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Briefly

Westwood fire

investigated

Arson investigators arc still

compiling information about an

explosion in Wcslw(X)d that

ignitcJ a huge Los Angeles'

blaze, a fire historian said

Saturday.

The investigation could lake

anywhere from a couple of

weeks to several months, Bat-

talion Chief Clarence Merri-

man said.

The Dec. 23 fire spread from

a construction site on Wilshire

Boulevard to more than a dozen

nearby buildings as high winds

blew embers over a wide area.

The fire caused an estimated

S25 million in damage.

inside
Folklore prof

dies at age 71
Professor Donald Knight

"D.K." Wilgus, former chair of

the Folklore and Mythology

program, died fX^c. 25.

See page 8

Viewpoint

U.S. invasion

was justified^

President George Bush made
ihe right decision to send U.S.

tr(K)ps into Panama.

See page 20

Arts & Entertainment

Film dream guy
alters image

In 'Bom on the Fourth ol

July,' Tom Cruise takes a shaqi

career turn, which could have

an mipact on our generation.

See page 22

Sports

Volleyball Is so
close yet so far

lor the second straight year,

Ihc U( LA volleyball team

made il to the Final Four

See page 44
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Grads vote for mandatory insurance
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

All UCLA graduate and profes-

sional students must now buy the

health insurance plan offered by

the UCLA Student Health Ser

vices or provide pro<)f of compar

able coverage effective Jan. 1.

More than two-thirds of the

students who voted between Nov.

20 and Dec. 8 for the mandatory

medical insurance referendum

voted affirmatively.

About 40 percent of the gradu-

ate and professional student body

eligible to vote cast ballots, result-

ing in "the highest voting percen-

Graduate Vote on Mandatory Health Insurance

in favor
The larger pie depicts the results of the referendum 224

votes were declared invalid The smaller pie shows the

percentage of eligible students who participated in the vote.

opposed

39.7%

4158
60.3%

source Office of the Chancellor

r^^ualage of any gr^i^luale/professional

student referendum in UCLA's
history," said Chancellor Charles

Yojung in a Dec. 20 letter to

university officials.

The insurance plan fee for the

remainder of the 1989-90 schcxjl

ALBERT POON/Daily Brum

year is $165 per quarter or $247.50

per semester. Students who can

demonstrate to the Student Health

Service that they own comparable

privately-provided insurance

coverage will have their fee

waived.

Back to the books

Sophomore biology major Barry Steinmetz rests his feet and gets a head start on

studying while waiting in line to buy books.

use cuts funding for mock paper
Daily Trojans 'bogus' BRiin

barred after racism complaints

By Kathy Lo

Staff Writer

use's Sludeni Media HoanJ

decided lo end the Daily 'Vrojiin\

tradition ot distributing a mcKk
version of the Daily Bruin, after

students at USC and UCLA
became outraged by what they said

were racial, sexist and homophob
ic slurs in the Trojan's mock paper.

llie media b(>ard barred the use

of university funds, space, mater

lals or machines for the prcxluction

of tlie "bogus" Brum a tradition

that has lasted more than ^0 ye^rs.

"In the future, the University of

Soulhcm California will not sup

[x>rt the publication of a 'Pogus

Brum,' " James Dennis, USC vice

president of student affairs, wrote

in a letter to UC LA Vice Chancel

lor of Sliident Affairs Winston

Doby.

Shannon F-.llis. USC assistant

dean for stiulcnt at fairs, said

I-riday that the resolution "deals

vs-ith everyone's concerns.

"It recogni/es the dilemma

that (bogus publications) lead lo

problems, racism and bad feeling,"

she said.

However, Dail\ Bruin fidi

tor-in Chief Valaric Dc L^ Gar/ii

said thai the board's decision did

not address the importance of

being sensitive lo racial issues.

"They misse<l the point. Il could

have been a learning exjx'riencc. It

ended up beit^g something that

they shoved under the rug and

you can't shove racism under the

rug."

After the "bogus" Brum was

distributed by I ISC students on the

I ICLA campus. I)c La Clarz-a sent a

letter of complaint to the Diuh
Trojan s editor and to the USC
vice president of student affairs.

The Nov. 21 letter brought

attention to the parodies of Daily

Bruin suiff members' names in a

phony editorial staff box. Staff

members in the Trojan s bogus

Brum were calle^l "Irena Aus
chwit/," "Cireg Queer." "Corky

C(X)n," "Michelle Jivetalkin*

and "Wendy hot and Juicy."

At that time, Trojan Editor in

Chief Lecf Smith said words usal

in the bogus paper were not meant

to be derogatory, insensitive, or

racial slurs.

Dc L^ Ciar/.a said a discussion

about guidelines for the parody

newspapers would be an effective

way lo address the problem.

She also suggested ruling out

profanity and "parody base^l on

ethnicity . . . and a person's sex."

Ellis said the exchange of mock
newspapers has strayed from its

See PAPERS, page 19

Student Health Service will

decide, whether a student's own
insurance is comparable.

Teaching and research assis-

tants working more than 25 per-

cent time will have their insurance

costs paid for because UC officials

promised to do so at campuses

where students voted toimplemenl

mandatory health insurance before

Jan. 1,

UCLA now joins UC Berkeley,

Davis, San Diego, San Francisco

and Santa Cruz as campuses
having a mandatory medical insur-

ance program for all graduate and

professional students.

Recycling

plan won't
affect UCLA
By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

A mandatory trash recycling

plan being implemented in phases

throughout Los Angeles will amve
on the Westside by March 1991,

but apparently it won't be a

sweeping change for UCLA.
Under the plan, Wesiside resi-

dents will receive bins for separat-

ing recoverable trash between

March and December 1991, a

deputy of local City Councilman
Zev Yaroslavsky said Friday.

The plan will only require

single-family households and
apartment buildings with up to five

units lo recycle.

The city law leaves UCLA
students who live in large apart-

ment buildings and the UCLA
campus, a state institution, unaf-

fected.

Tlie campus, however, employ-

ed two recycling programs before

Mayor Tom Bradley signeJ the

city plan into law Thursday.

ASUCLA began the tirst prog-

ram in September by placing

separate collection bins for alumi-

num and pa[X'r ihroughout its

facilities.

The administration started a

second program in (Xtobcr. A
private waste hauler transfers

UCLA's 40 tons of daily solid

waste oft-campus and then sepa-

rates the trash, said Constance

F-reeman, executive assistant to the

administrative vice chancellor.

The hauler recovers up to 90

percent of all recyclable materials

during the separation, she said.

Despite the administration's

efforts, students are trying to

convince the university lo adopt a

different program.

Apnl Smith, an urban planning

student and a member of the

As.s(x:iated Students' Board of

Directtirs, said unlike ASUCLA's
method, the university plan does

not change people's altitude about

waste.

If people separate trash in their

offices, they may learn to decrease

the amount of waste produced in

general, she said.

Freeman, however, said the

university's main ((x:us is to

recycle as cost-effectively and

efficiently as p<3ssible, not to

See RECYCLING, page 16
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TUESDAY. JANUARY 9

Campus Events

- concert: Trulio Disgracias

- noon
- Westwood Plaza

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 10

Student Alumni Association
- General Meeting
- 7:00 p m.

- AGB
THURSDAY. JANUARY 1

1

Student Alumni Association

- Coro Fellowships Infornnation Meeting

Jannes West Alumni Center

Conference Room
- 700pm.

Women's Resource Center
'^'

- Winter Workshops
- beginning Tuesday, January 16

Student Psyctiological Services

Winter Quarter Group Offerings

Department of Community Safety

' UCLA Emergency Medical Technician

Training Courses
- beginning January 9

UCLA Blood Donor Center

- National Volunteer Blood Donor Month

month of January

"A" Level of UCLA Medical Center Room
A7-260

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 25

Student Alumni Association

Dinner for Twelve Strangers

January 9
6 p.m.
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To better serve the UCLA comrT>ur^ity, the
DotJv Bruir^ has developed "DAILY BREWIN.'S"
which will appear on page two of the Daily Bruin

everyday and will comprise a list of events
for the week as well as upcoming attractions.

If you are interested in having your campus
event listed in the calendar, please coll

206-0905 for more information.
Cortam roquiremonts apply.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
REGARDING THESE EVENTS, PLEASE
LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISEMENTS
WITHIN THE BODY OF THE PAPER!

(0)ir3(BMiitt3®]B

This introductory meeting is the first step for

those students interested in writing and

copyediting for ASUCLA publications. A take-

home Entrance examination will be distributed at

the orientation. After successfully completing the

eight-week course, students can contribute to the

Dally Bruin or any of the six special interest

publications.

Ackerman 3517

.„Ihe iitaCfjalihe. Da/Vy Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

'ty 'in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptlj^^on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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UC officials stiil pian to build three campuses
By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

The University of California

will continue plans to build three

new campuses despite a state

commission's report that said only

one is needed, according to UC
officials Friday.

The campuses will help main-

tain the quality of a UC education

f^ an increasing number of stu-

dents, university President David

Gardner said in a letter to Kenneth

O'Brien, director of the California

Postsecoridary Education Com-
mission.—

^*in today's world, the Univer-

But report recommends only one new
campus and using others to capadty
sity of California is indeed an

internationally recognized
research institutioi^," Gardner
said. "Our new campuses will

share in that heritage ... To plan

for anything less would be to

guarantee that what is new will be
less than what is old."

And this will eventually weaken
the entire system, he said.

The commission said last month
tfiaf the state should build more

community colleges and fewer

California State and UC campuses

to meet its higher education needs.

It also expected private colleges to

absorb more students. ^
It urged UC to add only one

campus and use its nine current

campuses, especially UC River-

side, to their capacity. The univer-

sity should also furth^ document
its needs for graduate student

growth, acco'ding to the commis-

sion.

O'Brien told the San Francisco

Examiner on Wednesday that the

campuses' cost is too high when
the state also has to fund the

California State University's and
community colleges' proposed

expansions.

The price tag for the expansion

of the three systems is $8.7 billion,

and the UC plan would use almost

half that sunk

"There's defmiiely not enough
money to accommodate these

kinds of plans plus doing what's

necessary in kindergarten through

12th grade," O'Brien said.

A report from Gardner's office,

however, said the cominission's

plan, which studied growth up to

the year 2005, could work until

then, when 63,000 additional stu-

dents will attend the university.

But it would leave no room for

another increase of 4,500 students

the following year, Gardner's

report said.

Reportsfrom the Associated Press

A Blllin in BGriin: Student witnesses crumbling wall
By ian Schmidt
Special to The Bruin

A small child scrambles up the embank-
ment in an effort to reach her goal— a large

"crack" in the Beriin Wall. She lays her

hands in the crack and cranes her head to

gain the best view possible. She casts her

curious and eager eyes on the border

crossing at Potzdamer Platz. Less than 12
hours before, the Berlin Wall ran through

what in the early 1930s was the busiest

crossroads in Europe. Twenty-eight years

ago the East Germans constructed this

infamous monolith through a central hub of

East/West-traffic.

What seven-year-old Karoline Kratschell

may not have realized is that the border^

crossing symbolizes the reopening of the

East/West traffic. The traffic not only of

vehicles and po'sons but also of goods,

services, political ideas and economic
support.

Potzdam^ Platz represents the points

where the economic and political roads of

the East and West come together. Now
hopefully a genuine exchange and working

together can occur.

Berliners have mixed reactions

Two days after the chaotic and surprising

occurrtiKe of Nov. 9, 1 arrived in Berlin in

hopes of getting some feel for the situation. I

talked with Berliners, East and West, young
and old, and found myself at times

overwhelmed by mixed, intense emotions.

The eyes and words of those I spoke with

were filled with anger or elation, or both.

In the last few weeks, attention has

shifted from the b(x6er crossings made
through the Beriin Wall, to the more
pressing problems plaguing East Germany.
Czechoslovakia has caught the fu'e of

reform raging through the Eastern Bloc and
has moved into the public eye. While
discussion has tumedto the question ofhow
the Eastern Bloc should go about tearing

down its political and economic walls, the

gaping holes in the Berlin Wall represents

the bursting of a dam that, under extreme

pressure firom the people, sooner or later, in

peace or with violence, had to give vs^y.

No one should believe for a second that

the border crossings and travel freedom for

East Germans were on the agenda of the

Sozial Einheitspartei peutschlands (SED).

The reaction from Moscow over the

opening of the borders was "a smart

decision." This was not said with perestroi-

ka in mind, but rather to recognize that the

SED had found a clever "out" in a situation

that was on its way to becoming critical.

The SED very intelligently opted not to

turn the streets of Leipzig nor Alexander

Platz into a European Tienanmen Square.

The decision to tear dov^ sections of the

wall was surely done in an effort to do it

lAM iCHIUiOT

On the day after the Potsdamer Platz border crossing, 7-year-old East Ger-

man citizen Kardine Kratschell,pulls at a piece of the Berlin Wall.

before the East Germans decided to tear it

down themselves and the SED along with it

Those that remember Berlin without the

wall expressed their opinions with passion

and, more, often than not, witfi anger anf
disgust

Symbdisiii of the wail

The focus of most I spoke with, was not

on the wall itself, but rather on what it

represents. As I sat in a cafe, I struck up a

conversation with the man sitting across

from me. He fled East Berlin in his early

twenties before the wall was built He left

his fathCT behind and when he died, was not

alk)wed to attend his own father's funeral.

His quiet, controlled story quickly evolved
into a k>ud angry solikiquy.

"The walling in of a people, the oppres-

sion, and the torturing; of their verv souls, for

forty years, is an atrocity that is to be put on
the level with Hitler's."

At fvst, the strong and hateful words I

heard were a shock to me. As time grew on I

began to expect them, for the pec^le had_
every right to be angry.

My first day in East Berlin, I met Paul

Muller, who affirmed this opfH^ssion

calling it "the breaking of the human spirit"

Over 20 years ago he quit his job as a teacher

because, "1 couldn't do it to the kids

anymore, I couldn't tell the lies," he said.

I couldn't help but notice that he took

great pains to speak softly to make sure no
one heard him saying these things. It struck

me as a survival reflex developed over 40
years under such a regime. He could hardly

keep a soft tone when I asked him what he

thought o( the recent changes made in the

government "Krenz is just as bad as

Honecker. The whole bunch of them should

be shot"

Without exception the elderiy people I

.talked with were convinced that changes in

the government and opening of the borders

were hollow maneuvers with no real intent

for reform. I found quite a bit of logic in this

view. I think the general impression

everyone had, was that the SED was trying

to make as few **real" changes as possible.

They hoped if they ousted the okl guard and
opened the borders, it would quiet the

people. The mistrust and dedication is too

., - See BERLIN, page 16

Fraternity abolisKes pledging nationwide to cut liazing
By Lisa Luboff

Staff Writer

Cleaning house, answering
phones and picking up late night

food orders may no longer be

imposed on the newest members of

Zeta Beta Tau fraternity.

This fall marked the beginning

of a precedential membership
program which abolishes the

institution of pledging at all ZBT
chapters. The policy, introduced

last July, is an effort to decrease

hazing incidents nationwide.

Pledging is a period of evalua-

tion in which new members must

prove to the rest of the fraternity

that they deserve to be a part of thfe

organization. If a pledge succeeds

in doing this, he will be initiated to

full membership at the^nd of the

quarter.

Pledges are often told that they

must follow the orders of active

members, including custodial

work and running errands. If they

do not follow these commands,
pledges are reprimanded at late

night "lineup" interrogation ses-

sions.

As the first national fraternity to

eliminate pledging, many fraterni-

ties arc keeping an eye on ZBT to

see how the program works out
This fall, Tau Kappa Epsilon

fraternity announced plans to end
pledging nationwide by fall 1991.

UCLA's Alpha Tau Omega
independently abandoned its

pledging program several years

ago, but its national organization

The concept of
pledgb^ Iiad changed

over the years and
^l)ecame less and less

of an education prO'

cess and more of a

rite of passage.'^

BobEsctvnan

has not yet adopted such a policy.

"We were the first fraternity to

take this step," said Kevin Rosen-

berg, president of San Diego State

University's ZBT. "We feel thisJs^

the wave of the fihure."

The Supreme Council's action

folk)wcd a year of deliberation and

a "review of continued hazing

assaults, injuries and deaths

throughout the fraternity system,"

according to a news release from

ZBT's national office. -

In addition, ZBT's national

office was worried jibout the future

of the fraternity in which about 40
percent of the chapters were under

disciplinary action resulting from

alcohol abuse, poor academic
performance or hazing, said Bob
Eschman, chapter consultant of the

national ZBT.
The rising costs of liability

insurance for fraternities was also

a factor behind the decision. All

ZBT chapters purchase Fraternity

Tnsurance Purchasing Group
Insurance. Among t^ insurance

sUpijtlatiofui, tbere^ is iKLCoyemg^

for accidents resulting from haz-

ing, open parties, alcohol drinking

games, or alcohol served at new
member events. Coverage for ZBT
currently costs $52.50 per member
per year.

Eschman said ZBT's decisiofr

was an effort to end the "two-tier

system" within each fraternity

where okler fraternity members
controlled the actions of the entire

house and pledges needed to prove

themselves before being accepted.^

The concept of pledging had
changed over the years and
"became less and less of an
education process and more of a

rite of passage," Eschman said;

"If something wasn't done W
See PLEDOINO, pagel7
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Briefs
World

61 Romanian cMMren
join i^ncli famiiies ,

PARIS — A plane carrying 61 Roma-
nian children whose adoptions by French
parents had been blocked by Nicolae
Ceausescu*s government landed Saturday
to a joyful welcome from their new
families.

"We are in debt to the Romanian people
for winning freedom for these children,"

said Jacques Lellioz of St. Nazaire in

western France, who waited more than
three years for his ad(^ed daughter,

Maeva.
In the early 1980s, hundreds of French

parent? sought and found children in

Romania when demand for adoptive
children in France was greater than the

-Suj^y,

But in July 1988, Ceausescu's govern-

ment halted any new adoption cases for

foreign parents, and in January 1989 it

refused to allow the departure of 89
children whose adoption procedures were
complete or nearly complete.

Nation

Bomb threat diverts

international flight

BOSTON — A British Airways night

bound for Miami from London made an
emergency landing at Logan International

Airport on Saturday after authorities

r^^ved ja-^onjbthreaL
The Boeing 7^ jet landed without

incident shortly betore 3 p.m., said Phil

Orlandella, spokesman for the Massa-
chusetts Port Authority.

The 341 passengers and 19 crew
members exited by a stairway thai had

been wheeled to the plane on a runway
apron away from the main terminal. No
injuries were reported.

State police searched the aircraft with
the help of explosives-sniffing dogs.

Eraptions reiXHted
at U.S. volcanoes
Mount Sl Helens belched volcanic ash

that settled over a south-central
Washington community Saturday, while
seismic equipment detected a minor
eruption in Alaska's Redoubt Volcano.

Steve Malone, a seismologist with the

University of Washington in Seattle, said

seismographs and other equipment within

the crater of Mount St Helens recorded a

small eruption at 5:3.7 a.m. PST.
In Alaska, authorities had no unusual

confirmation that Redoubt Volcano emit-

ted ash during an eruption at 2:26 a.m.

AST, the Alaska Volcano Observatory
said.

Seismologist John Davies of the obser-

vatory in Fairbanks called the eruption a

"clearly a minor event" compared to

eruptions last month and Tuesday.
The volcano, 115 miles southwest of

Anchorage, rumbled awake in mid-
December after a 25-year silence, spew-
ing aSh that disrupted air traffic.

State

Injuries reported in

jSfan Diego prison riot

CHULA VISTA — A number of
prisoners refused to enter their cells in a
disturbance at the San Diego County
South Bay Detention Center late Satur-

day, and several injuries were reported,

authorities said.

The disturbance in Cell Block 3-A was

reported at 9:21 p.m. but was contained by
10:30 p.m. The center may hold about 800
piisoners, she said.

The incident^began when prisoners in

Cell Block 3-A refused to enter their cells.

Fighting was reported inside the cell

block, but it was not known how many
inmates were involv^ and if any were
armed.

- Further details on casualties were not

immediately available. The facility is

adjacent a county Courthouse in Chula
Vista, about 15 miles south of downtown
San Diego.

Deputies apparently were not inside the

ceil block during the disturbance, and no
other cell blocks were involved.

S.F. police reorganize

after public criticisms

SAN FRANQSCO — Police Chief
Frank Jordan, prompted by continuing

criticism of crowd control problems and
officCT discipline, announced a "far-

reaching and comprehensive" reorgani-

zation of his department's brass.

Jordan cited a police sweep of the

Castro District during a protest last

October and the injury of United Fann
Workers co-founder Dolores Huerta at a

September 1988 demonstration.

The reorganization, which affects the

duties of all ranking offices from the

chief down to the nine district captains,

"will ensure a tighter span of control,

clearer lines of responsibility and
improved accountability," Jordan said.

The changes follow Jordan's study of
other city's police departments and
meetings with Mayor Art Agnos and
members of the city's Police Commis-
sion, including one Friday at the mayor's
office.

Local

Two fires strike
downtown area

Firefighters battled a st)ectacular

$300,000 blaze in a vacant downtown
apartn^ent building and a small fire in the

Arco Towers North high-rise early Sun-
day.

The larger blaze, which was first

reported at 5:42 a.m., took place at the

city's Skid Row section near Fifth and
Main streets at a three-story brick

building that was being renovated for a

homeless shelter, firefighters said.

Earlier Sunday morning, firefighters

raced to the 17th floor of the Arco Tower
North near Fifth and Flower streets, just a

few blocks away from the first blaze.

Electrical problems were believed to

have caused the 4:30 a.m. fire, which
mostly damaged telephone lines.

Wrong-way freeway
driver idils motorist
HACIENDA HEIGHTS — A driver

iwas killed early Sunday on the Pomona
Freeway when his compact car was
smashed by a wrong-way pickup truck,

the California Highway Patrol said.

The unidentified driver of the truck was
hospitalized with sevciral injuries.

TTie CHP received a roadside emergen-
cy telephone call at 4:40 a.m. from an
off-duty shttifTs deputy who spotted the

truck heading eastbound in the westbound
lanes of the Pomona Freeway (State

Route 60).

Pronounced dead at the scene near the

7th Avenue crossing was Nhuan Due
Chung, 42, of Pomona.

Compiledfrom the Associated Press
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Pattern founci in campus robberies over vacation
Same methodf of entry used in breaBTns;

university police have little information

By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

UCLA suffered six burglaries

during the three-week vacation,

but university police say this is

normal for the holiday break.

University EteL Armando Ruiz

said there arc usually a number of

break-ins during the vacation

because the campus is virtually

abandoned. StiH. "We wctc hit

I^etty heavily," he said.

Much of the monetary damage
could not be assessed while people

were still on vacation, but losses

are expected to near $12,000.

Incidents occurred in Royce
Hall, Dickson Art Center, the

Geology building and Macgowan
Hall. The only confirmed loss is in

Dickson Room 6209, where

$3,000 worth of video equipment

was taken.

Police believe four of the

break-ins were the woilc of the

same thieves, because the same
method of entry was used in each.

A hole about the size of a Softball

was sawed in the wall next to the

door and the thieves reached

through and unlocked the door.

"Because of the holes, we can

probably assume that it was the

same person or persons," Ruiz

said.

Besides knowing the thieves are

selective about what they take,

police have not gathered much

information about them, he said.

After one incident police found

a hammer they believe was used in

the theft but were unable to find

any prints on the tool, Ruiz said.

Alarmed at the string of heists,

Ruiz said university police might

increase foot patrols at the hours

when break-ins typically occur.

An employee of UCLA Facili-

ties Maintenance, who also

noticed similarities in the break-

iris, is alarmed at the inability to

stop the thieves. 'The way the

holes were made has been exactly

the same," said Larry Schott, a

facilities superintendent who
repaired the holes after the inci-

dents.

Schott said the first use of the

hole-i^-the-wall technique he was

aware of occurred in eaiiy Novem-
ber when thieves broke into Rolfe

Hall and made off with video

equipment worth more than

$9,000.

The geology department was
prepared for thieves from a lesson

they learned in November when
lab materials and a fax machine

worth an estimated $7,000 were

taken, department administrator

Warren Thomas said.

During the vacation, the same
lab was broken into, but all

valuable lab materials had been

removed so the thieves left with

nothing, he said.

S

from the Wotnen^s Resource Center

2 Dodd Hall —7^ 825-3945

Making Choices: Asian Women and Education
Tuesday, January 16, 12:00 - IKX) p.m., 2 Dodd Hall

^ ^^ ^TT 7t^ 7{T

* * *
. The Balancing Act:

Stress ManageitiWit foFNontraditional Students.
• Wednesday, January 17, I2.-00 - 1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall

Pathfinders: Women in Politics

A Discussion with Ruth Galanter
Monday, February 5, 3.-00 - 4:30 p.m., 314 Royce Hall

* * *'

^ * * Is Graduate School for You? A Panel Discussion

-for Women
Tuesday, February 6, 12:00 - 1:30 p.m., 3^7 Ackerman Union

Sexpectations: Mt^rTng S i^^iip^ n^^iVionc , : 2^1 :^ s^

Tuesday,Februaryl3,12:00- 100 p.m., 3517 Ackerman Union

V.

* * ^ Women and Angen The Misunderstood Emotion
Wednesday, Fd}ruary 21, 1200 -1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall

. _ «—
-^

Women^s History Film Festival

•The Life and Times of Rosie the Riveter" * * *
Wednesday, March 7, I2.-00 - im p.m., 2 Dodd Hall , ^ '

* * * "Wild Women Don't Have the Blues"

Thursday, March 8, 1200 - 1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall

The Women 's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

Not Happy With Your Schedule?

It's Not Too Late To Get Into The
Winter Social Science Cluster

Pick up your PTE for 15 units at

A316 Murphy Hall and register

immediately and simply with one
stop at the Registrar's Office

Profit from 4 co-ordinated classes

Complete your Social Science GE,
requirements or ^ ^ ^ .^_

Take some great Soda! Science
electives

Really get to know your fellow

students - all taking the same
classes

WINTER QUARTER SOCIAL
SCIENCE CLUSTER

^ Concepts of Social Order

Anthropology 9: Principles of Cultural

Anthropology
Professor Peter Hammond, MWF 10 a.m.
Haines 39

History IB: Introduction to Western Civilization

Professor Robert Benson, TTH 11:00
Royce 250

Political Science 10: Introduction to Political

Theory
Professor Duanc Smith, TTH 12:30

. Kinsey 230

Social Sciences 88: Instructors Bruce
Brasinqton, Laura Cummins, Matthew
Matsuaa, Doreen Mattingly, Bradley
Macdonald, and Eric Rambo

Treat Yourself to a great quarter!

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LF-NS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN.

AQUA. HAZEL. VIOLET. & GRAY

lO OPTOMETRDC
7»» Abt f iHjl

.

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIIVI, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

•Price per lens.Exam, training, lollow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.
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GREAT TO HAVE YOU BACK

.•\,

riATIOriAL VOLUNTEER
BLOOD DOnOR MONTH
To help overcome post holiday blood shortages

President Bush has declared January as

national Volunteer Blood Donor Month.

ALL ELIGIBLE DONORS ARE URGED
TO DOriATE THIS MOFITH.

FKEE^
FOR UCLA DONORS

(S

UCLA STUDENTS* - Meal tickets for all ASUCLA food facilities with each
blood donation.

UCLA/ASUCLA EMPLOYEES - 4 hours leave with pay each time you donate.
Most student*, casual, per diem and career employees are eligible.

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER
"A" Level Room A2-260 UCLA Medical Center

Just down the. hall from Student Health
^ 825-0850 825-0888 - '

^Student emplojrces may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets but not both . Must have current
UCLA student I.D.

LAppliesie^most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions!

:%*««v«v»
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Renowned folksong professor D.K. WilgUs dies at 71
By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

Donald Knight "D.K." Wilgus,

a UCLA professor emeritus of

English and Anglo-American
Folksong and the first chairman of

UCLA's Folklore and Mythology
Program, died Dec. 25 at the age of

71.

Wilgus had been severely ill

according to his widow, Eleanor

Long. He suffered two minor heart

attacks in late November and early

December, and died due to compli-

cations following heart surgery at

the Hospital of the Good Samari-

tan.

Both his Colleagues and students

— which include guitarist John

Foley, radio talk show host Barry

Hansen (Dr. Demento), and Elea-

nor Long— remember Wilgusas a

man of tremendous kindness and

personal integrity.

"D.K. was not only a distin-

guished scholar and renowned

leatfner/but a gentle, kindly man.

Hef deserved only good," Dan
Patterson, a colleague of Wilgus*

at the University of North Caroli-

na, wrote in a letter of condolence

to Wilgus' family.

"D.K. was a model for me,"

wrote his former student Roger

Renwick of the University of

Texas, eile has never be^n

superseded (in that capacity). I will

never forget him."

Respected internationally for

his wcfk on Anglo-Irish-American

folksong, Wilgus did pioneering

fieldwork in the U.S. and Ireland.

His studies revealed the influence

of traditional Anglo-Irish ballads

on contemporary commercial
recordings. While at UCLA, he

built an archive of folksong* and

music which exceeds 1 1,(XX) com-
mercial recordings.

After receiving a master's

degree in music and a doctorate in

English from Ohio State Universi-

ty, Wilgus began his teaching

career at Western Kentucky Uni-

versity. There he wrote Anglo-

American Folksong Scholarship

since 1898.

Wilgus came to UCLA in 1963,

where he held a joint appointment

in the UCLA English and Music
departments until his retirement in

June 1989. He helped found the

Folklore and Mythology Program
in 1%5 and served as its chair for

17 years.

In the 196G's and 1970'^, he

directed a series of folk festivals at

UCLA.
Wilgus hoped to complete a

number of lengthy projects in his

retirement, including an annotated

index of Irish ballads, a work on
popular beliefs and superstitions in

Kentucky and a book of ballads

and songs on the sinking of the

Titanic.

"••But I wUl finish his work," his

widow and collaborator said. "I

[xx)mised that I would. Now that

D.K. is gone . . . I'm really the

only one who can."

Wilgus is survived by his wife

and two daughters, five grand-

daughters and five great-grand-

;dattghters.

Those who wish to do so may ^

make contributicxis in Wilgus' *

memory to the JEMC/Wilgus
Memorial Fund, P.O. Box 83812,

Los Angeles, CA. 90083, and/or to
,

the Cardiovascular Department

Fund, Hospital of the Good
Samaritan, 616 S. Witm^ Street,

Los Angeles, Calif. 90017.

SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE
CLASSES IN TRANSLATION

winter quarter

OoiiDDTfDiiir [i(i[rg](iin)ii(]i] '"V '

Scand. 60, t-th 3-6, Bunche 2181

Scand. 142, MWF 1, Dodd 154

^cand. C144, t-th 11-12:15; GSM 1256

Scand. C146, t-th 12:30-1:45, Rolfe 2134

D©gite [0)B[ni(i§(i[n) • .

Scand. C180, "Literature and Society," ;

•,

mwf 12, GSM 1264

iM)(5)@ra(r^ i

Scand. 181, w 2-5, GSM 4317, joined during February by Regent's Lecturer

P.C. Jersild, Sweden s outstanding modem novelist!

All readings in English Translation!

For further infornnation, please come by the Scandinavian Section,

Royce Hall 332, or call:

(213) 825-2432

GRATVD OPEMIVG SPECIALS

expert picture framing
* Open Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6 * r-

if Same day Service if
'

•A Ample FREE Parking Available In Rear i(

* 5 Mln^e^ From UCLA! *
1 1 1 65 Santa Monica Blvd.

Between 405 Fwy & Sepulveda Blvd.

479-7339

Q.

I

li

I

I

$10 OFF!
with minimum $50 purchase

not valid with any other offer

*offer expires 2-15-90

c
o

o

V

When You Frame
With Us!

not valid with any other offer

*offer expires 2-15-9
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Music 2B is still filling

Schoenberg Hall with
beautiful inusic.T...BUT
' Music 2B has now
become Musicology 2B
and has a new ID
numbef: 68720

Time and place remain tlie same

(Tuesdays, Thursdays 11-1

Schoenberg Hall: 1-hr Friday Section)

and

Professor Malcolm Gsle Is presiding.

THE COURSE STILL SATISFIES ALL GE
REQUIREMENTS.

DIDNTGETA
PARKING SPACE?

DON'T PANIC!!
THE SOLUTION TO YOUR TRANSPORTATION
PROBLEMS IS THE CONVENIENT BUS SERVIi
THAT COINCIDES WITH CLASS SCHEDULES

U

..•7'

^

£ STANLEY H. KAPLAN
' JL Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

^
--..^tf*---*-* -«^J

Low Fare
Departures and arrivals coincide
with class schedules
Frequent service (every 20 min.)
during peak hours
New hourly Saturday and
Sunday service •

•'' '. ^^
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11:23
1203

12:43

1:23

2:03
2:43
3:23
4:03
4:43
5:23
6:03
6:43
7:43
8:43
9:43
10:20

SOUTHBOUND
LV LV ARR
LAX FcK UCLA

HiUs Mall

^7Mi
8:54

"9:54

10:54

11:54

12:541

1:54

2:54

3:54

4:54

5:54

6:54

7:54

8:54

9:40

10:40

6:Xam
7:30

8:X
9:30

10:30

11:30

12:30 rn

1:30

2:30

3:30

4:30

5:30

6:30

7:30

8:30

9:30

10:10

11:10

6:43i

7:43

8:43

9:43

10:43

11:43

12:431

1:43

2:43

3:43

4:43

5:43

6:43

7:43

8:43

9:43

10:20

FOB FinmiEB SCHEDULE INitMniATION, CALL: 5S9-SS19
FOB LOST ft FOUND, CONPLAINIS, OB COMMENDATIONS,

CALL: tt2-S7Sl
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Teachers wanted:
Van deKamp proposes state fellowships

for those seeking teacher certifications

CalifgJmia Attorney General John-K. Van de

Kamp proposed the development of 4,000 annual

fellowships for those aspiring to be teachers,ma
speech to UCLA's graduate school of education.

This would help Califwnia schools become '*the

best in the world," he said in the Dec. 1 1 speech.

Van de Kamp proposed that the slate pay the full

cost of up to two years of college plus one year of

graduate wcM^k for teacher certification.

The fellowships could be used at any California

college or university, but would be limited to the

full amount of tuition, fees, books, room and board

and reasonable subsistence based on California

State University campus costs of about $7,000 to

$8,000 a year, he said.

If the 4,000 fellowships were awarded over the

next five yeai^, the proposal would cost about $80
million a year, according to Van de Kamp's
estimates. He said^ he would raise the funds by
imposing a sales tax on candy, which is currently

exempt.

"We have to ask ourselves what's more
important to our children— an extra Mars bar or a

teacher who can show them how to find the planet

Mars?" Van de Kamp said.

— by Holly Bauer

Ford Foundation seeks
Input about race issues

for new grants proglam
The Ford Foundation inter-

viewed top UCLA officials and

student leaders about campus race

issues Dec. 11 and 12 to prepare

for a new national grams program.

The program, expected to begin

in spring, would help improve race

relations and diversity on college

campuses Ford officials said.

Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs Winston Doby, Executive

Vice Chancellor Murray
Schwartz, undergraduate Presi-

dent John Sarvey and others gave
summaries of UCLA policies and

past racial incidents to a two-per-

son team from the foundation.

Items discussed included cam-

pus activities during students*

freshman year, the umlergriadaute

curriculum, freedom of speech

issues and cultural events.

Ford officials said they will

compile a summary report without

identifying campuses and names,

and the visit will not affect

UCLA's eligibility in the program.

. — W. Kevin Leung

Other featured films:

"Speaking Parts"

Atom Egoyan - Director

"Cinema Paradiso"
Philippe Noiret

PALM SPRINGS
INTERNATIOHAL
FILM FESTIVAL

^Twister"
Harry Dean Stanton,

Crispin Glover

"Monsieur Hire"
Patrice LeConte—
Director

J

W

&^'

r-A-
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Yoiir passpprt to theworld ofcinema awaits . .

.

For the first time ever, the gfafT|orous city of Palm Springs will play host to an international event of cinema.

This prestigious event will offer a myriad of activities for professionals and film enthusiasts alike . .

.

45 films by leading directors from around the

world, including daily and nightly premieres from

the U.S., Canada, Japan, Germany, U.K., hJong

Kong and France.
.

,

U.S. Premiere of *The Killer" and West

Coast premieres of "Jesus of Montreal

"

"Rosalie Goes Shopping" and "Mama, >
There's A Man In My Bed."

Nightly premieres with celebrities and film

makers, daily salutes, galas, receptions and '"^~

much more. '"^

.
»

Film salutes to some of Americas film greats

including Kirk Douglas, Lucille Ball, Bob Hope,

Frank Capra and James Stewart. \ ,

Public seminars on screenwriting,

cinematography and directing hosted by the

American Film Institute. .

. Festival passport $100 (5 days), weekend

passport $50 and daily passes from $10.

^ For hotel reservations call 1-800-72-ROOMS.
^~For special savings on airfares call American

Airlines at 1-800-433-1790.

FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION CALL 1-800-366-FILM
j-

I
DESERT

t PIAZA CIMCO' '

^^_ - KANTER FINANCIAL ^
QTEL-^J. G. FINANCIAt^ "

Mm Springs life Q
COMPANY T*c*«.1««l*««fc«5U/

"^^L^^ OURSUITI HOTEL " " "

fV^ VMWNER CMR. Western Waste Industries

AMERICAN AIRLINES

FILM FESTIVAL GIVEAV/AY
Will I luuiid-trip tickets to cither Paris, Montreal or \'ancou\er from an\ Ameriean

Airlines city. I'jner at arn I'alni SiHinj^s lilin l'esti\al liooster" Merchani.

- y
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oval of KLA's delayed again
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

The ASUCLA Board of Direc-

tors (BOD) again delayed the

approval of the campus radio

station's budget pr(^sal on Dec.

19 after three months of prepara-

tion by the KLA action committee.

BOD had rejected the student

media publishing board's 1989-90

budget in September because it did

not include solutions for KLA's
long-standing. financial problems.

The KLA section of the ASUC-
LA Communications Board's
revised proposal asks BOD to

provide an annual subsidy to

upgrade KLA's equipment, imple-

ment an advising program for

KLA staff and offer stipends to the

station's managerial staff.

The subsidy for this year would
be about $82,000 and for subse-

quent years would be a maximum
of $51,000, according to the KLA
action committee report.

The proposal also includes a

five-year budget -plan which indi-

cates a decrease in net loss from
about $98,000 this year down to

about $42,000 in 1993-94.

After a three-hour discussion

about KLA's revised budget prop-

osal, BOD members approved
only the station's operating budget
— which would allow the station

to purchase about $60,000 worth
of capital equipment to imixDve
the poor technical system that

BOC Actions at December 19 Meeting

Approved ASUCLA title and pay

revision. Effective 01/01/90,

ASUCLA part-time student

employees will receive between

3.5 -4.0% pay increases.

Approved up to $250,000 to

Westwood Student Federal Credit

Union for 44-day period to help,

Union in response unanticipated

student interest to Stafford loans.

Approved operating budget for KLA,

and authorized creation of alterna-

tive funding evaluation committee.

Approved 1989-90 ASUCLA Comm
Board budget, without discussion

except for the KLA budget.

Chose new chairman John Sarvey
and vice chairman Konrad Huntley.

— Sarah Suk

creates static and sometimes does
not transmit at all.

The board decided to create an
ad-hoc committee which would
evaluate KLA's viability without

BOD's financial support and

report back in January with other

alternatives and costs.

BOD members agreed the stu-

dent-run staticxi is a valuable asset

to the university community, but

some members were skeptical

regarding how successful the

five-year plan would be.

But Publications Director Ter-

ence Hsiao told the board that the

figures in the plan were made
"deliberately conservative" so that

all parties involved could address

it with confidence.

Also, the purpose of the student,

media should not be to ipaki^

money, Hsiao said. "It's a valu-

able, educational experience.**

However, "value is always

relative to cost,** said faculty

representative Gary Richwald,

who thought that problems would
arise in having a multiple year plan

when the station's student mana-

See KLA, page 19

DEPARTMENT OF SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE
SCHEDULE CHANGES FOR WINTER, 1990 -
(Cancellations:

Spanish 1, Section 2, 8:00

Section 3, 8:00

Section 5, 9:00

Section 10, 12:00

Spanish 2. Section 3, 6:00

Spanish 2G
Spanish 3, Section 1, 8:00

Additions:

Spanish 2, Section 14, 10:00

Section 15, 11:00

Section 16, 12:00

Spanish 3, Section 10, 9:00

Spanish 26, Section 2, 10:00

f—

^S£>=-.

^
Spanish 4, Section 1, 8:00

Section 3, 9:00

Section 7. 12:00

Spanish 8A, Sections 1 and 2

Spanish 8B, Sections 1 and 2

Spanish 25, Section 3. 10:00

Section 5, 11:00

Section 7, 12:00

Time/Room Changes:

Spanish 100B TR 11:00-12:15

119A TR 12:30-1:45

143 TR 12:30-1:45

Ml 49 MWF 10:00

Rolfe 3134
Royce 164

Rolfe 3134
^ GSM 2325

The Department of Spanish and Portuguese regrets any inconvenience caused by these changes, some of which
represent normal adjustments to pre-enrollment data whHe others - such as cancellation of 8A, 8B, 20, and some
sectiohs of elementary Spanish - result from a lack of sufficient resources for staffing of the classes as originally

scheduled. Further changes may become necessary, depending on circumstances. The shortage of funds makes it

essential to divide existing resources between Winter and Spring quarters, in order to avoid wholesale cancellations in

the Spring.

The Department will continue to make every effort to accommodate as many students as possible in its classes.

We are committed to the goal of making the study of Spanish available to all who want to pursue it, at whatever
level. We hope that in the future we will be provided with the resources necessary to achieve that goal.

HOW TO GET THE SPANISH CLASSES YOU WANT
1) If you are enrolled in a Spanish class, be sure to attend every day during the first week in order to hold your
place. Jf you are on the waiting list, or simply not pre-enrolled, you should also attend the section that you want to be
in; spaces do open up at the last minute, and sometimes a new section can be created if a great many students are

waiting and a room is available.

2) Throughout the first week of class, you can find out which sections still have openings by going to the Spanish
Department and checking the posted list of open sections, which is updated daily. '

. ^
3) If you are ultimately unsuccessful in getting into a Spanish class, go to the Department Office (5310 Rolfe Hall) and
sign the appropriate ''Intend to Enroll" list for the next quarter. Being on the list does not guarantee you a place in a
class, but the lists will help us to know how many sections are needed at each level. If possible, you should try to

enroll the very next quarter; the less time that elapses before you resume your study of Spanish, the better. In the

meantime, try to retain what you've learned by reading, practicing with friends, watching Spanish-language TV, etc.

4) If you have not studied Spanish at UCLA but have studied it somewhere else (or speak it at home), you MUST
take the Placement Test before you enroll. If you do not, you may be required to leave the 'class you are enrolled in;

and by then it may be impossible to get into one at your correct level. You can only take the Placement Test once,

however, so take it just before you plan to enroll in Spanish. The next dates are February, 6 and 22, 1990 (for Spring

enrollment). Details are posted in the Spanish Department. — —^ ^-v-.

5) Always enroll in your Spanish class ai early as possible. Classes fill up quickly, especially at certain hours; and
early enrollments help the Department to decide which sections to keep open or where extra sections are needed. By
enrolling In your Spanish class ahead bf time, you can help us make maximum use of the limited resources that we
have.

We appreciate your patience and cooperation.

-Ftjrtt^f mformatton is available trt. the Department of Stjanish and Portuauese. 53ta Roife Haltr

'C.
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Student Health Services
provides tips for drinldng

aicoiiol wisely at parties

By Laurel Eu
Student Health Services

Although holiday parties were
designed to provide diversion and'

fun, students who resorted to

drinking to unwind may have

experienced some negative conse-

quences.

The holidays are over, but

parties — and drinking issues

associated with them — ccmtinue

throughout the year.

Senior Lisa Critton said that

inexperienced partygoers or new-

.

comers to an already established

group may be tempted to use

alcohol to ease tension.

"It's tough at first when you
walk in and don't know what to

do," CMtton said. "So when some-
one approaches you and asks 'Can

I get you a beer?* — which is a

standard question when you arrive

at a party — it's tempting to say

*yes.' Having something to hold in

your hand gives you a sense of

security. Also, after you say *no,'

what do you do?"
Student Health Services Sub-

stance Abuse Counselor Cece
Freeman said that there is"Timhing

wrong with feeling uncomfortable

at a party and such feelings do not

mean that "there is something

wrong with you or the party."

Freeman advised students to "sit

through the feelings for a while

(and) tell yourself it will be all

right.

"It's not necessary to get rid of

those feelings by getting drunk.

Learning to interact in social

situations takes time. Alcohol can

give you a lot more than you
bargained for.*^

In a survey of 1,297 UCLA
students conducted last spring,

students were asked about alco-

hol-related consequences they

may have experienced during the

previous six months. Almost half

reported having ^ hangover, 13

percent blacked out or were unable

to remember their behavior after

drinking, 22 percent behaved in

ways they later regretted and 16

percent missed class.

In addition, more than 11 per-

cent of the respondents repmed
being injured and nearly 18 per-

cent said they woe pressured into

I sexual behavior at some time in

their life by someone who was
drinking.

According to a Women's
Resource Center pubUcatiori, "the

use of alcohol limits people's

ability to pay attention to their

instinctive reactions and may
make responding to an assault

more difficult Many date rapes

(and nearly all gang rapes) involve

the use of alcohol and/or drugs

• • •

Besides impairing judgment,

excessive drinlcing presents seri-

ous hazards to physical well-

being, such as alcohol poisoning.

Partying without regrets

involves some forethought and

advance planning on the part of

both host and guest Freeman had

these tips for guests:

Evaluate the party for its ability

to provide an enjoyable environ-

ment
Based on one's weight and-scxr

the amount of alcohol which will

be consumed should be planned

beforehand. Medical conditions

and family history should have
some bearing on how much alco-

hol one can consume safely.

Eat before the party. Food helps

slow down some of alcohol's

effects.

Try to attend parties with

friends. Designate a driver who
agrees to drink minimally or not at

all. Or, rent a van or a limousine.

Bring money^ to pay for a taxi« if

necessary.

Get enough rest Drinking alco-

holic beverages only makes people

feel more tired.

Ifyou are under the age of21; be
aware that it is illegal to possess,

consume or purchase any alcoholic

beverage (including beer and
wine). Those convicted of an

alcohol offense will have their

driver's license suspended for one
year.

Starting Jan. 1, 1990, a person

whose blood alcohol level is .08

percent or high^ will be consid-

ered under the influence of alco-

hol.

Hosts should also take on the

responsibiUty of preventing n^a-
tive alcohol-related consequences.

Freeman said. She offered the

following tips for hosts:

Provide high-protetn foods that

slow alcohol absorption into the

body. Don't serve salty foods

which will make guests thirsty and
vtmpL them to drink more.

Provide alternatives to alcoholic

drinks, like smoothies or bottled

water.

Plan fun activities so guests

don't have to focus on drinking..

For example, have music ^^and

dancing or show a movie.

Don't serve more drinks to

sohieone who is drunk.

Encourage guests to think about

transportation alternatives. Per-

haps take their car keys when they

arrive and return them only when
they are sober, or provide trans-

portation or invite them to stay

overnight if they are not in a

condition to drive.

Stop serving drinks at least an

hour before pe<^le plan to leave.

For more information, call the

Student Health Services Substance

Abuse Coordinator at 825-7164,

the Women's Resource Center at

825-3945 or the Community Safe-

ty Office 4t 825-7661.

I^LA
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM

Mobile DJ Services
d|U 825-9106 for info about our rolling party unit
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STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
WINTER 1990

r

Student PsychologicalServices provide individual and group counseling through offices in two locations on the campus. Services are
confidential and free to regularly enrolled students. The service is staffed by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists
who are familiar with the needs and interests of university students.

SPS/Mid-Campus is located at 4223 Math Sciences Building. 825-0768 or 825-4207. SPS/South Campus is located at A3-062 Center
for the Health Sciences, 825-7985. For info/mation or appointments call any of the above numbers.

WINTER QUARTER GROUP OFFERINGS (UCLA STUDENTS ONLY)
EATING MANAGEMENT: A variety of techniques designed to control excessive eating will l?e introduced in a supportive setting.
l\/!embers will receive weekly assignments and be encouraged to explore motives underlying excessive eating. Tuesdays, 3-5 p.m.
(Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.)

PERSONAL EXPLORATION GROUP: An opportunity to share concerns In a group setting which emphasizes understanding yourself
and others, and exploring Important issues in personal relationships. Members will be encouraged to examine their interactions with
each other as well as those outside the group. Open to all students. Wednesdays, 3-5 p.m. (Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.)

GAY MEN'S RAP/SUPPORT GROUP: An Informal supportive group for gay males who wish to explore Issues and feelings related to
gay lifestyle. Facilitated by a psychologist, the group is offered in conjunction with the Gay and Lesbian Association and will meet in

3517 Ackerman Union. No appointment is necessary - just drop in. Mondays, 7-8:30 p.m.

AFRICAN-AMERICANWOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Fridays, 1-2:30 p.m. No intake necessary- just drop In. Meetings will be held
in 4207 Math Sciences Building.

AMAC (ADULTSMOLESTED AS CHILDREN) GROUP: A support group for adults who have been molested as children. A chance to
explore issues and feelings related to current relationships and self-esteem. Tuesdays, 9:15-11 a.m. (CaH 825-0768 for intake
appointment.) '

. .
'

HYPNOSIS TO INCREASE SELF-ESTEEM: This group i^ for students who wish to improve their self-image by utilizing hypnosis to
provide growth enhancing images and suggestions. Wednesdays, 4-5 p.m. (Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.)

RAPE SURVIVOR'S GROUP: Tuesdays, 10-12 noon. (Call 825-7985 for further information.) .

CHRONIC ILLNESS SUPPORT GROUP: A group for students experiencing chronic illnesses. Tuesdays, 1 -3 p.m. (Call 825-7985 for
intake appointment.)

WOMEN'S VOICES: A self-help support group for women. Thursdays, 5-6:30 p.m., 240 Kinsey Hall. Call 825-4207 for further
information.

EATING DISORDERS GROUP: A group to assist persons in dealing with such eating disorders as compulsive undereating
compulsive binging and purging, excessive use of cathartics, etc. The group approach Is used to counteract the sense of isolation and
to share experiences with others whose concerns are similar. The format will explore underlying issues and a behavioral approach to
Change. Several sessions will be offered: Mondays, 9-1 1 a.m. (Call 825-7985 for intake appointment): Mondays. 3-5 p.m. .

(call 825-0768 for Intake appointment). — -^—

—

'—
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING: An opportunity to develop assertive skills, to express preferences and feelings corhfortably, and to
respond more directly to the preferences of others. Tuesdays, 1-3 p.m. (Call 825-4207 to sign up.)

HIV SPECTRUM GROUP: A group for students with any level of HIV involvement, including seropositive asymptomatic, ARC and
AIDS. The group will provide.emotional support and a forum for discussion of HrV-related concerns. Strict confidentiality will be
maintained. An Intake interview is required. Wednesdays, 3-4:30 p.rn.

ACA (Adult Children of Alcoholics) GROUP: This group is for students who grew up in families where parents abused alpohol and/or
drugs. We will explore various concerns including :intimacy in relationships; feelings of helplessness and need to control; expressing
anger appropriately and dealing with angry people; depresslon/and fear of abandonment. Two sessions will be offered: Thursdays,
10-12 and 1-3 p.m. (Call 825-4207 for intake appointment.)

LATINA WOMEN'S ISSUES GROUP: Addresses issues of academic pressure; adaptation to UCl_A; family pressures; Issues of
Intimacy, etc. Thursdays, 3-5 p.m. This group will meet in Campbell Hall at the Chicane Research CenterConference Room. Just drop
In.

9 .

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP: A group for those Interested In self-exploration, personal growth and change. This gropup will explore a
range of personal and Interpersonal concerns including self-esteem, assertiveness, intimacy and emotional expressiveness with an
intent to help the participant enhance their own sense of personal competence. Tuesdays, 10-12 noon. (Cair825-0768 for intake
appointment.)

DISSERTATION AND THESIS SUPPORT GROUP: Three sessions will be offered: Tuesdays, 3-5 p.m.; TKui^days, 3-5 p.m.;
Fridays, 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.; (Call 825-0768 for Intake appointment.)

f ' '-

*

LESBIAN PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP: Mondays. 1:30-3 p.m. Call 825-4207 for futher information.

THE STRESS CLINIC
The Stress Clinic offers a variety of groups and workshops throughout the quarter, each focused on different strategies and concerns
related to reducing excessive stress. This quarter's groups include:

Reducing Academic/Performance Anxiety
ffor undergrads - Tuesdays, 11-12:30 p.m. and Thursdays, 1-2:30 p.m.;

f

<

for grad students - Mondays, 10-11:30 a.m.)

Reducing Bodily Symptoms of Stress
(Tuesdays, 1-2:30 p.m.)

Stress Management Through Self-Hypnosis
(Thursdays, 11-12 noon)

To participate in any of these Stress Clinic groups call 825-4207 or come by SPS Mid-Campus for additional information and to sign up
for the group of your choice. ^r-

^

,

• -•'--"

Reducing Stress Through Positive Self-Talk
(Mondays, 1-2:30 p.m.)

Relaxation Training Workshops
(Mondays, 3-4:30 p.m.)

Biofeedback Labs ——^ —--

(Thursdays. 3-4:30 p.m.)

HK-
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invites you to their

Orientation Meetings
' Wednesday, January 10, 1990

6:00 PM 3530 AU

Wednesday, January 17, 1990
4:00 PM 3517 AU

learn more abopt the community by volunteering in hypertension

screening and the AIDS education program

sharpen your leadership skills
'

prepare for professional/health schools
*

'

For more information: Please call
"^

Cona or Jean (213) 479-6957 ' r :• C^!SS.

-

Jay (213) 320-8366
"

1

or stop by our office at KH 409 '
' -*.

Funded by the Community Activities Committee of the Programs Activities Board

47118

47211
47212
47231
47232
47241
47242
47251
47280

1. Sects. 1-7

1. Sect. 8*

2-5, All Sects
6. Sect, r
6, Sect. 2*

10A. Sect. 1

Sect. 2
Sect. 1

Sect. 2

DEPARTMENT OF FPENCH
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES - WINTER 1990

Classes)
-*»rr

10A.

10B.
10B.
IOC
12, Sect. 1

47281 12. Sect. 2

47284
47288
47292
47296
47300
47308
47316
47332

15
100A
100B
100C
103
106
108A
114B

(see Schedule of

Elem. French
(see Schedule of Classes)
Inter. French
Inter. French . .

Conversation
Conversation
Conversation
Conversation
Conversation
Intro, to French Dufresne

Literature

Intro, to French
Literature

Diction

Adv. Grammar I

Grammar II

Grammar III

Stylistics

Phonetics
Prac. Trans
of French

MTWRF 1.

MTWRF 9
MTWRF 12
MWF 12

c<)

MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
TR«2

1

11

1

12
3:15

Le Ster ^ MWF 12

47336 114C

47364 116C

47396 118C

47424
47484
47500
47506
47510
47602
47618

47634
47666
47734
47758
47760

120B
140C
144B
150*

155
202
205D

21 6B
21 8A
250A
256A
256B

Adv.
Adv.

Adv.
Adv.
Adv.
Surv.

Literature II

Surv. of French
Literature III

Montaigne & Hfs
Time

Diderot &
Rousseau

Post-WWI Writers

Honors Tutorial

Novel in Trans.

Medieval Lit.

20th Cent. Lit.

Literary Analysis
Phenomenology,

Existentialism,

Structuralism

Topics in Pleiade
Early Enlightenment
Medieval Lit.

Contemp. Lit. . \

Contemp. Lit

Hagen
Collaros

Le Ster
Le Ster

Korol-Ward
Korol-Ward
Collaros

Werner

el Nouty

Bensimon

Coleman

Loselle

Staff

Gans
Haidu
Loselle

Carron
el Nouty

Benslmbn
Werner
Haidu
Kao
Coleman

MTWF 10 .

MWF 2
MWF 11

MWF 1

.

TR 2-3:15

TR 11-12:15

MWF 12
MWF 12

MWF 10

MWF 11

TR 1-2:15

r

TR 12:30-

TBA
MWF 12
MWF 2
TR 3-4:15

R 1-4 . :

W 1-4

M 1-4

M 4-7

W 4-7

T 4-7

R 4-7

1f45

Rolfe 2128

Bunche 2174
Bunche 3164
Haines 219
Haines 127
GSM 4325B
Haines 216
Haines 144
Bunche 2168

Royce 148

Bunch 3169
Haines . 1 27
Haines 146
Bunche 3123
GSM 3343C
Bunche 2160
Rolfe 2220
Haines 122

Royce 156

Rolfe 2126

Haines 127

GSM 1337

Dodd 121
Bunche 3123
Rolfe 3127
Haines 76
Call Dept.

Call Dept.

Rolfe 2222
Rolfe 3115
Haines 76
Rolfe 2220

ANot Listed in the Schedule of Classes. Subtltte for French 150 is "Violence: Representation

and the Social Problematic in the MiddJe Ages"

^

Oral history class alms
to document Armenfan
life under Ottoman rule
By Taline Satamian

Contributor

The use of oral history for

dissertations was once question-

able but has gained popularity and

respect in recent years, said Enid

H. E>ouglass, director of the Oral

History Program at Claremont
Graduate School.

Oral history, the attempt to

document the past as 'completely a^

possible; through tape-recorded

interviews, came to UCLA in

1959.

The UCLA Oral History Prog-

ram, a part of the Department of

Special Collections of the Univer-

sity Research Library, has been
strong historically in the field of

Fine Arts. But the program's
collection does not document
adequately the historical contribu-

tions of women and people of

color, said Dale Treleven. the

program's director.

That segment of the population

has traditionally been shut gut of

the historical record, he said. For
example, documenting only artists

who have been able to find a

market for their work does not

provide an accurate or complete

picture of contemporary art, Trele-

ven said.

To correct this situation, Trele-

ven said that the program is

seeking the voices of individuals

"that can augment the historical

record." . .

New Course

Oral history —- particularly

when documenting the voices of

ethnic groups — plays an impor^

tant role in other departments as

well. This winter quarter, UCLA
professor of history Richard
Hovannisian v^ll offer a course in

Armenian oral histoy interview-

ing techniques.

The puqx)se of the course is to

include voices which otherwise

would* be excluded from the

historical record, he said.

**My class in oral history is a

valuable means to reconstruct the

Armenian way of life before the

final solution that ended Armenian
existence (in the Ottoman Turkish

Empire)," Hovannisian said..

Hovannisian 's students have

conducted 500 interviews during

the past IS years with Armenians
who lived in the Ottoman Empire
early this century, Hovannisian

said.

His colleQtion of interviews

offers researchers a broad base to

draw comparisons between
experiences of Armenians who
lived in different regions of the

Ottoman Empire, he said.

The collection also can be used

to compare the experiences of

survivors of the Armenian geno-

cide to those who survived the

Holocaust in World War n and the

Khmer Rouge massacres in Cam-
bodia, Hovannisian said.

Oral history can be a resource in

understanding and reconstructing

complicated historical events, he

said.

However, he acknowledged that

"there is a danger in relying

exclusively on oral history . . .

because it involves the memories
of a person," Hovannisian said.

Po'sonal interviews should be

used in conjunction with archival

and other traditional sources, and
should be examined in exactly the

same way as ^any other^-whch

preparing a study, he said.

Sometimes the quality of an
interview depends on the inter-

viewer's training. "If the inter-

viewer does not have a good grasp

of the history or technique, one
would have a flawed document,"
Hovannisian said.

The researchers would have to

make the final evaluation of the

interview's accuracy by listening

for such clues as nuances and irony

in the voice of the interviewee^,

Treleven said.

Preparation for the initial inter-

view consists of solid research and
preparation of key topics and

questions, Treleven said. The
UCLA Oral History Program
employs only trained interviewers,

he said.

The interviewers in Hovanni-
sian's class are students who are

expected to develop question-

naires using a method similar to

that of the Oral History Program.

"It is exciting for the students,

because they participate in the

formation of a (historical) docu-

ment," Hovannisian said.

Yorba IJnd9 preiiares for

Richard Nixon celebration
By Jeff Wilson

Associated Press

YORBA LINDA — Ex-Presi-

dent Richard M.» Nixon's 77th

birthday Tuesday kicks off a year

of hometown rememtM'ance high-

lighted by this summer's dedica-

tion of the Nixon Presidential

Library and Birthplace.

*The interest has been fantastic.

We call it *The Wonder Years'

syndrome," Hugh Hewitt, director

of the library foundation, said as he

gazed over the Spanish-style

building described as a '^window"

to Nixon's career.

The Nixon athenaeum 30 miles

southeast of Los Angeles will be

the first of two presidential libra-

ries to 6pen in Southern (I!alifomia.

The Ronald Reagan Presidential

Library opens next year in Simi

Valley, 75 miles away.
Unlike other presidential libra-

ries, the 45,(XX)-square-foot Nixon
library won't be operated with

taxpayer dollars. The former chief

executive insisted on it

"This is the fu-st presidential

library that was built without

taxpayer money or tax subsidies of
any sort," said Hewitt "Normally,

you put it together yourself and the

government takes it over as sort of
a repository.

"This will be run privately. He
(Nixon) didn't want this to become
an additional line item in the

annual budget"
The 40,000-plus residents of

Nixon's hometown celebrate their

most famous citizen with a holiday

Tuesday for the city's approxi-

mately 100 employees. The City

Council voted in September to

make the day a Yorba Linda
holiday, the first such local honor
for Nixon.

"Fifteen years have elapsed

since President Nixon's resigna-

tion and history has shown the

importance of his presidency,

particulariy with respect to his

brilliance in foreign policy," the

holiday resolution said.

The $20 million library rises

jrominently in the hilly comihun^

See NIXON, page 15
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card:
Conservative analysts rate

Quayle an *A,' Bush a *C
By Walter Mears
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A panel of
conservatives, grading the admi-
nistration's first year, says Presi-

dent Bush is OK — but he's no
Dan, Quayle.
A conservative think tank issued

that report card, giving Bush a

gentleman's C.

The vice president got an A.

That spells success in one of

Quayle's tasks — covering the

conservative political flank for the

administration. It has been handled

with differences in tone and
emphasis that leave both. Quayle
and Bush room to insist there is no
disagreement on policy. There
can't be — it is a fact of vice

presidential life that the No. 2 man
doesn't have any policy options of
his own.
Quayle has said th^e is no good

guy-bad guy strategy at work. But
on such topics as East-West
relations, he tends to emphasize
the negative while Bush deals with

the positive. That reassures the

right, still suspicious of Soviet

intent, internal reforms notwiths-

tanding.

The White House describes that

as a difference in perspective, not

in substance. Quayle underscores

his loyalty to the president and his

policies at every opportunity, and
dismisses suggestions that they're

not always in tune. "It's the age-

old game that is played in trying to

fmd some distinction between the

president and vice president,"

C^ayle said in a New Year
intCTview with The Associated

Press.

Still, there are distinctions, and
they register clearly fvith conser-

vatives. That shows in the report

card.

The Heritage Foundation pub-
Ushed the freshman year appraisal

this month, in its quarterly maga-
zine. Policy Review. GracUng was
done by five conservatives who
were willing to put their names
behind their marking system.

Given the magazine deadline.

Bush's decision to intervene in

Panama on Dec. 20 didn't come
within their grading period. Con-
servatives generally^ applauded
him for it.

And they unanimously
applauded Quayle for his year's

work.

"Quayle has jxoved to be a very

effective advocate of conservative

positions within the administration

and as a liaison with conservatives

on Capitol Hill," said Paul Wey-
rich, president of the Free Con-
gress Foundation.

Weyrich rated Quayle at A-
minus, suggesting he ought to be
more independent of \h& admi-
nistration to add to his own stature

and build "a viable national politi-

cal base for himself."

That may sound good to conser-

vative Republicans, but indepen-

dence, in policy or politics, is not

part of the job description that goes
with the vice presidency.

Bush got a B from Weyrich.

Ditto on the card of Pat Robertson,

the television evangelist who
challenged him for the 1988
{M^sidential nomination. Robert-

son, chief executive of the Christ-

ian Broadcasting Network, called

Bush "steady, competent unima-
ginative" and cautious.

"He has not told the American
people where he wants to go,"

Robertson said. "He has not

outlined a cogent policy agenda for

them to support"

Robertson said Quayle merits an

A as "a superb vice president

"Whether he can rehabilitate

himself politically after the vicious

beating he took from the media last

fall remains to be seen," Robertson
^d. "I hope he can."

Amy Moritz, executive director

of the National Center for Public

Policy Research, agreed on the A
and on the complaint about Quayle
coverage. "Quayle has done a

tremendous job under this pressure

and it's time the American people
tokl the bullies in the media to lay

off," she said.

She saw Bush as no better than a

C-minus, saying he has delivered

neither victories nor vision.

"George Bush is not sure why he
wants to be president" she said, so
he reacts to events and comfx'om-
ises betweoi of^sing viewjibints.

Harsher still was Edward H.
Crane, president of the Cato
Institute, who gave Bush a D.

"Bush is a creature of government
who does not object to a single

federal program or department"
Crane contended. "... His con-

tinued popularity among conser-

vatives is a sad commentary on
what's left of the Reagan revolu-

tion."

NIXON
From page 14

ity among homes valued to

$700,000. Construction workers

are toiling furiously, pouring con-

crete and nailing diywall, to meet
the July 19 opening date.

Another distinction sets the

Nixon library apart from the

others. It will be the first without

presidential papers.

The federal government took

custody of Nixon's presidential

materials — 44 million pages and
4,000 hours of tape recordings —
when he tried to have some ofthem
destroyed. .|

**Control over the papers has

been in litigation for years. We
expect them eventually. What we
have are reproductions of the Oval

Office papers. We have 8,0()0 core

files," said Hewitt
Nixon resigned Aug. 9, 1974,

^flb» revelations stemming, from a

botched burglary at Democratic

headquarters at Washington's

>yatergate building during his

1972 re-election campaign. The
resignation ended what was called

a "long national nighunare."

The library promises to offer a

glimpse of the man who debated

Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev

and went on to oversee the dawn of

detente with the Soviet Union and
a thaw in relations with China.

'The Watergate episode of
course is part of the history of the

times. It will be seen in perspec-

tive, and that's the way it should

be," Nucon said when he toured a

proposed site in San Clemente in

1983. ^

The library was originally

planned in San Clemente, site of
the Western White House during

the NUon presidency, but plans

stalled amid controversy ovcia
another development tied to the

library.
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OUAUTYAND COMVmiENCE..NOW JS OFFI

WOMEN'S HAIRCUT $20 (reg$25)

MEN'S HAIRCUT $16 (reg$21)

TANNING w/new buR)S 5 sessions $25

LcConlcl

10916 LeConte Ave. 208-5863
3

.i

An Additional Section of History IB
is_Being_Offered_for- tfie r

Winter 1990 Quarter

Enroll by phone or at Ackerman Ballroom

History IB - Introduction to Western Civilization -

Circa A.D. 843 to c.a. 1715..

Time: Tuesday and Thursday 11-12 noon *

R^m: Moore 100

Instructor: Dr. Chris Mooney

Course ID's Section

50030 IB Lecture

50031 * V lA Discussion

50032
•

IB

50033 IC

50034 ID

50035 IE

50036 IF

50037 IG

50038 IH

Time Room

TR 11-12

M 11-1

M 2-4

M^5
T 2-4

W 8-10

W 4-6 pm
R 9-11

F 11-1

Moore 100

GSM 2325

GSM 1337

GSM 2325

Bunche 3157

GSM 2325

GSM 2319

GSM 2319

GSM 2325

^" "FREE FUNK, OKA Y?"
featuring members from

^^'-
"^^

RED HOT CHUI PEPPERS & FISHBONE
•wwfimrrrcT
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stiong to be quieted so easily.

The discontent seems to be so widespread

and the people so tired of the lies, that they

won't stop until they see the reforms in

motion.

A few days later I was sitting in the

modest apartments of Heinz Floter, an East

Berlin chemical scientist, watching the

televised proceeding of the Volkskamnka;''

the East German parliament Much like in

the U.S., the representatives were express-

ing tIiei(jbpinions on the current issues and
policy for reform.

**A week ago, if they had expressed their

own opinions like they are doing now, they

would have been told to go home and not

come back. Before they were only allowed

to expr^s the ideas the SED told them to

express, Floter said.

He iswitched the channel and the news
came that again the people of Leipzig had
assembled for their weddy Monday night

protest Ten thousand to 20,000 people were
expected, but more than 200.000 turned out
Free election^ and an end to the SED's
political monopoly are the reforms the

people were really shooting for.

"In September there were only bout 15 or

20 of us. By October weijumbered in the ten

of thousands. I go back lb Leipzig this week
and next Monday I'll be out there again," he

said.

On a tip from Heinz, I went in search of a

church where young political actives meet
each Monday night With some trouble, I

eventually found the Fiethsemsemane
Church.

I was greeted by the sound of a rock band
and walls plastered with information on
student movements and political groups. I

saw fliers from a group called the Free

German Youth which started in September
of last year, as well as the Social E>emocratic

Party. Issues ranging from air pollution to

free elections and informative literature,

people to contact and meeting places.

Anywhere from 200 to 300 students meet
at this church each week to discuss issues or

just to show their support I spoke with

Autje Wiedermann. "It's fantastic," she

said. "This has come at the perfect time for

us."

When asked if she earlier thought the wall

would come down in her lifetime, she

replied, "I knew it was gonna go eventually,

but it just happened so fast."

The optimism and elation I heard in the

voices of the students, was matched by their

sense of commitment to the reform rhove-

ment- 1 asked Catherine Konig, a student

from the East German town of Erfurt what
she would do now that the borders were
open.

" 'WirProtestieren weiter.' Thursday we
protest for free elections," she said. "Every
Thursday about ten thousand of us assemble
in Erfiirt," she Said.

When I walked along the wall one
morning, I was brought to tears of joy

because of what happened on Nov. 9, and
tears of anguish for what had happened 28

years ago.

My thoughts turned back to what this all

means for the young children. I heard a

father say to his son, "Look, up ahead

there's a hole in the wall where the people
^ are allowed ot go through."' Just a week
before, a father would have and to answer
the question, "Daddy, why is there a wall?

with the unsatisfying reply, "Son, I don't

really know myself." It nuikes it no easier to

understand why or how a government qould

do that to its people, but at least its being

dealt with and is, in a way, admitted as a

mistake.

.Several days^ later I was wandering the

streets of East Berlin, when I came upon a

kindeigarten. I peeked in the from window
and saw a poster obviously made by the

children. Two white peace doves faced each

other under the words, "We children need
freedom, like the flowers need sun."

, Those who set in motion the policy for an

"East Germany with walls" and ordered the

bricks to be layed and the barbed wire to be
strung must never have looked into the

gentile, trusting eyes of the children. It is

difficult for me to imagine that someone
could try and cage in the children and
suppress the free- spirit that is so alive in

them.

We rejoice over the change that seemed
to come overnight but it is important to

remember that night lasted 28 years and the

struggle took many, many lives. The scars

will not heal overnight Tbc one advantage

is that these painful reminders will make
sure the reform movement does not stop

with its first gains. The pressure must
continue form East but the West can stretch

out a supportive hand in an effort to help

hbridge the gap between humanity and its

common goal — freedom.
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CORO FELLOWS
PROGRAM

v„

Launched in 1947, The Coro Fellows

Program is a nine-month, full time, post-

graduate program designed to provide

participants with intensive experience-

based training in public affairs.

In weekly senninars, fe/{oa;s strengthen their analytic, communications, interviewing and problem-solving skills

under the guidance of Coro training staff, consultants, community-leaders, and public affairs practitioners.

Recent guests include:
\

•Los Angeles Times Cartoonist Paul Conrad
•California Assembly Speaker Willie Brown
•ARCO CEO Lod Cook -

'-y' '

.

'

•Los Angeles Urban League President John Mack
•California Tomnwrrow Executive Director Linda Wong
•Federal Bureau of Prisons Warden Margaret Hambrick

•Baja California Secretario General de Gobiemo Arturo Guerra Flores

•Tean^ters Joint Council #42 President Mike Riley —
•California Superintendent of Public Education Bill Honig.

H-: ?*i-

.- i

Find out more at UCLA
Thursday, January 11 7-10pm
James WestAlumni Center

S

F6r more information: Call 206-0523, or tf\e Coro office at (213) 623-1234

Sponsored by

AttOCIATIOM

IAN SCHMJOT

With the Brandenburg Gate tower-

ing above, visitors view the Berlin

Wall from the west side.

RECYCUNG
From page 1
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change people's behavior.

The university is not likely to

change to ASUCLA's or the city's

"source separation" method, she

said.

720,000 househokis affected

The city's recycling plan will

encompass 720.000 househokis by
1992 and potentially recover 3,200
tons of reusable materials.

The system will employ special

trucks with automated arms to

empty the collection bins into

compartments.

*The 1990s wUl be the recycling

decade for the city of Los Angeles
and its residents," the mayor told a
press conference Thursday in

Atwater, a neighborhood already

taking pan in a pikM program
involving 95,000 households..

The city of 3.3 million residents

is quickly running out of landfill

space to cater to the excesses of a

use-and-toss culture. Current land-

fill capacity will be exhausted in

1993, and negotiations are under-

way to acquire more.

The new law will cover disposal

of 6,500 tons of trash daily, the

one-third of the city's trash col-,

lected by the city Bureau of

Sanitation from single;-family

households and small apartment

buildings.

It does not cover the other two^
thirds collected by private disposal

companies ftom businesses and
large apartment complexes.

The program's goal is to recycle

half of the 6,500 tons collected by
the city, sakl John Stodder, the

mayor's environmental coordina-

tor.

Essential to success will be
convincing citizens and business

of the value of recycling, Stodder

said.

Residents will have to learn to

divide recyclable trash into three-

groups: bundled newspapers, yard~

or **green'' waste in a barrel, and
glass, aluminum and plastk: in a

city-supplied bin.

lYie recycled newspaper market
has been a ^Yollercoaster," and
fuiding a market for mufched yard

waste on such a huge scale "is a

major commitment the city is

going to be making," he said.

Reportsfrom the Associated Press

-
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PIgpGING
From page 3

teach people what is right and
wrong, the fraternity as we know it

would be gone in a few yean," he
said.

The practice of hazing, accord-
ing to the California Educational
Code, is conspiring or engaging in

initiatory or pre-initiatoiy actions

of a student organization which
cause, or may cause, physical
danger, mental harm or personal

degradation.

V Hazing refers to actions not only
during the pledge penod but also

after the student has become a full

member.
Giving examples of some haz-

ing incidents, Eschman told the

story of William Flower, a pledge
at a New Jersey ZBT chapter in the

mid-'70s who was buried alive.

The new membership (x-ogram is

dedicated to I^wer, he said.

"^There are no actions that

should be required of new mem-
btts that are not required of all

members," Eschman emphasized.
"All rules, standards and regula-

tions are across the board."

. Despite initial trepidation, Zeta
Beta Tau fraternity members of
California chapters have given
positive feedback about the new
membership program national

non-pledging program.
"The change is very positive,

-it's a change in the diiectkm of
bringing us together," Rosenberg
said.

Rosent)erg sakl he believes the

new program, which initiates

l)rotha^ two to three days after

rush instead of at the end of the

quarter, avoids the creation of two
sul)groups — pledges and actives— within the fraternity.

"As far as we're concerned, they

become fiill brothers. There's no
candklacy jMiogram, no associate

member program," said Rosen-
berg, a senior marketing major.

When the possibility of a prog-

ram eliminating pledges was intro-

duced last fall, Rosenberg said he
was not in favor of it

"Naturally, I was not in favor of
change when I didn't have any
information," he said, adding that

once he attended the national

convention and learned about the

program, he felt it was a positive

njove for ZBT.
"There are a k)t ofgood things in

pledging, unfortunately the bad
things outweigh them," he said.

"It's a whole philosophy that's

changing, getting away from the

idea of guys proving themselves to

get into the firatemity as opposed to

proving themselves day to day."

New members now have no
separate programs or duties,

whereas in the past the pledges had
additional responsibilities and
were not altowed to attend general

membership meetings, he said.

*The key is that we do all these

things together," Rosenberg said.

"Everything we do is an attemptto

coordinate (the new members) into

the structure already set up."

Garret Brief, president of UC
Santa Barbara's ZBT, said the new
membership program's largest

hardship is a battle against laziness

in active fraternity members.

"Instead of having a one quarter

responsibility to the house, you
have a four-year — or until you
graduate ^— commitment to the

house," he said, referring to a

regulation of the new policy which
requires regular reviews of all

members.

Each fraternity must hold mem-
tKrship meetings in whk:h each

fraternity meml)er is voted to

remain in the house, he said. "I

think it keeps people on their feet,"

4ie added. ^ —
See PUEDQINO, page 18

CAMPUS SUMMER JOBS!
Experience an exciting, challenging summer, working with children

ages 5-16 at Bruin Kids 1990!

We are looking for qualified individuals in the following areas:

•Swim Instructors

V $10.98^our
(must have WSf certification)

Program Support

$7.80/hour

•Tennis Instructors

$10.98/hour

OBTAIN EMPLOYMENT PACKET AND APPLICATION AT JOHN WOODEN
CENTER BRUIN KIDS OFFICE 9:00 - 4:00 pm, Monday-Friday 206-5575.

*Watch the Bruin for day camp counselor recruitment the first week'^of April!
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-DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY SAFETY
EMERGENCY MEDICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

' PRESENTS:^ EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN
TRAINING COURSE

LEARN WHAT YOU CAN DO IN UFE-TlHREATENING EMERGENCIES THAT MAY AFFECT YOUR FAMILY. FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS
(ON AND OFF THE JOB)

MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
• CPR
• HEART ATTACK
• DIFFICULTY BREATHING
• UNCONSCIOUS STATES
• OVERDOSES, etc.

PRIMARY COURSES

Jan. 9 - Mar. 21, 1990
Tues. & Wed. 6 - 10pm

Jan. 9 - Mar. 22, 1990
Tues. & Thurs. 6 - 10pm

Apr. 3 - June 13, 1990 z
Tues. & Wed. 6 - tOpm -^

Apr. 3 - June 14, 1990
.Tues. & Thurs. 6 - 10pm

TRAUMA) EMERGENCIES
• BLEEE^ING CONTROL
• AUTO ACCIDENTS ^

• ATHLETIC INJURIES
• FRACTURES. STRAINS & SPRAINS
• BURNS

RECERTIFICATION COURSES

Feb. 23, 24. 25, Mar. 3
Apr. 27. 28, 29, May 5

Friday 6 - 10pm

Saturday Bam - 6pm '

Sunday Bam - 6pm
Saturday Bam - 12pm

For more Information please call 206-0176

\
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Subscribe to

SJJie ?feUi J|ark Simcj5

.WINTER QUARTER
' (Mon^^FrL).^49.75
25 cents per issue by subscription

To subscribe, attach a check made payable to ASUCLA and return it to the

check-out counter of one of Aree conveniently located bookstore locations on
campus. When your payment is received, the bookstore will issue you an ID card.

(

Papen will be available for pickup each morning by 8:00 AM at the lOCX BOX
.LOCATION at each bookstore. You must pick up your paper on the day of

publication. The previous day's paper will be held one working day. Please indicate

which bookstore location you will pick up your paper.

LJ Ackerman Union G Lu Valle Commons Q Health Sciences Store

The subscription period begins Monday, January 22, 1990 and ends Friday, March 16, 1990.

There will be no paper February 19. *

1 ^ ^, ,

•
.

For addirional questions regarding this subscriprion offer, please call the bookstore in

Ackerman Union at 213-206-1856 and ask for Dan or Tony.^^^
——^^ —

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

ASUCLA STUDENTS STORE

UCLA BOOKS ASUCLA ttudtntt' Stort B-Level Ackerman Union Mon Th 7 457 30

Fn7 45 6 Sal 10 5 Sun 12-5

Lm VaM« CsniiRons Mon Th 7 30-7 30 Fri 7 30 Sal 10-5 Sun 12-5

NmUIi SciMMt ftoii Mon-lh 8 6 Fn 8- 5 Sa t 1 0- 5 Sun 12 5 •

PIEDGING
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Instead of using intimidati(Mi

' methods in their "lineup** style of
interrogation to test pledges about

the firatemity's history, ZBT's new
policy requires creativity to main-

tain membership. "It's easy to yell

at someone, but it's harder to be

creative and keep the new mem-
bers attracted," Brief said.

Brief said that many fraternity

members have complained about

the new program because they felt

the new pledge class did not share

.a strong brotherhood bond.

Some old members consider the

nQw program unfair and hold

animosity toward the new mem-
bers because they did not need to

undergo a pledge period, he said.

Brief said that some members have
told him, "this isn't right, they

shoukl have to go through what I

had to go through."

Despite the complaints. Brief

believes the general attitude of the

fraternity is a strong desire to make
the program a success.

"First of all, we knew we had to

do it; and secondly (fraternity

members who disagree), knew if

they stood in the way, it would be
haixfer to implement," he said.

The non-pledging program is "a

way for fraternities to plot them-
selves in the image department and
keep themselves out of court as

well," he said.

While the new non-pledging

program has aroused curiosity in

potential rushees, it has not been
the deciding factor behind stu-

dents' decisions to join 2ST.
"It interested me in coming by

the house to check it out," said

Troy Hansz, a new member of
UCLA's ZBT chapter. "I think it

did bring around a lot more people
than woukl usually come by."

The revised membership prog-

ram attracted new member Daryl

Ross, a junior English major at

SDSU, to ZBT, "but the deciding

factor was that I felt comfortable

with the g|uys," he said.

Ross said he has never been
asked to perform chores around the

fraternity house, or asked to do
favors, such as answer the phone or
pick up food orders for older

fraternity members.
- At UCLA, 23 men joined ZBT
fraternity this fall, and Hansz said

the brothers are very serious about
avoiding hazing incidents.

"The Board took all the new
initiates aside and said if anyone
ever takes you aside and calls you
in the middle of the night and asks

for a hamburger, tet us know,"
Hansz said.

Hansz believes the membership
program fosters a feeling of com-
fort about the house that does not

exist at houses with pledge prog-

rams.

"A kH of pledges at other houses
are ^afraid to (visit) their houses
because they are going to get

hazed," he said.

Winds delay
Mummers'
celebration
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Thou-
sands of Mummers strutted and
swished in feathers and sequins to

shouts of "Happy New Year"
Saturday during their better-late-

than-never parade in gold-painted

shoes.

The Mummers usually stage

their annual march on New Year's-

Day, but high winds forced post-

ponement this year.

t '
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PAPERS
From page 1

original spirit. 'There's been a
long-time concern about the qual-
ity of both papers."

But UCLA Media Adviser
Frances Femandes favors the
"light-hearted critique" of news
reporting in a non-threatening
environment. "It's a shame to kill a
tradition if it shows some good in

it," she said. "If it makes us look at

how we do our jobs, I think it's

great"

UCLA Conununications Board
Chairman Greg White was sur-

prised by what he called a "Draco-
nian measure.

"No explicit reason was given
' explaining the decision. I would
have been interested in a statement
of concern," he said.

Dc La Garza and UCLA Publi-

cations Director Terence Hsiao
wanted to attend the USC media
board meeting to discuss the issue,

but they were not permitted to do
so, De La Garza said.

Smith and members of the USC
media board could not be reached
for conunent during the school
break.

Next year's Daily Bruin edi-

tor-in-chief will have tp decide
whether to continue publishing a
bogus Daily Trojan. Each year the

student newspapers have pub-
lished "bogus" versions of each
other during the week preceding
the USCyUCLA football game.

KLA
From page 11 .

gers change every year.

**I'm not comfortable having a
plan (for nK>re than one year)

without knowing who the future

manager would be and what their

management style would be," he
said. "In a Oong-term) fmancial

commitment, I want to see a more
successful blueprint in manage-
ment"
— in addition, the proposal "seems
like a wish list** said alumni
representative Alan Duboff.
4<What happens if (BOD) funding

is not provided?"

Comm Board member and fcM*-

mer KLA general manager Lisa

Welch appealed to BOD niembers,
saying that the money would not be
only to help KLA, but also for

UCLA's reputation. "KLA is the

only top-ranking radio station that

doesn't have a frequency. We want
to operate on a higher level."

The station currently broadcasts
on cable in some ASUCLA facili-

ties, in Ackerman Union and
Kerckhoff Hall and in residence

Another possible problem that

could arise from the subsidy plan is

the separation, or lack thereof,

between fmancial and editorial

control.

Although Richwald proposed
that BOD should take care of
business responsibilities while the
Comm Board should have editorial

control, BOD Chairman Konrad
Huntley said "financial control is

editorial control."
~ Huntley, also the graduate presi-

dent said he is worried about the

political relationship that may
result between student government
leaders sitting on BOD and KLA if

the board partially funds the

station.

"Some board members might be
offended by KLA's newscasts,"

Huntley said, and that might cause
BOD to cut back on funds to KLA.

Sarvey, however, supported the

proposal and said the board should
not be afraid to take actions simply
because of subtleties and ambi-
guities in plans and policies that

most people outside the BOD do
not understand.

^..
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Commentary

The tangled story ofthe U.S., Panama and its dictator
et him become a U.S.

citizen, let him
become a Democrat

and have him run for President

. . . You'd never hear fiDm the

guy again." This is what com-
edian Jay Leno jokingly

offered as a means of ousting

America's most recent nernesis,

former Panamanian strongman

Gen. Manuel Noriega. ]

Humor aside, after Noriega

survived a March, 1988, upris-

ing and talked his way out of

another failed coup attempt this

past October, it became evident

that U.S. intervention would be
required to piist the dictator.

The invasion of Dec. 20, then,

has been deemed by U.S.

officials and Panamanians alike

as a last resort

Indeed, the legality of the

invasion has been questioned.

The United Nations has

denounce the action as a

violation of international law,

while Latin American countries

and various other nations have

expressed repugnance towards

the "Yankee meddling." The
American press, in its role qas

watchdog of the government,

has also joined in the criticism,

initially portraying the invasion

as an operation with the

IX)tential to bog down and
become another Viemam. When
it became apparent that this

would not happen, the main-

stream press shifted its focus

10 international law.

As it is almost an unspolcSn'

truth that superpowers arc
——r-

exempt from international law,

the radical press giltematively

proceeded to investigate possi-

ble hypocrisies and underlying

motives of the invasion. It

began asking why America
wished to overthrow this parti-

cular dictator while supporting

others, especially in the

absence of a communist threat

Lawrence
Lee
in Pananfia.

MoneovCT, various radical

"investigative journalists," fol-

lowing up on their earlier

discoveries, questioned why the

U.S. only now wished to bring

Noriega to justice after having

apparently known of his drug

Q^fficking for more than 10

years. Subsequently, the radical

press revived its earlier hypoth-

eses that Noriega is the victim

of a vigorous public relations

campaign against drugs, and
that the U.S. has a vendetta

against the former CIA infoi^

mant-tumed-bad. These views

are interesting and perhaps

even partially correct. Never-

theless, the unique nature of

Panama and its history give it

an imperfect fit in the jigsaw

puzzle of American foreign

policy. Simple analysis will not

suflice.

In 1903, the U.S. made
plans to build a canal some-
where in Central America to

circumvent the rigors of sailing

around Cape Horn at the tip of

South America. With negotia-

tions having stalled. President

Roosevelt decided to help the

province of Panama secede

from Colombia, enabling the

construction of the Panama
Canal. The Canal wa^ com-
pleted in 1914, and Panama
has been strategically and com-
mercially vital to the U.S^ ever

since.

By agreement, the U.S. was
allottetf a small strip of land

adjacent to the Canal, known
as the Canal Zone. This

American presence has spariced

occasional tension, with serious

resentment arising in 1964
when Canal Zone officials

refused to allow Panamanian
youths to fly a Panamanian
flag outside a Canal Zone
school. Riots ensued, resulting

in negotiations and, ultimately,

the treaties which President

Carter signed in 1977, promis-

ing to turn over the Canal to

Panama by the year 2000.

However, the agreements sti-

pulate that the U.S. act as

overseer of the gradual trans-

fer, reserving the continuing

right to intervene to keep the

Canal neutral and to ensure

free i)assage through the water-

way.

This right of intervention

extends beyond 'the date of
transfer, thus accommodating
American interests. Yet, to

avoid any unnecessary conflict

in the future, the most prudent

U.S. policy would be to stay

on good terms with presiding

rulers of Panama. This

approach would ensure con-

tinued American access to both,

the Canal and strategically ^

well-placed U.S. military bases.

This is wh^ie Noriega failed to

meet America's criteria.

Noriega is believed to have

served as a paid informer for

the CIA as early as 1973.

Involved in drug-trafficking

himself, Noriega in effect was
turning in His Competition.

Supposedly, the CIA discovered

Noriega's activities during the

late 1970s, but the U.S. took ^
no action. The most plausible ^

explanation for inaction lies in

the belief that Noriega was an
ally. The U.S. could then hold

on to his drug activities as a

trump card to use if Noriega
were to turn against them.

Through a long chain of

events, Noriega gained control

of the armed forceis. He
became the behind-the-scenes

leader of Panama, appointing

and dismissing national leaders

as tie pleased. Even so, Norie-

ga may still have been viewed
as pro-America, given his

alleged role in funneling

money in the Iran-Contra

affair.
^

«

Noriega seems to have fallen

out of America's favor in

1987, when he began exhibit-

ing certain megalomaniacal ten-

dencies. He teiTorized

opponents into submission,

resorting to thuggery to main-

tain power. Worst of all for

the U.S., Noriega claimed to

be doing all this in the name
o{ Panamanian sovereignty.

Noriega also grew increasingly

fascinated with Adolf Hitler,

who used nationalism as a tool

to rise to power. Noriega also

dabbled in voodoo, which he
believed could serve to protect

him.

Having survived two coup
attempts, Noriega let hubris get

the better of him as he dec-

lared war on the U.S. after tiis

puppet national assembly
deemed him "utmost ruler.**

This declaration basically

allowed his loyal Panama
Defense Forces free rein in

harassing Americans. An
unarmed American officer was
gunned down, and an Army
lieutenant was latn* repeatedly

kicked in the groin while

Noriega's thugs threatened tp

rape his wife.

Indeed, it looked as if the

escalating violence against

Americans would only get

worse. Moreovec. i| Noriega

were allowed lolemtinue his

rulft and foment anti-American

sentiment, the Canal would
have been that much closer to

slipping away.

With drug trafficking as a,

pretext, Noriega has now been
apprehended. Before his cap-

ture, some observers predicted

he wouki never see a trial

since he "knqws too much.**

Nevertheless, it will be up to

Noriega and his lawyers to

convince a judge that Norie-

ga's secrets are relevant to the

charges he faces.

U.S. intervention in Panama
was not only warranted, but it

indeed resulted in a good end.,
Ttie U.S. has maintained free

dccess to the Panama Canal,

while also reminding the San-
dinistas in Nicaragua of what
it can accomplish when it

decides not to rely on ttiird

party forces. Panamanians,
meanwhile, have been afforded

a chance at democracy, while
the U.S. attempts to repair an
economy damaged by corrup-

tion and neglect.

And no matter what the U.S.

once thought of Manuel Norie-

ga, he is, by all indications, a *

drug trafficker as well a

money-laundering ally of the

Medellin drug cartel in Colom-
bia. Bearing in mind the con-~^
flict between covert operations

and public scrutiny, in this
.

'"

case a suspected criminal has

been captured and forced to *

face trial.

Lee is a senior majoring in

economics and political sci-

ence.
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Viewpoint

University environment siieiters outmodecl iiiieraiism
By Christopher J. Myers

The Bruin's blatantly pro-gay

bias has already been proven

by the recent insertion of the

repulsive campus publication,

TenPercent, and by various

editorials calhng for an end to

discrimination against

homosexuals, because, we are

told, they are free to live their

lives just like any other per-

son.

Therefore it was not surpris-

ing to see the tools of the left

who run this publication call

for the punishment of the

members of the Thela Chi
Fraternity and their fathers who
verbally harassed the lesbian

members of Lambda -Delta

Lambda at ^ football game last

quarter. While I do not advo-

cate slanderous acts against

members of any group, let us

examine the deeper significance

of this conflict.

The fact of the matter is

this — there is a majority in
*

this country which is firmly

entrenched against the policies

of the liberal left that has

advanced the causes of

homosexuality, affirmative

action, and forced busing, has

defended the abortuaries of

America, where millions of

unborn children have been

slaughtered, and has corrupted

our society with a humanism
that knows no bounds.

-

Those members of Theta Chi
and their fathers are symbolic

of the "great silent Majority"

of Americans who resent the

excesses of the left They are

representative of a citizenry

reacting against the radical

elements of society such as

Jean O'Leary who wrote in the

National Organization for

Women's publication that les-

bianism should be taught in

our schools and school

counselors should take courses

"to teach a positive view of

Lesbianism."

They mirror the concerns of

an American community dis-

traught when groups such as

-the American Civil Liberties

Union seek to repeal the age
of consent laws and wants to

teach that there is nothing

inherently wrong with sex

between men and boys.

While the parents of people

such as those in the Theta Chi
fraternity pay through their

taxes to provide grants and

scholarships that all too often

their own children don't qual-

ify for, they wind up seeing

the money go toward support-

ing sickening, pornographic

material such as TenPercent.

The liberal culture has been
pummeled at the ballot box in

every presidential election but

one since 1968, but has con-
tinued to thrive in America's

academic institutions.

With the exceptioji on the

Carter interiude (the only

Democrat elected since 1964
and a southern consen^ative at

that) Republicans have domi-
nated at the national level by
drawing the dividing lines

between good and evil, right

and wrong. The counterculture

has been defeated, and most
Americans do not agree with
its agenda, which has polluted

this nation in a mire of

pornography, drugs, collapsing

family values, and the ever-

present threat of violence from
thugs that are coddled by the

subversive American Civil

Liberties Union.

No, I do not believe that the

actions qf Theta Chi were
particularty responsible in har-

assing the lesbians of Lambda
Delta Lambda. But what must
be recognized is that this is a

natural outgrowth of ^,society
that allows deviancy su6h as

homosexuality to be practiced

openly.

Homosexuals are unfortu-

nately due some sort of pro-

tection, but this does not mean
that they arc entitled to state- ^
sponsored subsidies and a legi-

timate voice in our society.

And as for the homosexual
element in our society, please

do us a favor ^- get back in

the closet.
"Hr

Myers is an undeclared sopho-

more.
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Stereotypes
Editor:

I would like to respond to

Susan Rinderle's article entitled

"Stereotypes of the Greeks on
campus: fiction or reality?"

(Bruin, Dec. 4). It is obvious
from the tone and content of
her article that she believes the

stereotypes to be a reality. I

feel that Rinderle's conclusion

that the Greek system is a
"group of superficial, exclusive,

homogeneous social clubs that

seem to bring out the wojst in

people" is ignorant and biased.

I label her opinion as an
ignorant one t)ecause she has

formed it on secondhand
knowledge. Rinderle is not nor
ever has been a member of a

sorority, and she caruiot truly

know what the Greek system
entails. I was apprehensive of
the Greek stereotype when I

went through summer rush this

year, but I soon found my
concerns dispelled. The women
in my house are as intelligent,

sensitive, and as full of inte-

grity as anyone else you could

hope to meet on campus.
We have women majcxing in

fields ranging from Mechanical
Engineering and Psychobiology

to Theater Arts and Russian

Studies. As a sorority member,
I do not feel that my individu-

ality or identity has been
sacrificed. My sisters are sup-

portive of me in all my
endeavors and with any direc-

tion^ihat I should choose for

my life. Our house itself dra>ys

strength from the diversity of
the interests and talents of its

members.
Rinderle accuses the Greek

system of being exclusive, but
this is unfounded. Sure, there

are affluent members in the

houses, but there is also a

majorily that hold jobs and are

either assisting their parents

with the cost of college and
house dues, or are paying for

it completely themselves.

I feel that Rinderle haS *

insulted me and every other

member of the Greek system
with her negative stereotypes. I

know that \ am not a superfi-

cial, racist, or one-dimensional
person, and I think it is unfair

to label "most" Greeks as

such. Every person on this

earth is a complex combination
of many different hopes,

dreams, feelings, and opinions.

Rinderle denies all sorority and
fraternity members this basic

humanity in her article.

Rachel L. Hertz
Freshman

Undeclared
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Arts & Entertainment
Column Film

Requiem for a jazz
orchestra of ideas

In 1983, I discovered that I

wanted to be a jazz disc jockey. So
I called this guy my dad knew who
w(X'ked at L.A. jazz radio station

KKGO. Unlike a lot working folks

who find ambitious 17-year-olds

pesky and bothersome, this man
set aside a large chunk of his

Wednesday afternoon to see me
and talk about his business.

That afternoon, 1 sat in Jim
Gosa's living room with sitting on
a couch across from me. There
wasn't much light on his side of the

room since he liked to keep the

shades drawn most of the way. So
he sat there ~ obscured in partial

darkness and billows of cigarette

smoke - and talked jazz with me.
We didn't just talk about the

music; we talked in its rhythms --

starting on one point and jumping
off into other areas as though we
were playihg a Mingus tune with

our conversation. Gosa would
reminisce about hanging out in

L.A. jazz clubs, get into the

Pursuance

Gregory
Mark Keer
philosophy behind the music, and

then somehow relate it all to the

Big Bang theory. Here was a guy
f(v whom jazz was net just music;

it was a driving spirit of progres-

sion that kept him up on the latest

in politics, economics, psycholo-

gy. You could say Jim Gosa was an

orchestra of ideas.

As we talked, jazz music played

steadily in ih^ background from a

stereo nestled in a wall-sized

cabinet filled from floor to ceiling

with jazz albums. Occasionally,

the music was interrupted by one
of the many radio commercials

Gosa produced for the station. It

was kind of eerie to simultaneous-

ly listen to the crisp bass voice

coming frdtu the radio while the

real one sipokc to me live.

I learned a lot in that one
afternoon. I learned that I

shouldn't be a jazz disc jockey.

"You don't want to do that," Gosa
said. "You'll keep terrible hours

and never make any money. You'll

always have to supplement your

income."

Gosa supplemented his own
income by acting on stage and

screen and doing radio and televi-

sion voiceover work. His acting

parts were restricted to playing

heavies because of his intense

eyes, dark and deeply lined face,

and that bass voice of his. One of

his claims to acting fame was a

villainous part in Clint Eastwood's

spaghetti western. High Plains

Drifter.

COMMENTARY: Cruise uses box office ciout to deliver message to a generation

Gosa supplemented
his own income by
acting on stage and
screen . . • . His act'

ing parts were
restricted to playing

heavies becatise ofhis

intense eyes, dark and
deeply lined £ace, and
diat bass vcnce of his.

Partly because his radio income
was still so low (even after nearly

20 years at KKGO) and partly

because he was always looking for

a new intellectual challenge, Gosa
had started taking law classes at

night. He wanted to be a personal

injury lawyer -- pretty ambitious

for a guy in his flfties.

But as Gosa said, thCrnrdio gig

led to some unforgettable
moments. "One of the greatest

moments in my life was meeting

Duke Ellington," he said. He
remembered that the night he met
Duke, he sat down to dinner with

him and a bunch of other guys. He
was so awed by this idol of his -
whose black and white photograph

hung on the wall across the room —
that he couldn't get himself to say

anything coherent during the

whole dinner. For me, it was hard

to imagine such an articulate man
suffemng from verbal impotence.

Then again, it showed the emotion-

al reverence he had for jazz.

It was getting late and Gosa was
due for his jockey shift at 6 p.m.. I

left his house and, later in the day,

listened to his radio show.

From that time on, I talked to

Gosa only a handful of tinges.

There was the night he let me sit in

the studio with my girlfriend as he

plucked records from the KKGO
library and announced the legen-

dary name over the mike.

There was also the time I got to

sort of repay him for giving up so

much time for me. I was writing an

obituary on bassist Jaco Pastorius

for a small music journal and I

used a quote from the "noted jazz

disc jockey, Jim Gosa."

Even though 1 didn't see him
much, 1 hstened to him on the radio

quite a lot I was continually

amazed by the way Gosa filled in

the details on the records he played
with that easy-going, conversa-

tional manner. U was as if he were
talking about the music to a friend.

My friend Jim Gosa died on
Dec. 19 of melanoma. Few fans

did as much for the music as he did

in his 58 years of life. In the

countless hours I spent listening to

his radio shows and the few I got to

spend with bim, no one taught me
how to k)ve the music as much as

he did.

By the way, that sOn of a gun
passed the bar exam last June.

There are plans for a memorial
concert in Jim Gosa's name.
Scholarships through the Berklee

College of Music and the Intera-

tional Association of Jazz Educa-
tors (lAJE) have been set up.

Please send any donations to the

Jim Gosa Memorial Fund in care

of lAJE, P.O. Box 724, Manhattan,

Kansas 66502.

Tom Cruise plays the inspirational Ron Kovic in 'Born on the Fourth of July.

'

BTi^pioblems plague small town in 'Roger & Me'
By Jill Leger

Staff Writer

F\iM:Roger S Me Written, directed

and narrated by Michael Moore.

When sales of American cars

plummeted in the early *80s.

General Motors began to move
assembly plants to places like

Mexico, where it could get by with

paying workers 70 cents an hour.

The town of Flint, Michigan
(population about 110,000), GM's
birthplace, was particularly hard

hit; lay-offs of more than 30,000

auto workers all but destroyed the

city that had once served as the

unofficial hub of the automobile

industry.

Families began to leave the city

in droves and their empty homes
became havens for a burgeoning

rat population. Main Street was
boarded up as dozens ofdowntown
merchants closed up shop. Unem-
ployment and crime escalated.

Scores unable to pay rents were
evicted from their homes.

And, as if to punctuate the city's

distress. Money magazine shcMtly

thereafter named Flint the second

least desirable city in which to live.

Flint native son Michael Moore
returned to his hometown just days

before GM president Roger B.

Smith appeared on Moore's TV
set, saying that his corporation

would be shutting down eleven

more plants. The projected clo-

sures, combined with the deterior-

ating condition of his hometown,
catapulted Moore, former news-

paper and magazine editor, into his

first film project. He hoped to

create a film that would both show
audiences the grim effects of the

plant closures on Flint, and ques-

tion the ethics of undemocraty:

corporate decision-making.

Citizens of Flint, Michigan hardly feel welcome in their city

after General Motors plant shut downs.

Moore's finished product,

Roger and Me, is an extremely

entertaining, funny, engaging,

tragic film that is much more than

the siory of plaiit closures arid

unemployment lines along Ameri-

ca's ifldusti'ial belt——

Roger A Me circles around

Moore's oft frustrating and humor-

ous attempts to locate the supcr-

humanly elusive Smith and invite

-him^o Flint to witness firsthand

A hit at the Toronto, Chicago
and New York film festivals.

the results of the plant shut-downs.

The pursuit is accentuated by

news clips, photographs, an
inspired soundtrack and dozens of

interviews conducted by Moore
himself. All combine to form
visual juxtapositions of the grim
realities of Flint's plight and
Reagan-era mentalities that tire-

lessly insist — as visiting

Reverend Robert Schuller tells a

packed Rint crowd — that "just

because you've got problems, is no
reason to be unhappy".

Roger <t Me subsequently pro-

vides shrewd commentary on 1990
America — a country in which
intensifying problems are rapidly

eclipsing the "don't worry, be
happy" attitudes that seemed to

satisfy and sustain us in the '80s.

While Flint becomes ridden

with unemployment, poverty and
crime, laid off workers and their

families are reduced to selling their

blood, raising bunnies to eat and
sell, and working as enchirito

makers at the comer Taco BelU
guards at the overflowing local

prison and as human statues at a

'Great Gatsby' fete thrown by
Flint's elite.

Yet m^ny Moore interviewees

relentlessly refuse to acknowledge
the seriousness of Flint's plight,

and maintain that job opportunities

arc as plentiful as ever. GM
favorite son Pat Boone suggests

that perhaps the economically
distressed could take advantage of
the whopping opportunities selling

Amyway products. (The sugges-

tion introduces a hilarious segment
in which Moore's camera joins one
Flint woman — husband laid off

^— who had resorted to determin-
ing people's seasons and best

colors.)

And a devoted GM lobbyist

points out that there are particular

work opportunities in Flint's

developing manufacturing indus-

See ROQER, page 30

By Gregory Mark Keer
A & E Editor

Born on ihe Fourth of July could not have been the resounding

achievement it is without Tom Cruise. Cruise's gutsy performance as

disabled Viet Nam war veteran Ron Kovic is not only the finest by an
at:tor in 1989, but it has penetrating importance for his^ our— genera-
tion.

Like most of us. Cruise, 27, was too young to be opinionated about Viet
Nam while it raged during the lale '60s and early '70s. And yet that war
has affected the Am^can consciousness ever since. Our country's

peq)le and its leaders have been walking around like zombies since that

war. And our generation has been left without any real moral or philoso-

phical structure.

Now, most of us simply avoid bujlding our own America, avoid
graf^ling with the past. Instead, we've become numb to the idea of
creating an environment of our own and have bought into careers as

investment bankers.

Cruise could have been content making millions by simply flashing his

killer smile thd twinkling his gorgeous eyes, but-he wanted to understand

what drove American consciousness into nightmare. The impact of his

decision to play the lead in Born on the Fourth ofJuly and his resulting

performance* reverberates throughout our generation and beyond.
What courage, what vision this former pretty boy has shown. If you're

going to get the magazine covers. Cruise says with this role, why not use
them to send a message? .

The night 1 saw Born on the Fourth ofJuly, the theatre was filled with

as many beautiful teenage girls and carefully groomed, Cruise-like boys
as 20and 30-year-olds— all geared up to see their hero. And once and for

all. Cruise acted like a hero, playing out his own torment over Viet Nam
and its effect at home through the character of Ron Kovic.

The '90s is our decade. We will be supporting politicians, setting

trends, raising children. Movies like Born on the Fourth ofJuly— a fire-

ball of self-investigation brought to fruition by its bright star — tell us

that we can c6me to understand the mistakes of our parents and grandpa-
rents. We can demystify the reasons it happened so that we can bUild a

better reality for ourselves. ^_,

White perspectives depict race relations in 'Driving Miss
Daisy.'

'Miss Daisy' pioliferates

negative blade stereotypes
By Shirt Buss
ContritKitor 7^

Driving Miss Daisy is being lauded by critics as a film worthy of the

Oscar. It is indeed a richly acted film, with powerful performances by

Jessica Tandy and Morgan Freeman.

But does that fact then excuse the racist structure and perspective of the

film? Does that fact permit us to continue to prop up the romanticized

belief that whites and blacks can genuinely be frierids within the confines

of a master-servant relationship? 1 say no.

Driving Miss Daisy is another in a long line of films (Cry Freedom.
Dry White Season, Glory, not to mention the outrageous Mississippi

Burning) that are allegedly about race relations, but are filtered through

the white, world view. And while I know it might be possible for iffec-

tion, or even a friendship^ to develop between a wealthy white v/oman

. *. .-^'

.

'.

See 'MISS DAISY/ page 29
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Record rounds: interns initiate contacts In Industry

By Matt Ball

Contributor

Jane Tunks answers phones and organ-

izes fflcs for 10 or more hours a week - for

free. Tunks, an intern at Capitol Records,

has hopes of making contacts that will help

her into a musio^related career. One of her

biggest thrills so far was meeting Donny
Osmond, a childhood crush.

UCLA's location near Hollywood, the

heart of the entertainment industry, aflracts

many students who wish to pursue enter-

tainment related careers. Students have a

unique opportunity to get their foot in the

door of the recording industry by serving as

interns with specific companies.

Tunks is an intern in the Artist and
Repertoire Department at Capitol Records.

She said that meeting people through an

internship definitely relates to future job

opporlynities.

"It's good for me to get to know a lot of

pcoplej4i's not what kind of experience you
have that gels you jobs, so much as who you
know," Tunks said-

She cited a particular example of one
UCLA student who was an- intern merely

two years ago. Now she is an assistant to

Simon Potts, vice president at Capitol

Records. She came into contact with Potts

through her initial internship. This of course
is unusual, but opportunities are clearly

there.

While waiting for this kind of once-in-

a-lifetime opportunity, Tunks said that what
she does really doesn't differ from any other

office job.

"I didn't realize that it was such an office

environment with so much paperwork,"
Tunks said.

But there arc advantages outside the

opportunities for career advancement.
Tunks sometimes receives free Capitol

products, such as recordings, videos, and
concert tickets.

Stephen DeBro is also an intern in A&R
(Artist & Repertoire) at Capitol Records.
His ambition is to work in the department,
which acts as a liaison between that artist

and the company. He said that he has made
.
many contacts that may prove useful to him
in the future.

"A letter of recommendation from these
people means yoti could work anywhere,"
DeBro said.

He also counted himself fortunate to

learn what it is like to work in a major record
company, and get his foot in the door.

DeBro listens to tapes of hopeful bands*
songs and assesses them for quality and
saleability.

f "I act as a screening process, saving wear
and tear on the A&R people's ears." DeBro
acknowledged that this can sometimes be
tedious, but said that it is worth it wh^he
hears a really exciting song or banC*

Sometimes interns can be disillusioned

by the fact that the record industry has less

to do with art than with business and by the

personalities of those above them.

"I didn't have an overly glamorous view
of the business," DeBro said. "There's a lot

of ass-kissing, sycophantic behavior and
general sliminess/' He also said that there

are a lot of people that will do anything to

get ahead.

DeBro advises prospective interns to try

to go into the area that they arc the most
interested in and not to get pushed out or
sidetracked.

Dee Dec Gasgogne, disc jockey at KLA,
worked ^t Virgin Records during the

previous summer. She' said that the contacts

that can be made are very valuable because
the industry is highly mobile. People
frequently move from one company to

another. . •

'The more contacts you have, the better,'*

Gascogne said.

From her own experience, Gascogne
characterizes the industry as being far from
glamorou^.

"Its not a fairy tale place," Gascogne said.

"It's easy to bum out by age 30 and careers

are very shaky."

She said that internships are a good way
to get involved in the industry, and advised
all people seeking careers in the industry to

definitely do it .

The qualifications vary from internship

to internship. Some, like DeBro's, require

previous related experience. Most, such as

Tunks' require only an interest in music.

om Carolan, personal assistant at

Atlantic Records, is looking for someone
who has a general interest in music and a
desire to work for a record company.

"Every label is looking for hard workers.
There are jobs out there for them," Carolan
said.

Carolan also said that an internship is an
opportunity to prove yourself and establish

a rapport and trust with certain individuals.

Jennifer Pyken, coordinator of Film and
Television Music at Island Records, is

looking for someone who is dependable and
interested in music and film.

Pyken said that thejrc are definitely

opportunities for contacts to be made.
Pyken and Carolan^dvised prospective

interns to go for it an& come in with a good
attitude.

. ^

Besides being an opportunity to wortciir
the record business, it is also possible to
earn credit through an internship. DeBro
takes a media analysis class (English 197F)
in conjunction with his internship.

Not everyone can get credit, however.
The Field Studies Development office

advises students to come in and talk with

coordinators who will work with students to

determine their option^. They.9ls6 advise

students to come in midway through jjie

current quarter to discuss options for the

subsequent quarter.

Information about internships is avail-

able in the Placement and Career Planning
Center.
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Hershey's Ocean Blue floats head and shoulders above the rest
By Terry White

Contributor

New bands seem to be a dime a

dozen these days, and a band must
have a special quality to make
itself stand out from the rest of the

packw

The Ocean Blue, a new progres-

sive rock ensemble hailing from
Hershey, Pennsylvania, truly

stands head and shoulders above
the rest. The group puts out a solid

performance on their debut LP, already gained widespread airplay
The Ocean Blue. ,

on stations sjich as KROQ and 91-

Tbe songs on The Ocean Blue-
range from mellow, keyboard''^^ Goo* albums feature several
oriented melodies to hard-nosed, additional strong tracks to comple
upbeat rockers. Yeah, but can you
dance to it? Maybe not. Even
though the group won't be played
by every club DJ in L.A., they will

sureJy carve their niche in the

progressive and college radio
scenes. The first single, "Between
Something and Nothing." has
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ment the lead single, and The
Ocean Blue is no exception. Many
songs rival the brilliant single,

"Between Something and
Nothing," making it difficult to

choose the best one on the album.
"Vanity Fair^ follows up the lead
single with a folk-influenced

melody and an intense drum track.

Another bright spot is the intense,

straightforward rocker, "Love
Song," leading off the second side.

But the track "Drifting, Falling"

really shines the brightest, featur-

ing a stellar effort on saxophone
and keyboards by Steve Lau
accompanied by David Schelzel's

melodic guitar and poignant voc-
als. Almost all of the rest of the

songs offer strong performances,
except 'The Office of a Busy
Man" and "The Circus Animals,"

both of which pale in comparison
to the above-mentioned gems of
the album.

The<3cean Blue, consistmg ol^
drummer Rob Minning, bassist

Bobby Mittan, keyboardist Steve
Lau, and vocalist/guitarist David
Schelzel, definitely has what it

takes to follow in the footsteps of
progressive rock greats R.E.M.,
the Cure, and UZ Look for these
four 21 -year-old unknowns from
central Pennsylvania to take the

music scene by storm.

^\^ Eyelash Perms
^

Special $35

Vo^

^"^ LOVE YOUR HAIR
We Give You What You Want;

Fusion Extensions

i-

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTER
With this ad you will receive

Highlight $35 - Perms $35 Design Haircuts $15

New customers only

expires February 15, 1990

736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

Hillel Council at UCLA
bSn rrj Serving the needs of the UCLA Community-

WEEKLY TALMUD STUDY IN THE LAW
SCHOOL WITH RABBI CHAIM SEIDLER^
FELLER. Starting MONDAY, JANUARY 8, from
12 to 1 pm, Room 1354 (Law School Bldg.)

Topic: "The Problem of Women in Talmudic Law." Call
208-3081 for more info. Spgnsored by Jewish Law
Student Association & Hillel Jewish Student Center

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
CHANGES TO THE SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

WINTER 1990

APPITIQNS;
PS. 139B with Prof. Roy Pateman, TR 10-12 in Dodd 170
PS. 197A sem. 2 "Political Theory and the Bible"

TR 11-1 In Powell 200D Instructor Consent Required.
PS. 205B with Schwartz F 10-1 in Bunche A152
PS. 235 with Sisson F 10-1 TBA
DELETIONS: -

PS. 139C/231A with Gonzalez MW 10-12 Bunche 3164
PS. 169A with Lofchie TR 10-12 GSM 2284
PS. 169B with Sisson TR 2-4 Bunche 3164
PS. 250C with Baum. PS. 197D will remain on W 6-9 pm Bunche 3288
CHANGES:
PS. 6 disc. 1A, W 12 moves to Kinsey 365
Cluster Program PS. 10 with Prof. Smith .

TR 12:30-1:45 moves to Kinsey 230.

PS. 10 disc. IK, Tues. 4 moves to Rolfe 2220
PS. 40 disc. 1W, Thurs. 11 moves to Bunche 3117
PS. 70 disc. 1G, Tues. 11 moves to Bunche 3169
PS. 80 disc. 1G, Tues. 11 moves to Bunche 3123
PS. 141 disc. 1A Wed. 11 GSM 2333
PS. 141 disc. IB Wed. 12 GSM 2333
PS. 141 disc. 1C Thurs. 1 Bunche 3150 ^

PS. 141 disc. ID Thurs. 8 Bunche 3178 -

PS. 141 disc. IE Thurs. 1 GSM 1270 ~^

PS. 141 disc. IF Thurs. 2 GSM 1270 ^ „ „J_ _-.^____ .

PS. 197A sem. T was T 6-9 pm changes to M 6-9 pm In Bunche 31 bl

PS. 206 with Ansolabehere was W 2-5 changes to M 9-12 in Dance 103
PS. 221/235 with Nixon was T 2-5 changes to M 3-6 pm in Bunche 2160
PS. 235 with Tsebelis was M 2-5 now is M 3-6 in Bunche 3288

For the Most Updated Information Please Check the Bulletin Boarc^

Outside the Pormcal Scfencet^atn Office a1 4289 Buncfre Han
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INTERNSHIPS
Interested In Advertising, _
or Graphic Arts as a career?

- »•

The Daily Bruin Oeafive ~~
Department is seeking energetic,,

and talented individuals

interested in an exciting ,

* -

internship during Winter Quarter.

Dealing primarily with ad
production,copywri ting, and graphic

art, rather than sales, this position

is a great introduction into

the world of advertising and will .

i>fovkie4he invaluable experience
necessary or a career in advertising.

Applications are available at

1 i 2 Kerckhoff Hall

and are due ^— ^^^^z__.„.^J— ^^_

Friday, January 12 at 4:00 pm.

For more information, please call

Jennifer Carlson, or Clare De Briere

at 825-2161

HEADSHOTS
Sassoon Sassoon

20th Anniversary

Headshots Includes:

Hair/Make-up

36 Exposure-$99.00
Reg.-$150

. W/Haircut & Cellophane

$125.00
Reg.-$200

925 Broxton
Westwood Village

By Appt. Only

213-208-HAIR
213-208-SASS
213-208-WAVE

WHAT5
PJ^ECICXiS
"TfJAN A
BE4LmruL

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain veneering
*croWns, bridges, root canals & dentures .

*laughing gas available!! .' , ri.
^

OTTJ 7T/I/I DrrMTTViAKHANI
(213) ^3^' I I ^^ . 6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
Evening Hours & Sundays (comer of Fairfax & Wilshire)

Hillel il at UCLA
-1 n*j

Serving the needs o( the JUCLA Community

On Monday, January 8, at 12:00 Noon, Rabbi
David Teusch, from the Reconstructionist
Rabbinical College, wiU speak on: "POOD,—
SEX AISTD MONEY: THE CHALLENGE OF
AMERICAN JEWISH-LIFE" at UCLA HiUel,

900 Hilgard Ave. He wiU also be available
to talk to students, from 9:00 am on.
Please can 208-308Ir^or more info.

Restaurant

Rench/Swiss cuisine

ticides pliantom palate

.J u
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By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

DINING: Chartreuse restaurant arxi bar. Chef/Owner Bruno Moeckli. Specializ-
ing in Swiss-French cuisine. 1909 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica. Lunch M-F. 1 1 :30
a.m.— 2:30 p.m. Dinner M-Sat. 6 p.m.— 10 p.m. Closed Sunday. Call 453-3333 for
info.**** Four Stars (out of five).

Hungry for finC dining at a good cost, I chanced ijpon Chartreuse
restaurant in Santa Monica, which piqued my fancy.

If you*re looking for a quiet place with a pleasant atmosphere and good
food, then you should ineander over to the small Swiss-French
establishment

Chartreuse is a wonderful place to sit and talk and it*s just amiable to
sit in. You are provided with large, comfortable booths or open tables,

depending on your pireferencc. The area is softly lit with mirrored walls
and the service is prompt and very accommodating.

I began with a large bowl of French onion soup, complete with large

croutons and melted cheese. The soup was seasoned a little strongly, but
it was offset by the soup-soaked croutons and cheese.

My phantom escort had a green salad with a hot bacon sauce, arranged
in a way I have never seen before. The lettuce was cut like oranges into

wedges and placed side to side with tomatoes. If you like spice, the sauce
had a sharp nip to it that gave it a little kick.

We continued with a delicious appetizer of thinly sliced smoked
salmon on bread wafers. If you want something that will arouse your sto-

mach without filling you up, I recommend the salmon. The soft cuts melt
in your mouth as you crunch the bread, and it is cooked just right.

There is a good selection of appetizers ranging from four to six dollars,

and other noted entries include the Roquefort soufHe and the fettucine

Chartreuse.

The real knockouts of the night, however, were the entrees. The
phantomess had Chartreuse*s famous roast duck with gooseberries and
Chartreuse sauce. The huge helping of duck was tender and roasted to
perfection and the semisweet sauce blended with the natural flavoring of
the duck to create something worth living for.

I myself had the whitefish saute with herb butter sauce, a seafood
delight that didn't drown in the tasty butter juices. The light fish had a
tantalizing taste that you will savordays after you eat it. Other recognized
entrees included their grilled loin of lamb with thyme and rosemary as
well as their steak tartaie.

The entrees were fairiy priced from $12 to $20, and the servings were
generous.

Head chef and owner Bruno Moeckli had been running Chartreuse for
nine and a half years before having to relocate due to earthquake safety.

His experience truly shows in the taste of the food and the presentation of
the meal. Moeckli himself took time out to travel from table to table to see
how things were going.

The restaurant has been open at its new location for only three months,
and you can catch a quiet night on the weekdays, though reservations are
recommended on the weekends.

ENDANGERED EARTH: AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
January 16-18. 1990; Royce Hall, UCLA

Tuesday, 1/16

12-1:30 pm

1:30 pm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:00 pm

EAf^TH IN JEOPARDY: CURRENT PERCEPTIONS

Conference Registration

Stephen Schneider, Natl Ctr for Atmospheric Rsch
"Global Climate Change"

Robert L. Peters. World Wildlife Fund
"Consequences of Global Warming for Biological Diversity"

coffee breaK

B.L. Turner II, Clark University

'Economic and Spcial Effects of Global Change"

ENDANGERED

EARTH
Wednesday, 1/17 LESSONS FROM THE PAST AND PRESENT

9:00 am

10:00 am

J. William Schopf, UCLA
"Paleo-Environraental Change: Evolutionary Responses"

David Raiip, Univ of Chicago
"Species Extinctions"

For food well prepared and an atmosphere that makes for conversation— if not romance— the Phantom of the Diner suggests you travel to the
Swiss-French world of Chartreuse.

Music

'Louie louie' mania sweeps
country, benefits ieulcemia
By Jim PIckrell

Staff Writer

"How far can this thing go?"
That's what "Louie Louie"

composer Richard Berry said

when he saw his song featured in a

two column article in the front

page of the Wall Street Journal,

thirty years after it was composed.
Berry may have written it, but

the song was fu^t made popular by
the Pacific Northwest's immortal
Kingsmen, a relatively talent-free

garage combo in the early 60s that

did a cover of the song and
suddenly found themselves with a
number one hit that swept the

nation.

Since then, there have been
Louie Louie days, Louie Louie
parades and Louie Louie radio

marathons — evidence of the

timelessness of one of the purest

and simplest rock 'n' roll songs
ever written.

The Best ofLouie Louie Volume
2 brings together some of the best

known versions of the song, at

least those that were left out of
Volume 1. Among them are

versions by Paul Revere & The
Raiders, The Kinks, and Tina
Turner, from the days when she
was still hanging around with Ike.

Lesser known versions are

Mongo Santamaria's calypso

•Louie*, the Angels' girl-group

pc^ 'Louie', and an internationally

acclaimed version by Red Square,

in Russian: "Louie Louie, Da da da
da da. .

."

Louie Louie-mania must have
peaked in 1985, when the
Washington State Senate was
considering a resolution submitted

by Whatcom County Commission-
er Craig Cole to make "Louie
Louie" the state song, supplanting

the beloved favorite "Washington,
My Home."
The move was sponsored by

local radio stations, which prob-
ably never thought anyone would
take them seriously, as well as by
tens of thousands of frenzied Loiiie

Louie fans. An articte in the Seattle

Times stated that "a spokesman for

the governor said Gardner has
never heard either 'Washington,

My Home* or 'Louie Louie'. The*
governor is going to listen to both
songs in the next few days." \^3^

The issue separated those who
felt that Washington needed a
"contemporary theme song that

can be used to engender a sense of
pride and community, and the

enhancement of tourism and eco-

nomic development," from those

Who felt that "Washington, My
Home" was a more dignified

See UHIIE, page 28

AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE

JANUARY 16-18, 1990; ROYCE HALL, UCLA

Sponsored by the National Science Foundation
and the UCLA Center for the Study off Evolution and the
Origin off Life (CSEOL) ^

Richard Turco and Virginia Scoffield, Co-conveners i

11:00 am

11:30 am

12:30 pm

1 :30 pm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

coNoe break

Russell W. Graham, Illinois State Museum
"Ice Age Extinctions: Climatic and human Impacts"

tunch break

George J. Gumerman, Univ of Illinois

"Early Human Interaction with the Environment"

Sharon Camp, Population Crisis Committee
"Population Growth and Global Change"

cotlee break

4:00 pm

5:00 pm

George M. Woodwell, Woods Hole
"Warming of the Earth: New Perspectives on Biotic Impoverishment"

Andrew Dobson. Princeton Univ

"Parasites, Pests and Primates in a Changing World"

PREREGISTRATION FORM

Name

Department

Address

City/State

Phone

ENCLOSE:

Institution

Zip

-X.

$5 STUDENT/POSTDOC/STAFF
$10 FACULTY
$15 GENERAL PUBLIC

SEND BY JANUARY 15 TO:

ENDANGERED EARTH
c/o CSEOL
5687 Geology Building

-~ UCLA
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(Campus mall code 156704)

(213)825-1170

TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

Thursday, 1/18

9:00 am

9:30 am "^

10:30 am

*1
1 :30 am

12:00 pm

1:00 pm

2:00 pm

STRATEGIES AND RESPONSES TO GLOBAL CHANGE '^

Jean Audouze, Science Advisor to President of France
"Global Change: A European Vision"

Roger Reveile, UC San Diego
"Science and Policy in the Face of Global Change"

Harold Mooney, Stanford Univ
"National and International Programs"

I

ooflee break

Jared Diamond, UCLA
"Adaptation to Change: A Biological Option?"

lunch break

Panel Discussion: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS AND
PLANS __. •

: _

\

}
' I

S»»»»»tfftTwa»t«^»aa<» ••* »•»*»•»*»*»»»*****•***•*»*****************••**•*»**»»»»> »• •*» ^OOprtL

f^oderator: Raymond Ohrbach, UCtA
Participants: Richard Berk, UCLA

Noreen Dowling, UC Davis
Michael Ghil, UCLA
Alexandre Quintanilha. Lawrence Berkeley Lab
Sherwood Rowland, UC Irvine

David SImonett, UC Santa Barbara
Richard Somervllle, UC San Diego

Departure, .^ _____
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j
LARGE 16" PrZZA w/2 TOPPINGS

I oniy^'— 99 + 2 FREE
f 16 OZ. SODASI

I
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!

208-4348
We deliver till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

i
after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian

I bacon extra -speaalty pizzas not included EXP. 1/21/90

GRlAiOEALS
in the

NEWDiCADE

Delivered

FAST & FREE
with student ID

iimited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

WitH or without^CasseS'

artistryfor your eyes onCy

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
SPECIAL $150.00

includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
All student, faculty employee

vision-plans WELCOME

QuacfhnBusfi
optometrist

W Weybuin
located for your cpnvenience:

e
m
o
3

10955 Weyburn Ave
(213) 208-4748

Royce Hall

In Your Pocket
Show the world that you ore proud to be a
Bruin. Carry the only credit card with UCLA's
landmark. The UCLA Student Credit Card, the
only card with Royce Hall emblazoned on it. Pick
up on application at the James West Alumni
Center, or coll 206-0610. .

UCLA Alumni Association
Credit Card ^ v

The credit you deserve.

UCUIumni
^ " ' <• < I \ t I •» V

Applications can also be picked up at ASUCLA Bookstore

Music

Two dimensionaf Crue,
Expose albums should
nevertheless please fans
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

ALBUM: Dr. Feelaoodby Motley Crue. Produced by Bob Rock. Eleklra Records.
What You Don't You Know by Expose. Produced by Lewis A. Martinee for Pantera
Productions. Arista Records.

Twenty years down the line, you'll be listening to the radio with your
children and Dick Clark, Jr. will announce the top ten from twenty years
ago: *The Number Two album was Expose's What You Don't Know and
at Number One, that wacky Motley Crue and Dr. Feelgood.
And you'll wonder to yourself, as you did twenty years ago, how those

albums came to be in the top ten. 4
Well, both of those releases are out now, each with their own versions

of mainstream rock that will undoubtedly be snatched up by today's Top
40 crowd. ^ '.^ __

Motley Crue, one of the forefathers of today's popular hard rock,

already has hit Billboard's number three spot with Dr. Feelgood.
Feelgood has the Crue's driving guitars and lead singer's Vince Neil's

obnoxious voice spanking out the lyrics — nothing new or out of the
ordinary, but a sound that wins the hearts of their fans.

Dr. Feelgood is no musical masterpiece, but that's not what it's cut out
to be. With song titles like "Slice of Your Pie," "Kickstart My Heart,"
"She Goes Down" and "Don't Go Away Mad (Just Go Away)," you^
know it's perturbing pop at its best.

Ifyou like today's hard rock along the lines ofBon Jovi, White Lion, or
Guns *n Roses, Dr. Feelgood has the same idea going. Wjth Neil on lead
vocals. Tommy Lee on the ^ms, Mick Mars on guitars and songwriter
Nikki Sixx on bass, the songs do not have a whole lot of variety going, but
it's a sound formula that works for them. There are interesting backup
vocals that give the album a little twist; we hear Bryan Adams in the back
of "Sticky Sweet," and Skid Row makes a guest appearance on 'Time
For Change."

Expose's sound is quite different, but just as popular. The female trio,

which hit it big with its multi-platinum Exposure in 1985, returns with
What You Don't Know, an eleven track effort that, even for pop, falls

short Expose, consisting of Gioia, Ann Curless, and Jeanette Jurado, has
a dance-bouncy style heard in **Point of No Return" and the romance-
heavy ballad "Season's Change." It's a style that is again displayed in

their latest LP. More full of tired love songs than before. Expose may be
more appropriately called "ExCliche" in this album.

Just looking at the titles of the songs may tell you something: "When I

Looked at Him," "Still Hung Up On You" and "Now That I Found You"— same old themes. And lyrics like "When I look at him/And he held me
so tight/When I look at him it's love eternally," (from "When I Looked at
Him") and "Now the days arc cold and gray/The feeling's gone astray/
Love that should not fade, babe* (from "Let Me Down Easy") are full of
honey sappiness that's just too sweet. It sounds like a mix of the Go-Go's_
and Bobby Brown. Many of the songs are mostly hung up on the chorus
lines, and we miss a lot of the energy present in their first album.

All is not too dreary, though; we still sec a little fun and foot jumping
beat in "What You Don't Know" and in "Slop, Listen, Look and Think."
And "Tell Me Why" speaks out against world violence ("Tell me
anybody why can't we live together/End all the fighting erase it forever/
Listen for this reason before it gets too laic"). But again, the bubble-gum
tracks of the album is the sound they want to present.

Though two-dimensional, the sounds of Dr. Feelgood and What You
Don't Know are safe. With a strong following as a background, Motley
Crue and Expose should find at least moderate success, and if you liked
them before, I can say you will like them again— otherwise, you may
want to spend your money on something other than the mint and pink col-
ored discs; they'll do fine without you.

LOUIE
From page 26

choice.

Gardner never end<M'sed the
resolution, which passed the state

senate but never made is through
Washington's highly skeptical
legislature.

Since then, there haven't been
any serious moves to make **Louie

Louie" the state song of anywhere
else, but the "Louie Louie" mar-
athons have continued. Best
known among them was the 36
hour "Maximum Louie Louie"
sponsored by WNOR in Norfolk
Virginia, a 12 hqur April fool

••Louie Louie" studio hijacking on
KRQX in Dallas, as well as a series
of "Louie Louie" parades spon-
sored by John DeBella of WMMR
in Philadelphia.

These, too, started as laiks, and

ended up annual events that raise

tens of thousands of dollars for

leukemia research. The connection

between "Louie Louie" and
leukemia has never been cleariy

explained, and in fact the entire

phenomenon defies rational

analysis.

While '*Louie Louie" never did

become the state song of
Washington, its periodic
resurgence in popularity remains

as testimony to its musical great-

ness.

Louie Louie Volume 2 is avail-

able on Rhino Records, purveyors

of many other rock *n' roll

collections and reissues. Good
stuff. Check it out

Did you know?

The Dally Bruin is

printecfon 100%
recycled paper.

* ', «

I *
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Film

Golden Globe nominees
The following is a partial list of the Golden Gldbe nominees announced
recently by the Hollywood Foreign Press Association.

BEST PICTURE — DRAMA
-—Bom^m the FewHhofJufy ——— ^

Crimes and Misdemeanors
Dead Poets Society

Do the Right Thing
Glory -

—

BEST ACTRESS — DRAMA
Sally Field — Steel Magnolias
Jessica Lange — Music Box
Andie MacDowell — sex, lies & videotape

MicheUe Pfeiffer — The Fabulous Baker Boys
Liv Ullmann — The Rose Garden

BEST ACTOR -1 DRAMA
Tom Cruise — Born on the Fourth of July

Daniel Day-Lewis — My Left Foot
Jack Leminon ~^J>ad— :' ' l

Al Pacino — Sea of Love
Robin Williams — Dead Poets Society

— MUSICAL OR COMEDYBEST PICTURE
Driving Miss Daisy
The Little Mermaid
Shirley Valentine

The War of the Roses
When Harry Met Sally

BEST SCREENPLAY
Nora Ephron — When Harry Met Sally

Kevin Jarre — Glory
Spike Lee — Do The Right Thing
Tom Schulman — Dead Poets Society

Steven Soderbergh — sex, lies & videotape

Oliver Stone & Ron Kovic — Born on the Fourth of July

'Miss DAISY'
From page 23

and her black male chauffeur, it i^ hard to buy the underpinning assump-
tions that form the storyline for Driving Miss Daisy.

It is also painful and insulting to see African American actors of the

stature of Morgan Freeman and Est^ Rolle still playing maids and
cliauffeurs 25 years after the zenith of the civil rights movement Once
again, pec^le of color are consigned to submissive roles that are not a

threat to whites.
*' For all the smoldering intensity, delicacy and depth that Morgan
Freeman infuses into his role, the reality is that the role itself is very one
dimensional. Only at the end do we leam that Hoke the chauffeur has a

family and a life beyond the worid of Daisy. While Daisy's life and worid

are fleshed out for us, Hoke's world is off screen, out of view and out of

consciousness.

In this film, Hoke's life revolves around Daisy. He caters to her every

nuance and whim and is portrayed as perfectly happy, and even amused
in so doing. This is a contemporary version of the "haK)y slave'Y'good

house Negro" myth.

No matter how lovable the quarrelsome Miss Daisy is, and no matter

how much genuine feeling or respect develop between the two of them,

the bottom line is that she is still Miss Daisy to Hoke. The underling pow-
er imbalance and the structural inequities are overkx)ked, not only by the

screenwriters, but also by the audience. And while some people say this is

^stifled because it is fiistorical, the film is hot socially critical of that his-

tory.

Rarely do the filmmakers help the audience criticize or challenge the

underpinnings of the class-based structure of the relationship. In fact, the

film serves to reinforce the myth that people who are ordered around by
someone else actually like it The film makes the audience feel

comfortable with Hoke's "tum the other cheek" attiuide. While the film

does try to break certain barriers about black/white friendship, it does so

on white terms. It leads us to believe Miss Daisy when she says "I've nev-

er been prejudiced in my life."

Some clumsy attempts to highlight the connections between blacks

and jews are also woven into the story. At one point when Daisy and
Hoke are stopped by the police on a roadway, the police shake their heads

in disgust at the sight of a "jew and a nigger." And when the local temple

is destroyed by a bomb, again the common oppressions are suggested.

However, it is difficult to appreciate any commonalties between

blacks and jews when black chauffeurs are lined up eu(side waiting to

ferry away the Jewish people from the temple. The wealth and the pater-

nalism of the jews, in relation to the blacks in the film, also reinforce

these differences and stereotypes. Rather than solidify common bonds,

this film may actually fuel tensions between blacks and jews.

I feel conflicted writing this sharply critical review, because the film is

vital and entertaining, and the acting is absolutely sumptuous. However,

now, more than ever, we must challenge the content and message of a

film of this magnitude. When white males are setting the standards to

which all peoples are expected to respond, the biases in these standards

must be shaiply criticized.

Buss is a graduate student in the school ofArchitecture and Urban Plan-

ning.
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• FULL CHINESE MENU • DELIVERY
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208-4928 1147 Westwood

20% OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GCXDD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT LD.

PRICES START AT

$3950
w/ Discount

GROUP DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

^ruin lAi?cedo
10970 LeConte Avenue

_^Sen;ing UCLA for over 36 years - _ , ,

Westwood Village

At t/i€ Cotricr of Gayley & LeConte LOS Angeles^ California 90024

(213) 208-8755 (213) 208-5275Offer Not Good on
SAME DAY SERVICE

Make Reservations Now!

Mj^^tA^iiAttAtL.JU.
^ m N c' r s s^cf r Z^ yr r / r c' <^ t ra Ngt^ rs

\\yn 41111 IVIJI

Join otKer UCLA Students^ alumni

and faculty at a Dinner for Twelve

Strangers. It's a great chance to

make new contacts and get a free

meal, too.

Sign-up forms at the information desk of the James West Alunmi Center.

For nwre information, call SAA at 206-0524.

SAA is a student organization

sponsored b/

AaiOCIATION

r
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99 <^ Big Mae's
Twoallbeefpattiesspecialsaucelettuce

cheesepicklesonionsonasesameseedbun ®

irSAGOOD TIME
FOR THE GREATTASTE

(•

^^

118 Westwood Blvd
©1987 McDonald's Corporalion

If This DescribesYou . .

.

...Motivated top performer, able to work in a
politically and ethnically diverse setting...

Commitment to public service... ^JWlling to

devote 11 months to a program that may
change your life... then call:

(916) 324-1761 or 1-800-776-1761.

'^WW
Assembly Fellowship Program

CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATURE

)

T^ffdU^ttMhtSfuciaJU
•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5.000 MILES

•Transaxle•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on:

•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshield washer

REGULAR $65.00

$
+tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change
will be done in 30 minutes from the time C ^ J^ Q^
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^ |
you won't pay! Call or come in today. ^T+tax|

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed [ 10% off ariy '

•Inspect rear brakes [ ^I§b§_I§PA'L I

Present coupon when order is written.

I Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

MtKEMtaER Hours

TOYOTA

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm

>• by appt. only

n!" Free Local Shuttle
^^-.— ..« . .

~ ^. • ^ . ^. We honor:

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City visa
' Mastercard

American Express
Discover(213) 559-3777

**f -4/^.

ROGER
From page 23

tries— and ix)ints out the enonii-_

ous success of the locally
developed lint roller.

In fact, city officials seem to feel

that all Flint really needs is a little

cheering up. Blithe rah rahs likc^

Anita Bryant, Bob Eubanks
(whom Moore's camera captures

at his sleaziest) and Miss Michi-
gan, Kaye Lani Rae Rafko (who
declares that she is 'Jor employ-
ment and woiicing in Michigan")
are recruited to make the boarded
up, impoverished city smile again.

Time after time, Moore's cam-
era captures city leaders maintain-
ing to the very end that Flint is a
wonderful place to live. After all,

says one of Flint's few remaining
affluent, there's the ballet And, as
her companion points out, Flint's

got a terrific hockey team.

Even when increasing crime
forces the city to build a larger,

better equipped jail, Flint's leaders

remain sunny and throw a opening
night sleep over party at the new
facility, a soiree they endow with
the theme "Jailhouse Rock."
And when Flint's "ihcreasingly

crippled economy forces city

leaders to take action, they embark
upon a tourism campaign of all

things, which consists of spending
millions on a Hyatt Regency Hotel,

a new shopping pavilion and an
indoor amusement park called

AutoWorld — all of which
promptly go bankrupt due to lack
df visitors.

Perhaps most touching of all are

the workers' attempts to buy the

dream, their efforts to quit woiry-
ing and to start being happy. A man
working as a prison guard, who
must often supervise personal
firiends who have resorted to

crime, insists (over the cacophony
of a "heated discussion" in the

background) that though he makes
half of what he earned at GM, he
likes his new job better. And as a
final automobile glides down an
assembly line, soon-to-be-laid-off

workers are filmed clapping and
cheering. Only one man stares at

them in disbelief and wonders
aloud what on earth, they're so
happy about — they've just lost

their jobs.

And through all the film's chaos
ambles Moore, leading his tiny

camera crew, and clad in scruffy

Nikes and a baseball cap that says
**rm out for trout" His unpreten- r
tious demeanor gives Roger A. Me
a grassroots perspective, which is

direct, honest and enormously
captivating. Out for infinitely

more than trout, the talented

Moore is succeeding in capturing

the attention of audiences (and

critics) across the country — and
his sounds like no fish story.

\(la

Bruin Radio
53©AM

99.9 Century

Cable FM

'*»
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FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

•w LAKERS CLIPPERS
LA KINGS

Theatre: PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, (Not Cheap)

Free Delivery's Philosophy: we were started in 1985 by UCLA students and continue to employ UCLA students.

We provide FREE DELIVERY to anyone on campus. We offer hard-to-get seats and orices below market to all

UCLA students, staff, and faculty. Ask anyone who has used us before and they will tell you the same, that

when it comes to our UCLA clients, we can't be beat. Quotes are free, so give us a call. Remember to mention
you're from UCLAll!

^

'

,

(213)476-9660
FAX # 472-3013

Visa/MC accepted -^

Students Helping Students
(always have and always will)

/^

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Yaur current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood dooation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82&0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center

ASUCLA Student Employees receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot award both.

"X

AirebQlIci Amomjnnom Mcctiag
Man Diicusaon, Tnurs Book Snidy
Fri Step Study, AU 3525 12:15-1:15

Tan -3-7- ir. Wed Discusaon
NPI C853S 12:10-1:00

Fir iloohoks or individuab wtio htvc
drinking problon

ai3) 3<7-S3I(

UCLA CAMPVS CHO#t. For faculty sUff &
alumni, director Stephanie Henry, accepting

new members for Winter Quarter. Call Karen

King (213)828-8353, Foe information &
appointment.

Personal 10 Personal

-1-

10 Personal Personal

Good Deals

I.WW
I;

For only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

IMIfwoci HwM RMtaf Cmnpanf
463-68e«

Miscellaneous

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,

Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack 4r

Ship. !5t t S«¥*1elle. <2»3)3f2-Oe92^=z=r:

Personal 10

AO Pledges
Welcome Back!

We're off to a great
start, so see you—

^tonlgt^t}

ATTENTION MEN OF UCLA

YOU ARE WITNESSING THE BIRTH OF
A NEW FRATERNITY AT UCLA. THE CHI
PHI FRATERNITY. AND FOR THREE
DAYS YOU WILL BE GIVEN THE
CHANCE TO EXPERIENCE WHAT NO
OTHER FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS CAN
OFFER: THE CHANCE TO GROW WITH A
FRATERNITY IN ITS INFANCY.

LOOK FOR X<D ON BRUIN WALK AND
FOR RUSH EVENTS TUESDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY-4N-THE DAILY RRIIIN .

THE OLDEST FRATERPmY IN EXISTENCE
IS THE NEWEST THING AT UGLA.

RUSH XO

TEO
WINTER RUSH '90

BEGINS TONIGHT
Prospective rushees: come on by

for some
PIZZA!! PIZZA!! PIZZA!!

6:30 PM
PIZZA HUT (Westwood Blvd)

Any Questions?? Gall Tom^4-0846—
Hansel 824-7642

• <*,

BALLS Oim CO-ED FOOTBALL CHAMPS!

Thanks! Ccce, Cheryl, Chrw, Hae, Ian, ,% ^

Lii, Michelle, and Tim - 1 LOVE YOU ALL!

af^'^ -Stephanny
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Personal 10 Personal
\y

Personal

^
10 Persorxal 10 Personal 10

Delta Sigma Phi
^ RusIT TT^

TONIGHT:
5:30 pm Coat and Tie Dinner
9:00 pm Little Sister

appreciation party

Tradition, Integrity, Brotherhood

620Landfair

Call Preston 824-0760

AEn

®G]B[i§irQ/j\Ki [^s/airgsGfiaw

•:?t?i?it:?:?i«:?
i;:!::::

FOR WINTER RUSH INFO
CALL: KEVIN @ 208-6351

. OR LARS @ 208-2993

, 1990
Meet before all events at Saxon Suites, E-32

Monday, January 8th:

6:00PM Incredible Italian Feast.

8:00PM' Be prepared, AEPi goes video!

Tuesday, January 9th:

6:00PM Fiesta dinnef with E^ Polio Lqco.

9:00PM Live, socially responsible

entertainment.

Wednesday, January 10th:

7:00PM Laughs at the Improv.

Thursday, January 11th:

6:00PM New Pledge-Active Blow Out at

^ - the Master*s, invite only!

Questions? Need a ride?

Call Jeff or Paul tit

209-0408.

S4.39 Combo
for $2.99

OrHy at Wesfwood
location.

wiift this ad.

vx

OA©=
WINTER RUSH 1990

1990. A New Year. A New Decade. A New Quarter. Like many
students the new era brings In inany challenges. A key In meeUng

these challenges are close friends whom you can share these

challenges with. Phi Delta TheU Fraternity is structured around such

a brotherhood. If such a fraternity Interests you then we would like to

talk to you! Begin the new year with the Brothers of Phi DelU "Iheu.

RUSH EVENTS

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MA. MFCC INTER IMF! 5339. SLID-
ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)336-1432/
VWCM. DAY- SL>PERVlSOR.

THANK YOU TO THE PERSON ON DECEM-
BER 19TH WHO FOUND MY MICKEY
MOUSE WATCH AND TURNED FT IN. MY
CHRISTMAS WAS MERRY BECAUSE OF
YOU.

Research Subjects 12

Research Sub|ect$ 12

EARN $150- Volunteer females with re^ly
menstrual qrdcs not on birth control pilis

wanted for sleep evaluation study. Subjects

will need to sleep in the Hvbor UCLA sleep

center (or 4 nigfus during one rnonlh. Call

Linda 625-2452

FEMALE SURVIVORS NEEDED FOR DOC-
TORAL STUDY ON FATHER-DAUGHTER
INCEST.PLEASE CONTACT HOtlY MERCY
AT (818)772-1070.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for LtCLA research project.

Receive 520 and a free developnr>ental evalua-

tion. (213)825-0392.' _^^
NEED SUBIECTS- 1 8 and olderwho have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice aryj toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One derHal x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Oinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

LCLA research project. Receive $20 and hav«
a scientific learning experience.
(21 3)625-0392.

•

'Normal, healthy adulu, 16-22 years needed
for audiovisual research at UCLA. Subjects will

be paid. (213)625-0392-

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had porbiem 6
months or more and have received prior

uTHucoessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will recehre jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 receh«d upon
completion. TMt x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 625-9792.

Monday

6pm

DinnerA Slide

Show

Meet the Bros

6|nn

Jumbolaya&

Casino Night

WednAsHny

6piii

ChiU Cook Off

8 pm

Comedy Night

PHI DELTA THETA
645 Landfair

CaU Aaron: 824-2127

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS. ANXIOUS
MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms for at
least 1 month and in relatively good health Volunteers will receive
a brief exam, in order to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers

may be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Students + Professionals

EARN $30-40-50

National Marketing

Researct) Co seeks

consumers to discuss

their opinions on new
products + services.

Call (213) 645-1700

STUDY SUBJECTS-WwUcd for six month pre-

menttrual tyndrome study entailing blood

>«npling arxJ administration of nalaxone or

piaoebo. Study pays 1100. If you are ages

18-40, have pimt, or rw symptoms premenstru-

ally, have regular periods and are not on the

pill, call Linda 625-2452

IXIA L&S ur«lcrgradi wanted for interview.

Study regarding being Subject to DismiaMl. $7.

Call Ron (213)312-0186 for info.

Sperm Donors 19

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18^35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical ex^m, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

NEED EASY MONEY7?
Sperm donors needed for

medkjj research In

Beveify f-BHs. Excdient pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUP.
Caring, dynamic envlrorwnent to explore fanv

liy, cvaer, re(a(ior»hipc, self cMMm, co-

dependency, and issues involving personal

transition. Liia frankd MFCC. (21 3)3»M385.

f

-

'-tiwmba
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Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

WANTED 100 people. Will pay you to lose

weight. All natural. 100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484.

Vision Care Plans

Dfr Vogel In Westwood

208-3011

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213)28i-7484

I EATING DISORDER
I THERAPY GROUPS
W Limited openings available NOW
/y^r^ Dr. Made Beiman. Climcal

^ eating diionier tpedahtL Individual

I appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

Business Properties 25

BEAUTIFUL profit producing business friend-

ship opportunity which includes property for a

lovely family owning house. Write to:

Alex.4340 Lockwood apt. 21 5 lACA. 90029.

Opportunities 26

EARN up to '

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

III Anni Civn(4tii from yoijf paitic.patori

TALK B NOT CHEAP. .

.

. . .when you work as a Telemarketing

Representative for The Times. Earn

.hourly wages plus generous commissions

by working part-time. Get the details by

calling: (213)314-1233.

The new faster-format

\

$Io6 AuQdc6 S^xmce

HemoCore
.d SCittrmjn OjKs

Help Wanted 30

BIOCHEMICAL TECHNICIAN: part-time/ full-

time, protein purification, HPLC, QuaiHitative

ELISA, Column Chromatography, SOS-PACZ.
Call Nancy (21 3)825-6521.

COMPUTER hardware & sofKvare sales. Ex-

perience preferred. High commision. Elite

Systems. (213)315-9450.

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/

MUSIC
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in Hollywood.

No pay, but great

opportunity to learn &
gain experience,

Coil Stephanie

(213) 659-6400

(DELIVERY DRIVERS needed. Westwood WLA*
area. Good pay plus tips. Call 447-9470.

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, 9-1 . $6^r. plus

mileage. Must have car and insurarKe.

(213)477-4479.

DENTAL receptionist. Westwood Orthodon-

Ust. T-Th. Will train. (213)206-8273.

DISPATCHER. F/T positions available. Flexible

hours 7am, 6pm, and graveyard. Good phone

voice. Previous exp. pref. Start $7.S0An'.

Angela (213)829-9811.

EASY work! Excellent pay! Assemble products

at home. Call for information. (504)641-8003

ext. 6737.

EXaUSIVE BEVERLY HILLS Direct Marketing

Corr^Mny. Needs full-time assistant with ex-

cellent sccretvial skills, computer, telephone

poise. Call TonI it (213)852-1621.

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
Paid Training.

Flexible day & evening
hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

••••*••*••••••

•
•
•

•

Valet Parkersl!

To valet park at

private parties &
• restaurants.

Flexible hours. FT/FT
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

•
•

•

If• •• • • ••••**#•

AAA: Three full-time clerical positiorn in the

degree section of the Registrar's office. Hours

at M^-F. 8-5pm. Accurate typinc skills, CRT
experience, ar>d Wordperfect skilla a plus.

Salary rangi is $1646-1934/monih. Good
benefits. Call )udy at (213)206-0485.

ABLE TO MARKET? Need someone with own
car, Saturday mornings to do errands ar>d

marketing in Brentwood for faculty family

living rttu UCLA. SIG^. (S2a25 minimum).
References. Leave message at (213)206-3134

with best limes to reach you.

BABYSITTER/Mothers helper for 2 UCLA pro-

fessors wKh toddler. 20 hrsAvk. urttil June.

Laurel Canyon area. Need own car, experi-

ence, mferences. Ckiod pay. (21 3)6^-7999 or

(213)625-7616.

FAST, EXPERIENCED friendly cashier needed
for busy club. Excellent pay. (213)477-7550.

FILING clerk needed for busy law firm in

Century City. Must be available 15-20 hrs/

week. Call Rose at (213)557-0444 for an
interview.

INFORMATION/ DATA OPERATIONS Part-

limc, 8-15 hour^ivk, very flexible schedule

Comfortable with computers. Furyitional user

capable of problem solvir>g. Should have:

basic krxMvledge of Lotus 1 23 or similar

spreadsheet, DBasell or Alpha 3; Quicken or

other bookkeeping package. Prefer someone
with basic accounting course, good commu-
nicatior>s skiHs. Krxiwledge of WordPerfect

helpful. Sense fo humor mandatory. Small,

busy, family-like office. Good hourly wage.

Call Barbara Saitzman. (213)479-3249.

KNOW BODIES. Exercise and Dancewear is

presently seeking p^ employees who are

motivated arxJ willing to work. Exp. Preferred

but xyak required. Flexible hours v>A great

vMorkir^coriditions. SSA>r. depending on exp.

Northridge (81 8).149-9 104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Park (818)784-0374

ask for manager. West LA (818)704-5454 • ask

for )eff or Mike after 1pm.

LAB HELPER: Chemistry or Biology major

preferred. General lab helper duties, analytical

procedures, isolation chiemistry procedures,

bioassays on mice. Call Nancy
(213)625-6521.

LAW CLERK. Part-time, flexible hours. This is

in excellent opportunity!! (213)393-5000.

h*JTRITON COMPANY is seeking a model

lor f»holo|traphy^J^ ntfoUlble^
(213)479-1050.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

MEDICAL Lab haa a part-time opening for a

student in accessioning department. Position

will involve patient data intry and specimen

entry processing. CRT experience essential.

Science major preferred. Flexible hours, but

Saturday rotation required. Call Fay at

(818)345-6503, 10-3prn.

MESSENCXRS. Westwood law fimi has open-

ings for part-time 20 hrj^ivk messengers. Must

be deperviable, have own car, insurar>ce, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541 after 2pm.

NEED a student with car, 3 days/vvk. MWF
3-6pm, to pick-up from school ar>d tutor 6 & 9

yr. old boys. Day (213)386-8440 x457. Eve.

(213)395-5509. SanU Monica.

I

I

I

I

I

I

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS NEEDED
FULL OR PART TIME

MALE/FEMALE
PARK THE CARS OF

THE STARS
TOP PAY AND TIPS

CALL (213) 657-2420

M-F, 9AM-3PM

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

-WLA Corporate-

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

I

I

I

I

I

I

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique. '

High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

ACTIVISTS
Be part of the 1990

elections. SANE/FREEZE,
the nation's foremost peace
and justice lobby, is putting

disarmament and non-

intervention on the ballot.

Get trained in grassroots

organizing. We're hiring staff

immediately. Progressive

atmosphere, rapid

advancement, sal. pt/ft/eves.

Call 213-938-3470

THE IXIA Drug Abuse Research Croup has a

position open for a Project Director for a

NIDA-funded 5- year study of AIDS contain-

ment among I.V. drug users in methadone

maintenance. Housed at UCLA and in MM
treatment centers. Supervises 4 clinical and

research staff, design research, interview re-

search subjects, monitor study, write reports

and plan interventions. This is an excellent

opportunity to combine research and scientific

publication with clinical experience in an

important effort designed to help slow the

spread of AIDS. Starts ASAP. Send CV, list of 5

references and representative publications to:

M. Douglas Anglin, Ph.D., Director, UCLA
Drug Alxjse Research Group, 1100 Glendon

Avenue, Suite 763, Los Artgcles, CA.
90024-3511, (213)825-9057. \^

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP. W. MASS./

GIRLS CAMP, MAINE
TOP SALARY. RM/BD/LAUNORY, TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE KIDS AND

HAVE SKIU. IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY. ARTS & CRAFTS. BASEBALL,
BASKETBALL. BICYCLING.

CHEERLEAOING, DANCE. DRAMA. DRUMS.
FENCING. GOLF. GUITAR, GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE. NATURE. SAILBOARDING.
SAILING. SCUBA. SOCCER. TENNIS.

TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEIGHTS. WOOD
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINADU,

5 GLEN LANE, MAMARONECK. N.Y. 10543.
(914)3815963.

WOMEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP VEGA,
P.O BOX 1771. DUXBURY. MA 02332.

(617)934-6536.

PRCXKAMMER, full-time. Requires BASIC,
IBM PC experience. Call Dan at

(21 3)207-0488.

STUDENTS: Opportunity now! Build ongoing
irKome on 1 0OC^mnth in your spare time. No
selling required. Call 1-800-526-3196.

VAPPLY NOW
^or the job^afs NEVER the same froni

to the next

T*^pi€KPROGKAMS
is growir^^^n5(wk.are in the process of

^mcreasing our stafL

1?OU KN€)lftetJS«<^

/afe;;the^iCj|PPi^

iirity, the Eii«nkig Van Servrce,

mariy other building securities.

^T OF ilfty

abiHit us, attend oae of

. our recruitrrwHTit meetings.

TUESDAY, JAiy, 16 @ 2:00 PM
WEDNESDAY JAN 17 @ 2:00 PM

ACKERMAN ROOM 2408

or call our office at 825-9800 for more info.

r-

RAND CORP. has pA openings for students

who will be responsible for cleaning our large

office facility in Santa Monica. P/T 4-hour shifts

available from 5:30pm-9;30pm and

10pm- 2am. Salary Sfl^r. Training is provided.

U.S. citizenship required. For application call

(213)393 0411 ext. 6251. The RAND Corp

1700 Main St. P.O. Box 2138. S.M., CA
9O40fr 2 1 38 . An affirmative action employer.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for architectural firm in

WIA. Pleasant ar>d professional cnvironrr>ent.

20-30 hr/wk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, word processing and general office

duties. (213)479-4873.

PART TIME general office. Flexible hours.

M-F. Close to UCLA. (21 3)444-9776.

PART-TIME. Telephones, order taking, some
computer, various other jobs relating to a

Cift^ookic Co. M-F, 2-5:30. Must hsvecv. $6
to start. (213)477-4479.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings arxl weekends.
Contact Mr. Mann (21 3)475-6066.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

SS.OQ^r. Raise after 1 month. Interest/ know-
ledge in films preferred. Vidcotcquc. Paul/

Dennis (213)824 9922.

'JLEC£PTIONlST. Brentwood Art Gallcry.-FuU.

or part-time position, telephones, data entry,

word processing. Great opportunity.

(213)820-8511.

RECEPTIONIST, PT needed. Sunny Beverly

Hills office. Medium phones, sonf>cwhat flexi-

ble hours, paid parking. (213)274-0051.

SECRETARY/ BOOKKEFPER, PT. Experience

with WordStar or WordPerfect arxi dollars &
cents very helpful. Must be good typist.

campuf. (213)824-9993.

>•
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

SOUPLANTATJON. We *re currently looKing

for 50 energetic, outgoing, crew members.
We're open Jan. 13. Please apply ASAP.
Souplanlatipn (21 3)476-7080. 11911 San Vic-

entc. Brentwood.

SPAINISH, bi-lingual individual,word pro-

cessing experience, good typing skills. Hours
flexible; i7;50fi>T. Near campu*. Wilshire &
Westwood. Law office. Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0481.

TEACHER & RECREATION Counselor needed
for after sc4ool child care program. Westwood
area. Starting $7A«r & ,up, depending on
experience. ECD nulls a must. Call Mrs. Jones

(213)474-9976.

SECRETARY, PT. Excellent wordperfect skills.

$1 3/hr. DOE. Executive search firm in 5anta

Monica. (21 3)829-7022. ^____
UCLA STUDENTS! Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service. $6.34Air

plus incentive increases. No experience

neceuary. We schedule around your classes.

Comrby or catt Manha at (2'r 3)825- 7686;

UPSCALE FITNESS STUDIO looking for vwight

trair>er to rent space/ teach privates. Experi-

ence a must. Laura. (213)204-2550.

VISUAL MERCHANDISER. Specialty outdoors

stores seeks creative, self-motivated indivi-

dual, leff or Cathy. (213)473-4574.

Job Opportunities 32 Job Opportunities 32
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Environmental PAC seeks
telephone fundraiser.
Part-time, evenings,

5:00 - 9:00 p.m.
$6 - $#lir. starting salary,

bonus and benefits.

Ask for Robin
l p,

'

a.
'

.<.
'

.tf.vuv.iriiUMjrMtf..ff.w.WiffiiWiiff..a'..ttitfM^tf

Longitudinal Study of

Gay and Bisexual Men

Interviewer needed for

structured Interviews

on campus- AIDS related

research. Must have

flexible schedule with

evenings availability

Master's level- clinical

expenence preferred.

Part-time-$11.42/hr.

Dr. Kemeny 206-3103.

fEMALE to «M>rk as behavior therapist with

autistic girl in her home. 50 hrVnx). at $a/hr.

Call Ross (213)649-0499

ARE YOU INEXPERIENCED but willing to

learn? If you're self motivated, detail oriented,

organized, dependable, and have good tele-

phone skills, we'll teach you the rest. Compu-
ter Co. in Santa Monica looking fof sales

assistant. Good salary, excellent beneHts, free

parking. Call Ms. Sax (213)829-9696.

ATTENTION-HIRINC! Government jobs-your

area. $1 7,840-569,485. Call 1 -602-838-8885.

Ext R 8050.

CLAIMS fbilow-up (Medical office. Part-time.)

Good phone personality, good with numbers,

experience. Call Trudy (213)450-0205 or

(213)553-8440.

NEEDED: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, part-

time (10 hra^vk), to program experiments for

the acquisition arxJ processing of physiological

measures and on-line control of devices arxi

stimuli using ASYST language. Knowledge of

ASYST and/or FORTH ESSENTIAL. Experience

with similar computer application desirable.

Call David Shapiro, Ph.D.. (213)825-0252.

Internships 34 Internships 34

INTERNSHIPS
Interested In Advertising,

or Graphic Arts as a career?

The Dally Bruin Creative

Department Is seeking energetic,

and talented individuals

interested in an exciting

internship during Winter Quarter.

Dealing primarily with ad
production,copywriting. and graphic

art, rather than sales, this position

is a great introduction into

the world of advertising and will

provide the invaluable experience

necessary or a career in advertising.

Applications are available at

1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall

and are due ^^

Friday, January 12 at 4:00 pm.

For more Information, please call -

Jennifer Carlson, or Clare De Briere ^—
at 825-2161

INTERN w/growing Brentwood ad agency.

Great exposure to ieverything from media

plafw>ir>g to product torv Som« clerical wotk,

30 hrs./week. Graphic design/
communications majors preferred.

(213)447-2964.

MUSIC Video ar^i commercial production.

Work with producer. Room for growth. Some
pay. (213)674-4773.

MAJOR independent nim producers seek stu-

dent interrw to learn development and aquisi-

tion activities in office environment. (Century

City) no pay but great opportunity to learn

industry. (213)551-2505.

NEED QUALIFIED SOUND ENGINEER, boom
person, script supervisor, and assistant director

iorAFl Second Year production called Home-
less. Contact Anthony Nicholas.
(213)856-7666.

v

30 Internships 34 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

RELAIABLE PERSON- Needed for on-campus
babysitting of flexible to fit your schedule and
mine. Cayle 965-0306

RESPONSIBLE. LOVING NANNY for 3 month
infant. Experience and references needed. Live

out. 6-6 r . M-F. (?i:!!3^9-78>-'

RESOURCEFUL INDIVIDUALS NEEDED. To
^^sisl non-profit executive director. PR, special

events, office administration. Computer, word
processing experience preferred. Patti

(213)470-6409.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

5 YEAR old boy, W & Th, l-6pm. S5/hr.

Westwood, references. (213)470-1095.

A FAMILY of three children ages 7, 5, and 3

needs a warm and loving live-in babysitter.

Three to four afternoons and evcning<s a week
for exchange of room and board or non-live in

babysitter. Car preferred. Moving to Brcnt-

wood in March. (818)986-9430.

MOTHERS helper needed M-F, 2:30-8pm.

WLA, car needed. (213)207-2039.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BEDROOM-SI 49S-$1575Ano. 962 Hill-

gard. (213)624-4231.

1 BEDROOM. $60(Vmo. First nfKmth 50% off.

Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10

minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine, Palms.

(213)836-8138.

BRENTWOOD: 1 1 719 Mayfield apt.7. Upper,

1-bdrm/1-bath. No pets. $740/mo.
(213)459-3736. $f

CHEVOIT HILLS. Furnished guest house with

garden. New appliarKes. Quiet. $795/mo.
including utilities. (213)636-6687.

CULVER CITY. 2 female roommates wanted.

3-bedroom apartment. $390. Near freeway,

LICLA, shopping. (213)566-6966.

WESTWOOD luxury Pentlwuse - 969 Hilgard.

Stunning view -.heart of village. 24 hr. valet

parking, pool, spa, kitchen extras, one bed-

room, 6 month lease. $2600/mo.
(213)216-1316.

WLA. SllOCVmo. 2-bedroonV1 *h bath. Sec-

urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Car»T>elina.(21 3)456-3629.

WLA, 2bc^2-bath, large, sunny, balcony, up-

per unit, clean. Available now $995/mo.
(213)820-4368 or (213)390-4610.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213)626-7866.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

Palms

$850 1 bed/1 t>ath

$1025 1 bed/1 bath plus lolt

Beautifully decorated. aAc, security gated,

built-in siDve. dishwasher. Open house

Saturday tO-2 at 3717 Vinton #104.

1 mo. FREE RENT with one year lease.

636-6516 (mgr.) 478-4559 (ottice)

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bcd/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms

*Some with Jacuzzi .

& rec room^

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

Don't Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To YourHousing Problem Is

ju^t Over The Hill!

YouVe just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too

small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve

minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students

living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms *Centrally located laundry and vending machines

* Private bathtub and shower „ *Separate study and TV lounges

*Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room-

*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the

San Fernando Valley. And ifs just a few minutes away from UCLA!

" Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

--/.-

T̂he University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

CaU Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

FURNtSHCD BACHELOR. Includes all Uili-

ties $595. Private separate garage, $1 50. Walk

to UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

CLIEST HOUSE. Brentwood- nearby, ocean-

mountain view. $395 monthly + 4 hr$. weekly

gardening maintenance. Mature person, fore-

ign welcome! (21 3)472-5726.
"

LOW MOVEIN - 2-BEDROOMS 1 BATH,

FROM $725. PHONE ENTRY. PETS OK. ?«AR
BUS (818)783-6379.

MO(XRN, large 2-bMlroom, 2-bath, built-ins.

Close to UCLA busline. Security, carpet,

drapes, a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barringfon.

(213)478-1190.

PALMS. $725, singles loft-f VA -bath. Large,

upper, built-ins, balcony. OK for 3.

(213)397-0405.

PALMS. $825 and up. Quiet 2-bedroom,

2-bath. Patios, new carpets ar>d drapes, built-

ins, large closets, no pete. (213)839-8800.

Santa MONICA. 1 -bedroom at Beach
$65(Vmo. Furnished optional. Roofnmate ok.

(213)394-1862.

UCLA University apartmer>ts for renttt Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished, short

walk to campus. Call (213)825-2293 or

(213)825-8496.

Apartments Furnished 50 Apts. Unfurnistied 52

BRENIWOOO BACHELOR $695. Furnished.

All amenities. New security building. Prime

location. 11819 Kiowa. (213)207-6449.

LARGE furnished sirwie apartment. 478 Land-

fair #3. $695/mo. Roomate ok.
(213)386-8983.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. S775/rno. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)206-3328.

WLA BACHELOR $625 Sunny & brIgK

parking, security building. Rooftop, Jacuzzi

with panoramic ocearwiew. 1512 Amherst.

(213)826-5528.

WLA $635, 1 bedroom, refrigerator, range,

carpets, parking. Close to UCLA. 1472
S.Barrin^on. (213)391-9563.

Vacation Rentals 53

Apts. Unfurnlstied 62

SKI UTAH - furnished condo at bve of

mountain, sleep six, fireplac^acuzzi, $120 a

ni^ht . All dales available. Call (801 )261 -5543.

TffilQUE PENTHOUSE STUDK>-Tired of in-

flated Westside renU7 Try the hiHoric Van
Nuys design center in OoMmtown LA. 1 00 ft of

wiridowM, on-site covered parking, spacious

2,700 sq ft area. $1075. Call Aaron
(213)2759831.

WESTWOOD. New building. 2-bedroonV

2-bath, gas, fireplace, appliances. $1420.

(213)624-7409.

WESTWOOD. Own ro«m, 2 bdmV2 bath,

security, parking. $60Qiftne. plus 1st and last

deposit. Available immediately.
(213)824-3663.

SANTA MONICA. 3-bedroom/ 2-bath^ den.

New interior. North of Wilshire. Accomodates

4. $1600. (213)453-2200.

SEEKING pleasant person or couple to share

WLA unfurnished apt. Private bedroorrVbath.

Near bus. $475-550. (213)445-8901. »

WESTWOOD adjacent, 3-bedroorTl town-

house $1 495 3<ar parking. WLA 1 -bedroom

upper $695. Appliances. Available now. -

(213)474-5419.
.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY ADiACENT
$1,090. 2-BDRM/1-BATH. CARPETS,
DRAPES, GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PATIO.
QUIET BUILDJNG. (213)474-1172.

WESTWOOD/$995. Newly decorated
2-be<V2-bath, balcony, vwetbar, dining area.

Evenings, (213)444-7378!

WLA 2BEDROOM^-BATH- $1,145 and
$993. r>tew security building. All ameniUet,

rooftop Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view.

Open 1512 Amherst. 826-5528

Apts. to Stiare 54

WESTWOOD village. Spacious. 2-be<V2-bath,

private patio, fireplace, catk, classical music.

Furniture available. $575. (Reduction for re-

search as5istant.)(21 3)208-3335.

WLA Extra Large Room. Nice location, close to

UCLA. $40(Vmo. Call (213)473-4202.

House for Rent 56

CHEVIOT HILLS, 2 houses for lease.

$1975/mo & $215Q^rK>. Lease only. No pels.

(213)639-3006.

WESTCHESTER • North Kentwood -

i-bedroonv'A bath, living room, formal di-

ning room, family room, 2 fireplaces, office,

garage. $16S(Vmo. (213)641-7912.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed ••- derVl'A birth, \w^
backyard in excellent area. Fireplace, office

area. $1800. (213)829-4644.

• \
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House for Rent

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

hea^ security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking.

sundecks
• 10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Mldvale Ave.

(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house
^^ — hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista

——Property
Management

House for Stiore 57

BRENTWOOD- Professional female, beautiful

4-bedroom & den homt. $833 -» utilities. Pet

ok. (213)472-2180.

BUSIfMESS woman will shareWLA townhouse,
rH>n-smoker. Piano, fireplace. $55Q/mo.
(213)450-91^1 Ext.2371.

House for Sole 58

WLA$299,000.2bdmV1'A bath, near busline

to campus. Kay Howell, John Oxiglas Com-
pany (213)478-9741.

Room/Board for Help 62

BEL AIR, above UCLA. Pvt. room & bath in

exchange for light housework, childcare (or>e

boy, 8 yn. old), school drop-off ancVor pick-

up. Reliable car with seatbelts. Female pre-

(erred. (213)471-3341.

FACULTY Family with 1 3 year old boy offering

& board (near Sunset/Glerwo)^. In ex-

-t^wsfft (or cookin^ishes plus an average of

one weekend evenin^week. The bedroom is

quite small but has seperate entrance, private

bathroom, cable TV, arxJ phone. Norvsnrwker/

w^ likes people, cookir^ ideas & dogs.

References. Please leave message at

(213)208-3134 with best times to reach you.

FREE ROOAVBOARO + salary, beautiful

.Brentwood home, care 3 yr. old girl. Flexible

afternoon early eve. hours. ExperierKc pre-

ferred. (213)476-8649.

Room for Help 63

FREE RENT. Manhattan Beach. In exchange for

taking chiki to school in AM & housekeeping.

(213)374-0401.

LIVE-IN. Room and board, pool, $100/mo. For

car pool drhring, li^ housevMKk. Call Bob
(818)788-2067.

NANNY type person. Share my home free in

ictum for driving my daughter to tchoolAwme.
Own car. No srnoking-No drir>king. Must love

kids. (818)988-5376.

PACIFIC PALISAOES. Private studio apartment

exchartge for housecleaning, drivers license

essential, houn flexibtc. (213)454-3194. 10

min. to UCLA.

PRIVATE guesthouse in Santa Monica in

exchange Tot babysitting & driving. Must be

availabw Tuesday thru Friday, 2:3a6M)pm. &
one weekerMi evening. Student needs reliable

car with icatbelts & must enjoy children.

Non-smoker. (213)394-7353^

Room for Rent 64
'M
AVAILABLE, spaces for UCLA wonrwn stu-

ldVllf,~~over 21", It the graduMe dorm.-Ofr^

campus, convenient, meals irKluded. Call

Aena or Chandra (213)S59-683(VB:l43.

BEVERLY HILLS. Room with private bath with

nice family. Quiet environment. Private.

>475Ano. or share S325Ano. (213)276-8893.

NEAR UCLA, kleal for UCLA students/faculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available

now. (213)476-2088.

WESTWOOD, large, furnished, private en-

trance, five minutes to UCLA. Easy parking,

male. $425 includes utilities. Office

(213)475-4517.

56 Roommates 65 Movers 94

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED tq share one-
bedroom apartment one block from campus.
$395/mo. No parking. Camille
(213)824-5037.

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share large furn-

ished one-bedroom apartment in Westwood.

Great price. (213)824-0842.

CRAD PREFERRED. N/smoking female. Walk
to campus/ shuttle. $362.50 -f 'A utilities.

(213)208-1465 Lakshmi.

HOMELESS PROFESSIONAL WOMAN needs

room in apartment or guest house 4-5 months.

Call Lisa S. (213)464-3395 or (605)688-7384.

I'M LOOKING for female roommate to share a

1 -bdrm apartment on campus. $462/mo.

(213)208-4052.

MALE roommate wanted by European grad

student. Spacious, sunny studio next to camr
pus (Landfair). $372. Call Lanning
(213)208-8522.

M/F ROOMMATE to rent own room. 5 miles

from UCLA. $285/mo. Available now.
(213)204-1595.

ROOMMATE needed to share 2-bedrbom

1-bath apt. near Marina Del Rey, $425/mo.

Utilites, cable TV included. Call for more
info. (213)823-6275.

TIRED of apartment living? Non-smoking
roommate wanted, to share owner occupied

home, near Beverly Hills. $625/mo. Call Stuart

at (213)276-6319.

YOUNG professional needs responsible

roommate. Palms area. Own room St bath,

non-smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Icrry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.AV journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

IBM PC/Lazer printer - general, transcription,

term papers, diss., theses. Reasonable rates.

Jov (213)933-1793.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERX^CE
All tubjecu. Theses/Dissertations,

PropoMla and Books. Foreign Students
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. ^13) 470-6662.

Tutoring Offered 98

Condos for Rent 69

MARINA Pennisula Art Deco Condo.
3-bd/3-bath marble floors. Steps to sar>d. All

amenities. $2400/mo. Available 2/1.

(213)306-8880.

PANORAMA CITY. $800-2 plus 1 % . Spacious

'townhouse. Large kttchen dr or den, nreplace,

garage, private patio & breezeway ,
pool. 14

miles to UCLA.J81 8)889-3903.

Flying/Paroctiuting 76

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For furthier information

1-800-526-9682.

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENG. TUTOR available for Foreign students,

lived abroad. Speaks SpanislV)apancse. Call

lohanna at (213)838-4382.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

TOEFL preparation "ESL" English _^as a second

language. Dr. Bernard (213)965-0059.

Reasonable.

Ctiild Core 90

BABYSITTER needed- for evenings &
weekerKJs for two boys. Pacific Palisades.

ExperiefKe & recommendations rxjcessary.

Own car. Own insurance. (213)459-3659.

DAYCARE openings for two-year-olds by
licensed fornier preschool teacher in a safe,

loving, enriching environment. LICLA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613186. Louise
(213)477-1397.

DRIVER/HELPER - for my daughterv13 & IS.

Bev. Hills, flexible hours, 2-4 days. Top
salary.Owm car. (213)550-7020.

MATURE Italian speaking woman wanted (or

live-in childcare for 2 small girls. Car neces-

sary. (213)456-8349.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 3 days/week. MWF 2-6.

Must drive and speak English. 4 & 7 year old

active boys. References. Salary open. Call Day
(213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask for

Lauren.

SINGLE mother needs after school help w/1 1 &
14 yr. old sons, 10-15 hr^wk. $5/hr. Eve.

(213)470-7804.

WESTSIDE EVENINGVexperienced, responsi-

ble stud«nl/mother/age 3Q/CPR trained/

understanding & kind/rates
negotiable.(21 3)397-8577.

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 years expenence. Also offer

ethical assistaiKe with writing problems

and tutoring in Ertgltsh, History,

Ptiilosophy, and Political science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

Insurance 91

AtrrO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call rK>w ar>d

save n>oney. (213)620-4839.

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.

Example: ferTxale 21 and
over $575/yr.; fefTxale

ur>der 21. male under 25,

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ji^

ACROSS

1 Phobia type
5 En -:
together

10 Spaces
14 Film o-

15 r
16 I 'SteT

17 UK
19 Casino ^^me
20 Connect
21 Time of year
22 Jetted
23 Located
25 Winnipeg's

nict(name
26 Created
30 Misjudge
31 Badger
34 Popiar
36 Felony
38 — West
39 Ship's

officer

42 Mrs. Martin
Johnson

43 Thici(headed
44 Quarrei
45 Toole it easy
47 Fish

49 Lima, e.g.

50 Seadog
51 Opinions
53 Study hard
55 Holy person:

abbr.

56 Moored

61 Antipathy
62 City in Kent
64 Experts
65 Sore
66 USSR symbol
67 Nuisance
68 Color pros
69 WW-tl battle

site

DOWN

PMEVIOU8 PUZZLE SOLVED

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

18

24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33

Region
Money unit

Army unit:

abbr.
Jar
Five iron

Alasl: Ger.
Second home
Lieu

,"—
. meeny,

miny. moe"
Old codger
Blend
Reduce
Exhibit

Science
suffix

People mover
Panels
Dwelling
Mortify

Sacks
Guide's note
Peppery
City prename
Attacl(

s C A L D

1

D A F T
1

R T S
A L G A E A R 1 A E P 1 C
C R N ^ M A G A L E N E
S T A ^ O B S 1 R E N

L oonH U T C A S T
M A N A N A I A R R E S T^H
E R D E c 1 G A£ 1 F S
E N V Y M o R A L I o V A L

T E Ar 1 p E N I 1 E C E
S M 1 L E I S^E N S E D

E c 1 D E SEA J 1^1
A L N G IHk 1 ! M 1 N
T 1 T T E R 1 N G

1

G E N 1 E
E 1 E

1
1 c N A N G L E

D E A D p E W S S T E E R

35 Forefatfier

37 Shoe makings
40 Conducted
41 Next to Kans.
46 Gentlest
48 Trenchermen
51 Boot-shaped

land
52 Title

53 Fellow

54 People

55 Wind-driven
clouds

57 Subsides

58 Com&>sition

59 USSRViver

60 Fire: prHsf

63 Thrice; pref

<9 l9Sa UnHM F«Mura SyndlcMa

"i.

Insurance 91 Insurance 91

Jf

/liistate'
Auto/Home/Commercial

Westwood/Wilshire Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Bivd
(2 biks So o( Wilshirei

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
\,Ve all do but auto insurance

IS it'quired by law' So for a

FREE LOWER .QUOTE call

(213t352-7l75 (8lSi342-1510

BEST PRICE ^LlTO irjS AGENCY
•••••••••••••••••A
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Typing 100

ABSOLUTaV PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Pa^rs, Resumes. Correct spelling, grarpm^i^
Edith (213)933-1747. .

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experiefKe with University papers.
Fluent French also. Vireinia, (213)278-0388.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery. 24

hour service. (213)828-8133. Angelica.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, trar>scriptior>s, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888.

YOUR typing needs fulfilled! Fast, accurate

typing: resumes, scripts, manuscripts, etc.

Daily service including evenings and

weekends. For reasonable rates and free on-

campus pick-up and delivery call

(213)444-9571.

For Rent 101

Refrigerator Rentals
(-0' doTPs, ffaiermiies, scoriiies ana

co-ops
tor FREE DELIVERY, ca':

POLAR LEASING
533-1500 anytime

Se'V'^o UCLA S'"ce 1974

Music Lessons 102

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

NY. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012.

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tar>ce with college admission essays. Near
UCiA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Ckjse. (213)474-7319.

EXPERT RESUMES
l'a\ t »>injHiiii\t' [jih« ioi

(oriipciilivi- rtMJmf Mobile M-aicc

(all and ka\f a nitNvam io(la\

(SIS) DOT-HkS^

Trovei 105

^

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

AU Round Trip Fares

vSan Francisco ^ 68.

Phoenix... 38.

Reno ..158.

Seattle 178.

Chicago 193.

Minneapolis 208.

New York 278.

Boston 278.

Washington D.C. .278.

TRAVEL SERVICE

First Class in Low Fares
A-Ix'vel Ackcmian

Hours: M-F 8:30-6. Sat 11-3,

Daily Bruin Classifieds
Travel 105

Pays \i 825-2221

Travel JO^Travel 105

ADVERTISE
IN THE

CLASSIFIEDS
825-2221

'WELCOME^
TbACK!
NOW, GO
HOME!! '

Autos for Saie 109 Scooters 119

1974 2002 BMW. XLNT condition, sunroof;

stereo, alarm, rebuilt trarumission & engine.

$4,20(Vobo. (213)390-8521.

1976 28aZ. XLNT condition. New brakes,

ALT, Gold-new paint. $2700/obo. Rcy
(213)261-3044. Runs great, looks mahvelous.

1983 HONDA Accord, S-speed, ^c, new
transmission, $2200/obo. Alexis
(81 8)881 0463.

IT IS TRLtE... )eeps for $44 throggh the

Ckwernmenl? Call for facts! 1-708-742-1142

ext. 8147.

1987 HONDA Elite 80 - runs excellent,

$70Q/obo. Ron (213)208-0329 or leave a
message.

Furniture 126

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

Roundtrip fixxn Los Anqeles

San Francisco $ 68
New York ^ 278
Amsterdam $ 449
London $ 490
Paris $ 549
Athens $ 629
Tahiti i 659
Cairo $ 739
Tel Aviv $ 819
Nairobi $1070
Johannesburg $ 1 360

Restrictions apply. Fares subject to change
wiihou notice and based on avaiiabiliiy.

AmertcM't oldest and largest

student tnvei organization.

CpundTkavd
1 093 BroKton Av«, Wcstwood
(above Whcrehom« Records)

S13-S08-3551

M All K
BRUINS

The
Daily Bruin

wishes
everyone

a

happy

year!!

1990

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
DON'T MISS OUT!

Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in ^VeTl^O kiosKs throughout the UCLA Community,

4Ve^wood and Brentwood.-
Reach 'the Daily Baiin's over 55,000 readers. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIED ADI

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL
Simply fill out the ad form below and mail to:

UCLA Daily Bruin
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
308 Westwood Plaza^^^^^

112 KerckhofT Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local rate $9.45/column inch per day
(Frequerx:y and BuIk r^es are available upon signing

contract) 7

IfHOraS ORbERS/INFORMATIOn: (213)825-2221

REMEMBER CLASSiHEDS DEADUNES:
Lln« ads: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon

Display ads: 2 working days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES

One insertion (15 words or less) ^$4.25
each additional word ;.... 27^

Five Insertions (15 words or less) $15.00
each additional word $1.00

Daily Bruiit Classified Ad Form
Fill out all the Infoimatlon below:

Name (Last, Rrst. Ml)

Address
•

^
( Qty7ip.Day Phone).

ADToRBad

DEADLINES: 1 working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Ads)

_ , 2 Working Days in advance by 12 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)-

/VJSlartDate ___Nunrt)erordaystorijn _1

mail to:

UCLA Dally Bruin

ClASSinED ADVERTISinO
308 Westwood Plaza

1 1 2 KerckhofT Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

CIRCLE THE TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

Display (Box) Line

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

•

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

r

FORM OF PAYMENT:

MCA/ISA# Z^ " Expiration:

Pl0a90 attach any
Bpeclal Imtnietlona
and/or artwork

Make Checks Payable to ASUCLA Dally Buin (Students-put Reg. Card # on check)

Re9.Caid#^ osLf Enter amount enclosed:!:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1
I

J

;

.
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UXIISVILLE
From page 44

UCLA coach Jim Harrick said.

"They came out and spanked us.

They came out really sharp. In

eveiy phase of the game they beat

us."

Spencer said, "We came out
ready and didn't want a repeat of
the Cincinnati game," referring to

Thursday *s 71-66 loss at Freedom
Hall. "Practice was very tough the

past two days. It brought us back to

reality. X^^
'The ifiain thing is that we

wanted to win at home. You've got

to win yiour home games because
now we've got a lohg stretch on the

road. After those ihree-and two-

hour practices, we didn't want
anyone winning here except us."

Louisville hit 34x)f 59 shots for

57.6 percent, while its pressing

defense held UCLA to only 29 of

, 73 for a season-low 39.7. The
Cardinals also scored 23 points off

18 UCLA turnovers.

Louisville (10-2) made its first

four shots while taking a 9-0 lead

and led 20-3 just 6:25 into "Vie

game as Spencer, a 7-foot center,

made two shots in the lane and two
free throws.

^^We jumped on them quick and
wouldn't let them come back on
us," Spencer said. **The first part of

- the game we played really good
defense. They missed some shots

and we took advantage of it— got

out on the break running and
Executing."

Louisville's Keith Williams
'scored on a layup for a 31-13 lead,

but UCLA (9-2) scored seven

straight points on Tracy Murray's
3-pointer and baskets by Trevor

Wilson andlCevin Walker to slice

__the margin to 31-20 with 6:31 left

But Everick Sullivan scored

four points in 7-0 spurt over the

next two minutes to push Louis-

ville's lead to 38-20 and the

Cardinals led 51-29 at halftime.

Louisville used its supericM*

quickness to score 15 pcnnts off

nine UCLA turnovers in the first

20 minutes. UCLA was also

hampered when Don MacLean, its

leading scorer with 21.3 points a

game, picked up his third foul

midway through the half and went
to the bench.

UCLA threatened only once in

the second half, closing to 73-60

on Gerald Madkins' 3-pointer with

8:10 to go. Louisville responded
with baskets by Cornelius Holden
and Tony Kimbro and UCLA got

no closer than 14 points the rest of

the way.

"All I cared about was maxi-
mum effort," said Louisville coach
Denny Crum, who improved his

career mark against his alma mater

-to 5-8. "I didn't care about the

outcome. We executed well and
that shows that you're mentally

ready to play."

LaBradford Smith added 17

points and 12 assists for the

Cardinals while Spencer finished

with 17 points and nine rebounds.

UCLA, which had a five-game

winning streak ended, was led by
Madkins with 15 points, followed

by Wilson and Darrick Martin with

14 apiece and Murray with 10.

Trevor Wilson
OAH.Y BRUIN FILE

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date ('opicM's plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• CannofvColor Laser Copier

• Laser Printir>g on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental

• Typesettir>g

• Fax Services

• Copies BN(/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36' by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood, CA 90024

(21 3) 824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 1

7

Enlaroements to 400%;
Reouctions to 50%;

Canon 1

Q

Laser
With IhiB Ad only on I.MMr Color ICip 1/31/90

Plus its special features:

Color Creations,

. Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

y.

ydur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia \ -

• Affordable -~-—-

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

fpf\ achok

Family Plamdng Associates

Medical Group

^VDU'REINFORA

SMET Slim^KE!
All the Flavor and

Less Calories too!
Treat yourself right at Heidi's with our

Sweet Suprisev" Surxlaes. made

with delicious Heidi's* Frogen

Yozurt ar>d your own favorite

candy toppings, tike Heath

Bars, Reese's f*eanut Butler

Cups, even Gummy Bears —
all with far fewer calories

and less fat than you

ever thought possible

and all with the great

tasteof Heidi's En|oy

one at the Heidi's

Shoppe nearest you I

'Hfidi t Not (at rrO)fn

VoiufI rompaffd to I6S
Sutfpi ^IT \f30tf n^fflfu^ Iff

Cr»«ni M»i<k s GoiortWI ('tatfl

Votuf I tlightiy hHfKt) WV \im
<.»ai*\ <nd 'S\ Int ffliNi l«i

Heath' Bar

Cfuneh

—

Extraordinary
Sales Income

If you can sell and are willing to make
a serious part-time effort to become •

your own boss, I have an opportunity
of a lifetime for you.

A state of the art new line of skin and
hair care products is now being
marketed in the L.A. area. It is a proven
success in other cities. A multi-level

marketing plan offers exceptional profit

potential.

For an appointment to discusOBSZ:
opportunity, call Lisa at '^

(213) 472-4598

^1

$1.00 OFF
Any Heidi's

Sweet SurprisesSundoe I

I I II v\
I

FREE CUP

I I II V\
FROGEN VOZURT

I
FROGEN YOZURT

\ (Iff **•» '•MH^'wrt -w w4M

I Gtt a frM (up ol Httdi't

I froftfi Yoivrl wHim yoif bvy one

J ^
I

FREE LARGE CUP
When You Buy

A Family Pock

1 1 II r\
FROGEN YOZURT

'rn .«--d *'? »>i

ALIMMERKANmm
INSTRUMENT3UJSTSAUDITIONS

/99O
IXine up for a dream-come-true

summer of opportunity!

We will be in the following locations seek-
inj? instrumentalists for the 1990 EPCOT*
Center All-American Collef(e Show Or-

-. chestra and the Disneyland and Walt
Disney World All-American College March-
ing Bands. You must be at least 18 years
old and a current college undergraduate.
Daily performances and career workshops
(11 or 14 weeks): early June thru mid-
August. Salary and housing provided:

WALK-IN AUDITIONS
9AM 5PM

AUDITION SITES AND DATES

LOS ANGELES
j

Feb. 17 (Sat.)
Cal. State-Fullerton
Performing Arts

Center
- 800 N. State College

Blvd

Feb. 18 (Sun.)
Cal. State-Northridge
Department of Music
Corner of Lindley &

Nordhoff

Fbr specific information, write or call:

DISNEY INSTRUMENTALISTS
AUDITIONS ^90

PC. Box 10000 i

Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830 1000 -

( 407 ) 345-57 10 ( Florida ) 10am-4pm EST i

1714) 490-3 126 ( California ) office hours PST i

Disneyland Ulaltj^isneyUlond

-^
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BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213) 474-6267

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

CATCH SOME
FAST ACTION. .

.

ADVERTISE
in the BRUIN

825-2161

Paris
London
Rome

Al WAYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
iiO APPOINTMhlNTS • 208-444:- • NO GIMMICKS

SYllSTSHAVt OVtR ^ Vt AKS tXPt Klf NC ?

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLtTE $45

HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10

FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35

ZOTOSPERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET !

SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE
SPECIAL FREE- haircut style w/$35 perm ($12 Value Free)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/$45 perm ($17 Value Free)

1078 CAYLEY • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • NEXT TO BAXTERS

NEW YEAR'S SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GETONE
CALIFORNIA ROLL

I

5 00p m 7 OOp m
7 days (lake out excluded)

yi/K)MO)/M/iA
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

"Where's The Beef ?"
'

_ Wendy's Hamburger Co.

"Don't Leave Home Without It"
" ^ '". "-—

"/
'^ '-—V~~^ American Express Co.

"Avoid The Noid"
— Dominoes Pizza Co.

\Reach Out And Touch Someone"
AT&T Phone Co.

"Be All That You Can Be"
U.S. Armed Forces

"Let Your Fingers Do The Walking"
GTE Yellow Pages Co.

Chances are, you remember these marketing slogans even though they were

created years ago. These slogans generated millions of dollars in sales for these

companies and continue to do so. Would you like to have this kind of impact on

corporations like the ones mentioned above? You can. Only one job on campus gives

you a taste of advertising and marketing with the opportunity to apply creative

business ideas to existing businesses large and small. If you are interested in a career in

advertising, marketing, business, or sales there is only one Job on campus for an

achiever like you.

The Daily Bruin Account Executive Internship

— —Apply Today And Shape Tomorrows Business ——

-

For further information contact Jose' Cano at 825-2161

Applications can be picked up at 112 Kerchoff Hall (1 Floor Below Basldn Robbins)

Applications are due January 18th atNoon.

VOIIEYBALL
From page 44

only conic aw^y with one NCAA
title ('i^ 1984) and two second-

place finishes (in 1981 and 1983).

I^st season, it was the Long-
horns that sent UCLA packings

home early in Minnesota. This

year it was Nebraska. The only

difference the second time around
was that after the loss, the Bruins

stayed around to admire the natural^

beauty of Hawaii.

Early in the match, though, it

appeared that UCLA might make
quick wOTk of the 'Huskers and set

up a showdown with Long Beach
State in the Final.

The Bruins, led by outside:

hitters Jenny Evans and Natalie

Williams who had five kills apiece

in the game, jumped out to a

shot-lived 11-4 lead in the opener.

With the outside hitters asserting

themselves for the Bruins, and
Nebraska making some uncharac-

teristic passing errors. Bruin fans

had a lot to cheer about.

Said Banachowski, "We started

out very well, and I was happy with
the way we played tonight**

Nebraska had too many wea-
pons, though. After head coach
Terry Pettit called a timeout to

settie his team down, the Comhu-
skers rallied for eight unanswered
points to take their first but not last

lead of the match at 12-11. From
there, Nebraska never looked

'

back.

The key to the match at this

point was Nebraska's ability to

eliminate its euors and force the

Bruins into many more of their

own with its tough blocking.

"Day by day for the past three
*

weeks, tiiis team has gotten better

each time it steps onto the court,**

said Pettit

The Bruins never gave up,-
though. Despite seeing her team
k>se the opening game, senior All-

American Daiva Tomkus had
confidence in UCLA's ability to

come back. "I thought the whole ^

tinte that we could come back. The
only time I tiiought it would be
impossible was when it was 14-6

in the third game.**

As a team, the Comhuskers hit

.265 in the three games, while their

11 team bkx;ks helped hold the

Bruins to a .160 team hitting
~

percentage.

For UCLA, WUliams led the

Bruins with 14 kills, but Evans was
the Bruins' most effective hitter,

recording 13 kills with only one
error, en route to a .600 hitting

percentage.

Conspicuously unproductive
were UCLA's AU-American duo
of Tomkus and Youngs. Tomkus
ended her college career with only
seven kills for an efficiency of

.038, while adding three block i
assists to her own school record.

With its win over UCLA in the

semi-final, Nebraska earned its

second chance at a national

championship in as many trips to

the Final Four. Opposite the

Huskers in the final was the

tournaments surprise team, Long
Beach State.

Having beaten two of the

nation's top two teams in the •>,

Northwest regional—Hawaii and
Pacific—Long Beach earned its

way into the final by beating

Texas-Arlington, 3-1, in the semi-

fmals.

As it turned out, the Beach won ^

in the NCAA Tournament's most^
lopsided match. The three-game
sweep included a 15-0 whitew-
ashing, the first ever in a national

championship match.

Long Beach controlled the

Comhuskers in every facet of the

match. The 49er defense held the

*Huskers to a .000 ^am^ hitting ^
percenuge, while hitting .366

tliemselves.

^

' "»

\
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BASKETBALL
From page 41

Walker had his best game of the

season, scoring 15, while Murray
had 14.

UCLA 74, FRESNO STATE 65
- tJCLA knew Uiis might be th6

toughest lest of the young season.

Not so much because of the five

relatively inexperienced players in

Fresno State uniforms on the court,

but because of tiie 10,159 maniacal

Fresno State fans in a sold-out

Selland Arena.

Even when the Bruins took an
11 -point halftime lead, 42-31, Uie

crowd remained thunderous,

expecting the eventual Fresno
comeback. ^^~^

The Bulldogs outscored UCLA
17-6 in the fu^t seven-and-a-half

minutes of the second half, and
then when guard Bijou Baly sunk
two free throws with 12:01 left to

give Fresno a 50-48 lead, the

decibel meter topped out at 112.

It was gut-check time for the

Bruins, and three minutes later,

Murray, who flnished with 18

points in a career-high 30 minutes,

answered with a three-pointer to

put UCLA back up, 55-50. Less
than a minute later, Murray's
second trey buoyed tiie Bruins,

60-54.

Murray scored again to make it

66-60 witii 3:44 to play, then

MacLean, who totalled a game-
high 25, scored and was fouled.

His free throw put UCLA up by
nine, then the Bruins fmished with

authority-.__
Wilson swooped in for a toma-

hawk dunk, then Murray threw^one

down over Baly, was fouled and
sunk the free throw to give the

Bruins a 74-63 margin.

UCLA 87, CSUF 75
Knumber ofNBA scouts turned

out to watch UCLA's 6-8 Wilson
and his clash with the Titan, Cedric

Ceballos, a 6-7 senior forward who
led the Big West in scoring and
was second in rebounding last

season.

But as it turned out, the night

bekxiged abnost solely to Wilson.

Wilson held Ceballos to just

four points on one-of-eight shoot-

ing in the first half while scoring

11 and pulling down five boards,

as UCLA built a 51-31 halftime

cushion and held on for the wia

If anyone had any doubts about

UCLA's highly touted freshmen

making an impact this season,

those doubts were quelled in this

non-conference contest

Murray, who set the California

all-time prep scoring record,

showed signs of his former great-

ness—and maybe of greatness to

come—by notching a UCLA
career-high 20 points in 25
minutes.

NOTRE DAME 86, UCLA 84
While the temperature outside

the Athletic and Convocation
Center in South Bend hovered near

freezing, the Bruins were getting a

chilly welcofne to Notre Dame
inside the building.

The three Mid-American Con-
ference referees called 31 personal

fouls on UCLA—compared to 21

against the Irish—and Notre Dame
made 32 of 48 free throws—com-
pared to 15 of 23 for Bruins—to

hand UCLA its first loss in four

contests.

Even with the help fironi the men
in black and white and the partisan

10,717, the Irish had trouble

holding off a determined UCLA
squad. The Bruins, down by 11,

56-45, with 14 minutes left to play,

clawed back in it. And when
forward Trevor Wilson put in a

running bank shot with 22 seconds

left, UCLA had tied it at 84.

^^^^
PailY Bruin
Advertising

825-2161

wm

D DRIVING
And

TRAFHC SCHOOL
UCLA Student Discount

TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I
CHICKEN SPECIAL
•Teriyaki Chicken
•Egg Roll

•Gyoza
•Fried Rice w/1 free drink

•Green Salad

I

I

I

I

After 3:00 pm to close|

$3.50 I

with coupon I

^1 PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP_s^L_ 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

I \a^^ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

'^

PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

Hairstyling by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

479-9325
473-0066

'>

ATTENTION: STUDpNTS AND
RECREATION CARD HOLDERS
LOCKER RENTAL INFORMATION

As you may know, a new locker rental system has recently been
implemented. This system was approved by the Student Fee Advisory
Committee. Revenue received from,, rental fees will allow the opportunity

to better maintain locker room facilitiies, improve security, and initiate

locker room enhancement projects.

For your convenience, you can renew your locker by paying your
rental fee at the John Wooden Center during any of the following

hours.

Monday-Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Sunday (2nd/4th weekend)

10:00 am
10:00 am
10:00 am
11:00 am

6:00 pm
7:00 pm
5:00 pm
4:00 pm (subject to change)

/'

We encourage you to renew as soon as possible with WINTER
QUARTER RENEWAL DEADLINE..,.. .^........FRIDAY, JANUARY 19,
1990. As an alternative for those not renewing, day-use lockers are

also available. Contents of lockersjiot renewed by January 19,1990, wiU
be stored for 30 days, and can be claimed in the Dance Building

Locker and Equipment Office. Please bring proper Wentification.

Detailed "Locker Rental Information Sheets'' are available at the John
Wooden Center, Sunset Canyon Recreation Center, and the Dance
Building and the Men's Gym Locker and Equipment Offices.

BY RENEWING YOUR LOCKER, YOU WILL HELP US TAKE A
MAJOR STEP IN IMPROVING THE APPEARANCE AND QUAUTY
OF THE MEN'S GYM AND DANCE BUILDING LOCKER ROOMS.

Cultural and Recreational Affairs....John Wooden Center, 825-3701

m^
UCLA Cultural MitfllaeMattefMfAlteirs
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ALL-AMERICA: Four Bruins receive accolades
From page 44 .-ii'-

selocUons and her two Pac-10 Player of the Year Awards.
This season, Tomkus has been the heart and soul of the Bruins. As the

only senior in the starting lineup, she was called upon to lead not only
physically, but also emotionally, as the team's captain.

She has responded well to the challenge, leading UCLA in virtually

every category this season. Among those statistics are most kills (406),
mos. block assists (154), most total blocks (178), and highest hitting

percentage (.384).

AddiL'onally, Tomkus became the most prolific blocker in UCLA
history. Htr 575 total blocks passed the standard of 553 set by former
Bruin standout Kathy Herse from 1978 to 1981. ^ - ,

Youngs, on the other hand, is juii starting what looks to"^a great

career at UCLA. As a sophomore. Youngs is already making a repeat
appearance on the All-American squad, having been named to the second
team a year ago. Ifshe continues at her current pape, she can become only
the second player in college volleyball to ever be named to the AU-
Ameritan team for four consecutive years.

Probably the most surprising announcement in Hawaii was that of
Banachowski as Coach of the Year.

Banachowski is no stranger to the headlines, however. His 610-139
record places him atop the victory list for all Division I women's coaches,
and second among all coaches. Southwest Louisiana's Linda Dollar leads
that category with 638 wins. Dalya Tomkus

UCLA SPORTS INFO

^THE HAIR SALON ;

WOMEN & MEN :

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY:
$^^ Bikini Wax $7

:

fj Xip Wax $4

"

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 2/8/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

Eyebrow $5
FulJ Leg &
Bikini Wax $20

CELLOPHANE
& CUT
$25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

FREE
SIHILAISHPMFOIMIONFOR !

STUDEN1SWH0NEED--

MONEY FOR COU£GE

I

I

I

I

Every Student is Eligible for Some lype of J
Rnandal Aid Regardless or Grades or RMenlalhwome. |

* Wehcv* • databank of ovar 200,000 liatinga of scholaisMpa, |fawMmhipa, ^uila, and loana, lapreaanllng uwai $10bWon in prtwaia
aacior ftMidfnQ. I
Many acliolawhipa aia givan to atudants baaad on thair acadamic |

CALL

(800) 346-<401 U2\
r

SAA

SKI PACKAGE SAU
SALE ENDS SUN. JAN. 14

SPORT PACKAGE
ROSSIGNOL Se
MARKER M23
LOOK GX

ROSSIQNOL 4SK
Cttotce of Binding

TYROLIA 590O
MARKER M48 ^
SALOMON 857*i
REG. $610

•1
REG. $360

88*

449

K2TIIC
. Chotoa of BIndIno

TYROLIA 5900 .

MARKER M48 C
SALOMON 857 '^

REQ.$566

ROSSIQNOL 780LS
w/ MARKER M26

$
REG. $425 199

439*

DYNASTAII HM
CtiQica of BIndina

TYROLIA 5000
MARKER M38 $OQ(|88 *

SALOMON 757
REG. $570

DYNASTARILUI
CtKHoa of Binding

TYROLIA 580O
MARKER M38
SALOMON 7571
REG. $520 '369

JR. SKI PACKAOB
KA8TLE RX CHAMP

w/TYROLIA04^^ M^^mm*'

WE'RE
SO BIG
WE'VE

MOVH) TO

REG. $195
I aw Jr. Tn

MENS AND LADIES SPORT PACKAGE
FISCHIR SC4 KIVLAR

w/GEZE G50S

REG $400 229

^h OFF ALL SKI FOLRS
• SCOTT • GIPRON
• TOMIC«KERMA
(w/Ski

KASTLR TX TRAM
w/QEZE OS08

REG. $390 219
MANY OTHER PACKAGES AVAILABLE

]j'yii!ii!r

ROSSIGNOL

FISCHER

K2

KASTLE

OlIN

SAVE
RAICHLE

NOROICA

'/. 711% iZ

'A PRICE SKI TUNE UP

WITH COUPON
Exp 1 "31/90

Complete Rental Shop
- Skis
- Boots —
- Bindings

- Clothing
—Ski racks —

—

- After ski boots

MARINA DEL REY
4nOLINCO(.N9LVO—f«t$i ta-

IknHMloMociiimhan* PrtoM •itacttw* Nirw tl-i2-M

W. LOS AMSELES
t»9r witSMMc M.VO.—(11$)

WOODLAND HILLS
t«MM vvNTUfu atvo.

INAMMOTH

Tf1i)t9«-7i19

GRAND
BALLROOM.

ALL
WELCOME.

UCLA Student Alumni Association
General Information &l Membership Meeting—Wednesday, January 10-7 p.m.

~"

SAA is a student organization

sponsored hy

UCLAItanniAiaOClATION

J-;

1
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BASKETBALL Bruins get to work over vacation Basketball Wrap Up
From page 44

^^e ball and fed freshman Tracy
Murray for the monster dunk to

give the Bruins a 1^-point lead and
put UCLA on cruise control.

"We got out on the break real

well,** said head coach Jim Har-

rick, whose team improved to 9-1,

UCLA's best start since 1983-84.

"We*re in a groove and playing

pretty decent right now.**

UCLA fans would agree with

that, especially after witnessing

the aunkfest that squandered any
use comeback hopes. The Tro-
jans were down 65-54 with 10:28
left and had the ball, but it wound
up in the handis ofUCLA freshman
Mitchell Butler, instead, who
threw down a two-handed reverse

cram.

Next time down, senior Trevor
Wilson slammed home a toma-
hawk of his own, then just 20
seconds later, stole the ball, drove

three-quarters of the court, and
dunked one-handed to give UCLA
an insurmountable 71-54 lead with

8:29 to play.

UCLA 115, ETSU 66
East Tennessee State was sup-

posed to give UCLA a tough, non-

conference game. After all, the'

Buccaneers came within one point

of upsetting Final Four participant

Oklahoma in the NCAA Touma-'
ment last year.

But what a difference nine
months makes, UCLA handed a
bewildered ETSU team a 115-66
loss in front of 7,466 ecstatic fans
in Pauley Pavilion.

Seven Bruins scored in double
figures, led by MacLean '8*^21

points and game-high nine
rebounds. Senior center Kevin

See BASKETBALL, page 39

Jan. 3

UtLA 89 use 72
Dec. 29

UCLA 115 East Tenn. St 66
Dec. 27

UCLA 74 Fresno St! 65
Dec. 23

UCLA 87 CS'UF 75
Dec, 19

UCLA 89 American 74
Dec. 17

Nortre Dame 86 UCLA 84
ALBERT POON/Daily Bfuin

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

FREE
..• ^ Cellophane

with any
Design Cut

Soth

From

925 N. BROXTON
(North of Village Theatre)

THE ONLY THREE NUMBERS YOU NEED TO KNOW
208'SASS 208'HAIR 208-WAVE

Walk 'ins Accepted ^-

HAPPY HAIR HOUR^

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS

_• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

Mon-Fri. 6-9 pm '

Special on all services

Champagne & hors d'oeurves

Introductory offer only Special on full set of nails $25 (reg. $55)

2JXPRES5
'

OTHER C1\'1L & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

PIZZA
"€08-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
GUST SOUTH OF UCU CAMPUS BEFJ^EEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

- for just

I
each additional

topping $1.41

I

plus tax

I

INCLUDES 2 FREE160Z fgTJLE

(Limited time otter. One special otter

or coupon per customer.

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781

wholVchIcken

plus tax

FRESH CHARBRQILEO CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA « TORTILLAS

Limited time offer. One special offer
or coupon per customer.

n^mrr
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Brains stay tough despite tough
By Scott Brown

. v Bruins* full-court pressure forcofl Coitiing off Winter Break to seven field eoals in only
and Dov tamler

Contributors

Refusing to roll over and quit

despite a string of tough losses and
the surprise transfers of two of last

season's starters, the UCLA
women's basketball team finished

up a busy vacation schedule,

Saturday, defeating USC, 83-63,

for its second Win on the road in

less than a week.

Sparked ,by sophomore guard

DeDe Mosman's consecutive

three point shots, the Bruins (6-5,

1-0) quickly erased a one-point

halftime deficit, eventually out-

scoring USC (2-6, 0-1), 43-27, in

the second half for the win.

"This was a big team effort,"

head coach Billie Moore said after

the game. "I told (the team) at

halftime that entering the confer-

ence 1 -0 would be a big help. They
responded with a much more
aggressive second half."

Early on, it looked as if the

Bruins would run away with the

game. Jumping out to a 12-6 lead

on sophomore Rehema Stephens'

short jumper in the lane, UCLA
was successfully working its

inside game. Defensively, the

{M^ess

the Trojans into poor shot selec-

tion, and dictacbd the tempo of the

game.
Midway through the first half,

however, USC came to life, run-

ning off 10 unanswered points to

take a 20-14 lead. After a timeout,

the Bruins regrouped and slowed

the Trojans down, closing their

lead to a single point on Mosman's
off-balance shot at the buzzer.

The
^
Bruins came out in the

second half on a rampage, as they

pulled away with fine perfor-

mances by Sandra VanEmbricqs
and Rehema Stephens, who led the

team with 20 points. Freshman
point guard Nicole Anderson, who
finished the night with 18 points,

hit on seven of 1 1 from the floor

and had a career high 7 assists.

In earlier action, UCLA
defeated Pepperdine, 76-63, last

Tuesday, ending a four-game
losing streak. In only hef second

game of the season, sophomore
Elaine Youngs led the team with

24 points.

Having justjoined the team after

the completion of another All-

American year with the volleyball

team. Youngs scored her career

high coming off the bench.

Coitiing

take on No. 22 Old Dominion, the

Bruins kept pace with their foes

throughout the contest. In the end,

however, UCLA fell short, 68-64.

Stephens led the team with 27
points.

It was the Bruin's first game
after the announced transfers of

sophomore stand-out Molly Tide-

back, and sophomore guard
Michelle Miles. Both left West-

wood due to personal reasons.

After packing away their books,

the Bruins took to the road to face

the cold of the Midwest. Things

didn't get any warmer on the court

for UCLA, as the Bruins fell to

Ohio State and Notre Dame.
In UCLA's 66-57 loss to the

Buckeyes, Sandra VanEmbricqs
led the team in scoring with 1 2, and
senior Michele Wooton recorded

her second double-double of the

season (11 points/11 rebounds).

And somewhat similar to the

men's basketball game versus the

Irish, the lady Bruins lost a heart-

breaker in South Bend, 61-60. Led
by Stephens' 15 points, UCLA
clung to a two-point halftime lead,

but couldn't maintain it

Coming off the bench, DeDe
Mosman connected on five of

goals in only 19

minutes, finishing with a season
high 14 points. VanEmbricqs led

the team with 14 rebounds.

The Bruins were trounced by the

third-ranked Tennessee Volun-
teers. 77-55 on December 17,

despite a 25-point effort by Ste-

phen$.

On December 8, a night when
Coach Moore couldn't be with the

women's basketball team, the

team played an inspired brand of
b^ketball, defeating Cal State

Fullerton, 84-75.

Stephens continued to help pick

up the scoring load, electrifying

the fans with 31 points. 19 of
which came in the first half.

VanEmbricqs continued her

strong play as well with 22 points

and 10 rebounds.

The Bruins started out the game
hot, jumping out to a 10-2 lead on
their way .to a 42-39 halftime

advantage. The second half once
again foundUCLA charging out of

the locker room, as the Bruins

increased their lead to 10 points,

leading 50-40.

Moore's Cath^ passed away,
necessitating Moore flying to

Kansas earlier in the day.
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UCLA volleyball can't take the heat in Hawaii

ALBERT POON/Daly Bruin

Rehema Stephens

Men's swim sends Nebraska back to Comhusking
By Wendy Witherspoon

ALBERT SOONG/Daly Bruin

Rodrigo Gonzalez

Assistant Sports Editor

TheUCLA men's swim team came out for its first big test of the season

in excellent form. Saturday, overwhelming Nebraska, 79-34.

UCLA's Rodrigo Gonzalez astounded the crowd by making an

NCAA-qualifying time in the 200-yard IM. His 1:49.62 finish in the

event earned him second place behind Nebraska's lari Bidrman, who
finished first and qualified for NCAAs in 1:49.19.

Gonzalez also won the 100-yard freestyle (46.02), leading a UCLA
sweq) which inclu(kd SO'free winner Byron Davis (second place) and
Dan Kutler (third).

But UCLA was to celebrate many sweeps that day. Distancer Terry

Harvego won the l(XX)-yard firec to lead a Bruin sweep in that event

Giusqjpe Tiano led yet another sweep in the 200-yard back and Andrea

Cccchi broke a UCLA Men's Gyn) pool record (2:01.91) to win the 200-

yard breast and lead a Bruin sweep in that event.

RECREATION CLASSES ENROLL THIS WEEK
Recreation Card Members UCLA CuMuralwNfftocr»aMo«al Affair*

A«crM«on Imlrucltomi Program

Enrollment for SAILING, WINDSURFING, and CATAMARAN classes will be held on Wednesday, January

10. Appointments will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis in front of the John Wooden Center

at 5:15 pm, with enrollment held 5:15 - 5:45 pm. -

Enrollment for DANCE, FINE ARTS, FITNESS, OUTDOOR STUDIES, SPORTS, SWIM, and TENNIS classes

will be held on Wednesday, January 10. Appointments will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis

in front of the John Wooden Center at 5:30 pm, with enrollment held 5:30 - 7:30 pm.

\

v;

* ^

The Bruins started off well in Blaisdell Arena In Honolulu but fell to Nebraska in tttree games.

Studepts
t

Enrollment for SAILING, WINDSURFING, and CATAMARAN classes will be held on Wednesday, January

10. Appointments will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis in front of Ae John Wooden Cent€F

at 5:30 pm, with enrollment held 5:45 - 6:45 pm.

Enrollment for DANCE, FINE ARTS, FITNESS, OUTDOOR STUDIES, SPORTS, SWIM, and TENNIS classes

will be held on Thursday, January II. Appointments will be distributed on a random basis^ between 9:30 -

11:30 am and 2:00 - 4:00 pm at the tennis reservation window in front of the John Wooden Center, with

enrollment held 5:30 - 7:30 pm that evening.

*New Appointment Distrihiition Process ! To eliminate the long lines

which form at the time of distribution and to increase the fairness

of the process, appointments will be distributed on a^ random basis

instead of first-come, first-served. This process will be used on
^ Thursday, January IT only.

Early arrival to pick up an appointment will not guarantee an early

enrollment appojintment. '

For more information on classes and Late Enrollment, please pick up a Recreation Activities Schedule

from the John Wooden Center or call &25-370L
.

___^^_______

UCLA coach Andy Banachowski can't watch as the Bruin$
fall 3-0 in the semifinals for the second straight year.

Nebraska's Caria Baker (^4) and Chris Hall block brumUaiva lomKus aunng theCortihu-

sker's three-game sweep in Hawaii. i

Photos by Scott Weersing
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avu
Bruins' trip to NCAA title cut siiort, again

Nebraska muffles

Bruins' quest

for fifth title

By Rodger Low

SCOTT WEERSING'Daity Bruin

Elaine Youngs ponders the UCLA loss to Nebraska in the NCAA champior^nip semifinals.

Banachowski is C6ach of tKe Year, three players honored
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

HONOLULU — For some of Ihc people associated with the UCLA
women's volleyball team, their trip to the South Pacific had a bittersweet

lastc to il

Though the team as a whole came up short, losing to Nebraska in the

national semi-finals, four Bruins walked away with individual honors
that partially made up for the shortened season.

Senior Daiva Tomkus and sophomore Elaine Youngs were named
first-team AU-Americans by the AVCA^ commiuee of collegiate

coaches from across the nation. The committee also named UCLA

freshman Natalie Williams to the second team.

In addition to recognizing the three Bruin players for their efforts

during the 1989 campaign, the AVCA also named Bruin head man Andy
Banachowski as its national Coach of the Year.

For Tomkus, she becomes the first Bruin ever to be named to the AU-
Amcrican squads three straight years. Previously, she had been named to

the second team in 1987 as a sophomore, and to the first team in ^)erJunior

year a season ago.

The award marks the last one Tomkus will receive as a Bruin. She adds

this year's honor to her three consecutive Pac-10 All-Conference

Staff Writer

HONOLULU — Last season

when the UCLA ^oomen's volley-

ball team finished the year with a

Final Four loss to Texas, it

prompted Bruin head coach Andy
Banachowski to vow that his team
would "be back** to try again this

season.

As it turns out, Banachowski
was right in his claim, as the Bruins

made it back to the NCAA's Final

Four as the West Region's rep-

resentative in the annual tourna-

ment
The tropical setting of Hoholulu

was the ideal place for UCLA to

prove that last season's early exit

was a fluke, and that it truly was
college volleyball's best team.

The Nebraska CcMTihuskers,

however, must have taken a page
from last year's tournament script

as it ended the Bruins' season two
wins short of their fifth national

championship. The Comhuskers,
having made only one previous

trip to the Final Four, earned their

second trip to the national champ-
ionship match by virtue of their

three-game sweep of the Bruins,

15-13, 15-11, 15-6.

For UCLA, it was a disappoint-

ing end to a decade which saw it

make the most Final Four appear-

ances of any school (6). The one
knock against the Bruins, though,

is that they have trouble winning
once they've made it to the Final

Four. In its five previous appear-

ances at the Big Show, UCLA has

See AU-AMERICA, page 40 See VOLLEYBALL, page 38

Basketball's great, 9-2, start marred by great big loss

Louisville tramples Bruins, 97-80

By Mike Embry
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — In the

opening moments of what was to

be the worst loss of the season for

thp now 9-2 Bruins, Sunday, the

Louisville Cardinal hammered
UCLA with a game-opening 20-3

run. The eighth-ranked Cardinals

then coasted to a 97-80 victory

over No. 15 UCLA.
Maybe the Cardinal took it to

the Bruins so hard because Louis-

ville's Felton Spencer wanted to

make sure Cardinal fans didn't

have to sit through back-to-back

disappointments.

Spencer had six points in a 20-3

run at the start of the game and

Jerome Harmon came off the

bench to score 23 points in leading

the eighth-ranked Cardinals to a

97-80 victory over No. 15 UCLA
on Sunday.

'tjive Louisville all the credit,"

Bruins give USC a rude awakening

See LOUISVILLE, page 37 Don MacLean
LYNETTE TSAI/Da»y Bruin

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

UCLA 89, USC 72
Rose Bowl? What Rose Bowl?
Just two days after hated USC

beat Michigan in the Granddaddy
of Them All, the Trojans were
rudely awakened to the grim
reality of their basketball program.

And who better than to shake *SC
from its dream than the Bruins.

UCLA started sluggishly
against its Pac-10 foe, but by:.

midway through the first half the

Bruins began to bounce 'SC, much
to the delight of the 12,583 in a

sold-out Pauley Pavilion. Forward
IX)n MacLean—who continued
his torrid shooting and scored a

season-high 35—netted eight
straight points to give UCLA a
12-point lead with seven minutes
left.

With 5:40 remaining in the fvst

half, guard Darrick Martin stole

.-^See BASKETBALL, page 41

^^
iS$ College Basketball Roundup
Syracuse (1)

Villanova

74
93

Kansas (2)

Wintrop—
94
51

Georgetown (3) 93
Providence 91

Illinois (4)

Minnesota (24>^

Arizona (19) 81

Washington St. 61

74 LMU(25)

^^^aSalie(l7K
121

444

NistI wins award
UCLA senior goalie Anton Nistl won

the Adidas Goaltender of the Year Award.
He led the U.S. in shutouts and set three

UCLA goalkeeping records this season.

Boyd leaves UCLA
Tiffany Boyd, one of the nation's top

collegiate softball pitchers, has withdrawn
from UCLA and is planning to play
Softball for Cal State Fullerton. Boyd told

Titan sports information that she wai
generally unhappy at UCLA.

V

Vol CXXX, No. 49
Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

iWrffIc sigkiiEil

coiistniction

Construction of a traffic

signal began this morning at the

intersection of Circle and
Strathm(M^ drives.

UCLA Capital Programs
Project Manag^fnent is starting

their project which was planned
•*years ago," said Julie Davis,

0*PM project manager.

Traffic can still travel

1;inough the intersection, even
though the project will take

several months, Davis said.

••People should be careful

when they are walking or
driving through. One lane may
be open," she said. "It's going

to be a mess for a while."

Inside
FIrat shooting
arraignment

/
The man who allegedly fired

two shots during a brawl on
fraternity row will be arraigned

today.

See page 7

Viewpoint

Etiinic studies

at UCLA
A pressed requirement in

^hnic studies is vital to attain-

ing diversity and understand-

ing.

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

A successful
'Music Box'
"Music Box" offers chilling

dilemmas and chilling slick-

ness.

See page 16

Sports

Bruins get
rude welcome
UCLA and Trevor Wilson

-took one on the chin ags

Louisville Sunday.

See page 32

)
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UCLA buigiaries called insidej I I

By Steve Macauiey
Staff Writer

The hole-in-the-wall biu'glars

who may bexesponsible for eight

thefts claiming more than $18,000
are feared by some to have inside

connections and be virtually

unstoppable, officials said.

University police's investiga-

tion division will review files of

reported burglaries that began
about three months ago who^ a

hole was drilled in the wall to enter

the room, DeL Armando Ruiz said.

"In my (pinion it's an inside

job," UCLA Police Chief John
Barber said. "They know what
they are after and someone is

steering them to it.'

"Once they are in the corridor

there's no stopping them," said

UCLA's Director of Operations

"They know what they are after and someone is

steering them to it'*
JohnBartser

for Facilities, Jack Powazek,
explainmg how the fire department

outlaws bolt locks that need keys

to open them from the ii)side and
"surrounding doors witR an
armour plate is fiscally impossi-

ble."

A task force of building coordi-

nators and facilities staff has come
up with a security program that is

scheduled to go on a trial run in

March, Powazek said. Nine
months of planning has gone into

the new security program, which
he said is well timed in reaction to

the latest string of burglaries.

Originally, police mentioned

that foot patrols may be increased

during the times late-night thefts

typically occur. However, Barber

said this would not be effective.

*Tatrols won't catch these guys,

only a stake-out will."

The new program will establish

operational building hours and
replace the locks on entrances and

structure a more firm control of the

key distribution. Currently there

are past employees who have

failed to turn in their keys and

therefore still have access to many
building entrances.

Starting anew with the Medeco
Key System, whose keys are

Packing 'em in

ALBEF SOONG^aily Bruin

Rictiard Dudas and Teresa Bianco of Norell Temps work at overfill bookbag stielves

in front of tt)e ASUCLA Student Store on Monday afternoon.

Cholesterol tests find 10% at risk

Free'UCLA course offered

to those at highest levels

By Val D. Phillips ^_
Staff Writer

A free course on cholesterol reduction is being

offered to students in the high-risk category for heart

disease because of last quarter's UCLA cholesterol

screening, a Student Health Service physician said

Monday.
Roughly 10 percent of the 2,500 students who

participated in the November blood cholesterol

testing was ranked in the high-risk category for heart

disease, according to Assistant Director of Primary
Care Deborah Shlian.

ShUan mailed letters to those students — whose
serum cholesterol levels exceeded 200 — inviting

them to participate in a free qourse designed to help
them reduce their cholesterol levels. More than 80
students have responded so far, she saidi-

The course is part of a study designed to determine

the prevalence of high cholesterol levels among
UCLA students and the effectiveness of various

instruction methods in lowering cholesterol levels for

those at risk.

Those who attend the course's orientation meeting
will be assigned randomly to one of three groups.

One group of students will work individually with a

lysician to develop a cholesterol reduction plan.

Another group will meet weekly with a nutritionist

and the third group will work independently with

audio tapes.

"We arc looking at the long-term Effects of this

Study to determine which educational program works

the best," ShHan said, addmg that she hopes to be able

to provide such education to all UCLA at-risk

students by next year.

Books, cassette.s and otiier materials for the course

are provided free of charge. Much of the course is

being fmanced by Dr. Art Ulene, ABC health

commentator and president of Feeling Fine, a health

education corporation, Shlian said.

Shlian said she was "very pleased" with the testing

process. The process virtually eliminated any
possil;)ility of infection during the testing and
predicted cholesterol levels more accurately than

expected, she said. ——-'

Factors other than high cholesterol levels contri-

bute to heart disease, Shlian explained. Gender,

smoking habits, weight and family medical history

must also be taken into consideration when deter-

mining at-risk levels, she said.

Students wishing to participate in the program

~musrfead and sip r consent form and attehdlui

orientation meeting on Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in

"Room 33-105 at the Center for Health Sciences.

Those unable to attend should call Shlian at 206-

6216.

Students who were tested and did not receive

letten or are not sure of their cholesterol levels are

also encouraged to call Shlian. Further tests and
information are available free of charge.

Reports from Laurel Eu

physically impossible to duplicate,

the new poUcy will be scrupulous

about who receives entrance keys,

Powazek said.

The task force chose the

Molecular Biotogy Institute, Roy-
ce Hall, Rolfe Hall and Moore Hall

because they provide a balance of

two single departmental buildings

and two multi-departmental
buildings. He said the experiment

will limit access to the buildings at

certain hours and the coordinators

will w(Mt with the occupants to

establish a functional system.

Powazek admitted that it is

impossible to thwart all burglars,,

but he said the new system might

offer more than just a new security

system. "The main issue is to make
it as difficult as possible (for

thieves) to get in, and right now it's

pretty easy," he said.

Three vying
for student
Regent post
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

Students from UC Berkeley,

Irvine and San EHego were named
last Weekend as the three finalists

in the competition to represent

more than 164,000 UC students.

The UC Student Association

interviewed nine semi-finalists

Saturday for the 1990-91 Student

Regent position from the Irvine,

Berkeley, Santa Barbara, Santa'

Cruz and San Francisco campuses.

The finalists — UC Berkeley

junior Melvina Ford, UC Irvine

senior Jenny Doh and UC San
Diego graduate student Randall

Giles — must now wait until the

end of the month for the competi-

tion's concluding stage.

A special committee of the

Board of Regents will mterview
the finalists Jan. 30 and select one
for the full Board's approvaL The
1990-91 Student Regent will be

named at the Regents' Feb. 15

meeting, said UC spokesman Paul

West.

"(The Regents) are looking for a

full-time, active participant —
somebody who will do more than

just represent a single campus;,"

West said.

The Student Regent serves a
one-year term and is a voting

official of the 28-member Board of
Regents.

All of the competitors have had
experience in student affairs, said

Elaine Yamaguchi, UCSA ajffairs

advocate. -'^•

Doh, a political science major, is

Irvine's undergraduate ombuds-
woman. Ford has lobbied against

fee increases at Berkeley and Giles

is a former graduate president of

UCSD, Yamaguchi said.

tf Giles fills the post, he would
be the first graduate student regent

4n^^lXryearS; Yamaguchi said-A-

UCLA law student filled the post

in 1984-85.

The new Student Regent will

replace current representative

Guillermo Rodriguez in July.

Rodriguez, a senior at UC Berke-

ley, has been representing students

since last July.

— Two UCLA undergraduates

were eliminated eiily in the

selection process. *

<>»i^t
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TUESDAY. JANUARY 9

Campus Events

- concert: Trullo Disgracias

- noon
- Westwood Plaza

WEDfSJESDAY. JANUARY 10

Student Alumni Association

- General Meeting
- 7:00 p.m.

-..AGB ;:
^

Capital Planning
- Public Hearing ^ .

- 7:00 p.m.

- Press Room. J. D. Morgan Center

THURSDAY. JANUARY 1

1

_^
Graduate School of Education ^

- Application workshop
- 2:00-3:30

- 344 Moore "

Cultural Affairs

- Showcase '90 Info. Meeting

- 5;30 —;

- 306 Kerckhoff /

iMgKMs ^ ' .• •

'-
,

Expo Center —.

—

'

- National Internships
'

- info meetings this week
Honors and Undergraduate

- Subject to Dismissal Counseling

- A-316 Murphy
Aquatic Center

- Sailing Instruction available

- Enroll tomorrow

mmm
Undergraduate Admissions

- Overnight Program Orientation Meetings

- Jan. 16th and 17th
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To better serve the UCLA community, the
Daily Bruin has developed "DAILY BREWIN'S"
which will appear on page two of the Doily Bruin
everyday and will comprise a list of events
for the week as well as upcoming attractions.

If you are interested in ha(^ing your campus
event listed in the calendar, please call

206-0905 for more information. - .-

Certain requirements apply. . • ^ '- ^--
.

•' -^^

FOR MORE INFORMATION
REGARDING THESE EVENTS, PLEASE
LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISEMENTS
WITHIN THE BODY OF THE PAPER!

January 9
6 p.m.

This introductory meeting is the first step for-

those students interested in writing and
copyediting for ASUCLA publications. A take-

home entrance examination will be distributed.

After successfully completing the nine-week

course, students can contribute to any
publication.

Ackerman 3517

Correction:

In Monday's viewpoint letter "Stereotypes," the Rachel Bartz's

name was misspelled. The Bruin regrets the error.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content.. If mistakes occur, it is our

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Aerospace student wins $3,
UCLA grad among honored

at Wnght Brothers baSquet

III scholaisJiip

By Sandra Hernandez «

Contributor

A UCLA aerospace graduate
student, who is concentrating on
structures, received a Wright
Brothers scholarship for his out-

standing achievement last nKxith.

After being nominated by
UCLA's Engineering and Aeros-
pace department, JCuo-An Yuan
was awarded $3000 at the 27th
annual Wright BrolASI^banquet
on Dec. 1.

**I feel great. It*s an honor. There

are just a few people who get this

scholarship. That means Tve been
woridng hard and Tvc earned it. I

will keq) on working hard to live

up to this honor,** Yuan said.

He plans to continue working on
a computer program and his

dissertation on, helicopter rotor
motion.

Other recipients of the Wright
Brothers scholarship include two
aerospace engineering graduate
students, Deborah Wallace from
use and Margaret Mcllvaine
from California State University,

**I will keep on
working hard to live

up to this honor/*
^~ Kuo-AnYuan

Long Beach.

The Los Angeles Area Chamber
' of Commerce sponsors the Wright
Brothers banquet, where scholar-
ships are awarded to local graduate
students seeking advanced degrees
in aerospace-related fields.

The Kitty Hawk/Sands of Time
Award, which commemorates the
Wright Brothers' historic flight at

Kitty Hawk, was also presented at

the banquet to three women for

their achievements in aviation and

aerospace, spokeswoman Susan
Pasternak said.

Recipients included Brooke
Knapp, an aviatrix who has broken
Tnore than 100 aviation speed^
records, including the record for
fastest speed around the world for
civilian aircraft; U.S. Air Force
Captain Jacquelyn S. Parker, who
began her career at 18 as NASA's
youngest space flight controller,

and U.S. Navy Commander
Rosemary Bryant Mariner, the
first military woman selected to
command an operation aviation
squadronT

^' "^

More than 600 people attended
the dinner at the Biltmore Hotel,
Pasternak said.

Stairway to friendship /

Freshman Nancy Moreland chats with sophomore Douglas Good on the steps leading to Ackenvan Grand Ballroom
during a between-class break.

Sniffling season;
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

UCLA Student Health Service

reported the first case of influenza

in California when the flu season

began last month, according to the

L.A. County Department of Health

Services.

"From a medical standpoint

that's really exciting and interest-

ing," saidlDr. Deborah Shlian,

of UCLA SHS Primary

I2are.

Now at the peak of the season,

UCLA has five confirmed flu

cases, said epidemiologist Frank

Sorvillb. "Certainly there are
many ipere cases that haven't been

he said,

^widespread epidemic is not

:ted because this virus does
not change much, he said.

Epidemics occur when a virus has

substantially changed and fewer
people are immune to it

Colds and flu are featured in this

month's Health Promotion cam*
paign by Primary Care.

llie program is designed to

study the flu cases and then alert

the community to help curb an
epidemic.

There is more than one type of

influenza. Influenza A is mostly
respiratory and can include a sore

throat, dry cough and fever of more
then 101 degrees. Influenza B
inflicts both respiratcMy and sto-

mach problems.

"The sick and tired feeling can
keep one in bed several days,"

Shlian said.

People who are already ill are at

the greatest risk for the fatal

complications of influenza,
according to the National Institute

of Allergy and bifectious Dis-

eases. These susceptible people
include those afflicted with cancer,
diabetes, renal disease, heart and

respiratory diseases.

Shlian advises students with
symptoms to seek medical atten-

tion. "If you are suffering from flu

symptoms, contact your physician.

There are methods your health

professional can use to help allevi-

ate the symptoms," she said.

The prescription drug Symmet-
rel can alleviate symptoms within

two day$f of usage, Sorvillo said.

Shlian also warned that flu-like

symptoms should not be ignored
because they may indicate other

health problems. ^
No cases of Influenza B have

been reported -yet, Sorvillo said.

Venice Art Wallc tours to aid UCLAeffiliated clinic
By Holly Bauer
City Editor J-

The Venice Ait Walk, scheduled for May, is

expected to raise at least $600,000 for a
UCLA-afliliated health care clinic, organizers

said.

Art walk participants will tour the private

studios of well-known and emerging artists

who live in Venice. "This event has become
one of the biggest art events in L.A.," or^nizer
Ellen Robinson said M6n^[y:

Clinic's funds are raised by the walk. The
clink;, a nonprofit department of UCLA, has
provided free health care to the uninsured,
working poor and homeless since 1970.

Last year more than 400 artists, 500
volunteers. 5,000 guests and 1,000 sponsors
participated.

This year the art walk has been expanded to
two days— May 19 and 20— to attract more
people and raise more funds, Robinson said.

Bill calls f6^
landlords to

pay tenants

By Catalina Ortiz

Associated Press

More than one-third of the Venice Family

On May 19, the art walk dinner and several

docent tours — previews of a silent auction

with more than 300 pieces of art — will be
held. The studio tours will be offered on May
20.

Studios that bek)ng to Venice artists such as
Uddie John Dill, Robert\Giiikam, and Fritz
Scholder will be toured on fe^alk. Artists to
be featured in the silent auction include Eric
Oir, Erika Rothenberg, Robbie Conal and Peter
Alexander.

__ Tickets for the walking tour cost $45 each.
T^ the walking tour as well as docent tours and
a catered lunch, the cost is $90.

SAN FRANCISCO — Califor-

nia's four million renters would
earn $100 million a year under a
new bill requiring landlords to pay
interest on security deposits, its

author said Monday.
*To me it's just unfair if

someone takes my mcMiey and
makes interest on it," state Sen.
Quentin Kopp said at a news
conference to announce the intro-

duction of his legislation.

The bill, modeled on a San
Francisco ordinance, would
require owners of residential prop-
erty to pay tenants 5 percent annual
interest on deposits of over $50
hekl for more than six months.
Sixteen states and several other

California cities have similar laws.

Kopp planned to introduce the
bill in Sacramento sometime Mon-
day afternoon.

Kopp, an independent, esti-

mated that California's renters

currently have52 bUlion in securi-

ty deposits, which under state law
can be up to twice the monthly rent,

for unfurnished houses or apart-

.
ments and three times the rent if

the unit is furnished.

Most landlords, he said, put the

money in the bank as a cushion
against damage and then keep the

interest when the deposit is

returned.

"It is elemental justice that . .

.

'

the landlord ought to place that

money in an account that bears

interest and, more importantly, the

tenant should receive the interest

on that account," Kopp said.

Kopp, who described the bill as
••merely a logical extension" of
current state law restricting sec-

urity deposits, was optimistic

about its success despite expected
opposition from rental property

owners.

The California Apartment
Association, a Sacramento organi-

zation representing 25,000 rental

property owners statewide,
planned to oppose Kopp's measure
on the ground that it would place
an extra administrative cost on
pr(^)erty owners in having to keep
track of interest

"The way (a property owner) is

going to recoup those administra-
tive costs is by raising the rent,"

said association spokesman Brad
Walker.

Landlords, he added, oflen use
the interest from security deposits
for care and upkeep of their

property.

"It's a matter of do you raise the

rent or use the money to keep the
rent down?" Walker said.

But renters' advocates praised
Kopp's legislation, saying that

similar city laws were especially

helpful for people on flxed incom-
es.

"(Renters) find they are making
large outlays of cash. ... There
should be no mistake about whose
money that is," said Mitchell

Omerberg of the Affordable
Housing Alliance.

^^ *"

The new legislation, if passed,

does not provide for enforcement
and would have to be "self-

enforced," Kopp said.

The bill was prompted by a state

a|q)eals court decision last August
in a F6ster City case that said

Califomia law did not rcquiie

-j-i.

landkHds to pay interest on securi-

ty deposits, Kopp said.

...
,
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World

Romanian security

forces fece tribunal

BUCHAREST, Romania — Military

tribunals on Monday began trying the first

captured memb^^ of Romania's dreaded

security forces, who stand accused of

resisting the revolt that ended the 24-year

reign of Nicolae Ceausescu.

The first tribunal involving Securitate

forces opened in the southern Transylva-

nian city of Sibiu, ruled until last month

by Ceausescu's son, Nicu.

The security forces were fiercely loyal

to Ceausescu and continued to terrorize

citizens and battle the army after Ceauses-

cu *s fall Dec. 22 and execution three days

later.

Aurel Dragos Munteanu, the spokes-

<

man and director of television, tqld a news

conference he was unsure how many
security men would face trial, and gave no

details of the exact charges in Sibiu or

other centers of heavy fighting.

Noriega arrest won't

stop drug trafficking

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Drug traf-

fickers began shying away ftom Panama
when the United States began clamping

down on Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega in

1987, according to experts who say his

ouster will have lltUe immediate impact

on the cartels' ability to move drugs and

launder money.
"It inconveniences the Colombians no

doubt some, but nothing that's going to

make any noticeable diffwence to Ameri-

ca's drug problems," said Peter Reuter of

The Rand Coip. "No one ever said that

Panama was the exclusive, or even the

dominant laundry. Laundries are avail-

ablc in a lot of places.**^ -^

Priest calls massacre

statements shallow

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador —
President Alfredo Cristiani's acknow-:

ledgment that the military was responsi-

ble for killing six priests at the Central

American University did not go far

enough, its new rector said Monday.
"He only confirmed what we have said

from the beginning. We need something

more complete," said the Rev. Francisco

Estrada of Cristiani's announcement
Sunday night

Military and government officials

declined to return telephone calls seeking

elaboration of the president's admission

that soldiers were responsible for the Nov.

16 slayings of six priests and educators

and two women who lived on the Jesuit-

run campus.

Nation

Clues show flaws
in Stuart muider plot

BOSTON— A gun was stolen from the

fur store where Charles Stuart once
worked, adding another twist to the grisly

murder hoax that police now say was not

so cunning after all.

The latest due came Monday with

confirmation that a .38-caliber revolver

was stolen from the Edward F. Kakas &
Sons fiir stdre where Stuart worked as a

manager, and the gun might have been the

weapon used to kill his pregnant wife and

wound him.

Stuaift, 19, committed suicide last week
after his brother Matthew implicated him

in the crime. Charles Stuait originally told

police that he and his wife were the

victims of a mugg^ who forced his way
into their car Oct 23 as they left a birthing

class.

Ford to use air bags
in all cars by 1995
DETROIT — Ford Motor Co. wiU

make front-seat air bags standard on its

cars by the mid-1990s, the company's
vice chairman said.

Currently, Ford offers the safety

devices and manual seat belts as standard

on the driver side of about 1 million, or

half, its Ford, Lincoln and Mercury cars.

Passenger-side air bags are offered in

some Lincolns.

"All of our tests have shown that wh^
the passenger is properly positioned with

the active belt plus the use of the air bag

provides the greatest protection in the

event of an accident," Vice Chairman

Harold Poling said Sunday night.

State

S.F. residents pleased

with Mayor Art Agues

SAN FRANCISCO— After two years

in office. Mayor Art Agnos is doing a

good to excellent job, according to neariy

half the people polled as part of a

newspaper survey.

But more than one-third of those asked

gave the mayor a fair rating and another

10 percent described his performance as

poor, according to the San Francisco

Examiner.

Halfway through his four-year term,

Agnos garnered excellent ratings from 7.5

percent of those polled. A total of 40.9

perceny^nsidered his performance good

and 37.2 percent said Agnos is doing a fair

job. . ,

A total of 10.2 percent of respondents

said the mayor is doing only a poor job

and 4.2 percent said they did not know.

Telephone interviews were conducted

Dec. 26-30 among 401 city residents who
were asked to rate Agnos* performance

and the state of the city since he took over

as mayor.

Local

Paramount must pay

BuchwaM, judge rules
Paramount Pictures Corp. must pay Art

Buchwald for the script idea the humor
columnist claimed was the basis for the hit

Eddie Murphy movie **Coming to Ameri-

ca,** a judge tentatively ruled today.

*The court concludes that 'Coming to

America' was based upon a matdial

element of or was inspired by Buchwald's

treatment,** Judge Harvey A. Schneider

wrote in a 34-page statement released this

morning.

Hie decision becomes final in 10 days

if attorneys on either side fail to raise

issues not covered by it It does not

specify how much Buchwald should be

paid but does specify that the amount will

not include punitive iJamages and says

that Murphy also contributed considerab-

ly to the finished film.

Compiled from the Associated Press

ClASSIC COCArCOIA DIET COKE, COKE

FREE SIX-PACK WITH $10 MINIMUM PURCHASE!

Just bring in this coupon and take your choice of Classic

Coca-Cola, Coke, Diet Coke, Dr. Pepper, Minute Moid

Orange or Sprite six-packs of 12-oz. cons with minimum
$10 purchase. It's our way of saying thanks for shopping

right here in the Village! ^

1057 Goyley Ave., Westwood Village, CA 90024 (213) 209-1111

/.

J
LE CONTE

KINROSS
_PABXIlfa.

IN REAR

>-

-I

WILSHIRE

^ GO AHEAD, TEAR THIS OUT! |^

IcoKEr

Present this coupon

for a free* six-pack

with ony minimum

$10 purchase!

Offer expires January 21, 1990.

breadstiks

grocery • produce • dfiury • deli • t>akery

•Free with minimum $10 purchose, plus Colifornio redemption

grocery • prfxluce • dairy • deli t bakery

1057 Goyl«y An. KXwtwood ViHey CA Wli ' (213) W-IDl
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*Zenith

Supersport
Computer
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Not recommended
use of Zenith Computers^
(But they can do
almost anything else)

Zenith

Supersport
Computer

data
systems

IN THE ASUCLA COMPUTER STORE
Instant Delivery on many models!

AND NOW - GET FREE WITH YOUR
COMPUTER UNTIL JANUARY 31, 1990!

rkMiTM

Buy a Supersport

Moder20
Get free:

1200 BAUD MODEM
& CARRYING CASE

Buy a Supersport
286 Model 20 or 40

Get free:

1200 BAUD MODEM,
PRODIGY

& CARRYING CASE

Buy a Minisport

Model 2
Get free:

CARRYING CASE
& EXTERNAL 3.5 INCH

FLOPPY DRIVE

Buy a Minisport

Model 1

Get free:

CARRYING CASE
& 1200 BAUD MODEM

Buy a Supersport
Model 2
Get free:

MS WORKS &
CARRYING CASE

* Zenith products are available to full-time UCLA students, faculty and staff only.
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GSM's John Anderson to speak on
making

Leam-at-lunch series will ^

this attorney and entrepreneur

By Linda Roberts

Contributor ^
Making a difference and putting

potential talents to use will be the

topic ofJohn Anderson's lecture at

UCLA Wednesday.
Anderson, a prominent attcxney

and entrepreneur, is president of

Topa Equities Ltd., a real estate

brokerage in Los Angeles. He is

also the chairman of UCLA Gra-
duate School of Management
Board of Visitors.

In spring of 1987, Anderson
donated $15 million to UCLA's
Graduate School of Management,
which now bears his name.

u^ngtajeill^

An alumnus of UCLA, Ander-

son received his bachelor's degree

with honors in business admi-
nistration in 1940. He then

attended Harvard Business School

where he received his master's

degree in business administration.

He also holds a Juris Doctorate

from Loyola Law School.

Anderson's lecture is part of the

Staffand Faculty Center's Learn at

Lunch Series. It will be at noon in

the Humanities Conference Room,
314 Royce Hall.

Are you a

shutterbug?
The Daily Bruin Photo

Department is now
offering fall quarter

photography internships.

Applications are availabie from tlie

receptionist at 112 Kercictioff Hail.

A special meeting for tliose

interested will be held at tlie Daily

Bruin office 7pm, Thursday, Jan 11.

NOW AS LOW
AS $899! ! !

!

Start the new year with our most affordable Apple Macintosh® Compters ever, but hurry— these incredible

savings are available only as long as supplies last. These low-holiday prices can send you on your way to creating

ternfi papers, newsletters, artwork, and much more with the intuitive ease Apple |s famous for. Stop by the ASUCLA
Computer Store today and see what a Macintosh can do for you tomorrow!

Macinins

d

Mac Plus (800k Disk Drive) -
Save $100
Suggested Retail - $1 799 Was $999 NOW $899

.,._»=^

Mac SE (2 SuperDrives, Keyboard must

be purchased separately)

Save $300 ^b ^
Suggested Retail - $3169 Was $1699 -NOW $1 399

Mac SE (20 Mb Hard Drive, Keyboard must

be purchased separately)

Save $200
Suggested Retail - $3769 Was $1999 NOW $1799

. ImageWriter II (with DlN-8 cable)

Jmf $ave $1 22
. '^^ Suggested Retail - $595 Was $451 NOW $329

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check. University

Credit Union Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are QQt accepted.

ELIGIBILITY: These products are available to full-time students, faculty, staff and departments only. Purchase must be for the

personal, academic or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime. Exceptions

are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire. IDENTIFICATION: Students must show a current Registration Card and
Photo I.D. Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and Photo I.D. OTHER RESTRICTIQNS: Quantities are limited. Prices

are currentas of i/6/90^ arrcf ^are subject to change without notice. All sales are final. ^

'~,

asuclm studPIts' store
itro/ %Amm ^ttfti F IM^^al
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Arraigkiment:
Quincy Jones' son will face charges

stemming from fraternity row brawl
By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

The son of record producer Quincy Jones
will be arraigned in court today for lesser

charges than initially expected after he
allegedly fued a pistol during a brawl on
fratemi^ row Nov. 11.

The defense attorney for Quincy Delight
Jones in said Monday that he was unsure
how his client would plead, but he stressed

Jones' charges are misdemeanors and not
assault with a deadly weapon, a felony, as

originally reported.

Jones, 20, faces charges of discharging a
weapon within city limits, carrying a
concealed weapon and carrying a loaded
weapon, his attorney Howard Lowe said.

Lowe said assault charges were not filed

because police determined that Jones was
pointing the .38 caliber semiautomatic
pistol in the air when he fired two shots as
police broke up a late night fight between
visiting partygoers and members of a
UCLA fraternity.

Students

interested in a

Daily Bruin art

internsliip can

picic up an

application

from the Daily

Bruin —
receptionist at

112Kerckhoff

Hall. The

deadline is

noon, Friday,

Jan.12.

LOWER!!!!

-'{j '

niti'itft^^^i^i-Wtt-i i^V i

MacintoshM

Here are some of the newest and most powerful Macintosh® computers available, at the lowest prices we've
ever been able to offer— while supplies last! These systems can give you the performance you need whether
you're writing journal articles, making business forecasts or demonstrating scientific relationships with

graphs and charts. Stop by the ASUCLA Computer Store and^see what a Macintosh can do for you.

Mac IlexjSystem (40 Mb Hard Disk.

Color Monitor, and Extended Video Card; Keyboard not inctuded)

Save $237
Suggested Retail $7016 Separately $4536 NoW $4299

Mac llci (40 Mb Hard Disk; Keyboard not included) ,

Save $200
Suggested Retail - $5369 Was $4399 NOW $4199 •

Mac llci (Extra Memory and Storage with 4 Mb RAM,
80 Mb Hard Disk and 1 SuperDrive; Keyboard not included)

Save $250
Suggested Retail - $7069 Was $5399 NoW $51 49

LaserWriter II SC*
Save $100
Suggested Retail - $2799 Was $1799 NOW $1699

^^

^yy^wwiBiPiw
nii ! kmv^

iii«iiii»i««i>j«<»»«t«

T^.'^Jlfi'W

frnwiiHWRfflfiniiiiniiiniii
mtmiigi^iiiik^iiksiii/smm^;^

Now $3049

LaserWriter II NT*
Save $150
Suggested Retail - $4999 Was $3199

LaserWriter II NTX*
Save $200
Suggested Retail - $6999 Was $4499 NOW $4299
Comes with Toner Cartridge. Requires additional cabling. Students are not eligible to purchase the LaserWriter II NT or NTX.

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and'require payment made by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal
Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Mortey Orders are dqI accepted. ELIGIBILITY: These products are available to full-time
students faculty, staff and departments only. Purchase must be for the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person Purchases are
restricted to one per person per lifetime. Exceptions are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire. IDENTIFICATION Students must show
?_^V,^'?"I

^^'^^^^^'^" ^^\^ ^^^ ^^°^°
i'-*

Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and Photo i n OTHfr rf^trictiONS Quantities
limited. Prices are current as of T/679aah^are subject to change without notice. All sales are final

ASUCLA STUDENTS
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'Time is iKisf^to cut capital gains tax, Busii says
By Terence Hunt
Associated Press

ORLANDO, Fla. — President

Bush struck a combative stance for

the 1990 congressional session

Monday, complaining "it is past

time" for lawmak^^ to ai^>rove a
Capital gains tax cut and other

White House proposals left hang-
ing last year.

Saying a capital gains bill would
be a top priority. Bush declared, "I

am sick and tired of the dema-
gogues who call this a tax cut for

the rich. It^means jobs, it means
savings apA it is good for all

Americans."

Many Democrats in Congress
have opposed a reduction on
grounds the chief beneficiaries

would be the wealthy.

Bush spelled out his legislative

hopes in a speech to 8,000 dele-

gates to the annual convention of
the American Farm Bureau, the

nation's largest farm organization
with 3.8 million member families.
He also called for action on

anti-crime and clean-air legisla-
tion, but the tax cut talk won the
loudest applause from farmers.
Bush reminded his audience that
lower tax rates would apply to the
sale of farmland.

The capital gains legislation

concerns taxes on profits derived
from the sale of stocks, real estate
and other assets. Bush has prop-

would be taxed less than would
gains from something owned two
years.

osed lowering the top tax rate to 15 '*Now a year has past. The new

percent from the current tops of 28 y^^ *' "P®" "' *"** *'*' ^"™^ *^ ^
percent and 33 percent —^past Ume for Congress to tend to

some of the unfmished ^siness/

'

Bush has not disclosed details of

the cut he will propose in his Jan.

29 budget message. However,

congressional Republicans say

they expect him to call for a plan

that would provide a greater tax

incentive the longer an asset is

held. Thus, profits from the sale of

property owned for five years

Bush said.

With Congress due back in

session Jan. 23; Bush said, **The

hand of cooperation is once again

extended. And I would only add:

America wants it done right;

America wants it done responsib-

ly, and America wants it done
now.'*

UCLA
OUSING

ATTENTION: ON CAMPUS HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER 1990
WINTER QUARTER 1990 WATT LIST STUDENTS

Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing must reapply to
maintain or improve their waiting list position for Spring Quarter 1990.
Applications are available from January 8, 1990 to January 22, 1990 in the
On Campus Housing Assignment Office. In order to retain your waiting
list position, application must be submitted in person to the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office no later than 5:00 P.M. January 22, 1990.

NEW APPUCANTS ^

Students.who are not on the Winter Quarter On Campus Housing list

may apply for On Campus Housing for the Spring Quarter 1990 begin-
ning January 8, 1990. However submission of an application does not
guarantee housing for the Spring Quarter. Please be advised that a
non-refundable $20 application fee is required. Application and Fee must
be postmarked on or before January 26, 1990 or be* received in the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the date stated
above or the application will be considered late.

Applications are available in the On Campus Housing Assignment Office
or UCLA Community Housing Office. Both offices are located in the
Business Enterprise Building, 270 De Neve Drive, next to Rieber Hall.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P^.
MONDAY - FRIDAY

(213) 825-4271

STUDENT INTERNS WANTED!!!

UCU's OVERNIGHT PROGRAM IS SEEKING 5 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS!!!

Interns will: * '...,..
* help contact 75 high school studenU admitted to UCLA for Fall *90 for parti-

cipation in program

* hfelp select 75 UCLA students to serve as host

>.attend lunch and BBQ dinner during weekend of program (April 8th and 9th)

* EARN $9.50/hour

To learn more about the Overnight Program, come to one of our orientation meetings:

Tuesday, January 16th

Wednesday, January -17th

North Campus 22

Ackerman Union 3508
11:00 - 12:00 noon
3:00 - 4:00pm

* Interns will start February 7th, 1990 and terminate April 13, 1990

* Applications available in 1147 Murphy Hall

* Applications due: JANUARY 19,1990 @ 5:00pm ^-- -
.

For further information contact:
\

Brian Venner or Victoria Lee-Jerrems at (213) 206-4348

Undergraduate Admissions^& Relatione with Schools-J

. I

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Menter o( Airwrican Dental Assoc
Membw at Amsrican Assoc, of Orthodontics

$99ONLY %f#W^v#_ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $23/6
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 /o-io\ Qoc -JAnA
(1 Block east of Barrington) V^ ' ^/ Oi:0-/*l»«l

*On approval of credit. Only for cases requiring 24 months of active treatment.

\

'a Participatory Democracy '

This 1 24 page book presents practical

solutions to correct the decay of our
federal government. Your government
Yourfuture!

sjn aunique but basic way it combines
the conflicting philosophies of
Hamilton and Jefferson to produce a
stronger national system with total
local control at the congressional
district level.

-^

You risk nothing. You will be billed
$8.50 + $1.50 p&h when you get your
book and you may remit the $10.00 (or
riot) after you've read itbut we do want
your comments and we hope for your

participation.

By phor only. Call time.

1800-332-4260

r
'-X
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Cities report iittle lieadway
By William Welch
Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Despite the
Bush administration's declared war on
drugs, fewer than 10 percent of the nation's
cities report making headway in their local

battles, according to .a survey released
today.

^

- '"There's been a lot of talk about drugs
coming out of Washington, and our city
leaders are now sending hack a message—
a message that it's time for Washington to

get a front-line report on what's happening
and what's needed," Alan Beals, executive
director of the National League of Cities,
said in releasing the study.

'The drug issue must be a national
priority, local officials are saying, because
they cannot beat it on their own," he said.

Officials in 58 percent of cities surveyed
said drug problems had worsened in their
communities over the past year. Another31
percent said the magnitude of the drug
problem remained the same, while only 9
percent reported progress.

The league surveyed elected municipal
officials— mayors and council members—
from 314 cities selected randomly from the
2,461 cities with a population of 10,000 or
more. The survey included questions on a
variety of topics.

Officials in 39 percent of the cities said
they would have to raise local taxes this

year. — -—

—

The league survey was conducted by
telephone in November and early December
by the Center for Uitan Studies at Wayne
State University in Detroit The league said
the results have a margin of error of plus or
minus 5.5 percentage points.

Drugs led the list of top concerns of city

officials. One in five said that if they could
meet with Bush on any topic, they woul0
focus on drugs.

Nearly half expect to increase various
user fees, and almost two-thirds say their
city's spending will increase, Beafs said.

"Clearly our local leaders believe there is »

ji need for national leadership and a stronger -
commitment of national resources to help
eradicate the poisonous aiul violent drug
culture that has invaded our cities," Beals
said.

INTERNSHIPS
Interested in'Advertising,
or Graphic Arts as a career?

The D^JIyJBruin Creative

Department is seelcihg energetic,
and talented individuals

interested in an exciting
internship during Winter Quarter.

Dealing primarily with ad
production,copywriting, and graphic
art, rather than sales, this position
is a great introduction into
the world of advertising and wHj :.

provide the Invaluable experience
necessary or a career In advertising.

Applications are available at
1 ] 2 Kerckhoff Hall
and are due
Friday, January 12 at 4:00 pm.

For more information, please call

Jennifer Orison, or Clare De Briere
at 825-2161

*mJC-

invites/you to their

Orientation Meetings
Wednesday, January 10, 1990

6:00 PM 3530 AU

Wednesday, January 17, 1990
4:00 PM 3517 AU

learn more about the community by volunteering in hypertension
serening and the AIDS education program

- sharpen your leadership skills

prepare for professional/health schools

For more information: Please calF
Cona or Jean (213) 479-6957 -^^—

Jay (213) 320-8366
"* or stop by our office at KH 409

Funded by the Community Activities CommUtee of the Programs Activities Board

Share Your Holiday

Memories Before They
Fade Away

KODALUX
Reprints

Buy 4, Get a 5th

FREE
It's been a great holiday season,
family gatherings, festive parties,

and special moments that will last a
lifetime. Share these memories with

KODALUX Reprints. And now, for a
limited time, you get 1 FREE reprint

with every 4 you boy at

the regular price.

So... bring in your favorite color negatives, prints and
slides* and asK for this KODALUX Reprint offer. You'll
receive 5 KODALUX Color. Reprints for the price of 4. I iWh M

Great Value - Great Quality • KODALUX Processing Services

•Negatives, slides or prints cannot be combined in an order
Applies to Standef^^prtnts and MAGNAPRtNT35 Servtcr^t— ^-—

Offer runs January 1 thru January 27, 1990
Ask for Deuils

All registered cannpus clubs
and organizations:

You are eligible to apply for
funds from the

B6ard of Directors/
USAC Programming Committee

Proposal Packets are available

NOW
in Kerckhoff 304

Tor trmrf
i*if(yrm(iticn;

Caff the Cenur fnr
<:tu(ffnt fn^jmmmm (82'^-704i)

or the VSiA Trt.H^.nf'< nffiff at Ai^.m^ '

:

,

Paid for by Board of Dlrectors/USAC Programming Committee

y
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News Analysis <r

Musing music's prospects after i

The U.S. military's boom box
inspires dedications to Bush

By Waiter Mears
Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — So
the ordinary, -everyday, earsplit-

ting boom box has been made into

a weapon of war, and there's no
knowing where that may lead.

Those radio-cassette players
with stereo speakers are menace
enough in peacetime, clearing
streets and public parks as platoons
of youthful rock fanciers blare

their music at migraine volume.
And that was before Panama,

where the United States decided to

go after Manuel Antonio Noriega,
no decibels barred. He could run to

the Vatican embassy, but he
couldn't hide; not when U.S.
soldiers brought in the stereo
speakers, set them up in a parking
lot across the street, turned up the
volume and tuned in armed forces

radio rock.

There went the neighborhood.
Troops and everybody else in

the area had to converse in shouts
as numbers like "You're No
Good," "Voodoo Chile," "Wel-
come to the Jungle," and
••Nowhere to Run, Nowhere to

Hide" boomed day and night from
olive drab, government-issue
speakers.

Noriega fancies opera, making a
high decibel diet of rock plus
country and western numbers
seem a sort of musical torture. But
the noise spares no one, and the

Roman Catholic diplomats sta-

tioned at the embassy presumably
are more comfortable with plain-

song than disco music.

"Baby, You're No Good," the

speakers blared And "I Fought the

Law and the Law Won."
After a day and^^half, a Vatican

spokesman said tfi^musical
assault was unacceptable. Another
day of it and word came from the

mission that the din was l^e^ing
diplomats and clerics awake while
Noriega slept and the Vatican was
contemplating unspecified "furth-

er steps" if it continued. The rock
barrage was turned down I>ec. 29.

"I think it aggravated the people
insidp." President Bush said. "It

^has stopped. It woiild have aggra
vated me, I'll tell you. I'm not into
rock. Country music, maybe that's

different"

Not at that volume.
The military didn't explain the

rock tactic; Bush's spokesman said

it was a communications tech-

nique.

"There was an attempt to disrupt

communications so that we could
have some guarantees of the

security of our conversations,"

said press secretary Marlin Fitz-

water. "Fairly standard practice."

He said music was played to

disrupt itiicrowave^ and interfere

with electronic eavesdropping
when White House staff members
conferred at the U.S. Embassy in

Moscow during then-President
Reagan's 1988 summit meeting
with Mikhail S. Gorbachev. Not
around the clock, though.

Who was eavesdropping in

Panama City?

"I'd let your imagination deal

with that one," Fitzwater said,

sidestepping the question of
whether the racket was supposed
to prevent reporters with electron-

ic gear from tuning in on military

conversations and street comer
talks with the papal envoy.

When the Pope's man in Paiia-^

ma City can come under rock
music assault, nobody's safe.

Arms negotiations stalled? Let
them hear about it. Turn up "Big
Planet, Scarey Planet" In a while,

if there's still no deal, escalate to

"Armageddon It"

Bush has been telling people to

read his lips for so long that it's

become trite; next time Congress
talks about raising taxes he can
break out the boom box and let it

shout "Can U Read My Lips?" and
"I Won't Back Down."

*Vice presidential problems? Get
Dan Quayle a stereo and let him
advertise: "Giving You the Best
That I've Got" Bush has akeady

^N^suied his No. 2 man of renomi-
nition. Now, when necessary, he
can play "It's You Again," toudly

enough to drown out the doubters.

"My Prerogative," the pres-

idential boom box can blare.

U.S. expected
to help Panama
back to its feet
after invaskm
By George Gedda
Assodated Press -^

Are

you

your

future?
This conference is designed to help you
explore personal values, set goals for
your future and meet new people! If you
want to empower yourself and learn about
"The Secret of Your Success", come check
us out!

\f.

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment
will be on a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please
return this form to Kelly Wachowicz at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by
January 2G, 1990. For more information, contact Deb Moriartv
at 825-6690. _._. .

Name: Phone:
C*"

Address:

_Yes! I would like to attend this exciting one day
conference

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program/Student and Campus Life \ •

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Man-
uel Anbnio Noriega is in U.S.
hands and President Bush is

claiming total victory for his
Panama gamble. Now comes the
hard part

Ahead lies the unglamorous task
of helping Panama, staggered by
sanctions and Stealth fighter
bombs, restore its once-vibrant
economy.

Panama has been in a steep
economic decline for more than
two years, partly the result of the
punitive sanctions imposed by the

United States in its campaign to.

oust Noriega. ^
Beyond that is the cost of the

U.S. invasion of Panama which,
according to some estimates, dealt

a $2 billion blow to the economy.
Entire neighborhoods were leveled
and scores of businesses were
wiped out because of looting.

The Reagan administration had
systematically dismantled a host of
programs designed to increase
Panama's exports and to attract

U.S. investment Partly as a result,

Panama's per capita income has
dropped from $2,000 a year to
between $1,600 and $1,700. i

Reversing the decline won't be
easy. Panama is burdened by a
foreign debt listed at $543 million.

Fresh money from the United
States, aside from emergency
relief, is not in the offing because
just about all the foreign aid money
is already earmarked by Congress.
The administration doesn't have
the authority to help Panama by
taking funds from another aid
recipient.

The United States can restore
^

the trade and investment benefits

but the impact is not expected to be
felt for some time. At least

Panama's new govemm^t can
count on the $370 million in assets

which were frozen by the U.S.
government last year and which
now are being unfrozen. Also, the

capital flight that took place under
Noriega has been reversed since

the invasion.

For a time. Bush will be able to

bask in victory. Americans in

Panama, who walked the country's
streets in fear just weeks ago, are
now being regaled as heroes,
particularly the troops who helped
force Noriega into humiliating
exile.

The international protests over
the U.S. invasion, refleckd in

votes cast at the United Nations
and the Organization of American
States, have been displaced some-
what by the outpouring of popular
support shown for the U.S. action

by the Panamanian people.
In a country accustomed to

military domination, rarely have
the prospects for civilian rule been
bri^ter. U.S. ofHcials have reascMi

to hope that the United States will

be able to turn over the Panama
Canal to a stable, democratic
government at the end of the

century when U.S. control over the

waterway ends, according to treaty

obligations.

Still, the pitfalls are many. For
one thing, Panama's denKx:ratic

roots arc shaUow. The last time
Panama had an unambiguously
fair election was 1968. The winner
was dumped by the military after

11 days in office.

T
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AfHcan frogs
may be barred
from contest
By Tim Klass

Associated Press

SEATTLE — An amphibian
•importer has spawned a controver-
sy^y entering giant frogs in the

_ annual Frog Jump Jubilee, making
some people hopping mad because
the jumbo jumpers can stretch

three feet and weigh up to 15
pounds.

Organizers say Andy J. Koff-
man, 40, has created a "superfrog
crisis" with his bid to enter 10
oversized amphibians from Africa
in the whimsical competition
started by Mark Twain's story,

, 'The Celebrated Jumping Frog of
Calaveras County."

Imagine basketball players 40 or
50 feet tall. That's about the human
equivalent of the frogs Koffinan
wants to enter in the contest to be
held in May in Angels Camp,
Calif.

"I'll apply for a green card for
these guys if I have to," Koffinan
said Sunday. "This is what Ameri-
ca is all about**

Koffman, a licensed importer of
exotic birds, reptiles and amphi-
bians from Africa for nearly 13
years, says he is the sole successful
importer of the Goliath frog, a
denizen of swift-flowing rivers in

Cameroon and Equatorial Guinea.
He said he had imported 50 of

the frogs, which can measure three
feet in length. He soW 30 of them
to the Cincinnati Zoo, the Lincoln
Park Zoo in Chicago, the Brook-
field Zoo in Chicago, a Japanese
importer for zoos there, a zoo in the

Netherlands and a wholesaler in

Fk)rida.

The other 20, ranging from three

pounds to eight pounds, occupy a
pond in his basement He says he is

preparing to import some 15
pounders.

Until now, virtually aU the
entrants have been California
bullfrogs, with the biggest about a
pound, said Diane Baumann,
interim manager for the 39th
Agricultural District Association,
which has run the event since it

was started in 1928 at the Calaver-
as County Fair.

"We have had some imports
from Africa, but they were always
about the same size," she said in a
telephone interview Sunday night
The nine-member association

board of directors is meeting
Friday to discuss the issue, "prob-
ably in executive (closed) session

due to the possibility of litigation,"

she said.

Concerns include fairness,
safety and survival of the competi-
tion, Baumann said.

"It's like racing a draft horse
against thoroughbreds; entirely

different Species," Baumann said.

The contest record of 21 feet,

5% inches for three hops was set by
Rosie the Ribiter in 1986. Koffman
says his superfrogs can easily

exceed that in a single bound.
Baumann also said some feared

one of the Goliaths might leap out

of the arena— "unfortunately, our
stage is only about 35 feetdeep"

—

and hit a spectator.

MOTCover, unlike their much
smaller relatives, the monster
frogs have shaip teeth and might

gobble up their competitors, she

said.
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Engineer solves toilet stench mystery
I

The Associated Press

SAN DIMAS — Briar Cook is

savoring the Sweet smell of suc-
cess. The U.S. Forest Service
engineer has solved the longs-
tanding problem of getting the

stench out of the stalls at wilder-
ness restrooms.

Delighted administrators in

Washington have formally dec-
lared 1990 "The Year of the

Sweet-Smelling Toilet" and plan
to retrofit all 12,000 toilets in use
on Forest Service land nationwide.

Another 300 new latrines built

annually will incorporate Cook's
breakthrough findings, which fol-

lowed years of research at a Forest
Service lab northeast of Los
Angeles.

"The public today expects a
higher level of service and more
amenities, and part of that is a
good-smelling toilet," said
Richard Woodrow, the Forest
Service's acting director of recre-

"Nobody likes these

little cabanas^ so why
wduld they go crawl'

ing around insiAs^^
diem? It's in and out,

as fast as possible.

Nobody ever
bothered to look in

that stack."

Briar Cook

ation. "Well, we're going to give it

to them."

Within three years, officials

pledge, Americans won't find a
single smelly latrine in any of their

134 national forests. Costs are
estimated at up to $1,500 each for
the retrofitted toilets.

Cook's other research projects
at the San Dimas Technology and
Development Center have

included ways to bear-proof gar-

bage cans, but he says he considers
toilets his life's work.
"Our society is funny about

toilets — no one wants to talk

about them," he said. "But theodor
problem affects a lot of people. As
an engineer, I view it as a
challenge.**

Cook found that the basic design
of national forest toilets prevented
adequate ventilation, and also
determined that vent stacks were
being clogged by undiscovered
spider webs.

Through tests in an experimen-
tal wind tunnel. Cook showed that

a wider vent stack stretching much
higher above the roof line greatly
improves the expulsion of odors.
Solar-powered fans also help to
pull the fetid air from the chamber,
he found.

As for why no one else noticed
the contributing spider web prob-
lem. Cook said: *TS[obody likes

these little cabanas, so why would

they go crawling around inside
them? It*s in and out, as fast as
possible. Nobody ever bothered to

kx)k in that stack."

The problem of ridding forest-

land toilets of their odor had
stumped many before Cook.
Gripes about smelly toilets have
been common since the first

national forest outhouse was
installed in the early 1900s, Wood-
row said.

For decades, restroom odor has
been the No. 1 complaint received
bj^rangers from California to New
Hampshire, he said, leading to a
common conclusion.

"We figured that toilets stink,

period. Take it or leave it,"

Woodrow said..

But the tenack)us Cook proved
them wrong. He said he hopes
ultimately to share his design with
the National Park Service, the
Army Corps of Engineers and
other publk: lands managers, all

plagued with pungent potties.

It s not exactly a secret, but just so you'll know: Bruin Viewpoint is by no means a closed partyAnyone can submit viewpoints, counterpoints and letters for possible publication by placing the

'

double-spaced submission in the box on the receptionist's desk in 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall
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lie UCL/LAquatic Center
offers informal sailing and

instruction^

v>r-

for Windsurfers, monohuU & catamaran sailors

Enroll tomorrow evening, at the

r John Wooden Center,

or call 823-0048
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DON'T MISS THIS
OPPORTUNITY
TO SPEND THE

SUMMER ~
IN WASHINGTON,

D.C.

Internships are available for

Sumrner '90

Deadline reopened for all cities:

January 23, 1990
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'
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Texas court

lawyers
to be nicer

li The Associated Press

Texas
asksk

DALLAS — Lawyers and
judges concede their professioiT
probably won't set any standards
for social graces, but they're
giving good manners a shot never^
theless.

A new Lawyer's Creed — the
first such statewide code in the
nation — was recently approved
by the Texas Supreme Court and
the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals.

It asks the state's 52,000
lawyers for kinder litigation.

No more obnoxiousness. No
more tiufor-tat unprofessional
behavior. No more stalling tactics.

And no "allusions to personal
peculiarities or idiosyncrasies of
opposing counsel" will be allow-
ed, according to the creed.

Lawyers and judges say the
let's-be-civil creed is overdue.

"It's kind of like dieting,"
Texas Supreme Court Justice
Eugene Cook said. "It's a battle

that we can win, but it's not going
to be done oVemighL"
Cook said the creed was ini-

tiated by Dallas and Houston legal

associations to fight bad behavior
and needlessly aggressive cour-
troom tactics.

The offending behavior— from
rudeness to engaging in lengthy
procedural delays to even resorting

to fistfights — has been clogging
court schedules and hampering
disposition of cases.

Cook said some lawyers try to

reschedule proceedings on dates

most likely to bother an opponent
"If they know of a time that will

Ij inconvenient— say the day
)^ur wife is having a baby or the
week you've been planning all

year for a vacation— that's when
they'll schedule it," he said. °

Storiesfrom
cra¥ffish conral

The Associsted Press

WEWAHITCHKA. Fla. —
Whoopic-ie-oh! Get along little

crawfish!

The ranch foreman shaded his

eyes from the Florida Panhandle
sun with a rakish cowboy hat,

grinned broadly and recounted

tales from the crawfish corral.

**Crawfish are easier to round up
than cattle arc," said M-K Ranch
foreman Bryant Copeland, in his

native Arkansas drawl. "Harder to

brand, but easier to round up."

Copeland allowed how he was
only kidding about the branding,

but not the roundups at the M-K
ranches. They are done with 40
flat-bottom boats built in Louisia-
na bayou country where crawfish,

which look like small lobsters, arc
a staple of the Cajun diet ^

Until five years ago, Copeland
had never eaten one of the fresh-

water crustaceans. Now, he super-

vises one of the largest crawfish-

raising operations in the nation.

Each year, M-K Ranches pro-

duce from 850.000 to 1 million

pounds of crawfish, also known as

crayfish or "mud bugs."

The switch to aquaculture meant
some rctraining for hands at the

ranch that had once raised cattle,

but Copeland said ifs all the same.

"Farming is farming," Copeland
said. "It's 24 hours a day, seven

days a week."

may
new S.F. treat
By Msry McGrath
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — An
accordion band planned to sere-

nade the mayor outside City Hall
on Monday4S the city considers a
proposal to proclaim the humble,
pleated bellows the official instru-

ment of San Francisco.

Players with Those Darn
Accordions! revival band say the

sweet, inelodic music box called

"La Fisarmonica" by Italian immi-
grantsAvho imported it is as much a

part of city history as earthquakes,

clipper ships and Jeanette MacDo-
nald belting out "San Francisco."

"There should be an official city

instrument because we have offi-

cial city songs and we need an
instrument to play them on. It

should be the accordion because of
its rich hist(X7 h^e and because it

was invented here," said Tom
Torriglia, a band member leading

the effort for official recognition.

The 13-member band, whose
repertoire includes "Volare,"
"Hernando's Hideaway" and *The
Godfather" theme, planned to play

**Our Lady of Spain" beneath
Mayor Art Agnos' window while
San Francisco Supervisor Willie

Kennedy introduced a proposal
giving official status to the instru-

ment
"Mayor Agnos may be Greek

but he is first and foremost a San
Franciscan," said Torriglia, a
freelance publicist and entertain-

ment reviewer. Kennedy did not
immediately return a call for

comment.
Despite the Starship's lyrical

claim that "it built this city on
rock'n'roll," Torriglia said the

accordion more than the guitar, the

piano or even the beatnik bongos
of the 1950s deserves the official

nod.
'

"Granted there have been a lot

of good guitars and a lot of really

good rock musicians fix>m San
Francisco, but ... you have good
guitars out of every major U.S.
city. What is the real link to San
Francisco? The guitar was not bom
here," said Torriglia.

Hidebound classical musicians
still barkened back to European
traditions in 1907 when ItaUan

inunigrants by the name of Pietro

Deiro and Colombo Piatenesi

fitted an old button accordion with
a votical piano keyboard and
created the piano accordion that

became as common at Italian

family picnics as the vino, said

accordion historian Ron Flynn, of
San Francisco.

The Chinese, inventors of the

musical reed, originated the princi-

ples of the accordion, which was
recreated by Germans and Italians,

said Flynn. In the 1800s, piano
keys were added on the right with

cords and tones played on buttons

on the left Deiro's improvement
on that design spawned an accord-

ion industry in San Francisco that

in its 1920s heyday included eight

accordion manufacturing firms

and teachers famed nationwide

and in Europe.

Few remnants of that era

remain, said Torriglia, who blames
the British rock'n'roll invasion

and "smaltzy" Lawrence Welk
with the waning popularity of the

accordion.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
RE: Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Patient Family Guest House

The University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) will hold a PUBLIC HEARING on the Draft Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR)
10.19'

c;prepa

9rf.at7;

ared for the prop

then
osed Patient Famil

00 p.m.. in the Press Room of the 1

Parking Structure m close to the Morgan Center.

L/\7 Will noia a ru dli^^ ncAKiiNu on tne urart environmental impact Keport
ilv Guest House. The PUBLIC HEARING will be held on Wednesday [ani.;!^?

p. Morean Center on the UCLA campus. Courtesy parking will be available in

The University proposed to construct a Patient Familyt^uesrHouse with 76rooms andT21waHroom stnTtesana^ccompanying
amenities (approximately 58,350 square feet) and a2M space subterranean parking garage on a site located at 900-920 Tiverton
Avenue directly across LeConte Avenue from the UCLA Medical Center. The Patient Family Guest House will provide short-
term housing for families and friends accompanying inpatients at the Medical Center, persons undergoing extended
outpatient procedures, and visiting personnel.

The purpose of the PUBLIC HEARING is provide the general public with the opportunity to present testimony on the Draft
Environmental Impact Report. Written and oral statements will be accepted at the hearing for entry into the official hearing
record. - o j o

Comments in v^iting may also be submitted to:

Mark Home
. UCLA Capital Programs

«
. 2256 Murphy Hall
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1405

Written statements for inclusion in the record must be received before the end of the review period : Friday, January 26, 1990. A
transcript of the hearing, all written comments received, and University responses to significant environmental points raised
during the public review period will be included in the Final Environmental Impact Report.

Copies of the DEIR are available for review at the address above and the following campus libraries: University Research
Library, Biomedical Library, Architecture and Urban Planning Library, Management Library, Engineering and Math Sciences
Library, Law Library, and the Planning Office Library. In addition, copies are available for review at the West Lost Angeles
Reeional Branch Library (11360 Santa Monica Blvd.), the Brentwood Branch Library (11820 San Vicente Blvd.), and the West
Hollywood County Library (715 N. San Vicente Blvd.).

3 EASY STEPS TO FILM OEVEUPING

STEP1
Drop.Off

Your

Film.
STEP 2

Make
Your

Choice.
STEP 3

Pick Up
Your

Film!

..J

ofmrnii^m
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Letters

L^ftliziiig drags

Editor:

I must disagree with

Lawrence Lee's view of the

drug problem's causes and
potential solutions (Commen-
tary, Bruin. Nov. 27).

Lee feels that the **root of

the drug proUem** is this

nation's "excessively lax atti-

tude towards drugs." The lax

attitude toward drugs is a

reaction to the fact that people

do abuse drugs, and is not a

cause of abuse. People use

drugs because they choose to

alter their state of mind by
chemically altering their brain.

Why people make this choice

has many explanations that I

will not go into.

It should be noted howev^,
that as a general rule, everyone

who uses "drugs" has previ-

ously used tobacco and/or alco-

hol. Anybody who reads the

paper knows that one cause of

this is the massive advertising

purchased by tobacco and alco-

hol companies and aimed
directly at children (e.g.,

cigarettes featured in "Roger
Rabbit" and James Bond
movies. Spuds MacKenzie
dolls, etc.).

Lee believes that legalization

of drugs would encourage their

use because drug users would
view legalization as official

government approval. This

doesn't make much more
sense, since the drug problem

is an international crisis as it

is, even with strict government
disapproval. Obviously, the

people who buy and sell drugs

don't care about the laws one
way or the other.

I don't know that legaliza-

tion would improve things, but

I think that most people would
agree that Prohibition was a

fiasco and that legalization of

alcohol use was an improve-

ment Our attitude toward alco-

hol is the same one we should

have toward drugs, i.e., that

people have the right to do
something stupid with their

lives, like drink or do drugs or

watch network TV, but that

they don't have the right to

dainage or destroy other peo-
ple's lives as a result of their

bad habits. —
Legalization would raise

money through taxes for our

bankrupt government, instead

of wasting billions we don't

have on an unwinnable war
against drugs. It would raise

mcHiey foe education and treat-

ment to prevent the negative

consequences of drug use

before they happen. As Lee
mentions, even such right-wing

celebrities as William F.

Buckley, Milton Friedman and
Geofge Shultz now support

legalization.

While legalization may not

cure everything, it would prob-

ably be better than what we
have now, and certainly be

beaer than what Lee proposes:

"Draconian laws, indoctrination,

or whatever other means neces-

sary." Is Lee insane? Docs he

have posters of Hitler and
Stalin on his bedroom walls?

Do we really want a totalita-

rian state? I think not

Legalization may be what
we finally must break down
aiKl do after the drug war
fails, and bef(xe we introduce

totalitarianism. In the mean-
time, we can fight the problem
at its root by attacking those

who make billions of dollars

by dragging minors into a
lifestyle of substance abuse and
addiction. Support the many
legislators and special interest

groups working to stop alcohol

and tobacco propaganda aimed
at minors; make people pay for

the consequences of irrespon-

sibly using and selling these

poisons.

Andy Aligne

Graduate

> Medicine

Agenda needed
Editor:

I thought that Lucy Balian's

shocking counterpoint C*East

Europeans do not want to

remain in their socialist

heaven," Bruin, Nov. 17)

wouki have humbled Tim
Strawn, but I was wrong. Once
again one of Strawn's hateful

diatribes against the United
States appeared in the Daily
Bruin C'America's century of
greedy, imperialistic interfer-

ence," Nov. 28).

One of the great things

about the United States is that

if you don't like it you can
get the hell out! Since Strawn
does not choose this option, hie

must believe that it is his

moral responsibility to educate
the UCXA populace about his

profound views. Personally, I'm
getting tired of reading this

lopsided and almost trashy

propaganda. To be sure«

Strawn has valid points to

make, but his "did-you-know-
about-this-atrocity" presentation

strategy assumes that the read-

er is a fool.

Of course the greatest irony

of Strawn's writings is that the

United States is one of the

few countries in existence

where one is able to harshly

denounce the establishment as

he does. The true disappoint-

ment lies in the fact that other

than a 1(X) percent anti-U.S.-

stance, Strawn never reveals

what his ideal paradise would
be like.

I wonder if it would be
possible for Strawn to outline _
his agenda of political and ^i
economic reform (or revolu-

tion?). Such an undertaking

would be a refreshiing change
from his unrelenting attacks oni

the United States, which only

serve to alienate his readers.-

A." ^iiliotn Bergman
Senior

Economics/Psychology

EHlilic studies courses
challenge the status quo
By Michael SooHoo

An Ethnic Studies requirehient is coming to UCLA. Exactly
how soon, and in what particular form, is yet to be determined.
In the wake of the recent passing of an Ethnic Studies

requirement at UC Santa Cruz, UC Riverside, UC Santa Barbara,

and UC Berkeley, a subcommittee for an Ethnic Studies

requirement here at UCXA was formed this past summer.
According to Mary Katayama, a student representative on the

subcommittee, **the Ethnic Studies requirement will definitely be
an important issue by die end of the year, when and in exactly

what form is still yet to be determined."
^ Indeed, based upon the nature of Ethnic Studies and its Ion£
history of wavering stability within the academy, it would be
extremely naive to hope that an Ethnic Studies requirement will

just appear out of nowhere here at UCLA without some form of
struggle. Thus, both in preparation for struggle, and in solidarity

with the many individuals who have waged similar battles for

Ethnic Studies before us, I'd like to take some time out to clar-

ify a few central elements of Ethnic Studies.

The notion of an Ethnic Studies requirement here at UCLA
carries with it several important tenets. First, the primary motive
of Ethnic Studies is not merely to just impart infcMmaticHi about
the history of our "exotic" cultures, but rather it sa^es as an
ideok>gical justification for changing existing social arrangements
of privilege and power. It is by definition a political entity

which is directly at odds with the dominant culture and the

status quo. -» -i^o.
Secondly, Ethnic Studies as a discipline inherently questions all

existing notions off authority, and implicitly asks for an analysis

of all forms of oppression, particularly racism.

And lastly. Ethnic Studies as an academic discipline does not
(nor has it ever intended to) eradicate racism. Quite to the

contrary, its analysis brings racism to the fore and stares it

straight in the eye.

Clearly a stark testament of the powerful implications an
Ethnic Studies requirement carries v^th it is the ongoing debate
over the very existence of Ethnic Studies as an academic
discipline. This debate has raged on in American higher —
educational institutions in recent years.

As an academically legitimizing force for American racial

minorities whom have been histc^cally denigrated and/or
excluded, the appeal of an Ethnic Studies requirement is more
than obvious for people of color. However, perhaps even more
decisive is the implication an Ethnic Studies requirement would
parlay for white students.

Indeed the very nature of Ethnic Studies as an academic
discipline is dialectically opposed to the established norms of the

academy's purriculum. Thus, an Ethnic Studies requirement would
unconditionally alter, and in turn enhance everybody's education.

Clearly this is an issue that affects every member of the

UCLA community. Moreover, it is an issue which will have

great future influence on the American higher educational system

as a whole. As the ground breakers in a formal, inst^utional

; response to the nation's r^idly changing student demographics,

the UC system promises to be at the center of any pedagogical

debate on Ethnic Studies.

Indeed, in the case of UCLA, the University, and the city of

Los Angeles itself is undergoing major shifts in its demographic

population. People of color now comprise a majority of 54

percent of the city's population, while African American, Asian

Pacific American, Latino American, and Native American

students comprise more than 35 percent of the student body at

UCLA.
The implications of these rapidly changing demographics are

widespread, and represent a formidable challenge for policy

makers. Clearly, as we enter the 1990s and beyond, assessing the

needs of the changing racial makeup of students, and developing

corresponding programs/curricular, must become a priority for the

UC system, and higher education as a whole

" For the UCLA community at large, an Ethnic Studies

requirement clearly will be an increasingly important issue in the

months to come. Moreover, for any true conception of "diversity"

to be attained here at UCLA, and throughout the UC system,

issues concerning not only race, but gender, class, and sexual

orientation must begin to be dealt with by the academy at large.

As students here at UCLA, we have the unique opportunity to

become active players in what [X'omises to be precedent-making

educational policy.

SooHoo is a graduate student of Asian American Studies.
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"We are not reverting to just, you
know, a willful . . use offorce that
has no rationale."

. ,-^ George Bush
"We see him as the same bqld,
visionary, strong, macho, strong,

whatever leader he's always
• been."

— Presidential spokesperson
Marlin Fitzwater

I
suppose there is nothing

like a little blood on one's
hands to help one over-

come that unpleasant "wimp'*
syndrome. Judging by the

reaction of the American publ-
ic, if one follows the pollsters,

the killing of over 700 Pana-
manians, the wounding of
another 2,000 or so and the

25,000 left homeless after mas-
sive aerial bombardment of
civilian neighborhoods merits

new adoration for Commando-
In-Chief Bush.

It is one thing to applaud
the capture of an international

criminal suspect (remember
innocent unUl proven guilty). It

is quite a different matter to

glory in what can only be
described as deliberate and
state-sponsored terrorism

inflicted by the United States,

yet again, on a largely

defenseless civilian population.
Indeed, there is evidence pro-
ving that Manuel Noriega was
deeply involved in a variety of
nefarious affairs.

However, it is worth recall-

ing that many of these q)aa-
tions, including the drug-

running activities, were partial-

ly sponsored and directed by
the CIA and the Reagan White

hypocritical
to illuminate George Bush's
connections to the international

outlaw underworld.—In October, 1986, Eugene—
Hfissenfus was shot down over
Nicaragua while iUegally re--

supplying the contras. The ^

—

Tim
Strawn
House. In fact, a major clause
of the Grand Jury indictment

now pending against Noriega
places him at the center of a
major drug-running operation
during the yfears 1981 through
1986. This is precisely the

same time period in which
Reagan, and more importantly.

Vice President Bush, worked
hand-in-glove with Noriega and
a host of other criminals to

illegally arm and supply the

contra terrorists in blatant dis-

rejgard of both the U.S. Con-
stitution and dozens of
International laws.

Bush, as head of the infam-
ous Anti-Terrorist Task Force,
was responsible for any num-
ber of secret paramilitary oper-
ations around the globe, in

Angola, Pakistan and Nicar-
agua, to rtame a few. One
example from the pages of
ancient history should suffice

flrst alarm signal received by
his employer. Colonel Oliver
North, wi^s by way of a phone
call from one Donald Gregg,
who had been notified by Felix

Rodriguez, the CIA agent who
headed up the contra (^ration
from its headquarters in El

Salvador. Gregg, currently the

U.S. Ambassador to South
Korea, was George Bush's
National Security Advisor, and
met with Bush daily. As the

hsm-contra hearings showed,
there were "perhaps as many
as hundreds" of phone calls

from the Sal\a6omn headquar-
ters to Gregg during the illegal

supply program, indicating a

strong link between the terror-

ists carrying out the day-to-day
mayhem and their White House
godfather, Vice-President

George Bush.

We also now know that

Noriega provided information,

safe-houses, drug money and
weapons in America's effort to

••restore Nicaragua to denKxra-
cy." The brutal history of our
relations with Nicaragua lends

credence to Bush's statement
about "reverting to willful use
of force." There was no need
to "revert" to a policy that has

been in place for almost 200
years. The U.S. has consistent-

ly relied on military interven-

tion, the promotion of

illegitimate and brutal regimes,
and economic strangulation as
the primary methods of ensur-
ing compliance with the dic-
tates of "our way of life."

The invasion and occupation
of Panama has shown the

world community that the U.S.
employs a double standard of
human rights and international

law. When it is deemed
"necessary" or "expedient." the
U.S. tramples human rights and
disregards all codes of decent
international political behavior.
At the same time, however,
the Ij.S. requires other coun-
tries to comply with interna-

tional standards of conduct.
If. as George Bush claims, it

was the restoration of democra-
cy that so captivated him and
provided him with one of the
pretexts for the invasion, why
doesn't the U.S. invade South
Africa or Turkey? If it was
the "sexual threatening" of an
American Marine officer's wife
in Panama city that so out-
raged President Bush, why then
does the U.S. continue to

support the military government
in El Salvador, where four
American church women were
tortured, raped and murdered
by soldiers in 1980?
Why do the contras continue

to receive overt humanitarian
and covert U.S. military aid

when they are responsible for
the deaths of an American
civil engineer in 1986. and.
just two weeks ago. the

ambush and murder of anoth^
American nun?

These are the questions that

must never be asked or openly
debated in a society such as

ours. They are uncomfortable
questions which expose both
the hypocrisy of our beliefs as

well as the level of ignorance

on the part of the^and a

public. Lately, it smns that

the consensus in the news
media is that the stated reasons

for the Panama invasion were
only a cover up for the true

reason: Public Relations.

Bush needed a victory and
Manuel Noriega was the man
we all love to hate. Bush
desperately needed to stand tall

jmd issue a few kill orders to

regain the admiration of the

American public. White House
correspondents are predicting

that the Denuxrats will give

Bush free reign in the area of
foreign affairs frxnn now on
because "he looks so strong

after Panama." ^=

i suppose I should be
relieved that Bush has over-

come his crisis of confidence.
I suppose the lives of Panama-
nians pale in comparison to the

morale-boosting needs of a
wealthy white male and his

worshippers.

Deluded by the memories of
world domipation. but jk) lon-

ger the all-powerful nation we
once were, we have only our
brutality left to show what a

generous and freedom-loving
people we really are.

Strawn is a library sto^f mem-
ber.

HEY "BRUIN CYCLISTS"
GET THE MOST OUT OF CYCLING AT UCLA

OLLOW THESE IMPORTANT PARKING AND SAFETY TIPS

••'<i<*

Always wear a helmetj^hcn riding a cycle of any kind

* Obey all traffic la^s an^igns.

^die"^

lb
Always lock your cyde"\vhen parkcd^^ptonite style U-Locks are highly recommended. Locks arc available for sale at the CSO Bicycle
Registration Table on Bruin Walk. ^ ^ ,

»pe^and Bicycles are prohibited on sidewalks, pedestrian walkways and paths (Including Bruin

ivel and dirt, water, oil or other objects (especially when braking or turning).

Remember, Motorcycles,

Walk). . fe

* Be sure to watch for hazards suci

Always drive or ride defedtfHbly»l^_, ,.

* AU bicycles, motorcycles, mofAb anfflJbtJcon the UCLA Campus must be licensedand registered with the State of California. Free
bicycle registration is providcd^y the CSOs atlhe Bicycle Registration table on Bruin Walk. Motorcycles and scoOteis can be registered at
any Department of Mot^^chici^.

* Bicycles may be parked onl

* Motorcycles, mopeds and

* Illegally parked bicycles wi

expense.

If impounded or towed, a bicyc

ie parking facilities.

:e4only in a marked parking space within a designated motorcycle parking area,

i illegally parked motorcycles, mopeds and scooters will be cited and/or towed at owners*

nf^^^d or scooter will not be released until it is licensed in accordance with stated UCLA

'

Codes and only after proof of own^hip isllwwnIhd appropriate fees are paid. If you believe your vehicle has been impounded or lowed
Call the University of California Policepeparyjspt a|(2 13) 825-1491.

Vehicles presenting a fu-e, safety,^r trSljic.h

'|(21

11^ill w impounded, cited, and/or towed without warning.

MAPS OF BICYCLE, MOPED. MOTORCYCMUnD SCOOTER PARKING AREAS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE BICYCLE
REGISTRATION TABLES ON BRtfu^ WALK, li^RMATION & PARKING KIOSKS, THE PARKING ENFORCEMENTOFHCE

AND THE COMMUTER ASSISTANqE-RIDiSH^ING OFFICE. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (213) 825-7639.

THIS INFORMATION IS PROV
SPONSORED BY THE CO

;q^i

Wy(CLE PATROL & CYCLE ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS WHICH ARE
IDESHARING OFFICE AND THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY SAFETY.

'jfe . ilk.
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Arts & Entertaimiieiit
Column

Film

How many filmsdici—Dreyfuss & Hunter wax romantic nrSpieHierg'
you see during bioak?
Going back home to Fremont,

California, again reinforced my
belief that on any given day, there

is absolutely nothing of semi-
intelligent entertainment value
existing in the city where I was
raised. When they're showing
movies at the theaters that have
already be«i released on video-
tape, you know you'll have to join

in on some eclectic nights of Trivia
Pursuit with your family more
often than you'd like. I think Uncle
Buck just opened last week to rave
reviews by my high school brother
and his friends. I remember hear-

ing them talking about it as I was
leaving to go sec Rain Man,
catching snatches of
"Wow, it was so hella funny!**

and

"I think John Candy is totally as
funny as Roseanne Barr!"

It made me realize that Gene
Shalit actually does have an
audience. It makes me sad that Tm
spending thousands of dollars in

Please Relax

education UT probably end up
selling nude furniture in Des
Moines, while someone takes two

. nights (not counting breaks) to

make millions writing about a

feeble-minded babysitting Baby
Huey C'Hey! 1 got a good idea!

We'll have a kid throw up on him!

Yes! I am so funny!" "Go with it

John, go with iL'*0.

The problem is whenever Tm
home I usually end up watching

these movies anyway, by a process

known as everyonehasseenallthe-

goodmoviescxceptforme. The
conversation goes something like

this:

"So what do you wanna see?"

"I dunno . . . what do you wanna
see?"

"How about Back to the Future

2T
"Saw that"

**Uh . . . Born on the Fourth of
JufyT
"Saw that"

"Okay . . . well the only movie
left is "All Dogs WiU Die and Go
to Hell" with John Candy . .

.**

"Guess we'll have to sec that!"

It's either that or you see a bad
movie that your date's mother
recommended because it was
"fabuk)us." Of course, you forget

until after nearly passing out due to

boredom watching the movie that

she cried when the stupid car died

in Roger Rabbit andlhat she caters

the Home Shopping Channel reli-

giously. It's importantto watch out
for things like that in people.

The plush THX Westwood
theaters like the Bruin and the

Odeon have spoiled me with their

large screens and suiround sound.
Fremont has three cineplexes that

each play eight films in 25 square
feet; you end up watching a movie
in a walk-in closet with seats. You
don't quite get the full effect of
Batman with a 19-inch bedsheet
and car speakers; THX doesn't
exist in Fremont because it would
blow the sound system apart

I tan out of the diea^

ter, a IZ^year-old
nervous wreck.

I always end up sitting next to

either the person who is too stupid

to understand what's going on so
he has to ask everyone around him
in a k)ud voice ("Hey waitaminit

. . . what happened? I don't get it

Did Michael J. Fox go back in time

again? Why!? Wait ... why arc
there two of him there? Damn, you
have to take Geometry or some-
thing to understand this movie
. . ."), CM" I sit in front of Mr.
Machismo Super-Genius who
feels that his girlfriend needs every
scene explained to her because
he's the smartest moron in Fre-
mont C'Yeah, babe, ya see Bat-
man's really smart, dat's why he
knows about that make-up chemi-
stry and stuff. I betcha five bucks
he kicks the Joker's butt in the end;
ya see, I know it. I know it. . ."and
then at the end of the movie, "Ya
see? I told ya he'd waste him; I

knew it ..."). *

When I was smaller and youn-
ger, my parents would drop me off
at the theater for the day and I'd

watch what was playing there five

times; consequently, I have
memorized such films as Star
Wars and Alien. One time my
parents dropped me off thinking

I'd be watching Bambi; as it turns

out, there was a newspaper mis-
print and Amityville Horror was
actually showing. As terrible as it

was,Iwasonly 1 2 and had read the

book which had been dubbed "a
True Story". So while everyone
was laughing because it was so
incredibly bad, I had fearful tears

streaming down my eyes because 1

thought everything was true. I ran

down the aisles pleading the
audience, trying to make them
realize that what they w^e watch-
ing actually happened. I just

wanted to scream to them,
"DON'T YOU SEE? THIS IS
ALL TRUE! DON'T LAUGH! IT
COULD HAPPEN TO YOU!
DON'T YOU SEE?
AAAAAUGQHHH!" I ran out of
the theater, a 12-year-old nervous
wreck. I think I spent the rest of the

day counting the number oforange
Volkswagen Bugs and Brown
Nova Dusters that came into the

parking lot Of course, when my
dad picked me up and asked me
how the movie was, I said "It was
okay."

As rural as Fremont is, we do have
a community theater; maybe dur-

ing Spring Break I can catch their

production of Hamlet: In Regular
EngHsh. May the wicc be with

you.

By Jill Leger

Staff Writer

RLM: Always. Produced by Steven
Spielberg, Frar>k Marshall and Kath-
leen Kennedy. Directed by Steven
Spielberg. Screenplay by Jerry Belson,
based on A Guy Named Joe, screenp-
lay by Dalton Trumbo. With Richard
Dreyfuss. Holly Hunter. John Good-
man.

Not long before she died, Bette
Davis sadly wondered what had
become of movies, complaining
they featured too much realism.

Movies, she said, ought to be
larger than life.

Miss Davis surely would have
been charmed by Always, Steven
Spielberg's latest, which takes a
delve well beyond reality and into

realms mysterious and spiritual.

Based on 1943 's A Guy Named
Joe, Always circles around the love
affair of Pete (Richard Dreyfuss)
and Dorinda (Holly Hunter), a
romance that continues long after

daredevil, forest-fire fighting Pete
dies heroically in a mid-air explo-
sion.

See, there arc two kinds of love.

There are the flash fires and there

are the long bums. And Pete and
EKirinda, says the couple's best

friend, *A1 ^ohn Goodman), the

day before his buddy dies, got the

long bum kind.

Well anyone could have figured

that out. Pete and Dorinda's
kindled romance is no momentary
flame. We know that by the way
Pete smiles the night he sees his

tomboy girlfriend in an off the

shoulder sequined white dress.

And by the way E>orinda worries

Pete's hot-shot chutzpah will get
him killed. And by the way tl^y
call each other names like "funny
face" and "fathead."

^^^H
m ^^^^^^B

(Pete) Richiard Dreyfuss keeps a wary eye on (Dorinda) Holly Hunter and tier new love.

So when Pete dies, his spirit is

unable to forget its love for

i Dorinda, who mopes hopelessly

and says she doesn't v^nt to live

without him.

But Pete is furthermore troubled

when he is given a particularly

difficult assignment A spiritusJ

guidance counsellor named Hap
(Audrey Hepburn) tells the

bemused Pete that now that he's

dead, it's time for him to start

giving back the inspiration he'd
received while alive. It's time for

him to return the guidance that had
led him so safely through his

airborne antics. Hap explains that

though people won't be able to see

him, they'll be able to hear his

comments in their minds, assumr

ing them to be their own thoughts.

But Pete is assigned Ted Baker
(Brad Johnson), a messenger pilot

for a singing telegram service who
has been in love with Dorinda ever

since he'd seen her at the base
party where She'd worn that off the

shoulder dress.

As romance ensues between
Ted and Dorinda, Pete, forced to

watch, is initially huffy. And
Dorinda, unable to shake her love
for Pete, is confused and dubious.
That's mainly because Pete is there

on her first date with Ted, grouch-
ily saying things like **that's my
girl, pal." He also likes to sit real

close to Dorinda and coo sweet

comments about hCT funny face.

But with Hap's help, Pete

realizes that he must say good bye
to his giri in order to free them both
from the painful devotion signific-

antly inhibiting both her life and
his task to guide Ted.
The general movie-gOCT fond-

ness for magical fantasy films
could be tested by Spielberg's and
screenwriter Jerry Belson's tech-
nique. Spielberg has stylized this

drama to achieve a timeless,

mystical mood that doesn't quite
work when paired Mjjth fantasy/

drama elements. Realism, a strong
hold that feels necessary in fantasy
films that aren't fairy tales or
cartoons, is subsequently foregone
on two accounts — storyline and
overall style — which feels like

too many.
For instance, Spielberg has set

Always in a rural, isolated, any-
place location v/herc winds eerily

whoo. And Ted is written as a
mysterious, handsome man of few
words who symbolically flies into

the base camp in a deUvery plane
that says "Wing 'n' prayer. And
when Pete first meets Hap, she
appears standing amid scorched
trees on a tiny field of grass that is

covered with daisies. She is

dressed all in white and asks him to

have a seat on a paper mache rock
so that she can give him a hair cut
And if the Spielberg style

pushes Always* believability, then
the hokey goofiness that turns up
everywhere in this film could push
the affections of those still hanging
in there.

For example, nervous Etorinda
flies around her kitchen in an over
exaggerated panic before Ted
arrives for dinner, zealously 'pre-

paring' an already purchased meal

See 'ALWAYS/ page 21

(from I) Connery, Broderick & Hoffman start a family business in a new comedy

'Business' & family mix weii in new fiicic

By Kristen Linden

Contributor

F\lM:Family Bus/rwss.Written by Vincent Patrick Directed
by Sidney Lumet Produced by Lawrence Gordon Tri Star
Pictures release starring Sean Connery. Dustin Hoffman
and Mattf>ew Broderick Playing dtywide.

Do you remember when you were a little kid
convinced you could swim all the way to the raft or
ski down the expert run — until Dad exerted his

authority by telling you you couldn't? And then
Grandpa helped you do it anyway?

movie Family Business. The vehicle the fihn uses is a

family robbery but the movie really focuses on the

relationships of three generations of men and one
young man's quest for independence.

The highlight of the film is the brilliant acting.

Sean Coni>ery plays the Scottish grandfather who has

led a life of crime and been in and out of jail. Dustin

Hoffman is cast as Connery's son who has spent his

whole adult life trying to make an honest living in the

meat business. Matthew Broderick is Hoffman's
genius son who has just dropped out of MIT.

Anne Talbot (Jessha Lange) defends her father (Armin Mueller-Stahl) against charges that
he committed war crimes in 'Music Box.

'

Costa-Gavras finds Nazis at liome
By June Adelle Pinheiro

!.

•

u

This common experience is the cornerstone of the See 'BUSINESS/ page 18

Assistant A & E Editor

^\M'.Music Box. Written by Joe Eszterhaus Directed by
Costa-Gav^ps. Produced by Invin Winkler. With Jessica
Lange and Lukas Haas. A Tri-Star Pictures release now
playing citywide.

What would you do if your father was accused of
being a Nazi war criminal? It's a chilling dilemma to

J)e sure and one that's explored with equally chilling

slickness in the new Costa-Gavras film. Music Box.
If you're Anne Talbot, a successful criminal

attorney (played by gifted actress Jessica Lange), you
chalk it up to bureaucratic error and use all of your
professional resources to prove the charges false.

Anne is a decent, law-abiding citizen and daughter
of Mike Laszlo (a Hungarian expatriate) who, for all

intents and purposes, also seemed to be *a good
citizen.' Then Laszlo organizes some high profile

anti-Communist protests that bring him to the

attention of the Communist authorities in Hungary—
and his oast Nazi activities are unccvvered when thev

See 'MUiSC BOX/ page 19
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The first part of the movie
focuses on establishing the char-

acters* relationships with one-

another. In various scenes we learn

Vito (Hoffman) is upset with his

son Adam (Broderick) for quitting

schoo] and cannot understand why
he is passing up such an opportun-

ity. Adam, on the other hand,

confides to his grandfather Jessie

(Connery) that he feels his father

has planned his whole life out for

him and has never let him make his

own decisions.

Therefore, Adam asks Jessie's

advice on a robbery job one of his

professors offered him and the two
cook up a scheme. However, they
need a third person— you guessed
it -- Vito.

Vito not only refuses when they
approach him but^ also forbids

Adam from participating. At this

point Adam completely rebels and
proclaims he will do it anyway.
Vito finally gives in and goes
along to look out for his son.

When a mistake is made in the

robbery and the plan goes awry,
each character must deal with the
consequences.

Family Business is an entertain-

ing film largely due to the terrific

performances. Connery is excel-
lent as a tough but aging crook.
Broderick does an excellent job of
transforming a potentially unlike-
able character into a sympathetic
one. HexMily knows the romantic
ideas of robbery and becomes,
uncomfortable when guns are
mentioned. He even stops in the
middle of the robbery to make sure
the tied up guard is all right

Hoffman, however, deserves the

highest accolades. Throughout his

performance we are able to feel his

sense of being trapped. We experi-

ence his resentment toward his

father who made him skip school
to help on robberies when he was
as young as seven. We feel his

yearning to make an honest middle
class life for his family and then his

anger and fhisti^tion when his son ^

spurns everything Hoffman had
craved as a child to become a thief.

Family Business also has sever-
al interesting ethnic scenes which
serve not only to mirror New

York's diversity but also help to

explain the different appearances

of the grandfather, son, and grand-

son. Jessie, Vito, and Adam meet
in the bar of an Irish man and later

attend his funeral. Jessie com-
ments in another scene that Vito is

shoQ and darker because his

mother was a Sicilian. Lastly,

several scenes occurred at a Pas-

sover dinner with Adam's mater-
nal grandparents.

If you're looking for an inter-

esting movie focusing on a family,

go see Family Business.

WHAT5

PRECIOUS
T^AN A
BEAUTIFUL

COMPLETE^ DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

I

> V

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding S porcelain veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures^
*laughing gas available!! — -^ _

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(comer of Fairfax & Wilshire)

.. 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

The Center for Russian and East Euro-
pean Studies will show selections (in
Russian) from Soviet Television news
broadcasts entitled "Week in Review,"
edited by.4he gAND/^CLATCenter foT"^
Sovi^ =SrtI<3ies, every Friday at "260 ^piTL,
in Bunche Hall 11372A. The first show-
ing will be on January 19, 1990.

208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

NOW OPEN
TILL 1 1 :30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!

CD>

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per
pizza.

Not good tor Sicilian sty(«

Limit 3 pi2zas per address

Exp. 1/16/dO
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$7.60 ARG
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per
pizza

Not good tor StciHan ttyte

Limit 3 pizzas per address

Exp 1/T6/90
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$7.60 ARGE
PI77A

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Not Qood lor Sicilian style

Limit 3 ptuas per addrMs
, ,, ] ,_ ,

-
i_^ ^ t.

Exp. 1/16/90

.xp 1 '.^1 'X)

FnroOcau i

17501 » NNi^'^*'^***
*^''':.a Hlvd. (in -"'^>-'^ "^"" fromRo>>)^^-*»^^''*'

Have! Bajp

Aaefu>ne^

Silver jewelen

SALE!
'Iwi- Thur

Best Prices & Selection In Towii?

@: verb\rech\ 1: to 8<3?etch ^t, toudi or attempt to

to touch. 2: to comiimfflilile y^th or disclose to.

If yottlipiaeiit aa oa caix^ms organization

youaeeclto PMkize Ib order to

Reach c^hser departmesits and members.
To maximize^Bciencgr v». cost Utilize
Daily Bruin Advertising.

For more informatioiv please cont0<^ the "Internal"
Department at 825-2161 or atop by 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

^^"[Mllglgiillfi^

3|pALL INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR KLA
SHOW UP TONIGHT

AT

6 PM IN

ACKERI^AN GRAND BALLROOM ti

FOR 8^

APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION

ALL ARE WELCOMEIil

t W

—
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'MUSIC BOX'
From page 16

investigate him.

Anne defends him at his trial

when Hungary asks the Americans
to deport him back to Hungary and
what follows is part courtroom
dramatics and part mystery-thriller

as various sides of the issue of war
crimes are examined.

It turns out that the Americans
allowed many known Nazis into

the U.S. after the war in exchange
for favors and information. It is

also revealed that the Russians are
known to be undermining anti-

Communist activists by framing
them as Nazi war criminals.

Then we discover that the Neo-
Nazi movement is gaining new
strength by placing sympathizers
in positions of power around the
world.

Costa-Gavras has, as usjiaL
beautifully captured the nuances of
good and evil and fashioned an
articulate condemnation of inhu-
manity and injustice. Unfortu-
nately, Music Box is an ineffective

vehicle for such weighty issues

despite its abundance of good
intentions.

The film is artfully crafted and
the acting is of stellar quality but
the problem is that there is no real

conflict here. Who wouki sym-
pathize if LaszlO really was an ex-

Nazi executioner. And if there

were sympathizers, who would
¥f9Qt to^go see^a movie about
them?

Also, the deliberate *mystery-

story' plotting feels out of syic
with the subject matter and trivial-

izes complex and difficult issues.

Music Box condemns the shel-

tering of Nazis in any way, shape,
or form even as it attempts to

humanize their plight by giving
them k)ving families and a lUstory

of good works since the war. But
modem day monsters like Ted
Bundy have shown that any mon-
ster can have a loving family and a
'normal' existence. What still

ne^ to beexploredare the 'whys
and l^M^.'

How' can' a psychotic or even
sociopathic personality blend into

a 'normal' existence? Why have
normally decent men repeatedly
forsaken every moral conviction

they ever held in favor of horrific

corruption?

The answers to these questions
are infinitely more complex than

the framework created in The
Music Box for examining them and
their absence left the story feeling

incomplete and unsatisfying.

^i^i...

^Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

BUG ENGINE REBUILD

$749."
(WrTH REBULDABLE CORD

COMPLETE W/ >ARTS,
LABOR. INSTAUJ^.TION
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'.

MAINTENANf:F .SFRVirF
1. Tw»(M>
2. Vakut A4
3. UiM

4. 01 Chaw
S. BfriM
6 Quid) .,
7. Sm^AcmJ^

<
-

8 Omk BMtary Watar
9. kiuacl Fnnl End
10. Owwtan

Tan Q>dk«11. (rt—1«»

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6cylMer: $20.00 Extra)

TOYOTA

^±k%

OATSUN

(VW Bug)

$74.^^
he Parii ft Labor jGas & Ak RIer otra

sa$99."
USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

L,_5„, ,* HAIR SALON
naircui Deep conditioner $10 and up

only
(Walk-in only)

HighwPrlcM
For Sp«:iflcHair
Stytot

^925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-701^leas€m€ntion thU ad.

945 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

(Next to Sizzier)

824-0710
free periling in rear

Eye lash tinting

Ceilopliane

Color

Perms
Color Correction

Highlighting

Relaxing

Hair Extentions

$10 and up

$15 and up

$20 and up

$35 and up

$35 and up

$35 and up

$40 and up

$60 and up
long hair slighdy higher

We sell the BEST hair products OPEN SUNDAYS

UCLA
LETTERS AND SCIENCE COUNSELING SERVICE
A316 MURPHY HALL

SUBJECT TO DISMISSAL?

What is STD all about?

What is a grade point deficit?

What can I do to avoid dismissal?

Why have I become "Subject to

Dismissal"?

What steps can I take to improve
my academic standing?

V

Last Chance!

Get the answ^ers to these and
other questions at a special

v^orkshop for students w^ho
have become STD. Counselors
w^ill be available to meet w^ith

you individually in order to dis-

cuss your personal situation.

WHEN:

+ BmSavings.

Tuesday,

Thursday,

Tuesday,

Thursday,

Tuesday,

Wednesday,

Thursday,

Wednesday,

Tuesday,

WHERE:
College of Letters and Science Counseling

A-316 Murphy Hall

Call 825-3382 to reserve a pj^^^g

i^ILgigJUip at L&S Counseling Service
.

A-316 Murpliy lialL

Sponsored by Letters and Science Counseling Service.

January 23rd 9-12

January 25th, 9-12

January 30th, 1-4

February 1st, 9-12

February 6th, 1-4

February 7th, 1-4

February 8th, 9-12

February 14th, 1-4

February 20th, 9-12

Save Up To^And Beat Februaiy Price Increase.

During the dales shown below, discounts of buying j,

you the last chance ^: have some ^7TT>'

ArtCarved is offering at '89 prices. We ii
to buy before ^ - great new

our February W styles toshow you as we
price increase. J , so check out the ArtCarved

Now you can save up to days and ask about ou

$80 and still receive the special financing

additional .^MS^. plans.

nns!

RTQi
ASUCLA Sludenls'Store. Ackerman & Campus Photo Studio, 150 Kercktioff

Wn;Jan 8 - Fri, Jan 12 • 9ani-4pm— -
Payment PIjiu A\ailahlel

mmmm

\
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AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

PAIM THE
NECKl

WE CAN HELFH!
REPRESENTING MERCURY AND MANY OTHER COMPETITIVE COMPAI^IES

oi.r£^^k.ft5£^Ay^ BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER
ALL CARS . ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943 J4

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL.. SANTA MONICA^ CA 90404

•i
-

'

Check out
our ^^Mo Line^^

for the 90's

»^''

took

We now have 2 windows to serve you!
Wi'^dow 1 r^^'^^ES^L^LUikms: schedule appointments with your Counseling

Assistant (CA).
^

All Students- drop off completed petitions for College review.

Window 2: CoPtJQUing SlUiknis: schedule appointments on a same day
^
basis with Counselors. General academic information..

We are busiest between 12 & 1 each day; if your schedule permits, werecommend that you come in the early morning or late afternoon.

Letters & Science Counseling Service, Honors & Undergraduate Programs
^316 Murphy Hall, M-F 8:30-4:30, appt # 206-6681

IS THERE A TEACHER INSIDE YOU?

I .

' IF YOU....--

i CARE ABOUT THE FUTURE OF SOCIETY
I BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF LEARNING
I WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN A

YOUNGSTER'S LIFE.... -

m

y.-yy.m

m APPLY NOW

M
m

i

I

FOR FALL 1990 ADMISSION TO

THE UCLA GRADUATE SrHOQL OF FniirATIOM
To find out more about careers and graduate programs in

Education, attend an application workshop:

DATE: Thursday, 11 January 1990
TIME: 2:00-3:30 pm * -

PLACE: 344 Moore Hall

i
•»

wEJ?^?oX J^ii?^^"^^^ AVAILABLE FOR QUALIHED APPLICANTS .

^^J^^K?^ l^^^^FJ^}?^^^^ ^^ ™E DEADLINE: JANUARY 15, 1990

SS^3?i?i?iS^ ^^^ ^^ GRANTED AFTER THAT DATE IN SELECTED
1 KLIvjKAIvIS

fhl iTrA'?^^T^^i''"cl"
^f"°^ships for teacher credential programs and graduate studies in

2SI Hiilti^

A

^"^1 ""^ f^^"^^I'^ilJA"^*^*^ ^^^ °'"« of Student Ser^ces, 201 Moore Hall,405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024-9969, (213) 825-8326.

L?*

I

RobertVe Niro & Sean Penn team up as two escaped con
victs disguised as priests in the comedy 'We 're No Angels.

'

Broken wings;
'Angels^ Penn, De Niro con
with predictable comedy
By Jim Pickreli

Staff Writer !

SifjLiXl'^A^? '^"^^l- Jf^""®" ^ ^^^ l^^^et. Directed by Neil Jordan

pSm^d bSmi K^re
^^^"^""* PkXures release with Robert De Niro. Sean

Convicts on the run hole up in a smaU depression-era border town
where they are mistaken for priests. A little bit ridiculous, but that's the
f»-emise for We're No Angels, an amusing comedy loosely based on the •

1955 film of the same title.

The story starts out with smaU time hoods Ned (Robert De Niro) and
Jim (Sean Penn) in a maximum security prison breaking rocks with
hundreds of other convicts, while stem prison guards watch over them
It s a tense situation as Bobby, one of the other prisoners, is prepared for
the electric chau-, while the rest of the prisoners get a stem lecture on dis-
cipline from the borderline psychotic warden (Ray McAnally).
Somehow, Bobby gets a gun, shoots his way out of prison, and takes

unwillmg accomplices Ned and Jim with him. Once ouu there's no going
back. They have to make it to Canada; if they don't, they'll all co to the
chair together.

It sounds like the setup for a heavy action picture, but what comes is a
hght comedy of mistaken identity. Just as the police are about to catch up
with Jun and Ned in the small border town of Brandon, a resident of the
tocal monastery mistakes them for Father Reilly and Father Brown
priests who have come to see the shrine of the miraculous weeping virgin'
Nothing could be further from the truth.

f e 6 •

A group of prison guards is manning the bridge across the river to
Canada, while Ned and Jim decide to stay in town and play the part of the
pnests until ihey get the chance to leave. Neither of them can cite a woric
with more than two syUables, and they don't know much about religion
But for a while they manage to pull it off.

^P^r^^^^^ *^" '" numerous classic movies, including Taxi Driver,
i^i^m of Comedy and The Deer Hunter. While comedy isn't new to

^ .T? ^ ^^ hUarious in Brazil), this film seems to be a bit of a
stretch for him. De Niro and Penn spend the entire movie mugging and
tookmg more like escapees fnxn a three stooges film than serious
dramatic actors.

Penn. surprisingly enough, comes out as the soft spoken one of the pair
Halfway through the film, he finds himself starting to take the miracles of
the shnne senously. De Niro also finds himself believing the blessed
weeping virgin can help them, but in a more down to earth manner- The
pnests plan to carry the shrine over to the other side of the border in an
annual parade, and from that point on, Ned and Jim wUl be free
The plot IS complicated by the presence of Demi Moore, somewhat •

unconvmcmg as a prosUtute in sore need of a miracle to cure her deaf-
and-dumb daughter.

Once it gets going, there are few surprises in this film. But given the
laientwl actors, clever dialogue from playwright David Mamet, and
beauuful BriUsh Columbian scenery, it's a fun film and a thoroughly ^

entcrtammg comedy. ^ '

'ALWAYS'
From page 17

end up all over her walls, face,

cloths and Julia Child cookbook.
Why didn't they just go out to

dinner? And haven't we seen
similar scenes before {Punchline,
for instance)?

And, as if hearing Al's *buming
k)ve* metaphor wasn't enough to

roll eyes, we soon thereafter leam
that Pete and Dorinda have a song.
And not just any song, but "Smoke
Oets In Your Eyes," of all tuhes.

But perhaps screenwriter Jerry
Belson deserves a pat on the back;
"Smoke Gets In Your Eyes" seems
a bit less contrived a selection than
"My Old Flame" or "We Didn't
Start the Fire" ("It was always
bumin' since the worid's been
tumin'. . ."),

Technically, though, the fihn is

superb. Visually » it amazes;
Mikael Salomon's photography,
particularly the fire-fighting
scenes, is stunning. Spielberg's
scene transitions are also extre-

mely clever and polished.

And Dreyfuss is wonderful, so
charming and likable. And the
chemistry between Dreyfuss and
Hunter is terrific. In fact, it's too
bad Pete has to die; the Dreyfuss/
Hunter rapport is warm and fun to

, watch. Goodman is also very
entertaining and even dances again
in this film, outdoing the mambo-
strut he performed in Sea ofl^ve.
Johnson seems a little stiff at times,

but he does a pretty good John
Wayne imitation, and it's neat to

see this rodeo champ^ro-baseball
player act in his first film.

The excellent performances and
technical wizardry help save
Always from being just another
flash fire. But the film is ultimately

rescued by the provocative poig-
nancy of the film's core concept,
conjured by Joe writers Dalton
Tnimbo, Frederick Brennan,
Chandler Sprague and David
Boehm.

If only the filmmakers hadn't
tried to stretch this universally

fascinating topic into mysticism or
accentuate it with silly humor, then
perhaps even the most hardened
sophisticates could have made
believe, loo. When the film avoids
such shtick — such as the poetic

scene in which Dorinda senses

Pete's presence as they share a
spiritual dance to "Smoke Gets In

Your Eyes" — the moments arc

prize.

Ultimately. Always will prob-
ably only satisfy hard core believ-

ers and sentimentalists, with
infinite belief suspensions and
unlimited tolerance for schmaltz.

Yes, Miss Davis would certainly

smile after seeing Always. And so
would Blanche DuBois. who is

known to have declared "I don't
want realism, I want magic!**

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century

Cable FM
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fUCLA students, faculty, and staff spent $79,134,540 on vacation travel last year.
fOata: t/taiket Opinion nesearefi, June 1989.

Ŝell them tlieir traveling needs. ^(flmr(l3s@ 825-2161

a

iraj® msM-^ IBiPimilm

Ibiidi .4(1) HJCILA?

'^WhenlcallMom,
she either wants
to talk art or fixjtball

Usually ftx)tbalF
<c-

^

.—. -P-.

Go ahead, call her up and let

her know the scx)[e.

A 10 minute axLst to oxist call,

dialt\l direct anMinie. anv dav with
AIXT, cmis less'than BOO* And
with fast aMineciions aixJ imniedi .

ale credit lor wrDng numberN, how
c"an you miSs?

R)r moie infomiation on
ATCT Lotig DLstafice Sen ia\ and
pixxlucLs like the AT&TCanl, call

1 800 525-795^, Ext. 100.
*Aik1 apfilK ablf taws .ind suirh,jrj{t-^

AKT
The right choice.
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INfO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
The management reserves the continuing right to change, roclassify, reviM or

reject any classified advertisement not meeting the standards of th« Daily Bruin

^tASStRED^A-
Daily, 15 wo'ds or less $4.25
Daily, each additional word $0.27
Weekly. 1 5 words or less $15.00
Weekly, each additional word $1.00
Display ads-student rate/col. inch %B.OQ
Display ads tocal rate/col. inch $9.45 *
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Classified Display Ads:
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21

19
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Help Wanted 30
Internships 34
Job Agencies 31
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Club Guide 40
Dining Guide 41
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Theatre Guide 47
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Condos for Rent 69
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House tor Rent 56
House for Sale 58
House to Share 57
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Housing Service 55
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Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Room for Rent 64
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RECREATION ACTIVITES
Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76
Health Clubs 81
Horseback Riding 77
Running 75
Sailing 78
Skiing , 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc. Rentals 87
Photo Service 89
Skis 85
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Child Care 90
For Rent 101

GRE/GMATPrep 103

Insurance 91

Legal Advice 92
Money to Loan _ 93
Movers 94
Music Lessons ' 102
Personal Service 95
Resumes 104
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutonng Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels 107
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for S^le 106

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 110
Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale 113
Mopeds 119
Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Rides Offered 115
Rides Wanted 116

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instmments 129
OfticeEquipment 133
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131
Sports Equipment 132
Typewriters / Computers 1 34
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ACADEMIC RESOURCES CENTER

COMPOSITION AND ESL
TUTORING LABS

Individual assistance with writing

We're free and friendly.

For appolntnnents, call 206-1491
or come to 339 Kinsey.

10

C-«\GfvGji=iGiA:V:5-0L:

Fcx only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1

Miscellaneous ^
POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. StuderH Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

Personal 10

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. jULEE
CARPER M.A. MFCC INTER IMF1 5339. SLID-
INC FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRCIl DAY- SUPERVISOR.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
I AU'CDQ CLIPPERS
L^/^riCnO LA KINGS

Theatre: PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, (Not Cheap)
Fm Dtlimry-i Pktlotam^: m» wrt wtmiUd M 1996 by UCLA tadmU mud mttumt to wiutoy UCLA
MmtUiOM. Wt pnmtdt ntEX DELIVERY to mmim m emmptu. Wt a^Jbr hard to g^ nato »Hd prw— Mom
mmrktt to mU UCLA tImdmU. otaff. ltd /memUy. Aj* a»ymu mko tmt mmd m ti/on miU tAo mdl t*U
yoa tht omtmt, Utmt mhn U emmt to our UCLA eltmU. mo emiti b* teat 0«eto< an frm. m aiD* us a
eail. MomMimkor to iwntiM jfMW /h>m UCLAIII

FAX * 4723013
(213)205-0838

StudentM Helping Studenta
(always have and always will)

Visa/MC accepted

CHRISTIAN FRATERNITY

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UtLA BLOOD CENTER
82&O850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center

ASUCLA StLid«nt Enrploy**a reoeiv*

«*hw A hour* leave with pay or th«

m»al tick«(. We cannot award both.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
ON CAMPUS HOUSING:
OPENINGS AVAILABLE

Graduate students Interested In residing

on campus in MIra Hershey Hall lor

Winter and Spring Quarter should

contact Die UCt> On Campus Housing

Assignment Ottlce in the Business

Enterprises Building in order to apply.

270 OeNeve Driv*

(next to RIelMr Hall)

(213) 82S-4271

Monday - Friday

8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

FOR WINTER
RUSH INFO

CALL: Kevin at 208-6351

01 Lars at 208-2993

RUSH cm PHI

"DEAD ANIMAL NIGHT'
TUESDAY, J^N, 9

6 PM -MEET AT BRUIN BEAR
TO GO INTO
WESTWOODFORFOOD
(BRING CASH FOR
CHOICE OF SPECIES)

8 PM - RUSH MEETING
(REFRESHMENTS)
ACKERMAN - RM 240

EXPERIENCE CHI PHI:
THE VINTAGE
FRATERNITY

UCLA CAMPUS CHOIR. For faajlty staff &
alumni, director Stephanie Herwy, accepting
new members for Winter Quarter. Call Karen
King (213)828-8353, For information &
appointn>ent.-

Good Deals

Alcoholki AaoarmoM Mcctlag
Man DiKusaon, Thun Book Study

Fri Step Study, AU 3325 12: IS- 1. IS

Tmi 'i-lAr. W«d DwcumUmi
WI CS538 12:10-1«)

For akobolci or individual! who hive a
drinkim proUcn
(213) 3t7-t»( ^ ^-

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

IMifwocd ham JiMCaf Ccmpanf

OHE
Vh\ \\u Sigma

Scholarship Applications Available

tor I he Nationa

SSOO uiuicrgraduaic 8c

$2()()() graduate scholarships

Applications arc available at

Ihc Dcafi of Students Oftke
12(ir> Murphv Hall

**••••*•*•••••
•
•

•
*

AO Pledges
Inspo Days have
now begun

So get ready for

lots of funl

? When, you ask, will

J Initiation be?
^ Come by the

* house ot 5:00, then ^* you'll see l it
••••••••••••*•

•
•
•

•

•
•
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ASO
Tues. Jan. 9 5:30 PM Itallan Dinner

Guest Speaker Coach
Gene Harrick

9:00 PM World Oil Wrestling Finals

(PG-13)

Wed. Jan. 10 5:30 PM Tasty Mexican Food

Extravaganza

9:00 PM Laugh your socks off

Comedy Night

Thurs. Jan. 11 5:00 PM
7:00 PM

Pre-game BBQ
Join the Brotherhood's

trek to Pauley

Soccer Practice Daily at 4:00 PM

Tradition, integrity, Brotlierhood
Rusli Delta Sigma Plii

Hey no Actives

SURPRISE
The Pledge Active is Tonight!!

So grab your favorite guy and put on
your Pearls, Plaids,

and Penny Loafers

Buses leave HO at 7:30

iiiteta

AAn & Pcaihellenic

invite prospective rushees to:

The Panhellenic Information Fair

Thursday. January 11th

7-9 p.m.

LA Tennis Center

CHRISTIAN FRATERNITY

FOR WINTER RUSH INFO

CAU.: Kevin at 208-6351

or Lars at 208-2993

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

EARN $1 50- Volunteer females with regular

menstrual cycles not on birth control pills

wif>tcd for sleep evaluation study. Subjects

Mil need to tleto In the Harbor UCLA sleep

cmMr for 4 nigpts during ont month. Call

Linda 825-2452

FEMALE SURVIVORS NEEDED FOR DOC-
TCRAl STUDY ON FATHER-DAUGHTER
INCEST.PLEASE CONTACT HOLLY MERCY
AT (816)772-1070.

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older vvho have teeth

hypersensitive to heal, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar oorMrol toothpaste

I currently. Will be rec^ired to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbfuJi. S3S.00 paid upon
oompiction of four evaluations <kiring an eight

wnk period. One dental K-rwf ivquired.

Contact Mary, Dental ainical Retevch Cen-
ter, 825-9792. .

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: f^rsisUnt,

painful jaw joir^ clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject nHJSt have Had porblwn 6
mor>thc or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment, if accepted, sul^ect

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received t^^Qrv

completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Resewch Center, 825-9792.

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225.

Call ^13) 854-4951.

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

^NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS. ANXIOUS
) MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms for at

.

least 1 month and in relatively good health. Volunteers will receive
a brief exam, in order to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers

may be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
|

EARN $300
Males 21-40 yrs. old

needed for

studies involving pre-

scription

and over the counter
drugs.

For information call:

(213) 390-8483
Weekdays 9am - 3pm

STUDY SUBJECTS-Wanted for six month pre-

menstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and administration of nalaxor>e or

placebo. Study pays $100. If you are ages
1 8-40, have pms, or no symptoms premenstru-
ally, have regular periods aixl are noL on the
pill, call Linda 825-2452

UCLA L&S urxier^ads warned for interview.

Study regarding being Subject to Dismissal . $ 7.

Call Ron (213)3120186 for info.

Sperm Donors

NEED EASY MONEY??
Speim donors needed for

medical research In

Bcveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

WANTED 100 people. Will pay you to lose
weight. Ail natural. 100% guaranteed.
(213)281-7484.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUP.
Caring, dynamic environment to explore fam-

ily, career, relatiorvhips, self esteem, co-

dependerKy, and issues involving personal

transition. Lisa Frankel MFCC. (21 3)398-9385.

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Maik Bexman, Clinical

Piychologist,

eating disorder nccialiit. Indivii&ial

appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed:
(213)281-7484

Students + Professionals

EARN $30-40-50

National Marketing

Research^ Co seeks

consumers to discuss

ttieir opinions on new
products + services.

Call (213) 645-1700

'Hyperactive Boys with attentional problen«,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project, .v

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.'

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

LCLA research project. Receive $20 arxl have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392."

'Normal, healthy adulu, 18-22 years needed
for audiovisual research at UCLA. Subjects will

be paid. (213)825-0392.

19 Opportunities 26

EARN up to i^

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

B(»n..tit >tztn your pOfCCipaOon

fHemoCore

Help Wanted 30

AAA: Three full-time clerical positions in the
degree section of the Registrar's office. Hours
at M—f. 8-5pm. Accurate lyping s»(ill$, CRT
experience, and Wbrdperfect skills a plus.
Salary range is S1646-1934Anonth. Good
benefits. Call )udy at (213)206-0485 .

ABLE TO MARKET? Need someone wilh own
car, Saturday mornings to do errands and
marlceting in Brentwood for faculty family
living near LXTLA. $1G^. ($20-25 minimum).
References. Leave message at (213)208-3134
with best times to reach you.

ATHLETIC CLUB needs childcare help.
1 5-20hr$. and fitness staff experience or kines
major. (213)829-6836.

BABYSITTER/Mothers helper for 2 UCLA pro-
fessors with toddler. 20 hrsTwk. until )unc.
Laurel Canyon area. Need own car, experi-
ence, references. Good pay. (21 3)654-7999 or
(213)825-7616.

BIOCHEMICAL TECHNICIAN: part-time/ full-

time, protein purification, HPLC, Quantitative
ELISA, Column Chromatography, SDS-PACE.
Call Nancy (213)825-6521.

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP. W. MASS./

QIRLS CAMP MAINE
TOP SALARY, RMBD/LAUNORY. TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE Kl6s AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY, ARTS « CRAFTS. BASFBALL,
BASKETBALL. BICYCLWO.

CHEERLEADINQ. OANCE, DRAMA DRUMS.
FENCING. GOLF. GUITAR GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE. NATURE. SAILBOARDING.
SAKJNQ. SCUBA S<!)CCER. TENNIS.

TRACK^WSI. WATERSKI. WEIGHTS. WOOD
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINADU

5 QLEN LANE. MAklAPONECK. M.Y. 10643^
(9141381 _

iL ok vmWOWEW C4Z.I OR VMTB: CAMP VCOA
P.O. BOX 1771. OUXmjRY. MA 02332

(917i934-^M.

• f -*.i.
^HiiSmik
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Winter Rush '90
Enter the Ranks of Excellence.

Schedule of Events

M

PI

Tuesday: 5:30pm

8:00pm

Brew with A View and BBQ
(Rootbeer of course) ~

512 Veteran on the Roof "THE Loveboat"
Knights of TE<D Bowlin' Classic

Bruin Bowl

Wednesday:
. 3:00pm Ultimate Frisbee, IM Field

7:00pm Casino Night

Vista Room, Sunset Recreation Center

V

Thursday: Noon Lunch at the Cooperage

-

Any questions? Contact Tom 824-0816 or Hansel 824-7642

1 ::::::::::::>^:-ft-KWiSK:KK5S«::sW;::::«K:^^

X*X*XH

Jky;;-

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
Paid Training.

Flexible day & evening
hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

TALK IS NOT CHEAP. .

.

.
.
.when you work as a Telemarketing

Representative for The Times. Earn

hourly wages plus generous commissions

by working part-time. Get the detail^ by

calling: (213) 314-1233.

The new faster-format

Co6 Angclce (Tmice

EXCLUSIVE BEVERLY HILLS Direct Marketing
Company. Needs full-time assistant *with ex-

cellent secretarial skills, computer, telephone
poise. Call Totii at (213)852-1821.

FAST, EXPERIENCED friendly cashier needed
for busy club. Excellent pay. (213)477-7550.

FILING clerk needed (or busy law Tirm in

Century City. Must be available 15-20 hrs/

week. Call Rose at (213)557-0444 for an
interview.

GARDENER/HANDYMAN needed p/t for

8-unit apartment. 539-531 'A Glenrock.
Gladys, (213)938-2391 (day), (213)639-8164
(eves, weekends).

INFORMATION/ DATA OPERATIONS. Part-

time, 8-15 hours^^, vety flexible schedule.

Comfortable with computers. Functional user

capable of problem solving. Should have:
basic knowledge of Lotus 123 or similar

spreadsheet; DBasell or Alpha 3; Quicken or

other bookkeeping package. Prefer someone
with basic accounting course, good commu-
nicatioTH skills. Knowledge of WordPerfect
helpful. Seme fo huoKx mandatory. Small,

busy, family-like office. Good hourly wage.
Call Barbara Saltzman. (213)479-3249.

10 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

COMPUTER hardware & software sales. Ex-
perience preferred. High commision. Elite

Systems (213)315-9450.

COMPUTER retail store needs office help.

Experienced & professional. Phor>es, filing,

bookkeeping. P/T M-F. $7.50/hr.
(213)479-7995.

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, 9-1 . $6/hr. plus
mileage. Must have car and insurance.
(213)477-4479.

(XLIVERY DRIVERS needed. Westwood WLA
area. Good pay plus tips. Call 447-9470.

DELIVERY DRIVER^^ wanted immediately,
$5/hr + SVdel + food + tip*. Contact John.

West**ood El Polio Loco between K) and 3.

Must have transportation, insurance.
(213)824-7776.

DISPATCHER. F/T positions available. Flexible

hours 7am, 6pm, and graveyard. Good phone
voice. Previous exp. pref. StarX S7.iOftv.
Angela (213)829-9811.

DRIVER/messenger
(213)837-5200.

needed. FT/PT.

^DENTAL receptionisL Weomod Odhodbn.^
tist. T-Th. Will train. (213)206-8273.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Hitfhest wages paid *

* Health Insurance *

• Full A Part-time •

* Flexible Hour* ? * "

* Men, Women,
Students,

Musicians, etc. • 1 _—Catf {2ia) 453-1817-

ACTIVISTS
Be part of the 1990

elections. SANE/FREEZE,
« the nation's foremost peace
^ and justice lobby, is putting

^disarmament and non-
intervention on the ballot.

Get trained in grassroots

organizing. We're hiring staff

immediately. Progressive

atmosphere, rapid

advancement, sal, pt/ft/eves.

I Call 213-938-3470

APPLY NOW
For tfie job4|iafs NEVER the same from

IS growi ocess of

TUESDAY, jASiiJf 16 @ 2:00 PM
WEDNESDAY JAN 17 @ 2:00 PM

ACKERMAN ROOM 2408
or call our office at 825-9800 for more info.

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/

MUSIC
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in Hollywood.

No pay, but great
opportunity to learn &

gain experience.

Call Stephanie

(213) 659-6400

LAB HELPER: Chemiftry or Biology major
preferred. General lab helper duies, analytical

procedures, isolation chemistry procedures,

bioassays on mice. Call Nancy
(213)825-6521.

LAW CLERK. Part-tinw, flexible hours. This is

an excellent opportunity!! (213)393-5000.

MEDICAL Lab has a part-time opening (or a

student- in accessioning department. Position

will involve patient data entry and specimen
entry processing. CRT experience essential.

ScierKe major prefen^ed. Flexible hours, but
Saturday rotation required. Call Fay at

(818)345-6503, 10-3plm.

KNOW BODIES. Exercise arvl Dancewcv is

presently seeking pA entpioyces who are

motivated and wiliira to work. Exp. Preferred

but not required, fwxible hours and great

working coriditions. $5^. depending on exp.

Northridge (818)349-9104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Pvk (818)784-0374 -

aA lor manager. Wad LA (BI<p04-5454^ad(
for Jeff or Mike after 1pm.

*

•

*

•••••••••••••

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

ottices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

, ext. 201

Valet Parkers!!
To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

•

•

•

•

$10-20/hr
Part-time, flexible hours
Excellent experience

call Steve
(213) 473-4797

•••••••*****^

MESSENGERS. WestwYxxi law firm has open-
ings for part-time 20 hr^vk messengers. Must
be dqjcndabie, have oimi car, insurance, good-
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541 after 2pm.
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Help Wanted

LEAI^N

ENTERTAINMENT/
MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in

Hollywood
No pay but great

opportunity to

learn & gain
experience.

Call Stephanie

(213) 659-6400

NEED a student with car, 3 daysAvk. MWF
3-6pm, to pick-up from school anid tutor 6 & 9
yr. old boys. Day (213)386-8440 x457. Eve.

(213)395-5509. Santa Monica. •
,

NUTRITION COMPANY is seeking a model
for photography. Pay negotiable.
(213)479-1050.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for architectural firm in

WLA. Pleasant and professional environment.

20-30 hrAvk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, word processing and gieneral office

duties. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME general office. Flexible hours.

M-F. Close to UCLA, (21 3T444-9776.

PART-TIME. Telephones, order taking, some
computer, various other jobs relating to a
Cifl^ookie Co. M-F, 2-5:30. Must have car. $6
to start. (213)477-4479.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to lady executive must
be bright, er>ergetic, competent. Requires er-

_fands, shopping, typiing, filing mornings, gen-

eral assistant. Ckxid pay, some mornings. Call

before noon, (213)459-2422.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings and weekends.
Contact Mr. Mann (21 3)475-6066.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

S5.0(Vhr. Raise after 1 month. Interest/ know-
ledge in films preferred. Videoteque. Paul/

Dennis (213)824-9922.

PT. SALES. Great job with flexible hours for PT
retail in Brentwood Wonwn's health club.

Experienced only. Call Jackie (213)826-7446.

MALE MODELS
under 23 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QiJjCK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

RAND CORP. has pA openings for students

who will be responsible for cleaning our large

office facility in Santa Monica. P/T 4-hour shifts

available from 5:30pm-9:30pm and
10pnrv2am. Salary SB/hr. Training is provided.

US. citizenship required. For application call

(213)393-0411 ext. 6251. The RAND Corp.

1700 Main St. P.O. Box 2138. S.M., CA
90406-2138. An affirmative action employer.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT for successful

broker, opportunity, data entry, Westside.

Part-time, flexible. Call'
leff (213)207-0778.

REAL ESTATE. P/T with Westside developer.

Shifts 12-5. Showing apartments. Call Joan at

(213)391-9590. %6flv.

'RECEPTIONIST. Brentwood Art Gallery. Full

or part-time position, telephones, data entry,

word processing. Great opportunity.

(213)820-8511.

RECEPTIONIST, PT needed. Sunny B^wJy
Hills ofTlcc. Medium phones, somewhat flexi-

ble hours, paid parking. (213)274-0051.

RETAIL HARDWARE part/full-time. Brent-

wood location. Fringe beneflts, pleasarrt work-
ing conditions. Call Mrs. Richards,
(213)476-2864.

SECRETARY/Clerical, PT, light word process-

ing general office, flexible hours. $6.S(Vitart.

Brentwood CPA's. (213)826-1380.

SECRETARY, PT. Excellent wordperfect skills.

$13Av. DOE. Exeoitive search firm in Santa

Monica. (213)829-7022.

SECRETARY/ BOOKKEEPER, PT. Experience

with WordSUr or WordPerfect and dollars &
cenu very helpful. Must be good typist.

Relaxed, interesting and involving office near

campus. (213)824-9993.

SOUPLANTATION. We are currently looking

for 50 energetic, outgoing, crew members.

We're open Jan. 13. Ple^e apply ASAP.
Souplantation (21 3)476-7060. 1 191 1 San Vic-

ente. Brentwood.

SPAINISH, bi-lingual individual,word pro-

ceMing experience, good typing skills. Hours

flexible. $7.S0/hr. Near campus. Wilshire t,

Wcstwood. Law office, Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0481.

TEACHER & RECREATK3N Counselor needed

for after school child care program. Westwood
area. Starling $7Aw & up, depending on

experierxre. ECD units a must. Call Mrs. )ones

(213)474-9976.

30 Help Wanted 30 Internships

UCLA STUDENTSI Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service. $6.34/hr

plus incentive irK^eases. No experience

necessary. We schedule around your classes.

Come by or call Martha at (213)825-7686.

UPSCALE FITNESS STUDKD looking for weight

trainer to rent space/ teach privates. Experi-

ence a must. Laura. (213)204-2550.

VISUAL MERCHANDISER. Specialty outdoors

stores seeks creative, self-nxXivated indivi-

dual. Jeff or Cathy. (213)473-4574.

34 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Job Opportunities 32

ARE YOU INEXPERIENCED but willing to

learn? If you're self motivated, detail oriented,

organized, dependable, and have good tele-

phone skills, we'll teach you the rest. Compu-
ter Co. in Santa Monica looking for sales

assistant. Good salary, excellent benefits, free

parking. Call Ms. Sax (213)829-9696.

ARTIST/ILLUSTRATORS needed for animation

project. No experience necessary. Call Roger:

(2^3)827-5162.

ATTENTKDN-HIRING! Government jobs-your

area. $1 7,840-569,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.

Ext R jBOSO.

CLAIMS follow-up (Medical office. Part-time.)

Good phone personality, good with numbers,
experience. Call Trudy (213)450-0205 or

(213)553-8440.

Longitudinal Study of

Gay and Bisexual Men

Interviewer needed for

structured interviews

on campus- AIDS related

research. Must have

flexible schedule with

.evenings availability

Master's level- clinical

experience preferred.

Part-time-$11.42/hr.

Dr. Kemeny 206-3103.

MUSIC Video and commercial production.
Work with producer. Room for growth. Some
pay. (213)874-4773.

NEED QUALIFIED SOUND ENGINEER, boom
person, script supervisor, and assistant director

for AFI Second Year production called Home-
less. Contact Anthony Nicholas.
(213)856-7686.

RESOURCEFUL INDIVIDUALS NEEDED. To
assist nonprofit executive director. PR, special

events, office administration. Computer, word
processing experience preferred. Patti

(213)470-6409.

Ctilid Care Wanted 35

5 YEAR old boy, W & Th, 1-6pm. $5/hr.

Westwood, references. (213)470-1095.

A FAMILY of three children ages 7, 5, and 3

needs a warm and loving live-in babysitter.

Three to four afternoons aind evenings a week
for exchange of room and board or non-live in

babysitter. Car preferred. Moving to Brent-

wood in March. (818)986-9430.

LOVING PERSON NEEDED p/t for 19-month
boy. Experience, references, room available.

(213)395-3999.

MOTHERS helper needed M-F, 2:3(V8pm.
WLA, car needed. (213)207-2039.

RELAIABLE PERSON- Needed for on-campus
babysitting of flexible to fit your schedule and
mine. Gayle 965-0306

RELIABLE P/T childcare needed for two giris

ages 1 and 4. (213)470-9917 WLA.

RESPONSIBLE, LOVING NANNY for 3 month
infant. Experience and references needed. Live

out 8-6 pm, M-F. (213)399-2848.

RESPONSIBLE babysitter for WLA 2-year old
girl. References, transportation required.

(213)826-5544.

RESPONSIBLE person needed to babysit two
young children in Beverly Hills. Tuesdays
11-4. (213)276-9619.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $60(yhr>o. First month 50% off.

Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10
minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine, Palim.
(213)836-8138.

1 BEDROOM-SI 495-51 575/mo. 962 Hill-

gard. (213)824-4231.

EXCITING AND REWARDING STUDENT JOB
AVAILABLE. UCLA AMBULANCE PERSON-
NEL NEEDED. Applications being accepted

from LA County certified EMT-IAs for posi-

tions staffing the UCLA Medical Center Trans-

port Ambularx:e. The ambularKe provides

neonatal, pediatric, maternal care and inter-

hospital transportation to hurxlreds of patients

annually. Work closely with doctors arxl

nurses on the transport team and gain experi-

ence in patient care. Full tirr>e IXILA student

status arid availability of 15 hr^vk required.

Pick up appllcatiortf at LXILA police station, or

call Mike at (21 3)206-8886 for more informa-

tion. For information on Emergency Medical

Technician training, call (213)206-0176.

1-BR. IN Large, furnished split level

apartment. Close to campus. $600. Must see.

(213)475-8407.

APARTMENT available ASAP. $900/mo.
2-bdmVl -bath. Close to campus, parking.
Christina (213)477-2980.

BRENTWOOD. $850. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(213)476-8988.
.

BRENTWOOD: 1 1719 Mayfield apt.7. Upper,
1-bdrm/1-bath. No pets. $740/mo.
(213)459-3736.

CHEVOIT HILLS. Furnished ^jest house with
garden. New appliances. Quiet. $795^o.
including utilities. (213)838-8687.

FEMALE to work as behavior therapist with^^,xULVER CFFY. 2 female roommates wanted.
autistic giri in her horr>e. 50 hrVmo. at ^Qfl^T

Call Ross (213)649-0499.

NEEDED: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, part-

time (1 hr^«vk), to program experiments for

the acquisition arvi processing of physiological

measures and orvlirM> control of devices and
stimuli using ASYST language. Krxiwledge of

ASYST and/or FORTH ESSENTIAL. Experience

with similar computer applications desirable.

Call David Shapiro, Ph.D., (2 13)825-0252.

mOGRAMMER, full-time. Requires BASIC,

.'(ifM PC experience. Call Dan at

(213)207-0488.

PT ASSISTANT—major entertainment public

relations firm seeks smart assistant, type 50

wpm, creative writing arxJ phorw skills.

Krwwiedge of entertainment ir>dustry. 25-30

hr^wk. Call Stephanie, (213)659-6400.

STUDENTS: Opportunity now! Build ongoing

income on 1 0OO'^mnth in your spare time. No
selling required. Call 1-800-526-31%.

THE UCLA Drug Abuse Rescvch Group has a

position open for a Project Director for a

NIDA-funded 5- year study of AIDS contain-

ment among I.V. drug users in methadone
maintenance. Housed at LCLA and in MM
treatment centers. Supervises 4 clinical and
research staff, design research, interview re-

search subjects, monitor study, write reports

ar>d plan interventions. This is an excellent

opportunity to combir>e research arvi scientific

publication with clinical experierKe in an

important effort desigrwd to help slow the

spread of AIDS. Starts ASAP. Send CV, list of 5

references and representative publications to:

M. Douglas Anglin, Ph.D., Director, UCLA
Drug Abuse Research Group, 1 100 Glendon
Avenue, Suite 763, Los Angeles, CA.
90024-351 1 , (21 3)825-9057.

3-bedroom apartment. $390. Near freeway,
UCLA, shopping. (213)568-8966.

FURNISHED BACHELOR. Includes all utili-

ties. $595. Private separate garage, $1 50. Walk
to UCLA- 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balcomes

*Fireplaces

*Launclry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

MODERN, large 2-bedroom, 2-bath, built-ins.

Close to UCLA busline. Security, carpet,

drapes, a/c. $945Atio. 2605 S. Barrington.

(213)478-1190.

PALMS. $725, singles loft-f Vf, -bath. Large,

upper, built-ins, balcony. OK for 3.

(213)397-0405.

SANTA MONICA. New apartment building,

2-becV2-bath. AJC, microwave, dishwasher,
security paricing. 1 948 20th st. (21 3)473-6001

,

6-8pm.

SANTA MONICA. 1 -bedroom at Beach
$65Q^mo. Furnished optional. Roommate ok.

(213)394-1862.

LXLA University apartments for rent!! Must be
full-tiiTW, single student. Fully furnished, short

walk to campus. Call (213)825-2293 or

(213)825-8496.

UNIQUE PENTHOUSE STUDKD-Tired of in-

flated WesUide rents f Try the historic Van
Nuys design center in Downtown LA. 100 It of

wirwkiws, on-site covered parking, spacious

2,700 sq ft area. $1075. Call Aaron
(213)275-9831.

VAN NUYS. 10 minUes to campus. Good
area. 2-bdmVl'A -bath. 2 story townhouse.
$720/mo. Security, gated parking.
(213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD luxury Penthouse - 969 Hilgard.

Stunning view - heart of village. 24 hr. valet

parking, pool, spa, kitchen extras, one bed*
room, 6 month lease. $2600/mo.
(213)216-1316.

WLA. $110(VW>o. 2-bedroonVl V> bath. Sec-

urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Camielina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA. 2bd/2-bath, large, sunny, balcony, up-

per unit, clean. Available now $995Ano.
(213)820-4368 or (213)390-4610.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerfuL . 1.. mile to

IXTLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213)826-7888. _^^
WLA. $720^(10. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, lauridry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet 'Bar/Fire Place"

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

Laree, newly
remodeled one, two,

and three bedroonv^ -

apartments.

Beverlywood area

(near Robertson). Ones
from $550 to $600;
Twos from $775 to

$850; Threes from

$850 to $950.
657-8756

Palms

$850 1 bed/1 batti

$1025 1 bed/1 batti plus lott

Beautifully decorated, aAc. security gated*.

built-in stove, dis^washer Open house

Saturday 10-2 at 3717 Vinton #104
1 wo. FREE RENT with one year lease

838-6516 (mgr ) 478-4559 (olfice)

WLA. Studio guesthouse. $575/mo. incl. utili-

ties. Separate house and entrance. Call Isaac.

(21 3)204-1 82 7,eves.

FURNISHED bachelor. Includes all utilities.

$595. Private seperale garage, $1 50. Walk to

UCLA. 10990 StrathnrHxe. (213)395-2903.

LOW MOVE-IN - 2-BEDROOMS 1 BATH,
FROM $725. PHONE ENTRY. PETSOtC. NEAR
BUS. (818)783-6379.

WESTWOOD. Own room, 2 bdmV2 bath,

security, parking. i6O0/mo. plus 1st and last

deposit. Available immediately.
(213)824-3863.

WESTWOOD. New building. 2-bedroofTV

2-bath, gas, fireplace, appliances. $1420.
(213)824-7409.

Internships
<

34

ESTABLISHED talent agencv offering intern-

ships. Minimum 8 hr. weekly commitment.
Contact Debra, (213)465-7522.

'

INTERN w/growing Brentwood ad agency.

Great exposure to everything from media
planning to production. Some clerical work.
30 hrs./week. Graphic design/
communications majors preferred.
(213)447-2964.

V1AIOR indapcndcnt film producers seek stu-

dent interns to learn development ar>d aquisi-
'

tiort activities in office environment. (Century

City) no pay but great opportuntty to learn

industry. (213)551-2.^5.

Don't Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill!

You've just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too

small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve
minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students
living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms ^Centrally located laundry and vending machines
*Private bathtub and shower *Separate study and TV lounges

*Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room
*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking die
San Fernando Valley. And it's just a few minutes away from UCLA!

Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

Apartments Furnished 50 Apartments Furnistied 50 Apartments Furnistied 50

BRENTWOOD BACHELOR 5695. ruTRtlhst.

All amenltio. New security building. Prime

location. 11819 Kiowa. (213)2076449.

LARGE fumTsh*cr imgte apartrneriir^TSIind-
fair #3. $69S/mo. Roomate ok.
(213)386^8983.

4
WESTVVOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-
ished. %77S/mo. Po«l, short walk to campus
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

rn~' :r*- K w
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Apts. Unfurnished 52 House for Share 57 Roommates

SANTA MONICA. 3-bedroonV 2-bath/ den.

New interior. North of Wilshire. Accomodates
4. $1600. (213)453-2200.

%

WEiTWOOD/$995. Newly decorated
2-bed/2-bath, balcony, wetbar, dining area.

Evenings, (213)444-7378.
"

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT
$1,090. 2-BDRM/1-BATH. CARPETS,
DRAPES, GARAGE. LAUNDRY, PATIO.
QUIET BUILDING. (213)474-1172.

WLA 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH- $1,145 and
$995. New security building. All anienilies,

rooftop Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view.,

Open 1512 Amherst. 826-5528

WLA BACHELOR $625. Sunny & bright,

parking, security building. Rooftop, Jacuzzi

with parxKamic oceanvicw. 1 51 2 Amherst.

(213)826-5528.

WLA. Large 2-bdrnVlVi bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities.j 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

BUSINESS woman wiU $h4re WLA townhouse,
non-smoker. Piano, fintplac^T' $5S0/mo.
(213)450-9111 Ext.2371.

House for Sale 58

Vacation Reritals 53

SKI UTAH - furnished cor>do at base of

mountain, sleep six, fireplace/Jacuzzi, $120 a

night. All dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

Apts. to Share 54

MALE seeks same/couple to share 3-bdrm,

2-bath. Wilshire/Bundy. Applicant gets master
bdrm, full bath, 200 sq. ft. patio, den, parking.

Current occupant away majority of tinrte. $675
t-'A utilities. (213)479-6169.

ROOMMATES needed for bedroonVloft apt.

$331/nf>o. Walk or take van to campus. Park-

-mg. Call Reb, (213)208-0852.

WESTWOOD: Share spacious apartnrwnt with

4 girls. Close to UCLA. $350. Available now.
Tiffany. (213)824-4183.

WESTWOOD. Small bungalow to share hard-

wood floors, furnished, $365 -f util. Neil

(213)477-0081.
'

WESTWOOD village. Spacious. 2-bed/2-bath,

private patio, fireplace, cats, classical music.

Furniture available. $575. (Reduction for re-

search assistant.)(2 13)208-3335. _^
WLA Extra Large Room. Nice location, close to

UCLA. iAOO/mo. Call (213)473-4202.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 3-bdrrT>/2-bath,

security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (21 3)826-6907.

CHEVIOT HILLS. 2 houses for lease.
$197Vmo & $2150/mo. Lease only. No pets.

(213)839-3008.

WESTCHESTER - North Kentwood -

3-bedroom-V. balh, living room, formal di-

ning room, family room, 2 fireplices, office,

garage. $1650/mo. (213)641-7912.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed + derVl'A bath, largp

backyard in excellent area. Fireplace, office

area. $1800. (213)829^^4844.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking,

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
|»6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Share 57

BRENTWOOD- Professional female, beautiful

4-bedfOom & den home. $833 + utilities. Pet

ok. (213)472-2180.

PRESTICIOUS-Windsor Hills with view.

3-bdmVlVi-bath. Two fireplaces. $359,000.
Beverlywood, adjacent; beautiful, traditional

home. 3-bdrrTV2-bath. $419,000. Call Cici

(213)468-2266 or (213)292-9065.

WLA $299,000. 2 bdmVrA bath, near busline

4o campus. Kay Howell, John Douglas Com-
pany (213)478-9741.

Room/Board for Help 62

BEL AIR, above UCLA. Pvt. room & balh in

exchange for light housework, childcare (one

boy, 8 yrs. old), school drop-off anchor pick-

up. Reliable car with seatbelts. Female pre-

ferred. (213)471-3341.

BEL AIR. Childcare for 6 year-old boy and light

housekeeping. Help M—F, 3-8pm, sonr>e Sa-

turday babysitting. Weekly stipend. Pool ten-

nis. (213)274-1806.

FACULTY Family with 1 3 year old boy offering

room & board (near Sunset/Glenroy). In ex-

change for cookin^dishes plus an average of

one weekend evenin^«veek. The bedroom is

quite small but has seperate entrance, private

bathroom, cable TV, arxJ phone. Non-smoker/
who likes people, cooking, ideas & dogs.

References. Please leave message at

(213)206-3134 with best tinf^es to reach you.

FAMILY with two young children desires

childcare in exchange for room & board.

(213)276-9619.

FREE ROOM/BOARD + salary, beautiful

Brentwood home, care 3 yr. old girl. Flexible

afternoon early eve. hours. Experier>ce and
references. (213)476-8649.

MALE share bedroom in very large 2-bedroom.
Huge private deck, parking, must see! One
block to campus. $399/mo. (213)624-1423.

MATURE INDIVIDUAL needed to share
2-bed/2-bath apartment near
PalmsA'enice/$407/mo. (213)638-0744.
Willie.

M/F ROOMMATE to rent own room. 5 miles
from UCLA. $285/mo. Available now.
(213)204-1595.

PALMS, 2+2 apartment, garage, security, non-
smoker, share w/professional male. Short-term

possible. $460. (213)841-2141.

ROOMATE NEEDED. Furnished apt. Near
Campus. $38fl/mo. (213)208-6025.

ROOMMATE needed to share 2-bedroom
1-bath apt. near Marina Del Rey, $42S/mo.
Utilites, cable TV included. Call for more
info. (213)823-8275. '

TIRED of apartment living? Non-smoking
roommate wanted, to share owrwr occupied
home, near Beverly Hills. $625/mo. Call Stuart

at (213)276-6319.

YOUNG professional needs resptonsible

roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non-sn>okef. $548. (213)839-7104

Condos for Rent 69

Room for Help 63

FEMALE student preferred. Furnished room in

exchange for housework. Nice private foonV
bath^. Near UCLA. (213)474-0336.

FREE RENT. Manhattan Be*ch. In exchange for

taking child t6 school in AM & houaekeeping.

(213)374-0401. .

LIVE-IN. Room and board, pool, $100Atio. For

car pool driving, light housework. Call Bob
(816)788-2087.

NANNY type person. Share my home fre« In

return for driving my daughter to schoolAxMne.

Own car. No smoking-No drinking. Must love

kids. (818)988-5376.

PACIFIC PALISADES Private studio apartrhent

exchange for housecleaning, drivers license

essential, hours flexible. (213)454-3194. 10
to UCLA.mm.

PRIVATE guesthouse in SanU Monica in

exchange for babysitting & driving. Must be
available Tuesday thru Friday, 2:30-6:00pm. ii

one weekend evening. Student nttdi reliable

car with seatbelts & must enjoy children.

Non-smoker. (213)394-7353.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets large room, furnished or unfurnished,
huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five
miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

AVAILABLE, spaces for LXTLA women stu-

dents, over 21, at the graduate dorm. On
campus, convenient, meals included. Call

Aenaor Chandra (213)559-683(V8343

BEVERLY HILLS. Room with private bath %vith

nice family. Quiet environment. Private.

$475/mo. or share $325/mo. (213)276-8893.

FURNISHED, private room, bath, kitchen pri-

vileges. Walk to LXIA. Utilities included.

Non-smoker. Parking. $375/mo.
(213)474-9905 AM & PM.

NEAR IXTLA. kieal for UCLA studentsAaculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available
now. $47(ymo. (213)476-2088.

WESTWOOD, large, furnished, private en-
trance, five minutes to UCLA. Easy parking,

male. $425 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517.

WESTWOOD. Furnished, private roonV bath
Kitchen privileges. Parking. Non-smoker.
$475/mo includes utilities. (213)470-2626.

Roommates 65

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one-
bedroom apartment one block from campus.
$395/mo. No parking. Camille
(213)824-5037.^

FEMALE r^nmate wanted. Share large furn-

ished one-bedroom apartment in Westwood.
Greal price. (213)624-0842.

FEMALE roomate wanted. $255/mo to share
large furnished one bedrpom apartment in

Westwood. Ellie (213)824.5655.

FOURTH male needed for luxurius apt. Pool,

gym, furnished 2bed/2balh. Palms $315, de-
posit. (213)836-8435.

HOMELESS PROFESSIONAL WOMAN needs
room in apartment or guest house 4-5 months.
Call Lisa S. (213)484-3395 or (805)688-7384.

I'M LOOKING for female roommate to share a
1-bdrm apartment on campus. $462/mo.
(213)208-4052.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one
bedroom apartment. Spacious peaceful. Avail-

able now. $290. Call )uan (213)447-2867.

MALE roommate wanted by European grad
student. Spacious, sunny ^io fwext to cam-
pus (Landfair). $3727 Call Larining
(213)206-8522.

MARINA Pennisula Art Deco Condo.
3-bd/3-bath marble floors. Steps to sand. All

amenities. $2400/mo. Available 2/1.

(213)306-8880.

PANORAMA CITY. $800-2 plus 1 "A . Spacious

townhouse. Large kitchen dr or den, fireplace,

garage, private patio & breezeway
, pool. 14

miles to UCLA. (818)889-3903.

Flying/Poractiuting 76

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Child Core 90

BABYSITTER needed- for evenings &
weekends for two boys.. Pacific Palisades.

ExperierKe & recOmmerKJaiorw necessary.

Own car. Own insural^ce (213)459-3659.

DAYCARE openings for two-year-olds by
licensed former preschool teacher in a safe,

loving, enriching environment! UCLA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613186. Louise
(213)477-1397.

LiaNSED Family Day Cay by UCLA grad.

Loving environment, quality care, large play

areas, meals, references. Mar Vista Hills. All

ages, FT/PT, M-F, 8-6pm. Tracy.
(213)397-3918.

MATURE halian speaking woman wanted for

live- in childcare for 2 small girls. Car rteces-

sa^. (213)456-8349.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 3 days/week. MWF 2-6.

Must drive and speak English. 4 & 7 year old

active boys. References. Salary open. Call Day
(213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask for

Lauren.

SINGLE mother rM^eds after school help w/1 1 &
14 yr. old sons, 10-15 hrsAvk. $5/hr. Eve.

(213)470-7804.

WESTSIDE EVENINCS/experienced, responsi-

ble student/mother/age 30/CPR trained/

understanding & kind /rates
neROtiable.(21 3)397-8577.

—T Insurance 91

aUtO insurance, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nr>oney. (213)820-4839.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum llabllity required

by law.

Example: fennale 21 and
over $575/yr,; fennale

urxjer 21, male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision. ar»d motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now ai3) 477-7061

or 475-8356

65 Insurance 91 Tutoring Offered 98

*

sia]
l<s

Auto/Home/Commercial
Westwood/Wilshire Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks So of Wilshire)

'

Movers 94

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves urvier $125. No
minimum, 26(t. truck.

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123. •

ENC. TUTOR available for Foreign students,

lived abroad. Speaks Spanis^apanese. Call

Johanna at (213)838-4382.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

TOEFL preparation "ESL' English as a secorwl

language. Or. Bernard (213)965-0059.
Reasonable.

a^mamf -n

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing gr^ school

statements, etc7 ' Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

IBM PCTLazer printer - general, transcription,

term papers, diss., theses. Reasonable rates.

Joy (213)933-1793.

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 2S yean experience. Also offer

ethical auistance with writing problems

and tutoring In English, History,

Philosophy, and Political science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 WiMr
6 South of B.C.

lOlrrttata

14 Skip am
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18 Month
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—
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59 Blackbird
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end half, after witnessing

another of many combined
bloopers, bleeps, and blun-

ders during an eventual

Duck Sl-49 trouncing, Tro-

jan coach George Raveling

leapt off his bench.

He first paced the base-

line, then yelled to the

empty arena, **Hey, I could
be watching better stuff than

this on cable television!**

Just think, it took the

presidents three years to

realize that they too, could

be watching better stuff on
television in their free time.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE tutor needed, near campus. Good
pay. $12^r. Tom (213)477-5803.

Typing

A-1 ATTmjDEf Law graduate with Macintosh,
.Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional ediUng by UCLA. (21 3)206-6951

.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEOI Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

-A WORD Processing service. IBM-PC/WP.
Resumes, proposals, reports, manuscripts,

scripts. 7-day service. (21 3)397-0797. Sheba.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertatiorv, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, p-ammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EOITINC, research, re%write. 20 years + profes-

siohal expcrieiKe with University papers.

Fluent French alto. Vifginia, (213)278-0388.

CXEAT MARKS typing service. Complete,
prompt, and affordable. Contact Paula Maria.
(213)935-3853.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Difoount to rtudents, pidt-up and ddivery.^4
hour service. (213)828-8133. Angelica.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)826-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

YOUR typing needs fulfilledl Fast, accurate
typing: resumes, fcripts, maiwjKripts, etc.

Daily service including evenings and
weekerwls. For reasonable rates and free orv

campus pick-up and delivery call

(213)444-9571.

Travel 105

^

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

AU Round Trip Fares

UCLA Weeic in

Mazatlan *319.

Puerto Vallafta ^ 253.

Cancun 279.

Jamaica 338.

Honolulu ...244.

London .....514.

Paris 606.
I

Frankfurt 566.

Amsterdam 606.

1 RAVEL SERVICE

mratOassim Low Fares
A-Lcvel Ackcmian

Hours; M-F H 30-6, Sat 113

For Rent 101 Autos for Sole 109

Refrigerator Rentals

POLAR LEASING
533-1500 ariytinv,-

iS^rVinq UCI A : -^ •• ' ^

Music Lessons 102

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levelV ttyies.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012.

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)206-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

fet rauhs. We Never CkMC. (213)474-7319.

KXPKRT RKSLNIES
l'.i\ t < >nijj» iiii\f \>i i( I lot

nMi|)(iiii\i' rl•^lJln<. Muhili v(r\i(i'

'all .md K.i\i .1 lui'.NSii'f ii>(l.i\

(SI8) '.)()7-ir)82 .^-

1974 2002 BMW. XLNT condition, sunroof,

stereo, alarm, rebuilt transmission & engine.

S4,20(yobo. (213)390-8521.

1976 280Z. XLNT condition. New brakes,

ALT., Cold-new paint. S270Q/obo. Rey
(213)261-3044. Runs great, looks mahvelous.

1 980 NISSAN 31 OCX hatch, very low mileage,

well kept. AM/FM cassette. 4-speed.

$845/obo. (213)824-1815 or (213)253-4447.

Ask for Sonr^.

1983 HONDA Accord, 5-speed, 9lc, new
transmission, $2200/obo. Alexis
(818)881-0463.

1983 TOYOTA COROLLA, xint condition,

5-speed, new brakes, am/fm cassette.

S255<yobo. (818)907-6917.

1984 MERCURY Cougar XR7 Turbo. 70,000

miles, looks like new. $4B00/obo.
(818)986-6998.

1985 BMW 325e, bronzit, low miles, auto,

excellent, $13,950. (818)789-3904.

1985 HONDA PRaUDE—Stick, good condi-

tiorv new tires, survtwf arwl stereo. Call

Mohsen, day (213)417-4940, eve
(21 3)470-5835. _^

Counseling Psychology
Master's Degree
Now Accepting Applicationa for Fall, 1990

Area* of Spedaluation:

Marriage. Family, and Child Counseling (M.F.C.C License)

Q General Counseling

Q Treatment ofChemical Dependency

Name, Phone.

Address.

Return to: LOYOLA MARYMOUNT
"^^^ V E R S i T Y

Graduate Division • Loyola Blvd. at West 80th SUncct

Los Angeles, California 90045 • Phone (213) 642-2721

Autos for Sole 109 Furniture 126

Autos for Sole 109

100 Travel Tickets 106

CHEAP—One-way ticket LAX to Newark
March 4 only $75. Call Linda, (21 3)824-741 9.

FLY anywliere. $50 or more off. Can leave

tomorrow or later. Should complete travels

before 1/18. Mark, (818)881.8740.

1986 PEUGEOT 505 CL. White with blue.

Emaculate, 40k miles. $7500/obo.
(818)708-2312.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one

owner, $1295. (213)226-4397 (office),

(213)475-8377 (home), ask for Victoria.

HONDA CRX 1985. Runs excellent, good
condition. 80,000 mi. $2850/obo. Call

(213)470-9420.

ISUZU l-mark, 1985, 4-dr, 43,000 miles.

$2800. Grey. New tires, clutch, brakes. Call

(213)454-2035.

IT IS TRUE... Jeeps for $44 through the

Government? Call for facts! 1-708-742-1142

ext. 8147.

MAZDA GLC, 1981 . 69,000 miles, $90(yobo.

(213)391-7539. Stick-shift, hatchback. Ap-

pearance in back needs some work.

TOYOTA c6ftdLLA Wagon, i983.

S-spieed. AmAm cassette. Excellent condition.

S2500. (213)392-3378.

NAV BUG, 1967. Rebuilt engine. Looks great,

Oins strong. $17CX). (213)470-0024.

WHrrE FORD Mercury, 1 984, good condition.

Quick
6-8pm.

sale $2100/obo. (213)473-6001

Scooters 119

1 986HONDA ELITE 80 w/lock, helmet, cover,

good condition. $800/obo. Brian
(213)447-5479. /
1987 HONDA Elite 80 - mns excenent,

$70(Vobo. Ron (213)208-0329 or leave a

message.
'

HONDA AERO SCOOTER, 1984. Good con-

dition, $400. Urgent sale necessary.

(213)825-6341, 8-5 pm.

YAMAHA CA50. Great shape. Just tuned. Blue
with red case, lock 1 .5m. $45(Vobo; wAielmet
$55<yobo. Mark (818)881-8740.

BED FOR SALE. Twin. Used 1 year. Best offer.

U haul. Laura (213)706-8422 or
(213)836-8161.

LIKE NEW, Southwestern style couch and

loveseat. Orig. $2000, selling for $100Q^obo.

King size waterbcd w/mirror and glass cabinet

headboard. $250. Matching 5-drawer dresser,

$50. Kitchen table w/4 matching chairs. Light

oak. $60. (213)398-1033.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

Office Equipment 133

BROTHER 380 wrod processor. Brand new.
Syr warranty. 16k memory, v«ord spell. $250.
j(2 13)477-5656.

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
VV*i\^

DON'T MISS OUT!
Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over 110 kiosks throughout the UCLA Community,

Westwood and Brentwood.

Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readers. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIED AD!

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:

JISJCTS^

Simply fill out the ad fomi below and mall to:

UCLA Daily Bruin
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIfiG
308 Westwood Plaza

1 1 2 Kercldioff Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local rate $9.45/coIumn inch per day

(Frequency and Bulk rates are available upon signing

contract)

PHONE GRDERS/irfFGRMATlOn: (213)825-2221

REMEMBER CLASSIFIEDS DEADUNES:
Lln« ads: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon

Display ads: 2 vvorking days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES

One Insertion (15 words or less) $4.25
each additional word 27^

Rve insertions (15 words or less) $15.00
each additional word $1.00

Daily Bruin Classified Ad Form

Fill out all the information below:

Name (Last First, Ml)

* - - - —
fliXJKSSS

^
(ay7Jp.DayPtx)ne)L

ADTo Rflgt

DEADLINES! 1 Working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Ads)

2 Working Days In advance by 1 2 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)

AdSlartDate____ Nurrtercrdaystorijn.

FORM OF PAYMENT:

MCA/ISA# ^^ Expiration:.

mail to:

UCLA Dally Bfuin

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIMQ
308. Westwood Plaza

1 1 2 Rcrckhoff Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

CIRCLE THE TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

Display (Box) Line

Please attach any
special Instructions

and/or artwork ~

Make Checks Payable to ASUCLA Daily Buln (Students-put Reg. Card # on check) —-
Reg.Ca»d# . __COL#

,

. Enter amount enclosed:$.
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NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

BRUIN (213) 474-626'

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

"THANKS TO YOU"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across froni Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559
Birds!"Opei Early

"Where's The Beef ?"

-
. Wendy's Hamburger Co.

Don't Leave Home Without It"
American Express Co.

•>— -—

-

.
.' '

» '

"Avoid The Noid" '

Dominoes Pizza Co.

"Reach Out And Touch Someone"
AT&T Phone Co.

"Be All That You Can B^
U.S. Armed Forces

"Let Your Fingers Do The Walking"
GTE Yellow Pages Co.

Chances are. you remember these marketing slogans even though they were

created years ago. These slogans generated millions of dollars in sales for these

companies and continue to do so. Would you like to have this kind of impact on

corporations like the ones mentioned above? You can. Only one Job on campus gives

you a taste of advertising and marketing with the opportunity to apply creative

business ideas to existing businesses large and small. If you are interested in a career in

advertising, marketing, business, or sales there is only one Job on campus for an

achiever like you.

The Daily Bruin Account Executive Internship

Apply Today And Shape Tomorrows Business

For further information contact Jose' Cano at 825-2161

Applications can be picked up at 112 Kerchoff Hall (llPloor Below Baskin Robbins)

Applications are due January 18th atNoon.

ANALYSIS
From page 32

perimeter as secondary.**

Walker and Owens combined
for nine points and three rebounds
in 30 minutes, with Walker spend-
ing a lot of time on the outside of
the three point line. From there, the

man who had t)een called a
shooting guard in a center's body,
hit one of four treys.

And while Spencer was pound-
ing inside, the Cardinals' super-

sub, Jerome Harmon, was hitting

from everywhere. The 6-4 junior is

Louisville's leading scorer, but has

yet to start a game. Cnim should
take a long look at Holden after

Sunday's game.
Holden scored mostly on

medium-range jumpers, lay-ups

and dunks to lead all scorers with

23 on 10 of 15 shooting. "He
capitalized on his opportunities.

He also played hard," Cnim said.

Holden's counterparts in blue

and gold, UCLA forwards Don
MacLean and Trevor Wilson, who
have carried the brunt of the

Bruins' scoring this season, were a

combined eight of 23 shooting.

The pair had a dismal 23 points and
13 rebounds.

Cue UCLA's guards, Gerald
Madkins, Martin and Butler. With
the basket getting smaller for the

frontline, the backcourt got its

chance to knock out the Cardinals.

But unfortunately for the Bruins,

Madkins was the only one to

answer the bell.

The sophomore who sat out last

year after breaking his pelvis in a
campus scooter accident, tied his

career high with 15 against Louis-
ville. Madkins was three of six

from three point land, five of eight

.

from the fkK>r.

As for Martin, .he notched 14
points and seven assists, but most
of those came in second half

garbage time. He missed all six of
his shots in the first half and had
just one assist at the intermission.

Butler, who has shown flashes

of brilliance in his young UCLA
career, lost his cool in the heat of
Freedom Hall. The Bruins were
down by 13, 33-20, late in the fu^t

half and had a chance to cut the

margin to 1 1 when Butler pulled

down an offensive rebound.

But in the scramble underneath
the basket, the ball flew out of
bounds and the referees signalled

Louisville ball. Butler, apparently,

didn't agree, kicked the basket

support and was hit with a techni-

cal foul. Although UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick questioned the

officials' judgement, there was no
question that the tech was a key
call.

Louisville went on to score five

straight points and stretch the lead

to 18, and eventually to 22 at

halftime.

But that was just the kind of day
it was for the Bruins, who were run
out of Louisville almost before

they knew what hit them. Harrick
may have suihmed it up best jnsl

before he walked away from the

media hordes, with a tired look on
his face after a k)ng night in

Louisville.

•The road's ugly and nasty,**

Harrick said

'nough said.

:\

BARONE
From page 32

"Coach Barone's personality

contributes a tot." Harrick said.

"He's optimistic about every-
thing. He can be reprimanding a
player and still keep a positive

attitude, making the situation

positive for everyone."

Harrick also points to Bar-
one's basketball knowledge.
"He's so technically sound and
solid, just knowing he's there to

help is great."

On the practice court. Bar-
one's main task will be working
with the Bruin front line. Does
he feel he can change the

program?

**If we can improve
rebounding and defense inside,

maintaining that top 15 ranking
should be much easier,"
explained Barone.

And does the Bruins* No. 15
ranking going into Sunday's
Louisville contest put any pres-

sure on the new coach?
"Sure there's more pressure,

but I still have the same attitude

I began coaching with: constant
improvement and maintenance
above all.**

This attitude has brought the
coach from Newbury Park High
School many successes in his

many years of coaching on the
high school and junior college
levels. In a combined 11 sea-

sons at Newbury, Barone led

his team to six GIF playoff
berths, including two semifinal

appearances.

Selected Los Angeles Times
Coach of the Year in 1981.
Barone attributes his successes
to the constant changes and
challenges in coaching.

"Very few careers let you
start fresh each year," Barone
said. "But coaching basketball
presents a new challenge or
goal for every day, every week,
as well as every season."

Barone, who teaches morn-
ings at Newbury Park and
coaches in the afternoons, is

very impressed with the prog-
ram so far.

"I was welcomed very
warmly by the staff, and Tm
very impressed with the play-
ers," he said.

The program seems to be
rather impressed with the new
coach as well.

"I enjoy having a guy with so
much coaching talent and such
a great attitude around," Har-
rick said. "And I've also
notKed that the big men really

enjoy working with him."
"The leadership and maturity

the team has shown so far is

outstanding," concluded Bar-
one. "It's made my adjustment
and work so much easier."

CALL

cso
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825-1493

CHEAP ;

TRAFFIC I

SCHOOL I

$14*
i

(with this ad) |

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 7180388 i

• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE !

Too Many Holiday Treats?

Call Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Fix chipped.stained or broken teeth
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance For'nis welcome
• Within walking distance ofUCLA

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monicq)

t^lj^j. ^mWi(7)mmzm'bi: tS^*>(Dll^X' b J: ^ . ^ZX\ NMPT-
t±. &^-^(D^(7):/u</^jl,i:^dtbtLrz. ^i^mtLX, I. S. P.
(International Student PrograB). H::^0> '» -tC^-o ^c(i'3|KBi,

*> ^-O «^ -tir-

'
^ I . S. P. ;t'jx>7^-'>3>

- I 9 9 Oir^2HizMiii>m(D{ta}^i:f''^LXlS'Jit.
-ii!,f^>^^: IJachelor's Degree. Xti, Master' s Decree Sr^'^*)« :^/

NMI' OF AMl-RlCA.l.VC *T' H4^„'.'jT'^i^tfif.H^;[IJjr^-fr7,-$ v>.

Iil"4: John K u o

Stove Parker •.. .'

N M P OF A M f K I C: A . INC.

fftv>gir<tt4:^ot!t^C0A«i:Jtt-r-6u>-»^yUr'<>;jrT'-r.

John K u o

SaJcs/Marketi°nK Director

NMPl
NMP CREATES

NEW GENERATION
ITH A NEW SPIRIT

L> A. OFF ICE (HeaHqua rt e rs)
""'

? 4 ^ U Wi 1 Shi re Bl vd, #60T
J. 5x"x^®^®^' CA 9 0010
^^-<21^85-1287 FAX 1(213)385-1 282

.f*%%M l|^ . —
-=*^;

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

J 081 Westwood Suite 2244754135

^0

WE'RE
SO BIG
WE'VE

MOVED TO
ACKERMAN
GRAND

BALLROOM.
ALL

WELCOME.
UCLA Student Alumni Association

General Information & Membership Meeting
Wednesday, January 10-7 p.m.

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

UCIAIumniASSOCIATION
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LOGATKW TIME

Men's BaskettMll I Arizona State

Women's Basketball @ Arizona State

Pauley Pavilion

Tempe.AZ

THURS.-SUN.,JAN.11-14

Men's Tennis @Palm Springs

Invitational

Palm Springs ijUIDay

FRI.-SUN.,JAN.12-14

PEN; Down with the Pac^lO tourney

Women's Tennis @NCTC Tourney Palm Springs All Day

FRIDAY, JAN.12

Women's Gym UCSB.

Minneapolis

Wooden Center 7:00p.m.

SATURDAY, N0V.18 . .. ,

Men's Basketball Arizona

Women's Basketball @ Arizona

Men's Volleyball Alumni

Pauley Pavilion

Tucson, AZ

Wooden Center

3:00p.m.

7:30p.m.

7:30p.m.

TOM VUN/ Daly Brun

From page 31

You have to remember
that we are three hours
behind the East Coast,

which means that the tour-

nament brackets are already

sealed in stone even before

the Pac-10 tournament final.

That means a good perfor-

mance in the tourney might
gel you at best a good NIT
seed or optimistic fuel iot

next year's media guide
outlook.

Actually, the Pac-10 presi-

dents should have known
long ago what they were
getting themselves into.

I was there caning night

in Pauley, one of ten (or

so) spoftswriters still awake
around 10 p.m. during the

scintillating contest between
Oregon and USC.
Midway through the sec-

See PEN, page 27

ALBERT POON/DaJly Bruin

Trevor Wilson led the Bruins through iast year's
Pac-10 tourney.

SHOWCASE '90

is COMING YOGR WAY

seeking talented and enthusiastic students
to put on the show of the '90's!

various positions available in the areas of

marketing ^p>(Ublicity

media finance '

Directors and Coordinators welcomed

General Informational Meetifig: January 11,1990
306 Kerckhoff Hall

5:30 pm.

or call 825-6564

paid for by USAC

LITEBITE
COM

BURGER OR
CHICKEN .

OUR LITE BITE IS JUST RIGHT
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKJ DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD FRENCH FRIES ANDSOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contacts includes care kit*

Follow up
Extended, Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes....$119^pr^

Disposible (Int. 6 mos.)

$109-set
Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soft Contacts With Your Prescription

..A. 9035 Venice Btvd
Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd
Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Good At Our 5 Convenient
Locations

Ntrthridge Anahein

Santa Ana Stanton

West Lu Angtits

EipirM: 1/22/90

Please Oo Not Use
With Any Other Coupons\

I
Or Offers - No Substitutions

N Good for Everyone in Party

iN^m
VBU4iS

m-24in

•1

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SOFT LENS SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA. HAZEL, VIOLET, & GRAY

lO OPTOi\/IETRIX\
l^i^ an optometric cejitar

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR. MYLESZAKHEIM, OiD.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

•Price per lens.Exam, training, lollow up care additional. Pay only (or materials & services needed

^
^

—^
,

: —(^^ :

Columnist would bury Pac-lO post-season tourney
Friends. Bruins, fellow

basketball fans.
Lend me your ears^

For I have come not to
praise the Pac-10 Post-sea-
son Baslcetball Tournament,
but to bury it.

Yes, you read that right
When the final horns

blow at Arizona State

sometime around 4 p.m. on
March U, a rather inglori-

ous chapter in Pac-10 his-

tory will come to a much-
needed end.

Four years ago, thepow-
ers-that-be decided to follow
a national trend and institute

a post-season basketball

tournament, with fame,
notoriety, and fortune sure
to follow.

It didn't happen.

The Tournament couldn't
even sell out Pauley Pavi-
lion, which is considered
virtual landmark of collegi-

ate hoops, in its first sea-

son. The University of
Arizona. was granted (pun-
ished) with the right to host
the second annual event, and
only the host Wildcats could
fill the McHale Center.

1.989 saw a big-time

change-both in location and
name. Goodyear became the
coiporate sponsor, and the
Great Western Forum
became the much-ballyhoed
new "neutral court".

Those two innovations

lasted all of one year.

Out of the Pea

Chris
Koutures
Goodyear plain out lost

interest in a mediocre tour-

ney--and to boot, it

couldn't even fly its blimp
over the arenas.

The Forum bogged down
somehow, which means the

bright lights of television

will hQ in Tempe at Arizona
State foi^this final show-
down.
WiU it be ABC showing

the final game, as they did
last year to a regional

audience? Nope.

Must mean CBS, NBC, or

even ESPN will be taking

over the reigns-right? Well,

not quite- Raycom will

show the final to a western

audience.

But the arena and TV
problems aren't the only
ones plaguing the Pac-10
Tournament.

The games themselves

haven't been awe-inspiring

in their own righL

I mean, how many people
remember that we lost to

Stanford after beating

Washington last year?

At the end of the regular

season, everybody knew that

four teams— Arizona, Stan-

ford, UCLA, and Oregon
State— would receive an
NCAA bid. So really, for

those teams, (he tournament
results didn't even matter.

As for that almighty auto-

matic bid that goes to the

tournament winner—that's

gone to great use over the

last three seasons.

UCLA won the regular

season title in 1987, then

Arizona went back-to-back

the last two seasons. And
who happened to wear the

toumament crown each of
those three seascHis? No
coincidence: UCLA, Arizona
and...Arizona.

Conferences like the ACC
and the Big East draw big-

time attention to their post-

season tourneys, namely
because they are competi-

tive. Most member teams
can actually hartwr illusions

of winning it all, but in the

Pac-10, well, let's say that

parity isn't quite the buz-

zword.

Some claim that you
don't have to win, just play
well in the tournament, and

you can elevate your team
to an NCAA post-season

bid. But in the Pac-10?
Keep on dreaming.

See PEN, page 30

Four years ago, the powers-that'be decided
to follow a national trend and institute a Pac'
10 post-season basketball toumament, widi
fcime, notoriety and fortune sure to follow.

It didn^t happen.

RECREATION CLASSES ENROLL THIS WEEK
Recreation Card Members ucLAcunur^.n^n^.uons,Atf^

Recnatlon Inttmctlonal Program

Enrollment for SAILING, WINDSURFING, and CATAMARAN classes willbe held on Wednesday, January

10. Appointments will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis in front of the John Wooden Center

at 5:15 pm, with enrollment held 5:15 - 5:45 pm.

Enrollment for DANCE, FINE ARTS, FITNESS, OUTDOOR STUDIES, SPORTS, SWIM, and TENNIS classes

will be held on Wednesday, January 10. Appointments will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis

in front of the John Wooden Center at 5:30 pm, with enrollment held 5:30 - 7:30 pm.

Students

Enrollment for SAILING, WINDSURFING, and CATAMARAN classes will be held on Wednesday, January

10. Appointments will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis in front of the John Wooden Center

at 5:30 pm, with enrollment held 5:45 - 6:45 pm.

Enrollment for DANCE, FINE ARTS, FITNESS, OUTDOOR STUDIES, SPORTS, SWIM, and TENNIS classes

will be held on Thursday, January 11. Appointments will be distributed on a random basis* between 9:30 -

11:30 am and 2:00 - 4:00 pm at the tennis reservation window in front of the John Wooden Center, with

enrollment held 5:30 - 7:30 pm that evening.

*New Appointment Distribution Process ! To eliminate the long lines

which form at the time of distribudon and to increase the fairness

of the process, appointments will be distributed on a random basis

instead of first-come, first-served. This prociess will be used on

Thursday, January 11 only.
^

Early arrival to pick up an appointment will not guarantee an early

enrollment appointment.

For more information on classes and Late Enrollment, please pick up a Recreation Activities Schedule

from the John Wooden Center or call 825-3701 .

'

^
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Sports
Bruins still finding it lonely on the road

Tough loss to Louisville leaves

UCLA without a big TV win

Don Maclean
recent years.

By Matt Purdue

Assistant Sports Editor

LOUISVILLE, KY — Do a^

little mental exercise. Try to*'

remember the last time the UCLA
basketball team won a big game on

Sports Analysis

the road with a national television

audience watching.

Give up? How about 1983 when
the Bruins traveled to South Bend
and beat Notre Dame on NBQ
65-64.

Since then. Bruin baskStball has

had its ups and downs, and rec^tly
has shown flashes of the brilliance

that the UCLA program once
displayed nationwide. But it's

been a long hard road to sucess.

Literally.

The previously 15th-ranked
Bruins showed that maybe they

areh't quite on par with the

nation's elite in their 97-80 road
loss to No. 8 Louisville on a
national CBS broadcast , .^

And although Jim Harrick has

done a stellarjob of late in keeping
the local talent in town with his

recruiting (i.e. Don MacLean,
Darrick Martin, Tracy Murray and
Mitchell Butler), the Bruins may
still be one quality 6-11 widebody
away from competing with the

nation's elite.

That fact was more than evident

whenever Louisville's 7-0 senior

center, Felton "Chief' Spencer,

touched the ball. By double team-
scoTT wEERsiNG/Daihr Bruin ing and triple teaming Spencer

and the Bruins have suffered from more than theirshare ofroad woes over the inside, the Bmins were able to hold
the gangly Spencer to 17 points on

five of eight shooting and nine

rebounds.

UCLA's duo of centers. ,6-10

senior Kevin Walker and 6-7 1/2

junior Keith Owens have been less

than spectacular this season. And
against the likes of a polished big

man like Spencer, their weaknes-

ses showed.

"It was difficult for them to

handle Chief in there. We got the

ball inside and established our

inside game," said 18th-year

Louisville coach and former Bruin

assistant Denny Crum. 'That's

what we wanted to do. Get the ball

in there and take advantage of our

opportunities. We wanted to start

from the inside and take the

See ANALYSIS, page 28

UCLA's Big Road Games

1988-1989

North Carolina L 104-78

Arizona L '102-64

1987-1988

Arizona L 86-74

Notre Dame L 73-66

-Louisville L 92-79

1986-1387

St. John's L 70-63

Temple L 76-65

1985-1986 _
North Carolina L 107-70

Notre Dame L 74-64

Louisville L 91-72

1984-1985 —
DePaul L 80-61

Memphis St. L 86-70

1983-1984

Notre Dame W "51-47
* Worst loss in UCLA history

** UCLA's last big road win

STArP/0ai»y Bruin

Newest coach brings the spunk
Bruin Ken Barone brings a new aspect to the staff

By Greg Miller

Contributor

In his^ 28 years of coaching,

Ken Barone has learned that the

game of basketball always has

are on a down note, despite their

impressive 9-2 record.

But coaching UCLA basket-

ball—a team synonymous with

success over the years more
than any other hoops program

"Coaching basketball presents a new challenge

or goal for every day, every week, as well as

every season.''

Ken Barone

its ups and downs.

Unfortunately for the newest
UCLA assista.nt basketball

coach, after Sunday's demol-

ishing at Louisville, the Bruins

in the nation—is a honor in

itself for Barone.

As a matter of fact, Barone
jumps at the idea of contribut-

ing more to Bruin basketball.

The first year assistant coach

wants to give more to the

UCLA basketball program than

on-the-court skills.

"Of course basketball is the

priority," Barone said. "But I

also am here to help these fttfT
improve off the court."

Sitting at his new desk in the

Morgan Center, Barone exudes

a friendly atmosphere, wel-

coming visitors with a smile

and a pat on the back. This

positive character should com-
plement the existing rapport

between the players and head

coach Jim Harrick.

See BARONE, page 29 Ken Barone
DAN MMMEDAN/Daly Bfuin

Homer Smith to return?

Former UCLA offensive coordinator Homer Smith, who helped lead No. 9 Alabama to a 10-2 record

and a Suga^ Bowl berth this season as offensive coordinator, was reportedly seen on campus yesterday

with UCLA head coach Terry Donahue. Donahue, in the wake of a 3-7-1 season, is currently searching

for a replacement for former offensive coordinator Greg Robinson, who was promoted to assistant head

coach. In two stints at UCLA, (1972-73. 1980-86) Smith helped the Bruins to a 76-24-5 record and six

bowl games, including three Rose Bowls. He left UCLA to work with the NFL*s Kansas City Chiefs

before going to Alabama. / .

Out of the Pen
Sports columnist Chris Koutures would like a

shovel so that he could bury the Pac-10 post-season
basketball tournament once and for all. According to

Koutures, the unexciting and meaningless tourna-

ment was doomed from the start. For a variety of
reasons, Koutures thinks this tournament was
anything but a good idea.

.
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Briefly

2nd annual King

speech contest

The deadline for applications

for the second annual Dr.

Martin Luther King oratorical

contest has been extended to

Jan. 15. Submissions should be
turned in to Delaphine Prysock.

Chairwoman of the multicultur-

al programming committee at
the Office of Residential Life in

Rieber HaU.
Speeches should be on the

theme "Free at Last?" and no
longer than eight inches.

Five winners will be selected

on Jan. 25 at the Rieber Fireside

Lounge.

Applications are available at

residence hall front desks. For
more information, call Prysock
at 206-8098.

Inside
Faculty face
space problems
An emeritus professor must

relinquish his office forcing

department chairs to deal with

UCLA's space problems.

See page 5

Viewpoint

Myths fuel

homophobia
A look at the effects of

ignorance about sexuality.

See page 21

Arts & Entertainment

KenKragen
comes to UCLA

Star manager Ken Kragen
will teach an Extension course.

3ee page 22

Sports

Harrick explains

Louisville

Head coach Jim ilurick^

discussed Louisville's recent

trampling of UCLA yesterday.

See page 44
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Health
By Holly Bauer

City Editor

County inspectors found numer-

ous health code violations on
UCLA's fraternity row and several

fraternities could face criminal

charges if they do not comply with

Los Angeles health code stan-

dards, authorities said Tuesday.

Los Angeles County Health

Department records show that

almost all of the fraternities affil-

iated with UCLA have violated

state health and safety codes, and
19 of 23 did not correct their

violations within a given com-
pliance period.

"All we're asking is that they

keep the place clean," said Richard
' Harris, supervising senior envircMi-

•- • I violated by fraternities
mental health officer. Harris said

he and his inspection crew found
violations ranging from holes in

walls and missing smoke alarms to

green fungus growing in showers
and cockroaches breeding in

swimming pools.

But representatives from many
of the fraternities said Tuesday
they are currently in compliance
with the health standards.

City attorney officials are
reviewing the cases this week. Dan
Chavez, of the city attorney's

office, said he can not yet comment
on what will happen.

The fraternity houses, which are

classified as hotels because they
contain six or more rooms, were
originally inspected in late Octob-
er, after the health department

received a complaint from fifth

district Councilman Zev Yaro-
slavsky's office. By law the health

department must respond to all

complaints and decide if violations

exist.

The original inspection was
impromptu — as routine checks
are — because "everything is

supposed to be clean and repaired

all the time," Harris said.

When several violations were
discovered, each fraternity was
given about 30 days to comply,
records show. Health department
inspectors returned to each house
in November and December, but

Harris said only 1 1 percent of the

violations had b^n corrected.

A member from each fraternity

was served with at least one

Emergency!
H i.

^ti^
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MATTVIIAS OAUB/DaJty Bruin

Emergency Medical Technician Mike Tarnay, a kinesiology senior, informs Bonnie
Burack, also a kinesiology senior, ofpossible job openings for CSO andEMT officers.

Extension to give $1 million
Young requests funds

for university's budget -
By Christine Haq8tix>m .

Staff Writer

Chancellor Charles Young has asked UCLA
Extension to hand over $1 million in revenues to help
telievc stress on UCLA's general operating budget

"I was looking at the list of demands compared to

revenue, then started looking around for other

sources . . . and there was Extension," Executive
Vice Chancellor Murray Schwartz said.

According to, Schwartz, the general operating

budget is the **pot" from which campus administra-

ton run the university.

Extension's monpy will join UCLA sununer
session profits (which have gone to the general
operating budget for the past two years), state

subsidies and private donations in funding the
campus' operation.

Although Extension is self-supporting, without
any financial assistance from UCLA, Schwartz
defended Young's request, which was originally $ 1 .5

million, to the {HDgram.

•'Extension is a very large (^ration whidi^^=^
uses the UCLA name," Schwartz said. This
association with the campus enables Extension to

earn a ^reat deal of money above the operational

expenses it pays, he explained.

Director of Extension Financial Services Peter

Soelter admitted that Extension was not in a position

to turn down the request. "Extension would rather

spend student revenues on student programming," he
said, but it also acknowledges its relationship to the

university.

*Thc chancelkx- is the chief executive officer of
the caippus. He has the right to ask for anything he
wants. But (Extension) is part of the university and
we do what is expected of us," Soelter said.

He said Extension hopes to foot the bill through a

combination of fee increases and program overhauls.

The progranx will be "lean" on faculty and
administration, and will cut or reevaluate programs
not getting adequate community participation, he
added.

•"Extension will do whatever it can to come up with

the ($1 million) through current programs, but a

substantial amount of the money will probably have
to come from reserve funds," Soelter added.

The chancellor has requested the funds by the end
of the fiscal year.

Although Soelter hoped this would be a one-time
payment, Schwartz said there is a strong possibility

that funds from the program's $32 million budget
will be requested annually.

Other self-supporting programs such as ASUCLA
and the Business Enterprises may be asked to

contribute to the budget in the future, Schwaitz said.

violation notice detailing the

infractions. Those who appear at

the city attorney hearings this

week will be given until Jan. 26 to

comply, Harris said.

If the city attorney decides to

file criminal charges, those deter-

mined responsible from each
fraternity could £ace a $1,(XX) fine

and six months in jail for each
violation. Those who do not
comply may be ordered to do so by_
a judge, and there is a possibility

that the fr^atemity house would be
closed until they meet health code
standards, Harris said.

"(The fraternities) must know
they have a responsibility to keep
their houses up to health standards

See VIOLATIONS, page 18

students
deny gliilt

in beating
By Steve Macauiey
Staff Writer

Two UCLA students, one a
former football player, and their

accomplice pleaded not guilty

Tuesday to charges stemming
from an attempted mugging in

West Hollywood when they
allegedly smashed a man over the

head with a lead pipe.

Willie Murphy Crawford IT, a
former UCLA free safety, UCUV-
sophomore Lincoln Sneed and
Kevin Boutrin denied involvement
in the early mcxning incident.

Their preliminary hearing was set

for Jan. 24 at Beverly Hills

Municipal Court said Deputy
District Attorney Hugh Bobys.

All three defendants face
charges of attempted robbery and
assault with a deadly weapon,
though the police claim that it was
Crawford, 19, that struck Edilberto

Munoz, 30, with the pipe.

Crawford had been suspended
from the football team previously

after being convicted of an unre-

lated theft in August, 1989
according to UCLA sports infor-

mation.

"I'm sure the probation officer

and court will take it into consider-

ation that it's his second offense,"

Bobys said. "His first (offense)

wasn't a violent one and he was
shown considerations . . . but, he
can't expect that kind of consider-

ation this time.

*X)f course, all this presupposes
his guilt," Bobys added, "because
he is assumed to be innocent"
Munoz was walking on a sidew-

alk near Hayworth Avenue and
Santa Monica Boulevard at 3:30
a.m. on Oct 27, 1989 when Sneed,

20, stopped him and demanded
money, police reports show.
Munoz claimed he had no money
and Sneed allegedly punched him
in the face.

Crawford and Boutrin, 19, then

jumped out of a car paiked nearby

and ran to assist Sneed. Crawford
then swung the pipe, opening a cut

on the left side of Munoz's head
and knocking him to the ground,

said Deputy District Attorney
£ldeo PoK.-

-

—
Once Munoz was downed, the

See PLEA, page 18
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Undergraduate Mathematics Student^

Assoc.
- general meeting
- 3:0D pm
- 2408 Acl<erman Union

SUNDAY. JANUARY 14

John Anderson Graduate School of

Management ' ^ ~

- MBA Info. Day for Minority Applicants

- 1:0(>6:00 —^'^

- Faculty Center '
^

©IKMdIgAIL

Expo Center
- National Internships

- info meetings this week
Expo Center

- Leadership America
- info meetings this week ^ ^ .

.

Student Research Program-^
info nrjeetings this week

Community Service Pro|ect

- Project MAC
- orientations this week

Institute of Geophysics
- Endangered Earth Conference
- Royce Hall

- Janurar/ 16th and 17th

Community Service Commission
- Recruitment Faire

- Westwood Plaza ^ •

- January 17th -- ^^ !^.-^

Vietnamese Student Assoc. -

'

- Vietnamese Cultural Night •

- January 15th
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REGARDING THESE EVENTS. PLEASE
LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISEMENTS
WITHIN THE BODY OF THE PAPER!

If you ore interested in having
your on-compus organization's
event listed in this calendar,
please call 206-0905 for more
information. Certain restrictions

apply.
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National literacy

skills on declMfie
By Tamara Henry

Associated. Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — American schoolchildren are "dreadfully

inadequate*" in the two basic tools of learning — reading and writing.

Education Secretary Lauro Cavazos said Tuesday in releasing results of

two nationwide studies.

The Nation's Report Card, conducted in 1988 by the federally funded
National Assessment of Educational Progress, said overall, reading and
writing perfmnance of students aged 9, 13 and 17 remained virtually

unchanged since the last assessment was reported in 1984.

The report found only "subtle changes in reading performance at the

national lever since the first reading assessment in 1971. There was no
improvement in an already-low writing performance.

"As a nation, we should be appalled that we have placed our children in

such jeopardy," Cavazos told reporters. "The reading and writing skills

of American students remain dreadfully inadequate.'*

"Reading and writing are the basic tools of learning, the crux of the

academic enterprise. Without solid literacy skills we can never expect to

see improvements in math or science, history or geography. And the costs

will be staggering," he said.

The National Education Association said the findings "offer national

education goal setters some important food for thought." The
Educational Testing Service said the results warrant attention from all

policy leaders, educators, and parents.

National Assessment or NAEP uses five levels of reading proficiency

to define students' reading skills and strategies: rudimentary, basic,

intermediate, adept and advanced.

Key findings in the reading report were:

See SCHOOL, page 14

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (2 1 3) 825-9898.
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SCOTT WEERSING/Daly Bnjin
Arlgelo Moore of Trpliof^racias entertains a crowd in Westwood Plaza as Campus Events' begins its noon concert series Tuesday.

Students get into the rap and reggae music of ttie band. Even a 35-minute delay does not keep these singers from
shouting out.

1.

One of the bancTs 16 members, above, reacts with the crowd Myfitfe students, right, rebfxjnd
to a song with peace signs.
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World

Panama celebrates
Noriega departure
PANAMA CITY, Panama — Thou-

sands of Panamanians celebrated the

downfall of Gen. Manuel Antonio Norie-
ga at a memorial Mass Tuesday, and about
150 others marched in the first anti-

American demonstration since the Dec.
20 invasion.

Both events commemorated the Day of
the Martyrs, a national holiday in memory
of 23 Panamanians who^died in anti-

American riots in 1964.

The throng of 8,000 at the outdoor
Mass in suburban El Dorado were more in

a mood to celebrate than to mourn the

dead, shouting "Viva Panama!" as priests,

nuns and religious workers asked "Jesus

to guide me and help me build the new
society."

Meanwhile, about 150 people held the

first demonstration against the U.S. Army
assault, gathering at Santa Teresa church
in Maranon, a low-income neighborhood
less than a mile from Noriega's fwiner
Defense Headquarters, for a Mass cele-

brated by six priests, including three

Americans.

Lithuanian protesters

beside Kremlin envoy

MOSCXDW — IJthuanian demonstra-

tors demanding independence for their

republic confronted the visiting Kremlin
ideology chief Tuesday in a prelude to

rallies planned for Mikhail S. Gorba-

Briefs
chev*s expected visit

"You want to leave the Soviet Union?"
Vadim A. Medvedev asked a crowd of
protesters on the snowy square near
Kaunas, Lithuania's second largest city.

A woman responded that she favored
independence within the framework of
the Soviet federation of 15 republics.

But Medvedev, in a scene broadcast on
Soviet TV, repeated the question and
before receiving another answer, said,

"F6r being independent, having rights, so
that sovereign^ was filled with real

content, we are for that, we aren't against

that."

China gevemment
may end martial law
BEIJING — Chinese leaders were

preparing Tuesday to end martial law in

Tiananmen Square, the cradle of the

crushed pro-democracy movement, and
possibly lift the restrictions elsewhere in

the capital, sources said.

The end of the 7-month-old emergency
would be mainly symbolic because tioops

already have been withdrawn from city

streets.

It would not mean greater freedom of
dissent, because most activities banned
under martial law, such as anti-govern-

ment demonstrations and speeches, are

illegal under other laws.

However, Communist authorities hope
it will reassure foreign governments and
the World Bank that stability has been
restored and that soft loans should be
restored. The loans were frozen in June
after troops cleared the city center of pro-

democracy protesters, killingliupdreds of
unarmed civilians. *

Nation

Shuttle launched
for satellite rescue
CAre CANAVERAL, Fla. — ShutUe

Columbia opened a new decade of space

travel Tuesday with a letter-perfect

launch and the start of a search-and-

rescue missibn for a scientific satellite

drifting back to Earth.

After three weeks of delays, the shuttle

lifted off precisely on time just after dawn
at 7:35 a.m. and began chasing the

satellite, which was 1,500 miles ah^d of

the shuttle.

*! don't think I've ever seen a cleaner

countdown and launch," said Richard

Truly, administrator of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

"What a marvelous way to start the

19908."

The flight begins a decade in which
shuttles will transport astronauts and
matoials to build America's space sta-

tion. The station is an essential step for a

return to the moon and expeditions to

Mars envisioned by President Bush.

Columbia's mission is scheduled to last

10 days, the second-longest since shuttles

began flying in 1981.

State

S.F. health director

quits to join UCSF^
SAN FRANaSCO — Dr. David

Werdegar has decided to leave his post as

San Francisco health director this summer
and return to teaching at the University of

California-San Francisco, according to a
published report Tuesday.
The 58-year-old Werdegar phoned

health commissioners Monday night to

inform them of his decision, the San
Francisco Examiner reported in its Tues-
day editions.

The Examiner said Werdegar's action

was spurred in part by a strained working
relationship with Mayor Art Agnos and
the mayor's stafC.

Werdegar is the second senior Health
Department official to resign recently. In

November, San Francisco General Hos-
pital Director Philip Sowa said he would
resign.

Health Commission President John
Blumlein and Vice President Dr. Richard
Sanchez confirmed that Werdegar told

them he would leave his $100,000-per-

year post in July.

Local

MGRMJA to resume
movie production
BEVERLY HILLS — MGM-UA

Communications Co. vowed Tuesday to

roar back into film production, rebuilding

after its failed efforts to sell itself to Ted
Turner, Rupert Murdoch, Australia's

Qintex Group and others.

The chief interest of most would-be
buyers had been the rich United Artists

film library and MGM's lion logo. Many
in the entertainment business had feared

the company would be carved up and
movie production end at a suidio with two
of Hollywood's most famous names.

Compiled from tht Associated Press

-f-
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Both sexes exhorted
to join women's club
By jril Jacobs ^

Contributor

By conducting workshops on interviewing techniques and resume
writing this quarter. Women in Communications, Inc. (WICD hopes to

provide its members with sonie practical experience.

In the past. UCLA WICI has focused on information about the
communications industry, but this quarter's winter agenda includes
workshops on public speaking and business etiquette.

UCLA does not provide its students with practical experience, group
president Felicia French said, and WICI provides an opportunity to gain
some. "We see (WICI) as a stepping stone for something else," she said.

Students who serve on WICI's organizational committees can then "put
that experience on their resumes."

French emphasized that the organization is open to everyone. "People
have this misconception that you have to be a woman and you have to ife a
communications major (to be a WICI member), which is ridiculous," she
said. WICI welcomes all students, women and men, interested in the

communications industry.

Among French's goals for WICI in the upcoming quarter is recruiting

new members from all majors and of both sexes.

"A lot of students don't want to go beyond their comfort zone," she
said, referring to students' tendencies to join groups that have members
with whom they are already familiar. But WICI has "a lot of diversity in

terms of ethnicity and majors. That's really beneficial and we can learn

from each 6ther."

The UCLA chapter has about 40 members and is part of a national

organization of over ll,(X)0 members. Through the national organiza-

tion, members have access to an internship exchange program and a job
hot line.

UCLA WICI members also receive assistance in their job and
internship searches from their local chapter as well. The chapter has an
internship coordinatior who provides lists of available communications
internships for all membera.
A new member orientation will be held today at 5 p.m.iiTAckerman

^nion 3517.

'Teople have this misconcq)tion that you have to

be a woman and you have to be a communications
major (to be a WICI member), which is ridicule

ous.
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ProTs cramped
quarters reveal

s|iace problems

By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

The limiting of an emeritus

professor's office space has forced
department chairs to address
UCLA's space problems.

After his retirement last spring,

late professor emeritus D.K. Wil-
gus» one of the founders of
UCLA's Folklore and Mythology
Program, was asked to relinquish

use ofone of his two offices by Jan.

1 in order to make room for

visiring faculty ^nd teaching
assistants.

Folklore and Mythology Prog-
ram chair Joseph Nagy asked
Wilgus to move out of his working
office, but said the room housing
Wilgus' collection of folk music
would still be available exclusive-

ly for Wilgus' use.

But Wilgus misunderstood
Nagy's request, thinking that his

donation of the collection was
being rejected and that the chair

was asking him to relinquish use of
\ht office which housed the col-

lection, said Wilgus' widow, Elea-
nor Long.

During his Ume at UCLA,
Wilgus compiled a collection of
mote than 11,000 recordings of

French
See SPACE, page 19
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CLASSIC COCArCOlA, DIET COKE, COKE

FREE SIX-PACK WITH $10 MINIMUM PURCHASE!
Just bring jn this coupon and take your choice of Classic

Coca-Cola, Coke, Diet Coke, Dr. Pepper, Minute Maid
Orange or Sprite six-packs of 12-oz. cons with minimum
$10 purchase. It's our way of saying thanks for shopping
right here in t|ie Village! I

'
1057 Gayi«y Ave., Westwood Villog*. CA 90024 (213) 209-1111

4,

1^
LE CONTE

KINROSS
_'PARKINa_

IN MBAB

>-
UJ
—I

WILSHIRE

^ 00 AHEAD, TUR THIS OUT!^

Hfree
COKEr

pT9%%r\\ this coupon

for o free* six-pack

with ony minimum

$10 purchosel

grcxjery • produce • dairy • dell • bakery
•Free with minimum $10 purchase, plus Colifornio redemption.

Offer expires January 21, 1990.

breadstiks
grocery • produce • dairy * dell • bakery

RECREATION GLASSES ENROLL TfflS WEEK
Recreation Card Members UCLA CHMHralafitf RacreaMofMlAIMrs

flewicn ln»tnictk>n*l Program

Enrollment for SAILING, WINDSURFING, and CATAMARAN classes will be held on Wednesday, January

10. Appointments will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis in front of the John Wooden Center

at 5:15 pm, with enrollment held 5:15 - 5:45 pm.

Enrollment for DANCE, FINE ARTS, FITNESS, OUTDOOR STUDIES, SPORTS, SWIM, and TENNIS classes

will be held on Wednesday, January 10. Appointments will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis

in front of the John Wooden Center at 5:30 pm, with enrollment held 5:30 - 7:30 pm.

Students

Enrollment for SAILING, WINDSURFING, and CATAMARAN classes will be held on Wednesday, January

10. Appointments will be distributed on a first-come, first-served basis in front of the John Wooden Center

at 5:30 pm, with enrollment held 5:45 - 6:45 pm.
^ ^

Enrollment for DANCE, FINE ARTS, FITNESS, OUTDOOR STUDIES, SPORTS, SWIM, and TENNIS classes

will be held on Thursday, January 11. Appointments will be distributed on a random basis* between 9:30 -

11:30 am and 2:00 - 4:00 pm at the tennis reservation window in front of the John Wooden Center, with

enrollment held 5:30 - 7:30 pm that evening.

iin5t<

^O

*New Appointment Distribution Process ! To eliminate the long lines

which form at the time of distribution and to increase the fairness

of the process, appointments will be distributed on a random basis

instead of first-come, first-served. This process will be used on
Thursday, January 11 only.

Early arrival to pick up an appointment will not guarantee an early

enrollment appointment.

For more information on classes and Late Enrollment, please pick up a Recreation Activities Schedule

from the John Wooden Center or call 825-3701.
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Communiiy Service Commission

(Presents: lA^inter 1990 Orientations

Asian Education Project

Wednesday, 1/17, 2:00pm, Ackerman 3508

Thursday, 1/18, 3pm, Ackerman 3508

r- -

Amigos Del Barrio

Thursday, 1/11, 6-7pm, Ackerman 2408

Tuesday, 1/16, 6-7pm, Haines 152

Thursday, 1/18, 6-7pm, Haines 152

Tutorial Project

Wednesday, .1/17, 4pm, Ackerman 2408

Thursday, 1/18, 4pm, Ackerman 2408

Project Motivation
Wednesday, 1/17, 5pm, Ackerman 2412

Thursday, 1/18, 5pm, Ackerman 3508

Senior Citizen's Project

Tuesday, 1/16, 12pm, Ackerman 3516

Wednesday, 1/17, 3pm, Ackerman 2410

Thursday, 1/19, 1pm, Ackerman 3516

Friday, 1/19, 11am, Ackerman 3520

Exceptional Children's Tutorial Project

Tuesday, 1/16, IMpm, Kerckhoff Hall 411

Wednesday, 1/17, 12-2pm, Kerckhofif HaU 411

Monday, 1/22, 10-12pm, Kerckhofif HaU 411

Tuesday, 1/23, 11-lpm, Kerckhofif Hall 411

Wednesday, 1/24, 12-2pm, Kerckhofif Hall 411

Students Helping and Reaching
Education *

Tuesday, 1/16, 4pm, Ackerm^ 2412

Wednesday, 1/17, 4pm, Ackerman 3530

Monday, 1/22, 1pm, Ackerman 2408

- - i ... ,-

Tree People
Wednesday, 1/17, 4pm, Kerckhofif Hall 400

Thursday, 1/25, 4pm, Ackerman 3525

-T^Hunger Project—
Tuesday, 1/16, 4pm, Ackerman 2408

Filipinos for Community Health

Wednesday, 1/10, 6pm, Ackerman 3530

Wednesday, 1/17, 4pm, Ackerman 3517

Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment
Program

Tuesday, 1/16, 4pm, Ackerman 3516

Thursday, 1/18, 5pm, Ackerman 3517

Prison Coalition

Wednesday, 1/10, 2:30pm, Ackerman 2412

Friday, 1/12, 11:30am, Ackerman 2412

Tuesday, 1/16, 11:30am, Ackerman 3525

Thiu^sday, 1/18, 1pm, Ackerman 3520

Friday, 1/19, 1:30pm, Ackerman 2408

Project MAC
Thursday, 1/11, 12pm, Ackerman 2412

Tuesday, 1/16, 2pm, Ackerman 3516

Wednesday, 1/17, 3pm, Ackerman 2408

UCLA Special Olympics ——^
Tuesday, 1/16, 5-6pm, Ackerman 2408

Vietnamese Refugee Aid Project
Wednesday, 1/10, 6pm, Ackerman 3520

V

Working for Immigrant Literacy
Development
Thursday, 1/1 r, 11-12pm
Ackerman 2410

Friday, 1/12, 12-lpm, Ackerman 2410
Monday, 1/15, 5-6pm, Ackerman 2410
Tuesday, 1/16, l-2pm, Ackerman 2410
Thursday, 1/18, 5-6pm,
Ackerman 2410

For Additional Information

Contact the Community Service

Commission
at 408 Kerckhofif Hall

or call UCLA-333

Paid for by USAC/CSC
-1-^-1

» » I-

.
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Gov. Deukmejian previews 1990-91 budget
By Doug Willis

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO— Gov. George Deuk-
mejian proposed Tuesday that earthquake

insurance be mandatory for many homes
and businesses in Caliifomia.

In his eighth and final "State-of-the-

State*" address to a statewide television

audience and a joint session of the state

Senate and Assembly, the Republican

govoiKX* also proposed giving local schools

cash incentives to ccxivert to year-round

classroom schedules, and he said he would
suf^rt a constitutional amendment to

lower the required voter apix'oval on local

school bonds from two-thirds to 60 percent

Previewing the 1,200-page-plus budget

message which he will submit to the

Legislature on Wednesday, Deukmejian

said his spending proposal for the 1990-91

fiscal year would be $3.4 billion more than

the $49.13 billion annual budget he signed

last June for the current fiscal year.

But E>eukmejian warned, without citing

specific budget items, that despite the

increase in lax revenues, the new budget

will not include enough money to meet all of

the expected caseload increases and auto-

matic cost-of-living adjustments in current

state programs required by existing state

laws.

He said there will be a gap between

revenues and those spending mandates and

expected revenues of 2.6 percent That

would amount to aboat $1.3 billion, but

Earthquake insurance

may become mandatory
Deukmejian didn't cite any specific figures,

or say what programs he planned to either

cut or cap at increases that are less than

current statutory requirements.

"Ladies and gentlemen, we must face

reality," Deukmejian told the ftegislature*s

joint session. "When you have law requiring

spending increases of 11 percent and
additional income of 8.4 percent, it is

evident that adjustments in some programs
will be needed to bring the projected rise in

spending in line with the projected rise in

income.

"And so, I will propose a number of

reasonable and necessary legislative

changes in some programs," he said,

without listing specifics.

Although the state budget was one topic

of Deukmejian's 27-minute annual address

to the lawmakers, other topics that he

touched on only briefly and with little detail

would affect the personal budgets of

millions of California families.

Those included the proposal for mandat-

ory earthquake insurance for all "at-risk"

Cahlbmia homeowners and businesses and,

one the positive side fcx* some family

budgets, a five-year, $2 billion "housing

opportunity program" to assist first-time

home buyers.

Deukmejian didn't spell out details of

how much the earthquake insurance propos-

al woukl cost or exactly who would be

required io purchase it, except that it should

cover all "at-risk privately owned build-

ings" in the state.

"Let's understand that there are going to

be more serious earthquakes in California,

and there's no way uxluck that reality," he
said of the quake last October that killed 67
and did an estimated $7 billion in damage to

the San Francisco Bay area.

"No earthquake rebuilding effort will be
complete or responsible until we make
earthquake insurance coverage a mandatcx^

feature of all policies written for at-risk

privately owned buildings. I am asking the

insurance industry, the business community
and the Legislature to work with me to

develop a practical plan to achieve this goal

this year."

He also didn't spell out details of exactly

how individual families would benefit frcMn

his plan to help fu^t-time home buyers, but

he was speciflc about the revenue sources.

"Using its existing bonding authority, the

California Housing Finance Agency will

raise $1.8 billion of these funds through the

issuance of both revenue and private

activity bonds. Another $200 million can be
generated through a reauthorization of un-

utilized general obligation bonds already

approved by the voters when they passed the

First-Time Homebuyers Bond Act of 1982.

Together, these funds will be dedicated to

providing down payment assistance and
reduced interest rate mortgages for thou-

sands of fu^t-time homebuyers," he said.

Among prq)osals sure to (braw controver-

sy were Deukmejian's plans to boost year-

round use of public schools, which stagger

vacation periods around the year, allowing

bett^ use of classrooms but putting some
children in schod during the summer.
"We will provide strong financial incen-

tives to districts which adopt a year-round
school program, including special per

student payments and ftrst call on school

construction bond funds. It is simply

inexcusable and wasteful to allow school

facilities to sit idle and unused for up to

three months per year," Deukmejian said.

"Second, in order to encourage local

districts who move toward year-round'

schools to enact their own local school bond
measures, I would support a constitutional

amendment to reduce to 60 percent the

two-thirds vote that is now required for

approval of those bonds," Deukmejian said

in another education proposal that is certain

to be controversial.

Deukmejian also used his annual address

See GOVERNOR, page 14

Last Chance!
'89 Prices + BigSavings.

f %

Save Up To^And Beat Februaiy Price Increase.

Jw

During the dales shown below.

^ArtCarved is offering

you the last chance

to buy before

our February

price increase.

Now you can save up to

$80 and still receive the

additional

discounts of buying j.

^^j. nave some ^^o

f/

's.

at '89 prices. We
have some

great new

styles to show you as we

so check out the ArtCarved

days and ask about ou

special financing

plans. .

nn2
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/IRTC/IRVED\ COLLEGE JEWELRY

ASUCLA Students'Store, Ackerman & Campus Pholo Studio, 150 Kerckhoff

Mon, Jan 8 - Ffi, Jan 12 • 9am-4pnv
Pavmeni Plans Available

TIRED OF PLASTIC PIZZA DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR?
WELL THEN! _^,,

NUMEROUNO

PIZZA PASTA & MORE
-^208-5070

COM. whin honw k aOcm maon acmelhing ^Mctcd
IM OH ^ ^ ^*|^ ^^ ^^^ ^» ^ ^ •

DELIVERY

^_ HOTIJNE_

•$2" oft"
I

any medium
3 topping

psza

I
DELIVERY ONLY

I

I 1077 BROXTON, WESTWOOD VniAGE

$3 off
any Icnge il

3 tojpng jl

pizza
||

DELIVERY ONLY H
I

1077 BROXTON, WESTWOOD VILLAGE I

Share Your Holiday

Memories Before They

Fade Away

KODALUX
Reprints

Buy 4, Get a 5th

FREE
It's been a great holiday season,

family gatherings, festive parties,

and special moments that will last a

lifetime. Share these memories with

KODALUX Reprints. And now. for a

limited time, you get 1 FREE reprint

with every 4 you buy at

the regular price.

So... bring in your favorite color negatives, prints and
slides* and ask for this KODALUX Reprint offer. You'l

receive 5 KODALUX Color Reprints for the price of 4. litt^i

Great Value - Great Quality • KODALUX Processing Services

'Negatives, slides or prints cannot be combined in an order.

Applies to Standard prints and MAGNAPRINT35 Service

Offer runs January 1 thru January 27, 1990
Ask for Details
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COMPUT
WAY

*Zenith
Supersport
Computer

Zenith
Minisport

Computer

~HoX recommended
use of Zenith Computers
(But they can do
almost anything else)

Zenith

Supersport
Computer

^Mtast data
systems

IN THE ASUCLA COMPUTER STORE
Instant Delivery on many models!

AND NOW - GET FREE WITH YOUR
COMPUTER UNTIL JANUARY 31, 1990!

^mm

Buy a Supersport

Model 20
Get free:

1200 BAUD MODEM
& CARRYING CASE

Buy a Supersport
286 Model 20 or 40

Get free:

1200 BAUD MODEM,
PRODIGY

& CARRYING CASE

Buy a Minisport

Model 2
Get free:

CARRYING CASE
& EXTERNAL 3.5 INCH

FLOPPY DRIVE

Buy a Minisport

Model 1

Get free:

CARRYING CASE
& 1200 BAUD MODEM

Buy a Supersport
Model 2
Get free:

MS WORKS & ,

CARRYING CASE

* Zenith products are availabfe to ttift-tfme UCLA students, faculty and staff only.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
TMi^WftrrS

|<.t^ 7^A5=7:3ft: t 7:4S-&: S.u
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Martin Luther King Jr. to be lionoreci worldwide
Givil rights leader recalled amid

recent East European democracy

triumphs, parades and speeches

Lauran Neergaard

Associated Press

ATLANTA — Bells in 144

countries and the 50 United States

will ring out Monday to honor
Martin Luther King Jr. on what
would have been the slain civil

rights leader's 61st birthday.

For the first time, the day will be

celebrated on a large scale in

white-ruled South Africa. Pro-

democracy demonstrations around

the world last year also have added

impetus to the holiday by mirror-

ing King's tactics and philosc^hy.

In King's hometown of Atlanui,

center of yearly King Week celeb-

rations, the 1990 federal holiday

comes amid death threats that

followed last month's mail bomb-
ings of civil rights and judicial

targets in three states.

"With the Klan and the mail

bombs, this year it has a more
special meaning for everybody,"

said state Sen. Arthur Langford,

who portrays King in a yearly

production of Langford's play

••Life of a King."

••People must understand that, in

the words of Dr. King, we must
learn to live together as brothers

and sisters or we will perish

together as fools," he said.

King's widow, Coretta Scott

King, says she is reluctant to draw

more attention to the violence of

the mail bombs and is emphasizing

the parallels of pro-democracy

reforms sweeping "Eastern Europe

with the civil rights movement
King Week 1990, a week of

events sponsored by the King

Center for Nonviolent '•Social

Change and the King Federal

Holiday Commission, culminates

Vlonday, the first time the holiday

falls on King's actual birthday.

King led a non-violent move-

ment for racial equality in the,

1950s and 1960s that led to

passage of federal legislation

ending official discrimination and

segregation. He was assassinated

in Memphis, Tenn., in 1968.

In South Africa, an unprece-

dented weeklong celebration will

climax Jan. 20, when about 10,000

peq>le are expected at a Johannes-

burg ceremony honoring leaders

including Archbishop Desmond
Tutu and political opposition lead-

er Allan Boesak. -
*This will be the first time

they've celebrated the holiday on

this kind of scale," said Lloyd

Davis of Atlanta, a holiday orga-

nizer.

At 12:30 p.m. EST Monday, the

Liberty Bell in Philadelphia will be

ta[^)ed as bells worldwide are rung

to honor King.

Bells also will be rung in the

three states— Montana, Idaho and

New Hampshire — that have not

recognized the day as a state

holiday, organizers said.

Gov. Cecil Andrus has urged the

Idaho Legislature to recognize

King Day.

••It is time we in Idaho give

proper recognition to those Ameri-

cans who have caused us as a state

and a nation to rise up against the

evils of racism, bigotry and
hatred," Andrus said in his State of

the State address.

Wyoming is celebrating King
Day for the first time, after

Democratic Gov. Mike Sullivan

bucked the wishes of the Republi-

can-controlled Legislature and
issued an executive order calling

for the holiday. However, the order

only applies this year.

In Arizona, King Day is on hold.

A bill creating a paid state holiday

passed the Legislature last fall and
was signed by Gov. Rose Niofford.

But opponents filed petitions call-

ing for the issue to be put to the

voters in NovembCT, keeping the

law from becoming effective

pending a referendum.

However, a King Day breakfast

in Phoenix is expected to draw
1,500.

In Atlanta Thursday, Mrs. King
and actor John Amos, who played

Kunte Kinte in the TV mini-series

••Roots," wiU unveU a ••Behold"

sculpture at the King National

Historic Site. The sculpture is a

bronze figure of an African man
holding his newborn daughter

skyward in a gesture to God— an

image inspired by "Roots."

Als6 Thursday, Jesse Jackson is

to address the National College

and University Student Confer-

ence at Ebenezer Baptist Church,

where King preached.

Mrs. King will give her annual

••State of the Dream" address

Sunday. Marianne Clarke, coordi-

nator for the King Center's annual

assembly, said Mrs. King will call

for continued non-violent demon-
strations for freedom worldwide.

A parade and march down
Atlanta's Peachtree Street will

conclude Monday's events. Mar-
gie Hollums of the federal holiday

commission said parade grand
marshal Sammy Davis Jr. canceled

because of poor health and the

commission plans to announce his

replacement this week.
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AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING MERCURY AND MANY OTHER COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

» •

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE! ^

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL., SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

I

I

I

I

I

TAN IN WESTWOOD!
2 Blocks from UCLA

$15 for ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING!

(Plus maintenance)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning

^ salon.

I
-f^

offer expires 1/18/90

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between Kinro— and Undbrook)

824-2826

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

"Mommy... If I die...

then will you love me?"
v.

m

^%

Project Mcic Orientcmons:

Thulir Jan 11 12:00

16^ 2:1

\Nedi.:mn 17 .3:00

v.

Tues.
**

AU 2412
AU 3516
,U 2408

:3.

Abused Unilciifi m Help!

Unless We Help. Plec^ com^taid
find out what you pon ^j^

^jncled by Community Activities Committee
"^ "Of ttie Programs Activities Board

.«••."*• :i.-r->: s • i

free
* V] delivery

($7 MIn.)

Chinese Fast Food

COMBO PLATE $4.35
•>; jjncludes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la carte Hems.

Mr^11:00a.-11:00pm 1^ WeStWOOd Blvd.

Sun 11:00am-1 0:00pm 208-4928

!••*•*..•.•'
.

r • .•;£•••••
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THE UCLA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION announces:

THE 1990
OUTSTANDING SENIOR

AND
OUTSTANDING

GRADUATE STUDENT
AWARDS ^-—

Recipients are presented with a Life Membership
in the UCLA AJumni Association and are designated as
Chmidellor's Marshals at their conimencement ceremonies

/^

To be eHgible, candidates must expect to receive a
bachelor's, graduate or professional degree in Fall 1989,
Winter 1990, Spring 1990, or Summer 1990.

V

Nomination forms are available at the James West
Alumni Center and otb^r campus locations. For more
information, call the Alumni Awards office at
213) 206-0684.

DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1990

N—

^

UCLAhmni

-stKsOBaee^s
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Nebraska students barred from Bible meetings
Bush administration urges Supreme Court to uphold

religious freedom by broad interpretation of '84 law
By James H. Rubin

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The
Bush administration urged the

Supreme Court Tuesday to allow

student Bible and prayer groups to

meet on public school grounds,

arguing that such a ruling would
preserve religious freedom.

However, a lawyer for Omaha,
Neb., school officials, whose
refusal to approve a Bible-reading

club led to the case, said education

administrators must have the

authority to make such decisions.

Solicitor General Kenneth W.
Starr, the administration's chief

courtroom lawyer, urged the court

to interpret expansively a 1984

federal law aimed at p^mitting
religious clubs in public high

schools.

As envisioned by Congress, the

Equal Access Act's "primary

thrust was to protect religious

liberty," Starr said during an
hour-long argument in the Nebras-

ka case. *'It's quite clear the

purpose of the act was to eliminate

discrimination against religious

groups."

Opponents of the 1984 law say it

violates the constitutionally

required separation of church and
state.

But the justices, expected to

announce a decision by July,

focused on a narrow issue — the

scope of the law.

The act says public high schools

accepting federal aid must not

discriminate against groups based

on "the religious, political, philo-

sophical or other content of the

speech at such meetings."

The law requires access to

school facilities for religious clubs

if other "non-curriculum-related

student groups" are allowed to

meet
Most of Tuesday's argument

focused on whether such student

activities as chess and scuba diving

clubs are related to school curricu-

lum, and whether judges or school

offk:ials should decide that ques-

tion.

Allen E. Daubman. a lawyer for

the school system, said Omaha's
Westside High School had not

authorized a public forum for any
group to meet on school grounds

simply by authorizing clubs

related to classroom learning.

Chess helps * students learn

mathematics and logic, he said.

Scuba diving is linked to the

school's physical fitness program.

If the Equal Access Act is

interpreted to force schools to

permit student religious groups in

such cases it "stifles the efforts of

educators to structure a program
that is relevant and provides
benefits to the students." Daubman
said.

But Jay Alan Sekulow, repre-

senting the group of students who
tried to form the Bible-reading

club, said the law would be made
wortihless "by administrative fiat"

if the school officials prevail.

^^^^

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS
T^^rg'-TP'^^

NEVER PRICED
LOWER!!!!

Here are some of the newest and most powerful Macintosh® computers available, at the lowest prices we've

ever been able to offer— while supplies last! These systems can give you the performance you need whether

you're writing journal articles, making business forecasts or demonstrating scientific relationships with

graphs and charts. Stop by the ASUCLA Computer Store and see what a Macintosh can do for you.:.

"«(i»*'

Mac Ilex System (40 Mb Hard Disk,' :
'

Color Monitor, and Extended Video Card; Keyboard not included)

Save $237
Suggested Retail $7016 Separately $4536 NOW $4299

Mac I lei (40 Mb Hard Disk; Keyboard not included)

Save $200
Suggested Retail - $5369 Was $4399 NOW $4199

Mac I lei (Extra Memory and Storage with 4 Mb RAM,

80 Mb Hard Disk and 1 SuperDrive; Keyboard not included)

Save $250
Suggested Retail - $7069 Was $5399 NOW $5149

LaserWriter II SC*
Save $100

\\tiv.''ii>'i^^-kk,:h''ik'^f*'i:--y^ t A.X''-t-Ll'j;>:.'.

Macintosh Da

|

. I>M1||| . < l>>i«»»il**<f

Suggested Retail - $2799 Was $1799 NOW $1699

LaserWriter II NT*
Save $150
Suggested Retail - $4999 Was $3199 NOW $3049

LaserWriter II NTX*
Save $200
Suggested Retail - $6999 Vt^as $4499 NOW $4299
Comes with Toner Cartridge. Requires additional cabling. Students are not eligible to purchase the LaserWriter II NT or NTX.

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check. University Credit Union Withdrawat
Check or personal check (up to $3(X)) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are qqI accepted. ELIGIBILITY: These products are available to full-time

students, faculty, staff and departments only. Purchase must be for the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are
restricted to one per person per lifetime. E)ccepti9ns are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire ID^I^TIFICATIGN; Students must show
a current Registration Card and Phote I.D, Faculty and Staff must Show a payroH nun[>bBrjgd*-Photo I.D. OTflER RESTRICTIONS: Quantities are
limited. Prices are current as of 1/6/90 and are subject to change without notice. All salesare final.

ASUCLA STttBENTS' STORE I
\^W.«^ Mm ^mmj*m^^ r^^^MmS:nm

I
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Former President Richard Nixon turns 77
Hometown of Yorba Linda celebrates

with paid holiday for all city workers

The Associated Press

YORBA LINDA, Calif. —
Richard M. Nixon's 77th birthday

was a bi-coastal celebration Tues-

day with city workers in his

hometown getting a paid holiday,

while the fcxmer president planned

a quiet family dinner.

The Nixon Presidential Library

and Birthplace Foundation used

the occasion to invite reporters on
a brown-bag lunch tour of the

nearly completed $20 million

library. It will be dedicated during

opening festivities in July.

On the East Coast, Nixon put

fmishing touches on a t)Ook due in

AjMll.

"President Nixon spent the

morning putting the finishing

touches on the galley proofs for his

new book 'In the Arena,' paying

special attention to new sections

about (Soviet leader Mikhail)

Gorbachev, China and Eastern

Europe," Nixon spokesman John
Taylor said from Woodcliff Lake,

N.Y.

"In the afternoon he is planning

to drive into New York City with

Mrs. Nixon for a happy birthday

dinner with nlembers of his fami-

ly," Taylor said, adding he was
unaware of any unusual gifts.

Profits from Nixon's Book, a

work Nbcon calls the most person-

al he has ever written, will go to the

library foundation. Simon &

Schuster declined to disclose how
much Nixon was getting for his

seventh book, "In the Arena: A
Memoir of Victory, Etefeat and
Renewal."

Hugh Hewitt, director of the

library foundation, presided over

the media tour of the library;;^

Spanish-style building he
described as a "window" to the

career of the nation's 37th presi-

dent

The Nixon athenaeum, 30 miles

southeast of Los Angeles, will be
the first of two presidential libra-

ries to open in Southern California.

The Ronald Reagan Presidential

Library opens next year in Simi

Valley, 75 miles away.
Unlike other presidential libra-

ries, the 45,000-square-foot Nixon
* library will not be operated with

taxpayer dollars. The former chief

executive insisted on it

"Fifteen years have elapsed

since President Nixon's resigna-

tion and history has shown the

importance of his presidency,

particulariy with respect to his

brilliance in foreign policy," the

holiday resolution said.

The library [vomises to offer a
-glimpse of the man who debated

Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev
and went on to oversee the dawn of
detente with the Soviet Union and
a thaw in relations with China.

There will also be "^11 and fair

treatment" of Watergate, Hewitt
said.

AS $899!!!!
start the new year with our most affordable Apple Macintosh® Computers ever, but hurry— these incredible ^

savings are available only as long as supplies last. These low holiday prices can send you on your way to creating

term papers, newsletters, artwork, and much more with the Intuitive ease Apple is famous for. Stop by the ASUCLA

Computer Store today and see what a Macintosh can do for you tomorrow!

Maciniosli

'Ills

-Mac Plus (800k Disk Drive} • '

Save $100 __ a«*%**
Suggested Retail -$1799 Was $999 NOW $099

Mac SE (2 SuperDrives, Keyboard must

be purciiased separately)

Save $300 ^^
Suggested Retail - $3169 Was $1699 NOW $1399

Mac SE (20 Mb Hard Drive, Keyboard must

be purchased separately)

Sav6 $200 ^1^

Suggested Retail - $3769 Was $1999 NOW $1799

ImageWriter II (with DIN-8 cable)

Save $122
Suggested Retail - $595 Was $451 NOW $329

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check. University

Credit Union Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are dqI accepted.

ELIGIBILITY: These products are available to full-time students, faculty, staff and departments only. Purchase must be for the

personal, academic or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime. Exceptions

are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire. IDENTIFICATION: Students must show a current Registration Card and

Photo ID Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and Photo ID. QTHER RESTRICTIONS: Quantities are limited. Prices

are current as of 1/6/90 and are subject to change without notice. All sales are final.
,
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T
Isn't It time for

a check-up?

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide ilaughin^ gas)
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
• Please mention this ad ,

» .

.
• Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms welcome —^-

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contacts includes care kit*

Follow up

Extended, Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes... $11 9 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 mos.)

$109-set

Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soil Contacts With Your Prescriptioi

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE
CLASSES IN TRANSLATION

winter quarter

loDgjOTriiiKr li(i[rg){iin)ii(ni

' Scand. 60, t-th 3-6, Bunche 2181

Scand. 142, MWF 1, Dodd 154 " 7^ —
[Kl(i[]i][rBte.Dte(i[n) .

Scand. C144, t-th 11-12:15, GSM 1256 ____ 1 i -

Scand. C146, t-th 12:30-1:45, Rolfe 2134~~^

Scand. C180, "Literature and Society," „^^-,.>^ —

^

mwf 12, GSM 1264

Scand. 181, w 2-5, GSM 4317, joined during February by Regent's Lecturer

P.C. Jersiid, Sweden s outstanding modem novelist!

All readings in English Translation!

For further information, please come by the Scandinavian Section,

Royce Hall 332, or call:

(213) 825-2432

4 DAYS LEFT

FINAL DEADLINE!
YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

JANUARY
Seniors, don't be left out of your Senior

Yearbook. Drop by Campus Photo Studio

NOW and have your portrait taken. Be a

part of the BruinLife picture.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio

Official Photographers For Bruin Life Tearbook

Kcrckhoff Hall 150 (213)206-8433

^'"t?;i^V',. ^::.a'

aOVERNOR
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From page 8

to the Legislature to make another

pitch for support for the proposal

on the June 5 ballot to double

California's gasoline tax from 9 to

18 cents per gallon to finance a

10-year $18.5 billion expansion in

state highway and other transpor-

tation programs.

*This plan is absolutely essen-

tial to the economic future of our

state and our quality of life,"

Deukmejian said of the gasoline

tax hike. "We'll get nowhere fast if

we don't do something about

freeway gridlock . . . I'm strongly

urging all Califomians to join me
and a bipartisan majority in the

Legislature in giving Uiis landmark:

proposal their enthusiastic sup-

port

He also used the speech to

announce that the state has

received a $10 million federal

grant to use the California National

Guard *1o step up its work with

local law enforcement agencies to

stop the smuggling of drugs across

our border."

Deukmejian pledged to work
with the Democratic leadership of

the Legislature to negotiate com-
promises to enact a low-cost basic

auto insurance plan and extend

health insurance to an estimated 4
million uninsured working Cali-

fomians, but he gave no details of
either plan.

~~

"A task force established by our

administration will make recom-

mendations shortly so that we can

develop a plan that is both fair to

small businesses and which
addresses the health care needs of

the uninsured," he said of the

health plan.

He gave no greater detail of his
*

auto insurance plans except that it

would "lead to some positive steps

this year to increase the afforda-

bility of automobile insurance in

California," -
On the state budget, although

Deukmejian announced that he

would be proposing cuts in exist-

ing programs— which is certain to

put him at odds with some Demo-
cratic legislators— he went out of

his*way to phrase it in a conciliat-

ory manner.

**Let me emphasize that this is

my January budget proposal,

which is based on the liest infor-

mation we can get at this time,"

Deukmejian said. "Just as I did last

year, I am prepared to sit down
with the legislative leadership for

as long as it takes in the coming
months to achieve a consensus

budget"

Since Deukmejian plans to

retire finom public office at the end
of this year after completing his

second torn as governor, this

evening's speech will probably b&
the Republican governor's fuial

formal appearance before the

Legislature, where he served as

assemblyman and senator for 16

years before moving up the politi-

cal ladder to attorney general and
governor.

SCHOOL
'-

From page 2

—Since 1980, the percentage of 9-year-olds with basic reading skills

— the ability to understand specific or sequentially related information

— has declined from 68 to 63 percent Seven percent lack rudimentary

skills required to carry out simple reading tasks.

—sporty-two percent of all 13-year-olds lack the skills needed to read

at the next highest level, which calls for the ability to interrelate ideas and

make generalizations. Although black 13-year-olds have made steady

-

imiHX)vements in acquiring these skills, 61 percent are still unable to read

at the intermediate level.—^The percentage of 17-year-olds reading at the intermediate level has

increased steadily — firom 81 percent in 1980 to 86 percent in 1988.—^Nearly 6 out of 10— 58 percent— of 17-year-olds cannot read at

the adept level, which is defuied as the ability to find, understand, sum-
marize, and explain relatively complicated information.

—Less than 5 percent of the nation's 17-year-olds are reading at the

advanced level, which includes skills needed to understand scientific

materials, literary essays, historical documents, and materials generally

found in professional and technical woiic environments. In 197 1 , nearly 7

percent were reading at the advanced level.

"The overall picture suggests a nation of students who were reading

better than their counterparts did in 197 1 , txit it must be emphasized that

the progress is slight and could be short-liv^," the report said.

The "Writing Report Card" tested about 18,000 students in grades

four, eight and 1 1 on their abilify to write informative, persuasive and

imaginative pieces.

The key result was that the levels of writing performance in 1988

appeared to be substantially the same as in 1974. Many students

continued to perform at minimal levels on the writing assessment tasks,

and relatively few performed at adequate or better levels.

According to the report in both 1984 and 1988, females were better

writers than males at all grade levels. 3lack students improved slightly in

some categories of written English, such as punctuation and sentence

structure.

Brothers split huge ciystal
The Associated Press

'

BUCKFIELD, Maine — Two brothers who found an 80-pound
semiprecious gem could not agree on a way to sell it so they had it

chopped up, apparently seriously devaluing it

"I didn't want to see that big stone busted," said Dennis Holden, who
found the gem with his brother Ronald Holden Jr. in October at a quarry

they leased in Buckfield. "I tried to stop him from getting it out of the

bank."

Dennis Holden said his brother wanted to bring in partners. Ronald
Holden said setting up a corporation was the only way to properly market
the gem, which contained a single crystal measuring nearly 13 inches

across and weighing about 115,000 carats.

At the time of their find, the brothers estimated th^gem to be worth $1
million.

Expels v^^ere reluctant to put a value on it although now that it has

been chopped up, stonecutter James Mann said the brothers will be lucky

to get $60,000. Mann said that this week he struck a deal to sell two pieces^

from Dennis Holden's share of the rock for $16,000 to a museum at Har-

vard University.

Congress takes
Hawaii vacation
By Donna Cassata

J?

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— A congressional committee's eight-day trip

to Hawaii comes in the dead of winter, but the congresswoman who
arranged the excursion denies it's another political junket to a warm,
tropical locale.

"We do have problems in paradise," Rep. Patricia Saiki, D-Hawaii,
said after the first hearing in Hawaii on Monday by the House Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.

The memorandum from the chairman of the committee says the

purpose of the trip is to examine national ocean and coastal policy.

One day's itinerary, however, details a different type of January
excursion.

*'9:30 a.m. Depart hotel for Sand Point Container Yard to tour Matson
Navigation Facilities — approximately two hours.

"11:30 a.m. Return to hotel. Afternoon free.

"5:30 p.m. Depart hotel for cocktails and dinner John Do^inis
Restaurant Dress: Aloha Casual."

Saiki, who persuaded the committee chairman and a handful of her
panel colleagues to make the trip, bristles at a suggestion that it's a respite

for members of Congress while the rest of the nation shivers through the

winter.

"Personally I'm tired and distressed by describing this visit as a junket.
I think it's a bum rap," Saiki said in a telephone interview from her
Hawaii office.

The congresswoman said the panel is looking at **these really heavy
duty issues that affect the economy and environment" in Hawaii,
including fishing rights, ocean mining and the territorial seas.

"The agenda is a very fiill one and the committee members are work-
ing. They're getting an earful from my people of Hawaii and how the

decision-making affects us."

Saiki said the temperate Pacific setting for the hearings should not
dissuade observers that they are significant

Saiki and three lawmakers from the 43-rriember committee, two
spouses and two other House meml)ers are on the fact-fmding mission
that began Friday with departure from Andrews Air Force Base near
Washington atoard a naval DC-9 military aircraft.

Rep. Walter B. Jones, D-N.C, the panel's chairman, said in a Dec. 15

memo that the Defense Department assigned Navy personnel to escort

the delegation aboard the military plane to Honolulu. The Pentagon had
no immediate comment on the trip Monday.

There was no immediate estimate available on the cost of the trip.

The itinerary for Jan. 5-13 includes a two-hour tour of Pearl Harbor, a
visit to a geophysical monitoring station in Mauna Loa and morning
hearings Monday and today on "U.S. Oceans and Coastal Management
Issues in the Pacific."

The remainder of the proposed itinerary is heavy on free time and
evening receptions.

— On Sunday, the schedule called for Hawaii Gov. John D. Waihee HI to

toast the lawmakers at a cocktail reception at his mansion. Dress was coat

and tie. The next day called for dinner at the Halekulani Hotel, with Mat-
son Navigation as the host and dress described as "aloha casual."

Tonight the lawmakers were to dine Japanese-style at a evening
sponsored by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management
Council. Dress, again, was "aloha casual."

According to committee staff, the delegation includes Jones, Saiki and
Reps. Thomas J. Manton, D-N.Y., and William O. Lipinski, D-Ill.

Manton's wife, Diane, and Lipinski's wife. Rose Marie, also made the

trip.

Joining the delegation were Rep. Daniel K. Akaka, D-Hawaii, and
Rep. Eni F.H. Faleomavaega, D-American Samoa, a non-voting delegate

to Congress.

ExKibit tours U.S.
'Crossroads'

then goes to

Soviet Union
By Joan Brunslcili

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Here's a

Soviet-U.S. link that predates

glasnost by several thousand years.

..It's the subject of an exhibition

touring this country before head-

ing to the U.S.SJl. It's very much a

part of present-day life but

involves centuries of pre-history as

well as documented history.

"Crossroads of Continents:

Cultures of Siberia and Alaska" is

, a collection of about 500 treasures

that illustrate sharing and
exchanges t)etween these two
huge, related regions.

The objects were assembled

from Soviet and American
museums for this rare public

display and many will be returned

to storage for safekeeping after the

exhibition.

Exhibits range from 16,000-

year-old Siberian obsidian tools of

the late Paleolithic period to a

balleen and ivory basket fashioned

by a contemporary Alaskan artist

lliey include fuie wooden and
ivory carvings, magnificent skin

and feather clothing, dramatic

masks, tools, musical instruments

and weapons — some grouped to

show cross-cultural similarities,

others grouped to illustrate a

special aspect of the life of a

community.

There are also journals and
photographs, a 20-minute film of

20th-cenuiry life in the regions,

and a lO-minuie video on North
Pacific cultures.

"I have to say that it has been a

very, very good experience, all this

time we have been working
together to present this exhibi-

tion," said Sergey S. Polyakov.
The U.S.S.R.'s Academy of Sci-

ences, Leningrad, Institute of
Ethnography contributed a third of
the objects on show, and as a
member he was in New Yoik lo~
help install Uie exhibition.
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BOOK
BONU

This is not a game and there are no ginuniciis. The Book
Bonus Program was developed by students v7ho know first-hand

~

how difficult it can be to finance a college education. In addition to

your tuition and living costs, you have the expense of textbooks.

APS/Lecture Notes, and any other general books, reference books,

and magazines you may want or need to purchase.

To help you control these costs. ASUCLA has reserved a fund of

over $500,000 to be distributed among Book Bonus participants.

Anyone who makes their books. APS/Lecture Notes

and magazine purchases during the quarterly

eligibility periods can participate in the

Book Bonus Program and receive a share

of this money. The amount you receive

will be based on the sum of your

purchases during the coming academic

year, and the total number of people who
participate in the Book Bonus Program.

Depending on the amount of your

purchases, you can receive as much as ^• •

'

$100.00 or more at the end of the year. Here's how you do it!!

.^^
S;

^ Anyone who Iwys nu (NMks (not Just textboolcs), APS/
Lecture Notes, and/or magszines during any or all of the

r^t r ^n; TUP^kV*'*'** oiigibility periods is eligible for a Bonus. Special

FOLLOW i nfi^^r^ \colored receipt tape from the cash reglstsrs at the

^mjini V CTVP^ )beglnning of each quarter will remind you that your

SlMr Lt 9 1 Cil ^f • * /purcliases are eligible for a Bonus.

1^ Save all your colored receipts until you are sure you
'will be keeping your books.

'it Once you are sure you will be keeping your books, fill set

a Book Bonus envelope (envelope boies are located at Ackerman, Iji Valle,

and Health Science Stores), and drop It inOr tbe Bonus box.

1^ If you forget to turn in your receipts this quarter - keep ^^mV
'
them. You can tern them in the following quarter.

'^^Q^w Of mtcro^^

ut At the end of the academic year (early June)

your bonus will be mailed to you.

^ Watch the Daily Bruin for Book Bonus Ads which

will contain Information about the program, Including

eligibility dates and envelope deadlines.
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The Dailv Bruin Photo Department

is nopjiffering winter quarter

piiotograpiiy internsliips.

Applications are availablefrom tlie

receptionist at 112 Kercldioff Hall.

A special meeting for tlHjse

interested will be held at the DaiTy

Bruin office 7pm, Thursday, Jan 11.

^ed Art

Since 1972,*the ASUCLA
Student Commissiond Art

Program has commissioned

up to five pieces each year,

by artists selected fi-om as

many as 150 applicants.

Their proposals are reviewed

by a broad based committee

that includes representatives

of the ASUCLA Board of

Directors, Student Union,

Student Government, the

Art Department and others.

Applicants are limited only

by their creative vision, and

the Student Commissioned

Art Program is open to all

UCLA students, not just

art major^r—

Applications will be

available on Wednesday,

January 10, at the

following locations:

Information Counter -

Ackerman Union, 1st

Floor; Student Union
Operations Office, A-216
Ackerman Union; and

North Campus Student

Center Literature Rack.

Applications are due on
or before noon on
Wednesday, February 7,

at the Student Union
Operations Office, A-216
Ackerman Union. For

more information,

call Nadine Felix

or Jean Wong
at 825-2311.

Monarchs

prime site
The Associated Press

PACinC GROVE — A prime

winter ropsting site for monarch

butterflies may be lost to make
way for a subdivision after the City

Council approved a rezoning plan

for the privately-owned property.

The site is one of only two

winter roosting sites left in the city,

which celebrates the orange and

black butterfly with a parade on its

main street every October. Mol-

esting a monarch is a crime that

carries a $500 fme.

Voters will get a chance to

consider a bond issue to purchase

the 2.7-acre site in this city known
as "Butterfly Town, USA,**

kx:ated about 70 miles south of

San Francisco.

*,This is a prime site. It's the

oldest known overwintering site in

California,'* said Katrin Snow of

the Xerces Society, which leads

the national campaign to protect

monarch habitats.

"We've got to buy that piece of

land," S2^d Ro Vaccaro, president

of Friends of the Monarchs. "We
don't want to change our name to

•BuUdozer Town, USA.'"
Between 100 and 200 monarch

roosting sites dot the Pacific Coast

between the Mexican city of

Ensenada and Mendocino County.

But Pacific Grove's two sites arc

the best-known, and monarchs

have become the city's principal

tourist attraction.

This year, the site slated for

development attracted virtually all

the monarchs. The larger site in a

city-owned park has failed to

attract a single cluster.

The City Council voted 4-3 to

alk)w property owner Edna Dively

to divide the land into six lots.

But the Council said Dively

must give the city a conservation

easement of 1.S acrcs of prime

monarch roosting habitat on the

.property, and no development can

take place before the electorate has

a chance to vote on a bond issue to

purchase it

Pacific Grove Mayor Morris

Fisher, who voted in Cavor of the

devetopment, said the land would

cost about $1.5 million.

Jane Haines, attorney for

Friends of the Monarchs, also

doubts that two-thirds of voters

will opt for purchasing the proper-

ty.

But Gty Councilmember Bud
Nunn, who voted against the plan,

fears the worst

*This development uses up

some of the best part of the habitat,

and I don't think the butterflies are

going to survive it," he said.

Write ,"•*:

for the I—

•

fli*l PmHIcTIm
UUlH TMPwnm

student "**'^

Magaxiiies

Anyone interested in writ-

ing for the UCLA student

mafezines should attend

the orientation meeting of

a four-week course for

new writers Wednesday,
Jan. 17, 6 p.m. in Acker-

man 2412.

CaN ArvK Ward at

S2M787 for mef
ififoiHiatioii. '!.'
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Elvis fans
upset on
his birthday
The Associated Press

BEVERLY HD-LS — Elvis

Presley imitators thrusted, grunted
and crooned to fans celebrating the

birthday of the king ofrock 'n ' roll,

but one impersonator said today's

crop of ersatz Elvises ain't nothin.

"He's a litUe off-key. And he
doesn't look like Elvis." Alviss

Preston said Monday during a
performance by Brent Lee, better

known as the Chinese Elvis.

Preston, 41, a Long Beach
resident with a driver's license

bearing his sound-alike name,
plays The King in a more tradition-

al personification.

The old-school Elvis imperso- *

nator's critique of the younger
generation, which often spoofs

Presley, came during a party at Ed
Etebevic's restaurant, one of hun-
dreds nationwide honoring what
would have been Presley's 55th
birthday.

Undaunted by his sidebumed,
heavily sequined critic, Lee
showed up unannounced at the

bash staged by oldies radio station

KRLA-AM, and performed in

studded black jumpsuit
The 35-year-old Sherman Oaks

resident said he just released a new
single "Blue Suede Thongs" and
he said, "People love it."

Others at the lunchtime sortie

said stories about Elvis "sightings"

are ludicrous and mar the day of
remembrance.

"It's a shame he died so young, a
tragedy," said Joan Gansky, 46, of
Culver City. "I get very upset when
someone says they saw him at K
Mart."

Fan Cheri Hadley, 41, also of
Culver City, agreed: "I don't like

people capitalizing on whether
he's alive."

— Sue Wiegert, 44, president of
the 400-member Los Angeles-
based Blue Hawaiians for Elvis

Fan Club, said she was angered
when she heard the fint claims
Elvis was alive and in hiding.

"Some people are doing it to

make money," she said.

Around the country fans partied

in memory of the singer who died

of heart failure in 1977 at his

famed Graceland mansion in

Memphis, Terai.

Local disc jockeys Brian Phelps
and Marc Thompson of rock
station KLOS-FM celebrated the

event by depositing a 15-foot

flower replica of Elvis Presley's

head in front of Graceland.

Phelps and Thompson, known
on the air as Marc and Brian, were
permanently banned firom Grace-
land last year for using hidden
mk:rophones to broadcast from
inside the mansion.
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ENDANGERED EARTH: AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
January 16-18. 1990; Royce Hall. UCLA

Tuesday, 1/16

12-1:30 pm

1:30 pm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:00 pm

E/W7H \N JEOPARDY: CURRENT PERCEPTIONS

Conference Registration '

Stephen Schneider, Natl Ctr for Atmospheric Rsch
'Global Climate Change'

Robert L. Peters. World Wildlife Fund
'Consequences of Global Warming for Biological Diversity*

B.L Turner II, Qark University

"Economic and Social Effects of Global Change"

ENDANGERED

EARTH
AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE

Wednesday, 1/17 LESSONS FROM THE PAST AND PRESENT
V

^:00am ^!
^

JANUARY 16-18. 1990; ROYCE HALL, UCLA

Sponsored by the National Science Foundation
and th« UCLA Center for the Study of Evolution and the
Origin of LHe (CSEOL)

Richard Turco and Virginia Scofieid, Co-convenert

PREREGISTRATION FORM

Nanf>e

Department Institution

Address

City/State Zip

Phone

ENCLOSE: $5 STUDENT/POSTCX)C/STAFF
$10 FACULTY

' $15 GENERAL PUBUC

SEND BY JANUARY 15 TO:

ENDANGERED EARTH
c/o CSEOL
5687 Geology Bulding

UCLA
Los Angeles. CA 90024

. (Campus nfiai code 156704)

(213)825-1170

TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

10:00 am

11:00 am

11:Mam

12:Xpm

1:30 pm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:00 pm

5:00 pm

J. William Schopf, UCLA
'Paieo-ErYvironmental Charige: Evolutionary Responses'

David Raup, Univ of Chicago
'Species Extinctions'

Russell W. Gratiam, Illinois State Museum
*lce Age ExtirKtions: Climatic and human Impacts'

Qeorge J. Qumerman, Univ of Illinois

*Earfy Human Interaction with the Environment"

Sharon Camp, Population Crisis Committee
'Population Growth and Global Change"

George M. Woodwell. Woods Hole

'Warming of the Earth: New Perspectives on Biotic Impoverishment"

Andrew Dot>son. Princeton Univ

'Parasites. Pests and Primates in a Changing World"

Thursday, 1/18 STRATEGIES AND RESPONSES TO GLOBAL CHANGE

9:00 am Jean Audouxe, ScierKe Advisor to President of France
"Global Change: A European Vision'

9:30 am Roger Revelle, UC San Diego
'Science and Policy in the Face fef Global Char>ge"

10:30 am Harold Mooney. Stanford Univ X
'National and International Programs"

11:30 am OOWM bfMk

12:00 pm Jared Diamond, UCLA
•Adaptation to Change: A Biological Optionr

1:00 pm kmahbmli

2:00 pm Panel Discussion: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS AND
PLANS

4:00 pm

Moderator: Raymond OhrlMCh, UCLA
Participants: Richard Berk, UCLA

Noreen Dowting, UC Davis
Michael Qhll. UCLA
Alexandre Oulntanliha. Lawrence Berkeley Lab
Sherwood Rowland, UC Irvine

DavkJ SImonett, UC Sama Barbara
RIcttard Somerville, UC San Diego

Departure

.\ o '-,
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Asss'.s'^'A .-.v , HUN
WINTER '90 SCHEDULE

I/IO - W«d* S-7 PM ROOM: 201 Men's <iym (ROTG Room)

STUDENT ADVOCACY TRAINING - Employment Assistance

Mandatory for Student Advocates/Open to all

1/16 - Toes. 4*5 FM ROOM: AU 2408

HUNGER PROJECT GENERAL MEETING
All old aad new volunteers welcome

1/n - Wed. m PM ROOM: AU S517

STUI>ENT ADVOCACY TRAINING - Legal Aid Foundation/Gov*t Subsidies

Maodatory for Suidenl Advocates/Open to all

2/e ' Tue$. %^ nk ROOM: au %m
HUNGER PROJECT GENERAL MEEUNG
All old and new vol^a5tteer$ wekome

For i«or« mformaik>ii contact th« HuiJ^r Prqjea at:

m^Wm or 408B Kcrckh<]ir H^
Paid for By^ GPC of PAB

TONIGHT

JOIN THE ORGANIZATION

OINNERS FOR TWELVE STRANGERS
PARENTS' OAY AT OCLA

CAREER NETWORK
SPRING SING

HOMECOMING
RON LIKE A RROIN

SENIOR CLASS PpRAMS
SAA General Information & Membership Meeting

TONIGHTI
Ackerman Grand Ballroom - 7 p.m.

All students welcome.

V

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

UCLAIimni
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From page 1_

defendants supposedly punched
and kicked him before fleeing in

the car. Fox said. No money was
taken from the victim.

Munoz then staggered across

the street and flagged down a West
Hollywood sheriffs patrol car. A
few minutes later the suspects

were arrested about a mile and a

half from the scene. Fox said.

A lead pipe resembling a

plumbing flxture was found in the

car, and Fox said Crawford's

clothing showed traces of blood.

Munoz suffered bruises on his

chest and back and required

stitches to ck)se his head wound.
If guilty, the defendents could

face up to 1 1 years in state prison

and may be flned as much as

$10,000, Bobys said.

After numerous phone calls,

Crawford's attorney Robert Tal-

cott could not be reached for

comment.
Crawford, son of former Dodger

baseball player Willie Crawford,

came to UCLA from Beverly Hills

High School where he was a

football All-American.

He redshirted in 1988 and was
competing for a spot on the starting

lineup when he was suspended

after his arrest for possession of

stolen credit cards belonging to a

UCLA student

Following Crawford's second

arrest last October, UCLA Direc-

tor of Sports Information Mark
Dellins said head coach Terry

Donahue would ultimately decide

whether Crawford would be
allowed to return to the team if he

is found innocent

VIOLATIONS
Fronfi page 1

and Vid sure they're capable of

doing it," Hanis said.

The fiatemity houses, which are

located on Landfair Avenue, Gay-
ley Avenue and Strathmore Drive,

are routinely expected each year.

Director of Fraternity and Sor-

ority Relations Chris Fishbum said

she was unaware of the health code
violations, but that she had been on
medical leave for two months. "It

is difficult for the university to And
out about these things, but I'm
confldent that if the groups are

being held to community standards

that they will comply."
Fishbum said she has an agree-

ment with the health department
that a copy of all violation notices

regarding the fraternities and sor-

orities be sent to her office, but that

she had received none.

Houses Cited

UCLA fraternity houses cited by

the Los Angeles County Depart-

ment of Health for violating

health codes.

Alpha Tai Omega
BetaTketaPI

Delta SIpM Pkl

Delta Taa Delta

Kappa SipM
LaaiMa Chi Alpha

Phi DaaHM Delta

Phi Kappa PsI

Phi Kappa Sigma

Sigma Alpha

Epsllea

Sigma Chi

Sigma Phi Epsiioa

Sigma Pi

Taa Kappa Epsiioa

ThetaChi

Theta Delta Chi

ThetaXi

Triaagle
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SPACE
From page 5

country, blues, and so-called "hill-

billy" music. He planned to donate

those recordings to UCLA through

the program's archives which b^
his name, Long said.

Long said that Nagy's letter

upset her husband, who was
already in poor health. She called

Nagy's request disrespectful of her

husband's position as an emeritus

professor.

Nagy said in an interview with

the Daily Bruin that he had no
choice but to request Wilgus to

relinquish part of his office space

given the space constraints of the

Folklore and Mythology Program.

Noting the professor's failing

health, he modifled his request in

later correspondence, asking that

Wilgus simply make his office

available to visiting professor or

teaching assistants.

But in his correspondence to

Wilgus, Nagy added that "it will be
impossible for the program to

accommodate decently the faculty

we are hiring for the winter quarter

. . . without the utilization of
(Wilgus' office) as offlce space.

Wilgus died Dec. 25 with

neither the matter of the office

space nor the fate of his collection

resolved. Prior to his death, he and
Long cleared out the offlce which

housed his collection. That room
will be used by a visiting ixx)fessor

this quarter, Nagy said.

Nagy expressed regret over the

misunderstandings and the situa-

tion which necessitated the request

for Wilgus' office space, but added

that such constraints are not unique

to the Folklore and Mythology
program.

"The situation is endemic to

North Campus (where the majority

erf" liberal and flne arts departments

are located). It is perhaps »ur most

serious problem," he said.

UCLA's Department of English

suffers from space problems as

well, Nagy said, and chair I>aniel

Calder is "very worried" about

such problems.

In the English department, four

emeriti professors share one small

offlce, and offlce space for teach-

ing assistants is even more limited,

Cakler said. He estimated that at

least 40 teaching assistants in the

English department currently

shaire a "dungeon-like" space in

the basement of Royce Hall.

Nagy said that in the future, such

constraints could impair the qual-

ity of professors who accept

positions at UCLA.
"Professors need privacy if they

are to be able to talk with their

students freely and to carry on the

educational process informally,"

Nagy said.

The English department guar-

antees an offlce for each professor,

but visiting professors and lectur-

ers usually have to share offlces.

Colder said.

"We have been told by the Dean
(of Humanities, Herbert Morris)

that we cannot hire any new
faculty without the offlces to

accommodate them. We aren't

planning on hiring anyone right

now. S^ce is very tight," he said.

Nagy said that in addition to

offlce space, storage space for

research materials was crucial in

the Folklore and Mythology Prog-

ram. Excess room is non-existent,

he added.

"For years, students have asked

for a lounge of some kind, but we
really just don't have the space,"

he said.

Neither Calder nor Nagy could

propose an immediate solution to

what they called a campus-wide

space problem^

'Perhaps we'll end up having to

build underground," Nagy said.

I\1EETING ANNOUNCEiVIENT
Undergraduate l\/lathematics Students' Association

Thursday, January 11,1 990
2408 Ackerman Union

3:00 PM

All mathematics majors and students who are interested in mathematics are

encouraged to attend.

********

You and your family are invited to attend the "1st Annual UCLA Math Night at

Dodger Stadium" on Friday, April 6, 1990. The LA. Dodgers are scheduled to

play the S.F. Giants in a 7:35 PM game.

Tickets may be ordered through January 31, 1990 in 6356 Math Sciences

Cost: $7.00 '
'.

For more information, stop by the Undergraduate Mathematics Office, 6356 MS,
or call (213) 206-1286.

Start off 1990 with a PS/2
that's right for you...

33-ificli dtolulto ^it^i9

naad

HCffO dMfWMl^

80286 (10 MHz)

t44Mb

20Mb

8513Colof

Yes

DOS40
Mcrosolt

Windows/286

WofdSO**
hOC Windows

Express

hoc Windows
Manager"

hoc Windows
Cotor-

$2,299

80286 (10 MHz)

144Mb

30Mb

8513 Cokx

Yes

DOS40
Microsoft

Wind0¥»rs/286

Word 5 O"
Excel"

hOCWifxJows
Express

hOC Windows
Manager

hOC Windows
Cokx

$2,799

80386SX-(16MHz)

144Mb

60Mb

8513 Cokx

Yes

DOS 40
Microsoft

Wv>dows/386

Word 5 O"
Excet"

hOC Windows

Express

hOC Windows
Manager

hDC ^iindows

Cokx

$3^99

80386- (16 MHz)

144Mb

60Mb

Yes

8513 Cokx

Yes

DOS 4

Microsott

Wr)dows/386

Word 50"
Excel"

hOC Windows
Express

hOC Windows
'Manager

hOC Windows
CokjA;

$4,699

And right on the money, too.
No matter what your major (or your budget), there's an IBM Personal

Sy8teni/2* that ean make you look great-in school, and after you graduate.

And now you ran choose from four complete packages of hardware and

preloaded software, at special low student prices. What's more, when you

buy your PS/2*, you will get a mouse pad, a 3.5 -inch diskette holder, and

a |)ower strip-all free.

And you're entitled to a great low price on the PRODIGY* service. Aside

from all this, three of the most popular IBM Proprinters" are available

now at special low prices.

Proprinter III w/Cable (4201/003) $399
Proprinter X24E w/Cable (4207/002) $549 ^^t^a
Proprinter XL24E w/Cable (4208/002) $669 ^^H^^7-///'
Start out the new year right. Check out all these special

savings now-before it's too late!* Offer ends February 15, 1990

How're you going to do it? i 1^/^ it I

•This offer IS Itrmted to quahtied students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Mode) 8530-E21, 8550 031, 8555 061 or 857D E61 through Fetxuary 15, 1990 The
preconfigurwd IBM PS/2 Mode* 8525 001 is available through December 31. 1989 orVy PricM quoted do no! mdudt sales tax. harKthng and/or processing charges.

Check withyou institution regarding these charges Orders are sub|ect to availabtlity Pricesan subiect to change and iBf^ may withdraw the promotion at any
time without written notce

"Microsoft Word and E jcel are the Academic Editions

9fBM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of Intemational Business Machines Corporatioo PRODIGY is a registered servce mark xtd trademark
of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBf«^ and Sears Microsoft is a registered tradamarK of Microsoft Corporation

"Proprioler and Micro Channel are trademarks of imernational Business Machines Corporation hOC Wirxtows E xpress. hOC WirxJows Manager and hDC Windows
Color are trademarks of hDC Computer Corporation 80386SX and 80386 are trademarks of Intel Corporation ^ IBM Corp 1989
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The media as propaganda machine
By Phil West

U. S. citizens emotional about flag-draped

coffins. The obviously undemocratic nature of

the Noriega-imposed government. A U.S. officer

shot dead. These and other images — plus a

pliant and ''patriotic" media — have covered

up the most important issues regarding the U.S.

military action in Panama. -

The U.S. invasion was cowardly, unnecessar-

ily bloody, and basically carried out for

personal reasons by Bush and friends. Demo-
cracy, U.S. lives and drugs had nothing to do
with it

When Bush was CIA chief, Noriega was
head of Panamanian intelligence. The general's

involvement in drugs and corruption was known
then. Up until 1986, however, the DEA
reportedly heaped lavish praise on Noriega as a

fighter against drug smuggling.

Noriega was receiving milUons from the CIA
for helping the U.S.-organized conlras, who
were also involved in drug smuggling. At one

stage he offered to have his goons assassinate

the whole Sandinista leadership. Noriega was
considered a good anti-communist, not a "brutal

dictator," and was supported like other noble

dictators, such as Somoza, Marcos, and Pino-

chet. ,

However, Noriega's main concern became his

own power and wealth. He developed contacts

with U.S. enemies, including Cuba. In short, he

became a U.S. operative out of control, an

embarrassment He was only then described as

a "dictator" and a drug-runner, "poisoning our

children." He had to go, because the U.S.,

being^uch more powerful, became increasingly

embarrassed and enraged because it was
outmaneuvered and mocked by the weaker

opponent in this power struggle.

By the time of the invasion, Noriega was
truly a dictator who had disallowed an elected

government to take power. He was, however,

still not "brutal" in comparison to the murder
of students, peasants and priests by U.S.-backed

governments in El Salvador and Guatemala.

Were U.S. lives really that important? The
United Stales didn't care about Ben Under,

murdered by the contras in Nicaragua. Jennifer

Casolo, the religious worker in El Salvador

accused of aiding the guerillas, was declared all

but guilty by the Administration, who even

threatened 40 charge her under the Neutrality

Act Furthermore, just last week, a U.S. nun
was killed *by the contras in Nicaragua. The

Bush Administration reported a "lack of infor-

mation." The media has remained quiet

The press also failed to report that the U!S.

officer killed in Panama was killed ina car that

was shot at after running a check point near a

military post It was not the cold-blooded, pre-

meditated hostility against U.S. forces that the

media has protrayed.

The invasion was an act of desperation by a

president who had been called "weak" and was
almost laughed at after the failed coup attempt

and the missed chance to kidnap the general.

An invasion would show Bush to be tough and

decisive. It also shows the central role of the

"might-is-right" mentality of the American

psyche. Respite a world movement toward

peaceful change, U.S. gun-boat diplomacy

continues to dominate in Latin America.

^Thc invasion of Panama, an easy target, was
cowardly. According to U.S. rhetoric, the

"communist" Sandinistas in Nicaragua are much
worse than Noriega ever was. However, an

outright invasion of Nicaragua would involve

thousands of \J.S. deaths. In short, the Penta-

gon hasn't got the guts to **restore" democracy

in Nicaragua.

Regarding the loss of life, up to 1,500

Panamanian civilians died in the aerial bom-
bardment No articles, however, Appear about

widows or children who are emotionally or

physically maimed for life. Evidently, U.S,

lives are more important than Panamanian lives

The media appears to deliberately want to

echo the government line of a quick, clean

action. Patriotism is the key. strength the issue,

and democracy the excuse. So much for an

independent media.

It is almost certain that Noriep would have

departed Panama through a diplomatic agree-

ment or been overthrown within a year. The
Panamanians would have "restored" democracy

themselves, and would control of their own
destiny. Instead, due to a personal and political

vendetta on Bush's part hundreds are dead or

maimed and the Panamanian government will

be completely dependent on the U.S.

Apparently, the "new thinking" Soviet Union

will let Eastern Europe solve its own problems,

but the "old thinking" U.S. still considers

Central America a U.S. outpost, where eco-

nomic and political control must be violently

maintained.

West is a senior majoring in Latin American

Studies.

Invasion conect in its

intent to restore riglits
By Ron M. Kagan

There have been many positions voiced in the press recently

sui^rting or condemning the U.S. invasion of Panama. Many
have focused on the Bush administration's justifications, that the

action was undertaken to protect American lives, to restore

democracy in Panama, to apprehend General Noriega, and to

preserve the integrity of the Panama Canal treaties.

The question of whether or not we were justified in invading

Panama cannot be properly addressed without first providing an

answer to a fundamental question of foreign policy that underlies

this issue. The question was stated by Abraham F. Lowenthal i^

a column in the Los Angeles Times: "Under what circumstances,

if any, does one nation have the right to decide who should

govern in another—and to use its military force to strip power
from an undesirable foreign leader?" Unfortunately, Lowenthal

provides no answer to this question.

If no such circumstances exist, then the invasion of Panama
cannot be justified. If, as I intend to argue, there are

circumstances which justify the invasion of one nation by
"another, then and only th^ can we begin to discuss whether or

not these circumstances applied to Panama.
When discussing such issues pertaining to national rights and

sovereignty, one must remember that a nation is only a group of

individuals. It cannot have any rights other than those derived

from the rights of each individual member. It derives its

authority from **the consent of the governed" as the framers of

our declaration of independence so aptly stated it.

All individuals have the right to their lives, their liberty, and

their property. Consequently, the rulers of a nation have only the

right to take actions that are in concordance with these individual

rights. The government of such a iiation acts merely as the agent

of the governed, using the authority delegated to it solely to

uphold the individual rights of the governed.

Such a nation has the right to its sovereignty, to its form of

government and to its territcmal integrity, which its neighbors

are obligated to respect.

If, however, the rulers of a nation systematically and

consistently violate the rights of the governed to their lives, their

^The action of a free country invading an authorita^

rian one for the purpose of restoring individual

rights is morally equivalent to the use of force to

free slaves from thdr master.

liberty, and their property, then they are no longer serving the

sole legitimate purpose of a government and become in effect an

outlaw government. Under such conditions the governed may act

to depose their rulers and install others who will uphold their

rights.

Likewise, any foreign nation has the right (but not the

obligation) to act to depose an authoritarian government if doing

so results in the restoration of individual rights in t^at nation.

The action of a free country invading an authoritarian one for

the purpose of restoring individual rights is morally equivalent to

the use of force to free slaves form their master, or to free kid-

Dap victims form a criminal gang that is holding them.

An authoritarian government has no right to "territorial

integrity*; as we have said eartier, a government can have no

rights other than those derived from the rights of its citizens and

once it abrogates these rights it can make no claim to any rights'^'

whatsoever. ^-

I do think that these considerations applied to the military
^

dictatorship of General Noriega in Panama. Not only was
General Noriega a dictator, but he also refused to allow a

democratically elected government to replace him.

However, establishing that we' had the right to invade Panama

is not sufficient to justify the invasion. There are many
authoritarian regimes in this world; we cannot, and should not,

exercise our right to take action against them all.

The appropriate action in each case ought to be determined by

the national interest of the United States and it is the role of a

foreign policy to make such determinations.

It has not been my intention here to weigh the merits of the

foreign policy arguments for or against the invasion of Panama.

Rather, I have sought to establish that the criticisms of the

invasion on the grounds that it violated Panama's "national

sovereignty" or "territorial integrity" are spurious, because such

protections apply only to free nations and not dictatorships.

Kagan is a graduate student of biochemistry.
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Fast food humanity: death and dreams in America
The holidays of 1989

were nothing exceptional,

really.

For most of us it was the

usual glut of commercials,
gift-buying and several million

televised versions of Charles

Dickens' A Christmas Carol.

Gee, isn't it great living in

a fast food culture?

Of course, we had this little

incursion-thing into Panama
but, hey, we didn't let that

spoil our holidays. Nope. Fast

food cultures have fast food

wars.

Three generals, a few
George Bush speeches and
25,000 troops later, why, we
have ourselves a nice little

Noriega-less democracy.
The invasion was splashed

across the front pages of the

Los Angeles Times for quite a

few days.

There was, for example, a
SUM7 about how shiny new
Stealth bombers were sent

down there and used to scare

those awesome Panamanian
Defense Forces. Nothing like

paying a few billion dollars for

invisible bombers to frighten

countries smaller than Disney-

land, eh? (Maybe we'll use

them on the Costa Ricans

next).

Irene Franco, on the other

hand, never made the front

page of the Los Angeles Times.

She came from the town of

walking the ifl

Steve
Sherwood
Tepatitlan, just outside of Gua-
dalajara, Mexico. She'd immi-
grated to the U.S. about .10

months ago with her sister,

who eventually returned to

Mexkx). Irene stayed.

"She loved it here," her best

friend was quoted as saying.

"She said her future was here."

She had planned on going to

medical school, was working at~

a shoe store and taking English

classes at night. She was only

20, and never stayed out past

10 p.m. She was described by
her pastor as being "vei

beautiful, very religious

On the night of Dec. 16,*^

she and her boyfriend of a

few months went to the South

Bay 6 Drive-In, near Carson,

to see a movie. At some point,

three gunmen forced their way
into the car.

Irene and her boyfriend were

driven to an alley and tied up
with electrical tape. They were

severely beaten and she was
repeatedly raped. Her boyfriend

was then kicked out of the car

and told by the laughing gun-

men not to worry, that Irene

"would be okay."

Irene's body was found in a

field in South Los Angeles the

next morning, a bullet in the

back of her head.

As I said, none of that ever

made the front page. It was
buried about 50 pages into the

paper, in the "B" section.

Scarcely two weeks later^

—

three days after Christmas, the

front page was occupied with

news from Panama. Oh, and
there was this story of two
armed bandits who stole $1
million dollars from a jewelry

store in downtown Los
Angeles. f^

There was no loss of life.

A question stirred in my
sluggish brain at that point*

How could it be that a jewelry

store robbery rated the front

page and a brutal rape-murder
didn't?

So I asked a reporter with

Times. And he gave me a

logical kind of answer. He said

that it was probably due to the

fact that "the theft of that

amount of money is more
unusual than the murder."

Right

Rape and murder aren't

anything special. They happen
every day. Now stealing a
million bucks, that's unusual.

Whatever spirit it was that

guided Irene Franco through

her life, that brought her to

America, that took her to

church and brought her happi-

ness was no longer in that

field with her bruised and
battered body on the cold

December mcxning she was

Amidst all the pat'

riotic breast'beating

over our pre>packaged

war in Panama, we
should remember the

war of violence in our
streets. A war that

can't be won with
tanks or bombers or

gunsorcopsr

found.

Three brutal murderers could

take her body and her life, but

they couldn't steal her soul.

But what kind of soul is

there in a society that chooses

to ignore her death? That

prefers to watch teary-eyed ai

reruns of Dickens' Christmas

Carol instead of asking why
the real- life horrors of murder

and rape aren't considered

front-page news?
A society, I guess, where

the humanity is as fast as the

food.

Amidst all the patriotic

breast-beating over our pre-

packaged war in Panama, we
should remember the war of

violence in our streets. A war
that can't be won with tanks

or bombers or guns or cops.

It can only be won by us

giving a damn about our fel-

low human beings.

Irene Franco didn't come
here in search of the country

that flies Stealth bombers or

that chases down the same
dictators it creates. She came
here in search of a happy life.

And no matta" how many
countries we invade, (m* flags

we wave, to the extent that we
ignore the other side of the

American I>eam, people like

Irene and what happens to

jhem, we're simply not worthy

of them.

We're not worthy of the

dreams in their eyes or the

hope in their hearts.

Sherwood is a former UCLA
student who is currently a
wage slave living in Holly-

wood. -^.-

Counterpoint

Igkiorance, myths fuel harmful homophobic sentiment
By Shirl Buss

Three articles describing

(^nly antagonistic displays of

~1)igotiV appeared recently in
~~-

the local presses. Each
reminded me tha^ homophobia,
an often overlooked form of

discrimination, is still a lament-

able part of our national col-

lective consciousness.

In the Bruin, it was reported

that members of UCLA's les-

bian sorority. Lambda Delta

Lambda, filed a complaint with

the University. They said that

several fraternity members (and

their fathers) harassed the

women by throwing paper

cups, napkins, beer and water

on them during a football

game. They also yelled,

"Dykes.'* "All you really lieed

is a big. penis." "Suck my
^ck."

An article in the Los
Angeles Times told of a judge
in Austin, Texas who said he

gave a lighter sentence to a

killer be4cause the victims

wo^ homosexuals. In issuing

his ruling the judge said,

"Some murder victims are less

innocent in their deaths than

others. In those cases, a defen-

dant is unlikely to deserve a ..

maximum sentence" and 'The

victims were homosexuals . . .

had they not been out there

trying to spread AIDS around
they'd still be alive."

And in Ann Landers* nation-

ally syndicated column, readefs

were invited to respond to the

question, "how do you feel

about the legalization of same-

sex marriages?" She received

over 55,000 letters. The verdict

was 2 to 1 against such

marriages. Landers said that ^
she was "deeply troubled by

-iriciousness and lack of com-—
passion of so many correspon-

dents." Letters included

^.

' comments such as, "San Fran-

cisco, which is 50 percent gay,

is the armpit of America."

And, '"the notion that members
of the same sex should have

the rights and privileges of

normal couples is outrageous

. . . those faggots should go
back to the close where they

betong."

What is homophobia? It can

best be described as a "hatred

of fear of lesbians and gay
men." Institutional homophobia
is when societal institutions

systematically buttress these

sentiments by excluding gays

and lesbians from the protec-

tions and privileges given to

heterosexuals. Homophobia can

be expressed in overt brutality

and hostility. Homophobia can

be imbedded in insidious insti-

tutional patters. Homophobia
can be implicit in casual daily

insults. Sometimes homophobia
is smothered in compassion

and condescension. Homqpho-
bia has many faces:

Roughly 70 percent of

Americans say they do not

approve of gays and lesbians.

Gays are frequent victims

of hate crimes, ranging from
outright beatings to slanderous

graffiti.

People carelessly make
"fag" or "dyke" jokes, assum-
ing no one will be offended.

Many lesbians and gay
men have been ostracized by,

or are estranged from their

families. Some have been told:

"If you arc gay, you are no
k)nger my son."

Many institutions discrimi-

nate against of fail to protect

gays or lesbians. People can
still be flred just for being

gay. Mairiagc, tax laws, health

insurance and other benefits

^signed to legitimize and sup-

port couples do not include

giyi. If one's partner becomes

/
rnt-

ill, one may not be allowed

into the intensive care ward to

visit Obtaining child custody

is difficult; losing child custody

is more common. Deaths are

even more complicated.

Professional credibility is

somehow diminished, if it is

known that a person is gay.

Bayard Rustin, a brilliant

strategist had to leave his

work with Martin Luther King
because people threatened to

use his homosexuality to dis-

credit the entire civil rights

movement
The reluctant mobilization

by government agencies in

response to the AIDS epidemic

can be sharply contrasted to

the response to any other

disease, in any other popula-

tion.

Homophobia grows from

myths and misinformation.

Homophobia is fortified by
intolerance, judgement and
self-righteousness. What are

some of the misfacts that fuel

and justify homophobia?
M Homosexuality is a sin. It

is interesting that people take

the Bible so literally in some
areas, while completely ignor-

ing it in others. While it is

true, there are several refer-

ences to homosexuality in the

Bible, there are also several

hundred reffercnces to money
and the necessity io redistribute

wcaljh.

hfen and women are gay
and lesbian by choice. Dr.

Judd Marmor, a psychoanalyst

who is one of the most

respected authorities on the

subject says: "There is no

single cause for homosexuality.

People come to it in a variety

of ways. Even "Dear Abby"

concludes that : **the vast

majority of gay people do not

"choose" 10 become homosexu-

al; their homosexiil{il intlina-

tions feel just as natural to

them as heterosexual incUna-

tions feel to straights." If

there is a choice, isn't it the

choice to be one true, whole
self?

M Homosexuality is a bio-

logical or emotional disorder.
,

According to the Kinsey
Report on human sexuality,

roughly 10 percent of the U.S.

population is gay or lesbian.

There has been no conclusive

evidence to prove that

homosexuality is spawned by
dis(Kders. For many years, the

American Psychiatric Associa-

tion categorized homosexuality

as a disorder. However, after

many studies did not bear our
this fact the "disordered" label

was removed. Minority status

cannot be equated with abnor-

mality. Homosexuality is no
more abnormal than left 'hand-

edness or red hair.

Homosexuality is just a
sexual, "bedroom" issue. For
those of you who arc heter-

osexual I ask: is your heter-

osexuality just a bedroom
issue? Probably not Your
heterosexual identity is more
than just what you do in bed.
It is related to who you love,

who becomes your partner,

how you spend your time, how
your family relates to you and
who is in your social network.
The same is true for lesbians

and gays. Also, many gays and
straights are ceUbate, does that

make them any less gay or
any less straight?

Everything would be ok

if they just didn't flaunt it.

The fraternity members used

this thinking to justify their

harassment of the lesbian

ority members at the football

game: "Well, if they weren^t

making such a big deal about
this gay thing?" First of all.

the sorority members didn't

have sighs broadcasting that
—

they were lesbians, their sweat-

shirts had greek letters on __
them, as did the other sorwity

and fraternity members at the

game. One of the women did

put her arm around another

woman. Is this any more of a

"big deal" than the blatant

heterosexuality that is every-

where? Does it excuse the

fraternity members from treat-

ing these women with dignity

and respect at a football game?

The most powerful effect of

homophobia is the damage it

wreaks upon the psyche of the

person wto is (or thinks he or

she mi^ht be) gay or lesbian.

Each person is at risk of

intemahzing all of these myths
and negative messages. Even if

they do not internalize any
form of societal hatred, they

feel (sometimes justifiably) at

risk of being harassed, fu^ or

ostracized in the workplace or

at social events if they are

open or visible. And ifa
person is not out and open,

and remains hidden "in the

closet", they risk leading a

secret half-life poisoned with

anxiety, isolation and low-self-

esteem.

The concern shouldn^t be

about who we love, but how
we love. Gays and lesbians,

just as all others, have the

right to be who they are, and
k>ve who they k}ve. In the

spirit of Martin Luther King,
each of us should be judged
by the content of our ch^ac-
ter, and the quality of our
interactions. Don't we all want
a society where everyone is

valued and respected while

standing oq equal gnouiid?

Buss is a graduate student of
urban planning.
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Arts & Entertainment
Column

'Sofa tuber' navigates
girowiiig cable TV worid
By Jason S. Stewart

Contributor

Winter Break: That wonderful

little (far too little) span of three

weeks when our beautified campus
becomes a virtual ghost town, lliat

brief moment in our stress-filled

college lives when books are

abandoned for some token of

entertainment, worldly experi-

ence, or just plain relaxation.

Many students spend the three

weeks traveling or simply visiting

with the relatives. Others use the

opportunity to fulfill an important

or overdue obligation or to get a

head start on school work. This

couch potato planned to devote

three diligent weeks accomplish-

ing the latter, but instead, discov-

Couch Potato

Jason
Stewart

ered something wondrous and
exciting. Something I had heard

about, talked about, even bragged

about, but never fully grasped.

What I discovered, ot in many
ways rediscovered, was the almost

unbelievable expansion of prog-

ram options available on television

these days. A couple of years ago,

my local cable service offered a

staggering 11 stations to its sub-

scribers. One of these was a

Spanish speaking station (and I

don't speak Spanish) and two were
PBS stations (and I was too old for

Mr. Rogers and too young to

appreciate documentaries). So, for

all practical purposes, 1 had seven

or eight useful channels at my
disposal.

With the exception of my
occasional longing for a VCR (the

recent craze) and my continuous

whining over not dishing out the

bucks for HBO, I was pretty

impressed with and happy about
my options. I got all three major
networks, the two big independent

stations out of Sacramento, the big

independent from San Francisco,

and eventually. Turner's TBS and
C!NN. What more could anyone
ask for? Oh yeah — MTV. I got

that eventually, too.

Then, a few weeks ago, I (iomc

home, relaxed in the rechncr,

opened the TV Guide to check out

my options, and wow — 44
channels! Granted, after more
careful examination I discovered

that I would never use at least half

of them, but just the same I was
notably impressed.

Now, in addition to all of Ihr
local stations I had always
received, plus a couple new ones. I

had national independent satellite

channels like *Thc Family Chan-
nel" (formerly the Christian

Broadcast Network), the *1JSA
Network," or 'Turner Network
Television" (TNT). Furthermore, I

had a page full of specialty

stations, including "Headline
News," a weather channel, a

fmancial channel, at least two
children's channels, a real estate

channel, a home shopping channel,

and even MTV's alter-cgo: the

softer "VH-1." I even had two
stations devoted to full time

coverage of Congress (CSPAN
and CSPAN-2).
What did all these channels

make for? A heck-of-a-lot of

choices. Even after subtracting the

dead hours on the few stations left

that don't run 24 hours-a-day, I

still had over 1,000 hours of

programming at the touch of a

button on any given day.

Now I didn't have to carefully

study the television listings to And
It's a Wonderful Live (my favorite

holiday classk;). Instead, I could

practically turn on the TV at any
given time before Christmas day
and fmd a station playing it

Ultimately, I saw the whole story

after about five sittings.

If I wanted to watch Bonanza or

the Brady Bunch, I didn't have to

plan my day around it, I just had to

remember which channel was
playing it at any given time. And
no more shelling out bucks at the

video store to see The Planet ofthe

Apes again — sooner or later it

would show up on my TV for free.

Aside finom the entertainment

value of my abundant choices, I

became more informed about

current events in the world than I

had ever been since I flrst left for

college. The reason: Headline
News. With this amazing station,

up to the minute news about world

a^airs was never more than 15

minutes away — and after a

shower, or while fixing something
in the kitchen, or, believe it or not,

when I "couldn't find anything

else on" I could always rely on the

news.

Then, befOTe I had even fully

digested the range of my options, I

discovered that what I was getting

was only the cable companies
"basic" service. If my family

would pay a little more, we could

be watching HBO, Cinemax, the

Movie Channel, the Disney cihan-

nel, or a variety of other "extra"

stations that all played more
"current" movies. Even more
exciting— if I didn't want HBO or

wanted to sec even "more current"

pictures, I could dial up the cable

company and watch a "pay-per-

view station." Where will it end?
What I discovered is that it may

never "end." When my family first

got the new cable service, we had

to rent a special box to select the

channels, because our TV, like

almost all others not made in the

last few years, was only prepared

for those basic 12 choices.

The newer TVs typically come
"cable ready" (and satellite ready

too) to handle over 150 stations.

Satellites are already exploiting

most of those channels and you can

bet that cable win soon enough.

See POTATO, page 24

Stardom Strategy:

Ken Kragen of 'We are the World' brings his career stnrategies to UCLA extension course
4

Ken Kragen, personal manager to successful entertainers will teach a career management
course this quarter.

Books

Ex-Bruin profiles heroic Huston clan
By Damian O'Rane
Staff Writer

BOOK: The^ Hustons. Chailes Scribner's Sons, Macmil-
lan Publishing Company, $24.95.

''Every week I got to write about why I don't like

Westwood, or why I thought Berkeley had a better

atmosphere, or. .
."

Opinions, opinions.

Lawrence Grobel, dubbed by Playboy magazine

(one of his employers) "the Interviewer's Interview-

er," ought to know a lot about points of view. He has

interviewed Patty Hearst, Robert De Niro, Marlon

Brando, Truman Capote and many other impressive

public figures in modem and contemporary life.

His latest book, though, is a work of nonfiction.

It's The Hustons, the biography of American film

maverick John Huston and his family in great, great

detail.

The opening quote describes the column Grobcl

wrote in UCLA's Daily Bruin for three years back in

the '60's. It was called '.
. .from a pair of ragged

claws ..." — a line from T.S. Eliot's "The Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock."

At U.C.L.A., he also edited a humor magazine

called Satyr. "It was like the Harvard Lampoon, for

example," he says. Famous former writers for Satyr

include Joel Siegel.

In the 1960s, Grobel also involved himself in the

Civil Rights struggle and joined Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr., in the activities going on in Meredith,

Mississippi. He also called Newsday (from which he

had earlier won a writing contest), and "ended up

reporting stories to them over the phone, and then

when I came back I wrote about it for the Bruin."

Grobel also tried, unsuccessfully, to write a novel

in college. Deciding that a lack of life-experience

was the reason for his failure, he traveled to Europe

and Africa and even joined the Peace Corps.

He has just completed a novel entitled called

Fallen Star. It's a "Hollywood novel," as he

describes it, and it is currently being read by various

publishers.

With regard to the Huston biography, was he

daunted researching and writing about a man who
had already written his own autobiography?

First of all, Grobel had already read the book, prior

to a Playboy interview with Huston (before the

current book was written). "I thought it was a well-

done autobiography. What I realized was that when I

started asking about his family life, I realized those

stories weren't in his book.

"He gave you John Huston the image, but he didn't

get to the psychology behind him."

Huston also liked the idea ofexpanding his story to

include his family, Grobel says, because people like

his father (Walter Huston) hadn't received their due.

By Sharon Kaye
Contributor

About five or six years ago Ken
Kragen, personal numager to suc-

cessful entertaino^ like Kenny
Rogers and Lionel Richie was
asked by an Entertainment Tonight

interviewer 'Why does an enter-

tainer have a manager? A house
painter in Des Moines doesn't

need a manager.' Kragen
explained that he.". . .could take

the career of a house painter in Des
Moines and make it a better career

by applying many of the same
rules and principles that I use in the

entertainment field." That state-

ment ran on Entertainment
Tonight and the next day 30 house
painters from Des Moines called

Kragen for management.
In a course offered by UCLA

Extension, Kragen will show how
to manage and build any career.

The course, to begin this Thurs-

day, is titled The Stardom
Strategy: The Art Of Care^
Management in the Entertainment

Field, and is "applicable to any-

body interested in developing their

own career," Kragen said.

'The very first thing I teach,

people is to understand that your
career is not your life, it is cxie of
the tools to make your life better."

In the class, Kragen will

demonstrate the importance of

honesty and reputation and under-

standing how to maximize your

strengths and minimize your
weaknesses in the pursuit of a

career goal. "You can really create

a position for yourself by just

being more honest It totally

disarms people. In (business)

negotiations it is an ab^lutely

incredible tool"

The course will also help stu-

dents to learn the importance of
developing contacts, looking
ahead to opportunities in the 90's,

and the art of negotiating to name a

few topics.

Kragen 's successful career

demonstrates the value of his

professional strategies. His first

involvement with show business

came when he arranged a campus
concert during his undergraduate

days at UC Berkeley. After earn-

ing his Masters in Business Admi-
nistration from Harvard
University, Kragen returned to the

entertainment industry. Over the

span of his career he has directed

In die class, Kragen
will demonstrate the

importance of hones>

ty and reputation and
understanding how to

maximize your
strengdis and minima

ize your weaknesses
in the pursuit of a

career goal **You can

really create a posi'

tion for yourself by
just being more hon^
est. It totally disarms

people. In (business)

negotiations it is an
absolutely incredible

tooL"

The course will

also help students to

learn die importance

of developing con-
tacts.

the careers of such perfcxmers as

the Limeliters, The Smothers
Brothers (he produced their variety

show) and produced a number of

Kenny Roger's television specials.

His philanthropic achievements

are equally as impressive. Kni-

gen's interest in hunger issues was
spurred by the late folksinger

Harry Chapin, whom Kragen
represented. Af|er Chapin's death,

Kragen continued to develop his

fund raising efforts by working
with his other clients to hold

benefit concerts and pioneer other

fund raisers. "You couldn't be
around Harry Chapin withdut

learning about hunger and home-
lessness and being affected by it,"

Kragen said.

llie culmination of his efforts

came with the "We arc the World"
single and the album and video

developed around it "We are the

World" became a hit» raising

apiHOximately 100 million dollars

for the USA (United Support of

Aitists) for Africa campaign.
Sensing a need to do more for

the homeless in the United States,

Kragen organized "Hands Across
America". He felt the idea of

people linking hands coast to coast

was "just impossible enough to be
possible. . . because it captures the

imagination," he said. While this

fundraiser did not bring in as much
money (raising approximately 10

million dollars) it raised awareness

according to Kragen.

In 1986 his achievements won
him the Alumnus of the Year
Award at Beiiceley as well as other

awards of recognition.

The Stardom Strategy course

will include stories and lessons

learned from Kragen 's experi-

ences with "We are the World" and
"Hands Across America."

Kragen hopes to make his

course not only informative but

enjoyable. "I want the students to

look forward to coming to this

class and say 'what's going to

happen this week!'" To spark

students' interest Kragen is plan-

ning guest speakers and an expert

panel and will even go so far as to

bring refieshments for the class

meetings.

As if he really needs to bring

punch and cookies to make his

class interesting.

See GROBEL, page 26 Director John Huston is one of 'The Hustons' profiled in Grebel's tome
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MANN WILSHIRE TWM NtVomi LMpaon'a
1314 WWW* BM. CtwMmM Vaeaton(PO'lS
461-U77 S:15-7:30«4S

MANN WILSHIRE TWM 9h* Om« (1*0-19

1314 WWm BM. iM^M
4614377 tarty MmIimm M

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 &M. BM.
4774661

(My 2404:154:30

MUMC HAU
9036WMIra
2744669

A Lmb SiHy
(M^ 4:16-7404:46

'Sal A Siai Matoao 1:30

HNE ARTS Nav Vaon On
1656 WMira (My 600440-10M
662 1330 'Sal A Sun Mrtnao 2:00-440

Santa Monica

1332 2nd SL
3044741

WNtntM V
(My 4:30-7404:30

"Sat A Sun UUtna* 2.40

1332 2nd St
3044741

. . A Lwa Stary

(My 446-7:30-1040

'Sal A Sun Malnoa 240

HOMCm %w$ LnW NHIMM
1332 2nd SL (My 4304464:46
3044741 'Sd A Sun MoBiaa 12403:15

1332 2nd SL
3044741

CMy 4 30-7:16^1040

'Sal A Sun Malnaa 1:45

#

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CMEMA I

WNh. al Watlvood
475-0711

SR THX/Ddby SImm

Tha OfTTwRoaoo (M
11:15-2:00-4:45-7:36-10i&

AVCO CMEMA

475-0711

TOMWOofcy SHrao

To Tho nmn • (PQ)

1M5^4642O4:00-10:36

AVCO CMEMA H

70iMnAM>y Slwao

1140-1:4MM-7i0-t0:li

AMC
THEATRES

Contury City
Oanlury CMy 14

10250 Swta Monica Blvd.

Cantury CiV Shopping CantM

Fraa PaWno:
4 Hours Frao VAMon
WW) PuKtmt of Thaafeo TMtati

(213) S634900

1040-12:00-2:46-4:40-7:36-10

11:46-230

Rooar A Ma (R)

»-fl5-7:4r:40-10:40

Biwiaa^ A Lovo Slory (A
11:20-2:15-6:104:06-1055

Driving Mtoa Oaiay (PG)

11:00-1:45-430-7:15-104(5

Muaic Boa (PO-1^
11:10-156-455-750-10.40

Tho UNO MariMM (Q)
1050-1:304:104204:25-1020

(PO-taB

1050-1:40-4:30-7:26-10:16

Rogar A Ma (R
11:06-1:304:204504:40

A Lovo Slory (l^

1246-2:40420-ftl5-1050

My LaR Foot (R)

12:10-2i5-540-7:30-955

1156-256420-7:
Oaiar

I

)7i46-1

PQ)

fmitt
002454124024^:304:201050

Wizard
10:15-12^0-340

My LaR Foot

6:304:11:1010:30

11:402:404264:15-1055

LANDMARK
THEATRES

°-rs West LA.
NUART MyotoyTndn
11272 Santa Morica BL 52O7:V)4:40
4704379 'Sal A Stfi Malnaa 140-3:10

WESraOE PAVHJON

4754202 11:30*00-4:4o7ll4)46

QoMMn
4754202

I^MfV V
11001:40-4:207404:40

OoMarvn
47542fe

Drugaloro Coviboy
11:10-12O3:304:4O750-1046
'No 11:10 Show Sal A Sun

Qddvyn
47542K

Criawo A Mhdwiaanara
12:00220-4:46-7:10430

Oottfann

4754202
Al Doga Qo To HaaaM
Sal A Sun 11:10 m ordy

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronal

10669 Wrihrart)

4754441
70MM«by SImm

12:102404204:0010
Qlory

lOJO

UA CORONET
10069 Wtlworti
4754441

Obt Sktno

My LaR Foot

140-7;:12302504407:3010.40

10669 Wtlworti

47S4441
THXA)»y Sloroo

tanlv I

121S-2464:li-7:46-10:15

c-

.._-.
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POTATO
From page 22

TV's first station constraint was
the limited number of frequencies

available in any given area. Satel-

lite TVs only limitation is the

space available in orbit (which is

running out, believe it or not), but
with the introduction of fiber-optic

cable, cable companies could
conceivably offer hundreds, even
thousands, of stations.

Massive freedom of choice on
television is a reality, hkc it or not

The only question that remains is

whether there is such a thing as too

much? My tendency would be to

say no. After all, in the spirit of

capitalism: the more choices we
have, the more prudent we can be

in our selection.

Perhaps this basic economic fact

is also why we are seeing the

emergence of competition with the

Big Three in the area of original

network programming. Certainly,

this is why I can now get news any
time I want it, keep a close eye
(literally) on the activities of my
local representatives in Congress,

or have at least two video channels

at my disposal at any given
moment

Unfoninrarety, tocaT station

owners don't all share my straight-

forward view of consumer choice.
Too much choice, such stations

protest, is driving them out of
business. Fpr example, if you get
two NBC affiliate stations or you
get independent stations from
other broadcast areas, you may
watch the same shows being
played^ more local stations.

As a result, the Federal Commu-

nications Commission (FCC) has

enacted a policy, as of January 1,

that allows local stations "protec-

tion" from other stations with

similar formats. The result in my
area, for example, is that the local

cable company can no longer offer

Channel 2 out of San Francisco

because Channel 40 in Sacramento
complained. In effect, one might
think of it as a local airwave tariff.

Is the new restriction a violation

of our rights? Of the rights of the

stations and cable companies? Is it

necessary? Such are the subjects of
future discussions.

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

J

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA Student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AUTO INSURANCE

.

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village. Above the Wherehouee

GRAND OPENING
^^iWWWWWWW

JSKi

THE BEST OF MIDDLE EASTERN FOOD
Now in Westwood Village

FALAFEL
SANDWICH
W/SOFT

DRINK

ONLY

$1.99
(MUST BRING COUPON
OR SHOW STUDENT ID)

10975 WEYBURN AVE. I

^(CORNER OF WEYBURN I
AND GAYLEY) "

I

(213) 208-68071
i

NEED CASH?
EarnTTOBTOO/wk
Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY
EXTENDED WEAB LENS

•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUB. GREEN.

AQUA. HAZEL. VIOLET. & GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.IVIYLESZAKHEIIVI, CD. P.O.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

•Price per lens.Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.

-^
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t's like getting paid
to go to scbooL

Backpacks and frisbees abound.

Challenge is in the air. Heated debates

erupt from passionate beliefs.

Surprise! It s Microsoft. The premier

software corporation in the world has

more the feel ofa college than a multi-

national corporation. Intellectual energy.

Eclectic decor and dress. All on a mod-

em, wooded campus in the eastern hills_

above Seattle.

Microsoft is better than college,

however. You get your own room— a

private office with a door. You have

access to the latest microcomputer tech-

nology, as weU as the brains that helped

create it.

So now you don't have to give up

the ftm and excitement ofcollege in

order to make it in the "real world". All

you have to do is join Microsoft.

Software Design Engineers

in Test Development
Work as a team with our software

developers to release first-class products.

Identify strengths and weaknesses in

future software and take responsibility

for making the necessary changes. As a

Systems Test Developer, you will design

how the systems should be imple-

mented, as you learn the internals ofour

systems products and develop applica-

tions to test the software at the API level.

As an Applications Test Developer, you will

design, execute and document tests of

applications software to validate product

requirements and design.

Ifyou'd Uke to impact the agenda for

the future ofMicrosoft products, bring __
your impressive technical skills and

unique ability to make things happen to

—

Microsoft.

Ready for some real fun?

Ifyou are about to graduate, or are

working towards a Bachelor's, Master's or

PhD degree in Computer Science, Elec-

trical Engineering, Math, Physics, or

related technical degree, then we want to

hear about your microcomputer pro-

gramming experience, design skills, and/ '

or exposure to managing projects.

Microsoft will be interviewing on

campus for Software Design Engineers in

Test Development:

February 9, 1990
See your Career Planning and Place-

ment Office for more details.

H/Baosalt
We act an equal oppoctunity employer.

<-,

.f.r
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GROBEL
From page 22

"His father was considered (at

the time) to be the greatest actor on
the American stage by Eugene
0*Neill, George M. Cohan, and
Constantin Stanislavsky."

Huston also gave Grobel his

mother's (Rhea Huston) writings.

"You get a sense," says Grobel, of

"what kind of people John was
coming from."

Grobel said that the women in

Huston's family ranged from

strong-willed to sensitive. His
grandmother Adelia (affection-

ately known as Deal) once "saved
a guy from lynching, and was an
editor," says Grobel. "Man, that's

tough stuff!"

Huston's daughter Anjelica, on
the other hand, is "an extremely

sensitive woman and a lot of that

has to do with what happened to

her mother. Her mother was killed

when she (Angelica) was 16 years

old. She said it was like an atom
bomb going off inside her. After

that, nothing could surprise (her).

'That was a very, very, tough

time and I think it did change her

life dramatically."

Grobel calls the Huston men
"real rabble rousers. They were
men who loved women. They
whored around a great deal; they"

gambled. They drank — that was
the man's world."

Walter, however, seemed to be

somewhat of an exception to the

hard and fast rule. "Walter was a

real ladies' man," Grobel
explains, "but he was more dis-

creet about it

"I do see John," he continues,

"as the last of the Hemingway-type

characters — larger-than-life fig-

ures who could really do all that he

did."

His story of how he finally

found Pablo Albanon Huston is

also extremely interesting. Pablo

was a young boy 12 years of age
when Huston met him in Mexico.
He took a liking to the boy and
decided, on the spur of the

moment, really, to adopt him. He
later disowned a fully grown Pablo
for leaving his children (something

Huston thought was a terrible thing

to do). "He was Giving 60 miles

north of Mexico City ) and

STUDENT INTERNS WANTED!!!

UCLA's OVERNIGHT PROGRAM IS SEEKING 5 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS!!!

Interns will:

* help contact 75 high school students admitted to UCLA for Fall '90 for parti-
cipation in program

t:

.- a

* help select 75 UCLA students to serve as hosts % .

'

* attend lunch and BBQ dinner during weekend of program (April 8th and 9th)

* EARN $9.50/hour
~

'^ ^^7~^ " '-^^~--

•

To learn more about, the Overnight Program, come to one of our orientation meetings:

Tuesday, January 16th

Wednesday, January 17th

North Campus 22
Ackerman Union 3508

11:00 - 12:00 noon
3:00 - 4:00pm

* Interns will start February 7th, 1990 and terminate April 13, 1990

* Applications availa*ble in 1147 Murphy Hall "^
:

.

* Applications due: JANUARY 19,1990 @ 5:00pm ^ ^
:

—'—

For further information contact:

Brian Venner or Victoria Lee-Jerrems at (213) 206-4348 ^

Undergraduate Admissions & Relations with Schools

H-ucla:
OUSING

ATTENTION: ON CAMPUS HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER 1990
WINTER QUARTER 1990 WATT UST STUDENTS

Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing must reapply to
maintain or fmprove their waiting list position for Spring Quarter 1990
Applications are available from January 8, 1990 to January 22, 1990 in theOn Campus Housing Assignment Office. In order to retain your waiting
list position, application must be submitted in person to the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office no later than 5:00 P.M. January 22, 1990.

NEW APPUCANTS
Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Campus Housing list
may apply for On Campus Housing for the Spring Quarter 1990 begin-
ning January 8, 1990. However submission of an application does not
guarantee housing for the Spring Quarter. Please be advised that a
non-refundable $20 application fee is required. Application and Fee must
be postmarked on or before January 26, 1990 or be received in the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the date stated
above or the application will be considered late.

Applications are available in the On Campus Housing Assignment Office
or UCLA Community Housing Office. Both offices are located in the
Business Enterprise Building, 270 De Neve Drive, next to Rieber Hall.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
MONDAY - FRIDAY

(213) 825-4271 „"

M [oundlG% top

20% off all merchandise

January 9 through 16
Wight Art Gallery

North Campus NW Comer

Murphy Sculpture Garden

working as a janitor. . . He didn't

have any money. He gave me his

side of the story, which is an
important side."

"He was very fond of Mexico,

-

says Grobel. where Huston met
Pablo, his last wife Maricela, and
made many a memorable movie.

It was probably the closest thing

to a home Huston ever had.

Anjelica referred to him as
"homeless." It was not in the sense
of poverty of course, but bfbbel-

"was at a different house every

See QROBEL, page 27

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl
Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Coiof Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies Blk/Wtiite

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Bindmg Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon 1

Q

Laser
With liiia Ad only on I^aer Color Eip. 1/31/90

%

Plus its special features:
Color Creations.

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

WHEN YOU LOOKGOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD.

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief. Iti why we employ stylists

S^jOO '"Stead of haircutters. And

-^ why those who go to-Super-

cut5 end u\) feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessary.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Blvd.)

470-1558
9-9 Sat 9-7

HAIR BY
Sun 10-5

SUPBICUTS

Flies members (from I) Terry Messal, Tim P., Richie D'Albis &
Howard Drossin.

Rockers Ries on Fire buzz
with attitude and talent
By John K. Bates

Contributor

Flies on Fire is a l>and that does
things their own way. and from ttie

sound of things, it's the right way.
Ritchie plays drums and sings.

Tim's the guitar playerwho mostly
writes and sings the songs. Mess is

the t>ass player, and Howard is the

new addition. Howard plays
rhythm guitar.

Hm was lx>m and raised in

Detroit Mess is from Almagorda,
New Mexico, that's where they
dropped the bomb, y'know. Mess
glows in the dark. Ritchie is from
New Haven, Connecticut, and
Howard is fiom North Hollywood.
The sound i& a blertd of a lot of
things. Flies on Fire lists Cree-
dence, the Clash, and the Stones as
ttieir biggest influences.

There is a deflnite country
influence a la John Fogeity and a

rawness which reminds me of
early Stones albums. Tim's lead
vocals have a rough feel which is a
pleasant find as we attempt to

stagger out of the era of overpro-
duced, unfeeling, "safe" rock. A
lot of the credit for that goes to the

Flies producer Ric Browde. He
produced albums for such diverse

bands as Poison and Joan Jett The

Flies appreciate the Cact that he let

them do things their own way. As
Ritchie said, **H& took us on and
didn't change the band."

It seems that doing it their own
way is something that is very

important to the Flies. Witness
their song, "Cmon" which is their

cocky declaration of freedom
—

**I

won't give it up, until I get things

my way." All along the line that's

what they've held out for.

The artist who directed their

award winning video was one such

person. Jonathan Cries caught one
of their shows and wanted to do a

video. "He's a very creative guy,

he really is, you'll have to take my
word for it, or see the video. In this

town everybody is a genius, but

this guy really is," said Ritchie.

Sometime after the video was
made, they got a call from MTV. It

seems MTV needed release papers

signed; Jonathan hadn't even told

them they were going to be on
MTV's Basement Tapes. They
ended up winning and Jonathan

has gone on to l)ecome a new star

in the world of video making, as

well. "The moral of the story,"

says Ritchie, "is that we want to do
our own thing ourown way and we
think you should, too."

GROBEL
From page 26

time I saw him. In Coldwater

Canyon he had a place, then

Burgess Meredith gave him a

house down in Malibu, then he

would be staying in Maricela's

house, then in Laurel Canyon, then

he would be staying in this

hotel .

."

He sums up Huston best by
saying, "his kind of guy just

doesn't exist anymore, but it's fiin

to read about—almost like reading

about a pirate. You have this

feeling that life is in the quest and
the doing and not in the end result"

Ha*

La Santa

m
Pacific

Write
for tlia

DCUI
Student
Magazinee

Anyone interested in writing for the UCLA student maga-

zines should attend the orientation meeting of a four-week

course for new writers Wednesday, Jan. 17, 6 p.m. in

Ackerman 2412.
i

Call Arvli Ward at 825-2787 for more information.

3*r
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC ,

SCHOOL .

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAX SUN, & EVENING '

CLASSES

YOU CAN BE UCLA'S REPRESENTATIVE
TO LEADERSHIP AMERICA - SUMMER "89

LEADERSHIP
AMERICA

*•, ' •*•'

THE F^ROGRAM: An intensive 10-week program for 50 college
students from around the nation. Including leadership
development program, Colorado Outward Bound, and
international internships,

THE PURPOSE: To develop leadership skills while interacting
with student leaders from around the nation.

THE REQUIREMENT: Only students planning to graduate in—
'89-90 academic year are eligible.

Attend an information meeting:

EXPO CENTER A-213 ACKERMAN UNION
January 10th - 4:00 PM—

:

January 11th - 12:00 PM/5:00 PM "^^—

-

UCLA APPLICATION DEADLINE: JANUARY 19th

^Ibhmatsu Awoki
loucheRoss

Totimatsu Awoki(ttie largest

accounting firm in Japan)/Touctie

Ross is seel<lng entry-level accounts.

English and Japanese speai^ing ability

preferred but not mandatory.

Send resume to:

Tohmatsu Awol^i & Co.

louche Ross & Co.

1000 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 9001

7

ATTN: Steve Oto
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Film

Vietnam war vets Kovic, Stone join forced for
'Bom' celebrates Kovic family _^
By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — For Ron
Kovic, the movie Born on the
Fourth of July marks the end of a
long journey that began Jan. 20,
1968, when a North Vietnamese
bullet ripped through his spine.

Returning from the war in a
wheelchair, Kovic, who had been
raised on "Mom and apple pie"
patriotism, became an anti-war
activist, protesting on the floor of
the 1972 Republican National
Convention. He wrote of his

experiences in the book Born on
the Fourth of July in 1976, the

same year he addressed the Demo-
cratic National Convention.
Academy Award-Winning film-

maker Oliver Stone \i^dle a script

with Kovic based on the book.
Four days before the start of
filming in 1978, the movie was
canceled. Now it has been released

to critical acclaim with Tom
Cruise playing Kovic.

Kovic recently talked in an
interview about his reaction to

seeing Born on the Fourth ofJuly
for the first time.

"I remember after the final

scene, the first thing on the screen

was the Kovic family, listing their

names and the actors who played

us in the movie. 1 started to cry, I

was so proud to see the names of
my family on the screen," he said.

**Later the film was shown to

200 students at Loyola Marymount
University. When the Kovic fami-

ly names appeared on the screen,

the crowd burst into tremendous
applause. I started crying again,

harder than I had ever cried in my
life. They were appreciating my
family. I guess it was at that

moment I realized I wasn't so
alone in this thing. There was more
to this film than one life. There was
an entire country involved." 'Born' creators Kovic & Stone
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Interested in publicizing your
event in a Daily Calendar of
Events in the Daily Bruin?

V

Don't miss out on the benefits:

• 45,000 students aware of your event daily
• - - '

• Guaranteed listing on page 2 of the Daily Bruin

• Only Daily Calendar of On-Cannpus Events at UCLA
• Successful events with greater student participation

For more Information coll 20)6-0905 NOW!

Must meet certain requirements.
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Stone raises

consciousness
By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Oliver
Stone laughs ruefully when it is

suggested that he can't get the

Vietnam War out of his soul.

"I think it's something that

exists forever; it doesn't go away,"
he said reflectively. "I was young— 18 to 21 — and that stays with
you forever. It's a scar.

**I moved past the trauma of the

war, dealt with it I've used it

instead of letting it use me. I think

it's a war that shouldn't be
forgotten. It's a war that should
stay in our national spirit Because
we must learn from it"

Oliver Stone is the man who
shook the nation's conscience with
Platoon, the 19^6 Academy
Award-winning film^ th^ (frew on
his own experieiiCe»' ^sX young
soldier in Vietnaift, 196f^8. Now
Stone has made another movie
about the war. Born on the Fourth

ofJulyy which has attracted critical

praise and predictions of Oscar
nominations.

"Born on the Fourth ofJuly was
written in 1977-78," Stone
recalled at his spartan offices in

suburban Venice, where he occu-
pies part of an old gas company
building.

"We came close to making it

with Al Pacino starring. But the

money was not there; it was not

considered commercial. The fdm
died. Ten years later, Tom Cruise
took an interest in it. Platoon had
been successful arid Universal
Pictures, which had originally

killed the film, came back and
fuianced it"

Cruise, a winning personality in

teen movies and second banana to

Oscar winners Paul Newman (Jhe
Color of Money) and Dustin
Hoffman {Rain Man), had not been
acknowledged as a dramatic actor

until Born on the Fourth of Juty.

What persuaded Stdhe to go with
him?

"His hunger. His desire to do it

He was aggressive; he worked for

nothing for about a year and a half

to make this movie happen," the

filmmaker said. "He came from
the same background as Ron
Kovk;: working class. Catholic

background. . . .

"At the same time Tom came
from a background that had some
problems and shadows. It was a
broken family. I sensed he could
use that emotional material for . .

.

the part where Ron returns from
the war and finds that his family
unit is fractured.**,

Stone left Yale University to

teach English in a Vietnam school
at a time when the American
presence was increasing. Back at

Yale, he wrote a novel about his

experiences that no one woukl
publish. He enlisted for the war.

Wounded, decorated and disillu-

sioned, he reuimed to study film at

New York University.

Stone then went into a tailspin of
drugs and isolation. The country's

centennial in 1976 helped him
recover, and he began selling-^

scripts to Hollywood, including

Midnight Express, which brought

his first Oscar.

The 43-year-okl Stone's next
project is a biography of Jim
Mcrrison, the troubled kiader of —
The Doora.

cso
825-1493

Escort
Service

r
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Ifd the beginning of 1990. I'm
sure most of you have been
bombarded with the "best of in the
80's" lists. Ready for another list?

Here's my favorite club tracks of
the year listed in no particular

order:

Soul to Soul: "Keep On Mov-
ing" and "Back to Life."

Who says songs below 110
BPM (Beats Per Minute) cannot
become hits on the dance floors?

Soul to Soul's unique sound not
only refuted that notion, it also
refined the meaning of "funk" in

1989 with another sound — alike
artists ready to cash in. The two
songs, by the way, are the number
one and two selling 12" singles on
the Billboard's Year-end sales

chart

Madonna: "Like a Prayer^ and
'•Express Yourseir
No matter what year it is.

Madonna still rules the charts and
clubs. "Like a Prayer" was origi-

nally a semi-ballad on the album.
Remixer Shq) Pettibone pumped
new life into this otherwise not-

so-danceable title cut from her new
album. "Express Yourseir fol-

lows the sure-hit formula of
Madonna's past dance hits com-
posed by Steven Bray, writer of
"Into the Groove" and "Causing a
Commotion." Both cuts are defi-

nite crowd pleasers on the dance
floors.

Young MC: "Bust the Move"
Simply the best rap song of the

year. Irresistibly catchy. It was one
of the few rap songs crossing over
to the mainstream Top-40 radio
stations.

B-52: "Love Shack"
The most wek:ome comeback of

the year. The new single retains the
fun quality of B-52's past hit

**SummerofLove.'^ It is definitely

THE party song of the year.

Erasure: "A Little Respect"
and "Stop!"

Even though Justin Strauss's

housey remix of "A Little

Respect" ruined the spirits of the

album version, the song was the

most beautifully composed club
hit of 1989 and my favorite

Erasure song. "Stop! " is one of the

best high-energy hit of the year.

It's too bad that Top-40 radio

stations totally ignored the record.

Inner City: "Good Life"

Detroit techno house music at its

best Inner City is unarguably the

best club group of '89. Its later

singfes "Ain't Nobody Better" and
•T)o You Love What You Feel" all

topped the club-play charts last

year. The group's debut single,

1988's "Big Fun" was the under-
ground house classic that popular-

ized house music in the clubs.

Tcchnotronk: "Pump up the

Jam"
What started out as a hip-house

import, the single took our country
by storm when released domesti-
cally. Contrary to popular
assumption, the song was pro-

duced by Technotronic (a group of
DJ's turned producers) and sung
by Felly. The group's album
features other similar-sounding

dance songs with different vocal-

ists. Felly is reportedly no longer

with Technotronic.

*Tump Up the Jam" is the first

certified platinum single of 1990
and has spent six months on top of

the 12" sales chart

Maurice: *This is Acid"
It is the acid house music for the

masses. Very popular in clubs and
even accepted by some progres-

sive Top-40 radio stations.

LU Louis: "French Kiss"

At first listen, it sounded like a

bunch of senseless house beats

with the slowdown of the tempo
which would likely clear the dance

music's best of the 80d—^

floors. It turned out to be one of the

biggest hits of the year. The
orgasmic moaning of the women
toward the end was the highlight of
the song. Lil Louis's live rendition

of the song at Power House 8
(sponsored by Power-FM 106 last

No matter what
year it is, Madonna
still rules the charts
and clubs. "Like a
Prayer" was original'

ly a semi'ballad on
tne album. Remixer
Shep Pettibone
pimiped new life into

this otherwise not*
so^danceable title cut
from her new aSnnn.

year) was definitely X-rated
Edelweiss: "Bring Me Edel-

weiss"

It is impossible to classify the

music of the German groi ->. Just

mix elements of rock, hous rap.

techno synth music with rhythms
and samples of ABBA's "SOS,"
you'll get "Bring Me Edelweiss,"
the most iraiovative hit of the year.

Kon Kan: "I Beg Your Pardon"
The debut single from the

Canadian group Kon Kan "I Beg
Your Pardon" reassembled the

sound of vocalist and the instru-

mental style from New Order. It is

the best techno synth hit of the

year.

Neneh Cherry: "Buffalo
Stance"

A perfect combination of rap,

fimk, rock and Cherry's fine vocal
ability. "Buffalo Stance" won not
only the sales figure, the critics

were also praising the diverse
styles of her album.
Two Puerto Ricans, a Black

Man and a Pominiran- "Sr^ndal-

ous^

Undoubtedly the house anthem
of 1989. Just say "House Music AU
Night Long!"

Best Ballad of the Year:
Richard Marx: "Right Here
Waiting"

Best Dance Album of the Yean
Dead or Alive: "Nude"

Should-Have-Been-Hit of the

Jason
Lin

Year Liza Minnelll: "Losing My
-Jklind"

Lucky Success of the Yeai^
Paula Abdul
Worst Hits of the Year 2 Live

Crew: "Me So Homy"
My wish for 1990: Less house-

oriented dance tracks

My prediction for 1990: The
invasion of Brazilian Lambada
dance craze.

The Real Top-15 Dance

Tracks of 1989:

1. *This Time I Know It's For
Real" — Donna Summer

2. "Real Love"— Jody Watley
3. "Miss U Much" — Janet

Jackson

4. "Straight Up"— Paula Abdul
5. "Girl You Know It's True"—

Milli Vanilli

6. "A Little Respect"— Erasure
7. "Pump Up the Jam" —

Technotronic

8. "Cold Jlearted" — Paula
Abdul

9. "Like A Prayer"— Madonna
10. "On Our Own" — Bobby

Brown
11. "Come Home With Me

Baby" — Dead or Alive

12. "Back to Life" — Soul to

Soul

^ 13. "Express Yourself*^—
Madonna

14. "Fading Away" — Will to
Power

15. "Tears Run Rings"— Marc
Almond

Compiled by Southern Cali-
fornia DJ Association with 75
woricing DJ's in the LA area.

(213)467-6855

Are

building

your

future?
This conference is designed to help you
explore personal values, set goals for
your future and meet new people! If you
want to empower yourself and learn about
"The Secret of Your Success", come check
us out!

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment
Will be on a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please
return this form to Kelly Wachowicz at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by
January 26, 1990. For more information, contact Deb Moriartv
at 825-6690. ^

Name: Phone:

Address:
r'

_Yes! I would like to attend this exciting one day
conference \ x. -

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Euilding Program/Student and Campus Life

I
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FREE DELIVERY TICKETS^ LAKERS SfSfl
Theatre: PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, (Not Cheap)
Firt Drlwtry's FhUotophyj ait wtrt ilarUd M 1966 by UCLA itudttU* and mUumt (o tmploy UCLA
BtittUnU. Wt prtwide FREE DELIVERY to anyom on campus. Wt of/kr KardlogH —aU mud pnat htiaw
marktl to all UCLA Uudmtt. ttafT. and faculty. Aak ityoiu mho Hom umd u* b*foe0m>td thty mti ttU
jnu the tame, that when U cofiea to our UCLA eUtntM, mt oo/il ht Wot Quotet are free, eo gwe ut a
eail Rememlitr to mmtton you're frvm UCLA!!!

FAX # 472-3013
(213)205-0838

Students Helping Students
(always have and always will)

Visa/MC accepted

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center

ASUCLA StL>d«n1 Employeet receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal tckel. We cannot award both.

UCLA CAMPUS CHOIR. For faculty sUff &
alunnni, director Stephanie Henry, accepting

new membere for Winter Quarter. Call Karen

King (213)828-8353, For information &
appointment.

Concert Tickets 6

GEORGE WINSTON tickets. Front ro«v on
keytx>ard tide. Sat. Jan. 20th. Best offer. Eves

(213)665-2651.

Good Deals 7

AEn RUSH
1990

i\G:VC.^j^0w\:':3:y!;.x

Fof only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011 ^

GRADUATE STUDENTS
ON CAMPUS HOUSING:
OPENINGS AVAILABLE

Graduate students interested in residing

on campus In Mira Hershey Mall for

Winter and Spring Quarter should

contact the UCU^ On Campus Mousing

Assignment Office In the Business

Enterprises Building In order to apply.

270 DeNeve Drive

(next to Rieber Hall)

(213) 825-4271

Monday - Friday

8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Hollywood Piano Rontal Company
462-2329 463-6569

Meet before all events at Saxon Suites, E-32

Monday, January 8th:

6:0DPM Incredible Italian Feast.

. 8:00PM Be prepared, AEPi goes video!

Tuesday, January 9th:

' 6:bOPM Fiesta dinner with El "Polio Loco.
9:00PM Live, socially responsible

entertainment.

Wednesday, January 10th:

7:00PM Laughs at the Improv.

Thursday, January 11th:

6:00PM New Pledge-Active Blow Out at

the Master's, invite only!

a:

W For a casual opportunity to learn more about the UCLA sorority system, w
^ ?'s call office of Fraternity and Sorority Relations at 825-6322. ^
>^k B X A Ea)rHI^KAMNOn0PZTY(;i2E4'ZX

TEO

Questions? Need a ride?

Call Jeff or Paul at

209-0408.

SL

'^W
[^®.

$4.39 Combo
for $2.99

Oofy at Westwood
location.

with tfiis ad.

Miscellaneous

POSTyM AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,

Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa%vtelle. (213)312.0092.

Personal 10

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MA. MFCC INTER IMF 1 5339. SLID-

ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (21 3)33*^1432/

VIRCIL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

The Student
Accounting Society

is holding its

first General
Information
Meeting on

- Wednesday,
January 10 at

Ackerman 2408
1 1 am

Scott and Mike

BREWSKI
Mammoth was

a blast!!!

Derby,

Ronskl, and
J)USt>L

Have fun wearing

orange today

What AEO means we
can't say

Be at A<D today at four

Fun and good times

there will be more!

(destination unknown!)

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

NEED SUBJCCTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, arxi touch.

Cannot be using a tartar dpntrol toothpaste

currently, Will be required to brush leeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice arxl toothbrush. $3SXX) paid upon
completion of four evalu^ions during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray recfuired.

Contact Mary, DenUl Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792. -

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.*

EARN $1 50- Volunteer females with regular

menstrual cycles not on birth control pills

wanted for sleep evaluation study. Subjects
will neied to sleep in the Harbor UCLA sleep

center for 4 nighu during or>e rrwnth. Call

Linda 625-2452

FEMALE SURVIVORS NEEDED FOR DOC-
TORAL STUDY ON FATHER-DAUCHTIR
INCEST.PLEASC CONTACT HOUY MERCY
AT (818)772-1070.

RUSH Continues With...
Casino Night

Vista Room, Sunset Recreation Center
All Rushees and Ladles Invited.

7 pm-llpm

Come Join the High Rollers of TEO for a Fun-Filled
evening of

^Blackjack

""Roulette

*Mocktails

*Prizes, Prizes, Prizes!!!

*AND more! ^^^ —

Mealtti Services 22

WANTED 100 people, Will pay you to lose

weight. All natural. 100% guaranteed.
(213)281-7484.

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openingf available NOW

Dr. Milk Bemian, Clinical

Psychologist,
eating disorder specialist. Individual
appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

?ftW:::. WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.—

-

All Natural.
100% guaranteed. ,

(213)281-7484

Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had porblem 6
months or nf>ore ar>d have received prior

unsuccessful treatnr>ent. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and rwise. $100 received upon

^compteffon. TMJx-fay r«|ulped. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

Students + Professionals

EARN $30-40-50

National Marketing

Research Co seeks

consumers to discuss

their opinions on new
products 1+ services.

Call (213) 645-17(ra

EARN $300
Males 21-40 yrs. old

needed for

studies involving pre-

scription

and over the counter
drugs.

For infomnation call:

(213) 390-8483
Weekdays 9am - 3pm

CHI PHI
RUSH '90 '

'KITE NITE
Yes, it's true. The rippingly immortal

-Walter Cronkite-
Chi Phi Alumnus Extraordinaire

will be our guest speaker.

TONIGHT WpHnP^Hay lanuary 10. IQQO
North Campus Student Center rm 20

7:30-9:30
Attend and absorb an amazing amount of
anecdotes and adages from the true king,

Walter Cronkite.
Truly a momentous occasion

Multitudes of wisdom (and food, too)

CHI PHI: The epitome of Greek vintage

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS. ANXIOUS
MOOD. W0RRIS0f\^E, FEARFUL

You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms for at
least 1 month and in relatively good health. Volunteers will receive
a brief exam, in order to determine eligibility. M qualified volunteers

may be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed _

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

Sperm Donors 19

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

"Normal, healthy adults, 18-22 years needed
for audiovisual research at UCLA. Subjects will

be paid. (213)625-0392.

STUDY SUBIECTS-Wanted for six mor^th pre-

mcmtrual syndrome study entailing blood

sampling and administration of nalaxor>e or

placebo. Study pays $100. If you are ages

1 8-40, have pms, or no symptoms premenstru-

ally, have regular periods and are rxM on the

£ill, call Linda 825-2452

"Hyperactive Boys with attcntional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-

tion. (213)825-0392."

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors r>eeded

medlcat research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent

Call (213)273-2463 for Inib

EY?? I
I for I

Ipay- I
b sheet I

Opportunities 26

Health Services 22

Pregnancy 20

UCLA L&S undergrads wanted for interview.

Study regarding being Subject to Dismissal. $7.

Call Ron (213)312-0186 for info.

EXCLUSIVE BEVERLY HILLS Dirict M«k«if«
Company. Needs full-time assistant with ex-

cellent secretarial skills, computer, telephone
poise. Call Toni at (213)652-1821.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUP.
Caring, dynamic wivifQnmcnt to eplore fam.-^

ily, career, rel^ionships, self esteem, co-

dependency, arKi issues involving personal

trarwition. Lisa Frankel MFCC. (21 3)398-9385.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OtHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

Call tT\na
CWicw pa9«nto miougheul LA
b»fii»'i| (Tom jfout pafltcipalon

HemoCore

10 Help Wanted 30

AAA: Three ftill-time clerical pofitiara in the

degree section of the Registrar's office. Hours
at M—f . 8-5pm. Accurate typing skills, CRT
experience, and Wordperfect skills a plus.

Salary range is $1 646-1 934/nwnth. Good
benefits. Call Judy at (213)206-0485.

ABLE TO MARKET? Need someone with own
car, Saturday nwvnings to do errands arxi

marketing in Brentwood for faculty fan>ily

living near UCLA. $10/hr, ($20-25 minimum).
References. Leave nwssage at (21 3)206-31 34
with best times to reach you.

ACCURATE 60+wpm. Secretary/bookkeeper.
Wordprocessing, computer and patient billing

experience preferred. 15 hrs/wk, flexible.

Westwood Village, Dr. Frank (213)208-5550.

AFTERNOONS during school, fulltime during
vacations, liberal arts majors preferred. West-
wood Sporting Goods Company, 1 065 Gayley
Ave. Westwood Village.

ARCHITECTUAL drafting and design needed.
P/T Gilberton Arch, and design.
(213)471-6996.

ASST. MGR Baskin robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/part time, days/nightsAveekends,
Westwood villiage and westside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048.

ATHLETIC CLUB needs childcare help.
1 5-20hrs. and fitr>ess staff experience or kines
major. (213)829-6836.

BABYSITTER/Mothers helper for 2 UCLA pro-
fessors with toddler. 20 hrs/wk. until June.
Laurel Canyon area. Need own car, experi-

ence, references. Good pay. (21 3)654-7999 or
(213)825-7616.

BH pharmacy needs afternoon delivery per-

son. $6^r. plus mileage.,PTAT. Should have
own car. (213)859-3887.

BIOCHEMICAL TECHNICIAN: part-time/ full-

tinw, protein purification, HPLC, Quantitative
ELISA, Column Chromatography, SDS-PAGE.
Call Nancy (213)825-6521.

CACAO. Small cafe/art gallery seeks energetic

service help. Call Eric, (213)473-5166.

aNTURY CITY law firm needs reliable PA
messenger. Tuesdays ar>d Thursdays. Must
have car. S7ftyr. + ntileage. Call Donna
(213)879-9494.

CHILDREN'S BOTIQUE. Beverly Hills F/T-PA
sales, experience needed. Some computer
knowle<^ge helpful. AQUARELLE.

- (213)271-5291.

COMPUTER hardware & software sales. Ex-
perience preferred. High commision. Elite

Systems. (213)315-9450.

COMPUTER retail store needs office help.

Experienced & professionai. Phones, filing,

bookkeeping. P/T M-F. $7.50/hr.
(213)479-7995.

COMPUTER consulting firm looking for exper-
ienced software programmer in DBASE larv

guage. Call for interview, (213)670-7124. AA
for Okke or Chris.

DELIVERY drivers needed for Westside service

S7-MAv. Assistant manager position available

as well. (213)829-3000.

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, 9-1 . i6/hr. plus
mileage. Must have car and insurarKe.
(213)477-4479.

DELIVERY DRIVERS needed Westwood WLA
area. Good pay plus tips. Call 447-9470.

DaiVERY DRIVERS wanted irrwnediately,

$5^r + $1/del • food + tips. Contact John.
Westwood El Polio Loco between 10 and 3.

Must have transportation, insurance.
(213)824-7776.

DENTAL receptionist. Westwood Orthodorv
tist. T-Th. Will train. (213)206-8273.

DISPATCHER. F/T positions available Flexible

hours 7am, 6pm, and graveyard. Good phone
voice. Previous exp. pref. Start $7.50^r.
Angela (213)829 9611.

DRIVER F/r. P/T. Clean DMV. $6/hr. Cuh^er
City. Mrs Griffin (213)559-8823 Vehicle
provided.

DRIVER/messenger needed. FT/PT.
(213)837-5200.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY needed 18-22 hours/
week, flexible. $9-1 2A>r. Knowledge of word-
perfect required. Ask for Arlene
(213)470-3555 Westwood

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/
MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in

Hollywood
No pay but great
opportunity to

learn & gain
experience

Coll Stephanie

(213) 659-6400

f^

;f
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TALK IS NOT CHEAP. .

.

. . .when you work as a Telemarketing

Representative for The Times. Earn

hourly wages plus generous commissions

by working part-time. Get the details by

calling: (213) 314-1233.

'The new faster-format

Cos Angeles S^itnes

Young Enterprising
Adults

Major Newspaper Concern
Now hiring 100 students.
Work from vour home!!

our office!!

or self managed outside territoriesf

You make your own hours.
For more 'info and/or interview

Call Mrs. Foxx

(818)508-7496

FAST, EXPERIENCEO friendly cashier needed
for busy club. Excellent pay. (213)477-7550.

FILE CLERK; warehouse. F/T, P/T. Filing of

medical records. Accuracy important. Call

Mrs. Griffin (213)559-8823. Culver City,

S6/hr. __^
FILING clerk needed (or busy law firm in

Century City. Must be available 15-20 hr^
week Call Rose at (213)557-0444 for an
interview.

GARDENERA^ANDYMAN needed pA for

8-unit apartment. 539-531% Glenrock.
Gladys, (213)938-2391 (day), (213)839-8164
(eves, weekends).

GENERAL clerical, excellent on phor>e, gpod
handwriting printing, 20-25 hrsAvk, $5, great

sufTourKJin^. 937-4544.

GRAPHIC design center seeking computer
graphics trainee. Paste-up, design and/or PC
experiertce a plus. Non-smoker, %7ft^r. Lou,

(213)476-5510.

GROCERY clerk F/T or P/T eves and.weekends.

Apply WesUide Market. 11031 SM Blvd be-

tween lOam-lpm, or call (213)477-3216.

INFORMATIOM^ DATA OPERATIONS. Part-

time, 8-15 hour!^/k, very flexible schedule.

Comfortable with computers. Functional user

capable of problem solving. Should have:

basic knowledge of Lotus 123 or similar

spreadsheet; DBasell or Alpha 3; Quicken or

other bookkeeping package. Prefer someone
with basic accounting course, good commu-
nications skills. Kr>ow1edge of WordPerfect
helpful. Sense fo humor mandatory. Small,

busy, family-like office. Good hourly wage.
Call Barbara Saltzman. (213)479-3249.

INTERNS NEEDED: Office of asiemblymen
Tom Hayden, possible credit, valuable exp.

(213)303-2717.

$l0-20/hr
Part-time, flexible hours
Excellent experience

call Steve
(^3) 473-4797

INTERNS r>eeded: ofTtce of assemblyman Tom
Hayden, possible credit, valuable experience.

(213)393-2717.

KNOW BODIES. Exercise and Dancewear is

presently seeking p^ employees who are

motivated and willing to work. Exp. Preferred

but nai required. Flexible hours ar>d great

working condition. $5Air. deperxiing on exp.

Northridge (818)349-9104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Park (818)784-0374 -

ask for manager. West LA (818)704-5454 - ask

for )eff or Mike after 1pm.

LAB HELPER: Chemistry or Biology major
preferred. General lab helper duties, analytical

procedures, isolation chemistry procedures,

bioassays on mice. Call Nancy
(213)825-6521.

LAW CLERK. Part-time, flexible hours. This is

an excellent opportunity!! (213)393-5000.

LAW OFFKZE receptionist needed, 1 5-20 hrs/

wk. i7fiv. Ask for Arlene (213)470-3555.

Westwood.

LIBRARY assistant. Flex. PT, $7/hr. IBM PC
with wordprocecsing, library exp. Maintain,

journal records, routing ships, mail, on-line

searching -m-. (213)820-2200 ext. 125.

LIBRARY CLERK. Permanent part-time. Cen-
tury City Law firm. Seeks bright detail-oriented

individual to work 20 hn^wk. $aAir. Morning
hours preferred. PC & typing skills helpful.

Please call Fifeld, afternoons (213)553-2900.
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Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program. —
WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201
^-^

30 Help Wanted

MEDICAL Lab has a part-time opening for a

stude^ in accessioning department. Position

will involve patient data entry and specimen
entry processing. CRT experience essential.

Science major preferred. Flexible hours, but

Saturday rotation required. Call Fay at

(818)345-6503, 10-3prri.

MESSENGERS. Westwood law firm has open-

ing$ for part-time 20 hr!^wk messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car, ir>surance, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541 after 2pm.

MOTHERS HELPER. M-Th. 3-8pm. Help w/
one 6 yr.old girl, errarxis etc. Must drive own
car, references. (213)550-0207.

NEED a student with car, 3 days^tH(. MWF
3-6pm, to pick-up from school and tutor 6 & 9
yr. old boys. Day (213)386-8440 x457. Eve.

(213)395-5509. Santa Monica.

NEED HELP with children. Light secretarial

work. 1 5 hr^vk. Word processing skills if

possible. (213)454-9312.

NUTRITION COMPANY is seeking a model
Tor photography. Pay negotiable.
(213)479-1050.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for architectural firm in

WLA. Pleasant and professional environment.

20-30 hr/wk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, word processing and general office

duties. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME general office. Flexible hours.

M-F. Close to UCLA. (213)444-9776.

PART-TIME. Telephones, order taking, some
computer, various other jobs relating to a

Gift/Cookie Co.M-F, 2-5:30. Must have car. $6
to start. (213)4?7-4479.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to lady executive must
be bright, energetic, competent. Requires er-

rarxis, shopping, typing, filing nrHKnings, gen-

eral assistant. Good pay, some nxKnings. Call

before noon, (213)459-2422.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-

wood alarm co. Evenings ar>d weekends.
Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

SS.OQ/hr. Raise after 1 month. Interest/ krtow-

ledge in films preferred. Videoteque. Paul/

Dennis (213)824-9922.

PT. SALES. Great job with flexible hours for PT
retail in Brentwood Women's health club.

Experienced only. Call Jackie (213)826-7446.

RAND CORP. has p^ openings for students

who will be respomible for cleaning our large

office facility in Santa Monica. P/T 4-hour shifts

available from 5:30pm-9:30pm and
10pm-2am. Salary S8A*r. Training is provided.

U.S. citizenship required. For application call

(213)3934)411 ext. 6251. The RAND Corp.

1700 Main St. P.O. Box 2138. SM., CA
90406-2138. An affimnative action employer.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT for successful

broker, opportunity, data entry, Westside.

Par^-time, flexible. Call
)eff (213)207-0778. ,^ -

REAL ESTATE. P/T with Westside developer.

Shifts 12-5. Showing apartments. Call Joan at

(213)391-9590. S6/hr.

RECEPTIONIST, PT needed. Sunny Beverly

Hills office. Medium phones, somewhat flexi-

ble hours, paid parking. (213)274-0051.

RECEPTIONIST needed P/T. Call
(213)652-7446. Ask for Hector.

•RECEPTIONIST. Brentwood Art Gallery. Full

or part-time position, telephones, data entry,

word processing. Great opportunity.
(213)820-8511.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Highest wages paid *

• Hiealth Insurance *

• Full & Part-time '

• Flexible Houm *

• Men, Women,
Students,

Musicians, etc.
*

Call (213) 453-1817
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*
if Valet Parkers 11

• To valet park at

• private parties &
*
A restaurants.

•
Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

• required.

• Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP. W. MASS./

QIRLS CAMP. MAINE
TOP SALARY, RM^O/LAUNDRY. TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE Kl6s AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY, ARTS i CRAFTS, BASEBALL.
BASKETBALL. BICYCLING.

CHEERLEAOINQ, DANCE. DRAMA DRUMS.
FENCING. GOLF. GUITAR, GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE, NATURE, SAILBOARDING,
SAILING. SCUBA. SOCCER. TENNIS.

TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEIGHTS. WOOD
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINAOU.

5 GLEN LANE. klAMARONECK. N.Y. 10543.

(9141381-5963.
.^J/^OMEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP VEQA,

P.O. BOX 1771. DUXBURY. WA 02332
(917)934-8536.

RETAIL HARDWARE part/full-time. Brent-

wood location. Fringe benefits, pleasant worlc-

ing conditions. Call Mrs. Richards,
(213)476-2864.

SAILING INSTRUCTOR, 25-28 ft. cruising

sailboats weekends now, fuiltinie sumn^er
1-800-225-9776.

SECRETARY/ BOOKKEEPER, PT. Experience

with WordStar or WordPerfect and dollars &
cents very helpful. Must be good typist.

Relaxed, interesting and involving office near

campus. (213)824-9993.

SECRETARY/Clerical, PT, light word process-

ing, general office, flexible hours. $6.5(Vstart.

Brentwood CPA's. (213)826-1380.

SECRETARY, PT. Excellent wordper/ect skills.

$13A«r. DOE. Exfecutive search firm in Santa

Monica. (213)829-7022.

SOUPLANTATION. We are currently looking

for 50 energetic, outgoing, crew members.
We're open Ja.i. 13. Please apply ASAP.
Souplantation (21 3)47§-7080. 1 191 1 San Vic-

ente. Brentwood.

SPAINISH, bi-lingual individual,word pro-

cessing experiefKe, good typing skills. Hours
flexible. $7.5Qlir. Near campus. Wilshire &
Westwood. Law office, Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0481.

TEACHER & RECREATION Counselor needed
for after school child care program. Westwood
area. Starting S7ftyr & up, depending on
experience. ECD units a must. Call Mrs. Jor>es

(213)474-9976.

THE BIGG CHILL Frozen Yougurt looking for

friendly, energetic people. Evening counter

help/night manager. Larry, (213)475-1070.

UCLA STUDENTS! Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service. $6.34Air

plus incentive increases. No experience

necessary. We schedule arourxi your classes.

Come by or call Martha at (213)825-7686.

ACTIVISTS
Bd part of the 1990

elections. SANE/FREEZE,
the nation's foremost peace
and justice lobby. Is putting

disarmament and non-

intervention on the balbt.

Get trained in grassroots

organizing. We're hiring staff

immediately. Progressive

atmosphere, rapid

advancement, sal, pt/ft/eves.

Call 213-938-3470

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
Paid Training.

Flexible day & evening
hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Can the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

UPSCALE FrTNESS STUDIO looking (orweight

tntntr to rent space/ teach privates. Experi-

ence a mutt. Laura. (213)204-2550.

VISUAL MERCHANDISER. Specialty outdoors

stores seeks creative, self-motivated ir«iivi-

dual. )eff Of Cathy. (213)473-4574.

Job Opportunities 32

ARE YOU INEXPERIENCED but willing to

leamf If you're self motivated, detail oriented,

organized, dependable, and have good tele-

phorw skills, we'll teach you the rest. Compu-
ter Co. in Santa Monica looking for sales

assistant. Good salary, excellent berwfits, free

parking. Call Ms. Sax (213)829-9696.

ARTIST/ILLUSTRATORS needed for animation
project. No experierKX necessary. Call Roger:

(213)827-5162.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs-your

area. $1 7,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-88e5.
Ext R SOS

CLAIMS follow-up (Medical office. Part-time.)

Good phone personality, good with numbers,

experience. C^ Trudy (213)450-0205 or

(213)553-

ice. C^-

Longitudinal Study of

Gay and Bisexual Men

Interviewer needed for

structured Interviews

on campus- AIDS related

research. Must have

flexible schedule with

evenings availability

Master's level- clinical

experience preferred.

Part-time-$11.42/hr. "

Dr. Kemeny 206-3103.

30

EXCITING AND REWARDING STUDENT )OB
AVAILABLE. UCLA AMBULANCE PERSON-
NEL NEEDED. Applications being accepted
from LA County certified EMT-IAs for posi-

tions staffing the UCLA Medical Center Trarw-

port Ambulance. The ambulance provides

neonatal, pediatric, maternal care and inter-

hospital transportation to hundreds of patients

annually. Work closely with doctors and
nurses on the transport team arxi gain experi-

erKe in patient care. Full time UCLA student

status and availability of 15 hrs^vk required.

Pick up applications at UCLA police station, or

call Mike at (213)206-8886 for more informa-

tion. For information on Emergency Medical
Technician training, call (213)206-0176.

FEMALE to work as behavior therapist with
autistic girl in her home. 50 hrsArw. at $6fl^r.

Call Ross (213)649-0499.

NEEDED: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, part-

time (10 hr^^, to program experiments for

the acquisition and processing of physiological

measures and on-lir>e control of devices and
stimuli using ASYST language. Knowledge of

ASYST and/or FORTH ESSENTIAL. Experience
with similar computer applications diesirable.

Call David Shapiro, Ph.D., (213)825-0252.

PROGRAMMER, full-time. Requires BASIC,
IBM PC experience. Call Dan at

(213)207-0488.

PT ASSISTANT—major entertainment public

relations firm seeks smart assistant, type 50
wpm, creative writing, and phone skills.

Knowledge of entertainn>ent industry. 25-30
hrsAvk. Call Stephanie, (213)659-6400.

STUDENTS: Opportunity now! Build ongoing
income on 1 0OOVmnlh in your spare time. No
selling required. Call 1-800-526-3196.

THE UCLA Drug Abuse Research Group has a
position open for a Project Director for a

NIDA-funded 5- year study of AIDS contain-

n>ent among I.V. drug users in methadorte
maintenance. Housed at UCLA and in MM
treatment centers. Supervises 4 clinical and

-nesearch staff, design research, interview re-

search subjects, monitor study, write reports

and plan interventions. This is an excellent

opportunity to combine research and scientific

publication with clinical experience in an
important effort designed to help slow the

spread of AIDS. Starts ASAP. Send CV, list of 5
referer>ces arvl representative publications to:

M. Douglas Anglin, Ph.D., Director, UCLA
Drug Abuse Research Croup, 1100 Glendon
Avenue, Suite 763, Los Angeles, CA.
90024-3511, (213)825-9057.

Intemstiips 34

ESTABLISHED talent agency offering intern-

ship*. Minimum 8 hr. weekly connmitment.
Contact Debfa, (213)465-7522.

INTENSIVE film interr>ship avail, for organized
creative individual. Reading, story rxites, ofTtce

work. Contact (818)995-8095.

INTERNSHIPS available with est^lished ta-^

lent agency. Close to campus. Flexible hours.

Call (213)652-1119.

INTERN Wgrowing Brentwood ad agency.
Great exposure to everything from media
planning to production. Some clerical work.
30 hrt./week. Graphic design/
communicationf majors preferred.
(213)447-2964.

LONG-TERM paid internship. SMv. Part-

time. Interest in Englis^oumalism. Typing,
spelling and proofreading skills. Must be a
junior, able to work 20 hr^veek between 9-5.

Call Catherine (213)625-6521.

MAJOR indeperwient film producers seek stu-

dent irttems to learn devefopment, aquisition

acthritles in office environment. (Century City)

no pay but great opportunity learn industry.

(213)551-2505 or (213)394-7263.

MUSIC Vktoo and commercial prochx:tion.

Work with producer. Room for growth. Some
pay. (213)674-4773.

NEED QUALIFIED SOUND ENGINEER, boom
person, script supervisor, and assistant director

for AFI Second Year production called Home-
less. Contact Anthony Nicholas.
(213)656^7666.

RESOURCEFUL INDIVIDUALS NEEDED. To
assist non-profit executive director. PR, special

events, office administration. Computer, word
processing experience preferred. Patti

(213)470-6409.

SEC/TYPIST Part-lime. Good knowledge of

word processing: correspondence and manu-
scripts. Library work. Light office duties. Call

Nancy at (213)825-6521.

Ctiiid Care Wanted 35

5 YEAR old boy, W * Th, 1-6pm. $5/hr.

Westwood, references. (213)470-1095.

A F^ILY of three children ages 7, 5, and 3
rteeds a warm ar>d loving live-in babysitter.

Three to four afternoons and evenings a week
for exchange of room and board or non-live in

babysitter. Car prefen-ed. Moving to Brent-

wood in March. (818)986-9430.

CHILD CARE/ LIGHT OFFKIE, 1 or more
weekday nwmings, convenient to canfipus.

(213)470-0542.

DRIVER. Own car/insurafx:e. Available M—F,

late afternoons to drive 1 child! WLA^ulver
City area. (213)636-6877.

LOVING PERSON NEEDED p^ for 19-month
boy. ExperierKe, references, room available.

(21.1)395 3999. :

MOTHERS helper needed M-F, 2:30-6pm.
WLA, car needed (213)207-2039.

RCLAIABLE PERSON- Needed for on-campus^
babysitting of flexible to fit your schedule and
mine. Gayle 965-0306

r
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Don^t Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill!

You've just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too
small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve
minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students
living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms *Centrally located laundry and vending machines
Private bathtub and shower *Separate study and TV lounges
*Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room
*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the
San Fernando Valley. And ifs just a few minutes away from UCLA!

Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!
CaU Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

RELIABLE P/T childcare needed for two girls

ages 1 ar<d 4. (213)470-9917 WLA.

RESPONSIBLE person needed to babysit two
young children in Beverly Hills. Tuesdays
11-4. (213)276-9619.

RESPONSIBLE, LOVING NANNY (or 3 month
infant. ExperierKe and references needed. Live

out. 8-6 pm, M-F. (213)399-2648.

RESPONSIBLE babysitter for \A/LA 2-year old

girl. RefererKes, transportation required.

(213)826-5544.

Apartments for Rent 49

WESTWOOD. Own room, 2 bdrm/2 bath,

security, parking. $600^no. plus 1st and last

deposit. Available immediately.
(213)824-3863.

WESTWOOD. 2-bd/l 'A -bath. Brand new car-

pet afwl miniblind. Stove and fridge. Formal

dining room. Service porch. 413 Veteran.

SlSOO^no. (213)391-4926. -

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1-bed, attractwe,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry, freshly painted. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD. New building. 2-bedroorV
2-bath, gas, fireplace, appliances. $1420.

(21 3)624- 7409.

NEW TOWN HOMES, 2-f2, fireplaces, gated

parking, stove, microwave, dishwuhcr,
washer/dryer hookup, blinds. Only 2 left.

$1175. (213)306^789.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pbol, parking, laundry, appliarKCS. Terry

(213)454-4754.

1 BEDROOM-$1495-$1575Ano. 962 Hill-

gard. (213)824-4231.

1 -BEDROOM. $60(VVno. First month 50% off.

Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10
minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine, Palms.
(213)836-8138.

1-BR. IN Large, furnished split level

apartment. Close to campus. $600. Muft see.

(213)475-8407.

APARTMENT available ASAP. $90Q/hra.
2-bdrm/1-bath. Cbse to campus, parking.

Christina (213)477-2980.

BRENTWOOD. $850. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(213)476-8988.

CHEVOrr HILLS. Furnished guest house with
garden. New appliarxies. Quiet- $79Vmo.
including utilities. (213)838-8687.

CULVER CITY. 2 female roommates wanted.
3-bedroom apartment. $390. Near freeway,

LCLA, shopping. (213)568-8966.

FURNISHED BACHELOR. Ihdudes alt utili-

ties. $595. Private separate garage, $1 50. Walk
to LXIA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

FURNISHED bachelor. Includes all utilities.

$595. Private seper^e garage, $1 50. Walk to

UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

LOW MOVE-IN • 2-BEDROOMS 1-BATH,
FROM $725. PHO(« ENTRY. PETS OK. NEAR
BUS. (818)783-6379.

MODERN, Ivge 2-bcdroom, 2-bath, built-ins.

Close to IXIA busline. Security, carpet,

dnpcs, Vc. $94SAno. 2605 S. Bvrin^on.

(21 3)478- 1190.

PALMS. $725, single* loft-K 1'A -bath. Large,

upper, built-ins, balcony. OK for 3.

(213)397-0405.

PLAYA DEL REY. 2-bedroom $400 ea. Pools,

security, tennis, 1-mile to beach. Male or

Female. (213)827-2066.

SANTA MONICA. 1 bedroom at Beach
$65Q^mo. Fumished optional. Roommate ok.

(213)394-1862.

SANTA MONKIA. New apartment building,

2-bed/2-bath. A^, microwave, dishwasher,
security parking. 1948 20th st. (21 3)473-6001,
6-8pm. ^
SHERMAN OAKS. $925 deluxe 2-fden garden

. apartment, small quiet building near
Woodman-Ventura Bh«d. New decor, built-

ins, balcony, pool, no pets. (818)360-4276.

UCLA University apartments for rent!! Must be
full-nme, single student. Fully fumished, short

walk to campus. Call (213)825-2293 or

(21 3)625-8496.

UNIQUE PENTHOUSE STUDIO-Tired of in-

fixed Westside rents? Try the historic Van
Nuys design center in Downtown LA. 1 00 ft of

windows, on-site covered parking, spacious

2,700 sq ft area. $1075. Call Aaron
(213)275-9831.

VAN NUYS. 10 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bdmVl'A -bjlh. 2 story townhouse.
$720/mo. Security, gated parking.
(213)865-3801.

Palms

$850 1 twd/l bath

$1025 1 t»d/1 tMtti pius loft

Beautifully decorated, aA:. security gated.

built-in stove, dishwastier Open rtouse

Saturday 10-2 at 3717 Vinton #104.

1 mo FREE RENT witti one year Imm.
636-4616 (mgr.) 476-45^ (odlot)

%y^\

Find the Apartinent of >^

Your Dreams. :^t.

•fsa^-:
y :•

•.•

Advertise in the Dally Bruin
Classified

-v^ 825-222 1

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bcd/2-bath

townhouse
$«95-$995

*Balconies

•Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

•Staircase to private

bedrooms
•Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

Lar^e, newly
remodeled one, two,

and three bedroom
apartments.

Beverlywood area

(near Robertson). Ones
from $550 to $600;
Twos from $775 to

$850; Threes from

$850 to $950.
657-8756

,

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath
•All Secure Byilding

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

^i^Valk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

WLA. SnotVmo. 2-bedroonVl 'A bath. Sec-
urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
CarrT>elina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA. 1 -bedroom attached to house. All utili-

ties paid. Carpet, drapes, off street paridng.

$700. (213)306-6789.

WLA. 2b(V2-bath, large, sunny, balcony, up-
per unit, clean. Available now $99S/nf>o.

(213)820-4368 or (213)390-4610.

WLA. 2-bedroom 1 -bath, new carpet, mini-
blinds, lower unit. Off street parking. $800.
(213)306-6789.

WLA. 3-bedroom 1'A baths. New caipet,

miniblinds, and oven. Upper front unit. Off
street parking. $975. (213)306-6789.

WLA S525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,
lease. (213)826-7888.

WLA. $72(yMO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,
drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.
^

WLA. Studio guesthouse. $575/mo. incl. utili-

ties. Separate house ar>d entrance. Call Isaac.

(21 31)204- 182 7,eves.

Apgrtrnents Furnished 50

BRENTWOOD BACHELOR $695. Fumished.
All amenities. New security building. Prime
location. 11819 Kiowa. (213)207 6449.

LARGE fumished single apartment. 478 Land-
fair #3. $695/mo. Roomate ok.
(213)386-8983.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom fum-
ished. S775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)206-3328.

Apt$. Unfurnished 52

EXTRA LARGE 1 -bedroom, sperate dinin-

groom, hardwood floors, real fireplace, walk to

UCLA. No lease. (213)478-2310.

SANTA MONICA. 3-bedroofTV 2-bath/' den.
New interior. North of Wilshire. Accomodates
4. $1600. (213)453-2200.

WESTWOOD/$995. Newly decorated
2-be<V2-bath, balcony, vMtbar, dining area.

Evenings, (213)444-7378.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT
$1,0»0. 2-BDRM/1-iATH. CARPETS,
OKATCS, GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PATIO.
QUrr tUR.DtNG. (213)474.1172.

«A^ 2-KOROOAV3-1ATH. $1,145 and
t995. New security buiWin^ All amenities,

poatef |acuczi with panonmic ocean view.

Open 1512 Amhewt. «a».552»

1M.A. 2-Mmy24»«h br^ tJfpar. Ckiw to
\JCIA. tSSO with leaM. /Waibye now.
(213D47».7116, eveningt.

\M.A •ACHELOR $625. Sunny 1. bright,

parking, security building. Rooftop, Jacuzzi
with panoramic oceanvicw. 1512 Amherst.
(213)826-5528. -__

WLA. Large 2-bdrrVl'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,
laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no peU.
$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(21 3)931 1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEALrriFUL spacious YoMmite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

SKI UTAH . furnished condo at base of
mountain, sleep six, Tweplac^acuzzi, $120 a

nint>t. All dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

Apts. to St)are 64

m

BRENTWOOD- grad student or professional to
share lovely 2-bedroom, 2-bath apt. $47S/rTK>.

(21 3)447- 223Sv

LOOKING for 1 fenfute to have own bed/bath
in a new 3 be<V3 bath mediterranean style Mt.
$466^f)o. 473-7303. Iv. message.

49 Apts. to Stiare 54

MALE seeks same/couple to share 3-bdrm,
2-bath. Wilshire^undy. Applicant gets master
bdmi, full balh, 200 sq. ft. patio, den, parking.

Current occupant away majority of time. $675
+'A Uilitiet. (213)479-6169.

PROFESSIONAL SEEKING non-smokir^g fe-

male to share spacious 3 bedroom apartment.

Century city/Rancho Park. $465/mo.
(213)277-4129.

ROOMMATES needed for bedroofrVloft apt.

$331 /mo. Walk or take van to campus. Park-
ing. Call Rob, (213)208-0652.

UCLA adjacent share one bedroom apartment
Non smoker student or professional. Parking,

amenities. $459/ea. (213)208-2975. ASAP.

WESTWOOD. Small bungalow to share hard-

wood floors, fitmished, $365 + util. Neil

(213)477-0081. -_ (;-'

WESTWOOD: Share spacious apartment with

4 girls. Close to UCLA. $350. Available now.
Tiffany. (213)824-4183. '

WESTWOOD village. Spacious. 2-bed/2-bath,

private patio, fireplace, cats, classical music.
Fumiture available. $575. (Reduction for re-

scarch assistant.)(21 3)208-3335.

WLA Extra Large Room. Nice location, close to

UCLA. $400/mo. Call (213)473-4202.

WRITER, literary agent has apartment to share
in Westwood. Walk to UCLA. 208-5128.
Vemon.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 3-bdnTV2-bath,
security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (21 3)826-6907.

CHEVIOT HILLS. 2 houses for lease.

$1975/mo & $21 50/rTK>. Lease only. No pets.

(213)839-3008.

HOUSE for rent In WLA. Spacious 3-bdrrT\/

2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (818)888-2224.

WESTCHESTER - North Kentwood -

3-bedroom-*A bath, living room, formal di-

ning room, family room, 2 fireplaces, office,

garage. $165(ynno. (213)641-7912.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed + derVl'A bath, large

backyard in excellent area. Fireplace, office

area. $1800. (213)829-4844.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

|3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

T— $1795 —^—
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace.

antral air conditioning/

heat, security alarm.
[laundry. 2-car parking.

sundecks
10-15 min. from

campus
[•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave,
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-0789
PUta Vista
Fiopeily

Management

House tof Shore ^57
BRENTWOOD- Pyofeuional female, beauUiul
4-bedroom «t den honw. $833 + utilities. Pet
ok. (213)472-2180.

BUSINESS woman will share WLA to«wihoi«e,
non-smoker. Piano, fireplace. $5Sa/mo
(213)450.9111 Ext.2371.

PRE-MEO student to shve 3-bcd, 2-beach
houM In Venice with female noo-smoken.
Fumiture, laundry, fireplace, near beaches,
buses. (213)450-6282.

House for Sale 58

HOUSE for sale. 2-bdmVl-bath. Bright &
clean. On nice street. 3 miles to beach In

Hawthome ACT (213)472-3495. $248k.

PRESTICIOUS-Windsor Hills with view.
3-bd»TiVl'A -bath. Two fireplaces. $359,000.
Beverlywood, adjacent; beautiful, tradUkmal
home. 3-bdrnV2-bath. $419,000. Call Cici

(213)468-2266 or (213)292-9065.

i

J
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House for Sole

Walk TO the BEACH! Bright & airy 2-bdr

home in Venice. 1 block from Santa Monica.
Walk to fashionable Mkinstreet shops & re-

staurants. Near shopping, transportation &
park. Nice yard for kids & pets. $299,000.
Sheri Weisbender, Fred Sands Realtors.

(273J473-6156.

WLA $299,000. 2 bdmVI 'A bath, near busline

to campus. Kay Howell, John Douglas Com-
pany (213)478-9741.

Room/Board for Heip 62

BEL AIR, above UCLA. Pvt. room & bath in

exchange for light housework, childcare (one

boy, 8 yrs. old), school drop-off anchor pick-

up. Reliable car with seatbelts. Female pre-

ferred. (213)471-3341.

BEL AIR. Childcare for 6 year-old boy and light

housekeeping. Help M—F, 3-8pm, sonr>e Sa-

turday babysitting. Weekly stipervl. Pool ten-

nis. (213)274-1806.

FACULTY family with 1 3 year old boy offering

room & board (rwar Sunset/Clenroy) in ex-

change for cookin^ishes plus an average of

one weekend evenin^eek. The bedroom is

quite small but has separate entrance, private

bathroom, cable TV, and phone. Non-smoker/
M/ho likes people, cooking, ideas & dogs.

References. Please leave message at

(213)^08-3134 with best tinges to reach you.

FAMILY with two young children desires

childcare in exchange for room & board.

(213)276-9619.

FREE ROOM/BOARD + salary, beautiful

Brentwood home, care 3 yr. old girl. Flexible

afternoon early eve. hour^. ExperietKe and
references. (213)476-8649.

NEED HELP with children. Light secretarial

work. 15 hrVwk. Word processing skills if

possible. (213)454-9312.

Room for Heip 63

FEMALE student preferred. Furnished room in

exchange for housework. Nice private roonV
batVTV. Near UCLA. (21 3)474-0336.

FREE RENT. ManhatUn Beach. In exchange for

taking child to school in AM & housekeeping.
(21 3)374-0401

.

LIVE-IN. Room and board, pool, S10(Vn>o. For

car pool driving, light housework. Call Bob
(818)788-2087.

'

NANNY type person. Share my home free in

retum for driving my daughter to schootA^ome.
Own car. No srnoking-No drinking. Must love

kids. (818)988-5376.

PRIVATE guesthouse in Santa Monica in

exchange for babysittiog & driving. Must be
available Tuesday thru Friday, 2:3O-6.00pm. &
one weekend evening. Student needs reliable

car with seatbelts & must enjoy children.

Non-smoker. (213)394-7353.

Room for Rent 64

S385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential r>eighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

AVAILABLE, spaces for UCLA women stu-

dents, over 21, at the graduate dorm. On
campus, convenient, meals included. Call

Aena or Chandra (213)559-6830/8343.

BEVERLY HILLS. Room with private bath with

nice family. Quiet environment. Private.

S47S/nv). or share S325/mo. (213)276-8893.

FURNISHED, private room, bath, kitchen pri-

vileges Walk to UCLA. Utilities included.

Non-smoker. Parking. $37S/mo.
(213)474-9905 AM & PM.

NEAR UCLA. Meal for UCLA students/faculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available

now SA70/mo (213)476-2088

PRIVATE room, bath, queen bed, 1/2 mile

north of Mullholland. S425. (818)501-6678

SANTA MONICA-$550, first & last. Pet ok.

Kitchen, laundry, parking privledges, non-
smoker. (213)828-8914.

SPACIOUS ROOM in lovely SM residence.

Private bath, kitchen & laurviry privileges, near

bus lirtes. S450 includes utilities. Leave mes-
sage (213)452-1253. Non-smoker preferred.

WESTWOOD, large, furnished, private en-

trance, five minutes to UCLA. Easy parking,

male. $425 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517.

WESTWOOD. Furnished, private room/ bath.

Kitchen privileges. Parking. Non-smoker.
$475/mo includes utilities. (213)470-2626.

Roommates 65

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one-
bedroom apartment one block frjim campus.
$395/mo. No parking. Camille
(213)824-5037.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share
2-bedroorV 2-balh apartn^nt. 4 miles from
campus. SSOO/mo. Available 02/15. Kim
(213)836-8672.

FEMALE roomate wanted. $255/rr>o to share

large fumished one bedroom apartment in

Wcstwood. Ellie (213)824-5655.

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share large furn-

ished one-bedroom apartment in Westwood.
Great price. (213)824-0642.

FOURTH male needed for luxurius apt. Pool,

gym, furnished 2bed/2bath. Palms $315, de-

posit. (213)e36-8435.

HOMELESS PROF€SSIONAL WOMAN needs
room in apartment or guest house 4-5 nrfonths.

Call Lisa S. (213)484-3395 orj[805)668^7384.

58 Roommates 65 Travel 105 Travel 105 Travel

I'M LOOKING for female roommate to share a
1-bdrm apartnrwnt on canripus. $462/mo.
(213)208-4052.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one
bedroom apartment. Spacious peaceful. Avail-

able now. $290. Call Juan (213)447-2867.

MALE roommate wanted by European grad

student. Spacious, sunny studio next to cam-
pus (Landfair). $372. Call Lanning
(213)208-8522.

MALE share bedroom in very large 2-bedroom.
Huge private deck, parking, must see! One
block to campus. $399/n>o. (213)824-1423.

MALE to share 2-bdrnV2-balh with 3 others.

Clenrock. Walking distance. Pool, Jacuzzi.

$40Q^nry>. (213)824-7427.

MATURE INDIVIDUAL needed to share

2-bed/2-bath apartment near
Palms/Venice/$407/mo. (213)838-0744.
Willie.

M/F ROOMMATE to rent own room. 5 miles

from UCLA. $285/mo. Available now.
(213)204-1595.

PALMS, 2-f2 apartment, garage, security, non-

smoker, share w/professional male. Short-term

possible. $460. (213)841-2141.

ROOMATE NEEDED. Furnished apt. Near

Campus. $388/mo. (213)208-6025.

ROOMMATE needed to share 2-bedr'oom

1-bath apt. near Marina Del Rey, $425/mo.
Utilites, cable TV included. Call for more
info. (213)823-8275.

.

TIRED of apartment living? Non-smoking
roommate wanted, to share owner occupied

home, near Beverly Hills. $625/nf>o. Call Stuart

at (213)276-6319.

WESTWOOD-Female wanted to share large 1

bdrm. luxury apt; Security, Jacuzzi, patio, pkg.

Kelton $425. (213)208-3936.

WLA. $45CVnfK>. 1 roommate needed for a 2

bedroorTV2 bath. 4 roommates. Security build-

ing, balcony, Jacuzzi, washer & dryer in apt.

Very nice! Available rniwl Parking if needed.

(213)208-7803.

WLA. Mft, ry>n-smoker. $425 -f utilities. Own
large room in 2-bedroom. (213)825-6075,

day. (21 3)478- 2955,eve.

YOUNG professional needs responsible

roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

UCLA WEEK IN

MA2ATLAN
A Full Week of

Join us for our most popular Spring get-

away to Mazatlan, from March 24 to 31st.

Priees start at just *319 and include:

• Round-trip airfarefrom LAX.

• First class hotel accommodations.

Don't wait! Last year this event sold out!

fXA A^iFTaT^ First Class in Low Fares
i^B^^ iC /\OVJ\Ay\r A-Level Ackeiman M-F 8:30-6, Sat 11^^^^^^
Insurance 91 Insurance 91 Typing 100

Condos for Rent 69

/iiistate'
Auto/Home/Commercial

Westwood/Wilshire Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood BK/d
(2 biks So ot Wilshirv)

4

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood A^ncy. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

Movers 94

MARINA Pennisula Art Oeco Condo.
3-bd/3-bath marble floors. Steps to sand. All

amenities. $2400/mo. Available 2/1.

(213)306-8880.

PANORAMA CITY. $800-2 plus 1 'A . Spacious

townhouse. Large kitchen dr or den, fireplace,

garage, private patio & breezeway , pool. 14

miles to UCLA. (816)889-3903.

WESTW60D luxury Penthouse - 969 Hilgard.

Stunning view - heart of village. 24 hr. valet

parking pool, spa, kitchen extras, one bed-

room, 6 month lease. $2600/mo.
(213)216-1316.

Flying/Parachuting 76

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800^526-9682.

-tt -kit'kitit'k'k-kifkitifk'kifk'kit'k'^
HATE AUTO INSURANCE!

• Jc vli. do but au'iO lti:3tifdii'^f

IS required by law' So for a
FREE LOWER QUOTE call

•213 852 "1^5 818342 1510
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

HONEST MAN. Large pkk-up, small jobc,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. IXIA alumnut.

JPIRY'S moving and delivery. The cveful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, arvl reli-

ablc. jerry (213)3915657.

MOVING call (213)263.BEST. Nk about our
Spring special. Many moves under $1 25. No
minimum, 26ft. frudc.

Sen^lpes Offered 96

Child Care 90

BABYSITTER needed- for evenings &
weekends for two boys. Pacific Palisades.

Experierxre & recommendations necessary.

Own car. Own ifHurance. (213)4593659.

DAYCARE openings for two-year-olds by
licensed former preschool teacher in a safe,

loving, enriching envirorvnent. UCLA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613186. Louise
(213)477-1397.

LICENSED Family Day Cay by LXTLA grad.

Loving environment, quality care, large play

areas, meals, references. Mar Vista Hills. All

ages, FT/PT, M-F, 8-6pm. Tracy.
(213)397-3918.

MATURE Italian speaking woman wanted for

live-in childcare for 2 small girls. Car neces-

sary. (213)456-6349.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 3 days/week. MWF 2-6.

Must drive and speak English. 4 & 7 year old

active boys. Referertces. Salary open. Call Day
(213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask for

Lauren.

SINGLE mother needs after school help w/1 1 &
14 yr. old sons, 10-15 hrs/wk. $5Air. Eve.

(213)470-7804.

WESTSIDE EVENINCS/expcrienccd, responsi-

ble student/mother/age 3Q/CPR trained/

understanding & kind/rates
neRotiable.(21 3)397-8577.

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by lav^.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; fennale

under 21. male urxjer 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collisJon, arvd motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call nov^ (213) 477-7051

or 476-6355

FRUSTRATED developing editing grad school

statements, etcf Professional help from
oonaultanl/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

IBM PCAazer printer - general, transcription,

term papers, diss., theses. Reasonable rates.

|oy (213)933-1793.

WRrTETS Exchange, work for creathrdy-

talcnted writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books. Magazine, (213)206-5128.
Vernon.

Tutoring Offered 98

A-1 ATTITUDEr Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resunrws ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTaY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available, Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

A WORD Processing service. IBM-PC/WP.
Resumes, proposals, reports, manuscripts,
scripts. 7.day service. (21 3)397-0797. Sheba.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

pcrierwed, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Connect spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EOrriNC, research, rewrite. 20 years ¥ profcs-

siorul experience with University papen.
FlueK French also. Virninia, (213)278-0386.

IBM Wordprocessin^ Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Diflieftations, Resumes, APA form. FaM,
accurate, spelkheck, storage, Lc Contc/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

WORDPROCESSING speciali2ing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripU, sta-

tistical resumes. SanU Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2886.

YOUR typing needs fulfilled! Fast, accurate

<ypinS= resunws, scripts, maruocripts. etc.

Dally service including evenings and
weekends. For reasonable rates and free on-
campus pick-up and delivery call
(213)444-9571. /

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imnnediote Ptx)ne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monico

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(816)564-1123.

ENG. TLTTOR available for Foreign studenU,
lived abroad. Speaks SpanisMapanese. Call

Johanna at (213)838-4382.

FRENCH lessons and trarvlations by native

speaker. IXlA Grad. All levels. Get ready for

Europe. (213)657-4626.

LEARN French or improve your abilities.

Conversation, reading, writing, & grammar
taught by native. Call Frederlque
(213)471-6693.

For Rent 101

Refrigerator Rentals

POLAR LEASING
533 1500 anytime

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA paduate.
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

_ Music Lessons 102

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Alto offer

ethical sMistancc wilt\ writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

GUFTAR lessons by a professiorul teacher.

Near LKIA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONOON
(21 3)277-701 2

Insurance 91

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U^J. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

I

UCLA

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ancelted
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Whaet Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
Itft I SAVBOI*

HARP LESSONS
ALL LEVELS

Classical. Jazz, Pop. Rental Harps
available. Recording Artist

Victoria Looseleaf, MFA

(213) 281-7413

Resumes 104

TOEFL preparation 'ESL' Engtiah « a second

language. Dr. Bernard (213)965 0059.
Reasonable.

Tutoring Needed 99

lAPANESE tutor needed, near camput. Good
pay. $12Ah. Tom (213V477-5a03.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by Itcerved career councelor. Mth-
tanc* with college admlMion essay*. Near
UCLA. (213)20ft-ia65.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our cllento

get results. We Never Ckxc. (213)474-7319.

Travel Tickets 106

Typing 100

*-"*EAr mrmKa typing Krvioe. Cu|npwu,
prompt, and affordake Contact Paula Marks.
Ul3)93S-3a53.

CHEAP—One-way ticket LAX to Nmvvk
March 4 only $75. Call Linda, (21 3)824-741 9.

PLY anywhere. $S0 or more off. Can teav

tomorrow or later. Should complete travels

1/10. Mark, (818)681-8740.

Letters

Reserved aAhlete
sections in

Pauley not good

Editor:

RecenUy, it has become a
habit of the athletic depart-
ment to reserve entire sec-

tions of arena level student
seats in Pauley Pavilion for

athletes. These seats are

already in short supply. The
athletes get free tickets,

come late, leave early, and
pay minimal attention to the

basketball game in front of
them.

Students who paid $75
for season tickets (up 67
percent from last year)

arrive one and a half hours
early to sit in the lower
student section, only to find

half of it roped off for

athletes who frequently do
not show at all. When the

sections are opened up later,

it is usually just before

game time and the seats are

grabbed by people just

arriving. The athletic depart-

ment would never dream of
taking seats away from
paying alumni; why do they
feel justifled in taking seats

away from paying students?

Student athletes already

receive free tickets. Must
they also have the ability to

arrive at halftime and still

get front row seals? We do
appreciate our athletes; we

j
simply feel that giving them/
free tickets is adequate pre- ]l

ferential treatment. Many of
the athletes give minimal
support to the team during
the game and are taking

seats away from dedicated

supportive fans. How would
U(XA look on national

television if the camera
panned the audience and
found unresponsive, uninter-

ested faces? Wouldn't it

look better if viewers were
faced with cheering, enthu-

siastic fans.?

We ask that the athletic

department reconsider and
restore these seats to their

rightful occupants: the dedi-

cated and obvious support
of the student fans.

Thirty-three UCLA students

signed their names to this

letter as a petition.

CSI II Escort Service

825-1493
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When II comes to

cleaning your contact lenses,

the best solution...

is no solution.

ACUVUE* The lens you never clean.

AC 1 A 1 1 TIfKitM I)is|. 'K^HHOt .JjutlMICM

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH
Optometrist

10955 Weyburn Avenue Westwood Village, CA 90024
(Next to Fox Theatre)

208-4748 208-8841
FREE TRIAL OFFER — Professional fees not included.

•^VISTAKON. INC.. a (j|,Am>m^J^okmmi company

JULESm EYE nUTE
Ophthalmology and related
professional services are
being offered to the UCLA

family. UCLA ophthalmologists
use the latest equipment in

new examination suites.

Appointments are usually
available within one week.

COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMINATIONS
EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTIONS

UCLA VISION PUN
CONTACT LENSES

Telephone (213) 825-3090

COMPLETE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
CARE OF DISEASES OF THE EYE

Telephone (213) 825-5000

JctfUa, StuJiefCt ito€ciaJU
6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL

•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes
•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

EVERY
•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluki levels on:

•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential

6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES
•Transaxle

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•WindshiekJ washer

REGULAR $65.00

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

'+tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles acJditional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change
will be done in 30 minutes fronn the time C^ J^ Oft
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^ | ^l
you won't pay! Call or come in today. I ^T+tax|

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

MtKEMiLLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE"
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulk; and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed

•Inspect rear brakes

10% Off any

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover

SEflVICE

ENTRANCE
OFf OF

CULVER IN

REAR at

BUILDING

Travel Tickets 106 Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119 Furniture 126

ONE-WAY. LAX-SFO. jan 12th. $30.00. Call

Morti, (21 3)93 1-3838.

Autos for Sale 109

1974 2002 BMW. XLNT condition, sunroof,

itereo, alarm, rebuih transmission & engine.

$4,2«yobo. (213)390-8521.

1976 280Z. XLNT condition. New brakes,

ALT., Cold-new paint. $27(XVobo. Rey
(213)261-3044. Runs great, looks mahvelous.

1 980 NISSAN 31 OCX hatch, very low mileage,

well kept. AM/FM cassette. 4-speed.
$84S/obo. (213)824-1815 or (213)253-4447.

A»k for Sorw>y.

1982 MAZDA 626, auto trans, a/c, anVfm
stereo w/ equalizer. Needs work. S140(Vobo.

lay (21 3)209-0437.

1982 MERCURY LYNX sedan. Good condi-

tion. Metallic blue, 2-door, hatch back, first

owner, 30-40 mpg, $1600/obo.
(213)39641706.

1963 HONDA Accord, 5-spccd, »h, ne*f

trintmltiion, $2200/obo. Alexis
(SiaWl^.0463.

1984 MERCURY Cougar XR7 Turbo. 70,000
miles, looks like new. $4800/obo.
(818)986-6998.

1985 BMW 325e, bronzit, low miles, auto,

excellent, 513,950. (818)789-3904.

1985 HONDA PRELUDE—Stick, good condi-
tion, new tires, sunroof ar>d stereo. Call

Mohsen, day (213)417-4940, eve
(213)470-5835. _^
1986 PEUGEOT 505 CL. White with blue.

Emaculate, 40k miles. $7500/obo.
(818)708-2312.

1987, BMW 324 black Wbeige, 5-speed.
4-door, 32,000 miles. Must sell. $17,200.
(213)658-6061.

[

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (213)226-4397 (office),

(213)475-8377 (home), ask for Victoria.

HONDA CRX 1985. Runs excellent, good
condition. 80,000 mi. $285Q/obo. Call

(213)470-9420.

ISUZU l-mark, 1985, 4-dr, 43,000 miles.

$2800. Grey. New tirw, clutch, brakes. Call

(213)454-2035.

ISUZU Impulse '84, black, loaded, 5-spd, must
•dl. $3500. (213)322-3393.

MAZDA GLC, 1981 . 69,000 miles, $90(yobo.

(213)391-7539. Stick-shift, hatchback. Ap-

pearance in back needs some work.

MGB 67 r>ew top, clean interior, bik-will

deliver, good ole metal car
$1400.(816)341-1608.

TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON, 1983.
5-speed. Am/fm cassette. Excellent cor>ditiori.

$2500. (213)392-3378.

VW BUG, 1967^Rebuilt engine. Looks great,

runs strong. "$lToo. (213)470-0024.

WHITE FORD Mercury, 1 984, good condition.

Quick sale $2100/obo. (213)473-6001.
6^pm.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDA 250NX Low miles, great condition.

$250(Vobo. (213)478-2777.

1 986HONDA EL ITE 80 w/lock, helmet, cover,

good condition. $800/obo. Brian
(213)447-5479.

1987 HONDA Elite 80 - runs excellent,

$7QO/obo. Ron (213)208-0329 or leave a

message.

'88 ELITE 80 red S^OOO/obo, '89 Elite 1 50 Red
$1500/obo. Traci 398-2698, Karlene
675-5661 . Leave message. Must sell, rrwvlng.

HONDA AERO SCOOTER, 1984. Good con-
dition, $400. Urgent sale necessary.
(213)825-6341, 8-5 pm.

HONDA ELITE 1987. Blue, good condition.

$950 firm. (213)665-1312.

YAMAHA CA50. Great shape. Just tuned. Blue
with red case, lock 1 Sm. $45(Vobo; wAielmet
$55(Vobo. Mark (818)861-8740.

Furniture 126

Scooters 119

^T983 TCVOtA COidlL\ xint condition,

5-sp««d, new brakes, am/fm cassette.

$25SCMm. (816)907-6917.

KODAK carousel 650H slide projector $145.
Graphic morwrail 4x5 M«^ktar portrait lens

$380. (818)341-1608

1984 MOPED 107 miles, mint condition, red

and black, $35(yobo. Alex, (213)476-3038.

1986 HONDA Elite 80. Good cor>dition, lock,

helmet. $75QA>bo. (213)477-6283. Leave

message.

BED FOR SALE. Twin. Used 1 year. Best offer

U haul Laura (213)206-8422 or
(213)836-8161.

KENMORE WASHER/ GAS DRYER, white,
excellent condition. $30Q/'pair. Highchair,

$25, phone/answering machine, $35.
(213)654-7999.

LIKE NEW, Southv>«stem style couch and
loveseat. Orig. $2000, selling for SIOOG/obo.
King size waterbcd w/mirror and glass cabinet
headboard. $250. Matching 5-drawer dresser,

$50. Kitchen table w/4 matching chairs. Light

oak. $60. (213)398-1033.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

SOFA, coffee table, desk in very good condi-
tion for sale. Best offer. Call Nil
(213)207-1602.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

CAR stereo equipment, never used, 2 Crutch-

field amplifiers, alphasonic crossover, speak-

ers, must sell this week. 824-5651.

Office Equipment 133

BROTHER 380 wrod processor. Brand new.
Syr warranty. 16k memory, word spell. $250.
(213)4775656.

EPSON ELITE typcr/word memory processor,

thesauruV D/C. Perfect condition. $90 or best

offer. Christie (213)824-9845.
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Touch of Europe in the air as rugby Icicles off season

The UCLA rugby dub kicks off its season ttiis month.
DAILY BRUIN FILE

Nw

"Where's The Beef ?"

Wendy's Hamburger Co.

*'Don't Leave Home Without It*
t

American Express Co.

"Avoid The Noid"
Dominoes Pizza Co.

"Reach Out And Touch Someone"
-AT&T Phone Co.

rrBe All That You Can Be"
U.S. Armed Forces

"Let Your Fingers Do_The Walking"
GTE Yellow Pages Co.

Chances are. you remember these marketing slogans even though they were

created years ago. These slogans generated millions of dollars in sales for these

companies and continue to do so. Would you like to have this kind of impact on

corporations like the ones mentioned above? You can. Only one Job on campus gives

you a taste of advertising and marketing with the opportunity to apply creative

business ideas to existing businesses large and small. If you are interested in a career in

advertising, marketing, business, or sales there is only one Job on campus for an

achiever like you.

The Daily Bruin Account Executive Internship

Apply Today And Shape Tomorrows Business

^
For further information contact Joee' Cano at 825-2161

Applications can be picked up at 112 KerchofT Hall (1 Floor Below Baskin Bobbins)

Applications are due January 18th atNoon.

By Sutai Tsaowimonsiri

Contrityutor

A touch of England will be
brought to UCLA next month
when the University of Canterbury
comes to play the Bruin rugby
team. But you don't have to wait
until next month to experience this

traditionally European game. If

you're interested in the sport, you
can play right now.

It's not too late to join the team
and learn this game. The UCLA
Rugby squad has already started

competing in preseason games, but

the regular season ^ill start in late

January.

Everyone interested can see this

competitive club sport squad in

action when they practice on
Tuesdays and Thursdays on IM
field 4 from 3-6 p.m.

Because the program is a club
sport, it is student-led, and is opotf

'

to all UCLA students. The rugby
club has a competitive nature and
participates in league games and
tournaments with other colleges,

university and local club teams.

Club sports, which schedule most
games on weekends, receive little

funds from the University and are

funded mostly by the students who
parucipate in. them, unlike NCAA
sports.

The UCLA rugby program
began in 1934, and won many
games including two national

championships and seven national

collegiate championships; yet few
people are aware of its existence.

Among its many noteworthy
accomplishments, this program is

the first UCLA team to beat rival,

use, on the grid iron.

Originating fixxn Europe, rugby
football is a-tombihation of soccer
and American football, but with no
protection pads and no downs like

football. Therefore the action

never stops. According to the

players, it is physically demand-
ing, exciting, and rewarding. And
for both the players and the fans

alike, it is simply electrifying.

"Rugby is a ruffians game
played by gentlemen," said Randy
Schmitz, a second year starter and
vice president of the club.

And in rugby, Schmitz has

found true camairaderie.

"We played our guts out killing

each other in games, but after the.

.

game, we would pany all out like

we're brothers," said Schmitz.

With so much fiin, action and
true camaraderie, this sport still

does not get the respect and fans it

deserves. Schmitz said that one of
the reasons is that not many people
have discovered Rugby yet
The amount of interest in rugby

in America is ironically similar to

that of football in Europe. Europe
has recently caught on to Ameri-
can football because of the bom-
bardment of media-^ype.
However, Europe and Austi^i{9D

refuse to do the same—maybe^^'
because they do not want Ameri-
cans to discover this great sport

But slowly and surely, more
Americans are learning this new
exciting pastime.

With no pads, it is often specu-

lated that there may be more
serious injuries in rugby, which is a
full contact sport, than in football.

'There arc more cuts and bruises in

Rugby, but roughly about the same
number of more serious injuries as
football," said Schmitz.
For more information on UCLA ~

nien*s Rugby team, contact Randy
Schmitz: 208-5103, or Linda
Pederson: 825-3701.

The Daily

Bruin is
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Tom Orewyler

Contributor

After spending his first three
years as an anonymous member of
the UCLA footbaU team, punter
Kirk Maggio emerged this past
season as a true NFL prospect

Maggio, who turned out to be
the only Bruin to make first-team
All-Pac-10, spent his first three
campaigns as a pooch-punter, used
only sparingly in shoit-yardage
situations. The primary punting
chores fell on the foot of Harold
Barkate, who graduated last year.
How upset is the NCAA's

second-ranked punter over having
to wait three years to strut his
stuff? Actually, he isn't that bitter
at all.

"I was5,haft)y that I could
contribute with the pooching and I

was having fun with that . .1 knew
that I'd have one year to really
come in and show (the coaches)
what I could do," he said.

. In reality, however, the punting
job wasn't automatically Maggio's
to begin with, as sophomore
Dominic Sandifer provided some
stiff competition against an incon-
sistent Maggio in the beginning of
spring practice. But as the weeks
wore on, his performance
improved and his aspirations went
beyond just winning the starting
spot

"When I left the camp, I was
totally confident that this was my
job. I was thinking about becoming
the number one punter in the
nation, not wonying about getting
the job," explained Maggio.
But the kicker's dream 6f

becoming the nation's leading
punter fell about a half-yard short
of coming true. Tom Rouen, a
Colorado junior, finished the sea-
son with a 45.86 yards-per-punt

^
average, just ahead of Maggio's— average of 45.24.

As the top senior punter in the
country, however, Maggio is con-
fident about gaining a spot on an
NFL team next season. For the past
few summers at his home in
Maryland, he has kicked with Sean
Landetta, the New York Giants'
starting punter. And after practic-
ing with Landetta and a few other
NFL punters, Maggio knows what
he's up against.

"I've punted with San Francis-
co's Barry Helton, Mike Saxon
down in Dallas, New England's
punier, and of course Sean Land-
etta, and I feel really confident that
I can do what they're doing in the
NFL. We compete pretty evenly,
said the Bruin kicker.

Maggio, who also sj)ent last

summer coaching high schoolers
in punting camps, attributes part of
his success this year to Landetta 's

advice during the off-season.
"I'm always so concerned with

my technique. I was thinking too
much. This summer, Sean said

'forget about it get everything
you've got into it—stop worrying
about the little stuff.' I think that

helped a lot because then I came
back (to summer practice) and just

started driving the ball," explained
Maggio.

And after driving the football

farther than any other senior in the
nation, Maggio has undoubtedly
opened the eyes of NFL scouts.
But since punters aren't usually
too highly sought after in the NFL
Draft, the Bruin kicker may have
to settle for trying out for a team.
Having received letters tronk

scores of NFL teams, Maggio is

already thinking about which club
he'd like to try out for (and
hope/ully join), should he not get
drafted.

"I'd definitely like to kick for

cing his way to the show
:Uar senior campaign, Kiric Maggio awaits NFL

'i

the Rams because I love L.A. and
the weather is perfect for kicking.
But if I couldn't stay out here, I'd
like to maybe punt somewhere
close to home—maybe Washing-
ton or New York or something."

Until the draft arrives in a few
months, though, Maggio will have
other things on his mind—namely
how close he came to catching
Colorado's Rouen. Entering the

them. I almost had tears on the
sideline because I was so frustrated
because I knew if I could just take a
second longer, I could come out
with a higher average," explained
Maggio.

But the Bruin punter says that
overall, he's pleased with a season
which caught the attenUon of
football followers on all levels.
The only person who didn't seem

They tried to block all seven punts . . . Thad to
rush every one of them. I almost had tears on Sie
sideline because I was so frustrated because I knew
if I couU just take a second longer, I couldxome
out with a higher averse."

KirkMaggb

use game, the Bruin punter knew
that the top spot in the nation was
within reach, but due to a relentless
Trojan rush, Maggio said he didn't
have the time to eet off long kicks.
*They tried to block all seven

punts. . .1 had to rush every one of

surprised by his success was
Maggio himself.

"I'm really not too surprised
about this season," he said confi-
dently. "I knew what I could do all

along."

VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOC. - UCLA

VIETNAMESE CULTURAL N
1990

TEAR OF THE HORSE

I^IH, B£^^^' ^, M. . .
ALBERT SOONGa3a«y Bfuin

Kirk Maggio quietly finished second in the NCAA in puntina
this past season.

h ^ y

OK)

With the performance of:

* Van Hoang
* Duy Khanh
* Huong Lan
* Nhu Mai
* Son Ca ' Bui Thien
* Magic Band

PLACE:

DATE:

TIME:

Admission:

Paid for By^—___,—.—__—

,

_ .—, „

—

" ^^" ^B _ _m.^m-m.. .. ._fcrfLM. . ——: .— .— . .-. —— , ,
— —

Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

ROYCE HALL
JAN 15, 1990

6 PM - 9 PM
Free
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ML THE COMFORTS OF KO/vvE WITHOLTT THE RELATIVES

IJICE DAY f5«^'

VISION CARE
See the difference!

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOCE
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

mil SAN VICENTE 8LVD., BKENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 820--1516

200
people will

read the

Bruin
every day,

during this

Holiday

Season!

If you want
their

business,

Advertise.
825-2161

•

W TGF
FURNITURE„& GIFTS

GRAND OPENING SALE!

5 Piece Dinette
Includes Octagon dining taUe
in oak finish franie witfi

smoked bevelled edge glass
top and brass finish legs.

•2342

'119lOO

set

reg. $199.99

3 PC Daybed Set

Bunk Beds

$-15999
reg $259.99

Also,

Large Selection
of Gift Items
•Clocks
•Prints

'•Silk Plants.

-

•Etc.

bedding not included

M6999

reg $259.99

White.
Blue
or Red

Free
Parking!

We
Delfvef+^

Near-by Location

12211 Santa Monica Blvd.

W. Los Angeles"
1 Block west of Bundy

— (213) 447-317a^_

6

Store Hours:
Mon-Fri 10-8pm
Sat. 10-7pm
Sun 1^-5pm

Pac-10 Conference Basketball Rankings

TEAM

1. Oregon State

r MCLA
3.

4.

5.

7.

9.

16.

Arizona
VJ.V - '*^,'^^MK%^A^f.^^M^f'At,*M^

m

California

iiiihthQtoh Sfatil

Washington
use

RECORD

11-2

8-2
8-4
7-6

J''^2'

10-4

6-6
S-5

PAC-10

4-0

3-2
3-2
3-2

1-2

1-3
'6- 3

STREAK

Won 6

Ibstl
Won 7

Wbn 4
Lost 3

Won i

Losti

Lost 3

Lost2
Lost2

SOURCE: Pac-10 Conference

HARRICK: The Cats are coming
From page 44

Bruins face the likes of Arizona

State's 6-10 Isaac Austin and
Arizona's 6-11 Brian Williams

and Sean Rooks?
Hairick noted that a key to

success may be getting Owens,
averaging 13 minutes a game,
more time. "Maybe we have to

play him a little bit more," the

coach said. "Sometimes you
need a stopper."

Where that leaves Walker,

who is averaging 19 minutes
per contest, is unknown. But the

answers will become more
clear after this weekend's
showdown with the Arizona

schools.

The conversation at the press

conference turned to talk of the

Pac-10 Conference and its

strength relative to other con-

ferences.

Most basketball watchers
woukl agree that the Pac-10 is

still not on par with such
traditional hoops havens as tfie

Big East, the Atlantic Coast
Conference and the Big Ten.
After all, the Pac-10 has had
only one team, Arizona, make it

to the Final Four in the last nine

years.

But Hanick spoke on behalf

of Pac- 10 hoops, which put four

teams in the NCAA Touma-
ment last season, when he said,

"It's a league, that at the end of
the year, can come out and play

with a lot of schools.

"We've got as good teams
and as good depth as anybody,"
Harrick said, "maybe just not

the best team."

Harrick also pointed out the

young talent tluit is just now
blossoming in the Pac-10. Play-

ers like UCLA's Don Mac-
Lean, use's Harold Miner,

Stanford's Adam Keefe, Cal's

Brian Hendrick and Arizona's

Williams and Rooks may
become national standouts'

soon.

What's more, there seems to

be more parity in the Pac-10
than in recent yean. Oregon
State and UCLA are atop the

Pac-10, but Arizona remains

tough. Arizona State, Cal and
Stanford are also capable of

beating almost anyone, as they-

've shown recently.

8COTT WEERSINQ/D^ Bruki

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick is not so happy with his

team's no-show in Louisville.

Winter presents
wonderlandI I

The start of the new year also

marks the start of winter quarter

intramural sports. The UCLA
Intramural Sports program con-
sists of team, dual, and individual

sports, with programs organized
according to each skill level.

Most team sports have mana-
ger's meetings which must be
attended by at least one team
representative, as sign-ups are

taken only at these times. Teams
that do not attend will be placed on
a waiting lisL

^

Individuals that wish to get on a

team are encouraged to attend the

managers meeting for that sport

and sign up as a "free agent" in the

I.M. sports office. Below are sign-

up dates for each sport.

Basketball

Men's League: Sign-ups
through the manager's meeting on
Jan. 10 (4 p.m.), with play begin-

ning Jan. 16.

Women's League: Manager's
meeting Jan. 10 (4:30 p.m.), with
play beginning Jan. 16.

Faculty/Staff League: Mana-
gers meeting on Jan. 11 (6 p.m.),

with play beginning Jan. 16.

Slam Dunk Contest: Sign-ups
taken Feb. 20 through March 6,

with play beginning March 8.

Soccer

Men's League: Managers
meeting Jan. 10 (3 p.m.), with play

beginning Jan. 16.

Coed League: Managers meet-
ing Jan. 16 (4 ^.m.), with play
beginning Jan. 22.

Racquetball
Both Men's and Women's sin-

gles tournaments will be hekl Feb.

10-11, with sign-ups being taken

Jan. 24 through Feb. 7.

Soflball

Coed tournament: Managers
Meeting Jan. 16 (5 p.m.), with play

beginning Jan. 22.

Flag Rugby
Men's League: Managers

meeting Jan. 17 (4 p.m.), with play
beginning Jan. 22.

Powerlifting

An open tournament will be
held March 7-8 (2:30 p.m.), with
sign-ups to be held at a weigh-in on
March 1 (2-5 p.m.).

Handball
An open singles tournament will

be held Feb. 26 through*March 1,

with sign-ups taken Feb. 7 through
Feb. 21.

Squash
Open tournament to be held Feb.

26 through March 1, with sign-ups

taken from Feb. 7 through Feb. 21

.

Golf
Open tournament to be held

March 2-9, with sign-ups taken

from Jan. 31 through Feb. 14.

Officials Meetings
All those interested in officiat-

ing this winter quarter must attend

the meeting(s) for that sport listed

below.

Basketball

Classroom instruction: Jan. 9-10

(5:30 p.m.) in the BlueRoom of the
John Wooden Center.

On court training: Jan. 10 (7

p.m.) at Collins Court.

Soccer

Classroom instruction: Jan. 11

(6:30 p.m.) in the Games Lounge
of the JWC.

Rugby
Classroom instruction: Jan. 17

(6:30 p.m.) in tHe Games Lounge
of the JWC.

For further information, contact

the I.M. sports office at 825-3701.

DAN MacMEDAN/Da»y Brutn

UCLA tailback Kevin Williams took some time offthe football

fieklio jam in IM hoops, last season.
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Buy ad space and reach over 32,000 ^
potential coupon cutting customers. "

Data: Market Opinion Researcii, June 1 989. S
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UCLA
INVITES YOU TO ATTEND . .,

MBA INFORMATION DAY
FOR MINORITY APPLICANTS

SUNDAY, JANUARY 14, 1990
1:00 - 6:00 PM
FACULTY CENTER

Topics to be discussed Include:

• MBA Curriculum

• MBA Clubs & Activities

• Admissions and Financial Aid

•Career Opportunities

Co-sponsored by:

Asian Management Students Association

Black Graduate Students in Management
Latino Management Students Association

MBA Admissions

rFor more information call 213-825-8874

1 DON'T MiSS THiS

OPPORTUNITY
TO SPEND THE

SUMMER
IN WASHINGTON, D.C

internships are available for
Summer '90

Deadline repoened for all cities:

January 23, 1990

Information Meetings:
Expo Center

A-213 Ackernnan
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Wednesday

4 pm
12 noori
3 pm '"

-4^pm: -4A^^nly
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UCLA fencing club trying to regain varsity status
By Matt Ball

Contributor ^
The UCLA fencing team scored

an impressive eight victories at

their last match, but their foils,

epecs and sabres are no match for

the UCLA Athletic Department,
which cut the program from' the

varsity line-up in 1983 and has

since parried two attempts to

renew the team's status—most
recently this year.

Ted Katzpff coaches the UCLA
fencing club and team on his own
Ume, without pay. He has fencing

in his blood, and when speaking,

he jabs forward to emphasize
important phrases that drive his

points home.
Katzoff says that he is disap-

pointed by the two denials he has

received, because without varsity

status, his players cannot compete
in the NCAA Championships. By
NCAA rules, no club sports are

.permitted to compete in the

Championships.

*^would like to sec fencing
become varsity because I think the

dedication of the team members
deserves it," Katzoff said.

He said some fencers are good
enough to duel in the NCAA
championships.

There are other differences

between the club and varsity level.

Fot instance, fencing must be
completely self-supported: no

money comes from the athletic

department.

Dr. Judith Holland, senior asso-

ciate athletic director, said the

situation is more complex.
"We do not have the money to

provide the facilities to handle the

extra eligibility checks, or provide

insurance coverage," Holland said.

"We also do not have the facilities

to assess whether the athletes were
recruited in accordance with
NCAA regulations."

Holland said that fencing as well

as four other sports were cut from
varsity in 1983 because of budget
problems.

**Our financial situation has
since worsened," Holland said.

Fencing has been recently

switched from a club sport to an-

intramural sport. People interested

in joining the fencing club shoukl
seek more information at the

Intramural Sports Office.

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
$740 95

(Wrm REBUILD/^

COMPLETE W/^ARTS,
LABOR, INST/^JJJ^.TION
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN charges:

•
CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1 Ti»»-up
2 Valu^ Adj
3 Uix

4 OlOtnot
iht A45 Bnht

6 Ckich Aid.

7 Saivicc Air damcr

8 ChKk Balloy Wain
9 Irapocl FionI Enl
10. ContpiOinn
11 jprawn Tut Codkig

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J»p-ne«

(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

(VW Bug)

$74.'^
he. Parts & Labor (Gas & Air Rke extra

I iiPSI^ t .

95

TOYOTA

M\%
DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

'1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mention thU ad.

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

The Center for Russian and East Euro-

pean Studies will show selections (in

Russian) from Soviet Television news
broadcasts entitled "Week in Review,"
edited by the RAND/UCLA Center for

Soviet Studies, every Friday at 2:30 p.m.,

in Bunche Hall 11372A. The first show-
ing will be on January 19, 1990;

u

SRP Information Meetings

Tuesday 1/9, Wednesday 1/10, Thursday 1/11, Friday 1/12

Noon and 2 pm

Room A334 Murphy Hall

Winter Quarter Undergraduate Research

Opportunities in over 35 Departments
and 11 Professional Schools

For more information contact:

The SRP Office

A316 Murphy HalL^
_. 825-6443

CDEE SCHOURSHIP INFORMATION FOR

rnCC STUDENTSWHONEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Etiglble for Some lype of

Finar>ciai Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 liatinga of •cholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 bilHon in private

sector funding.
• Many scftolarshlps are given to students baaed on their academic

interests, career plarts, family fteritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students wrfio have been newspaper car-

riers, grocery clerics, cheerleaders, non-smoiters. . .etc.

• ResuMs GUARANTEED. _

1
I

I

I

I

I

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

I

I

_ I

=LI

To ordef o life^ze poster of Jim Morrtson, fill out the coupon below ond moil to:

Vintage Books, Oept IVKCW, 28-2, 201 Eost SOfli St., New York, NY 10022

Please erKlose a check or money order for $2.8S to cover postoge and hondling.

Smni

Uhft

PuUkotiofl viiMf yw seat iIm od
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SKIS

* NOT ALL BRANDS. STYLES & SIZES IN ALL STORESiimivi/j, 9 1 T i.Ka o 9ICC3 iiv Mkk aiv

Than Original Manufacturers Suggested Retail

SOME EXAMPLES
ATOMIC
S070 .

ATOMIC
527 Msa $325

ATOMIC
53S CE M$« $375

DYNASTAR
992 Msa $320

DYNASTAR
vertical Msa$425

DYNASTAR
Course SLMsa $425

15999

211

ELAN
6000 $285

ELAN
8000 M$R$335

PRE 1200
Classic MSR$325

PRE
1200 CE Msa $340

RD90
COYOte Msa $375

RDBad
DOg SL Msa $425

141
166»»
161»»
169»»
186»»
21199

Than Original Manufacturers Suggested Retail

SOME EXAMPLES
NORDICA
781 MSI $265

NORDICA
955 MS* $275

NORDICA
975 MM $345

NORDICA
981 Msa $360

NORDICA
997 Msa $365

NORDICA 997
Comp MS«$405

158
164

21599
218»»
24299

SALOMON
SX72 Msa $295 176"
SALOMON
SX82 Msa $320

SALOMON
SX92 iNSK $355

SALOMON SX92
Equipe MS* $390

RAICHLE
670 ... MS« $280

RAICHLE
770 Msa $300

191
212
23399
167»9
179

5KIWEAR

OFF
CURRENT PRICES
ON 1989-1990 SELECT

CROUP MEN'S & WOMEN'S
SKIWEAR PROM:

BLACK BEAR, SLALOM,
ADVENTURE GEAR, SUNBUSTER,

ELHO, CLUB A, MARKER,
SKYR, ROFFE & MORE!

ALL OTNER PARKAS

OFF
OUR EVERYDAY PRICES

ACCESSORIES

DOOR BUSTER!

%'ALL '89-90 SERUS
SKI CLOVES

Current Price

$35 to $37

50:^
SOMMIXAMetlS

Scott Pro
COflflles with TiMrmal lenses . . . »

Special Croup
sici or Boot Bags

Special Croup T-Necks
For Men & women . two FOR

1599EACH
EACH

PolYPro Thermals
For Men t women TWO FOR

All Ski Hea0wear

1920

20%
OFF CURIKNT PRICES

SKIWEAR
COLUMBIA MEN'S

WHIRLIBIRD
INTERCHANGE

SYSTEM
DOWN FILLED

PARKA
Reg. $170

119i3.
SPECIAL CROUP

MEN'S
STRETCH
PANTS

EACH

SPECIAL GROUP

s
STRETCH
PANTS

6999
EACH

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

westwood Village ^
\^'^-'f

r

S :,

'
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It^s got a selling point

New store fights for UCLA market share
By Dov Tamler

Contributor

Bear Necessities, located on
Lindbrook Avenue in Westwood,
q)ened this year as an alternative

to the largest-selling student store

in the country, ASUCLA's Stu-

dents' Store.

Owner Mark Levenson has been

in the business for 15 years and has

had six other stores, including a

store in Las Vegas supporting

UNLV, and a store that specialized

in pro-style items here in Los
Angeles, "World of Sports."

Explaining the philosophy of

Bear Necessities, Levenson said,

"We have one of the largest

selections of UCLA merchandise

in the country that no one else has,

including the bookstore. All of the

items are custom made for us. The
quality ofour merchandise is much
higher than what's sold at the book
store."

On ASUCLA's behalf, execu-

tive director Jason Reed said, "I

stand behind the quality of goods
that we sell."

Although Bear Necessities is

slightly more expensive than Bear-

wear, the price difference,

explained Levenson, is negated

when you take into account Bear
Necessities* 10 percent UCLA
student discount An ID and reg

card always give the student a

discount at the store on every item.

"We have items that have never

been made before, that have never

been seen before," said Levenson,

adding that "when people come

into this store there has been a very

positive reaction as far as the

quality of the goods, and the

designs are much better than

what's found on campus."

Business has been good for

Levenson, but he believes his

advertising has been very ineffec-

tive, "because people think it's

Bearwear." Reed said, "It's very

difficult to relate sales to advertis-

ing."

Levenson pointed out that his

products are all officially licensed

I thought it would
go boom right off

the bat. Once peo*

pie get in here they

go crazy. They
rave, they rave,

dieyrave!

Mark Levenson

by UCLA, and are thus just as

official as the products sold on
campus.

Levenson cited his ad on the

back of Alumni magazine as being

"a total bust. My sales went down
after that," he noted.

Levenson is also discouraged by
the lack of students coming to his

store. "I've backed a lot of
activities with the students, but

I've gotten almost none of them to

come in here." Levenson was
involved in Homecoming, but he

does not know if he will be a

sponsor for Mardi Gras at this

time.

The store features many spe-

cialty items, such as real football

helmets, and the store will soon

carry the actual UCLA basketball

warmups and authentic UCLA
football jerseys. In fact, the biggest

seller at Bear Necessities is the

all-wool UCLA baseball cap,

complete with the script "B" in the

middle of the cap.

Bear Necessities pays a 7.5

percent royalty fee to ASUCLA
(from the wholesale price) on
every item it sells, as does every

vendor around the worid who uses

the hallowed UCLA name.
Levenson repeatedly stressed

the need to attract students to his

store. "Once they come in here,

though, they're hooked," he said.

At Bearwear, a common percq)-

tion is that most of the business is

with tourists, but according to

Reed, "Close to half of our
Bearwear customers are students,"

so Levenson is correct in main-

taining that he needs to tap into this

undeniably large segment of the

market.

Levenson has always be^ a
Bruin fan and all of his employees
are students. Currently he has three

students working for him.

**Perhaps the way to get more
people in here would be through

public relations, instead of adver-

tising. Maybe we could have
personal appearances here, Ike

getting an autograph session with

John Wooden to sign his book at

the store," said Levenson.

According to Levenson, the store's

only effective advertising to date

has been the television commorial
starring head basketball coach Jim
Harrick.

"Bear Necessities has got to

have its own identity. I thought it

would go boom right off the bat
Maybe it'll take a long time for

people to realize that we are not

Bearwear," said Levenson,
adding. "Once people get in here

they go crazy. They rave, they

rave, they rave!"

Bear Necessities is conveniently

accessible. Levenson noted that

parking isn't a problem, as there is

parking under the building and
across the street.

The store also is open seven

days a week. On weekdays, it

remains open until 9 p.m., and on
Friday and Saturday it's open until

10 p.m.
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SCOTT WEERSMQ/lMly Bfuin

Bear Necessities boasts a wide selection of UCLA
paraphernalia that, according to the owner, Bearwear
doesn't offer.

iJV^ t^ W^^ ''

^f w HEY "BRUIN CYCLISTS"
TO GET THE MOST OUT OF CYCLING AT UCLA

FOLLOW THESE IMPORTANt PARKING AND SAFETY TIPS
SVmk

* Always wear a helmet when riding a cycle of any kind. t:

* Obey all traffic laws and signs. ^,

* Always lock your cycle when parked. Kryptonite style U-Locks are highly recommended. Locks are available for sale at the CSO Bicycle

Registration Table on Bruin Walk. . . —\ —

* Remember, Motorcycles, Scooters, Mopeds and Bicycles are prohibited on sidewalks, pedestrian walkways and paths (Including Bruin

Walk); ^ : . .

* -

* Be sure to watch for hazards such as loose gravel and dirt, water, oil or other objects (especially when braking or turning).

* Always drive or ride defensively. ' ^

* All bicycles, motorcycles, mopeds and scooters on the UCLA Campus must be licensedand registered with the State ofCalifornia. Free

bicycle registration is provided ^y the CSOs at the Bicycle Registration table on Bruin Walk. Motorcycles and scooters can be registered at

any Department of Motor Vehicles.

^^^K

* Bicycles may be parked only at designated bicycle parking facilities.
" ~^ ^_

* Motorcycles, mopeds and scooters may bc^pg^cd only in a marked parking space within a desigimted motOTcycle parking area.

* Illegally parked bicycles will be impoundcd^d illegally parked motorcycles, mopeds and scooters will be cited and/or towed at owners*

expense.
'

,

* If impounded or towed, a bicycle, motorcycle, mbped or scooter will not be released until it is licensed in accordance whh stated UCLA
Codes and only after proof of ownership is shown and appropriate fees are paid. If you believe your vehicle has been impounded or lowed

Call the University of California Police Department aL(213) 825-1491.

* Vehicles prescnUng a fire, safety, pr traffic hazalq^willTC impounded, cited, and/or towed with^^^

' MAPS OF BICYCLE, MOPED, MOTORCYCt^AND SCOOTER PARKING AREAS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE B'iCYCLE
REGISTRATION TABLES ON BRUIN WALK. I^ll^ORMATION & PARKING KIOSKS, THE PARKING ENFORCEMENT OFHCE*

AND THE COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING OFFICE. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (213) 825-7639.

THIS INFORMATION IS PROVIDED ^mflfcL/^VcLE PATROL & CYCLE ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS WHICH ARE
SPONSORED BY THE COMMUTFiR ASSISTANcSriDESHARING OFRCE AND THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY SAFETY-

Rehema Stephans

Rehema Stephens is off to an
explosive start as a Bruin.

The sophomore transfer for the

women's basketball team is the

Bruins' leading scorer, attaining

double figures in each of the 11

games this season. Stephens is also

leading the Pac-10 in scoring,

averaging 19.5 points a game.
If Stephens can slightly improve

her scoring average, she will be the

first Bruin to average 20 points or

more since Necie Thompson
achieved the mark in the 1981-82

season.

During the holidays, Stephens

averaged 20 points a game, leading

the team in scoring in three of the

six contests.

She had 25 points against

Tennessee, 1 1 points against Ohio

State, and led the team in scoring

against Notre Dame with 15.

Stephens also led the team in

scoring against Old Dominion,

with 27 points, and spanked
Pepperdine with 22 more. Last

Saturday against USC, she again

led the team in scoring with 20
points.

Steptiens played in both the

1987 and 1989 Olympic Festivals.

In the 1987 Olympic Festival,

Stephens won a gold medal. As a

senior at Colorado High, Stephens

was acknowledged as one of the

nation's top 20 freshman recruits

by Dick Vitale's magazine and

was named to the Street and
Smith's All-America squad.

Linda Peters

Rehema Stephans
UCLA SPORTS INFO

Don Maclean
UCLA SPORTS INFO

Basketball ^ ^^ I Basketball
Ma

Bruin and Pac-10 score leader

averaging 19.5 points a game
Led the Bruins in scoring in

three of the last four games
Has attained double figures in

each of the 1 1 games this

season

May be the first woman to

average 20 points since '81-82

• Had a season high 35 points

against USC
• Averaged 21 .4 points over
the seven games during

vacation
• Leads the Bruins in scoring

with a 20.2 point average
• Last year's Pac-10 Freshman

of the Year

DonlMacLean
«

Don MacLean again earns Ath-

lete of the Week after a stellar

performance over winter vacation.

He leads the Bruins with a 20.2

point average and is second on the

team in rebounding with a 6.8

ayerage per game.

During the holidays, MacLean
averaged 21.4 points for the seven
games. Before the Louisville
game, he scored in the double
figures in 21 consecutive games.

Against Notre Dame, MacLean
scored 14 points, and 20 points

against American University. He
had 26 points against Cal Stale

Fullerton, 25 points at Fresno
State, and 21 points vs. East

Tennessee State.

Against use, MacLean had his

season-high and second highest

career scoring with 35 points,

including eight straight points to

give the Bruins a 12-point lead

over the Trojans. His only low
point came against Louisville

where he remained in foul trouble

throughout the game and ended up
with only nine points and four

rebounds.

The Trevor Wilson/Don Mac-
Lean team may be the best forward
duo in the nation. They are the only
pair of forv/ards in UCLA history

to both average over 18 points per
game in the same season after last

season's average of 30.7 points

and 16.1 rebounds.

Linda Peters

WHAT CAN YOU HAVE IN COMMON WITH
THESE OUTSTANDING AMERICANS.^

VJC Fazio Member of Congrw. D«puty M>|onty Cjucu. Churnun Lyman Hubbard Speci.1 Amumm id dw Direcw of Vonagp Trttfe. iMcrruaonmi TnK*e AdminiMrmaon JCTTy LCWis Member of Conyo.. Ouimun. Houk Republicsn CoofererKre
Robert Marburt Whue Houk Fellow, office of rooond Service AlCXandcr A- Silva, Jr. Dcpmy D««cior. us Genenl Acooundr^ Offioc Ed Slcvin Auooaie Dueoor . Untied Sttiet P«ce Cotp. MaifVin BaXtCr Judge. C.l.forni. Coun
of Appolt Bruce BronZan Member, aiifomii Suie AMemUr. QuirmMi. AMemMy Healtfi CamiMnee JolUl GeOghegan Secreury of Bu«r»»,jrrmnspofuoon and Hou«r>«. Sttie of Califomi. Barbara Holflie Member. Cak>r«lo Sate Soiaie
Brenda Reyes D«poty Aoorney General Sale of Clifomi. Marie BertllUOfl Collins Suf»»r Court Judge, County of AUmed. Undsay Conner Prudent, Lo. Angelc. Communny CoUege Bovd of TruMce. DlannC FeinStein Mayor
(1978«). Oiy of Su. FrM«K» NorOl King Oty Muuger. Qly of Pmlm Spring* MarlettC MoraleS fWnce SpecmlM, Port AMhoncy of New York «»d New Jeney David Yamakawa, Jr. Comm««ono. S«. Fr«Kisco Hum«, Righc Comm.»uon
Richard ButrickPre«deni.AMOcUied Oregon lri<k>Mn«s Jose Castro V«xP,etkfeM,Sec^ BniCCC COTWin f>ret«len<. Me»opo(ii.n -Pteatret Corp Craig Eriich Muiagmg Direoor. Huich-on CbJe V.«on Lid . Hong Kong
Alma Gonzales Manager. Corporate AdvertiMng. Hughe* Aircraft Compwiy Midori Tabata Manager. CommunKauona Programa. Pactfic Bdl PctCr J. TaylOT Sale Manager, LooJ Govtrnmeni and Commun«y Affair*. CTE Cabfom. Kenneth
Willis Exocuuve V.oe Preaident. Building Indu.iry A**oaaoon of Southern California FemandO HcmandeZ AaM>aaie Chair, Educational Foundation, Cal^omia Sate Uni«eniiy. Lo* Angdes John Kobara A»M«ant V.ce ChanccUor. AJumni Rdal»n*.
Univer«iy of CaJifomia. Lo. Angcle. LOUiS Negrete Profe.«x of Chicano StudK*. California Saie U™v«r«ty. Lo. Angele* Martha Quintana Buiino. Manager. Service Employee Inionalional Un»n Marjorie Wiil(eS A»»..ant u> (he Director.

United Federation ofTeacheri Kcnt BrOWnridgC General Manager. ft>tt.«Aim. Helen Dewar Bcponer. «r«i**',j«o»/V«ThomaS Hoeber PTe«dentAI»ubL.her. C-*/br^>3«mWEUgene K. Slsfe^
Din Program Manager. Auan Foundation for Communoy Development DorOthy Erlich Eaeowve Director. Amencmn QvU bberoe* Union of Northern California Maria Elena Fernandez Director, MALDEF Parent Leadership Program Joai| C.
Walker-Scott Director. Oer..hawNe»ghborhoodHou«ngSefVK« William A. WhitCSide Eaecuove Director. Neighborhood RemveatmentCorporaoon GunthcrJ. Zom E.abli.hment Officer. Food A Agriculture Organoatwn. The UnnedNaiK.™

Launched in 1947, The Coro Fellows Program is a nine-month,

full-time, post-graduateprogram designed toprotAdeparticipants
tvith intensive experience-based training in public affairs

.

m

The rigorousprogram is unconventional by traditionalacademic
standards Participants have the opportunity to lest and develop
their individual capabilities for public affairs leadership while

they examine first-hand the people and processes int^lved in

creating public policy. Graduates of the Fellows Program now
number over 1100 and are found in virtually every area of
business, government, pubUc affairs and community service.

Theprogram begins in thefalland runs throughfune. Each Coro
Fellow works in a series cffield assignmerus tvith government,
business, labor, media, political and community organizations.

There is no standard set of internship assignments; each Fellow's

field experiences are individually tailored. Among the variety of
institutions that have provided Fellows internships are Atlantic

Richfield Company, United Teachers cfLos Angeles, Pacific Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company, Los Angeles County Department of
Health Services, First City Development Corpo" ition, NationalAs-
sociationfor the Advancement of Colored People, the Downtown
Women i Center, the Los Angeles 2000 Committee, MALDEF, and
Sumitomo Bank.

Individual andgrouppublic serxAceprojects during theyearpro-
tAde opportunities for Fellows to examine in-depth questiqns of
governanceandpublicpoHcy,from health carearuieconomically

depressed communities to industrial

and commercial development.

An intensive week in Sacramento, with

elected and appointed officials, Jour-

nalists, lobbyists and legislative staff

members, immerses the Fellows in the

workings cfCalifomia's capital. Other
u/eeks during theprogram are devoted

to analyzing the structure and func-
tion of various industries and geo-

graphic regions .

In weekly seminars, Fellows strengthen

their analytic, communications, inter-

viewing and problem-solving skills

under the guidance of Coro training

staff, consultants, community leaders

and public affairs practitioners. Re-

cent guests include. Los Angeles Times

Cartoonist Paul Conrad; California

Assembly Speaker Willie Brown; ARCO CEO Lod Cook, Los Angeles Urban League PresidentJohn Mack; California

Tommorrow Executive Director Linda Wong; Federal Bureau cfPrisons Warden Margaret Hambrick; Baja Califor-

nia Secretario General de Gobiemo Arturo Guerra Flores; Teamsters Joint Council »42 President Mike Riley and
California Superintendent cff*ubtic Education Bill Honig.

Individuals interested in pursuing an advanced degree may attend a number of universities throughout the coun-
try which offergradtdote creditfor completion ofthe Fellows Program.

1989-90 Co^ Southern CaJi/bmia F*Uow% Clou

Find out more at UCLA, Thursday, January 11^ 7 - 10 p.m.
James West Alumni Center, Conference Room

.For more information,
call (on campus) 206-0523 or
the Coro Office at (213) 623-1234 gji: IS^ f ji t'lfi t FELLOWS PROGRAM
Sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association ?«»»** ^^ V / V>/ / V^ IN PUBLIC AFFFAIRS

\

<^>.» v^will.Wl , v^Vfiiawa waa^w A^^^^aam

m Coro
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Sports

Coach says that the Condor shall soar
Harrick may look to Owens as

solution to center woes vs. Arizonas

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

UCLA head basketball coach
Jim Harrick was still reeling a

bit at his weekly press confer-

ence yesterday. After all, it had
only been two days since he and
his No. 19 Bruins (9-2) were

second-year UCLA mentor
said.

It was just unfortunate that

the Bruins were the ones who
took the brunt of the Cardinals'

ire after No. 1 1 Louisville (10-

2) lost to unranked Cincinnati

last Thursday. 'They were just

completely geeked up and

Mslybe we have to play (Keith Owens) a little

bit more. Somedmes you need a stopper.

Jim Harrick

steamrolled, 97-80, in Louis-

ville.

But Harrick admitted what
anyone who watched the game
has suspected all along. "I think

Louisville would have beaten

any basketball team in America
Sunday in Freedom Hall," the

Top 25 Basketball

1 . Kansas (45) 15-0

2. Georgetown (16) 11-0

3. Michigan (1) 10-1

4. Oklahoma (1) 10-0

5. Missouri (t) 13-1

6. Syracuse 10-1

7 UNLV 9-2

8. Illinois 11-1

9. Georgia Tech 10-0

10. Duke 10-2

1 1 Louisville 10-2

12. Arkansas 10-2

13 Indiana 10-1

14 LSU 8-2

15. St. John's 13-2

16 Minnesota 10-1

17 N. Carolina St. 11-2

18. Arizona* 8-2

19 UCLA' 9-2

20. Memphis St. 9-3

21 . La Salle 8-1

22. Oregon St.* 11-2

23 LMU 9-3

24. Alabama 10-3

25 Xavier, Ohio 9-1

*asterisK inaicates PAC-10 teams

first place votes m parentneses

SOURCE The Assoaated Press
'
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excited," Harrick said. *They
were unbelievably emotional."

Louisville turned that emo-
tion into results, jumping out to

a 20-5 lead with 13:16 left in the

first half. *The first seven

minutes they took us out of

everything," Harrick said. The
rest of the way, as Harrick

pointed out, UCLA was out-

scored by just two points, 77-

75.

"We showed some real good
moxie," Harrick said. "We
played hard the second half. We
played decently."

But the timing was all wrong

for the Bn^ins. "You don't want

to wake up a sleeping giant,"

Harrick added.

In both ofUCLA's losses this

season, to Nouie E>ame and
Louisville, the Bruins have
fallen victim to a solid big man.
The Irish's 6-9 senicN* forward

Keith Robinson scored 21

points in an 86-84 loss, and the

Cardinals' 7-0 senior center

Felton Spencer poured in 17

Sunday.

Currently, the UCLA center

tandem of 6-10 starter, senior

Kevin Walker, and 6-7 1/2

reserve, junior Keith Owens are

averaging seven points and
under six. rebounds combined.

So what are Harrick's plans

for the Pac- 10 season, w!»en the

See HARmCK, page 38

CHARLES OOOLEY

Keith Owens, a 6-7 reserve over the past three years, could be the center of attention this

weekend against Brian Williams and Arizona.

Soccer's NistI ghrabs top goalkeeping award
By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

While the NCAA soccer season

has been over for quite some time,

the UCLA team members have

been quite busy over the last two
months.

Senior goalkeeper Anton Nistl

was in St Louis to receive the Adi

Dasler Trophy, sponsored by Adi-

das, for the top senior goalkeeper

in collegiate soccer. Nistl finished

the 1989 season with 18 wins and a

nation-leading 16 shutouts in com-

piling a 0.53 goal^ against average.

He also set UCLA career records

in shutouts (41) and victories (56).

Nistl was also one of two Bruins

to make the Coaches' All-Ameri-
can squad, as the Los Angeles

native was placed on the third

team. Senior midfielder Steve

Black was named to the second

team by the coaches.

Black and Nistl joined sopho-

more fullback Mike Lapper on the

fu-st-team All—^Far West squad,

while sc^homore forward Cobi
Jones was named to the second

team.

However, the all-star teams

aren't the only reason that Bruins

are in the current soccer news.

Freshman Chris Henderson is

currently practicing with the 1990

United States World Cup squad in

La JoUa, where he joins Bruin

alums Paul Caliguiri and Paul

Knimpe.
The UCLA contingent will

grow larger when alumnus goalk-

eeper Dave Vanole ends a holdout

and senior forward Bill Thompson
is medically cleared to play fol-

k)wing a broken tibia. Nistl was
also invited to play, but a blood

clot in his shoulder has limited any

participation to this point

Over on the Olympic front,

Lapper and Jones are in the

developmental camp, along with

1989 redshirt freshmen Joe Max-
Moore and Brad Friedel. Max-
Moore received another honor of

his own when he was named the

Orange County Prep Male Soccer
Player of the 1980s by the Lds
Angeles Times. Anton Nistl

URA update
Winter quarter boasts a plethora of new

intramural and recreational sports. Mana-

ger's meetings and sing-ups begin this

week.

See page 39

A bear market
"Bear Necessities," a new Westwoood

store, hopes to grab a share of the huge

UCLA niarket by offering unique souve-

nirs and apparel.

See page 42

M9tfo speaks Gilt

UCLA punter Kirk Maggio, the Bruins'

only fu^t-team AU-Pac 10 pick, harbon
thoughts of the NFL. ,;,

•

See page 37
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Briefly

Former athlete

breaks probation

Just one day after his arraign-

ment for another incident, for-

mer UCLA football player,

Willie Murphy Crawford, 20,

was arrested Wednesday for

violating his probation, police

said.

In August, Crawford was
convicted of possessing stolen

credit cards and was placed on

two-year probation, which he

violated because of his second

arrest in October for attempted

robbery and assault with a

deadly weapon.

UCLA police arrested Craw-
ford just before one of his

classes and turned him over to

BevQriy Hills police.

Inside
Suspect denies

he fired shots

The son of record producer

Quincy Jones pleaded not guilty

to charges he fired shots during

a Fraternity Row brawl.

See page 6

Viewpoint

False

stereotypes

Members of UCLA*s Greek
system argue against facile

judgements of their members.

See page 22

Arts & Entertainment

Films of films
atMelnitz

Melnitz will screen films

about filmmakers this January.

See page 26

Sports

to

shorter season
UCLA Chancellor Charles

Young was involved in the

many NCAA rule changes this

week.

See page 52
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state budget insuffidenty UC says
By Holly BauT
City Editor

Gov. George Deukmejian's
proposed 1990-91 operating
budget falls far short of meeting

the University of Califomia's
needs, administrators said Wed-

nesday.

But UC President David Gard-
ner said he hopes the state's

financial status will improve,

which may provide the university

with additional funding.

Under the governor's budget

proposal* which was released

Wednesday, the state allocs $2.26

billion to the university, but that

amount is about $88 million less

than what the university requested.

While the university requested a

10 percent budget increase from
the previous year, the proposal

provides only a 5.5 percent

Lumber slumber

mcrease.

'This is clearly inadequate,"

said Dale Kelly Bankhead, direc-

tor of the UC Student Association

— an organization that lobbies on
behalf of UC students.

See BIIOQET, page 18

High court
decides
on tenure
By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

LYNETTE TSAI/Daly Bruin

Senior PoliticalScience majorOmid Hashemicouldn 't resista snooze between classes
during Wednesday's warm weather. More of the same is expected today.

UCLA rethinking enrolinient privileges
By Sarah Suk

A recent Supreme Court deci-

sion regarding professors' lifetime

appointments may undermine the

tenure process, a UCLA professor

and former chairman of the UCLA_
Academic Senate said Wednes-
day.

Professon reviewing their peers

for tenure may be less critical

because of the court's Tuesday
decision, which mled that univer-

sities may be forced to disclose

confidential reviews when
accused of discrimination, English

Professor Charles Berst said.

'Taculty realize they have to

live with (the tenure candidates)

professionally, and the court's

decision could make this diffi-

cult," he said.

The enforced openness may also

expose reviewers themselves to

discrimination lawsuits, Berst
said.

Although he believes the tenure

process shoukl be as ojpen as

possible, "the bottom line of (the

decision) could be that faculty will

be very hesitant to write anything

critical, and we won't have a frank

and reliable review," Berst said.

Vice Chancellor of Faculty

Relations Harold Horowitz, how-
ever, said the court decision may
not have any impact on UC yet,

because the court did not rule

whether a school can edit mater-

ials, including reviewers' names,
from the evaluations. It instead

returned the decision to a federal

district court

See Taaufa, page 20

Politics Editor

The number ofUCLA undergra-

duates who receive preferential

enrollment may be limited after the

Academic Senate consults with the

administration to examine the

matter further.

Nothing is final yet, said

Academic Senate Chairman Sid-

ney Roberts, but future student

eligibility probably would be
detemfiined on an individual basis.

Now students receive this pri-

vilege if they belong to certain

groups.

Undergraduate government
officers worried Tuesday that the

faculty body would discontinue

the process and discussed urging

Senate members to continue
vifcmg the service to stucfenis

with disabilities, those who are

subject 10 dismissal and those on

IStudtnt

Mtdli 3.7%

Students

w/Dltabltles2.9%^

High School 2.1A^
Scholars

SOURCE: UCLA Registrar's Office Othtr2.7%

academic probation.

This quarter, about one in six

undergraduates enrolled before the

first phone enrollment pass,

according to the Registrar's

Office.

These students belong to groups

such as the Letters & Science

honon department. Academic

Advance Program, athletic depart-

ment, the Daily Bruin and under-

graduate govonment
Other than the apparent inequity

between students who do and do
not receive preferential enroll-

ment, there fs aTso the situation of
**an appreciable number of stu-

dents registered for courses in

advance who later drop when it's

too late for other students to

(enroll)," Roberts said. "This is

completely undesirable."

The telephone enrollment sys-

tem, where students have a first

pass where they can sign up for up
to 10 units and a second pass where
they can enroll in the rest of their

classes, has improved the situa-

tioti, he said.

But because the number of
groups receiving the service has

expanded beyond the initial intent,

the Academic Senate will review

each docket and find an solution

that will be acceptable to faculty,

administration and the student

body, Roberts said.

'There have also been numer-
ous complaints from students who
had not had this privil^e, so QiaT
has to be tak^ in conskleration (as

weUX" he said.
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Coro Fellowships Info. Meeting
- 7:00 pm
- James West Alumni Center \

,

Conference Room
Grcxluote School of Education

- Application Workshop
- 2:00-3:30

- 344 Moore \ \

USAC President's Office \
- Jennifer Jean Casolo

J

- 3:30
- 4269 Bunche Hall ,^

^

Graduate Students Assoc. .
|

- Melnitz Movies
- "The Music Box" ,

*
•

- 7:30 pm
- Melnitz Theatre '

Expo Center
- Leadership America
- Info meetings this week

Student Research Programs
- Info meetings this week

Campus Events
- "Batman" & "NIghtshlft"

- tonight & tomorrow
UCLA Residential Life

- Resident Assistant Info

meetings this week

Asian Education Pro)ect
- Orientation Meetings Next Week

VletfKimese Students Association
- Vietnamese Cultural Night
- January 15th -

Hiilel Council
- Liberal and Progressive Jewish

Intellectuals
- January 20th and 21st

Institute of Geophysics
- Endangered Earth Conference
- January 16th and 17th
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REGARDING THESE EVENTS. PLEASE
LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISEMENTS
WITHIN THE BODY OF THE PAPER!

If you ore interested in having
your on-compus organization's
event listed in this calendar,
please call 206-0905 for more
information. Certain restrictions

apply.

Cordless phones
Infested' by bugs
By Robert Dvorchak

Associated Press

NEW YORK— Cordless ptiones allow people to chat while walking

from room to room or doing outside chores, but the convenience has a

major hang-up: Busybodies can eavesdrop on the conversation.

"People have to recognize that on any type of communications device,

the most very, very confidential of conversations<:ould be monitored,**

said Mark Rosenker, spokesman for the Electronic Industries Associa-

tion.

"A lot of it is by accident, but you do get some electronic voyeurism,**

Rosenker said after the U.S. Supreme Court this week dealt with just such

a case. "The last thing you want is a private conversation being moni-

tored.**

Cordless phones aje low-powered, two-way radios. A base unit that

serves as an extension of a household phone transmits and receives radio

waves from the cordless phone.

The EIA, a trade group based in Washington, D.C., estimates that since

cordless phones were first marketed 10 years ago, one in four American

households has a cordless j^ne, and sales remain robust

In 1988, there were 8.2 million units sold, double the number in 1986.

An estimated 11 million will be sold this year, the EIA said.

The units have a range of several hundred feet, which allows users to

gab as they walk throu{^ the house, or take calls as they sit by the deck or

work in their gardens. Therc*s no cord to tangle or trip over.

But because the radio waves travel through the air, a neighboring

phone tuned to the same frequency can intercept conversations and tell

when a nei^bor's call is coming in or out
Conv^'sations can even be picked up on AM or FM radios, television

sets or nursery room monitors designed to keep an electronic ear open to

babies.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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UCLA
By Kathy Lo

H • lition to provicle protective canines
staff Writer

Women on the Wcstside who do not want
to run, walk, or jog alone may soon be able

to borrow canine exercise partners to lessen

their fear of assault

UCLA Women's Coalition plans to begin

sponsoring Project Safe Run this year— an

Oregon-based program that provides

women with dogs as running partners for a

monthly fee.

"I think that UCLA really needs some-
thing like this. You can't get a (Community
Safety Officer) to go running with you,"

Women's Coalition member Jennifer Ferro

said.

Project Safe Run is an "anti-rape propos-

al," she said.

The crime prevention program was
started in Eugene, Oregon by SheUey
Reecher in 1981, because she was afraid of
being assaulted, she said.

In 1974, four men abducted and raped

Reecher while she was walking along a

day-lit street in Oregon.

"Womert think it can never happen to.

them, but I'm here to tell them it can," she

tokl a group of students last month.

When Reecher moved to attend the

University ofOregon in 1981 she felt unsafe

running alone, but could not fmd a running

partner when she wanted to run.

"I wanted to run my pace by myself, but

not alone because I'm a target by a potential

assailant by virtue of my sex," she said.

Reecher adopted a seven-month-old

Doberman named Jake from a local dog
pound to run with her. "Pretty soon my
roommate started running with him and then

another friend. Before I knew it there were

16 people running with him."

Gradually Reecher acquired more dogs

until her one bedroom apartment housed 12

Dobermans, she said.

Eventually Reecher found families to

house the dogs. When women wanted a

running partner, they were referred to one of
the owners.

In 7,500 runs, women experienced no
assault attempts or accidental dog-bites,

Reecher said.

The 14 dogs that live in 11 Oregon and
Washington homes were all trained by
Reecher, who read books and learned from

watching nav^l canine units in training.

They were trained to be "defense dogs"
and to not be attack dogs, she said.

"If someone made a threatening move,

the dog would give a warning growl first,"

she said. Only if the attacker continued

would the dog respond.

They do n6t rely on commands. *There

aren't code words that the dogs are relating

to so there is no way they can be used as

weapons," Reecher said.

And except in an emergency, runners

must agree not to abuse or provoke the dog
to intimidate people.

Dogs run on a six-foot leash on the left

side of the runner. They are equipped with a

light backpack that may contain keys or

emergency phone numbers.

Since she receives about 50 letters each
month praising the program, Reecher has
embarked on a campaign to make it a

nationwide service.

However, the project lacks fmancial

suppoit, and donations of dogs are not
enough to expand the program, she said.

Dog food, veterinarian care, rent and
licenses are some of the necessities she
mentioned.

Runners must pay $25 each month for the
service, which helps in the dogs' upkeep.

Reecher's company. Canine Training &
Security, is a non-profit organization

designed to train family pets and guard

dogs.

Wheel of fortune Student

ALBERT SCX^NQ/DsNy Bnjin

Senior Aerospace Engineer major Terrance Yee fixes a bil<e at a discount on Bruin Walk during the UCLA Cycling

Club's 'Weekly Mechank:' program Wednesday.

H •

in assault
A UCLA student was convicted

Tuesday of assaulting an offk:er

and disorderly conduct during a

protest in October when about 300
AIDS activists tried to shut down
the Federal Building in Westwood.

Peter Sigal, 25, will be sen-

tenced Feb. 13 for the misdemea-
nors. Assistant U.S. Attorney
Stanley Friedman said.

The graduate student reportedly

spat at a federal officer's face

when he and other protesters

demanded more government
funding for AIDS treatment

He was the only protester

charged with simple assault

Seventy-nine others were
arrested fw trespassing and block-

ing the Federal Building entrances

at the Oct 8 protest

With their arms kx:ked, the

protestera sat in front of the

building's entrances early that

morning to prevent federal

employees from going to wotk,

Sigal allegedly confronted some
policemen, who wore surgical

masks and latex gloves when they

tried to pull the protesters away
from the entrances.

Another assistant U.S. attorney

originally said she would seek a

court order forcing Sigal to take a
Mood test for the AIDS virus, but

she later withdrew the request
— W. Kevin Leung,

'UniieiieVdbie'lUCLA obesity clinic offers hope for the overweight
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

,

On Jan. 14, 1989 BiU Krueger

weighed 460 pounds. He had high

Mood pressure and painful heada-

ches.

One year later, Krueger, 44,

weighs 224 pounds. He has tost

more than half of himself, he said.

**It*s unbelievable."

Krueger is a patient at The "Risk
Factor Obesity" (RFO) program,

part of the Clinical Obesity Center

at the UCLA Medical Center's

division of clinical nutrition .

Founded in 1977, RFO is a

liquid-diet program which
researches obesity, especially in

relation to cardiovascular disease

and hypertension.

RFO treats the "massively

obese," or people who are 40
pounds over their ideal weight or

whose body has in excess of 20
percent body fat The diet has three

components— a medically super-

vised fast which incorporates

liquid protein drinks, nutritional

training and education and psy-

chological support groups, said

Fk)rence Silver, administrator of
the RFO.
Although patients have the

option of a combination food and
Uquid diet, 80 percent are on the

liquid formula diet said Dr.

Morton Maxwell, clinical profes-

sor of medicine and co-director of

the Clinical Obesity Center.

*The best part about this liquid-

diet program is ^that you lose

weight k)se it fast and never feel

hungry," said Krueger, who drinks

the formula seven times a day.

*The fast was the easiest thing I

have ever done because they took

the food away," said Jeryl Jagoda,

who has lost 50 pounds since last

June.

"We individualize our prog-

ram," Maxwell said. Every patient

receives a different amount of

calories and protein to maximize
loss of body fat and minimize loss

of lean body mass such as muscle

and internal organs. Formulas are

based on the patient's age, gender.

amount of activity, percent of body

'

fat and degree of obesity, he said

In addition, patients attend

behavior modification workshops

each week where they learn how to

modify eating patterns and manage
stress to reduce the likelihood of

misusing food, said David Wel-
lisch, a psychologist who consults

with therapists at RFO. Patients

also learn how to read labels in

Older to understand the nutritional

value of different foods.

"The lectures (at the workshop)

are excellent" said Knieger's

brother, Joe, who has lost 125

pounds since last May. "I have not

felt this good in 10 years. Every-

thing has become easier. I have a

feeling of tremendous energy."

The psychological effects of

obesity and weight loss vary with

each person, said Joel Yager, a

UCLA psychiatry professor spe-

cializing in eating disorders who
also works with patients at the

Neuropsychiatric Institute. Obese

people often have tow self-esteenw

he said, and "certainly, social

Ideal Body Weight
HEIGHT IDEAL WEIGHT HEIGHT IDEAL WEIGHT

rf

5*

5'1"

90-110lbs.
94 -116 lbs.

3 5*

5*r

106 -130 lbs.

112 -136 lbs.

*!:^ 5*2" 99-121 lbs. 3 5*2- 117. 143 lbs.

2 5*3- 103 -127 lbs. 5*3- 122 -150 lbs.

S 5*4-

5-5-

5'6-

57"
5'8"

5'9-

5'10-

108 -132 lbs.

112 -130 lbs.

117- 143 lbs.

121 - 149 lbs.

126 -154 lbs.

130 -160 lbs.

135 -165 lbs.

5'4-

5'5"

5'6"

57-
5*8-

5'9-

5*10-

5*1 r
6*

6'1"

6'2"

128 -156 lbs.

122 -163 lbs.

128 -156 lbs.

133 -163 lbs.

139 -169 lbs.

144 -176 lbs.

149 -183 lbs.

155 -189 lbs.

160 -196 lbs.

166 -202 lbs.

171 -209 lbs.

NOTE: Weight range allowances

for variances In body franne

SOURCE: 1983 Metropolitan

Height and Weight Tables

reuvun^miy BmS)

consequences in terms of dating

and mating exist"

Since Jagoda's weight loss,

men's attitudes have changed
towards her, she said. "At the gym,
men who woukl not give mc the

time of day before are hitting on
me.

The whole world treats you
dfijfferently when you are a thin

person,*! Jagoda said. "People at

the departinent stores are nicer. I

am the same person, just littler."

Self-esteem increases tremend-

See OBESirV^ page 13
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Briefs

World

Thousands detained
after Peru slaying

LIMA, Peni — Police set up roadb-

locks around Lima on Wednesday and
detained 15,000 people in a search for the

killers of former defense chief Enrique

Lopez, the most iHX>minent victim of

Peru's decade-long guerrilla war.

Lopez was gunned down Tuesday as he

was parking his car near a shopping center

in a Lima suburb. Doctors said he suffered

at least 10 bullet wounds, and police

blamed Maoist guerrillas of the Shining

Path rebel group.

Police units assisted by six helicopters

sealed off highways leading from the

capital and stopped about 8,000 cars in

search of suspected rebels, according to

an Interior Ministry official who spoke on
condition of anonymity. —tp

He said about 15,000 people were
detained, most for not having proper

documents. The majority will be released

in a few days, the official said.

Nation

U.S. praises China
for lifting martial law

WASHINGTON, D.C. — China's

announced lifting of martial law won
careful praise Wednesday from the Bush
administration, which then softened its

opposition to Wcx-ld Bank loans to the

Beijing government.

Moving cautiously, U.S. officials said

they would reserve judgment on how
China treats its citizens, though Vice

President Dan Quayle quickly called the

announcement itself "a positive step

fcx^ard for human rights."

"We must assess the full scope of this

action after observing its implementa-

tion," Margaret D. Tutwiler, the State

Department spokeswoman, said. At the

White House, deputy press secretary

Roman Popadiuk made similar com-
ments, adding, "We will continue to

monitor developments hi China."

Astronauts close in

on ailing satellite

SPACE CENTER, Houston — The
Columbia astronauts put a Navy commu-
nications satellite into orbit Wednesday
and continued to close in on the path of a
floating science labcx^tary they hope to

snatch from space.

"It was an outstanding morning," flight

director Al Pennington said shortly after

the release of the 15,200-pound Syncom
satellite.

After the satellite was released, the

astronauts turned their attention to the

other major task of the mission, tracking

down the 21,400-pound Long Duration

Exposure Facility so it can be brought

back to Earth.

Commander Dan Brandenstein and

pilot Jim Wetherbee steered the space

shuttle through additional maneuvers to

help the orbiter catch up to the bus-size

LDEF. If the astronauts fail, the satellite is

expected to be pulled to its destruction in a

fiery dive through Earth's atmosphere on

March 9.

Comedian's jewelry
to be soM for deiit

LAS VEGAS— Jewelry ranging from

a gold happy face pendant with diamond

eyes to an inexpensive Mickey Mouse

watch will be auctioned later this month

as the IRS seeks to recoup some $900,000
^

owed by comedian Redd Foxx.

"This should go a long ways toward

retiring the debt Mr. Foxx owes the

taxpayers of the United States," auction-

eer Robert Deiro said as he scanned a

table laden with expensive gold jewelry.

IRS agents raided Foxx's Las Vegas

home in late November and seized

hundreds of items— ranging from posters

to antique cars, as well as the House itself.

Also seized were dozens of pieces of

jewelry, ranging from simple to gaudy.

The IRS says Foxx owes $755,166.21

in back taxes for the years 1983, 1984 and

1986. Deiro estimated the bill at

$900,000, including penalties and inter-

est. ^

State

Sufgicai masks don't

protect, expert says

SAN FRANCISCO — Doctors and
nurses in the operating room should wear
respirators because it is ''very likely" they

are breathing in blood that could carry the

AIDS virus and other diseases, a federal

panel was told Tuesday.

Standard masks do not adequately

protect against blood-bearing aerosols

created by power surgical instruments,

Dr. Don L. Jewett, an orthopedic surgeon

and researcher, said at an Occupational

Safety and Health Administration hear-

ing.

"One can try with the modification of

one's own behavior to avoid needle sticks.

But doctors and nurses cannot avoid

breathing blood in the operating room
without respiratory protection," he said.

Jewett,. head of special studies in the

Department of Orthopedic Surgery at the

University of California at San Francisco,

presented his unpublished, preliminary

research to OSHA, which is considering

rules to protect more than five million

workers against AIDS, hepatitis B and
other blood-borne diseases.

.

Residents denied right

to switch counties

OAKLAND — Property owners in

rural southeastern Alameda County,
unhappy with the current level of services

from the county, lost their bid to switch to

San Joaquin County.

The 54 property owners had tried to

move their 5,700 acres into neighboring

San Joaquin, but the Alameda County
Board of Supervisors denied the de-anne-

xation move Tuesday by a 4-0 vote.

If the de-annexation had been
approved, it would t^ve been the largest

involving a boundary line change since

California's division mto 58 counties in-

1907.

According to the petitioners, their

remoteness from the urban core of

Alameda County has left them deprived

of basic services such as fire and police

protection.

Local

Five more verdicts

in presdiool case
Jurors in the McMartin preschool

molestation trial in Los Angeles added
five more verdicts to their stack of sealed

decisions Wednesday, bringing the total

counts decided to 39 out of 65 to be
resolved.

Compiled from the Associated Press

DOriT QUESTION
AUTHORITY

IGTiORE IT!
_ r

BREAK FREE. COME TO THE BEACH
WITH THE U.C.L.A. SURF CLUB

CLUB/TEAM MEETIMQ: JANUARY 11
AND EVERY 1ST AND 3RD THURSDAY OF
THE MONTH, TOP FLOOR WOODEN CENTER

'V
-. • •

-«' /^.-"»-
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USAC Office of the Undergraduate President

in cooperation with /
The Central America Education Committee,

Concerned Faculty, and the University Religious Conference

/
invites you to

a conversation with

Jennifer Jean Casolo

Jennifer Jean Casolo. right, and Guadalupe Lopez

are led to court in San Salvador by a masked police

Agence France- Presse

Officer. At far right is Ramsey Clark, the former at-

torney general who is Casolo*s legal adviser.

3:30 p.m.
Thursday, January 11, 1990

Bunche Hall 4269
This is your opportunity to learn first hand the circumstances surrounding the arrest of Jennifer

Casolo, Coordinator of Christian Education Seminars in El Salvador. Jennifer will describe the events of

the night of her arrest, her incarceration based on a felse charge that she was storing arms for the

FMLN "in her backyard," and the persecution of the churches by the ARENA government Los Angeles

is the first stop on Jennifer's national tour. .

Note: If you cannot attend this afternoon presentation, Jennifer will be speaking at 7:30 this evening in

the Fellowship Hall, Westwood United Methodist Church, 10497 Wilshire Blvd.

For more information call the Central America Education Committee at (213) 825-7843.

Paid for by USAC
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Joneis pleads not guilty to misdemeanor chaiges
By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

The son of record producer

Quincy Jones pleaded not guilty

Wednesday to misdemeanor
charges claiming he fired shots

during a chaotic late-night brawl

on fraternity row Nov. 11.

Originally^ it was believed

Quincy Delight Jones III, 20,

would felony charges of assault

with a deadly weapon. However,
police determined the .38 caliber

semiautomatic pistol was aimed
skyward when he allegedly pulled

the trigger at about 12:30 a.m.

Jones thus faces three misde-

meanor charges of discharging a

weapon within city limits, carrying

a concealed weapon and carrying a

loaded weapon. His pretrial date

has been set for Jan. 25 at West Los
Angeles Municipal Court, Divi-

sion 98.

"Prosecution concluded that

assault with a deadly weapon was
not fileable," said Defense Attor-

ney Howard Lowe,
"If he was going to shoot

someone he would have done it

before the police came. He had
plenty of time," said UCLA senior

Elissa Fisher, who witnessed the

brawl and the shooting.

"I think he was just shooting

because he was scared,** she added.

Deputy City Attorney Matt SL

George, who was just assigned the

case at Wednesday's arraignment,

could not be reached for comment
by press time.

Jones was apparently an unin-

vited guest at a post-football game
party held by members of local

University and Santa Monica high

schools, who had rented out the

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house

on Gayley Avenue, said UCLA
spokeswoman Jan Klunder.

The high school partygoers

were kicked out of the rented

fraternity house after numerous
noise complaints, and Fisher said

Jones was with about five of them
when they encountered about ten

members of UCLA Beta Theta Pi

fraternity at the intersection of

See JONES, page 21

^" ^

BOOK
BONU

This is not a game and there are no gimmicks. The Book
Bonus Program was developed by students who know first-hand

how difficult it can be to finance a college education. In addition to

your tuition and living costs/you have the expense of textbooks,

APS/Lecture Notes, and any other general books, reference books,

and magazines you may want or need to purchase.

Jo help you control these costs, ASUCLA has reserved a fund of

over $500,000 to be distributed among Book Bonus participants.

Anyone who makes their books, APS/Lecture Notes

and magazine purchases during the quarterly ^ \ IV T^
eligibility periods can participate in, the .j\^ V^ ^ / /K
Book Bonus Program and receive a share^^^^^ ^^^^
of this money. The amount you receive ^£*j^ ^/h %^
will be based on the sum of your *' "

^

purchases during the coming academic
year, and the total number of people who
participate in the Book Bonus Program.

Depending on the amount of your

purchases, you can receive as much as • ^ ^
$100.00 or more at the end of the year. Here's how you do it!!

FOLLOW THESE'

SIMPLE STEPS.

1^ Anyone who buys aoy books (not just textbool(s), APS/
Lecture Notes, and/or magazines during any or all of the

three eligibility periods is eligible for a Bonus. Special

colored receipt tape from the cash registers at the

beginning of each quarter will remind you that your

purchases are eligible for a loniis.

\^ Save all your colored receipts until yon are sure you
will be keeping your books.

^ Once you are sure you will be keeping your books, fill out

a Book Bonus envelope (envelope boxes are located at Ackerman, Lu Valle,

and Health Science Stores), and drop it into the Bonus box.

1^ If you forget to turn in your receipts this quarter - keep ^^p^Ibi^r,
them. You can turn them in the following quarter.

Hx At the end of the academic yeaf (early June)

your bonus will be mailed to you.

^ Watch the Dally Bruin for Book Bonus Ads which

will contain information about the program, including

eligibility dates and eavtlope deadliiies.

ff

"Where's The Beef,??'
Wendy's Hamburger Co

"Don't Leave Home Without It''
-'-— American Express Co.

"Avoid The Noid"
Dominoes Piiza Co.

''Reach Out And Touch Someone''
AT&T Phone Co.

"Be All That Yoti Can Be"
U.S. Armed Forces

Let Your Fingers Po The Walking"
GTE Yellow Pages Co.

Chances are, you remeber these marketing

slogans even though they were created years

ago. These slogans generated millions in sales

for these companies and continue to do so.

Would you like to have this kind of impact on
corporations like the ones mentioned above?

You can. Only one job on campus gives you a

taste of advertising and marketing with the

opportunity to apply creative business ideas to

existing businesses large and small. If you are

interested in a career in advertising, marketing,

business, or sales there is only one job on
campus for an achiever like you.

The
Daily Bruin

Account Executive Internship

Apply Today And Shape Tommorrows Business

(^>,

.

For further information contact Jose Cano at 825-2 1^1

Applications are available at 112 Kcrckhoff Hall

(1 Floor Below Baskin Robbins)

Applications are due January 18th at Noon.
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• IArmy
The Associated Press

FORT IRWIN, aiif. — National mili-

tary safety investigators sought clues

Wednesday to the cause of the crash of a
UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter that killed the

craft's four-man crew.

The center went down in a remote section

of the 1,000-acre Mojave Desert base about
3:30 p.m. Tuesday, said SgL 1st Class Jaime
Cavazos, a base spokesman.
"An investigation is under way by local

U.S. Army officials and personnel from the

Blackhawk
U.S. Army Safety Center in Fort Rucker,
Ala.,** Cavazos said Wednesday.
He said the copter didn't appear to catch

Are and there were no early indications as to

what caused the crash.

The Army identified those killed as: 1st

Ll Christopher Moss, 24, of Crown Point,

Ind.; Chief Warrant Officer 2 Bruce J.

Marchetti, 30, of Simsbury, Conn.; SgL
Kenneth R. HaU, 25, of St. Louis; and Pfc.

Donald Mitchell, 19, of CresUine, Calif.

All four were assigned to the 4th
Battalion, 1st Aviation Regiment of the 1st

pper crash that killed four
Infantry Division based at Fort Riley, Kan.,

Cavazos said.

They were among some 3,500 soldiers

taking part in one of 14 annual training

exercises at Uie sprawling base 125 miles
northeast of Los Angeles.

The crash of another Blackhawk during a

similar training exercise at the base last July

left six soldiers dead and one injured.

The Blackhawk, among the Army's
newCT heUcopters, is replacing the vener-

able UH-1 *1Suey" helicopter and can carry

about twice the payload of a Huey, Cavazos

said.

The Pentagon sold five of the helicopters

to Colombia last February for use in fighting

drug traffickers.

The Arrtiy grounded its entire fleet of
more than 800 Blackhawks twice in May
1987, once for inspection and once to

correct what was called a design flaw. The
fleet was also grounded in April 1985 and
March 1986 folk)wing fatal crashes. In 1985
the Army identified a defect in the craft's

main rotor assembly and ordered it cor-

rected.

ll/nttSOniQIISTBB

• ELECTRONIC TUNING
• DKSITAL CLOCK
• SCAN FUNCTION
• GREAT VALUE
• FITS MOST CARS

KOttE't
PWCC 79"

//SANSUI
mUtSnECMSIB
PUU.OUT

PUU.OIIT
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OCIarion
PULLOUT

• It STAIKMH—

.
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*^».. $14000
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CASSETTE
WALKMAN

NIQH POWER
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AM/FM CASSETTE CAR STEREO

COMPACT DISC

PULLO
TATEOF THE Al
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00

BEST
PRICE
INCLUDES

HEADPHONES

M2»«

Panasonic

DESKTOP CALCUUTOR
WITH SOLAR DUAL POWER

AM/FM
CASSETTE
WALKMAN

INCLUDES
HEADPHONES

IMCREDIBLE RRICEI

tllbt MMCf I ^

TEAC
CASSETTE DECK

• DOLBY NOWE REDUCTION
• 3 MODE TAPE 8CLECTOA
• ONE-TOUCH RECOROINQ
• UNBELIEVABLE PRICE

MODEL KRC-1003

LOADED WITH FEATURES!

UNBEATADLE PRICE!

REGGIE'S PRICE

SAMYO
PORTMUU/I

CASSETTE RECORDER

PORTABLE AMiPM
CASSBTTB RECORDER

Recorda Call
ANSWERING
MACHINE

• STATE OF THE ART
• LOADED WITH FEATURES
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TELEVISIONS • BIG SCREENS • 8 FOOT PROJECTION MONITORS • 8 MILLIMI
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HOLLYWOOD
7820 SANTA MONICA BL.
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Exhibit focuses on victims of Armenian qualce
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

A recqption will be held tonight in

Kerckhoff Art Gallery where *They Will

Not Be Forgotten," an exhibit in remem-
brance of Armenia's earthquake victims

and in honor of its survivon, is currently

being displayed. ^

The reception is part of an effort to

remind the public of the earthquake's

devastating toll on the Armenian popula-

tion.

Nearly one-third of Armenia's 3.3 mil-

lion people were left homeless by the

temblor which occurred in December 1988.

The 6.9 magnitude quake left 25,000 people
dead; and 200,000 people are still living in

temporary shelters.

"We want to remind people that although

it's been 13 months, (the victims) still need
our help. Many are living in very harsh

conditions," said Ctetev Shenian, president

of the Armenian Students Association,

which is cosponsoring the exhibit with the

Cultural Affairs Commission.

*We want to remind peo^

pie that although it's been

13 months, (the victims) still

need our help. Many are

living in very harsh condi-

tions.

At Dean Witter, our analysts
do much more than

crunch numbers ~^^

It takes three things to be an investment banker.
Creativity. Judgment. And a desire to grow.

We expect these qualities from our bankers who work on
every facet of a transaction from the start of their careers.

Participating as members of investment banking teams, our
analysts meet with companies located across the country
helping to identify solutions to their financing needs.

Graduating seniors interested in Investment Banking should
send a resume immediately to:

Catherine Crowell
Analyst
Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.

800 Wilshire Blvd.
Suite 718
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Interviews will be held at the above address on January 30, 1990.

DEANWITTERREYNOLDS TNC

l»8f» DiMin VVirior Hrvnolds Inc.

MONEY, MONEY, MONEY
Cash access at more than 30,000 automated tellers across

the country and worldwide buying privileges. Pick up an

application at the James West Alumni Center or call

206-0610.

The UCLA Alumni Association Student Credit Card.

The credit you deserve.

•A..': *;»-.>;•>••

Applications can also be picked up at ASUCLA Bookstore,

^^«r^

Datev Shenian

The exhibit includes original artwork as

well as pictures that Shenian said give

perspective to the events. The exhibit will

be on display until Jan. 19.

The reception begins at 6 p.m. and is open

to the public. A donation box will be

available for those who wish to make
contributions.

All proceeds will go to the Medical

Outreach to Armenia, a group of Arme-
nian-American doctors who provide medi-

cal supplies and medical aid to the quake's

victims.

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN

STYLISTSANTONIO'S
SPECIAL

SHAMPOOCUT'STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad' (reg $25)

20% OFF BEAUTY SUPPLIES ad

Paul Mitchell, Tri. Redken, and more

479-9751 or 479-8767 JfJ^^TSTlvKe)

W/

TIRED OF PLASTIC PEZA DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR? WELL THEN!

'k't ^ y«viM»t^y »,-

PIZZA PASTA & MORE

208-5070DELIVERY
HOTLINE

CDM. yyhen home & <^fioe mean somettiing special

ALL THE COMFORTS OF KO/VVE WITHOUT THE RELATIVES

« ACS''

BATTUCS "

Judge refuses to drop charges against Senator
By Stew Lawrence
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — A federal

judge refused Wednesday to dis-

miss most of the corruption

charges against state Sen. Joseph

Montoya, ruling that the prosecu-

tors had presented enough evi-

dence for a conviction.

*'The court finds ample evi-

dence in the record . . . that a

reasonable jury could find beyond
a reasonable doubt guilt, if it was
so motivated," said Judge Milton

Schwartz.

But he delayed a decision on
two bribery counts^ saying he
wanted to re-read d complicated

federal statute before deciding if

the two charges should be dropped.

Wednesday's development,
which came in two parts, marked
the second setback for Montoya in

two days. On Tuesday, Schwartz
handed the defense a defeat by
ruling that other legislators could
not testify ^ about their motives in

voting on a key bill in the case.

MontO)'a, an El Monte Demo-
crat and the chairman of the Senate

Business and Professions Com-
mittee, has pleaded innocent to

bribery, extortion, racketeering

and money laundering charges.

He is the first legislator to go on

trial on charges stemming from the

FBI's continuing investigation of
alleged corruption at the state

Capitol.

Prosecutors claim he put his

vote and political influence up for

sale in an attempt to become
wealthy.

Defense attorneys had asked
Schwartz to dismiss all or some of
the 12 counts against the senator,

arguing that the prosecution had

not proven its case and that

Montoya's defense would be
crippled by the lack of testimony

from one of his aides.

The aide, Steven English,

advised the court through his

attorney that he would take the

Fifth Amendment if called to

testify, unless granted immunity
from prosecution.

Prosecutors refused to grant the

immunity.

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Miniiiuim

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

N. t V.tlid With (Jtlui Ott. (>

Expiiv- 1/25/90

-«.v/-i^.

M £

P
4 footf m»if (»n hMn4l* ft.

fhiJi «?^ •

irm aANvicente swrn, brentwood, ca 90049 • eao-isie

First Lieutenant

Trent Blacksoh

(ai 3) 294-3736

(^IM^. Theatres and
Disneyland Park

Present ''A Salute to
the Movies'' at

Disneyland!

YEARS OF MAGIC

Disneyland

Join AMC Theatres for an

exclusive "Salute to the Movies'

at Disneyland Park on Friday,

January 19, from 8 p.m. to 1

a.m. Tickets now on sale at any

Southem California AMC
Theatre. Hurry! Tickets are

limited for this event

FOR INFO. PLEASE CALL

(213) 553-8046
AMC Century 14 Theaters
10250 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90064

Tidtets lor 'A Salute to the Movies' may be purchased at any Southem California AMC Theatre or at Disneyland Park.

from the ordinary to the extraordinary

ORGANIZER'S
PARADISE
PR^-INVENTORY SALE

OFFICE • FURNITURE • KITCHEN • BATH • CLOSET • GIFTS

. Sludtat Desk reg. ti75.00 SPECIAL tms
floor Smpit Ltmiit Fmltun 30 -5(1% OFF

MIHoliitylitrchandist 50% OFF

THREE

STORE
LOCATIONS

BEVERLY CONNECTION

BEVERLY HILLS

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

100 N ' NcwiA BOULEVARD

266 N BEVERLY DRIVE

1090 GLENDON AVENUE

'-^
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By Daniel Haney

study: Males manufacture booze-busting enzyme

Associated Press

BOSTON— Scientists believe they have

solved one of the enduring mysteries of the

sexes — why men can drink more alcohol

than women. __
Many believe that women typically get

drunk more quickly than men, even when
their smaller size is taken into account, and
they are more likely to suffer liver damage
from alcohol abuse.

The researchers say the difference is all in

the stomach.

They found that men make far higher

amounts of a protective stomach enzyme
that bleaks down alcohol before it hits the

bloodstream. The result: They don't get as

tipsy as women cmi the same number of

dnnks.

*The implication of this is that when it

comes to social drinking, women should be

more careful than men for a givoi amount of
alcohol when driving or opierating equip-

ment.** said Dr. Charles . Lieber, a co-author

of the study and director of the Alcohol

Research and Treatment Center at the

Bronx Veterans Affairs Medical Center.

Among the study's findings:— Women absorb about one-third more
alcohol into their blood than men do, even

when they are the same size and drink the

same amount.
— The enzyme, called alcohol dehydro-

genase, works better when people have a

full stomach. This explains why folks

handle their liquor better if they drink after

eating.

— Alcoholics make less of the protective

enzyme than social drinkers do.

**I am convinced that there are sex

differences in handling alcohol," com-
mented Dr. Judith Gavaler of the University

of Pittsburgh. 'This is a very important

study for all of us doing research in alcohol.

This will change the way we approach this

subject.**

WEEKEND SUSHI

SHARING SPECIAL
• • • '

. <

w ;_^ ; Buy A

MINI PARTY TRAY
^^

ENOUGH FOR TWO OR THREE PEOPLE
28 PIECES. FOR ONLY $15

'

And Receive A
V

FREE! Order Of

CALIFORNIA ROLL (8PCS)

OR
CHICKEN ROLL (8PCS)

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 3PM-9PM
SUNDAY 12PM -5PM

Call Ahead! 207-1003
Your Order Will Be ReadyWhen You Arel

1 1698 SAN VICENTE BLVD
OPEN BRENTWOOD

Sunday 12PM-9PM f°^^^^l"^^^^'^^

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

ESPECIALLY PRC J-l

EXCHANGE VISA HOLDERS

AVOID THE LONG WAIT-
BE ONE OF THE FIRST ON THE 3RD ^

, PREFERENCE WAITING LIST

FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCE

LAW OFFICE OF:

TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIFIED IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474-2545
CALL FOR FREE CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTTil^OOD BL

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDI-CAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

1090 Westwood Blvd.
(in the village)

M-F 9ani_-:^,:30pm Sat 9:30anil- 1:30 pm
• 208-3701 •

Charming.

Seductive.

Deadly.

Your deepest secret

is his most

dangerous weapon.

RICHARD GERE ANDY GARCIA

Trust him... he's a cop.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES Presents a FRANK MANCUSO, JR. Production in ossociotion with PIERRE DAVID a MIKE FIGGIS Rim

RICHARDGERE ANOYGARCIA INTERNAL AFFAIRS 4S! PIERRE DAVID and RENE MAlO'i" HENRY BEAN

, — v-;...! ^^^^ FRANK MANCUSa JR. ^"^1^ MIKE FIGGIS A RARAMOUNT PICTURED
!'•} IK

OPENS JANUARY 12th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE.

BOGCtLE^ TKB MINP, aSATiriES THE SENSES

li^ NlbHT «^
COMM^^ ^ HEIRGUR

(reg.$2.29)

IfEMY

Ml@lHIf
9pm-lam
"ISoT"
ccnrer

^LIVE D.J.-'^

BRING I.D:
2941 !KKm STREET, SANTA >\OKrCA, CA 90405-^96-4f2S

Hahn testifies in favor of adding lioard members
The Associated Prost

Los Angeles Supervisor Ken-
neth Hahn, who has represented a
pre<loniinamly black district for 38
yean, testified Wednesday he
supports adding members to the

Board of Trustees to boost minori-

ty representation.

The liberal lawmaker testified

before U.S. District Judge David
V. Kenyon in a civil rights lawsuit

filed by the U.S. Justice Depart-

ment, the Mexican American
Legal Defense and Educational

Fund, and the American Civil

Liberties Union Fbundation of

Southern California.

The plaintiffs contend Los
Angeles County is promulgating

**the most powerful and enduring

all-white club in the nation,**

according to the lawsuit

The plaintiffs allege the His-

panic community was intentional-

ly divided across three districts in

1981, weakening the voting clout

in violation of the federal Voting

Rights Act
The ACLU and MALDEF have

asked the court to consider
expanding the board from five to

seven members or redraw district

lines before this year's primary.

Hahn, 69, who was first elected

in 19S2, said he would like to add
positions to the board composed of

two tiberals and three conserva-

tives, ''to give greater representa-

tion for Latinos and better

representation for Macks.**

The Census Bureau estimated
last year that 35.1 percent of the

county's 8,694,000 residents were
Hispanic, compared with 46.7
percent white.

**It is difficult for one supervisor

to represent more than a million

people,** Hahn said. With addition-

al board members, he said, Xati-
nos would be able to say 'I have a
member on the board.***

N^.
Hahn, who is white, also testi-

fied diat a politician need not be a
member of the same ethnic grmip
to serve constituents.

Teople in my district know that

I fight for them,** he said during
testimony that lasted several

minutes. *That*s why they vote for

me.**

Also testifying was former
Supervisor Yvonne Brathwaite-

Burke, who k>st to current Super-
visor Deane Dana in 1980.

BEWARE OF THE
BLACK CAULDRON

OF DECAY!!

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENITSTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide (laughing gas) J
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
• Please mention this ad
• Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms welcome i«|

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate) \^ f.

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Mohica)

Paris

London
Rome

^ ^t

VJA i
->

DESIGN HAIR CUT
.^0 APpOINFMFNrS • 2Gi-44J '

• fju GlMMIoKS
sM tsTS HW I t OK \ T i AKS » \PI KU N( '

riAIRCOlOR $15 FOIL V\J -WINC. COMPl Hf $4S

HKiHlllES $25 [YP LASH TINT SU)
fKFNCHfTRM $15-25 COIOR CORRf (TION $^5
ZOTOSIMRM $r>-45 SHAMPOO Sfl $h
SUPIRPIRM $bh \V\NI( URf

SPECIAL FREE- hdircut style w ST) p.'rm (SlJ Valuf Frtvi

SPECIAL FREE- hjin ut tnousst- w '>45 pt-rm iSP \alut' f ret't

1078 GAYLEY • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • NEXT TO BAXTERS

1

lessons
in

economics:

25%
OTF

Our Best Selling

Contact Lenses

DAILY WSAR
fzrvoo
%J f liBO 4«

am»oh Lomb Sottptn
CooparUkln

EXTENDED WSAR

4900
RIO as

MMObirUfab'O-
AmHietn Vipdroa S«ro 4
DuraaoAin

You don't need

to be an

Economics Ubjot

to know
a Super Deal!

•Fashion' EYEGLASSES
*Prlo* InohMl—
oholo* of & firvn* n>oin

our 'Taalilon' CoUeoUon
with pr—ortpOon l«n«aa

Thmn Is n«v«r an extr*

ohATf* fbr pl*«Uo, photo-

gnj, <mnix» of UnUd
li

$39
*8INaiJ( VI8I0H Hon CaUTMt Luim*

Visit TORVnS OPTXGAL OOMPAVT.
Itml^tbe themost importantlessonyou learn today.

1

Cor (yes
KMpIng ValuM in Sight.

**

Prlotn^ DoM Hot Inoluda 'Ey KxAms.

9
LOS.ANOCLeS-1987 WMhvood BMt
1 '/« Bkt So cH Sania Mdnica

TAfaANA-10724 VwHura B*vd

3 Bta W«M 01 R«Mda
(n) roi nm

3019 E FootNOBivtl

(•1t)361-S41«^ TOmUWCl Maadow f*mk Plia

(ai3)>7l-M41

Finally, a student job that
you'll actually put on your

resume^
Mind you, we're not putting down such noble, time-honored student tra-

ditions as delivering pizza, cleaning lab rat cages, or tending bar.

But for some students, Apple Computer offers a more rewarding way to
help make ends meet:

Becoming an Apple Student Rep.
If seleaed, you'll become a paid consultant for the Icxral Apple Higher

Education account team. You'll help plan and implement Apple Marketing
programs on campus. And you'll be kept current on aU the latest news about
Apple* prcxiucts.

Most important, we offer you an experience that'll add a lot to your edu-
cation. And to your resume.

So if you share our passion for bringing the power of personal computing
to every student and educator—and if you love Macintosh* computers as
much as we do—apply now.

The rats can get by without you.
We can't.

To apply please send your resum6, a cover letter, and a description of
one program or promotion that you would like to implement if you became
an Apple Student Rep. Send these items to:

Apple Computer, Inc.

Attn: Tami Guy
6l67 Bristol Parkway, Ste. 350
Culver City, CA 90230 The Power to be Your Best.

3 DAYS LEF
FINAL DEADLINE!

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

JANUARY 17
Seniors, don't be left out ofyour Senior

Yearbook. Drop by Campus Photo Studio

NOW and have your portrait taken. Be a

part of the BruinLifc picture.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
OfficuU Photo/fraphers For Bruin life Tearbook

Kcrckhoff HaU 150 (213)206-8433
/-
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TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
Tlie Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 2244754135

AEP
Asian Education

Project

Qrlentatioxi Meeting
r
Jan 17,2:00 pm AU3508

Jan 18,3:00 pm AU3508

First Day of Tutoring !!!

Saturday, Jan 20, 1990
9:15AM

Carpools leave UCLA Sproul Hall

V at 8:30 AM SHARP!

Every Saturday from 10.00AM to 12M PM at Castelar

Elementary School • 840 Yale Street • LA
For More Information, please come by 41 1 Kerclchoff Hall

or call 825-241 7 or call Nina Pan at 824-7763

Funded By Community Activities Connmittee

of the Programs Activities Board —

RECREATION CLASSES ENROLL
TODAY
students

Enrollment for DANCE, FINE ARTS, FITNESS, OUTDOOR STUDIES,

SPORTS, SWIM and TENNIS classes will be held on Thursday, January

11. Appoinmients will be distributed on a random, basis* between 9:30

- 11:30am and 2:00 - 4:00pm at the tennis reservation window in front

of the John Wooden Center, with enrollment held 5:30 - 7:30pm that

evening. .

•
1

New Appointment Distribution Process! To eliminate the long

lines which form at the time of distribution and to increase the

fairness of the process, appointments will be distributed on a

random basis instead of first-come, first-served.

Early arrival to pick up an appointment will not guarantee an

early enrollment appointment.
'

For more information on classes and Late Enrollment, please pick up
a Recreation Activities Schedule from the John Wooden Center or call

825-3701. •

. ;
—

^^tm'^^^r

at Late EnroMiixeht

Mel Torme

Torme to jazz up
benefit luncheon
By Linda Roberts

Contributor

World-renowned jazz singer and composer Mel Torme will speak at a

benefit luncheon at UCLA Jan. 20.

The proceeds from the luncheon, an annual fundraiser of The
Intersororiiy Mothers* Club (ISMC), will help provide scholarships for

sorority members.
Torme, the winner of two Grammy Awards for Best Jazz Vocalist, will

speak about his career as a professional entertainer, which has spanned

more than 50 years. He will also speak about his autobiography, // Wasn't

Ml Velvet.

Torme has been involved in UCLA fimdraising in the past He
performed with composer Henry Mancini at the Armual Fund's gala

benefit in Royce Hall last April. >

The luncheon will also feature the UCLA Musical Theater Workshop,

comfMised of student perform^^ under the direction of Music Senicx'

Lecturer John Hall.
~ The money raised will help provide scholarships to UCLA sorority

women, said ISMC president Sue Frew. Last year, eight scholarships

were granted to sorority members who demonstrated campus and

sorority involvement, academic merit and financial nee4 Frew said.

"We are very proud of the women who have recieved the scholarship

in the past We find there are more women who are deserving of scholar-

ships than we are able to give," she said. "We want very much to give

more scholarships every year."

The scholarships cover registration fees for fall quarter at UCLA,
Frew said: The recipients will be announced at a luncheon in May.
The luncheon is open to the public. Tickets are $30 and can be pur-

chased by calling Frew at 377-8774. Tickets must be purchased by Jan.

13. The luncheon will be held Jan. 20 at the Faculty Center at 1 1 a.m.

Grammy nominees
to be named today
By John Antczak

Associated Press

BEVERLY HILLS — Nomi-
nees for the 32nd annual Grammy
Awards are likely to be well-

established artists such as Bette

Midler, Tom Petty and the Rolling

Stones rather than from the ranks

of newcomCTs.
The nominations were to be

revealed today at the Beverly
Hilton Hotel, with Quincy Jones

and Olivia Newton-John
announcing the honors.

The Grammy Awards will be
presented Feb. 21 at the Shrine

Auditorium in Los Angeles. The
three-hour show will be broadcast

live by CBS-TV.
Almost 7,300 entries in 76

categories were considered for

Grammy nominations. Nearly
6,000 active members of the

^fational Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences were sent

nomination ballots in December.

Last year's ceremony came
down to a contest between a
sensitive and challenging work by
Tracy Chapman and the upbeat,

instantly likeable "Don't Worry.
Be Happy" by Bobby McFerrin. It

was no contest. "Don't Worry"
was record of the year and best pop
song.

Leading contenders for this

year's nominations were also

familiar and comfortable voices,

assuming academy voters stuck

with tradition.

Veterans likely to win nomina-
tions included Midler for her

"Beaches" movie ballad "Wind
Beneath My Wings"; Linda Ron-
stadt for "Cry Like a Rainstorm,
Howl Like the Wind"; Tina Turner
for "Foreign Affair," and Bonnie
Raiu for "Nick of Time."

The polling Stones, who have
never collected a Grammy, had
another shot at the sutuette with

ihdr "Steel Wheels" album.

UCLA clinic to begin
weiglit loss proglfam
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

For people who have less than 30 pounds to lose, the UCLA Clinical

Obesity Center will begin a weight loss program called NU-SLIM on
Feb. 1.

NU-SLIM evolved from the Clinical Obesity Center's Weight
Management clime, which opened in 1987 for moderately obese people.

NU-SLIM is m(X€ individualized and more comprehensive, said

Fk)rence Silver, administrator of the Clinical Obesity Center.

"NU-SLIM offers alternative paths to meet patients individual weight

toss needs," Silver said. Patients can select a formula diet, a combination

of formula and food, or only food.

NU-SLIM is an eight-week educational program, directed by a

dietician who will lecture on K^ics such as exercise, sh(^ping, dining

out, low Cat/high fiber diets and stress eating, said David Heber, the co-

director of the Clinical Obesity Center.

In addition, patients will meet with a dietician each week to plan an

exercise program and a diet which will best fit into their lifestyles and
meet their needs.

*Teople dealing with moderate weight loss can be taught appropriate

ways 10 lose wei^t through instruction on increasing physical activity,

changing eating habits and behavior modification," Heber said.

Although motivation for weight loss varies, women youngs than SO
commonly want to lose weight to improve their self image, but are in no
serious physical danger. Men and women over 50, who tend to gain

upper-body weight, risk increased blood pressure and cholesterol levels.

NU-SLIM, open to the public, costs $495 a month. For more
information, contact Silver at 206-3760.

OBESITY
From page 3

ously with weight toss, said Yager,

especially if the person sustains the

weight loss. But developing eating

disorders, such as bulimia —
tnnging and purging food — is a

conunon occurrence after dieting

for patients on strictly liquid diets.

Yager said.

When patients on the liquid diet

begin to eat again, they often

cannot control how much they eat

and may feel guilty and purge.

Yager explained. **The best suc-

cess rate can be achieved from a

diet whKh incorporates at leastone
meal a day, so patients learn to deal

with food."

**U is a nightmare to be back on
food again after the deprivation of

the fast," Jagoda said. At five feet

tall, she has a low caknie daily

altowance which she finds difficult

to foltow.

**I am always hungry. The
impulse is to overeat, but I know I

am human and make mistakes. I

will not beat up on myself if I do,"

Jagoda said.

The success of liquid diets is

difficult to determine because
although most people on liquid

diets do lose weight, "it's keeping

it off that is difficult," said Jeanette

DoaL a dietician at Student Health

Service who also works with

UCLA's Teenage Eating Disor-

ders clinic.

"Diet programs can work very

well if someone can work with a

therapist to get to why this person

is overeating. Behavtor modifica-

tion is only one piece," Doal said.

"Since food satisfies feelings

and needs, people eat for emotion-

al reasons too," she added. Unless

these emottonal reasons are under-

stood, one can easily go back into

old behavior patterns.

Maxwell believes that behavtor

modification is an imperfect sci-

ence. "We are not interested in the

past," he said. "We think certain

patterns are hard to change. We
want to change people's beha-

viors.

RPO offers psychological sup-

p6rt groups weekly, Wellisch said,

but they are not mandatory. RPO
focuses on behavior nKXlificaUon

and nutritional education, but if

patients need or want psychother-

apy, it is also available.

Jagoda, who has attended the

support group meetings, said, "a

tot of emottonal issues come up
when dealing with a fast" Ehiring

the meetings, therapists lead dis-

cussions on problems pcop]c face

with the fast, food, and family.

The Krueger brothers have not

regularly attended the psychotogi-

cal support groups but believe they

will maintain their weight loss

because of what they learned in the

weekly lectures.

"I learned things that will

definitely help me keep the weight
off," Joe Krueger said. "My
brother and I feel confident we are
not going to gain back the weight"

Bill Krueger agreed and said

that he will be "a lot more aware of
what he eats because of the

lectures."

"If I had not been on this

program, I would have continued
to gain weight," Krueger said. **I

think this program saved my life."

The RPO program costs $275 a
month in addition to $36 a week for

formulas. Maxwell said the cost is

relative because on this diet

patients do not buy food and
normally, an obese person will

spend $50 to $100 each week on
food.

Have you ever been

HARASSED, ASSAULTED OR RAPED
at UCLA or in the Los Angeles

Community? Together ^ UCLA's feminist news

magazine needs contributors for the upcoming,

special issue on RAPE. If you are interested in

raising campus awareness on this subject, call To*

gether at 206^6168. Completely Confidential.
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JAPANESE FOOD «»• «no«i-»«i

NO MENU DISH OVER $6X)0
•Delicious Teriyaki

•Beef and Chicken Bowls
•Frc^ varic^ Sat^imi
•All types of Sushi y ^ „^ «iecdo«|

•PARTY PLATTERS''' *** ""^
y I8S4

$1
o
F
F

Menu
IJI5
ID SS.7S

/QiM SoMih of Smmb Mania BM.)
y Cbl 41S4IS5

FREE PARKlNGsPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 1/18/90

UCLA RESIDENTIAL LIFE
7

1990-1991 RESIDENT ASSISTANT
INFORMATION MEETINGS

Interested students please attend one of these information meetings:

Wednesday, January 17 Wednesday, January 24
Saxon Suites Conf. Room Rieber Hail FSL*

7K)0 - 8:00 p.m.

TSN BEST REASONS
TO BE AN RA*7KX) - 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, January 17

2410 Ackerman Union
12:00 - 1:00 pjn.

Thursday, January 18
Sproul Hall
&itertainment Ctr*

8K)0 - 9:00 pjn.

Monday, January 22
Saxon Suites Conf. Room
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.

,

Tuesday, January 23
Hedrick Hall FSL*
6:45 - 8:00 p.m.

Applications %vill be available at the meetings listed above, at the Office of Residential Life, and in each UCLA Resi-
dence Hall Assistant/Resident Director Office. Applicants must be enrolled at UCLA for the 1990-91 acadenuc year, have
a minimum CP.A. of 250, and have achieved a minimum of junior standing by Fall 1990.
•Non-Residents must be hosted by residence halls students.

If you have questions, please call 206-5588 or 206-3360

Thursday, January 25
2410 Ackerman Union
12.-00 - 1:00 pjn.

Tuesday, January 30
3508 Ackerman Union
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Wednesday, January 31

North Campus Room 22

12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

I. 1 Go To use.

t I'm Not Creative

S. I'm Ciose-MuKied

4. I'm Not Good With Names.

5. Vm Not A Ttopk Person.

6. My Parents Wotft Let Me.

7. r<f lUther Plajr Video Games.

8. I Don*t Want To Live Near Campus.

9. I Don*t Need The Room A: Board

And $150 a Month

10. I Don** Have The Time.

•If Oieve cb not apply to yow, ^«w at««»<l a

Resdrnt Aastafaal Inforautioaal Mcetia^
:

a

SRP Information Meetings

Tuesday 1/9, Wednesday 1/10, Thursday 1/11, Friday 1/12

Noon and 2 pm

Room A334 Murphy Hall

Winter Quarter Undergraduate Research
Opportunities in over 35 Departments

and 11 Professional Schools

For more information contact:

f The SRP Office

A316 Murphy Hall——"- ^5-6443 --—

II i»i<ii
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Sisterhood Bookstore
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1351 Westwood Blvd.
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UCLA CULTURAL AFFAIRS
&

THE ARMENIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
PRESENT

THEY ARE NOT FORGOTTEN

JSil

AN EXHIBIT OF PAINTINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS IN

MEMORY OF THE VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS OF THE
DECEMBER 7, 1988 EARTHQUAKE IN ARMENIA

RECEPTION: THURSDAY, JAN. 11, 1990. 6-8 PM
EXHIBIT: JAN. 8-19, 1990

KERCKHOFF ART GALLERY
KERCKHOFF HALL, 2ND FLOOR i_

PAID FOR BY USAC

VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOC. - UCLA
aiD

VIETNAMESE CULTURAL NIGHT
1990

YEAR OF THE HORSE

With the performance cf:

* Van Haing
* Duy Kbtnb •

* Huang L»n
* Nbu Mai
* Sea Cat - Bui Tbiea
* Mzgic Bind

PLACE:

DATE:

TIME:

Admission:

Paid for By:

ROYCE HALL
JAN. 15, 1990

6 PM - 9 PM
Free

Board of DirectorsA>SAC Programming Commrtter

Hnes repealed by
split Supreme Court
By James Rubin

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — A
shaiply divided Supreme Couit on
Wednesday, limited federal judj^es'

power to stamp out civil ri^ts

violations, overturning fines

against Yonkers, N.Y., council-

men who blocked a housing

desegregation plan.

Dissenting justices said the 5-4

niling may stiffen the resolve of
defiant public officials in discrimi-

nation cases, and one justice called

the decision **blind to the scouige

of racism in Yonkers.**

Civil rights leaders, still smart-

ing from high court defeats last

year, said the luling suggested ''a

further step away from the court's

commitment to civil rights."

Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist, writing for the court,

said the judge who imposed the

fines against the four Yonkers
councilmen exceeded his authori-

ty^ The judge should have waited

to see whether potentially bank-

rupting penalties against the city

would force adoption of the dese-

gregation plan before even consid-

ering fining the councilmen,
Rehnquist said.

In other action Wednesday, the

court
—^Ruled, 5-4, in an Illinois case

that statements a criminal defen-

dant makes after an unlawful arrest

may not be used by prosecutors to

contradict a defense witness* trial

testimony.

—^Unanimously limited the

ability of qiultimitional corpora-

tions to challenge state taxes in

federal court

In the Yonkers case, Rehnquist

said fines against public officials

will encourage them **to declare

that they favor an ordinance not in

order to avoid bankrupting the city

for which they legislate but in

order to avoid bankrupting them-

selves.**

That, he said, **effects a much
greater perversion of the normal

legislative process than does the

imposition of sanctions on the

city.**

The court previously left intact

fines against the city, and
Rehnquist said Wednesday,
**rhere can be no question about

the liability of the city of Yonkers

for racial discrimination.**

Justice William J. Brennan, in a

dissenting opinion, said Wednes-
day*s ruling may intimidate judges

who fear they will be second-

guessed by the high court He said

it also could encourage public

officials to become "political

martyrs** by defying reasonable

court orders opposed by their

constituents.

Steven Shapiro, a lawyer with

the American Civil Liberties

Union, said, **I think the decision is

more significant as a political

symbol than legally. It will be

perceived as a further step away
from the court's commitment to

civil rights.**

Wall Street records
another downswing
By Chct Cunler

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Stock prices recorded their second straight k>ss

Wednesday as hopes for an eariy-1990 rally dimmed on Wall Street

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials fell 15.36 to 2,750.64,

bringing its drop over the past two sessions to 43.73 points.

Declining issues oumumbered advances by more than 2 to 1 in

nationwide trading ofNew York Stock Exchange-listed stocks, with 516

up, 1,053 down and 417 unchanged.

Analysts said traders were disappointed with the market's uninspired

performance over the past several sessions since it began the new year

with a sharp rise to a record high in the Dow Jones industrial average.

Some observers argue that hopes for an early-1990 rally had been

running so high that they left stocks vulnerable to a letdown.

Wall Street also was Ixacing uneasily for corporate fourth-quarter

earnings reports due out over the next few weeks.

Profit projections for the period have been coming down steadily as

evidence accumulated that the pace of business activity was sluggish at

best

Germany Fund bucked the downtrend in dramatic style, surging 3% to

2A% . Traders continued to bid enthusiastically (or that and other

**country** closed-end funds seeking a way to benefit from new
worldwide trade opportunities in the *908.

The NYSE*s composite index of nearly 1,700 listed common stocks

slumped 1.23 lo 192.12.

The NASDAQ composite index for the over-the-counter market

tumbled 6j07 to 490.70. At the American Stock Exchange, the market

vahie index closed at 378.29, down 2.15.

Have you ever been

HARASSED,
ASSAULTED OR

RAPED
at UCLA or in the Los Angeles Community?

Together, UCLAs feminist newsmagazine needs

contributors for our upcoming, special issue on

RAPE. If you are interested in'raising campus

^awareness on this subject, call Together at 206-

6168. Completely Confidential.
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; H • shows irony

of Ceausescus' fate
By George Jahn
Associated Press

BUCHAREST, Romania — At his final Politburo meeting, a furious

Nicolae Ceausescu threat^ed his underlings with the firing squad for

ignoring his order that troops shoot demonstrators demanding an end to

his tyrannical rule.

According to the minutes of the Dec. 17 meeting, Ceausescu berated
his armed commanders for shooting blanks at the crowds in the western

city of Timisoara, fuming: "That is like a rain shower.**

Ceausescu 's wife, Elena, told the meeting the protesters should be
hurled into the basement jails of the Securitatc. the secret police, and nev-
er again "see the light" of day.

A transcript of stenographen' notes from the meeting— what turned

out to be the Communist Party Politburo's last gathering — was
published Wednesday in the daily newspaper, Romania Libera.

Ceausescu was overthrown on Dec. 22 when army troops rebelled

against him. He and his wife were executed by a firing squad on Dec. 25.

Acco'ding to the minutes, former Defense Minister Vasile Milea,

former Interior Minister Tudor Postelnicu and former chief of the

Securitate secret police lulian Vlad all pledged to implement
Ceausescu's orders.

Milea, originally reported to have committed suicide several days after

the meeting, was subsequently found to have been murd^ed by
Ceausescu henchmen, while Postehiicu and Vlad are under arrest and
awaiting trial, along with hundreds of other Ceausescu underlings.

Crowds in Timisoara had broken into the local party headquarters on
Dec. 16, and troops armed only with truncheons and blank ammunition
had been unable — or unwilling — to stop them.

Ti-oops issued live ammunition subsequently fired at the unarmed
protesters, sparking the outrage and revulsion of a nation that endured 24
years of Ceausescu *s repression and harsh economic policy.

According to the minutes, Ceausescu at times seemed to lose control of
his emotions as he criticized the army commanders for not following his

orders to fire on the crowds.
"I didn't think you would shoot with blanks, that is like a rain shower,"

Ceausescu said angrily. "Those who entered the party building should not
leave the building alive.

"They've got to kill the hooligans, not to beat them,** Ceausescu said.

The notes showed that Milea, Postelnicu and Vlad all initially tried to

reason with Ceausescu, but they became submissive when he accused
them of treason and threatened to have them shot

"I have tokl you that all have to be armed," ceausescu shouted at Post-

elnicu. "Who has given this order? When I understand that Securitate

troops are going somewhere, it is clear to me that they are going armed.
You send them to fight with fists, what kind of interior units are you?**

The 71 -year-old dictator's fiiry appeared to peak when told by Milea
that he had decided not lo supply army units facing the Timisoara demon-
strat(M^ with ammunition.

"Why didn't you give them ammunition? If you don't give them
anununition, you might as well keep them at home. What kind of defense
minister are you, what kind of interior minister are you, Postelnicu? They
received orders to fight and not to go on maneuvers.
"A few hooligans want to destroy socialism, and you make it child's

play for them!** Ceausescu shouted. "You do not quieten an enemy by
talking with him like a priest but by burning him.**

Mra. Ceausescu spoke little but expressed her contempt of the defiant

Timisoara protesters.

"You should shoot them so they fall, and put them in (Securitate) base-

ments,** she said. "Not even one should see the light (of day) again."

As the revolution fUckered fitfidly in Timisoara, she and her husband
alternately berated and threnaned Milea, Postelnicu and Vlad to try to get

their support

"They are cowards,** Mrs. Ceausescu said.

"They are more than conwds," Ceausescu said. "As supreme
commander, I consider tlui^fgtt. have committed treaaoii against iie

conDUy 's supreme i^ipests, tiSwffanst the people's int^est and agaiast

tht kMerests of inrtjlim.

*TX) you know wiiilt Vm going to do with yool?" he said. "Send you to

the firing squad!**

(213) 474-6267BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
FREE PARKINC; CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

STUDENT INTERNS WANTED!!!

UCLA's OVERNIGHT PROGRAM IS SEEKING 5 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS!!!

Interns will:

* help contact 75 high school students admitted to UCLA for Fall '90 for parti-
cipation in program

* help select 75 UCLA students to serve as hosts

* attend lunch and BBQ dinner during weekend of program (April 8th and 9th)

* EARN $9.50/hour

To learn more about the Overnight Progrsmi, come to one of our orientation meetings:

11:00 - 12:00 noon
3:00 - 4:00pm

* Interns will start February 7th, 1990 and terminate April 13, 1990

* Applications available in 1147 Murphy Hall

* Applications due: JANUARY 19,1990 @ 5:00pm

For further information contact:
"

Brian Venner y Victoria Lee-Jerrems at (213) 206-4348

Tuesday, January 16th

Wednesday, January 17th

North Campus 22

Ackerman Union 3508

Undergraduate Admissions & Relations with Schools

Are you a

shutterbug?
The Daily Bruin Photo

Department is now
offering fali quarter

photography internships.

Applications are available from the

receptionist at 112 Kercklioff Hall.

A special meeting for those

interested will be held at the Daily

Bruin office 7pm, Thursday, Jan 11.

Dally Bruin
Photography

YOU CAN BE UCLA'S REPRESENTATIVE
TO LEADERSHIP AMERICA - SUMMER '89

e
%

LEADERSHIP
AMERICA

THE PROGRAM: An intensive 10-week program for 50 college
students from around the nation. Including leadership
development program, Colorado Outward Bound, and
international internships,

THE PURPOSE: To develop leadership skills while interacting
with student leaders from around the nation,

THE REQUIREMENT: Only students planning to graduate in
'89-90 academic year are eligible.

li****

Attend an information meeting:

EXPO CENTER A-213 ACKERMAN UNION
January 10th - 4:00 PM
January 11th - 12:00 PM/5:00 PM

UetAT^PPLiCATiON DEADLINE: JANUART TOffi
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PC HOUSE
Computer Specialist

Wholesale To Public

NEW YEAR SALE r^ ^^:'a

80 DATA 12 MHz AT System
- 640K Bytes Base Memory
- HD/FD Controller

- 1.2M Floppy Drive

101 Enhanced Click Keytioard

MONOJ675 EG\ $960 \,GA $1000

80 DATA 1 6 MHz 386SX System I
- 2M Bytes Memory J
- 1:1 interleaved FD/HD Controller

- 1.2M Floppy Drive

- 101 Enttanced Click Keyboard ^
MONO $1045 EGA $1330 VGA $1370

11275 Santa Monica Blvd.

W. Los Angeles, Ca 90025

(213)478-4136
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT

nn ^l
SOR DAILY WEAR CONTAa LEf«B

|

$49/pair*j
B8L,WJ

1

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

$89/pair*
BU, MU Coopm Hydhxmv*

COLOR ENHANCERS \

FOR LIGHT EYES
|

$89/pair*|

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

$25
FOR EyEGLASStS ONLY

B&L. Oba, CTL I

WANNA MAKE YOUR

EYEGLASSES & EXAM !

$58 j

hcLxls eye earn. Glaoes for dunoc or luOrq. •

Oe* tngle^Mn sunaao ue ^m
or plaoc ms *v) tumcs rrom ox ipeoM •

Mason. Fft dv. iphm (y |

BROWN EYES BLUE? GREEN?
HAZEL? OR AQUA?

$15900*
ALSO AVALASLE WITHOUT RX

HHHHHI^ ^^i^V
DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER

A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION
FOR THE RK3HT PRICE IN CONTAa LENSES /\ND EYEWEAR _

l«

SANTA MONICA 452-1039 MEDI-CAL BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
260S uncom atvd A/~r-t^rrm-\ 1*21 Robeftson BM

Ocean Prk in me Ujcky Shopping Certcr) AL.L.trlcU |l 1/2 t>k S Of Plo})

WE MAI. AT OUR EVERirOAY .pmli^^Jnr«i Onin>( Firtra
VISA(^lASrEHCARD LOW. LOW PWCES

Prdesstonal Seivtoes fcxira

THE NEW
HLM CALENDARS

ARE HERE

not to mention tonights films.,.

Bi Bm B HI ^S ^1

TONIGHT 7:00
FRIDAY 9:30

A -^^3
And, don't forget to

catch Batman & Fonzie
as the exciting tag

team mortuary duo

featuring these special

Ackerman Film Program
Improvements

doors to open
45 minutes

before show
time

films to

begin at earlier

times Mteirr SHIFT
TONIGHT 9:30
FRIDAY 7:00

PICK UP YOUR FILM
CALENDARS TODAY
300 A Kerckhoff Hall

Bush hopes
II I

aidsQgenda
By Tom Raum
Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. —
President Bush, riding high on his

successes in Panama and Malta, is

trying to utilize some of ttiat

popularity to prod a stalled

domestic agenda.

But he may run afoul of con-

gressional election-year politics.

Even though the "extended
hand" Bush again is offering

Congress is a strengthened one.

some analysts suggest foreign

policy triumphs don't necessarily

translate into legislative victories.

Still. Bush advisers are urging

him to strike while his ratings in

public opinion polls are high.

Bush's approval rankings surged

in the aftoinath of the capture of
former Panamanian dictator Nfan-

uel Antonio Noriega and a suc-

cessful summit with Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
The president displayed that

new assertiveness in a speech

earlier this week to the American
Farm Bureau in Orlando. Fla.. in

which he called Democratic oppo-
nents of his capital gains tax cut

^'demagogues.'*

"It's time— it is past time— for

Congress to tend to some of its

unfinished business." Bush dec-

lared. And by that, it was clear he
meant his own languishing agenda.

However, with congressional

midterm elections approaching,

it's not too clear Ykoyv &r Bush will

get with his renewed appeal to

bipartisanship.

In a Ukely sneak preview of his

Jan. 31 State of Union address.

Bush served notice on C(Nigress

that he will push again for those

items that fell by the wayside last

year.

These include the tower capital

gains rate, a revamping of the

Clean Air Act. child care tax

credits and anti-crime and educa-

tion programs.

But even the "demagogue"
remark appeared to be beckflring

— annoying at least one conserva-

tive Democrat Bush coukl use in

his comer. Senate Finance Chair-

man Lloyd Bentsen of Texas.

Bentsen. whose committee has

jurisdiction over the capital gains

issue, had indicated in recent days
that he might support a capital

gains reduction as long as it was
part of a package of investment

and savings measures.

But after hearing Bush's "dema-
gogue" remarks on television.

Bentsen called a Boston Globe
reporter who had interviewed him
earlier in the day to complain that

Bush's "comments lend to make it

a more partisan issue. ... If he
chooses to make it a partisan issue,

it will become much more diffi-

cult"

By nearly any account. Bush
had a successful year on the

international front and aides insist

that can only help him push his

programs in the Democratic-con-

trolled Congress that reconvenes

Jan. 23.

But that doesn't automatically

mean the popularity will rub off.

"I don't think there's any doubt

that George Bush is coming into

this session of Congress as a

strengthened president Public

approval tempers the way Con-
gress reacts to a president, and
therefore ^he starts off with a

stronger hiind." said Thomas Oris-

com, who was White House^
communications director in the

Reagan administration.

CSU Chancellor

predicts lean year

for 20 campuses
The Associated Press

LONG BEACH — California

State University Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds said Wednesday it

would be "a very lean budget year
for the CSU" despite a proposed
$2.1 billion allocation represent-

ing a 5.8 percent hike.

"I am greatly distressed over the

magnitude of the reductions
reflected in the governor's
budget." she said.

She added the budget was
negligent in its funding of support
services.

"We will be putting into service

an additional 642,000 square feet

of classroom and other building

space," she said.

"However, no provision is made
for staging the new ^pace or even
providing funds for the utilities

required. This is the first time in

the history of the CSU that this has
happened," she added.

Gov. George Deukmejian on
Wednesday gave the Legislature a
$53.7 billion budget proposal. As
always, education was the largest

item in the budget. It would spend
$24.64 billion in state dollars for

kindergarten through university

education.

The Republican also proposed
student fee increases fcM* both
University of California and CSU.
Fees would rise 4.7 percent to

$1,545 a year at UC and increase

4.8 percent to $744 a year for CSU.
The UC budget would total $2.2

billion, a 5.5 percent increase.

The chancellor tokl trustees

during a board meeting that the

budget, as it stands, offered "at

best, mixed blessings." She noted
thatCSU will receive 95 percent of
the construction funding it has
requested with a more than $212.6
mUlion allotment

"I am gratified by the admi-
-nistration's support for the facili-

ties the CSU so desperately needs
to meet the enrollment challenges
which the university is facing," she
said.

However, the chancellor said

she was disappointed with the

amount for operating support
services for the 20-campus system.
Although a proposed $1.6 billion

was allocated, she said the amount
is $224 million less than expected
"While we anticipated a very

sparse budget ... the support level

proposed in the governor's budget
is wholly inadequate to accomnx)-
date the number of students who
are projected to enroH," she said.

Should the budget be imple-

mented as is in July, the chancellor

said support so^^ices will suff^
**major cutbacks which will pre-

vent delivery of the traditional,

quality education CSU students

deserve."

The chancellor held out hope
that cutbacks could be resolved.

"I am confident that should
revenue estimates improve, the

governor will provide for restora-

tion of some of these reductions,"

she said. "We must be optimistic

that significant ameUoration of this

debiUtating budget will be pro-

vided by working with the execu-
tive and legislative branches."

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493
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IMCAT/DAT/OAT
I REVIEW WORKSHOP

• Sponsored and taught by UCLA
professional students

• Classes begin January 23. 1990
• Fee: $210 -- Instruction/Review
materials

• Applications due by January 19, 1990
• Limited enrollment - Reserve your
place today!!

[CaU Now!! (213) 825-61411

II

Ei zi{ UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

In Conjunction With

Department Store

Efoudly Presents

INTERVIEW & RESUME WORKSHOP
Thursday, January 11, 1990

6:30 PM
Dodd Hall Room 146

Featuring t >

Executives from ROBINSON'S - A Division of The
May Department Stores Company

Mr. Dennis Grindle - Director of Career
Placement Center at Anderson Graduate School
of Management, UCLA.

In addition to the workshop, there will be a brief
UBS general meeting at the beginning of the
event. -

We invite all interested students to drop by and
take advantage of this opportunity.

UBS is sponsored by AGSM
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TAN IN WESTWOOD!
2 Blocks from UCLA

$15 for ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING!

(Plus maintenance) ->

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning

salon.

from.

u A}^, Gayley Ave.
(Between Klnroc* and Undbrook)

^.̂^.^^ 824-2826
offer expireB 1/18/90

When it comes to ^^
cleaning your contact lenses,

the best solution...

is no solution.

ACUVUE* The lens you never clean.

i':>l"-.i. >i>.-tiu>cn-.lk-

Designer eyewear 20 - 50% off

Christian Di^^r, Anne Klein,

Nina Ricci and many more.

FREE TRIAL OFFER
iPn^fcssional R-cs Not Included)

^SlQhl Optometric Center

Dr. Gerald Greenspan, CD.
2370 Wcstwood Boulevard - Suite L

los Angeles, CA 90064

(213) 4757602
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

VISTAKON. INC . a ^cfctMtm.i^c&«MO>i company

eswho

At Novell, we offer recent Computer Science grads

something novel—options. As a member of our

engineering team, you can choose from a

wide variety of projects.

iple choice
Software Engineers
As a software engineer at Novell, you can be sure

you'll have our full commitment and support. In

the past 2 years, we've shifted our emphasis even

more toward software prodiias, which will con-

tinue to be our main source of revenue. This

means you'll play a key role in

our success, with high visibility

and plenty of opportunity to

advance.

^Wi^fa^

\i^^^.

NetWare
#V^.

0!$
You can even
choose where you
want to begin your career,

whether in Provo, Utah, the

Silicon Valley area of California, or Austin, Texas.

Our expertise in providing options comes natu-

rally. After all, we became industry leaders by

providing our customers with unlimited choices

in network configurations, from the smallest

lANs to company-wide connectivity. Our flagship

produa, NetWare, is the de faao sundard in net-

work operating systems—we hold an
estimated 62% of the

U.S. LAN operating

system market.

We excel in other

areas of network-

ing as well. For

connectivity over

distances, we
offer SNA, puMic
data network,

and point-to-

point capabilities.

Our relational data-

base technology <

serves as a foundation

for distributed applications. Ii^the area of com-
munication protocols, our Excelan products are

industry trend setters. And our Kinetics line is the

leader in Macintosh-to-Ethernet connectivity.

.

- *

—

VKt arc an equal opportunity rmployrr

'UNIX is a RgiMcicd tradenuuk of AlWr.

To join our software —
engineering team, you

should have a BS in

Computer Science

or Electrical Engi-

neering, or a related

field. You'll also need
solid C programming
skills, as well as

knowledge of one
of the following:

• Network protocols—both wide area and
local area.

• Database technology.
• UNIX* internals.

• Operating systems.
• Network applications.

• Device drivers.
• DOS or OS/2 software, especially window
-.applications.

• Macintosh applications.

• Network management software.

Be sure to come to our on-campus interviews, where
we can talk about the options for your future at

Novell. When it comes to success, Novell is the

obvious choice.

For more information or to schedule an inter-

view, contact your Placement Office.

NNOV E L L

BUDGET
From page 1

Student fee increase proposals,

however, are less than half of what

the governor proposed last year.

Fees Will rise 4.7 percent to $1,545

for residents and 2 percent for out-

of-state students.

Last year the governor proposed

that fees increase 10 percent for

residents and 14 percent for non-

residents. The state legislature,

however, vetoed the 10 percent

increase and proposed a 3 percent

rise, which was approved by the

governor.

Also under the proposal, the

state will continue its commitment
to enroll all California high school

senk)rs who graduate in the top

12.5 percent of their graduating

class.

While the governor did not

propose high fee increases or

enrollment cutbacks, Bankhead
said she is afraid the university will

not have enough money to handle

all the students. ^T'm pleased that

fees and enrollment are a priority,

but I'm also fearful that these

students will get to the university

to find that excellence in general

has declined.**

Still, it is hard to tell what the

future holds, because much
depends on the passage of SCA-1,
Bankhead said. *'If SCA-1 passed,

a lot of problems would be

resolved.**

SCA-1, if passed by California

voters in June, will allow the state

to budget money according its own
growth and not national growth.

Gardner expects that the state

will reconsid^ the UC system *s

needs if SCA-1 passes.

The governor's proposal does

not include funding for fixed costs,

like social security increases and
the impact of inflation on the cost

of supplies and equipment
The UC Board of Regents was

also denied < funds to expand
graduate programs under the prop-

osal. The university asked for

funds to increase the number of

academic graduate students by 900
and the number of health science

graduate students by 100.

*Tor campuses impacted and for

campuses that want to grow, that's

a problem," Bankhead said.

Gardner said that California will

need more scientists, engineers,

mathematicians and other highly

trained professionals if the state is

to remain economically competi-

tive.

The budget pfX)posal does pro-

vide $226.6 million for capital

improvements on UC campuses.

This includes construction
money for UCLA's Anderson
School of Management, a science

buiMing at UC San Diego, an
engineering building at UC Davis,

^ a science library at UC Irvine and
buiklings for UC Santa Cruz's

ninth and 10th colleges.

Funds for planning and working
drawings of many UC projects arc

also allotted, including seismk:

work at UCLA's Powell Library.
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Facing the revolutions in Eastern Europe, the possible reunification of Germany,
the invasion of Panama, the 3rd year of the intifada, the collapse of the Cold War.

Ifs a very different world—^a time for us to discard old assumptions and reflect deeply about the changes that have occurred. Our conference
wiU address the issues of the 1990s, including politics in the Post-Cold War world (issues such as how to think about the reunification of Ger-
many, the reemergence of anti-Semitism in Eastern Europe, the reallocation of the defense budget), the environmental crisis and the politics of
"Earth Day, 1990," and the question of whether the Democratic party can be saved from its lack of moral passion as well as its self-
marginalizing attempts to ape the Republicans. We will also address some more specifically Jewish issues, including the tensions between
Blacks and Jews, Hollywood and the Jews, the difficulties in building relationships between Jewish men and women, power and greed m
American Jewish life, and the situation of the Jevmh intellectual in America. The conference will consider ways to support the Israeli peace
movement and to counter the voices of Jewish conservatism that pretend to speak in the name of all American Jews. This will be an historic
event—and a unique opportunity to meet p^ple who share your interests and who are open to building new friendships.

The Hillel Council of UCLA
and

TIKKUN Magazine
sponsor"^ ~~~^'~:

The Southern California Conference of

Liberal and Progressive Jewish Intellectuals
January 20-21, 1990

The Foci of the LA Conference Will Be:

*Shaping a Progressive and
Intellectually Honest Jewish Identity

3*fPublicly Articulating Our Concerns
About Israeli Policy

^Making New Friends and Building the
TIKKUN Community

From the 1920s through the 19508 American Jewish intellectuals helped to forge a strong
liberal and progressive tradition in American cultural and intellectual life. But in the ensu-
ing decades the organized Jewish worid has become increasingly more conservative.
Though Jews still vote *liberar and renviin strongly committed to progressive social
diange, those who speak in our nante are often more conservative. As a result, many Jews
have turned away from the Jewish worW, rejecting the conformism, materialism, anti-
intellectualism, and spiritual deadness that thw encountered diere. Today, many of these
Jews are no longer willing to cede the historical spiritual le^picy of the Jewish people to the
conservatives and conformists. Through TIKKUN Magazine, and through a series of confer-
ences around the U.S. sponsored by TIKKUN and its educatfonal arm, the Committee for
Judaism and Social Justke (QSJ), we are reclaiming Judaism and the Jewish workl ftx)m
its right-wing elentents. Our concerns are not just about narrowly deflned Jewish issues.
We have watched the liberal social change movements and the Democratic party defeat
itself for the past decade—in part because of their failure to undmtand the psychofog^l
needs of the American people, in part because they have struggled exchisivety for politkal
rights and economic entitlements for the most oppressed wWle ignoring the ethical and
spiritual dilemmas that face the rest of the population. This conference will continue the
woric of TIKKUN magazine in pursuing a fundamental rethinking of the assumptions of
liberal and progressive politics. \. . .

,

Tentative Conference
Agenda
Ackennan Student Union, UCLA

Saturday, January 20

(Note: You must preregister to ensure a

place. There will be no handling of money
or registration during Shabbat. Late
registration may be available Saturday
ni^t and Sunday, but there may not oe
any places left by then. Register now!)

Sabbat 10 a.m. Preconference Shabbat
Service at Hillel (900 Hilgaid Ave., walking
distance to conference) following the *Pney
Or^ experimental prayerbook, and led by
Arthur Waskow and Phyllis Berman.

l.OO p.m. Opening Seasioii -

^ 1:30 KEYNOTE ADDRESSES Rabbi Uura
Geller, Michael Lemer, Todd Citlin

3.-00 Simnltaneona ScMiona

1. Israel and the Palestinians: Stanley

9ieinbaum, Madunoud Ibnhinv Dlivld

BUk, Saul Friedlander, Howard Sterliiig

2. Secularism and Jewish
Renewal—Shaping a Progressive and
Intellectually Hbneat Jewteh Identity:

Chaim Sekifer-Feller, Keet BoUe, Jeffrey

Alexander, Maurke Zeidin, David Cordis

3. Women and Judaism: Rachel Adler, Gina
Morantz-SencKez, Rachel Blale

4., Writing and Exile: Divkl Antin, Jerome
RoUtenbog, Maijorie Perloff, Robot Mezey

5. AIDS and the Jewish Workl: Divld
Schulman

6. The Role of Hollywood in Undermining
Jewish Identity: Neal C^bler, Jeremy
Kagan, Leo Bnudy, Carol Polokoff

7. Interfaith Relationships: Barney Rosen

8. Judaism for Adults: Arthur Waskow

9. Spiritiial Issues of Daily Life: Jonathan
Omerman
10. Strategies for a Pro-Choice Agenda:
E>onna Bojarslgr, Robin Schneider, Conine
Levy

11. Raising and Educating a Family with
Jewish and regressive Values: Isa Aron,
Ruth Kupers, Marda Cohn ^iegel

5:15 Plenary: Major Issues in Jewish Life

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller, Rachel Adler,
Arthur Waskow

6:15 Havdalah and Dinner

7:45 The Shoah and a Contemporaiv
Historical Consciousness Saul Friedlander

8:30 Plenary: The Post-Cold War Worid
and the Jews Steven Zipperstein, Tony
Judt, Robert Scheer

10K)0 Entertainment, nuisic, socializing and
a party

Sunday, January 21

8:30 a.m. Late Rfegistratfon (but space may
be told out by then)

9:00 Simultaneous Sessions

1. Blacks, Jews, and Ethnkity in the 90s:

Geoiige Sanchez, Chaim Seidler-Feller,

Jeffrey Pnger

2. How the Media Deeb with Israek

Yehuda Lev, Murray Fromson, Dennis
Prager

3. Being a Jewish Intellectual in America:
Steven Zipperstein, Russell Jacoby, Allan
Tobin

4. Jewish Politics on the Can^nis

5. Creating the New EnvironmentaUsm and
the Problems with Earth Day, 1990: Robert
Gottlieb, Maigaret RtsSinrunons, Eric Mann
6. Gay and Lesbian Identity and the Jewish
Worid: Rabbi Denise Eger, Abbe Land

7. Writing and Rembrance—Reconstructing
Memonr: Miriyam Glazer, Shana Pfenn,

Gknia Ovmstein, Lynn Luria-Sukenkk

8. Jewish Renewal: Arthur Waskow, Rabbi
Sanford Ragins

9. Why Have Liberal and Left Movements
Failed? Richard Flacks, Jackie Gokibeig,
Peter Marin

10:30 American Pblitics Plenary: Abortion,
The Fl^ and the Psychodynamics of
American Politics

Betty Friedan, Pbter Gabel, Gary Peller,

Marilyn Beigman

12:00 p.nv Lunch

1:00 Stand Up Comedy by Paul Krassner

1:30 Israel Plenary: Strategics for Peace
and the Limits of Dissent Rabbi Einat
Ramon, Michael Lemer, David Biale,

Howard Sterling

3M) Small Group Discussions AbonI
Israel'^

3:30 Simultaneous Sessions

1. Power and Greed in American Jewish
Ufe: Rabbi Chaim Seidler-FeUer, Geoffrey
Cowan, Robert Scheer

2. The Difficulties in Relatfonships Between
Jewish Men and Jewish Women: Janet
Hadda, Stuart Ende

3. E>iffkulties in Making Progressive
Movies and TV: Todd Gttlin, Ella Tayk>r,

Emily Levine

4. Judaism and the Arts: Peter Hay, Susan
Merson, Ruth Weisbeig

5. Feminist Perspectives on Jewish
Renewal Rabbi Sue Levi Elwell, Shoshana
Gershenzon, Phyllis Berman

6. Can the I>emocratk Party Be Saved?
Patrkk Caddell, Danny Goldberg, Harold
Meyerson, Stanley Sheinbaum, Marilyn
Beignnan

7. The Effects of Israeli Politfcs on the
An«rican Jewish Scene: Leonard Beerman,
Dick Gunther, Paula Gluzman

8. Central America After the Invasion of
Pananu: Evily Shlensky, Mary Brent
Wehrii, Abe Lowenthal, Marc Cooper

9. Writing and Menwry: William Cutter,

Clancy Sigal, Marlene Adler Marks,
Michael Berkowitz

10. Judaism for Adults—An Intellectual

Spirituality: Can (Dne Make Sense of
Prayer? Rabbi Rkhanl Uvy

5:30 Ck>sin8 Celcbratk>n: CclebnHng the
End of the Cold War and PossibiUUcs for

Jewish* American and Israeli Life in the
Poet-Cold War Period

7:30 Party at a private home for conference
attendees

Subscribe to TIKKUN. 1 year (6 issues) costs $25.

Send check or Visa/^flastercard infonnadon to

^OOCUN, Box lil, 5100 Leona Street Oakkii4r CA 9409 or call 415-482-060S.

i

REGISTER NOW!
Q $100 full Gonferenoe price

' "

$80/person for households with incomes under $50,000

Q $35/per8on (plus volunteer 3 hours at conference) for bicomes under $12,000

Q $25 for currently enrolled shidents([rfus volunteer 3 hours at conference)

Q $60 for Saturday only

O $60 for Sunday only
' ^

Mum

AM

Otjr.Zip

Ana «adt / PhoM Mb.

Ssnd chsck or Visa/Mastercard information toe

'HUld/TlKKUN ConfarBno!^ 900 Hilgard Avenut, LosAi^riM^CA 90024.

,
For schedule or other info: (415) 482-0605.

/
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ISRAEL FELLOWSHIPS
'•.-,

Planning graduate study or research in Israel

during the 1990-91 academic year?

You may be eligible for a fellowship.

For details, contact the Jewish Community Foundation of the

Jewish Federation Council of Greater Los Angeles,

6505 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 905, Los Angeles, 90048

_(213) 852-7713

Deadline for application: January 31, 1990

UCLA's ^Wv«-^**

JEWISH STUDENT UNION
PROUDLY PRESENTS...

If '^ffWELCOME TO THE 90's
__. JSU'S WINTER

ORIENTATION

TODAY
NOON - 2 PM, BRUIN WALK

"SOVA on SUNDAYS"
BECOME A JSU VOLUNTEER!
Join SOVA, a kosher food pantry

& HELP THE HUNGRY

SUNDAYS, JAN 14 & 21

MEET AT HILLEL, 9:30 ANT

M

f*^jjftjijS^¥jSi^^
ittmtiltitmtti

"SHABBAT at the MARQUIS 11"

An Elegant Shabbat Dinner at the Westwood Marquis Hotel

Catered • Kosher • Delicious

FRIDAY, JAN 19
6 PM, 930 Hilgard

$5.00 in advance before Shabbat/Seating limited to 100/RSVP 208-3081

I::::::X:::;::i:a-' -xiiwim^ i mi jm

MORE INFO: 825-8533 • SPONSORED BY USAC & UCLA HILLEL

TENURE
From page 1

In the UCLA tenure process,

candidates receive a summary of

their reviews firom unidentihed

peers, national experts and other

university officials.

The summary would concur

with the Supreme Court's ruling if

the district court allows editing,

Horowitz said.

^Smoking gun'

The ruling is a key vktory for a

former University of Pennsylvania

professor challenging her denial of

tenure.

Rosalie Tung, then an associate

professor of management at

Penn's Wharton School, was
denied tenure in 1985.

Tung filed a complaint with the

federal Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
charging she was the victim of

illegal discrimination against

women and people of Asian

descent.

After the university refused an

EEOC request for peer review

documents, the agency subpoe-

naed them.

In the court fi^t, university

officials argued for a balancing

test, approved by some federal

appeals courts, that would allow

the school to keep the information

secret unless it was essential to the

discrimination claim.

The 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals in 1988 rejected that

argument, and its ruling was
upheld Tuesday by the Supreme

Court
Writing for a unanimous court.

Justice Harry Blackmun said, "The

costs associated with racial and

sexual discrimination in institu-

tions of higher learning are very

substantial. Few would deny that

ferreting out this information is a

great, if not compelling, govern-

ment interest.

"If there is a 'smoking gun* to be

found that demonstrates discrimi-

nation in tenure decisions, it is

likely to be tucked away in peer

review files.**

Penn's appeal of the appeals

court*s decision had been sup-

ported by Princeton, Brown, Stan-

ford, Harvard and Yale
universities, and by the American
Council of Education.

*The Supreme Court has resol-

ved an issue that has divided the

federal appeals courts for a

decade,** said Sheldon Steinbach

of the education council, which

had urged the court to find an

"academic freedom** privilege to

withhold some information.

'*It*s very hard to find much
pleasure in a 9-0 vote against your

position,** he said.

Tung, now a business professor

at the University of Wisconsin,

said, "I'm very delighted with the

decision. I fought for the principle,

and Tm glad that I won it**

Critic Blackwell

announces list

of worstdiessed

By Jeff Wilson

Associated Press

Fashion critic Mr. Blackwell,
who has ripped into the wardrobes
of celebrity fiefdom for three

decades, put LaToya Jackson atop
his worst-dressed roll call Wed-
nesday because he considers her
more freak than biker chic.

"In leather and chains, she's
Cher for the 1990s,** said the

outspoken oracle of style. "If I had
her face and body I'd stay in bed all

day."

The acid-tongued critic also
flung 1989 fashion dans at

Roseanne Barr, Demi Moore, Kim
Basinger, Princess Anne, Emily
Lloyd, Cher, Daryl Hannah and
Paula Abdul and, in a tie for 10th,

Madonna and Sandra Bemhard.
"The finalists were a parade of

terrors that make The Joker in

'Batman' look positively conser-

vative by comparison,** said
Blackwell. "Ninety-nine percent
of these people could be mistaken
for a baglady."

The year's uncontested fashion

frump, however, was Grace Jones:
"Darth Vader*s S&M fantasy in a
martian birdcage."

Blackwell, whose real name is

Richard Sylvan Selzer, heW court
at his well-appointed Hancock
Park home to unveil the 30th
annual Worst-Dressed Women
list

Television's Miss Barr was
zinged as a "bowling alley reject,**

former brat-packer Miss Moore
was "a spandexed 'Nightmare on
WUlis Street*" and "Batman's"
Miss Basinger was a "parading
peep-show (who) should be ban-
ished to the batcave."

Princess Anne was reduced to

"lumpy, dumpy and frumpy,** Cher
to a "bag of tattooed bones in a
sequinned slingshot" Miss Han-
nah to a "Vegas Venus on ster-

oids," Miss Abdul to a "fashion

gypsy (who) dances in the light

(aiKl) dresses in the dark," and
Madonna-Bemhard to "the Mutt
and Jeff of MTV: vampy, trampy
... arKl cartoon campy."

JONES
From page 6

Oayley Avenue aiKl Strathmore

Drive.

Some words were exchanged
and then the two groups started

fighting. "You ooukl tell some-
thing was going to happen," Fisher

said. "It was very, very tense

before the fight"

The two groups clashed for a

few minutes before university

police arrived and instructed them
to clear the street At that point,

Fisher said she heard one of the

Beta members yell, " 'He*s pack-

ing a gun. Take off!' " and she said

she saw Jones with his hand in his

jacket

Everybody ran from the gurunan

when the two shots were fired, she

said.

"Everybody started nmning and

started hitting the ground when the

shooting happened," University

Polk:e Sgt Jack Dahl said. "It was
pretty chaotic."

The shooter eluded police at the

scene, but three men were arrested

as suspected accomplices and
released later.

If convicted of the misdemea-
non, Jones, who described himself

to police as a self-«mployed

muiician, couki face up to one year

in county jail and a fine of $1,000,

Lowe said.
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»!• FREE MEALS AP-PEEL?
What's better than lunch at an ASUCIA dining facility? A FREE lunch at an
ASUCIA dining facility! Get a job with ASUCIA Food Service and let us pick

up the tab.

You can get a free lunch

Come work with us and you'll receive, in addition to your hourly wage, an
employee meal allowance of up to $3.70 per shift. This means you can
squeeze more out of your paycheck for fun things, like ant farms, or

movie tickets.

Can it possibly get better?

You'll get lots of other juicy benefits working for ASUCLA Food Service:

• Flexible hours
Short shifts

On-campus location

Meet kH^ of great people
• Employee discount

Apply todoyl

Stop by the ASUCIA Personnel office KH-205, next to the Kerckhoff

Coffeehouse, to check the available job postings, then fill out on
application. Or just ask for one at any Food Service area on campus.

AUUCLAFOOD SERVICE
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Wayne StJohn, 1983

Undergraduate, College of
Letters A Science. ^

Since 1972, the ASUCLA
Student Commissiond Art

Program has commissioned

up to five pieces each year,

by artists selected fi-om as

many as 150 applicants.

Their proposals are reviewed

by a broad based committee

that includes representatives

of the ASUCLA Board of

Directors, Student Union,

Student Government, the

Art Department and others.

Applicants are limited only

by their creative vision, and

the Student Commissioned

Art Program is open to all

UCLA students, not just

^^H^jors.—

—

2

xVpplicadons will be
available on Wednesday,
January 10, at the
following locations:

Information Counter -

Ackerman Union, 1st

Floor; Student Union
Operations Office, A-216
Ackerman Union; and
North Campus Student

Center Literature Rack.

Applications are due on
or before noon on
Wednesday, February 7,

at the Student Union
Operations Office, A-216
Ackerman Union. For
more information,

call Nadine Felix

or Jean Wong
^a25^2aih^
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Counterpoint

A closer look aft fthe stereotypes
By Steven H. Scott

When I arrived at UC Beik-

eley as an undergraduate, I

was sure Uiat I knew every-

thing there was to know about

the Greek system. After all,

every non-Greek on campus
could tell you all about them.

"They're aU WASPy, racist,

elitist, homophobic, alcoholic,

neo-nazi rich kids (etc.,etc.). . .

and isn't it good that we're

not like them," is a fair

summary of the evaluations

that I heard. And as far as I

knew, those observations were
perfectly accurate. After all, we
all have our favorite see-I-

told-you-so headlines proving

our chosen Greek stereotype.

All of these things made me
very angry. As a definitely not

rich African-American, I have

very little tolerance for anyone
who fits the above characteri-

zations. Who the hell wwe
those people to think that they

were better than me! Who the

hell were they to try to

exclude me on the basis of

race or economic status! Even-

tually, my anger turned into

kind of a challenge, and I

signed up for Rush. I just had
to see what these turkeys were
like for myself.

As it turns out, I didn't

quite find all of the demons
that I expected, but I did come
across a couple of fraternities

that seemed to su^ me, and
one of them I eventually

joined. However, I continued

looking to see if this elitist

Greek conspiracy was perhaps

hidden within the lar^ger

framework of the Greek sys-

tem. The end result of this

was my holding offices in both

the Interfratemity Council and
the Greek Judicial Committee.

So, I've seen the system

from sevCTal different perspec-

tives: as an undergraduate who
had not planned to become a

part of the (elitisiAacist) Greek
system, as a person involved at

every level of the Greek sys-

tem, and finally, as a person

removed from the Greek sys-

tem. (I have also had some
time to compare and contrast

Berkeley and UCLA. As far as

the Greek systems are con-

cerned, UCLA's is much the

same but with the appropriate

Southern California twist). And
I would say that this is a

much broader frame of refer-

ence than the one offered by
columnist Susan Rinderle ("Ste-

reotypes of the Greeks on
campus: fiction or reality?"

Bruin, Dec. 4), and I would
like to offer a few observa-

tions of my own.
One of the most univCTsal

things that 1 have seen on both

campuses is that the Greek
system makes for a pretty easy

tai^et. Anyone who wants to

can easily sit back and roU out

self-righteous platitudes about

how generally, evil the Greek

system is, and how they should

really be more like the rest of

us.

Well, consider this, the

scariest thing about those "fi^t

boys" and "sorority chicks" is

that they are already like the

rest of us. Fraternity row is

simply an accurate reflection of

our campus and, if you will, ^
our nation as a whole —
unfortunately not better, but

really no worse.

Is there racism in the Greek
system? I'm certainly not going

to tell you that there isn't As
a matter of fact, there is

exactly as much racism in the

Greek system as one finds

walking across campus or

through Westwood Village. •

And the same pretty much
applies to sbxism, homophobia
cr any of the other ills of

.

society that we like to pretend

belong to someone else.

But the Greek system's

detractors generally tend to put

this aside and take their turns

at jabbing the easiest "foe"

available. After all. Fraternity

Row is as inviting a target as

Don Quixote's windmills.
^^

tii liiy years in and out of

the Gred: system I have also^

observed the Asshole-at-a- Par-

ty-Rule: "It only takes one or

two assholes to ruin the party

for everyone else." In a group
of a hundred people (or a

Greek system of several thou-

sand), it is not hard to imagine

that someone will take it upon
himself to be a complete jerk

at some time in one way or

another. But unlike most stu-

See Stereotypes, page 24

Don't Judge Greek system
by a few of its members
By Katharine Graydon

I am a member of a sorori-

ty. Until recently, I was not

aware that this fact should

cause me to feel a sense of

shame. In the past few weeks,

however, I have realized that

my friends and I are the root

of all of the world's evils.

For this I can only thank

Susan Rinderle. Her commen-
tary C'Stereotypes of the

Greeks on campus: fiction or

reality?" Bruin, Dec. 4.)

pointed out the shallowness of

my lifestyle, and highlighted

my inherent inferiority to evoy
other member of society.

Lately, it has been impossi-

ble to ignore the spate of

anti-Greek rhetoric which has

bij ?jfo1UlMUje/^

In the nislorLj of li^e Greeks, inis uias ineir most unpopular time.

pervaded the campus. F(x this

reason, I would like to exa-

mine the Greek system.

What is a fraternity or

sorority? Take away the Greek
letters and what do you find?

The answer is quite simple —
a group of people. It is a
lamentable fact that today's

society includes a vast numb^
of people who exhibit some
form of prejudice, whether this

bigotry shows itself in the

foim of racism, sexism or

homophobia.
In any group of people, one

will find people who are

bigots. This is reprehensible,

but my distaste for this fact

does not make it any less true.

It is important to root out

prejudice. But do not blame
the Greek letters for the exis-

tence of prejudice; rather,

blame those individuals who
espouse prejudicial beliefs.

Blame society for tolerating it

Do not assume that none of
these people's associates are

attempting to correct their

views, and do not blame the

group's name.

To say that all fraternity and
sorority members are prejud-

iced is to exhibit prejudice

oneself. How is discrimination

against members of)an organi-

zation different from discrimi-

nation against members of a

racial group or of a certain

gender?

I am not racist or sexist or

homophobic. However, I con-

stantly hear that I must be —
after all, I am a "sorority

girl." These accusations are

offensive, and I cannot believe

that anyone would expect them
to be otherwise.

Rinderle says that one can
find close friendships, ways to

serve the community, and lead-

ership opportunities outside of
the Greek system, and she is

correct. I fail to see, however,

why I should suffer for having

found them within the system.

Rinderle concludes that the

only true purpose for the

Greek system is to hold par-

ties. Personally, my memories
are not of parties, but of close

friendships, and I know that

these friends and the things we
have shared will continue bey-
ond my college years.

It is interesting that in her

list of experiences which can
be found outside the Greek
system, Rinderie does not

mention parties. This might
seem to imply that non-Greeks
do not attend or hold parties

of their own, but this is

obviously not true. If parties

can be found outside the Greek
system, then this cannot be the

sole reason to join a fraternity

or sorority, either.

Finally, I must address Rin-
derle's statement that members

See omEEKS, page 24
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Taking responsibility for racism: It begins with the Individual

In
my first column (Oct 5,

1989), I wrote that I am
interested in what we can

do about the racial/ethnic/gen-

der/class imbalances that

threaten the quality of educa-
tion here and nationwide. I

ended by expressing my parti-

cular concem with the respon-

sibility of the anglo/white

teacher in a multicultural mil-

ieu. "Responsibility" is the

operational word here.

"Racism" has been defined
in a number of ways, and I do
not want to be so arrogant as

to attempt a new definition.

What I want to suggest is that

tho^ is a quality to racism
that is usually not included in

various definitions.

Usually "racism" denotes

negative actions, as in discrimi-

nating against or showing pre-

judice toward someone or some
group because of race or

ethnicity. "Ethnocentrism."

placing one's own group at the

center, is often used as a
milder term or as a euphem-
ism, perhaps because "ethnici-

ty" (often itself a euphemism),
is less charged than "race."

The term might suggest a more
passive process, one which
connotes igncM^mce or lack of
sophistication. Sometimes we
think of ethnocentrism as the

thought and racism as the act.

However, the form that rac-

ism most often takes in a
liberal university milieu is not

acting. That is the extra quality

I mentioned above. I am not
referring to activism, but to the

Sondra
Hale
act of taking responsibility.

That sounds reasonable

enough, not an outrageous

expectation or requirement But
there's a hitch. Taking respon-

sibility for racism includes

acknowledging one's own rac-

ism; it is here where most
liberals flounder, become
defensive, apologetic, and
oftentimes aggressive. I chal-

lenge students to recall one
professor or teacher you have
had who has acknowledged
his/her racism, even from
among those few who mention
racism at all in the classroom
context

In the classes I teach and
with my while colleagues, dis-

cussions about racism quickly

move to "those racists out
there" or to the abstract

respectively. My colleagues

often embark on the process of

contextualizing historically to

explain that racism also exists

within each society or ethnic/

racial category (Asians to

Asians, Africans to African

Americans, for example).

Or, when the speaker is

discussing racism directed at

Latino, Asian, or African

Americans, he or she is often

reminded that anti-Semitism is

an equally evil jM-ocess. Or the

participant might launch into a
discussion of the trials and
tribulations of his^er immi-
grant great grandparents.

Before long, what began as

a discussion of the oftentimes

brutal and debilitating form
racism takes against the tradi-

tionally oppressed groups in

this country becomes diluted

with European ancestor stories.

(I hasten to say that the

insidious and still sometimes
violent forms anti-Semitism
takes in this country are very
much with us and need to be
acknowledged, just as I ack-

nowledge that this society has
psychotogically, physically, and
economically brutalized a num-
ber of groups. We are a
country of immigrants, but
only very reluctantly and out
of necessity).

In my classes, students say
that they don't like to be
generalized about Male stu-

dents don't like the implication

that men, in general, are sexist

in some way or another; white
students squirm when students

of cok)r talk about the racism
they experience on this campus

or when I appear to be saying
that all whites, including

myself, are racist in their

behavior. "How." they ask,

"can I be racist when I have
lots of friends who are of
color and when I have never
discriminated against someone
because of his or her color?"

One has to acknowledge that

this can be confusing.

Equally confusing to whites/

anglos seems to be the dictum,
now reaching cliche status, of

a Latina, for example, who
says, "I would like to have
you forget that I am a Latina,

but don't ever forget that I am
a Latina!" Students and teach-

ers alike usually see this as a

"double-bind" instead of a
potentially productive dialectic.

Whites/anglos tell me they see

this as jerking them around, a

"damned if you do, damned if

you don't" syndrome, and that

it makes them not want "to

help." ^- —
Professx^rs often complain

that they are expected (by

people of color) to teach more
material about people of color,

but that when they do, there

are complaints that the content

is racist; to work on issues

such as racism in the curricu-

lum (no doubt the terms "eth-

nocentrism" or "eurocentrism"

are used here), but that when
they do, they are accused of
intruding, of taking over a job
that shouM be done by a
person of color.

What is usually not acknow-
ledged is that angk>s are most

often given rewards for work-
ing on these projects (e.g.,

grants); whereas people of col-

or are expected to do it out of
duty, albeit, as extensions of
their voy selves.

Furthermore, the objections

from people of color often

emeige from not being con-

sulted, not being invited into

the initial decision-making pro-

cess, etc. It is often a situation

where whites decide what peo-

ple of color need and then feel

unappreciated when there are

howls of "racism." Yet whites
ccmtrol the guest lists to

*their" tea parties. The dynam-
ic is so common as to be
comical - if it weren't so
potentially tragic.

We whites may be entitled

to make mistakes and to be
forgiven for them. We need
some leeway, some forbear-

ance, some trust But we may
not get these; we may not be
seen as entitled to them. After
all, most of us have not yet

managed the courage to ack-
nowledge our racism. Some of
us will not even acknowledge
the possibility that we act

racist

The acknowledgement may
take many forms. In the class-

room it may mean swallowing
our arrogance about our ability

to teach material on people of
color, recognizing that we
might need to leach through .

this material, that is, to use
original texts by people of

See RACISM, page 24
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Launched in 1947, The Coro Fellows Program is a nine-month,

full-time, post-graduateprogram designed toprovideparticipants
with intensive experience-based training in public affairs.

The rigorousprogram is unconventional by traditionalacademic
standards. Participants have the opportunity to test and develop
their individual capabilities for public affairs leadership whiJe

they examine first-hand the people and processes involved in

creating public policy. Graduates of the Fellows Program now
number over 1100 and are found in virtually every area of
business, government, public affairs and community service.

Theprogram begins in thefalland runs throughJune Each Coro
Fellow works in a series offield assignments with government,
business, labor, media, political and community organizations.

There is no standard set Cf internship assignments; each Fellow's

field experiences are individually tailored. A mong the variety of
institutions that have provided Fellows internships are Atlantic

Richfield Company, United Teachers of Los Angeles, Pacific Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company, Los Angeles County Department of
Health Services, First CityDevelopment Corporation, NationalAs-
sociationfor the Advancement ofColored People, the Downtown
Women 's Center, the Los Angeles 2000 Committee, MALDEF, and
Sumitomo Bank.

>

InditHdualandgrouppublic serviceprojects during theyearpro-
vide opportunities for Fellows to examine in-depth questions of
governanceandpublicpoHcy,from health careandeconomically

Find out more at UCLA, Thursday, January 11, 7 - 10 p.m.
James West^Alumni Center, Conference Room

For more information,
call (on campus) 206-0523 or
the Cjoro Office at (213) 623-1234— -jBBt^-^R^ ff . i Vlfi I fELtOWS^ PROGRAM
Sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association

depressed communities to industrial

and commercial development.

An intensive week in Sacramento, with

elected and appointed officials, jour-

nalists, lobbyists and legislative staff

members, immerses the Fellows in the

workings ofCalifomia's capital. Other

weeks during theprogram are devoted

to analyzing the structure andfunc-
tion of various industries and geo-

graphic regions.

In weekly seminars, FeUows strengthen
theiranalytic, communications, inter-

viewing and problem-solving skills

under the guidance cf Coro training

staff, consultants, community leaders

and pubtic affairs practitioners. Re-

cent guests include: Los Angeles Times
Cartoonist Paul Conrad; Caiifomia
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown; ARCO CEO lod Cook; Los Angeles Urban League PresidentJohn Mack; Caiifomia
Tommorrow Executive Director Linda Wong; Federal Bureau ofPrisons Warden Margaret Hambrick; Baja Califor-
nia Secretario General de Gobiemo Arturo Guerra Flores; Teamsters Joint Council *42 President Mike Riley and
Caiifomia Superintendent ofPublic Education Bill Honig.

Individuals interested in pursuing an advanced 4egree,may attend a number cfuniversities throughout Ae coun-
try which offergraduate creditfor completion of the Fellows Program.

1969-90 COfO Soutbtm CmH/omim Ftdtoua Oau

Goto IN PUBLIC AFFFAIRS
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RACISM
From page 23

color (and, therefore, the

authentic voices).

It can mean relying on the

racial diversity within the

classroom for alternative ideas;

it may also mean yielding to a

challenge by a member of the

group under discussion, etc. In

other words, it may mean
listening, something some of us

who teach are not very good
at

Rich).

This is very hard woik, this

being responsible. And it can

be painful, loo. It is painful to

recognize that even if we
anglos do have friends of

color, may be dating or mar-

ried to someone of color, may
have adopted children of color,

may share an apartment with

someone o( color, may have

marched in a civil rights

However, the form that racism most often takes in

a libend university milieu is not acting.

Now where does this leave

us? Is it enough simply to

acknowledge our own racism?

Of course not. Taking responsi-

bility is more than that. Within

the classroom context alone

there can be many positive

acts in addition to listening

and acknowledging.

We teachers and students

can engage together in an

entire process of self-criticism,

asking ourselves challenging

questions about every single

statement made and every

work read. These can be

spelled out on the syllabus;

they can be nanted in the

discussions; they can become
part and parcel of every lec-

ture. Perhaps most importantly,

teachers can set a stage for

our students to play an active

role in this process of re-nam-

ing, re-membering, and re-vis-

ioning (to steal from Adrienne

STEREOTYPES
From page 22 -—

—

dent groups, it is the system

as a whole that takes the

blame in the end.

The self-righteous observer

also fails to realize that the

average fraternity member is

probably equally as offended

by the callous actions of jerks

as the rest of the campus
conmiunity. They may be even

more disgusted because they

know that they too will soon

be judged guilty as the few

who were actually involved.

But there isn't much time to

deal with these random events

internally, because you will

soon be put on the defensive

by tomorrow's headlines.

Rinderle says that the

Greeks she speaks to say that

they "are not like that"

because "they are not like the

rest of the 'house'." Most
Greeks I've spoken to would
more accurately state that "I

GREEKS
From page 22

of Greek organizations, when
confronted with their alleged

bigotry, will claim that they

are not like their fellow mem-
bers. She wonders why they

continue to associate with the

group if the group's ideas are

offensive.

To that, I can ..only say that

I am not different from my
sisters. We are friends because

we share the same views on

this matter. If I were offended

by their opinions, I would end
our association. Since my
friends are equally outraged by
bigotry, I fail to see why I

should leave them.

Don't call me a hy]xx:rite,

either.

denKHistration, signed a peti-

tion, or denounced racism in

print, etc., racism may still be

our modus vivendi.

Is acknowledging our own
racism the same as saying that

we are terrible people? No.

We are talking about learned

behavior, not innate, "essential**

traits. Is that misconception

why it is so difficult to do it?

Or, is it because it seems

imposed on us through accusa-

tion? Negative and guilt-induc-

ing approaches to the subjea

don't work.

Taking responsibility for our

own racism and working

against it is a positive process:

It is intellectually exciting and

challenging; it is authentic

when it conies directly from us

and from within us; it is a

necessary step toward trans-

forming the quality of educa-

tion (and life).

probably am like most of the

house — it's the assholes who
are the exceptions." But alas,

it is the assholes who get the

headlines. No one^-ever reads

about the members who come
to meetings, pay their dues and

try to get the kitchen clean

before going to the library.

When Rinderie chose to

examine stereotypes, she should

have kx)ked into the nature of

stereotypes themselves. We all

most frequently stereotype

groups we really don't know
by making judgements based

on the actions of a few. We
also tend to fmd out later that

most of the stereotypes we've

created were ill-conceived and

unfair, showing a very superfi-

cial exposure to the group in

question.

Scott is a dental student.

Graydon is a senior majoring

in history.
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Anyone interested in writ-

inc for the IX:LA student

magazines should attend

the orientation meeting of

a four-week course for

new writers Wednesday,
Jan. 17, 6 p.m. in Acker-

man 2412.

Can ArvN Ward at l

825-2787 for more
information.
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ASUCLA considering ban
on tobaceo use, saie
By April A. Smith

For the health and comfort of ASUCLA visitors, customers
and employees, the ASUCLA Board of Directors is considering
adopting a policy that will prohibit smoking in ASUCLA
facilities. The Board is also considering a policy that will ban
the sale of tobacco products throughout ASUCLA facilities. Input
on these proposed policies is solicited before the Jan. 26 Board
meeting.

Knowing what we do about the lethal and addictive properties
of tobacco and its detrimental effect on the health of others, it is

increasingly difficult to defend its sale and use. The national
death toll attributed to smoking is equivalent to three fully-loaded
jumbo jets crashing and leaving no survivors, every single day of
the year.

Tobacco smoke creates health dangers not only for the actual
smoker, but also for those in proximity. A ban on smoking in

all ASUCLA facilities, which includes public areas, private
offices and the workplace, would reduce detrimental exposure to

"secoiKl hand smoke" — which is not confined to smoking areas
but is often recirculated in our ventilation and air conditioning
systems.

It has been nearly five years since smoking was banned at the
Center for the Health Sciences, including all public areas, all

private offices and rooms, and even outdoors, at the main public
entrances. Other UCLA buildings have followed suit: Life
Sciences, Engineering I, Boelter Hall, and Murphy Hall.

We believe that prohibiting smoking would improve the quality
of life at UCLA and would be consistent with ASUCLA 's policy

It is increasingly difficult to defend the sale and use
of tobacca The national death toll attributed to

smoking is equivalent to three fullyJoaded jumbo
jets crasning and leaving no survivors^ every single

day of the year.

of social responsibility. Four primary reasons why ASUCLA
shouki ban smoking from its facilities are as follows:

1.ASUCLA can best provide for the health and comfort of its

nonsmoking employees.

2.Some smokers may be encouraged to stop smoking or reduce
the amount of smoking, and nonsmokers may be discouraged
from adopting the habit

3.The indirect costs of health and disability benefits per
smoking employee (estimated in national studies to be from
4,3(X) to 4,600 annually) would be reduced.

4.A strong statement will be made on the social unacceptability
of smoking, nonsmoking will be established as the norm, and
public knowledge of the risks of smoking and passive smoking
will be increased.

The Board is also considering prohibiting the sale of tobacco
because of its concern that presently ASUCLA offers a product
for consumption which has no beneficial effects, but rather is

known to contribute to the disease and death of thousands each
year. By no longer selling tobacco products ASUCLA would by
supporting the U.S- Surgeon General's view that an important
way to reduce death and disease from smoking is to discourage
young people from becoming future nicotine addicts. Key
elements in discouraging new recruits to the smoking habit arc
the portrayal of tobacco use as socially unacceptable and the

reduction of availability of this harmful substance.

For our students, the majority of whom are in the 18-22 age
range where it is easier to make or break a habit for life, sup-
porting a nonsmoking environment as the norm can mean fewer
people will find smoking desirable.

Still, the issue is not as clear-cut as one might think. A strong

polk:y will affect students, faculty and visitors alike in

ASUCLA's public places. It wiU also affect ASUCLA's
employees in both public and non-public areas, and whether they
will be allowed to smoke in — or even near — their workplace.

Eighty percent of smokers say they would like to quit but feel

unable to do so. The Surgeon General has declared nicotine a
more powerful addiction than heroin. Smokers arc already

prohibited from smoking in the classroom. They cannot smoke in

the library. They cannot smoke in our elevators or in our stores

or in most of our public places. But, because smoking is an
addiction, smoking is rarely entirely a matter of free choice.

Most smokers don't want to blow their smoke in the faces of
nonsmokers; they simply want a place of their own to sit indoors

and have a cup of coffee or something to eat Should smokers
have a place of their own?
One argument against a complete smoking ban is that of

individual rights: does ASUCLA have the right to take away the

smoker's right to choose? The problem with this argument is that

smpking affects not only those doing the smoking, but poses a
significant health risk to nonsmokers in a smoking environment.

You are the Associated Students. This will be your polk:y. Let
us know what you think. To give your opinion or to get more
ii formation, please contact the ASUCLA Executive Director's

office in Kerckhoff HaU at 825-8011.

Smith is a graduate student of urban planning.

CARTOON SUBMISSIONS WELCOMED: Cartoons, as well

as letters, may be submitted to the Daily Bruin. Please leave
Ihem Tn the box on the receptTonist^s desk in 112 Kerckhoff
Hall.
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Arts & Entertainment
Column Film

Seducing the soul with iVielnitz Movies to screen films about filmmaking as part of Januaiy lineup

the sixth sense of sound J^'^rj-
^"^^ ^

"My idea is that there is music
in the air, music all around us; the

world is full of it, and you simply

take as much asyou require."

Sir Edward Elgar

Thus, I present the creation of

the Third Ear, a sort of sixth sense

fcx* hearing (and seeing) within

sound.

You see, I view music as

something similar to the most
enticing sin, the most alluring

fragrance, the most seductive look
— as something that every human
being should experience with the

full usage of his or her sensory

perceptions.
^

No longer do I listen merely for

the sa|:e of listening. I listen with

the intent of spreading the word,

stealing from the rich and giving to

the poor and of sharing my
discoveries with whoever is will-

ing to listen because, in my mind,

th^e is no such thing as a surface

level of interpretation and accep-

tance.

The Third Ear

Rob
Winfleld

Inside each lyric and every

sound there's a defined force that I

search for. That force can be the

greatest emotional happiness, the

deepest depression.the strongest

portrayal of individuality — it

doesn't particularly niatter as long

as it's there.^ And, when strength

can be derived from that force

(which is always the case), then I

desire to hear more and more. And
my desire leads to wanting others

to hear it too before it consumes
the soul; and, consequently, cqici-

fies one's thoughts to an insignific-

ant post which will remain hidden

eternally in an isolated world.

It was Thanksgiving Day of last

year when I finally understood that

music has a third dimension that

literally possesses the capability to

overpower the mind.

I was entrapped underneath a

glass coffee table watching a

spinning spherical paperweight

above me at a friend's house

(Don't ask why; just accept it as

fact). A fascinating European band

called the Essence (incidentally,

one of my favorites), lit|le know to

U.S. ears, was funneling through

the speakers of the moderately

adequate stereo system. All around

me weie symbols ofyuppiedom—
overpriced Oriental carpets,

meaningless knick-knacks of

meanin^ess objects, furniture too

lavish to use in any domestic

lifestyle and all the basic symbols

of too much money and not enough
imagination.

To escape the superficiality I

looked inward, into myself for

some guidance, some escape from
this man-made inferno.

And that's when I discovered

the Third Ear.

Now, there's no such thing as a

physical Third Ear (at least as far

as my knowledge is concerned).

Rather, it's a complete state of

mind, working from an active

perspective to incite one to

immerse oneself into the deepest

depths of sound.

It's overpowering, striking, and

tantalizing all at once. It's a means
for letting the creative portion of

the mind transform the seemingly
mundane into an orgasmic inun-

dation of melodic sensation.

Without restraint, without pre-

cedent, the Third Ear sponta-

neously tears througli the surface

of music, diving to the heart of it

and merging with the life giving

waves of oscillating sound. (Seat-

ing turbulent eddies and rippling

undercurrents, the melodic crests

and troughs disintegrate until the
^

mind and the music become one,

joined at the source.

To more fully explicate the

inner workings of the Third Ear

(as, I'd imagine, this all appears

monumentally dense), take the

aforementioned band The Essence

as a framework. It's more than

likely many readers, if any, pos-

sess any knowledge of these

virtual unknowns, since their

albums are restricted specifically

to imports. But that's all the reason

more to place my focus of Third

Ear ideology upon what I consider

to be one of the more glistening

treasures of the 80s. Not to

mention the fact that this musical

metaphysicism arose while listen-

ing to them.

Honestly, I know very little

about the technicalities of this

three-piece. They have three

albums: Purity. A Monument of
Trust, and Ecstasy. They record

their works in places like Alaska.

And those that I've encountered

who have heard of them did so

from the age old tradition of word
of mouth.

But all superficialities aside (as

such biographical dealings are),

the importance rests primarily in

the music and the emotions** it

evokes.

Comparable to the most enlight-

ening aphrodisiac (everybody's

got one), the Essence transforms

their waves of sound into a

visionary pictorial of a fiery river,

lashing out as if Nature herself had
violently tipped the scales of

environmental equilibrium tow-

ards the unexplored great beyond.

As the music begins its intro-

ductory notes to settle within the

Third Ear's parameters, the blood

suddenly begins to boil, the heart

starts to pound, and the mind
ultimately explodes an exhilarat-

ing burst of passion.

Emotions that previously
remained blanketed under the

frosty covering of consciousness

erupt, no longer capable of

remaining passively receptive.

Flirtatious thoughts that once
seemed an embarrassment or an

absurdity turn tojoyous epiphanies

dancing in a merriment erf light

See DIMENSIONS, page 31

Contributor

Films on films will be the focus as Melnitz Movies screens its latest

series, with a collection of old, new, and award-winning "Cinema

Movies."

Boasting a lineup that includes a 1924 silent film, works by directors

Woody Allen and Steven Spielberg, and a number of new fihn previews,

January and February {X'omise to provide an exciting new year for the stu-

dent-run campus group.

. Melnitz Movies is a student-coordinated film program, sponsored by

the UCLA Graduate Student Association. The program provides free

screenings to anyone in the UCLA community on most Wednesdays and

Fridays at the near-3(X) seat capacity Mehiitz Theater, Some of the

features are followed by open discussions with producers, writers,

directors, or actors involved with the Alms.

Melnitz Movies began its Winter quarter program Wednesday with a

screening of two courtroom dramas produced by Richard D. Zanuck. The

first was the 1959 Compulsion, starring Orson Welles, Bradford Dillman,

and Dean Stockwell. The more recent release was Sidney Lumet's The

Verdict, starring Paul Newman.
The program will pause from its study of Zanuck this Friday to screen

Costa-Gavras' The Music Box, which depicts the moral dilemma of a

woman (Jessica Lange) who decides to defend her father, a man who
stands accused of Nazi war crimes.

The series' focus on Zanuck films will resume next Wednesday,

January 17, with screenings of Steven Spielberg's The Sugarland

Express and Jaws. The Zanuck study will culminate on Friday, January

19, with a showing of Driving Miss Daisy, starring Morgan Freeman,

Jessica Tandy, and Dan Akroyd.

Other Melnitz Movies previews are an as-yet-to-be-titled film starring

Shelley Long and Steve Guttenberg on Friday, January 26, and Jane

Campion's Sweetie on Friday, February 2.

The program will also devote four evenings in late January and early

February to its theme on Xinema Movies," spanning almost 60 years of

film. The study will begin on Wednesday, January 24, with a preview of

Cinema Paradiso. This latest effort by Italian director Giuseppe

Tomatore has already earned three Italian "Oscars" and is currently the

country's official entry for the Best Foreign Film Academy Award.

Other films jn the series are Basil Deaden's The Smallest Show on

Earth and Bette Gordon's Variety, which will play Wednesday, January

31 . Buster Keaton's Sherlock, Jr. and Woody Allen's The Purple Rose of

Cairo will be shown on Wednesday, February 7.

See MELNITZ, page 31

Music

Melnitz Movies will present 'Cinema Paradiso.' Italy's Best Foreign Film suggestion for the Oscars. It's one filmmaker's

loving tribute to tiis favorite movie house.

Film

ErinKenney & Ethan James help unknown bands gain ground via the Radio Tokyo Tapes

New bands thrive on Tokyo Tapes
The New Hungarian Cinema' will be featured at the Film& TV Archive January screenings.

Archive salutes European films
By Steve Sherwood
Contributor

"I have a lot of skeletons in my
closet, when it comes to music."

says Ethan James, producer of the

best series of local alternative

albums in the 1980's, the Radio

Tokyo Tapes.

Nestled behind a white 'picket

fence in Venice is a little house

which, for all its seeming inno-

cence, houses the Radio Tokyo
Studios, started by James in 1980

as an > 8 -track outfit to record

friends* music.

It's &tiU in ihe same house, but^

With his latest effort on

Chameleon Records, Volume 4:

Women, the Radio Tokyo Tapes

have climbed out of James' closet

(and their underground status) into

the world of semi-mainstream

popularity.

The album showcases a number
of L.A.'s prominent and not-so-

prominent female bands including

The Ringling Sisters, Lovedolls,

Sylvia Juncosa, The Del Rubio

Triplets and the Holy Sisters of the

Gaga Dada.

It also features a performance by

the poet La Loca, subtly entitled

"Go Fuck Your Gatt/*

the reach of Radio Tokyo has

grown considerably since then.

The Radio Tokyo Tapes have

provided sort of a snapshot of the

underground scene in Los Angeles

during the Eighties. More than

that, though, they've served as an

indicator for developing trends in

new music.

**Pop music is very tied in with

cultural changes in general," says

James. "So that the best indications

of what's going to be popular in

mainstream culture is the under-

ground. The vitality of culture

always shows up there first, since

corporate culture doesn't produce

any vitality."

Beginning with the first album

in 1981, James featured such

notable undergrounders as Savage

By Jill Leger

See TOKYO, page 32

Staff Writer

The UCLA Film and Television

Archive wUl sponsor two saies

this month saluting the Hungarian

cinema and the wcx'ks of Swedish
film director, Jan Troell respec-

tively.

The Films of Jan Troell will

begin tonight at 7:30 with Stay in

the Marshland (1964) and Here Is

Your Life (1966).

Troell, who writes, photographs

and edits all his films, graces his

work with a poetic, compassionate

style that has become a trademark.

Critic John Simon wrote that

Troell 's films "make you deeply

conscious of human goodness in a

way that is neither saccharine or

dull, neither holier-than-thou nor

too good to be true. . .You feel you

are in the hands of a human being

who cares about other human
beings . . . who has sympathy even

for what he deplores."

Troell's breakthrough work.

Stay in the Marshland features

Max von Sydow as a railroad

worker tired of his life and eager

for a new one. Here is Your Life,

Troell's first feature film, depicts

the life of a young Swedish orphan

boy supporting himself during

World War One.

On Jan. 14, the series continues

with Eenie Meenie Minie Moe

(1967) — about a teacher whose

malevolent students turn his life

into a Uving hell — and The

Emigrants (1971), which features

von Sydow and Liv UUman as a

Swedish couple immigrating to the

United States.

Jan. 20' s program will feature

The New Land (1972), a sequel to

The Emigrants', Bang! (1977),

which circles around a middle-

aged composer in his 'declining

years;' and Flight of the Eagle

(1982), a historical film that

features von Sydow as the leader

of an ill-fated North Pole balloon

expedition in 1896. .

See ARCHIVE, page 33
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ART
Cnnlinuing

Secrets, Dialougues, Revelations: The
Art of Betye and Alison Saar

Wiaht An Gallery (tirufeO 25

H.'5 9345

C^yitmiiinG

Twelve Artists from the German
Democratic Republic

,
',

Wiyni An Gallery thru Jan 21

825 9345

FILM
The Films of Jan Troell

Stay in the Marshland'

Here is Your Lite'

'

Melnitz Theater 7 30 pm
$5 Students $3

206-FILM

"Batman"

"Nightshifr

Ackerniaii Grand Ballroom. 7 pm
$1 50

825-1958

FILM
The New Hungarian Cinema
Farewell to You" '

"Banana Skin Waltz" '

Melnitz Theater 7 30 pm
'

$5 Students $3

206-FILM

MUSIC
Minoru Nojima

Royce Hall. 8 pm

$24 19 16 Students $8 SCA $7 Tickets

825-9261

FILM
The Music Box"

Melnitz Theater 7 30 pm
CTO Tickets required

8252345

1latman''(1966)

"Batman" (1989)

Ackerman Grand Ballroom 7 pm
$150

825 1958

MUSIC
Kronos Quartet

Wddsworth Theater 8 pm
$22 18 Students $8

825-9261

Music in the Rotunda
A Twelfhl^ight Concert of Music by LJCLA

Madrigal Singers Donn Weiss Dir

College Library Rotunda 8 pm
FRFF Tickets required m advance at

2nd Floor Reference Desk Powell Library

825-4134

206-8974

MUSIC
American Youth Symphony
Royce Hall, 8 pm
825-9261

The Films of Jan Troell

"Feme Meenie Mmie Moe"

Melnitz Theater, 6 pm
$3 Students $1 50

"•The Emigrants"

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm
$5, Students $3

206-FILM

Martin Luther King Day

No Listings

FILM
XitizenKme"
TlM Magiiifleant Ambersons"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
$150 '

825-1958

LECTURE
Gallery Talk: Exhibition Walk A
Discussion with one artist from the
"12 Artists from the German
Democratic Republic"

Wight Art Gallery, upper level, 5 pm
825-5517

FILM :

Praiwatf by Richard 0. Zanuck
The Sugarland Express"

"Jaws"

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm
206-FILM

"Do the Right Thing"

"She's Gotta Have IT

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7:30 pm
$150

825-1958 \

LECTURE
Wiilem Dafoe
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 12 pm
825-1958

or listings and comments-call

CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Pianist Minoru Nojima
at Royce

MlJnoru Nojima is a

virtuoso of boundless versatility

and impeccable taste. His abso-
lute command of the instru-

ment and complete understand-
ing of ttie Classical and Ro-
mantic literature allow him to

take stunning Imaginative leaps,

to explore rich sonic colorings

with the passionate abandon of

a poet.

The program includes pieces

by Haydn, Schumann, and
Ravel.

$7 SCA tickets are still

available at CTO, and $8 tickets

can be purchased 1 hour be-

fore the performance. Call

825-9261 for more information.

CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Kronos Quartet at the

Wadswortli

Wadswortli Theater'

Saturday, Jan. 13 at 8pm

K<ronos is back at

UCLA performing the expecj-

mental and new music that has
become their trademark. Using
the basis of a string quartet,

Kronos will often use ordrnary

objects and other instruments

to stretch the traditional sounds
of their stringed instruments.

The program will include

three works written for the

quartet by Evangelista, Body,

and Takahashi. Also 5 Move-
ments, Op. 5 by Webern and
Quartet No. 4 ("Buczak") by
Glass are included on the

program.

Students can purchase tickets

for $8 in advance at CTO or at

the theater box office 1 hour
before the performance. Call

825-9261 for more Information.

WIGHT ART GALLERY

Betye and Alison Saar

Exhibit

s,> tart the new year off

with a little ART! "Secrets, Dia-

logues, Revelations: The Art of

Betye and Alison Saar" will be

on view at the Wight Art Gal-

lery, \JCiA. from Jan. 9
through Feb. 25. 1990, and in-

cludes more than 30 works by

each artist and a large-scale in-

stallation commissioned by the

Wight Art Gallery and created

collaboratively by the two wo-
men. This unprecedented show
examines the creative process

and relationship between artist/

mottier and artist/daughter. The

exhibition explores Betye Saar's

position as a mother and artis-

tic role model, Alison Saar's

position as the daughter of a

highly respected woman artist,

and the reciprocal impact of

FLIGHT OF THE EAGLE

this dialogue on their creative

work.

. The two artists have been in-

spired by significantly similar

sources such as black cultural

history, literature, and cross-

cultural ritual, in addition, the

revelation of spiritual power Is

a central issue for both, and
one which is handled by each
in distinctly different ways as

can best be seen in the

exhibition.

For further Gallery informa-

tion, please call (213) 825-

9345 and for lecture inquiries

please call (213) 825-5517.

FILM AND TELEVISION ARCHIVE

Jan Troell Retrospective

at Film and Television

Archive

X he Film and Televi-

sion Archive is presenting a

series of eight films by the re-

nowned Swedish director Jan

Troell In Melnitz Theater this

month. Troell is most famous
in this country for The Emi-

grants' and "The New Land,"

his epic tales of Swedish emi-

grants sruggling to build a new
life in the harsh wilderness of

Minnesota in the 1950s, star-

ring Liv Ullman and Max Von
Sydow. The Archive's retrospec-

tive includes these key films,

and also stretches back to

Troell's first feature, "Here is

Your Life," made In 1966, and

up to his most recent film, the

1987 "Land of Dreams," which

MNORU NOJHMA
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closes the series on Jan. 25.

"Land of Dreams" is a doc
'

umentary in which interviews

with the American psychiatrist

Rollo May are intercut with In- i

terviews with a wide array of

Swedish workers, from lumber-

jacks to politicians. The film's

ambivalence about the state of

modern Sweden and its people

is echoed in May's final dic-

tum, "Despair is the teginning

of the birth of hope."

Troell's body of work is an
extraordinary achievement ~ he

acted as writer, cinematogra-

pher, editor and director on
most of his films, and his

early work in documentary is

reflected In his fiction works in

his meticulous attention to de-

tail and in his ability to convey
a compelling sense of another

place in time.

The Jan Troell Retrospective

screens Thursdays and Sundays
through Jan. 25 in Melnitz

Theater. Programs begin at

7:30 p.m. on Thursdays and at

6:00 and 8:00 p.m. on Sun-
days. Tickets are $5 general,

$3 for students and seniors,

and are available one hour be-

fore showtime in the Melnitz

Theater box office.

STUDENT COMMfHEE FOR THE ARTS

Discount Tickets for

Students

X he Student Committee
for the Arts (SCA) was created

to make the arts more accessi-

ble to UCLA students. One of

the ways SCA does this is by >

purchasing some of the best

seats available for performances
in Royce Hall, the Wadsworth
Theater and Schoenberg Audi-

torium to sell to students for

the low price of $7.00.

S^ is supported by student

registration fees and ml only

subsidizes tickets but also

helps to fund other student or-

ganizations to present their

own productions. SCA produces
its own events as well, such
as the Jazz at the Wadsworth
series of free concerts every

first Sunday of the month. For

more information on tickets and
concerts, calf 825-9261.

,

Kelly H • up from Down Under

Paul Kelly (center) and the Messengers.

By Jim Pickrell

Staff Writer

Veteran Australian rocker Paul

Kelly laughs that he got started

into the music by "Just» you know,
hanging around with the wrong
company.**

His latest album. Everything's

Turning to White, represents a

move into quieter, ballad type

music, with a lonesome vocal

emphasis that falls somewhere
between INXS and Elvis Costello,

with a bit of a folk style feel.

"We got the title for the album
from a short story by Raymond
Carver which one of the songs is

based on. Everything's Turning to

White,** Kelly explains.

'•Carver's an American short

story writer. He died last year.

He's known for his very spare

style. I first heard of him four or

five years ago, and read everything

I could get my han<;ls on. I guess he

was probably an influence indi-

rectly on my songs It had also

been an idea in the back of my
mind to write a song based on one
of his stories and quite a few are a

bit like short stories set to music.

Not all of them, of course, but

that's^ definitely one side of my
music."

Kelly's style is hard to pin

down. "I have pretty wide ranging

tastes," Kelly explains. "From

Woody Guthrie, Buddy Holly and
Howling Wolf; to Lx)u Reed, John

Cale and the Rolling Stones. I like

the Smiths a lot, thie Pogues and
Prince. I could go on and on. And
when you put the rest of the Ixand's

influences together, it's pretty

wide ranging."

Country music seems to have

been another long standing influ-

ence on Kelly's style, his f^ina-
tion showing through with songs
like "Jundamurra" and "Cities of

Texas."

"When I first learned the guitar I

learned Hank Williams and Jimmy
Rogers* songs," Kelly says. "Aus-

See KELLY, page 34

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR X* I

(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN,

AQUA. HAZEL. VIOLET. & GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIIVI. O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

'Price per lens.Eiam training, follow up care additional. Pay only tor materials & sen/ices needed

MELNITZ MOVIES
A UCtA STUDENT FjLMPROGRAM

presents

A New Film by Costas-Gavras

Jessica Lange Frederic Forrest

Lukas Haas

m

THE MUSIC BOX c.

\

Friday, January 12, at 7:30 pm in

Mehutz Theatre

>

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be obtained at

the Central Ticket Office at Pauley Pavilion at 9:00 am and at

the Melnitz Theatre Box Office at 10:30 am. Please Note;

A limited number of tickets will be made available to UCLA
students one hour before the screening. This event was

^^^"^^
fiindpdhv the Graduate Students Associatioir:

*^m»»mmMtmt»iHftfjKt0mm»m»».
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Television

IVlGClid bUZZWOfVlSI Raising commotion over journalistic shorthand
By John Horn

Associated Press

General Manuel Antonio Nme-
ga called them "dignity batta-

lions." NBC's Tom Brokaw said

"Norega's goons." Should "an^.
abortion" replace "pro-life?" Is it

"crippled" or "physically chal-

lenged?" And what about "black?"
Why not "African American?"

In the quick-draw world of

media buzzwords, it's far simpler

to spot a "pro-democracy" move-
ment than to find easy answo's to

these linguistic dilemmas. After

all, one person's "freedom fighter"

might be another's "terrorist."

Even what some consider the

most straightfcM^ard labels now
are being challenged. The Rev. Pat

Robertson has objected to being

called a "iclevangelist." Special

Olympics holds that "hearing

impaired" is preferable to "deaf."

Why the attention to detail?

Public-relations consultants and
special-interest groups are con-

vinced journalistic shorthand
affects public opinion— one word
can shift sympathies in subtle, but

lasting, ways.

*The terminology is extremely

important;" said £>ouglas Gould,
vice president of communications
for Planned Parenthood Federation

of America.

"It helps form an imfx^sion in

people's minds about what the

different groups are really all about
... It is the first step in framing the

debate."

Nowhere is the fight over
buzzwords more intense than in

the abortion battle. After calling

the opposing sides "pro-abortion"

and "pro-life" for several years,

the media now often refer to the

rival sides as **pro-choice" and
"anti-aboition."

Even that description, some
journalists and media critics agree,

is biased in favor of abortion-rights
advocates: The implication is that

anyone who's not "pro-choice" is

"anti-choice."

"The closest that I could come
up with, as neutral terms, and I'm
not satisfied with this either, is

'abortion-rights advocates' and
'abortion opponents,'" said Jeff

Greenfield, a reporter for ABC
News.

See BUZZWORD, page 33

wTTTV

"The Soviet Jews After
...a Shabbat dinner and discussic:

with Professor Steven J.
Professor of Jewish Hij

Inaugurate both the new
Prof. Zipperstein, who wji
ground breaking c

qua^

We

*<^ade of hope with
participation in a

in the Soviet Union.

fiday, January 12th
6:30 P.M.

at Hillel, 900 Hilgard Ave.
call Jas(5n at 208-3081 for reservations as soon as possible.

Sponsored by the Hillel Student Association in cooperation with the Jewish Student Union.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••*»•'• »»• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••<

M^ THE HAIR SALON
WOMEN & MEN

HAIRCUT & BLOWDBY
$^^ Bikini Wax $7

C3 Lip Wax $4

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS E^P 2/8/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

$30

Eyebrow . $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468 •

above Mario's Restaurant •

IS THERE A TEACHER INSIDE YOU?

m

m
8

m
M
mm

IF YOU....

CARE ABOUT THE FUTURE OF SOCIETY
BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF LEARNING
WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN A
YOUNGSTER'S LIFE....

APPLY NOW
FOR FALL 1990 ADMISSION TO

THE UCLA GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
To find out more about careers and graduate programs in

Education, attend an application workshop:

DATE: Thursday, 11 January 1990

TIME: 2:00-3:30 pm ^

PLACE: 344 Moore Hall

MINORITY FELLOWSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR QUALIHED APPLICANTS
WHO APPLY FOR ADMISSION BY THE DEADLINE: JANUARY 15, 199(

EXTENSIONS MAY BE GRANTED AFTER THAT DATE IN SELECTED
PROGRAMS

For more infonnation on fellowships for teacher credential proflrams and graduate studies in

the UCLA Graduate School of Education, contact the office of Student Services, 201 Moore Hall,
405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024-9969, (213) 825-8326.

!&»>:'!-:•» i-L.:-:-!' >-<->^-<^>-'<'>>'x-;<':<<'^>>WKil;X^X^<<<<-"''-X'X'''V.-^ >V<.-.^*>V^^A

i- c.
OKN DAILY

LUNCH
M0N-SAT11:aiAM-2PM

DINNER
MON-TNUR 5-10:30 PM

FRISATS-linil
SUN 5-10 PM

9mkn OiMtrt
YAKINIKU

TBIPURA

TEMYAKI

$99k fOOlte

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAIUBLE: WAITER/WAITRESSES

453-48^

I _

2031 WILSHiRE BLVD.- SANTA MONICA

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
^$749.'^

(WTTH REBULDABLE CORE)

COMPLETE W//ARTS.
LABOR, INSTAU^.nON
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'.

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tia»vp 4. Of QMnai
2 VUm74 5 Mm A4
3. Uibs 6 audi%

S Qmk BMtay
wnnua riom cna

. CoragiMHionm
11. Tal Coalk«

MAINTENANCE SERVICE ^i^SS^SA^OO
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra) _ I /llggK^lv)^"

(VW Bug)

$74.^^
he Parts & labor (Gas & Air Rfeer oka

95

TOYOTA

^11)

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
4534652 829-7012 please mentioa this ad.

LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Regardless of Your Driving Record

ty Autos
(7 Motorcycles
t7 Scooters
GT Satisfy State Law
Cy Phone Quotes

THE POHL INSORANGE AGENCY
10975 Santa Monica Blvd. #3
West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 473-1121
CorT»r of Veteran G Santa Monica

DO YOU SUFFER FROMil

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)9884)110

mmt mmmdm
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DIMENSIONS
From page 26

Continuing its expansion, the

metaphorical river, penetrating

further into the barren lands of the

unknown, turns from a swiriing

kaleidoscope of sensations to

striking realization.

No longer is the music just a

fonn of music — it has become a

living entity emitting its mystical

Thursday, January 1 1 , 1990 31
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energies in showering cascades. It

has transformed from a mere
structuring of sound into an intri-

cately woven patchwofi: of unpre-

cedented passion.

And then, when the music gives

way to silence once again, the

mind is left with a comforting

thought that the transpiring events

have not occurred without pur-

pose. Left behind as a produa of

the Third Ear's encounter wim
sound at its purest level is a newly
residing form of indescribable

beauty

So with that in mind, whese does

one go from here?

Tim all dq;)ends on the indivi-

dual in question. The Third Ear, in

the upcoming weeks, will offer

some possibilities, some starting

points to examine music from all

realms of the imagination.

For if there is music constantly

surrounding all of existence, then

there's an endless array of explo-

ration yet to be begun.

From page 26

The series will conclude with

Hairy Hurwitz's The Projectionist

on Friday, February 9. Hurwitz

will be available for questions

following the screening.

For more information on Mel-
nitz Movies* January-February

lineup pick up a schedule at the

CTO, or call 825-2345.

SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

HAPPY PLATE
• Chicken
• Beef Stick
• Fried Rice
• Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

~i]
I

Q(|^^}^'^^^wood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

I BIG TOMY'S
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

\A/ORLD FAMOUS
CHILIBURGERS • CHILIDOGS

Anytime Special:

Chili Cheese Burger + Lrg. Frie

+ Med. Soft Drink for

Brealcfast Special:

3 eggs -t- Hashbrowns + Toast

& Jelly for d^? 1 Q
THE PRICE AND QUALITY CANT BE BEAT ip^" IW
Mon-Sur) 6:30a.m.-3a.m. Breakfast Served till 2p.m.

936 Broxton Ave. OOA 7QPP
In Westwood O^H-/»DD

si

$3.29

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER C1\1L 6< CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
OUST iCHJIH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CQNTE & WEYBURN)

FREE
From

Introductory offer only

Cellopliane
with any
Design Cut

SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

(North of Village Theatre)

THE ONLY THREE NUMBERS YOU NEED TO KNOW

208-SASS 208'HAIR 208'WAVE
Walk 'ins Accepted

Special on full set of nails $25 (reg. $55)

^^';;^:"

Do you have an upcoming
event? meeting? lecture?

Be sure to reach the greater UCLA community

^iv^^te^^^ifc:::; .'

Contact the "Internal" Department at x52161 or stop by 112 KH for more Information.

H-UCLA
OUSING

ATTENTION: ON CAMPUS HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER 1990
WINTER QUARTER 1990 WAIT LIST STUDENTS

Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing must reapply to

maintain or improve their waiting list position for Spring Quarter 1990.

Applications are available from January 8, 1990 to January 22, 1990 in the

On Campus Housing Assignment Office. In 'order to retain your waiting

list position, application must be submitted in person to the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office no later than 5:00 P.M. January 22, 1990.

NEW APPUCANTS
Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Campus Housing list

may apply for On Campus HoUsing for the Spring Quarter 1990 begin-

ning January 8, 1990. However submission of an application does not

guarantee housing for the Spring Quarter. Please be advised that a

non-refundable $20 application fee is required. Application and Fee must
be postmarked on or before January 26, 1990 or be received in the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the date stated

above or the application will be considered late.

Applications are available in the On Campus Housing Assignment Office

or UCLA Community Housing Office. Both offices are located in the

Business Enterprise Building, 270 De Neve Drive, next to Rieber Hall.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

MQJNDAY - FRIDAY

T <213) 825-4271
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FREE
FOR UCLA DONORS

UCLA STUDENTS* - Meal tickets for all ASUCLA food facilities with each
blood donation. _i

ua.A/ASUa.A EMPLOYERS - 4 hours leave with pay each time you
donate. Most student*, casual, per diem and career employees are eligible.

UCIA
'

BLOOD DONOR GENTER
"A" Level Room A2-260 UCLA Medical Center

Just down the hall from Student Health.

825-0850 825-0888
• Student employees may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets hut not horh Must have current

UCLA student I.D.
• Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.
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Attention
On-Campus

Organizations
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Interested in publicizing your
event in a Daily Calendar of
Events in the Daily Bruin?

Don't miss out on the benefits:

45,000 students aware of your event daily

Guaranteed listing on page 2 of ttie Daily Bruin

Only Daily Calendar of On-Campus Events dt UCLA

Successful events with greater .student participation

For more information coll 206-0905 NOW!

Must meet certain requirements.

T f t' •- ------ - \
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1
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TOKYO
From page 26

Republic. Rain Parade, The
Unclaimed, Three O'Ckxk and
the pre-Walk-Like-An-Egyptian
Bangles.

In 1983, the second album
reflected theAnGloom movement
then taking form locally in such
bands as the Fibonaccis. The
burgeoning acoustic, techno-folk-

ie, 60*s throwback tide was cap-

tured in 198S's third installment

As a barometer of new trends.

Volume 4 of the Radio Tokyo
Tapes indicates that good things

are in store for female groups.

**The most interesting stuff I was
noticing was women,**^ James
smiles. "It has a lot to do with

attitude. Most male-oriented rock
n* roll is basically adolescent

noise. There's a certain mentality

that's very ritualized, the most
ritualized form being heavy metal.

Everybody looks and sounds
exactly the same. But as soon as

women get involved that starts

changing, because women don't

have that same backlog of rock n*

roll imagery that men do."

The alliance of the small,

underground studio and women's
groups is logical in light of their

common struggle against what
James refers to as "corporate

radio."

*ln the 60's major labels wouki
sign anything. . .in the early 80's
there was nothing at all like that,

labels woukl only sign the 'safest'

bands. And FM radio had been
absorbed into the mainstream."

So access to the market for

challenging music is provided
through the non-commercial chan-
nels of small studios like Radio
Tokyo and college radio. This has

come about, aconding to James, as

the result of recording technology

coming within the grasp of every-

one.

*Tn a sense, technology allowed
alternative music to exist" James
says. "When technology is in the

hands of the people, instead ofjust
^

the corporations, things begin to

happen."

Tilings are definitely happening
on the Volume 4 album.
The music sounds fresh. And

even a little angry — the way it

always sounds before the record

companies standardize it But
James senses a softer direction.

"I think music is moving toward
a new trend, where it will be nnoie

acoustic-oriented, nxxe spiritu-

ally-oriented. It's notjust a trend in

musk:, it's a trend in life." James
says, referring to events like the

changes in Eastern Europe. "Sys-
tems dissolve, leaving people
without a philosophical base.

People Vxk for another way to

believe and I think all that stuffs

gonna be expressed in musk:."
Ethan James is doing his own

part in this trend by ^rforming
acoustic music with his partner,

singer Erin Kenney.
But while James continues to

open new chapters in his career,

his achievement as chronk:ler of
L.A.'s alternative scene through
the Radio Tokyo Tapes assure him
of a certain fame among followers

of underground musk:.

And the power of Volume 4:

Women promises to bring him a
whole new audience above ground
as well

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cabte Ftt

ARCHIVE
From page 27

The series will conclude on Jan.

25 with Land ofDreams (1987), a

film that centers around an inter-

view with American psychiatrist

Rolk) May.
Films featured in The New

Hungarian Cinema reflect social

and politx:al change in Eastern

Europe.

The series will begin this Sat
evening at 7:30 with Sandor
Simo's Farewell to You (1987),

which examines a group of Hunga-
rians experiencing the onset of
World War Two. Peter Basco's
Banana Skin Waltz (1986), a
comedy about the life of a young
suiigeon will also be screened.

The program will continue Jan.

27 with Ferenc Teglasy's Never,

Nowhere, to No One! (1988),

about a Hungarian family strained

by post war tensions as they are

forced to relocate. Never,
Nowhere, to No One! will be
foltowed by Zsolt Kezdi-Kovac's
story of a tragic love-triangle. Cry
and Cry Again (1987) and Janos
Rozsa's Love, Mother (1986),

which satirizes the selflsh values

of a Budapest family.

The series will conclude on Jan.

28 with Pal Erdoss' Tolerance

(1986) — about a husband and
wife whose children are sent to live

with foster parents after the couple

is sentenced to prison— and Bela

Tarr's Damnation (1987)— about

a kxiely man's pursuit ofa married

bar singer.

All films will be screened at

Melnitz. For times and admission

info. caU 206-FILM.

BUZZWORD
From page 30

Snappy labels— "Star Wars" or

•'pro-democracy"— may add little

to our understanding of compli-

cated issues.

_ "I think the use of shorthand has

becomes at least as much a

liability" as an asset, media critic

Mark Heitsgaard said. "It discour-

ages any kind of nuance or

complex understanding of political

events."

KLA

MOBILE
DJ SERVICE

The Rolling

Party Unit

53 AM &
99.9

Century

Cable

FM

825-9106

ATTENTION: STUDENTS AND
RECREATION CARD HOLDERS
LOCKER RENTAL INFORMATION

;\> \()ii niny know, a iirw iockcT rmiUiI >y>lfiii lia> ir*.(.iilly Wvw iniplriiunlfti. llii> >>>lrni \\a> apiirovcd by
liic Stiidiiit ire Advisor-v Coininiltte. Revenue received from rental lees will allow the opportunity U) better

maintain loeker room I'aeilitiies. improve security, and iFiitiale locker room enhancement projects.

I-'or \()ur conveiiii'iice. \(ui can n*new your locker by payini.^ your rental fee at the JohFi Wooden Center
dunn.L( any of the following hours.

Monday-Wednesday 1():()() ani - ();()() pm
Thursdav 10:00 am - 7:00 pm
{•riday

"

10:00 am - fxOO pm
Sunday (J!iul/llh weekend) 11:00 am - 1:00 pm (>ubject to chan.ije)

\\v eiicourai^n you to nnew as soon as possible with WINTKR (a'Aim-R RENEWAL DEADLINE
rklD.W, JAMAKV 19, 1990. As an alternative lor those not renewing, day-use lockers are also available,

contents ol lockers not renewed by Januarv \\), 1900, will be stored for ?A) days, and can be claimed in the

Dance Muildin.u Locker anrl I'ciuipment Office. Please hnw^ proper identification.

Detailed "l.ocker Rental Inlormation Sheets" are available at the John Wooden Center, Sunset Canyon Recrea-

tion Center, and the Dance l>uildin,i,f and the Men's (iym h)cker and I-'quipment Offices.

\\\ Ki{MAvi\(; \i)\\< l()cki:k, vol will help rs t\ke a .\luok step i\ improving the
\PPi;.\RANCE AND (H ALllT OK THE MEN'S (iVM AND DANCE lU ILDINd LOCKER ROOMS.

Cultural and ivecreational .\ffairs....John Wooden CenttT. iS2r)-:{7()l ffi/»imi
CuiXutxi and Hrctmiianjit Alt,ii

ENDANGERED

EARTH
AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE

JANUARY 16-18, 1990; ROYCE HALL, UCLA
y-

Sponsored by the National Science Foundation

and the UCLA Center for the Study of Evolution and the

Origin of Life (CSEOL)

Richard Turcoand Virginia Scofield, Co-convenert

PREREGISTRATION FORM

Name

Department

Address

City/State

Phone

Institution

Zip

ENCLOSE: $5 STUDENT/POSTDOC/STAFF
$10 FACULTY
$15 GENERAL PUBLIC

SEND BV JANUARY 15 TO:

ENDANGERED EARTH
c/o CSEOL
5687 Geology ^uildinc,

UCLA
Los Angeles. CA 90024

(Campus mail code 156704)
I (213)825-1179

TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

ENDANGERED EARTH: AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
January 16-18. 1990; Royce Hall. UCl-A

Tuesday, 1/16

12r1:30pm

1:30 pm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:00 pm

EARTH IN JEOPARDY: CURRENT PERCEPTIONS

Conferer>ce Registration

Stephen Schneider, Natl Ctr for Atmospheric Rsch

'GloOal Climate Change'

Robert L Peters, World Wildlife Fund
'Consequences of Global Warming for Biological Diversity"

B.L Turner II, Clart( University

"Economic and Social Effects of Global Change"

Wednesday, 1/17 LESSONS FROM THE PASTAND PRESENT

9 00 am

10:00 am

1 1 :00 am

1 1 :X am

12:X pm

1:30 pm

2:30pm

3:30 pm

4:00 pm

5 00 pm

Thursday, 1/18

9:00 am

9:30 am

10:30 am

1 1 ;30 am

12.00 pm

1:00 pm

2:00 pm

J. William Schopf . UCLA
"Paleo-Environmental Change: Evolutionary Responses"

David Raup. Univ of Chicago
"Species ExtirKtions"

4;00pm

Russell W. Graham, Illinois State Museum
"Ice Age Extinctions: Climatic and human Impacts"

hinct) bfWii

George J. Gumerman, Univ of IDinots

'Early Human Irrteraction with the Environment"

Sharon Camp. Population Crisis Committee 4
"Population Growth and Global Change"

coHwbrMk

George M. Woodweli, Woods Hole

"Warming of the Earth: New Perspectives on Biotic Impoverishment"

Andrew Dobson, Princeton Univ

'Parasites, Pests and Primates in a Changing World"

STRATEGIES AND RESPONSES TO GLOBAL CHANGE

Jean Audouze, ScierK:e Advisor to President of France

"Global Change: A European Vision*

Roger Revelle, UC San Diego

"Science and Policy in the Face of Global Change"

Harold Mooney, Stanford Univ

'National and International Programs"

coHoa braak

Jared Diamond, UCLA
"Adaptation to Change: A Biological Option?"

kwchbfMk.., >- .

,_, _^ _^- : ,

-.

Panel Discussion: UNIVERSnY OF CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS AND
PLANS

Moderator: Raymond Ohrbach. UCLA
Participants; Richard Berk, UCl>

Noreen Oowling, UC Davis

Michael Ghll, UCLA
Alexandre Quintaniiha, Lawrence Berkeley Lab
Sherwood Rowland, UC Irvine

David SImonett, UC Santa Barbara

Richard Somervllle, UC San Diego

Departure '
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Counseling Psychology
Master's Degree
Now Accc-pliny Applicalioiiii Tor Fnll, lOthl

Aiouii ofSpccialiutliun:

U Mamago, Family, mii<1 Child Cuuiibdiiiu (M;^^(^(: l.iniMiu)

Li Ocncral (^lunttclint;

(J TrcutiiM.nl (if Oiumitui Dependency

Name

.

I'honu

.

Addivaut.

Return u> LOYOLA MARYMQIJNT
U N J V E R S I f~~"Y

Graduate Diviaion • I^yola Blvd. at Wu«t (MHh Street

lios Aneclua, California 90045 • lltonc (213) 642-2721

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFnC SCH • • 1
UCi^ Student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-399 J
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

»i

a:

NEE0 CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNlJT
CRYO BANK

824-9941

COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT- - -

Mliii
per most
'discs

lOOO's Of Used CD's

i$1 OFF
I

Dttf titto

j
ANY NEW OR USED CO

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

NEED
CASH?
WE BUY

$1 OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CD
SALES ITEMS EXaUOED

08

OPEN 7 DAYS lOAM-IOPM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVD. 1221 WILSHIRE BLVD.
WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILION) SM (NEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCLID)

UCLA GYMNASTICS '90
SEASON OPENER~JAN. 12 VS. UCSB & MINNESOTA (WC)-7PM

(L to R): Jennifer Greenhut, Natalie Britton, Renee Kelly, Paula Rasmussen. RhondaFaehn, Laura fJeustedter, KimHamilton,

JillAndrews, Shawn McGinnis, Yolande Mavity, Catherine Yoshino, AmyThorne, GinaPesce, Carol Ulrich, Michelle Hunt.

1990 UCLA WOMEN'S HOME SCHEDULE:

Fri., Jan. 12 UCSB & Minnesota (WC)
Fri., Jan. 26 California (WC)
Sat., Feb. 24 UCLA Invitational (PP)

(UCLA, CSUF, Penn. St., ..

New Mexico) —^
*Washington (WC) ^
NCAA Regionals (WC)

UCLA STUDENT INFORMATION:

•Students Free With ID/Reg Card.
•Free Posters at First Meet.

Fri., Mar. 2
Sat., Apr. 7

Call (213) UCLA-101 for ticket information.

Call 825-7333 for 24 hr. Sportswire Results.

,j'

Home meets begin at 7pm. (PP)"Pauley Pavilion (WC)-Wooden Center

*Men's-Women's Double Dual

Sundance

I IIW!"ff

A<6y^

Film

Cinemateque
doesFonnan
retropective
By Jim Pickrell

Staff Writer

Film director Milos Fonnan,

best known for his films Valmont,

Amadeus & One Flew Over the

Cuckoo's Nest will be saluted with

a retrospective series sponsored by
the American Cinematheque. The
Cinematheque is a non-profit

cultural organization designed to

celebrate the moving picture

through screenings and other

events.

Films to be screened this

weekend (Jan. 12, 13, 14) include

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,

Hair& Amadeus. Forman, a native

of Czechoslovakia, will be
appearing for questions after each
of the events.

There will also be screenings of
sevCTal of the director's lesser

known Czechoslovakian woiks,

which include Taking Off, The
Fireman's Ball, The Loves of a
Blonde and Black Peter. All

screenings vvill be at the Director's

Guild in Hollywood.
For more information, call the

American Cinematheque at 461-

9622.

KELLY
From page 29

tralian country music is very

similar to Amoican country mus-
ic," Kelly continues. **Of course.

Slim Dusty has a very strong

Australian accent, and he*s writing

about Australian things, but musi-

cally it's very similar to American
country. Country music is such a

defined style that if it was some-
thing else you would call it

something else.**

**So Much Water So Close to

Home** seems noticeably slower

than Kelly's previous albums. "It

just kind of turned out that way,"
Kelly admits. "We had hoped it

would be a little more dancey, but a

couple of the songs that we were
working on that were more in that

vein didn't really come out as well

as we hoped. "South of Germany"
was a song that was sort of on the

reserve bench. Then there was this

song "Hard Love" that we were
doing thatwas sort of a dance song,

we tried it every way we could, and
it just didn't work. "South of

Germany" came on the record, and
it seemed to just tilt the balance of

the whole record. We just put what
we thought were the strongest

songs on the album, and if that's

the way it turned out, so be it"

idA
Bruin Radio

530 AM

99.9 Century
»

Cable FM
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Classified
DAILY BRUIN Classified

1 12 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

INFO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
Tht manig«m«nt rtstrvts th« continuing right to chingt, rtclassify, rtvis* or

rajod any classifiod advortisamtnt not mMting tho standards of tha Daily Bruin

CLASSinED RATES
Daily. 15 words or lees S4.25
Daily, each additional word $0.27
Weekly, 1 5 words or less $15.00
Weekly, each additionaJ word $1.00
Display ads-student rate/col.-lnch $8.00

Display ads- local rate/cot.-incti $9.45

ClassitMd Un« Ads:
1 working day in advance by noon

Classified Display Ads:

2 working days in advance by noon

IUmcIwcIu piyible to Mm UCLA Daily Bruin

Tha ASUCLA Communicaban* Bo«d (utty luppotli tw Unvwdty ot Calikxna't pohcy on nond>tamr\a-
lion No medium thtH aocapl a&imtimmtnt* w^icti pr»(«ni p«f(on« ot any otigMi. cac*. ttttgton. a«« or

•a>ual orianlBbon n a damaanng way or Mnpty ttat tfiay are Imitad lo powlon*. capatebtaa. fo*a« 0( Mama
in (ooely Nmtyti tia Daity Brum nor Vta ASUCLA Communicaaons Board hat inveaigatad any ot t)a
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FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
^^ LAKERS S-S^c?

Theatre: PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, (Not Cheap)
Frm D*lumry'$ Phitotop^y: aw awrr ttoHad U t9SS ty UCIA itudtrntt and eontmu* to tmpioy UCLA
MitdimU. Wi provid* FFiK DELIVKRY to aavoiu on emmput. W* offtr Hard to §it maU vd pru»» Mow
hmtM to all UCIA jterfaniA fff. o^ f*»*ty A«* a»yiu kAo *a* umd a« ho^rt amf Uttymtll till

>oa M« oamt, Utat a/kaa it fawn la our UCIA elionU, mt eaat b* booL Quolot art frm, m giot u* a
emlL Ramamkir U imiUioH youYi f^m UCIAIII

FAX # 472-3013
(213)205-0838

Student* Helping Students
(always have and always will)

Visa/MC accepted

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current rag. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82&O8S0

"A" L«vel, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Contor

ASUCLA 'StudwK Employw raoaivc

•Hwr 4 hours \mmm with pay or the

fiiMl lickaL W* cannol award both.

Concert rickets

GEORGE WINSTON ticket. Front row on
keyboard tide. Sat. i»i.20th. Best offer. Eves

(21 3)665-2651.

Good Deals

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

HoUifwood Piano Awrfaf Company
462-2329 463-6569

FIRST PARTY OF THE DECADE

DON'T MISS IT!

~ TONIGHT 9:30

For only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1

GRADUATE STUDENTS
ON CAMPUS HOUSING:
OPENINGS AVAILABLE

Graduate students Interested In residing

on campus in MIra Hftrshey Hail for

Winter and Spring Quarter should

contact the UCUk On Campus Housing

Assignment Office In the Business

Enterprises Building in order to apply.

270 DeNeva Drivt

(mxt to RIeber Hall)

(213) 825-4271

Monday - Friday

8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Free 8

FREE demo of natural nail borxiing system that

will last and make your nails strong ar>d

beautiful in minutes. Call Marlene
(213)474-3668 (eveninjcs and nixhts).

Miscellaneous

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwi^ve,

Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Savvtelle. (213)312-0092.

Akokalka AaoaraMM Mtdlag
Mob DiKuoion. Tnort Book Study
Pti Step Study, AU 3S25 12: 15- 1:15

TtMi n-l-U", Wed Dtocanion
NPI CS538 12:10-1KX)

For alooiiBlos or bidividuab who have a

drinking prablcm

(213) 3«7-tSl«

Personal 10

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MA. MFCC INTER IMF1 5339. SLID-

ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/

VmQL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

UCLA CAMPUS CHOK For faculty staff V
ITumnX director Stephanie Henry, accepting

new members for Winter Quarter. Call Karen

King (213)828-8353, For information &
appolntmint.

Patrushka
i Feliz Cumpleaflos!

Happy 2l« "baby, baby'l

In His Love,

Ann, Diane, Kristi, Julie

AXA
1 St Little Sister Party

of 1990
-

Uonight lQ:3()_pra
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RUSH CHI PHI
TONIGHT irS

A-TAD—BIT—MORE—EXQUISITE—FOOD
THAN NORMAL NITE
THAT'S RIGHT-TONIGHT

7:30-9:30
at the

NORTH CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
Rnri 22

THE NEWEST FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS WILL BE
THERE TO ANSWER OUESTIONS AND REQUESTS 1
WHILE OFFERING THEIR OWN INTERESTING TIDBITS^
OF INFO EXPERIENCE THE THRILL OF POSSIBLY CON-
TRIBUTUNG TO THE FUTURE OF A NEW FRATERNITY
WHILE MAKING HISTORY IN THE PROCESS

CHI PHI: A NOVEL TWIST ON AN
AGE-OLD IDEA

TOP 5 THINQSTO LOOK
FORWARD TO IN THE 90'S

#5 DEMOCRACY IN

EASTERN EUROPE
#4 GRADUATION (hopefullly)

#3 NORIEGA BEHIND BARS
#2 FUNNIER ZBT ADS—

—

#1 ZBT'S LITTLE SISTER
DECADE KICKOFF BASH

TONIGHT 9:30

at ZBT
Committed to a decade of excellence!

. Sweatshirts Still Available

WELCOME BACK
BASH !

DON'T GO ON THE ALL GREEK
WITHOUT A HANGOVER...

START THE WEEKEND OUT RIGHT!

TONIGHT 10 P.M.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
is proud to present its candidates for the

1990 Violet and Rose Court
Kristen Brunson Colleen SheUey Christie Ortega

Shawna Equils Roxanne Sanchez
Lisa Bardon Lynda Schomberg
Marilou Delmundo Cyndi Schoner
Eitiily Miller Lori Dittman
J^ajthy Hardesty Tina Prost

Kelly Motske
Alison Bibicoff

Wendy D'Allard
Cristie Isaacson
Lori Katsakos
Wendy Palmer

XAM LIL' SISTERS
BBQ at 5:00

BB Game at 7:30

Party afterwards

Any quest ions?...Good!
Come join us!

in PRESENTS... 1990 LITTLE SISTER RUSH

TONIGHT LITTLE SISTER PRE—RUSH MANIA —
. 9:00

TUES. 1/16: RUSH KICK—OFF 9:00 P.M. SHARP!!!
WED. 1/17: CHAMPAGNE^DINNER &^OOM" PARTIES
THUR. 1/18: sn SNOWBALL PARTY HOSTED BY

ERIC OLSEN - 9:00 P.M. SHARP!!

CHAIRMEN: DAVE 824-9680 ED 824-5862
HOUSE 208-9131

il
"BACK TO SCHOOL

BLOW OUT"
FESTIVITIES BEGIN AT 9:30

AO
ivouid like to wish the best of luck to Delta Zeta and

Ajue encourage allUCLA u;omen to QOTQREEK

Alpha Chi Omega
congratulates

Laura Mekren

and
Dwight Hotchkiss

on their

engagement.

Your sisters

L
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WELCOME BACK

PHI KAPP LITTLE SISTERS
Start the quarter and the 90's

ott with a bang!

Little Sister Party tonight 10:00

There are only a tew sweatshirts

eft so get them before they're gone.

AO PLEDGES!
Your inspo days are almost done,
We hope youVe had a lot of fun

Now soon our secrets you will learn
of sisterhood you all have earned—

See you all tonight!!

P.S. Did you like your visitors?

. |Je4«fe/active 1990
-fchJhkff oill the ti<JssrbjlTf??eSo^

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

EARN $150- Vduntecr females with regulv
mcnttruai qrde* not on birth control p«lls

wanted for sleep evaluation study. Subjects

will need to sleep in the Harbor UCLA sleep

center for 4 nigfiU durii^ one month. Call

Linda 825-2452

FEMALE SURVIVORS NEEDED FOR DOC-
TORAL STUDY ON FATHER-DAUGHTER
INCEST.Pl£AS£ CONTACT HOLLY MERCY
AT (618)772-1070.

'Hyperactive Boys with attentiorul problems,

7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive S20 and a free devclopmerMal evalua-

tion. (213)e25-0392.'

r«ED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch

CarwHjt be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x

daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. S35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825 9792.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have

a scientific learning experience.
(213)e25-0392.'

'f^onrtal, hj^lthy adults, 18-22 years needed
for audiovisual research at UCLA. Subjects will

be paid. (213)825-0392.

"PSYCHOTHERAPY, on a sliding-scale basis,

it available to women, between the ages of

25-45 throudi the Psychosocial Research

Project, an amiiate of the Institute for Clinical

Social Work. For further information, call

Nick] Sekely at (213)826-4256.

STUDY SUB^CTS-Wanted for six month pre-

menstrual syrKkome study entailing blood

sampling and administration of nalaxone or

placebo. Study pays $100. If you are ages

18-40, have pnrw, or no symptoms premenstru-

ally, have regular periods and are not on the

pill, call Linda 825-2452

What Does
Noriega

Panama Punch
and
UCLA

Have In Common?!?
'^tJBd V 'SUV

Come Celebrate
Noriega's arrest.

AT

Welcome to the Jungle
Party.

Thursday 9:00

Health Services 22

WANTED 100 people. Will pay you to lose

weight. All natural. 100% guaranteed.
(213)281-7484.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/T^HERAPY CROUP.
Carir>g, dynamic environnient to explore fanv
ily, career, relationships, self esteem, co-
deperKiency, arxi issues invoh^ing personal
transition. Lisa Frankel MFCC. (21 3)398-9385.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited opening! available NOW

Dr. Maik Boman. Clinical

Piycfaologist,

eating ditoider Ktocialist. Individual
appointmenu avaiUble. (213)655 6730

Opportunities 26

Research Subjects 12 Sperm Donors

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

19

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: PersisUnt.

painful Jaw |oint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problen« 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 625-9792.

UCLA LliS undergrads Wanted for interview.

Study regarding being Subject to Dismissal. $7.

Call Ron (213X312-0186 fcif mfa.

NEED EASY MONEY77
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

HemQCore
*iii Van Null 5 Btvd Sherman 0^k«van "iuiis tjiv

> »,r ^w" -i»8n app(

Help Wanted 30

Research Subjects 12

Students ¥ Professionals

EARN $30-40-50

National Marketing

Researcti Co seeks

consumers to discuss

their opinions on new
products + services.

Call (213) 645-1700

EARN $300
Males 21-40 yrs. old

needed for

studies involving pre-

scrip>tion

and over the counter
drugs.

For Information call:

(213) 390-8483
WeeMays 9am - 3pnrY

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Fen\ales (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exan\, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.— Can (213) 854-4951.
' ^

80 B€D Board & Care Home, Beverly Fairfax

area, seeki full-time activity coordinator. Some
related experience helpful. Future psycholo-
ti$ts,sock>iogists, and social workers pre-

Jerred. Some administrative duties required.

Good driving record. Our clients are 2O-60
and some older adults. $6/hr. to start. Call Mr.
Hirsch at (213)937-4856 daytime.

AAA: Three full-time clerical positions in the
degree section of the Registrar's ofTwe. Hours
at M—F. S-Spm. Accurate typing skills, CRT
experience, and Wordperfect skills a plus.

Salary range is $1M6-1934/month. Good
benefits. Call Judy at (213)206-0465.

ABIE TO MARKET? Need someone with own
car, Saturday mornings to do errands arwl

fnarketing in Brentwood for faculty family
living ncv UCLA. $1(Vhr. ($20-25 minimum).
RcfanmcM. Leave mesuge at (213)208-3134
wHth best times to reach you.

ACCLIRATE 60+%vpm. Secfctar)^mokkcepcr.
Wofdprocewing, camputirww* patew bmri^
experience prefen«d. IS hn^^k, flexible

Weitwmd Village, Dr. Frank (213)208-5550
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Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS, ANXIOUS
MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL

You must be age 18 or oider experiencing these symptoms for at
least 1 month and in relatively' good health. Volunteers will receive
a brief exam, in order to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers

may be paid up to $400 00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

DIABETES/NUTRITION RESEARCH
for men and women aged 25-70 with diabetes on no medication for a 2
month study.

BREAST FLUID/NUTRITION RESEARCH
for women aged 40^ with or without breast disease, who can make an 18
month commitment to follow a low fat diet and exercise plan.

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
for healthy, overwent men and women aged 20^, who can make a 2
year commitment to follow an exercise plan, with either a low fat diet, or
a low fat diet and a liquid meal replacement product.

by UCLA's Division of Clinical Nutrition
call (213) 476-6367 anytime

"

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

TALK IS M)T CHEAP...
. . .when you work as a Telemarketing

Representative for The Times. Earn

hourly wages plus generous commissions

by working part-time Get the details by

calling: (213) 314-1233.

The new faster-format

Co$ Anac^ce S^imce
>''x*J

)^- -.

AFTERNOONS during ichool, fulltime durir^
vacatiorw, iibaral arU majon prcfcrred, Wat-
wood Sporting Goods Company, 1 065 Cayley
Ave. Wertwood Village.

ANALYTICAl. Laboratory has positions avail-

able for: A part-time beginning science major
(S6.1 yftn), and a full-time bench chemist (start

$8.34Aw.). Will train. Apply in person to Philip

Straus Factor 10-633.

ARCHITECTUAL drafting and design needed.
P/T Cilberton Arch, and design.
(213)471-6996.

ASST. MGR Basicin robbim yogurt and ice

cream, full/part lin>e, days/nights/w«eekefyfc,

Westwood villiage and westside locations,

Scott (213)20ft-a04e.

ATHLETIC CLUB needs childcare help.

1 5-20hrs. ind fitness staff experience or kines

major. (213)829-6636.

BABYSITTER/Mothers helper for 2 UCLA pro-

fessors with toddler. 20 hrs/wk. until June.

Laurel Canyon area. Need a%vn car, experi-

ence, references. Good pay. (21 3)654-7999 or

(213)825-7616.

BEVERLY CINEMA needs candy counter help.

Evenings, some weekends. Call
(213)660-1342 or (213)932-9689.

BH pharmacy needs afternoon delivery per-

son. $6fiv. plus mile^*. PT^. Should have
own car. (213)859-3867.

BIOCHEMICAL TECHNICIAN: part-time/ full-

time, protein purification, HPLC, Quantitative

ELISA, Column Chromato^aphy, SOS-PAGE.
Call Nancy (213)825-6521.

CACAO. SnuU caWartfitlwyiMka energetic

aNTURY CITY law IWm rmedt r«ltable PA
mtMenger. Tuesdays and Thundy. Must
have car. $7Air. mileage. C*lf Oonr>a
(213)679-9494.

CHIDREN'S BOTIQUE. Beverly Hills F/T-PA
sales, experierwx needed. Some computer
knowledge helpful. AQUARELLE.
(213)271.5291.

COMPUTER hardware & software sales. Ex-

perience preferred. High commision. Elite

Systems. (213)315-9450.

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, 9-1 . $€^. plus

mileage. Must have car and insurance.

(213)477-4479.

OaiVERY DRIVERS wanted immediately,

$5^ -f $1/del -t- food ¥ tips. Contact John.

Westwood El Polio Loco between 10 and 3.

Must have transportation, insurance.
(213)824-7776.

DELIVERY drivers needed for Westside service

$7-1 2Air. Assistant manager position available

as well. (213)829-3000.

EXaUSIVE BEVERLY HILLS Direct Marketing

Company. Needs full-time assistant with ex-

cellent secretarial skills, computer, telephone

poise. Call Toni at (213)852-1821.

DELIVERY DRIVERS needed. Westwood WLA
area. Good pay plus tips. Call 447-9470.

DENTAL receptionist. Westwood Orthodon-
tist. T-Th. Will train. (21 3)208-8273.

DISPATCHER. F/T positions available. Flexible

hours 7am, 6pm, ar)di|raveyard. Good phone
voice. Previous e>q^ pref. SUrt $7.5C^r.
Angela (213)829-9811.

^__
DRIVER F/T, P/T. Clean DMV. %6flyr. CuWer
City. Mrs Gciffin (213)559-8823 Vehicle
provided. ^^^
DRIVER/messenger needed. FT/PT.
(213)837-5200.

DRIVER wanted. M&W aftemoons, hours
flexible. $1Q|^, negotiable. To drive two
girls to classes in SanU Monica. Must have
own car.insurance, good driving record. Call

(213)393-2495, before 10pm.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY needed 1 8-22 hours/
week, flexible, $9-12^r. Knowledge Of word-
perfect required. Ask for Arlene
(213)470-3555 Westwood

FAST, EXPERIENCED friendly cashier needed
for busy club. Excellent pay. (213)477-7550.

FILE CLERK; warehouse. F/T, P/T. Filing of

medical records. Accuracy important. Call

Mrs. Griffin (213)559-8823. Culver City,

S6/hr.

FILING clerk needed for busy law finn in

Century City. Must be available 15-20 hr^
week. Call Rose at (213)557-0444 for an

interview.

GARDENER/HANDYMAN needed pA for

8-unit apartment. 539-531 M Clenrock.
Gladys, (213)938-2391 (day), (213)839-8164

(eves, weekerxfe).

GENERAL clerical, excellent on phone, good
handwriting' printing, 20-25 hrs^^, $5, great

surroundings. 937-4544.

GRAPHIC design center seeking computer
graphics trainee. Paste-up, desi^ arK^ PC
experierK:e a plus. Norvsmoker. $7Air. Lou,

(213)478-5510.

GREAT fOB. AssisUnt to Director of beach
oriented day camp ar>d High Sierra campout.
PT now, FT summer. Must be 21 by Jurw,

experienced with chikiren, water sports, office

woric. $7/hr. plus. (213)826-7000.

GROCERY clerk F/T or P/T eves and weekends.
Apply Westside Market. 11031 SM Blvd be-

tween lOam-lpm, or call (213)477-3216.

HOUSEKEEPER. 4-5 days a week in Tarzana. 3
year oU girl. EnglisM^rench speaking housc-
hoki. (818)705-1317. Lillian.

INFORMATION/ DATA OPERATKDNS. P»t-
time, 8-15 hour^wk, very flexible schedule.

Comfortable with computers. Functional user

capable of problem solving. Should have:

basic knowledge of Lotus 123 or similar

spreadsheet; DBasell or Alpha 3; Quickan or

other bookkeeping package. Prefer someorte
with basic accounting course, good commu-
nicalfons skills. Knowledge of WordPeriact
helpful. Sense fo humor marwiatory. Small,

busy, family-like office. Good houriy w^.
Call Barbara Saltzman. (213)479-3249.

30 Help Wanted 30

SUMMER JOBS

-^ GIRLS CAMP iJAIMC

ALLMTANCE MUST LOVE KJbt iM»
IUV6«CnjL IN ONE OF tVE FOLLOWMO

AcnvmES:
ARCHMY. ARTS A CRAFTS. BASEBALL

"KSKETBALL, BKIYCLINQ.
CHEERlfAOINa OANCE, ORAMA DRUMS.
FENCWQ, QOLF, GUITAR, QYMNASTC8.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. lO^RATE.
LACROSSE. NATURE. SAILBOAROINQ.
SAILING, SCUBA, SOCCER, TENNIS^

TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEGHTS. ¥V600.
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINAOU,

5 GLEN LANE. UAUARONEOi, NY. 10643.
(914)361-8963.

WOUEN CALL OR WRITE: CAUP VEQA.
P.O. BOX 1771. DUXBURV. AM. 02332

(617)934-6636.

service help. Call Eric, (21 3)473-51 66.

COMPUTER consulting fimn looking for exper-

ienced software programmer in DBASE lan-

guage. Call for interview, (213)670-7124. Aak
for Okke or Chris.

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/
MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

ntern at major
P,R, firm in

Ho lywood
No pay but great

opportur^ity to

learn & gain

experience.

Call Stephanie

COMPUTER retail store needs office help.

ExperierKcd k professional. Phorws, filing,

bookkeeping. P/T M-F. $7.50/hr.
(213)479-7995.

ACTIVISTS
Be part of the 1990

' elections. SANE/FREEZE.
the nation's foremost peace
and justice lobby, is putting

disarmament and non-

intervention on the ballot.

Get trained in grassroots

organizing. We're hiring staff

immediately. Progressive

atmosphere, rapid

advancement, sal. pt/ft/eves.

Calf 213-938-3470 (213) 659-6400

INTERNS NEEDED: Office of asMmblymen
Tom Mayden, possible credit, valuable exp.

(213)303-2717.

INTERNS needed: office of assemblyman Tom
Hayden, possible credit, valuable expericrKe.

(213)393-2717. -

KNOW BODIES. Exercise and Danceiwear is

presently seeking [J( employees who are

motivated and willing to work. Exp. Prefieried
but not required. Flexible hours and great

working conditions. $5^r. depending on exp.

Northridge (818)349-9104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Park (818)784-0374 -

ask for manager. West LA (81 8)704-5454 - ask

for leff or Mike after 1 pm.

LAB HELPER: Chemistry or Biology major
preferred. General lab helper duties, analytical

procedures, isolation chemistry procedures,

bioassays on mice. Call Nancy
(213)625-&521.

LAW CLERK. Part-time, flexible hours. This is

an excellent opportunity!! (213)393-5000.

LAW OFFKX receptionist needed, 1 5-20 hr^
wk. %7hi. Ask Ipr AHene (213)470-3555.

Westwood.

LIBRARY assistant. Flex. PT, $7Air. IBM PC
. with wordprocessing, library exp. MainUin,
journal records^ routing ships, mall, on-line

searching ^. (213)820-2200 ext. 125.

LIBRARY CLERK. Permanent part4ime. Cen-
tury Gty Law firm. Seeks bright detail-oriented

Indh^ldual to work 20 hr^A. Sfl^. Morning
hours preferred. PC & typing skills helpful.

Ptease call Fieki, afteny)ons (213)553-2900.

MEDKIAL Lab has a part-time opening for a
student in accessioning department. Position

will involve patient data entry and specimen
entry processing. CRT experience essential.

Sciencx major preferred. Flexible hours, but
Saturday rotation required. Call Fay at

(818)345-6503, 10-3pm.

MESSENGERS. Westwood taw finn has open-
ings for part-time 20 hre/wk messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car, ir>surarK£, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541 after 2pm.

MOTHERS HaPER. M-Th. 3-8pm. Help w/
one 6 yr.oU girl, errands etc. Must drive own
car, references. (213)550-0207.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Wednesday or Thursday
afterrxxjns. Market, drive, cook. RefererKes

necessary. Pay per hour. (213)475-0292.

NEED a student with car, 3 day^ivk. M^"
3-6pm, to pick-up from school anid tutor 6 & 9
yr. old boys. Day (213)386-8440 x4S7. Eve.

(213)395-5509. SanU Monica.

NEED HELP with children. Light secretarial

work. 15 hrsAivk. Word processing skills if

possibte. (213)454-9312.

NUTRITK>N COMPANY is seeking a model
for photography. Pay negotiable.
(213)479-1050.

OFFia ASSISTANT for architectural fimi in

WLA. Pleasant and professional environment.
20-30 hr/wk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, wmd processing arvi general office

dUles. (213)479-4873.

ON CAMPUS study while you woH<, selling

earrings. Flexible hours $5.75^our. Call Tony
(213)466-8470.

PART-TIME general office. Ffexible hours.

M-F. Close to UCLA. (213)444-9776.

*

*
*

•

•

••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••

•

Valet Pafftaifstl

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

reqiMf
Earn TOP OijLLAR.

4i3.69ar

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
Paid Training.

Flexible day & evening
hours available.

Sharpen your
communication si^ilJs &
strengthen your resume.

Can the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

PART-TIME. Telephones, order taking, some
computer, various other jobs relating to a
Cif(/Cookie Co. A4-F, 2-5:30. Must have car. $6
to start. (213)477-4479.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to lady executive must
be bright, energetic, competent. Requires er-

rands, shopping, typing, filing mornings, ger^

eral assistant. Good pay, some mornings. Call

before noon, (213)459-2422.

PRC^ECTIONIST. PT, experienced 35mm,
16mm for the Beverly Cinema. Call 660-1 342
or 932-9689.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings and weekends.
Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

P/T DATA ENTRY, Westwood accounting firm,

flexible hours, good money. Ask for Mike
(21)4704500.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

SSXXVhr. Raise alter 1 month, biterest/ know-
ledge in films preferred. Videoteque. Paul/

Dennis (213)824-9922.

P/T office assistant/receptionist for Tuesdays
and Thursdays at Brentwood consulting firm.

Pleasant phone manner, kits of energy, and
gpod sense of humor desired light typing,

copying, other general office chores. Must
have car and insurance for local errands. Great

location, close to campus. Call Marty
(213)6200900.

PT. SALES. Great job with flexible hours for PT
retail in Brentwood Women's health club.

Experienced only. Call Jackie (213)826-7446.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT for successful

broker, opportunity, data entry, Westside.

Part-time, flexible. Call
\tH (213)207-0778.

RECEPTIONIST needed P/T.
(213)652-7446. Ask for Hector.

Call

'RECEPTIONIST. Brentwrnid Ait Gallery. Full

or part-time positfon, telephones, data entry,

word processing. Great opportunity.
(213)820^511.

RECEPTIONIST Weshwood law offices. Mon,
Wed; 9-5. Can do homeworic on job.

(213)624-4000.

REaPTIONIST, p^, flex, hrs., must file, post,

type. Good appeararKe and phone skills.

Encino. Good salary. (816)3338.

RECEPTIONIST, PT needed. Sunny Beveriy
Hilk office. Medium phorws, somewhat flexi-

ble hours, pak< pariting. (213)274-0051.

RETAIL HARDWARE partAulUtime. Brent-

wood kication. Fringe benefits, pleasant woHc-
ing conditions. Call Mrs. Richards,
(21 3)476.2864.

RETAl SALES. F/f and P/T. TucMlay thru

Saturday. Wage depends on experience.
(213)274-7576. After 10:30am.

SAUNC INSTRUCTOR, 25-28 ft. cmislng
sailboats weekertdi now, fulltinte summer
1-600-225-9 776.

SECRETARY^Oerical, PT, light word process-
in^ genvai office, flexible hours. S6.50%tart.^

Brentwood CPA't. (213)826-1360.

Telecomfnificalion Soidtor needed.

Flexible hours.

Great bonus plan.

State Farm Insurance
Sean (213)473-0141

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QU|CK
CASHtt Private session
tUI llpm (213)874-4696

$10-20/hr
Part-time, flexible hours
Excellent experience

call Steve
(213) 473-4797

must have good
reliable transportation.

Prefer motorcycle.
For Part-Time

call 213-463-8181

Gorgeous Models.
For major clients In Chicago
and Mew Yorlc. Must have a
good look and also a good
body. For audition, caff for
appointment (213)463-8181.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Hitfhest wages paid *

* Health bnirance *

• Ftill A Part time •

* Fkocfble Hours *

• Men; Women,
Students.

Musicians, etc.
*

Call ^13} 453-1817

^mmt

~~ry - -,'

Help Wanted

;s'

SECRETARY, PT. Exceiknt vMirdpcrfect ikilif.

$13^. DOE. ExacUivw search flmi In SanU
Monica. (213)629-7022.

SHOW apartment bulldir^ p»t-time Job.
Study vvhile you're working. Good pay and
bonus. Good hours. Leave messace
(213)396-1904. "

SPAINBH, bi-lir^ual lndividual,«vord pro-'

oesiiOg experience, good typing skills. Hours
flexible. $7.S(Vhr. Near c^npus. Wilshirv &
Westwood. Law office, Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0461.

SUMMER management internship intervle«M
now taking place. Cain valuable experience
managing a team of empkiycss, customers,
«id supplien. Sucoesful will undergo exten-
sh« management training. Awrage summer
eamingi range to lOk Call Student Pdnim
1-600426-6441 far more Wxkt.

TEACHR 1. RECREATION Cour«ek)r needed
for dter school chiU care prqpwn. Westwood
area. Starting S7^r li up, depcndii^ on
experience. ECO units a murt. Call l^flrs. Jones
(213)474-9976.

THE BIGG CHtl Frozen Yot«urt kMking for
friendly, energetic people. Evcnir^ counter
hdp/hi|^ manaiter. Lany, (213)475-1070.

UCLA STU0ENT5I Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service. $6.34/hf
plus InOenUvc increases. No experience
necessary. We schedule wound your civses.
Gwrn by or call Martha at (213)625-7686.

UPSCALE FFFNESS STUDIO looking forweight
trainer to rent spac^ teach privates. Experi-
gncc a must Laura. (213)204-2550.

VISUAL MERCHANDISER. Specialty outdoors
' stores seeks creative, seif-mothfated Indlvl-

dual. leff or Cathy. (213)473-4574.

Job Oppodunities 32

ARE YOU INEXPERCNCED but willing to
learn? If you're self motivated, deUil oriented,
organized, dependable, and have good tele-

phone skills, we'll teach you the rest. Compu-
ter Co. in Santa Monica looking for sales

assistant. Good salary, excellent benefits, free

parking. Call Ms. Sax (213)829-9696.

ARTBT/MIUSTRATORS needed for animation
project. No experience necessary. Call Rooer:
(213)627-5162.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Covcmmcnt Jobs-yo^
area. $1 7,640-569,465. Call 1 -602.83S4665.
Ext R aosg

CLAIMS folfow-up (Medical offkc. Part-timeJ
Good phone personalky, good wHh numbers,
experience. Call Trudy (213)4504)205 or
(213)553-6440.

EXCITING AND REWARDING STUDENT JOB
AVALABU. LCLA AMBULANCE PERSON-
Na NEEDED. Applkations being accepted
from LA County certified EMT-IAs for posi-

tions staffing the UCLA Medical Center Trarw-

port AmbuTarKC. The ambulance provides

neonaUl, pediatric, matemai care and inter-

hospiUl transportation to hundreds of patients

annually. Work cfoseiy with doctors md
nurses on the transport team and gain experi-

•noi in patient care. Full time UCLA student
status and availability of 15 hr^wk r«)uircd.
Pick up applicatfons at UCLA police station, or
call Mike at (21 3)206-8866 for more informa-
tkm. For information on Emergency Medical
Technician trainir^ call (213)206^176.

FEMALE to %Mirk as behavior thcr^st with
autistk girl in her home. 50 hnAno. at Siyfv.

Call Ross (213)649-0499.

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLIC HEALTH wanted to «M>rk in newly
created posltkm ofMarketir^ Analyst in Radfo-

kiglcal Sciences Department Position will

primarily focus on conducting market resewch
via hospMal records and interviews. Will also

perform analysis to smIsI ki development of
marketing and business plans for the depwt-
mcnt andassist in determirMtlon ofapporpriale
product line management strategies. 14-20
hours per week, flexible, t9.4Vv. HealthcMe
and maikeUng SKparienoe desirable, contact

Kan BeWmnMt al (213)625^800.

NEEDED: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, p^
time (10 hnhM. to pro-am experiments for

Ihe acquisltfon and processing of ohysfologtaal
me isuras and on-line control of devkss and
tfmuli usir^ ASYST Iw^^. Knowlefl^ of

ASYST Mdfor FORTH ESSENTIAL. Exparienea
wNh similar oompular applicatkins dsalribla.

Call DavM Shapiro, Ph.D., (213)625-0232.

LmtgttmHn^ Study of

Gay mid BI$eMual Mmi

Ifiterviewer needed for

structured interviews

on campus- AIDS related

research. Must have

nexit)le schedule with

evenings availability

Master's level- clinical

experience preferred.

Part-Ume-$11.42/hr.

Dr. Kefneny 206-3103.

PART-TIME. Real estate office; Macintosh

knowledge required. Hours flexible West-
"mwk Investments, (213)936-6205, Layne.

PROGRAMMER, foil-time. Requires BASIC,

IBM PC experience. Call Dan at

(213)207-0466. >
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KT ASSISTANT—major entertainment public
relatfons finn seeks smart assistant, type 50
wpm, creative writing, mxi phone skills.

Knowledge of entertainment industry. 25-30
hrs/Wk. Call Steph»<le, (213)659-6400.

STUDENTS: Opportunity now! BuiW ongoing
income on 1 0OO'^mnth In yourspare time. No
selling required. Call 1-600-52fr.3196.

THE IXIA Dntg Abuse Research Group has a
positfon open for a Project Director for a
NIDA-funded 5- year study of AIDS conUin-
mant amof>g I.V. drug users in methadone
maintenance. Housed at LICLA Md In MM
treabnent centers. Supervises 4 clinical md
research sUlT, design res^arcK Interview re-

search subjects, monitor study, write reports
and plan interventions. This is m excellent
opportunity to combine resevdi and sdenUflc
publkatfon with clinical experience In »i
important effort designed to help slow the
spread of AIDS. Starts ASAP. Send CV, list of 5
refererKxs and representative pubiicatkirw to:

M. Douglas Anglin, Ph.D., Director, UCLA
Oug Abuse Research jGroup, IIOOGIendon
Avenue, Suite 763i Los Angeles, CA.
90024-3511. (213)625-9057.

Internships 34

ESTABLISHED Ulent ^encv ofiierii>g Intern-

ships. Minimum 8 hr. weddy commitment.
Contact Debra, (213)465-7522.

INTENSIVE film internship avail, for orgyiized
creath« individual. Reading, story notes, office

work. Contact (816)995-6095.

LONG-TERM paki internship. S6/hr. P»t-
Ume. Interest in EnglislV)oumalism. Typing,
spelling and proofreading skills. Must be a
Junfor, able to work 20 hr^veek between 9-5.

Call Catherine (213)825-6521.

INTERNSHIPS available with established ta-

lent agency. Cfose to campus. Flexible hours.
Call (213)652-1119.

INTERN w/growing Brentwood ad agency.
Great exposure to everything from media
planning to production. Some clerical woric.
30 hrs./week. Graphic design/
communications majors preferred
(213)447-2964.

'

MAJOR Independent film producers seek stu-
dent interns to learn devefopment, aquisition

activities in office environment. (Century Clt^
no pay bU great opportunity learn industry.

(213)551-2505 Or (213)394-7263.

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

1-bdrm, $725. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

APARTMENT available ASAP. $90Q^no.
2-bdrm/1-bath. Cfose to campus, parldng.

Christina (213)477-2980.

BRENTWOOD. $650. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, dean, nkx, quiet, in 10-unit buikiir^.

(213)47fr-8968.

CHEVOIT HUS. Furnished ^jest house with

garden. New appliances. Quiet. $79SAno.
including utilities. (213)636-6687.

CULVER Cmr. 2 female roommates wanted.
3-bedroom apartment $390. Near freeway,

UCLA, shoppir^ (213)566-6966.

MUSC Video and commercial production.

Work with producer. Room for growth. Some
pay. (213)674-4773.

NEED QUALIFEDSOUND ENGINEER, boom
person, script supervisor, ar>d assistant director

for AFI SecorkI Ye» productfon called Home-
less. Contact Anthony Nicholas.
(213)656-7686.

34 Child Core Wanted 35

RESOURCEFUL INDIVIDUALS NEEDED. To
assist non-profit executive director. PR, special

events, office administration. CbnSputer, woni
processing experience preferred. Patti

(213)4706409.

SECAYPIST Pyt-time. Good knowledge of

word processing: correspondence and manu-
scripts. Library woric. Light office duties. Call

Nancy at (213)825-6521.

SEVERAL non-paying internship positions
available for motion picture and television

production company. Someone to assist presi-

dent and others to read and critique scripts.

Marcdla, (213M74-4521.

CNId Core Wanted 35

5 YEAR oW boy, W A Th, 1-6pm. $S/hr.

Wfestwood, referwces. (213)470-1095.

A FAMN.Y of three chiUren ages 7, 5, and 3
needs a wami and kiving live-in babysitter.

Three to four afternoons and evenings a week
for exchange of room and board or non-live in

babysitter. Car prefened. Moving to Brent-
wood in March. (618)986-9430.

CARETAKER for 5-year-old giri to drive from
school Culver City to WLA daily,
3.-00-5:30p.m. (213)207-5381.

CHILD CARE fry l-yr (plus tight housekeep-
ing). Mon-Fri, 8:30-5:30. Must be wami,
loving, extremely responsible and experienced
with chiklren. No smoking. (213)393-1943.

CHILD CARE/ LIGHT OFFICE, 1 or more
weekday mornings, convenient to campus
(213)4700542.

DRIVER. Own car/insurance. AvailableM—F,
late afternoons to drive 1 child. WL/VCulver
Cty area. (21 3)836-«877.

LOVING PERSON NEEDED pA for 19-month
boy. Experience, references, room available.

(213)395-3999.

MOTHERS helper needed M-F, 2:30-8pm.
WLA, car needed. (213)207-2039.

RELAIABLE PERSON- Needed for on<ampus
babysitting of flexible to fit your schedule and
mine. Cayle 965-0306

RaiABLE P/T chikkare needed for two girls

ages 1 and 4. (213)470-9917 WLA.

RESPONSIBLE babysitter for WLA 2-year old

girl. References, transportation required.
(213)826-5544.

RESPOf>4SIBLE, LOVING NANNY for 3 month
infant. Experience and references needed. Live

out. 8-6 pm, M-F. (213)399-2848.

RESPONSIBLE person needed to babysit

your^ children in Beverly Hills. Tues

two'—-" »». «»..»w«. ^n.i«w<i iiviiiux^u ty »#«»/jr»n i»r»j

young children in Beverly Hills. Tuesdays
11-4. (213)276-9619.

WESTWOOD couple, UCLA faculty seeks
babysitter ior young baby. 2-3 mornings or
aftemoon^week. Flexible scheduling. 5 mi-
nutes from UCLA. Judith (213)471-8258.

Apartments for Rent 4<i

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

1 BEDROOM guesthouse near Beverly center.

$550 per month. Call Laurent (21 3)824-5246.

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
DON'T MISS OUT!

Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over 110 kiosks throughout the UCLA Community,

Westwood and Brentwood.
Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readers. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIED AD!

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:

Simply fill out ttie ad fomi below and mail to:

UCLA Daily Bruin
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISinG
308 Westwood Plaza
112 KerckhofT Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local rate $9.45/column inch per day
(Frequency and Bulk rates are available upon signing

contract)

PHOnE ORDERS/inFORMATlOn: (213)825-2221

REMEMBER CLASSIFIED'S DEADUNES:
Lint adt: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon

Display ads: 2 working days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES

One Insertion (15 words or less) $4.25
each additional word 27^

Five insertions (15 words or less) $15.00
each additional word $1.00

Daily Bruin Classified Ad Form
Fill out all ttie infomiation below:

Name (Last, Frst. Ml)

(Clly,Zi^DayPhone)L

ADToRaadL___

mail to:

VCLA Daily Bruin

ciAssiFECD ADVEjrnatna
308 Weatwood Plaza

112 KercKhofT Hall

Loo Angeles, CA 90024

aRCLE THE TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

DEADLINES: 1 working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Ads)

2 Working Days In advance by 12 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)

Nunrterddaystorun

Display (Box) Line

Ad Start Date.

FORM OF PAYMENT:

MCA/ISA# .Expiration:.

PleamQ mttmch any
•podai Inatntctlona

and/or artwork

Make Checks Payable to ASUCLA Dally Buin (Students-put Reg, Card # on check)
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. to Stiare 64

Don't Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill! -.

You've just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too

small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve

minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students

living at the UJ Residenc€^ Halls already icnow. .?
-—

-
.

' -
:

. '
'

•

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms *Centrally located laundry and vending machines
*
Private bathtub and shower - " *Separate study and TV lounges

*
Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room
*
Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

• //

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the

San Fernando Valley. And it's just a few minutes away from UCLA!

Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

1 -BEDROOM. $60(ymo. First ftxjolh 50% off.

Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10
minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine, Palms.
(213)836-8138.

1-BR. IN Large, furnished split level

apartment. Close to campus. $600. Must see.

(213)475-8407.

FURNISHED bachelor. Includes all utilities.

$595. Private seperate garage, $150. Walk to

UCLA. 10990 Strathnrxye. (213)395-2903.

FURNISHED BACHELOR Includes all utili-

ties. $595. Private separate garage, $1 50. Walk
to UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

LOW MOVE-IN - 2-BEDROOMS 1-BATH,
FROM $725. PHONE ENTRY. PETS OK. NEAR
BUS. (818)783-8379.

,

MOCXRN, large 2-bedroom, 2-bath, built-ins.

Close to UCLA busline. Security, carpet,

drapes, ale. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barrington.

(213)478-1190.

NEW TOWN HOMES, 2+2, Fireplaces, gated

parking, stove, microwave, dishwasher,

washer/dryer hookup, blir>ds. Only 2 lefl.

$1175. (213)306^789.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.

Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. $725, singles loft-t- Vh -bath. Large,

upper, built-ins, balcony. OK for 3.

(213)397-0405.

PALMS. $825 and up. Quiet 2-bedroom,

2-bath. Patios, new carpets ar>d drapes, built-

ins, large closets, no pets. (213)839-8800.

PLAYA Da REY. 2-bedroom $400 ea. Pools,

security, tennis, 1-mile to beach. Male or

Female. (213)827-2066.

SANTA MONICA. New apartment building,

2-bed/2-bath. A/C, miaowave, dishwasher,

security parking. 1 948 20th st. (21 3)473-6001

,

6-8pm. Open Sat. 2-5pm.

SANTA MONICA. 1 -bedroom at Beach
$65Q^mo. Furnished optional. Roommate ok.

(213)394-1862.

SHERMAN OAKS. $925 deluxe 2-Kien garden

apartment, small quiet buitding near
WoodmarvVentura Blvd. New decor, built-

ins, balcony, pool, no peU. (818)360-4276.

LCLA University apartments for rent! ! Must be

full-time, single student. Fully furnished, short

walk to campus. Call (213)825-2293 or

(213)825-8496.

UNK)UE PENTHOUSE STUDIO-Tired of in-

flated WesUide rentsf Try the historic Van
Nuys design center in Downtown LA. 1 00 ft of

windows, orvsite covered parking, spacious

2,700 sq ft area. $1075. Call Aaron
(213)275-9831.

VAN NUYS. 15 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-b6nr)f\*h -bath. 2 story townhouse.

$720/mo. Security, gated parking.
(213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD. New building. 2-bedroonV

2-bath, gas, Fireplace, appliarxxs. $1420.

(213)824-7409.

WESTWOOD. Own room, 2 bdmV2 bath,

security, parking. $60CVmo. plus 1st and last

deposit. Available immediately.
(213)824-3863.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo. Large 2-bdrm/

2-bath. Dishwvhcr, A^, 2 balconies. 1601

Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

^ Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

Laree, newly
remodeled one, two,

and three bedroom
apartments.

Beverlywood area

(near Robertson). Ones
from $550 to $600;

Twos from $775 to

$850; Threes from

$850 to $950.
657-8756

QURCLASSI
ARE
FORyOU!

J

/:

825-2221

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-batJi

townhouse

^ $895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

Palms

$850 1 bed/I bath

$1025 1 bed/1 batti plus loft

Beautifully decorated, a/c, security gated,

built-in stove, disfiwasher. Open fiouse

Saturday 10-2 at 3717 Vinton #104.

1 mo. FREE RENT witti one year lease.

838-6516 (mgr.) 478-4559 (office)

WESTWOOD $1 450, 2+2, jacuzii, gym, walk
to UCLA, rw peto. 520 Kelton. (21 3)208-7483.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliarKes, 2-car

parking, laurxiry, freshly pairHed. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD. $1200Ano. Large 2-bdrrT>/

2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD. l-bdn'h -bath. Brand new car-

pet arxJ miniblind. Stove and fridge. Formal

dining room. Service porch. 413 Veteran.

$150(ymo. (213)391-4926.

WLA. $110CVmo. 2-bedroorTVl *A bath. Sec-

urity building, lovely courtyard, shiAtcrs,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA. 1 -bedroom attached to house. All utili-

ties paid. Carpet, drapes, off street parking.

$700. (213)306-6789.

WLA. 2bcV2-bath, large, sunny, balcony, up-
per unit, clean. Available now $99Vmo.
(213)820-4368 or (213)390-4610.

WLA. 2-bedroom 1-bath, new carpet, mini-

blinds, lower unit. Off street parking. $800.

(213)306-6789.

WLA. 3-bedn)om IVi baths. New carpet,

miniblinds, and oven. Upper front unit. Off
street parldng. $975. (213)306-6789.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213)826-7888.

WLA. %720/MO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laurMiry.

1833 Corinth. ^213)826-6907.

WLA. Studio guesthouse. $575/mo. incl. utili-

ties. Separate house and entrance. Call Isaac.

(21 3)204- 1827,eves.

Apartments Furnished 50

BRENTWOOD BACHELOR $695. Furnished.

All amenities. New security building. Prime

location. 11819 Kiowa. (213)207-6449.

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom, 100 steps to UCLA
available now. Call (213)277-1813 or

(213)824-0319.

LARGE furnished single apartment. 478 Land-

fair §3. $695/mo. Roomate ok.
(213)386-8983.

LARGE single, utilities included, $675, 100
steps from UCLA, immediately available. Call

(213)277-1813 or (213)824-0319.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $77S/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

Apts. Unfumistied 52

EXTRA LARGE 1 -bedroom, sperate dinin-

groom, hardvMtod floors, real fireplace, walk to

UCLA. No lease. (213)478-2310.

SANTA MONICA. 3-bedroofTV 2-bath/ den.

New interior. North of Wilshire. Accomodates
4. $1600. (213)453-2200.

WESTWOOD adjacent, 3-bedroom town-
house $1495 3-car parking. WLA 1 -bedroom
upper $695. Appliances. Available now.
(213)474-5419.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITV ADJACENT
$1,090. 2-BDRM/1-BATH. CARPETS,
DRAPES, GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PATIO.
QUIET BUILDING. (213)474-1172.

WESTWOOD/$995. Newly decorated
2-bec^-bath, balcony, wctbar, dining area.

Evenings, (213)444-7378.

WLA 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH- $1,145 and
$995. New security building. All amenities,

rooftop Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view.

Open 1512 Amherst. 826-5528

WLA. 2-bdmV2-bath bright upper. Close to

LXXA. $850 with lease. Available now.
(213)476-7116, evenings.

WLA $635, 1 bedroom, refrigerator, range,

carpeU, parking. Close to UCLA. 1472
S.Barrington. (213)391-9583.

WLA BACHELOR $625. Sunrry t, bright,

parking, security buiUing. Roofkop, Jacuzzi

with panoramic ocearwiew. 1512 Amherst.

(213)826-5528.

WLA. Large 2-bdrm/1Vi bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pcU.
$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256.
(213)931-1160.

Vocation RiMitais 53

BEAUTFUL spacious Yoscmite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, ckise to

everything, reasonable rates. (21 3)206-O303.

SKI UTAH - furnished condo at bast of

mounuin, sleep six, fireplac^acuzzi, $1 20 a
night. All dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

Apts. to Share 54

BRENTWCXM)- frad student or professional to

rfwe kively 2-kmkoom, 2-bilh mL $479^mo.
i21 3)447-2235.

LOOKING for 1 female to have own bed/bath
in a new 3 bet^ bath medften'ancan style apt.

%466/mo. 473-7303. hr. mcssaiii.

MALE seeks same/couple to share 3-bdrm,
2-bath. Wilshire/Burviy. Applicant gets master

bdrm, full bath, 200 sq. ft. patio, den, parking.

Current occupant away majority of time. $675
VA utilities. (213)479-6169.

PROFESSK3NAL SEEKING non-smoking fe-

male to share spacious 3 bedroom apartment.

Century city/Rancho Park. $465/mo.
(213)277-4129.

ROOMMATES needed for bedroom/loft apt.

$331/mo. Walk or take van U> campus. Park-

ing. Call Rob, (213)20ftO852.

SHARE one bedroom apartment on Gayley.

Security, parking. $42S/nfK)nth •«- sec. deposit.

(213)824-2750.
»

UCLA adjacent share one bedroom apartnrtent.

f^lon smoker studerH or professional. Parking,

amenities. $459/ea. (213)208-2975. ASAP.

WESTWOOD village. Spacious. 2-bed/2-bath,

private patio, firepilace, cats, classical music.

Furniture available. $575. (Reduction for r»-

search as5istant.)(21 3)208-3335. •

WESTWOOD. Small bungalow to share hard-

wood floors, furnished, $365 -f util. Neil

(213)477-0081.

WESTWOOD: Share spacious apartment with

4 girls. Close to UCLA. $350. Available now.
Tiffany. (213)824-4183.

WLA Extra Large Room. Nice location, close to

UCLA. SAOO/mo. Call (213)473-4202.

WRITER, literary agent has apartnr>eint to share

in Westwood. Walk to UCLA. 208-5128.
Vernon.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD. $240(VMO. 3-bdrm^-bath,

security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (213)826-6907.

CHEVIOT HILLS. 2 houses for lease.

$T97S^ra> & $21 5Q/mo. Lease only. No pets.

(213)839-3006.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdmV
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,

2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-

ple please contact (818)888-2224.

WESTCHESTER - North Kentwoa>d -

3-bedrQf)B^ bath, living room, formal di-

ning room, family room, 2 flreplaces, office,

tjarage. $165(ymo. (213)641-7912.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed -t- der^'A bath, lyge

backyard in excellent area. Fireplace, office

area. $1800. (213)829-4844.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

|3 stoiy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove.

dishwasher, fireplace.

antral air conditioning/

heat, security alarm.

|laundiy, 2-car parking.

sundecks
hlO-15 mln. from

campus \

|»6 models to choose
from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.

(north of Venice Bhd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Shore 57

3-BE(y2-BATH home near campus. After Feb.

13. $333/n>o. Want neat considerate room.'
mates. Call |ohn (213)825-8598 or'
(818)784-1415.

BRENTWCXM}- Professional female, beautiful

44Mdroom It den home. $833 -»- utilities. PM
ok. (213)472.2180.

BU$INESS «voman will shareWLA tOMmhouBC,
non-smoker. Piano, fireplace. $S5(VrT>o.

(213)4$0-9111 Ext.2371.

PRE-MED student to share 3-bcd, 2-beach
house In Venice wHh female non-smokers.
Furniture, laundry, flreplao*, mmr beaches,

(213)4504262.

ROOMMATE ncMJad to share 3 bdrm house in

Venice. 1 block to beach;own
room;$46S,-(21 3)392-0220.

V

House for Sole

HOUSE for sale. 2-bdmV1 -bath. Bright &
clean. On nice street. 3 miles to beach In

Hawthorne ACT (213)472-3495. $24gk.

PRESTIGIOUS-Wlndsor Hills with view.
3-bdmVl'A-bath. Two fireplaces. $359,000.
Beverlywood, adjacent; beautiful, traditional

home. 3-bdmV2-bath. $419,000. Call Cici
(213)46».2266 or (213)292-9065.

WLA$299,000.2bdrm/1'A bath, near busline
to campus. ICay Howell, )ohn Douglas Com-
pany (213)476-9741.

Room/Board for Help 62

BEL AIR, above UaA. Pvt. room & bath in

exchange for light housework, diildcare (one
boy, 6 yn. old), school drop-off and/or pick-
up. Reliable car with seatbelu. Female pre-

ferred. (213)471-3341.

BEL AIR. Childcare for 6 year-old boy and light

housekeeping. Help M—F, 3-8pm, some Sa-
turday babysitting. Weekly stipend. Pool ten-
nis. (213)274-1806.

._

FACULTY family with 1 3 year old boy offering

room & board (near Sun$e(A3lenroy) in ex-
change for cookin^dishes plus an average of
one weekend eveninj^veek. The bedroom is

quite small but has separate entrance, private
bathroom, cable TV, and phone. Non-sirwker/
who likes people, cooking, ideas & do^.
References. Please leave message at
(213)208-3134 with best times to reach ypu.

FAMILY with two young children desires

childcare in exchange for room & board.
(213)276-9619.

FREE ROOM/BOARO + salary, beautiful
Brentwood home,, care 3 yr. old girl. Flexible

afternoon eariy eve. hours. ExperierKe and
references. (213)476-6649. ^^^
NEED HELP with chikiren. Light secretarial

«M9rk. 15 hrsMc. Word processing skills if

poiribte. (213)454.9312.

ROOM ANQ BOARD in exchange for driving
and childcare, must have car. Day 820-7202,
evening 393-8621.

Room for Help 63

FEMALE student prefened. Furnished room in

exchange for housework. Nice private roorrV
batl^TV. Near UCLA. (213)474-0336.

FREE RENT. Manhattan Beach. In exchange for

Uking child to school in AM & housekeeping.
(213)374-0401.

LIVE-IN. Room and board, pool, SIOtVnrKJ. For
car pool driving, light housework. Call Bob
(816)788-2067.

NANNY type person. Share my home free in

return for driving my daughter to schoolAiome.
Own car. No smokir>g-No drinking. Must love
kids. (818)988-5376.

PRIVATE guesthouse in SanU Monica in

exchange for babysitting & driving. Must be
available Tuesday thru Friday, 2:3a6«)pm. &
one weekend evening. Student needs reliable

car with seatbelu & must enjoy children.

Norvsmoker. (213)394-7353.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
rx) pets large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

AVAILABLE, spaces for UCLA vvomen stu-

dents, over 21, at the graduate dorm. On
campus, convenient, meals iriciuded. Call

Aena or Chandra (213)559-6830/9343.

BEVERLY HILLS. Room with private bath with
nice family. Quiet environment. Private.

$475/mo. or share $325/mo. (213)276-8893.

FURNISHED, private room, bath, kitchen pri-

vifeges. Walk to UCLA. Utilities included.

Non-smoker. Parking. $375/mo.
(213)474-9905 AM & PM.

NEAR UCLA, kieal for UCLA studenlsAacuity.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available
now. $47(ynrx>. (213)476-2068.

PRIVATE room, bath, queen bed, 1/2 mile west
K^ Scpulveda, one mife north of MuHhdlvwi.
$425. (818)501-6678

SANTA MONICAr$550, first & last. Pet ok.

Kitchen, laurxiry, parking privledges, non-
smoker. (213)828-6914.

SPACIOUS ROOM in fovely SM residence.

Private bath, kitchen & laundry privileges, near

bus lines. $450 includes utilities. Leave mes-
sage (213)452-1253. Non-smoker preferred.

WESTWOOD, large, fumished, private en-

trance, five minutes to UCLA. Easy parking,

male. $425 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517.

WESTWOOD. Furnished, private roorrV bath.

Kitchen privileges. Parking. Non-smoker.
$47S/hfw includes utilities. (213)470-26^6.
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58 Roommates 65 Child Core 90 Insurance
FEMALE roomate wanted. $255/rno to share
large fumished one bedroom apartment in

Westwood. Ellie (213)624-5655.'

FOURTH male needed for luxurius apt. Pool,
gym, furnished 2be<V2bath. Palms $315, de-
posit. (213)836-6435.

FOURTH male roommate needed to share
large 2-bed/2-bath Westwood apartment.
Furnished. $30(ytfno. (213)479-2616.

GAYLEY Ave. apt. needs two females to share
cute 2-bed/2-bath. $367, parking. Call
(213)208^3889.

HERSHEY HALL for male UCLA graduate
student. On campus, meals included.
$455Ano. .f deposit. Call Doug or Alec
(213)825-2742 or (213)559-3515.

HOMELESS PROFESSKDNAL WOMAN needs
room in apartment or guest house 4-5 months.
Call Lisa S. (213)464-3395 or (605)686-7364.

I'M LOOKING for female roommate to share a
1-bdrm apartment iM campus. $462/mo.
(213)206-4052.

LU)(URY: male roomjtte needed for 456 Land-
fair apt. Pool, Jacuzzi, A/C. 1 block to UaA.
$365/mo. Leave message. ASAP
(213)624-2177.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one
bedroom apartment. Spacious peaceful. Avail-
able now. $290. Call )uan (213)447-2867.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share a luxuri-

ous apt. on Veteran. We have everything
$387/mo. (213)824-5646.

MALE roommaf; wanted by European grad
studertt. Spacious, sunny studio next to cam-
pus (Landfair). $372. Call Lanning
(213)208-8522.

'

MALE share bedroom in very large 2-bedroom.
Hugp private deck, parking, must see! One
block to campus. $399/mo. (213)824-1423.

MALE to share 2-bdrm/2-bath with 3 others.
Glenrock. Walking distance. Pool, Jacuzzi.
SAOO/mo. (213)824-7427.

MALE roommate wanted to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment with graduate student. Palms.
$407Atio. (213)838-0744 Willie.

M/F ROOMMATE to rent own room. 5 miles
from UCLA. $285/mo. Available now.
(213)204-1595.

OWN room/bath in nice 3-bedroom condo.
Security buildin^parking. Female. $55(ymo.
(21 3)444-9563.

PAKISTANI female seeks female roonvnate for

1 -bedroom apartment. Pico and Robertson.
$265 plus half utitlities. (213)838-8108 after

6pm.

PALMS, 2-f2 apartment, garage, security, non-
fmoker, share w/professional male. Short-term
possible. $460. (213)841-2141.

PALMS. M^ for 3-bedroom apt. Own roorrV
bath. $325/mo. -f utilities. Call
(213)637-5787.

PLAYA DEL REY. Femafe share split level

condo. Security. Share bath and laundry.

$50(ymo. (213)301 9762.

ROOMATE NEEDED. Furnished apt. Near
Campus. $38a^mo. (213)208-6025.

ROOMMATE needed to share 2-bedroom
1-bath apt. near Marina Del Rey, $425/mo.
Utililes, cable TV included. Call for more
info. (213)823-8275.

ROOMMATE wanted: Mature, responsible,

and fun loving mafe wanted to share a 1 -bed-
room apt. in palms. $312.5(ymo. John
(213)558-8622 or (714)546-4151.

TIRED of apartment living? Non-smoking
roommate wanted, to share owner occupied
home, near Beverly Hills. $62S/mo. Call Stuart

at (213)276-6319.

WALK to campus. ^^ non-smoking room-
mates. 2bd/2bath. $40(VnK>. Clean and large.

David (213)206-6191.

WESTWOOD-Female wanted to share large 1

bdrm. luxury apt; Security, Jacuzzi, patio, pkg.

Kelton $425. (213)206-3936.

WLA. $45Q^n>o. 1 roommate needed for a 2

bedroorTV2 bath. 4 roommates. Security build-

ing, balcony, Jacuzzi, washer & dryer in apt.

Very nice! Available now! Parking if needed.
(213)208-7603.

WLA. KVf, non-snrwker. $425 + utilities. Own
large room in 2-bedroom. (213)825-6075,
day. (213)47B-2955,eve.

YOUNG professional needs responsible
roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

91 Typing 100

Concfos for Rent 69

Roommates 65
^ ENGLISH and Design major looking for female

roomate. Across from UCLA. $261, studfo.

(213)624-7764.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one
"t bedroom apartment one block from campus.

$395/mo. No parking. Camille
(213)624-5037.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV 2-bath apartment. 4 miles from

campus. $50Q/Vtx). Available 02/15. Kim

, (213)636-6672.

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share largp furrv

Ished one-bedroom apartment in Westwood^
Great price. (21 3)624-0642.

^...

MARINA Pennisula Art Deco Condo.
3-b(V3-bath marble floors. Steps to sand. All

amenities. $2400/mo. Available 2/1.

(213)306-6860.

PANORAMA CITY. $800-2 plus I'A . Spacious
townhouse. Large kitchen dr or den, fireplace,

garage, private patio A breezeway
, pool. 14

miles to UCLA. (818)889-3903.

WESTWOOD luxury Penthouse - 969 Hilgard.

Stunning view - heart of village. 24 hr. valet

parking, pool, spa, kitchen extras, one bed-

room, 6 month lease. $2600/mo.
(213)2tfr-Ul^

Flyk)g/Paractiuting 76

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

StuderH discounts. For further information

1-600-526-9662.

Tennis 80

TAiCE lessons at school before or after class,

^aranteed workout, inrtprovenoent and fun!

Hu«h 206-7571 (Senior History Major).

BABYSITTER needed- for evenings ti

weekends for two boys. Pacific Palisades.

Expcriertce & recommendations necessary.
Own car. Own insurance. (213)459-3659.

DAYCARE openings for two-year-oids by
licensed former preschool teacher in a safe,

loving, enriching environment. UCLA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613166. Louise
(213)477-1397.

LCENSED Family Day Cay by UCLA grad.
Loving environnf>ent, quality care, large play
areas, meals, references. Mar Vista Hills. All

ages, FT/PT, M-F, 6-6pm. Tracy.
(213)397-3916. '

MATURE Italian speaking woman wanted for

live-in childcare for 2 small giris. Car neces-
sary. (213)456-6349.

MOTHER'S HaPER. 3 dayVweek. MWF 2-6.
Must drive and speak English. 4 & 7 year old
active boys. References. Salary open. Call Day
(213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask for

Lauren.

SINGLE nxjther needs after school help w/1 1 &
14 yr. old sons, 10-15 hrs/wk. $5/hr. Eve.
(213)470-7804.

WESTSIDE EVENINGS/experienced, responsi-
ble student/mother/age 30/CPR trained/
understanding & kind/rates
negotiaWe.(21 3).397.6577.

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)620-4639.

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the nrnives. Specia-
lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)261 -6692.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,
short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)265-6686. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. ferry (213)391-5657.
.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $1 25. No
minimum, 26ft. truck. .

GREAT MARKS typing sen<ice. Compfete,
prompt, and affordable. Contact Paula Marks.
(213)935-3853.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,
dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459-0256.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)628-6939,
Hollywood (21 3)466-2886.

YOUR typing needs fulfilled! Fast, accurate
typing: resun^es, scripts, manuscripts, etc.

Daily service including evenings and
weekends. For reasonable rates and free dn-
campus pick-up and delivery call

Sen^ices Offered 96 For Rent 101

Insurance 91

state'
Auto/Home/Commercial

Westwood/Wilshire Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So of Wilshire)

t-k-kit-kifk-k'k-k'k***'^-^'^'^^.

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do but auto insurance
IS ujquired by law' So for a
FREE LOWER QUOTE call

'2131852 7r5 '818,042 1510
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

•••••••••••••<^*^^<^^^

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Honu' H«'alth Cumm.MotorcvcIes.
W, I r me TO you:'

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
•tatements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. hAJiJ journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

IBM PCTLazer printer - general, transcription,
term papers, diss., theses. Reasonable rates.
)oy (213)933-1793.—^—

1,

WRITER'S E)cchange,has worked for
creatively-talented writers. Paperback Ntovels,

Non-Fiction books. Magazine articles,
(213)208-5128. Vernon.

Tutoring Offered 98

CO^A^ERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(816)584-1123.

ENC. TUTOR available for Foreign studenU,
lived abroad. Speaks Spani$h/)apanese. Call
kihanna at (213)838-4382.

FRENCH experienced native, grad at UCLA, all

levels, group/individual, Francoise
(213)395-6405 between 930.10:30pm.

FRENCH Lessons And Translatiorw By Native
Speaker. UCLA Grad. All Levels. Get Ready For
Europe. (213)657-4628.

LEARN French or improve your abilities.

Conversation, reading, writing, & grammar
taught by native. Call Frederique
(213)471-8693.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will
commute, affordable rates (618)500-4021.

TOEFL preparation "ESL" English as a second
language. Dr. Bernard (213)965-0059.
Reasonable.

Refrigerator Rentals
GG'iTi'j, ;;aierr,ieb. sororii.es and

co-ops
for FREE DELIVERY Cri"

POLAR LEASING
533-1500 anytime

Serving UCLA smce 1974

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. aty Opera; nruaicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

HARP LESSONS
ALL LEVELS

Classical , Jazz, Pop. Rental Harps
available. Recording Artist

Victoria Looseleaf, MFA

(213) 281-7413

_ Resumes 104

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Also oWer

ettiical atcisUrn:* with writing pro(>tefns

and tutoring In English, History,

Philosophy, and Political science.

Bill Oelaney 207-5021

GET the most important manual of your
student career: 'LEARN WHAT TO PUT ON
YOUR RESUME". For information call Tom
(816)451-0178.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
Mff^itten by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admiscion essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

Travel 105

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.

Example: fennale 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21. male under 25,

$737/yr.

Good rotes for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Coll now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE tutor needed, near campus. Good
pay. S12^r. Tom (213)477-5803.

VALLEY MOM needs tutor for teen, 4 times a
week. (818)784-6806«

THE
WORLD
SON
SALE!
Roundtrip from Los Angeles

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVKON
INMnUMCa HBVtd*

Typing 100

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laierprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-
sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-
Anything. Editing available. Computer, later

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

A WORD Processing service. IBM-RC/WP.
Resumes, proposals, reports, manuscripts,
scripts. 7-day service. (213)397-0797 Sheba.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-
perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resumes Convct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-
sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

Travel 105

San Francisco $ 68
New York $ 278
Amsterdam $ 44f
London $ 490
Parte $ 549
Athens $ 499
Tahiti $ 459
Cairo $ 739
TelAvhr $ 819
Nairobi $1070
Joliannesburs $1340

Restnctcns apply Fares subject to chanoe
without notice and based sn avaMabtiy

Americs't oldest snd lujest
student tnyei organizMon.

CeuncflTravd
1093 Broxton Ave, Westwood
(•bovc Wh«rehousc Records)

913-908-3551

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imrriecllate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lifx:oln Bfvd. Santa Monica

•Fantastic Galapagos Islands
then the Andes and the Amazon Basfn
leave Los Angeles June 21 or August 16 on 15 day tours
Price from $2471 or from $1990 with Amazon excluded.
Trekking, mountain climbing, bird watching, excursions
available anytime.

•Free World (East European Tour)
Join Eva. a former Czechoslovaklan on an 18 day tour of
Yugoslavia: Dalmatlon Coast; Budapest; hydrofoil cruise on
the Danube to Vienna; Salzburg; and finally Prague.
Czechoslovakia to leave May 10. Land cost only $1799
For more Informatloii CALL NOW. Eva's Tour»- ^

^ »
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NINERS: Be in the FWmt Row when they win
cm page 46

Rams have the ball, the battle

in the trenches should be as

fierce as fierce can be.

If and when San, Francisco
closes in on the Ram QB,
Everett will make some costly

mistakes which will badly hurt

Los Angeles. If nose tackle

Michael Carter returns, and
there is a good chance that he
will* then look for the Los

Angeles running game to be
eating Candlestick sod the

entire day.

San Francisco's linebackers

are agile enough to adequately

cover Greg Bell out of the

backfield and tightends Pete

Holohan and Damone Johnson.

The San Francisco secon-

dary, unlike the Rams', is

relatively ^healthy and covering'^healt

the field with precision and
deftness. Don Griffin and Tim
Mckyer will give up their

share of completions to the

Ram wideouts, but Flipper

Anderson and Henry Ellard

will also drop their share of
catches over the middle as

they hear the thunderous foot-

steps of Niner safeties Chet
Brooks and Ronnie LotL If the

Ram wideouts venture into

**NO-NO" land, they will be
hit so hard that their flashy

neoprene Bodyglove elbow
pads will be knocked clean ofif

their bodies.

Los Angeles does have a
slight edge in the kicking

game as kicker Mike Lansford
has been, consistent all season.

San Francisco kicker Mike

Cofer has also been consistent

most of the season, although

he did have an off game
against the Vikings.

The Rams are an ambitious
team with loads of talent and
8 knowledgeable coach. For
this reason San Francisco will

be victorious by less than two
touchdowns.

The best seat in the house come
Super Bowl Sunday will be at Jim
Everett's house. I hear he'll be
throwing a consolation party with
plenty of chip and dip for all.

ATTENTION GNDERGRADGATES
Want to have your science paper published?

LiHWWeit^ttMrgKSM^MMiMsMliailililsl
and physical science submissions for the 1990 Edition.

/

We are accepting: •Research articles

•Review Articles
•Book reviews
•Social commentary

Bring submissions to 372 Kinsey Hail or send via campus mail code #155805
For more information, call 825-8606 or 470-1843

MAKE LAST QUARTER'S RESEARCH PAPER SOMETHING TO BE
PROUD OF!

DEADLINE JANUARY 19, 1990
Travel 105 Travel 105 Travel 105 Autos for Sale

UCLA—WEEK IN

MA2ATLAN
A Full Week of

i

rjfi^rj AOnr^rAT^
First Class in Low Fares

nk'J^ ^ ^OUCL^/^ A-Level Ackcmian M-F 8:30-6, Sal 11

^eeK oi #

Join us for our most popular Spring get-

away to Mazatlan, from March 24 to 31st.

Prices start at just *319 and include:
• Round-trip aitfarvfmm LAX.
• First class hotel accommodations.

Don't wait! Last year this event sold out!

TRAVEL SERVICE

1985 TOYOTA TERCa, halchback, «fc, airV
fm caitette. Clean. $2800/obo.
(213)313-2719.

1986 PEUGEOT SOS GL. White with blue.

Emaculate, 40k miles. $7500/obo,
(818)708-2312.

^^^m^^

1987, BMW 324 black wVbeige, 5-«peed.
4-door, 32,000 miles. Must sell. $17,200.
(213)8S8-6061.

84 PONTIAC FIERO 45K miles, m^fm, air,

aiamn, bIkAwht, original owner 277-5S79,
excellent condition.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one
owner, $129S. (213)226-4397 (office),

(213)47S-8377 (home), ask for Victoria.

HONDA CRX 198S. Rur« excellent, good
condition. 80,000 mi. S26SO/obo. Call
(213)470-9420.

ISUZU l^ark, 1985, 4-dr, 43,000 miles.

$2800. Grey. New tires, clutch, brakes. Call

(213)454-2035.

ISUZU impulse '84, black, loaded, S-spd, must
lell. S3500. (213)322-3393.

KODAK carousel 650H slide projector $145.
Graphic monorail 4x5 w/Ektar portrait lens

$380. (818)341-1608

MAZDA GLC, 1 981 . 69,000 miles, $90(yobo.
(213)391-7539. Stick-shift, hatchback. Ap-
pearance in back needs some work.

MITSUBISHI Cordia '84 % spd, A/C and
caaetle, new clutch, catalytic converter, re-

built, transmission, great shape. $3500
(213)393-5638.

TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON, 1983.
5-speed. Am/fm cassette. Excellent condition.
$2500. (213)392-3378.

Resumes Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr lefvice. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

109

Travel Tickets 106

CHEAP—One-way ticket LAX to Newark
March 4 only 575. Call Linda, (21 3)824-741 9.

FLY anywhere. $50 or more off. Can leave

tonyxrow or later. Should complete travels

before 1/18. Mark, (818)881-8740.

ONE-WAY. LAX-SFO. im 12lh. $30«). Call

Monti, (213)931-3838.

ROUNTRIP LAX-Oakland. 1/12,
9:00pm-1/16, 9:00pm, $65. Jtff
(21 3)208-187?.

1974 2002 BMW. XLNT condition, sunroof,

stereo, alarm, rebuilt transmission & engine.

$4,20(yobo. (213)390-8521.

1976 280Z. XLNT condition. New brakes,

ALT., Gold-new paint. $2700/obo. Rcy
(213)261-3044. Runs great, looks mahvelous.

1 980 NISSAN 3 10CX hatch, very low mileage,

well kept. AM/FM cassette. 4-speed.
$84Vobo. (213)824-1815 or (213)253-4447.
Ask for Sonny.

1982 MAZDA 626, auto trans, a/c, »n/fm
stereo w/ equalizer. Needs work. $140(yobo.
jay (213)209-0437.

1983 HONDA Accord, 5-speed, Vc, new
transmission, S2200/obo. Altxif
(818»81-046r

—

1983 TOYOTA COROLLA, xint condKton,
5-speed, new brakes, am/fm cassette.

$255(Vobo. (818)907-6917.

1983 VW RABBIT Convertible, whit^whitc,
anVfm cassette, a/c, great condition. $7500.
(818)571-1629.

1964 MERCURY Cougar XR7 Turbo. 70,000
miles, looks like new. $4800/obo.
(818)986-6998.

1985 BMW 325e, bronzit, low miles, auto,

excellent, $13,950. (818)789-3904.

1985 HONDA PRELUDE—Stick, good condi-
tion, new tires, sunroof and stereo. Call

Mohsen, day (213)417-4f40, •¥•
(213)470-5835.

^

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE
1 980. New tires and interior. Good condition.
Low miles. $4000. David (213)208-6191.

VW BUG, 1967. Rebuilt engine. Looks i^eat,
runs strong. $1700. (213)470-0024.

WHrTE FORDMercury, 1 984, good condition.
Quick sale $2100/obo. (213)473-6001.
6-8pm>

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

1988 BLACK Kawisaki Ninja 250oc. Recent
tune-up and new tires. Must see.
(2 13)960- 7886.

HONDA 250NX Low miles, great condition.

$250(yobo. (213)478-2777.

Scooters

1986>ONDA Elite 80. Good condUion, lock,

helmet. $75(Vobo. (213)477-6283. Leave
message.

1 986HONDA aiTE 80 Wlock, helmet, cover,
good condition. S800/obo. Irian
113)447-5479.
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EYEGLASSES
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 West^ood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

109 Scooters 119

1987 HONDA Elite 80 - runs excellent,

$70Qfobo. Ron (213)2084)329 or leave a
">«Mge.

1989 HONDA Elite LX SA50, brand new,
never used, grey and blue, $1,200.
(213)374-5191 leave message.

'88 aiTE 80 red SlOOO/obo, '89 Elite 1 50 Red
$1500/obo. Traci 398-2698, Karlene
675-5661 . Leave message. Must sell, movinn.

HONDA AERO SCOOTER, 1984. Good con-
dition, $400. Urgent sale necessary.
(213)825-6341, 8-5 pm.

HONDA AERO 50, 1986. Perfect conditkwi.

$60(yobo. Red^ Black. (213)824-5676.

HONDA aiTE 80-$900 »wi HONDA aiTE
150~$1175. Both cle«i with kiw miles.

(213)479-5851. _^^
HONDA aiTE 1987. Blue, good conditfon.

$950 Han. (213)665-1312.

YAMAHA CA50. Great shape, lust tuned. Blue
with red case, kxJc 1 .5m. $45(yobo; wAwlmet
$55(Vobo. Mark (818)881-8740.

YAMAHA RIVA 125 1986-Red, 3500 miles.

Great condition, great value. $1,000 firm. Jay
(213)477-0080.

IN DESPERATE NEED of parking near campus.
Will pay well. Call Amy. (21 3)947-31 16. Help
Mel!

Furniture 126

KENMORE WASHER/ GAS DRYER, white,
excellent condition. $300fp^r. Highchair,

$25, phone/answering machine* $35.
(213)654-7999.

LHCE NEW, Southwestern style couch «id
foveseat. Orig. $2000, selling for $100(Vobo.
King size waterbed w/mirror and glass cabinet
headboard. $250. Matching 5-drawer dresser,

$50. Kitchen Ubie w/4 matching chairs. Light

oak. $60. (213)398-1033.

MATTRESS seU, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

SOFA, coffee tabfe, desk in very good condl-
tion for sale. Best offer. Call Nil
(213)207-1602.

Stereos/TVs/Radlos 13 1

CAR stereo equipment, never used, 2 Crutch-
fieW amplifiers, alphasonic crossover, speak-

^

ers, must sell tfiis week. 824-5651

.

119 Office Equipment ia3

BROTHER 380 «vrod processor. Brand new.
Syr warranty. 16k memory, word spell. $250.
(213)477-5656.

EPSON arTE typerAMord memory processor,

Jhesauru^ 0^, Perfect condition. $90 or ba«-
offer. Christfe (213)824-9845.

. i

conventionI
From page 52

season, could cost some schools
up to $1.5 million a year and
force cutbacks in other sports

that don*t earn ticket sales.

Other affects of the legisla-

tion are:

Basketball practice will start

on November 1 instead of
October 15.

Basketball season will start

on December 1 instead of the
fourth Friday in November.

Beginning in spring, 1991,
there will be only 15 spring

football practices (instead of
20) and they must be spread

over 21 days, with physical

contact, in only 10.

UCLA Associate Athletic

Director Fred Strook noted the

positive effects that the NCAA
rules will have on UCLA
basketball players, "During fall

quarter, they will have two
more weeks (without practice)

to devote to final exams."
However, he said that

because the season is shorter, it

will be more compressed and
this might cause an increase in

the number of games to be
played during one of the weeks.

a
In other action yesterday, the

NCAA approved harsh penal-

ties for drug use, especially

steroids, and launched year-

round testing of athletes. Both
of these measures are to begin
on August 1.

The year-round program will

begin by testing football players

at every Division I school for

steroids and masking agents

—

an admission, delegates said,

that colleges don't have drug
use in check.

Presently, the NCAA tests

only at championship events

and bowl games. If athletes test

positive, they now face only the

loss of eligibility for post-sea-

son competition for 90 days.

The year-round testing will

cost the NCAA $1.6 miUion a
year. It was approved for all

divisions, but with enough
money only to begin with
Division I football players.

Three dozen players will be
tested at each school at least

once a year, and probably
twice, according to Edward
Booth of Nebraska, the chair-

man of the NCAA's drug
committee.

Under the new drug-testing

measures, first-time offenders

could k)se an entire year's

eligibility. Those who test

positive a second time for

"street drugs" will lose another
year of eligibility, but athletes

caught using steroids twice will

be banned for life.

D
In other business at the

NCAA convention, delegates

voted overwhelmingly on
Tuesday to make public each
school's graduation rate for

athletes, beginning next year.

They also agreed that schools

must provide graduation rates

to prospective athletes during

recruiting.

The NCAA has been under

pressure from Congress, which
is considering legislation to

force the release of the rates.

The disclosure of the gradu-

ation rates was seen as putting

more pressure on coaches to

Mk)w more time for study.

n
The convention also passed

an amendment to Proposition

42 to allow athletes who don't

meet all the incoming academic
requirements to earn regular

scholarships^ased cm need.
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TELEPHONE
Answering

" i Service

II

We answer
your way

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

Our Teeth Straight!

Schaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900

HEADSHOTS
Sassoon Sassoon

20th Anniversary

Headshots Includes: .

Hair/Make-up

36 Exposure-$99.00
Reg.-$150

W/Haircut & Cellophane

$125.00
Reg.-$200

925 Broxton
Westwood Village

By Appt. Only

213-208-HAIR
213-208-SASS
213-208-WAVE

J

•s

TACOSAL CARBON

^ Try our

freshly charbroiled

taste treats!—

with this coupon
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and aet
' another item of equal or lesser

value absolutely FREE!
1 coupon per person Exp 3/31/90
Not valid with any other offer

.

Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS
'

(81B) 901-1477

16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO

(818) 986-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(818) 907-1978

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIDGE

(818) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TAR2ANA

(818) 34J-8200

11106 W. aYMPIC BLVD at SEPULVEDA

(213) 473-6322

-8510 W 3fd STREET at [A CENEGA
(213) 657-1002

11819 WILSHIRE BLVD. at GRANVILLE

(213) 479-SOOS

7982 SUNSET BLVD. at UUREL
(213) 650-6666

4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REV

(213) 827-8993

21514 VICTORY BLVD in WOODLAND HLLS
(81^ 346-9144

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

Dr. N, Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE -TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
M«fnb©f of American OentaJ Assoc. -

Mcmbar ai American Assoc, d Orthodontics

$99ONLY %^\J^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee ts just $2376
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 ,^^^v q^^ --^^
(1 Block east of Barrington) \^^^) 0^0-/494
*On approvaf of credit. Only for cases requiring 24 months of active treatment.

Dmi'BEA
STWaOEAD

4^<

U'l \ face It. a daily diel of tasteless (in fo/ thf rx^t ilternalii^' del a

har^rs in st\wff)um ho.xes can turn fresh. (IiIhuhis Suhum' sandwicfi or

mi into a dull person salad lor a chani^ Whi'II loi'e it

' 0-" - WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK >

,.*r YOUR ONLY BRUIN
^'<'

^UBUJflV^
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

"liTOO OFF
Any Foot-Long Sub or Large Salad I

WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK

I

I

Limit-ri^

per customer ^UBuunv^ Not valid with I
any other offer

> ^ ^ J

We Want You .J& adVerf/se/

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bmin but what the Daily Bruin can do for you
To advertise, call (213) 825-2161 . ___________^
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IT'S NO MYSTERYI
Improved self-esteem
leads to Improved
performance

UCLA Partners in Learning Mentors are
people who actively participate in the
lives of 6th grade students and ore
committed to being friends. • "

The project is looking for UCLA students to
serve as mentors to selected 6th graders from
the West Los Angeles area for a one-year
period beginning in January 1990. Selected
mentors con spend time with their protege
tutoring, participating in recreational activities

and enjoying each others Company.

For information on selection and training for

this exciting project, please contact:

UCLA Community Resource Center -

203 Men's Gym
(213) 206-5623 J^__^ I_-_

Sponsored by; CA Campus Compact, ACTION/VISTA, Retd Studies

DeveJopment. Los Angeles Unified School District, UCLA Community
Resource Center

UCIA-lliE CHN'I'KR FOR
THE PERFORMING ARD^

Kronos Quartet
Sat., Jan.. 13 at 8:00 p.m.

David Harrington and John Sherba, violins\

Hank Dutt, viola; Joan Jeanrenaud, cello

"One of this country's most remarkable performing groups"

{The New York Times).

Music by Jose Evangelista, Philip Glass, Anton Webern,

Jack Body, Howlin' Wolf, Bo Diddley and Istvan Marta.

Wadsworth Theater $22, 18; 8*

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone:

(213) 825-2953

®
MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(2131 4a0^232- (714) 740-1000

•Siudcnis with full-lime ID. Student tickets not available at TicketMaster. Rush at showtime for

students and Sr. Citizens (limited availability). Program, date, time, and prices subject to change.

The Kronos Quartet Series at UCLA is made possible, in part, by a grant from the California Arts

Council Touring Program.

sir

Bored with the
everyday?-'

TAKE A WOK ON
THE WILD SIDE
F.*v FIRST

SZtCHMAX
WOKDelivery\

UCLA
I

.".aorsol X

VVi'S"''*

^^^P;^

C-.inese flesiaurani

10855 LINDBRCX)K
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

FREE
Portion of Fried Wee
or Chow Mdn VMlth

the purchase of two
main dishes
Expires 6/30/90

10 % OFF
To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pm)

Expires 6/30/90

GRIFFIN LECTURE ON
MORAL PHILOSOPHY

Prof. BERNARD WILLIAMS
UC BERKELEY and OXFORD UNIVERSITY

Internal Reasons
and the Obscurity

of Blame

Thursday January 11th

8 pm 314 Royce Hall

WINE AND CHEESE WILL BE SERVED

i/^ikf-
. .

f-3-.-

Iges

JCH THE Sr
EXCITEMtl PANHELLENIC INFO FAIR

THE PANHELLENIC COUNCIL INVITES ALL
INTERESTED UCLA WOMEN TO JOIN US

^adership TONIGHT AT THE LA TENNIS CENTER
7-9 PM

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO LEARN ABOUT THE
UCLA SORORITY SYSTEM.

oyal to
tt^Prater'

UTHER
?'S - CALL 825-6322

kT T -rtpp^i^
J f /spirite

• « i. , .. . to be Is yo

Homer Smith
From page 48

players that Smith was one of the

candidates for the coaching posi-

tion. He did not indicate who any
of the other candidates were.

Smith had three years remaining

on a four-year contract: And
according to Alabama officials.

Smith did not want to join Curry in

Kentucky because he was upset

with Curry's handling of the job
change.

And now that he is back on the

blue and gold sidelines, UCLA
fans can expect immediate results.

Smith has been successful where-

ver his career has taken him.

And, ironically, each time he
has joined UCLA, he has done so

following a losing season. Each
time, the Bruins showed signific-

ant improvement In 1972, UCLA
improved from 2-7-1 to 8-3 and in

1980, the Bruins improved from
5-6 to 9-2.

Smith, who graduated from
Princeton in 1954, began his

collegiate coaching career in 1958

as head coach for the Stanford

freshman team. After three years,

he became backfield coach at the

Air Force Academy, a position he^

heldTor four yean (1961-64).

In 1965, he became the head
coach of Davidson, where he
remained for five seasons. After

leading Davidson to the Tangerine

Bowl in 1%9, he left for Universi-

ty of Pacific, where he coached for

two seasons (1970-71).

Fhxn there, he started his first

tenure at UCIA as the Bruins*

offensive coordinater from 1972-

73. But when Dick Vermeil took

over the coaching reigns in 1973,

Smith left to become the head
coach at Army. During Smith's

five-year hiatus, Army was known
for its high-powered offense. Fol-

k)wing a yearaway from the game,
he returned to VCLA prior to the

1980 season.

O'BANNON
~^

From page 51

Darrick Coleman and David But- ^

ler. But through the Wildcats' first

10 games, Williams has only

averaged 11.5 points and 6.5

rebounds.

But playing power forward at

6-11, Williams could give Trevor

Wilson (6-8) problems Saturday. ^

And with Sean Rooks, a 6-1 1 243
center, the Cats big men could

create havoc for UCLA.
Speaking of havoc. Bruin fans

better get all over Jud Buechler,

who is the best-kept secret in

basketball. His 12 points and eight

boards lead the Cats, but you know
he'll come alive Saturday.

Last year, despite UCLA fans

heckling him since warm-ups,
Buechler hauled down 18 boards.

Itjust seems that he's always in the

right place at the wrong time. But
his towel waving and high five

antics are almost as annoying as

his numerous offensive boards.
I kind of wish that Chris Mills

was playing, just so UCLA fans

could all bring in Emery Packages
and shower the court with th^.

Although I am, I hope that the

UCLA players aren't looking past

tonight's game versus ASU (8-4,

2-2). You certainly have to give

credit to first-year coach Bill

Frieder for the job he's done. His
team's improved record is only a

prelude of what's to come for

Devil faithful. He has already

inked four blue chippers who are

ranked among the nation's elite.

Watch out Midnight Loot, there's a

new kid in town who'll give you r:^

more than a run for your money in

the up-and-coming years.

Farewell to

the Prophet

Hye ProQhet

Garo
Hovannisian
Long ago. deep within the

mystical mountains of Armenia^
lived an old, little prophet.

Guiding his people through the

perils of nature and man, this

Hye Prophet cleverly utilized

the mastery of his art to ^
overcome the odds. Hye means
Armenian to the natives, but
the term Hye Prophet can,

with a little thought, mean
many things. Interpret as you
wish, but if ever in doubt or
unsure, simply rub your hands
together and think of this

prophet, and you too shall

overcome the odds.

Holiday Record: 5-3

Final Record: 54-46-1

What a difference 10 weeks
can make. At the start of last

quarter, I began this column
with the hope of having some
simple fun with this year's

college football picks. I didn't

expea much success, just as

long as I enjoyed what I did.

WeU, after 11 Hye Prophets,

I have to bid you all farewell.

It's hard to believe, but three

weeks ago I got a call from
the vice president of the Mir-

age resort in Las Vegas. He
said that he had been follow-

ing my picks throughout the

season and had compared them
to the nation's most renown
college experts. He said he
was extremely impressed with
my overall winning record and
aware of the 27 "near-misses"

that should have been wins.

To sum things up, he
offered me a position as the

hotel's assistant CFP (College

Football Prognosticator) and
guaranteed me immediate
enrollment at UNLV. I thought
it was a prank at furst, but
after being flown to Vegas on
the company jet and receiving

VIP treatment throughout the

duration of my stay, I began
to think otherwise. You may
laugh, but it's no joke.

It's something I really can't

pass up, and I just want to

earnestly thank my sports edi-

tor, Dave Gibson, for providing

me with the opportunity to

write the column.

Three months ago I was a
fourth-year junior without much
direction; today I'm on my
way to Vegas for an exciting

career opportunity. Sure, it'll

be difficult leaving UCLA and
being labeled a UNLV Runnin'

Rebel, but I'll always be a
Bruin at heart. So long, it was
fun.

The Daily

Bruin is

printed on
100% recycled

paper.
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JULES STEIN EYE INSHTyiE

Ophthalmology and related
professional services are
being offered to the UCLA

family. UCLA ophthalmologists
use the latest equipment in

new examination suites.

Appointments are usually
available within one week.

COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMINATIONS
EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTIONS

UCLA VISION PLAN
CONTACT LENSES

Telephone (213) 825-3090

COMPLETE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
CARE OF DISEASES OF THE EYE

Telephone (213) 825-5000

I

Serving Higher Education for 15 Years

speec

&
quality

open early

open late

open 7 days

UCLA

475-0780

Low Prices

No Minimums
Overflow Contracts

Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

FAX Service

Kroy Lettenng*
Free Parking In Rear
Word Procesing (and graphics)

Macintosh & Typewriter Rentals

1880 Westwood Blvd. Pick-up &: Delivery

1896 Westwood Blvd. Canon Color Laser Copies

STAMFORD PREP INC.
LSAT GMAT GRE
Classes begin Dec. 9, 1989

r If you're thinking about taking

Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
"/ learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan,**

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

Here are all

the excuses you
need to eat out.

VALID EVERYDAY

SmUON STEAK $5.99
INCLUDES AU-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUFT

ftSALADBAR
Served with cheese toast and choice of potato.

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN
PARTY NOW THRU: 1/28/90

Oiler good only:
at SUsler-WMtwood Villaoe

922Ga7leyATe.
208-6788M a a MM MM M M COUPON, m m

Sizzler

STEAK & HIBACHI
CHICKEN $6.99

I

INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
ftSALADBAR

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN

I
PARTY NOW THRU: 1 /28/90

3 Oiler good only:

S at Siuler-Westwood Village
^ 922 Gayley Ave.

208-6788- — — — — — — — « • » • COUPON • " -»

•

Sizzler

<)

CAMPUS SUMMER JOBS!
Experience an exciting, challenging summer, working with children

ages 5-16 at Bruin Kids 1990!

We are looking for qualified individuals in the following areas:

•Swim Instructors

$10.98/hour

(must have WSI certification)

Program Support

$7.80/hour
v^

•Tennis Instructors

$10.98/hour

OBTAIN EMPLOYMENT PACKET AND APPLICATION AT JOHN WOODEN
CENTER BRUIN KIDS OFFICE 9:00 - 4:00 pm, Monday-Friday 206-5575.

*Watch the Bruin for day camp counsefor recruitment the first week of April!
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CONTAa LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCW Alum

(PARI BEAUTY SALON)
Remove your with 100%
unwanted hair Natural Wax

Full legs waxing and bikini .). 320
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing.. 3 8
Half legs wax $10
Underarm $ 8
Arm S12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow ;..$ 6
Eyelash tint , $10

European Facials $25
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

^

1 V'>\\

^^

^^^ O ti^ \

cuisine
\ 177S WESTWOOD BLVD. LA.

\ |1 '^ BUSS Of W I L S H I fl q
- 2 1 3 • 4 7 8 • 2 8 3 8

# Everything You've Always
Wished a Frozen Yogurt

Could Be.
Presenting Gourmet Frozen Yogurt,

exclusively from H6agen-Dazs. Shoppes.

•Mow accepting applicaitions
for part time help

I

I

I

I

The smoothest, creamiest yogurt

you ve ever tasted in Vanilla,

Chocolate, Raspberry, Coffee, and

non-tat Banana. A wish come true

for Frozen Yogurt lovers!

Buy One, Get One Free
at this participating

Haagen -Dazs* Shoppe
Westwood Village
10878 Kinross

(across from Chaithouse)

Dt^ my aise dtoh or cone of Qounmet Ptotca Yogurt
and get the mmic size •crvkig free.

Coupon Expire* 1/31/00
uwr ofiE axronm ruciuse. nor vAia> wim mt oncR cotion on ontiL vod i

I

I

I

I

I
H L UC !

EiuAigm
u n a c u i*^ / V

"With or Tvitfioiit^tasses-

artistryfor your eyes only

DAILY-WEAR SOR CONTACIS

SPECIAL $150.00
Includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

All student, faculty employee
vision-plans WELCOME

Quacl<ienBtisli^^^ optometrist

W VVeyfaurn

o

o
3

located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave,
(213) 208-4748

Niners will come up gold

Montana to Rice. Dump off

to Rathman under the middle.

Montana to Taylor. Craig

sweeping to the left. And with

the patented furious Forty-Nin-

er offense slips away the Los
Angeles Rams' hopes of book-

ing a late January trip to New
Orleans.

To put things in a linear

fashion: the Rams are a very

good team, the 49ers are a

great team. End of argument
San Francisco is helmet-and-

shoulders above the rest of the

NFL this $eason. Any doubters

will be converted on Sunday
afternoon as the Niners defeat

the Rams in the "Real Super
Bowl."

Sure the Rams are on a roll.

But against whom have they

been piling up the wins? Los
Angeles almost blew a huge
lead against Green Bay, barely

squeezed by the Patsies in

New England, and defeated

two not-quite-that-good teams
in the playoffs in Philadelphia

and New York.

Even so, the Rams have
been playing inspired football

under head coach (and former

Trojan) John Robinson. To his

credit, Robinson has utilized

his team's strengths to perfec-

tion while at the same time

minimized its weaknesses.'

However, come Sunday,

Robinson's good fortune, care-

ful planning, and optimistic

demeanor will uivavel by the

seven-minute mark in the sec-

ond quarts.

How are the Rams going to

shut down the Niner offense?

Think about it They can't Los
Angeles, no matter what stunts

it pulls (X how intense its

players may be, will not be
able to stop ot even contain

the San Francisco offense. Nin-

er head coach George Seifen
has done a remarkable job all

season and will come up with

new twists for his offense to.

keep the Ram defense off-

balance.

The Niners let up early in

the fourth quarter last weekend
and still piled up 41 points

against the NFL's No. 1 -ranked

defense. San Francisco's offen-

sive line is performing on all

cylinders which can only mean
one thing for the Rams—that

quartert)ack Joe Montana will

have time to throw. And if

Montana—^who is quite possib-

ly the greatest QB to touch the

pigskin—has time to throw,

then the Rams don't have a
crutch to stand on.. .

The Rams could blitz early

Front Row

Richard
Marcus
and often to try and disrupt

Montana's rhythm. This would
leave the already disabled Ram
secondary in even sadder shape

as it prepares to stop Rice and
Taylor from converting eight-

yard flat passes into 78-yard

touchdowns. The Rams are in

such dire need of defensive

backs that they signed previ-

ously retired Ram Johnnie

Johnson to play some fill-in

duties at safety. Los Angeles*

defensive backs are the soft

spot on the entire Ram team.

Unfortunately, it is the soft

spot which will ultimately lead

to the dismantling of the

Rams.
••Last time, they (the Rams)

wanted to double-cover me and
leave J.T. (Taylor) onc-on-one.-

Jerry Rice said. "J.T. had a
great game. I really don't

know what to expect this time.

I don't think they can just

double me and forget about
J.T."

The Rams couk) always dou-
ble Rice and Taylor and let

crossing patterns to tight end
Brent Jones and dump-offs to

running back Tom Rathman ^
chew up yard after yard. More
bad news for the Rams: Roger
Craig appears to be churning
like there is no tomorrow,
which gives San Francisco a
high-powered running attack

once again.

On defense, the Niners are

solid at every position. The
front line is putting pressure

on the opposing quarterback*

which will be the key if San
Francisco is to stop the hot
hand of Jim Evereu. The Rams
have a great offensive line

which is loaded with both bulk
and experience. When the

See NINERS, page 42

49er Joe^^ntana
DAh4/0aly Bruir^
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Rams will take it all

Born a Bruin
years, the names of most of
their players are on everyone's
lips. The Ram players in

general don't get that much
respect. Which brings me to

why I really think the Rams
are going to win.

In a word, the Rams are
hungry.

Not only are they eager to

beat their traditional rivals*

l\/lichael

Bartlett
This may finally be the year

the Los Angeles Rams win the

Super Bowl. Not only do the

Rams have a solid team, but
with the AFC in a down year,

they can take a giant stq?

towards the championship of
pro football by beating the San
Francisco 49ers on Sunday.
What? How dare I suggest

that anybody can t)eat the

Niners? The team that has
lately been referred to as the

"Lordly" 49ers?

Granted, the 49ers have had
an excellent year. And, they

are indeed the defending NFL
Champions. However, before
you rush out to bet your reg
fee money on San Francisco,

consider the following.

While the 49ers have run
roughshod over the league this

year, compiling a 14-2 regu-
lar-season record, and won the

Super Bowl last season, they

are only 2-2 versus the Rams
these past two years. Both
teams are 2-0 on the other's

home turf.

The reason the teams have
played evenly is that the Rams
match up with the 49ers better

^than any team in the NFL.
Both teams have diversified

offenses that can beat you on
the ground or in the air, and
tough, hard-hitting defenses.

The Rams have a better offen-

sive line, the Niners a better

(^fensive hne.

Looking at the individual

matchups, the 49ers have the

more famous players, but don't
sell the Rams short. For Joe
Montana, there's Jim Everett,

for Jerry Rice and John Tay-
k)r, there's Henry Ellard and
Flipper Anderson, for Roger
Craig and Tom Rathman, Greg
Bell and Buford McGee.

Because the Niners have
been on TV nearly every
Sunday for the past several

whom they are meeting for the

first time ever in a playoff
game, the Rams want desp-
erately to put their playoff
legacy (1-5 in NFC Champion-
ship games) behind them. The
Rams reached the doorstep of
the Super Bowl only to k>se

three straight times in the

1970s. The Rams want to

show that this is a new decade
and a new spirit.

And what about a little r-

c-s-p-e-c-t? Everett, Ellard, Bell

and Anderson have put up big

numbers, but get little recogni-

tion come Pro Bowl time.

The Rams defense has taken
more abuse from fans and the

media than that of the Cow-
boys. How many times did you
hear that the Rams were last

in the league in pass defense

and 21st overall?

Let's talk about defense
here, not yards. Statistics are

for k)sers.

Against the 49ers in Cand-
lestick, for example, the Rams
gave up a lot of yards, but
shut the Niners down when it

counted. Montana and Craig, et

al, were held to four field

goals, and the Rams won, 13-

12.

It's not what the defense
alk)ws between the 30-yard
lines that is important The
Ram defense, which utilizes a
veritable fleet of linebackers,

gets the job done when it

counts—down by the goal line,

and in big games.

Just look at what the Rams
did in two games against the

third best team in football—the

New York Giants. In Novem-
ber, the Rams pounded the

Giants, 31-10. Last week, in a

pressure-filled playoff game,
the Rams again allowed only a

single touchdown on their way
to a 19-13 overtime win.

r Remember the names Kevin
Greene, Mel Owens, Larry
Kelm, Fred Strickland, Mike
Wilcher, Brett Faryniarz.

Together, they will propel the

Rams to New Orleans, where
they will beat the Denver
Broncos, 31-7.

This Sunday? You heard it

here first Rams 24, 49ers 20.

DAN MaoliKOMMM^ rwin

i..^. Ram ami fdrrrmr Bruin Ftif^r Anderson

Put It in ink--Advertise in fhe Daiiy Bruin.

Making^Choices , #

Asian Women
and Education

in the '90s m

-

•
J

•

-^j:

This workshop will look at some of the issues affecting educational choices for Asian women in the

1990s. Topics to be addressed include making academic and career decisions, coping with family

responsibilities and relationships, examining the effects of stereotypes, and dealing with cultural and

social expectations. Facilitated by Elizabeth Gong-Guy, Ph.D., Student Psychological Services.

Tuesday, January 16
12:00 '1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall
For more information, cali 825-3945.

The Women'i Resource Center is a service of Uie Divison of Student Development and Health.

FRIDAY , LAST DAY!

LastChance!
'89 Prices+ BmSavings.

"V

SaveUp To^And Beat February Price Increase.

f^>

During the dates shown below,

ArtCarved is offering

you the last chance

to buy before *^^

our February ^
price increase.

Now you can save up to

$80 and still receive the

additional

discounts of buying .;,

^5

at '89 prices. We
have some

f great new

styles to.show you as well...

so check out the ArtCarved ring

days and ask about ouj

special financing

plans.

/

%,i^..-^'

/IRT(7IRVED\ COLLEGE JEWELRY

ASUCU Sludents'Store, Ackerman & Campus Photo Studio, 150 Kercktioff

Mon,Jan8-Fri.Jan12*9am-4pm ^.^.^^mmw
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SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contacts includes care kit*

Follow up
Extended, Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes.... $11 9 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 nr)os.)

$109-set

Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soft Contacts With Your Prescription

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

M Coundl Galley top

20% off all merchandise

Januaiy 9 through 16
Wight Art Gallery

North Campus NW Comer

Murphy Sculpture Garden

«

VISION CARE
See the difference!

quality and

timely service can|

make from

LOOGEl
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-301

1

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

NUMERO UNO
IS BACK

IN SESSION

i^O/tea^/0/i^

Westwood
1077 Broxton Ave. 208-5070

Pico/Westwood
10982 W. Pico Blvd. 474-1034

11819 Wllshire Blvd., Brentwood
478-0028

Featuring

Leader of the Pack" Burgers, "Hot Diggety Dogs" and
Numero Uno Pizza.

Show your UCLA ID for free wine or beer with any medl*

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

j
(numero UNO)

LARGE PIZZA

FOR A MEDIUM
CHARGE

Valid for dine-in or take-out.

Not valid with any other

coupon or discount.

Valid through 1-17-90

II

II

II

II

II

11

II

II

II

LARGE PIZZA
(with one topping)

& TWO SALADS $8.95

Valid for dIne-in ex take-out.

Not valid with any other

coupon or discount.
I-

Valld through 1-17-90

(NUBm^OUNO)

^Bi warn mmm

n
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

I

J
•Limit or>e glass per customer per purchase. 21 years or older.

Alterriative beverage upon request. Dine-in only.

HOMER: Welcome back
From page 52

•*Wc arc excited to have Homer
back in the UCLA family as we
start the 1990$,** Donahue said
"We were extremely successful

during the 1980s and much of that

success was due to Homer's
efforts.**

Indeed they were. When Smith,

58, coached at UCLA from 1980-

1986, he put together one of the

most potent offensive s^ttacks in

the nation. Not surprisingly, this

period was also the most cele-

brated time in UCLA's history, as

the Bruins won Hve consecutive

bowls, with three of those being

Rose Bowls.
,

Not surprisingly, while prepar-

ing Alabama for the Sugar Bowl
two weeks ago. Smith described

his fuial seven years at UCLA as

•*very happy years.**

And they were happy times for

everybody associated with the

UCLA football program.

Smith first coached at UCLA
from 1972-73, but when Pepper
Rogers left, so did he. UCLA was
17-5 during his first stint, and set

numerous school rushing and total

offense records with a high-pow-

ered wishbone offense.

"I feel this is a very positive stq)

towards regaining the stature our
program enjoyed throughout the

'80s,** Donahue continued.
"Homer is an outstanding strateg-

ist and a fine teacher of the game."
Donahue was not the only elated

Bruin. The UCLA players were
also excited about Smith's return.

Corwin Anthony, a junior tight

end who will most likely start next

season, said it was "great** that

Smith would return to UCLA. He
called it a positive move by
Donahue. "I definitely think so
because Homer is well known to

be a great offensive coordinator, a

great coach and also a great

person.**

Anthony was a redshin fresh-

man when Smith left for the NFL.
"I remember some of the plays he

had and they were exciting plays."

Probably Smith*s greatest asset

is his ability to keq) defenses off

balance as well as his knowledge
of the game. In his 31 season as a

football coach. Smith has spread

the opponent's defense better than

anyone in the college game today.

His offensive schemes over the

years have varied with the talent

Most recently, he coached Alaba-

ma to the Sugar Bowl with a quick,

short-passing shotgun offense.

This offensive approach kept

opposing defenses on the heels of
their feet The 25 points the

Crimson Tide put on the board
against the Hurricanes were the

most against them all season.

But success is not a new feeling

for Smith. As a matter of fact, it

was his potent numbers at UCLA
that enabled him to leave the

Bniins after the 1986 season when
offered the offensive coordinator

position with the NFL's Kansas
City Chiefs.

"I had a chance to be an
offensive coordinator in the NFL,"
Smith explained. "It wasn't even a

decision, but it was very tough to

leave."

After one season at Kansas City,

Smith said that tht team manage-
ment was unsatisfied so he decided
to leave. Fbrmer Alabama head
coach BiU Curry tl^n contacted

him for the offensive coordinator

vacancy, and that is where he has

spent his last two years.

But now he is back where he has

been the happiest—^Westwood.

"I'm grateful to Terry Donahue
and UCLA for the opportunity and
chaUei^e," Smith said. "Some of
my happiest memories in coaching
are from my years at UCLA." ..^

And some of UCLA'i belt

seasons were under the offensive

guidance of Smith. In his second
period at UCLA, Smith led the

Bruins to a 59-19-4 record, three

Pac-10 titles, three Rose Bowl
victories, and a win in both the

Fiesta and Freedom bowls.

But since Smith's departure to

the Chiefs in 1987, things have
gone down hill forUCLA football.

That year, UCLA was ranked as

high as No. 2 in some preseason

football polls, but could only

manage an Aloha Bowl victory,

despite an offense which featured

NFL players such as Willie "Flip-

per" Anderson, Troy Aikman,
Gaston Green and Eric Ball, along

with defensive stars such as Darryl

Henley, Camell Lake, James
Washington, Kenny Norton Jr.,

Dennis Price and Jim Wahler.

Steve Axman was the first man
to try to fill Smith's shoes. He
lasted two seasons.

UCLA won the Cotton Bowl in

1988, but slumped to 3-7-1 this

past season, and much heat was put

on Donahue by the fans and local

media. Before the season,
Donahue decided to replace offen-

sive coordinator Axman with
former defensive coordinator Greg
Robinson.

But after UCLA's much-her-

alded rushing attack of Brian

Brown, Shawn Wills and Kevin
Williams could muster only 127.4

yards a game combined, Donahue
knew that changes were necessary.

Mike Waufle, defensive line

coach for UCLA this past season,

decided to leave UCLA, and Larry
Kerr, the inside linebackers coach,

became the defensive coordinator

at N(Mthaii Arizona. Robinson
was then moved to assistant coach,
which left the offensive cocHdina-

tor helm open.

Smith said that he "never lost

contact with Coach Yerry
Donahue," but added that he
"didn't talk to him during the

season." Smith said that he
watched UCLA's heartbreaking

k)ss to Michigan, but didn't catch

any of the other games. "I thought

they kx)ked great against Michi-
gan," he said.

And although Smith was well

aware that UCLA was slumping,

he was confident that Donahue
woukl get the Bruins back on the

right track shortly.

"Terry is a student," Smith said.

"He is a competitor. He will do
something. . .The program will

not be damaged He will have
those victories coming along
again. It will not take him very
kmg."
And it didn't

But despite his close relation-

ship with Donahue, Smith was
more conconed with winning the

Sugar Bowl than the UCLA
coaching vacancy. Yet coming
back to Westwood was always in

the back of his mind. "A couple of
people sent me letters," Smith said,

"but that*s normal.**

In his first two years as Alaba-

ma's offensive coordinater. Smith
guided the Crimson Tide to an
impressive 19-5 mark, taking the

Tide to the top of the Southeastern

Conference offensive charts.

"I have a job h^ (Alabama),
and a great young quarterback
(Hollingsworth)," Smith said at

the time. "My job is to keep
Alabama improving."

But according to Steve Town-
send, an assistant athletic director

at Alabama, Smith flew out to Los
Angeles last Friday to evaluate the

UCLA coaching situation. He was
seen talking with Donahue on
Monday afternoon. Donahue then

hekl a team meeting and told his
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See HOmil, page 44
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Than Original Manufacturers Suggested Retail

SOME EXAMPLES
ATOMIC
SD70 . MM $275

ATOMIC
527 MM $325

ATOMIC
533 CE MM $375

DYNASTAR
992 MM $320

DYNASTAR
vertkai mm $425

DYNASTAR
Course SLmm $425

15999
204»»
21199

ELAN
6000

ELAN
8000

MM $285

MM $335

PRE 1200
Classic MM $325

PRE
1200 CE MM $340

RD90
Coyote MM $375

RD Bad
DogSL MM $425

14199

161»»

18C
21199

BOOTS 40°/(
Than Original Manufacturers Suggested Retail

SOME EXAMPLES

SKIWEAR

NORDICA
781 MM $265

NORDICA
955 MM $275

NORDICA
975 MM $345

NORDICA
981 MM $360

NORDICA
997 MM $365

158

20c
21599
218»»

NORDICA 997
Comp . MSR $405

CURRENT PRICES
ON 1989-1990 SELECT

CROUP MEN'S & WOMEN'S
SKIWEAR PROM:

BLACK BEAR, SLALOM,
ADVENTURE GEAR, SUNBUSTER,

ELHO, CLUB A, MARKER,
SKYR, ROFFE & MORE!

DOOR BUSTER!
ALL '89-90 SERUS

SALOMON
SX72 MM $295

SALOMON -^

SX82 MM $320

SALOMON
SX92 MM $355

SALOMON SX92
Equipe MM $390

RAKHLE
670 .... MM $2tO

RAICHLE
770 MM $300

SKIWEAR

176
19199
212»9

% SKI CLOVES
Current Price

$35 to $37

50
Vt

OFF

167
17999

AU OTHCR PARKAS

OFF
OUR IVIRYDAV PRICIS

SOME iXAMPLES

Scott Pro
Goggles with Thermal Lcnsts

Special Croup
ski or Boot Bags

Special Croup TNecks
For I )n i women two FOR

PolYpro Ttiermals
For Men & women TWO FOR

All Ski Headwear

K99EACH
. . . m EACH

1920
1900
20%

OFF cumiNT pmcts

COLUMBIA MEN'S
WHIRLIBIRD

INTERCHANGE
SYSTEM

DOWN FILLED
PARKA
Reg. $170

119?J!
SPECIAL CROUP

III

s
STRETCH
PANTS

7999
EACH

SPECIAL CROUP
IfI

/I

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

westwood Village
•T -'-t^^— -^

:^-yi,M

\f

I luCm'-- ^ - - -
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Bruins hit desert
By Scott Brown -

Contributor

The Pac-10 women's basketball

schedule will enter full bloom this

week as the Bruins head for the

desert to take on the Arizona State

Sun Devils, Thursday, and the

Wildcats of the University of

Arizona. Saturday.

^ The first conference road trip of
the season is looming ev^ more
important for head coach Billie

Moore and the Bruins (6-5 overall,

1-0 in the Pac-10), as the young
team looks to establish itself as

Pac-10 contenders. National pow-
erhouse Stamord has emerged
from the non-OGgifercnce schedule

as the team to beat, and this week's
trip should demonstrate how the

Bruins respond to the pressure of
conference play.

After last weekend's Pac-10
opening victory over USC, the

Bruins are riding a two game win
streak into Arizona.

Led by sophomore Rehema
Stephens* 19.5 points per game
(second in the Pac-10), UCLA
dominated the second half against

the Trojans, gaining a much

needed ^notional boost
Over break, the Bruins had

failed to hold halftime leads in two
close games, prompting coach
Moore to diagnose an accute case

of the "Death VaUcy Syndrome.**

The team was letting down, and
there didn't seem to be a quick fix

solution.

The surprise transfers of Molly
Tideback and Michelle Miles-
seemed to be the shot in the arm the

Bruins needed. The team rallied

together, producing their two best

efforts of the year last week,
despite minor injuries to senior

Michele Wooton (ankle) and
sophomore Lynn Kamarath
(back).

The Devils are returning all five

starters from last season, and were
an early pick to do well in the

conference this year. While Head
coach Maura McHough has com-
piled a less than stellar 20-36
record in her first two years at

ASU, she has recruited well and
the team has matured with the

program.

The Bruins will finish up the

road trip on Saturday night against
UA a-6. 0-2).

He once walked out on a Cindereiia season
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

What kind of man is first-year Arizona Slate
head basketball coach Bill Frieder?

When asked before the season what he thought
the strengths of his Sun Devil team were, he
answered wryly, "Me." To be sure, Frieder, who
will bring his squad into Pauley Pavilion tonight at
7:30 to face the No. 19 Bruins (9-2 overall, 2-0 in

the Pac-10), is a man who's been looking out' for
No. 1.

Ten months ago, he literally was looking at No.
1—the Michigan basketball team that won the
national championship without Frieder on the
sidelines.

Frieder became embroiled in controversy
during last year's NCAA tournament, when he
announced that he would accept the Arizona State
job, but still hoped to coach the Wolverines
through the tourney.

"I thought it would be less of a distraction on
my team if I was up-front about it," Frieder said of
his decision to announce his coaching move.

Michigan athletic director Bo Schembechler
didn't take kindly to Frieder's choice, and voiced
his belief that a Michigan man should coach a
Michigan team. Exit Frieder and enter Wolverine
interim coach Steve Fisher, who led the team to its

Cinderella national title.

Frieder still speaks of that team as fus "We

were on a mission. I'm so proud of my kids."

And as a memento of last season, Frieder said,

**Steve Fisher is sending me a championship ring."

But looking out for the real No. 1—Bill

Frieder—came first for Frieder. when he sought
dryer (if not greener) pastures in Tempe, Arizona.

**I was 96-10 the last six years (in Michi^n) at

home and getting more boos than the visiting

coach," he said. "We built a monster and they

expected you to win every gaipe. Of course, that's

impossible.*^

Frieder has received more than a warm
wekome in the desert, and has certainly made
himself feel right at home. Currently, the Sun
E)evils are 8-4 overall, riding the crest of a four-

game winning streak. ASU has won eight of its

last nine games, losing only to No. 1 Kansas. 90-

67.

In the Pac-10. the Sun Devils are 2-2 and tied

for fifth with Cal after beating the Washington
schools in Tempe last weekend and k)sing at the

Oregons in their first two games of the season.

So. as UCLA head coach Jim Harrick said, the

Bruins can't look ahead to their showdown
Saturday with Arizona. "I don't think we'll look
past Arizona State." Harrick said.

The brother combination of Alex and Isaac

Austin lead the Sun Devils. Alex, a 6-6 senior

forward, leads the team in scoring (17.5 ppg) and
rebounds (7.5 ipg). while Isaac, a 6-10 junior

center, is averaging 13.9 and 5.3.

Are

you

building

youn
~

future?

^

This conference is designed to help you
explore personal values, set goals for
your future and meet new people! If you
want to empower yourself and learn about
"The Secret of Your Success", cpme check
us out!

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment
will be on a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please
return this form to Kelly Wachowicz at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by
January 26, 1990. For more information, contact Deb Moriarty
at 825-6690.

Name: Phone

Address:

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program/Studgnt and Campus Life

YOUR Facilities

Commissioner
needs your help!

Come and get involved
in organizing

CAMPUS
SAFETY

AWARENESS
WEEK!

ALSO, come participate
and work witn pertinent
issues and activities with
the Facilities Commissioner,
such as parking, safety,

and seismic issues.

PLEASE, come by 312E
Kerckhoff or call

825-1483, for more informa-
tion on how to get
involved!!

paid for by Student Government
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Football now has Homer, but hoops still needs Cherokee
Well, the most controvenia!

one-time column is back. Okay,
it's not that controversial, but I

figure if I stretched the truth it may
get you to look past my silly

picture.

All right, now that you can't

even think about putting this

masteipiece down, take a seat in

your breathtaking atmospheric
science class, read Los Angeles'
third largest sports section, and
listen to some of the sports jargon
that makes me tick of late.

Well, I was going to start off

writing about absolutely nothing,

because it's first week and nobody
cares about anything except
whether or not professors will let

us leave early. But after writing

this Pulitzer, a FAX from UCLA
Sports Info just game in. It was
headed in boFd letters, "HOMER
SMITH RETURNS TO UCLA."

I have seen the light and it is

shining in Westwood. UCLA
football is back, no ifs, ands or buts

about it

Smith is the best offensive

coordinator in college. Hands
down. He makes things happen.
And afterUCLA's 3-7-1 season, in

which the offense offended me,
well Homer couldn't be more
welcome.

Sorry Larry, but your 'SC boys
have seen too many Roses in the

past three seasons, and we're
gonna kick your butt from here on
out I persrnally guarantee it

Homer will have that kind of an
impact He is that kind of coach.

He is that kind of man. Trust me, I

was in New Orleans for the Sugar
Bowl and talked to him and some
of the 'Bama players. He is that

good

4th and Goal

David
Gibson
And Smith couldn't have come

at a better time. I had gotten so sick

and tired of Brian Brown, pitch

left, for two. Shawn Wills, pitch

right, to the short side of the field

for three. Mark Estwick, up the

middle on second and nine, good
for one. Kevin Williams, delay

draw on third and twelve, fourth

down. And didn't it seem like it

was always third and ten and we
wQukl complete a pass for about
seven?

Well, now that Homer will take

the reigns, that stagnant, predict-

able offense will bother us fans no
more. Smith relies on the element
of surprise—quick shotgun passes
and spreading the defense. I can't

wait.

In New Orleans, Smith said that

he had followed UCLA's season,

but had only watched the Michigan
game. He said that he and Donahue
are close friends and stayed in

contact Thank God. Or maybe we
shoukl just thank the pressure of
the Crimson Tide fans, who almost
demanded former coach Bill Cur-
ry's head after only advancing to

the Sugar Bowl, and finishing with
a 10-2 record.

Curry has since moved to

Kentucky, prompting Smith to

take a hike as well. Punny how
things seem to fall in place. Just

two months ago, the only thing

positive about UCLA football was
that the season was ending.
Donahue can now pretty much
sign the lifetime contract

Let's get one thing straight right

now. I hate Arizona. Is there

anything redeeming about that

state besides the Grand Canyon
and Kevin Johnson, who spanked
the Lakers the other night thank
you very much.

Watch for Darrick Martin to

have a big game against* Arizona
this Saturday. For UCLi*^ to win,
the Bruin guards have got to pick
little Matty Othick and Matt
Muehlebach clean all game long.

I could see Othick having
nightmares about Gerald Madkins
in his face all game long. ... I

wonder if Matty is carded when
going to PG-13 movies. . .I'd like

to sec G-force shoot a little more.
When he does, we all know the

results. It doesn't look like Harrick
has an offensive play designed for

him, which is surprising since he
once called his sophomore guard
the team's best shooter.

Tom Sullivan, a close friend of
mine and basketball superscout

once said that "the future ofUCLA
basketball is so bright you gotta

where shades."

Well the stars of basketball

future will all be in attendance this

Saturday. And if fans are looking
for the star of the future, UCLA
followers need to look no further

than Artesia's Ed O'Bannon. He^,
Bniin students, wake up. O'Ban-
non may be the best forward
coming out this year and rumor has
it that he's looking to Westwood.
He was right under your noses, in

the stands at the USC game, and
not one "We want O'Bannon" was
heard. Let's here in on Saturday, or
Midnight Loot may have some-
thing up his sleeve.

Freshman phenom Tracy Mur-
ray said that the UCLA fans made
him feel "welcome" when he was
being recruited. Now let's give

O'Bannon a little help in making
his decision Saturday against
Arizona.

Cherokee Parks, a 6-11 junior

who plays at Huntington Beach
Marina High School, should also

be in attendance, Saturday. UNLV
head coach Jerry Tarkanian said

that Parks could start on many
collegiate teams as a sophomore,
in high school that is. We might as
^ell make him feel welcome, since

he could have problaby started for

us in the seventh grade.

It doesn't look like 'Zona's

Brian Williams has lived up to the

preseason hype so far. Dick Vitale

had him on his first team All-Vit-

ale team, over Alonzo Mourning,

See O'BANNON, page 44

Watch out, 'SC. . .Homer's back.
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CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS QC QIFTS
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(Close to UCl^)

(213) 207-4226 820-6631
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J McGiuivif IRISH PUB "f

HUGE Selection*^
of PUB GRUB if

GUAND OPE]\I]\G SPECIALS

Including :

Indian Cuisine, British

Speaatties, Pizza &
American Favorites •f
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'DAILY BEER SPECIALsT
150 Imported & ^W
Domestic Beers j^^
16 Draught 1^

ENTERTAINMENT A
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expert picture framing
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* Same day Service *
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* 5 Minutes From UCLA! *
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Homer's^Ionie
Smith to revive Bruins' winning ways

DALY BRUIN FILE PHOTO
In the early 1980's, Homer Smith began to build UCLA's offense into a juggernaut.

By David Gibson
Sports Editor

He's back. We're back. UCLA
football is back.

Two weeks ago, from his New
Orieans hotel nx)ni, UCLA foot-

ball coach Terry Donahue
received a little advice from a close

friend and former coaching assis-

tant.

The message? 'Xjo back to some
of the old game plan."

That statement was said by
Homer Smith, whom many college

football experts consider to be the

best offensive coordinator in the

country.

Well yesterday Donahue took
the advice to its fullest, as he
announced that Smith will return

to UCLA for his third stint as

offensive coordinator.

It couldn't have come at a better

time for UCLA faithful, as the

Bruins (3-7-1) slumped to their

worst season since 1971 (2-7-1),

and the most disappointing in

Donahue's 14 seasons. UCLA
ranked ninth in total offense in the

Pac- 10 this past season, and had its

lowest scoring output (209 points)

since 1971. The Bruins averaged
19 points a game, seventh in the

league.

See HOMER, page 48

Homer Smith
UCLA 8PORT8 MFO

UCLA players ready to welcome successful Smith back to Westwood
By Matt Purdue

Assistant Sports Editor

The shock waves are still being
felt around Westwood after the

announcement that former UCLA
offensive coordinator Homer
Smith would be returning to the

Bruins in 1990.

But how did head coach Terry

Donahue's move affect the people
that are closest to the situation

—

the UCLA football players them-
selves?

Reactions from players late

yesterday were unanimously posi-

tive, but tempered by a wait-and-

see attitude.

"I don't really know him, but

from what other players tell me he
knows what to do to win," said

s(^omore running back Shawn
Wills, who was a junior at Hanford
(CA) High School in 1986 when
Smith left UCLA for the NFL's
Kansas City Chiefs.

Junior tight end Corwin
Anthony was a redshirt freshman

in the 1986 season, and has only
positive memories of Smith, who
helped lead the Bruins to six bowl
games, including three Rose
Bowls. "I had a chance to meet
him. He's a wonderful person,"

Anthony said. "I remember some
of the plays he had and they were
exciting plays. They worked
before and I hope they work
again."

Smith, called one of the best

offensive thinkers in college foot-

ball, is known for directing explo-

sive offenses. And that has Wills

beaming.

"Because of the fact that we
have real good running backs, real

good quarterbacks, real good
receivers and a real good offensive

line." Wills said, "he can open
things up.

"He can throw other teams*
defenses off balance because they

won't know what's coming next,"

Wills continued.

Besides giving UCLA a new
playbook, the hiring of Smith is

already giving the Bniins a new
outlook after last season's dismal
3-7-1 fmish.

**It definitely adds a positive

note to next season," Anthony
said.

"We've started from the base,"

WUls added. "We've all made it a
point to work extra, extra hard,

especially with Homer, because
other players have told me that

he's a real good coach and a real

motivational coach and makes you
want to work for him."

NCAA shortens • • I

By Wendy
Witherspoon

ps season, cracks down on drugs

Assistant Sports Editor

Fans will be attending fewer
basketball games in the future

due to a new rule that was
passed at the NCAA's annual
convention in Dallas this week.
The shortening of basketball

season is part of a time-limiting

measure (Proposition 30),

which reduces the amount of
lime that a student-athlete may
spend on his or her sport Prop.

30 was passed in an effot to

keep with the NCAA Presidents

Commission's aim of increas-

ing student-athlete grade point

averages and graduation rates,

which are typically lower than

those of regular students in

Division I schools.

In football and basketball in

particular, student-athlete

GPAs and graduation rales are

lower than those of regular

students.

**The ones (student-athletes)

that have the professional

aspirations. . . the ones in the

revenue-producing
sports . . have a lower gradua-

tion rate overall," said Ursula
R. Walsh, NCAA Director of
Research, in a telephone inter-

view yesterday.

Only 41.4 percent of those

football players who entered

Division I colleges across the

United States in 1982-83 and
expected to graduate within

five years did so, while 48.7

percent of the regular student

body accomplished this goal.

Even more startling was the

fact that only 33.3 percent of all

college basketball players who
entered in 198^-83 graduated
within five years.

Under Prop. 30, which is to

take effect in the 1992-93

season, the regular basketball

season will be shortened from
its cunrent 28 to 25 games.
These games would include the

NCAA post-season tourna-

ment, counted as one game.
"(Prop.) 30 is absurd,"

Miami Athletic Director Sam
Jankovich told the Los Angeles

Times. **Thc only thing it does is

take away three games in

basketball. That's not the real

issue. The number one issue is

the number of hours spent on
sports, not the number of
games."

Because baskaball is a big

revenue-producing sport, eUmi-
naiing three games from the

28-game4imit of the basketball

See CONVENTION, page 43

NCAA Convention Legislation

Listed below is a summary of the legislative action at
NCAA's annual Convention

• All division 1 foott)all players will be tested year-round
for steroids and masking agents.

• First time drug-use offenders coukj lose an entire year
of eligibility.

• Second time drug-use offenders (street drugs) couW
tose another year of eligibility.

• Second time drug-usi offenders (steroids) would be
banned for life.

Basketball season is to be reduced by three games.

'Spring football practice is to be reduced by 5 days.

•Proposition 42 is to be relaxed to allow athletes who
don't meet all incoming academic requirements to earn
regular scholarships based on need.

Priority numbers
Priority numbers for student ticket

holders for tonight's basketball game
against Arizona State at Pauley Pavilion

will be passed out at gates 10 and 15

beginning at 4:30 p.in. Lineup begins at
6:15.

North vs. SoutH
The NFC Championship Sunday pits the

49ers against the Rams, and as usual, two
Daily Bbm columnists are taking sides in

this battle of California. Go
Rams. . .cr. . J^inefil

See pages 46 & 47

Fourth and Goal

Our sometimes-controversial columnist goes out on
another limb and predicts that E>aFrick Martin (pictured)

will light things up against the Arizona schools this week.
And hey hoppt Uaa^ "We want O'Bannon.**

_ See page

Vol. OeOC, Ho. 52
Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

RiA. liifoniijiUon

available soon

Students interested in work-
ing as a resident assistant in one
of UCLA's residence halls

should attend one of several

infomation meetings, begin-

ning Jan. 17 and continuing

until Jan. 31.

Two meetings will be held

Jan. 17, one at noon in 2410
Ackerman Union and one at 7
p.m. in the Saxon Suites Con-
ference Room.
For further information,

please call 206-5588 ot 206-

3360.

Inside
Hotel donates
$3,000 to UCLA
The Brentwood/Bel Air

Holiday Inn has donated $3000
in prize money to UCLA which
will be used to assist research.

See page 5

Viewpoint

Latin American
affairs

Columnist Keith Roberts
talks with a UCLA professor

and Latin American expat

See page 13

Arts & Entertainment

Soldiers fight

for'Gloffy'

Civil rights and race relations

are among the vivid issues and
images of the epic fihn 'Glory.'

See page 14

Sports

Here comes
Arizona

Head Coach Jim Harrick and

4fae UCLA basketball team will

host the Wikk:ats on Saturday.

..> ..;... ^ See page 28
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ASUCLA to smoke ban
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Most students favcH* a smoking
ban in their association's facilities,

according to an informal poll taken
last quarter by the undergraduate
general representatives' office.

The poll will be a factor the

Associated Students Board of
Directors will consider when it

decides later this month whether tp

ban the consumption and sales of
tobacco products in ASUCLA's
facilities.

The random survey of 90 stu-

dents revealed that an overwhelm-
ing majority of respondents were
in favorof a smoke-free Ackerman
Union and Kerckhoff Hall.

Some comments from the 80
students who suppcMied such a

measure included, ''Smoking
infringes on my right to breathe
dean^air" ahd "We should have a
designated smoking area.**

According to General Rep-
resentative Scott Perry, who con-
ducted the poll, students favored a

ban primarily because of health

reasons.

Medical evidence linking dis-

ease and death to involuntary

smoking is accumulating, said

William McCarthy, an adjunct

psychology professor and a
researcher at the Division of
Cancer Control in Westwood.

McCarthy, who will provide a

written statement to the Board of
Directors supporting the ban, said

evidence shows that an involun-

taiy smoker — one who breathes

residual smoke — inhaled a

greater amount of benzene than a
person who woiks at a reHnery
where benzene is a known work
hazard. — r^-

Tobacco smoke contains ben-
zene, cartx)n monoxide, acetone
and other carcinogens, McCarthy

said.

In fulfilling the board's Ethical

and Social Responsibility Polky,
"(the board) should build polk:ies

to encourage smokers to quit and
send a message to students that this

behavior is not encouraged,"
McCarthy said.

At previous board meetings
concerning this matter, membm
discussed smoker's rights and an
individual's right to choose to buy
tobacco products.

No one is suggesting that smok-
ing should be prohibited, said Ruth
Roemer, who teaches pubUc health

law at the School of Public Health.

But "there is no legal right to

impose toxk: pollutants on others,"

she said.

See SMOKING, page 7
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Speaker at UCLA relates

experiences in El Salvador

Jennifer Jean Casolo
ELDCR/Diyiy Brain

By Debra L. Picker

Contributor

An American woman arrested in

El Salvador last month for

allegedly stashing arms for leftist

rebels said Thursday that United
States flnancial aid to El Salvador
is all going to the military and that

our country should withdraw so
that the Salvadorans can negotiate

a settlement of their 10-year war.

Jennifer Jean Casolo, 28, spoke
to a crowd of more than ISOpeople
in Bunche Hall.

She was deported from El
Salvador Dec. 13 after being
detained for 18 days at San
Salvador Police Headquarters and
at Ilopango Women's Prison.

Casok) had been in El Salvador
for more than four years working
for the Christian Education Semi-
nar, a Texas-based organization

that arranges toun of the country

for United States congressmen and
church woikers.

Now that she has been freed,

Casolo says that she wants to tell

people about her experiences. "I

want to speak of what I've seen

^I want to speak of

what Fve seen and
heard because for

four and a half years I

was not allowed to.

That was not my
job.*'

jennner Jean Kifaon

and heard because for four and a
half years I was not alk>wed to.

That was not my job."

She spoke briefly of her chikl-

See CASOLO, page 10

Martin Luther King rememiiered as 'visionary'
By Tina Anlma
Senior Staff Writer

UCLA Assistant Dean Terrcnce
Roberts was in high school in 1957
when Martin Luther King, Jr.

spoke to him about the power of
k)ve.

He was one of nine black
students at Little Rock, Arkansas'
Central High, a previously all-

white school that attracted nation-

wide attention after the Supreme
Couit outlawed racial segregation

in public schools.

King spoke to them about
combating racism through love
and nonviolence, a position the

Baptist minister advocated while
fighting for civil rights.

"He was visionary. He could see
farther than a tot of people."
Roberts said.

On Monday, the United States

and nations around the world will

honor what would have been the
slain civil rights leader's 61st
birthday.

African Student Union Secret-
ary Kimberk;y Washington said
she remembo^ learning al)out

Martin Luther King Weekend Activites

*^« still Hav« a Dr^am"
Celebration including lecture from SMC professor
Saturday. Jan. 13. begins at 8:45 a.m.
Calvary Baptist Church, 1502 20th St.. Santa Monica

King Boulevard Mamorial Project
Saturday. Jan. 13, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Call 731 -8523 for more informatk>n

"Volcaa"
A musical recounting African American history

Saturday. Jan. 13. 3 p.m.
Embassy Theater, 8557 Grand Ave.
Call Ticketmaster at 480-3232

Martin Luther King Ullarch

Monday, Jan. 15, 11 a.m.
South African Consulate — 15 N. La Cienega Blvd.

Sponsered by Los Angeles Student Coalition

COMPILED BY: Kathy Lo

King from her parents' conversa-

tions. Her father, like other blacks

at the time, was often asked to

leave "white only" publk; areas

and was arrested for participating

in civil rights demonstrations in

Texas.

**My father was one ofj those

radk:al people who . . . fought tor

ALBERT POON/Oaity Bruin

his rights and was carted off to jail

for it," she said.

King himself was jailed for

taking part in sit-ins and protests as

the leader of the movement fOT

racial equaUty in the 1950s and
1960s, which led to laws ending
official discrimination and segre-

gation.

Washington and her roommate
Jackie Ellis agreed that King's
Inrthday marks an anniversary of a
new beginning for blacks in the
United States.

*'It's a time of remembrance ofa
period that our people went
through," Washington said.

"King's real contribution was to

unmask ... the immorality and
madness of racial prejudk:e," said

UCLA Law Professor Henry
McGee, who gave legal advk:e to

blacks who were arrested in the

1960s' demonstrations.

King's death is a clear memory
for him. A small brown ribbon
hangs in his office, tucked in a
comer with pktures of other civil

rights leaders. McGee wore the

ribbon when he and more than

100,000 mourners flocked to

Atlanta for King's funeral in 1968.
"I think King's power came

clearer, ironically, after he was
kiUed," he sakt
Dwayne Brown was eight years

(A6 when King was assassinated,

an event which ignited riots In

See KMQp page 10
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African Studies Center

- Prospects for African Developnnent

ir^ the 90's

- 12:00 - 1:00

- 362 Halr»es ^

Campus Events

- "BatrTxan" & "Nightshiift"

- 7:00 & 9:30 — _„
- AGB

T^.T ft

1^ /rrt

UCLA Residential Life
,

- Resident Assistant info meetings

this weel<

Student Researcti Program
- info rr^eetings this week

Vietnamese Students Association
~~~"

- Vietnamese Cultural Night
- January 15th

Asian Education Project

- Orientation meetings next week

Institute of Geophysics
- Endangered Earth Conference
- January 16th & 17th

Westwood Student Federal Credit Union
- Recruitment Meeting
- Ackernnan 3608
- 4 to 6 p.m. _

J

- January 16th

REGARDING THESE EVENTS, PLEASE
LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISEMENTS
WITHIN THE BODY OF THE PAPER!

If you are interested in leaving
your on-compus organization's
event listed in this calendar,
please call 206-0905 for more
information. Certain restrictions
apply. j-_-._
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Searchers scan sky
for planet past Pluto
By Paul Recer

Associated Press

ARLINGTON, Va. — Astro-

nomers at the U.S. Naval Obser-
vatory are narrowing their solar

system search for a 10th planet, a
mysterious, phantom giant that has

long captoied the speculation and
interest of stargazen.

Speculation about the existence

of another planet evolved because

something, perhaps, a massive

object oibiting the sun on the outer

edge of the solar system, is giving a

gravitational nudge that disrupts

the predicted orbits of Uranus and
Neptune, said astronomer R.S.

Harrington.

**We are still incapable of
predicting the location of Uranus,**

Harrington said Wednesday. **It*s

clear something is wrong in the

outer solar system.**

Astronomers have theorized

since the beginning of the century

that some additional planets

existed beyond the orbits of Nep-
tune. The theory sprang from
observations that Uranus failed to

orbit the sun with the majestic and
mathematical symmetry experts

expected.

That led to a search that resulted

in the 1930 discovery of Pluto, the

ninth known planet in the solar

system. Further searching revealed

in^l978 that a moon was orbiting

Pluto.

But Harrington said calculations

later showed the combined mass of
Pluto and its moon are about 1,000

times too small to account for the

detected, but unexplained irregu-

larity of the Nqitune and Uranus
orbits.

Some astronomers have attri-

buted the abnormal orbit ofUranus
and Neptune to emx^ in calcula-

tion.

Correction
Thursday*s article, **UCLA clinic to begin weight loss program,**

incorrectly stated that the NU-SLIM program costs $49S a month.
It costs $495 for eight weeks.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Vietnamese Cultural NigM highlights celebiation
UCLA community to participate

in Vietnamese new year festival
By Thanhtiiuy Nguyen
Contributor

On the occasion of Tet, the Vietnamese
lunar new year, UCLA's Vietnamese
Student Association (VSA) will present a
cultural show with traditional songs and

dances as a part of the celebration.

"With the Vietnamese Cultural Night, we
want to share the 4000-ycar-old Vietnamese
culture with the UCLA community and
hopefully, this will contribute to the cultural

diversity of this university,** said VSA
President Chi B. Vo.

**Also, this is a chance for the Vietnamese
students to learn nKxe about the Vietnamese
culture through interaction and participa-

tion in the show itself,** he said.

The ninth annual cultural show will

include a skit and dance retelling a
traditional Vietnamese fable, an umbrella
dance, performances by professional sin-

gers and the VSA choir and a 15-minute
slide show.

*This is the first year we have a slide

show. It is a visual presentation of Viemam
and what the country looks like through

pictures of cities, monuments, and scenes
from the countryside,** Vo said.

In an effort to attract a larger audience
from the UCLA community, English
translations will be provided throughout the

program.

"We try to keep the program as cultural as

we can by using Vietnamese, but transla-

tions are provided for the audience because
we want everyone to understand and enjoy
the show,** hie said.

The Vietnamese Cultural Night will be
held on Monday at 6 p.m. in Royce Hall.

Endara starts

demoKtion of
PDF building

By Alina Guerrero

Associated Press

!*ANAMA CITY, Panama —
President Guillermo Endara and
Vice President Ricardo Arias
Calderon began demolishing
Panama's old Etefense Forces
headquarters Thursday, swinging
sledgehammers at what they called

the core of the Noriega dictator-

ship.

The building is to be replaced by
Democracy Plaza and part of a

housing project for poor families

-whose hemes were destroyed in

the Dec. 20 U.S. invasion that

ousted Gen. Manuel Antonio Nor-

iega from power.

*Trom the ashes of militarism, a

new era is bom in which the state is

for the well-being of the people,**

Endara said.

The top officials of the new
civilian government bashed away
at a small wall until it was
destroyed, kicking off demolition

of a square block of buildings.

However, plans to dynamite some i

of the buildings Thursday after-

noon were postponed because

there were too many people in the

area.

Meanwhile, a spokesman for the

U.S. Southern Command said

2,200 troops of the 82nd Airborne

woukl be flown back to their base

jat F6rt Bragg, N.C., on Friday.

Army Lt Col. James Swank
said that would leave 19,600

troops from the 26,000-strong

invading force still in Panama. He
said another 4,400 engineers and
civil affairs troops had come in.

. *They're nation-building types

of soldiers," said Swank.

He also said without elaborating

that a Dignity Battalion comnum-
der, Benjamin Colamarci, surren-

dered to U.S. soldiers on
Wednesday.

The headquarters, where Norie-

ga had his main offices, was
heavily damaged by air and ground

fire at the start of the invasion to

overthrow the sb-ongman and

return him to Miami, where he is

jailed on drug trafficking charges.

Even l^fore Endara and Arias

started, the building was pocked

with holes, with sections of roof

caved in and walls blackened by

fire. The building is surrounded by

destroyed vehicles, including two

water cannon police used with a

mixture of water and riot gas to

break up opposition demonstra-

tions.

Arias said the headquarters

'^represented the center of the

Noriega dictatorship, the heart of

the Defimse Forces that he con-

verted into an instrument of

oppression and corruption."

Invasion Aftermath

Students return from*
Panama, share views
By Crissy Gonzalez
Contritxjtor

Gil Ll-Paz
OMEN QOLOSLOOM

A few UCLA students who
recently returned from Panama
shared their different experiences

and political views with other

students at a forum of about 30 on
Wednesday.

Eric Castillo believes the United
States convinced Panamanians,
who were initially not strongly

opposed to Noriega, to oppose
their leader through economic
sanctions which Congress
imposed on the Central American
nation.

"Also, the government that (the

United States is) installing are
crooks. One leader was caught
smuggling cocaine,** said Castillo,

who was bom in Panama. "Anyone
that takes power in Panama is

going to be involved in cocaine.**

"One of the main reasons we
went into Panama wasn*t just to

get Noriega,** one student who
attended the forum said. "We went
in there to protect Americans ... I

talked to people there and they
hated Noriega.** —— ..•

The forum was the first of a
series of meetings to be sponsored
this quarter by The Spark, a
socialist revolutionary organiza-

tion that aims to change the

governmental system of the United
States.

**Our goal is to try to buikl a
revolutionary OTganization in this

country,** said Fred Holtzman, a
Spark member. "We think that

problems come out of this society

because of this system, and we
believe it*s possible to change it**

Before opening the meeting for

discussion, Holtzman condemmed
the U.S. invasion of Panama,
suggesting it signified the begin-

ning of another era of U.S. foreign
aggression.

"The main point is that the U.S.
invaded a country. Bush calls it a
triumph, but it came at a tremend-
ous cost The death toll may never
be determined and an estimated

25,000 Panamanians are now
homeless,** Holtzman said.

Future forum topics include

changes taking place in Eastem
Europe. The Spart meets Wednes-
days at 7 pjn. in Rolfe 3127.

UCLA professors • I Panamanian invasion
By Christine Haqstnom
Staff Writer

While former Panamanian dic-

tator Manuel Noriega awaits trial

on drug charges in the U.S., UCLA
professors examine the imi^ica-

tions of a continuing record ofU.S.
intervention in Latin America and
the future of a country taking its

first glimpse at democracy.
The violation of international

law, disregard for Latin American
sentiment and the difficult transi-

tion from dictatorship to democra-
cy concerns various UCLA
experts.

"There should be no artificial

euphoria that all you have to do is

go in and kick out the bastards who
run the show. Kicking out the

bastards is only the first stq>,**

UCLA Professor of Economics
William Allen said.

"A democratic society will take

a long time to prosper. You don't
go to 60 immediately. It will take

a lot of work. You don't get
entrepreneurs and efficient work-
ers ovemighL These things have to

grow," he explained.

Allen remains skeptical about
whether or not the Panamanian
people will be willing to make the
necessary short-term economic
sacrifices.

*This is a very poor economy;
people are concerned with keeping
a roof over their head and food on
the table; democracy is not a
matter of great interest. If eco-
nomic security is not that g^t,
there is a danger that many of these

W COLOmiA

[•Casualties: 23 U.S. servicemen •Support: 92% of Panamanians polled

killed. 208 U.S. servicemen supported the U.S. invasion,

wounded. •New leader: President Guillermo

•Damages: Over $2 bniion. Endara
SCXIRCE: Th« At80ciai»d Press

people will pine for the *good old

days' when the dictatorship gave
th^ security," he said.

UCLA Professor of History E.

Bradford Bums agreed that with-

out economic assistance, democra-
cy may not flourish in Panama.
"Panama will need support I'm
not sure an embargo squeeze on
the economy and bombing the

country will cause economic
development**

The damage inflicted on Pana-

ma was just a continuance of the

United States' abuse of the region,

said Bums, who questioned the

value of such ventures. "I don't

Imow how Panama will recover

(from the invasion). IfPanamanian
economic development ever

lilyBfuin

existed it has been reversed."

When examining past U.S.
invasions of Latin American
countries such as Cuba, Nicaragua,

Grenada, and Panama, "You don't

find any benefits incurring from
the relationship . . . and it does
nothing for U.S. security," Bums
said.

"The history of intervention is

not satisfactory. We invaded
Guatemala in '54 to overthrow a

denKx:ratic, constitutional govem-
ment There has been civil war
ever since; 100,000 people have
been killed," he added.

Bums was also skeptical about
the reasons given for invadii^the
country. Although President Bush
was concerned about the protec-

tion of the canal. Bums believes

that the strategic importance of the

canal has diminished greatly over
the years and it no longer merits

the concem it once did.

"In the past it was vit^ to trade,

and played an important interna-

tional role. Now the largest naval
and freight vessels can't even get
through," he said.

The protection of American
lives is another justification for

invasion which has been "used and
abused for the past 40 years," said

Bums, adding that an American
life is k)st somewhere in the world
every month.
Bums fiiiled to see the merit in

travelling all the way to Panama to

apprehend an alleged drug dealer
"There are bigger drug dealers in

the (U.S.). We didn't have to leave
the continental U.S. . . . World
peace and international law are

much more important than Mr.
Noriega."

But international law will not
save Noriega from criminal prose-

cution in the U.S., UCLA Profes-

sor of Law Phillip Tremble said
Under U.S. criminal and consti-

tutional law, it does not make a
difference how the defendant was
brought before the court as long as
he is physically there and gets a
fair trial, justice is considered
done, he explained.

Although Panama has the right

to request Noriega's return under

international law, Ttemble pre-

^cted that Panama will be all too
wilHng to allow the prosecution of

Noriega to continue.

»>««••••.
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World

Military presence
continues in BeUing
BEUING — China's anny will main-

tain a strong iM-esencc '*to safeguard

public security" in the Beijing area

t following the lifting of martial law, the

government's top spokesman said Thurs-
day.

Up to 1,000 troops marched across

Tiananmen Square on Thursday morning,
hours after seven months of martial law
officially ended in the capital.

**I thought martial law was over," said

one of the several thousand people on the

100-aqre square as he watched the

military procession.

The government spokesman. Yuan Mu,
told a news conference there was a "small

increase" in troop levels in Beijing and its

suburbs, but he gave no indication of how
many soldiers would be stationed around
the capital.

Yuan said the military i^-esence was
necessary to "safeguard public security

and the peaceful work of the people."

Gorbachev discusses
Lithuanian autonomy
VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. — President Mik-

hail S. Gorbachev assured indepen-
dence-seeking Lithuanians on Thursday
that they would have a say in their

republic's future, but he cautioned that a

confrontation with Moscow could lead to

tragedy.

An estimated 300,000 Lithuanians
defied the visiting Gorbachev byjamming
central Vilnius Thursday evening in a
candlelight demonstration for freedom.

"We have been tied together for these

50 years, whether we like it or not.**

Gorbachev told a crowd eariier in the day
after placing a wreath at a monument to

Vladimir Lenin.

Gorbachev said later that he has
ordered that a law be written and
published establishing a mechanism for

secession from the Soviet Union, a right

guaranteed by the countiy's 1977 Consti-
tution but not recognized to date.

Nation

Judge blocks parts

of Pa. abortion law
HARRISBURG, Pa.—A federal judge

today blocked sections of Pennsylvania's
new abortion law" from taking effect

Tuesday. The law contains the toughest
abortion restrictions in the nation.

U.S. District Judge Daniel H. Huyett III

issued an injunction against requirements

that women notify their husbands and
wait 24 hours before an abortion.

The judge left intact sections banning
abortions after the 24th week of pregnan-
cy and abortions to select the sex of the

child, said Robert Gentzel, spokesman for

state Attorney General Ernie Preate Jr.

The American Civil Liberties Union,
the Women's Law Project and Planned
Parenthood said the order was a victory in

their first round against the new law.

Bush strongly against

sociai security tax cut

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The Bush
administration found itself arguing
against a politically appealing tax cut

Thursday as it denounced a proposed
rollback of Social Security payroll taxes

as a Democratic ploy to **fiddle around"
with the nation's retirement system.

Presidential press secretary Marlin
Fitzwater said the administration opposes
a plan by Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y., to repeal this year's Social

Security tax hike and to further cut the rate

next Jan. 1.

Moynihan's plan, which is fast gaining
support from business and conservative

groups, would cancel the Jan. 1 increase

that raisedfthe Social Security tax rate to

7.65 peiiiJ^t fixMn 7.51 percent The tax

covers both retirement and Medicare
programs. /

State

Schools mismanaged
in Oakland, report says

OAKLAND — The state auditor
general's office has concluded that the

Oakland public schools have been misma-
naged by a team that padded payrolls,

showed favoritism and handed out special

perks, according to a published report
After a months-long investigation, a

draft report by the auditor general said

misirianagement has cost the school
disiritt more than $500,000 in recent
years and may have allowed students to be
exposed to drugs. The Tribune newspaper
of Oakland reported in a copyrighted
story.

Local

Westwood Maze
aMribirted to arson

Arson sparked a rampaging pre-Christ-

mas blaze in upscale Westwood that

spread from a construction site to more I

than a dozen other buildings, forcing

apartment dwellers like filmmaker Billy

Wilder to evacuate, fire officials said.

"We've eliminated all possible reasons
for an accidental cause of the fire," Fire

Department Battalion Chief Long Purcell
said Wednesday.
The fire originated at the site of the

Devonhill Condominiums, a four-story,

partially framed structure, early Dec. 23.

Strong winds blew embers from the blaze
to neighboring roofs, sparking fires in 15
different structures.

The blaze caused at least $25 million in

damage and forced the evacuation of 150
people.

ice cream argument
emis in fatai slMoting

A dispute over ice cream left a reputed
teen-age gang member shot io death in

Pacoima park and police arrested a man
Jot investigation in the slaying, authorities-
said.

Lorenzo Ramirez, 26, was booked for

investigation of murder and Wasr being
held without bail Wednesday, police

detective Marshall White said.

Officers arrested Ramirez Tuesday
night after a lengthy investigation of the

Nov. 28 slaying at Paxton Park of Josq)h
Tapia, 17, of Sylmar, police said.

Benjamin Flores, 29, ofVan Nuys, who
was with Ramirez during the shooting,

was arrested earUer Tuesday, but was
released uncharged Wednesday after

officers determined he was not part of the

attack. White said.

Tapia, a reputed gang member, was
walking through the park when Ramirez
and Flores confronted him with accusa-
tions he took ice cream from a pushcart
vendor without paying, police said.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Other featured films:

"Speaking Parts"

Atom Kgoyan - Director

"Cinema Paradiso" —

Philippe Noire^t

PALM SPRINGS
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

^Twister"
Harry Dean Stanton,

Crispin Glover
"Monsieur Hire"

Patrice LeConte—
Director

/ '"^

Yoiir passport

to the world of
cinema awaits . . .

For the first time ever, the glamorous city

of Palm Springs will play host to an

international event of cinema. This

prestigious event will offer a myriad of

activities for professionals and film

enthusiasts alike. .

.

;^v^

1^

1CM4
45 films by leading directors from around the world, including daily and nightly premieres fron> the U.S., Canada, Japan, Germany, U.K.,
Hong Kong and France. '- -.-

U.S. Premiere of *The Killer" and West Coast premieres of **Je8U8 of Montreal," "Rosalie Goes Shopping" and "Mama, There's A
Man in My Bed."

Nighdy premieres with celebrities and film makers, daily salutes, galas, receptions and much more.

Film salutes to some of Americas film greats including Kirk Douglas. Lucille Ball. Bob Hope. Frank Capra and James Scewan.

Public seminars on screenwriting. cinematography and directing hosted by the American Film Institute.

Festival passport $100 (5 days), weekend passport $50 and daily passes from $10.

For hotel reservations call 1-800-7Z-ROOMS. For special savings on airfares call American Airlines at 1-800-433-1790

FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION CALL 1-800-366-FILM
I
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University receives $3,000 from locai

Holiday inn for liealUHeiated researeii
By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

The Breniwood/Bcl Air Holiday Inn has donated
$3,000 of prize money to UCLA to assist research in
pelds related to children and the elderly, a company
spolcesperson said Thursday.
"UCLA gives so much to us, it just seemed

automatic that we should give something back,*" said
Nancy Prell, Sales Manager for Holiday Inn.

The Holiday Inn, which is located about two miles
west of UCLA, was the winner of a recent national
company-wide marketing contest based on the
"Summerfest '89 Promotion.'*

The promotion was part of a national campaign
organized by Holiday Inn's corporate offices in
Memphis, Tcnn. The Brcntwood/Bcl Air Holiday Inn
was chosen the best in the Western United States
from among 1,700 competitors for using creative
marketing techniques to promote summertime food,
bar and room rates.

As a reward for their creative and innovative ideas,

the staff of the Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel Air was
awarded $5,000 to throw themselves a party.—

Holiday Inn executives elected instead to give the

money to organizations helping children, the elderly,

and the homeless, Prell said.

As a result, a $3,000 donation will be shared by
UCLA's Department of Pediatric Oncology, the

Femald Child Study Center and the I>epartment of
Psychology for research in Alzheimer's disease.

Another $1,000 will be donated to an organization

to help the homeless.

Holiday Inn has a history of charity involvements,
Prell said. The oiganization sponsors a program
called Give KidsA World, which operates a home in

Fkmda from which dying children can take a visit to

Walt Disney Worid,
This time, however, the staff wanted to donate to a

local charity organization, Prell said.

**UCLA was the natural choice," she said.

"(The university) has provided us with a lot of
business. Wc have a very good working relationship

with them," Prell added, noting that a party thrown in

appreciation of UCLA's business helped launch the

hotel's summer promotional activities.

"If we had more» wc would have given more." she

Alt

Internships

Internship applications are still available for

internships with Daily Bruin Art & Design
Department at 112 Kerckhoff Hall. They are due
.Friday, January 12, by 12 noon^— ^

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rafes
Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^
Complimentary Cofl"
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens^ Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT
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Rev - Up your
tall wardrobe
with your very

own high-quality,

premium weight

JOB WARE ^
sportswear...

T-shirts,

sweatshirts

and sweatpants
in cool white with
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blue logo and
"Roll with the Best

tag line. 50 cotton

50 poly knit resists

shrinkage.
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FINAL DEADLINE!

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

JANUARY 17
Seniors, don't be left out ofyour Senior

Yearbook. Drop by Campus Photo Studio

NOW and have your portrait taken. Be a

part of the Bruinlife picture.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
Official Pbotqgfrapbers For Bruin lift Tearhook

KcrckhofFHall 150 (213)206-8433
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Volatile volcano jostles Alaskan community
By Susan dallagher

Associated Press
-t

ANCHORAGE, Alaska —
Redoubt Volcano's tantrums have
not been as destructive as Mount
Sl Helens', but they have inter-

rupted oil production and interna-

tional travel and closed schools for

thousands of youngsters.

Earlier this week, 10^000 face

masks were distributed to residents

of the central Kenai Peninsula

worried about inhaling the fine

volcanic ash — gritty, highly

abrasive bits of pulv^ized lava ^=
that the voteano has blown as high
as eight miles into the atmosphere.

Redoubt's last eruption was
Monday.
"The quake activity indicates

the volcano is relatively quiet for

now and it does not appear to be
building toward stronger eruptive

activity," geologist Steve Brantley
of the Alaska Volcano Observat-

ory said Wednesday.
Mount St. Helens in Washing-

"ton state erupted explosively in

May 1980, levelling hundreds of
square miles of forest and blowing
ash so high into the atmosphere it

circled the globe. The blast killed

57 people and caused over $3
billion in damage.

Redoubt, which roared back to

life Dec. 14 after 25 years of quiet,

is not only smaller but also more
remote, sitting 115 miles south-

west of Anchorage.

But it still has the power to

disrupt commerce and everyday
Ufe.

Redoubt's threat forced the

closure Tuesday of the Drift River

oil storage terminal, 20 miles from
the volcano, and much of the Cook
Inlet offshore oil field that the

facility serves.

The terminal, with 38 million

gallons of oil in its tanks, sits near

the Drift River, which has over-

flowed with water from snow and
glaciers melted by Redoubt's
internal heat The river flooded
extensively during the volcano's

last eruption.

The affected fields contributed

much of the $23.3 million in

royalties Alaska collected last year
from Cook Inlet production, said

said Chuck Logsden, a petroleum
economist with the Department of
Revenue.

Because the airborne ash
threatens aircraft engines, traffic at

Anchorage International Airport

came to a virtual halt shortly

before Christmas.

AEP Asian Education

Project

^ntation-Meeting

A
•mr.

lilii

Jan 1 7« 2:00 pm AU 3508

Jan 1 8, 3:00 pm AU 3508

f>

First Day of Tutoring !!!

Saturday, Jan 20, 1990
9:15AM

Carpools leave UCLA Sproul Hall

at 8:30 AM SHARP!

Every Saturday from 10,00AM to 12.00 PM at Castelar
Elementary School • 840 Yale Street • LA

For More Information, please come by 41 1 Kerckhoff Hall
or coll 825-241 7 or call Nina Pan at 824-7763

Funded By Community Activities Committee ^
of the Programs Activities Board -^^

—

—

——

UCLA Campus Events, the UCLA Center for International and Strategic Affairs

and Israel's Consulate General in Los Angeles

present

Israeli Defense Minister

YITZHAK RABIN
discussing prospects for peace in the Middle East

•Served as Prime Minister of Israel from 1974-1977
•Leader of Israel's Labor Party
•Former Ambassador to the United States "\ '

•Former Israeli Minister of Labor 7'

Tuesday, January 16, 1990

2:30 - 4:30 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom - FREE

UTEBITE
COM

BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BITE IS 'JUST RIGHT"
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI. DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD. FRENCH FRIES. AND SOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contacts includes care kit*

Follow up
Extended, Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes. ...$11 9 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 mos.)

$109-set

supply most brands

of similar prices

Sott Contacts With Your Prescription

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd
Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Good At Our 5 Convenient
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Northridge Aiuhein

Santa Ana Stantan

Wtsi Lm Angattt

EipirM: 1/2«/90

Please Oo Not Use
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I
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Cutback:
Government curtails aid

for homeless in 30 states
By Jeff Barker

;_
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Some
126 counties that got aid for the
homeless last year through a
program created by Congress have
been dropped for 1990. They
include 20 with double-digit
unemployment and one with a
poverty rate of 42.7 percent.

Advocates for the homeless, as
well as local officials in the 30
states hit by the cutback, are
protesting. But program admini-
strators say they are merely ful-

filling a mandate to target the aid to
the nation's worst-off areas.

_ Congress didn't cut funds for
the $124.9 million Emergency
Food and Shelter National Board
Program, The 126 jurisdictions

lost out when they fell below
eligibility levels for local poverty,

unemployment or the size of the
overall labor force. Some may still

get limited grants from a separate
~ fund set aside for underfunded

areas.,

"Twenty^eight new counties
became eligible this year.

The rejected counties are as
large as Oklahoma's Tulsa Coun-
ty, including the ciQLofTulsa, and
as small as Madison Parish, La.

Madison has unemployment
and poverty rates of 16 percent and
42.7 percent respectively. But the

parish, which got $22,000 in 1989,
lost its eligitj^ity J)eeause^ it had

—iewct-than the required total of
1,000 people unemployed,
according to the program's fig-

ures.

Told the list said there were 883
jobless people in Madison, parish

administrative assistant Geneva
Jones said. "I know it's more than
that" But whatever the exact
figure, she said the loss of money
would hurt the elderly in her area.

"Most of them are on fixed
incomes and by the time they pay
their utilities, they don't have
enough for adequate food," she
said in a telephone interview.

The United Way was no happier
in the urban county ofTulsa, where
officials complained to federal

administrators in a Nov. 30 letter

"While on the face of it. this

<denial) would seem to be a~
positive reflection ofan improving
local economy, nothing could be
further from the truth."

Program staff director WyUe B.

Cooper said in an interview,

"Communities change in what's
happening. Last year, Texas was'
incredibly hard hit, and this year it

is beginning to recover. That
happens all over the country
because the money is designated
for the most critical need areas."

But Jim Cieslar of Tulsa's

United Way said there have been
new oil company layoffs in his

area.

The national program's Cooper
said that the system was designed
'*to supplement and extend" efforts

<m behalf of the homeless Mid that

the govemment_i:aiuiot.guarantee
funding to individual counties

beyond one year. '

SMOKING
From page 1

n ASUCLA's ban would not be
the first at UCLA. The university
has already taken steps to make
some of its buildings smoke-free,
including Murphy Hall, Franz
Hall. Life Sciences and the Center
for Health Sciences.

Opposition and negative reac-
tions to non-smoking regulations

have been minimal in university

buildings that have a smoking ban.
university officials said.

"Fbr the most part, the feedback
has been positive." said Margaret
Johnson, administrative policies

and int)cedures coordinator.

Johnson said one of the factors

contributing to the university's

success in implementing the ban
was time given to smokers to

adjust their behavior.

"Where there's been sufficient

notice, there's been a high success
rale," Johnson said. For example,
three months elapsed before the

decision to have some smoke-free

buildings went into effect.

**We recognize that there are a
lot of things we can't do anything
about, but we can prevent lung
cancer, emphysema and heart
disease if we control smoking."
Roemer said, "and education
institutions have an obligation to

protect students from hazards
known to science."

A Board of DirectCM^ survey is

currently being taken at Lu Valle
Commons and at the Country Store

in Ackerman. Approximately
8,000 patrons have been surveyed
so far.

Implementation of a smoking
ban will likely include cessation

classes for employees who wish to

stop smoking, said Denise Andres,
ASUCLA project manager. There
may be a delay of four to six weeks
before the policy will be enforced
to allow time to install ashtrays

outdoors and post no-smoking
signs, she said.

Have you ever been

HARASSED,
ASSAULTED OR

RAPED
at UCLA or in the Los Angeles Community?
Together, UCLAs feminist newsmagazine needs

contributors for our upcoming, special issue on
RAPE. If you are interested in raising campus

awareness on ^^'^ subject, call Together at 206-

6168. Comp identia!.

-3^

^° GET ACQUAINTED

ADVERTISE IN THE

DAILY BRUIN

ASUCLA
BOOK
BONUS

This Is not a gams and thars ara no gimmicks. The Book
Bonus Program was developed by students who know first-hand
how difficult it can be to finance a college education. In addition to
your tuition and living costs, you have the expense of textbooks.

A

APS/Lecture Notes, and any other general books, reference books,
and magazines you may want or need to purchase.

To help you control these costs, ASUCLA has reserved a fund of

.

over $500,000 to be distributed among Book Bonus participants.
Anyone who makes their books, APS/Lecture Notes
and magazine purchases during the quarterly rC \ IV^
eligibility periods can participate in the

' ^^ '^J! ^ ^
Book Bonus Program and receive a share .^v<^^ ^^^i
of this money. The amount you receive "

^

will be based on the sum of your

purchases during the coming academic
year, and the total number of people who
participate in the Book Bonus Program.
Depending on the amount of your

purchases, you can receive as much as
"^• • ^

$100.00 or more at the end of the year. Here's how you do it!!

""%/.^%
•'y

W Anyone who buys au books (not just textbooks), APS/
Lecture Notes, and/or magazines during any or all of the

FOLLOW THESEX three eligibility periods is eligible for a Bonus. Special

^ \ colored receipt tape from the casiiregisten at the

SIMPLE STEPS... beginning of each quarter will remind you that your
purchases are eligible for a Bonus.

l!t Save all your colored receipts until you are sure yo«
will be keeping your books.

... - ^ ^'^^ ^^ "^ *"^ y"« **" ^ keeping your books, fill out
a Book Bonus envelope (envelope boxes are located at Ackerman, Ln Valle.
and Nealth Science Stores), and drop it into the Bonus box.

^ If you forget to turn in your receipts this quarter - keep :l^^^
thim. Ybh can turn them in the following quarter.

i^ At the end of the academic year (early June)
your bonus will be mailed to you.

^ Watch the Daily Bruin for Book Bonus Ads which
will contain information about the program, including
eligibility dates and envelope deadlines. , ,^ ^

^o^wofDiRfcro^^

-i U '!'ll lV yf-
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. Remembering

li

ing, Jr

1929-1968

"You ought to believe something in

life, believe that thing so fervently

that you will stand up with it till the
end of your days."

The Center for Afro-American Studies

Anti-abortionists talce

new • I :^ bearing
By Mitchell Landsberg
Associated Press

Anti-abortion groups intend to

project a more moderate image this

year as they lobby state legisla-

tures in the aftermath of the

Supreme Court's Webster deci-

sion. But they will &ce re-ener-

gized opposition, not just firom

pro-choice groups but from their

own movement's hard-liners.

With public opinion polls

showing a majority of Americans
in favor -^f legaJized abortion,

some anti-abortion groups have
scaled back their goals to restric-

tions they believe are puUicly
acceptable.

Those measures — including

bills banning abortion as a form of
birth control and requiring mitlors

to get parents' permission for an
abortion— will face legislators in

most stales when 1990 sessions

begin this month.
Virtually every legislature that

is meeting this year will considCT
some form of abortion legislation,

and it will be a major issue in-many
states, including Alabama, Illinois,

Maryland, Michigan, New Hamp-
shire, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island and Virginia.

According to groups that track

abortion legislation, at least seven
states will consider legislation to

ban public funding of abortion:

California, Hawaii, Illinois, Min-
nesota, Missouri, New Mexico and
West Virginia.

At least nine states will consider

legislation to outlaw abortion as a
form of birth control. They are

Alabama, California, Idaho, India-

na, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missis-

sippi. Missouri and Tennessee.

Eight other states will consider

bills to require parental consent or

notification. They are Hawaii,
Illinois, Louisiana, Missouri, New
Jersey, Virginia, Washington and
Wisconsin.

And Indiana, Minnesota, North
Carolina, Oklahoma and Virginia

are expected to take up bills that

mirror the Missouri law that the

Supreme Court upheld last July 3.

That law bans abortions in public

hospitals and stops public employ-
ees from counseling women about
abortion, among other things.

*This issue is the most controv-

ersial issue any legislature will

deal with in the next decade," said

Alabama state Sen. Chip Bailey,

who opposes abortion.

Alabama's legislature win con-
sider two bills aimed at banning
abortion as a means of twth
control, leaving it legal only in

certain cases. Anti-abortion
groups already are battling over
what those exceptions should be
—one sign ofa rift that seems to be
growing.

One group, Alabama Citizens

for Life, supports a bill that would
allow abortkxis in four instances:

rape, incest, when a woman's life

is in danger, or when a pregnancy
would produce an infant with
**profound or irremediable** defor-

mities.

McMartin verdicts to be read
only after all 65 are returned
By Linda Deutsch
Associated Press

The judge in the McMaitin Pre-

school molestation trial in Los
Angeles on Thursday scheduled

and then abruptly cancelled a
hearing to consider breaking the

seals on 52 volets already sub-

mitted by jurcM^ in the case of
Raymond Buckey and his mother.

Superior Court Judge William
Pounders revCTsed his plan after

lawyers for both defense and
prosecution told him by phone that

they opposed reading any verdicts

until the jurors had completed their

entire task — deciding guilt or

innocence on 65 charges.

With only 13 verdicts remaining

to be reached. Pounders had said

he was "on the razor's edge" trying

to decide whether to unseal the

completed verdicts now. He
ordered a hearing for Friday
morning, but cancelled it late

Thursday afternoon.

Jurors, presumable unaware of
the development, were scheduled

to begin their 34ih day of delibera-

tions Friday, but they planned only

a half-day session because one
juror has a doctor's appointment

Buckey. 31. and his mother,
Peggy McMartin Buckey. 63. are

charged with molesting children at

their family owned preschool in

Manhattan Beach. Their trial has
become the longest and costliest

criminal trial in U.S. history.

Defense attorneys were strongly

opposed to disclosing the verdicts

until all the counts had been
decided.

''My position is what it has
always been — leave the jury
alone," said attorney Dean Gits

who represents Mrs. Buckey.
"Unsealing verdicts now will only
put undue pressure on them. We
have no indication they are dead-

kx:ked, and until we do let's leave

them alone."

Sandi Gibbons, spokeswoman
for District Attorney Ira Reiner,

said prosecutors also opposed
Pounders' plan.

The position of this office has

always been that we oppose
reading partial verdicts," she said.

The jurors returned 13 verdicts

Thursday in sealed envelopes.

They had submitted five other

verdicts on Wednesday.

Pounders said in an interview

that he suspects the jurors have
considered all charges in the case

but failed to reach agreement
initially on the counts which
remain and decided to return to

'

them later.

"They're making great prog-

ress," he said. "We have over 78
percent of the verdicts in. But if I •

lose one juror, I lose all 52
verdicts, which is why I'm on the

razor's edge."

Pounders' dilemma came on the

eve of a court holiday, Martin
Luther King's Birthday on Mon-
day, which will extend the jurors'

weekend break to three days. Each
time the panelists have left for an
extended period Pounders has
worried that something might
prevent one of them from return-

ing.

With no alternates to replace

any ailing juror, the absence of
even one jury member would
cause a mistrial in the 2 1/2-year-

old proceedings.

None of the verdicts is flnal until

jurors afflrm in open court that this

is their decision.

However, the jurors previously

objected to a plan for reading

partial verdicts. Some of them
feared they would face community
pressure concerning their remain"
ing verdicts if the ones announced
were not popular with the public.

Most workers
find careers by
'simple chance'

By Karen Ball

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. -^ A
majority of American workers are
doing what they do for such
reasons as simple chance or lack of
choice, while just 41 percent hold
jobs that they had planned,
according to a poll released Thurs-
day.

The results indicate **that many
people are trapped at less than they
could do." said Sharon Danann,
research director at a Cleveland-
based group caUed 9 to 5, National
Association of Working Women.

"I don't think it bodes well.

People aren't looking at their job
as a lifelong development, as a way

_^to grow," she said. 'They're not
dreaming of the stars."

The survey of 1,350 people was
conducted last October by the

Gallup Organization for the
National Occupational Informa-
tion Coordinating Committee, a
panel Congress created to make
belter use of job information. The
poll, which asked a variety of job-
related questions, had a margin of
error of plus or minus 4 percentage
points.

Other Hndings showed that

about half of Americans say job
stress affects their health, personal

relationships or their ability to do
their job; neariy one-third of the

work force expects to change jobs
within the next three years; and
that 65 percent said that given a
chance to start over, theywould try

to get more information about
career options.

While 41 percent of the employ-
ed respondents consciously chose
their job or career, 18 percent got

^j smarted in their present job through

; chance circumstances, 12 percent
took the only job available and the

rest were either influenced by
friends or relatives.

"There's a real dilenmia. The
labor market isn't matching up
well with what people are trained

to do and what they want to do,"
said Jim Green, a labor historian at

the University of Massachusetts.

He said the results may indicate

that many people view theirjobs as

••necessary evils."

Green and Ms. Danann said part

of the reason people are in jobs
they never planned is because most
new jobs being created are in the

service industry.

"Those are dead-end, nowhere
jobs. That's the opposite of what
We need right now. All the

predictions (for the 1990s) are for

higher skills, sharp-as-a-tackness.

We need jobs that we can really

throw ourselves into," Ms. Danann
said.

Juliette Lester, executive direc-

tor of the committee that had the

poll conducted, said those results

demonstrate the need for gov^n-
ment and job counselors to

improve the way they educate the

public about career options.

••The people who are most in

need are not getting it." she said,

noting that only 21 percent of those

without a high school degree had
planned their jobs and 25 percent

of that group had taken the only

jobs they could find.

In a separate finding. 25 percent

of empk>yed adults who responded

said job stress or pressure had
interfered with their off-the-job

relationships, 20 percent said it had
affected their physical health and
20 percent said it had affected their

ability to do their job.

— But responding t& th& Mme
question, 48 percent reported little

or nojob stress over the past year.
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Need resume material? All we ask for Is 4 hours a week!

INTERNSHIPS*
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BUSINESS / FINANCE / ACCOUNTING
available on campus at fhe
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>V <. S^SJ' ^

Union
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WINT
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Quarter 1990 positions in:

INVESTMENTS PERSONNEL
COLLECTIONS LOANS
ACCOUNTING GSL'S
MARKETING TELLERING
NEWSLETTER EDITOR

RECRUrrMENT MEETING:

TUESDAY, JANUARY 16TH
ACKERMAN 3508, 4 TO 5 PM

ENDANGERED EARTH: AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
January 16-18. 1990; Royce Hall. UCLA

EARTH IN JEOPARDY: CURRENT PERCEPTIONS

Conference Registration '

2:30 pm

3:X pm

4:00 pm

Stephen Schneider, Natl Ctr for Atnxjspheric Rsch
•Global Climate Change"

Robert L. Peters. World Wildlife Fund
"Consequences of Giobai Warming for Biological Diversity'

B.L Turrwr II, Qark University

"Economic and Social Effects of Global Change"

ENDANGERED

EARTH
AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE

Wednesday, 1/17 LESSONS FROM THE PASTAND PRESENT

9:00 am

JANUARY 16-18, 1990; ROYCE HALL, UCLA

Sponsored by the National Science Foundation
and the UCLA Center for the Study of Evolution and the
Origin of Life (CSEOL)

Richard Turco and Virginia Scofield, Co-conveners

10:00 am

11:00 am

1 1 :30 am

12:30 pm

1:Xpm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:00 pm

5:00 pm

J. William Schopf , UCLA
"Paleo-Environmental Change: Evolutionary Responses"

David Raup, Urw of Chicago
"Species Extifx:tions"

COWW braak

Russell W. Graham, Illinois State Museum
"Ice Age Extinctions: Climatic and human Impacts"

George J. Gumerman, Univ of Illinois

"Early Human Interaction with the Environment"

Sharon Camp, Population Crisis Committee
'Population Growth and Global Charige"

PREREGISTRATION FORM

Name

Department

Address

City/State

Phone

Institution

Zip

ENCLOSE: $5 STUDENT/POSTDOC/STAFF
$10 FACULTY
$15 GENERAL PUBLIC

SEND BY JANUARY 15 TO:

ENDANGERED EARTH
c/o CSEOL
5687 Geoiogy Buidinj,

:j- UCLA
.. ./ Los Angeles, CA 90024

(Campus mail code 156704)
(213)825-1170

TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE OOOR

George M. Woodweli, Woods Hole
"Warming of the Earth: New Perspectives on Biotic Impoverishment"

Andrew Dobson, Princeton Univ
"Parasites, Pests and Primates in a Changing World"

Thursday. 1/18 S7iRA7FG/fS AND RESPONSES TO GLOBAL CHANGE

9:00 am

9:X am

10:30 am

11:30 am

12:00 pm

1:00 pm

2:00 pm

Jean Audouze. Science Advisor to President of France
"Global Change: A European Vision"

Roger Revella, UC San Diego
"Science and Po«cy in the Face of Global Change"

Harold Mooney, Stanford Univ
'National arxJ International Programs"

4:00 pm

Jared Diamond, UCLA
'Adaptation to Change: A Biological Option?"

lunoh bvMk

Panet Discussion: UNIVERSirr OF CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS AND
PLANS

Moderator: Raymond Ohrbach, UCLA
Participants: Richard Berk, UCLA

Noreen DowlIng, UC Davis
Michael QhH, UCLA
Alexandre Oulntanilha. Lawrence Berkeley Lab
Sherwood Rowland, UC Irvine

David SImonen, UC Santa Barbara
RIctiard Somervflle. UC San Diego

Departure
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SPECIAL Free spo»t Fiyor

OFFER <}u^\ tor comifiq by

CP6&Ta)OOD
Chess • Monopoly • go • Dungeons & Dragons

Puzzles • poker chips • miniatures • Trivial

Pusult •wargames • Chinese chess
and much, much more I

We're the Biggest imie Game store in Town !

r0906 Le Conte, Westwood
824-1128

open 1 1am to 7pm daily i

od^

J

BUY 2
REGULAR FOOTLONG SUBS

* while supplies last

GET ONE FREE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK

OR

SHOW U.C.LA. I.D. AND GET $1.00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBUji^y
GOOD ONLY AT:- 11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA
1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987
EXPIRES 1/27/90

We Want You ...to advertise!

Ask not what ybu can do for the Daily Bmin but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.
To advertise, call (213) 825-2161.

''Where's The Beef ?"

Wendy's Hamburger Co.

"Don't Leave Home Without It"
American Express Co.

"Avoid The Noid"
'._ Dominoes Pizza Co.

"Reach Out And Touch Someone"
AT&T Phone Co.

9fBe All That You Can Be"
U.S. Armed Forces

"Let Your Fingers Do The Walking"
GTE Yellow Pages Co.

Chances are, you remember these marketing slogans even though they were

created years ago. These slogans generated millions of dollars in sales for these

companies and continue to do so. Would you like to have this kind of impact on

corporations like the ones mentioned above? You can. Only one Job on campus gives

you k taste of advertising and marketing with the opportunity to apply creative

business ideas to existing businesses large and small. If you are interested In a career in

advertising, marketing, business, or sales there is only one Job on campus for an

achiever like you. > ,
i

The Daily Bruin Account Executive Internship

Apply Today And Shape Tomorrows Business

For further information contact Jose* Cano at 825-2^ 61

/*

Application! can be picked up at 112 KerchofTHall (1 Floor Below Baskin Robbins)

/
Applications are due January 18th atNoon.

KING
From page 1

MATmiAS OAUB/Ddiy l^ruin

Henry McGe9_

cities across the nation. The fonner
Black Student Alliance chainnan
remembers riding down the streets

of Chicago, where the kx>ting and
riots demonstrated the rage of
blacks across America.
Now, nearly 22 years after

King's death, professors and black
student leaders at UCLA have
mixed feelings about the progress

of King's dream of racial hannony
in the United States.

**ACrican students aren't think-

ing in terms of a dream any
kMiger," Brown said. "We're try-

ing to kx)k at concrete ways to take

responsibility for conditions they-

'll face in the future."

King's dream for racial equality

is in danger, said history Professor
Richard Weiss, because the
Supreme Court's commitment to

affirmative action is eroding.

"Almost a generation later,

racism in the United States is quite

intractable and quite deep,"
McGee said, recalling last month's
bombings in three states involving

civil riglits activists and members
of the judicial system.

"Clearly the dream is

unfulfilled, but the struggle to

achieve it has not ended," McGee
said. "It remains a very real goal
for all Amoicans."

CASOLO
From page 1

hood in Thomaston, Connectkut
where her family worried con-
stantly about what they would eat

the foltowing week. With dedica-

tion and hard work, Casolo w^s
able to attend Brandeis University
on full scholarship and graduated
with highest honors. "I knew I

wanted to make the workl a little

bit better, a little bit more fair -

1

ended up in El Salvador."

After her Nov. 27 arrest, Casok)
said she was interrogated
repeatedly by the Salvadoran right

wing government (ARENA),
which is financially supported by
the United States.

Casolo said she was once placed
in a 6' by 6' booth with shag
carpeting on the walls to block out
the sounds from neighboring
booths. "I spent five days listening

to sounds that I wasn't supposed to

hear screams, moans, flesh hitting

flesh, choking, moaning, vomit-
ing. I don't know what was going
on in those rooms. All I know is

what I heard."

"*I thought you didn't do this to

people?'" she told the interrogator.

Next she told him the words that

she kept repeating to herself— the

vows of a Salvadoran woman who
was killed in a 1981 massacre:

"Before a society that lives the

ideals of power, pleasure, and
possession, I want to be a sign of
what it truly means to be loved."

Some soldiers then went and
stopped the torture in the next
room and when th^y returned they

nKXked her for crying. "1 woukl
shed these same tears for you, and
^mi» and you," the told them.

CASOLO
From page 10

Casok) talked with one interro-

gator about their respective lives.

"He came from a poor family. To
get ahead he joined the military

9cademy. It was a way out He was
making something of himself and
all he wanted from me was a name,
to find out where the weapons
came from."

She told him that she had
nothing left. Her government
doubted her innocence and she
didn't know where her friends

were. "I have nothing left but
what's inside, what's the truth, and
you can't take that from me.
Suffering is not the worst thing you
can do, being cruel is worse."
The Bush Administration

doubts Casok)'s innocence but
Casolo insists she is not guilty. She
said that White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater's statement that

she **might be guilty" was *1otally

inappropriate and an insult to our
democrats ideals."

Horacio Roque, a UCLi^ stu-

dent who lived in El Salvador and
most recently visited the country
last summer, was "not at all

suiprised" by the United State's

position. "The thing that really

outraged me is that over here the

press and the govonment auto-

matically associate her with guer-
rillas simply because she may be
bringing in people to see the poor."

Casolo was accused by ARE-
NA, El Salvador's U.S.-backed
right wing government, of hiding

20,000 rounds of ammunition,
grenades and explosives in the

yard of her rented house.

The only people who claim to

have seen the arms being dug up
from her yard were the sokUers
who accused her, she said.

Casok) said she does not know if

someone put the arms in her yard
before she moved into Uie house, if

they were put there during the
night or if they were ever even
there at all. Many believe that she
was framed by the government

Casolo said that while the U.S.
embassy did give her physk:al

security, the U.S. still presumed
she was guilty.

"I'm not saying I was framed,
but I was a good target for two
reasons," she said. "One — I had
extensive contact with all Salvado-
ran churches. If I couk) be discre-

dited, then the Churches coukl be
discredited. And two — I didn't

have any grassroots backing. I was
with a little ecumenical church
group."

Casok)'s arrest was part of a
crackdown on church groups that

the government said support the

Farabundi Marti Natk>nal Libera-

tion Front (FMLN) — the rebels

opposed to ARENA.
Casok) said she has maintained

neutrality and said that the Salva-

dcxans are the only ones who can
judge their country and decide
what is legitimate for them.

CALL

cso

825-1493

See CASOlO, page 11
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PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHF.R C1\'II. & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

™a08-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SmTE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
(JUST SCXTTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN L£ CCNTE & WEYBURN)

When it comes to
cleaning your contact lenses,

the best solution...

is no solution.

ACUVUE* The lens you never clean.

ic*»*»'CM*lK-<ltl»CH

DR. J.E QUACKENBUSH
Optometrist

10955 Weyburn Avenue* >Xfestwood Village, CA 90024
(Next to fm Theatre)

208-4748 208-8841
FREE TRIAL OFFER - Professional fees not included.

'VISTAKON.INC.a ^ofc«t««n..||«IUMcn company

63% of UCLA students read the Daily Brutti
now you know where to get our attention /crT\S^^-^

(Data: Market Opinion Research. June 1989)
\\ ivkOV -N

UNDERGRADUATES
Are you interested in the Earth and the other planets, otiter space,
the out-of-doors, the environment, the origin of life, the biology of
ancient life, oceans, volcanoes, earthquakes and landslides, glaciers,
oil and mineral deposits, minerals and crystals?

Currently, at UCLA, there are MORE AVAILABLE TOBS THAN
THERE ARE STUDENTS, particularly in the areas of environmental
and engineering geology. Other reasons why you should consider
majoring or taking courses in the Department of Earth & Space
Sciences at UCLA include:

i *
.

L) The Department is rated in the top three in the Nation.
2.) There is a wide range of interesting areas, with formal

specialties in geology, engineering geology, paleobiology,'
applied geophysics, and geophysics & space physics, and
informal specialties in geochemistry and nonrenewable
natural resources.

,

3.) An education in these areas opens up valuable
bpportunities for advanced study or employment in

industry, academia, and government agencies in

theoretical, experimental, and field-related projects.

4.) The Department offers exciting courses, taught by
outstanding professors, and most with small classes.

Some of these courses entail field trips.

5.) The faculty, staff, graduate and undergraduate students
work together in a cordial, scholarly environment.

If you are interested, see the Undergraduate Counselor, Ms. Spring
Verity (Room 3683 Geology Bldg. or phone 5-3917), Undergraduate
Advisor Prof. Wayne Dollase, or Chairman Art Montana, or any
other member of the Department.
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Daily Bruin Viewpoint

Viewpoint
Our QooJis ¥o sec this histonc. h'dt c^ fretdom

broadened,
J oLttpyt^ot and sus-taincd''^ Stome 8fr»^.

EASTERN EUROPE CBNTf^L AM£^ICA

Letters

Liberafism

Editor:

I am calling Christopher J.

Myers to task for his leoer

**University environment shel-

ters outmoded liberalism,** in

the January 8 edition of the

Daily Bruin. *

Begging your pardon, Myers,
but although the Bruin may
lean slightly left of center in

its stance on issues I would
hardly label it as '^blatantly

pro-gay." All of the bi-quaiter-

ly publications have the option

of insertion in the Bruin.

Would you have been
equally insulted to And a

publication whose focus was
women? Blacks? Asians?

Asking for an end to discri-

mination of any group is, in

my opinion, merely calling for

{people to display couitesy and
consideration for people who
are different from themselves.

Although I thought these

sentiments were universal, if

you insist that they are liberal

and left-wing I will not argue
with your right to believe that

You brought up several

times the incident with the

Theta Chi's and the Lambda
Delta Lambda's.
Even though you said that

you "do not advocate slander-

ous acts against . . . any
group," and that **ihe actions

o( TTieta Chi were not particu-

larly responsible,** you go on
in each of those instances to

excuse the incident, implying

that the Theta Chi members
were merely voicing the feel-

ings of the "great silent

majority."

I am unfamiliar with this

majority, this community that

you speak of over and over in

your letter. It cannot be the

majority of human beings in

America, who include children,

the ""elderly, the poor, and the

many minority groups who feel

that they were badly served

during the Reagan years and
who are still trying to figure

out how a thousand points of
light are going to feed, clothe,

and warm them in the coming
years.

The sad Inith is that nuiny

of them do not voce and are

therefore left out of the deci-

sion making process, but this

does not mean that they don't

have the right to exist, express

themselves, and live a life

chosen by them, not for them.

The last time I checked, the

only measurable majority the

conservatives hold is a majority

of dollars. This is America,

however, and dignity and free-

dom of expression are a birth-

right, not a commodity.

I am also unfamiliar with

any movement in the National

Oi^anization for Women
(NOW) to teach lesbianism in

schools. Would that be taught

in social studies? Biology?

Home Ec?

And what about the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union
wanting "to teach that there is

nothing inherently wrong with

sex between men and boys*7
By all means, I am anxious to

see some documented iHXX>f

that this is their aim!

Honestly, these two accusa-

tions are just the sort of

paranoid homophobia that

publications like TenPercent
exist to combat Maybe not

every article, advertisement, or
picture may be to your liking,

but really, no one is trying to

recruit you to homosexuality.

You were right in pointing
out that homosexuals are due
protection. They should be
afforded the same protection

that is afforded to fanatical,

right-wing homophobics. As for

forcing them back into the

closet — unfortunately for you
and your kind th^re are too

many and they refuse to be
pushed into a closet anymore.

If the lifestyle of gays,

minorities, martians, and prac-

tising Druidic hedgehogs is

disturbing to you, why don*t

you go home and crawl into

your own ck)set?

LisaM.CKjintana
Senior
English

AntkGreek
Editor

The Daily Bruin's front

headline publication of frater-

nities violating health codes on
Jan. 10 was not only unneces-
sary, but a true indicator of
the Daily Bruin's anti-Greek

mentality.

I admit that the cleanliness

of the houses is indeed unac-

ceptable, however, it baffles

me to never see the university

attack the cleanliness of its

own housing.

For example, the Co-op and
university apartments (456
Landfair) can be best described

as roach motels; furthennore,

the overall appearances of
these living establishments are

marginal at best.

The hallways and staircases

are filthy, there are holes in

the wall and the odor is

repugnant to say the least.

Sometimes the fraternities seem
cleaner than these university

complexes.

Here's the point: Did the

Bruin honestly believe that the

fraternity health code violations

was the most important story

of the day, or was the fact the

story rode the headlines just

another prime example of the

Bruin's continuing animosity

toward the Greek System?

RoderickAlemania
Junior
Economics

f

Counterpoint

In defense of lesbians,
gays and the "liberal left

ff

By William S. Vandertoilt

Christopher J. Myers* irresponsible attack on gays and lesbians

and what he calls "the liberal left" ("University environment
shelters outmoded liberalism,** Bruin, Jan. 8) demands response
because of the dangerous and potentially damaging views he sets

forth.

First of all, he begins and ends his attack on liberalism by
bombarding us with sweeping condemnations of gays and
lesbians. Wherc*s the connection? Although living in a society

that doesn't make room for them causes many gays and lesbians

to have a somewhat liboal view of things, there are also a great

many conservative gays cheering on the Republicans every step
of the way.

Secondly, Myers calls the Daily Bruin "blatantly pro-gay.*' The
advertising staffs negative reaction to the insertion of TenPercent
shows just the contrary. The Bruin does, however, seem to be ,

4Jro-equality. This accounts for the publication's call for the

punishment of the Theta Chi Fraternity's treatment of the women
of Lambda Delta Lambda if the fraternity members arc indeed
guilty. The Bruin is not saying gay is better (which would then
be considered pro-gay). It is simply standing up to the ideal of
equality and mutual respect of individual differences.

Myers has no respect for such differences. The position he
holds in regard to gays an<J lesbians is truly frightening. He is

offended that someone would even consider that gays and
lesbians should be **firee to live their lives just like any other
person" or "entitled to state-sponsored subsidies and a legitimate

voice in our society." All kidding aside, Myers' point of view
isn't that much different than Hitler's was when he sent

thousands of gays and lesbians to die in concentration camps.

Gays and lesbians do deserve to live their lives just like

anyone else because they are basically just like anyone else.

Sure, there are differences. Gays and lesbians often go dirough
childhood and adolescence feeling confused and alone. They
rarely have anyone they can talk to about their feelings. They
internalize the attitudes of a workl full of people like Myers, and
their self-esteem often plummets as a result Therefore, it is very
important to gays and lesbians to be able to open up in their

adult life; to be able to express themselves in the way most
natural to them; to be able to live lives they can be proud of.

But fortunately, being gay is not all internalized angst. Gays
and lesbians eat, sleep, go to class, study and work just like

everyone else. Many arc involved in chairitable organizations, arc
professionals, and have warm and loving family relations.

.
Although they k)ve partners of the same sex, their love is just as

strong and just as valid as love between heterosexuals.

So why shouMn't they have the freedom to hve "just like any
other person?" Is it because they, like the "liberal left," have
corrupted our society? I'll be the fint to concede that gays and
lesbians are not always saints, but let me remind you that

divorce, child abuse, child abandonment, and wife beating are not
the fruits of gay and lesbian culture, but of what you view as

the supposedly superior mainstream culture.

Corruption is universal. Examples of public corruption of
conservative non-gays arc everywherc: Leona Helmsley, Jim
Bakker, Manuel Noriega, Richard Nixon. £>rug use is also

universal. So please Myers, don't ignore the role conservatives
have played in the corrupting of society.

Myers seems to think that because the parents of the members
of Theta Chi pay taxes, "pornographic" material such as

TenPercent shouldn't exist on the UCLA campus. This is

slanderous. Although^ TenPercent may not be the publication it

should or couW be. it is far from pornographic. And besides,

don't gays and lesbians and their parents pay taxes, too? Doesn't
this give them the right to the freedom of expression that the

, constitution our society is based on guarantees?

Gays and lesbians are only demanding that their voices be
heard just like everyone else's. Myers wants that right taken

away from them. Who's being subversive to the American way
of life now?

There are many people like you, Myers, and that scares me.
Why? I am gay. You've probably seen me on campus. In fact,

you probably have met many gays and lesbians. Doubt it? Here's

a suggestion for you or anyone else that shares your views: Next
time you're in a large lecture, look around and try to point out
the 20 or 30 gays and lesbians seated around you. Can you spot

these "subversive" monsters? Didn't think so. Who knows — one
of them might even be the person teaching you from the

podium.

Vanderbilt is a junior majoring in Spanish.
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Latin American expert discusses recent Invasion ofPanama
TThe following interview

with E. Bradford Burn.*-:,

a UCLA history profes-

sor and expert on Latin Ameri-
can affairs, is the first in a
two part series.

Bruin: What foreign troops are

stationed in Cuba that we
never hear about in the U.S.
media?

Burns: There is an American
military base on Cuba in

Guantanamo bay, and a Soviet
military base on Cuba as well.

Bruin: You have mentioned
that there are 15 Soviet mili-

tary missions in Latin America

Burns: Yes, with sales of
weapons, and training. An
amazing amount. It's really

unmentioned in the U.S. press.

Bruin: The Czechs and Roma-
nians sell their shaiis too,' with
their weapons quickly becom-
ing the weapons of choice in

combat. Where the Soviets arc.

Burns: Yes,they can't be far

behind. It's a crazy business.

Bruin: The only war in South
Amoica is the civil war in

Peru. Will Sendero Lurainoso,

( shining path guerillas) win
it?

Burns: The revolutionary infira-

structure is in place, which is

necessary for radical change.
The only other comparable
revolutionary structure in Latin

America is in El Salvador with
the FMLN. Sendero could win
in Peru.

Bruin: Prospects for the U.S.
invading Peru?

Burns: Oh. nil. When you get

Keith
Roberts
farther away, and bigger coun-
tries, the prospects of invasion

diminish. Grenada, Panama,
sure. But when you're talking

about any South American
country, it can't draw enthu-

siasm. Of course, ^ou can use
the old economic squeeze, and
take advantage of the nervous
military.

Bruin: What do you see as

having occurred in Chile with

Allende's overthrow?
Burns: Obviously the destabili-

zation by economic pressure

caused chaos, much of which
came from Washington. The _
only relationships we carried

on with Chile were with the

military, where the cash flow
continued. The Chilean military

overthrew Allende, but the

important component, the stop-

page of loans, investment and
trade arrangements, was engi-

neered by Washington.
Bruin: Comments on the (U.K.— Argentine) Falkland's war?
Burns: Do you think the

islands were worth lives?

These are wars that hail the

twilight of Empires.

Bruin: Panama. What is the

history of Panama's break from
Columbia?

Burns: At the turn of the

century, the U.S. was carrying

on a series of negotiations for

a canal in Central America.

BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213) 474-6267

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

UCL\ "THE CENTER FOR
THE pi:rfor.\iing arts

Kronos Quartet
Sat., Jan.. 13 at 8:00 p.m.

David Harrington and John Sherba, violins;

Hank Dutt, viola; Joan Jeanrenaud, cello

"One of this country's most remarkable performing groups"

{The New York Times).

Music by Jose Evangclista, Philip Glass, Anton Webern,
Jack Body, Howlin' Wolf, Bo Diddley and Istvan Marta.

Wadsworth Theater $22, 18; 8*

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone;

(213) 825-2953

^
MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
(113) IW MH • (714) 74*.|

'Srudcnis wiih full-time ID. Student tickets not available at TicketMaster. Rush at showtime for
stuJcnis and Sr. Citizens (limited availability). Program, date, time, and prices subject to chanfC.
The Kronos Quartet Series at UCLA is made possible, in part, by a grant from the California Aru

Council Touring Program.
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Panama was a department of
Columbia, and as Columbia
refused the conditions the U.S.
wanted in a canal zone, a loss

of zone sovereignty, the U.S.
helped Panama secede. Ameri-
can warships prevented Colum-
bian troops from effectively

invading. We got our treaty.

Bruin: Would you say Reagan
was against the Carter treaty

renegotiations?

Burns: His history there is

spotty. His friend John Wayne
was a buddy of (dictator)Tor-

rijos, and convinced Reagan
that Torrijos was a good guy,
and that he should honor the

treaty. It will be seen eventu-

ally as a blessing, providing an
exit for the U.^.; as the canal

needs major renovation and
repair.

Bruin: What do you s^ as the

main reason behind the inva-

sion of Panama?
Burns: It's a question of sec-

urity of the canal, of a per-

ceived threat. In reality this is

very complex. In Latin Ameri-
ca, the major allies of the U.S.
are the militaries. They are

'

pro-West, trained by the U.S.,

with major officers often visit-

ing the United States, paid for

by our government The gener-
al relationships have ranged
from tolerable to excellent

between Washington and the

military establishments of Latin
America. When there is a
major threat from the left

perceived by Washington, the
military moves in, being able

to survive financially. Panama
represents an unusual situation

in which the Metropolis found
itself at loggerheads with the

military of one of it's client

states. It happened between
Washington and the People's
Defense Force. Loss of influ-

ence. It's not whether Noriega
is corrupt or not corrupt The
relationship between the metro-
polis and the military institu-

tion of the client state plays

the significant role. So, destroy
the military force which is

rebellious. The U.S. no longer
had influence over the military

establishment You can throw
in drugs, you can throw in

vert)al and sexual abuse against

a U.S. citizen- all that stuff to

protect American lives is just

window dressing. The real

issue is security. To get a
friendly Panama for the

renewal in the year 2000.
Bruin: The U.S. carpet bombed
in a heavily p(^lated civilian

area at 1 a.m. — Do you
believe the former Attorney
General under President John-
son, Ramsey Clark, who just

returned from Panama saying

the Panamanian death toll is

between 4.000 and 7,000
instead of the 300 the U.S.
Army claims?

Bums: It's part of America's
self-centered nature that very
little is mentioned of Panama-
nian casualties, is underplayed,
like in the Grenadan invasion.

Bruin: When do you expect
the U.S. forces to leave?

Burns: There is no precedent
for a quick withdrawal. They'll

stay. Just a year and a half
ago our last tioopi left tiny

Grenada. You have to build up
a defense force, police. The _
occupying force must make
sure the Noriega constabulary
isn't threatening. Troops will

be reduced, yes, but there will

be from 12.000 — 20.000 in

the caiial zone. The threat of
the dignity brigades against

(installed president) Endara
must be eliminated.

Bruin: Do you think the
majority of the Panamanian
people were in support of the ,.

invasion?

Bums: It's very hard to say.

Like the question of whether
or not the American people
support it On one hand I see
such a division, on the other
we get these polls saying 90
percent of the people support
it Who are the people polled?
I'm convinced American citi-

—

-

zens rally behind Bush's
aggression, or "vindication of
U.S. honor" as the case is

stated — after all, "a woman
was sexually threatened, and _
she was an American!"
Bruin: But when American
nuns are raped and killed in El
Salvador —
Bums: Exactly. They were on
the wrong side of the political

spectrum, more easily over-

kx)ked... People in Panama are
hoping the $2 billion plus in

damage will be paid by the
U.S. When expectations hit

reality, with maybe $100 mil-
lion in a grant and more in

toans to a debt-ridden country,

attitudes will change. I don't
know where Bush could gel a
Inllion dollars.

STUDENT INTERNS WANTED!!!

UCLA's OVERNIGHT PROGRAM IS SEEKING 5 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS!!!

Interns will:

help contact 75 high school students admitted to UCLA for Fall "90 for parti-
cipation in program

• help select 75 UCLA students to serve as hosts

• attend lunch and BBQ dinner during weekend of program (April 8th and 9th)

* EARN $9.50/hour

To learn more about the Overnight Program, come to one of our orientation meetings:

Tuesday, January 16th •

Wednesday, January 17th

North Campus 22
Ackerman Union 3508

11:00

3:00 -

- 12:00 noon
4:00pm

Interns will start February 7th, 1990 and terminate April 13, 1990

Applications available in 1147 Murphy Hall

Applications due: JANUARY 19,1990 9 5:00pm

For further information contact:

Brian Venner or Victoria Lee^errems at (213) 206-4348

Undergraduate Admissions & Relations with Schools

UCLA students, faculty, and staff spent $79, 134,540 on vacation travel last year.

Data: Martcet Opinion Research, June 1989.

Sell them their traveling needs. ^dhmHHm 825-216
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Arts & Entertainment
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The Stage Deli

Want the flavor ofNew York
but don't want to fly there?

Fret no more. Head to Cen-
tury City Marketplacewhere
you can enjoy great sand-

wiches and wonderful at-

mosphere for $10-12 per

person.

102S0 Santa Monica Blvd. across from the

Shubbert Theatre. No reservations

necessary. CnlgYoMhan

±

Playing Citywide. JU Ligtr

Roger & Me
Michael Moore's examina-
tion fo CM plant shutdowns
in FlirU, Michigan exposes

the plight of the laid off

workers, makes fun of the

towns leaders, visits cele-

brites and corporate "fat

cats" who only see Flint's

blue skies, not the deteriora-

tion and tragedy below.

Sybil
This performer's remake of

DionneWarwick's early hit.

Don't Make Me Over, is

currently climbing the pop
charts. Tickets for her show
at the Palladium in Holly-

wood also includes access

to the dance floor.

Palladium. 6215 W. Sunset Blvd. Tickets

available at the door. Call 962-7600 for

more information. Jason Un

Minoru Nojima
This piano virtuoso will

combine his keyboard tal-

ents with his understanding

of the Classical and Roman-
tic literature to achieve
musical poetry.

Friday. 8pm. Royce Hal, tix: $16-24. $8 for

full-time students. Jwon S. Stowart

Kronos Quartet
This foursome of strings (2 violins, a viola, and a cello) are

drawing a lot of attention for their bold break from the

mainstream.

Saturday. 8pm. Wadsworth Theater, lix: $18 - S22. $8 for ful time students. J.

Do the Right
Thing
Spike Lee's vivid portrayal

of burning racial tensions

on a hot New York summer
day leave the viewer pon-
dering what^e right tfiTng

really is.

Civil Riglits and tiie Blacic Soldier are lestored to histoiy

Trip (DBnzel Washington) of the 54th Regiment tears up his

pay voucher rather than accept less money than white
troops.

By Gregory Mark Keer
A & E Editor

RLM: Gkxy. Written by Kevin Jarre.
Directed by Edward Zwick. Produced
by Freddie Fields. A Tri-Star Pictures
release with Matthew Broderick. Denzel
Washington, Morgan Freeman, and
Cary Efwes. Opens citywide today.

Bursting with stunning perfor-

mances, breathtaking visuals, and
a sense of moral grandeur. Glory
stands high and proud as the year's

finest epic motion picture.

It's the Civil War era story of
America's first black military

corps, the 54th Regiment of Mas-
sachusetts Volunteer Infantry. The
regiment was formed one month
after Lincohi's Emancipation Pro-

clamation became law, under the

leadership of Col. Robert Gould
Shaw.

History books buried the fact

that it was the 54th's creation, and
the subsequent formation of other

black infantries, that factored

prominently in the North's victory.

While we have not gone far

enough to set history straight about
Afirican American contributions to

this nation. Glory takes a chunk out

of the historical color barrier.

What makes this film work so
triumphantly is that writer Kevin
Jarre and director Edward Zwick
(creator of thirtysomething) let the

characters' personal drives propel

the story forward.

The son of wealthy New Eng-

Century City
CMtov atf 14

102SO S«nli Monica BM.
C«nUv C«y Shoniino CotIh
FfM Partdng:

4 Houri FtM Vrfdalon
WA f\rdMM of ThMt* Tkkate
(213) 55^«00

Tango k CMh
12H)O-2:3O-6«O-7:46-10:1J

BRUM ita T«Mt rnnntm mimii (n

»« Brarton 1K»-3:1M30-7:46-10»
2OMO0S -Fti M i «n tito Show 12rtS an

(I to r) Volunteers played by Kennedy, Washington and
Freeman train for combat and 'glory.

'

The men of the 54th Regiment launch their heroic attack against the Confederate-held Fort Wagner.

land abolitionist parents. Col.

Shaw was just 25 when he led the

54th. Matthew Broderick, who
was roughly the same age as the

coldnel when production took

place, plays Shaw with appropriate

amibivalence. He matures along

with his soldiers and in the end
leads his regiment by courageous

example.

Although films like Mississippi

Burning that use white lead char-

acters often relegate blacks into the

background. Glory's black char-

acters tend to overpower the tale.

There may not be a more talented

young actor anywhere than Denzel

Washington — riveting as Trip, a

runaway slave.

Washington's Trip joins the

regnnent to fight against the men
who enslaved him, beat him,
hamiliated him. His anger sets him
apart from the other soldiers, and
he resents his white commander.
As Rawlins, Morgan Beeman

plays a gravedigger who elevates

hiniself to become the first black

American officer. Fighting for the

North is a matter of pride and of

taking destiny into his own hands.

Suffice it to say, the usually

commanding presence of Freeman
is never stronger than in Glory.

Also giving superb perfor-

mances as they round out this

well-balanced story are Cary
Elwes as Shaw's good friend and
right hand man, dry Elwes; Jhimi

Kennedy as the innocent field

hand, Sharts; and Cliff DeYoung
in a brief but chilling turn as

corrupt Union Officer, Col. Mont-
gomery.

Combine rich charaterizations

with Zwick 's smashing battle

scenes, and James Homer's heart-

wrenching music, and you've one
grand fibn in Glory.

UCLA administrator on 'GlOiy:' 'Black history is American history^

By Joanne Choi

Contributor

Equality and education. Every

year, Americans celebrate the

memory and life of civil rights

leader. Dr. Martin Luther King.

His cry for social justice and

equality went beyond the barriers

of race and class. His convictions

brought both blacks and whites

together for the cause of freedom
and equality.

In the same spirit, TriStar

Pictures presents an epic tale

about a time that America also

stood divided on issues of race

and equality .... the Civil War.
Arguably one of the most precari-

ous episodes in American history,

the Civil War was an unprece-

dented period of Uirmoil and

social upheavaT
Yet, Glory is not another Civil

War film. It does not portray the

demise of the King Cotton or

families torn by the morality of
slavery. In the words of Ardie
Ivie, film consultant for Glory as

well as UCLA's Associate to the

Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs, Glory is unprecedented.

**It is not on the birth of a nation

theme that romanticizes Southern

gentry as in Gone With the Wind
. . . (or) about brother against

brother as in Crane's Red Badge
of Courage.**

Instead of reinforcing popular
views about the Civil War as a
war between the gentlemen of the

North and South, Glory seeks to

portray a more accurate descrip-

tion of the Civil War.
Too often, textbooks teach the

Civil War as a collage of movers
and shakers like President Abra-

ham Lincoln and General Ulysses

Grant. But, nowhere will you find

an acknowledgement of the

180,000 black soldiers who
bimed the tide of the Civil War in

favor of the North. They not only

fought for the survival of the

United States of America but lent

credence to the call for emanci-

pation and freedom.

When portraying episodes of

history, Hollywood is not known
for its historical accuracy. But, in

Glory, Freddie Fields Production

seeks to rectify the mistakes of the

past. Instead of presenting a

romantic view of the Civil War, it

takes the true life stories of Union
Colonel Robert Shaw and his 54th

Regiment, the fvst fighting black

unit, while not compensating the

message of social equahty and
freedom for the larger struggle

between North and South.

Glory shows the importance of

the blacks in turning the war. Ivie

believes that "until the decision to

include blacks, the North was
losing the war " And, when
the radical republicans in the

North pushed Lincoln into a more
aggressive war and to allow
blacks to fight for their own
freedom "

. . .it showed the
South that it was a fight to the
death."

Thus, the war-worn North
opened up its thinning ranks to

almost 190,000 bUck men who
infused a renewed sense of
courage and belief in the founda-
tions of the United States. The
54th Regiment was the fu^t black
unit to fight for the Union.
The soldiers of the 54th Regi-

ment included the sons of famed
black abolitionist. Frederick Dou-
glass, the brother of writer Henry
James, and philosopher William

James. They were led by a

privileged officer. Colonel Rob-
ert Gould Shaw.
And as the men of the 54th

Regiment proved their valor and
military prowess, their success

threatened all preconceptions

atx>ut black subservience and
incompetency. In a key point in

the film. Colonel Shaw volun-

teers the 54th for the honor of

leading the charge against Fort

Wagner, a key fortification

guarding the entrance to^Charies-

ton Harbor. His men proved their

mettle, and many lost their lives.

Today, their legacy continues.

On the Boston Commons, a

bronze, marble, and granite

monument stands to honor the

both black and white men who
served under Colonel Shaw. On
Memorial Day 1989, the U.S.

Veterans officer honored 19

black Union soldiers, classified as

missing in action since 1863. The
bodies of the soldiers received a

special reinterment ceremony in

Beaufort, South Carolina.

From this perspective, the

progression of Plessy v. Fergue-
son that set up the doctrine of

"separate but equal" to Brown v.

Board of Education which chal-

lenged segregation and eventual-

ly overturned "separate but
equaV^ call to attention the critical

contribution of black Americans
to America. Ivie, who assists

minority students to prepare for

the rigors of UCLA, holds that

"Black history is American his-

tory."

The cries for equality and
emancipation arc seeded in the
acts of black Americans from the
54th Regiment to Martin Luther
King in the present.
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Dinosaurs of Pop & Rock claim icey Grammy nominations
By John Antczak

Associated Press

BEVERLY HILLS. Calif. (AP)
Don Henley's socially-conscious

The End of Innocence album was
nominated for four plum Grammy
Awards on Thursday and a host of
other aging pop music legends

grabbed most of the other key
nominations.

Henley's contemplative LP
earned nominations for album of

jLhe year and best male rock

performance. The titl^^frack was
put in competition for record and
song of the year. The latter is a

songwriting nomination shared

with Bruce Homsby.
The 32nd annual Grammy

Awards will be presented Feb. 21

at the Shrine Auditorium. The
three-hour shoWwill be broadcast

live on CBS-TV.
A scattering of newer faces won

prime nominations, but many went

to such veterans as Bett&^Midler,

Bonnie Raitt. Tom Petty, Bflly Joel

and Linda Ronstadt. Even the

Rolling Stones got a nomination,

for group rock performance on
their Mixed Emotions single.

Miss Midler, in the midst of

parental concerns, was caught by
surprise when her Wind Beneath
My Wings single from the movie
Beaches earned record, song and
female pop performance nomina-
tions.

*To tell you the truth, I haven't

been paying a lot of attention— I

have a lot of things going on, with

the baby and everything else," Ms.
Midler said by phone from her

home here as 3-year-old Sophie

cried.
.

The late Roy Orbisoh was
nominated for pop vocal perfor-

mance for the single You Got It,

and twice with pals Petty, George
Harrison, Jeff Lynne and Bob
Dylan for their Traveling Wilburys

collaboration.

The nomination list for male
rock performance typified the

aging face of the awards: Henley,

Pstty, Neil Young, Lou Reed and
Joe Cocker.

The National Academy of

Recording Arts and Sciences

announced the nominations at ii

Beverly Hilton Hotel press confer-

ence hosted by singer Olivia

See QRAMMYS, page 17

^JAMES S. COLEMAN AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER

Cosponsored by: Anthropology Department, UCLA

PROSPECTS FOR AFRICAN
DEVELOPMENT IN THE 90'S

INTCKNAnONAL
STUDIES AND

PMOCIUMi

Steve Commins, Director
Immaculate Heart College Center

12:00 Noon - 1:00 p.m.___
Friday, January 12

352 Haines Hall, UCLA

Making Choices
Asian Woffle

and Educatio

in the '90s -);'-*. ^*-,V

This workshop will look at some of the issues affecting educational choices for Asian women in the

1990s. Topics to be addressed include making academic and career decisions, coping with family

responsibilities and relationships, examining the effects of stereotypes, and dealing with cultural and
social expectations. Facilitated by Elizabeth Gong-Guy, PhJ)^ Student Psychological Services.

Tuesday, January 16
12:00 -1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall
For more information, call 825-3945.

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Divison of Student Development and Health.

^a\asv
Kct

^^^ 0^^^^ Are you a "nontraditionar studer)t

arxJ feeling overwhelmed? Many students

who return to school after a period of time experience
academic anxiety or difficulty balancing conflicting demands.
This workshop will address the various stress-related issues

that may affect nontraditional students as well as strategies for

reducing stress.

Facilitated by Alan Nagamoto, Ph.D.,

Student Psychological Services.

Wednesday, January 17
12:00 - 1 :00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of

the Division of Student Development and Health.
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Open House Jan 13

Beginner's Course

Tue Jan 17 7 pm

Innaglne tjeing able to let go of your

tension any time you want, and to

increase your powers of concentration,

intuition and memory. All this thru

simple exercises that will leave you
feeling great right after the first session!

Sivananda Yoga Center
1600 Sawtelle Blvd WL^
(213) 478-0202

Catch the
Action

USED CD's

$4.99
FROM

TO

-Best Selection In Town-
We Still Sell Vinyl and Cassettes
Plus Pronrx>tionals. Used and New

LOWEST PRICES IN LA.

Disc-Connection
10970 W. Pico Blvd. West Los Angeles

<213) 208-721

1

{V/2 Biocio West of Westside Pavillion)

Free Parking in Rear

$1.00
Off On All

Used CD's
EXPIRES 1/18/90

MCAT/DAT/OAT
REVIEW WORKSHOP

• Sponsored and taught by UCLA
professional students

• Classes begin January 23, 1990
• Fee: $210 -- Instruction/Review
materials

• ^plications due by January 19. 1990
• Limited enrollment - Reserve your
place today!!

ICaH Now!! (213) 825-6141
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GRAmi\
From page 16

YS

Newton-Johh and producer Quin-
cy Jones. The coveted announce-
nnents experienced delays when a
Grammy placard on the podium
kept falling off.

There were 388 nominees repre-

senting 113 record companies.

Neneh Cherry, Indigo Girls,

MilU Vanilli, Soul II Soul and
Tone Loc were nominated as best

new artists of 1989.

The Batman movie soundtrack

produced seven nominations,
including four for rock star Prince.

He was listed for producer of the

year, male pop vocal performance,

male Rhythm & Blues perfor-

mance for the single Batdance, and
for Partyman as best song written

for a movie.

The rock band Fine Young
Cannil)als, featuring the sensuous
vocals of actor Roland Gift, was

_nominated for best album for The
Raw <t The Cooked and for best

record and pop group for the single

She Drives Me Crazy.

Miss Ronstadt's work drew
multiple nominations: song of the

- year and duo pop perfomumce for

Don'tKnowMuch, and female pop
vocal for the album Cry Like a
Rainstorm—Howl Like the Wind.

Joel's decades-summing single

We Didn't Start the Fire was
tabbed for best record, song and
pop male vocalist

Petty was nominated for his Full
Moon Fever album and the single

Free Fallin* was given the nod for

male rock performance.

Miss Raitt was nominated for

her album Nick of Time and for

female pop vocalist for the title

track and female rock vocal per-

formance for the album.

Irish rockers U-2 earned a
scattering of nominations, includ-

ing lock group performance for the

LP Rattle and Hum, and in the

same category was picked for the

single When Love Comes to Town
with B.B. King.

U-2 and lead singer Bono also

were nominated for best song
written for a motion picture for

Angel of Harlem, from the movie
Rattle and Hum.

Techno-rockers Mike and the

Mechanics were nominated for

best record and song for the

sentimental single The Living

Years, as well as pop group
performance and short f(Min music
video.

The Living Years is a personal

story about the singer's relation-

ship with his late father. "I think

it's one of those songs that sort of
reaches anybody," said Mike
Rutherford from his cottage in the

English countryside.

In the rhythm and blues categ-

ory, best vocal performance nomi-

nations went to Janet Jackson,

Aretha Franklin, Natalie Cole,

Anita Baker and Vanessa Wil-

liams.

Miss Frimklin alsoltras nomi-

nated twice in the R&B duo
performance category for singles

with James Brown and Whitney

Houston.

Janet Jackson's Miss You Much
also drew a songwriters nomina-
tion. Her Rhythm Nation track

from the album of the same name
was up for an instrumental anang-
ment Grammy and for best long-

form music video — pitting her

against brother Michael's Moon-
walker video.

Bobby Brown, Al Jarreau,

Luther Vandross and Smokey
Robinson were R&B male vocal

nominees.
'

Heavy metal was a new categ-

ory this year, drawing nominations

4Gr the groups Dokken, Queensry-
che, Metallica, Faith No More and

Soundgarden.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

/*.

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

IgfUCLA students, faeully. and staff spent $79, 134,540 on vacation travel last year.

• ^i^Data: Market Opinion Research, June 1989.

Sell them their traveling needs. MmQSss 825-2161

VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOC. - UCLA

VIETNAMESE CULTURAL NIGHT
1990 ^

TEAR OF THE HORSE

With the performance of:

* Van Hoan^
* Duy Khanh
* Huon£f Lan
* Nhu Mai
* Son Ca - Bui Thien

* Ma£fic Band

\i

PL^CE:

DAJC:

TIME:

Admission:

ROYCEiHALL
t .Hw

JAN 15, 1990

6 PM - 9 PM
Free

v

Paid for By:

Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee
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r0B & Panhellenic

thank all who attended the

info fair last night!

Any questions about Rush?
Drop by 118 Men's Gym.

Hey rOB PLedges
Angels you were...

Devils you will be!

We'll party with you
ANYtime!

Love, The Actives

Campus Happenings
1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Personal 10

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
-Wy LAKERS CLIPPERS

LA KINGS

Theatre: PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, (Not Cheap)

Jonathan

January 12 —
9{appy Slnnixfersaryl

I Urtft you.!

4 , Wendy Wachal MA
Congratulations on your
engagement! We're ail

so happy for you.
Love, your Tridelt sisters

Free Delivery's Philosophy: we were started in 1985 by UCLA students and continue to employ UCLA students.
We provide FREE DELIVERY to anyone on campus. We offer hard-to-get seats and prices below market to allUCLA students, staff, and faculty. Ask anyone who has used us before and they will tell you the same, that
when It comes to our UCLA clients, we can't be beat. Quotes are free, so give us a call. Remember to mention
you re from UCLA!!!

(213)205-0838
FAX # 472-3013

Visa/MC accepted

Students Helping Students
(always have and always will) /^

WE WILL PAY YOU
TO LOSE UP TO 28 LBSl
IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
*100% Natural
'Doctor Reoommendad
•Call Jil (213) 285»9492

f GO GREEK! i

FREE WALK-IN
STATISTICAL CONSULTING
Offered by the Division of Biostatistics

(Public Health) Graduate Students

Weeks 2 thru 9 of each quarter. ^

Ser^l'ices include advising on study design,
data collection, data management,

data screening, and analysis.

Consulting only.

No class tutoring or actual written reports. *

Hours: Monday—Friday 1:00^3:00 p.m!
Telephone Hours: 206-6346, M—F 1:00—3:00 only.
Place: Rm A 1-237 Center for the Health Sciences

r

Good luck to

all potential

winter sorority

rushees!

KAPPA

s

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82&O860

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Cente.-

ASUCLA Studmtl EmptoyM* raoeiv*

•ilher 4 hourt l««v« with pay or the

rrmai tickat. W« cannot avward both.

Good Deals

Congratulations
our fantastic

AAA
Transfers!

to

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

463-6569

Congratulations
Alpha Phi New

Initiates!

We're SO proud to

have you
as our sisters!

Love and AEO
AO actives

90

Welcome Back AAA
Happy New Year

90

10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Help Wanted

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

GRADUATE STUDENTS
ON CAMPUS HOUSING:
OPENINGS AVAILABLE

Graduate students interested in residing

on campus in Mira Hershey Hall for

Winter and Spring Quarter should

contact the UCLA On Campus Housing
Assignment Office in the Business

Enterprises Building in order to apply.

270 DtNeve Drive

(next to Rieber Hall)

(213) 825-4271

Monday - Friday

8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

AkakaUca Ai rmaaa Maatfag
Than Book tedyMan Diaciiwion,

Fri Step Sbuly. AU 3S25 12:lS-l:fS

TtMs "S-T-ir. Wed DkfoaadoD
Nn CtS3S 12:10-1:00

Par alooholca or individoak who have a

drinkiiy proMcn
(213) wr-mt

Westwood Friends (Quakeis)

Meeting for Worship

Sunday t(h30 AM.
574 HKgaid Ave.

UCLA CAMPUS CHOW. For faculty staff &
alun>ni, director Stephanie Henry, accepting
new n>cmben for Winter Quarter. Call Karen
King (213)828-8353, For information &
appointnnent.

Concert Tickets 6
CEORCZ WII^TON tickeU. Front row on
keyboard tide. Sat. Jan.20th. Best offer. Jvct
(213)665-2651.

Miscellaneous

CONTEMPORARY pianift seeks cellist & vk>-

linist for recording arwl showcasing. Contact
Mary at (213)824.7160.

FASHK>NS in swinf>«(«ar. Models wanted lor

finee testing by intcrrtational photographer.
(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenir^gs.

POSTAL AM ntaJl box«, FAX, Micrtiwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount Pack *
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

Free 8 Personal 10

FREE demo of natural nail bonding system that

will Ut and make jfCMr nails strorig^ aiMl

beautiful in minutes. Call Marlene
(213)474-3686 (evenings »h1 nighto).

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER Mj\. MFCC INTW IMF1 5339. SUO-
INC FEES BRENTWCX)D (213)338-1432/
VIRCM. DAY- SUPERVISOR.

Welcome
Home
Darby
Nicole
Jen T,

Kim
Aileen
Jen W.

«

Love,
Your AAA sisters

EARN SISa Volunteer females with regulv
nwnstnjal cycles not on birth control pills

wanted for sleep evaluation study. SubjecU
will need to sle«) in the Harbor UCLA sleep

center for 4 nigfits during orw mwnth. Call

Linda 625-2452

FEMALE SURVIVORS NEEDED FOR DOC-
TORAL STUDY ON FATHER-DAUGHTER
INCEST.PLEASE CONTACT HOLLY MERCY
AT (616)^2-1070.

HEADACHE and healthy control (non-

headache) subjects 16-45 needed. SubjecU
will complete questkmnaiie, keep headache
diary for six days, wear small tape recorder to

record jaw mHJScle activity. $80.(X) paid upon
completion of study. Contact Mary at

(213)825-9792. OenUl Clinical RmmtcH
Center.

6

EARN $300
Males 21-40 yrs. old

needed for

studies Involving pre-

scription

and over the counter
drugsT

For infonnation call:

(213) 390-8483
Weekdays 9an)^ - 3pnpv^

HERPES VACCINE volunteers needed for new
vaccine study. Healthy mules: 1 6-55 years old

without history of genital herpes; $150.00
reimbursement. Interested individuals contact

Maryanne Dillon. (213)206-0479.

*Hypcractive Boys with attentional problems,

7-1 1 years needed for UCLA fctcarch project.

Receive $20 and a free devekipmenul evalua-

tton. (213)825-0392.'

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

CanTKit be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35i)0 paki upon
completion of four evaluations durir>g an eight

week perfod. One dental x-ray required.

Cbntict Mary, DenUi Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 625-9792.

'Nomtal Healthy Boys 3-t1 years needed for

UCLA research projccL Receive $20 arxi have

a tcienllfic learning experience.
(213)e25-0392.'

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PAPTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or alt of the foltowing:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS. ANXIOUS
IS/100D. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms for at
least 1 month and in relatively good health. Volunteers will receive
a brief exam, in order to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers

may be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

StixJents & Professionals

EARN $30-40-50

Naiional Morketkig
Research Co. seeks
consufDers to discuss

tfieir opinions on new
products ofxj services.— Can 213/645-1700.

DIABETES/NUTRFFION RESEARCH
(or men and women aged 25-70 with diabetes on no medk:ation for *1L
month study. . ,^.

BREAST FLUID/NUTRrnON RESEARCH r
for women aged 4(V60 with or without breast disease, who can make an^ 18
month commitment to follow a low (at diet and exercise plan.

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
for healthy, overweight men and women afl*ed 20^. who can make a 2
year commitment to (olk>w an exercise plan. %vith either a k>w fat diet, or
a low fat diet and a lk{uid meal replacement product

by UCLA's Division of Clinical Nutrition
call (213) 476-6367 anytime

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.--=-

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years
needed for audkivisual research at IXIA.
Subjects w^ll be paki. (213)625-0392.

"PSYCHOTHERAPY, on a sikiing-scale basis,

is available to «vomen, between the ages of
25-45 through the Psychosocial Resevch
Project, an alTiliale of the kistitute for Oinical
Social Wbrk. For forther information, call

Nkki Sekely at (213)826-4256.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS males, females 1 8 yc»s
or older in very good health needed for

Positron Imaging studies of Brain, Heart or

Body. Radioactive material injected; bkiods
maybe taken. Eam up to $100.00. Call

(213)625-1116.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: l^fcrslst^

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prkx
urmxxessful treatmet^. If accepted, subject

will receh« jaw joint injectkm which may
reduce pain and noise. S1(X) received upon
completion. TM| x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinteal Research Center, 825-9792.

STUDY SUBIECTS-Wanted for six month pre-

menstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and administration of nalaxorw or

piacebo. Study pays $100. K you are ages
1 6-40, have pms, or no symptoms premenstru-
ally, have regplar periods and are not on the
pill, call Linda 625-2452

UCLA L&S undergrads wanted for interview.

Study regarding being Subject to Dismissal. $7.

Call Ron (213)312-0166 for info.

Health Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings Available NOW

Dr. Marie Bennan, Clinical

Psychologiti,
eating disorder UKcialist. Individual
appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE 3LOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

30

80 BED Board & Care Home, Beverly Fairfax

area, seeb foil-time activity coordinator. Some
related experience helpful. Future psychofo-
^sts,aock}iagists, and social wodcen pre-

wrred. Some administrative duties required.

Good drhHng record. Our clients are 20-6Q_
and some older adults. %6ftv. to start. Call Mr.
HiTKii at (21 3)937-4856 daytime.

mt^ Car :vr pate*"

Lost 17
HemoCore

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED! Single- 1 bkxk
from UCLA Nitta or Kathy (21 3)824-5747, 650
Landfair Ave #105 Westwood. Help Wanted 30

Sperm Donors

NEED EASY MONEY?7
Spemn donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hilts. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

$1 0-20/hr
Part-time, flexible hours
Excellent experience

call Steve
(213) 473-4797

Healtti Services 22

WANTED 100 people. Will pay you to lose

weight. All natural. 100% guaranteed.
(21 3)281 -7464.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUP.
Caring dynamic envirorwnent to explore fam-
ily, career, relatkmships, self esteem, co-

dependency, and issues invoh^ing persorui

transitfon. Lisa Frankel MFCC. (21 3)396-9365.

must have good
reliable transportation.

Prefer motorcycle.
For Part-Time

call 213-463-8181

AAA: Three full-tinrte clerkal positfons in the

degree section of the Registrar's office. Hours
< M—F. 8-5pm. Accurate typing skills, CRT
experierKe, and WordpeHect skills a plus.

Salary range is $1 646-1 934Anonth. Good
benefits. Call Judy at (21 3)20&-0485.

ABLE TO MARKET? Need someone with own
car, Saturday monrwngs to do errands and
marketing in Brentwood for faculty family

Ihrtng near UCLA. $}Ofi)r. ($20-25 minimum).
References. Leave message at (213)206-3134
with best times to reach you.

AFTERNOONS during school, folltime during
vacations, liberal arts rhajors preferred. West-
%MMid Sporting Goods Company, 1065 Cayley
Ave. Westwood Village.

ANALYTICAL Laboratory has positions avail-

abte for: A part-time beginning scierxre major
($6.1 3ftw), and a full-time bench chemist (start

$8.34AvJ. Will Uain. Apply in person to Philip

Straus Factor 10-633.

ARCHITECTUAL drafting and design needed.
P/T Cilberton Arch, and design.
(213)471-6996.

ASSISTANTS wanted to work for UCLA Man-
agement Sciences Dept. in Westwood. Must be
UCLA freshmen, sophomores, or junkirs inter-

ested in compiAer applications. Computer
skills retfiired. Will train responsible, hard
WDrkkig individuals for specific assignments.
Hours are flexible around class schedules, but
require commitment to 12-19 hrsAvk. fob
dUies inhide pnigramming, data collection &
reckictfon, daU entry, messer^gering, & clerical

takk. Salary $5.26-$9.49/hr., depending on
experience. Call Lola at 825-0319 or Engan at

625-1447 to schedule an interview.

ASST. MCR Baskin robbins yogurt and kx
cream, foll^furt time, daysAiightsAveekends,
Westwrnid villiage and westskie focatkm,
Scott (213)206-6048.

ATHLETIC CLUB needs childcare help.

1 S-2ahrs. and fitness staff experierKe or kines

mafor. (213)829-6636.

BABYSITTER/Mothers helper for 2 UCLA pro-

fessors with toddler. 20 hrsAvk. until June.
Laurel Canyon area. Need own car, experi-
ence; references. Good pay. (21 3)654-7999 or
(213)825-7616.

BEVERLY ClfCMA needs c»idy counter hd^
Evenings, some weekends. Call
(213)660-1342 or (213)932-9669.

BH pharmacy needs afternoon delivery per-

son. $6^. plus mileage. PT^. Shoufo have
own car. (213)8S9-3887.

BIOCHEMICAL TECHNICIAN: part-time/* foll-

time, protein purificatfon, HPLC, Quantitative
a. ISA, Colunrwi Chromaiogr^ihy, SDS-PAGE.
Call Nancy (213)825-6521.

CACAO. Small cafe/art ga'lery seeks enefgetk
servfoe help. Call Eric, (213)473-5166.

CAMPUS safety officer. Mount St. M»/s
Cbifege. 7pn>-3am or 9pnf»-5am. $5.20 start.

(213)541-7775.

CENTURY CITY law finn needs reliable P/T
messenger. Tuesdays and Thursdays. Must
have car. $7Av. + mileage. Call Donna
(213)679-9494.

CHi.DREN'S BOTIQUE. Beverly Hills F/T-PA
sales^ ocperience needed. Some computer
knowledge helpful. AQUARELLE.
(213)271-5291.

COMPUTER consulting firm looking for exper-
ienced software progranwner in DBASE larv

£a§e. Call for interview, (21 3)670-71 24. AA
Okke or Chris.

COMPUTER SUPPORT TECHNICIANS
wanted to work for IXXA M»>^ement Sci-

ences Dept. in Westwood. Must be UCLA
students interested in computer applicatrarrs.

Programming experience required. Prefer so-
phomores or juniors majorir>g in technical
disciplines sush as computer scierKe, opera-
Iforw research, or enger^eering. Requires conv
mitntent to consisterH schedule of 12-19
hn/wk. Salary $5.26-9.49/hr depending on
ei(pcrience. Duties may include training &
operatfon of mainframe computer applicatior«

such as SAS, & IBM PC operatkxv including
Lotus 123 & Mkrosoft Word. May involve
irHtallatkin or mainter>carxx of focal «ea
rwtwork. Photocopying, nwsser^rin^ nrtemo
wrtir^g, daU collection & entry included. Call

Jane at (213)206-5206 to schedule an
interview.

COMPUTER rHail store needs ofTice help.

Experienced & professional. Phones, filir^

bookkeeping. P/T M-F. $7.S0/hr.
(213)479-7995.

COMPUTER hardware & software safes. Ex-
perience preferred. High commision. Elite

Systen». (213)315-9450.
.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All natural.
100% guaranteed.

(21 3)28 i 7484

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
Highest wages paki *

* Health hturance *

Full A Part-time *

^Flexibfe Hour« •

Men, Women,
Students,

Musklaos, «lc.
*

Call (213) 453-1817

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

*%;;
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, 9-1 . $€^r. plus

mileage. Must have car and insurance.

(213)477-4479.

DaIVERY driven needed for Westside service

$7-1 2Air. Assistant manager position available

as well. (21 3)829-3000.

DELIVERY DRIVERS needed. Westwood WLA
area. Good pay plus tips. Call 447-9470.

DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted immediately,

$5A>r + $1/dei + food + tips. Contact John.

Westwood El Polio Loco between 10 and 3.

Must have transportation, insurance.
(213)824-7776.

DENTAL receptionist. Westwood Orthodon-
tist. T-Th. Will train. (213)208-8273.

DISPATCHER. F/T positions available. Flexible

hours 7am, 6pm, and graveyard. Good phof>e

voice. Previous exp. pref. Start $7.5ClA»r.

Angela (213)829-9811.

DRIVER F/T, P/T. Clean DMV. $6/hr. Culver
City. Mrs Griffin (213)559-8823 Vehicle
provided.

DRIVER/messenger needed. FT/PT.
(213)837-5200.

DRIVER wanted. M&W afternoons, hours
flexible. $1C^r, negotiable. To drive two
girls to classes in Santa Monica. Must have
own car, insurance, good driving record. Call

(213)393-2495, before 10pm.

ENTERTAINMENT business management firm.

PA rerc-ptionist/secretary. Typing required.

M-F 9-1 pm (213)278-2303, Ask for Julie.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY needed 1 8-22 bourV
week, flexible. $9-12/hr. Knowledge of word-
perfect required. Ask for Arlene
(213)470-3555 Westwood

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1642 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FAMILY HELPER. Santa Monica. Light house-

keeping, driving, care for 3 school age boys.

Mon-Fri. 3-6pm. $5.50tostart. Call Shelly after

6. (213)450-1681.

FAST, EXPERIENCED frienoUy cashier needed
for busy club. Excellent pay. (213)477-7550.

FILE CLERK; warehouse. F/T, P/T. Filing of

medical records. Accuracy important. Call

Mrs. Griffin (213)559-8823. Culver City,

S6/hr.

FILING clerk needed for busy law firm in

Century City. Must be available 15-20 hrV
week. Call Rose at (213)557-0444 for an
interview.

GARDENERA^ANDYMAN needed pA for

8-unit apartment. 539-53rA Glenrock.
Gladys, (213)938-2391 (day), (213)839-8164
(eves, weekends).

GENERAL clerical, excellent on phone, good
handwriting printing 20-25 hrsAvk, $5, great

surroundings. 937-4544.

GRAPH K; design center seeking computer
graphics trainee. Paste-up, design and/or PC
experience a plus. Non-snrioker. $7Air. Lou,

(213)478-5510.

GREAT JOB. Assistant to Director of beach
oriented day camp and High Sierra campout.
PT now, FT summer. Must be 21 by June,

experienced virith children, water sports, office

work. i7Mr. plus (213)826-7000.

GROCERY clerk FA or P/T eves and weekends.
Apply Westside Market 11031 SM Blvd be-

tween 10am- 1pm, or call (213)477-3216.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physlaue.
High commisions! QUjCK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP, W. UASS./

GIRLS CAMP, MAINE
TOP SALARY, RMrBD/LAUNDRY, TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE KIDS AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY. ARTS ft CRAFTS, BASFBALL,
BASKETBALL, BICYCLING.

CHEERLEAOING. DANCE, DRAMA DRUMS.
FENCING. GOLF, GUITAR, GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE,
LACROSSE. NATURE, SAILBOARDING,
SAILING. SCUBA. SOCCER. TENNIS.

TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEK3HTS. WOOD
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINADU.

5 GLEN LANE. UAMARONECK. NY. 10S43
(9141361-5963

WOMEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP VEGA
PO BOX 1771. DUXBURY. MA. 02332

(617)934-6536.

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/
MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in

Hollywoo(d

No pay but great

opportunity to

learn & gain
experience.

Call Stephanie

(213) 659 6400

30 Help Wanted

EXaUSIVE BEVERLY Htt-LS Dii«cl Marketing
Company. Needs full-time assistant with ex-

cellent secretarial skills, computer, telephone
poise. Call Toni at (213)852-1621.

INTERNS NEEDED. Office of asserrblymen

Tom Hayden, possible credit, valuable exp.

(213)303-2717.

INTERNS needed: office of assemblyman Tom
Hayden, passible credit, valuable experience.

(213)393-2717.

KITCHEN help needed. 4:4Spm-6:45pm,
Monday-Friday. SS.OOhr. plus dinner. Mrs.

Hadden (213)208-4151.

KNOW BODIES. Exercise and Dancewear is

presently seeking pA employees who are

motivated and willing to work. Exp. Preferred

but not required. Flexible hours and great

working conditions. SSfiyr. depending on exp.

Northridge (818)349-9104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Park (818)784-0374 -

ask for manager. West LA (81 8)704-54^4 - ask

for Jeff or Mike after 1pm.

LAB HELPER: Chemistry or Biology major
preferred. General lab helper duties, analytical

procedures, isolation chemistry procedures,

bioass^ys on mice. Call Nancy
(213)825-6521.

LAW CLERK. Part-time, flexible hours. This is

an excellent opportunity!! (213)393-5000.

LAW 0FFK:E receptionist needed, 15-20 hrs/

wk. i7/hr. Ask for Arlene (213)470-3555.

Westwood.

LEGAL SECRETARY/DKTTATIONIST needed
in small Westwood firm: experience/WP
5.0/responsible

(213)475-0991.

a must: Contact Kal,

LIBRARY assistant. Flex. PT, $7/hr. IBM PC
with wordprocessing, library exp. Maintain,

journal records, routing ships, mail, on-line

searching ++. (213)820-2200 ext. 125.

LIBRARY CLERK. Permanent part-time. Cen-
tury CityLaw fimi. Seeks bright detail-oriented

individual to work 20 hrVwk. $8Air. Morning
hours preferred. PC & typing skills helpful.

Please call Field, afternoons (213)553-2900.

MEDICAL Lab has a part-time opening for a

student in accessioning departnuent. Position

will involve patient data entry and specimen
entry processing. CRT experience essential.

Sciertce; major preferred. Flexible hours, but

Saturday rotation required. Call Fay at

(818)345-6503, 10-3pm.

MESSENGERS. Westwood law Firm has open-
ings for part-time 20 hrs/wk messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car, insurance, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541 after 2pm.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Wednesday or Thursday
afternoons. Market, drive, cook. References

necessary. Pay per hour. (213)475-0292.

MOTHERS HELPER. M-Th. 3-8pm. Help w/
one 6 yr.old girl, errarwls etc. Must drive own
car, references. (213)550-0207.

NEED a student with car, 3 daysMt. MWF
3>-6pm, to pick-up from school and tutor 6 & 9
yr. old boys. Day (213)386-8440 x457. Eve.

(213)3955509. Santa Monica.

NEED Hap with children. Light secreUrial

work. 15 hrsA<^. Word processing skills if

possible. (213)454-9312.

NUTRITKDN COMPANY is seeking a model
for photography. Pay negotiable.
(213)479-1050.

OFEKIE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hr^wk, Brentwood, typ-

ing essential. Leasing department ask for Sheryl

(213)820^5891.

OFFKI ASSISTANT for architectural finn in

WLA. Pleasant and professional environment.

20-30 hr/wk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, word processing and general office

duties. (213)479-4873. n

PEACE ACTIVISTS
The 1990 elections have
already begun. SANE/
FREEZE is working

now to put disanmament
on the agenda. Become
a grassroots organizer &
work for peace & eco-

nomic justice. Training,

advancement, full/part

time. Call
(213) 938-3470SY01

Gorgeous Models.
For major clients In Chicago
BfKl New York. Must have a

ni look and also a good
y. For aixlitjon, call for

appointment (213)463-8181.

30 Help Wanted
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Valet Parkers!

I

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

•
•

•
•

•

••••*•••••••••

HOUSEKEEPER. 4.5 days a week in Tarzana. 3
year eld girl. English/French speaking house-
hoM. (616)705-1 31 7. Lillian.

INFORMATION/ DATA OPCRATtONS. Part-

time, 6-15 hounMi, very flexible schedule.
Contfortabie with computers. Functional user
capable of problem solving. Should have:
basic knowledge of Lotus 123 or similar

spreadsheet; DBasell or Alpha 3; Quicken or
other bookkeeping package. Prefer someone
with basic accounting course, good commu-
nications skills. Knowledge of WordPerfect
helpful. Sertte fo humor mandatory. Small,

busy, family-tike office. Good hourly wage.
Call Barbara SalUman. (213)479-3249.

PRIVATE hospital seeks individual for P/T

receptionist 4:3O-8:30pm M-F. Must possess

excellent communication skills, 10-key by
touch, be people oriented. Call David
(213)479-4281.

PROFESSK>NAL woman needs reliable assis-

tarKe Weal Is, errands, sm. projects. Must have
good references, owh car. Santa Monica.
5-10hrs/week. S 5.50-56. 50/hr.
(213)394-6103.

PRO)ECTK3NIST. PT, experienced 35mm,
16mm for the Beverly Cinema. Call 660-1 342
or 932-9689. _^
P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwooc(
Village. (2ia)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER sen/ice- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings and weekervk.
Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

P/r DATA ENTRY, Westwood accounting firm,

flexible hours, good morwy. Ask for Mike
(21)470-4500.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

SS.OC^r. Raise after 1 month. Interest/ krww-
ledge in films preferred. Videoteque. Paul/

Dennis (213)824-9922.

P/T office assistant/receptionist for Tuesdays
and Thursdays at Brentwood consulting firm.

Pleasant phone manner, lots of energy, and
gpod sense of hurrvx desired light typing,

copying, other general office chores. Must
have car and insurarKe for local errands. Great

location, close to campus. Call Marty
(213)620-0900.

P/r. SALES. Great job with flexible hours for

P/r retail in Brentwood Women's health club
boutique experienced only. Call Jackie.

(213)826-7446.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT for successful

broker, opportunity, data entry, Westside.

Part-time, flexible. Call
)eff (213)207-0778.

"

RECEPTKDNIST, pA, flex, hrs., must file, post,

type. Good appearance and phone skills.

Encino. Good salary. (818)3338.

•REaPTK)NIST. Brentwood Art Gallery. Full

or part-time position, telephortes, data entry,

word processing. Great opportunity.
(21 3)820-851 1

.

REaPTKDNIST, PT needed Sunny BeveHy
Hills office. Medium phones, son^ev^at flexi-

ble hours, paid parking. (213)274-0051.

REaPTKDNIST Westwood law offices. Mo..,

Wed; 9-5. Can do homework on job.

(213)624.4000.
.

RECEPTK>NIST and file clerk needed in small

Westwood firm: pA or f/l, contact Kal,

(213)475-0991.

RECEPTIONIST needed P/T. Call
(21 3)652- 7446. Ask for Hector.

RECEPTKDNIST/computer operator needed for

CPA firm. M-F mornings till 1pm. Please call

(818)887.7056.

RETAIL HARDWARE partAull-time. Brent-

wood k>cation. Frir^ benefits, pleasant work-
ing conditions. Call Mrs. Richards,
(213)476-2864.

RETAIL SALES. FA and P/T. Tuesday thru

Saturday. Wage depends on experience.

(213)274-7576. After 10:30am.

SAILING INSTRUCTOR, 25-28 ft. cruising

sailboats weekends r>ow, fulltime summer
1-600-225-9776.

SECRETARY, PT. Excellent wordperfect skills.

$13Ah'. doe. Executive search firm in Santa

Monica. (213)829-7022.

SECRETARY/Clerical, PT, light word process-

ing general office, flexible hours. $6.50/start.

Brentwood CPA's. (213)826^1380.

SHOW apartment building part-time job.

Study while you're working. Good pay and
bonus. Good hours. Leave- message
(213)398-1904.

KITCHEN HELPER
4 pm-7 or 8 pm M—F.

Wages &. evening meal.

632 Hilgard. ,

.Call 208-6657

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train. .you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-S

30 Help Wanted

PART-T1M€ general office. Flexible hours.

M-F. Close to UCLA. (213)444-9776.

PART-TIME. Telephones, order taking, sonr>e

contputer, various other jobs relating to a

CiftAIookie Co. M-F, 2-5:30. Must have car. $6
to start. (213)477-4479.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to lady executive must
be bright, energetic, corfipetent. Requires er-

rands, shopping, typing, filing mornings, gen-
eral assistant. Good pay, some ntomings. Call
before noon, (213)459-2422.

PR FIRM In Santa Monica. Flexible hours,
reliable, dependable, good phone voice, er-

rands. $6.00. (213)451-4870.

LA. law firm

seeks ^tudents for

part-time

computerize<d

litigation support

positions. Offering

competitive

hourly rate,

flexible hours and
pleasant

atmosphere.

Training on
computer

provided. Must
type 65

wpm and
computer literate.

Send
resume to:

White &. Case

333 South Hope Street,

Suite 3400

Los Angeles,

California 90071

Attention: Randy Brunt

SMALi LAW FIRM needs nie clerk/messenger.

F/T, must own car, overtime required, idftv.

(213)550-7997.
„

SPAINISH, bi-lingual individual,«vord pro-

cessing experience, good typing skills. Hours
flexible. $7.5(V^. Near campus. Wilshire &
Westwood. Law office, Sid Diamond.
(213)475-0481.

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Gain valuable experierKC
managing a team of employess, customers,

and suppliers. Succesful will undergo exterv

sive management training. Average sumnr>er

earnings range to 10k Call Student Painters

1-800-426-6441 for more info.

TEACHER & RECREATION Counselor needed
for after school child care program. Westwood
area. Starting $7Av & up, depending on
experience. ECD uniU a must. Call Mrs. |oncs

(213)474-9976.

THE BIGG CHILL Frozen Yougprt kwking for

friendly, energetic people. Evening counter
helfVnight manager. Larry, (213)475-1070.

UaA STUDENTS! Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service. $6.34Av
plus incentive increases. No experience
necessary. We schedule arourxi your classes.

Come by or call Martha at (21 3)825-7686.

UPSCALE FITNESS STUDIO looking forwcigM
trainer to rent spac^ teach privates. Experi-

ence a nrtust. Laura. (213)204-2550.

VISUAL MERCHANDISER. Specialty outdoors
stores seeks creative, self-motivated indivi-

dual. Jeff or Cathy. (213)473-4574.

Job Opportunities 32

ARTIST/ILLUSTRATORS needed for animation
project. No experience necessary. Call Roger:

(213)827-5162.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs-your

area. $1 7,840-569,485. Call 1 -602-838-8885.
Ext R 8050.

Longitudinal Study of

Gay and Bisexual Men

Interviewer needed for

structured Interviews

on campus- AIDS related

research. Must have

flexible schedule with

evenings availability

Master's level- clinical

experience preferred.

Part-time-$11.42/hr.

Dr. Kemeny 206-3103.

30

CLAIMS follow-up (Medical ofTtcc. Part-timeJ

Good phone personality, good with nun>bers,

experience. Call Trudy (213)450-0205 or

(213)553-8440.

EXCITING AND REWARDING STUDENT JOB
AVAILABLE. UCLA AMBULANCE PERSON-
NEL NEEDED. Applications being accepted
from LA County certified EMT-IAs for posi-

tions staffing the UCLA Medical Center Trans-

port Ambulance. The ambulance providw
neonatal, pediatric, maternal care and inter-

hospltat transportation to hundnfeds of patients

annually. Work closely with doctors and
nurses on the transport team and gain experi-

ence in patient care. Full tinf>e UCLA student

status and availability of 15 hr^«vk required.

Pick up applications at UCLA police station, or

call Mike at (21 3)206-8886 for more informa-

tion. For information on EmergerKy Medical
Technician training, call (213)206-0176.

FEMALE to work as behavior therapist with

autistic girl in her home. 50 hr^TW. at*$Mw.
Call Ross (213)649-0499.

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLIC HEALTH wanted to work in newly
created position ofMarketing Analyst in Radio-

logical Sciences Departnoent. Position will

primarily focus on conducting market research

via hospital records ar\d interviews. Will also

perform analysis to assist in development of

marketing and business plans for the depart-

ment and assist in determination of apporpriate

product lirte management strategies. 14-20
hours per week, flexible, $9.49^r. Healthcare

and marketing experience desirable, contact

Ken Belferman at (213)825-6800.

NEEDED: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, part-

time (10 hn^wk), to program experinr>ents for

the acquisition and processing of physiological

measures and on-line coritrol of devices and
stimuli uiing ASYST language. Knowledge of

ASYST and/or FORTH ESSENTIAL. Experience

with similar computer applications desirable.

Call David Shapiro, Ph.D., (213)825-0252.

PART-TIME. Real esUte offlce; Macintosh
knowledge required. Hours flexible. West-
mark lnvestfT>ents, (213)936-6205, Layne.

PROGRAMMER, full-time. Requires BASKT,
IBM PC experience. Call Dan at

(213)207-0488.

PT ASSISTANT—major entertairvnent public

relations firm seeks smart assistant, type 50
wpm, creative writir^ and phone skills.

Knowledge of entertainnwnt industry. 25-30
hf^vk. Call Stephanie, (213)659-6400.

STUDENTS: Opportunity now! Build ongoing
income on 1 0OO'Vmnth in your spare time. No
selling required. Call 1-800-526-3196.

THE UCLA Drug Abuse Research Group has a
position open for a Project Director for a
NIDA-^nded 5- year study of AIDS contain-

ment arrxjng I.V. drug users in methadone
maintenance. Housed at UCLA and in MM
treatment centers. Supervises 4 clinical and
research staff, design research, interview re-

search subjects, monitor study, write reports

and plan interventions. This is an excellent

opportunity to combine research and scientiFic

publication with clinical experierxx in an
important effort designed to help slow the

spread of AIDS. StarU ASAP. Send CV, list of 5
referer>ces ar>d representative publications to:

M. Douglas Anglin, Ph.D., Director, UCLA
Drug Abuse Research Group, 1 100 Glendon
Avenue, Suite 763, Los Angeles, CA.
90024-3511. (213)825-9057.

Internships 34

ESTABLISHED talent agency offering intern-

ships. Minimum 8 hr. weekly commitment.
Contact Debra, (213)465-7522.

INTENSIVE film inteniship avail, for organized

creative irxjividual. Reading, story rwtes, office

work. Contact (818)995 8095.

INTERNSHIPS available with established ta-

lent agency. Close to campus. Flexible hours.

Call (213)652-1119.

INTERN w/growing Brentwood ad ag/tncy.

Great exposure to everything from media
planning to production. Some clerical work.

30 hrs./week. Graphic design/
communications majors preferred.
(213)447-2964.

LONG-TERM paid internship. S6A\r. Part-

time. Interest in English^oumalism. Typing,

spelling and proofreading skills. Must be a
junior, able to work 20 hrsAveek between 9-5.

Call Catherine (21 3)825-6521

.

latherine

MAK)RjN||ependent film producers seek stu-

dent interns to learn deveiopment, aquisition

activities in office environment. (Century City)

no pay but great opportunity learn irxjustry.

(213)551-2505 or (213)394-7263.

MUSIC Video and conwnercial production.

Work with producer. Room for growth. Some
pay. (213)874-4773.

NEED QUALIFIED SOUND ENGINEER, boom
person, script supervisor, and assistar^t director

for AFI Second Year production called Home-
less. Contact Anthony Nicholas.
(213)856-7686.

'

RESOURaFUL INDIVIDUALS NEEDED. To
assist non-profit executive director. PR, special

events, office administration. Computer, word
processing experience preferred. Patti

(213)470-6409.

SECAYPIST Part-tinr>e. Good knowledge of

word processing: corresporvience and manu-
scripu. Library work. Light office duties. Call-

Nancy at (213)825-6521.

SEVERAL non-paying internship positions

available for motion picture and television

production company. Sonrtconc to asaist presi-

Bent and others to read and aitique scripts.

Marcella. (213)474-4521.
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DAILY-BRUIN pLASSIFIEDS
DON'T MISS OUT!

»

•

Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over 110 kiosks throughout the UCLA Community,

Westwood and Brentwood.
Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readers. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIED AD! ^

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:
Simply All out the ad form below and mail to:

UCLA Dally Bruin
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
308 Westwood Plaza
1 1 2 Kerckhofr Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local-rate $9.45/column inch per day
(Frequency and Bulk rates are available upon signing

contract)

PHONE ORDERS/inFORMAllON: (213)825-2221

REMEMBER CLASSIFIEDS DEADLINES:
Llna ads: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon

Display ads: 2 working" days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES

One Insertion (15 words or less) $4.25
each additional word 27^

Five insertions (15 words or less) $15.00
each additional word $1.00

Daily Bruin Classified Ad Form
Fill out all the Infomiatlon below:

Name (Last First. MO

AdC*BSS_ '

•a
( City2ip.Day PhoneJL

ADToRaact

DEADLINES: 1 working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Ads)

2 Working Days in advance by 1 2 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)

Aj Start Date NLrrtierafdavstDnn X

FORM OF PAYMENT:

MCA/ISA# ^_

Nunnberofdaystoajn.

Expiration:.

mail to:

UCLA Dally Bailn

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIMQ
308 Westwood Plaza

1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

aRCLE THE TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

Display (Box) Line

Please attach any
special Instructions

and/or artwork

Make Checks Payable to ASUCLA Dally BuIn (Students-put Reg. Card # on check)

Reg Caid# ^ CDL# Enter amount enclosed:$.
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Child Care Wanted 35

5 YEAR old boy, W & Th, 1-6pm. SVhr.
Watwood, references. (213)470-1095.

A FAMILY of three children ages 7, 5, and 3

needs a warm arxi loving live-in babysitter.

Three to four afternoons and evenings a week
for exchange of room and board or non-live in

babysitter. Car preferred. Moving to Brent-

wood in March. (818)986-^430.

ASSIST BUSY CRAD STUDENT/MOM with

afterrKX)n-eve. chlldcare, errands, laundry,

dinner. Must have own car and insurarKe, be
responsible. M,T,W afternoons. References

required. Call after 8:30pm or weekends
ONLY. (213)836-3290.

BABYSITTER needed- for evenings &
weekends for \wo boys. Pacific Palisades.

Experience & recommerxlations necessary.

Own car. Own Insurance. (21 3)459-3659.

CARETAKER for 5-year-old girl to drive from
school Culver City to WLA daily,

3.-00-5:30p.m. (213)207-5381.

CHILD CARE/ LIGHT OFFICE, 1 or more
weekday mornings, convenient to campus.
(213)470-0542.

CHILD CARE WANTED for Syr old boy, must
ha^ car, 1 2-5:30pm .wkdays, (21 3)477-0474
days, (213)472-3773 ev».^

CHILD CARE for 1-yr (plus light housekeep-
ingj. Mon-Fri, 8:30-5:30. Must be warm,
loving, extremely resporwible and experienced
with chikifen. No smoking. (213)393-1943.

DRIVER. Own car/insurance. AvailableM—F,
late afternoons to drive 1 child. WL^Culver
City area. (213)836-8677.

LOVING PERSON NEEDED p^ for 19-inanth

boy. ExperierKC, references, room available.

(213)395-3999.

MATURE Italian speaking woman wvited for

live-in chiWcare for 2 small girls. Carilneces-

syy. (213)456-8349.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 3 dayVWeek. MWF 2-6.

Must drive and speak English. 4 A 7 year oM
acth« boys. References. Salary open. Call Day
(213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask for

Lauien.

MOTHERS helper

WIA, cy needed.

needed M-F, 2:30-8pm.
(213)207-2039.

PERSON needed 2 or 3 aftenxMns a week to

supervise two older chiMren. Some driving

required. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-1602.

RELAIABLE PERSON- Needed for on-caiYtpus

babysitUng of flexible to fit your schedule and
mine. Gayle 965-0306

RaiABLE P/r chikkare needed for two girls

1 and 4. (21 3)470-991 7 WLA.

RESPONSIBLE person needed to babysit two
young chikiren in Beverly Hills. Tuesdays
11-4. (213)276-9619.

RESPONSIBLE babysitter for WLA 2-year oU
girl. References, transportation required.

(213)826-5544.

RESPONSIBLE, LOVING NANNY for 3 month
infant. Experience and references needed. Live

out. »6 pm, M-F. (213)399-2848.

SINGLE mother needs after school help vnTl 1 *
14 yr. oM sons, 10-15 hrsAvk. SS/hr. Eve.

(213)4^7804.

WESTWOOD couple, UCLA faculty seeks

babysitter for young baby. 2-3 mornings or

aftemoon^veek. Flexible scheduling. 5 mi-
nutes from UCLA. )udith (213)471-8258.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $60(VWki. First month 50% off

Caqsets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10
minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine, Palms.

(213)836-8138.

1 BEDROOM guesthouse near Beverly center.

J SS50 per month. Call Laurent (21 3)824-5246.

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Palms
Seso 1 bed/1 bath

$1025 1 bed/1 batti plus loft

Beautifully decorated, a/c, security gated.

built-in stove, dishwasher Open house

Saturday 10-2 at 3717 Vinton #104
1 nw FREE RENT with one year lease

838 6516 (mgr ) 478-4559 (ollice)

f»

• 1«M UMM Fwlur* SyndkiMa

Large, newly
^remodeled one, two,

and three bedroom
apartments.

Beverlywood area

(near Robertson). Ones
from $550 to $600;
Twos from $775 to

$850; Threes from

$850 to $950.
657-8756

CSl 11 Escort Service

825-1493

.'4a
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Don't Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill!

You've just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too
small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve
minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students
living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms *Centrally located laundry and vending machines
*Private bathtub and shower

. ^Separate study and TV lounges
*Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room ^

*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, -concerts and lectures!

^ '^ -
---

_
All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa MOfiica Hills overlooking the

San Fernando Valley^>l«^ it's just a fejf minutes away from UCIAL
Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to -your hDnsing-probtem!

—

'"-

TThe University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices! .\^ , \ >

Call Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

EXTRA LARGE 1 -bedroom, sperate dinin-

groom, hardwood floors, real fireplace, walk to

UCLA. No lease. (213)478-2310.

SANTA MONICA. S-bedroorrV 2-batlV den.

New irHerior. Noith of Witshirc. Accomodates
4. SI 600. (213M53-2200.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT
$1,090. 2-B0RM/1-BATH. CARPETS,
DRAPES, GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PATIO.
QUIET BUILDING. (213)474-1172.

WESTWOOD/$995. Newly decorated
2-be<V2-bath, balcony, wetbar, dining area.

Evenings, Ul 3)444-7378.

WLA .i-BEDROOM/2-BATH- $1,145 and
$995. New security building. All amerrities,

rooftop Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view.

Open 1512 Amherst. 826-5528

>A/LA. 2-bdmV2-bath bright upper. Close to

UCLA. $850 with lease. Available now.
(213)476-7116, evenings.

WLA BACHELOR $625. Sunnv & bright,

parking, security building. Rooftop, Jacuzzi

with panoramic oceanview. 1512 Amherst.

(213)826-5528.

>M^. Large 2-bdrrTVl'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laurwlry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 63

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

^51300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshi re Bl.

474-6483.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-batii

townhouse
$895-$995

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

HOORAY!
ICC STEPS TO uc:la

Xtr.i l.iruc turiiishcJ 1

ix\lrvH)ni> »S; MHL'lo

Mv.ul.iMc now!
C:.jll Cl^) S24'C5N
or (21^) 277'lSl^

1-BR, IN Large, furnished split level

apartmient. Close to campus. S600. Mutt see.

(213)475-6407.

1-MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, lar^
1-bdrm, $725. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

APARTMENT available ASAP. $90(Vmo.
2-bdmV1 -bath. Close to campus, parking.

Christina (213)477-2980.

BEVERLY HILLS, $795/mo. 2-bdrTTVl -bath
spacious beautiful apartment completely furn-

ished. Basic utilities paid. View of Century
City. Close to transportation, recreation, and
DCLA. (213)203-9560.

BRENTWOOD. $850. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refri^rator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(213)476-6986.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIDGERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

CHEVOIT HILLS. Furnished guest house with
garden. New appliances. Quiet. $795/mo.
including utilities. (213)836-8687.

CULVER CITY. 2 female roommates wanted.
3-bedroom apartment. $390. Near freeway,

UCLA, shopping. (213)566^966.

FURNISHED BACHELOR. Includes all utili-

ties. $595. Private separate garage, $1 50. Walk
to UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

FURNISHED bachelor. Includes all ulilitia^

$595. Private scperate garage, $150. Walk to

LXILA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking
*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

LOW MOVE-IN - 2-BEDROOMS 1-BATH,
FROM $725. PHONE ENTRY. PETS OK. NEAR
BUS. (818)783-8379.

NEW-TOWN HOMES, 2+2, fireplaces, gated

parking, stove, microwave, dishwasher,
washer/dryer hookup, blinds. Only 2 left.

$1175. (213)306-6789.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laurxiry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. $725. singles loft+ Vh -bath. Large,

upper, built-ins, balcony. OK for 3.

(213)397-0405.

SANTA MONKZA. New apartment building,

2-becV2-bath. A/C, microwave, dishwasher,
security parking. 1948 20th tt. (21 3)473-6001,
6-8pm. Open Sat. 2-5pm.

SANTA MONICA. 1 -bedroom at Beach
$65(VWw. Furnished optional. Roommate ok.

(213)394-1862.

SHERMAN OAKS. $925 deluxe 2-Hien garden
apartment, small quiet building near
Woodman-Ventura Blvd. New decor, built-

ins, balcony, pool, no pets. (818)360-4276.

UCLA LMIversity apartments for rent! I Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished, short

walk to campus. Call (213)825-2293 or

(213)825-8496.

UNK^E PENTHOUSE STUDO-Tired of In-

flated WesUide renUf Try the historic Van
Nuys design center in Downtown LA. 1 00 ft of

windovM, orvsite covered parking, spacious

2,700 sq ft area. $1075. Call Aaron
(213)2759631.

VAN NUYS. 1 5 minutes to campus. Good
vt*. 2-bdrnVl'A -bath. 2 story townhouse.
$720/mo. Security, gated parking.
(213)865-3801.

WfSTWOOO. New building. 2-bedroofn/
2-bath, gas, flreplace, appliances. $1420.
(213)824-7409.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, ^. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry, freshly painted. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 bedroom, hardwood
floors, high ceiling, backyard, garage; $850.
Bachelor with parking, $450. (213)824-7180.

WESTWOOD. $110G|/Wk>. Large* 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, NQ, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD. 2-bd^'A -bath. Brand new car-

pet arxJ miniblind. Stove and fridge. Formal
dining room. Service porch. 413 Veteran.

$150(ymo. (213)391-4926.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD. Own room, 2 bdmV2 bath,

security, parking. $60Q/mo. plus 1 st and last*

deposit.. Available immediately.
(213)624-3863.

'

WESTWOOD $1 450, 2+2, Jacuzzi, gym, walk
to UCLA, no pets. 520 Kelton. (21 3)208-7483.

WESTWOOD $850. l-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WLA. $110(Vmo. 2-bedroom/1 'A bath. Sec-
urity building, lovely courtyanj, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA. 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator, private

patio. $700/mo. 1412 Brockton.
(213)478-8924.

WLA. 1 -bedroom attached to house. All Uili-

ties paid. Carpet, drapes, off street parking.

$700. (213)306-6789.

WLA. 2bcV2-bath, large, sunny, balcor^, up-
per unit, clean. Available now $99Vmo.
(213)820-4368 or (213)390-4610.

WLA. 2-bedroom 1-bath, new carpet, mini-
blinds, tower unit. Off street parking. $800.
(213)306-6789.

WLA 3-bedroom I'A baths New carpet,

miniblinds, ar>d oven. Upper front unit. Off
street parking. $975. (213)306-6789.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfumished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213)^26-7888.

WLA. $72(yMO. 1 -bedroom upper Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, lauridry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

WLA. Studio guesthouse. $575/mo. incl. utili-

ties. Separate house and entrance. Call Isaac.

(21 3)204- ia27,cvH.

Apartments Furnistied 50

BRENTWOOD BACHELOR $695. Furnished.

All amenities. New security buildir>g. Prime
location. 11619 Kiowa. (213)207-6449.

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom, 100 steps to iXlA,
available now. Call (213)277-1813 or
(213)824-0319.

LARGE furnished single apartment. 478 Land-

fair #3. $695/mo. Roomate ok.
(213)386-8983. __^
LARGE single, utilities included, $675, 100
steps from UCLA, immediately available. Call

(213)277-1813 or (213)824-0319.

SINGLE, one block walk to LXILA (west of

school) $575/month. (213)824-0532.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $77S/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.

11070 StrathnKxe. (213)208-3326.

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yoscmite house sur-

rouTKled by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. 121 3)206-0303.

SKI UTAH furnished condo at base of

mountain, sleep six, fireplac^acuzzi, $1 20 a
night. All dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

Apts. to StKire 54

BRENTWOOD- grjirfstudent or professional to

share lovely 2-bedroom, 2-bath apt. $475/nfX).

(213)447-2235.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed ASAP to share

2-bdrm/2-bath. 2 blocks from campus,
$362Ano + sec, deposit. (213)824-1447.

LARGE BEDROOM in furnished 2bed/2bath
apt. 10 min from UCLA. $385/mo.
(213)559-6590.

LOOKING for 1 female to have own bed/bath
in a new 3 be<V3 bath mediterranean style apt.

$46^rno. 473-7303. Iv. message. -
MALE seeks sanWcouple to share 3-bdrm,
2-bath. Wilshire/Bundy. Applicant gets master
bdrm, full bath, 200 sq. ft. patio, den, parking.

Current occupant away majority of time. J675
+V^ utilities. (213)479-6169.

PLAYA DEL REY. 2-bedroom $400 ea. Pools,

security^ tennis, 1-mile to beach. Male or
Female. (213)627-2066. '

'Zil

PROFESSK5NAL SEEKING non-smoking fe-

male to share spacious 3 bedroom apartment.

Century city/Rancho Park. $465/mo.
(213)277-4129.

ROOMMATES needed for bedroonVloft apt

$331/mo. Walk or take van to campus. Park-

ing. Call Rob, (213)20&<)652.

House for Rent 56

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking.

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice BWd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

SHARE one bedroom apartment on Cayley.
Security, parking. $425/month + sec. deposit.

(213)824-2750.

UCLA adjacent share one bedroom apartment.
Non snrKiker student or professional. Parking,

amenities. $459/ea. (213)206-2975. ASAP.

WESTWOOD village. Spacious. 2-bed/2-bath,

private patio, fireplace, cats, classical music.
Furniture available. $575. (Reduction for re-

search assistant.)(21 3)208-3335.

WESTWOOD. Small bungalow to share hard-

wood floors, furnished, $365 + uti,l. Neil

(213)477-0081.'^"^~""
'

II"" I IMH^H^iM ! Ill pal

WESTWOOD: Share spacious apartment with

4 girls. Close to UCLA. $350. Available now.
Tiffany. (213)824-4183.

WLA Extra Large Room. Nice location, close to

UCLA. $40QAtH). Call (213)473-4202.

WRITER, literary agent has apartment to share

in Westwood. Walk to UCLA. 208-5128.
Vernon.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 3-bdrm/2-bath,
tecurity system, enclosed yard, laundry, Ja-

oazl, 2-car garage. (21 3)826-6907.

CHEVIOT HILLS. 2 houses for lease.

$1975^10 & $215(VWk). Lease only. No pets.

(213)839-3006.

HOUSE for r«rA_ln_WLA. Spacious 3-bdrnV
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, jacu^i,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interfered peo-
pl^ please contact (818)888-2224.

WESTCHESTER - North Kentwood -

3-bedroon(v% bath, living room, formal di-

ning room, family room, 2 fireplaces, office,

garage. $165(yhH>. (213)641-7912.

WESTVyOOO. 2-bed -»- den/1*A bath, large

backyard in excellent area. Fireplace, office

area. $1800. (213)829-4844.

ilouse for Share 67

3-BE(y2-BATH house near campus. After Feb.

13. $333/mo. Want neat considerate room-
mates. Call John (213)825-8598 or
(818)784-1415.

BRENTWOOD- Professional female, beautiful

4-bedroom & den honw. $833 -f utilities. Pet
ok. (213)472-2180.

BUSINESS woman will shareWLA townhouse,
non-smoker. Piano, fireplace. $550/mo.
(213)450-9111 Ext.2371.

DREAM ROOMMATES to share SanU Monica
house. Walk to bexh, bu»«71hops. Hi«e
sunny backyard, real fireplace, cable TV, VCT^
stereo, washer/dryer. Some creativity, sense of

hunwr anchor health corvciousness required.

Superb Kalian cooking performed. $375 in-

cludes . util ities. Paolo or Desiri
(213)395-4050.

PRE-MED student to share 3-bed., 2-beach
hoitfc ia Venice with female r>on-smoken.
Furniture, laundry, fireplace] near beaches,
buses. (213)450-6282.

ROOMMATE needed to share 3 bdrm house In
'

Venice. 1 block to beach;own
raQm;$465,(21 3)392-0220.

House for Sole 58

Charming 2-bdr. Spanish home 'ntu Farmers
Market. Light and bright. Hardwood floors.

Fireplace. Master with good closets. $369,000.
Sheri Weisberger, Fred Sands Realtors.

(213)473-6156.

HOUSE for sale. 2-bdmV1 -bath. Bright &
clean. On nice street. 3 miles to beach in

Hawthorne ACT (213)472-3495. $248k.

PRESTICIOUS-Windsor Hills with view.
3-bdmVl'A -bath. Two fireplaces. $359,000.
Beverlywood, adjacent; beautiful, traditional

home. 3-bdrnV2-bath. $419,000. Call CIcI
(213>468-2266 or (213)292-9085.

WLA $299,000. 2 bdrm^ -A bath, near busline
to campus. Kay Howell, John Douglas Cotrv
pany U1 3)478-9741.

Recri Estate 61

ATTENTION: cam ntoney reading books!
$32,000/yr income potential. Details
1(602)838-8885 ext. bk 8050.

ATTENTION—Gov't homes from $1 (U-
Repair). Delinquent tax property. Reposses-
sions. Call 1(602)838-8685 ext. CH8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

BEL AIR, above UCLA. IM. room t, bath in

exchange for ligN housework, chlWcare (one
boy, 8 yrs. old), school drop-off anc^r pick^
up. Reliable car with seatbelu. Female pr^«
ferred. (213)47t-3341.

BEL AIR. ChiMcare for 6 year-old boy and light

housekeeping. Help M—F, 3-8pm, some Sa-
turday babysitting. Weekly stipend. Pool ten-
nis. (213)274-1806.

FACULTY family with 1 3 year old boy offering

room If board (near Sunset/Clenroy) in ex-
change for cookin^dishes plus an average of
one weekend evenin^eek. The bedroom is

quite small but has separate entrance, private

bathroom, cable TV, and phone. Non-smoker/
who likes people, cooking, ideas & dog».

References. Please leave message at

(213)208-3134 with best times to reach you.

FAMILY with two young children desires

childcare iri exchange for room A board.

(213)276-9619.

FREE ROOM/BOARD + salary, beautiful

rentwood home, care 3^ yr. old girl. Flexible-

afternoon early eve. hours. Experience and >'

references. (213)476-8649.
-r •

-r-'"— - ' ^ "-
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Room/Board for Help 62 Roommates 65 Ctiild Care
NEED HELP wllh children. Light secretarial

work. 15 hrs^vk. Word processing skills if

possible. (213)454-9312.
'

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for driving
and childcare, must have car. Day 820-7202,
evening 393-8621.

Room for Help 63

FEMALE student preferred. Furnished room in

exchange for housework. Nice private roonV
bathAV. Near UCLA. (213)474-0336.

FREE RENT. Manhattan Beach. In exchange for

taking child to school in AM & housekeeping.

(213)374-0401.

LIVE-IN. Room and board, pool, SlOtVrno. For
car pool driving, light housework. Call Bob
(818)788-2067. -^
NANNY type person. Share my honw free in

return for driving my daughter to school/home.
Own car. No srnoking-No drinking. Must love
kids. (618)988-5376.

PRIVATE guesthouse in Santa Monica in

exchange for babysitting & driving. Must be
available Tuesday thru Friday, 2:30-6:00pm. &
one weekend evening. Student needs reliable

car with seatbelts & must enjoy children.

Non-smoker. (213)394-7353.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets large room, furnished or unfumished,
huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

$575. Very Large Room. Completely separate

entrance, kitchen, bathroom. Nearby Canyon
location. (213)470-0272 after 6:30.

AVAILABLE, spaces for UCLA women stu-

dents, over 21, at the graduate dorm, bn
campus, convenient, meals included. Call

Aena or Chandra (213)559-683(V8343.

BEVERLY HILLS. Room with private bath with
nice family. Quiet environment. Private.

S475/mo. or share $325/mo. (213)276-8893.

FURNISHED, private room, bath, kitchen pri-

vileges. Walk to uaA. Utilities included.

Non-smoker. Parking. $375/mo.
(213)474-9905 AM & PM.

NEAR UCLA, kleal for UCLA students/faculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available

now, %470/mo. (213)476-2088.

PRIVATE room, bath, queen bed, 1/2 mile west
of Sepulveda, or>e mile north of Mullholland.

$425. (618)501-6676

SANTA MONICA-$550, first & last. Pet ok.

Kitchen, laundry, parking privledges, non-
smoker. (213)628-8914.

SPACIOUS ROOM in k>vely SM resktence.

Private bath, kitchen & lauryiry privileges, rwar

bus lines. $450 includes utilities. Leave mes-

sage (213)452-1253. Non-smoker preferred.

WESTWOOD, large, fomished, private en-

trance, five minutes to UCLA. Easy parking,

male. $425 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517.

"VvtSTWObD. Furnished, private room/ bath.

Kitchen prh^ileges. Parking. Non-smoker.
$47S^fno includes utilities. (213)470-2626.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD, liemalc, sh«c Ivye BD/BR.
huge 2-BO/2-BR apaitnrtent. Pod, security,

laundry. $350 s<curity. (21 3)620-01 87.

ENGLISH and Design major fooking for female

roomate. AcroM from UCLA. $261, studio.

(213)824-7764.

FEMALE rweded to share large 1 -bdrm. apart-

ment in Westwood. $337.5a^mo. No deposit

required. (213)206-1817, Livia.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to sh»c one-
bedroom apartment ont bkick horn campus.
$395/mo. No parking. Camille
(213)824-5037.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV 2-bath apartment. 4 miles from
campus. '$50(Vmo. Available 02/15. Kim
(213)e36<672.

FEMALE roomate wanted. $25SAno to share

large furnished one bedroom apartment in

Westwood. Elite (213)824-5655.

FEMALE roommate wanted. Share large furn-

ished one-bedroom apartnnertt in Westwood.
Great price. (213)824-0642.

FOURTH male needed for luxurius apt. Pool,

gym, furnished 2bed/2bath. Palms $315, de-

posit. (213)836-8435.

FOURTH male roommate r>eeded to share

large 2-bed/2-bath WestwofA apartment.

Furnished. $30(ymo. (213)479-2818.

CAYLEY AvB. abt. needs two females to share

cute 2-bMl/2-bath. $367, parking. Call

(213)208-3689.

GRAD seeks female roommate to share spa-

cious 2bedroom/2bath apartment. $390.
Palms. Nancy (213)398-1226.

HERSHEY HALL for male UCLA graduate

student. On campus, meals Included.

$455/mo. + deposit. Call Doug or Alec

(213)625-2742 or (213)559-3515.

f<OMELESS PROFESSK>NAL WOMAN needs
room In apartment or guest house 4-5 months.

Call Lisa S. (213)4843395 or (805)686-7384.

I'M LOOKING for female roommate to share a

1 -bdrm apartment on campus. $4d2/mo.

(213)2Q8-4&5:. •

LUXURY; male roomate needed for 456 Land-

fair apt. Pool, Jacuzzi, A^. 1 block to UaA.
$365/m o . L e aVe message. AS '

"

(213)624-2177.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one
bedroom apartment. Spacious peaceful. Avail-

able now. $290. Call Juan (213)447-2867.

MALE roommate wanted by European grad
student. Spacious, sunny studio next to cam-
pus (Landfair). $372. Call Lanning
(213)208-8522.

MALE share bedroom in very large 2-bedroom.
Huge private deck, parking, must seel One
block to campus. $399/mo. (213)824-1423.

MALE to share 2-bdrnV2-bath with 3 others.

Glenrock. Walking distance. Pool, Jacuzzi.
lAOO/mo. (213)824-7427.

MALE roommate wanted to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment with graduate student. Palms.
$407/mo. (213)838-0744 Willie.

M/F ROOMMATE to rent own room. 5 miles
from UCLA. $285/mo. Available now.
(213)204-1595.

MOVING^ Male roommate n^ded U» share
new 2+2 apt. in Glendale, BurBank, or Sher-

man Oaks. (213)477-6283.

OWN room/bath in nice 3-bedroom condo.
Security buildin^parking. Female. $550/mo.
(213)4449563.

PAKISTANI female seeks female roommate for

1 -bedroom apartnrtent. Pico and Robertson^-
$285 plus half utitlities. (213)838-8108 after

8pm.

PALMS, 2+2 apartment, garage, security, non-
smoker, share w/professional male. Short-term
possible. $460. (213)841-2141.

PALMS. M/f for 3-bedroom apt. tDwn roonV
bath. $325/mo. + utilities. Call
(213)837-5787.

PLAYA DEL REY. Female share ^lit level

condo. Security. Share bath and laundry.

$50(ymo. (213)301-9762.

ROOMATE NEEDED. Furnished apt. Near
Campus. $38fl^o. (213)2086025.

ROOMMATE needed for 2-bedroom apart-

ment in Van Nuys. Close to freeway. $33fl^ifTto.

+ utilities. (818)968-9423.

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP to share loft.

Female, $30(ymo. Walking distance to cam-
pus. (213)824-0057.

^^

ROOMMATE wanted: Mature, responsible,

and funlovjng male wanted to share a 1 -bed-

room apt. in palms. $312.5(ymo. John
(213)558-8622 or (714)546-4151.

ROOMMATE needed to share 2-bedroom
1-bath apt. near Marina (Del Rey, $42Vmo.
Utilites, cable TV included. Call for more
info. (213)823-8275.

TIRED of apartment living? Norvsmoking
roommate warded, to share owner occupied
honrw, near Bevedy Hills. $62S/mo. Call Stuart

at (213)276-6319.

WALK to campus. N^ non-snwking roonv
males. 2bcV2bath. $40(Vh)o. Clean and large.

David (213)206^191.

WESTW(X>D-Female wanted to share l»ge 1

bdrm. luxury apt; Security, Jacuzzi, patio, pkg.
Kchon $425. (213)206-3936.

WLA. $45QAm>. 1 roommate needed for a 2
bedroonV2 bath. 4 roommates. Security buiU-
ing, balcony, Jacuzzi, washer & dryer in apt.

Very nkx! Available nowl Parkir^ if needed.

(213)206-7803.

WLA. hAA, norvsmoker. $425 + utilities. Own
large room in 2-bedroom. (213)625-6075,

day. (213)478-2955,eve.

YOUNG professional needs responsible

roommate. Palms an*, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $546. (213)839-7104.

CoTKlos for Rent 69

MARINA Pennisuta Art Deco Condo.
3-b<y3-bath marble floors. Steps to s»mI. All

amenities. $2400/mo. Available 2/1.

(213)306-6660.

PANORAMA Crnr. $800-2 plus 1 'A . Spacious

townhouse. Large kitchen dr or den, fireplace,

garage, private patio & breezeway
, pod. 14

miles to UCLA. (818)669-3903.

WESTWCXX). $120(Vh>o. 2-bdrnV2-bath +
den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(618)376-1062.

WESTWOOD luxury Penthouse - 969 Hilgard.

S(unnir\g view - heart of village. 24 hr. vaJct

parking pool, spa, kitchen extras, one bed-

room, 6 month lease. $2600/mo.
(213)216-1316.

WESTSIDE EVENINGVexperienced, responsi-

ble student/mother/age 30/CPR trained/

understanding & kind/rates
negotlable.(21 3)397-6577.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save monev. (21 3)820-4839.

state^
Auto/Home/Corftmercial
Westwood/Wilshire Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Bivd
(2 biks. So of Wilshire)

t
X

t

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
Wn alt do but aulo insurance
IS required by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

!213,852 ^175 ;818)342 1510
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

••••••••••••••*••••'

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392'4181 392-9621
2030 Uncdn Blvd. Santa Monica

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21. male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-6355

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancefled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars --
Scooters
Low Monthly Paynnents
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
d£ SAVKOft

Movers 94

GREG'S moving We do all the moves. Spccia-

lizlng in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281-3892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alunwus.

lERRVS moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, uyd rell-

able. terry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Mtry moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Flying/Pofochuting 76 Services Offered 96
LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1 800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BaLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional Has limited avallabili-

tiesfbr new studenU. (213)824-7180.

TAKE lessons at school before or ititr class.

Guaranteed workout, improvement and funi

Hugh 206-7571 (Senior History Majof).^-

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etcf Professional help from
corvultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

WRITER'S Exchange,has worked for

creatively-talented writers. Papertuck Novels,

Non-Fiction books. Magazine articles,

(213)206-5128. Vernon.

Tutoring Offered 98

Child Core-- 90

DAYCARE openings for two-year-olds by
licensed former preschool teacher in a safe,

loving, enriching environment. LXILA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613186. Louise
(213)477-1397. u—_*_
LICENSED Family Day Cay by UCLA grad.

Loving environment, quality care, large play

areas, me»ls, references. Mar Vista Hills. All

f T/f»T, M-f, »-6pm Tricyr
(2"l 3)397-391 8,

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

.Elementary to advanced. Charles
t8li»584-1123.

ENC. TUTOR available for Foreign students,

lived abroad. Speaks Spanish/Iapancse. Call

k)hanna at (213)838-4382.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710. \_ ^

FRENCH Lessons And Tranilations By Native

Speaker. UCLA Grad. All Levels Get Ready For

Europe. (213)657-4626.

TOEFL preparation 'ESL* English as a second
language. Dr. Bernard (213)965-0059.
Reasonable.

90 Tutoring Offered 98 Music Lessons 102

LEARN FrefKh or improve your abilities.

Conversation, reading, writing, & grammar
taught by native. Call Frederique
(213)471-8693.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

GUFFAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

)ean (213)476-4154.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213 ) 2 7 7 - 7 1 2 .

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Also offer

ethical awistance with writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Phik>*ophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

Resumes 104

TUTORING
All sulajects plus LSAT.GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY leogue grads.

Stamfofd Prep

(213) 271-5161

GET the nrtost important manual of your
student career: 'LEARN WHAT TO PUT ON
YOUR RESUME". For information call Tom
[81 8)451 -01 78.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

taiKe with collegie admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get resulU. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel 105

T

Travel 105

SKILLED with har>d toolsf Tropical sailing &
diving offered in exchange for assistance with
precruise preparations of 41' fiberglass sloop.

Sailing lessors, ham radio, and captain licerwe

exams preparation irKluded complementary.
P.O. Box 9516, M.D.R., CA. 90295.

•Fantastic Galapagos Islands
then the Andes and the Amazon Basin
leave Los Angeles June 21 or August 16 on 15 day tours.
Price from $2471 or from $1990 with Amazon excluded.
Trekking, mountain climbing, bird watching, excursions
available anytime.

•Free World (East European Tour)
Join Eva, a former Czechoslovakian on an 18 day tour of
Yugoslavia: Dalmation Coast; Budapest; hydrofoil cruise on
the Danube to Vienna; Salzburg; and finally Prague,
Czechoslovakia to leave May 10. Land cost only $1799.
For more information CALL NOW. Eva's Tours
(213) 54G^9532.

^ ^

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE tutor needed, near campus. Good
pay. n2/hr. Tom (213)477-5803.

VALLEY MOM needs tutor for teen, 4.tii«i a
week. (818)784-6806. -.>

Typing lOO

' A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)206-6951

.

ABSOLUTaV PROOFED! Speedy typir^g-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser
printed-lree pickup and delivery. Term papers
(APA), dissertations, resufT>es. (213)475-4057.

A WORD Processing service. IBM-PC/WP.
Resumes, proposals, reports, manuscripts,
scripts. 7-day service. (21 3)397-0797. Sheba.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-
perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammv.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing

W lascrjet quality printing for resunoes arwJ

papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvette (213)558-3238.

EDITINC, research, rewrite. 20 years -f profes-

sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GREAT MARKS' typing service. Complete,
prompt, and affordable. Contact Paula Marks.
(213)935-3853.

GENERAL, transcription, term p^>ers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PCAaser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpa|»-
ers, Dissertatiorv, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Contc^
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

WORDPROaSSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resun>es. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

YOUR typing needs fulfilled! Fast, accurate ^

typing: resumes, scripts, manuscripts, etc.

Daily service including evenings and
weekends. For reasonable rates and free orv
campus pick-up and delivery eall
(213)444-957>.

r THE^
WORLD
riS ON
V SALE!! V

Rondtrfp from Los Angeles

San Francisco $ 58
New York $266
Costa Rica $ 370
CauracMS $ 370
London $ 490
AmsterdAni $ 449
Frankluft $ 469
Tahiti $ 659
iUo $ 850
Sydney. ~ $ 910
Nairobi $1070
loliannesb^rg $1360
llaHik-Bani <pp«y. hm uttfttt to ctunge wtthot

notcc and bated an JMaSaMlly.

Council Travel
ton IraxiM A«^ yilmtm^4
(>»<w Whavekoaa* Bacoids)

213-208-3551

Travel Tickets y 106

CHEAP—One-way ticket LAX to Newark
March 4 only $75. Call Linda, (21 3)824-741 9.

FLY anywhere. S50 or mon off. Can leave
tonrwrrow or later. Should complete travels

before 1/18. Mark, (818)881-8740.

Autorfor Sale 109

For Rei\L^.

—

101

Refrigerator Rentals

CO ops
Of FREE DELIVERY > i

POLAR LEASING
533 1500 anytime

Sorvnq UCLA snce '974

Music Lessons 102

HARP LESSONS
ALL LEVELS

ClassJcal, Jazz, Pop Rental Harps
available Recording Artist

Victoria LooseJeat, MFA

(213) 281-7413

1974 2002 BMW. XLNT condition, sunroof,
stereo, alarm, rebuilt transmission & engine.
$4.2O0M>o. (213)390-8521.

197^ 280Z. XLNT condition. N%w brakes,
ALT., Gold-new paint. $2700/obo. Rey
(213)261-3044. Runs great, looks mahvelous.

1 980 NISSAN 31OCX hatch, very low mileage,
well kept. AM/FM cassette. 4-speed.
S«45/obo. (213)824-1815 or (213)253-4447.
Ask for Sonny.

1982 MAZDA 626, auto trans, a/c, arrVfm
stereo w/ equalizer. Needs work. $l40(Vobo
lay (21 3)209-0437.

1983 HONDA Accord, 5-speed, a/c, new
transmission, $2200/obo. Alexis
(818)681 0463.

1983 TOYOTA Corolla SR5. 2-door hardtop
deluxe. Champagne colored. Great condition.
$3500. (213)204-1727.

1983 TOYOTA COROLLA, xint condition,
5-specd, new bral<es, am/fm- cassette.
$255(yobo. (816)907-6917.

'

1983 VW RABBIT Coriyertjble,jvhjt^white^
arn/firt cassette, a/c, great condition. S7500.
(818)571-1629. «

w:^
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Interested in publicizing your
event in a Daily Calendar of
Events in the Daily Bruin?
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Don't miss out on the benefits:

45,000 students aware of your event daily

Guaranteed listing on page 2^ of the Daily Bruin

Only Daily Calendar of On-Campus Events at UCLA
Successful events with greater student participation

For more information call 206-0905 NOWl

Must meet certain requirements.
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ARIZONA ST,
From page 28

could get used to it. I don't see any
future problems with iL**

Harrick ^dded that he would
probably start Owens tomoirow
against No. 18 Arizona. Last night,

Owens finished with four points

and one rebound in 17 minutes.
Owens played only four minutes

in a first half that saw the Bruins
jump out to a 26-19 lead at the

intermission. UCLA shot only
45.5 percent and allowed ASU
forward Alex Austin to score 15 of
his game-high 31 in the period.

But the Bruins went on a 7-0 run
to dose out the half. I>aniclL

Madin stole the ball, made the

lay-up and was fouledf^^e ran out
of tx)unds, almost toppling a
cheerieader and kicking her mega-
phone before he sank the free

throw to putUCLA up, 24-19 with
1:30 left.

On the Bruins next possession,

forward Trevor Wilson (17 points
and 11 rebounds) drove the lane,

was fouled and threw up an
underhanded prayer that touched
high off the glass and went in to

give the Bruins their seven point
lead at the half. '

It was much of the same after

intermission. When Wilson com-
pleted a three-point play with
12:28 left in the contest, UCLA
held a 41-30 advantage. But in the

next 7:44, the Bruins hit only one
field goal and the Sun Devils
closed the gap to 47-41.

It took a three-pointer by fresh-

man Tracy Murray—who finished

with five—at the 2:49 mark, and

freshman Mitchell Butler's two
free throws (after he rebounded
Austin's missed trey) with 2:09
left to give UCLA some breathing
room.

Wilson basket off a pick and roll

with Martin 35 seconds later put
the Bruins up by nine and merci-
fully ended this game for all intents

and puiposes.

Even Frieder admitted that ASU
didn't make this one an esthetic

masterpiece. "That's the only way
we can play with these teams,"
Frieder said. *That's an awful way
to play, ain't it?"

But a win's a win, no matter
what it looks like. 'They made us

get impatient It makes you look
bad," Harrick said. "But it's in the
right column, I guess."

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

Autos for Sole 109 Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters
1984 MERCURY Cougar XR7 Turbo. 70,000
miles, looks like new. $4800/obo.
(818)986-6996.

1985 BMW 325€, brofuit, low miles, auto.
excellent, $13,950. (818)789-3904.

1985 TOYOTA TERCR, hatchback, a/c, am/
fm cassette. Clean. $2800/obo.
(213)313-2719.

1985 VW JETTA. Italian red, S-speed, A^.
AM/FM cassette, low miles. $3750.
(213)472-2827.

1986 PEUGEOT 505 GL. White with blue.

Emaculale. 40k miles. $7500/obo.
(818)706-2312.

1987, BMW 324 black w/beige. 5-spced.
4-doof, 32,000 miles. Must sell. 117,200.
(213)858-6061.

. , 64 PONTIAC 6000. 4<ylinder 4-door sedan.
69k miles. Clean. VC. AM/FM. $3500.
(213)836-5192.

64 PONTIAC FIERO 45K miles, am/fm. air.

alarm, bik/wht, original owner 277-5579.
excellent cor>dition.

ATTENTKDN-COVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buytrt Guide,
1-60a«3»«l65 Ext. A flOSO.

^M^2^98^3SS^3^I3SI!I5k!
alarm, loaded. 1 7K miles. $10K.
(213)204-3866. Before 9p.m.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1961. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (213)226-4397 (office),

(213)475-6377 (home), ask for Victoria.

HONDA CRX 1965. Runs excellent, good
condition. 60.000 mi. $2650/obo. Call

(213)470.9420. '

I5UZU l-mark. 1965. 4-dr. 43,000 miles.

$2800. Grey. New tires, clutch, brakes. Calt

(213)454-2035.

ISUZU Impulse '84. black, loaded. 5-spd. must
sell. $3500. (213)322-3393.

MAZDA CLC, 1961 . 69,000 miles, $90(yobo.
(213)391.7539. Stkk-shift, hatchback. Ap-
pearancc in back needs some work.

MITSUBISHI Cordia '64 % spd, A/C ytd
casaette, new clutch, catalytic converter, re-

built, transmission, great shape. $3500
(213)393.5636.

TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON, 1963.
5-«peed. An^rrt casaette. Excellent condition.

$2500. (213)392-3376.

1 19 Furniture

VW BUG '71 -good condition, new clutch,

distributer. generator;mostly rebuilt engine.

$160(yobo. Polly (213)624-4163.

WHITE FORD Mercury. 1 984. good condition.

Quick sale $2100/obo. (213)473-6001.
6-6pm.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1966 BLACK Kawisaki Ninja 250cc. Recent
tune-up and new tires. Mutt tec.
(213)960-7866.

HONDA 250NX Low miles, great condition.

$25O0/obo. i2) 3)479-2777.

126

HONDA AERO 50. 1986. Perfect condition.

$60CVobo. Re<y Black. (213)824-5676.

HONDA aiTE 60-$900 and HONDA aiTE
150-$1175. Both clean with low miles.

(213)479-5651.

YAMAHA CA50. Great shape. )ust tuned. Blue

with red case, lock 1 .5m. iA50/6bo; w/helmet
$55(yobo. Mark (61 8)681 -6740.

YAMAHA RIVA 125 1986-Red, 3500 miles.

Great condition, great value. $1,000 firm, jay

(213)477-0060.

IN DESPERATE NEED of parking ntv campus.
Will pay well. Call Amy. (21 3)947-31 16. Help
Mel!

Scooters 119 FiJhiiture 126

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE
1960. New tires and interior. Good condition.

Low miles. $4000. David (213)206-6191.

VW BUG, 1967. Rebuilt engine. Looks gretf,

^ynt stror^. $1700. (2t3}4704»24. —

1965 HONDA ELITE 1 50. Excellent condition
with trunk & helmet. $900. Tony
(213)939-5609.

1967 HONDA Elite 80 - runs excellent.

$70(Vobo. Ron (213)206-0329 or leave a
message.

1989 HONDA Elite LX SA50. brand new.
never used, grey and blue, $1,200.
(213)374-5191 leave message.

'68 ELITE 80 red $100Q^obo, '89 Elite 1 50 Red
$1S00/obo. Traci 396-2698, Karlene
^75-S66f . Leave mcHq^. Must sett, moving.

BRAND NEW quwn fUon, torch lamp, desk,
file cabinet, stereo; prices negotiable. Call
w(21 3)477-1 91 9, h(2 13)459-4001.

KENMORE WASHER/ GAS DRYER, white,
excellent condition. $30(ypair. Highchair,

$25, phone/answering machine. $35.
(213)654-7999. ^
LIKE NEW, Southwestern style couch and
loveseat. Orig. $2000, selling for $100(yobo
King size walerbed wAiirror and glass cabinet
headboard. $250. Matching 5-drawer dresser.

$50. Kitchen tabic w/4 matchiiM chain. Light
oak. $60. (213)396-1033.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55. queen $65,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.
(213)372-2337.

SOFA, coffee table, desk in very good condi-
tion for sale. Best offer. Call Nil
(213)207-1602.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

CAR stereo equipment, never used, 2 Crutch-
field amplifiers, alphasonic crossover, speak-
en. must sell this v»«ek. 624-5651

.

Office Equipment , 133

BROTHER 360 wrod processor. Brand new.
Syr warranty. 16k memory, word spell. $250.
(213)477-5656.

EPSON ELITE typerMord memory processor,
thesaurus die. Perfect condition. $90 or b«it
offer. Christie (213)624-9645.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 11c. 2 drives, nru)nitor, printer, soft-

ware. Like new. $925/obo. (213)477-6283.
Leave message.

IBM PC JR. 640k, drives, color, daisy %vhccl
printer, loU of loftwaie. Grett deal! $5«L_^
Scott (213)20ft4597.

' i
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spring.

Hanneman, on the other hand,

sat out last season as a red-shirt in

hopes or replacing Sonnichsen
himself. Throughout the Bruin's

fall ^schedule, he got the most
playihg time, but as the team
entered practice at the top 1990, he
lost the starting job to Sealy.

Another change from last sea-

son's 28-5 team will its defensive
philosophy.

With the quickness of players

like 1989 All-NCAA Tournament
selections Anthony Curci and Matt
Whitaker the Bruins' were a dig-

ging team, with both these players

leading the team.

But they are gone, and with

them, most of the team's quick-

ness. So to make up for this loss,

Scates has concentrated on impro-
ving the nation's best blocking
tandem from a year ago.

After being among the country's
-- best blockers a year ago, middle

blockers Trevor Schirman and
Mike Whitcomb are expected to

improve their play at the net, said
— Scates. —

—

"We'll be a very strong blocking
team this season, even better than

last year. If this is the case, we can
build a solid defense around the

blocking game," Scates added.

The AU-American Schirman,
named last season's Player of the

, Year by Volleyball Monthly, is

back for his final year with the

Bruins, and he—along with his

teammates—are anxious to get
started said Scates.

Helping out with the blocking

chores will be Curci's replacement

,
at the technique spot. Rich Bland.

A red-shiit freshman from New
York, Bland is ooc of the team's

^tter athletes.

\ It is Scates' contention that

EJknd^will have an immediate
impact Qn^this team, arguing that

his blocking and quick swing are

among the best on the team.

The most improved player this

season, according to volleyball's

winningest coach, is junior outside

hitter Carl Henkel.

"Henkel was at his best when we
broke practice for the winter
break," said Scates. "His blocking

and hitting was very much
improved from when he started in

the Final Four last season."

At the final swing hitter posi-

tion, Scates will be working with a
very international group of play-

ers.

As of Wednesday, senior Orcn
Scher had earned the starting nod
over Norwegian Bjom Maaesa-
jeaU.

Scher, a transfer from Isreal,

was a key player for Scates in the

early parts of 1989. AnKxig his

best performances was a match at

use in which he overcame a vocal

crowd to lead the Bruins to a
three-game sweep of the Trojans.

Continuing their roles as spe-

cialty substitutions will be seniors

Benny Wang and Mark Tedsen.
The duo will see a lot of playing

time in the back row, as they did

last year, with Tedsen possibly

seeing some action at the swing
hitter position.

Other players that are expected
to contribute are seniors Mike
Garcia and J.B. Saunders. Both sat

out last season recovering from
injuries, and Scates expects the

two to help the team a lot

Heading the contingent for the

Alumni team is pro-beach king,

Sihjin Smith. Smith is listed as a
probable player, pending the

results of a check up on a sore

wrist, according to Scates. Other
prominent Alumni include nation-

al team member and Gold Medalist

J^cci Luyties, and current national

team members Don Dendinger and
Sonnichsen.

DELIVERS

SAVE OVER S4.00

Fresh ingredients~100% Mozzarella Cheese

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only -^

$10. • !•

Large (16")

1 Topping Pizza

1 Large Antipasta Salad

2 Cans Pepsi

Only

$10.

Copeland^s Sports
JANUARY SPORTS
KICK OFF!

• !•

207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd. #10

(1 btock east of Barrington)

iviflnufBctiiPSfS

UCLA
LETTERS AND SCIENCE COUNSELING SERVICE
A31« MURPHY HAU.

LM Geafi
IROOPAMomm

manufacturers

SUBJECT TO DISMISSAL?

What is STD all about?

- What is a grade point deficit?

- What can I do to avoid dismissal?

Why have I become "Subject to

Disnussal"?

- What steps can I take to improve
my acaSeime^standing?

Get the answers to these and
other questions at a special

workshop for students who
have become STD. Counselors
will be available to meet with
you individually in order to dis-

cuss your personal situation.

WHEN:
Tuesday,

Thursday,

Tuesday,

Thursday,

Tuesday,

Wednesday,

Thursday,

Wednesday,

Tuesday,

WHERE:

January 23rd 9-12

January 25th, 9-12

January 30th, 1-4

February 1st, 9-12

February 6th, 1-4

February 7th, 1-4

February 8th, 9-12

February 14th, 1-4

February 20th, 9-12

BLOWOUT!

College of Letters and Science Counseling
A-316 Murphy Hall

Call 825-3382 to reserve a place

or SigH-Up at L&S Counseling Service.

A-31(? Myrphy tialL

by Letters and Science Counseling Service.

Ml lilCM

1M« iooa«Mi

lUfAi
riTVP

vntfiDM MliMt Shocks

149SS
TENNIS

vwoauixa
H««w Owtv r° Sqiur* namt

159SS y

49S?

ttnaif

SPORTSWEAR

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Bivd

westwood vmage
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 10^9, FrISat 10-10. Sun 10-6

l-ipl
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^ake Them an Offer They Can't Refuse.

9,312 Daily Bruin Readers Spent
$2,025,63930 Last Year Heading for

Sun and Surf Soutfi of the Border.

Tfalk© TliDcBm 'Ifl}Q©n"©ooo^^w©i?GB^^<5c

U

SRP Information Meetings
-^

Tuesday 1/9, Wednesday 1/10, Thursday 1/11, Friday 1/12

Noon and 2 pm
.' *

Room A334 Murphy Hall . >

Winter Quarter Undergraduate Research
Opportunities in over 35 Departments

and 11 Professional Schools

For more information contact:

The SRP Office

A316 Murphy Hall
825-6443 ^

H-UCLA
OUSING

ATTENTION: ON CAMPUS HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER 1990
WINTER QUARTER 1990 WAIT UST STUDENTS

Winter Quarter applicants to^On Campus Housing must reapply to
mamtain or improve their waiting list position for Spring Quarter 1990.
Applications are available from January 8, 1990 to January 22, 1990 in the
On Campus Housing Assignment Office. In order to retain your waiting
list position, application must be submitted in person to the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office no later than 5.00 P.M. January 22, 1990.

NEW APPUCANTS
Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Campus Housing list
may apply for On Campus Housing for the Spring Quarter 1990 begin-
ning January 8, 1990. However submission of an application does not
guarantee housing for the Spring Quarter. Please be advised that a
non-refundable $20 application fee is required. Application and Fee must
be postmarked on or before January 26, 1990 or be received in the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the date stated
above or the application will be considered late. ^
Applications are available in the On Campus Housing Assignment Office
or UCLA Commurtity Housing Office. Both offices are located in the
Business Enterprise .Building, 270 De Neve Drive, next to Rieber Hall.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 PJ^.

'

MONDAY - FRIDAY : -

J^13) 82^-4271
~zr

With NCAA cut, Dean returns
to lead UCLA against CSB
By Wendy WHherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

With threeNCAA qualifiers in its midst, the UCLA men's swim team
is luiidng in the Bruin pool today, waiting to challenge the Division II

men of Gal State Bakersfield at 2 p.m.
The most recent of UCLA's qualifiers is perhaps the most lethal

weapon in the pool. Ironically, he made that NCAA-qualifying mark on
the other side of the world from where that time will take him.

In Perth, Australia last week, U.S. Olympian and Bruin senior Mark
Dean swam a 2:02. 1 race in the 200-meter Initterfly, while competing as a
member of the U.S. National team, to earn him the right to compete in the
200-yard fly at NCAAs this year.

Dean, who was absent at last week's meet due to his sojourn in Austra-
lia, joins senior Rodrigo Gonzalez and sophomore Andrea Cecchi on the
Bruins' list ofNCAA qualifiers. Gonzalez made his qualifying time last
weekend against Nebraska with a 1:49.62 finish in the 200-yard IM.
Cecchi made his qualifying time last month when he swam a 55.61 race in
the 100-yard breaststroke.

Gal Slate Bakersfield, the four-time defending NCAA Division II

champions, sports many NCAA Division II winners on its roster.
Bakersfield's Kris Bruggert won the 100 breast (55.66), 200 breast
(2:02.86), and the 200 IM (1:50.81). J

According to UCLA head coach Ron Ballatore, the meet will be swum
in a different format than regular men's swim meets. The meet will
include 100-yard races ofeach event but no medley relay, a 400-yard IM
instead ofa 200-yard IM, and an 800-yard free relay instead ofa 400-yard
free relay.

*This gives us a chance to swim some events that we haven't had a
chance to swim," said Ballatore.

Tennis faces nation's finest
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

Facing some of the nation's

finest, the 1990 UCLA men's
tennis team will engage in presea-
son competition in the National
Collegiate Tennis Classic played
fa* the third consecutive year at

Shadow Mountain Resort and
Racquet Club beginning today in

Palm Desert

After last year's showing, the
Bruins will have a tough act to

follow. Bill Behrens reached the

finals before being downed by No.
4 seed, Trojan Greg Failla, 7-5, 6-

4. In doubles play, Behrens teamed
up with Paul Scholtz to advance to

the quarters before being downed
by Ian Skidmore and John Yancey
2-6, 6-1, 6-4 who were ultimately

defeated by Bruins Brian Garrow
and Pat Galbraith 6-1, 6-1.

This season, ranked behind
Stanford and Georgia as the
country's No. 3 school, the Bruins
will go up against top teams such
as Stanford, USC, Pepperdine, UC
Irvine and Miami.
The Tournament's top seeded

singles players include No. 1

Cardinal Jonathan Stark, No. 2
Trojan Byron Black and No. 3
Bruin Jason NeUer. Top ranking
doubles teams include Stanford's

Stark and O'Brien and UCI's
Trevor Kronemann and Shige
Kanroji.

Netter will lead the Bruins into

competition as the nation's 37th

ranked player and the Rolex
Regionals singles champion.

In the singles sphere, freshman
Mark Knowles and Fritz Bissell,

and sophomore Bill Barber will

join Netter. (Sophomore Bill Beh-
rens, No. 3 1 in preseason rankings,

will not participate as he recently
suffered from a sprained ankle). In
the doubles arena, Knowles and
Barber will team up while Bissell

and freshman Mark Quinney will

form the second doubles tandem.

"We're ready for the season and
hoping for some good preparation
from the Palm Springs Tourna-
ment," said coach Glenn Bassett
The Bruins will begin play in a

singles draw of 32 and a doubles
draw of 16 to start first round
competition Friday morning at 8
ajn.

•(•••• fc^- •-•i*. -.

Jasor) Netter will lead the Bruins in Palm Springs
DAILY BRUM FILC
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Gymnasts have the eye of
By Richard Marcus
Staff Writer

Bolstered by an outstanding crop of freshmen, the UCLA women's
gymnastic team is in a sound state ofmind and body as it opens its season
Friday night, hosting UC Santa Barbara and Minnesota at 7 p.m. at the
John Wooden center.

In the history of the women's gymnastics program, UCLA has never
tost to either team. The Bruins are 5-0 against the Golden Gophers and 6-

against the Gauchos.
UCLA head coach Jerry Tomlinson, entering his 1 1th year leading the

Bruins, expects his team to defeat both opponents.
"Depth-wise, we are a lot stronger team," Tomlinson said. **Neither

_cipe of the two teams we play on Friday has been to Nationals for quite
some time.**

UCLA, which finished second in Nationals by a razor-thin margin in
1989, is hoping that it can eclipse the runner-up position and become the
best team in the nation when the Nationals come to a close.

"I really feel thatwe arc the best team in the country. I honestly believe
that we are the only team that can beat us," Tomlinson said.
The Bruins lost three valuable seniors off their 1989 squad, including

team leader Tanya Service, who is now a Bruin assistant coach. "She will
be missed. She was a real pace-setter. Tanya led through her actions,"
Tomlinson said.

However, UCLA didn't fret about tosing players, it simply went out
and recruited highly touted freshmen—five to be exact
"The talent on this team is outstanding. The freshman crop is very

good," assis;ant coach Steve Thompson said.

*This is the best recruiting class that we have had yet. All five fresh-
men are contributing," Tomlinson said.

Atong with the newcomers, the Bruins will be relying on leadeiship
from All-American seniors Jill Andrews, Kim Hamilton, and Shawn
MpGinnis. Also, juniorRenee Kelly will be a key contributor on the vault
and floor.

**This team has a good blend of upper-class leadership and freshman
Mood," Tomlinson said.

However good the freshman class is, Tomlinson does not want to put
too much pressure on his green competitors.

''Expectations for the freshmen at first are to just try hard and to com-
pete as well as they can. They will have to leam to be a little bit humble
but not lose their intensity. So far, the freshmen are blending in beauti-
fully," Tomlinson said.

Coach Tomlinson is pleased with his team's current disposition.
"Right now, we are a veiy, very determined and focused team. The hun-
ger is there. The attitude is there."

SCOTT WEERSMQ/CMly Bruin

Jill Andrews will lead the Bruins tonight in the season
opener at the Wooden Center (7 pm).

Volleyball

challenged
by alumni
By Rodger Low '_

Staff Writer

As the UCLA men's volleybaU
takes the court tomorrow ni^t at

7:30 in the Wooden Center for its

season opening exibition against

the volleyball alumni, there will be
a lot of changes that spectators are
sure to like, according the Bruins'
head coach Al Scates.

Lost to graduation are four key
players from last year's national

championship team.

The most crucial of these gradu-
ations is that of All-American
setter Mau Sonnichsen. Sonnich-
sen, now trying out for the U.S.
National Team is, according to his

former coach, the heir apparent to

the vacant setter position created
when current signal caller Jeff
Stork retired from the team after

the World Cup.
The task of replacing Sonnich-

sen falls on the shoulders of two
freshman, Mike Sealy and Albert
Hanneman.
As of the team's pn^tices on

Wednesday, Scates had penciled
Sealy in as the starter for tomorrow
night's match against the Alumni,
but the coach himself said that

"things are very close right now,
either player can knock the other
out of a job."

Sealy is a true freshman from
Santa Monica High. His good
hands and 6-5 body made him one
of the nation's lop pr^p recruits last

See VOLLEY, page 25

Charlie Chan Printing "^

Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color L«Mr Copior
• LaMr Printing on Madntooh
• Computir Tkn* Roniiri

• TypaMtdno
Fax San^ioaa

• Copiaa Bik/Whiia

• Color Copiaa Xarox
• Complaii Full Color Printfng

• Om Sizaa Xarox 3r by any tanglh

• Complai* Binding Sarvioaa ale.

1019 Qaytoy Avenue
tvvood. CA 90024Wesi

(213) 824^72

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 17
Entargaments to 400%;
Rsdjctbnsto 50%;

Canon10"
Color latar copiaa frooi now until Da& 1989

Plus is special features:
Color Creations.

Image Concosiions,
RoslK/e?Negative Sides & eto.

i/dia

raMZ]
"Looks like you've been to

PARADISE."

tans for

11672 Gateway
at Barrington 1 bloc

Blvd.
south of Pico

477-9300

OF SANTA MONICA^
Classic Northern Italian Cutsina

AHhBmsp/wpand fresh wfth no salt sugar or prasarvatrvas.

Larga satactkm ofantraas ara praparad "Prhikin " (with no oUl

THE PASTA-BIUTIES
ARE ENDLESS

Greats the dinner you want with over

15 different pastas, and 40 different sauces.

Our pasta oortiont art to large. w« guarante* you'll b« bustifig

3t tne saama or wt wiiiaarve you anottitr portion frati

$395fQ«1396
FfiESH SEAFOOD. SCAMW. CHICKEN. STE.AK.

WHITE VEAL. ROAST DUCK, SWEET BREAD

Ail dinners include unlimited trips to our

extensive salad and home-made soup bar.

2301 SmIi Mimci BM.. SMtf MNiet

(213)463-5442
i.UMO« 11MMMl MOIMM^T
DIfMMM I »M<iafM TUt-aUM

AMIhJ PHtC <>A«KNM • AU. MAJOM CatOTT CAMCM

"N
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Sports
ASU was ugly, Ibut here come the Cats
UCLA cruises in

a 62-53 sleeper

tey Matt Purdue -

Assistant Sports Editor

Just call it winnin* ugly.

The UCLA basketball team met
a determined and deliberate oppo-
nent in Arizona State last night in

Pauley Pavilion and came away
with a 62-53 victory that didn't

include any points for style.

Bill Frieder's Sun Devils (8-5

overall, 2-3 in the Pac-10) were
playing without injured shooting
guard Matt Anderson, who was
averaging 14.2 points per game.
But they challenged the Bruins
(10-2, 4-0) with a slowed-down
offense for nearly 40 minutes.

And while UCLA got impatient

at times, the Bruins were up to the

challenge. "As a basketball team,

you've got to play fast, you've got
to play medium and you've got to

play slow," UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick said. "We were content to

sit in our zone."

UCLA's zone helped limit the

Sun Devils to just 38 percent

shooting from the field.' In the first

half, ASU shot a dismal 25 percent

as the Bruins struggled to pull

away from the Devils.

Harrick hoped to spark the

Bruins by starting 6-7 1/2 junior

Keith Owens at center for the first

time in his career. Owens, who was
averaging 2.8 points and 3.3

rebounds, replaced 6-10 senior

Kevin Walker, who was averaging
4.2 points and 2.6 rebounds.
"No one has a better attitude

than Keith Owens," Harrick
explained. "He deserves a chance
to show what he can do."

When asked if he liked starting,

Owens smiled and answered, "I

See ARIZONA ST., page 24 Gerald Madkins (left) battled Mark Becker's Suri Devils all night long in UCLA's 62-53 win

Women's hoops slam dunksSun Devils
By Scott Brown
Contributor

TEMPE, Az.— It was a game of spurts, but when the final buzzer
sounded last night, the UCLA women's basketball team (6-5, 2-0)

rode off into the sunset with a 77-67 victory over the Arizona State
Sun DevUs (8-5, 0-3).

The Bruins, led by freshman Nicole Anderson's 14 points and five

assists in the first half (22 points, 6 assists total), jumped out to a 28-
point lead and barely coasted through the second half for their third

win in a row.

Early on, the Bruins looked unbeatable. Hitting on six of their first

seven shots. They were flying along at a feverous pace—a dangerous
pace as it turns out
An early second half 19-2 run, led by senior Fran Ciak (24 points)

brought the crowd to life and ASU back into the game. "I was pleased
with the guards play down the stretch," said head coach Billie Moore
after the game. "We bent, but we didn't break, and that's the sign of a
good team.".

The Sun Devils made the game interesting, closing the Bruins lead
to six points with 45 seconds remaining in the game. Two clutch free

throws by sophomore DcDe Mosman (17 points) following an

Anderson steal sealed the win for UCLA.
The turnovers that had plagued the Bniins in their previous games

disappeared during the first twenty minutes, only to come crashing

back in the second half.

The Devils came out of the locker room with a trapping defense that

hampered the Bruins throughout the second half. As the press came to

life, UCLA was forced to slow down their game. Hitting on six of
their first seven shots, UCLA forced the tempo of the game early into

the new fast break style Moore adapted after only moderate pre-

conference success.

In what was by far the Bruins best effort of the year, UCLA was
untouchable in the first half. The Bruins full court game seemed to

catch the Sun Devils by surprise, causing ASU to force some quick
shots without allowing them to establish their half court attack.

At tinies in the first half, UCLA scored at will, as sophomore Rehe-
ma Stephens (16 points) hiton three consecutive lay-ups, enroute to 12
first half points. "Often times a team that has a big lead at the half has a

tendency to let down," Moore explained. "It's hard to keep the

intensity up, but I think the team did a goodjob holding them offdown
the stretch."

The Bruins will head to Tiicson, Saturday, to take on the University

of Arizona Wildcats.

Harrick issues

call for help
By MatfWrdue and
Chris Koutures

Staff Writers

Jim Harrick wants you.
No matter what size you are,

UCLA's head coach knows that

you can have a say—perhaps a
loud one—^in the outcome of
tonxmow's game against Pac-IQ
rival and No. 18 Arizona at 3 p.m.
in Pauley Pavilion.

"Last week against 'SC (in the

Bruins' 89-72 victory) the emotion
of the crowd was as good as I've

seen here. The crowd was just

incredible," Harrick said. "I hope
we can have that same kind of
crowd this weekend."
And as much as a boisterous

crowd frustrates the visitors, it

bolsters the home team. "You tuive

no idea how much that helps you,"
Harrick said.

While Harrick rightfully called

the Arizona game a "showdown,"
the No. 19 Bruins may not need
quite as much he^ as they have in

past years against the Wildcats
But despite the fact that Arizona
(8-2 overall, 3-2 and tied for third

in the Pac-10) is 0-2 on the road,

having lost to the Oregons, and
squeaked by Cal (10-4, 1-2) in

overtime, 71-70, in the friendly

confines of Tucson, Lute Olson's
boys are never ones to be taken

hghUy.

There is no doubt we are going
'

to be a good team," said sopho-
more center Sean Rooks. **We
have a long way to go, but people
keep forgetting that we are young.
When all is said and done Arizona
is going to be on top."

Leading the way for Arizona
tomorrow will be Maryland trans-

fer Brian Williams, the 6-11

sophomore center who was repor-

tedly close to signing with the

Bruins last year. So far this season,

he hasn't quite lived up to.all his

billings, hov^ever.

Williams is averaging 11.5

points and 6.2 rebouinds per game
this season, while shooting 52
percent from the field

The thing that should scare the

Bruins, however, is the fact that if

Williams doesn't hurt them, his

frontline partners could. Jud
Buechler, a 6-6 senior, and the 6-9

Rooks, are two of the Pac-10*s
strongest big men.

Harrick called Buechler **the

most underrated player in college

basketball," but UCLA fans know
him well. Last season against the

Bruins, Buechler scored 18 pointy

and grabbed 13 rebounds in Pau-
ley, then totalled nine points and
13 boards in the McKale Center.
This season, Beuchler has stepped
into Elliou's spot as team leader
and is averaging 12.1 points and
eight rebounds per game.

Arizona Tickets

Priority numbers for tickets to

Saturdays' game between UCLA
and Arizona in Pauley Pavilion

will be passed out between 1 2 p.m.
and 1 p.m., Saturday. Lineup for

tickets will begin at 1 :45 p.m.

^9 College Basketball Preview
Arizona State at

use

Oregon State at

Oregon

California at

Washington

Stanford at

Washington State

Volleyball set
The 1990 edition of the defending

NCAA champion UCLA men's volley-

ball team, including senior Trevor

Schirman (pictured), will make its

debut tomorrow night against a group

.of Bruin alumni.

University of Caiifornia. Los Angeles

^

\ *

Vol. CXXX, No. 53
Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

Israeli official

to speak today
Yitzhak Rabin, defense

minister and former prime
minister of Israel, will be
speaking in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom today at 2:30 p.m.

Rabin will address the topic

of prospects for peace in the

Middle East
The defense minister's

speech will be followed by a

discussion moderated by
UCLA professor iX political

science Steven L. Speigel.

Rabin's visit is sponsored by
UCLA's Center for Internation-

al and Strategic Affairs, the

Israeli Consulate and Campus
Events.

Inside
Dealing with

holiday coughs
Cough syrup may not be the

best way to deal with that

lingering cough.

See page 5

Viewpoint

Obsessed with

knowing now
Why ai^ people obsessed

with keeping up with events?

- —
:,

.-^ See page 23

Arts & Entertainment

Cal State Prof

mixes 2urt, myth
The International Student

Center hosts an intriguing art

exhibit that weds Egyptian

mythology with classic art

See page 24

Sports

Too much
for 'Zona

The Bruins celebrated their

fint win over the Wildcats in

^Mit than two years.

See page 48
V'
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UCLA's economic impact defined
University is 1 1th largest

LA. employer, study says

By LIrKia Roberts-,

Contributor

UCLA contributes as much as

$4.4 billion and 70.000 jobs

annually to the local economy,

according to an economic impact

report released Friday.

*This is the first time we have

done a study like this. Before the

rq^ort. we weren't aware of all the

additional impacts ofUCLA," said

King:
10,000 watch

birthday parade

for slain leader

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

More than 70,000 people

gathered along Martin Luther King

Jr. Boulevard in Los Angeles on

Monday to celebrate the slain civil

rights leader's 61st birthday.

Bands, drill teams, politicians

and other community memt)ers

sang, danced and waved at the

Fifth annual Kingdom Day Parade

held in memory of Martin Luther

King, Jr.

Cleveland Hunter, who said^
has been impersonating King f^r

14 years, recalled the lastitig

impression King made on his life.

"I was a victim of racist things that

occurred, like separate but equal

drinking fountains . . . (The civil

rights movement) made the black

man stand up in the country."

Hunter said King gave him the

incentive to go to school and raise

a family. "He gave us the courage

U) strive for education and a goaJ-

orienied life."

Vice Chancellor for Planning

Adrian Harris, who contracted the

report. *The report shows the

many benefits accrued to the

greater Los Angeles area from

UCLA."
The UCLA Economic Impact

Report, prepared by the account-

ing fimi KPMG Peat Marwick, is

an analysis of UCLA's expendi-

tures for 1987-88 and their imj^ct

on Westwood and surrounding

areas.

The study focused on the sour-

ces and uses of UCLA funds,

including employee salaries and

how they are spent in the local

community.

"We learned we are the 11th

largest employer in Los Angeles

County," Harris said.

The study showed that in addi-

tion to the 20,000 jobs on the

university campus, there are

50,000 off-campus jobs in the area

which exist as a result of UCLA
spending, he said.

The university also attracts

substantial business activity to the

Los Angeles area. According to

the report, UCLA spent $368

million in 1987-88 on a wide

variety of gbods and services,

two-thirds of which went to ven-

dors in Los Angeles County.

Also according to the report,

UCLA spent $54 million in 1987-

88 on capital projects, including

expansion and construction of

campus facilities. Almost all the

capital project expenditures were

paid to contractors and other

vendors in Los Angeles County.

Much of the over $250 million

spent by students, faculty and staff

went directly to businesses located

in Westwood or within 10 miles of

campus, the study estin-ated. Peat

See ECONOMIC, page 19
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In celebration of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, children perform African dance at Monday
morning's 5th Annual Kingdom Day Parade in South Central Los Angeles.

Hunter participated in the para-

de along with 40 drill teams, 30

marching teams, 12 bands, eight

drum corps, and eight floats.

In other parts of the city. Mayor
Tom Bradley rang the City Hall

bell as part of a national bell-ring-

ing ceremony, and the Los Angeles

Student Coalition marched in front

of the South African Consulate in

Beverly Hills to protest apartheid

in that country.

During his lifetime. King led

non-violent marches and protests

in the South in the 1950s and 1960s

in a quest lo end discrimination

against blacks and other minori-

ties.

His first blow against racism

came when he led a year long

boycott of segregated buses in

Montgomery, Ala.

From there he established the

Southern Christian Leadership

Conference lo set the pace of

See KING, page 18

Local Albanians call for

Many fear repeat of

Romania 'bloodbath^

By Holly Bauer

City Editor

More than 70 members of the local Albanian

community gathered in Westwood on Saturday

to call fw an end to oppression in Albania and

for the freedom of that country's citizens.

Carrying American and Albanian flags and

holding signs with slogans such as "Ramiz Alia

— Don't be a fool like Ceausescu," members
of the Albanian Community of Southern

California gathered at the Westwood Federal

Building to denounce the Communist dictator-

ship in Albania.

"We are all a bunch of friends fed up. We are

here to show some solidarity for our friends,

families, and relatives in Albania," said Vasel

Pepaj of Los Angeles.

Members of the crowd said they fear a

"bloodbath" is taking place in some Albanian

towns. They are confident that the Albanian

regime, led by dictator Ramiz Alia, will topple,

yet they hope that it can be accomplished

without bkxxlshed, they said.

Albania, located between Greece anT
Yugoslavia, is the last bastion of Stalinism in

MATTHIAS OAUS/DaOy Bruin

Local Albanian immigrants protest the

last bastion of Stalinism in Europe.

Eastern Europe and is closed to most foreig-

ners, so none of the reports could be confirmed.

Still, foreign newspapers on Saturday

quoted an Albanian border guard who fied the

country as saying security forces fired a(

protesters last week and that one city was in a

state of "revolution."

However, Yugoslavia's Tanjug news agen-

cy said there was '"nothing unusual" going on in

Albania, one day after reporting that authori-

ties there had imposed a virtual state of

emergency to prevent unrest.

in native land
Many demonstrators said they fear the safety

of their relatives, with whom they have not

been able to communicate — even by mail—
since coming to the United States. "I have a

family there that I've never met in my whole

life," said Louie Nikaj of Los Angeles.

Daily newspapers in Greece on Saturday

quoted Albert Tzeka, 20, as saying widespread

protests had broken out in at least three cities in

his country against the hard-line Communist
leadership.

"The people have risen up. The people and

the students . . . especially in Shkoder, Korce

and Sarande," Tzeka was quoted as saying.

"In Shkoder there is a revolution. The amiy
and the sigurimi (security pdice) fired on the

people and there are many dead and injured,"

the Daily Kaihimerini quoted Tzeka as saying.

Yugoslav and Greek newspapers have

carried unconfirmed reports since lliursday of

demonstrations and a state of emergency in

Shkoder, Albania's second largest city.

Tzeka said that in Shkoder, "the police,

^Yantillg lo subdue the demonstrators, fired

upon them. They hanged four students to set an

example." He added that the demonstrators

seemed determined to continue their uprising.

The Athens newspapers did not say how
Tzeka, who was serving on the southern

See ALBANIA, page 18
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Expo Ctr - Info Mtg for Leadership America,
12:00. AU A-213

Campus Events, Orson Welles Film Fest.

7:00 & 9:30, AGB
Speaker: Yitzhak Rabin, 2:30-4:30, AGB
Israeli: National Volleyball vs UCLA, 7:30

Pauley Pavillion

Amigos del Barrio. Orientation Meetings, 6-7,

Haines 152
WRC, Asian Women and Education in the '90s,

12-1. 2 Dodd
Westwood Student Federal Credit Union,
Recruitment Meeting for Internships, 4-5,

AU 3508
SHARE Orientation Meetings, 4:00, AU 2412
SAA, Careers In Government panel discussion,

7:00, James West Alumni Ctr.
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WED. JAN 17

Exf?b Ctr - Info Mtg for Leadership America,
11:00. AU A-213

UCLA Armenian Tutorial Project, Info Mtg,
4:00pm AU 2408

• Campus Events Films. 7:00 & 10:00, AGB
• UBS, Bain 8( Co. Presentation and Reception,

7:00, GSM Room 2232 A, B, C
• CARA Project, Orientation, 5:00. AU 3530
• Asian Educalton Project Orientation Meeting.

2:00. AU 3508
• SAA. Spring Sing Info Mtgs. 6:30, Riebei^lreside

THURS. JAN 18 — ^JT'^'"
• UCLA Armenian Tutorial Project. Info Mtg,

4:00 pm. AU 2408
• Campus Events Films, 7:00 & 9:00. AGB
• Amigos del Barrio, Orientation Meetings, 6-7,

Haines 152
• Asian Education Project Orientation Meeting,

3:00, AU 3508
• SAA, Spring Sing Info Mtgs, 7:00, AU 3525

la

Blood Donor Center. January Is National
Volunteer Blood Donor Month
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Alumni Assoc, Student Awards Deadline.
SHARE, Orientation Meeting. Jon 22. 1 pm
AU 2408
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To better serve the UCLA comrr^unily, the
Daily Bruin has developed "DAILY BREWIN'S"
which will appear on page two of the Daily Bruin
everyday and will comprise a list of events
for the week as well as upcoming attractions.

^\

If you are interested in having ybur campus
event listed in the calendar, please call
206-0905 for more information.
Certain requirements apply. '

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING THESE
EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISE-
MENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF THE PAPER!

Fewer minorities enter
coli^e, report states
By Tamara Henry
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
percentage of loW- and middle-
income blacks and Hispanics
entering college after high school

graduation declined dramatically

in the past decade, and fewer black
college undergrads achieved
degrees, the American Council on
Education said Monday.
The ''Eighth Annual Status

Report on Minorities in Higher
Education," released by ACE's
Office of Minority Concerns, said

that based on Census Bureau
figures, college participation rate

for low-income black high school

graduates between 18 and 24 years
old dropped from 39.8 percent in

1976 to 30.3 percent in 1988.

For Hispanics, the rate fell from
50.4 percent to 35.3 percent over
the same period, "indicating an
educational failure rate of intoler-

able magnitude," the report said.

Low-income white higfi school

graduates made a slight gain in

college participation, rising from
36.8 percent to 38.8 percent, the

report said.

Deborah Carter, who compiled

the study for the Washington-
based education group along with
Reginald Wilson, said the focus

was on the high school completion
and college participation patterns

of low-income and middle-income
black and Hispanic youth living at

home with their families.

The Associated Press over the

weekend obtained a copy of the

report, which was being released

Monday.

The study said the bulk of the

black and Hispanic youths, 51
percent and 45 percent, respec-
tively, were from families with
incomes under $18,581. Twenty-
five percent of the blacks and 33
percent of the Hispanics had
family incomes between $18,582
and $33,510, and 16 percent of the

blacks and 17 percent of the

Hispanics had family incomes of
between $33,511 to $52,119, the

Tcpon said.

For all races and incomes, 80.5
percent graduated high school in

1976, compared with 81.2 percent
in 1988. College enrollment for all

high school grads increased from
53.4 percent in 1976 to 57.5
percent in 1988.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Ballot measure calls for more UCtA funding
SCA 1 would also hike

gas tax xo improve roads

Impact of SCA 1 on Education Funding

By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

A ballot measure in the June
election will determine the future

of the UC system, according to

state, university and student offi-

cials.

TTie measure. Senate Constitu-

tional Amendment 1, would decide

wheth^ the university can main-

tain its quality, keep student fees

down and build three new cam-
puses for 63,000 additional stu-

dents by the year 2005, UC
officials said. '

^

If passed, the measure will

allow the state to spend more on
the university and other programs.

"Unless SCA 1 is approved by
voters, the simple, painful truth is:

It will be impossible to continue

the policies of the state and the

university which ensure access to

eligible California residents seek-

ing undergraduate admissicMi, and
which maintain resident student

fees at relatively low levels," UC
President David Gardner said.

The UC Board of Regents, Gov.
George Deukmejian and the UC
Student Association have
endorsed SCA 1, which will

appear on the ballot as -The
Traffic Congestion Relief and
Spending Limitatiofi Act of 1990.**

But voters will have to decide

whether to suppot the measure.

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
EO Under SCA 1.

spending limits would

be increased to meet

projected need,

allowing extra funding

for state education

programs.

Spending would fall

below projected need

under current lirriits.

•chart represents difference l)etween projected need and spen(Jing limits

SOURCE: State Senate Review & Taxation Committee

TOM VUKiyCally Bruin

which also would increase gas tax

9 cents per gallon. by 1994 to

improve roads and freeways.

The Gann limit

Gardner reiterated his support

for the measure last week when
Deukmejian proposed the 1990^91

state budget, which gives the

university about $88 million less

than the regents requested.

SCA 1 would allow the gover-

nor and the Legislature more
spending room as it changes the

"Gann limit.**

The Gann limit, named after the

late state legislator Paul Gann,
began in 1980. It prevents squan-

dering by dictating that the state

can only increase its spending each
year in proportion to state popula-
tion growth and a "cost of living"

factor. ,

The cost of living factor is either

the change in Califomians* aver-

age personal income or the U.S.

Consumer Price Index, which is a

measure of retail prices. The Gann
limit uses the lower of the two.

For example, if national prices

went up 4 percent and average

state income went up 6 percent one
year, the state will use the 4
percent to figure out how much the

budget can increase. And it will

return to taxpayers revenues over

the Gann limit.

Critics of the limit said the index

reflects growth in the national

See SCA 1, page 21

Remembering Psychwatch

Three 'unique exfierieiices'

compound iesbian relations
By Jane Simoni

SUZAM^ STATES

More than a thousandpeople marched to the South African Consulate
in Los Angeles as a part of Martin Luther King day to protest apartheid
Monday.

Student Psychological Services

Lesbian couples generally resemble their

heterosexual counterparts, but at least three

unique experiences — coming out, homo-
phobia and commitment struggles— render

the lesbian relationship especially chal-

lenging.

Coming Out

For the single lesbian, the decision

whether lo remain ''closeted*' about her

sexuality or to "come out'* can be an arduous
personal dilemma.

In a couple, the problem is compounded
because the way in which one partner

confronts their coming out dilemma invar-

iably impacts the other partner. When each
of the partners decide differently, the

stresses mount.

Continually introducing one's live-in

lover of two years as your "roommate"
becomes a series of little betrayals that

serves to undermine the loyalty, trust and
respect that form the necessary foundation

of any relationship.

Also, fears of being "exposed" as a

lesbian can lead one partner to negate the

other and invalidate^e relationship. The
ix'oblems can be especially troublesome

around the holidays, which are usually spent

with families.

E)ealing with the coming out dilemma
requires the more open panner to be patient

and supportive, encouraging her lover but

not demanding too much. The less open
partner needs to resist feeling threatened by
her lover's openness and to avoid invalidat-

ing or belittling what is important to her.

Realizing that the coming out process

evolves in stages can also help reduce stress.

Often an initial period of identity confusion
("Am I gay or straight?") is followed by an

identity comparison stage C'l guess I'm
probably gay.**).

Their efforts to create a
marriage or family are syste-

matically thwarted by the

denial of adoption ridits and
taxy health and employment
benefits.

During the stage of identity tolerance,

one defines oneself as gay but remains
uncomfortable with this identity ("I'm gay.

Oh, no."). Contacting other gays and
lesbians may counter the feeling of isolation

and alienation from others and lead to

identity acceptance ("Gay is O.K.") and
ultimately identity pride ("Gay is beauti-

ful.'*).

Homophobia

When homq}hobia, the irrational fear or
hau^ of homosexuality or homosexuals, is

introjected it is called internalized homo-
phobia.

Within the couple, internalized homo-
phobia may surface in the reluctance to

commit to a lesbian relationship, which is

viewed as somehow "less than" a heter-

osexual union. There may also be a greater

tendency to end the relationship instead of

attempting to resolve difficulties, as if a

lesbian relationship was not "supposed to"

last

Internalized homophobia may be partly

responsible for sexual problems, where the

partners must confront their relationship as

lesbian lovers, not merely good friends.

Institutionalized homophobia exists

when political, legal and societal institu-

tions incorporate the irrational fear and
hatred ofgays and systematically deny them
standard protective rights and privili*.ges.

See RELATIONS, page 20

Diversity: UCSA conference to address issues facing 'students of color'
By Holty Bauer

City Editor

Because students of color in the UC'system

face critical issues in the 1990s, a UC student

lobby is holding a conference this month to

discuss the concerns and needs of these

students, lobby representatives said.

The UC Student Association is holding the

"Students of Color Conference" at UC San
Diego on Jan. 27 and 28, because the diversity

issue is one of the lobby's major campaigns,

UCSA Director Dale Kelly Bankhead said.

"Students of color at the UC campuses are

facing critical issues in the 1990s . . . this is an

opportunity for students to network and then

Ive can discover how UCSA can best represent

these students," UCLA's UCSA representative

Lloyd Monsoratt said.

Dr. Joyce B. Justice, UC's assistant vice

president for educational relations, will be the

keynote speaker. She wrote "UC in the 21st

Century: Successful Approaches to Faculty

Diversity"— a report that is used as the basis

for discussions on faculty diversity, Bankhead
said.

"This is really exciting, because her report

ties into everything we're talking about,"

UCSA's field representative Sophia Kwong
said:

UC student representatives will lead discus-

sions on issues that affect students of color at

UC schools such as retention, affirmative

action programs, campus climate, graduate
student programs, faculty diversity, ethnic

studio and leadership.

The student lobby expects about 200 people

to attend, Bankhead said.

UC Student Regent Guillermo Rodgriguez
— a UC Berkeley undergraduate who repre-

sents all UC students on the UC Board of

Regents— will speak on the affirmative action

panel.

Monserratt will speak on retention and
Executive Vice President Maria Rabuy will

speak on campus climate, >l/hich includes

topics like academic problems and racism.

Rochelle Jefferson, a UCLA graduate

student vice president, will emcee the confer-

ence dinner.

Kwong emphasized that the conference is^

limited to 200 participants, so those interested^

need to register as soon as possible.

ALBERT SOONGOaly Bruin
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Briefs

World

Cuba diplomat held

by U.S. in Panama
- PANAMA CITY. Panama — U.S.
soldiers stopped and searched the Cuban
ambassador Sunday for the second time
since the invasion to oust Gen. Manuel
Antonio Noriega, officials said.

At a roadblock outside the Cuban
Embassy, U.S. troops stopped Ambassa-
dor Lazaro Mora Secada and two other

embassy officials, the Cuban consul said.

*The ambassadCH* was going home in a

vehicle with diplomatic plates," said the

consul, Jose Luis Mendez. 'They took his

passport and would not let him leave if he
didn't let them check (the group)."

A U.S. Embassy official confirmed the

report, but said the ambassador had been

released. "It's been resolved," the official

said by telephone. He did not elaborate.

On Dec. 28, Mora was stopped by U.S.

forces and had to go away with them to

obtain documents for another embassy
employee traveling with him.

U.S. territories ready

for Typhoon Koryn
SAIPAN, Northern Marianas Islands

— Typhoon Koryn headed toward this

U.S. island commonwealth in the Pacific

Ocean on Monday with winds gusting to

110 mph, but officials wctc unsure

whether it would make a direct hit.

On Guam, crews worked to clear

damage and restore water and power
service that were cut when the storm hit

Sunday night. Forty percent of the island

remained without power. ^"^-

Koryn, packing sustained winds of 85

mph and gusts up to 110 mph, was
centered 25 nautical miles west of Saipan

at 6 a.m. (3 p.m. Sunday EST), and looked

as if it would miss the island, said the Joint

Typhoon Warning Center on Guam.
^ "I don't think it's going to get a direct

hit," said Lt. Joe Atangan, a meteorologist

with the center.

Nation

Bus slides off road,

injuring 31 people
LAS VEGAS — A Greyhound bus en

route from Los Angeles to Las Vegas
skidded into a barrier on rain-slick

Interstate 15 early Sunday and flipped

onto its side, injuring 31 people, most of
them slightly, officials said.

The bus carrying 33 people' and the

driver was about three blocks from the

Las Vegas Strip wlien the accident

occurred around 6 a.m. during a heavy
rain, said Highway Patrol Sgt. Bill

MarquardL '

'

. :

"The driver was heading north and
started to change lanes, and apparently

-just lost it," Marquardt said.

Most of the injuries did not appear to be
serious, he said.

The injured were taken to four Las
Vegas hospitals, where all but one were
treated and released, nursing supervisors

said. A Los Angeles man was listed in

stable condition at University Medical
Center with fractured ribs.

Jury in hacker case
'computer illiterate'

SYRACUSE, N.Y. — Robert T.

Morris has been described as a genius, yet

the jury judging his computer hacking
trial is comprised of software illiterates—
and deliberately so.

Morris, 25, a suspended Cornell Uni-

versity graduate student, is charged with

computer tampering for allegedly
unleashing a wildly replicating "worm"
ixx)gram that tempcM^ly immobilized a

U.S. computer network in November
1988.

Lawyers say it*s not uncommon to fill a
jury with people unfamiliar with a subject

that is central to a trial, but it can be a
gamble.

"It's a trial strategy one has to decide,"

says Theodore Hagelin, a computer law
professor and director of the Law Tech-
nology and Management program at

Syracuse University.

"But you run a real risk of losing them
in the flood of infcHination and definitions

they must listen to."

State

Earthquake rattles

Eastern Califdmia
BISHOP — A moderate earthquake

shook the eastern slope of the Sierra

Nevada on Sunday night Ixit no damage or

injuries were reported.

The temblor, which struck at 9:29 p.m.,

registered 4.5 on the Richter scale and was
centered about 34 miles north of Bishop,

according to Pat Jo'gensen, a spokeswo-
man for the United States Geological

Survey.

The Inyo County Sheriffs department
rep(Mted no injuries or damage.
The Richter scale is a measure of

ground motion as recorded on seismo-

graphs. "Every increase of one number
means a tenfold increase in the strength of
the shaking. Thus, a reading of7.5 reflects

an earthquake 10 times stronger than one
of 6.5.

Newlywed's slaying

may be murdeiHsuicide

SONOMA — Police are investigating

the possibility of a murder-suicide in the

deaths of a 31-year-old Sonoma school-

teacher and her 53-year-old husband.
Virginia and Ralph English were found

in their bed shot to death Friday night,

according to Sonoma police.

Ralph English, a San Jose school
teacher who commuted to Sonoma to be
witK his wife on the weekends, was
holding a .357-magnum revolver in his

hand, police said.

Police believe the couple died at about
2 a.m. Jan. 8 when a neighbor heard shots

but did not call authorities.

The couple, who snarried in October,

were having problems and planned to

seek counseling, according to a family

member who spoke to police.

Local

Husband suspect
in his wife's attack
TEMPLE CITY — A man allegedly

used a knife to slash his wife's forehead,
cheeks and hands before pushing her out
of a car at an intersection here, authorities

said.

Arturo Ochoa, 29, of Huntington Park
was being sought following the Friday
attack on his 25-year-old wife, Maria, said

Los Angeles County sheriffs Sgt. James
Kaylor. No arrests were made over the

weekend, Kaylor said McHiday.

Compiled from the Associated Press

THE UCLA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION announces:

—^HE 1990
OUTSTANDING SENIOR

AND
OUTSTANDING

GRADUATE STUDENT
AWARDS

Recipients are presented with a Life Membership in the UCLA Alumni Association.
To be eHgible, candidates must expect tp receive a bachelor's, graduate or
professional degree in Fall 1989, Winter 1990, Spring 1990, or Summer 1990.

Nomination forms are available at the James West Alunmi Center and other campus
locations. For more, information, call the Alunmi Awards oflQce at (213) 206-0684
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Coughing helps naturally cure irritating
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Services

The post holiday cold or flu may have left

a lingering cough, but experts say that a few
tablespoons of cough syrup is not necessar-

ily the cure.

"Actually, a cough is a helpful reflex that

ist)tects the body from irritants in the air or a
buildup of mucus or pus that collects in the

bronchial passages," said Samia Doctor,

Primary Care physician at UCLA Student
Health Service. "Thus, if you have a

productive cough, meaning you cough up
phlegm, it's better not to suppress the

cough."

When an infection such as a cold hits the

respiratory system, the resulting inflamma-
tion and swelling make the cilia— the tihy

hairlike cells which trap and move the

mucus and pus out of the respiratory system— ineffective. '"

The body then manufactures more and
thicker mucus to try to defend itself from the

infection. Coughing helps rid the body of
this mucus and any dead cell buildup.

"How you treat a cough depends on how
you feel and how the cough is affecting your
activities," Boctor said. "Expectorants are

supposed to help your body get rid gf the

*junk* by making the mucus thinner so the
cough can pull the material out of the lungs.

Actually, water is one of the most effective

expectorants because it thins the mucus."
Other effective expectorants, such as

steam or cold mist inhalation, are recom-
mended by a recent American Medical
Association Medical Letter. However,
Boctor recommends over-the-counter
expectorants.

Preparations claimed to have expectorant
powers have ranged from turpentine to
chloroform. As of February 1989, the*food
anil Drug Administration approved
Guaifenesin , a product which has been
around for 20 to 30 years and is considered
relatively safe. But in large doses it can
cause stomach upset

"Suppifessants, or antitussives calm and
help stop coughs," Boctor said. "The only
reason to take a cough suppressant is if the
cough is interfering with your activities; for
example, you can't eat, sleep, or sit through
a lecture." _^ _,
Cough suppression may be needed if the

cough causes extreme fatigue as in lung
cancer, or creates pressure for those
suffering from eye or head disorders,

according to the Medical Letter. Suppress-
ing coughs, however, may be harmful for

those with asthma or chronic bronchial or
lung diseases.

"A persistent cough may be a sign of a
serious condition," Boctor said. "If the

cough persists for more than one week or is

accompanied by fever, chest pain, phlegm
production or persistent headache, consult a
physician."

To suppress coughing, many prepara-

tions use dextromehtorphan. Side effects

such as nausea and dizziness sometimes
occur, but this is rare, said Dr. Anita
Washington, head of the Student Health
Service Pharmacy. Fewer medications
contain codeine, which is much stronger

and may cause drowsiness and nausea.

Although the number of irrational non-
prescription remedies for cough has dimin-
ished, according to the Medical Letter,

consumers may have to wade through
combination medications. Such prepara-
tions may contain an expectorant, a suppres-
sant, a decongestant, antihistamine, pain
killer, fever reducer and alcohol.

'

Some decongestants shrink the mucus
lining, and reduce the inflammation and
swelling but may have a stimulant effect,

and give patients the jitters.

The Medical Letter said that these

preparaticMis help relieve head cold symp-
toms such as nasal drip. Some antihista-

mines dry the passages but can cause

sleepiness and an unpleasant drying effect

Washington also gave examples of
combination products such as Vicks For-

mula 44 Cough Discs, which contain

benzocaine for relief from pain, as well as

dextromethorphan. Nyquil contains up to 25
percent alcohol and 100 mg acetaminophen

One has to be careful about taking these

medications if one is already taking

acetaminophen— like Tylenol— or reacts

negatively to alcohol with symptoms of

stomach upset or drowsiness. Care needs to

be exercised when giving children medica-

tions containing alcohol because children

may have more toxic reactions to alcohol in

lower doses.

"Read the label carefully," Washington
said. "Check to see how much of the various
ingredients each dose contains. Pay atten-
tion to the side effects. Take only the

medications you need for your symptoms,
so avoid combination products. Call your
pharmacist or health professional if you
have questions."

For more information, call SHS Pharma-
cy at 55497 or Primary Care at 52463.
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Austrian officials taclcle

country's neutral policy
By Val D. Phillips

Stan Writer

The role of Austria as a neutral

country in the restructuring of the

European community was debated

at last Friday's "brown bag"
seminar, one of a series sponsored

by UCLA's Center for Iniemation-

al and Strategic Affairs.

Franz Cede, Consul General of

Austria and Hugo Schally, Consul
for Press and Information at the

Austrian Consulate, discussed the

merits of continued Austrian neut-

rality in light of the Eastern bloc's

breaJcdown, and the forthcoming

economic unification of the Euro-

pean Community (EC).

"Radical changes have given

way to new, unexpected configu-

rations; changes which by their

very nature have altered the geo-

political climate in Europe, and

•altered its future," Cede said.

"Aside from Germany, Austria

has been the country most affected

(by the events in Eastern Europe),"

Cede said, referring to the opening

of the Austro-Hungarian border in

1988 which has since brought

more than 20,(XX) refugees into

Austria on their way to West
Germany.
Cede said that Austria was in a

unique position due to its position

of political neutrality.

When the last Allied soldier left

Austrian soil in 1955, the govern-

ment vot^ to adopt a position of

neutrality with regard to East-

West relations.

Cede expressed concern that

such a position may be difficult to

maintain if his country is made a

full member of the EC.
"Critics say that a European

(political) union is the ultimate

SUZANNE STATES

Franz Cede
goal (of ecQHomic unification). If

we were united politically, we
would have the same defense

matters, and could nOTTfemain
neutral," he said.

Austria applied for full member-
ship in the EC last summer,
making clear its wish to remain

politically neutral.

Austrian neutrality requires that

the country stay out of armed
conflicts among other nations,

prohibits the stationing of foreign

troops in Austria, and prohibits the

imposition of politically-based

economic sanctions. This last

commitment may be the most
difficult to maintain as a member
of the EC, Cede said.

Cede said that he foresees very

few instances when, in its relation-

ship with the EC, Austria's neut-

rality would need to be invoked.

"The new climate in East-West
relations has called into question

the basic assumptions of NATO
and the Warsaw Pact," Cede said»

adding that such concerns about

defense are becoming less war-

ranted.

But Schally disagreed. "If (neut-

rality) gets in the way of being

fully integrated into the European

Community, then I think people

should consider giving it up," he

said.

Schally said that independence

and welfare were the reasons for

the Austrian adoption of neutrality

and if both those interests are no
longer being s^^ed, then perhaps

neutrality should not be main-

tained.

"Neutrality was important when

we had two blocs facing each

oth^, but now that they seem less

opposed, is there still a need for

Austrian neutrality?" Schally

asked, concluding that as tensions

between East and West decrease,

the strategic purpose of neutrality

appears to dissolve.

But Cede maintained that neut-

rality provided a very important

strategic function.

"If you suddenly do away with a

condition which has existed fcx 40
years, you in^oduce an element of

instability into the region," he said,

adding that he thinks Austrian

neutrality can serve as a model for

Eastern European nations.

Cede spoke of the popularity of

ah;Austrification of Eastern Eur-

q)e, through which former Soviet

satellites would combine the Aus-
trian characteristics of Western

democracy and political neutrality

in their constitutions.

But the consul general rejected

such ideas as simplistic, saying

that each country has its own
unique problems which should be
viewed individually.

At Dean Witter,^our analysts
do much more than

crunch numbers

It takes three things to be an investment banker, j

Creativity. Judgment. And a desire to grow.

We expect these qualities from our bankers who work on
every facet of a transaction from the start of their careers.

Participating as members of investment banking teams, our
analysts meet with companies located across the country
helping to identify solutions to their financing needs.

Graduating seniors interested in Investment Banking should
send a resume immediately to:

Catherine Crowell
Analyst
Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.

800 Wilshire Blvd.
Suite 718
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Interviews will be held at the above address on January 30, 1990.
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HONORS AND UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

1990 SUMMER RESEARCH STIPENDS
Stipends of $1200 per student will be awarded to undergraduate students for
full-time scholarly research or academic study during the summer of 1990.

Students from the following groups are eligible:

- College Honors - Departmental Honors .

• - Honors Status - Departmental Scholars

( - all other students with 3.5 or higher GPAs

Deadline: Monday, April 9, 1990

Applications ore available in HONORS PROGRAMS, A311 Murphy HolL
For further information^please coll 825-1553. ^-

Activists protest movie outside Westwood tiieater
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

To the buzzing of a chainsaw, four

activists protested "Leatherface: The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre III" at a Mann theater

in Westwood on Friday.

One member of the Los Angeles Alliance

for Survival (LAAS) sawed through a

banner donning words such as "Responsi-

HUty," "Integrity" and "aeativity," as the

demonstrators protested what they called

glorifled horror films that harm society.

"It's the total focus on destruction, killing

and violence of a very abnormal nature that

is demented, sick and psychotic," said

Marissa Rubin, a mental health practitioner

at UCLA's Neuropsychiatric Institute.

Rubin and other members from the local

group said that these types of horror films

are detrimental to society. 'They are hurting
the emotional health of our children all for
bigger profits, and that's t|ie real massacre."
LAAS Director Jerry Rubin said.

But moviegoers, who planned to see the
film Friday, said that horror films do little

damage to adults.

"I think that if you're a mature adult then
it's fine to go see it," said UCLA freshman
Bret Weiscnfeld,

"It's entertaining. I don't think it prom-
otes violence," moviegoer Joey Rosati said.

Still, LAAS hopes to stop consumers
from supporting these films with its

campaign against violent films.

"We're doing the right thing. The films

we've been protesting did poorly," Jerry

Rubin said. He cited last summer's protest

against ''Nightmare On Elm Street 4: The
Dream Master" as one of these films.

Alumni association sponsors 'careers in government' panel
By Evan Reid

Contributor

Students int'erested in talking

with UCLA alumni who are

currently working in city or state

government can attend a panel

discussion tonight

The Student Alunmi Associa-

tion's Career Network will present

a "Careers in Government" panel

ill ithe James West Center at 7 p.m.

Students can meet the alunmi, who
will speak, and ask questions about

career opportunities, said SAA
Career Network Director Mark
Cooper.

The discussion will feature State

Legislative Analyst of the South-
em California Rapid Transit Dis-

trict Gary Clark, Director of the

Office of Criminal Justice Plan-

ning in the Los Angeles City

Mayor's Office Rose Ochi, Metro-

politan Water District Principal

Analyst Jo Ann Williams and Los
Angeles City Councilman Bob

Farrell.

The SAA Career Network spon-

sors panel discussions and infor-

mal talks between students and

alumni as part of their Career
Exploration Program, Cooper said,

'The Career Exploration Program
is designed to bring alumni in

various career fields in contact

with students who share similar

career interests," he said.

The speakers are ainong about
1,000 alumni who have agreed to

discuss career opportunities with

UCLA students, because they

realize how difficult it can be for

college graduates to find jobs and

careers. Cooper said.

"The Student Alumni Associa-
tion is committed to seeing this

program grow and reach the
greatest number of students possi-
ble, and students will hopefully
realize that the Career Exploration
Program affords students a rare

opportunity to develop valuable

contacts in careers they are inter-

ested in," Cooper said.

Future panel discussions will

include "Careers in Law" and
"Careers in Business." However,
the SAA Career Network's Career
Exploration Program — a list of
alumni that students can contact at

any time — is always' available.

For more information, contact

SAA at 206-0524 or at the James
West Center, second floor.
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Diligence and lucic lead police to serial killers
By Hilary Appelman
Associated Press

ROCHESTER, N.Y. — The
paroled child killer accused of

murdering 11 women during the

past two years was not even a

suspect until the morning police

spotted him sitting in a car near the

frozen body of one of the victims.

Arthur J. Shawcross fell into the

hands of police the way most serial

killers arc caught: after months of

grueling investigation — and a

dose of good luck.

Serial killers often fall prey to

their mistakes, said Jack Levin, a

sociology professor at Northeast-

ern University who has written a

book on multiple slayers.

"Not because of a multimillion-

dollar task force, not because of

the skillful investigative tech-

niques of the police ... but because

of a mistake he made. That is

typical," said Levin.

David Berkowitz, New York's

"Son of Sam" killer, was caught in

1976 after he was ticketed for

parking in front of a fire hydrant

during the shooting of one of his

six victims.

Ted Bundy, who eluded police

for four years following his escape

from a Colorado prison, Was
arrested in 1978 after being pulled

over by a Florida policeman for

erratic driving.
-

Atlanta child killer Wayne
WiHiams was caught when police

heard him dumping the body of

one of his victims off a bridge in

1981.

CapL T. Michael Nault of the

King County, Wash., police

department, agrees that investiga-

tive muscle alone usually doesn't

solve such cases. Since 1982, King

County authorities have hunted for

the Green River killer — blamed

for the deaths of up to 49 young
women.

Investigators said Shawcross'

arrest was an unusually quick

resolution to a serial-murder case,

one of the most difficult to qrack.

Rochester police, after con-

cluding, .1. November that they

were dealing with a serial killer,

were prepared for a long investi-

gation. Up to 60 officers viwe

assigned to the case.

"Short of some miracle, I would

anticipate a veiy long, tedious,

drawn-out investigation," Chief

Gordon Urlacher said in early

December.

Shawcross was one of hundreds

of potential suspects identified by

appearance, but not by name,

through interviews and surveil-

lance of an area frequented by

prostitutes and their customers.

Sgt. Roland Marchetti, a police

spokesman, said investigators had

received routine information about

Shawcross* background when he

was paroled to the area in 1987.

Marchetti declined to comment
about how that information was

reviewed in an effort to find the

serial killer. In all, there are

records of 86 paroled killers in the

Rochester area.

Edward Elwin, executive direc-

tor of the state parole division, said

Shawcross would not have been a

likely suspect in the killings

because people convicted in sex-

related killings of children gener-

ally do not also attack adult

women. Shawcross served 15

years in prison after confessing to

killing an 8-year-old girl and a 10-

year-old boy.

Until state troopers conducting a

helicopter search spotted Shaw-
cross in a CQunty park on Jan. 3, the

case seemed far from being solved.

But without laborious investi-

gations, police would not have had

the evidence to make a case against

Shawcross, said Jim Martin of the

district attorney's office in New
Bedford, Mass., where nine

women were found slain in 1988

and 1989. Those slayings are not

solved.
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-J • . • shows praise for Noriega from U^. drug official
By Lawrence L. Knutson
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — While federal

prosecutors were moving to indict Pana-

ma's Manuel Antonio Noriega on narcotics

charges, the Drug Enforcement Admi-
nistration was maintaining close ties with

him and offering praise for his cooperation

in the war against drugs, a congressional

report shows.

**The DEA has long welcomed our close

association and we stand ready to {X'oceed

jointly against international drug traffickers

whenever the opportunity arises," drug
enforcement administrator Jack Lawn
wrote to Noriega less than a year before the

indictment was entered in federal court in

Miami in February 1988.

Lawn had special praise for the work of

Luis Quiel, Noriega's liaison to the DEA, as

"integral to the success of fighting interna-

tional drug trafficking."

But according to the final report of the

Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee on
narcotics, issued in December 1988, Quiel

was also Noriega's liaiscxi to the Medellin

drug cartel and "thus in a position to alert the

drug traffickers to whatever information the

MA had provided him."

Quiel also acted "as Noriega's enforcer to

eliminate competitors of the Medellin cartel

by turning them over to the United States,"

the panel said.

The report, issued in December 1988
after a three-year investigation, paints a
vivid portrait of Noriega and his involve-

ment with drugs, money laundering, gun
running and other illegal activities over his

20-year rise to power as Panama's military

strongman.

The fu^t links between Panamanian
officials and narcotics traffickers were
forged while Gen. Omar Torrijos ruled

Panama, the report said.

But after Torrijos died in an airplane

crash in 1981, Noriega took charge of the

country's most important institutions, using

them to generate revenue for officers of the

new Panamanian Defense Force and to

exercise control over the drug traffic.

Before he was ousted last month by the

U.S. invasion of his country, Noriega
controlled the customs, immigration and
passport services, civil aeronautics, the

National Bank of Panama and the attorney

general's office. He pushed legislation

through the national assembly consolidating

the NationaS Guard, navy, police and
customs into a unified Panamanian I>efense

Force under his command.
**As head of the PDF, Noriega now

controlled all elements of the Panamanian
government essential to the protection of
drug trafficking and money laundering,

increasing his control over Panama and
enriching himself," the panel said.

One witness, Ramon Milian Rodriguez, a

Miami-based, Cuban-bom accountant, tes-

tified he negotiated an agreement with

Noriega in 1979 on behalf of the Medellin
cartel which gave Noriega a commission to

provide security and handling for drug
money arriving in Panama to be laundered

through its banking system.

PDF soldiers met planes ferrying billions
' of dollars in cash from Miami, guarded the

money as it was loaded into armored cars

and delivered it to the Banco Nacionale de
Panama, according to the subcommittee.

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/:'ARTS.
LABOR, INSTAUJi.TlON &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'.

S749."
(Wrm REBULDABLE CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. TuMAB 4. Ol OHno*
2^. Vakn M 5 Bnk« A4

8 OMck Batirn)! Walv
9 bvDKl Fionl Enl
10. Cbfnpwic3. UAa 6 Okldi AU.

7. Saivica Ak Clmnwt U. ^nwa Tut Codkig

MAINTENANCE SERVICE <f!f!:?r;^6aO
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra) _ '

I )llQSaog!r<v""»

(VW Bug)

$74.'^
he Pub & Labor (Gas & Ak Rfer extra

95

TOYOTA

^11)

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

>1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453-4652 829-7012 pkase menHon tiiit ad.

SERVING
FOR

1.'

Check Our Rafes
Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^^
Complimentary Co
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, Wesd
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT]

Come and find out about a career in Management Information

Consulting at Andersen Consulting.

Reception,
Tuesday, January 23, 1990"^

7:00 P.M. - 9:30 P.M.

Westwood Marquis Hotel and
Gardens

R.S.V.P. by Friday, January 19,

(213) 719-2804

As one of the largest consulting firms in the world, we offer our

clients a total system solution through strategic business

planning, information systems planning, systems design and

installation, computer hardware integration, and many other

business and systems disciplines.

Andersen
Consulting

ARFHUR ANDERSEN k CQ

Hear more about Andersen Consulting from several of our

partners and managers.

Join us for hors d'oeuvres immediately following.

Andersen Consulting

was rated one of the ten

best companies to work for

by Undergraduate Professors

Source: Computer World, Oct 1988

We are interested in highly motivated individuals who enjoy

tackling challenges, working with f)eople, and who have a

sound academic record in:

• Economics/Business

Engineering

• Computer Science

Math
• Oth^r Technical Majors

1

J

I .
Mig L IU Lm*
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Japan pledges economic aid

for Poland's planned market
By Deborah Seward
Associated Press

WARSAW, Poland — Prime
Minister Toshiki Kaifu of Japan

told the Solidarity-led government
Sunday that Japan is considering

giving credit guarantees of up to

$850 million to aid Poland's

transition to a maricet economy.
Japan and Poland also signed a

[X'eviously announced agreement

under which Japan will provide a

$150 million credit to a stabiliza-

tion fund to back the Polish

currency, the zloty, as it becomes a

convertible currency.

Japan also pledged to provide

Poland with $25 million in food aid

as well as $15 million that will be

used to train Polish managers.

Foreign Ministry spokesman
Wladyslaw Klaczynski told

reporters that the two sides on
Sunday discussed a possible $350
million guarantee for government

investments as well as a $500
million guarantee by the Japanese

Export-Import Bank for Japanese

investments in Poland.

- The signing ceremonies came
on the flrst day of Kaifu *s two-day

visit, which included a meeting

and dinner with Solidarity leader

Lech Walesa.

"Poland's economic structures

are 50 years behind the times. It is

hard to imagine rebuilding them
without Japan," Walesa said as he

arrived for the meeting with Kaifu

at the residence of thc^ Japanese

ambassador to Poland.'

Kaifu was met at Okecie airport

by Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazo-
wiecki a^ other leading Cabinet
members'. The Japanese leader is

on a 10-<lay tour of Europe which
will take him to seven countries.

His visit comes as Poland is

pursuing financial and technical

support from developed countries

to implement a radical economic
reform aimed at developing a

market-oriented economic system.

Economic powerhouses like

West Germany and the United

States have led the way in pledging

aid to the newly elected Solidari-

ty-led govenunent, but Japan has

remained cautious.

"The Japanese always showed
interest in our market, but financial

cooperation was always limited.

They were skeptical in the past, but

this visit may be the beginning of a

change," said a senior Polish

Finance Ministry official who
declined to be named.

But the official said the $150
million that Japan has pledged to a

stabilization fiind to support the

transformation of the zloty into a

convertible currency was a prom-
ising sign.

The aid is in the form of a long-

term credit at a preferential interest

rate of 2.9 percent

INVITE YOU TO FULHLL
SOME OF YOUR MORAL OBLIGATIONS

FOR THE NEW YEAR,.,,

\

WED. 1/17 7:00 PM
THURS. 1/18 9:00 PM

WED. 1/17 10:00 PM
THURS. 1/18 7:00 PM

$1.50 PER NIGHT __
- PLUS -

WED., JAN 17, 9:00 PM, AGE

AIELLO
TO SPEAK BETWEEN FILMS

Formerly Campus Shoes

10938 WEYBURN, WESTWOOO VILLAGE

TUT A LITTLE SPICE

IN YOUR LIFE!"

BUY ONE & GET ONE FREEl

1001 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

corner of Gayley & Weyburn
208-4766

On any fresh-baked bakery product with price of $1.75 or less
and receive another product of equal or lesser value free. Not
good with other offer. Offer good at Westwood store only.
Offer expires 2/15/1990.

Nails by

Gary
Relocated!

Full Set $15.00
FHI $10.00
Manicure &
Pedicure $15.00

Manicure $ 5.00

Gel Set $25.00

Silk Wrap $20.00

Fiberglass Wrap $20.00

The Wild Cut
6685 Sunset Blvd.

(213) 467-1966

TOO FAT?
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTROLLABLE BINGES?

ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP

AND DOWN?
OR ARE YOU JUST FED UP WITH GOING ON AND OFF

IMPOSSIBLE DIETS, NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE
WEIGHT OFF?

"WE CAN HELP"
~ CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENOON AVE. «914
LOS ANGELES CA 90024

Insurance coverage accepted -

(213) 208-7330

-L-
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UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

Proudly Presents:

;

BAIN & COMPANY
/ - • ^ • -

San Francisco • Boston • London • Munich • Paris • Tokyo • Milan • Sydney • Toronto
s

J

"

V

We Are:
vJne of the world's largest strategic management
consulting firms. We offer unparalleled

opportunities to students to learn and apply
fundamental business concepts and problem
solving techniques to a broad range of industries.

Actively seeking highly motivated students for our
Associate Consultant position with

- A superior academic record

- Exceptional interpersonal and communication skills
1

- Demonstrated leadership potential

Please join us
for a Presentation and Reception

1

Wednesday January 17

7:00 PM
Anderson Graduate School of Management

»

Room # 2232 A, B, C

Bring your resume, dress casually

UBS is sponsored by AGSM

^
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American entrepreneurs flock^ Eastern Europe
By Joan Mower
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Lawyers, travel agents, business

executives and public relations

men are flocking to Eastern Eur-

ope as if it were the promised land,

hoping to make connections that

will pay off in the future.

While optimistic entrepreneurs

see potential pots of gold at the end
of Eastern European rainbows,

few pe(^le today say they are

making money in nations turning

from communism to capitalism.

But many say they need to enter

the markets at the ground floor,'

cultivating contacts and learning

language and cultural skills unique

to the potentially lucrative mark-
ets.

Despite difficulties — bureau-

crats in Poland are so over-

whelmed they sometimes schedule

10 p.m. business meetings, and
telephone communications into

Romania are spotty — executives

say it's a good time to lay a
foundation for doing business.

"Poland is where Germany was
after World War II,** said John
Adams, a public relations execu-

tive who chairs The Worldcom
Group, a consortium of public

relations companies that has
q)ened an office in Warsaw.
Adams predicted a booming

market in five years, adding,

"Companies are not looking for a

quick buck.**

"There is no money right now,**

echo^ David Handler, a program

director at the Boston-based Sabre

Foundation, a nonprofit education-

al and scientific organization that

promotes free enterprise.

In fact, the Commerce Depart-

ment has been "very candid*' about
warning Americans they*re
unlikely to stumble on any get-

rich-quick schemes in Eastern

Europe, said Susanne Lotarski,

director of the department*s office

of East European and Soviet

affairs.

Firms dealing in agriculture,

health care, telecommunications,

pollution control, energy savings,

tourism and housing probably will

have the best chance of penetrating

the Eastern European markets, she

said.

Travel agents are flooded with

requests from travelers seeking

new adventures in countries that

are still relatively inexpensive,

said Francis Goranin oif Vega
International Travel Services in

Chicago.

Sales SCOOTER
^TECH=

Service

FREE PrCK-UP AND DELIVERY!
(Within 3 Miles of Campus!) $40 Minimum Repair Required

Honda And Yamaha Repair Specialist

} 86#250(X
I

{toniii Servictij

50cc
TUM A Servietl

Expif«• U2SM

2.75X 10 Tjre {

OPEN

Hon-Fri

9 A.M. • 6 P.IL

. 4704745 •

Accessories

Factory Trained Mechanics
Free Damage EsinaiesI - Insurance Coverage AocepM

WE NOW OFFER A COMPLETE UNE OF USED

HONDA & YAMAHA SCOOTERS

10422 Sanu Monica OvdAees Than 2 Mies From Campus

j WECOMETOYOmi

; Flats Repaired
|

I
C«pifM 1/2S90 ]

OPEN

Mon-Fri

9 A.M. • 6 P.M.

• 470-4745 •

Parts

.

^^mmi^s
-AhJTUfiiy 1 riL

-4\Air/^iiyjtIL r "

^UlLlU'sl-l7f\^' f 1 \

SlE-^^^t -%J,LmU JL i Xj 1

OUTRAGEOUS
SA VINGS C.E.S. TRUCK LOAD

LIQUIDATION

KRC-555
KRC-777
KRC-676

,j^

KENWOOD
PULL-OUT AM/FM/CASSEHES

NOW
$279.

$369.

$389.

AWJFWCD
(CDX-R77)

$399.

$549.

$499.

AMPLIFIERS
KAC-520
40 WATT RMS

KAC-720
70 WATT RMS

KfC-8070 4Ch.
114 WATT RMS

KAC-820
150 WATT RMS

LIST $549$399

»129.

»299.

J349.

NOW

$69.

$169.

$199.

$229.

PULL-OUT AM/FM/CD
(CDX-R79)

LIST $649^449.

/ILPINE
PULL-OUT AM/FM/CD

(7903)

yiLPINE Scorpion by

OlCODE-ALARI

5749.
(MOST CARS)

Start the new decade off with that peace of

mind a quality security system can bring For

moderate budgets we have the Scorpion Remote
Controlled Alarm For that very special vehicle

we have the top-of the-llne Alpine 8125 with

remote control, paging and multiple sensing

devices Specially priced ^ - ^^ -^

liCwa installed'
(MOST CARS)

installed

LIST $649^^79
KENWOOD

KRC-878
PULL-OUT

V AM/FM/CASSETTE

} &
KDC.C200

^ 10 CD CHANGER

_,
LIST $1229

BOTH PRICED
TOO LOW
TO PRINT!!

CELLULAR

MOTOROLA
Car Phone
w/ Hands Free

'•'465.

CELLULAR
I •- \iiv'<1< i ». < Mill It

I) liplit'iii 1 •iii|«.iii\

WE ALSO CARRY ALPINE. AUDIOVOX.
DIAMONDTEL, MrTSUBISHI AND PANASONIC

MOTOROLA
Reliable

Phone

^695.
CANOGA PAIK 691 I TOPANGACYN 818-888-7957

_ INCiNO 1572 1 VE^JTURABLVD 818-789-3916
- NO. HOLLYWOOO 4864 LANKERbHIM 818-763-2 I It

I SANTA MONICA 24 10 wiLSHiRt BtVD 2I3-453-3S4I
HOLLYWOOD 61 7 N lABREAAVt 213-933 5527
TORRANCE 2Q20 w sepulveda blvd 213-539-4983

J COSTA MISA 2 306 NEWPORT BLVD 714-631-6123
AUTO SOUND ALARMS PHONES INSTALLATION OPtN 7 DAYS TIL 6:00 ALL ITEMS in limited SUPPl y

FIDELIT

CPARI BEAUTY SALONQ
Remove your with 100%
unwanted hair Natural Wax

Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bilcini $15

Half legs wax ...........$10

Underarm $ 8
Arm —

"

^10r-%at I ....••.......••.«•••••••••«...•..••«. a.i^ I £
Up wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $ i o

European Facials $25
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

LOOK FUTON

FRAME
La Costa 4-way Frame and Futon*

77i/s fabulous frame converts into a
lounge, bed or sofal

13999
FULL SIZE

$4 HAW 6" FUTONXO^ QUEEN SIZE

OAK FRAMES FROM

TENNESSEE

ILLINOIS

SAN FRANCISCO

CANADA

CHILE

10%-20%OFF

E

OVLH 300
DESIGNfcR
FABRICS

AVIALABLE FOR
CUSTOM ORDERS
FOR FUTONS
COVERS.

& PILLOWS

Futon
Sheets
Availabi*

VISA, MC A
90 DAY

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

NO INTEREST

Our Quality and Prices Are the Best in LA! And We Can Prove Itl

SHOWCASE WEST ,

2808 MAIN STREET, SANTA MONICA
213 • 392 • 9944

OPEN 7 DAYS CALL FOR LATE HOURS & DIRECTIONS
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Columbia astronauts continue experiments
By Laura Tolley

Associated Press

SPACE CENTER, Houston — The
Columbia astronauts soared past the half-

way point of their 10-day space journey
Sunday, focusing on experiments and
photography as they spent a more relaxed
day orbiting the Earth.

Afterieleasing one satellite and rescuing
another last week, the five astronauts turned
their attention to the mission's secondary
goals— several scientific and medical tests.

"Welcome on board Columbia on a

Sunday afternoon,** Commander Dan Bran-
denstein said while shuttle cameras beamed
down sweeping views of the Earth. "Our
Sunday, I think, was much like everyone
else's Sunday around the country. It was
ixt)bably one of our easier days during the

mission."

Brandenstein said crew members also

filmed parts of the Earth With the powerful
IMAX camera, including the Galapagos
Islands in the Pacific. The IMAX footage is

to be used in a film called "The Blue
Planet"

The 10-day flight is the second-longest in

33 shuttle missions and is intended as a

stepping stone toward longer shuttle flights

and months-long stints aboard space station

Freedom. Columbia is scheduled to land
Friday at 2:59 a.m. PST at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif.

Some of the television shots beamed to

Earth showed mission specialist Bonnie
Dunbar checking on an experiment that

sufiextjA a mishap Friday but was rq)aired

Sunday.

The experiment involves melting and
resolidifying a metal, indium, which melts

at a relatively low temperature. It was shut

down while scientists on the ground studied

videotape of a crack that had developed in a
glass container, or ampul, within the

experiment apparatus. Experts were con-
cerned that the cracked glass could shatter,

sending shards floating in the crew cabin.

On Sunday, Dunbar, wearing a mask and
gloves, removed the cracked container and
carefully vacuumed the machine, Penning-
ton said. No glass fragments were discov-

ered during the cleanup, and the broken
ampul was replaced with a new one.

The camera also showed pilot Jim
Wetherbee running on a treadmill at about
the same time his 70-year-old mother,
Althea, was competing in the Houston-Ten-
neco Maration.

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copter
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Coinputer Tinte Rental
• Typesetting

•Fax Services

• Copies Bfc/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete FuM Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length
• Complete BirKling Services etc.

1019 Gaylev Avenue
Westwood, CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon 1

Q

Laser
Wilh this Ad only on L»mt Color Ksp. I/3IA0

OffI

%

Plus its special features:
' Color Creations.
Image Compositions.

Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

When it comes to

cleaning your contact lenses,

the best solution...

is no solution.

ACUVUE* The lens you never clean.

-\< I \ I i I III- KitNl I)i>|Hisal)l«'« im!a(t l.nis (^i?^\mc»t*i|ctut»cu

DR. J.E QUACKENBUSH
Optometrist

10955 \Cfeyburn Avenue Westwood Village, CA 90024

(Next to Fox Theatre)

208^4748 208*8841
FREE TRIAL OFFER - Professional fees rwt included.

' VISTAKON. INC . a ^ofcH*fm..^vU.on company

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

>%'•»

Mil*'

Dr. N. DayanI
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing In braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Mcnter of Amsrican Denial Assoc.

Mwrbw o( Arrwrican Assoc. o< Orthodonltc*

ONLY \lf^^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2o f O

(213) 826-749411645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
(1 Block ••MX of Barrington)

*On approval of credit. Only for cases requiring 24 rrxjnths of active treatment.

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 2/1 6/90

THE^HAIR JaIOH
'

WOMEN & MEN
HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

Bikini Wax $7
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Fuil Leg &
Bikini Wax $20

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

$30

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468 :
above Mario't Restaurant ^

Are

you

building

your

future?

This conference is designed to help you
explore personal values, set goals for
your future and meet new people! If you
want to empower yourself and learn about
"The Secret of Your Success", come check
us out!

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment
will be on a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please
return this form to Kelly Wachowicz at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by
January 26, 1990. For more information, contact Deb Moriarty
at 825-6690.

Name: Phone:

Address:

-:a-

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program/Student and Campus Life
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Make Us an Offer We Can't Refuse,
Every Month Dally Bruin Readers Spend

$4,068,180
^on Shoes, Clothing, and Accessories

^-!^-

Cf)Rf)
J

PROJECT

entral merican riefugee
^L

Legal health, sociaL educational services;

ESL and afterschool tutoring

Orientation: ^ ^
Wed, January 17 ;^^«r
5pm Ack 3530 S^^'

• ^^'m#
5SfflS

Community Prog. Office 102 Men's Gym
825-7843 Viclcy or Claudia

Funded by CAC of PAB

H-\JCLK
OUSING

ATTENTION: ON CAMPUS HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER 1990
WINTER QUARTER 1990 WAIT LIST STUDENTS

Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing must reapply to
maintain or improve their waiting list position for Spring Quarter 1990.
Applications are available from January 8, 1990 to January 22, 1990 in the
On Campus Housing Assignment Office. In order to retain your waiting
list position, application must be submitted in person to the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office no later than 5:00 P.M. January 22, 1990.

NEW APPUCANTS
Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Campus Housing list

may apply for On Campus Housing for the Spring Quarter 1990 begin-
ning January 8, 1990. However submission of an application does not
guarantee housing for the Spring Quarter. Please be advised that a
non-refundable $20 application fee is required. Application and Fee must
be postmarked on or before January 26, 1990 or be received in the On
Campus Housing. Assignment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the date stated
above or the application will be considered late.

Applications are available in the On Campus Housing Assignment Office
or UCLA Community Housing Office. Both offices are located in the
Business Enterprise Building, 270 De Neve Drive, next to Rieber Hall.

/

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
8:00 KM. TO 5:00 P.M.
MWiPAY - FUDAY -

(213) 825-4271

Computers link Soviet,

U.S. diildren, educators
By Barton Reppert

Associated Press

At a youth club in northwest

Moscow, 8-year-old Pavlik
Teremetsky sat at an American-
made computer helping three

"Island Survivors" build shelter,

hunt, fish and gather firewood for

the approaching winter.

Later, he put his experiences

into writing:

"I and my friends, Kirill and
Misha, went on a trip around the

world," he wrote. "Our ship ran

nd during a bad storm and
destroyed ... We held on to the

nants of a mast and made it

ashore. Very strange creatures live

there, they look like dinosaurs ..."

His story was sent electronically

to a microwave station outside the

Soviet capital for relay via an
Intelsat satellite to a ground station

in the United States.

Its ultimate destination: a small

public library in the San Diego
suburb of Sona Beach. Calif.,

where a group of American chil-

dren play the same game after

school.

The experimental project
involving Soviet and American
schoolchildren is one of a series

undertaken by U.S. public interest

groups, peace activists, educators,

academic researchCTS and other

professionals to try to promote
better East-West relations and
encourage reforms through the use
of personal computers.

The activities include daily

exchanges of electronic mail mes-
sages between computers in the

two countries over a new satellite

communications network linking

the United States with Moscow
and other major Soviet cities.

At the same time, however,
several American experts on
Soviet compute technok)gy say
some of the PC enthusiasts may
have naively over-optimistic
expectations. Tliey contend that

even with more personal compu-
ters, the Soviet Union is unlikely to

develop a Western-style "infor-

mation society."

The United States now leads the

Soviet Union about a hundredfokl
in numbers of personal computers— approximately 30 million PCs
in this country compared to

between 200,000 and 350,000 in

the Soviet Union. Most Soviet PCs
are installed at schools, universi-

ties, research institutes, military

bases, factories and other enter-

prises; relatively few are in use at

home.
Within the Soviet Union, PCs

arc extremely expensive. IBM-
compatible XT clones sell for

about 50,000 rubles ($80,000 at the

official exchange rate) while AT
clones go for up to 80,000 rubles

($130,000).

In July, the Bush administration

lifted export controls on sale to the

Soviet Union of IBM-compatible
AT and similar desktop compu-
ters, after fmding that such PCs
were readily available in 1 1 coun-
tries — including Hungary and
Czechoslovakia.

The decision was sharply criti-

cized by Secretary of Defense
Dk:k Cheney, who contended that

it would provide Moscow with
computers "with military applica-

tions" and thus give the Soviets

"significant capabilities they do
not now possess."

Rep. George E. Brown Jr.. D-
Calif.. a senior member of the

House Committee on Science,

Space and Technology, itid he
was in favoi: of lifting tibe expoft

controls and "moderitely optimis-

tic" about the knger-teim impli-

cations of increased numbers of

personal computers in the Soviet

Union.

"It will contribute to the spread

of democracy in the Soviet Union,

mainly because a growing number
of what you might call the compu-
ter literate or computer elite people
will have access to a broad base of

information about what's going (Hi

in the rest of the world," he said.

Brown said "that will allow

them to make better judgments
about the changes, political and
otherwise, that will be necessary in

the Soviet Union. And they'll be
better prepared to act to accom-
plish some of these changes."

Direct, high-speed communica-
tion between computers in the

United States and Soviet Union
has been facilitated by establish-

ment early last year of the San
Francisco-Moscow Teleport,
which uses data channels relayed

by an Intelsat satellite.

Joel Schatz, the American entre-

preneur who heads the teleport.

and Soviet officials signed an
agreement Sept. 20 formally
creating a joint venture between
the San Francisco company and
the Moscow-based Research
Institute of Applied Automated
Systems.

Schatz said that after more than

four years of work, **we have
solved the major technical and
political problems for providing

electronic mail service."

He noted that "when we first

attempted to connect a coipputer

modem to the Moscow telephone

network several years ago, we
needed approval from the Ministry

of Communications and half a

dozen additional Moscow agen-
cies. Today, we simply use alliga-

tor clips to connect modems to

phone wires without any permis-
sion."

Schatz attributed the change
mainly to the increased familiarity

of Soviet officials and technical

personnel with electronic mail
systems. Earlier, he said. *1his was
a new technology for them— they

had never seen E-mail before."

A few computer hobbyists have
begun exchanging messages via

the teleport, but most of its users

are companies and other organiza-

tions. Among them:

Stanford University's Linear
Accelerator Center in Palo Alto,

Calif, which has been exchanging
information with the Institute of
Nuclear Science at Novosibirsk in

western Siberia.

The Space SUidies Institute in

Princeton. NJ., which since early

last year has been using the

teleport to discuss possible joint

space missions with the Moscow
Aviation Institute.

International Physicians for the

Prevention of Nuclear War, a
public interest group based in

Cambridge, Mass., which used the

telqxnt to communicate with its

Soviet counterpart about travel

plans and other logistics in

advance of a world conference
hekl in Hiroshima, Japan.

Argus Trading Ltd., a small
company based in Rockville, Md..
wh(^ business includes export to

the Soviet Union of oil pipeline

equipment, chemicals and machin-
ery for producing electronic circuit

boards.

"There's a potential for it to be a
great money-saver." said Thomas
Anaya. VS. contract manager for

Argus, about the electronic mail
link. "If you use telexes as much as
we do. you find that the savingi
CM j» tremendous."

Americans wanting to use the

See eonnniBS, page ii
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'No cholesterol' labels
mislead, experts say
Harmful saturated fats found

in 'cholesterol-free' foods, oils

By Daniel Q. Haney
Associated Press

theBOSTON — Consider
cholesterol-free banana.

Since the beginning of time, this

fruit has nevor contained choles-

terol. Unless evolution takes an

unexpected turn, it never will.

Recently, however, some bana-

na importers pasted "cholesterol

free" labels on their produce. The
stickers seem to imply that this is a

new banana. A better banana. A
healthier banana.

But in truth, it's just a banana.

Why point out the biological

truth that bananas — like every

other fruit and vegetable under the

sun — don't have cholesterol?

Perhaps for the same reason that

makers of vegetable oil margarine

buy TV ads that say "no cholester-

ol at aU."

To sell their products, food

companies play to Americans'
concern — or obsession — about

what they eat. But many health

experts worry that the "no choles-

terol" drumbeat can go t)ey(xid

clever marketeering and flirt with

outright deception.

Everyone knows that cholester-

ol is bad for the heart So if food's

got no cholesterol, it must be OK,

COMPUTERS

right?

Wrong.
"People can say something

doesn't contain any cholesterol.

But it can still be a product that

raises your cholesterol substan-

tially. That's the problem," %aid

Dr. Carl Orringer of the University

of Michigan.

High levels of cholesterol in the

bloodstream can clog up the

arteries and lead to heart attacks.

Orringer and others believe that

the no-cholesterol pitch takes

advantage of public confusion

over the difference between
cholesterol in food and cholesterol

in the bkxxl.

Contrary to popular belief,

cholesterol in food has a relatively

minor impact on cholesterol in the

blood. The part of food that really

raises blood cholesterol is satur-

ated fat. Being cholesterol free,

however, is no guarantee that

something is also low in saturated

fat

The saturated fat level in no-

cholesterol foods depends largely

on the type and amount of veget-

able oil that goes into them. These
oils contain widely varying combi-
nations of saturated, monosatur-

See CHOLESTEROL, page 17
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San Francisco-Moscow Teleport

fu^t must get a written agreement
with >a counterpart in the Soviet

Unidn fw an electronic mail

connection. This paperwcHk can
take up to Hve weeks to be
completed.

The teleport charges a one-time

set-up fee of $1(X). Commercial
users pay a monthly service fee of

$2(X), while non-profit groups are

charged $25 to $75 per month. In

addition, th^e is an on-line con-
nect charge of $15 per hour.

The network's staff offers both

English-to-Russian and Ros-
sian-to-English translation ser-

vices, at a minimum fee of $30 per

message and volume charges of up
to 35 cents per word.

The U.S.-Soviet teleport is

closely tied with PeaceNet, a San
FTanciSCO-based computer net-

work linking nearly 2,000 sub-

scribers from dozens of peace
groups in the United States and
other Western countries.

Michael Shuman, executive

director of the Center for Innova-

tive Diplomacy, Irvine, Calif., a

group instrumental in forming
PeaceNet, said he was "very
interested in ways in which prom-
otion of computer technology can
strengthen glasnost and perestroi-

ka," Soviet President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's policies of openness
and restructuring.

Communication via the San
FTancisco-Moscow Teleport also

is at the heart of the U.S.-Soviet

educational effort being led by
Michael Cole, a Russian-speaking

psychology professor at the Uni-

versity of (^lifomia-San Diego,

and Alexandra Belyaeva of the

Soviet Instiuite of Psychology in

Moscow.
Cole said "Island Survivors"

was among computer games being

used because "everybody's inter-

etledjn global consciousness of
ecology."

In the East-West education

project, he said, each^side usually

sends messages in its own lan-

guage, with bilingual teachers on
hand to translate at the other end.

The program, conducted after

school so that it does not interfere

with the regular curriculum,
involves several dozen children

ages 6 to 12 in each country.

After returning home. Chapman
launched a drive to raise $35,000
for personal computers and other

office equipment to assist Per-

spektiva, a Moscow cooperative

affiliated with community groups
which offer social services dealing

with problems such as domestic

violence, Afghan war veterans,

youth crime and drug abuse.

Chapman said that he doesn't

have particularly high expecta-

tions about the value of computer
technology for enhancing East-

West communication. However,
he believes that PCs can play a

significant role in aiding the work
of progressive organizations such
as Perspektiva.

Richard Judy, director of the

Center for Soviet and East Euro-

pean Sttidies at the Hudson Insti-

tute in Indianapolis, said he

estimates there are currently about

350,000 personal computers in the

Soviet Union, with that number
increasing by about 1(X),(XX) a year

— induing both Soviet produc-

tion and imported machines.

However, Judy said that even

with a growing number of PCs,

their impact within Soviet society

is likely to be Umited, partly

because of inadequacies of the

country's telephone system for

carrying computer data.

Seymour E. Goodman, an
expert on Soviet computer tech-

nology at the University of Arizo-

na, said that in the years ahead
"what emerges will no more
resemble a Western-style infor-

jnation society than Corbachev's
emerging Soviet-style democracy
will resemble Western-style
democracy."
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BLUE 'N' GOLD HAIR SALON
Men s Cut
$5 off

H 208-5863

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

10<^i> off Beauty Products
ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929

• CUTS, PERMS. COLORS • TANNING ROOM
• MANICURISTS, SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN. REDKEN. NEXUS. KMS. TRI, MASTEY. PAUL MITCHELL

Women's Cut
$5 off

10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD

VISA

S.H^A.R.E. You learn too.

Students Helping And Reaching Education

(SHARE) seeks to give one-to-one academic

attention to young low-income students in

L.A. s Crenshaw area. How about being a

part of SHARE once a week this quarter?

Our office is 406 Kerckhoff (825-2415)

*tutor Monday
or Thursday
4-6:30 pm

*iiiany ages,

subjects

.c.
^^':^ or

/ft

S.H.AR.E.^sv^^o

*transportation

provided

*£ield trips and
crafts activities

See U8 at the community service fair

January 17 Wednesday
Westwood Plaza

10am - 3pm

Returning and new tutors:

Orientation meetings:

Jan. 16, 4 pm (returning)

Ackerman 2412

Jan. 22, 1 pm (new)

Ackerman 2408— ^

Funded by the Community Activities Committee of the Programs Activity Board

AEP
Asian Education

Project

Orientation Meeting

|jan 17, 2:00 pm AU3508

Ian 1 8. 3:00 pm AU 3508

First Day of Tutoring !!!

Saturday, Jan 20, 1990

9:15AM
Carpools leave UCLA Sproul Hall

at 8:30 AM SHARP!

Every Saturday from lO.OOAM to 12.00 PM at Castelar

Elementary School • 840 Yale Street • LA
For More Information, please come by 41 1 Kerclchoff Hall

or call 825-241 7 or coll Taylor at 824-2590

JFunded By Community Activities Committee
of the Programs Activities Board

——J:

—
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Make Us an Offer We Can't Refuse.
Every Month Dativ Bruin Readers Spend

Cf)RA PROJECT

entral rimerican rlefugee

Legal, health, social; educational services;

ESL and afferschool tutoring •

Orientation:

Wed, January 1

7

5pm Ack 3530

Community Prog. Office 102 Men's Gym
825-7843 Vicky or Ciaudia

Funded by CAC of PAB

H-UCLA
OUSING

ATTENTION: ON CAMPUS HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER 1990
WINTER QUARTER 1990 WAIT LIST STUDENTS

Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing must reapply to
maintain or improve their waiting list position for Spring Quarter 1990.
Applications are available from January 8, 1990 to January 22, 1990 in the
On Campus Housing Assignment Office. In order to retain your waiting
list position, application must be submitted in person to the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office no later than 5:00 P.M. January 22, 1990.

NEW APPUCANTS
Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Campus Housing list

may apply for On Campus Housing for the Spring Quarter 1990 begin-
ning January 8, 1990. However submission of an application does not
guarantee housing for the Spring Quarter. Please be aclvised that a
non-refundable $20 application fee Is required. AppGCation and Fee must
be postmarked on or before January 26, 1990 or be received in the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the date stated
above or the application will be considered late.

Applications are available in the On Campus Housing Assignment Office
or UCLA Community Housing Office. Both offices are located in the
Business Enterprise Building, 270 De Neve Drive, next to Rieber Hall.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
, 8:00 AJ^. TO 5:00 PJ^

MONDAY - FRIDAY
.

.
• • (213) 825-4271

Computers link Soviet,

U.S. diildren, educators
By Barton Reppett

Associated Press

At a youth club in northwest

Moscow, S-ycar-old Pavlik
Teremetsky sat at an American-
made computer helping three

"Island Survivors" build shelter,

hunt, fish and gather firewood for

the approaching winter.

Later, he put his experiences

into writing:

"land my friends, Kirill and
Misha, went on a trip around the

world." he wrote. "Our ship ran

aground during a bad storm and
was destroyed ... We held on to the

remnants of a mast and made it

ashore. Very strange creatures live

there, they look like dinosaurs ..."

His story was sent electronically

to a microwave staticxi outside the

Soviet capital for relay via an
Intelsat satellite to a ground station

in the United States.

Its ultimate destination: a small

public library in the San Diego
suburb of Sona Beach, Calif.,

where a group of American chil-

dren play the same game after

school.

The experimental project
involving Soviet and American
schoolchildren is one of a series

undertaken by U.S. public interest

groups, peace activists, educators,

academic researchers and other

professionals to try to promote
better East-West relations and
encourage reforms through the use
of personal computers.

The activities include daily

exchanges of electronic mail mes-
sages between computers in the

two countries over a new satellite

communications network linking

the United States with Moscow
and other major Soviet cities.

At the same time, however,
several American experts on
Soviet computer technology say
some of the PC enthusiasts may
have naively over-optimistic
expectations. They contend that

even with more personal compu-
ters, the Soviet Union is unlikely to

devetop a Western-style "infor-

mation society."

The United States now leads the

Soviet Union about a hundredfokl
in numbers of personal computers— approximately 30 million PCs
in this country compared to

between 200,000 and 350,000 in

the Soviet Union. Most Soviet PCs
are installed at schools, universi-

ties, research institutes, military

bases, factories and other enter-

prisofl^ relatively few are in use at

home.
Within the Soviet Union, PCs

are extremely expensive. IBM-
compatible XT clones sell for

about 50,000 rubles ($80,000 at the

official exchange rate) while AT
clones go for up to 80,000 rubles

($130,000).

In July, the Bush administration

lifted export controls on sale to the
Soviet Union of IBM-compatible
AT and similar desktop compu-
ters, after finding that such PCs
were readily available in 1 1 coun-
tries — including Hungary and
Czechoslovakia.

^ The decision was sharply criti-

cized by Secretary of Defense
Dick Cheney, who contended that

it would provide Moscow with
computers "with military applica-

tions" and thus give the Soviets

"significant capabilities they do
not now possess."

Rep. George E. Brown Jr., D-
Calif., a senior member of the

House Committee on Science,

Space and Technology, stid he
WIS in fiivor of lifting die expoit

controls and "modeniely optimii-

tic" about the knger-mm impli-

cations of increased numbers of
personal computers in the Soviet

Union.

"It will contribute to the spread

of democracy in the Soviet Union,

mainly because a growing number
of what you might call the C(xnpu-

ter literate or computer elite people
will have access to a broad base of

informaticm about what's going on
in the rest of the world," he said.

Brown said "that will allow

them to make better judgments
about the changes, political and
otherwise, that will be necessary in

the Soviet Union. And they'll be
better prepared to act to accom-
plish some of these changes."

Direct, high-speed communica-
tion between computers in the

United States and Soviet Union
has been facilitated by establish-

ment early last year of the San
Francisco-Moscow Teleport,
which uses data channels relayed

by an Intelsat satellite.

Joel Schatz, the American entrer

preneur who heads the teleport,

and Soviet officials signed an
agreement Sept. 20 formally
creating a joint venture between
the San Francisco company and
the Moscow-based Research
Institute of Applied Automated
Systems.

Schatz said that after more than

four years of work, **we have
solyed the major technical and
political problems for providing

electronic mail service."

He noted that "when we first,

attempted to connect a corpputer

modem to the Moscow telephone

network severU years ago, we
needed approval from the Ministry

of Communications and half a
dozen additional Moscow agen-
cies. Today, we simply use alliga-

tor clips to connect modems to

phone wires without any permis-

sion." - ^
Schatz attributed the change

mainly to the increased familiarity

of Soviet officials and technical

personnel with electronic mail
systems. Earlier, he said, *1his was
a new technology for them— they

had never seen E-mail before."

A few computer hobbyists have
begun exchanging messages via

the teleport, but most of its users

are companies and other organiza-

tions. Among them:

Stanford University's Linear
Accelerator Center in Palo Alto,

C^lif., which has been exchanging
information with the Institute of
Nuclear Science at Novosibirsk in

western Siberia.

The Space Studies Institute in

Princeton, NJ., which since early

last year has been using the

teleport to discuss possible joint

space missions with the Moscow
Aviation Institute.

International Physicians for the

Prevention of Nuclear War, a
public interest group based in

Cambridge, Mass., which used the

teleport to communicate with its

Soviet counterpart about travel

plans and other logistics in

advance of a world conference
hekl in Hiroshima, Japan.

Argus Trading Ltd., a small
company based in Rockville, Md^ ^
whose business includes export to

the Soviet Union of oil pipeline

equipment, chemicals and machin-
ery for producing electronic cirpuit

boards.

"There's a potential for it to be a
great money-saver," said Thomas
Anaya, U.S. contract numager for

Aigus, about the electronic mail
link. "If you use telexes as much as
we do, you find that the savings
can be tremendous/*

Americans wanting to use the

8ee COMranoit, page 18
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'No cholesterol' labels
mislead, experts say
Harmful saturated fats foiind

in cholesterol'free' foods, oils

By Daniel Q. Haney
Associated Press

BOSTON — Consider the

cholesterol-free banana.

Since the l)eginning of time, this

fmit has never contained choles-

terol. Unless evolution takes an
unexpected turn, it nc\cr will.

Recently, however, some bana-

na importers pasted "cholesterol

free" labels on their produce. The
stickers seem to imply that this is a

new banana. A better banana. A
healthier banana.

But in truth, it's just a banana.

Why point out the biological

truth that bananas — like every

other fruit and vegetable under the

sun — don't have cholesterol?

Perhaps for the same reason that

makers of vegetable oil margarine

buy TV ads that say "no cholester-

ol at aU."

To sell their products, food

companies play to Americans*
concern — or obsession — about

what they eat. But many health

experts worry that the "no choles-

terol" drumbeat can go beyond
clever marketeering and flirt with

outright deception.

Everyone knows that cholester-

ol is bad for the heart. So if food's

got no cholesterol, it must be OK,

COMPUrERS

right?

Wrong,
**People can say something

doesn't contain any cholesterol.

But it can still be a product that

raises your cholesterol substan-

tially. That's the problem," said

Dr. Carl Orringer of the Univwsity
of Michigan.

High levels of cholesterol in the

bloodstream can clog up the

arteries and lead to heart attacks.

Orringer and others believe that

the no-cholesterol pitch takes

advantage of public confusion

over the difference between
cholesterol in food and cholesterol

in the bkxxl.

Contrary to popular belief,

cholesterol in food has a relatively

minor impact on cholesterol in the

blood. The part of food that really

raises blood cholesterol is satur-

ated fat. Being cholesterol free,

however, is no guarantee that

something is also low in saturated

fat

The saturated fat level in no-

cholesterol foods depends largely

on the type and amount of veget-

able oil that goes into them. These

oils contain widely varying combi-
nations of saturated, monosatur-

See CHOLESTEROL, page 17
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San Francisco-Moscow Teleport

first must get a written agreement
with*a counterpart in the Soviet

Unidn for an electronic mail

connection. This paperwork can
take up to five weeks to be

completed.

The telepcMt charges a one-time

set-up fee of $1(X). Commercial
users pay a monthly service fee of

$2(X), while non-profit groups arc

charged $25 to $75 per month. In

addition, there is an on-line con-

nect charge of $15 per hour.

The network's staff offers both

English-to-Russian and Rus-
sian-to-English translation ser-

vices, at a minimum fee of $30 per

message and volume charges of up
to 35 cents per word.

The U.S.-Soviet teleport is

closely tied with PeaceNet, a San
Francisco-based computer net-

work linking nearly 2,(XX) sub-

scribers from dozens of peace
groups in the United States and
other Western countries.

Michael Shuman, executive

director of the Center for Innova-

tive Diplomacy, Irvine, C^f., a

group instrumental in forming
PeaceNet, said he was "very
interested in ways in which prom-
otion of computer technology can

strengthen glasnost and perestroi-

ka," Soviet President Mikhail S.

Gwbachev's policies of openness

and restructuring.

Communication via the San
Francisco-Moscow Teleport also

is at the heart of the U.S.-Soviet

educational effort being led by
Michael Cole, a Russian-speaking

psychology professor at the Uni-

versity of California-San Diego,

and Alexandra Belyaeva of the

Soviet Institute of Psychology in

Moscow.
Cole said "Island Survivors"

was among computer games being

used because "everybody's inter-

ested in global consciousness of

^logy."
In the East-West education

project, he said, each side usually

sends messages in its own lan-

guage, with bilingual teachers on
hand to translate at the other end.

The program, conducted after

school so that it does not interfere

with the regular curriculum,
involves several dozen children

ages 6 to 12 in each country.

After returning home. Chapman
launched a drive to raise $35,(XX)

for personal computers and other

office equipment to assist Per-

spektiva, a Moscow cooperative

affiliated with community groups

which offer social services dealing

with problems such as domestic

violence, Afghan war veterans,

youth crime and drug abuse.

Chapman said that he doesn't

have particularly high expecta-

tions about the value of compute*
technology for enhancing East-

West communication. However,
he beheves that PCs can play a

significant role in aiding the work
of progressive organizations such

as Perspektiva.

Richard Judy, director of the

Center for Soviet and East Euro-

pean Studies at the Hudson Insti-

tute in Indianapolis, said he

estimates there are currently about

350,(XX) personal computers in the

Soviet Union, with that number
increasing by about 1(X),(XX) a year

— including both Soviet produc-

tion and imported machines.

However, Judy said that even

with a growing number of PCs,

their impact within Soviet society

is likely to be limited, partly

because of inadequacies of the

country's telephone system for

carrying computer data.

Seymour E. Goodman, an

expert on Soviet computer tech-

nology at the University of Arizo-

na, said that in the years ahead

"what emerges will no more
resemble a Western-style infor-

mation society than Gorbachev's

^emerging Soviet-style democracy
will resemble Western-style

> democracy."
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S.H.A.R^E^ You learn too
Students Helping And Reaching Education

(SHARE) seeks to give one-to-one academic

attention to young low-income students in

L.A. s Crenshaw area.. How about being a

part of SHARE once a week this quarter?

Uur office is 406 Kerckhoff (825-2415)

*tutor Monday
or Thursday
4-6:30 pm

*many ages,

subjects

:^'f^^r

S.H.A.R.E.^8V^-io

*transportation

provided

*field trips and
crafts activities

See U8 at the community service fair

January 17 Wednesday
Westwood Plaza

10am - 3pm

Returning and new tutors:

Orientation meetings:

Jan. 16, 4 pm (returning)

Ackerman 2412

Jan. 22, 1 pm (new)

Ackerman 2408

Funded by the Community Activities Committee of the Programs Activity Board

AEP
Asian Education

Project

Orielitatioii Meeting

Lion 1 7. 2:00 pm AU 3508

Jan 1 8, 3:00 pm AU 3508

/

First Day of Tutoring !!!

Saturday, Jan 20, 1990 ^
9:15AM

Carpools leave UCLA Sproul I4all

at 8:30 AM SHARP!

Every Saturday from 10.00AM to 12M PM at Castelar

Elementary School • 840 Yale Street • LA
For More Informotion, pleose come by 41 1 Kerckhoff Hall

or coll 825-241 7 or call Taylor at 824-2590

Funded By Community Activities Committee
of the Programs Acfivities Board

^*L
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MANAGEMENT COMPANY
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS
FROM MALES AND FEMALES, 17-25, ALL

ETHNICS, FOR POSSIBLE REPRESENTATION

UNION TALENT ONLY
SEND PHOTO AND RESUME TO:

ARNOLD KATZ, MANAGEMENT , ^

1600 CAMDEN AVE., #3
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

NO PHONE CALLS

'mm.

* * » *
» «

.
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ft *

Have Dinner on Us!

dinners ^o r ''C vr e I r e Q^traneers

Join other UCLA Students^ alumni

and faculty at a Dinner for Twelve

Strangers. It's a great chance to

make new contacts and get a free

meal, too.

Sign-up forms at the information desk of the James West Alumni Center.

For more information, call SAA at 206-0524.

SAA u a atudent organization

sponsored by

UCLAIumniASSOCIATION

Alex^ Brown & Sons
INCORPORATED

The Leading Investment Bank For
Emerging Growth And Technology Companies

Alex. Brown & Sons Incorporated is now interviewing
a limited number of highly motivated candidates for the position of

Financial Analyst
in the Corporate Finance/Mergers and Acquisition Department

of the San Francisco Office

A brochure outlining Alex. Brown's Financial Analyst program is available
at the Career Placement Center

To Be Considered .
' '

please send a cover & resume to; —— ^
Lisa Camel

Alex. Brown &i Sons Incorporated
345 California St. . . _^_

24th Floor
San Francisco, CA. 94104 -

For further information contact:
Lauren LoFrisco

(415) 544-2848 --r.—
* or

' \

(800) 334-2640

ESTABLISHED tgOQ. AMERICA'SOLDEST NAME IN INVESTMENT BANKING
MEMBERS: NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE INC. AND OTHER EXCHANG^

U.S. glDceiy store chain
avoids iianlcraiitcy fiiing
By E. Scott Reckard
Associated Press

COMPTON, Calif. — Ralphs
Grocery Co. has avoided the

financial woes gnawing at Cam-
peau Corp.'s other U.S. compa-
nies, Federated Department Stores

Inc. and Allied Stores Corp.,

Ralphs' chief said Monday.
"It's business as usual," Chair-

man and Chief Executive Byron
Allumbaugh said after Allied and
Federated sought protection from
(heir creditors under Chapter 11 of
federal bankruptcy law*. ->

"Nothing has occurred that will

in any way change or alter the way
Ralphs does business," Allum-
baugh said.

Ralphs, with 142 stores, is the

third largest supermarket chain in

Southern California.

Toronto-based Campeau, the

huge retailer burdened with $8
billion in debt, acquired Ralphs as

part of its 1988 takeover of
Federated.

But Ralphs became an indepen-

dent corporation under the Cam-
peau umbrella in July 1988, and is

unaffected by the bankruptcy
filings.

"We are a separate corporation

from Fedwated, with our own
debt, our own bank financing,"

Allumbaugh said. "Ralphs needs
no funds from Campeau and the

Campeau Corp. is prohibited from
removing any funds from Ralphs."

Most Ralphs customers are

unaware the company is part of
Campeau, and Ralphs has no
immediate plans for ads to reassure

them, he said.

As part of the spinoff from
Federated, Ralphs management
bought a stake in Ralphs by paying

Federated $1.02 billion, which the

managers borrowed. The cost of
paying down that debt has^kept
Ralphs in the red, a circumstance

expected as part of the deal.

But analysts say the grocery

chain has had no problems paying

interest oh the nearly $1 billion

debt that remains while remodel-
ing and adding stores as needed.

For example, Ralphs had $40
million on hand to pay the $11.3

million in debt due at the end of

this month, said Andrew Leinoff,

an analyst at McCarthy, Crisanti &
Maffei in Montpelier, VL
When rumors of the impending

Allied and Federated filings began
circulating last week, Allumt)augh

and Ralphs bankers and financial

strategists met with suppliers to

reassure them of the grocery

chain's solvency.

Allumbaugh told the suppliers

that Ralphs has been able to cut its

net losses from $72.6 million in

fiscal 1988 to about $31 million in

fiscal 1989, which ends Jan. 28.

The company projects a net loss

of $7 milUon in the coming year,

followed by a $17 million profit in

fiscal 1991, he said.

*Tor the year ending this month,
we had an operating cash flow of
$189 million, and the cash interest

on our debt is about $130 million.

So we have about $59 million of
free cash flow to reinvest in our
business," Allumbaugh said.

For Ralphs customers, the

Allied and Federated l>ankruptcy

filings are a "non-event," Allum-
baugh said, and he said his meeting

with suppliers satisfied them
"absolutely— we have the normal
trade terms and nothing has

changed."

Ex-professor launches
war against cigarettes
By Marcia Dunn
Associated Press

EDINBORO, Pa.— He doesn't

sport anti-smoking t)adges or con-

stantly spout smoke-and-croak
warnings like his more militant

comrades. Nonetheless, Gus Mill-

er is relentless in his campaign to

snuffout what he considers Ameri-
ca's No. 1 drug — cigarettes.

His is a solitary, relatively quiet

war. His ammunition is statistics.

"I'm a scientist I'm also a
pragmatist Arid to me, the best

way to do it is to just chip away,"
Miller says.

The 6S-year-old statistician has

been poking into America's
penchant to puff since 1972, when
he launched Studies on Smoking
Inc., a non-profit research group,

from his EdinbOTO home in north-

western Pennsylvania.

Last summer. Miller quit his job

as a math and computer science

professor at Edinboro University

to devote all his time to seek out the

perils of tobacco.

"Why is this so important to me?
Because cigarettes are responsible

for 400,000 premature deaths a

year," he says. "I've seen so many
of my family or my friends die

needlessly because they smoked."

He manages, he says, to push
personal feelings aside.

"Yeah, it's an emotional issue,"

says Miller, an ardent non-smoker
who despises cigarette smoke.
"But I teach stop-smoking clinics,

so you have to use psychology.
You can't get emotional about it"

More than 50 million Ameri-
cans smoke cigarettes, according

to a 1989 report by Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop. Another
40 million would be smoking if not

for changes in an increasingly

health conscious environment, the

report contends.

Miller's efforts to publicize his

message have been thwarted at

times, he says, because of who he
is, or rather who he isn't.

"If you're not a member of *the

club' and you're not an M.D. and
you want to get into medical

See SMOKINO, page 17

...marvelous, well-written stories.

I couldn't put it down.
-Judah Ben Bruin

UCXAl's Jewish HTewswiagarfite
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journals, you've got problems,"
says Miller, who has a doctorate in

educational psychology.

"The club," he explains, "is the

people who get all the grant money
and publish. That's the club.**

Donald Shopland, public health

adviser for the National Cancer
Institute's smoking, tobacco and
cancer program, acknowledges
1nost published data on smoking is

financed through federal grants.

Except for occasional, small

donations from industry, Miller

fiitances his own research. He
figures he's spent $60,000 to

$70,000 over the years.

**They are a fairly rare bunch
who are doing their own individual

research with their own individual

funds," Shopland says.

Despite such obstacles. Miller

has had several dozen articles

published in professional periodi-

cals. He signs his work as G.H.
^MUler.

Miller also has presented his

findings at scientific conf^ences
around the world, including a

symposium on cancer prevention

in France last April. There, he

repcwted an eight-to-nine times

greater risk of cancer among non-

smoking women who live with

smokers than those in smoke-free

homes. He based his conclusion on
a study of 906 non-smoking
women from surrounding Erie

County who died from 1975 to

1980.

The Tobacco Institute,*a trade

association representing U.S.
cigarette manufacturers, has criti-

CHOLESTEROL

cized Miller for being non-scien-

tific in his collection and analysis

of data.

Lawrence Garfinkel, vice presi-

dent of epidemiology and statistics

for the American Cancer Society,

is among those researchers skepti-

cal of Miller's wo-k on second-
hand smoke.
The surgeon general's 1989

report concludes that secondhand
smoke can cause lung cancer in

healthy non-smokers. In addition,

children of parents who smoke
have an increased frequency of
respiratory infections.

More than one of every six

deaths in the United States is due to

cigarette smoking, according to

the surgeon general. Smoking is

responsible for an estimated 30
percent of all cancer deaths,

including 87 percent of lung
cancer deaths; 21 percent of deaths
from heart disease; and 18 percent
of stroke deaths.

"Cigarettes are much more
deadly, much, much more deadly"
than narcotics. Miller says. 'They-
're much more addictive.

'That's why we try to push for

getting laws strengthened and
chum out research articles show-
ing how bad active smoking is and
how bad passive smoking is."

When Miller is not collecting

data, he's busy trying to get
smokers to quit About 150 people
have paid up to $200 to attend his

SOS Stop-Smoking Clinic, part of
his Studies on Smoking. Nearly
half are cigarette-fnee after one
year, according to Miller.

From page 15

ated and polyunsaturated fats.

They range from canola oil, which
is 6 (fercent saturated fat, to palm
oil, which is 51 percent saturated

fat, and coconut oil, which is 92
percent saturated fat

Lots of foods are cholesterol

free. In fact, only animal foods,

such as meat and eggs, contain

cholesterol. Anything made
entirely from plants does not —
indeed, cannot— have cholester-

ol.

Many people are obviously

confused about all of this. A recent

U.S. Food and Drug Administra-

tion survey found that 42 percent

of the Amoican public believes

that if a food is labeled cholesterol

free, it is also low in saturated fat

Despite its relative unimpor-

tance, the "no cholesterol" claim

sings out from every aisle of the

supermarket. Popcorn, bread,

crackers, salad dressing and salted

peanuts often carry it

"Labels like that are misleading

and frequently dishonest*" con-

lends Dr. John LaRosa of George
Washington University. "They
beg the real issue, which is: This is

a food that can raise your blood

cholesterol."

Dietary experts say the key to

"prudent" eating is holding down
consumption of fat — all fat It's

implicated in some kinds of

cancer. It's far more fattening than

sugar and starch. And some com-
ponent of it is always saturated.

In fact some of the most diligent

no-cholesterol labeling is on high-

fat baked goods.

cFor instance, Duncan Hines

cake mixes boast "No preserva-

tives. No palm oil. No cholester-

ol." The fine print on the back,

however, discloses that once a

devils food cake is baked, 47

percent of its calories come from

At Proct^ and vyamirte ^t0M

which makes the cake mixes,

spokesman Don Tassone said

thousands of consumers have
called asking about those three

things. The label "is a point of

diflerentiation for our product line

and a healthful service for people

who are interested."

Procter and Gamble's Crisco

shortening also is labeled no
cholesterol, even though it con-

tains palm oil and is 26 percent

saturated fat Tassone said Crisco

is clearly a healthy alternative to its

primary competitors— lard, butter

and beef tallow — which all

contain cholesterol and much
higher proportions of saturated fat

Because of recent bad publicity

over palm oil, Crisco wiU soon
switch to hydrogenated cotton

seed oil, but it will still be 26
percent saturated fat.

Bakeries are getting in on the

no-cholesterol hoopla. For
instance, the Mrs. Fields cookie

chain recently began selling

cholesterol-free chocolate chip

and peanut butter cookies.

Martha Shepherd, Mrs. Field's

vice president of research and
development said the new cookies

are made with margarine and egg
whites, instead of butter and whole

eggs. But she declined to reveal

their fat content.

"They could potentially havcy
some benefit from a heart disease

standpoint but we are not making
a direct health claim," Shepherd

said.

Some disagree with her asser-

tion, however. Posters advertising

the chain's no-cholesterol cookies

proclaim, "Eat to your heart's

content."

Cholesterol content must be

included only if some claim i.s

made about it. Ho««<tver. packages

that boast of no cholesterol needn't

mention saturated fat.

The American Heart Associa-

tich and other health organizations

generally recommend that people^

limit their fat consumption to 30
percent of their total dailv calorie^^

ki,

COUNSELING
A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF

ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FUl WAY, MARINA DEL REY

SAA
^14

Auditions for

SPRING SI1VG '90
Imagine tiiat!

I.)

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
at the James West Alumni Center

or at one of the following

INFORMATION MEETINGS:
Wednesday, January 1 7 - 6:30 p.m.

Rieber Fireside Lounge

Thursday, January 18-7 p.m.

Ackerman Union 3525

ALSO! Apply for

The Spring Sing Company-
a group that performs between competing acts.

Applications at the West Center.

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

UCLAIumniAISOCIATION

ORSON WELLES* FILM FEST
p TONIGHT - JAN 16th $1.50 in AGB

CITIZEN KANE
7:00

MAGNIFICENT
AMBERSONS

9:30

g
(0
Q.

ORSON WELLES APPEARS COURTESY OF THE CAMPUS EVENTS -^
"SELI NO WINE BEFORE ITS TIME" TOUR. m Apple
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Winter Suvvort Grouvs
at the Women's Resource Center

African-American Women*s Support

Group r ' ' "'• ^y^

Co-sponsored with Student Psychological

Services. Fridays, 1:00 -2:30 p.m.. Mid- '

Campus Group Room, 4223 Math Science

Building.

Latina Women's Issues Group
Co-sponsored with Student Psychological

Services. Thursdays, 3:00 - 5:00 p.m., Chicaho
Research Center Conference Room, 152

Haines Hall. '^. T

Nontraditional Students Support
Group
Co-sponsored with Student Psychological

Services. Thursdays, 5:00 - 7:00 p.m., 400
KerckhoffHall.

)

. •

Asian Women's Support Group
Tuesdays, 12:00 - 1:00 p.m., 2412 Ackerman
Union.

Lesbian Grad Student Rap Group
Co-sponsored with the Women's Studies

Program. Mondays, 6KX) - 8:00 p.m., 240

Kinsey Hall.

Rape Survivors* Support Groug-

Co-sponsored with Student Psychological

Services. Tuesdays, 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Call 825-3945 for location.

Women of Spirit Support Group
Co-sponsored with the Wesley Foundation.

Mondays, 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.. Courtroom, Lu
Valle Q)mnnons.
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KING

AMERIA

Call 825-3945 for more information.

The Women 's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

a ParticipatoryDeMocracy *

This 124 page book presents prsetical

solutions to correct the decay of our
federal govemmenL Tour govemmtmt
Yourfiiturel

In a unique but basic way it combines
the conflicting philosophies of
Hamilton and Jefferson to produce a

stronger national system with total

local control at the congressional
district level.

Yon risk nothing. You will be billed

$8JO * $1.50 p«h when you get ypiu'

book and you may remit the $10.00 (or

not) after you've read it,bttt we do want
your comments and.we hope for your

pmrHc^mtiom.
>hone only. Call at any time.

1-800-332-4260

CAREER NETWORK
presents

Careers

Government
A panel discussion

TONIGHT, January 16 - 7 p.m,
James West Alumni Center

Guest speakers include

•State Legislative Analyst,

Southern California Rapid Transit District

•Director, Office of Criminal Justice Planning
Los Angeles City Mayor's Office

•Principal Analyst,

Metropolitan Water District

•Los Angeles City CouncilmaTh

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

UClAlumniASSOCIATION

From page 1

working peacefully for equal
rights for blacks. In 1964, he
received the Nobel Peace Prize.

He was shot and killed on April

4, 1968, in Memphis, Tenn.
Across the nation a bell-ringing

ceremony was held on the federal

holiday, which for the first time
fell on King's actual birthday.

Organizers said bells chimed at

12:30 p.m. EST in all 50 stales and
144 countries.

In downtown Los Angeles,
Mayor Tom Bradley presided over
an observance that included ring-

ing the City HaU bell.

King ulked about freedom
ringing from every mountain and
from every molehill, Bradley said.

"The job is not finished. The
freedom (King) talked about is not
yet achieved. That's why it's so
important to celebrate his life and
legacy."

King Day is "keeping alive the

memory of Martin Luther King in

a personal way and his non-violent
struggle toward equality and jus-

tice," State Attorney General John
Van de Kamp said at the parade in

Los Angeles.

Parade participants echoed the
importance of remembering King.
"(This day) gives you a sense of
pride. I'm happy to see our people
together and you really know who
you are and you remember the

struggle wasn't easy," Doreen
Ramsey said. "I'm very proud to

be a black Afro-American.
"He fou^t for freedom for all

people so that we could come
together. I am proud that one ofour
own did something for this Coun-
try," she said.

Lori Hayes, the first runner up in

this year's Miss Black Los
Angeles Pageant, said that King's
work elevated social awareness.
"The significance of this day is that

we can come together and cele-

brate something that is a step up for

us all."

Myra Vaughn said. "We need
heroes. King was the greatest He
gave so much to black people and
other minorities. His dream lives

on hopefully through the words,
through understanding, through
compassion, and most of all

through love."

Her seven-year-old daughter,

Mya, said "I think it's a fun day. I

wish for everybody to be nice to

each other."

Many participants emphasized
King's lasting impact on America.
"If it weren't for Dr. King, you
would not see the integration that

we see today." Wendell Smith
said. "The attitudes changed. Peo-
ple became more liberal-minded

and more tolerant"

"A lot of the stuff he did we (the

younger generation) take for
granted, but because of him a lot of
the things we want to do our
possible," Leander Nelson said.

Still, Van De Kamp insisted that

King would complain about the

economic strife plaguing today's
black community, a conation that

has improved little since King's
death.

AIBANIA"-
From page 1

Albanian border, obtained hit
information, particularly about
Shkoder, which is in the north.

Tzeka also said that border
patrols along the Greek and Yugo-
slav borders were intensified after

the December uprising in Roma-
nia, which ousted the Stalinist

leadership of Nicolae Ceausescu.
He was quoted as saying Alba-

nian soldiers had been ordered Ip
kiU anyone trjong to escape.^

—

~
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See ALIANIA, page 19
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An officer at the Greek border
village of Filiates confirmed Tze-
ka crossed the Albanian border
Tuesday and requested political

asylum.

Albanian authorities have con-
sistently denied any trouble in their

country, describing reports of
turmoil as "slander."

l^eka could not be reached by
The Associated Press on Saturday.

In Yugoslavia, the Tanjug news
agency said information available
from police and travelers at the

Yugoslav-Albanian border Satur-
day suggested there was "nothing
unusual, nothing special" in Alba-
nia.

On Friday. Tanjug reported that

"Albanian authorities, in an effort

to prevent unrest against the
regime, have imposed extremely
strict control measures in the
country." ,....

It said the security hieasures
"can be termed a state ofem^gen-
cy," but did not say when the
measures were allegedly imposed.

With reports from the Associated
Press

ECONOMIC
From page 1

Marwick also estimated that over

90 percent of students, faculty and
staff live in Los Angeles County
and spend most of their money in

the county.

Harris said that the purpose of
the 85-page report, which took

over a year to produce, was to

gather data which might be useful

in future planning. The data used to

compile the report, such as annual

financial reports and data on where
people live, was already available

but had not been compiled into a

single report

"It is difficult to say at this point

if specific changes will occur as a
result of the report," Harris said.

The economic impact of other

universities in the area could not be
determined because they have not

compiled reports similar to

UCLA's, said Thomas Mann,
project manager from Peat Mar-
wick.

Other non-quantifiable
improvements to the quality of life

in Los Angeles, exist as a result of
UCLA's presence. The report

states that "UCLA enriches the

communities of the Los Angeles
area through the provision of a
broad and valuable spectrum of
services."

For example, the university is a
major medical and cultural center
in the area which impacts favorab-

ly the quality of life in the area.

The number of people educated

at UCLA each year is another

valuable aspect of the campus.

In addition, educational oppor-

tunities arc provided by UCLA to

the community through the Center

for Health Sciences and the Uni-

versity Elementary School.

And UCLA students, staff and

faculty contribute almost a million

hours of volunteer work in the

conununity every year. The uni-

versity also provides meeting and
conference space for numerous
community organizations.

UCLA has no specific plans to

conduct future economic impact

surveys, said Assistant Vice
C^hancellor for Information Man-
agement and Institutional

Research, Paula LutcMnirski.

But the study helped prove that

"we have a broads impact than

just education which is really

positive," Lutomirski said. "I don't

think we've ever looked at

ourselves in such a ccmiprehensive

way."

ENTREPRENEURS
Want to b« on*?
Or work wltt^ on«?

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
ENTREPRENEURSHIP ACADEMY Is

looking for ambttious seniors or

Oroduote students, any mojor,

to participate In our two
semester program ttKit will

Irxjiude:

•Meetings with su9cessful local

entrepreneurs
•Mentorships with entrepreneurs
•On-site visits to local

entrepreneurial companies
•Networking with successful

professionals and peers
THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ACADEMY is a nonprofit

community organization
founded and administered by

40 LA & Orange County
community leaders. We provide

hands-on information and
assistance to aspiring student

entrepreneurs.
SPRING PROGRAM begins

February 3. Interview required.

Mandatory Saturday momir»g
meetlr^gs through May.

Professiorxjiism ar>d
commitment required.

Call Maureen Ford at

(213) 690-8011.

Alpha Lambda Delta

And
Phi Eta Sigma

HONORS
GENERAL MEETING

Wednesday, Jan. 17

6-7, Ackerman 2408
*We're going to Disneyland!*

'—^3

The Daily Bfiij^

UCLA Campus Events,

the UCLA Center for International and Strategic Affairs

and Israel's Consulate General in Los Angeles

present

s

Israeli Defense Minister

YITZHAK RABIN
discussing prospects for peace in the Middle East

/-

•Served as Prime Minister of Israel from 1974-1977
•Leader of Israel's Labor Party
•Former Ambassador to the United States

•Former Israeli Minister of Labor 1
Paid for by USAC SPEAKERS

TODAY - Tuesday, January 16, 1990

2:30 - 4:30 pm
Ackerm^ti Gr^ftd Ballroom - FREE
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Interested in heloino kids?
•\'^'

Join the

UCLA Armenian Tutorial Project.

For more information, come to one of our
orientation meetings on Wednesday,

January 17th, and Thursday, January l8th,
at 4:00 PM in Ackerman Union 2408,

or call 206-4144 or 825-2333 (message).

Funded by the Community Activities Committee

ENDANGERED EARTH: AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
January 16-18. 1990; Royce Ha«. UCLA

Tuesday, 1/16

12-1:30 pm

1:30 pm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:00 pm

EARTH IN JEOPARDY: CURRENT PERCEPTIONS

Conference Registration
^ m

Stephen Schneider, Natl Ctr for Atmospheric Rsch
"Global Climate Change'

Robert L. Peters, World Wildlife Fund
"Consequences of Global Warming for BiotogicaJ Diversity"

ooHa* bTMk

B.L Turner II, Oark University

'Economic and Social Effects of Global Change"

ENDANGERED

EARTH
AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE

Wednesday, 1/17 LESSONS FROM THE PASTAND PRESENT

JANUARY 16-18, 1990; ROYCE HALL, UCLA

Sponsored by the National Science Foundation
and the UCI^ Center for the Study of Evolution and the
Origin of Life (CSEOL)

Richard Turco^ Virginia Scofieid, Co-conveners

9:00 am

10:00 am

11:00 am

1 1 :30 am

12:30 pm

1:30 pm

2:30 pm

3:30 pm

4:00 pm

5:00 pm .

J. William Schopf, UCLA
"Paleo-Environmental Change: Evolutionary Responses'

David Raup, Univ of Chicago
"Species Extinctions'

cofla* braak

Russell W. Graham, Illinois Stat^f^useom
"Ice Age Extinctions: Climatic and human Impacts*

kmchbrMk

George J. Gumerman, Univ of Illinois

"Earty Human interaction with the Environment"

Sharon Camp, Population Crisis Committee
"Population Growth arxj Global Change"

ooMm braili

George M. Woodwell, Woods Hole
"Warming of the Earth: New Perspectives on Biotic Impoverishment*

Andrew Dobson, Prifx:eton Univ -—:rr-
"Parasites, Pests and Primates in a Char>ging World"

PREREGISTRATIQN FORM

Name Thursday, 1/18 STRATEGIES AND RESPONSES TO GLOBAL CHANGE

Department Institution

Address

Ctty/State Zip

Phone

'^

ENCLOSE: $5 STUDENT/POSTDOC/STAFF :

$10 FACULTY :

$15 GENERAL PUBUC :

SEND BY JANUARY 1 5 TO:

ENDANGERED EARTH
c/o CSEOL
5687 Geology Buiiding

UCLA
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(Campus mall code 156704)

(213)825-1170

•

i

9:00 am ^

- - -f -.
. .

.

9 30 am '
'l.

10:30 am —

11:30 am.

12:00 pm

1:00 pm

2:00 pm

TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR
|

4:00 pm

J«an Audouze, Science Advisor to President of France
"Global Change: A European Vision"

Roger Revelle, UC San Diego
"Science arxj Policy in the Face of Global Change"

Harold Mooney, Stanford Univ
"National arvj International Programs'

Jared Diamond, UCUk
"Adaptation to Change: A Biological Optionr

kjnchbTMk

Panel Discussion: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS AND
PLANS

Moderator: Raymond Ohrbach, UCLA
Participants: Richard Berk, UCLA

Noreen Dowling, UC Davis
Michael Qhll, UCLA
Alexandre Quintaniiha, Lawrence Berkeley Lab
Sherwood Rowland, UC Irvine

Davkf Simonett, UC Santa Bart>are
Rictiard Somervllle, UC San Diego

Departure

RELATIONS
From page 3

In this environment, lesbians

may fear openly expressing their

affection or acknowledging that

they are together. Their efforts to

create a marriage or family are

systematically thwarted by the

denial of adoption rights and tax.

health and employment benefits.

Becoming involved in a lesbian

political or social network can ease

the strain of living in a homophob-
ic society and decrease the part-

ners' overdependency on one other

in the battle against internalized

homophobia.
In a lesbian community, couples

can receive guidance and encour-

agement from others who may
help normalize and validate their

experience.

Commitment

,
Although women in general

tend to view commitment favor-

ably, many lesbians fear commit-
ting themselves to a stable, long-

term relationship for both personal

and societal reasons.

Many have difficulty clearing

the first hurdle — accepting that

they are lesbian. Being lesbian

means not merely acknowledging
that one is in love with a **per^**

who just happens to be a woman,
but accepting your erotic and
emotional attractions for women.

This personal validation also

means accepting a lesbian lifestyle

— no small step in a society that is

intensely sexist and misogynistic

as well as homophobic. Some
women who are seriously involved
with othCT women continue to date
men because of the pressure they
feel to conform.

Another reason many lesbians

find it hard to commit is that few
role models exist within the ccMn-

munity. There are no societal,

religious or legal ceremonies that

celebrate and validate lesbian

unions.

The lack of marriage prevents
'

the formation of "family** and thus

undermines the creation of familial

responsibility and tnisL

Also lacking are any clear

guidelines concerning the specif-

ics of the lesbian relationship,

including financial arrangements,
nnonogamy versus non-monogamy
and parenting.

Often these issues help heter-

osexual couples to bond and
solidify the relationship. But les-

bians usually And themselves in a
vicious cycle— they think they are :

not committed so they do not
coparent or combine finances, or
live monogamously and thereby

they remain "uncommitted.**

Some lesbians learn to cope well
and form healthy, stable relation-

ships with other women, while
other lesbians continue to struggle.

For those interested in guidance
and support, the graduate lesbian

rap group meets Mondays 6 p.m. to

8 p.m. in Kinsey 240 and the

undergraduate group meets Thurs-
days at 7 p.m. in Ackerman 3525.

Student Psychological Services
also offers a Lesbian Psychother-
apy Group, which provides an
opportunity for lesbians to explore
their feelings and any issues of
concern. It meets on Mondays at

1:30.

For further information or an
appointment, call 825-4207.

V

SCAl
From page 3

economy, but not state growth and
need. That means if the CalifcMnia

economy is booming, and thus

government needs more money to

maintain and expand so'vices, it

cannot do so when the rest of the

nation is in a recession.

The Gann limit worked well in

the early 1980s. In 1980-81, state

spending and revenues were about
$700 miUion below the limit.

But the gap has narrowed since.

By last year, revenues were $100
million below^lhe limiL

Under Gann, the state's annual

budget growth averages 7 percent,

short of the ahnost 9 percent a year

UC needs to keep up services,

university officials said.

In 1988, the passage of Proposi-

tion 98 further restricted the

amount ofmoney the state can give

to most programs. Prop. 98 perma-
nently allots two-fifths of the state

budget for grades K-12 and com-
munity colleges.

The proposition also mandates
that the schools and commimity
colleges should take some of the

excess revenues.

Excess revenues would total

$22.6 billion through the year

2000, the Commission on State

Finance estimated.

But at the same time, the limit

will stifle most other programs,

including education, health and
welfare, it said.

"Much of the $22.6 billion

represents funds which would
otherwise be available to meet the

demands for new or expanded
programs, which would likely

occur as a result of the expanding
economy,** it reported.

And just maintaining current

programs would also require some
of the nK)ney, the commission
said.

*A better measure'

SCA 1 would alk)w the state to

spend according to the growth in

Califomians* personal income,

which supporters say i3 a better

measure of the local economy.
The measure would allow the

state $900 million more to ^)end in

1990, the fu^t year it would go into

effecL

It would revise Prop. 98, giving

taxpayers half of the excess
revenues, which so far has all gone
to schools and commimity col-

leges.

It would also indirectly double
the gas tax. The tax would not be

raised by the measure, but by a

companion law passed by the state

Legislature.

The measure and the law belong

to a flscal compromise the gover-

ncM* and the Legislature hammo^
ouL The law will go into effect if

voters accept the measure.

State lawmakers approved the

law because E>eukmejian would
only sign the measure if a tax

increase would go to improve

transportation, said Anne Mait-

land, a consultant to state Senator

John Garamendi, D-Walnut
Grove, who sponsored the mea-

sure.

The measure*s supporters fear

voters may reject the measure

because of the tax.

If approved, the gas tax, cur-

rently at 9 cents l;)er gallon, would
double in five years. It would
increase 5 cents the first year on

Aug. 1, 1990 and then 1 cent a year

the folk)wing four years.

All the gas tax revenues would

to programs to improve roads,

freeways and traffic.

"The bottom line is this,** Gard-
ner said. "With voter approval of

SCA 1, the imiversity's projected

long-term growth is feasible.

Without voter approval, it is not

possible. Period."
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JANUARY IS NATIONAL VOLUNTEER
BLOOD DONOR MONTH

FREE
FOR UCLA DONORS

UCLA STIJDHNTS* ^ Meal tickets for all ASUCLA food facilities with
each blood donation.

UCLA/ASUCLA EMPLOYEES - 4 hours leave with pay each time you do-

nate. Most student*, casual, per diem and career employees are eligible.

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

"A" Level Room A2'260 UCLA Medical Center '

Just down the hall from Student Health.

825-0850 825-0888
* Student employees may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets but nor horh . Must have current UCLA student I.D.

* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

ATTENTION CYCLISTS
THE WARNING PERIOD IS OVER!

BICYCLES PARKED AT...

* HANDICAP RAMPS
* FENCES ^

* SIGN POSTS
* HAND RAILS
* TREES
* DOORS

OR MOTORCYCLES, MOPEDS & SCOOTERS PARKED

* ON SIDEWALKS
* AT RED CURBS
* IN AUTO STALLS
* NEAR BUILDINGS
* LOADING ZONES
* AT BIKE RACKS
> INSIDE DICKSON COURT

OR ANY NON-DESIGNATED PARKING AREAS
WILL BE IMPOUNDED. CITED AND/OR TOWED

21113ACVC

MAPS OF BICYCLE. MOTORCYCLE, SCOOTER AND MOPED PARKING AREAS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE BICYCLE
REGISTRATION TABLES ON BRUIN WALK, INFORMATION AND PARKING KIOSKS. THE PARKING

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE. AND THE COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING OFFICE.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION REGARDING CYCLE PARKING ON CAMPUS CONTACT THE CYCLE
PARKING ENFORCEMENT OFFICE AT (213) 825-2029.

THIS INFORMATION IS PROVIDED BY THE UCLA CYCLE PATROL & CYCLE ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS WHICH
ARE SPONS -^RED BY THfe COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING OFFICE / 'D THE DEPARTMENT OF

COMMUNITY SAFETY.

^
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Viewpoint

Thought, conservation and care
needed to save our rainforests
By Annabeiie King

With the cycle of long, dry,

hot Santa Ana winds kicking

around diligently, the thick,

noxious, rusty cloud of doom
hovering above our heads is

hard to ignore. Yet, we do.

As residents of California, a

state, to quote Woody Allen,

whose "only contribution to

culture is the right turn signal

during a red light," we've
come to a complacent accep-

tance — Los Angeles without

smog is like wind without

sound or television without

commercials. And, with the

frantic deforestation of tropical

rain forests — Mother Nature's

healer of the skies — the

cloud of doom not exclusive to

Los Angeles will only get

worse.

As atmospheric processors

which produce 50 percent of
the world's oxygen, tropical

rain forests are the umbilical

cord of life, and the rapid

destruction of them is the most
serious ecological catastrophe

of our time.

Providing over half of the

earth's wild species of plants,

animals and insects, tropical

rain forests nurture a vast

array of life. From the indigen-

ous three-toed sloths of South
America to the abundant ware-

house of possible pharmaceuti-

cal products found in less than

half of the studied plant Ufe,

the rain forest preserved can
benefit all. But, heavy com-
mercial logging in the forests

of Southeast Asia, South

America and Africa produces

heavy, long-term social costs

that vastly outweigh short term

economic solutions.

Precious ecosystems are

being converted into barren

wastelands — life sacrificed

for the sake of profit Of
course, profit is faultless when
the net process of production

doesn't cause a recurring incur-

able ecological nightmare, but

the present grim estimates pro-

ject a bleak image that quickly

fades to black.

At the current rates of

deforestation virtually all of the

forests of West Africa, South-

east Asia and Central America
will be completely wiped out

by the end of this century —
that's only 10 years firom now.
Present figures total some 48
different species of life fonns

are driven into extinction

everyday. This unsettling sta-

tistic belongs to only one of

the innumerable disheartening

figures. According to the

World Bank and the United

Nations Development Program-

me, at least 12.S million acres

of rain forest are ravaged by

commercial loggers every year.

And, an even more nauseating

fact is that 70 percent of the

forest is extirpated to get to

the few species of trees that

have any commercial value.

Some of the species harvest

for tradp — Mahogany, Teak,

Ramin, Lauan and Meranti
grow randomly throughout the

forest. This makes the problem

as complex as a cancer that

spreads to all of the vital

organs of the body. Because

these trees do not grow uni-

formly, loggers ravish the area

to get to the few. The viola-

tion of the forest cause? so

much biological sabotage that

the damage is irreversible —
the biome annihilated. The
skeletal remains of the trees

left standing cannot grow prop-

erly without the j(Mnt partner-

ship of the fallen others and
thus die as does the animal

life dependent upon them.

Furthermore, because the

subsistence provided by the

rain forest vanishes, social

unrest in local populations

becomes directly prc^rtional

to the ever expanding k)gging

industry. Natives like the

Rubble Tappers in the Amazon
lose their life blood.

And finally, an indirect by-

product created from opening

up virgin areas of forest leads

to a path of further ecological

chaos. The blitzkriegers build

roads into previously unsettled

areas. Uninvited land settlers

and colonists set up camp,

graze their cattle and slash and
bum. These problems could be

curtailed if the demand for

tropical timers decreased.

Well, where does this little

demand curve lead us? To,

among other industrialized

countries like Japan or Europe,

ourselves. The United States

has a big appetite for tropical

timbers. In fact, three quarters

of our hardwood imports come
from the harmless, innocent

rain forests to supply our

demand for plywood. And even

though 95 percent of our

overall plywood comes from

the imports of tropical timbers,

they represent only 3 percent

of domestic consumption. This

statistic translates into hope.

Since the percentage of

demand for imports isn't even

fit as an appetizer for our

voracious wood consuming
appetite, eliminating this 3

percent demand wouldn't even

trim an inch of fat firom our

ever glutted waist.

By becoming consumer con-

Spence and Stiawn: Two
sides of a counterfeit coin
By Kenneth Green

I have endured the scribbled ranting^ of Viewpoint columnists

Mike Spence and Time Strawn for over a year now. And I have

noticed that they are very much alike in several fundamental

ways.

Both of them would deny your right to control your own
body. Spence, a latter-day Tourquemada. would deny your

reproductive control, establish '^proper" dress codes, limit you to

one or two church-sanctioned sexual practices, and see to it that

a decent chunk of your time is spent in labor to fill the coffers

of the church,

Strawn, a throwback mealy-mouth defender of a bankrupt

ideology, has a simpler agenda, much like that of the late

unlamented Nicolae Ceausescu. He would have your body belong

to "society," your labors would be virtually uncomp^sated, you
would wear whatever clothes the state factories happened to be

putting out, and you would stand in line for sbc hours to buy
your three ounces of low-grade meat once a week.

Both Strawn and Spence also deny you the right to control

your own mind. With Spence, the Church would control the flow

of information and means of expression, and wrong thinking

would result in excommunication and an eternity in "HeU," if

you've bought into the ideology. In Strawn's worid, the state

controls information and the means of expression, and wrong
thinking would get you sent to the Gulag — a fate not much
better than Hell.

Both Spence and Strawn are fundamentally religious fanatics.

Both of the systems that they espouse invoke an intangible entity

to justify depriving you of your freedoms. Spence's God is

named Jesus, and his cronies who interpret the "divine will" are

members of the Church. They feel it is their sacred missions' to

grow fat while they impose their "moral" code upon you.

Strawn's god is named "society" and his cronies who interpret

the "good cSf society" arc The People's Party. Amazingly enough,

their sacred duty is also to grow wealthy while they impose their

impose their "moral" dictates on you and starve you slowly to

death in the bargain.

Both Spence and Strawn are both hypocrites and supremacists.

Both feel that they should be able to physically impose their

system upon you, while both deny others the right to impose

anything upon them. Both claim "moral" superiority, regardless of

the fact that th^e is little evidence to indicate that either system

has ever caused much besides ignorance, poverty, misery, and
war throughout history.

Both Spence and Strawn offer you opposite sides of a

counterfeit coin. They claim a value for their systems where no
real value ejtists, yet would take true value firom you, in the

form of real labor. They systems are "slugs" in the vending

machines of civilization. So what do T choose? Heads or Tails?

Spence or Strawn? No choice, thank you .— when I want a slug,

I'll go look under a rock in the garden.
'

Green is a graduate student of public health.

scious of the plywood we
purchase and by recycling

wood products we can elimi-

nate our need to import any
tropical timber. Imported lum-

ber is usually always labelled

as being such and if it isn't,

you can always ask. When
purchasing furniture or any
other kind of wood-finished

product, inquire about the cm-,
gin of the wood.

Get into the habit of recy-

cling wood products. Many
newspaper recycling centers

exist in convenient locations,

including the ones kx^ated on
campus. Re-use brown paper
bags for grocery store purch-

ases.

So as all of these images of
light flicker into the mind's
eye, a few ideas come into

focus. Destruction of the rain

forests through rapid deforesta-

tion is a problem none of us
can afford to ignore any lon-

ger. With the hole in the

ozone layer and global warm-
ing, rain forests are needed
more than ever to combat our
diseased atmosphere.

Diverse animal (including

ourselves) and plant species,

which is what makes our
planet distinct from the lifeless

others, depends on the tropical

biome for survival. If we
remain ecologically comatose,
the delicate balance of nature
will tilt in a most vengeful
way out of our favor. But,

people can make a difference.

We can make a diflierence —
kx)k at the tide of change that

has pounded onto the shores of
eastern Europe. Remember, all

it takes is a little thought, a
little conservation and a little

care.

King is a junior majoring in

English.
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What is the reason for our need to know everything now?
So it's the beginning of

the end of an ainazing

century and an incredible

millennium in the history of
human development. So the

Berlin Wall is dust So Norie-

ga the drug trafficking dictator

from Panama is on American
soil, awaiting trial. So what?
So the scene at my home on

New Year's Day is etched in

my brain for years of memory
to come. My whole family was
having brunch on the patio and
watching the Rose Parade.

Mom sighed and commented
on all the amazing events that

had taken place in 1989, and
how it had been a long time

since she had felt such a
positive attitude in the world
on a New Year's Day. So
what?

So what is that we could

possibly be seeing the end of

decades of oppressive Stalinism

in Eastern Europe. So whatsis
that we could be dealing a
harsh blow to the bad guys in

the drug wars. So what is that

we may be entering a new era

of imminent peace and happi-

ness. So why do Tom Brokaw
or Dan Rather interrupt or

delay my fovorite TV program
to tell me so?

What is our obsession with

nowl Why is it important for

us to knpw of events as they

are happening, no matter how
obscure? I remember the news-
breaks on the night Noriega
was captured, and the hazy

footage of helicopters that

might have been carrying him
to American justice. I recall

how correspondents in Panama,
Florida, and the White House

Susan
Rinderle
told us what they thought

might be going on until Presi-

dent Bush gave his enlighten-

ing statement in a press

conference.

What is our fascination with

being in on history as it is

being made? Is it the idea of

being first to know valuable

information? Is it an urge left

over from the adolescent thirst

for the latest gossip? Is it "an
unconscious attempt to partici-

pate in a impersonal world"?

(The social-scientists-speak?)

Wouldn't the wonderful news
of Noriega's capture and the

Wall's* disintegration be just as

wonderful if heard the day, or

even week, after it took place?

Our ancestors managed just

fine when such news was
spread by individuals on foot

or horseback who travelled for

weeks over rough terrain.

But we are not our ances-

tors, this is not the Wild West,

and as an American citizen, I

THE COUNCIL ON
EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

(CED)
which funds experimental and interdisciplinary

courses in a wide variety of topics, will be
entertaining Course Proposals forthe academic
year 1989-90. These courses can be offered

both by members of the University community
{except currently enrolled UCLA students) as
well as by the community at large. For futher

information, please contact Elaine Miner,

Academic Senate Office, extension 53851.

Deadline for receipt of Course Proposals is

February 23, 1990.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

r

1609 Wiestwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. ^0024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

have "a duty to know what's

going on in the world." How-
ever, my immediate ancestors

do not seem to be as anxious

about the world as others seem
to be. My friends are often

surprised when I tell them I

won't be able to be reached

past nine or ten p.m. when
I'm at my parents' house,

because dad unplugs the phone
around then when he goes to

bed.

My friends get worried:

"What if there's an emergen-

cy? How will someone get in

tpuch with them? What if you
get in trouble or are stranded

somewhere?" I explain my
parent's philosophy: their chil-

dren are independent; they

need their sleep; and if any-

thing occurs that warrants

waldng them up, such as a
neighborhood evacuation or

imminent family death, some-
one will come to the house.

This is an unusual philoso-

phy. It applies to my parents'

treatment of current events as

well. They never watch the

news on TV or listen to it on
the radio, and they subscribe

only to a local newspaper and
Tune. They opt for later, more
thorough coverage, and get just

as much out of commentary
focused on someone or some-
thing a block away, than news
of an event thousands of miles

away that affects thousands of

people. They figure that if

certain news is important, it'll

be tho^e in the morning, and
without hysterical side effects.

But what is important^

When we watch the news or

read any media publication, we

are told what is important, and
not only what^ but how impcx*-

tant. We are told through what
stories are chosen to run, the

order that they are presented

or where they are placed on a

page, a story's length, the size

of the headline, and the promi-

nence of the writer or news-
caster covmng the piece. We
tend to "believe it if we see

it," but the camera and the

camo^men lie by showing
selected images, people, and
angles.

We, as Americans, also' tend

to have "readophobia." After

all, it's much easier to do ten

million things while watching
TV (news or not), than while

reading. I grew up on reading.

By choice, we didn't have a

TV in my house from the time

I was four years old until I

was a senior in high school.

I think being forced, in a

sense, to read and play lots of
fantasy games outdoors exposed
me to more, and wider, points

of view. I also think it helped

me form my own independent

ideas and thoughts more objec-

tively, which I still try to

expand and use as a back-

ground to test whatever I see

or hear. I am by no means,
however, immune to media and
its basic tenets.

News in America is gov-

erned by the First Amendment
and the '^public's right to

know." We may have a **right

to know," but we are, in fact,

told what and how we should

know, from Chernobyl to twins

bom in two different decades;

from Tammy Faye to the latest

Laker victory.

This is why I don't watch
the news unless it happens to

be on when I enter a room, or

unless I'm remote-happy at the

time. Sure I was excited to

hear about Berlin and Noriega,

but I don't care to hear of the

latest mass killing (was it the

demonic doing of a local

Satanic cult?) or drive-by

shooting. Sure I was concerned
to hear to hear about the San
Francisco earthquake, but were
the extra hours of knowledge
worth the extra hours of anxi-

ety and helplessness? I choose
to exercise my right not to

know. I don't think the news
should change — at least

newsbreaks are still reserved

for serious matters — but if I

don't like it, I don't watch it.

I do keep up on what's

"going on in the world,"

though. I read the Bruin and
snatches of magazines because
it's hard to participate in or
affea a world to which one Is

oblivious. I also trust what I

read because I can't see or

hear everything in person, but

I always question. If there are

two things I've learned so far

at UCLA, they arc that there

is so little that I (and we) do
know, and that I shouldn't

believe everything I'm told, no ^
matter if the teller is Dan
Rather, George Bush, or my
nKNn.

Speaking of mom, I like her

and dad's way of loc^dng at

the worid. If it's important, I'll

wait until the moving — or

the next issue of Time.

Rinderle is an undeclared

sophomore.
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GRAND OPENING SALE!

5 Piece Dinette
Includes Octagon dining table
in oaK finish frame with
smoked bevelled edge glass
top and brass finish legs

«2342

lOO

set

reg. $199.99

»119

3 PC Daybed Set

Bunk Beds

$1gg99
reg $259.99

w/link sprir>g and mattress

Also,

Large Selection
of Gift Items
•Clocks
•Prints

•Silk Plants

•Etc.

99169
reg $259.99

White,
Blue
or Red

Free
Parking!

We
£)eliverh

Near-by Location

12211 Santa Monica Blvd.

W. Los Angeles

1 Block west of Bundy

__(213) 447-3173^

Store Hours:
Mon-Fri 10-8pm
Sat. 1 0-7pm
^tm t^Spm
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Arts & Entertainment
Stage

Cynthia Gates and Kevin McMahon are neighbors in

Sondeim's 'Marry Me A Little,' playing at the Coronet

A little Sondheim music
ghaces charming revue
By Jason S. Stewart ^^
Contributor ^—

_

THEATER: Marry Me A Little. Developed by Craig Lucas and Norman Rene.
Directed and Choreographed by Art Manke. Produced by Norman Maibaum and
Edward H Davis Starnng Cynthia Gates and Kevin McMahon. Wednesdays
through Sundays at 8 p.m.. and Sundays at 3 p.m. at the Coronet. For tickets call
659-2400.

For those musical theater patrons who iM-efer the poetic tunes and witty

lyrics of composer Stephen Sondheim to the operatic extravagance of
Andrew Lloyd Weber, then Marry Me A Little is quite literally made for

you.

While many may not recognize the man, it is difficult to ignore his

works, which include lyrics for West Side Story and Gypsy, and lyrics

and music for such hits as Sweeny Todd, A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum and Sunday in the Park With George. Sondheim "s most
recent effort is the smash Into the Woods.
Marry Me A Little is essentially a musical revue with an uncommonly

clever and solid theme to tie the various numbers together. The result is a
well paced collection of 20 Sondheim songs, almost all of which are
unique to this show.

Unlike most revues, which tend to collect the "best of* a parficular

artists or group of artists, this show is actually a potpourri of Sondheim
songs that never made it to the stage. These "trunk songs", as they are
called, find their origins in both early Sondheim productions that never
saw the light of day and from the conception stages of his more popular
productions.

Despite the easy mistake to associate this revue as a collection of Sond-
heim 's "reject" songs, this show is actually quite entertaining, and the
songs are anything but second rate. Many of the numbers from
Sondheim 's unfinished productions prove wliat a crime it is that petty
things like financing so often stand in the way of musical art
To showcase these Sondheim treasures requires but one Man (Kevin

McMahon) and one Woman (Cynthia Gates), who actually never meet in

the course of the show. Instead, their only connection is the fact that they
share identical apartments (simultaneously on stage) and that each is

alone on a Saturday night. As they sit at home, alone, they go through
mood swings, dipping into fantasies, remorsing their predicament and
working their way through the evening, entirely in song, until exhaustion.

Gates and McMahon manage to fill the quaint house with their

performances most of the time, and compliment each other nicely.

Vocally, both are competent, but do not demonstrate standout abilities in

this show. Particularly, a few incidents of noticeable timing problems in

the duets stood out as flaws in an otherwise worthy tribute to Sondheim's
musical genius.

Greatly adding to this production were effective staging and lighting.

The staging skillfully made use of an already small space to contain two
individuals in the same, yet different place. The lighting effectively set

the shifting mood of each number, while carefully maintaining the
balance between good and too good.
Marry Me A Little was first developed in 1980 for New York's Pro-

duction Company, with the cooperation of Sondheim. This current
production, which has added three additional numbers, was first staged in

San Francisco by the Encore Theatre Company, a group of alumni from
the American Conservatory Theatre, where it closed on New Year's Eve.

Sondheim's signature is unmistakably ingrained in each and every
8ong in this 70 minute revue. For that reason, fans of the father of the

modem American musical will thoroughly enjoy this show, particularly

if you favor his earlier works. If not, it's still a fun show, but perhaps a bit

expensive, at $17.50 — $20, for its short length.

Cgyiitian ancestry, mythology make for 'metaphysical' art exhibit
By Jill Leger

Staff Writer

ART: Paintings by Mamdouh Fayek Through Feb. 2 at the UCLA International
Student Center Art Gallery. 1023 Hilgard. M-P 10-8. Admission is free. For info, call

208-4587.

Lesly Cooper, an Interior Design major at Cal State Long Beaph, was a
bit thrown Saturday when she attended an art opening that featured works
rendered by one of her design professors.

"They're stronger and bolder than the paintings of his I've seen

before," she said. "They're very bold^ I mean, they're right there looking

at you!"

If the artistic style of painter/CSULB design professor/interior

architect Mamdouh Fayek spans gamuts, then his multiple professions

also attest to what he calls his "multi-faceted nature."

Fayek, whose work is currently on display at the Intemational Student

Center Art Gallery, said such a nature makes him feel lucky. His profes-

sional interests, and his subsequent pursuance of them, he explained,

have ultimately preswved the quality of his artwork.

"I had a choice whether I was to study art only or design, and I chose to

study design," he said. "I didn't ever want to make a profession out ofan,
because I didn't want to compromise and I knew that was a possibility. So
therefore, I elected the option that I would be a professional (interior

architect and educator) and keep suppcMting my art and I still am. Now, I

do just what I want I don't think in terms of what will sell."

Nevertheless, "sold" tags wCTe noticeably affixed to a number of his

paintings' title cards Saturday.

Bom and raised in Egypt, Fayek incorporates his country's ancient

heritage into much of his art Mythological figures such as Ra, Horns the

falcon and Isis aR)ear repeatedly in Fayek's acrylic paintings. Interpreted

in muted crimsons, blues and golds, they are often accompanied by
abstract figures and shapes and placed over multi-patterned backgrounds
reminiscent of Matisse.

Fayek said that each painting is derived from visions, which are

conjured by his years of mythological study. His paintings subsequently

exhibit a surreal, abstract style, which Fayek calls "metaphysical.

Fayek added that his visions are often affected by his own efforts to

empathize with his ancient ancestors.

"I wonder how did they conceive? How did they see things? And I arti-

OVIE

The work of Mamdouh Fayek, Cal State Long Beach design professor is currently on display at the International Student
Center. Fayek incorporates Egyptian mythological figures and stories for a surreal abstract style.
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culate (my answers) in a metaphysical style."

Though Fayek iw^ofesses that he doesn't know where his art will lead

him, it's mere creation seems to have already led him to a place of acute

happiness.

"Art is a very essential thing for me; I mean I couldn't really live with-

out it," he said. "It's something that I have to do."

And the artistic freedom he has woiked td insure appears to have pro-

vided him with a sense of profound dignity and pride.

"A fme artist," he has said, "will never abandon his ideals for any dis-

tractions."
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Richard Gere (left) plays a corruptstreet cop who's under investigation by an Internal Affairs

detective, portrayed by Andy Garcia.

Herman Broder's (Ron Silver) life Is a circus. Here he is on a date with one ofhis three wives,
Yadwiga (Margaret Sophie Stein).

Gere, Gaicia tangled in mainstream 'Affair' Maisuisky asks who the enemies are
By Jim Pickrell

Staff Writer

FlUyi: INTERNAL AFFAIRS. Written

by Henry Bean. Directed t>y Mike
R9gi8. Produced tty Frank Mancuso.Jr.

WiOT Richard Gere and Andft Garcia.

Internal Affairs is a cop drama
matching up Richard Oere jnd
Andy Garcia in a story about

corruption within the police

department. Garcia is the youthful

investigator and Gere is the good
old boy who seems to be using his

job to get rich.

Gere seems to be shedding his

pretty boy image, playing a middle

aged police officer with a wife and
kids; a cheerful family man with a

dark side, engaged in payoffs and
murder for hire,

That doesn't mean he doesn't

get any romantic lead scenes. In

fact, he ends up in bed (or up

against the wall) with just about

every female character in the film.

Gere alters between the charis-

matic family man, popular officer,

and decadent criminal type with

one of his best performances in

years, perhaps better than the

material itself deserves.

Andy Garcia made a splash j_
few years ago in The Untouch-

See 'AFFAIRS,' page 26
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FILM: Enemies, A Love Story. Written by Roger L. Sknoo
and Paul Mazursky based on the novel by Isaac Bashevis
Singer. Produced and directed by Paul Mazursky. A 20th
Century Fox release with Ron Silver, Anjeiica Huston, Lena
OMn, Margaret Sophie Stein, and Alan King. Now in wide
release.

Polygamy* and all of the repercussions that it

entails, is a subject that Hollywood generally steers

clear from.

Nevertheless, director Paul Mazursky chooses to

delve into this and other topics in Enemies, A Love
Story, a film based on Isaac Bashevis Singer's tale.

Set in 1949 New York, the story deals with the

lives of four European Jewish immigrants whose
lives have been marred forever from the effects of
living through the Holocaust of World War II.

Herman Broder (Ron Silver), the film's main
character, is a writer and intellectual who earns a
living by ghosi-writii^ for Rabbi Lembeck. an \

ostentatious and offensive character played well by

See 'ENEMIES,' page 27
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'AFFAIRS'
From page 24

ables, where he played the young

Italian member of the investigation

team. Here he plays a hot headed

and enthusiastic newcomer to

police work, who ends up working

for the internal investigations

department, checking into the

background of Go'e, who is one of

the most popular officers on the

force.

Gere and his friends are moon-
lighting as security guards, and

seem to be making an uncommon

amount of money. Nobody is

enthusiastic about the investiga-

tion, but as the evidence unfolds, it

begins to look like Garcia is really

on to something.

It*s a tense thriller along famil-

iar lines, with the tense relation-

ship between Garcia and Gere as

the central focus.

The movie begins on a promis-

ing note. Gere's character sees

nothing wrong with what he's

doing; and the rest of the police are

ready to back him up. Though it's

not clear exactly what Gere and his

friends are up to, several people

end up dead, and Garcia becomes
obsessive about the case.

Internal Affairs has a certain

amount of style, but the script

stumbles repeatedly, with situa-

tions that make no sense and seem
to be there solely for dramatic

impact

Gere, before he's really under
investigation, needlessly provokes

Garcia by chasing after his wife,

and then beating him up. He also

kills several people needlessly.

Keeping a low profile would have
made more sense.

Garcia's wife whines continu-

ally about his working too hard and
ignoring her (how many times

have we seen that in a cop show?);

and in the final climactic shootout

there's a one-on-one confrontation

between Garcia and Gere. It all

stretches credibility close to the

breakmg point

In something as common as the

corrupt-police-drama, it's hard to

avoid cliche. Gere and Garcia both

have strong screen presences, and
Internal Affairs is marginally

better than the average; but it's

competing in a crowded field, and
ends up being simply mainstream.

CSO
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

AUTO INSURANCE
STILL

IS

A PAIN IN THE
NECKI

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING MERCURY AND MANY OTHER COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA IMONICA BL., SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

eJirfSC
Call 825-2161

DRAGON
EXPRESS

• DIM SUM • DAILY SPECIALS

FULL CHINESE MENU "^DELIVERY

• AFFORDABLE PRICES ^ ^

Purchase 1 COMBO PLATE
for onty $4;35 &.. '.

FREE EGG ROLL^
Please show ad when ondering

Not ayailabi« lor delivery ~

/ .V •

208-4928 1147 Westwood

OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

"THANKS TO YOU"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEM & WOMEN
^

FOR 60 YEARS
1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

CDEE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR

rnCC STUDENTSWHONEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some lype of

Rnancial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 liatinga of scholarahips,

fellovvships, granta, and ioana, rapraaantirtg over $10 Mllion in private

aector funding.
• (Many acholarshipa are given to atudenta baaed on thetr acadamlc

intereata, career plana, family heritage arKl place of reaidence.

• There's money available for atudenta wfK> have been newspaper car-

riers, grocery clerks, cheerleadefs, non-amokera. . .etc.

• Reaulta GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

' For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

Making Choices
Asian Women
and Education

in tlie '90s

Thi$ workshop will look at some of the issues affecting educational choices for Asian women in the

1990s. Topics to be addressed include making academic and career decisions, coping with family

responsibilities and relationships, examining the effects of stereotypes, and dealing with cultural and

social expectations. FaciliUted by Elizabeth Gong-Guy, Ph.D^ Student Psychological Services.

TODAY
12:00 -1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall

For more information, call 825-3945.— —
The Wcmeo'i Rewurcc Center u a urvice of ihe Diviwn of Snidenl Develcfimenc and Health.

MODEL
SEARCH

is coming to the

UCLA
FEBRUARY 14 TO SHOOT U.C.L.A. STUDENTS

TO APPEAR IN OUR 1991 NATIONAL CALENDAR.
IF YOUVE BEEN TOLD YOU RE GOOD LOOKING. SEXY.
OR OUGHT TO TRY MODELING. THIS IS A PERFECT

OPPORTUNnr TO TEST YOUR APTITUDE.
TO ARRANGE A FREE TEST SHOOTING. SEND YOUR NAME.
ADDRESS. PHONE. AND PHOTOS (2-3. ANY QUALITYl TO:

67 DMtnOiOlfD tTKEET. CDtCCVNATI. OH 453 It

OK CAXX (513) a35-37a€ POK MORX INFOIUIATION

SP0N50R£D BY 'KmtU^ud (̂ •ift^Ht* 'THs^MtMf /4fM€»f

Be A Part of America's
Hottest Calendar!
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'ENEMIES'
From page 25

Alan King.

Although the male characters

are wonderful, the stunning perfor-

mances of the three main females
carry much of the film Anjelica

Huston portrays Tamara Broder,
Herman's first wife who emerges
from Poland after being thought of
as long-dead. In the meantime,
Herman has married Yadwiga, a

non-Jewish Polish peasant whom
he married because she saved his

life during the war. This subser-

vient and absolutely doting woman
is played by Margaret Sq)hie
Stein, one of Poland's premier
actresses.

Lena Olin plays Masha, Her-
man's mistress, a beautiful and
half-mad seductress who capti-

vates men while entangling them
in her madness. Masha is still

married to her first husband who
refuses to divorce her. She knows
that Herman is legally married to

Yadwiga in a civil ceremony but
she forces Herman to marry her in

a Jewish ceremony for her

mother's sake.

Having yet to obtain a divorce

form Tamara, Herman has become
a trigamist — a man married to

three women at once.

On the one hand, Yadwiga and
Tamara interact with one another

and when Herman abandons Yad-
wiga with their baby, Tamara takes

over in his absence and help

Yadwiga out with the raising of the
child. In fact, this seems to be
Tamara's role in her immigration

to the United States: that of an
overseer and caretaker for Her-
man's problems. In his case, all of

•^

these problems all relate to

women.
Tamara's suffering makes her a

stronger person and as a result, she
possesses a wisdom which shares
with others. She never actually

meets Masha but she advises
Herman on how lo deal with her.

At one point, Huston's Tamara
says in a carefully crafted Eastern
European accent, "You are a tost

man. Here in America they have
what is called a manager. Let me
be your manager."

Unfortunately for Herman, he
does not listen to Tamara and

things seem to go downhill for

him. He keeps spiralling dowm-
ward with his passionate love for

Masha which, due to h^ insanity,

inevitably leads to sorrow.

Enemies, A Love Story is a film

which has several merits including

thorough character development,
authenticity for a period piece, and
wonderful acting. One of the main
attributes of Enemies is that it

vastly differs from other movies
dealing with survivors of the
Holocaust. Instead of dwelling on

See 'ENEMIES,' page 29

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I
CHICKEN SPECIAL

{•Fried Rice w/1 free drink 5|>w-OU j

I •Green Salad with coupon I

-n PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
_j ba«j L_ ^^21 Glendon Avenue (213)

\ I Drr^^ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

WMAT5
.mope:

7' precious,^^ COMPLETE DENTAL

X;^2i CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
*laughing gas available!!

(\00 nnAA Dr. M. MAKHANI
(213) i?JJ- / I ^^ 6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste, 1209
Evening Hours & Sundays (corner of Fairfax & WiJshire)

^

NOW HIRING!
THE CS< I

HLUC
Eiumam

"With or zvitfioutgCasses-

artistryfor your eyes onCy

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
Includes exam. lens, core kit & follow up core

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
All student, faculty employee

vision-plans WELCOME

(Dr. Quacl^nBusIt
opumutnst

W Weyburn
located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

^^^^^'^^ ^ Are you a "nontraditionar Student
and feeling overwhelmed? Many students

who return to school after a period of time experience
academic anxiety or difficulty lyalancing conflicting demands
This workshop will address the various stress-related issues

that may affect nontrad'it'ional students as well as strategies for

reducing stress.

Facilitated by Alan Nagamoto, Ph.D.,

Student Psychological Services.

Wednesday, January 17
1 2:00 - 1 :00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of

the Division of Student Development and Health.
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TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

/^

UCLA
MORTAR BOARD
APPLICATIONS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE DEAN OF
STUDENTS OFFICE, 1206 MURPHY HALL

Mortar Board is a national senior honor society which
recognizes scholarship, leadership, and service to the campus
community. Mortar Board programs include awarding of the
annual Faculty Excellence Award, publication of the UCLA
Appointment Calendar, and participation in various
community service projects. .'

Requirements for application to Mortar Board include:

1) minimum 3.0 G.P.A.
'

2) at least 90 vinits completed at end of Fall 1989
3) graduation not sooner than Fall '90

4) demonstrated leadership and service

Mortar Board welcomes ALL qualified applicants.

Applications are due Friday, February 16 at 5 PM
at the Dean of Students Office, 1206 Murphy Hall

-. t

The Jewish Student Union at UCLA
and

The Hillel Students Association

Welcomes '

Yitzhak Rabin
Defence Minister of the State of Israel

and Former Prime Minister- —

2:30-4:30
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Tonight
The Israeli National Volleyball

Team vs. UCLA.
7:30 pm Pauley Pavilipn

Reception with the team
following the game.—^HiU6l Students Center

—

900 Hilgard Ave

JIM PICKRELL

DNA Video's production of 'Brave Young Boy' by the band
Moneytalks will run on MTV.

DNA decodes anatomy of
music video productions
By Jim Pickrell

Staff Writer

DNA isn't really a household
name, but the rock videos they

produce for bands like the
Eurythmics, the Travelling Will-

burys and White Lion put them at

the forefront of MTV video pro-

duction.

Their reputation has been built

on directors like Jean Pellerin

(Heavy Metal specialist) and Willy
Smax (a former animator who did
several of the Eurythmics videos),

but they also have a team of lesser

known directOTS, designers and
cameramen. Even film directors

like Jim Cameron (Terminator) gel
involved from time to time
Nick Meyers, one of the execu-

tive producers at DNA, says one of
the biggest challenges in the music
video business is coming up with

JIM PICKRELL

Director Piers Plowden
supervises DNA 's video pro-
duction for 'Moneytalks.'

new ideas. 'There are far too many
people who make music videos
and try toa^y what everyone else
is doing." he says.

That makes it hard to stay on
top. While they have been doing
pretty well, Meyers says the
company is always interested in

seeing the work of new directors,

including people from film
schools. 'Tell anyone who has a
serious interest in music videos to
send a videotape copy of their

work to my attention. I'll be glad to
look at it Talent is our greatest
asset**

Meyers enjoys his work. "It*s

exciting working with a great song
and a great artist," he says. "We try

to enjoy our work while we do it

But first and foremost, it's busi-
ness.

"We're kind of low key," he
adds. "None of us carry cards. Wc
don't advertise or issue press
releases, but between us, we've
virtually worked with every label,

and they know where to find us."

Videos produced at DNA range

in budget from $15,000 to

$300,000. "The difference is

sometimes marginal," Meyers
concedes, "but it's amazing how
fast it goes. Whatever budget you
have, it's never enough. Most
people in this business are com-
mitted to improving their work and
therefore when they get a large

budget, they spend it."

DNA's office is in the 'Televi-

sion Center," a drab, block-shaped
building not far from Hollywood
and Vine. Joe Yukich, a former
agent who's now tied in with the

company, meets me there. The
idea is to follow the production of a
rock video from initial concept
through the final product, to get a

look at video production from the

inside.

During a break in the tough
casting session, director Piers

Plowden sets down with me and
Nick to explain his concept of the

video they're making for "Money
Talks," a group of Euro-pop soft

metalers from Norway.
"The song is called Brave Young

Boy" Piers says. "We chose to

take this Orwellian approach.
What I want to do is introduce
everyday people working. The
setting is a factory that's being
demolished, and it looks like

Beriin during the blitz. There's
visual reference to construction

workers and the LAPD and a little

boy who's playing around the
rubble. I'll cut from construction
workers to a chain gang, from
LAPD to the thought police." Piers

thinks for a moment. "Because of
the events in Eastern Europe, it's

important that the thing have an
optimistic overall feel."

And the long-legged blondes
they've been auditioning? Where
do they fit in? "We thought Piers

was being too original so we
thought we'd up the cliche con-
tent," Nick laughs.

The band was enthusiastic about~
the concept. "We were really

preuy ck)sely in tune," Piers says.

"From their point (rf view, theyjust
wanted to get the best video they
can. They want to do a perfor-

mance video. They want to be seen
as interesting; they want people to

buy their records."

The following Sunday I turn up
at the location where they're

shooting, an open lot somewhere
near downtown. Joe Yukich is

sitting in an air conditioned mobile
home behind the scenes while a
dozen or so people pay halfhearted

attention to GUligan's Island
renins on the television. Joe sets

down his coffee and takes me out
to see the set

The crew looks very profession-

al: tough looking guys in boots and
flannel, a bored policeman warn-
ing people not to stray into the

street and costume and makeup

y
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See DNA VIDEOS, page 29

V -^

JIM PICKREIL

Nick Meyers, Piers Plowden and David Naylor on set for ttie

shooting of the 'Brave Young Boy' video.

DNA VIDEOS
From page 28

people in slinky outfits standing
around waiting for something that

needs touching up.

The Norwegian guys stand
around in the sun on top of a six

foot riser amid concrete and iron

industrial rubble, with big banners
proclaiming the name of their band
C'Money Talks").

"For the publicity, we shot all of
this in Beirut," Nick explains
grandly. "Seriously, I doubt any-
one will know the difference."

The actual location is the
tumbled-down renmants of the old
White King laundry soap factory,

which has been bought out by a
group of Japanese who are turning

it into a hotel and mall complex.

Yells come frxMn the building in

back, which has been half demol-
ished and has no walls. "The
smoke's broken. Somebody get on
the smoke guys." Piers is alarmed.
"What's happening with the
smoke?" They soon get the prob-
.lem under control, and shooting

resumes.

About this time, one of the

producers and a French director

show up on motorcycles, spinning
donuts in the dust Everyone seems
to be having fiin.

During lunch, the Norwegians
get a chance to talk. "I can't wait to

see it," one says, "I've been
watching; it's all cool angles, I

'ENEMIES'

can't wait to see it"

Conversation soon turns to Jesse
Jackson and the implications of the

division of church and state. You
know, they like black guys, but
they don't like preachers, so they
aren't sure what to make of him.
The Norwegians seem mightily

impressed by the whole proceed-
ings. Paraphrasing the great phil-

osopher Andy Warhol, everybody
can be famous for 15 minutes,
some for more than that if they
have enough money for publk:ity.

A couple of weeks later, I get the
clip of the final result It looks
sharp. Lots ofcloseups of the band,
spliced together with miscella-

neous side action. Workmen
pound on chains, and the band
thrashes at their guitars up onstage
while the bimbo writhes seduc-
tively in a smoke filled room until

the thought police arrest her, for no
apparent reason. The boy looks
like a refugee from the blitz,

stumbling around in the rubble,

and it isn't clear what the connec-
tion between any of the action is—
but hey, that's MTV, $nd if you cut
it real fast nobody will notice.

As for the band, who knows
what will happen. They're on Curb
recoids, BMG International in

Europe. They seem like nice guys,
and their music is decent but five

rock videos are produced for every
one that hits the screen.

From page 27

the Hokx:aust itself, it explores how the people surviving try to create a
new life for themselves.

Each of the four main characters in Enemies deals with the
repercussions of their experiences in different ways.
Yadwiga seems to get on with her life in the healthiest manner. This is

probably attributable to the fact that she is simple and unassuming. The
ultinuite symbol of her new life is seen first in her conversion to Judaism
and in hpr genuine desire to convert Secondly, the birth of her baby also
symbolizes her new life.

— Except for Herman, Masha is out of touch with life and the consequ-
ences of her own actions. She clings desperately to Herman and wants to
have his child to secure a commitment from him. Without Herman, life is

worthless.

Tamara's character is half dead. She has the opportunity to make a
new life for herself only because her entire existence in Poland has died
along with her two children.

Unfortunately. Herman's character is completely dead. His experi-
ences during the Holocaust have made him completely immune to the
world around him. His capacity for tove is gone as is his capacity to make
decisions. In Enemies, Mazursky effectively conveys Herman's
emotions of complete loss and dejection.

Enemies, A Love Story offers a nostalgic and sad glimpse at the Jewish
immigrants jvho were unwanted by other countries and nearly
exterminate(pUnlike other Holocaust movies that appeal to a strictly
Jewish sensibility or perspective, this film appeals to viewers on a basic
huhian interest level. All people can relate to loss and the hardships of
overcoming personal tragedy.

Bruin Radio
530A1Br

99.9 Century Cable FM
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TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS,.

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building /£n r* A i '1 C

J 081 Westwood Suite 224T I -3^TLJJ

YOU CAN BE UCLA'S REPRESENTATIVE .

TO LEADERSHIP AMERICA - SUMMER '90

- LEADERSfflP
AMERICA

THE PROGRAM: An intensive 10-week program for 50 college
students from around the nation. Including leadership
development program, Colorado Outward Bound, and
international internships.

THE PURPOSE: To develop leadership skills while interacting
with student leaders from around the nation.

THE REQUIREMENT: Only students planning to graduate in
'90-91 academic year are eligible.

Attend an information meeting:

EXPO CENTER A-213 ACKERMAN UNION
. January 16th - 12:00 PM

January 17th - 11:00 PM
UCLA APPLICATION DEADLINE: JANUARY 19th

"Mommy... If I die...

tteQ will you love me?"

Tues.

Wed.

Abused

Project Mac Oriehtdnbns

n 16^ 2:1

17 3:00

\

e Help

AU 3516
U 2408

Unless We Help. Please com
find out what ygyj pan

^j^jj^

functed t5y CommuTiity Acflvttles Comfnffte©
of the Programs Activities Board
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AMIGOLdelBARRia
BE A FRIEND AND A

TUTOR TO UNDERPRIVILEGED
CHILDREN IN LOCAL SCHOOLS.
(KNOWLEDGE OF SPANISH IS NOT A PREREQUISITE)

ORIENTATIONS:

Tues., Jan. 16

Thurs., Jan. 18

6-7 Haines 152

6-7 Haines 152

or stop by or call our office

at 411 KERCKHOFF (825-2217)
" c

START THE NEW DECADE
OFF RIGHT BY VOLUNTEERING
FOR A BETTER TOMORROW!!!!

(^^M§, Theatres and
Disneyland Park

Present "A Salute to
the Movies'' at

Disneyland!

YEARS OF MAGIC

Disn^land

Join AMC Theatres for an

exclusive "Salute to the Movies"

at Disneyland Park on Friday,

January 19, from 8 p.m. to 1

a.m. Tickets now on sale at any

Southern California AMC
Theatre. Hurry! Tickets are

limited for this event.

FOR INFO. PLEASE CALL

(213) 553-8046
AMC Century 14 Theaters
10250 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90064

^iS\(!(iiQ

Tickets for 'A Salute to the Movies' may be purchased «t any Southern Caiifofnia AMC Theatre or at Disneyland Park.

Film

Youki Kudoh, left, and Masatoshi Nagase portray a young
Japanese couple searching for true 'rock n' roll' in 'Mystery
Train.' j_

Quirky 'Mystery Train'

offers unique film ride
By Linda Roberts

Contrit)utor

FILM: Mystery Train. Wrinen and
Directed by Jim Jarmusch. Producedl by
Jim Stark. With Youki Kudoh. Masa-
toshi Nagase and Rockets Redglare. At
the Nuart

Mystery Train, the latest film by
writer/director Jim Jarmusch,
takes the audience on an engaging,

if sometimes bewildering, trip

through Memphis.
Mystery Train contains three

simultaneous plots, something that

doesn't become apparent until

three-quarters of the way through
the film. That must be the mystery.

All three stories center aroimd
one night at the Arcade Hotel, a
seedy establishment where the

rooms are cheap and the help is

tired.

The first segment features a
young Japanese couple who have
just arrived in America, only to

find themselves at the Arcade
Hotel. Jun (Masatoshi Nagase) is

an 18 year old concerned with
keeping his hair slicked back and
seeing the America of rock and roll

legends. Mitzuko (Youki Kudoh)
is obsessed with making a pilgrim-

age to Graceland, which leads to

an argument with Jun, who prefers

C^ari Perkins.

This first storyline, which is not

connected to the two other plots, is

the film's strongest segment The
Japanese actors are both humorous
and talented. The story Jarmusch
has written fw them was originally

"a one-act play about a pair of

young k)vers whose relationship

was based on their constant argu-

ing." For Mystery Train, he had
refashioned the piece to fit the

talents of Kodoh, who was fea-

tured in Crazy Family and Typ-

hdon Club.

Since you don't get to see much
of Jun and Mitzuko in the second
two-thirds of the fibn, skipping it

would not be a terribly bad idea. It

is all downhill from there.

The two following segments are

far less engaging. They contain an
interconnected plot, ifyou can call

it that The story is thin at best
Jarmusch has written it as an
afterthought and it shows.
The second segment features

Luisa (NKoletta Braschi), an Ita-

lian woman who has just lost her
husband and has to hang around in

Memphis for a day waiting for the

next flight to Rome. Braschi
charmingly portrays Luisa, who
finds herself face to face with all

sorts ofremnants of the late king of
rock and roll. She sees Graceland,

hears a fish stlSry about the King's

ghost as a vanishing hitchhiker and
finally sees the real ghost of Elvis

in the Arcade Hotel.

Luisa agrees to share a room at

the Arcade with DeeDee (Eli-

zabeth Bracco), an obnoxious
woman who has just left her
English boyfriend, Johnny (Joe

Stnimmer).

Strummer. formerly of The
CHash, abysmally pordiays Dee-
Dec's jilted boyfriend. He drowns
his sorrows at a black pool hall

where everyone calls him Elvis,

probably because he is white and
greases his hair back. He starts

waving a gun around.

Somehow, DeeDee's brother

(Steve Buscemi) and Will (Rick
Aviles) end up driving around
Memphis in the middle of the

night And somehow (as if to make
the pk)t even more incomprehensi-
ble), Johnny shoots a guy at a
liquor store (Rockets Redglare) in

order to get two bottles of bourbon.
Now the guys are on the lamb, so
they take refuge at the Arcade
Hotel.

It's quite a night at the old
Arcade. The divergent stories are
all punctuated by a gunshot the

origins of which only become
apparent in the last segment
The movie is a bit slow and the

plot quite thin, but if you can get
past the bad acting— or maybe the
problem is bad direction — Mys-
tery Train can be enjoyable at

times.

Cinque Lee, left, portrays the Bellboy and Screamin' Jay
Hawkins the Night Clerk at the Arcade Hotel in 'Mystery

Train.' * j^
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A few flashes of freshness save Eric 'Slowhand' Clapton's
latest album.

New LP proves Clapton
not yet a 'Journeyman'
By Damlan O'Rane
Staff Writer

ALBUM: Journeyman. Brc Clampton Reprise Records..

With the return of Eric Clapton, one tends to ask. "is it the same old
tired stuff from Slowhand, or is it something refreshing and new?"
The answer, of sorts, is both. Clapton is still relying on the somewhat

fluffy (not to mention boring) contemporary sound that he used all of the
last decade (which includes this album, released in 1989). This time,
however, instead of making it overly loud and bombastic, he has returned
to the slower, quieter style of '70s releases like 461 Ocean Boulevard.

It makes for some teriffic surprises as well as some overwhelming
disappointments. Among the pleasures are, for one, "Pretending," the
lead-off track and first single. Clapton's voice, drawling like an old man
surveying a long, long Gove) life, is accompanied by a sadly wailing,

^slightly fuzz-toned guitar.

"Bad Love" features more unusual sonics from Clapton's guitar,
which makes one wonder if some of the credit for this slight yet notice-
able improvement shouldn't go to Eric's guitar technician Lee Dickson,
or the album's producer Russ Titelman.

Of course, producing came into its own as an indispensable resource in
the '80s, and this album is no exception. The "sound" really is fresh and
invigorating.

Too bad the lyrics aren't the same. It's the same old 'she's been lousy,
I've been lousy, everybody's been lousy in love guilt trip* one can pick
out in a thousand other albums around. It makes you long for the
dnigged-out embarrasingly overdone lyrics of his earlier efforts with
Cream, like "White Room."
Two teriffic departures are "Hard Times," a Ray Charles (!) song, and

"Hound Dog." The latter is not the Carl Perkins-penned, Elvis-yelled
'50s diuy, but a remarkably similar song written by Jerry Lieber and
Mike Stoller. The '50s sound and the dog metaphors (rock just "loves"
women) are retained, but the actual mekxly and lyrics are different

Speaking of different writers, only two songs on this album are (co-)

written by Clapton. The others are mainly written by Jerry Williams and a
host of celebrated friends, like Cecil Womack and Linda Womack.
Robert Cray, and George Harrison.

The duds are inside as well. "Anything For Your Love," and "Lead Me
On" are ballads so slow and boring they grind to a halt One would think
that after songs of beautiful intimacy like "You Look Wonderful
Tonight" and "Bell Bottom Blues," Clapton would at least have no

)uble with the ballads.

It's hard to say whether the stellar list of guest performers is a plus or a
minus. They include Chaka Khan. Phil Collins, the Reverend Timothy
Wright Washington Temple Concert Choir, trumpeter Jon Faddis, Darry 1

Hall, saxman David Sanborn, and the aforementioned songwriters. They
never intrude on Clapton's lead, but they don't make the album that much
more exciting either. Perhaps if he toured with them . . .

Honestly, this album is an attempt by Clapton to infuse some freshness

into the basic (yet often dazzling) wwk he has been doing for well-nigh

three decades. What he deserves is not a condescending pat on the back
but acknowledgement for still actually liking what he's doing enough to

make it show up on his records — in places.
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MAKE YOUR BUSINESS STAND OUT

^ 825-2161

UCLA SPECIAL
OLYMPICS

WE NEED Volunteers to help coach
TRACK & FIELD, BASKETBALL, SOFTBALL, AND

GYMNASTICS.

FOR MORE INPORMATIGN^ COME TO OUR ORIENTATION MEEUNG

DATE
TIME

LOCATION

TUESDAY, JANUARY 16, 1990

5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. ^
2408 ACKERMAN UNION

COME SEE WHAT WE'RE ALL ABOUR!

You may also stop by our office in Kerckhoff Hall, Room 408 or call:

Rondi Mertes ._ Lisa Washington
(213) 478-1373

or
(213) 841-2091

PAID FOR BY THE PROGRAM ACnviTIES BOARD OF THE CAMPUS
ACTIVrilES COMMfTTEE

LOWEST PRICES
IN WEStWOOD!

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per
pizza

Not (xxxj tor Sicilian styt*

Limii 3 ptzzas per addreSr

X ,Q<

Si
42^

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

I WO lOPPINGs

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per
pizza

Not good lor Sicilian stytai __
~Ximit 3 pizzas per address

III

lo

$7.60 lakge
PI77A

vVO roPPiKjGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupbn per
pizza

Nffl good lor Sicilan ttyi*

Limit Spizzas per address

Exp. 1/23/90 Exp. 1/23/90 Exp. 1/23/90
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Books

>N*ENORMOUSLYTALENtEDWRiTFR ..'

~Jud^th Ressner

Garret Weyr tackles the drama of college life for a group of
women in 'Pretty Girls.'

College, life, literature

trivialized by new novel
By Kristen Linden

.

Contributor

BOOK: Pretty Girls. By Garret Weyr. Pocket Books, Simon & Schuster Inc., $3.95.

^Trom the wish to be beautiful to the trauma of sexual violence, from

family conflicts to poignant romances, (the pretty giris) are going through

the modem rites ofpassage— and struggling to understand what it means
to be a woman,** describes the summary of Garret Weyr's novel. Pretty

Girls.

Literature can be divided into two types: serious and popular. Serious

literature gives an elevated image of the world and makes the reader

think. As you may have guessed from the book jacket description, Pretty

Girls certainly does not fit into that category.

On the other hand, popular literature's primary goal is to entertain. It

reflects and shapes the taste of the audience and does not ask the reader to

think about the world. It is also important for the settings, plot, and char-

acters to be familiar to the reader. However, Pretty Girls fails to follow

these guidelines as well.

Pretty Girls focuses on three college giris who attend the University of

North Carolina. Sophisticated Alex is from New York and has a witty

response fcx* everything. However, she is controlled by anorexia and
consumed by a rape which occurred three years ago.

Penelope comes from a large family made wealthy by inventing the

vacuum cleaner bag. She was raised in England and France and has

numerous k)veless affairs to try to make up for her busy father's inatten-

tion.

The third member of the group is Caroline, a Western girl who admires
her two sc^histicated friends. She is obsessed with memories of her

brother who was killed in Vietnam and unhappy because her boyfiriend

Edward ieft her for another girl.

As if these main characto's haven't led lives that were melodramatic
enough, Weyr throws in other characters with problems ranging from
confusion over sexual orientation to suicide.

This story is basically unrealistic and gives readers an unuiie picture of
college girls. Through its lack of normal characters, this book gives the

false impression that all college girls are either obsessed with men or with

a deep, dark secrets in their past so horrible that they can't share it with

anyone. Furthermore, this novel does not reflect the true ideals of college
females. And one can only hope it does not help shape their values.

In addition to repulsive moral themes, the characters are highly

unlikeable. As long as Weyr was off in dreamland creating off-the-wall

characters, she might as well have made them likeable or at least sym-
pathetic. Instead, she created three selfish monsters who sit together on
::ampus every day criticizing everyone who walks by. When not out

>hq)ping or putting other people down, each member of the trio spends
ier time worrying that tlie other two are becoming best friends.

By the end of the novel I could care less what happened to these three

girls. In a way, each got what she deserved so I was basically content with

the poetic justice of it all. Yet at the same time I find a book ending with
the lines "Life sucks, you know?" and the answer, "I know, I know." to be
somewhat of a downer.

Pretty Girls belongs In neither serious nor popular literature

categories. Rather, it belongs in the trash.
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Together, these words
define a powerful strategy

that is helping Ikndem
Computers shape the future.

F6rnew grads, that means the

hottest career opportunities

around.

In the technical arena, you'll

find yourself involved in

important projeas right away.

Like applying RISC to future

fault-toleiant UNIX* systems,

focusing on SQL database

technology, and creating an
open application develop-

ment environment.

Ikndem expects a lot of our
new grads. And we give a

lot back. Find out more when
Ikndem comes to campus.

Information Session:

January 25
12-2pLm.

Bolter HaU Rm. #8500

On Campus Interviews:

January 30

Schedules:

• Computer Science

OHZ
IMU l-,Ll SlLiilKl

Scliol.uship Applications Available

lor ilic .Wiiional

SSOO iindcruraduaic 6^:

S2()()() uraJuaU" scholarships.

Apphcaiions arc a\ailah!c at

1 he l^ijAu ot Suuiciits' Olii^c

1200 Murphv Hall

Free Delivery Tickets
Kings, Lakers, Stones,-McCartney

New Kids, Phantom, etc.

476-9660
Visa/ MO/ AmEx accepted

Students Helping Students

MtlW IM MMliag
Man DiKunicn. Than Book tedy
Fri Step Study. AU 3S25 12:13-1:15^ TkiM '^7-h". Wed r>4.^-Tfnn

NPI CS538 12:ia>lKX>
For alcoholci or individnak who lave

driflidnf prabkm
(213) 3I7-«1<

For more information, con-
tact your Placement Center.

We are an equal opportunity
employer m/f/h/v.
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-T——CeUege Relaik>ft», Tkftdcm Computers Incorporated ;

10600 Ridgcview Court, MS229-17, Cupertino. CA 95014-0704
'liNIX if a retiMcrcd trademark of ATAT. -i

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA SnjDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticl<et.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
825-0850

"A" L«v«l, Room A2-260
^yOLA M«ic«l Conter

GRADUATE STUDENTS
ON CAMPUS HOUSING:
OPENINGS AVAILABLE

Graduate students interested In resldln0

on campus In Mira Herstiey Hall for

Winter and Spring Quarter should
contact ttie UCLA On Campus Housing

Assignment Offlce in the Business
Enterprises Building In order to apply.

270 DeNeve Drive

(ntxt to Rjeber Hall)

(213) 825-4271

Monday • Friday

8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Concert Tickets

GEORGE WINSTON tickets. Front row on
Iwyboard tide. Sat. |an.20th. Best offer. Eves
(213)665-2651.

Good Deals

- w ( w 1WM 1 . .

ASUCLA StudwH Employ— r«owv«
•)th«r 4 houra !•««• with pay or th«

mMy ticKat. We cannot awMrd both.

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1
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Free 8

FREE demo of natural nail bonding system that

will last and make your nails strong and
beautiful in minutes. Call Marlene
(213)474-3668 (eveninff and nights)-

Miscellaneous

CONTEMPORARY pianist seeks cellist & vio-

linist for recording and showcasing. Contact

Mary at (21 3)824-71 80.

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.
(213)559-8766 days. (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

SUMMER IN CHINA. Beijing Foreign Studies

University. (206)328-8134.

Persorxsl
^^

10

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER M.A. MFCC INTER IMF1 5339. SLID-
ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRGIL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

WE WILL PAY YOU
TO LOSE UP TO 29 LBS
IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
•100% Natural
•Doctor Recommended
*Cal^in213^8^492^

Research Subjects 12

"PSYCHOTHERAPY, on a sliding-scale basis.

It available to women, between the ages of

25-45 through the Psychosocial Research

Project, an afTiliate of the Institute for Clinical

Social Work. For further information, call

Nickl Sekely at (213)626^256.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful Jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or nrmre and have received prior

unnicoevliil treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and rwise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS males, females 18 years

or older in very good health needed for

Positron Imaging studies of Brain, Heart or

Body. Radioactive material injected; bloods

maybe taken. Earn up to $100.00. Call

(213)825-1118.

STUDY SUBjECTS-Wanted for six month pre-

menstrual syndrome study entailing blood

sampling and administration of nalaxone or

placebo. Study pays $100. If you are ages

1 8-40, have pms, or no symptoms premenstru-

ally, have regplar periods and are not on the

pill, call Linda 825-2452

SUBJECTS WANTED: For eye movement re-

search. Several protocols. Subjects must be in

good health, agile and not subject to nwlion

sickness. $10/hr. Contact Kate at

(213)825-5910. -.

Lost 17

AEO SENIORS^

Sisterliood
meet at

Acapulco's at 5:00
for

pre-meeting festivities!

AO Welcomes
Back

Jenny, Stacey,

Stephanie, Alyce,
Allison, and

Jeanette. We're
so glad to have

you home!

Research Subjects 12

no Pledges
"Pearls, Plaid & Penny

Loafers"
was a PERFECT P.A.

Thank you!!!
We were so surprised

V The Actives

Pi Phi
Pledges

Where will

you be 6
days from

now?

EARN $150- Volunteer females with regular

menstrual cycles not on birth control pills

wanted for sleep evaluation study. Subjects

will need to sleep in the Harbor UCLA sleep

center for 4 nights during one month. Call

Linda 825-2452

HEADACHE and healthy control (non-
headache) subjects 18-45 needed. Subjects

will complete questionnaire, keep headache
diary for six days, wear small tape recorder to

record jaw muscle activity. $80.00 paid upon
completion of study. Contact Mary at

(213)825.9792. Dental Clinical Research
Center.

HERPES VACCINE volunteers needed for new
vaccine study. Healthy males: 1 8-55 years old

without history of genital herpes; $1S0.00
reimbursement. Interested individuals contact

Maryanne Dillon. (213)206-0479.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problenw,
7-1 1 years needed for tXlA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental cvaJua-

Hon. (213)825:0392.-

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and olderwho have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar corUrol toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with a»igned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluatiom during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cerv
tcr, 825-9792.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED! Single- 1 block

from UCLA Nitta or Kathy (21 3)824-5747, 650
Landfair Ave #105 Westwood.— T

Sperm Donors 19

University

Students & Faculty'

Sperm I>>nors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bar\k

Discreet and ConfidentiaL

In Westwood Village.

C.ALllOK.MA

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

SIGMA PI LITTLE SISTER RUSH
TONIGHT: RUSH KICK-OFF 9:00 P.M. SHARP!!!

WEN. 1/17 Champagne Dinner 6:00 P.M.

Room parties to follow!!

THURS. 1/18 2:n Snowball Party
Hosted by

Eric Olsen - 9:00 P.M. sharp!!

FRI 1/19 TGIF Turf Club BBQ - 5:30 P.M.

CHAIRMEN: DAVE 824-9680 ED 824-5862 HOUSE 208

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/HHERAPY CROUP.
Caring, dynamic environnnentlo explore fanv

ily, career, relatkmshipt, self esteem, co-

dependency, and issues involving personal

transition. Lisa Frankel MFCC. (21 3)398-9385.

4¥ANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

A
Â Love, y(

Welcome back
Laura Jeremiah (£K)
We missed you!

Love, your SIGMA KAPPA sistetere

Sig Ep
Thanks for starting our year in STVLE!

AAn

AO is SO excited to see our

NEW INITIATES at meeting tonight!

TIBO would
like to

congratulate

Lisa Morgan
1st runner up
Miss Illinois

Once again,

we are so

Research Subjects 12

'Normal Hcakhy Boyi 3-11 yews needed kit

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392'' ^^
NORMAL, healthy mate adults, 18-22 yean
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openingi available NOW

Dr. Mark Baman, Oinical
Piychologiit,

eating disorder ipocialist. Individual
appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or ail of the foliowing:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS, ANXIOUS
* MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms for at

least 1 month and in relatively ^ood health. Volunteers will receive
a brief exam, in order to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers

may be paid up to $400.00. fcw their participation

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
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Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free phvsical exam, laboratory testing, and
^•-^ay earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

DIABETES/NUTRITION RESEARCH
for men and women aged 25-70 with diabetes on no medication for a 2
month study.

BREAST FLUID/NUTRITION RESEARCH
,

for women aged 40^0 with or without breast disease, who can make an 18
month commitment to follow a low fat diet and exercise plan.

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
for healthy, overweight n»en and women aged 20-50. who can make a 2
year commitment to follow an exercise plan, writh either a low fat diet, or
a low fat diet and a liquid meal replacement product.

by UCLA's Division of Clinical Nutrition
call (213) 476-6367 anytime

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30
80 BED Board & Care Home, Beverly Fairfax

area, seeks full-time activity coordinator. Some
related experience helpful. Future psychob-
gists,socioiogisU, and social workers pre-

wrred. Some administrative duties required.

Good driving record. Our clients are 20-60
and some older adults. $6/hr. to start. Call Mr.
Hirsch at (213)937-4856 daytime.

AAA: Three full-time clerical positions in the
degree section of the Registrar's office. Hours
* M—F. 8-5pm. Accurate typing skills, CRT
experience, and Wordperfect skills a plus.

Salary range is $1646-1 934/rnonth. Good
benefits. Call Judy at (213)206-0465.

AFTERNOONS during school, fulltime during
vacations, liberal arU majors preferred, West-
wood Sporting Goods Company, 1 065 Cayley
Ave. Westwood Villain.

ANALYTICAL Laboratory has positions avail-

able for: A part-time beginning science major
($6.1 3^), and a full-time bench chemist (start

$8.34A>r.). Will train. Apply in person to Philip

Straus Factor 10-633.

ARCHITICTUAL drafting and design needed.
P/T Gilberton Arch, and design.
(213)471-6996.

ASSISTANTS wanted to work for UCLA Man-
agement Sciences Dept. in Westwood. Must be
IXLA freshmen, sophomores, or juniors inter-

ested in computer applications. Computer
skills required. Will train responsible, hard
working individuals for specific assignments.
Hours are flexible around class sdiedules, but
require commitment to 12-19 hrsAwk. Job
dUies inlude programming, data collection &
reduction, data entry, messengering, & clerical

taks. Salary $5.44-$10.2(Vhr., depending on
experience. Call Lola at 825-0319 or Engan at

825-1447 to schedule an interview.

ASST. MCR Baskin robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/jsart time, dayiA>ightsA*eekends,

\A%twood villiage and westside locations,

Scott (213)206-8048.

ATHLETIC CLUB needs childcare help.
1 5-2ahrs. and fitness staff experience or kincs
major. (213)629-6636.

BEVERLY CINEMA needs candy counter help.

Evenings, some weekends. CafL
(213)660-1342 or (213)932-9669.

BH pharmacy needs afternoon delivery per-

son. SMw. plus mile^e. PTAT. Should have
own car. (213)659-3887.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
comnfxjnication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

SUMMER JOBS
MASS./COUNSELORS - BOYS CAMP, W

QIRLS CAMP, MAINE
TOP SALARY. RIMIVIAUNORY. TRAVEL
ALLOWAN^ MUST LOVE KIM AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE Of THE FOLLOWINQ
ACTIMTIEt:

ARCHERY, ARTS A CRAFTS, BASEBALL.
BASKETBALL. BCYCLINQ,

CHEERLEAOINGL DANCE. DRAMA, DRUMS.
FENCINQ, QOLF. QUITAR, GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY, HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE. NATURE. SAILBOAROINQ.
SAHJNQ, SCUBA, SOCCER, TENNIS.

TRACK. WSl WATER8KI, WEK3HTS. WOOD.
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WMAOU.

8 QLEN LAME. IHAklARONeCK HY. W64a.

WOmN CALL ok WUTB: CAMP MEOA.
P.O. BOX 1771. DUXBURY, MA 02332

(9l7f9M SSSt.

BUSINESS STUDENT wanted for bookkeep-
ing, secretarial and organizational help in

small design firm. Close to campus. Flexible

hours, pay negotiable. Stable, responsible

persorulity important. Some experience pre-

fcrred. Call (213)474-3461.

CACAO. Small cafe/art gallery seeks energetic

service help. Call Eric, (213)473-5166.

CAMPUS safety officer. Mount St. Mary's
Cotlege. 7pm-3am or 9pm-5am. $5.20 start.

(213)541-7775.

aNTURY CITY law finn needs reliable P/T
messenger. Tuesdays and Thursdays. Must
have car. $7A». + mileage. Call Donna
(213)679-9494.

CHILDREN'S BOTKJUE. Beverly Hills F/T-PA
sales, experience needed. Some computer
knowledge helpful. AQUARELLE.
(213)271-5291. ___^
CHIROPRACTK: OFFKI. 2 part-time posi-

tmns: 1 -leoeptionist/ physical therapy, will

train. 2-office/secretary, Word Perfect.

(213)450-4555.

CLERK, entry level, P/T for accounting depart-

ment. Opportunity to leam a variety of duties.

Will train. Car with insurance & interest and
enthusiasm. 1-6pm. $6.5a^r. (213)276-9166.

COMPUTER retail store needs office help.

Experienced & proftmktnal. Phones, filir^

bookkeeping. P/T M-F. $7.S0/hr.
(213)479-7995.

COMPUTER SUPPORT TECHNICIANS
wanted to work for IXIA Management Sci-

ences Dept. in Westwood. Must be UCLA
itudenU interested in computer applicalions.

Programmir^g experience required. Prefer so-

phomores or tuniors majoring in technical

disciplines sush as computer science, opera-

tkms research, or engeneering. Requires conv
mttment to consistent schedule of 12-19

hnMA. Salary $5.44-1 0.2a^r. depending on
experience. Duties may include trainir^ &
opcratkin of mainframe computer applicatkms

such as SAS, & IBM PC operations includir^

Lotus 123 ft Microsoft Word. May invoK«
imtallMkm or mainter>cance of local area

network. Photocopyii>g, meMengerir>g, memo
wrting, dau collection ft er>try included. Call

lane at (213)206-5206 to schedule an
Interview.

COMPUTER oonsuKing firm kmking for exper-

ienced software programmer in DBASE tan-

cuage. Call for interview, (21 3)670-71 24. Ask
for Okke or Chris.

DATA INPUT WANTED near airport, even-
Ings, flexible hours. Ask for Lisa/Jay.

(213)642-7740. $7.S0Av.
.

DaiVERY drivers needed for WMsidc service

$7-1 2^. Aatistanl manager pocltfon available

as well. (213)829-3000.

DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted immediately,

$5^r + Sl/del • food -»• tips. Contact John.

Westwood El Pplfo Loco between 1 and 3.

Must have transportation, insurance.
(213)624-7776.

DRIVER F/T, P/r. Cle»i DMV. id/hr. Cuh»er
City. Mrs Griffin (213)559-6623 Vehkrie
provkted.

DRIVER/messenger needed. FT/PT.
(213)637-5200.

DRIVER wanted. M&W aftemoons, hours

flexible. $10^, negotiable. To drive two
girls to classes in Santa Monica. Must have
own car,insurarw:e, good driving record. Call

(213)393-2495, before 10pm.

ENTERTAINMENT business mMugement firm.

PA receptionist/secretary. Typing required.

M-F 9-1pm (213)276-2303, Aak for Julte.

Need Extra Income?
Work part time, sec your own
KrMif and «»»1'^ an^kt «wwMiv~

working with people. No safes.

Mark 851-7893.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY needed 1 6-22 hours/
week, flexible. $9-1 2/hr. Knowledge of-Word-

perfect required. Ask for Arlene
(213)470-3555 Westwood

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1642 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FAMILY HELPER. Santa Monica. Light house-
keeping, driving, care for 3 school age boys.

Mon-Fri. 3-6pm. $5.50 to start. Call Shelly after

6. (213)450-1881. _^^
FILE CLERK; warehouse. F/T, P/T. Filing of

medical records. Accuracy important. Call

Mrs. Griffin (213)559-8823. Culver City,

S6^r.

FULL-TIME receptionist needed for pediatric

office. 36 hrs/wk., WLA. Must be punctual,

seriqus, accurate. (213)479-1233.

FULLTIME officepepson with some exp^rierKe
required. Excellent benefits. Call June
(213)204-3259.

CARDENERAIANDYMAN needed pA for

8-unit apartment. 539-531'A Clenrock.
Gladys, (213)938-2391 (day), (213)839-8164
(eves, weekerxis).

GENERAL clerical, excellent on phor>e, good
handwriting/ printing, 20-25 hrs/wk, $5, great

surroundings. 937-4544.

GRAPHIC design center seeking computer
graphics trainee. Paste-up, design anchor PC
experience a plus. Non-smoker. S7/hr. Lou,

(213)478-5510.

GREAT JOB. Assistant to Director of beach
oriented day camp and High Sierra campout.
PT now, FT summer. Must be 21 by |uf>e,

experienced with children, water sports, office

work. $7Ay. plus. (213)826-7000.

GROaRY clerk F/T or P/T eves and «veekends.
Apply WesUide Market. 11031 SM Blvd be-

tween lOam-lpm, or call (213)477-3216.

HOUSEKEEPER. 4-5 days a week in Tarzana. 3
year oU girl. EnglislVFrench speaking house-
hoM. (616)705-1317. Lillian.

INTERNS NEEDED: Office of assemblymen
Tom Hayden, possible credit, valuable exp.

(213)303-2717.

INTERNS needed: office of assemblyman Tom
Hayden, possible aedit, valuable experierKe.

(213)393-2717.

KITCHEN help needed.
Monday-Friday. $5.00hr.

Hadden (213)206-4151.

30 Help Wanted 30

4:45pm-6:45pm,
plus dirwter. Mrs.

KNOW BODIES. Exercise and Dancewear is

presently seeking pA. employees who are

motivated and willing to work. Exp. Preferred

but rKit required. Flexible hours and great

working conditions. $S^r. depending on exp.

Northridge (818)349-9104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Park (818)764-0374 -

ask for manager. West LA (81 8)704-5454 - ask
for )eff or Mike after 1 pm.

LAW OFFICE receptionist needed, 1 5-20 hrV
wk. $7/hr. Ask far Arlene (213)470-3555.
Westwood.

LEGAL SECRETARY/DKTTATONIST needed
in small Westwood firm: experience/WP
S.Q/responsible a must: Contact Kal,

(213)4754)991.

LIBRARY assisUnt. Flex. PT, $7^r. IBM PC
with wordprocessing, library exp. MainUin,
journal records, roUing ships, mail, on-line

searching -m-. (213)820-2200 ext. 125.

LIBRARY CLERK. Permanent part4ime. Cen-
tury aty Law firm. Seeks bright deUil-oriented

individual to work 20 hrVwk. $8Air. Morning
hours preferred. PC ft typing skills helpful.

Please call Field, aftemoons (213)553-2900.

MESSENGERS. Westwood law finn has open-
ings for part-tinr»e 20 hr^*k messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car, insurance, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541 after 2pm.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Wednesday or Thursday
aftemoons. Market, drive, cook. References
necessary. Pay per hour. (213)475-0292.

MOTHERS HELPER. M-Th. 3-8pm. Help w/
one 6 yr.old girl, errands etc. Must drive own
car, references. (213)550-0207.

NEED HELP wiih children. Light secretarial

work. 15 hrsAvk. Word processing skills if

poasible. (213)454-9312.

OFFKIE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hr^ivk, Brentwood, typ-

ing essential . Leasing department ask for Sheryl

(213)620-5691.
-

ON CAMPUS study while you flork, selling

earrings. Flexible hours %5.75ftyaUr. Call Tony
(213)466-6470.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to lady executive must
be bright, energHic, competent. Requires er-
raryis, shopping, typing, filing mornings, gen-
eral assistant. Good pay, some morning. Call
before noon, (213)459-2422.

PR FIRM in Santa Monica. Flexible hours,
reliable, dependable, good phone voice, er-

rands. $6.00. (213)451-4870.

PRIVATE hospital seeks individual for P/T
receptionist 4:30-8:30pm M-F. Must possess
excellent communication skills, 10-key by
touch, be people oriented. Call David
(213)479-4281. ^
PROJECTONIST. PT, experienced 35mm,
16mm for the Beverly Cinema. Call 660-1 342
or 932-9669.

PROPERTY {^NAGEiVIENT ASST. 5 hours
daily, $7-B^r. WLA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.
(213)939-1720.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood 4larm co. Evenings and weekends.
Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

P/r DATA ENTRY, Westwood accounting finn,

flexible hours, good money. Ask for Mike
(21)470-4500.

P/T office assistant/receptionist for Tuesdays
and Thursdays at Brentwood consulting firm.

Pleasant phone manner, lots of er>ergy, and
good sense of humor desired light typing,

copying, other general office chores. Must
have car and insurance for local errands. Great
location, close to campus. Call Marty
(213)8200900.

P/r. SALES. Great job with flexible hours for

P/r retail in Brentwood Women's health club
boutique experienced only. Call Jackie
(213)826-7446.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT for successful

broker, opportunity, data entry, Westside.
Part-time, flexible. Call
Jeff (213)207-0776.

RECEPTIONIST/compUer operator needed for

CPA firm. M-F mornings till 1pm. Please call

(818)687-7056.

RECEPTIONIST needed P/T.
(213)652-7446. Ask for Hector.

Call

RECEPTIONIST, pA, flex, hrs., must file, post,

type. Good appearance and phone skills.

Encino. Good salary. (818)3336.

RECEPTIONIST Westwood law offices. Mon,
Wed; 9-5. Can do homework on job.

(213)624-4000.

RECEPTKDNIST for small Century City law
finn. MWF 9-5:30pm. $6.5(Vhour. Call Cor-
inne at (213)552-3312.

RECEPTK)NIST and file clerk needed in small

Westwood finn: pA or VI, contact Kal,

(213)475-0991.

RETAIL, Display ft Customer Scrvkes. PT/FT,

f)ei(ibte hours. $9.85/sUrt. Back to school

work. Advancement opportunities. Call

(213)392-1310, (816)342-2612.

RETAIL HARDWARE part/foll-time. Brent-

wood focatiort. Fringe benefits, pleasant work-
ing conditions. Call Mrs. Richards,
(213)476-2664.

RETAIL SALES. f/T and P/T. Tuesday thru

Saturday. Wage depends on experience.
(213)274-7576. After 10:30am.

RETAIL SALES. Woman's clothing. Friendly,

piofoscfonal appearance. SanU Monica F/T or
P/T. 11.6pm.

SAILING INSTRUCTOR, 25-26 ft. cruising

sailboats weekends now, fulhime sunwner
1-600-225-9776.

SECRETARY/Oerkal, PT, light word process-
ing, general office, flexible hours. $6.5Qteart.
Brentwood CPA's. (213)626-1360.

SECRETARY^egistrar: Looking for a warm,
supportive environmentf Then join our Pacific

Palisades pre-school suff. M-F, 9-1, iSftyr

min., dep. exp. (213)459-5054.

KITCHEN HELPER
4 pin-7 or 8 pm M—

F

Wages & evening meal
632 Hilgard.

Call 208-6657

••••••••••••••

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High cx>mmisionsl QUICK
fi^fiUU Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student scfieduie.

Can 478-823r
•xt. 201

Valet ParkersI!
To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT,
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

•

*

^••••••••••••*

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Htohest ynge* paid *

* Health hsuraoce *

* FiiU A Part-Ume *

* Flexible Hours *

* Men. Won
Studaiti,

MiMlclaiM, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

SHOW apartment building part-time job.

Study while you're working. Good pay and
bonus. Good hours. |.eave message
(213)396-1904.

SMALL LAW FIRM needs file clerkAnessenger.

FA, must own car, overtime required. $8^.
(213)550-7997.

SMALL MEDICAL-LEGAL service seeking ma-
ture individual to fulfill secreUrial <kities.

Approximately 30 hours/week.
(213)854-0999.

SMALL MEDICAL-LEGAL service seeking ma-
ture individual to fulfill administrative duties.

Will train. (213)854-0999.

SUMMER management internship interviews
now taking place. Gain valuable experience
managing a team of employess, customers,
and suppliers. Succesful will undergo fxten-
sive management training. Average summer
eamings range to 10k Call Student Painters

1-800426.6441 for more info.

TELEPHONE SURVEYORS: NO SELLING.
S8-1Q^r. Convenient to campus. 1 1am-2pm.
(213)444-9860, Mr. Aldrlch.

THE BIGG OHHJ. Frozen Yougurt looking for

fnerwJIy, energetic people. Evening counter
hdp^night manager. Larry, (213)475-1070.

WRITER'S Exchangp,has work for creatively^

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books, Magazine articles,
(213)208-5128. Vernon. —

Job Opportunities 32

ARTIST/ILLUSTRATORS needed for animation
project. No experience necessary. Call Roger:
(213)827-5162.

EARN $20 or more per hour. P/T now, F/T
summer. No selling. Paul (213)395-5075.

EXCITING AND REWARDING STUDENTJOB
AVAILABLE. UCLA AMBULANCE PERSON-
NEL NEEDED. Applications being accepted
from LA County certified EMT-IAs for posi-

tions staffing the UCLA Medical Center Trans-
port Ambulance. The ombulorKe provides
neonoUl, pediatric, maternal care and inter-

hospiUl transportation to hundreds of patients

annually. Work ck)sely with doctors and
nurses on the transport team and gain experi-
ence in patient care. Full time UCLA student
status and availability of 15 hr^vk required.
Pkk up applications at UCLA pol ice station, or
call Mike at (21 3)206-6886 for more infonna-
tktn. For information on Emergency Medical
Technician training, call (213)206-0176.

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLIC HEALTH wanted to work in newly
created position ofMarketing Analyst in Radio-
fogical Sciences Department. Position will

primarily focus on corwJucting market research
via hospiul records and interviews. Will also
perform analysts to assist in development of
marketing and business pl»« for the depart-
ment and assist in determination ofapporprlate
product line management strategies. 14-20
hours per week, flexible, S9.49/hr. Heahhcaie
and marketing experience desirable, contact
Ken Belferman at (213)825-6600.

PART-TIME. R-al estate office; Macintosh
knowledge required. Hours flexible. West-
mark Investmente, (213)936-6205, Layne.

PT ASSISTANT—major entertainment public
relations firm seeks smart assistant, type SO
wpm, creative writing, and phone skills.

Knowledge of entertainment industry. 25-30
hnAwk. Call Stephanie. (213)659-6400.

tea J
ON
CAMPUS

Coors Brewing Company.
Golden. Colorado, will be
interviewing on the UCLA
campus. January 24/25 for two
paid summer intern positions In

Distributor Development and
Sales Services (departments
within Sates and Marketing).

First position requires irnJivid-

ual who is pursuing a Master's
degree in finance or Account-
ing, with a strong interest In

Sates and Marketing. Strong an-

alytical skills, and a working
knowledge of P.C. software
(Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony)
necessary.

Candidate for second position
shouki be pursuing a Business
Administration or related de-
gree with an emphasis or
extensive experience in^

computer systems. Must have
strong background in P.C.

sofhMare (Wordl^rfiecl, Lotus 1 -

2-3. and/or haivard Graphics).

Contact the UCLA Placement
Center; main info, counter, for a
detailed job description and to

signup
equal opportunity empfoycr m/f h/v

MHvRllll^iS

ESTAM.BNEO latent agmcy offtrb^
Mps. MMfnum • hr. wwkly owwwliiiwc
Conlact Dtkn, (213MftS-7522.
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Project Super^llil
($29,328+)

Data Analysts

($24,356)

or word
processors ($18,262+)

*Excellent Benefit

Employment by private
contractor for position In federal

1^ eaforcement facility in LA.
ipibialized training to Intelligent,

il^^d^le candidates. Must be
able to analyze investigative

reports. Interviews in LA.
beginning January 21. Rush

rifumes to:

Ebon Research Systems

"

820 Quincy St. NW
WasMngmn, D.C. 20011
Atm: Jay L bamdea

Internships 34 Child Care Wanted 35

INDEPENDENT film company. Creative ar>d

clerical. Will train. (213)273-4712.

INTENSIVE film internship avail, for organized
creative individual. Reading, story notes, ofTice

work. Contact (61 8)995-8095.

INTERNSHIPS available with established ta-

lent ager^y. Close to campus. Flexible hours.

Call (213)652-1119.

LONG-TERM paid internship. $M>r. Part-

time. Interest in EnglisfVjoumalism. Typing
spelling and proofreading skills. Must be a
junior, able to work 20 hr^week between 9-5.

Call Catherine (213)825-6521.

SECAYPIST Pan-lime. Good knowledge of

word processir^: corresponderK:e aryi manu-
scripts. Library work. Light office duties. Call-

Nancy at (213)825-6521.

SEVERAL non-paying internship positions

available for nnotion picture and television

production company. Someor>e to assist presi-

dent and others to read arxJ critique scripts.

Marcella, (213)474-4521.

SMALL HOLLYWOOD PR. fimi seeks intern

for corpyentertainment accounts. Great exper-
ience. (213)469-2047.

*

VOLUNTEER internships available thai the

urban intern program. Call Laura for more
information. (213)206-6869.

Child Care Wanted 35

ASSIST BUSY CRAO STUDENT/MOM with
afterrxx)o-eve. childcare, en-ands, laurxiry,

dinner. Must have own car and insurance, be
responsible. M,T,W afternoons. References
required. Call after 6:30pm or weekends
ONLY. (213)836-3290.

CARETAKER for S-year-old girl to drive from
school Culver City to WLA daily,

3:00-5:30p.m. (213)207-5381.

CHILD CARE for 1-yr (plus light housekeep-
ing). Mon-Fri, 8:30-5:30. Mutt be warm,
loving, extrenrtely responsible arwi experienced
with children. No smoking. (213)393-1943.

CHILD CARE WANTED for Syr old boy, must
have car, 12-5:30pm wkdays, (213)477-0474
days, (213)472-3773 eves.

CHILD CARE/ LIGHT OFFia, 1 or more
weekday mornings, convenient to campus.
(213)4700542..

DRIVER. Own car/insurance. AvailableM—F,
late afternoon* to drive 1 child. WLA/Culver
City area. (2 13)836-8877.

LOVING PERSON NEEDED pH for 19-month
boy. Experience, references, room available.

(213)395-3999.

PERSON needed 2 or 3 afternoons a week to

supervise two older chiWren. Son>e driving

required. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-1602.

RELIABLE P/T childcare needed for two girls

ages 1 and 4. (213)470-9917 WLA.

RESPONSIBLE pmon needed to babysit two
young children in Beverly Hills. Tuesdays
11-4. (213)276-9619. '^_

RESPONSIBLE babysitter for WLA 2-year old
!;irl. References, transportation required.

213)626-5544.

WESTWOOD couple, UCLA facuhy seeks
babysitter for young baby. 2-3 nwmings or

aftcmoonsA^eek. Flexible scheduling. 5 mi-

nutes from IXIA. Judith (213)471-8258.

Apartments for Rent 49

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century
I

Cable FM

Don't Be Left Out In The Cold This Januaiy!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

]u$t Over The Hill!

YouVe just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and ifs either too
srnall, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve
minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students
living at the UJ Residence Halls already kbow.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms

*Pnvate bathtub and shower

*Never niore than two students per room
*Safe, quiet environment

*Centrally located laundry and vending machines

*Separate study and TV lounges

*Complet€ student meal plan

*Student run radio station and weight room
*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the
San Fernando Valley. And it's just a few minutes away /ram UCLA!

Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
. Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

HOORAY!
ICO STEPS TO uc:la

Xti.i l.irui." luini>lKvl 1

;iV;ill;HMc liowl

C.ill cm S24'0>h^
or CM) 277'lSl^

Palms

$850 1 bed/1 bath

$1025 1 bed/1 bath plus toft

Beautifully decorated, a/c. security gated,

built-in stove, dishwasher Open house

Saturday 102 at 3717 Vinton #104.

1 mo. FREE RENT with one year lease.

838-6516 (mgr ) 478-4559 (office)

1 BEDROOM guesthouse ntar Beverly center.

S550 per month. Call Laurent (21 3)824-5246.

1-BR. IN Large, furnished split level
apartment. Close to campus. S600. Must see.

(213)475-8407.

1 -MILE to canr>pus, Brentvwood adjacent, large

1-bdrm, $725. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

APARTMENT available ASAP. $90G/mo.
2-bdrnVl-bath. Close to campus, parking.

Christina (213)477-2960.

BEVERLY HILLS, $79Vmo. 2-bdrfT/1 -bath
spacious beautiful apartment completely furn-

ished. Basic utilities paid. View of Century
City. Close to transportation, recreation, and
UCLA. (213)203-9560.

BRENTWOOD $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIDCERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
PpOL, GATED PARKING. 1 1611 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD. $850. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in lO-unit building.

(213)476-8988.

BRENTWOOD 2^2 bath large newly decor-
aied. $120(Vmo. (213)826-3934. Close to

UCLA.

FURNISHED bachelor. Includes all utilities.

$595. Private scperate garage, $1 50. Walk to

UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

LOW MOVE-IN - 2-BEDROOMS 1-BATH,
FROM $725. PHONE ENTRY. PETS OK. NEAR
BUS. (818)783-8379.

MODERN, large 2-bedroom, 2-ba«h, built-ins.

On LCLA busline. Security, carpet, drapes,
a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barrington.
(213)478-1190.

J«W TOWN HOMES, 24-2, fireplaces, gated
parking, stove, microwave, dis^washer,
washer/dryer hookup, blinds. OnlV 2 left.

$1175. (213)306-6789.
\

Large, newly
remodeled one, two,

and three bedroom
apartments.

Beverlywood area

(near Robertson). Ones
from $550 to $600;
Twos from $775 to

$850; Threes from

$850 to $950.
657-8756

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS. $725, singles k>ft-^ I'A -bath. Large,
upper, built-ins, balcony. OK for 3.

(213)397-0405.

SANTA MONICA. New apartment building,

2-bed/2-bath. fsK, microwave, dishwvhcr,
security parking. 1 948 20lh st. (21 3)473-6001,
6^pm. Open Sat. 2-5pm.

SANTA /^ONICA. 1 -bedroom at Beach
$65Q/mo. Furnished optional. Roommate ok.
(213)394-1862.

SHERMAN OAKS. $925 deluxe 2-Hien garden
apartment, small quiet building near
Woodman-Ventura Bhd. New decor, built-

ins, balcony, pool, no pets. (818)360-4276.

IXZLA University apartmenU for rentH Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,
short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or
(213)825-8496.

VAN NUYS. 15 minutes to cvnpus. Good
area. 2-bdmVTA -bath. 2 story townhouse.
$720/mo. Security, gated parking.
(213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD $1 450, 2+2, Jacuzzi, gym, walk
to LKZLA, no pets. 520 Kelton. (21 3)208-7483.

WESTWOOD. 2-bd/1 'A -bath. Brand new car-
pet and miniblind. Stove and fridge. Formal
dining room. Service porch. 413 Veteran.

$150(VWw. (213)391-4926.

WtSTWOOD. $1100/mo. Large 2-bdnTV
2-balh. Dishwasher, AC, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD. $120(Vmo. Large 2-bdrTTV
2-balh. Top floor. Dishwasher, /^. 2 balco-
nles. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VIUAGE. LARGE LUXLJRY 1

BEDROOM. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIDCERATOR. WET BAR. EXTRA aOSET
SPACE, aNTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (21 3)208-8685.

WBTWOOO, $»SC^no., one-bedroom, kHfer
apt. w/a view. Parking, laundry, securHy
deposit $400. Call Andy or Mike.
(213)208-3890.

•

\

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies— *Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low scoirity

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. C^
after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD VJllage, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry, freshly painted. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 bedroom, hardwood
floors, high ceiling, backyard, garage; $850.
Bachelor with parking, $450. (213)824-7180.

WLA. 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator, private

patio. $700/mo. 1412 Brockton.
(213)478-8924.

WLA. 1 -bedroom attached to house. All utili-

ties paid. Carpet, drapes, off street parking.

$700. (213)306^6789.

WLA. 2-bedroom 1-bath, new carpet, mini-

blinds, lower unit. Off street parking. $800.
(213)306-6789.

WLA. 3-bedroom I'A baths. New carpet,

minlWinds, and oven. Upper front unit. Off
street parking. $975. (213)306-6789.

WLA. $72(yMO. 1 -bedroom upper. CarpeU,
drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laurxlry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

WLA. Studio guesthouse. $575/mo. incl. utili-

ties. Separate house and entra/Ke. Call Isaac.

(213)204.1827,eves.

Apartments Furnished 5

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom, 100 steps to LXIA,
available now. Call (213)277-1813 or
(213)824-0319.

LARGE single, uUlKies included, $675, 100
steps from UCLA, immediately available. Call

(213)277-1813 or (213)824-0319.

SINGLE, one block walk to LXLA (w«l of
school) %i7UmonA\, (213)824-0532. —
PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.
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Apts. Unfurnished 52

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent. $750/mo. 1-bdrm
upper, exceptionally spacious. Bright, ap-

pliances, hard wood floors, balcony, garage.

Smiles to campus. Suitable for staf^aculty

members, non-smokers. (213)652-2699.

EXTRA LARGE 1 -bedroom, sperate dinin-

groom, hardwood floors, real fireplace, walk to

UaA. No lease. (213)478-2310.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT
$1,090. 2-BDRM/1-BATH. CARPETS,
DRAPES, GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PATKD.
QUIET BUILDING. (213)474-1172.

WLA. 2-bdrrTV2-bath bright upper. Close to

UCLA. $850 with lease. Available now.
(213)476-7116, evenings.

WLA. $625. 1 -bedroom, refrigerator, range,

carpets, parking. Close to UCLA. 1472 S.

Barrington. (213)391-9563.

WLA. Larg^ 2-bdrnVlV. bath, security, car-

peu, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

v/)aundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(21 3)931 -1160.

Vaccrtion Rentals 63

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Share 54

BEVERLY HILLS. 2 br. Shr $300. Own room
$600 -f dep. Fireplace, patio, cable, parking.

(213)2:^8-1073.

BRENTWOOD- grad student or professional to

share lovely 2-bedroom, 2-bath apt. $475^fx>.

(213)447-2235.
'

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed ASAP to share

2-bdrm/2-bath. -2 blocks from campus,
$362Ano sec, deposit. (21 3)824-1 447.

LARGE BEDROOM in furnished 2bed/2bath
apt. 10 min from UCLA. $385/mo.
(213)559-8590.

LOOKING for 1 female to have own bedA>ath
in a new 3 be<y3 bath mediterranean style apt.

$466/mo. 473-7303. Iv. message.

MALE seeks san>e/couple to share 3-bdrm,

2-bath. Wilshire/BurxJy. Applicant gets master

bdrm, full bath, 200 sq. it. patio, den, parking.

Current occupant away majority of time. $675
VA utilities. (213)479-6169.

PLAYA Da REY. 2-bedroom $400 ea. Pools,

security, tennis, 1-mile to beach. Male or

Female. (213)827-2066.

PROFESSKDNAL SEEKING non-smoking fe-

male to share spacious 3 bedroom apartment.

Century city/Rancho Park. $465/mo.
(21 3)277-41 29.

ROOMMATES needed for bedroom/loft apt.

$331/mo. Walk or take van to campus. Park-

ing. Call Rob, (213)206-0852.

SHARE one bedroom apartment on Gaytey.

Security, parking. $425/month + sec. deposit.

(213)824-2750.

UCLA adjacent share one bedroom apartment.

Non snrK>ker student of professional. Parking,

amenities. $459/ea. (213)206-2975. ASAP.

WESTWOOD. $475Ano. 1 person for classy,

charismatic 1 -bedroom apt. Parking. Walk to

UCLA. (213)824-1556, David.

House for Rent 56

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove.

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking.

sundecks
• 10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.

(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista

Property
Management

Apis, to Share 54

wood floors, furnished, $365 + util. Neil
(213)477-0081.

WESTWOOD: Share spacious apartment with
4 girls. Close to UCLA. $350. Available now.
riffany. (213)824-4183.

WRITER, literary agent has apartment to share
in Westwood. Walk to LICLA. 208-5128.
Verrum.

House for Rent

BRENTWOOD. ilAOOlMO. 3-bdrm/2-bath,
security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

ggzl, 2-car garage. (213)826-6907.

HOUSE for rent in WLA, Spacious 3-bdrfn/
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (818)888-2224.

LARGE 3-bedroom, I'A -bath, large study
room, 1 5 minutes to UCLA. $35(Vpefson, or

$1695/family. (213)394-6998.

LOVELY 3-bd/2-balh house 10-mln. to UCLA;
all amenities, large yard, double garge, $1800.
(213)470-3475.

House for Shore 57

3-BEQ^-BATH house near campm. After Feb.
13. $333/mo. Want neat considerate room-
mates. Call John (213)825-8598 or
(818)784-1415.

PRE-MED student to sh^e 3-bed, 2-beach
houM in Venice with fiemale non-smokers.
Furniture, laundry, fireplace, near beaches,
buses. (213)450-6282.

ROOMMATE needed to share 3 bdrm house in

Venice. 1 block to beach;own
room;$465,-(21 3)392-0220.

House for Sole 58

HOUSE for sale. 2-bdfnVl-bath. Bright &
clean. On nice street. 3 miles to beach in

Hawthorne AGT (213)472-3495. $248k.

PRESTIGIOUS-Windsor Hills with view.
3-bdm(VrA -bath. Iwo fireplaces. $359,000.
Beverlywood, adjacent; beautiful, traditional

home. 3-bdrnV2-bath. $419,000. Call Cici

(213)468-2266 or (213)292-9085.

WESTWOOD/WLA LINE- $249,000. 2-Story

contemporary townhouse overlooking park-
like, VA setting. 2-bed/2.5-bath. Agent
(213)471-6682.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION—Gov't homes from $1 (U-
Repair). Delinquent tax property. Reposses-
sions. Call 1(602)838-8885 ert. GH8050.

ATTENTION: earn mor^ey reading books!
$32,000/yr income potential. (Stalls
1(602)838-8885 ext. bk 8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

BEL AIR. Chikk:are for 6 year-old boy and light

housekeeping. Help M—F, 3.8pm, some Sa-
turday babysitting. Weekly stiperMi. Pool ten-

nis. (213)274-1806.

FAMILY with two young children desires

chikkare in exchange fqr room & board.

(213)276-9619.

NEED KIELP with children. Light secretarial

work. 15 hr^wk. Word processing skills if

poasible. (213)454-9312.

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for df\\nn%

and chlkicare, must have car. Day 820-'7202,

evening 393-8621.

Room for Help 63

FEMALE student preferred. Furnished room in

exchange for housework. Nice private roonV
batVTV. Ney UCLA. (213)474-0336.^

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,

no pets large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge cfosets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential rwighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

$575. Very Large Room. Completely separate

entrance, kitchen, bathroom. Nearby Canyon
tocatton. (213)470-0272 after 6:30.

FURNISHED, private room, bath, kitchen pri-

vileges. Walk to UCLA, unities included.

Non-imcker. Parking. $375/mo.
(213)474-9905 AM A PM.

PRIVATE room, bath, queen bed, 1/2 mile west
of Sepulveda, one miJe north of Mullholland.

$425. (618)501-6678

ROOM wAriew in Beverly Hills. Male pre-

ferred S39S > utilities. (213)277-5273.

SANTA MONICA.$550, first & l»t. Pet ok.

Kitchen, laur>dry, parking privledges, norv
smoker. (213)828-8914.

SPACIOUS ROOM in lovely SM residence.

Private bath, kitchen & laurxlry privileges, near

bus lir>es. $450 includes utilities. Leave mes-

sage (213)452-1253. Non-smoker preferred.

WESTWOOD, $48QAtk>., guest house. Furn-

ished, spacious, quiet, overlooks garden.

(213)474-7285, 5-8pm.

WESTWOOD. Furnished, private roonV bath.

Kitchen privileges. Parking. Non-smoker.
%A7Slmo includes utilities. (21 3)470.2626.

Roommates

OO CClt^J

FEMALE needed to share large 1 -bdrm. apart-

ment in Westwood. $337.5(ymo. No deposit
required. (213)206-1817, Livia.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV 2-bath apartment. 4 miles from
campus. $500/mo. Available 02/15. Kim
(213)836-6672.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share large

furnished single on Gayley. Sec. BIdng,
$397.5<ymo. (213)208-6310.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD, female, share large BD/BR,
huge 2-BD/2 BR apartment. Pool, security,

laundry. $350 4 security. (213)6204)187.

ENGLISH and Design major looking for lenftaie

roomate. Across from UO-A. $281, studio.

(213)824-7764. L- -. -•-

'^'

FEMALE roommate needed to share spacious
apartment across from UCLA. Non-sn(y>king.

S3 10mo.(21 3)430-4826 or (213)208-4050.

FEMALE roomate wanted. $255/mo to share
large furnished one bedroom apartment in

Westwood. Eilie (213)624-5655.

FEMALE wanted for own room in large $360
mo. Non-smoker. Parking. (213)207-5370.

FOURTH male roommate needed to share
large 2-bed/2-bath Westwood apartment.
Furnished. %yOO/mo. (213)479-2618.

FOURTH male needed for luxurius apt. Pool,
gym, furnished 2bed/2bath. Palms $315, de-
posit. (213)636-6435.

GAYLEY Ave. apt. needs two females to share
cute 2.bed/2-bath. $387, parking. Call
(213)208-3689.

GRAD seeks female roommate to share spa-
cious 2bedroom/2bath apartment. $390.
Palms. Nancy (213)398-1226.

HERSHEY HALL for male UCLA graduate
student. On campus, rrteals included.
$45S/mo. -f deposit. Call Doug or Alec
(213)825-2742 or (213)559-3515.

LUXURY: male roomate needed for 456 Land-
fair apt. Pool, Jacuzzi, A^. 1 block to UCLA.
$365/mo. Leave message. ASAP
(213)824-2177.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one
bedroom apartment. Spacious peaceful. Avail-

able now. $290. Call )uan (213)447-2867.

MALE share bedroom in very large 2-bedraom.
Huge private deck, parking, must see! One
block to campus. $399/mo. (213)624-1423.

MALE to share 2-bdrnV2-bath with 3 others.

Glenrock. Walking distance. Pool, Jacuzzi.
$40(ymo. (213)824-7427.

MALE roommate wanted to share 2-bed/2-balh
apartment with graduate student. Palms.
$407/mo. (213)638-0744 Willie.

MOVING? Male roommate needed to share
new 2+2 apt. in Glendale, Burt)ank, or Sher-
man Oaks. (213)477-6263.

OWN roorrVbath in nice 3-bedroom condo.
Security buildin^parking. Female. $55(Vmo.
(213)444-9563.

PAKISTANI female seeks female roommate for
1 -bedroom apartment. Pico and Robertson.

$285 plus half utitiities. (213)838-8106 after

8pm.

PALMS, 2+2 apartment, garage, security, non-
smoker, share w/professional male. Short-temi

possible. $460. (213)841-2141.

PALMS. M^ for 3-bedroom apt. Own roonV
bath. $325/mo. -k utilities. Call
(213)837-5787.

PLAYA (XL REY. Female share split level

cofKfo. Security. Share bath and laundry.

SSOtVmo. (213)301-9762.

ROOMATE NEEDED. Furnished apt. Near
Campus. $38fl^no. (213)208-6025.

ROOMMATE needed for 2-bedroom apart-

ment in Van Nuys. Close to freeway. $338/mo.
+ utilities. (81 6)988-9423.

ROOMMATE wanted: Mature, responsible,

and (unloving male wanted to share a 1 -bed-
room apt. in palms. $312.5<ymo. John
(213)5S84>622 or (714)546-4151.

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP to share toft.

Female, iJOOtmo. Walking distance to cam-
pus. (213)624-0057.

ROOMMATE needled to share room in spa-

cious 2-bedroom apartment. 100 feet from
campus! $362 .50/month. Craig
(213)2084)358.

UCLA ADJACENT: Female needed to share
gorgeous 2-be<V2-bath apartment with 3 girlsl

$450. Pistol (213)208-1648.

WALK to campus. MJ^ non-smoking room-
mates. 2bd/2bath. iAOO/mo. Clean and large.

David (213)206-6191.

WESTWOOD-Female wanted to share large 1

bdrm. luxury apt. Security, Jacuzzi, patio, pkg.
Kelton $425. (213)206-3936.

'

WLA. S45(ymo. 1 roommate needed for a 2
bedroonV2 bath. 4 roommates. Security build-

ing, balcony, jacuKzi, washer & diycr in apt.

Very nicel Available now! Parking if needed.
(213)208-7803.

WLA. KVT, non-smoker. $425 + utilities. Own
large room in 2-bedroom. (213)625-6075,
day. (21 3)476-2955,eve.

YOUNG professional needs responsible
roommate, Palms area, own room & bath,
non-smoker. $548. (213)639-7104.

Condos for Sale 67

Westwood townhouse
for sale

1567 Manning Ave
Bright. Zbdrm. 2 1/2 bath.

w/ step down living room
w/ fireplace. Master w/
vaulted celling $339,000
Can Aaron (broker) at

477-7176

65 CorKlos for Rent 69 Movers 94

WESTWOOD. $1 200/mo. 2-bdrm/2-bath +
den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Aak aboU our
Sprir>g special. Maiiy mofvet under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truicfc.

Flying/PorochuHng 76 senrtces Offered 96
LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (618)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

TAKE lessons at school before or after class.

Guaranteed -workout, improvement and fun!

Hugh 208-7571 (Senior History Major).

FRLJSTRATED developing editing grad school
statemenU, etcf Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353. _^
SELF-DEFENSE-Kung Fu San Soo. Private in-

struction, male and female. Certified instruc-

tor. UCLA Grad. student. Kevin
(213)208-2966.

Child Care 90

STATISTICS
consultation

and
assistance

Statistical Information Services

(818)348-0696.

DAYCARE openings for two-year-olds by
licerwed fornr>er preschool teacher in a safe,

loving, enriching environment. UCLA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613186. Louise
(213)477-1397.

LICENSED Family Day Cay by IXILA grad.

Loving environment, quality care, large play

areas, meals, references. Mar Vista Hills. All

ages, FT/PT, M-F, 8-6pm. Tracy.
(213)397-3^18.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All sub^ecu. Theses/DiMerUtions,

Propoaals and Books. Foreign Students
Wcicome. Sharon Bear, PhD.^13) AT0-€661.

Tutoring Offered 98

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANa, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

^ -k-k-kifkiiii-kii-k-kifkii-k-k
¥
-¥ 1 HATE AUTO INSURANCE!

Wo all do but .-auto insurancu

IS required by law' So tor a
FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213.852 71^5 '818'342 1510
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

"•* kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk^

If
A\iSS^

Auto/Home/Cornnercial
Westwood/Wilshiri Office

, 312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 bIKs So o« Wilshire)

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON •

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENC TUTOR available for Foreign studenU,
lived abroad. Speaks SpanisMapanese. Call

Johanna at (213)638-4382.

EXPERIENCED Japanese tutor, teaches busi-

ness conversation, aixJ cultural urvierstanding.

(213)736-5975 Mabuura.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710.

FRENCH LESSONS AND TRANSLATIONS by
native speaker. UCLA Grad. All levels. Ace
exams and papers. (213)657-4626.

LEARN French or improve your abilities.

Conversation, reading, writing, & grammar
taught by native. Call Frederique
(213)471-8693.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. WiH
commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021

.

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Ptx)ne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editir^

Ov«r 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical aisistinc* with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with thb

od. JVY league grads.

Stamford Prep

(213) 271-5181

AUTO insurance! Tutoring Needed 99

Minimum liability required
by law.

Example: fenrxaie 21 and
over $575/yr.; ferrxale

under 21. male urxJer 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for'comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

JAPAfCSE tutor needed, near campus. Good
pay. SMAv. Tom (213)477-5803.

VALLEY MOM needs tutor for teen, 4 tinws a
vMeek. (818)784-6806.

Typing 100

Auto Insurance

A- 1 ATTrrUOE? Law paduate with Macintosh,
•-a«erprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOITD! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. CompUer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser
printed-free pickup ar>d delivery. Term papers
(APA), disaeftattons, resumes. (213)475-405Tr

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
IdSI SAVB4>N

JfBw—ilwk

Movers 94

CRECS moving. We do all the moves. Specie-

llzing in student moves. 24hr. (213)261-8692

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

iCRKY'& trwM/irtw aiwi tU^ihmm Tk^ r^mamktl^^^ * ffnwwifi^ mrwM %Mi 1 1 ¥cry. tmV CSreiwf

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

A WORD Processing service. IBM-PC/WP.
Resumes, proposals, reports, manuscripts,
scripts. 7-day service. (213)397-0797. Sheba.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-
perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Coaect spelling, grammy.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing
W laserjet quality printing for resumes and
papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvette (213)558-3238.

EDrriNG, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-
sional experierx» with University papen.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GREAT MARKS typing sen^ice. Complete,
prompt, and aHordable. Contact Paula Marks.
(213)935-3853.

GENERAL, transcriptiorv term papers, disserta-
tions, theses. IBM PC/laser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. F»t,
accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Cont^
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

WOROPROaSSING specializing in theses^
dtstertalioni, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta^
tistkal resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828^939,
Hollywood (21 3)466- 2888.

• i*^
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Do your teeth feel like

BLUE VELVET?
See Dr. Friedman

Cosmetic and
General
Dentistry

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide/ Laughing Gas
• Estimates Given in Writing
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S.(UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

ESPECIALLY PRC 14

EXCHANGE VISA HOLDERS

AVOID THE LONG WAIT-
' BE ONE OF THE FIRST ON THE 3RD

/ PREFERENCE WAITING LIST

FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCE

LAW OFHCE OF:

TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIHED IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474^2545
CALL FOR FREE CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTWOOD BL

For Rent 101 Music Lessons 102 Resumes 104 Autos for Sole

Refrigerator Renlals
Go-'^'s. ''aie"- ;c'S. so-o-: es a-

CO ops
'or FREE DELIVERY ca

POLAR LEASING
533 1500 anytime

St-'v-g UCLA s 'xe '97-;

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licerved career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
LX:LA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

Ket resuks. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel 105 Travel 105 Travel

UCLA WEEK IN

MAZATLAN
A Full Week of

X

loin us for our most popular Spring gel-

away lo Mazallan, from March 2 i lo 31sl.

I^rkvs start al just \'^I9 and include:

• Rimiul-trip tiitjaivJhtm L\\.
• I'iiyt class hotel cictoninKxhifions. __:___.

Don't wait! List year this event .sold out!

TRAVEL SERVICE

rj/n^rli AOi ir^l A 71
^''^*' Ciass in Low Fares

^r»^^ J AoUCLr^ A LfVfl Ackcniuin Ml- H.MXh S:il II

>^^mm^mm
T THE ^WORLD

IS ON
SALE!! '

Rondtrlp from Los Angeles

$ 58
$266

Francisco
New YorK
Costa Rica

London
Amsterdam
Frankfurt
TahM
Rio
Sydney
Nairobi
Johannesburg

ne#ce in^ faaiad an

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

370
370
490
449
469
659
850
910

$1070
$1360

to dwf^a
- — ly.

•Fantastic Galapagos Islands
then the Andes and the Amazon Basin
leave \m& Anfieles June 21 or August 16 on 15 day tours.
Price from $2471 or from $1990 with Amazon excluded.
Trekking, mountain climbing, bird watching, excursions
available anytime.

•Fi^c World (East European Tour)
Join Eva, a former Czechoslovakian on an 18 day tour of
Yugoslavia: Dalmation Coast; Budapest; hydrofoil cruise on
the Danube to Vienna; Salzburg; and finally Prague.
Czechoslovakia to leave May 10. Land cost only $1799.
For more Information CALL NOW. Eva's Tours
(213) 540-9532.

' "

1983 TOYOTA Corolla SR5. 2-door hardtop
deluxe. ChamfMgpe colored. Great condition.

S3500. (213)204-1727.

1983 TOYOTA COROLLA, xint condiUon,
5-speed, new brakes, am/fm cassette.

$255(VDbo. (818)907-6917.

1983 VW RABBIT Convertible, whiteMiite,
aiMim cassette, a/c, great condition. $7500.
(818)571-1629.

1984 MERCURY Cougar XR7 Turbo. 70,000
miles, looks like new. $4800/obo.
(818)986-6998.

1984 OLOS Firenza. XInt condition, sunroof,

cruise control, power steering & brakes.

$1400. (213)477-9328.

1985 BMW 325e, bronzit, low miles, auto,

excellent, $13,950. (818)789-3904.

1985 TOYOTA TERCEL, hatchback, a/t, am/
fm cassette. Clean. $2800/obo.
(213)313-2719.

1985 VW JETTA. kalian red, 5-speed, A^,
AM/FM cassette, low miles. $3750.
(213)472-2827.

1986 PEUGEOT 505 CL. White with blue.

Emaculate, 40k mites. $7500/obo.
(818)708-2312.

1987, BMW 324 black Wbeige, 5-spced.

4-doar, 32,000 miles. Must sell. $17,200.
(213)858-6061.

84 PONTIAC FIERO 45K miles, anVTm, air,

alarm, bIkAwht, original owner 277-5579,
excellent condition.

84 PONTIAC 6000. 4<y(inder 4-door sedan.
69k miles. Clean, NC, A^VFM. $3500.
(213)838-5192.

89 PRELUDE SI immaculate, black, 5-spd.,

leather, 9k miles, must sell this week.
$15,50(yobo. (818)980—9159.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-600<38-8885 Ext. A 8050.

BMW 325 1987 4-door. Red, automtfic,

alarm, loaded. 1 7K miles. $18K.
(213)204-3868. Before 9p.m.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (213)226-4397 (office),

(213)475-8377 (home), ask for Victoria.

HONDA CRX 1985. Runs excellent, good
condition. 80,000 mi. $2850/obo. Call

(213)470.9420.

ISUZU l-mark, 1985, 4-dr, 43,000 miles.

$2800. Grey. New tires, clutch, brakes. Call

(213)454-2035.

ISUZU Impulse '84, black, loaded, 5-spd, must
sell. $3500. (213)322-3393.

MAZDA GLC, 1981 . 69,000 miles, $90(Vobo.
(213)391-7539. Stick-shift, hatchback. Ap-
pearance in back needs some work.

MGB 67 new lop, clean interior, bik-will
deliver, good ole metal car
$1400.(818)341-1606.

/4ITSUBiSHI Cordia '84 % spd, A^ »id
cassette, new clutch, catalytic corrverter, re-

built, transmission, great shape. $3500
(213)393-5638.

Music Lessons ^02
GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SKILLED with hand tools? Tropical sailing &
diving offered in exchange for assistance with

precruise preparations of 41' fiberglass sloop.

Sailing lessorv, ham radio, and captain license

exams preparation included complementary.

P.O. Box 9516, M.D.R., CA. 90295.

Council Travel

213-208-3SSt

HARP LESSONS
ALL LEVELS

aassical, Jazz, Pop. Rental Harps
available. Recording Artist

Victoria Looseieaf, MFA

(213) 281-7413

Travel Tickets 106

CHEAP—Oneway ticket LAX to Newark
March 4 only $75. Call Linda, (21 3)824-741 9.

FLY anywhere. $50 or more off. Can leave

tomorrow or later. Should complete travels

-More 1/18. Mark, (81 8)881 -8740. >

Resumes 104 Autos for Sale 109

DESK TOP RES^iMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Lasar printir^ (213)450-0133.

GET the most important manual of your
student caiMr: 'LEARN WHAT TO PUT ON

(818M51-0178. -- i ; .

1 980 NISSAN 31 OCX hatch, very low mllca(^,

well kept. AM/FM cassette. 4-speed.

$84S/obo. (213)624-1815 or (213)253-4447.

Ask for Sonny.

1962 MAZDA 626, auto trm, «A:, yr^fm
stefK}W equalizer. I^ceds woHc Sl^X^obo.

4m (213)X»-0437.

TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON, 1983.
5-speed. Am/Tm cassette. Excellent condition.

$2500. (213)392-3378.

TOYOTA SUPRA, 1964. Black, S^peed man-
ual, Alpine, alarm, new rims & tires, tinted

windows, 52kAniles. $7900. (213)532-6349.

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE
1980. New tires and interior. Good corxlition.

Low mites. $4000. David (213)208-6191.

VW BUG, 1967. Rebuilt engine. Looks great,

runs strong. $1700. (213)470-0024.

VW BUG '71-9ood condition, new clutch,

distributer, generator;mostly rebuilt er>gine.

$160(yobo. Polly (213)824-4183.

VW RABBIT 1 982 CONVERTIBLE. Auto. W..
runs great. 95k. Must sell $3950.
(213)973-5205 or (213)479-4879.

WHITE FORD Mercury, 1 984, good condition.

Quick sale $210(Vobo. (213)473-6001.
6-8pm.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

1988 BLACK KawisakI Ninja 250cc. Recent

tunc -up ar\d new tires. Mu»t s««.

(213)960.7866.

TENNIS
From page 42
overcome TCU's Rubio and
Tjia, 6-3, 6-1, before they were
defeated in the semis by the No.
2 seeds, UCI's Kronemann and
Kanroji, 6-4, 6-4.

Bassett explained that UCFs
Kronemann is '^possibly the

best doubles player in the U.S.

right now and although the

UG-A duo had chances to

break, they didnU quite get it**

Knowles added* "We played

pretty well the whole tourna-

ment and we expected to win

the whole thing, but they (UCI)
were just a better team. Hope-
fully next time we*ll get
revenge."

109 Motorcycles for Sale 114

HONDA 250NX Low miles, great condition.

$250tVobo. (213)478-2777.

KAWASAKI KLR 250, 1 986. $900 firm. 1 2,000
miles, good condition. Call Caroline ^
(818)996-0838.

Scooters 119

1985 HONDA ELITE 1 50. Excellent condition
with trunk & helmet. $900. Tony
(213)939-5609. '_

1 987 ELITE 1 50 loaded. AM/FM stereo, trunk,

alarm, windscreen. New tires toned.
$1650.00, Steve 479-7503.

1987 HONDA Elite 80, red, low mileage, like

new. $850. (213)398-6522.

1989 HONDA Elite LX SA50, brand new,
never used, gr^ and blue, $1,200.
(213)374-5191 le^v^ message.

red %\ba^doo, '89 Elite 1 50 Red
. TrJci^ 398-2698. Karlene

'88 ELITE 80

1

$1500/obo.
675-5661 . Leave message. Must sell, moving.

HONDA AERO 50, 1986. Perfect condition.

$60typbo. Red/ Black. (21 3)824-5676.

HONDA aiTE 80, black, only 8 months old,

1700 miles, under warranty until )ur>e 1990.

$120(yobo. (213)477-6137. Leave message.

HONDA ELITE 80-$900 and HONDA aPTE
150-$1175. Both clean with low miles.

(213)479-5851.

HONDA SPREE '86, good condition, $475.
Call 865-2172. For appt. Howard '89.

YAMAHA CA50. Great shape. Just tuned. Blue
with red case, lock 1 .5m. $4S(yobo; w^elmet
$5S(>tobo. Mark (816)881-8740.

YAMAHA RIVA 125 1986-Red, 3500 miles.

Great condition, great value. $1,000 firm. Jay

(213)477-0080.

IN (XSPERATE NEED of parking near campus.
Will pay well. Call Amy. (21 3)947-31 16. Help
Mei!

Furniture 126

BRAND NEW queen futon, torch lamp, desk,

file cabinet, stereo; prices negotiable. Call

w(21 3)477-1 91 9 x212, h(2 13)459-4001.

FULL SIZE futoiVcouch/bed, gray & black,

$125. Call Lois (213)477-7940.

KENMORE WASHER/ GAS DRYER, white,

excellent cor>dition. $300|^air. Highchair,

$25, phone/answering machine, $35.
(213)654-7999.

LIKE NEW, Southv««stem style couch and
bveseat. Orig. S2000, selling for $100(yobo.
King size waterbed w/mirror and glass cabinet

headboard. $250. Matching 5-drawer dresser,

$50. Kitchen table w/4 matching chairs. Light

oak. $60. (213)396-1033.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phorw order.

(213)372-2337.

SOFA, coffee table, desk in very good condi-

tion for sale. Best offer. Call Nil

(213)207-1602.

Garage Sales 427

KODAK carousel 650H slide projector $145.
Graphic monorail 4x5 w^ktar portrait lens

$380. (616)341-1606

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

CAR stereo equipment, never used, 2 Crutch-

field amplifiers, alphasonic crossover, speak-

ers, RHMt sell this week. 624-5651

.

Office Equipment 133

BROTHER 360 wrod processor. Br«)d new.
Syr warranty. 16k memory, «MKd spell. $250.
(213)477-5656.

EPSON ELITE typerAvord menfK>ry processor,

thesaurus/ die. Perfect condition. $90 or best

offer. Christie (213)824-9845.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 11c. 2 drives, monitor, printer, to%-

w»«. Like ncM. $92S/obo. (213)477-6263.

Leive message.

IBM PC JR. 640k, drives, color, daisy wheel
primer, lots of so^are. Great dealt $S00r^

Scott (213)206^597.

\.
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ARIZONA
hrom page 48

worry about in Westwood for three

more years.

Murray hit four three-pointers in

the first 20 minutes, scoring 14

points on five of 11 shooting. **I

was real fired up for this game,"
Murray said. "I wanted to win this

game real bad.**

It showed. When Murray nailed

a trey from the top of the key and
was fouled with 3:12 left, Pauley

shook like it has few times in its

25-year history. That shotcapped a
15-0UCLA run that put the Bruins

up, 31-17.

The 6-8 Murray also blocked

two shots in the half, stopped a key
Arizona fast break and more than

hekl his own in the middle.

- Not to be outdone, Madkins, the

'Veteran** who has played all of

one-and-a-half seasons, nailed two
three-pointers himself in the first

half and scored eight points as the

Bruins built a 36-21 halftime lead.

Madkins had reason to rejoice at

the Bruins' success. "I'd gone 0-4

against these people and I had
never experienced that before,** he

said. *T had never beaten them, so

it*s about time I got one.**

In the second half, UCLA
almost let that "one** slip away.

Whatever the Wildcats had left in

the lockenoom before the game
they certainly found at halftime.

Arizona* s Matt Muehlebach
sunk a trey with 18:37 left in the

second period to cap a 7-0 run that

broughtU ofA to within 10, 38-28.

Muehlebach hit his second
three-pointer to pull the Cats to

within three, 40-37. And

—

yts,

again—Muehlebach hit a three

with 10:24 left to keep Arizona

within three, 51-48.

It look more than five minutes,

but *Zona finally did tie things up,

58-58, with 5:01 lefton Buechler*s

bank from the lane. So UCLA was
faced with all the cliches: it's back

was to the wall, this was crunch

time, etc., etc.

And who better to live up to

those other cliches of coming
through in the clutch, performing

under pressure, etc., etc. than

Trevor Wilson and Darrick Mar-
tin. With UCLA up, 61-58, Mar-
tin—who finished with 11 points

and seven assists—scored four

straight points and Wilson—who
totalled 14 (12 in the second

half)—put in a spontaneously

creative reverse lay-up that

boosted UCLA*s lead to 65-60.

Then with 39 seconds remaining

and the Bruins up 67-63, Martin

ended all questions about a game
that was still very much in doubt by
hitting both ends of a one-and-one.

For good measure, Wilson finished

a fast break with a lay-up with 17

seconds left to ice the game.

Now that the Arizona monkey is

off the Bruins' back, it's still not

clear whether or not UCLA is

back. But at least people are

listening. .

Bruin Notes: Buechler led Arizcna with 17

poinis and 14 rebounds, while guard Matt

Othick hit three thiee-pointen and finished

with 14. . .Don MacLean was just three of

nine shooting in the First half, but led the

Bruins in scoring (18) aiKi rebounding

(12). . .Owens played just 19 minutes, did

not score and grabbed just one
rebound. . .Arizona's Brian Williams,

whom UCLA sought as a transfer student

last year, had 10 poinu and three rebounds.

Organizations

:

Be represented in

the yearbook-

purchase your

page by January 17

to ensure a spot in

the groups section.

Can 825-2640

^

Come Discover How You Can Make A Difference At Our

Graduate Schools Open House

Make A Difference...

Professional Careers In The
Jewish Community

Sunday, January 21, 1990
1:00pm - 4:00pm

University of Judaism

\,

15600 MulhoUand Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90077

1 :00pm: Registration and Tours

1:30pm: Program

3:00pm: Reception >

Meet Faculty, Alumni and Students
Financial Aid and Admissions Information will be available

To R.S.V.P. and for more information, contact:

nana Besser, Admissions Counselor

(213) 476-9777, ext.250.

ZlWAYSTO LIVE ITUP
D

^ HalfRack ofRibs $4.95

T

Nothing lifts the spirits like fantastic,

fun to eat food. Especially when it's served

Baxter's style, for under $5! Our new menu
has 21 of tnese rib-tickling meals. Served

in under 21 minutes! Like soft tacos, Santa

Fe chicken sandwiches, fresh chef salads,

and all kinds of burgers and other fantastic

meals. And now you can rib it up with our

saucy half rack of BBQ baby bacK pork ribs,

served with fries and cole slaw, just $4.95,

for a limited time.

Come have a rib-roaring time! C3

^ Westwood
1050 Gayley Ave., 208-3716

Gayley between Kinross & Weybum
(offer expires 2/28/90)

a
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^^\^ Eyelash Perms
K>^ Special $35

LOVE YOUR HAIR
We Give You What You Want

Fusion Extensions

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTER
With this ad you will receive

Highlights $35 Perms $35 Design Haircuts $15

New customers only
expires February 15, 1990

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

PRE-DENTAL
CLUB

6ENERQL MEETING
JMIMRY tr.MO Miflt liOO PMX
iLCXA scMoa OP oDmmiv

FRIDAY , LAST DAY!

LastChance!
'89 Prices + BkSavings.

./' SaveUpTo^And Beat February Price Increase*

During the dates shown below, discounts of buying a
^ArtCarved is offering at '89 prices. We ^'

you the last chance ^^^fe^have some

to buy before ^^rW great new

our February ^^^^ J^styles toshow you as welL..

price increase, ^^^^o check out the ArtCarved ring

Now you can save up to days and ask about

$80 and still receive the special financing

additional .^m^^ plans.

fffii^m -»-^"'

-1-

7IRT(7IRVED\ COLLEGE JEWELRY^

Campus Photo Studio. 150 Kerckhoff

Tues,Jan16-Fri,Jan19
Pgyntent Plwi& Available I

ARKZONED
From page 41

na forward Wayne Womack,
Rooks* and other big men.

But UCLA forwards Don Mac-
Lean, Trevor Wilson, Tracy Mur-
ray, as well as Keith Owens all

played tenacious ball-denial
defense, and when the l>all did get

inside the paint, there would be
two or three players swarming all

over the Cats, not permitting any
sort of decent shot
And when Arizona did get off

close to the basket, the Cats either

missed it or had it blocked by a
pumped up Murray, who played
his best all-around game for

UCLA. Arizona converted on only
two of 11 shots inside the paint in

the flrst half.

"When we get 11 inside shots, I

don't Care if its a zone or a man-
to-man," Olson said. "With 11

shots, you have to make at least

seven. I thought we got the shots

we needed to get."

Arizona's inside game, which
was feared to eat UCLA apart

ev<^ time down the court, was
l)asically a no-show.

"It was a frustrating thing for

us," Olson said. "We should be a

good inside team."

Against a man-to-man, they
probably are. Trevor Wilson, who
at 6-8, 211, most likely would not

be able to battle WiUiams, 6-11,

242. And Owens (6-7 1/2, 200-

pounds and Murray (6-8, 210),
would be physically overmatched
by Rooks, 6-11 235, who is also

one of the most imixx)ved players

in the conference. Additionally,

the Cats have Buechler, Womack,
Brian David and Ed Stokes.

Needless to say, on paper the

Bruins looked overmatched, much
like David and Goliath.

But games aren't won with
pregame talk and hype, and UCLA
won on Saturday with sheer hustle^

emotion and a truculent defense.

Arizona's big boys should have
stayed in the desert, because they

ceilainly didn't show up in Pauley.

"I'm just at a loss with that,**

Olson admitted. "I look at these

inside guys. . .I'm just at a lo$s to

try and explain it"

The Zona head coach was
particularly displeased with Wil-
liams, who had supposedly out-

played former Anzona standouts

Sean Elliott and Anthony Cook in

practice last season. "I'm disap-

pointed with his rebounding,"

Olson said.

"He's strong, he's quick and
he's big. . . I obviously can't be
pleased with his rebounding. Gol-
ly, can't look at 24 minutes and be
happy with three
rebounds. . . Those numbers are

not what we needed."

Williams came into the game
averaging 11.S points and six

rebounds. Rooks had averaged
12.1 and 6.1, while Womack (9.0.

4.2) and David 4.6, 3.0 also didn't

play up to their expectations.

Nothing else can explain that""

except the zone. The only reason
that Arizona cut the UCLA lead

from 15 to zip was because its

guards came alive and started

hitting the outside shots. The only
way to beat a zone is to nail the

jumper, but on Saturday, Arizona
needed both.

Against USC, Arizona's big

men connected on 18 of 24 shots.

But not on Saturday, when the

Cats entered. . . The Twilight

Tone.
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ARI-ZONEP
From page 48

not only entering Pauley
Pavilion. . . they entered the twil-

ight zone.

"I decided this morning to zone

them," UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick explained afterwards.

"Oregon, SC, Oregon State and

Cal zoned them. . . £)oesn't that

tell you something?"

It sure does. Coach.

It tells us that you made a heck

of a coaching decision. And
decisions look even better when
you win, and the Bruins did just

that in beating the Cats fof the first

time in three seasons, 73 67.

From the opening lip-off, the

Bruins went away from their

usually man-to-man defense, and

instead played a tenacious,

swarming zone to combat the size

and inside play advantage of

Arizona. And it worked.

Wildcat preseason all-world

Brian Williams played more like

the all-black-hole, because he was
simply invisible. And when the

ball did go into him, it certainly

didn't go in the bucket. For the

most part, Williams, who was Dick

Vitale's first-team AU-Vitale cen-

ter, did not even show up. The 6-11

forward went the whole first half

without a rebound, and converted

on only one of four shots. Thirteen

minutes. Two points. Zero
rebounds. Way to rise to the

occasion.

And what did the UCLA fans

have to say to this. Simply,

"Overrated. . . Overrated."

The same could be said for the

other twin tower, Sean Rooks, who
hauled down a measly one retx)und

in the first half, and missed all four

of his shot attempts. Nice effort

For the half, the Cats were
oulscored 36-21, and out-rebound-

ed 25-14. UCLA's Don MacLean
hauled down nine rebounds in the

first half.

And this was against a team
whose Achilles' heel is the

absence of a post-up defender. It

was also against a team that was'

starting a 6-7 1/2 former walk-on
at center for oniy his second time.

Only in the twilight zone.

For the game, Williams finished

with a very quiet 10 points and

three rebounds, and Rooks, who
also contributed three boards and

four points (on one-of-six shoot-

ing), was just as ineffective.

*The zone took away the blocks

for them," Harrick said proudly.

"Every time they got the ball inside

they had two or three guys on
them. . . I thought the difference

was that we limited them inside. I

didn't fear their guards neariy as

much as I did their big men."

Who did?

Smce Greg Foster decided to

transfer two years ago, UCLA's
biggest downfall has been its lack

of inside play, on both defense and

offense. Opposing centers and

forwards have continuously
punHnelled the hapless Bruins

time and again. Careers have been

made taking it too the hole against

UCLA.
But not on this day. Froni the

onset, Arizona looked out of its

league. Or 'maybe we should say,

out of its zone.

"We knew we were going to

come out and get the zone going

right away," UCLA guard Gerald

Madkins said.

And it worked. The first time

Arizona brought the ball down-

court, it looked somewhat sur-

prised by the zone defense and

promptly threw the ball out of

bounds.

And after that, the Zona guards

continuously attempted to work

Hie ball inside 10 Williams, Arizo-

tf^sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssissssssss.i
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Need resume material? All we ask for is 4 hours a week!

INTERNSHIPS*
IN

BUSINESS / HNANCE / ACCOUNTING
available on campus at the

Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

WINTER Quarter 1990 positions in:

INVESTMENTS MARKETING GSL'S

COLLECTIONS PERSONNEL TELLERING
ACCOUNTING LOANS NEWSLETTER EDITOR

RECRUITMENT MEETING TODAY:
TUESDAY, JANUARY 16TH
ACKERMAN 3508, 4 TO 5PM

(SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS'^

6ee ARMONED, page 40

When you start

your career, there's
nothing like initial success

Exciting Co-op and Summer
opportunities exist at IBM!

IBM is recruiting co-op and summer candidates

for openings in Programming and Engineering.

Meet with IBM Managers

at our Career Inforjuiation Day
T\iesday, January 23

Boelter Hall - Penthouse

10 am—4 pm

There is no formal presentation, so feel free to

stop by anytime during the event. Please bring 4

copies of your data sheet/resume and transcript,

if available. Dress is casual.

An equal opportunity emfrfoyer
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only

(Walk-in only)

Highw PricM
For SfMdHcHalr
StyHtt

945 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

(Next to Sizzler)

824-071
free parking in rear

y . HAIR SALON ^
Haircut Deep conditioner $10 and up

Eye lash tinting

Cellophane

Color

Perms
Color Correction

Highlighting

Relaxing

Hair Extentions

$10 and up

$15 and up

$20 and up

$35 and up

$35 and up

$35 and up

$40 and up

$60 and up
long hair slighdy higher

We sell the BEST hair products OPEN SUNDAYS
V

The Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
is offering a course

"THE SEARCH FOR SPIRITUALITY -

A RECONSTRUCTIONIST APPROACH
IN THE 21ST CENTURY TO GOD"

SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contads Includes care kit*

Follow up
Extended, Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes. ...$11 9 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 mos.)

$109-set

Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soft Contacts With Your Prescription

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-81 G5 (800) 237-6235

UTEBITE i

COM

By Rabbi Steven Carr Ruben
Rabbi of Kelliath Israel

Reconstructionist Congregation
Pacific Palisades

P^^_^

'^/trtn*'

The Search for Spirituality will lead to a rational egalitarian contemporary
authentic spiritual understanding of God for the 21st century.

WHERE: HiUel House. UCLA. 900 Hilgard Avenue. Los Angeles. CA
WHEN: Tuesday Evening, 7:30-9 p.m.. 8 Weeks, Beginning February 6, 1990
COST: $60.00 Mudents Free

Mel Reznick, Committee Chairman

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO RRC

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Margot Morrison, Western Regional Director

Federation of Reconstructionist Congregations and Havurot
845 Via de la Paz, Suite A 522, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

(213) 454-7439
Sponsored by Reconstructionist Rabbinical Ck)llege and Los Angeles Hillel Ck)uncil

BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BITE IS JUST RIGHT-
TO?^ AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI. DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD FRENCH FRIES. ANDSOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

' Good At Our 5 Convenient

Locations

H^tsl
Northridge

S«flU Aim

Anahein

Slanlon

West Lot AngdM

Expiras: 1/30/90

Ptease Do Not Use
With Any Other Coupons

\ I Or Olfers - No Substitutions^ Good (or Everyone in Party

ItMfdU SUJi^ht Sj^edaJU
6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL

•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

EVERY
•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on:

•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential *

6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES
•Transaxle

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshieki washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

+tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change
will be done in 30 minutes from the time

|

your work order is written to the cashier, or

you won't pay! Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

MtKEMtLLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213)^ 559-3777^

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines $^^989

mm

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed
j

10% off any
•Inspect rear brakes i brake_jepalr i

Present coupon when order Is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

^American Express
"^

Discover

TENNIS
Fronfi page 45
round by No. 6 seed, Miami^
Johan Donar, 6-3, 6-4. while
freshman Fritz Bissell was
barely overcome by the tourna-

ment's No. 1 -ranked player,

Cardinal Jonathan Stark, 6-

7(8-6), 6-4, 7-6a-l).
Both Barber and Bissell went

on to compete ^ the men's
singles consolation. Barber
defeated TCU*s Mark Tjia, 7-5.

5-3, before being downed by
Trojan Andras Lanyi, 6-3, 7-5.

TCU's Richard Rubio, on the

other hand, was too much for

Bissell, defeating the Bruin, 7-

6a-5), 6-4.

Bassett, who is looking to

find the strongest doubles teams
possible for this season's
lineup, moved people aixHind

for the tournament
Bissell teamed up with fresh-

man Mark Quinney, but the duo
was downed by the No. 1-

seeded tandem—Stanford's
Staik and O'Brien—^in straight

sets, 6-4, 6-3. The Bruin pair

was given another opportunity
in the consolation draw against

Miami's E>onar and Pennisi, but
feU short, 6-4, 6-3.

On a brighter note. Bruins
Knowles and Barber teamed up
to defeat USC's Lanyi and
Isaac, 6-1. 6-3, and moved on to

See TENNIS, page 38

GYMNAST
From page 47

teammate, UCLA senior Ail-

American Kim Hamilton, finished

second with a tally of 37.45.

Minnesota junior Cathy Zolkows-
ki was the third-place fmisher with

a score of 36.30.

"I have work to do," said a
humble Andrews. "I hope that I

haven't peaked yet"
In front oi a vocal home crowd

of about 800, the Bruins, along

with the Golden Gophers and the

Gauchos, were attempting to sand
some of the rough edges via a trial

and entM* method.

"It* a good thing that it was our
first meet," Andrews said.

However, UCSB head coach
Liz Marino felt that the Bruins

were near mid-season form.**I am
really impressed with UCLA. F6r
the first meet of the season, they

seem to be in really good shape."

Tomlinson was pleased with the

mettle of his freshmen c(Hps, this

being their first inter-collegiate

meet
*The kids* focus was good. You

can never do anything about first

meet jitters. The errors we made
were out of desire rather than from
lack of concentration," he said.

•The team performed wonder-
fully^" junior Yolande Mavity
said. "We are going to work out the

quirks."

Tomlinson said that exceptional

performances were turned in by
sophomore Gina Pesce on the floor

(with a score of 9.5) and freshman

Carol Ulrich on the balance beam
(9.55).

"Some of our performances

were good, but we didn't come
anywhere near our potential," said

junior Laura Neustedter.

The breakdown for UCLA's
team score in each of the four

categories was a 47.5 for the vault,

a 46.5 for the bars, a 46.2 for the

beam, and a 47.4 for the floor.

Tlie Bruins' total score of 187.6

was two-thirds of a point higher

than its compilation in last year's

opening-night meet
"I think that this is the best Bruin

^eam ^lat we have ever had,"

Tomlinson said.

./
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Volleyball squeaks
by alums In opener
By Rodgjer Low
Staff Writer

Going into Saturday night's

exhibition match against the Bruin

alunmi, head co^ch Al Scates

planned on his men's volleyball

team to exert itself at the net by
creating a virtually impenetrable

wall to stop his former players.

The Bruin varsity team was able

to do so in its 1990 debut as it

squeaked out of the John Wooden
Center with a close five-game win.

The final scores read 15-13, 9-15,

9-15, 16-14, 15-9.

As the scores indicate, UCLA
had trouble with the alumni from
the opening whistle.
" Despite the close scores, how-

ever, Scates was pleased with his

players' performances. *Tor this

point in the season, we are right

where I thought we'd be. There

were very few surprises."

Leading the way for the varsity

Bruins was the same cast of

characters from a year ago.

Junior quick hitter Mike Whit-

comb led all hitters with 16 kills in

four games. Right behind Whit-

comb were senior Ail-American

Trevor Schirman and junicx* Carl

Henkel, who had 13 and 12 kills,

respectively.

Defensively, the Bruins picked

up right were they left off a year

ago. The tandem of Schirman and
Whitcomb combined for over half

the UCLA blocks, as the two
recorded eight and six block

assists, respectively. Also chip-

ping in five blocks was freshman

setter Mike Sealy.

In addition to his blocking,

Sealy dished out 64 set assists in

his four games, and played very

well, according to Scates.

"I was really happy with the

play of both setters (the other being

freshman Albert Hanneman). I

was hoping to mix up the lineups a

little to give each setter experience

with the first group,, but I didn't

really have that chance. Nonethe-

less, I was very happy with their

Men s Volleyball

Who: Israeli Nat'l Team
vs. UCLA

Where: Pauley Pavilion

When: Today,

3:00 p.m.

play."

Also playing well in Scates'

view were his swing hitters, senior

Oren 3cher and juniors Mark
Tedsen and Bjom Maseajell. With
the trio playing so well,' it forces

Scat^ to make a tough decision as

to which of them will get the

starting nod at the one remaining

swing hitter spot
Scates was also pleased with the

play of his technique players. Rich
Bland and Mike Garcia. Though
Bland is slated to start during the

regular season, he began the match
on the bench, still recovering from
a small oase of tendonitis in his

hitting shoulder.

Leading the way for the aluinni

team was former All-American
and U.S. National team member
Ricci Luyties. Though official

statistics were not kept for the

alumni team, Luyties—a 1984
graduate—was virtually unstopp-

able.

Said Scates, "Luyties was play-

ing extremely well. If there is one
player out there that should be on
the USA team, it's him. They
should make a place for him."

Also playin); well were current

Bruin assistant coaches Reed
Sunuhara and Greg Giovanazzi.

The next exhibition for the

Bruins is tonight as Schirman and
company host the Israeli National

team at 7:30 in Pauley.

Bruin Sports Calendar

WEDNESDAY, JAil.17

Men's Swimming CSULB Men's Gym Pool 2:00p.m

WED.-FRL. JAII.17-19
Womwi's Golf San Diego

Tournament

San Diego, CA All Day

THURSDAY. JAil.18

Men's Tennis

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketban

Fresno State

^Stanford

Stanford

L.A. Tennis Center

Palo Alto •

Pauley Pavilion

1:30p.m.

8:30p.m.

7:00p.tn.

FRIDAY. JAIi.19
Men's Vdlleyball

Women's Tennis

Women's Swimming
Women's Gymnastics

Kilgour Cup

(vs. l-lawaii)

University of Utali

California

@Oregon State

Pauley Pavilion

Sunset Courts

Men's Gym Pool

Corvallis. OR

7:30p.m.

1:30p.m.

2:00p.m.

7:30p.m.

SATURDAY. JAil.20

Women's fiasketball

Women's Swimming

Baseball

Men's Swimming

Califomla

Stanford

Blue-Gold Game
Michigan

Pauley Paviion

Men's Gym Pool

J.R. Stadium

Men's Gym Pool

7:00p.m.

Noon

Noon

1 :00p.m.

I.-SUN.. JAN.20-21mfm'sVoileyball

Men's Rugby

UCU^ 'Sweats &
Surf (vs. use,

CSUN, Israel)

UC Santa Barbara

Wooden Center

N. Athletic Field

5:30p.m.

& 7:30p.m.

1:00p.m.

SUNDAY. JAN.21
Men's Basketball

BasebaH

(^California

Alumni-Pros Game
Beri^eley, CA
J.R. Stadium

3:00p.m.

1 :00p.m.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

The Gift of
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

Sight

©Ni^;^'^^'^^^

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup includes o
pressure test for glaucoma and
on eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

^

Color contacts
High Index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

•>

>

Corner of LeConte <• Vision insurance welcome •:• 1 hour validated parking

'\

h

PARSONS^
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

- .y

Special Summer Programs

FRANCE
WEST AFRICA

ITALY

GREAT BRITAIN
JAPAN

ISRAEL

NEW YORK
International programs are offered for students, teachers and

working professionals. Courses include: archaeology,

architectural history, art history, ceramics, decorative arts,

drawing, fashion, fiber, metal and surface design, graphic

design, painting, and photography. Undergraduate and gradu-

ate credits are available to qualified students. For more
information

,
please mail the coupon below or call

:

{Arsons Office of Special Programs

(212) 741-8975

Firsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs
66 FifWi Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011

Please send me a brochure on Parsons Special

Summer Programs.
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Emmons leads netters in preseason tune-up
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

iS-..i

In the final preseason tune-up of '89-90, junior AH-American Jessica
Emmons and various members of the UCLA women's tennis team
participated in the National Collegiate Tennis Classic at Palm Springs
last weekend.

Emmons led the way in singles, reaching the semi-finals before falling
to use's Trisha Laux, 6-1, 6-2. - v

Along the way, Emmons defeated Texas' Joanna Plautz, 6-2, 6-0,
three-time NCAA singles' semi-finalist Lisa Green of Stanford, 7-6 (8-

6), 6-2, and Krista Amend of Arizona State, 6-3, 6-2, before falling to
Laux.

Emmons, who is UCLA's No. 1 singles player, split a pair of three-set
matches with Laux last year, USC's No. 1 singles player. Emmons won
the first meeting, 1-6, 6-2, 6-3, and Laux the second, 6-4, 1-6, 7-5.

In doubles, UCLA's top-seeded tandem of Mamie Ceniza and Stella
Sampras reached the finals against last year's NCAA doubles ninners-
up, Sandra Birch and Debbie Graham of Stanford, then had the

misfortune to play what Bruins' head coach Bill Zaima deemed "the

poorest match they've ever played together."

Not surprisingly, the third-seeded team in the country fell to the third-

seeded team in the tournament, 6-1, 6-3. Ironically, Birch/Graham also

ousted Ceniza/Sampras in last year's NCAA tournament, 6-4, 6-1.

Ceniza/Sampras defeated SmithMelgeson of Pepperdine, 6-0, 6-2,

Kochoff/Novelo of USC, 7-5, 4-6, 6-1, and Rojohn/Bergan of Arizona
State, 6-3, 6-2, to get to the final.

Other Bruins who competed were sophomore Iwalani McCalla and
junior Kirsten Dreyer. McCalla lost a close second-round match in

singles to defending NCAA singles champion and the NCAA's
preseason No. 1-ranked player Birch, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4, after downing
Kentucky's Antoinette Grech, 6-4, 6-0, in the first round.*

Dreyer lost to Novelo in the first round, 6-4, 3-6, 6-0, but bounced back
to make the finals of the consolation singles before falling to Arizona
State's Laura Glitz, 6-2, 6-2.

McCalla and Emmons also teamed in doubles and reached ihe
quarterfinals before falling to Birch/Graham. 6-3, 7-6 (7-0).

Bill Zaima
UCLA SPORTS INFO

Don't let your only picture

UCLA your

Student I.D. photo . . .

Leave a lasting impression

in the following ways:

Personal Aas—surprise a friend with a lasting

message which includes the pictures and words of

your choice. Deadhne January 31.

Crroup Profiles—your organization can be

represented in the yearbook by purchasing a page.

Deadhne January 17.

Senior Spotlights and Statements—
•-.'7-

apply for the opportunity to be featured

in the senior section and to leave your personal

thoughts of student life. Deadhne January 19.

For more information, call

825-2640 or come by the year-

book trailer located behind

Kerckhoff.
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Tennis gets surprised
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

What was expected to be a

late preseason blowout for top

players on the 1990 men's
tennis team turned out quite

differently for the Bruins in this

weekend's competition at the

14th Annual Vivitar National

Collegiate Tennis Classic play-

ed in Palm Desert's Shadow
Mountain Res(»t and Racquet
Club.

"This weekend's tourna-

ment, if nothing else, opened
our eyes up and showed us we
have a long way to go," head
coach Glenn Bassett said.

"Some of the matches were

exciting and showed us that we
can play competitively with a

lot of the nation's top players."

In the single's sphere,

UCLA's Jason Netter, the tour-

nament's No. 3 seed and ranked
No. 43 in the nation, defeated

LSU's Rod Gonzalez, 6-2, 7-5,

before he was downed by
Stanford's Jason Yee. Fresh-

man Nfaik Knowles overcame
Kentucky's John Yancey, 6-4,

6-4, before he was defeated by
the tournament's No. 8 seed,

LSU's Donni Lcaycraft 6-1, 6-

1.

UCLA's sophomore Bill

Barber was downed in the first

See TENNIS, page 42

Swimmers fl
By Wendy Witherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

• II

In a meet which saw most Bruin swimmers
competing in any event except their rightful ones, the

UCLA men's swim team easily defeated the four-

time defending NCAA Division n champion men of
Cal State Bakersfield, 75-58, at the Men's Gym pool.
Even though UCLA won the meet, those specta-

tors who expected to see the Bruins at their best must
have been bitterly disappointed. However, the crowd
did get the opportunity to see the Bruins as they have
never seen them before.

Had all the Bruins competed in their usual

specialty events. Division I UCLA would likely have
had no competition against Division II Bal^rsfield.

From the get-go in the 100-yard backstroke, it was
clear that it was to be an interesting afternoon

because UCLA's star sprinterIbutterflyer, Dan
Kutler, jumped in the pool and came out with the win
(54.28).

Bakersfield
"Kutler had an excellent meet," said Ballatore.

KuUer won the 200-yard butterfly (1:51.52>—an
event that is more tn,his tastes—and was followed in

second place by Bruin breaststroker Andy O'Grady
(1:51.87), in fourth place by Bruin distancer Bram
Tester, and in sixth place by Bruin sprinter Byron
Davis.

UCLA's distancers pulled off a sweep in the

1650-yard freestyle, with distancer Terry Harvego
leading the pack by a considerable space throughout
the event and touching the wall in just 15:57.65 for

the win.

Olympians and team leaders Rodrigo Gonzalez
and Mark Dean pulled out a couple of wins in

unfamiliar waters.

Gonzalez, whose specialty is the freestyle, won
both the 100-yard breaststroke (58.12) and the 200-
yard breaststroke (2;06.91).

Dean, whose specialty is the butterfly, won both
the 200-yard free (1:41.83) and the 200-yard back
(1:52.25).

Community Service Commission

(Presents: Winter 1990 Orientations
Asian Education Project

Wednesday, 1/17, 2:00pm, Ackerman 3508
Thursday, 1/18, 3pm, Ackerman 3508

Amigos Del Barrio

Tuesday, 1/16, 6-7pm, Haines 152

Thursday, 1/18, 6-7pm, Haines 152

Armenian Tutorial Project

Wednesdr.y. 1/17, 4pm, Ackerman 2408
Thursday, 1/18, 4pm, Ackerman 2408

Exceptional Children's Tutorial Project
Tuesday, 1/16, 11-lpm, Kerckhoff Hall 411
Wednesday, 1/17, 12-2pm, Kerckhoff Hall 411
Monday, 1/22, 10-12pm, Kerckhoff Hall 411
Tuesday, 1/23, IMpm, Kerckhoff Hall 411

Wednesday, 1/24, 12-2pm, Kerckhoff Hall 411

Hunger Project

Tuesday, 1/16, 4pm, Ackerman 2408

Pilipinos for Community Health
Wednesday, 1/17, 4pm, Ackerman 3517

Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment
Program

Tuesday, 1/16, 4pm, Ackerman 3516

Thursday71/18, 5pm, Ackerman 3517

Project Motivation
Wednesday, 1/17, 5pm, Ackerman 2412
Thursday, 1/18, 5pm, Ackerman 3508

Senior Citizen's Project
Tuesday, 1/16, 12pm, Ackerman 3516
Wednesday, 1/17, 3pm, Ackerman 2410
Thursday, 1/19, 1pm, Ackerman 3516
Friday, 1/20, 11am, Ackerman 3520

Students Helping and Reaching
Education
Tuesday, 1/16, 4pm, Ackerman 2412

^^V

Wednesday, 1/17, 4pm, Ackerman 3530
Monday, 1/22, 1pm, Ackerman 2408

Tree People
Wednesday, 1/17, 4pm, Kerckhoff 400
Thursday, 1/25, 4pm, Ackerman 3525

UCLA Special Olympics
Tuesday, 1/16, 5-6pm, Ackerman 2408

Vietnamese Refugee Aid Project

Working for Immigrant Literacy
Development
Tuesday, 1/16, l-2pm, Ackerman 2410
Thursday, 1/18, 5-6pm,
Ackprman 2410 —

Prison Coalition

Tuesday, 1/16, 11:30am, Ackerman 3525

Thursday, 1/18, 1pm, Ackerman 3520

Friday, 1/19, 1:30pm, Ackerman 2408

Project MAC
Tuesday, 1/16, 2pm, Ackerman 3516

Wednesday, 1/17, 3pm, Ackerman 2408

For Additional Information
Contact the Community Service

Commission
at 408 Kerckhoff Hall

or call UCLA-333

Remember: Today is the HonorStudmt
Council EducationBeyond Books Faire
10-3pm, Westwood Plaza

Paid for by USAC/CSC

.^
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Soccer's seniors say farewell, seek other playing fields
By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

Anton Nistl

SCOTT WEERSINQ^aMy Bruin

Goalkeeper Anton Nistl received ttie Adi Dasler award for the nation's top senior goalkeeper this year.

Will Steadman
Recruited out of Albuquerque*

Academy in New Mexico, Will

Steadman started at outside right

midfield his freshman year at

UCLA, then moved to sweepw his

sophomo^ year.

Then, to (^)en the 1988 season^

Steadman was moved to a central

defensive role. But aft^ the team
took too many goals, he returned to

sweeper, where he happily fin-

ished his career.

"I had the chance to play with

some great players my freshman

year, and that gave me the experi-

ence to stay at sweeper the rest of

my career," he said. "By the time I

finished, (goalkeeper) Anton Nistl

and I knew each other so well, we
didn't have to say a word, yet we
understood how the other guy
played."

Steadman will be around next

year as a graduate assistant, so

he'll be able to watch the senior

year of best friend and former

teammate Bill Thompson, who
entered UCLA back in 1986 along

with Steadman, but had to redshirt

1989 due to an injury.
SCOTT WEERSINKVDaiy Bfuin SCOTT WEEHSING/DaHy Brutn

Will Steadman was the on-field coordinator Steve Black will 5e back as a 'hooligan

of the UCLA defense. alumnus' next year.

Only now, two months after

concluding his senior season, does

Anton Nistl realize how special his

freshman season was.

After redshirting the 1985 sea-

son, Nistl went on to start the next

season. "Now I reahze what kind

of responsibilities I had back
then," he said.

In the four years that Nistl ruled

the Bniin net, he did quite a

fantastic job in his own right

The recipient of the Adi Dasler

award for the nation's top senior

goalkeeper, Nistl set career

records at UCLA for wins and
shutouts. 'The wins were ixx)bably

the most special." he said.

Nistl's records broke those of

Tim Hairis, who became a friend

and mentor. *Tim helped me
enough that I could get into

position to break his records," said

NisU.

The Western Soccer League

—

in which Nistl has played for three

years as an amateur— will be
where Nistl will make his profes-

sional debuL

Steve Black
Steve Black came into his

freshman year looking only for a
position on the roster. He left that

year with a lot more.

A starter the entire season.

Black earned a championship ring

as part of the 1985 team that won
the NCAA title.

Most of the UCLA team-
including Black—capped off that

season with a gold medal perfor-

mance in the 1986 Sports Festival

for the West team—yet that's

when the fun ended, for a while.

A broken foot sidelined Black

for the entire 1986 UCLA season.

Even though he returned strong

enough to eventually earn second

team All-America honors in his

senior year, he was never quite

satisfied with his play since the

injury.

"I want to come back next

season and stay with (the team). I

thought my red card at the end of

the season let everybody down,
and I want to make up for it."

"I'll be in the stands as another

hooligan alumnus," he addra with

a grin. /

Chris Roosen Pat McLaughlin
Chris Roosen started off his UQ-A

career with quite an exclamation point, yet

the end was something he'd probably rather

do over.

Roosen was a freshman on the 1985

national championship squad when the

-

^^
^M

^^W^x
\

rhrls Roosen
UCLA8P0RTB MFO

Bruins beat American, 1-0, in eight over-

times. In 1989, as the Bruins were en route

to the playoffs for another try at the NCAA
title, Roosen iH'oke his leg against South

Carolina and saw his final season end early.

Despite the less-than-optimal ending,

Roosen still harbors positive images from

his Bruin days. "You make so many friends

here, not just the teammates and coaches,

but also people you meet while traveling

and guys you play against," he said.

Roosen found that as he matured athleti-

cally, he also grew as a student. "When 1

first came here I was not too crazy about

school, but over the years my priorities

changed and graduation has become very

important to me.**

A native of Torrance, playing in such

proximity to his hometown had several

advantages. "My parents live only twenty to

thirty minutes away," Roosen said, "and

they were at every game that I played here.

"I'll take the next three or four months to

heal U^, and then if I'm 100 percent I'd like

to go to Europe and play, but if I'm not, I'll

join the real world. One thing I know, I'll be

damned if I went here five years and didn't

graduate.** 7
•'

It's safe to say that Pat McLaughlin
almost didn't get a chance to don a Bruin

uniform.

A transfer from UCSD, where he was
team captain for the perennial Division III

power, McLaughlin was cut after an initial

try-out with the Bruins.

However, one player on the UCXA roster

decided to not show for summer practice,

and after a call from the UCSD coach,

Derek Armstrong, to Bruin coach Sigi

Schmid, McLaughlin was then a Bruin.

"The program at San Diego was excel-

lent, and hving on the beach was something

I only dreamed about," said McLaughlin.

"But I wanted to play Division I soccer, so

Derek talked to Sigi and arranged for me to

come here."

The defender redshirted his first season in

Westwood, then became a solid reserve,

often the first defenseman off the bench for

the Bruins. Starts were few and far-

between, especially this season, wh#n a

talented group of freshmen joined the

Bruins.
"^

"I was happy with my junior year when 1

came off the bench often and played almost

everywhere," he said. "This year I went to

talk with Sigi, and he told me he wanted to

go with the freshmen, since the program

could slip if freshmen weren't played.

"I decided to make the best out of my
chances," said McLaughlin. "My playing

time was down, but after all I had gone

through, I wanted stick with it

"Without a doubt the guys are my best

friends. When we say the *boys' we mean
something," he said.

UCLA8PORT8 MFO

Pat McLaughHn
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UCLA wifis, but loses McGinnis

CHARLES COOLEY

UCLA'S gymnasts, who met UCSB and Minneapolis this

weekend, hope to reach new heights this year.

By Richard Marcus
Staff Writer

Friday night at the John Wooden
Center, the UCLA women's gym-
nastics team tumbled and twisted

its way to an auspicious 1990
beginning—winning its first meet
of the new seas(xi.

Tlie Bruins clinched the tri-meet

with a final team score of 187.6.

Minnesota scored 177.46 to finish

second. UC Santa Barabara placed
third with a score of 167.85.

However, not all was rosy for

the Bruins as senior Shawn
McGinnis, a two-event NCAA
All-American, came up short on a
double-back flip on the floor event
and tore ligaments in her left foot
McGinnis went in for surgery on
Sunday to Tepair the damage.
There is also a possibility that she
ruptured a tendon in the same foot
Minimum recovery time for

McGinnis is projected to be four
months. Being a senior, sadly,

McGinnis* performance Friday
was her last in a Bruin uniform.

Bruin head coach Jerry Tomlin-
son believes that his team can fill

the void left by McGinnis*
injury—although this is not what
the coach had in mind.
"We have tons of depth, but

Shawn has a lot of experience and
she*s dynamic. But. ifany group of
freshmen can handle it (filling her
slot in the lineup) this group can.

We will be up to the challenge, but
I don't want the challenge, I want
Shawn."

For the individual all-around

finishes. Bruin senior All-Ameri-
can Jill Andrews won top honors
with a score of 38.35. Andrews'

See GYMNAST, page 42

Bruins put on a clinic

in tlie McKale Center
By Scott Brown
Contributor

TUCSON,Az.— While the thermometer easily rose into the
upper 80s, the UCLA women's basketball team remained the

hottest thing in the Arizona desert with last Saturday's 82-70 win
over the University of Arizona.

The game marked the second annual Lady Cat clinic for the
Girlscouts of America, who showed up in force with over a
thousand members. Unfortunately for the Cats, it was the Bruin's
who put on the clinic when it counted.
Led by sharpshooting sophomore DeDe Mosman and freshman

Nicole Anderson's clutch freethrows late in the second half, the
Bruin*s (8-5,3-0) held off a very physical Lady Cat team for their

fourth consecutive road win. The victory puts UCLA in a first place
tie with Stanford as the only undefeated teams in the Pac 10. The
two teams will play this Thursday at Pauley Pavilion.

Although the Bruins never trailed, the Cats (8-7, 1-3) managed to
keep the game close enough to force UCLA to win the game from
the free throw line. Hitting on seven of nine from the line in the
final 90 seconds, the Bruins sealed the victory.

"I was really pleased with the way we played down the stretch."

head coach Billie Moore said after the game. "We learned
something with the letdown against Arizona State (in which they
were outscored 19-2 to open the second half), and played much
better tonight. We hit some big freethrows and got a few big offen-
sive rebounds."

Senior Sheri Bouldin*s game high 13 rebounds helped UCLA
through a cold streak that threatened to stall the Bruin's shooting
eariy in the first period.

With Pac 10 leading scorer Rehema Stephens (19pts/7rbds) and
senior Sandra VanEmbricqs (10pts/5rbds) off to slow starts, Moore
kx)ked to her bench fw some offensive jHTxluction.
Mosman answered the call, hitting on five of her first six shots,

including 3 for 3 from three point range, finishing with 16 points.
While the Bruins survived their shooting slump, it was not so

clear if the team would survive the pounding the Cats are known for
handing out. As bodies began to hit the floor, the referees made it

clear they intended on letting the teams play, forcing the Bruins to
alter their up tempo style for a muscle game.

Although difficult at times, the Bruin*s demonstrated tremend-
ous team poise and character by maintaining their concentration for
the full 40 minutes, completing their sweep of the 'Zona schools.

California Graduate Institute
Spring 1 990 Class Schedule (Tentative)

Classes Begin April 2 3. 1990

i

-9«)-12:0On

9«).12:00pm

llK)0-2:OOpm

2KX)^K)0pin

2:00-5K)0pin

100-5.O0pm

5:00-8.<X)pm

SflO-g.OOpm

5:00-8.-00pin

&00-ll:00pin

tK)O-ll:00pin

C-191-3 Oinical Practkrum I, U, JII

423 MFCC Practicum

C-163 Human Sexuality

812 Biofeedback Therapy

324 Advanced Ob^ct Relations

409 ChiM Therapy

B-103 Physiological Psychology

C-161 Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

708 Phil. & Psychology of Creativity

C-191-3 ainical Practicum I, II, 111

423 MPCC Pnctkum

(OQ
(OC)

3 C Horn, PhD
3 C Horn, PhD
3 C Morgan, PhD
3 T. Oleson, PhD
3 D.aifford, MD
3 R. Goltra, PhD
3 T. Oleson, PhD
3 R. Bcnilcz. DSW/C. Bloch, MD
3 D. Clifford, MD
3 R. PhUlips, PhD (OQ
3 R. PhilUps, PhD (OQ

The First4n4epen4ent Graduate School ofPsychology in the Nation

( ESTABUSHED 1968 )

Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Current Continuing Education

CGI is approved by the American P»rchological Association to offer Category I Continuing
Education for Psychologists. The APA Approved Sponsor is responsible for the program.

I

10:00-1 KX)pm

ll:00-2.<»pm

2KXX5O0pm

2.-005K)Opm

5:004:00pm

5.<XXA-O0pm

5K)(VS:00pm

6.-00-9:00pm

8.00-1l.^m

C-152

C-131

B-105

C-194B

B-lOO

409

C-191

C-154

407

Psychological Aaoessment II

Ethici & Latvt for Psychologists

Research Methods

Beh. Med. Oinical Practicum

Slatktici

AppUed Tcdiniques of MPCC
Clinical Practicum 1

Psychological Assessment IV

F^iychopathoiogy & Fam. Djrnamics

3 A. PanoCsky, PhD
3 M. Geraon, PhD
3 C Kcnoycr, PhD
3 T. Moss, PhD
3 C Kenoyer, PhD
a M. Geraon, PhD
3 L Weisbender, PhD
3 L Sihrerton, PhD
3 M. Gerson, PhD

Sat. l.Oa^:00pm
Sun. 90O^:00pm

Fri. 600-llOOpm
Sat. «0(M>:00pm

Thur.ft00-10K)0pm

846 Society and Chemical Dependency
(2/3-4; 2^7-18; 3/17-18)

821 CHnicBl Hypnosis
(2^6>17 ; 3/1^ ; 3/1^17)

P-399 PHmii Stales of Mind: Bulimia & O. Dtoord.

(?n;3/i;3n5;V22;3/29;4ffi

3 R. GoltraJ^D and
|;uest speakers

3 T. Moss, PhD (OQ

1 D. Shulman, PhD

Special Seminar^March 1 1 , 1 990

Co-sponsored by

CGI. APA(SCC.OV. 39). and LACPA

Psychoanalytic Beginnings : The Opening Phase
Prominent psychoanalysts discusA their views and experience with the cvTening phas
treatment. Issues pertinent to engaging the patient in the therapeutic relationship at
early stages of treatment will be addreaaed.

Held at the Miramar Sheraton Hotel, Santa Monica

base of
the

I

KM)O-l.-00pm

200^K)Opin

200-5.-OOpm

ScOO-S.OOpm

5c0O-8:O0pm

ScOO-S.OOpm

&00-8.-00pm

ft0O-llKX)pm

ftOO-l 1:00pmkOO-1]

C-183 Proposal Research 111 , I
B-104 I^eaming and Cognition 3

C-182 Proposal R«Maich II 3

B-1Q2 Devek>paienlal Psychology 3

C-143 PkychofMthok>gy If 3

B-103 PhysiOlogicBl Psychology 3

452 Couples Therapy: Assess. & Intcrv. 3

C192 Qinkal Practicum II 3

Ci93 Qinkal Practicum III 3

R. Hunter, PhO. .

R. Hunter, PhD
M. Karfovac PhD
M. iCark>vac, PhD
A. Pknafian, PhD
A. Williams, PhD
& Gleason, PhD
A. Panafian, PhD
R. Gniener, MD

fOQ

I

ll:00-2:00pm C-151 Piychok>gkal Assessment I

ll«>^2;00pm 401 Theories of MFCC
2.<X>-5:00pm fr^lOS Research Methods

2KX)-5.-00pm C-162 Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

ScOWOOpm C-141 ThwriesofPersonaUty

5:00-8KX)pm C-181-3 Proposal Research I, II, III

5K)0-8O0pm C-181 Proposal Research I

5:00-8:00pm C-1S3 Piychok>gkal Assessment III

3 D. Piatt, PhD (OQ
3 A. Ahrarez, PhD
3 R. Hunter, PhD (OQ
3 L Singer, PhD
3 Staff

3 R. Hunter, PhD (OQ
3 L Wetobender, PhD
3 A. Panobky, PhD

For information or a catalog, please call or write :

llOOGlendon Ave. 11th Floor

W,LoaAngelet> CA 90024

(213)208-4240 / (213)87^1533
^f^

1122 E. Lincoln Ave. B-200
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404 (OC)

Friday Evening Clinical Meetings

Fct>niaiy9 fltOOpm Self P)iychok>gical Perspective in Cliakal Woik

March 23 ftOOpm Emergence of the Transference Slonn in Psychoanalytic W. Young, PhD
Treatment : Cwc Ilhistratiom

-^

R. Spies, MD

April 6 ftOOpm Case Presentation with Dtecussion aMalin,MD

Z^-4

yi7-18

^2-3

ar23-24

Sat.

Sun.

Sat.

Sun

Fri
Sat.

Fri
Sat.

^31-^ Sat.

Sun.

V7-8 Sat.

Sun.

LOO^OOpm
«0a«:00pm

^OO^OOpm
«00-2:00pm

6c0O-llK)Opm
«0&«:00pin

6c00-ll-00pm
9K)a^00pm

9iiO-6:QOpm
«00-2:00pm

%00-5:00pm
M0-l:00^

SP-W5 Sleptamily Therapy : An Obiect
RebtkMis AppnMch

SP-996 Peispectives on Primary
Depression

1 CDilkMvPhD

1 A. Pknalian, PhD

eoQ

SP-M9 Chinese and Behavioral Medklne : 1 L Singer, PhD
An Integrated Approach

1 M. Geraon, PhDSP-«70 PSA Pcrspecth^e on Child &
Adolescent Therapy I

SP-W7 Caac Confer, in NeuropsychoL: 1 A.Piirtoch,PhD
I InlerpretatData Collection and Inlerpretaticii

SC-164 Drag Use and Abuaa 1 R.D.Ponath,MD
]. ]. Ponath, PhD

(OQ

(OQ

• California Graduate Institute has been approved hy the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, State of California, Education Code 94310 (b) to awaixl MA and PhD
degrees in Paydiology and MFCC, and a PhD dcffcm in Plsychoanalyiia.

^^ CGI graduates meet tlie educational requirements for Psycholofry and MFCC licensuiv
in California.

^ 6/
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Sports
Zoned Out

UCLA's defense is offensive to Arizona
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

Take a memo.
To all the so-called college

basketball experts who still believe
that there are only two fast guns in

the West. UCLA and Gerald
Madkins have something you
should know.

Sunday's 73-67 win over Pac-
10 rival Arizona did more than turn

white the knuckles of Bniin faith-

ful. It did more than end UCLA's
agonizing four-game losing streak

against the Wildcats. It did more
than put the Bruins (11-2 overall.

5-0 in the Pac-10) three games
ahead of the Wildcats (9-3, 4-3) in

the conference standings.

The victory also sent a message,
that Madkins put so succinctly.

"All you hear in the West is

Arizona and Vjgas. People think

we're not evei. on the map," he
said with a tone of animosity. But
after Sunday, somebody had better

call Rand-McNally.
"Hey, we're here, we're back,

we're going to stay," Madkins
said.

Arizona and the 1 2,3 12 crowded
into Pauley Pavihon on a rainy

afternoon could read the writing on
the wall eariy in the contest: these

No. 18 Wildcats were not nearly
the same bunch that w(xi the Pac-
10 last season with a 17-1 record.

But more importantly, these No.

-r tAi'i w*», o • /I ^^ .

^*^^!^^"^"*^«»y'*~'" X 19 Bruins batUed Arizona—may-
Trevor Wilson and the Brums flexed theirmuscle againstJud >e with an eye on the future—lite
Buechler and Arizona in Sunday's win. ^ >^is was the Final Four.

Bruins^ zone

stifles Cats
By David Gibson
Sports Editor

"Something is wrong," Arizona
basketball head coach Lute Olson
must have thought "But I just

can't put my finger on it."

Obviously.

But that's not Olson's fault And
that's because Saturday's extrava-

ganza at Pauley Pavilion was no
ordinary basketball game for the

Arizona Wildcats, two-time
reigning Pac-10 champs.

It was something eerie. For in

front of a raucous 12,312 fans,

Olson could do nothing m(Ke than

helplessly watch as everything that

was expected to happen didn't

All-American big men suddenly
disappeared and became invisible

in the biggest game of the year. A
formerly high-powered and well-

baianced offensive attack became
un-glued.

The reason? Something that no
coach or player could prepare for.

When the Arizona Wildcats took

the court on Saturday, they were

Scoreboard
TEAM 1 2 F

Arizona 21 46 67

UCLA 36 37 73

UCLA took Arizona's highly

touted frontline of 6-6 Jud Buech-
ler, 6-8 Wayne Womack, 6-11

Brian Williams and 6-11 Sean
Rooks and put them in the twilight

zone, where the oversized
became—in the words of the

UCLA students—simply **ovcr-

rated."

••Our zone was awfully good,"
head coach Jim Harrick said,

admitting that he had decided to go
to the zone just Sunday morning.

**Our guys played with great

intensity and emotion," Harrick

added. "In the zone, every time
(Arizona) got the ball on the

blocks, they were double-teamed
front and back."

Arizona was zoned out in the

first half to the tune of Williams*
two points and no rebounds,

Womack's two points and no
rebounds and Rooks no points and
one rebound. Only Buechler, the

certified Bruin-killer, was effec-

tive inside with six points and 10
boards.

Meanwhile, UCLA was seeing

the future in the first half. Fresh-

man Tracy Murray, who replaced

starter Keith Owens at center 6:30
into the game, showed why Pac-10
opponents have something to

See ARIZONA, page 39

80OTT WEERSING/Didy Bruin

Keith Owens had something
to celebrate.

-^^~-^^"^^^—^——^^^-^ ^ SCOTT WEERSIfKVOaRy Bruin

See ARI-ZONED, page 41 UCLA's Tracy Murray (30) and Gerald Madkins put a hurt on Sean Rooks and the Wildcats with the Bruins' zone defense.

^^ College Basketball Roundup •asierlsK Indicates PAC-10 conference teams
last WMk'i AP rankings shown In parentheses

use* 6|^
Arizona State* 59

Oregon State* 69
Oregon* 67

California*

Washington*
63

58

Stanford* 69
Washington State* 49

Kansas(1) 91

Oldahoma State 77

G^rgetown(2) 74
DePaul 64

Michigan(3) 87
Minnesota(16) 83

Oklahoma(4) 103
T6XM 84

Missouri(5)

Nebraska
111

95

Syracuse(6) 81

Bpilon College 66

UNLV(7)
Temple

82
76

lllinois(8)

^k>rthwe8t•m
85

78
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Briefly

VMunteer feir

to be held today
The Mandi Gras Committee,

the Expo Center and Commun-
ity Service Commission pro-
jects are some of the groups that

will be recruiting students
today at the Community Ser-

vice Recruitment Fair at West-
wood Plaza.

The quarterly recruitment
fair will feature more than 35
service groups and will last

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Inside
Israel minister

cancels speech
Israeli Defense Minister

Yitzhak Rabin canceled his

appearance.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Dubious double

standards

Mike Spence looks at the

liberals' varied reactions to

murders in El Salvador.

See page 23

Arts & Entertainment

Gallagher talks
about his work
Zany comedian Gallagher

talks to an Extension class

about career management

See page 24

Sports

At the center

of attention

Basketball coach Jim Har-

riek talks about his cent

situation.

See page 48

University of California. Los Angeles
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Family clinics await bill's app
By Katiiy Lo
Staff. Writer

UCLA and regional family

planning clinic directors are opti-

mistic about the state Senate's

passage of a bill that would restore

California*^ family planning

budget, but they are less hopeful

about governor approval.

The state Senate approved the

bill by a 30-5 vote Tuesday.
Assembly Bill 99 was authored by
Assemblyman Bruce Bronzan, D-
Fresno, and Sen. Rebecca Morgan,
R-Menlo Park.

rf approved by the state
assembly and the governor, it will

replenish the $20 million that Gov.
George Deukmejian cut last year
from the state's family planning
budget The measure would also

keep open clinics throughout the

state that serve mostly poor

Winter reading
^m'^t^^mmmr

Sophomore psychology majorPam Douglas takes a lunch break outside Lu Valle Com-
mons.

$2.4 million given to UCLA
Cancer treatments to be studied, improved
By Sandra Hernandez

Contributor

Efforts in women's cancer
research at UCLA recently

received a $2.4 million boost from
the RevIon Foundation.

As a result, the RevIonAJCLA
Women's Cancer Research Prog-

ram will woik to develop diagnos-

tic, prognostic and therapeutic

approaches to improve treatments

for ovarian and breast cancers.

The gift will enable UCLA
researchers to remain at the fore-

front of biological research, said

Dr. Kenneth I. Shine, dean of the

UCLA School of Medicine.

Dr. Dennis Slamon, an associate

professor at the UCLA School of

Medicine, is heading the UCLA
research team of four doctors.

"We arc working together as

physicians and scientists and hope
lo move forward in the treatment

of women's cancer," said Dr.

Judith Gasson, an associate profes^
sor in the UCLA School oT

See RESEARCN, page 16

women, like the County Harbor-
UCLA Women's Health Care
Clinic and the UCLA Family
Planning Clinic.

"I'd be ecstatic if the bill

actually passed both houses — it

See BILL, page 18

Record gift

donated to
Mardi Gras
By Lisa Luboff

Staff Writer

Apple Computers has commit-
ted to giving UCLA Mardi Gras
the largest cash donation in the

history of the event, said Chris
Bess, Mardi Gras chairman.
Mardi Gras is the largest fun-

draiser for UCLA's official chari-

ty, UniCamp, a summer camp for

underprivileged children.

Apple's $10,000 corporate
sponsorship — one of many this

year's Mardi Gras committee has

been pursuing — signifies a new
source for Mardi Gras funding,

Bess said.

Many companies donate ser-

vices such as trucking, delivery,

and radio announcements to Mardi
Gras, but Apple's contribution is

the first cash sponsorship the evemr
has received.

In the past, Mardi Gras has not

received large corporate donations

because organizers were inflexible

with iheir expectations and
demands on potential donors, Bess
said.

For example, corporate donors
could only donate $20,000 toward
the 1986 Mardi Gras and that

amount was non-negotiable, Bess
said. The inflexibility of the

program, combined with a lack of
desire to create programs that

benefited both Mardi Gras and the

corporations led to no cash sjwn-

sorships, he concluded.

Although Bess is pursuing other

corporate donors, he said there will

still be a limit to the amount of
sponsors the event accepts.,

"Mardi Gras is a student event
more importantly than a commer-
cial event," he explained, adding
that having approximately five

corporate sponsors is ideal.

Apple's. $10,000 sponsorships
will be divided for use as promo-
tional income and toward a com-
puter and software for the Mardi
Gras committee.

Event organizers plan to purch-

ase a Macintosh computer with ^
laser printer and software. In past

years, Mardi Gras has contracted

printers to compile programs, ads,

and other promotional materials.

Now Mardi Gras committee mem-
bers will be able to save money by
creating the graphics and typesets

themselves, Bess said.

Last year, Mardi Gras spent

about $8,000 on printing pronrK)-

tional materials. Bess estimates the

use of the Macintosh equipment
will save them ck)se to $4,000.

In the end, corporate sponsor-

ships — which supplement oper-
aiing costs— can only increase the

amount of money that Mardi Gras
raises for UniCamp, Bess said.

-i;
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• Senior Citizens Project. Orientation Mtg. 3-4
AU 2410

• Latino Student Heaitti Project, Orientation
Meeting. 4:30-5:30 Haines 152

• Expo Center, Open House, 11-3 AU A-213
• WILD Orientations, 7:30-8:30 Hedrick Fireside

Lounge
• UBS, Bain & Co., 7:00 GSM 2232 A, B. C

, • Community Service Fair. 10-3 Westwood
' Plaza

• Jazz Series, 9-11 Kerckhoff Coffee House
• Campus Events, Danny Aiello, 9:00 AGB
• Campus Events, Films, 7:00 & 10:00 AGB
• WRC, Stress Management, 12-1 Dodd Hail
• SAA, Spring Sing Info Mtg. 6:30 RIeber

Fireside Lounge ,
^

THURSDAY. JAN ia

• Senior Citizens Project, Orientation Mtg, 1-2
AU 3516

• Expo Center. Open House, 11-3 AU A-213
• WILD Orientations, 5-6 pm AU 2410
• UBS, Management Consulting Rrm

Presentation, 7 pm GSM 2232 A. B
• SAA, Spring Sing Info Mtg, 7:00 AU 3525

Fireside Lounge

FRIDAY. JAN 19 s

• Senior Citizens Project. Orientation Mtg.
11-12 AU 3520

>o

Union of Students witti Disabilities,

Mondays - Weekly Meetings.
4:00 AU 3508 (except 1/22 - AU 2412)
Thursdays - Pizza Rap In the Coop. 4:00
Peer Health Counselors, Free, Informative
Services on Campus, PHC Office M-F 9-5, 401
Kerckhoff, 825-8462
Peer Health Counselors, Cold Clinic.

M-F 9-5. 401 Kerckhoff, 825-8462
Orientation Counselor Meetings, Jan 23 -

Jan 29
Blood Donor Center, January Is National
Volunteer Blood Donor Month

ra
'«

• SHARE, Monday. Jan 22. 1pm AU 2408
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To better serve the UCLA community, the
Dailv Bruin has developed "DAILY BREWIN'S
which will appear on page two of the Daily
everyday and will comprise a list of events
for the week as well as upcoming attractions

If you are interested in having your campus
event listed in the calendar, please call
206-0905 for more information.
Certain requirements apply. "v

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING THESE
Fyr!^P.'..'^t^'^SE LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISE-
MENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF THE PAPER!
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'No-school-noKlrive' law
reintroduced to Senate
By Steve Geissinger '

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO— A California legislator Tuesday renewed efforts
to deprive school dropouts of driving privileges, claiming success of a
similar law in another state has paved the way for adoption of the propos-
al here.

Sen. Gary Hart, a Santa Barbara Democrat, introduced the measure
two years ago in California, drawing national attention. The Legislature
passed the legislation but Gov. George Deukmejian vetoed it, saying in
part that there was no proof the proposal would influence youths to stay in
school.

Since then, a similar law in West Virginia has proven successful. Hart
said at a Capitol news conference.

Hart said he reintroduced his proposal, SB 1792, "because we now
have new evidence that tying the ability to get a driver's license with
school attendance is an effective anti-dropout incentive."
SB1792 would establish three standards that a student would have to

meet in order to receive driver education and driver training, which are
prerequisites to getting a driver's license.

The student would have to be headed toward meeting graduation
requirements with the rest of the class and be attending school property.
The pupil also could not have committed offenses for which students are
expelled from school.

The West Virginia law, passed in mid- 1988, says that students under
age 18 who miss more than 10 consecutive days of schools or amass 15
unexcused absences must give up driving privileges.

The photo published with the

story on the art woric of Cal
State LxKig Beach professor

Mamdouh Fayekin Tuesday's
A & E section inadvotently

identified an art patron who
attended Fayek's exhibit as the

artist Fayek is pictured here.
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Left, Bui Thien, right, and
Son Ca, left, perform a
skit between songs.
Below, members of the
Vietnamese Student Asso-
ciation perform 'Parasol
Dance.'

Photos
by

Nancee
LeNormand

.^J:^

By Thanhthuy Nguyen
Contributor

Six Vietnamese women
dressed in traditional clo-

thing twirled parasols as

they performed a musical ballet

entitled 'The Pink Parasols."
Their movements portrayed a
gentle and idyllic time in

Vietnam's history and the

exchange of parasols symbol-
ized love given and received.

The dance was a part of
Vietnamese Cultural Night, an
annual show presented by the

Vietnamese Student Association
(VSA). Almost 1,500 people
attended the celebration at

Royce Hall Monday.
*The students at UCLA feel

the need to preserve our herit-

age of a 4000-year-old history

and identity even though we
were forced to be away from
our homeland in the search for

freedom," said VSA president

Chi B. Vo during his welcom-
ing speech.

*Tn accomplishing this goal
(of preserving our heritage), we
would like to share our culture

with the rest of the UCLA
community, and we feel this is

essential to enhance the cultur-

al diversity at UCLA." he said.

At the start the jMX)gram, the
VSA choir, with the women
wearing colorful traditional

dress, ao dai, sang the Ameri-
can and Vietnam national

anthems. They also performed
the song, "Vietnam, the Proud
Nation," which salutes the

independent spirit of the

Vietnamese people and how
they have survived fcM^ign

oppression.

Famous Vietnamese perfor-

mers brought out different

aspects of Vietnamese music
through their songs.

Traditional popular songs
such as "The Wedding Gown"
and "The Card of the New
Year," were performed by Son
Ca, a dominant figure within

the Vietnamese musical com-
munity. She was chosen to

sing these because her "rich

and warm voice has been
compared to that of a nighting-

ale," said Mimi Nguyen, emcee
of the event.

Bui Thien, who is well-

known for singing the popular
folk songs of Vietnam, also

performed.

To capture the simplicity and
elegance of countryside wed-
dings, Son Ca and Bui Thien,
a singing duo for about 20
years, performed "Countryside
Marriage Ceremony and

"Walking My Love through the

Harvest Fields."

The Vietnamese Refugee Aid
Committee (VRAC) performed

a musical skit called 'Truong
Chi My Nuong," a tragic love

story between Truong Chi, a

fisherman and My Nuong, a

princess.

A slide show was also

presented by the VSA students,

entitled, "Vietnam, A Land To
Be Remembered. .

."

"The images of the Vietnam-
ese people and of the country
in this slide show depict the

suffering endured by the people

through the ravages of many
wars," Nguyen said.

The slides showed scenes

from the three main regions of

Vietnam and how each is

unique in its way of life.

Tlie slide show — accom-
panied by the music from each

region — brought some of the

audience members to tears.

Pictures of (he calmness of the

countryside were mixed with

images of soldiers in the bat-

See CULTURE, page 16

The Vietnamese Refugee Aid Committee perform 'Truong Chi, My Nuona' a dance
about the tragic story of a princess and a fisherman. v
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Briefs
World

Troops reinforced .^

in Caucasus region
MOSCOW — The Kremlin sent more

than 11,000 reinforcements, including
Red Army units, to the Caucasus on
Tuesday to halt a civil war between
Armenians and Azerbaijanis that has
killed 56 people.

New clashes were reported, and Tass
said 2,000 people armed with anti-aircraft

guns and other artillery were massing on
hills around Nagorno-Karabakh, a dis-

puted district that has becoitie a flashpoint

for the neighboring groups* ethnic hat-

reds.

Combatants in the region 1,250 miles
southeast of Moscow had seized stores of
hand grenades, the Interior Ministry said.

In Armenia, "demands are being made to

arm citizens and send them to Nagorno-
Karabakh," according to the official news
agency, and the government newspaper
Izvestia reported 16 attacks on weapons
depots in 24 hours by Armenians hunting
for guns.

Bulgaria opposition
to get h^fadquarters
SOFIA, Bulgaria — The ruling Com-

munist party, in a concession to the
country's fledgling opposition, agreed
Tuesday to allow democratic groups to
publish their own newspaper and said
they would be granted offices in Sofia.

But it rejected a demand for opposition
access to radio and television, which
would take democratic ideas across this

largely rural nation.

The compromise was fashioned after

the opposition threatened to withdraw
from talks with the Communists that

many hope will hasten Bulgaria's falter-

ing transition to democracy.

Nation

Biii may establisli ,

national drug tests
WASHINGTON, D.C.— A Senate bill

setting federal drug-testing standards for

private companies would provide consis-

tency and eliminate lawsuits, supporters

including former Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop said Tuesday, but critics

contend it would erode workers' rights.

The bill, sponsored by Sens. Orrin
Hatch, R-Utah, and David Boren, D-
Okla., does not require businesses to test

employees but gives them the clear right

to do so — a ixovision supporters said

would prevent unwarranted court chal-

lenges to drug-testing policies.

Court challenges discourage compa-
nies from implementing drug-testing

programs, which have been shown to

deter workers from using alcohol and
drugs on the job, Koop and other
supporters said at a news conference.

San Diego siielter

called 'point of ligM'

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush on Tuesday named the Sl Vincent
de Paul-Joan Kroc Center for the home-
less in San Diego as one of his "thousand
points of light," an example of how
volunteerism can help solve America's
social problems.

The 350-bed shelter for men is actually

part of a larger St. Vincent de Paul Center,

including a separate 150-bed shelter for

families and others without a home.
The men's shelter was opened in 1987

with the help of a $3.5 million gift from
Joan Kroc, widow of the founder of the

McDonald's restaurant chain and owner
of the San Diego Padres baseball team.

The White House, in announcing the

honor, said the center "is dedicated to'
taking in the homeless of San Diego,
providing shelter, education and job
placement assistance to help them rebuild

their lives."

State

5.3 trembler rattles

Northern Califomia
EUREKA, — A strong earthquake

struck along California's North Coast on
Tuesday, but there were no immediate
reports of injuries or damages.
The quake, measuring 5.3 on the

Richter scale, struck at 12:08 p.m. about
50 miles south of Eureka, the US.
Geological Survey in Menlo Park
reported. The state Office of Emergency
Services in Sacramento and University of
California-Berkeley Seismographic Sta-

tion also estimated the quake at 5.3.

The quake was felt along the North
Coast, the region above San Francisco,
from Point Arena near the Oregon border,

south to Willits and in Lake County. State

emergency officials reported that resi-

dents in the small town of Petrolia said

items were knocked off shelves, but that

there was no other damage.

Montoya denies lie

toolc votes for casii

SACRAMENTO— State Sen. Joseph
Montoya took the stand to defend himself
against federal corruption charges Tues-
day, denying that he traded votes or

political influence for money.
Speaking in a calm, almost solemn

voice, the El Monte Democrat answered
**no" and occasionally "absolutely not"
when defense auomey Michael Sands
asked him about allegations in prosecu-
tion testimony.

Montoya, chairman of the Senate
Business and Professions Committee, has
pleaded innocent to federal bribery,

extortion, money laundering and racke-
teering charges.

Prosecutors claim he put his vote and
political influence up for sale in an
attempt to become wealthy.

Local

TO-yearoM woman
mauled by pit bulls

Two pit bulls savagely mauled a 70-
ycar-old woman, gnawing the flesh off
her arms Tuesday in a bloody 30-minute
attack on the kitchen floor of her
grandson's Los Angeles home, authorities

said.

Marjee Lilly of San Diego was in

extremely critical condition at County-
USC Medical Center, where surgeons
amputated both arms.

Lilly was visiting her grandson, Clar-
ence Hubbard, 34, and was familiar with
the 14-month-old pit bulls, which
weighed between 45 and 50 pounds, said
-police Ll Alan Kerstein.

^'UUy, who was conscious, told officers

the dogs attacked while she was getting

food for them.

"We see no criminal aspect here," the

lieutenant said. "But you have to question:

How safe is anybody? This wasn't a
stranger or somebody passing by. She
knew the dogs and the dogs knew her.

Compiled from the Associated Press

ClASSIC COCA-COLV DIET COKE, COKE

FREE SIX-PACK WITH $10 MINIMUM PURCHASE!
Just bring in this coupon and take your choice of Classic
Coca-Colo, Coke, Diet Coke, Dr. Pepper, Minute Moid
Orange or Sprite six-packs of 12-oz. cons with minimum
$10 purchase. It's our way of saying thanks for shopping
right here in the Village!

^
1057 Gayley Ave

, Westwood Village, CA 90024 (213) 209-1111

LE CONTE

KINROSS

IN MXAK WILSHIRE

4| eO AHEAD, TEAR THIS OUTI^

.FREE
COKEr

Present this coupon
for Q free* six-pock

with any minimum

$10 purchasel

gibcery • pipcjuce • dairy • deli • bakery
Tree with minimum $10 purchase, plus California redemption.

Offer expires January 28, 1990.

breadstiks
grrxjery . produce • dairy . deli . bakery

1057 Gayl«y Avt Wt>>>wod V i lloy €A 'Wit '
(
?13; OT Mil

:t:tAtJi'
r»- f.r.*.-

•v»:€»i:OTW?«

^\ONE^p
AS UCLA

BOOK BONUS

This is not a game and there are no gimmicks. The Book
Bonus Program was developed by students who know first-hand
how difficult it can be to finance a college education. In addition to
your tuition and living costs, you have the expense of textbooks.
APS/Lecture Notes, and any other general books, reference books,
and magazines you may want or need to purchase.

To help you control these costs, ASUCLA has reserved a fund of
over $500,000 to be distributed among Book Bonus participants.
Anyone who makes their books, APS/Lecture Notes and magazine
purchases during the quarterly eligibility periods can participate in

the Book Bonus Program and receive a share of this money. The
amount you receive will be based on the sum of your purchases during
the coming academic year, and the total number of people who participate-
in the Book Bonus Program. Depending on the amount of your purchases, you can receive
as much as $100.00 or more at the end of the year. Here's how you do it!!

FOLLOW THESE

SIMPLE STEPS.

^ Anyone who buys any books (not just textbooks), APS/Lecture Notes, anil/or

magazines during any or ail of the three eiigibility periods Is eligible for a
Bonus. Special colored receipt tape from the cash registers at the beginning^
of each quarter will remind you that your purchases are eligible for a Bonus.

1^ Save all your colored receipts until you are sure you will be keeping your
books.

i> Once you are sure you will be keeping your books, fill out a Book Bonus envelope
(envelope boxes are located at Ackerman, Lu Valle, and Health Science

Stores), and drop it into the Bonus box.

ik If you forget to turn in your receipts this quarter - keep them. You can turn them in

the following quarter.

^ At the end of the academic year (early June) your bonus will be mailed to you.

A Watch the Daily Bruin for Book Bonus Ads which will contain information about the
program, including eligibility dates and envelope deadiines.

Ibowusi

L_.
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Bus route
rerouted
for OC lot
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

A group of Westwood residents

successfully persuaded UCLA
officials this month to begin

rerouting university shuttle buses
away from their homes.

Buses hauling students finom the

Off Campus parking lot to the

center of UCLA began to irk

residents after the number of trips

through their neighborhood
increased, said Greg Demetre,
parking services manager.

The increased trips through the

residential Montana Avenue route

were needed to handle the added
number of students using the OC
lot, Demetre said.

Some students, however, com-
plained that the rerouting to a

Se*i BUS, page 17

New Shuttle Route to the OC Parking Lot

Due to complaints from

local residents along

Montana Ave., the OC
Parking Lot shuttle has

been rerouted through

Westwood Blvd.
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TOM YUN/DwIy Bruin

FUN, FREE AND 100% EFFECTIVE!

UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

13

COME AND VISIT SOME OF THE FREE
AND INFORMATIVE SERVICES WE
HAVE AVAILABLE TO YOU ON CAMPUS!

Q

PHC OFFICE
WELCOME. PHC's provide informa-

tion on air health issues listed

here. Individual or group counsel-
ina, and campusA:ommunity refer-

rals are available. PLEASE CALL
OR VISIT 401 KERCKHOFF.
825-8462 M-F 9-5 pm.

FITNESS INVENTORY
TESTING CUNIC
A PHC will conduct fitness tests to

measure strength. flexit>ility, cardio-

vascular fitness, and percent body
fat. including a personali2sd exer-

cise prescription APPOINTMENT
MANDATORY. T, W 9-5 pm.
FIT INFORMATION TABLE
WOODEN CENTER MR 10-2

COLO CUNIC
HELP YOURSELF recover from a

minor cold or flu by visiting the

Cold Clinic located in the PHC Of-

fice. FREE NON-PRESCRIPTIVE ME-
DICINES AVAILABLE IN LIMITED
QUANTITY. 401 KERCKHOfF
M-F 9-5 pm.

CONTRACEPTIVE AWARENESS.
RESOURCE AND EOUCATION
(CARE) CLINIC

TODAY'S CHOICES

Individual and group presentatinns

available to inform you on con-
traceptive effectiveness and use so
that you can make infomwd deci-

sions.

STUDENT HEALTH A-LEVEL
CHS A3-089 R 3-4pm AU 2410
W 12-1pm
Outreaches MR call 825-8462 40r

a|ipl AU. MTvcet

Q

hWk}

NUTRITION CUNIC
YOU CAli BE IN SCHOOL &
PRACTICE HEALTHY EATING
HABITS!
Learn about nutrition, vitamins, .

weight control, fad diets, and
more.
LUVALLE. TREEHOUSE.
WOODEN CENTER MR 10-2

SUBSTANCE OVERUSE. USE,
REFERRALS, COUNSEUNG
AND EDUCATION CUNIC
(SOURCE)
PHC's will educate you about

drug-use & abuse-so that YOU can
make informed decisions about ^
use.

CALL to schedule Group Presenta-

tion or Individual Counseling.

M-R, 7-9 pm.

HYPERTENSION
SCREENING CUNIC
A HEALTHY HEART IS A HEALTHY
LIFE.

Check your blood pressure at least

once/twk:e a year. PHC's are avail-

able for testing and informing you
on risk factor reduction.

TREEHOUSE PATIO
LUVALLE COMMONS PATIO M-R
10-2

WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICE
(SHS)
GIRL TALK. PHC's available to dis-

cuss contraceptive and relationship

decision making.
PHC's are also available for WHS/
SHS visits.

SHS A LEVEL M-F 8-4:30

D

YOU CAN FIND TIME FOR EVERY
iHING tiy better managing your
time, relaxing, and asserting your-

self. Group Presentation or Indivi-

dual Counseling available.

— >,- SUICIDE PREVENTION CLINIC
STRESS MANAGEMENT CUNIC ^^ WE CARE, and can offer informa-

suicide feelings or identifying/assist-

ing a friend in need.

Individual or group appointments.

THE BODY IMAGE CUNIC
What do UCLA men and women
really think about the way they

look? PHC's recreate common
scenes that encourage discussion

on eating concerns, body imaoe
distortion, self esteem, and ra'er-

rals.

CALL FOR GROUP PRESENTA-
TIONS.

THE BRUIN WEIGH
The Six-Week Weight Management
Series designed to help participants

combat weight problems through

the use of setf monitoring and be-

hifviur nioJiiJMuU) loMiOiques.

Plus Nutrition and Exercise Educa-
tion. Begins October 18th and
19th.

Tues. & Wed. 3.30 - 5pm AU
2410
STARTS TODAY!

FREE ol charge to any regitlered undergraduat^qraduilc UCLA Mudent
SPONSORED tiy SHS and SWlSoiSAC

For additional information call or Visit

the PHC Office M-F 9-5 pm
401 Kerckhoff Hail

825-8462

TELEPHONE
Answering
Service

II

We answer
your way

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

Recruitment begins 4th week. Call 825-8462 for info!

j\}\ Majors are welcome to Apply!

Schaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900

VA paridng
no longer
to be free
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

One of the last strongholds of
free student parking near UCLA,
the Veterans Administration lot,

will soon be turned over to parking

enforcement officers on the look-

out for that bright permit in car

windshields. ^ -^

The permit will probably cost

$22 a month, and students will be
chosen from among those who
applied for parking this quarter but
were turned down, said Parking
Services Manager Greg Demetre.
He said Parking Services has not

chosen a date when the lot will be
converted to permit parking, but

studrats who choose and qualify

for theOC (OffCampus) lot option
in the future may also be consid-

ered for the VA lot, to be called

See PARKING, page 17
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ENTREPRENEURS
Want to bm on«7
Or work witti ono?

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
ENTREPRENEURSHIP ACADEMY is

looking for orribltkxis seniors or
graduate students, any major,

to participate in our two
semester program that wfll

include:
•Meetlr^ withi successful local
entrepreneurs

•Mentorstiips witti entrepreneurs
•On-site visits to local
entrepreneurial companies

•Networking witti successful
professionals and peers

THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ACADEMY is a nonprofit
community organlzatkDn

founded ar>d administered by
40 LA & Orange County

communJty leaders. We provkje
hartds-on informatkxi and

osslstartce to ospirirtg student
entrepreneurs.

SPRING PROGRAM begins
February 3. Interview required.
Marxiatory Saturday morning

meetings through May.
ProfessksrxiHsm and

commitment reqiired.
CaH Maureen Ford at

(213) 690-8011.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY
EXTENDED WEAR LENS

•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN.

AQUA, HAZEL. VIOLET, & GRAY

OPIOMETRIX
• m mifMi i

aa i^tometric center

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIIVI, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

Price per lens. Exam, tfaininp laiiowuo caieatfditionai- Pay only tor materials & sfvices neede'l
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ATTIV: DISABLED STCDEIVTSIII

HOW IMPORTAJVT IS YOUR ACADEMIC.
PSYCHOLOGICAL, AMI PHYSICAL SURVIVAL
AT UCLA?

/

THE UMOIV OF STUDEIVrS WITH
DISABILITIES (USD)

PROPOSED CHANGE IN PREFERENTIAL ENROLLMENT
'ACCESSIBILITY *PARKING

FINANCIAL AID

TRANSPORTATION

**••WEEKLY MEETINGS

****PIZZA RAP IN THE
COOP

•klfkitWINTER AGENDA

ti\t̂ ii,m ^l».—^#fa^.*<rt .

QUESTIONS????

'PEER SUPPORT

SOCIAL EVENTS

MONDAYS 4:00

ACKERMAN UNION 3508
(EXCEPT 1/22, MEETING WILL BE
IN AU 2412)

THURSDAYS 4:00

DROP IN, SHARE YOUR IDEAS ABOUT
UCLA, DISABILITY ISSUES, & LIFE!

ACCESS WALK
ADVOCACY COMMITTEE
WORLDFEST/ACCESS
THEATER/STORM READING

CALL US AT 60926 (CAMPUS)
304D KERCKHOFF HALL BOX 60
OR OFF CAMPUS 453-8951 •

CLIP THIS PAGE!!!!
PAID FOR BY USAC, YOUR STUDENT^

GOVERNMENT '
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Ismeli defense chief cancels UCLA
Rabin 'urgently needed' in Washington
to prepare for meeting with U.S. officials

II ranee
By Jill Jacobs
Contributor

Hordes of people who came to hear Israel

Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin speak on
"Prospects for Peace in the Middle East"
Tuesday found only a note announcing the
event had been canceled.

The Defense Minister was urgently
needed in Washington D.C. and thus was
unable to keep his UCLA engagement, said

Center for International and Strategic

Affairs (CISA) Director Michael Intriliga-

tor.

"I got a call at about 7 a.m." from the

Israeli Consulate, he said. "Apparently he
was needed in Washington.**"

Israeli press representative Ilan Mor said

Rabin decided late Monday night to arrive

in Washington D.C. early to prepare for his

meeting today with Secretary of Defense
Dick Cheney and Secretary of State James

Baker.

On their agenda is the peace process in

the Middle East and the implementation of
the (Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak) Shamir
peace plan which calls for elections in the
West Bai#: and the Gaza Strip to elect

Palestinian representatives.

UCLA political science professor Steven
Speigel, who was scheduled to moderate the

event said, "This is what happens with
world leaders. They cancel all the time."
'Too bad . . .

" Intrilgaior ^aid, com-
menting on Rabin's cancellation, "I'm sure
we would have had a big, big tumouL"

Jewish Student Union President Charles
Click echoed this sentiment "I'm very
disappointed. We were going to have a very

strong showing ofJewish students here," he
said.

Other people who had hoped to hear
Rabin speak expressed disappointment as
well. "I am very disappointed because I

think that our Gsracl's) problem should be
forwarded to the Jews here as well as the

non-Jews," Ruth Hanin, an Israeli, said.

She said Rabin could have cleared up
some misunderstandings about Israel's

^litical and military situation. "Lately we
(Israel) are very much criticized because.of

the intifada (the Palestinian uprising in the

occupied territories) ... the worid must
know the (Arab-Israeli) conflict didn't start

with the intifada.**

"I was waiting for a week to sec him,"

UCLA freshman David Norman said, "I
hope he cbmes back soon and gives us
another chance."

"I know what a disapointment this must
have been," Mor said. "Th^ are some
things that are really beyoiKi our control.

"I can promise the UCLA student
community that we'll do our best to
compensate them and we'll bring to campus
the first available Israeli official," he said.

Rabin arrived in Los Angeles late

Saturday night on an "informational mis-
sion," Mor said. "He had a long and very
congested timetable."

During his visit, Rabin met with th&Los
Angeles Times Editorial Board, and deliv-

ered several lectures detailing the Israeli

peace plan, as well as other Israeli concerns
such as the impending arrival of approxi-
mately 5,(X)0 Soviet Jews in Israel during
the coming year.

I^^'.l r-!JJIJ.'.i.UI.UlL!.i.W

8 roundtrip airfareson
NorthwestAid
s not just a great price

ts a sreat experience.

On ly forsrudenc American Express' Candmembers,
Apply for the American Fxpress* Card
Then get ready to take off In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape

American Express and Northwest
Airiines have arranged these extraordinary

travel privileges on Nonhwest-exclusively
for student Cardmembers;

CliRTII ICATIuS VALII> lOR THK IH'RCHASE

oFTyx'osiiH RdiiNDTRiPTicKHTs-to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig

uous United States served by Northwest
Each certificate is good for a six month
period, and they will arrive within six

weeks after you receive the Card Current
Xardmembers will automatically receive

their $118 cenificatcs by March' 15. 1990
provided they are still full time students*

10% OFF ANY NORTHWFST FLIGHT—with
your own personalized discount card, valid

throughjanuary 1991 on all Northwest and
Nonhwesi Airlink flights (This discount

is not applicable to the $118 student

certificates and other cenificatcs,

promotional or special status airfares.)

2.W0 BONUS MII-ES TX>\XARDS FREE TRAVEL-
whcn you enroll in Northwest's VCbridPerks*

Free Travel Program

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL

Just pick up the phone, call 1 800 942
AMEX. and talk to us. Well take your^

speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for

you to become a Cardmember now, as a

student, than it will ever be again

And remember that as a Cardmem
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you would expect from
American Express.

So don't miss out on a world of great

experiences. Pick up the phone Apply for

the Card. And stan packing!

application and begin to process it

immediately (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account

number and bank address, it will help Memberihtp Has Its PnvtUget*

APPLY TODAY

TTW^/EL

RELATED
SERVICES

1-800-942-AMEX ®
NORTHWEST

AIRLINES
•If you tre already a studrnt Amcm an Express Cardmember artd have a queuion about this procnm oiease tend vour wnnm«.i^w» ,.^ ^ I ^

~ '~

Attn Sruden, Markrrmg Greensboro ^^42^ Fare .» for ro«nd,np .Lei on NonhiSJH^'Fl^^J^'^'p^^^^Zl, h^wleTmall^t";.'''
'"' ^"» -'-<1"'' '" A'-"^- E«P-v PO Box 35029,

may be made after purchase Seats at this fare are l.m.ted atxl rruy not be avaUable mhen voo caJJ Travel must ori.mateTcemf.f a e exD.»n^ L,,V,^?^ * reser>a.Kx.s Fares are nonrefundable and no K.r.erary changes
between ck« ,o whKh Nonhwest does not have published routings C.rv fuel surcharges no, .ncluded .n f.^C B^to^Ts 50, cKr. $^0^?^^^^^

*
'^ n^^'""'

*^ '^" '^"' '^"^^ ""? '^ ^ '^"•"'
ocher restnciions may apply For complete offer dctiiU. ciU I 80(^942 AMEX C1990 American Expre»» Travel RriMt^^ryickcom^^'lK **' """ '" ^' ^""'" "»'''°"' **»'" '"^

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER
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Students protest w
)us Events official denies

)ntrary to program goals

i^

Campi
fees for Israeli speaker

By Val P. Phillips

Staff Writer

The UCLA Campus Events
(^fice received a number of stu-

dent complaints protesting the use

of registration fees to bring Israeli tion, according to Campus Events.
Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin to Rabin's visit, which was

campus.

The students opposed to Cam-
pus Events' sponsorship of the

event included members of the

Muslim Student Association and
the Palestinian Student Associa-

cancelled early Tuesday morning
by the Israeli consulate, was co-

sponsored by the consulate,
UCLA's Center for International

and Strategic Affairs (CISA) and
Campus Events.

"We were not opposed to his

coming. We wctc opposed to

Campus Events using our registra-

tion fees to sponsor him," said

Waleed Jouzy, a Palestinian stu-

dent.

"We don't think Campus Events

should have sponsored him
because of his treatment of Palesti-

nians in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip," said undeclared sophomore
Arafat Karim.

But Campus Events Commis-
sioner Mike Fuqua denied that

sponsoring Rabin was contrary to

the goals of the Campus Events

Speakers Program.

"Mr. Rabin's scheduled appear-

ance does not signal a change in

the type of guest that will take part

in future speakers programs, but

rather shows consistency with the

programs of the last 25 yean.
"As in the past. Campus Events

will continue to invite guests who
can iHing a wide variety of
perspectives to the UCLA com-
munity," Fuqua wrote in a memo
to the undergraduate council Tues-

day.

But Karim argued that Rabin, as

See OPPOSITION, page 19
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VISION CARE
See the difference

I

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEl
1132 Westwood BL
Westwcod Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UOA Alum.

TIRED OF PLASTIC PIZZA DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR? WELL THEN!

PIZZA PASTA & MORE

208-5070DELIVERY
HOTUNE

CPM. when home & office mean something sjDeciol I

i I

SAA

career

you can

imagine,

there's

a UCLA Mum
who can help

you get there.

I
W^^

FRIDAY , LAST DAY!

Last Chance!
'89 Prices+ BmSavings.

t

Explore the possibilities.

The UCLA Career Network.

Coll 206-0524
or drop by the SAA OfTice

in the James West Alumni Center

Save Up To^And Beat February Price Increase.

During the dales shown below,

^ArtCarved is offering

you the last chance

to buy before

our February

price increase.

Now you can save up to

$80 and still receive the

additional

at '89 prices. We
have some

-Ml

^<&^/

SAA i$ a itudeni organization

Bpofuor^d by

I
UCLAiumnlAfteCIATION

discounts of buying j,

1'

f great new

styles to show you as well...

so check out the ArtCarved ring

days and ask about

special financing

plans.

fttU-^'

V ---^f.'

/IRTC/IRVED\ COLLEGE JEWELRY

Campus Photo Studio. 150 Kerckhoff

Tues,Jan16-FrUanl9
. Pavmem Plaos Available

'
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Community ervtce Commission
-A •

presents

K

Winter 1990
Service

Recruitment
..•a<g^^{

!t<-a«.:

Featuring:
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-Community Programs Office

Community Service Cofhmission

Mitzvah Project

EXPO Center/Field Studies
V

University Community Resource Center

- COOL
Partners in^Leaming

Community Service Commission

Recruitment J^aire

Mardi Gras

Student Welfare Commission
r - V. •;

Join us in ultbraiing 25 years of Service,

Paid for by the Universite Community Resource Cento:

TODAY
10 am - 3 pm, Westwood Plaza

Amigos del Barrio

Armenian Tutorial Project

Asian Education Project

Best Buddies

Exceptional Children's Tutorial Project

Hunger Project

Korean Tutorial Project

Pacific Islander Recruitment and Tutorial Project

Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment Project

Prison Coalition

Project MAC
Project Motivation

Project SHARE
Senior Citizens Project

Special Olympics

Student Educational Exposure Program

Tree-People - __
University Preparatory Project

Vietnamese Refugee Aid Committee %

Working for Immigrant Literacy Development

Join us at the Faire TODAY!

!

Paid for by USAC/CSC
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CHEAP"
TRAFFJC
SCHOOL
$14*

(with this ad)
I

I

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 718-0388 I

- • • •NCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE
J

I
Thejgajly^gniin

At Dean Witter, our analysts
do much more than

crunch numbers

It takes three things to be an investment banker.
Creativity. Judgment. And a diesire to grow.

We expect these qualities from our bankers who work on
every facet of a transaction from the start of their careers.
Participating as members of investment banking teams, our
analysts meet with companies located across the country
helping to identify solutions to their financing needs.

Graduating seniors interested in Investment Banking should
send a resume immediately to:

Catherine Crowell
Analyst
Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.
800 Wilshire Blvd.
Suite 718
Los Angeles. CA 90017

Interviews will be held at the above address on January 30, 1990.

BEAN WITTERREYNOLDS INC.

UHM) Ih'nn Witlur Hv\notiis Inc.

Tohmatsu Awoki(the largest

accounting firm in Japan)/Touche

Ross is seeking entry-level accounts.

English and Japanese speakin^i ability

preferred but not mandatory.

Send resume to: ,

Tohmatsu Awokl & Co.

louche Ross & Co.

1000 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90017
ATTN: Steve Oto _

^Tohmatsu Awoki
ToucheRoss

Ex-students charged
with embezzlement
By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

Three former UCLA student employees, charged with stealing
university gas cards and using them for extensive personal travel, were
scheduled to be arraigned Tuesday, but only one appeared and pleaded
not guilty.

Concluding what UCLA Det. Armando Ruiz caUed "an enormous
paper chase," university police filed state embezzlement and grand theft
charges against Aaron Tores, Scott McNeal, and Robert Vela. Jan. 9.
Ruiz said. Both charges are felonies.

Tores, 23, denied involvement in bothielQny charges and is scheduled
to appear at a preliminary trial Feb. 13 at Uw Angeles Superior Court

Warrants for the arrest ofMcNeal and Vela, both 23, were issued Tues-
day following their failure to appear in court, district attorney officials
said.

Pohce claim one of the three defendants broke into a locked drawer in
UCLA's Central Garage in March 1989 and took the cards, which were
used to pay gas bUls for personal travels as far as San Francisco and Las
Vegas, Ruiz said.

The defendants allegedly charged as much as $2,000 worth ofgas over
a period of five months, Ruiz said.

In the investigation, Det. Allen Cueba and Ruiz documented the
illegally-fueled travels and gathered testimonies from gas station
attendants who identified the defendants as the card users, Ruiz said.
A Beverly Hills Police Department handwriting expert determined

that the suspects* handwriting matched that of the forged names signed to
the gas cards, Ruiz said.

Doctor strangles attacker
Elderly man splashes doctor widi acid

The Associated Press

SANTA MONICA — An
elderiy man, said to be distraught
over medical treatment his wife
received, splashed acid in the face
of a psychiatrist who strangled him
during the bizarre attack Tuesday,
police said.

The 74-year-old man died
moments after the noon hour
attack and was described by police

as the husband of a woman being
treated by Dr. George Seeds.

Seeds, 60, was apparently alone
when the attacker confronted him
in a medical building on 15th
Street, police said.

Detective Shane Talbot said the

dead man "was upset over some

type of treatment (the psychiatrist)

was prescribing for the deceased's
wife."

The two men fought and the
attacker died as a result of the

struggle. Talbot said. He appa-
rently died of strangulation, said

police Ll A1 Bonar.

The identity of the dead man
was not immediately released.

Seeds was being treated Tues-
day evening at Santa Monica
Hospital Medical Center for first-

and second-degree bums on his

face and upper body, said hospital

spokesman Ted Braun.

Braun said Seeds was to be
u-ansferred to a bum center at

Torrance Memorial Hospital.

A.d.
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Write

for the

UCU

LaGente

Nonmio

Pacific Ties

TenPercent

Together

Magazines
Anyone interested in writing for the UCLA
student magazines should attend the ori-
entation meeting of a four-^eek course
for ne^ writers.^

»^ tonight, Wednesday, Jan. 17
at 6 p.m. in Aclcemian 2412.

W Can Arvli Word at 825-2787 for mora information.

.Z'

• • proglram

Interns wanted for

high
From Staff Reports _^

Five undergraduate students will have a chance to help pair 75 fall stu-
dents admitted for fall with UCLA student hosts to encourage qualified
high school students to choose to attend UCLA. ,

Interns will work from Feb. 7 to April 13 during which tinie they will
help admissions office staff members match high school students
admitted to UCLA whose GPA is at least 3.75 and SAT score is U50 or
above with UCLA students who live in the residence halls.

The pairs will spend a weekend in April to orient the high school stu-
dents to theUCLA campus and attend class together on Monday. April 9.

Interns would probably work about 5-10 hours a week and need a valid
California drivers license to pick up suidents from out of town at the air-

port, said the program's assistant director Brian Venner.
To intern for the overnight program, a pilot program sponsored by the

UCLA admissions office, students must submit applications by 5 p.m.
this Friday. Applications are available in 1147 Murphy Hall.
An orientation meeting will be held today from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in 3508

Ackerman Union. For further information, contact Venner or Victoria
Lee-Jerrems at 206-4348.

Emotional residue
School shooting

leaves its mark
after one year

By Kathleen Gaibb
Associated Press

STOCKTON. Calif. — One
year after shots from a semiauto-
matic weapon shattered playtime
and childhood innocence at an
elementary school, campus life

appears to have returned to nor-

nial, but fragile immigrant families

are still healing.

The shootings helped lead to the

nation's first and only statewide

ban on the sale of assault weapons.
The buildings at Cleveland

Elementary have been painted and
the blacktop repaved, covering the

bullet holes and blood stains where
five children died and 29 other
children and one teacher were
injured.

Behind the school, two boys
dribble a basketball up the steps of
a classroom building near where
on Jan. 17, 1989, 24-year-old
drifter Patrick Puidy fired 105
rounds from his AK-47 assault

rifle, then used a handgun to kill

himself.

But while the campus is free of
noticeable scars, the students and
teachen are not. Some still carry

bullet fragments inside their

bodies, and the wounded teacher
limps from a bullet-shattered knee.
About 100 children still attend

weekly group therapy sessions.

Many teachjsrs also receive
coiinseling.

The kinds of things the kids are

expressing are still some fears of
strangen, fears of loud noises,

difficulty sleeping and night-

marcs,** said Roger Speed, prog-

ram chief for San Joaquin County
Mental Health Services.

Those symptoms are some of
the same as for post-traumatic

stress disorder, a chronic ailment
suffered by some Vietnam War
veterans, war survivors and vic-

tims of rape and torture.

"It remains to be seen whether
these children are going to have a
chronic problem or not,** Speed
said. "We don*t know. Only time
wiU leU.**

School and county mental
health authorities initiated
counseling for students and staff

'immediately after the shooting,

with hopes of aiding the healing

process and preventing problems
later on.

'i. "But mental health therapy is

not a miracle.** Speed said. "It's

_not something that solves every-

onc'i problems. ... We ctn*t

guarantee that all of these kids are

going to be problem-free.**

For many of the children, the

shooting was the latest in a series

of tragedies to befall their families.

About 60 percent of Cleveland
Elementary 's 1,000 pupils are

. from Southeast Asian refugee
families, many of them already

traumatized by war.

The five children who died by
Purdy's bullets were of Southeast
Asian descent, four Cambodian
and one Vietnamese. An official

report described Purdy as emotion-
ally disturbed and full of racial

hatred.

The father of slain Ram Chun, 8,

frequently cries out for his dead

daughter, sometimes talking of
suicide and occasionally requiring

hospitalization. The girl's 16-

year-old brother ran away from
home last April after being hospi-

talized fcM' an emotional tH'eak-

down. The father of slain Sokhim
An, 6, has difficulty sleeping and
worries about the safety of his four

other children.

Speed said the county*s tran-

scultural mental health clinic has

seen its clientele double from 450
last year to nearly 900.

"I can't say each one of those is

directly related to the Cleveland
School incident,** he said. "But
these are all Southeast Asian folks.

I know they're all aware of the

shooting. I think it affects their

anxiety about being separate from
the conmiunity.**

A two-week teachers* strike

over pay issues that threatened to

continue through the anniversary

of the shooting created confusion

for many families, officials said.

The walkout ended Monday night

Therapists also worried that

widespread media attention to the

anniversary could re(^)en psycho-
togical wounds. The attention,

however, also has affected society.

Last May, in the wake of the

Stockton shooting and escalating

street gang violence, the California

Legislature passed the nation *s

first and only statewide ban on the

sale of assault weapons.
The wounded teacher, Janet

Geng, has returned to teaching and
become an outspoken advocate of

nationwide gun control.

Boon Khoonsrivong, director of

Lao Kmu Association Refugee
Resource Center, said comniunity

support after the shooting helped
overcome some culture barriers

between Southeast Asian immi-
grants and other ethnic groups.

"I think at first they thought that

the thing was going to happen
again, that it mi^t be discrimina-

tion, but after that they could see

that a k)t of people are concerned,

the community is concerned about
them and is doing something good
about them," he said.
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC ,

SCHOOL s
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

K33 First Boston
The First Boston Corporation,^ special bracket investment
banking firm, headquartered in New York, will be recruiting
for its financial analyst program on Monday, February 12,
1990. Positions are available in the Investment Banking,
Mergers and Acauisitions, Real Estate, and Public Finance
Departments. All seniors are cordially invited to attend our

INFORMATIONAL SEMINAR

on January 23, 1990

7:00 p.m.

at the Morgan Center Press Room

Co-Sponsored by the Career Placement Center

If you are interested in interviewing with our firm for a financial
analyst position, please bring along a resume, or send one by

January 26, 1990 to

THE FffiST BOSTON CORPORATION
333 South Grand Ave., Suite 2200

Los Angeles, CA 9007

1

Attn: Bradley R. Thayer

Schedule yourself
with Ernst & Young

to talk about a
real opportunity.

At Ernst & Young LCIA grads have a

recognized presence ainor^ our staff.

After ail, we've hired some of the top

L'CL\ students - and we're looking

for more.

Ernst & Young's highly regarded

audit, tax and entrepreneurial services

practices represent an opportunity

to work and grow with one of the most

prestigious firms in the worid. A firm where

individual achievement and success are part

of the culture - and reward is the result of

your performance.

Positions are available for internships

beginning Summer "90.

Stop by the career placement center and sign

up for an interview time on Janiuuy 23nl to

speak to an Ernst & Young rcpresenutive from

either the Los Angeles or Bay Area Offices.

Wc look forward to seeing you there.

Ernst&¥Ming
Personal advisors to business.

Accounting, tax firtanaal and management consulting.
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IFREE

Introductory offer only

Cellophane
with any
Design Cut

SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

(North of Village Theatre)

THE ONLY THREE NUMBERS YOU NEED TO KNOW
208'SASS 208'HAIR 208'WAVE

Walk -ins Accepted
Special on full set of nails $25 (reg. $55)

UCLA PEER HEALTH
COUNSELORS

HELP YOl'RSELF RECOVER FROjf^ MINOR
COLD OR FLU BY VISITING THE PHC:

C.O.L.D
C.L.I.N.I.C

FREE NO^RESCRIPTrV^ MEDICATION

CALL OR VISIT THE PEER HEALTH
COUNSEUNG OrnCE LOCATED AT:

401 KERCKHOFF M-F 9-5 pm 825-8462
ALSO AVAILABLE:

• CONTRACEPTIVES
AND CONTRACEPTIVE
COUNSEUNG

• FITNESS INVENTORY CUNIC
APPOINTMENTS

HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE
SCREENING

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
COUNSEUNG

COMPUTERIZED NUTRITION
ASSESSMENTS
(APPT. MANDATORY)

REFERRALS

sponsored by SHS/USAC

Bank pleads guilty:
Money laundering tied to cocaine

By Pat Leisner

Associated Press

TAMPA, Fla.— An international bank that pleaded guilty Tuesday to
cocaine-related money-iaundering chaiges agreed to forfeit a record $14
million and help prosecutors who say the case has ties to Manuel Noriega.

, U.S. District Judge W. Terrell Hodges accepted pleas frx)m two
divisions of the Luxembourg-based Bank of Credit and Commerce
International and found them guilty, but has not set a date for formally
imposing the sentence.

The plea did not affect co-defendants in the $32 million money-laun-
dering case, including six top BCCI banking officers and two
Colombians the government claims were part of the Medellin cocaine
cartel. Their cases opened with pre-trial motions Tuesday in a trial

expected to last five months.
Under the agreement signed Tuesday, BCCI, S.A. and BCCI Overseas

Ltd. are to forfeit $14 million in assets frozen earlier by the government.
Prosecutors claim that the amount represents profits made from the sale
of cocaine iii American cities and laundered in a series of complicated
worldwide banking transactions.

The banks are also to receive suspended fines and five years probation
supervised by the Federal Reserve.
The cash forfeiture was the largest ever by a financial institution in the

United States, said Dave Runkel, spokesman for the U.S. Justice
Department in Washington.

"I think it -s a good deal,*' said Bonnie Tischler, head of the U.S. Cus-
toms Service in Tampa.
A two-year sting operation called Operation C-Chase began in Tampa

in 1986 after an undercover agent conned his way into an international
money laundering network. After that, agents helped direct profits fiom
cocaine sales in American cities to Colombia through Panama,
eventually building a global laundering operation worth an estimated $32
million, investigators said.

Some 30 charges against the two bank entities included tax fraud,
laundering activities, and failing to report currency transactions over
$10,000.

In return for the plea, the government agreed to waive any future
charges against the bank that its investigation might uncover.
Hodges approved a gag order to prevent iwties in the case from talking

to the media, and bank officials and attorneys refused to comment after
the agreement was announced.

"I'm going to let the documents speak for themselves," U.S. Attorney
Robert Genzman said after leaving the courtroom.

In December 1987, some officials at BCCI in Panama, which was the
bank used to pass funds to Colombia, contacted undercover agents and
arranged a meeting to suggest alternate banking methods such as
Certificates of Deposit rather than checks to avoid being caught,
prosecutors said.

Agents said they told high level bank officials the money was from
cocaine sales.

The agents said BCCI banken taught them how to use cash to buy
CDs, then use the CDs as collateral for loans. The k)an proceeds then
wouW be wired into accounts controlled by an agent or smugglen
prosecutors said. ,^^

*

Customs agents claimed the money was intended mainly for
Colombian drug traffickers, including the Medellin cartel.

Altogether, more than 80 people were accused of taking part in drug-
related money-laundering schemes in Detroit, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Los Angetes, Houston, Miami, New York, Tampa, and in London and
Paris.

The Luxembourg bank is one of the largest privately held institutions
in the world with operations in 73 countries.

Facing trial is Amjad Awan, assistant division director of BCQ for
Latin America in Miami, who claimed he used to be deposed Panamanian
dictator Noriega*s banker and managed a secret account that held up to
$2S million.

Also charged are Gonzalo Mora Jr., who federal prosecutors claim was
the main drug money-launderer in Medellin, Colombia, and Rudolph
Armbrect, Mora's partner.

The defense asked the court to prohibit prosecutors from bringing
Noriega into the case, a move the defense expects because Stephen
Michael Kalish is among the drug kingpins on the government witness
list

Judge sentences

dmg lord Matta

to \]S. prison

The Associated Press

A federal judge sentenced a
Honduran drug kingpin to life in

prison without possibility ofparole
Tuesday, ending one of the largest

cocaine trafficking cases in Los
Angeles.

U.S. District Judge Pamela
Rymer sentenced Juan Rannon
Matta Ballesteros after he was
convicted in September of seven
criminal counts, including conspi-
racy, possession and distribution

of narcotics, and running a crimi-

nal enterprise.

lo parole:
Prosecutors said Matta was head

of a powerful cocaine cartel based
in Cali, Columbia, which funneled
thousands of kilograms of cocaine
through Mexico to the United
States. ^

Matta moved almost 600 pounds
of cocaine with a street value of
more than $73 million through
Arizona and Southern California,

prosecutors said.

In a pre-sentencing memoran-
dum filed last month. Assistant

U.S. Attorney Manuel Medrano
described Matta as "pertiaps the
most significant trafficker in cus-

tody in the worid to date,**

The charges against Matta
stemmed from a raid at a Van Nuys
apartment in Septnnber 1981 by
U.S. Drug Enforcement Admi-
nistration agents. The raid netted"
1 14 pounds of cocaine
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UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

Proudly Presents:

UvJi

BAIN & COMPANY
San Francisco • Boston • London • Munich • Paris • Tokyo • Milan • Sydney • Toronto

We Are:i'v

\Jne of the world's largest strategic management
consulting firms. We offer unparalleled

opportunities to students to learn and apply
fundamental business concepts and problem
solving techniques to a' broad range of industries.

Actively seeking highly motivated students for our
Associate Consultant position with

- A superior academic record

- Exceptional interpersonal and communication skills

- Demonstrated leadership potential

Please join us
for a Presentation and Reception

Wednesday January 17

7:00 PM

Anderson Graduate School of Management

Room # 2232 A, B, C
« *

Bring your resume, dress casually

UBS is sponsored by AGSKt

y> Vfc
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HONORS AND UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

1990 SUMMER RESEARCH STIPENDS
Stipends of $1200 per student will be awarded to undergraduate students for

full-time scholarly research or academic study during the summer of 1990.

Students from the following groups are eligible:

- College Honors
- Honors Status

- Departmental Honors
- Departmental Scholars
- all other students with 3.5 or higher GPAs

Deadline: Monday, April 9, 1990

Applications ^re available in HONORS PROGRAMS. A311 Murphy Hall,

For further information, please call 825-1553.

On February 25 you wUl have the opportu-
nity not only to eat a free, honne^-cooked meal, but
also to meet and make new friends. By attending

a Dinner for Twelve Strangers, you can meet fellow

students, talk with a professor or two outside of

class and network with UCLA alumni—^possibly

in a career that interests you.

The purpose of this program, now in its

twenty-first year, is to make a large university like

UCLA seem like a smaller, friendlier place.

Alumni in the Los Angeles area volunteer to host

dinners at their homes. The Dinners for Tjvdxfe -

Strangers Committee matches faculty and students

to these hosts, keeping in mind their hobbies and
interests in order to create a fun, entertaining
evening. Once twelve people are matched, a

Dinner for Twelve Strangers is formed. The partici-

pants are notified by mail of the time and location

of their dinner (nv>st begin at 5 p.m. and
last 3^ hours) and all you have to do to have a

wonderful time is simply show up.

Placement in dinner^ for students is based on
a number of factors: Each dinner has a balanced

female/male ratio, students with cars who can
provide rides for others and a distribution of

undergraduate and graduate students as well as a

variety of majors. Although care is taken to match
people with similar interests, you will not be
attending a dinner of "you-dones'', but you are

also assured of meeting people with different

ideas and backgrounds.

;^ Last year, over 1,000 people enjoyed a Dinner

for Tufdve Strangers. You can join a 1990 Dinner

by simply completing the application below and
returning it to the Information Desk located in the

James West Alumni Center by Friday January 19,

1990. Keep the top portion of this page for refer-

ence. If you have any questions, please feel free

to call the Student Alumiu Associatioon office at

206-0524.

Dinners for Twelve Strangers Student Sign-up
Yes! I would like to attend a Dinner for Twelve Strangers on :

Sunday, February 25

Please return this form to the James West Alumni Center by FRIDAY, January 19,1990.

Name.

Local Address.

City. ^Zip.

Eve Phone.

Class: FR SO JR SR GRAD Major.

.Day Phone

—
-

•
,
/ t

Transfer Student? YES NO If YES, from where?.

Hobbies &. Interests.

Gender: M F Age. Hometown

Do you have a ride? YES NO Can you give othen a ride? YES NO If YES, how many?.

Jiave you ever attended a Dinneri for THrelvcStrangcn before? Y^S NO SAA Member? YES NO

RESEARCH
From page 1

Medicine's Division of Hematok)-
gy/Oncology.

She explained that treatments

such as chemotherapy, radiation

and surgery involving toxic agents,

are unable to distinguish l)etweet^

normal and tumorous cells. But the

UCLA research team hopes to And
a way to protect normal cells from
the toxic agents that work against

cancerous tumors, she said.

Dr. Beth Karlin, an assistant

professor of obstetrics and gyne-
cology, called the new program an
"exciting opportunity to search

data at an early stage in the

laboratory.** Frequently, because
of a lack of funding, it takes many
years to bring the data into the

medical arena, she said.

Funds from the Revlon Founda-
tion will be provided for three

years, offering postdoctoral stu-

dents scholarship positions and
grants to develop innovative
research areas which may impact
the field of women's cancer
research.

A benefit — the **Fire and Ice

BaU**— will be held March 13 at

The Bevcriy Hilton Hotel to

recognize the new program and to

raise additional funds for women*s
cancer research. Among the mem-
bers of the benefit's honorary
committee are Johnny Carson, Bill

Cosby, Norman Brokaw, Sally

Field, Betty Ford, Nancy Reagan
and Barry Diller.

CULTURE
From page 3

tlefields.

"I liked the program very
much and especially the slide

show because it gave me a
visual image of Vietnam and
its people,** said Bill Hepler, a
graduate student in engineering.

"I want to learn more about
the Vietnamese culture because
my fiance is Vietnamese and
this was a good opportunity

for me to learn.**

"I enjoyed the Vietnamese
cultural night a lot and I

thought the slide show was
very moving," said UCLA
undergraduate President John
Sarvcy. "But I wish more
non-Vietnamese people would
expose themselves to other

cultures by attending the cul-

tural shows put on by different

groups at UCLA.**
"We are happy that we have

received positive feedback from
the audience and everything
went the way we planned,** Vo
said. "We arc especially proud
of the slide show because it

communicated with the UCLA
community about the Vietnam-
ese people and history through
images."

"It was an honor for me to

be intimately involved in the
show," said TTiinh Hoang, one
of the show's hosts. "I like to

be able to bridge the gap of
undCTstanding and make non-
Vietnamese more comfortable
seeing the show."

SENIORS
YMrl»oofc SpotUght

€f Pertanal
StatemMit

applicatioiis arc
due Friday,

Jaaiiarjr I9*

Can Mg4iMe»

BUS
From page 6

traffic-filled Wilshire Boulevard
and through Westwood has made
getting to class on time mc^e
difficult

But Demetre said an extra bus
was added to the daily schedule to

mitigate the longer route and more
trips will be offered in the future.

Concerned residents met with
Chancellor Charles Young to

voice their qualms about the

increased bus trips past their

homes last quarter, Demetre said.

Residents complained of
increased noise, pollution and
traffic problems finom the swarm of
UCLA buses traveling through
their neighborhood.

UCLA plans to open two new
parking structures on campus in

1991, which could reduce the need
for busing from off campus sites,

Demetre said. '

The chancellor*s parking advis-

ory committee, which includes

two student members, met Tues-
day and was expected to discuss

this and other issues.

PARKING
From page 6

'•OC Three."

Demetre announced the end of
free parking at the lot recently after

VA officials complained that

unrestrained parking there last

quarter caused traffic snarls near

the VA building.

UCLA and the VA, which owns
the lot, are currently negotiating a

multi-year lease renewal so the

university can retain use of it,

Demetre said.

He said the VA came forward

with complaints after "VA
employees were waiting 10 to 20
minutes to leave work" because of

the numerous students driving

home from the lot. In the morning,

too, students would line up to get

spaces and cause traffic congestion

in the area, he said.

Parking services has placed a

traffic director near the lot to try to

quell the traffic problems until

permits are required.

"Students were blocking the

road (to the VA building) waiting

for a space," Demetre said.

One student criticized the plan

as adding pressure to afready

overburdened student pocket-

books. Many students were accus-

tomed to free parking at the 350-

space site which has been available

since 1976, when UCLA fu^t

leased it from the VA.
"It seems that a lot of things that

were once free are now being

charged for," said Antony Yee,

undergraduate representative on
the chancellor's I^irking Advisory

Committee. "It's not just tuition

and books anymore."

Yet it appears that dealing with

the VA traffic problem was
important for UCLA to retain the

lot as well as another multi-year

lease from the VA. To do so, a

limited number of permits are

being issued at the same price that

students pay for parking at the OC
k)t.

For those who will be denied

permits, Demetre said, "Sepulveda

on-street parking is the only thing I

can recommend," although he

acknowledged that spaces there

are scarce.

He also offered the expansion of

on-campus parking this quarter

and in coming years. This quarter.

Parking Services began offering

spaces in the recently completed
Parking Structure One near the

new medical center complex.

Also, two other k)ts, with more
than 750 combined spaces, are

icheduled to open in the fall of
1991, Demetre said.
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We're looking for a few W.LLD. tutors . . .

/O

Orientations:

Jan 17 7:30-8:30 pm
Hedrick Hall

Fireside Lounge

Jm 18 5-6 pmF ^
Ackerman 2410

Get this

bundle
now.

>,

Right now, you can save a bundle on

MacWrite* 11 and MacDraw n software

from Qaris—the two key programs you

need for your Macintosh.

MacWrite H lets you create great-looking

papers quickly and easily using automatic

footnotes, endnotes, page numbering, and

multi-column features. It even does word

counting so you'll know when you've

completed that 1 ,500-wond paper that's due

first thing in the moming. And when you're

ready to edit, you can check your writing

with the I (X),000-word spelling checker and

220,00()-word thesaunis.

MacDraw 11, the best-selling graphk:s

software for the Ma\ is versatile and easy to

leam. You can ase it to design almost

anything—ftxim flycR for special events, to

overiiead slide presentalioas, to precise

ASUCLA

For more info call:

Jeff or John
Annie
Office

824-7723
209-2097

206-8025

Funded by the CAC of the PAB

Save a
bundle.

architttlural drawings. Its features let you

tailor your graphics at the touch of a mouse.

And you can easily cut and paste graphics

into your MacWrite 11 documents.

Separately, MacWrite II and MacDraw II

are powerftil, time-saving tools. Combined,

they are an unbeatable software solution that

helps you get the most out ofyour Mac.

So huny in today and find out how

MacWrite II and MacDraw II ftom Garis

can save you a bundle.

C L A HI 5

1969 Claris Corporation AH rigtus reserved Claris is a IradeTidrit o) Clans Corporation MacPraw ,ind MacWnte are registered

trademarks o( Clans Corporators Macintosh and Mac are registered irademarKs oi Apple Computer Inc
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd~"~
Westwood, CA. 90024

(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

When it comes to "^
cleaning your contact lenses,

the best solution...

is no solution.

ACUVUE* The lens vou never clean.

U I \ I 1 If First DisiMisahl*' ( (^i,4tmc»t U^cUtticii

DR. J.E QUACKENBUSH
Optometrist

10955 Weyburn Avenue Westwood Villa^ CA_.90P24
(Next to Fox Theatre)

208-4748 208-8841
FREE TRIAL OFFER - Professional fees not included.

VISTAKON. INC . a ^oknnmJ^okntvfi company

We Want You ... to advertise!

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bruin but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.
To advertise, call (213) 825-2161.

UB SENIORS
If you are considering Management Consulting,

Venture Capital or Investment Banking ...

The UCLA Undergraduate
Business Society

invites you to a presentation on:

THE LI E I K Partnership
Los Angeles - Boston - London - Paris - Munich - Sydney

Management Consulting firm specializing in

Strategy and M&A advisory

Thursday, January 18th 7PM
Anderson GSM 2232 A&B

• Young, fast growing firm of 200-1- professionals
• Significant international exposure
• Highly competitive compensation, business school sponsorships

Interested applicants please send
resume and transcript by January 26 to:

Kristin Majeska
The L I E I K Partnership

12100 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1000
Los Angeles, CA 90025

or bring to UCLA Job Fair on January 30

—

—

UBS is sponsored by AGSM—— — —
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would be a miracle," said Shirley

Smith, director of clinical services

at the County Harbor-UCLA
women's clinic. "I have no way of
knowing al)out (Deukmejian's
approval). He has thrown so many
monkey wrenches."

Last July, the Legislature voted
against I>eukmejian's proposal tt>

eliminate CaJifomia's Family
Planning Office by cutting its $36
milhon budget completely.

After both houses of the Legis-

lature asked the governor to

reinstate a $36 million budget for

the Family Planning Office, he cut
it by two-thirds in the state's final

budget for 1989-90.

At that time, Deukmejian said

he cut family planning funds
because he t)elieved money allo-

cated to family planning in 1988
could have been used more effec-

tively.

He approved $12 million for the

office — the minimum amount
required by law to maintain the

agency.

Because of the budget cuts,

California's family planning prog-
ram is in a •Icrrible" state, accord-
ing to Tom Kring, the director of
the Los Angeles Regional Family
Planning Council.

Seventeen clinics have closed
and 25 percent of the staff has been
laid off. About 50,000 women —
mostly poor— will not be able to

receive services this fiscal year,

even though they quaUfy, he said.

"It's been really bad. It's bad for

the staff and the patients," said

UCLA Family Planning Qinic
administrator Patricia Goodman.
If the bill becomes law, **wc would
be able to open more houn, tiire

more staff and see more people."
"If the bill passes and the

governor doesn't veto it, the clinics

would be able to resume services

and staff would be rehired." Kring
said.

Still, Kring has doubts about
I)eukmejian approving the bill.

"Wc have to hope the RepuUk^an
party would be strong enough to

stand up to Deukmejian and
override his veto."

One provision of the bill prohi-

bits the use of state fiinds for

alx)rtion-related services or prom-
oting abortion. Senate officials say
this is aimed at winning support
from most Republicans and some
Democrats, who oppose the use of
family planning funds to finance

atxirUons.

Also, the bill clarifies the

definition of family planning,

Kring said. "The definition alk)ws
clinics to continue pregnancy
counseling and referrals (and)

makes it really clear that you can't

use family planning funds for

abortk>ns or abortion-related ser-

vices — which has never really

happened anyway," he said.

The Assembly is expected to

vote on the bill Thursday and then
it will go to the governor.

Organizations :

Be represented in

the yearbook-

purchase your
page by January 17
to ensure a spot in

the groups section.

Can 825-2640
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Defense Minister, was responsible

for the deaths, injuries and perse-

cution of thousands of Palestinians

during the intifada (the two-year
old Palestinian uprising in the

Israeli-occupied territories).

Assistant Campus Events Com-
missioner Eugene Hernandez ack-

nowledged student concerns, but

said that Campus Events was
equally concerned with presenting

the issue fairly.

"(Rabin) would have come
whether we sponsored him or not."

Hernandez said.

Campus Events decided to

sponsor Rabin because the criteria

each Campus Events speaker must
follow would make the presenta-

tion as fair as possible, he said.

The Defense Minister was
allotted two hours for his appear-

ance. He was slated to speak for 45
minutes, with the remainder of the

time devoted to a discussion

session.

"We make sure that happens
with any speaker we bring,"

Hernandez explained.

He added that Campus Events

tries to assure fairness by requMng
a moderator at such events. yC|^
Professor of Political slience
Steven Spiegel was to nxxlerate

the discussion.

But Palestinian students said

Speigel was a biased choice.

"Campus Events emphasized
fairness, but (Speigel) is an out-

spoken proponent of L<:rael and its

polKies toward the Palestinians,"

Jouzy said.

But Spiegel said his politics

were not the issue.

"I've never made any secret of
the fact that I admire Israel and
their democracy. But I also have
questions about (Israel's) policies

regarding the intifada" Spiegel

said in a phone interview with the

Daily Bruin.

"Just because I support Israel

doesn't mean I don't criticize

things that Israel does," he added.

Calling the opposing students'

allegations "unhelpful and also

inaccurate," Speigel said the stu-

dents have shown "a complete
misunderstanding of the academic
purpose in bringing (Rabin) here."

Spiegel sais Rabin was brought

to UCLA simply to make his

perspective available to the stu-

dents.

*The academic community is a

place where a variety of perspec-

tives should be available to stu-

dents to allow them lo make up
their own minds about such
issues." he said.

But Palestinian students empha-
sized that they opposed not Rabin
speaking at UCLA, but the use of

registration fees to pay for his visit

The use of registration fees could

be interpreted as a UCLA endorse-

ment of Israeli policies, they

maintained.

"UCLA is respected around the

world. By (using) UCLA's name,

it gives (Rabin) a stamp of approv-

al." Karim said.

"We are not against freedom of

^speech. If other groups on campus,
such as the Jewish Students'

Union, wanted to sponsor his visit,

we would have had no problem
with it. We just don't want to pay
for it." Jouzy said.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

^25-1 493
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JANUARY IS NATIONAL VOLUNTEER
BLOOD DONOR MONTH

FREE
FOR UCLA DONORS

UCLA STUPFNTS* . Meal tickets for all ASUCLA food facilities with
eaqh blood donation.

UCLA/ASUCLA EMPLOYEES ^ 4 hours leave with pay each time you do-
nate. Most Student*, casual, per diem and career employees are eligible.

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

"A" Level Room A2-260 UCLA Medical Center
Just down the hall from Student Health.

825-0850 825-0888
* Student employees may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets but nor horh . Must have current UCLA student I.D.

* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

, .(.

INFORMATION MEETINGS:
Wednesday, Janudry 1 7 - 6:30 p.m. Thursday, January 18-7 p.m.

Riel)or Fireside Lounge Ackerman Union 3525

Come Find Out What's Going On
"A must for all people with voices"

SAA u a itudent organixation

iponsored by

UCLAIumniASJOCIATION
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T.J. Cinnamons
, Bakorv , —

TUT A LITTLE SPICE

IN YOUR LIFE!"

'/

BUY ONE & GET ONE FREE!

1001 Gayley Avenue ^

Westwood Village

corner of Gayley & Weyburn
2084766! DR. VOGEL

On any fresh-baked bakery product with price of $1.75 or less
and receive another product of equal or lesser value free. Not
good with other offer. Offer good at Westwood store only.
Offer expires 2/15/1990.

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

UCLA

1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

PRE-DENTAL
CLUB

GENERAL MEETING
Mmmn rr.ruo iMoihMto pju
acxA ICHOOL OF oommtv

MXM 230M

tT. oarrM.

MTTW4

rmarri

ZENITH
COMPUTERS...

THE SPORTING WAY
'Zenith

Supersport
Computer

Zenith

Minisport

Computer

Not recommended
use Qf Zenith Computers
(But they can do
almost anything else)

Zenith

Supersport
Computer

r^MiiM data
systems

IN THE ASUCLA COMPUTER STORE
Instant Delivery on many models!

AND NOW - GET FREE WITH YOUR _
COMPUTER UNTIL JANUARY 31, 1990!

Buy a Supersport

Model 20
Get free:

1200 BAUD MODEM
& CARRYING CASE

Buy a Supersport
286 Model 20 or 40

Get free:

1200 BAUD MODEM.
PRODIGY

& CARRYING CASE

Buy a Minisport

Model 2
Get free:

CARRYING CASE
& EXTERNAL 3.5 INCH

FLOPPY DRIVE

Buy a Minisport

Model 1

Get free:

CARRYING CASE
& 1200 BAUD MODEM

Buy a Supersport
Model 2
Get free:

MS WORKS &
CARRYING CASE

* Zenith products are available to full-time UCLA students, faculty and staff only.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B Level Aclcerinan Union/ 825 6952/ MTIi 745 7 30: F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

Computers
make taxes
less taxing
By Larry Blasko

Associated Press

Freddie Kreuger may prowl the

nightmares of a few kids on Elm
Street, but he's got nothing on
Freddie Goldberg, who brings

nightmares to millions of grow-
nups.

Commissioner of Internal
Revenue Fred T. Goldberg Jr.'s tax

forms 1040 and Schedule A will

take 4 hours, 11 minutes to

complete, the IRS says, but you
can trim that by using TurboTax
Personal 1040, a tax-preparation

package from ChipSofl. It costs

$75 list, which sounds stiff until

you try the package.

TurboTax is menu-driven,
intuitive and thorough. It's diffi-

cult to make a 'mistake — the

software beeps you if you try. Help
screens are plentiful, and there's a
pop-up calculator for adding up all

those records.

Entering tax information is

simple. Start with a worksheet that

asks your name and tax filing

status and the usual information

about dependents and exemptions,
then go to the W-2 income
worksheet for wages, salaries, tips,

etc.

When you call up the Form
1040, information you entered in

the worksheets has already been
transferred and all the calculations

made. For each additional form or
worksheet you complete or
change, the software will quickly
change all the related math on the
base form.

In addition, there's a "Tax
Trivia" game to cheer you up
when you see how much of your
money is heading to Washingtoiu
The on-screen display of work-

sheets and forms looks very much
like those of the IRS. and the

software supports a wide variety of
dot-matrix and laser printers. If

your printer has graphics capabili-

ty, you can print an IRS-acceptable
form for filing your taxes.

A separate state-tax package
that integrates with the federal

form is available at $40 per state.

Since tax laws change every year,

updates are priced at half the
original cost for the federal pack-
age and $25 for the state forms.
The software comes bundled

with a paperback book, ' 'The Price

Waterhouse Personal Tax Advis-
er," a clearly written guide
through Taxland published by
Pocket Books.

A minimum system for Turbo-
Tax is an IBM PC or compatible
with at least 384,000 characters of
memory and two disk drives or a
single floppy drive and a hard disk.

The package is available at

software stores or direct from the

manufacturer ChipSoft Inc. Cus-
tomer Sales, 5045 Shoreham
Place. San Diego. CA 92122-3954.

^

Phone 619-453-8722.

While TurboTax will make the
math and d^ta entry easy, it won't
assemble records for you. A lot of
personal financial or checkbook
software is sold on the premise that

it will make tax time easier by
When you've done your taxes

and discovered that you get a
refund, you can have payment
sooner if you pay a professional

preparer to file your tax return

electronically. The IRS says it will

deposit cash directly to your
checking or savings account in

about two weeks or mail you a
check in about three. F6r a list of
professionals in your area who can
file foryou, call IRS toll free at I-
800-424-1040 and ask for the
Electronic Filing Office.

Ofganizing
your photo
collection
By John Dingman
Associated Press

By now, your holiday prints

I»X)bably have been processed by
the lab and returned to you in those

colorful envelopes they use.

Did you put these prints into a
pile with all the shots you took last

year, and maybe even the year

before?

You know how it goes: Com-
pany stops by, you haul out your
color prints for display and start

going through the envelopes, one
after another, looking for the

Christmas shots, but all you can
find are summer's vacation pic-

tures.

A resolution is in ot6er right

now to get things organized for

1990.

Start by sorting all your loose

prints into categories: vacation,

birthdays, parties, picnics, Christ-

mas, New Year's, whatever you
have.

The next step can be a painful

one. Go through the pictures in

each group and eliminate the bad
shots, unless they are absolutely

essential to the story of a particular

occasion. Remember, you are

setting up a display for your
enjoyment and for ihat of your
audience, so you want your best

shots on view.

When you have culled all the

good pictures, put them in some
kind of order. A vacation section

should begin with pictures of your
departure, not of your return. And,
don't drop a pool scene among
pictures of a mountain climb.

Organizing them is easy, and the

pictures will make more sense that

way.

When it comes to selecting an
album, you will find all kinds at

various prices, so it's strictly up to

your own judgment Naturally, the

more expensive ones look better,

but there are plenty of reasonably

priced albums that look neat and
should last well under ncxmal use.

If you are skilled at lettering,

you might want to insert attractive

titles and labels. If not, typewritten

ones will do nicely.

However, with a little careful

planning, your album will be
something you will be proud to

show your friends and to look
through yourself.

Some of the new point-and-
shoot cameras are getting a bit

flirtatious: When you press a
button, they wink at your subject

Red-eye occurs when the flash

is too close to the lens and its light

is reflected from the back of the

subject's eyes into the lens. You
know the result— blood-red eyes

in the print

Nikon and Olympus have come
up with novel solutions in their

newest snapshot cameras. In the

Nikon model, the flash fires twice,

and in the Olympus, you can get

multiple flashes in quick succes-

sion.

The idea is that the first flash

(the one before the picture is

actually taken) causes the subject's

pupils to close, so that when the

later, picture-taking flashes fire,

the red reflection is blocked out

because of the closed pupils.

It works — not every time, but

far more often than not.

It seems that the time it takes for

a pupil to close varies from eye to

eye, so if your subject's pupils

to be among the slower^

ones, the system will not be as

effective.
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S.H.A.R.E. You learn too
Students Helping And Reaching Education (SHARE)
seeks to give one-to-one academic attention to

young low-income students in L.A/s Crenshaw area.

Our office is Kerckhoff 406.

. COMMUNITY SERVICE FAIR TODAY
Westwood Plaza, 10-3. Stop by!

* tutor Monday
or Thursday
4-6:30 pm

* many ages,

subjects

r^/>
><- 'f"!' »<

S.H.A.R.E.^si->io

NEW TUTORS'
ORIENTATION
Jan. 22, 1 pm
Monday
Ackerman 2408
Find out more!

Funded by the Community Activities Ck)mmittee of the Programs Activities Board

Start off 1990 with a PS/2
that's right for you. .

.

3.8-incli dislwtto *««•

Finttrf tftoh flriws

• ChafMMr-
MCM%SCtUP9

80286 (10 MHz)

144Mb

20Mb

8513Cotof

Yes

DOS40
Microsoft

'

WindONMS/286

Word 5 0"

roc Windows
Express

hOCWirxlows
Manager"

hOC Windows
Cotor"

80286 <lOMHi)

144Mb

30Mb

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

DOS40
Microsod

Windows/286

Word 50"
Excel"

hCX: Windows
Express

hoc Windows
Mar>ager

hOC Windows

Cokx

80386SX-(l6MHz)

144Mb

60Mb

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

OOS40
Microsoft

Windows/386
Word 50"
Excel"

hbC Windows
Express

hOC Windows
Manager

hOC Wirtdows

Cokx

80386- (16 MHz)

144Mb

60Mb

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

$2,299 $2,799 $3,499

CX)S40
Microsoft

Windows/386
Word 5 0"
Excel"

hOC Windows
Express

hOC Windows
Mar^ager

hOC Windows
Color

$4,699

And right on the money, too
No matter whut your mujor (or your liii(l<:rl). there's an IBM Personal

System/2" that ran make you look-<rreat-in s<-hool. ami alter \ou •^railuate

.\n<i now you ean ehoose from Tour eoniplete |>aeka<;es ol' lianluare and

|>reioa4le«l software, at speeial low student priees. What's more, when you

liny your PS/2'', you will «;et a mous<> pad. a 3. 5 -ineh diskette holder, and

a power strip-all free.

And you're entitled tt» a <ii'eat low priee on the PR()I)I(»\ " serviei*. Vside

from all this, three of the most popular IKIM Proprinters ' are a>ailalde

now at speeial low priees.

f»roprinter III w/Calde (420I/(KK<) $.{99

Proprinter \24K w/Cal.le (4207/(M)2) $.=>19 >#lf f

Proprinter XI^4K w/Cahle (4208/(H)2) $669
Start out the new year ri«rht. C^heek out all these spe<-ial

savinj^s now-hefore it's too late!* Offer ends Kehruary !.">. \^f^H)

How're you going to do it? i 15/^ lt«

mmtm-mvmnm^nm f 7:4M:m w4:« it-f

• This offer IS limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530 E21 8550 031 8555 061 of 8570 E6l through February 15. 1990 The

preconfiQured IBM PS/2 Model 8525 001 is avertable through December 31. 1989 only Prices quoted do nof include sales tax. handlirtg and/or processing charges

Cfieck with your institution regarcAng these cf^arges Oders are subiect to avartability Prices are subiect to change arxJ IBM may withdraw the promotion at any

time without written notice

"Micfoaoll Word arxl Excel are the Acaderruc Editions
l^fUi i firaryiiy Qif^iiwn /? mrvi Pfiy? nun Mirurinmri tfarUifnarWc (li Inlprn^llinnil Ri iRinfl'iR tJLtCii/til^§iCotOOtStitttX-S^GCX£^!^iS^-A4aaiSi0t&tiSiat^MM-tXUUi^^3tidXX^iCiOCCk^lit-~

of Prodigy Servces Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoll Corporation

•"Pioprmter and Mcro Channel are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation hOC Windows Express hDC Windows Manager and hOC Windows

Cotof are trademarks of hOCCompuler Corporation 80386SX and 80386 are trademarks of Intel Corporation IBM Corp 1989
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Letters

Extension
Editor:

1 was very disturbed to read

the Daily Bruin article, "Exten-

sion to hand over $1 million

in revenues to help relieve

stress on UCLA's (^rating
bud^;3t" (Jan. 10). I am dis-

tressed for three reasons.

First, Extension is really the

outward arm of the university

to the community. It is rated

among the top institutions in

its field with a broad ranging

program of classes, conferences

and seminars. Extension attracts

a predominantly college edu-

cated audience, many of whom
are UCLA alumni.

I have found in talking to

Extension participants that the

increased fee for courses in the

past years, coupled with the

increased difficulty of travel to

our campus, is turning people

away from Extension. This also

turns people away from a good
feeling for the university as a

participant in their continuing

education.

Second, UCLA Extension is

a completely self-suRX)rting

institution with no money from
the state or the university, and
with no permission to raise

contributory or donor funds.

Therefore, all expenses are

completely funded from the

registration fees charged.

If Extension chooses to offer

a course and expects an enroll-

ment of 30 people and only 15
appear, Extension bears the

loss. If 40 people appear, then

the excess of funds is used to

support those classes of lower
enrollment, or to advertise

more widely and experiment
with a wider mix of courses

and lectures with diverse appe-
al to a larger audience.

Third, Extension does not

merely "use the UCLA name
to obtain higher fees." Rather,

as a part of UCLA, Extension
tries to live up to the high

quality of our university by
imparting to the professional

and intellecuial community the

applied and meaningful nature

of the subjects we research on
campus. ' -r r

To obtain instructors who
understand the mission of the

university and at the same time

are knowledgable about the

needs and wants of adult

education is not an easy task,

and requires adequate reim-

bursement to the instructors

and to the staff of Extension

who hire them and conduct the

programs. Expecting University

Extension to also support the

general fund of the university,

by raising its class fees higher

than Extension's own self-sup-

port requires, will cause many
supporters to be unable to

afford our UCLA access to

continuing education. Yet life-

long adult education is a vital

component of our present soci-

ety.

I. worked at Extension for

four years as Director of the

Engineering and Science Prog-

ram. While there is much that

Extension must constructively

do to improve its role, f(Mx:ing

them to raise registration fees

strikes me as a shortsighted

decision for both the university

and for the needs of all adults

in our community.

Thelma Estrin

Professor in Residence
Computer Science

Book bonus?
Editor:

ASUCLA's slogan is "Stu-

dents Helping Students", right?

Then why does it seem that

they do everything they can to

make life difficult for us?

Last year I bought all of my
books for the Winter Quarter
during finals week of Fall

Quarter. I did this in order to

avoid the long lines that I

knew would arrive with the

fu^st week of classes. When I

paid for the books, I received

a green receipt which I later

turned in to receive my small

rebate through ASUCLA's
"Book Bonus" program.

Well, this year I went to

buy my books during finals

week and was told that the

refund period is temporarily

limited to 24 hours. In other

words, if there's any chance
whatsoever that I may drop a

class, I'd better not buy the

books now or I'll be stuck

with them for good.

I was also told that there

will be no green receipts given

until Dec. 16 — the day after

finals are over. Well, a few
hours before ASUCLA opens
the book store on Dec. 16 my
flight will be landing in New-
ark, New Jersey. And those

people fortunate enough not to

have a final exam scheduled
for 3 p.m. Friday will most
likely already be home. We
will all have to wait until we
return to school in January to

buy our textbooks. Then we
can all wait in really long
lines together!

Why is ASUCLA encourag-

ing students to wait to buy
their books? Do they want to

break some kind of sales

record for the first week of

classes? And why to we have
to go through the process of
saving green receipts and then

turning them in for a rebate

that we have to wait all year

to receive? Why can't they

just discount our books in the

first place?

With the system they have
now, they have to pay people
to collect the envelopes, to

calculate the rebates for every
single person, and to record,

process and mail the actual

rebate checlcs. They also have
to pay for the printing of the

envelopes in which we turn in

our receipts. They probably

pay someone to design the

envelopes every year! Wouldn't
it be a lot easier for everyone
if they simply took 10 percent
off of the cover price of each
textbook?

"Students Helping Students?'*

It would be nice if they did.

Eiizak>etli l^rson
Senior
Russian Studies

Daily Bruin
112 Kercldioff Hall

308 Wcstwood Pla2a_
1.0S Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 825-9898
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We could all benefit from a
live and let live' philosophy
By Peter Hayasiiida

Occasionally The^Daily Bruin receives a letter which serves to

remind us of the need to address insensitivity and ignorance
which exist on our campus — a place which is supposed to be
a stronghold of free thought Christopher J. Myers was kind
enough to supply such a letter for 1990 in his viewpoint entitled

••University environment shelters outmoded liberalism" {Daily
Bruin, Jan. 8).

While I laud the notion of what Myers terms his non-advocacy
of "slanderous acts against members of any group,** I must admit
I was a little bewildered by the rest of his letter — in which he
slandered just about everyone to whose ideology he does not
subscribe.

His comments are clearly symptomatic of the larger problems
of bigotry and ethnocentrism that plague our society and create

discord.

Since Myers' letter focuses on lesbians and gays, I wiU for
the rpoment tailor my response accordingly. Fot those who share
Myers' opinion that the world would be better off without
lesbians and gays, I draw their attention to the following.

Many would jump at the opportunity to study science under
the tutelage of Leonardo da Vinci. Or have Billie Jean King as
their tennis coach or David Kopay as their mentor in football.

Most would not turn away writing tips from Walt Whitman, or
acting lessons from Rock Hudson.
The point is, that far from being a burden on or menace to

society, lesbians and gays have made significant contributions to

industry, the arts, science and medicine, and athletics, among
others. These women and men continue to benefit society, despite
harangues from those who would measure people not by their

professional success, but by details of their private lives.

In his use of broad generalizations and incomplete information
to "prove" his argument that everyone but he is responsible for

"pornography, drugs, collapsing family values," etc., Myers fails

to recognize that it is impossible to assign responsibility for

these societal ills to a single group or individual. Trying to do
so fosters hostility and offers nothing in the way of solutions.

The professional and social climate for lesbians and gays is

changing, but at a painfully slow rate. Ignorance and fear are the
major stumbling blocks to progress, but there are many dedicated
individuals, both gay and non-gay, who are rising to the
challenge of educating the public and helping to replace violence
and hatred with knowledge and acceptance.

Since Myers has appointed himself spokesman for some vague
group he calls the "great Silent Majority," permit me the

indulgence of making a few general points on behalf of "the rest

of us."

To profess, as Myers does, that persecution of those who are
different is an inevitable consequence in a society that "allows
deviancy such as homosexuaUty" is suspiciously reminiscent of
the doctrine of the Nazi party during Worid War II, and the
rantings of Senator Joseph McCarthy during the "Red Scare" of
the 1950s.

Myers, there are many of us in this country who believe that

ill people, blacks, women, Jews, gays, and even you, are entitled

to access to opportunities and resources, and protection under the
laws of the land. If this frightens, disgusts, or angers, you, that
is unfortunate.

You will probably be pleased, however, to know that sexism,
racism, homophobia, anti-semitism, and other forms of intolerance
live on today. But we've come a long way in the last few
decades, and as long as there are people who care about the val-

ues of freedom and equality, I predict we'll go a lot farther in

the coming years.

You see, Myers, your "great Silent Majority" does not have
the market cornered on values and dreams. The difference is that
we don't think that fulfillment of our dreams and the dreams of
others has to be mutually exclusive. We also aren't bothered by
the fact that your American E>ream looks a little different than
ours.

We do contend that no one has the right to rob anyone of
their right to pursue that dream, or of the overall rights and pri-

vileges guaranteed to all citizens of the United States — not just

the particular ones that you like.

I encourage Myers and those who share his philosophy of life,

to re-channel the negative energy they exert in maligning others
into Hnding ways to better co-exist within the context of a
united people enhanced by their unique and individual differ-

ences.

At the risk of sounding cliche, we could all benefit from
adopting a philosophy of live and let live.

Hayashida is a graduate of UCLA.
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The U.S. and death in El Salvador: a case ofdouble standards
Without much notice to

the campus commun-
ity, officially recog-

nized campus organizations and
undergraduate student govern-
ment funded the speaking

appearance of Jennifer Casolo.

Casolo was deported froin El

Salvador after her arrest for

allegedly storing weapons for

the Communist terrorists in that

war-torn country. Using man-
datory student fees to fiind one
political view at the expense
of another is nothing new for

UCLA or its student govern-

ment
However, bringing Casolo to

campus also gives those who
wish to allow communist vic-

tory in El Salvador a needed
media boost Casolo serves the

purpose of a "fifth column"
that undermines democracy,

freedom and prosperity to the

Central Americas.

The controversy over U.S.

involvement in El Salvador
again came to the forefront

during the November offensive

by the communist guerillas,

known by their Spanish

acronym FMLN. The con-

troversy was intensified by the

ruthless murders of several

Jesuit Priests and their staff.

Liberal Democratic members
of Congress demanded that

President Alfredo Cristiani pro-

secute those responsible. Sun-
day, Cristiani announced the

arrests of several military per-

sonnel in connection with the

murders.

I am not naive enough to

believe that liberals will now
give El Salvadcx credit for this

noble act I do wish liberals

Mike
Spence
would realize what progress

U.S. aid has brought to the

people of this country and end
their liberal double standard

about condemning murders and
atrocities.

The results of U.S. involve-

ment in El Salvador have been
mixed. However, military aid

has enabled the government to

hold off the Havana-backed
rebels in an effort to establish

a governing, democratic struc-

ture.

Critics of U.S. economic aid

are correct in pointing out that

El Salvador's economy is still

in a shambles. There are two
reasons for El Salvador's hor-

rendous economic situation:

attacks on economic targets by
the FMLN rebels and the fact

that U.S. aid actually encour-
ages the present semi-socialistic

and restrictive economic infra-

structure of El Salvador. The
economic aid should not be
channelled to the government
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THE COUNCIL ON
EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

(CED)
which funds experimental and Interdisciplinary

courses in a wide variety of topics, will be

entertaining Course Proposals for the academic

year 1989-90. These courses can be offered

both by members of the University community

(except currently enrolled UCLA students) as

well as by the community at large. For futher

information, please contact Elaine Miner,

Academic Senate Office, extension 53851.

Deadline for receipt of Course Proposals is

February 23, 1990.

bureaucrats, but to private ini-

tiatives that encourage the type

of democratic capitalism that

would benefit all the people of

El Salvador.

Human rights abuses, while

not eliminated, have been

reduced. Ten years ago no one
would have been arrested for

the murders of the priests; in

fact many more people would
have been killed by right-wing

death squads. Without U.S.
support and encouragement
nope of this would have
changed.

When I had the opportunity

to listen to Casolo's interesting

presentation at UCLA, she

managed to point out uninten-

tionally a major contradiction

in the thinking of many liber-

als on the issue of U.S.
involvement in El Salvador.

She maintained that she would
not judge those Salvadorans

who perpetuate violence against

the government because it was
their choice and not ours.

However, she did in the course

of ho* remarks condemn those

who fight against the rebels

and their sympathizers, espe-

cially the infamous far-right

death squads who commit mur-
ders.

This is one major fuiKla-

mental flaw in the liberal

approach to violence in El

Salvador. During one portion

of a televised [xt)test a

Catholic Priest said he "under-

stood" the atrocities committed
by the rebels. If the murder of

the Jesuit priests and other

innocent civilians by death

squads or rogue elements of
the military is v^ong and

should be stopped, the murder-

ing of civilians by the com-
munists should be wrong as

well.

Atrocities committed by any

side are unacceptable and
should be universally con-

demned. Unfortunately, most
liberals in the United States

believe that cutting off aid to

the people in El Salvador

would achieve peace in the

region. It might bring "peace"
— the same kind of "peace"

that exists in Cuba, Vietnam,

or Syria today — but if would
not bring freedom or economic >

justice.

There is no indication that

the FMLN would stop terror-

izing those opposed to their

politics. There is no indication

that they would allow individu-

al freedoms or secure true

economic empowerment of the

people. Up until now, the

I^MLN has refused to partici-

pate in any aspect of the

democratic process.

In 1989, former political

operatives of the communist
guerillas' apparatus ran for

office and lost The Salvadoran

people elected a new party to

lead them. The ruling party

had been Duarte's Christian

Democratic Party. In the last

election, the U.S. wanted the

Christian Democrats to win
again. The people of El Salva-

dor, however, voted for a

different party. The party

known as ARENA is the party

Salvadorans freely elected.

I wonder if the people who
believe Casolo is innocent until

proven guilty will be consistent

and extend that same service

to those arrested in the priest

killings?

The Bush Administration is

well aware of the problems in

El Salvador's past some of

which have been caused by the

U.S. This is no excuse to

abandon all hope of achieving

justice and freedom there.

1989 was a year when the

people of the worid finally *

attacked the single greatest

threat to freedom — commun-
ism. In some areas the changes
that have begun have been

peaceful. In Romania thousands

gave their lives to be free. So
why do liberals and UCLA
(not necessarily mutually exclu-

sive terms) refuse to support

those trying to build a plura-

listic, democratic society in El

Salvador?

UCLA does not financially .

support groups opposed to *

communist control of Central

America. Instead, they support

and encourage those who wish

to impose a communistic,

Castro-like regime in San Sal-

vador.

The desired cutoff in U.S.

aid would lead to acts of

desperation on the right and
atrocities on the left. If the

Cuban-backed terrorists are

allowed to seize coritrol, those

liberals who currently "under-

stand" Of "can't condemn" the

atrocities the rebels commit
now must accept responsibility

for the enslavement and suf-

fering of the people of El

Salvador.

The struggle continues.

Spence is a senior majoring in

political science.

Did you know that ... 1 in3 women over age 14 in Los Angeles will be the target of an

attempted or completed rape?

Responding to dangerous situations with physical self-defense, assertive communication.

or other techniques can increase your safety.

About Rape:
Entpozverment

Through Awareness

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
3:30 - 4:30 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.
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Arts & Entertainment
Coiumn

Groovy ghrannies save
me from columnist hell

Power of Place:
So I'm at the 2nd Coming last

Friday night, feeling a little desp-
-^ erate.

Samba Hell, a new group out of
San Diego, and the Del Rubio
Triplets are on the bill. The Del
Rubios aren't exactly, um, "new":
they're identical-looking, guitar--

playing grandmas in silver beehive

hairdos, leather hot pants and go-
go boots.

Anyway, I'm shifting my beady
eyes around the club, looking for a
story. Steve Sherwood: Man in

Search of a Column.
I ask Vanessa, the sweet and

lovely coat-check girl/woman/per-
son, what kind of crowd hangs out
hereabouts.

Says she from under her Boy
George hat, "The black leather

jacket type."

Oh goody, I'm thinking. Relax-
ing. That's the column I always do:

Black-Leather-Shaggy-Headed-

walking the Id

Steve
Sherwood
Pseudo-Profound-Bohemian-
Life-in-the-Underground-Fast-
Lane. No sweat Got it covered.

But there are only so many ways
to do this Underground Scenester

stuff, you know? I've had the guy
with the Pierced Penis, the suffCT-

ing artistes railing against the

Corporate Cosmos, and MTV/
Yuppie-Avant-Garde-Scum-
Bite-the-Big-One.

What's the angle gonna be this

time? I start to worry again.

Hmmm. Maybe I'll do some-
thing original. Yeah, that's it

Maybe I can find a suffering artiste

with a pierced penis who watches
MTV!

Nah, I think again. Too creative.

Don't wanna send any Bruin
readers into shock or anything.

Besides, I've got a column.

,
Samba Hell. A trio of young

guys who met at UCSD and drifted

up here a year or so ago to make
their Fame and Fortune. They play
powerful, straight-out rock and
write lyrics laced with social

satire.

So I'll do something about
Samba Hell's socially-relevant

lyrics stirring the counterculture.

Yeah. Good angle, Steve. There's

only one problem, though: none of

the band members wear black

leather.

Damn.
The 2nd Coming's a nice place

to see a band. Although it sits on
the fringes of downtov^ L.A., it's

got a nice feel to it. I mean, the

decoris sort of pscudo-Spanish-

Inquisition, wMll W(| «»tUl &tulf on

the walls and dim lamps, but it's

still kind of cozy. In addition to an
adjoining lounge and pool table, it

has a large stage and vast dance
floor.

Which is where I catch up to

Bernard, vocalist and lead guitarist

of Samba Hell, after they finish

their set He's milling around with
the rest of the crowd watching the

Del Rubio grandmas begin strum-
min' and hummin' on stage.

"Bernard!" I clap him on the

back. But not too hard. He's the

meal ticket "Give me a quote,

buddy. Anything."

"Huh?" he says, looking
puzzled. Gripping his after-gig

brew. - -—

As the grannies do
their harmonies one
beehived head bops,

"I can't get no.,./*

turns to her twin beC'

hive, who bounces on
her gO'go boots and
sings "uh, no, no,
no...," who turns to

the final beehive, who
finishes "uh, sah'tis'^

fack'shun.

UCLA group celebrates contribtions ofLA.
pioneer3iddy Mason widi art & architecture
By Elite Montazeri

99

"A quote, you know, I need a
story."

"What's your name again?" He
gives me a dazed look, like he
doesn't remember that we've met a
couple times before.

Oh, great. So much for the

Bruin-Columnist-as-Insider angle.

Meanwhile, around us the
crowd has surged fcxward towards
the stage. The Del Rubios are in the

middle of "Satisfaction" and the

crowd's loving it

As the grannies do their harmo-
nics one beehived head bops,"I

can't get no. . .," turns to her twin
beehive, who bounces on her go-
go boots and sings "uh, no, no,
no. . .," who turns to the final

beehive, who finishes "uh, sah-
tis-fack-shun," then they all thump
their guitars and go, "uh, no, no,
nor

Cute. Corny. Kitschy. Just
multiply ,your grandma, imagine
her in hot pants with a guitar, and
you've got the Del Rubios.
So the dance floor is packed and

everybody's cheering like it's

John, Paul, George and Ringo or
something. Samba Hell had roused
the crowd, but the Del Rubios have
'em screaming.

There's something definitely

odd about all these young clubbers
going nuts over grannies in go-go
boots.

Odd, but nice.
'^

.

"What was it you wanted?"-.

Bernard asks after the crowd calms
down a little.

"Oh, never mind" I smile and
shrug.

I've got my column. Something
about not having to be Young to be
Different Or popular in the Bohe-
mian-Life-in-the-Underground-
Fast-Lane. ?-

hjow^jf only the Del Rubig:

.

Triplets would start wearing black

leather jackets. .

.

Contributor

Nearly a century after her death, one of Los
Angeles' most important citizens is being honored
and recognized for her contributions to the L.A.
community. Last weekend, a special ceremony took
place commemorating the life of Biddy Mason— a
woman who went from being a slave to being a major
philanthropist.

This event was largely due to the efforts of the

Power of Place, a UCLA affiliated non-profit

corporation whose mission is to identify historic sites

important to L.A., as well as to preserve and interpret

L.A.'s unique social history. The event was attended
by Mayor Bradley, who was presented with a poster
in appreciation for his help on the project.

Biddy Mason was bom a slave of the deep south in

1818. She walked over 3,000 miles behind her
master's wagon to the west. Once in California,

which was admitted to the Union as a free state in

1850, Mason escaped and won freedom for herself

and her family in court
Once free. Mason became an prominent figure in

19th century Los Angeles. As a nurse and midwife,
she delivered hundreds of babies, including children
of L.A.'s wealthiest families as well as children of the

impoverished. After 10 years of midwifery, Biddy
saved $250 to purchase land and establish a home for

herself and her family on Spring Street of downtown
L.A.. She was one of the first women in L.A. to own
property.

Biddy Mason also founded a day nursery, school,

and the first black church in L.A.: the L.A. branch of
the First African Methodist Episcopal Church.

In addition, she was an extraordinary philanthnc^-

ist and humanist She visited the jailhouse often and
opened accounts at a nearby grocery stCM'e for

families made homeless by seasonal floods. She was
known as a benefactor to the poor and her home
became a haven for needy settlers. Suffice it to say,

Biddy Mason was an amazing woman.

Two pieces of public art have been placed on the

site or Biddy's homestead at 331 S. Spring Street
which is now the Broadway Spring Center, a new
shopping/garage complex. The first work of art is an
8 X 80 foot "memorial wall" composed by award-
winning graphic designer Sheila Levrant de Bretie-

ville.

The wall is a time line format of L.A.'s and
Biddy's intertwined history during the 1800's. The
wall uses various materials and techniques such as

photo-silkscreen on limestone, debossed images, and
carved slate panels. Images on the wall include
Biddy's freedom papers, land deed, midwifery bag,
photographs, and quotations.

The second piece of art is a collage depicting of
Biddy's home, done by nationally known sculptor
Beiye Saar. Adjacent to the photomural is a sculpture
incorporating images of Mason's home that evoke
Mason's life poetically.

Biddy Mason was bom a slave of

the deep south in 1818. She
walked over 3,000 miles behind her
master's wdgpn to the west Once
in California, which was admitted
to the Union as a free state in

1850, Mason escaped and won
freedom for herself and her family

^ incourt

"The Power of Place intends to establish a stronger
sense of place in a city in which it is so easy to feel

lost," said executive director Donna Graves.
**The history of L.A., with its ethnically diverse

population, extensively built environment, and
remarkable natural environment does not reveal itself

easily," wrote Dolores Hayden, president and
founder of the Power of Place, in a pamphlet on
Mason. The Power of Place wants to increase public
awareness of L.A.'s unique multi-cultural past
through historic preservation and public art
Composed of a small group of architects,

historians, and designers, the Power of Place is based
at UCLA's Graduate School of Architecture and
Urban Planning. The organization plans a new public
art project and symposium on the history of the
Chicano community at the Embassy Auditorium.
Biddy Mason is remembered by her ancestors as

having said: "If you hold your hands closed, nothing
can come in. The open hand is blessed, for it gives in

abundance, even as it receives."

In a recent Los Angeles Times article, Broadway
Spring Center developer Robert Silberman was
asked about the homeless people sleeping a block
away. Silberman said, "They can still sleep on the
sidewalk. We're not building a place for people to

sleep in." It is ironic that in remembering the great

accomplishments of Biddy Mason, some have
forgotten for whom she did so much.

SUZANNE STATES

The Mason Wall'preserves a segment of the history of the black community in Los Angeles
and tells the story of a remarkable woman named Biddy Mason.

Stage

Ciallagher brings unique management talents to UCLA Extension
By Sharon Kaye
Contributor

In comedian Oallagha''s performances he show-
ers the audience with mutilated remains of waterme-
lon, lettuce, poundcakes and various other foods
attacked during his sledge-O-matic routine. Howev-
er, Gallagher will eschew edibles and impress
students ofUCLA Extension's course, 'The Stardom
Strategy,' with his career management techniques

instead.

The course, taught by celebrity manager. Ken
Kragen, is dedicated to teaching students how to

achieve their career objectives. Gallagher, formally
managed by Kragen, will discuss the cjlreer success
he has achieved over the years.

Touted as the first real star to come out of cable
television, Gallagher has done over a dozen
Showtime specials and has sold out shows every-

where from D.C.^s Kennedy Center to Caesars
Tahoe. He is also one of the few performers who
writes his own material and runs his own produc-
tions.

^

while remaining in control of your career.

*The reason Gallagher can do what he does is

because he's got enormous energy and is continually
unique. He does things that gather enormous
attention," Kragen said.

Gallagher's performances definitely command
attention. Audiences often arrive at his shows
"Gallagherized", wearing plastic raincoats, sunglas-
ses, and helmets, in anticipation of his trademark
sledge-O-matic routine. He is also well known for his
other comedic props, including a motorized school
desk, a pair of combination roller skate/spring shoes,
and a device which shoots beer into the audience.
While Gallagher will give a performance at the

Extension course, the audience doesn't need to come
equipped with protective gear. G^lagher will focus
on the personal tools he has used to succeed instead of
the tools, he uses on stage.

Kragen feels Gallagher '\ivill give the students a
look at a creatively guided career. **Gallagher is

really happy and successful. We're going to talk
about how and why (his career) has worked,"
explained Kragen.

Gallagher will appear at Thursday's meeting of

Gallagher frolicks as 'The Wizard of Odd:

Gallagher was managed by Kragen untiI1981 „^ „^^ ,, ,..„. , ...^. ^.
jvhen he struck out on his own. While given a strongs The Stardom Strategy' beginning at 7 p.m. For more
career base under Kragen's management, Gallagh- informaUon on this course call UCLA Extension at
cr's career demonstrates that you can be successful (213) 825-9064.

Gallagher manages a successful career
and some pretty big shoes.
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theatres
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THEATRES
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Television

Cancellation leads to fandom, Fox, and the ''Beastles"
By Scott Williams

Associated Press

The news trickled down into the

dim underground vaults and
arcades where fans of "Beauty
and the Beast" kept alive the

darkly atmospheric CBS
romance-adventure series: Finally,

the show had been canceled.

**I think everybody is relieved.

We don't have to worry about CBS
any more," said Stephanie Wiltse,

publisher of Pipeline, a definitive

newsletter on the real-world
workings of "Beauty and the

BeasL"
This is not to say that fans (who

call themselves "Beasties" and
"Beast-friends" or just "Suppor-
ters of 'Beauty and the Beast'")
will let the series die.

No, when word leaked early this

month that CBS had canceled the

show, fandom began to deluge Fox
Broadcasting Co. with calls asking

it to pick up the show.

"Now that CBS has canceled

*B&B' outright and made it pain-

fully clear that they want nothing

more to do with it, the fans arc

saying, *OK, everybody, write to

FcMc,'** said Kimbcrly Hartman.
Ms. Hartman founded Helper's

Network, a information clearing-

house on the show for the roughly

50 fan clubs and 100 fan periodi-

cals that have sprung up in North
America and Europe since "B&
^*' made, its debut in 1987.

Fox's response, Ms. Hartman
said, was that "We don't have any
specific plans right now, but^
door is open."

In a prepared statement last

week. Fox was not quite that

itBeauty and the
Beast'* began as a
love story between
Catherine, a New
York City prosecutor,

and Vincent, a liter-

ary, leonine half-man
wno inhabits the
city's subterranean
world with a like-

minded community
of outcasts.

optimistic. Referring to rumors it

and the show's {H'oducers had been
discussing a pickup of the series,

F^ said this:

"Wc don't know how the

rumors got started. There've been
^no discussions between the two
parties, and at this point there is no
plan for Fox to pick up the show."

There also was speculation that

cable's USA Network might pick
up the series and keep it going. But
USA "hasn't had any discus-

sions" about that with the produc-
ers, says USA spokeswoman Mary
Lou O'Callaghan.

Ai)d, she says, with the show
costing $1 million an episode,
* *it's not very likely' ' that theUSA
Network would want to keq) it in

production.

"Beauty and the Beast" began
as a tovc story between Catherine,

a New York City prosecutor, and
Vincent, a literary, leonine half-

man who inhabits the city's subter-

ranean world with a like-minded

community of outcasts.

Critics applauded the show's
themes of responsibility and
human kindness, as well as its

artistic and production values. But
they also noted that a Shakes-
peare-quoting man-beast might
not be everyone's cup of tea.

Low ratings plagued the Witt
Thomas production from the start,

despite its winning five Emmy
awards in two years. It couldn't
find a mass audience, but it fired

the imaginations of people who
previously had no use for main-
stream TV.

"I think in the very beginning
we looked at it and thought, *This

is too beautiful to survive,'" Ms.
Hartman said.

The Helper's Network Beauty
and the Beast Information Hot
Line number is 714-447-3377.

Alpha Lambda Delta

And
Phi Eta Sigma

HONORS
GENERAL MEETING

Wednesday, Jan. 17

6-7, Ackerman 2408
:• *We're going to Disneyland!*

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
»UCLA Student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
We»twood Village, Above the Wherehouee

Gormevarrf
'Mp^iy^miN

It's die animalsTOdoift see

that " "

, \

Recently, a surgical technique perfected on animals was used to imi^
malignant tumor from a little girls brain.We lost some lab animals. But look wtat we saved

California Biomedical Research Association

3010 Wilshire Blvd. Box 238
Los Angeles, Ca. 90010 .

(213) 386-2044

We're dedicated to helping the public understand the necessity
-

' of humane and responsible animal research in the development
of treatments ana cures for diseases, disorders and injuries

which affect humans and animals. The CBRA is a non-prbfit,

tax-exempt 501 (C) (3) organization.

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN
(Kj Take Kaplan OrTakc Your Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP
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Singer/songwriter Michael Penn debuts with 'March.'

Michael Penn 'marches'
toward promising future
By Damian O'Rane-

'

Staff Writer

ALBUM: Alarc/j. Michael Penn on RCA Records.,

What we have here is an upstart, but one with genuine talent. Michael
Penn (let's get it over with: he's Scan's brother, but it really doesn't mat-
ter) has crafted a neo-folk album that makes its debut with some original-
ity and a heavy dose of rather famous influences.

The vocal resemblance to Beatles-era John Lennon is striking on much
of the album. And on some tracks, his vocals run close to Elvis Costello's
stylings, especially on the rockabilly "Brave New World."

His musical style, however, ought to set him apart rather quickly. The
acoustic guitar he plays is mostly in a rhythmic way. He adds quirky
touches of electric guitar as well. The most unusual feature, however, is

his use of drum machines.
That's right, drum machines. Of course his programming doesn't

sound like techno-synih music, or anything like that, but it does go along
with his spare, folk-oriented sound. The drums sound like a combination
of Mellencamp drummer Kenny Aronoffs (who guests on the album)"
crack, boom, bang," and some of Peter Gabriel's rhythms. It's nice to see
more examples of the creative use of drum machines outside of rap.

The lyrics reflect mostly on different spiritual states. **No Myth"
makes what seem like lofty references to Shakespeare and Bronte C*What
if I were Romeo in black jeans/What if I were HeathcUff, it's no myth"),
but then Uims it all into a rather low-key, tongue-in-cheek resolution:

"What if she's just looking for/Someone to dance with?"
"Half Harvest" is somewhat more cutting in its assessment of

relationships: "So move out of your bed of roses, now/I'm putting in a
bed of nails." "Brave New World" is hip for its own sake: "Baby's busy
hiding in the bassinet/wonderin' if the third world war started yet. . .You
looked pretty on the freeway/let's drive into the brave new worid."

"Innocent One," besides boasting once again those Lennon-like
vocals, takes a stab at Sergeant Pepper-type lyrics as well: "Sweet
Miranda brings me the wine. . .turning thistledown laughter/I would take
her blue cue too late."

The resemblance to the Beatles occurs in some of the expansive
melodies too. 'This & That" has the open-hearted and generous feelings

of "Hey Jude." "Bedlam Boys" feattires a keyboard inu-oduction

sounding like the Fab Four's psychedeHc homs.
Penn's partner in all this is Patrick Warren, who arranged all the songs

with Penn (who wrote everything). Warren also plays keyboards
throughout

A song where the acoustic guitar does move from rhythm to hauntingly

graceful melody is in "Battle Room." It's a brief, yet eerie reminder of
Keith Richards' dictum that the acoustic guitar can teach you more about
the electric than the other way around.

Penn's main problem, already mentioned, is his resemblance to those

Beatles sounds. It compromises his debut in some serious ways, but in

numy other ways, he's just as talented as the Beaties were at the same age.

His often cutting and observant views on relationships (from his

perspective anyway) also bode well for his future promise.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-t493

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECKI

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING MERCURY AND I^ANY OTHER COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

^..JPJiy^^JlSi'^^ BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!
- SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT ilATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS . ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL., SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

vmrnm FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781

16" PIZZA
for just

each additional

topping $1.41

plus tax

INCLUDES 2 FREE16oz|gJ];LE

Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

WHOLE CHICKEN

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN

,, INCLUDES SALSA & TORTILUS

Umited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

LAST DTLY!

FINAL DEADLINE!
YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

JANUARY 17
Seniors, don't be left out ofyour Senior

Yearbook. Drop by Campus Photo Studio

NOW and have your portrait taken. Be a

part of the Bruinlife picture.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
OfficiiU Photosraphers For Bruin lift Tearbook

Kcrckhoff HaU 150 (213)206-8433
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Ba\a^
M^

>" ^ Are you a "nontraditional" Student

and feeling overwhelmed? Many students

who return to school after a period of time experience

academic anxiety or difficulty balancing conflicting demands.
This workshop will address the various stress-related issues

that may affect nontraditional students as well as strategies for

reducing stress.

Faclli^ted by Alan Nagamoto, Ph.D.,

,-^ Student Psychological Services.

TODAY!
I 1 2:00 - 1 :00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of

the Division of Student Development and Health.

OUTfV\GEOUS
SA VII

WOOD ]

W KENWOOD
PULL-OUT AM/FM/CASSEHES

B List NOW

SONY
AM/FM/CD
(CDX-R77)

Wt C'C

'r^

mwn»^^S

ylLPUME

KRC-555 $399 $279.

KRC-777 $549 $369.

KRC-676 $499 $389.

AMPLIFIERS
KAC-520
40 WATT RMS $129.
KAC-720 —
70 WATT RMS $299.

KAC-8070 4Ch.
114 WATT RMS $349.

KAC-820
150 WATT RMS $429.

LIST $549$399.

NOW

PULL-OUT AM/FM/CD
(CDX-R79)

LIST $649^449.

Scorpion by

OlCODE-ALARI

8125
iSOfSi

^749.
(MOST CARS)

Start the new decade off with that peace of

mind a quality security system can bring For

moderate budgets we have the Scorpion Remote
Controlled Alarm For that very special vehicle

we have the top-of-the-line Alpine 8125 with

remote control, paging and multiple sensing

devices Specially priced ^ , j%.^
INSTALLED liddB INSTAl/eD^

(MOST CARS)

/ILPINE
PULL-OUT AM/FM/CD

(7903)

LIST$649^4f 9.

KENWOOD
KRC-878
PULL-OUT

\ AM/FM/CASSETTE

&
KDC-C200

^
10 CD CHANGER

^p
LIST $1229

BOTH PRICED
TOO LOW
TO PRINT!!

CELLULAR

MOTOROLA
Car Phone
w/ Hands Free .

$465.

\lll(l..tl I .1 \v;, III III.)

Ili.li I'l II. Ii III Itlisiiii .. I,.

I

CELLULAR
I .I- Xri.j, I, . V , Hill ,1

It'll I'lli'lli I .'Ml|< IIU

WE ALSO CARRY ALPINE, AUDIOVOX,
OlAMONDTEL, MITSUBISHI AND PANASONIC

MOTOROLA
^

Portable ^fil^

Phone

$695.

FIDELIT
AUTO SOUND ALARMS PHONES INSTALLATION

CANOGA PARK 6911 topancacyn 818-888-7957
INCiNO \^u\ vlnturablvd 818-789-3916
NO. HOLLYWOOD 4864 l ankersmim 8 ! 8 763 2 ! I I

SANTA MONICA 24 lo wilshirf bivT) 21 3-45 3- 3 S4 I

HOLLYWOOD 01 ; \ iArrcaavi 213 933 5527
TOttANCE 2920 w SfPULvtDA BLVD 213-539-4983
COSTA MESA 2306 NtwroRT BIVD 714-631-6123
OPEN 7 DAYS Til 6:00 Atl ITEMS in i iMiTfo SUPPi r

Film

Detectives Kearney (Anthony Edwards) & Curren (Forest
Whitaker) form an unlikely friendship in 'Downtown.'

Deliberate 'Downtown'
predictable, slick & fun
Jim Pickrell

Staff Writer

FILM: Downtown. Written by Nat
MaukJin. Directed by Richard Benja-
min. With Forest Whitaker. Anthony
Edwards and Joe Pantoliano. A Gate
Anne Hurd production. Now pieiying

cttywide.

"I call it 'Dudley Dooright Goes
to Harlem'" says actor Anthony
Edwards of his latest film, Down-
tonw. It has all the earmarks of a
perfect film project: the buddy
cop, fish out of water, action

adventure comedy, shoot-em-up
crime drama. Earnest and lovable

characters who are very fallible

and haunted by their own pasts and
inadequacies leam to deal with
life, the police force, and each
other, providing us with an exam-
ple we can all relate to and enjoy.

Unfortunately, while you're
watching it you get the strong

sensation you've seen it all before.

In fact, you probably have.

The buddies are Alex Kearney
(Anthony Edwards) and Dennis
Curren (Forest Whitaker). Kear-
ney is white bread, an idiot from
the suburbs who is used to giving

out parking tickets — then sud-
denly-finds himself stationed in the

Diamond district — one of the

toughest beats in Philadelphia.

Curren, Whiiaker's character, is

the exact opposite. He's a tough,
hard as nails no-nonsense cop who
knows how to deal with things on
the streeL No Miranda nonsense
for him; those scumbags out there

all watch T.V., they know what
their rights are. Curren doesn't

have much time for Kearney; he
thinks the guy is just a naive loser.

The mystery is launched when
Kearney's old partner from the

suburbs is killed by car thieves.

Bucking the direct orders of his

boss. Captain Henry Coleman, a
griuy, tough as nails hardened
veteran, Kearney decides to go
ahead with the investigation, gets

Officer Curren to give him a hand,
and as luck would have it, manages
to crack the case.

Along the way, there is a lot of
whining and complaining from
wives and girlfriends who feel they
are being ignored, a lot of mean-
ingful buddy talk between the

police, as well as flying bullets,

fast cars, and splattering blood all

over the place.

The script was written by
veteran writer Nat Maudlin, a

long-time staff writer for the

outstanding comedy series Barney
Miller. Executive producer Gale
Anne Hurd has been involved with
such films as The Terminator <t

Alien Nation, both of which were
interesting and out of the ordinary.

Director Richard Benjamn made
the classic comedy My Favorite
Year with Peter O'Toole and has
directed a host of other successful

stage and film productions.

Putting all that talent together,

it's no surprise that Downtown is a
slick and entertaining piece of
work. Everyone in it is good,
everything is by the book. But it

just turns out to be another of the

endless permutations of the 'buddy
cop film' when it could have been
much more.

idA
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM

Mobile DJ Services
Call 825-9106 for Info about our rolling party unit

I I II, f r .; .-fei .
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Oracle is the world's fastest growing
software company and largest supplier
ofdatabase software. We provide total

systems solutions through database,
tools, applicationsand services. Oracle
products are portable over 60 machine
environments... and you can work on
them all!

(g)

Make your vision tomorrow's technology

• -*.

On Campus Interviews

Oracle will be conducting on
campus interviewson February
9th and 12th. Contact your
Placement Office for details«_

Ojas' rare ability to easily vanquish complex problems earned him
adnuration when he became a chess champion in grade school.

Ojas' intelligence, drive and uncommon insistence on doing
everything vy^ell have made him one of our outstanding project
managers. But employees like Ojas aren't at all rare to us. He'sone
of the many recent university hires we value at Oracle.

We've doubled our revenues in eleven of our twelve fiscal years
(the other yearwe grew 91%). We've virtually doubled our people
each year as well. And the individual contributions of our
employees are the source ofour success. At Oracle you'll work with
the best and brightest with vision and a personal commitment to
excellence.

We are recruiting for positions in Development,
Marketing, Technic^ Support, Consulting, Interna-
tional and other areas. To join our unparalleled team
of super-achievers, consult your placement office,

send your resume to Jonathan Kraft, or call Jonathan at (415)
506-3087.

Oracle Corporation, Recruiting, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood
City, CA 94065

AVe are an Equal Opportunity Employerr
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First International Conference on the Study of

CONSCIOUSNESS
WITHIN SCIENCE

Fehruarv IT-lfi 1990 Cnl^ Hall UC Snn Frnnri.rn

Developments in a variety of fields in this century including

quantum physics, artificial intelligence, biology and neurosciences

seem to indicate that a thorough grasp of the nature of mind and
consciousness may be necessary even to complete the objective

study of matter. In this unique conference, fifteen eminent

scientists, including two Nobel laureates will discuss diese topics

of lasting human intrigue from the viewopint of science.

Confirmed Speakers ire: JOHN ECCLES Neurosciences; KARL
PRIBRAM Brain Research; GEORGE WALD Biology; VASIUI
NALIMC^y Mathematical. Theory of Experiments; BENJAMIN
LIBET Neurophysiology; E.C.G. SUDARSHAN Theoretical

Physics; HENRY STAPP Theoretical Physics; ROBERT ROSEN
Biophysics; H. FROHUCH Theoretical Physics; A-G. CAIRNS-
SMITH Organic Chemistry; ROBERT JAHN & BRENDA DUNNE
Engineering Anomalies; JOHN SEARLE Cognitive Philosophy;

RICHARD L. GREGORY PsychoUfgy; and R. h. THOMPSON
Mathematical Biology

The program will also include question/answer, pand and poster

sessions affording registered participants ample opportunity for

interaction with the distinguished guests.

EARLY REGISTRAnON FEE: $125 before Feb. 1. 1990; (Luncheon
on both days included) 40% discount for students.

To register, send now a check, along with your name and address to:

THE BHAKTWEDANTA INSTITUTE
84 Carl Street, San Francisco CA 94117

Attn: Ravi V. Gomatam, Organizing Secretary

Tel:415-753-8647/8648

e-mail:bvi@cca.ucsf.edu

HEADSHOTS
Sassoon Sassoon

20th Anniversary

Headshots Includes:

Hair/Make-up

36 Exposure-$99.00
Reg.-$150

W/Halrcut & Cellophane

$125.00
Reg. -$200

925 Broxton
Westwood Village

By Appt. Only

213-208-HAIR
213-208-SASS
213-208-WAVE

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

WMAT5
PRECIOUS

'^^ T«AN A
B£4(.mruL

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning

*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures

*laughing gas available!!

.. 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. /Ste. 120^
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

Film

^

one size fits all.
Applications will be available at the Office of Residential Life and in each UCLA
Residence Hall Assistant/Resident Director Office. Applicants must be enrolled

at UCLA for the 1990-91 academic year, have a minimum Q.P.A. of 2.50, and
have achieved a minimum of junior standing by Tall 1990.

If you have any questions, please call 206-5560 or 206-5588 '^

Danny De Vito (I) and Mllos Forman (r) discuss old times at

the Cinemattieque gala honoring 'One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest'

Forman series launched
By Jim Pickreil

Staff Writer

It was a star studded evening at the Director's Guild, as the American
Cinematheque feted Czechoslovakian director Milos Fonnan, with a
reception and a retrospective featuring the best of Forman 's work
including such classics as Amadous, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,

and the recently released Valmont.

Among those present at Saturday's event were Cuckoo's Nest stars

Jack Nicholson, Danny De Vito, and Louise Fletcher, writer Bo
Goldman, as well as Saul Zaentz and several other producers who have
worked with Forman.

Also present were a host of other recognizable faces, including Meg
and Jennifer Tilly (Meg was in Valmont). During the reception, several of
these people took the chance to talk with the Bruin.

MILOS FORMAN moved to the United States in 1968 after the

Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. His adaptation of Ken Kesey's novel
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest was both a critical and box office suc-

cess worldwide, and won the Academy Award for Best Picture of 1975.

Forman went on to direct Hair, Ragtime, and the Academy Award
winning Amadeus. His latest film, Valmont, is arguably the best of them
all.

Before Forman came to the U.S., he'd had a successful career in Cze-
choslovakia, where he directed Black Peter, The Fireman's Ball, and
Taking Off.

"I studied screenwriting at Prague film school," he says. "I started

working as a screenwriter, and like most screenwriters, 1 eventually

developed the urge to direct"

Forman says the reason he wanted to direct has to do with frustration at

seeing things he'd written made by other directors. "If it's directed by
someone else, it's not worse, but it's different," he explains.

But that's not his fundamental motivation, "i have a very important

reason," he laughs. "I like it I love to tell stories, and it's wonderful that I

had the chance to learn to direct films.**

Forman's most recent film, Valmont, has been ixaised by many critics

as the best version of de Laclos' novel. News olDangerous Liaisons, Ste-

phen Frears* version of the same novel, must have been disheartening to

Forman, though they take completely different approaches to the

material.

"My only concern was to make this film and to finish it and do it the

way I love it," Forman says. "We were well under way when we found
out about Stephen Frears' production. My only fear was that my
producers would panic, but they didn't I was very happy that I had the

chance to make this film.**

"I think we are losing a part of the audience who thought they would
find it a case of Deja Vu if they saw the film," Forman admits, though his

film has been doing well.

As for Frears' Dangerous Liaisons, "I haven't seen it** Forman says,

"but I plan to." Fonnan says he's talked to people who have seen both
films, and he believes that the difference between the two films is the

approach to the characters that you "love to hate in one film, love to like

in the other."

For the present Forman says he has no projects under way. "I've just

started lo read scripts and books."

See FORMAN, page 32

Ve^Vtto, Meg Titty and Jack Nichotsorr schmooze at th&
Forman gala.

<
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Rizztones' Music Raw & Emotional
"I can't believe someone makes

a living out of critiquing rock'n
roll music. I mean, you critique

politicians.*" Rudi Protrudi of The
Fuzztones stares at me over his cup
of coffee. "Critiquing rock'n roll is

Uke critiquing an orgasm. It's a
very personal thing."

'

, Protrudi is leader of the 60's-
style garage/punk Fuzztones. With
a new album out on Beggar's
Banquet records, In Heat, the band
is making a play for national

recognition. .

Sitting in Pfotrudi's Hollywood
apartment, it's clear that his music
is a very personal thing. The
apartment walls include several

posters for both the Fuzztones and
other psychedelic bands and on his

turntable plays Link Ray, 60's
surf-guitar god.

Protrudi is wearing a paisley

shirt his black hair is shoulder
length and beads hang around his

neck.
-.— It's like a little time-warp. You

could almost believe the 70's and
80's never existed. Madonna who?

Both Protrudi 's lifestyle and his

music reflect a clear distaste for

the contemporary scene.

**We represent freedom," he
says of the Fuzztones. "I'd like to

see kids rebel against anything
shoved down their throat. In the
SO's kids had conservatism shoved
down their throats. Now in the 90's
they're having 'product* shoved
down their throats."

Protrudi laughs, shaking his

head.

"Music today is written as
'product*. The three words I've
learned in the (music) industry arc:

I need a 'product,' I need to get a
'project' going, I need to seU
'units.'"

On In Heat, Protrudi and his

band evoke a tot of powerful
imagery from the 60's: everything
from the Vietnam-era burning of
draft cards on "It Came in the

Mail" to the Easy-Rider-vandal-

bikerism of "Cheyenne Rider."

The music is a howling smor-
gasbord of psychedelic guitar riffs,

vox-organs, bluesy harmonicas,
and occasional sitars.

The Fuzztones' smoky, raw
sound recalls a time when rock was
more than a business — it was a
commitment.

"Nowadays we have a rock n'

roll store on Melrose that says
'come and be a rocker with us.'

Oh, and then there's a Guitar
Institute: 'we'll teach you how to

play Jimmy Page.' That's not rock
n' roll, that's an assembly line!"

For Protrudi, his music goes
beyond business, it*s "the most
important thing in my life: playing

it, listening to it. It can take me out
of the doldrums at any time.**

He pegs 1965 to 1969 as the

classic years of the garage-band

if- scene. Influences on the Fuzztones
range anywhere from the Choco-
late Watch Band, the Seeds, and
the 13th Floor Elevator to Blues
Magoo and Link Ray.

Bands like the Fuzztones often

serve as catalysts for the revival of
the psychedelic/garage beat,

places where patrons feel comfort-
' able in paisley, bowl haircuts and
Beatle boots. In the mid-80's a

New York club called 'The Dive"
was home to such a rcvival and a

couple years back there was "The
Cavcm** herc in L.A.

Currently, though, there is no
single garage-band club, although

Protrudi lists a number of baiids

like the Miracle Workers, Tom-
myknockers. Groovy Ghoulies and
Swamp Zombies who are thriving

playing psych/gange stuff on the

tocal club circuit

The scene has yet. however, to

achieve full-blown commercial
respectability.

"I 'm not doing this to be famous
or rich, otherwise I'd be doing
another kind music. If I were doing
it for money, I'd probably be a
'rapper* by now.**

^~ ~
While struggling in the U.S.,

Protrudi says that the band is

"famous" in Europe and played on
regular MTV-rotation there.

The Fuzztones have been
around since 1980, although the

current lineup is only 3 years old.

Aside from Protrudi (who sings

and plays vox-guitar) the band
includes drummer Mike Czekha,
Jordan Tarlow on leadguitar, John
Cariucci, bass, and Jason Savall on
the vox-combo organ.

The polished sound on In Heat
isn't surprising since production
chores were handled by legendary
rock producer Shell Talmey, who
came out of a 20-year retirement to

work on the album. Talmey pro-
duced such greats as The Who, The
Kinks and Manfred Mann during
their prime.

One thing that mars the other-

wise fun raunchiness of the album
is a lyrical harshness toward
women. A lot of the songs seem

bitter, the word "bitch" is used a
fair amount and in a song entitled

"Shame On You," the Une "lying
little bitch/you oughtta be ashamed
of yourself is followed by the

sound of a gunshot _^
60's garage/^unk is raw and

emotional music, says Protrudi.

"Shame On You" is about revenge
and a bad relationship.

"You fall in love with a girl and
you find out she's a lying (bitch),

what're you gonna do, you want to

shoot her." he explains. "Look,
these songs are all fantasies. I

wanted to blow her brains out but
instead I wrote that song and didn't

go to jail.** ^

If there are some problems with
the album, overall it seems to be an
accurate reflection of the period
during the 60'svt^the Fuzztones
work so successSnty to recreate.

A period when rock m^sic was
"very personal," in Protnidi's
words, and had to do more with
emotion and commitment than
money and business.

That's something a lot ofrock n*

roll fans should be able to appreci-

ate — probably even those who
make their living critiquing it

The Fuzztones successfully recreate the very personal
musk: of the 60's.

Are

you

building

youi"

future?
This conference is designed to help you
explore personal values, set goals for
your future and meet new people! If you
want to empower yourself and learn about
"The Secret of Your Success", come check
us out!

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment
will be on a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please
return this form to Kelly Wachowicz at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by
January 26, 1990. For more information, contact Deb Moriarty
at 825-6690.

Name: Phone

Address:

<sii

,»'"

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program/Student and Campus Life

/,
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UCSystemwide

LegalAssistant

Training
nrough University Extension

The role of the legal assistant has risen to a

new level of importance in recent years and

is projected to be the fastest growing profes-

sion of the 1990s. It has emerged as a field

of unlimited opportunities and is ideal for

two- to four-year college graduates. Employ-

ment may be found not only In the traditional

law firm, but in government, corporations,

banking, and other organizations-the list

continues to expand. ^4|M{^ have worked

as legal assistants hav#@^M||e on to law

UC students may not be aware that Univer-

sity Extension offers both daytime and eve-

ning Legal Assistant Training Programs on

some of the UC campuses.

• UC Davis

evening program-916/757-8895

• UC Irvine

evening program-714/856-7148

• UCLA
day and evening programs-213/825-0741

(credit not transterablel

• UC Riverside

evening program-714/787-4112

• UC San Diego -

day and evening programs-619/534-6353

• UC Santa Barbara

evening program-805/961 -4143

• UC Santa Cruz

evening program-408/427-6610
'

These programs are available to you in your home town
or at the campus you attend For more information,

phone the campus number most convenient to you.

Datty Bruin A & E
.«k •-»-*>.-»*. » -

. % :

SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15

- w/cootacts includes care kit*

Follow up

Extended, Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Broum Eyes....$119 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 mos.)

$109-set

Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soft Conlacts With Your Prescription

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd

Fuilerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

DOROTHY A. HARPER
ATTORNEYATLAW

PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

691 S. Harvard Blvd. Suiu B, Los Angeles, CA 90005

% iS,(213) 381-0187 »M¥U (213) 381-1601

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
' Typesetting

> Fax Services

' Copies Bit/White

' Color Copies Xerox

Complete" Fun Color Printing

Over Sizes Xerox 36' by any length

Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gayley Averuie
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon 1 0%Laser '^^
Wilh Ihia Ad (inly on l^Mcr Color Eip 1/31/90

Plus its Special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions.
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

Tc^dU StiMfa S^€eiaU
•Lubncatjon

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on
•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential

MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Transaxle

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•WindshiekJ washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$>iA95
+tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles ackjitional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM. Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change
will be done in 30 minutes from the time C ^ M QC
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^ | ^l
you won't pay! Call or come in today. I ^+tax|
Present coupon wlien order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed
j To%'otr"any"

•Inspect rear brakes
[ ^£§!5§_I?p3JC I

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Hours

TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(2ta) 559-3777

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8anT-4pm
by appt. only

_Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express^
Discover

FORMAN
From page 30

DANNY DE VITO found it "a
very good experience," working
on One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest. "I'd done the play off

Broadway. Milos wanted to keep
things reaL We were able to

rehearse in a mental institution, a
place called Warden's Island.

They even tried to get us to sleep

there. There was a maximum
security ward above us. They gave
us the opportunity to live and
breathe \V*

Did it surprise him how success-

ful his career has turned out since
then?

••No.** responds De Vito.

You were expecting it all along?

"Yeah,** he laughs.

De Vito has since moved into

the area of directing, with War of
the Roses, a film that shows De
Vito*s uniquely black sense of
humor. It's a film that few others

would have attempted, but with

stars Michael Douglas (who pro-

duced Cuckoo's Nest) and Kath-

leen Turner, the film has been a
major success. ^

According to De Vito, the

original concept came from a book
by Warren Adler. "It was written

ten years ago," De Vito says. He
goes on to explain how the script

was developed by various produc-
ers, was optioned by Fox, and
fmally went into turn-around
before being bought by Jim Brooks
and Michael Douglas.

"I came along three years ago,"
De Vito adds. "I thought ti was a
really great story, very funny, very
entertaining. It had a lot to say
about the subject it was dealing

with. I play a character in the film,

and it gave me the opportunity to
~

tell the story as a character in the

film and as the director.

War of the Roses stars Kathleen
Turner and Michael Douglas are

both personal friends of De Vito's.

a touchy situation for any director.

.

"Well, you know, once they got
with the program and understood
that I was the complete absolute

total leader, everything was fine,"

jokes De Vito.

-Sometimes working with
friends can be a pain in the ass," he
adds. **The most important thing is

the work. If everyone understands

that, everything's fine."

JACK NICHOLSON is just as

you'd imagine him to be. He
parades around the room in a green
raincoat, cigarette in one hand,
glass of wine in the other, smiling

the million dollar smile. He seems
to be a genuinely nice guy, though
he attracts so much attention it

seems to distract him.

Like the others involved in the
film, Nicholson says he enjoyed
the work on Cuckoo's Nest. "We
all worked together," he says,

looking around the room. "It was a
great experience for all of us.**

His latest film is The Two Jakes,
sequel to the classic Chinatown.
Roman Polanski directed the first

film; but due to an unfortunate
incident involving an underage
girt, he's staying in France, and has
left the long awaited sequel to

Nicholson. "I'm just working on
it," he says. "Post production."

Nicholson is reluctant to make
comparisons to the original Chi-
natown, though he admits it's a
tough act to follow. Will The Two
Jakes be beuer? "I don't know," he
says wryly. It doesn't matter; the

film is sure to be an epic.

What's he going to do when he
^

finishes with The Two Jakes!
"I'm going to play some golf."

Nicholson says. "I*^ like to build a

golf course."

For more info on other eventsM
The American Cinematheque
contact them at 461-9622.
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SERIES

WINTER QUARTER WED
Week 2 Jan. 17

:

jazz

Sponsored by Cultural Affairs
Every Wednesday Night

9-11 p.m. Kerckhoff Hall
( Paid for by USAC - Your Student Gov't.)

For more info. Call or Visit 306 KH 825-6564

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82&O850

"A" L«v«l, Room A2*260
UCLA Modkal Center

ASUCI^ Studwtf ErrpioyMS rwwve
Mtlwr 4 hour* l*av« with pay or th«

mMl ticfcaL W« cwtnol mrntd both.

Good Deals

U J iJ.VL

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
I Ak"P^DQ CUPPERS
L,r\r\L:no la kings

Theatre: PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, (Not Cheap)
Firm Dilumryt ffMtoaMAnr; m wn §tmiUd iM IM§ ky UCLA ttudmli and ttrntutm to tmploy UCLA
HmdanU Wt pnmida FKU OKUVKKY to mmm m eamptu. W, •/)%r Aa/W-to-j« «Mit« a»4 trwu Mm*
mmrkH U aU UCLA tbOa^tU^ tttff, mnd /haJ^. Atk mnyiu «*• kmt »m4 m kifim uiU IVr imU fU
y^ t** —^ M^ "Am it MHM* to •ur VCLA elimtU, m «m1 *• iimL Qaoto* mn frm. m gia* <u a

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Hottfwood Piano Hwifirf Cmnpanf
462-2329 463-6569

Greeks-
Applications now available for Greek Week

Special Olympics Committe 1 990 in Men's

Gym 118. Deadline 1/24/90 by 5pm.

Special Olympics Meet will be on Sunday

feb. 25, 1990 at Drake Stadium

Free 8

emU. lUmtmktr to mmtim ytaVi fhum UCLAIII

FAX « 472-3019
(213)205-0838

StudenU Helping Students
(always have and always wjH)

Visa/MC accepted

FREE demo of rutural nail bonding system that

will last and make your nails strong and
beautiful In minutes. Call Marlene
(213)474-3688 (eveningi v>d nights).

You are cordially invited to

SIGMA PFS
LITTLE SISTER RUSH DINNER

Miscellaneous

iWs BookSMyMan DiKunkm,
Pri Step Sbuly, AU 3S2S 12:lS-l:fS

IVMi '\1-\V, Wed Dtociuikn
Nn CtS3l 12:10-1KX)

Par alcoholcs or tadtvJAwls who have
diuAJi|§ problcBi

(21D 387-tlK

Concert Tickets

CZORCE WINSTON tickets. Front raw on
keyboard side. Sat ian.20th. Best offer. Eves

(213)665-2651.

Bibles - Pook^^^-^

M-W 10 am • 9:30 pm; Th-Sat

10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6

10684 W9yt)um f^m. LA 90(»1
20fr^432

CONTEMPORARY pianist seeks oelli« & vio-
linist for recording and sho¥Vcasing. Contact
Mary at (213)824-7180.

FASHIONS in swimwcar. Models wanted for

free testing by international photovaphcr.
(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenir^gs.

POSTAL AIR mail boKcs, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack ft

Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

SUMMER IN CHINA. Beijing Foreign Studies
University. (206)328-8134.

Tonight 6:00 p.m.
6l2 Landfair Ave.

fresh baked italian rolls

three green salad
fresh Scandinavian vegetables

cilantro chicken fettucini
chocolate marquis desert

Good Deals

INSURANa V^ARI We'll beat anyone's pric«
or don't want your business. Sports cars,

mittlyrft tlckMa, student discounts. fTequiet
'Bruin Plan". (213)813-3303 or
(818)992.6966.

PersofKil 10

COUNSELINC-PSVCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MA. MFGCWTW IMFf 5339. StfD-
INC FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VMGR. DAY- SUPERVISOR.

RSVP: Dave 824-9680
Ed 824-3862
House 208-9131
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Health Services

GRUNDY: Happy 20th. Have
a Great Day!
Love,

Your Roomies

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings avaflible NOW

Dr. Made Benniil. Clinical

Psychologisl,
eating disorder specialist. Individual

appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

Mcrritt Schwcickct
and

Bob Cooper
Congratulations on your
engagement. Wc wish you

all the best
Love your Pi Phi sisters

Research Subjects 12

Research Subjects 12

EARN $150- Volunteer females with regul»
mertttrual qrdes not on birth control pills

wanted for sleep evaluation study. Subjects

will need to sleep in the Harbor UCLA sleep

center for 4 nights during one month. Call

Linda 825-2452

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

DlABETES/NUTRmON RESEARCH "

for men and women aged 25-70 with diabetes on no medkaUon (or i 2
month study.

BREAST FLUro/NUTRmON RESEARCH
for wromen aged 40^ with or without breast disease, who can make an 18
month commitment to follow a low fat diet and exercise plan.

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
for healthy, overweight men and «vomen a^ed 20-50, who can make a 2
year commitment to follow an exercise pUui, %irith either a k>w (at diet, or
a low fat diet and a liquid meal replacement product

by UCLA's Division of Clinical Nutrition
call (213) 476-6367 anytime

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS. ANXIOUS
MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL

You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms for at
least 1 month and in relatively good health. Volunteers will receive

^ brief exam, in order to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers
may be paid up to $400.00 for thieir participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

HEADACHE and healthy control (nor\-

headache) subjects 18-45 needed. Subjects

will complete questionnaire, keep headache
diary (or six days, wear small tape recorder to

record l»ff muscle activity. $80.00 paid upon
completion of study. Contact Mary at

(21 3)825-9792. OcnUl Clinical Research

Center.

HERPES VACCINE voluniecrs needed (or new
vaccine study. Heahhy malct: 1 8-55 yean old

wtthoU hiilary o( genital herpes; SISOiM)
reimbursement. Interested indivkluals contact

Maryanne Oilton. (213)20b-O479.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional probicma,

7-1 1 years needed (or IXXA research project.

Receive S20 and a tree developmenlal evalua-

tton. (21 3)825^392.'

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS- Needed on pay-

ing altcr«ian. A§es 30-55. SISXW cash.

(213)825-6402

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8mi older %vho have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tirtar control toothparte

currer«ty. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assi^rted commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of (our evaluatiom during an dght
week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Denial Oinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

'Normd Healthy Boys 3-11 ye»s needed (or

UCLA reiearch projecL Receive $20 and have

a scientific learning expericf«ee.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adulla, 18-22 yearv

needed (or audkivlsual research at UCLA.
Subjecu will be paid. (213)825-0392.

'PSYCHOTHERAPy, on a sliding-tcalc bmh,
k available lo women, between the ago of

25-45 through the Psychosocial Research

nujeu, an afmtac of the Irvtitule tor Clinical

Social Work. For Mher information, call

Nicki Sckely H (213)826-4256.

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed on pay-

ing attention. Ages 30-55 $15/hr.
(213)825-6402.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persist«it,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more arxl have received prior

urauocessful treaUnenL If accepted, subject

will recerac jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS males, females 1 8 ye»s
or older in very good health needed (or

Positron Imaging studies of Brain. Heart or

Body. Radioacthw material injected; bloods

maybe taken. Earn up to $100X)0. Call

(213)825-1118.

STUDY SUBJECTS-Wanted for she month prc-

nr>enstrual syndrome study entailing blood

sampling and administration of rulaxone or

placebo. Study pays $100. If you are ages

1 8-40. ha«rc pms. or rw symptoms premerHtru-

ally, have regular periods arwf arc rtot on the

pill, call Unda 825-2452

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY77
Sperm donois needed for

medcal research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Can (213)275-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUP.
Carir>g, d)ff>amic cnvirorwneni to explore fam-

ily, career, relatiorwhips, self esteem, co^

dependency, and issues involving personal

transition. Lisa frankel f^CC. (21 3)398-9385.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY hlELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

'or .nlOfrrj-on Ca^-«r p.^fientS n.'OuQKojl LA
' A'-n.i D-rT-.-M tr_ri your pafti''ipjtJ*r

HemoCore
«vitl< youf p«e sct<»«o apw
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80 BED Board & Care Home, Beverly Fairfax

area, ..eeto full-time activity coordinator. Some
related experience helpful. Future psycholo-

gists,sociologists, and social workers pre-

wrrcd. Some administrative duties required.

Good driving record. Our clients are 20-60

and some older adults. SMv. to st^. Call Mr.

Hirsch at (21 3)937-4856 daytime.

AFTERNOONS during school, fulltime during

vacations, liberal arts majors preferred. West-

wood Sporting Goods Company, 1 065 Cayley

Ave. WestwDod Village.

ANALYTICAL Laboratory has positions avail-

able for: A part-time begirwiing scierKX major

($6.1 3^v), and a full-time berich chemist (st»t

$8J4AwJ. Will train. Apply in person to Philip

Straus Factor 10-633.

ASSISTANTS wanted to work lor UCLA Man-
agement ScierMses Opt. in Westwood. Must be
UCLA fresfwnen, sophomores, or juniors inter-

ested in computer applicatioru. Computer
skills required. Will train responsible, hard

workir>g individuals for specific assigntnents.

Hours are flexible vound class s<iwdules, but

require commitment to 12-19 hrsAvk. Job

duties inhjde programmir^ data collection &
reductkm. data entry, messer^gering. & clerical

taks. Saivy $5.44-$10.2(Vhr.. depending on
experience. Call Lola at 825-031 9 or Er^an at

825-1447 to schedule an interview.

ASST. MGR Baskin rabbins yogurt and ice

creanv ful|^>art time, daysAw^HsAweekends,
Westwood villiage and wcstside locatiorw,

Scott (213)208-8048.

BEVERLY OfCMA needs candy counter help.

Evenings, some weekends. Call
(213)660-1342 or (213)932-9689.

BH pharmacy needs afkemoon delivery per-

son. $6^. plus mileage. PT/FT. ShouM have
aim cy. (213)859-3887.

BIOMEDICAL TECHNICIAN: Part-time or full-

time. Protein purification, Hf^C, QuantiUtive

aiSA, Column Chromatopaphy, SDS-PAGE.
Call N^KY (213)825-6521.

BUSINESS STUDENT wanted far bookkeep-
ing secretarial and organizattorul help in

small design firm. Ckisc to campus. Flexible

hourii, pay negptiablc. Stable, responsible

persofuiity important. Some expcricnte pre-

fcnred. Call (213)474-3481.

CACAO. Small caf^art gallery seeks energetic

service help. Call Eric, (213)473-5166.

CAMPUS safety officer. Mount St. Mary's

College. 7pm-3am or 9pm-Sam. $5.20 start.

(213)541-7775.

CASHCR Polo Ralph Lauren, Beverly Hills

seeks experienced irtdividuak for F/T, P/T

posJtfans. $6-$8Av. IM-Sat. 10-6pm. Please

apply at 444 N Rodeo Or.

aNTURY Crrv law rimt needs reliable P/T

messer^ger . Tuesdays and Thursdays. Must
have car. $7/hr. -f mileage. Call Dorwu
(213)879-9494.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonusi»

We train, .you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
ANNUAL FUND
206-2050
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CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE. 2 part-time posi-

tfans: l-receptkMiist/ physical therapy, will

train. 2-office/tecretary. Word Perfect.

(213)450-4555.
'

QEANINC. P/T. $7/hr., various locations

Must be energetic aruf responsible. Flexible

hours. (818)785-6336.

CLERK, entry level, P/T for accounting depart-

ment. Opportunity to learn a variety of duties.

Will train. Car with insurarice & interest and

enthusiasm. 1-6pm. $6.5(Vhr. (213)276-9166.

COMPUTER SUPPORT TECHNICIANS
warHed to work for UCLA Management Sci-

ences Dept. in Westwood. Must be UCLA
studerrts interested in computer applications.

Programming experierK:e required. IVefer so-

phomores or juniors majoring in technical

disciplines sush as computer scierKC, opera-

tions research, or engeiwering. Requires com-

;

mitment to consistent schedule of 12-19
hrsAvk. Salary $5.44-1 0.2G^r. dependin|f on
experierKX. Duties may ir«:lude training &
opieratton of mainframe computer applicatkins

such as SAS. & IBM PC operations including

Lotus 123 & Microsoft Word. May invoNe
installatkm or maintencance of local area

network. Ptiotocopying, messer^ering, memo
wrting, data collection & entry included. Call

lane at (213)206-5206 to schedule an
interview.

COMf*UTER cormjltir^ firm looking for exper-

ier>ced sofhvare programmer in DBASE lan-

guage. Call for inten/iew, (213)670-7124. Ask
for Okke or Chris.

DATA INPUT WANTED near airport, even-

ings, flexible hours. Ask for Lisa/Jay.

(213)642-7740. $7.5aW.

DELIVERY drivers rweded for Westside service

$7-1 2Air. Assistant manager position available

as well. (21 3)829-3000.

DELIVERY PERSON. Monday & Frkiay,

1:30-5:30pm. Aggressive person needed to

deliver & pick-up videos from Century City

offices. SCiAv. •>- commission. We provide

transportatton. (213)475-1770.

DRIVER F/T. P/T. Clean DMV. $6/hr. Cuker
City. Mrs Griffin (213)559-8823 Vehicle

provkled.

DRIVER/messenger needed. FT/PT.
(213)837-5200.

DRIVER wanted. M&W afternoons, hours

flexible. $1Q«W, negotiable. To drive two
girls to classes in Santa Monica. Must have
own car,insurarK%, good driving record. Call

(213)393-2495. before 10pm.
.

ENTERTAINMENT business management firm.

PA receptionist/secretary. Typing required.

M-F 9-1 pm (213)278-2303, Ask for Julie.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY needed 1 8-22 hourV
«veek, flexible. $9-12/hr. Knowledge ofvrard-

perfect required. Ask for Arlene
(213)470-3555 Westwood

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Frkfay only.

FAMH.Y HELPER. SanU Monica. Light house-

keepir^ drMn^ care for 3 school age boys.

Mon-Fri. 3-6pm. $5.50to start. Call Shelly after

6. (213)450-1881.

FILE CLERK; warehouse. F/T, P/T. Filing of

medical records. Accuracy important. Call

Mrs. Griffin (213)559-8823. Cuker Gty,
$6Aif.

jpULLTIAfC officeperson «vith some expericrtce

required. Excellent benefits. Call June
(213)204-3259.

FULL-TIME receptionist needed for pediatric

office. 36 hriAvk., WLA. Must be punctual.

seftous, accurate. (213)479-1233.

GENERAL clerical, encdlent on phone, good
hancWritin^ printing, 20-25 hn/vvk, $5, great

surroundings. 937-4544.

GRAPHIC design center seeking computer
graphics trainee. Paste-up, design mvihr PC
experience a plus. Non-smoker, %7/hr. Lou,

(213)4?8-JS10.

GREAT fOB. i%sistant to Director of beach
orier«ed day camp and High Sierra campout.
PT now, FT summer. Must be 21 by June,

experierKed wfth chikkcn, water sports, offkc
work. $7Av. plus. (213)826-7000.

GROCERY clerk F/T or P/T eves and vi^eekends.

Apply Westside Mvket. 1 1031 SM Blvd be-

tween lOam-lpm. or call (213)477.3216.

HELP NEEDED to move boxes of medical

records arwf reorganize files. F/T or PA,
$6.0a/hr.. Culver City. Mrs. Griffin

(213)559-8823.

HOUSEKEEPER. 4-5 days a week in Jmm*. 3

year old ^rf . EnglisM^rerKh speakir^ house-

hold. (81W7P$-1317. Ullian.

INTERNS NEEDED: Office of a»emblymen
Tom Hayden. passible credit, valuable exp.

(213)303-2717.

INTERNS needed: office of assemblyman Tom
Hayden, passible credit, valuable eMpcrierK:e.

(213)393-2717.

*•••••••••••••

KITCHEN help needed. 4:45pm-6:45pm,
Monday-Friday. $5.00fv. plus dinner. Mrs.

Hadden (213)208-4151.

KNOW BODIES. Exercise and Dancewear is

presently seeking pft employees wtw are

motivated and willing to work. Exp. Preferred

but not required. Flexible hours and great

working coriditiora. $5^r. deperxiing on exp.

Northridge (818)349-9104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Park (818)784-0374 -

ask for manager. West LA (81 8)704-5454 - ask

for Jeff or Mike after 1 pm.

LAW OFFICE receptionist needed. 15-20 hrV
wk. $7/hr. Ask for Ariene (213)470-3555.

Westwood.

LEGAL SECRETARY/DICTATONIST needed
in small Westwood firm: experience/WP
S.O/responsible a must: Contact Kal,

(213)475-0991.

LIBRARY assistant. Flex. PT. $7/hr. IBM PC
with wordprocessing, library exp. Maintain,

joumal records, routing ships, mail, on-line

searching -h-. (213)820-2200 ext. 125.

LIBRARY CLERK. Permanent part-time. Cen-
tury City Law firm. Seeks bright detail-oriented

individual to work 20 hrVwk. $8/hr. Morning
hours preferred. PC & typing skills helpful.

Please call Field, afternoons (213)553-2900.

MESSENGERS. Westwood law Hrm has open-
'^ ings for part-time 20 hrsAvk messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car, insurance, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541 after 2pm.

MOTHERS HELPER. M-Th. 3-8pm. Help w/
one 6 yr.old girl, errands etc. Must drive own
car, references. (213)550-0207.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Wednesday or Thursday
afternoons. Market, drive, cook. References

necessary. Pay per hour. (^1 3)475-0292.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hr^vk, Brentwood, typ-

ing essential . Leasing department ask for Slieryl

(213)820-5891.

ON CAMERASPOKESPERSON wanted by film

productfon company. Must be Chinese who
speaks fluent Japanese. Casting starts Jan 1 5.

Paid position. Contact Heidi at
(818)841-9660. '_-'

PR FIRM in Santa Monica. Flexible hours,

reliable, deperwl^le, good phone voice, er-

rands. $bX10. (213)451-4870.

PRIVATE hospital seeks Individual for P/T

receptionist 4:30-8:30pm M-F. Must possess

excellent communicatfon skills. 10-key by
touch, be people oriented. Call D^vid
(213)479-4281.

PROJECTK3NIST. PT, experienced 3Smm,
16mm (or the Beverly Cinema. Call 660-1 342
or 932-9689.

PROPERTY lVi\NACEMENT ASST. 5 hours

daily. $7-Mvr. WLA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.
(213)939-1720.

P/T COPER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm oo. Evenings and weekends.
Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

P/r DATA ENTRY, Westwood accounting firm,

flexible hours, good money. Ask for Mike
(21)4704500.

P/T office assistantAeceptionist for Tuesdays
and Thursdays at Brentwood consulting firm.

Pleasant fhone marwier. kits of energy, and
good ser«e of humor desired light typir^

CDpyir>g, otfwr general office chores. Must
have car and insurance for focal errands. Great

location, close to campus. Call Marty
(213)8200900.

P/T. SALES. Great job with flexible hours for

P/T retail in Brentwood Women's health club

boutique experier>ced only. Call Jackie

(213)826-7446.

RAOKXOGY FILM LIBRARY, Assistant I.

Great far studente. $5.44A>r. Assist with office

wmk. Early nrtorr>ing. Call AJ Gorualez,
(213)825-6874.

RECEPTIONIST, pA, flex, hrs., must file, poi^
type. Good appeararxc ar>d phorw sidlls.

Endno. Good salary. (8H»333a.

RECEPTIONIST and flic clerk needed in small

Westwood Ann: pA or fA, contact Kal,

(213)475-0991. "

RECEPTIONIST needed P/T.
(213)652-7446. Ask far Hector.

Call

Valet Partcersf!

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

•
•

•

•
• —^i»
••••••••••••••

RECEPTIONIST/oomputer operator needed for

CPA firm. M-F momingi till 1pm. Please call

(818)887-7056.

RECEfTKMBT, P/T, M^ afternoons -f Sal/

month. $5-7Atr. Animal Hospital West. Typir^

required. Ul3)82S-3435.

REaPTIONBT for small Century City law
fmn. MWF 9-5:30pm. $6.5Q^iour. Call Cor-

inne at (213)552-3312.

RECEFTIONIST Westwood law offices. Mon.
Wed; 9-5. Can do homework on job.

(213)824^4000.

RELIABLE person for evening houM and dog
sitting. Possibly some weekends. Hollywood
Hills (213)281-6931, ask for BARBRA or
SARA.

RETAIL, Display & Customer Services. PTA'T,
flexible hours $9.8SAtart. Back to school
work. AdvarKemefft opportunities. Call

(213)392-1310. (818)342-2612.

RETAR. SALES. F/T and P/T. Tuesday thni

Saturday. W^ depends on experience.

(213)274-7576. After 10-J0»n.

RETAR. SALES. Woman's clothing. Friendly,

profasstonal appearance. SanU Monica F/T or
P/r. 11 -6pm.

SAI.INC INSTRUCTOR, 25'2» k. oxMng
sailboals weekends now, folltime summer
1-800-225-9776. * s

1/

.V
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SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS - BOYS CAMP. W. MA887

GIRLS CAMP, MAINE
TOP SALARY. RM«04AUNDflY. TRAVEL
, ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE Kl6s AND
HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

ACTIVITIES:
ARCHERY. ARTS & CRAFTS. BASEBALL,

BASKETBALL. BKr^CLINQ.
CHEERLEAOINQ. DANCE. DRAM^ DRUMS,
FENCING, GOLF, GUITAR. GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE. NATURE. SAILBOARDING.

^ SAILING. SCUBA. SOODER. TENNIS.
TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEK3HTS. WOOD
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINADU.

5 QLEN LAhm. UAMMONECK. N.Y. 10S43.
(914)361-5963.

WOMEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP VEGA,
P.O. BOX 1771. DUXBURY. MA 02332.

(617)934-6536.

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Hitfhest wages pakl *

* malth Insurance *

• Full & Fart-time •

• Flexible Houre •

• Men, Women,
Students,

Musicians, etc.
*

Call (213) 453-1817

Need Extra Income?
Work part time, set your own
hours, and make great money
working with people. No sales.

Mark 851^7893-

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commlsions! QU|CK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

rr
Cvci<j

ON
CAMPUS

Coors Brewing Company.
Golden. Colorado, wilt t>e

interviewing on the UCLA
campus, Jantjaiy 24/25 for two
paid summer intem positions in

Distributor Development and
Sales Services (departments
within Sales and Marketing).

first position requires individ-

ual who is pursuing a Master's

(iegree in hnatKe or Account-
ing, with a strong interest in

Sales and Marketing. Strong an-

alytical skills, and a working
knowledge of PC. software

(Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony)
necessary.

Candidate for second position

should be pursuing a Business

Administration or related de-

gree with an emphasis or

extensive experience lit

computer systems. Must have

strong background in P.C.

software (Wordf^rfecl, lotus 1
-

2-3. and/or harvard Graphics).

Contact the UCLA Placement

Center, main info, counter, for a

detailed job description and to

sign up.

equal opportunity employer m/f h/v
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NOW HIRING!
THE CSO PRO

IS GROW^N
PROCESS

APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE
CALL OUR OFFICE AT 825-9800 FOR MORE INFO

KITCHEN HELPER
4 pin-7 or 8 pm M—F.

Wages &. eveiurtg meal.
632 Hilgard.

Call 208-6657

SECRETARY^tcgistrar: Looklr^ for a warm,
Hipportive environment^ Then join our Pacific

Palisades pre-school staff. M-F. 9-1, SBftv
min., dep. exp. (213)459-5054.

SECRETARY. P/T WLA. $7.00. General office

vworic. Call 5-9pm. (213)206-4828.

SHOW apartment buiMIng p«t.time job.

Study white you're working. Good pay ar>d

bonus. Good hours. Leave message
(213)398-1904.

SMALL LAW FIRM needs nie clerkMwssenger.
F/r, murt own car, overtime required. Stfiv.

(213)550-7997.

SMALL MEDICAL-LEGAL service seeking ma-
ture indivkfaial to fulfill secretarial duics.

Approximately 30 hours/week.
(213)854-0999.

SMALL MEOICAL-LECAL servkx seeking ma-
ture individual to fulfill administrative <kitict.

Will train. (213)854-0999.

SUMMER )OBS OUTDOORS. Over 5,000
apeningsl Natior>al parks, forests, fire crews.
Send stamp for free deUils. c1 1 3 E.Wyomir^
Kalispell, MT 59901.

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Gain valuable experience

managing a team of employess, customers,

and suppliers. Succesiul will urwlergo exterv

sive management training. Average summer
eamingi range to 10k Call Student Painters

1-800-426-6441 far mote info.

TELEPHONE SURVEYORS: NO SELLING.
S8-1G^r. Convenient to campus. 1 1am-2pm.
(213)444-9860, Mr. Aldrich.

THE BIGG CHIU Frozen Yougurt looking for

IrieryJIy, er>ergetic people. Evening counter
hdp/night manager. Larry, (213)475-1070.

WORK STUDY STUDENT urgently needed for

Classroom Aide posKfon at Seeds U.E.5. Noon
to 1:30 daily and an additional hour TEA.
ConUct Gloria Contreras. (213)206-1134.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creatively-

talanted writers. Papert>ack Novels, Norv
Fiction books. Magazine articles,
(213)208-5128. Vemon.

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLIC HEALTH wanted to work in newly
created positfon ofMarketing Analyst in Radfo-

fogkral Sciences Department. Poaitkin will

primarily focus on ooriducting market research

via hospital records and interviews. Will also

perform analysis to assist in devefopment of

marketing and business plans for the depart-

ment and assist in determination of apporpriate

product linf management strategies. 14-20

hours per «i«ck, flexible, %9.49fiyr. Healthcare

artd marketing experierxx desirable, contact

Ken Belfcrman at (213)825^800.

PART-TIME. Real estate office; Macintosh
lcnowlc<%e required. Hours flexible. West-
mark Investments, (213)936-6205, Layne.

Intemstiips 34
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ASSISTANT TO SALES DIRECTOR- flexible

hours, base salary -t- a % of commission.
Exclusive fitness club in Miracle Mile District.

Call Dee (213)933-5875.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Successful en-

treptneur seeks partner for endeaver aroun<V
on 2/1 V90. Expected income of $1 SO&t-. Anne
(213)446-0048.

EXCITING AND REWARDING STUDENT JOB
AVAILABLE. UCLA AMBULANCE PERSON-
NEL NEEDED. Applications being accepted
from LA County certified EMT-IAs for poai-

tkms staffing the UCLA Medical Center Trans-

port Ambulance. The ambuiarKc pfgykies

neonatal, pediatric, maternal car* and intar-

hoipltal transportation to hundreds of patiento

arwHJally. Work ckiscly with doctors and
nurses on the transport team ar>d gain experi-

•TKe in patient care. Full time UCLA studervt

status and availability of IS hr^vk required.

Pkk up applkalfons at IXIA polks station, or

caH Mika at (21 iM206-8686 for morv Informs-

tkm. For k^formalkin on EmerMTKy Medkal
Tcchnklan training, call (213)206-0176.

ESTABLISHED talent agency oflerii^ intern-

ships. Minimum 8 hr. weekly commitment
Contact Debra, (213)465-7522.

INTENSIVE film internship avail, for organized
creative indivkkjal. Reading, story notes, office

work. Contact (818)995-8095.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY
seeking preferably busirtess major for interrv

ship program. Mid Wilshire area. To itart

Immediately. Diane (213)933-3111.

INTERNSHIPS available with established ta-

lent agerwy. Oosc to campus. Flexible hours.

Call (213)652-1119.

LONG-TERM paki internship. %6fiyr. P»t-

time. kiterest in Er>glisl^oumaiism. Typing,

spelling and proofreading skills. Must be a

junfor, able to work 20 hr^iveek between 9-5.

Call Catherine (213)825^521.

SECAYPIST Pyt-time. Good Itnowledge of

word processing: corresporwience and manu-
scripts. Library work. Light office duties. Call-

Nancy at (213)825-6521,

SEVERAL non-paying internship positions

available for motion picture and television

production company. Someone to assist presi-

dent and others to read ind critique scripts.

Marcclla, (213)474-4521.

SMALL HOLLYWOOD P.R. finn seeks intem

for corpTentertainment accounts. Great exper-

ience. (213)469-2047.

VOLUNTEER internships available thru the

urban intem program. Call Laura for more
information. (213)208.6869.

Child Care Wanted 35

ASSB^US^SA^TUDENT^SoMwrth
alterrxKNveve. childcare, errarxls, taurxiry,

dirmer. Must have own car and insurarxre, be
responsible. M,T,W afternoons. References

required. Call after 8:30pm or weekends
ONLY. (213)836-3290.

AUPAIR-Creative, intelligent, English spew-
ing. Must drive. For warm, happy family with 7

year oM twins. !SanU Monica, $12SAvk. Live

in. (213)451-4537.

CARETAKER for 5-year-oM girl to drive from
school Culver City to WLA daily,
3:00-5:30p.m. (213)207-5381.

CHILD CARE/ LIGHT OFFICE, 1 or more
weekday mornings, convenient to campus.
(213)470-0542.

CHK.D CARE WANTED for Syr old boy, mutf
have car, 12-5:30pm wkdays, (213)4770474
days, (213)472-3773 eves.

CHILD CARE for l-yr (plus light housekeep-
ing). Mon-Fri, 8:30-5:30. Must be wann,
foving, extremely responsible and experienced
v>4th chiMran. Nq smoklr^. (213)393-1943.

CUTE 3 yr. old boys. 9-5 Wednesdays. S^hr.

Reforanccs. CKvn transportatfon. ExpericrKed.

Bel Air. (213)471-2071.

32

r
Project Supervisors

Data Analysts

($24,356)

Data entiy/file

retrieval or word
processors ($18,262+)
^ExcelleBl Benefit

Package^
Employment by private

contractor for position in federal

law enforcement facility in LA^
Specialized training to intelligent,

capable cMdiidlates. Must be
able to analyze investigative

report$. Interviews In LA.
be^nmng Jannary 21. Rush

resumes to:

Ebon Research Systems
820 Quincy Sl NW

Washington, aC 2001

J

Attn: Jay L Langdea

Child Care Wanted 35 ChHd Care Wanted 35

DRIVER. Oun car/Insurance. AvailableM—F,

late afternoons to drive 1 chifo. WLMIulver
City yea. (213)836-8877.

LIVE-IN NANNY required for t«M>, youi^
school age chlWren in BH PO Bok. Drivers
license; light housekeepii^ (213)275-4574.

PERSON needed 2 or 3 afternoons a week to

supervise two older chikiren. Some driving

required. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-1602.

WESTWOOD couple. UCLA faculty seeks

babysitter for young baby. 2-3 momingi or

allemoonsAMcek. Flexible scheduling. 5 mi-

nutes from UCLA. Judith (213)471-8258.

Internships 34 Internships

ex«pe*rhence
(ik-sper 'i-ence), n.

1 . That whiclfis reqiiTred to obtain a

job after graduation. 2. Training and

personal participation in something new

and exciting. 3. The Knowledge and Skill

resulting from an internship in:

Daily Bruin Classified

Display Advertising

If you are lacking the above, or if you simply

wish to gain more ex-pe-ri-ence, then it's time you apply for

an internship at the Daily Bruin. Classified Advertising is

looking for motivated people who are willing to dedicate

themselves to a winning team. . .Daily Bruin Advertising!!

INTERESTED??? To find out more, pick up an
appiication at 112 Kercklioff Haii,

or caii 206-0901

APPUCATIOfsiS DUE NO LATER THAN:

p.m. Tuesday, January 23^

%'

"

••K :^4^
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Don't Be Left Out In ThiCold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill!

You've just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and ifs either too

small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve

minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students

living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms *Centrally located laundry and vending machines

*Private bathtub and shower
^

^Separate study and TV lounges

*Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan ~~^ :

_^^^_

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room

*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures! . ,

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the

San Fernando Valley. And ifs just a few minutes away from (JCLA!

Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

TTie University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

1-BEOKOOM, $62Vmo. First month 50% off.

Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10
min from campus. 3545 Jasmine Palrm.

(213)836-8136.

1 BEDROOM guesthouse near Beverly center.

S550 per month. Call Laurent (21 3)624-5246.

1-MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

1-bdrm, $725. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

BEVERLY HILLS, $795/mo. 2-bdrnVl bath

spacious beautiful apartment completely furn-

ished. Basic utilities paid. View of Century
City. Close to transportation, recreation, and
UCLA. (213)203-9560.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIDGERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK- IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 1 61 1 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-6154.

BRENTWOOD 2bd/2 bath, den. Large ,newly
decorated. (213)826-3934. Close" to UCLA.

aOSE TO MARIN\ $625/mo. including

utilities. Guest house: fireplace, private cov-

ered patio, garden, secure, quiet.
(213)822-6806. _____^
GUEST KKXJSE. small, furnished, BeveHy
Hills. $550, Call (213)276-6331.

LOW MOVE-IN - 2-BEDROOMS 1-BATH,
FROM $725. PHONE ENTRY. PETS OK. NEAR
BUS. (816)783-8379.

MODERN, large 2-bedroom, 2-bath, built-ins.

On UCLA busline. Security, carpet, drapes,

a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barrington.
(213)478-1190.

NEW TOWN HOMES, 2+2, fireplaces, gated
parking, stove, microwave, dishwasher,
washer/dryer hookup, blinds. Only 2 left.

$1175. (213)306-6789.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
DON'T MISS OUT!.

Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over 110 kiosks throughout the UCLA Community,

Westwood and Brentwood.
Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readers. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIED AD!
*

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:

Simply fill out the ad form below and mail to:

UCLA Daily Bniiti

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
308 Westwood Plaza

1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local rate $9.45/column inch per day
(Frequency and Bulk rates are available upon signing

contract)

PHONE ORDERS/INFORNATION: (213)825-2221
J

REMEMBER CLASSIFIED S DEADUNBS:
Line ads: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon

4. Display ads: 2 working days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES

One insertion (15 words or less) $4.25
each additional word : 27^

Rve insertions (15 words or less) $15.00
each additional word $1.00

Daily Bruin Classified Ad Form
Fill out all the infomiation below:

Name (Last First, Ml)

Ajdfess ^_^
fit

(CityZp.DayPhone]L

ADToRaad:

DEADUNBS. 1 working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Adsy

2 Working Days In advance by 12 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)

MStat\Dsle Nuitserofdaystorun

FORM OF PAYMENT:

MCA/ISA# .Expiration:.

mail to:

UCLA Dally Bruin

CLASSinCD ADVERTISiriQ

308 Westwood Plaza

112 Kerckhofr Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

CIRCLE THE TYPE OF AO YOU WANT:

Display (Box) Line

.1
Fl0MMe mttmeh any
•peclal In&trucHonB

suHl/or mrtworti

Make Checks Payable to ASUCLA Dally Buin (Students-put Reg. Card # on check)
"

Reg^Ca»d# C0L# Enter amount enclosed:$.

SANTA MONICA. 1 -bedroom at Beach
$65(yiiTK>. Furnished optional. Roommate ok.

(213)394-1662.

SHERMAN OAKS. $925 (ieluxe 24den garden
apartment, small quiet building near
Woodman-Ventura Blvd. New decor, built-

Ins, balcony, pool, no pcU. (818)360-4276.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure. Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

Palms
$850 1 bed/1 bath

$1025 1 bed/1 batti plus loft

Beautitully decorated, a/c. security gated.

built-in stove, dishwasher. Open house

Saturday 10-2 at 3717 Vinton #104.

1 m>. FREE RENT with one year lease.

836-6516 (mgr.) 478-4559 (office)

Laree^ newly
remodeled one, two,

and three bedroom
apartments.

Beverlyvy^ood area

(near Robertson). Ones
from $550 to $600;
Twos from $775 to

$850; Threes from

$850 to $950.
657-8756

HOORAY!
UV <TI-:iN JO I CIA

.\ii,i l.iiL;*.' tuini>lK\i I

.nail.ibio now!

C.ill CM) S24-0M''
or (21 >) 277 isr>

WESTWOOD. $120tVmo. Large 2-bdrfn/

2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, M:. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WLA. $110C^no. 2-bcdroonV1 'A bath. Sec-

urMy building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Carmellna.(21 3)456-3829.

SHERMAN OAKS. 2 Bed/2 Bath, ^4cw luxury

apartnnent building ^c, microwave, fireplace,

security parking. 4724 Sepulveda bl. Opposite
Gatleria. (213)473-6001. 6-8pm.

LCLA University apartments for rent! ! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or

(213)625-8496.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 bedroom, hardwood
floors, high ceiling, backyard, garage; $850.
Bacheky wfth parking, $450. (213)624-7180.

WESTWOOD. 2-bd/l 'A -bath. Br»id ncwcv-
pet and miniblind. Stove and fridge. Formal
dining room. Service porch. 413 Veteran.

SlSOtVhw. (213)391-4926.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractK«,

brIgM uppef. CD, new appliances, 2-car

parking laundry, freshly painted. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD $650. 1-b«J. k>cludes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

9ktr 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo. Larga 2-bdrm/
2-balh. Dishwaiher, VC, 2 balconiet. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)264-9044.

WESTWOOD, $85G^fno., one-bedroom, killer

apt. w/a view. Parking, laundry, security

deposit $400. Call Andy or Mik«.
(213)206-3690. '

WESTWOOD. %750lmo. Studio. Includes utlU

Hies k parking. Hardwood floon, room for 2,

very clean. (213)746-4471.

WESTWOOD $1 450, 2-f2, jacuui, gym, walk
to UCLA, no peti. 520 Kelton. (21 3)206-7463.

CSO
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

u

if-
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnished 52 House for Shore

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Piaya Vista

Properties

306-6789

WLA. 1 -bedroom atUched to house. All utili-

ties paid. Carpet, drapes, off street parking.

$700. (213)306-6789.

WLA. 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator, private

patio. $700/mo. 1412 Brockton.
(213)476-6924.

WLA. 2-bdrnV2-bath, large, sunny, balcony.
Available now. $99S/month. 5 min walk to

UCLA. (213)620-4368 or (213)39(V4610.

WLA. 2-bedroom 1-bath, new carpet, mini-

blindc, lower unit. Off street parking. $600.
(213)306-6789.

WLA. 3-bedroom 1'A baths. New carpet,

miniblinds, and oven. Upper front unit. Off
street parking. $975. (213)306-6789.

WLA $72(yMO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrig^ator, balcony, parking laundry.

1633 Corinth. (21 3)626-^907.

Apartments Furnished 50

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom, 100 steps to UCLA,
available now. Call (213)277-1813 or
(213)824-0319.

LARGE single, utilities included, $675, 100
steps from UCLA, immediately available. Call

(213)277-1813 or (213)824-0319.

SINGLE, one block walk to UCLA (west of

school) $S75/month. (213)824-0532.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.

(213)559-1467.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent. $75(ymo. 1-bdrm
upper, exceptionally spacious. Bright, ap-

pliances, hard wood floors, balcony, garage,

SmIIci to campus. Suitable for staf(/faculty

members, non-smokers. (213)652-2699.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT
$1,090. 2-BDRM/1-8ATH. CARPETS,
DRAPES, GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PATIO.
QUIET BUILDING. (213)474-1172.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BEDROOM. EX-

CELLENT VIEV;. $995 AND UP.
(213)H39-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BEDROOM. EX-

CELLENT VIEW. $995 AND UP.
(213)639-6294.

WLA 3 BED, 1 3/4 BATH, UPPER AND
LOWER APARTMENTS PARKING. '/• STREET
TO PICO BUS LINE. $975 (213)839-6294.

WLA. $635. 1 -bedroom, refrigerator, ranger
carpeU, parking. Close to UCLA. 1472 S.

Barrington. (213)391-9563.

WLA. Largff 2-bdrnVl'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,
laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no peU.
$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vocation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

SKI UTAH - furnished condo at base of
mountain, sleep six, fireplac^acuzzi, $120 a
night. All dates available. Call (801 )261 -5543.

Apts. to Shore 54

$45Q/^MO. Private room, bath, pool, garage, 1

min to UCLA Very quiet, no smoking.
(213)478-6769.

BEVERLY HILLS. 2 br. Shr $300. Own room
$600 <¥ dep. Fireplace, patio, cable, parking.

(213)278-1073.
tBRENTWOOD- grad student or professional to

share lovely 2-bedroom, 2-bath apt. $47S/mo.
(213)447-2235.

'

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed ASAP to share
2-bdrm/2-bath. 2 blocks from campus,
$362/nfH) >• sec, deposit. (213)824-1447.

LARGE BEDROOM in furnished 2bed/2bath
apt. 10 min from UCLA. $385/mo.
(213)559-8590.

LOOKING for 1 female to have own bedA>ath
in a new 3 bed/3 bath mediterranean style apt.

$466/nrw. 473-7303. Iv. message.

MAR VISTA $37VnfH)., 2-bed/1 bath, female
norvsmoker. Nice apartment, 5 min to beach.
(213)390-9693.

PLAYA DEL REY. 2-bedroom $400 ea. Pools,

security, tennis, 1-mile to beach. Male or

Female. (213)627-2066.

PROFESSIONAL SEEKING non-smoking fe-

male to share spacious 3 bedroom apartment.

Century city/Rancho Park. $465/mo.
(213)277-4129.

SHARE 2-bed apartment adjacent to Sherman
Oaks. $285/nw. (818)989-1675, Laurie.

SHARE one bedroom apartment on Gayley.
Security, parking. $425/lrrK>nth + sec. deposit.

(21 3)824-2750.

UCLA adjacent share one bedroom apartment.

Non snrwker student or professional. Parking,

amenities. $459/ea. (213)208-2975. ASAP.

WESTWOOD. $47S/mo. 1 person for classy,

charismatic 1 -bedroom apt. Parking. Walk to

UCLA. (213)824-1556, David.

WRITER, literary agent has apartment to share
in Westwood. Walk to UCLA. 208-5128.
Vernon.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD. ilAOQlMO. 3-bdrm/2-bath,
security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (213)826-6907.

HOUSE for rent In WLA. Spacious 3-bdrm/
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (8 18)866-2224.

LARGE 3-bedroom, 1 % -bath, large study
room, 1 5 minutes to UCLA. $35(]^person, or

$1695Aamily. (213)394-6996.

LOVELY 3-bd/2-bath house 10-min. to UCLA,
all amenities, large yard, double garge, $1 600.
(213)470-3475.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.

(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

3-BEO/2-BATH house near campus. After Feb.
13. $333/mo. Want neat considerate room-
mates. Call John (213)825-8598 or
(816)764-1415.

PRE-MED student to share 3-bed, 2-beach
house in Venice %vith female r>orvsmokei».
Furniture, laundry, fireplace, near beaches,
buses. (213)450-621*2.

ROOMMATE needed to share 3 bdrm house in

Venice. 1 block to beach;own
room;$465;(21 3)392-0220.

House fof Sole 58

HOUSE for sale. 2-bdmV1 -bath. Bright &
clean. On nice street. 3 miles to beach in

Ha%vthome AGT (213)472-3495. $246k.

Housing Needed 60

MALE LOOKING TO SHARE HOUSE/
APARTMENT near UCLA. Need by January 26.
Call Tony (516)536-2366.

SWISS STUDENT uaA seeks room in ex-
change, evening/weekend. Childcare/
housekeeping. Call: Christina (213)454-0672.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION—Gov't homes from $1 (U-
Repair). Delinquent tax property. Reposses-
stons. Call 1(602)636-6665 ext. GH8050.

ATTENTION: earn money reading books!
$32,0OO/yr income potential. Details
1(602)636-6665 ext. bk 6050.

Room/Board for Help 62

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for driving
and childcare, must have car. Day 820-7202,
evening 393-8621.

Room for Help 63

FEMALE student preferred. Furnished room in

exchange for housework. Nice private roorrV
batlVTV. Near UCLA. (21 3)474-0336.

SANTA MONICA, gpest house in exchange for

babysitting, driving, rriust be available Tues-
Fri, 2:30-6:00 -t- 1 weekend evening. Reliable

car with seat belu. Experience with chiMren,
non-smoker. (213)394-7353.

Room for Rent 64

$365, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five
miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

$575. Very Large Room. Completely separate
entrance, kitchen, bathroom. Nearby Canyon
location. (213)470-0272 after 6:30.

PRIVATE room, bath, queen bed, 1/2 mile west
of Sepulveda, one mile north of Multholland.
$425. (818)501-6678

ROOM & BATH for rent: Garage parking,

kitchen privileges, no smoking or drinking,

female preferred. $400. (213)395-7459.

ROOM w/view in Beverly Hills. Male pre-

ferred $395 ¥ utilities. (213)277-5273.

SANTA MONK:A-$5SO, first & last. Pet ok.
Kitchen, laundry, parking privledges, noiv
smoker. (213)828-8914.

SANTA MONKIA, $547.5(ymo. Own room,
laundry, balcony, non-smoker, includes utili-

ties, responsible person, cat o.k.
(213)452-8664.

'

SPACIOUS ROOM in lovely SM residence.

Private bath, kitchen & laundry privileges, near
bus lir>es. $450 includes utilities. Leave mes-
sage (213)452-1253. Non-smoker preferred.

WESTWOOO-fumished private roorVprivate
bath, stalled shower, linens, laundry, non-
smoker, utilities. Near UCLA, ideal for nialc

faculty. $475/mo. (213)474-7122.

WESTWOOD, $48Q^rK)., guest house. Furn-
ished, spacious, quiet, overlooks garden.

(213)474-7265. 5-8pm.

Roommates 66

BRENTWOOD, female, share large BD/BR,
huge 2-BD/2-BR apartment. Pool, security,

lauryJry. $350 -^ security. (213)820-0187.

ENGLISH arvJ Design major looking for female
roomate. Across from UCLA. $281, studio.

(213)824.7764.

FEMALE needed to share large 1-bdrm. apart-

ment in Westwood. $337.5(yrTH>. No deposit
required. (213)206-1617, Livia.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED! Single 1 block
from UCLA Nittaor Kathy (21 3)824-5747, 650
Landfair Ave i105 Westwood.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV 2-bath apartment. 4 miles from
campus. $500/mo. Available 02/15. Kim
(213)636-8672.

FEMALE pobmmaie rweded to share spacious
apartnwnt across from UCLA. Non-sfTK>king.

$3 10mo.(213)430-4828 or (213)208-4050.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share large

furnished single on Gayley. Sec. BIdng,
%397.so/mo. (213)208-6310.

FEMALE share large furnished 1 bedroom apt
with one other. Walk to campus. No
parking.$406,no lease. (213)824-0842.

FEMALE wanted for own room in large $360
mo. Non-smoker. Parking. (213)207-5370.

FEMALE wanted to share bedroom in beautiful,

spacious, Westside apartment. Near SM bus
lines, 405 & 10 freeways. $225/month plus

lUtilitles. Cami/Tyresse (213)474 6434.

^FOURTH male roommate needed to share
large 2-bed/2-bath Westwood apartment.

Furnished. %yOOtmo. (213)479-2818.
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GAYLEY Ave. apt. needs two females to share
cute 2-bed/2-bath. $387, parking. Call
(213)208^3689.

CRAD seeks female roommate to share spa-
cfous 2bedroonfV2bath apartment. $390.
Palms. Nancy (213)396-1226.

HERSHEY HALL for male UCLA graduate
student. On campus, meals included.
$455Mk>. -r deposit. Call Doug or Alec
(213)625-2742 or (213)559-3515.

LUXURY: male roomate needed for 456 Land-
fair apt. Pool, Jacuzzi, A/C. 1 block to UCLA.
$365/mo. Leave message. ASAP
(213)624-2177.

MALE ROOMMATE. One bedroom fumished
with kitchen, close to UCLA. Monthly rent -
$263. Please call (21 3)207-6585.

MALE to share 2-bdrnV2-bath with 3 others.

Glenrock. Walking distance. Pool, Jacuzzi.
jAOOtmo. (213)824-7427.

MOVING? Male roommate needed to share
new 2+2 apt. in Glendale, Burbank, or Sher-
man Oaks. (213)477-6263.

OWN roorT^>ath in nice 3-bedroom condo.
Security building/parking. Female. $55(ymo.
(213)444-9563.

PAKISTANI female seeks female roomm^e for

1 -bedroom apartment. Pico and Robertson.
$265 plus half utitlities. (213)838-8108 after

8pm.

PALMS. K^ for 3-bedroom apt. Own ropnV
bath. $325/mo. + utilities. Call
(213)837-5767.

PLAYA DEL REY. Female share split level

condo. Security. Share bath and laundry.

SSOCVmo. (213)301-9762.

ROOMMATE needed for 2-bedroom apart-

n>ent in Van Nuys. Close to freeway. $33e^mo.
-»- utilities. (618)966-9423.

HOOMMATE wanted: Mature, responsible,

and funloving male wanted to share a 1 -bed-
room apt. in palms. $312.5(ymo. John
(213)556-8622 or (714)546-4151.

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP to share loft.

Female, SSOG/mo. Walking distance to cam-
pus. (213)824-0057.

ROOMMATE needed to share room in spa-
cious 2-bedroom apartment. 100 feet from
campus! $362 .50/month. Craig
(213)206-0356.

UCLA ADJACENT: Female needed to share
gorgeous 2-be<V2-bath apartment with 3 girls!

$450. Pistol (213)208-1848.

WALK to campus. Mi? non-smoking room-
mates. 2bd/2bath. $40(Vmo. Clean and large.

David (213)208-6191.

WESTWOOD, $342/nr>o. Four girls in spacious
2-bed, 2-balh duplex need fifth girl. 691
Kelton. (213)824-4183, (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD-Hilgard & LeConte, temporary
housing until March 1st. Share or>e bedroom,
male pref. (213)208-7694 $375.

WESTWOOD-Female wanted to share large 1

bdrm. luxury apt; Security, Jacuzzi, patio, pkg.
Kelton $425. (213)208-3936.

WLA. $45Q/rno. 1 roommate needed for a 2
bedroonV2 bath. 4 roommates. Security build-

ing, balcony, Jacuzzi, washer & dryer in apt.

Very nice! Available now! Parking if needed.
(213)208-7803.

WLA, iSOQjmo.. furnished room and bath
available in security apartment. Call for more
info. (213)477-3089.

WLA. KVf, non-snfH>ker. $425 + utilities. Own
large room in 2-bedroom. (213)825-6075,
day. (21 3)478- 2955,eve. o

YOUNG professional needs responsible
roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $546. (213)839-7104.

/lilsrair ^
Auto/Home/Commercial ^

Westwood/Wilshiri Office ^
312-0202 m-

1317 Westwood Blvd J
(2 Mks So ol Wilshire) W

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Uncoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
m SAVEON

I

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by taw.
Example: fennale 21 and
over $575/yr.; ferrxale

under 21. male urxjer 25.
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, arxd motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Movers 94

GRECS moving. We do all the moves. Specia-
Itzing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(21 3)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, and reli-

able. lerry (213)391-5^657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Condos for Rent 69 Services Offered 96
WESTWOOD. $120Q/rno. 2-bdrnV2-bath +
den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(816)376-1062.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

FRUSTRATED developing editing grad school
statemenu, etc? Professional help from
oonwhant/ author. M.Ay loomalism. Dick
(213)206.4353.

SELF-DEFENSE-Kung Fu San Soo. Private in-

structk>n, male and female. Certified instruc-

tor. UCLA Grad. student. Kevin
(213)206-2966.

Tutoring Offered 98

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

TAKE lessoTH at school before or after class.

Guaranteed workout, improvement arxl fun!

Hugh 208-7571 (Senior History Major).

Ctiild Care 90

DAYCARE openings for two-year-olds by
licensed former preschool teacher in a safe,

loving, enriching environment. UCLA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613166. Louise
(213)477-1397.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANa, k>w rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

CONVERSATONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(616)564-1123.

ENG. TUTOR available for Foreign studer>ts,
lived abroad. Speaks SpanisMapanese. Call
Johanna at (213)e3S.4362.

EXPERIENCED Japanese tutor, teaches busi-
ness conversation, and cultural understandinc
(213)736-5975 Matsuura.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native
teacher featured on television. Call Christian at
(213)626-7710.

FRENCH LESSONS AND TRANSIATONS by
native speaker. UCLA Grad. All levels. Ace
enams and papers. (213)657-4626.

LEARN French or improve your abilities.

Comrersatlon, reading, vvriting, & vammy
tau«ht by native. Call Frederique
(21 3)471 -6693. ^

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA ^aduke.
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will
commUe, affordable rates (616)500-4021.

:^k±±-k1fkik-kifkiHt'k-^^-^-^-^

HATE AUTO INSURANCE'
Wr ail do but auto insuranr..

i!ed by \a\N' So foi

uL LOWER QUOTE c<,m

' ^>S52 ?'75 '818!342 1610
tSFST PRICE INS^AGENCY

••••••••••••**^***^
^t

^
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WAXINC^
HOT HAIR SALON

1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1468

Up/Chin Wax .....54

Eyebrow $5
Underarm $7
Bikjnj Wax ...;.$8

Half Leg .510
Arm " <10

Upper Leg & Bikini $15
Full Leg & Bikini $20

Tutoring Offered 98 Typing

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Also offer

ethical avistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Sciei>ce.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

IBM Wbrdprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Discertations, Resufpr>es, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spelkheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

>VOR0PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatiorv, transcriptiom, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. SanU Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

For Rent
Tutoring Needed 99

VALLEY MOM needs tutor for teen, 4 times a

week. (818)784-6806.

Typing 100

«1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typset, resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resunnes (S20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser

printed-free pickup and delivery. .Term papers
(APA), dissertations, resuntes. (213)475-4057.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Discertatioru, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing
w/ laserjet quality printing for resumes and
papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palnrts. Yvette (213)558-3238.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

siorul experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (21 3)278^388.

GREAT MARKS typing service. Complete,
prompt, and affordable. Contact Paula Mvks.
(213)935-3853.

GENERAL, trartscription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PCAaser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

Refrigerator Rentals

CO oas
'c F f^FE DELIVtRY ci

POLAR LEASING
533 1500 anytime

So'v -n UCLA s -CG- '^-:

Music Lessons 102

GUPTAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. Ail levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; nnisicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
( 2 1 3)277-701 2 .

HARP LESSONS
ALL LEVELS

Classical, Jazz, Pop. Rental Harps
available. Recording Artist

Victoria Looseleaf, MFA

(213) 281-7413

Resumes 104

DESK TOP RESUMES. The look that geU
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser prir<ir^ (21 3)450-01 33.

GET the nwst importar« manual of your
studenl career: "LEARN WHAT TO PUT ON
YOUR RESUME'. For information call Tom
(818)451-0178.

Travei 105 Travel 105

Daily Bruin Sports

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
$749.'^
(UTTH REBULOABLE CORE)

COMPLETE W//ARTS,
LABOR. INSTALL/.T10N &
TUhE-lJP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN charges:

MAINTENANCE vSFRVirF
1. TiMMB 4. 01 OMnoi S. Owdi BMtm Wato

3. LiAa 6. Ckidi -

7 Smnkm

'^•»,.^ 9 biHMl hiatf End
Ali 10^ (Jbiiiiwlon

I Ak Ohmt U. toMMa Tail Cbalfe«

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

he Pull

(Jap—w Can)

IH!SJND>^

(VW Bug)

$74.^^
tUborKk&AkRJkraka

99."
TOYOTA DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

!5 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
45346^2^01Meu«nwi^oiidd«^

100 Resumes

iXVKRI RKSLMlvS
\'.i\ . 1 'in[>r Hue {)[ K 1 \< >l

lll))( II ii\i' ri - 1 ni.\ \!'i|iilc Mi\ M (
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101 Travel 105

THE
WORLD
SON
SALE!
Roundtrip from Los Angeles

$

$
$
$

$

%

$

$
$

San Francisco
McwYoflc
Amstcfdani
London
Paris

Atlicns

TahM
Cairo

TdAvIv
Nairobi
Jolianncsbiirs

RMtrictioniifiply. FarHsubjMtochanBt
witmi noiin and baMd on avaiabiiy.

AnrnicM^ okkst snd kusint
student trmrd oiyanlxstion.

CouadTtavd
1 093 BroKton Ave, Wcttwood
(above Wherehoute Records)

fit3-808-3551

M
278
449
490
549
499
459
739
819

$1070
$1340

UCLA WEEK IN

MA2ATLAN
A Full Week ofveekot /

join IKS tor our most popular Spring >»cl-

away lo Ma/ailan, from March 2i lo 3lsl.

Prkvs start at just MI9 and intHuck':

• R<nnu/-tri/} tiiiffiiv fnnn l..\\

• I'iisl class hotel aLaniinHHldlUtus

Don't wait! Last year this event sokl out!

TRAVEL SERVICE

^^jf^^f/^ ^loTTT^i
—

^ 7i
First Class in Low Fares

^fbJ^ ^ ^SUCL^^ A Lcvil A( kiniKin Ml- H^O (>. S;il I I^^^^^^

104 Resumes

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by Ikented career counselor. AhIs-

tance w^th college admission essays. Htv
UCLA. (21 3)208-1 86S.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

Ket results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel 105

SKILLED with hand tools7 Tropical sailing &
diving offered in exchange for assistance with

precruise preparations of 41' fiberglass sloop.

Sailing lessons, ham radio, and captain license

exams preparation included complimentary.
P.O. Box 9516, M.D.R., CA. 90295.

Autos for Sale

1982 MAZDA 626, auto trans, a^, mnfim
stereo w/ equalizer. Needs work. $1 AOQ/dbo.
Jay (21 3)209-0437.

1983 TOYOTA Corolla SR5. 2-door hardtop
deluxe. Champagne colored. Great corwiition.

$3500. (213)204-1727.

1983 VW RABBIT Convertible, whit«^vhit•,

an^m cassette, a/c, great condition. $7500.
(818)571-1629.

1984 OLDS Firenza. XInt condition, sunroof,

cruise control, power steering & brakes.

SI 400. (213)477-9328.

1985 TOYOTA TERCa, hatchback, a/c, anV
fm cassette. Clean. $2800/obo.
(213)313-2719.

1985 VW JETTA kalian red, 5-speed, A/C,
AM/FM cassette, low miles. $3750.
(213)472-2827.

1987, BMW 324 black wA)eiM, 5-speed.
4^ioor, 32,000 miles. Must sell. $17,200.
(213)858-6061.

84 HONDA ACCORD-hatchback-S-speed,
AC, cassette, new tires, blue. 103k miles. Call

(213)476-3120

84 PONTIAC FIERO 45K miles, anVfm, air,

alarm, blkA^ht, original owner 277-5579,
excellent cor>dition.

84 PONTIAC 6000. 4<y<inder 4-door sedan.
69k miles. Clean, A/C, AKVFM. $3500.
(213)838-5192.

89 PRELUDE » inrwnaculate, black, 5-spd.,

leather, 9k miles, niHist sell this week.
$1S,50(yobo. (818)980-9159.

ACURA INTEGRA LS 89, Silk, 3-dr., gold,

auto, air, p/s, sun roof. Firm, 15m.
(213)670-7583.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
aES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-6004138-8885 Ext. A 8050.

BMW 325 1987 4-door. Red, automatic,
alarm, loaded. 1 7K miles. $18K.
(213)204-3868. Before 9p.m.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (Office) (213)226-4397,
(Home) (213)475-8377. Ask for Victoria.

HONDA 1 100 V65 Sabre. 1985, $1990. 121
horsepower, 24,000 miles, backrack, alarm,

windshield, mint. (213)828-0062.

ISUZU Impulse '84, black, loaded, 5-spd, must
sell. $3500. (213)322-3393.

JEEPWRANGLER 1 989, $9000, black, soft top.

low miles, clean, alarm, air, lock boxes, 5 spd
interested to sell, obo (213)470-8331.

MITSUBISHI Cordia '84 % spd, A/C and
cassette, new clutch, catalytic converter, re-

built, transmission, great shape. $3500
(213)393-5638.

PORSCHE 924, 1982, red, S-speed, loaded, 1

owner, all records, best offer. Sharon RIngo
(213)850-3270.

TOYOTA SUPRA 1984. Black. 5-speed man-
ual, Alpine, alarm, new rinn & tires, tinted

windows. 52k/miles. $7900. (213)532-6349.

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE
1980. New tires and interior. Good cor>dition.

Low miles. $4000. David (213)206-6191.

VOLKSWACON CABRKXET, 1986, $10,000.
34k/mi, Sspd, excellent condition, a/c, gra-

phite, Alpine anr>Am pullout. (213)453-3913.

VW BUG '71 -good condition, new clutch,

distributer, genefdor;nfW)stly rebuilt engine.

$160Q/obo. Polly (213)824-4183.

VW RABBIT 1982 CONVERTIBLE. Auto. A/C,
runs great. 95k. Must tell $3950.
(213)973-5205 or (213)479.4879.

SWiiVi
From page 41

plaguing back injury.

Just before 'entering

UCLA this fall, Cronin had a
stellar summer, which made
his soon-to-be Bniinhood
all-the-more celebrated. At
the summer's U.S. Swim-
ming Long Course National
meet, which featured the

nation's best, Cronin scored

59 points and won the 100-

meter backstroke. What's
more, his time in that event

(56.14) was the world's
fastest up to that point

104 Motorcycles for Sale 114

1988 BLACK Kawisaki Ninja 250cc. Recent
tun»-up and new tires. Must see.
(213)960-7886.

CANNONDALE MounUin bike, 1 988. Perfect

condition. Extras, cost $750but sell lor $500.
Jeff (213)824-2334.

HONDA 2S0NX Low miles, great condition.

MKOhlbo. (213)478-2777.

KAWASAX\ KLR 250, 1 986. $900 firm. 1 2,000
miles, good condition. Call Caroline at

(818)996-0838.

NINJA 600R, 1986, VANCE and Hines, Jet Kit,

Michelins extras $2100 obo, 447-1582
~-5j(ening».

109 Scooters 119

1985 HONDA aFTE 1 SO. Excellent condition
with trunk & helmet. $900. Tony
(213)939-5609.

1987 ELITE 1 50 loaded. AM/FM stereo, tmnk,
alarm, windscreen. New tires toned.
$1650.00, Steve 479-7503.

1987 HONDA Elite 80, red, low mifeage, like

new. $850. (213)398.6522.

1989 HONDA Elite LX SA50. brand new,
never used, grey and blue, $1,200.
(213)374-5191 leave nf>essage.

'88 arTE 80 rwj $1 OOtVobo, '89 Elite 1 50 Red
$1500/obo. Traci 398-2698, Karlene
675-5661 . Leave message. Must sell, moving.

HONDA aiTE 80, black, only 8 months old,

1700 mifes, under warranty until June 1990.
$120CVobo. (213)477-6137. Leave message.

HONDA arTE 80-$900 »Ki HONDA am
1S0~$1175. Both clean with bw miles.

(213)479-5851.

HONDA SPRK, 1985. $3O0hbo. Good con-
dition. Lock included. Call Kristi

(213)208-1133. Leave nrtessage.

YAMAHA CA50. Great shape. Just tuned. Blue
with red case, lock 1 .5m. $45(yobo; wAwlmet
$55(yobo. Mark (818)881-8740.

YAMAHA RIVA 125 1986-Red, 3500 miles.

Great conditk)n, great value. $1,000 firm. Jay
(213)477-0080.

IN DESPERATE NEED of parking near campus.
Will pay M«ll. Call Amy. (21 3)947-31 16. Help
Met!

IN DESPERATE need of parking space in

vicinity of Midvale. Call (213)206-0563. Will
pay VMctl!

Furniture 126

BRAND NEW queen futon, torch lamp, desk,

file cabinet, stereo; prices negotiable. Call

w(21 3)477-1 91 9 x212, h(2 13)459-4001.

FULL SIZE futorVcouch/bed, gray & black,

$125. Call Lois (213)477-7940.

KENMORE WASHER/ GAS DRYER, white,

excelfent condition. $30O/pur. Highchair,

$25, phone/answering machine. $35.
(213)654-7999.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

SOFA, coffee table, desk in very good condi-

tion for sale. Best offer. Call Nil
(213)207-1602.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

CAR stereo equipment, never used, 2 Crutch-

field amplifiers, alphasonic crossover, speak-

ers, must sell this week. 824-5651.

Office Equipment 133

EPSON ELITE typerAvord menrnxy processor,

thesaunW die. Perfect condition. $90 or best

offer. Christie (213)824-9845.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 11c. 2 drives, monitor, printer, soft-

ware. Like new. i750/6bo. (213)477-6283.
Leave message.

'•^'* »v» ^^1 v^^Mf Ofivco^ cOfOf, 044y '

printer, loU of software. Great dealt $500.
Scstt (213)206-8597.
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TENNIS
From page 46

At No. 4 singles, UCLA's Dean
Cohen defeated SLO's Alex Hav-
rilenko from the baseline with hard
hit topspin groundies. Cohen
showed good anticipation as he
mixed in a few offensive lobs and
passing shots to down the Mustang
7-5, 6-0.

"I got going into the first set and
didn't let him into the match—

I

wanted him to feel like he had to

run a maiathon to beat me," said

Cohen.

Sophomore Mark Quinney
overcame his opponent, Brendan
Walsh, 6-4, 6-2, at No. 5 singles,

while teammate Bill Behrens
downed No. 6 Mustang, Max
AUman, 6-2, 6-4.

In the doubles sphere, No. 1

Bissell arid Knowles teamed up to

play Mustangs Berryman and
Havrilenko in a long two-setter.

The UCLA tandem pulled out a

tough tie-breaker, coming back
from a 3-6 deficit to win the tie-

bftak, 8-6. Bissell and Knowles
brought up their level to win the

second set, 6-4, with good return-

ing and net coverage.

At No. 2 doubles, Quinney and
Bill Barber paired up to play

SLO's Killian and Tim Frese-

nius—^winning by default after

taking the first set, 6-0.

Finally, at No. 3 doubles, the

duo of Behrens and Robbie Wen-
dell closed out Sasao and Walsh in

a grueling three-set match. Neither

team was able to hold serve too

effectively, but the Bruins ulti-

mately came out on top, 4-6, 6-2,

6-4.

At first, the No. 4-ranked Bruin

squad will be looking forward to

several weeks of rotation, as the

UCLA coaching staff determines

what will be the most effective

lineup for this year's team.

FRONT ROW
From page 43

edition of the Los Angeles
Times suggested. This was
Everett's fvst really big game,
it won't be his last He just

had a bad game in a crucial

situation. These things happen
once or twice a lifetime to

almost every football player

—

except to Joe Montana.
As for the Rams defeat as a

team, the answer is simple: the

Niners are just a better team.

Granted, the Rams turned in a
lackluster game, but Los
Angeles played poorly because
the Niners performed so well.

Los Angeles didn't fokl up
shop like many noc-so-loyal

Rams' fans or the Times
would lead you to believe.

Rather, the Rams lost to a
team which they had no busi-

ness beating.

This Ram team can be
proud of its season. While it

did not win the ultimate game,
it did achieve many positive

accomfrfishments. That is how
Rams' fans should look at

their team, not with contempt

and disdain for not being able

10 accomplish the near impossi-

ble.

The Niners? Well, what
more can be said? In their last

four playoff games they have
defeated the Rams 30-3, the

Vikings 41-13; the Bears 28-3,

and the Vikings 34-9.

Winning Super Bowl XXIV
is just a formality at this point

for San Fnncisco. There hasn't

been a football team as good,

as deep and as consistent as

tms year s ozn rrancisco 47ers

in a kNig, long time. Maybe
Never.

'
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PRESENTS P(Al YdtTR PtEWING
PLEASURE THLS EVENLNG ..u/ «

7:00 P.M.

10:00 P.M.

ACKERMAN
GRAND

BALLROOM
$1.50 FOR BOTH FILMS

PROUDLY PRESENTS

DANNY AIELLO
TONIGHT

9:00 P.M

ACKERMAN
GRAND

BALLROOM

a^c^^m^ ^c=/? m/ lusc:^ .... ycau/^ sywhE<=ND gen/o
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DO
IT

NOW

'i'H.^ '.
^r.

UCLA Mardi Gras Committee
applications are available at

129 Kerckhoff Hall.

STAMFORD PREP INC.
LSAT GMAT GRE
Classes begin Dec. 9, 1989

If you're thinking about taking

Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan,'*

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

>

''Where's The Beef V
Wendy's Hamburger Co.

"Don't Leave Home Without It'

American Express Co.

"Avoid The Moid"
Dominoes Pizza Co.

"Reach Out And Touch Someone"
AT&T Phone Co.

"Be All That You Can Be"
U.S. Armed Forces

"Let Your Fingers Do The Walking"
GTE Yellow Pages Co.

Chances are, you remember these marketing slogans even though they were

created years ago. These slogans generated millions of dollars in sales for these

companies and continue to do so. Would you like to have this kind of Impact on

corporaUons like the ones menUoned above? You can. Only one Job on campus gives

you a taste of adverUsing and marketing with the opportunity to apply creative

business ideas to existing businesses large and small. If you are interested in a career in

advertising, marketing, business, or sales there is only one job on campus for an

achiever like you.

The Daily Bruin Account Executive Internship

Apply Today And Shape Tomorrows Business

For further information contact Jose' Cano at 825-2161 ^

Applications can be picked up at 112 Kerchoff Hall (1 Floor Below Baskin Robbins)

»

^plications are Due Today By Noon

LUNCHEON
From page 48

tip-off from the bench against

Arizona State. WaUcer is the all-

time UCLA three-point shooter.

He did not play a minute against

Arizona. He didn't even take off

his sweats.

Harrick. who stuck with Walker
throughout his prolonged shooting

slump, feels the remorse in bench-
ing his senior.

When asked whether keeping
him on the bench for the entire

Arizona game would affect his

already-seemingly low confidence

level, Harrick replied, "I don't ^
know. . . I don't know. He'^ a

great kid, and a great team player,

and he'll be ready to play if I call

him."

But the past few games, Harrick
has called on him less and less.

Right now, Harrick is using 6-7 1/2

junior Keith Owens as the starting

center, with Murray (6-8) serving

primarily as a back-up forward/

center. Owens, a former walk-on,

is averaging just 2.7 points and 2.9

rebounds a game. But it's not what
he does on the offensive end of the

court that has caught Harrick's

attention.

"He really solidifies us defen-

sively," Harrick said of Owens.
"He's really strong in
there. . . That's our whole key (to

'block off the inside). You make a
guy get the bau m tne block and
nu^e a move to shoot the ball over

you instead of drop-ste[^ing the

ball to the basket and dunking the

ball or getting a lay-up. It's all the

difference in the world."

But it's not only Walker's
defense that has cost him a starting

rde. The senior apparently is still

affected from some preseason '

off-the-court personal matters and
has lost confidence in his shooting

ability.

But it hasn't always been like

that for Walker. When he's on.

Walker possesses one of the most
deadly shots from the outside in

the nation.

And when he's consistently

hitting the downtown jumper.
Walker is a major threat to

opposing defenses. His range
forces opposing centers to stay out

on him, thereby opening up the

inside for UCLA forward's Trevor
Wilson and Don MacLean.
But that's when he's hitting the

trey. And thus far Uiis year, he

hasn't. The reason Harrick sat

Walker down was because the

senior has hit on only five of 28
three-point shots this year, and is

shooting a meager .346 percentage

from the field. He is averaging 3.9

points a game compared to 9.9 a

year ago.

Needless to say. Walker hasn't

been much of a threat to opponents
thus far this year.

Owens, on the other hand, is a

solid post-up defender, but not

much of an offensive threat. With
Owens in the lineup, Wilson and
MacLean often find themselves

double-teamed, with the post man
coming down hard.

But, as Harrick said, "Owens
doesn' t make a lot of mistakes with

the ball. If he plays high post

center, I want him passing the ball

anyway. If they play zone on us,

then I'll bring in Murray, and
pretty quickly," Harrick said with

a laugh.

And after Saturday, Harrick

should have no problems in doing

just that

So tiie rotating big men will

continue. The only question to be
answered is when will Walker
regain his shooting touch, and
when he does, then what will

happen to Uie rotating threesome?

Only time will tell.

*Td rather Walkershoot welt In—
March than in [>ecember," Hairick

once said. '
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Who's the coach?
Gallagher waded turbulent waters in lane to the top
UCLA head swim coach now riding wave of success at Bruin helm

By Linda Peters

Contributor

**Who's the coach?**

Cyndi Gallagher looks more
like a member of the women's
swim team rather than its

leader.

Galla^er has worked her
way up to her current position

as head coach after earning
All-American hon(x^ as a stu-

dent-athlete and continuing on
as an assistant coach.

However, Gallagher has had
trouble garnering the credibility

she deserves as a coach, in large

part because of her youthful
appearance.

"I'm young and don't look
like I'm the coach," Gallagher
said. "People ask 'Who's the

coach?'. . .But I'm always con-
fident that I know what I'm

Bhiins
host
CSULB
By Wendy
Witherspoon

Assistant Sports Editor

In what figures to be its

last *gimme' meet of the

season before the real com-
petition rolls in, the UCLA
men's swim team hosts the

men' of Cal State Long
Beach today at the Men's
Gym pool at 2 pjn.
The UCLA men's and

women's diving teams will

combine beforehand to host
the teams of CSULB at

11:30 a.m. at Uie Sunset
Canyon Recreation Center.

As they did last weekend
against Cal State Bakers-
field, the currently 3-1 Bruin
swimmers will swim "off
events"—that is, they will

not be swinuning their spe-

cialties—against Long
Beach.

"You get a little stale

swimming the same events

(aU the time)," said UCLA
head coach Ron Ballatore.

And Ballatore wants to make
sure that his Bruins are not

stale when mighty Michigan
saunters into town this

weekend.

In addition, the Bruins,

who boast eight All-Ameri-

cans on their squad, will

swim off events. No doubt,

however, Uiey will be sure to

keep the point-margin wide
enough for the win.

And that may not be so

easy of a task with the

amount of names on the

Bruins' injury list hitting an
astronomical number.
Among the injured is

freshman backstroker Geoff
Cronin, whp was one of the

Brups' top iecruits last year.

Cronin was expected to

join—and even lead—the

Bruins' corps of backstrok-

ers this year, but, thus far this

season, has seen action in

only one meet due to a

See SWIM, page 38

doing. Once the girls are in tiie

pool. I know what to do wiUi
them."

Under Gallagher's reign last

season, the Bruins earned very

"I'm young and
don't iook like Vm
the coach* • • • But
Pm always confi-

dent that I know
what Tm don^"

Cyndi Galaaher

Swimming World that said,

'Cyndi Gallagher's team did

suiprisingly well.* I think it was
a surprise to everybody but me
and to the team. So many bad

respectable honors. Among
them were two 1989 individual

Pac-10 champions, 10 NCAA
qualifiers, 29 All-Americans,
UCLA's best-ever dual meet
win-loss record (9-1), and a tie

for sbcth at Uie NCAAs.
"There was an article in

things were said about me. (For
example.) 'UCLA really blew it

this year,' " Gallagher
remarked.

UCLA is not traditionally

"Everybody asks
me how longm be
here, and I say
'forever'—until Fm
100—as long as
they keep me."

Cyndi Gallagher

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Cyndi Gallagher

known as a pow^ouse swim-
ming school, and is forced to

contend with other top Califor-

nia teams: Stanford and Cal.

Last season, Stanford was No. 1

in the nation and Cal was No. S.

just ahead of the No. 6 Bruins.

The Bruins have a difficult time

trying to recruit top swimmers
because of the abundant
choices witii which recruits are
faced.

And Gallagher's youth, com-
bined with the negative com-
ments, have also led to

apprehension of some potential

recruits.

"Parents (of potential
recruits) would ask me how old
I was and if I was married.

Everybody asks me how long
I'll be here, and I say 'fore-

ver'— until I'm 100—-as tong
as they keep me."

In time, however, Gallagh-
er's coaching success will out-
weigh the superficial concerns
and propel the Bruin program to
higher levels. Her complete
dedication to the sport has
ultimately translated into a
winning Bruin tradition.

ATTENTION CYCLISTS
THE WARNING PERIOD IS OVER!

BICYCLES PARKED AT...

* HANDICAP RAMPS
* FENCES
* SIGN POSTS
* HAND RAILS
* TREES
* DOORS

^^ OR MOTORCYCLES. MOPEDS & SCOOTERS PARKED

* ON SIDEWALKS
* AT RED CURBS
MN AUTO STALLS
* NEAR BUILDINGS
* LOADING ZONES
* AT BIKE RACKS

^
* INSIDE DICKSON COURT

OR ANY NON-DESIGN/^ED PARKING AREAS
WILL BE IMPOUNDED. CITED AND/OR TOWED

21113ACVC

MAPS O^ BICYC^^^^^ SCOOTER AND MOPED PARKING AREAS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE BICYCLEREGISTRATION TABLES ON BRUIN WALK. INFORMATION AND PARKING KIOSKS THE PARKING
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE. AND THE COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING OFFICE.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION REGARDING CYCLE PARKING ON CAMPUS CONTACT THE CYCLE
PARKING ENFORCEMENT OFFICE AT (213) 825-2029.

^"'frl^'19."'^^'^'^^
'^ PROVIDED BY THE UCLA CYCLE PATROL & CYCLE ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS WHICHARE SPONSORED BY THE COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING OFFICE / 'D THE DEPaS

COMMUNITY SAFETY.
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'LARGE 16n

I

I

I

I

I,

only
j^7.

99

PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
+ 2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS !

EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
mention coupon whan ordering

208-4348
We deliver till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

after 5 pm only - one meat lopping only - Canadian
bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included ^XP. 1/31/90

OREAT DEALS
in the

NEW DECADE

Delivered

FAST & FREE •

I

with student ID

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

I

I

Om «f «• taqiMl crttcMi— af «mII^ cMlaet taMMS ta CaWttrala

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
orrtiMmc^nti, Bausch 4 Lonib4<iidrocwve-Vlrtal«m-Wa8teyJeg8<ri-Syi<lex-Pemiatens

^d^
Opaque Colored Contact Lenses

TURN BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, SAPPHIRE, ^1 QQ
HAZEL OR VIOLET ^^^^^r.COMPLETE
NEW COLOR: MISTY GRAY PACKAGE

INCLUDES A PAIR OF LENSES. EYE EXAMINATION,

GLAUCOMA TEST. TRAINING. FOLLOW UP VISITS, SAME
DAY SERVICE ON MOST LENSES. WRITTEN GUARANTEE,
PERSONAL SERVICE. PROFESSIONAL CARE

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
20%-50% OFFI
OUR REGULAR DISCOUNT PRICES

CARRERA • ANNE KLEIN • AU\IN MIKKU • LAURA

BIAGIOTTI • CHRISTIAN DIOR • CAZEL • VIVA •

METZLER • NMA RCCI • AND MANY MORE

Cal for Co«plete Package Prices

• Daily Wear • Extended Wear
• Hard • Gas Permeable • Tone

- Astigmatism • And Others

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
^mmmm

oPTONHrnnc center
Dr. Gerald Green^^an

SuHe L. (1/4 Wk. No, of Pico) ^^y- Septwon
Weet Uw Angiee & H<w$ Systems

PtMNM (213) 475-7602 WMob U WOmtld CO$t

H-UCLA
OUSING

ATTENTION: ON CAMPUS HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER 1990
WINTER QUARTER 1990 WAIT LIST STUDENTS

Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing must reapply to

maintain or improve their waiting list position for Spring Quarter 1990.

Applications are available from January 8, 1990 to January 22, 1990 in the

On Campus Housing Assignment Office. In order to retain your waiting

list position, application must be submitted in person to the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office no later than 5:00 P.M. January 22, 1990.

NEW APPUCANTS *

Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Campus Housing list

may apply for On Campqs Housing for the Spring Quarter 1990 begin-

ning January 8, 1990. However submission of an application does not

guarantee housing for the Spring Quarter. Please be advised that a

non-refundable $20 application fee is required. Application and Fee must
be postmarked on or before January 26, 1990 or be received in the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the date stated

above or the application will be considered late.

Applications are available in the On Campus Housing Assignment Office

or UCLA Community Housing Office. Both offices are located in the

Business Enterprise Building, 270 De Neve Drive, next to Rieber Hall.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

MONDAY - FRIDAY
(213) 825-4271 --- / —

..
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Opponents face double threat

with new double-sport Bruins
There's a new degree of

openness floating around the

UCLA football program these

days.

Don't know if the recent

events in Eastern Europe had
anything to do with it, but

regardless, it's a welcome
occurrence.

And I think that those who
will be in attendance at the

Sunkist Indoor Invitational at

the Sports Arena this Friday

night will have to agree.

Or those who will congre-

gate at Drake Stadium this

Sunday for the Alumni Base-
ball game.
For at 6:05 p.m. Friday,

UCLA sprinters Bert Emanuel
and Kevin Williams will com-
pete against each other in the

50-meter dash.

Then on Sunday, Shawn
Wills will start in centerfield

and bat lead-off for the Bruin
nine.

What do all these things

have in common, yoi^ ask?

Well, Emanuel, Williams,

and Wills were not primarily

recruited; by UCLA as track

athletes and baseball players.

Rather, the three got their

scholarship checks from the

football team, Williams and
Wills as running backs and
Emanuel as a quarterback.

While the likelihood that the

three would meet in the back-

fleld was quite high in the

past, watching them play else-

where was quite unlikely.

Until now.
With several prep multi-sport

athletes on the roster, the

football coaches, namely Terry
Donahue, have decided to

alk)w them to pursue other

sports if they so desire.

In years past, only a select

few athletes a year have been
alk)wed to pursue double-duty,

but this time, there are seven

who have traded in pads for

other pursuits.

Along with Emanuel and
Williams, Rick Davis and Pat-

rick Bates will spend a good
deal of their winter and spring

quarters out in Drake Stadium.

Davis is another running back/
sprinter in the Williams fash-

ion, while Bates is probably

one of the few defensive backs

who can long jump 24-6 on
the side.

**When you get these skilled

athletes you need to challenge

them," said sprint coach John
Smith. "They are used to

competing in more than one
sport"

A jump across the freeway
at Jackie Robinson Stadium,

redshirt wide receiver Michael
Moore will join Wills in the

outfield corps as a right fiel-

der—a player who turned down
a $250,000 offer from the

Toronto Blue Jay organization

to play at UCLA. And behind

Out of the Pen

Chris
Koutures

the plate will be redshirt catch-

er John Winnick, who doubles

as a long snapper in the fall.

Having a football player or

two on his roster is nothing

new for baseball coach Gary
Adams. In fact. Wills is fol-

lowing in the tradition of
Michael Young and David
Keating as football players-

turned centerflelders. But three

at one time?

**No, I've never had this

many, and I feel very fortu-

nate, very hicky to have these

three players," Adams said.

However, "I (km't sec

them—and the team doesn't

see them—as football players.

They're in their baseball uni-

forms, and the team has

accepted them and expects

them to contribute."'

Over at the track, though,

some of the newcomers are
'

receiving special treatment
^ While most of the Bruins

are not competing indoors

—

only jumper MacArthur Ander-
son and sprinter Carol Smith
(now an alternate) are also

slated to perform at Sunkist

—

Williams and Emanuel will get

the early start for good reason.

"We start Bert and Kevin
real eariy so they can have
fiui." said Smith. "It's impor-
tant fcM" these guys to start

competing as soon as possible

so they will enjoy the sport"
Now it's not certain who

will win that 50-meter race.

You've got Williams, the

defending Pac-10 champion
over 100 meters against Ema-
nuel, who owns a best of
10.44 in the 100. Don't dis-

miss UCLA alum Michael
Marsh—a 1988 Olympian

—

who'll be in the blocks as

weU.

And it's not sure whether
Wills can help lift the Bruin
nine over the alums Sunday.

But those aren't the impor-
tant things—overall.

The players are already win-
ners.

As are the coaches. -r
-r .' ^

And the fans.

DAILY BRUIN FILE

^BertEmanuefJfeftyandKevin Williams (right) wWnow line up
in the blocks. .-^..^^
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Niners not ten times the Rams
superior, just ten times as good
Now that the soggy Cand-

lestick sod has hardened and
the broken remains of Ram
bodies have been carted from
the field, was there ever any
doubt that the San Francisco

49ers are the team of the year,

and indeed, the team of the

decade?

In every sense Of the word,

San Francisco dominated Los
Angeles on Sunday afternoon.

Even though the Niners routed

the Rams, 30-3^ a case could

be made that San Francisco is

not ten times the Rams'
superior. However, based on
the evidence presented Sunday,

a valid argument could be
given that the Niners really are

ten times as good as the

Rams. The latter chojce seems
more the appropriate pick,

r San Francisco quarterback

Joe Montana tightened his grip

on the claim to "the greatest

quarterback who ever played

the game" with just another

pedestrian playoff performance.

He wasn't Broadway Joe,

rather he was just an ordinary

Joe doing what he does

best—glamour and glitz not

included.

Ho-hum{ Montana completed
26 of 30 passes for 262 yards

and two touchdowns. The
highlight of Montana's magic
began with 3:10 left in the

first half. Montana proceeded
to lead his team on an 87-yard
touchdown drive just seconds
before the half ended. In case

you were wondering, the

rum(H^ are true: Montana has

officially patented the two-

minute drill. If time is scarce

and the acreage abundant
nobody ever has or ever will

perform like Montana.

Of course, Montana did not

single-handedly deliver the

Ram death certificate. There
were half a hundred other

red-and-gold-laced coroners

who did assist in mulling over
the corpse of the team known
as the Rams.
Not enough credit can be

bestowed upon the San Fran-

cisco offensive line—which
allowed Ram defenders the

pleasure of touching Montana

Front Row

Richard
IVIarcus

only once. That is better pro-

tection than the Secret Service

could ever provide. It was the

same offensive line which
carved daylight into the dark-

ness of the Ram front seven

which Niner running backs

Roger Craig and Tom Rathman
exploited to the fullest

The Niner D stopped the

vaunted Ram passing attack

like it had never been stopped

before. Jim Everett played

scared. Everett jumped, he

skipped, he hopped, he
threaded passes to Niner defen-

sive backs and linebackers, he
even saw phantom Niner line-

men closing in on him.

However, there is a shoulder

for Everett to cry on. After

all, it was not his fault entirely

that his team tost Was it

Everett's shortcoming that the

Rams defense gave up 30
points? Immediately after the

game, many Rams' fans were
heard cursing Everett and the

Rams. What have you done for

me latelies forget oh so

quickly, how tough Everett and
the Rams played the entire

season.

Sure Everett had a day that

he wouldn't wish on his worst

enemy, but that doesn't bring

him down to the lowly status

of former Ram QB Dieter

Brock—as the Monday morning

See FRONT ROW, page 39

OAN MaoMEOAMDaly Bruki

Terrenoe Fiagler of the San Francisco 49»rt.
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Looking For The Key

^•^vTry Advertising in the
' 825-2161

To Success?

Daily Bruin.

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors.

Finally, a student job that
you'll actually put on your

resume. ____
Mind you, we're not putting down such noble, time-honored student tra-

ditions as delivering pizza, cleaning lab rat cages, or tending bar.

But for some students, Apple Computer offers a more rewarding way to
help make ends meet:

Becoming an Apple Student Rep.
If selected, you'll become a paid consultant for the local Apple Higher

Education account team. You'll help plan and implement Apple Marketing
programs on campus. And you'll be kept current on all the latest news about
Apple* products.

Most important, we offer you an experience that'll add a lot to your edu-
catipn. And to your resume.

So if you share our passion for bringing the power of personal computing
to every student and educator—and if you love Macintosh* computers as
much as we do—apply now.

The rats can get by without you.
We can't. '

To apply please send your resume, a cover letter, and a description of
one program or promotion that you would like to implement if you became
an Apple Student Rep. Send these items to:

Apple Computer, Inc. .

Attn: Tami Guy
6167 Bristol Parkway, Ste. 350
Culver City, CA 90230 The Power to be Your Best.

INFORMATION
SHARING
Jajuiary22. 1990

Miikc /Vrraiii^ements i(

Attend at Placfment
.md Career Planning

Center
Miiin Infomiation

Counter

JOB FAIR 90
Jcuiuiiry :iO. 1990

ON-CAMFUS
INTERVIEWS
Febriiarv'il. 1990

See Your Placement Office
For Details

Interested In Consulting?

Hewitt
Associates

is coming to your
campus...

We are a leading consulting firm specializing in
employee benefits, compensation, communication,
and related human resouR^ functions. Hewitt
Associates is Included in the publication "The
100 Best Companies to W3rk for in America"

BUSINESS
Great opportunities exist for graduating seniors
to work with our clients on the administration of
their benefit plans. Coursework or interest in the
following areas is suggested:

ACCOUNTING
nNANCE
ECONOMICS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

MATH
nfer gradualin

lACrrUARlALi

\Ve look for people
who are intelligent,

creative, analytical,

and who (an work
cooperatively with
others. We want
l)eople who get

pleasure oufof
helping others and
doing a job well!"

We offer

;

as an
are highly respected business professionals who use
mathematical skills to define, analyze, and solve
fmanclal problems. Their future looks bright:

• Being an actuary was recently rated as one of the
best jobs.

• The demand for actu£u1es is expected to exceed
the availability for the foreseeable future.

Hewitt
SantaAna CA • Rowayton. CT • Atlanta

Boston, MA • Bedminster. NJ -The
Inshire. IL

S.TX
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JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

EXERCISE • GOLF • TENNIS

^pacljl Croup A ^m sa
BasebaN Shoes i»to$S6 17.99 14"
tpcclH Croup JA^p
Basketball Shoes .. up to $77 29.99 23
Special Croup Troop ^^m
Hiking Shoes urTo$76 39.99 3l
MHce Air Windrunner
Running Shoe wt/m/Bm . . $65 39.99

standard iron dt^^^A /
Barbell Plates KXTRA ZOt«

OFF CURMHT nttMl

Deluxe Slant Boai^ 59 99 47**
AN Treadmills EXTRA20%
TrvadmMt not avatUMc In aM tcerM o^ CUMNHT MictS
Special Croup i«fl«0
Deluxe Coif Bags 39.99 31
Yamaha
White Cold Frame 49.99

APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

Entire Selection Of
Men^ A women's warmups
AN
Fleece Separates
AM Danskln-
women^ Bodywear &
Jersey Seperates

SKI EQUIPMENT & APPAREL
SKI IMERCHANDiSE EXTRA

Wk OFF CURRENT PRICES
mrCUK CURMMT
RffTMl

XTRA20%
Off

bxtra20%
Off CWHMNT MHOS

20%

$235 99.99 79**
$270 159.99 127**

$280 199.99 159**

Oynamtc
Sport SL Ski
Oynastar
792Ski
Salonton'

SX81 Boot

775 Boot $285^179.99 14S**
mtire Stodt Of Men^ A womenrs 0%0%n '

1 Piece Ski Suits ixtrjiZ0%
select croup Of i9e»-M m^m^gk/
Men^ « Women^ Skiwear 30% ZOvOtw Thaw PiliiH' "" ~ ~

AM Ski

Accessories t Sunglasses 20«^a

JAN 18 ONLY
Copeland's Sports'

1001 westwwod Blvd
westwood 208-6444

COLD MFDAL ^FRVITE ITFMS Will NOT
Bb DISCOUNTED DURING THIS SALfc

Bruin Rec

REC: Intramurals cure wintertime blalis
From page 45

Play in the men's soccer league

gets underway this week, while the

coed soccer season will begin next

week.

Men's flag rugby will kick off

next week. Teams interested in

playing must sign up at the

mandatory Manager's Meeting
today at 4 p.m. at the John Wooden
Center.

In addition to the many team

\
sports. Bruin athletes can also test

their skills in the several individual

sports tournaments going on dur-

ing the quarter. These tournaments
are open to everyone. Participants

only need to fill out an entry form
at the Wooden Center before the

deadline.

The following is a list of
upcoming IM tournaments:

Handball (singles)—Feb. 26

through March 1
^

Sign-up: Fteb. 7-21

Squash—Feb. 26 through March 1

Sign-up: Feb. 7-21

Go//—March 2-9

Sign-up: Jan. 31 through Feb. 14

Powerlifting—^March 7-8

Sign-up and weigh-in: March 1

Slam Dunk Contest—^March 8

Sign-up: Feb. 20 through March
6

Apply to become a

1990 UCLA
ORIENTATION COUNSELOR
Interested students should attend one of these information meetings:

Tuesday, January 23, 1:00 pm
Haines 220

Wednesday, January 24, 1:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

Wednesday, January 24, 7:00 pm
GSM 1246

Thursday, January 25, 3:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

Monday, January 29, 1:00 pm
North Campus, Room 22

Applications will be available at the above meetings.
Applicants must be currently enrolled, have completed at
least one year of college work (not necessarily at UCLA,
but with sophomore standing), and have a preferred
minimum 2.50 GPA.

For questions please call the Orientation Program office

at 206-6685.

A LOGO FOR

THE STUDENT COMMI'ITEE FOR THE ARTS
AND

WIN $2S0.00
OTHER PRIZES FOR FIRST AND SECOND

RUNNERS-UP ONLY

PICK UP
AI^PLICATIONS AND MORE INFORMATION

AT B96 ROYCE HALL

DEADLINE FEBKUW 23
AT 5 PM B96 ROYCE

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CAI.L (213) 825-3253

Daily Bruin Sports
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"Computers & Social Responsibility Day"
Sponsored by: Computer Science Department, School of Engineering,

University of Southern California and Hewlett Packard

Friday • January 19, 1990 • From 8:15 am— 4:30 pm
use Campus • Davidson Conference Center

Corner of Jefferson & Figueroa

The day will be devoted to discussions of ethical and responsible behavior
with respect to computers. The primary aim is to have computer^^people
gain a greater appreciation of the ethical, moral, and legal issues which
arise in their professional life.

TOPICS:
• What do computers have to do with social responibility anyway?

Terry Winograd, Stanford University

• Who owns what (and why) in user interfaces?

Pamela Samuelson, University of Pittsburgh

• Some unorthodox thoughts on computers and democracy.
Gary Chapman, Exec. D^. of Gwtputer Professor^ for Social Responsibility

• Why software should be free!

Richard Stallman, MIT and head of the Free Software Foundation

For additional information please call (213) 743-3435

Registration Fee is $25/per person • To register by phone call (213) 743-5219

VISA/MasterCard accepted

{ rc'o Adfniss nivi'rsit\' StinltMifs with V'olid Student ID

Bored with the
everyday?^

TAKE A WOK
WILD SIDE

FIRST
SZECHV^X

WOK

,^'

Chinese Restaurant

10855 UNDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

i6"%"dFF"""
To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pm)

Expires 6/30/90

ARRESTED?
ACCIDENTS DRUNK DRIVERS

CRIMINAL MATTERS

•Drug Offenses

•Auto/Motorcycle Accidents

•Drunk Drivers

•Immigration Problems

FREE CONSULTATION!

474-2545

Former Deputy District Attorney

Law Offices of Diane Tasoff

10880 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1220

(Just south of UCLA Campus:

^^mer of Wilshire and Westwood^

Bruin Rec

Winter IM's offer much hoopla
By Terry White

Contributor

This week marlcs the beginning

of the plethora ofUCLA intramur-

al sports and recreational activities

being offered during the winter

quarter.

The Cultural and Recreational

Affairs Department has something
for everybody this quarter, with
IM leagues for all skill levelsi in a

variety of winter sports.

Basketball will dominate the IM
schedule this quarter, with play in

all leagues beginning this week. In

men's IM hoops, teams play in six

different skill levels ranging from
the fiercely competitive AA divi-

sion down through to a league

limited to players under 5* 10".

Talented basketball players can
also show off their skill at the

upcoming Slam Dunk Contest,

sure to attract every aspiring

Michael Jordan in Westwood. The
CRA department offers a women's
league and a faculty and staff

league. Surely, all Bruins of any
ability level can enjoy the thrill of
IM basketball.

Along with basketball, IM soc-

cer starts up this quarter with both

coed and men's teams competing.

See REC, page 44

LSHP
LATINO STUDENT HEALTH PROJECT

Orientotion Meeting
Wed., Jan. 17, 1990
4:30-5:30 in Haines 152

Our Activities include:
* Hypertension Screenings
* Working witin the community
* High School Out Reach
* Gaining Clinical Experience
* Visits to California Medical Schools
* Contact with Medical Students
* Much More

Plus trips, group outing$,~and etc.

For more information come by the Community
Programs office in 102 Men's Gym or coll 825-2420.
Ask for Alex, Ann, Estebon, or RquI

sponsored toy C.S,P.

ORIENTATION
Wed Jan 17

Thurs Jan 18

Fri Jan 19

3-4 pm
1-2 pm

11-12 pm

Ackerman 2410
Ackerman 3516
Ackerman 3520

I^PH^^I^^^/ We Visit Retirerne
Ummmnmw:mmmm^smi

Convalescent Homes in Santa

Monica Providing Companionship

through Conversation, Craft-making,

Parties and Entertainment!

-Sundays 1:30-3:30 pm.
funded by Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee
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Netters 'ease into seascm' with easy win over Cal Poly
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

pespite the overwhelming 9-0

season-opening victory ovct the

No. 2 Division II Cal Poly San Luis

Obispo squad, the 1990 UCLA
men's tennis team realized it had a

long way to go in wder to reach its

expectations for this year.

"We really needed the match to

ease us into the season and prepaid

us for a tough match against

Fresno State on Thursday," said

head coach Glenn Bassett "With
so many young players on the

team, we have a ways to go."

One man with experience is the

No. 1 UCLA player, Jason Netter,

who ultimately defeated Mustang
Neal Berryman in a tough thr^-

setier, 7-6(9-7). 3-6, 6-4. Netter

got off to a slow start as he seemed
tight and sluggish. But the Bruin

was able to wrap things up as he

bore down and moved into the ball

more aggressively.

*'In the final few games, I felt I

moved well and hit more solid

—

everything just seemed to fall into

place and my game together," said

Netter.

UCLA freshman Mark Know-

les was certainly impressive on
the court, as he downed his

opponent, SLO's No. 2 Eric Sasao,

in a decisive, 6-1, 6-2 defeat. With
solid groundstrokes, Knowles was
able to take advantage of short

balls and cover the net effectively.

"Knowles was most definitely

the highlight in both singles and
doubles play—he showed intensi-

ty and concentration in his game,"

said Bassett.

If nothing else. No. 3 Bruin Fritz

Bissell showed intensity in his

spirit as he hung in there against

Mustang Peter Kill^ian even after

dropping the first set, 1-6. Bissell

became more accurate with his ball

placement, as he took the final two
sets, 6-2, 6-1.

See TENNIS, page 39

W7S WCSTWOOO BLVD. LA.

^ p^ BUS S. OF WILSHIRE)
A ? ^ 3 » 4 7 8-2 8 3 8

Baseball's TOOTH & Nail Scores^

Dental BRAVES: 10

Dentist DODGERS:

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointmentt

• TCK)TH BONDING 478-0363

• Fix chipped, stained or broken teeth
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA GRADUATE)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between WiUhire & Santa Monica
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19
Double

Cheeseburger

Your Old Time Favorite is Back!

Hurry!

Limited Time Only

1118 Westwood Blvd.

It's A Good Time
For the Great Taste

TAN IN WESTWOOD!
2 Blocks from UCLA

$15 for ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING!

(Plus maintenance) •

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon.

from f /^i 1

1107
Gayley Ave.

(B^tt»men Kinrom* and Undbrook)

f^^n^^f^' 824-2826
offer expires 1/18/90

/

Right now. Subway s doing a little number on the price of our hot

footlong Meatball sub But even though it costs a little, you get a lot.

Like plenty of meattMlls tangy sauce, melted cheese and your choice of

our free fixm s - all on fresh-baked bread So get to Subway today.

because we ve got your numtjer

YOUR ONLY BRUIN

iSUBUJflV^
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Open 24 Hours

WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK
(213) 208-7774
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DeDe Mosman
DeDe Mosman, a sophomore

guard on UCLA's women's
basketball team, was the big gun
off the bench this weekend in the

Arizona desert, as the Bruins beat

Arizona and Arizona State.

Mosman hit on five of her first

six shots against Arizona on
Saturday, including three of three

from three-point range. She was
the antidote to a Bruin cold streak

in the first half—when the whole
team got off to a slow start—and
finished with 16 points, one point

shv of her career high.

Mosman established a personal

best on Thursday when the Bruins
played Arizona State. She was at

her sharpshooting best as she hit

four of five three-point shots and
finished with 17 points.

Mosman has been on fire in the

three Pac-10 games this year,

scoring at a 15.3 points-per-game

clip. She has made 10 of 12 three

pointers for a phenomenal 83.3

percent She's a tough rebounder
for her size as well, hauling down
4.7 boards in the Pac-10 games.
Mosman set a school record as a

freshman last year by making 17

three-point shots, a record she has

already eclipsed this year with her

18 treys.

Her sterling effort in these two
games helped the Bruins remain
undefeated in Pac-10 play with a
3-0 record—tied for first with

Stanford—and made her the

female Athlete of the Week.
Kennedy Cosgrove

—
V

UCLA SPORTS INFO

DeDe Mosman
Basketball

Scored a career-high 17 points

against Arizona State.

Scored 16 points against Arizona.

Hit eight out of nine three-point

shots.

Averaging 15.3 points per game
against Pac-10 teams.

Tracy Murray

Basketball

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Scored 16 points and grabbed
seven rebounds against Arizona.

Blocked two shots versus Arizona.

Averaging 9.8 points per game.

Was a First-Team High School
All-American as a Senior.

Tracy Murray
Tracy Murray played his t)est

all-around game for UCLA, as the

Bruin basketball team defeated

Arizona, 73-67("On Saturday. He
came off the bench to score 14

points in the first half, hitting four

of eight three-pointers.

His offensive spark in the first

half was a big reason the Bruins
jumped out to a big 15-point

halftime lead. But of equal impor-
tance was the solid defense he
played on Arizona big men Brian
Williams and Sean Rooks. Murray
blocked two shots and helped hold
the highly touted duo to a com-
bined two points and one rebound
in the first half. He was rewarded
with a second-half start, and
fmished with 16 points and seven
rebounds.

Against Arizona State on Thurs-
day, Murray had five points and
hauled down six rebounds.
Murray is a highly regarded

freshman from Glendora, where he
was the nation's leading prep
scorer last year. He came to UCLA
with high expectations placed
upon him, and so fu* has live(\jip to

them.

Murray has been UCLA's major
spark off the bench this season
with his offensive firepower, giv-

ing the Bruins a much-needed lift

a many crucial times. But the

other facets of his game, including

his rebounding and shot blocking,

have been a pleasant surprise to the

Bruin faithful.

Kennedy CosgroVe

iicM'a
ALL THE COMFORTS OF KQAVE WITHOUT THE RELATIVES EXPO CENTER

OPEN HOUSE
Wed-, Jan- 17th Thurs., Jan. 18th

11777 SAN VICENTE ©LVD., BKENT"WDOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

11:00 ' Leadership America

12:00 ' National Internships

Summer '90 ^ Wash. D.C.,
San Francisco, New York,
Sacramento, Los Angeles

1:00 ' Semester at Sea
Jeanne Kelley

2:00 - Study Abroad, Work
Abroad,
Teaching English in

Japan

3:00 ' AIESEC

11:00 ' Westwood Rotary
Scholarship ' Lee Walker

12:00 ' Study Abroad, Work
Abroad,
Teaching English in Japan

1:00 - LACC ' Study Abroad
Mary E. Eckhert

2:00 ' AIESEC

3:00 - National Internships

Summer '90 - Wash, D.C.,
San Francisco, New York,
Sacramento, Los Angeles

ALL MEETINGS HELD AT THE EXPO CENTER
K^lX'h Ackerman Union

^UOIA students, faculty, and staff spent $79, 134,540 on vacation ttavel fast year.

Data: fHfaiket Opinion flesearcfi, June 1989. aa^^'^'ammam^mmmmmmm

^Seii tliem tlieirtraveiing needs. /^(Ommil^ 825-216]
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At any distance, Murray's treys are all net
Harrick will continue rotating centers

By David Gibson
Sports Editor

With a 12-poim lead, Tracy
Murray took a pass about 21 feet

from the basket With a man
sailing in the air towards him,

Murray didn't hesitate in pulling

up. 5ww/i. . . Count it, and fouled.

He missed the free throw, but

UCLA still took a 15-point lead.

Nobody could stop him.

And the Arizona Wildcats cct-

tainly didn't, as the Bruin frosh

played his best overall game,
scoring 16 points, hauling down
seven rebounds and blocking two
shots. He shot four of eight from
three-point land befwe the inter-

mission.

Needless to say, he was on fire

and the driving force that sent the

Cats home with their flrst Pauley

Pavilion loss in three years, 73-67.

But despite his stellar perfor-

mance on Saturday, despite the

fact that he played a career-high 3

1

minutes, and despite the fact that

he played outstanding defense

against one of the top front lines in

the West, Murray has still not

earned a starting role. He'll come
off the bench against Stanford

tomorrow and Cal on Sunday. He
is one of three centers vying for

playing time in the middle for

UCLA.
**Of course, Murray came in and

gave us a lift, which he really can

do," Harrick explained yesterday

at his weekly press luncheon. "I

will probably continue with him
there because I like the spark he

gives us coming off of the bench.

"Starting the second half," Har-

rick continued, "we were strug-

gling, and 1 looked down the bench
and I didn't have the kind of guy
like Murray that I wish I had."

But he did have Kevin Walker, a

6<10 senior who had started the

past 42 games before watching the

See LUNCHEON, page 40

But the line's too close, Coach says -

SCOTT WEERSINQ/Daly Bruin

Tracy Murray benefits from
the 19-9 three-point line.

By Wendy Witherepopn
Assistant Sports Editor

Tracy Murray and the three-

point shot were an indefatigable

duo against Arizona. Murray made
four behind the 19-9 line in the first

20 minutes, scoring 14 points on
five-of-ll shooting in the first

half.

Then Gerald Madkins came
along and nailed a couple of three-

pointers himself in the first half to

help build the 36-21 halftime lead

that the Bruins held over the Cats.

And although three-pointers

were considerably fewer and farth-

er between in the second half, the

Bruins* mass accrual of them in the

opening minutes certainly did not

hinder UCLA's path to their 73-67
win.

Moreover, Bruin "shooters" like

Murray seem to thrive on a style of
play that gives them the opportun-

ity to put it up for three every time
they have an open shot, having a

After sweeping the Bruins, the Israelis had reason to celebrate.

ALBERT SOONQ^aily Bruin

Spikersfall

to Israelis
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

When new playo's come
to UCLA to play volleyball,

head coach Al Scates tries to

prepare them for interna-

tional play when they gradu-

ate. This year, however, the

players have gotten a taste of

it in a big way.

Earlier, in the fall, Scates'

team got introduced to world
class volleyball by Hanyang
University of Korea. Last

night, it was the Israeli

National team that came into

Pauley Pavilion.

Being as hospitable as

ever, the Bruins lost to their

international guests in three

games, 15-13, 15-3, 15-8.

The key to this match,

according to Scates was the

digging. **That gave them
many more opportunities to

convert chances into
points," said the UCLA
coach.

Leading the charge for

Israel was its youngest play-

er, Alon Grinbeig. The 19-

year old swing hitter put

away 19 kills, most of which
came when the Bruins were
gaining momentum.

For UCLA, the technique

spot provided the bulk of the

offense as senior Mike Gar-

cia and freshman Rich Bland
combined for 18 kills.

Bland, in his only game,
recorded seven kills in the

third and final game.

good percentage-chance of mak-
ing that shot (.356 in Murray's case
this season, .461 for Madkins).
" But UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick would like to have that all

changed.

*The three-point line is a joke,"

said Harrick at his weekly press

conference yesterday, voicing his

opposition to the NCAA rule that

was installed prior to the 1986-87

basketball season.

Harricks' specific complaints

about the three-point rule were that

the line was too near the basket,

that there was no penalty for

missing a three-point shot attempt,

and that it forced coaches to

change their style of play to

accommodate it

Harrick emphasized and re-

emphasized his opinion that three

points should be a reward fcx* a
very difficult shot taken. And,
according to Harrick, a 19-9 shot is

not difficult enough for collegiate

hoops players.

A 19-9 line is used in high

school basketball to mark the

thiee-point shot, but in profession-

al hoops, the linejumps way out to

23-9.

Harrick said that as the line now
stands, collegiate players don't

have the right attitude about taking

a three-point shot—the length of
the shot doesn't scare them. "Just

shoot it And keep shooting it," is

the common mode of play these

days, according to Harrick.

"The three-point shot says to

you as a basketball coach, 'You
must change your style of play,'

"

Harrick said. **There should not be
a rule that dictates to me that I've

got to change my philosophy."

And according to Harrick, the

rule forced most coaches to change
their philosophies. "It's an exam-
ine of one guy being too power-
ful," said Harrick.

So why not go ahead and change
other elements of the game as

well? "I think the shot clock should

be a 30-second clock—that wodld
be more exciting than the 19-9

(Une)," said Harrick.

Indeed, college coaches must
now recruit pure shooters like

Murray, about whom Harrick once
said, "Murray's always open—he
walks out of the k)cker room
open."

And although Harrick once said

about that 6-8 freshman forward
that he couW shoot "any time, any
place, anywhere," Harrick is wary
of the danger of that style of
play—just puuing them up for

three-pointers for a little tower
percentage, but a lot more points.

"I want him to shoot open
shots," Harrick said. "And I want
him to shoot when he's warmed
up," he added, referring to Mur-
ray's tendency to take a shot the

moment he comes out on the floor.

"It's not always the flat-out ;jeen
light that everybody wants.''

The Front Itow
Columnist Rich Marcus told you so. The San

Francisco 49ers ran over the Lambs like a

well-oiled machine Sunday afternoon. Now
Joe Montana and his crew are out to prove that

the Niners are the best team of the decade

—

maybe the best team ever.

See page 43

Athletes of the Week
Birds fly south in the winter, the sun sets in

the West and Daily Bruin Sports chooses

UCLA's best athletes for the past week every

Wednesday. This week, two basketball players

who performed well against the Arizona

ichools are featured.
,

See page 47

Double duty
Running back/spnnter Kevin Williams

(pictured) is one of a select group of athletes

that excels in more than one sport Is basketball

'next? Read "Out of the Pen" and find out what
makes these dual-sport athletes tick.

See page 42

University of. California. Los Angeles

Vol. CXXX, No. 55
Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

Discussion on
sexuai assault

Joan Crear, project director

of the Rosa Parks Sexual
Assault Crisis Center, will be
speaking at UCLA today on
sexual assault in the African-

American community.
Her lecture, sponsored by the

UCLA Center for Afro-Ameri-
can Studies, is entitled, "Sisters,

^^'ve Been Silent Long
Enough: Sexual Assault in the

African-American Communi-
ty."

The event, open to the public,

will take place at noon in 158

Haines Hall.

Inside
UCLA mentor
program starts

Students can help improve
rising drop-out rates among
junior high students.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Getting rich

Reagan-style

Rosie Pegueros contemp-
lates some ways to get rich in

the '90s.

See page 20

Arts & Entertainment

Moon Over
Westwood
Film documenting first

voyages to moon opens at the

Crest tomorrow.

See page 24

Bruins battle

the Bay Area
The UCLA women's basket-

ball team hosts No. 2 Stanford

and Cal, beginning tonight at?

p.m. in Pauley Pavilion.

See page 44
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Language class demand unmet
It is important for students who

begin in fall quarter to continue

studying the language for the

entire year, Lee said.

But for the Spanish department,

larger sections are not effective for

teaching the language, explained

Chairwoman Shirley Arora.

"We have had very large enroll-

ment increases, but we haven't had
increases in funding to match
them," Arora said.

See LANGUAGE, pajge 16

CALPIRGto
get $51,

from USAC

By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

University resources are not

matching burge(Miing enrollment

in foreign language courses/L^
\hett are more interested students

than classes to accommodate
them, according to department

heads.

"Basically, everyone is trying to

adjust to this new demand," said

Robert Martin, assistant dean of

humanities.

Part of the demand comes from
a foreign language requirement

mandating that students entering in

the fall of 1988 complete level

three of one foreign language or

take a placement test, Martin said.

Overall enrollment in East
Asian languages, French and
Spanish first-year courses
increased almost 20 percent during

the first year of the requirement, he
said.

But increased enrollment is

probably also due to an overall

higher interest in foreign lan-

guages, Martin said.

Recent events in Eastern Europe
and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorba-
chev may have sparked interest in

languages such as Russian, he
explained. 'The world is shrinking

and students are interested."

To try to meet the increased

enrollment demands, the East

Asian language department
expanded the size of its Chinese,

Japanese and Korean sections this

quarter, said Chairman Peter Lee.

Sticky situation

MICHAEL HiRSCH

Neal Weiner, a third year political science major, does some fancy stick juggling near
Kerckhoff Patio on Wednesday afternoon.

I

UES site change undecided
Young wants school to remain UCLA^run
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

UCLA still has not decided

whether to move its 107-year-old

elementary school to Santa Moni-
ca, the chancellor said at a press

conference Wednesday.
Chancellor Charles Young has

not committed firmly to moving
the University Elementary School

(UES) to a proposed site five miles

south of its present location on the

northern edge of UCLA.
"I'm looking for a commit-

ment," said Eugene Tucker,
superintendent of the Santa Moni-
ca/Malibu Unified School District.

'The best I'm gelling right now is

'Yes, we're still interested.'
"

UCLA has been considering

moving the experimental laborat-

ory school to the Santa Monica
district since last year to make
more space on campus.

If negotiations go through, the

university would still run and staff

UES, but 80 percent of the lab

school's students would come
from the Santa Monica district.

Tucker said Y\& hfwied Youno

"I think it can be
made to work or I

wouldn't be propo*
sing it."

Charies Young

would make a definite decision by
the end of 1989, but learned

instead that the university was still

exploring legal issues related to the

school.

California education laws may
not allow the school district to give

IJCI-^ ronfml «t I IKS Younc

explained. He is waiting to hear

from the Slate Department of

Education before deciding on the

move.

Over ihe years, UCLA's Gradu-
ate School of Education has tested

experimental teaching techniques

al the Corinnc A. Seeds University

Elementary School. Because it is a

U'ial ground for education theories,

UES is known as a "lab school."

Those opposed to the move —
including UES parents, alumni and
faculty — argue thai UES's
research opportunities would suf-

fer under the proposal.

"I think it can be made to work
or I wouldn't be proposing it,"

Young said.

But about 200 people, including

the chancellor's daughter,
crowded into a Santa Monica
school board room Tuesday night

to tell board members why the

move would not work.

While rain poured outside,

parents and community members
told the school board of problems

with the decision ranging from

budget matters to the length of the

school day.

"(We want) to let the board

know that we as members of the

See UES, page 16

By Greg Hayes

Contributor

Undergraduate government
decided Tuesday to grant CAL-
PIRG $51,000, more than a year

and a half after last year's Council

decided to withhold the money as a

result of contractual disputes.

Originally collected from
registration fees in the 1988-89

school year, the funds were with-

held from the environmental and
consumer lobby group because its

financial audits were late.

An independent arbitrator, hired

by CALPIRG and the student

association, decided in May in

favor of ASUCLA, which termi-

nated CALPIRG 's contract.

The matter has been debated

frequently since, and undergradu-

ate government decided in October

to return the money to CALPIRG
on the condition that a budget
proposal detailing how the funds

wi'l be used specifically at UCLA
be submiued.

However, CALIRG's half-page

proposal was deemed unsatisfac-

tory by council members who
oecided to create a task force to

determine how to disseminate the

$51,000 to worthy programs.

- Because the task force could not

reach a consensus, undergraduate

President John Sarvey disbanded it

and the matter was brought to

council again on Tuesday.

Most officers agreed the issue

had been unresolved for a long

time and should be put to restr-

Acadcmic Affairs Commission-
er Florie Aranovich, who has been

dealing with this matter since last

term, said, "The student body
wanted this money to go to

CALPIRG. It was their choice to

give (the money to it)."

After about an hour of delibera-

tion, council decided 7-0-5 to give

the funds to CALPIRG on the

condition that Sarvey and ASUC-
LA Executive Director Jason Reed
create an agreement between
undergraduate government and
CALPIRG, ensuring that the funds

will be used for legitimate and

well-defined purposes.

Following the decision, Holly

Carrington, chairwoman of CAL-|
PIRG's UCLA chapter, said, "I'm

relieved that the misunderstand-

ings between (council) and CAL-
PIRG have been reconciled."

She thought this decision should

have been made six months ago,

but said she was pleased that the

council ha& renewed itJi failh in the

integrity of CALPIRG, as

evidenced by their decision.
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THURSDAY. JANUARY 18

•Senior Citizens Project, Orientation Meeting,

1:00-2:00, AU 3516
• PREP, Tutor Orientation, 5:00, AU 3517 '

•Women's Resource Center, "About Rape".

3:30-4:30, 2 Dodd
• Prison Coalition, Orientation Meeting .

1:00, AU 3520
• Asian Education Project. Orientation Meetings.

3:00, AU 3508

•Cannpus Events Filrris. 7:00 arxj 9:00, AGB
• PREP, Orientation, 5:00, AU 3517

•SAA, Spring Sing Information Meeting, 7:00,

AU 3525
• Expo Center, Open House, 11:00-3:00, AU A-213
• UBS, The LEK Partr»ershlp Presentation, 7:00.

GSM 2232 A&B

FRIDAY. JANUARY 19
•Senior Citizens Project, 11:00, AU 3520
• Melnitz Movies, "Driving Miss Daisy".

7:30, Melnitz Th»eatre . ^
• Prison Coalition, Orientation Meeting.

1:30, AU 2408

SATURDAY. JANUARY 20
•Women's Resource Center, Self-Defenso

Workshop, 9:00am- 1:00pm, 2 Dodd

SUNDAY. JANUARY 21
• University Catholic Center, Activities Fair.

5:15-7:00, Luthieran Center
• University Catholic Center, Catholic Mass with

Archbishop Roger Mahoney, 7:30pm, Lutheran
Center. 9:30pm. University Catholic Center
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• University Catholic Center, Catholic Mass,

Tuesdays, 12:05pm, AU 3350. Thursdays. 9:30pm,
North Campus Room 20

• Blood Donor Center, January is National

Volunteer Blood Donor Month
•Student Psychological Services. Winter Quarter

Group Offerings

©@MaK]© ATrrKA€70@iM!

rt
• Cultural Affairs, Student Talent Show, Feb

8:00- 10:00pm, Coop
•Alumni Association, Outstanding Student Award*;

Deadline Wednesday, February 7

*• Orientation Counsekx Meetings, beginning
Jdnuary 23

• Student and Campus Life,"The Secret of Your

Success /Confereroe", Saturday, Feb. 3, 9:00am
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To better serve the UCLA community, the
Daily Bruin has developed "DAILY BREWIN'S
which will appear on page two of the Daily
everyday and will comprise a list of events
for the week as well as upcoming attractions

> »i

If you ore interested in having your campus
event listed in the calendar, please call
206-0905 for more information.
Certain requirements apply.

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING THESE
EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISE-
MENTS WITHIN^ BODY OF THE PAPER!

Jurors overcome illness,

McMartin trial resumes
By Linda Deutsch

Associated Press

Jurors in the McMartin preschool molestation trial in Los Angeles

resumed deliberations Wednesday — a day after illness stalled talks —
and the judge immediately gave them a complex answer to a critical

question.

After hearing him explain options open to them while dealing with a

conspiracy charge, Superior Court Judge William Pounders said many of

the jurors were chuckling and shaking their heads as they returned to the

deliberation room.

The jurors, considering a single count of conspiracy which charges

both Raymond Buckey, 31, and his mother, Peggy McMartin Buckey, 63,

said they were confused about whether they could acquit one defendant

and convict the other when {he charge required "an agreement between
two or more persons."

After conferring with lawyers. Pounders told jurors they could convict

just one of the defendants on the charge "if you feel that the defendant

conspired with one or more other persons."

However, he noted the conspiracy count includes eight alleged overt

acts, some of them naming only one defendant. A split verdict, he said,

would require elimination of overt acts alleged against a defendant

acquitted of the charge.

,
Before they entered the courtroom. Pounders told lawyers that

although other alleged co-conspirators are not named in the charge, "the

clear implication of the charge is that it's the five known defendants who
are no longer in the case."

Buckey and his mother were the only defendants required to stand trial

after an 18-month preliminary hearing. Five women teachers who
worked at the McMartin Preschool in Manhattan Beach had charges

against them dismissed. Among those w^e Buckey 's sister, Peggy Ann,
and his grandmother, Virginia McMartin, who founded the prestigious

but now defunct nursery schocrf.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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UCLA students attend Democratic Party meeting
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

In order to show the "old guard" that

political activism^ in youth is alive and
kicking, five UCLA students travelled to the
California Democratic I*arty's Executive
Board Meeting to voice student concerns,
gain knowledge about the political process
and recruit candidates to speak at UCLA.

•*The biggest reason for going was to

make a presence and show that young
people are involved. We are not all apathetic

. . . We want to be recognized as making a
difference," said Alfred Cruz, vice presi-

dent of the finiin I>emocrats.

It is tlreir reputation for making a
difference through door-io-door campaign-
ing and get-out-the-vote drives that gave the
group of students the opportunity to meet
with candidates and discuss their special

interests, explained Bill Kysella, Director of
the UC Lobby.

"In races won by less than a thousand
votes, the number of people you have
getting out the vote really makes the
difference. When Bruin Democrats sent a
dozen people to San Diego (for the recent
Lucy Killea State Senate campaign), that's

Language
professor
mourned
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

An enthusiastic approach to

teaching and concern for minority
students are what colleagues
remember most about Stephen
Peck, a UCLA professor of Portu-

guese who died Jan. 2 after battling

an extended illness.

Pe<Jk %as a role model for

minority students and a symbol of
what was possible to achieve, said

Shirley Arora, chairwoman of the

Spanish and Portuguese depart-

ment where Peck was scheduled to

teach two Portuguese classes this

quarter.

"He was a very, very popular
teacher and an excellent linguist,"

Arora recalled.

Peck, who spoke nine lan-

guages, was "very hard-working,
very creative and very committed
to doing a good job in the area of
Creole languages," said Antonio
Quicoli, who was Peck's graduate
adviser.

The 36-ycar-old professor
taught Portuguese and Spanish and
specialized in Portuguese-based
Creole. He was a graduate student

at UCLA before he became a
professor a year ago.

During his short career. Peck
. published articles and lectured

about Portuguese-based Creole
languages. He studied various

African languages while doing
field work in Guine Bissau in west
Afirica.

"He was just beginning his

career," Quicoli said. "(He) was
very energetic and enthusiastic

about the department. One of the

reasons why we hired him was
because he had a tremendous
rapport with students, especially

with minority students," he said.

Peck enjoyed spending time
with his students and was "really

committed to helping minority

students make it in the university,"

Quicoli said.

In honor of Peck's commitment
to minority students, the Spanish

afid Portuguese department has

established a memorial scholar-

ship fund to aid minority students

who wish to pursue a degree in the

department.

Peck is survived by his wife,

Luciene Vinccnte Pcck^

Message sent that *young people

are involved* in political activism
what wins an election," Kysella explained.

Los Angeles District Attorney Ira Reiner,

who is currently running for Attorney
General, was one of many candidates who
met with the students in an effort to recruit

their support

In his hotel suite, Reiner fielded ques-
tions about his commitment to affirmative

action, district reapportionment, and careers

in politics.

"(The candidates) want the support of the
Bruin Democrats because UCLA has a very
large population. We can distribute infor-

mation about their candidacy and supply a
lot of supporters to help them with their

campaigns," Cruz said.

Because it is in these executive board
meetings that leaders in the Democratic
Party adopt rules and platforms and make
resource allocations for the upcoming
election year, Cruz stressed the importance
of the participation of youth.

'

"Our main goal ... is to get young people
involved in the party and gain political

experience and knowledge. It is very
important t6 go to meetings like this and
learn the structure of the party, what the

county central committees are, how the

platfonns are drawn up and who gets to vote
on them," he said.

Raul Garza, another UCLA student who
made the trip, said he learned a lot about the

inner mechanics of a political party.

Although he observed some specific

caucuses "re-inventing the wheel," with
members forming regional alliances and
bickering over age-old items, Garza was

impressed with the overall progress made.
•The party was very organized, they have

their finances straightened out, they are

spreading the wealth among various efforts,

such as voter registration, and preparing for

pre-primary endorsements," he added.
Although the students have not yet made

any endorsements, they have invited many
candidates to come and speak to the UCLA
community as a whole, Cruz said.

The board meetings give the candidates a
great opportunity to enlist support, Kysella
said. They seek the support of the delegates
in order to get the pre-primary endorsement
and they recruit the youth in the party to help
with the actual campaign.

"Not everybody is a voting member of the

Executive Board," Kysella explained, "but
youth is a resource which the party needs. It

is important that we keep ... the old guard
aware that the democratic party is an
umbrella party which inc4udes the youth.

We went tiSihave our voice heard with the

party."

According to Garza, the "old guard" was
very enthusiastic about the presence of
young people at the meetings. 'They are
kind of surprised, but it's a pleasant
surprise."

One woman who was impressed yet
obviously surprised to hear the students
were at the hotel for the executive board
meeting remarked on how young they
appeared. Garza replied, "well, you only"
have lo be 18 to vote."

Join us

ALBERT SOONOTJaily Bruin

Frestiman Michelle Jotinson asks fellow student l^iguel Guerreo to volunteer for the Student Educational Exposure
Project (SEEP) during Wednesday's Community Service Commission Recruitment Fair.

Stereotypes of Asian women tackled
By Jill Jacobs

mother, Dorothy, and two
brothers, Jonathan and Geoi^e.

Contributor

Asian women enter the '90s still struggling

with stereotypes categorizing them as submis-
sive and not career-oriented, a UCLA psycho-
logist said.

In addition, Asian women face constraints

from their parents, "who may have something
very specific in mind for you,'' UCLA
psychologist Elizabeth Gong-Guy said Tues-
day to a group of Asian women, "and (what
they have in mind) may not be a career."

During an hour-long workshop entitled,

"Making Choices: Asian Women and Educa-
tion in the '90s," Gong-Guy discussed issues

such as academic and career decisions, and
balancing academic and social life.

"For many Asians, especially Asian women,
their eventual choice of a career, and even their

major is highly influenced by their parents,"

Gong-Guy said. Families influence their

children through a value system which often
places physical sciences over liberal arts.

The reasons for this are cultural,^ social and
economic, she said. "Sciences majors are very
pragmatic; you know you'll find a job as a

physician." However, Asian families are wary
of careers in the liberal arts such as law,

because they don't understand the opportuni-
ties available in this country, she said.

"In the entire country of China, there are
fewer than 3,000 lawyers," Gong-Guy said.

"Among Asian families law is not seen as a

legitimate career to pursue, especially for

Asian women."

However, with some Asian families, daught-
ers can get away with almost any major as long
as they have a commitment to finding a
husband — and he better be a doctor or an
engineer," she said.

Balancing romantic relationships and
academics can be su^essful for Asian women,
because Asian women are encouraged to

pursue one or the other but not both. Some
women at the workshop said their parents were
not supportive of their romantic relationships,

and some had not told their parents that <hcy

were involved in one.

Gong-Guy said this is a common dilemma
among Asian women because "for most Asian^

parents, academics comes first, and relation-

ships, if they are seen as legitimate at all, are

mmor.
"A lot of times I find myself making the

relationship secondary because I have so much
to do," said Rania Hu, a senior theater major.
Yet some Asian families may not support

their daughters' academic pursuits because
finding a husband and becoming a housewife is

seen as more important.

Several women at the workshop agreed they
had been victims of stereotypes. Some men
"think that Asian women are submissive,
obedient and loyal," said Diane Song, a junior
psychology major.

Along with that stereotype is the belief that

Asian women are good homcmakcrs but are

not career-oriented, sai^ another woman, who
wished to remain anonymous.

"These stereotypes work against Asian
women if they are trying to get into positions of
power," Gong-Guy said.

To cope with such pressures, a support group
for Asian women will be offered. Beginning
Jan. 30, the group will meet Tuesdays, noon to

1 p.m. 4r 2Ai2r Ackerman Union. More-
information may be obtained from Gong-Guy,
Student Psychological Services at 825-7985.
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World

Troops authorized

to firo upon rioters

MOSCOW — The Kremlin Wednes-
day authorized the thousands of soldiers it

sent 10 the Caucasus to open fire if

necessary on Armenians and Azerbaijanis

fighting in the hills near the disputed

territory of Nagorno-Karabakh.
Thousands of Armenian refugees

poured from the southern republic of
Azerbaijan, many beaten or chased from
their homes by angry mobs. Some blamed
the attacks on Azerbaijanis who earlifef

fled ethnic violence in Armenia.
The death toll rose to 58, mostly

Armenians, and the number of injured to

169 in five days of civil warfare, an
Interior Ministry official said.

Local meat rationing

imposed in Romania
BUCHAREST, Romania — Already

meager meat supplies have become
critical and some communities have
imposed short-term rationing to fight

hoarding by consumers long denied the

bare necessities, a top food official said

Wednesday.
Romanian Radio and government

officials announced, meanwhile, that

trials would begin next week for six top

henchmen of ousted Communist dictator

Nicolae Ceausescu, including the No. 3

man in his government Officials say the

trials will be public and nationally

televised.

Food shortages were widespread in the

last years of Ceausescu 's 24-year tenure

because of a forced export drive aimed at

paying off Romania's muUibillion-dollar

foreign debt
Before Ceausescu's downfall Dec. 22.

each Romanian was restricted to 1.1

pounds of meat a week, and sugar, oil,

eggs and butter also were either rationed

(M* unavailable.

Nation

U.S. trade deficit

up to $10.5 billion

WASHINGTON, ^D.C. — America's
trade deficit Oldened to $10.5 billion in

November, its worst showing in 11

months, as U.S. exports took a tumble

caused in part by a strike at Boeing, the

Commerce E>epartment said Wednesday.
The Commerce Department said that

while imports dipped slightly from an
all-time high set in October, U.S. exports

sales declined even more, falling to their

lowest level sinc^ last March.

As a result, the trade deficit, the

difference between imports and exports,

rose 2.4 percent

The increase, coming on the heels ofan
even worse 20 percent surge in the

October deficit, left private economists

disheartened about the chances for further

improvement in the country's trade

performance any time soon.

U.S. oil production

falls, imports soar

WASHINGTON, D.C. — U.S. crude
oil production last year recorded its

biggest decline ever while oil imports

reached a 10-year high, the American
Petroleum Institute reported Wednesday.
The institute, a trade association of the

major oil companies, also said that

although U.S. oil consumption increased

only slightly, imports rose to 46 percent of

total supplies. That was the second-high-

est level on record.

In releasing the data, Edward H.

Murphy, an API official, said the produc-

tion and import trends were "very

disturbing an^^ should be a focus of

national concern."

The Bush administration has argued

that declining U.S. oil production and

increasing reliance on foreign producers

is undermining national energy security.

State

Hoover panel hears
AIDS suggestions
SAN FRANCISCO — State efforts to

combat the AIDS epidemic are hampered

by a lack of leadership, continuing

discrimination and confusion, a panel

reviewing the issue was told on Wednes-
day.

AIDS is a symptom of a staggering

problem with sexually-transmitted dis-

ease, Conant said, noting a 400 percent

increase in congenital syphilis in Los
Angeles and an epidemic of intravenous

drug use in the nation's inner cities.

The 13-mcmber Little Hoover Com-
mission, appointed by the govemcx' and
Legislator, is probing the state's role in

cowdinating services to deal with the

deadly acquired immune deficiency syn-

drome.

S.F. Giants owner
says he'H move team
SANTA CLARA — Rejected by

hometown voters, the San Francisco

Giants are wooing Santa Clara for a new
ballpark, and owner Bob Lurie says the

South Bay city is the "last hope" to keep
the team in the area.

Lurie, appearing at a packed City

Council meeting Tuesday night, told

several hundred vocal supporters he

wants to move the defending National

League champions to Santa Clara.

Lurie also ended speculation he would
support yet another San Francisco sta-

dium deal and indicated he'll also listen to

offers from other cities across the nation.

Local

Woman dies after

pit iMills attack her
The grandson of an elderly woman

viciously killed by his pit bulls in a
gruesome kitchen attack wants the dogs
destroyed, but authorities Wednesday
said their deaths must await an investiga-

tion.

Maijee Lilly, 70, died Wednesday at

County-USC Medical Center despite six

hours of surgery that included the

amputation of her left arm. The San Diego
woman had been visiting her grandson
when the dogs attacked Tuesday.

"She had puncture wounds on most of
her torso and all the flesh had been eaten

off both arms firom the wrist to the

shoulder," police Lt. Alan Kerstein said.

The dogs gnawed on the woman for about

30 minutes.

Clarence Hubbard, 34, who found his

grandmother on the floor, said he's owned
die 14-month-old pit bull-boxer mixed
lM"eed dogs since they were puppies and
they had never attacked anyone before.

Compiled from the Associated Press

Did you know that ... 1 in 3 women over age 14 in Los Angeles will be the target of an
attempted or completed rape ? s

Responding to dangerous situations with physical self-defense, assertive communication,
or other techniques can increase your safety.

About Rape:
Empowerment ^

Through Awareness

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

"-V TODAY
3:30 - 4:30 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

BUY 2
REGULAR FOOTLONG SUBS

GET ONE FREE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK

OR

SHOW U.C.LA. I.D. AND GET $1.00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

«suBiJuny
GOOD ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA

1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987
EXPIRES 212/90

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATiONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR
*4*

•II

•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN
AQUA. HAZEL. VIOLET. & GRAY

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY
EXTENDED WEAR LENS

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIIVI, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

•Price per lens.Exam, training, lollow up care addilional. Pay only lor materials & services needed.
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STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
WINTER 1990

Student Psychological Services provide individual and group counseling through offices In two locations on the campus. Services are
confidential and free to regularly enrolled student^. The service is staffed by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists
who are familiar with the needs and interests of university students.

SPS/Mid-Campus is located at 4223 Math Sciences Building. 825-0768 or 825-4207. SPS/South Campus Is located at A3-062 Center
for the Health Sciences, 825-7985. For information or appointments call any of the above numbers.

WINTER QUARTER GROUP OFFERINGS (UCLA STUDENTS ONLY)
EATING MANAGEMENT: A variety of techniques designed to control excessive eating will be Introduced in a supportive setting
Members will receive weekly assignments and be encouraged to explore motives underlying excessive eatinq. Tuesdays 3-5 o m
(Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.) / '

r-
•

^^i'^?'^'^*"
EXPLORATION GROUP: An opportunity to share concerns In a group setting which emphasizes understanding yourself

and others, and exploring important issues in personal relationships. Members will be encouraged to examine their Interactions with
each other as well as thdse outside the group. Open to all students. Wednesdays. 3-5 p.m. (Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.)

GAY MEN'S RAP/SUPPORT GROUP: An informal supportive group for gay males who wish to explore issues and feelings related to
gay lifestyle. Facilitated by a psychologist, the group Is offered in conjunction With the Gay and Lesbian Association and will meet in
3517 Ackerman Union. No appointment is necessary - just drop in. Mondays.- 7-8:30 p.m.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Fridays, 1-2:30 p.m. No intake necessary -just drop in. Meetings will be held
in 4207 Math Sciences Building. .

AMAC (ADULTS MOLESTED AS CHILDREN) GROUP: A support group for adults who have been molested as children. A chance to
explore issues and feelings related to current relationships and self-esteem. Tuesdays. 9:15-11 a.m. (Call 825-0768 for intake
appointment.)

HYPNOSIS TO INCREASE SELF-ESTEEM: This group is for students who wish to improve thePr s^lf-image by utilizing hypnosis to
provide growth enhancing Images and suggestions. Wednesdays, 4-5 p.m. (Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.)

RAPE SURVIVOR'S GROUP: Tuesdays, 10-12 noon. (Call 825-7985 for further information.)

CHRONIC ILLNESS SUPPORT GROUP: A group for students experiencing chronic illnesses. Tuesdays, 1 -3 p.m. (Call 825-7985 for
intake appointment.)

WOMEN'S VOICES: A self-help support group for women. Thursdays. 5-6:30 p.m.. 240 Kinsey Hall. Call 825-4207 for further
information.

EATING DISORDERS GROUP: A group to assist persons in dealing with such eating disorders as compulsive undereatinq
compulsive binging and purging, excessive use of cathartics, etc. The group approach is used to counteract the sense of isolation and
to Share expenences with others whose concerns are similar. The format will explore underlying Issues and a behavioral approach to

?^^."9ooV^^^^i;^l^®^^'°"^ ^'" ^® offered: Mondays, 9-1
1 am. (Call 825-7985 for Intake appointment): Mondays. 3-5 p.m

(call 825-0768 for intake appointment). ^ ^

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING: An opportunity to develop assertive skills, to express preferences and feelings comfortably, and to
respond more directly to the preferences of others. Tuesdays, 1-3 p.m. (Call 825-4207 to sign up.)

HIV SPECTRUM GROUP: A group for students with any level of HIV Involvement, including seropositive asymptomatic7ARC and'
AIDS. The group will provide emotional support and a forum for discussion of H IV-related concerns. Strict confidentiality will be
maintained. An intake Interview is required. Wednesdays. 3-4:30 p.m.

ACA (Adult Children of Alcoholics) GROUP: This group Is for students who grew up in families where parents abused alcohol and/or
drugs. We will explore various concerns including: intimacy in relationships; feelings of helplessness and need to control; expressing
anger appropriately and dealing with angry people; depression; and fear of abandonment. Two sessions will be offered: Thursdays
10-12 and 1-3 p.m. (Call 825-4207 for intake appointment.)

LATINA WOMEN'S ISSUES GROUP: Addresses Issues of academic pressure; adaptation to UCLA; family pressures; issues of
Intimacy, etc. Thursdays, 3-5 p.m. This group will meet In Campbell Hall at the Chicano Research Center Conference Room. Just drop
in.

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP: A group for those interested in self-exploration, personal growth and change. This gropup will explore a
range of personal and interpersonal concerns including self-esteem, assertiveness, intimacy and emotional expressiveness with an
intent to help the participant enhance their own sense of personal competence. Tuesdays, 10-12 noon. (Call 825-0768 for intake
appointment.)

DISSERTATION AND THESIS SUPPORT GROUP: Three sessions will be offered: Tuesdays. 3-5 p.m.; Thursdays 3-5 p m •

Fridays. 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.; (Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.)
'

LESBIAN PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP: Mondays. 1:30-3 p.m. Call 825-4207 for futher Information.

THE STRESS CLINIC
The Stress Clinic offers a variety of groups and workshops throughout the quarter, each focused on different strategies and concerns
related to reducing excessive stress. This quarter's groups include:

Reducing Academic/Performance Anxiety
(for undergrads - Tuesdays, 11-12:30 p.m. and Thursdays, 1-2:30 p.m.;
for grad students - Mondays, 10-11:30 a.m.)

Reducing Bodily Symptoms of Stress
(Tuesdays, 1-2:30 p.m.)

Stress Management Through Self-Hypnosis
(Thursdays, 11-12 noon)

Reducing Stress Through Positive Self-Talk
(Mondays, 1-2:30 p.m.)

Relaxation Training Workshops
(Mondays, 3-4:30 p.m.)

Biofeedback Labs
(Thursdays. 3-4:30 p.m.)

JEoparticipate in any of these Stress Ciinic groups call 825-4207 orcome l>y SPS Mid-Campus for additional information and to signAop^
for the group of your choice. .^-=-^ =- —

^^

J

* *
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New pro^m aims to lower junior liigli drop out rates
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

The UCLA Community Resource Center

(CRC) and California Campus Compact
Organization has started Partners in Learn-

ing, a mentorship program to help reduce

junior high school drop out rates.

The mentorship program will address the

needs of sixth graders "at-risk" (of dropping
out of school) to help them make a

successful transition into junior high, said

program coordinator Ellana Schwartz.

In the 1986-87 school year, 7.4 percent of
junior high school students dropped out of

school, according to the Dropout Prevention
Office of the Los Angeles Unified School

District (LAUSD).

The California Campus Compact organi-

zation is part of the National Campus
Compact organization, a coalition of 225
presidents and chancellors nationwide

committed to creating community service

opportunities for college students.

Since October 1988 the CRC has

provided volunteer opportunities to students

'Partners in Learning'

students with mentors
and coordinated UCLA's participation in

the California Campus Compact, said

Chuck Supple, director of the CRC and the

California Campus Compact.
"The mentors will provide tutoring,

participate in recreaticMial activities, and
basically just be there for them to provide

emotional support," Supple said.

The Mentor Program

*The change from grammer school to

junior high is a critical time in a child's

educational career," Schwartz said. Chil-

dren need to learn how to budget time and
make educational choices such as choosing
which classes to take.

"We would like to help them make
positive choices, especially where gangs
and choosing friends are concerned,"
Schwartz said. A mentor can help a child's

self-esteem, set a positive example and help

them understand the benefits of school.

will provide at-risk

for tutoring, support
Chidren are "at-risk" often because of

socio-economic background, pocx* atten-

dance and behaviorial problems, said

Virginia Martinez, assistant director of the

CRC and director of the mentorship

program.

Also, many "at-risk" children come from

families that do not have a long-standing

history of pursuing academia," Martinez

said. The parents may care about their

child's education, but the child has no role

models. Mentors can be these educational

models.

'The mentors will choose how they relate

to the students," Schwartz said. Many of

these children watch a lot of televisi(Mi and
they need someone to spend time talking

with them and teaching them to express

themselves and develop social skills.

"We are looking for students who like to

work with children and would like to

provide guidance and friendship," Schwartz

said. "We would like to have hundreds of

mentors and to be able to provide a mentor
for every "at-risk" sixth grader in the

LAUSD."

This program can be useful in helping

students decide whether they want to pursue

a career in sociology, psychology, and other

social services professions, Schwartz said.

Also, mentors will get a sense of personal

satisfaction for having helped these children

and will gain a sense of the extent of social

problems in Los Angeles.

Although the program is in its initial

stages of development, "we hope that in a

year's time, we can see a full development
and implementation of this program,"
Schwartz said.

"Our focus is to have a multi-institutional

effort on this program," Martinez said. USC
and California State Universities at Los
Angeles and Dominguez Hills have joined

UCXA in setting up ment(M^ip programs
throughout the LAUSD.

"We just cannot live in a vacuum
anymore in today's society," Schwartz said.

SERVING
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Change in preferential enrollment policy opposed
By Greg Hayet
Contributor

Three undergraduate officers on Tuesday
expressed concern about how the Academic
Senate's proposed change in the preferen-

tial enrollment policy may affect student

retention.

The officers sent a letter to Academic
Senate Chairman Sidney Roberts detailing

their dissatisfaction with the Council of

Three undergraduate officers express

iction wi
Educational Prpgams* vote to eliminate
preferential enroUmenL

"(It) should be used not as a reward, but
as a tool," they wrote, to assist students who
are in academic difficulty, are at high risk

vote on proposal
for dropping out or who need to assure

themselves of certain classes because of
special circumstances.

The Acedemic Senate is looking into the

matter more closely and discussing it with

1 •

the administration, Roberts said last week.
The officers requested the faculty body to

allow Academic Advancement Program
students, students on academic probation
and students with disabilities to continue to

be offered preferential enrollment
Undergraduate President John Sarvey,

Academic Affairs Commissioner Floric

Aranovich and Financial Supports Com-
missioner Sam Kaufman signed the letter

jointly.
'
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ESn 3nCl niGGtl 'Dinner with 12 Strangers' links students, alumni and faculty
By Jill Jacobs t

Contributor

The possibilities can be endless

when meeting 11 people for the

first time.

Perhaps a vital career connec-

tion is among these people, or

maybe a future spouse. "Dinner for

12 Strangers," sponsored by the

Student Alumni Association
(SAA), provides opportunity to

dine with UCLA students, alumni.

staff and faculty — for free.

The program is credited with a

numbe*" of maniples, Annette Yu,

Assistant Director of Student/

Alumni Relations said. "We had

one host who married a guest We
know this because the next year the

couple signed up to host as a 'Mr.

and Mrs.'
"

And in one instance, a student

was offered a job from his alumni

host.

"Dinner for 12 Strangers," now

in its 21st year, matches up
members of the UCLA community
who do not know each other for a

dinner at a UCLA alumnus' home.
"I think it's a great program in

what it offers students," "Dinner

for 12 Strangers" Executive

Director Katie Zeich said. "It's a

good way to meet people, make
contacts, and get a free meal."

Many people participate in- the

program to make academic or

professional contacts, she said. "I

did it just to meet people."

What originally began as three

dinners between alumni, faculty

and students has grown to a project

involving 1,400 to 1,600 people a

year.

Potential participants fill out an

application, and from the informa-

tion provided, the "Dinner for 12

Strangers" staff arranges the guest

list for each dinner. Participants

are matched up by common inter-

ests. The staff tries to accommo-

date all applicants, but some may
be turned away due to space

constraints.'

Prior to the dinners, participants

are sent lists of the people they will

be dining with and an R.S.V.P.

note to send to their host

After that, participants need

only show up for the dinner. The
"12 Strangers" usually include

three alumni, three faculty mem-

See DINNER, page 16
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Hey! Have you wondered where quality exists at U.C.L.A..^

Answer!

THE UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER
January 21

Activities Fair 5:15-7:00 pm Lutheran Center
(Strathmore & Gayley)

* Qualit}^ people
* FREE PIZZA/music
* Info on Bible Study, Social Justice,

Intramurals, Graduate Students Assoc,
Newman Club (for undergrads), retreats

Mass with Archbishop Roger Mahoney -

7:30 pm Lutheran Center
9:30 pm University Catholic Community

840 Hilgard
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Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment Program

Problem:

Solution:

There is an increasing number of high school
dropouts and a decreasing number of those
admitted to college in the Pilipino Community. This

is due to low motivation, cultural and language
barriers and the increasing gang problem.

Help the youth overcome culture shock and
language barriers with tutorial programs and
increase their motivation through big brother/
big sister relationships and lastly, educate
them of their rights and the opportunities out
there, hopefully Increasing their drive to seek
higher education.

Please volunteer your free time to ttelp
tutor at Virgil Jr. High on MorKlays and
Thursdays from 2:30-5:30pnr). We meet
and leave from tt>e LOT 6 turnaround
at 2:30pm. If you can nrxike it, please
come!

Interested tutors conr^ to one of our
tutor orientations on Ttiursday, 5pm in

AU 3517.

For more information

go to Kerckhoff 409,

or coll 206-5999 and
ask for PREP. Helping to build a better tomorrow

Funded by CAC ofPAB ~ '^
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1001 Gayley Avenue
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corner of Gayley & Weyburn
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?ood with other offer. Offer good at Westwood store only.

>ffer expires 2/15/1990.
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State legislatures • I n to convene 1990 sessions
By Mitchell Landsberg

Associated Pre^

Dozens of state legislatures are in the

position of a supermarket shop^r with a

full cart and an empty walleL

E>eclining tax revenues have made budget
problems the top issue facing at least 20
states this year — and among the major
issues in most other states — even as they

are pressed by such weighty matters as

abortion, drug abuse, education and the

environment.

Plunge in tax revenues will make budget

problems the top issue on some agendas

All but a few smaller states will hold 1990
legislative sessions, most beginning this

month or next
Some states, particularly in the North-

west, have managed to avoid fiscal pitfalls,

but most have fallen victim to an unex-
pected plunge in tax revenues.

The most desperate states are in the

Northeast, where lawmakers are trying to

bail out of potential deficits that include

$1.5 billion in New York, $500 million in

Massachusetts, $400 million in Connecti-

cut, $80 milUon in New Hampshire, $67
million in Maine and $30 million in

Maryland.

Notheastem governors have proposed:

raising taxes in Massachusetts, canceling a

lax cut in New York, raising "sin taxes" in

New Hampshire and imposing a junk food

"snack tax'* in Maryland.

'The Northeast is far and away in the

worst shape of any region," said Maicia
Howard, research directcx' for the National

Association of State Budget OfTicers. "I

can't think of another state that ir. in as bad
shape as any of the states in New England."

PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

Hairstyling by a
Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

479-9325
473-0066

LONDON
CLEANERS
We$twood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not V.ilid With Othfi Otkts
txpiit's 2/2/90

^

PRESENTS

FILMS ABOUT SEX, SCRUPLES, & TRASH CANS

\mmm 9:00 PM

7:00 PM HM/£
iT

TONIGHT. AGB. $1.50 COVERS IT.

#. Apple

DID YOU
WANT RED
VINES ON
THAT
PIZZA?
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EXPO CENTER
OPEN HOUSE

First Lieutenant

Trent Blackson

(21 3) 294-3736

Wed., Jan. 17th

11:00 " Leadership America

12:00 - National Internships

Summer '90 - Wash. D.C.,

5 San Francisco, New York,
. Sacramento, Los Angeles

1:00 ' Semester at Sea
Jeanne Kelley

2:00 ' Study Abroad, Work
Abroad,
Teaching English in

Japan

3:00 ' AIESEC

Thurs., Jan. 18th

11:00 ' Westwood Rotary
Scholarship - Lee Walker

12:00 ' Study Afroad, Work
Abroad,
Teaching English in Japan

1:00 ' LACC ' Study Abroad
Mary E. Eckhert

2:00 - AIESEC

3:00 ' National Internships

Summer '90 - Wash, D.C.,
San Francisco, New York,
Sacramento, Los Angeles

ALL MEETINGS HELD AT THE EXPO CENTER
A'213 Ackerman Union

-;r-t-
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Andy Cr Tony
invite you

toJoin them in

L^bt-Heartcd
Roman Style Dining

(213) 474-0102

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • COCiCTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 VV PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGEIXS

^

SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contacts includes care kit*

Follow up
Extended, Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes.. ..$11 9 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 mos.)

$109-set

Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soft Contacts With Your Prescription

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7lh St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

CUT COUPONS
NOT CLASS.

Westwood
1077 Broxton Ave. 208-5070

Pico/Westwood
10982 W. Pico Blvd. 474-1034

11819 Wilshire Blvd., Brentwood -
478-0028

Featuring

Leader of the Pack" Burgers, "Hot Diggety Dogs" and
Numero Uno Pizza.

Show your UCLA ID for free wirw or beer with any meal' '

LARGE PIZZA

FOR A MEDIUM
CHARGE

Valid for dine-in or take-out.

Not valid with any other

coupon or discount.

Valid through 1-24-90

(nvmebovno)

LARGE PIZZA

(with one topping)

& TWO SALADS $8.95

I
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II
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II

Valid for dine-in or tal<e-out.

Not valid with any other

coupon Of discount.

Valid through 1-24-90

(numero uwo)

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J
Limit one gloss per customer per purchase. 21 years or older.

Alterrjotive beverage upon request. Dine-In only.

Breakthrough might
lead to retinal cures
By Sandra Hernandez

Contributor

UCLA researchers have isolated a gene in mice that causes vision loss

— a breakthrough that could eventually lead to a cure for some retinal

diseases in humans.

Researchers repcvted their fmdings last month, after observing that

mice affected by a certain gene suffered consequences similar to humans
who have retinitis pigmentosa.

Retinitis pigmentosa is a group of retinal diseases characterized by
night blindness and loss of peripheral vision in humans.
The retina, a thin tissue that lines the eyeball and responds to light

begins to degenerate as photoreceptor cells, rods and cones responsible

for perceiving light are lost, said Dr. Debora Farber, head ofthe UCLA
research team and professor of ophthahnology at the UCLA School of
Medicine.

And similar behavior is seen in mice affected by the retinal

degeneration gene. Farter said.

Farber's research team has isolated a complementary DNA, which is a
small piece of DNA that corresponds to the defective gene, responsible

fcM- the degeneration of the retina in mice.

By isolating the complementary DNA, the change in the genetic

material of the mice could be compared to the genetic material in normal
mice, Farber said. The researchers found that the blind mice w^e
receiving the wrong g^etic information.

The retinas of blind mice appear normal at birth but abnormalities

begin to appear as the retinal cells differentiate. About IS days after birth,

the mice had lost 50 percent of their photoreceptor cells. After three

weeks, the mice were totally blind.

UCLA researchers have detected signs of retinal degeneration before
birth, Farber said.

The research team hopes to discover what is responsible for the

mutation, and then replace the defective gene by placing the normal gene

in the eggs of mutant mice, Farber said. This will shed light on the origin

of the hereditary retinal disease in mice, she added.

Farber has studied retinal diseases in mice for many years and hopes to

continue research into retinal pigmentosa to determine if a similar defect

is present in humans with retinal diseases.

The research was conducted at the Jules Stein Eye Institute and funded
by the Retinal Pigmentosa Foundation Fighting Blindness, The National
Eye Institute of the National Institute of Health and the George Gund
Foundation.

Cranston hotly denies
guilt in Lincoln scandal
By Jacic Schreibman
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Sen.

Alan Cranston, in the worst crisis

of his political career, said Wed-
nesday that former U.S. bank chief

Edwin Gray was a "Hitlerian** liar

and the top source for accusations

that he intervened with disastrous

fiscal effect for the Lincoln Sav-

ings & Loan.

**I come before you bloodied but

unbowed,** the 21-year Senate
veteran told a crowd of rqx>rters.

"I assure you I've only now begun
to fight," he added, scoffing over

"ghouls** he said want to succeed
him in 1992.

In a three-city media blitz taking

him half the length of California,

Cranston denied repeatedly that he
did anything improper in the

Lincoln scandal, which could end
up costing $2 billion in a tax-

funded bailout

San Francisco is Cranston's
political bast, where a San Fran-
cisco Examiner poll Sunday found
opinion 2-1 against the senator

who has won overwhelming mar-
gins in his four previous U.S.
Senate campaigns.

Cranston received $850,000, of
a reported total of $1.5 million for

campaign contributions and otiier

causes, that he and four other

senators got from Phoenix million-

aire Charles H. Keating Jr., chief

executive of the failed savings and
loan.

The senator accused Gray, who
served as the chairman of the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board
under President Reagan, of being

the "key source** of accusations

that Cr^ton and other senators

met with Gray in April 1987 to

delay action against Lincoln.
**.

. . The time has come to blow
the whistle on Ed Gray and expose
the methods and motives behind

his media drumbeat of vitupera-

tion, distortions and outright Ues,**

said Cranston.

"(Gray) knows he can tell just

about any kind of lies about a
politician these days and be
believed, especially if he repeats

those lies over and over in the

*Hitlerian' technique of the big

Ue.**

Cranston labeled Gray "a self-

incriminating liar who says one
thing to the press and the exact

opposite under oath.**

The oath reference was to

testimony Gray gave before the

House Banking, Finance and.
Urban Affairs Committee hearing

last November.

Gray was vacationing some-
where in Spain Wednesday and,

according to his office at Chase
Federal Savings in Miami, Fla.,

unavailable for comment

Cranston said, "What I basically

did was ask him (Gray) why it was
taking so long to come to a

decision (about Lincoln) , because

a delay was creating uncertainties

and hardships for many California

constituents, not just Charles

Keating. 'Lincoln employed 800
Califomians and had over 200,000
California investors ... it was not

an improper meeting.**

Cranston said he isn*t sure even
now that Lincoln should have been
closed down because reputable

individuals and an "internal review
board of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board itself said Lincoln was
solvent and that Lincoln was being
dealt with unpfoperly by thc~
(federal) regulaton.**
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Oat bran might not
reduce cholesterol
By Daniel 0. Haney
Associated Press

BOSTON— Contrary to cereal ads and popular belief, oat bran does
not lower cholesefrol levels, according to a study that challenges one of
the biggest food crazes of the 1980s.

Critics woe skeptical of the findings.

Tfi^ liew research concluded that people who eat lots of oat bran do
indeed have less cholesterol in their blood, not because of any special

powers of oat bran but because they eat less saturated fat and cholesterol.

"There really isn't any cholesterol-lowering property in oat bran," said

Dr. Frank M. Sacks, a co-author of the study. "Oat bran pretty much does
the same as other cereal products.**

Oat bran has been promoted as a health food largely because it is rich in

soluble fiber. Several studies have suggested that this kind of fiber

somehow removes cholest»t)l from the body.
But this latest study concluded that people's cholesterol levels dropped

just as much when they ate food made with low-fiber white flour and
Cream of Wheat as it did with heavy intake of oat bran, because fat con-
sumption went down.

High amounts of saturated fat and cholesterol in the diet can raise

blood cholesterol levels, leading to heart disease. But when people eat

lots of grain products, they may be too full to eat their usual amounts of
fatty food.

The researchers said the lower fat and cholesterol consuniption, not

high fiber intake, entirely explained the drop in cholesterol seen in their

study.

The study, conducted on 20 volunteers, most of them hospital

dietitians, was directed by dietitian Janis F. Swain at Brigham and
Women's Hospital in Boston. It was published in Thursday's New
England Journal of Medicine.

The volunteers ate seemingly identical muffins, meat loaf and
casseroles for two six-week periods. During one period, the foods

contained 100 grams, or 3'/j ounces, of oat bran per day, while during the

other it contained that much white flour or Cream of Wheal as a control.

The foods contained 800 to 1,000 calories a day. The volunteers could

eat whatever else they wanted but had to keep track of what they ate and
how much.

On both the oat and non-oat regimens, their cholesterol levels were

about 7 percent lower than before they went on the diets. Before the diets,

they were eating 12 percent of their daily calories in the form of saturated

fat This fell to 10 percent while on the high-fiber diet and 9 percent on the

k)w-fiber diet Consumption of cholesterol dropped by one-third.

Using dietitians as test subjects meant the researchers had a healthy

group who already largely followed recommended diets. Their

cholesterol levels averaged 186.

Among the reports most widely cited in favor of oat bran was a study

conducted by dietitian Linda Van Horn at Northwestern University. It

found that substituting oat bran for other carbohydrates in the diet

lowered blood cholesterol levels by 3 percent

Her study attempted to keep fat consumption constant and she said the

latest work does not shake her conviction that oat bran and other forms of

soluble fiber can lower cholesterol.

"With their small sample size and without the dietary control

necessary to monitor the situation, I don't know what this means," she

said.

At Quaker Oats Co., which stresses oat bran's benefits in its cereal ads,

research scientist Fred Shinnick said the group studied was too small amh
healthy to show a pronounced effect of oat bran.
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Sisterhood Bookstore

(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

^mom
y

BOOK BON

JANUARY 31
This is not a game and there are no gimmicics. The Book
Bonus Program was developed by students who know first-hand

how difficult it can be to finance a college education In addition to

your tuition and living costs, you have the expense of textbooks.

APS/Lecture Notes, and any other general books, reference books,
and magazines you may want or need to purchase.

To help you control these costs, ASUCLA has reserved a fund of

over $500,000 to be distributed among Book Bonus participants.

Anyone who makes their books, APS/Lecture Notes
and magazine purchases during the quarterly f^ li,\[ ^
eligibility periods can participate in the \^ •-^ J! -• /^
Book Bonus Program and receive a share .^^i ^%^^^
of this money The amount you receive '

^

will be based on the sum of your

purchases during the coming academic
year, and the total number of people who
participate in the Book Bonus Program.

Depending on the amount of your

purchases, you can receive as much as "^ Si •^
$100.00 or more at the end of the year Here's how you do it!.!

• -^^^^
fJV

'^7A'*

\0< Anyone who buys my books (not just textbooks), APS/
Lecture Notes, and/or magazines during any or all of the

rni 1 nW THESEX ^^^ aligibillty periods is eligible for a Bonus. Special
rULLUii' 1" ^ colored receipt tape from the cash registers at the

beginning of each quarter will remind you that your

purchases are eligible for a Bonus.

yi Save all your colored receipts until you are sure you
will be keeping your books.

SIMPLE STEPS.

•r

A Once you are sure you will be keeping your books, fill out
a Book Bonus envelope (envelope boxes are located at Ackerman, Lu Valla,
and Health Science Stores), and drop it Into the Bonus box.

A" If you forget to turn in your receipts this quarter - keep ,«^^Tw^
them. You can turn them in the following quarter.

1^ At tiM Mid of the acMltiiilc year (early June)

yo«r bMn will be naiiMl to yoii.

1^ Watch the Daily Bruin for Book Bonus Ads wtiich

will contain information about the program, Including

eligibility dates and envelope deadlines.
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WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

J":

y

Question:

How can you
reach 58,200
people daily?

TJJK ITI.A AIA'AIXl ASSOCMATIOX amiouiuvs

~. THE 1990
OUTSTANDING SENIOR
^ AND

OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE STUDENT

AWARDS
Kccipicms are pi'cscMUed with a Life Mc'nil)C'i-shi|)

in tlu' rCLA Alumni Association and aro (Icsioi^atcd as
Chancellor's Mai'shals at thoii- comincMiccnicnt ccronionic

To hv cli.uihlc. candidates must e.\})ect to receixc a
haclielor's. graduate or professional d(\oree m I^\ill 19S9.
Winter U)f)(). Sprin^u U)9(). or Summer U)^)().

Nomination foi'ms are available at the .Jame> West
Alumni CV^nter and other campus locations. Foi- more
information, call the Alumni Awards office at
(213) 206-0684.

DE.\DLINE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1990

UCLAIumni

Wed Jan 17

Thurs Jan 18

Fri Jan 19

\)tv

ORIENTATION
3-4 pm Ackerman 2410
'1-2 pm Ackerman 3516

11-12 pm Ackerman 3520

'\^^i\ we are

^ ,ge of hope!

We Visit Retirementj

Convalescent Homes in Santa

IVIonica Providing Companionship

througii Conversation, Craft-malting,

Parties and Entertainment!

Site Visits-Sundays 1:30-3:30 pm
funded by Board of Directors/USAG Programrmng Committee-^-
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Governor blasts suit
Calls litigation

against new LA.
prison ^frivolous^

By Louinn Lota -

Associated Press

Gov. George Eteukmejian on
Wednesday i^essed Los Angeles
to give up a lawsuit seeking to

block construction of a state

jxison, saying criminals are the

city's "principal export*' and.

should serve time here. .

He called the legal action a
"frivolous, delaying tactic."

Co-plaintiffs in the suit include

City Council jnembers Gloria
Molina and Richard Alatorre,

Assemblywoman Lucille Roybal-
AUard, D-Los Angeles, and state

Sen. Art Torres, D-Los Angeles.

Molina was attending a political

ethics reform conference and was
unavailable for comment Tele-
phone messages left during busi-

ness hours with Alatorre and
Roybal-AUard were not immedi-
ately returned.

In a downtown news confer-
ence, the Republican urged the

nation's second largest city to drop
a lawsuit filed Jan. 11 by City
Attorney James Hahn. Hahn
alleges the location discriminates

against minorities in the area.

Hahn's press deputy Mike
Quails referred questions to Moli-
na, saying there was no immediate
comment from the city attorney.

Deukmejian said the lawsuit

showed Los Angeles' attitude of
"not in my back yard." But he
noted a majority of criminals come
from the Los Angeles area.

"Forty percent of convicted
felons come from your back yard,"
he said, adding that criminals were
the area's "principal export"
The planned 1 ,450-bed prison in

a largely Latino, heavily Demo-
cratic part of the city goes hand in

hand with a proposed state prison

on county-owned land in Lancas-
ter, a mostly Republican area 60
miles norih of downtown.
The county Board of Supervi-

sors voted last Thursday to sue the

state I>epartment of Corrections

over the $200 million, 2,200-bed
Lancaster site, saying the facility

should be built in the Hungry
Valley near Gorman instead.

The Los Angeles complaint
contends a $147 million prison on
a 20-acre site just east of down-
town would have a "severe adverse

social, economic and environ-

mental effect on residents,

businesses and the city itself."

The city's action contends that

more than 14,000 inmates reside in

correctional facilities within a
five-mile radiutf'of the site. That
convict population would grow to

nearly 20,000 with a new prison.

In addition, about 23,000 stu-

dents attend 34 schools within a
two-mile radius of the site, the

lawsuit notes.

Deukmejian's comments come
as no surprise, said Peter Blacks-

haw, press secretary to Torres.

"The negative environmental,

social and economic impact of the

I»ison is simply too great to be
ignored," Blackshaw said. "Sena-

tor Tonres will continue doing
everything possible to prevent the

placement of this prison in East

Los Angeles, which already has its

fair share of prison and detention

facilities.

*The governor's comments will

not deter conrmiunity leaders . .

.

from the litigation.**

Jhe governor said he is doing
his part to fight the war on crime,

drugs and gang violence by
expanding his budget to include a
more money to fight the problems.
He estimated that $68 million

would be spent in Los Angeles
County alone.

"In order to try to keep South-
land con\munities safe from crime
and drugs. I'm calling for the city

of Los Angeles to drop its lawsuit

on the prison," he said.

Deukmejian challenged skq>-

tics to tour areas such as Susanville

and Fblsom where prisons are

operated. He pointed to the hun-
dreds of new jobs the prisons

generate, saying the Los Angeles
facility would be an economic
boon.

Legislator blamed for

writing deceitful letters
By Doug Willis

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO— An attorney defending Assemblyman John Lewis
against charges of forging Ronald Reagan's name on campaign letters

Itold an appellate court Wednesday that Lewis wrote "admittedly
deceitful letters" but didn't violate California's forgery statute.

Lewis, a 36-year-old Republican from Orange, was indicted by a
Sacramento County grand jury on charges that in 1986 he defrauded
voters by overseeing and approving the mailing of 480,000 letters to

voters in six slate Assembly districts bearing the unauthorized signature
of then-President Reagan endorsing the Republican candidate in each
race.

Five of the letters were strictly laudatory endorsements of the GOP
candidate, but in one district the letters bearing Reagan's unauthorized
signature asserted that Democratic incumbent Dick Royd of Hawthorne
"chose to give in to the powerful drug industry" on legislation. Floyd was
re-elected despite the llth-hour mailing.

In 40 minutes of oral arguments before a three-judge panel of the 3rd
District Court defense attorney Clyde Blackmon and Deputy Attorney
General Scott Thorpe sparred over the intent of drafts of the state's

forgery law enacted by the California Legislature in 1850, 1872 and
1905.

The key issue the appellate court must decide is whether California's
forgery statute is limited to cases of monetary or property fraud, or if it

can be applied to political mailings.

The great majority of the language of the statute under which Lewis
was charged last February describes various kinds of monetary
agreements, but its concluding phrases declare that it a felony to falsely
sign another person's name "with intent to prejudice, damage or defraud
any person."

Arguing for dismissal of the charges against Lewis, Blackmon
contended that the six campaign letters on which Lewis is accused of
forging Reagan's name "are admittedly deceitful letters, but did they

-havclhe capacity to defraud" since there was no monetary impact on leei--
pients of the letters?

Bush offers preview
^State' speech includes peace agenda
By Tom Raum
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President Bush is offering sneak previews
of his maiden State of the Union address in speeches and appearances
around the countty that seek to highlight his agenda for "a world at
peace."

Bush has been laying down the basic themes that aides say he will
sound in the annual presidential speech to a joint House-Senate session
on the evening of Jan. 31.

He highlighted key domestic priorities— strengthening the Clean Air
Act, a lower capital gains tax, the war on drugs and crime, education and
an overhaul of farm programs — in a kickoff speech last week to the
American Farm Bureau in Orlando, Fla.

A few days later. Bush's address to the Cincinnati Chamber of
Commerce laid down his basic defense position: he would not "naively
cut the muscle out ofour defense posttire" despite a relaxation of tensions
in Eastern Europe.
Bush said Congress shouldn't expect a "peace dividend" as some

Democrats have urged, in which military savings can be diverted directly
into domestic programs.
The president is to' further outline his agenda for 1990 in a speech on

Friday to the National Association of Homebuilders in Orlando.
He also has been staging events to bolster selected parts of his program— for instance, Tuesday's unannounced visit with Housing Secretary

Jack Kemp to a public housing development to push his war on drugs and
his proposal to make it easier for public housing ]:esidents to buy their
dwellings.

The president today was spoUighting his anti-crime program at a
luncheon with law enforcement agencies.
And, he has clearly set the stage for confrontations with the

Democratk-led Congress.

Although he has vowed to repeat the offer ofan extended hand to Con-
gress, made in his inaugural last year, the president complained in
Oriando about Democratic "demagogues" who oppose his capital gains
cut

And he told the Chamber ofCommerce in Cincinnati that many of his
first-year programs remain "bogged down in the jungles of Capitol Hill."
Bush also has saluted developments in Eastern Europe, praised U.S.

troops who fought in Panama, talked about the "daybreak of a new
decade" and reveled over "the opporttinity and optimism of a world at
peace."

Bush's speeches leading up to the State of the Union address are large-
ly focusing on "the issues that remain unfinished in some cases from last

year's legislative session," said White House communications director
David Dcmarest But the State of the Union is likely to be more for-

ward-looking and expressed in more lofty language.

Fhrank tries to reclaim

image during probe
By John Diamond
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Amid
a veil of secrecy surrounding his

House ethics committee investi-

gation. Rep. Barney Frank is

putting out word that he is confi-

dent his public career can survive

intact

No information is expected
from the committee on its probe of
Frank's involvement with a male
prostitute until at least Jan. 23,

when Congress returns from its

holiday break. There may be more
fuel added when Penthouse maga-
zine publishes an interview next
month with prostitute Stephen
Gobie, who had a relationship with
Frank.

In the meantime, Frank, D-
Mass., has kept up his work pace
on Capitol Hill. Frank has led a
Democratic move to cut defense
spending and shift the funds into

deficit reduction and domestic
programs. President Bush singled

Frank out at a recent bill-signing

ceremony for his wcxrk on housing
legislation.

"If you're being complimented
by the president you must be doing
something right" said Rep. Joseph
Moakley, D-Mass.
And in his district, no well-

known figures have emerged to

challenge Frank for re-election

and a fundraising effort for the

incumbent is generating a healthy

take.

"Barney Frank has weathered
the storm," said Lanry Rasky, a

Democratic consultant in Boston.

**The whole incident has almost

become a non-issue."

But Massachusetts Republican

Executive Secretary Alexander
Tennant said, "Barney Frank is

hoping that this whole sittiation

will just go away."
Tennant acknowledges theGOP

has had a hard time coming up with

viable opponents for Frank but

insists, "his credibility has been
irreparably damaged."
With some lapses, Frank has not

commented at length on Gobie
since the scandal broke last sum-
mer.

"I won't discuss it" he said

recently when asked about the

case. "I'm not going to contribute

to a non-story."

When the story broke in August
with Gobie's revelations in The
Washington Times, Frank seri-

ously considered ending his politi-

cal career. He still hasn't decided

whether to seek a sixth term,

saying he wants to wait until the

ethics committee verdict is in.

The ethics committee voted in

September to investigate Gobie's
allegations that he operated a sex-

for-hire business out of FYank's

Capitol Hill apartment with

Frank's knowledge.

Frank admits he paid Gobie $80
in 1985 for sex and later hired

Gobie with personal funds as a

housekeeper and driver. But he
says he dismissed Gobie in August
1987 when he learned Gobie was
using his apartment for prostitti-

tion.

Frank has denied other specific

allegations. When Gobie charged

in another Washington Times
story that he and Frank had sex in

the House gymnasium, Frank
called the story a "vicious, crazy

set of lies."
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Answer:

Advertise In

the
Daily Bruin .

825-2161

BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL u

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES ^

A - Alex^ Brown & Sons
INCORPORATED

The Leading Investment Bank For
Emerging Growth And Technology Companies

Alex. Brown & Sons Incorporated is now interviewing
-a limited number of highly motivated candidates for the position of

Financial Anal y.s^

in the Corporate Finance/Mergers and Acquisition Department
of the San Francisco Office

A brochure outlining Alex. Brown's Financial Analyst program is available
at the Career Placement Center

To Be Considered
please send a cover & resume to:

- Lisa Camel
Alex. Brown & Sons Incorporated

345 California St.

24th Floor
San Francisco, CA. 94104

For further information contact:

. . Lauren LoFrisco

(415) 544-2848
or

(800) 334-2640

-ESTABLISHED 1800. AMERICA'S OLDEST NAME IN INVESTMENT BANKING
MEMBERS: NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE INC. AND OTHER EXCHANGES

Apply to become a .

1990 UCLA
ORIENTATION COUNSELOR
Interested students should attend one of these information meetings:

Tuesday, January 23, 1:00 pm
Haines 220

Wednesday, January 24, 1 :00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

Wednesday, January 24, 7:00 pm
GSM 1246

Thursday, January 25, 3:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

Monday, January 29, 1:00 pm
North Campus, Room 22

Applications will be available at the above meetings.
Applicants must be currently enrolled, have completed at
least one year of college work (not necessarily at UCLA,
but with sophomore standing), and have a preferred
minimum 2.50 GPA.

For questions please call the Orientation Program office
at 206-6685. —— '

^
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AN IN WESTWOOD!
2 Blocks from UCLA

$15 for ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING!

(Plus maintenance)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon.

front I ^1 I

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between Kinros* and Undhnx^)

7^^" 824-2826
o/r«rexplre> 1130190
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CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

WESTWOOD
VILLAGE LIQUOR FXEE FAST DEUVERV

PARTY BALL & KEG BEER Ice, Cups, Tubs, & Taps

24 Pack Cans
SUITCASE

$11.88

MILLER
HIGH LIFE, LITE &
GENUINE DRAFT

w/coupon offer expires 1/25/90

1127 Gayley Ave. Open 7 Days

OAO ^CCe\ '^"clay & Saturday until 1AM
^Utf-b5b9

MIn. Delivery $15

No Delivery On Specials

'Essi My Friend'

VKS4

Validated Parking at

Gayley Center

K E VI N A. CON
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there's nothing new

under the sun.
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OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

Poland asks for help
Not enough aid, Polish leader says

By Mort Rosenblum
Associated Press

GDANSK, Poland — A desp-
erate plan to jolt Poland into a free

market economy is faltering and
will fail without a quick dose of
foreign capital. Solidarity leader

Lech Walesa said.

At the same time, he added,

Pcdand must create a climate in

which outside resources could be
put to use.

Walesa, one of several Polish

leaders interviewed this Week on
the plan's flrst results, warned:
"We are like a car with four

wheels running in different direc-

tions, moving fast but slipping

backward. Nothing can be done
from inside the car.**

Asked if foreign assistance

already committed might alleviate

the crisis, Walesa answered with a
resounding "No."
He added, "It is too slow and too

little. This is why I see this as
blacker and blacker. We cannot
reform our old system within our
own means. This is impossible

without outside help."

Finance Minister Leszek Bal-

cerowKz aigued that his shock-
therapy |4an has shown encourag-
ing signs since its launch on New
Year's day, but he echoed Wale-
sa's warnings on foreign assis-

tance.

Although he appreciated West-
em ideas to help Eastern Europe,
he said, the crisis was immediate.
"We are interested in speed." he
added with a wan smile.

A wide range of foreign visitors

arrived in Warsaw, but concrete
results were few, he said.

"People in the West encourage
us to be determined," he said.

"Some of them warn us of dangers
we already know about. Most of
them adopt an attitude of wait-

and-see."

Poland will not only have to

insist on three years grace from

paying on its $40 billion Western
debt, Balcerowicz said, but also

needs specific new credits to make
its plan work.

So far, more than $3 billion in

grants and credits have flowed into

Poland in addition to $1 billion for

a currency stabilization fund.

The program, drafted with help
from Harvard economist Jeffrey

Sacks, combines drastic devalua-
tion with freed prices and curbed
wages to allow the market to

determine a realistic shape for the

economy.
For years, Poles had piles of

worthless zlotys and nothing to

buy. The plan aims to reverse that

almost ovonight — leaving peo-
ple with little money to buy
plentiful goods -^ to find an
eventual balance,

Balcerowicz said this first stage

would take at least six months
before stabilizing and then impix>-

ving. Solidarity leaders, caught in

the middle, say Poles cannot wait
that long.

Walesa declined to estimate
how many months families could
hold out But he said that in April
he expected his pioneering labor

movement to decide at its congress
to go back to championing work-
ers' rights.

"I will say at the Sotidarity

congress that we have fmished the

stage of involvement in political

and econonuc matters," he said. *T

think we will agree that we have
built enough, helped enough."
"Now," Walesa said, "SoUdari-

ty shoukl leave government to

politk:al parties and democratic
institutions," suggesting tint it

should step away from having to

administer remedies it is seeking.

'"Obviously, this does not mean
we are going to destroy Uie

government," he said. "But the

unions will be more demanding,
more in control ... No longer will

the government and legislators be
able to ride our backs."

Allien' aid may be cut
for new democracies
By Jim Drinkard

Associated Press ~~^

WASHINGTON, D.C. -^ Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, claiming
the White House's blessing, wants to provide new aid to emerging
democracies in Eastern Europe and Panama by trimming aid across the
board to traditional allies.

Within hours of the proposal, voiced at a news conference Tuesday and
in an opinion column in The New York Times, denunciations came from
Israel and assorted k>bbyists for other countries tiiat would lose out under
the plan.

But Slate Department spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler called it "well
worth looking at" Dole said President Bush himself had told him "he
appreciated it," which he look as an endorsement.

At a news conference. Dole proposed a 5 percent cut in U.S. aid to all

countries now protected by congressional "earmarks," Oie largest of
which are Israel, Egypt, Pakistan, Tuikey, die Philippines, EI Salvador,
Greece and Honduras. That would free about $400 million to help
encourage fledgling democracies, he said.

"Some of these countries have to realize there are fewer tensions in the
world, and maybe some of their demands can be reduced . . . because we
have new players" in the foreign aid field. Dole said.

Dole said he already had received a call from the American-Israel
PublK Affairs Committee expressing alarm about Uie proposal. The
group issued a statement calling for new aid to emerging democracies but
adding, "We believe it should not be at the expense of other vital U.S.
foreign policy objectives. We must try not to hurt some allies in the pro-
cess of helping other allies."

"Nobody will like it," Dole said. "But it seems to me fair and across the
board." Of Israel, he added: "We have limits. Israel has gotten a lot of
preferential tieatment"
The Israeli Embassy in Washington issued a statement agreeing that

historic change was occurring in Eastern Europe, but noting "the winds of^

change have failed to reach the Middle East, and die dangers Israel faces
have even increased."

One cariy reaction came from Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio,
who suggested the money instead come from cuts in the defense budget,^
foreshadowing a major baiUe that will occupy Congress when it

convenes its 1990 session next week.
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Everglades critical
Bush to visit

in effort to save

threatened park
By Dan Sewell

Associated Press

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.

—

The batUe to keep Florida's envi-

ronment off the terminal list gets a
boost this week, as President Bush
plans a visit to the Everglades and
leading consa*vationists meet to

set their agenda.

Heavily populated SouUi Flori-

da is under mandatory water
restrictions because of its wwst
drought in three decades, and state

environmentalists say time is run-
ning out f(x ambitious, expensive
effOTts to reverse damage caused
by runaway growth.
"The Everglades is on the

critical list It is the most
threatened ecosystem in the United
States," said Brien Culhane, a
Wilderness Society official and
chairman of the Everglades Coali-
tion. 'The 1990s will be the decade

of decisionr The decisions we
make — and our success in

carrying them out — will deter-

mine whetiier die Everglades will

be saved."

The Everglades Coalition, an
umbrella group of 25 organiza-
tions that includes the National
Audubon Society, Sierra Club and
Wilderness Society, begins its fifth

annual meeting Thursday. After
sessions witii Florida's top politi-

cians, seminars, and field trips, the

conservationists will announce
their agenda for the year.

Meanwhile, Bush plans a tour
and briefing Friday at Evergladps
National Park. The main purpose
of Bush's six-hour Florida visit is

to keynote a fund-raising dinner in

Miami for Republican Gov. Bob
Martinez's November reelection
effort, but Martinez likely will

lobby Bush for federal money to
help Florida environmental pro-
jects.

The governor is expected here
Thursday to endorse an unprece-
dented, $276 miUion backfiUing
plan to restore the Kissimmee
River to its original, meandering
boundaries.

Murder for hire fails
But two dead, one killing videotaped

By Ron Word
Associated Press

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — A 57-second videotape showing the
slaying of a young man tied to a tree is a key piece of evidence in what
authorities allege to be an intricate but unsuccessful murder-for-hire
scheme involving two killings and counterfeiting.

Konstantinos Fotopoulos, 30, is charged wiOi hiring hit men to kill his
wife, Lisa, 29, the daughter of a wealthy Greek immigrant. Court records
show six mostly bungled attempts to kill her over five days; she suffered a
gunshot wound to the head in the final attempt on Nov. 4 but says she has
recovered.

One of the people alleged to be a hit man, Bryan Chase, is dead, shot by
Fotopoulos, who told police the young man was burglarizing his home
and had shot his wife. Two others are in jail.

Fotopoulos was charged wiUi the murder of Chase, of plotting his

wife's killing and in the kiUing of 19-year-old Mark Kevin Ramsey.
Also charged is Deidre Michelle Hunt, who told authorities that she

killed Ramsey while Fotopoulos videotaped the slaying.

All those involved in the case are barred from discussing it because of a
gag order imposed by a judge who became incensed when he learned of
reenactment of pans of the case on the syndicated television shows, "A
Current Affair" and "Inside Edition."

— The documents also detail a counterfeiting scheme in which
prosecutors suspect Fotopoulos bought $100,000 worUi of counterfeit
$100 bills in Italy. Two people have implicated Fotopoulos as their
source of bogus bills.

In one of the court documents, Daytona Beach police U. Charies
Evens describes Uie videotape of Ramsey's killing.

"The camera then pans to the face of Kevin Ramsey and tiien back to
Deidre. She says, 'Ready?' The male voice says, 'OK.' With thau Deidre
draws die gun from her right side, aims at die chest of Kevin Ramsey and
fires three times into the chest Kevin grunts widi pain and says, 'God.'
He then says, 'Ahhhh' and lifts his left leg in pain. With that, Deidre
walks to him, grabs his hair, raises his head up and puts the gun to his left

temple area and fires once more. Kevin falls forward and is silent. His
hands can be seen tied behind him witfi rope. Video ends."

Fotopoulos then shot Raipscy in the head with a rifle. Evens said. X-
rays showing bullets in Ramsey's body are in court documents.
Ramsey was an employee of Fotopoutos, but die unsealed court

documents give no possible mptive for his killing.

An indictment alleges Uiat Fotopoulos hired Chase, 18, to break into

Fotopoulos' house and kill his wife. Thinking his wife had been shot to
deaUi, Fotopoulos allegedly killed Chase to silence him.

Police initially dKHight Fotopoulos was a husband protecting his home
and wife.

But then detectives noticed diat Chase had entered the house through
one of die few windows not hooked to an alarm system, had walked past
bedrooms occupied by Mrs. Fotopoulos' mother and brother, ignored
expensive stereo equipment and odier property, and had gone straight to
die couple's bedroom where he shot Mrs. Fotopoulos,
The indictment says Ms. Hunt 20, worked for Fotopoulos at Top

Shots, a billiard hall he owned on Daytona Beach's boardwalk, arranged
for die hiring of Chase for $5,000 and served as die contact between Foto-
pouk)s and the hit men.
•She and Fotopoulos arc charged wiUi first-degree murder in the deaths

of Ramsey and Chase; conspiracy to commit murder in planning die

deadi of Mrs. Fotopoulos, Ramsey, and Chase; attempted first-degree

murder, and solicitation to commit murder.
Also arrested were Teja Mzimmia James, 22, and Yvonne Lori

Henderson. They are charged widi conspiracy to commit first-degree

jnurder in the shooting of Ms. Fotopoulos; attempted first-demise murder,
and solicitation to commit murder.

All four are being held without bail in the Volusia County Jail.

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Aluii.

SAK'S TERIVAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE
• Chjcken

j
• Beef Stick

j
• Fried Rice

I • Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

|J;''t=-J=i 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
lljl^^l^^estwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICf

Witfi or zvitfiout glasses-

artistryf01 your eyes onty

DAILY-WEAR SOR CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
Includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
All student, faculty employee

vision-plans WELCOME

Quae 1

opurmetrisi {

W Weyburn

f I

ft
e
3

located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

INFORMATION
SHARING
January 22. 1990

Make Arraji^ements to
Attend at Placement
and Career Planning

Center
Main Information

Counter

JOB FAIR *90
JanuiU-y 30. 1990

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
February 21. 1990

Sec Your Placement Office
For Details

"We look for people
who are intelligent,

creative. »uuil\lical,

and who can work
cooperatively with
others. We want
people w ho get

pleasure out of

helping others and
doing a job well!'

Interested In Consulting?

Hewitt
Associates

is coming to your
campus...

We are a lead ing consul t ing firm spe<ial iz ing in
employee benefits. comp)ensation, communication,
and related human resource functions. Hewitt
Associates is included In the publication "The
100 Best Companies to WdfR for in America."

BUSINESS
Great opportunities exist for graduating seniors
to work with our clients on the administration of
their Ijenefit plans. Coursework or Interest in the
following areas Is suggested:

ACCOUNTING
HNANCE
ECONOMICS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT «—.-1

MATH
We offer graduating seniors an exciting opportunity
as an ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT TRAINEE. Actuaries
are highly respected business professionals who use
mathematical skills to define, analyze, and solve
financial problems. Their future looks bright:

• Being an actuary was recently rated as one of the
best jobs. -

• The demand for actuaries is expected to exceed
the availability for the foreseeable future.

i^ewlttAssociates
Santa Ana. CA • Rowayton. CT • Atlanta. GA • Lincolnshire. IL

Boston. MA • Bedmlnster. NJ • The Wfoodlands, TX
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WANNA GO TO PRISON?
UCLA PRISON COALITION

Help provide tutorial service to imprisoned youths who need to know
that someone else cares.

VOLUNTEER NOW!
ORIENTATION DATES:

Today Jan. 18 1:D0 pm Ackerman 3520
Friday Jan. 19 1:30 pm Ackerman 2408

Note: ALL RETURNING TUTORS SHOULD FILL OUT AN APRiiii(|N
Programs begin 3rd week

Call Beth or Amy:
825-2415

or

825^2333

Funded by CAC of PAB

a choice. & a

B33
a choice

concerned, confidential

and personal care

for women

824-1449

Family Planning Associates Medical Group

UES
From page 1 .

laboratory school community ...
believe the lab should remain on
the UCLA campus," said Heidi
Brandt, president of the group of
parents, school officials and alum-
ni that is fighting the move.
Tucker and his board formally

met for the first time Tuesday to

'

discuss the issue. The board will

not take action 6n it until UCLA
makes a.<lefinite decision, he said.

"We think you're being asked to

preside over the destruction of a
lab school," UES parent Kathy
Seal told board members.
Community members who live ^

near the proposed site are also

conconed because they fear losing

Los Alamos Park, the neighbor-

hood recreation area.

And some of the school's

officials are opposed to the move.
Several faculty members and
assistant principal Amie Watson
attended the board meeting, wear-
ing bright pink tags reading "Keep
UES at UCLA".

Last quarter. Young estimated

that he would decide whether to

move the school by the end of
December, but on Wednesday the

chancellor said it may take up to

six months.

Santa Monica is the only school

district to which UES would move,
he said.

LANGUAGE
From page 1

Martin said he is wolcing with
each department to provide addi-

tional funds where a large enroll-

ment demand exists.

"It's pretty crowded," said
French department Chairwoman
Shushi Kao. "(There are) too many
students for too little personnel."

But the Division of Humanities
helped her department ease the

crowding by hiring an extra teach-

ing assistant for this quarter, Kao
said

The Spanish department got two
instructors last week, but because
Ihey were hired so late, many
interested students probably
enrolled in other classes in the

meantime, Arora said.

If the Spanish department had
the resources to offer classes to all

interested students, 300 more
students would have been enrolled

this quarter than last year, Arora
said.

She emphasized that the depart- ^

ment is working with the admi-
nistration, but the funds do not
seem to exist

Chancellor Charles Young said

at Wednesday's press conference
that when the Academic Senate
apjHoved the foreign language

requirement, it did not evaluate the
financial consequences.

Despite the lack of resources for

instructors, Martin said the univer-

sity's goal is to make sure that

students continuing in one lan-

guage do not have to drop it

'There is a commitment that

anyone who has started a language
course won't get suddenly dumped
out," Martin said. "Students who
have begun a three-quarter sequ-
ence will be abli? to continue."

PINNER
From page 8

bers, two staff members and four
students. The majority of the
students are undergraduates.

"I really encourage people to

attend" a dinner, Zeich said.

Applications for the February
25 "Dinner for Twelve Strangers"
are available at the James West
Alumni Center reception deskT
The application deadline is Friday.
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Pollution

threatens
East bloc
By Mike Feinsilber

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A
quarter of Poland's farmland is so
polluted with lead, zinc, cadmium
and mercury that it might be
dangerous to grow vegetables in it

Ninety-five percent of the coun-
try's rivers arc undrinkable— and
half so toxic that the water can't
even be used in industry for fear of
destroying equipment.

In Hungary, air pollution
accounts for one in 17 deaths. A
quarter lo a third of the forests in

four of the six countries of Easton
Europe show signs of dying from
air pollution.

Small wonder then, say Ameri-
can environmentalists, that in the
upheavals which have thrown out
the old regimes of Poland, East
Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary and Romania one of the
persistent demands has been for

environmental repair.

"Pollution was part and parcel
of the system that molested the
people in their daily lives," says
Jeffrey Leonard of the World
Wildlife Fund, author of several
books on Eastern Europe's pollu-

tion problems.

Now environments take hope
that the new leaders of Eastern
Europe — site of some of the

world's worst pollution — will

seek to alleviate the conditions
which are turning their countries to
ruin and threatening the health of
the people.

"Environmental conditions are
so bad they affect the very possi-

bility of having economic growth,"
said Jessica Tuchman Mathews of
World Resources Institute, a
research organization. "How does
a country rebuild a shattered
economy when it can't breathe its

air, till its soil or drink its water?"
Said Richard Liroff, director of

the Eastern European Environ-
mental Affairs Program of the

Conservation Fbundation, "People
there arc saying, 'We've had
enough. Our health is being
threatened, our lungs damaged,
our forests destroyed, our children
harmed by lead and heavy metals
in the environment"*
But the question remains

whether East Europeans, having to

cope with unemployment, infla-

tion and bankruptcy as they move
toward market economies, will be
tempted to put environmental
concerns aside as they struggle to

remodel their economies and
political structures.

•They're going to have to make
sonie extremely hard choices,"
said Liroff. "A lot of their industry,

especially in Poland, is antiquated.

Rather than trying to place pollu-

tion control equipment on it, it

might be better to shut it down
entirely and eventually replace it

with modem equipment that is

energy and resource efficient and
doesn't pollute as much. But that

means unemployment. Is society
willing to accept that cost? I just

don't know."
"We all must seek a method of

restoring harmony between man
and his environment," Civic For-

um said.

Said playwright Vaclav Havel
upon taking office as the new
Czec>i president: "We have laid

waste to our soil and the rivers and
the forests that our forefathers

bequeathed to us, and we have the

worst environment in the whole of

Europe today. Adults in our coun-

Jry die earlier than in most other

European countries."
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Fax Your Order
208-TOGO

We Accept:
VISA
MASTERCARD
AMERICAN EXPRESS

1084 Glendon Ave. 208-2038

THE SPECIALS THE OTHERS DONT WANT YOU TO SEE

THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
$2.00 Pitchers

After 7 pm

SUNSET SPECIALS
59c Chicken Tacos
4-6 pm Happy Hour Daily

BRUIN MEAL DEAL
Grilled Chicken, Steak or

Pork Taco Plate
Two Soft Tacos, Lettuce, Cheese
Beans & Rice - Chips & Salsa

Large Soft Drink $3.95
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Give
Homework
Instead of
Getting It!
(and make great money too!)

• Hie Princeton Review
• Idealpart-time teachingJobs
• Pay starts at $13.50
• Great working conditions
• Work with enthusiastic high school students

Would you like to work in a creative

environment helping high school stu-

dents and, at the same time, make
great money? If so, we are offering

you the opportunity to interview for

the nation's most successful SAT
preparation service. The Princeton

Review. Each year we help thousands
of students across the country im-

prove their SAT scores with our
uniquely effective program. If you are

bright, enthusiastk: and outgoing this

may be the perfect part-time job for

you (you must have scored higher

than 1350 on your SAT—proof re
quired upon acceptance.) Those
interested should submit a resume to

the UCLA Placement & Career Plan-

ning Center on campus—no phone
calls please. Also be sure to include

your SAT and/or GRE scores as well

as ypur phone number on your
^

resum^. Those accepted through our
^

highly selective screening process will

participate in an extensive training

^ograra to l)ecome instructors.

Please submit your resum^ to the
UCLA Placement & Career Plannii^
Center. Resum^ submission dead-
line: FEBRUARY 2, 1990

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

SAT • LSAT • GMAT • GRE • Achievement

TMt P^aration
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CDCE SCHOURSHIP INFORMATION FOR

rnCC STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLECE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.

• Many scholarships are given to students^ based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.

• There's money available for students who have been newspaper car-
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers. . .etc.

• Results GUARANTEED.

"1

I

I

I

I

I

1
CALL

ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401 ^

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDICAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

1090 Westwood Blvd.
(in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30 pm
• 208-3701 •

GET A GREAT SUMMER
JOB AT BRUIN WOODS
We're taking applications now

for fantastic summer jobs at the
UCLA Alumni Association's
Family Resort-BRUIN WOODS.
Try this. You spend your sum-
mer in the mountains at Lake
Arrowhead. You and 44 other
students live together in the Ce-
dar Lodge, eat with our guests
and run a super family camping
program for 66 UCLA Alumni
Families each week all summer.

There are many different

jobs-Arts & Crafts staff, Aquatic
staff, Boat drivers. Housekeep-
ing, Grill, Outdoor Adventure,
Piano Player, Field Trip Lead-
ers, Counselors-even a Fishing
Guide, an Athletic Director and,
Program Director. Besides your
basic job vou put on the open-
ing and closing musical shows, -

as well as lots of other
entertainment

t^msihA' (Ik p( ifMm\^<in^ $
. ^^

Best of all you11 really get to

know the other UCLA students-
chances are youll become life-

long friends. Youll spend most
of your time outdoors in a
healthy and vigorous environ-

ment, youll eat well and the
pay is great considering youll
probably bank most of it.

Get an application at the West
Center and mail it to arrive
here by* January 24. Interviews
start January 25 on campus.

BRUIN MEADOW
Site of Field Day
and weekly 4th of

July picnic.

BALL HELD
Here's where I

umped the East/
West Softball

showdown-got
thrown out of the

ROPES COURSE
Talk about a chal-

lenge. Walking a
beam 35 feet up
was hard-but I did
it!

INDIAN VILLAGE
We slept in the
tipis-seemed like

100 years ago.

AMPHITHEATER
Was part of Song
and Dance Group
for opening show-
wait till N^m
die video tapes.

CHILDREN'S
PARK
Subbed for Betsy
in the 34 year old

group-think 111

stidc to making
beds.

CEDAR LODGE
This place is not a
staff dorm-it's a
1st class adven-
ture.

SATURDAY'S
CHANGEOVER
Helped Sugarbuck
set record of
cleaning 12 units

in 3 hours. 41 mi-
nutes on July 18.

VOLLEYBALL
COURT
This tournament
went on all sum-
mer long-we even
lobbied for lights

on the court

BRUIN WOODS
Lake Arrowhe&d, CA 92352 P.O. Box 160 (714)337-2478

Drag cartel

says it is

defeated
By Tom Wells

Associated Press

BOGOTA, Colombia — The
Medellin cocaine cartel said Wed-
nesday the government has won
the war on drugs, and it said it

would halt its tenx>r campaign and
stop dealing drugs in exchange for

a pardon.

The cakel released two kidnap
victims to back up its offer, which
was similar to previous proposals
that have been rejected by the

government The difference in this

proposal was the cartel's statement
that it accepted defeat.

Also Wednesday, a Colombian
brother and sister were flown to

North Carolina to face charges of
running a cocaine-trafficking ring.

That brought to 13 the number of
Colombians extradited to the

United States since President

Virgilio Barco launched the crack-

down in August
The drug cartel's communique

followed Barco' s statement Tues-
day night that his government is

not "inflexible" in regards to a

negotiated settlement with drug
lords. Previously, Barco ruled out
talks.

Barco, President Bush and the

leaders of the cocaine-pnxiucing

countries of P^ii and Bolivia have
joined forces to fight drug traffick-

ers. They are expected to sign an
accord to that effect at a drug
summit in Cartagena, Colombia,
next month.

Patricia Echavarria, who was
kidnapped Dec. 16 in Medellin
along with her daughter, carried

the 11 -point communique when
the two were freed Wednesday in

Medellin.

Interior Minister Carlos Lemos
Simmonds veriGed the authentici-

ty of the communique. When
asked if the government would
negotiate, he said simply that

officials were pleased the traffick-

ers had conceded defeat

The communique, like othen
from the traffickers, was signed by
The Extraditables, the name of the

Medellin cartel's armed wing.

"We accept the triumph of the

state," said the communique.

"We submit to the existing legal

establishment in the hope of
obtaining from the government
and from society respect for our
rights and our return to our
families and communities," the

communique said.

That has been the traffickers*

way in the past of saying they want
pardons and to not be extradited to

the United States. r

"We have decided to suspend
the shipment of drugs and surren-

der the weapons, explosives,
laboratories, hostages, the clan-

destine landing strips and other

effects related to our activities at

such a time as we are granted
constitutional and legal guaran-
tees," it continued, reitering previ-

ous offers.

The communique said Echavar-
ria and her daughter, Dina, had
been freed as proof of the cartels'

desire to make peace.

In the latest extradition, Diana
Maria Caballero Rangel Camber,
29 handed over to U.S. marshals
by Colombian authorities and
ftown Wednesday to Greensboro.
N.C., the Marshals Service said.

The two were arrested Oct. 20
by Colombian authorities in

Bucaramanga on trafficking
charges stemming from a 1988
indictment returned by a federal

grand jury in Greensboro.
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Supreme Court
rales on tax of
religious items
By Richard Carelli

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Reli-

gious items sold by televisiori

evangelists through the mail or at

crusade appearances ipay be taxed
by states just like any other

merchandise, the Supreme Court
ruled Wednesday.
The court said such taxes do not

violate religious freedom, and
unanimously upheld Iowct court

rulings that forced the Louisiana-

based Jimmy Swaggart Ministries

to pay $183,000 in back taxes to

CaUfomia.
Most states tax the proceeds of

at least some mail order sales to

their residents, but California

apparently is the only state that

does not exempt religious organi-

zations.

Other states searching for addi-

tional tax revenues now could
follow California's lead.

"California's non-discriminat-

ory sales and use tax law ...

imposes no constitutionally sig-

nificant burden on (Swaggart's)
religious practices or beliefs,"

Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
wrote for the court
The tax at issue was imposed on

the sales of religious books, tapes

and other merchandise sold by
Swaggart's organization from
1974 through, 1981.

Swaggart did not challenge

Qilifomia's taxing T-shirts, mugs,
bowls and crown-of-ihoms repli-

cas sold by his ministry.

Mail-order sales from Swag-
gart's base in Baton Rouge, La., to

California consumers during those

years totaled $1.7 million. Sales of
merchandise at California cru-

sades totaled $240,000.

Swaggart's challenge of the tax

had been supported by an array of
religious groups — from Hare
Krishnas to mainline Protestants.

Lawyers for the National Coun-
cil of Churches, representing most
Protestant denominations, called

the California tax "a serious threat

... a tax on the dissemination of
religious messages, and thus a

forbidden tax on the exercise of
religion."

Swaggart's lawyers had relied

heavily on a 1943 high court ruling

that overturned the convictions of
Jehovah's Wimesses wiio violated

a city ordinance requiring all

people engaged in door-to-door
canvassing to get licenses and pay
fees.

The Jehovah's Wimesses were
distributing religious literature,

and the 1943 ruling said, *This
form of religious activity occupies
the same high estate under the First

Amendment as do worship irr the

churches and preaching frxxn the

pulpits."

But Wednesday's decision drew
a distinction between those fees

and the California tax.

"Our concern (in the 1943
juling) that a flat license tax would
act as a precondition to the fi^e

exercise of religious beliefs is

simply not present where a tax

applies to all sales and uses of
tangible personal property in the

state," O'Connor wrote.

The justices also rejected Swag-
gart's argument that the tax fosters

a constitutionally impermissible

"excessive entanglement"
between church and sute.

Under a 1967 Supreme Court
ruling, mail order businesses are

exempt from a state's taxes if they

do no more than ship orders there.

But they can be taxed by that state

if they have stores, outlets or

certain other business contacts

there.
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QUIT CIGARETTE SMOKING
or at least cut your consumption

In half Immediately.
®

HOW?' "SWITCH TO A PIPE."
Pipe smoking is neither addictive nor habit formiPQ. A tive

pipe smoker does not inhciie, but rather smokes for taste and
flavor.
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-WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY* IN SANTA MONICA

We Offer Expert Pipe & Lighter Repair on Premises in 3 Days
2720 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SANTA MONICA 828^11 • 82S^S12

y>

Expires 2/2/90

WE'VE MOVED!
^ Come visit our new

location and get

$5 OFF ANY SERVICE
Now above Whcrehouse
Records in All Salon

/

. 1093 Broxton,
Westwood Village
(213)208-4480
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ZENITH
COMPUTERS...

THE SPORTING WAY
*Zenith

Supersport
Computer

Zenith
Minisport

Computer

Not recommended
use of Zenith Computers
(But they can do
almost anything else)

Zenith

Superspoil
Computer

rgMifH data
systems

K*,.

IN THE ASUCLA COMPUTER STORE
Instant Delivery on many models!

AND NOW - GET FREE WiTH YOUR
COiWIPUTER UNTiL JANUARY 31, 1990!

Buy a Supersport

Model 20
Get free:

1200 BAUD MODEM
& CARRYING CASE

Buy a Supersport
286 Model 20 or 40

Get free:

1200 BAUD MODEM,
PRODIGY

& CARRYING CASE

Buy a Minisport

Model 2
Get free:

CARRYING CASE
& EXTERNAL 3.5 INCH

FLOPPY DRIVE

Buy a Minisport

Model 1

Get free:

CARRYING CASE
& 1200 BAUD MODEM

Buy a Supersport
Model 2
Get free:

MS WORKS &
CARRYING CASE

' Zenith products are available to full-time UCLA students, faculty and staff only

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B Level Acherman Union/ 8?5 6952/ M Tit 7:45 7:30: F 7 45-6: Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5
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U.S. should continue aid
for democracy in C. America
By Caleb Gluck

Commentary

Get-riclM|uick schemes for the '90s

T he *80s were the

decade to get rich.

I admit I'm a little

late, thinking about this as the '90s

start. I wouldn't mind being rich,

but I've never done anything to

advance that goal, so it's little

wonder that my poor little 1983 car

has three dents in it, as well as a

broken door handle and an inoper-

ative rear window defroster. My
house has a leak in the roof, and the

whole place could use a coat of
paint.

As for such things as crystal,

silverware and china, 1 have what
might be called a Goodwill Indus-

tries collection — have you ever

see the display cases at the

Goodwill store? There's a dish

here, a crystal goblet there, and a

lot of books that nobody wants.

This year, however, I've resol-

ved to put aside my 1960s disdain

for material objects and make an

effort to acquire more of life's

basic comforts. Who best to look to

for lessons but to some of the really

rich?

First, there are the state lottery

winners. The only problem is that

winning the lottery means buying
the tickets, and I'm such a cheaps-
kale that the idea of spending
money for something that doesn't

yield immediate returns is not a

very attractive one.

George Bush, Nelson Rock-
efeller, Teddy Kennedy and Queen
Elizabeth are no help: inhmted
wealth isn't in the cards for the

daughter of a poor parking lot

attendant

Nor are Ivan Boesky and
Michael Milken good role models.

Granted, they are very rich, but

spending a few years in jail doesn't

fit my career plans. Besides, I have
no head for figures. When my
checkbook gets out of hand, I close

the account and move on to

another bank. It's a good thing I

live in California; in a small stale

like Rhode Island, I'd be out of
banks in no time.

One can always many money. I

know that there are men who
marry moneyed women, but the

only examples that come to mind
are of women marrying wealthy

men. Marilyn Quayle married a

wealthy man. Dan's out to lunch.

Rosemarie
Pegueros
but he's cute and his money
smooths over a lot of rough spots.

Then there's Leona Helmsley.

Mrs. H. didn't get much sympathy
during her trial because she
doesn't seem to be a very nice

person, but I think that everyone

had decided she was guilty before

she ever walked into a courtroom.

The problem with being rich, of

course, is that everybody knows
your business or thinks they know
it, and if they don 't they make it up.

When I failed the bar exam, I could

cry in my beer in the privacy ofmy
own home. When John F. Ken-
nedy, Jr. flunked, the wcxd went
out over the wire services to every

newspaper in the country.

In any case, marrying a rich man
can get you into terrible hot water.

Mrs. Helmsley is in jail, while

Harry is "too ill" to stand trial.

Ferdinand Marcos has gone on to

another kind ofjudgment, but poor
Imelda doesn't even have the

comfort of her 3,000 pairs of shoes
as she faces her inquisitors. I figure

that even if she changed shoes
once a day, it would take five years
to wear all those shoes, and how
would they ever get broken-in?
Ah, the pleasures of genteel
poverty. Can those cursed with
filthy lucre know how wonderful a
broken-in pair of shoes feels? Then
there's poor Mrs. Ceausescu of
Romania: marry a rich dictator,

face a firing squad.

I'm looking for a get-rich-quick

scheme that won't land me in the

slammer. Ronnie and Nancy Rea-
gan! Why didn't I think of them
before? My matronly figure would
pose a real challenge to the

dressmakers of America, but think

how many more women are my
size than hers? Designing dresses

for the size four market is definite-

ly a losing proposition. On the

other hand, they'd have to lower
their prices since none of the*

women I know would spring for a

$10,000 dollar dress. For that

matter, few of my friends even
wear dresses these days. Oh well.

I have always loved fine china. I

particulariy like a certain Lenox
IMttem; it is cream-colored with a

silver band around the edges. Itjust

never occurred to me to have my
friends buy it for me. Silly me! I

have more friends than Nancy
Reagan, and then there arc my
readers! I will need a bigger house
to accommodate my new china and
silver, but if the Reagan's friends

could give them a new house, Tm
sure mine can get together to buy
me one. Santa Monica would be
nice; the Valley is just soooo
smoggy.

My friends could save their

money if I could get the Japanese

to pay me $2 million dollars fcH* a

couple of speeches. Well, maybe^
because I am an unknown talent,

I'd need to do more than just a

couple, but I'd be willing to travel

around Japan for a month or two
giving speeches. Just think — Td
never have to woric again!

If a second-rate actor cum
president, who ran our country so
deeply into debt that it will take

two generations to restore us to

solvency and who permitted the

greatest savings and loan mess
since the Great Depression can get
rich, why not an historian who
mismanages only her own bank
account? - ^

This is the real test of my
readers' fealty: my china pattern is

registered at Neiman Marcus in

Beveriy HUls. It's called "TSlou-

veau Richc." I can't wait to sec

how nruiny place settings I geL

Pegueros is a graduate student of
Latin American Studies.

Leftwing demonstrators allied with Cuba, Nicaragua and the

Marxist FMLN gueriilas in El Salvador have in recent months
engaged in a national campaign against the pro-American El
Salvadoran government of Alfredo Cristiani. Full page ads have
been taken out in national and local newspapers, demonstrations
have been held at government offices, and fist-shaking protestors

have rallied at UCLA and other campuses all in an effort to

stop U.S. economic and military aid to the Cristiani government
This campaign has coincided with a rebel offensive in the

streets of San Salvadcx* and in cities throughout the country. Yet
while the protestors railed mightily against the democratically
ejected government of El Salvador, little did they tell us the real

reason behind the protests — that a halt to U.S. aid would
enhance the prospects of an FMLN military victoiy.

Thus, as Communist regimes arc crumbling under the weight
of popular protest throughout Central and Eastern Europe, our
homegrown leftists seek to thrust this tyrannical form of
government on the people of El Salvador. These leftists, who
consistently refer to themselves as "progressives," arc in fact the

most brutal of reactionaries, fighting for Communism when all

those who live under Marxist regimes, from the students of
Czechoslovakia and China to the boat people of Vietnam, cry out
for freedom from the Marxist yoke.

Nor do the people of El Salvador support the guerrillas as
"activists," as actor Ed Asner would have us believe. During the
recent rebel offensive, a hoped-for uprising among urban
Salvadorans never materialized while the guerrillas, the great
friends of "the people," deliberately sheltered themselves among
the civilian populace during the ensuing government counteroffen-
sive.

The Marxist left, moreover, knowing fully that it would be
decimated at the ballot box, has refused to involve itself in the
electoral process in El Salvador. At the same time, they have
undertaken a systematic campaign of assassination against freely

elected mayors in towns and villages throughout the countryside.
In addition, justices of the Salvadoran court system arc murdered
in broad daylight by leftist hit squads on a regular basis as the
guerrillas attempt to disrupt the basic functions of government

It's time the American left came clean and quit hiding behind
the smoke screen that the guerrillas are agrarian reformers
fighting in the interests of the people. We've heard this same
line with regard to Mao, Ho Chi Minh, Castro, Ortega, et al.,

yet the upshot after the "reformers" seize power, is always a'
bloodsoaked dictatorship steeped in Marxist doctrine.
The battle in the streets of San Salvador and Los Angeles is

-

over political power — cither power for those who adhere to the
failed, anachronistic ideology of Marxism with its rule by gun,
or power for those who support democracy, individual freedom
and the rule of law. The upsurge in violence in El Salvador and
the protests in this country represent a last desperate paroxysm
of a dying ideology. We in the United States should support the
struggle for freedom by continuing to aid the fledgling
democracies of Central America.

Gluck is a graduate student of African Studies.
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EdRor:

As president of the Board of
Directors of the University

Co-Op, I would like to

respond to Roderick Alema-
nia's letter to the editor

C'Anti-Greek," Bruin, Jan. 12).

Alemania is mistaken in

grouping the Co-Op with the

university apartments and
involving us in his diatribe.

Ever since its founding over

50 years ago, the Co-Op has

not been afiliated with the

university, or any of the univer-

sity's subsidiary organizations.

We are a completely indepen-

dent operation with an indepen-

dent management and budget.

1 would also like to correct

Alemania 's statements regarding

conditions at the Co-Op.
Granted, a place where over
400 students try to maintain

low-cost housing is never

going to be as clean as a
university subsidized, substan-

tially more expensive dormit-

ory. However, we employ a

cleaning crew made entirely of
student workers, which man-
ages to keep our institutional

kitchen and dining room clean,

as well as those infamous
"hallways and staircases.**

To me, this seems a far cry

from having a bunch of

pledges paint every once in a

while, or remove the sofas and
mattresses which inexplicably

remain in front of the same
fraternities for weeks at a
time. Lest 1 forget, the Co-op
has not been cited with any
health violations as far as I

can remember and pursues a

policy of improving conditions

well before the Health Depart-
ment forces us to do so.

The Co-Op will be starting

a $1 million dollar renovation
of Robison Hall in June. Not
only will renovation preserve

an architectural landmark
(Robison was built in the

1930s and designed by noted

L.A. architect Neutra), but,

upon completion in Sept. of

1991, Robison Hall will most
probably be the best qualtiy

housing on Landfair Avenue.
Certainly, the Co-Op will con-

tinue to offer the most afford-

able housing.

Given all this, I cannot help

but take some exception to

Alemania's letter. Whatever
animosity might exist between
the Bruin and the fraternity

community is all very well and
good, but we would appreciate

being left out of it, thank you
very much. At the very least,

Alemania could give us the

benefit of an objective view, if

he is going to mention us in

future rants.

Jeffrey Carlisle

Senior
History

Pro-choice

Edttor:

We students and staff mem-
bers at the University of Cali-

fornia, Los Angeles feel that

the right \o choice, the right of

a wcxnan to have a safe and
legal abortion, significantly

affects females, and then

males. We are a rich and
diverse group of African

Americans, Asian Pacific

Americans, Caucasians, Latina/

Mexk:an Americans, and a
multitude of other ethnicities/

nationalities. We recognize that

everyone in the world, or at

UCLA, may not be African

American, Caucasian, Asian
Pacific American, or Latina/

Mexican American. Everyone
in the world, however, is

either male or female.

We feel that student govern-
ment should address those

issues affecting the majority of
the student body directly and
indirectly. We are concerned
with those factors impacting on
the collective health and status

of people. Thus, we have a ^

strong and vested interest in

matters impacting more than

half the population, which is

women, people of all colors,

and children. That encompas-
ses, therefore, a huge number
of students, staff and faculty at

this institution.

We support the student gov-

ernment in passing a resolution

supporting a woman's right to

choice. This personal decision

affects females locally, nation-

ally, and internationally. It is

influenced by and transcends

age, marital status, race, sex-

uality, educati(xi, religion and
economic status.

Some students may be
offended by such an ad or a
public position. If the Daily

Bruin can run a full page ad
on heavy metal rock group
"Babylon, A.D.** (Dec. 1,

1989) with such captions as

*the delivery and impact get

me in the mood to run riot,

slap girls' bottoms, and gener-

ally make a nuisance," surely

it can run advertisements pro-

viding birth control options for

the "giris" whose bottoms were
skipped . . . and who may
receive other unwanted forms
of physical attention. And it

can run ads which sui^x)rt

birth control methods including
abortion, for those females
wanting and needing such
methods and that procedure.

In supporting USAC's resol-

ution, we hope that UCLA
leads the way in advocating
the rights of reproductive free-

dom, and pioneers the

academic trend in addressing
and defending those concerns
that impacts on the collective

whole.

Corella S. Payne
Graduate Student
Public Health
There were an additional 60
signatures attached to this let-

ter.

Homophobia

Editor:

Tm responding to the article

by Christopher Myers, the

"undeclared" sophomore* ("Uni-

versity environment shelters

outmoded "liberalism," Bruin,

Jan. 8), in which he at once
does and does not voice his

su[^rt for heckling lesbians at

U(XA football games, and in

which he declares our nation

the victim of "a humanism that

knows no bounds."

The letter seems the work of

a truly undeclared, frightened

tool of the right, a homophobe

who does not realize that, ui

all likelihood, he lives, works,

studies, eats, and plays with

gay people eveiy day — and
that he probably likes most of
these people, people afraid to

tell the truth about themselves

because they inexplicably value

the opinion of people like

Myers. Some of those heroic

Theta Chi brothers he defends
may even be among them,

sadly enough.
One wonders what Myers is

^raid of Does he think we're
all out to turn him into an
evil, ix)ison-breathing hairdress-

er who works part-time in an

"abortuary" (what a coinage,

by the way), into someone
dedicated to the destruction of
the family and to turning all

writers for the Bruin into tools

of the left?

As for his concluding wish
that we go back into our
closet, we can tell him now
that no one who has found
dignity in openness and truth

is going to be stupid enough
to return to the kind of
duplicitous, paranoid life he
apparently wants all gay people
to live. We urge Myers him-
self to come out of his closet,

the cramped and ugly state of
mind that alone could have
produced the appalling letter of
Jan. 8.

David Case
Graduate Student
English

Viewpoint
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TACOS AL CARBON

^^' Try our

freshly charbroiled

taste treats!

with this coupon
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and aet
another item of equal or lesser

value absolutely FREE!
1 coupon per person Exp 3/31/90
Not valid with any other offer

Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

(818) 901-1477

16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO

(818) 986-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(818) 907-1978

9084 TAMPA AVE. ii NORTHRIOQE

(818) 772-7111

11106 W. OLYMPIC BLVD at SEPULVEDA

**- (213)473-6322
'*

6510 W 3(d STREET at LA CIENEGA

(213) 6S7-10O2

11819 WILSHIRE BLVD. al GRANVILLE

^
(213) 479-5005

7962 SUNSET BLVD. at LAUREL

(213) 6504666

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TARZANA 4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REY

(818) 3434200 (213) 827-8993

21514 VICTORY BLVD in WOODLAND MILS

(818)346-9144

TiRSTE^THE DIFFERENCE^

From the UCLA Rape Prevention and Education Services

Self-Defense
Workshop

A 4-hour workshop led by the
Los Angeles Commission on Assaults Against Women
designed to prepare women psychologically and

physically to deal with assaults.

A free workshop for students, staff, and faculty

Your own bodymoybe
your best weapon

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20th
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sign up now In 2 Dodd Hall, or call 625-3945.

CD-^5on80fod tjy th©Women's Rwourc© Cdnterand the Depdrfment of Community Safely:
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Column

Ripped to shreds, A Giant Leap:
Clotllill^ tliat is! Innovative film uses live footage to explore experiences of moon astronauts
FASHION in today's world is

rather arbitrary as it is stupid. Take
a simple pair of denim jeans.

People wear them (or buy an
altered form of them for an
additional S10-S300) in trillions of

ways, each befitting a personality.

I personally have just one pair of

S20 Levi's Shrink-to-Fit jeans

which I wear every now and then;

they're very comfortable and have
shrunk to the size of my gangly

body parts. I know people who
have about ten pairs of these jeans

and wear nothing else. . .the same
kind of I'm-afraid-of-change
obsessives who organize their

CD's in alphabetical order and
color code their Computer Science

notes in blue, green, and red.

Now if you buy the jeans "acid-

washed", "stone-washed", or
"white-washed", each being the

Please Relax

action equivalent of having a

Tommy's chilli-fed yak throw-up
on the jeans and then dragging it

across rocky terrain, you tack on an

extra 20 bucks to look like a

Miller's Outpost ad. I've actually

seen ripped up jeans for extra $25
(add ten more for acid/stone/

whitewashed), I guess for the "I

use my cool jeans so much that

they're ripped" look, or the more
obvious "I'm so damn stupid and/

or rich to pay an extra S45 for a pair

of ripped jeans when I could have

bought a S20 pair and ripped them
myself.

Now there are also those people
who buy one pair of jeans and
never take them off. I met one of

them in Fresno while getting gas;

he was drinking some Old Mil-

walkee and asked me where 1 came
from and if every guy at UCLA
wore an earring. His jeans had
been so worn that they hung
loosely underneath his hipbone,

being held up by the stiffness of not

being washed, and the crack of his

buttocks was much too apparent
And then there are the people who
pay $60 for a pair of "Guess" jeans,
which are basically ncMmal jeans

with a "Guess" patch on the back. I

suppose if you put a "Guess" label

on a pair of underwear already

used by a dysentery stricken

patient, people would still pay $50
for it.

I hate shopping for clothes

because it's so hard to find

something I like that I don't have

ID pay off in three years or won't
make me look like I'm fifteen.

During break the only non-

bourgeoise priced sweaters I could

^iJnd were either extra-puffy with

peach and lime cords that made me
look like a marshmallow man with

his guts pulled out or so conserva-

tive that I would look like a Young
Republican Business-Econ Major
named 'Donny'. I usually end up
just buying lots of shirts.

I guess I can't complain, though;

I still shudder at the thought of my
younger years when my mother
would buy my clothes for me. My
mom would make sure that every-

thing I had was completely and

udderly out of kiddy fashion. My
mom's concept of fashion then and
even now is what people wear on
gameshows and whatever is on the

clearance rack at Mervyn's. I

would run over excitedly in a pair

of "Rags" or matching "Grani-

mals" and my mom would say,

"No dear, we can't buy that!

You don't look nerdy enough in

those! Here, try on these pea-green

Toughskins." And I wore them.

It all came to a head one day
when my mom and I were having a

"discussion" over my crumbling
future, which made her burst out

screaming, "and WHY did you get

an earring in your ear? You look so

feminine." I simply replied,

"Mother, you dressed me in red

velvet bell bottoms when I was
10. . . an earring is fwetty much
inconsequential." It worked.

Nowadays, most of the clothes I

wear nowadays pretty much
matches with the different atti-

tudes of UCLA; I have my black

Sprockets-Dieter KROQ look, my
casual beach t-shirt and shorts

"w*s Up Dude?" look (of course,

anything with buttons in SoCal is

considered formal), my J-Crew
East coast prep of the week lool^

my "Hey look, I paid twenty bucks
for a two dollar piece of cloth"

Concert T-Shirts, etc., so I think I

pretty much fit in most of the time.

But I look at my professors and
even my TA's, and my parents and
their friends, and I wonder: will I

look like that when I become a

grown-up?
It's hard to believe that brown

polyester was actually in fashion at

one time, but it was, and people

still wear it. My brother and his

high school friends vvear some
things that make me sadly shake

my head. I hope to the Fashion God

I hope to die Fashion

God I don't have to

refer to Miller's Out*
post ads or perky
junior workers at

DJ's to figure out
what I have to wear.

I don't have to refer to Miller's

Outpost ads or perky junior work-
ers at DJ's to figure out what I have

to wear. I mean, in twenty years,

will my possible L5 kids look at

me and say] "Ya know, dad is

really rich and a great guy and all,

but he looks like such a dweeb with

those ripped up jeans and nKxk
turtle necks. You know what
would look reallv sood on hinn? A^

pair of red velvet bell-bouoms.** It

blows the mind, doesn't it?

By Jeff Krleger

Contributor

FILM: For All Mankind Produced and directed by Al Reined. Co-produced by Betsy
Broyles Breier. Original music by Brian Eno, Roger Eno. Dan Lanois. Opens
tomorrow at the Crest in Westwood.

Ya wanna go to the moon, Alice? Do you wanna go to the moon? Well,

now you can. By going to see the movie For All Mankind.
Director Al Reinert has put together actual NASA footage of the nine

lunar missions between 1968 and 1972. Combining awesome pictures

and interviews with the astronauts, this film gives you an idea of what
these men experienced. From putting the spacesuits on to eating food in

zero gravity to splashdown, you'll see flrst hand what it was like for the

men who made man's Hrst trips to another planet

One of the most interesting things about this film is the process that was
used to complete it. The wiginal footage from NASA is on 16mm and is

permanently stored in liquid nitrogen. To transfer the pictures, Reinert

had to construct an optical printer inside the vaults of the Johnson Space
Center. He had lo blow up the film, frame by frame, and then return it to

its frozen state, averaging only four or five shots per day.

Reinert also had to track down audio tapes of the original interviews

with the astronauts, which he finally found in a library in Fort Worth,

Texas. And boy, was it worth the trouble.

The pictures in this film can be improperly described as something
else. For while they appear lo be manufactured, they are definetely real.

More than once, you will be watching a scene from what seems to be
from the movie Star Wars, and you'll have to stop and tell yourself,

"Wait, this was live footage. This is the way it actually happened."
For All Mankind also clearly shows the attitudes and behavior of the

astronauts on these flights. AH these men seemed to act in two definitive

ways. In one sense, they all acted like children playing with very expen-
sive toys.

A funny scene takes place when two unnamed astronauts arc running

around on the moon in their spacesuits, and one says to the other, "Are
you skipping?". And the sec(Hid one replies in a frolicsome manner,
*Yeah. I am. I like to skip. Dump dee dumb dumb."

All this type of behavicx* is clearly to minimize the magnitude of their

trip: that they are representatives of -humanity on the planet they just

departed and are looking at at that moment
In one memorable shot, a dubbed voice of an astronaut comes in over a

Astronaut navigates uncharted territory in 'For All Mankind.

'

magnanimous view of mother earth and says "I said to myself, this is the

moon and that's earth. It really hit"

The pictures in this movie were complemented by an impressive

soundtrack, with original music wriuen by Brian Eno. He is p^ect for

this project, giving a powerful, yet peaceful, feel to the film.

For All Mankind is an impactive piece of filmworic, gluing together

relative parts of history into a clean framework. This film should be seen

simply for the significance these events played in the earth's history.

One word of caution, though. The average moviegoer may be a little

put off by laying down six and a halfbucks to see a movie with no conflict

or resolution (or Kim Basinger). This is not just your everyday movie,

which is more reason to see it.

Television

LA ceremony, HBO takes home 31 statues
By Richard Strauss

Larry King, pictured with new wife, Julie, pickedup a pair ofACEawards at the Los Angeles
ceremonies that honor excellence in cable programrning.

Contributor

Home Box Office took home their share of the

poker chips at the 1 1th annual ACE Awards Sunday
night at the Wiltem Theatre in Hollywood. The ACE
Awards (Awards for Cable Excellence) are cable

television's version of the Emmys.
The 1900 member National Academy of Cable

Programming, established in 1985, administrated the

awards, Dick Clark produced and eleven different

cable stations carried the show live.

This year's hosts were renowned singer and
interviewer Dinah Shore, former New York Jets

quarterback and actor Joe Namath, MTV VJ and
"Club MTV" host Julie Brown, and My Two Dads
co-star Paul Reiser.

HBO captured 31 ACE*s, four for its production of

"Murderers Among Us: The Simon Wiesenthal

Story,'* Showtime, Arts and Entertainment and CNN
took home six awards each, tying for second place.

USA Network received five awards, ESPN four, and
the Discovery Channel, TNT and TBS three each.

CNN owner, Ted Turner, the mega-million dollar

media and sports executive, accepted the Golden Ace
award for CNN, The Golden Ace, the cable

industry's highest annual honor for a networic, was
given U) CNN in recognition for its comprehensive
coverage of the historic upheaval in Beijing, China.

According to Turner, the success of the 10-year-

old news network is based "on the efforts of a whole
lot of people and the acceptance of a whole lot more."

When ask^ why he is so successful at everything

he does, Turner replied, **Hey, how *bout baseball, I

wasn't successful at that When the Braves turn it

around, then I'll be successful."

Larry King, host of CNN's "Larry King Live"

picked up an ACE as best program interviewerfor his

evening talk show. He alio won an ACE as

documentary host for the TBS special "Larry King's

Night of Soviet Television."

CNN owner,

Golden Ace.
Ted Turner, accepted the

The TBS documentary focused on what Soviets

watch on television at night "I learned a lot about

Soviet TV that I didn't know previously," King said.

"1 was surprised that they had a show like Saturday

Night Live. Soviet TV has probably changed a lot

since we did the documentary."

On winning another ACE, King was very pleased.

"It's kind of out of my area to host a documentary so
this is a special thrill. I don't normally do this kind of
thing," King said. "I would say I'm a cable freak."

King announced that he will again be out of his

area when he hosts the upcoming Goodwill Games
on Turner Broadcasting System.

Another CNN employee, Bernard Shaw, won Best
Newscaster for the second year injL row. Shaw^

See ACE AWARDS, page 28
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ART
Conlinuing

Secrets, Dialoegues, Revelations: The

Art of Betye and Alison Saar

Wight Art Gallery thru Feb. 25

825-9345

Continuing

Twelve Artists from the German
Democratic Republic

Wight Art Gallery thru Jan 21

825-9345

Continuing

They Are Not Forgotten": An Exhibit of

Paintings A Photographs in Memory of

the Victims and Survivors of the Dec.

7, 1988 Earthquake in Armenia

KerckhofI Art Gallery thru Jan 19

825-6564

FILM
The Films of Jan Troell

"The New Land"

Melnitz Theater. 7 30 pm

S5, Students $3

206-FILM

"She's Gotta Have tt"

"Do the Right Thing"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom. 7 pm
$150

825-1958

ART
Closing

They Are Not Forgotten": An Exhibit of

Paintings & Photographs in Memory of

the Victims A Survivors of the Dec. 7,

1988 Earthquake in Armenia

Kerckhoft Art Gallery thru Jan 19

825-6564

MUSIC
George Winston

Royce Hail, 8 pm

%22 18 15 Students $11

825-9261

FILM
Produced by Richard Zanock
Diiving M'SS Daisy

Melnit; T neater 7 30 pm
FreeCTO Tickets required

206-FILM

^^tl*^td^U

MUSIC
Queen Ida A Bon Temps Zydeco Band
Wadsworth Theater 8 pm

$22 18 Students $8

CenterStage Pre -performance lecture

Wadsworth Theater 7 pm
825-9261

George Winston

Royce Hall 8 pm

%22 18 15 Students $11

825-9261

FILM
Critic's Choice

"Pretty Poison"

Panel Discussion follows

Melnitz Theater, 7 30 pm

$5, Students $2

20b-FfiM

F I L

The Films of Jan Troell

"Bang"

Melnitz Theater, 6 pm
$3, Students $1.50

"Flight of the Eagle"

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm

$5, Students $3 \ ~
206-FILM

M€i\,J^aAi.

ART
Opening

Recent Paintings by Chris

Kerckhotf Art Gallery thru Feb 2

825-6564

MUSIC _^

NoonCeRCorts

Graduate Composers

Schoenberg Auditorium. 12 pm
825-4761

FoN( Series'

Chris Proctor

Kerckhotf Cottee House, 9 pm
825-6564 ^r"

23
\U^V{^^^1

MUSIC
Faculty Recital

Ick Choo Moon, piano

Alexander Treger. violin

Schoenberg Auditorium, 8 pm

$12 Students $7

825-4761

FILM
AcademyA^ontemporary

Documentary Series

Who Killed Vincent Chin^"

Melnitz Theater. 8 pm
206-FILM

\^/edA^€ida

MUSIC
Noon Concerts

Peter Yales, guitar

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm
825-4761

Jazz at Kerckhotf

3fd Rail

Kerckhotf Coffee House. 9 pm
825-6564

FILM
Sneak Preview

"Cinema Paradiso"

Melnitz Theater 8 pm
Free CTO Tickets required

206-FILM

All programs listed in this calendar are FREE unless otherwise staled For listings and comments call

206-8974'

MUSIC DEPARTIMENT

Faculty Recital In

Schoenberg

Schoenberg Auditorium

Tuesday, Jan. 23 at 8 pm

J oin two internationally

acclaimed UCLA faculty

members, pianist Ick Choo
_ Moon and violinist Alexander

Treger, for a 70-minute duet

performance of classical music.

The program includes

Beethoven's Sonata in F Major
for piano and violin No. 5
("the Spring Sonata"), Bach's

Chaconne in D Minor for solo

violin, and Frank's Sonata in A
Major for violin and piano.

Korean-born Moon has been

a memt)er of the UCLA music
faculty since 1985. Among
many distinctions, the Juiltiard

graduate has. performed as a

piano soloist with many of

North America's leading

orchestras, earned several

international competition prizes,

and was named one of

Canada's outstanding young
pianists by High Fidelity/Musical

America magazine. He also

received Juiiiiard's highest

honor, the William Petschek

Piano Debut In March 1989,
his performance for that debut

was called "stunning" as well

as "refined and poetic" by the

New York Times. In September,

he directed the first UCLA
Piano Festival and Competition.

Treger is a 12-year member
of the UCLA music faculty and

a concert master of the Los

Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra.

A native of the Soviet Union,

he is a graduate of the

Moscow Conservatory of Music

and a former member of the

Moscow Radio Symphony
Orchestra. He has also served

as concertmaster and soloist

with the Israel Symphony
Orchestra.

General admission to the

concert is $12 and $7 for

students and seniors. Tickets

are available at the UCLA
Central Ticket Office, the OCU
Department of Music 825-4761,

or at the door. For additional

information, call 825-2953.

FILM AND TELEVISION ARCHIVE

Tony Perkins at the

Archive Saturday Night

N.oel Black's 1968
black comedy, "Pretty Poison"

will be shown as part of the

Film and Television Archive

"Critic's Choice" series

Saturday. Jan. 20 at 7:30 p.m.

in Melnitz Theater. Following

the screening, film critic Steve

Gaydos, contributing writer for

the Los Angeles Reader, will

lead a discussion with the

film's director, Noel Black and
ife J^» Anttiony Perkins.

TuMday WaW and Anthony Pariww in Ptmny

"Pretty Poison" (1968) stars

Pericins and Tuesday Weld.

Perkins plays a psychotic

arsonist who enlists the help of

a teenager (Weld) to help him
hatch his schemes. He soon
realizes that she is more in

control of his plans than he,

introducing murder into their

activities.

Los Angeles Film Critics

Association member Steve

Gaydos notes that"Pretty

Poison" is a great

representative of the late '60s -

early 70s, when social self-

examination was in style in

Hollywood. It's political, satirical

and wildly entertaining: its

dissection of small town

Americana and its lampooning

of Mom, apple pie and sex

makes it practically a blueprint

for David Lynch's "Blue Velvet"

Tickets are $3 students and

seniors, and $5 general, and
are available one hour before

showtime in the Melnitz Theater

box office.

CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Queen Ida and the Bon

Temps Zydeco Band

Wadsworth Theater

Saturday, Jan. 20 at 8 pm

Bayou Country are performed —
with unrivaled abandon.

A CenterStage Pre-

performance lecture given by a

professor of the Department of

Ethnomusicology will take place

one hour before the

performance in the Wadsworth
Theater. For more Information

regarding tickets, call 825-9261. .

WIGHT ART GALLERY

Decent Tours

UCUV Art Council

Wight Art Gallery

Dickson Art Center

Monday-Friday, 12:30 pm

N.

G rammy award
winning Queen Ida, Her

Highness of the Happy
Accordian, plays an irresistibly

spicy blend of traditional cajun

music and rhythm and blues

known as zydeco. Jubilant,

crowd-pleasing two-steps and

upbeat blues tunes from the

0, the Grateful

Dead won't be performing, but

the Wight Art Gallery offers

another form of entertainment.

If you join our public tour

Tuesday-Friday at 12:30 pm,
you'll find our Winter Show,
Secrets, Dialogues, Revelations:

The Art of Betye and Alison

Saar an exhilarating way to

spend an afternoon. Spending

your lunch break with one of

our docents for 30 or 40
minutes can be more enriching

than rocking with the

deadheads and certainly

cheaper (admission is free). So,

stroll up to North Campus,
lunch briefly at Lu Valle or

"brown-bag-it" in the Sculpture

Garden and we'll be waiting for

you at the Wight Art Gallery.

You'll be grateful you caught

our show.

AuomUi Aate.-JDteJKi

UCLA Arts Weekly is provided by The UCLA Student Committee for the Arts every Wednesday for the Daily Bruin
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'New Year's Day' celebrates new beginnings
By Kristen Linden

Contributor

RLM: New Year's Day. Written and
directed by Henry Jaglom. Produced by
Judith WollnsKv. Starring Henry
Jaglom, Maggie Jakobson, Qwen Wel-
les and Melanie Winter. Playing at
Laemmie's Fine Arts 8556 Wilshlre
Blvd. (213)652-1330.

New Year's Day. The time of
the year when people reflect on
their past actions, excesses and
relationships. And resolve to move
on.

New Year's Day . . . A New
Beginning focuses on the process
of letting go of the past and
embracing the future bravely.

Instead of allowing this commonly
used theme to be predictable and
boring, however, writer/director/

star Henry Jaglom creates bizarre

characters who keep the audience
on the edge of its seat waiting for

the next strange revelation or

weird action.

Jaglom plays Drew, a middle
aged man ctisillusioned with life in

Los Angeles who takes the red-eye

back to his native New York on
New Year's Eve. He arrives early

(from left) Melanie Winter, Gwen Welles and Maggie Jakobson commiserate /7T 'New Year's
Day'.

in the morning on New Year's Day was until the first of January, as he
only to find that the apartment he believed, or through the first as the

has rented is still occupied by three women proclaimed. After unsuc-
young women. >yom out, he is too cessfully trying to book a room in a
tired to argue whether the lease hotel, I>rew realizes unhappily that

he must spend the next 24 hours
with these strange women.

Melanie Winter is Winona, a

somewhat flaky woman obsessed
with having a baby. Having no oile

in mind to be the father, she
systematically asks men their vital

statistics as a qualification.

Maggie Jakobson plays Lucy, a
young woman hopelessly bothered
by her overprotective mother. She
docs cartoon voices for a living

and has decided to escape to Los
Angeles. She has also spent time
woflcing with dolphins and teach-
ing sign language to a chimpanzee.

Gwen Welles is the third room-
mate, Annie, who is obviously the

most unstable of the ^oa^. She
clings to Lucy and "wnines that

Lucy is abandoning her.

In addition to these colorful

women. New Year's Day has an
interesting mix of supporting char-

acters. The women throw a party
before they move and it seems like

every wacko from New York
shows up.

James DePriest plays a psy-
chiatrist with the theory that he
must have sexual relations with
every client before treatment so
that sex doesn't stand in the way of
the therapy.

See JAGLOM, page 26

MELNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGRAM

presents

A New Film by Bruce Beresford

Morgan Freeman Jessica Tandy

Dan Ackroyd

in

DRIVING MISS DAISY

Are

you

building

your

future?

IN PERSON: PRODUCERS LILI ZANUCK
and RICHARD D. ZANUCK

FRIDAY, January 19 AT 7:30 PM IN
. MELNITZ THEATRE

etc tickets required

.Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be
obtained at the Central Ticket Office at 9:00 am at
Pauley Pavilion and at 10:30 am at the Melnitz
Theatre Box Office on the day ofthe screening. Please
Note:A limitednumberofCTO tickets will be available
to UCLA students at Melnitz one hour before the
screening. This event was funded by the Graduate

Association .
-——

—

-
''

'' "' '. ^

This conference is designed to help you
explore personal values, set goals for
your future and meet new people! If you
want to empower yourself and learn about
"The Secret of Your Success", come check
us out!

vvm
5.2"^^'"^"^^ '^ f-ee and lunch is provided. The enrollment

ro .u"
^^''^^ '^""^^' ''^^^ 5^^^'e basis. To enroll, please

anu^r^lJ^ionS !^"^ ^Vachowicz at 161 Kerckhotf Hall by

at s"* 6690 r
"^°^^ information, contact Deb Moriarty

Name: _ Phone:

Address:

Sponsored bv the UCLA Student Skills Building Program/Student and Campus Life

r^

i_

':-l
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JAGLOM
From page 25

Valmont, Amadeus director

Milos Forman is wonderful as the

strange foreign superintendent of

the building who acts as a kind of

father figure in a sick sort of way.
Lucy's ex-boyfriend played by

David Duchovny also arrives and
tells Lucy that despite his unfaith-

fulness in the past, he really loves

her and wants to stay together. He
has worn Lucy down to the point

where she is just about ready to

relent when he sneaks off with

another girl while she is not

looking.

During all this. Drew quietly

observes everything and talks to

several of the guests.

New Year's Day is quite enter-

taining. Henry Jaglom gives an
excellent performance. His nor-

mal, k)w-key character offsets the

tense, focused nature of the otho*

characters well. His sheer normal-

ity emphasizes the bizarreness of

the others.

Jaglom doesn't write sdipts for

his movies. "I try to And what's

inside my actors. I try to fmd
what's inside my generation, or the

culture around me. I try to pull

those moments out of the actors,"

he has said.

Then Jaglom goes into the

editing room and creates his

movies from the hours of footage

he has filmed.

It is this technique of allowing

the actors to express their true

See JAGLOM, page 27 (from left) Gwen Welles, Milos Forman & Maggie Jakobson.

i
The Department of Slavic Languages &.

Literatures at UCLA is announcing its

THIRD ANNUAL
STUDY TOUR

OF THE SOVIET UNION
during tlie Spring breaic of 1 990.

For more information
please contact

Olga Kagan or Edward Denzler
(213) 825-2947, 825-2676.

BIG TOMY'S I

>A/ORLD FAMOUS I

CHILIBURGERS • CHILIDOGS I

Anytime Special:

Chili Cheese Burger + Lrg. Fries'

+ Med. Soft Drink for d^o OqI
Breakfast Special: ^ " |

3 eggs -¥ Hashbrowns + Toast
& Jelly for

THE PRICE AND QUALITY CANT BE BEAT

Mon-Sun 6:30a.m.-3a.m. Breakfast Served till 2p.m.

936 Broxton Ave. QOA 70CC
In Westwood oZ«l-/yoO

$2.19
I

I

1

Paris
London
Rome

\^*/AYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
iiO APPOINTMENTS • 208-4447 . no GIMMICKS

SYI ISTS HAVt 1;\IK i Vt AKS tXP» KIINC '

HAIR COLOR SIS FOIL WEAVING C:OMPLfcTE S4")

HICHLITES S25 tYE LASH TINT $10

FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION !* "

ZOTOSPERM $^5-45 SHAMPOO SET

SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE
SPECIAL FREE- haircut style w/SiS perm (S12 Value freei

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mf)ussew'S45 perm (SI7 Value Free)

1078 GAYLEY • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • NEXT TO BAXTERS

Apply to become a

1990 UCLA
ORIENTATION COUNSELOR
Interested students should attend one of these information meetings:

Tuesday, January 23, 1:00 pm
Haines 220 . T~

Wednesday, January 24, 1:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Ciubliouse

Wednesday, January 24, 7:00 pm \

GSI\^ 1246

Thursday, January 25, 3:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

Monday, January 29, 1 :00 pm
North Campus, Room 22

*

Applications will be available at the above meetings.
Applicants must be currently enrolled, have completed at

least one year of college work (not necessarily at UCLA,
but with sophomore standing), and have a preferred

minimum 2.50 GPA.

For questions please call the Orientation Program office

at 206-6685.
—^

^
—

^

(3>liOM/l
ap^ miiint

YAKINIKU

TBIPURA

TDUYAM

OPEN DAILY

LUNCH
MON-SAT113IAM-2I

OINNEN

MON THUR S^IO 30 r

FIUSATS-IIPM
SUNS-llfM

Sen foo4s W ^
JOB OPPORTUNmES

AVAIUBLE: WArTER/WAITRESSES

453-4848]2031 WILSHIRE BLVD.- SANTA MONICA

"»*—"
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JAGLOM

David Duchovny (I) and Henry Jaglom discuss 'New Year's Day.

'

From page 26

feelings that makes the film so
realistic. Jaglom even went so far

as to cast Jakobson 's ex-boyfriend

Duchovny in the role of her ex-

boyfriend in the film.

While everyone in the movie
gives good performances, Jakob-
son especially stands out. Perhaps
because she really does make a
living doing cartoon voices on TV,
has taught sign language to a
chimpanzee and has swum with

dolphins, she was able to draw on
these real life experiences and
emotions to make her character

very realistic. In any case, she is a
gifted actress and one of the best

parts of New Year's Day.

Jaglom has said he "wants
(PjBOple) to be directly confronted
with stuff about themselves ... (I

want them to know) it's okay,
you're not crazy, you're not alone,

you're not the only one going
through this pain. Life is about
pain and confusion and turmoil

and it's scary, and you're not the

only one having any of this."
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free

delivery

($7 Min.)

Chinese Fast Food

COIVIBO PLATE $435
includes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la carte items

Sun 11:00am-10:00pm ZU8-48Z8

V:-i-

t

.

••.a
• • •

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIPATRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CR1.\1I.\AL .MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
GUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS WTVmi LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

IS VOUR^U.A.-SRErsiTVVOOO

11777 aAN VICENTE ©I/VU, BKENT*JOQD» CA 9e04& • aaO-lSie

Cultiiral Affairs FOLK SERIES

presents

CHRIS PROCTOR
- 1982 National Fingerstyle Champion
- Windham Hill and Flying Fish recording artist

Coming
Monday, Jan. 22, 1990

to

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
9-11 p.m.

CULTUCAL

Paid for by USAC

„ .^

Auditions for

SPRIIVG SIIVG '90
Imagine tliat!

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
atthejames West Alumni Center

or at one of the following

INFORMATION MLETINGS:

Thursday, January 1 8 - 7 pirn.

Ackerman Union 3525

ALSO! Apply for

The Spring Sing Company"
a group that performs between competing acts.

Applications at the West Center.

SAA it a ttudent organixation

gpoiuored by

UCUUumniAXO C 1

w<i»
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WHEN YOU LOOKGOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD.

And when yau feel good you look good.

That is our belief. Iti why we employ stylists

^^^QQ insteadof haircutters. And

-^ why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessary.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Blvd.)

470-1558
M 9-9 Sat 9-7

HAIR BY
Sun 10-5

supmcurs

A BRUIN TRADITION SINCE 1970

SEPrs

Retum of the $1.50 pitchers

4-8:00 pm dally

SEPI'S TURNS NUTS
FREE HAPPY HOUR PEANUTS

$-| ^
I

I

I

I

I

I 10^8 Le Con$6 Am
I 208-7171

iSUbs & BixSs

Pitcher (48 02)

Oatty 4H^»n
W i

|
i|i|i| '|l|l>

6iant$epr$M
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Special II
Small Sub & Smeil Dnrk
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Social Justice
Work/ng to serve the _.

T C

^^f - - «.w«,)d the world

^nd mi?represeXd^fn^^'^^'P"^''eged

Join u^r^ ^"^^ ^''ound

Bit>**
Stu^^

Vn^^sday^
30 P^ at the U .c.c.

to B'\t)^e
StUidV'

•\ntro
auction 2- 3cW
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Caxw\\<
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(Conversing, Healing, Reflection

In Spiritual Thought)
Spiritual growth group

Thursday, 8:00 pm
Weeks 3,5,7,9

For info, call Emilia 208-3918
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weekday Masses

Tuesdays.
a.Oj pm

/ScKermari
3b:5vj

Wednesdays, 9:30 pm

u.c.c.

Fridays. 5.15 pm

U.C.C.

Si t

f if II I II !-

Graduate Students and Working People Events:
Discussion: "a.LD.S. Policy Issues and the Church"

Monday, Jan. 29 7:30 pm at the U.C.C.

Spring Retreat coming in April

Social Activities: It's up to you!

Sports, movies....

2a

/''' '''''''''
Sacrament of Reconciliation

Fridays, 4:15-5:00 pm and by
appt. at the U.C.C

JjJJJJJJJJ,J.M.UUM.M.M.M,MMUS

V
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SUNDAY MASSES:

8:30 am - University Catholic Center
10:30 am - University Catholic Center
4:30 pm - University Lutheran Chapel—

—

'-— jStrathmore & Gayley) -

—

7:30 pm - University Lutheran Chapel
9:30 pm - University Catholic Center

ACE AWARDS
From page 23

answered reporters' questions
alxNit the future of the cable news
industry. "I foresee intense com-
petition in the news industry. We
are going to have to work haider as

news personnel" Shaw said.

Regarding CNN and hard news
Shaw said, *That*s our reason for

existing. Our viewers understand
that we l)elieve in gathering and
rqxxting hard news, following it

almost religiously.**

Shaw also tootc the opportunity

to answer questions about racism.

"Is there racism in our business?

Sure, l)ecause there is racism in

society," Shaw said. "We're
working hard to expunge it, we
have been at it for over 20O years,

but we still have a hell of a long

way to go.**

But Shaw added that he doesn't

feel as though he has a special role

as a black network anchor. "I'm a
journalist that happens to be black.

I make a contribution, there is

symbolism in my presence, but I

don't play on that."

Showtime's "It's Garry Shan-
dling's Show" captured three

ACE's including best comedy
series, l)est writing, and l)est_

directing. "I think we're having a
lot of fun," said Shandling. "This
year we've done some of the best

shows that were ever done. We are

really proud of this season," he
said.

Shandling and show executives

have yet to decide whether to

continue the show for another

season, which would be fine with

Shandling. "I would like to do
some more acting where I don't

have to play Gary Shandling. It's

tough enough in my real life to play

me. I'd like to play Sylvester

Stallone for a while.**

CurrentNBC sports bioadcaster

Marv Albert won the ACE for best

sports play-by-play announcer for

New York Nicks Basketball on the

Madison Square Garden Network.
Not surprisingly, Albert predicted

an increase of spoils on cable,

especially pay-per-view. "I think

pay-per-view is growing. Some
big boxing fights have succeeded
on pay-per-view. I can see down
the road the Super Bowl or NBA
championship on pay-per-view
TV," Albert said-

Award Presenter and boxing

promoter Don King agreed. "I

think boxing is going to the

heavens. Because of the advent of
cable and pay-per-view, you can
get 200-300 million (people
watching) in one evening. Cable
iHings a new vision, a new
imagination to the viewing publ-

ic," he said. "Vm looking forward
to being a twig on the tree or a leaf

picker-upper on that great situa-

tion."

Another show participant,

Charlton Heston, praised the cable

industry for allowing shows to air

that wouldn't normally appeal on
network television. "The creative

freedom that you can't get from the

networks and the opportunity to do
projects the networks simply
couldn't do is incredible," Heston
said.

Heston mentioned TNT's "A
Man For All Seasons" as an
example of a project that he said

probably wouldn't have worked on
the networks.

Other award winners included

Mark McKinney from HBO's
•The Kids In The Hall," Lucy
Webb, actress from HBO's com-
edy "Not Necessarily the News,"
"One Night Stand: Blake Clark,"

again from HBO, and Showtime's
music special, "Gloria Estefan &
Miami Sound Machine."

USA Network'! "The Ray
Bradbury Theater" won an ACE as

See ACE AWARDS, page 29

j
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Dance

Dance
tiyouts
By Parrel Ramsey
Contributor

Are you a performing artist in

search of a campus venue? Is your
craft so experimental that it cannot
be defined? Or do you simply have
original choreography in need of a
performance?

If you'tenable to answer yes to

just one of these questions, then the

UC Dance Theatre is for you.

UC Dance Theatre, a student
run organization, is presented each
Spring quarter in Schoenberg Hall.

Its name implies "dance only" but
its producers hope to expand the

range of pieces performed.

They are not only looking for

choreography but also for dance
influenced multi-media installa-

tions, collaborations, performance
art and video.

The auditions will be held
Wednesday and Thursday, Janu-
ary 24 and 25 from 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Approximately ten pieces will be
chosen. The length of each piece

should be under 10 minutes and
nothing over 15 minutes will be
accepted.

A selected panel of guest artists

and UCLA faculty will be judging.
The concert will be held Friday

and Saturday, April 6 and 7 at 8

p.m. in Schoenberg Hall.

Sign up sheets for the audition

will be posted on the second floor

of the Dance Building. For further

information, contact Katy Sanders
at 208-4654, Galadriel Mattei at

208-2877 or leave a message c/o

UC Dance Theatre in the Dance
Department at 825-3951.

ACE AWARDS
From page 28

did Terry Black's writing of
HBO's 'Tales From the Crypt—
'Dig That Cat . . . He's Real

Gone.'"

Lastly, Ruben Blades was dealt

an ACE for "HBO Showcase:
Dead Man Out," and Vanessa
Redgrave won for "A Man for All

Seasons."

Fifty-six other ACE awards
were presented Jan. 12 at the

non-televised portion at The
Beverly Wilshire Hotel.
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"The Pizza Alternative"
Try Big Red Wings for the delicious, healthy

alternative to greasy, fattening pizza. We feature

Wings by the dozen, or try our Big Red or Little

Red Sampler. Big Red Wings delivers to your

door to lam (3am weekends).

NOW ACCEPTING

I

I

I

i
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UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
PRESENT:

BRUIN WEIGH
A FREE SIX WEEK WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT COURSE

SESSIONS BEGIN 3RD
WEEK IN ACKERMAN 241 ()

SESSION #1: TUESDAYS 3:30 - 5 PM

SESSION #2: WEDNESDAYS 3:30 '- 5 PM

^
FOR MORE INFO CALL OR VISIT 401

KERCXHOFF 9^5 M-F 825-8462

SPONSORED BY USAC/SHS

U3 SENIORS
If you are considering Management Consulting,

Venture Capital or Investment Banking ...

The UCLA Undergraduate^

—

Business Society

_ Invites you to a presentation on:

THE L I E I K Partnership
Los Angeles - Boston - London - Paris - Munich - Sydney

i

Management Consulting firm specializing in
Strategy and M&A advisory

Thursday, January 18th 7PM
Anderson GSM 2232 A&B

• Young, fast growing firm of 200+ professionals
• Significant international exposure
• Highly competitive compensation, business sciiool sponsorships

Interested applicants please send
resume and transcript by January 26 to:

Kristin Majeska
The L I E I K Partnership
12100 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1000
Los Angeles, CA 90025

or bring to UCLA Job Fair on January 30

UBS Is sponsored by AGSM
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112 Kerckhotf Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024

INFO: (21 3) 825-2221 FAX: (21 3) 206-0528
Th« managtmant rasarvas tha continuing right to changa, raclassify, ravisa or

rajact any classifiad advartisamant not maating tha standards of tha Oaity Bruin

Daily. 15 words or lees $4.25
Daily, each additional word $0.27
Weekly. 1 5 words or less S1 5.00
Weekly, each additional word SI .00

Display ads-student rate/col.-lnch S8.00
Display ads-local rate/ool.-inch 49.45

DEADLINE SCHEDULE
Classifiad Uns Ads:

1 working day in advance by rwon
Classifiad Display Ads:

2 working days in advance by noon
IMt chKks payaUa to Itt UCLA Daily Bruht
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Campus Happenings ^ 1

Campus Services ^ 2

Church Services 3
Concert Tickets 6
Found 18
Free 8
Good Deals 7
Lost 17
Miscellaneous 9
Personal 10
Political 1

1

Research Subjects 12

Sports Tickets 5

Trade In /Swap 14

Vacation Service 4
Wanted 1

5

Wanted to buy 1

6

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Health Services 22
Pregnancy 20

Salons

Sperm Donors
21

19

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Child Care Wanted 35
Domestic Help Wanted 36
Help Wanted 30
Internships n 34
Job Agencies 31

Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33

ENTERTAINMENT
Club Guide 40
Dining Guide 41

Restaurants 46
Soaal Events 45
Theatre Guide 47

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent . 49
Apartments Furnished 50
Apartments to Share 54
Apartments Unfurnished 52
Condos for Rent 69
Condos for Sale . 67
Condos to Share 68
House Exchange 59
House for Rent 56
House for Sale 58
House to Share 57
Housing Needed 60
Housing Service 55
Real Estate 61
Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Room for Rent 64
Roommates 65
Sublet 66
Tenant Information 51

Vacation Rentals 53 I

RECREATION ACTIVITES
Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting

. 76
Health Clubs 81

Horseback Riding 77
Running 75
Salting 78
Skiing 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc. Rentals 87
Photo Service 89
Skis 85
Televisions 86

SERVICES ^

Child Care 90
For Rent 101

GRE / GMAT Prep 103

Insurance 91

Legal Advice 92
Money to Loan 93
Movers 94
Music Lessons 102
Personal Service 95
Resumes "^ 104
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels 107
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 1 06

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 1

Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale 113
Mopeds 119
Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Rides Offered 115
Rides Wanted 1 16

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120^

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
OfficeEquipment 133
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131
Sports Equipment 132
Typewriters / Computers 134

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

•You must be £[ge 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

•All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-495t—

FAMILY DENTISTRY!

—

vXp:
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

'operr days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598

Now you can join our private

practice, t)ecome a V.I.P. meml)er

• and receive all of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
'^^ I ALCPQQ CLIPPERS

i-r\r\nnsj la kings
Theatre: PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, (Not Cheap)
Fnt Dtlmry-t PkUotaatty: mt mtrt Mmrttd m 1986 ky UCIA MudtiUi and «m(m«< to tmploy UCLA
MitdrnU. Wt providt FREK DELIVERY to oMyaiu <m eumpus. W» offtr ^uinlto gH taU and prwti btiom
marktt to ail UCLA ttudMUM, ttaff, and focidty. Ati aityoni wKa Has umd i>< btfort and thry mil ttU
you Itu aamc, Mot mtun it comti to our UCLA elmnU, w* cant b* teat QiutUt art frm m aw* us a
eaU. Rtmtmbtr to mmttom >ea>> frvm UCLAlll

FAX # 472-3013
(213)205-0838

Student* Helping Student*
(always have and always will)

Visa/MC accepted
FREE demo of natural nail bonding system that

will last and make your nails strong and
beautiful in minutes. Call Marlene
(213)474-3688 (evenings and nights).

STUDY ABROAD IN FRANCE
Semester or Summer in Paris

Earn transferable credit through

LA Community Colleges

International Education Program

(213) 666-4266 —

Miscellaneous

CONTEMPORARY pianist seeks cellist & vio-

linist for recording tmA shawvt:asing. Contact

Mary at (213)824-7180.

FASHIONS in swimv^ar. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-O092.

SUMMER IN CHINA. Beijing Foreign Studies

University. (206)328-8134.

.

Ea)E
TRAVEL AROUND THE WORLD

Caribbean Australia

Baja CA Western Europe

Ukraine So. Pacific

Flights leave upstairs 10pm tonight

Ammtmmm Mtdliit
Moo DiKuakm, TTmrf Book Sbi4y
Fri Step Study, AU 3S25 12:15-1:15

Tuet -3-7- ir. Wed D^coaiioa
NPI CS538 12:10-1^)0

For alooboki or iadividualt who have
drinking |robkn

(213) 387-t3U

Concert Tickets

CXORCE WINSTON tickets. Front row on
keyboard side. Sat. Jan.20th. Best offer. Eves

(213)665-2651.

GEORGE WINSTON tickets for Saturday night,

)»iuary 20 Royce Hall. $15 each. Call Lisa

(818)906-8485.

Personal 10

COUNSELING-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MA. MFCC INTER IMF15339. SLID-

ING FEES BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRGIL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

licvcnth LJzy xYdvcntist

Youth Group Friday

Fellowship

7 j>m Aekcrmas #1210

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

ffwikiplc tidccU, ftudenl discounts. Re<)uest

•Bruin Pfan-: (21 3)81 3-3303 or

(818)992-6966.

Rachel Gruber (A<I>)

Congratulations on

Initiation

to one awesome III'

sis'!!

Love and A€0, Lisa

^

Michelle

Happy 22nd
B-DAY

Get rea(dy to

drink a few
beers & swing

from the

chandeliers!

Love, Your
Roonrnes—

Pi Phi
P.C. '89

INSPO is

almost here.

We can't

wait

.J i
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Personal 10 PersorKil 10 Personal 1C PersorKri 10 Personal 10

Do you have the Winter Quarter Blues?

Do you still only have 4 units?

Did you lose your rent money on the Rams?
Are you already thinking of dropping the quarter?

If yes, lAE invites you to drown

your sorrows tonight at 10.
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y All CHI-O's and

D FRIENDS:
D "Let's play...
D FAMILY FEUD!!"

Q Be at the house at q
D 5:15 for an q

awesome evening D
^ of entertainmentl ^
DDDDDnanDnnDD
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TED ANGUS
I LOVE YOU!!^ ~ LISA

•Prison Coalilion * Fine Ans • Student Welfare Comission • Student Health Advocates • Peer Health Counselors

I

I

\

All Greek women
Don't miss out on the

Panhellenic

Activities/Academics Forum
Tonight 7-9 pm on Hiigard

spirit • Engineering * Students Against Drunk Driving * Life Sciences * Unicamp * Ptiysical Sciences * Fine Arts

9i
ca

O
o

We'd like to congratulate Coach
Harrick on his Tremendous Victory

over Arizona! It is in his honor that

we build our

SWEETHEART
APPRECIATION PARTY

Tonight at AZO
All ladies welcome

920 Landfair 9ish or lOish just come

ATO welcomes all to join
|

the Century Club I

tonight at 8:00 pm |
1

9:30 pm -
I

^SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS)

AAn - OKZ
LAS VEGAS

EXTRAVAGANZA
Strut on over to OKZ at 9:30isli

Seniors meet at Machos at 8:00
.sss$$ss$ss$$$$$$ssss$$$$ss$r^

IIcome as you are
party begins

To the Wonderful Pledges
^ of Kappa Delta,

May this day of your White

Rose Week build nnemories,

which like our sisterhood,

will last forever.

SIGMA PI 1990 LITTLE SISTER RUSH
NIGHT: SIGMA PI SNOWBALL PARTY 9:00 P.M.!!

HOW EXPERIENCED ARE YOU?
O BEGINNER
D INTERMEDIATE
O EXPERIENCED!

HOSTED BY WORLD FAMOUS D.J. ERIC OLSEN!!

NO SNOWBLOWING ALLOWEQi'

FRIDAY—T.G.I.F. TURF CLUB BBQ 5:30 P.M.

Research Subjects 12

Bobette.
Let's get back

together.
J Jova
Love. Bobo

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with asthma,
«BCi 12-79 inlcreated in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves
office visits in WIA. You wil I be paid ior your
participition. (213)e2a6574.

EARN SI SO- Volunteer females wHh rc^ilv
menitniai cycles not on birth control pills

wmled for steep evaluation study. S(^>iects
will need to sleep in the Harbor UCLA sleep
center for 4 nigfits during one month. Call
Unda 625-2452

HEADACHE and healthy control (non.
headache) MjbfKH ia-45 needed. SubjecU
will complete questionnaire, keep headadw
diary (or six days, wear small tape recorder to
(•cord jaw muscle activity. SaOiX) paid \ipon
completion of study. Contact Mary at.

(213)625-9792. DenUl Clinical ResMrch
Center.

HBtPES VACCINE volunteers needed for new
Viccine study. Healthy males: IS-SSycwsoM
w»wU hiAory ci genHai \mpmi $1S0iW
icimburiemanL Intercited bidMduab contact

J Maryanne Wllon. (21 3)20&4>479.

ii m 11 li
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Research Subjects Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.
in order to determine eligibility.

''All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

DiABETES/NirmrnoN research
for men and women aged 25-70 with diabetes on no medication lor a 2
month study.

BREAST FLUID/NUTRITION RESEARCH
for women aged 40-60 with or without breast disease, who can miJce anTIS"'
month commitment to follow a low fat diet and exercbe plan.

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
for healthy, overweight men and women aged 20-50, who can make a 2
year commitment to follow an e^cercise pLw, with either a low fat diet, or
a low fat diet and a liquid meal replacement product

by UCLA's Division of Clinical Nutrition
call (213) 476-6367 anytime

"Hyperactive Boys with attentiooal problems,

7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-

tion. {21 31825-0392.'

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS h4eeded on pay-

ing attention. Ages 30-55. $15.00 cash.

(21 3)825-6402

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed on pay-

ing attention. Ages 30-55 $1 5/hr.

(21 3)825-6402.

i>JEED SUBJECTS- 1 S and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x

daily with assigned comrr>ercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Oental Clinical Research Cen-

ter, 825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS mates, females 1 8 years

or older in very good health needed for

Positron Imaging studies of Brain, Heart or'

Body. Radioactive material injected; bloods

maybe taken. Earn up to $100.00. Call

(213)825-1116.

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an

investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your time.

(2131620-6574.

STUDY SUBJECTS-Wanted fc^ six month pre-

menstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and administration of nalaxor>e or

placebo. Study pays $100. If ydu are ages

'i 8-40, have pfT»s, or no symptoms premenstru-

ally, have regular periods aryi are not on the

pill, call Linda 825-2452

UCLA RESEARCHERS seeking volunteers with

mild high blood pressure to participate in a

study to evaluate reducing drug requirements

for hyperteraion. You may qualify if you are

35-65 yean old and have rx> other scriout

heafch pnMmm . Examinatiom, viuu, and

'htermal Heahhy Boys 3-11 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(21 31825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

•PSYCHOTHERAPY, on a sliding-scale basis,

is available to women, between the ages of

25-45 through the Psychosocial Research

Project, an affiliate of the lr>stitute for Clinical

Social Work. For further information, call

Nicki Sekely at (2131826-4256.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or nfK>re and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

Lost 17

TAN SUEDE COAT lined with lamb skin,

disappeared from UCLA bus #30, returning

from the ALL-Creek Jan 16. Great sentimental

value. If have information, contact lrer>e

(213)0890. Reward.

Sperm Donors 19

parking arc free of charge. For more informal

tion call (21 3)206-0369.

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research in

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Xrtt (213)273-2463 for tnfo sheet

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

^TEO HAIR r^,

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing

Manicure Pediai.re

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Health Services 22

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUP.
Caring, dynamic environment to explore fam-

ily, career, relationships, self esteem, co-

deper>derK7, arwJ issues involving personal

(ransJtion. Lisa Frankel MFCC. (21 3)398-9385.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

weight.lose
Doctor recommended. I

All Natural.
100% <guaranteed.

(213)!J8 1-7484

Business Properties 25

5-TABLE RESTAURANT $18,500 Includes

equipment, inventory, favorable lease. Laurel

Canyon Blvd. location. Agent (213)471-6682.

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

; donate blood
Xatelets safely
<" '

i )terits rtiiQugf.QuI LA
ii • . - rt\ youf p.KlicipaBon

HemoCore
i49S4 Van Nijy-, Bivd S»i««man OaK:.

Help Wanted 30

80 BED Board & Care Home. Beverly fairiA
area, seeks full-tin>e activity coordinator. Some
related experierKe helpful. Future psycholo-
gisls,sociologisU, and social workers pre-

ferred. Sonrte administrative duties required.

Good driving record. Our clients are 20-60
and some older adults. $6/hr to start. Call Mr.
Hirsch at (21 3)937-4856 daytime.

$8-1Q^r, TELEPHONE SURVEYORS Conve-
nient to campus. Brentwood/ Westwood loca-

tion. M-F, 11am-2pm. Call (213)444-9860.
Mr. Aidrich.

ANALYTICAL Laboratory has potitiorw avail-

able for: A part-tin>e beginning science major
(S6.1 3Av), and a fulUtime bench dhemin (start

$8.34Atr.). Will train. Apply in person to Philip

Straus Factor 10-633.

10 Help Wanted

r
LEARN

ENTERTAINMENT/
MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Intern at major
P R. firm in

Hollywood
No pay but great
opportunity to

learn & gain
experience.

Coil Stephanie

(213) 659-6400

30 Help Wanted 30

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

Qftices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP, W. IIASS7

GIRLS CAMP. MAINE
TOP SALARY, RM«IMJkUNDRY, TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE Kl6s AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY. ARTS ft CRAFTS. BASEBALL.
BASKETBALL. BICYCLING.

CHEERLEADING. DANCE. DRAM^ DRUMS.
FENCING. GOLF, GUITAR. GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE, .NATURE. SAILBOARDING.
SAILING. SCUBA. SOCCER. TENNIS.

TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEIGHTS. WOOD
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINADU.

5 GLEN LANE. UAUAROf^CK. N.Y. 10543.
(914)3ei-5Se3.

WOMEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP VEGA.
P.O. BOX 1771. DUXBURY. MA 02332.

(617)934-6538.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Htehest wages paid *

• Health Insurance *

• Full & Part-time •

• Flexible Hours *

• Men, Women,
Students,

Musicians, etc.
*

Call (213) 453-1817

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

KITCHEN HELPER
4 pm-7 or 8 pm M—F.

Wages &. evening meal.

632 Hilgard.

Call 208-6657

Valet Parkers!!

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

ASSISTANTS wanted to *w>fk for LICLA Man-
agement Science! Dept. in Westwood. Must be
UCLA freshmen, sophomores, or juniors inter-

ested in computer applicatiora. Computer
skills required. Will train responsible, hard
working individuals for specific assignments.

Hours are flexible around class schedules, but
ret^ire commitment to 12-19 hrsAvk. |ob
duties inlude programming, data collection &
reduction, data entry, messengering, & clerical

taks. Salary SS.44-S10.2(Vhr., depending on
experience. CaH Lola at 825-0319 or Engan at

825-1447 to schedule an interview.

ASST. MGR Baskin robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/part time, days/nights/weekends,
Westwood villiage and westside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048.

BEVERLY CINEMA needs candy counter help.

Evenings, some weekends. Call
(213)660-1342 or (213)932-9689.

BIOMEDICAL TECHNICIAN: Part-time or full-

lime. Protein purification, HfT.C, Quantitative

ELISA, Column Chromatography, SDS-PACE.
Call Nancy (213)825-6521. ^^
BUSINESS STUDENT wanted for bookkeep-
ing, secretarial and organizational help in

small design firm. Close to campus. Flexible

hours, pay negotiable. Stable, responsible

personality important. Some experience pre-

ferred. Call (213)474-3481.

CAMPUS safety officer. Mount St. Mary's
College. 7pm-3am or 9pm- Sam. $5.20 start.

(213)541-7775.

CASHIER Polo Ralph Lauren, Beverly Hills

seeks experierKed individuals for F/T, P/T
positions. $6-$8/hr. M-Sat, 10-6pm. Please

apply at 444 N Rodeo Dr.

CHIROPRACTIC- 2 partlime positions: (M-W-
F) 1 -receptionist/ physical therapy, will train.

2-office/sccretary, Word Perfect.
(213)450-4555.

CLEANING, P/T, $7/hr., various locations.

Must be erwrgetic ar>d responsible. Flexible

hours. (818)785-6336.

CLERK, entry level, P/T for accounting depart-

m«rU. Opportunity to learn a variety of duties.

Will train. Car with irnurarKC & interest and
•nthufivm. 1-6pm. $6.50^. (213)276-9166.

Need Extra Income?
Work part time, set your own
hours, ar^d make great money
working with people. No sales.

Mark 851-7893.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisionsi QUICK
(AStUI Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

COMPUTER SUPPORT TECHNICIANS
wanted to work for UCLA Management Sci-

ences Dept. in Westwood. Must be UCLA
students interested in computer applicatiorv.

Programming experience required. Prefer to-

phmnores or juniors majorlr>g in technical

disciplines sush as computer science, opera-
lions research, or engeneering. Requires com-
mitment to consistent schedule of 12-19
hrs/wk. Salary $5.44-1 0.2G^r. depending on
experience. Duties may include training &
operation of mair>frame computer applications

such as SAS, Ir IBM PC operatiorw including

Lotus 123 & Microsoft Word. May involve

installation or maintencance of local area

network. Photocopying, messengering, menw
wrting, data collection & entry included. Call

Jane at (213)206-5206 to schedule an
interview.

COURIER for travel agency. Rq motorcycle,

flexible hours. Parking paid, travel benefits.

Cal 1 Kate (213)625-1414.

DATA INPUT WANTED near airport, even-

ings, flexible hours. Ask for Lisa/lay.

(213)642-7740. $7.50/hr.

DELIVERY PERSON. Monday & Friday,

1:30-5:30pm. Aggressive person needed to

deliver & pick-up videos from Century City

offices. $€A»r. + commission. We provide

transportation. (213)475-1770.

DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted immediately,
$5^r. -f- tips. Must have scooter, DMV, insur-

ance, Santa Monica (213)392-6067,
(213)398-2297.

DRIVER/messenger needed. FT/PT.
(213)837-5200.

DRIVER wanted. MAW afternoons, hours
flexible. SIG^r, negotiable. To drive two
girls to classes in Santa Monica. Must have
own car, insurance, good driving record. Call

(213)393-2495, before 10pm.

ENTERTAINMENT business management firm.

PA receptionist/secretary. Typing required.

M-F 9-1 pm (213)278-2303, Ask for Julie.

EXTRAS needed for film arKl commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Frlday only.

FAMILY HELPER. Santa Monica. Light house-
keeping, driving, care for 3 school age boyi.

Mon-Fri. 3-6pm. $5.50 to start. Call Shelly after

6. (213)450-1881.

'^^L-TIMc receptionist needed for pediatric

office. 36 hrsM., WLA. Must be punctual,
»«fious, accurate. (213)479-1233.

IT

Help Wanted

FULLTIME offlceperson with sonr»e experience
required. Excellent benefits. Call June
(213)204-3259.

GREAT JOB. Assistant to Director of beach
oriented day camp and High Sierra campout.
PT now, FT summer. Must be 21 by June,
experienced with children, water sports, office

work. $7/hr. plus. (213)826-7000.

Hap NEEDED to move boxes of medical
records and reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

$6.00/hr.. Culver City. Mrs. Griffin
(213)559-8823.

HELP WANTED part and full lime, flexible

hours. Temporary and permanent positions

available. Call 9am-5pm. $9/start.
(818)567-4147.

HOUSEKEEPER. 4-5 days a week in Tarzana. 3
year old girl. English/French speaking house-
hold. (818)705-1317. Lillian.

KITCHEN help needed. 4:45pm-6:45pm,
Monday-Friday. SS.OOhr. plus dinner. Mrs.
Hadden (213)206-4151.

KNOW BODIES. Exercise and Dancewear is

presently seeking p^ employees who are

motivated and willing to work. Exp. Preferred

but rtot required. Flexible hours and great

working conditions. $5A>r. depending on exp.
Northridge (818)349-9104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Park (818)784-0374 -

ask for manager. West LA (81 8)704-5454 - ask
for Jeff or Mike after 1 pm.

LEGAL SECRETARY/DKITATIONIST needed
In small Westwood firm: experience/WP
5.0/responsible a must: Contact Kal,
(213)475-0991.

MESSENGERS. Westwood law firm has open-
ings for part-time 20 hr^wk messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car, insurance, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541 after 2pm.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Wednesday or Thursday
afternoons. Market, drive, cook. References
necessary. Pay per hour. (213)475-0292.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hrsAwk, Brentwood, typ-

ing essential . Leasing department ask for Sheryl

(213)820-5891.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, AM, for Century City

computer training facility. Word Perfect a plus.

S6.00-S10.0ahr. Jeff (213)201-0055.

ONCAMERA SPOKESPERSON wanted by film

production company. Must be Chinese who
speaks fluent Japanese. Casting starts Jan 1 5.

Paid position. Contact Heidi at

(818)841-9660.

ON CAMPUS study while you %york, selling

earrings. Flexible hours S5.75^ur. Call Tony
(213)466-8470.

PART-TIME sales position for exclusive infant/

children's store in Brentwood. Good commu-
nication skills. Will train enthusiastic person.

Salary plus commission. Call Margo
(213)447-5407.

PR FIRM in Santa Monica. Flexible hours,

reliable, deperxiable, good phone voice, er-

. rands. 56.00. (213)451-4870.

PRIVATE hospital seeks individual for P/T

receptionist 4:30-8:30pm M-F. Must possess

excellent communic^ion skills, 10-key by
touch, be people oriented. Call David
(213)479-4281.

PROGRAMMER ASSISTANT for LICLA Analyt-

ical Servtbps Dept. in Westwood. Knowledge
of one high-level computer language (e.g.

Fortran, Pascal, C, SAS) required. Prefer stu-

dent majoring in technical disciplines such as

computer scierKe, operations research, or

engineering. Requires commitment to consis-

tent schedule of 16-20 hrs/wk at $7.12/hout
An opportunity to learn TSO, ISPF, JCL and
SAS. After training, duties to include maintain-

ing mainframe computer applications, PC
operations, including LOTUS 1 23 ar>d Micro-

soft Word. Photocopying, messengering,
memo writing and data entry also included.

Call Susan at 21 3-825-32(X) for interview.

PROJECTIONIST. PT, experienced 35mm,
16mm for the Beverly Cinema. Call 660-1 342
or 932-9689.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ASST. 5 hours

daily, $7-6^r. WLA office. ExperierK:e re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.

(213)939-1720.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-

wood alarm co. Evening} and weekends.

Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

P/T DATA ENTRY, Westwood accounting firm,

flexible hours, good money. Ask for Mike
(21)470-4500.

P/T office assistant/receptionist (or Tuesdays

and Thursdays at Brentwood consulting firm.

Pleasant phone manner, loti of energy, and

good sense of humor desired light typing,

copying, other general office chores. Must
have car and imurarKe for local errar>ds. Great

location, close to campus. Call Marty
(213)820-0900.

RADK^LOGY FILM LIBRARY, Assistant I.

Great for students. $5.44Air. Assist with office

work. Early morning. Call Al Gonzalez,

(213)825-6874.

RECEPTIONIST and file clerk needed in small

Westwood firm: pA or fA, contact Kal,

(213)475-0^91.

RECEPTIONIST for small Century City law

firm. MWF 9-5:30pm. $6.5(Vhour. Call Cor-

Inne at (213)552-3312.

RECEPTKDNIST/computer operator needed for

CPA firm. M-F mornings till 1pm. Please call

(818)887-7056.

-R£CEPTK)NIST Westwood law offices. Mon,
Wed; 9-5, Can do homework on job.

(213)824-4000.
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RECEPTIONIST, pA, flex, hrs., must file, post,

type. Good appearance and phone skills.

Encino. Good salary. (818)3338.

RECEPTIONIST, P/T, M-F afternoons + Sat/

nwith. $5-7Air. Animal Hospital West. Typing
required. (213)828-3435.

RELIABLE persott for evening house and dog
sitting. Possibly some weekends, htollywood
Hills (213)281-6931, ask for BARBRA or

SARA.

RETAIL, Display & Customer Services.T^T,
flexible hours. $9.85/start. Back to schdol
work. Advancement opportunities. Call

(213)392-1310, (818)342-2612.

RETAIL SALES. F/T and PA. Tuesday thru

Saturday. Wage depends on experience.

(213)274-7576. After 10:30am.

RETAIL SALES. Woman's clothing. Friendly,

professional appearance. Santa Monica F/T or
P/T. 11 -6pm.

SECRETARYAlegistrar: Looking for a warm,
supportive environment? Then join our Pacific

Palisades preschool staff. M-F, 9-1, Sfl^r
min., dep. exp. (213)459-5054.

SECRETARY. P/T WLA. $7.00. General office

work. Call 5-9pm. (213)208-4828.

SECRETARY/Clerical, P/T, light word process-

ing, general office, flexible hours. $6.5(Vstart.

Brentwood CPA's. (213)826-1380.

SHOW apartment building part-time job.

Study while you're working. Good pay and
bonus. Good hours. Leave message
(213)398-1904.

SMALL LAW FIRM needs file clerk/messenger.

F/T, must own car, overtime required. $Mir.
(213)550-7997.

SMALL MEOK>L-LEGAL service seeking ma-
ture individual to fulfill administrative duties.

Will train. (213)854-0999.

SMALL MEDKIAL-LECAL service seeking ma-
ture individual to fulfill secretarial duties.

Approximately 30 hours/week.
(213)654-0999.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS. Over 5,000
openings! National parks, forests, fire crews.
Send stamp for free details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

30 Job Opportunities 32 Job Opportunities 32 Job Opportunities

r
tocij

ON
CAMPUS

Coofs Brewing Company,
Golden, Colorado, will be
interviewing on the UCLA
campiis, January 24/25 for two
paid summer intern positions in

Distributor Development and
Sales Services (departments

within Sales and Marketing).

First position requires individ-

ual who is pursuing a Master's

degree in finance or Account-

ing, with a strong interest in

Sales and Marketing. Strong an-

alytical skills, and a working

knowledge of P.C. software

(Lotus 1-2-3. Symphony)
necessary.

Candidate for second position

should Be pursuing a Business

Administration or related de-

gree with an emphasis or

extensive experience in

computer systems. Must have

strong background in P.C.

software (WordPerfect. Lotus 1-

2-3, and /or flarvard Graphics).

Contact the UCLA Placement
Center, main info, rounter. for a

detailed job description and to

sign up.

equal opportunity emptoyer m/f h/v

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Gain valuable experience

managing a team of employess, customers,

and suppliers. Succesful will Undergo exten-

sive management training. Average summer
eamings range to 10k Call Student Painlen
1-800-426 6441 for more info.

TELEPHONE SURVEYORS: NO SELLING.
S8-1Q^r. Corwenient to campus. 11aniv2pm.

(213)444-9860, Mr. Aidrich.

WANTEDI Counter person. PT/FT Call Elysee

Cafe! Westwood. (213)208-6505.

WORK STUDY STUDENT urgently needed for

Classroom Aide position at Seeds U.E.S. Noon
to 1:30 daily and an additional hour TBA.
Contact Gloria Contreras. (213)206-1134.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback Novels,

Fiction books. Magazine articles,
(213)206-5128. Vtomon.

32

ct Supervisors

($29,328+)

Data Analysts

($24,356)

Hita entry/file

retrieval or word
processors (118,262-0

*Excellent Benefit

Package *

Employment by private

contractor for position in federal

f^Iaw enforcement facility in LA.
Specialis^ed training to intelligent,

capable candidates. Must be
able to analyze investigative

reports. Interviews in LA.
beginning January 21. Rush

resumes to:

Ebon Research Systems
820 Quincy St NW

Washington, D.C 20011
Attn: Jay L Langdea
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Travel Tickets 106

I K A \ i: L

EASTERN
EUROPE
xow?

It 's the Best Year Ever to

travel to Eastern Europe,
and we have the lowest

faresforyou!

BERLIN * 600.

Budapest 740.

warsA^r .««,,,,,, ,...,.,. /yU.

Prague.... ....790.

Krakow 790.

Dubrovnik 790.

Belgrade 790.

Bucharest 790.

>1SUCU^
TRAVEL SERVICE

First Oass in Low Fares
A-Level Ackennan

:b

U

Hours: M-P 8:30-6, Sat TIT

14th..

I
Clfissijieci

I
VnCentine's

I Issue, 1990

ASSISTANT TO SALES DIRECTOR- Hexible

hours, base salary -f a % of commission.
Exclusive fitness club in Miracle Mile District.

Call Dee (213)933-5875.

BOOKSELLER, pacific bookstore, 1 1 755 wi-
shire blvd WLA daytime hours, bookselling

experience desireable, office work and selling,

typing skills required, references required.

Contact Adri Butler, (213)312-1819.

BUSINESS OPfiORTUNITY. Successful en-
trepeneur seeks partner for endeaver aroun<V
on 2/1 V90. Expected income of $1 5(XV»-. Anne
(213)446-0048.

EXCITING AND REWARDING STUDENT JOB
AVAILABLE. UCLA AMBULANCE PERSON-
NEL NEEDED. Applications being accepted
from LA County certified EMT-1As for posi-

tions staffing the UCLA Medical Center Trans-

port Ambulance. The ambulance provides

neonatal, pediatric, maternal care and inter-

hospital transportation to hurxlreds of patients

annually. Work closely with doctors and
nurses on the transport team and gain experi-

erKe in patient care. Full time UCLA student

status and availability of 15 hr^vk required.

Pick up applications at UCLA police station, or
call Mike at (21 3)206-8886 for nr>ore informa-
tion. For information on Emergency Medical
Technician training, call X21 3)206-01 76.

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLIC HEALTH wanted to work in newly
created position ofMarketing Analyst in Radio-
logical Sciences Departnrtent. Position will

primarily focus on coriducting market research
via hospital records arxi interviews. Will also
perform analysis to assist in development of
marketing and business plans for the depart-
ment and assist in determination ofapporpriate

product line managemerrt strategies. 14-20
hours per week, flexible, $9.49Air. Healthcare
and marketing experience desirable, contact
Ken Belferman at (213)825-6800.

NEEDED: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, part-

timed OhnA**), to program experiements for

the acquisition and processing of physiological
measures and orvline control of devices M\d
stimuli using ASYST and/or FORTH essential.

ExperierKX with similar computer appliedior«
desi rable . Call
David Shapiro, PHd, 213 825-0252.

PART-TIME. Real estate office; Macintosh
knowledge required. Hours flexible. West-
mark Investments, (213)936-6205, Layne.

Internships 34

ESTABLBHED talent ager>cy offering Intern-

ships. Minimum 8 hr. weekly commitment.
Contact Debra. (213)465-7522.

INDEPENDENT film company. Creative and
clerical. Will train. (213)273-4712.

INTERNATKDNAL TRADING COMPANY
seeking preferably business major for intern-

ship program. Mid Wilshire area. To start

immediately. Diane (213)933-3111.

SEVERAL non-paying ir>ternship positions

available for rrxMlon picture and television

production company. Son^eone to assist presi-

dent and others to read arvl critique scripts.

Marcella, (213)474-4521.

SMALL HOLLYWOOD PR. firm seeks intern

for corpyentertairwnent accounts. Great exper-

ience. (213)469-2047.

VOLUNTEER internships available thru the

urban intern program. Call Laura for more
infonnation. (213)206-6869.

Child Care Wanted 35

ASSIST BUSY GRAD STUDENT/MOM with
afterrwon-eve. childcare, errands, \aundty,

dinner. Must have own car and insurance, be
responsible. M,T,W afternoons. References
required. Call after 8:30pm or weekends
ONLV. (213)836-3290

AUPAIR-Creative, intelligent, English speak-
ing. Must drive. For warm, happy family with 7
year old twins. Santa Monica, $125/wk. Live
in. (213)451-4537.

CARETAKER for 5-year-old girl to drive from
school Culver City to WLA daily,
3:00-5:30p.m. (213)207-5381.

CHILD CARE WANTED for Syr old boy, must
have car, 1 2-5:30pm wkdays, (21 3)477-0474
days, (213)472-3773 eves

CHILD CARE for l-yr (plus light housekeep-
ing). Mon-Fri, 8:30-5:30. Must be warm,
fovir^g, extremely responsible and experienced
with children. No snwking. (213)393-1943.

CUTE 3 yr. old boys. 9-5 Wednesdays $6/hr.

References. Own transportation. Experienced.
Bel Air. (213)471.2071.

DRIVER to pick-up 2 children from University
Elementary School to their home in

W.Hollywood at 2:45pm weekdays. Please
call Felice (213)837-6900 X328, 24hrsyday.

LIVE-IN NANNY required for two, young
school age children in BH PO Box. Drivers
license; light housekeeping. (213)275-4574.

NANNY, 1-2dayi/wk, for special 15 month/
old girl In my home. Westwood^ico, must be
loving, experienced and have good English
skills. Call (213)475-1747.

PERSON needed 2 or 3 afternoons a week to
supervise two older children. Son>e driving
required. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-1602.

WESTWOOD couple, UCLA faculty scehi

"••T"*'"' for young oaoy. /-j momirws or
a|ternopnaA««ek. Flexible scheduling. 5 mi-
nutes from UCLA Judith (213)471-6258.

>'
I
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Don't Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill!

You've just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too

small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve

minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students

living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms
* Private bathtub and shower
*Never more than two students per room

*Safe, quiet environment

*Centraily located laundry and vending machines

*Separate study and TV lounges

*Complete student meal plan

*Student run radio station and weight room
* Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the

San Fernando Valley. And it's just a few minutes away from UCLA!

Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Palms
$850 1 bed/1 bath

$1025 1 bed/1 bath plus loft

Beautifully decorated, a/c. security gated.

built-in stove, dishwashei Open house
Saturday 10-2 at 3717 Vinton #104

1 mo. FREE RENT with one year lease

838-6516 (mgr ) 478-4559 (o(tice)

WESTWOOU ja75 1-bedroo»n, $1450, 2+2,
Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no pets. 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD townhouse. 2-becl/2-balh, 2-car

garage, 10614 Eastt)oume Ave. $1295.
(213)827-3813.

am.

Find the

Apartment

of Your

Dreams,

Advertise In the Daily Bruin
Classified

. 825-2221

Internships 34 Internships

ex*pe«ri«ence
(ik-sper 'i-ence), n.

1 . That which is required to obtain a

job after graduation. 2. Training and

personal participation in something new

and exciting. 3. The Knowledge and Skill

resulting from an internship in:

Daily Bruin Classified

Display Advertising—
If you are lacking the above, or if you simply

wish to gain more ex- pe ri ence, then it's time you apply for

an internship at the Daily Bruin. Classified Advertising is

looking for motivated people who are willing to dedicate

themselves to a winning team. . .Daily Bruin Advertising!!

INTERESTED??? To find out more, pick up an
application at 112 Kerckboff Hall,

or call 206-0901 -—

-

APPLICATIONS DUE NO LATER THAN:

4p.m. Tuesday, January 23

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Mark badly
5 Coal
10 Equat: pref.

14 Pal

15 Exit

16 Grand
17 Scoff
18 Lazes
19 Church area
20 Rhea's kin

21 UK native

22 Knitted in a
way

24 Serving to
warn

26 Thread
27 Eviscerate
28 Woodsman
31 Burdened
34 Stared
35 Hummingbird
36 Czech river

37 Cooked
38 Pedantic one
39 Light type
40 Disabled
41 Heading
42 Stumbled
44 Mr. Trevino
45 Yemenites
46 Out front

50 Show off

52 Gams
53 Negative
54 Desirous
55 Plunder
57 Leporid
58 Quet>ec's

Levesque
59 Of a wood
60 Handle: Fr.

61 Work units

62 Released
•63 Submissive

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

c A L M

1

D E C A

1

F E R A L
A B E D 1 T 1 V A N 1

B R A D B 1 T E R E 1 N A
8 1 M U L A T E S E N D E R

L A 8 H L E F T n^^i
P A L A C E T A 1 L 8 F F
A B A T E I B E N N Y T A 1

R M E I D U N C E 8 H 1 N
D U E I T 8 E E T H E R E
S T R A 1 G H T F E A R E D

S L E Y L A N K j^^B
V 1 Q 1 L 8 B U T T E R E D
A B D E

1

T U N A

1

8 U V A
S A N E R U N A L U 8 E D
T R E- 8 8 B A R E P E 8 O

DOWN
— 1 Mahatmas

2 Area's
weather

3 LP set

4 Canadian
whiskey

5 Draw out
6 Wine
7 Latvian

8 Time before
9 Breathed
10 Jewels
11 Pastry
12 Thrive

13 Cooled
21 Stup>efy

23 Habituated
25 Field: Lat.

26 Ran
28 Pretended

29 Injury

30 Wrath
31 "Maple —

Rag"
32 City of India

33 Stating

34 Amusements
37 "The

Seville"

38 Multicolored
40 Metal
41 Collations

43 Auto deals
44 Myth
46 Dike
47 Foolish

48 Scandinavian
49 Hellenic

50 Reduce
51 Avouch
52 Ontario, e.g.

56 Attention
57 Bad actor

1 2 3 4

~

5
6~

1 5" § io" 11 12 13

14 15 16

^^ 18 19

20

i
22 W

24 W i zT !w W W
31 i2 3^X i

34 35

3^

i
ST 38

i^

i
ST

i
41

4ii w ST! 45

i
W w 46

51 w
i

55

54

1

55 XT

1

IT

5d 59 60

ii i2 6i
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1 -BEDROOM, fo25/mo. First mrfnth SO^off.
Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10
min from campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms.

(213)636-8138.

1 BEDROOM guesthouse near Beverly center.

$550 per month. Call Laurent (21 3)824-5246.

1-MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

1-bdrm, $725. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

BEVERLY HILLS, $795/mo. 2-bdrm/l-balh

spacious beautiful apartment completely furn-

ished. Basic utilities paid. View of Century
City. Close to transportation, recreation, and
UCLA. (213)203-9560.

BRENTWOOD 2bd/2 bath, den. Large ,ncwly

decorated. (213)826-3934. Close to UCLA.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIDCERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 11 61 1 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

CLOSE TO MARINA, $625/fno. including

utilities. Guest house: fireplace, private cov-

ered patio, garden, secure, quiet.

(213)822-6808.

FURNISHED bachelor. Includes all utilities.

$595. Private seperate garage, $150. Walk to

UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

GUEST HOUSE, small, furnished, Beverly

Hills. $550, Call (213)276-6331.

LOW MOVE-IN - 2-BEDROOMS 1-BATH,
FROM $725. PHONE ENTRY. PETS OK. NEAR
BUS. (818)783-8379.

MODERN, large 2-bedroom, 2-balK built-ins.

On UCLA busline. Security, carpet, drapes,

a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barrington.
(213)476-1190.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bcdroom $795.

Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. $825 and up. Quiet 2-bcdrx>om,

2-bath. Patios, new carpets and drapes, built-

ins, large closets, no peU. (213)839-6800.

PICO-ROBERTSON ARE\ spacious 2-bcd/

2-bath, $80Q/mo. 1 -bcd/1 -bath, S650/mo.
Call (213)2736160.

SANTA MONICA. 1 -bedroom at Beach
$6SQ^mo. Fumished optional. Roommate ok.

(213)394-1662.

SHERMAN OAKS. 2 Bed/2 Bath, New luxury

apartment building ^c, microwave, fireplace,

security parking. 4724 Scpulvcda bl. Opposite

Galleria. (213)473-6001. 6-8pm.

SMALL 1 -bedroom trailer private, quiet. $350,
inc utilities. Topanga. (213)455-3447.

UCLA University apartments (or rent!* Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (213)625-2293 or

(21 3)625-6496.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed, Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, rircplacc, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 bedroom, hardwood
floors, high ceiling, backyard, garage; $650.

Bachelor with parking, $450. (213)624-7160.

WESTWOOD. $110(Vmo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A^, 2 balconies. 1601

Veteran. Matt (213)264-9044.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo Large 2-bdrm/

2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)264 9044.

WESTWOOD. %7SQlmo. Studio. Includes util-

ities & parking. Hardwood floors, room for 2,

very clean. (213)746-4471.

WESTWOOD: 2-bedroom 14lh floor penth-

ouse corxiominium. Stunning view. 24 hr

security guard, pool, spa, valet parking.

Furnished/unfurnished. 969 Hilgard.
$1895/mo short/long term lease.
(213)216-1316.

,

WESTWOOD: 2bcdroom -• 2bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna. Controlled access parking.

$1 700/mo 555 Glenrock Ave (21 3)824-9691

.

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300

All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshlre Bl.

474-6483.

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-b(!drooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

^ruin Radio
53frAM

—
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnished

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-batJi

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

Laree, newly
remodeled one, two,

and three bedroom
apartments.

Beverlywood area

(near Robertson). Ones
from $550 to $600;
Twos from $775 to

$850; Threes from

$850 to $950.
657-8756

HOORAY!
100 STHPS TO l'( l..\

Xn.i l.uuc tiirniNhcJ

.!\Mil;ink" now.

(-.ill CM) .s:4-0M^>

i)t CM) :77'isn

WESTWOOD, $85(ymo., one-bedroom, killer

apt. w/a view. Parking, laundry, security

deposit $400. Call Andy or Mike.
(213)206-3890.

WLA. $n0(Vlmo. 2-bedroorV1 *A bath. Sec-

urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

froct-frec refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Carn>elina.(21 3)456-3629. '

WLA. 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator, private

patio. S700/mo. 1412 Brockton.
(213)476-6924.

WLA. 2-bdniV2-bath, large, sunny, balcony.

Available now. S99S/month. 5 min walk to

UCLA. (213)820-4366 or (213)390-4610.

WLA. $72Q^Mp. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry.

1833 Corinth. (213)626-6907.

Apartments Furnished 50

EXTRA large 1 -bedroom, 100 steps to UCLA,
available now. Call (213)277-1813 or

(213)824-0319.

LARGE single, utilities included, $675, 100
steps from UCLA, immediately available. Call

(213)277-1813 or (213)624-0319.

SINGLE, one block walk to UCLA (west of

school) $575/month. (213)624-0532.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $665, utilities included,

~^oo1, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.

(213)559-1487.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $77S/mo. Pool, short walk to canr^pus.

11070 Strathmore. (213)206-3328.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent $75Cymo 1 bdmo

upper, exceptionally spacious. Bright, ap-

piiarKct, hafd wood floors, balcony, garage,

Smiles to campus. Suitable for staf(/faculty

members, rwn-smokers. (213)652-2699.

BRENTWOOD adjacent, $1280, plus one

month's free rent with lease. $500 security

deposit. New 2-bed, 2-bath. Large living room,

balcony, central air and heat, gated parking

elevator, walking distance to Westwood.

(213)479-2666.

WESTWOOD adjacent, 3 bedroom town-

house $1495 3-car parking. WLA 1 -bedroom

Ijpper $695. Apptitnccf. Available now.

(213)474-5419.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BEDROOM. EX-

CELLENT VIEW. $995 AND UP.
(213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BE(^OOM. EX-

CELLENT VIEW. $995 AND UP.
(213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT
$1,090. 2-BDRM/1-BATH. CARPETS,
DRAPES, GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PATIO.
QUIET BUILDING. (213)474-1172.

WLA 3, BED, 1 3/4 BATH, UPPER AND
LOWER APARTMENTS PARKING. % STREET
TO PICO BUS LINE. $975 (213)639-6294.

WLA. $635. 1 -bedroom, refrigerator, range,

carpeU, parking. Close to UCLA. 1472 S.

Barrington. (213)391-9583.

WLA. Large 2-bdrnVl'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1S00 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

SKI UTAH - furnished corxk) at base of

mountain, sleep six, fireplac^acuzzi, $1 20 a

night. AH dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

Apts. to Share

$45(V^MO. Private room, bath, pool, garage, 1

min to UCLA \/tty quiet, no smoking.

(213)478-6769.

BEVERLY HILLS. 2 br. Shr $300. Own room
$600 -f dep. Fireplace, patio, cable, paifcing.

(213)278-1073.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed ASAP to share

2-bdrm/2-bath. 2 blocks from campus,
$362/mo ¥ sec, deposit. (213)824-1447.

LARGE BEDROOM in fumished 2bed/2bath
apt. 10 min from UCLA. $385/mo.
(213)559-8590.

MAR VISTA, $37Vmo., 2-bed/l bath, female

norvsmoker. Nice apartment, 5 min to beach.

(213)390-9693.

SHARE 2-bed apartment adjacent to Sherman
Oaks. $28Vmo. (818)989-1675, Laurie.

SHARE one bedroom apartment on Gayley.

Security, parking. $425/nrKMith + sec. deposit.

(213)824-2750.

WESTWOOD. $475/mo. 1 person for classy,

charismatic 1 -bedroom apt. Parking. Walk to

UCLA. (213)824-1556, David.

WESTWOOD SECURITY BUILDING. Need
two roommates. 2-bedroonV 2-bath apart-

noent. $331.25/ share. $662.S(y own room.

(213)474-4088.

WESTWOOD. Walk to campuV shuttle. Pool,

etc. hA/f. 1 -bedroom. V> rent -Hililities*

$^2^50^213)20^971/20^1465^^

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 3-bdrnV2-bath,

security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (21 3)826-6907.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdmV
2-bath. Washer/dr/er, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,

2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-

ple please contact (818)888-2224.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

|3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove.

dishwasher, fireplace,

jntral air conditioning/

heat, security alarm.

jlaLindry. 2-car parking.

siindecks

|«10-15 min. from
campus

[•6 models to choose—— from

—

—

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.

(north of Venice Bh^.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

52 House for Rent

LARGE 3-bedroom, IVi -bath, large study

room, 1 5 minutes to UCLA. $35(Vperson, or

$1695/family. (213)394-6998.

LOVELY 3 bd/2 bath house 10-min. to UCLA,
all amenities, large yard, double garge, $1800.
(213)470-3475.

House for StKire 57

3-BED/2-BATH house near campus. Alter Feb.

13. $333/nno. Want neat considerate room-
mates. Call John (213)825-6598 or
(818)784-1415.

ROOMMATE needed to share 3 bdrm house in

Venice. 1 block to beach;own
room;$465;(21 3)392-0220.

House for Sale 58

WESTWOOD/WLA LINE- $249,000. 2-Story

contemporary townhouse overlooking park-

like, VA setting. 2-bed/2.5-bath. Agent
(213)471-6682.

53 Housing Needed 60

MALE LOOKING TO SHARE HOUSE/
APARTMENT near UCLA. Need by January 26.

Call Tony (516)53^-2388.

SWISS STUDENT UCLA seeks room in ex-

change, evening/weekend. Chi-ldcare/

housekeeping. Call: Christina (213)454-0872.

54 Real Estate 61

ATTENTK3N: earn nrtoney reading books!

$32,000/yr income potential. Details

1(602)838-8885 ext. bk 8050.

ATTENTION—Gov't homes from $1 (U-

Repair). OlirK|uent tax property. Reposses-

sions. Call 1(602)838-8885 ext. GH8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange (or drhring

ar>d childcare, must have car. Day 820-7202,
evening 393-8621.

Room for Help 63

SANTA MONICA, guest house in exchange for

babysitting, driving, must be available Tues-

Fri, 2:30-6:00 -» 1 weekend evening. Reliable

car with seat belts. ExperierKe with children,

non-smoker. (213)394-7353.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets, large room, fumished or unfurnished,

huge dosels, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

(Xict residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Mysha (21 3)390-9007.

$575. Very Largp Room. Completely separate

9t*x*not, kitchen, bathroom. Nearby Carryon

kxatton. (213)470-0272 after 6:30.

FURNISHED private room in family honrte, full

privileges, #8 bus to UCLA mature individual

arwJ non-smoker. $32SiAno, includes utilities,

(213)398-6522.

PRIVATE room, bath, queen bed, 1/2 mile west
of Scpulveda, one mile north of Mullholl»ui.

$425. (818)501-6678

ROOM A BATH for rent: Gvj^ pvUng.
kitchen prhri leges, no smoking or drinking,

female preferred. $400. (213)395-7459.

ROOM IN HOME, large, bath, ideal for UCLA
studentAaculty, light kitchen privileges, non-

smoker. (213)476-2086.

ROOM Wview in Beverly Hills. Male pre-

ferred $39S utilities. (213)277-5273.

SANTA MONICA, iSA7.50lmo. Own room,
laundry, balcony, norvsmoker, includes utili-

ties, responsible person, cat o.k.
(213)452-8664.

WESTWOOO-fumished private roon^ivate
bath, stalled shower, llrwns, laundry, rwrv
smoker, utilities. Near UCLA, ideal for male
faculty. $475/tno. (213)474-7122.

WESTWOOD, $4a0/mo
, guest house. Furn-

ished, spacious, quiet, overiooks garden.

(213)474-7285, 5-8pm.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD, female, share largp BD/BR,
huge 2-BD/2-BR apartment. Pool, security,

laundry. $350 ¥ security. (213)620-0187.

ENGLISH and Design major looking for female

roomate. Across from UCLA. $281, studio.

(213)824-7764.

FEMALE needed to share large 1-bdrm. apart-

ment in Westwood. $337.5Q^nrH>. No deposit

required. (213)208-1617, Livia.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. $255Atk> to

share a large furnished or>e-bedroom apart-

ment in Westwood. (618)790-2185.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED! Single-1 block

from UCLA Nilta or Kathy (21 3)824-5747, 650
Landfair Ave #105 Westvwod.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share large

furnished single on Gayley. Sec. Bldr^
$397.5(ymo. (213)208-6310.

FEMALE roommate needed to share spacious

apartment across from UCLA Non-smoking.
$310nno.(213)430-4828 or (213)208-4050.

FEMALE share large furnished 1 bedroom apt

with or>e other. Walk to campus. No
parklng.$406,no lease. (213)824-0642.

FEMALE wanted for own room in largB $360
mo. Non-smoker. Parking. (213)207-5370.

FEMALE wanted to share bedroom in beautiful,

spacious, WesUlde apartment. Near SM bus
Hnes, 40S * 10 frvewiys. %2n/manii\ pkm
utimici. CamiAyresM (213)474-6434.

56 Roommates

FOURTH male roommate needed to share

larg^ 2-bed/2-bath Westwood apartnwnt.

Furnished. $30(ymo. (213)479-2818.

GAYLEY Ave. apt. needs two females to share

cute 2-bed/2-bath. $387, paricing. Call

(213)206-3889.

CRAO seeks female roommate to share spa-

cious 2bedroom/2bath apartment. $390.
Palms. Nancy (213)396-1226.

HERSHEY HALL for male UCLA graduate

student. On campus, meals included.

$455Ano. -t- deposit. Call Doug or Alec
(213)825-2742 or (213)559-3515.

LUXURY: male roomjtfe needed for 456 Land-
fair apt. Pool, Jacuzzi, A/C. 1 block to UCLA.
$365/mo. Leave message. ASAP
(213)824-2177.

MALE ROOMMATE. One bedroom fumished
with kitchen, close to UCLA. Monthly rent -
$263. Please tall (213)207-6585.^^"""^—-^—^—^"^—^—^^—^.^^^-^^^^M*i»^
MOVING? Male roommate needed to share

new 2-»-2 apt. in Clendale, Burfoank, or Sher-

man Oaks. (213)477-6283. _^
OWN roon^ath in nice 3-bedroom cornio.

Security buildin^parking. Female. SSSO/mo.
(213)444 9563.

PAKISTANI female seeks female roommate for

1 -bedroom apartment. Pico and Robertson.

$285 plus half utitlities. (213)838-8106 after

8pm.

PALMS. K^ for 3-bedroom apt. Own roonV
bath. $325/mo. + utilities. Call
(213)837-5787.

PLAYA DEL REY. Female share split level

condo. Security. Share bath and laurxlry.

SSOtVmo. (213)301-9762.

ROOMMATE wanted: Mature, responsible,

ind (unloving male wanted to share a 1 -bed-

room apt. in palms. $312.50/mo. John
(213)558-8622 or (714)546-4151.

ROOMMATE needed to share room in spa-

cious 2-bedroom apartment. 1(X) feet from

campus! $362 .50/month. Craig
(213)206-0358.

ROOMMATE needed for 2-bedroom ^iM^
n>ent in Van Nuys. Close to freeway. $33a/hK>.
•• utilities. (818)988-9423.

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP to share loft.

Female, $30(Vmo. Walking distance to cam-
pus. (213)624-0057.

UCLA ADJACENT: Female needed to share

gorgeous 2-be<^-bath apartment with 3 girls!

$450. Pistol (21 3)208-1 848.

WALK to campus. K^ ran-smoking room-
mates. 2bcy2bath. $40Ck^no. Clean and large.

David (213)206^191.

WESTWOOD-Hilgard & LeConte, temporary

housing until March 1st. Share one bedroom,

male pref. (213)206-7694 $375.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate needed to

share 1 -bedroom apartment. $300/mo.,
6-month lease. Tony (213)208-0451.

WESTWCXX), $342/mo. FourgiHs in spacious

2-bed, 2-bath duplex need fifth girl. 691

Kelton. (213)824-4183, (213)454-8211.

WLA, SSOQ^no., fumished room and bath

available in security apartment. Call for more
info. (213)477-3069.

YOUNG professional needs responsible

roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

CorKlos for Rent 69

WESTWOOD. $1 20Q/mo. 2-bdmV2-bath +
den -t- fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN T«^Y. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYCNVE TODAY a skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9662.

f

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

TAKE lessoTH at school before or after class.

Guarar>teed workout, improvement and fun I

Hugh 208-7571 (Senior History Major).

Child Care 90

DAYCARE openings for two-year-olds by
licensed former preschool teacher in a safe,

loving, erviching envirorvnent. L>CLA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613166. Louise
(213)477-1397.

Insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
j

'J vu\ .lutu ini,ufjn |

•d by law' So tor ; |

OVVER QV^^- ,

__ "i"B Pie ,, »

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY |

*•*•••*••**•••*••••

4-

4>

Auto/Hcme/Commercial
WMtwood/Wilshiri Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
12 biks So of WitehirvL

*

65 Irmirance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood AgerKy. Personal service. Call now arxl

save money. (213)6204639.

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum llobillly required

by low.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; ferrxale

urtder 21, male under 26.

$737/yr.

Good rates forcomp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

^^^oM7^35^^^^

?? Nee(j Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/dlompetitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

»l''»'IVVVil1 1
: 1 1 i

t I 1 1 < 1 1 i ]' 1 t I
i I M i I .M " 1 .

>
J V V

\Vp"!I Cowt' TO V«M"'

Auto Insurance

more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ncelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
mtla*vB|Cgi

Movers 94

CRECS moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -6892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Frieridly

(213)28S-6688. UCLA alumnus.

JERKY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

•dble. lerry (2 13?39 1-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26lt. truck.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etcf Professional help from
consultant/ author. MA/ journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

SELF-DEFENSE-Kung Fu San Soo. Private in-

structkwi, male and female. Certified instruc-

tor. UCLA Crad. student. Kevin
(213)206-2966.

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(616)564-1123.

ENG. TUTOR available for Foreign studenU,
lived abroad. Speaks Spanis>^apar>cte. Call

Johanna at (213)836-4362.

EXPERIENCED Japancw tutor, teaches busi-

ness conversation, and cuMuntymianUndlnt.
(213)736-5975 MStouura.

FKENCH LESSONS by
toecher faetured on television.

(213)626-7710.

native

PROFESSIONAL MMh lytor, UOA ^
expert an levels tradwif inpeiiwi. Wm
oommule, affordable rales (81MIIMK1.

•'^V^.
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"DAZZLE THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Daneshrad DPS

UCLA Graduate

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $20.00
* Bleaching for whiter teeth

ONLY $ 1 48.00 per arch

EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED
477-8766

CVENIMa &
SA7UKDAV

APM>WTMCMTS
AVAUAM^

Stereo
Headphones

11850 Wlishir. Blvd. Suit. 101 W.st LA. |B.tWMn Barrington & Bundy)

ENTREPRENEUR^
Want to bo one?
Or work witti one?

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
ENTREPRENEURSHIP ACADEMY is

looking for ombittous seniors or

groduote students, any major,
to participate In our two
semester program tt^at will

include:
• Meetings with successful local
entrepreneurs

•Mentorshiips withi entrepreneurs
•On-site visits to local
entrepreneurial companies

•Networl<ing withi successful
professionals and peers

THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ACADEMY is a nonprofit
community organization

founded and administered by
40 LA & Orange County

community leaders. We provide
hands-on information and

assistar>ce to aspiring student
entrepreneurs.

SPRING PROGRAM begins
February 3. Interview required.
Mandatory Saturday morning

meetings through May.
Professionalism and

commitment required.
Call Maureen Ford at

(213)590-8011.-

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp.2/22/90

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIONAL
UCLA Student Special I

Must be presented to receptionist before services |
are performed. (Certain restrictions ap )ly).

$18 CUT St BLOW I

MUST StIOW UCLA SUDETIT I.D. fe r«en« lA. ,i^ U r^ «n^ u «y |
WITti coupon ^'"'^ ''^**'^ naiiliM ii uumiaUe. I

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUISI
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL H

1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Milgard
J

475-3264 208-4477

Tutoring Offered 98 Typing 100 Autos for Sale

SPANISH LESSONS, Argentinian native tutor

(M.S.C). Reasonable rates call Beatrix

(213)390-7690.

Refrigerator Rentals
ho' aorms. •^aie'-'^ ! es, so'or i es a'"c

co-ops
for FREE DELIVERV call

POLAR LEASING
533-1500 anytime

Sl-."g UCLA s -CG '9 7^

Music Lessons 102

Tutoring Needed 99

VAILEY MOM needs tutor for teen, 4 times a

wetk. (818)784-6806.

Typing 100

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typset, resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUOEHaw graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser

printed-free pickup arxi delivery. Term papers

(APA), dissertations, resumes. (213)475-4057.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.

Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing

w/ laserjet quality printing for resumes and
papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvette (213)556-3236.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -f profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)276-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tion, theses. IBM PCA.aser printer. Reasonable

rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

d sertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa

(21 3)459-0256.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (213)8266939,
Hollywood (213)466-2860.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.
VOICE, PIANO AND MUSICAL training. All

levels welcome. By professional singpr/ pian-

ist. Phone 375-3411.

HARP LESSONS
ALL LEVELS

Classical, Jazz, Pop. Rental Harps
available. Recording Artist

Victoria Looseleaf. MFA

(213) 281-7413

Resumes 104

DESK TOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

GET the most important manual of your
student career: "LEARN WHAT TO PUT ON
YOUR RESUME". For information call Tom
(618)451-01 76.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licer«ed care^ counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays, f^ar
UCLA. (213)206-1665.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hrservice. Ourclients

•^t results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

KXPKRI RKSUMKS

( .ill .It;'! ' • . .1 Ttu's^.i^:.

1*07-1'. ^J

1963 TOYOTA Corolla SR5. 2-doof hardtop

deluxe. Champagne colored. Great coryJition.

$3500. (213)204-1727.

1983 TOYOTA CELICA GT, black, 5-speed,

fully loaded, 14,300/ firm. (616)761-6619.

1963 VW RABBIT Convertible, whiteM>ite,

arrVfm cassette, a/c, great cond ition. $750&.

(618)571-1629.

1984 OLDS Firenza. Xint corxJition, sunroof,

cruise control, power steering & brakes.

$1400. (213)477-9328.

1985 TOYOTA TERCEL, hatchback, a/c, am/
fm cassette. Clean. $2600/obo.
(213)313-2719.

1985 VW )ETTA. Kalian red, 5-speed, A^,
AM/FM cassette, low miles. $3750.
(213)472-2827.

64 HONDA ACCORD-hatchback -5-speed,

AC, cassette, new tires, blue. 103k miles. Call

(213)476-3120

84 PONTIAC FIERO 45K miles, an\/im, air,

alarm, blkA^t, original owner 277-5579,
excellent condition.

64 PONTIAC 6000. 4-cylinder 4^oor sedan.

69k miles. Clean, A/C, AM/FM. $3500.
(213)636-5192. .

89 PRELUDE SI immaculate, black, 5-spd.,

leather, 9k miles, must tell this week.
$15,50CVobo: (816)980—9159.

ACURA tNTEGRA LS 69, $11 k, 3-dr., gold,

auto, air, p/t, sun roof. Firm, 15m.
(213)670-7563.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-

CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-600-636-6665 Ext. A 8050.

One Day Word Procesfing

and/or Editing

Over 2S yMM •xpcrience. Also offer

•Ihical MlilMiri wi4\ wrWrtg probtctns

aitd tutorfng in Endish, Hiitory,

PhikMopliy, and PoN«c«l Science.

Biir Dcfamcy 207-5021

Travel 105

SKILLED with hand tools? Tropical sailing &
diving offered in exchanne for assistance with
prccruise preparatiorw of 41' tiberglats sloop.

Sailing lessont, ham radio, and capUin license

examc preparation included complimentary.
P.O. Box 9516, M.O.R., CA. 90295.

BMW 325 1967 4door. Red, automatic,

alarm, loaded. 1 7K miles. $16K.
(213)204-3668. Before 9p.m.

FIAT BRAVA, 1979, $950/obo, 2-door,

5-speed, very clean, stereo, good tires.

(213)395-0692.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1961. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (Office) (213)226-4397,
(Home) (213)475-8377. Ask for Victoria.

HONDA 1100 V65 Sabre, 1985, $1990, 121

horsepower, 24,000 miles, backrack, alarm,

windshield, mint. (213)826-0062.
,J tr:-

)EEP WRANGLER 1 969, $9000. black, sofl top.

low miles, clean, alarm, air, lock boxes, 5 spd
interested to sell, obo (213)470-6331.

MITSUBISHI Cordia '64 % spd, A^ and
CMtcttc, new clutch, catalytic converter, re-

built, transmission, great shape. $3500
(213)393-5636.

BOILER • • On a bad trip
From page 37

at Freedom Hall with 16 minutes to

go before the team plane left for

L.A. I quickly began to practice

my Kentucky drawl for the long

stay ahead.

We scrambled around the park-

ing lot, hoping for a miracle. It

came in the form of a white-haired

woman wearing a visor (at night)

who answered our pleas for a ride.

"I'm from Louisville but I bet I

don't sound like it," she told us,

sounding like everyone else south

of the Mason-Dixon. "I lived in

Arkansas for eight years."

After five minutes of small taUC
we were in the terminal. I never did

find out the woman's name, and
she wouldn't take gas money. I

don't necessarily believe in angels

(especially after Wally Joyner
disappeared), but somebody was
watching out for us.

On the plane to Dallas, Dave and
I planned a strategy to transmit our

story from the airport. When we
landed, we headed for the Ameri-
can Airlines office. Nope, you
couldn't unplug the phone and
hook it to the computer.

But Rosemary offered to speed

us through the terminal on one of

those little VIP carts to the

Admirals Club, where we might be
able use a phone.

So off we went to join the posh
business travelers, who reclined in

the luxury of the Admirals Club
while waiting for their flights.

Outta my way, pal. I'm on dead-

line.

Katie looked at us from across

the desk in the Admirals Club like

we were lepers. We just needed a

phone that unplugged, we
explained over and over again, to

get our PulitzCT Prize winner to

L.A. I think Dave's good looks

fmally saved the day, as Katie got

up and moved toward the phone.

"If you can be discreet about it,

you can try these phones," she

whispered. "I don't want to offend

the other passengers."

The phones didn't dial long

distance. Deadline came and went
Thanks a bunch, Katie.

Dave and I were reeling. On the

ropes. Eye swollen shut Now
there would be no story in Mon-
day's paper. We had had enough.

On the bus back from LAX, we
talked about our adventure. It had

been a terrible trip, possibly one of

the worst efforts since Mike
watched the Louisville game on
television many years ago. We
should have followed his lead.

But no time to think of that We
still had to find a way back from
the hotel in Bel Air, our departure,

point, to Westwood. As the coach-

es filed off the bus, Dave and I

were silent I staggered up to the

driver and asked, **Can you drop us

off on Veteran and Levering?"

We were not as much glad to be

home as to have survived. I could

finally breath easy, knowing that in

10 hours, I had my first class of the

quarter.

As we trudged toward home,
Dave, the editor, not the driver,

stopped short "My trenchcoat," he

moaned. It was hanging in the

closet, we hoped, at the Executive

Inn in Louisville.

And when Ralph the bellhop

checks lost and found, let's hope
he finds UCLA's win in there

somewhere, too.

109 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119

PLYMOUTH HORIZON 62. 63k miles, good
corxiition. New baUery. $1200 Must sell.

(213)396-5703 after 7pm.

PORSCHE 924. 1962. red, 5-speed, loaded, 1

owner, all records, best offer. Sharon Ringo
(213)650-3270.

TOYOTA SUPRA. 1984. Black, 5-speed man-
ual, Alpine, alarm, new rims & tires, tinted

windo¥V5, 52k/milcs. $7900. (213)532-6349.

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE
1960. IMew tires ar>d irYterior. Good corKJition.

Low miles. $4000. David (213)206-6191.

VOLKSWACON CABRKXET, 1 966, $1 0,000.

34kAni, 5spd, excellent corxJition. a/c, gra-

phlte. Alpine anVfm pullout. (213)453-3913.

VW BUG '71 -good condition." new clutch,

distributer, generator;mostly rebuilt engir>e.

$1600^obo. Polly (213)624-4183.

VW GOLF, 1965, sunroof, stereo cassette,

alarm, S-speed, 49,000 miles. iA5O0/6bo.

Excellent condition. (818)992-032«».

VWJETTACL 1969, $1 1000 mint condition 3k
miles. Automatic, fully loaded, alarm w/
pullout. (213)626-6940.

VW RABBIT 1982 CONVERTIBLE. Autp. A/C.

runs great. 95k. Must sell $3950.
(213)973-5205 or (213)479-4679.

HONDA AERO '85. $375, good conditiof).

Call Carta (213)624-0356.

HONDA ELITE '67 60 scooter low miles, must
sell $650 firm. Call (213)399-6020.

HONDA ELITE 80-$900 and HONDA ELITE

150-$117S. Both clean with low miles.

(213)479-5651^

HONDA ELITl 80, black, only 6 months old,

1 700 miles, urxier warranty until June 1990.

$120Qi^obo. (213)477-6137. Leave message.

HONDA SPREE '66, good condition. $475.

Call 665-2172. For appt. Howard '89.

HONDA SPREE, 1985. $30(yobo. Good con-

dition. Lock included. Call Kristi

(213)206-1133. Leave message.

YAMAHA RIVA 125 1986-Red. 3500 miles.

Great corxiition. great value. $1,000 firm. |ay

(213)477-0080.

IN DESPERATE NEED of parking near campus.
Will pay well. Call Amy. (21 3)947-31 1 6. Help
Mel!

IN DESPERATE need of parking space in

vicinity of Midvale. Call (213)208-0563. Will

pay «<«lll

Furniture 126

Bicycles for Sale 113

CANNOISIDALE Mountain bike, 1 966. Perfect

condition. Extras, cost $750 but sell for $500.

Jeff (213)824-2334.

'Motorcycles for Sale 114

1966 BLACK Kawisaki Ninja 250cc. Recent

tune-up and new tif t. Mu«t —

.

(213)960-7666.

KAWASAKI KLR 250. 1 966. $900 firm. 1 2,000

miles, good condition. Call Caroline at

(61 8)996-0636. ^_
NINJA 600R, 1986, VANCE and Hines, Jet Kit.

Michetins extras $2100 obo. 447-1562
evenings.

BRAND NEW queen futon, torch lamp, desk,
file cabinet, stereo; prices negotiable. Call

w(21 3)477-1 91 9 x212. h(2 13)459-4001.

FULL SIZE futon/couch/bed, gray & black.

$125. Call Lois (213)477-7940.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

Garage Sales 127

Scooters 119

1985 HONDA ELITE 1 50. Excellent condition

with trunk & helmet. $900. Tony
(213)939-5609.

1967 ELITE 1 50 loaded. AM/FM stereo, trunk,

alarm, windscreen. New tires toned.

$1650.00, Steve 479-7503.

1967 HONDA Elite 80, red, low mileage, like

new. S650. (213)398-6522.

J9a9 HONDA Elite LX SA50, brand new,
never used, grey and blue, $1,200.
(213)374-S191 leave message.

KODAK carousel 650H slide projector $145.

Graphic mor>orail 4x5 w^ktar portrait lent

$360. (816)341-1608

Off-Campus Parking 129

GUITAR for sale: Ovation Ultra series, model

1S15. 12-string, electric- acoustic, in excellent

condition. Includes Ovation case. $40(Vobo.

Paul (714)261-5588.

Typewritier/Computer 134

APPLE 11c. 2 drives, monitor, printer, soft-

ware. Like new. $75(Vobo. (213)477-6283.

Leave message.

IBM PC JR. 640k, drives, cokK, daisy wheel

printer, lots of software. Great dealt $500.

Scott (213)206-6597.

TANDY 1(X» HX, $700/obo, 2S6k, keyboard,

coTbr monTlor, dot matrix printer.

(213)735-9366.
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BOILER
From page 42

more than an hour behind sche-

dule. The travelling had taken its

toll on me, and, I assumed, the

players, too. Far fix)m home, the

time is different, the air is diffe-

rent, the water is different. And
they're supposed to think about
beating a fired-up basketball team
in 10 hours?

After visiting Freedom Hall for

a short practice (I was nothing-

for-three from the floor after the

team was done. I told you every-

thing was different on the road.),

the Bruins returned to the red-wall-

papered hotel for the team meal.

The chicken left a lot to be
desired, but the baked potato was
kind. (But then, how can you screw
up a baked potato.)

After dinner, we looked out the

window of the hotel, only to see the

Louisville city council rolling up
the sidewalks. We briefly strolled

the streets in attempt to replace my
long-lost toothbrush. But every-

thing was shut down. After all, it

was nearly 10 p.m. So what to do,

what to do?

Fortunately for Dave and me,
there were Roger and Hayden.
Roger and Hayden are the kind of

guys that stay up for the 1 1 :30 and
2:30 Sportscenters on ESPN, just

to see the Cal State Fullerton-

Sonoma State score.

Somehow, Roger, who I think

was from West Virginia, and
Hayden, who was admittedly "the

only UCLA fan in the state of
Indiana," had mor& inside infor-

mation about UCLA sports than

Peter T. Dallis. How Hayden had
time for all this, I don't Imow. His

business card showed that he not

only handles insurance and auto

ne^, but also court appearances

and divorce cases. Truly, a Renais-

sance man.
Somehow, Dave, myself, Roger

and Hayden found ourselves in a

dark comer of the hotel's "yc olde

publick' house. And along with his

continuous Chivas and waters,

Roger was spewing a continuous

stream of blue and gold notes and
quotes.

"Cherokee Parks. . .Marc
Dellins. . .Bret Johnson." Roger
knew the names like those of his

own children. He and Hayden
went on for hours like well-sauced

machines. Through the smoke and
the live band, belting out some
Credence Clearwater Revival, it

began to turn ugly.

Roger and Hayden were soon
_^bickering, and the smoke from
their Camels drifted from their

noses like dragons' breath. Then
when Hayden spouted, "You know

5

all the big names at UCLA, and the

small ones, don't you?," Dave and
I knew it was time to make our

escape.

Thanks to the time change, we
didn't get up until about 1 p.m.

Sunday, just in time to see the

Giants' Phil Simms throw an

idiotic interception near the end of

the first half that would lead to a

Ram victory. For the Giants fan in

me, another loss.

Four o'clock came soon. Game
time. But tip-off came a little early

for UCLA. They didn't show up
for the first five minutes and fell

behind, 20-5. They were outscored

just 77-75 the rest of the way, but

you get the pk:ture. They lost

After the loss came the real

game. Trying to write a story and

get it out over our complex

portable computer system in the 45

minutes before our plane left. We
lost that one too, but at least we
were getting used to it.

But the second half of our race

against the clock was even more

exciting. The team had made a
' quick escape, but Dive and I were

See BOILER ROOM, page 36

VISION CARE
See the difference

I

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwoo(i Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

TELEPHONE
Answering
Service

We answer
your way

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

Schaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900

HEADSHOTS
Sassoon Sassoon

20th Anniversary

Headshots Includes:

Hair/Make-up

36 Exposure-$99.00

Reo.-$150

W/Halrcut & Cellophane

$125.00
Reg.-$200

925 Broxton
Westwood Village

By Appt. Only

213-208-HAIR
213-20&^AS8
213-2CI8-WAVE

AMERIA
*a PartieipaioryDemocraey *

Thu 124 page book pretents practical

•olutions to correct the decay of our

federal government. Toiu- government
Yourfuturel
In a unique but basic way it combines
the conflicting philosophies of
Hamilton and Jefferson to produce a

stronger national system with total

local control at the congressional
district level.

You risk nothing. You will be billed

%%.50 -f $1.50 p«h when you get your
book and you may remit the $10.00 {or

noc) afier you've read it,but we do want
your commenta and we hope for your

By Call

1-800-332-4260

Don*t Floss All Your Teeth
Just the Ones You Want to Keep!

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

-TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

I

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire &t Santa Monica)

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENrNGS Exp 2/18/90

VrrrTHE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
$^^ Bikini Wax $8^^ Lip Wax
^^^ Eyebrow

Full Leg &
Bikini Wax

$4
$5

$8

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

According to Market Opinion Research, June 1989, out of58,200 people,
82% said that newspapers are the most useful source for entertainment
information.

AEP Asian Education

Project

Orientation Meeting

^ Jan 18, 3:00 pm AU 3508

f>

First Day of Tutoring !!!

Saturday, Jan 20, 1 990
9:15AM V

Carpoois leave UCLA Sproul Hall

at 8:30 AM SHARP!

Every Saturday from 10.00AM to 12.-00 PM at Castelar
Elementary School • 840 Yale Street • LA

For More Information, please come by 41 1 Kerckhoff Hall
or coll 825-241 7 or call Taylor at 824-2590

Funded By Community Activities Committee— —^ of the Programs Activittes Board^
~

m.A -^^-.
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I

Serving Higher Education for 15 Years

spec

qualit)

open late^.

open 7 days

475-0780

Low Pric«

No Minimuins

Overflow Contraas
^ Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

FAX Service

Kroy Lcnering

Free Parking In Rear

Word Procesing (and graphics)

Macintosh &: Typewriter Rentak

1880 Westwood Blvd. Pick-up &: Delivery

1896 Westwood Blvd. Canon Color Laser Copies

Ya Snooze

Ya Lose

Don't Delay

Time Flies

Hurry Now
Mardi Gras

Applications

Available

Kerckhoff 129
Guaranteed Fun
50 Years

Make Friends

Meet Chris

Most Triumphant

Help Kids

Just Say Yes —
Do It

Now

BUG ENGINE REBUILD

$749 ''

(WTTH REBULDABLE

COMPLETE W/:>ARTS.
LABOR. INSTALL/».TION &
TU^E-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'.

•
CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
T^awu) 4. Ol QMnRB

2. Vaiin
3. LJba 6. Oulch AJcL

7. Snwtoa A^

8 CiMdi Birflay Wai
~ WuKt Front End

. Gbftipwinn10.

U. fai—

w

Sill*

^^^n s7d
I

kK. Parts & Labor (Gas iAkF

(VW Bug)

95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE <^?!:?=;2;A^OO
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra) _ I )lloS!lD^lv3y"»

Rkerolra

95

TOYOTA

^11)

DATSUN 'used car diagnosis • $30

this is an honest garage

^925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
4S34652 829-7012 pkast menUon this ad.

DAILY BRUIN ADVERTIZING

^njr^erO^

medium for Bruin spending.

"Computers & Social Responsibility Day"
m

Sponsored by: Computer Science Department, School of Engineering,

University of Southern Caliifomia and Hewlett Packard

Friday • January 19, 1990 • From 8:15 am— 4:30 pm
use Campus • Davidson Conference Center"

Comer of Jefferson & Figueroa

The day will be devoted to discussions of ethical and responsible behavior

with respect to computers. The primary aim is to have computer people .

gain a greater appreciation of the ethical, moral, and legal issues whidi

arise in their professional life.

TOPICS:
• What do computers have to do with sodal responibility anyway?

Terry Winograd, Stanford University

• Who owns what (and why) in user interfaces?

Pamela Samuelson, University of Pittsburgh

• Some tinorthodox thoughts on computers and democracy.

Gary Chapman, Exec. Dir. of Computer n-ofessonals for Sodal Responsibility

• Why software should be free!

Richard Stallman, MIT and head of the Free Software Foundation

For additional information please call (213) 743-3435

Registration Fee is $25/per person • To register by phone call (213) 743-5219

VISA/MasterCard accepted

Vrvv Admission for I ni\i'rsit\ StuJonts vvith Valid Student ID

Stanford
From page 44

mistic about his star player.

"(Against the Bruin defense) I

don't think that there is anybody
that Keefe can't handle," Mont-
gomery said.

But something that Keefe may
not be able to handle is the inability

of his teammates to get the ball to

him. "Adam struggled a little bit

because we're not a very good
passing team," said Montgomery.
"The ball is not being passed inside

as cleanly as it should be. There are

games where he doesn't get the

ball very much. And for us to win,

he has to get the ball.

Another Cardinal potential

threat is junior forward Deshon
Wingate, about whom Harrick

said, "He does the same thing for

Stanford that (freshman forward

TYacy) Murray does for UCLA."

Another factor to consider is

junior fcxivard Andrew Vlahov, a
6-7, 22S-pounder, who is Stan-

fofd's third-leading scorer with 9.6

points per game. In the backcourt

are two junior guards, John Patrick

and Kenny Ammann, who both
will be utilized by the Cardinal for

their outside shot

But according to Montgomery,
it won't be so easy for his shooters

to take those shots against the

Bruins' 2-3 zone defense. Not only
has Stanford had trouble shooting
against the zone—mustering a
.373 field-goal percentage against

the Washington Husky zone—but
the Card has had trouble even
without the zone, according to

Montgomery,

Nonetheless, Montgomery and
his squad have rallied themselves
to take the Bruin challenge tomor-
row night "Everybody gets up for

UCLA. They always have, they
always will," he said.

ANTONIO'S
SPECIAL

SHAMPOO»CUT'STYLE^

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad (reg $25)

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN

STYLISTS

20% OFF BEAUTY SUPPLIES ^^
Paul Mitchell, TrI, Redken, and more

479-9751 or 479-8767 IfJJITwl'llIre,

NAILS
SCULPTURED NAILS $22_y«^«l (reg $35)

REFILL (FILL) $^ w/ ad (reg $18)

SILK WRAP

SCOTT WEERSINQ/D«ly BrUn

Don MacLean

ifeo

FOR N.AILS CALt 473-7090

Free Car Stereo

Alpine C!ar Audio Sys-

tems is donating a complete
Alpine Car Audio and Sec-

urity System (fiilly installed)

for Stanford-UCLA
women's basketball fans

that sign up between 1 2 noon
and 2 p.m. at the Acosta

Sports Center opposite the

Drake Stadium Track today.

The system winner will be
announced at the Stanford-

UCLA women's basketball

game at 7 p.m. tonight in

Pauley Pavilion. The UCLA
student winner will not have
to be present at the game to

win the system.

Alpine Car Audio System
will also provide prizes for

the American Airlines half-

time shooting contest in

which all students are elgible

to compete.

i

^
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McCANTS
From page 40

But not without leaving his

marks on opposing running backs
and quarterbacks at the NCAA
level. McCants, at 6-5, 256
pounds, can hold his own against

any lineman. But it's his speed
which makes him such a complete
player. McCants has been clocked
at a 4.42 speed in the 40, but his

game speed probably exceeds that

It is not an uncommon site for

McCants to run down wide receiv-

ers in the open field.

"I know that in my 25 years, I've

been blessed to coach some great

players," Alabama defensive coor-
dinator Don Lindsey said before
this year's Sugar Bowl. "And I can
compare Keith McCants with
those. . . I've never seen guys
with that size and speed, and he has
a great work ethic.

"I've never seen a guy that can
accelerate from standing still with
the quickness Keith has," Lindsey
continued. "I think he could be a
great tight end or running back.
I'm not sure there is a position he
couldn't play.**

At Alabama, Uiough, McCants
played mostly outside linebacker,

although in the defensive game
plan he moved all around. The
CBS "National Defensive Player
of the Year" and consensus AU-
American is often compared to

former Crimson Tide standouts
EJ. Junior, Cornelius Bennett and
Derrick Thomas.

'•Cornelius is more of a hitter,"

McCants explained, "a big hitter,

just an all-big-play man. Derrick is

more of a tackier. He'll do any-
thing in the world to get you down
to the ground. And I could do
both."

Obviously, McCants doesn't
lack confidence. And by compar-
ing himself favorably to two of the

NFL's best linebackers, he doesn't

see any major obstacles awaiting
him in the NFL. "I have a

combination of both of them
(Bennett and Thomas)," McCants
continued. "I can hit I can tackle, I

can run down, I can pass protect"

And he has done just that for

*Bama the past two seasons. As a
sophomore, he played opposite of
Thomas, who set a school record
that season with 27 sacks. "It was
almost impossible for anyone to

stop both of us," McCants boosted.

"And Derrick is so fundamentally
sound. He is almost impossible to

stop with his quickness, his tech-

nique, his fundamentals. . . I don't
have his fundamentals. I don't

have that kind of technique.

"But I have developed some-
thing," he added. "I just don't

know what it is. I just play.

Everything I do is natural. It's

Cjod-given."

McCants said the reason he is so
domiiumt is that he was taken

under the wings of Thomas (who
graduated in 1988) and Bennett

(1986).

"I watched the players practic-

ing and I came around pretty fast"

he explained. "I worked out

twenty^four and seven. Twenty-
four fkoun a day and seven days a

week."

Thomas said that McCants is

aUeady better than himself, even

though he was only one of three

rookies selected to the NFL all-pro

team, and also better than Bennett

considered the top linebacker in

the AFC. "He'U be the best of Uie

k>t1 Thomas predicted.

Only time will tell. But McCants
is "very excited about the chal-

lenges that face (him) in the years

to come. I bejieve I am prepared

for those challenges."

And he is also prepared to return

to Tuscaloosa for Ms degree,

which his mother has stressed all

along.

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

081 Westwood Suite 224 4135

LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Regardless of Your Driving Record

Gar Autos
Gf Motorcycles
t7 Scooters
GT Satisfy State Law
ST Phone Quotes

IHE POHL INSURANCE AGENCY
10975 Santa Monica Blvd. #3
West Los Angdes, CA dCiip

(213) 473-1121
Comer of Veteran!* Santa TAonJca

PC HOUSE
Computer Specialist

Wholesale To Public

NEW YEAR SALE

80 DATA 1 2 MHzAT Systend
- 640K Bytes Base Memory
- HD/FD Controller

- 1.2M Floppy Drive

- 101 Enhanced Click Keyboard

MONO ^675 EGA 5960 \GA $1000

... _i I
I * ,^.^i*'*^T_

80 DATA 1 6 MHz 386SX System
^

- 2M Bytes Memory ^\
- 1: 1 1nterleaved FD/HD Controller

' 1.2M Floppy Drive

' 101 Enhanced Click Keyboard \\i»^

MONO $1045 EGA $1330 VGA $1370

11275 Santa Monica Blvd.

W. Los Angeles, Ca 90025

(213) 478-4136
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CULTLCAL
ArfAII^S

star
All Talented UCLA

Students
interested in the:

Winter Quarter
THE PRICE IS RIGHT

| \ Studcilt Talcilt

ShowSOFT DAH.Y "ilWL CONTAa LENiES

$49/pair

COLOR ENHANCERS
FOR LIGHT EYES

$89/pair
B&L. aba, CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$58
mduds tft ouni Glan tor aura a itxtrq.

Il Oar tr^fm tjidvd uc 9m
ll

or (laoc MrlMi av> Iranci tam our fKui
|l iricCMn. Frf ttv ipnm cyi

SLEEP-JN SOFT L£NSES

$89/pair*
BU, W-J Coopm Hydhjcunw

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

FOR EYEOLASSES ONLY

WANNA AMKE YOUR
BROWN EYES BLUE? GREEN?

HAZEL? OR AQUA?

« 15900*
ALSO AVALA8LE MtTNOUT RX

Feb. 1, 1990

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
• A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

fOR THE HIGHI PRICE IN CONIAa LENSES mo EVEWE/^R
,

< i

SANTA MONICA 452-1039 MEDKAL BEVERLY HILLS 27V0653

8-10 pm at the Coop

Contact the Cultural Af£airs Office

at 825-6564

Watch for Showcase '90!

VISA/MASTEROMC
WE M*M. AT OUR EVERTDAY

LOW. ICW PWCES 'ProfeulorMi Services Extr^ I
paid for by USAC
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McCants can't wait for football's biggest challenge

lA SPORTS INFO

McCants will go hardship.

By David Gibson
Sports Editor

Lawrence Taylor, who many
consider to be the best defensive

player of all time, said recently that

(former Pittsburgh Steeler and
Hall of Famer) Jack Lambert was
the linebacker of the seventies, and
that he (Taylor) was the backer of
the eighties.

But. he added that "Keith
McCants will be the linebacker of
the nineties."

Not bad company.
"It's the greatest quote that Tve

ever heard," McCants said. "I take

that in stride, coming from an all-

pio."

Well, now McCants will get a

chance to back up that high billing,

as he announced on Tuesday that

he will forego his flnal year of
athletic eligibility at Alabama for

the 1990 NFL draft in April.

"I have enjoyed three great

years here at the University of
Alabama." McCants said Tuesday
at his press conference. "I have
met many interesting people, and I

will take life-long friends with me
as I pursue my future
goals. . . This is something I had
been thinking about for a k)ng,

long time."

And let's not forget the millions

of dollars he will probably haul in

as the NFL's most-likely No. 1

selection. The Atlanta Falcons,

who relished with a 3-13 record

this past year, own the league's top

pick. It has yet to be determined
whether McCants will petition the

NFL by April 8 for the collegiate

draft or wait until July for the

Supplemental Draft
An Atlanta official said that

"We are not allowed to talk about
him." since McCants is only a
junior. He did say. though, that the

Falcons would draft '*the best

available player."

And if that is true, then McCants
should be the Falcons* next mil-

lionaire, following in the footsteps

of recent draft picks Deion San-
ders, Aundray Bruce, Bill Fralic

and Tony Casillas. On Sunday, the

Falcons hired former Houston
Oiler coach Jerry Glanville, who

was not available for comment
But McCants was, and he is

eagerly awaiting the challenge that

the NFL will present to him. He
also said that the fmancial benefits

were a major factor in his deci-

sion-making process.

"I truly believe it is time for me
to move on," McCants said. "With
the chance to play in the NFL, I

have the opportunity to provide
financial security for myself and
my family. This is an opportunity

that I feel I should take advantage
of. It is because of the great

opportunity that the NFL offers -a,

that I have decide to leave col-

lege."

See McCANTS, page 39

HmTTTTi
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FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781

I

I
1 6" PIZZAIWHOLE CHICKEN

I
for just

I

each additional

topping $1.41

I

I

plus tax

INCLUDES 2 FREE16oz|gTTLE5

I
Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon S
per customer Mention coupon wtwn ordering.

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA A TORTILLAS

Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

annum

WE MEET OR BEAT
ANY PRICE II!

Also Available:
CLIFFORD

CRIME STOPPER
And Much More!

[

DENON 40^ OFF
WITH COUPON

ALL MODELS, STEREOS,
AMPS, SPEAKERS ON SALE

EXPIRES JANUARY 30th.l!!

MAGNUM
SECURITY SYSTEMS

$ 159.
00 Installed

Reg $296.00

• 2 Remote Controls ^
• Flashing Indicator :^

• Panic Switch
• Passive Arming
• Loud Siren

Lifetime Limited Warranty
(Please present this od at time of p>urchase)

AUTOSOUND • SECURITY
• CELLULAR PHONES •

• CAR ACCESSORIES •

• STEREO SYSTEMS •

• WINDOW TINTING •

• AUTO DETAILING •

Low Prices High Quality
CALL TO FIND OUT!
• 1903 Santa Monica Blvd.. Santo Monica
(213) 828-4047

.I'^U iQth St ^213) 393-3140

LET'S DO
BUSINESS!

Daily Bruin
Advertising

825-2161

COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT - ra

per most
discs

1000s Of Used CD's

OFF
per tide

J

ANY NEW OR USED CD
SALES PTEMS EXCLUDED S

NEED
CASH?
WE BUY

USED CD's
ttttMMUMUUMk

OFF
I

ANY NEW OR USED CO

! SALES ITEMS EXaUDED

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVD. 1221 WILSHIRE BLVD.
WLA {ACROSS FROM WESTSIOE PAVILION) SM (MEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCUOl

Bored with th'

everyday? '^'

TAKE A WOK ON
THE WILD SIDE
Frev FIRST
^1?^ SZfCHVAX

WOK
Deliv(

I
UCLA

I

Wil«nir«

FREE
Portion of Frt<

or Chow
pure

mga

I-.inese Resiaurani

10855 LINDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

ri6'%'dFF""'
To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pm)

^txplres 6/30/90
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It was a decade full of memories that began with a miracle
Welcome to 1990. I know the

greeting may be a bit late, but I

never really understood the proper
protocol for when you stop wish-
ing someone a happy new year.

Anyway, it seems like the latest

sports trend has been the 'decade
in review,* and since the majority

ofmy greatest sports memories has
come in the *8(^, why notjump on
the band wagon?
One thing I have to warn you

about is that for the most part,

exact dates are not included. Why,
you ask?

Because I believe truly great

sports moments transcend time. To
love sports is to love grass infields,

slam dunks, a birdie, the pulling

guard, sweat, blood, squirt bottles,

batting gloves, and the two minute
driU.

So, without further ado, here is a

list of my most memorable
moments of the 1980s, in no
particular order.

1. No review would be complete
without perhaps the single biggest

event in United States Olympic
history: the upset victory over the

Soviets for the gold inedal in the

1980 hockey finals. Al MichaePs
"Do you believe in miracles** still

sends shivers down my spine.

2. Doug Flutie's Hail-Mary touch-

down pass to Gerald Phelan to beat

the University of Miami with no
time on the clock not only won him
the Heisman, but made him a
household name. While the under-

The 12th Man

Scott
Brown
sized QB has yet to produce in the

pros like in his college days, that

single play will undoubtedly carry

Flutie's name well into the next
century.

3. Keith Smart's buzzer-beating

baseline jumper to beat Louisville

in the NCAA Championship game
was the perfect ending to an
amazing game. If you didn't get

excited during this game, you
should have your pulse checked to

make sure you're alive. It don't get

any better than that

4. Greg Lemond's final stage in the

Tour de France for the come-
from-behind victory was, in my
opinion, the most dramatic indivi-

dual effort of the decade. Not only

did Lemond overcome major
surgery after a serious hunting

accident, struggling to even qual-

ify for a spot on the Tour, but his

final day on the bike managed to

break every course record in the

books. Sitting at home watching

ABC's coverage of the event, I

couldn't help but get a little choked
up and teary-eyed.

5. While the Dodgers* World
Series Championship over the A's
proved great pitching beats great

hitting, it also provided an excep-
tion to the rule—^Kirk Gibson.
Gibson's bottom-of-the-ninth,

two-out, full-count homerun off

Rolaid's Relief Man of the Year
Dennis Eckersley was every little

leaguer's dream come true. If

someone were to ask me to explain

America's obsession with a slow
moving, lazy, often long and low-

scoring game, I'd show them a
replay ofGibson limping out of the

dugout for his only World Series at

bat, digging in at the plate, and
sending the three-two pitch into

the right-field stands, and they'd
understand what baseball is all

about.

6. Although I was fairly ambiva-
lent about both teams, when
Mookie Wilson's ground ball

dribbled through Bill Buckner's

legs giving the Mets a chance at a

game seven and the eventual

championship, my heart went out

to all Red Sox fans. It is unfortu-

nate that a player of Buckner's

caliber and commitment will be

best remembered for the game he

helped lose rather than all the ones
he helped win.

7. A tot of career records fell

during the 80s, but none was as

exciting for me as Walter Payton
breaking Jim Brown's all-time

rushing record. Although every-

one new the record would fall

against the Saints that day, the

mounting suspense with each carry

was electrifying. Even the Saint

players said before the game that

they had a pool going to see who
would make the tackle on the

record-breaking run. The six-yard

scamper was vintage Payton,

breaking tackles and lunging for

the few extra feet. And then true to

his image, as the press stormed the

field disrupting the game, Paylon

let a few flashes pop, and then

ushered the photographers and
rqxxters off the turf so the game
could continue.

8. Over the last couple of weeks
leading up to the Bronco-Brown
AFC Championship game, 'The

Drive' has been mentioned and
replayed to the pain of the Cleve-

land fans. John Elway's touch-

down pass to Sammy Winder
fmished off a miraculous 92-yard,

fourth-quarter drive that sent Den-
ver to Super Bowl XXI and
Cleveland home to the *dog
pound.'

9. While we're on the subject of

Super Bowls, let's not forget

Marcus Allen*s 72-yard run
against the Redskins in Super
Bowl XVni. Allen's cross-field

cut back caught the entire

Washington defense going the

wrong way, and opened up the

field for his classic touchdown
dash. As one of the most under-

rated backs in football, Allen at

least deserves a tip of the hat for his

memorable effort.

10. College football has produced
some great moments throughout

the decade, but none more memor-
able than what has come to be

known simply as, *The Play.'

Down by a point to the Stanford

Cardinal after a late fourth-quarter

field goal, the California Bears set

up for a last-ditch effort on the

kick-off return. The Cardinal
chose to 'squib' the kick-off,

leading to the most famous play in

cither school's history. The short

kick was fielded by Kevin Moen,
and after Ave pitches, Moen again

received the ball and completed
the touchdown return, winning the

game forCal, 25-20. The thing that

made this play so special was the

presence of the Stanford bench and
band on the field during the return.

So that's it. the 1980s in a

nutshell. I hope at least some of
your favorite moments made the

list; if not, give me a call some time

in early 2000, and we'll try and
compromise on the 90s.

THE COUNCIL ON
EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

(GED)
which funds experimental and interdisciplinary

courses in a wide variety of topics, will be
entertaining Course Proposals for the academic
year 1989-90. These courses can be offered

both by members of the University community
(except currently enrolled UCLA students) as
well as by the community at large. For futher

information, please contact Elaine Miner,

Academic Senate Office, extension 53851.
Deadline for receipt of Course Proposals is

February 23, 1990.

Chicken • Pork • Beef • Lamb • Bell Peppers • Onions • Cairots • Broccolli
Plus Much. Much More!

COOKED FRESH FOR YOU IN MINUTES!

$1-00 OFl
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Expires 1/30/90'
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u^ Di^^ Only
^:.

e • 824-3377

THE UCLA OCCUPAnONAL HEALTH CENTER

PRESENTS

ELAINE BERNARD, PH.D.

DIRECTOR OF THE TRADE UNION PROGRAM
HARVARD UNIVElSlTY

WILL SPEAK ON:

"INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY: NEW TOOLS,
OLD PROBLEMS AND NEW

POSSIBIUTIES
FOR A HEALTHY
WORKPLACE"

FRIDAY. JANUARY 19. 1990

12:00 P.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

ROOM 13-105 CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES

FOR^ INFO CALL (213) 206-6920
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Buy One, Get One Free
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Louisville became Louis;hett for the Bruins and sportswriters alike
I like to remember it fondly as

The I^st Weekend.
Thanks to the hard-woricing and

well-dressed folks in Daily Bruin
advertising, my sports editor and I

had the good fortune—or so we
thought—to take an all-expenses

paid excursion to Louisville, Ken-
tucky to cover the UCLA basket-

ball team's game against the

Cardinals a week ago Sunday.
But after two days in that

picturesque burg on the banks of

the Ohio River, Louisville had
become Louis-/ic//.

We lost everything. UCLA lost

the game, 97-80, after being blown
out in the first five minutes. We
lost a tienchcoaL We lost our

sobriety a little bit We lost a story.

We almost lost our lives. (Okay, so

maybe I'm exaggerating, but it

gets you to keep reading, doesn't

it?)

So before we get to the all-true

tales of horror from the Bluegrass

State, here's a little warning. When
the Bruins travel to the Bay Area
this weekend for two Pac-10
games against Stanford and Cal,

just remember what head coach
Jim Harrick said after the Louis-

ville game: "It's nasty and ugly on
the road."

1 should have known that the

gods bode ill for us a local hotel

before dawn on Saturday, as we
waited for the team bus to take us

down the 405 to LAX. As I picked

up my complimentary copy of the

"other" L.A. daily pap)er, I turned

automatically past the News and
Metro section.

Suddenly, there was Business,

staring me in the face. No Sports

section. No faster format. No
Morning Briefing. And, my

The Boiler Room

Matt
Purdue
God. . .no Malamud.

Needless to say, the bus ride was
long, the wait for the boarding call

was even longer and, until the

video screen lit up with the in-

flight safety information (What the

heck is a water "landing" any-

way?), I was stuck without my
daily fix of Jim Murray and
another obscure reference to Car-

uso and the Dempsey-Tunney
fight.

The flight was uneventful, only

because American Airlines

doesn't show "Uncle Buck" on
flights to Dallas. There's nothing

like a fine John Candy film

("Summer Rental," "Armed and
Dangerous," "Volunteers'*) to pass

the time.

I did talk to a Cal State

Dominguez Hills professor (in one
of those weird airplane conversa-

tions) who lives next to the UCLA
Tri-Delt house. He was on his way

to the Caribbean and them to

Venezuela to present a paper.

Tough life.

On the ground in Dallas, the

layover discussion focused on
where exactly Rbdney Odom*5
home, Kingwood, Texas, was. But
before long, the UCLA team was
pre-boarded (yes, even before

small children travelling alone)

and we were Louisville-bound.

After 15 minutes on the ground,

I had a sinking feeling. Maybe that

came from the fact that I had
finally gotten a Sports section from
the Dallas Times-Herald—but it

was yesterday's paper. My fears

were confirmed when the pilot told

us that there was a leak in the

hydraulic line, and it was in a
hard-to-reach place. While they

called triple-A or whoever, it

would be another hour on the

ground. Had we taken off, it's not

too far fetched to think that Dave
and I would have ended up in the

Daily Bruin obit pages. A near loss

to say the least.

While we were waiting on the

ground, most of the passengers,

including the team, "deplaned."

(What does "deplane" mean any-

way? When I left home thiat

morning, I didn't "dehouse.")

The only people left were my
editor, Dave, and myself, a couple
coaches and a big UCLA basket-

ball fan named Bob. Bob seems
like one of those guys whose
jumper was never quite on as a

youngster, but now he could afford

to live his dream of travelling with

a big-time hoops team, talking,

shop with the players and coaches.

While we waited for the

mechanic. Bob apparently got his

share of those little peanuts. "How

NEW YEAR'S SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE

'' CALIFORNIA ROLL

LARGE 16n

only J7.
99

PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS

+ 2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
mention coupon whan ordering

208-4348

after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian
t>acon extra -specially pizza* not included EXP. 1/31/90

We deliver till 1 AM
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12PM on weekdays
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about some pizza? There's a place

in the airport," Bob told Jo, the

flight attendant as he reached for

his money clip. "I'll pay for it if

you go get it."

He did, and she did, and before

long, coaches, sportswriters and
boosters had come together to

share in the joy of a pie with

sausage. The Cokes and Sprites

flowed freely firom American's
courtesy cart and all was well until

takeoff. Jo, incidentally, was one
of many who asked for autographs
from Dave and myself. She wanted
us to sign the bottom of the pizza
carton. We declined.

We finally arrived in Louisville,

See BOILER, page 37

DAILY BRUIN FILE PHOTO

The road has regularly been ugly for UCLA, as Cal's Eddie
Javius (on rim) showed in the 1985-86 season.

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BAN^"

824-9941

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd

Westwood, CA. 90024
(313)478^69 (818)988-0110
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In YourFace: UCLA hoop fans have been resurrected
By Jay Ross
Contributor

How did you spend your Friday
night?

A quiet evening with your
family or a tosh a^ your friend's

apartment? ^'^-^-^

How about a date with the

UCLA men's basketball team?
Well, sort pfr . .If you walked

past Gate 15 of Pauley Pavilion

after classes on Friday, you might
have seen a ragged band dressed in

blue and gold garb and possessing
numerous blankets and sleeping

bags.

Why were they there? We
weren't going to sleep there, were
we?
You betcha! "Sleeping out,** it's

affectionately called, and beware
basketball-crazed America, for the

same psycho f^ns that heralded the

Age of Wooden are rising from
* their slumber to accompany Coach
Jim Harrick*s hqopsters to a future

Final Four.

You see, the UCLA-Arizona
basketball matchup was the first

"big game" of the season at home,
and some early birds consider

spending the night in "the pit**

(down the stairs of Pauley) to be
the perfect evening.

*This is too much fun because
you hang out with all your
friends,** explained Jennifer Mar-
cus, the only woman to camp out

for 1989*s Arizona game. "These
are the dedicated fans, and it's nice

to cuddle up with them.**

Other veterans of campouts said

that they sacrifice sleep fcM* the

more important games because of
the blue and gold tradition—^"we*ll

sleep out for DcPaul if they play a

little better, and Oregon State

could be crucial. Last year, we
were in 'the pit* for Louisville and
Arizona.*'

Do not underestimate the effect

of this scraggly bunch. Assistant

coach Brad Holland was blunt

after UCLA upended the highly

touted Wildcats, 73-67: "The fans

were the number one reason why
we beat Arizona.

"Now that's UCLA basketball;

that's what college basketball is all

game,** said Harrick. Coming back

last year, I really didn*t see that

except in the Louisville and Arizo-

na games. But this year against 'SC
and Arizona we had our students

back and that*s what I like—so

many that we had to pack them in.**

Harrick refuses to downplay the

effect of a boisterous student

section on his team.

"I want to thank all the kids for

coming,** he said. "We need our

suidents at games. . .(they) got

excited and made a long tunnel out

section, attracting old friends and
wide-eyed students who weren*t

even bom when he brought his first

national championship to West-
wood.

Saturday*s victory might
prompt a return to the fabulous

spirit of the past, and the heroes of

a fan resurgence were found
Friday night in the pit

Preparation is highly important

in "camping out," with emphasis
on combatting hunger and the

weather.

A rowdy UCLA crowd gave Brian Williams and the Cats a hard time.

about,** said Holland, who jogged
past Gate 10 around 7:30 Saturday
morning and saw the line of

students. "I used to play here, I

know what it's like for the players

to have the fans behind them.**

Harrick was no less com-
plimentary in his assessment of the

afternoon that Bruin fans came Of
age.

"I've been coming to UCLA
games for a tot of years. . .(and)

used to watch the crowd just totally

take the visiting team out of the

of the locker room. I really think it

helped our (players). Emotion is a

big part of playing.**

One student, Wayne Levin, has

cheered for the Bruins since age

seven "Old-timers told me that

during the era of Wooden, Bruin

fans used to line up days before

each game and recruit friends to

save their spots during classes.**

The days of Wooden on the

court have passed, and nowadays
"The Wizard** frequents only the

lower right part of the student

Gary Probst, the first fan to

arrive at Gate 10, explained his

two-pronged attack against the

elements.

He armed himself with Tom-
my*s chili burgers and chili fries

for his food supply and also

employed some "liquid heat**

—

which he declined to identify—to

resist the overnight low of 51
degrees and night-long drizzle of
rain.

Other fans are not quite sure

why they sleep out Glenn Peach,

who intends to trek to the Bay Area

.

for this week's Stanford and Cal

series, simply knows that he has

been a Bruin follower his entire

life.

His outfit for athletic contests

has remained the same for three

years: UCLA boxers visible

through rips in his faded jeans, a

white UCLA T-shirt, and a gray
(formerly powder blue) corduroy
cap.

These die-hards also realize that

they have assumed the role of
continuing tradition.

Dan P^sko is familiar to any
Bruin spectator, he holds up the

"So What, Big Deal, Who Cares,

Go Home, Who*s He" succession

of signs when the Of^sing team*s

lineup is announced.

The group of cards were con-

ceived around 1977 by Bruin Dave
Wilson, and Pasko is the fourth

person to display them.

All of the die-hards recognize

Frisbee, the man with the blue

helmet that initiates the "Is this a
basketball?" cheer before tip-off,

as a venerable leader of Bruin
spirit and tradition.

"He*s been here as long as Tve
been here," said Levin, who hopes
to return to Westwood for dental

school so that he will be able to

attend Bruin events. "We need
more persons like him."

Bartlett is also highly prominent
in the student section. He insti-

gated the 'overrated' chant that

visibly upset Arizona center Brian
Williams.

Rumors report that Bartlett will

succeed Frisbee as M.C. at Bruin
games.
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Sports
Upset-minded UCLA takes on No. 2 Stanford
By Dov Tamler

Contributor

Tonight, the Stanford Cardinal

women bring their 13-0 record and
No. 2 national ranking into Pauley

Pavilion to face the UCLA Bruins,

who have made some noise of their

own, winning their first three Pac-

10 games.

Stanford brings a multi-faceted

arsenal to town, featuring five

players who are scoring over 12

points a game, including four of

their starters.

Women's Basketball

Who:

Where:

When:

Stanford (#2)

vs. UCLA
Pauley

Pavilion

Tonight,

7:00p.nri.

antM

Leading the way for the Cardi-

nal is All-American point guard
Jennifer Azzi, who is leading

Stanford in scoring with 16.3

points a game, dishing out six

assists a contest, and is among the

nation's leaders in free-throw
shooting, hitting at a 93.6 percent

clip.

Even if the Bruins are successful

in stopping Azzi, the Cardinal has

another potent weapon in senior

forward Katy Steding, who is

scoring 15.5 points a game while

leading the team in rebounding

with seven boards a game.

Stanford head coach Tara Van-
Derveer, in her fifth year at the

helm, has helped Stanford improve
its record each year to the point

where the program is now recog-

nized as one of the powerhouses in

the country. Last year VanDerveer
was named Converse's National

Coach of the Year and Pac-10
Coach of the Year.

For the Bruins, guards Nicole

Anderson, Rehema Stephens, and

DeDe Mosman have been leading

the team recently.

Anderson, the team's floor

leader, is a dynamic first-year

Bruin who has been steadily

improving. In the three Pac-10
games she is averaging 19 points

and six assists while shooting over

50 percent from the field and over

80 percent from the line.

Mosman is lighting up the net

with her three-point bombs, having

made 10 treys in the last three

games while averaging over 15

points a game during that i)eriod.

During that span, Mosman shot 59
percent from the field.

Stephens, despite shooting

about 40 percent from the field, is

leading the Pac-10 in scoring with

over 19 points a game, and has

tallied double figures in every

game this season.

This game should give UCLA a

good idea just how well the team

may be able to do over the course

of the season, especially in the

wake of the surprise transfers of Stanford game undefeated in the

Molly Tideback and Michelle conference and have the oppor-
Miles. tunity to play them in a position

Bruin head coach Billie Moore where we feel like we don't have
said, "We wanted to come into the anything to lose."

CHARLES CXX5LEY

DeDe Mosman and the rest of the Bruins hope to shake up the national rankings against
second-ranked Stanford tonight.

Stanford's crowd will try to overcome Bruins' talent
By Wendy Witherspoon

Assistant Sports Editor

PALO ALTO—It was in a very

quiet Maples Pavilion at Stanford,

yesterday, where head basketball

coach Mike Montgomery con-

ducted {x^ctice. But come tonight,

when the Stanford students fill the

house to greet the Bruin basketball

team, the place is expected to be

rocking.

And according to Montgomery,
the energy of those home-team
fans may be the only advantage

that the Cardinal has over UCLA
on the court

In fact, Montgomery believes

that the Cardinal's opponent in

tomorrow night's contest (8:30

p.m., ESPN) features the most
talented group of athletes.

"UCLA is far and away the most
talented team in the (Pac-10)

conference," he said.

But Montgomery's apparently

disheartened attitude about his

1989-90 squad could only be

expected. You see, last year the

Cardinal ended its season 26-7

overall, 15-3 in the Pac-10—cap-

turing second place in the confer-

ence overall—and earned its first

trip to the NCAA Tournament
since the 1941-42 season.

About this year's squad that is

10-3 overall but only 2-2 in the

Pac-10, Montgomery $aid, "We
have eight freshmen and we're

really young. We lost everybody

that was a major part of the last two
years' success."

"We're just not as pl^ysically

talented as we were last year.

Physically, last year, if we played

hard, we could win. It was as

simple as that." v

But for Montgomery» gone are

the days when powerhouse players

like Todd Lichti and Howard
Wright ruled the hardwood of

Maples. It's time for revamping

and for a new era—although that

revamping might take it's time.

"It's just not the same with this

year's group," he said. "We just

don't have the talent We don't

have the confidence and we don't

have the maturity yet"
But one thing that Stanford does

have is a 6-9, 230-pound weapon
named Adam Keefe, who wil start

at center tomorrow night

"Adam (Keefe) is having to

carry a lot of the load for us,"

Montgomery said. "In the games

Men's Basketball

Who: UCLA vs. ^PJl
Stanford ^p' \

Where: Palo Alto. M 1
^^ M l

When: Tonight, iK<^ 1
t

8:30p.m. JB^^mP
TV: ESPN /BK^^

(live) mB^
TOM YUN/Dai>y Bruin

against good teams in which we've
done well, he's done very well."

Keefe is currently the Pac-10*s

No. 2-ranked scorer, with a 21

points-per-game average. He
scored a career-high 32 points

against Colgate last month, leading

the Cardinal to a 77-66 win.

And Keefe is a force with which
Bruin head coach Jim Harrick will

be forced to contend. "Keefe is

probably as good an inside player

as we'll face," Harrick said.

"We're going to have to do a
wrestling match with him."

Although Hanick will likely put

his best efforts into guarding

Keefe, Montgomery seemed opti-

See STANFORD, page 38

Young sees positive ciianges at NCAA convention
By Matt Purdue

Charles Young

Assistant Sports Editor

After attending the NCAA's annual convention in Dallas last

week, UCLA Chancellor Charles Young commented yesterday on
some of the changes adopted by the nation's collegiate officials.

Young stated that he "vigorously" supports the NCAA's new
drug crackdown. Under the guidelines app^oved at the convention,

all Division 1 football players will be tested year-round for steroids

and masking agents.

In addition, new penalties for drug use were introduced that will

ban first-time offenders for a year, and could ban second-time

steroid users for life.

While Young voiced his support for the new sanctions, he also

indicated that the drug testing program must remain "sensitive to

the needs of the individual." Young added that the testing also must
be "carried out in a way so as not to be demeaning to the athlete."

Convention delegates also voted to alter the NCAA's
Proposition 48, the controversial bylaw that requires student-ath-

letes to achieve a 7(X) on the SAT and a 2.0 high school GPA in

order to qualify for an athletic scholarship.

Under the altered version of Prop. 48, incoming student-athletes

who do not meet the academic requirements can now earn regular

scholarships based on need.

Young called the changes in Prop. 48 positive, adding, "I am
fully supportive of it"

Tina Anima and Kathy Lo contributed to this story.

The 12th Man
The band begins softly as our columnist steps before

the bright foothghts. The tune is as unmistakeable as the

writer's visage. It's 'Thanks for the Memories," and The
12th Man recounts some of the most memorable sports

moments of the decade.

See page 41^

True blue (and gold)
For some diehard UCLA students, being a basketball

fan is more than a part-time Activity—it's a full-lime job.

They're first in line for season tickets, first in line for

priority numbers. . .heck, they even spend the night on
the steps of Pauley Pavilion.

~ See page 43

McCants tackles NFL
UCLA linebacker Craig Davis is good.

Alabama's Keith McCants is great. McCants, who
spoke with the Daily Bruin at the Sugar Bowl, will find

out how great he really is after he announced that he

would forgo his senior year for the NFL draft.

See page 40^
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Tax deduction
for students

Students who were enrolled

during the Wintra*, Spring and
Fall quarters of 1989 may claim

$73.25 for each quarter on this

year's tax forms, according to

UCLA Director of the Budget
Gretchen Bolar.

The deduction has always
been an option, but not many
people know about it. Principal

Budget Analyst Lou Villadsen

said.

The amount of the deduction

varies each year and rqvesents

the tax-deductable portion of

the registration fees allotted for

student medical care at Student

Health Services, she explained.

Inside
Scientists look

at earth's future

At UCLA's 'Endangered
Earth' conference, scientists

forecasted the future of earth's

threatened environments.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Me and my
igliana

Scott Greenberg dfscusses

the merits of our Uttle reptilian

friends.

See page 12

Arts & Entertainment

Artistic justice

for sculptress

•Camillc Claudel,' with

Isabelle Adjani's breathtaking

performance, gives the

neglected artist her due.

See page 14

Sports

Netters take

The UCLA men's tennis

squad had little trouble in

downing the Fresno State team.

See page 27
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Admissions debate continues
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

An ongoing federal investiga-

tion ofUCLA admissions policies

is "frustrating," Chancellor Char-

les Young told some Board of

Regents members Thursday.

Young spoke about the U.S.

Department of Education's inves-

tigation with members of the

Regents' special committee on
afflrmative action policies.

*Tt is one of the most frustrating

situations we've ever been
involved in," he said, because the

Office of Qvil Rights (OCR) has

not been specific with its aims.

OCR began investigating

UCLA's admissions practices

regarding Asian-Americans in

November of 1988 to find out if

UCLA used an anti-Asian bias.

But, "for many months, that has

not been the issue at all," Young
said.

Tne office has since shifted their

focus to examine whether a bias

exists against white students and
all other non-minorities as well, he
said.

However, when the investiga-

tion first began, OCR officials

emphasized that all aspects of the

admissions process would be exa-

mined, several newspapers
reported.

Young said he has been in a

difficult situation because, for

example, OCR asked UCLA to

"It's clear they're
going to keep firing

shots at us as long as

they can, in the hopes

of finding some
weakness."

Ctiarles Young

respond to about 25 to 30 questions

regarding admissions practices in a

short period of time and soon after,

it sent the univo^ity a whole new
set.

"We've worked very hard with

them to answer their questions,"

Young said. "It's a very unsatis-

Helping hands

MATTHIAS OAUB/DMiy Bruin

Junior economics major Susan Abraham informs freshman Natasha Shah about their

upcoming 1990 COOL National Conference on Community Service.

University tiireateneci witii lawsuit
2 grad students upset with

mandatory insurance rule

By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Two UCLA graduate students have vowed to fight

the mandatory health insurance fee imposed on
graduates this quarter by the university — in court

Mark Romano and Michael Fuss say that if the

university does not adequately respond to their

^alms about the mandatory insurance fee, they will

bring a lawsuit against it, possibly even a class-action

suit.

"We are absolutely serious about bringing a

lawsuit in the absence of a reaction by the

university," said Romano, a 36-year-old graduate

student in political science. "I would prefer some

type of action on the university's part."

An assistant to Graduate Division Dean Claudia

Mitchell-Keman said the dean at this time has no

comment and that "she knows nothing about the

case." Calls to Patricia Jasper, UCLA's attorney.

Graduate Division Assistant Deans Daniel Benneu

See SUIT, page 10

factory kind of way to proceed."

A representative from the
Washington office could not be
reached for comment.

"It's clear they're going to keep
firing shots at us as long as they

can, in the hopes of flnding some
weakness" showing that UCLA
practices reverse discrimination.

Young said.

OCR representatives have vis-

ited UCLA several times to con-

duct interviews with students, said

Darlene Skeels, director of public

information.

Because OCR did not formally

notify Young of flndings of anti-

Asian bia*], the chancellor said he

See REGENTS, page 11

McMaitin
decision:

not guilty
By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

The McMartin Pre-School
molestation trial represents a legal

system disaster in which "no one
came out a winner," a UCLA law
professor said Thursday.

"The children and their family

members have been put through a
nightmare," professor and crimr-

nal law expert Peter Arenella said.

"One defendant (Raymond Buck-
ey) spent five years in jail. And the

state expended $15 million."

The longest and costliest trial in

U.S. history ended with the

acquittals on 52 counts of school

operators Raymond Buckey and
his mother Peggy McMartin Buck-
ey. The jury found them innocent

of lewd and lascivious conducts

with minors under 14.

The panel deadkxked on 12 sex

abuse counts against Buckey and a
single conspiracy count against

him and his 63-year-old mother.

Superior Court Judge William
Pounders declared a mistrial on
those charges.

Arenella said the verdicts did

not surprise him. The charges

should never have gone this far, he

said.

"JQig., prosecutor exercised
exceedingly bad judgment in

bringing too many counts ofabuse.
There were clear signs in the

beginning that (the trial) was
weak," he said.

Questionable witnesses and evi-

dence infested the trial, Arenella

said.

During the 2*A -year trial, some
of the former students testified in

detail of being molested by the

Buckeys and spoke of being
photographed, playing games like

"Naked Movie Star" and watching
Buckey mutilate small animals.

But psychologists who inter-

viewed the children might have led

them on with suggestive questions

that included too much damaging
information against the Buckeys,
Arenella said.

A wave of worry

The investigation of alleged

mass molestation at the suburban
McMartin Pre-School ignited a

See VERDICT, page 11
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Senior Citizens Project
- Orientation Meeting
' 11:00-12:00

- AU 3520
International Students Association

- Seminars and Panel Discussion

-"Dismantling a Manclst State" —
- 6:00-8:30

- International Students Center
Korean Tutorial Project

- Orientation Meeting
- 2:00-4:00

- AU 3516 - •

SATURDAY. JANUARY 20

Women's Resource Center

- "Self-Defense Workshop"
-9:00-1:00
- 2 Dodd Hall

MONDAY. JANUARY 22

Korean Tutqrial Project

- Orientation Meeting
- 2:00-4:00

- AU 2412

student and Campus Life

- "Tt^e Secret of Your Success"
- Saturday, Feb. 3

;— 9:00-4:00

- Rieber Fireside Lounge
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FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING
THESE EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR
ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF

THE PAPER!

If you are interested in having
your on-campus organization's
event listed in this calendar,
please call 206-0905 for more
Information. Certain restrictions

apply. __

UC's affirmative action

successfui, officiai says
By Tina AnJma
Senior Staff Writer

University-wide affirmative

action programs have proven suc-

cessful in attracting more minori-

ties to the UC system, a senior vice

president said Thursday.

Figures for 1987-88 UC prog-

rams show overall success, UC
Senior Vice President William

Frazer told the Board of Regents

special committee on affirmative

action policies.

Fifty-two percent of black stu-

dents participating in an outreach

IM'ogram that woilcs with junior

high students enrolled in a state

university or UC, Frazer said, and
49 percent of Chicano-Latino

students enrolled.

By comparison, enrollment for

students not in the program was 12

percent for blacks and 10 percent

for Chicanos and Latinos.

But Regent Vilma Martinez said

that although the university is

making impressive progress, in her

13 years on the Board of Regents,

UC ehgibility rates fcx* blacks and
Latinos have not changed at all.

She encouraged the chancellcn:^

of each university to concentrate

more on the K-12 level to make
more minorities eligible.

While 14.1 percent of all Cali-

fcxnia high school graduates were
eligible for UC admission, the

figure for black students was 4.5,

and 5 percent of Chicano/Latino

students met the requirements,

according to a 1986 study by the

California Post-secondary Educa-
ticxi Commission.
Those state figures correspond

with a natiQfiwide trend.

Earlier this week, a study by the

American Council on Education
found that the nationwide percen-

tage of blacks and Latino high

school graduates going to college

dropped since the 1970s. At the

'same time, the figures for white
students increased.

"We have to be open, flexible,

adaptable, and responsible (with

affirmative action) and we've tried

to do that," UC President David
Gardner said. **There are no easy
answers to this issue.'*

At the graduate level, minority

Ph.D. candidates received about
20 percent of the doctorates given

by UC in 1987-1988 — twice that

of the 9.1 percent nationwide

figure, Frazer said.

However, the university still

needs to encourage more minori-

ties and women to apply to

graduate school, Frazer said.

In other business, UC enroll-

ment figures based on fall quarter

are at a record high for the ninth

consecutive year, officials

reported. UCLA has 36,378 of the

total 164,606 students, and Berke-

ley has the second highest with

31.123.
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Conference on Global Change

I warming may endanger life on eartli

Conference addresses

environmental issues
By Val D. Phiiiips

Staff Writer

Changes in the earth's ecosys-

tem due to global warming could

endanger the future of life on the

plan^ an ecology expert said

Wednesday.
"It's difficult to think we're not

dealing with the end of life as we
know it," said George M. Wood-
well, director of the Woods Hole
Research Center, speaking at the

three-day "Endangered Earth"
conference held at UCLA this

week. Woodwell focused on the

impact of global wanning on the

earth's biotic systems, particularly

the forests of the higher latitudes.

Twogkroups
combined
Sciences joined

in new system
By Malia Youness
Contributor

The effects of global change are

hard to diagnose but are essentially

economic and social in nature,

according to Bill TumCT, a jxofes-

sor at Clark University.

Turner addressed those effects

at this week's three-day confer-

ence, Endangered Earth: an Evo-
lutionary Perspective. The event

was sponsored by the National

Science Foundation and UCLA
Center for the Study of Evolution

and the Origin of Life (CSEOL).
The conference explored con-

cerns of global changes such as

global warming, species extinc-

tions and population growth.

The rate of global change is

extremely fast. Turner said and
though it is very hard to predict the

purely scientific effects, "it is a

thousand times harder" to predict

the social and economic effects, he

said.

Only two broad observations

about the future environment can

be made. Turner said.

Demands for wcx'Id resources

will grow due to an increase in

population and a rise in consump-
tion in underdeveloped countries,

he said. These pressures will

continue to change local environ-

ments that may stimulate such

global changes as climate altera-

tions.

The consequences of global

change can be both positive and
negative. Turner said. But it is

difficult to know who will benefit

from these changes and who will

suffer.

Social scientists have few
means for long-term forecasting,

and how humans will react to the

environment in the future is

unclear, he explained.

Some of the well-documented

driving forces of global change are

population, economy and technol-

ogy. But social scientists are more
concerned with the forces that are

harder to document and analyze—
resource access, cultural norms
and regional politics.

"We have a long way to under-

standing the effect^, even though

'i See QLOBAUSM, page 9^

The earth has warmed consider-

ably during the last fifteen years,

due primarily to the amount of
carbon-dioxide being emitted into

the air, Woodwell said. This global

warming, while still being investi-

gated, has the world's scientists

fearing for the continued welfare

of the planet, he explained.

*The earth is changing px)-

foundly and we'd do well to notice

that."

In high latitudes, the earth could
warm as much as six degrees each
decade during the next fifty years,

Woodwell said. Such a change in

temperature brings about a change
in the biosphere, which means that

the warming facilitates even more

warming, he said. "The earth is a
machine. The human enterprise is

a machine, and all parts of the

machine must work together if it's

to continue to function."

The biotic system is a key part of
the "machine," and the relation-

ship between forests and global

warming is a significant one.

"Forests affect carbon dioxide a

lot," Woodwell said.

When forests are destroyed, not

only does the earth lose them as an

absorptive resource, but their

carbon is then released into the

atmosphere as carbon dioxide,

increasing atmospheric conges-
tion.

The exchange of carbon dioxide

between plants and the atmosphere

is elemental to maintaining a
balanced ecosystem, he explained.

Plants absorb carbon dioxide dur-

ing their self-feeding process

known as photosynthesis. And as

all life forms are, plants are

comprised largely of carbon,

which is released into the atmo-
sphere when the plants die or are

destroyed.

The problem is a circular one,

Woodwell explained. De-foresta-

tion accelerates global warming,
which in turn accelerates more
deforestation, he said. The
increase in the earth's temperature

by even a few degrees means that

forests may turn into grasslands,

and plants which flourished in a

forest may not survive the^matic
changes, he said.

"In the short term this represents

the destruction, the gradual ero-

sion of plant communities, and the

dumping of that carbon out into the

atmosphere," Woodwell said.

Losses of species could
adversely affect the food chain. "I

find a world in that circumstance

would have great difficulty sup-

porting five billion people," he
said.

SUZANNE STATlES^)aity Boiin

UC and other university representatives discuss problems and solutions at the Endangered
Earth Conference.

But this process could be
stopped if people are willing to

cooperate in the search for alter-

nate fuels, he said. "Stabilizing the

composition of the atmosphere is

possible, but it will require

addressing the issues of carbon
dioxide emissions and deforesta-

tion."

'That (X'obably means v/e're

watching the end of fossil fuels (as

a primary energy source) and . .

.

(human) deforestation," Wood-
well said, suggesting that solar

power can be used to fuel most
forms of technology.

"Governments are becoming
sensitive to thb problem, but not

rapidly enough. I would think that

we would move as rapidly as we
could to avoid further changes in

the temperature of the earth, and
certainly to avoid an (^n-ended
period of climatic warming," he
concluded.

Seminar
sidersH I

globalism
By Gita Amar
Contributor

Scientists have developed a new
eanh system science which incor-

porates both the physical and
social sciences to examine the

changes of the earth, a plant

ecologist said Thursday.

Until the eariy 1980's the

earth's many problems were stud-

ied individually by geologists,

atmoshpheric scientists, physicists

and other {physical scientists, Har-
old Mooney said at this week's
"Endangered Earth" conference at

UCLA.
There is a need for this earth

system science because "science

must come to grips with trying to

describe and predict changes, give

knowledge lo policymakers and
react with the policymakers,"
Mooney said. The new systems

science will enable social scien-

tists to work with physical scien-

tists to achieve this.

Mooney cited how groups such
as the International Council of

Scientific Unions have included

geologists, mathematicians, astro-

nomers, and other physical scien-

tists, but not social scientists.

However, "social scientists

were needed to examine the human
dimension of change," Mooney
said. They could aid in the expla-

nation of future policy decisons

that legislators need to make, he
said. «

A catalyst that led to the

See SYSTEM, page 9

Earth alert: Conference addresses solutions for global changes
By Maha Youness
Contributor

The three-day Endangered
Earth Conference ended Thursday
with a look at how the University

of California can implement
strategies in response to global

change.

"Human activity is creating the

(global) problem and human
activity will be the solution," said

panelist Richard Berk, professor of

sociology at UCLA. More political

and scientific Research coupled

with more public opinion polls

concerning gk)bal issues is needed,

he said.

Berk and six other professors

from UCLA, UC Berkeley, UC
Irvine, UC Davis and UC Santa

Barbara addressed the need for

university programs to educate the

public.

Although some development to

link the scientific world to the

pubUc appears in groups like Lhe

Save the Earth Foundation, envir-

onmental education needs to be

more integrated at the high school

and college level. Berk said.

A prime concern for the panel

was the integration of the physical

sciences and political policy to

create one field that can more
efficiently tackle the problems of

the environment
'The university needs to use its

resources more adequately to

achieve interdisciplinary work,"
said panehst Alexandre Quintanil-

ha of UC's Lawrence Berkeley

Ub (LBL).

'The level of information (on

environmental issues) in the

American public compared to

Europe or Japan is low," said

panelist Michael Ghil, UCLA
professor of Atmospheric Sci-

ences. Sustained information for

the public is needed to have an

impact on the public, he said.

Another way to inform the

public is through intervention in

underdeveloped countries, Quinta-

nilha said, noting that the LBL has

programs that study and help these

countries with their environmental

See CONHERENCE, page 10
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Briefs

World

Terrorist anrested in

shooting of mayor
TOKYO— Police arrested an avowed

right-wing terrorist Thursday in the

shooting of Nagasaki's mayor, who had
endured a year of death threats after

saying Emperor Hirohito bore some
responsibihty for World War II.

The shooting, said to be the first of an
important politician in this country since

the war, outraged many Japanese and
brought calls to heighten respect for

freedom of speech. -^^

Hitoshi Motoshima, 67, was shot in the

back Thursday as he left City Hall. He was
reported in serious but not life-threatening

condition after surgery to repair damage
from a single bullet that pierced his left

lung.

The gunman escaped alone in a white
car, but within five hours police said they

had arrested Kazumi Tajiri, 40, of Tokyo,
in a Nagasaki hotel.

Polish prime minister

uiges early elections

WARSAW, Poland — Prime Minister

Tadeusz Mazowiecki asked [)arliament

Thursday to move up the date for

democratic elections for local govern-
ments, saying Communist holdouts are

resisting reform.

"The government's most important
task next to leading the nation out of
economic collapse is the building of a
strong and stable democratic foundation
for a democratic system," Mazowiecki
told the Sejm, the lower house of
parliament.

"Until we create a real 'self-govern-

ment,* we will not defeat the resistance

that we meet while introducing reforms."

Parliament members rose to their feet

and applauded his call for earlier elec-

tions, despite concern that Poles may
blame the East bloc's first non-Commun-
ist government for suffering caused by the

radical economic and political reforms it

imposed.

Reserves called up
Caucasus unrest

MOSCOW — The Defence Ministry

called up reserve troops Thursday to help

29,000 soldiers quell ethnic violence in

the Caucasus that has killed at least 66
people and wounded more than 220.

Defense Minister Dmitri T. Yazov said

the additional troops were necessary to

maintain order and possibly enforce a

curfew — a measure authorities in the

republic of Azerbaijan have refused to

impose despite reports of vicious attacks

by Azerbaijani extremists on Armenian
residents.

Extremists have obtained heavy wea-
ponry, including helicopters, tanks and

ground-to-ground missiles in what Inter-

ior Minster Vadim Bakatin on Thursday
called a "civil war."

Nation

D.C. mayor arrested

by FBI on dmg charge

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Mayor
Marion Barry was arrested by the FBI on a

drug charge Thtwscmy night at a down-
town hotel. ,

"^

Details were sketchy, but the manager

of the Vista International Hotel, Rex Rice,

confirmed word from two federal law

enforcement sources that Barry had been

taken into custody by FBI agents.

First word of the arrest was broadcast

shortly after 10 p.m. by television station

WRC.
A third federal source said the drug

involved was cocaine, but gave no details.

Two city police officers at the hotel at

sealed off the upper floors.

The 53-year-old Barry, a former civil

rights worker with graduate training in

chemistry, has been the subject of many
allegations of drug use in recent years. He
has denied all allegations.

A long-time friend of the mayor's,

Charles Lewis, said in open court last fall

that he had provided cocaine to the mayor.

Consumer prices

rise to fryear liigh

WASHINGTON, D.C. — InflaUon

increased modestly in 1989 to an eight-

year high of 4.6 percent, boosted by

double-digit price increases (or dairy

food, eggs, tobacco and fuel* oil, the

government said Thursday.

In I>ecember, consumer prices climbed

a moderate 0.4 percent despite a sharp rise

in fuel oil costs during the holiday cold

snap. The weather also prompted a

seasonally adjusted 8 percent decline in

housing starts from November to Decem-
ber, the steepest in 10^ months.

Economists attributed the relative

stability of consumer price increases to

the Federal Reserve Board's tight money
policy.

Although the central bank has eased its

grip on credit in recent months, the Bush
administration quickly blasted a sugges-

tion from Federal Reserve policy-makers

that interest rates will not fall again

anytime soon.

Social security tax cut

'a charade,' says Bush

WASHINGTON. D.C. — President

Bush, trying to prevent a political

stampede, said Thursday that a proposed

cut in Social Security taxes was a charade

that would force either an increase in

other taxes or a reduction in retirement

benefits.

"And I am not going to do it to the older

people in this country," Bush said in his

first public comment on a proposal by
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., to

roll back the Social Security payroll tax

increase that began Jan. 1. ^
On the heels of Moynihan*s measure.

Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C, has

px)posed a S percent value-added tax— a
national sales levy— to rq)lace revenues

lost both by the Social Security tax cut and
Bush's own proposal to lower the tax on
capital gains.

Hollings* plan would raise $53 billion

in 1991.

State

San Jose hadcers
charged with ixreak-in

SAN JOSE — Federal authorities

charged three Silicon Valley men with
breaking into government and telephone

company computers and stealing military

secrets, after a lengthy investigation by
the FBI and a regional phone company.
One of the accused, Kevin L. Poulsen,

24, was hired by his former employer, SRI
International, despite their belief he
invaded the UCLA computer. The com-
pany said they considered him a bright

young man guilty only of youthful excess.

Compiled from the Associated Press

New Officially Licensed UCLA store in Westwood

BEAR NECESSITIES^
Bear Necessities,

located at 10904
Lindbrook Avenue in

Westwood, opened this

year as an alternative to

the largest-selling student

store in the country,

ASUCLA's Student Store.

Owner Mark Levenson

has been in the business

for 15 years and has had

sbc other stores, including

a store in Las Vegas

supporting UNLV, and a

store that specialized in

pro-style items here in Los

Angeles, "World of

Sports."

"We have one of the

largest selections ofUCLA
merchandise in the

country that no one else

has. All of the items are

custom made for us.**

Bear Necessities offers

a 10 percent UCLA
student discount, with an

ID and reg card, at the

store on every item. There

has been a very positive

reaction as far as the

quality of the goods and

the designs are unique to

the store only.

All of Bear Necessities*

products are officially

licensed by UCLA Bear

Necessities features many

specialty items, such as

real football helmets, over

150 different styles of

sweatshirts, over 40 styles

of hats, over 40 different

styles of jackets and a

large selection of T-shirts

and much more. Also, the

store will soon carry the

actual UCLA basketball

warmups and authentic

UCLA football jerseys. In

fact, the biggest seller at

Bear Necessities is the all-

wool authentic UCLA
baseball cap, which is the

same one that the Bruins*

baseball team wears.

Bear Necessities pays a

7.5 percent royalty fee to

ASUCLA (from the

wholesale price) on every

item it sells.

Levenson has always

been a Bruin fan and all of

his employees are

students. Currently he

has three students

working for him.

Bear Necessities in the

future would like to have

personal appearances

here, such as getting an

autograph session With

John Wooden to sign his

book at the store.

Bear Necessities is

looking forward to

offering all UCLA students

and faculty a convenient

shopping experience by

keeping extended store

hours seven days a week:

Mon-Thur 10am-9pm, Fri

& Sat lOam-lOpm and Sun

ll:30am-6pm. 824-7115

Bear Necessities has

developped a good
working relationship with

the UCLA Athletic

Department, such as

helping them with

different activities and

events. The store has also

had great success with the

television commercial

starring head basketball

coach Jim Harrick.

Bear Necessities is only

a few blocks from campus,

and parking is very

accessible, as there is

parking under the

building and across the

street

Photo by Scott Weersing

OjBear Necessities features one of the largest selections

UCLA merchandise that cannot be found anywhere else.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 1 MONTH ONLY 2S%-50% OFF SALE NOW!
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Pro-choice rally Monday to commemorate Roe v. Wade
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

Hundreds of people are

expected to gather in Meyerhoff

Park Monday at noon to celebrate

the 17th anniversary of the

Supreme Court Roe v. Wade
decision, which guaranteed a

woman's right to an abortion.

"With all the recent efforts to try

and take away a woman's right to

choose, we feel this is a very

significant time to celebrate the

fact that women still have the right

of choice," said Tamar Galatzan,

pro-choice committee chairwo-

man of BruinNOW— the campus
chapter of the National Organiza-

tion for Women.
"We are celebrating the

anniversary now, because we can't

let this issue lie. We must remem-
ber the past so we can continue to

have the right to choose,"
explained Kelly Davis, president

of Bruin Democrats.

The event will feature a speaker
from the American Civil Liberties

Union, comedian John Rourke, the

Rev. Dr. Ignacio Castvera and two
UCLA students, Rosemarie
Pegueros and Academic Affairs

Commissioner Rorie Aranovich.
Now thai states have the right to

make abortion illegal and public

funding for abortions has been cut

drastically, Davis hopes the

anniversary celebration will serve

as a rallying point for continued

pro-choice activism.

"Roe V. Wade has been taken for

granted for years now because

women our age don't know what it

was like before the decision wjien

it was illegal. We have to denions-

trate to . . . government that we
won't go back," explained Jill

Brittenham, a senior majoring in

history, who will be attending the

rally.

With the pro-choice platform

playing a powerful role in crucial

elections like that of state Senator

Lucy Killea and Virginia Gover-
nor David Wilder, Galatzan is

confident that the government is

getting this message.

**Even the candidates the Repu-
blicans have been putting out

lately have been pro-choice and
pro-funding. They have reversed

their platform because they realize

they can't win . . . America is a

pro-choice nation," Davis said.

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

ESPECIALLY PRC J4

EXCHANGE VISA HOLDERS

AVOID THE LONG WAIT'-

BE ONE OF THE FIRST ON THE 3RD

/ PREFERENCE WAITING LIST

. FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCE

LAW OFFICE OF:

TASOFF AND TASOFF -

BAR CERTIFIED IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474-2545
CALL FOR FREE CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTX'OOD BL

Recruitment '90
—Se €i, fumt ^ it!

Student Health Advocates are specially trained

students who provide self-help care for colds,

flus, first aid, emergencies, and offer guidance
in preventive health practices. Student Health

Advocates also provide counseling and
referrals in the areas of nutrition, fitness,

weight management, stress management,
contraception and emotional concerns.

To receive an application, you must attend

one of the foilowing orientation meetings:

ORIENTATION
Fri Jan 19 11-12 pm Ackerman 3520

r. •'• •.'.'.'•'•.'.•••'^•^••.••'.'."••.•t'v**»* •'•.'* '.i' *.••'.••'•;• 1
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We Visit Retirement/and

Convalescent Homes in Santa

Monica Providing Companionship

through Conversation, Craft-mal<ing,

Parties and Entertainment!

Site Visits-Sundays 1:30-3:30 pm
funded by Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

UMo^
Mon, Jan. 22 11:00am

7:00pm

Tue, Jan. 23 1:00pm

7:00pm

8:00pm

Wed, Jan. 24 1:00pm

7:00pm

8:00pm

Thur, Jan. 25 7:00pm

Fri, Jan. 26 11:00am

Ackerman 3517

Hedrick Fireside Lounge

North Campus 22

Rieber Fireside Lounge

Chi Omega

North Campus 22

Sproul Entertainment Center

Delta Sigma Phi

Dykstra Fireside -Lounge

Ackerman 3508

For iTiore information, talk to a

SHA or telephone 206-3819

Also check out PHC recruitment
during 4th week

Sponsored by Student Health Services

OF SANTA MONICA
Classic Northern Italian Cuisina

Allitems pnpamd fresh Wffh no salt, sugar or preservatives.

Large selection ofentrees are prepared "Pritikin " (with no oill.

THE PASTA-BILITIES
ARE ENDLESS

Create the dinner you want with over

is different pastas, and 40 different sauces.

Our pasta oortions tre so targt, we guarantat you'll be butting

3t the seams or we wiil serve you anottitr portion freei

FHESH SEAFOOD, SCAMPI. CHICKEN. STEAK.

WHITE VEAL. ROAST DUCK, SWEET BREAD

All dinners include unlimited trips to our

extensive salad and home-made soup bar,

2301 Santa Monica Blvd . . Sanu Moiiei

(213) 453-5442

r^-
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UCIA students to join pro-life maroii in Wasliington
By Holly Bauer ;,

City Editor

A group of UCLA students will join

Americans from across the nation to rally

against legal abortion on Monday in

Washington, D.C. at the March for Life.

The march is being held on the 17th

anniversary of Roe v. Wade, the landmark
Supreme court decision that made abortion

legal in the United States.

The purpose of the march is to petition

Congress i(X a human life amendment

**to protect the life of the pre-bom children

slaughtered by abortion," said Catherine

McEntee, a march volunteer from New
Jersey.

The UCLA students making the trip

bcbcvc it is important for students to get

involved, and they do not s6e their views as

representative of a minority of students.

Political science senior Michael Spence
said, "It is important to emphasize that there

is a significant majority that does not

prescribe to the radical pro-choice position

on abortion."

"When I talk to people, most students feel

the way 1 do— pro-life," said Mary Merritt,

a senior majoring in political science.

Political science senior Mark Bourgeois
explained that "when people really Team
about the issues and what abortion means,

tAen they realize that it means a child is

being destroyed."

At this year's 17th annual march Presi-

dent Bush will address the marchers before

they begin rallying at Ellipse Park, located

south of the W^ite House. Some Congress
members will also speak, including Con-

gressman rtobert Doman, R-Orange Coun-
ty.

Before the march students will deliver

red roses to each Congress member, each

Supreme Court justice. President Bush and
the First Lady, and to Vice President Dan
Quayle and his wife Marilyn, McEntee said.

Last year about 65,000 people partici-

pated in the March for Life, she said.

Most of the UCLA students arc interested

in politics and consider the march a good
opportunity to better educate themselves

about the government

H-UCLA
OUSING

ATTENTION: ON CAMPUS HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER 1990
WINTER QUARTER 1990 WAIT UST STUDENTS

Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing must reapply to
maintain or improve their waiting list position for Spring Quarter 1990.
Applications are available from January 8, 1990 to January 22, 1990 in the
On Campus Housing Assignment Office. In order to retain your waiting
list position, application must be submitted in person to the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office no later than 5:00 P.M. January 22, 1990.

NEW APPUCANTS
Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Campus Housing list

may apply for On Campus Housing for the Spring Quarter 1990 begin-
ning January 8, 1S>90. However submission of an application does not
guarantee housing for the Spring Quarter. Please be advised that a
non-refundable $20 application fee is required. Application and Fee must
be postmarked on or before January 26, 1990 or be received in the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the date stated
above or the application will be considered late. ,

Applications are available in the On Campus Housing Assignment Office
or UCLA Community Housing Office. Both offices are located in the
Business Enterprise Building, 270 De Neve Drive, next to Rieber Hall.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
MONDAY - FRIDAY

(213) 825-4271 ^^

_!»

MARITZ INC.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
SERVICES

Mariiz. a privately held perfomiance improvement company, with revenues in

excess of one billion dollars, employs over 5000 people worldwide who provide
motivation, communications, training, travel, and marketing research services to

nicii( )r clients throughout the United States and Europe. These services are designed
to heif) our clients moti\ate. inform, train, move, and learn more about their

emplo\'ees. the people who sell and service their products, as well as their

customers. • ^
Maritz offers a number of challenging career opportunities for the accomplished
college graduate. One of the most sought after positions is that of Associate Proj-

ect Manager in Maritz Motivation Company and Maritz Communications Company.
Successful /Vssociaie Project Managers assume increasing responsibility for the
dayto day planning, organization, and implementation of marketing profX)sals and
.sold programs. This involves all concept development, logistical, and fiscal activ-

ities associated with sales support and program operations. ..^.^

For Maritz Communications Company, excellence in project management results

in the production of high qualit>'. creative business meetings, training, and audio
Nisual/dimensional communications. For Maritz Motivation Company, well-planned
and executed incentive programs improve a wide range of client sales and quality

measures, reduce operating costs, and increase employee job performance and
satisfaction.

No other company — an\'where — offers the depth and breadth of services
embedded in the Maritz Performance Improvement Mission. No other company can
offer vou the same kinds of career potential: long term professional opportunities

in rruirketing/sales. training, business communications, concept development/
project management, research and development, finance, and general
management.

Please consult \'Our Career Planning & Placement Office to leam more about Maritz

and the Associate Project Manager position. We will be visiting your campus in the

ver>' near future. We look forward to meeting you!

,/ Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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;V H* Tickets $8.00

V/iW""

Coming
^ February 12:

Carolyn Forche
Discount subscriptions available

for entire scries: S32.5(). for 5
readings ($6.50 jxir ticket).

CHARGE IT! /'r)7 rj^OO

514 SOUTH SPRING STREET (bet. 5th k 6lh)

vtf/(n:4/.

SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contacts includes care kit*

Follow up

Extended, Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes. ...$11 9 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 mos.)

$109-set

Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soft Contacts With Your Prescription

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS:

MENTAL

A UCLA Graduate Program for

Professionals and Researchers Leading to

MPH, MS, and PhD Degrees

FELLOWSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE

FOR INFORMATION
Call Toula at 206-1619 or fill out form ar\d mail to:

Department of Environmental Health S<;iences

UCLA School of Public Health

Campus Mail Code 177220

Area of Interest:

Air Pollution

Environmental Management
Environmental Toxicology
Industrial Hygiene
Wat6r Quality

Undecided

^h^
'.^

Name
Address.

City , State. ZipL

Telephone.

.. '."^ "^^-
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WOODLAND HILLS Warner Ctr. 6435 Canoqa Ave (818) 715-9901
SHERMAN OAKS 1 4564 Ventura Blvd. (818) 905-5262
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Andersen Cott$ulting was
ratecf one of the ten best

compani6$ to "work for by

Uixdetl^duate
Professors

ot^

.^€

c^

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CQ

jmeCome and find out about a career in Management Information

Consulting at Andersen Consulting..

As one of the largest consulting firms in the world, we offer

our clients a total system solution through strategic business

planning, information systems planning, systems design and

installation, computer hardware integration, and many other

business and systems disciplines.

Hear more about Andersen Consulting from several of our

partners and managers.

Join us for hors d'oeuvres immediately following.

We are interested in highly motivated individuals who enjoy

tackling challenges, working with people, and who have a

sound academic record in:

• Economics/Business
•Engineering

•Computer Science

•Math
•Other Technical Majors

; Reception, Tuesday, January 23, 1990
7:00 P.M.—9:30 P.M.

Westwood Marquis Hotel and Gardens
R.S.V.P. by Friday, January 19,

(213) 719-2804

On-Carnpus Interviews will be held February 13

Beforeyoubuyatypewriter
itr>avs to dovourhomewodc

^000 Character Memory

[/) 24 Character Display

IZl Insert

SpeU-Right* 50,000 Word

Electronic Dictionary

[71 Full-Line Correction

1/1 Correcting Cassette

Right Ribbon System"

^
WordFind*

List

0WordEraser*

Auto Center/Return

Relocate

1/1 Auto Underscore

End of Page Waming

Dual Pitch

Bi-Directional Print

1/1 Stop Codes

Memory Battery Back-Up

Bold Print

Forward/Reverse Index

Auto Half-Space

Today's assignment is quite simple. And quite

rewarding. Just study the remarkable features of the

Smith Corona XD 5600 and compare them with

other typewriters.

After all; how many comparably priced type-

writers give you word processing capabilities Like

Display and Memory, so you can edit, revise and

make your work letter perfect. And try and find the

Spell-Right* 50,000 word Electronic Dictionary

Fo r rndff infonTmum onthw pfoducl . wfuc to Smwh C«h>
. ^ ' ^. 1 « «/> -r ..... D..

or the exclusive fumble-free Correcting Cassette on

anything but a Smith Corona typewriter '^

Though we've packed all these features into a

portable that weighs under 14 pounds, weVc been

able to keep the cost equally lightweight.

The versatile Smith Corona XD 5600. It makes

buying a typewriter ^njjjig SMITH
the easiest assignment y|||^ CORONK
you'll ever have. TOMORRow^TwgpuxiY

. 6f' I <Kn« Avmuf , Nfw Canaan. CT (16340

Of Smith Corona Caaacfa. 44() TapKott Road. Scarb<>f>M^h. OnMrio. Canada MIB 1Y4

Bush calls

first year
'triumph'

for nation
By Christopher Connell

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. —
President Bush, boasting that "ail

America has triumphed" in his first

year in office, defended the Pana-

ma invasion against critics and

again prodded Congress to act on

his unfinished domestic agenda.

Bush, who starts his second year

in office on Saturday, spoke at

Constitution Hall at what
amounted to a pep rally with Vice

President Dan Quayle, the Cabinet

and more than 2,000 other top

officials who hold presidential

appointments. ——

—

Later, at a reunion of Bush
Campaign workers, he invoked

humourous memori^ of his 1938
drive for the presidency against

I>emocrat Michael Dukakis.

'Tonight, I really came over to

thank you for one thing you did not

ask me to do: You never asked me
to make a video riding in a tank,"

he said, recalling a much ridiculed

Dukakis campaign pose.

*The toughest part for me was
the debates. Some time has passed

so I want to recognize my oppo-
nent," Bush said with a straight

face. "He was strong, tough,

tenacious and a real fighter, and I

gained a newfound respect for Dan
Rather."

Bush also praised his vice

president, saying, "Nobody took

more heat and did a better job for

our ticket and our election than

you."

Quayle, for his part, quipped to

the croNvd, "It's hard to believe that

it's been over a year since George
Bush rode to vicUMy on my
Goattails."

Earlier, in the Constitution Hall

speech. Bush said that during his

first 12 months in office, "all

America has triumphed . . . look-

ing back, it's been quite a year."

"Just wait till the second-guess-

crs see our second year," he said.

The Panama invasion that

toppled Manuel Antonio Noriega

was "a tremendous success," he

said.

"Yes, there's going to be some
second-guessing, Monday-morn-
ing quarterbacks at work. But let's

not forget, 92 percent of the people

in Paiuuna supported 'Operation

Just Cause,"' said Bush, using the

Pentagon's catchy code name for

the Dec. 20 operation and referring

to a CBS poll in Panama.

Calling the Panamanian people

"our bothers and our sisters," he

said, "they deserve our help, and so

do all our friends in Latin America

and the Caribbean. And they'll

receive it."

While pledging that the United

States will support democracy in

Eastern Europe, "I will not neglect

this hemisphere," Bush said.

Bush said America was enjoy-

ing "the longest peacetime boom
in our history," with low unem-
ployment and moderate inflation.

As he has in recent weeks. Bush
prodded Congress to reduce capi-

tal gains tax rates and enact his

proposals on child-care, clean air,

public education and fighting

crime. He called for passage of the

death penalty for cop killers "not at

some point, not sometime, but

now." In the ptst, the president has

called for such legislation both at

tbe federal level and by the states,

ine sfeiKHi is uimnisiieQ. i ne

Berkeley campus
investigated for

anti-wiiite Mas
The Associated Press

BERKELEY — University of
California officials say they will

' cooperate in an investigation to

determine if the school's admis-
sion policies discriminate against
white applicants.

The university aimounced on
Wednesday that the inquiry by the

U.S. Department of Education will

focus on freshman admissions in

the College of Letters and Science.
Chancellor Ira Michael Heyman

concedes the university has moved
aggressively on affirmative action.

"The undergraduate student
body has a diversity unmatched
among campuses with high
academic standards," he said. "Yet
these achievements are not at the
expense of quality, as some have

- claimed.

"The complaint to the Office of
Civil Rights suggests that Berke-
ley somehow took an improper
course in pursuing student affir-

mative action," he said. "I look
forward to providing full informa-
tion to investigators, because I am
convinced that Berkeley took the
right course toward the right

goals."

GLOBAUSM
From page 3

we are learning about the
changes," said Richard Turco,
moderator of the program.

In addition, unlike other sci-

ences, the social sciences are

confronted with a lack of credible
and concrete information. There
are not enough centers that nrK>ni-

tor the human dimension variables

to the changing environment.
Turner said, adding that the basic
needs for the assessment of global

change are not being meL
Determining the economic and

social effects of global cluuiges 'is

not hopeless, but we(sociaI scien-

tists)aie starting at zero compared
to the earth sciences," he said.

SYSTEM

public awaiti," said the president

From page 3

development of earth systems
science was a report by the

National Academy of Science
which outlined the grave environ-

mental consequences of nuclear
war. For example, the report cited

how a "nuclear winter" — the

problem of the spread of smoke
after a nuclear explosion and how
the exchange of smoke and radia-

tion — will affect the earth by
limiting crop production.

As part of the developr.ient of
the earth system science, the

International Geosphere Bio-
sphere Program GGBP) was ini-

tiated to examine the interactions

between land, atmosphere and
ocean.

Many federal and United
Nations programs involved with

the new system science have been

established recently, and scientists

have combined their efforts with

policymakers and industrialists.

According to Mooney, it was a

"remarkable event" when the

United States Office of Manage-
ment and Budget became con-

cerned last year with how to fund
federal agencies such as NASA
and the EPA to further study the

earth from different perspectives.

But as the United States has

realized that various federal agen-

cies must become involved in

analyzing the earth's problems, so

must the world, Mooney said.
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STAMFORD PREP INC.
LSAT GMAT GRE
Classes begin Dec. 9, 1989

If you're thinking about taking

Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan."

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

DELIVERS FREE

SAVE OVER $4.00

Fresh ingredients--100% Mozzarella Cheese

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only

• !•

Large (16")

1 Topping Pizza

1 Large Antipasta Salad

2 Cans Pepsi

Only

$10. %\%

207-5900"
11628 Santa Monica Blvd. #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

POLAND
DISMANTLING A MARXIST STATE

A Seminar and Panel Discussion
Presented By

(SAWI^

Spealcers:

Sergei ZamaszilcQv
• Rand Corporation-spedallst

in Soviet and East European Affairs

• Visiting Scholar at the International

Institute of Strategic Studies, London

Jaceic Kaiabinsici

• Chief Correspondent-Radio Free

Europe, Polish Service, Washington DC

• President of Polish Journalist

Association - 1980-81

• Editor of the largest underground
Solidarity newspaper: TYGODNIK MAZOWSZE

nnnfa ^mmvmtmm <

Date: Fri., Jan. 19
Time: 6-8:30 PM.

Place: The international Student Center
1023 Hilgard Avenue

Co-sponsored by:
«

International Students Association (ISA)

International Student Center (ISC)

Functod by: Th* Council on Programtntng (COP)
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AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide, Inc - 1081 WestWOOd Blvd. #221

BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213) 474-6267

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENIN
CLASSES m^

4^
^Ht.^fM

"Ain't No Thing Uke Our Chicken Wings" TM

ALL VOU CAN LAT WLNGSII SATURDAYS 5pm-9rm

NOW ACCEPTING VISA, MASTER CARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS, & CHECKS

1/19' .pjjg gJQ
j

RED3UCK I

I

' $2i» OTF WITH ORDER '

OF $13 PLUS

THE BIG ^'^^

RED BUCK

x^fiu'

I
ONE COUPON PER ORDER

I

BUY 50 WINGS AND
GET A DOZEN FREE
ONE COUPON PER ORDER

I

I

I

I

<--'..;-ir

Back By Popular Demand!
The Jewish Student Union at UCLA

and the Hillel Students Association Present:

^^^Shabbat at the Marquis II

An elegant
Shabbat dinner
at the Westwood
Marquis Hotel.

Catered, kosher, and delicious.

Join the UCLA Jewish
community as we welcome the
Shabbat with lively singing and
conversation.

The Westwood Marquis Hotel
930 Hilgard (next door to Hillel)

Friday evening, January 19, 1990
6:00 pm

$5.00 in advance or before Shabbat.

Seating will be limited to 100.
Reservations are a must.

For more information or to RSVP, call: Hillel 208-3081

Special arrangemenU will be made for thoae
requiring; hoapitality wer Shabbat.

Morning Service* are available courteay of the
Westwood Kehillah.

All you need to do ia ask. Sponaored by USAC
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Social Justice

community JnH '" °'^''

Join us!
^ ""'^ ^'°^"d the world

Zllllllllff Stat %>« lllllll WliliV

tti i^ :T"''r:7'^^K"3siI la k *ni Ik ''Br- jii

C.H.R.I.S.T.

(Conversing, Healing, Reflection

In Spiritual Thought)
Spiritual growth group

Thursday, 8:00 pm
Weeks 3,5,7,9

For info, call Emilia 208-3918

weekday Masses

Tuesdays, U-OJ P^
Ackerrrian 3b:J^

Wednesdays, 9:30 pm

u.c.c.

]Kffi-p-°^-^
''^

Fridays. 5:15 P>^

U.C.C

Graduate Students and Working People Events:
Discussion: "a.I.D.S. Policy Issues and the Church'

Monday, Jan. 29 7:30 pm at the U.C.C.

Spring Retreat coming in April

Social Activities: It's up to you!
'

Sports, movies.... — ^ __ -

J—L. '''''' '''''' ''''' -

Sacrament off Reconciliation

Fridays, 4:15-5:00 pm and 1^
appt. at the U.C.C.

-"—

—

Ar,
^Hfi

Or

MXi
^^nt

Pnj

'eaf

C^"^-

SUNDAY MASSES:

8:30 am
10:30 am
4:30 pm

7:30 pm
9:30 pm

University Catholic Center
University Catholic Center
University Lutheran Chapel
(Strathmore & Gayley)

University Lutheran Chapel
University Catholic Center

-
(

1 1 1 1
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CONFERENCE
From page 3

concerns.

For example, it is better to

increase the awareness of the

problems of population control

than to simply impose restrictions

on underdeveloped countries, Ghil

said. "Persuasion is better than

coercion."

The panelists agreed that while

university programs are instru-

mental in developing strategic

responses to global change, indivi-

dual involvement cannot be disre-

garded. These issues "cut through
the heart of the values that people
abide by," said David Simonett,

professor of geography at UCSB.
"It's a question of an informed
public and what they choose to

do."

SUIT
From page 1

I-

been--and Mary Earl had not
returned at press time.

Last month, graduate and pro-
fessional students approved imple-
menting mandatory health
insurance for themselves by a vote
of 67.5 percent.

Effective Jan. 1, the fee is $165
per quarter or $247.50 per semes-
ter for all post baccalaureate

students except teaching assistants

and those who already hold com-
parable insurance.

Graduate President Konrad
Huntley, who suppcxted the initia-

tive, said the plan ensures that

graduate students will have afford-

able health insurance.

Romano called the plan "extor-

tion," however. He said, "I really

have trouble making the connec-
tion between being a graduate

student and having to pay health

insurance. My concern is that, at

some point, undo'graduates will

have to pay for insurance."

But Huntley does not foresee

undergraduates having to pay for

health insurance through the uni-

versity in the future. "It couW
happen, but it seems extremely
unlikely here," he said.

Because undergraduates are, on
the average, younger than graduate
students and because often they are

covered on their parents* insurance

plans, a mandatory undergraduate
insurance plan would not come
about, he said.

A champion of the plan, Huntley
is opposed to the lawsuit because,
he said, "I take my direction from
the student body— I support what
the students decided."

But that may ultimately be
decided in court as Romano is

seeking the counsel of the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union. He said

his attorney, who supported his

case, referred him to an ACLU
attorney.

One of Romano's arguments is

that the referendum was a "firaud.**

He contends, and Huntley agreed,

that the election did not bind the

university to impose the fee— that

this was ultimately Chancellor
Charles Young's decision.

He also questioned the timing of
the election, which was conducted
late last quarter when students

were busy with finals and possibly
unable to organize against the plan.

Huntley said, "We were forced
to have it late in the quarter, and
that was unfortunate."

In a letter sent to university

officials and area media organiza-
tions, Romano and Fuss lambasted
the university and insurance com-
panies for what they suspect is a
conspiracy to gain money from
graduate students.

Meanwhile, Romano is with-

olding his insurance fee and
encourages other graduate stu-

dents to do the same as a form of
protest
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VERDICT
From page 1

nationwide wave of worry about
child abuse when it came to light in

1983. It produced widespread fear

among working parents that their

children might be at risk at school.

Buckey, 31, spent nearly five

years in jail because of the charges,

and his mother was jailed for

almost two years.

The announcement of the inno-

cent verdicts brought gasps and

sobs in the packed courtroom

while the defendants cried but

v/ere restrained in their reactions.

About an hour after the verdicts

were read, parent Jackie McGau-
ley said, "I'm still in shock. . . .

When I first heard it, I didn't

believe it I thought someone had
made a mistake."

Parent Mary Mae Cioffi said, "I

am really disappointed. The ang^
is beginning to rise. We have

programs all over the country that

tell children to run and tell when
somebody hurts them, and our
children told. S(xne of them spent

35 days on the stand and they get a

'not guilty.' It shows that our

justice system needs a revamp for

kids."

Mrs. Buckey said, "I've gone
through hell and now we've lost

everything. My concern was for

my son and what they've done to

him . . . because my son would
never harm a child."

Prosecutor Lael Rubin said,

"We ultimately must respect the

jury's decision even though I

personally disagree with it ... I

believe that the families involved

in this case and the children

involved in this case . . . cannot be
forgotten or overlooked in terms of

what they have had to endure in the

kind of system we presently have."

Pounders scheduled a Jan. 31

hearing to determine whether the

district attorney will refile charges

against Buckey on the 13 dead-

locked counts. Rubin said she

would consult with parents in the

case before deciding.

Pounders was the first to see the

52 sealed verdicts, which absolved*

the defendants of an array of child

sexual abuse allegations involving

rape, sodomy and fondling.

In interviews in the courtroom
afterward, the jurors said they

believed some of the children were
molested, but the prosecution

never established that the defen-

dants were responsible.

They also said parents' fears and
the techniques of psychotogists

who interviewed the students may
have planted ideas in the children's

heads.

With reports from the Associated

Press

REGENTS
From page 1

concluded that it did not find any.

UCLA was the first UC to be

investigated by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Education's Office of

Civil Rights (OCR), but now
probes are expected to begin on the

Berkeley campus as well, the Los

Angeles Times reported Thursday.

While Berkeley's review

resulted from one man's complaint

of a possible anti-Asian bias,

UCLA's examination did not

result from complaints. Young
said.

"There have been no allegations

— TO charges," Young said.

GIVE
BLOOD

free

delivery
'•••

v1 ($7 Min.)

• '••
i

'.-».

•*• ,*'' •'»' •'*— *'*5 •-'•', .^^."'•••C-

Chinese Fast Food

COMBO PLATE $4.35
includes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la carte items.

.
• •• • -,

Hours:

Mon-Sat11:00am-1 1:00pm

Sun 11:00am-1 0:00pm

1147 Westwood Blvd.

208-4928
. ••-; • .'

^k

(You Can Afford to)

TAKE A DAY OFF
See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment: ^
•TOOTH BONDING

478-0363

•Fix Chipped, Stained, «. r-Broken Teeth .

•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
•Estimates Giv^n in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire «St Santa Monica)
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APPLY NOW FOR
THE BEST SUMMER
OF YOUR LIFE!

Nearly 200 high-spirited UCLA students have worl^ed at BRUIN WOODS
over the past 5 years. Here's what they say...

"Thanks for the great staff picture

and T-shirt. They were wonderful

reminders of my exciting summer at

BRUIN WOODS."
Sandy Asari, Grad School ^ Clinical

Psychology

"Thank you again for a friendship I'll

never forget."

Marci Michels. Engineering Student

"I'm having a terrific time traveling all

over the world - Moscow, Rome,

Madrid and Paris, but I keep missing

BRUIN WOODS '

Carolyn Corley, Flight Attendant -

Pan Am

"Vm singing the role of Belcore for

Monteverde Opera in New York.

Friday and Saturday nights I think of

the staff shows at BI^UIN WOODS '

Barry Corhett, OffBroadway —^

in New York

"1 plan to join the Peace Corps. If I win

the Nobel Peace Prize or write a best

seller after all this, I still promise to

mention BRUIN WOODS at the Press

Conference. Seriously, it really. helped

me learn who I am."

Bill Murray, Teacher in Africa

"I discovered while working at BRUIN
WOODS that I really enjoyed being

with children. It was the fgnnest

summer I have ever had."

Kristen Norherg, 3rd Grade Teacher

"I would love to come back as a

counselor next summer - all those kids

meant so much to me. I still get letters

from some of them/'

Sue McFarlin

"It was great to come back here. . .seeing

this place, how it had improved, and to

see how our successors were doing."

Pioneer Year Staff. Eric DeWarren,

Veterinarian School and Nick

Simmons, Yale Masters Degree

"Thanks for two wonderful summers."

Jane Lindsay, Med School in

Pennsylvania

"I'll never forget the beautiful nights

Molly and I spent on the docks amazed

by the stars - they seemed to represent

all that is possible in a lifetime. It's

hard to put into words the feelings I

have from last summer, but the lessons

I learned have helped me through this

year at schooj,"

Cheryl Hanselman, Exchange

Student in France

"I really don't think I'll ever have

another job that will be quite so perfect

as BRUIN WOODS was - it fit my
personality, the campers were fun and

interesting, but the people I worked

with - UCLA staff - will remain my
friends forever."

Ted Swick. Xerox Corp.

"I thought I'd drop you a line and tell

you again how special this past

summer has been for me - my friends

and family have all noticed how much

more confident and secure I am about

myself I've noticed how much easier

it is to meet new people."

Albert Schnaider. Med School at UCSD

"I'm writing to let you know the happy

news - Albert and I are getting

married. I never expected my best

friend of BRUIN WOODS 1986 to

become my best friend for life."

Laura Ricci, Program Director t9H6

"Letting you know I think about the

summer I spent in Lake Arrowhead a

lot. I graduated in June and am
working in San Francisco. I hope to get

to BRUIN WOODS again someday."

Larry Alello, International Politics -

Emphasis: China

Better yet, find out the REAL STORY from these 1989 BRUIN WOODS
staffers who are still on campus.

Laura Baatz

Jim Ballard

Bonnie Bernstein

Andy Blair

Wade Brandenberger

Mike Brewer

Nancee Castner

Jeff Clark

DaveCloutier

Sean Cutting

Alison Daly

Lisa Derby

Dusty Diaz

John Dragonette

Rob Duval

Sharon Eastlick

. Holly Ehret

Kristin Fortlage

Stacey Frederick

El isa Garcia

JeffGiedi

Mitchi Gomez
Dmitry Gorin

Russ Granger

Alyce Greer

Tim Hall

Tom Hanson

Karen Haystead

Karen Hindin

DaveHirsch

Steve Kadenacy

Rachel King

Richard Milo

Anthony Miranti

Julie Morey

Ray Mullen

Ryan Nakasone

Guillermo Navarro

Monique Normandin

AnneRavetti '

Erika Reich

Susan Rinderle

Amy Roseveare

Morgan Rumpf
GregSeaholm

BobStubblefield

Nicole von Ruden

Robin Wagner

Sarah Warren

Don Whipple

Pick up an application and more information at the West Center. Just Do It!

BRUIN WOODS!
UCLA Alumni Association's

Family Resort
Post Office Box 160

Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
(714)337-2478
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An iguana is a man's best Mend
In times of crisis and

misery, we tend to cling to

those around us for com-
fort and support. It was in one
such desperate state that I

bonded with the most kind and
understanding being to ever

walk the earth. Too bad he
was an iguana.

His name was Lancelot, and
he was as valiant and noble as

the royal knight himself.

Among the lady reptilians he
was suave and chivalrous, yet

in the face of danger he could

conquer the most dreaded of

flying insects.

Lancelot first came to my
acquaintance on my nineteenth

birthday. My brother, ignoring

my request for a new boomer-
ang, got me what he considers

to be "the most thoughtful and
creative present ever given." I

was certainly surprised, though
I have a sneaking suspicion it

was actually a bonus gift that

comes with the order of a

six-month subscription to

Sports Illustrated. Nevertheless,

I was proud to accept this

majestic reptile and bring him
into my own home.

It was difficult trying to

convince my two female room-
mates that Lancelot was per-

fectly harmless. They thought

he was slimy and diseased,

ironically similar to many of

the guys they go out with.

After a short time, however,

they learned to accept him.

I couldn't have had a mwe
wonderful pet It was so excit-

ing to have him welcome me
home from school each day. 1

would remove him from his

cage and let him perch on my
shoulder while I filled him in

on my day's events. He just

quietly sat there, licking his

skin and not saying a thing

(similar to the girls / go out

with).

Knowing how close I was to

my iguana, my roommates
thrived on teasing the reptile

and making his hfe miserable.

One time my third roommate,
Oan, desperate for something

to match his new St. Patrick's

Scott
Greenberg
Day shoes, auended a semi-for-

mal dinner party wearing the

iguana as a necktie.

I remember coming home
one afternoon and things

weren't so pleasant. As I

looked into Lancelot's cage, I

found him lying on his back,

tongue hanging ouU and com-
pletely pale. I became frantic

and called 911. Within minutes

I could hear the high-pitched

siren of the paramedics draw-
ing near, a comforting sound
in my hysterical state.

They stormed through my
open front door and followed

the point of my shaking finger

to the direction of the iguana.

They removed his now uncon-
scious body from the cage and
proceeded with first aid. The
two paramedics had obviously

been working together for a

very long time. They had keen
knowledge of emergency proce-

dure and knew exactly what
their respective duties were,

until it came to deciding which
one would administer mouth to

mouth resuscitation, finally

resolved after three rounds of

rock, paper, scissors.

After little success, they

connected an I.V. and wheeled
him out to the ambulance.

"County vet?" asked one
paramedic.

"No," I responded sharply, -

"take him lo Dr. Iguanowitz."
"Why didn't we think of

that? Right away, Mr. Green-

berg."

Dr. Iguanowitz was an

acclaimed iguana specialist

Imprisoned in a Colombian jail

for involvement in a terrorist

plot to hijack a train to Cuba,
Iguanowitz often encountered

iguanas that roamed into the

cool, damp ixison cells to

escape the scorching Colombian
desert sun. After serving a

thirty-year sentence, he became
the most respected iguana spe-

cialist in the world, and even
published three of his manu-
scripts entitled, "Iguanas Are A
Girl's Best Friend," "Iguane-

tics," and the recent bestseller,

"Doing It Iguana-Style."

The doctor kept Lancelot fw
almost a week before he was
cured of what the doctor called

a "domestic iguana ailment" I

was so relieved. The whole
experience really put things in

perspective and made me real-

ize how important it is to not

wait to tell those close to us

that we love them.
' Lancelot and I were now
closer than ever, and our

friendship might have lasted

forever, had I not forgot to

take him off my shoulder

when I went to the Razor-

Lipped Bishops concert I was
crushed. It was a tragic parting

and the end of a truly pro-

found relationship.

I have now gotten over the

loss of my late friend, and am
dancing with joy over my new
pet turtle, Oedipus. Still, I

occasionally think back and
remember a day when an old

pal reached into his heart and
showed me what true friend-

ship was all about
Incidentally, in 1974 the

Republic of Colombia exported

403,319 iguanas to the United

States, and the number has .

been increasing ever since. The
youth of our country is truly

in danger. I say we go get

those dirty bastards too.

Greenberg is a sophomore
majoring in performance art

prevention with a business

emphasis.

Don't apply human molality

to the aifrorallty of nature
By Alexander Volokh

I take strong exception to the maudlin, exaggerated views of
the article *Thought conservation and care needed to save our
rainforests" by Annabelle King (Bruin, Jan. 16). The article is

typical of the misguided philosophy so prevalent among today's

environmentalists.

First I resent King's use of the stereotype that all Angelenos
blissfully ignore the state of the atmosphere. Don't you think we
notice the smog in California? There are tradeoffs: if we keep
smog, we can keep the lifestyles to which we are accustomed. If

smog is removed, restrictions must be put on the use of
automobiles, some fuels may be banned, and industry must
undertake a major overhaul in order to readjust lo the new
regulations. I^roduction prices will soar, creating unemployment
inflation and ig[eneral inconvcnienccr

Some of us are^re«gned to the [M^ence of smog because we
view it as the less^ evil.

What's wrong with smog? It's all natural. Eton't talk to me
about how "Nature didn't intend the atmosphere to be like this."

Nature never intended anything. Nature works with what happens,
whether by natural or by artificial means. A smoggy atmosphere
is not a "bad" atmosphere. '*Good" and "bad" are human terms.

A smoggy atmosphere is just another kind of atmosphere, one to

which pe(^le, as well as plants and animals, can adapt. Soon,
varieties of plants and animals will develop that can adapt and
thrive in a smoggy atmosphere. It's not a "cloud of doom" —
it's just something we're ^t used lo.

One myth defended by King's article, one that environmental-
ists rely on quite often, is that the destruction of species is

somehow inherently bad. I agree that human lives are not more
valuable than animal or plant lives, but why should the lives of
10 cows be less valuable than the lives of the last 10 passenger
pigeons? Arc the lives of endangered animals somehow more
valuable than the lives of normal animals? Some people say that

eliminating entire species would compromise the ecological
balance. What ecological balance? There's no such thing. Nature
is in a constant imbalance. It's a natural state. Ecological niches
are constantly being filled; all animals, even if they have no
predators, eventually are restrained by the limits of the

ecosystem.

More generally, why is it bad to kill animals? When
Tyrannosaurus killed Stegosaurus, was it "evil"? When a saber-

toothed cat killed a mastodon, was it "bad"? All the

Tyrannosaurus and the saber-toothed cats were trying to- do was
perpetuate their species, live bettor and feel less hunger. It's a

fact that to survive, we have to kill, whether we kill cows to
make hamburger meat or harvest wheat to make bread (yes,

.wheat is a living organism).

These "short-term economic solutions" increase the well-being
of humans. All the money made by commercial loggers benefits

some people. You may say that we ab-eady have enough without
having to kill other species, but aren't there starving people in

the world? And aren't those hungry people those very farmers
who go into the rainforests to set up their farms?
And even if rich people benefit from deforestation, why is that

"bad"? Peopfe criticize actions we take that destroy species, but
this destruction in the end benefits another species: our own. It

also benefits those unborn animals that might evolve to fill

ecological niches left by deforestation. It benefits bacteria and
deiritivores that live off dead trees.

Is this an ecological nightmare? So was the asteroid impact 65
million years ago that raised an enormous dust cloud that killed

the dinosaurs. But if we had the means to stop this asteroid

impact should we have done it only to save the dinosaurs? That
choice would have prevented the evolution of higher mammals,
including humans! So killing other species is not necessarily bad.

I have no problem with those who are against the destruction
of rainforests. 1 do believe that many environmentalists are
applying notions of human morality to the amoral workings of
nature. But I also believe that if we should not apply morality to
nature, our environmental decisions should be motivated by what
we think is best for the human species.

Thus, it is legitimate to oppose the destruction of the rain
forest because, as King barely mentioned in passing, deforestation
is a "short-term economic solution." It is OK to oppose
deforestation and pollution because the changes in the region's
ecology (not the resulting "ecological imbalances") would
somehow impact humans. It's fine to oppose deforestation

because destroying the rain forests would leave the native tribes

without a place to live, or because wc could miss out on some
cures for diseases. But don't do it because of pity for all those
species that are driven to extinction. If you're going to espouse
environmental causes, at least do it for the right reasons.

Volokh is an undeclared sophomore.
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Viewpoint

Modified diets would lielp $ave forests
By David Wiseheart

With the ecological doomsayers on one side

and the conservative naysaycrs on the other,

many of us are looking for ways to empower
ourselves, ways to effect positive social and
environmental change.

Anabelle King's Viewpoint article on tropical

rainforest devastation ('Thought, conservation

and care needed to save our rainforests," Bruin,

Jan. 16) is a significant case in point She
spells out not only the value of our tropical

rainforests, and the alarming rate at which
they're being wiped out, but also some of the

things we can do to make a difference: reduce

or eliminate our use of tropical timber, recycle

wood products, and re-uSe brown paper bags.

All of this is right on the mark. However,
she overlooks the single most important thing

we can do to slow tropical deforestation: j „_

change what we put on our dinner plates.

The link between our personal dietary habits

and the destruction of our rainforests is both

fundamental and profound. In 1985 alone, we
imported over 100,000 tons of meat from Costa

Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicar-

agua, and Panamea, most of it sold through
-^—

-

fast-food restaurants. Since 1960, when the U.S.

first began importing beef, nearly half of

Central America's 130,000 square miles of

virgin rainforest have been cleared, primarily by
slash-and-bum agriculture, to provide grazing

land for cattle.

Consider this: a third of Costa Rica *s land

is now devoted to cattle raising. And yet the

average citizen of Costa Rica eats less meat
than the average American housecat.

Though some fast-food chains claim they

don*t use rainforest beef, it's an impossible

claim to verify, since the beef coming into this

country isn't tagged one way or the other, thus

providing an empty deniability.

The sad fact is, MacDonald's hamburgers

don't grow in hamburger patches, but in the

graveyards of dead and dying tropical forests.

Perhaps this explains why the Rainforest

Action Network (not a vetgetarian organization,

by any means), when they decided to find out

who's hand is really on the machete, ended up

boycotting Burger King.

Perhaps this explains why Cornell economist

Dr. David Fields and his associate Robin Hur
estimate that for every person who switchyes to

a pure vegetarian diet, an acre of trees is

spared per year. Think about it An acre of

U^ees per year. That's 55 square feet of tropical

rainforest consumed with every quarter-pounder.

Of course we should, as King says, be

conscious of the plywood we purchase. But

when was the last time you bought plywood?
Or used Brazilian mahogany? Or, more to the

point, when was the la!st time you ate a Big

Mac?
Clearly, we don't all have to live of lofu

and bean sprouts in order to save the world,

but think for a moment about how much we
could accomplish if every person in this

country ate just one more meatless meal per

week. That's over 12.5 billion meatless meals a

year. Or nearly 16 million acres of tropical

rainforest saved.

Perhaps John Robbings said it best, in his

groundbreaking book. Diet for a New America:

"All things are connected, and so the choices

we make in our daily lives have enormous

influence, not only on our own health and

vitality, but also on the lives of other beings,

and indeed on the destiny of life on earth.**

Wiseheart is a graduate student to screenwrit-

ing.

Viewpoint

Policy needs reevaluation
By Fiorencia Aranovich

The administration has finally realized that they have
given too many students tiic "perks" associated with

preferential enrollment, Too many students currently receive

the benefit of enrolling before most students call in for

their first pass of telephone enrollment. But the problem is

not that preferential enrollment exists, but that the

university's jMiorities for who gets the advantage have not

been evaluated.

In the last few years, groups such as Athletics, Academic
Advancement Program (AAP), student government Honors,

etc., presented their arguments to the registrar on why their

students needed preferential enrollment. The university needs

to change its view of preferential enrollment not abolish it

Preferential enrollment should be used as a tool not as a

"perk."

Honors students (I am an honors student), student

government (I am a student government officer), and the

Daily Bruin should not get it The reason is that we should

reevaluate our institutional jHiorities. We should pay more
attenUon to those needing our assistance instead of giving

our top students more and more rewards. We have retention

problems because students need more commitment from the

institution in many areas. One way could be helping those

having difficulties to get the classes they need.

I encourage the faculty of the Legislative Assembly to

consider the academic ramifications of getting rid of

I^'eferential enrollment altogether. I prqx)se an alternative

that would tread pre-enrollment as a resource tool, not a

prize. I would like to see the Senate make a policy that

would grant pre-enrollment to those students in academic
difficulty (students subject to dismissal and on academic
IH"obation), students at high risk of dropping out (AAP
students), and those who must arrange their classes ahead
of time due to special circumstances.

Aranovich. a senior nmjoring in Women's Studies, is the

Academic Affairs Commissioner.

Viewpoint

Hypocrisy in high piaces: Some reactions to an invasion
By Corey A. Ford

So the U.S. finally invaded

Panama, and now strongman

Manuel Noriega (affectionately

known among his countrymen

as the Pineapple Head) awaits

trial in a Miami jail.

Here in the U.S., response

to and debate about the inva-

sion has centered on such

effete issues as the dubious

legality of the invasion; appa-

rently, some people stiU

believe in international law.

Opponents of the invasion

liked to point out that impos-

ing your ideology on other

people with guns and bombs is

precisely the sort of behavior

for which the U.S. usually

condemns other countries. This

reassures me: hypocrisy in high

places has become such an

established American pohtical

tradition that a crisis of some
kind might occur if our leaders

ever lost the knack of it

It seems inevitable that this

will bring out the peace freaks

for some time to come (Tim

Strawn, call your office). They-

're horrified enough at the idea

of the U.S. having a military,

much less using it Congress,

on the other hand, was fairly

united in its support for the

invasion, both because it

couldn't really complain too —
much after its criticism of the

President for his inaction dur-

ing the October coup attempt

and, more importantly, because

early opinion polls indicated

that around 80 percent of the

American public supported the

invasion. If 80 percent of the

voting public supported an

invasion of Canada, congress-

men and Senators would be

clamoring to load up the troop

ships. (Aides would inform

thetn soon enough that you
liotrt need troop ships to

invade Canada, but they would
be all for the invasion just the

same.)

Overseas, reaction was more
critical of the U.S. move. The
Soviets, of course, were
appalled, sparking a rare return

on their part to Cold War
dudgeon, accusations of "gun-

boat diplomacy", "imperialism,"

and all that It seems that

under G(x1)achev, the Russians

just don't believe in using

force as an instrument of

foreign policy anymore. You
might tiy telling that to the

Soviet military, which regards

Clausewitz's On War as gos-

pel.

Interestingly, the Soviet mil-

itary remained in Afghanistan

some four years after the Man
of the Decade came to power.

In fact for at least two years

after Spot came to power, the

war escalated significantly:

more villages were bombed
and more Afghans were killed

and maimed during those two
years than during the six years

of war up till then. Overall,

roughly 1.3 million Afghans

were slaughtered during the

Soviet intervention, and mil-

lions more driven into exile.

Tens of millions of land mines

were planted in a country

about the size of Texas, and

towns and villages were liter-

~ally carpet-bombed off the face

of the Earth.

Few Americans can imagine

the intensity and brutality of

the wars in Afghanistan. The

Soviets only pulled out when it

became apparent that they

could not force the rebels to

submit to their rule. Apparently

Oorby is a newcomer to these

benevolent ideas about the use

of force.

The Soviets and their apolo-

gists have pointed out, ad

nauseum, that the U.S.S.R.

4|dn't invade Eastern Eurupe

when the winds of change |,

blew through there last yftar. i \'

What the Soviets fail to men-j|l.

tion is that the Eastern Euro-

peans didn't declare war on \^
the Soviet Union and proceed "\

to gun down and harass Soviet

citizens in the streets. Had t||is

occurred, we might assume the

Soviet response would have

been somewhat different; even

under Good Gorbachev, the

Soviets have seldom shown
much hesitation in responding

to threats to themselves.

Gorbachev remains insistent

that Germany will not be

reunified anytime soon, and the

400,000 Soviet troops in East

Germany are there to do more
than defend that country

agaiitst outnumbered, outgunned
NATO. What is this if not

interference in the internal

affairs of a sovereign nation?

We shouldn't begrudge the

Soviets their criticism, though
— it isn't often that they get

to take the moral high ground

when someone gets invaded,

and if they're serious about

becoming a democracy, they

have to master the art of

hypocrisy in high places, just

Uke us.

Besides, we owe them a

debt of gratitude: the daring

U.S. airborne and land assault

designed to disable the Pana-

manian Defense Forces, was
modeled in part on the suc-

cessful Soviet seizure of Kabul
which preceded it by almost

exactly ten years: thanks for

the helpful hints, guys. /

The Chinese government was
shocked and outraged by the

U.S. invasion as well. It

appears that quietly, very

quietly, they, too, have decided

that invading other countries is

wrong. This must have hap-

pened sometime since their

own (unsuccessful) invasion of

Vietnam in 1979. Perhaps tte

(Chinese simply disagree with

the U.S. over what constitutes

depriving another people of

their sovereignty. Panama is

not after aU, Tibet

Or, maybe Deng Ceauscescu

thinks that tanks and troops

should only be used against

defenseless students and work-
ers in your own capital, rather

than against the armed forces

of a country which has dec-

lared war on you. Or, maybe

they think . . . Who cares what
the Chinese government thinks,

anyway? Who asked them?
Elsewhere, only the British,

visions of Falklands dancing in

Maggie's head, wholeheartedly

supported the U.S. action. Tlie

French were typically noncom-
mittal — they didn't want to

be seen as encouraging such

moves but then, a country that

still intervenes in the Third

World from time to time and

that still maintains colonies

overseas can't be too harsh in

its denunciations. The Japanese,

like the French, were some-
what ambivalent about the

invasion. They learned their

lesson about taking over coun-
tries with mihtary force in

World War II, and now they

take over countries with ven-

ture capital.

The Latin American coun-

tries were almost unanimous
their vilification of the US
which is understandable, seeing

as how most of them have

been invaded by the U.S. at

one time or another, often

more than once. Mexico (1846,

1914) was about the most
even-handed in its criticism.

Cuba (1898-1961) was more
scathing, and Nicaragua's

(1850s, 1927, 199-?) Daniel

Ortega outdid even himself in

empty threats and stupid ges-

tures, surrounding the U.S.

embassy in Managua with

tanks and troops (ooh, scary)

—

and calling on all the nations

of Latin America to band and
"declare war" on the U.S.

Careful there, Danny Boy, you
remember what happened to

the last tinhorn dictator who
did that

Even Grenada (1983) seemed
incensed by the American
action; they like to think they-

're special. Interestingly, at the

same time the Organization of

American States (OAS) con-

demned the U.S. for its inva-

sion, it also condemned

m

Noriega for his actions and his

refusal to step down. It is

clear the OAS wanted Noriega

out It is also clear, from its

own miserable failure to

accomplish this goal, that it

had no idea how to go about

putting him out All it knew
was that it certainly didn't

want the U.S., which was
largely responsible for making
Noriega what he was in the

first place, to take care of the

problem.

Whether the invasion was
worth it will be debated for

years. I personally think it was
probably necessary, given the

rising danger to Americans
created by Noriega's irresponsi-

ble remaiics and increasingly

erratic behavior, and the failure

to remove him by other means.
As well, Noriega was, essen-

tially, created by us. and was
therefore our responsibility to

deal with. You don't just go
into someone else's house,

make a mess, then refuse to

clean it up.

One thing, however, was
clear, wars, even little wars,

have terrible costs, and that's

something we must always

remember when we think about

starting one. If you doubt me,

just ask the Pineapple.

Ford is a junior nuy<M^ing in

political science.
—
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El Torrito

High gloss designer Mexican
ambiance, killer Marguerites

for $3.95 each, and great food

make this a pretty good change
from the usual Westwood fast

food. Main courses are slightly

expensive, but the decor is

more than worth it.

June Pinheiro

9595 Wilshire QM. Free Parking during

weekend, and valet service during the

week.

Friday, January 19, beginning at 9 p.m..

The Vista Room at the Sunset Canyon

recreaton Center.

Funky Reggae
Dance
The African Annerican Indus-

trial and Entrepreneurial Soci-

ety will present a "Back to

School Dance" in honor of

Martin Luther King, jr. Funky

reggae and hip hop music by

D.j. Lenny Len of Rhyme
Syndicate will be featured.

Jason 5. Stewart

Queen Ida and
the Bon Tempo
Zydeco band
The Grammy award wining

Queen Ida (Her Highness of

the Happy Accordian) will play

the melange of R&B and tradi-

tional Cajun music that has

made her famous. Laissez les

Bon Temps Rouler!

Damion O'Rane

Saturday, January 20, at 8 p.m. UCLA's
Wadsworth Theater. Ta: $7 for fuW-time

UCLA students, or $8 on the day ot the

show.

Witem Theater, (21 3) 380-5005.

Admission ranges form $25.75 to $250.
Tix: Ticketmaster.

Heart Strings
A benefit performance pre-

sented by the Design Alliance

to Combat AIDS. The play is

an allegory representing the

need to unite and fight AIDS.

Stars include Christopher

Reeve, Jason Bateman, and
Sandy Duncan.

Joanne Choi

The Piano Lesson
August Wilson's fourth play in the award-winning series of

dramas on African American life in the Twentieth century. .This

produaion, like its predecessors, focuses on a particular decade
of this century.

Damion O'Rane

UCLA's Jannes Dooiittie Theater, (213) 462-6666.

Film S

'Camille Claudel' captures spirit of innovative artist
By Jill Leger

Staff Writer

FILM: Camille Claudel. Screenplay by Bruno Nuytten and Marilyn Goldin, based
on the biography of Camille Claudel by Reine-Marie Paris. Directed by Bruno
Nuytten. With Isabelle Adjani, Gerard Depardieu, and Laurent Grevill. In French
with English subtitles. At the Laemmie Royal. 1 1 523 Santa Monica Blvd. 477- 5581

.

The New York Times published no obituary when Frencji sculptor

Camille Claudel died in 1943. Her name is found in few, if any, ency-

clqxxlias w 'who's who' publications.

Even when alive, Claudel's talents were largely overlooked. Art

patrons yawned at her exhibitions, so consumed with the scandal and

intrigue surrounding her personal life that they failed to appreciate the

talent within.

Yet today, 47 years after her death (at age 79), appreciation for the

artist is finally beginning to blossom. The French minister of culture

recently hung a plaque on the building where she lived. She is the subject

of no less than five new books, a number of French television i»x)grams,

and even more newspaper and magazine articles.

And France's premiere actress/ enchantress Isabelle Adjani is

portraying the artist in Camille Claudel, a film and a performance that

make the scores of other belated acknowledgment-nods pale in

comparison.

By chipping away the ninKHS that still surrounded the notorious

mistress/muse of Auguste Rodin, director/co-screenwriter Bruno
Nuyaen and co-screenwriter Marilyn Goldin have fashioned an ultimate

tritxite to Claudel. Their efforts elegantly and powerfully expose a

remarkable woman whose laudable talent, character, and innate instinct

for survival seem to merit their present celebration.

Camille Claudel (based on her biography by Reine-Marie Paris)

begins tracing the artist's life from her twenties, when she first began
studying with the already highly renowned Rodin. The story flows on
through to her forties, when she was committed to the mental institution

— where she remained until her death.

Initially, she is Rodin's (Gerard E)q)ardieu) 21-year-old saucy and
determined protegee, whose spirit and raw talent fascinate her mentor.

Twenty-four years her senior, Rodin envies Claudel's youth, her passion.

"What does she have that I've lost," he wonders.

The two begin a love-affair (despite Rodin's relations with a mistress

whom he later marries), and Rodin's works flourish. She bec(xnes his

"inspiration," posing for him and often assisting him with his sculptures.

But when Rodin's heart refuses to commit exclusively (he tells

Claudel he can't "fire" his live-in mistress "like a maid"), she realizes

that she must leave the relationship. She tells him that it would be too

much of a "struggle" to remain with him.

Her heartbreak and dejection fuel a desire for creative independence,

and she starts working prolifically on her own.
But the emotional obstacles she soon encounters combine with

I^ofessional difficulties to whack Claudel behind the knees so forcefully.

Isabelle Adjani plays Camille Claudel in Bruno Nuytten's deeply moving drama about the life and work of the talented and
troubled sculptress.

she loses her balance irrevocably. It's a tragic, unjust fall from grace,

which Adjani never ovoplays.
Adjani 's Claudel doesn't plunge headfirst into po^onal tragedy, she is

all but pushed. By maintaining Claudel's inherent grace and strength,

even as madness ensues, Adjani powerfiilly, stunningly portrays the

mercilessness of the crime.

The "crime" is many fold. As a female artist at the turn of the century,

Claudel must bear the burden of her sex. Her mother dismisses her

daughter's pursuits, bitteriy complaining that she "behaves like a boy."
When she sculpts a remarkable bust of Rodin from memory, she is said to

be a witch; how else could a female produce such perfection?

In addition, her society seems to punish Claudel for her striking

individuality. As her reputation for temperamental and eccentric

behavior burgeons, mingling along the way with rumors of her
involvement with Rodin, her work becomes eclipsed; she becomes a

novelty to be gossiped about, certainly not to be admired.

Indeed, her very talent seems to profoundly hinder her. Art dealer

Eugene Blot (Philippe Clevenot), struck by Claudel's enormous talent,

says patrons' blase attitude towards her work stem from the fact that they

"don't forgive her for being so gifted."

See *CAMILLE,' page 18

Television

Entertaining 'American Gladiatois' revel in silly • I rts
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

I huddled close to the other four men I travelled with in order not to be
seen as we filed into Universal Studios' stage 27.

Immediately after we sat down, the feeling of being out of place sank

in. Groups of eleven year old boys, screaming high school girls and
wide-eyed tourists surrounded us. It was hard for me to tell anyone that

we had come here on purpose; but we had to be here. Something like

male-bonding drew us to watch this show of athletic 'prowess' and harsh,

hard hitting contact

We were at a taping of the syndicated game show American
Gladiators.

If you haven't seen the show before, it basically pits everyday athletic

type people (ranging from a flower shop manager to a heptathelete on the

1988 U.S. Olympic team) against an 8 person team dubbed "the

American Gladiators." These 'gladiators' are very large men and women
who apparently enjoy competing inextremely physical events. The
weekly show, now in its second year, features two pairs, one female and
one male, going against the Gladiators to see who can get the most points.

Events include the "Human Cannonball", where contenders swing
from a rope and try to knock a Gladiator off of a pedestal; "Breakthrough
and Conquer" an event in which contenders have to score a touchdown
from fifteen yards out on a Gladiator and then have to push a Gladiator

out of a wrestling ring in ten seconds; and a new event, "the Wall" where
the contender has to clamber up a 30 foot wall before a Gladiator has the

chance to pull them down.
The whole concept of the show sounds silly, and, well, it is, but every

time I happen to run into it on a Saturday night I usually end up watching
the entire thing while saying "This is really silly" the whole time. Watch-
ing it in person made it even sillier, but it is an entertaining show
nonetheless.

Each of the Gladiators has souped up action type names such as "Nit-

ro", "Laser", "Blaze", or "Zap". Most of the Gladiators consist of muscle Gladiator Blaze uses similar tactics in 'PowerbalL'

Comptod By: Jaion S. SiMwwt ALBERT pooN/oaiy Bruin Gladlator Lasor competes in 'PowerbalL'

builders, ex-football players, and standout athletes. You may remember
•*Zap" from the John Ritter movie Skin Deep, playing a love interest who
literally comes on too strong. A new Gladiator, "Laser" (replacing

"Malibu") drew approving screams fromihd young female crowd during

the taping we watched.

"He's soooo tasty," said an entranced teeny-bopper behijid me of the
6*1" 225 lb. muscle bound former 'Mr. Montana.'

**He is God," her friend agreed.

After the "Cannonball" evenu the 6'2" 225 lb. "Nitro" stroUcd over to

talk with some awe-struck boys in the front row.,

"Look guys, muscle isn't everything," he advised.* "You gotta have
personality, too." The boys nodded in agreement; what a role model. You
miss things like that from just watching the show on television.

The Show also features some of the most incredible mismatches that

arc set up in the events. In a "Breakthrough and Conquer" sequence, 5'

10" 1871b. Jim Brady, a former Marine Sergeant face* 6' 2" 260 lb. Gla-

diator *Titan", a former Miami Dolphin. It took Titan about two seconds

to grab Brady and throw him off of the field. It's also funny to sec the

Gladiators apparently genuine seriousness about what they're doing.

*'Look, I fight and fight until I win," said a pumped-up Laser to the

camera. "Never surrender! That's my motto." They had to retake his

quote.

American Gladiators ranked in the top 25 last year in syndicated

shows, and promises to rise even higher next year. If you're ever just

looking for something to watch around 10 p.m. on Saturdays, you may
want to flip to this (check local listings).

Though an admiuedly outright display of unsophistication that is

finding its way more and more on television, it still holds the same sick

fascination that makes shows such as Married with Children and

Roseanne big hits in the current Nielson ratings. New shows begin

running in February.
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4614377

5:1?7»4!4S
'Sit ft Swi 12:4SpM-3:00|m

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 &M. BM.
477-6681

(Mly 2^186:164:30

HALL rUlBlll^ A Lm» Mmv
9036 WhNra (My kM-THMM
2744119 'Sol ft Sun kMnov 1M

Sun IIMwi

RNE ARTS
oovo ffmv
662-1330

(My 8«»4:00-1o!oO
'Soi ft Sun IMnoo 2«4M

Santa Monica

1332 2n4 at
3944741

Mr«)0-7404:30
'Sol ft Siai MMao 2M

A Low Staw
1332 2nd SL (My 4.46-7J8-10M
3644741 -Sal ft Sun IfWhM 2M

'Sal ft Sun IIMm WnpOM ol i» IpM

1332 2nd St
3944741

(My 4:46-7:46-10:15

'Sd ft Sun MaAno 1:46

I Dam To Omvw TMo
'Sat ft Sw 1»:30«i

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
3944741

(My 4M-7:16-toilo
'Sat ft Sin kMnao 1:46

ISimMi M^a ONOM
Sot ft Sun 1040 m

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CMEMA I Tha War Of Tho Roaoa (R)

mt\. at WatfMMd 12:15-2:36-6:00-7:45-10:30

4764711
SR THXAMby Skrao

AVCO CMEIM I
Wnn. flt WmInooo
47S4711
70MM€alby Storao

To Tha Mituw I (PQ)
1:46-4:30-7:16-10:00

AVCO CMEMA
VRNrt. it WmIMMO
4754711
TQmm^Mby Storao

AhHMtra)
12:OM:20-450-7:»-10:00

«_ AMC
^^HEATRES

Century City
CMluty aty 14

10260 Santo Monica BM.
Canlwy City Sha|g^ Cantor

4 Hour* Frao Vddafcn
WMi P\Mttm» d Thaata Tidiato

(213) 5634900

TroMora (PO-13)

12:46-3:10-6:56426-10:46

12:30-3.1

ROOW A
1-084464:16-1

11:15-2KMM:S6-750-10:7SM0:40

DrtulM Moo Orioy ra
10:4?1:384:15-7404:30

Mmle Boi(PO-ia
11KI0-1:464:3O-7aO-10:l3

Muaic Boi (PO-ia
8:30-11:06

The LMto
12:00-2«5^:1*4:1

Daad Poola Soctoty (PO-l3|

11.<l6-1:50-4:40-7::^10:»

11:46-2:304:154:
iM«r(pai
i4M-14.30

Enwatoa^ A Loua Story (R

10:56-1:15-4.1)6-7:10-10:0

Wf LaR Foot m
112O^IO-4SO-72O«50

^ In Couilry (PO-IS)

11:30-2:164.40-f:40-IO:tO

1125-225-5:254.05-10:a

TTw FiMoiiO lilMr layo (R)

12^-2:464:30420^10:56

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
NIURT
11272 S«tto

4784379 'Sto ft Siai

TMi
5'20-7i304:40

1K»-3:10

PAVIUON

QoMtoM Ridiia Mi
4754202 11:30-2404:4^164(46

QotdWM
4754202

Htooy V
11M-1:4IM20-7A>4c40

4^4eie 11:t8-120-3J06:40-7S^1o!oii

*Ne 1t:10am Stiow Sat A Sun

47S4SQ2
CMnoo A
1200-2204:45-7:104(30

No AM^ tfn* Sal A Sun

QoMwMi
4764208

AH Doga Go To Noovm
Sat A Sun 11:10 am4:46 pra

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA C«OM(
10089 WAwrti
476-9441

70MI«aby

t2:10-2:404-204.00-1lo3

UA CORONET
10688 wMMrfh
47S-9441

Dky Stoiao

1215-2:464:15-7:46-10:15

'M ft Sto Lato Stmr 12:30 m

UA CORONET
10aB9 vtoWMfv)
476-9441

THXXMiy Storao

12:46-3:164:464:16-10:49

-4— Î i> .
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Music

With a Top 100 LP, Chili Peppers still considered 'underground'
By Mary Campbeii

AP Newsfeatures Writer

The Red Hot Chili Peppers

inspire writers. They've been

called "a rock 'n' roll versio^i of

Hurricane Hugo," "punk-funk-

rap-rock party boys" and "a musi-

cal juggernaut that combines
earthy funk and hip hop with a

cocky attitude."

This band, part of the Los

Angeles underground rock scene,

released albums in 1984, '85 and
'87. None sold more than 75,000

copies n«" got higher than No. 143

on the best-selling charts. But

Mother's Milk, out on EMI in

1989, quickly sold 150,000 and got

into the top 100 in September.

The Red Hot Chili Peppers

launched into touring America,

Japan in January, and Europe

through February into March.

'Taste the Pain" will soon be

released as a single.

"I still consider us under-

ground," says lead singer Anthony

Kiedis. "I wouldn't categorize us

as top 40. We like to think of

ourselves as the king of under-

ground bands."

During a stc^ver in New York,

Kiedis explains how the band

began. He intended to be an actor

like his father, known profession-

ally as Blackie Dammett.

"He's been doing TV shows,

five a year for the last 10 years.

He's most recognized as the guy
with the black-and-red-checkered

shirt in Lethal Weapon"
"When I was a teen-ager, I

adopted the name Cole Dammett,
in keeping with Blackie, but I

didn't spell it Coal." After a year of

The Red Hot Chili Peppers finally break from the local scene with their highest selling album
"Mother's Milk" at 150,000 copies.

college, "the following summer I

got a job working in a small film

company and started making a lot

of money. I realized I was better

off teaching myself. I didn't take

well to the university environ-

ment"
"My friends Jack Irons, Hiljel

Slovak and Flea, great musicians,

really as ajoke, decided to play one

song with me as singer at a club.

Our chemistry was powerful. We
were warmly accepted by the

audience and asked to come back

with two songs."

Kiedis started with a rap. "I was
always fairly adq)t with pen and

paper. I didn't have musical

training. The easiest way for me to

get into a band was on the rhythmic

level, not the melodic level. I think

I had a good voice, a spirited voice.

Since then, I've taken vocal

lessons to learn to control my

breath."

Kiedis says that the band
"quickly became one of the most

popular club acts in Hollywood.

Five months later, we got a record

contract Hillel and Jack left to be

faithful to the band they had been

in. We employed two to record

with. Hillel and Jack came back."

Flea, the bassist, says, "What we
were doing was . creating the

toughest fiink group we could

possibly muster up and being

excited about playing a groove."

He adds, "I think we've matured as

songwriters."

Kiedis says: "A friend came last

night who hadn't seen us for four

years. He was amazed at how
Ixx)fessional we had become."

"Last night?" Flea shrieks. "We
had a lot of technical difficulties

last night When things are going

wrong, the momentum and flow of

the concert gets broken up. You
realize little fighting sounds are

coming out instead of beautiful

bass notes."

"I've been trying not to get upset

about things on stage. It messes

things up fcM" me, to lose my cool.

Last night I was enraged."

Some fans of a band that most

people never heard of turn away if

wider recognition comes. ^'Our

audience has grown a lot over the

years," Flea says. "No matter how
popular we become, I don't think

we'll ever alienate people who
liked us when we were less

popular. People recognize we
haven't altered our music for the

sake of success."

"Success has come to us from

hard work, dedication to rocking

oiit and doing the nasty." The latter

refers to the band's partially

undressing on stage. They don't

always do it

"A contrived nasty is all too

obviously so," Flea says.

Asked whether they'll open for

Aerosmith on tour, Kiedis says:

"We're groveling at the prospect

We would very much like to play

to a larger audience. We're really

not at the commercially successful

l&vel most of their opening acts

are. The only reason we'd have a

chance is that they've been known
to watch our videos before they

take the stage, to get inspiration."

In the summer of 1988, Slovak

died of a drug overdose. John

Frusciante, who had tried out for

Thelonious Monster arid been

accepted, was lured into the Red
Hot Chili Peppers. He had- been a

fan, his guitar style influenced by
Slovak. After many had audi-

tioned, Chad Smith became the

drummer.
The cover of Mother's Milk is a

painting by Slovak. "His death is

reflected in our music," Kiedis

says. The first single, "Knock Me
Down," contains the line, "If you

see me getting high, knock me
down."

Kiedis says: "Personally, it has

given me the inspiration to live my
life in a better way. I think it has

made the whole band more aware
of the miserable possibilities that

drugs can bring upon a person.

Hard drugs are definitely not a part

of this band any more, and I don't

think they ever will be."

Flea is married and has a

daughter, Clara. He looks around a

bleak New York hotel lobby and
smiles.

"I'm going to see her tomor-

row," he says.

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

DO YOU SUFFER FRM

Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults

Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

Your own body may be your best weapon

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20th
9 am. - 1 p.m. —

—

Sign up now in 2 Dodd Mali, or call 625-3945.

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and ttie Department of Community Safety.

DO YOU HAVE A TRUE
LIFE STORY TO SELL?

HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-UFE STORIES. IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

TO UST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
'THE HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213) 858-8560
1900 Av*nu« of m« Stars. «670. Lot Ar>g«lM. CA 90067

P-RODUCERS

^iJMiir^
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Books Music

• • :
y short fiction has world impact

By Damian G'Rane
Staff Writer

BOOK: Sudden Fiction International. Sixty short-short
stories. Edited by Robert Shapard and James Thomas.
Introduction by Charles Baxter. W.W Norton & Company.
337 pp. $10.95.

Thr^troduction (by Charles Baxter) to this

unusual book recalls that situation many readers are
familiar with but may not want to readily admit All

of us, at one time, have fallen asleep while reading a
rather voluminous literary work, such as War and
Peace or Ulysses.

Baxter tells us some of the reasoning behind
writing such involved books. IJe suggests that a
writer expects a long-term relationship with the

reader or "evidence of the writer's interest in

domination". But this analysis is merely the method
Baxter uses to introduce prospective readers to the

idea of the short-short story.

Unlike the "drama of prolonged moral choice,**

this largely new sub-genre of fiction has "more to do
with hilarity and panic-states," Baxter says. This is

true. The stories here, by an international group of
famous and not as well-known authors like Gabriel

--Garcia Marquez and Leslie Noiiis, all feature quirky,

strange, and highly powerful situations. Like haiku,

they convey a staitling point of view in only a short

amount of space.

Sometimes, as is the case with The Falling Girl, by
Dino Buzzati Gtaly), a young woman's suicide (a

quick, grisly event in a story ofany length) is dwelled
upon in enchanting, near-hallucinatory ways. She
falls past partygoers and young men who are curious

about her and attracted to1^, respectively, instead of
T shocked.

^
One of the very best stories is written by

Welshman Leslie Norris. Blackberries is the story of
a typical day in the life of a young boy. The moving
aspect of this account is the way it completely
envelops the unsuspecting participant in the boy's
experiences. One is simultaneously beguiled and
menaced by the skillful narration.

Jamaica Kincaid's (Antigua) Girl is a two-page
torrent of maternal advice that effectively exposes
anyone (who hasn't experienced it) to the worried.

Film, television stars
celebrate dance tunes
By Jason Lin

Contributor

Alyssa Milano, the star of TV*s *'Who*s thc^ Boss," and the musical
group New Kids on the Block have been named co-hosts for the 2nd
Annual Dance Music Award Show to be held next month.
The first months of each year are traditionally considered the "award

months." The Dick Clark-produced American Music Awards and the
prestigious Grammy Awards are scheduled to be held Monday and
February 2 1st respectively. In addition, the Dance Music Award will take
place on Feb. 12 at the Universal Amphitheatre. It will be taped for TV
syndication for the first time this year

Honoring the best in contemporary dance music, awards in major
categories of Best 12" Dance Record, Best Dance Groups, Best Male/
Female Artist, Best Modem Rock, Best Remixer and Best Dance Music
Video will be presented.

British group Soul to Soul has six nominations including both "Back to
Life" and "Keep on Moving" in the category of Best 12" Record. The

Honoring the best in contemporary dance music,

awards in major categories of Best 12" Dance
Record, Best Dance Groups, Best Male/Female
Artist, Best Modem Rock,B^ Remixer and Best
Dance Music Video will be presented

'Sudkien Fiction International' features the
Garcia Marquez story 'One of These Days.

'

overbearing, intensely caring state that is West
Indian (and all) motherhood.

Following the stories is an "Aftemotes" section,

which gives a brief biography of all the authors, and
comments by some of them.

Czechoslovakia's Josef Skvorecky contributes An
Insolvable Problem of Genetics, a parable (based on
a tru^incident) he calls "sad proof of the sadder fact

that even one who is not a racist can, under certain

See 'SUDDEN/ page 18

group also shares the nomination of Best Dance Artist with Paula Abdul,
Janet Jackson, Madonna and Bobby Brown.

Abdul, one of the biggest hitmakers of 1989, was also nominated five

times. Her nominations include Best Female Artist, Dance Music Video,
Dance Album, New Artist and Artist of the Year.

Foreign groups dominated the category of Best Modem Rock.
Nominees include Depeche Mode, Erasure, B-52, New Order, and the

Cure.

Was Not Was, Red Flag, the Cover Girls, Dee Holloway and Laura
Branigan and others are confirmed to provide live musical entertainment.

Actors from the worlds of television and fihn will also be there as parti-

cipants and presenters. Confirmed for the show are Corey Haim, Corey
Feldman, Nia Peeples, Rob Stone, Blair Underwood and several others.

Tickets for the Second Annual E>ance Music Awards will go on sale

Sunday, January 28th at Ticket Master outlets. Portion of revenues from
ticket sales will be donated to national AIDS research and other AIDS-
related charities.

BURGER Grand Opening SPECIALS

Ufe can be reaify tough wfmx you've got a had burger habit ]bu

findyourselfthinking about burgers allday long. Irbu can't uxiit tillyou
' get another "burger fix" But it doesn 't have to be that way! Ihere is a
Fresh Alternative. . .Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads

are made fresh beforeyour eyes. So get rid ofthat burger on your back

Come to Subway Westwood Village for a quick recovery.

YOOR ONLY BRUIN

3 PC Daybed Set

$169.99
reg $259.99

w/link spring and mattress

5 piece Dinette
Includes Octagon dining table
in oak finish frame with
smoked bevelled edge glass
top and brass legs.

#2342

$119.00 set

SALE

WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK
J

"$r00 off":
Any Foot-Long Sub or Large Salad

I

I

I

I

I

I Wdbtwood ^UBUJRV^
DB I

I

Undbrook

Not vnlid with

any ^er offer

T per customer

3 Tier Hanging Wire Basket
4 Hook Rack
Plant Stand (black, white, brass)
Wall Clock (many styles)
Phone Stand
Snack Table
Coat Rack
Bar Stool
End Table
Student Desk
5 Drawer 29" Chest
Vanity Set w/Stool
9 Drawer 5pc Bedroom Set

LAYAWAY
All Major Credit Cards

reg 3.99
reg 9.99
reg 14.99
reg 1 9.99
reg 24.99
reg 24.99
reg 25.99
reg 69.99
reg 99.99
reg 99.99
reg 99.99
reg 139.99
reg 259.99

reg $19999

$ 1.99
$ 4.99
$ 7.99
$ 9.99
$ 14.99
$ 15.99
$ 16.99
$ 39.99
$ 45.99
$ 49.99
$ 49.99
$ 89.99
$159.99

INSTANT FINANCING AVAILABLE

FURNITURE & GIFTS
12211 Santa Monica Blvd.-West LA.

"""' "°"-^','^' ^''''
(1 block west of Bundy^ 42ia> 447-317^

TGF
aUdllliaiBBMWkh
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INFORMATION
SHARING
January 22. 1990

Make .Arrangements to

Attend at Placement
and Career Planning

Center
Main Information

Counter

JOB FAIR *90
January 30, 1990

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
February 21, 1990

Interested In Consulting?

Hewitt
Associates

is coming to your
campus...

We are a leading consulting firm specializing in

employee benefits, comjjensation, communication,
and related human resource functions. Hewitt
Associates is included in the publication "The
100 Best Companies to Work for in America."

BUSINESS
Great oppKjrtunities exist for graduating seniors
to work with our clients on the administration of
their benefit plans. Coursework or interest in the
following areas is suggested: '

See Your Placement Office
For Details

ACCOUNTING ""^

HNANCE' .

ECONOMICS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

'We look for people
who are intelligent,

creative, analytical,

and who ciui work
cooperatively with
others. W^e want
people who get

pleasure out of

helping others and
doing a job well!"

MATH
We offer graduating seniors an exciting opportunity
as an ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT TRAINEE. Actuaries
are highly respected business professionals who use
mathematical skills to define, amalyze, and solve
financial problems. Their future looks bright:

• Being an actuary was recently rated as one of the
b^t jobs.

• The demand for actuaries is expected to exceed
the availability for the foreseeable future.

Hewitt Associates
Santa Ana CA • Rowayton. CT • Atlanta GA • Lincolnshire. IL

Boston, MA • Bedminster. NJ • The WcKxilands. TX

future?
This conference is designed to help you
explore personal values, set goals for

your future and meet new people! If you
want to empower yourself and learn about
"The Secret of Your Success", come check
us out!

Name;

The conference is free and lunch is provided. 1 he enrollment
will be on a first come, first serve basis. lo enroll, please
return this form to Kelly Wachowicz at IGl Korckhoff llall by

"~

January 26, 1990. lor more information, contact Dob Moriarty
at 825-6690.

Phone:

Address

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program/Student ana campus Life

»~%m' w.^

Camille Claudel (Isabelle Adjani) and Auguste Rodin
(Gerard Depardieu) in 'Camille Claudel.'

'CAMILLE' ^
From page 15

Moreover, her involvements with Rodin only aggravate Claudel*

s

already difficult pursuance of her ambitions. She immediately finds

herself enshrouded by Rodin's shadow. Her style, though defined and

individualistic, is repeatedly compared with his; she is accused of

sculpting out of '"Rodin's scraps."

And as her creative endeavors are hindered by comparisons and

gossip, her resentments towards her former mentor ferment She begins

to miss the unidentifiable something in herself that he had initially envied

in her so passionately and that she had so wiUingly given him.

For some 13 years, Claudel struggles in her little studio on the lie SL

Louis, her anger turning into intense paranoia as she becomes

increasingly convinced that Rodin and "his gang" are out to destroy her.

Claudel's tragedy is played against a fine production of sweeping

cinematography, lovely costumes, and incredible performances by

Adjani, Depardieu and Laurent Grevill, who plays Claudel's poet-

brother, Paul.

So far, this enormously praised fibn has earned five Cesar Awards, a

Golden Globe nomination, and is the French entry in the Academy
Award's Foreign Fibn category.

Ultimately, Camille Claudel gives the artist the credit she has deserved

for so long with the style and polish such an accolade demands. Its excel-

lence puts a finish on the film, effectively highlighting the poignancy of

Claudel's life and lending its central portrait striking depth.

Like Claudel herself, the filmmakers display a remarkable talent for

artistically capturing the human form.

*SUPPEN'
From page 17

circumstances, get in trouble because of race." Those sensitive to this

quagmire however, might call it revelatory rather than sad.

This collection is a continuation of a previous volume entitled Sudden
Fiction, which featured short-short stories by North American writers.

This new collection includes Canadian writer Margaret Atwood's Happy
Endings, a piece artfully examining just how important the ending really

is in fiction.

La Volpaia by American Mirk Helprin, is a battle of wits between a

powerful, highly educated man and a somewhat bitter priest

In an eerie, yet not unexpected coincidence, India's R. K. Narayan in

his House Opposite, tells the same story in a completely different setting.

The powers of ritual and the supernatural take ominous turns in

Lookingfor A Rain God by Bessie Head (Botswana and New Zealander

Patricia Grace's At the River.

Head's story has ritual as the possible saviour of a people trying to sur-

|vive a severe drought. The harshness of this story throughout is

contrasted by only one thing: hope and faith.

Nothing can save the ill-fated character in Grace's story, however. It is

about inevitability and how we not only pay practically no attention to it

but the futility inherent in trying to avoid it

From the serious-minded reader (all of us, of course) might come
everything from uneasiness about, to objections to, the extremely shori

length (approximately two to five pages each). As the introduction

insightfully points out. however, both sonnets and haiku have never

suffered such negative scrutiny (which, of course, instantly makes one

wonder if and when this new form will find its "master") and that the

short auention span "is a form of blaming the reader."

There are 60 stories in all. and they make interesting reading. Other

authors include Heinrich Boll. Italo Calvino, Stuart Dybdt, Julio

Cortazar, Krishnan Varma. David Brooks, I>>ris L^ssing^jflawomii^

Mrozek, and others in a quite unusual and unique collection.
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Room S Board for Help
Room for Help

Room for Rent

Roommates
Sublet

Tenant Information

Vacation Rentals

RECREATION ACTIVITES
Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76
Health Clubs 81

Horseback Riding 77
Running 75
Sailing 78
Skiing ' 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc. Rentals 87
Photo Service 89
Skis ft *^

Televisions 86

SERVICES
Child Care 90
For Rent 101

GRE / GMAT Prep ' 103

Insurance

Legal Advice

Money to Loan
Movers
Music Lessons
Personal Service

Resumes
Services Offered

Shipping Agents
Tutoring Offered

Tutoring Needed
Typing

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels

Travel

Travel Tickets for Sale

91

92
93
94

102

95
104

96
97

99
99
100

107
105

106

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 110
Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale 1 13
Mopeds 1 19

Motorcycles for Sale 114
Rides Offered 115
Rides Wanted 1 16

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 1 26
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 1 28
Musical lr>struments 4g9
OfficeEquipmeol/ 133
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 132
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings l Personal 10 Personal

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FREE WALK-IN
STATISTICAL CONSULTING
Offered by the Division of Biostatistics

(Public Health) Graduate Students

Weeks 2 thm 9 of each quarter.
Services include advising on study design,

data collection, data manafiement,
data screening, and analysis.

Consulting only.
No class tutoring or actual written reports.

Hours: Monday—Friday 1:00—^3:00 p.m.
Telephone Hours: 206-6346, M—F 1:00—3:00 only.
Place: Rm Al-237 Center for the Health Sciences

\ Akakolkfl A>o»iimhm Mcctfug
Moo Diccuaioa. iWf Book Sbidy
Fri Step SDxiy. AU 3525 12:15-1:15

1\M« -^T-ir. Wed DiKuaiioa
NPI C8538 12:10-IK»

For alooholcs or individiMk who lave a
drinkiqg probkn
ai3) 3S7-S3K

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

inuKiple tidcets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan'. (213)813-3303
(818)992-6966.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

MoOyvMrf Mhm flM(al CamfMfiy

463-6569

Herman
(2:n)

Do you really

want to party?
Pump up the
Jam. Get busy.

^. Krista
(AXQ)

)

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experierxjing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1

AXQ.
THANKS

to you all for

the evening...

We had a blast!

love, XO

MIscellaneoCjs

CONTEMPORARY pianist seeks cellist & vio-

linist for recording and showcasing. Contact
Mary at (213)824-7180.

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.
(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

PersoTKil 10

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
I Al/'P^DQ CUPPERS
Lr\r\c:no la kings

Theatre: PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, (Not Cheap)
rrm DMmrylt PkUamgkf: m mm tImHtd te tMS kf UCLA ttudmU amd emtimm to imfUy UCLA
MadtiOa. Wt fnmidt PntM DKUVSMY to mmim m tmrnfms. Wt tffkr *arrf-to-#K mata vtd prk— totov
mmrkrt to aU UCLA ttuimUa. itaff, mitd fmaJfy. Aak mnyotu ai** So* »m4 *< to/hr« mitd <A« Mill .M
yva tkt MMc that mAm it omrm to ow UCLA tUtmt^ m mmI *• tamL QuaUt art frm, m mim m» a
eall. lUmtmtttr to mmaiem ypaW fram UOJUIt

(213)205-0838
Pax # 472-3013 Visa/MC accepted

StudentB Helping Studenta
(always have and always will)

counselinc-psychotherApy. julee
carper ma. mfcc inter imf1 5339. slid-
ing fees. brentwood (213)338-1432/
virgil day- supervisor.

Fraternities At War:
PHI DELT-
Have your paint-pellet guns ready and
prepare to do battle on the fields of

honor. See you tomorrow for a game
of survival warfare.

-ALPHA SIG

lirMr'*

.saMfifis. Bibles - Book ^^^
Gifts. (C^

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm;
4h-Sat 10 oro - II pm; Sun 2-^

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

Westwood Friends (Quakeis)

Meeting for Worship

Sunday 10:30 AJA^

574 HUgaid Ave.

says:

"GO

iGeEEK!"

VEGA$ BU$
Leaves tonight 6:00

Gets back tomorrow

Just $5 each
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Delta Zeta cordially invites you
to attend the Delta Zeta infor-

mation party "celebration."

Friday January 19th

6:30 pm or 8 pm
/

Come and see what it's all about!

call 208-9045 or 208-9090

or just come by

Hope to see you there!

CHI OMEGA encourages all

interested young women to

GO GREEK!!!

At long last...

AAn 1st ANNUAL
ALL-HOUSE
RETREAT

You know where...

see you there!

lyioidness >

1

axcL
,1 ble</«fe/qctrve i990

-tf^rhk of. all the t><»ss;l)?lTfeieSo^

EX EX
LITTLE SISTER
BAR-B'QUE

TONIGHT AT THE HOUSE 5:30

(Little Sister Sweatshirts

are still available)

^^ -2!'f3^jlVjnicio^O|^t 01 mcha tosiion Phi ..2;

moer 1865

ciai Oistrict

-L'jc CI aemanaaao
^ 'JSTtC .: MTflN nfMflMnflnn

i.ao^* in fhis court on me rrsi date jnoion m me table

^» appear '^e court may aiuara the oiainiifi the

^
sur u>age$. money, ana orooerry may oe taken a)iinoul

le courf^

oxl&o« Sunday JauvS^, 21

QMBySfiygave at 8:00
.

'.. ... :._.-2' - tris cz-.r: an tne trsai aaie ana at me nme snoujn .n me ooh oeioui anno atiLir.e^ses .. ;»j -eceiots. cocumenis. ana other mings luiin you to suoDori ijour cate.

Kappa Delta is proud to announce
the Initiation of its 1989 Pledge Class

on Saturday January 20, 1990.

Welcome to our circle of friendship.

KA Seniors Congratulate
PC '89

and invite all Kappa De-
ltas to an Initiation Party

in honor of our new
initiates!

Festivities will begin on Saturday
following dinner.

Research Subjects 12 Reseorcti Subjects 12

DIABETES/NUTRITION RESEARCH
(or men and women .ged 25-70 with diab«te« on no medication (or a 2
month itudy.

BREAST FLUID/NUTRITION RESEARCH
for women aged 40^ with or without breast disease, who can make an 18
month commitment to follow a low fat diet and exercise plan.

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
tor healthy, overweight nr»en and women aged 20-50, who can make a 2
year commitment to follow an exercise plan, with either a tow fat diet, or
a low fat diet and a liquid nrteal replacement product.

Jxf^ UCLA's Division of Clinica l Nuuieion
call (213) 476-6367 anytime

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with asthma,
ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves

ofTice visiU in WLA. You «v<ll be paid for your
participation. (213)8206574.

EARN SI SO- Volunteer females with repjiar

menstrual cycles not on birth control pills

wanted for sleep evaluation study. Subjects
will need to sleep in the Harbor UCLA sleep

center for 4 nights during one nwnth. Call

Linda 825-2452

HEADACHE and healthy control (non-
headache) subjects 18-45 needed. SubjecU
will complete questionnaire, keep headache
diary for six days, wear small Upe recorder to

record jaw muscle activity. $80.00 paid upon
completion of study. Contact Mary at

(213)825-9792. Dental Clinical Research
Center.

HERPES VACCINE volunteers needed for new
vaccine study. Healthy males: 1 8-55 years old
withou history of genital herpes; $150.00
reimbursement. Interested individuals contact
Maryanne Dillon. (213)206-0479.

'Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developnr>ental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.'

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS- Needed on pay-
ing anention. Ages 30-55. $15.00 cash.

(213)825-6402

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS needed on pay-
ing attention. Ages 30-55 $15/hr.
(213)825-6402.

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and olderwho have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush tedlh 2x
daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four tvaluMions during an eight
week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

Daily Bruin Classified
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RESEARCH VOLUmEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these syfnptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

I
PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have

a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (21 3)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which ntay

reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TM) x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS males, females 1 8 years

or older in very good health needed for

Positron Imping studies of Brain, Heart or

Body. Radioactive material injected; bloods

maybe taken. Earn up to $100.00. Call

(213)825-1118.

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an

investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be con^pensated for your time.

(213)820-6574.

STUDY SUBJECTS-Wanted for six month pre-

menstrual syndrome study entailing blood

sampling and administration of nalaxorw or

placebo. Study pays $100. If you are ages

1 8-40, have pms, or no symptoms premenstru-
ally, have regular periods and are not on the

pill, call Linda 825-2452 ^^^
UCLA RESEARCHERS seeking volunteers with

mild high blood pressure to participate in a

study to evaluate reducing drug requirements

for hypertension. You may qualify if you are

35-65 years old and have no other serious

health problems. Examinations, visits, arxJ

parking are free of charge. For more informa-

tion call (213)206-0369.

Health Services 22

Accept All Vision Care Plans

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301 1

Business Properties 25

OFFICE for rent. Big opportunity; start own
business. Downtown LA. Between $1 5O-$500
per suite. (213)481-1188.

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

tr .nlr.im t^o'i C ^r .^^t pjtents. ttifCughoul LA

HemoCore
4954 Vafi \u. J B.d S.'wmari Oaks

:«!«« J tree ^m «ilh yaui ptescitMn appc

Help Wanted 30

Lost 17

TAN SUEDE COAT lined with lamb skin,

disappeared from UCLA bus #30, returning

from the ALL-Creek Jan 1 6. Great sentimental

value. If have information, contact Irene

(213)0890. Reward.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

mecncal research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Sen^lces 22

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUP.
Caring, dynamic environnrtent to explore fam-

ily, career, relationships, self esteem, co-

dependency, and issues involving personal

transition. Lisa Franhel MFCC. (21 3)398-9385.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.

JOoctor recommended.
r All natural.

^ ^^ JUiO% aunrailtced.

(213)281-7484

$8-1(VW, TELEPHONE SURVEYORS. Conve-
nient to campus. Brentwooc^ Westwood loca-

tion. M-F, 11anrv2pm. Call (213)444-9860.

Mr. Aldrich.

AGENT'S ASSISTANT, full-time, BH. Excellent

clerical and phone skills, a strong desire to be
in the entertainment irwiustry is a must. Back-

ground helpful. (213)274-5999.

ARTIST seeks females to model for modem art

project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

ASSISTANTS wanted to %VDrk for UCLA Man-
agement Sciences Dept. in Westwood. Must be
IXTLA freshmen, sophooKxes, or juniors inter-

ested in computer applicatiorv. Computer
skills required. Will train responsible, hard
working irtdividuals for specific assignn>ents.

Hours are flexible around class schedules, but

require commitment to 12-19 hrsAvk. Job
duties inlude programming, data collection &
reduction, data entry, messengering, & clerical

taks. Salary $5.44-$10.2(Vhr., depending on
experience. Call Lola at 825-031 9 or Engan at

825-1447 to schedule an interview.

ASST. MGR Baskin robbins yogurt arwi ice

cream, full/part tinne, days^ightlAveekeryJs,

Westwood villiage ind westside locations,

Scott (213)2084K)48.

BIOMEDtCAL TECHNICIAN: Part-time or full-

time. Protein purification, HPLC, QuantlUtive

ELISA, Column Chromatography, SOS-PAGE.
Call Nancy (213)825-6521.

iOOKEEPER/SECRETARY: PT $7-$1 OA*. Bbo-
keeping experierKe required. W processing

experience very 'helpful. Relaxed, irHereating

and involving office near campus.
(213)824-9993.

BUSINESS STUDENT wanted for bookkecp-

iri^ secretarial and organizational help in

imall design firm. Close to campus. Flexible

hours, pay ncgoliabte. Stable, responsible

pwiona l lty important. Some txfMrlcncc pf«-

(srred. ^1 (213)474.3481.

^'" 4 -
:

^
ix/i/i:^

ON
CAMPUS

Coors Brewing Company.
Golden. Colorado, will be
interviewing on the UCLA
campus. Januaiy 24/25 for two
paid summer intern positions in

Distributor Development and
Sales Services (departments

within Sales and Marketing).

First position requires individ-

ual who is pursuing a Master's

degree in finance or Account-
ing, with a strong interest in

Sales and Marketing. Strong an-

alytical skills, and a working

knowledge of P.C. software

(Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony)
necessary.

Candidate for second position

should be pursuing a Business

Administration or related de-

gree with an emphasis or

extensive experience in

computer systems. Must have

strong background in P.C.

software (Wordf^rfect. Lotus 1

2-3, and/or harvard Graphics).

Contact the UCLA Placement
Center, main info, counter, for a

detailed job description and to

sign up.

equal opportunity employer m/f h/v

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP. W. MASS./

GIRLS CAMP, MAINE
TOP SALARY, RM/BD/LAUNDRY, TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE Kl6s AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY, ARTS & CRAFTS, BASEBALL.
BASKETBALL. BICYCLING,

CHEERLEADII^. DANCE, DRAMA, DRUMS,
FENCING. GOLF. GUITAR. GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE, NATURE. SAILBOARDING.
SAILING. SCUBA. SOCCER. TENNIS.

TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEIGHTS. WOOD
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINADU.

5 GLEN LANE. MAMARONECK. N.Y. 10543.
(9 14)38 1 -5963.

WOMEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP VEGA.
P.Q. BOX 1771. DUXBURY. MA 02332

h. (617)934-6536.

up to $o/hr.

isecleaners
• Highest wages pakl '

• Health Insurance *

• Full & Part-time •

• Flexible Hours •

• Men, Women,— Students,
Muskrians, etc. *

Call (213) 453-1817

CAMPUS safety officer. Mount St. Mary's

College. 7pm-3am or 9pm-Sam. 55.20 start

(213)541-7775.

CASHIER Pofo Ralph Lauren, Beverly Hills

seeks experierKcd iruJividuals for F/T, P/T

positions. Sb-Saftyr. M-Sat, 10-6pm. Please

apply at 444 N Rodeo Dr.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evenings.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CHIROPRACTIC- 2 part-time positions: (M-W-
F) 1 -receptionist/ physical therapy, will train.

2-off1ce/secretary, Word Perfect.
(213)450-4555.

CLEANING, P/T, $7/hr., various locations.

Must be erwrgetic and responsible. Flexible

hours. (818)785-6336.

CLERK, entry level, P/T for accounting depart-

ment, opportunity to learn a variety of duties.

Will train. Car with insurarKe & interest and
enthusiasm. 1-6pm. $6.5(Vhr. (213)276-9166.

COMPUTER SUPPORT TECHNICIANS
wanted to work for UCLA Management Sci-

ences Dept. in Westwood. Must be UCLA
students interested in computer applications.

Programming experience required. Prefer so-

phomores or juniors majoring in technical

disciplir>es sush as computer science, opera-

tions research, or engeneering. Requires com-
mitnrwnt to consistent schedule of 12-19

hrsAvk. Salary $5.44-10.2Q^r. depending on
experience. Duties may include training &
operation of mainframe computer applications

such as SAS, ft IBM PC operations including

Lotus 123 & Mkresoft Word. May involve

installation or maintencarxx of local area

network. Photocopying, messengering, memo
wAling, data collection & entry included. Call

Jane at (213)206-5206 to schedule an
interview.

COURIER for travel agency. Rq motorcycle,

flexible hours. Parking paki, travel benefiU.

Cal 1 Kate (213)625-1414.

DATA INPUT \AXNTED near airport, even-

infs, flexible hours. Ask for Lisa/Jay.

(213)642-7740. $7.S<Vhf.

IXLIVERY DRIVERS wanted immediately,

$S^. ^ Ups. MuM have acoolcr, DMV, insur-

ai«ce, Santa Monica (213>392-6067,
(213)396-2297.
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The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

Need Extra Income?
Work pait time, sec your own
hours, and make great money
working with people. No sales.

Mark 851-7893.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs..

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. ihowt, filmi. A convnarciali.
All types, 1 8-aO yrt. Earn extra moitey.

Fun tool Oeativ* Carting

(213)466-7319

••••••••••••••
*
•

•

*

*
*

KITCHEN HELPER
4 pm-7 or 8 pm M—F.

Wages &. evening meal-
632 iiilgard.

Call 208-6657

Valet Parkers! !

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

ON CAMERA SPOKESPERSON wanted by film

production company. Must be Chinese who
speaks fluent Japanese. Casting starts Jan 15.

Paid position. Contact Heidi at

(81 8)841 -9660.

PART-TIME sales position for exclusive infant/

children's store in Brentwood. Good commu-
nication skills. Will train enthusiastic person,.

Salary plus commission. Call Margo
(213)447-5407.

••••^^•••••••A'*'

DELIVERY PERSON. Monday & Friday,

1:30-5:30pm. Aggressive person needed to

deliver & pick-up videos from Century City

offices. $€^r. + commission. We provide

transportation. (213)475-1770.

DRIVER for young girl, 11:30-1«), M-F,

$12. so/day, need car. Call Rodger
(213)393-0411 X7616 or (213)670-1857.

DRIVER/messenger needed. FT/PT.
(213)837-5200.

'

ENTERTAINMENT business management fimn.

PA receptionist/secretary. Typing required.

M-F 9-1 pm (213)278-2303, Ask for Julie.

EXTRAS needed for fi Im and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FAMILY HELPER. Santa Monica. Light house-

keeping, driving, care for 3 school age boys.

Mon-Fri. 3-6pm. $5.50tosUrt. Call Shelly after

6. (213)450-1881.

FULLTIME officeperson with some experierKe
required. Excellent benefits. Call June
(213)204-3259.

FULL-TIME receptionist needed for pediatric

office. 36 hnAfVk., WLA. Must be punctual,

serious, accurate. (213)479-1233.

Hap NEEDED to move boxes of medical
records artd reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

$6.00/hr.. Culver City. Mrs. Griffin

(213)559-8823.

Hap WANTED part and full time, flexible

hours. Temporary arxj permar>ent positiorv

available. Call 9am-5pm. $9/start.

(818)567-4147.

KITCHEN help needed. 4:45pm-6:45pm,
Mor>day-Friday. $5.00hr. plus dinner. Mrs.

Hadden (213)206-4151.

KNOW BODIES. Exercise and Dancewear is

presently seeking pA employees who are

motivated and willing to work. Exp. Preferred

but not required. Flexible hours and great

working coriditions. S5A»r. depending on exp.

Northridge (818)349-9104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Park (818)784-0374 -

ask for manager. West LA (81 8)704-5454 - ask
for Jeff or Mike after 1pm.

LAB ASSISTANT, 1 5-40hrsAfveek, negotiable,

S9fi\r. UCLA school of medicine. Micro Com-
puter facility. Working knowledge with IBM
software/hardware and/or MaCintosh
softwareAiardware. Contact Tito DcVcyra
(213)206-5739.

LEGAL SECRETARY/DICTATIONIST needed
in small Westwood firm: experience^P
5.0/responsible a must: Contact Kal,

(213)475-0991.

MEDIA MONITERING ORCANIZATK3N, re-

quires assistant for filing, xeroxing, mailing,

must be competent, must be accurate. Call

before noon (213)459-2422.

MESSENGERS. Westwood law firm has open-
ingi for part-time 20 hr^«vk messengers. Must
be dcperxiable, have own car, insurance, good
driving record. Call Oebby Kelly at

(21 3)478-2541 after 2pm. ^
OfFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, AM, for Century City

computer training facility. Word Perfect a plus.

S6J0-f10.0Q^. leff U1 3)201-0055.

OFFia ASSISTANT, mai estMc development
com^pany approK. 20hnAwlt, Brentwood, typ-

mfcnermiw. Lvvtn|ocpifOnvni SSK for sncryt

(213)620-5891.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to Husband/Wife mo-
tion picture producer/ director team at home.
P/T days. Secretarial, light domestic & help

with new baby. Hours -»- salary flexible.

(213)878-2560.

PERSON needed to do document retrieval

work at LICLA library. Variable to part-tinrw,

flexible hours. (916)756-7078, leave message.

PR FIRM in Santa Monica. Flexible hours,

reliable, deperxJable, good phone voice, er-

rands. S6.00. (213)451-4870.

PRIVATE hospital seeks individual for P/T

receptionist 4:30-8:30pm M-F. Must possess
excellent communication skills, 10-key by
touch, be people oriented. Call David
(213)479-4281.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ASST. 5 hours
daily, $7-C^r. WLA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.
(213)939-1720.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372. ^
PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings uxi weekends.
Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

RADKDLOGY FILM LIBRARY, Assistant I.

Great for students. $5.44^r. Assist with office

work. Early morning. Call Al Gonzalez,
(213)825-6874.

RECEPTKDNIST, P/T, M-F afternoons + Sat/

nxjoth. S5-7fl\r. Animal Hospital West. Typing
required. (213)828-3435.

RECEPTK:)NIST and file clerk needed in small

Westwood firm: pA or fA, contact Kal,

(213)475-0991.

RECEPTKDNIST/computer operator needed for

CPA firm. M-F mornings till 1pm. Please call

(818)887-7056.

RECEPTIONIST in private health club, after

school and weekends, Santa Monica. Looking
for responsible, enthusiastic person to work
front desk area. Chris or Lisett (21 3)450-4464.

RECEPfldNIST (or small Century City law
firm. MW«F 9-5:30pm. S6.5(Vhour. Call Cor-
inne at (213)552-3312.

RELIABLE person for evening house and dog
sitting. Possibly sonrte weeker>ds. Hollywood
Hills (213)281-6931, ask for BARBRA or

SARA

RESEARCH ASST. UCLA study of sex hor-

mones & human behavior. Videotape children

& adults, administer paper/pencil tests, score &
ar>alyze daa, train & supervise lab helpers.

Psychology background required, computer/
statistical skills desired, car needed.
$11.87/hr, 20 hr$/wk. Dr. Hincs
(213)825-8160.

RESEARCH POSTITKDN flexible say and even-
ing hours. $5/hr. Call Bob (213)206-3416.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minimum of 20hrV^ $Mv, Marina Del
Rey. Person with some engineering, technical,

or computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)395-8834.

RETAL, Display & Customer Services. PT/FT,
flexible hours. $9.85/start. Back to school
work. Advancement opportunities. Call

(213)392-1310, (818)342 2612.

RETA*. SALES. Woman's clothing. Friendly,

professional appeararwe. SanU Monic« f/T or
P/T. 11 -6pm.

SECRETARY/Registrar: Looking for a wwm,
suppofth^ tmrlronmcntf Then join our Pacific

Palisadas pr»>«choo( tU/f. M-F, 9-1, itfiv
min., ikp. mp. (213)459-5054.

SCOIfTMtYXrforical, P/T, 11^ word p m
ln|, gHwat office, ftcxtbtc houn. $6.5Q|iiiff.

—

Brwitwood CPA's. (213)826-1380.

I
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SECRETARY: FT, law firm, Tlshman Buildir^

Westwood. Multi-mate word processing, ex-

perience pfeferred. (213)477-0578.

SECRETARY, part-lime. Light typing, bookk-

eeping. Flexible hours. $10A^r. Westwood
location. Mr. White (213)859-5563.

SECRETARY. P/T WLA. $7.00. General office

work. Call 5-9pm. (21 3)208-4828.

SMALL LAW FIRM needs file clerk/messenger.

F/T, must own car, overtime required. $€/hr.

(213)550-7997.

SMALL MEDICAL-LECAL service seeking ma
ture individual to futftti secretarial duties.

Approximately 30 hours/week.
(21 3)854-0999.

SMALL MEDICAL-LEGAL service seeking ma-

ture irwiivtdual to fulfill administrative duties.

Will train. (213)854-0999.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS. Over 5,000

openir>gs! National parks, forests, fire crews.

Send stamp for f^e details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,

KaKS^IVMT 59901.

ONE SURVEYORS: NO SELLING.
$8-1 Qf|^. Convenient to campus. 1 1am-2pm.

(213JM^9860, Mr. Aldrich.

WANTED! Counter person. PTAT Call Elysee

Cafe! Westwood. (213)206-6505.

WORK STUDY STUDENT urgently needed for

Classroom Aide position at Seeds U.E.S. Noon
to 1:30 daily and an additional hour TBA.
Contact Gtofia Contreras. (213)206-1134.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creatively-

talented writers. PapertMck Novels, Norv
Fiction books. Magazine articles,

(213)206-5128. Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

ASSISTANT TO SALES DKECTOR- flexible

hours, base salary -t- a % of commission.

Exdush« fitriess club in Miracle Mile District.

Call Dee (213)933-5875.

BOOKSELLER, pacific bookstore. 1 1 755 wi-

shire blvd WLA daytime hours, bookselling

experience desireable, office work and selling,

typing skills required, references required.

Contaa Adri Butler, (213)312-1819.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Successful en-

treperteur seeks partf>er for erwieaver aroun<V

on 2/1 4^. Expected inconf>e of $1 500^. Anrw
(213)446-0048.

EDLICATKDNAL sales. Eam up to $4000 in our

8-week promotion. Car required. Contact

Stacey (213)390-0289. ^^
EXCITING AND REWARDING STUDENT JOB
AVAILABLE UCLA AMBULANCE PERSON-
NEL NEEDED. Applications being accepted

from LA County certified EMT-IAs for posi-

tions staffing the UCLA Medical Center Trans-

port Ambulance. The ambularKe provkles

neonatal, pediatric, maternal care and inter-

hospital traraportation lo hundreds of patients

arvHially. Work clocely with doctors ar>d

rHjrscs on the transport team arwJ gain expcri-

erKe in patient care. Full time ua.A student

status arid availability of 15 hr^A^c required.

Pick up applicatiorv at UCLA police station, or

call Mike at (21 3)206-8886 Sat nfwre informa-

tion. For information on EnrtergerKy Medical
Technician trainii^ call (213)206-0176.

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLIC HEALTH wanted to work in newly
created position of Marketing Analyst in Radio-

logical Scierxres DepartmerH. Position will

prinurily focus on coriducting market research

via hospital records and interviews. Will also

perform analysis to assist in development of

marketing and business plarw (or thie depart-

ment arwJ assist in determination of apporpriate

product lir>e managemerX strategies. 14-20

hours per week, flexible, $9.49Aw. Healthcare

and rrurketing experierxx desirabfe. corMact

Ken Belferman at (213)825-6800.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/

interview patients. Bilir^al Spanish speaker

preferred. Stror^ typing/writir^ skills. Medical
arxVor legal experierKc desireable. $1 2-15^.
Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

NEEDED: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, part-

timed OhrsAn^), to program experienwnts for

the acquisition and processingof physiological

measures and on-lirw cor^rol of devices and
stimuli using ASYST ar^Vor FORTH essential.

ExperierKe with similar computer applicatiorv

desirable. Call
David Shapiro, PHd, 213 825-0252.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. Kennolyn

camfx private co-ed resident camp in the Santa

Cruz Mountains is looking for camp counse-

lors. Applicants must be mature and skilled in

the areas of: Mvimming (WSO, aquestrian,

vaulting, fer>cir>g, gymnastics, sailirig, sail-

boarding, photography, theater, tennis, soccer,

baseball, volleyball, basketball, rappelling,

ardwry, riflcry, artd other camp related activi-

ties. We will be on campus Monday, January

29. Please contact Candy Scalberg, Director of

Student Emptoyment (21 3)625-2961 to sign up
for interview.

Intemstilps 34

ADVERTISING INTERN, 1 5 hn/iwk., flexible.

Brentwood, ^aphic design or comm. majors

preferred, rniedia experience helpful, gain

valuable advertising experience.
(213)447-2964.

ESTABLISHED talent agfency offering intern-

ihipt. Minimum 8 hr. weekly commitment.

CorOct Debra, (21 3)465-7522.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY
leekir^ preferably business major for inlcrrv

ship program. Mid Wiishirc area. To start

immedialely. Diane (21 3)933-31 1 1

.

SMALL HOLLYWOOD PR firm seeks Intern

faroorp/Httruinmeni accounu. CreMetpcr-
icncc. (213)469-2047.

34 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

VOLUNTEER internships available thru the

urban Intern program. Call Laura for more
informatton. (213)206-6869.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

ASSIST BUSY GRAD STUDENT/MOM with

aftemoorveve. childcare, errarxk, laurxiry,

dirmer. Must have own car ar>d insurarKe, be

responsible. MrT,W aflerrHX)ns. RefererK:es

required. Call after 8:30pm or weekends

ONLY. (213)836-3290.

AUPAIR-Creative, intelligent, English speak-

ing. Must drive. For warm, happy family with 7

year old twins. Santa Monica, $1 25Mc. Live

in. (213)451-4537.

CHILD CARE WANTED for Syr old boy, must
have car, 12-5:30pm wkdays, (213)477-0474

days, (213)472-3773 eves.

CUTE 3 yr. old boys. 9-5 Wednesdays. $€^r.

References. Own transportation. ExperierKed.

Bel Air. (213)471-2071.

DRIVER to pick-up 2 children fi'om University

Elementary School to their home in

W.Hollywood at 2:45pm weekdays. Please

call Felice (213)837-6900 )028, 24hrsyday.

LIVE-IN NANNY required for two, young
school age chikiren in BH PO Box. Drivers

license; light housekeeping. (213)275-4574.

MOTHER'S HaPER. 4-5 days/week. MWF
2-6. Must drive arKl speak English. 4 & 7 year

old active boys. References. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask
for Lauren.

NANNY, 1-2dayiMc. for special 15 nwnth/
old girl in my home. Westwooc^ico, must be
loving, experienced and have good English

skills. Call (213)475-1747.

PERSON needed 2 or 3 afternoons a week to

supervise two older children. Some driving

required. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-1602.

TEACHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required.

15-20 hrs/wk. (213)273-1868.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, $625/Wk>. First nwnth 50% off.

Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10
min from campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms.

(213)836-8138.

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

1-bdrm, $725. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

Smi east of UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom apart-

nr>ent. Upper floor. Near museum. 3S/yno.

Evening (213)859-0365.

BACHaOR $475/MO. Carpets, drapes, refrig.

10 min to campus, 3545 JasrT>irw. Palms

(213)836-8138.

BEVERLY HILLS, $795Ano. 2-bdmVl-bath
spackxa beautiful apartment completely furn-

ished. Basic utilities paid. View of Century

Gty. Close to transportation, recreation, and
UCLA. (213)203-9560.

BRENTWOOD 2bd/2 bath, den. Large ,newly

decorated. (213)826-3934. Close to LICLA.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIDGERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK- IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHENAUIT
ST (213)471-8154.

CLOSE TO MARINA, S62SAno. including

iXilities. Guest house: fireplace, private cov-

ered patio, garden, secure, quiet.
(213)822-6606.

FURNISHED bachelor. Includes all utilities.

$595. Private seperate gvage, $150. Walk to

UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

HOORAY!
i:: ^ri:i'> to lc i,.\

Xtr.i I.H'jo hirn:«'lK'J 1

Ixvli.niniN vS. MiiL'lo

.ix.iil.iMc now!

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

WESTWOOD
J -bed/1 -bath ,

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

Don^t Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

]u%\ Over The Hill!

—You've just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too

small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve

minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students

living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms *Centrally located laundry and vending machines

*Private bathtub and shower *Separate study and TV lounges

*Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room

*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the

San Fernando Valley. And ifs just a few minutes away from UCLA!

Don't hassle with apartmeht hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

$850 1 bed/1 batti

$1025 1 bed/1 bath plus loft

Beautifully decorated, a/c. security gated,

built-in stove, dishwastier. Open house

Saturday 10-2 at 3717 Vinton #104.

1 mo FREE RENT with one year lease

636-6516 (mgr.) 476-4559 (office)

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

652 Veteran Ave.
$600Ano. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4264

^ DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS

The Only Way To Advertise!!!

Classified Line Ads:
15 words or less...$4.25 per day

$15 for 5 days
NEW DEADLINE:

12 noon, 1 day prior to placement

Classified Display:

Local Rate...$9.00 per column inch per day
5 insertions...$8.20 per column inch per day
9 insertions...$7.80 per column inch per day
18 insertions...$7.25 per column inch per day

NEW DEADLINE:
12 noon, 2 days prior to placement

WhyAdvertise with the Bniin?
22,(XX)oopiesafedsbi3uledeveryday

hldosks(Xfcampus, h Westwood, andhBnentf/^^ jB

'L, Call 825-2221 to place ads

^^MXtMJiiMXtMJtiMffMXtMXfMXiMlttf^
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WALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator«dishwasher-

huge closet-

•controlled entry-

$900
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

Laree, newly
remodeled one, two,
and three bedroom

apartments.

Beverlywood area

(near Robertson). Ones
from $550 to $600;
Twos from $775 to

$850; Threes from

$850 to $950.
657-8756

GUEST HOUSE, small, furnished, Bev«Hy
Hills. $550, Call (213)276-6331.

LOW MOVE-IN - 2-BEDROOMS 1-BATH,
FROM S725. PHONE ENTRY. PETS OK. NEAR
BUS. (818)783-8379.

MODERN, large 2-bedroofn, 2-bath, buill-ins.

On UCLA busline. Security, carpet, drapes,

a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barrington.
(213)478-1190.

PACIFIC PALISADES $64Vmo. Very private

guest hous^acheior unit. Utilities irKluded.

16714'A Marquez (213)472-0069.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliarxres. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. $825 and up. Quiet 2-bedroom,
2-bath. Patios, r>ew caipets and drapes, built-

ins, large closets, no pets. (213)839-8800.

PALMS- Large, r>ew, one bedroom security

apartment, 15 min. from UCLA, $79SAno.
Trent 318-1301.

PICO-ROBERTSON AREA, spacious 2-bed/

2-bath, SeOO/mo. 1 -bed/1 -bath, $650/mo.
Call (213)273-8160.

SANTA MONICA. 1 -bedroom at Beach
$65Q^mo. Furnished optional. Roommate ok.

(213)394-1862.

SHERMAN OAKS. 2 Bed/2 Bath, New luxury

apartment building Vc, microwave, fireplace,

security parking. 4724 Sepulveda bl. Opposite
Calleria. (213)473-6001. 6-8pm.

SMALL 1 -bedroom trailer private, quiet. $350,
inc utilities. Topanga. (213)455-3447.

UCLA University apartments for rent! I Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or

(213)825-8496.
.

VAN NLnrS- IS minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-be(Vl VA bath. 2 story townhouse.
$710/mo. Security, gated parking.
213/865-3801

VAN NLJYS- IS minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-be(V2 1% bath. 2 story townhouse.

$710/mo. Security, gated parking.
213/665-3801.

VAN NUYS 1 5 minutes to campus. Good area.

2-bec^% -bath. 2 stray townhouse. $710^tk>.

Security, gated parfcir>g. (213)865-3801.

VENKIE 1-BED, completely remodelled. Vh
blocks from beach, quiet, utilities included.

%750/mo (213)642-5952.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD: 2bedroom + 2bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna. Controlled access parking.

$1 70(ynfH) 555 Glenrock Ave (21 3)624-9691

.

WESTWOOD: 2-bedroom 14th floor penth-

ouse condominium. Sturwiing view. 24 hr

security guard, pool, spa, valet parking.

Furnished/unfurnished. 969 Hilgard.

$1895/mo short/long term lease.

(213)216^1316.

WESTWOOD. $120Q/hio. Large 2-bdrm/

2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, $aSO/mo., one-bedroom, killer

apt. w/a view. Parking, laundry, security

deposit $400. Call Andy or Mike.
(213)206-3890.

WESTWOOD townhouse. 2-bcd/2-bath, 2-car

garage, 10614 Eastbourne Ave. $1295.

(213)627-3613.

WESTWOOD. $1100/Wio. Large 2-bdrm/

2-bath. Dishwasher, A/C, 2 balconies. 1601

Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, 2 blocks from UCLA, 2 roorm

available immediately, N^-single, female-

double, rant includes meals. (21 3)824-4873,

(213)824-0091.

WESTWOOD. Large 1 bedroom, hardwood

floors, high ceiling, backyard, garage; $850.

Bachelor with parking, $450. (213)824-7180.

WESTWOOD $650. 1 -bed. Includes parking,

dishvvasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

U13)47»-1202. , ^

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WLA. $n0(ymo. 2-bedroom/l 'A bath. Sec-
urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Cam>elina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA. 1 -bedroom. Stove, refrigerator, private

patio. $700/mo. 1412 Brockton.
(213)47a-8924.

WLA. 2-bdrTT^-bath, large, sunny, balcony.

Available now. $995/month. 5 min walk to

UCLA. (213)820-4368 or (213)390-4610.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213)626-7888.

WLA. $72QfMO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

WLA-Large single, 1-bath, paid utilities, must
move in Jan. 20-31, $395.
(2 1 3)479-2006/message.

WLA, own room 2-bedroom apt. Close to

UCLA, kitchen, 1 deal, nice roomate. $37S/mo
(213)473-6136 eve.

Apartments Furnistied 50

SINGLE, one block walk to UCLA (west of

school) $575/month. (213)824-0532.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvaie Ave.
(213)559-1487.

SANTA MONKIA. $57S/mo., furnished 1 -bed-

room apartment near beach. Security build-

ing,laurTdry, parking. (213)394-4105.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $77S/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM APT, furnished, very nke
•f large balcony, 1st floor. Federal Ave., $720,

(213)479-6399.

Apts. Unfumistied 52

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent. $75(Vmo. 1-bdmi

upper, exceptionally spacious. Bright, ap-

pliar>ces, hard wood floors, balcony, garage.

Smiles to campus. Suitable for staf(/facuKy

members, non-smokers. (213)652-2699.

BRENTWOOD adjacent, $1280, plus one
month's firee rent with lease. $500 security

deposit. New 2-bed, 2-bath. Large livir>g room,

baloor^y, central air and heat, gated parking,

elevator, walking distance to Westwood.
(213)479-2666.

WESTWOODAIENTURY CITY ADJACENT
$1,090. 2BDRM/1-BATH. CARPETS,
DRAPES, GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PATIO.
QUIET BUILDING. (213)474-1172.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BEDROOM. EX-

CELLENT VIEW. $995 AND UP.
(213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BEDROOM. EX-

CELLENT VIEW. $995 AND UP.
(213)839-6294.

WLA 3 BED, 1 3/4 BATH, UPPER AND
LOWER APARTMENTS PARKING % STREET

TO PICO BUS UNE. $975 (213)839-6294.

WLA. $635. 1 -bedroom, refrigerator, range,

carpets, parking. Close to UCLA. 1472 S.

Barrington. (213)391 9583.

WLA. Large 2-bdmVl'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laurxiry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rourxied by pines Fully equipped, close to

•vacythinf, wMonabte rales. (213)2064)303.

SKI UTAH - furnished condo at base of

rrKXjntain, sleep six, firepiace/jacuzzi, $1 20 a

night. All dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

Apts. to Stiare 54

$45Q/MO. Private room, bath, pool, garage, 1

min to tJCLA. Very quiet, no smoking.

(213)478-6769.

BEVERLY HILLS. 2 br. Shr $300. Own room
$600 + dep. Fireplace, patio, cable, parking.

(213)278-1073.
^

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted: 2+1 all hard-

wood, all furnished apartment with parking.

$387.5(Vmo. plus security. Call immediately.

(213)391-4620.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed ASAP to share

2-bdrm/2-bath. 2 blocks from campus,
$362/mo >• sec, deposit. (213)824-1447.

LARGE BEDROOM in furnished 2bed/2bath

apr. 10 min from UCLA. $385/mo.
(213)559-8590.

MAR VISTA own room in 3 bdr.' $31 3/mo.

Parking, own V. bath. 391-8158. Move-in
immediately $300 security.

MAR VISTA, $375/mo., 2-bed/1 bath, female
non-smoker. Nice apartment, 5 min to beach.

(21 3)390-9693.

SHARE 2-bed apartment adjacent to Sherman
Oaks. $28S/mo. (818)989-1675, Laurie.

SM/VENICE, $600ymo., own room, own bath,

1 -block from beach, pool^acuzzi, 24 hr sec-

urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main st.

392-9666.

WESTWOOD. Walk to campus/ shuttle. Pool,

etc. M^. 1 -bedroom. % rent -KJtilitie$=

$362.50». (213)208-4971/ 208-1465.

WESTWOOD SECURITY BUILDING. Need
two roommates. 2-bedroom/ 2-bath apart-

ment. $331.25/ share. $662.50/ own room.
(213)474-4088.

WESTWOOD. $475/rno. 1 person for classy,

charismatic 1 -bedroom apt. Parking. Walk to

UCLA. (213)824-1556, David.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD. S24O0/MO. 3-bdrm/2-bath,

security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (21 3)626-6907.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrm/
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,

2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (818)86a-2224.

LARGE 3-bedroom, 1 'A -bath, large study

room, 1 5 minutes to UCLA. $35(Vper$on, or

$1695/family. (213)394-6998.

LOVaY 3-bd/2-bath house 10-min. to UCLA,
all amenities, large yard, double garge, $1800.
(213)470-3475.

MAR VISTA 3-bdmf>/2-bath. 1600 tq. It. Fire-

place, ecbsed backyard. 1 mirwAes to IXXA.
S165(ymo. (213)478-7072.

SMALL hKXJSE 4 lease. 2-bdm>/2-bath, 2 large

closets. Very nice and clean; near IXTLA. No
pets. $900. (213)479-7251.

^ALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 stoxy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Mldvale Ave.
(north of Venice Bh^J
Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista

Property
Management

53 House for Shore 67

BUSINESSWOMAN, non-smoker, to share

large townhouse. Piano, fireplace, garage,

tiidm. SSSQ^mo. (213)4504111 MLaJZI.

VENICE: roomate needed to share cute 2-bed-
room cottage. Two blocks to beach.
(213)452-5604.

WESTWOOD, $60(Vn». Oaduate student

wants clean, quiet roommate to share just

remodeled 2 bedroom house. Large yard,

fireplace, wood floors, ample parking, washer/
dryer. David (213)474-1160.

House for Sole 58

KELTON Ave. totally remodeled home in

Westside villiage 2-bd/2-ba. Studio, dining

room. $349,500. (213)477-7001.

Housing Needed 60

MALE LOOKING TO SHARE HOUSE/
APARTMENT near UCLA. Need by January 26.

Call Tony (516)536-2388.

SWISS STUDENT UCLA seeks room in ex-

change, evening/weekend. Childcare/
housekeeping. Call: Christina (213)454-0872.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION—Gov't homes from $1 (U-

Repair). Delinquent tax property. Reposses-

sions. Call 1 (602)838-8885 ext. GH60S0.

ATTENTKDN: eam money readirig books!

$32,000/yr income potential.. Details
1(602)838-8885 ext. bk BOSO.

SMALL OFFICE SUITES
5 min. off-carrous

FantastK Monthly Lease Rates. Longer term

available. Space is 'move-in' conditnn.

Ckintad: John AHe Company.

Ask for: Alle/Hoffman/SKouras

(213)624-6660

Room for Help 63

BRENTWOOD PARK guesthouse, separate

entrar>ce, kitchen, washer and dryer. In ex-

change for light housework arxJ English tutor-

ing to 3 minor boys. Norvsmoker. No guest

allowed. Refererwre required. (213)451-4433.

SANTA MONICA, guest house in exchange for

babysitting, driving, must be available Tues-
Fri, 2:30-6:(X) + 1 weekend evening. Reliable

car with seat belts. Experience with children,

non-smoker. (213)394-7353.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-s»TX>ker,

no pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

$575. Very Large Room. Completely separate

entrarKe, kitchen, bathroom. Nearfcry Canyon
location. (213)470-0272 after 6:30.

BEVERLY HILLS, female, non-smoker. Private

own roorrVA bath, kitchen privileges. Pleas-

ant surroundings. (213)470-7297.

FURNISHED private room in family home, full

privileges, #8 bus to UCLA, mature irxiividual

arxl rxMvsnKiker. $325Ano, irKludes utilities,

(213)398-6522.

ROOM & BATH for rent: Garage parking,

kitchen privileges, no smoking or drinking,

female preferred. $400. (213)395-7459.

ROOM IN HOME, largp, bath, ideal for UCLA
student/Faculty, light kitchen privileges, non-
snrwker. (213)476-2088.

ROOM w/view in Beverly Hills. Male pre-

ferred $395 >• utilities. (213)277-5273.

SANTA MONICA, $547.S<^no. Own room,
laundry, balcony, non-smoker, includes utili-

ties, responsible person, cat o.k.
(213)452-8684.

WESTWOOD, $480Ano., guest house. Furn-

ished, spacious, quiet, overlooks garden.

(213)474-7285, 5-8pm.

WESTWOOD-furnished private rborr^ivate
bath, stalled shower, linerv, laurxky, norv

smoker, utilities. Near UCLA, ideal for male
faculty. $47SAtw. (213)474-71 22.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD, female, share large BO/BR,
huge 2-BD/2-BR apartment. Pool, security,

laundry. $350 + security. (213)8200187.

FEMALE needed to share large 1 -bdrm. apart-

ment in Westwood. $337.5(Vmo. No deposit

required. (213)208-1817, Livia.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTEa 660 Ventura
Ave, 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Parking! To move In

ASAP. $348 a month. Call Lisa at 824-0658 or

208-5951.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED! Single-1 block

from UCLA Nitta or Kathy (21 3)824-5747, 650
Landfair Ave «105 Westwood.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. $255/Wh> to

share a large furnished one-bedroom apart-

ment in Westwood. (818)790-2185.

FEMALE roommate needed to share spacious

apartment across from UCLA. Norvsmoking.

$31 Omo.(21 3)430-4828 or (213)206-4050.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share large

furnished single on Cayley. Sec. BIdng,

i397.iO/mo. (213)208-6310.

WESTWOOD female share large furnished 1

bedroom apt with one other. Walk to cam-
pus.$369,no lease. (213)824-0642.

FEMALE warHed for own room in large $360
mo. Non-smoker. Parking. (213)207-5370.

FEMALE wanted to share bedroom in beautiful,

spacious, Westside apartment. Near SM bus
lines, 405 If 10 freeways. $22S^fnonth plus

utiliU«. Cam^yraM* (21 3)474-M34.

GRAD seeks female roommate to share spa-

cfous 2bedroom/2bath apartment. $390.
Palnw. Nancy (213)398-1226.

I'M LOOKING for female roommate to share a

1-bdrm apartment on campus. $462Atk>.

(213)208-4052.

LOOKING for female roomate to share duplex.

W/-f w/o other UCLA students. Non-smoker.
Room $290. (213)836-6090.

MALE ROOMATE WANTED. 51 2 Veteran apt

212. (213)824-5646.

MALE ROOMMATE. One bedroom furnished

with kitchen, close to UCLA. Monthly rent >
$263. Please call (213)207-6585.

MARINA DEL REY. 2-bedroom to share with

female. Few bfocks from beach. $50(Vrno.

(213)305-0188 after 4:30pm.

MOVINGf Male roommate neecied to s^tare

new 2-f2 apt. in Glendale, Burbank, or Sher-

man Oaks. (213)477-6283.

ROOMMATE needed for 2-bedroom apart-

merH in Van Nuys. Close to freeway. $33€^nno.
<• utilities. (818)988-9423.

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP to share loft.

Female, S3O0/mo. Walking distarxre to cam-
pus. (213)824-0057.

ROOMMATE needed to share room in spa-

cious 2-bedroom apartment. 100 feet from
campus! $362 . 50/month. Craig
(213)208-0358.

UaA ADJACENT: Female needed to share

gorgeous 2-be<V2-bath apartment with 3 girls!

$450. Cristol (213)208-1848.

WESTWOOD. 2-bdtmn bath. $395/»T». 2
males needed. Pool^acuzzi, parking, 5 mi-

nutes to UCLA. (213)208-4207. Michelle/

Shelley.

WESTWOOD, $342/mo. Four girls in spacious
2-bed, 2-bath duplex need fifth girl. 691
Kelton. (213)824-4183, (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD-Hilgard & LeConte, temporary
housing until March 1st. Share or>e bedroom,
male pref. (213)208-7694 $375.

WLA, $34Q/mo. -tdeposit. Own room in

3-bedroom, 1 -bath house. Easy going envirorv

nr>ent. 10 minutes to campus. (21 3)474-31 73.

WLA iAOO/mo. Own room in large 2-bed,

1-bath apartment. Close to campus. Female.

(213)826-0149, Maureen.

WLA, $50Q/mo., furnished room and bath
available in security apartmerrt. Call for nfK>re

Info. (213)477-3089.

WLA, male, non-soKiker, share bcVba, Large

2-bcV2-ba apartment $257.5(ymo. Call even-
ings, (213)820-8840.

WLA male share 1 -bdmn apartment $26S/mo.
utilities included. %2O0/dep. Parking. Dave,
(213)473-4094 eves. Leave message.

YOUNG professional needs responsible
roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non-snwker. $548. (213)839-7104.

Condos for Rent 69

WESTWOOD. $1200/nf>o. 2-bdrm/2-bath -»^

den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Flying/Porcctiuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY
Student discounts.

1-800-526-9682.

at skydiving adventures.

For further information

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

Ctilld Care 90

DAYCARE openings for two-year-olds by
licer«ed former preschool teacher in a safe,

kiving, enriching environment. UCLA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613186. Louise
(213)477-1397.

Insurarice 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nxy>ey. (213)820-4839.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE'
J but .:

.,.-:. d by I.,.. ... :..

FREE LOWER QUOTE ca
21 :i C.-2 "'I '5 f 15,342 ••-,

'

BEST PRICE ins' AGENCY
•••••••••••••A****^^

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!..

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

*;

I J.',
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THE ALL NEW

RED SEA
JAZZ AND SUPPER CLUB

Featuring

AUTHENTIC ETHIOPIAN CUISINE
^ And

THE FINEST NAMES IN JAZZ

Friday 1/19 Recording Artist

and GEORGE BOHANON
Saturday 1/20 witti Larry Gales

Showtimes 8 and 10 —

10% OFF TO UCLA STUDENTS
WITH ID

1551 Ocean Avenue at Colorado
Santa Monica

Call for Reservations 394-5198

(behind the Opera Restaurant)

Insurance 91 Tutoring Offered

Auto/Home/Comnercial
WestwoodA/Vilshirj Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks So ot Wilshire)

4
*

AUTO INSURANCE
Mlnfmum liability required

by law.
Example: feriKile 21 and
over $575/yr.; ferrxale

urjder 21. male urxier 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for "comp &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-6355

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elen^entary to advanced. Charles
(816)584-1123.

ENC. TUTOR available for Foreign students,

lived abroad. Speaks SpanishVlapanesc. Call

JoHanna at (213)838-4362.

EXPERIENCED Japar^ese tutor, teaches busi-

ness conversation, and cultural understanding.

(213)736-5975 Matsuura.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710.

lAPANESE/CHINESE private tutor. All levels.

Please call Sin after 9pm. (213)781-4477.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (618)500-4021.

SPANISH LESSONS, Argentinian native tutor

(M.S.C). Reasonable rates call Beatriz

(213)390-7690.

SPANISH LESSONS Elenwntary to advvKed.
Conversation taught by native. Call Amparo.
(818)346-1068.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT. and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with thb

cxJ. IVY league grods.

Stamford Prep

(213) 271-5161

Typing 100

Movers 94

GREG'S nrxwing. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)265-8688. UCA alumnus.

JERRY'S rrtoving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experier>ced, and rcli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etcf Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

SELF-DEFENSE-Kung Fu San Soo. Private in-

struction, male and female. Certified instruc-

tor. UCLA Grad. student. Kevin
(213)208-2966.

i1 QUALFTY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A.1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprintcr. Resumes (S20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser

printed-free pickup arxj delivery. Term papers

(APA), dissertations, resunfy?s. (213)475-4057.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing
w/ laserjet quality printing for resumes and
papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvette (213)556-3236.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experierKC with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable

rates. Joy (213)933-1793.

IBM PC- tazer printer, short p«Mrs, transcrip-

tion, theses, dissertation re^Mnable rates,

Kathryn. (213)939-4303.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resunr>es. Santa Monica (21 3)628-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subject*. Tltesea/Diaaertationt,

PiDpoaals and Books. Forcipi StudeiiU
Welconte. Sharon Bear, PhD. &ia) 47D-«661.

iT

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Alto offer

ethical aMittar>ce witfi wrMng problemf

and tutoring In Engliih, Hittory,

Philosophy, and Political ScicrKre.

Bill Dclaney 207-5021

r

y^ur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824^1449

fPfi a choice

Family Planning Associates

Medical Group

98 Typing 100 Autos for Sale

Retrigerator Rentals
f-O' aoTus. tfaiefp-i es, soror^ies a^-a

CO ops
o^ FREE DELIVERY call

POLAR LEASING
533 1500 anytime

Stwif^g UCLA s '-ce '97-

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-70 12.
VOICE. PIANO AND MUSICAL training. All

levels welcome. By professional singer/ piarv

ist. Phorte 375-3411.

HARP LESSONS
ALL LEVELS

Classical, Jazz, Pop. Rental Harps
available. Recording Artist

Victoria Looseleaf, MFA

(213) 281-7413

Resumes 104

DESK TOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tarKe with college adnnission essays. FMear

UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Trovei 105

SKILLED with hand toots? Tropical sailing &
diving offered in exchange for assistarKe with
precruise preparations 0(41' fiberglass sloop.

Sailing lessons, ham radio, arvJ captain license

exann preparation included complimentary.
P.O. Box 9516, M.D.R., CA 90295.

Autos for Sale 109

1975 DATSUN 710 wagon Automatic, radio,

heater, A/C Only 83k miles. 5895.
(2 13)639- 1383.

1 963 DODGE 400 Convertible. AMiI'M stereo

cassette. Excellent corwiition. Steal for

S3700/obo. (213)206-3936.

1983 TOYOTA Corolla SR5. 2-door hardtop

deluxe. Champagne colored. Great corxJition.

S3500. (213)204-1727.

1983 TOYOTA aUCA GT, black, S-speed,'

fully loaded, 54,300/ firm. (818)761-6619.

1984 OLDS Firenza. XInt cof>dilion, sunroof,

cruise control, power steering & brakes.

51 400. (213)477-9326.

1985 VW JETTA. Kalian red, 5-speed, A^,
AM/FM cassette, low miles. 53750.
(213)472-2327.

84 HONDA ACCORD-hatchback-S-speed,
AC, cassette, new tires, blue. 103k miles. Call

(213)476-3120

84 PONTIAC 6000. 4-cylinder 4-door sedan.
69k miles. Clean, A/C, AM/FM. 53500.
(21 3)638-51 92.

89 PRELUDE SI immaculate, black, S-spd.,

leather, 9k miles, must sell this week.
515,S(XVobo. (818)960—9159.

ACURA INTEGRA LS 89, S1 1 k, 3-dr., gpid,

auto, air, p/s, sun roof. Firm, 15m.
(213)670-7583.

ATTENTION-GOVERf^iMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from 5100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-600-836-8885 Ext. A 8050.

BERTONI XI -9- 1968, 59,000. Sharp, like

new, yellow, 5-speed, A/C, sunroof, 2 seater

sporte car. (213) 854-2648.

BiCiW 325 1987 4-door. Red, automatic,

alarm, loaded. 1 7K miles. 518K.
(213)204-3866. Before 9p.m.

DATSUN 260 ZX TURBO: 1981, loaded,
T4ops, runs like new, blue book: 55900.
Asking 54600 (213)638-5753.

FIAT BRAVA, 1979, 5950/obo, 2-door,
5-speed, very clean, stereo, good tires.

(213)395-0692.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one
owner, 51295. (Office) (213)226-4397,
(Home) (213)475-6377. Ask for Victooa.

Ford Escort 1965, 2-door, 4-speed. SOkmiles.
New clutch, starter, timing belt, water pump.
52600. (213)206-4803.

HONDA 1 100 V65 Sabre, 1985, 51990, 1 21

horsepower, 24,000 miles, backrack, alarm,
windshield, mint. (213)628-0062.

jEEPWRANGLER 1989, 59000, black, soft top.

low miles, clean, alarm, air, lock boxes, 5 spd
interested to sell, obo (213)470-6331.

PLYMOUTH HORIZON 82. 63k miles, good
condition. New battery. 51200 Must sell.

(213)398-5703 after 7pm.

PORSCHE 924, 1982, red, 5-speed, loaded, 1

owner, all records, best offer. Sharon Ringo
(213)850-3270.

SUZUKI SAMURAI '86. Convertible. Excellent

condition 29k miles. New stereo, trailer hitch,

white. 53398 (21 3)821 -8389.

TOYOTA SUPRA, 1984. Black, 5-speed man-
ual, Alpine, alarm, new rims & tires, tinted

windows, 52k/miles. 57900. (213)532-6349.

VOLKSWAGON CABRIOLET, 1986, 510,000.
34k/mi, 5spd, excellent corxlition. a/c, gra-

phite, Alpine amAm pullout. (213)453-3913.

VOLKSWAGON GHIA 1972 SIBOO/obo, 74k
miles 1 owner. (213)532-1330.

VW BUG '71 -good condition, new clutch,

distributer, generator;nrKMtly rebuilt engine.
SieOtVobo. Polly (213)824-4163.

VW GOLF, 1985, sunroof, stereo cassette,

alarm, 5-speed, 49,000 miles. 5450(Vobo.
Excellent condition. (818)9920329.

VW JETTA GL 1989, 51 1000 mint condition 3k
miles. Automatic, fully loaded, alarm w/
pullout. (213)626-6940.

VW RABBIT 1962 CONVERTIBLE. Auto. A/C,
runs great. 95k. Must sell 53950.
(213)973-5205 or (213)479-4879.

STANFORD
From page 28

"That's embarrassing for a

conference to have a guy (Referee

Reisling) do something like that,"

Harrick added.

UCLA good get no closer than four

the rest of the way.

But that would l)e as close as the

Bruins would get, as Stanford

would clinch the game at the

charity strip. Overall, the Cardinal

shot a sizzling 32 of 37 from the

line, while UCLA sank 14 of 18.

In the first half, the Cardinal

came out of the blocks smoking,
hitting their first four shots, and
opened up a quick lead. Stanford's

Adam Keefe, the Pac-lO's second
leading scorer, spelled trouble for

UCLA, scoring 18 points before

intermission. The UCLA zone
which stifled Arizona just five

days before was ineffective

against Keefe and Co.
But Harrick solved that problem

in the lockerroom, when he
decided to install a box-and-one

defense to effectively shutdown
Keefe.

But with 9:50 to go, Keefe
nailed a three-footer to put the

Cardinal up, 58-56.

109 Scooters 119

1 961 VESPA P200E. Low mileage, grey, excel-

lent condition. SIIOQfabo. (213)447-1031.

1 985 HONDA ELITE 1 50. Excellent condition

with trunk & helmet. 5900. Tony
(213)939-5609.

1 967 ELITE 1 50 loaded. AM/FM stereo, trunk,

alarm, windscreen. New tires toned.
51650.00, Steve 479-7503.

1967 HONDA Elite 80, red, low mileage, like

new. 5850. (213)398-6522.

1989 HONDA ELITE IX, only 340 miles, lock

included, SlOOCVobo. Emily (213)824-5033.

HONDA AERO '85, 5375, good condition.

Call Caria (213)824-0356.

HONDA ELITE '87 80 scooter low miles, must
sell 5650 firm. Call (213)399-6020.

HONDA ELITE 80 1967 51400. Only 600
miles, under warranty until IC^O, only 3
months old, just tuned. (213)459-5947.

HONDA ELITE 80, black, only 8 months old,

1 700 miles, urxier warranty until June 1990.

5120Q^obo. (213)477-6137. Leave message.

HONDA ELITE 150 5750. Elite 80 5650, 86
Yamaha Riva 125, 5600. (213)453-8439.

HONDA SPREE, 1985. S30(yobo. Good coiw
dition. Lock included. Call Kristf

(213)208-1133. Leave nriessage.

IN DESPERATE need of parking space in

vicinity of Midvale. Call (213)206-0563. Will

pay well!

Furniture 126

BRAND NEW queen futon, torch lamp, desk,

nie cabinet, stereo; prices negotiable. Call

%v(21 3)477-1 91 9 x212, h(21 3)459-4001.

CHAIRS-pair, swivel, good condition, 545
each. Evenings (213)836-8076. _^
FULL SIZE futon/couch/bed, gray & black,

5125. Call Lois (213)477-7940.

MATTRESS sets, twin 545, full $55, queen 585,
kings 595. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

Off-Campus Poricing 129

GUITAR for sale: Ovation Ultra series, model
1515.1 2-string, electric- acoustic, in excelled

condition. kKludes Ovation case. 54(XVobo.
Paul (714)261-5568.

Stereos/TVs/Rodios 1 3

1

TENNIS RAQUET, WILSON PROFILE. 2.7/95

brand new, urHtrung, 5225 retail, 5150 with-

warranty, cover. (213)208-2140.

Bicycles for Sole 113 Typewriter/Connputer 134

CANNONDALE Mountain bike, 1966. Perfect

condition. Extras, cost 5750 but sell for 5500.

Jeff (213)624-2334.

Motorcycies for Sole 1 14

1965 HONDA VF500 interceptor, clean
5160C/obo (816)506-6787.

HONDA 150 ELITE 1987, 5900, 4500 miles,

clean, runs good. (213)827-3723 Rachel, call

am,pm.

NINJA 600R, 1 986, VANCE and Hines, Jet Kit,

Michelins extras $2100 obo, 447-1582
cvcnirvt*.

APPLE 11c. 2 drives, monitor, printer, soft-

ware. Like new. 575(yobo. (213)477-6283.
Leave message.

IBM PC JR. 640k, drives, color, daisy «vheel

printer, loU of software. Great deal! 5500.
Scott (213)206-8597.

TANDY 1000 HX, 5700/obo, 256k, keyboard,
color monitor, dot matrix printer.

(213)735-9366.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT compatible 20MB,
one 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color monitor.

5400(yobo. (213)824-7536. r

WILL pay cash for IBM Apple/Compact. Late

models. Call Compcorp. (213)473*8611.
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Rugby gives
college try
By Jay Ross
Contributor

Remember when Laker coach
Paul Westhead inserted a baby-
faced rookie named Magic John-
son into the ceq^r position for the
crucial sixth game of the 1980
NBA Finals against Philadelphia
when starter Kareem Abdul-Jab-
bar was injured?

His instructions must have
sounded something like, "I kifow
that you've never played this

position before, but we need you.
So go out and do your best, and
we'll be happy with whatever
happens."

The experiment paid off—John-
son poured in 42 points, and the
Lakers were crowned World
Champs.
Now change 'position' to

•sport,' and you'll have a rough
idea of what the UCLA men's
rugby team was up against when it

visited Riverside for the All
Southern California Day Tourna-
ment on Jan. 13.

The result was the same for

UCLA.
Even though there were students

competing in their first nigby
match, the Bruins emerged as
tournament champions. They
pummelled UC Riverside, 28-0,
and UC Irvine, 32-0, and in the
final squeaked by UC San Diego,
6-4.

Rookies Jim Garrett, Compton
Kurtz, Mike Schuh, and B.R.
Smith rose to the call of Coach
Chip Howard despite what should
have been a "rebuilding" tourna-
ment

*X)ur goal was to give players
first-team experience," said How-
ard. "We used 23 different players
instead of the usual 15 We
experimented with different guys
at different positions."

Garrett started his Bruin career
by scoring one try, and Schuh
exploded with three tries on
Saturday and finished as the
team's leading scorer for the
tournament

The Bruins will open Pacific

Coast League play this Saturday
against UC Santa Barbara on the
North Athletic Field. The varsity

match starts at 1 p.m., JV at 3 p.m.,

and Thirds at 11 a.m.

SWIIVIMING
From page 28

Michigan sports the
nation's top sprinter in

returning senior All-Amcri-
can Brent Lang, who became
the NCAA 50-yard freestyle

champion last year when he
touched the wall in an incredi-

ble 19.68 seconds.

Having already made
NCAA qualifying times in

both the 50-yard and 100-yard
free (20.03, and 43.63) this

year, Lang will be returning to

the NCAA meet in spring, no
doubt with the hopes of a
rq)eat performance.

The Wolverines have suf-

fered no major losses off last

year's roster, tmt have made
several key additions. Their
newest star is distancer Brian

Gunn, who was the nation's

top distance recruit last year.

The 4-1 Bruins, who claim

three NCAA qualifiers so far

this season, may come out of

this meet with several more
standards because of the

intense competition.

Michigan is by far the

toughe^^ foe that the Bruins

have had to face so far.

PERSONAJJ^JURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRl.VllNAL .MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
GUST SOUTH OF UCU CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE &*WEYBURN)

5 McGhxiv% IRISH PUB ?

HUGE Selection'^
of PUB GRUB ^

*

Including:

Indian Cuisine. British

Specialties. Pizza & j^^
Amencan Favcntes Wll

'DAILY BEER SPECIALS*^
150 Imported &
Domestic Beers ^m
16 Draught 1^

ENTERTAINMENT A
Gameroom mm

-.^ ;j-— ^ —•- ON ALL OPEN HOURS Pil

jjH
2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA^T* 7 Days a week 11am-2am (213)828-9839 ^T^

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

/^Sj

f<*k««-

Dr N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE -TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Menter of Arrwfican 0«nlal Assoc.
Member ol American Assoc, d Orthodontics

ONLY %|#W^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2376
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 /o-io\ ooe -tArxA
(1 Block east of Barrlngton) \^^'^) 0^0*7494
•On approval of credit. Only for cases requirlr»ij 24 months of active treatment

Friday, January 1 9, 1990 25

Copeland^s Sports

\Wy^

DIADORA MjKlliC
_>OTS FRC
TROOPA
Nl-

own

L.R. GBBR
iMN'S A
WOMIN'S
ATMimCSNOaS

TWO
PAIR FOR

TWO
PAIR FOR

BASEBALL DOORBUSTER
•POP

:/i»i BASEBALL

TWO
PAIR FOR

SPORT SHOE DOORBUSTER
TOP OP TNI UNI SNOI SAU

ANY SHOE
CURRENTLY
PRICED

0VERS50
nnciscoooTNMi/2«/M

Copeland's Sports
1001 westwwod Blvd

Westwood 208-6444
^lOttRS; Mon-Thurs 10-9, m-sat 10-10. son vyr

\
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Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus oui' latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copter
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIk/Wtiite

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printir>g

• Over Sizes Xerox 36' by any length

• Complete BirKiing Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 1

7

Enlaroements to 400%;
Reouctions to 50%;

' LITEBITE
t;OMBO

off

Canon 1

Q

Laser ^ ~
Willi Uua Ad only on I.Mer Color Kip 1/31/90

Plus its Special features:

Color Creations,
Image Compositions,

Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

BUG ENGINE REBUILD

$749."
(VUTTH REBULDABLE CORE)

COMPLETE W//ARTS,
LABOR, INSTAUj»T10N &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'.

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tin»up 4. Ol QMnoB

3. LiA« 6 Ckfldi
'A

S. Qmk Ballsy WaM
nHiKi noni cm
. CorapMMiQn

11. Tm( Cbdfe«

(VW Bug)

95

hcPuti
$74.
ft labor (Gas &AkF

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra) [

J»p—- Can)

y

% ^\g\
rwr cikt

95

TOYOTA

^11)

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - ^0
THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
4534652 829-7012 please mention diis ad.

<fer

-
niiLLLl

-T-T---.--- ^--.-. ^ **it •- - .-•----^•- -^ -^^Vif^i'm^M^fcM*

B\
WATCH XbUR FAV01t\Tt

ON ONE OF OUR .

EUEVO* T.V.'*

^,,_^ AND
^^I^^BIG 5CREtN
.:iSI Em .if ^^

wst-

Wi

8§ OFF ALL FULL PRICE
ENTREES & BEVERAGES
(VIORTH A DOUUAR OR MORE) J

WITH THIS COUPON /
! NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL I

11777 SAN ViCBNTE BLVD., BKENT-WDOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BITE IS 'JUST RIGHT"
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI. DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD. FRENCH FRIES. AND SOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

I
I

Good At Our 5 Convenient

Locations

Northridge Aiuhein

Santa Ana Stanton

West Las Angelas

Expires 2/2/90

Please Do Not Use
. . Wilti Any 0^^er Coupons
N. I Or Offers - No Substitutions
N Good tor Everyone in Party

ICOUPONBHHHII

DON'T
STAND
ALONE!

Advertise
in the
DAILY
BRUIN

825-2161

JAMES S. COLEMAN
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER

AFTER BOSS:
INTELLIGENCE IN SOUTH AFRICA

Dr. Roy Pateman, Visiting Professor
Professor of Political Science, University of Sydney

Friday, January 19 >

12:00 Noon - 1:00 p.m.
11377 Bunche Hall

Musical chairs await
Spilcers' busy weelcend
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Tonight marks the beginning of
a big weekend for the UCLA
men's volleyball team, as the

Biiiins dive into their preseason

preparations for a tough Western
IntercoUegiate Volleyball Associ-

ation (WIVA) schedule.

Starting with tonight's 13th

Annual Kilgour Cup matchup with

Hawaii—slated for 7:30 in Pau-
ley—and ending with the inaugur-

al UCLA/Sweats and Surf Classic

this weekend, the Bruins play three

matches in three nights.

As it stands now, three of head
coach Al Scales' starting spots are

niled—as they have been all

season. Mike Whitcomb and All-

American Trevor Schirman will

start in the middle, while junior

Carl Henkel is one of Scales'

swing hitters. Beyond that, howev-
CT, everything is up for grabs.

At the setter spot, fi^hmen
Albert Hanneman and Mike Sealy

have been competing against each

other since the Bruins opened their

practices in the fall.

Sealy has had the upper hand
recently, but Scales replaced him
with Hanneman late in the second

game of Tuesday night's match
against Israel.

"The second team has
responded well when I have had lo

call on it That really complicates

things with everyone playing

well," said Scales.

Senior Oren Scher got the nod

opposite Henkel at the left-side

swing hiaer position against Israel,

but when he began to tire late in the

second game, Scales replaced him
with the duo of Bjom Maaseide
and Mark Tedsen. Both played
well in Scales' eyes, and both
should see considerable court time

this weekend.

At the technique spot, both

senior Mike Garcia and freshman
Rich Bland played well against the

Israelis. The duo combined for 19
kills in the three games.
, The Hrst to test the Bruins is a
very strong Hawaii team which
ended last season with a hard five-

game loss to Stanford in the WIVA
regional tournament
The Rainbow Warriors—picked

by Volleyball Monthly as the

nation's No. 3 team—return five

starters from their 1989 team,

losing only All-American Allen
AUen.

Leading the charge for Hawaii
will be its pair of senior middle
blockers. Carlos Briceno and
Brian Poppinga will shoulder most
of the load with Allen gone, taking

advantage of their extreme quick-

ness and hitting power.
In the Sweat and Surf Classic,

the firist-found matches will fea-

ture UCLA and CS Northridge in

the early match on Saturday,

followed by USC against the

Israeli National team. The Hrst

match will start at 5 p.m. in the

Wooden Center, with the late

game to begin 30 minutes after its

finish.

Netters liost Lady Utes
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

TTiey're back and better than ever.

The 1989 NCAA runner-up UCLA women's tennis team kicks off the

1990 campaign today with its first dual meet against the University of
Utah.

Ranked No. 2 in the NCAA preseason polls behind four-time NCAA
defending champion Stanford, the Bruins will meet the No. 25-ranked
Utes on the new Sunset courts at 1:30 p.m.

Although the Utes are considered a "warm-up" match to slowly break
in the season, no one is going to be taking them Ughtly. Last year the Utes
came in unranked and nearly upset the then third-ranked Bruins, as

UCLA needed a victory at No. 3 doubles lo win the meet, five matches to

four.

Leading the Bruins' talent-laden lineup at the No. 1 singles position for

the second year in a row will bejunior Jessica Emmons. She is a two-time
national amateur team member and two-lime All American.

At No. 2 will be sophomore Mamie Ceniza, another All-American and
half of the defending Pac-10 doubles champion duo with Stella Sampras.
Freshman Kim Po, winner of the prestigious Rolex quahfier

tournament earlier this season, will be at No. 3, and Sampras, who is also
the 1988 NCAA doubles champion (with alumna Allyson Cooper) and
two-time All-American, will be at No. 4.

Hoopsters head to Harmon
By Wendy Witherspoon

Assistant Sports Editor

BERKELEY—Although Cal
"didn't do very well last year

against UCLA," according to head
coach Lou CampanelU, the Bears
will not begin lo formulaie a game
plan for Sunday's match-up (3 pm,
Raycom) with the Bruins in Har-
mon Arena until today, after

having batUed USC last night.

The Bears, who were 3-2 and
third in the conference before last

night's game, lost to UCLA 75-69
in Pauley Pavilion and 81-73 in

Harmon last year.

And without the likes of former
Bear star Leonard Taylor—who
tops the Bears' list of total points

scored in a single season with 649
last year—Cal has no standout that

will demand the concentration of

the bruin defense.

"Individually, we can't play
anybody," said Campanelli.
"We've got to do it as a unit"

But that unit will definitely

feature 6-10 freshman center Brian

Hendrick, who leads the Pac-10 in

field goal percentage (68.7.^j)er-

cent), and who UCLA head cbach
Jim Harrick called a "tremendous
young player."

Cal's Achilles Heel lies in their

front court Junior starting forward
Roy Fisher has been out of [M^ctice

all week due to illness, but is

expected to play this weekend.
But Cal's apparent problems

haven't kept them down this

season. They lost to No. 23
Arizona by only one point in

overtime (70-71) two weeks ago,

and beat both Washingiqn State

(72-67) and Washington (63-58)

on the road last weekend.

^
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Bruins face Beavers without iVIcGiniiis
By Riciiard Marcus
Staff Writer

The UCLA women's gymnastics team, 2-0,
will exhibit its early-season form against
Oregon State on Friday night.

Unfortunately for the Bruins, senior team
captain Shawn McGinnis is through for the
season after sustaining torn ligaments and a
broken bone in UCLA's opening meet last

Friday
-

Because McGinnis will need at least four
months to recover, she will not be able to
compete for the rest of the season. However,
she will try to retain her eligibility by
redshuting this year in hopes of competing
next year.

If McGinnis is denied an extra year^f
eligibility then her career competing as a Bruin
gymnast has come to an end.

"I don't want to end this way. I need to go out

on a good note," McGinnis said.

For McGinnis' teammates, the sooner they

realize that she is no longer able to compete for

UCLA, the easier they will be able to adjust to

her loss.

"After they (her teammates) got over the

shock of Shawn's injury, they realized the

increased importance of their focus and
productivity," head coach Jerry Tomlinson
said.

McGinnis said that Tomhnson, her team-
mates, her boyfriend, and her parents have all

been very supportive. Novv it is her turn to be
supportive.

"My job now is to keep everyone motivated.
I want to help coach so that I can be a pan of the
team. I hope that we win this year—it's

something that I've always wanted since I've

been here," she said.

For now, McGinnis will stay in touch with
the team by coming to practices and home

meets in support of her teammates. She will not
accompany the team on road trips.

This weekend, the road leads to Corvallis,

where the Bruins will face a scrappy Beaver
squad.

''Oregon State has the potential to be a top-
five team," assistant coach Steve Thompson
said.

Tomlinson said that his team is going into

the meet at only 75-80 percent of its full

strength due to injuries. ^
Junior Renee Kelly has a first-degree sprain

on her ankle and will not make the trip. Senior
Kim Hamilton has a respiratory 'virus and
junior Yolande Mavity and freshman Rhonda
Faehn are nursing nagging injuries.

"This week we are exercising our depth to its

maximum. We are ready for this weekend, but
we are going to water down so as to give people
a rest It's to early in the year to push,''

Tomlinson said.

Netters talce no iHiil
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

Altfiougti Jason Netter lost, ttie Bruins won.
l/DaJ»y Bnjin

Extending this year's record to 2-0, the UCLA men's tennis squad had
little trouble in downing the Fresno State team in yesterday's match.

At No. 1 singles, Jason Netter was finally overcome by Bulldog
Marcos Garzo 1-6, 6-2, 5-7, in a long, back court struggle.

In the No. 2 position, Mark Knowles had good anticipation as he
defeated his opponent Greg Anderson, 7-6, 6-4.

Fritz Bissell covered the court well, but was unable to overcome his

opponent Bert Lemercier, in a tight three -setter (6-3, 6-7, 5-7).
On the lower half of the lineup, Dean Cohen coupled aggressive net

coverage and quick footwork to down No. 4 Bulldog Nils Koitka 6-2, 6-4.

AtNo. 4 singles, Mark Quinney turned things around as he began to hit

his volleys with authority—ultimately downing Olaf Sachau 4-6, 7-6, 6-

1. Bill Barber had Uterally no competition against Bulldog Mike Noel as
he overcoming him with a rocketing serve and hard hit groundies 6-0, 6-

Ahead 4-2 after singles play. No. 2 and 3 Bruin duos, Quinney and Bar-
ber and Behrens and Wendell, respectively, downed their opponents in
straight sets.

"I think we've gotten over our first match jitters and we're really

beginning to focus," said Quinney.

Cal swims
into town
By Linda Peters '

Contrilyutor

The No. 9-ranked
women's swim team hosts

the No. 3 California Bears
today at 2 p.nu in the Men's
Gym pool.

Today's matchup marks
the Bruins' first dual meet of
the season. Last year, UCLA
stunned California in the

Bears' lair, 72-68, en route
to its 9-1 dual record meet
Look for UCLA's

strength to be in the sprints.

The women swimmers will

be depending on Kristin

Stoudt and Melissa Hemdon
to score points.

"(UCLA) has a tremend-
ously talented- team. . .,"

said Karen Moe Thornton,
the Bears' head coach and a
recently inducted Bruin Hall

of Famer. "They have a
front-line team which is all

you need to win a dual meet
"I expect a meet every bit

as tough as last year,"
Thornton added.

On Saturday at 11 a.m.,

the Bruins will be moving up
a notch as they take on the

'^

nation's top-ranked and
defending NCAA champ-
ions, the Stanford Cardinal.

Stanford provided UCLA
with its only dual meet loss

last year.

"It's good for the team to

swim against the best . .It

will be a good race because
of the competition," Gal-
lagher said.

Call!

KTP Office:

825-4724

Find out more at our orientation
TODAY at 3516 Ackerman Union, 2-4 pm.

Monday January 22, AU 2412, 2-4 pm.

IVIark:

477-9895

Junna:
444-1800

Hyon/Rock
208-2869

Meet: 2:30 pm everyday at

Powell Library Vending Machines,
transportation provided!

funded by GAG of PAB

'V
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Technically, Stanford t

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Wilson was charged with a
costly technical foul.

By Wendy Witherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

,_ ._ _

—

,—.—
PALO ALTO—They danced on
the court and carried the team on
their shoulders last night in Maples
Pavilion after a solid-looking

Stanford squad solidly defeated
the Bruins 87-79.

For a Cardinal team that was
expected to "crash" according to

its head coach Mike Montgomery
after the graduation of six seniors,

the win signified "encouragement
for what we can do" for Montgom-

Women, too, have
no luck with Card
By Dov Tamler

Contributor

After last night's UCLA-Stanford women's basketball game in Pauley
Pavilion, there remains only one undefeated team in the Pac-10,
Stanford. The Cardinal, which ran its record to 14-0, 5-0 in the confer-
ence ran away from the Bruins, 98-80.

UCLA (8-6, 3-1) shouldn't feel too bad, however. Stanford has beaten
its opponents this season by an average of nearly thirty points, tops in the
nation. On a night when the Bruins played hard, and might have handled
any other team in the Pac-10, Stanford simply had too many weapons to
contend with.

Leading the way for the Cardinal was center Trisha Stevens who was
11 of 1 6 from the field and 6 of 7 from the line on her way to a game-high
29 points.

Jennifer Azzi, Stanford's all-everything point guard also played a
strong game, hitting 7 of 9 shots from the field, including three treys and
loialled 19 points.

Stanford's Katy Steding, hurt the Bruins by hitting on 4 of her 8 three
point attempts, many of them coming after key UCLA baskets on the
other end.

Rehema Stephens led the Bruins in scoring with 28 points, 21 in the

fu^l half. A streaky shooter, Stephens made some especially imjM^essive

shots with defenders in her face.

Center Sheri Bouldin, scored 1 1 points off the bench and pulled down a
game high 10 rebounds, including six on the offensive end.

Stanford shot 53 percent from the field, pulling away in the second half

after holding a 10-point lead in the first half. From the line, the Cardinal
was equally supeit, hitting 18 of 21 for the game, including a perfect 15
for 15 in the fu^t half.

Meanwhile, the Bruins biggest nemesis was the charity stripe, as

UCLA could only convert on 13 of 25 attempts for a modest 52 percent.

Saturday night, Cal (11-4, 3-2) visits Pauley for a 7 p.m. contest. Last
night, the Bears defeated USC, 55-50.

UCLA hails Michigan
By Wendy Witherspoon

Assistant Sports Editor

Two and a half points.

That's what every member of

the UCLA men's swim team
will have on his mind when
tomorrow rolls around.

It was just two and a half

points that prevented the Bruins

from taking third place honors
last year at NCAAs. And it was
Michigan that took those
points.

When the Wolverines strut

into Westwood tomorrow fw
the 1 p.m. showdown at the

Men's Gym pool, it will be
more than just a clash between

last year's No. 3 and 4 teams. It

will be a duel between what are

perhaps the most evenly
matched top teams in the

country.

"Everybody has to swim the

best they've swum all season,"

said UCLA head coach Ron
Ballatore about the Bruins'

chances at the meet.

Michigan ended last year's

season 10-1 and has remained
undefeated so far this season

(7-0). Apparently, the Wolver-
ines are on their way to claim-

ing their fifth straight Big Ten
championship.

See SWIMMING, page 25

'cry.

But for Harrick, it signified that

referees like to have a say in the

outcome of the game.
With 3:25 left in the game,

Bruin forward Trevor Wilson
brought the Bruins within one, 71-

70. On Stanford's proceeding
possession, Wilson grabbed a
loose ball at midcourt, broke for

the basket, ignored an open Dar-
rick Martin and missed the open
lay-up.

Things went from bad to worse.
On the ensuing possession.

Wilson attempted to steal the ball

from Cardinal guard Kenny
' Ammann, but was whistled for a
personal foul after bumping
Ammann. Wilson's complaint to

referee Mark Reischling landed
him a controversial technical foul.

Stanford's John Patrick hit both
technical free throws, with
Ammann sinking both ends of the

one-and-one to stretch the Cardi-

nal lead to 75-70. Stanford was
then awarded the ball out of
bounds, and Patrick nailed a 10-

foot jumper to put Stanford up by

UCLA
seven. Including Wilson's blown
lay-up, the scenario marked an
eight point turnaround.

That all but ended it with just

under three minutes to play.

When asked about the fatefiil

call on Wilson, UCLA head coach
Jim Harrick said, "I know he didn't

swear at the official," said Harrick.

"I know you got your striped shirt

on and you're macho. . . but you
let the players decide the outcome
of the game.

See STANFORD, page 24

Val Whiting and the Cardinal were too strong for Sandra VanEmricqs and the Bruins last
night.

Bruins on ice
The UCLA ice hockey team (1-7-1)

meets CSUN today at 12:30 at the Culver
Ice Arena, then takes on Stanford twice

Sunday. The Bruins face the (Cardinal at

12:30 a.m. in Culver City, then at 12:30 pjn.

at Burbank's Pickwick Arena.

See page 24

} Coliege Baslcetball Preview
'asteriak indtcalM PAC-10 tvarm

MP ranklngt ttxmm in paranthi

use* at

Stanford*

Washington* at

Oregon State*

Oklahonia(3) at

Arizona*(23)

Arizona State* at

Miami, FL

Wastiington State* at

O/egon

Kan8a8(l)at

Missouri(4)

Baseball already?
And just in time, too. Flares, Texas

leaguers and ground balls with eyes are back
as the UCLA baseball team plays its Blue-
Gold game tomorrow at noon at Jackie
Robinson Stadium, and the Alumni-Pro
game Sunday at 1:00 p.m. at JRS.

V J...

Vol. CXXX, No. 57
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Briefly

Roev,Wad0
remembered
Today at noon students will

gather in Meyertioff Park to

commemorate the 17th
Anniversary of Roe v. Wade,
the Supreme Court ruling guar-
anteeing a woman '$ right to an
abortion.

Bruin Democrats President
Kelly Davis hopes the rally will

serve as a catalyst for continu-
ing pro-choice activism.

Bruin NOW (National Orga-
nization for Women) pro-
choice committee chairwcMnan
Tamar Galatzan added the rally

will be "a celebration of the

landmaik decision."

Inside
ORL diversity

week plans

The Office of Residential life

is sponsoring diversity aware-
ness week.

See page 10

Viewpoint

17 years of
free choice
Roe V. Wade faces new legal

challenges. Will it survive?

See page 19

Arts & Entertainment

Tremors' on
shalqr gkround

The new horror/comedy flick

starring Kevin Bacon isn't

scary or funny enough given its

potential.

See page 20

Sports

Missed tt liy

Just tliak much
Kim Hamilton and the Bruin

gymnasts ton s ciose mtset af

Oregon State.

See page 40
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Fraternity punished by university
of lesbians

UCLA game s

By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

A UCLA firatemity will publicly

condemn the behavior of its

members who harassed several

lesbian students during a football

game last November, according to

a sanction the university jdaced on
the organization.

Theta Chi will write an open
letter to the university comipunity
acknowledging the Nov. 1 1 inci-

dent at the Rose Bowl. UCLA's
Fraternity and Soronty Relations

Director Chris Fishbum said Fri-

day.

Several Theta Chi members and
their fathers, wearing the fraterni-

ty's Dad's Day T-shirts, allegedly

yelled sexual slurs, threw paper

cups and napkins and splashed
beer on five Lambda Delta Lamb-
da sorority members and their

friends. '

The sorority charged in a formal
complaint that the men violated the

university's non-discrimination
policy . when they harassed its

members because of their goider
and sexual orientation. Lambda
Delta Lambda, which accepts
members of any sexual orienta-

tion, was founded by lesbians.

The sanction read, "A public
letter to the university community
and Lambda Delta Lambda will be
published in the Daily Bruin
acknowledging the incident, the

inappropriateness of such behavior
and the fraternity's condemnation
of such behavior."

Theta Chi President Jeff Taylor
would not elaborate on what the
letter will say. It will speak for

itself when published, he said.

Fraternity members may draft

the letter by as early as Wednes-
day, Taylor said. He declined to

comment further.

Ongoing investigations

Although the university has
imposed the letter and three other
sanctions on the whole fraternity,

the Dean of Students Office is still

investigating charges agaiiist indi-

vidual fraternity members.
Dean Raymond Goldstone

wouki not say how or what his

office is looking into. "Students'
privacy is protected by law and
university policies, if indeed there

are individuals involved in the
matters," he said.

Goldstone did say that he has
received no information from the
fraternity regarding the members

About 50 UCLA demonstrators protest the recent violence in Soviet Armenia on Friday
afternoon.

Students protest Armenian deaths
By Greg Miller

Contributor

Chanting "Stop killing Arme-
nians," UCLA Armenian Student
Association members staged a
two-hour demonstration on cam-
pus Friday protesting violence
against their people in the Soviet
Union.

"If the world doesn't recognize
what is happening and voice
concerns about it, we oould have
another Armenian genocide like in

1915," said Armenian Student
Association President Datev She-
nian.

The past week has brought
intensified violence to the Soviet
republic of Azerbaijan, whose
predominantly Armenian residents
are being attacked by Azerbaijani
extremists.

Armenians and these Azerbaija-
nis are disputing over the Azerbai-
jani (^strict of Nagomo-Karabagh,
whose amosomous government
voted unanimously in February
1988 to reunite its 80 percent

^Armefiiiii iJ^uTation with the

republic of Armenia.
In March 1988, the Communist

**It is too little, too
late •.. The (Soviet)

government needed
to be forceful when
the issue arose in
FAruary of 1988.

Richard Hovannisian

Party Politburo announced that

reunification was not possible

unless the Azerbaijani government
consented, and the conflict which
has existed between the two
republics for about 200 years has

recently escalated.

Soviet troops have been sent to

the area to control what Soviet
officials call a "civil war.**

*Troops are now doing any-
thing. It has become a serious

massacre," said Mannik Khatchat-
rian, a UCLA student who partk:i-

pated iji the demonstration.

•*The problems, which have
been accumulating for tens, rK\ f(v

hundreds of years, have erupted
and acquired the character we are

now confronted with ... in Azer-

baijan and Armenia," Soviet lead-

er Mikhail Gorbachev said in

Moscow.
"We are now busy trying to halt

this process, to prevent it from
going deeper and getting more
acute," Gorbachev said in com-
ments broadcast on state radio.

"We have resorted to the use of
force against criminals, against

this vandalism."

Armenians believe that inno-

cent, peaceful Armenian residents

of Baku are being killed for no
reason.

*To be Armenian in (the Azer-
baijani capital oO Baku is to be
dead," said Lucy Balian, a UCLA
student "The people of Baku have
not protested. They are being

killed for the situation in Nagor-
no-Karabagh."

Although much attention has
been focused on the mob unrest in

Baku, a significant portion of the

fighting has been in the Caucasus
Mountains, which separate the two
republics. The Soviet government
on Jm. 16 sent 1 UOOO troops^
this area to keep peace in what the

See ARMENIA, page 16

who harassed the women.
Lambda Delta Lambda mem-

bers, however, have identified

individual men from yearbooks
and notified the university, sorxm-
ty President Stephanie Thomas
said. ^

Goldstone encourages the
fraternity to identify the member
or the memb^s to step forward
themselves privately. "If they
really mean it, it would be a more
eloquent condemnation than a
letter," he said.

j
Human dignity

The university also ruled that

the fraternity has to:

Educate new members about
human dignity. The chapter will

review its pledge education prog-
ram to "heighten, expand or add to

it so that it will clearly reflect its

positive stance regarding human

See SANCTIONS, page 16

AhTalib:
Comm Board

approves new
newsmagazine
By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

The UCLA community may see
a student publication which
addresses cultural issues of the

Moslem community beginning
next fall.

The student media publishing
board voted Thursday to incorpo-
rate an existing Moslem newsletter

as an official Associated Students
publication, but details regarding

office space, production schedules
and the expanding kiosks were not
resolved.

Created in 1987, Al-Talib, or
"the student," was at first a
Moslem Student Association-
affiliated newsletter.

Staff members of the publica-
tion, which became independent of
MSA last spring because of
increased growth, asked the
ASUCLA Communications Board
in December for newsmagazine
stauis.

"Al-Talib will benefit the entire

campus community by spreading
the views of a different people. It

will also help to dispel misconcep-
tions of Moslems and the Islamic

culture," said former Al-Talib
Editor Rumi Abdul Cader, who
believes that Moslems are misre-

presented in the mainstream
media.

Two Comm Board committees
determined that the newsletter met
the guidelines for funding and
approved the budget proposal.

However, some board members
were concerned about the impact a
new publication would have on the

six newsmagazines currently pub-
hshed by ASUCLA and on other
possible additions in the future.

"We have to decide which
publications will substantiate com-
munity support and then determine
which ones to commit to because
we don't have unlimited rcsour-

cosAMid Publications Director
Terence Hsiao.

"
See AL-TAUB, page 15
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MONDAY. JANUARY 22

•Cultural Affalrs,Chris Proctor, Guitar

Concert, 9-1 Ipm, Kerckhoff Coffeetiouse

TUESDAY. JANUARY 23 "
Music Departmer^t, piano and violin

concert, 8:00pm, Schoenberg Hall

•Alpha Phi Alpha, "The Black Family",

Dr. Parham - guest speaker, 8:00-1 0:00pm,
Au 3517

•Campus Events, Trulio DIsgraclas, Noon,
Westwood Plaza

• Lambda Delta Lambda, Rush Meeting,
7:00pm, Sunset Rec -

,

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY ^^^
•Alpha Phi Alpha, 06 Style, concert,

11:30-1:00, corner of Westwood
and Le Conte

•Lambda Delta Lambda, Rush

_ Meetlng,7:00pm, place T.B.A^

tf^'^v.

1.= ^-

THURSDAY. JANUARY 25

• Family Student Housing Association

Meeting, 7:00pm, Community Center

FRIDAY. JANUARY 26

• Project Motivation, Site visit to Garfield

H.S., 9:30am- 12:30pm

i^liM

t, iff ^ ^1

»? ^T f II

• Residential Assistant Info. Meetings
beginning January 22

•Student Health Advocates Orientation

Meetings beginning January 22
•Orientation Counselor Info. Meetings

beginning January 23
• Blood Donor Center, January Is National

Volunteer Blood Donor Month
•Alumni Association, Outstanding Student

Awards, Deadline Wednesday, February 7

•Cultural Affairs, Christopher Romano
exhibit, Jan 22 - Feb 2, Kerckhoff Gallery
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ALBERT SOONQ^aNy Bruin

A wall outside Theta Chi fraternity Is sprayed with a slur.

Rratemity vandalized
Graffiti appeared Sunday on the Theta Chi fraternity house on Gayley

Avenue.

A fraternity member said Sunday afternoon that no one was available

for comment.
The graffiti came weeks after the fraternity itself was charged with

homophobia. Several lesbian students said in a formal complaint that the

group harassed them at the Nov. 1 1 football game in the Rose Bowl.

Some fraternity members hurled epithets, paper napkins and cups at

them, they charged.

The university has ruled that the fraternity will write a letter

condemning its behavior.

Much of the graffiti were painted over, leaving white patches on the

beige walls surrounding the property and on the house itself. However,

the words "You Homos" remained uncovered on a wall outside the

fraternity house late Sunday afternoon.

University poUce said no one has reported any graffiti to them in the

area recently. — W. Kevin Leung

Correction:
A Page 1 story Friday misidentified the McMartin Pre-School

molestation case as "the longest and costliest trial in U.S. history."

It was actually the longest and costliest criminal trial. •
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Anthatx)rtlon and pro-choice sentiments were voiced Saturday outside a Pacolma women's clinic. Aoove, a
pro-choice activist urges keeping abortion legal.

66
No one can

sing and chant

and tell a

woman she

doesn't have

the right to

choose.

93
Barbara Boxer

Democratic Congresswoman—
San Francisco

Experts speculate abortion's future in state

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

Because all three gubernatorial

candidates are pro-choice on the

abortion issue, experts say abor-
tion will likely remain legal in

California, though the future of
state-imposed regulations is

lincertain.

However, a UCLA law profes-

sor, legislators and activists on
both sides of the abortion issue

• said this week that it is too soon to

predict exactiy what the future

holds. . V

*ll*s a highly argued subject

right now so it's premature to say

where abortion is going to go,"

Gov. George Deukmejian's [M"ess

secretary Susan Trowbridge said.

Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy said he

would not want abortion to be
declared illegal. '**Based on past

voting records, the state senate is

now deadlocked on the question of
choice. As president of the senate I

would cast the deciding vote. I will

vote pro-choice."

Activists on both sides of the

abortion debate said that a pro-

choice governor is a definite

victory for legal abortion.

"By all means, (tiie election)

will be a win-win situation," said

Lori Schroyer, volunteer coordi-

nator for California Abortion
Rights Action League — a group
that lobbies for legal abortion.

However, a spokesman for

National Right To Life — an
organization which opposes legal

abortion — said that support for

legal abortion will decline. "Right
off the bat, we may sec a lot of
pro-abortion activity ... but that

See ABORTION, page 14

Abortion foes, advocates clash at clinic

By Linda Roberts

Contributor

Pro—choice activists confronted Operation
Rescue's blockade of a women's clinic in Pacoima
on Saturday.

Approximately 300 members of Operation Rescue
surrounded the Her Medical Clinic in the eastern San
Fernando Valley, which never opened for service on
Saturday.

And more than 4S0 pro-choice activists staged a

counter-demonstration outside the clinic, where
several politicians encouraged them to keep fighting

for legal abortion.

Several UCLA students participated in the

abortion-rights rally sponsored by the Clinic Defense
Alliance of Los Angeles.

Felicia Berkman and Tara Bergin, both UCLA
studrats, led the group in chants such as 'Two. Four.

Six. Ei^t. You can't make me procreate."

Still, Operation Rescue members were pleased

with their effort. "We have afacady talked to several

clients who have left through our sidewalk counsel-

ing," said Elaine Bingham, media spokesperson for

Operation Rescue. "On a normal Saturday there will

be 50-60 babies killed at this clinic."

*The neighborhood is very supportive of us being

here. They don't like this clinic being here,"

Right off the

bat, we may

see a lot of

pro-abortion

activity. . . but

that will peak

and start to

decline.

Brian Johnston

NRTL National Director

See PROTEST, page 13 I

Left, pro-choice activists

lead approximately 450
counter-demonstrators In

chant. Right, two anti-abor-

tion protesters clasp hands
In prayer for the unborn.

Photos
by

Albert Soong
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Briefs

World

Haitian police arrest

tion after IdllingI I • • v:

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — PoUce

beat and arrested several proipinent critics

of Haiti's military regime Saturday after

an army colonel, his wife and a servant

were fatally shot, a radio station and

witnesses said.

Privately owned Radio Antilles said

police arrested conservative leader Hub-

ert de Ronceray and Louis Roy, a well-

known civic leader who founded the

Haitian Red Cross and is 90-author of the

1987 constitution. His nephew, Jean-

Claude Roy, confirmed the arrest.

Eight plainclothes gunmen also

arrested socialist leader Serge Gilles and

three members of his Progressive Nation-

al Revolutionary Party at Gilles' home,

witnesses said. Gilles was thrown to the

ground and stomped on in front of his two

small children, while the others were

beaten in the groin with the butts of the

guns, witnesses said.

Pope plans visit

to Czechoslovakia
VATICAN CITY — Pope John Paul II

will visit Czechoslovakia before June,

accepting the invitation of the new non-

Communist government in Prague, a

Vatican spokesman' said Saturday.

The announcement comes two days

after the Czechoslovak government said it

wanted to re-establish diplomatic rela-

tions with the Vatican, which have been

suspended for 40 years.

The Vatican spokesman, Joaquin

Navarro, said the date of the visit had not

been determined but that it will would

take place before the Czechoslovak

elections scheduled for June 8 and last

two or three days. He said the pope

generally avoids visiting countries at the

time of an election.

He said the pope "had accepted with

gratitude" the invitations from President

Vaclav Havel and Cardinal Frantisek

Tomasek, the Roman Catholic primate of

Czechoslovakia.

Nation

D.C. mayor to seek

help for his problems

WASHINQTON, D.C. — Mayor
Marion Barry, whose repeated denials of

drug use were undermined by his arrest

last Thursday night on a ccficaine posses-

sion charge, announced Sunday that he

would seek help "to heal my body, mind

and soiil."

The mayor did not specify that he

would seek treatment, a course that aides

and advisers had described in advance of

his morning statement to reporters -and a

hve television audience.

The mayor's spokeswoman, Lurma
Rackley, declined to say whether Barry

had a drug problem, but said, "The most

serious problem is alcoholism."

Barry made the announcement at St

Timothy's Episcopal Church school

across from his home. Grim-faced, Barry

was joined by local clergy and his wife,

Effi Barry.

Investigators begin

plane crash probe
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Federal

investigators Saturday retrieved the flight

data recorder from the wreckage of a

corporate jet that crashed while trying to

land in a downpour, killing all seven

peq}le aboard.

The crash Friday night of the Eastman

Kodak jet strewed debris across Little

Rock Regional Airpoit's main runway,

forcing officials to close the airport and

stranding scores of passengers.

Crews cleared smaller debris from an

alternate runway, and air traffic resumed

on a limited basis late Saturday morning,

said airport Manager James Rodgers.

State

Track chief welcomes

betting investigation

SAN MATEO— The president of Bay

Meadows Racecourse has denied allega-

tions of illegal beuing at the track about 25

miles south of San Francisco, and said he

welcomes an investigation into the matter.

"We've seen no evidence that these

allegations are true," James P. Conn said

in a statement released on Saturday. "We
believe that the sport of horse racing,

which operates directly under the supervi-

sion of the California Horse Racing

Board, is operated in a clean and above-

the-board manner."

Conn made his remarks in response to

reports that the FBI is looking into

allegations of illegal betting at Bay
Meadows, and that several Los Vegas

betting parlors recently suspended wagers

on its races.

Heart team leaves

for Soviet mission

OAKLAND — A team of heart

surgeons and medial support experts are

preparing for a good will mission to the

Soviet Union, where they will help create

a new cardiac program for kids.

Dr. J. Nilas Young, medical director of

the Heart to Heart program, said Soviets

perform about 500 heart surgeries annu-

ally and congenital heart problems,

routinely treated in the United States,

aren't operated on until the child reaches

about 44 pounds.

•This means about half of the 50,000

Soviet infants bom each year with this

heart defect die before they reach their

first birthday," Young said.

He will be on the team of 17 surgeons

and others leaving next Saturday with

more than $500,000 worth of medical

gear and sui^lies donated from across the

country to q)erate on the Soviet children

otherwise unable to get the care they need

in their homeland.

Local

Award-winning actress

Stanwyck dead at 82

SANTA MONICA — Emmy-winning

actress Barbara Stanwyck, the sultry

villainess of the film classic "Double

Indemnity" and stem matriarch of televi-

sion's "The Big Valley," died Saturday.

She was 82.

"She died shortly before 5 p.m." said

Larry Kleno, Stanwyck's longtime press

agent "It was congestive heart failure."

Stanwyck had appeared in more than

80 movies since the 1920s, including four

Academy Award-nominated roles: "Stel-

la Dallas" in 1937. "Ball of Fire" in 1942

with Gary Cooper, "Double Indemnity"

with Fred MacMurray and Edward G.

Robinson in 1944, and "Sorry Wrong
Number" with Burt Lancaster in 1948.

Compiled from the Associated Press

CLASSIC COGV-COIA DIET COKE, COKE

FREE SIX-PACK WITH $10 MINIMUM PURCHASE!

Just bring in this coupon and take your choice of Classic

Coca-Cola, Coke, Diet Coke, Dr. Pepper, Minute Maid
Orange or Sprite six-packs of 12-oz. cans with mininnum

$10 purchase. It's our way of saying thanks for shopping

right here in the Village!

1057 Gayley Ave., Westwood Villoge. CA 90024 (213) 209-1111

/.

d
LE CONTE

KINROSS
_'PAKKIHO_m UBAR

>
111

—

t

WILSHIRE

^ GO AHEAD, TUI THIS OUT! |ft

[free
GOKE!

Present this coupon

for o free* six-pock

with any minimum

$10 purchase I

Offer expires January 28, 1990

breadsti
I

grocery • ^poduee • dairy • deli • bakery

*Free with minimum $10 purchase, plus California redemption.

grocery • produce • daii .y • deli • Balcery

t057 Gortcy Am WnhMOod Villogt CA 90024 • (2U) 309-1111

f IN COMMEMORATION
OF THE 17TH

ANNIVERSARY OF
ROE V. WADE

WE AS MEMBERS OF THE UCLA COMMUNITY WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR
BELIEF IN A WOMAN'S RIGHT TO CHOOSE A SAFE AND LEGAL ABORTION.

IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE RECENT SUPREME COURT DECISION, IT IS NOW
MORE IMPORTANTTHAN EVERTO COMMITOURSELVESTO PROTECTINGTHIS
RIGHT FOR ALL WOMEN. WE BELIEVE THAT A REVERSAL OF ROE V. WADE
WOULD CREATETOTAL CHAOS INTHE LIVES OFAMERICAN WOMENANDTHE
LAWS OF THE LAND. WOMEN SHOULD NOT HAVE TO RETURN TO AN ERA OF
COMPULSORY PREGNANCY AND THE RISKS OF SECRET "BACK ALLEY"
ABORTIONS. KEEP ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL SAFE AND LEGAL IN
OUR NATION!

Minnie and Mark Aguilar

Joyce Appleby

Florencia Aranovich

Monette R Atchley

Jennifer Bachman
Lisa Baird

Terry Barber

Lee Bargatze

Jim Bartling

Mark and Gail Bart(

Bonnie Beedles

Barbara A. Bemstc
Nicole M. Berg
Denise Berger

Ruth Bloch

Melissa Boll

Helga Braddish

Susan Dussing Bi

Sara Burton

Gayle Busby
Rhonda Campbell

Jennifer Carlin

Judith Carney

Anita Cotter

Betsy L Cotton

Chelsea Crawford

Max Davidson

Helena Delu

Ellen DuBois
Nicole Dufresne

Aide JIgle ^
Cj^this^)ckert

,Eslami

iderman

Bema
Kimberly

Rona Fran

Tamar Gala

Linda Garnets

Steve Gessert

JDara Gilbert

Christina Gurlekii

Sondra Hale

Nancy Hi

Melisa^ksno

le Homer
[helby Hopkins

on

mandez
dez

Michael Lichter

Cathy and John Lindstrom

Chris Litdeton

Loi

k D. Loya

icas

Lugones
[anjikian

fer. Lee McCarthy
[cDowell

fcGovernrati 1'

$eiii|Peak

iMalhi

Steve Kaganove

Jennifer Keltner

David Kemp
Brehnen Knight

Jeff Kom
James Andrew LaSpina

[ocelyn Lee

in Leland

-Helene Lester

Denis

Anne
Sara Melz^
tGina Moran

[ichelle Mora
[pry Moss

Musselman
^"berg

Tina"^^^
jilani Ono

mie Pack

J. Stuart Pjitterson

Joseph Patterson

Nadine Peacoc

Rosie Pegueros

Jennifer Preisler

Patrick Prybil

Ruth Ann Raftery

Amy Reese

Pamela R Reid

Anne Robie

lacki Rogers

Nita Rollins

Tara Rose
Maril>n Rothfeld

Pnplothschild
KaiWlRowe
Kareii^^l^s
Judith^PISaunders
Terry Saunders

Paula Scott

Janet ^i^^ltaMpcr

Mary Ma^^t Smith

Catherine Staples

Claire Stniman
Lisa Swaiiu

Darlene THL'at
Heather Trim
Sandi Turner
Edmond Wang

ne P. Wtrman
nette Washington

Mar\ Beth Welch
Linda Whang
Erin ^iRe
Darren Wong
Peffgy Woods
A^ta Zendehdel

Brett K. Zukus

Celebrate Choice NOW!
Rally TODAY 12-1 Meyerhoff Park

(in front of Kerckhoflf)

Guest Speakers: Florencia Aranovich (UCLA student), Reverend Ignacio Castuera
(CARAL), Rosie Pegueros (UCLA student), John Rourk (Comedian),

and Rebecca Schehee (ACLU).
— sponsored by NOW, Bruin Chaptei^Endorsed by Bnjiin Democrats and CAPSAl —

~
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University's future depends on SCA-1, Gaidner says
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

Regents discussed voters* views

of a June ballot measure that would

increase the state spending limit,

while the UC president continued

to stress the need for its success

Friday.

The university's future depends

on Senate Constitutional Amend-
ment 1, UC President David

Gardner repeated at the Board of

Regents meeting at UCLA.

At the same time, he empha-
sized that he realizes the measure,

which would allow the state to give

UC more money, includes other

provisions. For example, it would
increase the gas tax by nine cents

per gallon.

*We're just on the team. We're

not quarterbacking it. We're not

even fullbacking it We're kind of

right tackle," Gardner said ofUC's
role in the measure.

Because of those other iHX)vi-

sions, some regents disagreed on

the public's views of SCA-1 and

how it relates to UC.
Gardner has made several publ-

ic statements saying that UC
would have to raise student fees

and give up plans to build three

new campuses if the measure fails.

But Regent Yori Wada said

most California voters probably do
not even care about SCA- 1 's effect

on the university. "There's another

public whose people don't know
about the university — don't care

about the university."

"I don*t know whether the

public cares . . . about a university

representing the lap 12.5 percent

(of high school graduates),"

Regent Yvonne Buike added.

Still, UC affects all Califomians

whether they know it or not,

Gardner told reporters after the

meeting.

UC-educated engineers built the

highways that state residents drive

on, he explained. Also, Gardner

said more than 20 percent of the

state's physicians were educated at

the university.

In other business, the Regents

decided to allow its Treasurer to

seek $50 million to make some of

the state-owned buildings earth-

quake-safe.

Although the board did not

identify the buildings, Powell

Library could be funded if a task

force of engineers names it as one

of the most vulnerable UC facili-

ties.

Scooter tips: Study shows injuries and collisions are avoidable

By Laurel Eu
Student Health Service

Ii takes just a fraction of a second: the

screech of brakes, the clang of metal, a

thump . . . and the scooterist is down.

Last quarter. Student Health Service

recorded about 50 students coming in for

injuries resulting from motor scooter or

moped mishaps. Early in spring 1989, five

students and one staff person were killed in

scooter-related incidents.

There has been a dramatic increase of

these vehicles on campus: from 1984-1988,

the number of mopeds and scooters jumped

from 3,000 to 6,000 per day. The number of

motorcycles has remained at about 2,000

per day, according to surveys taken by the

UCLA Comnriuter Assistance Ridesharing

Department

The commonly used word "accident"

connotes a degree of randomness and

unpredictability. While in some cases this is

true, many injuries and collisions are

controllable and avoidable, according to a

1988 study by Student Health Service.

Lack of protective gear often results in

unnecessary tragedies. For example, none

of the scooterists killed last year were

wearing helmets. Helmets could save as

many as 28 percent of the lives lost in

motorcycling, according to a report in the

1989 journal of the American Medical

Association.

'Take the time to think protection," said

DeL Armando Ruiz of the UCLA Police

Department, who analyzes and reconstructs

collisions. "Sandals and shorts are not

proper protective clothing. Longer pants

and sturdier-covered footwear are more

app'opriate. Students need to realize that it

doesn't take much to go down."

Speed, identified as the primary

collision factor in the 1988 California

motorcycle fatalities statistics, is another

controllable factor.

See SCOOTERS, page 17

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781

LARGE 16" PIZZA
for just

each additional

topping $1.41

plus tax

INCLUDES 2 FREEieozlgJTLE
Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon wt)en ordering.

SAVE I

I

10 16" pizza "box labels"
"

and get a
[

FREE "

LARGE 16" PIZZA I

UCLA RESIDENTIAL LIFE

1990-1991 RESIDENT ASSISTANT
INFORMATION MEETINGS

Interested students please attend one of these information meetings

Monday, January 22

Saxon Suites Conf. Room
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, January 23

Hedrick Hall FSL*
6:45 - 8.00 p.m.

Wednesday, January 24

Rieber Hall FSL*

7:00 - 8K)0 p.m.

Thursday, January 25

2410 Ackerman Union
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Tuesday, January 30

3508 Ackerman Union
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

Wednesday, January 31

North Campus Room 22

12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

TEN BEST REASONS
NOT TO BE AN RA*
1. 1 Go To use.

2. rm Not Crtfttlvc

S. I'm Close-Minded .

4. I'm Not Good With Names.

5. I'm Not a People Pef$oi».

6. My Parents Won't Let Me.

7. Vd Rather Play Video Catttes.

8. 1 Don't Want To Live Near Campus.

9. I Don't Need The Room te Boatd

And $150 a Monih

10- I Don't Have The Time.

*If (he*e (to not apply to yo«i» then attead a

RMidcat AmImuk InfomutioBai M««dB|^

Applications will be avaUablc at the meetings listed above, at the Office of R«denttal Life, and In each UCLA Resi-

dence HaU Assistant/Resident Director Office. Applicants must be enrolled at UCLA for the 1990-91 academic year, have

a minimum G.P.A. of 250, and have achieved a minimum of junior standing by F-aU 1990.

•Non-Residents must be hosted by residence halls students.

If you have questions, please call 206-5588 qf
206-3360.

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP (Sl fall
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTINi P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

JECURlTY^PACinC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

Soviet dissident spealcs to UCSanta Barliaia Aoun critic
By Greg Mitler

Contributor

In 1977, Natan Sharansky was
arrested for promoting religious

freedom in the Soviet Union. He
told an audience at UC Santa
Barbara last week that during his

nine years in prison, he attempted
oyer and over again to prove that

his voice and mind would never
belong to the state.

Sharansky, greeted by a stand-

ing ovation, told the crowd of
nearly 1,000 about the Soviet

government's efforts to inhibit

, personal freedom.

**The KGB didn't want my life

when I was arrested (in 1977),"

Sharansky said.

Although he was charged with

espionage and treason, Sharansky
explained that he believes the

purpose of his arrest was specifi-

cally to stop the anti-government

sentiment he had been expressing.

*The first thing they told me
was, 'No more press meetings.* It

demonstrated that they were con-

c^ned about (Soviet dissidents)

Natan Sharansky

encouraging people to think freely,

and the rest of the world finding

out about massive Soviet detain-

ment of Jews."

Sharansky's arrest marked the

beginning of nine years in Soviet

prisons and labor camps where he
attempted to •'prove that my voice

and mind did not belong to the

state." He spent nearly 4(X) days in

solitary punishment cells, and
more than 200 days on various

hungo" strikes in protest of his

imprisonment, constantly refusing

to comply with government

HA'AM

demands.

'They would let me out for 10
minutes and ask me to sign

something. I would say no and end
up back in solitary," he said.

Solitary meant 15 consecutive

days in a six-by-four-foot cell with

three pieces of bread and three

glasses of water daily.

Sharansky described a particu-

lar evening he became ill and
fainted on his cell floor. After the

guards found him, "They took me
to the hospital, found out I was
going to be aU right, and took me

back to solitary for two more
weeks."

Paralleling Sharansky's well-

publicized resistance, which
included celebrating Hanukkah
and other Jewish holidays alone in

his cell, was an international

campaign waged for his release.

The Soviet government
received tens of thousands of
letters from world leaders, human
rights activists and students pro-
testing the imprisonment and
detainment of Soviet Refuseniks
(Jews who were not allowed to

leave the Soviet Union).
In February 1986, Sharansky

was freed and given permission to

leave the Soviet Union. The
release was augmented by a
massive release of Refuseniks,

which Sharansky saw as only the

beginning of freedom for his

people.

But although greater freedoms
have been granted to the Soviet
people since Sharansky was
released four years ago, he
believes current reforms will bring
problems for his people.

• • ^- •Iddnapp
lieid 8 iKHirs
The Associated Press

BEIRUT, Lebanon — A jour-
nalist who has been an outspoken
critic of Christian leader Gen.
Michel Aoun was seized by gun-
men Saturday and held more than
eight hours before being released.

Aoun was accused of planning the

abduction.

The reporter, George Hajj,

refused to talk to reporters after he
was set free at about 2:30 p.m.

Police said no casualties were
reported. But Aoun's command
claimed in a communique that one
Syrian soldier was killed, three

were wounded and two Syrian

tanks destroyed by Lebanese army
fire.

A police spokesman, who can-
not be named under standing

regulations, said Aoun's claim
could not be verified. It was not

known who started the fighting.

LAST
OHLANCE...

...to apply for an 11-month paid public service

fellowship that may change your life. If you will be
a college graduate by Oaober 1990...

...call

1-800-776-1761.
Assembly
Fellowship Program
CALIFORNIA STATE
LEGISLATURE

DRAGON
EXPRESS

DIM SUM • DAILY SPECIALS

FULL CHINESE MENU • DELIVERY

AFFORDABLE PRICES

Purchase 1 COMBO PLATE
for only $4.35 &

FREE EGG ROLL
Please show ad when ordering

Nc< »ariabi» for dativwy

208-4928 1147 Westwood

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•invisible •cosmetic porcelain
•eurtopean •removable •traditional

•Surgical orthodontics
CALL NOW rOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT

4

pmttm «i M/nm\tm Oithi Amoo.
r. ..mmm 4' AmwfeM Amm. <* Orthodomto*

OUt^ ^wifSf p«r month for 24 months'

H^ ^pmrn^om .\0mmg99. Vour to^ t«« t& just $ZOf D
11645 Wilthirt eivd. #802 /->-l-l\ ftOfi-TAOA
(1 Blo^ ttafit of a^-fingfon) Xm^^f O^P-f^lTt
*On approvst of crsdit. Only for cases requiring 24 rTx>nths of active treatmer)t.

.<?-^

%^ FRUE FlJl^IK STUFF w^g

This time they've got a drum kit & they're back with a vengeance

TOMORROW-NOON

featuring members from

RED HOT emu PEPPERS & FISHBOME

"^

*A.M»-x fiif X » m I
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Elliott's defense asks for mote time to build
By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

The defense council for the former

UCLA football player accused of grabbing

women's buttocks during summertime
campus attacks asked the court Friday for an

extension to prepare, court officials said.

The attorney for former defensive tackle,

Stacey Donnell Elliott, 21, was given some
of the prosecution's evidence and then

requested he be given another month to

build his case, said City attorney Mark
Lambert.

Los Angeles Municipal Court judge Ann
Kough said that a new trial date will be set

on Feb. 28, and Lambert said Re expects the

trial will be completed by mid-March.

Elliott is charged with five counts of

battery and five counts of lewd public

conduct stemming from incidents when he

allegedly grabbed Hve female students

during daytime attacks in areas near Pauley
Pavilion and Dykstra Hall.

All ten charges are ^misdemeanors. If

found guilty, he could face up to six months
in jail and may be fined as much as $2,000,

UCLA Police Det. Terry Baker said.

Lambert said he assumes the defense's

strategy will be to claim that Elliott was
mistakenlyjiJentified as the grabber by the

five womdnI^»iD pointed him out in police

photos and a picture printed in the Daily

Bruin.

Calls to Defense attorney James Arms-
trong were not returned by press time, and
Elliott also refused an opportunity to

comment.

Elliot, a junior history major, is still a full

time student, but he removed himself from
the football team until his legal jH'oceedings

are over, according to a press release by
head coach Terry Donahue.

$1.
Double

Cheeseburger

Your Old Time Favorite is Back!

Hurry!

Limited Time Only
> . ,

1118 Westwood Blvd.

it's A Good Time
Fof the Great Taste

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES OF THE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER

1023 HILGARD AVE
THURSDAY, JANUARY 25

"AN APPROACH TO INTERNATIONAL
COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS''

(what's best for you)

SPEAKER: WILLIAM J. SKURA
Vice President

International Administration

Hughes Aircraft

Dinner: 6:30 p.m., Program: 8:00 p.m.

Cost: UCLA B.A. student member - free

UCLA student - $7.00
Others - $14.00

Call for reservations - (213) 208-4587

>llH.l.t^l.lll.l^tVl.Cl,l,^**l.l.^<.».^^i.^.t^^^^^^r^>^

READ
THE
DAILY
BRUIN!

It keeps you awake.

It keeps you aware.

i.*^<.<.^^^i^m^i^^^^^^^^i^^^^*^i^^^*^^^^ni^i^«>*»w

YOU'RE IN FORA

$MET StCDPSC!
All the Flavor and
Less Calories tool
Treat yourself right at Heidi's with our

Sweet Suprises " Sundaes, made

with delicious Heidi's* Frogen

Yo/urt arid your own favorite

candy toppings, like Heath

Bars, Reese's Peanut Butter

Cups, even Gummy Bears

all with far fewer calories

and less fat than you

ever thought possible

and all with the great

taste of Heidi's Enjoy

one at the Heidi's

Shoppe nearest you I

$1.00 OFF
Any Heidi's

ISweet Surprise! Sundoe

1 1 II r\
FROCEN YOZURT

HKECUP FREEUiWECUP
1 1 II r\
FROGEN YOZURT

Mt fl Ipm cvp of

teai « Mr*^««Mf fMP^ oMi i

I

I

I

I

I

I

_l

When You Buy

A Family Pod

FROGEN YOZURT

I

I

I

I

I

I

r
I

,,A/^" ..'^

{i-3ri.j^

Interview Sign-Up
and

Information Day
Make a date to get to know us on

Monday, January 29th. Drop by

t)etween 9:00am and 2:00pm and

we'll tell you what's on the horizon at

Hughes Aircraft Company, and we'll

answer any questions you may have.

Meet representatives from our different

organizations and present your resume

to those that interest you.

Interviews will be scheduled for

February 1st.

We're seeking qualified graduates in:

Electrical Engineering

Computer Science

SystemaScience

Material Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Computer Engineering

Physics Engineering

Manufacturing Engineering

We want you to have all the informa-

tion you need to make one of the most

important decisions of your life.

Hughes Aircraft Company is an equal

opportunity emptoyer Proof of U.S.

citizenship is required for nrx)st positkxis.

Creativity

Americadepends on.

"%-

> HUGHES
• ••* V •# . <

--» i J
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fliiwe style,

if luid more flair.

Hisio bffer more audience.
58,200 daily.

I

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIONAL I

UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services |

are performed. (Certain restrictions ap >ly).

$18 CUT 6f BLOW i
Ht Ttunt tkt n^ (« r^iue mtmcc t« My

climl \Jkmit kmr MaiitiM ii luiMtiiaUe. I

Vgilid Sunday - Thursday
Exp. 2/22/90

MUST snow UCLA SUDEm I.D.

wiw coupon

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUISI
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL

|
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard .

475-3264 208-4477

OUSING
ATTENTION: ON CAMPUS HOUSING FOR SPRING QUARTER 1990

WINTER QUARTER 1990 WAIT LIST STUDENTS
Winter Quarter applicants to On Campus Housing must reapply to
maintain or improve their waiting list position for Spring Quarter 1990.
Applications are available from January 8, 1990 to January 22, 1990 in the
On Campus Housing Assignment Office. In order to retain your waiting
list position, application must be submitted in person to the On Campus
Housing Assignment Office no later than 5:00 P.M. January 22, 1990.

NEW APPUCANTS
Students who are not on the Winter Quarter On Campus Housing list

may apply for On Campus Housing for the Spring Quarter 1990 begin-
ning January 8, 1990. However submission of an application does not
guarantee housing for the Spring Quarter. Please be advised that a
non-refundable $20 application fee is required. Application and Fee must
be postmarked on or before January 26, 1990 or be received in the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office by 5:00 P.M. on the date stated
above or the application will be considered late. %

Applications are available in the On Campus Housing Assignment Office
or UCLA Community Housing Office. Both offices are located in the
Business Enterprise Building, 270 De Neve Drive, next to Rieber Hall.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
MONDAY - FRIDAY—

' (213) 825-4271

Diversity:
Films at residence halls feature

Martin Luther King Jr- -s efforts

By Tawn Nhan

u

staff Writer

Gender differences, homosexu-

als adopting children, apartheid

and disability issues are some of

the issues to be expired during

Diversity Week in the residence

haUs.

Two films will highlight a

week-long look at civil liberties,

diversity and tolerance. An Amaz-
ing Grace will be screened on
Tuesday in Sproul Hall and From
Montgomery to Memphis will be

shown on Wednesday in Hedrick
Hall.

"King wasn't just for black

people, he was for everyone," said

Delaphine Prysock, Chairwoman
of the Multicultural Programming
Committee. The films are a celeb-

ration of Martin Luther King Jr.'s

achievements as well as diversity,

she said.

Prysock said she hopes the films

will educate students about King's

contributions to the Civil Rights
movement and that all students are

encouraged to attend the prog-
rams.

Diversity Awareness Week

MONDAY, JANUARY 22
7:00p.m. Making the Best of a World of Diversity

7:00p.m. 2nd Annual Welcome to Japan Program
7:00p.m. Straight Talk: Gay and Lesbian Issues

8:00p.m. Film: "Bill Cosby on Prejudice" w/disc.

8:00p.m. Disc, with Disabled UCLA Students

8:00p.m. Cultural Implications of Rap Musk;

8:00p.m. Cultural Food Fair

Dykstra 10th Fir.

Hitch Conf. Rm.
Rieber Fireside

Hedrick 3 North

Sproul 2 North

Sproul 5 South

Sproul 4 North

TUESDAY, JANUARY 23
5:00p.m. Film: "Cry Freedom" with discussion

with native South African

6:30p.m. Cultural Film Festival (italian.Chinese)

7:00p.m. "Cry Freedom" with disc, by professor

8:00p.m. Film: "Bill Bosby on Prejudice" w/disc.

8:00p.m. Black Athletes in College

8:00p.m. Film: "Lean On Me" with discussion

Rieber 7 North

Hitch A-31

Sproul 7 North

Rieber Fireskle

Dykstra Fireside

Saxon Conf. Rm.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24
5:00p.m. Disability Awareness
6:00p:m. Food: Around the WorW in 80 Bites

6:30p.m. UCPD Detective Baker on Gangs
7:00p.m. Testing Someone Else's Shoes - Bill

Parham (SPS)

7:00p.m. Fish Bowl Gender Differences

7:00p.m. Discussion: Reflections on Diversity

7:00p.m. Film: "Bill Cosby on Prejudice"

7:00p.m. Film: "From Montgomery to Memphis
- Martin Luther King, Jr."

7:00p.m. Film: "An Amazing Graze - MLK, Jr."

8:00p.m. Injustk;es of Apartheid: Disc, with

exiled South African writer/professor

8:30p.m. Film: "Do the Right Thing" with disc.

8:30p.m. "History of White People in Amertea -

The Movie"

9:00p.m. Occults - A Discussion

Film: "Do the Right Thing" with disc.

Dykstra 10th Fir.

Hedrick 7 North

Rieber 5 North

Dykstra Fireskie

Hedrick 6 South

Hedrick 2 South

Hedrick 3 South

Sproul Ent. Ctr.

Rieber 7 North

Saxon K-25

Hitch C-24

Sproul 7 South

Saxon E-23

THURSDAY. JANUARY 25
7:00p.m. 2nd annual Martin Luther King

Oratork;al Contest: "Free at Last?"

7:30p.m. "Children of a Lesser God" w/disc.

7:30p.m. Honnosexuals Adopting Kkis

8:00p.m. Women Professors Gaining Tenure:

Discussion with professors

8:30p.m. Gender Differences

8:30p.m. Affirmative Actk>n

Rieber FireskJe

Hedrick 5 North

Sproul 3 North

Sproul 4 North

Rieber 2 North

Sproul 2 South

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26
7:00p.m. Musk^al Diversity: "Amadous", "The

Wall" and "WestskJe Story" with disc.

8:00p.m. Films: "Mississippi Burning" and "The

Color Purple" with discussion

Hedrick 7 South

Hedrick 4 North

SATURDAY. JANUARY 27
10:00p.m. Grecian Cultural Festival Hitch D-31

D«My Bruin

KLA T-Shirt Contest

Design a T- Shirt for KLA Radio

Submit Designs to KlJ^

2400 Acl<erman Grand Ballroom

All Entries Welcome

<9iit tu ^ttf^ ^if 199«
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Social myths iSlamed
for sexual assaults
Speaker says silence of victims

must be broken to heal wounds
/

By Jiil Jacobs

J

Contributor

Every morning when she looks

in the mirror, Joan Crcar is

reminded of the rape of her great-

great grandmother.

Crear, director of the Rosa Parks
Sexual Assault Center, said the

history of African-American
women being raped coupled with

their objectification has led to the

belief that African-American
women "are supposed to be
raped.**

In her lecture last week, **Sis-

ters. We've Been Silent Long
Enough: Sexual Assault in the

African-American Community,"
Crear looked at issues of sexual

assault and African-American
women's reticence after being

attacked.

Crear said that American socie-

ty fosters a **rape culture," and the

causes of this are rooted in the way
boys and girls are raised. She said

America's sexual double standard

raises girls to be unassotive and
boys "to be rapists."

Harsher rape sentences and
higher conviction rates would send
a message to men that rape is not

acceptable. She also said that

women who have been raped need
to speak out about their experi-

ences because when they do, they

will find out that they are not alone.

Rape victims may remain silent

out of guilt or shame caused by
societal myths which blame the

victim, she said. Myths such as

these foster rape and prevent

women from telling people they

have been raped. African-Ameri-

can women who remain silent aft^
being raped are unable to complete

the healing process, Crear said.

Although Crear said the church

is the "natural healer" in the

Afirican-American community, no
support network exists within the

church for victims of sexual

assault "Part of our task (as

African-Americans) is to make the

church accessible to women who
have been sexually assaulted," she

said.

One out of three women will be
raped in her lifetime, and more
than half of all rapes committed
occur in the victim's home. "These
statistics make me a potential

victim," she said, "Where are

women safe? Not at home ..."
South Central Los Angeles, a

predominantly African-American

area, has the highest incidence of

sexual assault in Southern Califor-

nia, she said. Despite this, no
center addressed the needs of

sexually assaulted African-Ameri-
can women until the Rosa Parks

Sexual Assault Crisis Center
became the first to do so when it

formed in 1984.

"No one really cares what
happens to African-American
women," Crear said.

Crear's lecture was sponsored

by the Center for Afro-American

Studies.

Alleged armored car bandit

faces federal court today
The Associated Press

The former armored car guard

who surrendered two years aft^
disappearing with $651,000
remained jailed Sunday pending
an appearance before a U.S.
magistrate to answer to interstate

theft charges.

Edward Leigh Hunt Jr., 26,

turned himself in to FBI agents at

noon Saturday, exactly two years

after he disappeared with the loot

in Philadelphia. He has said in a

letter that he spent all the money.

FBI spokesman Fred Reagan
said Hunt would enter a plea

before a federal magistrate "at the

earliest possible time, probably

Monday morning." Extradition

proceedings will also begin, the

FBI said.

As promised in a letter to his

hometown newspaper, the Wil-
mington (Del.) News Journal,

Hunt, 26, walked toward the Los
Angeles Area Chambw of Com-
merce building and surrendered to

four FBI agents.

Shirtless and wearing only blue

jeans and brown leather shoes, the

fugitive declared, "America is a

great country," as federal agents

spirited him away.

Hunt wrote in a Dec. 20 letter

that he gambled away his take in

the Jan. 20, 1988 robbery in

Philadelphia. He squandered the

money employing a personal

"gambling system," the letter

explained.

"I stole the money because I

thought I could quadruple it

through gambling and then I would
give half to the company I stole it

from," the letter read. "But I lost it

all ... I screwed up . . . I'm
soiry."

"We have indications that he has

been in Los Angeles for several

months, living in the Hollywood
area," Reagan said.

Among the fust to stake out the

chamber building was a reporva
from the News Journal and a

camera crew from Fox Televi-

sion's "America's Most Wanted."
'This is the first time that we've

been able to be at the scene of a

possible apprehension," said show
spokesman Phil Gonzales. Hunt's

story had appeared on the show
three times, Gonzales said.

On Jan. 20, 1988, Hunt was one
of three guards working on a

Brooks Armored Car Co. truck in

Philadelphia.

Two other guards returned from

a bank to the truck to And that Hunt
and two bags of cash had disap-

peared. Millions of dollars in cash.

Hunt's gun and a uniform jacket

were left behind.

An arrest warrant was issued for

Hunt two days later and he was
indicted on April 26, 1988, on
interstate theft by a Philadelphia

grand jury.

LETTERS POLICY: For letters, viewpoints or counterpoints to be

considered for publication in the Daily Bruin 'hey must be typed or

handwritten legibly. They should also include the student's full

name, major, year, home/work phone number and reg. number (if

you are a student). Phone numbers are for reference only and will

not be printed.
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So grab someone's
Actually, grab,iilt(^
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To All Tenants & Perspective L
Tenants of UCLA Family Student!

nousin^

Notice of Meeting Regarding 1
Rent Hikes [

A UCLA Business Enterprises Proposal may in-

crease rents at Family Student Housing (Sawtelle/

Sepulveda and Barrington) by as much as 30%.

Decisions regarding this rent hike and ways to

minimize its impact will be discussed at the Family
Student Housing Association Meeting on
January 25th at 7:00 PM at the Commuinity
Center behind 3327 Sepulveda. All tenants and
perspective tenants are encouraged to attend.

Family Student Housing Residents Association

Alan Izumi - President

Kevin Oldenburg - Vice President

Pat Fahey - Secretary/Treasurer

UCLA Department of Music and the Center for the Performing
Arts present

UCLA Faculty Artist Series

Ick Chi §I§ Mootif piano

Alexander Treger^ violin

Tuesday, January 23, 1990
Schoenberg Hall

8:00 p.m.

Tickets: $12 (general)

$7 (students and seniors)
CaU (213) 825-9261.

J)g»Ui.!J
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to the UCLR community

The Daily Bruin market spends

ouer $ 30 million per month on^

items and actiuities other

than rent.

- omni research, 1986.
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I
CHICKEN SPECIAL

I*Terlyaki Chicken
•Egg Roll

I -Gyoza

I
'Fried Rice w/1 free drink

I 'Green Salad

I

After 3:00 pm to close
|

$3.50 I

with coupon I

-J j
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

_^L^L__. ^^21 Glendon Avenue (213)

i \n^^ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

Apply to become a

1990 UCLA
ORIENTATION COUNSELOR

Interested students should attend one of these
information meetings: r.

Tuesday, January 23, 1:00 pm
Royce 314

Wednesday, January 24, 7:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

Wednesday, January 24, 7:00 pm
GSM 1222

Thursday, January 25, 3:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

Monday, January 29, 1:00 pm
North Campus, Room 22 \

c.

Applications will be available at the above meetings.
Applicants must be currently enrolled, have completed
at least one year of college work (not necessarily at

UCLA, but with sophomore standing), and have a *

preferred minimum 2.50 GPA.

For questions please call the Orientation Program
x)ffice at 206-6685.

—^^=^

Revolution

in Romania
scares Cliina
By John Pomfret

Associated Press

HONG KONG— The tumultu-

ous revolution in Romania, culmi-

nating in the execution of dictator

Nicolae Ceausescu, sent shivers

down the spines of the Chinese

leadership.

Of the East European countries

that experienced pro-democracy
movements, Romania had the best

relations with China. There also

were similarities in their relative

economic and political develq)-

ments. _
But while the Romanian people

succeeded in their revolution, the

Chinese student n[K)vement, which
preceded the changes in Bucharest

and around Eastern Europe by six

months, failed.

Several critical differences

between the two countries helped

China's rulers. Their economy was
stronger than Romania's. Their

tnx^s remained loyal. And Roma-
nia's revolution was watched by
the benevolent eye of Soviet

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev,
while China's students had little

but ample air time on Westem TV.
A fear of chaos in China,

brought on by nightmarish memo-
ries of the ultra-leftist Cultural

Revolution, also helped the Beij-

ing's hard-liners.

The question — Why not Chi-

na? — is being pondered not only

by those who study Beijing, but by
those who run it Westem and
Chinese sources report meetings

are being held weekly, and even

daily, among Communist Party

cells, government units and the.

military to stress the leadership's

view of the Romanian revolution

as an "anti-socialist uprising,"

much like the "counterrevolution-

ary uprising" of Beijing in the

spring of 1989.

After Ceausescu's execution,

more troops were rushed to Beijing

to prevent demonstrations. One
Hong Kong magazine reports that

some senior cadres "were unable

to eat" upon hearing of the

dictate's demise.

Why did the tumult in Timisoara

touch such a tender nerve among
the Chinese leadership?

Romania had the closest ties

with China in Eastern Europe and
was in lockstep with the Beijing

leadership on many issues of
practical and political importance.

Both countries at early dates in

their Communist history distanced

themselves from the Soviet
Union's foreign policy.

Have you ever been

HARASSED,
ASSAULTED

OR
RAPED

atUCLA or in the Los
Angeles Communi-
ty? Together, UCLA's
feminist newsmaga-
zine needs contribu-

tors for our
upcoming, special

issue on RAPE. If you
are interested in rais-

ing campus aware-
ness on this subject,

call Together at 206-

6T6^. C6mpreteT>r
confidential.
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Shuttle and
satellite will

fly to Florida

By Lee Siegel

Associated Press

EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. — Space shuttle

ground crews wwked Sunday to

prepare Columbia and protect its

cargo — an 11 -ton scientific

satellite— for a piggyback jet ride

to Kennedy Space Center in

Florida starting on Thursday, a

NASA spokeswoman said.

*Thc work is proceeding very

weU. The orbiter appears to be

very healthy, as docs LDEF (the

satelUte)," said Patricia Phillips.

"We are looking forward to bring-

ing it home at the end ofthe week."
Columbia and five astronauts

landed at this Mojave Desert

military base at 1:35 a.m. PST
Saturday, ending a record-length

shuttle flight of 10 days and 21

hours.

During the mission, the astro-

nauts deployed a Navy communi-
cations satellite, then used the

shuttle's robot arm to retrieve the

30-foot-long Long Duration Expo-
sure Facility, which soon would
have fallen into Earth's atmo-
sphere and burned if it wasn't

rescued from its decaying orbit.

About a third of the LDEF's 57
experiments will help researchers

learn what materials can withstand

long periods in space and thus

might be suitable for building U.S.

space station Freedom, which
NASA hopes to operate in the

mid-1990s.

The satellite will not be
removed from Columbia's cargo

bay until after the shuttle returns to

Ftorida on Friday night.

PROfEST
From page 3

Bingham said.

Patients, including those sche-

duled for abortions, were called

early in the morning and resche-

duled at another clinic, said Cathy
Spillman, National Coordinator
for the Fund For the Feminist

Majority.

Police rerouted traffic on Van
Nuys Boulevard from San Fernan-

do to Telfair roads in front of the

clinic from 7:45 a.m. until 1 p.m.,

Los Angeles Police Department
Sgt. Jay Frey said. He called the

demonstrators "very peaceful" and
said no arrests had been made,
because the clinic owners had not

requested that anyone be arrested

for trespassing.

Several politicians spoke to the

crowd, thanking them for support-

ing legal abortion. "I think it is

important that i»t)-choice groups

show again and again that they are

the prevailing group in this state,"

said Stale Controller Gray Davis,

D-Los Angeles, who has been
present at past Operation Rescue
demonstrations.

"(Operation Rescue) wants to

frighten people from using the

facility. They have no right to do
that," Davis said.

Congresswoman Barbara Box-
er, D-San Francisco, believes that

it is politically important for pro-

choice supporters to "show what a

force they are."

"No one can sing and chant and

tell a woman she doesn't have the

right to ohoose," Boxer said. "It's

tragic that we have to fight this

fight all over. I thought this was all

over in '73 with Roe v. Wade.*'

Boxer was on the board of

Planned Parenthood in the early

'70s when the Supreme Court's

Roe V. Wade decision legalized

abortion in the United States.

PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

Hairstyling by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

479-9325
473-0066

1 5%0FFI
EVERYTHING!!!!

Between hours 4:00PM-8:00PM I

Mon-Thurs |

Cappuccino, Croissants, Sandwiches, -

Pasta Salad Bar, Hot Deli, French Pastry.

Exp. 2-15-90

1

1099 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village 900241

J >
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Deloitte&lbuche

will be on campus interviewing

students for

Summer Internships

andthe

2nd Annual

Western Region

Student Development

Conference

Interviews to be held on

January 25, 1990

lb arrange an intendeA^

please sign up at the

Placement & Career Planning Center
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The OSD van provides on-campus transportation for students with permanent or temporary disabilities.

Hours of operation are: 7:15 AM - 5:30 PM, Monday-Friday.

Call the OSD at 825-2263 to schedule a ride,************************************
The Evening Van Service will operate between the hours of 6:00 PM - Midnight, Monday-Thursday, and

6:00 PM - 11:00 PM on Sunday evening. The van, which is driven by Community Service Officers,

provides on-campus transportation to persons with permanent or temporary disabilities.

Call 825-2263 after 5:00 ?M to arrange a ride.

\5

Recruitment
'

—^e et fMnt (^ it!

Student Health Advocates are specially trained students who provide

self-help care for colds, flus, first aid, emergencies, and offer guidance in

preventive health practices. Student Health Advocates also provide

counseling and referrals in the areas of nutrition, fitness, weight

management, stress management, contraception and emotional concerns.

To receive an application, you must attend one of the
following orientation meetings:

Mon, Jan. 22 11:00am Ackerman 3517
7:00pm Hedrick Fireside Lounge

Tue, Jan. 23 1 :00pm North Campus 22
7:00pm Rieber Fireside Lounge
8:00pm Chi Omega

Wed, Jan. 24 1:00pm North Campus 22
7:00pm Sproul Entertainment Center

8:00pm Delta Sigma Phi

Thur, Jan. 25 7:00pm Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Fri, Jan. 26 1 1 :00am Ackerman 3508

For more information, talk to a SHA or tetephone 206-3819

Also check out PHC recruitment during 4th week

Sponsored byUSAC/BOD, Your student govt.

Tanker crash
causes ms^or
gasoline spill
The Associated Press

JUNEAU, Alaska — A tanker

carrying mixed fuels ran aground
in a narrow channel of water

between offshoie islands, spilling

between 20,000 and 35,000 gal-

lons of gasoline, the^ Coast Guard
said.

The M.V. Frank H. Brown
slammed into Burnt Island reef

about 18 miles south of Petersburg
in southeastern Alaska around 8

p.m. Saturday, said Lt. Rick
Janelle in Juneau. One tank con-
taining up to 43,000 gallons of
gasoline was ruptured but the leak

was stopped by about 10 p.m..

Janelle said.

Ed Moreth, another Coast
Guard spokesman, said the vessel

refloated itself in the Wrangell
Narrows, as the body of water is

called, about 8:30 a.m. Sunday.
*That was right around high

tide, and that's what we were
shooting for," Moreth said.

The grounding is the second
major tanker accident in Alaska
waters in the past 10 months, but

far less smous as the previous one.

ABORTION
From page 3
will peak and start to decline,**

NRTL Director Brian Johnston
said.

Former San Francisco Mayor
Dianne Feinstein, a candidate in

the gubernatorial race, unequivoc-
ally supports pro-choice and
opposes regulations, like parental

notification or spousal consent.

"One of the reasons she is a

gubematcxial candidate is to make
sure there are challenges to the

pro-choice issue," said F^instein's

press secretary Deedee Meyers.
But the platiforms of candidates

Atty. Gen. John Van de Kamp and
Sen. Pete Wilson on the aboition

issue are still unclear.

Press secretaries for Van de
Kamp and Wilson did notknow the

candidates' positions on abortion-

related regulations.

"I don't think they really

addressed (regulation) — they're

really trying to stay away from
that." Schroyer said.

"I think everybody in the legis-

lature has a wait and see attitude

(about abortion regulation). We
have no idea whiat kinds of
legislation people are planning to

introduce," said Donne Brownsey,
press secretary for the state Sen.
David Roberti, D-Hollywood.

Last July, the Supreme Court
granted states the right to regulate

abortion in the Webster v. Repix)-

ductive Health Services decision,

UCLA law professor Julian

Eule said that legislators would
probably not impose stricter reg-

ulations on abortion because Cali-

fornia is a pro-choice state with a
constitutional law which guaran-
tees right to privacy.

California will probably move
toward legislation which further

defines abortion rights. "It is a
question of what pro<hoice really

is," he said.

For example, spousal consent

probably would not become law,

but the questions of parental

notification and consent are more
debatable, he said.

In cases of viabihty and desig-

ner abortion involving sex selec-

tion, Eule said legislators would
likely attempt to impose restric-

tions. "Pepple who are pro-choice,

but are not firm on the issue are

embracing these various different

restrictions. And the public won't
see it immediately as being ITT
substantial interference."

^^
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Boy Scout

is sigh of

dn£ times
By Rod Richardson

Associated Press
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DALLAS — The new Boy
Scout handbook still tells Scouts to

"be prepared" and how to use a
compass, build campfires and tie

knots. But it also aims to help boys
cope with life in the '90s.

The handbook, the first in nine
years, features a 23-page insert on
the dangers of child abuse and
drugs, a new environmentally
gentle approach to camping, new
rules to keq) younger Scouts
interested, new merit badges such
as cinematography and color
photos in place of the old illustra-

tions.

The changes are part of a
decade-long drive to modernize
the 80-year-old organization and
boost its membership, which
sagged from 4.8 million in 1972 to

3.1 million in 1979 but has since
rebounded to 4.3 million.

"We feel like, as the nation's

laigest youth development organi-

zation, that young people should
be given a knowledge and a sense
of personal power that will help
them in their own protection,

whether it be from child abuse or
drug abuse," said Lee Sneath.
national spokesman for the Boy
Scouts of America.
The new 10th edition of the Boy

Scouts Handbook, as the book is

officially known, is due to be in

stores late this month or early next
month. The book has sold in the
millions since the first handbook
came out in 1910; the last complete
revision was in 1981.

Many of the changes in the new
book reflect revisions already
made in Scout practice. For exam-
ple, child abuse and drug abuse,
along with problems such as
hunger, illiteracy and unemploy-
ment, have been covered in Scout
brochures and programs for sever-
al years.

Adults invo) /ed in scouting are
glad to see the organization
address child abuse.

Andersen Con^tiltbg wa^
rated om of the tm best

a>mpmm to work for by
UndeiiBEradiuale

iSf^

^K

AL-TALIB
From page 1

Concerns about tighter sche-

duling of all nagazine production

times and add ional responsibility

placed upon the newsmagazine
adviser were also raised.

Another problem is the limited

office space available to the

newsmagazines. "I think it would
be great if we c:>uld find a way to

expand and giva them space, said

Pacific Ties Editor-in-Chief Mark
Pulido. "One of the issues is how
we'll all share the limited resour-

ces," he said.

Last year four newsmagazines
shared two offi:es, and this year

Pacific Ties arul women's issues

publication Together still share an
office.

*The way the (newsmagazines)
are set up, then?, is only a finite

number of publications that can
exist. Papers are fcoing to have less

distribution time on the kiosks,

which already causes problems,"
said Ha'am Edi'.or-in-Chief Dan
Schifrin.

Hsiao said he is working to find

space for /M-Talib, which has only

requested room for a filing cabinet

and telephone at this time.

He said kiosks are scheduled for

remodeling this summer to

increase visibility and size if the

money is available, and new
computen will also need to be

purchased.
-^—

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CQ

Come and find out about a career in Management Information
Consulting at Andersen Consulting.

As one of the largest consulting firms in the world, we offer

our clients a total system solution through strategic business
planning, information systems planning, systems design and
installation, computer hardware integration, and many other
business and systems disciplines.

Hear more about Andersen Consulting from several of our
partners and managers.

Join us for hors d'oeuvres immediately following.

We are interested in highly motivated individuals who enjoy
tackling challenges, working with people, and who have a
sound academic record in:

• Economics/Business
•Engineering

* Computer Science

•Math
•Other Technical Majors

Reception, Tuesday, January 23, 1990
7:00 P.M.—9:30 P.M.

Westwood Marquis Hotel and Gardens
'
(213) 719-2804

On-tampus Interviews will be held February 13

FLASH TABLE
List Price $89.99

SALE PRICE $49.99

STOOL
List Price $24.95

SALE PRICE $19.99

Buy either table plus a stool and receive a

FREE SWING ARM LAMP (an $8.99 value)

QUANTITY LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

TOA
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Had a little accident? Don't drop out.

Just drop in to...

THE OFFICE
FOR STUDENTS

WITH
DISABILITIES

fU

m
m
m
m
m

If you are a student with a permanent
or temporary disability,

THE OSD
HAS GREAT SERVICES FOR YOU !

SOME OF OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

On-campus Transportation
Proctor/Test-Taking Arrangements
Adaptive equipment
Priority enrollment
Campus Orientation
Interpreting Services
Notetaking Services
Reader Services

AND MANY MORE...

Call us at: (213) 825-1501 or
(213) 206-6083 (TDD)

Or stop by: UCLA OFFICE FOR
STUDENTS

WITH DISABILITIES
A-255 MURPHY HALL

m

PROJEQ MOTIVATION

THE FUTURE OF
CHICANO/LATINOS
BEGINS WITH YOU
HELP THEM HAVE A
BETTER LIFE WITH

m

I HIGHER EDUCATION!m
m
fU

m
m Over 50% of Chicanos/Latirios

U drop out of high school and the

I percentage that enter institutions

H of higher education are very low.

J We need to motivate the younger

generation^ to stay in school and

^ to seek a higher education^ but
ffl we can't do it without your help.

m
m

m
^
fil

Site Visit to Garfield H.S.

Friday, Jan. 26, 1990

9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p^m.

for site visit

Meeting Wednesday,

Jan. 24, 1990

5:00 p.m. 411 Kerckhoff

for more info call 825-2217 or

come by 411 Kerckhoff

Funded by CAC of PAB

^

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
^
m
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m
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m
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UCLA CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION
PRESENTS

CHRISTOPHER ROMANO
PAINTINGS

EXHIBIT: JAN. 22 - FEB. 2, 1990

RECEPTION: TONIGHT 7-9 PM

KERCKHOFF GALLERY
FLOOR 2 KERCKHOFF HALL

^PAID^ FOR BY USAG-YOUR STUDENT GOVT

n

ARMENIA
From page 1

Kremlin has termed an emergency
situation.

According to twoUCLA profes-

sors, the peacekeeping troops have
been brought in at the wrong time.

"It is too little, too late.'' said

Professor of Near Eastern Studies

Richard Hovannisian. "The
demand for Armenian reunifica-

tion has brought about Azerbaijani

nationalism. The (Soviet) govern-

ment needed to be forceful when
the issue arose in February of
1988."

"Gorbachev made a horrible

miscalculation by not solving the

problem when it began," said

Andrzej Korbonski, a political

science professor who specializes

in the Soviet Union and Eastern

Europe. ,

With reports from Associated
Press

SANCTIONS
r rom page 1

dignity in all its aspects," the

sanctions said.

Participate in a community
service project that will make
members more sensitive to differ-

ences. The project does not have to

be related to gay and lesbian

issues.

Go on probation for the winter

and spring quarters. Should the

university find Theta Chi guilty of
a similar incident during this time,

the fraternity will face more severe

punishments — possibly even
disaffiliation.

The whole fraternity is punished
for a few members* actions

because other members should
have Slopped them, Fishbum said.

Lambda Delta Lambda mem-
bers estimated that about 30
fraternity members and their

fathers sat behind them during the

game. But only a few threw things

or yelled "Dykes," "All you really

need is a big penis" or other slurs

after they recognized the women
by their sorority T-shirts, the

sorority members said.

The men continued to bother

them after university officials and
sorority members warned them,
Thomas said.

'Stand against bigotry'

Fishbum said her office will

work with Theta Chi to develop the

letter, the pledge education and the

community service project.

She would not give details of her
expectations because she wants the

fraternity to prc^se their plans
first and then negotiate.

Thomas said the sorority has no
^

opinion on the sanctions yet but
she herself is generally happy with
the results. "I am glad the admi-
nistration has taken a stand against

bigotry," she said.

But she said the pledge program
and the service project sanctions

are weak.

A "bureaucratic, red-tape
phrase" in the pledge book is

insufficient because members can
overlook it easily, she said.

And the fraternity should work
in a service project related to gay
and lesbian issues to learn from it,

Thomas said. For example, "while
it's a wonderful thing to work in a
soup kitchen, it is not related to this

case."

idA
Bruin Radio

530 AM
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SCOOTERS
From page 6

"Students don't realize how fast

they are going and don't anticipate

the stopping distances," Ruiz said.

"Students who ride the Ninja-style

'hot bikes' should realize that

these are powerful motorcycles

which accelerate really quickly,"

Ruiz said. "Riders with limited

experience can really get into

trouble."

Anticipating the time and
distance needed to stop is impor-
tant. Scooters can travel at speeds

up to 40 miles per hour, and
mopeds are designed for a maxi-
mum 30 miles per hour.

"Reaction time for braking is V*

of a second once the danger is

perceived to actually applying the

brakes/' Ruiz said. 'The scooterist

going 30 miles per hour travels

about 34 feet before applying the

brakes, and additional distance is

covered before the scooter slops."

"This tMnking factor is increased

during the winter," Ruiz con-

tinued. "During hot weather, fric-

tion between the rubber and hot

roadway causes the tires to stick to

the ground.

In cold weather, this adhesion is

lessened. If the cold is combined
with rain and worn tires, the

situation can become really

dangerous. The pressure on the

tires* grooves pushes water and oil

out of the grooves. If the grooves

are worn down, the vehicles will

skid, and the rider will lose all

braking ability and control.

In the Student Health Service

Study, 25 transportation and safety

experts named other factors which
contributed to the high rate of
incidents.

Perception of the scooter as a

toy: "Operating a motorscooter or

moped is not like pedaling a

bicycle," Ruiz said. "Some stu-

dents take unnecessary chances,

'encouraged' by the feeling that

the scooter is lightweight and easy

to handle. For example, they may
carry a passenger on a motorscoo-
ter designed for one person. They
don't realize that carrying two
people on such a vehicle will

change the center of gravity, and
the scooter then needs to be
handled differently."

Lack of knowledge of the

laws pertaining to these vehicles:

The Class IV license is required for

all motorscooters.

The UCLA Police Department
estimates that 90 percent of the

scooterists do not have this license.

Obtaining this license would force

scooterists to demonstrate know-
ledge of the special handling skills

and laws for scooters. This license

is optional for moped operators.

Failure to obey traffic laws,

such as stopping at stop signs,

sharing lanes, and maneuvering
around tricky intersections also

contributes to the number of

campus incidents.

UCLA scooterists should be

aware that they are in a high risk

group. California statistics show
that motorcyclists in the IS to 24
year old age group have the highest

incidence of fatal accidents, and
that Los Angeles motorcyclists

have the highest rate of injuries

and fatalities of all California

counties.

For more information, call 825-

7661. For specific questions about

mopeds, scooters and motorcycles.

caU 825-9371.
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FREE
FOR UCIA DONORS

*

UCLA STUDENTS* - Meal tickets for all ASUCLA food facilities with each
blood donation.

ua.A/ASUCLA EMPT.OYFRS - 4 hours leave with pay each time you
donate. Most student*, casual, per diem and career employees are eligible.

UCIA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER
"A" Level Room A2-260 UCLA Medical Center

Just down the hall from Student Health.

825-0850 825-0888
• Stuctent employees may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets hut not both Must have current
UCLA student LD.
* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.
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Editor

I am extremely pleased to

see that the Bruin ccxitinues to

print Tim Strawn's column.
William "if you don't like it

(America), you can get the hell,

out!" (Bruin, Jan. 9) Bergman
and otho- nationalist boors
would have us ignore the fact

that America has become the

most effectively brutal machine
operating in the world today.

Just because our kinder,

gentler president called his war
^ in Panama "Operation Just

Cause"* does not mean that it

was one. When considering

American politics we can
either echo the rhetoric of

fascoid patriots or we can
write against those liars.

Because America is tragical-

ly still sucessfully conquering >

the world, the lies can be
made to appear true. Let us
not forget that it was perfectly

acceptable to be a Nazi in the
193()s in Germany. It was onlj^

by being conquered that Ger-
many learned to see its own
butchery.

Perhaps through the efforts

of Tim Strawn and others we
will learn to see our own
country's brutality before we
are forced to see it at the

point of a gun.

Andrew Zimmerman
Senior
History

Commentary

Moore's 'documentary' Roger & Me takes too many liberties

Isold my house, 1 sold my
car, and I staged lots of
bingo games. Hey, what

can I say, 1 was raised

Catholic," quipped a smiling

Michael Moore when Tonight
Show substitute host Jay Leno
asked him how he managed to

finance his surprise hit movie
Roger <&. Me. The obese,

bespectacled and baseball-cap-

adomed Moore, at a casual

glance, would appear to be
some ordinary guy. Just like

the two not-so-hip eldwly guys
peddling wine coolers on tele-

vision, Moore's film seemingly
begs audiences to succumb to

a sense of sincerity.

But just as Misters Bartles

and Jaymes serve as a front

for one of the world's largest

wine companies, there is also

something deeper going on in

Roger <t Me, which is a

formulaic, calculated tale of
David challenging Goliath.

Behind it all is Moore, who is

not your average guy trying to

tell a story through innocent

eyes and amateurish camera
work, but rather the former
editor of the notoriously Uberal
magazine. Mother Jones. Prior

to thai, Moore had made a

name for himself as a political

rabble-rouser in various publi-

cations in Michigan. It is

therefore ridiculous for him to

claim not to understand all the

political Jostling surrounding

his movie; his strategy seems
to be to play the role as

common man to the very end.

Roger &. Me depicts a
simple world where heroes and
villains are easily distinguished.

The film documents the trans-

formation of Flint, Michigan
from a strong industrial city

into what Money magazine
deemed the worst place to hve
in America. Behind all the

misery, according to Moore, is

General Motors Chairman
Roger E. Smith.

In the movie, Flint's prob-

lems stem from Smith's and

Lawrence
Lee
GM's laying off 30,000 work-
ers from the local plants.

Subsequently, businesses closed,

people were evicted from their

homes and the crime rate shot
through the roof. Meanwhile,
only lunatic remedies were
attempted. This includes a long
procession of celebrities

brought in to cheer up the
town, featuring President Rea-
gan, who buys a pizza and
shares it with a dozen or so
unemployed locals, to whom
he suggests moving to Texas.
During lunch, the cash register

is stolen from the restaurant

There's also Bob Eubanks,
whose reputation-damaging

anti-Semitic joke really added
nothing to the movie. Others
included Pat Boone, Anita
Bryant, and television evangel-
ist Robert Schuller, all trying

to inspire Flint natives to feel

good about themselves.

Meanwhile, local officials an
seen spending great sums of
money in trying to transform
the devastated Flint into a
tourist attraction. Shopping
malls, hotels, and even a
theme park with the automotive
industry as its motif are built.

All of the projects fail miser-
ably.

Throughout the film, Moore
is seen trying to meet face to

face with Smith to ask him to

travel to Flint and survey the

damage he has done there. In

a weak attempt to emulate the

countercultural spirit of the

1960s, Moore offers his Chuck
E. Cheese card as identification

at GM headquarters in Detroit.

When Smith is finally seen on
screen, he is giving his

employees his Christmas mes-
sage. Intercut with this are
scenes of a former GM
employee being evicted back in

Flint on Christmas Eve.

This is powerful stuff.

Moore seems to be saying that

Smith is the reason why unem-
ployed Flint inhabitants must
live like animals, including

stooping to serve, as "living

statues" at parties for the local

elite. The lines of causation
are cleariy drawn. Yet, here is

where the word "scapegoat"
might be put to good use.

Just a$ the relatives of
Americans killed in the airiine

explosion over Lockerbie,

Scotland last year pointed
accusatory fingers at President

Reagan rather than unknown
terrorists out of a need to

identify a concrete scapegoat,

Roger <t Me conveniently

places the blame on Smith. As
film critic Harlan Jacobson
comments, "Roger <t Me is

too good to be true," and
indeed it is. The events

depicted in the movie did not
just neatly fit together like

pieces of a jigsaw puzzle;

Moore cheated a bit.

Indeed, the entire chronology
of the film is manipulated. The
GM layoffs in question, which
actually numbered 10,000 and
not 30,000 as Moore claims,

took place in 1986. Viewers
are led to believe that every-
thing that follows in the movie
results from this event. Not so.

Reverend Schuller did not
visit Flint to spiritualize citi-

zens in the aftermath of the

devastating layoffs. Instead, he
visited in 1982. Tte same

applies to President Reagan,
who visited in 1980 not as this

nation's Commander-in-Chief,
but as the former Governor of
California and Presidential can-

didate. Moreover, the cash
register had been stolen two
days prior to Reagan's visit

Moore played the same trick

with the various building pro-

jects. The Hyatt Regency hotel

opened in 1982, while the

AutoWorld theme park opened
and closed within the space of
six months in 1984-85, long
before the layoffs. The Water
Street Pavilion mall also

opened in 1985. Indeed, Jacob-
son has uncovered evidence
suggesting that all of these

projects were in their develop-

mental stages as early as the

late 1970s, thus spoiling even
Moore's attack on hollow
exhibition during the Reagan
Era.

Apparently, Moore also mis-
labeled a row of mansions in a
Flint neighborhood as being in

Grosse Pointe, as if economi-
cally depressed Flint could not
be capable of boasting such
abodes. Los Angeles lawyer
and Flint native Esther Boy-
nton recognized the mansions
as she had grown up in that

particular Hint neighborhood.
"That goes a little beyond
poetic license," she told the
LA. Times. "It's very mislead-
ing, and I started to question
the rest of it"

Indeed, Moore broke the
trust that must exist between
documentary filmmakers and
their audiences. In effect,

Moore is like the student who
writes a research paper with
facts contrived to support the

thesis.

This sort of manipulation is

reminiscent of the FBI's ridi-

culous plot to lure a drug
dealer to the park across the
street from the White House
for a drug purchase. The
scheme detracted greatly from
President Bush's declaration on

national television that 'This
bag of rock cocaine . . . was
purchased just a. few hundred
feet from where I am sitting

right now." The same can be
said for Roger & Me.

Moore set out to portray'

Smith as the culprit for all of
Flint's miseries. Subsequently,

his film was set up to accom-
plish exactly this. The entire

movie, then, feels like nothing

more than an elaborate trick

played on moviegoers.

A former member of the

print media, Moore seems to

have found a niche in Holly-

wood, where simple views arc

found by the dozen. Got a
problem? Blame big business.

All problems should come
attached to threads which
investigators can easily follow

in tracking down an ultimate

perpeo^tor. Life should be so
simple.

Moore wants his audience to

believe that Smith intentionally

shafted the people of Flint,

that GM was profitable but left

Flint in search of cheaper

wages and thus larger profits

in Mexico. Truth is, GM
hasn't been the healthiest of
companies over the last few
years. In fact, there was even
talk that the corporation might
go belly-up. Subsequently, all

the moves GM has been mak-
ing can be deemed survival.

Moore completely ignores vari-

ous changes in the American
economy over the last 15 years

or so, such as the shift away
from heavy industry.

It is too easy to single out
one scapegoat and Encourage

everyone to focus anger tow-

ards him. Moore is now vehe-

mently defending his movie in

hopes of garnering an Oscar
nomination for best documen-
tary.

Ifjee is a senior majoring in
economics and history.
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Roe V. Wade: Celebrating 17 years of choice for women
By Melissa Hilarfo

and Pave Walgren

Today Ainericans celebrate

17 years of choice. On Jan.

22, 1973, the Roe v. Wade
decision gave women the right

to choose whether or not to

have an abortion: "This right

of privacy, whether it be
founded in the Fourteenth

Amendment's concq)t of per-

sonaj liberty and restrictions

upon state action, . . . or, . .

.

in the Ninth Amendment's
reservation of rights to the •

people, is broad enough to

encompass a woman's decision

whether or not to terminate her

pregnancy."

This excerpt from Roe v.

Wade gave women a constitu-

tional protection to privacy. ()

Roe acknowledged that women
possess the ability to make
judgments based on morals,

values and intelligence. Women
are not breeding machines
devoid of mental or moral

capacity.

The Supreme Court decision

further stated that, "The detri-

ment that the State would
impose upon the pregnant

woman by denying this choice

is altogether apparent." Women
suffered grave injustices pre-

17 Years of Legal Abortion

Over 20 millionilioitlons
performed since 1973

Number of reportediiabortions:^: 741IM)
^85: 1,588,600

' AArtiViAArt^gVWW^-.'.'^^^'-•WA^'.r^^jVt'Vi^^

Percentage^ojiiregnancies
that enii In abortion:

1973: 19.5% .40
iiL985: 29.8%

ti-^&

.s'.-.%».*.v.v:*.-.

Percentage of abortions
laid for with public funds:

"T|973: 22Mn~
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Roe as evidenced by the hun-
dreds of thousands of deaths

from botched illegal abortions/.

For example, in 1%9 alone,

approximately 5,000 women
died from illegal abortions, 75
percent of whom were wOmen
of color. Women were forced
to cross the Mexican border or
find back alley abortionists.

Sometimes they were lucky
and nothing went wrong. More
often than not, infection or
death occurred.

Those women who were
lucky enough to obtain legal

abortions suffered the humilia-

tion of explaining their reasons

to panels of doctors or asking

an estranged husband for per-

mission. In effect, women's
lives were at the mercy of

strangers, strangers ignorant of
their situation — strangers who
had no business in the deci-

sion-making process.

What we celebrate today is

the decision that acknowledged
the value and importance of
women's lives. Not one woman
should ever have to suffer the

fate of so many women before.

By 1979, the U.S. government
found no citings of illegal

abortion deaths. All women
must continue to have access

to safe and legal atxxtion.

The pro-choice forces are

stronger than ever. The numer-
ous pro-choice political and
legal victories serve to illus-

trate this point. Politicians are

finally getting the point —
vote p^o-choice or you're out

of office! The anti-choice

groups are screaming and
kicking because they have
finally realized that pro-choice

is the majority.

As university women and
men, it is vital that we act to

preserve the right of choice.

Our generation can no longer

take for granted the rights our

foremothers and forefathers

worked to secure. Roe v.

Wade is by no means a

guarantee anymore.

Hilario is a senior majoring in

political science and women's
studies. Walgren is a senior

majoring in political science.

BURGER
OUT?

NAVY
ENGINEERING
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOURFUTURE

Ufe can be really tough when you've got a bad burger habit You

findyourself thinking about burgers all day long. )bu can't wait tillyou

get another "burger fa". But it doesn 't have to be that uxry! Ihere is a

Fresh Alternative.

.

.Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwicfies and salads

are made fresh beforeyour eyes. So get rid of that burger on your back

Come to Subway Westwood Village for a quick recovery.

YOaR ONLY BRUIN

iSUBUjnv*
WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK

I
Any Foot-Long Sub or Large Salad J
$1.00 OFF

Navy engineering representatives will be
on campus 26 January 1990 at the

Placement and Career Planning Center.
Sigri up at above location under Navy
Engineering Officer Programs or contact
Ll. Jim Noble at 1-800-252-0538 or
213-298-6671.

Benefits as a Student
• ciiin $13,800 a year lor up in (wo years ir) use
any way you clwjose

• additional $4,000 bonus paid, when you eniei
program

• NO drills, uniforms or summer obligations
• 100% medical and denial coverage
• outstanding, low-cost travel opportunities to

Europe, Japan and other exciting places
• early job security

Training after College
• 16 weeks at Officer CaiKlidate School and
connnissioning as a Navy officer

• 6 montlis of graduate level engineering
education in Orlando. Iloiicl.i

• (i months of liaiuls-on engineering 1 1 aiiiing at a
prototype trainer in Idalio, New York or
Connecticut

• 1.3 weeks of education in personnel, materials
management, engineering systems and moie

The Navy Engineer
• starting pay of up to S27,000 with increases to

more tlian $55,000 aftei five years

• work with space age teclmology and liiglily

trained technicians

• opportiniity for world travel

• continued professional growth and an
oppoilunity for Naw paid graduate school

• retiiement with full l)enefits after only 20 years

active Navy service

• outstanding marketability

Engineering, math, physics and ( hemisiry majors
witli al least a 3.0 (;i'A, 3.3 and aliove piefenerf,
and having completed om- yeai of <al( uius and
one year of calculus-based pliysits aie eligilile. You
need only submit a copy of your tians( ripts to

deterfnine your initial eligibility. Qualifying
students will then l>e <if leied a cost-ltee, no
obligation tour of a Navy base aLBang(»r.

Washington, or San Diego. CalihDrnia. including a
tour of a nuclear-powered submarine and/or
surface ship. We aie convinced this is I HE BES 1

PROFESSIONAL EN(;iNEERlN(;
OPPOR lUNM Y AVAILABLE lO A C:OLLEGE
STUDENT TODAY.

I

I WestAvood
at

Lindbrook

DB

iSUBUjnv* Not valid with

any other offer
NAVY OFFICER !>"--•""™-

You are the Navy,
Limit 1 per customer
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Arts & EntertammeRt
Musical metaphysics seardi
infinite ocean of experience

Hilrr

The Third Ear

Rob
Winfield

"So it seems you've been run-

ning in circles. Now you can't even

get to first base. And you feel like

the tide has turned against you.

Welcome to the human race." —
Timbuk 3, "Welcome to the

Human Race." -

Okay. It's time to have another

CHie of those mental masturbation

exercises in musical metaphysic-

ism that I refer to as the Third Ear.

Approximately, eleven days ago

(when column numero uno made
its way to print) music became a

strange and beautiful hallucinatory

trip through the kaleidoscopic

realms of the imagination.

Thanks to a spotless glass table,

a nauseatingly overburdening

Yuppie environment, a tantalizing

band coined The Essence, and a bit

of a nervous breakdown I crafted an active alternative to passive listening

pleasure.

Well, things are a little different this time around (as one might possib-

ly expect). I've had this maniacally amusing whim to submerse my mind
in an inundation of masochistic mania. Sounds painful, doesn't it?

Well, yeah ., .
^

But we writers need to find inspiration somewhere. And this time

around, the Third Ear (being the stubborn bastard it happens to be)

requires a first class, one-way ticket into psychosis.

Anyway, enough of thaL The result (what many consider the important

part) has something to do with universal awareness.

Let's begin with the aforementioned lyric concerning life's grand

bureaucratic runaround (you know, loads of questions and scarce

amounts of answers). '

/

Pretty damn confusing, ain't it?

I think so. In fact, I believe for every starting point there is a com-
plementary finish. Although, sometimes it isn't always that easy

(Damn!).

This is the sort of thing that keeps clawing at my insides relentlessly,

making those haphazard lacerations of the soul and throwing the

scattered fragments into one giant gourmet dish to feed on for desert.

Thus, how does one prevent themselves from becoming a tasty platter

of soul food to a hungry world he had nothing to do with in the great

Beginning (I suppose that means when God, if there is such a being,

decided he wanted a place called Earth)?

Try this one on for size. Upon the Third Ear's first melodic trek down
metaphysical lane, I suggested that strength can be derived from one's

weakness by just allowing the emotions to take the helm and run their

own tempestuous path.

So 1 did.

Let's turn the clock back seven hours (coincidentally, my favorite

number) and five days (nothing significant here) where the ideas

contained in this second column first surged to the forefront (brace

yourself for one major digression which contains significance).

On a rushed journey to see an advance screening of Dennis Hopper's

latest trapped-in-the-60s revival film Flashback, I made a meticulous

observation while recklessly scurrying down Melrose (so as not to be

iaie).

One of those faceless-type people wandering an empty stretch of

sidewalk wore a black shirt, which upon the frontside, had embroidered

rather bluntly in bulging white letters, the message "Die Yuppie Scum."

I thought "Oh yeah!"

What belter way to scream malicious words of disapproval to this less

than desirable manifestation of the 80s? My mind draws a blank.

Anyway, figuring that one day it would be of some particular use, I

neatly tucked the cultural assaultaway in the back ofmy already cluttered

mind.

And like I figured, it did come in handy, seven hours from wimessing
it. It contributed to an all out Third Ear ache.

Like I typically have this tendency to find myself far away from reali-

ty's trappings, I suddenly found myself caught in a turbulent time warp
— a fiippant fiashback of my own, if you will.

Completely off guard, the rampant thoughts of Thanksgiving (the

Third Ear's birthday) rapidly flooded the susceptible synapses of my
brain. It was like a riot of sensation, a spawn of chaotic creativity, a

haphazard blizzard of anarchistic anomalies.

I recalled that transparent table 1 lay beneath, the utter disgust for the

symbols of capitalistic camivorism that surrounded me, the sensual

sounds of the Essence providing peace in the storm, and the glorious

incarnation of the Third Ear.

It was a reunion with the past, a relapse of recognition, a return to one

of those memorable events in self history, (that's where the significance

part comes in; I think the digression is obvious).

However, one minor problem arose— it wasn't so much fun this time

around. In fact, it was unprecedented kick in the ass (Ouch!).

It was almost as if some invisible sledgehammer had metamorpho-

sized (to my indiscretion) to shatter the existence of that protective glass

table sheltering my soul and allowing me to experience fully the limitless

boundaries of the Third Ear^
—

—

Musician uses roots of guitar music to brancli out toward success
US. National Fingerstyling champion
Chris Proctor plays KerckhofF tonight I

By Joanne J. Choi

Contributor

MUSIC: Baroqu* finottrstylist
Chris Proctor. Sponsor«d by the
Cultural Affairs Commission Folk for

the Kerclchoff Coffee House Series.
The Kerclchoff Coffee House is

located on Ijevel 2 of Kerckhoff Hall.

Tonight at 9 p.m. Free admission. For
information, (213) 825-6564.

Known as the **Guitar God,**

Baroque fingerstylist Chris Proc-

tor will perfcxm tonight in the

Kerckhoff Coffee House.
Although much of his sound
borrows from classical styles, he

will be playing tonight as a folk

musician.

There is no formal name for his

style of music. In the past, labels

such as contemporary finger music

and baroque fingerstyling have

been affiled to Proctor's combi-

nation of exceptional technical

skill on the guitar combined with

artistic expression.

Proctor admits that his style of

music is rare. '*What do you call

this? Not many of us play on the

steel strings."

Proctor is a guitarist in the

simple sense of the word. And
while his music is purely instru-

mental, his playing speaics emo-
tional volumes. In pieces such as

"Introspection" and "Tiptoe," the

guitarist leads the listener through

a tapestry of gracefully woven
chords that suggest a mood or

feeling. — ^

—

Proctor enjoys play-

ing in all sorts of dif'

ferent settings. **I

look for audience
interaction • • • the

people who jtist come
in widiout a clue can

still enjoy my music.''

Because he is not

primarily a lyricist,

Proctor believes diat

his music "is not inti-

midating.'' Its charm
goes beyond die bor-

ders of music genres

to make it easily
accessible.

Proctor enjoys playing in all

sorts of different settings. "I look
for audience interaction ... the

people who just come in without a

clue can still enjoy my music."

Because he is not primarily a

lyricist. Proctor believes that his

music "is not intimidating." Its

charm goes beyond the borders of

music genres to make it easily

accessible.

Proctor explains that guitar

music stems from ragtime. It arose

anKHig rural blacks who did not

have access to a piano, and as an
alternative chose the guitar. As the

music flourished, records were
recorded and marketed for the

black community as "race
records."

But during the 19S0-60s. middle

class white college students

became acquainted with stylistic

guitar playing and made it more
widespread. Puring the '60s«

Proctor got into the guitar and
became an stylist But until 1982,

Proctor was unknown.
In '82, he won the U.S. National

Fingerstyling Championship
which brought national attention

upon him and his unique style of

music.

He is now one of the foremost

artists in guitar fingerstyling. And,

he is regarded by some such as

UCLA senior and Cultural Affairs

Folk Director, David Don, as "a

legend."

But, in his own words, Chris

Proctor believes **you don't have

to be a guitarist or a musician to

appreciate music."

Proctor enjoys playing in afl

sorts of different settings. "I look

for audience interaction ... the

people who just come in without a

due can still enjoy my music."

Because he is not primarily a

lyricist. Proctor believes that his

music "is not intimidating." Its

charm goes beyond the borders of

music genres to make it easily

accessible. Champion guitarist Chris Proctor headlines t\efCKnons wit^ sufius tonight at 9 p.m.

Film

Disastrous Tremors' fails to rise above surface liorror
Sharon Kaye
Contributor

RLM: Tremors. Written and produced t>y S.S. Wilson and
Brent Maddock. Directed by Ron Underwood. A Universal
release with Kevin Bacon and Fred Ward. Now playing

dtywide.

With very few scares. Tremors fails to be a true

horror film. Lacking consistent humor, it isn't a

comedy either. A few fleeting romantic stares don't

make it a romance and one horse across the desert

doesn't drive home the Western feel. So what was
Tremors!

Despite fleeting moments of tension and fun.

Tremors might best be called a natural disaster.

Contrary to what the film's name suggests,

Tremors is not about the kind of earthquakes that rock

CaUfomia. It is about odoriferous 30 foot monsters

with long reaching tentacles that move beneath the

desert at dizzying speeds. These monsters (four of

them to be exact) situate themselves in the small town
of Perfection, Nevada. The town's population of 12

begins to dwindle away as these creatures capture the

townspeople and turn them into lunch.

This film is reminiscent of a 50's style horror film

in its plot and characters but is visually enhanced by

state of the art effects. The sound is sharp and vivid

and the daylight scenes of the "graboid" (as the town

not so affectionately names the creature) are

technically impressive. However, while this monster

is as repulsive looking as you would expect in a

horror film, it isn't particularly scary.

It's surprise attacks aren't shocking nor do they

ever make you jump out of your seat You just watch

patiently as the monster devours one townsperson

after the next, and the repetitive scenes leave you

feeling guilty that the horrific acts aren't horrifying!

All the other cliche's of the old time horror film are

^ntacu The pretty female graduate student studying

See INFINITE, page 26
seismic contractions in the town (Finn Carter), the

two macho manual laborers (doing such work as

cleaning out septic tanks) who try to rescue everyone
(Kevin Bacon and Fred Ward) and the maniac
survivalists who think they can kill the monsters with

their arsenal of weaponry (Michael Gross and Reba
McEntire) will all seem very familiar. Most
important, you have the ghost-like town of Perfection

and the rolling desen plains that surround it

Gross and McEntire, the gun happy couple,

provide most of the strong laughs. You sincerely

laugh at their feeble attempts to kill the monsters with

homemade explosives and industrial size guns.

Their actions bring out the parody the film seems
to be trying to evoke (but fails to) throughout.

While Bacon and Ward convincingly portray two
small town unsophisticates, their characters lack

depth. Early on they are established as indecisive,

want a be iirbanites who can't figure out how to

survive outside Perfection despite all their attempted

plans (for example, they make all of their decisions

by playing the Rauchambeau). You are just asked to

accept them as mere small town men when you really

want them to surprise you by being much more.

Bacon arid Ward are at times funny as hicks. And
the way they stand, walk and even the way they talk

gives their characters the substance that they

dialogue and development denies them.

Grad student, Rhonda, joins Bacon and Ward on
their quest lo hunt down and kill these creatures. The
difficulty in avoiding the vmith of the graboids is^that

while the creatures can't see, they can sense any
vibration.

This added twist and the creatures' fericious

velocity bring tension at times. Yet this tension is

often defused with comedy that falls short or with

drama that doesn't clearly seem satirical and doesn't

hold a true punch of its own.

In all. Tremors failing is that it doesn't become

See TREMOIIS, page 23

^arl (Fred Ward) and Rhonda (Finn Carter) are surrounded by the deadly creatures

from beneath the earth.
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'Harry, Sally' tops charts
The Associated Press

The following are the most
popular videocassettes as they

appear in next week's issue of

Billboard magazine. Copyright

1990, Billboard Publications, Inc.

Reprinted with permission.

VIDEOCASSETTE SALES

1.* 'Batman" (Warner)

2."Bambi*' (Disney)
3."Who Framed Roger Rabbit"

(Touchstone)

4.'*The Land Before Time"
(MCA)

5.''New Kids on the Block:

Hangin* Tough Live" (CBS)

6.**The Wizard of Oz: The
Fiftieth Anniversary Edition"

.(MGM-UA)
7."New Kids on the Block:

Hangin' Tough" (CBS)
8.* 'Lawrence of Arabia"

(RCA-Columbia)
9.' 'Gone With the Wind: The

Fiftieth Anniversary Edition"

(MGM-UA)
10.* 'The Best of Eddie Murphy:

Saturday Night Live" (Para-

mount)

ll."Paula Abdul: Straight Up"
(Virgin)

12.* 'Jane Fonda's Complete

Workout" (Warner)

13."Janet Jackson's Rhythm
Nation" (A&M)

14."It's a Wonderful Life"

(Roach)

15."Bobby Brown: His Prero-

gative" (MCA)
16.**Teenage Muunt Ninja

Turtles: Case of the Killer Pizzas"

(Family)

17.*'Lethal Weapon" (Warner)

18."BeeUejuice" (Warner)

19.**Bon Jovi: New Jerscy-The

Videos" (Polygram)

20.**E.T. The Extra-Terrest-

rial" (MCA)

VIDEOCASSETTE RENT-
ALS

l.'*When Harry Met Sally"

(Nelson)

2.**Ghostbusters U" (RCA-
Columbia)

3.**Road House" (MGM-UA)
4.**Sec No Evil, Hear No Evil"

(RCA-Columbia)
5.**Star Trek V: The Final

Frontier (Paramount)

6.**K-9" (MCA)
7.**Lock Up" (IVE)

8.**Batman" (Warner)

9.*'ScroQged" (Paramount)

10."Great Balls of Fire"
(Orion)

ll.**Say Anything" (CBS)

^\^ Eyelasih Perms
Special $35

^^ LOVE YOUR HAIR
w\^v We Give You What You Want

Fusion Extensions

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTER
With this ad you will receive

- Highlights $35 Perms $35 Design Haircuts $15

New customers only

exp. February 5. 1990

1736,WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 2/22/90

BODY WAVE & CUT HILITE & CUT &
& CONDITIONER CONDITIONER

$30

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bil(ini Wax $20

CELLOPHANE
- & CUT

^ $25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

NOW OPEN
TILL 11:30

(LIMITED AREA)

208-8671 LOWEST PRICES^ww WUf I
IN WESTWOOD!
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$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

1 \^t^^

I

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Non good for Sicilian style

Limit 3 pizzas per address

Exp. 1/29/90
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$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Not 0OOd lor Sicilian >tyl«

Limit 3 pizzas per address

Exp. 1/29/90
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SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contacts Includes care kit*

Follow up

Extended, Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes. ...$11 9 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 mos.)

$109-set

Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soft Contacts With Your Prescription

LA. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

(You Can Afford to)

TAKE A DAY OFF
See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

•Tooth bonding
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth

•Nitrous Oxide/Lauehing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire &. Santa Monica)

'"CDEET SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
|rnCC STUDENTSWHONEED i

MONEY FOR COLLEGE I

Every Student is Eligible for Some lype of I

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental income. |

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 llatinga of acholarships,
|

fellowships, grants, and loans, representing o>/9T $10 billion in private |
sector funding. !

• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic |

interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.

• There 8 money available for students who have been newspaper car-

riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers. . .etc.

• ResulU GUARANTEED.

Call
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

ill Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

m4i

TREMORS
From page 20

anything; it just ties bits 6f genres

together around a repulsive mutant
monster. You are always aware
that the towns folk are trying to

escape the graboids but you can
never be certain if a joke, a

romantic kiss, or a scare is around

the comer.

' Tremors does offer some fun
and light comedy in a movie
seas(xi filled with very serious and
often saddening films. It isn't

intellectually stimulating (but then

again, how many are) or side
achingly funny. But it may be
appreciated by those people just
looking for a weekend deversion.
and some mindless enjoyment.

Critics' Pix
KNX Ncwsradio 10.70 is conti-

nuing its drama hour format with

classic programs featuring the best

and the brightest of the mystery
genre.

The legendary James Stewart

takes a turn on Jan 22 at 9:0dp.m.
as a Texas Plainsman trying to

settle a railroad's dispute with a

small Texan town in the The Six

Shooter.

Those who remember \The

Green Hornet TV series can hear
'Where it all began on Tuesday Jan

23 (also at 9:00 p.m.) with the

KNX broadcast of an episode

entitled 'Justice Wears a Blind-

fold' starring Al Hodge as the

green clad crimefighter. Other

radio treasures in the series include

Alan Ladd as a newspaperman
turned mystery writer, Orson
Welles as a Scotland Yard detec-

tive, George Bums and Gracie
Allen as themselves in their time-

less comedy series, and Jack
Benny doing Jack Benny. KNX
even has a few episodes of The
Lone Ranger (&. Tonto, ofcourse).
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DO YOU HAVE A TRUE-
LIFE STORY TO SELL? "

HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-UFE STORIES, IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

TO UST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
THE HOUYWOOD PRODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213) 858-8560
1900 Av«nu« of lh« Start. #670. Los Angela, CA 90067

^.

mim
P-R0D:U CHER'S

"DAZZLE THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Daneshrad DPS

UCLA Graduate

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $20.00
* Bleaching for whiter teeth

ONLY $ 1 48.00 per arch

EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED
WMN. «

477-8766 St«r«o
Haadphoiws

lltSO WlliMr. Blvd. Suite 101 W«tt LA. (•tWMn tarrington 4 tundyl

YOU CAN'T CHANGE THE MUSIC
OF YOUR SOUL.

KATHERINE HEPBURN

AAA
LAMBDA DELTA LAMBDA

THE ONLY THING WE WANT YOU TO
CHANGE IS YOUR SCHEDULE!

MEET THE SISTERS OF LAMBDA DELTA
LAMBDA FOR FUN AND REFRESHMENTS.
DON'T MISS OUR ONLY RUSH THIS YEAR.

WHERE: Sunset Rec. (Jan 23)
To Be Announced (Jan 24)

WHEN: Tuesday, January 23, 1990
Wednesday, January 24, 1990

TIME: 7:00 p.m.

For more information, call Robin (213) 447-2475

SPONSORED BY LAMBDA DELTA LAMBDA

T.-WMMprt^Or'.-.-,

DO YOU SUFFER FROMil

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(^13) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

$400
STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP

AWARD
THE NADIA D. POWERS AWARD WILL BE PRESENTED TO

AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT FOR THE MOST
MERITORIOUS PAPER WHICH FURTHERS THE UNDERSTANDING

AND STUDY OF THE DISABLED.
POSSIBLE SUBJECTS MAY INCLUDE ANY OF

A WIDE VARIETY OF ISSUES WHICH RELATE TO THOSE WITH
DISABILITIES, SUCH AS BEHAVIOR, CARE, INTERACTIONS,

POTENTIALS, POLITICAL POWER, ETC.

PLEASE SUBMIT ALL PAPERS TO:

«^'
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SPECIAL UCLA

FINANCING AVAILABLE

Tango (Stallone) and Cash (Russell) must break out of
prison in the action-filled film 'Tango and Cash.'

Juvenile Tango' displays ~

cliches, muscle, violence
By Richard Cando
Contributor

RLM: Tanffo and Cash. Written by Randy Feldman. Directed by Andrei
Kochalovski. A Guber Peters Production. Realeased dtywide through Warner
Bro6.

Tango & Cash, the Sylvester Stallone-Kurt Russell cop flick that's

been raking in millions of box office dollars since its December release is

basically and not unexpectedly about muscle, violence, and juvenility^ If

you like that sot of thing, this will probably feel like a real movie.

The story centers on Tango (Stallone) and Cash (Russell), who are

suf^sedly the two "best cops" in Los Angeles. Tango works the suit-

and-tie upper crust west side while Cash thrives in the jeans-and-leather

wcxidng class atmosphere of the east They meet accidentally when they

follow the same tip about a drug deal.

While Tango, who always wears a suit into action and has a deep inter-

est in the stock market, seems a turn from the meat head characters Stal-

lone portrays in his previous films, he has the same macho, egotistical,

and reckless attributes as a Rambo or Rocky. Although Cash doesn't look

like a model for a fashion advertisement, he is no different in character.

The tip they both follow was set up by their mutual enemy (and the

city's biggest druglord), played by Jack Palance whose aim is to frame

our heroes for murder.

The frame-up is so well planned and elaborate. Tango and Cash are

convinced that they will be found guilty. To avoid a stiff sentence, they

change their plea to guilty after assurances that they will be placed in a

minimum security, "club med" prison.

Unfortunately for them, they are sent to a fortress-like maximum
security prison infested with the criminals they put behind bars in their

past

After being attacked and tortured. Tango and Cash help each other to

escape the prison. Their escape is the best part of the film. As the two ex-

cops run from their captors through the daiik, dark sewers and corridors to

the towering platforms high above the prison, the action becomes faster,

with more intensity and realism than later in the movie.

However, once the escaped Tango and Cash try lo prove their

innocence, the movie slows down until they confront their nemesis in a

conclusion you've probably seen before in a dozen other cop movies.

The cliched themes of buddy cop movies and no new direction in this

film make Tango & Cash disappointing, but the one-liners used by the

two cops sink the film further.

Sophomoric jokes such as cracks at the size of each other's penis make
unappealing, unheroic dolts out of the two characters.^

For example, when Cash says he's "got" proof to establish their

innocence, he asks what Tango lias "got". Tango replies sarcastically "a

quarter to four." (This type of humor, elementary school kids refuse to

use.)

StalkMie and Russell have none of the chemistry that worked for Mel
Gibson and Danny Glover in Lethal Weapon. They also have a laughable

enemy in Palance's character who is too easily overcome and too

cartoonish as the 'psycho druglord' to be interesting. He supposedly

hates our heroes with psychotic passion — but passes up many
opportunities to kill them off.

Other supporting characters fare just as badly. The unbelievable lack

of leadership that Tango & Cash's superiors in the police department

display has the film portraying them as morons. The character ofTango's

sister Katherine, grossly underused as the token female and damsel in

distress, never moves beyond the cliched-cop-film low regard for women
and high regard for female nudity.

With a predictable plot. Tango & Cash is more of a made-for-TV

movie rather than a big screen film. After failed attempts at comedy such

as Rhinestone and Tango & Cash, and declining interest in his action

adventure vehicles, about the only venue Sly's career may have left is

television. Possibly soap operas.

How does The Young and The Brain Dead sound?
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Johnny Carson stalker

ordered to face court
The Associated Press

BURBANK—A former mental
patient from Milwaukee was
ordered to stand trial for threaten-

ing the life of late night talk show
host Johnny Carson in letters and
cassette tapes beginning last

August
Carson, testifying Thursday at a

preliminary hearing, said he was
so frightened by the threats that he
hired off-duty police officers to

guard his home around the clock.

"(You become more careful)

when you get letters from people
threatening to kill you," Carson
said.

He said he received at least five

letters and tapes — the letters

signed "Ken Orville Gause, the

Baron KOG"— which threatened
him and his staff if he refused to

hand over millions of dollars.

Carson, host of 'The Tonight
Show Starring Johnny Carson,"
said Gause had been seen at his

house and at NBC's Burbank
studios where the talk show is

taped.

The letters claimed Carson
owed Gause millions of dollars.

Many of the letters bore a return

address and skull and crossbones.

At the conclusion of the preli-

minary hearing, Burbank Munici-
pal Judge Marion E. Gubler
ordered Gause, 36, to stand trial on
10 counts of extortion and making
terrorist threats.

Gause, who is to be arraigned

Feb. 2 in Pasadena Superior Court,
faces a maximum of eight years in

prison if convicted, said the prose-

cutor. Deputy Lx)s Angeles County
District Attorney Robert Cohen.
Cohen said in court that Gause

had once been a patient in a mental
hospital.

Gause was arrested Dec. 6 after

taking a bus from Wisconsin to

NBC Studios, the second time last

year that someone was arrested at

the studios after demanding to see

Carson.

Krystyna Marechin, 39, of
Ontario, Canada, pleaded guilty in

July to trespassing after being
arrested for investigation of pos-
sessing two knives outside the

studio.

I>eputy Public Defender Mark
Zavidow said Gause suffers from a
malady related to rheumatic fever.

He remains in custody in lieu of
$250,000 baU.

Pamela Sias, Carson's personal

assistant, testified that Gause sent

actor Karl Maiden a letter and tape

imploring him to get Carson to turn

ovCT money. Maiden forwarded
the letter and tape to Carson's
office, Sias testified.

"*Please have Johnny Carson
have this little mcxiey for me so I

can do something for my mother
and my grandmother. You see, it

was my mother's money that crazy
Johnny claimed was his," Sias read
from the letter.

"Don't y'all have me sent to jail

when I come over there."

Soul singer convicted on
misdemeanor drag counts
The Associated Press

SANTA MONICA— A Supericx* Court jury convicted soul singer Ike

Turner of two drug misdemeanors but deadlocked on two felony cocaine
charges, forcing a mistrial on those counts, a prosecutor said last week.

Turner, ex-husband of Grammy Award winner Tina Turner, was
convicted Tuesday of driving while under the iiifluence of cocaine and
being under the influence of cocaine, said Deputy Disttict Attorney
Ralph Mayer.

The jury deadlocked 8-4 in favor of acquittal on a transportation of
cocaine charge and possession of cocaine for sale charge, said Mayer.
The panel also acquitted the 58-year-old of being an ex-convict in

possession of a gun, a felony count, Mayer said.

The charges stem from an Aug. 19, 1987 arrest by Los Angeles County
sheriffs deputies who stopped Turner after the car he was in was seen
traveling erratically on West Hollywood streets.

Deputies found rock cocaine hidden in a dental floss container and in a

packet of gold-colored foil.

Sentencing for Turner, who has been free on bail, was scheduled Jan.

30 in front of Judge Bob Altman, Mayer said.

At that time, Mayer said he would decide whether to retry. He added
that at that time he would also consolidate another case pending against

Turner, a Los Angeles case charging possession of cocaine.

Turner could be sentenced to five years in prison plus one year for vio-

lating probation. In May 1988, Turner pleaded guilty to felony possession

of cocaine and was placed on five years probation.

Turner was arrested in June 1985 after he allegedly tried to sell

$16,000 worth of cocaine to an undercover officer in Hollywood.
In 1986, Turner admitted having a daily cocaine habit for the past 15

years but promised he was going to kick the habit.

Mayer said he was not satisfied with the jury's decision:

"No, I'm never satisfied unless I get a straight across conviction,"

Mayer said. "But I understand the reasons. He's a sympathetic, pitiful,

burnt out rock star. Those who haven't read Tina's book don't know
what's going on."

The gritty-voiced singer's book "I, Tina" chronicled her life as an

abused wife. "It got to be that I always had a black eye and a busted lip.

that was the basic beat up," she said in her book. "He would beat me with

shoes, shoe trees, anything that was handy. It was torture, plain and

simple."

Bom in Clarksdale, Miss., Turner played backup rhythm and blues in

the early 1950s. Later in that decade, he performed with the Ikettes then

met and married Miss Turner and formed the Ike and Tina Turner Revue.

The duo. had such hits as "Proud Mary."

In 1976, after nearly 16 years of marriage, they divorced. Miss Turner

went on to record the 1985 Grammy-Award winning record and song of

the year "What's Love Got To Do With IL" Her "Private Dancer" album
garnered two other Grammys. •
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artistryfor your eyes onCy

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

All student, faculty employee
vision-plans WELCOME

W Weyburn

e
3

located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

SINGERS
are still needed for

UCLA Choral Music Ensembles

University Chorus"^ .

Campus Choir
Openings in tenor and bass sections, winter quarter.

All sections open for spring quarter.

* 2 units of credit available

To audition, please call Stephanie Henry
at (213) 825-8369,

or come to the Music Department Office,

2439 Schoenberg Hall.

Winter Suvvort Groups
ntthc \Momcn*s Resource Center

African-American Women's Support

Group
Co-sponsored with Student Psychological

Services. Fridays, 1:00 -2:30 p.m., Mid-
Campus Group Room, 4223 Math Science

Building.

Latina Women's Issues Group
Co-sponsored with Student Psychological

Services. Thursdays, 3:00 - 5:00 p.m., Chicano
Research Center Conference Room, 152

Haines Hall.

Nontraditional Students Support

Group
Co-sponsored with Student Psychological

Services. Thursdays, 5:00 - 7.-00 p.m., 400

KerckhoffHall.

Asian Women's Support Group
Tuesdays, 12KX) - IKX) p.m., 2412 Ackerman
Union.

Lesbian Grad Student Rap Group
Co-sponsored with the Women's Studies

Program. Mondays, 6.-00 - 8KX) p.m., 240

Kinsey Hall.

Rape Survivors' Support Group
Co-sponsored with Student Psychological

Services. Tuesdays, 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Call 825-3945 for location.

Women of Spirit Support Group
Co-sponsored with the Wesley Foundatiorw^
Mondays, 4:00 - 5.-00 p.m.. Courtroom, Lu V^
Valle Comnx)ns.

Call 825-3945 for more infortnation.

The \Nomen 's Rtsource Center is a service of the Dwision of Student Development ami Heoit/t.

k^'M^M^WVWV^^^A.^nWlVIAX-CKVVV
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DESICy^HAIR CUT
\() AI'J'C)l\IMFNT^»208-4447»\t) GIMMICKS

HAIK (OLOK roil WtAVI\C', (C)MI'LLIE S4>

riK.riLiM.-, --. tVt (ASM TINT SIO

fKt\CH \nK\\ SnjS COLOK C()h:KE(TK)\ "sl^

/OTOS I'tKM SJ.S45 '- . SHAMPOO SbT ^('

SUI'LK PEKM S()() MANICUKE ^<'

SPECIAL FREE- hatKul style w/SlS perm (SI 2 valiio Ucv)

SPECIAL FREE- hairtul moiissi" w'S-}i |)i-tni (SI 7 value Ireel

M^H (7\YLFY»WFSTVV(X)i:) VILL AC^E -NTXT TO lUXTfK'S

TOO FAT?
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTROLLABLE BINGES?

ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP

AND DOWN?
OR ARE YOU JUST FED l)P WITH GOING ON AND OFF

IMPOSSIBLE DIETS. NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE

WEIGHT OFF? ^,

"WE CAN HELP"
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENDON AVE. #914

LOS ANGELES CA 90024
Insurance coverage accepted

(213) 208-7330

^

GET A GREAT SUMMER
JOB AT BRUIN WOODS
WeVe taking applications now

for fantastic summer jobs at the

UCLA Alumni Association's

Family Resort-BRUIN WOODS.
Try this. You spend your sum-
mer in the mountains at Lake
Arrowhead. You and 44 other

students live together in the Ce-

dar Lodge, eat with our guests

and run a super family camping
program for 66 UCLA Alumni
Families each week all summer.

There are many different

jobs-Arts & Crafts staff, Aquatic

staff, Boat drivers, Housekeep-
ing, Grill, Outdoor Adventure,
Piano Player, Field Trip Lead-

ers, Counselors-even a Fishing

Guide, an Athletic Director and
Program Director. Besides your
basic job you put on the open-

ing and closing musical shows,
as well as lots of other

entertainment

Best of all youll really get to

know the other UCLA students-

chances are youll become life-

long friends. Youll spend most
of your time outdoors in a

healthy and vigorous environ-

ment, youll eat well and the

pay is great considering youll

probably bank most of it

-Get an application at the West
Center and mail it to arrive

here by January 24. Interviews

start January 25 on campus.

UmmKyakfi ^^tmv\Vl(n^ sh^jf^y

BRUIN MEADOW
Site of Field Day
and weekly 4th of

July picnic.

BALL HELD
Here's where I

umped the East/
West Softball

showdown-got
thrown out of the

ROPES COURSE
Talk about a chal-

lenge. Walking a

beam 35 feet up
was hard-but I did

it!

INDIAN VILLAGE
We slept in Ae
tipis-seemed like

100 years ago.

AMPHITHEATER
Was part of Song
and Dance Group
for opening show-
wait till Mom sees
the video tapes.

CHILDREN'S
PARK
Subbed for Betsy
in the S4 year old

group-think 111

stick to making
beds.

CEDAR LODGE
This place is not

staff dorm-ifs a
Ist class adven-
ture.

SATURDAYS
CHANGEOVER
Helped Sugarbuck
set record of

cleaning 12 units

in 3 hours. 41 mi-

nutes on July 13.

VOLLEYBALL
COURT
This tourruunent

went on all sum-
mer long-we even

lobbied for lights

on the court

CABANA
Hdped set single

Jacuzzi record of

17 at one time last

week of camp.

CRAFT HOUSE
Made Mom a vase
on Staff Craft

Night No wonder
she loves me.

SKI BOAT
Yippee! Finally

learned to ski-not

a bad fringe ben-

efit

BRUIN WOODS
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352 P.O. Box 160 (714)337-2478

PONTOON BOAT
Loved the moon-
light cruises with

staff after hours.

Caught a fish last

week of camp.

INHNlfE
From page 20

Obviously, something definitely

was amiss.

Therefore, I took the most
logical approach to dealing with

insanity — reverse psychology. I

selected the most provocative song

in my head at the moment and it

was "Welcome to the Human
Race," a rather depressing exami-

nation of the futility of trying to pit

one's wits against the almighty

force of fate and destiny.

This could've been a mistake for

a person in my position (or lack

thereoO; but what the hell (I And
myself saying that a lot), I'd

already found the floor and I

couldn't imagine falling any lower

(it's strange how such periods of

karmic chaos can arrive from such

places as a shirt).

So here's this song telling me of

all the unexplainable problems in

the world. For every "Why?" I

found a "Because . .
." For every

"That's not fair!" I encountered a

"So what!**

This was really annoying.

Yet, searching the hidden vac-

uoles of the mind, I managed to

pull my Third Ear concept of

strength out into a prominent

position of thought

Suddenly, like some demented

madman, I found myself laughing

with the already laughing entity of

life. Pretty bizarre, huh?
Not necessarily so.

,^

In an instance, all thote things

which many detest gained the

property of beauty (rather tmex-

pected, if you ask me).

But it made sense. Don't ask

how? It just did.

And why not? After all if there

wasn't any ugliness in the world,

there certainly wouldn't be a

realization of anything pleasant to

the sense. If I couldn't skim the

edges of life's gleaming razor, I

wouldn't know how to avoid

getting cut next time around.

It's rather amusing in another

sense. The final lyric of this song

says, "Open up your heart . .

."

Not that I haven't done so before;

but when these words really sink

in, it's telling me "Open your mind

up to what's out there," because

there's an infmite ocean of experi-

ence (both good and bad) that

makes existing in the 20th century

worth while.

Well, enough of the Third Ear

throwing its heavy concepts about

this week. But keep this in mind,

because one song can make a

detestable experience a thankful

one.
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UCLA UNICAMP WINTER RECRUITMENT WEEK
JOIN US AND "BE WOODSEY"

UCLA
UnlCamp

Informational Meetings

Men. Jan 22

Tues. Jan 23

Wed. Jan 24

Thurs. Jan 25

Fri. Jan 26

11:30-12:30 NCC 22
12:00- 1:00 Ackerman 2408

11:00-12:00 NCC 22

11:30-12:30 NCC 22

10:00-11:00 Ackerman 3508
4:00- 5:00 Ackerman 3517

12:00- 1:00 NCC 22
12:00- 1:00 Ackerman 3508

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCU BLOOD CENTER
82&0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center

ASUCLA Student EmployaM reosiv*

•ithcr 4 hour* leave with pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot aiward both.

I

Counselor Applications due Jon 26 by 5 pm at

Camp Office
(URC, LeConte & Hllgard)

iiiwa Mcaliag
iBun Book Study

AJceaelics Aeei
Moo DitniMion.
Fri Step Study, AU 3525 12:15-1:13

T«i« -J-7-lr. Wed Diacuaaon
NPI C8538 12;10-1K»

For alcoholci or individuali who have a
dfuriunf prablcn

(213) 3l7-f31(

Personal 10

U C i t

APPLICATIONS DUE

LAST CHANCE

^/////rrs ^cy r U >r r / r c' Ofi/ra/rerrs

inm mrifnuii

Turn in applications TODAY at the information desk of the James West Alumni Center.

For more information, call SAA at 206-0524.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat ar^yone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
•Bruin Plan'. (213)813-3303 or
'918)992-6966.

' . . . V WkW> &

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1

CHINESE NEW YEAR PARTY. Attention peo-

ple of Chinese or Oriental descent! Celebrate

the New Year with us at our Arcadia Dance
Party. Dance to one of LA's hottest bands.

Complementary buffet. Fantastic door prizes.

For more info. (213)385-9826.

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MA. MFCC INTER IMF 1 5339. SLID-

ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRGIl DAY- SUPERVISOR.

TAN SUEDE COAT lined with larpb skin,

disappeared from UCLA bus #30, returning

from the ALL-Greek Jan 16. Great sentimental

value. If have information, contact Irene

(213)824-0890. Reward.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

No/i|rwoocf Piano Hidal Company
462-2329 463-6569

WE WILL PAY YOU
TO LOSE UP TO 29 LBS
IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
'100% Natural
'Doctor Reoommended
•CalUM2J3^8^492^

Miscellaneous

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by interr>ational photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes,!^, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtcllc. (213)312-0092.

^^ Laura B. /

Lisa H.
It*s your last

week as pledges.

Get excited and
BEWARE OF ^*
YOUR BIG
SISTERS!!!

XQ^, Jen & Lisa
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FAIViiLY DENTISTRY!

—

vXp:
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
jCheck Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598

Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.I. P. member

and receive all of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
•Patients Are Special*

FBEE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS ^ KiN^^s

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
/>•» DtUmryt PhUnnhy: m mtn ttaiUi m IMf ^ UCLA tUdtittt mitd coniMM to trnphf UCLA
ttmiimU W* prmUt nOOt DKUVEKY m m««m «m« '"
mmrkH to oil UCLA itadfUt, _
you t*« mmt, IKat mhtit it cmim

" ~ '/ to mmtiam y»u>t (Hm UCLAIIK

fUVKKr m atUfOM « mmfmt, ir« fitr Aa>«-to-jK wau it* pntu ft
t)mH, •m' /hwfcf. AA mitytma mtm tma lutd ui Hfhti ltd thty miU UU
ntt to oaf UdA elimtl^ at eant kt toat Quod* art />«•, jo giu* us a

(213)205-0838
FAX « 472-3013 Visa/MC accepted

Student» Helping Students
9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Personal 10 Personal 10

Personal 10 Personal 10 PersoTKil 10

A E PHI
NOW that the actives have broken free

THERE is something all you pledges

must see

YOUIL see our spirit all day & all

night

SO wear your green & white

See you tonight!

LUV & LML, THE ACTIVES

is proud to announce its ^^^fi^^^^

its 1990 violet and rose court:

Lisa Bardon (AO)

Kristen Bmnsbri (KKF)

WMy D^Allard (KKT)

Lori Dittman {XCl)

Lori Katsakos (AAII)

Emily Miller (AF)

Lynda Schonburg (AATI)

Cyndi Schoner (AF)

Shawma Equils (AAO) Colleen Shelley

To our fabulous »
^^ Xa PLEDGES! —

^

INSPO WEEK is finally 3
here. Get excited for a '^

memorable week of fun »

and mystery!!! •

X£2 f\^tive* love 4fCiJII ^

i

Alpha Delta Chi proudly

Congratulates our new actives.

Wendy Bohannan
Monette Frankle
Kristin Gronos
Felice Huongs ~

^:

Nancy Lee
Erilca Reich

We love you! Rememberi the end
is merely « new beginning.

Love always,

Your sisters^m Christ—

Axa
We thought of

cdl the

. possibintas

cmci we had
a great time!

The M&M
Madness PA
was the Best.

Luv; The——Actives

«•? <Xy>A . :<jtiM.« 41rw». ^ifi»i»Af-A'ty <*'<»'v/A0»4»>9l««-»'^/y .rOU>-4ji/iU. Ik/ t%J Hv;

Greeks-
Applications now available for Greek Week

Special Olympics Committe 1 990 in Men's

Gym 118. Deadline 1/24/90 by 5pm.

Special Olympics Meet will be on Sunday

Feb. 25, 1990 at Drake Stadium

^ Jill, Kiersten, Mia, Kellie
^ Welcome Home!
^ ^ no

2 C4>f^.^uaUatiiyh4 TRTOELT PLEDGES

Delta Week is here !

It all starts tonight With

Pansy Dinner at 5:30. Jp

Look forward to an incredible week. 5*

^n^^H^Cjwfwjf^ffw^^jf^r.^^^c^pif^rfr^'^n
. »t» v/CAOtt. I ]k<

KA KA

KA

Congratulations

Angela Januszka!

Second runner-up

for Miss Cerritos

We're so proud! ka

To Kappa Delta's new
initiates:

Welcome to your first

chapter meeting.
|We look forward to having »

you in our circle. .[

Karen Packey

(Axn)
&

Ken Campman
Congrats on your

promise!

Your sisters are so

happy for you!

Finally!

Luv, AXQ

SUZIE
(Kirsten)

'^ Just a reminder

f that someone in

/San Jose loves you.

BRAD

Sherri Katz

(AE0)

&
Daniel Friedman

Congratulations on

your promise!

We're wishing you

both all the best. '^

With love- LML-

Your AE0 sisters

t

Ann (LK)

Stephanie (IK)

Sabrina (ZK)

I luv all my
little sisters

—

we'll have a
great year!

LYBS. Karen

To the ACTIVES of CHM>
PC*80 wants to let you

know
Ttiat we're EXCITED
We JUST CANT WATT

For INSPO WEEK
Cause it's GONNA BE

GREAT!
So here's to you

The BEST GIRLS ON THE
row-

To the AWESOME
ACTIVES OF CHl^l

DieUa (KA) 1
To the best little sister- |

Congratulations on Initiation. 1
LYBS. 1# Grace 1

Research Subjects 12

Ashlie (AAA)

Here's to your
incredible quarter -

Song chair and a

4.0

Thanks for being a
great litUe sis.

Get excited for

Delta Week! ^
Love, YBS Krista V^ •

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with asthma,

ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma

triedication compared to placebo. Involves

office visits in WLA. You will be paid for your

participation. (21 3)620-^574.

EARN $150- Volunteer females with regular

merwtrual cycles r>ot on birth control pills

wanted for sleep evaluation study. Subjects

will need to steep in the Harbor UCLA sleep

center lor 4 nights during one month. Call

Linda 825-2452

HEADACHE and healthy control (non-

headache) subjects 18-45 needed. Subjects

will complete questionnaire, keep headache

diary for six days, wear small tape recorder to

record jaw muscle activity. $80.00 paid upon

completion of study. Contact Mary at

(213)825-9792. Dental Clinical Research

Center.

HERPES VACCINE volunteers needed for new
vaccine study. Healthy males: 1 8-55 yean old

without history of genital herpes; $150.00

reimbursement. Interested individuals contact

Maryanne Dillon. (213)20fe-0479.

'Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,

7-1 1 years needed for IXIA research project.

Receive $20 arni a free developmental evalua-

tion. (213)825-0392.'

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS- Needed on pay-

ing attention. Ages 30-55. SMXM cash.

(213)825-6402

MALE^tBEAftCH SUtJiCTS needed on payl

ing attention. Ages 30-55 $1S/hr.

(21 3)825-6402.

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 yean i

UCLA msearch pro|ect. Receive S20 and have

a scientific learning experience.
(213)625-0392.'
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You fnust be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

DIABETES/NUTRfFION RESEARCH
(or men and women aged 25-70 with diabetes on no medication for a 2
month study.

BREAST FLUID/NUTRITION RESEARCH
(or women aged 40^0 with or without breast disease, who can make an 18

month commitment to follow a low fat diet and exercise plan.

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
(or healthy, overweight men and women aged 20-50, who can make a 2
year commitment to follow an exercise plan, with either a low fat diet, or
a low fat diet and a liquid meal replacement product.

by UCLA's Division of Clinical Nutrition

call (213) 476-6367 anytime

EARN $300
Males 21-30 yrs. old

needed for

studies involving pre-

scription

and over the couriter

drugs.

For infomnation call:

(213) 390-8483
Weekdays 9am - 3pm

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED with Facial Acne lo

participate in research study involving new
treatment. Ages 1 4 & over. Sponsored by major
pharmeceulicaJ company ur>der Dermatolo-
gist supervision. VOtUNTEERS WILL BE PAID.
For further information call (213)828-8887

Sperm Donors 19

NEED SUBIECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, arxi touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x

daily with assigned comnrwrcially available

dentiftice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Cor>tact Mary, OenUl Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)625-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and rwise. $100 received upon
completion. TM) x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and oldar interested in trying an

investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your time.

(213)620-6574.

STUDY SUBIECTSWanted for six month pre-

menstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and administration of nalaxone or

placebo. Study pays $100. If you are ages

1 8-40, have prm, or no symptoms premenstru-

ally, have regular periods and are not on the

pill, call Linda 825-2452

SUBJECTS WANTED: For eye movement re-

search. Several protocols. SubiecU must be In

gooci health, agile and not subject to motion
sickness. SlO/hr. Contact Kate at

(213)625-5910.

UaA RESEARCHERS seeking volunteers v^th

mHd ht^ bk»d pAMiurc lo participate in a

study to evaluate reducing drug requiremenu
for hypertension. You may qualify if you are

35"tt years old and have no other serious

heahh probJefw. Examinations, visits, and
parking are free of char|e. For mors Informa-

tfon t^\ (213)206-0369.

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beveily Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)27^2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing
^^ Manicure Pedia'.re ^„,^Z 208-8193 A
101S GAYLEY AVt. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Health Services 22

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUP.
Caring, dynamic environment to explore fanv
lly, career, relationships, self esteem, co-
dependefKy, and issues involving personal
transition. Lisa Frankel MFCC. (21 3)396-9385.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

,m km
Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-3011

p?6st

OFFICE for rent. Big opportunity; start own
business. Downtown LA. Between $1 50-$500
per suite. (213)481-1188.

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

Pof tnfgimafton

iai6) ihCj-ieA-<

Car.Cfi pjCer.ls thfixighoul LA
b<?n«.(ii ttom yoiii p.ifticipjton

HemoCore i

4954 Vjh Nuw-.. Bi.d ShttiTijri OjKs

Help Wanted 30

S8-1(Vhr, TELEPHONE SURVEYORS. Conve-
nief>t to campus. BrentwoocV Westwood loca-

tion. M-F, 11 am-2pm. Call (213)444-9860.
Mr. Aldrich.

AGENT'S ASSISTANT, full-time, BH. Excellent

clerical and phone skills, a strong desire to be
in the entertainment industry is a must. Back-
ground helpful. (213)27.4-5999.

AID for young man in wheelchair. 30hrsAvk.
$675/mo. Must have car. In SM
(213)450-8719.

ARTIST seeks females to model for modern art

project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

ASST. MGR Baskin robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/part time, days/nights/weekerxls,

Westwood villiage and westside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048.

ATTENTION:excellent income for home as-

sembly %vork. Info. Call (504)646-1 700 dept.

P695.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!

S32,000/yr income potential. Details
1(602)838-8885.

BIOMEDICAL TECHNICIAN: Part-time or full-

time. Protein purification, HPLC, Quantitative

FLBA, Column Chromatography, SDS-PACE.
Call Nancy (213)825-6521.

BOOKEEPER/SECRETARY: PT STaSKVhr. Boo-
keeping experience required.^W processing

experience very helpful. Relaxed, interesting

and involving office near campus.
(213)824-9993.

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. Aow*, filrni, a convnmcitiu
All lyp**, ia-80 yri. Earn •xtra mofwy.

Fun tool Craativ* Catting

(213)466-7319

BUSINESS STUIXNT wanted for bookkeep-
ing secretarial and organizational help in
small design firm. Close to campus. Flexible
hours, pay negotiable. Stable, responsible
personality important. Some experience pre-
ferred. Call (213)474-3481.

CALIFORNIA SELF-HaP CENTER/ Psychol-
ogy Department needs temporary clerk for
data entry and filing. Macintosh experience
and fast, accurate typing skills required.
S7.8(Vhr., 8 hours/day. Call (213)825-7990.

CASHIER Polo Ralph Lauren, Beverly Hills
seeks experienced individuals for F/T, P/T
positions. Sb-S8A>r. M-Sat, 10-6pm. Please
apply at 444 N Rodeo Dr.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evening.
Little Japanese required Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)36a5994.

CHIROPRACTIC- 2 part-time positions: (M-W-
F) 1 -receptionist/ physical therapy, will train.

2-office/secretary, Word Perfect
(213)450-4555.

Jutl whmn I thoughf w'd
Bm sfvcfc wHh our Rolh

And our yacht and
Colloction oi anfiquo

Ming bow/a,/ rom*ml>orod
Cla»$Hiod$ $old in divorto

Waft
Sine* fhofs how I got

All thm ttuH in tho

firtl p/(

DAILY BRUIN CUSSfFIED
82S-2221
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WANTED
UCLA graduating seniors interested in marketing and the retailing

industry. The May Department Stores Company can give you

immediated responsibility and real opportunities for the future.

Come talk to our executives. -

Open House Tuesday, January 23, 1990, 7:00 pm.

North Campus_ Student Center, Room 22.

^ Casual Dress.

CLEANING, P/T, S7A\r., various locations.

Must be energetic and responsible. Flexible

hours. (816)785-6336.

CLERICAL help, part-time, LXTLA Medical

Center, pleasant, hard working.
(213)206-6349. Ask for Linda.

CLERICAL, general office, P/T, flexible. $7ftv.

OfTice in WLA. Prefer experience with compu-
ter word processing. Call for interview

(213)444-9061.

CLERK, entry level, P/T for accounting depart-

ment. Opportunity to learn a variety of duties.

Will train. Car with insurarKe & interest and

enthusiasm. 1-6pm. S6.5a^r. (213)276-9166.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physiaue.
High commisionsi QUICK
£ASU!1 Private session
tiH 11pm (213)874-4656

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
comnrxjnication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

COURIER for travel agency. Rq motorcycle,

flexible hours. Parking paid, travel ber>efits.

Cal 1 Kate (213)625-1414.

DATA INPUT WANTED near airport, even-

ings, flexible hours. Ask for Lisa/|ay.

(213)642-7740. S7.5(Vhr.

DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted immediately,

$5ftv. + tips. Must have scooter, DMV, insur-

ance, Santa Monica (213)392-6067,
(213)398-2297.

DELIVERY PERSON. Monday & Friday,

1:30-S:30pm. Aggressive person needed to

deliver & pick-up videos from Century City

ofTtces. i6/hr. * commission. We provide

transportation. (213)475-1770.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING. Part-time position

available for computer graphics person. Must
have expericTKC with Ventura Desktop Pub-

lishing software and be able to do both

typesetting ar>d scientific graphics. Contact

Derwiis Criffin at Endocrirw Sciences at

(818)345-6503.

DRIVER for young girl, 11:30-1«), M-F,

$12.50/day, need car. Call Rodger
(213)393-0411 x7616 or (213)670-1857.

DRIVER/messenger needed. FT/PT.
(213)837-5200.

EASY WORKI Excellent pay! Assemble pro-

ducts at home. Call for information.

(504)649-8003 Ext. 8737.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-Spm Monday-
Friday only.

FULL-TIME receptionist needed for pediatric

office. 36 hriAvk.. WLA. Must be punctual,

serious, accurate. (213)479-1233.

FULLTIME officeperson with some sales exper-

ierKX required. Excellertf benefits. Call |une

(213)204-3259.

GOLF STORE cashier - bilingual Japanese
English. Full/PA, WLA. Golf experience

preferred-not necessary. (213)859-2801.
Mark.

HELP NEEDED to move boxes of medical

records and reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

S6.00/hr., Culver City. Mrs. Criffin

(213)559-8823. .

HELP WANTED part and full tinr>e, flexible

hours. Temporary and permanent positior>$

available. Call 9am-5pm. $9/start.

(818)567-4147.

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

m
BON T LE7

CUPID'S Annow
niss youu

Send a ^tuin PersonnC

Deadline: Fri. Feb. 9, 4p.m.

(Rbsolutely NO Late flds)

Issue: Feb. 14th

Rates: $£/Column inch for students
$2 for color (iKl's & 1k3'$)

$5 for color12K2*f C' atjouetr

V.TTV-V-.'*.'- '<!•••

Find the ApaHnieni of v^- ^
Your Dreams. T .

.^^•"

Advertise in the Daily Bruin

Classified

825-2221

MARKETING FIRM seeks reliable, motivated

student to manage campus promotiom. Flexi-

ble houn. High earning potential, bto selling.

800-366-6498.

Gorgeous Models.
For major clients in Chicago
and New York. Must have a

good look and also a good
body. For audition, call for

appointment (213)463-8181.

NEED MONEY?
Help graduate students and

earn $15.

You need to be a student

and available for 2 hours

at:

1/29 (MON) 10:30-12:30

or

1/30 (TUE) 12:00-14:00

Please call Mary
Nagashima at

(213) 474-4304

PROFESSIONAL woman nctds reliable assis-

tance w/wnall projects, calls, errar>ds. Must
have good references, own car. Approx.,

flexible 10 hnAwtc. SanU Monica. $6.004/hr.

(213)394-^103.
^

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ASST. 5 hours

daily, $7-4l^r. >M.A office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.

(213)939-1720.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-

wood alarm co. Evenings arKi weekends.

Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

RAOKDLOCY FILM LIBRARY, AscistanI I.

Great for students. $5.44^r. AMist with office

work. Early morning. Call AJ Gorualez,

(213)e25-6e74.

RECEPTIONIST, pA, $6/hr 2 openings.

Phones, light typing. Tiling. Mid Wilshire area.

(213)651-1181.

RECZimONIST m private health club, after

school and weekends, Santa Monica. Looking

for responsible, enthusiastic person to work

front dmk area. Chris or Lisett (21 3)450-4464.

REaFtONlST, P/r. Doctors office. Hours,

M,T, Ir W, 4:00-8:00. Call Jan at

(213)2732216.

KNOW BODIES. Exercise and Dancewear is

preser>tly seeking pA employees vMo are

motivated artd willing to work. Exp. Preferred

but not required. Ffexible hours ind great

working cor>ditions. SSA^r. depervling on exp.

Northridge (818)349-9104, Sherman Oaks
(818)784-0374, Canoga Park (81 8)784-0374 -

ask for manager. West LA (818)704-5454 • ask

for )eff or Mike after 1pm.

LAB ASSISTANT, 1 5-40hrsAveek, negotiable,

$9A>r. UCLA school of medicine. Micro Com-
puter facility. Working krxMvledge with IBM
software/hardware and/or Macintosh
softwareAiardware. Contact Tito DcVeyra
(213)206-5739.

MEDIA MONITERINC ORGANIZATION, re-

quires assistant (or filing, xeroxing, mailing,

must be competent, must be accurate. Call

before noon (213)459-2422.

MEDICAL JOURNAL EDITORIAL ASSISTANT.
$6^r. Hours flexible. Interest in EnglislV

Journalism. Typing spelling proof reaiding

skills. Able to work 20 hn^vk between
9am-5pm. Catherine (213)825-6521.

MESSENGERS. Westwood law Arm has open-
ings for part-time 20 hrs/wk messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car, irwurarxx, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541 after 2pm.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, AM, for Century City

computer training facility. Word Perfect a plus.

$6J0-S10.0(yhr. Jeff (213)201-0055.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hnAwk, Brentwood, typ-

ingesicntial . Leasing department ask lor Sheryl

(213)820-5891.

OFFICE clerk, M-F, 2:30-5:30pm. SS.SO^^r.,

Cent. City. Light typing. (213)553-0952.

ONCAMERA SPOKESPERSON4ivanted by fllm

production company. Must be Chinese who
speaks fluent Japanese. Casting starts Jan 15.

Paid position. Contact Heidi at

(818)841-9660.

PART-TIME sales position for exclusive infant/

children's store in Brentwood. Good commu-
nication skills. Will train enthusiastic person.

Salary plus commission. Call Margo
(213)447-5407.

_^_
PERSONAL ASSiSTAf^ to Husban<VW1fe mo-
tion picture producer/ director team at home.
P/r days. Secretarial, light donrtcstic A help

wHh new baby. Houn -f salary fl«dbt«.

(21 3)878.2560.

PERSON needed to do document retrieval

work at LICLA library. Variable to part-time,

flexible hours. (916)756-7078, leave mess^e.

PR FIRM In Santii Monict. Ftettbte hours,

reliable, dependable, good phorw voice, er-

rands. 16.00. (213)451-4870.

30

RECEPTIONIST for small Century City law
flrm. MWF 9-5:30pm. $6.5(Vtiour. Call Cor-

lnn< at (213)552-3312.

REaPTIONIST, P/T, M-F afternoons + Sat/

month. $5-7A>r. Animal Hospital West. Typing

required. (213)828-3435.

RELIABLE person for evening house v\d dog
sitting. Possibly sonw weekends. Hollywood
Hills (213)281-6931, ask for BARBRA or

SARA.

RESEARCH POSITIONS available. Flexible

day and evening hours $S/hr. Call Bob
(213)206-3416.

RESEARCH POSTITION flexible say and even-

ing hours. SSftyr. Call Bob (213)206-3416.

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP, W. MASS./

GIRLS CAMP MAINE
TOP SALARY. RM«0/LAUNDRY, TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE KIDS AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

Air^HERY, ARTS ft CRAFTS. BASEBALL.
BASKETBALL, BCYCLING.

CHEERLEAOINa DANCE. DRAMA DRUMS,
FENCING. GOLF. GUITAR. GYMNASTCS.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE,
LACROSSE. NATURE, SAILBOAROING.
SAIUNQ, SCUBA. SOCCER. TENNIS,

TRACK, WSI. WATERSKI. WEK3HTS. WOOD.
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINAOU.

5 QLENLANE. UAMARONECK. N.Y 1(043.
(914)361-5963.

WOMEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP VEGA
P.O. BOX 1771. DUXBURY. MA 02332.

(617)934-6536.

RESEARCH ASST. UCLA study of sex hor-

mor>es & human behavior. Videotape children

It adults, administer paper/per>cil tests, score &
analyze daa, train & supervise lab helpers.

Psychology background required, compiuter/

statistical skills desired, car needed.
S11.87/hr, 20 hrs/wk. Dr. Hines
(213)825-8160.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minimum of 20hrs/wk, SQ/hr, Marina Del

Rey. Person with some engineering, techrtical,

or computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)395-8834.

RETAIL, Display & Customer Sen/ices. PT/FT,

flexible hours. $9.B5/start. Back to school

work. Advancement opportunities. Call

(213)392-1310, (818)342-2612.

RETAIL SALES. Wonf>en's clothing. Friendly,

professional appearance. Santa Monica F/T or

P/T. 11-6pm.(21 3)395-2728.

SECRETARY: PT, law firm, Tishman Building,

WestvMood. Multi-mate word processing, ex-

perierKe preferred. (213)477-0578.

SECRETARY. PA WLA. $7.00. General office

work. Call 5-9pm. (213)206-4828.

SECRETARY, part-time. Light typing, bookk-
eeping. Flexible hours. S10A>r. Westwood
location. Mr. White (213)859-5583.

SECRETARY/Registrar: Looking for a wym,
supportive erwironment? Then join our Pacific

Palisades pre-school sUff. M-F, 9-1, ififtw

min., dep. exp. (213)459-5054.

SECRETARY/Clerical, P/T, light word process-

ing, general office, flexible hours. $6.5(Vstart.

Brentwood CPA's. (213)826-1380.

SMALL MEDKIAL-LECAL scn^ice seeking ma-
ture irxiividual to fulfill secretarial duties.

Approximately 30 hours/week.
(213)854^99.

SMALL MEDICAL-LEGAL service seeking ma-
ture individual to fulfill administrative duties.

Will train. (213)854-0999.

rr
tvoi

ON
CAMPUS

CoorS Brewing Company,
Golden. Colorado, will he
interviewing on the UCLA
camptis, January 24/25 for two
paid summer intern positions in

Distributor Development and
Sales Services (dejMrtments
within Sales and Marketing).

first position requires individ-

ual who is pursuing a Master's

degree in finance or Account-
ing, with a strong interest in

Sales and Mar1<eting. Strong an-

alytical skills, and a working

knowledge of PC. software

(Lotus 1-2-3. Symphony)
necessary.

Candidate for second position

shouki be pursuing a Business

Administration or related de-

gree with an emphasis or

extensive experience in

computer systems. Must have

strong background in PC.
software (Wordf^rfect, Lotus 1

-

2-3, and /or harvard Grajjhics).

Contact the UCLA Placement
Center, main info, counter, for a

detailed job description and to

sign up.

equal opportunity empk>y«r m/f h/v

SUMMOl JOBS OUTDOORS. Over 3,(X)0

optningsl National parks, forests, fire crews.

Send stamp for Irtt details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 5^1.
TaEPHONE SURVEYORS: NO SELLtNG.
$8-1Q^. Convenient to campus. 11 am-2pm.
(213)444-9860, Mr. Aldrich.

>.i
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ACROSS
1 Swarms
6 Harpoon
11 "Nutsl"
14 Seaweeds
15 Javelin

16 Since
17 Not southpaw
19 Sunburn
20 Greek peak
21 Insects
22 Copy
24 Hussy
26 Narrator
27 Far-leftist

30 Zoroastrian
32 Of a space—
33 Explorer in

Canada
34 Spring
37 Spoils
38 Was angry
39 Soften
40 Bus. letter

abbr.
41 Opponent
42 Corny
43 Primates of a

sort

45 Drunk: slang
46 Two US poets
48 Porridge
49 Flower
50 Italian city

52 —China
56 Runner
57 Northern sea
60 — Aviv
61 Prettier

62 Island near
Sicily

63 Sooner than
64 Young years
65 Man's name

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Job Opportunities 32 Ctiild Core Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49

DOWN
1 Eddo
2 Greek region

3 Ova
4 Indian sages
5 Fixed

6 Angle
7 Huff

8 Conclusions
9 Royal-flush
card

10 Most ruddy
1

1

Reet unit

12 Marble
13 Decoration
18 Rabbit's kin

23 — du Diable

«

25 Pain
26 Trampled
27 Arrived

28 Algeria port

29 Of retailing

30 Heathen

31 Actor Walter

33 Bear's lair

35 Noodle
36 Mightily

impressed
38 Edges
39 Sultry

41 Withdraw
42 Turkey
44 Letter

45 Temporal
46 Moisten
47 Glacial

deposit
48 Inflames
50 Deed: Fr.

51 British gun
53 Ms. Gwynrra
54 Figures

55 Judah's son
58 Herb
59 Tumor: suff.

52 w. $4 55

^2

te

19M UnNad FMtur* Syndlcat*

ASSISTANT TO SALES DIRECTOR- flexitHc

hours, base salary -t- a % of commission.
Exclusive fltrwss club in Miracle Mile District.

Call Dee (213)933-5875.
'

BOOKSELLER, pacific bookstore, 1 1 755 wi-

shire blvd WLA daytime hours, bookselling

experience desireable, office work and selling,

typing skills required, references required.

Contact Adri Butler, (213)312-1819.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Successful en-

trepeneur seeks partner for endeaver arouncV
on 2/1 4/90. Expected income of SI 50O+. Anne
(213)446-0046.

EDUCATIONAL sales. Earn up to $4000 in our

8-week promotion. Car required. Contact
Stacey (213)390-0269.

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLIC HEALTH wanted to woric in newly
created position of Marketing Analyst in Radio-

logical Sciences Department. Position will

primarily focus on conducting market research

via hospital records and interviews. Will also

perform analysis to assist in development of

marketing and business plans for the depart-

ment and assist in determination of apporpriate

product line management strategies. 14-20

hours per week, flexible, S9.49/hr. Healthcare

af>d marketing experierKe desirable, contact

Ken Belferman at (213)625-6600.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/

interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker

preferred. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical
anchor legal experience desireable. $1 2-1 5/hr.

Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

NEEDED: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, part-

timed Ohrs/wk), to program experiements for

the acquisition and processing of physiological

measures tnd on-line control of devices and
stimuli using ASYST and/or FORTH essential.

Experience with similar computer applications

desirable. Cxtl-
David Shapiro, PHd, 213 825-0252.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for busy Hollywood pro-

duction company, must speak fluent Japanese.

Bookkeeper. Experience needed P/T.

(213)466-7576 or FAX resume, 464-8048.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. Kennolyn
camps private co-ed resident camp in the Santa

Cruz Mountains is looking for camp counse-
lors. Applicants must be mature and skilled in

the areas of: swimming (WSI), aquestrian,

vaulting, fencing, gymnastics, sailing, sail-

boarding, photography, theater, tennis, soccer,

baseball, volleyball, basketball, rappelling,

archery, riflery, and other camp related activi-

ties. We will be on campus Monday, January

29. Please contact Candy Scalberg, Director of

Student Employment (21 3)825-2981 to sign up
for interview.

Internships 34

Help Wanted 30 Internships

ADVERTISING INTERN, 1 5 hr«Mc., flexible.

Brentwood, graphic design or comm. majors

preferred, media experience helpful, gain

valuable advertising experience.
(213)447-2964.

ESTABLISHED talent agency offering intern-

ships. Minimum 8 hr. weekly commitment.
Contact Debra, (213)465-7522.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY
seeking preferably business major for intern-

ship program. Mid Wilshire area. To start

immediately. Diane (213)933-3111.

SMALL HOLLYWOOD PR. finn seeks intern

for corpyentertainment accounts. Great exper-

ience. (213)469-2047.

VOLUNTEER internships available thru the

urban intern program. Call Laura for more
inform^ion. (213)208-6869.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

TROPICAL/ BEACH RESORTS HiRINC. Are
you tirad of the tanw dull summer Job? Retorts

now hiring for seasonal and career opportuni-

ties. Call (303)444.5585.

WANTED! Counter pcfMm. PT^ Call ElyNe
Cafe! Westwood. (213)206-6505.

WORK STUDY STUDENT urgently needed for

QaMTOom Aide positfon at Seeds U.E.S. Noon
to 1:30 dally and an additional hour TBA.
Contact Gtorla ContrerM. (213)206-1134.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creativcly-

talenled writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books. Magazine articles,

(213)206-5128. Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

ARE you making what you're worth? Have you

-xhieved financlat Independence? If not, does

the idea of getting paid everytime someorw
uses their Mastercard, pays their mortgage,

makes a long distance call or books an airline

intrigue you? This may te the answer to

achievingyourdreams. Ray: (21 3)281 -7961 or

Anthony (213)838-5651.

ex*pe*ri«ence
(Ik-sper 'i-ence), n.

1 . That which is required to obtain a

job after graduation. 2. Training and

personal participation in something new
and exciting. 3. The Knowledge and Skill

resulting from an internship In:

Daily Bruin Classified

Display Advertising
If you are lacking the above, or if you simply

wish to gain more ex-pe;rl-ence, then It's time you apply for

an internship at the Daily Bruin. Classified Advertising is

k)oking for motivated people who are willing to dedk:ate

themselves to a winning team. . .Daily Bruin Advertising!!

INTERESTED??? To find out more, pick up an
application at 112 Kerckhoff Hall,

or call 206-0901

APPUCATIONS DUE NO LATER THAN:

AsLOL Tuesday, January23

AUPAIR-Qeative, intelligent, English speak-

ing. Must drive. For warm, happy family with 7

year old twins. Santa Monica, $12S^vk. Live

in. (213)451-4537.

BABYSfTTER. P/T, evenings and weekend
days. S6/hr. Call (213)473-6642. ^
CHILDCARE FOR 2yr old. Culver City,

9:30-3:30 T-FR, 9:30-2:30, mon. $120/wk.
Light housekeeping. (213)838-6087.

CUTE 3 yr. old boys. 9-5 Wednesdays. S6flv.
References. Own transportation. Experienced.
Bel Air. (213)471-2071. -^

DRIVER to pick-up 2 children from University

Elementary School to their home in

W.Hollywood at 2:45pm weekdays. Please

call Felice (213)837-6900 X328, 24hrsyday

LIVE-IN NANNY required for two, young
school ag? children in BH PO Box. Drivers

license; light Housekeeping. (213)275-4574.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 4-5 days/Week. MWF
2-6. Must drive and speak English. 4 & 7 year

old active boys. RefererK:es. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask
for Lauren.

NANNY, 1-2day5Avk. for special 15 month/
old girl in my horr>e. Westwooc^ico, must be
loving, experienced and have good English

skills. Call (213)475-1747.

TEACHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required.

15-20 hryWk. (213)273-1868 .

Aportments for Rent 49

BACHELOR $475/MO. Carpets, drapes, refrig.

10 min to campus, 3545 Jasmine. Palms
(213)836-8138.

BRENTWOOD 2bd/2 bath, den. Large ,newly
decorated. (213)826-3934. Close to UCLA.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIDCERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

aOSE TO MARINA, $625/mo. including

utilities. Guest house: fireplace, private cov-

ered patio, garden, secure, quiet.
(213)822-6808.

FURNISHED bachelor. Includes all utilities.

$595. Private seperate garage, $150. Walk to

UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

GUEST HOUSE, small, furnished, Beverly

Hills. $550, Call (213)276-6331.

LOW MOVE-IN - 2-BEDROOMS 1-BATH,
FROM $725. PHONE ENTRY. PETS OK. NEAR
BUS. (818)783-8379.

^^

ONE-BEDROOM, full-bath, full kitchen. Mira-

cle Mile. Near bus stop. $625/mo.
(213)470-1640.

PACIFIC PALISADES $64ymo. Very private

guest house/bachelor uniL Utilities included.

16714% Marquez (213)472-0069.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS- 1 bedroom apartment furnished, un-

furnished, near UCLA, $590.00. Bachelor

$395.00. (213)878-5512.

PALMS- Large, new, one bedroom security

apartment, 15 min. from UCLA, $795^o.
Trent 318-1301.

PK:0-R0BERTS0N area, spacious 2-bed/
2-bath, $80Q/mo. 1-bed^-bath, $65(VVno.
Call (213)273-8160.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

652 Veteran Ave.
$600Ano. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)206-3690 (818)709-4284

Larse^ newly
remodeled one, two,

and ttiree bedroom
apartments.

Beverlywood area

(near Robertson). Ones
from $550 to $600;

Twos from $775 to'

$850; Threes from

$850 to $950.
657-8756

-Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (2T3) 208-2251

SANTA MONICA. 1 -bedroom at Beach
S65Q^no. Furnished optional. Roommate ok.

(213)394-1862.

SHERMAN OAKS. 2 Bed/2 Bath, New luxury
apartment building a/c, microwave, fireplace,

security parking. 4724 Sepulveda bl. Opposite
Galleria. (213)473-6001. 6-Bpm.

SMALL 1 -bedroom trailer private, quiet. $350,
inc utilities. Topanga. (213)455-3447.

LCLA University apartments for rent!! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

^Thort walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or~
(213)825-8496.

VAN NUYS 1 5 minutes to campus. Good area.

2-bed/l v. -bath. 2 stroy townhouse. $71(ymo.
Security, gated parkin)^. (213)865-3801.

VAN NUYS- 15 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bed/1 1 '/i bath. 2 story townhouse.
$710/mo. Security, gated parking.
213/865-3801 '

VAN NUYS- 15 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bed/2 IVi bath. 2 story townhouse.
$710/mo. Security, gated parking.
213/865-3801.

VENICE 1-BED, completely remodelled. IV.

blocks from beach, quiet, utilities included.
S750/mo (213)642-5952.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A/C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD: 2-bedroom 14th floor penth- .

ouse condominium. Stunning view. 24 hr
security guard, pool, spa, valet parking.

Furnished/unfurnished. 969 Hilgard.
$189S/mo short/long term lease.
(213)216-1316.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA aOSET
SPAa, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD, S650/mo., one-bedroom, killer

apt. w/a view. Parking, laundry, security

deposit $400. Call Andy or Mike.
(2 1 3)208- 3890

.

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

WALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator-dishwasher-

huge closet"

•controlled entry"

$900
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bcd/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

•Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

•Staircase to private

bedrooms
•Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista—

—

Properties

J06-6789
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Apartments tor Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 House for Sale

Don't Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill!

You've just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too

small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve

minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students

living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms *Centrally located laundry and vending machines

*Pnvate bathtub and shower *Separate study and TV lounges

*Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room

*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the

San Fernando Valley. And ifs just a few minutes away from UCLA! ^

Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

Palms
S8S0 1 b«<V1 bath

S1Q2S 1 ^md/^ bath plus loft

$1060 2 bwVZ bath

$1295 2 ba(V2 bath piu« den

Baautrtully decorated, a/c, cecurity gated, bult-in

tow, diahmeher. Open houu Saturday 10-2 at

3717 Vinton #104.

1 mo. FREE RENT wNh one year laaee.

838-6516 (mgr.) 478-4559 (onica)

Apts. Unfurnished 52 House for Share 57

WESTVVOODt«»vnhouse. 2-bed/2-bath, 2-car

f;arage, 10614 Eastbourne Ave. $1295.
213)827-3813.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Irx:ludes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD, 2 blocks from UCLA, 2 roorm
available immediately, MA^-single, female-

double, rent includes meals. (213)624-4873,
(213)824-0091

WESTWOOD: 2bedroom + 2bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna. Controlled access parking.

$1 70(yrr>o 555 Clenrock Ave (21 3)624-9691

.

WESTWOOD, $1950/MO. 3-bed/2-bath,
large duplex. Nice. Den, parking, kieal for

family. (213)891-0670.

WLA. $nO(ymo. 2-bedroorTVl 'A bath. Sec-
urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA. 2-bdrnV2-bath, large, sunny, balcony.

Available now. $995/nrH>nth. 5 min walk to

UCLA. (213)820-4368 or (213)390-4610.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213)826-7888.

WLA $72(yMO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking laundry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

WLA-Large single, 1-bath, paid utilities, must
move in Jan 20-31, $395.
(21 3)479-2006^message.

WLA, own room 2-bedroom apt. Close to

UCLA, kitchen, 1 deal, nice roomate. $37S/nfX)

(213)473-6136 eve.

WLA, sunny, bright, upper 2-bed/2-bath,

$850, 1 -bed/1 -bath $650, with lease, no pets.

(213)476-7116.

Apartments Furnished 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $665, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(21 3)559- 1487.

SANTA MONICA. $575/mo., furnished 1 -bed-

room apartment near beach. Security build-

in^laurxiry, parking. (213)394-4105.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $77S/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)206-3328.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM APT, furnished, very nice

+ large balcony, 1st floor. Federal Ave., $720,
(213)479-6399.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BEDROOM. EX-

CELLENT VIEW. $995 AND UP.
(21 3)639-6294.

^^

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BEDROOM. EX-

CELLENT VIEW. $995 .AND UP.
(213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD adjacent, 3-bedroom town-

hoMse $1495 3-car parking. WLA 1 -bedroom
upper $695. Appliances. Available now.
(213)474-5419.

WLA 3 BED, 1 3/4 BATH, UPPER AND
LOWER APARTMENTS PARKING. V. STREET
TO PICO BUS LINE. $975 (213)839-6294.

WLA $635. 1 -bedroom, refrigerator, range,

carpets, parking. Close to UCLA 1472 S.

Barrington. (213)391-9583.

WLA Large 2-bdnTVVA bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laurxiry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

VENICE: roomate r>eeded to share cute 2-bed-

room cottage. Two blocks to beach.
(213)452-5604.

SMALL HOUSE 4 lease. 2-bdmV2-bath, 2 large

closets. Very nice and clean; near LXILA No
pets. $900. (213)479-7251.

House for Rent 56

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (21 3)206-0303. >

SKI UTAH - furnished coruio at base of

oKXintain, sleep six, fireplace/jacuzzi, $1 20 a
night. All dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 3-bdnTV2-bath,

security system, erx:kMed yard, laundry, ja-

CUZ2I, 2-car garage. (21 3)626-6907.

FOR LEASE: House. Near LXIA. 3-bdrrTV

2-bath. Furnished, $2200. Unfurnished price

negotiable, jack Realty (213)479-2732.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrnrV

2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,

2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-

ple please contact (818)666-2224.

LARGE 3-bedroom, 1 '/> -bath, large study

room, 15 mimjtes to UCLA. $35(Vperson, or

$1695/family. (213)394-6998.

LOVELY 3-b<V2-bath house 10-min. to LXIA,
all amenities, large yard, double garge, $1800.

(213)470-3475.

MAR VISTA 3-bdmV2-bath. 1600 sq. ft. Fire-

place, eclosed backyard. 1 minutes to LXIA.
$165(ymo. (213)478-7072.

Apts. to StKire 54

Apts. Unfurnished 52

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, %750/mo 1-bdrm
upper, exceptionally spacious. Bright, ap-

pliances, hard wood floors, balcony, gari^e.

Smiles to campus. Suitable for stafl/faculty

members, non-snwkers. (213)652-2699.

BRENTWOOD adjacent, $1280, plus one
morrth's free rent with lease. $500 security

deposit. New 2-bed, 2-bath. Large living room,
balcony, central air and heat, gated parking
elevator, wztktng distance ' to Westwood.
(213)479-2666.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT
$1,090 2-BDRM/1-BATH CARPETS,
DRAPES, GARAGE, LAL/NDRY, PATIO.
QUIET BUILDING. (213)474-1172.

$45<VMO. Private room, bath, pool, garage, 1

min to UCLA. Very quiet, no smoking.
(213)478-6769.

BEVERLY HILLS. 2 br. Shr $300. Own room
$600 -f dep. Fireplace, patio, cable, parking.

(213)278-1073.

MAR VISTA, $37Vmo., 2-be<i^ bath, female
non-imoker. Nice apartment, 5 min to beach.

(213)390-9693.

MAR VISTA own room in 3 bdr. $31 3/mo.
Parking, own '/• bath. 391-8156. Move-in
imn>ediately $300 security.

SHARE 2-bed apartn^ent adjacent to Sherman
Oaks. $285/mo. (818)989-1675, Laurie.

S^VVENICE, $600ynr>o., own room, own bath,

1 -blodk from beach, pool/jacuzzi, 24 hr sec-

urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main st.

392-9866.

LXTLA adjacent. Share 1-bdrm. apartnr>cnt.

Parking, amenities. $459/ea. (negotiable). One
month deposit. Non-snnokers (213)208-2975
ASAP.

WESTWOOD. Walk to campus/ shuttle. Pool,

etc. M/f. 1 -bedroom. Vi rent -KJtilities>

$362.50». (213)206-4971/ 208-1465.

WESTWOOD SECURITY BUILDING Need
two roommates. 2-bedroom/ 2-bath apart-

ment. $331.25/ share. $662.5(V own room.
(213)474-4066.

WESTWOOD. $475/mo. 1 person for classy,

charismatic 1 -bedroom apt. Parkings Walk to

UCLA. (213)624-1556, David.

House for Share 57

BUSINESSWOMAN, non-smoker, to share

large townhouse. Piano, Tireplace, garage,

garden. ^SSe^mo (213)450-9111 •xt.237U-

WESTVvOOD: $60(VnrK). Graduate student

war>ts clean, quiet roommate to share just

remodeled 2 bedroom house Large yard,

fireplace, wood floors, ample parking,wuhi
dryer. David (213)474-1160.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

1

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm.

I

laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
1*10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.

(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
_JPlaya Vista

Property
Management

KELTON Ave. toUliy remodeled home in

Weitside villia«e 24xV2-ba. Studio, dining

room. $349,500. (213)477-7001.

WESTWOOO/WLA LINE- $249,000. 2-Story

contemporary toMmhouse overlooking park-

tike, VA setting. 2-bed/2.S-bath. Agent

(213)471-6682.

Housing Needed 60

MALE LOOKING TO SHARE HOUSE/
APARTMENT near UCLA. Need by)anuary 26.

Call Tony (516)536-2388.

SWISS STUDENT UCLA seeks room in ex-

change, evening/weekend. Childcare/

housekeeping. Call: Christina (213)454-0872.

Room/Board for Help 62

FREE roprrVboard and salary. Beautiful Brent-

wood home, care 3-year old girl. Flexible

afternoon, early evening hours. Experier>ce/

references. <213)476-8649.

*
Room for Help 63

BRENTWOOD PARK guesthouse, sqiarate

entrance, kitchen, washer and dryer. In ex-

change fbr light housevMxk and English tutor-

ing to 3 minor boys. Non-snfK>ker. No guest

altowed. Reference required. (213)451-4433.

SANTA MONICA, guest house in exchange for

babysitting, driving, must be available Tues-

Fri, 2J0-6KX) -» 1 weekend evening. Reliable

car with seat belts. Experience with children,

non-snfK>kef. (213)394-7353.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,

no pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residef>tial neighborhood, near bus. Fh«
miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

BEVERLY HILLS, female, non-smoker. Private

own roonVA bath, kitchen privileges. Plea»-

ant surroundings. (213)470-7297.

FURNISHED private room in family homt, full

privileges, #8 bus to LICLA, mature irwlividual

and norvsmoker. $325^fno, includes utilities,

(213)398-6522.

ROOM & BATH for rent: Garage parking,

kitchen privileges, no smoking or drinking,

fenrtale preferred. $400. (213)395-7459.

ROOM IN HOME, large, bath, ideal for UCLA
studerttAaculty, light kitchen privileges, non-
smoker. (213)476-2088.

ROOM w/view in Beverly Hills. Male pre-

ferred 5395 + utilities. (213)277-5273.

SANTA MONKIA, i5A7.50/mo. Own room,
laundry, balcony, norvsmoker, includes utili-

ties, responsible person, cat o.k.
(213)452-8684.

WESTWOOD, $480/mo., guest house. Furn-

ished, spacious, quiet, overlooks garden.

(213)474-7285, 5-8pm.

WESTWOOD-furnished private roorr^ivate
bath, stalled shower, liner^s, laurKky, non-
smoker, utilities. Near UCLA, ideal for male
faculty. S475/mo. (213)474-7122.

Roommates 65

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED! Single-1 bkxk
from UCLA Nitta or Kathy (21 3)824-5747, 650
Landfair Ave #105 Westwood

.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED- 660 Ventura
Ave, 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Parking! To move in

ASAP. $348 a month. Call Lisa at 824-0658 or

208-5951

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. S255/mo to

share a large furnished one-bedroom apart-

ment in Westwood. (818)79a2185.

FEMALE roommate needed to share spacious
apartment across from UCLA. Non-smoking.
$3 10nrH>.(21 3)430-4828 or (213)208-4050.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share large

furnished single on Cayley. Sec. BIdng,

$397.5(ymo. (213)208-6310.

WESTWOOD female share large fumished 1

bedroom apt with one other. Walk to cam-
pus.$369,no lease. (2 13)824-0642.

FEMALE wanted for own room in large $360
mo. Non-smoker. Parking. (213)207-5370.

FEMALE wanted to share bedroom in beautiful,

spacious, Westside apartment. Near SM bus
lines, 405 ft 10 free«vays. $225/nr>onth plus

utilities. Cami/Tyresse (213)474-6434.

FOURTH male roommate needed.
$337.5(ymonth -f deposit (213)477-8512.

FURNISHED APARTMENT. $325. Own room,
parking, near 405 and 10. Palms. Steve

(213)538-6729 (day); (213)839-5475 (nighU.

I'M LOOKING for female roommate to share a
1-bdrm apartn>ent on campus. $462/mo.
(213)208-4052.

LOOKING for female roomate to share duplex.

W/-t- w/o other UCLA studenu. Non-wnokar.
Room $290. (213)836-6090.

MALE ROOMATE WANTED. 51 2 Veteran apt

212. (213)824-5646.

MARINA DEL REY. 2-bedroom to share with

female. Few blocks from beach. $50G/n>o.

(213)305-0168 after 4:30pm.

ROOMMATE receded to share room in spa-

cious 2-bedroom apa«1nr>ef>l. 100 feet from
campus! $362 . 50/month. Craig
(213)206-0358.

UCLA ADIACENT: Female needed to share

gorgeous 2-bed^-balh apartnr^em with 3 iTrteT

$450. Crislol (21 3)208-1 848.

<.jj'
'r'*^)«'
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58 RoomnrKites 65

WESTWOOD-Hilgard ft LeConte, temporary
housing until March IsL Share one bedroom,
male pref. (213)208-7694 $375.

WESTWOOD, $342/mo. Four girls inspackMJS

2-bed, 2-bath duplex need fifth giri. 691
Kelton. (213)824-4183, (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate needed to

share 1 -bedroom apartment. $300/mo,
6-month lease. Tony (213)208-0451

.

WESTWOOD. 2-bdmV2 bath. $395/mo. 2
males needed. Pool^acuzzi, parking, 5 mi-

nutes to UCLA. (213)208-4207. MichellV
Shelley. -r

WLA, $340^10. -fdepoait. Own room in

3-bedroom, 1 -bath house. Easy going erwiron-

ment. 1 minutes to campus. (21 3)474-31 73.

WLA $40GAno. Own room in large 2-bed,

l-both apartment. Close to campus. Female.
(213)826-0149, Maureen.

WLA, $50(Vmo., fumished room and bath

available in security apartment. Call for more
info. (213)477-3089.

WLA, male, rxxi-smoker, share bc^>a. Large

2-bcV2-ba apartment S257.50/mo. Call even-

Ings, (213)820-8840.

WLA male share 1-bdrm apartment $265/rr>o.

utilities included. $2O0/dep. Parking. Dave,

(213)473-4094 eves. Leave message.

WLA Need one roommate. Responsible non-

smkr. share sunny 2b(V2ba, Sb50/mo. Avail

Feb. (213)201-6419 Lynn.
,

YOUNG professional needs responsible

roommate. Palms area, own room ft bath,

non-snwker. $548. (213)839-7104.

CorKios for StKire 68

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in 2-bed-

room. Bike to UCLA. Patio and parking. $625
plus deposit. (213)478-2640.

CorKlos for Rent 69

WESTWOOD. $1200|/mo. 2-bdrm/2-bath -f

den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Flying/Paroctiuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYOIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Ctiild Core 90

DAYCARE openings for two-year-olds by
licerved fomrver preschool teacher in a safe,

bving, enriching environment. UCLA refer-

ences. Lie. no. 191613186. Louise
(213)477-1397.

EXPERIENCED ft LKIENSED family day care

provider. Morxiay to Friday. Has references.

Call (213)452-7597.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-

wood AgerKy. Personal service. Call now arxi

save money. (213)820-4839.

Aufo & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imnnedlate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Sanfa Monica

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.

Example: ferTxiie 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21. male ufxler 25,
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, arxi motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7061

or 475-8356

Auto Insurance

Why pay more*.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cart
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
ftAVB«N

I
afe) WW***
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WOMEN
From page 37

In the 200 back stroke, freshman
Becky Shelton (2:04.22) finished

first and Susan Potrepka (2:05.03).

Against the defending national

chanips and No. 1 team, Stanford,

UCLA was defeated 91-49.

Stanford swam away firom the

Bruins quickly, taking the first two
events—the 400 medley relay and
swept the lOCX) free.

Stoudt took two events, equal-

ing UCLA's total last season when
the Bruins lost to Stanford 1 10-30.

Stoudt, finished first in the 50 free

(23.88) and the 100 free (51.32).

She also finished third in the 200
free (1:52.64).

Richardson won the first event

for the Bruins, finishing first in the

100 breast (1:04.13).

Insurance 91

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

ExcellentyCompetitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

lldrnt' Hcdltli ( uiniii. Mutoicvclc-

We'll Cvmv TO YOU'

^kitifk-kifkifk-kifkiritifkHifk-

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
|Wo all do but auto insurance |

IS required by Inw' So for a J

FREE LOWER QUOTE call |

213)852 7175 :818!342 1510 I

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY [

•••••••••••••••••••^

/^iislaie' *
Auto/Home/Commercial yL

Westwood/Wilshir3 Office T
312-0202 »•

1317 Westwood Blvd J
(2 biks So of Wilshire) J^

Movers 94

CRECS moving. We do all the rrwves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hf. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friernily

(213)28S-«688. UCLA alumnus.
!

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

nr>overs. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

ab<e. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. MA/ journalism. Oick

(213)206-4353.

SELF-DEFENSE-Kung Fu San Soo. Private In-

struction, male arxi female. Certified ir^struc-

tor. UCLA Grad. student. Kevin
(21 3)206-2966.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All aub^ects. ThcMi/DiMerUtionB,

PtopoMls artd Books. Foreifn Students

Welcome. Sharon B«ar, PhD. (213) 470-6662

STATISTICS
consultation

and
assistance

Statistical Information Services

(818)348-0696.

Tutoring Offered 98

lAPANESE/CHINESE private tutor. All levels.

Please call Ben after 9pm. (213)781-4477.

PROFESSIOr^AL Math tutor, UQA graduate.

Expert all Icveh teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021

.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

atist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

disseftattont; resumes. Call: 473-4193.

SPANISH LESSONS Elementary to adv«H«d.

Conversation taught by native. Call Amparo.

(818)346-1066.

SPANISH LESSONS, Argentini«i native tutor

(M.S.C). ReMonable raits call Baafrht

(213)390-7690. \

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
$749.'^
(Wtm REBULDABLE CORE)

COWIPLETE W/ >ARTS.
LABOR, INSTAU-/».T10N
TU^E-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
3. tjiba

4. OSOiwai
5. BiriM A4
6. OukhfM.

S. Omk Batlani VValv
MOBCt FionI End
. CbvnpiMikin

11 to>awM» Tal Codkig

(VW Bug)

$74.^^
hcPuli&bborlGas&AirFieraEtra

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

(Japan— Cmn) ^ g\£\ QC

TOYOTA

VII)

DATSUN USED CAR DUOVOSIS • ^0
THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SAI^A MONICA, CA
4534652 829-7012 pleast mention du« ad.

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copter
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIk/While

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Cokx Priming
• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length
• Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood, CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 17
Enlaraements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon 1

Q

Laser
With Ihia Ad unly on I.Mer Color Kip 1/31/90

Plus its special features:
Color Creations.

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

Tutoring Offered 98 Typing lOa Autos for Sale

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charies
(816)584-1123.

ENG. TUTOR available for Foreign students,

lived abroad. Speaks SpanislVjapanese. Call

Johanna at (213)838-4382.

EXPERIENCED Japanese tutor, teaches busi

ness conversatior, and cultural ur>derstanding.

(213)736-5975 Matsuura.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa

(213)459-0258.

WHY PAY MOREf Wordprocessing, fast, ac-

curate. Laser printer, spell check, editing on
request. Monica (213)392-3262.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. SanU Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollyvvood (21 3)466-2888.

For Rent 101

Refrigerator Rentals
f-or co''^''s ''aie'^ :es, so'Ories H' a

CO ODS
'or FREE DELIVERY, ca'l

POLAR LEASING ,

533-1500 anytime '

Servir-g UCLA smce i97i

Music Lessons 102

Typing 100

«1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resunr>es, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942. ^
A-1 ATTITUDEf Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resunrws ($20), papers, proles-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABC TYPING. Students work welcome. Near
UCLA campus. S2/page. Quick & accurate.

(213)477-4943.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anythir\g. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser

printed-free pickup and delivery. Term papers

(APA), dissertations, resunf>es. (213)475-4057.

Ail computer work I do. Free pick-up and
delivery. Reasonable rates. (818)708-0910
and (213)274-5529.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most Conscientious, ex-

perierKed, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

GUrfAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. Ait levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. $10^r. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)2777012.
VOICE, PIANO AND MUSICAL training. All

levels wdoome. By professional singer/ pian-

ist. Phone 375-341 1

.

HARP LESSONS
ALL LEVELS

Classical, Jazz, Pop. Rental Harps
available. Recording Artist

Victoria Looseieaf, MFA

(213) 281-7413

Resumes 104

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 2S yean •xpericnce. Also offer

ethical aMistance with writing problems

and tutoring In English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Dclaney 207-5021

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing

W iaserjet quality printing for resumes and

papers. Affordable prices near Sepulv*da &
Palms. Yvette (213)558-3238.

EDITING, research, revw^ite. 20 years + profes^

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FAST TURNAROUND-Wordprocessing"
Grad student/former secretary, familiar with

props, writing formats—pick up on campus.

(213)447-2143.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, dissfirta-

ions, theses. IBM KVLaser printer. Reasonable

'ates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM PC- lazcr printer, short papers, transcrip-

tion, theses, dissertations reasonable rates,

Kathryn. (213)939-4303.

DESK TOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

IfWTERVIEW FOR SUCCESS! I get the callback

job interview everytirrw. Let me tell you how.
Send $6.00 to Foo(-ln-The-Ooor, 1 50 South

Debardelebcn, Auburn, Alabama. 36830.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licer>sed career counselor. Assis-

tance wnh college admission essays. Near

UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

Ket resulU. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel 105

Travel 105

SKILLED with hand toolsf Tropical sailing &
diving offered in exchanoe for assistarKe with

precruise preparatkMV of 41' fiberglass sloop.

Sailing lessons, ham radio, and captain license

exarm preparation irKludcd complirrientary.

P.O. Box 9516. M.D.R., CA. 90295.

•Fantastic Galapagos Islands
then the Andes and the Amazon Basin
leave Los Angeles June 21 or August 16 on 15 day tours.
Price from $2471 or from $1990 with Amazon excluded.
Trekking, mountain climbing, bird watching, excursions
available anytime.

•Free World (East European Tour)
Join Eva, a former Czechoslovaktan on ah 18 day tour of
Yugoslavia; Dalmatlon Coast; Budapest: hydrofoil cruise on
the Danube to Vienna; Salzburg; and finally Prague,
Czechoslovakia to leave May 10. Land cost only $1799.
Jor more information CALL NOW. Eva's Touiv'^
(213) 540-9532,

1 983 DODGE 400 Convertible. AM/FM stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. Steal for

S370(yobo. (213)208-3936.

TOYOTACOROLLA LB, 1 983. XInt condition,

5-speed, new brakes, am/fm cassette.

S200(yobo. (818)907-6917.

1983 TOYOTA CELICA GT, black, 5-speed,

fully loaded, 54,300/ firm. (818)761-6619.

1984 OLDS Rrenza. XInt condition, sunroof,

cruise control, power steering & brakes.

$1400. (213)477-9328. -

84 HONDA ACCORD-hatchback-5-speed,
AC, cassette, new tires, blue. 103k miles. Call

(213)476-3120 • .

89 PRELUDE SI immaculate, black, 5-spd.,

leather, 9k miles, must sell this week.
$15,50Q(^obo. (818)980—9159.

ACURA INTEGRA LS 89, $11k, 3-dr., gold,

auto, air, p/$, sun roof. Firm, 15m.
(213)670-7583.

BERTONI XI -9, Targa. $9000. Won in contest.

Yellow, 5-speed, MI, 2 seater. Call Lrah,

(213)854-2648, days, (213)474-5:35,
evenings.

BMW, 2002, 1976, $2,900. Clean inside and
out. New trans, tires and Kenwood stereo.

Moving. Must sell. (21 3)B26-'9542.

BMW 2002. $490(Vobo, 1975, automatic,

sunroof, a/c, low miles, blue. Great corxJition.

(213)838-5980.

BMW 325e 1985. WhiteAan, leather, chrome
wheels, remote alarm-superb condition.

12,50Q/obo. (213)654-7503.

CHEVROLET CHEVETTE 1981 $1800 2-door,

automatic, VC power steerin|^ surwoof, low
miles, (213)399-6257.

DATSUN 280 ZX TURBO: 1981, loaded,

T-tops, runs like new, blue book: $5900.
Asking $4600 (213)838-5753.

DATSUN 280Z, 76, 2600. Burgandy w/
L o u V e r s ,

runs excellent! Low miles, (21 3)837-4541

.

DODGE OMNI, 1987, $350Cyobo. 44k/miles.

An^m, power steering, 5-speed, factory war-
ranty. (213)476-4879.

FIAT BRAVA, 1979, S950/obo, 2-door,

5-speed, very clean, stereo, good lires.

(213)395-0692.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (Office) (213)226-4397,
(Home) (213)475-8377. Ask for Victoria.

Ford Escort 1985, 2-door, 4-speed. SOkmiles.

New clutch, starter, timing belt, water pump.
$2600. (213)206-4603.

hONOA 1 100 V65 S^bre, 1985. $1990, 1 21

horsepower, 24,000 miles, backrack, alarm,

windshield, mint. (213)828«)62.

HYUNDAI EXCEL GL, 1987 28,000 miles.

Custom white, 5-speed. $400(Vobo. Call

(818)769-5141.

lEEPWRANGLER 1989, $9000, black, soft top
low miles, clean, alarm, air, lock boxes, 5 spd
interested to sell, obo (213)470-8331.

PLYMOUTH HORIZON 82. 63k miles, good
condition. New battery. $1200 Must sell.

(213)398-5703 after 7pm.

PORSCHE 924, 1982, red, 5-speed, loaded, 1

owner, all records, best offer. Sharon Ringo
(213)850-3270.

SUZUKI SAMURAI '86. Convertible. Excellent

condition 29k miles. New stereo, trailer hitch,

while. $3398 (213)821-8389.

TOYOTA CELKIA GTS, 1984, 5-sp., a/c, p/i,

p^, pA»r, p^sunrf. Alarm, excellent condition,

S6200/obo. (213)739-1574.

TOYOTA SUPRA, 1984. Black, 5-speed man-
ual, Alpine, alarm, new rims & tires, tinted

windows, 52k/miles. $7900. (213)532-6349.

VOLKSWAGON GHIA 1972 S}0O0/obo, 74k
miles 1 owner. (213)532-1330.

VOLKSWAGON CABRKXET, 1986, $10,000.
34kAni, Sspd, excellent condition, a/c, gra-

phite, Alpine anVfm pullout. (213)453-3913.

VW CABRIOLET- Corwertible, 1985 limited

edition automatic, leather, air conditioning,

65.000 miles. $8,200. (213) 272-8631 Jodi.

7213)653-9925 Allan.
"

VW GOLF, 1985, sunroof, stereo casMtte,

alamn. S-ipeed. 49,000 miles. $450(yobo.

Encdtent condition. (818)992-0329.

"VWIHTA CLT989, $1 1 TOO mint condition 3k

ml(«. Automatic, fully loaded, alarm wif

pullout. (213)626-8940.

109 Autos for Sole 109

VW RABBIT 1 982 CONVERTIBLE. Auto. AK.
runs great. 95k. Must sell $3950.
(213)973-5205 or (213)479-4879.

Bicycles for Sole 113

BIANCI SPORT SX, like new. Call Megan
344-0683.

CANNONDALE Mountain bike, 1988. Perfect

condition. Extras, cost $750 but sell for $500.
Jeff (21 3)824-2334.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

1985 HONDA VF500 interceptor, clean
$160(yobo (818)508-6787.

'

NINJA600R, 1986, VANCE and Hines, Jet Kit,

Michelins extras $2100 obo, 447-1582
evenings.

Scooters 119

1 981 VESPA P200E. Low mileage, grey, excel-

lent condition. $110(yobo. (213)447-1031.

1987 ELITE 1 50 loaded. AM/FM stereo, trunk,

alarm, windscreen. New tires toned.
$1650.00, Steve 479-7503.

1987 HONDA Elite 80, red, low mileage, like

new. $850. (213)398-6522.

1989 HONDA ELITE LX. only 340 miles, lock
included, $100(yobo. Emily (21 3)824-5033.

HONDA 150 ELITE 1987, $900, 4500 miles,

clean, runs good. (213)627-3723 Rachel, call

am,pm.

HONDA AERO '85, $375, good condition.

Call Caria (213)624-0356. "^

HONDA aiTE 60, black, only 8 months old,

1700 miles, under warranty until June 1990.
$120(yobo. (213)477-6137. Leave message.

HONDA ELITE 80 1987 $1400. Only 600
miles, ur>der warranty until 1G/90, only 3
months old. )ust tuned. (213)459-5947.

HONDA ELITE '87 80 scooter low miles, must
sell $650 firm. Call (213)399-6020.

HONDA SPREE '86, good condition, $475.
Call 865-2172 for appt. Howard '89.

HONDA SPREE, 1985. i3O0/obo. Good con-
dition. Lock included. Call Kristi
(213)208-1133. Leave message.

IN DESPERATE need of parking space in

vicinity of Midvale. Call (213)208-0563. Will

pay well!

Furniture 126

CHAIRS-pair, swivel, good corxJition, $45
each. Evenings (213)638-6076.

FULL SIZE futon/couch/bed, gray & black,

$125. Call Lois (213)477-7940.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

TWO WHITE DESKS, student. Originally from
P1umnf>ers. Excellent cor>ditlon. $35 each. 18"

REFRIGERATOR, walnut finish Like new. $50.
(21 3)472-1 473.

Off'Compus Parking 129

GUITAR for sale: Ovation Ultra scries, model
1 51 5. 1 2-string, electric- acoustic, in excellent

condition. lrK:ludes Ovation case. $40(Votx>.

Paul (714)261-5588.

Pets 130

HARLEQUIN GREAT DANE PUPS. Bom
12/6/89. Champion lines pet/show.
$500-1500. Call (213)206-0201, ask for

Valerie.

Stereos/TVs/Rodios 1

3

1

TENNIS RAQUET, WILSON PROFILE.
2.7/9V4 5'A , new,unstruni $225 retail, $1 50
with warranty, cover. (213)206-2140 Marts.

Typewriter/Computer 134

TANDY 1000HX, STOtVobo, 256k, keybo«4^
color monitor, dot matrix printer.
(213)735-9366.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT compatible. 2aMB.
one 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color monllor.'

$400a^>bo. (213)824-7536.

wax pay c»h for IBM Appl^Compact. LMe
models. Call Compcorp. (213)473-8611.
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Bored with
y y^

TAKE A WOK ON
THE WflLP SIDE

FIRST
^^^ SZtCHVAX

WOK
Wilsnir*

FREE.
Portion of Fil<

or Chow
, the pure

malri
Bcplfcs 6/30/90

C'r.inese flestaurani

10855 LINDBRCXDK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

t6"%"6iT""
To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pnn)

Expires 6/30/90

MON-SAT 9-7

^INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
First Time Clients Only $18

824-2711 • 1001 Gayley Ave
—— -^(Next to Heidi's Yogurt) _„-^

^p FOLK SERIES PRESENTS

CHRIS PROCTOR
CONTEMPORARY FINGERSTYLE GUITAR

1982

US
N^T\ONPA.

IF^HGEBSTVLE,

GU\TAB

r

TONVGJ} ^2

COFFEE HOUSE
FREE ADMISSION

LOOK FOmA ZYDEeO BAND JAN 29

AND NATHALIE FORREST FiB^S ^m.
•r-H

BASKETOALL
From page 40

the line, Cal pulled within three

points in the closing minutes.

But in the end, it was UCLA's
sharp free throw shooting and its

ability to break the fiill-couit press

that proved deadly for the Bears.

And while they did fall to the

No. IS team in their own kitchefi,

Cal shouldn't hold their heads

down. It just happened to catch

UCLA on a day in which the

players seemed possessed.

**If you would have told me
(how we were going to play)," Cal
head coach Lou Campanelli
explained, **I would have said,

*We'rc going to win the game,*"
he said.

The loss moves the Bears into

fifth place in the conference (4-3),

while the Bruins ascend to the No.
2 spot (6-1) behind the undefeated
Oregon State Beavers (7-0).

Despite the Bruins' sizzling

offensive attack, in which the

fonnidable forward duo of Don
MacLean and Trevor Wilson
scored 27 and 16 points, respec-

tively, Harrick said, "I thought our
defense was the thing that helped

us win."

"It was a shootout right from the

start," said Harrick. The Bruins
shot a scorching 65 percent from
the floor, and an incredible 76.9
percent from behind the three-

point line.

However, Campanelli was
pleased with his team's perfor-

mance, especially considering

UCLA's best shooting effort of the

season. "I can't fmd fault with

anything we did," he said.

And neither ^ould Harrick,

saying that the Bruins' ];)erfor-

mance Sunday, and their perfor-

numce against Arizona were the

best of the year.

TENNIS
From page 38

short work of Julie Kempin, 6-1,

6-3 and No. 4 Stella Sampras
romped past Ruth Ann Stevens, 6-

0, 6-4.

Freshman Kim Po struggled a

bit with Kristin Siegmund at No. 3,

losing five straight games, includ-

ing her first service in the final set,

before rallying to win, 6-4, 2-6, 6-

2.

"I was making so many errors

and I couldn't get any (powo*) on
my shots," Po said, "but at least I

pulled it through."

Utah got its only singles win at

No. 6 when Stephanie Ball

defeated Debbie LaFranchi, 6-3,

6^.
Kirsten Dreyer and Iwalani

McCalla, both regulars in the

singles lineup, got the day off from
head coach Bill Zaima in singles

but teamed at No. 1 doubles lo

defeat Stevens/Costa, 7-6 (5), 6-4.

Emmons/Po slaughtered Lisa

Paal/Kempin at No. 2, 6-1, 6-0,

while Fox/Siegmund defeated

UCLA freshmen Helen Tu And
AUlegra MilhoUand, 6-4, 4-6, 6-1,

to record Utah's other win.

VOULEYBAU.
,. From page 39

With his rotataoa of swing
hiuen. Scales is still unsure

about who he wiais in the

startte UMip. "AH die \inm%^
played wen tonlg^ (PHtt^).

I'm still vko% to have lo loqiat
the tapes and find a few things."

Pior Hawaii, senior outside

hitter Carlos Briceru) led all

players with 22 kills, and hitter

Damian Hardy added 14 kills in

his only two games.

GYMNASTICS
From page 40

its poor performance. *This is

the shot in the arm which will

turn this team into a champion-
"ship team," he said.

Tomlinson added that his

team is much smarter now due
to Friday night's not-so-pleas-

ant experience. "If the kids

didn't learn a great deal about
what needs to be done, then

they never will learn."

The absence of injured senior

Shawn McGinnis did not affect

the outcome of the meet,
according to Tomlinson. Tak-

ing the place of McGinnis was
freshman Carol Uhich. Ulrich

finished sixth out of seven

competitors in the all-around

with a score of 36.60.

Oregon State, which has also

been hurt by several key inju-

ries, performed well in upset-

ting the Bruins. "They
demonstrated a very classic

case of rising to the occasion,"

Tomlinson said.

"We are one of the best teams
in the country. We proved that

tonight UCLA didn't have its

best meet, but it shows we can

compete with the best teams

—

and if they are a little off, we
can beat them," Beaver head
coach Jim Turpin said.

WOMEN
From page 40

converted a pair of free throws.

The Bruins did not rebound well

in the eariy going and missed some
easy layups, and the physical style

of the game seemed to befit the

Bears more than the Bruins, as Cal

went on a run to take an eight-point

lead, 32-24.

Guard Rehema Stephens, who
led the Bruins with 25 points, was
incensed by the roughness of the

game, exhorting her teammates to

play hard, and refusing to let a Cal
player help her up after a hard foul.

As time ran out in the first half,

Stephens hit a jumper from 12 feet

to cut Cal's lead to three, making
the score, 34-31, heading into the

locker room.

UCLA shot only 28 percent

from the field in the first half,

leaving
plenty of room for improvement
The Bruins came out much stron-

ger in the second half, playing

more focused and deliberate.

UCLA took the lead and upped it

to five points when Stephens hit a

10-foot turn-around shot from the

baseline.

After one of Cal's leading

scorers, guard Chris Holten, fouled

out with 11:12 left to play, the

Bruins continued their resurgence,

as they took their biggest lead of

the game when DeDe Mosman
drilled a three-pointer to give

UCLA a 61-50 lead,

Cal showed its character, how-

ever, and when Carolyn Jenkins hit

a three-pointer from the left side, it

tied the game at 68 with 1 2 seconds

left, setting the stage for VanEm-
bricqs' heroics.

For the Bears, Teresa Palmisano

led the way with a team-high 20

points to go with 11 rebounds.

Nicole "I think we wanted it

more in the second half," said

Nicole Anderson. "We needed this

one."

Next week, the Bruins will

attempt to keep their second-place

Pac-10 standing intact as they

travel north to Oregon to play the

Beavers and the Ducks.

Escort
Servicecso

825-1493
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Your Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Inunediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• C^neral or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449—^

fpfi a choice

Family Planning Associates

Medical Group

$50

O,

6
Read the
>aily Bruin
and Win

CASH!!!

WV 'i' .A

> vW

In Search of the Fakes...

.^A^'

On February 2, 1 990
(Fri., 4th week)

there will be two fake ads
in the Daily Bruin. If you can

^correctly identify the two fake ads
you can win up to $50 - CASH!!!

4 lucky winners will be
randomly selected,

each will receive

$50 In cash.

^^

Rules and entry form will be published on
the day of the contest (2/2/90).

Read tomorrow's paper for more information!
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It it in inl(--Advertise in the Daiiy Bruin.
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INTRODUCING NAKED SALADS
Country Store DEMO DAYS

,24 & 25TH

1IAM-2PM0»W|W

1/2 PINT NAKED JUICE RE6 $1 ARE 50i TILL FRIDAY

AtUCLA STUDENTS' STORE *t

INFORMATION
SHARING
January 22. 1990

Make Arrangements to
Attend at Placement
and Career Planning

Center
Main Information

Counter

JOB FAIR 90
January 30. 1990

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
February 21. 1990

See Your Placement Office
For Details

Interested In Consulting?

Hewitt
Associates

is coining to your
campus • f •

We are a leading consulting firm specializing in

employee benefits, compensation, communication,
and related human resource functions. Hewitt
Associates is included in the publication The
100 Best Companies to Work for in America."

BUSINESS

"We look for people
who are intelligent,

creative, analytical,

and who can work
cooperatively with
others. We wiuil

people wh(j get

pleasure out of

helping others and
doing a job well."

Great opjxjrtunities exist for graduating seniors
to work with our clients on the administration of
their benefit plans. Coursework or interestin the
following areas is suggested:

ACCOLTNTING
HNANCE
ECONOMICS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ,

MATH
We offer graduating seniors an exciting opportunity
as an ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT TRAINEE. Actuaries
are highly respected business professionals who use
mathematical skills to define, analyze, and solve
financial problems. Their future looks bright:

• Being an actuary was recently rated as one of the
best jobs,

• The demarid for actuaries is expected to exceed
the availability for the foreseeable future.

Hewitt Associates
Santa Ana. CA • Rowayton. CT • Atlanta GA • Lincolnshire. IL

Boston. MA • Bedmlnster. NJ • The Woodlands. TX

-— -at'

UCLA win over Cal
proves very costly
By Scott Brown
Contributor

Injuries are part of the game,
tnit tilings are getting a little out
of tiand for tiead coacti Billie

Moore and ttie UCLA women's
t)asketbaU team. Ttie Bruins
have just added center Sheri

Bouldin to their list of walking
wounded.

Bouldin,.a 6'3" senior, dislo-

cated her shoulder while bat-

tling for a rebound Saturday
night against Cal, and will be
gone from the Bruin lineup for

apin-oximately six weeks.
The injury occurred midway

through the first half, as Boul-

din battled for an offensive

rebound under the rim. The
Bears gained control of the

loose ball, and the two teams
headed down court. As the tight

pack of players dispersed,

Bouldin was left laying on the

floor holding her left shoulder.

Play continued for almost 30
seconds before referee Hank
Jones signaled for the injury

time-out.

The Bruin trainers hurried

onto the court only to find an
all-to-familiar sight, Bouldin's

shoulder wrenched from its

socket

*The girl grabl)ed my arm
aif\6 yanked it up," Bouldin
explained from the sidelines

with her arm wrapped tight to

her body. "It's the second time

it's happened, and it's the same
team."

Bouldin will undergo surgery

after the soason.

It was aK)ut this time last

year that Bouldin first dislo

cated her shoulder against the

Bears, but with her senior

season still ahead, and a fairly

healthy team around her, the

injury wasn't nearly as costly as

this one.

This season, however, the

team has been crippled by
injuries. Ankles, knees,
backs—you name it, and the

Bruins have it wrapped.
Junior Rachelle Roulier has

yet to play this year, still

recovering from off-season

surgery. Senior Michele Woo-
ton plays with an air cast on her

swollen ankle which she
sprained back in early Decem-

.

ber. Sophomores Lynn Kamar-
ath (back) and Elaine Youngs
(knee) are both overcoming
nagging injuries that have
forcecl them to miss practice

and game time. Senior Sandra
VanEmbricqs wps not expected

to play Satur(my after going
down hard against Stanford last

week, but was forced into duty

with the injury to Bouldin. And
finally, freshman point guard

Nicole Anderson left Pauley

Pavilion on crutches after

Saturday's game with a badly

sprained ankle.

With all the injuries, and the

transfers of Molly Tideback
and Michelle Miles, the team is

down to eight players—on a
good day.

*The next few days off are

probably more important to us

DEAN ABRAMSON/Didly Bruin

Sheri Bouldin will be side-

lined for six to eight

weeks.

than anything we'll do on the

practice floor," Moore said with

a smile. "I'll have to play, the

coaches will have to play, we'll

prot>ably have to get some of

the administratCM^ down to put

on a jersey and run through

some things."

ERT SOON(VDaily Bruin

Former Bruin pitching ace Tim Leary was one of many
attractions yesterday at UCLA's Alumni-Pro Game.

"^^

I

.<>

^

SHAWN ELDER

UCLA'S Christin Richardson qualified for NCAAs in winning
the 200 breaststroke Saturday.

One major upset is

all Bruins can handle
on up and down day
By Linda Peters

Contributor

UCLA's women's swim team
finished their weekend 5-1, 1-1 in

the Pac-10, after upsetting the

California Bears and losing to the

Stanford Cardinal.

The No. 9 Bruins upset No. 3
Cal, Friday, beating them soundly,

71-69.

The two-point difference makes
the meet appear much closer than it

was. The Bruin swimmers had
built an insurmountable lead, and
could have sent the Prime Ticket

television crew on their way before

the last event.

The Bruins started off their

season winning their first two
events—the 2(X) medley relay and
the ICXX) free. The 200 medley
relay team, consisting of back-

stroker Chandra Gooding, breast-

stroker Christin Richardson, Kris-

tin Stoudt, and Jeanne Gibbons,
started the Bruins off with a time of
1:46.62, outswimming Cal's
1:46.74.

In the next event, the 1000 free,

junior Sheryl Smith finished in

9:57.64, beating the nearest
finisher, Cal's Katie Welch, by a
large margin—slightly more than

13 seconds.

It was Richardson who had the

Midas touch, however, as evCTy

event she raced in seemed to turn

to more points for the Bruins. She
had a first place finish and an
NCAA qualifying time in the 200
breast (2:19.02). Richardson also

finished first in the 100 breast

(1:04.14), and had a second place
finish in the 50 free. She also swam
the second leg of the Bruins'

winning 2(X) medley relay team.

Smith, a junior All-American,

had an outstanding showing. She
took first in the 1000 free

(9:57.64), first in the 500 free

(4:53. 1 3), and second in the 200 fly

(2:03.21) behind Cal's Olympic
swimmer, Trina Radke.

Stoudt, a sophomore All

—

American, also performed well.

Stoudt finished first in the 50 free

(23.69), and second in the 100 fly

(56.54).

UCLA head coach Cyndi Gal-
lagher was also eager to point out

the outstanding contributions of
the diving team. Kristen Walls
look first place in the one meter

with 256.20 points and first place

in the three meter with 274.50.

See WOMEN, page 33

SWIMMING: Vengeance
From page 39

But then, the results of the three-meter diving were added to the meet
score, and due to the fine perfomuuices of Michigan's Mike Bayerl and
Steve Hammefski, who took both first and second places, the Wolverines
closed the score margin to just four points.

To the Bruin rescue were Dean and teammate Matjaz Kozelj, who took

first- and second-place points and blew away Namesnik in the 200 fly, to

put UCLA up again by 11 points.

Although Lang returned to the pool to win the 100 free, Kutler and
Davis took second- and third-place points for the Bruins, keeping

Michigan down by 10 points.

But then the tide turned for the worse for the Bruins, as Michigan came
into its own and won the next three events to put the Wolverines up by a

point

Ballatore later said that he knew the Bruins could win the final event

(the 400-yard free relay), and so it all came down to Bruin breaststrokers

in the penultimate event—the 2(X)-yard breaststroke.

Although he was up against NCAA champion Barrowman in his

specialty event, UCLA's Andrea Cccchi took the challenge, finishing

just .46 of a second behind Barrowman. The top three finishers in the

event all swam NCAA-qualifying times. Although Barrowman and
another Michigan swimmer took first- and third-place points, Cecchi's

second-place points w^e enough lo keep the Bruins trailing by just four

points.

Although they were down by four, what must have been a confident

UCLA relay squad of Oonzalez, Kutler, I>avis, and Kurza pulled out an

overwhelming win (3:01.71) in the final relay. Earning seven points with

that relay win, the Bruins came from behind to win the meet, 58-55.
~ "We kind of woke the world up a little bit," said Ballatore. No doubt,

for the rest of the season, no team will think that it can sleep through a

battle with the Bruins.
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THE WINERY OF E. & J. GALLO

Uncork Your Potential
For graduates with an intense desire to go far, there is a
career with far-reaching opportunities.

Sales management with the E.&J.Gallo Winery.
Between classes today, stop by the Career Planning &
Placement Center and find out about all the challenges
we have in store for you.

On-campus interviews:

Sign-Up January 22-24
for an interview on February 15

DENTAL OFFER
* Applicable to patients without Dental Insurance

f^f^
y^So*

<0$^^"^.
or?

OFFER INCLUDES: EXAM,
X-RAYS, DIAGNOSIS &
CONSULTATION (WITH
THIS AD) REG. $91
(EXP. 2/28/90)

ConsumcrPlan Specials* Rcq Price

•POLISHING .$0 $44
'FILLINGS (Silver, onesurface) $28 $60
'BONDING (Whitens teeth, per surfcKe) $50 $125
'BLEACHING (Per arch) n $200 $500
'PORCELAIN CAP/CROWN ^. $239 $540
'DENTURE (Each-personatized) $275 $685

ORAL SURGERY/PERIODONTICS/iMPLANTS
SMILS SPECIAL ^ as ^ ""-^

BRACES $1449* \(Records and Retainers Additional) reg $3200 |

CLEAR BRACES AND i

MINI BRACES AVAILABLE
|M ^m ^m All Br<Kes From $20 Per Month m ^m ^m ^m ^J

'THcM Fms AvaitaM* MAth ContuMMrPtan • F«r A Mo<«rt F*«.

c^'^':

CON Patient Krittirvi Thompton

r
CONSUMER
DEPfTAL
NETWORK®

1-800-537-0011 EXT. 235

INSTAiiT CRgPrr - Up to 36 months
to pay; no down plans; 9»sy
approval!
YOUR PINTAL INtURAMCE. ¥WTM
OUR PLAN. USUALLY COVERS ALL
COSTS.
Oolta Oontal Patients Welcome
Senior Discount
Nitrous Oxide/Anesthesia/Pentothal/
Conscicxjs Sedation Available

Hablarrxjs Espciriol Visa. MasterCard.
Discover Card
Mon ,Wed & Fri 9am- 7pm. Tues & Thurs
9am 9pm Sat^ •am-4pm
24 HOUR EMERGENCY HOTLINE

WEST LOS ANGELES 213-207-1060
1 1 628 Santa Monica Blvd. Dr. Hood

ir4^X>CATtONS - CALL f^OO-537«O0f f EXT. 23r
FOR ONE NEAR YOU!

T66
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Bruin netters down Lady Utes in
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

UCLA's new Sunset tennis

courts w^e officially baptized last

Friday as the No. 2-ranked lady

Bruins look on the No. 25 Utes of
Utah.

Playing above the growls and
snarls of nearby dormitory con-

struction, the UCLA women's
tennis team downed the hard-

working but out-talented Utes, 7-2,

in its first dual meet of the season.

Freshman Cammie Foley
clinched the match for the Bruins,

S-1, in the last match of singles

play as she outlasted Utah's Liz

Fox, 5-7, 6-0. 7-5, at No. 5. The
closely contested final set px)-

vided some drama to the meet,

which previously had had its most
exciting moment when a minor
mudslide above court five sent

spectators scurrying to safety.

Serving at 2-3 in the final set,

Foley fought off eight break points

in a pivotal game which lasted

nearly 20 minutes. The game
ended when Foley made a sneak-in

approach to the net, volleyed Fox's
"moonball" into the backhand
comer, and then put away Fox's
ensuing lob atjtempt.

Foley followed up her momen-
tum with a quick break to lead, 4-3,

then traded service games to 5-4

where she served for game, set,

match and meet. However, she fell

behind quickly and was broken at

30-40.

"I think I got a little anxious,"

said Foley. "I tried for too (much)
instead of getting the ball back a

few more times and then going for

the winner."

Foley recovered, though, and
used two backhand cross-court

winners, one at five-all ad-out on

ner. 7-2
Fox's serve, and one at 40-15, 6-5

on her own serve to take the match.

Other than that, it was just

another day at the courts for

UCLA.

At No. 1 singles, Jessica

Emmons did her impersonation of
Steffi Graf as she crushed Susie

Costa, 6-1, 6-0.

At No. 2 Mamie Ceniza made

See TENNIS, page 34

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
only «

7.
99+2 FREE

EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must RMntion couppn wh«n orctoring

208-4348

16 OZ. SODAS
after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian

bacon extra -speaalty pizzas not induded EXP. 1/31/90

We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

ALL DAY
SUPER BOWL SUNDAY

Delivery Special

Delivered

FAST & FREE
with student ID

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

NEW YEAR'S SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE
CALIFORNIA ROLL

f

5;00p m - 7:00pm
7 days (lake out excluded)

AIO/MOKIAM
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

^a% OFF
14^'^ ANY STYLE

TUXEDO
RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT LD.

PRICES START AT

$3950
w/ Discount

AN IN WESTWOODl
2 Blocks from UCLA

$15 for ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING!

(Plus maintenance)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon.

from I ^1 I

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between KInroM and Undhrook)

/ ^^^^^- 824-2826
offer expires 1/30/90

v^r- .^r- w/ Uiscount ^^ . _f f

GROUP DISCOUNTS (B/Tit/t ^AlT^iO
AVAILABLE

"Siermrxg UCLA jorr over 36 years -

At the Comer of Gayley & LeConte

Offer Not Good on
SAME DAY SERVICE

10970 LeConte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208^8755 (213) 208-5275

LET'S DO
BUSINESS!

Daily Bruin
Advertising

825-2161

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

^^i.

(Inmost cases)

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SOFT LENS SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN.

AQUA. HAZEL. VIOLET. & GRAY

O OPTOMETRIX
^^^^ an nntnmptrir n»nt«r <'. vjn optometric center

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIIVI, O.D.P.C.
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Vengeance is sweet
for UCLA swimmini!
By Wendy Witherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

Whoever said that revenge is sweet was right on the mark.
In what UCLA head nien's swim coach Ron Ballaiore called "the most
outstanding duel meet that we've had in a long time," the Bruin swim-
mers defeated Michigan, 58-55, Saturday.
And that win must have been overflowing with sweetness for the

Bruins, because last year at NCAAs, the Wolverines beat out UCLA for
third-place honors by just two and a half points.
If that close fmishjast year at the national meet didn't clue the swimming
world to the fact that these two teams are perhaps the most evenly
matched of the country's top squads, then Saturday's meet did.
The Bruins started off strong, winning the first three events in the meet

that saw the lead bounce between the two courts more times than a ball in
a tennis match.

UCLA freshman Geoff Cronin began the meet with a bang for the
Bruins when he made his NCAA-qualifying standard in his first leg of the
400 medley relay, which the Bruins won (3: 18.73). Not only did Cronin's
backstroke leadoff time in that relay (50.74) make him the fourth Bruin to
qualify for NCAAs, but it also broke the Men's Gym pool record in the
100-yard back, and set that Bruin relay on pace to a win.
Bruin junior Terry Harvego then jumped in the pool to earn his team

five points for a win in the 1000-yard freestyle. For that 9:15.61 win,
Harvego had to beat out All-American Wolverine Erik Namesnik, who
finished just .37 of a second behind Harvego in the grueling distance race.
Mark Dean, a Bruin All-American who is usually confined to the

butterfly and IMs, made a surprise appearance in the 200-yard freestyle
and won the event in 1:40.99. That time is one of the top marks in the
event in the nation right now, according to Ballatore. Bruin Dan KuUer
went 1:41.23 in the event to grab the second-place points from Michigan
star freshman Brian Gunn.

Leading, 20-5, the Bruins lined up a solid squad of sprinters to try to
squelch the efforts of Michigan's NCAA 50-yard freestyle champion
Brent Lang in his specialty event. Although UCLA sprinters Byron
Davis, Brian Kurza, and Brett Garr all finished within .72 of a second of
each other, Lang won the event (20.29). Davis and Kurza 's second- and
third-place points (respectively) kept the Bruins in the lead, 24-10.
The 200 IM featured Mike Barrowman, Michigan's NCAA 200-yard

breaststroke champion. Barrowman won the 200 IM and another
Michigan swimmer took the third-place point But UCLA's Olympian
and All-American, Rodrigo Gonzalez, took the second-place points to
keep the Bruins well in the lead.

New nneup works for spikers
By Rodger low
Staff Writer

Watching the UCLA men's
volleyball t«ftm this weekend, it

looked more like an assembly
line of good players rather than
a sports team.

In the inaugural UCLA/
Sweats and Surf Tournament,
UCLA was out to establish the

home-court dominance that it

has had traditionally.

Playing CS Northridge in the

first of two opening-round
matches, the Bruins looked
erratic at times. But as the game
went on, head coach Al Scates
kept his team together.

UCLA won three straight

games after spotting the Mata-
dors an early 1-0 lead in games.
The final score read 14-16, 15-

7, 15-13, 15-7.

Still unsure about his starting

lineup, Scates used the tourna-

ment to continue his evaluation

of various players.

V

See SWIMMING, page 37

T-i. A I ^ n . ..
SCOTT WEERSrNG/Daily Bruin

Tlw No. 2 Bruins spiked CSUN and Hawaii in their first -^
official games of the season.

With starting middle blocker
Mike Whitcomb sitting out due
to back spasms, reserves Scott

Herdman and Dan Landry saw
their first action of the season
against CSUN.
The two came through for

Scates, as they were able to fill

the void left by an ailing

Whitcomb. "Landr' came in

and helped us oui with his

serving," said Scates.

Also coming along much
better is the combination of
Trevor Schirman and Mike
Garcia. "Trevor is getting much
of the quickness he had last

season back. During the last

three games, this was truly

evident," commented Scates.

"With him moving so quickly,

this opens jp the combination
plays for (Jarcia."

For Schirman, it's good just

to get back on the court. "We've
set the goal of winning another
NCAA championship this

year," he said.

In the other first-round
match, the Israeli National team
swept through USC, setting up
a rematch of last Tuesday night.

The results of Sunday night's

championship match between
UCLA and Israel were unavail-

able at press time.

As Scates and his No. 2-

ranked Bruins took on Ha«vaii

in Friday night's Kilgour Cup,
virtually the entire team played
and contributed in the UCLA
win. It was the Bruins' first

official win of the season,
winning in four games, 8-15,

16-14, 15-11, 15-7.

See VOLLEYBALL, page 34
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UCLA to kill in Bear hunt

->.'

By Wendy WItherspoon

Assistant Sports Editor

BERKELEY — Yesterday after-

noon marked the second "good

game** of the weekend for the

UCLA basketball team. But this

time around, the Bruins saw their

hard w(Hk earn them a win.

Last Thursday, UCLA senior

Trevor Wilson scored a season-

high 31 points against the Cardi-

nal, only to see the Bruins receive

their first Conference loss (87-79).

But Sunday. UCLA (12-3, 6-1)

bounced back against Cal (12-5,

4-3), playing an **up-tempo" game
to defeat the Bears 106-97 in a

rowdy Harmon Arena.

And while the game's impor-

tance cannot be overstressed.

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick has

to be commended on the job he did

in prepmng his players for yester-

day's contest

In recent years, UCLA has had

more of it share of road woes. And
Harrick must have been conconed

Scoreboard
TEAM 1 2 F

UCLA 54 52 106

California 44 53 97

that the Bears would have Harmon
Arena rocking, thinking that exact

thought Well Harrick apparently

didn't find any iHX)blems in firing

up his squad, as the Bruins came
roaring out of the gates and never

looked back.

Harrick also made a confident

move in inserting 6-8 freshman
Tracy Murray into the stating

center position, despite coming off

of his worst collegiate shooting

game last Thursday (zero of eight).

Murray responded with a career-

high 25 points, including five of

six from three-point territory.

Ironically, junior Keith Owens,
who had started the past three

games at center, did not play a

minute.

But the game featured more that

Tracy Murray's long range bombs
and stiff inside defense (three

block shots, six rebounds). It was a

game which the Bruins puUed
together as a team, with sopho-
more forward Don MacLean
pouring in a team-high 27 points

and a tough 12 rebounds

UCLA sophomore Gerald
Madkins also rose to the occasion,

scoring a career-high 20 points.

The win also marked a great

milestone for UCLA head coach
Jim Hanick, who reached the

TOO-mn plateau.

And although the Bruins were
up by as many as twelve points at

times, it was far from a one-sided

game. Neither team had trouble

putting the ball in the hole, and it

was only a matter of time before

Cal nibbled away at UCLA's lead.

Led by redshirt freshman center

Brian Hendrick, who scored a

career high 31 points on 11 for ^8

from the field and nine of 10 from

See BASKETBALL, page 34
Gerald Madkins led the

Bruins.

Buzzei^ieater helps UCLA women beat Cal

i-'t

By Dov Tamler

Contributor

With three seconds left to play,

senior Sandra VanEmbricqs put in

a three-foot shot to lift UCLA over
Cal, 70-68, Saturday night at

Pauley Pavilion.

The Bruins raised their record to

.9-6, 4-1 in conference play, while

the Bears dropped to 11-5, and 3-3

in the Pac-10.

The game was marked by its

physical style ofplay on both ends,

a style of play that resulted in a

dislocated shoulder fcx* senior

center Sheri Bouldin (see sidebar).

Bouldin's injury leaves the team
with eight healthy players at head
coach Bilhe Moore's disposal.

**The game was probably one of

the ugUest games I've ever coach-

ed. I can't give enough credit to the

character of this basketball team,"

said Moore, adding that *'it was
wild and wooly out there."

After an ankle injury against

Stanford last Thursday, VanEm-
bricqs wasn't even expected to

play and her first-half performance
was tentative, as she sc(M'ed one
point and had three rebounds. But
in the second half, she took charge
of the game, driving to the basket,

taking good shbts or getting fouled
nearly every time she touched the

ball. VanEmbricqs finished with

IS points and a team-high 10
rebciinds.

Moore said, *That's the old
spark I've been looking for. We've
been waiting for her. . .It's nice to

have the old Sandra VanEmbricqs
back."

UCLA took the early lead,

scoring the first six points of the

game on its way to an 11-2 lead.

However, fine passing by C^
enabled the Bears to pull even at

18, as forward Trisha Stafford

""
See WOMEN, page 35

IRAMSON/Dally Bruin

UCLA'S Michele Wootton and the Bruins battled to the finish with the Golden Bears Satur-

Gymnasts
to Oregon
By Richard Marcus
Staff Writer

Every sports team is familiar

with the phrase, "one of those

days." For the UCLA women's
gymnastics team, Friday was
one of those days.

The Bruins, 2-1, lost to

Oregon State, 2-0, by the score

of 186.55 to 186.50. A crowd of

3,044 watched the upset in

Cbrvallis.

UCLA turned in a lackluster

performance in general, but the

uneven bars event was the real

downfall of the Bruins. UCLA
had an uncharacteristic four

falls on the bars. Overall, the

Bruins had 13 falls throughout

the match. UCLA head coach

find trip

upsetting
Jerry Tomlinson said that his

squad usually has only three

falls per match.

"I am \ery disappointed with

how we performed. We did not

perform well. We didn't exhibit

focus and we underestimated

our opponent," TomUnson said.

In the individual all-around

competition, Joy Selig of Ore-

gon State finished on tc^ with a

score of 38.55. Bruin senior Jill

Andrews came in second with a

38.05. UCLA senior Kim
Hamilton and Jennifer McMul-
lin of OSU tied for third with a

score of 37.10.

Tomlinson is optimistic that

his team will bounce back from

See GYMNASTICS, page 35

College Basketball Roundup '•Mrisk IrxtloUM PAC-10 oonfaranc* {•aim

\m\ wMk's AP ranklngt shown In parantt>MM

Stanford*

use*
74

61

Arizona*(23)

Oklahoma(3)
78
74

Oregon State* 70

Washington*^— 63

Arizona State 62
IHiami, FL ^ 56

Mis80uri(4)

Kansa8(l)

95
87

Connecticut

Geoit|elowh(2y

70

Providence

Syracuse(5)

87
86

Iowa

imchigan(6r
78
76

Purdue(24)

lllinois(7)

81

68

Duke(8)

KTiiceFofMr
97

Loulsville(IO) 86
Memphis State 69

Arkansas(12) 100
Texas A4M ~U^
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Briefly

Phonavision
bids adieu

Ccxnmunications Technolo-

gies disconnected and removed
the experimental Phonavision

booth located on A-level Aclc-

erman Union last Friday.

The prototype Phonavision, a

combination video-phone and
facsimile machine, was
installed at UCLA and at UC
Beilceley last spring to test the

new technology as well as

record students' response,
Steve Strickland, president of

CcHnmunications Technologies

said.

The exp^ment, which was
to tominate in March, was
successful, Strickland said.

Inside
Chancellor's

daugtrter to wed
Liza Young, Chancellor

Young's daught^, will marry
the son of a UCLA professor

Sept 1 at Lake Arrowhead.

See page 10

Viewpoint

'Open debate'

Tim Strawn responds to

criticisms of his column on the

Panama invasion.

See page 21

Arts & Entertainment

Ci^un Queen Ma
is 'bon temps'
Queen Ida and the Zydeco

Bon Temps Band bring a little

Cajun spice to Wadsworth.

See page 22

Sports

Flying

high

The UCLA men's gymnas-

tics team has high hopes for this

season.

See page 44
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UCLA gifant aims to ease traffic

$515,000 goes toward

computerized system
By Evan Reid

Contributor

Mayor Tom Bradley thanked
Chancellor Charles Yotmg and
UCLA on Monday for a $515,000
contribution to a project aimed at

reducing congestion and impro-
ving traffic flow in Westwood.
UCLA's grant toward a com-

puterized traffic signal control

system will help improve traffic

conditions on the northeast part of
campus, including areas sur-
rounding the Anderson Graduate
School of Management, campus

housing, parking and recreation,

said Ed Rowe, general manager of

the Los Angeles Department of

Transpotation.

"We view the contribution to the

computerized traffic signal project

as one very significant part, but

only a part, of a broader approach

the campus has been taking to

reduce traffic volume, traffic con-

gestion, and to improve traffic

flow," said Mark Stocki, admini-

strator of the Business and Trans-

portation Services Administration.

This contribution to the trans-

portation department makes

UCLA's total contribution to the

project nearly a million dollars. An
earlier UCLA contribution was
made toward installment costs of

the traffic control system on the

south side of campus, including

Lot 1, Rowe said.

The Automated Traffic
Surveillance and Control System
is staie-of-the-art technology that

combines the ability to control

traffic and equipment malfunction.

Called Westwood I, the system

will monitor 63 intersections in

one of Los Angeles' busiest areas.

Construction began in Westwood
last May and is expected to cost

$6.2 million, Rowe said.

The system has proven effective

against congestion in two other

city locations, said Ginny Kruger,
spokesman for local City Council-

man Zev Yaroslavsky.

Yaroslavsky urged the city to

install the system that has a series

of pavement sensors that send

information to a control center in

City Hall. Computers there auto-

matically modify the timing of
traffic signals.

Also, the sensors can transmit

information about traffic problems
to traffic officers or emergency
response units. Cameras will be
installed at particularly critical

intersections.

Both Yaroslavsky and Rowe
thanked Young and the university

(or the contributions, urged other

organizations to follow suit and
talked about future improvements
to the Los Angeles transportation

system using the program.

One idea would be to include

Westwood employers in UCLA's
Ridesharing Program, Stocki said.

I •

Protesters

remember
1973 ruling
By Kathy Lo
and Sara Rubalcava

Staff Writers

More than 250 pro-choice
activists gathered in Meyerhoff
Park on Monday to celebrate the

17th anniversary of Roe v. Wade
— the court ruling that legalized

abortion in the United Slates.

The pro-choice speakers and
suRX)rters hailed the day as a step

forward for women's freedom to

control her life and body. "It's my
choice. It's my body," said UCLA
student Ann McLyn.

"It's important that people real-

ize what's at stake here. A
woman's choice to have an abw-
tion doesn't take away the life of a
human being," emphasized UCLA
student Stan Salter.

While the crowd held signs with

sk>gans like "U.S. Policy out of

Women's Womb," three students

counter-demonstrated.

UCLA student Brian Andrews
initially stood alone holding a

placard that read "Abortion Kills

Children."

"I don't feel that what I'm doing
is fruitless because I'm standing

alone," he said. "I want to show
that not everyone here is in support

of abortion. Abortion is murder."

ALBERT SOONG/Daily Brum

Protesters enjoy a light moment at the pro-choice rally at Meyerhoff Park on Monday.

Unlike the crowd in Meyerhoff

Park, Andrews did not celebrate

the 17th anniversary of the Roe v.

Wade decision. "It's a very sad

case. I've been disappointed with

the decision since I've been old

enough to understand it," he said.

But Pastor Ignacio Castuera of

the California Abortion Rights

Action League told the crowd, "I

don't know when life begins but I

recognize a living woman and I

want to defend that life."

Student Shelley McCrory
agreed. "It's not a moral issue. A

religious view is idealistic and
impractical. What's a 14-year-oId

woman going to do? God's not

going to come down and change

diapers."

But Andrews cited adoption and
social agencies as some of the

alternatives to abortion for

mothers who can not financially

support a child.

"Moral decisions are truly moral
when you are free to make a

decision — freedom of choice,"

Castuera said, *The rich will travel

to where abortions are legal so the

ones who will hurt the most are

women of low-income families."

Castuera cited Brazil as a
country where "over 3 million

illegal abortions took place last

year. How many women do you
think died?"

And as pro-choice speaker and
graduate student Rosie Pegueros
entreated others to "Pray for the

dead— Fight for the living," anti-

abortion activist Andrews said,

"That's exactly what I'm doing."

Freshmen becoming more liberal, study says
By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

College students across the

country have rekindled the waning
activists' flame and tend to lean to

the liberal side of almost all issues

except crime and drug use,

according to a UCLA survey
released Monday.

Six out of every seven college

freshmen believe that "the federal

government is not doing enough to

control environmental pollution,"

says the nationwide freshman
iy- compiled join tly by

Freshman Ratings of Selected Goals
Shown are
1989 college
freshman
ratings of

selected goals
as "very

important" or

"essential."

SOURCE: The
American Freshman,
fall 1989 survey

100'

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989

UCLA's Higher Education
Research Institute and the Ameri-
can Council on Education.

—The 24thannual survey says that

26.1 percent (up from 15.9 percent

in 1986) of those questioned feel

that it is a "very important life goal

TOM YUN/Dady Bruin
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that clean up the environment"
'These trends show not only

that most students want more

governmental action in the envir-

onmental field, but that an
increasing number of them arc

willing to become personally
involved in the effort," said UCLA
Graduate School of Higher Edu-
cation professor and survey direc-

tor, Alexander W. Astin.

The study of more than 290,000
students enrolled at 403 colleges

and universities demonstrated
other trends.

Students supporting a woman's
right to an abortion jumped sharply

between the 1988 and 1989
surveys, from 5> to 64.7 pcrcem.
"(These) abrupt changes in student

See SURVEY, page 11
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TUESDAY. JANUARY 23

•Lambda Delta Lambda. Rush Meeting.

7:00 pm. Sunset Rec
•Campus Events, Trulio Disgracias. Noon;
Westwood Plaza

•Cultural Affairs. Comedy.
8:30 pm. Cooperage

•ECTP, Orientation Meeting. 11-1.

Kerckhoff 411

'Alpha Phi Alpha. "The Black Family,"

Guest Speaker Dr. Parham, 8-10, AU 3517
• UBS, ''May is Just Around the Corner."

7:00, North Campus Rm. #22

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 24

•Lambda Delta Lambda, Rush Meeting.

7:00. Place T.B.A.

•Graduate School of Architecture &
Urban Planning. Guest Speaker
Hfe^jry Cisneros. 8:00 pm. Schoenberg Hall

Audiferium
'Engineering Business Society, ,-,^.

Management Consulting Night

"Price Waterhouse," 7:00-9:00 pm, LATC
• Melnitz, "Cinema Paradise," 8:00 pm.

Melnitz Theatre

•Alpha Phi Alpha, Noon Concert -

06 Style, 11:30-1:00. Comer of Westwood
and Le Conte - .,

•ECTP. Orientation Meeting. 12-2 pm.
Kerckhoff 411

m\

•Orientation Counselor Info Meetings.

January 23-29

•Student Health Advocate Orientation

Meetings. January 23-26

•Unicamp Info Meetings. January 23-26

•Cultural Affairs Jazz Series. Wednesdays
9-11 pm, Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING THESE EVENTS,

PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE

BODY OF THE PAPER!
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Defendant guilty in

computer tampering
By William Kates

Associated Press

SYRACUSE. N.Y. — A jury

Monday night found a suspended

graduate student guilty of federal

computer tampering charges for

unleashing a rogue program that

crippled a nationwide network of

thousands of computers.

Robert T. Morris, 24, faces up to

five years in prison and a $250,000

fine. He is the first person brought

to trial under a 1986 federal

computer fraud and abuse law that

makes it a felony to break into a

federal computer network and

prevent authorized use of the

system.

The jury returned its verdict at

about 9:25 p.m. after nearly six

hours of deliberations. It began

considering Morris* fate at about 2

p.m., l»'oke for dinner later and

resumed deliberations at 7:30 p.m.

Morris, of Arnold, Md., testified

that he made a programming error

that caused a computer worm to go
berserk and cripple the Internet

system on Nov. 2, 1988.

Update
A disparaging message on a wall outside Theta Chi is really

directed at its neighbor, Sigma Epsilon Alpha, a SAE spokesman

said Monday.
The Greek letters phi and alpha precede the message "You

Homos," and the letters represent SAE's nickname, he said. They

are part of the fraternity's crest

Slurs were painted on both sides of the wall, actually on Theta

Chi's property, that separates the houses. The spokesman said he

thinks they are not connected to other graffiti on Theta Chi's house.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Jewish fOram
faces all issues

Host Tikkun magazine draws

liberal and progressive Jews'

By Jill Jacobs
Contributor

Drawing more than 1,300 participants, Tikkun

magazine's conference at UCLA this weekend for

liberal and progressive Jews covered topics as

divCTse as Israel and the Palestinians, AIDS and the

Jewish World, and Central America and the invasion

of Panama.
The conference was intended to serve as an

outreach netwatk for Ub^^l and progressive Jews,

especially those who are otherwise unaffiliated with

the Jewish community.
Founded in 1986, thQ controversial magazine

draws its inspiration from the Jewish principles of

Tikkun Olam: to repair, mend and transform the

wcH'ld. Its outspoken criticism of Israel's policies as

well as other liberal viewpoints have made it the

focus of controversy in the American Jewish
community.

'Tikkun says they have opened the door for other

members of the Jewish Community to be critical of

Israel. They broke the taboo," said Dan Schifrin,

editor-in-chief of Ha'Am, UCLA's Jewish newsma-
gazine.

Tikkuh's stance on Israel's policies have touched a

raw nerve amongst members of the organized Jewish

community who have long felt that American Jews
should not publicly criticize Israel. But Michael

Lemer, editor and founder of Tiibtun Magazine says

his movement represents the "silenced majority" of

American Jewry.

Prior to the conference this weekend, Lemer
received death threats both by phone and by mail.

Appearing unconcerned, Lemer said, "I didn't get

anything that made me feel they were really going to

kiU me."

Last month. The Heritage, a Los Angeles Jewish

weekly published a full page ad urging readers to

"Reject Tikkun." Tikkun*s ''policies would shove

down the throats of Israelis a political agenda which

See CONFERENCE, page"??

Call for unity
ps meeting

Community faces

post-Cold J^ar woes

Tikkun
CONFERENCE

Val D. Phillips

THEO NICHOLAS

Stanley Scheinbaum, Patrick Caddell, Danny Goldberg,
Harold Meyerson and Marilyn Bergman, from left, speak
about 'Can ttie Democratic Party Be Saved?' at ttie Tikkun
Conference.

Staff Writer

The Tikkun Conference of Liberal and Progressive
Jewish Intellectuals ended Sunday with a hopeful
outlook on the future of the Jewish community.

"All of us must work together to make a Jewish life

worth living," said closing speaker Yehuda Bauer,
professor of Holocaust Suidies at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem.

Bauer called for unity in the Jewish community as
it faces the problems of the post Cold-War world,
particularly anti-Semitism, intra-community bigotry
and the Palestinian-Israeli conflict

"We must commit ourselves not to survival but to

continuity, not to escape but to rebuilding, not to

discord but to the bridging of differences," he said.

With the world's Jewish community currently

numbering less than 13 million, Bauer expressed
concem for the declining birth rate in that communi-
ty. He blamed cultural insecurity among Jews living

outside Israel for the population decrease.

"Anti-Semitism is latent in all (non-Israeli)

societies. You are confronted with oven neo-Nazis in

this society," he said, although anti-Semitism is not
unique to North America.
"Now we see anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union

arising out of glasnost (and) the fact that people are
free to speak their minds. They speak their minds far

too often in nationalist, anti-Semitic ways."
There are, however, many Soviets who defend

Jews, and who try to create a liberal democracy
where Jews would not be persecuted for their beliefs,

Bauer said.

Celebrating the free society in which American
Jews live, Bauer called upon American Jews to

integrate communal ethics into the larger society.

"Social responsibility need not be a slogan. It can
be built into economic and social institutions by both
law and custom . . . until it becomes a natural habit of

See CLOSING, page 17

Judaism's practices lag in secular world, say Jewisli women
By Jiii Jacobs
Contributor

Many Jewish women who have made
gains in the secular world think the practices

of their religion lag behind the [H-ogress of

the feminist revolution.

During Tikkun's conference for liberal

and progressive Jews at UCLA this

weekend, some participants discussed Jew-

ish women's issues as part of their Uberal

agenda. Part of that agenda is changing
liturgy and lifecycle celebrations which
exclude women.

Rachel Adler, an author who has written

extensively on women and the Jewish

religion, told participants at a session on
"Women in Judaism" that her first marriage

contract had esentially allowed her husband
to purchase her.

The legal part of the Jewish Wedding
ceremony is based on property law where
the man unilaterally acquires the woman,
she explained. But the seven blessings that

are recited during a Jewish marriage

ceremony emphasize equality, she said.

"These two ideas are mutually exclusive."

So when Adler married fw the second

/See WOMEN, page 18 T.C. CHANG/Oaily Bruin

ntellectuals deliate Israeli policies on domestic conflict
sraeli con;^mitment to peace

questioned during conference

Greater Israel and Occupied Terhtiories
iM*ilMM!lll!MlMXhU4^Urf
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Israeli territory

By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

The Israeli government's com-
mitment to peace in the Middle
East was under fire Saturday

afternoon at the Tikkun Confer-

ence of Liberal and Progressive

Jewish Intellectuals.

"I have lost my beliefs that the

present government of Israel is

serious about trying to achieve

peace," said Stanley Scheinbaum,

publisher of New Perspective

Quarterly and f(Miner chair of the

American Civil Liberties Union,

Southern California chapter.

Scheinbaum criticized Israeli

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir's

proposed elections in the occupied

West Bank and Gaza Strip. His

current policies in the occupied

territories raise doubts about Sha-

mir's sincerity, he said.

AcccM'ding to Mahmood Ibra-

Wm, professor of history at the

CaUfomia Polytechnic University

at Pomona and a UCLA alumnus.

'tthe Israeli army has confiscated

more than 5 1 percent of the land of

the West Bank. The water resour-

ces of the West Bank, precious as

everywhere else in the Middle
East, have been expropriated. The
health services arc inadequate and
many of the hospitals have been

closed."

But Howard Sterling, a vice-

chairman of the American Israel

Public Affairs Committee
(AIPAC), expressed unequivocal

support for Shamir's election

proposal and defended Israel's

policies in the occupied territories.

"The policy of the current

government is the only policy we
can pursue. Israel must do as it's

doing (in the occupied territo-

ries)," Sterling said. "Under Arti-

cle 78 of the Geneva Convention,

Israel is required (as an occupying
power) to maintain order in the

territories."

However, Israeli attempts to
maintain order have actually

increased the unrest in the occup-

ECYPT

SAUDI ARABIA

ied territories, Itxahim said. He
called the intifada — the Palesti-

nian uprising in the West Bank and

Gaza Strip— "a direct result of the

TOM YUN/0«ily Brum

was practiced (by the Israeli

Defense Forces) from 1982-
1987." — .

occupied territories has been uni-

quely humane for an occupying

government
"If we have power, we will use it

as any human being (would). We
will abuse it," he said. "The moral

test then becomes how you restrain

your power, and how you correct

it. The Israeli (occupation) is the

most restrained, the most moral

use of power possible in the

world."

But Ibrahim said that the intifa-

da is threatening this morality.

"The Israelis have begun to lose

the moral values that we speak of,

that we hear of (1 have seen at this

conference) liberal and progres-

sive Jews who fight for human
rights. But what of the human
rights that are being fought for in

the West Bank and Gaza?"
David Biale, director of the

Center for Jewish Studies at the

Graduate Theological Union in

Berkeley, said that Israel's army is

vulnerable to the same moral

dilemmas which all occupying
fcwces face. 'There is a myth in

Israel of the benign occupation,

. . .(but) the nature of occupation

Sterling maintained that Israel's

(so-called) 'iron-fist' policy that treatment of the Palestinians in the See ISRAEL, page 19
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Azerbaijanis mourn
those killed in revolt

MOSCOW — Hundreds of thousands
of wailing, black-clad Azerbaijanis
marched through Baku on Monday to

mourn people killed when Soviet troops

put down a nationalist revolt

The official Soviet news agency
reported 12 more people were killed in

ethnic clashes Monday on the border of
the two republics, raising the toll since

Jan! 13 to 167. Soviet officials said 83 of
those were from the Soviet assault x)n the

Azerbaijani capital on Saturday^©? skir-

mishes the previous day.

More than 500 haveJ)een wounded in

the conflicts. ---=^

An emergency overnight session of the

Azerbaijani Supreme Soviet legislature

demanded the full withdrawal of Soviet

troops from the republic, with the

exception of border districts with Arme-
nia, said Baku lawyer Viliyad Mamedov,
who attended the 1 1 Yi -hour overnight

session.

Role for opposition

planned for E. Germany
EAST BERLIN — Communist Pre-

mier Hans Modrow agreed Monday to

open his Cabinet to the pro-democracy
opposition, and former leader Egon Krenz
apologized for his role in past secret

police operations.

Modrow and Krenz spoke during

negotiations on East Germany's future

government with the opposition groups,

which immediately look up Modrow 's

offer.

Pro-democracy activists took to the

streets at least eight cities after nightfall,

with more than 100,000 demonstrating in

Leipzig against the Communists. The
official ADN news agency reported other

protests in Berlin, Cotlbus, Dresden,

Halle, Potsdam, Schwerin and Suhl.

Modrow bowed to pressure to rebuild

his 27-member Cabinet, which previously

excluded all but th6 Communists and i^
traditional allies.

^ -^-^

Nation

D.C. mayor flies to

Florida for treatment

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Mayor
Marion Barry, facing a cocaine posses-

sion charge, flew to Florida for treatment

Monday while political speculation inten-_

sified back home concerning a possible

City Hall campaign by Jesse Jackson.

Barry's spokeswoman, Lurma Rack-
ley, said the mayor had checked into a

center in West Palm Beach, Fla., to be
treated for alcoholism. She had said the

day befcM^ that details about his health

would be kept private but "the most
serious problem is alcoholism."

With Barry gone from City Hall for at

least 30 days, talk and maneuvering in

connection with the November election

picked up speed.

A Jackson associate said of the civil

rights leader who moved to Washington
last year, "I know he's getting a lot of

ixessure to run. I don't know if he's going

to."

Appeals court upholds

LaRouche conviction

RICHMOND, Va. — The tax and mail

fraud conspiracy convictions of political

extremist Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr. were

upheld Monday by a federal appeals

court.

A three-judge panel of the 4th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals also upheld the

convictions of six LaRouche associates in

a case that stemmed from more than $30
million in loans raised by LaRouche's
political supporters.

In a unanimous ruling, the appeals

panel rejected claims of procedural flaws

in the trial of LaRouche, who ran for

president in 1980 and 1984 and has

endorsed theories of high-level conspira-

cy against him by world leaders.

LaRouche, through a spokeswoman,
proclaimed his innocence and that of his

associates and said the case would be
appealed further.-

Rural poor still suffer

after Hurricane Hugo
LANE, S.C. — The forgotten victims

of Hurricane Hugo are still struggling to

survive in roofless trailers along gravel

back roads in coastal Williamsburg

County, or in modest cinderblock homes
on the outskirts of tobacco towns.

The storm, which crashed ashore last

Sept. 21 at Charleston, claimed 29 lives

and caused an estimated $5.9 billion

damage when it cut a swath hundreds of

miles wide through the state. After Hugo,
24 of the state's46 counties were declared

federal disaster areas.

While relief immediately flowed to

coastal areas, counties dozens of miles

inland — many of them rural and
populated by poor blacks— were ignored

in some cases.

Four months after the hurricane, there

are few offers of Hfelp, even though

wcx'kers and building supplies are still

needed, said Edna Hampton, the Hugo
outreach coordinator (or Williamsburg

County.

State

'Jane Roe' cited for

vandalism in S.F.

SAN Francisco — Norma
McCorvey, the "Jane Roe" in the land-

mark Roe V. Wade abortion rights

decision of 1973, was cited late Sunday
night for posting stick^s on city property,

police said.

Northern Station got a report at about

1 1 :30 p.m. that "several wcwnen riding in a

van were stealing street signs" along

Webster Street, said Officer Joe McClo-
skey.

"When we responded, however, we
found that wasn't the case," McCloskey
told The San Francisco Examiner. "What
they were doing were placing white

stickers, with the word *Roe' printed in

big black letters, over the street signs all

along Webster . . . from Ellis (Street)

clear to Lombard (Street)."

Only one of the five women riding in

the van was actually seen posting one of

the stickers, he said.

Man fetaiiy shot
outside courthouse
MARTINEZ — A man died and a

woman was arrested Monday after the

man was shot outside the Contra Costa

County courthouse, authorities said.

The two reportedly had just come from
a hearing inside the courthouse, Martinez

police said.

Officers who were called to the

courthouse shortly after 10:30 a.m. found
the man, Lenvester Day, 56, of Oakland,
lying on the sidewalk in front of the

building, police said in a statement.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Students join anthabortion march in nation's capital
Bush assures protesters he supports fight against

legalized abortions 1 7 years after Roe v. Wade
By Holly Bauer
City Editor

Four UCLA students traveled to

Washington D.C. for the March for

Life, where President Bush
assured tens of thousands of anti-

abortion demonstrators that "this

president stands with you.*'

Bush, declaring his own "deep
conviction" against legalized

abortions, spoke for just 90 sec-

onds by telephone hookup to a

midday crowd of marchers who

gathered at the Ellipse across from

the White House. The rally was
held on the 17th anniversary of

Roe V. Wade— the Supreme Court

ruling that legalized abortion in the

United States.

"Before you begin the march, I

want to take a minute to share my
deep personal concern about abor-

tion on demand, which I oppose,"

Bush, told demonstrators, saying

the anti-abortion movement
reminds Americans "of the self-

evident moral superiwity of adop-

tion over abortion."

UCLA junior Kelly Wachowicz
said, "This was a march where
people could get together and
show the nation that pec^le are

pro-life and not pro-death."

UCLA senior Mike Spence
called the march "a great experi-

ence to march in solidarity for

those who are unable to speak for

themselves." He and the other

UCLA students performed their

own version of the UCLA Eight

Clap at the march — "One. Two.

Three. Four. Five. Six. Seven.

Eight. U-C-L-A Is Pro-Life."

The UCLA students do not think

their views represent the minority

of students. "I think that people say

they are pro-choice because it

sounds good," Wachowicz said.

Wachowicz was struck by the

diversity of the crowd at the

march. "There were people of all

ages, tons of students from all over

the country, . . . and lots of

women," she said.

The group went to Washington,

D.C, SjUnce said, because "we
feel it is very important that UCLA
students show that they care about

life, that they care for the unborn,

and that they care about the women

and children being harmed by
abortion."

The anti-abortion demonstrators

marched up Pennsylvania Avenue
to the U.S. Capiiol and Supreme
Court after hearing Bush, some
members of Ccmgress and other

speakers. The U.S. Park Police

estimated the crowd at 7$,000; the

annual march drew an estimated

67,000 people last year.

"What we're going to do is show
to America that pro-life America is

here, awake, that we will not have

the women's libbers' death mar-

ches in our country," said Nellie

Gray, i»'esident of the March for

Life.
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First Boston
r

The First Boston Corporatioii,^^-^pecia1^ bracket
investment banking firm headquartered in New
York, will be recruiting for its financial analyst
program on Monday, February 12, 1990. Positions are
available in the Investment Banking, Mergers and
Acquisitions, Real Estate, and Public Finance Depart-
ments. All seniors are cordially invited to attend our

K

INFORMATIONAL SEMINAR
r^. - ^

. _
•

TONIGHT at 7:00 p.m.

at 4;he Morgan Center Press Room

Co-Sponsored by the Career Placement Center

If you are interested in interviewing with our
firm for a financial analyst position, please
bring along a resume, or send one by

January 26, 1990 to

THE FIRST BOSTON CORPORATION

333 South Grand Ave., Suite 2200
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Attn: Bradley R. Thayer
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Financial aid

Growing reliance on loans due
' "

to increase in fees, static funding

licatlons due March 2
Daily Bruin News Tuesday, January 23, 1990 9

By Philip Ferrari

Contributor

The Student Aid Application for

California (SAAC) deadline is set

lor March 2 and a new method of
processing the forms may make
the procedure easier than ever

before, financial aid administra-

tors said.

"Right now, it's important for

students to pick up their applica-

tions and to get them completed
and turned in as soon as possible,"

said Lawrence Burt, director of

financial aid.

Financial aid officers have set a

goal of processing all completed
applications for next year by July

1. "We've never done it anywhere
near that date in the past," Burt

said.
'

One of the reasons behind the

ability to get the applications

processed so early is a pilot

program which will dramatically

lessen the number of tax returns

reviewed by the finanoial aid

office.

"We used to lake full tax returns

(both the students' and their

parents') from 100 percent of our
applicants," Burt explained. "Now
we will only do random checks on
about 10 to 20 percent of the

applicants. From these checks we

hope to compile data on the type of
student who requires more of our
attention," Burt said, referring to

how some applications do not

match tax return figures. "We will

then take returns from students

who fit that profile."

In addition, Burt pointed out that

the deadline for processing Staf-

ford Loans (formerly called Guar-
anteed Student Loans) for the

1989-90 school year is set at its

earliest date ever, April 15.

"Funding is basically static while
fees are going up, so we're seeing a
greater reliance on loans, particu

larly the Stafford Loans," Burt
said.

Although Burt said he thinks

funding increases in the immediate
future are unlikely, he pointed to

Cal Grants as a source of aid that

has recently been increased. At the

start of the 1989-90 school year,

Cal Grants were increased by
nearly $500 to cover student fees,

he said.

Burt also encouraged students

with financial aid to take part in the

Work Study program, which has

seen a slight drop in participation

recently.

. Financial Aid and loan applica-

tions can be picke;d up at the

Financial Aid office, A-129J Mur-
phy Hall.
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future, you're eligible for American
Express* Cardmembership now.

You see, we believe in your potential.

That's why we've made it easier

for you to qualify for the Card on
your own, even if you don't have a job.

And by becoming a Cardmem-
ber now, you can take advantage

of the exclusive Northwest student

travel privilege pictured here.

The fact is, we've added special

student benefits like these because

we're dedicated to serving our
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he Zenith SupersPort 8088 battery-powered portable.

The sPori that goes everywhere you do. Without any strings

(or plug in cords) attached.

On the plane, in a boat, on the slopes, on the beach, at the library,

on the golf course, at the cafe, on the train. ..you name it. Up to 5

hours of battery life on the dual drive model. Or snap off the

battery and plug your computer into the wall.

Several portable models are available ranging in speed, hard drive

capacity and price. Students, Faculty and Staff receive large

discounts.
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For more information on Zenith's full line of

computers, from laptops to desktops contact:

Zenith Student Reps:

Doug 208-8295

Frances 851-5808
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Chancellor's daughter Hammer wants to buy back donated art

to wed professor's son The Associated Press

By Greg Hayes
Conthbi^tor

The chancellor's daughter, Liza

Young, is marrying the son of a

UCLA professOT.

The wedding will take place

Sept. 1 at UCLA's Lake Arrow-
head resort.

Although Young and Michael

Apstein have been officially

engaged for two months, Young
just decided recently to make the

engagement public.
,

This will be Young's second

marriage. She has three daughters

from her first marriage who all

attend University Elementary
School.

"Us so special that he wants to

take all four of us on. The girls

already call him daddy," Young
said.

Apslcin was Young's high-

school friend at University high.

He attended both San Francisco

Stale University and Sonoma
Slate.

After her divorce four years ago,

Young got reacquainted with

Apslcin after frequenting the chil-

dren's clothing store "Farrel

Apparrel" he opened.

Currently, Apstein is a market-

ing vice-president at Futuredon-

lics. He recently finished a

screenplay and hopes to write

prolifically in the future.

His father, Theodore Apstein,

has been teaching playwriting at

UCLA's Graduate School of The-

ater for about 20 years. He worked
as a writer on the Marcus Welby
show before he began teaching full

time.

The wedding is planned to be an

elaborate all-night affair. Thfe

guests will attend the wedding and
reception and spend the night in

the cabins on the lake. Breakfast

will eonc4tKie the festivities the

following morning. ^

Lake Arrowhead is a very

special place to hold the wedding

because Young spent much of her

time as a child at the lakeside

resort, she said. She and Apstein

have visited the resort during the

last four summers.

"It is a very special place for us

to be married because it brings

back so many memories," Young
said. >^

Industrialist Armand Hammer, who is building his

own art museum, wants to buy back a collection of

paintings he donated to the University of Southern

California 25 years ago, officials said.

Several art experts called the proposal unprece-

dented.

"I have never heard of anything like this. It is very

strange," said Sandra Horocks, spokeswoman for the

Philadelphia Museum of Art. "When things are given

to a museum, the donor gets a tax deduction and the

art becomes part of the public trust."

The current market value of the collection must be

determined before completion of such a transaction,

said use officials. The; university valued the

collection at more than $1 million when it was
donated in 1965.

There are a few notable works in the collection,

experts say, including two paintings by the Flemish

master Rubens that together could be worth $15
million to $30 million.

~ —
Hammer, the 91 -year-old chairman of Occidental

Petroleum Corp., made the offer in a letter about six

weeks ago, USC officials said. The collection's

catalog lists 49 paintings, mostly 15th- 17th century

works by Italian, Dutch and Flemish painters.

"We are willing to discuss proper (disposal) of the

collection by means of our established policy," said

Selma Holo, director of USC's Fish6r Gallery. The
final decision would have to be endorsed by the

gallery's advisory committee and the USC board of

directors.

The state attorney general's office has been

queried on whether thtere are any obstacles to the sale,

university officials said.

Hammer has not publicly discussed why he wants

to repurchase the collection. Frank Ashley, a

spokesman for Occidental and Hammer, did not

immediately return a call Monday seeking comment.

Millicent Gaudieri, executive director of the New
York-based Association of Art Museum Directors,

called rtammer's action "precedent-setting."

Christian Markey, USC's vice president and

general counsel, said Hammer's construction of his

own museum apparently is a major factw.

'The fact of the matter is I cannot read his mind,

but the man is building his own museum," said

Markey.

Unidentified sources also told the Los Angeles

Times that Hammer had been angered that expecta-

tions he had for display of his collection were not met

by USC.
There also has been a dispute over one of the

Rubens, "Venus Wounded by a Thorn," which the

Wisher Gallery allowed Hammer to borrow about five

years ago and which hangs in his office at Occidental.

Gallery officials say he has ignored numerous

written requests that it be returned, and sources told

The Times that both sides threatened litigation.

Hammer decided to build his museum in late 1987

after a falling out with the Los Angeles County

Museum of Art over demands made by the

• industrialist for treatment of a collection he had

planned to donate to the county. , . «

Hammer also objected to the museum 's decision to

name galleries after others, despite large bequests

made by Hammer, The Times said Monday.
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Third Rail
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attitudes . . . may reflect the

students* growing concern about

the current Supreme Court posi-

tion on this highly charged topic,"

Astin said, referring to how the

court has become more conserva-

tive after forma- president Ronald
Reagan's appointments.

Overall, the survey shows- a

growing tendency toward greater

student activism. An all-time high

of 44.1 percent of students

repOTted that it is a **very impor-

tant" goal for them "influence

social values," which is an
increase from 36 percent in 1987.

Surpassing figures from the

Freshman Attitudes in Environmental Issues

Shown are
college
freshman
responses by
percentage to

a survey on
issues
concerning
the
environment.

SOURCE: The
American Freshman,
fall 1989 survey

Become involved in

environmental cleanup.

1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 1985 1985 1987 1989

Bush pulls out Reagan's
$49,000 oval office rug

turbulent *60s, 36.7 percent of the

freshmen said they participated in

demonstrations before ent^ing
college. The approach toward
social change has also altered to flt

the times, said a University of
California lobbyist.

"In the '60s an activist's equip-

ment was a clipboard, bullhorn and
an armband, but today they're

more likely to have a lap top

computer and fax machine." said

Elaine Yamaguchi, University

Affairs and Collective Bargaining

Advocate.

The study also revealed that less

students drink alcohol and use
recreational drugs. Beer drinkers

dropped from 65.3 percent last

year to 60.3 percent, and the

percentage of wine and liquor

drinkers sank five points to 60.7
percent.

Freshman believing marijuana
should be legalized dropped to an
all-time low of 16.7 percent, and
students who feel employers have

the right to test employees
increased from 71 to 77.8 percent

Students supporting the aboli-

tion of the death penalty continued

its steady decline, acccxding to the

survey. Only 21.3 oppose capital

TOM YUN/DaHy Bruin

punishment, compared to 57.6

percent in 1971.

Support for a national health

care plan that would cover health

care Costs increased sharply to

75.8 percent, compared to only

60.5 percent in 1985. And appro-

[xiately, 28.8 percent support tax

hikes in order to decrease the

national deficit, while only 22.8

percent were of that mind in 1985.

And while grades in general are

rising, students' math skills need

refreshing, according to the study.

Reaching an all-time high, 26.5

percent (up from 1984's 24.6

percent) said they will need help

with remedial math.

By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
President Bush has pulled the rug
on Nancy Reagan, replacing a

$49,625 floor covering that she

had installed in the Oval Office

just 18 months ago.

"It was not terribly attractive.

The president (Bush) did not like

it," said Larry Hokanson, president

of the Houston company Uiat made
a $28,550 rug to replace the one
purchased for Mrs. Reagan.

The redeccHating included new
draperies with a multiple-swag
valance, a Chinese-style maho-
gany coffee table, reupholstered

high-back armchairs for in front of
the fireplace and a pair of new,
three-cushion sofas. The fabrics

are blue, gold and ivory.

"Most presidents put their own
imprimatur on their office," Alixe
Glen, White House deputy press

secretary, said Monday.
White House press secretary

Marlin Fitzwater said Bush was
"pleased with his new decora-

tions."

The Reagan rug, two years in the

design and making, had been
purchased by an anonymous donor
at Mrs. Reagan's request. The first

lady had worked with the White
House curator and White House
Historical Association to design

the rug and get a donor.

The rug, decorated with 40
custom-dyed colors with a predo-

minant theme of peach, or coral,

was installed in June 1988 while

the Reagans were in Moscow. It

replaced a 12-year-old rug.

Fitzwater, who also was Rea-

gan's spokesman, had said at the

time the Reagans "wanted to leave

an asset to the White House and
they felt this would be an attractive^

asset."

On Monday, he said the Reagan
rug had been put into storage.

Mark Weinberg, a spokesman
for the Reagans, declined com-
ment about the replacement

The new rug, made with the

assistance of New York interior

decorator Mark Hampton, mea-
sures 30 feet 10 inches long by 23

feet 5 inches wide.
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BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BITE IS "JUST RIGHT'
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI. DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD FRENCH FRIES AND SOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS
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They're Back, and this time they've got a drum set
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CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$14

(wHh Ms ad)

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 718-0388
• INCLUDES OMV CERTIFICATE
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INTRODUCING NAKED SALADS

Country Store DEMO DAYS

t JAN 23,24 & 25TH
' 11AM-2PM

1/2 PINT NAKEP JUICE RE6 $1 ARE 50i TILL FRIDAY
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YOU CAN'T CHANGE THE MUSIC
OF YOUR SOUL.

KATHERINE HEPBURN

V '^

LAMBDA DELTA LAMBDA

THE ONLY THING WE WANT YOU TO
CHANGE IS YOUR SCHEDULE!

MEET THE SISTERS OF LAMBDA DELTA
LAMBDA FOR FUN AND REFRESHMENTS.
DON'T MISS OUR ONLY RUSH THIS YEAR.

WHERE: Sunset Rec. (Jan 23)
To Be Announced (Jan 24)

WHEN: Tuesday, January 23, 1990
Wednesday, January 24, 1990

TIME: 7:00 p.m.

For more information, call Robin (213) 447-2475

SPONSORED BY LAMBDA DELTArLAMBDA —

Clean air on agenda
for 101st Congkess
New session confronted with

acid rain, emissions control bill

By H. Josef Herbert

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
Congress returning Tuesday from

a long holiday recess is all but sure

to enact tougher air-pollution

controls, but battles remain over

how much the legislation should

cost and who should pay.

*This year all interested parties

know there will be a clean-air bill,**

said Sen. Max Baucus, D-MonL,
chairmw of the Environmental

and Public Works subcommittee

that originated the bill and chief

sponsor of the legislation.

TTie Senate will be confronted

on its flrst day back at work with a

complex and broad clean-air bill

that calls for cutting acid-rain

pollutants in half, much tighter

controls on automobile emissions

and greatly reducing toxic chemi-

cal releases.

Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, expects "vig-

o&Mis debate" cxi the bill in the next

few weeks. Final passage is likely

to take considerably longer.

The estimated annual cost of the

various inx)posals ranges from $14
billion to $100 billion. Supporters

of the legislation argue that some
of the costs are being exaggerated

and that reduced health-care costs

will recoup some of the money.
President Bush said last we^

that he's prqpared to veto any
legislaticxi that goes substantially

beyond the $19 billion proposal he

sent to Capitol Hill last summer.
**I want to sign a clean-air bill

this year, ... but I will only sign

legislation that balances environ-

mental and economic progress,**

Bush said in a letter to the Senate.

Congress faces other major
issues, including reducing the

budget deficit, subsidizing child

care for working parents, reform-

ing campaign-finance laws,
extending farm programs and
stei^ing up the war on drugs.

There also will be fights over
Bush*s proposal to cut the capital

gains tax and a proposal by Sen.

Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y.,
to cut the Social Security tax.

A key to the budget battle will

be how deeply defense spending

can be cut in light of the recent

move toward democracy in East-

em Euix^ and the lessening of

East-West tensions. Some law-

makers say that "peace dividend**

should be used for domestic
programs.

With more than 100 million

people breathing air the govern-

ment considers unhealthy and
Rowing concern over the destruc-

tion of streams and lakes by acid

rain, there is little disagreement
over the need for tougher federal

air-pollution controls.

Lawmakers argue that while

new curbs will be expensive, doing
nothing may be even mcne costly.

Fran £)uMelle of the American
Lung Association said the annual

health costs ass(x;iated to air

pollution five years ago was
estimated at $15 billion to $40
billion. Today, the $40 billion

figure "has become a middle
range** and the health toll con-
tinues to rise, she said.

The framework of a tougher

air-pollution law seems set on
Capitol Hill, but major details

continue to be the subject of
intense behind-the-door maneuv-
ering.

Mitchell, a longtime advocate of
tougher clean-air legislation, said

action is needed this year or the

country*s determination to deal

with environmental problems will

questioned worldwide.

A House version, not as tough as
the Senate bill but closer to what
Bush wants, remains in committee.
Even after both chambers com-
plete their bills, there will be tough
bargaining before final comprom-

'

ise legislation goes to the presi-

dent
The most controversial issues to

be resolved include:

Who should pay for expen-

.

sive acid rain pollution controls

that will hit a string of Midwestern
states the hardest?

Should automakers be
required to install tougher pollu-

tion controls after the turn of the

'

century even though technology to

meet those standards does not
exist?

;

Should industries be required

to meet specific health-based
standards in cutting toxic chemical
releases, standards business
executives call impossible to meet
in some cases.

Police search for victims

of aileged extortion piot
The Associated Press

Police are searching for possible

victims of an advertising scam
allegedly carried out by a Korean
language "throwaway,** newspap-
CT, after the owner of the journiad

was arrested on extortion charges.

Detective say perhaps 20
businesses were pressured to pay
advertising dollars to a tri-monthly

paper distributed throughout
Koreatown.

On Thursday, "Kaju** publisher

Tae Kyun Kim, 45, editor Kook
Kyun Chung, 32, and writer Sangh
Suk Kim, 31, were arrested on four

extortion-related counts.

They were each released on

$5,000 bail and ordered to appear

in court Feb. 8, detective Mike
Stangland said.

Stangland said the allegations

involve an article written in the

newspaper about a brawl in a

Koreatown restaurant, which a

waiter tried to break up.

The paper ran a three- or four-

page article stating that a knife-

wielding restaurant employee ini-

tiated the^ fight and displayed

photographs of injured patrons.

"The restaurant owner then

went to the newspaper's location

and told them the article was
hurting his business,'* Stangland

said.

"At that time, they said (to the

restaurant owner), if you take out

an advertisement for a years*

contract, we will discontinue writ-

ing these stories," Stangland said.

Stangland described the paper

as a "throw-away type newspapers
with no regular circulation iivliich

survives off advertisements."

Possible victims are hesitant to

come forward, Stangland said,

because they live in the close-knit

community, about five miles

horlhweir of downtown Los
Angeles.
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Cult killings:
Woman pleads innocenc to

multiple conspiracy charges
By Kristl UmbreH
Associated Press

PAINESVILLE, Ohio — AUce
Lundgren, accused of helping her

husband and other cult members
kill a family of five last April,

pleaded innocent Monday to 15
counts of complicity, conspiracy

and kidnapping.

.__The bodies were found buried

under a bam in Kirtland, a town of
about 6,500 people near Cleve-
land's eastern suburbs. Authorities

have speculated the shooting
deaths of Dennis Avery, his wife
and three daughters may have been
a religious sacrifice.

Lundgren, 39, was shackled at

the ankles and wore handcuffs as

she was led into the courtroom ifor

arraignment before Lake County
Common Pleas Judge James Jack-

son. She wore blue, jail-issued

shirt and pants and daric blue tennis

shoes.

She smiled faintly at another

female inmate, seated with her in

court on an unrelated case, but

otherwise appeared somber.
Lundgren pleaded innocent to

five counts of cwnplicity to aggra-

vated murder, five counts of
conspiracy to commit aggravated
murder, and five counts of kidnap-
ping.

The judge set a $250,000 bond
after County Prosecutor Steven

LaTourette expressed concern she
may flee prosecution.

"As with the other defendants,

this defendant also over the last

nine months has traveled to a

number of different states,"

LaTourette said. "The state has

infwmation and believes that, had
this defendant been successful in

delivering her minor children to

relatives, she and her husband

would have fled into Mexico."

On Jan. 7, Jeffrey Lundgren, 39;

Alice Lundgren; and their 19-

year-old son, Damon, were

arrested at a motel in National

City, Calif., about six miles from
the Mexican border. Jeffrey Lund-
gren and his son each are charged
with five counts of aggravated

murdCT and five counts of kidnap-
ping.

Jeffrey and Damon Lundgren
are fighting extradition finom Cali-

fornia to Ohio.

LaTourette said the Lundgrens,
who also have three minor chil-

dren, were apparently trying to

contact relatives to turn custody of
the three over to them. .

Kay Sunday, a court-appointed

lawyer for Alice Lundgren in San
Diego, last week said the three

minor children were staying with

her mother in Missouri.

Sunday also has said Lundgren
told her she was not in the area of
the shootings when they occurred.

Eight other cult members were
arrested this month, in southern

California, the Kansas City area,

and Bay City, Mich. All 13 were
indicted by a Lake County grand

jury; five were charged with

aggravated murder. The other

charges were complicity to com-
mit aggravated murder, conspiracy

to commit aggravated murder, and
kidnapping.

The bodies of Avery, 49; his

wife, Cheryl, 42; and daughters

Trina, 15; Rebecca, 13; and Karen,

7, were found Jan. 3 and 4 at the

Kirtland farm that Lundgren
rented and where about a dozen

pe<^le hved commune-style until

mid-April, when, neighbors say,

all disappeared.

Jeffrey Lundgren is a former lay

minister for the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter

Day Saints in Kirtland. In January

1988, he was defrocked after

church leaders said he espoused

radical beliefs and used his posi-

tion as a tour guide at a nearby

Reorganized Church temple to

recruit believers.

COSTA AZUL TRAVIL

Great-gkrandmotlier arrested

on swindling diarge again
The Associated Press

An 81 -year-old woman sen*

tenced to prison in the early 1980s
for trying to cheat former President

Ronald Reagan in a real estate deal

has been arrested in Los Angeles
for allegedly swindling a neighbor

out of $2,000.

Ann Roberts* arrest for investi-

gation of grand theft is the latest

incident in what authorities say is a
criminal career spanning nearly a

half century.

"You walk by her on the street,

and you'd say she looks just like

your grandmother," Deputy Dis-

trict Attorney Andrew Diamond
said in a recent interview. "But I

look at her, and I see her record. I

see her pattern of behavior, and I

see a calculating thief."

The great-grandmother's latest

arrest stems from allegations that

she swindled an eld^ly neighbor

out of $2,000 by claiming she

needed to buy a tombstone for a

deceased relative.

She was arrested Jan. 2 after the

neighbor, 75-year-old Mildred
Hendricks, went to police. If

convicted, she could be sentenced

to up to three years in prison.

"She gave me this big sob story

— she even cried — and she
-.fthrvu/^H tt%0^ skll ttw*cA T\aiv*rtt -thAt

said she was a millionaire," Hen-

dricJf^s said. "Even though I'm on a

'income, I decided to help her

,;j|h6 seemed so sincere."

Sfl|id she did nothing

wrbfigM accused the authorities

of gomg 9fter her because they are

"angry over the Reagan incident"

"This is an elderly woman on a

fixed income trying to get by," said

her attorney, Phillip E. Nammeth.
"INl^^xutors are attempting to

etjjkikc a civil claim, and I don't

thiildc she would be treated like this

if she hadn't been involved with

the Regans."

Robcits was accused of posing

as a buyer for the Reagans* home
in 1982 until authorities discov-

ered she had no money. She

pleaded guilty to conspiracy to

commit grand theft.

That same year she was also

accused of posing as a millionaire

and borrowing about $200,000

from banks and more than

$125,000 from acquaintances,

according to Deputy District

Attorney A. Botello.

The 10 counts of grand theft in

that case were dropped after the

guilty plea in the Reagan case,

Botello said.

Court records show Roberts first

\xush with the law involved a
forgery charge when she was 32.
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

^^n(c)uCLA Peer Health Counselors

HOW FIT ARE-.YOU?
Find out by visiting the

Fitness Inventory & Testing Clinic

Peer Health Counselors provide
Fitness assessments free to any registered
UCLA student, which includes testing of:

Skin Caliper Testing to test body fat percentage

^ Measure of Strength & Endurance
Measure Cardiovascular Fitness
Measure Flexibility

^ Nutritional Information
Help you start or tnprove an Exercise Plan,
Geared for your level of Fitness

F,LT> Clinic
Open Tuesdays & Wednesdays
9:30 am-4 pm
Men's Gym 13
AVAILABLE BY
APPOINTMENT ONLY
Visit or Call

P.H.C. Office 401 Kerckhoff Hall
825-8462

F,LT, Tables
For Information and quick questions.
NO APPOINTMENT necessary.
M-TH 10-2
John Wooden, Lu Valle

Sponsored by USAC/SWC and Student Health Services

Tohmatsu Awoki (the largest

accounting firm in Japan)/Touche
Ross Is seeking entry-level accounts.

English and Japanese speaking; ability

preferred but not mandatory.

Send resume to:

Tohmatsu Awoki & Co.

Touche Ross & Co.

1000 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90017
ATTN: Steve Oto

^Tohmatsu Awoki
loucheRoss
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I SOFT CONTACTS

Higher PricM
For Spwific Hair

Stylkt

945 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

(Next to SJzzler)

824-0710
free parking in rear

y . HAIR SALON
Haircut Deep conditioner $10 and up

(waiK^^oniy) Eyo iBSh tinfinfl

Cellophane ^

Color

Perms ._ /
Color Correction

Highlighting

Relaxing

Hair Extentions

$10 and up

$15 and up

S20 and up

$35 and up

$35 and up

$35 and up

$40 and up

$60 and up

long hair slightly higher

We seN the BEST hair products UPEti SUNDAYS

CONTACT

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY. EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-sel
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • ele.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave.

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Rrestone Blvd.

Fuilerton 2565 E. Chapnian

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Apply to become a

1990 UCLA
ORIENTATION COUNSELOR

, -
.

I .

Interested students should attend one of these
information meetings:

Tuesday, January 23, 1:00 pm
Royce 314

Wednesday, January 24, 1:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

The time for the meeting on Wed., Jan. 24th
appeared incorrectly in yesterday's ad

Wednesday, January 24, 7:00 pm
GSM 1222

Thursday, January 25, 3:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

Monday, January 29, 1:00 pm
North Campus, Room 22

Applications will be available at the above meetings.
Applicants must be currently enrolled, have completed
at least one year of college work (not necessarily at

UCLA, but with sophomore standing), and have a
preferred minimum 2.50 GPA.

For questions please call the Orientation Program
office at 206-6685^ ____________^

_»

Party split

probable In

Yugoslavia
By Teddie Weyr
Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
The liberal republic of Slovenia

walked out of a Communist Party

congress Monday, declaring the

proposed reform plan did not go
far enough. Some delegates pre-

dicted the party was doomed.
Earlio* Monday, delegates vot-

ed to give up the Communists' 45-

year-old guarantee of power. Lib-

erals from Slovenia and elsewhere

said they would set their own
ideological course, which could

lead to a split in the ranksr

Slovdiian delegates left the hall

as delegates prepared to vote on
the reform document after three

days of debate that emphasized
deq> divisions.

Croatian party chief Ivica Racan
demanded the congress suspend its

wwk. Otherwise, he said, Croa-
tia's delegation would refuse to

vote on the reform document and
other conference papers.

President Slobodan Milosevic

of Serbia, largest of Yugoslavia's

six republics, said suspending

work would leave the party '*prac-

tically disbanded and decapi-

tated.**

The congress took a 30-minute

recess after Milosevic finished a

speech in which he warned of
"grave consequences for the Com-
munist Party and the future of the

country.**

He urged the remaining dele-

gates to ad(^t the refomi docu-
ment and choose a new leadership.

Milan Kucan, a leading Sbve-
nian Communist, told journalists

the breakup of the Communist
Party "is the only possible conse-

quence of this action.**

Slovenian party spokesman
Peter Bekes said his party would
have a regional party conf^-ence
Feb. 2 and establish an "indepen-

dent party on the basis of demo-
cratic socialism."

He predicted two or three parties

would emerge from the split in the

national organization.

Ciril Ribicic, leader of the

Slovenian party, said before the

walkout the congress failed to

accq)t any of his delegation's

ideas and "we are not going to take

part in the agony of the Communist
Party in Yugoslavia.**

"The document on which we
pinned by far the highest hopes

turned out to be far below expecta-

tions and lagging behind reforms

offered by reform-minded leftist

parties in socialist (East European)
countries.*'

Several amendments to the

document were adopted by hard-

liners opposed to the liberal Slove-

nians.

Ribicic said the congress failed

to acknowledge the "indepen-
dence, sovereignty and equality of

Slovenia's Communist Party.**

Earlier>Ionday, Slovenia said it

would tak^^an ideological course

indq)endent of the national party.

Ribicic said the regional party had
decided to seek independence
from the national organization.

Communists in Slivenia prop-

osed the national party become a
loose coalition of independent
regional organizations, but Serbia

opposed it Mik>sevic wants a

strong central party.

Delegates overwhelmingly
favored asking Parliament to

remove the constitutional provi-

sion that guarantees a power
monopoly. The measure was an
amendment to the reform docu-~
ment

Noriega fortune

estimated at

$300 million

The Associated Press

The fortune of former Panama-
nian strongman Manuel Antonio
Noriega may reach the $300
milhon mark, according to investi-

gators who found property and
bank accounts linked to the

deposed dictator, the Los Angeles

Times reported Monday.
The amount of Noriega *s assets

was reported in somewhat diffe-

rent fashion in a Sunday report in

Mie Miami Herald. The Herald

reported many assets cited by
investigate^^ as belonging to Nor-
iega actually belong to Panama's
defense fwces or are registered to

businessmen close to him.

"All these properties cited by
the U.S. government exist but were
not his," said Mario Rognoni, a

former commerce minister with

the Noriega regime. "It's like

saying that Camp David belongs to

(President) Bush."

A case in point, the Herald said,

was the State Department allega-

tion that Noriega owned a Boeing
727 jet, three Lear jets and three

luxury boats named Macho I,

Macho II and Macho m.
Documents found in recent

weeks suggest none of the planes

and boats may be traceable to

Nwiega, unidentified officials of
the U.S.-installed Panamanian
government told the Herald.

This may make it more difficult

for the newly installed administra-

tion ofPresident Guillermo Endara
to claim possession of any Noriega
holdings.

Controller-General Ruben Car-

les said in a weekend interview the

government plans to mount a legal

effOTt to win any possessions,

which The Times reported
includes a $27-million castle in the

South of France and a sprawling

estate in Sweden.
Panama is hoping to retrieve

some of the fortune to help with its

$5 billion debt to foreign creditors.

Carles warned Panama must
reduce expenditures by about 17

percent to regain confidence of
lenders.

Carles said the government may
have to turn over to creditors a

significant portion of the $400
million in government funds that

have been held in U.S. banks since

being frozen two years ago.

Sources told the Times that

Noriega's fortune was built partly

through a scheme in which Pana-

manian visas were sold for

$10,000 to as many as 18,000

Cuban and Chinese citizens desp-

erate to leave their countries.

In addition, Noriega allegedly

made millions in protection pay-
ments from Colombian drug traf-

fickers who used Panama to fly

drugs to the United States.

The Times said members of a

Drug Enforcement Administration

team have gathered 20 tons of
documents in Panama, but could

not disclose any details.

But sources indicated to the

Times that Noriega's holdings arc

scattered throughout Europe, Latin

America and the United States.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493
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AMERIA
a ParticipatoryDemocracy '

This 124 page book preaenu practical

solutions to correct the decay of our
federal government. Your govemmtnt
Yourfuture!
In a unique but basic way it combines
the conflicting philosophies of
Hamilton and Jefferson to produce a
stronger national system with total

local control at the congressional
district level.

You risk nothing. You will be billed

$8.50 -f $1.50 pAh when you get your
book and you may remit the $ 10.00 (or

not) after you've read it,but we do want
your comments and we hope for your

participalioH.

By phone only. Call at any time.

1-800 332-4260

The Gift of Sight
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup includes a
pressure test for glaucoma and

. an eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

> Color contacts
High index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

Corner of LeConte Vision insurance welcome 1 hour validated parking

We Want You ...to ac/v^e/t/se/

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bruin but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.
To advertise, call (21 3) 825-21 61

.

WHERE CAN I PARKMY BICYCLE, SCOOTER OR MOTORCYCLE AT UCLA ?

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF DESIGNATED CYCLE PARKING AREAS ON CAMPUS PROVIDED BY
THE UCLA CYCLE PARKING ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

DESIGNATED BICYCLE PARKING AREAS/

NORTH CAMPUS

URL(S)
Architecture (N)

Royce Hall (N)

Roycc Hall (E)

Dodd Hall (E)

Law School (W)
Schocnberg (SE)

Schocnbcrg (NW)
Powell Library (E)

Dance Building

Mclnitz (VV)

Dickson Art Center

University Nursery School

WEST MEDICAL CAMPUS

LotV32
LotV34
MR Lot

Warren Loading Dock
Rehab Loading Dock

SOUTH CAMPUS

Math Sciences'

Bomb shelter

Franz HaUysVV)
Knud^^Hall
Career Placement Center

Do^itcr Courtyard
-• --v.U^! Sciences \

/
./ X C.H.S.

V

W •-^ /

\ V
\ \

v,\ .^J^chool of Public Health

//-^Dentistry

i(^Out-Patient Drop OfT

Hospital "B" Level Entrance

N.P.L (C-Levcl)

C.H.S (R-Lcvcl)

W'• x>r / ^ I \ '

^^^^-^jj^^f^^^"^^ (N)

^^Z:ZZ'^^S.D. Morgan
Wooden Center

Mac "D"
Drake Stadium

J-

-5:^^.

'^•jihiiiVR ciber^stiUrs)

4 riedrick.Wx/7/

^'"^^i»tii:;s>uKts

Mira Hershcy Courtyard

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

DESIGNATED MOPED\SCOOTER\MOTORCYCLE PARKING AREAS
NORTH CAMPUS

MacGowan Hall (E)

Structure 3(lcvel 1)

Structure 4

Structure 5 (Levcls.t^is)

Royce Hall (NW) /

Law School (E) /

Wooden Centcr(^^
Schocnberg (SE) "^x,

URL (Meters)

>;

^^.

/ /

SOUTH CAMPUS

Lot9A
Structure 2 (Level 1,2)

Structure 6 (Levels 3-5)

Structur(}8 (Level 2J"~^
Structure 9 (Level 1)

•='=--'--.young Hall (E)

Franl HaU j(|0

r'

\

'\>sf-

-^pqms

Dykiira (NE)

Dykstrdi (N)

^
^''^

•*< .o-

^ *IWWW..WW*AjOt/.VM

^^-
•.^\- -

^1

S(r^€tar« l4 (Levels 1 ,2) ^
^

.^'sHJS^^iTtructvre (Plaza LcrcD

'S::::::::-i!
yerton.l

'.V.

, ^) ;; Richer (N)

\]^S^<iieiirkk (HH Lot)
'' Hedrick Cage (N)

. Hcdrlck Cage (S)

Hetiri(;k Loading Dock
Sunset iCanyohRcic. Center

,. $>iri0|j| Subrkvel "^ v^
//

y>.
'--^^

SPt^h WESTrCAMPUS

^:::
'.^s-rYr

,
y

.<..

\

V^M«LQt

Reiliab^.^^ling Dock

I All bicyclei, motorcycle** scooters, mopcds on the UCLA Campus must be licensed and registered with ihc slate of California. .

^

2. Bicycles may be pariced onlyHt 4 de9isnated1>icycle rack. ...
'

3. Motorcycles, Mopedi. and Scooters may be parked only in a marked parking space within a designated motorcycle parking area.
4. Dlegally parked bicycles will be impounded and illegally parked motorcycles, mopeds ami scooters will be cited and^or towed at owner's expense.
5. If impounded or towed, a bicycle, motorcycle, moped, sooolcr wQl not be released until it is Uccnscd in accordance with slated UCLA Codes and only after proof of
ownership is shown and appropriate fees are paid.

PARKING AREAS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

MAPS OF BICYCLE. MOTORCYCLE AND SCOOTER PARKING ARHAS ARR AVAILABLE AT THE BICYCLO REGISTRATION TABLES ON BRUIN
WALK. INFORMATION A PARKING KIOSKS. THE PARKING ENIORClIMIiNT OFFICE AND THE COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING
OFHCE.

For more infomiatian aboot cycle ptiking conuct the Cycle Parking Enforcement Office at (213) 825-2029.
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OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

"THANKS TO YOU"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS ...

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 ^

"

• 208-6559
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

Sales SCOOTER
=TECH=

Service

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY!
(Within 3 Miles of Campus!) $40 Minimum Repair Required

Honda And Yamaha Repair Specialist

»•»••»"111*

! 80CC-250CC

I
Tune & ServiMi

• $49.95 i>MfM^
I

I
SOcc

j Tune & Service

j $39.95 pwf'^t*

j:.;Ej||)if«^,,t/i^.,..:_

1 2.75X 10 Tire I

I
Tube Inttilled

i

t I

WECOMETOYOUfj

Flats Ri^lredj

kM-t^'MWlB'dAik'M'A^'Ma ktM-'^liWUi'MUHM'aA^k'MIM*

OPEN

Mon-Frl

9 A.M. • 6 P.M.

. 470^745 •

Accessories

Factory Trained Mechanics
Free Damage EsMmalesI Insurance Coverage Accepted

WE NOW OFFER A COMPLETE UNE OF USED

HONDA & YAMAHA SCOOTERS

10422 Sanu Monica BlvdAess Than 2 Mies From Campui

OPEN

.Mon-Fri

9 A.II. - 6 P.M.

• 470-4745 •

Parts

3S,@®(fl f^Si®

Ul^"© jJoaSS ®jj ©oao'jptrte®© B

>•••• •

Mm-

• ••

• •• •*«

• • a

•1

• •••tf'l

FI-ASH TABLE
List Price $89.99

SALE PRICE $49.99

STOOL
List Price $24.95

SALE PRICE $19.99

Buy either table plus a stool and receive a

FREE SWING ARM LAMP (an $8.99 value)

QUANTITY LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

ASfCLA StuBlllTS Wl
Aft twnftw / i-L««l iW»«»aft llniM/ Mtm^ I

Las Vegas
musicians
end strilce
By Tim Dahlberg

Associated Press

LAS VEGAS— Striking musi-

cians reached agreement Monday
on a new contract with five major

resorts that will cost at least46 jobs

and forever alter terms of their

employment in the city's premiere

showrocMns.

The tentative agreement, if

ratified by union members, ends a
~

TA -month strike that disrupted the

appearances of big-name enter-

tainers along the city's glitt^ing

Strip while the two sides were

polarized over issues of taped

music and guaranteed work.

The pact allows the resorts to

replace live musicians with taped

music in production rooms and

eliminates guarantees of work in

celebrity showrooms who'e local

musicians are increasingly being

squeezed out by the use of self-

contained bands by many enter-

tainers.

"We've suffered, the hotels

have suffered and the town has

suffered," Musicians Lxxal 369

president Mark Tully Massagli

said. "There's nothing I know of

that would make an eight-month

strike worthwhile."

Musicians were expected to

approve the pact in a ratification

vote on Wednesday, with some
back to wOTk as early as this

weekend.

Hotel officials, who won most

of their key initial demands, were

conciliatory in a joint Wednesday
night press conference where the

new contract was announced.

*These were not just ordinary

cost-of-living negotiations," said

John Giovenco, president of Hilton

Nevada Corp. "We were dealing

with dignified artists being over-

whelmed by technological
changes."

The four-year contract calls for

the 46 musicians who lost their

jobs in production shows at Bal-

ly 's, the Trc^icana and Flamingo

Hilton, to get severance pay of

$28,000. The other two resorts,

Caesars Palace and the Las Vegas
Hilton, have only celebrity rooms.

It also provides for a 5 percent

annual wage increase in the $654

weekly scale paid musicians in

addition to health insurance and

pension plan boosts.

The rcsOTts agreed to hire three

musicians and a band leader on a

full-time basis, but are obligated to

hire other orchestra members only

on an as-needed basis.

Under the previous contract,

musicians could not be displaced

more than 14 weeks out of the year

by entertainers who Ix'ought in

their own bands.

"I hope that the large orchestras

that were there backing these

performers will continue," Massa-

gli said. "If performers retum and

perform on the same basis as they

did, there could be no more
losses."

Hotel negotiator Larry Levien

said the resorts wanted flexibility

in the new contract so they did not

have to pay musicians when
entertainers brought in their own
back-up bands. But Levien said the

hotels still favor employing local

musicians.

"We do not and cannot control

the acts themselves," he said. "All

that we bargained for was our

ability to be flexible when we canT
control what the entertainer places

upon us."

V
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CLOSING
From page 3

society," he said. <

Although Bauer described him-

self as a secular Jew, he said both

religious and non-reUgious Jews
must respect the identity of the

other and work together for the

good of the community.
In that respect, "American Jews

not only have a right, they have an

a obligation to express their opin-

ions about Israel," he said.

"I am not a pacifist I know that

we incur tremendous dangers
when we say we want to give up
the (Israeli occupied) territories,

but we must do it. If we want a

society in Israel that will respond

to the needs of a progressive

humanity, we must give up the

territories."

After Bauer's speech, Michael
Lemer, editor of Tikkun and
director of the conference, asked

participants to sign two open
letters to the people of Israel —
one calling for the immediate

commencement of dialogue with

the Palestine Liberation Organi-

zation and the other requesting the

release of recently jailed Palesti-

nian leader Faisal Husseini.

The two-day conference was the

largest ccmference of Jewish liber-

als in severaLd^ades, Lemer said.

Lemer ccmimended conference

participants for treating each other

with respect, evwi when opinions

on key issues differed sharply.

"At some deeper level, we're

respecting each other's humanity,

and that can be the basis for social

change," he said.

Tikkun salons, or study group

meetings, are held monthly to

discuss issues raised in the maga-
zine. The next meeting in this area

will be held on Feb. 4 at 6:30 p.m.

at UCLA HiUel.

For further information, call

Tikkun at (415) 482-0805.

CONFERENCE
From page 3
is totally unacceptable to the

mainstream of Israeli life," the ad

read.

"Disagreeing with Tikkun
doesn't mean you're a 'right

winger,' " said Dan Brin, Heritage

editor-in-chief, who considers

himself a "liberal democrat" He
said that the Heritage's funda-

mental disagreement with Tikkun

is regarding its stance on Israel.

"Israel is in a veiy dangerous

predicament and has to act

according to its own interests when
survival is at stake," Brin said.

"What right do these people

have to support the right wing in

Israel when they're not on the

firing line?" Lemer said. "They're

sitting in the comfort of their

Beverly Hills homes willing to

fight to the last Israeli."

Lemer called the Heritage's ad

"stupid" and said the ad was an

attempt to intimidate people from

criticizing Israel. "But they

didn't," he said, noting the confer-

ence's large turnout

"They can't silence us any-

more," he said. "We're the largest

Jewish magazine in the country."

"A lot of Jews feel the issues

raised in Tikkun are part of their

Jewish identity and their connec-

tion to the Jewish community is

through these (liberal) issues,"

Schifrin said.

The Tikkun conference, the third

of its kind, was held in cooperation

with the Hilld Council of UCLA
and funded in part by a grant from

Norman and Lyn Lear, and also by

a grant from the Barbra Streisand

Foundation.

x:so
825-1493

BUG ENGINE REBUILD

$749 ''
COMPLETE W/.^ARTS,
LABOR. INSTAUJ».tlON &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.

-1

V" ^ * ^ •
NO HIDDEN CHARGES*. (WfTH REBULDABLE CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tia«HM> 4. 01 Ounae
2 ValMA4 5 iniw A4
3. Luba ' ~

8 Oadi BWliqf Watar
9. kmpaet Fionl Eni

6. CkiA A£L 10. (fonypMilon
7 Samka A^ Oarar 11. fawMuw TmI Codfe«

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (^
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

(VW Bug)

$74.'^
he. Paik & labor |Gas & Air Rker adra

95(Japan— Caw)^ g\g\ (

TOYOTA

^11)

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453465^2M012plea$ein€ntion^^

CDEE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR

rnCC SniDENTSWHONEED

MONEY FOR COLUGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some lype of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Inconie.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 liatinga of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 l>illion in private

sector fufKling.

• Many scholarships are given to students t>ased on their academic
interests, career plans, fsmily heritage and place of residence.

• There's money available for students who have been newspaper car-
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers. . .etc.

• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401 W
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58,200 Readers
Daily

Advertise 825-2161
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mmmmmm^mm:Bm^mmmmmm^mmmmmm§m/mi

FREE WEIGHT MANAGEMENT &
NUTRITIONAL EDUCATION
Peer Health Counselors offer a SIX WEEK WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT AND NUTRITIONAL EDUCATION
COURSE to enhance your eating practices, increase

nutritional awareness and help you achieve your GOALS!

/

IJ^il I o I iil^ WIllllVl

Session #1: Tuesdays 3:30 - 5:00 pm
Session #2: Wednesdays 3:30 - 5:00 pm

BOTH ACKERMAN UNION 2410
To enroll attend either session #1 or ^2 ql CALLA/ISIT 401 Kerckhoff

9-5 pm M-F 825-8462 for more info.

sponsored by USAC/SWC and Student Health Sen/ices
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^J

ANNOUNCING EAST AND FREE DELIVERY
TO THE UCLA COMMUNITY!! rgi

^^^'i4^ (^ '"^
"Ain't No Thing Like Our Chicken Wings*' tm

LAIE LINCH 2:00PNto:00rM
9 \V1NC;S /:'t)RnhR MOZZERhl.LA STICKS SOIT nixlNK

WINGS
Real Buffalo (NY) Jilvk- W'mi:>
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IBM
announces

an enhancement
to the PS/2.

A high-speed
oan.

If you're like most students, you're often running on empty when it

comes to ready cash. That's why we've come up with the IBM PS/2®
l^oan for learning. It's easy. It's fast. And it's affordable.

Interest rates are substantially lower tHan'those of most consumer
loans. Just 1.5% above the Prime Rate (as published in The Wall

Street Journal).

Qualified students (or their parents), faculty and staflF+ can borrow from $r,500 Uf * *

$8,000 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/2.®*

The one-page application makes it as easy as applying for

a credit card.

ftiy for your PS/2 in easy bites. Take five years to repay

('hoose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or

(Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as

$33.32 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded

with software.

Here's the smart way to get the money you need, for

the PS/2 you need. Visit your campus outlet for an
application or call the Nellie Mae Loan Hotline at

I (800) 634-9308.
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time, she drew up her own mar-

riage contract. But this time, the

marriage contract was based on
Jewish partnership law rather than

property law.

Adler's marriage contract is one
of the many inroads Jewish femin-

ists have made. Other examples
include practices such as the Bat
Mitzvah, which celebrate a gid's

induction to adulthood, that were
previously conducted only for

males. Now it is common in reform

and conservative streams of Juda-

ism for girls to read from the Torah
— the holy book of Judaism — a

right previously reserved only for

males.

In additicMi to developing female

versions of male rituals, Jewish

feminists have created rituals

marking evrats in women's lives

— such as a woman's first men-
strual period — which have been

neglected by traditional Judaism.

Rachel Biale, author of
"Women in Jewish Law," said

Judaism will have to "make
radical changes," especially in

Jewish laws concerning marriage,

divorce and aspects of female

ritual purity.

She also warned against the

potential dangers of the efforts of

Jewish feminists who continue to

work within the frameworks of

traditional Judaism. She said

allotting power to sources of
Judaism which have traditionally

oppressed women limits women's
power to change Judaism.

Feminism and Jewish life

Gina Morantz-Sanchez, a his-^

tory professor at UCLA, spoke
about Jewish women and the

Jewish family, drawing on exam-
ples from her personal life.

She said that Jewish women are

among the groups to make great

gains "during the heyday of aiffir-

mative action." Due to their access

to higher education, Jewish
women have been "uniquely pre-

pared to take advantage of the

opening up of the professions and
ciher lucrative occupations in the

1970*s," she said.

Consequently, Jewish women
have had "special opportunities in

the last two decades to fulfill

feminist goals in terms of profes-

sional and occupational c^portun-

ities, and they as a group have been
grappling more directly and in

greater numbers with the problems
and difficulties those opponuniiies

have created," Monrantz-Sanchez
said.

Conflicts between career and
family goals are often exacerbated

for Jewish women due to Juda-
ism's strong commiunent to the

traditional family. Jewish women,,
although they may have accom-
plished careers, have l)een unable

to change the institutional priori-

ties of Jewish communal life, she

said.

"For me as a Jewish woman this

lack has presented particular but

by no means unique difficulties,

becuase my Jewish values have
kept me clinging to some version

of family life that could integrate

feminism and Judiasm," she said.

But this tenuous balance of
tradition and modernity is not
without difficulties. "I believe it is

possible to find a balance between
feminism and Judaism," she said.

"But for my middle daughter, a

perceptive and strong-minded
young woman, my delicate

balancing act . . . was not suffi-

cient."

Her daughter decided to become
a Balat Tshuvah, one who
"returns" to traditional Judaism. "I

am particularly horrified by this
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turn ofevents because I understand

her motives so well," Morantz-

Sanchez said. "I see my daughter's

choices as a rejection of my efforts

to live a feminist life in an

untransformed feminist world."

ISRAEL
From page 3

by definition legally denies to

those under occupation all civil i

rights."
I

But Sterling said that the "media
and the Palestinians have turned

the agenda upside down" and that

civil rights should not be the main
issue of the Middle East det>ate.

"The agenda should be peace

and security in the Middle East,

instead it's the so-called human
rights of the Palestinians. I ask

you, is thCTC anywhere else in the

Middle East where there are more
human rights. . . more upiversities

for the F^estinians?" he asked.

Scheinbaum and several audi-

ence members intemipted Ster-

ling, reminding him that the West
Bank's four Palestinian universi-

ties had been closed by the Israeli

authorities.

Ibrahim, who has spent the past

four years as chairman of the

history department at Birzeit Uni-

versity in the West Bank, esti-

mated that at least 18,000
university students are currently

prevented from attending classes,

by OTder of the Israeli military

government Many students who
have organized classes in private

homes have been arrested, he

added.

Sterling rebutted that such
arrests are explicitly allowed by
Geneva Convention Aiticle 78,

which gives an occupying power
the authority to inter individuals it

believes pose a threat to state

security. He added that Israel has

self-imposed requirements which
are much stricter than those prc^-

osed by the Geneva Convention.

Ibrahim rephed that many of

Israel's other actions in occupied

territories, such as the building of

Jewish settlements on the West
Bank, are in direct violation of the

Geneva Convention.

Such violations lead Ibrahim to

fear the '^normalization" of the

intifada whereby Israelis and the

rest of the wOTld might become
emotionally immune to the deaths

of individual Palestinians.

If the IsraeU society comes to

accept the intifada as "normal,"

then the moal future of Israel

could be at stake, Ibrahim said.

'3ut there is a solution. We
propose a two-state solution. Two
states, side by side," Ibrahim said.

'There are a number of Palesti-

nians who have reconciled them-

selves to the fact that Israel exists,"

he said* adding that accepting his

own suffering has enabled him to

understand the suffering of other

people.

"I have accepted the fact that

Israel exists, that there are Israehs

who are there, that there is an

Israeli consciousness, and an

Israeli nation. There were Jews
bom in my village (in Israel). 1 do
not have the right to expel them.

"We must move forward to

mutual existence not mutual anni-

hilation, forward to two states

where Israelis and Palestinians can

live side by side and perhaps look

forward to a belter future for the

region and for the world as a

whole," he said.

See , page 10
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\ LAST
CHANCE...

...to apply for an 11-month paid public service

fellowship that may change your life. If you will be

a college graduate by October 1990...

...call

1-800-776-1761.
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Assembly
Fellowship Program

CALIFORNIA STATE
LEGISLATURE

LIVING IN A GLOBAL
VILLAGE:

IDEAS AND SKILLS
FOR THE 90s

Saturday, January 27, t990
10:00 AM - 3:00 PF

Lu Valle Commons Ueetihg Room

What are the costs and benefiit-erexpanding
beyond the cultures we were bom into and
becoming a member of the "global village?"

All UCLA Students, Staff and Faculty arc welcome.
Attendance is limited.

Call 825-1681 to sign up.

V

Sponsored by:

Office of International Students and Scholars
105 Men's Gym

825-1681

Give
Homewoi^k
Instead of
Getting It!

• The Princeton Review
• Jdealpart-time teachingJobs
• Pay starts at $13.50
• Great working conditions

• Work with enthusiastic high school students

Would you Kke to work in a creative

environment helpin^f high school stu-

dents and, at the same time, make
great money? If so, we are offering

you the opportunity to interview for

the nation's most successful SAT
preparation service, The Princeton

Review. Each year we help thousands

of students across the country im-

prove their SAT scores with our

uniquely effective program. If you are

bright, enthusiastk: and outgoing this

may be the perfect part-time job for

you (you must have scored higher

than 1350 on your SAT—proof re-

quired upon acceptance.) Those

interested should submit a resume to

the UCLA Placement & Career Plan-

ning Center on campus—no phone

calls please. Also be sure to include

your SAT and/or GRE scores as well

as your phone number on yoiu"

resum^. Those accepted through oiu*

highly selective screening process will

participate in an extenshre training

program to become instructors.

Please submit your resum^ to the

UCLA Placement & Career Planning

Center. Resum^ submission dead-

line: FEBRUARY 2, 1990

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

SAT • LSAT • GMAT • GRE • Ach»evem«nt

Tit Reparation
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Pre-enrollment
Editor:

In the Bruin on Jan. 19,

Roric Aranovich advocated

using pre-enrollment as a tool,

but not as a reward. I dis-

agree. I am in the College

Honors program.

I spoke to Florie about tool

vs. reward, and she said, "The
fact that you are on the

Dean's List, your transcript has

an honors notation, and you

can say 'I am an honors

student' should be enough of a

reward for you."

Frankly, Florie, those reasons

are not enough. When I con-

sidered joining the College

Honors program (which

requires 44 units of honors

courscwork), 1 definitely con-

sidered pre-enrollment as a

reason to participate. Without

pre-enrollment, 1 know I would
not have participated in the

program. I have talked to other

honors students who share my
feelings. 1 consider pre-enroll-

ment the real benefit of being

in the College Honors program.

The College of Honors prog-

rams (Honors Collegium,
rv>p9rtm.et\tad CcholcurB, tlic

UCLA debate team, etc.) are a

source of great pride for

UCLA. Unfortunately, the Col-

lege will not remain viable

without participation from stu-

dents attracted to the tangible

benefits its has to offer.

Besides, Florie, why not

reward academic excellence?

Reward creates incentive. The
University cannot be hurt by
harder working students. Higher
education is meant to advance

learning. It does not make
sense for the Academic Affairs

Letters

Commissioner to weaken this

goal. Pre-enrollment should be

used as a reward.

David Zetland
Junior

Economics/Business

Honors students
Editor:

Florencia Aranovich feels

that pre-enrollment privileges

should be given to those stu-

dents who are in academic
difficulty as opposed to stu-

dents associated with athletics,

student government. Honors or

the Daily Bruin.

I agree wholeheartedly that

athletes and members of stu-

dent government should not be

treated as a specially privileged

class on campus. I disagree, _,

though, when it comes to

Honors students. It is very

twisted to take away a well-

deserved reward from those

who have earned it by getting

the best grades, and give it

instead to those who have

accomplished the least

iTiomas Jefferson said "we
must dream of an aristocracy

of achievement arising out of a

democracy of opportunity". If

one feels that there is not

democracy of opportunity, one
should address that issue; one
should not attack the aristocra-

cy of achievement.

Academic achievement is not

a crime.

This is supposed to be a

university. But let's face it,

honors students arc basically

treated like feces compared to

other groups such as athletes.

Good students are ste-

reotyped as "geeks, nerds, egg-

heads, study-monsters." College

Honors itself has only existed

few a few years, and one of

the few iMivileges it has been

able to bestow upon those

should merit privileges is pre-

enrollment We should not take

away that justly earned reward.

This country is falling

behind economically because

we are failing educationally. If

we want to save our nation

from economic slavery, it is

time not to give more pri-

vileges, more honors, more
status to the top academic

achievers. Rewarding those

who fail instead of those who
succeed would be bofli sym-

bolically and practically a giant

step backward for UCLA.

Andy Aligne
Graduate Student

Medicine

IVIandatoiy health plan
is unfair, extortionist
By Marie Romano and Michael Fuss

We are locking at the letter addressed to us by Konrad
Huntley and Winston Doby, through the office of the Vice-

Chancellor of Student Affairs, UCLA. This letter informs us that

we are now to be assessed an additional fee of $165.00 per

quarter for the privilege of attending your institution, over and

above the $491.50 per quarter that we now pay to attend UCLA.
Why? Because we are now compelled to purchase mandatory

health insurance ot no longer attend the university at which we
have already been accepted and invested two years of graduate

school.

Why is this? What is the connection between mandatory health

care and graduate students in the first place? Is it because we
have become such a burden on the health services of UCLA that

you feel a need to recoup your losses? Not only have we never

requested or required health services, a significant chunk of our

fees already go to provide this service.

Is it because the average graduate student age 25-35, in pur

prime and engaged in a sedentary profession, is especially disease

or accident prone? Is it because we, from the lofty financial

status which being students has imposed on us, have the extra

disposable income to perpetuate grossly inflated insurance

company profits?

How have the finances to pay for this through student loans

suddenly, if not magically, appeared? Is it because, as your

specious argument suggests, that you are grievously concerned for

our welfare? Why not require insurance year round, so as to

cover the summer months when we at last have an opportunity

to get, outdoors and into trouble?

Or, as we suspect is it because we are a group against whom
sanctions (such as refusal to register us) can be easily imposed?
Does that sound as much like extortion to you as it does to us?

Wait! We have a few more questions fcM* you. Is it because

the insurance companies — who have already made a mockery
of the legal system of the State of California by manipulating

state law — feel they can get away with it? Then what other

hoops will you have us jump through, for our own good?
Mandatory life insurance? Fire insurance? Mandatory renter's

insurance? (We can just imagine your concern that we might

come home one day only to find our word jxocessors burgled!)

Having rendered this insurance mandatory, how much will you
gouge us for next year? And the year after? When will the

imposition of this burden be extended to undergraduates as well?

The population of California at large? The unmitigated odiousness

of this step gives us pause to wonder: who among the U.C.

Regents is in bed with the insurance industry?

A last thought or two, gentlemen. We know your timing was
exquisite, preying on our end of the quarter preoccupation, what
with exams to be taken, papers written, and term projects

completed, followed immediately by Christmas break, when
scarcely a soul was in town to contest your little scheme.

But last of all, we wonder about your letter, all nine pages of

it, mailed on the same day as the decision informing us of this

imperious abrogation of our rights, and obviously prepared in

advance of the decision to implement this insult. It was the fine

print that caught our eye: the smoke screen of a vote that was
held for recommendation purposes only. Well, wasn't it Stalin

who said "it's not who gets the most votes; it's who counts

them"? ^-- -

The sum of all this is that we are greatly concerned with not

only the ominous portent of this scheme, but the extortionist

manner of its implementation. Our attempts to treat with the ;;;

administration thus far have resulted solely in the expenditure of
a great deal of time, effort, and shoe leather, while being

shunted form one underling to another.

We urge similarly-minded students to withhold i^yraent of
their registration fees until we can contest this mauerjvith
UCLA, or obtain a court injunction against it. It is still possible

to attend classes while withholding fees, much the same as they

are threatening us, by withholding our registration packets. (The
$50.00 late fee this imposes is a small price when measured
against the thousands of dollars that the insurance company will

squeeze form each of us by the end of our tenure as graduate
students.)

So here it is, UCLA, Regents, and you Colonial Life Insurance
weasels. Grad school is difficult, demanding, challenging, and we
are hard-pressed to spare the time to countervail you. But you
guys wanna dance? Then we'll dance, even if it means taking

you to court After all, it was an American president, Thomas
Jefferson, who dealt with pirates of his day by insisting "...
millions for defense — but not one cent for tribute!" - ..

Romano and Fuss are graduate students of political science.
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Americans must attend to the proMems in theirown backyard
"The silent colossal National Lie

that is the support of all the

tyrannies . . . t/mt is the one to

throw bricks and sermons at."

— Samuel Clemens

"Facts are Stupid things."

— Ronald Reagan

In
the last two weeks since

my column condemning the

U.S. invasion of Panama,
there have appeared in these

pages a number of letters and
edit(xials in response to my
thoughts on this matter. While
one writer states that I am
"hateful" in my attitude tow-

ards our country, and demands
that I reveal my "true agenda,"

another suggests that I repre-

sent a "bankrupt ideology" and
wish to create an Orwellian

world of unimaginable horrors

— completely devoid of Nin-

tendo, 30 out of 31 flavors,

and Neiman Marcus, I pre-

sume.

Each of these commentators,

none of whom offer either

logical criticism, a coherent

challenge to any of my histCMi-

cal representations, or even a

modicum of original or imagi-

native thought, share another

important attribute. In their

intentional neglect of the issues

in question, and in their para-

noid and desperate attempt to

vilify, with specious innuendo,

myself and those who perhaps

share some of my perspectives

or opinions, they are intention-

ally misrepresenting the idea of

critical dissent Critical dissent

is central to any society which
honestly chooses to describe

Tim
Strawn
itself as a free society.

Once again we hear the last

resort of the know-nothing, "If

you don't like it here, leave!"

It is essential for the fanatic,

and those who insist on pro-

tecting the current status quo,

to attempt to delegitimize dis-

sent by suggesting that it is

"un- American" and therefore

"hateful." It is also criticized

as being "fcxeign" and not to

be trusted, or "subversive," as

it will undermine our morality,

or "radical", too far out of the

mainstream to be regarded with

^y degree of seriousness.

Typically, any attempt to air

a dissenting view is met with

this desperate belching about

"loving your country," etc.

These defenders of tlv^ faith

use desperate measures because

they are afraid of an open

debate on the issues. They
have something to {H'otect, but

it's not d^nocracy they are

protecting. Their fear is that

perhaps a reliance on the old

platitudes and on old ways of
thinking about our world are

no longer sufficient to relegate

those of us calling for an

honest, open debate, the

"unfaithful", to the margins of

free expression.

Any Soviet commissar of <

propaganda would be proud of

the tactics used against dis-

senting opinion in this country

by some of our government

propagandists and "righteous"

fellow citizens. Some tactics —

^

here in the U.S. are virtually

identical to those methods

employed in countries like the

Soviet Union or Iran, where
spoken opinions "outside" the

"ncMTTi" are also portrayed as

unacceptable forms of express-

ion. I think that much of the

criticism of my views is not

because 1 may represent any
"foreign ideology" — that is

merely a smokescreen, but

because I insist on examining

the actions of my own country

and how these actions are

represented to the public as

well as their effect on others

peq)les.

It is this insistence on criti-

quing our actions rather than

those of other "lesser" nations,

who perhaps don't share our

"moral high^giound," that so

infuriates people. I restate, for

the recwd, my intent, my
"agenda" if you will. I feel

that we all share a responsibil-

ity to investigate, examine and
criticize our own country and

our own society before wc
look elsewhere.

There is a difference

between Afghanistan and El

Salvador. We the people of the

United States are responsible

fOT creating the horor chamber
that is El Salvador today, and
it is our responsibility to face

that ugly reality, instead of

averting our gaze to focus on
another tragedy which we can

blame on somebody else. It's

so easy to point the finger at

others, while ignoring our own
faults. There are plenty of

others in the media^ including

the Daily Bruin, who are

willing to take this irresponsi-

ble road and focus their atten-

tion on the mistakes, the

atrocities, and the lies of other

effect there?

I would like to be as

effective as possible in contri-

buting to the much-needed
debate on the future of our

country. That is why I write

about the things we do and the

way we portray what we do. I

believe that there are major
contradictions between our
"belief system" — the way in

which we see ourselves must
be based on a faith of some
sort, as there is virtually no
real evidence to suggest that

the United States as a nation,

or its' people, act as kindly

and gently as we would like to

believe — and the real world

of histcxical evidence.

It is crucial that we begin to

recognize that the United

It is our responsibility to face i^y realities we have

created, instead of averting our gaze to focus on
another tragedy ^^liich we can blame on somebody
else. It's so easy to point the fii^r at others, while

ignoring our own faults.

countries, especially those out-

sijde the United States' sphere

of influence.

I would reverse the disgust-

ing sentiment voiced above,

and suggest that if one wishes

to spend their time and energy

critiquing, for example, the

Soviet Union, one should move
there. Other than giving one a

false sense of superiority, what
good does it do to criticize

another country or another

"system," when what you say

here will have little or no

States acts like any other state

with "interests" to protect.

And just as it was with

propagandists for the Soviet

Union during the invasion of

Afghanistan, there will be lack-

eys to carry out similar tasks

here in our country when "our

interests" need to be explained

and defended to the great

unwashed masses.

Strawn is a library staff mem-
ber.
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We Want Our Teeth Straight!

Dr. N. DayanI
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & chikjren

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
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CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT
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future?

%':

This conference is designed to help you
explore personal values, set goals for

your future and meet new people! If you
want to empower yourself and learn about
The Secret of Your Success ", come check
us out!

«!«>

Name;

The conference is free and lunch is provided 1 ho enrollment
will be on a first come, first serve basis. lo enroll, please
return this form 10 KclU Wachowrcz at 1(31 Kerckhotf Hall by
January 26, 1990. lor more information, contact Ueb Moriarty
at 825-6690.

Phone

Address:

Sponsored bv the UCLA Student Skilts Buildlnit Prottram/Student ana Lampus Li<c

I
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^. Arts & Entertainment
Column

Here's a story:

Moral Bradys put Bundy family

to shame on new Fox line-up

When one considers the type of

sitcom that dominates both audi-

ence and critical attentions on
television today, it seems rather

ironic that a pure and wholesome
show hke The Brady Bunch would
be making a comeback.

Yes — that's right. For all of

you out there who haven't heard

yet, Mike, Carol, Greg, Marcia,

Peter, Jan, Bobby, Cindy and Alice

arc returning to television each

week with a new one hour show
called The Bradys, inspired by and
continuing where last year's A
Very Brady Christmas left off.

The irony, though, is that the

network would even consider

reuniting a nice, good natured and
moral bunch like the Bradys with

Couch Potato

i
/

\
f

,
^^^' **-'.

Jason
Stewart

the Fox network achieving such

big success with the Old Sitcom's

extreme opposite —
Married. . With Children.

The real question is, why is

Married. . .With Children so
popular with both audiences and
critics? This question, for which I

have no answer, is becoming more
and more important as more
sitcoms begin to imitate its style

and take on its rather twisted and
frightening af^roach to humor.

Before one can truly understand

why many people object to this

show, one must watch it — just

once will do. 1, for one, defended
the show before I even saw it when
I heard that a woman had con-
vinced at least one advertiser to

stop promoting its product on the

show. What would happen to the

integrity of the television industry,

1 thought, if every reactionary

viewer started influencing the

purse strings of programming?
Then I caught an episode and

quickly realized that television had
little or no integrity left to defend.

Married. . .With Children is, at

the very least, a sad statement of
how low humor and tclc\(|^ion

sitcoms can sink. But what is even
more alarming is the thought that

this show and its success might
actually be a reflection of Ameri-
can society. Even if it is, I, for one,

don't want a television show to

remind me of this sorry fact

I think I would be accurate to

assert that Married. . .With Chil-

dren never has and probably never
will remotely touch upon a moral

or value. Though I have seen only a

few episodes, they were enough to

convince me that a hint of either

morals or values would simply be

out of character fw the show. It

even managed to have a Christmas
special without any taste or mes-

sage — except, maybe, that the

vl^hole season is superficial and
stinks.

For those who have not seen the

show, it can be summarized rather

simply: the adventures of a work-

ing class family that has absolutely

no love, no compassion, no intelli-

gence, no motivation and no
purposeful ambition.

Unfortunately, even if you were
smart enough to avoid the show,

you may still have witnessed its

effects. Its success has inevitably

sparked imitation — even among
shows whose premise would imply

otherwise.

A good example of this (though

certainly not exclusive) is Just the

Ten of Us. This show is in many
ways a copy of The Brady Bunch
— two loving parents and eight

well-meaning kids. This is the

theory anyway. The result, on the

other hand, is two loving parents

and eight obnoxious brats, many of
whom show no worthy attributes at

all.

But the really scary fact is that

Just the Ten of Us does not

blatantly profess its lack of values

as a theme — as does
Married. . .With Children — but

instead makes it an acceptable part

of the characters' personalities. It

is hard to be moved by an episode

where the young son learns the

depth of his father's love on his

birthday, when the show often

begs for laughs through the seem-
ingly acceptable fact that none of

his sisters really care if he exists.

While sitcoms without values

seem, at the moment, the trend of
the '90s (God, I hope not!), it is

important that shows like

Married. . With Children not be
mistakenly grouped with shows
hke Roseanne. The mistake is

easily made. After all, each show is

centered around a working class

family, and each uses that fact as a

basis for much of its personality

and humor. The difference, how-
ever, is that even Roseanne has a

point to make in the end — the

other show does not.

As I stated earlier, I really can*t

answer why Married. . .With
Children — and shows like it —
are doing so well. Theie are, of

course, a lot of theories on this —
including the most obvious: that it

is different. Yes that's true enough
— it certainly is riot The Brady
Bunch, The Cosby Show, or Family
Ties. But different shouldn't be

enough. A lot of shows are

different, but Married. . .With

Children is more than different. It

defies at least one of the basic

purposes of a sitcom: to make you
feel good. It somehow manages to

make some (too many) people
laugh, but does anyone really go
away feeling good?

Certainly life was never like The

See BRADYS, page 28

Queen Ida brings musical 'bon temps' to UCLA
Film

Queen Ida of the Bon Temps Zydeco Band practiced her brand of rhythmic acupuncture at
UCLA.

By Damlan O'Rane
Staff Writer

CONCERT: Queen Ida and the Bon
Temps Zydeco Band. At the Wadsworth
Theatre, Sat. Jan. 20.

Queen Ida and the Bon Temps
Zydeco Band. For the growing
number of people who know and
k)ve their music, it means a great,

toe-tapping, two-stepping listen-

ing experiencer^^^^ ^
It's rhythmic acupuncture, this

Ojun music, hitting you at odd
points like the wrist, shoulder,

ankles and neck and swirling

around you in wreaths of musical

smoke even the surgeon general

would recommend.
The Bon Temps Zydeco Band

came on first and performed some
great songs of their own. The
drums snapped away in classic

rock *n' roll and blues rhythms. In

the call and response department,

the sax took up the latter responsi-

bility. Together they (including a

guitarist and accordionist) made
for a tight, relaxed team.

Then Queen Ida entered, wear-
ing an ankle-length skirt and
brightly ghmmering blouse. Her
sweet, soulful voice was of the

character able to handle soul,

blues, folk . . . you name it One
torch song, called 'Tyrone," was
so bursting with emotion, that Ida

felt compelled at the song's end to

say that she doesn't have a
boyfriend and that she thinks only

of her husband when singing that

song.

Ida's son, who played accord-

ion, donned a washboard and
played by scraping the handles of
spoons up and down the corru-

gated metal. Since the sound
resembled a frenzied, rhythmically

intoxicated' rattlesnaice, it was a

wonder the spoons didn't catch
fire.

The lyrics were often suiprising,

too. Everything from crocodile-

hunting to homesickness for New
Orleans ("where the bayou and the

gumbo wait for me,**) was fea-

Uired. There was also "Lucille,"

about an untrustworthy woman
who in no way resembles, say,

B.B. King's faithful six-string.

See ZYDECO, page 25
V

Brazilian music, 'dirty dancing' lands in LA.
By Jason Lin

Contributor

What are likely to be the dance moves of the 90's? Forget disco, tango,

and Glenn Miller, Lambada is the name of the new dance craze currently

thrilling dancers and spectators alike all over the world.

In this era of AIDS and safe sex. Lambada can be described as "Dirty

Dancing" to the beats of Latin-influenced dance tracks. Dancers perform
sensual moves often with pelvis and thighs close together. On the later

stages, "grind" (rotating hip movement), improvised dips and swirls of
body movements are the characteristics of the dance.

Lambada originated decades ago in the Bahia region of northeastern

Brazil. The miisic later incorporates elements of other Afro-Caribbean
styles like reggae, zouk, and salsa. It is not Latin music, but rock & roll

and contemporary pop with a difference — sung in Spanish.
Because of the eroticism and sensuality involved with Lambada, the

then-dictator of frazil Getuho Vargas, banned the dance citing its

"immorahty."

In June, 1989, the dance received an unexpected revival when CBS/
Europe released the single "Lambada" by the Paris based band called

Kaoma.The single later became the largest-selling single in the history of
the record company. "Lambada" was Number One in fifteen countries

and Kaoma's World Beat sold 5(X),(XX) copies within two weeks of its

European release.

Recognizing its success in Europe, Kaoma's single and its

:iccompanying album wffe released here in thei United States at the end of

See DANCING, page 27
Members of the group 'Alma' hope their mix ofrock-salsa will
be as popular in the States as elsewhere.

Nick Nolte falls for Debra Winger's psychotic charms in

'Everybody Wins.'

With loser 'Everybody
Wins,' audience & film
play to scoreless tie
By Jill Leger ..vi"«*f ''^

staff Writer

FILM: Everybody Wins. Written by Arthur Miller. Directed by Karel Reisz.
Produced by Jeremy Thomas. An Orion Pictures release with Debra Winger. Nick
Ndte, Jack Warden. Playing citywide.

Be warned. Everybody Wins is a misnomer. Everybody doesn't win.
The audience loses big time. So badly, in fact, that when it comes out on
video, a question mark^should be placed after the title so that it reads
Everybody Wins? — find of like what they did with Casual Sex?.

DirectOT Karel Reisz (Sweet Dreams) and renowned playwright/
screenwriter Arthur Miller have created a C-grade film that falls into the

disastrous realm between serious drama and spoof. It's a scary place
where dramatic tension elicits chuckles and intended humor spurs
disgust

Thanks to films like Betrayed and Black Widow, co-star Debra Winger
must feel like she's treading familiar ground.
Winger plays Angela Crispini, a psychologically troubled woman who

enlists the help of out-of-town f)rivate investigator Tom O'Toole (Nick
Nolte), She believes that his significant skill and notoriety, combined
with her knowledge, will help firee a kid unjustly accused of murderiftg a

prominent local physician.

Tom, a laid back kind of guy who likes cruising through town in his

drab green Chevy listening to Leon Redbone, is instantly smitten with
Angela. One can only wonder why. Maybe it's the way she drops all her
"G's." Or maybe it's the way she coyly tells him she's abstainin' from sex
("I've never felt this pure, this clean! '0. Or maybe it's the way she can
only articulate the facts of the case well if she's touchin' his hand. . ,

But as the two begin a heated affair (so much for chastity), Tom finds

even more things to love about Angela. For one, she has a bemusin' array
of personalities (sometimes she's a redhead who needs him desperately,

sometimes she's a penned bnineue who finds his "whole manner
guttural!").

She also has a mighty intercstin' past; rumor has it she's the town
whore. But perhaps Tom is most taken by Angela's dam charmin' way
with words. It's so nice, she tells him, "to talk to someone who isn't step-

pin' on his own fingers. I mean, Christ, you act like a man!. . .you talk

about somethin' other than money and pussy!" She also tells him she
loves his "brass balls."

But Angela can be difficult For instance, she's awfully reluctant to

give Tom the details on the case. She seems to be the only one willin' to

tell him who the real murderer is, but she insists on divulgin' the infor-

mation in little pieces.

Lovesick Tom is subsequently strung along hke a stupid puppet. "This
woman is your whole case," thejudge (Jack Warden) tells Tom. **I get the

feeling you're walking on bubbles." Tom shakes his head and replies

"You're right, I've been letting my dingus do the talking."

With apparently nothing else to do, Tom (to Mark Isham's overly-

dramatic, bellowing score) pokes around town, trying to follow Angela's
cryptic clues. It's not easy, though.

Sometimes Angela surprises him and appears out of seemingly
nowhere to yell at him. And at other times, he finds himself crossing paths
with some pretty wacky characters — like a hair-gnawing back woods
country gal (Kathleen Wilhoite) who makes Roger & Afe's "rabbit lady"
look hke Princess Di. But surprisingly enough, Tom's heart, with its

romantic weakness for feminine eccentricities, isn't particularly
charmed, and remains devoted to Angela. ^

See /LOSER/ page 24
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'LOSER'
From page 22

As the reasons behind the fialse

accusation unfold, and small-town

shady shenanigans become appa-

rent, Miller's storyline becomes
increasingly simplistic and pre-

dictable.

Its biggest flaw, though, is that it

fails to delve into Angela's curious

nature; it leaves her psychological

{x-oblems unexplained. With no
foundation. Winger seems to be

left hanging in mid-air. Angela is

subsequently so baffling, she

becomes disagreeable.

The only real mystery in this

detective thriller is how on earth

Miller and Reisz created such a

mess. Their core concept, presu-

mably to question and explore

what is real and what is delusional,

demands a subtle, graceful

ap[nx)ach, which they dreadfully

fail to execute.

The impact of the potentially

cunning central idea is lost com-
pletely befcx« Reisz *s awkward

camera, which seems to exagg-

erate Miller's already cumber-

some dialogue and already
unrealistic characters into near

farce.

••Everybody knows." whisper

the Everybody Wins publicity

posters. "Everybody's piilty. No
one pays." The advertisement is

sure to take on special meaning for

any audience who has just sat

through the film.

Post screening, everybody
knows this was one doozy of a

ridiculous movie.

Have you ever been

HARASSED, ASSAULTED OIVRAPED
at UCLA or in the Los Angeles

Community? Together, UCLA's feminist news

magazine needs contributors for the upcoming,

ipecial issue on RAPE. If you are interested in

raising campus awareness on this subject, call To-

gether at 206-6168. Completely Confidential.
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ZYDECO
From page 22

Many of the Afro-American
musical elements, as pointed out

by ethnomusicologist and i^e-con-
ccrt lecturer Jacqueline Djedje,

were incorporated into this unique
brand of music after World War II.

Zydeco, she said, comes from

^
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SUNSET SPECIALS v,'.^v.wa

DAILY 4-6 pm
.59C Chicken Tacos

THURSDAY NIGHT

PITCHERS
$2.00 after 7KX> pm

! jMUfN MEAL DEA^^^
I

I
Grilled Chicken, Steak or Pork Taco Plate,

I jTwo Soft Tacos, Lettuce, Cheese, Beans & Rice,

I

I

[ I
(Limit 1 per customer. Expires 6/30/90)

Chips & Salsa, Large Soft Drink - $3.95

—

)

Come Party on the Patio!
Fax Your Order- 208-TOGO. Wc deliver - 208-2038. 1084 Glendon Ave. .

MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED

HENRY CISNEROS
Former Mayor of San Antonio

and
First Visiting Fellow of the Lewis Center for

Regional Policy Studies at the Graduate
School of Architecture and Urban Planning

will speak on

((

ISSUES FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
99

Wednesday, January 24, 1990

8:00 P.M.

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium

The Lewis Center for Regional Policy Studies at UCLA,
established in 1989 through a major gift from Ralph

and Goldy Lewis, will undertake basic and applied

research on environmental, transportation, social and
economic policy issues affecting the future of the Los
Angeles region. The Jnteractiqa of these forces with

the changing form a^nd design of the built environment
will also be examined. The Center will stimulate the

development of a middle ground of pragmatic

discourse between the University and the wider

communities within which public policy is shaped and
implemented. —

—
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haricot, the French word for

snapbean.

"People^ she said, "sometimes
create their own dances right on
ihe spot," as well as perform the

traditional waltz and two-step.

That proclamation was certainly

right. A few songs before a rousing

ending, a couple was seen dancing

furiously up and down the aisle.

They worried the seated folks

because they nearly careened into

the seats at times, but Ida had
indeed lived up to her '^promise to

make you move before you leave

this theatre.*'

Make this group move she did.

There was standing room only for

the big finale. This is wonderful
stuff indeed. It incorporates the

blues, Cajun, jazz, country-west-

em, bluegrass, reggae, classic rock
and Latin styles. It was nothing

less than a night of fun for all.

Djedje also said that like Afiro-

American culture itself, this music
may change in the future, and very
quickly. It is constantly looking for

sontething new; it never wants to

stay iii the same place and possibly

grow stale.

But for the time being, there is

nothing musty whatsoever about
this grand music.

i4a
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM
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UP THE CREEK?
Come Help Us Mainstream

Tutor Developmental Disabled Children and Keep
Special Education Afloat in LA Unified Schools

For More Information, come to an orientation:

Tuesday
Wednesday

Jan. 23 11-1

Jan. 24 12-2

at Kerckhoff 411
or leave a message at 825-2417

Funded by CAC/PAB

Something for those
of you who aren't taking

Stanley H. Kaplan Prep™

We've produced more top scores on tests like the

LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all other courses

combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan
Prep™ you may need to take more than a #2 pencil

to tne test.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Ti^ KapbnOrTakeYour Giances

Visit our booth between 10am and 3pm ""

at the"UeS Job Fair

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
1-800-262-PREP

fot othertecgtions cail SOO-KAF-TEST

COME SEE US ON CAMPUS
%

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK OF
CALIFORNIA

Operating Services Group

Will be holding an

INFORMATION SESSION

Thursday, January 25, 1990

noon-1:00 P.I

Placement and Career Planning Center

*CamDus Interviews:

Tuesday, February 6, 1990

Please review the First Interstate Bank information—binder and brochures In your career center
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STAMFORD PREP INC.
LSAT GMAT GR£
Classes begin Dec. 9, 1989

If you're thinking about taking

Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan,'*

-Stephanie Barman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention ~ "

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

Interested in strategic planning, information
technology or systems development?

Then come to... =

ement
Night

^• \

Featuring speakers from:

••• -. . »• •"» • »

T^ . o ^ Andersen
Bam & Company, Inc. Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN A CO.

^

Price Waterhouse

Wednesday, January 24, 1990
7pin to 9pni

Los Angeles Tennis Center

Sponsored by the UCLA Engineering Business Society

GoMen
award winners
announced in

BeveriyHiiis

By John Horn

^ Associated Press

Born on the Fourth of July,

Oliver Stone's wrenching
Vietnam drama, took the top

Golden Globe trophies, and
emerged as the best bet for Oscar
nods later this year.

In nationally televised ceremo-
nies Saturday night, the film

received the best dramatic movie
and best screenplay awards. Stone
was named best director and star

Tom Cruise got best dramatic
actor.

The Golden Globes, which are

selected by the 83 voting members
of the Hollywood Foreign Press

Association, often serve as precur-

sors to the coveted Academy
Awards. Last year, for example.
Rain Man took two top Golden
Globes and went on to dominate
the Oscars.

The Golden Globes also play a
key role in advertising campaigns
for winning movies considered

Oscar contenders. Academy
Award nominations are to be
announced Feb. 14.

Driving Miss Daisy, the story of
a South^n spinster's relationship

with her black chauffeur, collected

three awards during the 47th
annual Golden Globes ceremony,
including best musical or comic
motion picture.

Ron Kovic, the disabled veteran

whose story was the basis forBom
on the Fourth of Juiy. received a

standing ovation in accepting the

screenplay trophy. Saturday was
the 22nd anniversary of the day he
was shot in Vietnam.

*T didn't even know if I was
going to get off the field and live.

This is the happiest day ofmy life,"

said Kovic, who shared the

screenplay award with Stone.

The film, a chronicle of Kovic 's

transformation from a patriotic

soldier to a war protester, was 12
years in the making.

"On nights like this, for just one
fleeting moment, you know you
did the right thing," Stone said in

accepting the best director award.
In accepting his award. Cruise

thanked Kovic, "whose quest for

this truth really drove this film."

Cruise also thanked all of the

Vietnam veterans who "gave their

souls for me."

Michelle Pfeiffer was named
best actress in a dramatic motion
picture for The Fabulous Baker
Boys, the story of two Seattle

nightclub performers and the new
singer — Pfeiffer — who shakes

things up.

In the television competition,

the CBS series Murphy Brown
won as best musical or comic
television series, ABC's China
Beach was named best dramatic

TV soies and Lonesome Dove
won for best miniseries or televi-

sion movie.

Winners in dramatic series for

acting were Ken Wahl, star of
Wiseguy, and Angela Lansbury of
Murder. She Wrote.

Christine Lahti was named best

actress in a miniseries orTV movie
for her performance in No Place

Like Home, a drama about a

homeless family in America. Rob-
ert Duvall won for b6Jft actor ill a
mini^rics or TV movie for Lone-
some Dove.

Otfier TV awards went to Ted
Danson {Cheers) and Jamie Lee
Curtis {Anything But Love), named
best actor and actress in a lelevi-

See WINNERS, page 28
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DANCING
From page 2?

last year. Judging from the public

reacticMi to the new dance craze, it

seemed to have created more
media coverage than the actual

sales for the record. In addition to

newspaper articles. Lambada
received TV featured segments
from "Entertainment Tonight" to

the "CBS Evening News."
Kaoma made its local debut

performance at a sold-out crowd at

the Palace on January Sth.

According to a CBS/Epic spokes-

man, about 60% of the audience

was comprised ofknowledgeable

and serious fans of the band while

the other 40% was there for

curiosity reasons. While Lambada
attracts a predominantly young
crowd in Europe, the Palace
concert had mostly concert-goers

over the age of 25. Ironically,

Latinos did not make up the

majcHity of the crowd; the audi-

ence was majoritarily white.

In addition to Kaoma, a group
called Alma is the first American
band to release a Lambada-
influenced track "La, La, La,

Lambada (The Dance of Love) on
Original Sound Records of Los
Angeles. Steve Pina, a Lambada
specialist at Original Sound, read-

ily admitted that the dance craze

may have trouble breaking into

mainstream clubs like Florentine

Gardens. Even though club DJ's

received promo singles oi both

Kaoma and Alma, they have been
reluctant to program Lambada into

mixes of Top-40 and house dance
hits for fear of clearing the dance
floor.

So far, it has received special

attention only from clubs that have
the so-called "Lambada Nights."

According to Pina, there is a
definite group ofLambada follow-
ers who packs these clubs. "I'm
sure many people are aware of the

dance craze. However, the biggest

obstacle for us in promoting the

record is to get people to learn the

moves. The general conservative-

ness and shyness of the club goers
also arc exactly compatible with
the spirits of Lambada,**

Refuting the notion that there

are only limited numbers of Lam-
bada songs released so far, "people
basically can dance to any music
with the swinging Latin beats,"

said Pina.

Even though traditional Top-40
radio stations have yet to embrace
Lambada, promoters for Kaoma 's

•"Lambada" confirmed that it is

receiving heavy requests at Span-
ish and alternative music radio

stations. No actual sales figures are

available for Kaoma's album and
single.

The fate of Lambada will

ultimately be decided by the public
after the media interests die down.
Whether people like the idea of
dancing pelvis-to-pelvis with
strangers may also ultimately

depend on the generally conserva-
tive attitude of the American
culture. Will Lambada just be
another fad that disappears in a

matter a few months? Stay tuned.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries "

DR. FRED KMALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(^13) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

IgfUCLA students, faculty, and staff spent $79, 134,540 on vaoation trawl last year.

• ^'Data: Maiket Opinion Research, June 1989.

Sell them their traweling needs. MmriHISfS 825-2161

Four of a Kind

- A' '•

We're holding an .

unbeatable hand.
Teradyne, a half

billion dollar leader in the
high tech field, stands apart
from all the other players in

the world market. We're big
enough to stay in the game
as the stakes are raised, yet

we're still informal enough
to allow you flexibility and
freedom.

And what a hand we hold.

In our Automatic Test Equipment
businesses, we're a leading player in
virtually every market, from board test to
component test. When you need to test the
latest product, you tal^ to Teradyne first.

Our Electronic Design Automation business is bringing our technology to
market in this fast growing software arena, producing state-of-the-art products
used in engineering design analysis and test of complex electronic systems.

We're also the world's largest merchant producer of backplane connection
systems. These systems are vital in the development of tomorrow's military
and commercial electronics products.

And Teradyne is the world's leading independent manufacturer of telephone
network test systems. As voice and data merge, we'll be there to provide test
solutions for the telecommunications industry.

Teradyne has facilities in some of the country's most desirable areas, and close
to most of the nation's major learning centers.

To keep our Unbeatable hand as the world game gets tougher, we need talented
people with new ideas. For more information, visit your Placement Office
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"
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Baseball's TOOTH & NaU Scores:

Dental BRAVES: 10

Dentist DODGERS:

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:

_ 478-0363
• TOOTH BONDING .

• Fix chipped, stained or broken teeth T —
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA GRADUATE)
1441 Westvwxxi Blvd. (between Wilshire &. Sanca Monica

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

ESPECIALLY PRC J4

EXCHANGE VISA HOLDERS

AVOID THE LONG WAIT"
BE ONE OF THE FIRST ON THE 3RD

/ PREFERENCE WAITING LIST

FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCE

LAW OFHCE OF:

TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIFIED IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474^2545
CALL FOR FREE CX)NSULTAT10N CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTWOOD BL

According to Market Opinion Research, June 1989,

82% of58,200 people said that newspapers are

the most useful source for entertainment information.

Advertise in the UCLA Daily Bruin
825-2161

O

O O
Read the

Daily Bruin
and Win

$50 CASH!!!

^^"v^^

\x

^"v^;^

In Search of the Fakes..

On February 2, 1 990
(Fri., 4th week)

there will be two fake ads
in the Daily Bruin. If you can

xorrectly identify the two fake ads
you can win up to $50 -- CASH!!!

A^> 4 lucky winners will be
randomly selected,

each will receive

$50 in cash.

h »

Rules and entry form will be published on
the day of the contest (2/2/90).

. ..;i'-v..lA

'If.

J
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WINNERS
From page 26

sion series. Amy Madigan cap-

tured the Golden Globe for best

supporting actress in a series,

miniseries or television movie for

the TV movie Roe vs. Wade.
Dean Stockwell got best sup-

porting actor in a series, miniseries

or television movie for his NBC
show Quantum Leap.

In the movie competition, Driv-

ing Miss Daisy also captured

trophies for best actor and actress

in a musical or comic motion
picture, for Morgan Freeman and
Jessica Tandy.
The other multiple movie win-

ner was the animated film. The
Little Mermaid, winner fcM" best

original score and best original

song.

JuUa Roberts ofSteelMagnolias
was chosen best supporting actress

in a movie, while Denzel
Washington won best su(^rting
actor in a movie for Glory.

Italy's Cinema Paradiso was
named best foreign language film.

Hosts Cybill Shepherd and Sam
ElUott presided over the ceremo-
nies, which were shown on cable

television.

The awards include 24 trophies:

13 for movies and 11 for televi-

sion.

BRADYS
From page 22

Brady Bunch, but after watching
an episode, I still went away
feeling good. Moreover, as a kid, I

looked at the Bradys as an example
of how I should act. Televisi(Mi,

like it or not, has this power. While
it can be hotly debated how much
TV can or should affect us, it

definitively does. The question we
need to ask then, is: what type of
example do the Bundys (even the

name is ironically similar) set for

viewers, young and old?

As for my other assertion of
whether Married. . .With Chil-

dren is simply a reflection of
society, I would say it is not. That
is to say— I hope it is not Maybe I

am living in a naive little bubble

(created by too many fluffy epi-

sodes of The Brady Bunch), but I

refuse to beUeve that the average

American family is any iiksk like

the Bundys than the Bradys. Both
are extreme exaggerations of ste-

reotypes — one an old ideal, the

other a twisted perception of
reality. I see no reason why a
sitcom needs to promote the latter.

Have you ever been

HARASSED,
ASSAULTED

OR
RAPED

atUCLA or in the Los
Angeles Communi-
ty? Together, UCLA's
feminist newsmaga-
zine needs contribu-

tors for our
upcoming, special

issue on RAPE. If you
are interested in rais-

ing campus aware-
ness on this subject,

call Together at 206-

6168. Completely
confidential.

^
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DAILY BRUIN Classified
112 KercKhoft Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

INFO: (21 3) 825-2221 FAX: (21 3) 206-0528
Th« manag«m*nt resArvts th« continuing right to chang*, roclassify, ravis* or

rajact any classifiad advarlisamant not maattng tha standards of tha Daily Bruin

CLASSIFIED RATES
Daily, 15 words or less S4.2S
Daily, each additional word $0.27

Weekly. 1 5 words or less S 1 5.00

Weekly, each additionaJ word $1 .00

Display ads-student rate/col.-inch S8.00
Display ads-kx^l rate/col. -inch $9.45

DEADLINE SCHEDULE
Classified Lin* Ads:

1 worl^ing day in advance by noon

Classifi«d Display Ads:

2 working days in advance by noon

IMt check* payaMe to «w UCU Daily Bruin

Th» ASUCLA Comniunk^atant Bo«d Wly •upporh tw Unwrvly ot CaMornia't po»icy on non<k»cr«n*ia-

ton No medium tfiall aocapl •dvarHMmanu vi^iich pr»(«nt p«fion* ot any otiyn. (aca. laligian, •• or

MJiual orivntibon m a damaging way w imply ^at (hay ara Ivnitad lopo«lona. capatukliaa. rolaa or atelua

in loaaly Naittar ra Daily Brum nor Iha ASUCLA Communicatianc Boaid hat mvaalgalad any ot tia

larvicwa advarbtad or ffiaadvartaart rapreaanlid in ViiaiMue Any partem baliaving thai an advarlisamant

in Ms issue violaled tm Board's policy on non-disoiminalion staled herein should communicate complainta

mwitng to the Buanesa Mana9*r. Daily Bruin. \ 12 Karcfchott Hal. 304 Weslvnood Plaza. Lot Angalae. CA
90024 For asatslanca wiVi houting ditaimmalon problamt. call Iha UCLA Hous»>9 Ottica at 625-4491 or

call the Weststde Far Housing Ottice al 475-9671
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Concert Tickets 6
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Good DealsT^'"^ 7
Lost 1

7

Miscellaneous 9
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Political 1

1

Research Subjects 12

Sports Tickets 5
Trade In /Swap 14

Vacation Service 4
Wanted 15

Wanted to buy 16

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Health Services 22
Pregnancy 20

Salons

Sperm Donors
21

19

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EHfTLOYMENT
Child Care Wanted 35
Domestic Help Wanted 36
Help Wanted 30
Internships 34
Job Agencies 31

Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33

ENTERTAINMENT
Club Guide 40
Dining Guide , 41

Restaurants 46
Social Events 45
Theati-e Guide 47

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
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Apartments to Share 54
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Condos for Rent 69
Condos for Sale 67
Condos to Share ..;' 68
House Exchange ,' 59
House for Rent . 56
House for Sale .^ 58
House to Share 57
Housing Needed 60
Housing Service 55
Real Estate 61

Room & Board for Help 62
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Room for Rent r- 64
Roommates 65
Sublet ^ 66
Tenant Information 51

Vacation Rentals 53

RECREATION ACTIVITES
Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76
Health Clubs 81

Horseback Riding 77
Running 75
Sailing^ 78
Skiing T

-'•

' 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc. Rentals 87
Photo Service 89
Skis 85
Televisions 86

^^^nSERVICES
Child Care
For Rent

GRE / GMAT Prep

90
101

103

Insurance 91

Legal Advice ' 92
Money to Loan 93
Movers 94
Music Lessons 102
Personal Service 95
Resumes 104
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed „ 99
Typing 100

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels 107
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10
Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale 113
Mopeds 119

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Rides Offered 115
Rides Wanted 1 16

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box .125

Furniture 126
Garage Sales 1 27
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
OfficeEquipment 133
Pets _' 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 13

1

Sports Equipment 132
Typewriters / Computers 1 34
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Aim /OPEN CfJALLENG'E
WE HAVE SEEN

Chrislianit) challcniicd time and again in the intellectual aiena.

WE HAVE HEARD
the aiiiunients ckMiouncinii Christianity as irrational, anti-intellectual, anti-proiiressive. and internally self-contradictorv.

WE BELIEVE
that those who have raised serious intellectual questions deserxe serious intellectual answers, and that those who

have issued helliiierent challennes oui:ht to have the intellectual inteizritv

to raise those in public and defend their arguments.

WE BELIEVE
that the truth ol Christianits stands or tails with the historical truth ot the resurrection ot Jesus Christ. We believe

that the resurrection did occur and serves to substantiate Jesus' claim to be the Son of God who died an atoning

death for the sin> oi humankind in order that we may have a personal relationship with God through liim.

WE RESPECT
tln)se who hold tlifferent opinions from ours and who have challenged us directl\ or indirectly oti this issue, and

we wish to respond with a challenge oi our own.

fjk
^ THEREFORE:

Welj^ne ^ijfjl^lii^ fliailen^^^ to any responsible and (|ualified student or faciilt} meniher on campus who

\M)uld ^^^^yf^V*^"^ c'lii^a^e in public discussion debate re^ardint» the historicit> of the resurrection event.

jj^yjL^ Details to be arranged pending acceptance of this challenge.

Contact: l)ann\ Andre Dixon, M.A.: 824-4950

Good Deals 7 Good Dealt 7 Good Decrif 7 Miscellaneous

Alcokelks Abmthmw
Men Ditcunian. iWt Book 9b^
Pri Step Study. AU 3S2S 12:1$-1:15

Tuca "S-l-Xr, Wed Dtoauikm
NPI C8S38 12:10-1:00

Ev ilooliDlot or indivkliMli whs )mn %

drirkins prabloB

(213) 3C7-01(

INSURANCE WARI We'll bcM anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports caw,
muhiple tIdteU, student discount. Requttt

"Bruin Plan". (213)813-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

'VM<« • ^y i W WkWb

For only $239. Includes exam.

Or. Vogel in Westwood
208-3011

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

MoMywowT Mmm AMrif CwpHiy
462-232t 463-«Se9

FASHIONS in swimwev. Modeb wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-97S6
evenings.

POSTAL AW malt boxes, FAX, Mcrowsve,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtellc. (213)312-0092.
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OLTP " FAULT TOLERANCE • PARALI
SQL DATABASE RISC -UNIX ' OPtH
OLTP- WINNING STRATEGIES- QUA
INTEGRITY -WINNING CAREERS - Hll

PROFITABILITY STRATEGIC REINV
PRICE/PERFORMANCE - EXPANDAE
OLTP PARALLELISM -FAULT TOLE
SQL DATABASE -RISC ^UNIX OPPC
HIGH PROFITABILITY • EXPANDABIL

Together, these words 7^

—

define a powerful strategy

that is helping Tandem
Computers shape the future.

For new grads, that means the

hottest career opportunities

around.

In the technical arena, you'll

find yourself involved in

important projects right away.

Like applying RISC to future

fault-tolerant UNIX* systems,

focusing on SQL database

technology, and creating an
open application develop-

ment environment.

Tandem expects a lot of our
new grads. And we give a

lot back. Find out more when
Tandem comes to campus.

Information Session:

January 25
12-2p.m.

'

Bolter HaU Rm. #8500

On Campus Interviews:

January 30

Schedules:

• Computer Science

For more information, con-

tact your Placement Center.

We are an equal opportunity
employer m/f/h/v.

mohi> Q oiff0fvtic#«

College Relations, Tandem Computers Incorporated
10600 Rit^eview Court, MS229-I7, Cupertino. CA 95014-0704

* UNIX U a rcgiMcred trademark of ATAT

DON'T MISS ONE OF UCLA'S
HOTTEST SUMMER JOBS!

BRUIN WOODS
1st deadline for apps Jan. 24th,

2nd deadline Feb. 22.
Send it now - avoid the rush!

(Apps. at West Center)

(714) 337-2478

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS LA KINGS

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Fr— Dtltmry'i PkUtaghy: mt wtr* itarUd in ;0M ty UCLA itudtnU oAd cotilwiMt lo employ UCLA
MmdeitU Wt prooidt fJlkS DELIVERY lo aAvoa* m eampta. Wt of/tr ftmrdtofl itaU mud print* Mow
markil to mil UCLA itudomtt, itaff, m»d faemUy. Atk mnyoiu mi/to h»t mmd m» W/br* mud Ihey wiU loU
you (Am tarn, that whtH tt comtt to our UCLA etiuUi, wt eoAt k* ttmL <fuot*t mr* frot, to gw ui a
ealL Rtmtmbtr lo nmUtoH youYt from UCIAIIK

(213)205-0838
FAX # 472 3013 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective:

Commitment:

Money:

Cost:

Fundraiser

Minimal

Raise $1,400

Zero Investment

Campus orjgtanizations, clubs,

frats, sororities call OCMC at

1(800) 932-0528/
1(800) 950-8472 ext 10.

/^

Personal to 'Personcllf 10

CHINESE NEW YEAR PARTY. Attention peo-

ple of Chinese or Oriental descent! Celebrate

the New Year with us al our Arcadia Dance
Party. Dance to one of LA's hoOeit iMnds.

Coniplementary buffet. Fantastic door prizes.

For more info. (213)385-^26.

COUNSELINC-PSYCMOIHflArr. JULEE
CARPER MA. MFCC INTER IMF1S3M . %.1I0-

ING FEES. BRENTWqOO (213)3M-14J^
VIRGIL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

no
loves our
"Rasfiersr

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCU BLOOD CENTER
82&O860

"A" Levol, Room A2-260
UCLA Modlcal Contor

•Wwr 4 Sour* !••¥« wnth pay or the

fflMi lickaL We caniKK fd both.

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL
*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Daily Bruin Classified

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

Personal 10 Personal 10

TAN SUEDE COAT lined with lamb skin,

disappeared from UCLA bus «30, returning

from the ALL-Greek Jan 16. Great sentimental

value. If have information, contact Irene

(213)824-0890. Reward. .

Hey Baby...
Let the Greeh
Times Roll.

All Greek Week House Reps
and Social Chairs

remember to be at IK at
6:00 tonight for our first

meeting.

\̂0.

Delta
Panhellenic
Pizza Party-

Interested in being part of the UCLA Greek System

Rush Delta Zeta
and come to a Panhellenic Party

Delta Zeta House
824 Hilgard

Sunday January 28, 6:00 pm
Call 208-9048 or 208-9090

and we'll have your pizza waiting.

N

A TO
This Thursday!

UCLA Basketball game

pre-party at the house...

and of course a post-party!

All Ladies Welcpme

Buy your tickets now!

Hey Delta Zetas- •

We think the WORLD •

of you!! •

Love, Chi-O •

CONGRATULATIONS 1989-90
ALPHA PHI IVY COURT!!

Bordeaux Beau
Ivy men

Martha Foote Crow Lives...

Peter Moglia (OKI)
Andy Irish (es)

Jonathan Smith (IN)

Vic Topper (ZBT)

Mark Young (AXA)

,

Womenswear s Back'To'School Snlc has

25 - 50% Savings on famous-brands such

as Esprit, Generra, US Boys, and Beewear.

f.Vs lASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
:la ,n B i"vt' Ai.kfMii:i:i Un'on a2b //ll M Th 4b / 30 F : -15 6 Sat 10 5 Sun )2

UCLA CYCLING
General Meeting

*Racing

*Fitness

*MTB

^Leisure

Tuesday, Jan. 23, 1990
GSM 1246, 7:15 pm

Yvctte Toledo nB<D

card

Cameron Gray TK^
*

(SDSU)

Congratuiaaons on your

. We are so happy

for you!

Love, Pi Phi

TRI-DELT
PLEDGES

Delta Week continuesl
with the Pine dinner

at

5:30 tonight

You're almost there!

Delta love,—the Actives

$
J Greek Week '90

^ Exec Meeting j^

Remember to be at Jf

Jf Pizza Hut at 5:00 )f
tonight for our Exec

meeting. )|>

See you there! if

J
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KA Actives
We were searching high
We were searching low
Actives gave us a home
And we learned how to grow
Thursday night is just for you
So you can see

Come with us under the Sea!

Love, PC 89

^ ^^p^^^^p^^^^^^^^^^^^^p^

Research Subjects Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with asthma,
ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves
ofTice visito in WLA. You will be paid for your
participation. (213)820-6574.

HEADACHE and healthy control (non-
headache) subjects 18-45 needed. Subjects
will complete questionnaire, keep headache
diary for six dayi, wear small tape recorder to
record jaw muscle activity. $80.00 paid upon
completion of study. Contact Mary at

(213)825-9792. OenUl Clinical Research
Center.

HERPES VACCINE volunteers needed for new
vaccine study. Healthy males: 1 8-55 years old
without history of genital herpes; $150.00
reimbursement. Interested individuals contaa
Maryanne Dillon. (213)206-0479.

'Hyperactive Boys with attentionaj problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.*

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS- Needed on pi^
ing attention. Ages 30-55. $15.00 cash.
(213)825-6402

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hyperserwitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Canrwt be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available
dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One der«al x^ay required.
Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Resevch Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

NONSMOKING, mild, stable asthmatics ages
18-50 needed for air pollution study, must be
able to perform brief heavy exercise (climbing
sUirs rapidly with a foad). Participation fee and
free medical testing provided. Call
(213)825-2739 between 9am and 4pm week-
days for more information.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 yevs needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 yean
needed for audfovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problents 6
months or more and have received prfor

unsuccessfol treatment. If accepted, subject
will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

SINUS STUDY. SubjecU with sinus infection

ages 18 arxl ofoer interested in trying My
investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your time.
(213)820-6574.

UCLA RESEARCHERS seeking volunteers v«th
mild high blood pressure to participate in a
study to evaluate reducing drug requirements
for hypertervion. You may qualify if you are
35-65 years old and have no other serious
health problems. Examinations, visits, «id
parking are free of charge. For more infomrta-

tion call (213)206-0369.

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

„„_^ may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS. ANXIOUS
MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms tor at
ie«t 1 month and in relatively good health. Volunteers will receive
a bnef exam, in order to deteonine eligibility. All qualified volunteers

may be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854^951

DIABETES/NUTRITION RESEARCH
S^TstSy.*^"*" "^ ^^ *^**' '^^^^ ^ "o medfcaUon for a 2

BREAST FUJID/NUTRmON RESEARCH
tor «^inen a«ed 4O€0 with or without breast diMase. who can make «n lAmonth comniltment to folfow a fow fat diet andTSerclJrjiii

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
for healthy overweight men and women aged 2050, who can make a 2

ri^w'uT'SKd*^ l^*"u
" r^"^!** P'^^"'' eitS^r a'fowTSTdl^^ or• low tat dkK and a IkiuM meal replacement product

^J-'*^'-^* Division of Clinical Nuttidon
cair ai3) 476-6367 anytime

I
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Kappa Delta would lifoe 'to congratulate

its newly elected Council Members:
President-
Vice President-
Secretary

-

Treasurer-
Assistant Treasurer-
Editor-
Membership Chairman-
Panhellenic Representative-
Social Chairman-
House Manager-

Cheers to another

Jamie Billotte
Elizabeth Rhodes
Meara Daly
Kelly Krause
Susan Mescavage
Jo Solorio Fleener
Star* Whalen
Theresa Taugher
Wendy Alpert
Carolyn Parry

great year!!

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full A Part-time *

• Flexible Hours •

•Lots of Work*
Men. Women, Students, etc.

*

„Call C213) 453-1817

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED with Facial Acne to

participate in research study involving new
treatment. Ages 1 4 & over. Sponsored by major
pharmcceutical company under Dermatolo-
gist supervision. \AXUNTEERS WILL BE PAID.
For further information call (213)828-8887.

EARN $300
Males 21-30 yrs. old

needed for

studies involving pre-

scription

and over the counter
drugs.

For information call:

(213) 390-8483
Weekdays 9am - 3pm

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY77
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Business Properties 25

EARN EXTRA ^40NEYr Have a p«t-Ume
BusincH of your am\. Network Marketing
1213)964-3356, (618)594-1057.

OFFICE for rerH. Big opportunity; start owvn

business. Downtown LA. Between $1 S0-$500
per suite. (213)481-1166.

Opportunities 26

bAHN up to

Si 50 per mofilh
n^ HFLPINr. OTHFF?S

DONATE BLOOD
PI ATFLETS SAFf L y

4954 Van Koyi giyfi SiSff-a" Oa«i
*v\i »t I ''81 5*^ m r--' P'8 i:'ee- app;

Help Wonted 30

Sofdtor needed.

Flexible hours.
Great bonus plan.

State Farm Insurance
Sean (213)473-0141

WANTED
UCLA graduating seniors interested in marketing and the retailing

industry. The May Department Stores Company can give you
immediated responsibility and real opportunities for the future.

Come talk to our executives.

Open House Tuesday, January 23, 1990, 7:00 pm.
North Campus Student Center, Room 22.

Casual Dress.
J

$6-1Q(tir, TELEPHONE SURVEYORS. Corrve-

nient to campus. BrentwoocV Westwood loca-

tion. M-f, Ham-2pm. Call (213)444-9860.
Mf. Aldrich.

AFTERNOONS, during school, PT, vacations,

experience not necessary. Apply in person,

Westwood Sporting Goods, 1 065 Cayley Ave.,

WestwDod Village.

ACENFS ASSISTANT, full-time, BH. Excellent

clerical and phorw skills, a strong desire to be
in the entrrtainment irxiustry is a niHtft. Back-
ground helpful. (213)274-5999.

AID for young man in wheelchair. 30hrsAvk.

$675/mo. Must have car. In SM
(213)450-6719.

ALFRED SILVERA will be shooting on location

inLA from Wed. 1/31 -Wed. 2p. Alfred ««orks

extensively with mer^women in New York
City and Paris- USA, and International model-
ing agency. Booking on a 1st come, lit serve,

pre paid basis. (213)656-6222. 24 hours.

ARTIST seeks females to nr>odel for modem vt
project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

ASST. MCR Baskin robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full^rt time, days^ightl^««ckends,
Westwood villiage and westside kacatiorv,

Scott (213)206-6048.

ATTENTION:excellent irKome frx homt as-

sembly work. Info. Call (504)646-1 700 dept.
P695.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading booksl
$32,OO0/yr income potential. Details

1(602)838.88e5.

BACK TO SCHOOL JOB. Hiring immcdiatdy
10 sports enthusiasts. $12Av., paid training.

15-26 hrs. weekly. (213)374-4993.

BIOMEDICAL TECHNICIAN: Part-Ume or full-

time. Protein purificatkin, HPLC, Quantitath«
aiSA, Column Owomatogr^ihy, SOS-PACE.
Call Nancy (213)825-6521.

BOOKEEPER/SECRETARY: PT S7-$1Q^. Boo-
keeping experience required. Wordprocesaing
experience very helpful. Relaxed, interesting

and Involving office near campus.
(213)824-9993.

CALIFORNIA SELF-HaP CENTER/ Psychol-

ogy Department needs temporary clerk for

data entry and filing. Macintosh experience
and fast, accurate typing skills required.

S7.8(yhr., 6 hourVday. Call (213)825-7990.

CASHIER Pok> Ralph Lauren, Beverly Hills

seeks experierxied individuals for f/t, PA
positions. $6-$8Aw. M-Sat, 10-6pm. Please

apply at 444 N Rodeo Dr.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurarH in WLA to work day and evenings.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (618)360-5994.

aEANING. P/T, $7Aw., various locations.

Must be energetic and resporwible. Flexible

hours. (818)785-6336.

CLERICAL, general office, P/T, flexible. i7^.
Office in WLA. Prefer experierxx with compu-
ter word processing. Call for interview

(213)444-9061.
.

aERICAL help, part4ime, UCLA Medical
Center, pleasant, hard working.
(213)206-6349. A»k for Linda.

COMPANION Ther^st-athletic person (or 1

2

yr. oM boy, very high-furxiioning autistic.

Car -f good driving record, P/f, starting

S6.5C^., 3 daysAxk. (213)659-0165.

COUR€R for travel agency. Rq motorcycle,

flexible hours. Parking paid, travel benefits.

Cal 1 Kate (213)625-1414.

OaiVERY DRIVERS wanted immediately,

$S^. -f tips. Must have scooter, DMV, insur-

ance, Santa Monica (213)392-6067,
(213)396-2297.

DELIVERY PERSON. Monday & Friday,

1:30>5:30pm. Aggressive person needed to

ddhrer It pick-up videos from Century City

offices. $€«^r. ^ oamm\miai\. We provide

transpofUtion. (213)475-1770.

Exclusive Beverly

Hills direct tnarlcet-

ing company needs
fulP Tie assistant

who ha. interest in

marketing and/or
advertising. Must
have excellent

secretarial skills,

comjHiter, person-

to-person poise.

Call Toni

X213) 852'1821~~

1 l.iauc I);i/.N

Wi-slW

is looking for

evening & weekend
part-time help.

.Drop by for

application

^0878 Kinross Ave.

DELIVERY drhwrs needed for Westside sen^ice

$7-12Atr. Must have car and insurarKx.

(213)629-3000.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING. Part-time position

available for computer graphics person. Must
have expericTKe with Ventura Desktop Pub-
lishing software and be able to do both
typesetting and scientific graphics. Contact
Diennis GrifTin at Endocrine Sciences at

(618)345-6503.

DRIVER for young girl, 1 1 :30-1 «), M-F,
$12.50/day, need car. Call Rodger
(213)393-0411 x761 6 or (213)670-1857.

DRIVER/messenger needed. FT/PT.
(213)637-5200.

ENVIORNMENTAL SCIENCE associates is ex-
panding in L.A. and S.F. and has empfoyment
opportunities for entry and senior level techni-

cal special isU in enviorrwnental planning,

transportation planning and traffic engeneer-
ing, physical sciences, biologists arxJ geogra-
phers. Qualified ^>pllcants shoukf possess a

degree in chemistry, physics, hydrology, enge-
ndering, geography, biology, urt>an planning
and other related disciplines. Applicants must
possess excellent writing and communication
skills. Resumes to M. Holmes. ESA. 760
Harrison St San Fransisco 94107.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday or>ly.

FILM PRODUCER needs someone to do typ-

ing, secretarial work once or twice a week. Call

(213)657-3692.

FULL-TIME receptionist needed for pediatric

office. 36 hn/^., WLA. Must be punctual,

serious, accurate. (213)479-1233.

GOLF STORE cashier - bilingual Japanese
English. Full/P/T, WLA. Ckilf experience
prcferred-not necessary. (213)659-2801.
Maik.

HANDYMAN - House and grounds. SMw.
Bel-Air. Some heavy work. (213)476-1855.

Hap NEEDED to ntove boxes of medical
records and reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

$6.00/hr.. Culver City. Mrs. Griffin
(213)559-6623.

Hap WANTED part and full tin>e, flexible

hours. Temporary and pcrmaiwnt positions

available. Call 9am-5pm. $9/start.
(818)567-4147.

LAB ASSISTANT, 1 5-40hrsAii«ek, negotiable,

$9ftv. UCLA school of medicine. Micro Com-
puter facility. Working krx>wledge with IBM
software/hardware and/or Macintosh
softwareAiardware. Cor^act Tito DeVeyra
(213)206-5739.

MARKETING FIRM seeks reliable, motivated
sKident to manage campus promotiorw. Flexi-

ble hours. High earning potential. No selling.

600-366-6498.

MEI3IA MONITERING ORGANIZATION, re-

quires assistant for filing, xeroxing, mailing
must be competerH, must be accurate. Call

before noon (213)459-2422.

MEDKZAL JOURNAL EDITORIAL ASSISTANT.
$6/hr. Hours flexible. Interest in English/

~jDumitTsm. Typing spettlnt proof reading

skills. Able to work 20 hrsAvk between
9af»>-5pm. Catherine (213)825.6521.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, AM, for Century City

computer training facility. Word Perfect a plus.

S6.0O-$10.0(Vhr. Jeff (213)201-0055.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hrs/wk, Brentwood, typ-

ing essential . Leasing department ask for Sheryl

(213)620-5691.

OFFICE clerk, M-F, 2:3O-5:30pm. $5.5(Vhr.,

Cent. City. Light typing. (213)553-0952.

ONCAMERA SPOKESPERSON wanted by film

production compar^. Must be Chinese «Uk>

speaks fluent Japanese. Casting starts Jan 15.

Paid position. Contact Heidi at

(818)841-9660.

PARALEC^AL needed by SanU Monica Law
Firm. Full-tinw. Resume to: 1453 A 14th st.,

#213, Santa Monica 90404.

PART-TIME sales position for exclusive infant/

children's store in Brentwood. Good commu-
nication skills. Will train enthusiastic person.

Salary plus commission. Call Margo
(213)447-5407.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to Husband/Wiie mo-
tion picture producer/ director team at honw.
P/T days. Secretariat, light domestic & help

with new baby. Hours + salary flexible.

(213)678-2560.

Qorgeous Models.
For major clients in Chicago
and New York. Must have a
good kx>k and also a flood
Dody. For audition, call for
appointment (213)463-8181.

RECRUITER POSmON
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn S6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

NEED MONEY?
Help graduate students and

You need to be a student

and available for 2 hours

at:

1/29 (MON) 10:30-12:30

or

1/30 (TUE) 12:00-14:00

Please call Mary
- Naoashima at

(213) 474-4304

1
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Help Wanted

PERSON needed to do docunr>ent retrieval

work at LCLA library. Variable to part-time,

flexible hours. (916)756-7078, leave message.

PR FIRM in Santa Monica. Flexible hours,
reliable, dependable, good phone voice, er-

rands. S6.00. (213)451-4870.

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS - BOYS CAMP, W. MASS./

QIRtS CAMP MAINE
TOP SALARY, RM«0/lAUNDRY, TRAVEL
ALLOWANCk MUST LOVE Kl6s AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY, ARTS « CRAFTS. BASEBALL.
^ ^ BASKETBALU BICYCLING. .

^,SS?.t§,^JK?^°*''CE. DRAMA DRUMS.

LACROSSE. NATURE. SAILBOARDING.
SAIUNG, SCUBA. SOCCER, TENNIS.

TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEIGHTS. WOOD.
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINADU.

5 QLEN LANE. UMHARONECK N.Y. 10543
(914)361-5983.

WOMEN CALL Oft WRITE: CAUP VEGA.
P.O. BOX 1771. OUXBURY. MA 02332

(617)934-6536.

PROFESSIONAL woman needs reliable assis-

tance ws^alt projecU, calls, errands. Must
have good refererKes, own car. Approx.,
flexible 10 hrs/v/k. SanU Monica. S6.00-f^r.
(213)394-6103.

P/r COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings and weekends.
Cotltact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

RADKDLOCY FILM LIBRARY, Assistant I.

Great for students. $5.44/hr. Assist with office

work. Early morning. Call Al Gonzalez,
(213)825^6874.

RECEPTIONIST, P/f. Doctors offlce. Hours,
M,T, & W, 4:00-8:00. Call Jan at

(213)273-2216.

RECEPTK^NIST in private health club, after

school and weekends, Santa Monica. Looking
for responsible, enthusiastic person to work
fix>nt desk area. Chris or Lisett (21 3)450-4464.

RECEPTIONIST, pA, $6/hr. 2 openings.
Phones, light typing, filing. Mid Wilshire area.

(213)651-1181.

RELIABLE person for evening house and dog
sitting. Possibly some weekends. Hollywood
Hills (213)281-6931, ask for BARBRA or
SARA.

toEARCH POSITIONS available. Flexible

day and evening hours $5/hr. Call Bob
(213)206-3416.

RESEARCH POSTITION flexible say and even-
ing hours. SS^r. Call Bob (213)206-3416.

RESEARCH ASST. UCLA study of sex hor-

morws & human behavior. Videotape children

& adults, administer paper/pencil tests, score it

analyze daa, train & supervise lab helpers.

Psydwiogy back^^ourwi required, computer/
statistical skills desired, car needed.
$n.87/hr, 20 hrs/wk. Dr. Hines
(213)825-8160.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minimum of 20hi^fvk, $Qftv, Marina Del
Rey. Person with some engineering, technical,

or computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)395-8834.

RETAIL, Display & Customer Services. PTA^T,

flexible hours. $9.8S/start. Back to school
work. Advancement opportunities. Call

(213)392-1310, (818)342-2612

RETAIL SALES, PT/FT, open immediately, sal-

ary will commensurate with experience, close

to campus, call Tuxedo Warehouse,
(213)559-4889.

RETAIL SALES. Women's clothing. Friendly,

professional appearance. Santa Monica F/T or

PA. 1 1 -6pm.(21 3)395-2728.

SECRETARY: PT, law firm, Tishman Building,

Westwood. Multi-mate word proceuing, ex-

perience preferred. (213)477-0578.

SECRETARY, part-time. Light typing, bookk-
eeping. Flexible hours. $10^. Westwood
kxation. Mr. White (213)859-5583.

SECRETARY. P/T WLA: $7.00. General office

work. Call 5-9pm. (213)208-4828.

SECRETARY/Clerical, P/T, light word process-

ing, general ofTice, flexible hours. $6.5(Vstart.

Brentwood CPA's. (213)826-1380.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS. Over 5,000
openingil National parks, forests, fire crews.

Serxi stamp for free details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901

.

TROPKIAL/ BEACH RESORTS HIRING. Are

you tired of the same dull summer jobf Resorts

now hiring for seasonal and career opportuni-

ties. Call (303)444-5585.

WANTED! Counter person. PT/FT Call Elysee

Cafe! Westwood. (213)208-6505.

WANTED; WAITRESS/WAITER, DELIVERY
PEOPLE. ENTHUSIASTS, OUTGOING, IN-

OIVICXJALS FOR RESTAURANT INSIDE LUX-

URIOUS CENTURY CITY HEALTH CLUB.
TOM OR STEVE. (21 3)557-8926.

WORK STUDY STUDENT urgently needed for

Classroom Aide position atSeeds U.E.S. Noon
to 1:30 daily and an additional hour TBA.

Contact Gloria Contrcras. (213)206-1134.

*
Job Opportunities 32

ARE you making what you're worthf Have you
achieved finarKial indepentiencef If not, does

the idea of getting paid everytime someone
uses their Mastercard, pays their mortgage,

makes a long distarKC call or books an airiine

tkket intrigue ycul Thismay be the answer to

achicvingyourdreanH. Ray: (213)281-7961 or

Anthony: (213)838-5651.

30 Help Wanted 30

ASSISTANT TO SALES DIRECTOR, flexible
hours, baa* salary .f a % of oommiuion.
Exclusive fltness club in Miracle Mile District.

Call Dee (213)933-5875.

BOOKSELLER, padflc boobtore, 1 1 755 wl-
shirc Mvd WLA daytime hours, boobelling
experience dcsireable, office work and selling,

typing skills rcquirvd, references required.
Contact Adfl Butler, (213)312-1819.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Successful~efv
trepeneur seeks partner (or endeaver around/
on 2/1 4^. Expected income of $1 5004-. Anne
(213)446-0048.

EDUCATK)NAL sales. Earn up to $4000 In our
8-week promotion. Car required. Contact
Stacey (213)390-0289.

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLK: HEALTH wanted to work in newly
created position ofMarketing Analyst in Radk>-
logical Sciences Department. Positktn will
primarily focus on conducting market research
via hospiul records and interviews. Witt also
perform analysis to assist in development of
marketing and business plaru for the depart-
ment arwi assist in determination of apporpriate
product line management strategies. 14-20
hours per week, flexible, $9.49Av. Heahhcaie
and marketing experience desirable, contact
Ken Belferman at (213)825-6800.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/
interview patienU. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desireable. $1 2-1 5^r.
Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

NEEDED: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, pirt^

tin>e(10hrs^/k), to program experiements for

the acquisition and processingof physiological
measures and orvline control of devices and
stimuli using ASYST and/or FORTH essential.

Experience with similar computer applications

desirable. Call
David Shapiro, PHd, 213 825-0252.

BUSY HCUYWOOD production COM-
PANY needs f/t office assistant fluent in

Japanese, and P/T experienced bookeeper.
(213)466-7576 or FAX resume, 464-8048.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. Kennolyn
camps private co-ed resident camp in the SanU
Cruz MounUins is looking for camp counse-
lors. Applicants must be mature and skilled in

the areas of: swimming (WSO, aquestrian,

vaulting, fencing, gymnastics, sailing, sail-

boarding, photography, theater, tennis, soccer,
baseball, volleyball, basl«etF>ail, rappelling,

archery, riflery, and other camp related activi-

ties. We will be on campus Monday, January
29. Please contact Candy Scalberg, Director of
Student Employment (21 3)825-2981 to sign up
for interview.

DON'T LE7
cupxD's Annow
niss i|ouii

Senci a ^ruin PersonfiC

Deadline: Fri. Feb. 9, 4p.fn.^ —
(Absolutely NO Late Rds)

Issue: Feb. 14th
Rates: $8/Column inch for students

$2 for color (IkIs C 1k3'$)

$5 for color (2k2's & aboue)

Ctilld Care Wanted 35 Ctilld Care Wanted 35

internstiips 34

ADVERTISING INTERN, 1 5 hnMk.. flexible.

Brentwood, graphic design or comm. majors
preferred, media experience helpful, gain
valuable advertising experience.
(213)447-2964.

ESTABLISHED talent agency offering intern-

ships. Mininnim 8 hr. weekly conrwnitment.

Contact Debra, (213)465-7522.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY
seeking preferably business major for intern-

ship program. Mid Wilshire area. To st«t
immediately. Diane (213)933-3111.

LIVE-IN NANNY required for two, young
school age chikJren in BH PO Box. Drivers

license; light housekeeping. (213)275-4574.

MOTHER'S HaPER. 4-5 day«^«eek. MWF
2-6. Must drive arvJ speak English. 4 & 7 year
old active boys. References. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask
for Lauren.

NANNY, 1-2daysMc. for special 15 nwith/
old girl in my home. Westwoocifico, must be
loving, expeienced and have good English

skills. Call (213)475-1747.

PACIFIC PALISADES, Tues.. Thur. 3:30-7, eve
for 8 year-oM boy, $S^r. Call evenings

(213)459-2894.

PERSON NEEDED 3 afternoon-eve per w«ek.
12-15 hours. Salary open, dinner incl. light

housekeeping, cooking helping 1 1 -yr old giri

with hornework. Some Frertch required, must
have own car and ins. Paula (213)657-0605.

TEACHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required.

15-20 hrs/wvk. (213)273-1868.

Intemstilps

ex*pe*rhence
(ik-sper 'i-ence), n.

1 . That which is required to obtain a

job after graduation. 2. Training and

personal participation in something new
and exciting. 3. The Knowledge and Skill

resulting from an internship in:

Daily Bruin Ciassified

Dispiay Advertising
If you are lacking the above, or If you simply

wish to gain more ex-pe-rl-ence, then it's time you apply for

an intemship at the Daily Bruin. Classified Advertising is

k)oking for motivated people who are willing to dedkate
themselves to a winning team. . .Daily Bruin Advertising!!

INTERESTED??? To find out more, pick up an
appiication at 112 Kerdciioff Haii,

or call 206-0901

APPUCATIONS DUE NO LATER THAN:

4p.m. Tuesday, January 23

Ctiild Care Wanted 35 CtiUd Care Wanted 35

tClwIONTH OLD, occasional fuU days, ivU.
able car and local references essential.

(213M72-7662.

3 MONTH INFANT, MTTH. aprrox.
2:3O-830pm, possibly more. $5.50^r. Mar
Vista. References required. (213)390-2882
Joyce.

3 YEAR OLD GIRL, in Pacific Palisades,

looking for qualified babysitter on M,W,
afternoons arxJ 2 weekend nights^rw>nth. $600
start. (213)459-1263.

AUPAIR-Creative, intelligent, English speak
ing. Must drive. For warm, happy family with 7

year old twins. Santa Monica, S125Avk. Live

in. (213)451-4537.

BABYSITTER. P/T, evenings and weekend
days. $Mv. Call (213)473-6642.

CHILDCARE w/car for girl 8, 3-4 days/wk.

3:30-6:30pm. WesUide. References & insur-

ance req. $6^r. .f mileage. (21 3)578-5452 day
A (213)397-1993 eves.

CHILDCARE FOR 2yr old. Culver City,

930.3JO T-FR, 9:30-2:30, mon. S12(Viwk,

Light housekeeping. (213)838-6087.

DRIVER to pick-up 2 chikkcn from University

Elementary School to their home in

W>follywood at 2:45pm weekdays. Please

call Felice (213)837-6900 X328, 24hrs.Aiay.

Apartments for Rent 49

BACnaOR U7S/MO. Carpets, drapes, refHg.

10 min to campus, 3545 Jasmine. Pairm
(213)836-8138.

BEVERLY HILLS, guesthouse, new. Single,

kitchenette, full bath, Jacuzzi, washerAJ^
priveleges. Without utilities. $625/mo.
(213)274-3935.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UaA. REFRIDGERATOR.
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHENAULT

^ST (213)471-8154.

aOSE TO MARIN^ $62SAno. including
utilities. Guest house: fireplace, private cov-
ered patio, garden, secure, quiet.
(213)822-6808.

I

FURNISHED bachelor. Includes all utilities.

$595. Private seperate garage, $1 50. Walk to

I
UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

I GUEST HOUSE, small, furnished, Beveriy
Hills. $550, Call (213)276-6331.

MODERN, large 2-bedroom, 2-bath, built-ins.

On UCLA busline. Security, caqwt. drapes,
a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barrington.
(213)478.1190.

ONE-BEDROOM, full.-bath, full kitchen, Mira-
Iclc Mile. Near bus stop. $625/mo.
(213)470-1640.

PACIFK: palisades $64S/mo. Very private

guest hous«A>achelor uniL Utilities included.
1 16714% Marquez (213)472-0069.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.

I
Pool, parking, laundry, appliarKCt. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS- 1 bedroom apartmettt furnished, urv
furnished, near UCLA, $590.00. Bachelor
$395.00. (213)878-5512.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH- $935,alarm, A/C,
quiet, tm> years old, ten minutes to liCLA by
bus. 10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039.

I

PALMS- Large, new, one bedroom security
apaftni>ent, 15 min. from UCLA, $795ATto.
Trent 318-1301.

PICO-ROBERTSON AREA, spacious 2-bed/
2-bath, $80Q/Ww. 1 -bed/1 -bath, $6S(VWw.
Call (213)273-8160.

Apartments for Rent 49

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

CUTE 3 yr. otdto^. 9-5 Widniidiyi. »fiw.
RsfercrKxs. Own tranaportalion. Expcrier>ced.

••I Air. (213)471-2071.

SAWA MONCA 3-be(V3-bath townhduMT
uragB. Ncw^ fireplace, washw/drycr, qui«l
(213)473-4272.

$180 1 nan btth
|1Q2S 1 bwin bath pius toft

|1060 2 Iwdr? iMlh
$1205 2 bscVZ bath plus d«i

BrnMutf dimntad, a/c, Mcurtty gated, buM-in
•tow, tlMmmhm. 0pm tiouss Saturdw 10-2 it

3717 Vinton #104.

1 mp. FREE REIfT wtti ons ywr Isase.

»3«-a516 (mqr.) 47^4669 (olftee)

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

SANTA MONKIA 1 -bed 2-bath, k>fk. 2 parking
spaces, new, volume, cielings,
quiets1295/month. (213)473-4272.

SHERMAN OAKS. 2 Bed/2 Bath, New luxury
apartment buikJing Vc, microwave, Tireplace,

security parking. 4724 Sepulveda bl. Opposite
Galleria. (213)473-6001. 6-8pm.

SHERMAN OAKS. $1125/mo. Large 1400
sq.ft. 2-bedroo(T>/2-bath, 2 fireplaces, micro-
wave, dishwasher, stove, trash compacter,
much more. Laura (818)363-0737,
(818)993-8900.

SMALL 1 -bedroom trailer private, quiet. $350,
inc utilities. Topanga. (213)455-3447.

UCLA University apartments for rentl I Mut be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,
short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or
(213)825-8496.

VAN NUYS- 15 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bed/1 VA bath. 2 story townhousc.
$710/mo. Security, gated parking.
213/865-3801

*

VAN NUYS- 15 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-be<V2 1'A bath. 2 story townhouse.
$710/mo. Security, gated parkins.
213/865-3801.

*

VAN NUYS 1 5 minutes to campus. Good yea.
2-bed^ 'A -bath. 2 stroy townhouse. $71 C^no.
Security, gated pariting. (213)865-3801.

VENKI 1-BED, completely remodelled. 1%
Wocks from beach, quiet, utilities included.
S75a^mo (213)642-5952.

WESTSIDE, 1-bdr/1-balh. Refrigerator, cvpet/
draperies, stove, utilHies included. SSStVWio.
plus $500 security. (213)280-0073 or
(213)836-9149.

WESTWOOD. SIIOQ^mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A^, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

VI/ALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator dishwasher-
huge closet"

, •controlled entry"

$900
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

PLACE A VALKNTINE8
PERSONAL TODAY! .

Deadline: FVL F)eb. 9. 4 p.m.
Issue: Feb. 14th
Rates: $8/Q)Iunai tnch for

students

•
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DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
DON'T MISS OUT!*-

Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over ilO kiosks throughout the UCLA Community,

Westwood and Brentwood.
Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readers. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIED AD!

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:

Simply fill out the ad form below and mall to:

UCLA Dally Bruin — PHONE ORDERS/INFORMATlOri: (213)825-2221

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
308 Westwood Plaza
1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local rate $9.45/column inch per day
(Frequer)cy and Bulk rates are available upon signing

contract)

REMEMBER CLASSIFIED S DEADUNES:
Line ads: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon

Display ads: 2 working days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES

One insertion (15 words or less) $4.25
each additional word 27^

Five insertions (15 words or less) $15.00
each additional word $1.00

\(^

Daily Bruin Classified Ad Form

Fill out all the information below:

Name (Last. First. Ml)

Address

i»
( City^.Day Phone}.

ADTo React

DEADLINES: 1 working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Ads)

2 Working Days in advance by 12 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)

Ad Start Date
]

Nunnberddaystorun

FORM OF PAYMENT:

MCA/ISA# Expiration:.

mail to:

UCLA Daily BruIn

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIrtQ

308 Westwood Plaza

112 Kerckhoff Hall

Lx>s Angeles, CA 90024

CIRCLE THE TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

Display (Box) Line

Please attach any
special Instructions

and/or artwork

Mal<e Checks Payable to ASUCLA Daily Buin (Students-put Reg. Card # on checl<)

Reg. Canj # CDL# Enter amount enclosed:$.

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-batii

townhouse
$895-$995

* Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789^

Don^t Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill!

You've just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too

small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve

minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students

living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacipus, heated and air conditioned rooms ^Centrally located laundry and vending machines

*Pnvate bathtub and shower *Separate study and TV lounges

*Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room
*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the

San Ferrvando Valley. And it's just a few minutes away from UCLA!

Don't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

-Call Us For A Special Tbur
213-476-9777, ext 259

DON'T FORGET!!
VALENTINE'S
DAY IS ALMOST
HERE SO SENDA

BRUIN
PERSONAL!

Deadline: Frt. Feb. 9.

4 p.m.

Issue: Feb. 14th

Rates: $8/Column

inch for students

Apartments for Rent 49

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/ino. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedroonis

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

WESTWOOD. $120Q/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, MI. 2 balco-

nics. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, $1895, 2-bedroom, 14th floor

penthouse. 24hr. security guard., cable, pool,

spa, near Medical Center/Village. 969 Hilgard.

(213)216-1316.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD: 2bedrooni + 2bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna. Controlled access parking.

$1 TCXVnrw 555 Clenrock Ave (21 3)824-9691

.

WESTWOOD: 2-bedroom 14th floor penth-

ouse condominium. Stunning view. 24 hr

security guard, pool, spa, valet parking.

Furnished/unfurnished. 969 Hilgard.
$1895/rao short/long term lease.
(213)216-1316.

._

WESTWOOD townhouse. 2-bed/2-bath, 2-car

garage, 10614 Eastbourne Ave. $1295.
(213)827-3813.

WESTWOOD, $1950/MO. 3-bed/2-bath,
large duplex. Nice. Den, parking, kleal for

family. (213)891-0670.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WLA. $110(Vmo. 2-bedroom/1 'A bath. Sec-

urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA. 2-bdrnV2-bath, large, surwiy, balcony.

Available now. $99Vmonth. 5 min walk to

UCLA. (213)820-4368 or (213)390-4610.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213)826-7888.

WLA. $720/MO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, lauridry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907. ^
WLA-Large single, 1 -bath, paid utilities, must
move in Jan. 20-31, $395.
(21 3)479-200^m€Ssage.

WLA, own room 2-bedroom apt. Close to

UCLA, kitchen, 1 deal, nice roomate. $375/mo
(213)473-6136 eve.

WLA, sunny, bright, upper 2-bed/2-bath,

$850, 1 -becVl -bath $650, with lease, no peU.
(213)47fr-7116.

Apartments Furnistied 50

SANTA MONICA. $575/mo., furnished 1 -bed-

room apartment r>ear beach. Security build-

ing,lauridry, parking. (213)394-4105.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775Ath). Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor
$52S/nfH>. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

WIA 1 -BEDROOM APT, furnished, very nice

•f large balcony, 1st floor, Federal Ave., $720,
(213)479-8399.

Apts. Unfumistied 52

BRENTWOOD adjacent, $1280, plus or>e

month's free rent with lease. $500 securyty

Jlposit. New 2-bed, 2-bath. L«rge living roorfC,

balcony, central air and heat, gated parking,

elevator, walking distance to Westwood.
(213)479-2668.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BEDROOM. EX-

CELLENT VIEW. $995 AND UP.
<2 13)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE NORTH
OF LEVERING. LARGE 1 2 BEDROOM. E)K
CELLENT VIEW. $995 AND UP.
(213)819-6294

^-~
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Apts. Unfurnished

WLA. Large 2-bdrnVlVi bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

SKI UTAH - furnished condo at base of

mountain, sleep six, flreplace/jacuzzi, $1 20 a

night. All dates available. Call (801 )261 -5543.

Apts. to Stiare 54

$45Q/MO. Private room, bath, pool, garage, 1

min to UCLA. Very quiet, no smoking.
(213)478-6769.

MAR VIST\ $375/mo., 2-bed/1 bath, female
non-snrK>ker. Nice apartmerH, 5 min to beach.
(213)390-9693.

MAR VISTA own room in 3 bdr. $31 3/mo.
Parking, own V. bath. 391-8158. Move-in
-immediately $300 security.

OWN BEDROOM/BATHROOM. Fireplace,

dishwasher, parking, pool, tennis, jacuzil,

health club, laundry. $475/mo. 02/01/90.
(213)215.1092. C.C.

SHARE 2-bed apartment adjacent to Sherman
Oaks. $285/mo. (818)989-1675, Laurie.

SM/VENICE, $600ymo., own room, own bath,

1 -block from beach, pool^acuzzi, 24 hr sec-

urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main si.

392-9866.

UCLA adjacent. Share 1-bdrm. apartment.

Parking, amenities. $459/ea. (negotiable). One
month deposit. Non-smokers (213)208-2975
A.S.A.P.

WESTWOOD. Walk to campuV shuttle. Pool,

etc. NVF. 1 -bedroom. 'A rent $362.50+ utili-

ties. (213)208-4971/ 208-1465.

WESTWOOD SECURITY BUILDING. Need
two roommates. 2-bedroonV 2-bath apart-

ment. $331.25/ share. $662.50/ own room.
(213)474-4088.

WLA. Own bedroom, share bath. Need 3rd

person for large 3-bedroom apartment. Short

term. Feb. 1- May 31. $415/mo.
(213)820-7110.

House for Rent 56

BEVERLY GLEN. $1200 neg. 2-bed/2-bath.

Ist^ast, security, brick floors, fp, patio.

Sale possible. (213)474-1385.

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 3-bdmV2-bath,
security system, enclosed yard, laurulry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (213)826-6907.

FOR LEASE: HoUie. Near UCLA. 3-bdrm/

2-bath. Furnished, $2200. Unfurnished price

negotiable. )ack Realty (213)479-2732.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrnV
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,

2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-

ple please contact (818)888-2224.

MAR VISTA 3-bdrm/2-bath. 1600 sq. ft. Fire-

place, eclosed backyard. 1 minutes to UCLA.
$165(ymo. (213)478-7072.

SMALL HOUSE 4 le»e. 2-bdmV2-bath, 2 large

closets. Very nice ar>d clean; near UCLA. No
peU. $900. (213)479-7251.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace.

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking.

sundecks
• 10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.

(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista

Property
[anagement^

52 House for Shore

BUStNESSWOMAN, non-smoker, to share

large townhouse. Piano, Tireplace, garage,

garden. SSStVmo. (213)450-9111 ext.2371.

MAR VISTA,$800/MONTH. IMACULATE
QUIET WING OF HOME ON QUIET CUTA-
SAC. YOUR OWN CULTASACE, AND LIV-

ING ROOM AND BEDROOM AND BATH.
SHARE KITCHEN, GARAGE, SPA, GARDEN,
AND LARGE YARD. FEMALE OR COUPLE.
TOM (213)390-3313, (213)284-8888.

VENICE, $465, own room, cool 3-bdrm house.

Safe area. Bus to UCLA. (213)392-0220.

Valerie.

VENICE: roomate needed to share cute 2-bed<

room cottage. Two blocks to beach.
(213)452-5604.

WESTWOOD, SbOO/mo. Graduate student

wants clean, quiet roommate to share just

remodeled 2 bedroom house. Largp yard,

fireplace, wood floors, ample parking, washer/
dryer. David (213)474-1160.

House for Sole 58

KELTON Ave. totally remodeled home in

Westside villiage 2-bd/2-ba. Studio, dining
room. $349,500. (213)477-7001.

Housing Needed 60

MALE LOOKING TO SHARE HOUSE/
APARTMENT near UCLA. Need by January 26.

Call Tony (516)536-2388.

SWISS STUDENT UCLA seeks room in ex-

change, evening/weekend. Childcare/
housekeeping;. Call: Christina (213)454-0872.

Room/Board for Help 62

FREE roorr^x>ard and salary. Beautiful Brent-

wood home, care 3-year old girl. Flexible

aflemoon, early evening hours. Experience/

references. (213)476-8649.

WESTWOOD: Lovely room in beautiful

house. Walk to UCLA. Free rent in exchange
for light cooking and housekeeping.
(213)476-5164.

Room for Help

BRENTWOOD PARK guesthjuse, separate

entrance, kitchen, washer ar>d dryer. In ex-

change for light housework and English tutor-

ing to 3 minor boys. Non-smoker. No guest

allowed. Reference required. (213)451-4433.

SANTA MONKiA, guest house in exchange for

babysitting, driving, must be available Tues-

Fri, 2:30-6:00 -f 1 weekend evening. Reliable

car with seat belts. Experience with children,

non-smoker. (213)394-7353.

Room for Rent

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-snxAer,

rx> pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

BEVERLY HILLS, female, non-sn>oker. Private

own roonVA bath, kitchen privileges. Pteas-

ant surrourxiings. (213)470-7297.

ROOM & BATH for rent: Garage parking,

kitchen privileges, no smoking or drinking,

female preferred. $400. (213)395-7459.

ROOM IN HOME, lar^, bath, ideal <or UCLA
student/faculty, light kitchen privileges, norv

smoker. (213)476-2088.

SANTA MONKIA, iSAl.SOfmo. Own room,

laundry, balcony, norvsnxiker, iricludes utili-

ties, responsible person, cat o.k.

(213)452-8684.

WESTWOOD-furnished private roorr^ivate

bath, stalled shoKwer, linens, laundry, norv

smoker, utilities. Near UCLA, kieal for male
faculty. $475Ano. (213)474-7122.

Roommates 65

CULVER CITY, $42S/mo. 2-bed/1-bath.

Washer/dryer, parking all annenities. 1 st plus

deposit. Diana (213)838-9599.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. $255/mo to

share a largie furnished one-bedroom apart-

ment in Westwood. (818)790-2185.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED- 660 Veteran

Ave, 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Parking! To move in

ASAP. $348 a month. Call Lisa at 824-0658 or

208-5951

.

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDEDI Single-1 block

from UCLA Nina or Kathy (21 3)824-5747, 650
Landfair Ave »105 Westwood.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share
2-bedroorTV 2-bath apartnrwnt. 4 miles from

campus. $500/mo. Available 02/15. Kim
(213)836-8672. .

WESTWOOD female share large furnished 1

bedroom apt with one other. Walk to cam-
pus.$369,no leMe. (213)824-0842.

FEMALE wanted to share bedroom in beautiful,

spacious, Westside apartnwnt. Near SM bus

lines, 405 & 10 freeways. $22SATX)nth plus

utilities. Cami/Tyresse (213)474-6434.

FOURTH male roommate needed.
>337.5(ymonth ->• deposit. (213)477-8512.

FURNISHED APARTMENT. $325. Otm room,
parking, near 405 and 10. Palms. Steve

(213)538-6729 (day); (213)839-5475 (nighO.

I'M LOOKING for female roommate to share a

1-bdrm apartnoent on campus. $462Ano.
(213)208-4052.

tOOKINCforfemile roomate to share duplex.

W/-t- w/o other LICLA studenU. Non-smoker.
Room $290. (213)836-6090.

57 Roommates

MALE ROOMATE WANTED. 51 2 Veteran apt

212. (213)824-5646.

MARINA DEL REY. 2-bedroom to share with

female. Few blocks from beach. $50(yn>o.

(213)305-0188 after 4:30pm.

ROOM TO SHARE, private bath, sec. bidg.,

pool, free cable, priv. phn., util. incld.

$320. (213)447-2462, (213)447-2505.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate needed to

share 1 -bedroom apartment. 4300/mo,
6-month lease. Tony (213)208-0451.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/l-BATH- Furnished,

sunny, deck, gardens, parking walk to cam-
pus, $375/month. (213) 471-4533.

WESTWOOD. 2-bdrnV2 bath. $395/mo. 2

males needed. Pool/)acuzzi, parking, 5 mi-

nutesto UCLA. (21 3)208-4207. DArron/Marc.

WESTWOOD, $342/mo. Four girls in spacious

2-bed, 2-bath duplex need fifth girl. 691

Kelton. (213)824-4183, (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD-Hilgard & LeConte, temporary

housing until March 1st. Share one bedroom,
male pref. (213)208-7694 $375.

WLA, $340/nrK>. -(-deposit. Own room in

3-bedroom, 1 -bath house. Easy going environ-

met^. 10 minutes to canrtpus. (213)474-3173^

WLA %AOfHmo. Own room in large 2-bed,

1-bath apartment. Close to campus. Female.

(213)826-0149, Maureen.

WLA, $50G/nrK)., furnished room and bath

available in security apartment. Call for more
info. (213)477-3089.

WLA, male, non-snwker, share bdA>a, Large

2-bd/2-ba apartment $257.50/mo. Call even-

ings, (213)820-8840.

WLA male share 1 -bdrm apartment $265/mo.
utilities included. $20(Vdep. Parking. Dave,
(213)473-4094 eves. Leave message.

WLA Need one roommate, Responsible non-

smkr. share 2bd/2ba, $65(Vmo. Avail Feb.

(213)201-6419 (days), Lynn.

Condos for Stiare 68

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in 2-bed-

room. Bike to UCLA. Patio and parking. $625
plus deposit. (213)478-2640.

53 Condos for Rent

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. 2-bdrm/2-bath -^

den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Flying/Paractiuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

64 Tennis 80

TENNIS RAQUET, WILSON PROFILE.
2.7/95/4 5/8, new.unstrung, $225 retail, $150
with warranty, cover. (213)208-2140 Marco.

Ctiild Care 90

EXPERIENCED & LICENSED family day care

provider. Morxiay to Friday. Has refererKes.

Call (213)452-7597.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-

wood Agerxy. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

*
*'

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!

IS required by ia\,v' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

21 ' ?52 ^1^5 -S18^?-:2 151C

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY
•*••••*••••••••••••

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by taw.

Example: ferrxale 21 and
over $575/yr.; fennale

under 21, male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for corrp. &
collision, arx:! motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
Utl SAVRON
I^M SmjnwamKwwem

65 Insurance

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate PtvDne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

Anstsaer
Auto/Home/Comnercial

Wostwood/Wilshir? Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So of Wilshire)

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specla-

lizlng in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285^688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. )erry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL - Don't Miss Phone Calls Own a

private phone number to receive/send mes-

sages. Numbers available throughout Calif.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

69 Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subject*. Tlteaes/Diasertations,

Proposals and Books. Foreign Students
We(^me. Sharon Bear, PhD.^13) 470-6661.

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710. .

JAPANESE/CHINESE private tutor. All levels.

Please call Ben after 9pm. (213)781-4477.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experierKe. Will

conomute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

SPANISH LESSONS, Argentinian native tutor

(M.S.C). Reasonable rates call Beatrix

(213)390-7690.

WRFTING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skill. Anne (213)859-2293,

leave noescage.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT,

and Gf?E. Free 1 hour lesscx^ with this

od.IVY league gracb. Stannford Prep

(213)271-5181.

Typir^ 100

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
procetking. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Lawgraduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser

printed- free pickup and delivery. Term papers
(APA), dissertations, resumes. (213)475-4057.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to can>pus.

Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
wieekends. (213)312-4000 xlOS, 9-5:30 M-F.

All computer work I do. Free pick-up and
delivery. Reasonable rates. (818)706-0910
and (213)274-5529.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most corwcicntiout, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertatiorv, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing

vtf laserjet quality printing for resunrta and
papers. Affordable prices near Scpulveda ft

Palms. Yvette (213)558-3238.

91 Typing 100

.
EDITING, researcn, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience vvith University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FAST TURNAROUND-Wordprocessing-
Grad student/former secretary, familiar with

props, writing formats-pick up on campus.
(213)447-2143.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tior>s, theses. IBM PC/laser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM PC- lazer printer, short papers, transcrip-

tion, theses, dissertations reasonable rates,

Kathryn. (213)939-4303.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

WHY PAY MORE? Wordprocessing, fast, ac-

curate. Laser printer, spell check, editing on
request. Monica (213)392-3262.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888.

One Day Word Processing
^rnd/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a ^fessional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. SlO/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.
VOICE, PIANO AND MUSICAL training. All

levels welconr>e. By professional singer/ pian-

ist. Phone 375-3411.

HARP LESSONS
ALL LEVELS

Classical, Jazz, Pop. Rental Harps
available. Recording Artist

Victoria Looseleat, MFA

(213) 281-7413

Resumes 104

DESK TOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

KXPFRT RFSUMES
\'.i\ t •>iii|>» iiii\f [>ni 1 l««f

niiii|)<iiii\i> rcMjriic MoIhIc scrvii

(:>i!! ami U.ivi .i tru^Nim- itxJ.A

ISISI <)')7-H»S'_'

Travel 105

^
i: I

EASTERN
EUROP
NOW ?

ifitbe Best Yemr Ever to

travel to Eastern Europe,
and we have the lowest

faresfuryon!

BERLIN .... 600.

Budapest 740.

Warsaw 790.

Prague... 790.

Krakow 790.

Ehibrovnik 790.

Belgrade 790.

Bucharest ,..790.

>1SUCL4^
TRAVEL SERVICE

First Class in low Fares
-AJjevd Ack«rsMa-

Houn: M-F 8:30-6, Stt 11-3

\,
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AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK! —

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING MERCURY AND MANY OTHER COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICYII!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL., SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

TcfdU St'MfU SheciaJU

•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on:

•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential

•Transaxle

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshieki washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REdULAR $65.00

+tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order Is written. Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

V:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Frl only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change' ^^
will be done in 30 minutes from the time ^^ J^ Q^
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^^ ^a ,

you won't pay! Call or come in today. ^T"taxi

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE

998

MKKEMKLLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines ^ti

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed
j 10% off any

•Inspect rear brakes • bral<e_fepajr i

Present coupon when order is written. *

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Hours
M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover

Resumes 104 Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sole 109 Motorcycles for Sale 114

INTIRVIEW FOR SUCCESS! I get the callback

job interview everytime. Let me tell you how.

Send $6.00 to Foot-ln-The-Door, ISO South

Debydeleben, Auburn. Al^wna, 36830.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licerued career couraeior. Auis-

tance with college admiswon essays. Near

UCLA. (213)206-1665.

Autos for Sale 109

1 983 DODGE 400 Convertible. AM^M stereo

cassette. Excellent cor>dition. Steal for

S370Cyobo. (213)206-3936.

1983 TOYOTA CELICA CT, black, 5-«peed,

fully loaded, S4,30Cy firm. (818)761-6619.

TOYOTACOROLLA LB, 1983. XInt condition,

5-tpeed, new brakes, am/fm cassette.

S2S0(yobo. (818)907-6917.

80 HONDA CIVIC wagon. 5-sp., ac, cass. 93k.
Runs great $190Q/obo. (213)390-9435.

84 HONDA ACCORD-halchback -5-speed,

AC, cassette, new tires, blue. 103k miles. Call

(213)476-3120

ACURA INTEGRA LS 69, Silk, 3-dr., gold,

auto, air, p/s, sun roof. Firm, 15m.
(21 3)670-7563.

BERTONI XI -9, Targa. $9000. Won in contest.

Yellow, 5-speed, NC. 2 seater. Call Leah^.
(2131854-2648, days, (213)474-5735,
evenings.

BMV^, 2002, 1976, $2,900. Cle«i inside and
oU. New trans, tires and KerwMood stereo.

Moving. Must sell. (213)826-9542.

BMW 2002. $490(yobo, 1975, automatic,

sunroof, ^, kiw miles, blue. Great corwJition.

(213)836-59eO.

BMW 325e 1 9657whiteAan, leather, chrome
wheels, remote alarm-superb condition.

12,SO(Vobo. (21 3)654:'7503.

CHEVROLET CHEVETTE 1961 $1800 2-door,

automatic, hK power steering sunroof, low
miles, (213)399-6257.

DATSUN 280Z, 76, 2600. Burg»>dy WLouvers,
runs excellent! Low miles, (21 3)637-4541

.

DATSUN 280 ZX TURBO: 1961, loaded,

T-tops, runs like new, blue book: $5900.
Asking $4600 (213)838-5753.

(X>DCE OMNI, 1987, $350(Vobo. 44k/miles.

Am^m, power steering, 5-speed, factory war-
ranty. (213)476-4879.

FIAT BRAVA,
5-specd, very

(213)395-0692.

1979, $95Q/obo, 2-door,

clean, stereo, good tires.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1961. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (Oftice) (213)226-4397,
(Hon>e) (213)475-6377. Ask for VictoHa.

Ford Escort 1965, 2-door, 4-speed. SOkmiles.

New clutch, starter, timing belt, water pump.
$2600. (213)206-4603.

HONDA 1 100 V65 Sabre, 1985, $1990, 1 21

horsepower, 24,000 miles, backrack, alarm,

windshield, mint. (213)626-0062.

HYUNDAI EXaL CL, 1967 26,000 miles.

Custom white, 5-spced. $400(Vobo. Call

(816)769-5141.

JEEPWRANGLER 1 969, $9000, black, soft top

low miles, clean, alarm, air, lock boxes, 5 spd

interested to sell, obo (213)470-6331.

MAZDA LX, 1964, S-speed, low miles, new
tires, $4700 (213)206-6636.

PLYMOUTH HORIZON 62. 63k miles, good
condition. New battery. $1200 Must sell.

(213)396-5703 after 7pm.

PORSCHE 924, 1982, red, 5-speed, loaded) 1

owrwr, all records^ best offer. Sharon RJngp
(213)650-3270.

SUZUKI SAMURAI '66. Convertible. Excellent

cortdition 29k miles. New stereo, trailer hitch,

white. $3398 (213)821-6369.

TOYOTA CaiCA GTS, 1964, 5-sp., a/c, p/i,

p^, pfw, phunri. Atarm, excellent oorwJition,

$620CVbbo. (213)739-1574.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1985, $210Cyobo. Air,

stereo cassette, clean, 4-speed, 97,000 miles,

hatchback, (213)313-2719.

VOLKSWAGON GHIA 1972 $160(yobo, 74k

miles 1 owner. (213)532-1330.

VOLKSWAGON CABRKXET, 1966, $10,000.

34kAni, Sspd, excellent condition, a/c, gra-

phite, Alpine amffm pullout. (213)453-3913.

VOLKSWAGON RABBIT CONVERTIBLE,
1983, $7400. Excellent corwiition, a^, alarm,

removable stereo/cass. Low mileage, original

owner. White on white. Must seel

(213)454-7661.

VW CABRKXET- Convertible, 1965 limited

edition automatic, leather, air conditioning

65,000 miles. $6,200. (213) 272-6631 iod\.

(213)653-9925 Allan.

VW GOLF, 1965, sunroof, stereo cassette,

alym, 5-speed, 49,000 miles. $4S0(Vobo.

Excellent condition. (816)992-0329.

VWJETTAGL 1989, $1 1000 mint condition 3k

miles. Automatic, fully baded, alarm w/
pullout. (213)626-6940.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1974, cherry red, runs

beautifully, non-smoker car $1850.00 Tom
Eves. (213)827-4364, days, (213)603-3333.

1964 HONDA 200 XLR, great deal. $950.

(213)624-4965.

1965 HONDA VF500 interceptor, clean

$160(yobo (616)506-8787.

NIN|A6aOR, 1986, VANCE and Hines, Jet Kit,

Michclins extras $2100 obo, 447-1562
evenir>g».

'

Scooters 119

Bicycles for Sale 113

1 961 VESPA P200E. Low mileage, grey, excel-

lent condrtlon. $nocyobo. (213)447-1031.

1985, ELITE 80, 1000 mi., good cor>dition,

$750, Karl at (213)624-4172.

1969 HONDA ELITE LX, only 340 miles, lock

included, $100(Vobo. Emily (213)624-5033.

ELITE 250, 1965, trunk and windshield.

$1100. Freeway legal. (213)836-0684.

HONDA 150 ELITE 1987, $900, 4500 miles,

clean, runs good. (213)627-3723 Rachel, call

am,pm.

HONDA AERO '65, $375, good condition.

Call Caria (213)824-0356.

HONDA ELITE 80 1987 $1400. Only 600
miles, urwler warranty until 1(V90, only 3

months old. Just tuned. (213)459-5947.

HONDA ELITE '87 60 scooter low miles, nf>ust

sell $650 firm. Call (213)399-6020.

HONDA SPREE, 1965. $30(Vobo. Good con-

dition. Lock included. Call Kristi

(213)206-1133. Leave n^essage.

IN DESPERATE need of parking space in

vicinity of Midvale. Call (21 3)208-0563. Will

pay well!

BIANCI SPORT SX, like new. Call Megan
344-0683.

Furniture 126

CANNONDALE Mountain bike, 1966. Perfect

condition. Extras, cost $750 but sell lor $500.

leff (213)624-2334.

MATTRESS seU, twin $45, full $55, queen $65,

kingi $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

FRONT ROW
From page 41

game, but merely placed under

the watchful eye of the NCAA
for one game. This flimsy

reprimand will do nothing to

discourage these players from
fighting in the future.

As t>f now, no action has

been taken regarding either

school. What will the brawling

fans think when no action is

taken against either school?

Maybe fan-fighting can become
a new spectator sport within

itself.

Worse yet is the possibility

that N.C. A&T and N.C.

Central are thnking of resche-

duling the game vhich wa.,

suspended m'i
secc'
39-38. TheJ

h the
" '^ heading.

reschedule • ^ sea-

son for ar/ casoii. Fhe

NCAA musi take a tough

stance on this kind of ridicul-

ous violence.

The coaches of the two
teams should also think about
employing their own disciplin-

ary actions on their players.

Visiting N.C. Central coach
Mike Bernard told the Times

, "It's a shame their fans

didn't get the opportunity to

see the whole ball game."

It's also a shame that a

basketball game turned into a

disgraceful affray for all to

see.

BRUIN
From page 39

come close to matching

Wooden 's phenomenal achieve-

ment of seven titles in a row
and 10 in 12 years—there's

way too many good teams

now.

The only thing that reigns

supreme in college basketball

is parity.

However, UCLA is, once
again, a legitimate force on the

national hoops scene. And in a

way, it's up to the fans to

keep it there.

Every recruit that comes into

Pauley and sees the kind of
spirit that was evident at the

Arizona game will be that

much closer to coming to

Westwood.

Every win that the crowd
plays a hand in is a big **W"
in the newspaper the next day
for all prospective recruits to

see.

In college sports, success

breeds success. Bruin basketball

is Starting to build momentum,
and it should be a great ride.

Garage Sales 127

FISHTANK must gp. IrKludes pump, heater,

ligbt, gravel, wood stand etc. 10 gal.

$15(yobo. (213)477-0469 Richard.

Off-Campus Parking 129

GUITAR for sale: Ovation UttNTteries, model
1 51 5. 1 2-string, electric- acoustic, in excellent

condition. Includes Ovation case. $40(Vobo.

Paul (714)261-5568.

Pets 130

HARLEQUIN GREAT DANE PUPS. Bom
12/6/69. Champion lines pet/show.
$500-1500. Call (213)206-0201, ask for

Typewriter/Computer 134

TANDY 1000 HX, %700f6bo. 2S6k, keyboard,

color monitor, dot matrix printer.

(213)735-9366.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT compatible. 20MB,
one 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color monitor.

$400(Vobo. (2*3)624-7536.

WILL pay cash for IBM Applc^ompact. Late

models. Call Compcorp. (213)473-8611.
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From page 44

squad. Waller will iM^ovide essen-
tial leadership for the Bruins.

"I feel that as the only senior this

year, it allows me greater influ-

ence," Waller said. "My past
interests in the team's endeavors
puts me in a leadership position."

Ranked in the nation's top
seven, Umphrey ended his fresh-

man season with a spot on the U.S.
World Championship team. Side-
lined for several weeks last year

i._wilh a fractured ankle, Umphrey
returned to competition with
strong, performances on four
events at NCAAs. During the

summer, Umphrey earned a silver

medal at the Olympic Sports

Festival. However, he is currently

suffering through a wrist injury

__ that could limit his action.

**The injury could affect him and
the team," Shurlock said, "but he is

^ working well on the other five

events and has improved on all five

events."

As the reigning U.S. rim
champion and current natidnal

team member, Keswick is another
solid gymnast on all six

Looking

HOCKEY
From page 40

"we missed a lot of close Oppor-
tunities. But we'll be back."

Saturday morning, UCLA
assembled for the first of two

^matches with the Stanford Cardi-
nal. Looking less like last yeai's

conference champions and more
like last quarter's basement dwell-

ers, the Bruins lost, 6-1. the only
blue and gold highlight was Marty
Bennet's third-pCTiod breakaway
goal. Bennet, w^ose return has
given the Bruins a noticeable lift,

stole the puck in the neutral zone,

skdied the lengUi of the ice, then

beat Stanford goalie Rich Shaw
with a perfectly placed wrist shot
It was too little too late, though,
and UCLA was well beaten.

Sunday's match finally brought
a well-earned victory to the hard-

working Bruin stick handlers, as

they defeated the Cardinal, 6-3.

Bennet was again a force, becom-
ing the second UCLA skater to

complete the hat trick this

weekend. Zimmerman contributed
to the squad's "offensive defense"
with two goals, and an always-
solid John Young scored again to

keep himself among the leaguers

point leaders. Defensively, Bruin
goalkeeper Alex Gutenmakher
was stingy in the nets, temporarily

quieting Stanford's high-octane

scoring attack.

UCLA hopes to carry its newly
found momentum through this

Wednesday night's match against

the use Trojans (9:45 p.m. at

Culver City arena). USC handed
the usually supericM* Bruins a

stinging defeat last quarter, so this

matchup has special meaning for

the Westwood icemen.

"We're aiming to have a great

winter quarter," said Zimmerman,
"and we have to start by showing
USC that their v^n was a fluke.

This is definitely a key match."

With improvements on the pom-
mel horse and high bar, Keswick
finished third at the Pac-10 all-

around competition last season.

Along with the Bruins' thre©s^

strong returnees, UCLA boasts^
two impressive freshmen this

season. A five-year member of the

Junior National team. Brad Hay-
ashi, according to Shurlock, "con-
tinues to get better every day." At
the Winter Nationals last Decem-
ber, Hayashi improved his national

ranking from 34 to 24.

Shurlock also hopes to see a

strong debut from Isidro Ibarran-

dro. Originally from Chicago,
Ibarrando recently competed at the

Argeiuinean Championships.
Several other big "pluses" this

season for Shurlock include the

maturity and improvement of
junioi Terry Notary and sopho-
more iJon Lee.

'The loss of the three seniors

hurtjjis to a certain extent, but we
outstanding recruits and the

other gymnasts we have have
matured," Shurlock said.

While the Bruins open their

season this Friday against Cal
State FuUerion, Shuriock sees the
UCLA/LA Times Invitational in

early February as his team's first

major test. Competing against
UCLA will be Illinois, Nebraska,
Minniesota (the country^s top
three teams last year, respective-

ly), and Pac-10 power Arizona
State.

The Fighting Illini also gra-
duated three str(Mig seniws in

NCAA all-around runner-up
David Zeddies, David Romero,
and Chris McKee. Also hurting the
team this season is the departure of-

junior Dominick Minicucci, a
1988 Olympic team member.
Nebraska looks to be UCLA's

toughest competition with the
return of seniors 'Patrick Kirk-
sey—the NCAA all-around
champion—Bob Stelier, and Mark
Warburton.

"We have a lot of potential,"

Umphrey said. "If we keep a
positive attitude, we can be at the
top. We have good athletes and the

potential (to win), We need to just

bring it together."

Sinkers making strides
By Rodger Low
Stalf mter

"If we were to play this team a month from now, we would
win—if we played them in April, we'd blow them out."

That was the sentiment of UCLA head coach Al Scales after his
team played the Israeli National team in the championship match of
the firsl^ver UCLA/Sweats and Surf Volleyball Classic.

Unfortunately for Scates, though, his team is playing in the
present As a result, the Bruins came away with a tough four-game
loss at the hands of the Israelis, 9-15, 15-10, 10-15, 9-15.
The Bruins' coach was pleased with the effort his team gave,

though. "Our goal for each match is to improve. every night out.
Ultimately, we want to win the NCAA champioiiship; at this point
in the season, we are making strides toward that goal."
The Bruins were done in by the hitting combination of outside

hitters Tzahi Elbaz and Alon Grinberg. The duo amassed 3 1 and 24
kills, respectively, to lead all hitters. The Israelis as a team hit for a
.382 hitting percentage in shredding the Bruin defense.
Leading the way for a UCLA team that hit .350 was its middle

blocking tandem of Mike Whitcomb and Trevor Schimian.
The 1989 Player of the Year, Schirman, led all Bruins with 21

kills, while Whitcomb added 17. Each also played a big role
defensively, recording six blocks apiece.
UCLA, which has yet to win the firstg^e ofany match this sea-

son, played erratically at times, allowing the Israelis tojump out to
big leads in the first and fourth^mes.

Scates attributes the roller co^r-like play of his team to the
rotating of different players in and out of the lineup.

DAILY BRUIN
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Recruitment '9
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Student Health Advocates are specially trained

students who provide self-help care for colds,

flus, first aid, emergencies, and offer guidance
in preventive health practices. Student Health

Advocates also provide counseling and
referrals in the areas of nutrition, fitness,

weight management, stress management,
contraception and emotional concerns.

To receive an application, you must attend

one of the following orientation meetings:

Tue, Jan. 23 1:00pm

7:00pm

8:00pm

Wed, Jan. 24 1:00pm

7:00pm

8:00pm

Thur, Jan. 25 7:00pm

Fri, Jan. 26 11:00am

North Campus 22

Rieber Fireside Lounge

Chi Omega

North Campus 22

Sproul Entertainment Center

Delta Sigma Phi

Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Ackerman 3508

For more information, talk to a
SHA or telephone 206-3819

Also check out PHC recruitment
during 4th week

i

-

Sponsored by: USAC/BOD
- Your Student Government

M E L N I T Z—M O V I E S

A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGRAM
presents

A New Film by Giuseppe Tomatore

The Winner of Three Italian "Oscars,^
The Special Grand Juiy Prize-Winner at

Cannes and the Italian entiy for

the Best Foreign Film Academy Award

'^axaiiso

Wednesday, Januaiy 24 at
8:00 pm in

Melnitz Theatre
cto tickets required

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can
be obtained at the Central Ticket Office at

9:00 am at Pauley Pavilion and at 10:30 am at

the Melnitz Theatre Box Office on the day of

the screening. Please Note: A limited number
of CTO tickets will be available to UCIA stu-

dents at Melnitz one hour before the screen-
ing. This event was funded by the Graduate

Students Association.

How would you like 50 of these?

On February 2, 1990 (Friday, 4th week), you
could add $50 to your wallet. Think of all the

things you can do with an extra $50: have a
delicious lobster dinner, watch 7 movies,buy
your text books, or 4 CD's.. .it's up to you!!!

Just correctly find the 2 fake ads in 2/2/90's

Daily Bruin, submit your entry*, and hope
you're one of the four lucky winners!!!

* Rules and entry form
will be published on the

day of the contest (2/2/90)

Bowlers now
high rolling

By Greg Jones
Contributor

After starting the year off slowly

due to a shortage of players, the

UCLA bowling club has gradually

become mwe cwnpelitive in van-*

ous tournaments and in league

matches.

The club, which is now able to

field the number of bowlers
needed for matches, competed in

its. second SWIML (Southwestern

Intercollegiate Masters League)
match last weekend. The SWIML
is composed of UCLA, Long
Beach State, San Diego State,

UCSB, Arizona State, UNLV, and
Cal State FuUerton.

In league competition, a school

chooses five rollers who compete
^eainst five bowlers from (Mie of
iT other six schools. A team will

compete in this manner against

three other league teams in one
match. In a scoring system that

includes both individual matches
against bowlers from other squads
and total pins for the entire team, a
bowling club scwes a number of
points that ultimately det^mines
its position in league standings.

UCLA, currently in sixth place,

rolled fairly well over the weekend
and is hoping to move up in the

standings before the third and fmal

league match in February, accwd-
ing to club president Chuch Ullan.

"There are several quality teams
in the league. We started off

slowly in league and in tourna-

ments because we only had four

strong bowlers, but we're now
moving up in the league," said

Ullan.

Long Beach State, one of the

teams that UCLA rolled against in

the league match, is an example of

the quality of bowling that exists in

the SWIML. In the prestigious Las

Vegas Invitational Tournament
held over the Christmas break, the

49ers* Steve Smith won the overall

competition. Smith was the Cali-

fcxnia Junior Bowler of the year,

and is just one of the fine bowlers
in the league.

UCLA fmished 45th out of 71
teams in this extremely competi-
tive Las Vegas tournament. One
Bruin, Darrell Luzzo, had a good
tournament showing, as he fm-

ished 16th in individual competi-

tion out of 400 rollers.

The bowling club has a core of
four bowlers who consistently

compete for UCLA. These four are

Ullan, Luzzo, Amie Sand, and
John Erb. Ullan then chooses one
of the other four members in the

club to represent the team in

competition. The four top bowlers

usually average anywhere
between 180-200 per game,
according to Ullan.

UCLA*s next main competition

will be at the Blue/Gold Invitation-

al at UC Berkeley on February 3-4.

The tournament will consist most-

ly of schools from Cahfomia. UC
Davis, San Jose State, Fresno

Stale, and various other squads

from the SWIML will be present

Since it looks as though UCLA .

will not be able to qualify for the

Collegiate Bowling Finals through

its league position, it will have to

get an at-large bid to the prelimin-

ary Sectional competition by
excelling in an upcoming tourna-

ment If the Bruins finish Hrst or

second in a tournament, they might
get an invitation to the Sectional

competition, which is the first step

towards the national fmals.

"It would be nice to qualify to

the sectionals in that manner, as

Cal State Fullerton—last year's

nati(Mial champions—did. But I'm
not holding my breath,*' Ullan said.

BRUIN
From page 42
numbers of students slept out,
and all numbers for the arena
level were snapped up by 6
a.m. The students stood the
entire game without being told.

It was just something that was
expected.

At UCLA, however, winning
is also expected, and when the
wins turned into disappointing
losses, fan support dwindled
rapidly.

UCLA once went 98 conse-
cutive games without losing at

home. Pauley Pavilion was a
sacred shrine not to be desec-
rated with a .visiting team's
celebration.-^

Bad times, however, visited

Pauley in the mid-80s.
— UCLA lost 4, 3 and 4

games from '83-84 to '85-86.

The final loss of the latter

season was particularly galling,

as it was to UC Irvine in the

first round of the NIT Tourna-
ment

During the Pac-10 Champ-
ionship season of '86-87 the

Bruins posted a 17-2 mark, but
hit absolute rock bottom in

'87-88 with 6 home losses.

As the losses mounted,
attendance dropped.

When John Wooden was
winning 10 National Champion-
ships in 12 years, attendance
in Pauley Pavilion averaged
nearly a sellout It declined

steadily after Wooden left, but
was still over 10,000 through
1982-83.

Attendance fell to 7,927 in

the '85-86 season, then, bouyed
by success, it came back to

10,584 in '86-87. It plummeted
to an all-time low of 7.885 in

'87-88.

For many games, Pauley
sounded like a mausoleum, and
scores of empty seats mocked
the glory that once was.

During this time, things even
changed in the student section.

Tickets were suddenly available

to anyone. Then to anyone's
friend through the wonder of
guest tickets.

Bits of the student section

were snatched away. First the

band was moved behind the

basket to allow well-heeled

alumni to be closer to the
court

^
Then, seats were resCTv^d in

the student section for athletes.

They certainly deserve them,
but they have a tendency to

sit silently, too cool to cheer,

even though the basketball

players have been spotted

standing and cheering at cer-

tain fall sporting events.

Three years ago, in a

moneymalcing move, the infam-

ous press table was created.

Sure, it allowed plenty of

alumni to pay plenty of money
to sit courtside, but it also

served to move the students a

little farther away from the

court.

There is nothing like getting

an earful from a bunch of

crazies sitting in the front row
to rattle a visiting team. When
the Bruins go on the road,

they get it and it has an

effect. Sure, things like moving
the press table make money,
but is it really worth it? That

question is for others to

answCT, I only know how I

feel.

Now, all is Well again in

Pauley. The Bruins are back.

Attendance is up, UCLA went
12-2 at home last year, and is

8-0 thus far this season, head-

ing into Thursday's game with

Oregon.

^^Ho school will ever, ever

See BRUIN, page 36
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} THE BROTHERS OF J
t ALPHA PHI ALPHA *

% FRATERNITY INC. %
t INVITE YOG TO |

PARTICIPATE IN %
THEIR ANNUAL i

DR.
MARTIN
LUTHER
KING

^^^^p^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

*

*
4>

TUESDAY JAN. 23 8-10 I
ACKERMAN 3517

"THE BLACK FAMILY"
GUEST SPEAKER:

DR. PARHAM

WEDNESDAY JAN. 24
1 1 :30-1 :00

NOON CONCERT BY

06 STYLE
t

t FOLLOWED BY SPEECH BYJ* PROF. AMAN RAHH ?
* FROM 5:30 TO 6:30 ON |
5 THE CORNER OF LECONTEJ
* AND WESTWOOD WILL BE |
I THE CANDLELIGHT VIGIL J

CELEBRATION

% THE ANNUAL ORATORICAL J
I V CONTEST

\m AT usirn
4i

ENDING IN

WESTWOOD PLAZA

THURSDAY JAN. 25
AT 7:00 P.M. IN

THE RIEBER HALL
FIRESIDE LOUNGE.

FREE MEALS AP-PEEL?
What's better than lunch at an ASUCLA dining facility? A FREE lunch o\ an
ASUCLA dining facility! Get a job with ASUCLA Food Service and let us pick

up the tab.

You can get a free lunch

Come work with us and you'll receive, in addition to your hourly wage, an
employee meal allowance of up to $3.70 per shift. This means you can
squeeze more out of your paycheck for fun things, like ant farms, or

.. movie tickets.

'

\
Can it possibly get better?

\ You'll get lots of other juicy benefits working for ASUCLA Food Service:

1 * Flexible hours

:, • Short shifts

• On-campus location

* Meet lots of great people
f Employee discount

Apply todoyi

Stop by the ASUCLA Personnef^ffice KH-205, next to the Kerckhoff

Coffeehouse, to check the available job postings, then fill out on
application. Or just ask for one at any Fpod Service area on campus.

<M

^^M>© SERV I CE
rucLA
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the Morld arts cmd cultures progror^,
the departMeNt of doNce
QNd
the ucia cultural affairs cof^MlssloN
preseNt

traditioNQl daNce of oKiNauia
a perforMaNce featuriNg

Miyagi toyoko
Master artist aNd teacher '

-

^^-^

ladoMe Miyagi, In her first OMericaN tour,
lid presBNt her studeNts and
tusiciaNS In coNcert on

tuesday, joNuary 23, 1990
12-1 pM
doNce buildiNg rooM 208

a Master class mMI folloM
1:0e - 2:30 In rooM 214

all are iNvited to otteNd

for lMfort>^atloN regordlNg this coMpoMy's full coMcart
ON suNdoy. joNucry 21, 1990 ot 3:0e pi^,
call the Mtlhsire ebell theoter at 2 1 3 S32 -S043.

.. , y

the series continues

f C L A
('iiihinii

allhirs

at the coop

Tuesday
January 23, 1990
8:30 pm, FREE! FREE!

. and the joke's on you

if youVe not thereA—

>
o
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c

3
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Hockey does it all in

1-1-1 weekend series
By Jeff Itnperato

Contributor

A much improved UCLA ice

hockey squad did it all this

weekend, notching a win, a loss,

and a tie in games against Stanford

and Northridge.

The Bruins, who are hoping to

place a feeble fall quarter perfor-

mance at their backs, put forth

some of the year's most solid

performances. Team captain John
Young finished the weekend with

four goals and two assists.

Defenseman Marty Bennet, who
missed last quarter, helped fill the

nets with four goals and an assist

And defenseman Kurt Zimmer-
man scored three times while
dishing off two assists. The trio

combined to score all 11 of

UCLA's goals this weekend.
Zimmerman, who also acts as

the team representative, feels that

the team's rise has begun. "This is

a whole new quarter and a whole
new attitude," he said. "We're
playing as a team now, and I think

we'll continue to improve."
The Bruins showed their new

look on Friday against Cal State

Northridge, playing the Matadors
to a 4-4 tie. John Young's hat trick,

along with Zimmerman's single

goal, putUCLA ahead 4-2 until the

last halfof the third period. But late

goals by CSUN's John Pelletier

and Steve Socha ultimately tied the

score.

"We deflnitely should have won
it," Zimmerman said of the game.

See HOCKEY, page 37

Bruin lacrosse is no
matcii for Soutli Bay
in preseason liattie
By Tom Orewyler

Contributor

In their only tuneup of the 1990 season, theUCLA lacrosse team over-
whelmed South Bay Lacrosse Club on Sunday by a score of 15^.

Defending their goal for as much as five minutes at a time, the club
team frogi Long Beach was no match for the offensive-minded Bruins,
whose attackers penetrated South Bay's zone without mercy for the
entire game.

$teve Riley, who led the Bruins with five goals, attributed the
onslaught to fundamental teamwork.
"We were moving the ball around really well, and opportunites will

just happen if you just keep it moving," claimed the Bruin attacker.
Leading 3-0 at the end of the Hrsl quarter, the UCLA squad exploded

for ten goals over the next two periods to put the contest well out of reach.
The Long Beach club, composed primarily of older players, hasn't

been practicing nearly as much as the Bruin team, since most of the team
have full-time jobs and sometimes families to support.
And the lack of practice showed as South Bay's offense rarely got

more than one shot on goal before the ball was cleared. And far too often,
their passes saUed over each other's heads, making it nearly impossible to
start a threatening drive.

The Bruins, on the other hand, were in sync for most of the game,
checking and passing solidly in all four quarters.

Sunday's effort is just what the Bruins needed to bolster their
confidence as they begin the season on Saturday.

With the game nearing its conclusion, Riley couldn't help but wonder
about the upcoming season from the sidelines.

"We're a heck of a lot better than we were last year," he said.

TFieUCLA lacrosse team defeated the South Bay Lacrosse
Club^ ^unday. ^^^

What ever happened to

just plain sportsmanship?
Athletics provides its viewers

with many cherished memories*:
A dramatic home run in the

ninth inning of a World Series
game, an upset which defies

logic, a player or a coach
exhibiting the old college try,

the thrill of victory and the
agony of defeat.

But all too often overlooked
is the agony of the despicable.

There are occurrences in athle-

tics which are morally indig-

nant. Take for example the

college basketball game played
in Greensboro, North Carolina
last Thursday night. What
started out as a basketball

game erupted into a full-scale

rioL

A 15-minute brawl between
players, coaches, fans, and
Waterboys marred the athletic

contest between the two
schools. Sure the two are hated
rivals—but this is beyond the

' realm of acceptability.

At the zenith of the melee,
about 300 fans flooded onto
the court, according to authori-

ties.

Seven people—two city

police officers, a campus sec-

urity officer and four stu-

dents—were taken to a local

hospital to be treated for cuts

and bruises. One of the stu-

dents, a member of the N.C.
A&T pep band, was removed
from the court on a stretcher.

"Even people from the A&T
pep band were fighting," N.C.
Central sports information

director Wallace Dooley told

the Los Angeles Times .

"They were hitting people with
their instruments."

It's one thing for players

from oi^sing squads to

exchange knuckle-laced plea-

santries, but fans duking it out
in the rafters and chucking
chairs at will? There is defi-

nitely something wrong witfi

ihe way these people behaved.

Sports fans become so

en^lfed in their team and in

winning, that, as the case in

Greensboro, athletic events

transcend being just a game
and become a vicious brawl.

In the case of British soccer
fans, sports becomes a matter
of life and death. Last year in

a soccer match between Liver-

pool and Nottingham Forrest,

Front Row

Richard
Marcus
scores of soccer enthusiasts

were crushed to death in a
mad fury attempting to enter a
galleyway near the field. Ulti-

mately, the tragedy occurred
because of careless supervising

by authorities in opening only
one entrance gate and not

regulating the flow of specta-

tor. However, the fans

involved were so desperate to

get into the viewing area and
so impassioned with their team,

that the participants were obli-

vious to the tragedy that was
occurring.

A few years before the

Liverpool tragedy, fans from a
British soccer club and an
Italian soccer club clashed in a

stadium in Brussels. A fenced
barrier separating the two fac-

tions of fans was broken down
and a confrontation resulted in

many senseless deaths.

Could anything like this ever
happen in the United States?

Thursday's incident is the

largest spcxting event fiasco

which has occurred in the last

several years. While there were
no fatalities, what happened in

GreensbOTO is appalling

enough.

The NCAA should have
taken an uncompromising
stance in dealing out probations

leveled at players and the two
schools involved. Instead, five

players of the N.C. A&T team
were put on probation for one
game. Not suspended for one

See FRONT ROW page 36

Bruin Sports Calendar

TUESDAY. JAN,23 opponent

@USC/Southem
Intercoll. Tourney

Men s Golf

Men's Tennis UNLV

LOCATION

North Ranch C.C.

LA. Tennis Ctr.

All Day

1:30p.m.

WEDNESDAY, JAN.24
Mieybail | @cMen's Vol!

Men's Swimming
@CSUN
@Texas

Northridge

Austin, TX
7:30p.m.

7:00p.m,

THURSDAY. JAN.2
ff?S\ I

Oregon

Men s swimming
Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball ^Oregon State

Women's Tennis | Kansas

Dallas. TX
Pauley Pavilion

Corvallis, OR
Sunset Courts

7100p.m.

7:30p.m.

7:30p.m.

1 :30p.m.

FRIDAY. JAN.26
Mens Tennis

Women's Tennis

Women's Gym
Men's Gym

UC Irvine

Califomia

@CSU Fullenon

L.A. Tennis Ctr.

Sunset Courts

Wooden Center

Fullerton

1:30p.m.

1:30p.m.

7:00p.m.

7:30p.m.

Men 8 Swfmrnmg ' i&uai

Men's Volleyball

^Dallas Morning

News Invitational

@UCSB Classic

TJallasnrX

—

Santa Barbara

Aliuay

All Day

H
ATUBDAY.JAN.27
len's Tennis

Men's Basketball

San Diego

Oregon State

Women's Baskett>8H <§K)fegofv^

LA. lennlsCtr.

Pauley Pavilion

€ugene, OfV^

N<3on

3.-00p.m.

7:^p.m.

TOM YUN/Oaty Brum
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;X{Vtake Them an Offer They Cant Refuse.

9312 Dally Bruin Readers Spent
$2,025,63930 Last Year Heading for
Sun and Surf Soudi of the Border.

87S-2161
•i;»0

THE WINERY OF E. & J. GALLO

Uncork Your Potential
For graduates with ar\ intense desire to go far, there is a
career with far-reaching opportunities. Xx
Sales management with the E.&J.Callo Winery. ^
Between classes today, stop by the Career Planning &
Placement Center and find out about all the challenges
we have in store for you.

On-campus interviews:

Sign-Up January 22-24
for an interview on February 15

Alex. Brown & Sons
INCORPORATED

V

The Leading Investment Bank For
Emerging Growth And Technology Companies

Alex. Brown & Sons Incorporated is now interviewing
a limited number of highly motivated candidates for the position of

Financial Analy^s^

in the Corporate Finance/Mergers and Acquisition Departments
of the San Francisco Ofrice

A brochure outlining Alex. Brown's Financial Analyst program is available at the
Career Placement Center

To Be Considered
please send a cover letter 6t resume to:

Lisa Gamel
Alex. Brown & Sons Incorporated

345 Califomia St.

24th Floor
San Francisco, CA. 94104

For further information contact:
Lauren LoFrisco

(415) 544-2848
or '

(800) 334-2640

ESTABLISHED 1800. AMERICA'S OLDEST NAME IN INVESTMENT BANKING-
IvtEMBERS: NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE INC. AND OTHER EXCHANGES

V •
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Fans like this, once common at UCLA basketballgames, are making a comeback afteryears

of tiibernation.

Spirit is resuirected in Pauiey
Something is bubbling.

Something is taking shape.

You can feel it coming.

Could it be?

Yes! Spirit is back at

UCLA!
Indeed, people are truly get-

ting excited about basketball

again. And with good reason.

The Bruins are 12-3 overall,

6-1 in Pac-10 play and only—
one game behind first-place

Oregon State. The Bruins will

get the Beavers at home this

coming Saturday.

It doesn't look to be a one-

season fling, either. The future

of Bruin basketball looks

bright. Don MacLean, Gerald

Madkins and Darrick Martin

are sophomores, Tracy Murray
is just a freshman, Rodney
Odom is redshirting, Rodney
Zimmerman is on the way.

There is also a strong possi-

bility of several more top

recruits signing with UCLA in

the next few years.

Jim Harrick has righted a

sinking ship, and now seems to

have the Bruins going full

steam ahead.

All this on-court and
recruiting success has stirred

emotions not felt for years in

Pauley Pavilion. Where, other

than isolated Pac-10 titles in

1982-83 and '86-87, UCLA
has watched a lot of other

teams doing the celebrating.

Two Saturdays ago, there

was a palpable feeling of

electricity in the air before,

during and after the Arizona

gam».

Early in the morning, huge

Born a Bruin

Mike
Bartlett
lines of students formed, wait-

ing for priority numbers. Once
inside, the fans started a little

gamesmanship—sarcastic sing-

song chants of the players

names, "overrated" chants for

Brian Williams.

The students were vocal and
on top of the game throughout.

More importantly, they were a

big part of the game. That's

what college basketball is all

about. It was a terrific perfor-

mance by the fans.

Let it be known that Satur-

day morning brought a visit to

Pauley from assistant coach

Brad Holland, who stepped by

to chat with the students who
were waiting for their numbers.

Coach Holland thanked the

students for their support, tell-

ing them how he remembered
the importance of the fans

when he played at UCLA
(Holland's career spanned

1976-79), and how the fans

had picked the team up when
they were flat against USC.

After the Arizona game,
with the victory won, Holland

pointed out that after the

Bruins had let a 15-point lead

slip away, the fans stayed with

them and helped immensely.

"We wouldn't have won the
-^

game without the fans," he

said.

It certainly is great to see

support building again for

UCLA basketball. Because of

the never-ending joys of pur-

suing a double major, this

writer has had the unusual -

perspective of having seen

three different basketball coach-

es at UCLA.
My freshman year, 1983-84,

was to be Larry Farmer's last.

In those days, student season

tickets were available on a

lottery basis only. One had to

be selected just to have the

opportunity to buy them. Stu- *

dent guest tickets did not

exist-—there was no need, ycL
The student section consisted

of the entire lower bleacher

section on the ncxth side of

Pauley, all the way down to

the front row. The band
occupied the far left portion,

putting them right on top of

the court The press section

was (XI the south side, behind,

the scorer's table.

Priority numbers were a

much-coveted thing. Large

See BRUIN, page 39
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Pauley Pavilion used to be a den of din for opposing basketball teams. Are ctiaracters like

Frisbee (left) and others leading a revival?
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Rugby dominates scrums, nicies and Gauchos
By Jay Ross
Contributor

Revenge. . .how sweet it is!

When the UCLA men's rugby
team took the field against UC
Santa Barbara on Saturday, it was
the first time that the two had
clashed since the Gauchos ousted
the Bruins from a playoff slot last

year.

It was payback time.

ByN^inning the scrums apd

rucks, the Bruins were able to

control the tempo and pounded the

Gauchos 22-3 in their Pacific

Coast Rugby Football League
opener.

'The key is to win the scrums

and get possession of the ball,"

said Bruin Greg Brett "We also

had good passing to our backs

which gave (Santa Barbara) no
opportunity to win the ball back."

Mike Brewin led UCLA in

scoring by connecting on four

penalty kicks and one conversion

for 14 points, and Mike Schuh and

Brian Keyser each ran in tries.

Santa Barbara initiated the

scoring when Brian Banducci

booted a 35-meter penalty kick,

but that would be their single score

of the day.

Brewin responded with four

kicks of his own before UCLA
pi(nched in its first try on a busted

play.

Matt Reback inbounded the

line-out at the UCSB 10-mcter

line, and the ball was tipped to

back Dave Reneker. Reneker
broke some tackles and rumbled

toward the goal-line before later-

ailing to scrum-half Brian Keyser

who punched through for the

score.

Brewin converted, and UCLA
extended the lead to 18-3.

Rookie Mike Schuh continued

his hot play and ran 40 meters in

the second half to scwe the final

7776 UCLA rugby team ran away from the UCSB Gauchos in their league opener last weekend.

SUZANNE STATES

try. Schuh credited the Bruin

victory to conditioning.

"We wore them down, and our

fitness paid off. That helped us win
the rucks." he said.

Coach Wayne Young said that

he "emphasizes fimess in practice"

and is looking to build the depth of

the team. Young also commended
the performance of Keyser at

scrum-half, where he played for

the first time.

"His passes were a bit slow, but

his hustle and ball sense and

aggressive defense made up for

that," he said.

Young explained that he will

rotate Keyser and Mike Herring at

scrum-half, a rugby position equi-

valent to quarterback. Herring

started the position last year.

NeithOT player has beat out the

other, but Young feels that UCLA
needs two scrum-halves to com-
pete in the PCRFL.
"The rotation is to develop

depth," said Young. ". . . we must
have depth to win this league. We
will play 10 games in seven weeks,

and we can't play with only 15. We
need 22 to 25 first team players to

survive the season."

Forward Compton Kurtz added

that fan support greatly aided the

Bruins. *The crowd was fantastic.

They supported us whenever we
needed it," he said.

Bruin Notes: The J.V. won their contest

28-6, and the third line lost 10-3.

Saturday's game against Colonido has
been cancelled. Next game is against

pre-season PCRFL #1 Cal Poly San Luis

Obispo which will be "Vhat it aU conies

down to." Game date is Saturday,
FelMniary 3 at home. James Llnford and
Randy Schmitz missed the match with

knee injuries.

UCIA UNICAMP
WINTER RECRUITMENT DRIVE

,^>

"BE WOODSEY"
JAN 22-26

Come get involved with Unicamp -

become a summer counselor

Informational Meetings:

UCLA
UniCamp

Tues, Jan 23
Wed, Jan 24
Thurs, Jan 25

Fri, Jan 26

11-12
11:30-12:30
10-11
4-5

12-1

12-1

NCC 22
NCC 22
ACK 3588
ACK 3517
NCC 22
ACK 3508

Info tables on Bruin Walk and throughout
campus the entire week.

^

Applications due by Friday, Jan 26.

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors - USAC Programming Committee

.i-i-i
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III bet to be fiery vs. Vegas
UNLV rolls into LATC
By Laurl Lappin

LYNETTE TSAVOaily Bfuin

Fritz Bissell and the Bruins host UNLV today.

Staff Writer

Looking toward this week's com-
petition witli fiery eyes, the No. 4-

ranked UCLA men's tennis squad

will take on Big West rival UNLV
hoping to better its 2-0 record this

seascHi.

After defeating Cal Poly San Luis

Obispo—the 1989 runner-up Divi-

sion II champions (9-0)—and fol-

lowing that by downing Fresno State,

a team that finished No. 3 in the Big

West last season (7-2), the Bruins

have sampled a taste of winning and
will be looking to satisfy their appetite

in today's match.
'

The Rebels, fmishing fifth in last

year's competition, will open their

season against the Bruins.

Leading off the UNLV lineup will

be sophomore Eric Aanes, 22-10 last

year and 5-4 in this year's tournament

play. Freshman Patrice Boies of St
Laurent, Quebec, and scmor Dorian

Geba, 16-9 last year and 5-3 so far this

season, will fill the No. 2 and 3

positions, respectively.

Although the Rebels will be far

from the toughest competition in

UCLA's schedule this season, every

match will be important for the young
Bruin team, as it continues to build

both its physical and mental abihty.

Junior Jason Netter (1-1 in dual

matches this year), the most exper-

ienced Bruin, will lead the team mto
action today. Freshman Mark Know-
les (2-0 in dual matches) will compete

at the No. 2 singles position.

Freshman Fritz Bissell (1-1) will

most likely play the No. 3 singles spot

for the Bruins, while sophomores
Dean Cohen (2-0), Mark (^inney (2-

0), Bill Barber (1-0) and Bill Behrens

(1-0) will work towards filling theNo.

4, 5 and 6 spots.

The bottom half of the, singles

lineup is not close to being secured for

Men s Tennis

Who:
Where:

WhemjT

UCLA vs. UNLV
Los Angeles

Tetinls Center

Today. 1 :30p.m.m
TOM YUNADaiV Bruin

the Bruins, as head coach Glenn
Bassett is continuing to test the

strongest squad and doubles combi-
nations fcM* this season.

"In addition to conditioning and
becoming as strong as possible, we
really have to wcx'k on coming ofT the

singles to play good doubles match-

es," said Bassett. "If a guy loses his

singles match, he has to get angry and
get himself ready to fight back to play

even stronger," he added.

The Bruins will meet the Rebels

today at 1:30 p.m. at the LATC.

Over the top
UCLA swinging into

1990 regular season

DAILY BRUIN FILE

Terry Notary has UCLA
pointed in the right direction.

By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

Things are looking bright for the

UCLA men's gymnastics team,

according to head coach Art

Shuriock. With the return of three

strong gymnasts, Shuriock hopes

to bring home another NCAA title

to Westwood.
"I'm optimistic as to what we

can do as a team." Shuriock said.

"We have a good running for the

national championship. Our main

goal is to win the NCAA. With the

crew we have, it's definitely

possible."

( Last year, with their second

consecutive Pac-10 title in hand,

the Bruins (2^-6) finished in fourth

place at NCAAV,^ disappointment

in an otherwise successful season.

"If we do our potential, we'll

have a good year," sophomore

Scou Keswick said. "We have a lot

of talent. If ev^ything falls into

place we have a good shot at the

NCAAs."
Although UCLA graduated

three All-Americans in David St.

Pierre, Curtis Holdsworth, and
Michael Chaplin, the returning

squad has improved since the end
of last season.

"The minuses were that we lost

three Ail-Americans, but the

pluses are (the reluming gymnasts)

have improved. (They) are better

than they were last year," said

Shuriock.

Leading UCLA this season will

be senior Chris Waller, sopho-

mores Chainey Umphrey and
Keswick. As the reigning NCAA
pommel horse champion. Waller

has been the Bruins' top scorer at

the NCAAs in the last two seasons.

As the only senior on the young

See GYMNASTICS, page 37
y
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Art Shuriock a has reason to be enthusiastic about the 1990
season.

Bom a Bruin .

Believe it or not, Michael Bartlett is back with his

column, and its popularity is getting out of hand.

This week, the man who bleeds blue and gold

welconfies something back to Pauley Pavilion.

See page 42

The Rront Row
Fan violence in all sports has seen an increase in

recent years, but the tragedy struck home last

Thursday when a near-riot occurred at a basketball

game in North Carolina. Rich Marcus takes a look

at fan violence and this dark side of sports,

See page 41

Hoclcey looidng solid
The UCLA icemen, coming off

a win, a loss and a tie this

weekend, hope to use their new-
found momentum to carry them to

a win over the Trojans tomorrow
night. The Bruins lost the last

match up with the Trojaiis,^so^

UCLA will be out for revenge.

I !
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Chemical bill

tobededded
The Assembly Ways and

Means Committee will be vot-

ing today on AB1430, the

Toxics Use Institute Bill, which
would create an institute at UC
Berkeley to probe alternatives

to toxic chemicals used in

manufacturing and included in

some consumer products.

The institute would also

provide technical assistance to

companies interested in phas-

ing out their use of toxic

chemicals.

Inside
Rap music is

liere to stay
Much rap music conveys

positive and meaningful mes-
sages, performers said in a

Diversity Awareness Week
program.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Fighting for a
healthy society

Students at the UCLA
School of Public Health
applaud USAC's pro-choice

position.

See page 18

Arts & Entertainment

Piano Lessons
well learned

August Wilson takes play-

goers into one family's turbu-

lent past at the James Doolittle

Theater.

See page 20

Sports

UCIA netters

demolish UNLV
The Bruin men's tennis team

defeated the Rebels, yesterday,

9-0.

See page 40
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Redistrlcting plan unfair, prof says
By Debra L. Picker

Contributor

A UCLA professor testified in

court Tuesday on behalf of the

plaintiffs who charge that the Los
Angeles County Supervisors are

Pesticide

Iterated by
protesters

diluting the voting strength of the

Latino community by dividing it

among three districts.

Leobardo Estrada of the Gradu-
ate School of Architecture and
Urban Planning was called to the

stand to discuss demographic

changes in Los Angeles and the

feasibility of creating a Latino
district. '

^

The American Civil Liberties

Union Foundation of Southern

California (ACLU) and the Mexi-
can American Legal Defense and

Education Fund (MALDEF) filed

the lawsuit on Aug. 24, 1988 in

respxMise to a 1981 county redis-

trlcting plan. On Sept. 9, 1988 the

Justice Department filed a similar

See LAWSUIT, page 11

By W. Kgvin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

The cast of a popular TV show
cheered on an anti-malathion

spraying protest in Westwood
Tuesday.

Actors Kirstie Alley, Ted Dan-
son, Rhea Perlman and other cast

members of Cheers came to the

Federal Building to cheer, scream

and march with about 80 people

protesting the spraying of the

insecticide over Southern Califor-

nia.

The protesters chimed that

many people are becoming sick

because of malathion, the state's

main weapcxi against the Mediter-

ranean firuit fly infestation.

They said they know many
people who have developed
rashes, dizziness and stomach
aches after their homes were
sprayed.

The state should not spray again

until it can further study malath-

ion's effects on humans, said the

protesters, who call themselves the

Coalition Against Malathion.

And if the government and
critics have conflicting data about

the effects, then the voters should

decide whether to .spray anymore,
,4iey said.

"I should have a choice whether

I want to spray," Alley said. "They
are spraying on my children, my
animals," she said.

Alley later held up a sign and
screamed to passing motorists on
Wilshire Boulevard, encouraging

them to honk to show their support

Government officials, however,

have said the pesticide is safe to

humans.

Dr. James Stratton of the state

Department of Health Services

said that aside from allergic reac-

tions among a small percentage of

the population, no evidence sug-

gests "undue health risks" asso-

ciated with the spraying.

Helicopters are spraying

Kirstie Alley protests the use of malathion.

malathion over 372 square miles in

Los Angeles, Orange and San
Bernardino counties to battle the

state's worst medfly infestation in

eight years. The helicopters spray

2.8 ounces of malathion per acre.

Sterile medflies are also being

released in a 1 10-square-mile

"core area" in Whittier and Bald-

win Park that is the most infested.

In total, 1,077 square miles in

Southern California are subject to

a quarantine prohibiting the

removal of fruit from the area.

State agriculture and health

officials said malathion is the best

and safest pesticide against the

medfly.

Female medflies lay their eggs
in more than 250 kinds of fruit and
vegetables, posing a major threat

to California's $16.6 billion agri-

cultural industry. Fruit crops rep-

resent about $1.5 billion of the

SCOTT WEERSING^Daily Bruin

total.

Henry Voss, director of the

Department of Food and Agricul-

Uire, said he is confident that a

combination of aerial malathion

spraying and the release of mil-

lions of sterile flies will wipe out

the immigrant pest by midyear.

With reports from the Associated

Press

CALPiHG gatliers support for new bill
By Auris Jarasunas

Contributor

Students and staff representing environ-

mental lobby groups started a three-day

campaign effort on Bruin Walk on Tuesday to

gather signatures for the Environmental Pro-

tection Initiative of 1990, a bill aiming to

achieve clean food, air and water in California.

"Everyone concerned with the environment
should be concerned with this initiative," said

Holly Carrington, UCLA chairwoman of the

Cahfomia Public Interest Research Group.

Supporters of the measure say it includes

provisions that would ban cancer-causing

pesticides, reduce global warming and protect

coastal waters.

The initiative would also seek to phase out

Initiative aims to

clean environment
dangerous chemicals that threaten the state's

food and water supplies, and require an oil spill

prevention plan.

Environmental activists in Sacramento have

had problems passing individual legislation

concefning these issues. The Environmental

Protection Initiative includes "things we can't

get through the legislature because of special

interest lobbies" from the agriculture industry,

Carrington said.
— —

Groups such as CALPIRG, the Sierra Club,

Pesticide Watch and Campaign California

have banned together in an attempt to protect

the environment through the initiative process.

Graduate students, undergraduates and
student government representatives are

expressing their support for the initiative by
joining with CALPIRG members on Bruin

Walk to circulate the petitions. "I think it's

about time people got concerned with the

environment," said UCLA undergraduate Kris

Horsley.

The Environmental Protection Initiative of

1990 would establish an environmental advo-

cate as a new government position to enforce

the measure.

As of now, **the state cannot sue itseir for

violating environmental policies, Carrington

said. _
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Grad. School of Architecture and Urban Planning,

Guest Speaker: Henry Cisneros, 8 pm
Schoenberg Hall Auditorium

Engineering Business Society, Management
Cor»sulting Night, "Price Waterhouse". 7-9 pm LATC

Alpha Phi Alpha, Noon Concert. 06 Style,

11:30-1:00, Corner of Westwood and LeConte
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THUPSDAY. JAN. 25

• Family Student Housing Assoc, Meeting regarding

proposed rent hike and its impact, 7:00 pm---^—

—

Community Center behird 3327 Sepulveda
• SAA, Careef Network Panel Discussion, 7:00 pm

James West Alumni Center

• SADD Meeting, 7:00 pm Room 116 Morgan Center

SATUPDAY. JAN. 27

• "jyael Rocks" Party, 9:00 pm - ?, Hillel. 900 Hilgard.

Admission $6.00

• OISS, "Livir>g in a Global Village: Ideas and Skills

for the 90s", 10-3 pm LuValle Commons Mtg. Room

TUgSDAY. JAN. 30

UBS Job Fair '90, 10:OOam-3:00pm Ackerman
Grand Balllroom

>lMlKAt

1 1''*'-

Orientation Counsek)rs. lnformatk>n Meetings:

Jan 24-Jan 25
Unicamp, Information Meetings, Jan 24-Jan 26

UCLA Mortar Board, Applicatk>ns Due Feb. 16.

5:00 pm 1206 Murphy
Graduate Dar»ce Ethnology Association, Feb. 2. 3

Peer Health Counselor Orientations, Jan. 29-Feb. 2.

Applications due Feb. 5 by 5pm, 401 Kerckhoff

Student Health Advocate Orientations.

Jan. 24-Jan. 26

Outstanding Senkjr and Outstanding Graduate

Student Awards. Nomination Forms due Feb. 7

Mardi Gras Booth Applications due Feb. 9
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Student & Campus Life, The Secret of Your Success

Conference, Saturday, Feb. 3, 9:00am-4:00pm Rieber

Fireside Lounge --^

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING THESE EVENTS,

W
^•tV

n^r^lPLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THEl^

BODY OF THE PAPER!
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thanks all of our advertisers!

Copeland^s Sports

Everything for the UCLA Bruin Fan.

Snoopy honored
in Louvre gallery
By Marilyn August

Associated Press

PARIS — The French celebrated Snoopy on Tuesday, saying that

happiness is a warm puppy — even one that's 40 years old.

The beguiling beagle who appears in Charles Schulz's comic strip

"Peanuts" was honored with a blockbuster retrospective worthy of the

World War I flying ace, bird-lover and faithful friend to that round-

headed kid.

Schulz, by the way, also was honored. He was namecj Commander of

Arts and Letters, one of France's highest awards for excellence in the

arts.

"Thank ydufbrbeing the creator of Snoopy, full of humor and with a

zest for life," Culture Minister Jack Lang told Schulz. "Your character is

both mythical and hedonistic and he has taken over our collecave

consciousness and become a part of our everyday lives."

Schulz, beaming but appearing slightly embarrassed by the attention,

said that during Snoopy's war years when he batUed the Red Baron, h©

once explained how he learned to speak French.

"He said he had a small tourist phrase book, but he told me you only

really need to know one word, and that is, 'Merci,"' Schulz said in Engl-

ish.

Ceremonies took place at the Decorative Arts Museum, which is

honoring the whimsical dog with a retrospective feauiring Snoopy

memorabilia.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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President
III

for council
By Greg Hayes

Contributor

Undergraduate President

John Sarvcy focused pri-

marily on setting a good

tone for the council in the first half

of his term and is satisfied that he

has accomplished this goal.

"(Sarvey's) greatest success has

been in setting a good working

tone and effectively leading this

council to a consensus on every

major issue they have faced," said

Lyle Timmemum, administrative

representive to the council.

This council was criticized for

being one-sided, but has had some
lively debate, Timmerman said.

He credits Sarvey with keeping the

council from splitting irreconci-

lably early on in its Venn.

Sarvey believes the student

groups this year have more say in

matters directly concerning them

and can vcMce these concerns to

council.

He set a $15,000 limit on this

year's funding request for coun-

cil-sponsored student groups,

which he thinks eliminated some
of the inter-group tensions. There

were no such limits prior to this

year.

This limit also put the groups in

a more equal petition, he said.

Sarvey said he has been keeping

on top of important administrative

processes and issues concerning

all undergraduates while sitting on

the ASUCLA Board of Directors

and the Chancellor's Cabinet

He has supported CALPIRG,
the environmental and consumer

k>bby group, to which council

recently decided to return $51,000

in funds — one and a half years

after last year's council withheld

the money from the group.

Student government has a long

way to go, Sarvey said, but he is

very happy with the new wwking
style within the council. "While

council last year was unable to

come to a consensus on many
issues, this year the council has

been able to compromise on

almost every major issue," he said.

Coliesion

attained
by Wynne
By Greg Hayes
Contributor

"
. . . this year

the council has

been able to

compromise on

almost every

major issue*'

John Sarvey

ItTt
I'm a lot more

realistic about

how things get

done in student

government

now.
ti

Alec Wynne

"Wynne said . .

most of the ma-

jor changes will

come in the re-

mainder of the

year.
"

Maria Rabuy

USAC Presktent Rabuy
H Imments on first half-year

By Greg Hayes

Contributor

Undergraduate Executive Vice President Mar-

ia Rabuy said her fu-st half-year in office was
mainly a learning experience.

Some of her main responsibilities are taking care

of paperwork and other mundane jobs necessary to

keq)ing any bureaucracy in operation.

Rabuy began her term with high hopes of

producing a newsletter about the undergraduate

council and having an awareness week to make
student government more accessible to all students.

Those programs, along with her plan for having

mobile council meetings, have not materialized.

"I'm a lot more realistic about how things get done

in student government now," she said. Time
restraints caused difficulty in getting her programs

processed through the government body. -

.

Rabuy is hopeful about the future, however. Now
that she knows what to expect, she wants to get her

agenda going.

She supports the Women's Coalition, a reviving

student group, and is involved in the university's

"fighting wwds" policy which may expel students

who harass others.

She believes that her office is more accessible to

students than in the past and attributes this to contacts

she made prior to taking office and also to a feeling of

openness in the council as a whole this year.

"(Rabuy) and her staff do all kinds of behind the

scenes work that keeps student government running

smoothly," said Lyle Timmerman, administrative

representative to council.

"(She) has an office that falls between the cracks

but shouldn't," added undergraduate President John

_ Sarvey.

Second Vice President AleC

Wynne has channeled all of

his energies into a resolution

which will define "student int^est

groups" and their roles in relation

to undergraduate government, he

said.

He has adopted an open-door

policy in his office— which deals

primarily with student groups and

council-sponsorship questions —
and believes that this has diffused

much tension among the groups he

serves.

He has allowed the "SlGs" to

help shape his proposal of the

definition to the whole council and

thinks that this has produced a

more positive and cooperative

attiuide among different groups.

"(Wynne) has made consider-

able progress in this, and if he

shepherds in this resolution, he

will have left quite a legacy for his

office," said the council's Admini-

strative Representative Lyle Tim-
merman of the "SIG" definition

issue, one which has been unresol-

ved for more than 20 years.

Wynne said his office used last

quarter to warm up and most of the

major changes will come in the

remainder of the year. Or»e of his

projects includes forming a multi-

cultural committee to bring vari-

ous cultural and ethnic groups into

one body to discuss problems.

He thinks his greatest accom-

plishment in the first half-year was
becoming an effective communi-
cator. He learned to be sensitive lo

the needs of the many different

groups he contacts, he said.

"1 haven't seen so many diffe-

rent groups discussing issues in

one office as 1 have \\i (Wynne) 's

for a very long time," Timmerman
said.

Wynne thinks that by bringing

all of the groups together, much of

the tension is eliminated because

each group can have a say in what

happens to them in student govern-

ment -
- "

.

USAC receives good grades on fierformance so far
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

Student leaders, administra-

tors and faculty gave under-

graduate government
generally good grades halfway

through its term.

"This (council) is well-rounded.

It deals with issues that affect

underrepresented student organi-

zations and the general student

body," said Alicia Molina, a

coordinator for-MEChA, the Chi-

canoA-atino student group.

This year, the council focused

on issues such as attempting to

define the term "special interest

group" ("SIG") and lobbying

administration to modify the new
admissions policy which discounts

ethnicity as a primary factor in

freshman admission.

Some students, however, said

the council has not accomplished

much in the last six months.

Mike Spence, who ran for

president last spring, said he is

disappointed that the initially

"activist" council, which is fortu-

nate enough to lack deep divisions

among members, has not
addressed issues such as parking

and rising tuition for international

and out-of-state students.

Rather, the council has worked

on diverted iSSues which are not

directly student-related such as

taking a position on the abortion

issue, Spence said.

African Student Union Chair-

man Tracy Grayson said, 'There's

not a lot going on, so there's not a

lot (for ASU) to be upset about"

"In the seven or eight

years that IVe been
nere, no undergradu'

ate president has had

a better working rela*

tionship with and gre^

ater respect from the

UCLA administra-

tion than John
Sarvey."

TYiomasUfka

Among those who had favorable

comments for this year's council

was Leslye Sneider, president of

the Union for Students with Disa-

bilities, who commended the coun-

cil's handling of the "SIG"
question.

Sneider complimented Second
Vice President Alec Wynne's
attempts last quarter to classify

council-affiliated student groups

appropriately — an issue which

has been unresolved for more than

two decades.

"It's been a long and tiring

process," Molina said of the still

unfinished task.

The problem with the delay is

not unique to this council. But "it's

about time to push through,"

Grayson said. "It's a very critical

issue, and (council is) moving very

stowly."

Grayson attributed the delay to

the UCLA administration which
"slows things down.**— —

Molina thought the definitions

/sproposed so far are going in the

right direction because the groups

are being set apart so that underre-

presented student organizations

will not be classified as a "special

interest group."

Wynne has the best intentions in

his efforts to reexamine the SIG
definition, said Charles Glick,

president of the Jewish Student

Union.

Regarding the new admissions

policy proposed in the summer,

Sneider was pleased with the effort

exhibited by the council members.

"I think (the officers) tried very

hard to change (the new policy). It

made a lot of peole aware and keep

on top of issues that affect affir-

mative action," Sneider said.

See USAC, page 16
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Azerbayan on 'edge

of abyss,' KGB says
MOSCOW — Extremists ambushed a

military convoy in Azerbaijan, killing two

reserve soldiers and a woman bystander,

Soviet media said Tuesday. The KGB said

the republic was on the brink of anarchy,

and local politicians pushed for secession.

Radio Moscow said the situation in the

Soviet. Caucasus, where Armenians and
Azerbaijanis have been battling for 11

days, remained "very, very tense" Tues-

day.

It said leaders of Soviet Azerbaijan and
Armenia continued negotiations to end

the ethnic violence, but little progress was
reported.

The death tollrose to 170, including

those killed in anti-Armenian riots in the

Azerbaijani capital of Baku and the

clashes thai ensued among Armenians,

Azerbaijanis and Soviet troops.

E. German piotesters

denounce communism
EAST BERLIN — More than 10,000

skilled workers held a rally Tuesday to

denounce communism for killing East

German craftsmanship and demand free-

market reforms to revive it

"We absolutely and unconditionally

need conversion to a full market eco-

nomy," Burkhard Schmidt, spokesman
for the Crafimen's Union, lold The
Associated Press before the rally. Many
of those attending also favored reunifica-

Uon with West Germany,
"Better to close for four hours than

forever," said Lutz Scheibner, an elec-

tronics repairman. "We need to show the

government we know what needs to be

done."

The rally was called on short notice,

over the opposition of lop union leaders

still loyal to the Communist system that

rewarded them with comfortable bureau-

cratic positions.

Nation

CIA director believes

Soviet threat

WASHINGTON, D.C.— The director

of the Central Intelligence Agency told

Congress Tuesday that Eastern Europe's

tumultuous push for democracy has cut

the Soviet threat to the West and that "we
can probably expect a continued diminu-

uonr —:—~
William Webster, in an unusual public

appearance before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, said that as unchal-

lenged communist control comes to an

end in the Eastern bloc, those nations*

links to Moscow have been radically

changed.

The result, he said, is a severe blow to

the Soviet Union's certainty that Eastern

Europe, will respond to Moscow's mih-

tary directives.

The armed services committee is

beginning work on writing a defense

budget for fiscal 1991 with an assessment

of the Soviet threat to the West.

Oat bran craze has

peaked, analysts say

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — Consum-
ers weary of oat bran probably won't go

back to bacon and eggs for breakfast, but

HENRY CISNEROS
Former Mayor of San Antonio

and
First Visiting Fellow of the Lewis Center for

Regional Policy Studies at the Graduate
School of Architecture and Urban Planning

will speak on

"ISSUES FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA"

Wednesday, January 24, 1990

8:00 P.M.

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium

The Lewis Center for Regional Policy Studies at UCLA,

established in 1989 through a major gift from Ralph

and Goldy Lewis, will undertake basic and applied

research on environmental, transportation, social and

economic policy issues affecting the future of the Los

Angeles region. The interaction of these forces with

the changing form and design of the built environment

will also be examined. The Center will stimulate the

development of a middle ground of pragmatic

discourse between the University and the wider

communities within which public policy is shaped and

implemented.

they may be loc^cing for alternatives now
that a study has cast doubt on oat bran's

cure-all image.

"Oat bran was a fad anyway, and I think

the study will be the catalyst for the

gradual reduction in sales," said Ron
Saba, a food industry analyst with the

Ohio Co., an investment firm.

The New England Journal of Medicine

on Thursday published results of a study

that said eating oat bran had no more
effect than other grains on a person's

cholesterol level. It said any beneficial

effect appeared to come from cereals

tlisplacing fatty foods in the diet

It contradicts previous studies that

found oat bran was able to interfere with

fat absorption and lower cholesterol,

thereby lowering the chance for heart

disease.

State

S.F. gets $3.2 million

for quake response
SAN FRANCISCO — The city has

received almost $3.2 million in federal

funds to cover earthquake response costs,

Mayor Art Agnos announced Monday,
but a top city official said the city will ask

voters in June to approve a $332.4 million

bond measure for quake repairs and
-retrofitting.

Agnos said the $3.2 million from the

Federal Emergency Management Agency
will reimburse the city for its emergency
response costs in the 10 days after the

eaithquake, including overtime and regu-

lar salaries for police officers, fu^fighters

and health and social woikers.

The reimbursement "appears to be an

expression of confidence in our arithme-

tic," Agnos said.

Dozens arrested in

El Salvador protest

SAN FRANCISCO — Dozens of

people were arrested and traffic was

snarled for hours Tuesday as hundreds of

demonstrators opposed to U.S. policy in

El Salvador blocked the entrances to the

Federal Building.

Protesters chanted and shouted slogans

as they linked arms to face police officers

in the street as federal employees pre-

vented from entering the building^

^watched. - v

Police and protesters estimated that 500

to 600 people took part in the demonstra-

tion, one of several throughout the

country held to coincide with the recon-

vening of Congress. Most of those

arrested here would be cited for unlawful

—assembly, PolieeChiefFrank Jordan saidr-

Local

Rothenbeig parole

to be most restrictive

Charles Rothenberg, the father who
torched his 6-year-old son in 1983, will be

the most-watched parolee in California

history when he leaves prison, authorities

said Tuesday.

'The department is not that comfort-

able with having to parole this individu-

al."

E^vid Rothenberg, who survived the

flames but was horribly disfigured, is now
13 and lives in Orange County with his

mother, Marie, and stepfather, Buena
Park police ofHcer Richard Hafdahl.

"I'd shoot his eye out if he ever came
over. I'd blind him," said David.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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THE UCLA UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS
SOCIETY PROUDLY PRESENTS^

IF YOU'RE A UBS MEMBER, DON'T FORGET TO TURN IN

YOUR RESUME AI JOB FAB FOR THE RESUME BOOK.
IF YOU'RE NOT A MEMBER, JOIN TODAY AND GET.

INSTANTLY EXPOSED TO 85-^ COMPANIES ATTENDING^—
" JOB FAIR '90. —

JANUARY 30, t990 ^^
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM ^

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

20TH CENTURY INSURANCE COMPANY

ACCOUNTANTS OVERLOAD

ACKERLEY COMMUNICATIONS

AMERICAN HONDA MOTOR CO., INC.

ANDERSEN CONSULTING

ANGELES CORPORATION

AT&T

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY (ARCO)

BAIN & COMPANY

BANK OF, AMERICA

BOZELL ADVERTISING

BULLOCK'S / MACY'S SOUTH

BUSINESSLAND. INC.

CARL'S JR. RESTAURANTS

CARTER HAWLEY HALE

CBS INC.

CITY NATIONAL BANK

CITY OF LONG BEACH

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

4==CM ALLIANCE / CONNECTICUT MUTUAU
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

COOPERS & LYBRAND

DELOIHE & TOUCHE

DISNEYLAND

DUN & BRADSTREET BUSINESS SERVICES

ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR / LEASING

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATES. INC.

ERNST & YOUNG

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

f

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE

CORPORATION

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK

FOOTE LOCKER *

FOOT, CONE & BELDING INC.

GREY ADVERTISING

HEWITT ASSOCIATES

IBM CORPORATION

INGLEWOOD UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

JOSEPH T. RYERSON & SON. INC.

KAPLAN

KCAL-TV CHANNEL 9

KOST-FM

LADY FOOT LOCKER

LEONARD & OHREN

LIMITED EXPRESS

LOCKHEED AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS

LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE

DISTRICT

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICI

McCAW CELLULAR COMMUNICATION INC.

McMASTER-CARR SUPPLY COMPANY
MONITOR COMPANY

MONTEBELLO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS & SYSTEMS

DIVISION

MUSIC PLUS

NORTHROP CORPORATION

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE -

THE MELLINGER AGENCY

PEACE CORPS

PEPSI-COLA

PETERSON & COMPANY CONSULTING

PRICE WATERHOUSE

PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL SERVICES

R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS CO.

ROADWAY EXPRESS. INC.

SAN BERNARDINO CITY UNIFIED

SCHOOL DISTRICT

SECURITY PACIFIC AUTOMATION COMPANY

SNELLING TEMPORARIES

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY

STEELCASE

SULLIVAN COMPANIES

SUMITOMO BANK OF CALIFORNIA

SUNKIST GROWERS INC.

TANDY CORPORATION/RADIO SHACK

THE BROADWAY
THE L/E/K PARTNERSHIP

THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY

THE WHITING-TURNER

CONTRACTING COMPANY

THOMAS JAMES ASSOCIATES

THRIFTY CORPORATION

TOYOTA MOTOR SALES. U.S.A.. INC.

TRIPLE "A" STUDENT PAINTERS

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

UARCO BUSINESS FORMS

UCLA STAFF EMPLOYMENT

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

WELLS FARGO BANK

WILLIAM M. MERCER MEIDINGER

HANSEN. INCORPORATED

WINSTON TIRE COMPANY

WORKING WORLD MAGAZINE

AND MORE TO COME !!!!

f

FUNDED BV the CPC OF THE PAB

-^"UBS IS SPONSORED BY AGSM"^
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University to sliine brigliter
$75,000 facilities project to add 40

more lights and replace 400 odiers

By Maha Youness
Contributor

T.C. CHANG/Oaily Bruin

Locations throughout UCLA
will be brighter than ever after

Facilities Management completes

its projects to install new lights

around the campus. >

The $75,000 project, funded by'

the university, will.improve cam-
pus safety, beautify the campus
and save energy, said Bill Ceran-

toni, Electrical Superintendent for

UCLA. Adding new lights will not

only make the campus brighter and
safer, it will also make the campus
more aesthetically pleasing, he

said.

After facilities placed an ad in

the Daily Bruin last spring asking

students to report areas that they

felt needed more lights, hundreds

of responses indicated poorly lit

areas, Cerantoni said.

As a result a_ night walk
committee, comprised of UCLA
staff and students, and Grenald

Associates, a lighting consulting

firm, observed the campus to

devise the best ways to solve the

lighting problem, he said.

"It's not just a matter of splash-

ing lights around," said Jack

Powazek, Director of Operations

at Facilities Management. "We
want to provide enough light to be

safe, but we also want comfortable

lighUng."

A number of locations will be

improved by the new lighting,

Cerantoni said. Lights are being

positioned near Bunche Hall,

Moore Hall, the Men's Gym and

the residence halls, he said.

When a poorly lit area is

discovered, facilities places a

temporary light until a permanent

light can be installed. "If we find a

dark and dangerous spot, we put in

a light the next day," Cerantoni

said. It usually takes several weeks

to have a permanent light installed.

Completed projects to enhance

the campus, such as the new lights

near Royce Hall and Powell

Library, show how the lighting

project is trying to beautify the

campus, said Duke Oakley, Cam-
pus Architect. "Now that area has a

good sense of light and space." The
new yellow lights make buildings

look better than the white lights

did, he said.

Facilities has always been c<|)n-

cemed with lighting on campus,

Oakley said, but the lighting

pfoject has beccHne a high priwity

with students and facilities since,

two or three years ago, when a

See LIGHTS, page 14

MEDICAL SCHOOL
WHO WILL PAY YOUR EXPENSES?
The Navy will, because the Navy has a medical school
scholarship program for you. So you can devote full time to your
studies and let the Navy take care of the finances. The real

benefit to you is that the program pays all ofyour tuition and fees,

reimburses you for books and supplies and givesyou a stipend. If

you have been accepted to or you are already attending medical
school, you can start your application for a Navy scholarship

now. -

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL NOW...
HMI DAVID CHENEY

1-800-252-0538 or (213)298-6671

TWO-, THREE-, AND FOUR-YEAR
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

NAVY OFFICER You are Tomorrow.
You are the Navy.

NEVER AN APPOINTMENT.
NEVER EXPENSIVE.

NEVER A BAD HAIRCUT

These are just three ofour fevorite reasons

why we l)elieve anyone who appreciates

terrific-looking hair at a terrific price should

never consider going anywhere else.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Blvd.)

470-1 558
M-F 9-9 Sat 9-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY «

SUPOOJTS
I jjji. J 'ji

S.A.D.D. MEETING
THURSDAY, JANUARY 25

7:00 PM
ROOM 116, MORGAN CENTER

For more information call (213) 825-7164
Sponsored by Student Health Service
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Which college sPort

in this picture

runs on batteries?

siqwod 8808 yodSJ3dns .suiaisXs hibq qiju^z IJ9AVSUY

he Zenith SupersPort 8088 battery-powered portable.

The sPon that goes everywhere you do. Without any strings

(or plug in cords) attached.

Oh the plane, in a boat, on the slopes, on the beach, at the library,

on the golf course, at the cafe, on the train.. .you name it. Up to 5

hours of battery life on the dual drive model. Or snap off the

battery and plug your computer into the wall.

Several portable models are available ranging in speed, hard drive

capacity and price. Students, Faculty and Staff receive large

discounts.

ASUCI> CASH PRICi nquirM payinml by ojmncy. oastwr't dwcfc. LMMf^
chMk (up to $300) nwd*payiM to ASUCUl lykincy onlMi w« net acc«pl«d. Zanilh pfodixls

Slutfinn, Faeulv, Slif. and dflpalmarii onif. PiffdM* m«f« b* lor tw MfMT^
•IgMipwHa studMtt HUM show a cuRwN Rig C«d and Photo ID.; F«cu^

I.O.. ONw hntod to oiw Zanlh confMiar and on* ol aad) acoaasofy par paiaon par yaar. Prioaa art aub|o^

notfoi. Al astot arv InaL

For more information on Zenith's full line of

computers, from laptops to desktops contact:

^ Zenith Srudent Reps:

Doug ^08-8295 ^

Frances 851-5808

» ,-

.. fi

^HilM data
systems

The world's #1 selling PC compatibles.

Get the best for less.

c 1989 Zenith Data Systems

fffVmr STUDENTS' STORE
mor«/»4ml /^tmian Unioff/82S4»52/M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:4$-6; Sat 10-S; Sun 12-5
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Significance of rap music discussed in Sproul Haii
By Leslie Shelton

Contributor

"It's been put in your minds

That we are slow

No direction.

No where to go.

There's freedom in the eyes

Of those who see,

T/wugh some are stuck

On how it used to be."

— "Break the Chains" by K.O Connec-

tion

t

Rap music, containing lyrics such the

ones quoted above, can convey positive

messages to people of all ethnic back-

60 students show for concert^iscussion

in Diversity Awareness Week program
grounds, rap musicians said Monday.

Local rap groups, K.O. Connection and

Mellow Chaos, performed and discussed

rap music to about 60 students in Sproul

Hall as part of UCLA*s Diversity Aware-

ness Week.
The program was designed to demons-

trate what rap is all about and to show
people the significance and entertainment it

can offer, said program director Elisa Terry.

The musicians defined rap— a fairly new
form of music — as a means to express

themselves. "Rap to me was like a way out,"

said song writer and student Leslie "K.O."

Bush, who wants his music to hit the

communities with messages that deal with

issues such as racism, drugs and violence.

"From references to racism in slavery

days to what is happening today with race

relations, (rap musicians) are calling for

people to finally break those chains," Terry

said.

*The chains from way back are still on us

in a way. Blacks often feel they can't make
it in life, but they really can," said Bush,

referring to his song, "Break the Chains."

'There is so much carry over from what

Martin Luther King had in mind and what

these people sing in their songs that there is

a really good blend between the old and the

new," Terry said.
j

)

Through its songs, which Bush trails

"reality poetry," K.O. Connection strives to

communicate positive influences, he said.

"We need a positive role model, and

instead of saying all the bad words in our

songs we use the educative words," said co-

producer for K.Q. Connection, Shaune
"Steady C" Price, who works at the Jules

Stein Eye Institute at UCLA.

"Rap is here to stay because it reaches

people," said Carey "Act 1" Harris of

"Mellow ChjKJSi;^
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ASUCIA decides to stop accepting chedcs for food
Should speed up lines at peak hours, officials hope

AS $899! ! !

!

Start the new year with our most affordable Apple Macintosh® Confiputers ever. These low holiday prices can send

you on your way to creating term papers, newsletters, artwork, and much more with the intuitive ease Apple is

famous for. Stop by the ASUCLA Computer Store today and see what a Macintosh can do for you tomorrow!

Mac Plus (800k DisRirrTve)
~^^^~~

—

Save $100 ^^
Suggested Retail - $1799 Was $999 NOW $899

Mac SE (2 SuperDrives, Keyboard must

be purchased separately)

Save $300 ^
Suggested Retail - $3169 Was $1699 NOW $1 399

>

Mac SE (20 Mb Hard Drive, Keyboard must

be purctiased separately)

Save $200 ^
Suggested Retail - $3769 Was $1999 NOW $1 799

ImageWriter II (witti DlN-8 cable)

Save $122
Suggested Retail - $595 Was $451 NOW $329

1^
PAYMENT; These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check. University

Credit Union Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are OQt accepted.

ELIGIBILITY: These products are available to full-time students, faculty, staff and departments only. Purchase must be for the

personal, academic or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime. Exceptions

are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire. IDENTIFICATION: Students must show a current Registration Card and

Photo I.D Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and Photo I.D. OTHER RESTRICTIONS: Quantities are limited. Prices

are current as of 1/6/90 and are subject to change without notice. All sales are final.

SUCLA STUDE T

By Tawn Nhan

GAIL MOOREHEADA}aily Bruin

Staff Writer

To speed up lines at peak hours, cashiers at the

Associated Students' food facilities will not accept

checks after Feb. 5.

Because very few people write checks and the

average check is under $4, ASUCLA management
has decided to eliminate the time-consuming service.

On the average, about 125 of the 34,000

transactions per day are paid by checks, acceding to

Food Services Director Rich Wheeler.

Check transactions take more time to complete

compared to cash or Bruin Gold Card transactions,

Wheeler said. There are 6,500 Bruin Gold Card

transactions a day, on average, and each one takes

less than a second to complete.

*The amount of people who were writing checks

for food and the amount of the checks didn't justify

holding up others in line," said April Smith,

chairwoman of the ASUCLA Board of Directors'

food service committee.

"We want to do everything possible to speed up the

lines especially at peak hours and I think that is

something we can all benefit from," Smith said.

Alternative cash services such as an increased

number of ATMs and check cashing services at the

students' store also contributed to the decision to stop ^

taking checks at food service registers, she said.

Small yellow notices are posted at registers

informing consumers of the policy change to give

them some time to adjust. Smith said.

V1f-

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS

NEVER PRICED
LOWER!!!!

Here are some of the newest and most powerful Macintosh® computers available, at the lowest prices we've

ever been able to offer. These systems can give you the performance you need whether you're writing journal

articles, making business forecasts or demonstrating scientific relationships with graphs and charts. Stop by

the ASUCLA Computer Store and see what a Macintosh can do for you.

Mac Ilex System (40 Mb Hard Disk,

Color Monitor, and Extended Video Card; Keyboard not included)

Save $237
Suggested Retail $7016 Separately $4536 NOW $4299

Mac llci (40 Mb Hard Disk; Keyboard not included)

Save $200
Suggested Retail - $5369 Was $4399 NOW $4199

Mac llci (Extra Memory and Storage with 4 Mb RAM,

80 Mb Hard Disk and 1 SuperDrive; Keyboard not included)

Save $250
Suggested Retail - $7069 Was $5399 NoW $51 49

LaserWriter II SC*
Save $100
Suggested Retail - $2799 Was $1799

LaserWriter II NT"^
Save $150
Suggested Retail - $4999 Was $3199

Now $1699

Now $3049

LaserWriter II NTX*
Save $200
Suggested Retail - $6999 Was $4499 NOW $4299
* Comes with Toner Cartridge. Requires additional cabling. Students are not eligible to purchase the LaserWriter II NT or NTX.

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal

Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA Money Orders are oiil accepted ELIGIBILITY: These products are available to full-time

students, faculty, staff and departments only Purchase must be for the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person Purchases are

restricted to one per person per lifetime. Exceptions are available to regular faculty and staff please inquire IDENTIFICATION: Students must show

a current Registration Card and Photo I.D. Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and Photo ID. OTHER RESTRICTIONS: Quantities are

limited. Prices are current as of 1/6/90 and are subject to change without notice All sales are final

jttmmsiitiiiiitmmsk,

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
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Retired girocery clerk foigoes extradition rights
By Linda Deutsch

Associated Press

Bruno Karl Blach, a retired grocery clerk

from Los Angeles charged with Nazi war

crimes, was ordered extradited to West

Gwmany for trial Tuesday after he waived

his right to a hearing.

Parker said the 70-year-old Blach,

imprisoned since October, maintains he is

innocent of the murder charges lodged

against him by West German authorities. He
is accused of killing three concentration

camp prisoners during a forced march

between two Nazi camps in 1945.

He was only the fourth alleged Nazi war

criminal to be extradited from the*United

States since 1973 when the U.S. govern-

ment began searching out such persons, said

Murray Stein, senior counsel with the U.S.

Department of Justice who came to Los

Angeles from Washington for the Blach

hearing.

"Mr. Blach, are you making your

decision to waive a formal extradition

hearing voluntarily?" U.S. Magistrate

Ralph Geffen asked the white-haired

defendant during a brief federal court

hearing.

"Yes, I am," Blach said in a calm voice.

The magistrate had asked earlier whether

Blach spoke EngUsh.

"Sure do," he said brightly.

Geffen advised Blach he was entitled to a

hearing but said he had examined Blach 's

file and concluded the charges provide the

basis for extradition under a treaty between

the United States and West Germany.
Geffen noted the U.S. State Department

agreed to waive its rules in transferring

Blach, and the magistrate ordered the

prisoner to be exchanged directly with West

German law enforcement authorities.

Blach was expected to be taken to Los

Angeles International Airport, where he

Vould be turned over to West German

officials for an overseas flight.

Parker said he believed Blach could have

fought the extradition request on technical

grounds and won, but he said Blach knew

other legal efforts would follow if that one

was denied.

9:c?9
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ARE YOU READY FOR
r^c?99c?c? T

n
RELATIONSHIPS
IN THE 90'S ?

LET THE UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
ENTERTAIN AND EDUCATE YOU ON:

MAKING LOVE BETTER
Tips on developing and maintaining healthy relationships

SEX ROLES
Exploiing our society's stereotypes on the roles of men and
women

^

AIDS TO SAFER SEX
PHC lawyers put the AIDS virus on trial to find out the

facts about AIDS and how to stay safer.

mOML ::-——
A new program discussing the use and effectiveness of the

various contraceptive methods available on campus along with
insights on choosing a method. Low cost contraceptives also

available at PHC Office and at Student Health.

T

For group scheduling or information CALL or VISIT
401 Kcrckhoff M-F 9-5pm 825-8462

n »• I

Sponsored by USAC/SWC and Student Health Service

DENTAL OFFER
Applicable to patients without Dental Insurance

OFFER INCLUDES: EXAM,
X-RAYS, DIAGNOSIS &
CONSULTATION (WITH
THIS AD) REG. $91
(EXP. 2/28/90)

ConsumerPian Specials*

•POLISHING $0 $44
FILLINGS (Silvff one surface) $28 $60
BONDING (Whitt-ns teeth pt'f surfHce) , $50 $ 125
•BLEACHING (Per arch) $200 $500
PORCELAIN CAP/CROWN $239 $540
•DENTURE (t,ichpersona1./ed) .$275 $685

ORAL SURGERY/PERIODONTICS/IMPLANTS
SMILE SPECIAL ^ ^ ^ — »^

^BRACES $1449* !
(Records and Retainers Additional) reg $3200 |

•CLEAR BRACES AND I

MINI BRACES AVAILABLE
|

All Br<tces From $20 Per Month m ^m ^m ^m ^M
• These fees AvxiUblc With ConsumerPian ' For A McKfcst Fee. CON Patient, Kristin<« Thompson

CONSUMER
DENTAL
NETWORK.

1-800-537-0011 EXT. 235

INSTANT CREDIT - Up to 36 months
to pay; no down plans; *»%y
approval!
VQUW DENTAL INSURANCE. WITH
OUR PLAN. USUALLY COVERS ALL
COSTS.

a ooita Dental Patlonts WoIcoiim
• Senior Discount
• Nitrous Oxide/AnesthesM/Pentothril/

ConscicHJS Sed<ition Avciilnbie

• H^bMmos EspHrtol ViSti. M^sterCird.

Discover Cird
• Mon Wed & Fri 9,im /pm Tues. & Thurs

9rim 9pm, Sat. 8afn-4pin
> 24 HOUR EMERGENCY HOTLINE

WEST LOS ANGELES 21 3-207-1 060
1 1628 Santa Monica Blvd. Dr. Hood

24 LOCATIONS - CALL 1-800-5S7-001 1 EXT. 235^

FOR ONE NEAR YOU!

WES DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood VUIag«, Abov« th* Wh«rehouM

JPAI

HOT HAIR SALON
1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1468

Lip/Chin Wax ...$4

Underarm $7
Bikini Wax $8
Half Leg 510
Arm. $12
Upper Leg & Bikini..... $15
Full Leg & Bikini... $20

DO YOU SUFFER FROMi]

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(;!13) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

DO YOU HAVE A TRUE
LIFE STORY TO SELL?

HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-UFE STORIES. IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

TO UST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
'THE HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213)858-8560
1900 Avenue of the Stars, «670, Los Angeles. CA 90067

T66 mm R.R:o'D:u:cEtR-s
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Los Angeles County Supervisor Districts

Ventutu
San
Fernando

Angek

Oranoe
C0PI%

* • • • . r
» ft

« »

.» « *"

'«

* ft

•ft**,<
• ft* *

BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC (

SCHOOL i

FREEPARKIN(; CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

Ethnic Breakdown of County Districts

-Jv^

SupeivisortBl District White Black Hispanic Asian Total

_
1 1 1

1 I

LPMeSdiatamm 732W 62,726 874304 1^,608 1360,947

2.Kflnne«iHatfl 301^42 626,120 610,365 192,979 1,732.006

3. Edmund Edehnan 605379 52,795 888.611 278373 1325.658

4.D«neDiara
'

855,087 143.689 345,044 220357 1,564.177

S.IHttAnlonovlCh 1,058378 86,343 403,089 178.475 1,726.285

TOTAL 3353.895 971,673 ai21313 1.061.792 8.709,073

_L

SOURCE: Los Angeles County Dept. of Health Supervisors

TOM YUN/Oaily Briin

LAWSUIT
From page 1

lawsuit against Los Angeles

County.

According to Mark Rosenbaum,

a lawyer with the ACLU, the new
districts were arranged during

secret meetings to ''intentionally

split the Hispanic community and

to further the income of Anglo

supervisors." But the Board of

Supervises deny any gerryman-

dering.

The supervisors are being tried

in violation of the Voting Rights

Act. This act states that any voting

I»actice or procedure that discri-

minates against a protected class of

racial and language minorities is

illegal, said Diane Palmiotti, a

spokeswoman for MALDEF.
Palmiotti said that, in the Garza

v. Los Angeles County case,

MALDEF and the ACLU will

prove discrimination exists. They

will show that Latinos in Los

Angeles are geographically com-

pact and politically cohesive, and

that the white voting block always

acts to cancel out Latino votes, she

said.

In addition to proving that the

supervisors intentionally arranged

the five districts to fragment the

Latino communities, the ACLU
and MALDEF contend that the

large size of the county districts

prevent proper representation for

all residents. The lawsuit calls for

the expansion of the supervisorial

board by decreasing the size of

each district and creating an

unspecified number of new dis-

tricts.

During testimony Tuesday,

Congressman Esteban Torres, D-

Pico Rivera, said each supervisor-

ial district encompasses 1.5 mil-

lion people and is three times as

large as his congressional district

"An Hispanic cannot win in a

supervisorial district. The district

lines prevent viability." Latino

candidates \^'ho have run for

election in the past "were viable

persons themselves, but the com-

munity at large didn't know them,"

Torres said.

Latino candidates are "running

in a large sea of unknown factors,

^ they have tremendous odds against

them. I could not win (in District 1)

because of economic factors and

ethnicity," Torres said.

During door to door campaign-

ing, "I've had people say they

don't vote for Mexicans, and close

the door. It makes me want to go on

harder and campaign more," Tor-

res said.

Prior to the trial, which began

Jan. 2, county supervisors nego-

tiated to settle out of court by

changing district lines and adding

two additional districts. However,

no settlement was reached.

According to data gathered by

the County Department of Region-

al Planning, Districts 1 through 3

have the highest percentage of

Latino residents: 36.2 percent,

26.5 percent and 41.8 percent,

respectively.

During his testimony Estrada

discussed the growth that has

increased Los Angeles* Latino

population from 9.5 percent in

1960 to 27.6 percent in 1980. The

1980 census estimated the Latino

population in Los Angeles County

to be more than 2 million — one

fourth of the entire population.

The 1990 census will show an

even greater increase in Los

Angeles' Latino population, Estra-

da said.

"Latinos arc becoming a major-

ity in Los Angeles and should have

the right to have political rep-

resentation. I think that all that's

being asked for is that the Voting

Rights Act be implemented," said

Jose Caldaron, a UCLA graduate

student who is the president of San

Gabriel Valley's League of United

Latin American Citizens.

"For 150 years there has never

been a minority elected to the

Board of Supervisors. The com-
munity is splintered because it is

denied the right to be represented,"

Rosenbaum said.

Pete Schabarum, supervisor of

District 1, "is arguing that splitting

Latino voters into two or more

districts would maximize their

political power. He's turning the

argument on its head," Caldaron

said.

"For me what is racist and un-

American is the gerrymandering

and redistricting that has histori-

cally gone on behind closed doors

by politicians such as Schabarum

who has used those n^ans to keeo

himself in power," Caldaron said.
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IT CAN BE! WITH
A LITTLE HELP!
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,, _ ANATOMY OF A
// PEER HEALTH

COUNSELOR

WE WANT YOU TO BE A 1990-91

PEER HEALTH COUNSELOR!
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT THESE ORIENTATIONS:
• Applications Due Feb. 5th by 5 pm at 401 Kerckhoff

Monday

Tuesday

Jan. 29

Jan. 30

Wednesday Jan. 31

Thursday Feb. 1

Friday ' Feb. 2

11:00 - 12:00 noon
6:00 - 7:00 pnn

1:30 - 2:30 pm
6:15 - 7:15 pm
8:00 - 9:00 pm

9:00 - 10:00 am
2:30 - 3:30 pm
7:00 - 8:00 pm ^

8:30 - 9:30 pm

9:00 - 10:00 am
7:00 - 8:00 pm
1:00 - 2:00 pm

Ackerman 2412
Hedrick Hall

Ackerman 2408
Ackerman 3520
Chi Omega
(708 Hilgard)

Ackerman 2408
Ackerman 3517
Rieber Hall

IKE
(626 Landfair)

Kerckhoff 400
Sproul Hall

Ackerman 2412

You must anend an orientation meeting. Call 825-8462 or visit 401 Kerckhoff 9-5 pm M-F for more info,

sponsored by usac/swc and student health services

I

UCLA
MORTAR BOARD
APPLICATIONS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE DEAN OF
STUDENTS OFFICE, 1206 MURPHY HALL

Mortar Board is a national senior honor society which

recognizes scholarship, leadership, and service to the campus

community. Mortar Board progran\s include awarding of the

annual Faculty Excellence Award, publication of the UCLA
Appointment Calendar, and participation in various

community service projects.

Requirements for application to Mortar Board include:

1) minimum 3.0 G.P.A.

-. V^ 2) at least 90 units completed at end of Fall 1989

- 3) graduation not sooner than Fall '90

4) demonstrated leadership and service

Mortar Board welcomes ALL qualified applicants.

Applications are due Friday, February 16 at 5 PM
at the Dean of Students Office, 1206 Murphy Hall

il
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The Gift of Sight
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision te?t, o
" complete checkup includes o

pressure test for glaucoma and
an eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

***

>
>
>

Color contacts^^^————

^

High index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

Corner of LeConte Vision insurance welcome 1 hour validated parking

t

Did you know that ...84% of college-age women who are raped are raped by

someone they know?

Assertive communication by both men and women can help build better,

safer relationships.

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12.-00 - 1.-00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

UVING IN A GLOBAL
VILLAGE:

IDEAS AND SKILLS
FOR THE 90s

Saturday, January 27, 1990
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Lu Valle Commons Meeting Room
What are the costs and benefits of expanding beyond

the cultures we were bom into and
becoming a memtier of the "global village?'

\n

All UCLA Students, Staff and Faculty are welcome.
Attendance is limited.

Call 825-1681 to sign up.

«a^A^^
Sponsored by:

Office of International Students and Scholars

105 Men's Gym
825-1681 ^

Japan delays mission
Technical glitch

holds up nation's

first moon shot
By David Thurt)er

Associated Press

UCHINOURA, Japan— Space

officials posq)oned Japan's first

unmanned missicMi to the moon
just 18 seconds before liftoff

Tuesday, but said they will try

again Wednesday if they can fix a

technical problem.

"This time we are going to the

moon. But our objective is not the

moon itself," said mission chief

Hiroki Matsuo. "Our institute is

getting into interplanetary mis-

sions in the 1990s and for that we
need to refine our technology."

Officials said they plan to try

again Wednesday after they cor-

rect the problem that forced the

delay: a failure in the hydraulic

control system used to move the

nozzle of a booster rocket.

"I don't think it is a serious

problem," Matsuo said at the

oceanside launch site in south^n

Japan.

If the hydraulic system is

repaired, the launch is expected at

8:46 p.m. Wednesday (6:46 a.m.

EST Wednesday).

A successful flight would make
Japan the third country, after the

Soviet Union and the United

States, to orbit the moon.
Though the spacecraft failed to

blast off on schedule, its mission

and Japan's broad goals in space

make clear that this countiy is

trying to be a strong competitor in

space technology.

The United States has com-
plained in trade disputes that Japan

is discriminating against U.S.

commercial sateUites to help build

its own space industry. Japan's

government space budget in 1989

was $1.06 billion.

The mission received little

advance publicity in Japan and

Tuesday's countdown was not

shown live on televisiohr

Dozens of reporters had
gathered on a dark hillside several

miles from the oceanside launch

site to watch the liftoff.

If the mission goes as planned,

the "Muses-A" would be the first

satellite to orbit the moon since the

Soviet Union landed the

unmanned vehicle Luna 24 on its

surface in 1976. On July 20, 1969,

Americans Neil Armstrong and

Edwin Aldrin became the first

astronauts to land on the moon.

Matsuo said his agency's prim-

ary objective is not for missions to

land on the moon. "We may go to

the moon in the mid-1990s. We
have various candidate missions to

the moon or to Venus, and we
haven't decided ycL"

The Japanese hope to use the

mission to develop techniques for

an eventual manned lunar flight

and expl(x^tion of oth^ planets,

said Kuninori Uesugi, an official

with the Institute of Space and

Astronautical Sciience.

The institute plans to send the

Muses-A into a highly oval Earth

orbit that will bring it about 10,000

miles from the moon in eight

weeks.

It then will release a smaller

satellite to go into orbit around the

moon and send data to the larger

satellite on temperatures and elec-

trical fields.

The red and silver rocket cannot

lift much more than the 400-pound
Muses-A satellite, but Japan is

developing the H-2 rocket to lift

two-ton payloads into orbit,

e()uaUng U.S. and Soviet capabili-

ties.

The Nissan Motor Co., Japan's

second-largest automobile maker,

built the three-stage, 62-ton M3S-
2 engine used in the lunar mission.

Japan's first satellite was
launched in 1970. Muses-A would

be the 13th Japanese sateUite in

q)eration.

Launches are limited to a 90-day

period each year because tuna

fishermen near the space center,

off the southern main island of

Kyushu, complain the liftoffs are

dangerous.

China accuses paper of

making up arrest figlires
By Jim Abrams
Associated Press

BEUINO — A judge said Tuesday The Washington Post had

fabricated a report that 800 people have been imprisoned for taking part

in the June pro-democracy protests.

The unidentified Supreme Court judge, quoted by the official Xinhua

News Agency, also said Post's Beijing-based correspondent, Daniel

Southeriand, had fabricated information that 10,000 people had been

arrested and that new suspects were being picked up for joining the pro-

democracy movement.
The Post said it stood by the reports.

The story involving the arrests was published in July. Another,

published last week, quoted Communist Party sources as saying that

many oi the 800 people sentenced had received prison terms of 10 years

on charges such as revealing state secrets, disseminating counterrevolu-

tionary propaganda or destroying stale property.

The story came as the government announced it had released 573
people detained during the bloody crackdown on the pro-democracy
movement in June.

An official report called their release proofof the government's lenient

treatment toward those who repented their crimes.

The judge's criticism came three days after the government announced
new regulations restricting the activities of foreign journalists and

banning them from making reports it believes distort the facts. Violators

face warnings or the loss of accreditation.

The judge also said the Post had "deliberately twisted Chinese law" in

saying that counterrevolutionary crimes in China are so broadly defined

that the state can imprison anyone who criticizes the Communist Party or

party leaders.

Mike Getler, the Post's assistant managing editor for foreign news,

dismissed the criticism.

"Southeriand is the senior U.S. newspaper correspondent in China.

He's been there five years, and we have great confidence in his reporting

and his authoritativeness and no reason to back away from these stories,"

Getler said. **The attack on Southerland's reporting by Chinese

authorities contains no actual evidence to discredit his reports. The initial

story on roughly 10,000 people detained or arrested appeared last July,

quite some tirneago, and was atuibuted to Chinese sources with access ScT

Communist Party documents."

;

;

Sports news enters

the computer arena
By Larry Blasko

Associated Press

Sports widows and widowers who fantasize about burning the

television set may want to pile the home computer onto the blaze as well.

USA Today Sports Center is offering computerized sports freaks 24-hour

total spcMts contact.

The telecommunications service will send up-to-the-minute scores

and sports information to your computer through the phone lines. It costs

$14.95 an hour weekdays and $4.95 per hour nights and weekends, and

requires a modem and a telecommunications program. If you don't have

the latter, a $24.95 optional software package called SportsWare makes

setting up the first phone connection very easy.

USA Today Sports Center's main bag is breaking sports, odds and

sports-related fantasy-league games, but it also offers on-line poker and

other games, weather and general news.

The sp(Hts information, particularly that provided by an on screen

SportsTicker crawler, is first-rate. The general news on the two nights I

logged on was a bit stale, including opening Dow Jones averages well

after the market had closed. ButUSA Today Sports Center doesn't claim

to be a breaking general news service.

Sign-up and initial log-on is simple even for a non-sports and non-

computer person. The database is menu-driven, with well-designed

screens and [xt)mpts at every step of the way. The service is available at

300, 1200 and 2400 baud, roughly translatable as so many English words

per minute.

Users can chat with each other or set a clipping service to track news

about a favorite player or team, all part of features designed to encourage

long telephone calls, which prompts a caution: as with any other

telecommunications service, use it carefully. Time flies when you're

having fun, and USA Today is having lots of fun at those hourly rates.

The separate SportsWare software package is available for IBM,

Macintosh and Commodore computers. The USA Today Sports Center

itself will talk to anything that speaks computer, whether video terminal

or personal computer with a telecommunications package. Users can join

by calling 1-800-828-9688.

Computer football

Football addicts who suffer seasonal withdrawal after the Super Bowl

can invest in ABC's Monday Night Football from Data East USA, Inc.

The two-player simulation of the 20-year-old Monday night tribal rite

costs $39.95 for Commodore 64-128 computers and $49.95 for IBM PCs

and compatibles.

Monday Night Football isn't for the football-dumb. You have to

understand the game to get the most enjoyment from the on-screen

action. But the graphics are top-notch, and the sound is so good, even on a

slower PC-XT compatible, that it rates a bouquet all by itself. The Mon-

day Night Football theme, for example, sounds pretty close to what you

hear on TV, and Frank Gifford is identifiable by voice.

System requirements for IBM compalil/les are stiff: 640,000

characters of memory for Tandy and 512,000 for other PC-compatibles.

Joysticks and a hard disk are recommended. With complicated on-screen

player conu-ol and six floppy disks with neariy two miUion characters of

data, the recommendation is justified.

For more information, call Data East at 408-286-7074 or write them at

1850 Little Orchard Street, San Jose, CA 95125.

Defining 'Hawaiian':
Survey to decide on dual definition

By Steve Elliott

Associated Press

HONOLULU— When Thomas
Kaulukukui tells his grandchildren

of their ancestcM's who populated

these islands and shares traditions

passed through generations of his

family, he can't help but think they

are as Hawaiian as he. In a world

that prizes definitions, however,

some do not.

Kaulukukui is one-half
Hawaiian, his three children are

one-quarter and his four grandchil-

dren one-eighth. Under Hawaii

law, only those with 50 percent or

more Hawaiian blood arc consid-

ered "native" Hawaiians. Others

are termed Hawaiians

"My grandchildren ask, 'Am 1

Hawaiian or am 1 not?' What can 1

tell them?" Kaulukukui said.

The problem is especially trou-

bling for Kaulukukui because he is

chairman of the Office of

Hawaiian Affairs, an agency

established by the state to benefit

Hawaiians — those considered

natives, as well as those with any

amount of native blood.

By law, some OHA services arc

available only to those with 50

percent or more of Hawaiian

blood. Realizing the number of

such people will continue shrink-

ing because of intermarriage,

OHA is making this distinction the

subject of a non-binding referen-

dum, with Thursday the last day

for mailing back ballots.

OHA receives money from the

state and from income derived

from Uiist lands turned over to

Hawaii by the federal government

upon statehood in 1959. The two

sources each provide roughly half

of OHA's $2.5 million yearly

revenue, Kaulukukui said.

Only those with 50 percent or

more Hawaiian blood are entitled

to services funded by the land

proceeds, but all Hawaiians may
receive state-funded benefits.

OHA mailed 63,000 ballots to

voters registered with the agency
— including those with all levels

of Hawaiian blood.

The ballot asks whether OHA
voters want to change the defini-

tion of native Hawaiian to *'all

descendants of the indigenous

people inhabiting the Hawaiian

Islands prior to 1778," when the

first outsider, Capt. James Cook of

Great Britain, arrived.

OHA will present the referen-

dum results to the Democrat-con-

trolled Legislature, where a bill to

change the state Constitution has a

good chance of passing if the

survey favors dropping the two-

tlered definiUon of native
Hawaiian. ^ ~ ^

"^^
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Buy one loaf
With this coupon buy any loaf of our

fresh baked bread and get a second

loaf FREE (of equal or lesser value).

Choose from... Sourdough • Rye •

one free.

Honey Wheat Berry • French • Raisin

Nut • Nine Grain • Egg Twist.

Boubngene.'<S>

Westwood
Offer expires January 31, 1990. Not good with any other offer. Limit one per customer.

t

— ^AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING MERCURY AND MANY OTHER COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER
ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA^BL., SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

Are

you

building

your

future?
This conference is designed to help you
explore personal values, set goals for

your future and meet new people! If you
want to empower yourself and learn about

"The Secret of Your Success", come check

us out!

Name:

The conference is free and lunch is provided. I he enrollment
will be on a first come, first serve basis. lo enroll, ploasc
return this form to Kcllv Wachowicz at IGl Korckhotf Hall b\

January 26, 1990. lor more information, contact Ucb Moriarty

at 825 6690.

Phone;

Address:

Sponsored b%" the UCtA Studcm SriHs Buiiuinn Pfo^rsrn/biuoeni aito »^«*''Pus liic
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ENDING IN
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You think you know how to party!

If you haven't spent a night in Tel-Aviv,

you ain't seen nothing yet.

THIS Saturday night!!!
January 27th

From 9:00 P.M. 'til

at Hillel, 900 Hilgard Ave^
Hot DJ, and all the food and drinks you

can consume are waiting for you.

Admission: $5.00
spronsored by the Israeli Student Society

Sports, not

sap• •

endurance
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS. Ohio —
Research is lending credence to

what some college athletes have

long suspected - athletics, not

academics, sap their enthusiasm

and vigor for continued sports

training.

Coaches have long known that

an athlete's interest in sports can

wane as a school term progresses.

They didn't know whether ta.

blame it on physical training or the

stress of term papers and exams.
Now, Kathleen Ellickson, an

assistant professor of psychiatry at

Ohio State University, says field

work, not book work, is the culprit

Ellickson reached that conclusion

after a study of students at the

University of Wisconsin.

"Athletes start the semester with

more energy and in better mental

health than other students," she

said, "but by the end of the term,

they're actually worse off.*"

Ellickson and researchers at

Wisconsin and Indiana University

compared mood changes ovct a

semester among 44 Wisconsin
swimmCTS and 86 students with no
varsity spcMls. The study, in which
the subjects periodically answo'ed'

64 questicms, measured tension,

anger, depression, fatigue, confu-

sion and vigor.

Ellickson said that at the start of
the semester athletes fared 8

percent better than the other

students. As the semester prog-

ressed, she said athletes lost vigor

and showed steady increases in

negative emotions while non-ath-

letic students stayed about the

same.

During the study, the swimmers
steadily increased the length of
their daily swims from 3,000 yards

to about 9,500 yards.

By the flfth week, athletes no
longer had an edge on other

students in terms of mood. By the

end of the semester, the athletes'

scores on the mood test averaged

19 percent worse than the other

students.

Ellickson conducted the study

with William Morgan of Wiscon-
sin and John Raglin of Indiana.

UGHTS
From page 6

number of women were attacked

on campus in different places.

"I think (the lighting project) is a

good idea. Some areas are really

dark, especially at night for a giil,**

said Jane Creighton, a senior

political science major.

"I'm there making sure student

needs are being met," said Judy
Hernandez, undergraduate facili-

ties commissioner. "We're more
concerned with safety and I want
to make sure the proposals are

being done.**

The new lighting will also save
energy, because the mercury vapor
lights (white lights) will be
replaced by high pressure sodium

lights (yellow lights). Yellow
lights are more energy efficient

and spread nK)re light out than

white lights, Cerantoni said.

Jn the process of improvmg
campus lighting, a number of trees

and bushes obstructing the lights

were cut or trimmed. There were a

lot of trees growing over lighting

fixtures, Powazek said.

The project should be com-
pleted by this August At that time,

40 additional lights will be in place

and 400 othen will have been
convened to yellow lights.
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Haven finds

abuse goes
beyond pets
Uori Dodge
Associated Press

UNION, Mo.— The skinny bay
horse in the holding pen breathed

laboriously, its legs stiff and
swollen and eyes half closed.

"Sometimes it gets pretty sad,"

says David Garcia, a horse-abuse

expert with the Humane Society of

Missouri.

He watched as a veterinarian

examined the animal. The horse

and a companion, a scruffy-look-

ing jenny with extraordinarily

large ears, had been left by their

owner to fend for themselves in a

backwoods in southeastern Mis-

souri. Garcia was called after

neighbors reported the neglect.

He lured the animals with a little

grain and then brought them to

Longmeadow, a 160-acre farm

west of St. Louis where the

Humane Society cares for abused,

neglected and starved farm ani-

nuds.

Longmeadow is a pioneer in

rdiabilitating severely mahiour-

ished horses, and its wo-k is being

watched by veterinarians around

the country. In its first year, it has

become a model for other humane
societies.

"It's wonderful," says Rich

Meyer, a staff associate with the

American Humane Association in

Denver.

Many states are in dire need of a

place like Longmeadow as the

awareness about animal cruelty

beyond small pets increases, Mey-
er says. Most humane societies

have no facilities for large animals

and have to rely on foster homes.

The Missouri Humane Society

is a nonprofit cx^ganization, sepa-

rate from all other humane societ-

ies, and it receives no government
funds. Longmeadow was pur-

chased from the proceeds of an

estate willed to the society by
George H. Packwood Sr., founder

of Pax Soap Co.

Garcia is (xie of two humane
society investigators. As the expert

on horse abuse, he travels the state

four to five days each week,

investigating reported cases of

cruelty.

His wife, Eariene, runs Long-
meadow with the help of one
part-time employee and a group of

volunteers.

Recently, Longmeadow was the

temporary home for about 20
horses. The farm also accepts^

cattle, goats, pigs and other large

animals that have been donated,

abused or found. They're nursed to

health and then put up for adop-

tion.

Some animals at Longmeadow
are worse off than others. Garcia

recalls Ragmuffin, a pony beaten

with a 2-by-4 because his owner
believed the Germans had
implanted a listening device in his

body. And Blue Eyes, a horse that

was so weak from starvation that it

had to be supported by a body
sling.

"You get numb," Garcia says. "I

have to take a deep breath, be very

professional and not lose my
temper."

Blue Eyes was adopted by a

sheriff's deputy and went on to win

a blue ribbon at a horse show,

Garcia says.

There are pictures with the

stories. A horse left to suffer with a

15-pound tumor hanging from one

ear, others whose hooves had

grown so k>ng they curled up like

^lycs* slippers; some neglected for

so long that their halters were

embedded in their faces.

Recruitment '90l
—^c <!t fumt o^ it!

Student Health Advocates are specially trained

students who provide self-help care for colds,

fjusjifstaid^ emergencies, and offer guidance
in preventive health practices. Student Health

Advocates also provide counseling and
referrals in the areas of nutrition, fitness,

weight management, stress management,
contraception and emotional concerns.

To receive an application, you must attend

one of the following orientation meetings:

(P'H:es'E9\(ts

Keynote Speaker, Steven Feld
Associate Professor of Anthropology and Music,

University of Texas at Austin
Author of "Sound and Sentiment"

Guest Speakers

Wed, Jan. 24 1:00pm

7:0Qpm

8:00pm

Thur, Jan. 25 7:00pm

Fri, Jan. 26 11:00am

North Campus 22

Sproul Entertainment Center

Delta Sigma Phi

Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Ackerman 3508

Susan Leigh Foster

Dancer and Educator at Wesleyan University

David B. Kilpatrick

Ethnomusicologist and Filmmaker

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday & Saturday, February 2 8l 3

Friday
Dance Building Rm. 200
Keynote Address tmd Mini Concert

8:00 pm Stmven Feld 'Aesthetics and Synesthesia in KaMi Dance"
9KX) pm MDVT COiVCEXT featuring Flamenco. Traditional Chinese

Javanese & Balkan Dance
m Made Wiratini. Coordinator

Saturday
Dance Building Rm. 214
8:00 to 8:30 am
8:45 to 9:00 am

9:00 am

9:30 am

For more information, talk to a
SHA or telephone 206-3819

Also check out PHC recruitment
during 4tli week

Sponsored by: USAC/BOD
- Your Student Government

10:00 am

10:S0 to IIM) am
11:00 am

1130 am to 12:15

12:15 to 3.-00 pm
2.iX) pm

2:30 pm

3.-00 to 3:15
3:15 pm

3:45 pm to 4:15 pm

5:30 pm

7:30 pm

8:30 pm

Rej^tration and Rejreshments
Introduction and Welcome by
CamiUe Brochu, Forum Coordinator

Jay Keisler 81 Kelly H<ishinwto
"Vodoun at the Smithsonian'
Mareha Pa^field "Interaction of Belief System
and Nonverbal Communication'
Edy Oreenblatt 'Computer-Aided Dance
Research A Method(Aogy and Case-Study'
BREAK
I Wayan OiMa 'hulonesian Ekmce Ethnologists:

Their Motivation Sk, Methodological Approaches."
QUEST SPEAKER, Susan Leigh Foater
"Personal Commentary'
LUNCH BREAK
Scott M. Youngatedt "Meaning end Function of
Dance in Hausa Culture'

M Made Wiratini, "Condong: Roles of Ihe

Female Performer in BaUnese Dance Drama'
BREAK
Judith Kovack "The Experience and Function of
Movement in Zen Walking Meditation'

Ben Suharto "Transformation and Mystical As-
pects of Javanese Dance"
—FESTIVE GREEK EVENINO"
Madeleyn Taylor, coordinator

TRADITIONAL CREEX LAMB DINNER
$10.00 per person
FILM PRESENTATION 6L DISCUSSION
Datiid B. Kilpatrick "Ffekiwork Techniques and
Technology far the Fthnologisf

PARnCIPATORY DANCING TO UVE MUSiC

Sponitored by UCLA Dance Dept.. Campus Programs Committee,
O^^., S.CJL, and Museum oj Cultural History

FREE MEALS AP-PEEL?
What's better than lunch at an ASUCLA dining facility? A FREE lunch at an

ASUCLA dining facility! Get a job with ASUCLA Food Service and let us pick

up the tab.

You can get a free lunch

Come work with us and you'll receive, in addition to your hourly wage, an

employee meal allowance of up to $3.70 per shift. This means you can

squeeze more out of your paycheck for fun things, like ant farms, or

movie tickets.

Can it possibly get better?

You'll get lots of other |uicy benefits working for ASUCLA Food Service:

Flexible hours

Short shifts

On-campus location

Meet lots of great people
Employee discount

Apply todayl

Stop by the ASUCLA Personnel office KH-205, next to the Kerckhoff

Coffeehouse, to check the available job postings, then fill out an

application. Or just ask for one at any Food Service area on campus.

A SUCIA FOOD ^rt R V I C E
UCLA
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HELP US
-^- SAVE LIVES!

*
'

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE
VOLIUVTEER MEETIIVG

in

PAID FOR BY IJSAC - YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

SAA

f CAREER NETWORK
in conjunction with

UCLA Undergraduate Business Society
UCLA Investment Club

presents

Climbing the Corporate Ladder
A panel discussion with UCLA Alumni

at various stages in their business careers.

Thursday, January 25-7 p.m.

James West Alumni Center

Speakers include

Vice President of Operations, Goldleaf Partners
A real estate and commercial development company

m

Managing Partner, H.J.H.
A consulting and executive search firm

First Vice President
Security Pacific Bank

Program Development Executive
Universal Television

SAA is a student organization
sponsored by

UCIAhimni^eciATioii

USAC
From page 3

The new policy considers all

freshman ai^licants to (he College

of Letters & Science for this fall in

one pool, based on both academic

records and various supplemental

criteria of the same weight
Many students were dissatisfled

with the policy because they

thought it would affect applicants

negatively from ethnic ot underre-

{M-esented groups.

Although the policy was
approved, Molina said the fight is

not over. She said she hopes

council members will continue

"enforcing and pressing the admi-

nistration to get a policy that would
not hurt underrepresented com-
munities."

An administrator was imfvessed

by the way in which undergraduate

President Jc^n Sarvey and other

council members handled them-

selves in the admissions policy

issue as well as other matters of

concern to the council.

Even though the administration

and student leaders did not always

agree. Assistant Vice Chancellor

Tom Lifka thought council mem-
bers made sure they understood all

£^pects of the admissions issue

before taking a position on it,

supplying information and getting

feedback firom the student body.

"In the seven or eight years that

I've been here, no undergraduate

president has had a better working

relationship with and greater

respect from the UCLA admi-

nistration than John Sarvey," Lifka
said.

Most recently some council

members are urging the Academic
Senate, which is reviewing its

preferential enrollment policy, to

keep the privilege for students with

disabilities and students who are

subject to dismissal or on academ-
ic probation.

The council "acted quickly" on
the pre-enrollment issue, Sneider

said.

Although his contact with stu-

dent council is limited to a few
officers. Academic Senate Chair-

man Sidney Roberts said he thinks

Sarvey and Academic Affairs

Commissioner Florie Aranovich

are very capable in their dealings

with the faculty group.

Overall, this year's council has

been receptive to the needs of

students, Molina said. "(Officers

have) been listening more to what
our problems arc."

The council's future agenda

items include restructuring the

undergraduate government into a

system that separates legislative

and executive branches and fina-

lizing the "SIG" definition.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin

is printed on
100% recycled

paper.

C
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Future of
interiors is

retro '50s
By Barbara Mayer
Associated Press

Housewares and home
appliances will be smaller and
more socially responsible, and
interiors will rely on furnishings

for distinction since new housing

will be Spartan in the 1990s,

according to designers* predic-

tions.

Steven Holt, head of a product

design program at Parsons School
of Design in New York, says home
electronics will become more
portable. Curiosities now, he says

pocket-size telephones and
copiers, and p(»iable stereos with

full-size sound will become the

norm. Small kitchen appliances

that now clutter countertqps also

^wnTTakr less spacer
A new product's effect on the

environment will be measured
befOTe it is introduced, he says, and
preference will be given to envir-

onmentally neutral or enhancing

products. Sectioned garbage con-

tainers, for example, will make
recycling easier at home.

Packaging will be ecologically

more rcsponsible. Recycled paper

will replace blister {jacks, and
some items may do away with

packaging altogether, says Holt.

"Instead of eating out, people

will use microwaves and gadgetry

to make eating at home easier,

more economical and pleasanter,"

says Jack Lenor Larsen, a products

designer and president of the

American Crafts Council.

In interior design, Larsen says

the new look will be furniture that

seems to float away from the wall,

bold color statements and fabrics

that rcly on texture and color rather

than pattern. The retro look will be

the '50s. Collectors will seek the

original {neces, and manufacturers

will crank out reproductions.

Some of the most creative ideas,

says Larsen, could come from the

mobile home industry allied with

designers with new idei^. Holt,

meanwhile, predicts that mass-

produced homes will be designed

as a series of choices around a

function, with buyers able to

choose from.a list of options.

Beverly Russell, editorial

director of Interiors magazine,

says the 1990s will build on the

1980s when the No. 1 design issue

was energy efficiency. "What's

coming on for the '90s," she says,

"is compassionate, environmen-

tally-conscious design."

Some of the impetus for new
products in the 1990s will come
from marketing factors, she says.

The office furniture market is

saturated, according to Russell, so

companies will expand into new
markets created by an aging

American population and consum-

er interest in hving in a healthy

environment.

Products for special popula-

tions, such as the sick and elderly,

will be adapted for everyone's use.

Better bathroom design and beds

for people with bad backs arc two

of Russell's predictions for the

1990s.

Some designers are already

respcxiding to the new concerns,

she says: "They don't specify

furniture with toxic glue, carpet

with formaldehyde backing or

laminates that give off toxic

radiation.

"We've been living with the

illogic of affluence: Why be

rational? We can afford not to be,"

says Larsen.

Now, he says, it's time to adopt

a logic of scarcity.

UCLA UNICAMP
WINTER RECRUITMENT DRIVE

"BE WOODSEY'
JAN 22-26

Come get involved with Unicamp -

become a summer counselor

Informational Meetings:

Wed, Jan 24 11:30-12:30 NCC 22
Thurs, Jan 25 10-11 ACK 3588

4-5 ACK 3517
UCLA

UniCamp
Fri, Jan 26 NCG 22

ACK 3508

Info tables on Bruin Walk and throughout campus the entire week.
—Applications due by Friday, Feb. 2 —

-

T
Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors - USAC Programming Committee

Give
Homework
Instead of
Getting It!
(and make great money too!)

The Princeton Review
Idealpart-time teachingjobs

Pay starts at $13.30

Great working conditions

Work with enthusiastic high school students

Would you like to work in a creative

environment helping high school stu-

dents and, at the same time, make
great money? If so, we are offering

you the opportunity to interview for

the nation's most successful SAT
preparation sei vice, The Princeton

Review. Each year we help thousands

of students across the country im-

prove their SAT scores with our

uniquely effective program. If you are

bright^ enthusiastk: and outgoing this

may be the perfect part-timejob for

you (you must have scored higher

than 1350 on your SAT—proof re-

quired upon acceptance.) Those

interested should submit a resume to

the UCLA Placement & Career Plan-

ning Center on campus—no phone

calls please. Also be sure to include

your SAT and/or ORE scores as well

as your phone number on your

resum^. Those accepted through our

highly selective screening process will

participate in an extensive training

program to become instructors. '

Please submit your resum^ to the

UCLA Placement & Career Plamiing

Center. Resum^ submission dead-

line: FEBRUARY 2, 1990

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

SAT •LSAT • GMAT • GRE • Achievement

~Te«t Preparation
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It's time the Students' Store stop peddling

a drug more addictive than heroin.

Nicotine, in the form of cigarettes and

chewing tobacco, can be bought at ASUC-
LA facilities. Cigarettes, however, are

clearly the more deadly of the two, killing

approximately 320,000 people every year.

Worse, people who smoke are not only

harming themselves, but are also polluting

the air that those around them breathe.

Secondhand smoke poses a nsk fw ffie^

families and friends of smokers. People may
have the right to smoke, but not the right to

damage the health of others. Forty three

chemicals in tobacco smoke have

confirmed as causing cancer.

ASUCLA is considering a ban on the use

and sale of tobacco in its facilities, which

include Ackerman Union and Kerckhoff

Hall.

Smokers must realize that smoking is no

longer an issue of personal choice, but of

public health. While some smokers may
choose to jeopardize their health and shorten

their lives, non-smokers do not wish to be

exposed to such documented risks.

A ban on the sale of tobacco products

reinforces and emphasizes ASUCLA '«

commitment to social responsibility.

ASUCLA has in the past banned the sale of

GE products because of political , and

ideological concerns: Curtailing the sale of

proven lethal drugs follows this precedenT.

The Bruin supports the idea of a smoke-

free environment in the ASUCLA facihties.

Students need to fight

for a healthier society
By Jim Bloyd

As Students at the UCLA School of Public Health, we wish to

applaud USAC's stated position in favor of a woman's right to

choose when and if she will bear children. We also feel that

their public position is altogether appropriate to their responsibili-

ties.

Students and their elected representatives have taken the lead

on national and international issues on numerous occasions. -
Student governments have taken positions opposing apartheid and

favoring divestment, have opposed US intervention in Vietnam
during that war, and have exposed US intervention in El

Salvador. Whether abortion will continue to be safe and legal

affects all students. Control over one's body is a student issue,

important to women and men.

tM?i
»b

!iio1iiMnii^

Vlad Dracula Lizzie Borden

ML
Tack the Ripper Jessie James

Jim Tones TKe mo cxy smoKer M
F(\mouS Hass HurJerers

Many of us in Public Health are committed to a society that

values social justice. We are dismayed by the existing systemic

and structural barriers to health. In 1986, 21.1 percent of non-

elderly Califomians had no health insurance. In Los Angeles,

median income is less than $16,000, while the median household

income for the U.S. as a whole in 1986 was $23,450 per year.

In the same year the median income for people of color was
$17,700 compared to $24,700 for whiles. And 15.6 percent of

white households and 30 percent of households of color earned

less than $10,000 in 1986.

In California, 75 percent of the poor are women and children.

These figures show that income is distributed inequitably,

reflecting social injustice along age, gender, and racial and ethnic

lines.

The scales are tipping towards greater imbalance: From 1980

to 1984 the share of income of the richest one-fifth of the peo-

ple rose 8.7 percent to a median income of $40,880, while the

share of income of the poorest one-fifth of the people decreased

7.6 percent to $5,391.

Income is one of the most important factors in determining

health status and access to health services. Poor women and men
are fwced to rely on county hospitals that are already overloaded

or being dismantled. Witness the fact that Gov. Deukmejian has

cut $24 million, or two thirds, of the funds for family planning,

forcing 13 clinics to close and at least 12 others to reduce ser-

vices.

— County hospitals can sa(«ly deliv«^ 35,€00 feabies, imt wiii

actually deliver 46,000 babies, according to county health

department Chief Robert C. Gates. Gates is resisting one method
of reducing deliveries instituted in June at UC Irvine Medical

Center, that makes the connection between income and health

staikly clean Security guards turn away women in labor in order

to reduce the number of deliveries there. This policy is

euphemistically called "obstetrical diversion."

Curtailing women's rights to choose methods of family

planning, including abortion, dispropcHtionately affects poor

women and their families. Defending all women's right to control

their reproduction is a significant struggle towards creating a

healthy society, and a struggle in which students have an

important role.

Bloyd is a graduate student of Public Health. Fifty-six signatures

were attached to this letter.

VW KLA T-ShIrt Contest VW
Deslon o T- Shirt for If I A PnHIo

#

Submit Designs to KU^

2400 Aclcerman Grand Baiiroonn

All Bntries Welcome

Due by Jan 31. 1990

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898
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High school confidential: Gulliver among the dpitwads
High school is such a

Special time in life.

It's about the only

place where you can combine
the joy of discovering sex with

the wonder of discovering

acne.

Somewhere in between lay

Mr. Anderson's English class.

There weren't many high

school teachers who enjoyed

their job as much as Mr.

Anderson. As to what exactly

fired his enthusiasm there was
no lack of rumors. Some said

it was an aesthetic appreciation

of his female students' legs.

Some said maybe it was the

whiskey he imbibed at lunch.

Anyway, the bell would ring

^md ol* Anderson would stroll

in and sit at his desk in front

of the class. Sometimes he'd

mutter something about assign-

ments.

Then, without further , ado.

walking the Id

he'd hunch over a copy of

Gulliver's Travels or some
other classic and be and off

and reading fw the next fifty

minutes.

He really loved to read that

stuff. His voice would boom
across the room. He'd use

different voices for different

characters, he'd shout or whis-

per hoarsely if the character

did. He'd lavish time and
energy on description as if he

were reading for a bunch of
Rhodes scholars, instead of a

classroom of bored high school

students.

The intensity with which

Bteve
Sherwood
Anderson approached his task

has to be af^reciated. Because

once we recognized his immer-
sion in his reading, we, the

class, began to pursue our own
agenda:

—~ —
At first it was whispering jo

one another about Anderson's

incredible concentration. Then
it was talking across the room
out loud. We'd look at him.

He was completely oblivious.

Pretty soon we started

bringing food. One student lit

up a cigarette. People started

walking in and out of the

class. First singly, then in

pairs, finally whole groups.

One day, four of us simply

got up to leave.

. Suddenly, Anderson
exploded. We all froze at the

door.

Turned out he'd just read

something funny about the

Lilliputians or something and

was laughing like a maniac.

He had this nervous habit of

slapping his thigh when he got

excited. He was slapping at

good hundred-and-twenty-

miles-an-hour this time.

We looked at each other,

shrugged, and left

But things really got out of
hand with the spit wads, which
were Paul's idea. Paul was this

friend of mine who liked to

draw these extraterrestrial kind

of characters that remind you
of gargoyles. The funny thing

was that he sort of resembled

one himself. He was slight and
pimply, had this dark sense of

humor and an evil grin.

Your basic high school

Nietzsche.

Anyway, we sat there in

class one afternoon marvelling—

at Anderson's total concentra-

tion on his reading.

"It's amazing, isn't it?" I

shake my head.

"Yep. Supernatural, I'd say."

Paul replies with that evil grin.

"You think he knows what's

hai^ning and ignores it or

what?" I ask.

"Hmmm. Good question,

Steve. Why don't we find

out?" Paul chuckles a devilish

"heh, heh, heh," tears off some
pieces of binder paper and
rolls them up. He cautiously

begins tossing a few towards

the front of the classroom

where Anderson sits reading.

The first few drcyp off to the

side, missing. But the next one
hits Anderson's arm, bouncing

off. Everybody cringes, won-
dering what's going to happen.

But Anderson just raps on.

We all look at each other in

amazement Emboldened, Paul

inserts a wad into his mouth.

With a distinct "ptui!" he

launches the spitwad Ander-

son's way. We all watch

open-mouthed as the wad arcs

across the room, and lands

with a "splut" on the table

next to him. Still nothing.

Human nature being what it

is, suddenly everybody in the

room is rolling up pieces of

binder paper and frantically

chucking them towards Ander-

son.

I even remember Inez Gar-

cia, a shy, soft-spoken honors

^dent, rolling her own wad
and fiercely flinging it So
Anderson is being deluged with

little balls of paper. They land

on the table, on his shoulders.

It's like a snowstorm. But it's

Paul who finally gets the

teacher's attention. He hoists

another spit wad and this time

it hits home.

Anderson's face wasn't

going 10 cost Mel Gibson any
roles or anything. It was sort

of moley, and he had yellow-

ish-brown eyes and tobacco-

stained teeth. His hair was
long and unkempt and greasy.

Dandruff was clearly in evi-

dence.

Anyway, the spit wad lands

right in the middle of his

head. And it sticks. I don't

know if it was due to the

grease in his hair or to Paul's

saliva.

Anderson's yellowish eyes

finally roll up from the book.

He isn't looking at us, though.

He's one of those teachers

who mysteriously addresses the

rear upper-right comer of the

room when he has something
to say. Like maybe the I>ead

Sea scrolls are hanging up
there or something.

But instead of saying any-

thing he just stares it for a

minute, flicks the spit wad out

of his hair, ai^ slowly returns

to reading.

It struck me then that Mr.

Anderson probably wasn't sit-

ting there because he was fond

of his students' legs or because

he was drunk. Nope. This guy
jeally had icLjpve literature ta^
put up with fquadrons of spit

wads.

The rest of the class seemed
to feel the same way because

everybody chilled out fw the

rest of the period. Even the

smoker waited till the bell

rang before lighting up. And
the funny thing was that ol'

Mr. Anderson had this strange

smirk on his face after the

period ended.

As if maybe he felt like

Gulliver among the Lilliputians.

Sherwood, a former UCLA
student, is a wage slave living

in Hollywood.

USACELECTION
BOARD COMMITTEE
IS LOOKING FOR A FEW COMMITTED PEOPLE

WE NEED ^TAFF MEMBERS FOR
WINTER AND SPRING QUARTERS

so IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BECOME INVOLVED IN THE
CAMPUS ELECTIONS PROCESS THROUGH PUBLICITY,

OPERATIONS, AND INTERNAL AFFAIRS

Just

Pick Up Applications in Kerckhoff 3rd Floor
at the president's office

Paid for by USAC-Your Student Government
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Arts & Entertainment
Music Stage

Family heirloom & storyteller conspire in 'Piano Lesson'
June Pinheiro

Siouxsie Sioux and Budgie exhibit some Creature cravings
with their first LP in six years 'Boomerang.

'

Creatures 'Boomerang'
thru Banshee alter ego
By Rob Winfield .

Assistant A&E Editor

ALBUM: Boomerang. The Creatures Geffen Records. ^

Stranger things have happened (or so they say, whoever they might

be).

That's an ideology I've tried to adhere to throughout the 80s, and hope-

fully plan to keep within my mind throughout the 90s.

However, when something as pleasurably bizarre as the Creatures*

Boomerang suddenly knocks the wind out of you, it's safe tosay that one
won't be hearing too much of this phrase any longer.

Oh well. So much for that philosophy.

After approximately three months in release (about the approximate

lime il takes to decipher what's going on in this album), the Creatures'

second LP (not counting a very rare and extremely hard to find EP) has

managed lo nudge its way into the American pop scene with considerably

less difficulty than one might expect.

You see. Boomerang isn't exactly accessible radio or casual listening

material, to say the least.

Comprised of a duo, whom some might recognize as Siouxsie Sioux

and Budgie from the always captivating Siouxsie and the Banshees, the

Creatures lake their music with sparsely varied instrumentation — no
guitars, no keyboards, no sampling, that sort of thing.

Rather, keeping Boomerang afloat is an assortment of percussion, with

Sioux's vocals and an occasional horn arrangement. It doesn't get any

more complex than that, as far as instniments are concerned.

Yei, it's a real eye-opening (or I should say ear-opening experience)

when one encounters what the Banshees aller-ego have come up with.

Not only does this album excel beyond many of the creative

boundaries the Banshees have established with their 10-plus album
career; Boomerang soars way beyond much of what the 80s had to offer,

even al iLs best.

Yeah, I know. This sounds like unprecedented praise, but this is one
heck of an innovative album. It's one of those LPs that doesn't come to

light in the first listen, nor the second, nor the third. It gradually slithers its

way into your heart; and when il gets there, il takes one noticeable bile

(except it doesn't hurt, like most bites do).

Although, none of this should come as an overwhelming surprise (as

I've most likely, made this out to be— albeit, at a subconscious level of

course), considering the actual process that went into crafting this

creative choral cuisine.

The general ideology held for this album was that anything could be a

possibility. Recorded in a former 1 1th century convent in rural Spain with

an aged 16 track console (20 years in age to be precise) used to capture

orcheslras in concert halls, the duo isolated themselves from all outside

influences. In other words, making a successfully commercial record

wasn't their intention.

Instead, what arose appears lo be an undefined, unrestrained set of

inner resources (I wasn't there so I can only speculate) that nurtured and

fuelled his album into existence.

Sixteen original songs (we'rcialking CD and cassette here, as the vinyl

lack a couple of the tracks), each with a flippant personality all its own,
provides the deep-culling edge for Boomerang.

It would be extremely unfair lo pick out a few tracks and describe

them, as the Creatures are/aiming the wild and woolly musical plain at

breakneck speed.

But, to give somewhat of an idea of what type of ground this Boomer-

Assistant A&E Editor
" *

THEATRE: The Piano Lesson. Written by August Wilson. Directed by Lloyd
Richards. Starring Charles S. Dutton S. Epatha Merkerson. Lou f^iyers. Ftocky
Carroll and Cari Gordon. Through April I at the James Doolittie Theatre 1615 Ni.

Vine Street in Hollywood. Call (213)410-1062 for info. Student rush tickets

available.

The concept Of family has undoubtedly been the root of equal oarts

pain and pleasure in most peoples' lives. All those basic emotions; love,

loyalty, warmth, annoyance, anger — hatred — collide in family

relationships and August Wilson has captured in 'The Piano LesscMi,' the

essence and the instinct of matters 'familial.'

Disparate charact^^, aims and emotions swirl around the stage and
through the audience like autumn leaves, waiting to be gathered together

in a manageable pile — w in this case, a complete picture.

In one comer sits a beautiful old upright piano. 1 1 was purchasedJQ?
'one and a half negroes* in a cendiry old transaction between two white
families. The currency of that transaction was a slave's wife and son, and
the heartbroken black man carved their faces (and his family's history)

into the piano in remembrance.
In another comer sits the slave's descendants who have stolen the

piano from the white family's descendants (at the expense of more than a
few lives) to 'Uberate* their family history.

On the floor above lurks a ghost from the white family who appears to

select members of the black family and haunts them silently and
mysteriously.

In the living room, the slave's grandson 'Boy Willier' (played with

relentless energy by Charles S. Dutton) expourxls on why he wants to sell

the family's only valuable heirloom and buy some farmland. Land will

make him independent and he is c«lain that it is what his ancestors would
want him to do.

In the kitchen, the slave's granddaughter (and Boy Willie's sister)

*Bemiece' (a dour and defiant S. Epatha Merkerson) explains why she

refuses to sell the piano even though she never plays it herself. When their

father died stealing the instrument from its white owners, their mother

polished it with her tears for 17 years before her death. There is just too

much of the family's blood tied into that piano for it to leave the family.

We also see Bemiece dealing with a persistent suitor who can't

understand her desire not to remarry three years after her husband's

death; and family members IX)aker Charles (a solidly likeable Carl

Gordon) and Wining Boy (a hysterically sleazy character played by Lou

Myers> tcying to accomplish their own ends even as they cry tpjncdiate^

between the conflicting desires of Bemiece and Boy Willie.

The discordant voices command your attention even as their dispute

seems to demand the choosing of sides. There are many stories tied lo

'Piano Lesson' that are part and parcel of the African American history

(from left) Rocky Carroll, Carl Gordon, Charles S. Dutton & Tommy Mollis star in 'The Piano Lesson.

'

and experience and Wilson tells them with his particular brand of
passion, with speeches that tear your heart out, music that affects your
very bones, and surprising humor that causes you to erupt in unexpected
guffaws. Unfortunately, it also has some segments that just drag beyond
any tolerable dramatic puipose, but the powerful moments shore up these

weaker ones.

Production values are appropriately sumptuous, with a palpably

genteel and realistic recreation of a lower middle class household and a

neorealist approach to the depiction of these 'ordinary and dignified

lives/ ^ ^,

'Piano Lesson' may not be 'the play of the decade' as it has been called^

— one presumes they were referring to the 80s since it is a tad early in the

90s for such a qualifi^— but it is challenging, entertaining and adventur-

ous and not without distinctive style and unique rewards.

Studs battle feminists— for fun
By Jeff Krieger

Contributor

THEATER: Hooters. Written by Ted
Tally. Directed by Patricia Rouleau.
Starring Jack bsformes, Carolyn
Crowe, Gigi Rice and John Baldwin. A
Croft and Kiel Production. Playina
Thursday through Sunday nights at 8
om at the Tamarind Theatre 5919
Franklin Ave. Tickets are $13. Special
discounts are available to students. Call

(213)466-1767 for reservations.

Hooters, huh. Yeah, that's the

name of the play— Hooters.^ Is it a

story about large men screaming

and salivating in a tqpless bar? No.

Is it any good? Yeah, it's pretty

good.

Hooters is the tale of Rick and
Clint, and Cheryl and Ronda (and

Ted and Alice). The two pairs of

friends come of age as they visit

Cape Cod for a weekend.

Rick (played by John Baldwin)

and Chnt (Jack Esformes) are two
young, nineteen-year-old studs on
the make. Rick, the more exper-

ienced of the two and the big-

plan-man, works for his father

selling cars. Clint is an impression-

able college freshman with very

little mileage in the scamming
department. The two were best

friends in high school.

Ronda and Cheryl, meanwhile,
are "older women" (about 25) who

See CREATURES, page 24
^U>p)Jack Esformes, Gigi Rtce^ Carolyn Crowed John^
Baldwin explore gender relations and stuff. — . -_ .

know each other from working al

the same bank. Ronda, the safer of

the two, has come to the Cape to

lend her mwe attractive friend

emotional support. Cheryl, a tall

and beautiful blonde, wants to get

away and trj to decide whether she

wants the life of a businessman's

wife. Her behavior at the Cape
seems to suggest she does not
The four of them meet on the

beach. Both Rick and Clint go out

of their way to impress the

breathtaking Cheryl, and she is so

titillated by their efforts that she

agrees (on Ronda's behalf) to

dinner. Ronda, meanwhile, gets

left in the breeze and soon

becomes hardened, hiding behind

her books on feminism.

The conflicts are in place. On
the guys' side, the question of who
will "walk the dog" must be

answered. At the same time, the

girls fight about why Cheryl would

arrange a double date without

Ronda's consent. Cheryl has a

serious boyfriend, and these guys

are barely post-pubescenL

The following scenes lag in

spots but have some witty repartee.

While trying lo imi^ess the girls

on the beach. Rick's plan calls for a

recognition of women's rights. He
sensitively inquires, "Did you

know the ERA is in trouble?"

Ronda jumps at the chance to

expose Rick's superficiality and

answers, "Noo, why is the ERA in

trouble?" Suddenly, Rick's in a

See 'HOOTERS/ page 25

Rob Narita, Karen Huie and Bea Soong star in 'The Chairman's Wife.'

'Wife' explores human cost in revoiution
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

THEATRE: The Chairman's Wife. By Wakako Yamauchi.
Directed by Nobu McCarthy Produced by the East West
Players. Starring Karen Huie, Bill Cho Lee, and Jusak
Bernhard. Runs thru Feb. 11, Fri. 4 Sat. 8 p.m. with 2 p.m.
Sun. matinees. 4424 Santa Monica Blvd . Los Angeles.

Seats $12-$15. For more info, and tix call (213)660-0366.

Absolute power corrupts absolutely. Few state-

ments have withstood the test of history in its truth;

from the ancient Roman Empire to todity's Romania,

time has shown that the people will eventually rise

against the abuse of power. Such was the rise and fatt

ofChiang Ching, the despotic wife of former Chinese

I

leader Mao Tse-Tung. Ching, part of the powerful

"Gang of Four" ruled China with a bloody iron fist

before being forced off her throne. One view of her

identity and twisted past is presented in the East West
Players' premiere production of The Chairman's

Wife; her story on stage is powerful and provoking.

It must be fu-st said that actress Karen Huie gives a

remarkable performance as Chiang Ching, and she

flows with the design of the script so smoothly that

you have look twice to see if it's the same person

playing different stages of Ching's life.

The play's basic setting is in a Chinese prison

hospital where Ching has been banished to reside

^^ - See 'WIFE,* page 25
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Santa Monica

1332 2nd si
3044741

(My 4:30-7:00-0:30

'Sal A Sin hMwa 2M

MOMCA Enamiaa, A Low
1332 2nd SL CMv 4:46-7:30-10:(

3944741 -sat A Sun Malnaa 2M
-Sal A Sun 1t:00Mi Waapana af Sia SpM

1332 2ntfSL
304-0741

Oaly 4:46-7:46-IO:tS

-Sal A Sun Malnaa 1:46

Oirt HaMla
'Sal A Sun 10:30«h

1332 2nd SI
3044741

lOM M

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I Tha Wkr Of Tba Roaaa (R)
m^. at WatkfKMd 12:15-i36-5.D0-7;46-10;30
476-0711

Sf^ THX/Ddby Stwao

AVCO CMEMA R
MWi. It WattwDod
4764711
TOMIilDolby Slvao

To Tha KkM I

1:46-4:30-7:15-1

AVCO cmoiA

47S47t1
12:00-^.20-45»7!S-1o!m

Ragv A Ma (R)

12:30-3.-00^4:16-1(^50

10:10pm on

Enaaiaa^ A Low Story (R)

11:16-2:00-456-750-10:40

fe
DrMng Mlaa Oaiay (PQ)
10:^1:304:16-7:004:30

Muaic Boi (PG-ia
11:00-1:46-4:30-7:30-10:16

Muaic Boi (Pai»
8:30-l0-5<i

Tha UMa
12:00-2:064:104:1S?

11:06-1504:

Sodatv (PO-iai

04:40-7:36-10-25

Mlaa (Ma
11:46-l30-5:15-8«d-10::

A Low Slary (R

1056-1:1S4:06-7:10-10:0

My Laft Foot (R)

1120-2:f(M50-720-9:50

la Counkv (PG-l^
11:30-2:15-5:00-7:40-10:10

DoMilaaai (R)

11:26-2-.25-5:264.«6-10:3^

Tha Mbuloua Bakar

12:06-2:464:304I2<(-1056

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART
11272 Santi Monica K
47S437S -Sal A Sun

MyaMry Tialn

620-7:30-gc40

1:00-3:10

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

QoWwwi
475^»02

Raging BuN
11:30-2:004.40-7:16-045

QoMwyn
4764202 t1«0-1 40420-7:00-!

Hann V
7:00-9:40

47M2'
Onigalora Cwatooy

1 1 :10-1 :20-3:30-S:40 750-10:00

'No 11:10am Show Sal A Sun

Criaaa A
12M-^204:46-7:10-9:30

No 44Spm ihow Sal A Sun

Ooidwyn
47V020e

Al Doga Qe To Haawn
Sal A Sun 11:10 am4:45 pm

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Caronat

10669 Waiwcrt)
476-9441

TOfuMOby Steao

UA CORONET

476-9(41

Oby StMo

12:10-i404204.tK>-1(So

Ewrybody WIna
12:16*464:15-7:45-10:15

'Fd A Sal Lala Shew 1*30 am

UA COilOMET
10M8 Wwworfh
4764441
THnJOlbf Starao

Downlown
12:46-3:164:464:15-10:40

-\k
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Music

Hollywood's China Club hosts benefit to 'Bring Back Our Globe'
By Steve Sherwood
Contributor

Darryl Hannah and boy-toy

Jackson Brown were there.

So were wonderstruck, "Won-
dertruck" Mary's Danish and
L.A.'s newest funkAock sensation,

Lock-Up, both of whom per-

formed.

Uist Tuesday night at the China

Club in Hollywood, music and

environmental politics met "Bring

Back Our Globe** was the occa-

sion, a musical benefit c«i behalf of

upcoming Earth Day 1990.

The event was well-attended,

including everyone from celebri-

ties to Industry "insiders" to

environmental activists to pop
visi(Niaries.

While some attendees admitted

that the musical attractions were

their main reason fcx- showing up.

most seemed to feel that they were

demonstrating their support for the

environment.

"I'm just glad to be here, be part

of this," smiled Lock-Up's guitar

wizard, Tom Marello. "It's a good
way to kick off the 90' s, you
know?"
The evening was hosted by

Atomic Communications co-own-

er Tom Hames, If the benefit

demonstrated the presence of

environmental activism within the

entertainment industry^ it also

showed the importance of indivi-

dual initiative. Hames undertook

the benefit on his own, to do his

part for what he considers a good
cause.

"Hopefully, this kind of event

will help more people become
active in helping to save their

environment," Hames said mod-
estly. "If it does, then I'll be

happy."

April 22nd has been designated

as Earth Day 1990, the twentieth

anniversary of the original Earth

Day, which reputedly drew twenty

million people to the largest

organized demonstration in his-

tory. It is hoped by Hames and

others that Earth Day 1990 will

serve as "the springboard for a new

See BENEPrr, page 23

I TIP THE CRKRK?
Come Help Us Mainstream

..y.-Mv.:.,.'. ,.'
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y^ur Decision.

Your Choice.

i^^n^S^

^t^ft^a^x̂

Tutor Developmental Disabled Children and Keep
Special Education Afloat in LA Unified Schools

For More Information, come to an orientation:

Wednesday Jan. 24 12-2

at Kerckhoff 411
or leave a message at 825-2417

Funded by CAC/PAB

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Litte

824-1449

mH a choice

Family PlanningAssociates

Medical Group

Interested in strategic planning, infbfmhtion

technology or systems development?

Then come to... N

Featuring speakers from:

Bain & Company, Inc.
Andi^rshn
CoNSUi;riNG
ARTHUR ANUfeRSEN A TO

Pricp Waterhouse

Wednesday, January 24, 1990

7pm to 9pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center

Sponsored by the UCLA Engineering Business Society

Something for those

of you who aren't taking

Stanley H. Kaplan Prep™

We've produced more top scores on tests like the

LSAF, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all other courses

combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan
PrepI" you may need to take more than a #2 pencil

to tne test.

SSTANLEY H. KAPIAN& Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Qiances

Visit our booth l)etween 10am and 3pm
at the UBS Job Fair

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
1-800-262-PREP

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST

^
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BENEFIT
From page 22

environmental approach for the

next century."

Representative of the general

audience reaction at the China
Club was Jill (not "Geeters*'), who
does production for a stage com-
pany in Santa Monica:

"This kind of thing shows that

my generation is getting more and

more aware of the importance of

environmental action." She said

enthusiastically, "They're realiz-

ing that if we don't take care of it

now, there's not gonna be anything

left."

On the other hand, Hollywood
being Hollywood, there wwe some
other opinions present. One gent-

leman, who introdiiced himself

with a business card entitled "Pop
Visionary," said his main objec-

tive in being there was to promote

his art
"

And when asked what she was
doing on behalf of the environ-

ment, a woman who said she was
an intericM- designer took a drag off

her cigarette and stated, "I'm
decorating it, honey."

So while Hames may have made
some progress in organizing the

music industry on behalf of the

environment, he may still have to

do a couple more benefits to get the

interior designers up to speed.
« *>

VISION CARE
See the difference!

quality and

timely service can]

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-301

1

Since 1971 UCIA Alum.

/^^BU'4ilB

IN Tm
-nB^Ml^f

miLm
24^U

for © DEAL
AT HOME CLEANERS
UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff,

Get five of your clothes dry cleaned or
laundered and get any of up to five

rnore Items cleaned free of charge. *

•(Must not require special handling)

Only with...

HOME CLEANERS
Quality Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service
Without Leaving Your Home or Office

Call us anytime, any place, for free unlim-
ited pick-up and delivery, and same-day ser-

vice. (Min. 5 items)

(213) 389-3341
Business Hours: M-Sat 7-6.

AN MBAWORKSHOP
EXCLUSIVELY FOR

MINORITYCANDIDATES
Cal State L.A. created this event as the first step in a major eflFort

to increase the number of Latino, Black and Native American
business professionals who enjoy the benefits of an MBA Degree.

Attendance is by inviution only. Applications are due February 9.

One day only, Saturday March 3, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. There is no cost.

Fernando Oaxaca, President,

Coronado Communications
Harold Pierce, Vke President,

Columbia Pictures Industries

California State I Inivenity, \am Anjeieii

School of Bu«ine8§ and Economics

For details, call d«c Graduate Pragramt
Office now at (21 .1) 343-2808.

Job Interview Time is Coming. IVIany

Applicants Will Be Called. Few Will Be Chosen
Be Among The Winners.

HOW GET

JOB
Suppose 500 people with similar credentials are

considered for 25 jobs. Who will get the jobs? Those who
come across best in face-to-face interviews.

Noted communications expert

Karl Fleming will conduct a

3Hiour seminar on Febri^,
7-1 0pm., Wilshire Holiday Inn,

10740 Wilshire Blvd.,

Westwood, on how to sharpen
your skills for successful

employment interviews. Using

video equipment, he will

conduct mock job interviews to

demonstrate winning techniques.

He will teach you how to:

Create a positive atmosphere

Deliver answers employers,
want to hear.

Come across with a

persuasive attitude. .

Present yourself with

confidence and poise.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT
KARL FLEMING:
"He has a profound understanding
of the importance of presence and
presentation," Joseph Ryan, Senior
Partner, O'Melveny & Myers

"He gave me invaluable advice, and
counsel on presentation style,"

Anita DeFranz, President, Amateur
Athletic Foundation

'His communications teaching gave
me full self-confidence and con-
trol," Dennis Michael Nourl, Pres-

ident, American Builders Assn.

I

I

Total seminar cost: $60. For reservations, send $20 deposit with this completed
coupon by Feb. 8 to: Prime Time Communications, 210 Medio Dr.,
Los Angeles, CA 90049. (Tel. 213-472-3477). Remainder payable at door by
check or cash. The first 150 applicants will get seats.

Name:. Phone:

Address:.

City,_„ State^

Apt No..

Zip:

I

I
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JAPANESE FOOD «« i»m«oh-,ph
/I

4s ^^ $ i F
If

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00 •
•Deficious Teriyaki

•-Beef and Chicken Bow!
•Fresh variety Sashimi

•All types of Sushi ^ „y ^„ ,^^^
•PARTY PLATTERS''^ *'* "'*°"

y 1834 Wtstwood BM.
/^i«t South of Sanu Monica BM.)

X' Call 47S-63S5

FREE PARKING .'' special offer expires 2/9/90 |

Apply to become a

1990 UCLA
ORIENTATION COUNSELOR

Interested students should attend one of these

information meetings:

TODAY! Wednesday, January 24, 1:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

TONIGHT! Wednesday, January 24, 7:00 pm
GSM 1222

Thursday, January 25, 3:00 pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

Monday, January 29, 1:00 pm
North Campus, Room 22

Applications will be available at the above meetings. Applic-

ants must be currently enrolled, have completed at least one

year of college work (not necessarily at UCLA, but with sopho-

more standing), and have a preferred minimum 2.50 GPA.

For questions, please call the Orientation Prograrh Office at 206-6685

X

THE UCLA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION announces:

_ THE 1990
OUTSTANDING SENIOR

AND
OUTSTANDING

GRADUATE STUDENT
AWARDS

Recipients are presented with a Life Membership
in the UCLA Alumni Association.

To he eligible, candidates must expect to receive a
bachelor's, graduate or pj'ofessional degree in Fall 1989,
Winter 1990, Spring 1990, or Summer 1990.

Nomination forms are available at the James W(\st
Alumni Center and other campus locations. For more
information, call the Alumni Awards office at
(213) 206-0681

DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1990

UCLAJumni

Winston comes out of hibernation to play Royce last

weekend.

Pianist George Winston
iNfings unity to Royce
By Marjory Weese
Contributor

CONCERT: George Winston. At the Royce Hall on Friday & Saturday, January 1 9 &
.20. •

.

George Winston charmed the Royce Hail audience last Friday and
Saturday nights with m^norable melodies on piano and unique Irish and
Hawaiian tunes on harmonica and guitar. Winston created an ambiance
of sensitivity and integrity by freely portraying his distinct personality

through his music and his words.

Although Winston concerts seem to attract a certain breed of young
and wealthy intellectuals, Winston himself is very down lo earth. His

selection of music and style of playing reflect this quality.

Winston stirred memories of childlike innocence by playing such

compositions as Vince Guaraldi's Peanuts pieces taken from Charlie

Brown's Christmas Special, a haunting version of the Christmas carol

"Caroling Bells," the theme from the Pink Panther, Cast in the Wind,

Thanksgiving, and Georgia.

Winston also played many of his own compositions. The original

composition "January Stars" was divided into two parts, "Looking Up at

the Stars," and "Being Out With the Stars." Winston successfully

portrayed a feeling of the cool outdoors and glittering sky with his rolling

chords and carefully blended sonorities.

Since all of his pieces are played by memory his sensitivity to the har-

monics in a piece become all the mwe apparent. Winston would often

sustain a chord and carefully play selected single notes on top, all of
which seemed to complement the vibrations of the chord at exactly the

right moments.

Winston's musical abilities stretch far beyond being an incredible

pianist and composer. Winston delighted the audience with an old jaunty

Irish tune which he played on harmonica. The piece was so intricate that it

seemed impossible that only one harmonica was performing. Winston
also played Hawaiian songs on a Hawaiian slack key guitar.

Winston possess the rare ability of an artist to create a feeling of unity

and warmth with his audience. The first hint of this ability could be
sensed when he padded on stage in his socks and comfy flannel shirt. He
joked with the audience, took requests and encouraged people to buy his

tapes during the intermission since all the proceeds went to the West Side

Food Bank.

Winston's ability to improvise and compose cheerful, optimistic music
makes him a rare and woithy artist. Everyone who attended last weekend
could easily sense the effect of this.

CREATURES ^_^
From page 20

ang is sinking its blade into, just imagine a jolly jungle-book rhythm and
give it an X-rating. The music is fun, catchy, sleek, sensual, and sexy, all

in one giant overflowing manifestation of fragrant foliage.

It's like touring the European and African continents with the music as

a guide. Sometimes you lose your way, sometimes you get scared,

sometimes you feel overpowered, but you always remember the

experience with an invariable intensity.

And the lyrics— well anybody familiar with Sioux and her Banshees

knows that they embody nothing short of raving eccentricity. Such is the

case here.

That's not to say they're without heightened consciousness though.

Victimized females, environmental concerns, fate, Salman Rushdie,

and Jose the gardener (an influential figure at the former convent) are just

some of thi» provocative issues on the rebound of Boomerang.

Cn

Thus, in a nutshell, the Creatures have fulfilled their manifest destiny

(without intention) by populatingthe worid with their melodic ascent into

the strange coverings of melodic culture, and lack thereof.
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'HOOTERS'
From page 20

bigger hole than the amendment
"Well. . .because," he answers.
Ronda, in a surprisingly excited

but patronizing tone replies,

*Thaat's riight. Because."

The conclusion of the play pairs

the couples off and contains the

most revealing scenes. It brings the

relationships of the couples to a

mofe intimate level. Tlie most
interesting discovery is about
Cheryl — why she has been
stringing these boys along and
what the effects of being a "10" has

had on her. Most of the other

characters, though, hold no real

surprising secrets.

All in all. Hooters is an average
to good play about four different

people coming together for a

_jyeekend. Many of the opening
scenes may remind you of your
own silly behavior at that age. It

also offers an interesting lesson

about sex and its importance in

relationships:

Each of the actors (all graduates

of Burt Reynold's Institute for

Theatre Training in Jupiter, Flori-

da) played convincing roles for

such an intimate setting as a

playhouse.

In parts of the most important

scenes, though, some of the actors

were difficult to see — either the

scene took place below the first

row of the audience, or the actor

had his/her back turned while

speaking at length.

So, if you're interested in taking

a walk down memory lane and
don't mind laughing a little.

Hooters may give you an enjoy-

able ni^L

'WIFE'
From page 21

since her trial 11 years ago.
Isolation has created melancholy
and psychosis, causing Ching to

rant on in her former reality while
being watched by a rugged securi-

ty guard (played by Bill Cho Lee).

It is through her imaginary flash-

backs that her life is shown.
The amazing part of the flash-

backs is that Huie never changes
costume or make-up throughout

the show. As she fades in and out
of reality (and in and out of the

prison cell), a simple turn of the

body suddenly drops us into key
scenes of her life. The first turn is

eerie as her gruff voice and hard
features of a battered old woman is

suddenly lit up as we are taken into

her childhood. Her voice is now
high and hc^ful and her counte-
nance innocent. Her flashback

players dress appropriately of the

time, except they all hold white

faces, signifying ghosts that only
she can see.

We go from her youthful years

to her days as an aspiring actress,

to the time of revolution she helped
lead, to her height of power and
tyranny, and Anally to her fall in

the trial of the Gang of Four.

Playwright Wakako Yamauchi
portrays Ching as a woman who
rises with her good ideals of
change and suddenly distorts it

into something insane and murder-
ous.

The vehicle setting of the prison

sometimes makes the transitions

awkward and clumsy, even with

insightful tie-ins of tlie relation-

ship between the guard and Chiang
Ching, and the Mao dynasty and
Tian An Men Square of 1989. This

is all overcome, however, by
Huie's sparkling performance as

Ching and a strong supporting cast

in various small roles. Yamauchi
throws a message to us about the

state of China; revolution is nice,

but it means nothing if there is no

See 'WIFE,* page 27

MANAGEMENT COMPANY
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS
FROM MALES AND FEMALES, 17-25. ALL

ETHNICS, FOR POSSIBLE REPRESENTATION

UNION TALENT ONLY
SEND PHOTO A^fD RESUME TO:

ARNOLD KATZ, MANAGEMENT
1600 CAMDEN AVE., #3
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025
NO PHONE CALLS

Id 1>. . -ini w/ad jn,l Stud
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I'll lit- i

TIRED OF PLASTIC PIZZA DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR? WELL THEN!

•M il l >ii iiii I'
.

i
.
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f
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PIZZA PASTA & MORE

208-5070DELIVERY
HOTLINE
^_ _^ CDM. when home & offioe mean something special

SALE!
Ihurs 1 I (

In 10 f

Sj! 10 )

Best Prices ^ Selection In Toun!
wm

STUDENTS^ FACULTY
YOU SPEND THOUSANDS
FOR YOUR EDUCATION

WHY NOT SPEND $24.95 FOR
YOUR LIFE?

THIS VIDEO COULD
SAVE YOUR LIFE.
•Do you know how to escape from an
attacker?

•Arm yourself with simple, basic
self defense techniques.

•Taught by nationally certified POLICE
ACADEMY INSTRUCTOR and used by
police officers everywhere.

•Demonstrated in easy to learn detail.

•You will learn how to escape from the

grasp of an assailant in 17 different kinds
of assault situations.

•Over 25 separate techniques. It will surprise
you how simple BUT effective they are.

•Learn how to STRIKE. STUN , and
INCAPACITATE an assailant.

^s ^s^^..oeo

PRACTICAL
EASY TO LEARN
EASY TO USE

W^NB^^*^^

SPECIAL
CAMPUS PRICE
(NATIONALLY ADVERTISED AND SOLD FOR $29.95)

$24.95 ORDER NOW!
VMS only

To Ordor by Mail — PImm tond chock or monoy order to

SELF DEFENSE VIDEO, 995 WEST LAVOY ROAD, SALT LAKE aTY, UTAH 84123
PLEASE SEND ME --SELF DEFENSE VIDE0(8). I ENCLOSE $24,95 FOR EACH VIDEO PLUS.

SELF DEFENSE VIDEcPfo-
^^^ ^° *^ " ^'"^^ ^'^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^'^ ^^° ^

NAMF

STREET ADDRESS
(Um actual addrast, PO Box dalays deiivary)

cmL STfATE. .ZIP-

visa a mastercard orders caN toil free 24 hours, 7 days

1-80(M5S4819
(ask for the self defense video,

ext.12)

Sorry, no COD's
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SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rafes

Guestrooms ' $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^
Complimentary Co"
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated 1/ Color T.V.s

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West— 213/474-3511 w 800/44-HOT

CONTACT

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

63% of UCLA students read the Daily Bruin
now you know where to get our attention

(Data: Market Opinion Research, June 1989)
^ovtRi\stn

WHERE CAN I PARK MY BICYCLE, SCOOTER OR MOTORCYCLE AT UCLA ?

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF DESIGNATED CYCLE PARKING AREAS ON CAMPUS PROVIDED BY
THE UCLA CYCLE PARKING ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

DESIGNATED BICYCLE PARKING AREAS
%:

NORTH CAMPUS

URL (S)

Architecture (N)

Royce Hall (N)

Roycc Hall (E)

Dodd Hall (E)

Law School (W)

Schocnbcrg (SE)

Schocnbcrg (NW)
Powell Library (E)

Dance Duilding

Mclnitz (\V)

Dickson Art Center

University Nursery School

WEST MEDICAL CAMPUS

Lot V32
Lot V34

MR Lot

Warren Loading Dock
Rehab Loading Dock

SOUTH CAMPUS

Math'$iH«Dces'

Bomb sltei^er

Franz Ha^^SW)
Knud^^Hall
Car^ Placement Center

Dotitcr Courtyard

Sciences^ V

gHall(S)\

We 8 (L^

\M<>0'5 6ym (\V)

->.! :^3^5k<!''rinan (N) X''^-

-;:::^:::^^<r.D. Morgan ^i^\
Wooden Center

Mac "D"
Drake Stadium

/ ^>Ss, CHS.

X'df" ' *A '•J?^**<*'
of Public Health

A^
/ /-^Bcntlstry

. Cli '
C(; Out-Patient Drop OfT

'\\ Hospital "B" Level Entrance

\\ N.P.L (C-LevcO

C.H^(B.LcveO

^^! /JicdrikXvV)^,.-

Mira Hershcy Courtyard

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

DESIGNATED MOPED\SCOOTER\MOTORCYCLE PARKING AREAS

NORTH CAMPUS

MacGowan Hall (E)

Structure 3<levcl 1)

Structure 4

Structure 5 (Lcveli.1-6)

Royce Hall (NVV)/
Law School (E) i

Wooden Ccnter(fe)^

Schocnbcrg (SE) ^"^.

URL (Meters)

V,

/

m
^:-

y /

SOUTH CAMPUS ""

Lot9A
Structure 2 (Level 1,2)

Structure 6 (Levels 3-5)

Structure 8 (Lcvcr2J~^
Structure 9 (Level 1)

VQVng Hall (E)

Franz HaU j^

r •••

\;«r—.f— ••»•

*.^WtflAWW/WWWWd*>A/.

,iJ^.x:„

/Stwiiiik 14 {Level? I»2):

>, >^: Mtti^viTtruciMre (Plaza Level)

••-.:--ji---rlj.ycrton.! • .'t;....-.::

Vc, A fi Richer (N)

\ •5.;..;

Ifedrick (HH Lot)

Hedrick Cage (N)

• • Hcdrick Cage (S)

He^irick Loading Dock

S'ujFisct Canyon Rcc. Center

-^Liitjl Cage .

,^Wjiul kub-Jc«'cl ^Vx

/ 0.;.-,.>.I^' v..y
it.

WESt^AMPUS

\
Rc6al> L^flding.Dbck

r

/
1 All bicycles, motorcycle*, scooters, mojpeds on the UCLA Campus must be licensed and registered with ihc stale of California.

2. Bicycles may be parked only at a designatedlsicycle rack. '^^. ''

3. Motorcycles, Mopeds, and Scooters may be parked only in a mailced pailcing space within a designated motorcycle parking area.

4. Dlcgally parked bicycles will be impounded and illegally parked motorcycles, mopeds and scooters will bo cited and^or towed at owner's expense.
5. If impounded or towed, a bicycle, motorcycle, moped, scooter will not be released until it is licensed in accordance with stated UCLA Codes and only after proof of
owitenhip is shown and appropriate fees are paid.

PARKING AREAS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

MAPS OF BICYCLE. MOTORCYCLE AND SCOOTER PARKING AREAS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE BICYCLE REGISTRATION TABLES ON BRUIN
WALK. INFORMATION & PARKING KIOSKS, THE PARKING ENFORCEMENT OFllCE AND THE COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING
OFFICE.

For more infomiation about cycle parking contact the Cycle Parking Enforcement Office at (213) 825-2029.

V

Letters

Sofa Tuber
mashed by
angVy Bundy
follower
"Nobody told me they'd be days
like these.* Strange days, indeed."

John Lennon

I was amazed by the "kinder and
gentler" thoughts that appeared in

the Couch Potato's column yester-

day. It seems that he has taken

offense at certain programs that

are ai^pearing on the Networks
these days. He seemed especially

confused over the critical and
popular success of Married . . .

^th^€itildren, a Fox show that-

attempts a more realistic portrayal

of the American family, and
frightened by its "twisted . . .

approach to humor."

Real life is not like an episode
from The Brady Bunch, a show that

the Couch Potato seems to have
lifted to almost divine status. Out
there, away from his Ivory Tower,
bad things happen, often to good
people, but it is apparent that the

Couch Potato is out of touch with

this aspect of life. American
society has flaws. . .These ideas

scare the Couch Potato, and he
goes so far as to say that if the

things shown in Married are true,

he "doesn't want a television show
to remind (him) of that fact"

Ignorance can, indeed, be bliss.

It is clear that this is the Couch
Potato's course of action. Ignor-

ance does have somq bad side

effects, though, like prejudice,

misrepresentations, homophobia
etc. Mothers and fathers are

inflicting pain on their children

. . .and ours is a painful world. The
truth is sometimes painful, often

frightening. That's its job.

Ignorance can,
indeed, be bliss. It is

clear diat diis is the

Couch Potato's
course of action.
Ignorance does have
some bad side effects,

though, like preju-

dice, misrepresenta-

tions, homophobia
etc.

I'm glad that the Couch Potato

led such an idyllic childhood that

he can identify so easily with the

Brady family. Most people did not
Married gives us a glance at their

families. The purpose of television

is not to be a mo^lity play. It is not

there to uphold one person's or

group's beUef in what is right,

wrong, good or bad. It's a medium
of expression, a way of conveying
different ideas and beliefs. It

should question society and what it

represents, rather than trying to

hold up some seamless tapestry of

words and images. The purpose of

comedy is to make you laugh. If

some people do not understand

that humor, then that is their

problem, not the comedy's.
The time for Opiate Television

is over. We are now seeing

television of the masses and about

the masses. It appears that the

Couch Potato has a difficult time

relating to them. He flnds no
interest in the lives of unworthy
people with "no inteUigence, no
motivation, and no purposeful

ambition." . . People like

that. . .are out there, whether or

not he wants them to be.

—1-am sorry that he sees no

See POTATO, page 27

POTATO
From page 26
redeeming value in Married. Mil-
lions of people think it is fairly

humorous, even some of the critic

types like himself.

If television is disillusioning

him then I ^ish him the best, but
disillusionment is part of life. He
shouldn't worry though. He's
young and I'm sure he'll bounce
back.

If it upsets him this ipuch to

know that the Bradys are being

replaced in the hearts of America
by the Bundys then I would have
hated to be the one to have told him
that there is no Santa Claus.

OOPS. .

.

Timothy Spangler is a student
in Cybernetics.

*WIFE*
From page 25

progress. Chinese people died to

overthrow the Nationalists only to

be caught in another expressive

regime of Mao; more die to

overthrow his party only to fall

into the same oppression that is

signified by the horror of the 1989
Beijing massacre. As Ching says in

prophetic reflection, "Politics is

fashion . .
." everything can come

back.

UB40on'UB40'
By Mary Campbell
Associated Press

Two members of UB40, drum-
mer Jimmy Brown and percus-

sionist Norman Hassan, take life
^ cheerfully.

UB40 has been touring for 18
months, promoting its album

. UB40, and probably will tour until

September. So its new Labour of
Love II, the group's eighth album
and first on Virgin, was recorded
on tour, in Hawaii, Italy, France
and England.

"Instead of having a two-week
break and enjoying ourselves,

somebody decided, 'We know it's

Hawaii. Let's put them in this little

room with no windows,'" Hassan
says. "But it was fiin."

"It was nice, recording." adds
Brown. "It kept a bit of a vibe

going, I think. We look on the

bright side of things. We're not
ones to complain.

"We sold a million and a half

records of 'Labour of Love I.' We
can coiainly make a good living

without being the biggest band in

the world. It would be nice to be
the biggest band in the world."

Says Hassan: "We're the big-

gest-selling reggae band in the

wOTld — which is nice."

UB40 members write songs, but

both Labour of Love albums are

made up of songs they've known.
The new one includes reggae

versions of American rhythm 'n'

blues hits, including the Tempta-
tions' 1964 "The Way You Do the

Things You Do."

Hassan says: "They're all real

famous to us, from when we were
1 1 and 1 2 and the first time we ever

danced with a girl. That's why
they're all love songs.**

The first single is "Here I Am,"
an Al Green release in 1973. A
Neil Diamond song from 1968,

"Red Red Wine," took off after it

was played on a Phoenix radio

station and became UB40's big-

gest hit in America in 1988— five

years after the album it was on.

Labour of Love I, came out.

Brown says that when he first

got hooked on reggae, he thought it

would sweep popular music. "I

imagined other people needed to

"be exposed to it and they would
like it as well.
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quickly and
courteously
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1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208O011
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MasterCard
students
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WOULD YOG LIKE TO HOVE

CIVDIT CARDS
fIND fiVflii^BLE CASH BQI

DON'T KNOW HOW?
«

Let as show yoa the HOW TO in

obtaining them.

We have guided many students to obtain

even QOLD cards at the age of 18 with

little credit and no job.

Send to: College

Credit

Consulters

375 N. Citrus Ave. Suite 727
Azusa. CA 91702

YES! Enclosed is $29.95. Please rush me the EASY TO GET CREDIT CARD ApplicaUon & Information
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RUSH
DELTA 2ETA

Information Party

Thursday, January 25 6:30 PM
Delta Zeta House

824 Hiigard

Call 208-9045 or 208-9090

—

"The Start of Something Special"

Campus Happenings l Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Personal 10 Personal

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS LA KINGS

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Frm Dtlwry'B Pk Uotomhy : w mTw ttmrUd M 79M by UCLA ttudmt i mmd ctnlinm U tmftoy UCLA
MtidtntM. Wt pmitd* FREE DEUVSKY la ainiaiu m emmpuM. W» of^r kmrd-togH —aU mud ptitm Mom
marktt to mil UCLA ttudnU*. ttaff. and faatlty. Atk mnyiu a^ Am mmd «a btfort and Uwy wtU ttU
you Uu tarn*, that mhan U eomu lo omr UCLA clmU^ am emitt ht ttoL QmoUt art frm, m> gm mt a
eaii. Rtmtmktr to mnUton you'rt from UCLAJtl(

»*«aiVlMMH

(213)205-0838 ——

^

PAX # 472-3013 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

WIN A HAWANAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment

Campus orgianizations, dubs,
frats, sororities caH OCMC at

1(800) 932-0528/
1(800) 950-8472 ext 10.

Kappa Delta Congratulates

Debbie Dennison
and

Keith Schulner

9..H-H u .Jt-ai-B-a-^-u-g-tf-B-a-

n0 Pledges

Robin Puckett and
Beth Magnan
Get excited for

Inspo!

Your Big Sisters

love you!

Caren and Kelly

Alltts.^<nm^i«g.r^P^

I

XQ Pledges-
Tonight the

^^ouse is

yours!

Enjoy!!

'*"""•

-Ti/t

on their engagement

BRUIN REPUBLICANS
MEETING t

•k

WED. JAN 24 t

7:30 PM 2408 ACKERMAN *

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE

UP TO 1.700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student

groups, frats and sororities needed for market-

ing project on campus.For details plus your

FREE GIFT, group officers call

1-600-756-A472 ext. 50.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

n^ultiple tickets, student discounts. Request

'Bruin Plan". (213)813-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

V ''\\\j^ '»Jw1 w"WH » ^'.w U u.w^

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1

STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
Meeting TODAY 11 AM

GSM 3325B
Talk on Business Fashion

by Bullocks

no Pledges

Tonight is tlie first step

towards being an active.

Follow the arrow...

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

HoOjfwoqd PfWM AwrtW CemfMUijr

462-2329 463-6569

Miscellaneous

AAA Pledges
Delta Week continues with

the Trident Degree and Fun
Night to follow. Initiation is

1 day away!

Love, The Actives

DONT MISS ONE OF UCLA'S
HOTTEST SUMMER JOBS!

BRUIN WOODS
1st deadline for apps Jan. 24th,

2nd deadline Feb. 22.

Send it now - avoid the rush!
(Apps. at West Center)

(714) 337-2478

FASHIONS in SMomwear. Models «wMed (or

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827.9756
evenings. '__

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa%vtelle. (213)312-0092.

|kA Actives J
^ The night is almost here %
So get ready to rage ^

]J
Come dressed as d fish or one of Neptune's mermaids J

4i You know what to wear and you know who to bring %
^ So be ready by seven to do your thing

Love, 1^

PC '89 }

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

DIABETES/NUTRITION RESEARCH
for men and women aged 25-70 with diabetes on no medkraUon for a 2
RKNith study.

BREAST FUJID/NUTRmON RESEARCH
(or women aged 4(V60 with or without breast disease, who cm make an 18
month commitment to follow a k)w (at diet and exercise plan.

WEIGHT MANAGEiMENT RESEARCH
(or healthy, overweight men and «vomen aged 2O50. who can make a 2
year commitment to (oUow an exercise plan, with either a tow fat diet or
a k>w (at diet and a lk)ukl meal replacement product.

by UCLA's Division of Clinical Nutrition
call (213) 476-6367 anytime

Delta Zeta
Panhellenic
Pizza Party

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS, ANXIOUS
MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL

You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms for at
least 1 month and in relatively good health. Volunteers will receive
a brief exam, in order to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers

may be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Personal 10

n<»0'*

^ Bibles - Book ^_^a
Gifts. c^

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pfTV

Jfe^ot 10 qm - 11 pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
208^6432

Akok«lka Aao^moM Mcdli^
Mob DJaamfaiB, Thnrs Book Sla4y
Pri 9lM ataif, AU 352S 12:1S.1:1S

TttM '^7-ir, W«* Diinmiwi
NPI CtS3l 12:10>1:00

FvakohDloi w indMdaak «ki Ibm •
drisklns prablcB^

(213) 3r7-t31(

CHINESE NEW YEAR PARTY. Attention peo-

ple of Chinese or Oriental descent! Celebrate

the New Year with us at our Arcadia Oar>ce

Party. Dance to one of LA's hottest bands.

Complementary bufiiet. Fantastic door prizes.

For mofe info. (213)^5-9626.

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. )ULEE
CARPER MA. MFCC INTER IMF15339. SLID

INC FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/

VIRGIL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

TAN SUEDE COAT lined wHh lamb skin,

disappeared from UCLA bus #30, returning

worn tne ALL'^vjreek Jan 16. oreat senttfucniai ~

value. If have information, contact Irene

(213)824-0090. Reward.

Amy M,
This is your lastr^

week as a pledge.

You better be
watching your
back door. Have
fun and good luck.

' Lov0r Susan

AUDREY—
I tike 4*iy «i^K

JLce^

Love,
^ARGE

t '- —

Interested in being part of the UCLA Greek System

Rush Delta Zeta
and come to a Panhellenic Party

at the

Delta Zeta House

824 Hiigard

Simday January 28, 6:00 pm
Call 208-9048 or 208-9090

and we'll have your pizza waiting.

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.
"

^Congratulations^

AAn|
Neophytes!

HEY CHI-G
ACTiVES-

TOMICHT,
THE

HOUSE IS
OIJRSX
(l&L bewart..,)

EARN $300
Males 21-30 yrs. old

needed for

studies involving pre-

scription

and over the counter
drugs.

For information call:

(213) 5^0-8483
Weekdays 9am - 3pm

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years r>eeded for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be pak<. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
nnonths or more ar>d have received prior

uTHUccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint Injection vM\dt\ may
reduce pain and nolam, S100 receive upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary.
Dental Clinical Resevch Center, 82S-9792.

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with asthma,
ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves

ofTice visits in WLA. You will be paid for your
participatkm. (213)620-6574.

HEADACHE and healthy control (non-
headache) subjects 18-45 needed. Subjects
will complete questionnaire, keep headache
diary for six days, wear small tape recorder to

record jaw muscle activity. $80.00 paid upon
completion of study. Contact Mary at

(213)825-9792. Dental Clinical Research
Center.

HERPES VACCINE volunteers needed for new
vaccine study. Healthy males: 1 8-55 years old
without history of genital herpes; $150.00
reimbursement. Interested indivkkials contact
Maryanne Dilton. (213)206-0479.

'Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developnwntal evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.'

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS- Needed on pay-
ing attention. Ages 30-55. $15.00 cash.
(213)825-6402

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and olderwho have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air. and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned conwnercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evalujtfions during an eight

Contact Mary, Denial Clinical Rceevch Cerv
ter, 825-9792.

r
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Research Subjects 12 Klelp Wanted

SINUS STUDY. jSubjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an

investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be con>pensated for your time.

(213)820-6574.

UCLA RESEARCHERS seeking volunteers with

mild high blood pressure to participate in a

study to evaluate reducing drug requirements

for hypertension. You may qualify if you are

35-65 years old and have no other serious

health problems. Examinations, visits, and
parking are free of charge. For more informa-

tion call (213)206-0369.

use family studies project is seeking mothers,

fathers and children to participate in a study on
family relatioru. Child must be age 4-5 or 9-1

1

inclusive. English must be first language. Each
family will receive $100.00 For further infor-

mation, call (213)743-4872.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED with Facial Acne to

participate in research study involving new
treatment. Ages 1 4 & over. Sponsored by major

pharmeceutical company ur>der Dermatolo-

gist supen^ision. VOLUNTEERS WILL BE PAID.

For further information call (213)828-8887.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

l^ealtti Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Bcnnan, Clinical

Pcychologisl,

eating disorder spccialisL Individual

appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

weight.lose
Doctor recommended. I

All Natural.
100% <guaranteed.

(213)!281-7484

We Accept Al Vision Care Plans, i

Dr. Vogeljfi Westwood

208-301

1

BIW
MSS-
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Business Properties 25

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have i part-time

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

{213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

OFFICE for rer>t. Big opportunity; start own
business. Downtown LA. Between $1 5O-$500
per suite. (213)481-1188.

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per monlh
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
T iforrraiion C.T'CC p.Tt'P'i

.1' Anna Ih'OLjg^O'jl I A b"-
"•8. 98r '!883 fro'- you' pa" c ;

«9b4 Van Kuyi Bl»d Sh|ftnar Oikt

Re:e »• i ''»• g:'^ ' ycu' pi n'tf app'

Help Wanted 30

$8-1(Vhr, TELEPHONE SURVEYORS. Corwe-
nient to campus. BrentwoocV Westwood loca-

tion. M-F, 11am-2pm. Call (213)444-9860.

Mr. Aldfich.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. P/T, W/P, perfect

English, $5-$8Aw. Opportunity for F/T. Com-
puter company. Beverly Hills': (21 3)859-7277.

AFTERNOONS, during school, PT, vacatiorys,

experience not necessary. Apply in person,

Westwood Sporting Goods, 1065CayleyAve.,
Westwood Villaff.

AGENT'S ASSISTANT, full-time, BH. Excellent

clerical and phone skills, a strong desire to be

in the entertairwnent irxiustry is a must. Back-

ground helpful. (213)274-5999.

AID for young man in wheelchair. 30hrsA<vk.

.S875/mo. Must have car. In SM
1213)450-8719.

ARTIST seeks females to model for nKidern art

project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

KITCHEN HELPER
4 pm-7 or 8 pm M—F.

Wages & evening meal.

632 Hfigam. Can 208-6657

ASST. MGR Baskin robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/jf>art time, days^ight5^vcekends,

Westwood villiage and westside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading booksl

$32,000/yr income potential. Details

1 (602)838-8885.

ATTENTION:excellent income for home as-

sembly work. Info. Call (504)646-1 700 dept.

P695.

BOOKEEPER/SECRETARY: PT $7-$1(]^. Boo-
keeping experience required. Wordprocessing

experience very helpful. Relaxed, interesting

and involving office near campus.
(213)824-9993.

CALIFORNIA SELF-HELP CENTER/ Psychol-

ogy DeparUnent needs temporary cleirk for

data entry and filing. Macintosh experience

and fast, accurate typing skills required.

S7.8Q/hr., 8 hours/day. Call (213)825-7990.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evenings.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B

(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CLERICAL, general office, P/T, flexible. $7/hr.

Office in WLA. Prefer experience with compu-
ter word processing. Call for interview

(213)444-9061.

aERICAL help, part-tinte, UCLA Medical

Center, pleasant, hard working.
(213)206-6349. Ask for Linda.

COMPANION Therapist-athletic person for 1

2

yr. old boy, very fiigh-functioning autistic.

Car -f- good driving record, P/T, starting

$8.5(Vhr., 3 days/wk (213)859-0165.

COURIER for travel agency. Rq motorcycle,

flexible hours. Parking paid, travel benefits.

Cal 1 Kate (213)625-1414.

DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted immediately,

SSAir. -«- tips. Must have scooter, DMV, insur-

ance, Santa Monica (213)392-6067,
(213)398-2297.

DELIVERY drivers needed for Westside service

$7-12Air. Must have car arvi insurance.

(213)829-3000.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING. Part-time position

available for computer graphics person. Must
have experience with Ventura Desktop Pub-

lishing software and be able to do both

typesetting and scientific graphics. Cor>tact

Dennis Griffin at Endocrine ScierKes at

(818)345-6503.
-

DRIVER for young girl, 11:30-1:00, M-F,

$12.50/day, need car. Call Rodger
(213)393-0411 X7616 or (213)670-1857.

ENVIORNMENTAL SCIENCE associates is ex-

panding in L.A. and S.F. and has employment
opportunities for entry and senior level techni-

cal specialists in enviomrr>ental planning,

transportation planning and traffic engeneer-

ing, physical scierKes, biologists and geogra-

phers. Qualified applicants should possess a

degree in chemistry, physics, hydrology, enge-

'^cc'^''^& S^^'^'P^Y' ^'(^'(^/ urban planning

arxl other related disciplines. Applicants must

possess excellent writing arxi communication
skills. Resunrtes to M. Holmes. E.S.A. 760
Harrison St. San Fransisco 94107.

EXTRAS r>eeded for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FILM PRODUCER needs someone to do typ-

ing secretarial vM>rk orwie or twice aweek. Call

(213)657-3692.

Gorgeous Models.
For major clients in Chicago
and New York. Must have a
good look and also a good
body. For audition, call for

appointment (213)463-8181.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program

for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

Exclusive Beverly

Hills direct market-

ing company needs
full-time assistant

who has interest in

marketing and/or

advertising. Must
have excellent

secretarial skills,

computer, person-

to-person poise.

Call Toni

am 852-1821

30 Help Wanted

FRATERNITY and sorority members earn extra

mor>ey. National party favor company looking

for sales associates. High commissioru, work
your own hours. 1-800-444-6484.

FULL-TIME receptionist needed for pediatric

office. 36 hrsAvk., WLA. Must be punctual,

serious, accurate. (213)479-1233.

GENERAL OFFICE/SECRETARY 3 days to full

time 9-5pm. $7^r. Nice office r>ear Beverly

center. Good typir>g, phone and vtrritten com-
munication skills required. Varied duties.

(213)854-0466.

GOLF STORE cashier - bilingual Japanese^

English. Full/P/T, WLA. Golf experience
preferred-not necessary. (213)859-2801.
Mark. 4.

GREAT hours! Great money! Pageant/Culver

City is looking energetic people to work part

time in telemarketing, department schedule

appointments for outside sales staff. Flexible

daytinte hours only. Hourly pay plus commis-
sion, plus bonuses. Call Bill Johnson
(800)762-7243.

HANDYMAN - House and grounds. $8/hr.

Bel-Air. Some heavy work. (213)476-1855.

Hap WANTED part and full time, flexible

hours. Temporary and permanent positior«

available. Call 9am-5pm. S9/start.
(818)567-4147.

LAB ASSISTANT, 1 5-40hr5/week, negotiable,

%9/hT. UCLA school of medicine. Micro Com-
puter facility. Working knowledge with IBM
software/hardware and/or Macintosh
softwareAiardware. Contact Tito DeVeyra
(213)206-5739.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE: manufacuting de-

partment. We are a biochemical manufactur-

ing company seeking an assistant to our VP of

manufacturing. This position will involve do-
cumentation ar>d record-keeping, implement-
ing arxJ expediting projects, interfacing with all

departments as well as our customers. Good
organizational arxJ communication skills a

must. Degree in the scierxies required. Send
resumes to: Biocell Laboratories 1 1 1 7 E. lanis

St. Carson 90746; Attn: Barbara Seifert.

MARKETING FIRM seeks reliable, motivated

student to manage campus promotiorv. Flexi-

ble hours. High earning potential. No selling.

800-366-6498.
.

MARKETING ASSISTANT 9-5, M-F, salary +
commission. FinarKe company r»ear Beverly

Center, C<ood typing, oral an written commu-
nicational skills required sales abilities a must.

Exceelent career advancement potential.

(213)854-0466.

MARKET RESEARCH ANALYST. Will go to

major grocery chains in the Santa Monica,
Beverly Hills, and Hollywood areas. 20-25
hours/wk (very flexible hours). $750/mo +20*
per mile. Call (213)926-3939, Linda Hartman
for further information.

MEDIA MONITERING ORGANIZATKDN, re-

quires assistant for filing, xeroxing, mailing
must be competent, must be accurate. Call

before noon (213)459-2422.

MEDKIAL JOURNAL EDITORIAL ASSISTANT.
S6^. Hours flexible. Interest in EnglislV

Journalism. Typing, spelling, proof reading

skills. Able to work 20 hrsAivk between
9am-5pm. Catherine (213)825-6521.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development

company approx. 20hrsAvk, Brentwood, typ-

ing essential. Leasing department ask for Sheryl

(213)820-5891.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, AM, for Century City

computer training facility. Word Perfect a plus.

56.00-$ lO.OQ/hr. Jeff (213)201-0055.

OFFICE CLERK nncdcd for Beverly hills doctor.

Filing, light typing, arxi ger>eral office duties.

Flexible hours, contact Shelly 275-1724.

OFFICE clerk, M-F, 2:30-5:30pm. SS.SCVhr.,

Cent. City. Light typing. (213)553-0952.

PARALEGAL needed by Santa Monica Law
Firm. Full-time. Resume to: 1453 A 14th St.,

#213, Santa Monica 90404.

PART-TIME sales position for exclusive infant/

children's store in Brentwood. Good commu-
nication skills. Will train enthusiastic person.

Salary plus commission. Call Margo
(213)447-5407.

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSITIONS You
may easi ly make $40(Vwvk. Authorized EPSOM
product re-sellcr kx>king for people irHerested

in pursuing a career in marketing. Our well

known fax machines, printers, computers.

We'll provide you w/a path of growth well into

the future. Interested parties please call Mr. S.

Lee at (213)487-0406.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time •

* Flexlbk Hour* •

•Lots of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

NEED MONEY?
Help graduate students and

earn $15.
You need to be a student

and available for 2 hours

at:

1/29 (MON) 10:30-12:30

or

1/30 (TUE) 12:00-14:00

Please call Mary

^ Nagashima at

—^213) 474-4304

30 Help Wanted

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to Husband/Wife mo-
tion picture producer/ director team at home.
P/T days. Secretarial, light domestic & help

with new baby. Hours -f salary flexible.

(213)878-2560.

PR FIRM in Santa Monica. Flexible hours.

Tellable, deperxiable, good phorw voice, er-

rands. $6.00. (213)451-4870.

PROFESSK^NAL woman needs reliable assis-

tance w/small projects, calls, errands. Must
have good refererKes, own car. Approx.,

flexible 10 hrsAvk. Santa Monica. $6.004^r.
(213)394-6103.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings and weekends.
Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

RECEPTIONIST in private health club, after

school artd weeker>ds, Santa Monica. Looking
for responsible, enthusiastic person to work
front desk area. Chris or Lisett (21 3)450-4464.

RECEPTIONIST, pA, $6/hr. 2 openings.
Phones, light typing, filing. Mid Wilshire area.

(213)651-1181.

RECEPTIONIST, P/T. Doctors office. Hours,

M,T, & W. 4:00-8:00. Call )an at

(213)273-2216.

RESEARCH ASST. UCLA study of sex hor-

mones & hufltan behavior. Videotape children

& adults, administer paper/pencil tests, score &
analyze daa, train & supervise lab helpers.

Psydwiogy background required, computer/
statistical skills desired, car needed.
S11.87/hr, 20 hrs/wk. Dr. Hines
(213)825-8160.

RESEARCH POSITKDNS available. Flexible

day and evening hours SS^r. Call Bob
(213)206-3416.

RESEARCH POSTITION flexible say and even-

ing hours. $5A>r. Call Bob (213)206-3416.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minimum of 20hrVwk, $8Air, Marina Del

Rey. Person with some engineering, technical,

or computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)395-8834.

RETAIL, Display & Customer Services. PT/FT,

flexible hours. $9.85/start. Back to school

work. Advancement opportunities. Call

(213)392-1310, (818)342-2612.

RETAIL SALES, PT/FT, open immediately, sal-

ary will corrwnensurate with experience, close

to campus, call Tuxedo Warenouse,
(213)559-4889.

RETAIL SALES. Wonoen's clothing. Friendly,

professional appearance. Santa Monica F/T or

P/T. 11-6pm.(21 3)395-2728.

SALES. F/T, P/T. Aggresive person to sell

fashion footwear. Shoe Concepts, Stacie,

10938 Weyburn.

SECRETARY: PT, law firm, Tishman Building,

Westwood. Multi-mate word processing, ex-

perience preferred. (213)477-0578.

SECRETARY, part-time. Light typing, bookk-

eeping. Flexible hours. SIOAir. Westwood
location. Mr. White (213)859-5583.

SECRETARY/Clerical, P/T, light word process-

ing, general office, flexible hours. $6.5(Vstart.

Brentwood CPA's. (213)826-1380.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS Over 5,000
openings! National parks, forests, fire crews.

Serxl stamp for free details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

TROPKIAL/ BEACH RESORTS HIRING. Are

you tired of the same dull summer jobf Resorts

now hiring for seasonal arwJ career opportuni-

ties. Call (303)444-5585.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. -»- bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

ALFRED SILVERA
will be shooting on location in

LA from Wed. 1/31 -Wed. 2/7.

Alfred viforjcs extensively witii

men/Women in New York City,

Paris-USA, and international mod-

eling agency. Boolcing on a first

come, first serve, pre-paid basis.

(213)856-8222 24 hrs.

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP, W. IIASS7

QIRtS CAMP, MAINE
TOP SALARY, RM^OOAUNDRY, TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE MUST LOVE KIDS AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY, ARTS • CRAFTS. BASRBALL.
BASKETBALL. BK^YCLINQ.

CHEERLEAOINQ. DANCE. DRAMA DRUMS.
FENCINQ. QOLF, QUITAR, QYMNASTCS.
HCX^KEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE, NATURE, SAILBOAROING.
SAIUNQ. ^UBA, SOCCER, TENNIS.

TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEK5HTS. WOOD,
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINAOU,

5 QLEN LANE. MAUARONECK. NY 10543.

(914)361-5963.
WOMEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP VEQA
P.O. BOX 1771. DUXajRY. UA 02332.

(617)934-6536.

30 Help Wanted 30

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

Telecornmunicalion Solidlor needed.

Flexible hours.
Great bonus plan.

State Farm Insurance
Sean (213)473-0141

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. Aows, liirm A oommarciak
All typ*». 18-80 yrt. tarn extra money.

Ftm tool Ci»ativ» CaMing

(213)466-7319

WANTED! Counter person. PTA^T Call Elysee

Cafe! Westwood. (213)208-6505.

WANTED: WAITRESSAVAITER, DELIVERY
PEOPLE. ENTHUSIASTK:, outgoing, IN-

DIVIDUALS FOR RESTAURANT INSIDE LUX-
URKXJS CENTURY CITY HEALTH CLUB.
TOM OR STEVE. (213)557-8926.

WLA healthclub looking for fitness oriented

receptionist, early nrtornings and afternoons.

Shannon (213)826-8006.

Job Oppoftunities 32

ARE you makir>g what you're worth? Have you
achieved financial independence? If not, does
the idea of getting paid everytime someone
uses their Mastercard, pays their mortgage,
makes a long distance call or books an airline

ticket intrigue you? This may be the answer to
achievingyourdreams. Ray: (21 3)281 -7961 or
Anthony: (213)838-3667.

BOOKSELLER, pacific bookstore, 1 1 755 wi-
shire blvd WLA daytime hours, bookselling

experience desireable, office work ar>d selling,

typing skills required, references required.

Contact Adri Butler, (213)312-1819.

EARN 5:2000-4000. Searching for employ-
ment that permits working your own hrs., but
still challenging enough for your entrepeneur-

ial skills? Manage programs for FORTUNE 500
companies. Earn $2000-4000. Call
1(800)932-0528 x2Vl (800)950-8472 x21.

EDUCATKDNAL sales. Earn up to $4000 in our
8-week promotion. Car required. Contact
Stacey (213)390-0289.

FULL-/PART-TIME Bilingual Spanish speaking
MSW-MFCC hours available. Also, foster

home recruiter. Call Beverly Heath
(213)385-5100.

GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLK: HEALTH wanted to work in newly
created position of Marketing Analyst in Radio-
logical Sciences Departntent. Position will

primarily focus on conducting market research

via hospital records and interviews. Will also

perform analysis to assist in development of
marketing and busir>ess plans for the depart-

ment arKi assist in determination of apporpriate

product lir>e management strategies. 14-20
hours per week, flexible, $9.49^r. Healthcare

and marketing experience desirable, contact

Ken Belferman at (213)825-6800.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/

interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typing^vritlng skills. Medical
and/or legal experier>ce desireable. $1 2-1 5A>r.

FuU. benefiU. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.jUbcr

NEEDID: COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, part-

timed OhrsA*^), to program experiements for

the acquisition and processing of physiological

measures ar>d on-lir>e control of devices and
stimuli using ASYST and/or FORTH essential.

Experience with similar computer applications

desirable. Call
David Shapiro, PHd, 213 825-0252.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. Kennolyn

camps private co-ed resident camp in the Santa

Cruz Mountains is looking for camp counse-

lors. Applicants must be mature and skilled in

the areas of: swimming (WSI), aquestrian,

vaulting, fencing, gymnastics, sailing, sail-

boarding, photography, theater, tennis, soccer,

baseball, volleyball, basketball, rappelling,

archery, riflery, and other camp related activi-

ties. We wilt be on campus Monday, January

29. PIcaM contact Candy Scalberg, Director^
Student Employment (21 3)825-2981 to sign up
for inten^iew.
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On-Campus Interviews
with

3Com Corporation

EE, CS majors and l\/IBAs

Are yoUrt^

Interested in quickly making your mark in one of the fastest growing
segments of the personal computer industry, PC networking? Com6
join the company that started it all - 3Com Corporation.

3Com continues to pioneer today's hottest networking technologies
including Ethernet, Token Ring, and Macintosh connectivity,

micro-to-mini and mainframe communciations, and the newest
software and hardware platforms that will solve the networking needs
of Fortune 1 000 companies in the 1990s.

If a high tech, leading edge company interests

YOU, interview with US!

SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS

MBA candidates on

January 25 and 26, 1990

Undergraduate candidates on

January 29, 31, 1990

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

BUSY HOLLYWOOD PRODUCTION COM-
PANY needs ^ office assistant fluent in

|apar>ese, and P/T experienced bookeeper.

(213)466-7576 or FAX resume, 464-8048.

Internstiips 34

ADVERTISING INTERN, 1 5 hn/wk., flexible.

Brentwood, graphic design or comm. majors

preferred, media experience helpful, gain

valuable advertising experience.
(213)447-2964

Ctiild Core Wonted 35

10-MONTH OLD, occasional full days, reli-

able car and local refererKes essential.

(213)472-7662.

3 MONTH INFANT, MTTH. aprrox.
2:30-8:30pm, possibly more. $5.5C^r. Mar
VisU. References required. (213)390-2882
loyce.

3 YEAR OLD GIRL, in Pacific Palisades,

looking for qualified babysitter on M,W,
afternoons and 2 weekend nights/month. S600
start. (213)459-1263.

;

BABYSITTER. P/T, evenings and weekend
days. $6^r. Call (213)473-6642.

BABYSITTER, Westwood, flexible hours. 1

child, 7 yrs. Responsible, loving sitter. Must
have car. (213)479-0557.

CHILDCARE FOR 2yr old. Culver City,

9:30-3:30 T-FR, 9:30-2:30, mon. $120iMc,
Light housekeeping. (213)838-6087.

CHILDCARE w/car for girl 8, 3-4 days/wk.

3:30-6:30pm. Westside. References & insur-

ance req. $6/hr. + mileage. (21 3)578-5452 day

& (213)397-1993 eves.

"DRIVER w pick-up 2 chttdren from t>nivBTsity

Elementary School to their home in

W.Hollywood at 2:45pm weekdays. Please

call Felice {213)837-6900 X328, 24hriyday.

Ctilld Core Wanted 35

MOTHER'S HELPER: childcare/light house-

keeping. 2 week days, Saturday eveningi.

Friendly and dependable. (213)204-5298.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 4-5 days/week. MWF
2-6. Must drive and speak English. 4 A 7 year

old acthre boys. References. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask
for Lauren.

NANNY, 1-2day^Mc. for special 15 month/
old girl in my home. Westwood/Pico, must be
loving, experienced and have good English

skills. Call (213)475-1747.

PACIFIC PALISADES, Tues., Thur. 3:30-7, care

for 8 year-old boy, $Sflv. Call evenings

(213)459-2894.

PERSON NEEDED 3 aftemoon-eve per week,
12-15 hours. Salary open, dinner incl. light

housekeeping, cooking, helping 1 1 -yr old girl

with homework. Some FrerKh required, must

have own car and ins. Paula (213)657-0605.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER needed for West-

wood family. Part-tinr>e, flexible hours. Walk-
ing distance to campus. Call (213)475-2091.

TEACHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required.

15-20 hrvWk. (213)273-1868.

Apartments for Rent 49

1-BDR, S75(ynrK>, sccurtiy building, parking,

suana, pool 1 1425 Rochester Ave. Near bus

stop, 10 min from campus. (213)263-8221.

5mi east of UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom apart-

ment. Upper floor. Near muccuih. $63Vino.
Evening (213)659-0365.

(DeadCine.

(MsoCutcCy 0\[p Late SitCs)

!Fn. TeB. 9, 4 pM,

Issue: fe6.14tfi

iRates: SS/CoCumn incfifor students

^ coCdr (l7(}sW^
^r colbr (2?(2sdt aSove)

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedroom8

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

BEVERLY HILLS, guesthouse, new. Single,

kitchenette, full bath, Jacuzzi, washer/d^
priveleges. Without utilities. $625/mo.
(213)274-3935.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA REFRIDGERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

FURNISHED bachelor, includes all utilities.

$595. Private seperate garage, $1 50. Walk to

UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

MODERN, large 2-bedroom, 2-bath, built-ini.

.^J>i UCLA busline. Security, carpet, drapes,

a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barrington.
(213)478-1190.

^

ONE-BEDROOM, full-bath, full kitchen. Mira-
cle Mile. Near bus stop. $625/mo.
(213)470.1640.

PACIFK: palisades $645/mo. Very priv^e
guest housc/bachelor unit. Utilities included.

t6714'A Marquez (213)472-0069.

PALMS- 1 bedroom apartment furnished, urv
ftirnished, ntv UCLA, 5590.00. Bachelor
$395.00. (213)878-5512.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. $935,alarm, A/C,
quiet, two years old, ten minutes to UCLA by
bus. 10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039.

PALMS- Large, new, one bedroom security

apartment, 15 min. from UCLA, $79S^o.
Trent 318-1301.

PKIO-ROBERTSON AREA spacious 2-bed/
2-bath, $800/mo. 1 -bed/1 -bath, $65G^yno.
Call (213)273-8160.

SANTA MONKA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
garage. New, fireplace, Washer/dryer, quiet

(213)473-4272.

SANTAMONK> 1 -bed 2-bath, loft. 2 parking
spaces, new, volume, ciclings,
quiet$1295AnoiHh. (213)473-4272.

SHERMAN OAKS. $1125/mo. Large 1400
sq.ft. 2-bedroom/2-bath, 2 fireplaces, micro-
wave, dishwasher, stove, trash compader,
much more. Laura (818)363-0737,
(818)993-8900.

SMALL 1 -bedroom trailer private, quiet. $350,
inc utifities. Topanga. (213)455-3447.

IXTLA University apts for rent!! Must be
full-time student. Single, 1 -bedroom + 2-be<i-

room available. Short walk to campus, fully

furnished. Call (213)825-2293.

UCLA University apartments for rent!! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or

(213)825-8496.

UNIVERSITY APT.-Westwood chateau
2-be(V2-bath available irrwnediately for full-

time single students. $1472/rno. Garage park-

ing, microwave, dishwasher, fireplace. Call

Panr>ela (213)825-2293.

VAN NUYS- 15 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bed^ I'A bath. 2 story townhouse.

BACHELOR $475^40. CarpeU, drapes, refrig.

10 min to campus, 3545 lasmine. Palmt

(213)836-8138.

*rr«. .^-octyi i /> bath. 2 Story townhouse.
$710/mo. Security, gated parking.
213/B65-3801

VAN NUYS- 15 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bed/2 VA bath. 2 story townhouse.
$710/mo. Security, gated parking.
213/865-3801.

VAN NUYS 1 5 minutes to campus. Good area.

2-bed/1 V. -bath. 2 stroy townhouse. $71 (Vmo.
Security, gated parking. (213)865-3801.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking
*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties ..-

^6-6789

ta^
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Don't Be Left Out In The Cold This January!

The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill!

YouVe just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either too

small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive twelve

minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other students -

living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

*Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms *Centrally located laundry and vending machines

^Private bathtub and shower *Separate study and TV lounges

*Never more than two students per room *Complete student meal plan

*Safe, quiet environment *Student run radio station and weight room
*Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbeques, concerts and lectures!

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlooking the

San Fernando Valley. And it's just a few minutes away from UCLA!

BRENTWOOD adjacent, $1280, plus one
month's free rent with lease. $500 security

deposit. New 2-bed, 2-bath. Large living room,

balcony, central air arKi heat, gated parking,

elevator, walking distance to Westwood.
(213)479-2666.

WESTWOOD. $995. 2-bed/2-bath, new car-

pet, levelors, wetbar, balcony, bui It-ins.

(213)444-7378.

WLA. Large 2-b*nVTA bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, Refrigerator, pool, f^tio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pks.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5216,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

^-fcon't hassle with apartment hunting. Relax at the UJ - the answer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
213-476-9777, ext 259

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

SKI UTAH - furnished condo at base of

mountain, sleep six, fireplac^acuzzi, $120 a
night. All dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

Apts. to StKire 54

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

Vt/ALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

• refrigerator •dishwasher-

huge closet"

controlled entry*

$900
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

WESTWOOD, $1895, 2-bedroom, 14th floor

penthouse. 24hr. security guard., cable, pool,

spa, near Medical CenterA^illage. 969 Hilgard.

(213)216-1316.

WESTWOOD. $1200/n^o. Large 2-bdrm/

2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, $1950/MO. 3bed/2-bath,

large duplex. Nice. Den, parking. Ideal for

family. (213)891-0670.

WESTWOOD: 2bedroom + 2bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna. Controlled access parking.

$170(ymo 555 Glenrock Ave (213)824-9691.

WESTWOOD: 2-bedroom 14th floor penth-

ouse condominium. Stunning view. 24 hr

security guard, pool, spa, valet parking.

Furnished/unfurnished. 969 Hilgard.

$1895/mo short/long term lease.

(213)216-1316.

WESTWOOD $850. 1 -bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm (213)479-1202.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

WESTWOOD townhouse. 2-bed/2-balh, 2-car

garage, 10614 Eastbourne Ave. $1295.
(213)827-3813.

WESTWOOD, 2 blocks from UCLA, 2 rooms
available imn^ediately, K^-single, female-
double, rent includes meals. (21 3)824-4673,
(213)824-0091.

westwood village. large luxury 1

bedroom. bright, dishwasher, re-
fri[x:erator, wet bar. extra closet
space, central air, gated parking. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A^, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213)826-7686.

WLA $65(Vmo. One bedroom. Stove, refriger-

ator, private patio. 1412 Brockton ave.

(2130476-8924.

WLA. $72(VMO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

WLA-Large single, 1-bath, paid utilities, must
move in Jan. 20-31, $395.

BEL AIR above UCLA, private room and bath in

exchange for light house, child care (1 boy, 6
yrs old). School drop off anchor pick up.

Reliable car w/ seatbelts a nujst. Female
prefeaed. (213)471-3341.

MAR VISTA own room in 3 bdr. $313/mo.
Parking, own % bath. 391-6156. Move-In
imnr>ediately $300 security.

NEWER TOWNHOUSE M/F private room &
bath, sec. parking, built-ins. Nice, all priv-

ledges. $475 -t- $100 deposit. (213)397-6133.

OWN BEDROOM/BATHROOM. Fireplace,

dishwasher, parking, pool, tennis, jiKuzzi,

health club, laundry. $475/mo. 02A)1/90.
(213)215-1092. C.C.

ROOMMATE NEEDED, OWN ROOM, 1 MILE
TO CAMPUS, $447.5Q/MO. lAUNDRY,
CARPORT.

SM/VENICE, $600ymo., own room, own bath,

1 -block from beach, pool^acuzzi, 24 hr sec-

urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main st.

392-9866.

UCLA adjacent. Share 1-bdrm. apartment.
Parking, amenities. $459/ea. (negotiable). Or«
month deposit. Non-smokers (213)206-2975
A3.A.P. .

WESTWOOD SECURITY BUILDING. Need
two roommates. 2-bedroorT>/ 2-bath apart-

ment. $331.25/ share. $662.5(V own room.
(213)474-4066.

WESTWOOD. Walk to campus/ shuttle. Pool,

etc. h^. 1 -bedroom. V. rent $362.50+ utili-

ties. (213)208-4971/ 206-1465.

WLA Great Deal! Two graduate students.

3-bedroonV 2-bathroom. $34(ymonth, close

to UCLA, near bus. (213)447-3230.^

WLA. Own bedroom, share bath. Need 3rd

perK>n for large 3-bedroom apartment. Short

term. Feb. 1- May 31. $415/mo.
(213)620-7110.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

1

3 stoiy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

[laundry, 2-car parking,

I

sundecks

I

•10- 15 min. from
campus

i»6 models to choose
from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Share 57

(21 3)479-2006/message.

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
Alt amenities,

security btdg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

1 b«V1 bath

tlOZS 1 b«yi btf) plut loft

tlQSO 2 bMVZ bath

(1295 2 b«V2 bath plua dan

Beiutifuly daooratad. a^. aacurity (H^tad. buit-in

ctova, diatwaahar. Open houaa &turd^r 10-2 at

3717 Vinton /104

1 mo. FREE REIfT wtth ona year laaaa.

83»-«16 (ny.) 47»-4S59 (oltfca)

VENICE 1-BEO, completely remodelled. IVi

blocks from beach, quiet, utilities irKJuded.

$75(Vmo (213)642-5952.

WESTSIDE, 1-bdr/1-balh. Refrigerator, carpet/

draperies, stove, utilities included. SSSG^o.
plus S500 security. (213)280-0073 or

(213)836-9149.

WLA, own room 2-bedroom apt. Close to

UCLA, kitchen, 1 deal, nice roonvrte. $375Ano
(213)473-6136 eve.

WLA, sunny, bright, upper 2-bed/2-bath,

S850, 1 -bed/1 -bath $650, with lease, no pets.

(213)476-7116.

Apartments Furnished 50

SANTA MONICA. $575/mo., furnished 1 -bed-
room apartnr>ent r>ear beach. Security build-

ing^laundry, parking. (213)394-4105.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor
$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)624-0181.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Ibedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)206-3328.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM APT, furnished, very nice

+ large balcony, 1st floor. Federal Ave., $720,
(213)479-8399.

House for Rent 56

BEVERLY GLEN. $1200 neg. 2-bed/2-bath.

1 St/last, security, brick floors, fp, patio.

Sale possible. (213)474-1385.

BRENTWOOD. %2MXifMO. 3-bdrnV2-bath,

security system, erxilosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuz2i, 2-car garage. (21 3)626-6907.

FOR LEASE: House. Near UCLA. 3-bdrn>/

2-bath. Furnished, $2200. Unfurnished price

negotiable. Jack Realty (213)479-2732.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdmV
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,

2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (618)888-2224.

MAR VISTA 3-bdmV2-bath. 1600 sq. ft. Fire-

place, eclosed backyard. 1 minutes to UCLA.
$165Q/mo. (213)478-7072.

SMALL HOUSE 4 lease. 2-bdmV2-bath, 2 large

closets. Very nice and clean; near UOLA. No
pets. $900. (213)479-7251.

BUSINESSWOMAN, non-smoker, to shai;e

large townhouse. Piano, fireplace, garage,

garden. SSSO/mo. (213)450-9111 ext.2371

.

MAR VISTA,$800/MONTH. IMACULATE
QUIET WING OF HOME ON QUIET CUTAr
SAC. YOUR OWN CULTASACE, AND LIV-

ING ROOM AND BEDROOM AND BATH.
SHARE KITCHEN, GARAGE, SPA, GARDEN,
AND LARGE YARD. FEMALE OR COUPLE.
TOM (213)390-3313, (213)264-8888.

VENICE, $465, own room, cool 3-bdrm house.

Safe area. Bus to UCLA. (213)392-0220.
Valerie.

VENICE: roomate needed to share cute 2-bed-
room cottage. Two blocks to beach.
(213)452-5604.

WESTWOOD, $60(Vmo. Graduate student

wants clean, quiet roommate to share just

remodeled 2 bedroom house. Large yard,

fireplace, wood floors, ample parking, washer/
dryer. David (213)474-1160.

House for Sale 58

KELTON Ave. totally remodeled hon>e in

Westside villiage 2-bd/2-ba. Studio, dining

room. $349,500. (213)477-7001.

6ruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

ACROSS

1 Stepped off

6 Pen
10 Asian demoTM
14 Make amtenda
15 "— la Dooce"
16 Revelry cry
17 Crossea
18 Ale serving
19 Admonish
20 Attribute

22 Travelers

24 MMeest coin
26 Garnishee
27 Ran the 100
31 Wood
32 One of the

Horae
33 Shopping

plazas

35 Small rHjmber
36 Secret

society
30 a pistol

40 Opening
41 PSTplus4

hrs.

42 French artist

43 Blare
44 Container
45 RevoNed
47 Time periods
51 Decipher
52 Ornate
o^ rinncNVB
saRlpener

59 Noble
61 Dodge
62 Obsolete
63 Vichy water
64 Bird

65 Stumbles
66 Jog
67 Shrinkage

allowartces

DOWN
1 Equal: pref.

2 Bomb type
3 Corral
4 Standir>g up
5 Ordain
6 Drink

7 Warrant
8 Kin of

•ain't"

Oioe throws
Modern
"Stop!"

PfKVKMM PUZILI SOLVIO

r

9
10
11

12 Rich cake
13 Judgment
21 Gobble up
23 Of the USSR
25 FruM
27 Area
28 Nudge
29SpHt
30MaN-room

oadgat
34 Subeaquently
35Baik
36 Other
37 Dandelion
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TODAY'S

CROSSWORD

PUZZLE

30 Most deft

40 Extended
movie run

42 Herb
43CkMeat
44 Hockey-rink

perimeter

47 Dig
48 AtMrtt

40 Weather word

50 Relish ^-^^

53 Beach resort

55 Shave

ggCopyread

57 Workrooms

60 House pet

^-t~

Daily Bruin Qassified

Housing Needed 60 Roommates 65 Insurance
NON-SMOKER 27 year old Med-student look-
ing for a*tn room. Will trade tutoring anchor
labor for reduced rent. Please call Lart
(213)636-6130.

SWISS STUDENT UCLA seeks room In ex-
change, evening/weekend. Childcare/
housekeeping. Call: Chrislina (213)454-0^^2.

WLA male share 1 -bdrm apartment $265Atio.
utilities included. $20Cydep. Parking. Dave,
(210)473-4094 eves. Leave message. —

\

WLA Need one roommate,-Kesportsible non-
smkr. share 2b(V2ba, $65(ynfwN Avail Feb.

(213)201-6419 (days), Lynn.

Room/Board for Help 62 Rondos for Share 68

FREE rodnVboard and salary. Beautiful Brent-

wood home, care 3-year old girl. Flexible
afternoon, early evening hours. Experience/
references. (213)476-8649. _^
NEED help with 2 girls, 7 and 1 0. Transport to
and from school, sonr>e errands, light house-
keeping. Days free. Must be available nights

M-F, weekerids free. Ideal for students. Walk-
ing distance to UCLA Plus stipend.
(213)486-8626.

WESTWOOD: Lovely room in beautiful

house. Walk to UCLA. Free rent in exchange
for light cooking and housekeeping.
(213)476-5164.

Room for Help

BRENTWOOD PARK guesthouse, separate

entran<;e, kitchen, washer and dryer. In ex-

change for light housework and English tutor-

ing to 3 minor boys. Non-snr>oker. No guest
allowed. Reference required. (213)451-4433.

BRENTWOOD. Guesthouse/studio w/Iovply
yard, kitchenette. %7SO/mo. plus light house-
keeping and maintenance. No smoking.
(213)476-4588.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,
huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five
miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

BEVERLY HILLS, female, non-snwker. Private

own roonVA bath, kitchen privileges. Pleas-

ant surroundings. (213)470-7297.

ROOM IN HOME, large, bath, ideal for UCLA
studentAaculty, light kitchen privileges, non-
snfK)ker. (213)476-2088.

WLA, spacious furnished room, private, quiet,

garden view. $45(Vmo. <213)474-7285.

Roommates 65

CULVER CITY, $425/mo. 2-bed/1-balh.
Washer/dryer, parking, all anrienities. 1st plus
deposit. Diana (213)838-9599.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. $255/rTK>to
share a large furnished one-bedroom apart-

n>ent in Westwood. (818)790-2185.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed, large, 2-bed
2-bath apt. Fairfax area, leave message
(213)931-7326.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED- 660 Veteran
Ave, 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Parking! To move in

ASAP. $348 a n>onth. Call Lisa at 824-0658 or
208-5951.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted ASAP. One
bedroom, five minutes to campus,
$291.2Q/month, utilities included. (213)
824-9735.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV 2-bath apartment. 4 miles from
campus. $500/mo. Available 02/15. Kim
(213)836-8672.

FOURTH male roommate needed.
$337.5Cyn>onth + deposit. (213)477-8512.

FURNISHED APARTMENT. $325. Own room,
parking, near 405 and 10. Palms. Steve
(213)538-6729 (day); (213)839-5475 (nighO

TM LOOKING for female roommate to share a

1-bdrm apartment on campus. $462/mo.
(213)208-4052.

LOOKING for female roomate to share duplex.
W/-«- w/o other UCLA students. Non-smoker.
Room $290. (213)636-6090.

MALE ROOMATE WANTED. 51 2 Veteran apt.

212. (213)824-5646.

MALE to share 2-bdrrV2-bath with 3 others.

Glenrock. Walking distafxre. Pool, Jacuzzi.

jAOOtmo. (213)824-7427.

MARINA DEL REY. 2-bedroom to share with

female. Few blocks from beach. $50(Vmo
(213)305-0188 after 4:30pm.

ROOMMATE wanted, luxurious Brentwood
one bedroom apartment with partitior>ed living

room $35(ymo. LKiiities included. Covered
parking, pool security, garden, near LICLA.
markets, buses. (213)2344014.

ROOM TO SHARE, private bath, sec. bidg.,

pool, free cable, priv. phn., util. incld.

$320. (213)447-2462, (213)447-2505.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate needed to

share 1 -bedroom apartment. $300/mo,
6-month lease. Tony (213)206-0451.

WESTWOOD 2 BED/1 -BATH- Furnished,

sunny, deck, gardens, parking, walk to cam-
pus, $375/month. (213) 471-4533.

WESTWOOD. 2-bdm>/2 bath. $395/mo. 2

males r>eeded. Pool^acuzzi, parking, 5 mi-

nutes to UCLA. (21 3)206-4207. DAn-orVMarc.

WESTWOOD Female roommate ASAP, share

single. $350 -f utilities. 565 Gayley #302,

(213)206-1386 or (213)824-0636.

WLA, $34(ymo. -f^deposit. Own room In

3-bedroom, 1 -bath house. Easy going environ-

ment. 10 minutes to campus. (213)474-3173.

WLA $40(]^iw. Own room in large 2-bed,

1-balh apartment. Close to campus. Female.

(213)826-0149, Maureen.

WLA, mate, hdh-trnotwr, share hA/tA, lUfjt

2-bcV2-ba apartment %257.SOfmo. Call even-

inn. (213)620-8840.

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in 2-bed-
room. Bike to UCLA. Patio and parking. $625
plus deposit. (213)476-2640.

Condos for Rent 69

?? Nee(d Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Inmirance Agency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

CULVER CITY, Fairfield. Beautiful large con-
dominium. 2-bed/ 2-bath. High ceiling, patio,

pool, laundry facilities, 2-car garage. No
pete.$105(ymo. (213)477-6885.

WESTWOOD. $1200/nrK>. 2-bdrrTV2-bath +
den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(816)376-1062.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed, 2-bath, 2-car parking.
Security, pool, balcony. Magnificent view. 4
blocks from UCLA. $l6aymo. Call Cass
(213)470-1761.

Flying/Porochiuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.
Student discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

h ( 'iirrirri. .M()t(iiT\clf-

( < rn<. TO YOU'

Movers 94

CRECS nHJving. We do all the n>oves Specia-
lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -6692.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)265-6666. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rell-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

Tennis 80

TENNIS RAQUET, WILSON PROFILE.
2.7^5/4 5/8, new,un5trung, $225 reUil, $1 50
with warranty, cover. (213)206-2140 Marco.

VOICE MAIL - Don't Miss Phone Calls Own a
private phone number to receive/send mes-
sage. Numbers available throughout Calif.

(213)964-3356, (616)594-1057.

Ctilld Core 90
Services Offered 96

EXPERIENCED & LICENSED family day care
provider. Monday to Friday. Has references.

Call (213)452-7597.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nrHjney. (213)820-4839.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. MKJ journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER can help in figure/charts

for publications, lilustratiom in ink, pen, color.

Symbol design. Cecilia (618)767-7914.

I HATE AUTO INSUKANCE!
^<innnnnnnnnnnnnn innn.

We ail do but auto insaranc
(s required by law' So tor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

:213:852 "^5 818,'?42 151C
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
Ail subiects. Tbeaea.

Proposals and Books. J

Wejgpme. Shaion B«ar, PhD.

lUooa,
Studenu

13) 47D-4661.

•••••••••••••••••••

If

\<i

Auto/Home/Comnercial

Westwood/Wilshira Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So ot Wilshire)

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum iiability required

by law.
Example: fennale 21 and
over $575/yr.; fenxale

under 21, male under 25,

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-6355^

NOW AVAILABLE IN KERCKHOFF!
ASUCLA Graphic Services in Kerckhott IbQ • 2060S94

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENGLISH as a second language or Spanish
lessons by experienced UCLA MA college

teacher. (213)478-7971.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(21 3)628-7710.

JAPANESE/CHINESE private tutor. All levels.

Please call Ben after 9pm. (213)781-4477.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, a/fcwdable rates (818)500-4021.

Wednesday, January 24, 1990 33

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

ImfDediote Prx>ne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monico

TUTORING
An subjects plus LSAT,GMAT.

and GRE Free 1 hour lesson with thb

od.IVY league grads. Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No l0S4jranceA^ncslled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

PUBLISHED WRITER-tOITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dhsertatiorw; resumes. Call: 473-4193.

SPANISH LESSONS, Argentinian native tutor

(M.S.C). Reasonable rates call Beatriz
(213)390.7690.

^

TOEFL preparation "ESL* English as a second
language—patient Internationally---
experienced teacher. (21 3)965-0059, Dr. Ber-

nard eves.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skill. Anne (213)859-2293,
leave message.

Tutoring Needed 99

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR wanted fro Sth
grader. iS/hr. 4 hnAvk. Must have transport-

tion. Near UCLA (21 3)854-0466.

Typing 100

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Sepulvcda (213)397-9711.

WHY PAY MORE? Wordprocessing, fast, ac-

curate. Laser printer, spell check, editirtg on
request. Monic< (213)392-3262.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

ertalidni, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)820-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888. .

91 Typing 100 Resumes 104

«1 QUALiry desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resun^es, business

materials. Laser prirrted 391-0942.

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law gradutfe with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABC TYPING. Students work welcome. Near
UCLA campus. $2/page. Quick & accurate.

(213)477-4943.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near carripus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)31 2-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser

printed- free pickup and delivery. Term papers
(APA), dissertations, resumes. (213)475-4057.

All computer work I do. Free pick-up and
delivery. Reasonable rates. (818)708-0910
and (213)274-5529.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spellir^g, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747 .

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing
w/ laserjet quality printing for resumes and
papers. Affordable prices niear Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvette (213)558-3238.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0386.

FAST TURNAROUND-Wordprocessing-
Crad student/former secretary, familiar with
props, writing formats—pick up on campus.
(213)447-2143.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM PC- lazer printer, short papers, transcrip-

tion, theses, dissertations reasonable rates,

Kathryn. (213)939-4303.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yean cxperici^ce. Abo offer

ethical assbtaftce with writing problems
and hjtonng in English, History,

Philosophy, and PolilicaJ Science.

Bill Oelancy 207-5021

TYPING
Located on campus
Fast turnaround, laser prints

Reasonable Rates!

!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Cenfef in Kerckhoft • 206-8454

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults^
children. SlO/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave messaff.

VOtCE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONOON
(21 3)277-701 2.
VOICE, PIANO AND MUSICAL training. All

levels welcome. By professional singer/ pian-

ist. Phone 375-3411.

Travel 105

THE
WORLD
IS ON
SALE!
RcundtripftemUx Angeles

Ntwyorii $
$ 4tf
$ 4tf

Parif $ 54f
Allitiit $ iff
TahM $ Mf
Cairo $ 739
TdiUritf I 738
Nairobi $1978

$1)40
$1540

ntufctkim apply. FarMsubjKttochwiB*
witwul noliM and btMd on avaiiMiy.

CoBKi navd

lorai

t13-t0t-S551

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

ir^TERVIEW FOR SUCCESS! I get the callback

job interview ever/time. Let me tell you hoJf.

Send $6.00 to Foot-ln-The-Door, 1 50 South

Debardeleben, Auburn, Alabama, 36830.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

«vritten by licensed career counselor. Assis-

larKe with collegie admission essays. Near

LXILA. (213)208-1865.

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Crnphic Services in KerckhoH 150 • 206-D894

Travel 105

^

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

AB Round Trip Fares

UCLA Week in

Mazatian *319.

Puerto Vallarta * 253.

Cancun 279.

Jamaica 338.

Honolulu 244.

London 514.

Paris 606.

Frankfurt 566.

Amsterdam 606.

TRAVEL SERVICE
First Class in Low Fares

A-Level Ackennm
Hours: M-F 8:30^, Sat n-3

Autos for Sale 109

1983 DODGE 400 Convertible. AM/FM stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. Steal for

S370Cyobo. (213)206-3936.

TOYOTACOROLLA LB, 1 983. Xlnt condition,

5-speed, new brakes, am/fm cassette.
S250(yobo. (618)907-6917.

1983 TOYOTA CELICA CT, black. 5-speed,
fully loaded, S4,30(y firm. (618)761-6619.

80 HONDA CIVIC wagon. 5-sp., ac, cass. 93k.
Runs great S1900/obo. (213)390-9435.

84 MAZERATI BITURBO, leather, 5-speed,
loaded, alpine alarm, cover, excellent condi-
tion, $790(Vbbo. (213)271-5488.

8ERTONI XI -9, Targa. $9000. Won in contest.

Yellow, 5-speed, AA:, 2 seater. Call Leah,
(213)854 2648, days. (213)474-5735,
evenings.

BMW, 2002, 1976, $2,900. Clean inside and
out. New trans, tires and Kenwood stereo.

Moving. Must sell. (21 3)626-9542.

Eft^W 2002. $490(yobo, 1975, automatic,
sunroof, Vc, low miles, blue. Great condition.
(213)836S980.

BMW 325e 1985. WhiteAan, leather, chrome
wheels, remote alarm-superb condition.
U.SOCVobo. (213)654-7503.

CHEVROLET CHEVETTE 1981 $1800 2-door,
automatic, /VC power steering, sunroof, low
miles, (213)399-8257.

DATSUN 280 ZX TURBO. 1981. k>aded,
T-tops, runs like new, blue book: $5900.
Asking $4600 (213)838-5753.

DATSUN 280Z, 76, 2600. Burgandy ^^
L o u v • r I ,

runs excellent! Low miles, (213)837-4541 .

DODGE ASPEN 1980 6 cylinder, runs good.
SlOOO^obo (213)208-1200 between 9 and
5pm.

DODGE OMNI, 1987. $350(Vobo. 44k/miles.
An\A^m, po«ver steering. 5-speed, factory wv-
ranty. (213)476-4879.

FIAT BRAVA, 1979, $95(yobo, 2-doof,
5-speed, very clean, stereo, good tirtt.

(213)3950692.

I
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DAILY. EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLOAeD $40 pf

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ciba • AO • UH • ek.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St

Downey 8556 Rrestone Blvd.

Fulterton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

AMERiA
['a PartkiptaoryDtmoenuj
This 124 page book preaents practical

solutions to correct the decay of our
federal govemmenL Tour govermmtnt
Yomrfuntrtl

In a unique but basic way it combines
the conflicting philosophies of
Hamilton and Jefferson to produce a

stronger national system with total

local control at the congressional
district level.

You risk nothing. You will be billed

$8JO * S 1 .50 p«h when you get your
book and you may remit the $10.00 (or

not) after you've read it,bttt we do want
your comments and we hope for your

By phone only. Call at any tirai

1800-332-4260

Omi ef Hmi Iwitetl oiirfNN^SeMi ef <qMality

SOFT CONTACT
0Ft<w£TiNcTtw8p 8au$ch & U>mb4#cfctoci«ve-

"^^ght

Opaque Colored Contact Lenses

TURN BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, SAPPHIRE, ^^ QQ
HAZEL OR VIOLET ^^^^^^COMPLETE
NEW COLOR: MISTY GRAY PACKAGE

INCLUDES A PAIR OF LENSES, EYE EXAMINATION. -

GLAUCOMA TEST. TRAINING, FOLLOW UP VISITS, SAME
DAY SERVICE ON MOST LENSES. WRITTEN GUARANTEE,
PERSONAL SERVICE. PROFESSIONAL CARE

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
20%-50% OFFi
OUR REGULAR DISCOUNT PRICES

CARRERA • ANNE KLEIN • ALAM MKKU • LAURA

BIAGIOTTI • CHRISTIAN DIOR • CAZEL • VWA •

METZLER • NMA RCCI • AND MANY MORE

Cal for Conplete Pickaxe Pricei

• Daily Wear • Extended Wear
• Hard • Gas Permeable • Toric

< Astigmatism • And Others

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

^^Qht
OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Gerald Greens^n

2370 W«»twood mfd.
SuHam L. (1/4 Mk. No. of Pico)

W«M Lo8 AngkKi
Phone <213) 475-7602

A.O. Sdptioon
& H«at Systems

araiibit at addriionai cost

II 3 HI

W-h^aikit
in U.S.A. <!:S:3^10B(±)J1B(B)

tZi: WASHINGTON D.C.

^9 muD±m(mo^)<DVi.Bn^^oizm%m^

Phone: 1-800-537-21 86 (To 1 1 Free) tTzU 03-234-5071

tr^l':^- hU. S. A. NY OFFICE ffla:;1JI|(ild<tD)

Phone: 1-800-344-7241 (Toll Free) ttzlt 212-986-5520 (9:00a. . ~17:00p.«. ) '

A^mKB^rj 1/28(B)~2/5(fl) M«i York :*;^<t1tX« 1/27(±),28(B) Mw York

±tt«5t^«?7 2/3(±),4(B) Boston ^IM»e> -^- 2/10{±) Lot Ant* U»
2/5(fl),6(;Ac) S«« Fr«nci»co tt^lUtt 2/3(±).4(B) M«. York

«• ±Ie(COt^Tt)*>ft«(Cfc|IJ!^,^&t51*•T^t>o

Bruins challenge Matadors,
readying for season start
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Having already beaten CS
Northhdge once this season, the

UCLA men's volleyball team
plays the Matadors for the second
time in five days as it travels up the

405 to open its 1990 WIVA
schedule.

The Bruins—defending NCAA
champions and ranked No. 2 in the

preseason—fiave a little dilemma
on their hands. Though the team
has an abundance of talent this

year, there are only six positions on
the court, which means some
people arc going to get left out-

Head coach Al Scates doesn't

see that as a problem, however.
Rather, Scales—^in his 27th year at

the helm of the Bruins—finds that

he is in a very favorable position.

"We're ready for the league

season to start We have a lot of
people who can come in at any
time and play well. I like our bench
strength and depth."

Senior Ail-American Trevor
Schirman agrees with this analys-

is, commenting that '*this team has

a lot of talent Compared to last

year's national championship
team, we have gained in that

respect. We've lost a lot of
experience, though, but that's an
even trade-off at this point in the

seasOT."

In the '^"jins' two matches this

season, Schirman is hitting .370

with^ kills. Against the Israelis in

Sunday's "Sweat and Surf Champ-
ionships, Schirman recorded 21

kills and six blocks.

Joining Schirman in the starting

lineup will be fellow middle
blocker Mike Whitcomb. The
junior from Westminster saw
limited action over the weekend
due to a flare-up of back spasms,

but Scates expects him to contri-

bute at Nonhridge.

Whitcomb notched 17 kills in

both the Kilgour Cup match
against Hawaii and the second

match with Israel.

Freshman, Rich Bland is

expected to get the call tonight at

the technique position. Bland, the

redshirt from Orchard Park, New
York, led the Bruins with 19 kills

against Hawaii, while adding 17 in

the Sweats and Surf opener versus

Northridge.

The biggest surprise of the

young season has been the play of
senior swing hitter Mike Garcia.

Scates has been using Garcia at

both outside hitting spots as well as

Bland's backup at the technique

spot. **He's an exceptional digger

and a very quick hitter. We need

his quickness in the lineup to

secure our defense."
- Scates plans to give Garcia the

start as the right-side swing hitter,

leaving only two spots unfilled.

Carl Henkel and Oren Scher are

the major competitors for the final

swing-hitting spot. Both have
played well at times, and both have

had their problems.

Henkel started the preseason as

a definite starter, but currently, the

junior hitt^ is mired in a hitting

slump that has seen his stock fall

considerably. In the two matches

against Hawaii and Northridge,

Henkel had only nine kills and hit

.000.
'

' ' "-"•v •

Scher, on the other hand, has

been playing well of late, record-

ing 10 kills (with only a single

hitting error) against his fellow

countrymen from Israel. In one
game against Hawaii, he also

swung for seven kills.

The setting duties have been a

subject of concern for Scates since

the Bruins began practicing in the

fall. Freshmen Albert Hanneman
and Mike Sealy are battling closely

for the one vacancy left by Ail-

American Matt Sonnichsen.

Sealy has seen much of the

action lately, starting against both

Hawaii and Northridge. Scates,

however decided to take a look at

Hanneman in the Israel match.

As of today, Scates was still

unsure who would get the call

against the Matadors. "I've been
looking at the tapes from last

weekend and there are still things I

want to look at tonight.'

Northridge, seemingly, is a

three-man team.

Middle blockers Coley Kyman
and Raphael TuUno, and outside

hitter Niel Coffman have com-
bined to account for more than 75
percent of the Matad^s' offense.

Last weekend, the trio managed
a mere 70 kills, while the team as a
unit had 82. Coffman led the way
against the Bruins with 27 kills in

the four games.

It will be more of the same
tonight, as UCLA's blocking game
will be trying to stuff the "three

Matadors." Aside from them,
NcMthridge doesn't pose much of a

threat. A season ago, CSUN
managed only five wins during the

WIVA season, finishing eighth in

league.

After Northridge, the Bruins

will take part in the UCSB
Collegiate Classic, as will the

Matadors.

Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale 109 Motorcycles for Sale 1 14 Scooters 119 Musical Instruments 129

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (Office) {213)226-4397,
(Home) (213)475-6377. Ask for Victoria.

FORD MUSTANG II 1975, 4-cylinder, auto-

matic, sunroof, low miles. S9S0 Day
(213)825-8598. Brian.

FORD MUSTANG 1 966 $3000/obo. V-8, 289,

rebuilt engine, aqua blOe/w^ite. Great corxJi-

tion. (213)476-0930.

Ford Escort 1985, 2-door, 4 speech SOkmiles.

New clutch, starter, timing belt, water pump.
$2600. (213)208-4803.

HYUNDAI EXCEL GL, 1987 28,000 miles.

Custom white, 5-speed. $400(Vobo. Call

(818)769-5141.

MAZDA LX, 1984, 5-speed, low miles, new
tires, $4700. (213)206-6636.

PLYMOUTH HORIZON 82. 63k miles, gpod
Condition. New battery. $1200 Must sell.

(213)398-5703 after 7pm.

SUZUKI SAMURAI '86. Convertible. Excellent

cofvJition 29k miles. New stereo, trailer hitch,

white. $3398 (213)621-8389.

TOYOTA CELICA GTS, 1984, 5-sp., a/c. p/s,

pfl, p/w, p/sunrf. Alarm, excellent cor>dition,

$6200/obo. (213)739-1574.

TOYOTA 5Ltf»RA 1963 $45eQ/bbo. .^ftve

speed, leather sunroof, stereo cassette, PA.

P/W 85k/miies (213)206-6717.

TOYOTA TERCEL. 1985, $2100/obo. Air,

stereo cassette, clean, 4-speed, 97,000 miles,

hatchback, (213)313-2719.

VOLKSWAGON GHIA 1972 SieOO/obo. 74k
miles 1 owner. (213)532-1330.

VOLKSWAGON RABBIT CONVERTIBLE,
1983, $7400. Excellent condition, a/c, alarm,

renr>ovablc stereo/cass. Low mileage, original

owner. White on white. Mutt seel
(213)454-7661. ^^^
VW CABRIOLET- Convertible, 1985 limited

edition automatic, leather, air conditioning,

65,000 miles $8,200. (213) 272-6631 Jodi

(213)653-9925 Allan.

VW GOLF, 1985, sunroof, stereo cassette,

alarm, 5-speed, 49,000 miles. $450G/obo.
Excellent condition. (816)992-0329.

VWJETTACL 1989, $1 1000 mint condition 3k

miles. Automatic, fully loaded, alarm w/
pullout. (213)626-6940.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1974, cherry red, runs

beautifully, r^on-smoker car $1650.00 Tom
Eves. (213)627-4364, days, (213)603-3333.

Bicycles for Sale 1 13

BIANCI SPORT SX, like new. Ciil Megan
344-0663.

1964 hlONDA 200 XLR, great deal. $950.

(213)8244965.

1985 HONDA VF500 interceptor, clean

$160(yobo (818)508-8787.

Scooters 119

1981 VESPA P200C. Low mileage, grey, excel-

lent condition. %)}00/obo. (213)447-1031.

1985, ELITE 80, 1000 mi., good condition,

$750, Karl at (213)824-4172.

1987 YAMAHA Riva Razz. Black, 2400 miles,

basket, lock, helmet. $400. Rob
(213)473-5660.

1989 HONDA ELITE LX, only 340 miles, lock

included, $100(yobo. Emily (213)624-5033.

86 YAMAHA RIVA 50. Runs great, black, $500
with helmet and lock. Bill (213)209-0396.

87 HONDA ELITE 50. Low miles Excel

condition. $500 obo. 477-8800. Leave
message.

ELITE 250, 1965, trunk and windshield.

$1100. Freeway legal. (21.3)636-0684.

HONOA ^50 ftlTE 1987, $900, 450O mites,

clean, runs good. (213)827-3723 Rachel, call

am,pm.

HONDA AERO '65, $375, good condition.

Call Carta (213)624-0356.

HONDA AERO 50, 1965. $550. Red, runs

great, 1 500 miles. Just tuned. Kryptonite lock.

Michelle (618)568-1912.

HONDA ELITE '87 80 scooter low miles, must
sell $650 firm. Call (213)399-6020.

HONDA ELITE 60 1987 $1400. Only 600
miles, under warranty until 1(V90, only 3

months old, lust tuned. (213)459-5947.

HONDA SPREE '86, good condition. $475.

Call 865-2172 for appt. Howard '89.

HONDA SPREE 1966. Low miles, good condi-

tion, recent tuncup, $300/obo.
(213)477-1777.

GUITAR for sale: OvKion Uhra series, model
1 51 S. 1 2-string, electric- acoustic, in excellent

cor>dition. Includes Ovation case. %400/abo.

Paul (714)261-5586.

Pets 130

Furniture 126

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phorw order.

(213)372-2337.

MOVING—selling dinette set, cooch with

chair, fridge. |im (D) 625-0700, (n) 636-5796.

Garage Sales 127

fISHTANK nnjst go. kicfudes pump, heater,

I'S^tf gravel, wood stand etc. 10 gal.

$15G/obo (213)4770469 Richard.

HARLEQUIN GREAT DANE PUPS. Bom
12/6/69. Champion lines pet/show.
$500-1500. Call (213)206-0201, ask for

Valerie.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

HITACHI colored tv. 12x16 inch screen with

removable legs. $65 Rondi (213)671-8838.

Typewriter/Computer 134

TANDY 1000 HX, $700/obo, 256k, keyboard,

color monitor, dot matrix printer.
(213)735-9366.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT compatible. 20MB,
or>e 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color monitor.

$400Q/obo. (213)824-7536.

WILL pay cash for IBM Apple/Compact. Late

models. Call Compcorp. (213)473-6611.

ZENITH SUPERSPORT 286 laptop IBM com-
patible. Demo full warranty 2t)mb harddrwe,

1MB RAM, battery, chargpr, DOS, extras.

$2200 Doug. (213)206-6295.

—
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HARRICK
From page 40
challenge of coaching, Harrick
continued.

And Harrick knows what moti-
vates Wilson. "Trevor will
respond in a game if you get on
him," Harrick noted. And in the
games, Wilson has done most of
his talking with the hall, averaging
19.5 points per game and a team-
high 9.1 rebounds per contest.

If it wasn't for videotape, the

bitter loss at Stanford could almost
be forgotten after UCLA's win at

Cal last Sunday.
Perhaps the brightest moments

in a gliuering 106-97 win over the

Golden Bears were provided by
freshman Tracy Murray. In his

first collegiate start, Murray
scored a team-high 25 points on
nine-of-10 shooting, including
four-of-five from three-point
range.

,. Defensively, Murray got cre-

dited with One block, but tipped

and altered a few more that

weren't recorded. He stands just

6-8, but plays much bigger. For
someone who's known as a scorer,

anything else Murray does is a

bonus.

"He does a lot more than just

shoot the ball and score," Harrick

said. "He handles it, he passes it, he
dribbles it He's very unselfish."

Murray's outstanding play has

taken some time away from
another of the Bruins' highly

regarded high school prospects.

Freshman Zan Mason, a 6-7

freshman who earned All—

.

America honors at nearby West-
chester High, is averaging just

about five minutes a game.
If Harrick had his way. Mason

would be cleaning the glass instead

of riding the pine. "Zan's been
awfully good in our practices,"

Harrick stated. "He deserves some
time but I told him that I just don't

have the time.**

Potential seems to be the key to

Mason's career at UCLA, and
Harrick vowed to get a good look

at the youngster. "I'm going to use

him a little bit because he can
rebound the ball," the coach said.

INJURIES
From page 36
only victims of rotator cuff

problems—virtually any activ-

ity which involves throwing or

a wide range of shoulder motion
can be prone to rotator cuff

problems.

The four rotator cuff muscles
surround the humeral (better

known as funny bone) articula-

tion to the shoulder socket

(known as the glentod fossa).

Combined, the rotator cuff

muscles externally rotate and
abduct (move away from the

body) the shoulder, and are put

under the most stress during a

follow-through as they act to

stop the acceleration of the arm.

Inflammation is the usual

malady, though tears of the

muscle are also common

Contusions

A fancy name for bruises,

Dufresne sees many contusions

during his time in the training

room. Though it may feel quite

debilitating, Dufresne men-
tioned that the R.I.C.E. method

is often the best way to work.

Dufresne also explained

some of the new fashion seen on

the basketball court, "You now
see players wear those longer

pants with the padding under-

neath to protect themselves

from these type of injuries.''

C a V / f / • t... 7 h t y (. / V ff /

See

Dr. Friedman

I Today!

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

TOOTH BONDING
Fix chipped, stained or broken teeth
Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas C\
Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

I
i441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

DOROTHY A. HARPER
ATTORNEYATLAW

PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

691 S. Harvard Blvd. Suiu B, Los Angeles, CA 90005

««t<213) 381- 0187 »JH)b (213)3814601

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-994^r~

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Coptef
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies Bli/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Cotor Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length
• Comptele Binding Services etc.

1019 Qayiey Avenue
WesNvood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372
ii —-—

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 1

7

Enlaroements to 400%;
Reouctions to 50%;

• •

Canon 1 orlaser *^^
Wilit this Ad tmiy on I.aMr Color l£ip 1/31/90

Plus its special features:
Color Creations.

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc. 1

ATTENTION FRESHMEN
AND SOPHOMORES

Mortar Board presents

the 1990 UCLA Leadership
and Service Awards

Applicants must be sophomores
or juniors during the 1990-91

academic year

Five $500 awards will be given

Applications are available at the
Dean of Students Office in

1206 Murphy Hall and are due
February 16 by 5PM

lc*/dU SUMfU SfM6uit»

•Lubrication " ~"

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Ac^ust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on
•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential

MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Transaxle

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshield washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$>IA95
+tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change
will be done in 30 minutes from the time

your work order is written to the cashier, or

you won't pay! Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

MtKEMKLLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed
j l6%"off"any*

•Inspect rear brakes • ^£§!5e_I§P?JL !

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Hours
M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pnn
by appt. only

Tree Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American ^xpress^
Discover

ml.
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THURSDAY. JAN 25
Here's how it works!
Pay manufacturers suggested
retail fbr one Item ana get the
second Item of equal or lesser

value for$moo
SPECIAL CROUP OP

SKIS
BOOTS

BINDINGS
POLES

SKI ACCESSORIES
LONC UNDERWEAR • T-NECKS
CLOVES • COCCLES • SKI HATS

SCARVES • BOOT BACS

During this sale
the current

price on these
items will be
the original

manufacturers
suggested
retail price

Due to these
low prices,

there will be
no refunds or
exchanges on

Items
purchased

during this sale

Ouanmm t nm Nmma to ttocn on tana «w rncrw m* ngm to r«fuM MM* to tuttn (f)

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

""*

westwood 208-6444
HOURS: MOf»-Thur$ 10-9. —
Fn-sat 10-10. sun 10-7

INJURIES: Now all too common
From page 40

primary source of uncertainty

and frustration in the world of

an athlete.

The consideration of an
injury encompasses two major
components. The first is the

actual mechanics of the injury,

while the second is concerned
with the emotions and adjust-

ment athletes must deal with.

Today will illustrate some of
the most common areas of
injury, while tommorrow will

take a more personal look into

the effect injuries have in sport.

The Knee

Many sports fans saw quar-

terback Joe Namath as the

savior of the fledgling Ameri-
can Football League back in the

1960's.

However, even fewer realize

the contribution Namath, or

rather, Namath's knees, made
to the world of sjxMts medicine.

Obviously, Namath was not

the first athlete to suffer from
knee disorders, but when he
wore a knee-brace developed
by Lennox-Hill Hospital in

New York City, a new era had
began.

Today, many different mod-
els are on the market as knee
Ix^ces are a visible part of the

sporting world, and have allow-

cA many athletes to continue in

sports folloNving injury to this

joint.

Due to the high loads placed
on this joint combined with its

ability to move only in an
anterior-posterior direction

(with some rotation allowed),

the knee often bears the brunt of
damage.

The actual knee joint is

comprised of three bones: two
primarally for support while
one—the kneecap— is used for

both support and protection.

The superior portion of the

knee joint is formed by the

femur, while the tibia forms the

bottom border of the joint

cavity that is deflned by a joint

capsule covering. The kneecap,

also known as the patella, rests

on the anterior (front) part of

the joint and provides protec-

tion for the cavity and addition-

al support for the adjacent

musculature.

In terms of injury, the bones
are not the structures most
commonly injured, rather the

ligamentous and flbrocolla-

geous soft connective tissues

often are those that are
damaged.

Ligaments connect bone to

bone, and thus in the knee
connect the femur to the tibia.

Injuries to these structures,

made mostly of a proteinous

substance called collagen, are

called sprains, which is diffe-

rent from strains, which occur

in muscle.

*The most common sprain to

the knee is the medial collateral

ligament," said UCLA trainer

Tom Dufresne. "This ligament

is on the inside of the knee, yet

outside of the capsule, and
injury usually occurs from a

blow to the outside of the knee
when the foot is planted.**

Another common ligament

injury is to the anterior cruciate

ligament, which travels inside

the capsule from the posterior

(rear) side of the femur to the

anterior (front) portion of the

tibia and prevents anterior

movement of the tibia on the

femur. Less common injuries

^ccur to the pc^terior cruciate-

and later^coUateral ligaments.

AccoitUng to Dufresne, the

intial treatment—used in

almost every injury situa-

tion—is rest, ice, compression,

and elevation, better known as

R.I.C.E.

For severe injuries, immo-
bilization and surgery are two
other options. Surgery is avoid-

ed until absolutely necessary,

and when it is performed,

usually the tom ligament is

sewn together.

While reconstructive surgery

is an option for ligament inju-

ries, damage to the fibrocartil-

age pads that rest upon the tibia

is harder to arrest These pads
absorb shock and allow for less

friction during joint movement,
yet if they are tom, the damage
is often lasting. Often the terms

"tom cartilage or floating cartil-

age" are used to desribe injuries

in this area.

One other well-known ail-

ment is the perverbial "water-

though, taping versus no tap-

ing," said Dufresne.

"Its i»'imary function is to

reduce the severity of ankle

injuries," he added. "There is

no guarantee that injuries won*t
occur, but it can reduce the

severity, and when hours and
days mean something, it is

important. Some say it weakens
the ankle, but studies do not

show that."

The Hamstring

The hamstring isn't a joint,

but rather a group of muscles
that lie on the posterior (back)

side of both the hip and the

knee.

There is an increased tendan-

cy for muscle strains in this

group. Add in the rafHd move-
ments and often incom[riete

relaxation patterns thi^ muscle
undergoes, and the tendancy for

injury is thoie.

"You often hear of people

Mechanics of a Knee Injury

The Left
Knee
and surrounding

ligaments mAX\\

removed

ANTEmOR
CRUCIATE
UGAMENT

Often torn as a
result of urK>rthodox
knee movement.

Airy. ;•;-:>•:•.• ••; :^

on-the-knee" syndome, which
is actually an accumulation of
synnovial fluid, which lubri-

cates and nourishes the joint, in

the capsule area. The fluid is

stored in bags called bursa sacs,

and a tear can cause this

condition.

The Ankle

Injuries and their prevention

are not immune from con-

troversy, with the ankle one of
the most talked about topics.

The ankle is a uni-axial joint

which allows plantar flexion

(foot and toe pointing down-
ward as in a soccer-style kick)

and dorsi flexion (upward
pointing).

The inside, or medial side, is

well-supported by a deltoid

ligament that is trinagle-

shaped, while most injuries

occur on the lateral side, where
three ligaments support the

joint.

"Scientific studies have
shown that 90% of the ankle
sprains occur on the lateral side,

usually when the foot is

inverted on moves toward the

inside," said Dufresne.

Due to the high instance of
ankle sprains, taping is a com-
mon practice in athletips—and
thus, the controversy.

:
—^There «pe iwo schools of^

TOMYUMMIyBn*!

talking about muscle pulls,"

said UCLA sprint coach John
Smith. "Well, if somebody
pulls a hamstring, he isn't going

to get up. Usually, we see

straings in the hamstring

The mechanism for under-

standing hamstring injuries is

rather simple.

When the toe pushes off flw"

ground in the running stq), the

hamstrings contract flex the

knee, and as the upper leg

moves forward, the hamstring

also lengthens at the hip.

Then, as the knee extends

from its flexed position, the

concurrent action of extending

the knee and flexing the hip

causes a major stretch on the

hamstring. If the muscle group
is not relaxed, the strain is often

to occur.

Treatment for this disorder is

often an ice treatment followed

by stretching and rest before

retuming to normal activity.

The Rotator Cuff

Many a major league pitch-

er's career has been limited or

ended by an injury to this

muscle group, known as the

kiss of death in many baseball

cirices.

However, pitchers are not the

By Jeff Imperato

Contributor

expect to skate at tonight's possible boxing match

This time, it's war.

Just call the last meeting between the UCLA and USC hockey teams a
limited nuclear exchange. Somehow, there were no fatalities. Only a
couple broken teeth, several game misconduct penalties, and innumer-
able bruises. The post-game parking lot festivities were pre-empted by a
couple of police squad cars. When the dust cleared, a normally superior
UCLA squad, having thrown finesse to the wind, had sustained its first

Trojan defeat in the last two seasons. Folks, it was ugly.

Tonight's game, hopefully, will mark a return to UCLA's fundamental
hockey domination of Troy. But, just in case it doesn't—just in case the

bad blood starts to flow once again, there will be a couple of uniformed
police officers among the spectators. Yeah, the last time was that bad.
The Bruins are trying to bounce back from a disappointing fall quarter,

and a victory tonight is part of the recovery plan.

"This is definitely a key game," said defenseman Kurt Zimmerman,
"We're turning our season around, and starting to play like we're capable
of playing." ^

A more cohesive Bruin squad went 1-1-1 this weekend against
Stanford and Northridge, and hopes to keep the momentum building.

"Winter quarter is when we come on strong," said head coach Jack
White. "I think we're an intimidating team at full strength.

Tonight's game, whatever the outcome, promises to be exciting.
Face-off is at 9:45 p.m. at Culver City Arena on Sepulveda Boulevanl.

Men's Hockey

Who:
When:

When:
Note:

K

UCLA vs. USC
Culver City Arena
on Sepulveda Blvd.

Tonight 9:45p.m.

The last match with

USC resulted in a

brawl between

players, police, fans

tnd coaches.

MmSB THE WINERY OF E. & J. GALLO

Uncork Your Potential
For graduates with an intense desire to go far, there is a
career with far-reaching opportunities.

Sales management with the E.&J.Gallo Winery.
Between classes today, stop by the Career Planning &
Placement Center and find out about all the challenges
we have in store for you.

On-campus interviews:

Sign-Up January 22-24
for an interview on February 15

To All Tenants & Perspective
Tenants of UCLA Family Student

Housing ^

Notice of Meeting Regarding
Rent Hikes

A UCLA Business Enterprises Proposal may in-

crease rents at Family Student Housing (Sawtelle/
Sepulveda and Barrington) by as much as 30%.

Decisions regarding this rent hike and ways to

minimize its impact will be discussed at the Family
Student Housing Association Meeting on
January 25th at 7!00 PM at the Commuinity
Center behind 3327 Sepulveda. All tenants and
perspective tenants are encouraged to attend.

Family Student Housing Residents Association
Alan Izumi - President

Kevin Oldenburg - Vice President

Pat Fahey - Secretary/Treasurer
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tackle Longhoms,
By Wendy Witherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

Although Texas is "picked to

win," according to UCLA head

coach Ron Ballatore, tonight's

dual meet between the Longhoms
and the Bruins looks to be anything

but a blow-out.

When UCLA upset Michigan

last week, 58-55, bringing its

record to 5-1 for the season, the

Bruins proved that they are a force

to contend with this year. But

UCLA will have to maintain that

forceful momentum to keep up
with the No. 1-ranked Longhoms.

The Longhoms won the NCAA
championship last year with 475
points, taking their third national

Men's Swimming

Who:

WherB:

When:

UCLA vs. Texas

Texas

Tonight, 7:00p.m.

tide. No wonder Texas head coach

Eddie Reese was named Coach of

the Year last year.

Although Texas sports two
NCAA champions on its roster

—

sprinter Shaun Jordan, who won
the 100-yard free last year at

NCAAs, and breaststroker Kirk

Stackle, who won the 100-yard

breaststroke last year—UCLA

figures to be able to combat the

Homs well in their best events.

UCLA has always been known
for its prowess in the sprints—just

hke Texas. Bruins Byron Davis

and BHan Kurza figure to try to

thwart the efforts of the Texas
sprinters.

Andrea Cecchi, who has already

qualified for NCAAs in the 200-

yard breast (2:01.30), will take on

Stackle in what may be a telltale

race.

But what wiU, be the most

interesting matchups of all,

tonight, will undoubtedly be the

relays.

Last year ai NCAAs, Texas won
four of five relays—the 400-yard

medley, 200-yard free, 400-yard

free, and 800-yard free. Although

Texas was in the spotlight with that

overwhelming performance in the

relays, UCLA was not that far out

of it.

The Bruins placed second in the

200-yard free and 400-yard free

relays, and fourth in the 400-yard
medley and 800-yard free reiavs.

Although UCLA will go all out

tonight against what may be the

toughest team in the nation, Balla-

tore still keeps in mind that "the

main thing is what you do at the

end (NCAAs)."

^

SCOTT WEERSINGfOaly Bfuin

Byron Davis and the Bmins face the Longhoms tonight.

tm

DAILY BRUIN
READERS

SPEND OVER
$6,317,610

PER QUARTER
ON HAIR SALONS,
BARBER SHOPS,
AND PERSONAL
GROOMING ITEMS

IT REALLY
PAYS
TO

ADVERTISE.
825-2161

liauj: Markci Opinion Kcscarcli. June !*««

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/:^ARTS,
LABOR, INSTAUJ^.TION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED,
NO HIDDEN charges: (wFth

95

CORE)

MAINTENANCE SER
1. Tvn»up
2 VsImTmI
3.

"

4 CM Oura*
5 BnlM A4
6 Ckldi Aid.

7 Sankm Ak

8 Omk Bailey Walv
9 bMad Fioni End
10. Om^mmion
11 (prHMO Tari Codlna

SyMn*

(VW Bug)

$74.'^
he Pub & Labor (Gas & Air fiber oira

MAINTENANCE SERVICE ^-^-^^^
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra) . I ilisSSEflyl '

TOYOTA

WW
DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

m^ BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
4534652 829-7012 please mention te ad.

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

ESPECIALLY PRC H
EXCHANGE VISA HOLDERS

AVOID THE LONG WAIT" -

BE ONE OF THE HRST ON THE 3RD

, PREFERENCE WAITING LIST

FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCE

LAW OFRCE OF:

TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIFIED IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474^2545
CALL FOR FREE CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTWOOD BL

-k^ 1

ALL
ORGANIZATIONS

gras
BOOTH APPLICATIONS FOR MARDt^RAS '90

ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN KERCKHOFF 129

DUE FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 9

GLASSES & COIttACTS IN ONE liPUR
(Inmost cases) ^^m

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAIVIINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN,

AQUA. HA2EL, VIOLET. & GRAY

OPTOMETRm
^*Skktki1

an optometric center

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIIVI. O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

'Price per lens.Eiam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only lor materials & services needed.
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Don MacLean
Mr. Consistency keeps on roll-

ing. Don MacLean, UCLA's
sweet-shooting sophomore for-

ward, had two fine games on the
Bruins' annual Bay Area trip last

weekend.

MacLean started off the trip in

fine fashion Thursday, as the
Stanford Cardinal played host to

the Bruins. He had 21 points and
four rebounds and played well,

despite the Bruins' first Pac-10
loss.

On Saturday, with UCLA need-

ing a win to remain one game back
of Oregon State in the Pac-10 race,

MacLean responded with a big

all-around game against Cal. He
had a team-high 27 points on 1 1-16

shooting from the field, and five of
six from the charity stripe, as the

Bruins out-gunned Cal, 106-97.

Don was also the Chairman of
the Boards against the Bears,

hauling down a workmanlike 12

rebounds, his season-high. He
chipped in with a career-high four

assists and (xie blocked shot as

well.

Coach Harrick was pleased with

MacLean 's play on the trip. "Mac-
Lean had a good weekend. He was
awfully strong against Cal," he
said.

MacLean is the leading scorer

for the Bruins this year, pouring in

20 points per game, and the team's

second-leading rebounds, with an
average of 7.5 boards per game.

For his efforts against Stanford and
Cal, he earns the Athlete of the

Week honors.

Kennedy Cosgrove

UCLA Sports INFO

Don MacLean
Basketball

Scored 27 points and 12 rebounds
against California.

Scored 21 points versus Stanford.

Bruins' leading scorer with 20 points

per game.

Averaging 22.6 points per game,
8.9 rebounds in conference play.

n

•mteir
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UCU Sport* INFO

Christin Richardson

Swimming
Qualified for 1990 NCAA's, in 100
and 200 yard breaststroke.

Won 100 yard breaststroke in

1 :04.13 against Stanford

Won 100 and 200 yard breaststroke

versus California.

Also swam in winning 200 yard free

relay and medley relay versus

Califomia.

Richantoon

Christin Richardson made quite

a splash this weekend for ihe

UCLA women's swim team.

Richardson was the key perfcM--

mer for the No. 9-ranked Bruins, as
they upset the No. 3 Cal Bears on
Friday at UCLA, 71-69.

The freshman from San Jose
swam like a seasoned veteran

against Cal, becoming the first

Bruin to qualify for the 1990
NCAAs, with times of 1:04.14 in

the 100-yard breaststroke and
2: 19.02 in the 200 breast. She won
both events and finished second in

the 50 free, while swimming a leg

for the winning 200-medley relay

team to boot

Against the defending national

champion and No. 1 -ranked Stan-

fwd team on Saturday, Richardson
swam gamely, winning tfte 100
breast again, this time in a 1:04.13

clocking. She also placed second
in the 200 breast and swam a leg

for the victorious 200-frec relay

team. The Cardinal was too strong

for the Bruins, however, prevailing

91-49.

Richardson arrived at UCLA as

one of the top recruits in the

country, a high-school Ail-Ameri-

can in the 100 breast and 200 IM,
and participant in the 1986 Good-
will Games. She has ceitainly

lived up to expectations.

For her marvelous perfor-

mances against Cal and Stanford

this weekend, Richardson earns

her first Athlete of the Week
honors, but certainly not her last

Kennedy Cosgrove

New Officially Licensed UCIJ^ store in Westwood

BEAR NECESSITIES
Bear Necessities,

located at 10904
Lindbrook Avenue in

Westwood, opened this

year as an alternative to

the largest-selling student

store in the country,

ASUCLA's Student Store.

Owner Mark Levenson

has been in the business

for 15 years and has had

sfac other stores, including

a store in Las Vegas

supporting UNLV, and a

store that specialized in

pro-style items here in Los

Angeles, ^World of

Sports.**

*We have one of the

largest selections ofUCLA
merchandise in the

country that no one else

has. All of the items are

custom made for us.**

Bear Necessities offers

a 10 percent UCLA
student discount, with an

ID and reg card, at the

store on every item. There

has been a very positive

reaction as far as the

quality of the goods and

the designs are unique to

the store only.

All of Bear Necessities'

products are officially

licensed by UCLA. Bear

Necessities features many

specialty items, such as

real foptball helmets, over

150 different styles of

sweatshirts, over 40 styles

of hats, over 40 different

styles of jackets and a

large selection of T-shirts

and much more. Also, the

store will soon carry the

actual UCLA basketball

warmups and authentic

UCLA football jerseys. In

fact, the biggest seller at

Bear Necessities is the all-

wool authentic UCLA
baseball cap, which is the

same one that the Bruins*

baseball team wears.

Bear Necessities pays a

7.5 percent royalty fee to

ASUCLA (from the

wholesale price) on every

item it sells.

Levenson has always

been a Bruin fan and all of

his employees are

students. Currentiy he

has three students

working for him.

Bear Necessities in the

future would like to have

personal appearances

here, such as getting an

autogr2^)h session with

John Wooden to sign his

book at the store.

Bear Necessities is

looking forward to

offering all UCLA students

and faculty a convenient

shopping experience by

keeping extended store

hours seven days a week:

Mon-Thur 10am-9pm, Fri

& Sat lOam-lOpm and Sun

ll:30am-6pm. 824-7115

Bear Necessities has

developped a good
working relationship with

the UCLA Athletic

Department, such as

helping them with

different activities and

events. The store has also

had great success with the

television commercial

starring head basketball

coach Jim Harrick.

Bear Necessities is only

a few blocks from campus,

and parking is very

accessible, as there is

parking under the

building and across the

street

Photo 1^ Scott Weeraii^

Bear Necessities features one of the largest selections of

UCLA merchandise that cannot be found anywhere else.

TAKE ADVANTAGEJtf OURXJHONTH ONLL25%^0% OFF SALE NOW!
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Sports
lackluster play, UCLA shines

Lauri Lappin

SXati Writer

The Runnin' Rebels were sent

home empty handed as the UCLA
men's tennis squad defeated
UNLV in an easy 9-0 victory,

improving the Bruins' record to 3-

0.

Although the Bruins downed the

Rebels with a clean sweep, head
coach Glenn Bassett said, "We
didn't play well at all, but I did see

a few highlights at both No. 2
singles and at No. 1 doubles."

In the No. 2 singles position,

sophomore Dean Cohen overcame
his opponent, Dorian Geba, in a

quick two-setter, 6-1, 6-1. "Since
he had a big lefty serve, I had to

really concentrate on returning

well and I used my passing shots,

forcing him to volley," said Cohen.
And, at No. 1 doubles, the duo of

Mark Quinney and Bill Barber
forced Rebels Geba and Robert
Vinson to volley as the Bruins
dominated the net—downing their

opponents, 6-2, 6-1.

Quinney and Barber were both
victorious against their singles

opponents. No. 4 Lee Rosenthal
and No. 5 Robert Vinson, as they

downed the Rebels, 1-6, 6-4, 6-3,

and 6-4, 6-4, respectively.

Freshman Mark Knowles was
up against a back-court struggle

with No. 1 Rebel Eric Aanes.

Knowles raised his level of play to

ultimately defeat his opponent, 6-

1, 7-5.

"I didn't play as well as I would
have liked to, but in the second set,

I stuck in there and pulled out the

match," said Knowles.
Sophomore Bill Behrens was

also able to pull out his match, as

he bore down against UNLV's No.

3 player, Patrice Boies, coming
back from a 2-5 deficit in the

second set to defeat the Rebel, 6-2,

7-5.

"I didn't move very well on the

baseline, but I improved my
footwork in doubles play," said

Behrens.

Behrens teamed up with fresh-

man Robbie Wendell at No. 3
doubles to down UNLV's Lorin
Entzel and Wick Cannon, 6-2, 7-6.

Both Bruins served and returned

well, controlling the pace in a
close, 8-6 tiebreaker. —

Mark Knowles helped the Bruins to a 9-0 win over UNLV.
ALBERT SOOf JG/Daily Bruin

*The key was a few double
faults they hit—that's something
you just can't do—and the tougher

team will always pull it out," said

Behrens.

Finally, Wendell got to see some
singles action as he overcame No.
6 Hans Lissman in a quick two<-

setter, 6-4, 6-3.

"Good teams and good players

have to play well all the time," said

BassetL "We can't attribute poor
playing to lesser competition—^wc

have to bear down and get out of
there."

Despite the 9-0 blowout, the

Bruins are looking to improve
tremendously in the next few
matches as they prepare for much
stronger competition, including

upcoming matchups with Santa

Barbara and San Diego.

Harrick cries foul on ''bull
w
call

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

Technically speaking, UCLA
head basketball coach Jim Harrick

is a little bothered.

Harrick and the Bruins—or

more specifically, senior forward
Trevor Wilson—were the very

unwilling victims of a technical

foul call in last Thursday's 87-79
loss at Stanford.

With just under three minutes
left in the contest, and the Bruins

down, 71-70, Wilson knocked the

ball loose from Cardinal guard
Kenny Ammann. In the scramble
for the ball, Wilson bumped
Ammann and was whistled for a

personal foul.

Wilson turned on referee Mark
Rei.schling and, according to the

referee's report, shouted, "That's a

bull . . . call." Reischling immedi-
ately hit Wilson with the technical,

and Stanford proceeded to sink

four free throws and a bucket to all

but ice the game.
The Cardinal benefited so much

from the call that it still has Harrick

seeing red. "Everybody involved

feels cheated that they didn't let

the kids decide the game," Harrick

said yesterday at his weekly jM^ess

conference. "If we win that game,
we could be. . .ninth or 10th in the

country." In the latest Associated

Press poll, the Bruins dropped to

23th.

this claim as of press time yester-

day.

"/ should have gotten a techni-

cal," Harrick said after watching

the game films of his periodic

outbursts over the officiating. "I'm
embarrassed of myself." From

"I don't believe that anybody wants to be evil, and
certainly Trevor Wilson doesn't"

—JimHaiTicfc

Harrick continued to deride the

referees—particularly Reisc-
hling—possibly inviting the wrath
of Pac-10 officials, who have
reprimanded coaches in the past

for criticizing referees. "An
experienced official knows how to

handle that situation," Harrick
said, implying that Reischling

doesn't. 'They give you time for a

spontaneous reaction, or they say,

'That's enough."
"

Harrick added that Reischling

lacks the experience of such well-

known Pac-10 referees as Bob
Garibaldi, Willis McJunkin and
Booker Turner. Pac-10 officials

were unable to confirm or deny

listening to Harrick, it would be
more api»-opriate for the referees

to be embarrassed.

In two of UCLA's three losses

this season—including the loss to

Stanford—the officiating has play-

ed a major role. On December 17

at Notre £>ame, the team of Middle
American Conference referees

called 31 fouls on UCLA and just

21 on the Irish. Notre Dame made
17 more free throws than the

Bruins en route to an 86-84
victory.

Against Louisville in Freedom
Hall, UCLA virtually lost the

game in the first five minutes after

falling behind, 20-5. But overall.

the Cardinals still shot 18 more
free throws than UCLA, making
13 more than the Bruins in their

97-80 win.

"It's taken some bizarre things

to beat us," Harrick said.

To referee Reischling 's credit,

however, Wilson is one who rarely

keeps his feelings to himself on the

court. His mouth more than any-

thing has prompted fans through-

out the Pac-10 to take up those

mocking cries of 'Trc-vor! Tre-
vor!"

Even Harrick admitted that his

standout is also outspoken. "He
likes to get the last word in

regardless of what it is," Harrick

said. The coach also compared
Wilson to a cat, saying, "If you
have them in the comer, they're

going to reach out and claw you a
little bit."

Wilson is even his expressive

self in practices, Harrick added.

But dealing with^each player's

personality and getting the most
out of them is all part of the ALBERT P00^4/D•y Brutn

Wilson didn't agree with the
See HARRICK, page 35 technical either

On the injured list: From magnificent machine to malfunctioning
By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

This is the first of a two-part
series

In mechanical terms, the

human body is simply one of the

most elegant and efficient struc-

tures around.

From an aesthetic standpoint,

the tremendous range of motion
and potential for movement
creates quite a visual spectacle.

Few disciplines combine the

mechanical power of the body
with the ability for precision

betto* than the sporting world,

which helps to explain the spec-

tator allure of competitive sport.

This merging, as alliterative as

it may sound, is not alwfys a

homogenous one, for malfunc-

tion and injury are an all ioo
common feature of the sporting

activity, no matter what level of
activity, from a beginning level

to the strata of (he advanced
perfoiper.

The evolution of sports medi-
cine combined with preventative

measures and devices have
helped to alleviate the relative

damage, but injuries arc stilt a

See INJURIES, page 36

And if you act now. . .

Sign-ups for recreational sports arc coming up.

Golf: Jan. 31—Feb. 14; Squash: Feb. 7—21;
Handball: Feb. 7—21; Racquetball—Jan. 24

—

Feb. 7. More information on these and other
sports is available on the second floor of ffiic^

Wooden Center.

Athletes of the Week
Once again, the Daily Bruin has hand-selected

two of UCLA's premier athletes for special

recognition. This week, a basketball standout and
a swimmer—who both, coincidenially, excelled
against Stanford and Cal—stiare the spotligtii—— '

'
.

• See page 39

FigMon
TTie last time UCLA and USC had a fight, a

hockey game broke out—complete with broken
teeth and police cars. The two rivals will face off

again on the ice tonight at the Culver City Arena

at 9:45, aiict watch out for flying sticks.

See pdge 37
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.Citizens arrest

at fraternity

The Alpha Tau Omega alum-
ni adviser made a citizens arrest

Wednesday when he found a
man who he suspected had gone
through his belongings, author-

ities said. '^

Fraternity member Larry
Grihalva marched William
_Aldinger, 45, to the university

police station where he was
booked for burglary, university

Sgt Jack Dahl said.

Aldinger was transported to

West Hollywood jail and his

bail was set at $8,500, police

records show.

Grihalva, who works for the

Los Angeles Fire Department,

found the man he suspected on
the street, and "he told him,

'Don't try and |Tin away, If you
run away, Tm going to have to

catch up with you.' " fraternity

member Matt Reback said.

Inside
KingWeek
activities

Speakers examine some
problems facing the black com-
munity and athletes look at

stereotypes.

See page 10 & 11

Viewpoint

Acquaintance
rape

A story of the fear and
powerlessness felt by assault

victims.

See page 23

Arts & Entertainment

Deatli to T.V.'s

bland formuias
David Lynch and Mark Frost

have created a daring, highly

original new series, called

•Twin Peaks.'

See page 26

Sports

Dudes (iuaclc

into town
The Bruin men's basketball

team will host the University of

Oregon tonighl at 730 p.ra

See page 52
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14 arrested in senator's office
By Christine Hagstrom.

Staff Writer

"Stop the death squads, stop the

war, U.S. out of El Salvador,"

chanted 10 UCLA students as

fellow protesters, including UCLA
professor Devita Cody, were
escorted out of Senator Pete
Wilson's office in handcuffs Wed-
nesday.

Although James Lee, press

secretary for Wilson, R-Calif.,

repeatedly told the Daily Bruin
that "the protesters are leaving the

office peacefully," 14 people were
arrested after they refused to leave

Wilson's West Los Angeles office.

"This is a good example of
disinformation," said Pledge of
Resistance member Robyn Doyne.
"Lee told the press there would be
no arrests, but as soon as you went
bock upstairs you found arrests

taking place. He'll probably give a

good smile and a handshake, but

. . . he'll put your tax dollars into

bombs and death squads in El

Salvador."

Lee defended Wilson's actions,

explaining that the aid packages he

has endorsed are more concerned
with economic over military aid,'

adding that some military aid was
necessary, because "so long as

insurgents refuse to engage in

A King's tribute

Freshman Elizabeth McMameejoins a candlelight vigil for
Martin Luther King Jr on Wednesday night

SCOTT WEERSINC^aMy Brutn

See story, Page 2

Bill calls for waste research
Non-toxic alternatives sought
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

In a close vote Wednesday
morning, the Assembly Ways and
Means Committee approved a bill

that calls for the creation of a

center to research alternatives to

toxic chemicals and assist compa-
nies interested in phasing out their

use.

*Wc just can't keep producing

There is danger in waste disposal,

production and in worker and

consumer exposure. The only long

term answer to the problem is to

stop using toxic chemicals and get

them out of circulation," said

Holly Carringion, UCLA chair of

the California Public Interest

Research Group (CALPIRG)
which is sponsoring the "Toxics

Use Institute Bill, AB1430.
~~

Republican Caucus policy con-

toxic chemicals at the rate we are. sultant Bill Betts said he agreed

that toxic waste is a grave problem
in terms of health risks, but said

that this bill is not the answer.

"CALPIRG is a bunch of real

environmental crazies who sup-

port every costly liberal bill in this

area . . . and the committee set up
in this bill will have a real lack of
expertise," he said.

with the main exposition com-
ing from the companies that

See TOXIC, page 20

negotiations in the democratic
process, it is important that the

\J.S. maintain a government that is

going to allow democratic free-

doms to take root**

Because Wilson, who was in

Washington Wednesday, has, his-

torically supported Salvadbran
military aid, protestors did not

carry high hopes of swaying his

- — See ARRESTS, page 2"t-

USAC gkairts

$28,000 for

MECliA plan

C.LA.S.S. Program Funding

Mentor Program $5,000

Raza Directory $1,700

Academic Organizations

Project $5,800

Academic Success

Project $4,600

Overhead $1,000

TOTAL $28,200

By Greg Hayes >

Contributor

Undergraduate government
decided Tuesday to give a Chica-

noA^tino student group $28,000
to fund a new academic support

program for students from its

community.

MEChA's Chicano and Latino

Academic Support System
(CLASS) will work on improving
retention rates and providing
academic and social support for

Chicano and Latino students.

The graduation rates for Chica-
no and Latino students are 44 and
52 percent, respectively, while the

campus average is 65 percent, the

proposal for funding stated.

"I'm glad that undergraduate

government realized how impor-

tant this program is," said CLASS
Director Norma Rojas. "It is the

only support system geared speci-

fically to Chicano and Latino
students."

The funding was allocated for

the remaining 18 weeks of the

school year.

Some of the program's goals

include trying to reduce the feeling

of isolation among Chicano and
Latino students and to increase

awareness of Chicano and Latino
campus organizations and their

benefits.

It also strives to build the

relationship between faculty and
students and to maximize the use

of existing academic resources to

retain more Chicano and Latino

suidents.

CLASS is divided into several

general areas:

The Mentor Program pairs

underclassmen with upper class

students who have the same
interests.

The Raza Directory will catalog

all students and faculty members
of Chicano or Latino origin and
any support groups on campus.
This resource is intended to help

break down feelings of loneliness

See SUPPORT* page 20
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tODAY. THURSDAYTJAN. 25
—

WRC, When No is not Enough,

12:00-1:00 2 Dodd Hall

• Bruin Woods Interviews, . . .

—

-

James West Center
Dr. Vivian Mann, Lecture & Slide Show,

4:00pm Hlllel

• "Share the,Vision", CJSJ Committee
mtg., 7:30 xerckhoff 304 D

• Student Health Advocate, Recruitment

Meeting, 7:00pm Dykstra Fireside Lounge

FBIDAY. JAN. 26
• Grad. Student Shabbat Dinner,

6:30pm Hlllel .

• GALA Dance, 9 PM
Sunset Rec Center

• Student Health Advocate, Recruitment

Meeting, 11:00am Acker^an 3508
• Mardi Gras, Applications Due,

129 Kerckhoff Hall

SATURDAY. JAN. 27

• Chinese Students & Scholars Assoc,

Movie and Dance, 5:00pm- 12:00am

1023 Hiigard Ave., UCI7\

TUESDAY. JAN. 30

• UBS Job Fair '90, 10:00-3:00 AGS

m\

• Student Welfare Commission, .

UCLA Eating Disorders Awareness Week,
Jan. 29-Feb. 2

• Unicamp, Info. Meetings, Jan. 24-Jan. 26

• Blood Donor Center, January is National

Volunteer Blood Donor Month

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING THESE EVENTS,

PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE

BODY OF THE PAPER!
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Candleliglit vigil lield

for Martin ioitlier King
By Nancy Spiomon
Contributor

About 50 students attended a candlelight vigil Wednesday, honoring

E>r. Martin Luther King and "keeping the dream alive" as they marched

from LeConte and Westwood to Westwood Plaza.

For the past nine years, the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity has sponsored

this annual vigil, said president Schuyler Jackson. "Even though we are

few in number tonight, no one was there to help Rosa Parks," he said.

In 1964, Rosa Paries sparked the beginning of the civil rights

movement by refusing to sit in the 'colored* section of a Montgomery,
Alabama bus. Jackson emphasized the importance of such individual

efforts to keep King's dream alive.

"He (King) wanted a peaceful society where all races could live as

one," said UCLA student Wendy Cabil. "I still believe in his dream and I

want to take an active part as much as I can to continue to fulfill his

dream."—**Dt. King represented what it meant to hold up basic rights for all peo^

pie, no matter what color," Jackson said.

King had a dream that one day all blacks would make it to "the Prom-
ised Land," said John Cager, student minister at the Fii^t African

Methodist Episcopal Church.

"If we are going to get to the Promised Land, we are going to have to

make our own way there. The majority population will not take us there,"

Cager said.

'To be free at last we are going to have to change ourselves, change our

attitudes and redevelop the sense of purpose we had before they shot Dr.

King," Cager said.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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General Reps deal with new admissions policy
By Crissy Gonzalez
and Sarah Sulc

Staff Writers
"^

The three undergraduate

general representatives

have put their platform

promises on hold because more
urgent issues such as the new
freshman admissions policy came
up during their first half term.

Brenton Wynn and Dennis
Arguelles worked in the fall with

other student leaders to provide an

q)en forum to inform the UCLA
community of the proposed
changes in the new admissions

policy.

The policy, which would affects

this fall's freshman applicants in

the College of Letters & Science,

~would consider all candidates for

admission in one pool based on
both academic and supplemental

criteria. Suident leaders believe it

would negatively affect students

from underrepresented communi-
ties.

"We mainly wanted to let all

students know that all these

„ MATTHIAS DAUa^Caly Bruin

Dennls^rguedes

changes were going into effect,"

Wynn said.

'The general representatives

have been acting in a variety of

things that the council and students

are interested in," said Lyle Tim-
merman, administrative represen-

MATTHIAS DAUB/Dally Bruin.

Brenton Wynn
tative to council.

They "don't have specifically

assigned tasks so they are more
flexible to deal with what comes
up," Timmerman said.

Scott Perry has been working on
student outreach and has busied

Scott Perry

himself with finding out what
students think about issues such as

cost increases in housing and
smoking on campus.

Wynn also woriced last quarter

on a budget committee which

located funds for council-spon-

sored groups. In the process, he

was able to reach out to student

groups which have felt alienated

by the student council.

"Some student interest groups
have felt that student government
funds weren't used properly,"^

Wynn explained. "No one is ever

satisfied when it comes to money,
but we tried to make everyone
happy."

For the remainder of the year,

the general representatives will

continue to help establish an

ethnic/gender studies requirement

Arguelles is working on the

restructuring of undergraduate
government "Now we have one
council which is hke the judge,

jury and (the executive)," but the

new structure he is proposing
would include separate executive,

legislative and judicial branches,

he said.

"In general, they are doing

well," Timmerman said of the

general reps. "If th§y haven't got

(their platform goals) completed,

that doesn't mean they won't."

Kaufman supports
maximum funding
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

overly bureaucratic and made
interest groups feel unwelcome

• when seeking information, she

While supporters credit said.

Financial Supports Although fonner student coun-

Commissioner Sam cil member Mike-Spence thinks

Kaufinan for being accessible and the financial supports commission

dedicated to

their concerns,

critics claim he

has not prog-

ressed quickly.

"I think I've

done a service to

all students
whether they
have endorsed
me or not I've

spoken to all

groups about
funding," Kauf-

man said. "I

want to make
sure groups get as much funding as

they can."

A coordinator of MEChA, the

Chicano/Latino student group,

commended Kaufman's initiative

LYNETTk

Sam Kaufman

has made little

progress, Kauf-
man believes that

several projects

are under way.
They include a

funding pamphlet

informing stu-

dents how their

registration fees

are divided up
among various

departments on
campus.

Also in the

works are Com-
pudollar (a computer scholarship

Hsting service^ and this year's

Volunteer Income Tax Assistance

(VITA) project, he said.

Last summer, Kaufman was part

'ally Bruin

and concern. "Sam's always there of a successful statewide lobbying

and making sure we are on top of effort lo lower the increase in

thing&_^d I think that's really registration fees from 10 percent

imporap," Alicia Molina said. _^^_.-.—,._^—

^

Hernandez places safety

first on list, supports

earthquake bond issue

Former commissioners were See KAUFMAN, page 19 Review

By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

By
participating in *?4ight

Walks," Facilities Com-
missioner Judy Hernandez

helped shed a little light on how the

campus can
work on
becoming safer

as well as
iMighter.

In the first

half of her term,

that was one of

Hernandez'
primary efforts:

to work with the

university to

improve the
campus lighting

situation.

Night walks

are designed to

identify where lights are and assess

where they are needed, Hernandez
said. As a result of these checks,

$62,000 will be spent on increased

lighting and tree trimming lo make
existing lights more visible, she

said.

LYNETTE TSAI/Daly Brum

Judy Hernandez

Undergraduate President John

Sarvey said Hernandez has been
working toward campus safety

since the beginning of the year.

"She's been on half a dozen night

walks with the administration to

point out the problems."

Hernandez has

also been
involved with
fund-raising
efforts that would
help set seismic

renovation pro-

jects in motion.

She supports a

$950 million
bond issue on
California's June

ballot sponsored

by Sen. Art Tor-

res ( D-Los
\ngeles), that

would provide
loans for earthquake safety at all

UC campuses.

"Everyone is concerned (about

seismic safety) because it affects

all of us," said Hernandez, who

See HERNANDEZ, page 19

Amid praise, criticism, Aranovich sets priorities
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Applauded for her open-

minded and objective

approach to minority

issues but criticized for not making
enough progress. Academics
Affairs Commissioner Florie Ara-

novich has two priorities for the

rest of her year in office.

Increasing retention programs

in academic departments and the

adoption of an ethnic/gender stu-

dies requirement are projects that

Aranovich says will determine the

success of her tenure.

But so far. Aranovich has not

been as active in her second term in

office than in her first said Mike
Spence, a former undergraduate

officer.
*

"The academic affairs commis-
sion has not done as much as it has

-lact vAAT Thit stiidftnt ffUp.ntirwi

committee isn't as active as it once

was," Spence said.

Spence, who sits on the commis-
sion's committee on courses and
curricula said issues such as

inadequate laboratory equipii^ent

fOT physical science classes have
not been addressed as well as they

should be.

But "everything in this commis-
sion is a slow process because

everything works at the speed of

the Academic Senate, which is a

slow process," Aranovich
explained.

Unlike other commissions, the

academic affairs commission
doesn't benefit from the publicity

given to projects like fairs or

awareness weeks. Instead, it deals

with low-profile academic issues

and policies— some of which take

years to resolve.

The commissioner has been

spending most of her energy in

pushing for a ethnic/gender studies

requirement and trying to dcvdop

Florie Aranovich

more retention programs.

And it is this effort that Alicia

Molina of MEChA, the Latino/

Chicano student group, says is

Aranovich's great contribution to

the minority community.

"She's been working on reten-

tion pn^rams, and it affects all

minorities . . . She still has a way

to go (in reducing attrition), but it

can't just be done in one year,"

Molina said.

"(Considering) her limited

resources and (the slow nature oO
the administration, she's been

doing a fairly good job," Molina
said.

Aranovich is open-minded and
unbiased, Molina said. "You know
she isn't going to council with a

biased opinion," Molina said.

Not everyone is pleased with

Aranovich's approach, however.

Intcrfratemity Council Chief Jus-

tice Mike Braun said his group

"has nothing to thank her for."

Aranovich said managing her

office a second year has been

easier. "You know more history

and know who to go to, but it's also

more frustrating because things

don't change in a year."

Her biggest disappointment was
not being able to make PACE—a^

computer program which would
— J . __ Si

Ust class syllabuses, teacher evalu-

ation results and class descriptions

on Orion or Melville in the

libraries — available as soon as

she had expected.

The program may become oper-

ational this summer, Aranovich
said.

Her goals for the rest of the year

are to get an ethnic/gender studies

requirement established and
launching more retention prog-

rams.

"If those two things are accom-
plished, I will feel fulfilled in my
capacity as academic affairs com-
missioner because they are our

highest priorities," Aranovich
said.

Her commission will be kicking

off a campaign to publicize the

ethnic/gender studies proposal this

quarter. "We want to educate the

UCLA community why (an ethn-

ic/gender studies requirement) is

necessary," she said.

'i
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Briefs

World

Pressure for Romania
govemmeirt to resign

BUCHAREST, Romania — Hundreds
of protesters broke through hnes of police

and soldiers Wednesday and surged
toward government headquarters,
demanding the leadership resign and
accusing it of being a front for Communist
rule.

The crowd of about 1,000 people at

Victory Square pushed through two lines

of unarmed police and then through a line

of armed soldiers who took no strong

action to hold them back/^
The army moved in tanks very slowly

and the crowd retreated, still chanting

"Communists in disguise!" and "Elec^
tions without the Front!"— a reference to

the National Salvation Front's plans to

participate in elections May 20.

The Front, which has been governing

Romania since dictator Nicolae Ccauscs-

cu was ousted Dec. 22, had said it would
not run candidates in the election. On
Tuesday, however, it reversed itself.

Rallies banned in Baku;

harbor battles reported

MOSCOW — Azerbaijanis fired on
Soviet forces in Baku harbor from
merchant ships Wednesday but were
routed and forced to lift a 5-day-old sea

blockade of the city, Soviet media and
residents reported.

Soldiers rounded up 43 activists and
banned rallies in Baku, where ethnic

violence began Nov. 13 between Moslem
Azerbaijanis and Armenians, most of

whom are Christians. Soldiers' families

and thousands of Russians were eva-

cuated Wednesday.
Tankers and other ships with Azerbai-

jani crews had blocked the harbor because

they suspected military authorities of

planning to smuggle out bodies of people

kiljted by Soviet soldiers, said Tunzala
Kasumova, a journalist in Baku, a city

with 1.8 million residents.

Captains of the oil tankers and barges

were said to have threatened to blow up
their vessels if military vessels tried to

break through.

Nation

Policeman sentenced

for riot-inciting deaths

MIAMI — A police officer was
sentenced Wedifesday to seven years in

prison for the deaths of two black men in

an incident that ignited three days of racial

violence a year ago.

VVilliam Lozano, 31, was convicted last

month on two counts of manslaughter for

fatally shooting an unarmed black motor-

cyclist on a street in theOvenown section,

sending the vehicle crashing into a car and
killing the motorcycle's passenger.

The Colombian-bom officer showed
little reaction as the judge read the

sentence, but his supporters cheered when
Farina said the officer could remain free

on $10,000 bond pending appeals.

- -

Bush to ask for over

$10 billion for drug war

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The second
phase of the National Drug Control

Strategy, to be unveiled Thursday by
President Bush, will call for spending

more than $10 billion on the war against

drugs in 1991, at least $1.2 billion more
than this year, sources said Wednesday.

Money for the Pentagon's effort to

battle drugs would rise about 50 percent,

from $880 million this year to $1 .2 billion

in fiscal 1991, a draft of the strategy said.

Congress has allocated about $8.8

billion for the drug war this fiscal year,

about $900 million more than the $7.9

billion sought by Bush in the strategy

unveiled last September.

The new strategy will also intensify

federal anti-drug effcMts in five areas

immediately, said the sources, all of

whom requested anonymity.

Vote formally ends
long Las Vegas strike

LAS VEGAS — Union musicians

pulled down their picket lines Wednesday
after voting overwheUningly to approve a

four-year contract with five major resorts.

The 92-6 vote ended a 714 -month strike

that ending up costing the union 46 jobs in

production shows at three of the resorts

and doing away with guaranteed work by
musicians in celebrity showrooms.

Musicians Union Local 369 spokeswo-
man Elizabeth Smith said picket lines

were taken down at the Tropicana Hotel

shortly before 2 p.m. after results of the

vote were made known.
Other picket lines that had been put up

each evening in front of other hotels did

not go up.

State

Boy admits rapinjg

S-yearoM stepsister

SANLEANDRO—A K-year-old boy

who allegedly raped his 5-year-old

stepsister after watching a sex scene on

television will stay in custody until his

trial, a juvenile court referee decided

Wednesday.

During a closed hearing, Alameda
County Juvenile Court Referee Alys

Briggs also set a trial date of Feb. 15 for

the boy on six felony counts. Deputy
District Attorney Maryann Migas said. A
pretrial hearing was set for Jan. 31.

The boy, whose name was not dis-

closed because of his age, was charged

Tuesday with two counts each of rape,

incest and lewd and lascivious acts on a

child under 14, prosecutors said.

Local

LA. Police force to be

increased, mayor says
Mayor Tom Bradley said he would

seek $14.5 million in the city's new
budget to add 400 officers to the police

force.

*Tighting crime is our No. 1 priority,**

Bradley said Tuesday. "We are in the

midst of a vigorous recruiting process to

raise the level of the police department to

its highest level ever.**

Bradley, jomed at a news conference

with City Council members Zev Yaro-

slavsky and Richard Alatonre, said much
of the $14.5 million would come from
cash and property seized from drug

dealers.

'The iM"oblem that we*ve had in Lx)s

Angeles is that the police department has

been so overburdened they haven't been
able to respond to ordinary calls,**

Yaroslavsky said.

Compiled from the Associated Press

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commissiori on Assaults

Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

Your own body may be your best weapon

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3rd
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center ar>d \he Department of Commurrfty Safety.

^fl Mexican food In Los An^^eles

since 1973.

In Westwood: Abo bi Santa Monlu

10930 Llidbrook Dr. 1014 WlbhW Blvd.

Comer of Westwood UKZL ^^^^^"^^ lOth. 1^ llth. St

I. Undbfook l^^wl (213) 395-6777

r^^^Sf REE PAUONG
(213)20a-1455 r;Jr2£ ™ "^
HnM^i9^7 '^'4\^W Men. TImis SM.
Sirtill-5 O SamUy 10aa.-9pa

I Except Daily Specials I

I
With Any Food Purchase |

I
$5.00 minimum Purchase

VALID ONLY WITH COUPON EXPIRES 2/28/90"

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN.

AQUA. HAZEL. VIOLET. & GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

'Price per lens.Exam, training, lollow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.

k/
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THE UCLA UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS
SOCIETY PROUDLY PRESENTS:

IF YOU'RE A UBS MEMBER, DON'T FORGET TO TURN IN

YOUR RESUME AI JOB FAIR FOR THE RESUME BOOK.
IF YOU'RE NOT A MEMBER, JOIN TODAY AND GET

INSTANTLY EXPOSED TO 85+ COMPANIES ATTENDING
JOB FAIR '90.

JANUARY 30, 1990
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

20TH CENTURY INSURANCE COMPANY

ACCOUNTANTS OVERLOAD
,

ACKERLEY COMMUNICATIONS
'

AMERICAN HONDA MOTOR CO., INC.

ANDERSEN CONSULTING

ANGELES CORPORATION

AT&T

ATLANTIC RICHRELD COMPANY (ARCO)

BAIN & COMPANY
BANK OF AMERICA

BOZELL ADVERTISING

BULLOCK'S / MACrS SOUTH

BUSINESSLAND. INC.

CARL'S JR. RESTAURANTS

CARTER HAWLEY HALE

CBS INC.

CITY NATIONAL BANK

CITY OF LONG BEACH

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

CM ALLIANCE / CONNECTICUT MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE CO.

COM SYSTEMS. INC.

COOPERS & LYBRAND

DELOIHE & TOUCHE

DISNEYLAND

DUN & BRADSTREET BUSINESS SERVICES

ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR / LEASING

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATES. INC.

ERNST & YOUNG

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP

FEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE

CORPORATION

RRST INTERSTATE BANK

FOOTE LOCKER

FOOT. CONE & BELDING INC.

.

GREY ADVERTISING

HEWin ASSOCIATES

IBM CORPORATION

INGLEWOOD UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

JOSEPH T RYERSON & SON. INC.

.

KAPLAN

KCAL-TV CHANNEL 9 '

KOST-FM

LADY FOOT LOCKER

LEONARD & OHREN

LIMITED EXPRESS

LOCKHEED AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS

LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE

DISTRICT

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

McCAW CELLULAR COMMUNICATION INC.

McMASTER-CARR SUPPLY COMPANY

MONITOR COMPANY

MONTEBELLO UNIRED SCHOOL DISTRICT

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS & SYSTEMS

DIVISION

MUSIC PLUS

NORtHROP CORPORATION

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE -

.THE MELLINGER AGENCY

PEACE CORPS

PEPSI-COLA

PETERSON & COMPANY CONSULTtNG

PRICE WATERHOUSE

PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL SERVICES

R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS CO.
^

ROADWAY EXPRESS, INC.

SAN BERNARDINO CITY UNIFIED

SCHOOL DISTRICT

SECURITY PACIFIC AUTOMATION COMPANY

SNELLING TEMPORARIES

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY

STEELCASE

SULLIVAN COMPANIES

SUMITOMO BANK OF CALIFORNIA

SUNKIST GROWERS INC.

TANDY CORPORATION/RADIO SHACK

THE BROADWAY

THE L/E/K PARTNERSHIP

THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY

THE WHITING-TURNER

CONTRACTING COMPANY

THOMAS JAMES ASSOCIATES

THRIFTY CORPORATION

TOYOTA MOTOR SALES. U.S.A., INC.

TRIPLE "A" STUDENT PAINTERS

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

UARCO BUSINESS FORMS

UCLA STAFF EMPLOYMENT

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

VITESSE SEMI CONDUCTOR

CORPORATION

WELLS FARGO BANK

WILLIAM M. MERCER MEIDINGER

HANSEN. INCORPORATED

WINSTON TIRE COMPANY

WORKING WORLD MAGAZINE

AND MORE TO COME !!!!

FUNDED BY THE CPC OF THE PAB
"UBS IS SPONSORED BY AGSM"
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bby fears affirmative action may be dismantied• II

By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Asian lobby groups are oppos-

ing a federal plan calling for the

review of university admissions

policies because they fear the

proposed law is a political ploy to

dismantle affirmative action.

House Resolution 147, intro-

duced by Rep. Dana Rohrabacher,

R-Calif., calls upon universities

and government agencies to exa-

mine affirmative action admis-

sions programs to ensure that they

are not based on quotas. *
Minimum quotas or reserved

slots for minorities were deemed
unconstitutional on the grounds of

reverse discrimination by the U.S,

Supreme Court in the 1978 deci-

sion. Regents of the University of

California v. Bakke.

Because quotas or reserved slots

•for underrepresented minorities

reduce the number of slots avail-

able to other candidates, a limit is

imposed on students who cannot

compete for the reserved slots. The
Supreme Court ruled that such

quotas discriminated against non-

minorities.

Supporters say the resolution

will aid the Asian community's
fight against perceived anti-Asian

biases resulting from alleged limits

or "ceilings" in admissions poli-

cies by a stricter enforcement the

Bakke decision.

But minority groups say the

UCLA Ethnic Admissions Rates

1980 California Population Census UCLA Ethnic Breakdown

Asian

Black

Hispanic

White

6.7%

7.5%

19.2%

66.6%

Asian* 25.1%

Black 7.2%

Hispanic** 16%
White 49.8%

^^B^ •

:-\--x"^.->.-s-:%wsswj UCIA

•Indtides Pilipinos and Pacific Islanders.

"Includes Chicanes and Mexican Americans

SOURCE: UCLAAdmissions Office

Groups were combined for consistent comparison to census.

resolution does little to further

their cause. Asian community
leaders say, for instance, that it is a

political move to win the suppcni

of the Asian community and to pit

them against other minority

groups.

Rohrabacher's resolution

"doesn't do anything to advance

the cause (admissions ceilings for

Asians) because it is not new
legislation, but a statement," said

Paul Igasaki, spokesman for the

Japanese American Citizens

League.

Along with the JACL, Chinese

for Affirmative Action and the

Asian American Task Force on

University Admissions fear the

resolution is politically motivated

and intended as a step toward

eliminating affirmative action, a

program they say helps Asians.

Rohrabacher's office denies their

claim.

Anti-Asian bias

In a statement opposing the

resolution^ the Asian American

Task Force claimed that Rohraba-

cher told the Heritage foundation

— a conservative policy research

group — that the resoluticHi is a

"vehicle" to show that affirmative

action is a "mistake."

"He's trying to use the resolu-

TOM YUN/Daily Bruin

tion to dismantle affirmative

action programs throughout the

country," said task force represen-

tative Henry Der. Der is also the

executive director of Chinese for

Affirmative Action.

However, Rohrabacher's office

^ said that the statement was taken

out of context and that the resolu-

tion does not oppose affirmative

action.

"(Opposing groups) are ascrib-

ing intents that are nowhere (in the

resolution)," said Gary Curran, a

spokesman for Rohrabacher.

The resolution simply "calls on

enforcement agencies to check up

and make sure that whaiev^ race-

based policy is in use isn't in

violation of the U.S. Supreme
Court's decisions," said Curran,

referring to the Bakke decision.

The Bakke decision deemed
quotas or reserved slots unconsti-

tutional because they bar non-

minority candidates from compet-

ing for certain slots based on race

thus violating the Equal Protectipn

Clause and the Civil Rights Act

Tide IV.

For instance, if 30 slots are

reserved for minorities in a class of

100, underrepresented minorities

may compete for all 1(X) slots and

be guaranteed 30 of them. Howev-
er, non-minorities may only com-
pete for the unreserved 70
remaining slots. Such quotas con-

stitute reverse-discrimination.

Curran said Rohrabacher "sup-

ports affirmative action so long as

it does not violate the standards for

non-discrimination as enunciated

by the Supreme Court

'The problem is that a lot of the

policies in the name of affirmative

action may not meet standards

enunciated by the Supreme
Court," Cuiran said.

Minimum quotas

Asian groups contend that affir-

mative action programs do not

impose a ceiling on Asian admis-

sions and that they are necessary to

increase diversity in university

See RESOLUTION, page 14

800-541-23111

STUDENTS^ FACULTY
YOU SPEND THOUSANDS
FOR YOUR EDUCATION

A/VHY NOT SPEND $24.95 FOR
YOUR LIFE?

THIS VIDEO GOULD
SAVE YOUR LIFE.
•Do you know how to escape from an
attacker?

•Arm yourself with simple, basic

self defense techniques.

•Taught by nationally certified POLICE
ACADEMY INSTRUCTOR and used by
police officers everywhere.

•Demonstrated in easy to learn detail.

•You will learn how to escape from the

grasp of an assailant in 17 different kinds

of assault situations.

•Over 25 separate techniques. It will surprise

you how simple BUT effective they are.

•Learn how to STRIKE. STUN , and
INCAPACITATE an assailant.

PRACTICAL
EASY TO LEARN
EASY TO USE

SPECIAL
CAMPUS PRICE
(NATIONALLY ADVERTISED AND SOLD FOR $29.95)

$24.95 ORDER NOW!

To Ontof by Mail — Pl«as« aand check or money order (o

SELF DEFENSE VIDEO, 995 WEST LAVOY ROAD, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84123
PLEASF SEND Mt SELF DEFENSE VIOEO(8) I ENCLOSE $24 95 FOR EACH VIDEO PLUS
ONE $4 00 SJH CHARGE (IN CALIF ADD $1 68 SALES TAX FOR EACH VIDEO) SEND MY
SELF DEFENSE VIDEO TO
NAME

STREET AD0RES5

C\TX

(Use actual address PO Bo> delays delivery)

STATE 2IP

visa $ mastercard orders call kill tree 24 hours, 7 days

1-800-453-4819
(ask for the self defense video,

ext.12)

Sorry, no COD's
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lessons
in

economics:

OFF
Our Best SeUing
Contact Lenses

DAILY WEAR
trzryoo
%J I RKO 40

8oftin«U 'B'

Bsuaoh 9 Lomb Bofliptn

Coopanhin

EXTENDED WEAR

•4900
HBO 00

Boflin&U II

Bauaota V Unnb "O' Sertaa
Amerloan Kydron Zero 4
DureaoA III

You don't need

tol)ean

Economics Major

to know
a Super Deal!

'Fashion' EYEGLASSES
•Prloe inoludea your
oboloe of a ft-ajne ft*om

our 'Vaahlon' CoUeoUon
with preeciipuon lenaea
There la never an extra
charge for plaattc, photo
t,Tf^. overalze or tinted
lenaea.

'8IHQLI VISIOH Hon CAtftraot Lenaae

$39
Visit FOR STBS OPTIGAL COMPANY.
Itmi^tbe the most important lessonyou learn today.

coft tves
Keeping Value* in Sight

"'

LO* ANaCLet-1927 Wealwood Blvd
1 '/» B«ia So o« Santa MOnica

(213)474-0S22

TARZANA- 10724 VaMura Blvd

3 Biks WeM o< neaeda
(•It) 706-4030

PASAOCHA-Foolhtll Rosamead Center

3619 E FoottiM Btvd

(616) 361-6416

TOmiANCC-IMaaitow Paftt Plaza

23613 Heeihorna Blvd

(213) 376-0642

Pricing Does Hot Iiioludo Jjjrf Ixams.

:^

Parking Structure 1
on Le Conte reduces
continuing sliortage
By Sandra Matthews

Contributor

Last week's opening of the new
Parking Structure 1, located on Le
Conte Avenue between Westwood
Boulevard and Gayley Avenue,
should help to alleviate the ongo-
ing parking shortage mania.

The four-story parking structure

will offer 1,700 additional spaces

to students, faculty and staff and
will increase the overall number of

student parking permits for other

parking areas starting this quarter.

Greg DemeU*e, Parking SerVice

Manager, said 1,231 additional

permits will be available for

parking lots 8.14, 31, and 32.

Priority for the use of Structure

1 was given to those who occupied

spaces in the previous structure

and those with permits for Lots 1

and 32, Demetre said.

The full completion of Structure

1, which is expected this summer,
will open up a total of 2,884

parking spaces, including the

1,700 spaces now available and
additional non-permit parking.

Another campus paiking area

has been opened for use as well.

Structure RC opened this week at

the Sunset Canyon Recreation

*The long term sdu*
tion rests in rideshar^

ing/car pooling and
van pooKng,''

Greg Demeire

Center and will accommodate
recreation center users who previ-

ously had to park in Lot 11. The
additional 100 spaces in Structure

RC will q)en up 138 more permits

for Lot 11.

Although all these spaces are

q)ening up to help meet parking

-

demands, Demetre said there is

another solution.

"The long term solution rests in

ridesharing/car pooling and van

pooling," he said.

Natan Sharansky
HA'AM

Sisterhood Bookstore
^xxs^<^' ,e\^'

^-";;^eo.,^<=-';^^^f>de.c.-
Vtee

(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, GA 9002^1

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

A BRUIN TRADITION SINCE 1970

SEPrs

Rap gk'oup

celebrates

King week
By Tawn Nhan
and Taline Satamian
Staff Writers

r

About 150 students gathered

Wednesday at Westwood Plaza to

listen to a concert by 06 Style, a

group of musicians who are UCLA
alumni.

A The concert, sponsored by Alp-

ha^*hi Alpha fraternity, was part of

a week-long seiies of activities

dedicated to the rijemory of Martin

Luther King Jr. V
"We want people to know about

Martin Luther King Jr. and the

dream he had," said Schuyler

Jackson, president of Alpha Phi

Alpha and coordinator of the

event

"Racism still exists and we want
people to be aware of the fact that

we should continue fighting,"

Jackson said. "People forget," he

said, "and now more than ever, it's

important to remember what Mar-
tin Luther King Jr. did."

The crowd, tightly packed

around the stage, cheered the band

and joined in with its songs.

The fraternity is continuing the

celebration this week with an

oratorical contest in Rieber Hall

tomorrow at 7 p.m. a

T

A S U C LA

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
JANUARY MEETING
NOON FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1990. ACKERMAN 2408

Return of the $1.50 pitchers

4-8:00 pm daily

SEPI'S TURNS NUTS
FREE HAPPY HOUR PEANUTS

$-1 50
i

I

I

I

I

I 10968 Le Conte Ave.

jf
208-7171 ^

Subs & Suds

Pitcher (48 02)

Daily 4-8pm
AMNtMMWtam*

I" fm ill

Dtontonar^

Giant Sepi*$ S(it)

^th cwpoft)

Mon, TiiaS, Wed
epm-ClosB

Speciar it
Small Sub & Small Dririk

$2.50

I

I

I

I

I

I
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ON THE AGENDA

The January agenda includes the

foik>wing action and information items

and reports:

• Discontinuance of the Sale and/or

Consumption of Tobacco Products at

all ASUCLA Facilities

• Approval of Budget Assumptions for

1990-1991 Services and Enterprises

Budget

• Revision of 1989-90 Servfces and
Enterprises Budget

• Second Quarter Sales Performance

and Six Months Budget Results

• Waiver of Communications Board
Maintenance and Utilities Charges

• Retention of Food Service Marketing

Research Consultant

• Notice of Proposed Board Polk:y on
Privacy

• Proposed Amendment to Policy on
Empk>yee Discounts for Student

Volunteers in Student Gk>vemment

LAST MONTH

At the December 19, 1989 regular

meeting, the Board of Directors took the

folk>wing actions in additk)n to receiving

reports on a number of matters:

• Approved 1990 Communfcations

Board Budget

• Approved creatton of an Ad Hoc
Committee to evaluate KLA's financial

viability

• Approved back-up lending authority to

the Westwood Student Federal Credit

Union in the arTK>unt of $250,000

• Approved implementatk>n of 1989-

1990 Range Adjustments

The Board of Directors is ttw student-mijority board that sets

policy for ttte Services and Enterprises ofASUCLA, including the

Students' Store and Food Service. AH Board of Directors meetings

are open to the public, and members of the campus community

are invited to attend.

<
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^
^ OFFICIAL NOTICES

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: OFFICIAL NOTICES

OFFICAL NOTICES SUCH AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL z

APPEAR IN THE UCLA DAILY BRUIN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING
THE ACADEMIC YEAR. SUCH OFFICIAL NOTICES ARE IMPORTANT
AND ALL STUDENTS ARE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
INFORMATION IN THEM.

'

v

TO:

FROM:
RE:

ALL STUDENTS ^ '

DEAN OF STUDENTS ^

FfELEASE AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION FROM
STUDENT RECORDS

Pursuant to the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1 974

and the "University of California Policies Applying to the Disclosure of

Information from Student Records." students at the UCLA campus have the

rights:

1

.

To Inspect and review records pertaining to themselves in

their capacity as students;

2. To have withheld from disclosure, absent their prior consent

for release, personally Identifiable Information from their

student records, with the exceptions as noted in Section

1 0.70 of the "University of California Policies Applying to the

Disclosure of Information from Student Records" as

. published in the Universitv of California Policies ApplvinQ to

Campus Activities. Organizations, and Students (Part B).

avciiiauie in the Office of the Dean of Students, t206 Murphy

Hall; Center for Student Programming, 161 Kerckhoff Hall;

and Student Psychological Services, A3-062 Center for the

Health Sciences;
. . ^ ., .

3. To inspect records maintained by the campus of disclosures ^77

of personally identifiable information from their

student records;

4. To seek correction of their student records through a

request to amend the records or a request for a v-

hearing; and

5. To file complaints with the Department of Education

regarding alleged violations of the rights accorded them by

the Federal Act.
'

The University may publish, without the student's prior consent, items in

the category of "public information," which are name, addresses, telephone

numbers, date and place of birth, major, field of study, dates of attendance,

degrees and honors received, the most recent previous educational

institution attended, participation in officially recognized activities, including

but not limited to Intercollegiate athletics, and the name, weight, and height

of participants on intercollegiate athletic teams.

Students who do not wish all or part of this "public information" disclosed

may so indicate on the UCLA Data Change Request portion of the

Registration Form, and, with respect to other items of information, by filling

out a "Decline to Release Public Information Form" available in the

Registrars Office, 1134 Murphy Hall.

If a request is made to withhold from disclosure a student's name and

degrees and honors received, the campus cannot make public any honors

received by the student, such as election to Phi Beta Kappa, and cannot

include the student's name and degree earned in a Commencement Program

without the written consent of the student. Similarly, if a request is made to

withhold from disclosure a student's name and dates of attendance, a

student's status as a student cannot be verified for potential employers

without the written consent of the student. Further, if a student's last

instruction to the campus is to withhold from disclosure the degree granted

to that student and the date on which the degree was conferred, that

information cannot be confirmed for a third party in connection with the

appointment of that graduate to a new position or in connection with an

honor that that individual received.

Student records which are the subject of the Federal Act and the

University's policies may be maintained in a wide variety of offices. Students

are referred to the UCLA Campus and CHS Directory . Campus Departmental
listings, pages 1 through 28, and Center for Health Sciences Departmental

listings, pages 29 through 44, which list all of the offices which may maintain

students' records, together with their campus address and telephone

number. Students have the right to inspect their student records in any such
office subject to the terms of the Federal Act and the University's policies.

The University's policies and implementing campus procedures and the

UCLA Campus and CHS Directory may be inspected in, and information

concerning the student's hearing rights may be obtained from the Office of

the Dean of Students, 1206 Murphy Hall. A copy of the Federal Act may be

reviewed in the Office of the Records Management Coordinator, Room 200.

Campus Services Building tt. rr

—

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UNIVERSITY NONDISCRIMINATION STATEMENT

The University of California, in compliance with Titles VI and VI I of the Civil

Rights Act of 1 964. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1 972, Sections

503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Age Discrimination in

Employment Act of 1967, and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975. does not

discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex,

handicap, or age In any of its policies, procedures, or practices; nor does the

University, in compliance with Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans

Readjustment Act of 1974, and Section 12940 of the State of California

Government Code, discriminate against any employees or applicants for

employment because they are disabled veterans or veterans of the Vietnam

era, or because of their medical condition (as defined in Section 1 2926 of the

California Government Code), their ancestry, or their marital statys; nor

does the University discriminate on the basis of citizenship, within the limits

imposed by law or University policy; nor does the University discriminate on

the basis of sexual orientation.

This nondiscrimination policy covers admission and access to. and

treatment in University programs and activities, and application for and

treatment in Universl^ employment.

In conformance with University policy and pursuant to Executive Orders

1 1 246 and 1 1 375, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1 973, and Section

402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of1 974. the University of

California is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer.

Specific inquiries regarding the University's equal opportunity policies

may be directed to Patricia Jasper, UCLA Campus Counsel, 3149 Murphy

Hall. (213) 825-4042; or the Director of the Office of CivH Rights,

Department of Education.

Students may complain about any University action which they believe

discriminates against them on the basis of race, color, national origin,

religion, sex, sexual orientation, handicap, age. veterans status, medical

condition (as defined in Section 12926 of the California Government Code),

ancestry, or marital status and may contact the Office of the Dean of

Students. 1206 Murphy Hall, (213) 825-3871. for further information and

procedures.
^

TO: THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: ACCOMMODATION OF RELIGIOUS PRACTICES OF

STUDENTS IN THE SCHEDULING OF EXAMINATIONS

On September 16, 1985. Governor Deukmejian signed into law a

provision of the California Education Code (Section 92640(a)) applying to

the University of California.

"It is the request of the Legislature that the Regents of the University of

California develop policies and procedures to insure that each campus of the

University, in administering any test or examination, shall permit any

student who is eligible to undergo the test or examination to do so, without

penalty, at a time when that activity would not violate the student's religious

creed. This requirement shall not apply in the event that administering the

test or examination at an alternate time would impose an undue hardship

which could not reasonably have been avoided."

President Gardner has asked all campuses to demonstrate compliance

with this provision. At UCLA, accommodation for alternative examination

dates will be worked out directly and on an individual basis between the

student and the faculty member involved.

1. In general, students should make such requests of the

Instructor during the first two weeks of any given academic

term, or as soon as possible after a particular examination

date is announced by the instructor.

2. Students unable to reach a satisfactory arrangement with
their instructor should contact the Campus Ombudsman (274
KInsey Hall, 213/825-7627) or the Dean of Students (1206
Murphy Hall, 213/825-3871) for assistance.

3. Instructors who have questions, or who wish to verify the
nature of the religious event or practice involved should
contact the Campus Ombudsman or the Dean of Students for
assistance.

This policy has been reviewed and approved by the Academic Senate
Committee on Educational Policy. Faculty should remember that while it is

fully In their discretion to make arrangements with individual students for
alternate exam times. Including final exams, faculty must conduct the
scheduled final exam for the class as a whole at the times and places
established by the Department Chair and the Registrar (Regulation A-332
(A) of the Los Angeles Division of the Academic Senate).

-*'- •!
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: OFFICIAL NOTICES

OFFICIAL NOTICESSUCH AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL APPEAR
IN THE UCLA DAILY BRUIN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING THE ACADEMIC
YEAR. SUCH OFFICIAL NOTICES ARE IMPORTANT AND ALL STUDENTS
ARE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INFORMATION IN THEM.

TO:

FROM:
RE:

ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
THE CHANCELLOR
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN AN EDUCATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT DEDICATED TO CIVILITY AND MUTUAL
RESPECT

"The University seeks to prdvlde and sustain an environment

conducive to sharing and extending knowledge and values. A critical

component of this environment is its intellectual and cultural diversity.

Embracing and cultivating diversity, learning about and appreciating

differences in an atmosphere of civility and mutual respect are central to the

mission and traditions of the University. As a result, the University has

striven to nurture a wide variety of people and ideas" ("Diversity: Accepting

differences part of university's mission," 1987, June. Summer BruinV
The University of California is committed to creating and maintaining a

community In which students, faculty, administrative and academic staff can

work together in an atmosphere free from all forms of harassment,

exploitation, or intimidation, including sexual, ( Universitv of California

Policies AoDlvina to Campus Activities. Organizations, and Students. Part B"

Section 40.00). At the same time, the University has a vital interest in

protecting and encouraging lawful freedom of expression. The University

policies outlined below seek to strike a balance between lawful free speech

and the University's responsibility to assure "a learning climate free from

expressionsof bigotry that corrode the inter-group tolerance required for all

to enjoy genuinely equal opportunities to learn and discover" ("University of

California Principles of Academic Community". Academic Council of the UC
Academic Senate, 1988).

It is the intention of the University to take whatever steps may be

needed to prevent, correct, and, if appropriate, discipline behavior which

violates its policies.
,

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM' THE CHANCELLOR
RE: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICY ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT

AND COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCEDURES

Every member of the University community should be aware that the

University Is strongly opposed to sexual harassment and that such behavior

is prohibited both by law and by University policy.

UNIVERSITY DEFINITION OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT:

Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other

vert)al or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment
when:

(a) Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or

implicitly a term or condition of Instruction, employment,
or participation in other University activity;

(b) Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an
individual is used as a basis for evaluation in making

academic or personnel decisions affecting an individuai;

or

(c) Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably

intertering with an individual's pertormance or creating an

intimidating, hostile, or offensive University environment.

In determining whether the alleged conduct constitutes sexual

harassment, consideration shall be given to the record as a whole and to the

totality of the circumstances, including the nature of the sexual advances

and the context in which the alleged incidents occurred
(
University of

California Policies Applying to Campus Activities. Organizations, and

Students. Part B . Section M^.
COMPLAINT RESOLUTION:

Experience has demonstrated that many complaints of sexual

harassment can be effectively resolved through informal Intervention.

Individuals who experience what they consider to be sexual harassment are

advised to confront the alleged offender immediately and firmly.

An Individual who chooses not to confront the alleged offender and

who wishes help, advice, or Information may contact the appropriate

department chair; the offender's supervisor; the Campus Ombudsman's
Office, 274 Kinsey Hall, (21 3)825-7627; or the Women's Resource Center, 2

Dodd Hall, (213)825-3945. These offices will provide assistance and

information regarding ways to initiate informal and formal procedures for

complaint resolutiori, ^,- —'-—^.^

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND UCLA COMPLAINT RESOLUTION

PROCEDURES IN CASES OF ALLEGED INCIDENTS OF
HARASSMENT OR INTIMIDATION BY STUDENTS

The University strives to create an environment which fosters the values of

mutual respect and tolerance and is free from discrimination based on race, ethnicity,

sex, religion, sexual orientation, disability and other personal characteristics.^

Certainly harassment, in its many forms, works against those values and often

corrodes a person's sense of worth and interferes with one's ability to participate in

University programs or activities. While the University is committed to the free

/exchange of ideas and the full protection of free expression, the University also

recognizes that words can be used in such a way that they no longer express an idea,

but rather injure and intimidate, thus undermining the ability of individuals to

participate in the University community (President Gardner, September 21, 1989).

The Universitv of California Policies ApplvinQ to Campus Activities. Organizations,

and Students. Parts A and B (hereafter referred to as "Policies") presently prohibit a

variety of conduct by students which, in certain contexts, may be regarded as

harassment or intimidation.

For example, harassing expression which is accompanied by physical abuse,

threats of violence, or conduct that threatens the health or safety of any person on

University property or in connection with official University functions may subject an

offending student to University discipline under the provisions of Section 51 .1 6 of the

"Policies".

Similarly, harassing conduct, including symbolic expression, which afso

involves conduct resulting in damage to or destruction of any property of the

University or property of others while on University premises may subject a student

violator to University discipline under the provisions of Section 51.12 of the

"Policies".

Further, pursuant to President Gardner's issuance of the "Universitywide

Student Conduct Harassment Policy", promulgated September 21, 1989, students

may be subject to University discipline for the following misconduct which may
consist solely of expression:

The use of "fighting words" by students to harass any person(s)

on University property, on other property to which these policies

^pply as defined in campus implementing regulations, or in

connection with official University functions or University-sponsored

programs.

"Fighting words" are those personally abusive epithets which,

when directly addressed to any ordinary person are, in the context

, used and as a matter of common knowledge, inherently likely to

provoke a violent reaction whether or not they actually do so. Such

words include, but are not limited to, those terms widely recognized

to be derogatory references to race, ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual

orientation, disability, and other personal characteristics. "Fighting

words" constitute "harassment" when the circumstances of their

utterance create a hostile and intimidating environment which the

student uttering them should reasonably know will interfere with the

victim's ability to pursue effectively his or her education or othenwise

to participate fully in Unversity programs and activities.

COMPLAINT RESOLUTION
One of the necessary measures in our efforts to assure an atmosphere of civility

and mutual respect is the establishment of procedures which provide effective

informal and formal mechanisms for those who believe that they have been the victim

of any of the above misconduct.

Many incidents of harassment and intimidation can be effectively resolved

through informal means. For example, an individual may wish to confront the alleged

offender immediately and firmly. An individual who chooses not to confront the

alleged offender but who wishes help, advice or information is u rged to contact any of

the Harassment Information Centers listed below.

Harassment Information Centers offer persons the opportunity to learn about

the phenomena of harassment and intimidation; to understand the formal and

informal mechanisms by which misunderstandings may be corrected and, when
appropriate, student perpetrators may be disciplined; and to consider which of the

available options are the most useful for the particular circumstances. These Centers

are:

(a) The Campus Ombudsman's Office (274 Kinsey Hall, 825-762-7);

(b) The Women's Resource Center (2 Dodd Hall, 825-3945);

(c) The Office of Residential Life (Residential Life Building, 825-3401);

(d) The Office of International Students and Scholars (105 Men's Gym,
825-1681);

(e) Student Psychological Services (4223 Mathematical Sciences Building,

825-4207; or A3-062 Center for the Health Sciences, 825-7985J; and
(f) The Office of Fraternity and Sorority Relations (108 Men's Gym, 825-D322).

With regard to the "Universitywide Student Conduct Harassment Policy,"

complainants should be aware that not all conduct which is offensive may be regarded

as a violation of this Policy; and may, in fact, be protected expression. Thus, the

application of formal institutional discipline of such protected expression may not be

legally permissible. Nevertheless, the University is committed to reviewing any

complaint of harassing or intimidating conduct by a student and intervening on behalf

of the complainant to the extent possible.

Therefore, those who believe they are the victim of a violation of any of the

iJniverslty's policies concerning harassment or intimidation are encourageil In

/

the strongest terms to report these incidents.

4-1
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Black athletes
By Thanhthuy Nguyen
Contributor

The belief that black athletes get prefe-

rential treatment is false, a panel of five

black UCLA athletes said Tuesday.

"We don't get the 'special' treatment that

everyone thinks," said panelist Sandra Van
Embricqs, a member of the women's
basketball team. "We are on our own when
it comes to making up for the classes we had

to miss in order to play spOTts."

Other issues regarding black athletes in

college were addressed by the panel at a

discussion as part of UCLA's Diversity

Awareness Week.

"I don't think people know how difficult

it is to be a student and an athlete at the same

time," said Darrick Martin, a member of the

men's basketball team. "It is hard to study

when one is mentally and physically tired

from football or basketball practice."

Moreover, despite arguments that ath-

letes should not get preferential enrollment,

the panelists agreed that it is necessary.

"I think preferential enrollment for
*

athletes is a necessity because we have to

finish class at a certain time in order to

practice," said football team member
Marcus Pauon.

The athletes also stressed how education

comes first in their lives— contrary to many
people's beUefs. >•

'To me, my education is primary and

sports is secondary because I have to think

about life after college and sports," said

Sheri Bouldin, also a member of the

women's basketball team.

"The reason I slay in school is because

preferential treatment

"The reason I stay in school

is because my education will

last me a lifetime while
sports will only last a short

time.

Shawn Wills

my education will last me a lifetime while

sports will only last a short time," said

Shawn Wills, a running back for the football

team.

The panelists also discussed the financial

strains ofmany college athletes who support

"Since we devote so much
time in the sports we play,

some kind of stipend would
be nice because we can't

work during the schoolyear

due to the restrictions or the

scholarship eligibiKty."

Marcus Patton

themselves through the school year. "Since

we devote so much time in the sports we
play, some kind of stipend would be nice

because we can't wwk during the schoo-

lyear due to the restrictions of the scholar-

ship eligibility," Patton said. 'The money

AMSON/Oaily Bruin

"To me, my education is

primary and sports is secon^

dary because I have to diink

about life after college and
sports."

Sheri Bouldin

from the scholarship is simply not enough,

especially in the area we live in which is

very expensive."

"The stipend is especially crucial for

those athletes who come from economically

disadvantaged backgrounds," Wills added

OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: OFFICIAL NOTICES

OFFICIAL NOTICES SUCH AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL APPEAR IN

THE UCLA DAILY BRUIN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING THE ACADEMIC
YEAR. SUCH OFFICIAL NOTICES ARE IMPORTANT AND ALL STUDENTS ARE

HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INFORMATION IN THEM.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICIES APPLYING TO CAMPUS

ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZATIONS. AND STUDENTS (PART A) and (PART B)

and CAMPUS REGULATIONS IMPLEMENTING THOSE POLICIES

Copies of the University of California Policies ApplyinQ to Campus
Activities. Organizations, and Students (Part A) and (Part B): UCLA
Regulations on Activities. Registered Organizations and Use of

Profifirties (UCLA Activity Guidelines); and the UCLA^tudent
Conduct Code of Procedures may be obtained at the following

locations:

Office of the Dean of Students, 1206 Murphy Hail

Center for Student Programming, 161 Kerckhoff Hall

Student Psychological Service A3-962 Center for the Health

Sciences

ALl STUDENTS ^—

^

——^
DEAN OF STUDENTS

TO:

FROM:
RE: USE OF REGISTRATION CARD AND UCLA STUDENT

IDENTIFICATION CARD

All Students are reminded that the Registration Card is issued to each stu-

dent each academic temi and is used in conjunction with the UCLA Student

Identification Card as a means of identification for the use of all University

services and participation in student activities.

These Identifiers are not transferable . They must be presented upon

request to establish official University identification, and must be surrendered

upon withdrawal. Suspension, Dismissal or cancellation of

registration.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: REGISTRAR'S OFFICE v

RE: UCLA STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD

This mandatory student identification card with photo is issued in a stu-

dent's first academic term of registration and is valid with the current term

Registration Card. Your valid, *turrent term Registration Card and supportive

identification (e.g., driver's license, passport, (California DMV ID card) must

be presented in order to obtain the UCLA Student Identification Card. The

UCLA Student Identification Card AND the current term Registration Card are

both required for the use of all University services and participation in stu-

dent activities. -

A UCLA Student Identification Card is issued without charge to New and

Re-entering students from the beginning of their first academic term of

registration throughout that term. There is a $10.00 fee for issuing a UCLA
Student Identification Card after your first term in attendance. In Fall terms, UCLA
Student Identification Cards are issued in the area adjacent to ttie enrollment area io-

Ackerman Union. In ottier terms, Cards are issued in 140 Kerckhoff Hall.

Replacement of lost ordestroved UCLA Student Identification Card : If you

have a valid, current term Registration Card and any of the supportive identi-

fication mentioned above, a replacement Card may be obtained at 140 Kerckhoff Hallr

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. There is a $10.00 replacement fee. If

you have a valio, current term Registration Card, but none of the supportive

Identification mentioned above, or, if you are currently registered and enrolled but

have no valid, current term Registration Card nor any of the supportive identification

mentioned above, please go to the Registration Window, 1113 Murphy Hall.

TO: \ ALL STUDENTS
FROM: REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
RE: laOOO STUDENT CERTIFICATION FOR AUTOMOBILE

INSURANCE

The Registrar's Office processes "Good Student" automobile insurance dis-

count forms in 1134 Murphy Hall. Most companies require a 3.0 grade point

average in the immediately preceding academic term. A student requesting such a

certification must bring his/her valid, current term Registration Card, some form of

photo identification AND the completed insurance form. The form will then be signed

immediately. If this form is to be mailed, please bring an addressed, stamped

envelope.

TO: STUDENTS RECEIVING DIRECT EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
PAYMENTS FROM GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES (VETERANS AND
ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS, AND SOCIAL SECURITY
EDUCATIONAL RECIPIENTS)

FROM: REGISTRAR'S OFFICE

Continued receipt of educational assistance funds is contingent upon

the student making that progress toward a stated degree objective stipulated by the

Veteran's Administration. Normally, that progress is met by the completion of a

minimum of 1 2 units per quarter for undergraduate students and a minimum of 8 units

per quarter/semester for graduate students. The student is urged to consult with his/

ner Veteran's Administration representative and academic department to determine

the specific standards that apply to his/her degree objective.

The Registrar's Office is responsible for notifying the funding governmental

agency whenever a student sponsored by the Veteran's Administration is not making

the stipulated progress toward a degree objective or changes his/her study load.

Educational assistance payments are determined by the number of units in which the

student is enrolled and registered during each quarter/semester of the academicyear.

Any student having questions about this Otflcfal Notice rmy contact Paul Taylor m the

Registrar's Office, 1134 Murphy Hall, (213)825-3728. The veteran with a disability

may continue to conduct his/her business at the Office for Students with Disabilities

(OSD), A255 Murphy Hall, (213)825-1501.

NOTE: This announcement is intended to alert interested students

who receive direct educational assistance payments of the responsibility of the

Registrar's Office to notify the funding governmental agencies of any information that

may affect the continued payment of the benefit. I n no way is a separate and/or double

standard of progress, attendance or conduct being imposed upon these students by

the University. These are the requirements of the governmental agencies.
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Speaker emphasizes value of black •- • munity
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

Drug abuse, gang warfare and high attrition rates

among blacks are the result of the "unnatural

evolution" of blacks in Ammcan society to which

they were forcibly brought, a guest speaker at UCLA
said Tuesday.

Charles Walker, who is working on his master's

degree in research psychology with an emphasis in

black studies, spoke as part of Alpha Phi Alpha's

annual Martin Luther King Jr. week.

"We did not come here out of choice or

determination," said Walker, referring to how blacks

were shipped to America as slaves. Symbols of

freedom like Ellis Island and the Mayflower were not

part of the black's migration to America.

"In Africa blacks were prosperous, but in America

our spirit had to be broken so we could benefit

America. Our names, identity, and family were taken

away firom us," he said, llie natural evolution of

Slacks in America was impeded. —-—
Ancestors of today's blacks were raised in the

slaveholder culture, and American laws and culture

dictated to blacks what kind of education, family,

religion, and culture they could have. Walker said.

This culture was "unnatural" for the African and

has led to certain attitudes among^ blacks. Walker
said. For example, "my grandfather and father were

sdfled (in their cultural development), so I too am
stifled even though I am an educated black man," he

said.

"We send out signals of hate for our people. We
hate the way we look and do not trust each other," he

said. But blacks need to learn to love themselves and

be [X'oud of their external features as well as their

history.

This self love will help eradicate the problems of

crime, drug abuse, and the disintegration of the

family so prominent in black society today. Walker

said. "A person who loves himself would not put a

drug in his body.**

Because the external hatred of blacks over the

years became internalized and integrated into the

black consciousness, blacks today need to discover

their purpose and their mission as a people by
embracing their identity and history. "We need to

regroup our cultural thinking; the blond-haired,

blue-eyed standard of beauty does not work well for

us," he said.

Parents need to train their children to be good
people and give them love to instill self-respect.

Walker said. They need to teach their children to love

and respect their mates and to have enough self-

respect to choose a spouse who is good for them.

Children need role models of both sexes for

healthy development. Walker said, noting how the

father is missirtg in many Mack households today. "A
well-balanced triad among mother, father, and
children is needed."

Moreover, interracial marriage and other forms of

integration have weakened the black community.
Walker said. "Parity diminishes the need for us to

unite as a unit Socialization (into a society infested

with hate) leads us to hate ourselves."

A child growing,up with two cultures may become
confused unless a strong parent teaches the child the

ways of both cultures. Walker explained. "But how
can (the black community) build itself up if the

tendency of mixed children is to embrace their white

side?" he asked.

"We need to practice discrimination, to isolate

ourselves to build ourselves up," Walker said.

'Today's black student should not be focused on
making a lot of money, driving expensive cars or

moving to upper class neighborhoods that do not

even want blacks living there," Walker said. Blacks

should strive instead to imfvove the conditions of the

black society as a whole and re-invest in the black

community.
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"Today's black student should not be focused on
making a lot of money, driving expensive cars or
moving to upper class neighborhoods that do not

even want bkcks living there."

Charles WaB(er

QUIT CIGARETTE SMOKING
or at least cut your consumption

In half Immediately.

HOW?' "SWITCH TO A PIPE."
Pipe smoking is neither ackictive nor habit formipQ. A true

pipe smoker does not inhale, txjt rather smokes tor taste and

flavor.

®

tiUt :SfiGEit <>y,.
, , „ Zj^m

MafN|f of

Sun 1M
^Q!t|e Binhtt Sox
4^ -WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY" IN SANTA MONICA

We Offer Expert Pipe & Lighter Repair on Premises in 3 Days

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SANTA MONICA 82S-4S11 • S2S^S12

MMMp^^^^^Sp FREE Body Waves,^^^|r -^^^^KjBff' Cellophane with any ^ HiLights-Weaves

m^^m' il^^^^K^ Design Cut fronn $18 from $45

VI SASSOON SASSOON
\

f / 925 N. BROXTON
| £ (North Of Village Theatre)

WAylk THE ONLY THREE NUMBERS YOU NEED TO KNOW^ ^ 208'SASS 208'HAIR 208'WAVE
r- Walk-ins Accepted

1^0*50% OFF oTT ANY Pff^DUCT PURCHASE^^^^^H with any hair service (min $30): Nexxus, Aveda, 1
i^B^^L Paul Mitchel. KMS, Focus 21 . Tri. J

STUDYFOR ONE YEAR OR
FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD
Several cc^eges of Oxford Unlverelty have Invited The

Washington bitematl(mal Studies Council to recommend
qualified students to study for one year or for one or two

terms. Ixnver Junior status Is required, and graduate study

Is avallaUe. Students are directly enrc^ed in their colleges

and receive transcripts from their Oxford cc^ege: this Is NOT
a program conducted by a U.S. College In Oxfnxl. 3.2

minimum Index In major required.

An alternative program which Is sponsored by a U.S.

University Is available for students with minimum Indexes of

2.7. Students wUl have social and athletic rights In an Oxford

cc^ege and the fees are substantially less.

« '% §^j^m9t

INTERN IN WASHINGTON, LONDON
wise offers summer Internships with Congress, with the

White House, with the media and with think tanks.

Government and Journalism courses arc taught by senior

-

level government officials, who are also scholars, and by

experienced Journalists. Similar opportunities In public

policy Internships are c^ered (with academic credit) In

London (Fall, Spring and Summer).

WHSC
EO/AA

The Washington
International Studies Council
214 Massachusetts Ave., N.E.

Suite 450
Washington. D.C. 20002
(202) 547-3275

~
^JlUk^M m^tlf^4^m

11698 SAN VICENTE BLVD
BRENTWOOD

CORNER OF SAN VICENTE & BARRINGTON

Call Ahead

!

Your Order Will Be Ready When You Are!

HAND ROLL
TUNA ROa $1.75

SALMON ROLL $1.75

SHRIMP CUCUMBER ROLL $1.45

YELLOW TAIL ROLL $1.75

SALMON SKIN ROLL $1.75

SPICY TUNA ROLL $1.75

EEL ROLL $1.75

ASPARAGUS ROLL $1.30

207-1003
Mon-Thur$ HAM -10PM
Fri-Sat IIAM-IIPM
Sunday 12PM - 9PM

SINGLE SERVING
FUTOMAKi (8pcs) $3.75
CAUFORNIA ROLL(8pcs) $3.75
BRENTWOOD ROLL (8pcs) $3.75
TEKKA MAKI (6pc$) $1.95
CUCUMBER MAKi(6pcs) $1.30
INARI (Spcs) $2.50
NIGIRI (9pcs) $6.00
SUPER MIX (9pcs) $5.50
VEGETABLE ROLL (8pcs) $3.75
NEW CHICKEN ROLL (8pcs) $3.75
TERIYAKI CHICKEN $3.00
with rice .sokxl $4.25

SALADS
SALMON SKIN $2.50

IMITATION CRAB $2.50
SIDE SALAD $1.50

PARTYTRAYS
MARINA $20.00

(36pc$)

HOLIDAY $40.00

(61 pes)

MINI $15.00
(28pcs)

CALIFORNIA ROLL

J^^*MM|Ujto^Mi

W/ MINIMUM ORDER OF$l .75. COUPON GOOD FOR FOUR
PIICi$OFCAUFO«NIAROU. Expires Jonuary 29, 199(r

»<••*' ««.#>«.< Ill '
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Jury acquits doctor of son's dismemberment murder
The Associated Press

POMONA, Calif. — A physician was
acquitted Wednesday of first-degree mur-
der in the 1987 dismemberment slaying of

his 11 -year-old son, a case in which the

district attorney had sought the death

penalty.

Jurors found Dr. Khalid Parwez, 40,

innocent of first-degree murder of his son

Raheel Parwez, whose remains were found

in a trash bin in suburban Hacienda Heights.

It was the second high-visibility case lost

by Los; Angeles County prosecutors in a

week.

On Thursday, jurors found Raymond
Buckey and his mother innocent of 52

counts in the McMartirv Pre-School moles-

tation case, and a mistrial was declared for

the remaining 13 counts against Buckey.

Court rules evidence for Hacienda Heights

case insufficient, says motives not shown

Parwez, released on his acquittal after

being in custody for 2/4 years because he

was unable to ppst bond on $8 million, later

was applaudeifby jurors.

"We feel an innocent man has been put

through hell for a couple of years," said

juror Charlie Guggino. The former defen-

dant left the courtroom without comment to

reporters.

Charged with Parwez was his brother,

Sattar Ahmed, who remains a fugitive on a

murder warrant Relatives had said they

believed he fled to his native Pakistan.

After the verdict was read, defense

attorney Leslie Abramson blasteid District

Attorney Ira Reiner, saying he had tried to

"politicize" the case.

Reiner tried to get a special circumstance
— which would have made Parwez eligible

for the death penalty— based on the cruelty

of the crime. A judge rejected the allegation

early in the case.

"I want the people ofLos Angeles County
to know their district attorney thinks

innocent people deserve the death penalty,"

Abramson said.

Prosecutors said at the time charges were
filed that the boy was strangled, skinned and
carved into more than 200 pieces with a

hatchet, ax, sledgehammer and sharp

cutting instruments.

Deputy District Attorney Richard Bums
in told jurors a high degree of surgical skill

was involved in the dismemberment.

"Like the McMartin case ... the prosecu-

tion was off into the world of fantasy,"

Abramson said Wednesday.
Reiner was in Sacramento on Thursday

and not immediately available forcomment
Bums left the court without comment
Abramson noted that most of the evi-

dence was circumstantial and no motive

was shown for the killing. She also noted the

doctor, an obstetrician-gynecologist at

Kaiser Permanente Hospital in West Los
Angeles, was on call at his hospital when the

slaying was believed to have taken place.

Witnesses said the boy was last seen

getting into a car similar to one driven by his

uncle in front of his school Nov. 16, 1987.
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accuses Reagan of clucking lianContra scandal
By Pete Yost

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS

NOW AS LOW
AS $899!!!!

Start the new year with our most affordable Apple Macintosh® Computers ever. These low holiday prices can send

you on your way to creating term papers, newsletters, artwork, and much mofe with the intuitive ease Apple is

famous for. Stop by the ASUCLA Computer Store today and see what a Macintosh can do for you tomorrow!

Mac Plus (800k Disk Drive)

Save $100 ^^
Suggested Retail -$1799 Was $999 NOW $899

Mac SE (2 SuperDrives, Keyboard must

be purchased separately)

Save $300 ^
Suggested Retail - $3169 Was $1699 NOW $1399

Mac SE (20 iVIb Hard Drive, Keyboard must

be purchased separately)

Save $200 ^
Suggested Retail - $3769 Was $1999 NOW $1 799

w

ImageWriter II (with DlN-8 cable)

Save $1 22
Suggested Retail - $595 Was $451 NOW $329

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check, University

Credit Union Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are qqI accepted.

ELIGIBILITY. These products are available to full-time students, faculty, staff and departments only Purchase must be for the

personal, academic or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime. Exceptions

are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire. IDENTIFICATION: Students must show a current Registration Card and

Photo I.D, Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and Photo I.D. OTHER RESTRICTIONS: Quantities are limited. Prices

are current as of 1/6/90 and are subject to change without notice. All sales are final.
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Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Iran-Contra

arms middleman Richard Secord was
placed on probaticNi for two years Wednes-
day for falsely telling congressional investi-

gators he was unaware any money in the

affair had benefited Oliver L. North.

After his sentencing, the retired Air Force

major general accused former President

Reagan of faUing to support loyal subordi-

nates and operatives in the worst foreign

policy debacle of the Reagan administra-

tion.

"I think former President Reagan has

been hiding out; I think it's cowardly,"

Secord said when asked about Reagan's

role in the affair.

In 1986, when the Iran-Contra operation

Arms middleman gets two years probation

for lying to Congress about funds to North
erupted, "I think that he should have st6od
up and taken the heat ... just as previous
presidents have done (in failed covert

operations)," Secord told a news confer-

ence. "But instead of that they built a wall

around ... him."

Secord said then-Attorney General
Edwin Meese acted "in panic and out of
ignorance" on Nov. 25, 1986, when he
announced that the Justice Department
would examine possible violations of
criminal law in the affair. That was the day
Meese disclosed that some funds from the

secret Iran arms sales had been diverted to

the Contras. Reagan maintains he didn't

know about the diversion, and Secord said it

would be "speculative" on his part to

suggest otherwise. ^

But "the president did not stand up and
say this (the Contra resupply operation and
Iran arms sales) was "'done on my
authority,"' said Secord.

The president told the Tower Commis-
sion on Jan. 26, 1987, that he did not know
thp National Security Council staff was
engaged in helping the Contras. "The Board
is aware of no evidence to suggest that the

president was aware of Ll Col. North's
activities," said the Tower Board's final

report.

Secord was enlisted by then-White

Hou^e aide North to airlift weapons and
other supplies to the Nicaraguan rebels and
assist the Reagan administration's secret

arms shipments to Iran.

Secord, who paid for North's $13,8(X)

home security system from proceeds of the

Iran-Contra operation, told congressional

investigators in 1987 he was unaware of any
money going to North from the scandal.

"I deeply regret not being more candid,"

Secord told U.S. District Court Judge
Aubrey Robinson. "If I could correct this I

certainly would. I will regret it for the rest of
my life."

Secord could have faced up to five years

in prison and a $250,000 fine for the false

statement, but Robinson said it was his

judgment that there has already "been
punishment in this case.**

1 TOSH COMPUTERS

NEVER ICED
LOWER!!!!

Here are some of the newest and most powerful Macintosh® computers available, at the lowest prices we've

ever been able to offer. These systems can give you the performance you need whether you're writing journal

articles, making business forecasts or demonstrating scientific relationships with graphs and charts. Stop by

the ASUCLA Computer Store and see what a Macintoslj can do for you. ,

Mac Ilex System (40 Mb Hard Disk.

Color Monitor, and Extended Video Card; Keyboard not included)

Save $237
Suggested Retail $7016 Separately $4536 NOW $4299

Mac llci (40 Mb Hard Disk; Keyboard not included)

Save $200
Suggested Retail - $5369 Was $4399 NOW $41 99

Mac llci (Extra Memory and storage with 4 Mb RAM,

80 Mb Hard Disk and 1 SuperDrive; Keyboard not included)

Save $250
Suggested Retail - $7069 Was $5399 NOW $5149

Fi-H'i|
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LaserWriter II SC*
Save $100
Suggested Retail - $2799 Was $1799 Now $1699

LaserWriter II NT*
Save $150
Suggested Retail - $4999 Was $3199 NOW $3049

LaserWriter II NTX*
Save $200
Suggested Retail - $6999 Was $4499 Now $4299
Comes with Toner Cartridge. Requires additional cabling. Students are not eligible to purchase the LaserWriter II NT or NTX

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check. University Credit Union Withdrawal

Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are qqI accepted. ELIGIBILITY: These products are available to full-time

students, faculty, staff and departments only. Purchase must be for the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are

restricted to one per person per lifetime. Exceptions are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire. IDENTIFICATION: Students must show
a current Registration Card and Photo I.D. Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and Photo I.D. OTHER RESTRICTIONS: Quantities are

limited. Prices are current as of 1/6/90 and are subject to change without notice. All sales are final.
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WTSTVVOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDI-CAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS*
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

1090 Westwood Blvd.
(in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30 pm
• 208-3701 •

VISION CARE
See the difference

I

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alua

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 3/15/90

x:aklton hair
international

UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions ap *ly).

$18 CUT Qt BLOW
MUST snow UCLA SUDETfT ID. W, ttm^ tk, ti^ U r^ myia U mf

Wrm COUPON dmlfAmkm €»Mm u wmMUkk.

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUIS
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477

NEW YEAR'S SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE

''' CALIFORNIA ROLL

Witfi or lUitltoutgCasses-

artislryfor your eyes onCy

DAILY-WEAR SOR CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
includes exam, lens, core kit & follow up core

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

All student, faculty employee
vision-plans WELCOME

W Weyburn

f r

9

located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748
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RESOUmON
From page 6

communities.

"Afflimative action programs

are key to making sure all underre-

presented minorities liave equal

opportunity in higher education,*"

said Steve Oddo, spokeman for

Rep. Robert Matsui, D-Sac-
ramento, opposing the resolution.

Igasaki said affirmative aqtion

programs are goal-based, not qdo-
ta-based which would make them
unconstitutional.

A goal-based program aims to

match the numbers available in the

minority labor pool in the com-
munity, but would not impose a
ceiling on minority admissions, he
said.

However, while affirmative

action seeks to increase the enroll-

ment of minorities to match those

in the community, the percentage
of Asians admitted has soared past

the percentage of Asians in the

general population in California.

According to UCLA admissions

records. Asians (including Filipi-

nos) currently make up about 29
percent of the undergraduate
population. Meanwhile, the 1980
census shows that they comprise
just 6.7 percent of California's

population.

In contrast, whites make up 49.8
percent of the UCLA population

and 66.6 percent of the California

population.

When asked if the increasing

enrollment of Asians was defeat-

ing the goals of diversity and
affirmative action by presenting a

disproportionately higher number
of Asians- on campus than in the

population.of California, Igasaki

said that whites have never been

discriminated against **In terms of
diversity, whites are always well

represented,** Igasaki said.

**It*s when too many Asians are

getting in that you see discrimina-

tion,'* Igasaki said.

Asian groups such as the JACL
and the Asian American Task
Force on University admissions

have argued that although the

number of qualified Asian 2^)plic-

ants have increased, the rate of
admission has lagged behind
whites.

However, records show that the

rates are comparable. For the class

entering in fall 1987, whites were
admitted at 40.6 percent and
Asians were admitted at 39 per-

cent

According to Director ofUnder-
graduate Admissions Rae Lee
Siporin, these figures "don't mean
much unless we can show the

quality of the applicant pool is the

same.**

Each ethnic group has a range of
GPAs and groups with higher

GPAs could have higher admis-
sions rates. However, GPA is only
one of the many qualities that is

taken into consideration for admis-
sions, Siporin said.

UCLA neither establishes a

minimum quota nor a ceiling for

any minority group in admissions.

Siporin said.

UCLA's affirmative action
program aims at "achieving a
diverse class without specific

numbers" and that it does not

compare numbers with the labor

pool but with the numbers gra-

duating from high school, Siporin

said. \

At UCLA, where undergraduate

affirmative action program is

currently being investigated by the

Department of Education's Office

of Civil Rights for racial biases,

the rate of Asian admissions has

not been affected by affumative

action, said Siporin.

"If you look at the numbers and
the statistics, Asian admissions arc

slatDle or have increased. There is

no indication that Asian admis-

sions have dropped because of

affirmative action,** Siporin said.

The UCLA inquiry is a continu-

ation of a compliance review of

Title IV of the Ovil Rights Act of

1964 that began November, 1988.

The compliance review looked

into the admissions policies of the

graduate schools of management,
engineering, and public health as

well as undergraduate admissions

for racial biases. No report has

been released regarding the find-

ings.

Low-income homes, poor sec-

ondary school preparation and
physical handicaps are barriers for

underrepresented minorities, Sipo-

rin said.

"We want to make sure our

admissions policies are sensitive to

these barriers . . . Our affirmative

action program says, *Do what you
can to take those factors in

account,' " she said. "Affirmative

action is not about excluding

anycme. It is about giving oi^xm*-

tunities to groups who haven't had
them.**

"If what they are doing is

constitutional, then they can do it**

said Curran, formeriy with the

Office of Civil Rights. "(But the)

bottom line of the Bakke decision

is that you can*t make admissions

decisions based on race.**

Political motives
'-

While supporters of the resolu-

tion claim that it benefits the

minority community, minority

group leaders contend that it does
more harm than good.

Celia Munoz. spokeman for the

National Council of La Raza, a

Mexican-American lobby group,

said that there appears to be a

hidden intent to "fingment the

(minority) groups** in the resolu-

tion.

"It sounds like they are trying to

detach the traditional civil ri^ts

coalition . . . the more (minority

groups) work in coalition, the

stronger we are because we have
the same common goals and
enemies.** Munoz said.

Munoz said that there was no
direct effect on the Mexican-
American community but that it

**takes a step that could go against

it** She said that the national

council will fellow Asian groups'

lead on the issue.

Althea Simmons. Washington
D.C. spokeswoman for the Nation-

al Association for the Advance-
ment of Cokxed People, said she

did not have an opportunity to look

at the resolution and chose not to

comment on the issue.

Igasaki and Der said that Rohra-
bacher did not contact them con-
cerning the resolution which came
out of the Republican Research

Committee. Both said they are

suspicious of his motives.

Because the majority of the

Califomians are projected to be
members of minority groups in the

next decade, political victory

depends on the Republican Party's

"ability to reach this minority

majority,** said Igasaki, who
believes the resolution is an effort

to gain Asian-American votes.

"It's obviously political. With-
out a doubt it's political," Der said.

If the resolution was concerned
with discrimination resulting from
reserved admittance slots, propo-

nents would make the same objec-

tions about special admissions

pdicies that reserve spots iox

athletes and students with special

artistic talents, he said.

However, based on the number
of Democrats supporting it, the

resolution is relatively bipartisan,

Curnn said. Twenty of the 70

See RESOumON, page 15

Bush won't judge
But wants Gorbachev to survive
By Christopher Connell

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C— President Bush expressed hope Wednesday
that Mikhail S. Gorbachev "not only survives but stays strong" in the face

of "enormous" problems. He declined comment on whether the Soviet

leader has gone too far in trying to quell civil strife in Azerbaijan.

"Anytime you have a use of force and' the loss of life, we are con-

cerned. But I don't believe I can Judge that question right now," said Bush
of the Soviet crackdown on rioting in the largely Moslem Soviet republic.

The president at a news conference, also announced support for

elevating the Environmental Protection Agency to the Cabinet,

castigated a "sleight-of-hand" plan to cut Social Security taxes and
mounted a last-ditch cilori to prevent an override of his veto of a bill pro-

tecting Chinese s udents from deportation.

Gorbachev ordered thousands of Soviet troops into Azerbaijan last

week to stop anti-Armenian rioting and restore order. The military killed

dozens of people Saturday in storming the capital city of Baku Alter 1

1

days of violence, the official death toll stood at 170.

With the strife in Azerbaijan and demands for independence from the

Baltic states of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, Bush said Gorbachev is

"faced with an ethnic problem here and an internal problem of enormous
dimensions."

Bush said he "can't make predictions" about Gorbachev's chances of
surviving the challenges, but added:

"I hope he not only survives but stays su^ong. Because I think it is in our
interest that perestroika succeed and go forward."

The United Slates regards the Soviet Union's annexation of the Baltic

states a half-century ago as illegal, and Bush said he and Gorbachev dis-

cussed the U.S. position at last month's Malta summit
But he said he did not want "to fme-tune all that" emphasizing instead

that what "we want to do is to encourage Mr. Gorbachev's stand that

peaceful change is the order of the day."

Bush bristled at the prospect of his veto on the Chinese-students bill

being overridden.

"One of the criticisms that gets to me a little ... is the idea that I don't

care about human rights. That is absolutely ridiculous," said the

[H'esident

"Not one" student was sent back to China after last June's government
crackdown on demonstratcx-s, he said. 'They were safe then and ihey are

safe now and they will be safe in the future." .

He attributed the strong sentiment in Congress to override the veto

both to persuasive lobbying by the students and "crass poHtics" by
lawmakers eager to hand him a defeat

Searching for • •

Leukemia victim

continues wait

By Kiiey Armstrong

Associated Press

NEW YORK— For the sake of

a 20-year-old leukemia victim,

about 9,600 people have under-

gone blood tests in the past three

months, hoping that they will be

able to give her the bone marrow

that might save her life.

Allison Atlas is still waiting. But

as a result of h^ search for a

compatible donor, eight other

patients have found potential

donors and a data bank ^at
collects information about possi-

ble donors is nearly 10,000 names

richer.

RESOLUTION

The AUds iuiaily of Bethesda,

Md., is among about 15 families

around the country who have gone
public with marrow searches,

helped by a national organization.

The families travel, talk to

reporters, hold donor drives and
raise money to cover the S75 blood

test fee for each voltnteer they

bring in. Public re'ations and
fund-raising pointers come from

the Life-Savers Foundation, the

recruiting arm of the National

Marrow Donor Piogram in St
Paul, Minn.

•Help Save Allison's Life,"

entreats an advert sement that has

brought volunteers to synagogues

and Jewish community centers in

Washington, Baltimore, Boston,

New York, Hairisburg, Pa., Nor-

folk, Va., and other cities.

From page 14

supporters are Democrats, he said.

Also among its supporters is Rep.

Patricia Saiki, R-Hawaii.

Law of the land

The resolution's purpose is to

"make sure that admissions poli-

cies live up to the law of the land,

particulariy the Bakke decision,"

Curran said.

"We cannot understand why
they don't enthusiastically support

(the resolution) rather than some

(affirmative action) policies that

won't live up to (Bakke's) stan-

dards," Curran said. "How can

anyone object tO (making sure

policies are constitutional?"

But Der said that the admissions

process is a complicated one that

must take many factors, including

race, into consideration. "We feel

strongly that university admissions

should include underrepresented

minorities," he said.

"(The admissions process) has

the overwhelming task of balanc-

ing the factors of affirmative

action students, athletes and art

and drama applicants," Igasaki

said.

But by being insensitive to these

factors, the resolution exploits

Asians who are "scapegoats
aUtady," Igasaki said. "The last

thing I want to see is other minority

sroups to blame Asian-Americans
for (supporting Rohrabacher's
resolution) that may dismantle

(affirmative action) which benefits

them and, in the past has benefited

us," he said.

Spokesmen said that Rohraba-
cher will try to bring the resolution

which is currently being discussed

in the Education and Labor Com-
mittee and the Judicial subcom-
mitteeon Civil and Constitutional

liberties, into the House assembly
when it meets again in February.
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EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.
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SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

r
I

I

I

I

I

HAPPY PLATE
• Chicken

'

• Beef Stick
• Fried Rice
• Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon

_i I

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
i 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

Kinross

Tj p
[^I^^Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

ri'rrr.

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 2/25/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

$30

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20

CELLOPHANE
& CUT
$25 ^

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

:

o<
Create Your Own Chinese Barbecue For

Chicken • Pork • Beef • Lamb • Bell Peppers • Onions • Cairots • BroccolU
Plus Much. Much More!

COOKED FRESH FOR YOU IN MINUTES!

$1.00 OFF
Receive $1*00 OFF Any Mcmgolian Barbetjue Dinner Only

Willi HO* Coupon ^

Hxpires 1/30/90

1064 Gayley Ave • Westwood Village • 824-3377

m^m

Ifyou or someone you know
has been raped ...
Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone. ^ ^
^•- -^ .

We're here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services Con-

sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify and

assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer any

questions that may arisCi

For more information, call the Women ^s Resource

Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

and askfor an RSC

.

The Yt'omen's Resource CenUrh a ier^ice ojthephision of Student Ihvelopmem and HeaWu
^v:;
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MARDI GRAS APPLICATIONS ARE DUE TOMORROW

PICK-UP AND RETURN AT 129 KERCKHOFF HALL

mmmmm mmm Wm

Beit-Midrash Ongoing Monday Classes:

Introduction to Judiasm: Theology, History and Prayer, Mondays, 5:45-7:15 pm, at the
Westwood Bayit, 619 Landfair Ave. Cost: $30 ._
Beginning Hebrew: Mondays, 7:30-9:00 pm, with Aviva Steinberg, Certified GIpan In-

structor. Cost: $25
Intermediate Hebrew: Mondays, 6:00 prn. Call Aviva Steinberg for more info. Cost $25
Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller's GCLA-Famous Talmud Class on Women and Jewish Law,
Mondays at Noon; Law School Room 1314. Come on in. ..it's free!

^ 1/. *.v.v/ •••>'.*:.

I ••:•....;

IVv^V-Si

mw

Gardens and Ghettos: The Jewish Art of Italy.

Dr. Vivian Mann
curator of Judaica, Jewish Museum, New York

Dr. Mann co-authored "The Precious Legacy-Judaic Treasures fronn the Czechoslovak State Collections,'
and "A Tale of Two Cities: Jewish Life in Frankfurt and Istanbul"

Thursday, January 25, 1990
4:00 P.M.

Sponsored by CJCLA Extension. QCLA Jewish Studies Program, UCLA Jewish Studies Bibliographer, and Hillel Students Association

w-'-f;'-

"Share the
Vision:"

The Committee for Judaism
and Social Justice (CJSJ),
the campus arm of Tikkun

magazine is meeting
TONIGHT in Kerckhoff

304D, 7:30 pm to discuss
agenda and fonn

committees.

For more information
call Jason at

208-3081.

44

•y- ':':.

;
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The Wall is Coming
Down; Jewish _A.

^

Identity is Gp ^rf.
in the G.S.S.R." Jt

GRAD STGDENT •

SHABBAT DINNER
Special guest Si Frumpkin,
world-reknowned Soviet activist

author, will give an account of his

recent trip to the Soviet Union.

Friday, January 26th, 1990
at 6:30 PM

Dinner and progrann cost is $3.
Reservations a must.

Please call Julie at 208-3081 for

reservations and info.

•;•:»•/*>'

.^:i^mhi^mGt iSdace at Hnhl - SPO Hilffigin* Ave. isomer of Hil^ard & Le Conte)

Memories
viviclbut

off taiget
By Lauran Neerqaard

Associated Press

ATLANTA ~ Some people
insist they remember vividly

where they were when the space
shuttle Challenger exploded four

years ago Sunday, but Ulric Neiss-

er knows they're wrong.
And the "fiather of cognitive

psychology" has their handwritten
accounts of the day to prove it

'This really surprised me/* said

Neisser, a member of the National

Academy of Sciences who pion-

eered the psychology of how
people handle information. *'I

suspected they wouldn't be 100
percent accurate, but I never
thought they'd be this wrong."

When Neisser, an Emory Uni-
versity psychology professor,
heard that Challenger had
exploded on Jan. 28, 1986, killing

all the astronauts on board, he
decided that surveying Emory
students about the accident could
help test the accuracy of "flashbulb
memories."

That term, coined by Harvard
psychologist Roger Brown,
describes vivid and detailed

memories of imp(xiant and emo-
tional events. In the 1970s, Brown
wrote that events such as the

assassination of John F. Kennedy
are accurately recorded by a
quasi-photographic mechanism in

the brain.

The morning after Challenger
exploded, Neisser asked 100 stu-

dents to record how, who^ and
when they heard the news, who
told them and how they felt.

In the fall of 1988, and again in

spring 1989, he and Emory gradu-

ate student Nicole Harsch tracked

down 44 of the students and
interviewed them, scoring their

resp(Mises on a 7-point scale of
accuracy.

In the first interviews, 1 1 were
"dead wrong" and only three

received a score of 7.

In the 1989 interviews, when
Neisser even gave the students

hints and eventually showed them
the reports they had written, 12

students still failed completely.

He added that even those people

with a score of 7 were not totally

correct in their memories.

Of the 13 students whose confi-

dence level was highest, three had
scores of and seven had scores of

2 or less. Only two were accurate.

"Hardly anyone remembered
filling them out," Neisser said of

the statements. "Even then,

nobody said, 'Oh yes, now I

remember.' You'd think they'd

say that if only to be a good subject

.

and please the interviewer.

"Some didn't want to believe it

even then. They said, 'I'm sure

that's wrong.*"

The typical response was that

the student was passing a TV set

and stopped to watch.

"After all, after hearing about it,

almost all of us sat around that

night watching it on television,**

Neisser said. "They remember the

television-watching experience."

The concept of flashbulb memo-
ries has been around since at least

1899, Neisser said. He found an
article published in an 1899 Psy-

chological Review that said a man
named Cole Grove surveyed peo-

ple 30 years after President Lin-

coln's assassination. Although
two-thirds of those claimed to

remember how they heard the ^
news, Orove said probably only
one-third were correct
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GAY-AND-LESBIAN-ASSOCPRESENTS

Into the

iifc^

FRIDA Y. JANUARY 26
:A^

9 pm
'ATSUNSET CYN REC CENTER, UCLA CAMPUS •

FREE PARKING, LOT 1 1 REFRESHMENTS SERVED

'DONATIONS REQUESTED-

GAY Also LESBIAN ASSCCIATION UCLA

500 KeRCKHOF*F HALL • 30B WESTWOOD PLAZA
LOS ANGELES. CA 900S.d . (313) 823-8053
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TACO THURSDAY
$2.00 Pitchers After 8:00 pm

.59C Chicken Tacos
V-.

T".-!-

(come watch Cris drink a pitcher while standing on his head)

1 084 GLENDON AVE. 208-2038
we Accept: Visa Mastercard American Express
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it FREE CMERam FOR WOMEN EmRlMiW WORKFORCE
THVRSD4Y, FERRVARY 1,7:00 P.M.. MOORE-ROOM 100.
Ftrst 500 women attending will receive a free gift bag filled with L'OREAl* products and a complimentary issue of Working Woman* mogazine. • FROM
BACKPACK TO BRIEFCASE is packed with information to prepare junior and senior women for a smooth transition into the workforce. •

Jeri Sedkir,

Working Woman's Director of Corporate Affairs, will shore her strategies for success in a presentation titled, "How to Get a Competitive Edge in Business."

• Topics will include: Getting the Job of Your Dreams, How Image Con Make or Break You and Climbing the Corporate Ladder. • learn whot it takes

to carry more weight in toilay's increasingly-competitive job market. Join us for our presentation and get a head start on the rest of your coreer.

LOREALi-lflBiliiyilM-lMPPAiyPHAlM ^

Study links

body shape
with health
By Daniel Q. Haney
Associated Press

BOSTON— It*s healthier to be
shaped like a pear than an apple,

and now expms believe they knpw
why: Cholesterol levels are closely

linked with where people carry

their fat.

Researchers have long noticed

that folks with fat posteriors tend

to have healthier hearts than those

with big guts, but the reason for

this was unclear.

A new study offers a possible

explanation. It shows that people
with beefy hips and trim waists

have high^ levels of a protective

form of cholesterol called HDL
than do those with potbellies and
small behinds.

"When patients come in, we
advise them to lose weight," said

Dr. Richard E. OsUund Jr. 'This

paper suggests that more important
than that is how the fat is distri-

buted.**

His study, conducted with
healthy elderly people, found that

body shape alone could account
for a large portion of the differ-

ences in people's HDL cholesterol

levels. __^_^__
Ostlund*s study, conducted at

Washington University School of
Medicine, was published in Thurs-
day's New England Journal of
Medicine. '^

HDL — high density lipopro-

tein — is the so-called good
choiestax)l. The more people have
in their blood, the lower their

chances of heart attacks. Women
typically have higher HDL levels

than men. As they grow older,

women also tend to put on weight
around the hips, while men are

more prone to larger bellies.

Experts have long suspected
that differences in sex hormones
might explain the HDL disparity

between men and women. Howev-
er, the new study suggests that

body shape, not sex, could be the

key factor.

DON SAXON ROBERT R. BLUME
JAN FOSTER JOEL OUARESIMO
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Watch makeis
unite against
street sales
The Associated Press

NEW YORK— When you can
be duped into buying a portable

radio with no innards or a tele-

phone filled with sand, a $50 watch
that looks like $S,000 may seem a
bargain.

But with a 10-yard or 10-minute
warranty, whichever comes first,

all of these products are useless,

and the watch industry, at least, is

fighting back.

According to Bill Shuster of
Jewelers Circular^Keystone, a
jewelry trade magazine, one in five

luxury items sold is counterfeit

Most of the bogus wares are sold

on street comers in major cities,

but pawn shops, discount mer-
chants and electronics stores also

are among the guilty.

"Everyone wants a deal," says
Steffan Aletti, president of the

Jewelry Industry Council, "but
watches on street comers are not a
deal. You're buying a piece ofjunk
for $50, which is what you might
pay for an attractive, genuine,

warranteed non-precious metal
watch.

"Selling counterfeit watches is

nothing less than engaging in

illegal activity."

In addition, he says, with more
than 10 million sold annually, fake

watches are money out of the

pockets of reputable manufactur-
ers.

KAUFMAN
From page 3

down to 3 percent
Kaufman said the effort "made

the administration stop and think

and keep in mind that they are here
to serve us."

He said he will continue to work
hard because "there's always room
for improvement I find that I'm
never pleased with the work
done."

"I want to keep administrators

on their toes and you can never
Stop doing that," he said.

HERNANDEZ
From page 3

believes an unsafe campus gives

the university a poor image.

Alleviating parking problems is

one of Hernandez's goals for this

quarter. She suppoits the city's

Veloway Project, which is trying

to build an elevated bicycle pas-

sageway from Westwood to the

UCLA campus.

"Students will be encouraged to

use bicycles as an alternative mode
of transportation," Hernandez
said.

She hopes Los Angeles will

recognize parking problems
around UCLA and help reduce

them. "(The city has) to see that

there are a tot of students here and
that we can be a powerful voting

force," 9he said.

One of the commission's future

events is a campus safety aware-

ness week in spring quarter to

increase community conscious-

ness of campus safety issues.

Hernandez is currently encourag-

ing campus security, residence

halls and other campus groups to

get involved.

Hernandez is also working to

improve the visibility of campus

emergency telephones. She said

she would like to sec fluorescent

coloring added to the blue phone

booths and the installation of

campus directories at main campus

entrances to show wherefimergen-

cyj)hones are located.
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JANUARY IS NATIONAL VOLUNTEER
BLOOD DONOR MONTH

FREE
FOR UCLA DONORS

_ UCLA STUnPNTq* - Meal tickets for all ASUCLA food facilities with
TeacK blood donation. -\

UCLA/ASI JCLA HMPIOYFRS - 4 hours leave with pay each time you do-

nate. Most student*, casual, per diem and career employees are eligible.

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER .

"A" Level Room A2'260 UCLA Medical Center
• Just down the hall from Student Health.

825^0850 825-0888
* Student employees may receive either 4 houts leave with pay or meal tickets but not both . Must have current UCLA student I.D.

* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

Get this

bundle
now.

Right now, you can save a bundle on

MacWrite"n and MacDraw" 11 software

from Claris—the two key programs you

need for your Macintosh.

MacWrite D lets you create great-looking

papers quk:kly and easily using automatic

footnotes, endnotes, page numbering, and

mute-column features. It even does word

counting so you'll know when you've

completed that 1 ,5(X)-wond paper that's due

first thing in the morning. And when you're

ready to edit, you can check your writing

with the l(X),00(>-wotil spelling checker and

220,000-woiil thesaurus.

MacDraw 11, the best-selling graphics

software for the Mac, is versatile and easy to

learn. You can use it to design almost

anything—from flyere for special events, to

oveii)ead slide presentations, to precise

Save^a
bunclle*

architectural drawings. Its features let you

tailor yourgraphks at the touch ofa mouse.

And you can easily cut and paste graphk:s

into your MacWrite II documents.

Separately, MacWrite II and MacDraw U

are powerful, time-saving tools. Combined,

they are an unbeatable software solution that

helps you get the most out of your Mac.

So huny in today and find out how

MacWrite II and MacDraw n ftum Qaris

can save you a bundle.

V LARIS

enffiwMf ^n/ l-ttvti ftetermttt UftlMtf n?H||i;^|fni7;.(|iMft' f fM-^: SH t»^S: ten

IWttwnartw Ot Cltl» Co«pOf«»on. MlcinlMh and Mac are wqislerecl (rwtemarte ot Apple Computet Inc
''"""

'ifSsS^?'?' -V^ , ,_.,
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c.Japanese i^uiiin*
OPEN DAKY

YAKiNIKU "'i"^"

i».I!». liOM THUR 5 10 30 m
TEMPURA FRISATS^IIPM

TERIYAW
SUM 5 10 PK

_JSen foo4s
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE: WAITEFVWAITRESSES

2031 WILSHIRE BLVD.- SANTA MONICA 453-4848ig
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I

TAN IN WESTWOOD!
2 Blocks from UCLA

$15 for ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING!

(Plus maintenance)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tcunning salon.

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between Klnro*» and Undbrook)

,f,^^..^^~ 824-2826
offer txplm 1/30/90

ANTONIO'S
. SPECIAL

SHAMPOOCUT'STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad (reg $25)

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN
-^ STYLISTS

w/

20% OFF BEAUTY SUPPLIES ad

Paul Mitchell, Tri, Redken, and more
A-7n n-7c:^ ^^ >i-7n Q-rc^-y 1267 Westwood Blvd.
479-9751 or 479-8767

(i Biod< s. of wiishire)

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDING
(JUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

SOFT DAILY V(/EAR CONTAQ LEKBES

$49/pair
B&L, \N-J

COLOR ENHANCERS
FOR LIGHT EYES

$89/pair
B&L. Ciba, CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$58
ricVxlQ eye cum GtMrn for aunac or itMtrq

Oev vgtMttn njrvurd ue ^am
or ftmx lenia ma fr«n«i ham ou ^»oal

MMNr Frt dv ^ *v) cy)

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

$89/pair*
BSJL. W-J Cooptr Hy&ocutve

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

$25
FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

WANNA MAKE YOUR
BROWW EYES BLUE? GREEN?

HAZEL? OR AQUA?

$15900*
ALSO AVAIABLI VillTHOUT RX

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RK3HT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES ^ND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039 MEDI-CAL BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
1421 Hobeftson BhO
(I 1/2 bft S or Pico)

WE MAJLiM OUR EVEgrPW
LOW. tCM/ PWCFS

2605 uncom ana At-rrtyrrr^
lai.Ooean Prti in the luOcf Shopping Cefter) ALLtr I cU

^«^/S»»^fERORD 'Pt&esanastNieR tmrr

DID SHERLOCK^
FIND A CAVITY?

See Dr. Friedman

Cosmetic & General
Dentistry

For Appointment:
478-0363•TOOTH BONDING

•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcorrie

Larry Friedman, D.DJS."(UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wiishire & Santa Monica)

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA'
CRYO BANK

824-9941

MOTRICKS
[V T^f

,c^v

.^f.'im.

=r^:^-

JUST TREATS!
It*s a fact- 14,514 UCLA students
reported they rely most on their

newspaper for goods and services info

TREAT YOUR BUSINESS
TREAT THE UCLA COMMUNITY

ADVERTISE DAILY BRUIN 825-2161

From page 1

actually manufacture the chemi-
cals, Carrington said the bill's

success in the Ways and Means
Commiuee is a victory for the

environment 'There is no way if

you live in L.A. County that you
can avoid exposure to toxic chemi-
cals. They are in the water, the air

. . . and the food supply."

In addition to providing grants

for research into non-toxic alter-

natives, the institute the bill would
set up would train pec^le to

discuss with companies the

advantages of eliminating produc-
tion of toxic wastes and provide

experts to help implement their

recommendations.

Although the costs involved in

making the switch to a non-toxic

production process may initially

be steep, Carrington said the bill

has been met with enthusiasm by
much of the business community
due to the rising expenses of
managing toxic waste.

"A lot of companies are inter-

ested because ... the use of toxic

chemicals is becoming more and
more expensive, betwe^ lawsuits

and disposal costs. The bill puts no
restrictions (on companies) what-

soever. It is there to help industry,"

Carrington explained.

Although "no one argues with

the need for waste reduction,"

aides of Assemblyman Dennis
Brown, R-Long Beach, explain&l

that one of the reasons Brown
voted against the bill was because
there are a number of engineering

consulting firms and environmen-
tal accessors already in existence

who can provide these same
services.

But CALPIRG representatives

said this is not true. "Although
there are other institutions

involved with managing toxic

wastes and safe disposal methods

such as how to dispose of them
safely, no one researches alterna-

tives to toxics," Carrington said.

*This problem has not been
around for a long time but it's

growing exponentially . . . it might
not be noticeable now, but it will

be soon."

AB1430 was authored by
Delaine Eastin, D-Union City, and
endorsed by all eight Assembly
members from Los Angeles. Now
that the bill has passed through the

Toxics Committee and the Ways
and Means Committee, the state

Assembly will vote on the measure
Monday. If passed, it will be sent

to the state Senate for approval.

In February, CALPIRG will

sponsor another toxic-waste con-

trol bill. The Toxics Truth Act
would require companies to hand
over information regarding their

use of toxic chemicals to a central

agency, which would make this

information available to the publ-

ic.

SUPPORT
From page 1

within the Chicano/Latino com-
munity by creating awareness
about organizations that exist for

them.

The Academic Organizations

Project focuses primarily on
retention of Chicano and Latino
students.

Another type of retention pro-

ject is Academic Success, which
helps students on acedemic proba-

tion or who are having academic
difficulties.

Financial Supports Commis-
sioner Sam Kaufman, a proponent

of the resolution, said the project

needs a total of $42,000 to sue-

J€ee4, and MEChA will seek the^

1 remainder of the funds elsewhere.

ARRESTS
From page 1

opinion.

"It's not a matter of success, it's

a matter of education," said UCLA
student Amy Sausser, member of
Students in Solidarity with the

Central American People (SIS-

CAP), the campus group that

rallied UCLA student support for

the protest.

She expressed hope that if

people were made aware of **the

many deaths caused by weapons
paid for by the U.S. government."
they would be more careful in

choosing their elected officials.

"I certainly don't think a Repu-
blican senator can be swayed on
this issue, but he may have a little

more trouble sleeping after he
votes for money for the Salvadoran

government and that's okay with
me," said UCXA graduate student

David Chase, who protested leg-

ally outside.

PhU West, a UCLA foreigp

exchange student finom Australia,

recalled his experiences working
with Salvadoran refugees in his

own country. "When you hear all

the stories of torture and disap-

pearances ... and U.S. nuns and
Catholic priests being killed with

U.S. money, you have to wonder
what is going to happen to make
the government care."

According to Lee, Wilson is

very concerned with the recent

killings and is "very interested in

what the state department and
other sources have to say about
who is responsible."

*The government has to under-

stand that the causes of conflict are
the poverty and the misery, not the

ideology," added West, who feels

that military aid to Latin America
is a means many Republk:ans

utilize to dominate the region.

Cody and the other pixHesters

arrested for trespassing were trans-

poncd to Van Nuys jail prison for

booking, but later were released.

Have you ever been

HARASSED,
ASSAULTED

OR
RAPED

atUCLAorintheLos
Angeles Communi-
ty? Together, UCLA's
feminist newsmaga-
zine needs contribu-

tor s for oui
upcoming, special

issue on RAPE. If you
are interested in rais-

•^ing campus aware-

ness on this subject,

call Together at 206-

6168. Completely
confidential.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493
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You think you know how to pcirty!

If you haven't spent a night in Tel-Aviv,
you ain't seen nothing yet.

THIS Saturday night!!!
January 27th

From 9:00 P.M. 'til

t HiileL ^00 Hiicfard
Hot DJ, and all the food and drinks you

can consume cire waiting for you.
Admission: $5.00

sponsored by the Israeli Student Society

Tonight

$1.50 AGB

9:15 pm

AND

FRIDAY:

7:00

CASUALTIES

OF WAR

10:30

FAST TIMES AT

IDGEMONT HIGH

12:00

THE WALL

0^ TOMORROW NIGHT

4 Apple

Between the films

Friday

January

26

A.G.B.

^ 9:00pnn

Paid for by USAC . . . Your Student Governmerrt

•f!WW
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Viewpoint

Imperfect system necessitates abortion

By Chulcwuma Ekwueme

I am not a woman. I will never know what

it is like to carry a child in me for nine

months, to suffer from morning sickness or feel

the pains of childbirth. I will never know what
it is like to be pregnant, poor and partnerless. I

can only try to understand.

I believe that abortion is wrong. I believe

that denying an unborn child the right to live

is equivalent to denying an infant the right to

existence. For as a boy shall one day become
a man, so shall a fetus one day become a

contributing member of society if all goes well.

1 also understand that this may be a convenient

conviction. I do not know what I would
believe if I were pregnant, abandoned and
penniless. I never will.

I know enough about human nature to

understand that our beliefs are based on
convenience, our principles dependent on cir-

cumstance and our rules hinged on expedience.

Therefore, I can appreciate the opinions of

those who fight to keep abortion legal. They *

seek the easiest solution to a complex problem:

ihc straight line between two points. Unfortu-
,

nately, life is not as simple as geometry and ,

the problems of society are not solved by
logic. Morality and conscious complicate the

mathematics of our existence. Without them the

equations of society become trivial.

As the seventeenth anniversary of the Roe v.

Wade decision comes by, it occurs to me that

many people may not remember, or even know,
what life was like before the legalization of

abortion. I come from a country where
intentional termination of pregnancy is against

the law, and 1 know that this has not done
much to reduce the number of abortions that

occur. It has only turned what is normally a

'

relatively simple procedure into a very delicate

affair.

1 know of people who would borrow, beg
and steal to get rid of their babies because of

the astronomical fees that doctors qualified to

perform abortions charge to justify risking their

licence to practice medicine. I know of medical

students who demand intimate favors and then

carve up teenage girls who are frightened,

penniless and have no where else to go.

I have a friend, a qualified doctor, who
performed abortions in a spare room in his

apartment because he could not bear to turn

young women over to butchers. He performed

the operation without anaesthesia and gave the

dead fetus to his patients te dispose of, hoping

that this would make them more careful next

time. Even after this, many of them came
back.

I believe that atx)rtion is wrong, but I am
not so sure about making it illegal, at least not

for now. For I know that people do not obey
laws they do not believe in and that our

society is but a mirror of our sentiments.

Taking this into account, I am saddened by the

demonstrations, the blockades of abortion clin-

ics, the screams and taunts of those who share

the same opinion as I. Fbr like the animal trap

that tightens as its victim struggles, so will the

so-called *'pra-choice" advocates become more
stubborn in their resistance.

We live in a democratic society and whether

we like it or not, not everybody shares our

(pinions. The war against abortion cannot be
won by force and aggression but by under-

standing and persuasion. The society is simply

not ready. Until we make it easier for them to

believe, until we make it more convenient for

them to comprehend, those for abcMtion will

continue to possess their convenient convictions.

It is the nature of the homo sapiens.

By channelling our energy and resources into

ensuring that birth control education, particular-

ly in the inner cities is more effective, making
provisions in our community for pregnant,

unmarried teenagers and informing them of and

adequately providing alternatives such as adop-

tion, we can make it easier for them to
,

believe. By demanding that employers are more
sensitive to the needs of pregnant and nursing

mothers, and that the government spend more
money on health, pre-natal and childcare, we
can make it easier for people to accept that

abortion is murder and should be outlawed.

Then surely, very soon, the time will come
when we that believe in life shall become a

definite majority and society will make a

collective stand against those who murder
innocent babies.

Until then we can only pay the sacrifice of

democracy and mourn the deaths of those

unborn children, the martyrs of our society and

victims of a system which like everything else

in life, is imperfect.

Ekwueme* is a graduate student of civil

engineering.

Deforestation, smog
are serious problems
By David Woilt)erg

I respectfully take strong exception to Alexander Volokh's

"strong exception** to Annabelle King's Viewpoint ("Thought,

conservation and care needed to save our rainforests," Bruin, Jan.

16).

Early in his counterpoint, ("Don't apply human morality to the

^unorality of nature," Bruin Jan. 19), Volokh voices his

satisfaction with Los Angeles' smoggy skies (an issue raised by
King essentially as a iHecurs(M' to her argument in favor of

rainforest preservation) by saying "What's wrong with smog?
It's all natural ... A smoggy atmosphere . . . (is) one to which
people, as well as plants and animals, can adapt."

Wrong. Basic Darwinism dictates that "adaptation" to a given

environment occurs through the addition and survival of

advantageous mutations in a given species, which occurs over

tens of thousands of generations. Unf(Mtunately, in addition to a

host of worldwide ecological disorders including acid rain, ozone
depletion, global warming, poisoned bays and tropical deforesta-

tion, smog is relative newcomer of dangers to which we must
adapt, having been ushered in with the Industrial Age less than

ten human generations ago. The only way for us to "adapt"

whilst continuing on our present ecological course would be to

provide space suits for everyone.

In addressing the main gist of King's viewpoint, tropical

deforestation, V(4okh states that short-term eccxiomic solutions,

which King says are outweighed by the long-term social costs,

"increase the well-being of humans." A prime example of the

sort of short-term solution King refers to is the situation facing

Headwaters Torest in Northern California.

The company that owns much of Headwaters, Pacific Lumber,
had a long-term plan which would have employed selective

cutting, preserving ancient trees as well as the jobs of the local

population; however, Maxxam corporation decided to purchase

Pacific, and the buy was financed by those wonderful high-

interest junk bonds. Following what in ccHporate language may
be deemed a "successful" takeover, Maxxam has adjusted

Pacific's original plan in order to pay off the bond debt by
clearcutting Pacific's entire land p(xtion within five years.

Volokh suggests that deforestation is caused by hungry farmers.

Actually, local populations can feed themselves by farming

relatively small land potions compared to the acreage devoured
by cattle destined for North American Cast food chains. Natives

can support themselves while maintaining the integrity of the

rainforest through rubber tapping as well as fruit and nut

gathering.

The pharmaceutical possibilities of the forest merit much
further exploration. Those fanners of Central and South America
who do clearcut the forest are often encouraged to do so by
American lumber and paper corporations and by their own
government leado^, who are eager to make their nations appear
modem or industrialized in order to raise their national credit

ratings with our ailing S&Ls.
The most blatant error Volokh makes is in his assertion that

deforestation "benefits bacteria and detritivores that live off dead
trees." In a delicate rainforest environment, the soil is quite thin

(which is why long-term farming attempts fail even with crop
rotation), and most of the vegetation takes root in the above-
ground decaying matter, which washes away with the soil when
protective tree covering is removed. Hence, the detritivores to

which Volokh refers are entirely dependent on the continued

existence of the rainforest

In a strange reversal at the end of his counterpoint, Volokh
writes, "I have no problem with those who are against the

destruction of rainforest ... It is legitimate to oppose the

destruction of the rain forest because . . . deforestation is a

"short-term economic solution" — the very thing he supported
when he wrote **thesc 'short-term economic solutions' increase

the well-being of humans." Volokh, which side are you on?
Ironically, Volokh's counterpoint appeared in the Bruin at the

close of a three-day Endangered Earth Conference sponsored by
the National Science Foundation and UCLA's Center for The
Study of Evolution and the Origin of Life. Said UCLA sociology

professor Richard Berk, "Human activity is creating the problem
and human activity will be the solution."

Persons interested in being a part of the solution or simply
exploring rainforest-related issues are welcome to attend future

meetings of the Rainforest Action Group.

Wolfberg is a junior majoring in English.
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Anatomy of a tape: A fun night out becomes a nightmare
Anonymous

I am writing this letter to

two well-respected young men
in the UCLA community, who
belong to a prestigious frater-

nity here on campus. You are

both good-looking, outgoing
and have many friends. I met
both of you for the first and
last time at a party last April,

and it was a night I will never
forget

I met one of you early on
in the evening — it couldn't
have been any more than

twenty minutes after my friend

and I arrived. We were stand-

ing with a group of people
when you introduced yourself

and flashed me that winning
smile. I was hooked. You
asked me to dance, and r

Because of you. I was trapped in a world from
which I couldn't escape. You locked me up and
direw away die key. I desperately wanted my life

back. I tried to go to parties, but diey terrified me.

I would cling to the wall and not talk to anyone.

No one could be trusted.

quickly obliged. You were a
great dancer and we were
having a terrific time together.

I had had a couple of
drinks, but you didn't seem to

think that I was very relaxed,

I believed you so I took the

drinks that you kept offering

me. Whenever I was without
one you quickly made another
one appear. I still remember
that tasty pink punch.

Well it worked, the punch
did relax me for awhile, and
during that time you catered to

my every whim. We danced,
we talked, we laughed. You
were constantly by my side.

Even when I started feeling

sick you were there for me.
You offered me a place to lie

down. while you looked for my
friend to tell her that I was
ready to go home.

You came back to the room
10 or IS minutes later to find

me feeling even worse than

when you had left You didn't

bring my friend. You told me
that she had already left That
was odd, but maybe she had
felt sick and had someone
walk her home. I was too sick

to think about it You were a

great guy, so I asked you to

please walk me home. You—

~

can't be too careful these days,

a girl walking alofie in the

streets at night is an easy

target.

You, however didn't think

that walking home was such a

hot idea in iny condition, and
you told me to just stay lying

down until I felt better, you
would walk me home then. So
I stayed. You sat next to the

couch, held my hand and told

me that I would feel better

soon. You were such a nice

guy. that's why I never sus-

pected that right from the

beginning your sole intention

had been to rape me. I fell for

it all. I talked with you and
laughed with you. I drank your

pink punch, felt sicH and
walked freely into your iso-

lated room to lie down. You
set the trap and I fell for it

The nice guy disappeared.

You used force to hold me
down, words to terrify and
stun me, and your plan wcx'k-

ed. Premeditated rape. You
blamed me, though. You told

me it was my fault because I

was pretty and you couldn't

help yourself. Then, after you
had finished with me you
walked out of the room, but

you weren't gone long enough
for me to escape. You came
back, and you had a friend

with you.

That's when I met the sec-

ond one of you. You must
have ignored the terror on my
face, because it started all over
again. I guess you had the

easy part in the whole scenar-

io. You didn't have to do
anything except force yourself

on a petrified girl who didn't

have much life or spirit left in

her. I had been drained of all

my energy, and my verbal and
physical protests were less than

weak. How nice for you.

Fbr you it was a night of
fun, something you can kx)k
back at and laugh. Well, J still

look back, and I'm not laugh-

ing. The two of you have put
me through hell. You didn't

just rape me, you robbed me.

You stole my life from me.
Through the feelings of guilt,

shame and fear that you
instilled in me, you isolated

me from my world.

My friends and family were
shut out I wouldn't talk to

them because it hurt too much
having to remember. I wanted

- to sweep it under the rug and
forget I couldn't The feelings

wouldn't go away. They came
out in everything I ^d. I

^ couldn't go through my daily

routines anymore without feel-

ing isolated and afraid. I no
longer was able to go to

parties and talk, laugh and
make new friends. I wasn't
able to walk across campus
without looking over my shoul-
der to see if you were there.

My grades dropped because I

couldn't concentrate. I wasn't
normal anymore. You took that

away from me.
I was trapped in a world

from which I couldn't escape.

You locked me up and threw
away the key. I desperately

wanted my life back. I tried to

go to parties, but they terrified

me. I would cling to the wall

and not talk to anyone. No
one could be trusted. Imagine
going through each day sus-

pecting everyone, panicking

when your best friend suggests

a simple movie with two guys
that you know, something that

I would have before toved to

do. I was afraid to say 'yes,'

and just as afraid to say no.

If I said yes to my friends*

invitations to parties, dates,

movies, etc. I had to deal with
feeling vulnerable — not trust-

ing the people we were with— and this made me with-

draw. When I went out I

wasn't outgoing or fim because
I was protecting myself. I was
afraid to say *no' to the

invitations also. Ev^one else's

lives were going on, and I

didn't want to stay home and
isolate myself even more. It

was a double-edged sword. I

was trapped and it was your
fault not mine, which is

something that I have just

recently believed.

Fortunately, I have turned

some of this guilt and fear

into anger and hate/l detest

you both, and I want you to

suffer as I have suffered. But
you won't You will get away
with it I don't have enough
evidence to take you to court,

and UCLA won't kick you out
of school because the party -

wasn't a university-condoned

event I was given two
options: (1) to bring a suit

against your entire fraternity: I

don't blame the whole frater-

nity, I blame two of its

members. Or (2) I could try

and get you kicked out of
your fraternity. To do that I

have to present my side of the

story to a group of your
fraternity brothers who would
judge the case as they see fit.

In either case it would be
me against a system of

brotherhood. Nice odds. One
night of fun, that's all it will

ever have to be to you. So
don't worry, my hands are still

tied. The system is slacked in

your favor. Congratulations,

you win!
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Did you know that ... 84% of college-age women who are raped are raped by

someone they know?

Assertive communication by both men and women can help build better,

safer relationships.

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty
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I proudly presents: v

^ Indian Republic Day Concert ^
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Recruitment '90
—Sp <t fuwC o^ it!

Student Health Advocates are specially

trained students who provide self-help care
lor colds, flus, first aid, emergencies, and
offer guidance in preventive health

practices. Student Health Advocates also

provide counseling and referrals in the

areas of nutrition, fitness, weight

management, stress management,
contraception and emotional concerns.

To receive an application, you must attend

one of the following orientation meetings:

Thur, Jan. 25 7:00pm Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Fh, Jan. 26 11:00am Ackerman 3508

For more information, talk to a
SHA or telephone 206-3819

Also check out PHC recruitment
during 4th week

Sponsored by: ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC
Programming Committee and SMS **

.

Commentary

Oh, for the days of intelligent leadership

I
woke up the other morn-

ing to the sound of the

Great American Whine:
President George Bush was
taking a verbal swipe at the

Nicaraguan president, Daniel

Ortega, after we invaded the

Nicaraguan embassy in Pana-

ma. Tm always torn in situa-

tions like that. On one hand, I

can't stand his voice, on the

other hand, I want to hear

what he has to say. Then
again, why bother: He's as

predictable as the appearance

of snails in a spring garden.^

I could never stand the

sound of Ronald Reagan's
voice either. He always sound-

ed as if he were hatching a

conspiracy with you. He has a

—

sleazy intimacy in his voice ^
that has only one thing goin^
for it: it's not the Great
American Whine. Not that

Dukakis's voice is more pleas-

ant — it sounds like a
machine gun. Poor Walter

Mondale's voice is as flat as a
Minnesota plain.

We don't elect our presi-

dents for the quality of their

speaking voices. Since the last

election, however, I am won-
dering what we do elect them
for. ^Integrity? Yawn. Charis-

ma/ Ho-hum. Vision? Zzzz.

Take President Bush on the

question of abortion. Much has

been made of the fact that he
differed with Reagan on this

issue in the 1980 Republican
primary. Mind you, Reagan
was reversing his earlier

stance. When he became Vice
President, Bush adjusted his

principles to reflect those of
his Lord and Master. The Bush
administration claims that it is

not using the abortion issue as

a litmus test Oh no? They
just ask each prospective feder-

al judicial nominee if he or

she supports the administra-

tion's position on abortion, but

it isn't a litmus test And this

is not 1984.

Rosennarle
Pegueros

Bush was adamantly anti- ~

choice in his 1988 election

bid, and he has vetoed bills

that would have funded abor-

tions. He claims to be int)-

choice when it come to aba*-

tions for rape and incest survi-

vors, but doesn't believe that

the government should fund

them. Who^ should fund them?
The father who commits
incest? The rapist? Good luck.

Few of those men ewer see the

inside of a courtroom. How
does he think we can compel
them to pay for abortions?

Of course, since Bush is

anti-abortion, he wants all

those rape and incest babies,

cocaine and crack babies,

teen-age pregnancy babies

adq)ted and pu( in good
homes. For liim, it's just an
issue of people reaching out to

help other people — good old

American volunteerism. He
believes in it sp strongly, in v

fact, that he has recorded a
radio message urging our parti-

cipation in volunteer activities.

We have been hearing these

paeans to volunteerism for the

last two administrations while

the quality of our social prog-

rams goes to hell and the

basic needs of our people are

not met How can an overbur-

Counterpoint

dened social worker deliver the

kind of care people need?

How far can mental health

programs and family planning

programs be cut before the

bones start to show?
Volunteerism, even when

described in the glowing terms

of "a thousand points of light,"

is just an excuse for Republi-

can administrations to do
nothing. We need volunteerism,

but we also need safety nets.

We need the government to

take responsibility, to realize

that all the well-meaning folks

in the world can not take the

place of well-administered gov-

ernment programs.

The Republicans' penny-

foolish attitude was visible

recently following the San
Francisco earthquake. Republi-

can state assembly member Pat

Nolan decried the quarter-cent

sales tax as an unnecessary

expense. Was Pat hoping to

find volunteers- to clear debris

and rebuild freeways?

The Communist threat is

quickly i]eceding. We have
little excuse to continue spend-

ing billions of dollars on
armaments as the number of

homeless people, crack babies

and uncared-for mentally ill

people increase. If President

Bush wants to be remembered
as a great American president,

he should turn his energies

away from invading the embas-
sies of small, powerless coun-

tries, and towards providing

basic services for all needy
Americans.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt's

voice sounded like he was
talking through a top hat, and

^

Lyndon Baines Johnson's Texas
drawl intoning "Mah fallow

Americans" was grist for the

comics' mill, but I would give

anything to hear them once
again, calling the nation to

arms in a war against poverty.

Pegueros is a graduate student

of Latin American history.

A few bad apples don't spoil the lot

By Alvin Parra

The Greek system is being

attacked and criticized again

because of uncontrollable and
un condonable actions taken by
a few Greek members. Unfor-

tunately, there are a few
UCLA stidents who believe

that if a rew bad apples are

found in a batch, the rest of
the apples must be equally

bad. Susan Rinderle is such an
individual as seen by her

commentary ("Stereotypes of
the Greeks on campus: Fiction

or reality?" Bruin. Dec. 4).

Rinderle states that "the

Greek system exemplifies the

type of people that are . . .

economically well off, socially

adept, and attractive Cauca-

sians." I hate to refute your
claim, Rinderle, but I am one
fraternity member who is His-

panic, not Caucasian, and far

from being rich.

It saddens me to know that

there are those who believe :

that the Greek system attracts

the worst kind of people and
brings out the worst in them.

There are thousands of Greek
members who are honest, dedi-

cated, and hard-working, yet

who are rarely given a chance
To prove themselves because gT
preconceived labels that have

been placed on them.

1, as well as many other

Greeks, do not condone certain

actions that have occurred,

such as the uncalled fOT har-

assment to the Lesbian sorority

be some Theta Chi members,
and blatant racism and sexism. .

These actions do not reflect

the ideals that the Greek sys-

tem stands for, or that a
civilized society requires.

Unfortunately, not every Greek
respects these ideals because

the system attracts a good
reflection of society, mainly
honest, hard-working people,

and a few we would consider

jerks.

Rinderle points out that there

are some people who are

reluctant to socialize with those

who are not Greek, but she

neglects to mention that there

are also those who refuse to

socialize with Greek members.
Either attitude is plain stupid.

I became more aware of the

stereotypes and this attitude

when I ran for the office of

General Representative in

USAC last spring. I ran

because I had a sincere interest

in addressing student issues

that were being neglected by
previous student councils; how-
ever, I was politically unknown
on campus. All that was

basically known about me was
that I was Hispanic, and a

member of a fraternity. I still

ran, despite the odds.

Because I was Hispanic and .

a member of the Greieks sys-

tem, I believed that I would
have better able to be of the

concerns of the two groups on -^

this campus that have always
been at ideological differences,

which were the Special Interests

Groups and the Greek system.

Thus I could have been fair

and helpful to all groups, and
make compromises when
necessary. However, precon-

ceptions about me were made
by many persons, who . /

attempteid to distort my sole

desire to fairly serve all stu-

dents in UCLA.
During the endorsement

seeking process, I was ste-

reotyped as being a sexist, as

a sell-out to my Hispanic

community (because I never

joined a Hispanic organization

on campus), and more. I'm not

a sexist, and far from being a

sell-out. Although there were a

handful of examples, the most
vivid example of blatant ste-

reotyping was when a young
lady from APC (Asian Pacific

Coalition) asked me, after I

J

See tTEREOTYPES, page 25

Stereotypes
From pa^e 24

emphasized that I oi^se sex-

ism, "How is it you can be'

against sexism if you're in a
fraternity?"

Strangely enough, I was
asked two follow-up questions

about my stance on sexism. It

was up setting to see that

some people were more con-

cerned about my affiliation

with a fraternity or being

Hispanic, rather than my plat-

form. I do not mean to

criticize any groups because I

realize that these views may
have been the views of a few
members within their group.

However, I do wish to point

out the dangers of preconceiv-

ing and stereotyping people
I am glad to hear that Alec

Wynne, 2nd Vice President of

USAC, is in the jn'ocess of
setting;%p a panel of campus
groups in order to address

student issues, and hopefully

lessen the animosity between
the groups through mutual
undi^tanding. The Greek sys-

tem is highly interested in

participating in this panel in

order to better relations with

other groups, and end these

There are thousands

of Greek members
yiho are honest, dedi'

catedy and hard'
working, yet who are

rarely given a chance

to prove themselves

because of precon*
ceived labels that
have been placed on
them.

negative stereotypes of one
another.

I hope I was able to show
Rinderle the dangers of ste-

reotypes, and that the jerks

that exist in the Greek system

are the deviants, not the norm.

A fraternity or sorority is a

place where one can find a

close friend every day, and
have a stable home throughout

one's college years, as opposed

to switching to new apartments

every year.

Along with these benefits

are the opportunities to learn

leadership skills, participate in

community activities, and enjoy

social activities. There are

those who have no need for

the Greek system, but that

should not be an excuse to

criticize it, and stereotype those

who wish to gain the benefits

fiom it

In conclusion, Rinderle

believes that belonging to the

Greek system causes one to

sacrifice his or her individuali-

ty. Obviously she cannot sup-

port her claim because she has

never been involved in the

Greek system, has never taken

a poll to verify her claim, and

is only relying upon another

stereotype that has been

instilled in her mind. If she

had only asked Greek mem-
bers, she may have realized

that participation enhances indi-

viduality, and I would noi,_

mind being the first in line to

explain to her tiow it does.

Parra is a junior majoring in

political science.
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Refillable Mugs Are Latest ASUCLA

Food Service Recycling Effort

The refillable beverage mugs
introduced this week by ASUCLA Food

Service are just one part of its

comprehensive effort to reduce, reuse

and recycle. A major participant in

ASUCLA's association-wide Waste Not

program, Food Service is, where feasible,

eliminating unnecessary containers, using

degradable products and reusing

servingware.

Some of the avenues ASUCLA Food

Service is pursuing as part of its

commitment to making environmentally

sound choices are:

• Refillable thermal mugs. These 20-

oz. mugs can be filled with any hot or

cold dispensed beverage, including soft

drinks, fresh orange juice and coffee, at

a 20% savings. They can be used at any

ASUCLA Food Service location (except

Jimmy's and Kerckhoff Coffee House)

and are available for $1.99 (plus tax) or

free with a $50 deposit to a new or

existing Bmin Gold Card account.

• Anniversary coffee mugs. These

ceramic mugs are gocxl for 35-cent coffee

refills at Jimmy's and Kerckhoff Coffee

House, priced at $5.95 and good for a

year.

• Reusable plastic utensils and coffee

mugs, ASUCLA collects these in sp>ecial

bins and washes them in high

temperature dishwashers, just like

stainless steel flatware and china service,

so they can be used more than once.

• Pap)er plates and bowls. These are

made from 100% recycled "brake"— the

trimmings that would have been
discarded from other paper
mariufaciuring processes.

• Paper napkins. These are made
from 100% recycled paper fibers.

• Wocxl coffee .stirrers. ASUCLA has

switched from plastic coffee stirrers to

degradable ones made of all wood.

• Polystyrene. AH polystyrene foam

products are made without CFC's

(chloroflourocarbons ).

• Bulk condiment disp>ensers. As an

alternative to the often unnecessary

individual foil packets, F(xxl Service will

be testing bulk dispensing of ketchup

and rhustard at several kxations.

ASUCLA Food Service operates eleven

units on campus ranging from the

Treehouse in Ackerman Union to the

Servery at Lu Valle Commons, all equipped

with Waste Not bins for recycling

newsprint and aluminum cans.

AS U € L A
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Arts & Entertainment

ABC hopes Turn Peaks

creators Lynch & Frost

have made trendsetting

show of 1990s

By Gregory Mark Keer

The show is "anti-glamour, anti-glitz, with a

darker, more rural feel," Frost adds. "It's about

people whose lives are a Utile more real. At the same
time, it tells a very complicated, mysterious story."

The modem master of dark/rural/complicaied/

mysterious stories is arguably writer/director Lynch,

whose credits include Eraserhead, The Elephant

Man, and Dune as well as the previously mentioned

Blue Velvet. Writing and creating the show with

Lynch was a new experience for Frost.

"I had never written with a partner before, and

neither had he," says Frost. "What happens when you
write with a partner is that a third person is created

Cast of Characters

Kylt MaeLaehlan

A & E Editor

Welcome to Twin Peaks.

Creators David Lynch and Mark Frost will be our
guides through this paradoxically beautiful video

town where rural chaiim offers a warm cup of coffee

that will give you murderous heartburn.

Confused? You won't be after you watch the two-
hour pilot of ABC's latest television breakthrough.

Calling it a cross between the early '60s scandalous

soap opera Peyton Place and David Lynch's twisted

melodrama Blue Velvet, the network feels Twin
Peaks has an edge to it that will revolutionize

prime-time T.V.

Unlike most television fare, which intends to apply
a slick sheen over real life, this show lifts the veneer
to reveal the darkness lurking behind everyday
people and events. Add to this unflinching approach a

healthy dose of Lynch's trademark black humor and
you've got Twin Peaks.

As the two-hour pilot episode (which airs in mid-
March) shows, the small Pacific Northwest town of
Twin Peaks is convulsed with grief and confusion
when the body of a homecoming queen turns up on
the lakeshore. The unexplained murder starts a

sequence of events that bring out the scandal,

hypocrisy and tension that exist beneath the surface
of this sleepy, seemingly normal town.

To achieve the desired multi-layered effect of the

series. Lynch and Frost "will establish at least 40
continuing characters, in the first nine hours (of the

scries) — including our regulars." Frost explained-
from the Twin Peaks set nestled in the San Fernando

KIMBERLEY WRIGHT

David Lynch (left) and Mark Frost confer on
ttie set of Twin Peal<s.'

that is not really one or the other. All of it was written

by a guy who is Lynch/Frost"

Prior to Twin Peaks,, Lynch and Frost had

collaborated on a couple of as-yet-to-be-produced

film projects. As Frost says, the television concept

"kind of came out of nowhere.

"Our mutual agent at CAA (Creative Artists

Agency), Tony Krantz, kept pressing us and said,

*You guys could really make something here. Let's

develop an idea and talk to them (ABC).' And we did.

"At the first meeting, which was before the strike

FBI Agent

Dale Cooper

Agent Cooper opens the series when he

arrives to investigate the death of of

Laura Palmer. He has an almost prescient

understanding of human motives. •

Norma Jennings Peggy upton
Jennings, owner of the Double R Diner, is a strong woman in love with

*Ed Hurley, a married man, while her ne'er-do-well husband. Hank, is in jail.

Sheriff Harry S. Truman Miehaei ontinan
A reticent, self-sufficient man. he knows more about the

people in that town than they probably know about themselves.

Cattierine Martell Pip§rLauri§

Martell is manager of operations at the Packard Sawmill

and will do anything to wrest the valuable property away form
her brother's widow.

Jocelyn Packard Joanchen
Packard owns and runs the sawmill, but is locked in a power
struggle with her embittered sister-in-law. Catherine Martell.

Donna Haywood Ltn Flynn Boyl8

Doc Haywood's oldest daughter, she learned early how to

nurture others from caring for her wheel-chair bound mother.

Benjamin Home Riefurd Beymer
Home is the kingpin of Twin Peaks, owning the Great Northern

Hotel, a department store and several other investments.

Slielley JolinSOn MadchenAmiek
Johnson, a waitress at the Double R Diner, is the kind

of woman who's always attracted to the wrong man.
She was married fresh out of high school to a
roughneck truck driver. Leo, whom she mortally fears.

Bobby Brlggs OanaAshbrook
Briggs. the son of a repressive military father, is a high school senior with

an explosive temper and was deeply In love with Laura Palmer.

James Huriey James Manhall
Hurleyhaetbereputatiorvofaloner.withabitofpoetifthifT^. HewtM^

•i» «.' o^. Valley. '<r»vn» "»* * •• • • • «•»* ' •v -w •*«'«•« See CREATORS, page 34

EHffer^t breed of

youngsters populates

small but tumultuous

townm new series

By Jim Pickrell

and Gregory Marie Keer
Staff Writers

With its healthy portion of youthful characters, as

well as its format bucking disposition. Twin Peaks is

the first genuine program of this generation —

take whatever risks to know the truth, especially for the people he toves.

KWBERLY WRIGHT

Kyle MacLacfrlan (left) and Micfiael Ont-

kean star in 'Twin Peaks' for ABC.

certainly the first major media milestone of the '908.

Unlike the typical young rebels of T.V. past, who
alwav& jteem lost In a sea of nressinff adult

responsibilities, these characters have a disturbing

self-awareness; they're more realistic about life than

their elders.

Twin Peaks creators David Lynch and Mark Frost

stress the distinction between the characters they've

created and those in other television shows in their

casting as well. Most of the under-3S actors featured

in the series are unknowns, {^eventing viewers from
identifying the actors with previous roles.

Heading the cast of Twin Peaks is Kyte MacLach-
lan. Like Joan Chen (from The Last Emperor) and
Lara Flynn Boyle (T/k Preppie Murder Case),

MacLachlan is one of the few actors who has a

familiar face, having played the lead roles in both

Dune and Blue Velvet. Because of his recurring

appearance in Lynch projects, MacLachlan has been
referred to as Lynch's alter ego on screen.

"I just happen to be the person who represents this

slice of E^avid," MacLachlan says during a phone
interview. "And Dennis Hopper and other actors are

pieces of him as well."

The rather black humor Lynch is so famous for

aims up with terrific results in MacLachlan 's

portrayal of Agent Cooper. The very first time we
meet Cooper, he's riding in his car toward Twin
Peaks and talking into a tape machine, explaining his

plans for investigating the prom queen's murder. In

the middle of his recording, he stops to comment
about this great cherry pie he had in a local coffee

house and also about the beautiful trees he see

everywhere. This is one agent who likes to smell the

roses on his way to uncovering murder and mayhem.
Even in his non-Lynch projects, MacLachlan has

played pretty off-beat people. In The Hidden, "1

played an alien character who inhabited a human
body for a couple of we^,** he says. "I had to get

used to physical gestures and reactions to things (in a

different manner than I would normally do). I used a

minimalist approach."

These kind of parts "seem to be attracted to me as

much as I'm attracted to them," he explains.

"Everyone carves out a different niche. I find this

niche fascinating. It opens more doors than it closes."

It's an interesting coincidence that MacLachlan is

a native of Washington, where Twin Peaks is seL "I

grew up in Washington, on the other side of the

mountain from where Twin^ Peaks i& set. 4t was

See TWIN PEAKS/ page 32
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THEATRES
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ART
Continuing

Secrets, DialougiMs, Reveiatioiis: The
Art of Betye and Alison Saar

Wight Art Gallery thru Feb. 25

825-9345

Continuing

Contemporary Egyptian Artist,

Mamdottii Fayeic

International Student Center Gallery

thru Jan 31

825-3384

Continuing

Recant Paintings iiy Cliris Romano
Kerckhofi Art Gallery thru Feb 2

825-6564

FILM
Tlie Films of Jan Troelt

"Landol Dreams'

Mejnitz Theater 7 30 pm

$5 Students $3

206-FILM

-Stripes"

"Casualties of War"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom. 7 pm

$150

825-1958

MUSIC
Jenior Recital

Michael Coomb, guitar

Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall, 4 pm
825-4761

DANCE
! Miller A Company

Royce Hall, 8 pm
$24 19, 16 Students $8, SCA $7 Tickets

825-9261

F I L

Sneak Prewiew

Melnitz Theater. 7 30 pm
Free CTO Tickets required

206-FILM

Xasaalties of War"

Test Times at Ridgemont High-

Tink Fleyd: Tke Wair
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 8 pm

$150
825-1958

^i^i'to^.A^ka*'

DANCE
Beke Miller A Company
Royce Hall. 8 pm
$24, 19, 16. Students $8. SCA $7 Tickets

CenlerStage Pre-perlormance Lecture

250 Royce Hall. 7 pm
825-9261

FILM*
Tne new iwngarian cinema
"Never. Nowhere lo No One'"

Melnitz Theater. 7 30 pm

$3 Students $1 50

"Cry and Cry Again"

"Love Mother"

$5. Students $3

206-FILM

FILM
The New Hungarian Cinema
"Tolerance'

'Damnation"
'^

'

Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm

$5, Students $3

206-FILM

Y\o hJ^^u^

MUSIC
Folk Series

Zydeco

Kerckhoft Cottee House, 9 pm
825-6564

U S I c

Noon Concert

Clan Dikken

Westwood Plaza. 12 pm
825-6564

FILM
Classics A Rediscoveries:

Brafcam fireene on Film

"The Third Man"

Confidenliai Agent"

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm
$5 Students $3

206-FILM

COMEDY
Comedy in the Coop

Cooperage. 8 pm

$5, Students $3

825-6564

POETRY READING
Alfred Corn

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center. 8 pm
825-3701

LECTURE ^

Voodoo A Hoodoo References In the

Art of Betye A Alison Saar,

Don Cesentine, UCLA Dept. of Felklera

Wight Art Gallery. 5 pm
825-5517

31
\^'

"^ i^^4^^"

MUSIC
! at Kerckhoff

Walter Davis

Kerckhoti Coffee House. 9 pm
825.-6564

FILM
Cinema Movies .

—

"The Smallest Show on Earth*

"Variety"

Melnitz Theater 8 pm
206-FILM

All programs listed m this calendar are FREE unless otherwise slated For lis

206-8974

FILM AND TELEVISION ARCHIVE

New Hungarian Films at

Archive

Melnitz Theater

Saturday & Sunday.

Jan. 27 & 28

T.he Film and
Television Archive vi^ill screen

five recent films from Hungary

tliis weekend, providing a

unique window Into Hungarian

culture and politics in the years

leading up to the current

upheavals in Eastern Europe.

Hungary has played an

influential role in the

development of world film

culture, from the international

successes of Hungarian emigres

Alexander and Zoltan Korda and

Michael Curtiz, to the

internationally acclaimed work
of Miklos Jancso, Karoly Maak,

Marta Meszaros, and Istvan

Szabo, work which has

consistently demonstrated a

willingness on the part of

Hungarian filmmakers to take a

critical approach to their

country's history.

The films playing at Melnitz

Theater this weekend extend

this tradition. Three films will

be presented on Saturday. Jan.

27. Ferenc Teglasy's "Never,

Nowhere. To No One!" which

won the grand prizes at the

1988 Turin and Manheim Film

Festivals, is a harsh look at the

resettlements of Hungarians

from urban centers to the

countryside in the 1950s. Also

showing is the melodrama "Cry

and Cry Again" (1987), and

"Love, Mother" (1986). directed

by Janos Rozsa. which won
Hungary's National Feature Film

Festival awards for B^ Picture

and Best Director.

The series' closing program,

on Sunday, begins Pal Erdoss's

"Tolerance," a realistic account

of the decline and eventual

destruction of a small family in

the face of intolerant social

norms. "Damnation" (1987),

directed by Bela Tarr, is a

relentless vision of existential

i*

January 25 to 31

*N«v«r. Nowtwr*. Ti) No OntC Um$ Hungarian Cinwrai at Metnitz ThMMr

despair reminiscent of Antonioni

or Tarkovsky. The film's

spectral black and white

cinematography provides a grim

background for its tale of a

loner^ doomed efforts to

interact with other people.

CENTER FtfR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Bebe IVIiller and Company
Royce Hall

Friday & Saturday,

Jan. 26 & 27 at 8 pm

the

xjLmflencan
Choreographer Award and two-

time Bessie Award winner Bebe

Miller has emerged as a

leading young choreographer of

the post-modern movement.

Her complex, densely-layered

dances bristle with feverish

energy and throb with

emotional urgency. She creates

quiricy dreamscapes that

affectionately embrace a certain

notion of the manner in which

bodies might relate to one

another and then - in an

instant - repudiate all possibility

of connection. Fast, strong, and

beautifully expressive. Bebe

Miller and her five dancers take

a stage by storm.

The program will include two

West (k>ast premieres: "Allies"

and "Rain." a solo piece for

Miller. In addition, the program

will feature "Thick Sleep,

product of a Meet-the-

Composer grant awarded to

Miller and composer Lenny
Pickett

A CenterStage Pre-

performance lecture given by

Sasha Anawalt of KCRW's

"Dance Notes," will take place

at 7 pm in Room 250 Royce

Hall. Be armed with questions,

or sit back and enjoy this

lecture on Saturday evening,

just before .the performance.

STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS

SCA Logo Competition:

Win $250

B96 Royce

Deadline: Feb. 23

Tihis is your chance

to win money for a fabulous

design of your making. The

winning logo designer will be

given $250 plus a pair of

tickets to a Center for the

Performing Arts event. Anyone

and everyone is welcome to

submit an entry by February

23. The logo will be used in

all of SCA's advertising, and on

the letterhead and business

cards. If you are interested,

stop by B96 Royce Hall and

pick up an application and

information sheeL

B«ba Millar and Company

UCLA Arts Weekly is provided^ by Tht UCLA Sftideni Committee for the Arts every Wednesday tor Ihe Daily BfUiiT
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'Comedy at the Coop' launches winter series

Al Lubel got big laughs jokfng about his remarkable
resemblance to 'Greg Brady.'

,

ByXharles Cooley

Contributor

Cultural Affairs attracted a

capacity crowd for its first Comedy
Night at the Coop of the winter

quarter last night at the Ackerman
eatery. Two of the best comedians
participating in the show were
David Spade and Al Lul)el.

Spade did an excellent imperso-

nation of film star Michael J. Fox
in scenes from his latest film

Casualties of War — scenes that

incorporated Fox's character
'Alex P. Keaton* and other family

members from the show Family
Ties.

Al Lubel, who won $100,000 as

the 5/ai: Search 'Brightest New
Comedian' in 1988 earned laughs

with his self-deprecating routine

about his childhood, his appear-

ance (he resembles 'Greg Brady-')

and his previous life as a lawyer.

The series continues next Tues-
day at 8:30 with a completely new
line-up.

CHARLES COOLEY

David Spade gets the entire Keaton family into the act when
he impersonates Michael J. Fox, „^

Less ttian 5 minutes from campus...

Tablecloths... Napkins... N' PIZZA too!
(RATED BEST BY A M LA (KABC-TV)-OTHER PUBLICATIONS)

LUNCH MON.-FRI. -COCKTAILS
ALSO REGULAR DINNER SPECIALS- Ail 5 Course Dinners Complete (with Soup and Salad • Beverage & Dessert)

WEST L.A.

//afa/7 Restaurant In a Ligtit-Hearted Roman Styie

10929 W.PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING
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AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide. Inc. - 1 081 Westwood Blvd. #221

IS YOUR^I-.A.-BREMTVVOODj^

11777 SAN VICENTE QWD., BRENTWOOD, CA d0049 • 820-1516

Are You Dying To Be Thin?

UCLA EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK
JAN 29-FEB 2

PRESENTED BY THE STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION
Infonnation Bootfi: 10:00-12:00 Monday through Friday on Bruin Walk. Schedule of events, bookmarks,
pamphlets, and information sheets.

Monday, Jan. 29
12:00-1:00 pm

Tuesday, Jan. 30
12:00-1:00 pm

7:00 pm

PRESENTATION: IMAGE OF WOMEN IN ADVERTISING
featuring a speaker from Student Health Services and the film SHll Killintr 12s
Softly

ACKERMAN 2408

PRESENTATION: MEDICAL CONCERNS OF EATING DISORDERS
featuring Joel Yager, M.D., Professor, Dept. of Psychiatry, Sr. Consultant Adult
Eating Disorder Program, NeuroPsychiatric Institute

ACKERMAN 2408

PANEL DISCUSSION ON EATING DISORDERS
Recovering people will share their personal experience with eating disorders,
and answer your questions.

^PROUL RECREATION RCX3M»_ }

Wednesday, Jan. 31
12:00-1:00 pm

2:00 pm

6:00 pm

Thursday, Feb. 1

12:00-1:00 pm

7:00 pm

Friday, Feb. 2
12:00-1:00 pm

,

PRESENTATION- MYTHS & MISCONCEPTIONS OF DIETING
featuring Jeanette Doal, R.D.

ACKERMAN .TS17

MOVIE: The Karen Carpenter Story

Location To Be Announced-Check Wednesday's Daily Bruin

KIA RADIO yv] ^|y|- SHAME AND REACHING OUT
Personal experience of a recovering bulimic

PRESENTATION: EATING DISORDERS AND ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE
featuring Dr. Arthur Resnikoff, Ph.D., psychologist specializing in sports
psychology.

ACKERMAN 3530

PRESENTATION: IDENTIFYING, TREATING, & OVERCOMING AN EATING
DISORDER featuring Linda Zimbelman, M.F.CC.
HEDRICK RRESIDE LOUNGP

MOVIE: DYING TO BE THIN

PRESENTATION- PAT IS A FAMILY AFFAIR
featuring Dr. Judy HoUis, Ph.D., aupior of Fat is a Family Affair and the film
Dark Secrets. Bright Virtnry

ACKERMAN 3530
* To attend programs in the Residence Halls, you must be escorted by a resident.

We would like to thank the following organizations for their help:
Student Psycholorical Services Office for Residential Life Student Health Service

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

^ AS ALWAYS WE DELIVER FREE, FAST AND HOT

an

Ask about our dinner specials

2118 Westwood Blvd.

, 475-6464
Hours:
Sunday-Thursday 11:30-12 midnight

\ Friday & Saturday n:30 am-t am

DOUBLB DKAL
BUY ANY MED. PIZZA

w/ 2 TOPPINGS
GET THE SECOND ONE

FREE
for only $10.99
one coupon per pizza

Hiat mention coupon upon ordering
"^

For limiiea time only

LUI^CH SPECIAL j SPECIAL
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

LG PIZZA
W/2 TOPPINGS
& 2 DRINKS
FOR $ 9.99

i

ANY 12" MED PIZZA
W/ 1 TOPPING

&
TWO 16 OZ. SODA

for only ^f3«^^
one coupon per pizza | one coupon per pizza

onut mention coupon upon ordcrtiif | must mention coupon upon ordering i

ypr tiniited time onty
j

Tor Tiniited time onfy y^
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S^immvii^ S^ic^taeA and the Daily Bruin

invite you and a guest to attend a special advance screening of "Flashback/'

starring Dennis Hopper and Kiefer Sutherland tonight at the Mann Bruin

Theatre. Paramount has made available 15 pairs of tickets whix:h can be

picked up today at 112 Kerckhoff Hall. Tickets will be distributed on a

ffrst-come, first-serve basis. Don't miss out!

a fHgitnc frM tbimm i Rllk Irif

...tmi VK» versa

DENNIS IIOI>PElt MEFEB SUTKIUM)

IflBPEi^.

Tme tsfll Ike mij (kmf! gdlmg waifri.
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Read the
Daily Bruin

and Win
CASH!!!
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In Search of the Fakes..

. • •• •
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On February 1, 1 990
(Fri., 4th week)

there will be two fake ads
\x\ the Daily Bruin. If you can

Tv- '

correctly identify the two fake adsl

you can win up to $50 — CASH!!!

4 lucky wniners will be

randomly selected,

each will receive

$50 in cash.

"/;
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^

Rules and enlry form will be published on

the day of Ihc contest (2/2/90).
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t's like getting paid
to go to school

Backpacks and frisbees abound.

Challenge is in the air. Heated debates

erupt from passionate beliefe.

Surprise! It s Microsoft. The premier

software corporation in the world has

more the feel ofa college than a multi-

national corporation. Intellectual energy.

Eclectic decor and dress. All on a mod-

em, wooded campus in the eastern hills

above Seattle.

Microsoft is better than college,

however. You get your own room— a

private office with a door. You have

access to the latest microcomputer tech-

nology, as well as the brains that helped

create it.

So now you dc«i't have to give i^

—

the ftin and excitement of college in

order to make it in the "real world". All

you have to do is join Microsoft.

Software Design Engineers

in Test Development
Work as a team with our software

developers to release first-class products.

Identify strengths and weaknesses in

future software and take responsibility

for making the necessary changes. As a

Systems TesfDet^oper, you v/ill design

how the systems should be imple-

mented, as you learn the internals ofour

systems products and develop applica-

tions to test the software at the API level.

As an Applications Test Developer, you will

design, execute and document tests of

applications software to validate product

requirements and design.

Ifyou'd like to impact the agenda for

the future ofMicrosoft products, bring

your impressive technical skills and

unique ability to make things happen to

Microsoft.

Ready for some real ftin?^

Ifyou are about to graduate, or are

working towards a Bachelor s, Master s or

PhD degree in Computer Science, Elec-

"trical Engineering, Math, PhysicsTor

related technical degree, then we want to

hear about your microcomputer pro-

gramrping experience, design skills, and/

or exposure to managing projects.

Microsoft will be interviewing on

campus for Software Design Engineers in

Test Development:

February 9, 1990
See your Gireer Planning and Place-

ment Office for more details.

McnsoU
We uc *n equal oppofhinity empbyer.

S

r-
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TRAFFIC ,

SCHOOL
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES
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THIS MAY BE THE
PROGRAM FOR YOU

UCLA Masters/Credential Program

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of Education
is pleased to announce a program to be offered during 1990-91 in which
students may simultaneously earn a Masters Degree and a Teaching V
Credential in four quarters of study.

For those students who wish to earn a teaching credential only, the applica-

tion period for the 1990-91 Teacher Credential Program is also now open.

Interested senior and graduate students are invited to submit applicatior^

for either the Masters/Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program
before the April 15. 1990 deadline.

For more information and to receive an application form please contact

The Office of Student Services • 201 Moore Hall • (213) 825-8326

I

Alex^ Brown & Sons
INCORPORATED

The Leading Investment Bank For
Emerging Growth And Technology Companies

Alex. Brown & Sons Incorporated is now interviewing

a limited number of highly motivated candidates for the position of

Financial Analyst

in the Corporate Finance/Mergers and Acquisition Departments
of the San Francisco Office

A brochure outlining Alex. Brown's Financial Analyst program is available at the

Career Placement Center

To Be Considered
please send a cover letter & resume to:

Lisa Camel
*"

Alex. Brown & Sons Incorporated
/

345 California St.

^, 24th Floor

San Francisco, CA. 94104

For further information contact:

Lauren LoFrisco

(415). 544-2848
or

(800) 334-2640

ESTABLISHED 1800. AMERICA'S OLDEST NAME IN INVESTMENT BANKING
MEMBERS: NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE INC. AND^ OTHER EXCHANGES

m^

TWIN PEAK
From page 26

interesting to go back to that area where I went to school. I was able to go
to places that, as a student, I wasn't able to afford."

MacLachlan beUeves Twin Peaks has tremendous [n'omise. "I see a

show that's got an extraordinary cast and characters with a look that you

don't see on T.V. I enjoy going to work. I think that's a good sign."

In an effort to see just how extraordinary the cast and characters of

Twin Peaks were, we visited the show's set, situated in the north end of

the Valley. While the restof the crew is busy shooting a scene on the diner

set, we t£^e the oi^rtunity to go out back and talk to actors James Mar-

shall and Dana Ashbrook, who are waiting to shoot a scene.

"I've never even done an interview before," Marshall admits as he

leans up against the dressing room trailer, waiting to be called onto the

set. His character is James Hurley, a quiet but rebellious high school

senior.

Ashbrook plays Bobby Briggs, the hot-tempered tough guy who
becomes everybody's favorite suspect for the murder of the prom queen
(Laura Palmer), who just happens to be his akl girlfriend.

Both Marshal and Ashbrook are enthusiaso^about the show. "I

thought it was one of the coolest scripts I've ever read," Ashbrook says.

"Especially for a T.V. show. It's unbelievably funny and dark and witty

and diffo^nt than anything else."

"It's a higher reality that makes people laugh," Marshall adds.

"It 15 reality," counto^ Ashbrook. "I mean, people get pissed off. It's in

your face."

About this time they both get called onto the set, and we move to the

next interview, Sheryl Lee, who plays Laura Palmer, the girl whose death

sets the story in motion. "What's it like to make your network debut as a

dead girl, nude, wrapped in plastic," we asked her.

"Most people would say, 'that's an easy day, you just lie there,' but it's

not," Lee says. "It was freezing cold and I was soaking wet underneath

the plastic. You can't fall asleep because you may breath heavily or your

mouth may fall open. For me it was ahnost a meditation thing, con-

sciously relaxing my body as much as possible. It's a very good concent-

ration exercise. I think everyone should do it once a month. It gives you
time to think."

Lee explains that she was surprised when she got the part "My agent in

Seattle called me and told me that David Lynch was in town," she says.

**What's it like to make your network debut as

a dead girl, nude, wrapped in plastic/' we asked

her. •

**Most people would say, 'that's an easy day,

you just lie there,' but it's not," Lee says* **It was
freezing cold and I was soaking wet underneath
die plastic. You can't fall asleep because you may
breadi heavily or your mouth may fall open.

"

"He'd seen my picture and wanted to meet me. I talked with David and
next thing I was working as Laura Palmer, the dead girl."

The work didn't stop th«^, though. After a couple of scenes as Laura,

they decided to keep her on as Madeleine, the dead girl's look-aUke cou-

sin, who stirs up a lot of bad feeUngs just by her presence in the town.

Lee says she sees a lot of similarity between the series and Blue Velvet,

and that's one of the things that excites her about the show. "A couple of
years later, people are still talking about Blue Velvet" she explains.

Later on, during lunch, we get a chance to talk to Madchen Amick, who
plays Shelly Johnson, a waitress at the local diner in Twin Peaks. Ash-
brook sits down at the table with us, too, adding a few comments to the

interview that got cut short earlier. ^_
"She's a good example of the average young people in Twin Peaks,**

Amick says of her character. "She left school when she was sixteen; she

married a guy right away; and she's kind of stuck in this small town. She
doesn't have the money to get out of town and her husband, Leo, abuses

her. She's trying to make the best of it."

In the series, Ashbrook and Amick are romantically involved. "Shelly

thinks ofhim as a young Leo," Amick explains. "She's attracted to these

bad guys."

Ashbrook goes on to explain a httle bitmore about his character. "Bob-
by and Shelly are in love," he says. "That's why they are willing to take

this chance with her husband. He has pretty much dysfunctional parents.

His mother doesn't talk lo him, and his father is a major in the Air Force.

They talk, but they don't communicate. Bobby is very troubled. Most of

his trouble stems from Laura, the dead girl. Everyone knows there's shit

going on that's bad, and they look the other way, hide the dirty laundry."

Amick says the fictional town ofTwin Peaks has a lot in common with

her own home town of Reno. "I've seen and met people just like the char-

acters in the pilot. And things like this happen in Reno. It's wild. There's

a tot of drugs in Reno, and a lot of killings."

Like everyone else, Amick is very enthusiastic about the project,

which she also compares lo Blue Velvet in a series format "I think what
separates (this show from others) is the writing and the quahty," she says.

"It's incredible writing."

The writing, by Lynch and Frost is so good that many of television's

more seasoned performers have been attracted to the show. And, in a

rather neat trick. Lynch and Frost picked a number of actors whose char-

acters are ironic in comparison to their past roles.

Actors like Michael OnUcean {The Rookies), Peggy Lipton (Mod
Squad), Russ Tamblyn (Peyton Place and West Side Story) and Piper

Laurie (The Hustler), all of whom represented the upstart generation in

their early years, are now playing very adult parts.

But it is the young people, populating the sleepy (albeit a fitful sleep)

locale in northern Washington, who are the driving spirit of this show.

And if Twin Peaks is to establish a foothold in ABC's prime-time sche-

dule, it's the 18-3S-year-old set that will have to lead the way.

Who knows, maybe Twin Peaks will even start a few fashion trends if it

succeeds. Can't you just see high school gcniorg drains up in ^^^
wrap all across the country? ^ -.-—

—

—

^

^

j-i^ *
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Author lampoons modem
life, inteiperson relations
By Kristen Linden

Contributor

Men reverting back to living in trees, the formation of a sense ofcom-
munity while standing in line, and guidelines of do's and don't's for when
Richard Nwon reemerges are but a few of the darkly comic short stories
in Randy Cohen's new book Diary of a Flying Man.

Cohen, a three-time Emmy Award winning writer for NBC's "Late
Night with David Letterman," has used the same type of creativity he
used in producing such segments as Monkey Cam and Crushing Things
with a 3,000 Pound Block in his entertaining new book.
The 26 short stories deal with broad themes ranging from caustic social

commentary to hilariously accurate mimicry to silly pseudo-informative
pieces.

"Arboreal Life" depicts a society where men are fed up with
civilization. They decide to return to the trees and live simply. However,

-Cohen proceeds to describe the different tree lifestyles which rewal thaF
men still hold the same values no mauer where they live.

For example, Alex finds climbing from branch to branch is the perfect
workout He "has the firmest handshake of his life, thick seductive
calluses, tough nails on all extremities." But he is still not happy. He says,
"I'm a superachiever, handsome, successful ... I expect the best."
And Alex is receiving synthetic hormones from his doctor so that he

will eventually grow a tail.

"In Line" provides a commentary on the lack of a sense of community
in today's society. This piece describes the sharing of Porta-Couches,
Share-a-Showers and Log-o-Matics, which bond fellow citizens together
as they spend weeks in line waiting for concert tickets, job openings or a
great mortgage.

In "My Modeling," Cohen does an excellent job mimicking a sexy,
teenage model while at the same time satirizing TV journalists. The girl

admits that to get her way "I'd lick my lips and Hip through the repertoire
of coquettish mannerisms I copied from that anchorwoman on ABC."
Dreaming about her debut doing TV news she says, "I'll do a come-hither
trick with my eyebrows when I talk about oil spills . . . And when I

describe the tight money policies of the Fed, I'll let my liulc pink tongue
play across my lips."

Cohen gives advice on what to do when Richard Nixon reemerges. A
handy phrase to "clip and carry" for conversation is "What do you call

that jelly stuff? You use it to bum people to bits? It's like Saran Wrap?" If

Nixon shows up at your house, Cohen recommends saying "We're just on
our way out. Care to join us? We're going to blow up the neighbors' gar-
age. We don't like their cat."

Cohen's delightful book is full of wit He pokes fun at today's popular^
culture, taking jabs at everything from society at large to certain
professions to individuals. Cohen even attacks the sanctity of
motherhood.

Diary ofa Flying Man is perfect for anyone who enjoys dark humor
and satire. One warning, however: a familiarity with politics is necessary
tofullyenjoy some of the stories. If you have no clue who Richard Nixon,
William F. Buckley, Jr. or Leonid Brezhnev are or what happened in the
H.U.D. scandal or the Persian Gulf, some of the satire may so over your
head. - - ~

'
.

Otherwise, read Diary of a Flying Man for an uplifting afternoon of
savage satire.

I* A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE Uh **•

The Daily Bruin

ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

LOW COST THERAPHY BASED ON
ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FUl WAY, MARINA DEL REY

i I
The Chinese ems & Scholars

t UCLA
Wis^fi^ You

1 the tiuck in the
ar of/the Horse

We Appremi^^^Tha^si

. .-.jpinR9ri|||.T3:

We .Anticipate: Moi

^«it

from all of our friends
in the past year

,^^^^„ t<f eiyoyment for all
ui the coming year

"^ ^ Tovia Presentation and #
j-for-Fun Party *

Date: Jan. 27, 1990 #

I
Time: 5:00p9i-l|:00 njidnight

*

d Aye., UCLA |Location: 1023

SponsoJ^lbiOf Graduate

Telei

/« »
teisp^sociation

2354 Math Sciences Building, UCLA.
826-2950; 206-6981 (Fax). ^^.

The University of Southern California

Department of Nursing

is pleased to announce an

Information Open House
on Thursday, February 1 , 1 990

fronn 4pm to 6pm

Program Offerings
BSN
RN to BSN
MSN
Midwifery

Enterostomal Therapy

Agenda
Admissions

Financial Aid

Faculty Perspective

Student Perspective

Tour of Facility

T'^ - Location
Leavey Hall

Room 101

Los Angeles, CA 9001

5

(adjacent to Caiifomia Hospital)

(213)743-2362

^a[l for djrections^pr write to Lorri Crubaugh
at the above address for more Information.
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD

(WTH REBULDABLE CORE)

COMPLETE W//ARTS,
LABORj INSl"AUJ>.TION
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN charges:

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Ttai»up 4. Ol ClMnaa
2 Vaknlwt 5 BnJui A4

8 OMck B^Wv Wal>
" hyd ftnni End

. GbrapiMikin10.3. Liiw 6. CkAii Akl
7 Snvka Atr a«fwr 1^ faraiim Tmt Coaik«

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6 cylintkr: $20.00 Extra) [

(VW Bug)

$74.^^
hcPaiti&LaboriGss&Airnkeraira

95(JapwMM C«t») A ^\g\ (

TOYOTA

M\%
DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.
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free

delivery

($7 Min.)

Chinese Fast Food

C0M60 PLATE $4.35
includes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la carte items.

• . .
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Hours:

r)n-Satl1:00am-i1:00pm

Sun11:00am-10:Mpm

1147 WestMfood Blvd.

208-4928
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LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service v

Dry Cleanins * Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not Vjlid With Otlu-i Offers
Fv,,„,^s 2/'^)/9()

'

DAZZLE THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Daneshrad DOS

• UCLA Graduate

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $10.00
* Bleaching for whiter teeth ^
ONLY $ 1 48.00 per arch

EMERGENCY APPOIIMtMENTS ACCEPTED
KVIMMa «

477-8766 Starao
Headphones

lltSO WllsMr. Ilvd. SHit* 101 Wast LA. (MtWMn arrinflton & Bundyl

CPARI BEAUTY SALON:)
Remove your with 100%
unwanted hair Natural Wax

Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini ^15
Bikini waxing i B
Haiflegs wax Sio
Underorhn $ B
Arm ......$12

Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint ..$ i o

European Facials $25
1435 Weshvood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT^ . . ^J

per most
discsilRit:

TRADE 1000's Of Used CD's

OFF
{

per title {

I
ANY NEW OR USED CD •

,
SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED •

NEED
CASH?
WE BUY

USED CD's

OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CO
\\

SALES ITEMS EXaUDED
\\

OPEN 7 DAYS lOAM-IOPM PARK IN REAR

475-4122 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVD. 1221 WILSHIRE BLVD.
WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIOE PAVILION) SM (NfXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCLID)

Aniioiiiictnci

AN MBAWORKSHOP
EXCLUSIVELY FOR

MEVORITYGANDIDArES
Cal State L.A. created this event as the first step in a major effort

to increase the number of Latino, Black and Native American
business professionals who enjoy the benefits of an MBA Degree.

"Attendance is by invitation only. Applications are due February 9.

One day only, Saturday March 3, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. There is no cost.

Fernando Oaxaca, President, Harold Pierce, Vice President,

Coronado Communications Columbia Pictures Industries

Califomia State IJnivenrity, Log Angcle*
School of Business and Economics

For deutU, call the (>raduacc Prditrains

OfTicc now It (213) 343-2808.

CREATORS
From page 26

(in the summer of '88), we just

went in and talked to them about a
mood," Frost continues. "We
didn't even have a story. And they

said, 'well, that's interesting.'

Then I said 'it's Peyton Place
meets Blue Velvet and then sud-

denly they got it They've been
wanting to do a Peyton Place for

the '908. That was on their agenda,
it wasn't on ours."

The writer's strike interrupted

further negotiations with ABC for

Six months. But the day after the

strike was over, the network called

Lynch and Frost back in to

reconvene discussion. "A story

emerged, and then we wrote the

screenplay in nine days," Frost

says.

The idea ofworking on a weekly^
television show really wasn't
.something Frost intended to do
after working as head writer on
Hill Street Blues for its final three

seasons. "The pace is really killing

when you're working for a studio.

You're a very well-paid wage
slave. But to go through that again,

I wanted a beuer position."

As co-executive producer,
creator, writer and director. Frost

and Lynch have been given what
Frost calls "full creative carte

blanched
He says, "we haven't had a

single substantive note (from
ABC) on any of the scripts."

ABC isn't the only investor

willing to put blind faith in the

combined genius of Lynch and.

Frost. According to Frost, the

show has been ix-e-sold to sevo^
European interests, primarily
based on Lynch 's immense popu-
larity abroad. Because of the pre-

sales, Twin Peaks is in the black

even before one image is sent

across the wires.

As far as the profits to be reaped
if the program fairs well. Frost

says he "tries not to speculate too

much on ratings because I don't
want to be disappointed." Besides
which, the folks at ABC are "still

trying to figure out how to market
it because it's so unusual. We don't
know (how to market it) either."

But ratings and profits aren't the

prime motivators for Lynch and
Frost. Frost feels the time is right

for a show with Twin Peak's bent
"I'm not a trend analyst or any-

thing, but the way the '80s are

going to be characterized histori-

cally will be as an era of wretched
excess. It's the Reagan era; it's

complacency, and prosperity. But
it's prosperity at the cost of
something."

With Twin Peaks, Frost hopes to

"pluck a dart into the national

conscience." For ABC and many
potential viewers, the hope is that

the show will at least send an arrow
of originality into still vacuous
bubble of prime-time T.V.

Jim Pickrell contributed to this

article

CALL

cso

825-1493

t . 1
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W- UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
WANT YOU TO BE A 1990-91 PHC.

APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE AT THESE ORIENTATIONS:

•Applicxrtions Due Feb. 5th by at 401 Kerdchofl

Monday

Tuesday

Jan. 29

Jan. 30

Wednesday Jan. 31

Thursday Feb. 1

Friday Feb. 2

11:00

6:00

1:30

6:15

8:00

9:00

2:30

7:00

8:30

9:00

7:00

1:00

12:00 noon

7:00 pm
2:30 pm
7:15 pm
9:00 pm

10:00 am
3:30 pm
8:00 pm
9:30 pm

10:00 am
S:00 pm
2:00 pm

Ackemian 2412

Hedrick HaU

Ackemian 2408

Ackemian 3520

Chi Omega
(708 HUgord)

Ackemian 2408

Ackemian 3517

Rieber Hcdl

TKE

(626 Lcoidfair)

Kerckhoff 400

Sproul Hcdl

Ackennan 2412

You must attend an orientation meeting. Call
825-8462 or visit 401 Kerkckhoff 9-5pm M—F for

more info.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS MAKINGS

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
IVm DtUttry'M nUt—ghv; mt mm HmHai i» IBU iy UCLA lUdmU attd etuinm to cjuto* UCLA
m»rm to «XJ UCLA m^dmU. ttrnff. mAd fw^l^Atk Jy^mho ZU umd .« SfJ^^uLTSSmT

(213)205-0838
FAX # 472-3013 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARPUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.* •

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam, ^
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

i niuM M«cliag
iWi Book Study

AJC9aOllCfl Al
Man DawHakm,
Pri Step Sbidy, AU 3525 12:15-1:15

Ttta '^7-1 r, Wed Dtocuarion
NPI CS538 12: 10-1:00

Far alooiwioi or individuah who hive
drinkini problcn

(213) 3r7-t31«

Good Deals

A FREE GIFT |UST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAlSti

UP TO 1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student

groups, frats and sororities needed for market-

ing project on campus.For details plus your

FREE GIFT, group officers call
1-800-756-8472 exi. 50.

INSURANCE WARI We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

rrHiltiple tickets, student discounts. Request

'Bruin Plan'. (213)813-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

-or only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82frO850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Modleai Contar

^UCLA Student EirptoyM rwwiv*

Personal 10

•Htwr 4 hours Imm* wtth pay or the

nwat tkskat. Wa cannot avvard both.

Good Peals

FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(reg. $95) (2 x-rays Included)

(213) 475-5598—*- / 24 hour emefgency service

V.I.P.
Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.I.P. member
and receive all of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special'

Personal 10 Personal 10 PersoTKil

B0n
Don't forget BETA's 24th Annual

SUPERBOUX BASH
49ers vs. BRONCOS

BIG SCREEN TV, COCKTAILS, and HORS D' OEUVRES
SUNDAY, JAN. 28 12:30 PM.

Catered by Subway sponsored by King's Liquor

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

HcUifwood Piano AMifa/ Comiiany
462-2329 463-6569

Personal 10 Personal 10

Miscellaneous

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.
(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenirtgs.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

Personal 10

CHINESE NEW YEAR PARTY. Attention peo-
ple of Chinese or Oriental descent! Celebrate
the New Year with us at our Arcadia Dance
Party. Dance to one of LA's hottest bands.
Complen>entary buffet. Fantastic door prizes.

For more info. (213)385-9826.

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MA MFCC INTER IMF1S339. SLID-
ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRGIL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

THANKS to those who have helped me
transcend my own reality lately. Love, Linda T.

Uzy /ijdvcntisti

Group Friday I
cllowship I
ckcrman #1210 I

Seventh

Youth Group Friday

Fellowship

7 pm Ackcrman #1210

* MARCH 2

Congratulations to the
1990-91 AAA Elected Officers

President Wendy Angus
Chaplain ..Amy Hofstein

Pledge Trainer Julie Christiansen

Scholarship ;.... Kammi Geneva
Social Development Jeannie Meyer
Social Events Mandi Smith

Treasurer r. Rain Bachand
Executive Vice President.^ Judy Proko
Rush Jracey Matheson
Sponsor ......Marilyn Kilcrease

Fraternity Education Nicole Geneva
Panhellenic Rep. Jane Ojanpera
Recording S^ecretary Kim Heningson
Reference Erin Juline—_jj—.

—

, ...

Marshall : feecca Anderson
House Manager Jeanette Bloomfield

Philanthropy Tiffany Treanor
Activities Sharon Kaye
Public Relations.. Melissa Halme
Columnae Relations...., Samantha Crisp

Trident Correspondant Ann Cattalini

Corresponding Secretary... Gretchen Kaufman
Historian Kim Canter
Librarian Beth Rosemond
Asst. Treasurer^ Sandy Jacobson

V
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RUSH
DELTA 2ETA

Information Party

Thursday, January .25 6:30 PM
Delta Zeta House

• ^^ 824 Hilgard

Call 208-9045 or 208-9090

Start of Something Spe

a?*i

kg)

Delta Zeta
Panhellenic
Pizza Party

^MitijmmiimMUifstmiwm*

SIGMA KAPPA i
S

invites all interested M
women to

Interested in being part of the UCLA Greek System

Rush Delta Zeta
and come to a Panhellenic Party

at the ,

Delta Zeta House

824 Hilgard
•

Don't wait a day longer...

Sunday January 28, 6:00 pm
Call 208-9048 or 208-9090

and we'll have your pizza waiting.
ZBT

LITTLE SISTER
SUPER BOWL BASH

SUNDAY
2:30PM

DfrVJVER BRONCOS vs
-Af\j fMANCISCO 4nFRS

SPONSORED BY

^UBUJRV* WESTWOOD
VILLAGE

Daity Bruin Classified

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

SIGMA KAPPA'S
Are you ready to find

your "Match"

Made in Heaven?
TONIGHT!

8:00 pm Larry Parkers

Good Luck

jr*^«^»^ {H^f^^^r^p^ripg^r^pftr*^*

cr»j5*r«B«-''»B«.r*&«,f4^4.r#p<i.i-tBa.r*B«.

VWien : THJg Uir^uJii

s
Post UCLA Victory Party

After we pluek the feathers from the Dueks
Come to 0X and party with all of us!

Thursday 10:00 pm
Also, Lil Sisters- look forward to our Valentine Dinner

January 31-6:00
663 Ciayley- Iheta Chi- First on the Row

r

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

i990 %iei mul Wtm SgomU

uxjuUe/n MumAoit

m
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SIGMA NU
LITTLE SISTERS

Get rid of your inspo
tensions & fire up for'

HUGE DJ BLOWOUT!!-
10:00pm

PS~only a few sweatshirts left so bring
checks for dues.

ik- Anastasiay

^A^^dae i^aine*. ^Amnk vow /o« a^t^ai^s"!^

^ AAA p n 'fio r^„Ao .,^..MAAA PC. '89 Loves you
and will miss you !^

ImMLE!
on all

initiation

Monthly
membership

only

per month

with our low one-time

$64

CheckFree® initiation fee

•NO Finance Charge
•No Binding Contract

NAUTILUS
y^ AEROBICS

I ^FITNESS
' CENTERS

with 17 locations

So do it, NOW!
Prices increase Feb 1, 1990.

FREE WORKQUT]
AT WESTSIDE LOCATION ONLY:

3844 Culver Center St.

Culver City, CA 90230
(213)204-2030

1
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Personal 10

Lisa Prange
and

Meg Boardman
Good luck tonight!

We ^are so proud oft.

you!

Gel excited for

initiation tonight

All our love

Jeannie and Kelly

»

4

Search for sunken treasure

7:00-Treasure hunt
10:00—Party-destination unknown?!

I
I
I

s

«

on

U jxxoud to h%B6.zni tfiB

t

jggo Q/ioLei: and <zf^o^£,

Oowii ana ^oimaL

chaiwiaau Jxmuaiij 2'J

I

I

t

#

%

I

«
I

"!• '41 mffmtrfrmffffrrrrr

I

i
ATA

Do you remember?
Ronald Reagan?

MTV?
Chernobyl?

When we used to beat 'SC?

^'

'S80's Revival Rag6
(Dig out those old clothes ...we're going to

party like it's 1987)

*'<
< I

'

H IiMiiYrt-jiiifiaaiaaiiaiYi-friTf

M

uA Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

} EX and AO
Jf

J Tonight's the night-

for B—L—T!!

J Get ready for a

} GREAT exchange!!

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

1
Tonight's the night

The Stars and Crescent Degree

It's only the beginning

A E PHI

2nd Aimua-
FLAQ FOOTBALL
TOlMNAMEPi

.>

f„ <» ,-,

Saturday, February 3rd*IM Field
All proceeds go to benefit our national philanthropy

?s Call Donna <213) 208-0556

* i.
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

present!

Bonan;

5:30pi

St
»»•

')>

'><•

7:30prrt
y
V

askeojall ^rbecue
ies tnis evening!

_ Baskett^ll Gahie
cue' atlche housi

Ly y

Aftei
.^

ame
•egins

Buy your Tickets Today!

zn
LITTLE SISTER INITIATION

THE SUSPENSE IS ALMOST OVER...
BIG BROTHER REVELATIONS ARE TONIGHT--9PM SHARPi

WHEN THE MYSTERY ENDS...

THE PARTY BEGINS!

DELTA ZETa!

WeVe rooting

for you!

T^pinMuJ

Hey Alpha Chl'sl

Don't forget to

meet at the

house at 5:30

tonight to see

/|j^ "Perfect

Strangersr

AZ AZ

DELTA ZETA
We wish you the

best!

Love, Kappa
Delta

AZ AZ

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS %vith asthma,
ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves

office visits in WLA. You will be paid for your
participation. (21 3)e2(V6574.

HEADACHE and healthy control (non-
headache) subjects 18-45 needttl. Subject
will complete questiorwuire, keep headache
diary for six days, «i«ar smalt tape recorder to

record jaw muscle activity. $80.00 paid upon
completion of study. Contact Mary at

(213)82S-9792. DenUl Clinical Research
Center.

Personal 10 PersoTKri 10

Winds of change bearing a storm,

an island of roses alters in form.

Matured beyong few petals and leaves,

the flowers thrive in the wieldy breeze.

Yellow blossoms despite her fears,

more deeply rooted during these years.

HERPES VACaNE volunteers needed for new
vaccine study. Healthy males: 18-55 yeys old

without history of genital herpes; $150.00
reimbursement. Interested individuals contact

Maryanne Dillon. (213)206-0479.

'Hyperactive Boys with attcntional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-

tion. (213)8254)392.'

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS- Needed on pay-

ing attention. Ages 30-55. $15.00 cash.

(213)82?-6402

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 »wi older who have teeth

hypersensith« to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teetfi 2x

daily with assipied commercially available

derHifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eigN
week period. One der«al x-ray required.

Contact M«ry, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific Icarnirig experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 yews
needed for audiovisuai research It (XIA.
Subjecto will be paid. (213)825-0392.

EARN $300
Males 21-40 yrs. old

needed for

antihistamine and
decongestant study.

For information call:

(213)390-8483

Weekdays
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

cso
Evening Escort Service

irmmm^

825-1493
^^

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in tryir^ an
investigational drug. Involves ofTice visits in

WLA. You will be con^nsated for your time.

(213)820-6574.

use family studies project is seeking mothers,

fathers ar>d children to participate in a study on
family relations. Child must be age 4-5 or 9-1

1

inclusive. English must be Tirst language. Each
family will receive $100.00 For further infor-

mation, call (213)743-4872.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED with Facial Acne to

participate in research study involving new
treatmerrt. Ages 1 4 & over. Spor«ored by major

pharmeceutical company urvlcr Dermatolo-

^gtormjpcrvision. VOLLWTEERSWILL BE PAID.
For forther information call (213)828-8887.

> A.

DON'T LIT -^

niSS IjOUJl

^e.\vii a firuin PersonnC
Deadline: FrI. Feb. 9, 4p.m.

(Absolutely NO Late flds)

Issue: Feb. 14th
\—

Rates: $8/C^umn inch^or students
~^ ^ITfor color (1 kT^C' 1 u^'s)

$5 for color (2k2'$ & aboue)

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

•All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

I PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

DIABETES/NUTRITION RESEARCH
for men and women aged 25-70 writh diabetes on no medication (or a 2
month study.

BREAST FUJID/NUTRmON RESEARCH
for women atfed 40^ with or without breast disease, who can make an 18
month commTtment to follow a low (at diet Mid exercise plan.

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
(or healthy, overweight men and women aged 2&50, who can mdw a 2
year commitment to follow an exercise plan, vrith either a low fat diet, or
a low (at diet and a liquid meal replacement product

by UCLA's Division of (finical Nucricion
caU (213) 476-6367 anytime

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. (Jualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

KSEARCM SmjECTS NEEDfO Penittant.
painful jaw )oir>t clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject murt have had problems 6
nwnths or more and have received prior
wwuectMfcil treatment If accepted, subject
will receive jaw joint injection which may
reAjce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TM| x-ray required. Contact Mary.
Dental Clinical Research Center. 82S-9792.

Wanted 15

EARN $300
Males 21-30 yrs. old

needed for

studies involvin^^re-
scription

and over the counter
drugs.

For infomnation call:

(213) 390-8483
Weekdays 9ain - 3pm

Haf*1 I need an apartmwit todayl Motion
picture extension student. S2SO-$3O0.00 a
month (213)475-4551 Leon.

LOOKIIMC FOR a fraternity, sorority, or stu-
dent organization that would like to make
$500-$ 1 000 for a one week on-campus mark-
eting project. Must be organized and hard-
working. Call Becky or Myra at
(800)592-2121.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY7?
Sperm donors needed for

medkal research In

Beverly Hills. ExceOent px^
Can (213)273-2463 for Info sheer

V

1

t
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Saions 21 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing

Manicure Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVL. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Health Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

I>r. MadL Bennan, Clinical

Psychologisi,
eating disorder specialisu Individual
appointments available. (213)655-6730

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

weight.lose
Doctor recommended. 1

All Natural.
100% (guaranteed.

(213)!281-7484

We Accept All Vision Care

Dr. Vogel In Westwood J
208-301

1

Business Properties 25

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-time
Business of your own. NetwoHt Marketing
(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

Opportunities 26

EARN up lo

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

C.I
'

Anna l^^'cg^^o..! I A bendit
(B'8i 986 3883 '-c- your pa^c oatior

4954 Van Ni/yi Blvd Shirman Oakt
fl«cti»l I Irn gift / your pr« jcrfin appt

Help Wanted 30

SltVHR, students r>eeded to «vofk pA, wotk
your o%vn hours, with major FORTUNE 500
Corporations. Create an irKome that will be
orbing throughout your College career. Con-
tact Regina (213)443-4143.

$7-12/»v, niEPHONE SURVEYORS. Conve-
nient to campus. Brer>twoo(V Westwood loca-
tion. Call 1 1 am-2pm, M-F (21 3)444-9860. Mr
Aidrich.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT-Large Brentvwod
real estate dveloper seeks part tinr>e help in

accounting department 12 to 16 hoursAvk.
Light office skill/general bookeeping. R.W.
Selby & Co (213)820-5151.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. P/T, W/P, perfect
English, S5-$8Aw. Opportunity for F/T. Com-
puter company. Beverly Hills. (21 3)859-7277.

AFTERNOONS, during school, PT, vacations,
experience not necessary. Apply in person,
Westwood Sporting Goods, 1 065 Gayley Ave.,
Westwood Village.

AGENT'S ASSISTANT, full-time, BH. Excellent
clerical and phone skills, a strong desire to be
in the entertainment industry is a must. Back-
ground helpful. (213)274-5999.

AID for young man in wheelchair. 30hrsAvk.
$875/mo. Must have car. In 5M
(213)450-6719.

ARTIST seeks females to model for modem art

project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

ATTENTON FITNESS FANATICS: Part-time
Earn SAOftyr. + teaching the ultirtnate Fitness

System. Call Jim (213)476-2234.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!
$32,000/yr income potential. Details
1(602)838-6885.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government joU-your
area. $1 7,640-S69,465. Call 1 602-838-8885
Ext.RaOSO.

ATTENTION:e>icellent income for home as-

sembly work. Info. Call (504)646-1 700 dept.
P695.

BACK TO SCHOOL )OB. Hiring immediately
10 sports enthusiasts. $12^., paid training.

1 5-28 hrs. vwkly. (21 3)374-4993.

BOOKEEPER/SECRETARY: PT f7-S1(Vhr. Boo-
keeping experience required. WordproccMing
experience very helpful. Relaxed, interettir^

and involving office near camptit.
(213)824-9993.

CALIFORNIA SELF4iaP CENTER/ Psychol-
ogy Department needs temporary clerk for
data entry and filing. Macintosh experience
and fast, accurate typing skills ret^uired.
S7.6Q/hr., 6 hour^/day. Call (213)825-7990.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-
staurant in WLA lo work day and evening.
Little Japanese required. Call 4fter 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (816)360-5994.

CHILDCARE and light cleaning, references
insurance required. M-Th, 5-9 every other
Saturday. (213)396-3354.

aERKTAL, general office, P/T, flexible. S7/hr.
Office in WLA. Prefer experience with compu-
ter word processing. Call for interview
(21 3)444-9061

.

aERICAL help, part-time, LXTLA Medical
Center, pleasant, hard working
(213)206-6349. Ask for Linda.

COMPANION Therapist-athletic person for 1

2

yr. old boy, very high-functioning autistic.

Car + good driving record, P/T. starting
$8.5(Vhr., 3 days/wk. (213)659-0165.

DELIVERY DRIVERS $55(Vhr + lips, must have
proof of insurance. 10:30-2:30, 5 daysAvk or
5-9pm, 7 dayVWk. Rosie's Barbeque 'A block
east of Bundy. Only 1 5 minutes from campus.
Inside Westide Towers. Dave (213)473-6533.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING. Part-time position
available for computer graphics person. Must
have experience with Ventura Desktop Pub-
lishing software and be able to do both
typesetting and scientific graphics. Contact
Dennis Griffin at Endocrine Sciences at

(818)345-6503.

DRIVER for young girl, 11:30-1:00, M-F,
S12.50/day, need car. Call Rodger
(213)393-0411 X7616 or (213)670-1657.

GREAT hours! Great money! Pageant/Culver
City is looking erwrgetic people to work part

time in telemarketing, department schedule
appointments for outside sales staff. Flexible

daytime hours only. Hourly pay plus commis-
sion, plus bonuses. Call Bill Johnson
(600)762-7243.

GYMNASTK3 COACH for boys and girls, all

levels. Klours flexible. Wages DUE. Santa
Monica. (213)450-0012.

HANDYMAN - House and grounds. S«/hr.
Bel-Air. Some heavy woric. (213)476-1655.

INSURANCE agent in LOMITA providing med-
ical coverage to small and medium size

businesses needs 2 assisUnU to help set up
appointments, and general office work. Must
have excellent telephof>e voice. Will train on
IBM computer. Salary $4.25 to $7.5C^x>ur +
performance bonus. Morning and EARLY after-

noon shifts still open. CAII 326-7055 for more
information.

LAB ASSISTANT, 1 5-40hrs/week, negotiable,
$9/hr. UCLA school of medicine. Micro Com-
puter facility. Working knowledge with IBM
software/hardware and/or Macintosh
softwareAiardware. Contact Tito OVeyra
(213)206-5739.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE: manufacuting de-
partnf>ent. We are a biochemical manufactur-
ing company seeking an assistant to our VP of
manufacturing. This position will involve do-
cunwntation and record-keeping, implement-
ing and expediting projecU, interfacing with all

departments as well as our customers. Good
organizational and communication skills a
must. Degree in the sciences required. Send
resumes to: Biocell Laboratories 1 1 1 7 E. Janis
St Carson 90746; Attn: Barbara Seifert.

MARKETING ASSISTANT 9-5, M-F, salary +
commission. Finance compar>y near Beverly
Center, Good typing, oral an written commu-
nicational skills required sales abilities a must.
Exceelent career advancement potential.

(213)654-0466.

MARKETING FIRM seeks reliable, motivated
student to manage campus promotions. Flexi-

ble hours. High earning potential. No selling.

800-366-6496.

MARKET RESEARCH ANALYST. Will ^ to
major grocery chains in the Santa Monica,
Beverly Hills, and Hollywood areas. 20-25
hounA«<k (very flexible hours). S750/mo +20f
per mile. Call (213)926-3939, Linda Hartman
for further information.

MEDIA RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, re-

quires assistant for filing, xeroxing, mailing,

must be competer>t, must be accurate. Call
before noon (213)459-2422.

30 Help Wanted

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP, W.

QHHjB camp MAINe
TOP SALARY, RMWIMLUINDRY^ TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE MUST LOVE Kl6s AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE Of THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY. ARTS « CRAFTS. BASFBALL,
BASKETBALL. BCYCLING.

CHEERLEAOINQ. DANCE. DRAMA DRUMS.
FENCI^W, GOLF. QUrTAR. GYMNASTICS,
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE, NATURE. SAILBOARDIf^Q.
SAILING, SCUBA, SOCCER. TENNIS.

TRACK. W8L WATERSKI. WEOHTS. WOOD
MEN CAU OR WRPTE: CAMP WINAOU.

5 QLEN LANE. MAUAnONECK, NY. 10643.
(914)381-5963.

WOMEN CALL OR WRITE: CAUP VEQA
P.O. BOX 1771. DUXBURY. MA 02332

(617)934-6536.

MEDICAL KXJRNAL EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
$6^r. Hours flexible, interest in English/

Journalism. Typing, spelling, proof reading
skills. Able lo «vork 20 hr^wk between
9am-Spm. Catherine (213)825-6521.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hnMk, Brentwood, typ-

, ingeucntial. Leasing department ask for Sheryl

(213)820-5891.

OFfid CLERK nneded for Beverly hills doctor
Filing li^ typing, and general office duties.

FtcKiWe hours, contact Shelly 275-1724.

OFflQE c\tk. *fWF, 2:30'5t3epm $5.50^.,
Cent. City. Ught tjpjr^ UU)553-09i2.

PARALEGAL needed by Santa Monica Law
Firm. Full-time. Resume to: 1 453 A 1 4th $t.,

»213, Santa Monica 90404.

PART-TIME, by independent consultant to
assist with clerical tasks, editing, computer
and video-related work, organizing, etc.,

10-15 flexible hrs/wk. (213)651-2255.

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSITIONS. You
may easily make S40(ywk. Authorized EPSOM
product re-seller looking for people interested
in pursuing a career in marketing. Our well
known fax machines, printers, computers.
We'll provide you w/a path of growth well into
the future. Interested parties please call Mr. S.

Lee at (213)487-0406.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to Husband/Wife mo-
tion picture producer/ director team at home.
P/T days. Secretarial, light domestic & help
with new baby. Hours + salary flexible

(213)878-2560

PR FIRM in Santa Monica, flexible hours,
reliable, dependable, good phone voice, er-

rands. S6.00. (213)451-4870.

PROFESSIONAL woman needs reliable assis-

tance w/small projects, calls, errands. Must
have good references, own car. Approx.,
flexible 10 hrs/wk. Santa Monica. $6.00-fA(r
(213)394-6103.

P/T CLERK for UCLA Mental Health Croup 4
hrs/day. (213)625-6202. '

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings and weekends.
Contact Mr- Mann (213)475-6066.

P/T WEEKEND COUNSELOR for female teen
group home in Pacific Palisades, hours Sat.
Spm-Mon 9:30am, and Wed. 8:45-1 0:45am,
Psychology degree/exp. required. $7/hr. Mir'
anda (213)459-4643.

RECEPTIONIST competent on word process-
ing. Word perfect. Requires bright, energetic,
reliable person. Excellent position, good pay.at
least 20 hrs weekly. Including noomings. Call
before noon. (213)459-2422.

Exclusive Beverly
Hills direct market-
ing company needs
full-time assistant

who has Interest in

marketing and/or
advertising. Must
have excellent

secretarial skills,

computer, person-

to-person poise.

Call Toni

(213) 852-1821

RECEPTION/GENERAL OFFICE.
3:00-6:30pm. Small Century City entertain-
ment law firm. Lite typing, occasional errands,
phor^es, fax, zerox. 552-1606. Janelle.

RECEPTIONIST in private health club, after

school and weekerxis, SanU Monica. Looking
for responsible, enthusiastic person to work
front desk area. Chris or Lisett (21 3)450-4464.

RECEPTIONIST P/T or F/T for fast paced
Beverly Hills office. (213)274-0695.

RECEPTIONIST, pA, S6/hr. 2 openings.
Phones, light typing, filing. Mid Wilshirc area.

(213)651-1181.

RECEPTIONIST, P/T. Doctors office. Hours,
M,T, & W, 4:00-8:00. Call Jan at
(213)273-2216.

RECEPTIONIST/ TYPIST. Filing, general office

work for Lawyer in Beverly Hills. P/T $6.S(Vhr.
(213)552-1670.

RESEARCH WORK: small project for writer.

Socio- psychological background desired,
auto-data bank experience necessary, flexible

hours, payable by project phase.
(213)558-4131.

RESEARCH POSTITK3N flexible say and even-
ing hours. SSAk. Call Bob (213)206-3416.

RESEARCH ASST. UCLA study of sex hor-
n^ones & human behavior. Videotape children

& adults, administer paper/pencil tests, score &
analyze daa, train & supervise lab helpers.

Psychology background required, computer/
statistical skills dfesired, car needed.
$n.87/hr, 20 hrs/wk. Dr. Hines
(213)825-6160.

RESEARCH POSITKDNS available. Flexible

day and evening hours $S^r. Call Bob
(213)206-3416.

RESUME aASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minirtHim of 20hnAvk, $8^, Mvina Del
Rey. Person with some er^ineering, technical,

or compiAcr education. Call ChaHes or Dave
(213)395-8834.

RETAIL, Display t, Customer Services. PT/TT,

flexible hours. S9.8SMart. Back to school
work. Advancement opportunities. Call

•? (213)392-1310, (818)342-2612.

RETAIL HARDWARE PTAT. Brentwood loca-

tion. PleasarH wioHting conditions. Call Mrs.
Richards. (213)476-2864.

RETAIL SALES, VT/n, optn immediately, sal-

ary will comnwnturatc with expcrlef>ce, cIom
to campus, calf Tuxsdo Warehouse,
(213)559-^

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/
MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in

Hollywood
No pay but great
opportunity to

learn & gain
experience.

Call Stephanie

(213) 659-6400

NEED MONEY?
Help graduate students and

earn $15.
You need to be a student

and available for 2 hours
at:

1/29 (MON) 10:30-12:30

or

1/30 (TUE) 12:00-14:00

Please call Mary
Nagashima at

(213) 474-4304

RETAIL SALES F/T and P/T Tuesday thni
Saturday. Wage depends on experience.
(213)274»7576, after 10:30 am.

RETAIL SALES. Women's clothing Friendly,

professional appearance. SanU Monica F/f or
P/T. 11-6pm.(21 3)395-2728.

SALES. F/r, P/T. Aggresive person lo sell

fashion footwear. .Shoe Concepts, Stacie,

10938 Weyburn.

SECRETARY: PT, lawlfirm, Tishman Building,

Westwood. Multi-mate word processing, ex-

perience preferred. (213)477-0578.

SECRETARY, part-time. Light typing, bookk-
eepirig. Flexible hours. $1(Vhr. Westvwod
location. Mr. White (213)659-5563.

STUDENT AIDE for Peace Corps. 10-20 hrs/

wk. Typing, misc. clerical, writing, telephone
duties, Macintosh knowledge helpful. Office
near campus. Parking provided. For informa-
tion call (213)209-7444.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS. Over 5,000
openings! National parks, forests, fire crews.
Send stamp for free deUils. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901

.

TROPCAL/ BEACH RESORTS HIRING. Are
you tired of the same dull summer job? Resorts
now hiring (or seasorul and career opportuni-
ties. Call (303)444-5585.

TYPIST needed for insurance company. Dicta-
tion with headphones, p^, 25 hr>/week. J^hr.
WLA (213)470-3660.

VETERINARY TECHNKTIAN wanted, experi-
ence a must; (213)479-3336 for more
information.

WANTED: WArTRESS/WAITER, DELIVERY
PEOPLE. ENTHUSIASTK:, outgoing, IN-
DIVIDUALS FOR RESTAURANT INSIDE LUX-
URKXIS CENTURY CITY HEALTH aUB
TOM OR STEVE. (213)557-8926.

WLA healthclub looking for fitness oriented
receptionist, early mornings ar>d afterrxmns.

Shannon (213)826-8006.
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

* Flexible Hours *

*Loto ol Woit*
' Men. Women. Students, etc.

CaU (213) 453-1817

DELIVERY DRIVERS
WANTED FEB 13 AND 14
MUST HAVE OWN CAR
AND INSURANCE CALL

FOR DETAILS 273-4S45 ASK
FOR MARIA OR DIANE

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

Student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

RECRUITER POSITION
9- 12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

DELIVERY DRIVERS

Pick-up & delivery of

bridal gowns rmfet have

own car, insurance.

EARN $60.00/day.

Flexible hours.

CALL 800-654-5324

for appt.

ALFRED SILVERA
wiU be shooting on location in

U from Wed. 1/31 -Wed. 2/7.

Alfred works e)(tensively with

men/Women In New York City,

Paris-USA, and International mod-
eiing agency. Booking on a first

(xxne, first serve, pre-pakJ basis.

(213)856-8222 24 hrs.

ENVIORNMENTAL SCIENCE wsociMes is ex-
panding in L.A. and S.F. and has employment
opportunities for entry and senior level technl-
cat specialists in enviommental planning
transportation planning and traffic engeneer-
•"* physical sciences, biologisU and geogra-
phers. Qualified applicants should possess a
degree in chemistry, physics, hydrology, enge-
"•wing, geography, biology, urban planning
arxl other related disciplines. Applicar>ts must
possess excellent writing and oommimication
skills. Resumes to M. Holmes. E.S.A. 760
Harrison St. San Franslsco 94107.

EXTRAS needed for fi Im and comn>ercials. Call
(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FILM PROOUaR needs someone to do typ-
ing, secretarial work once or twice a %vcek. Call

(213)657 3692.

FRATERNITY and sorority members earn extra
money. National party favor company looking
for sales associates. High commissions, wvork
your own hours. 1-800-444-6484.

FULL-TIME receptionist needed for pediatric
office. 36 hn/»wk., WLA. Must be punctual,
serious, accurate. (21 3)479- 1233.

GENERAL OFFICE/SECRETARY 3 days to full

time 9-5pm. $7A>r. Nice office near Beverly
center. Good typing, phone and written com-
munication skills required. Varied duics.
(213)854.0466.

GOLF STORE cashier - bilingual (apanesiV
English. Full/P/T, WLA. Golf experience
prefcrred-not necessary. (213)859-2801.
Mark.

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. ihowt,
AN lypM, 1t^

B, Si OOfWmKMM.
yr*. tam vOn monmt.

hm tool Cmmim CMUng

(2)3)466-7319

'- m.

'^f
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Help Wanted 30 Child Care Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS NEEDED AT
SEEDS U.E.S. AS CLASSROOM AIDES. Sche-
dules: 1 1 :30 to 1 :00 and Noon to 1 :30 DAILY.
One add'l hour TBA. Gloria 206-1134.

Temporary help needed
for busy florist Feb 5 to

14. Good phone skills,

will train. Contact Maria
or Diane at 273-4545.

Tdecomniunication Solidtof needed.

Flexible hours.
Great bonus plan.

State Farm Insurance
Sean (213)473-0141

MODELS
I

wanted by Professional

Photography Studio tor

upK;omlng photo assignments
Pro. & Non-Pro Male Female

Call (818) 508-8680

KITCHEN HELPER
4 pm-7 or 8 pm M—F.

Wages & evening meal.

632 Hilgard. Call 208-6657

X-RAY TECHNICIAN (limited) to perform ex-
ams and x-rays at Chiropractic office. Great
oggortunity. Call (213)653-9530.

Job Opportunities 32

ARE you making what you're worth? Have you
achieved financial independence? If not, does
the idea of getting paid everytime someone
uses their Mastercard, pays their mortgage,
makes a long distance call or books an airline
ticket intrigue you? This may be the answer to
achieving your dreanns. Ray: (21 3)281-7961 or
Anthony: (213)636-3667.

EDUCATIONAL sales. Earn up to $4000 in our
6-week pronxjtion. Car required. Contact
Statey (213)390-0269.

FULL-/PART-TIME Bilingual Spanish speaking
MSW-MFCC hours available. Also, foster
home recruiter. Call Beverly Heath
(213)365-5100. ^
GRADUATE STUDENTS IN MANAGEMENT
OR PUBLIC HEALTH wanted to work in newly
created position ofMarketing Analyst in Radio-
logical Sciences Departnrtent. Position will
primarily focus on conducting market research
via hospital records and interviews. Will also
perform analysis to assist in development of
marketing and business plans for the depart-
ment and assist in determination of apporpriate
product line management strategies. 14-20
hours per week, flexible. $9.49/hr. Heklthcare
and marketing experience desirable, contact
Ken Bclfcrman at (213)825-6600.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/
interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desireablc. SI 2-15^.
Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 556-3309.

BUSY HOLLYWOOD PROCXJCTION COM-
PANY needs W office assistant fluent in

Japanese, and P/T experienced bookeeper.
(213)466-7576 or FAX resume, 464-6046.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. Kennolyn
camps private co-ed resident camp in the Santa
Cruz MountairH is looking for camp counse-
lors. Applicants must be mature and skilled in
the areas of: swimming (WSI), aquestrian,
vaulting, fencing, gymnasUcs, sailing, sail-

boarding, photography, theater, tennis, soccer,

baseball, volleyball, basketball, rappelling,

archery, ri fiery, and other camp related activi- •

ties. We will be on campus Monday, January
29. Please contact Candy Scalberg, Director of
Student Employment (21 3)825-2981 to sign up
for interview.

Internships 34

ADVERTISING INTERN, 15 \\nh*M., flexible

Brentwood, graphic design or comm. majors
preferred, media experience helpful, gain

valuable advertising experience.
(213)447.2964.

Child Care Wanted 35

10-MONTH OLD, occasional full days, reli-

able car and local references essential.

(213)472-7662.

3 MONTH INFANT, MTTH. aprrox.

2:30-6:30pm, possibly more. SS.SG^r. Mar
Vista. References required. (213)390-2682

Joyca.

3 YEAR OLD GIRL, in Pacific Palisades,

looking for qualified babysitter on M,W,
afternoorw vnA 2 weekend nightj^onth. S600
start. (213)459-1263.

.

ATHLETICALLY- INCLINED person wanted as

companion for Syr old boy to play baseball,

soccer, and other sports, 1-2 afkernoon^wk.

Local refrences required. Must drive

(213)471-0915.

BABYSITTER. PA, evenings and weekend

days. $6/hr. Call (213)473-6642.

iABYaTTER, Westwood, flexible hours. 1^
child, 7 yrs. Responsible, loving sitter. Must

hit* iaar, ttl
^ "

CHILDCARE for 3 and 5 year old, plus fight

housekeeping, in Brentwood. Two afternoons
minimum, plus flexibility lo work evenings and
weekends. Must drive, have experience, and
local references. (213)471-0915.

CHILD CARE WANTED full time In my home,
Mon-Fri. For newborn baby. Call Terry
(213)206-3011.

'

CHILDCARE w/car for girt 6, 3-4 dayVwk.
3:30-6:30pm. WesUide. References & insur-

ance req. $6/hr. + mileage. (21 3)578-5452 day
& (213)397-1993 eves.

CHILDCARE FOR 2yr old, Culver City,
9:30-3:30 T-FR, 9:30-2:30, mon. $12(VWk,
Light housekeeping. (213)836-6067.

DRIVER to pick-up 2 children from University
Elementary School to their home in

W.Hollywood at 2:45pm weekdays.^ Please
call Felice (213)837-6900 X326, 24hrsyday.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 4-5 days/week. MWF
2-6. Must drive and speak English. 4 & 7 year
old active boys. References. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask
for Lauren.

MOTHER'S HELPER: childcare/light house-
keeping. 2 week days, Saturday evenings.
Friendly and dependable. (213)204-5296.

PACIFIC PALISADES, Tues., Thur. 3:30-7, care
for 6 year-old boy, $5^r. Call evening^
(213)459-2694.

PERSON NEEDED 3 afternoon-eve per week,
12-15 hours. Salary open, dinner incl. light

housekeeping, cooking, helping 1 1 -yr old girl

with homework. Some French required, must
have own car and ins. Paula (213)657-0605.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER needed for West-
wood family. Part-time, flexible hours. WaJk-
ing distance to campus. Call (213)475-2091.

TEACHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required.

15-20 hrs/wk. (213)273-1868.

Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. UnfOmlshed 52
UNIVERSITY APT.-Westwood chateau
2-bed/2-bath available immediately for full-

time single students. $1472/mo. Garage park-
ing, microwave, dishwasher, fireplace. Call
Pamela (213)625-2293.

VAN NUYS- 15 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bed/2 1% bath. 2 story townhouse.
$710/mo. Security, gated parkinjt.
213/865-3801. ^

'* '^
^

VAN NUYS 1 5 minutes to campus. Good area.
2-bed/1 Vi -bath. 2 stroy townhouse. $71 (Vmo.
Security, gated parking. (213)865-3601.

VAN NUYS- 15 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bed/1 1% bath. 2 story townhouse.
$710/mo. Security, gated parking.
213/565-3601

^

VENICE 1-BED, completely remodelled. 1%
blocks from beach, quiet, utilities included
S750/mo (213)642-5952.

Apartments for Rent 49

1-BDR, S750fmo, securtiy building, parking,
suana, pool 11425 Rochester Ave. Near bus
stop, 10 min from campus. (213)263-6221 .

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minUes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)836-6136.

BEVERLY HILLS, guesthouse, new. Singl«^

kitchenette, full bath, Jacuzzi, washer/dryer
priveteges. Without utilities. $625/mo
(213)274-3935.

BRENTWOOD. SaoO LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIDCERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

DELUXE 1 bedroom. 5 minutes walk finom

LICLA. Full kitchen, water paid, parking, quiet
building. Available today. $675/mo
(213)208-6681.

MODERN, large 2-bedroom, 2-bath, built-ins.

On UCLA busline. Security, carpet, drapes,
a/c. S945/mo. 2605 S. Barrington.
(213)476-1190.

ONE-BEDROOM, full-bath, full kitchen. Mira-
cle Mile. Near bus stop. S625/mo.
(213)470-1640.

PACIFK: palisades S645/mo. Very private

guest housMiachelor unit. Utilities included.

16714V. Marquez (213)472-0069.

PALMS- 1 bedroom apartmer>t furnished, un-
furnished, near UCLA, $590.00. Bachelor
$395.00. (213)676-5512.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry
(213)454-4754. ^
PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH- $935,alarm, A/C,
quiet, two years old, ten minutes to UCLA by
bus. 10737 Palms. (213) 636-5039.

PALMS. $625 and up. Quiet 2-bedroom,
2-bath. Patios, new carpeU and drapes, built-

ins, large closets, no pets. (213)839-6600.

PALMS- Large, new, one bedroom security

apartment, 15 min. from UCLA, $795/mo.
Trent 316-1301.

SANTA MONICA 1 -bed 2-bath, loft. 2 parking
spaces, new, volume, ciclings,
quiet$1295/month. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
garage. New, fireplace, washer/dryer, quiet
(213)473-4272.

SHERMAN OAKS. $1125/mo. Large 1400
sq.ft. 2-bedroom/2-bath, 2 fireplaces, micro-
wave, dishwasher, stove, trash compacter,
much more. Laura (616)363-0737
(618)993-8900.

UCLA University apartments for rent!! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or
(213)625-8496.

LXTLA University apts for rent!! Must be
full-time student. Single, 1 -bedroom -t- 2-bed-
room available. Short walk to campus, fully

furnished. Call (213)625-2293.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath
•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk In Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

WESTSIDE, 1-bdr/1-bath. Refrigerator, carpet/
draperies, stove, utilities included. SSSQ/mo
plus $500 security. (213)280-0073 or
(213)636-9149.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1-bed, attractive,
bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car
parking, laundry, freshly painted. 279-1687.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*FireplaGes

*Launclry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedroon)s

*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

WESTWOOD. $1100|/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A^, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)264-9044.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)2649044.

WESTWOOD $650. 1-bed. Includes parking,
dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony.. Call
after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD, $1895, 2-bedroom, 14th floor

penthouse. 24hr. security ^iard., cable, pool,
spa, near Medical Center/Village. 969 Hilgard
(213)216-1316.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)206-6685.

WESTWOOD $675 1 -bedroom, $1400, 2+2.
Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no pets. 520
Kelton. (21 3)206- 7463.

WESTWOOD, $1950/MO. 3-bed/2-bath,
large duplex. Nice. Den, parking. Ideal for

family. (213)691-0670.

WLA, $110(VMO., 2-bdrm condo, security
building, 1 % -baths, shutters, frost-free re-

frigerator, cable. 1323 Carmelina Ave.
(213)456-3629.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to
UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,
tease. (213)626-7666.

WLA $65Q^mo. One bedroom. Stove; refriger-

ator, private patio. 141 i Brockton ave.
(2130478-8924.

WLA-Large single, 1-bath, paid utilities, must
move in Jan. 20-31, $395.
(213)479-20O6/message.

WLA, own room 2-bedroom apt. Close to
UCLA, kitchen, 1 deal, nice roomate. $375/mo
(213)473-6136 eve.

WLA, sunny, bright, upper 2-bed/2-bath,
$650, 1 -bed/1 -bath $650, with lease, no pets
(213)476-7116.

WLA. Large 2-bdrrTVl'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

iaurxiry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$T100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

1 bwVI bath

hazs 1 buS/^ bath plus toft

11050 2 btdf2 bath

(1295 2 bed/2 bath plus den
Beai^ifuly deciHited. a/c. tacuriW oted. buHt-ih
•tow. dishMTMher. Open houM Siturctay 10-2 at

3717 Vinton #104.

1 mo. FREE RENT with one year lease.

638-6516 (mpr.) 478-4559 (oHfce)

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All afnenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/ino. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

Apartnnents Furnistied 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $665, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1467.

SANTA MONICA. $575/mo., furnished 1 -bed-
room apartn>ent near beach. Security build-

ing,laundry, parking (213)394-4105.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3326.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor
$525/nx). utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM APT, furnished, very nice
+ large balcony, 1st floor. Federal Ave., $720,
(213)479-8399.

Apts. Unfumistied 52

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent. $650, sunny 1 -bed-
room upper, refrigerator, gas stove, balcony,
charming and in great neighborhtood. Avail-

able now. (21 3)284-8226. Leave message, and
try (213)837-2694 during weekend. Oina.

WESTVyOOD. $995 2-bed/2-bath, new car-

pet, levelors, wetbar, balcony, built-ins.

(213)444-7376.

WESTWOOD adjacent, 3-bedroom town-
house $1495 3-car parking WLA 1 -bedroom
upper $695. Appliances. Available now.
(213)474-5419.

House for Rent

^WLA. $720^^10. T-^«drodmupper. CarpeBT
drApes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

1

3 stoiy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove.

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

I

laundry* 2-car parking,

sundecks
[•lO-lS min. from

campus
|»6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property^ Manageinent

SKI UTAH - furnished condo at base of
mountain, sleep six, firepljice/jacuzzi, $1 20 a
night. All dates available. Call (801 )261 -5543.

Apts. to Stiare 54

BRENTWOOD condo to share with lady,

2-bedroon\/2-bathroom, furnished. $595. Call

mornings (213)472-2647.

MAR VISTA own room in 3 bdr. $313/mo.
Parking, own 'A bath. 391-6158. Move-in
immediately $300 security.

NEWER TOWNHOUSE M/F private room &
bath, sec. parking, built-ins. Nice, all priv-

ledges. $475 + $100 deposit. (213)3976133.

OWN BEDROOM/BATHROOM. Fireplace,

dishwasher, parking, pool, tennis, jacuzzi,

health club, laundry. $475/mo. 02/01/90
(213)215-1092. CC.

SM/VENK:E, $600ynfK>., own room, own bath,

1 -block from beach, pooi/jaciizzi, 24 hr sec-
urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main st.

392-9666.

UCLA adjacent. Share 1-bdrm. apartment.
Parking, amenities. $459/ea. (negotiable). One
month deposit. Non-smokers (213)208-2975
ASAP.

WLA $550/MO., furnished condo with swim-
ming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, tennis courts,

parking and security. Share with professional.

(213)637-9166.

WLA Great Deal! Two graduate students.

3-bedroonrV 2-bathroom. $34Cymonth, close
to UCLA, near bus. (213)447-3230.

WLA. Own bedroom, share bath. Need 3rd
person for large 3-bedroom apartment. Short
term. Feb. 1- May 31. $41 5/mo.
(213)620-7110.

WLA private room, private bath. $397.50, 16
min bus ride to UCLA. Open minded
(213)444-4902.

WLA Share 2-bed/2-bed in exchange for Jight

housekeeping. Pool, security guard, large bal-

cony. <2 13)659-5563.

House for Rent 56

BEVERLY GLEN. $1200 neg. 2-bed/2-bath.
1 St/last, security, brick floors, fp, patio.
Sale possible. (213)474-1385.

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 3-bdrfT>/2-bath,

security system, enclosed yard, laundry. j».

cuzzi. 2-car garage. (21 3)826-6907.

FOR LEASE: House. Near UCLA. 3-bdmV
2-bath. Furnished. $2200. Unfurnished price
negotiable. Jack Realty (213)479-2732.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrrTV
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (618)888-2224.

MAR VISTA 3-bdmfv'2-balh. 1600 sq. ft. Fire-

place, eclosed backyard. 1 minutes to UCLA
$165(ynrK>. (213)476-7072.

SMALL HOUSE 4 lease. 2-bdmV2-bath, 2 l»ge
closets. Very nice and clean; near IXIA. No
gets. $900. (213)479-7251.

House for StKire 57

BUSINESSWOMAN, non-smoker, to share
large townhouse. Piano, fireplace, garage,
garden. $55Q/mo. (213)450-9111 ext.2371

.

MAR VISTA, $800/MO. IMMACULATE
GUEST WING OF HOME ON QUIET CULDE-
SAC. YOUR OWN ENTRANCE AND LIVING
ROOM AND BEDROOM AND BATH. SHARE
KITCHEN, GARAGE, LARGE YARD, GAR-
DEN, AND SPA. FEMALE OR COUPLE. TONI
(213)39a3313, (213)284-8866

VENICE, $465, own room, cool 3-bdrm house.
Safe area. Bus to UCLA. (213)392-0220.
Valerie.

VENKIE: roomate needed to share cute 2-bed-
room cottage. Two blocks to beach
(213)452-5604.

WESTWOOD, $450, own bedroom and bath,
available immediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2208.

WESTWOOD, $60(ymo. Graduate student
wanU clean, quiet roommate to share just

remodeled 2 bedroom house. Large yard,
fireplace, wood floors, ample parking, washer/
dryer David (213)474-1160.

House for Sale 58

KELTON Ave. totally remodeled home in
Westside villiage 2-b(V2-ba. Studio, dining
room. $349,500. (213)477-7001.

Real Estate

SMALL OFFICE SUITES
5 of^carTDu^

Fantastic Morthly Lease Rates. Longer term
availabte. Space is 'move-in' condiiloa

Contact: John Ale Company.
Ask lor: AJiWHonman/Skouras

(213)624-6660

ii
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Housing Needed
NON-SMOKER 27 yearoW Med-student look-

ing for own roonn. Will trade tutorir>g anchor

labor for reduced rent. Please call Lars

(213)836-6130.

SWISS STUDENT UCLA seeks room In ex-

change, evening/weekend. Childcare/

housekeeping. Call: Christina (213)454-0872.

Room/Board for Help 62

FREE nxxMioard arxl salary. Beautiful Brent-

wood home, care 3-year old girl. Flexible

afternoon, early evening hours. ExperierKc/

references. (213)476-8649.

NEED help with 2 girts, 7 and 10. Transport to

axxA from school, some errarvls, light house-

keeping. Days free. Must be available nights

M-F, weekends free. Ideal for studenU. Walk-
ing distance to UCLA Plus stipend.

(213)486-8826.

WESTWOOD: Lovely room in beautiful

house. Walk to UCLA. Free rent in exchange

for light cooking and housekeeping.
(213)476-5164.

Room for Help 63

BRENTWOOD PARK guesthouse, separate

entrance, kitchen, washer and dryer. In ex-

change for light housework and English tutor-

ing to 3 minor boys. Non-smoker. No guest

allowed. Reference required. (213)451-4433.

BRENTWOOD. Guesthouse/studio w/lovely

yard, kitcherwtte. $75(]^no. plus light house-

keeping and maintenance. No smoking.

(213)476-4588.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,

no pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

BEVERLY HILLS, female, non-smoker. Private

own roonV/i bath, kitchen privileges. Pleas-

ant surroundings. (213)470-7297.

NEAR UCLA, kieal for UCLA studentsAaculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available

now. $47(ymo. (213)476-2088.

WLA, spacious furnished room, private, quiet,

garden view. jASQlmo. (213)474-7285.

Roommates 65

1 -BEDROOM in 2-bedroom apartment. Fully

furnished. Close to campus. Call Jeff

(213)208-8248.

CULVER CITY, $425/mo. 2-bed/1-bath.

Washer/dryer, parking, all amenities. 1st plus

deposit. Diana (213)838-9599.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed, larg^, 2-bed

2-bath apt. Fairfax area, leave message
(213)931-7326.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share 1 -bdrm

in a 2-bdrm apartnr>ent. Close to VA lot.

S225/nfX). (213)473-2578.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted ASAP. One
bedroom, five minutes to campus,
$291.20/month, utilities included. (213)

824-9735.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED- 660 Veteran

Ave, 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Parking! To move in

ASAP. $348 a month. Call Lisa at 824-0658 or

208-5951

FEMALE ROOMATE to share new 2bed/2bath

apartn>ent with 3 others. Has spa and ur>der-

ground parking.Rent $375/mo. Less than 1

mile from campus. Reduced to $275 for 1st

three months for immediate move in.

(619)244-5106.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share

2-bedroonV 2-bath apartment. 4 miles from

campus $500/rpo. Available 02/15 Kim
(213)836-8672

FEMALE roommate wanted $255/mo to share

a large, furnished, onc-bcdroom, in West-

wood (818)790 2185.

FOURTH male roommate needed
$337.5Q/monlh + deposit (213)477-8512.

FURNISHED APARTMENT $325 Own room,

parking, near 405 and 10. Palms Steve

(213)538-6729 (day); (213)839-5475 (night)

HERSHEY HALL $455 -f deposit Male grad

student. With meals on campus.
(213)825 2742 or (213)559-3515.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share

a 1 -bdrm apartment on campus $300/mo.

(213)208-4052

LOOKING for female roomate to share duplex.

W/+ w/o other UCLA students. Non-smoker.

Room $290 (213)836-6090.

MALE ROOMATE WANTED 512 Veteran apt

212. (213)824-5646.
'

MALE to share 2-bdrnr\/2-bath with 3 others

Clenrock. Walking distarnre. Pool, jacuz2i.

$400/mo (213)824-7427

MARINA DEL REY. 2-bedroom to share with

female. Few blocks from beach. iSOOlmo.

(213)305-0188 after 4:30pm.

ROOMMATE wanted, luxurious Brentwood

one bedroom apartment with partitioned living

room i'iSOfmo. Utilities irtcluded. Covered

parking, pool security, garden, near UCLA,
markets, buses. (213)234-4014.

60 Roommates

ROOM TO SHARE, private bath, sec. bidg.,

pool, free cable, priv. phn., ulil. incld.

$320. (213)447-2462, (213)447-2505.

WESTWOOD. Fenrwie roommate ASAP, share

single. $350 -f utilities. 565 Cayley #302,

(213)206-1386 or (213)824-0836.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate needed to

share 1 -bedroom apartment. $300/mo,
6-month lease. Tony (213)208-0451.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/1-BATH- Furnished,

sunny, deck, garderu, parking, walk to cam-

pus, $375ATH>nth. (213) 471-4533.

WESTWOOD. 2-bdrnV2 bath. $395/nf>o. 2

males needed. Pool/jacuzzi, parking, 5 mi-

nutes to UCLA. (21 3)208-4207. DArroo/Marc.

WLA, $34(Vmo. -fdeposit. Own room in

3-bedroom, 1 -bath house. Easy going environ-

nrwnt. 10 minutes to campus. (213)474-31 73.

WLA $40G/mo. Own room in large 2-bed,

1-bath apartment. Close to campus. Female.

(213)826-0149, Maureen.

WLA, brand new security townhouse. Bright

2+2% , amenities, 3-5 miles from UCLA. Near

stores, buslines. $293. (213)261-9595.

WLA, male, non-smoker, share bdA>a, Large

2-bd^-ba apartment $257.5(ymo. Call even-

ings, (213)820-8840.

WLA male share 1 -bdrm apartnient $265/nf>o.

utilities included. $20(Vdep. Parking. Dave,

(213)473-4094 eves. Leave message.

WLA Need one roommate. Responsible rnin-

smkr. share 2bd/2ba, $65(Vmo. Avail Feb.

(213)201-6419 (days), Lynn.

YOUNG professional needs responsible

roommate, PaloK area, own room & bath,

non-sn>oker. $548. (213)839-7104.

Condos for StKire 68

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in 2-bed-

room. Bike to UCLA. Patio and parking. $625

plus deposit. (213)478-2640.

Condos for Rent 69

CULVER CITY, Fairfield. Beautiful large con-

dominium. 2-bed/ 2-bath. High ceiling, patio,

pool, laurxiry facilities, 2-car garage. No
pets.$1050/mo. (213)477-6885.

MARVISTA 2 bed, 27. bth. $160(Vmo. 3 level

approx 1 800 sq ft. 4 balconies -»- private patio

street frontage professionally decorated central

a/c, washer/dryer, refrig, woodburning fire-

place, Jacuzzi, sauna, secure 2-car parking

(213)398-7276. ^
WESTWOOD. $1 200/nr>o. 2-bdrnV2-bath +
den -f fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed, 2-bath, 2-car parking.

Security, pool, balcony. Magnificent view. 4

blocks from UCLA. $160(Vnr>o. Call Cass

(213)470-1781.

Flying/Paractiuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Studery discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

TENNIS RAQUET, WILSON PROFILE.
2.7/95/4 5/8, new,unstrung, $225 retail, $1 50

with warranty, cover. (213)208-2140 Marco

Ctiild Care 90

EXPERIENCED & LKTENSED family day care

provider. Monday to Friday. Has references.

Call (213)452-7597.

Insurance 91

)^ Auto/Home/Comnercial T/L

^ Westwood/Wilshifj Office 3
m- 3120202 W
^A 1317 Westwood Blvd ^W (2 biks So of Wilshire) W

-¥{
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do but auto insurance

IS required by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

•213)852 7175 ;818)342 1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY
*••••••••••••••••••

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johimy Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from
i

UCLA

XT

65 Insurance

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
Mve money. (213)820-4839.

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imnnedlate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ncelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars*' •=*^«^,

Scooters ^

Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
ids

I
SAVEON1^ OWIBAMSMmCV

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21. mole under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rotes for comp. &
collislon. and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

CoU now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -6892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short r>otice olc. Student discount. Friervily

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving ar>d deliver/. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experier^ed, aryi reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAN. • Don't Miss Phone Calls Own a

private phor>e number to receiv^wnd mes-

sages. Numbers available throughout Calif.

(213)964-3358. (818)594-1057.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.A^ journalism. Dick

(213)206-4353.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER can help in figure/charU

for publications. Illustratiorv in ink, pen, color.

Symbol design. Cecilia (818)787-7914.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tubfcct*. Theset/Disaert«tion«,

Proposals sikI Books. Foreini Students

WeJspme. Shaton Bear, PhD. ^13| 47D-«661

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENGLISH as a second language or Spanish

lessons by experierKred UCLA MA college

teacher. (213)478-7971.

FRENCH L^SONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT.

and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with thb

od.IVY league grods. Stamford Prep

(213)271-6181

91 Tutoring Offered 98 Music Lessons 102

lAPANESE/CHINESE privMe tutor. All levels.

Please call Ben alW 9pm. (213)781-4477.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resun>es. Call: 473-4193.

TOEFL preparation 'ESL' English as a secor>d

language-- -pat lent international ly---

experienced teacher. (21 3)965-0059, Dr. Ber-

nard eves.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near LXIA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

)ean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. AdulU-
children. $10/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

Travel 105 Travel 105

•Fantastic Gali4>ago8 Islands
then the Andes and the Amazon Basin
leave Los Angeles June 21 or August 16 on 15 day tours.

Price from $z471 or from il990 with Amazon excluded.
Trekking, mountain climbing, bird watching, excursions
availaUe anytime.

•Rnee World (East European Tour)
Join Eva, a former Czechoslovaldan on an 18 day tour of
Yugoslavia; Dalmation Coast; Budapest; hydrofoil cruise on
the Danube to Vienna; Salzburg; and flnaUy ^ague,
Czechoslovakia to leave May 10. Land cost only $1799.
For more information CALL NOW. Eva's Tours
(213) 540-9532.

Tutoring Offered 98

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with tenn papers,

essays, and study skill. Anne (213)859-2293.

leave message.

Tutoring Needed 99

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR wanted fro 5th

grader. Sfl^r. 4 hrsMk. Must have transpora-

tion. Near LXIA (213)854-0466.

Typing 100

«1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Pap^^s, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDES Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. ResunKS ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)208-6951

.

ABC TYPING. Students work vwclcome. Near

UCLA campus. $2/page. Quick & accurate.

(213)477-4943.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

'

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser

printed-free pickup and delivery. Term papers

(APA), dissertations, resumes. (213)475-4C57.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.

Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

All computer work I do. Free pick-up and

delivery. Reasonable rates. (818)708-0910

and (213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perierKed, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.

Edith (213)933-1747.

One Day Word Procetsing

and/or Editii^

^vcr 25 yean experience. Also offer

editcal aMistancc with writing pro(>lems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philmaplty, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing

w/ laserjet quality printing for resumes and
papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvette (213)556-3238.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experJerK:e with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FAST TURNAROUND-Wordprocesslng"
Grad student/former secretary, familiar with

props, writing formats-pick up on campus.

(213)447-2143.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable

rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM PC- iazcr printer, short papers, transcrip-

tion, theses, dissertations reasonable rates,

Kathryn. (213)939-4303.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepuh^cda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa

(213)459-0258.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-

crs. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spcllcheck, storage, Le Cor)te/

Tivertdn. (213)208-0040.

WHY PAY MOREf Wordprocessing, fast, ac-

curate. Laser printer, spell check, editing on
request. Monica (213)3923262.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, tramcriplions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica ^2^ 3)828-693*,

Hollywood (213)466-2888.

t
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AIRFAKE
BARGAINS

AttRound Trip Farts

San Francisco * 70.

Phoenix, 38.

Reno 158.

Seattle 178.

Chicago 193.

Minneapolis 193.

Toronto ...212.

Montreal 212.

Washington D.C. .352.

>1SUCL4^
TRAVEL SERVICE

First Qass in Low Fares
A-Level Ackerman

Hours: M-F 8:30-6. Sal 11-3

r^

THE
WORLD
IS ON
SALE!
Roundtrip from Los Angeles

San Franaico $ 4t
$
$
$
$

$

I
$

$

NcwYorii
London
AnslcfwMn
Paris

^^MWn9
TahM
Cairo
TdAMlv
Nairobi
Johanncsbuff
Capttomm
RMlrictions apply. FarM subject to chang*

witfNMl notin and bas«d on aviJMNty.

AmeHcM't okitat and lugttt
ttudtnt tfwv9l orwnfeiNian.

CoundlniNl

f7t
4ftf

489
549
499
489
739
734

$1070
$1340
$1540

lOfl

tlS-

4.1 J
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From page 49

it becomes no big deal," he said.

"My major thought was to be
as good as before," he added.
"My fear was that I wouldn't be
able to come back strong. Actu-

ally, I found that my body was
better than ever since I had
concentrated on that area."

For Bouldin, her recent shoul-

der separation followed a similar

injury last year, ironically against

the same Cal team, so she is

prepared for what will lie ahead.

"In a sense, you make small

adjustments," she said. "I haven't

done a push-up since it (the first

injury) happened, but I found that

there were no major changes Ori

the court"

After missing the last two
seasons, Bixler hasn't been in

competition yet since his injury.

But even as his training wwkouts
have gone smoothly, he is stiU

quite anxious for that first race

that will count.

"This is the first year that I

have been completely injury

free." he said, "but I'm still not

sure how much I can ask of the

hamstring. I'm not sore if it will

pop again because the surgery

took away many of the nerves in

that area, so I don't have much
feeling anymore."

As Bouldin 's case illustrated,

there is no guarantee that the

same, or even a new injury won't
pop up once a full return has been
made.

**l did wonder (if I was
jinxed)," said Bouldin. "I had
lxt)ken my nose in the Hrst game

this year against Pepperdine, and
when this (the shoulder) hap-

pened I just said 'this isn't meant
to be.'

"

A further illustration is the

case of Blutreich, who often

threw while injured. "It puts you
at a big disadvantage in major
competitions," he said. "It's like

going in and thinking that you are

already losing."

The victim of a series of small

yet nagging injuries since enter-

ing UCLA as a prep AU-Ameri-
can in 1985, Blutreich is enjoying

his flrst injury-free season in

some time.

"I probably should have sat out

more in 1988," he said. "I blew

out my hand in the fir^jneet, and

was hurt all year which >iaade it

hard to compete."

And if his pers(Nial worries

and pain weren't enough, there

were constant whispers from
others who weren't aware of the

injury. "After doing well in high

school and as a redshirt, it was
tough hearing people say 'well,

he's not taking his drugs
anymore,' " he said.

'Then I realized that I have to

worry just about myself, I know
the problem, and what to do," he
said. "Sooner or later, I'll get the

last laugh."

Blutreich got a measure of
revenge, in a unique way, this

past June at the NCAA (jhamp-

ionships. He hurt his knee in a
freak pre-meet stretching rou-

tine, yet returned45 minutes later

to place and earn All-American
status.

"At the NCAAs I felt that I had
nothing to do with the injury," he
said. "Anyhow, even without a
warm-up I still got fourth at the

NCAA final, which made me
think that I was almost prepared

to compete while injured."

Now that he is about to embark
on a tour of the NFL scouting

combines in hopes of being a
hijgh draft choice and having a
professional football career,

Arbuckle must also deal with
other impressions of his injury.

"Everything is ready, the knee
has not been a problem, which
was a big question of the scouts,"

he said. "I haven't worn the brace
in the all-star games I played in,

and I did what I had to do."
And Bouldin mentioned a

common occurrence that many
injured athletes experience. "I

feel that everybody is looking at

me—this loser person— but I

know these things happen when
you play hard.

"It docs bug me, though, when
people will see somebody off
crutches and wonder why they

aren't back and playing," she
added. "They don't realise that

there is a long time before you
can come back."

For those who do come back,
there is a feeling of victory and a
virtual catharsis that is bom ouL

"It shows what you are made
of," said Blutreich. "It takes heart

to overcome a series of injuries."

Resumes lb4

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licerved career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Islear

UCLA. (213)208-1865.

DATSUN 280 ZX TURBO: 1981, loaded,

T-tops, runs like new, blue book: $5900.
Asking S4600 (213)838-5753.

DATSUN 280Z, 76, 2600. Burgandy w/Louvers,
runs excellent! Low miles, (21 3)837-4541

.

Travel Tickets 106

2 TICKETS: LAX to Orlando, $190 each,
February 22; 2 tickets: Orlando to LAX, $1 39
each, February 28; Roundtrip ticket: LAX to

Denver, $90, February 16-27. (213)245-6849.

Autos for Sole 109

1 983 DODGE 400 Convertible. AM/FM stereo

cassette. Excellent condition. Steal for

$3700/obo. (213)208-3936.

TOYOTA COROLLA LB, 1983. Xint condition,

5-speed, new brakes, am/fm cassette.

$250tyobo. (818)907-6917.

1987 TOYOTA TERCEL, 2-door. Low miles,

excellent condition, A\^M cassette, quadro-
phonic sound. Great on gas -- call

(213)477-1414.

00 HONDA CIVK: wagon. 5-sp., ac, cass. 93k.
Runs great $1900/obo. (213)390-9435.

84 MAZERATI BITURBO, leather, 5-speed,

loaded, alpine alarm, cover, excellent condi-

tion, $790(yobo. (213)271-5488.

BERTONI XI -9, Targa. $9000. Won in contest.

Yellow, S-speed, AK, 2 sealer. Call Leah,

(213)854-2648, days, (213)474-5735,
. evenings.

BMW, 2002, 1976, $2,900. Clean inside and
out. New trans, tires ar>d Kenwood stereo.

Moving. Must sell. (213)826-9542.

BMW 2002. SA900/obo, 1975, automatic,

sunroof, a/c, low miles, blue. Great condition.

(213)838-5980.

BMW 325 1987 4-door. Red, automatic,

alarm, loaded. 1 7K miltt. $16K.
(213)204-3668. Before 9p.m.

BMW 325e 1985. WhiteAan, leather, chrome
wheels, rerrnite alarm-superb cor>dltion.

12,50(yobo. (21 3)654- 75q3.

CHEVROLET CHEVETTE 1981 $1800 2-door,

automatic, A/C power steering, sunroof, low
miles, (213)399-8257.

CHEVY CAVALIER convertable, 1987, mint

condition, power everything, low miles, must

see, lohn (213)568-5324,(213)312-2973.

DAIHATSU, Charade, CSL, 1 989, $599S/obo.

-J-dr hatchback, automatic, P/S, AM^M €*»'

•ette, roof rack. 2000 miles. Like new.

(213)419-4049. ..

AFFORDABLE AUTO
$1995

75 Ford Torino

'80 Honda Accord
'82 Dodge Aries

'81 St. Regis '82 Chevette

$2995
'86 Chevette '84 Subaru 4x4
'78 Volvo Station '87 Escort

'77 Cadillac Deville

$3995
"88 Ford Fiesta^

'87 Ford Escort 6C
'86 Plymouth Reliant

• '84 Olds 79 Lincoln

(213) 822-9875

4101 Lincoln Blvd MDR

TOYOTA SUPRA 1983 $4500/obo. Five
speed, leather sunroof, stereo cassette. P^
P/W. 85k/miles. (213)208-8717.

TOYOTA TERaU 1985, $210a'obo. Air,

stereo cassette, clean, 4-speed, 97,000 miles,

hatchback, (213)313-2719.

VOLKSWAGON RABBIT CONVERTIBLE,
1983, $7400. Excellent condition, a/c, alami,

removable sterec^cass. Low mileage, original

owner. White on white. Must see!
(213)454.7661.

VOLKSWAGON GHIA 1972 $180a/obo, 74k
miles 1 ovvner. (213)532-1330.

VW BUG 1972 $120(Vobo. New electrical

system, clutch, and tires. Rebuilt brakes. Great
condition. )im (213)475-5188.

VW CABRKXET- Convertible, 1985 limited

edition automatic, leather, air conditioning,

65,000 miles. $8,200. (213) 272-8631 Jodi.

(213)653-9925 Allan.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1974, cherry red, runs

beautifully, rHm-smoker car $1850.00 Tom
Eves. (213)827-4364, days, (213)803-3333.

Bicycles for Sole 113

DODGE ASPEN 1980 6 cylinder, runs good.

SlOOG^obo (213)208-1200 between 9 and
5pm.

DODGE OMNI, 1987, $350(yobo. 44k/miles.

AiT^m, power steering, 5-speed, factory war-

ranty. (213)476-4879.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (Office) (213)226-4397,

(Home) (213)475-8377. Ask for Victoria.

FORD MUSTANG II 1975, 4-cylinder, auto-

matic, sunroof, low miles. $950 Day
(213)825-8598. Brian.

FORD MUSTANG 1966 $300Q/obo. V-8, 289,

rebuilt engine, aqua blue/white. Great condi-

lion. (213)478-0930.

Ford Escort 1985, 2-door, 4-speed. SOkmiles.

f^w clutch, starter, timing belt, water pump.
$2600. (213)208-4803.

HYUNDAI EXCEL GL, 1987 28,000 miles.*

Custom white, 5-speedu $400C/obo. Call

(818)769-5141.

MAZDA LX, 1984, S-speed, low miles, new
tires, $4700. (213)206-6636.

SUZUKI SAMURAI '86. Convertible. Excellent

condition 29k miles. New stereo, trailer hitch,

white. $3398 (213)821-8389.

TOYOTA CELICA GTS, 1984, S-sp,, a/c. f/t.

p/l, p/w, p/sunrf. Alarm, excellent condition,

$620(yobo. (213)739-1574.

4,

BIANCI SPORT SX like new. Call Megan
344-0683.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

1984 HONDA 200 XLR, great deal. $950.
(213)824-4965.

1985 HONDA VF500 interceptor, clean

$16O0^obo (818)508-8787.

2 SHOE FULL face helmets for sale nr>edium

and small. Call 824-3821. Besflfffer.

HONDA 1100 V65 Sabre, 1985, $1990, 121

horsepower, 24,000 miles, backrack, alarm,

windshield, mint. (213)828-0062.

HONDA 250XL 1984 $105(yobo New en-
gine, lo«^iles, runs great. (213)208-5694.

Scooters 119

1 98yVESPA P200E. Low mileage, grey, excel-

lent/condition. $1100^obo. (213)447-1031.

19^5, ELITE 80, 1000 mi., good condition,

3, Karl at (213)824-4172.

1987 YAMAHA Riva Razz. Black, 2400 miles,

basket, lock, helmet. $400. Rob
(213)473-5860.

1989 HONDA ELITE LX, only 340 miles, lock

included, $100(yobo. Emily (213)824-5033.

86 YAMAHA RIVA SO. Runs great, black, $500
with helmet and lock. Bill (213)?09-0396.

87 HONOA ELITE 50. Low miles. Bccet

condition. $500 obo. 477-8800. Leave

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS Sf GIFTS

OFFSIDE
11710 Santa Monica Blvd, WX.aT

(Close to UCLA)

3) 207-4226 820-6631

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
, 'UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE V

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
We»twood Village, Above the Wherehouse

SPECIAL Free sport Flyer

OFFER Just" for coming by!

CRipES
coestSoood

.

Chess • Monopoly • go • Dungeons & Dragons
Puzzles • poker chips • miniatures • Trivial

Pusult • wargames • Chinese chess
and much, much more !

We're the Biggest little Game store in Town !

•
J

10906 Le Conte, Westwood
824-1128

open 1 1 am to 7pm daily I * while supplies last

REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB

GET ONE FREE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK

OR

SHOW UCLA ID. AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

«suBUjnv*
GOOD ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA

1 BLOCK VVEST OF 405

477-9987
EXPIRES 2/9/90

Garage Sales 127

ELITE 250, 1985, trunk and windshield.
SHOO. Freeway legal. (213)836-0684.

HONDA 150 ELITE 1987, $900, 4500 miles,
clean, runs good. (213)827-3723 Rachel, call

am,pm.

HONDA AERO 50, 1985, $550. Red, runs
great, 1 500 miles. Just tuned. Kryptonite lock.

Michelle (816)568-1912.

HONDA AERO 50, 1985. $300. 4800 miles,

red. Good condition. (213)824 4844.

HONDA AERO, 1986, good condition. $500.
Call Marilie (213)473-2578.

FISHTANK must go. IrKJudes pump, heater,

lig^t> S'^'vei, wood stand etc. 10 gal.

$15(yobo. (213)477-0469 Richard.

Pets 130

HONDA ELITE 80 1987 $1400. Only 600
miles, under warranty until IC^O, only 3
months old. |utt tuned. (213)459-5947.

HONDA SPREE 1 986. Low miles, good condi-
tion, recent tuneup, $300/obo
(213)477-1777.

Furniture 126

DESK AND CHAIR $125. 54 inches x 24
inches x 29 inches, walnut, A-1 condition.
(213)839-1383.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Delivirifli, visit, or phone ordtr.
(2i;«^2.333y.

MOVING—Mllirw dIneUc set. couch with
.jcbair, friditJim (0) 82S-Q7Q0, (n) 836^5796.

HARLEQUIN GREAT DANE PUPS. Born
12/6/89. Champion lines pet/show.
$500-1500. Call (213)208-0201, ask for

Vatefie.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

HITACHI colored tv. 12x16 inch screen with
rggoy^lejeg. $65 Rondi (213)871.8838.

Typewriter/Computer 134

RENT IBM-PC Complete system, $9S/mo.
Perfect for upcoming term papers, disserta-

tions. IBM-AT systems available.
(213)931-4207.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT compatible. 20MB,
one 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color ownitor.
$4000/obo. (213)824-7536

WILL pay cash for IBM Apple/Compact. Late
models. Call Compcorp. (213)473-8611.

ZENITH SUPERSPORT 286 laptop. IBM com-
patlble. Drno full wanranty. 20mb harddrive,
1MB RAM, battery, charger, DOS, extras.

$2200 Doug. (213)208-8295.

'
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EXPRESS LUNCH
Everyday you can enjoy a fresh, fantastic, and FAST lunch

from our exclusive EXPRESS LUNCH for only $3.99.

MONDAY - Turkey with the Trimmings
TUESDAY - Gardeil Triple Cheese

WEDNESDAY - Countr^ Ham and Swiss
THURSDAY . Breast of Turkey

FRIDAY - Chunk White Albacore Tuna Sandwich

f'^.'-

Yhur npishhnrhnnd^^hakpm

All EXPRESS LUNCH sandwiches are served
with a crisp pickle spear, potato chips, and a

medium coffee, tea, or fountain beverage of your
choice.

EXPRESS LUNCH hours are from 11:30a.m. to

2:00p.m.

Call ahead and we'll have your order ready for you!

1122 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles
(213) 824-7671

~^^^

Bored with the
everyday?

TAKE A WOK jON
THE WILD SIDE
Frev FIRST

WDKDellve

Chinese Restaurant

10855 LINDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

! io"%"6iT"""
To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pm)
•lO NkikBuoi ontar

Expires 6/30/90

I' i

\i

PC HOUSE
** Computer Specialist **

** Wholesale To Public*

NEW YEAR SALE

80 DATA 1 2 MHz AT System
- 640K Bytes Base Memory
- HD/FD Controller

- 1.2M Floppy Drive
- 101 Enhanced Click Keyboard

MONO 5675 EGA $960 VGA $1000

80 DATA 1 6 MHz 386SX System
|

- 2M Bytes Memory \

- 1:1 Interleaved FDIHD Controller]

- 1.2M Floppy Drive

- 101 Enhanced Click Keyboard ^^^^^-^i^^ji^^i^-

MONO $1045 EGA $1330 VGA $1370

11275 Santa Monica Blvd.

W. Los Angeles, Ca 90025

(213) 478-4136

I

r-«»--

Serving Higher Education for 15 Years

speed

&
quality

open early

open late

open 7 days

UCLA
475-0780

Low PricM

No Minimumi
Overflow Contraas
Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

FAX Service

Kroy Ixttcnng*

Free Parking In Rear

Word Proccsing (and graphics)

Macintosh ^: Typewriter Rentals

1880 Westwood Blvd. Pick-up &: Delivery

1896 Westwood Blvd. Canon Color leaser Copies

UCLA UNICAMP
WINTER RECRUITMENT DRIVE

"BE WOODSEY'
JAN 22-26

Come get involved with Unicamp -

become a summer counselor

Informational Meetings:

UCLA
UniCamp

Thurs. Jan 25 10-11
4-5

Fri, Jan 26 12-1

12-1

ACK 3588
ACK 3517
NCC 22
ACK 3508

Info tables on Bruin Walk and throughout campus the entire week.
Applications due by Friday, Feb. 2

Paid for by ASUOLA Board of Directors - USAC Programming Committee

V

STEPHENS
From page 50

behind the coach as long as I can."

Stephens has been successful on
every level she*s competed. In an
outstanding high school career at

Oakland Tech, where she scored

over 2,000 points in her four years,

Stephens led her team to the

Oakland Athletic League Champ-
ionship her senior year.

Following high school, she went
on to Colorado where she played
22 games as a freshman before

transferring to UCLA and sitting

out a. year as dictated by NCAA
rules.

Last summer, Stephens starred

at the Olympic Festival, attracting

national attention and respect as

one of the premiere scorers in the

country.

When asked about her success,

Stephens preferred to focus on the

things she needs to work on. '*rm a
natural scorer,** Stephens
begrudgingly admitted. "But what
I really need to focus on is my
weaknesses, and my biggest weak-
ness is concentrating as hard on
defense as I do on offense.**

So it would seem that Stephens
and the rest of the team can only
get better. The Bruins are young,
and Stephens seems sure at least a
Final Four bid is in the near future.

'There's no doubt in my mind
that if we don*t win a champicxi-

ship, we'll get mighty close.**

With Rehema Stephens in the

lineup, it*s probably a pretty good
bet

NEnER
From page 51

singles title, defeating the nation's

No. 47-ranked player, Scott
Sigerseth, in the flnals.

"It was a nice surprise because I

was skeptical going into it,** said

Netter. "It sort of set the tone for

this year and served as an endur-

ance toumament—playing eight

matches in four days.**

Endurance is exactly what Net-

ter needs to concentrate on as he
looks ahead to tough competition

this season.

"I intend to win as many
matches as I c^n and hopefully get

a shot at playing some doubles

—

the lineup will continue to change
and everyone will have a chance to

prove themselves," he said.

Netter believes USC's Byron
Black (No. 13), Stanford*s
Jonathan Stark (No. 6), and San
Diego's Jose-Luis Noriega (No. 2)
will be his most challenging

opponents. However, Netter
admits to flnding equally tough

competitors in freshmen team-
mates Mark Knowles and Fritz

Bissell—naming Knowles as "a
very talented and competitive
player."

But, Netter does not want to let

himself get carried away with all

competition and no i^y, as he
works on his golf game in his free

time. Having taken up the sport in

the last four months, Netter tries to

play once or twice a week.

But, as for now, Netter will stick

to playing the role of tennis

standout for the 1990 Bruin squad.

He will continue to lead the UCLA
team, as he attempts to move up the

national ladder from his No. 15
position.

Keeping in step with world-

famous legend John McEnroe, and
his fiery, yet entertaining courtside

attitude, Nettier said, "I just want
to continue to improve my game,
have fun, and be son of crazy on
the court**

DUNK-A-THON

V

From page 47

Never leave the court with-
out at least one dunk per
starter. If for some reason it

doesn*t happen before the half
ends, just dunk on the way to
the lockerroom.

Or even better, how about a
halftime dunk-a-thpn. You
don't need all that time in the
lockerroom. LeaveN^he Bruins
out on the court for an exhibi-

tion. While the other team
adjusts its game plan for the
second half, we'll be showcas-
ing ours.

I say let the players call

timeouts after particularly daz-
zling dunks, and have them
announce the title of the dunk
over the PA system: (reO,
'Timeout, Blue." (Random
Bruin), "Ladies and gentlemen,
that was my high-flyin, no-
tryin, to-the-hole, you-gotta-
know, in-your-face, deadly-
pace, yo-punk, you-just-got-

dunked-on dunk. Thank you."
Punish uncontested layups. If

a player doesn't think he has
the dunk in him on a break-

away, make him wait to dish
off to someone who does. Any
straight layup should earn a
man sprints ot push-ups or
sit-ups. You'll be amazed at

the vertical jumps these guys
arc capable of.

Never let the other guys
dunk. This is very important
No one plays our game but
us! If the other team starts a
fast break, train your team to

stop the dunk at all cost
Hack, maul, tackle, trip, pum-
mel, or maim—whatever it

takes. Have a designated player
on the bench responsible for

jumping on the court and
cutting off any non-Bruin driv-

ing to the hoop without a man
on him. Instruct your team to

growl slogans like, "Get out of
my house," or "Stay down,
sucker," after crushing an
opponent on the run.

Understand where I'm com-
ing from, Jim. I love what
you've done with the Bruins.

You've given UCLA basketball
life again, and we're all grate-

ful for the joy you've brought
to Westwood.

But, we need to keep the

ball rolling. Let's dunk til it

hurts. Let's start blowing team.'

out of the water. Let's make
Pauley Pavilion the most
feared place to play in the

country. Let's shove those

"Gutty Little Brains" headlines

up the Times* new quicker

format and most important of
all, Jimmy, let's always
remember to ignore those

ann-chair coaches with their

free advice about the team

—

they're all about 200 wins
behind you.

MtcheH Butter has many
more dunks ahead of him.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries,

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

STAMFORD PREP INC.
LSAT GMAT GRE
Classes begin Dec. 9, 1989

If youVe thinking about taking
Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
''/ learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight w^eks with Stanley Kaplan.

"

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)
- • Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFOIU) PREP
(213) 271-5181

ydur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth<:ontaol

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

a choice

Ftttitily PlanningAssociates

Medical Group

MM mEi ^Ei ^K|kE|^Ei ^E|^Ei^^M ^^M^^M^^^ ^^^

5 iMicdirfV'^ IRISH PUB "?

•no^iOcs^-iHUGE Selection'^
of PUB GRUB A

Including: mE|
Indian Cuisine. British T^
Speaalties, Pizza & J9^
American Favontes M0

A
DAILY BEER SPECIALsT
150 Imported & 1^
Domestic Beers ^p
16 Draught ^^

ENTERTAINMENT ^• U**- rHjHS<cXC'-'JC1.NC MUN ) 8Pr.t TQ MIONGH r

5 Oart Boards, and Gameroom
SPORTS CHANNEL T V. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

jt2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICAi
^t* 7 Days a week 11am-2am (213)828-9839 •?

How would you like 50 of these?

On February 2, 1990 (Friday, 4th week), you
could add $50 to your wallet. Think of all the
things you can do with an extra $50: have a
delicious lobster dinner, watch 7 movies.buy
-your text books, or 4 CD's.. .it's up to youll!

Just correctly find the 2 fake ads in 2/2/90's
Daily Bruin, submit your entry*, and fiope

you're one of the four lucky winners!!!

* Rules and entry form
will be published on the
day of the contest (2/2/90)
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Put it In Ink--Advertise in the Dally Bruin.

C^sXi^'vic^

' '^"^ '-^^^^ ...o^ ^

'27S WfSTWOOO BIVO. LA.

\ \y^h BIKS S Of WILSHlRq
% ? 1 3 « 4 7 8-2 138

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rales

Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^W

L "Color T.V.sFull

Complimentary Park
Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West^pd
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT]

I
LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS

I

I

I

I

only ^7.
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
mutt RMntlon coupon wh«n ordorfng

208-4348
We deliver till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

99+2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

after 5 pm on^ - one meat topping only - Canadian
bacon extra -specialty pizzas not induded EXP. 1/31/90

ALL DAY
SUPER BOWL SUNDAY

Delivery Special

Delivered

FAST & FHEE

with student ID

nimited area only, no checks^

50c DISCOUNT FOR PtCKU^

i

Bruin Rec

Lambda Chi heads IFC race
By Terry White

pontributor

As tt»e winter quarter IM sports

season enters its second week of

action, ttie scramble for ttie top

spot tias already began.

In AA t>asketball, only four

games have l)e^ played so far,

with most of the teams yet to play a

game. Team Wyoming squeaked
by the Silver Bullets by a score of
36-35. The Quintet rolled over
Sigma Nu in a 38-29 game. In

other action. Alpha Tau Omega
beat Sigma Phi Epsilon, 38-29, and
Hang Time crushed Team Hustle,

54-39.

Men's soccer had a busy week,
with nine A-level games on the

schedule. Here's a wrap-up of this

week's action:

Theta Chi 2, Kappa Sigma
Businessmen 1, Sigma Phi Epsilon

SAE 1, Theta Xi 1

B.A. United 1, Alpha Beta 1

Bruin Elite 3, Nine Crazy Bruins 2
Tortfeasors 1, TKE
Express 4, Ceteris Paribus 2
Arsenal 3, Alpha Tau Omega 2
ZZ Locos d. Delta Sigma Phi—
forfeit

For all those interested in water
skiing, the UCLA Water Ski Club
will be gearing up for the new

season soon. The club will hold a

preseason meeting tonight at 5:30
p.m. in the John Wooden Center
Games Room. All skiers who want
to compete or participate this

spring must attend tonight's meet-
ing. For more details, call the CRA
office at 825-3701.

On the IPC Sports scene, all the

results from the Fall 89 Sports

events have been compiled and the

points have been totaled. As of the

beginning of winter quarter, these

are the standings in the race for the

IFC Championship Trophy.

. 1. Lambda Chi - 313 points

2. Phi Psi - 235
3. Sigma Chi - 224
4. Sigma Nu - 219
5. SAE - 215

Now is the time for athle^ to

register for the many individual

and dual sports tournaments being
offered during the quarter. Dead-
lines are approachinjg, so don't be
left out Here are a few of the

upcoming tourneys:
Golf - March 2-9, Sign-up Jan. 3

1

to Feb. 14
Squash - Feb. 26-March 1. Sign-

up Feb. 7 to 21
Handball - Feb. 26-March 1,

Sign-up Feb. 7 to 21
Racqueibail - Feb. 10 and 1 1,

Sign-up Jan. 24 to Feb. 7

It's a good weekend to
play two for lacrosse
By Tom Orewyier

Contributor

With the 1990 season about to begin, the UCLA lacrosse team
has some reasons to feel optimistic.

For one, they will see the return of more than half the starters

from a squad which qualified for the first round of the Western
Collegiate Lacrosse League playoffs last year. What's more, this

year's team is coming off a 15-4 steamrolling of South Bay
Lacrosse Club in last weekend's preseason contest

This Saturday, the blue and gold will hit the road to take on
Claremont College and return Sunday to host the Cossacks of
Sonoma Slate University, as the 1990 campaign gets under way.
The Bruins, who are EHvision I members of the WCLL, wouldn't

appear to have too lough a time with Claremont, a team which
belongs to the less competitive Division II.

Sonoma Stale is a different story. Runners-up in the WCLL for
the past two seasons, they arc sure to provide some of the siiffest

competition the Bruins will face all year. And although the
Cossacks aren't ranked in the top five in the coaches' preseason
poll, their experience will keep the Bruins' hands full.

Despite this, the Bruin players arc confident about the upcoming
season. Jeff Stoddard, who is club president and one of the team's
four captains, attributes this feeling to the team's overall chemistry.
"We have a real positive attitude right now. I think basically

anyone on the team will attest that this is the best team we've had in

a while, as far as team players are concerned. We've had better

individual players in the past, but as a team, this is one of our best
ever," claimed Stoddard.

One of the Bruins to look out for this weekend is attackman
Steve Riley, who scored five goals in Saturday's preseason
matchup. Joining Riley on the attack line will be Luis Cervantes
and Andy Washburn, who started with Riley last year.

Another player to keep an eye on is midfielder Dave Wolf, who
chipped in three goals in last weekend's contest TJ. Wilscam and
Justin Brownstein will team up with Wolf on one 'middie' line,

while brothers Blake O'Neill and Brian O'Neill will join Stoddard
on another.

These players all played roles in the offensive assault on South
Bay last Saturday.

Although only a preseason scrimmage, might last weekend's
blowout cause some overconfidence on the part of the players?
Head coach Paul Kunzel doesn't think so. According to the

first-year helmsman, the team needs only to be reminded of last

year's mediocre season to keep from becoming cocky.
"They had a sub-.500 season last year, so there's no real reason

for them to be overconfident** said the Bruin coach.
Saturday's game begins at 1:00 at Claremont. Sunday's contest

against Sonoma Stale will also staA at 1:00 on the North Athletic
Field.

WOMEN: In Evergreen state
From page 50

who scored a career-high 24 points

off the bench against Pcpperdine
three weeks ago, should also see

some solid time as long as her

injured knee holds up.

Other key Beaver players

include junior forward Shanna

Daniels (11.2 ppg/ 4.9 rpg) and
sophomore forward Angela Emsr
(9.5 ppg/ 4.9 ipg).
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Jumpers are sweet, but nothing

beats in-your-face slam-n-jam
It's time to dunk.

Don't misunderstand me,
Jim, I love the way your boys
light it up from outside. The
three-point shot has become the

most devastating weapon in

college basketball since" that

little hook thing Kareem
started all those years ago.

But you can't beat a good
dunk.

It's hard to beat a bad dunk.
Even missing a dunk is

better than nothing at all.

So please, Jim, let them
loose. Try one of those out-

of-bounds alley-oops to Mitch.
How about coming out in the
four comers off the tip, and
letting Trevor abuse whatever
poor slob tries to cover him?

We'll take a couple of
charges called against us, as

long as Don is standing on
some guys head when the

whistle blows with a big grin

on his face and the crowd
going wild in the background.

I want to see 'WILSON*
tauooed on some Duck and
Beaver foreheads before the

week is done.

Think of the possibilities.

You want a vocal crowd? Give
them one of those two-handed
jobs Tracy has occasion to

throw down. Students, Jim,

love those babies.

A solid rim-torking dunk is

like the icing on the cake. It's

fu^works on the Fourth of
July, or the breaking-ball com-
ing at you with a full count It

wins games.

Maybe it's not your style.

Streetball isn't for everybody.
It takes a certain lack of
restraint to let a thoroughbred
go fcx" a run in the woods, so
let me help you out.

First of all, all shirts should
be untucked; we're looking for

total body extension. The star-

ters, the bench—what the hell,

let's see you and your assis-

tants with your tails hanging

The 1201 Man

BLUE W GOLD HAIR SALON
Men's Cut
$5 off

S 208-5863

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

10% off Beauty Products
ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929

• CUTS. PERMS. COLORS • TANNING ROOM
• MANICURISTS. SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN. REDKEN. NEXUS. KMS. TRI. MASTEY. PAUL MITCHELL

Women's Cut
$5 off

UCLA
IE COWTE

10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD

Scott
Brown
low. We need to cultivate a
certain attitude. Ask for volun-
teers to shave their heads and/
or have a skull and crossbones
permanently stencilled on their

body.

Give every player not in the
game a towel to wave over his

head. Encourage finger point-

ing. Teach the team to say
things like, "Get off the court
Beaver scum," or "Be afraid,

you puny Ducks, be very

. afraid."

Dunk in warm-ups. I know
it's a technical foul, but we
might as well earn them if

they're getting called anyway.
Let our guys flex their miscles
early on. Have Darrick \oss a
couple lobs from the top of
the key for the big guys to

slam home.

C^l dunks in the huddle:
••Okay, I want the motion flex.

Kevin, you swing
outside. . .Oh, the hell with it.

Get the ball to Trevor and let

him cram it down their lousy

Northwestern throats." I guar-

antee a few mcM-e sellouts a
season with that play in the

books.

See DUNK-A-THON, page 45

The Gift of Sight
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup includes a
pressure test for glaucoma and
an eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

Color contacts
High index lenses

> Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

Corner of LeConte Vision insurance welcome 1 hour validated parking

^tXPRESS.
'

w

I

I

I

I

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sun.-Thurs. I1am-10pm
Fri. & Sat. 1lam-11pm

LARGE 16" PIZZA

plus tax

INCLUDES 2 FREE 16oz BOTTLE SODAS
Umited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

each additional topping $1.41 ^

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box labels" and
get a FREE LARGE 16" PIZZAI!

WHOLE CHICKEN'

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA A TORTILLAS

Umited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

I

I

I

I

I

I

^ Everything You've Always
Wished a Frozen Yogurt

Could Be.%

Tr6vor Wttson had been known to throw down a few dunks
for the Bruins. rvT rrtj-r- -iTixi r^rtn-. -rj^tr

,^^oo9»n-Doisj

Presenting Gourmet Frozen Yogurt,

exclusively from Hoagen-Dazs. Shoppes.

The smoothest, creamiest yogurt

you ve ever tasted in Vanilla.

Chocolate. Raspt>err>, Coffee, and

non-fat Ranana. A wish come true

for Frozen Yogurt lovers!

I

I

I

^Mow accepting applications
for part time help I

Buy One. Get One Free
at this (participating

Hfiagen-Dazs. Shoppe
Westwood Village
10878 Kinross

(across from Chaithouae)

Bur —r >toe <ll»h or cone of Qoarm«( rrosea Yogul- .

and gat Oia ume •!>• Mrvtag free.

)jm oHi Qoiraim imamL iwr vma ami mi onm Qouoa oa oma. va« nai
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I

I
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Richardson is electrifying UCLA waters
By Linda Peters

Contributor

Christy Richardson of the
women's swim team is already

heating up UCLA waters with her

blazing speed.

Richardson's time (2:19.02) in

the 200 breast gave her a first-

place fmish in the meet with Cal,

made her the Bruins' first NCAA
qualifier of the season, and placed

her fourth on UCLA's all-time list

in the event

ALBERT SOONG/Daily Bruin

Freshman Christy Richardson has been winning events and
setting records.

Consider this:

Her time (1:04.13) in the 100
breaststroke in the Bruins' meet
against Stanford gave her a first-

place fmish and UCLA's all-time

record in that event, beating out
Kalhy Clarke's record (1:04.73)

set in 1985.

In addition to those top finishes,

Richardson has placed second in

two races—in the 200 breast

versus Stanford and in the 50 free

against Cal.

But wait, there's more.

Richardson has also participated

on the winning 2(X) medley relay

(vs. Cal) and on the victorious 2(X)

free relay (vs. Stantord).

These feats are particularly

amazing when considering that

Richardson is just a first-year

freshman, and that there have been
only two Pac-10 meets thus far.

Richardson's reaction to her list

of accomplishments was relatively

reserved, but these feats didn't slip

by the her coach so easily.

"It was shocking for me,
although she's been training really

hard. 1 knew she was fast, but I

didn't know she would go so fast

so early (in the season)," said head
coach Cyndi Gallagher.

Like many other athletes, what
drives Richardson is the desire to

win and to compete.

*'I have an inner desire to win. I

love to race, and I love to competed
I hate to get beat, although it

happens sometimes. When you've
got the team behind you and you
know you're not only doing it for

yourself, but for the team, it makes
you want to (win) even more," she
said.

Richardson is inspired by a
much higher source, however.

"It's a really big commitment to

be a part of a sport, but it's (a much
larger) commitment to be com-
mitted to God," Richardson said.

In a sport that could be consid-

ered highly individualistic,

Richardson said it's paitly the

team spirit that attracted her to

UCLA. She said it was the team
spirit that gave the Bruins the extra

push needed to beat Cal.

"(Swimming is) a lot of hard

work, but at the same time you can

have fun, you can be a team, and

you can support one another,"

Richardson said. "One of the main
things (Gallagher) focuses on is

team spirit, and that was one of the

biggest things we had going for us

against Cal."

With all that she has accom-
plished in her young career so far,

it seems Richardson's transition

from high school to college has

had a minimal effect on her
performance in the pool.

**I have always swam year-

round back home, but it seems
more intense here in college. I

knew what the commitment was
going to mean, but I love the sport

and it's worth it," Richardson said.

"My goal was to get a scholar-

ship into a big university, and
swim for a Division I (school).

Now that I'm here, my goals are to

go to the NCAAs—which I'm
doing—and get into the top three

individually, with the team.**

Richardson has achieved the

first set of goals. It may be just a

matter of time before UCLA fans

see Richardson and the Bruin
swimmers bringing home yet

another national title.

Chrlstin Richardson

SWIMMING
UCLA Sports INFO

•Qualified for 1990 NCAA's,
in 1 GO and 200 yard

breaststroke.

•Won 100 yard breaststroke

in 1 :04.13 against Stanford

•Won 100 and 200 yard

breaststroke versus

California.

•Also swam in winning 200
yard free relay and medley
relay versus Califomia.

Paris

London
Rome

^^^^ZT^
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DESIGN HAIR CUT
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UCL\ °THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS

Bebe Miller

and
Company
Bebe Miller,

Artistic Director/

Choreographer

Fri. and Sat., Jan. 26 & 27 at 8:00 p.m.

American Choreographer Award and two-time Bessie
Award winner Bebe Miller has emerged as a leader of

the post-modern movement. Program includes
ALLIES, RAIN (Bebe Miller, sofeist) and THICK SLEEP.

"A brilliant, uncompromising dance experience"
{Los Angeles Times).

Royce Hall

$24, 19, 16; 8 (Students)

CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat, Jan. 27
7:00-7:30 p.m.

This •vtnt it supported in part by 1h« Califorrtia Arts CouruMl and the National
Endownr»«nt for th« Arts.

NEW HOURS:
FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friciay and Saturday

Monday - Thursday
'tit 12:00 PM
Sunday Ifl 11XX) PM

^llAlV^tA
Five Master

Sushi Chefs

To Serve you!

Complimentary appetizers

Monday-Friday, 4:30-6:30 PM
LUNCH . COCKTAIS' BIG SCREEN SATELLITE TV

2830 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
828-8404

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

BAL • WJ • Ceba • AO • UH • sk.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE £XMH:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Downey 8556 Firestone Bh/d.

Fuilerton 2S65 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33^ E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

We Want Our Teeth Straight! TELEPHONE
Answering
Service

For more information/
Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-2953

®
MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
IMS) m mi • (714) 740>a

ahOKMkna foe sludenla and 9t. CMzvna (HmMad SMflaliMly).

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE -COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN -REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTIMENT

NO DOWN PAYIMENT
Msmber o( American Dsnial Assoc
M*mb»f o( Amsrican Assoc, d X>thodon(i«

We answer
your way

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

$99ONLY \|9^^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2376

(213) 826-7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
(1 Block east of Barrlngton)

*0n approwiU of crtdlL Only for cmm roquirino 24 tnontnt of octivo trMtmom.

Schaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900

Mtmmi^ttpmi
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INJURIES: Some athletes want to quit some Name themselves
From page 52

called upon during that trying
time.

"I am the type of person that

puts a lot of faith into God," said
Bouldin. "I know that I will be
back sure as the day I first stood
up, and I'll start back hard."

In the case of Eric Bixler, a
decathlete-sprinter who tore his

hamstring one week into his

sophomore season, a teammate
was a constant source of support
and confidence.

"I was floored when they first

told me that I may never run
again," he said. "Danny (Everett)

was with me in the room when
they told me, and we both broke
down.

"Over the next two years,
Danny did help me out a lot,"

added Bixler, now a redshirt

junior.

"If a guy fakes injuries then he
will not get much respect," said
tight end Charles Arbuckle.
"Mine were all real, and thank-
fully not that bad, so when I was
able to come back and perform
well, that got respect."
Even with such support from

teammates, the feeling of isola-

tion due to the prolcxiged time
spent away from the playing and
training fields is still ever pre-

sent

"(Watching from the side-

lines) is really tough," said

Arbuckle, "when you know that

you can make a difference. You
feel so helpless, and the injury

becomes more n\ental than
physical."

"It was especially rough when
I first hurt my knee," he added. "I

felt really bad, I wanted to play,

and it was rough waiting to come
back."

Even the remaining teammates
also feel a sense of isolation, as
noted by soccer player Will
Steadman. "It was really tough,
tougher than I thought, when
(forward) Bill Thompson missed
the entire season," he said. "We
were both seniors, and we wanted
to go out together."

Spending time away from
Competition brings about torn
feelings that many athletes find

hard to resolve.

"I had mixed feelings when I

was at a meet," said decathlete-

sprinter Eric Bixler, who missed
two full seasons with a torn

hamstring. "I wanted to be out
there, and yet I wanted the guys
who were out there to do well.

"I knew I had to come back,
though, I couldn't stay away

LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Regardless of Your Driving Record

GT Autos
G? Motorcycles
Cy Scooters
GT Satisfy State L.aw
QT Phone Quotes

THE POHLIiiORANCE AGENCY
10975 Santa Monica Bh^d. #3
West Los Angeles, CA 90025

Comer of Veteran & Santa T^Vanica

BoaOLE-S THE >UNP, OfiATIFIES THE SENSES

i«^ NIGHT K^
COUM

(reg.$2.29)

Emm
m

9pm-lam
no

cover

^
LIVE D.J.

>Pi^^ BRING I.D:
^941 MAIH SmEET, 5ANTA i^iWICA, CA 90405' 396-4725

competition," addedfrom the

Bixler.

"If the team loses while Vm
out, it will kill me," said Bouldin.
"When they lose I put the
pressure on myself, I could have
been out there rebounding and
helping out on defense."

"The team is supportive, but

Athletic Injury Rates

you still don't feel a part of them
since you are not on the court
suffering with them in practice,"
she added. V

While athletes find the recov-
ery process difficult to deal with,
coaches are also forced to adjust
their regiments and expectations.
"We stop the normal program.

sports injury rates are measured by athletic exposure. One unit of
athletfc exposure equals one athlete participating in one practice or
game. Usted below are injury rates per 1000 athletic exposures.

1 . Spring Football 36.9

2. Fall Football 35.9

3. Men's Soccer 21.0

k4. Women's Soccer 18.8

Is. Men's Lacrosse
' 6. Field Hockev^

15.3

10.8

7. Baseball 6.8

6.7

5.6

5.4

8. Women's Lacrosse

9. Women's Vollevbail

10. Softball

SOURCE: Nattonal Collegiate Athletics Assodation

TOM YUN/Daily Brum

then start back with a base," said

sprint coach John Smith. "It is a
time to build up from the ground
again.

"You run under the pain, the
highest intensity that you can go
before the pain is unbearable."

Smith also pointed out the

unique challenges that confront a
coach during an injury situation.

"We talk about power, power,
power, but people don't teach the

application of power," he said.

"We must prepare to perform
after we perform in terms ofgood
stretching and cooling down.
"My juices start flowing when

injuries happen, that is my
coaching at the best," he added.
"I hate when they happen, but
they do present a time for

learning and adjustment".
Even when the rehabilitation

process is over and the athlete

returns to training and competi-
tion, the period ofadjustment still

has not completely ended.
In the case of Arbuckle, who

had problems with his knees, a
brace was now part of his

equipment

"You feel limited at first but
after a while you get used to it and

See INJURIES, page^l

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

• 208-3011

Since 1971 UCIA Alum

ask for
Don or Lesley

Expires 2/9/90

WE'VE MOVED!
Come visit our new
location and get

$5 OFF ANY SERVICE
Mow above Wherehouse
Records in All Salon

1095 Broxton,
Westwood Village
(215)208-4480

HELP newly admitted students by teaching them
how to survive and thrive at UCLA. Apply to become a

1 990 UCLA

ORIENTATLON COUNSELOR
Interested students should attend one of these

information meetings:

TODAY! Thursday. January 25. 3:00pm
Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

-*V~ '—? «" - ^-. 1^* ^.^'m . -

Monday. January 29. 1:00pm
North Campus. Room 22

Applications will be available at the above meetings.
*

Applicants must be currently enrolled, hove completed
at least one year of college work (not necessarily at
UCLA, but with sophomore standing), and have a
preferred minimum 2.50 GPA.

For any other questions, please call the Orientatian
Program Office at 206-668& — ^
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Stephens and Bruins are definitely
Sophomore has a drive to win

th^^

By Scott Brown
Contributor

Head coach Billie Moore and
ihe UCLA women's basketball

team have had their share of
surprises this season, including

midseason transfers, illness, inju-

ries, and attacks from the press, to

name a few. But perhaps Uie most
encouraging surprise of the year so
far has been the emergence of
Rehema Stephens as one of the top

players in the country.

Stephens, a 5-11 sophomore
transfer from Colorado, has fit

right into the UCLA environment
"I'm very happy here," Ste-

phens began. "The basketball

program is excellent. I like the

academics, and the atmosphere
and environment are perfect for

me."

In only her first year as a Bruin,

Stephens has already showed that

she is ready to step up as the next
big UCLA women's scorer, fol-

lowing in the footsteps of Bruin
greats Denise Cuny, Anita Ortega,
Ann Meyers and Dwa Dome.

Stephens is currently leading the

Pac-10 in scoring, averaging 20.1

points per game, and has been the

team-high scorer in 10 of the 15

games this season, including a 31-

point effort against Cal State

Fullerton.

Stephens has taken the pressure

and attention all in stride, exhibit-

ing the reserved confidence of a
natural leader.

"I never intended on being a big

scorer," Stephens said. "I just go
out and do whatever I have to do to

help the team win.**

While many athletes are quick
to point out their desire to win over
personal goals, Stephens is some-
how more convincing than most
She leads the team by example,
drawing her teammates together

when anything gets in their way.
Stephens has become the team

motivator, gathering everyone
together at halfcourt before each
game for a wwd of encourage-
ment And the encouragement has
seemed to pay off, as the Bruins
have amassed a 9-6 overall record,

4-1 in the Pac-10.

"You need to get up for every
game, and sometimes it's hard,"

Stephens said. "I feel it as sort of a
responsibility now to get everyone
going with my pre-game cheer."

But as any good leader will tell

you, you can't do it alone.

"Everyone is contributing tow-
ard the win, and that's what's most
important," Stephens continued.

"Whoever scores the most points

isn't important I could go out and
score 40 points, but if we still lose

it doesn't matier."

Fortunately, there have been
more wins than losses this season.
UCLA women's basketball, con-
trary to what come may think, is on
the rise, and Rehema Stephens has

a lot to do with that

Stephens is confident that recent

criticism of Coach Moore last

week has not affected the team.
"I can't concern myself with all

the negativity," she said. "I just

have to play my game and stick SCOTT WEERSING/Daly Bruin

Rehema Stephens has become an offensive force and
See STEPHENS, page 44 currently leads the Pac-10 in scoring.

Women battle

Oregon teams
By Scott Brown
Contributor

The UCLA women's basketball

team will look to pad its, 9-6, 4-1

Pac-10 record tonight against the
Oregon State Beavers (4-14. 0-5)

on the road in Corvallis.

The Beavers are currently strug-

gling through an 11 -game losing

streak, dating back to last season.
The streak is approaching the

school record, second only to the

13 consecutive loses suffered in

the Beavers' inaugural season
(1976-77).

What should be a mild warm-up
for this Saturday's game, however,
may turn out a little tougher than
expected. The Bruins are starting

to feel the stress and strain of some
very physical games this season.

The loss of senior Sheri Bouldin
with a separated shoulder in last

Saturday's win over Cal has left

the Bruins particularly thin at the
center position. With probable
starter Lynn Kamarath nursing a
sore back, and recent injuries^
which may slow down starters

Sandra Vanembricqs and Nicole
Anderson, head coach Billie

Moore will need to look to her
bench for offensive suf^it.
Sophomore guard DcDe Mos-

man should help lead the bench
attack, shooting 71 percent from
three-point range in Pac-10 play,

and averaging almost 1 1 points per
game. Sophomore Elaine Youngs,

See WOMEN, page 46

Super
Chicken.

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS:

MENTAL

A UCLA Graduate Program for

Professionals and Researchers Leading to
MPH, MS, and PhD Degrees —

—

Now at the Gcx)d Earth Restaurant and Bakery you can savor our five Chicken
dinners for just $6 95 each Luscious Lemon Sesame Chicken. Succulent
Santa Fc Chicken with Southwestern herbs and spices Chicken Marco F\>lo
smothered in a delicate Dijon Mustard sauce, and topped with cheese, raisins and

coconut. Tantalizing Chicken Teriyaki. Delectable
California Chicken. Grilled to a golden brown and
garnished with tomato, avocado and Munster cheese

Each deliciously tender chicken dinner includes
your choice of a hearty cup of fresh soup or garden
salad Rice pilaf with fresh vegetables And piping hot
10-grain dinner rolls.

Come to the Good Earth And enjoy the freshest,

tastiest Super Chicken dinner for just $6.95.

Why on earth eat anywhere else-

^Vestwood. 1002WestvyoodBivd, {213} 208-8215 —

—

FELLOWSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE

FOR INFORMATION
Call Toula at 206-1619 or fill out form and mail to:

Department of Environmental Health Sciences

UCLA School of Public Health

Campus Mail Code 177220
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Area of Interest:

AJr Pollution

Environmental Management
Environmental Toxicology
Industrial Hygiene
Water Quality
Undecided

Name
Address.

City State.

Telephone-

Zip.
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Following the footsteps of former gkeats is UCLA's Netter
By Lauri Lappin
Staff Writer

As the nation's No. 15 player in

the first Volvo Tennis collegiate

rankings of 1990, it is no wonder
why senior Jason Netter will serve

as a role model for this season's

young UCLA team.

In leading the Bruins, Netter

ALBERT SOONKVDaly Bfuin

Jason Netter is looked upon to lead the Bruins this year.

sees a challenge with some definite

advantages. "This year I don't
have Pat (Galbraith) or Buff
(Farrow) to follow, and I'm going
to have to be the one to provide the

answers—but, on the other hand,
as a young team, we don't have any
pressure, and if we play loose and
play hard, we may just surprise

everybody," he said.

Starting at an early age, Netter
has been able to surprise quite a
number of people with his tennis

skills—including himself.

At age 10—the beginning of his

tennis career—^Netter "hated" ten-

nis and was pushed by his father to

play in tournaments. However,
when tennis meant traveling, Net-
ter began to enjoy the sport
Growing up in the sporting

arerfa and playing everything from
baseball to soccer and basketball,

it was not until 10th grade that

Netter decided to focus all his

efforts strictly on tennis.

As a sophomore in high school,

Netter proved himself a dedicated
and directed athlete when he chose
to concentrate on his tennis abili-

ties at Nick Bollettieri's tennis

camp in Bradenton, Florida.

"We lived in condos, went to

school from 8:30 to 12:00 and
played tennis from 1:30 to 5:00
every day. . .all we were supposed
to do was tennis, tennis, tennis,"

said Netter.

While Netter sacrificed a large

part of a normal teenage social life,

he was consistently developing
into a real player.

"My favorite thing about play-
ing was all the traveling I got to do,
the people in school, andjust living

it up," said Netter. "I had to miss
things like high school prom, but I

think it was all worth it when I look
back on it."

Eating, breathing,
playing. . .living with guys like

Jim Courier, Aaron Krickstein,

Andre Agassi, Mike Brown, and
teammate Mark Knowles, "dedi-

cation was always stressed," said

Netter. These student athletes

played six days a week and drilled

every other day with an emphasis
on physical fitness and running.

"It really made me compete
when I saw the good guys picking
up the benefits—not only higher
rankings, but maybe a box of new
clothes here and there, and that

made me work even harder," he
said.

"The most important

thing is to get fired up
on the court and
show the younger
players how to walk
with a positive atti'

tude,"

Jason Netter

When college rolled around,

Netter chose to come to UCLA
because "it's a great place for

tennis, has a lot of tradition and a

successful head coach." But when
the Bruin stepped out onto the

courts, he found the workouts to be
even longer and more grueling

than he expected.

"When you wanted a day off at

Bollettieri's, you could have it, but

here there's never a day off," he
said. "Being in great shape and
conditioning are always stressed

here."

Looking up to older, more
experienced Bruin teammates,
Netter has learned what is really

important in the game of tennis.

__"In the last few years watching
Buff (Farrow) play, I have learned
to be more aggressive and deter-

mined on the court," said Netter.

"Buff is a good fighter and never
quits—even if he's down 6-0, 5-0,

he never stops trying. A lot of
people can learn from watching his

matches."

Not only is dedication stressed

in Netter's mind, but so is enthu-
siasm, spirit, and vivacity.

Not only does the Bruin fmd
these emotions in himself when
he's on the court, but he finds them
from his fraternity brothers who
attempt to fill the stadium seats

with body and soul behind court
No. 1.

"It's great to play a match with
these guys watching me—espe-
cially Paul Reed and Bobby
Hatfield," said Netter. 'They're so
vocal and supportive. . .they make
me want to win even more."

This seems to be the case, as
Netter now looks at a career
singles record of 37-17 and a
doubles record of 6-10 (which he
hopes to work on this year).

As a freshman, Netter won the

1988 Southern California Inter-

collegiate singles title. He had
wins over players such as Cardinal
Alex O'Brien, Trojan Andy Oly-
phant, and Golden Bear Mau
Lucena.

This season, Netter got a sprint-

ing start in preseason competition
as he won the Rolex Regional

See NETTER, page 44

in conjunction with

UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

UCLA Investment Club

CAREER NETWORK I Grand Opening SPECIALS

presents

r

Corporat
Ladder

A panel discussion
with UCLA Alumni
at various stages

in their business careers.

Tonight at 7 p.m.
James West Alumni Center

SAA Is a student organist 'q:

sponsored by

UCLAIummAllOCIATIOR

End Table

reg. 99.99 45.99

Coffee Table
reg. 109.99 59.99

Single ^Seat
reg. 99.99 49.99

Love Seat
reg. 179.99 89.99

4 Hook Rack
Plant Stand (black, white, brass)
Phone Stand
Snack Table
Coat Rack
Bar Stool

Student Desk
5 Drawer 29" Chest
Roll Away Bed
9 Drawer 5pc Bedroom Set
3 Pc Day Bed Set

Layaway
All Credit Cards Welcome
Instant Financing Available

5 piece Dinette

$99.00Exp. 1-28-90

reg $199.99

reg 9.99
reg 14.99
reg 25.99
reg 19.99
reg 24.99
reg 69.99
reg 99.99
reg 99.99
reg 159.99
reg 259.99
reg 259.99

$ 4.99
$ 7.99
$ 16.99
$ 10.99
$ 15.99
$ 39.99
$ 49.99
$ 49.99
$ 99.99
$159.99
$169.99

TGF
Hours Mor) .

-fii4(X-ar Sat 40-7^
' Sun 1-5

FURNITURE & GIFTS
Near UCLA

1221 l^anta Monica Blvd.-West L.A.

(1 block west of Bundy) (213) 447-31 73

\
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Sports
^5 Matadors strike, but Brains bounce bade to win

By Roger Low
S^ Writer

When the UCLA men*s volley-

ball team travelled to Northridge,

they didn't expect a very tough
match. But the Matadcx^ turned up
the heat and pushed the Bruins to

five games. -^-^^^-^.^ -

—

Leading the way for the Bruins
was swing hitter Carl Henkel. In

only three games of action the

junior hitter had sixteen kills and
three service aces to key the Bruin
victory.

The final score was 13-15, 15-

12, 15-6, 7-15, 15-11.

The fifth game was played by
the hew rules established by the

Western Intercollegiate Volleyball

Association in which a point is

scored on every serve—not just on
the serving teams' serves.

In that fifth game Henkel, along

with freshman Rich Bland, com-
bined to put down any thought of a
Northridge upseL
Head coach Al Scates was

impressed with his outside hitters,

commenting, 'The best player out

there was Henkel. He has been
staying after practice to work on
his hitting and tonight it really

showed."

Also doing well for the Bruins
were middle blockers Mike Whit-

come and Ail-American Trevor
Schirman. Whitcome ended the

night with twelve kills while
Schirman added seven.

Northridge was led by outside

hitter Koley Kyman, who had 15
kills and five blocks.

Scates was also impressed with
tht way his team handled the

pressure of the final game. Down
11-8, the Bruins scored the final

seven points to win their WIVA
opener.

"We played really aggressive at

the end of the match. Our passing
held up and Northridge eventually
caved in. All of our hitters wanted
the ball and wanted to make the big
play."

Next up for the Bruins is the

weekend-long UCSB Collegiate

Classic.

i

TonigM its open Duck season
By Matt Purdue

Bruin freshman Tracy Murray will be at the
gon in Pauley Pavilion tonight.

SCOTT WEERSING^^ly Bruin

center of attention against Ore-

Assistant Sports Editor

The other team from Oregon visits

Pauley Pavilion tonight when the Oregon
Ducks face the Bruins at 7:30.

You'd think that UCLA (6-1 in the Pac-

10, 12-3 overall) could just use this game as

a tune-up for Saturday's Pac-10 showdown
with conference-leading Oregon State. But
this other Oregon team is not one to be taken
lightly.

"Oregon is a very, very much-improved
team over last year," Bruins' head coach
Jim Harrick said truthfully. The Ducks (9-7,

4-3 and in fourth place) have already

surpassed their win totals last season, when
they were a horrendous 8-2J overall and 3-

15 (ninth) in the Pac-10.

In fact, they may have more in common
with their counterparts from the Evergreen
state than you think. "The difference in

Oregon and Oregon State is a little bit of
Gary Payton," Harrick said, referring to

OSU's AU-American point guard. In the

schools' two meetings this year, Oregon has
proven Harrick right

In late December, Payton led his Beavers
(currently 7-0 in the conference) to a three-

point win over Oregon in the Far West
Classic, scoring 30 points and handing out
13 assists. Twelve days ago, Payton again
scored 30 as OSU squeaked by the Ducks,
69-67.

And while Oregon State is certainly

Payton 's place, Oregon can boast of its own
soUd backcourL Sophomore point guard
Terrell Brandon, who was forced to sit out
last season under Prop. 48 requirements, has

made an immediate impact. Although he
stands just 5-11, Brandon leads the team in

scoring (17.3 ppg), assists (6.8) and steals

(1.8), and shoots 51 percent.

Brandon's backcourt mate is also playing
his first season in green and gold. Junior
Kevin Mixon transferred to Oregon from El

Camino JC (where he played with felJow
Duck Eric Dunn in 1986-87), and has since

made his mark quickly. The 6-3 Los

Angeles native is third on the team in

scoring (12.5) and leads the team in three-

pointers (40 on 37-percent shooting).

Up front is where the Ducks can't hold

water, especially against the likes of Don
MacLean (20.0 ppg, 7.3 rpg) and Trevor
Wilson (19.5, 9.1). "I think any of us in the

league have trouble matching up with

Wilson and MacLean," said Oregon's
seventh-year head coach, Don Monson,

Men's Basketball

Who:

Where:

When:

Oregon (9-7) '

UCLA (12-3) J
Pauley m
Pavilion M
Tonight, mi
7:30p.m. ^|

TOMYUN/DaityBfuin

"because not only are they good enough to

post up, they are so active that they're able

to take you outside and shoot"
(Countering MacLean and Wilson will be

6-6 senior Keith Reynolds and 6-11

freshman Bob Fife. Reynolds, junior c(rf-

lege transfer two years ago, is second on the

team in scoring (14.2) and rebounding (4.8).

Fife, out of Concord, CA, is scoring at a 4.9

ppg clip while pulling down just 3.1

rebounds per contest after earning all-

Northern (^Ifomia honors in high school

last year.

An interesting matchup will no doubt
occur in the middle tonight, when UCLA's
newest starting center, 6-8 freshman Tracy
Murray, faces off against the Ducks' 6-7

junior, Richard Lucas. It just may be the

littlest "big-man" battle this season in the

Pac-10.

Murray is coming off of his best game in

blue and gold, a 25-point, six-rebound

performance against Cal, in which the

youngster shot nine of 10 from the floor,

including five of six from three-point range.

On the injured list: Stats don't explain the impact on an athlete
By Chrte Kouturot
Senior Staff Writer

This is the second cf a two-part

4- series

There is little doubt of the

extern to which injuries can
change the outcome of an
athletic competition.

In fact, the NCAA spends
ample effort and money to study

the rate of incidence via the

Athletic Injuries:
Last of. a two-part 8»rie»

Injury Surveillance System,
headed by assistant director of
sports sciences Randall Dick.

In a repoit encompassing the

1988-89 season, the ISS repoited

injury rates in all NCAA-sanc-
tioned sports. The rates were
TcpoptA as incidents pet 1,000

:/,,.„

athlete exposures, further
defmed as one practice or one
game constitutes a single expo-

sure.

The report found thai football,

as is commonly expected, had
one of the highest rates with 6.5

total incidents per 1,000, and
36.9 incidents per 1,000 game-
time exposures. Other high-risk

sports include soccer, lacrosse,

and women's gymnastics.

For the time, though, forget

what the statistics say—mere
numbers cannot begin to explain

the true impact of injury.

"Mentally, injuries really mess
you up," said senior basketball

center Sheri Bouldin, who
injured her shoulder last. Satur-

day against Cal. "You go through
times where you blame yourself

for what happened, even though
you know it isn't true.

"It is very frustrating when
you arc injured, at limes you want

to quit and just give it up," said

track weight man Brian Blut-

reich.

"But then the pride factor

comes in, you don't want to look

terrible," he added.

Pride—it's just one of the

dominant emotions that traverse

the mind of an injured athlete on
the road to recovery. It is just one
of many sources of inspiration

See INJUIIIKS, page 49

Texas edges
by swimmers
The UCLA men's swim team was

defeated by the University of Texas, 62-5 1,

last night in Austin.
Although Texas, who won nCaas last

year (the Bruins fmished fourth) was the

pre-mect favorite, UCLA put in a valiant

effort.

UCLA won both the 400-yard medley
relay (3:20.09) and the 400-yard free relay

(2?59.89).

UCLA's freshmen also came through for

fu^t place points as Geoff Cronin won the

^00-yard backstroke (1:50.69) and Matjas

Kozelj wQn tb^ 200-yard butterfly^

(1:49.08).

Bruin diver Chris Dudka placed second in

the three-meter diving competition and
third in the one-meter diving competition,

UCLA's Rodrigo Gonzalez was a stand-

out in the meet as he led off on the winning
400-yard free relay, won the 200-yard IM_
(1:50.19), and placed second in the 100-

_yafd free (45.23)

The 200-yard breaststroke pitted last

year's NCAA champion, Longhom Kirk
Stackle, against last year's third place

flnisher at NCAA's, Bruin Andrea Cecchi.
Stackle won (1:59.26) and Cecchi finished

second (2:02.46).

^Tcxai ' Shaun Jordan won the 50-yi

nrce, with Bruins Brian Kurza and Byron
Davis finishing second and third.

^

Vol. CXXX, No. 61
Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

GALAtohoM
kickoff dance
The UCLA Gay and Lesbian

Association (GALA) will be
kicking off a year of activities

tonight at 9:00 with its "Into the

Gay 90's'' dance at Sunset
Canyon Recreation Center.

"This is starting off a new
year of a stronger, more effec-

tive GALA. We have the
highest hopes." said GALA
member Craig Johnson.

The event will feature music,
dancing and refreshments.
Donations are requested.

Inside
Book receives
mixed reviews
UCLA's guide to slang,

compiled by a linguistics pro-
fessor and students, meets with
mixed reactions from students.

See page 7

Viewpoint

Violence

against gays
Hate crimes against gays,

lesbians and minorities are
escalating.

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

'Mi Hemuuio'
screens at GuiM
UCLA grad student Edgar

Bravo takes his film 'Mi Her-
mano' to the Directors' Guild.

See page 26

Sports

Bruins play

Duck fiunt

Trevor Wilson and the

Bruins tried to shoot down the

Oregon Ducks last night in

*attley Pavilion.

See pag«^^
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Busii's veto of Ciiinese bill upiield
UCLA students learn

'lesson* in democracy
By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

UCLA's Chinese students said
they learned a lesson in democracy
in lobbying for a bill to protect

them from deportation even
though the measure failed in the
Senate on Thursday.

"The process provided us exer-

cise in democracy," said Wu Fang,
a graduate student in education. "It

appeared we lost, but we learned a
great lesson ... It was the first

time Chinese students stood up as a
whole."

The Senate narrowly upheld
President George Bush's veto of

the bill, leaving his China policy
intact and giving him a victory in

the year's first test of strength with
the Democratic-controlled Con-
gress.

Senators voted 62 to 37, four
short of the two-thirds necessary
the veto. The bill would have
allowed the students to stay here
after completing their studies.

The Senate's narrow rejection

surprised the students, said Jian
Ding, president of the 500-mem-
ber Chinese Students and Scholars
Association.

"We knew that there would be a

A show of hands

Tracey Murray gets a big hand as he starts in his firstgame
ever at Pauley Pavilion against Oregon on Thursday. UCLA
won 79-62 as Murray scored 19 points.

SCOTT WEERSING/Oaily Bruin

See story,

Page 32

Rejoice:
Chinese community to celebrate new year
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

This Saturday fiery red banners and booming
fireworks will ward off evil spirits while the lions and
dragons people thought were only myth will once
again roam the earth.

As Chinatown prepares for the 15-day celebration
bidding farewell to the snake and welcoming in the
year of the horse, UCLA students reflected on the
preservation of cultural traditions as their eyes turn
towards the future of a country struggling for
democracy.

"We don't make New Year's resolutions, but if we
did I'm sure that the democratic movement in China
would be on everyone's minds. I hope something
good will come out of it in this decade. I'm sure
people's hopes haven't died," said Wendy Chang,
cultural director for the Chinese Students' Associa-
tion (CSA).

Although most of her peers are going home for the
traditional dinner with family, Chang, whose mother
is in Taiwan for the festivities, said she will be
.attending a dance. .

See NEW YEAR, page 13

big fight in the Senate, but we
didn't think it could be such a
disappointing result," Ding said.

Haiching Zhao of the Indepen-
dent Federation of Chinese Stu-

dents and Scholars, which
represents Chinese students
studying in the United Stales, said

he was "gravely disappointed" by
the vote.

The students have gathered
petitions and talked to legislators

to support the bill since Rep.
Nancy Pelosi, D-San Francisco,

See BILL, page 12

GSAdean
assailed

at forum
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Graduate students gave UCLA
graduate division Dean Claudia
Miichell-Keman a chilly welcome
in her first appearance Wednesday
night in front of the graduate
student fcHum.

Delegates to the Graduate Stu-
dents Association forum drilled

Miichell-Keman c»i issues such as
teaching assistant pay and the
university's program of supple-
menting tuition for graduate stu-

dents who have leaped certain

hurdles in their education.
On graduate assistant pay, many

of the delegates— representatives
from UCLA's various graduate
and professional schools — com-
plained that they were paid for a
maximum of 20 hours a week
when the normal working time
expected of them is about 60 hours.

"I work 90 hours a week and get
paid for 20," one delegate told

Miichcll-Keman. The dean said
her office would attempt to find

out "if people are in violation ol

university policy" concerning pay.

*This is something that I think
needs further thought," she said.

Delegates accused professors of
knowingly dolling out workloads
that require far more time than 20
hours. "Filling out time cards is

just a formality," the same dele-

gate said.

However, delegates acknow-
ledged that a portion of theii

working time is educational and
not subject to pay — but they
maintained that too much of theii

time remained off of the time
cards.

"It seems hard to put your fingei

on that which is study and that

which is paid work," Mitchell-

Keman told the forum.

Concerning university grants
for graduate students at specific

points in their education, delegates
demanded that a new grant plan—
to be submitted by UCLA to the

UC president's office soon — be
realistic.

Under the current In Candidacy
Fee Offset Grant guidelines, stu-

dents who have passed the oral
examination and are writing their

doctoral dissertations may pay
only about half the registration

fees for a department-set period of
tirae^ in^ which to obtain their

^

See FORUM, page 13
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TODAY. FRIDAY. JAN. 26 —

—

• Mardi Gras Applications Due
- 129 Kerckhoff

• Bruin Woods ^nterviews

- James West Center /

• Campus Events

- Sean Penn Film Fest

.

Plus Pink Floyd's ''The Wall"

- Guest Speaker Sean Penn at

9:00pm between his two tilms

• Student Health Advocate
Orientation Meeting .

'

- 11:00am
- Ackerman 3508

• Unicamp Information Meeting
- 12-lpm
- North Campus Room 22

and AU 3508 _ 1—

TUESDAY. JAN. 30

• Community Safety/CSO Cycle

Safety Seminar
- 6-8pm
- Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge

• UBS Job Fair '90.

- 10:00-3:00

- AGB

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING
THESE EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR
ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF

THE PAPER!
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Phone fads are frauds
complains new ghroup
By John M. Doyle

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. —
Crooks and con artists are updating

their scams for the 1990s and "if

you own a telephone, then you are

a potential victim," a group that

says it is dedicated to fighting

telemarketing fraud said Thurs-

day.

The decade's new con jobs

include bogus offers that "guaran-

tee" — for a hefty fee — to help

sell that vacation timeshare you
were stuck with in the 1980s.

In another, mortgage accelera-

tion scalpers promise to help

homeowners save money by pay-
ing off their loans early but

actually wind up costing the

homeowners money.
Many of these schemes are

variations on old swindles, said the

Alliance Against Fraud in Tele-

marketing, which released a list of

the scams that are generating an

increasing number of complaints.

"With each change in technolo-

gy, there's a new twist," said Linda

F. Golodner, executive director of

the National Consumers League,

one of the 60 consumer groups,

trade associations, government
agencies, businesses and labor

unions that make up the alliance.

Mike McCarey, director for

consumer protection at the Federal

Trade Commission, estimated that

telemarketing fraud has cost

consumers $1 billion a year for the

last five years.

Kansas Securities Commission-
er Doug Mays went even further,

saying telephone fraud in the

securities area albne amounts to

more than $10 billion a year.

'These people are crooks. Their

weapons are telephones, not

guns," he said, adding, "If you own
a telephone, then you are a

potential victim for these people.**,

Golodner, McCarey and Mays
all spoke at a news conference at

Sea PHONE, page 10

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Student Welfare Commissioner meeting goals, he says
Office *on the right track' with

plans and projects for this year

By Tawn Nhan launched an alcohol awari

SCOTT WEERSINQ/Daly BrUn

Dean Poulakidas

By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Student Welfare Commissioner
I>ean Poulakidas has set his goals

high on purpose because **I think

there is a better chance to meet
them,'* he said.

•The way it*s going so for —
they were set just right," Poulaki-

das said. "We're on the right track.

We can accomplish what we set

out to accomplish.**

Last quarter, the commission

launched an alcohol awareness

week, blood drive, cholesterol

screening and a crisis prevention

project and submitted the flrst

UCLA entry in Los Angeles'

AIDS Walk.

Poulakidas and some of his staff

have also taken cardiopulmonary

resuscitation instruction classes

and are authorized to teach CPR.
The Student Welfare Commis-

sion offers free CPR classes to

interested groups on campus,
whereas some organizations

"I haven*t received

any criticism, but
what's satisfying is

receiving support
from those who
didn't endorse me."

Dean Poulakidas

charge fees for the instruction.

While former commissioners
have done very little and had
funding problems, Poulakidas has

been able lo work around funding

problems by working with the

business community and recruit-

ing sponsors, said Mike Spencc^iL

former undergraduate officer.

"I really want to show that

whether I was endorsed by a

certain group or not, I am here to

serve all students," Poulakidas

said. "I haven't received any
criticism, but what's satisfying is

receiving support from those who
didn't endorse me.**

Poulakidas- said his biggest

challenge is to "keep people

motivated to stay on top of student

issues and political activities on

campus and stand up for them."

Rape prevention, AIDS aware-

ness, eating disorders awareness

and hypertension testing are some
of the forthcoming projects by the

commission. - • >
-

Wada throws special

spin on UCLA culture
By Greg Hayes
Contributor

Cultural Affairs Commissioner
Ken Wada said that he is proud of

the many different types of events

sponsored by his office in the past

six months.

Second Vice President Alec

Wynne said, "I have been very

impressed with the way Wada has

handled all of the groups fairly. He
likes to know all about the prog-

rams and really gets involved with

everyone."

Wada believes that such activi-

ties as "Comedy in the Coop,"
"Kerchoff Jazz,** noontime con-

certs in Westwood Plaza and the

Kerckhoff Art Gallerey have been

successful.

"I just tell my staff to do all

different types of events and not

repeat things loo much. I think that

everyone used to believe that

cultural affairs was only reggae

and jazz," Wada said.

The commissioner hopes to

expand the responsibilities of his

office by the end of this year. He
hopes that his office will eventual-

ly become the organizer of Worl-

dfest, a multi-cultural fair which is

in the planning stages now.
He wants to see the office grow

so that, at election time, the student

body will know what the commis-
sion can and should do and be able

to make a meaningful choice.

"What will make or break this

year is going to happen in the next

ten weeks," Wada said.

His office brought a group of

Tibetan Monks to perform at the

Wadsworth theater in the fall and

Ken Wada
TSAI/Daly Bruin

he cited that as one of the unique

events his office planned this year.

Wada, in his second term as

cultural affairs commissioner, said

this year has been quieter because

student groups are not hammering
oq his doors and asking for funds

as much as last year. He said the

groups are finding other means of

funding, but added that his doors

are always open to any student

group.

He said it is impossible for his

office to do many large events

because the best venues on campus
are always booked and overpriced.

"I've been trying to book
Schoenberg for months because it

would be a perfect place for

(certain) events, but it is never

available," Wada said.

After one and a half years in the

same office Wada said, "I'm still

hungry for more."

Canceled speakers
't trouble Fuqua

Midyear

Review

COOL conference to focus on community service

I I

By Greg Hayes

Coritributor

Campus Events Commissioner
Mike Fuqua 's first half year in

office was plagued by the cancel-

lations of planned speakers.

About five speakers, including

actors Robert De Niro and Willem
Dafoe, have canceled so far due to

other commitments. Six kept their

scheduled appearances in die last

half year.

Fuqua believes that his greatest

success was presenting the Jack

Benny Award to Billy Crystal.

"(Crystal) took the award in the

way that we intended. He even
invited his mother and friends and
he seemed to have a great time,"

Fuqua said.

This year, the commissioner has

attempcd to get more student input

in programming campus events

and put a suggestion envelope

outside his office. At the beginning

of this quarter he obtained a

suggestion box in which students

can drop comments in his Kerc-

khoff Hall office.

"We had a lot of trouble geuing

the actual box, and we haven't

received many suggestions, but I

believe that this is due to the fact

that it is new and students don't

realize they have access to it,"

Fuqua said.

He said students periodically

drop by his office to give their

input and suggestions.

The number of movies in Acker-
man has remained the same over

the past several years, he said.

However, the controversial film

*The Last Temptation of Christ"

H I

ALBERT SCX>IG/Daay Bruin

Mike Fuqua

was shown during the fall despite

opposition from fundamentalists.

"We met with the concerned

people and while the group was
unhappy that we screened the film,

I feel that we understood each

other's point of view," Fuqua said.

Undergraduate President John

Sarvey said he was impressed by

Fuqua's resolve in pursuing con-

UX)versial speakers and activities.

One of the speakers who cancelled

at the last minute was Israeli

E)cfense Minister Yitzhak Rabin
who was to speak on "Prospects

for Peace in the Middle East" last

week.

Concerts have decreased in

number, but "we have been more
selective in the groups we invite,"

Fuqua said. He blamed the lack of

concerts partially on the renova-

tion in the Cooperage.

He gave all of the credit to his

staff for the legwork on geuing the

different people and groups to

campus. He said his role was that

of a dclegator and coordinator.

Volunteers rounded up by

CSC chairwoman Kim"

Jeannie Kim
LYNETTE TSAVDaSy Bruin

I r iM

By Lisa Spangenberg

Contributor

One of the Community Service

Commission's major efforts this

year is ensuring that the Campus
Outreach Opportunity League
(COOL) national conference at

UCLA in March will be a success,

the commissioner said.

Serving as the COOL confer-

ence board's chairwoman, Jeannie

Kim's "main duty was to round up

volunteers made up of student

leaders," she said.

UCLA was chosen for the sight

of the conference with the theme

"Breaking Down the Walls(Com-

nnon Ground, Common Gootf*

reflect the gathering of diverse

groups with a common cause.

Kim said the efforts to organize

the conference have relieved ten-

sion among different groups. "If

you gel people to work together in

areas like community service that

cross all racial barriers, then it can

ease racial tensions," she said.

The conference will discuss

community service in the '90s and
whether the "me" generation is

over, she said.

Recruitment fairs have enabled

Kim to find volunteers for her

projects. "(More than) 2,000 stu-

dents participated in fall quarter's

fair. There's a really high interest

level at UCLA," Kim said.

ruitmeni jg up again."

confirmed undergraduate Presi-

"If you get people to

work together in

areas like community
service that cross all

racial barriers, then it

can ease racial ten-

sions.
»

Jeannie Kim

dent John Sarvey, who served as

community service commissioner

last year. "(Kim) has a really

successful internship program and
recruitment fair."

Several new community service

projects were featured at last

week's fair including an Armenian
Tutorial Project, Philippinos for

Community Health and Best Bud-
dies (a menlorship program for

mentally and physically chal-

lengcd^udents). Another tutorial

prograr|[ and an AIDS project are^

still in the work^, Kim said.
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Briefs

World

Temperamental actress

Ava Gardner dies, 67
LONDON — Ava Gardn^, who lived

a Hollywood siren*s life of fast cars,

failed marriages and heated affairs but

failed to find happiness in love or in her

60-film movie career, died Thursday at

her west London home. She was 67,

Paul Mills, a long-time friend who
announced the death, said she had been ill

with pneumonia.

The dark-haired, green-eyed actress,

bom a farmer's daughter, fled Hollywood
for Europe in the 1950s.

She complained, "The image I seem to

have, that Tm a loudmouthed, tempera-

mental, oversexed, sultry siren, some-
times terrifies me."

Gardner was married briefly to actor

Mickey Rooney and to big band leader

Artie Shaw, and for six years to singer

Frank Sinatra.

"I loved them all," she said of her

husbands, "but I never understood any of

them, and I don't think they understood

me.

Truce reached in

Azerbaijan battles

MOSCOW — Warring nationalists

agreed Thursday to a cease-fire along one
of the tense battlefronts of the bloody

conflict between Armenia and Azerbai-

jan, Tass said.

The announcement came as Baltic

activists, worried that the dispute might

affect their own peaceful push for

independence, offered to help mediate the

blood feud between Armenia and Azer-

baijan.

Iran, which has ethnic and religious ties

U) Azerbaijan, also offered to help settle

the crisis.

There were fewer reports of fighting

Thursday. Tass said life was returning to

normal in Baku, the Azerbaijani capital

that was the scene of much of the

violence.

Nation

Busii announces aid

padcage for Panama
WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush on Thursday announced he will

offer an aid package-of mcffe than $1
billion to help Panama recover from the

U.S. military invasion and achieve "as

close to instant relief as we can expect."

His package, much of which needs

congressional approval, includes:

$42 million in humanitarian assis-

tance for^ housing, emergency public

works, small
I
business rehabilitation for

looting victims and technical assistance to

the government.

$400 million in Export Import Bank
guarantees to finance sales of American
products to Panama.

$15 million in Agency for Interna-

tional Development lending to private

sector borrowers.

Ru epidemic at

epidemic levels
ATLANTA— This winter's flu season

has reached the epidemic stage, with a key
indicator— a deaths-from-flu index— at

its highest level in at least eight years,

researchers with the Centers for Disease

Control sai^ Thursday.
Eighteen states are reporting "wide-

spread" flu problems, and 17 more are

reporting "regional" outbreaks, the CDC
said.

Last week, 7.6 percent of 1 5,090 deaths

reported to theCDC from 121 major cities

were blamed on flu or pneumonia, and
that "significantly exceeds" expected
levels for the second straight week, said

Dr. Walter Gunn, a CDC viral disease

specialist.

State

Ophthalmologists
face AIDS challenge
SAN FRANCISCO — Eye doctors,

dealing with a rising number of AIDS
patients because people are living longer

with the disease, face both new medical

and psychological challenges, experts

advised at an c^hthalmology conference

Thursday.

"Besides the medical questions, you'll

hear 'Where arc You, God?* It is the cry

of Auschwitz. Believe me, your patients

will ask this question in a thousand ways,"

said the Rev. William Barcus, who
because of AIDS is slowly going blind.

"The question you face hearing is,

'Where arc You in all this ignorance,

anguish, mean-spiritedness and lack of
moral vision,"' added Barcus.

Shuttle mounts jet,

leaves for Florida

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE— A
modified jumbo jet carried space shuttle

Columbia and a rcscued satellite out of
California on Thursday for a two-day
piggyback flight to Rorida's Kennedy

Space Center, NASA said.

The Boeing 747 shuttle carrier aircraft,

with Columbia mounted on top, took off

at 7:29 a.m. PST.
"It was a prctty sight," said Don Haley,

a spokesman for the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. "The sun was
just up and it was glistening in the air."

The plane landed for a refueling stop at

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base near

Tucson, Ariz., about 10 a.m. MST and

was later to make an overnight stop at

Kelly Air Force Base near San Antonio.

If weather permits, the plane will refuel

again Friday at Eglin Air Force Base in

Florida before returning to the space

center at Cape Canaveral.

Local

GuiHy verdict in

DNA evidence case
VENTURA — Jurors have recom-

mended that a convicted murderer die in

the gas chamber in the first California

death penalty case that used genetic

fingerprinting as evidence.

A juror said Wednesday that the DNA
evidence convinced the Ventura County
Superior Court jury that Larry David
Davis strangled a 20-year-old Oxnard
woman and dumped her body on a golf

course.

"There were other things in evidence,**

juror Ron Mclntyre said. "But we had the

DNA, and the more evidence you have,

the more confident you feel in your
decision.**

"What DNA did is give added certain-

ty,** 0*Neill said. "It made jurors feel

more comfortable with not only the

conviction, but on the death verdict."

Compiled from the Associated Press

CYCLE SAFETY SEMINAR
Learn about safety awareness, defensive and safe riding techniques, and

how to nfiinimize injuries and damage.

WHEN: TUESDAY, JANUARY 30
TIME: 6-8 PM
WHERE: RIEBER HALL FIRESIDE LOUNGE

People attending the seminar will receive 10% off of any part or service from
SCOOTER TECH - the Honda and Yamaha repair specialists located in Westwood.

For more information, or to reserve a spot in the seminar, call the Community
Service Officer (CSO) Programs Office at 825-9800. Reservations are required.

The Cycle Safety Seminar is conducted by an instructor from the Motorcycle Training Center. The seminar is organized
by the CSO Programs and is sponsored by the Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing Office.
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Interview Sign-Up
and

Information Day
Make a date to get to know us on

Monday, January 29th. Drop by

between 9:00am and 2:(X)pm and

we'll tell you what's on the horizon at

Hughes Aircraft Company, and we'll

answer any questkxis you may have.

Meet representatives from our different

organizatk>ns and present your resume

to those that interest you.

Interviews will be scheduled for

February 1st.

We're seeking qualified graduates in:

Electrical Engineering

Computer Science

Systems Science

Material Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Computer Engineering

Physics Engineering

Manufacturing Engineering

We want you to have all the informa-

tbn you need to make one of the most

important deciskxis of your life.

Hughes Aircraft Company is an equal

opportunity dmpk>yer. Proof of U.S.

citizenship Is required for most positbns.

Creativity

Americadepends on.
y

HUGHES
t

"y*'-*--^- vt#
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
C(M : LIIU
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

cpOWSMffllllWr
b^Wv SiffURP/QT AMP SBHRfflT^^

lAONfS;

WATCH "YbUR FAVOR\T£
ON ONE OF OUR

ELEVEN T.V.'*

^s>.»^ AND
Otig^BlG SCREEN

ir*'-

rtiiMfiWr

0§ OFF ALL FULL PRICE
'^^

ENTREES & BEVERAGES
(WORTH A DOLLAR OR MORE) i

WITH THIS COUPON/
1 NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL
1:777 SAN ViCENTL 5LVD., BRENT-WDOD, CA 90049-820-1516

UCLA °THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS

Bebe Miller

and
Company
Bebe Miller,

Artistic Director/

Choreographer

Fri. and Sat., Jan. 26 & 27 at 8:00 p.m.

American Choreographer Award and two-time Bessie
Award winner Bebe Miller has emerged as a leader of

the post-modern movement. Program includes
ALLIES. RAIN (Bebe Miller, soloist) and THICK SLEEP.

"A brilliant, uncompromising dance experience"
{Los Angeles Times).

Royce Hall

$24, 19, 16; 8 (Students)

CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat, Jan. 27
7:00-7:30 p.m.

This tv*nt it supported in part by th« CaliforT>ia Ms CouncU »nd the f4ational

trKlowmerrt for the Arts.

For more Information/
Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-2953

@
MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
|tiims iiir (Tt4»:

F^OQmvi, MM, Itfvw end pnoM 9UB|9cI Io cvMnQc. Sludsnl
" '

I and Sr. CMMna
1 J\eMMtttk»t. RtMhfll

Fair Housing defends students
Westside council helps those

discriminated against illegally

By Auris Jarasunas

Contributor

Students who find themselves

the victims of discrimination by

managers or owners of apartment

buildings do have legal recourse

and can receive assistance from the

Westside Fair Housing Council.

Despite an ordinance passed in

1982 by the Los Angeles City

Council that specifically bans

housing discrimination against

students, unfair and illegal treat-

ment still occurs, said Miguel
Caamal, program director for the

housing council. *The problem is

ten times as big as statistics show."

It is illegal in the city of Los
Angeles to reject or mistreat a

prospective tenant or current resi-

dent on the basis of race, sex,

national origin, whether they have

children, age, marital status, physi-

cal handicap, sexual orientation, or

student status.

In cases of true discrimination,

the non-profit community-sup-
ported housing council can pro-

vide a great deal of assistance, said

Stephanie Knapik, executive

director of the council.

A few years ago, this proved

true for a group of three UCLA
students living in Westwood.

One student moved out of an

apanment he shared with two other

students on Veteran Avenue. "A
new owner and a new management
company came in the building and

decided they did not like the fact

that students were in there any-

more," Knapik said.

The students were told that from
then on only two people could live

in the apartment, and they were
prohibited by the manage to fmd a

replacement roommate. They
could not afford that arrangement

due to high renting costs in

Westwood, and theii" case was later

decided in their favor in small

claims court

After listening to student com-

plaints, the housing council will

"'proceed to do an investigation to

see if they're being discriminated

against because they are a stu-

dent," Knapik said.

One student and one adult,

posing as potential tenants, are sent

to the apanment building by the

housing council. If the treatment

and information each receives

differs significantly and discrimi-

nation is apparent, their report can

be considered legal evidence in a

court of law.

Once a case has been estab-

lished against a manager or land-

lord, the housing council will

coritront the manager or the land-

lord with the evidence and attempt

a conciliation on behalf of the

student

The students may opt to settle

the matter in court. The students

who lived on Veteran each
received $1,500. In cases of

absolute discrimination, actual anxl

punitive damages can be charged,

Knapik said.

The technique employed by the

housing council is not considered

entrapment since it does not fwce

or encourage the managers of

landlords to discriminate. In 1982,

the Supreme Court handed down a

decision that validated the actions

of OTganizations like the housing

council that refX'esent the com-
munity and act as the plaintiff in

cases of alleged discrimination.

Some landlords believe that all

students are "noisy and rowdy and
that they would play loud music,"

Knapik said.

One bad experience with a

particular group of people might

influence a person to generalize

about all members of that group, he

added. "Unfortunately, that is how
stereotypes are bom. That is what
is so unfair. You have to look at

each applicant individually.**

Students rarely complain
because, "most of the students

probably have the feeling that they

don't have the time to deal with it,"

Camaal said.

L.A.'s future concerns
Speaker advocates use

of bargaining forums

By Thaniithuy Nguyen
Contributor

As Los Angeles looks into the future, the city must
have a long-term, "big-picture strategy" and also be

aware of the need for a greater sense of community,

said former mayor of San Antonio Henry Cisn^os on
Wednesday.

Cisneros is the first Visiting Fellow of the Lewis
Center for Regional Policy Studies in UCLA's
Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Plan-

ning. Established eariier this year, the center focuses

its research on environmental, transportation, social

and economic policy issues affecting the future of the

Los Angeles region.

The key to finding a direction for the future of the

Los Angeles region is awareness of its significant

problems in transportation, environment, education,

economic development, job training and housing,

Cisneros said.

A part of this strategy is the need to create a new
coalition between those with power and those

without before decisions are made to solve any

problems in the diverse region of L.A., he said.

This new set of relationships must be based "on
sincerity and understanding," he said. Bargaining

forums should be set up for people to reach a

consensus on the new political and economic agenda

of the city.

In building the city of L.A. for the future, it is

essential to understand the importance of re-creating

a sense of community, he said.

"With the racism and erosion of citizenship of

today's society, we have done damage to the sense of

community," Cisneros said. "We must use human
resources such as time, personal contact and energy

in empowering the individuals to feel that they are

involved in the historical evolution of this city."

"The framework for the discussions about regional

policies is provided by looking at the national trends

which will affect the economic, demographic, and
political makeup of those regions," said Cisneros, a

nationally recognized expert on urt)an and regional

policy issues.

Structural changes in the economy which include

the rapid growth in technology, increased foreign

Henry Cisneros

competition, and intense competition for jobs make
up the first trend, he said.

'The structural changes have immense consequ-
ences because they created the permanent underclass

in urban reservations with problems of crime and
drugs. These inner cities suffer from economic
bankruptcy and political exhaustion," Cisneros said.

The second trciKl involves two massive demo-
graphic forces in a coUision course— the aging of the
traditional population and the growth of the younger
generation, he said.

With the political and econ(Mnic implications of
this growth and the ethnic diversity of this country,

Americans should think differently about the issues

that affect this nation, such as the future of the work
force in its relation to the care of the elderiy and the

education for our young pec^le.

"Our aaitude towards this change is a powerful
force in how the U.S. will be competitive and prosper

as a nation in the global economy in the future,**

Cisneros said.

Another trend in the United States is the

burgeoning need for local governments to take

responsibility in handling their own problems, he
said.

*The cities are forced to be on their own and this

new ideology of pragmatic governing bodies at the

local level is the reality of today's cities, due to the

decrease in the federal funding for programs," he
said. "Cities have to recognize that is possible to be
masters of their own destiny."
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A Look at Slang at UCLA

Do you know what this word means?
The UCLA community has accumulated a language as

diverse as the students themselves. Here are 13

exceptionally funny slang words and their deljoitipns.

if^'^V j-^^
;9iaiiail\r9

play tofii^l hockey*- to kiss

d- .J- >''

McPaper -- a quickly writferr paper

that is not ver^good
pireeifer-- a heterosexual persorr

tgoniiSr- a stupid person

fake bake^ a fanning salon

«ai1— to vomit

skank— cheap looking, ugly

orange banana «- the flairing of a match

I w passes gas close to It

froyo—frozen
SOURCE: UCLA Slang: A Dictionary of Slang Words and Expressions Used at UCLA

TOM YUN/Daily Bruin

'Kickin' butt':

UCLA slang guide enlightens some,

offends others and sells nationwide
By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

The first ever UCLA slang guide compiled by a

UCLA linguistic professor and her students has

kicked butt in the bookstcx'e but has also pissed-off

some students with what they consider insensitive

entries.

Linguist Pamela Munro aiKl nineteen studoits

from her spring '89 honors linguistics slang seminar

went above and beyond the average curriculum and

put together UCLA Slang: A Dictionary Of Slang

Words And Expressions Used at UCLA.
Though a linguistics professor at the Universtiy of

North Carolina at Chappel Hill was the fu^t to

produce a University slang dictionary, Munro said

UCLA's is the only one co-authored by undergradu-

ate students.

After publication last June, recognition of the

guide swept across the country, and a recent New
York Times article boosted mail order sales even

more, said universitiy bookstore employee, Dietrich

Hohenegger.

Overall, the bitchin guide has sold almost 2,000

copies^ and Hohenegger said it is probably one of the

best selling books in the store.

. "It's right up there with things like the Calvin and

Hobbes comic book, but I don't think anybody is

getting rich off of it," he added.

Hohenegger pointed out that most books are

marked up about 40 percent from the cost of

production, but the Guide is only marked up about 30

percent. Munro said any profits go to the linguistics

department.

The 94-page dictionary comes bound in a bright

Bruin gold cover with UCLA printed across the top,

but some believe it does not deserve to represent the

school.

"It's not doing any good for UCLA's image. It

makes it look like all we are is a bunch of immature

people that stereotype," said Lenore Schaiz, a

production assistant for UCLA's gay, lesbian, and

bisexual magazine TenPercent.

Among the dictionary's hundreds of definitions

are ifumerous listings for sex, homosexual sex and

people who do not often engage in sex.

'There is too much of a concentration on sex, it is a

dirty book," Schatz said.

The co-authors of the dictionary were aware that

some might be insulted by the entries, but they felt

more compelled by the need to represent students'

slang honestly.

"We worked very hard to avoid offending people

... but we felt even more strongly against censoring

it," said Florcncia Aranovich, one of the student co-

authors of the Guide^ -^

"Since they are all words used on campus, we
included them," she said. Aranovich, a senior who is

serving her second year as UCLA's academic affairs

commissioner, suggests that instead of deleting the

offensive words, they should be seen as a representa-

tion of students' feelings.

"(The enu-ies) are a good indication of the attitudes

that people our age hold. And we should look at this

as a sad reality that is regretfully perpetuated by
ignorance," Aranovich said.

The editor of UCLA's feminist magazine.

Together, agrees that the dictionary is a fair

representaion of students' dispositions.

"I think there is an alarming amount of misogynis-

tic, racist and homophobic feelings in the UCLA
community and the guide book reflects them," Theta

Pavis-Weil said.

Aranovich said one step toward eradicating wh^t
she considers harmful attitudes might be to increase

awareness about groups through an ethnic studies

requirement, which she said her office has been

working on for years.

For about five bones the dictionary can also

educate its readers about the historical background
and origin of most slang. It explains how everything

from Hollywood icons such as Eddie Murphy and his

definition for an ugly girl (bushbitch) to simple

compounds t>f words (brautfart: a sudden loss of

memory or chain of thought) may establish slang

terms.

Munro said when she fu^t discussed her ideas for

the guide with her peers in the Linguistics Depart-

ment, they were skeptical, but she defended it as very

crucial to the study of language.

"It's a form of language, and it's important that it is

recognized as being equally important as correct

English," Munro said.

To students learning English as a second language,

slang is often more important than proper text book

language.

"In conversation it's the most interesting part to

"

the students," said English as a Second Language
(ESL) Instructor Larry Hamel. *They want to learn

the dirty words first"

Hamel said he starts each of his advanced English

classes by writing a popular idiom on the board and a

few days later his students usually have it added to

their everyday vocabluary.

ESL course coordinator JeaA Turner agreed that

understanding slang is crucial for international

instructors as well. She said that a part of the

screening process for potential instructors is to have

them interact with an undergraduate.

For this portion of the test they tried previously to

have one of their staff simulate the language of a

student, but Turner said it did not work.

__"We tticd loXakc it at fu^st, but then we had to geL
an undergraduate to stand in. We don't speak

undergraduate."
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AleX. Brown & Sons
INCORPORATED

A -^

The Leading Investment Bank For
Emerging Growth And Technology Companies

Alex. Brown & Sons Incorporated is now interviewing

a limited number of highly motivated candidates for the position of

Financial Analyst

in the Corporate Finance/Mergers and Acquisition Departments
of the San Francisco Office

A brochure outlining Alex. Brown's Financial Analyst program is available at the

Career Placement Center

To Be Considered
please send a cover letter & resume to: - -,—

—

—-^

Lisa Camel
Alex. Brown &. Sons Incorporated

345 California St. ^
24th Floor

San Francisco, CA. 94104 .

'
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For further information contact:

Lauren LoFrisco

(415) 544-2848 ^
•

or

(800) 334-2640 ^ •
•
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UC students discuss
diversity on campus
Sara Rubalcava

Contributor

About 40 UCLA students plan

to attend a conference this

weekend in San Diego to discuss

issues affecting students of color at

the University of California.

Almost 300 students from all

nine UC campuses will attend the

UC Student Association's Stu-

dents of Color Conference at UC
San Diego, said Sophia Kwong,
UCSA's field representative.

Originally the conference was
limited to 200 participants, but the

student lobby expanded the num-
ber after receiving an "enthusiastic

return of registrations," Kwong
said.

The two-day conference will

feature panel discussions by UC
student representatives from all

nine campuses. And Dr. Joyce B.

Justice, UC's assistant vice presi-

dent of educational relations, will

speak on faculty diversity.

"It's a chance for students,

primarily students of color, firom

all UC campuses and both under-

graduates and graduates to come
together to discuss and plan our

survival at the University," said

Lloyd Monserratt, UCLA's UCSA
representative.

Monserratt— one of the confer-

ence speakers — will discuss

student retention issues. Other

issues that will be discussed are

affirmative action programs, cam-

pus climate, graduate student

programs, faculty diversity, ethnic

studies and leadership.

These issues are generally

aimed at decreasing the student

attrition rate, Monserratt said.

The conference will be an

opportunity to share ideas about

possible solutions to problems that

students of color face, said

UCLA's undergraduate Executive

Vice President Maria Rabuy, who
will be on the campus climate

panel.

The conference will also feature

entertainment by the UC San

Diego Asian Pacific Student

Alliance and music from Glen

Horiuchi, a multi-cultural jazz

musician.

TERRY SHOEMrrSU

Paul Rand with Danielle LeDesma

'Fatlier of desigh':
Regent lecturer Paul Rand
gives constructive criticism
By Leslie Shelton

Contributor

For the last two weeks, UCLA
design students were critiqued by
the man whom many call the

"father of graphic design."

Paul Rand, 75, who has been at

the forefront of graphic design for

the last 50 years, ended his two-

week-long appointment as an

official Regents lecturw Wednes-
day. This special program of the

UC Regents brings distinguished

leaders in fields outside of the

academic world to universities on
X visiting hasis. 7'

Popular corporation logos such
as United Parcel Service, Westing-
house, ABC and IBM mark Rand's
fame. The logo for Next Compu-
ters is his latest brainchild.

Design students were initially

caught off guard by Rand's direct

style of criticism.

"He's very blunt and to the

point If he doesn't like it he'll tell

you," said design student Eric

Hirshberg.

But Hirshberg and other stu-

dents felt more comfortable as the

sessions went on and valued the

^'constructive criticism" they

received.

Rand, who gives each student

much individual attention, said he

**tried to show the students the

simple fundamentals of what can

be done with a (project).**

"He's the kind ofguy who wants

you to take the simple and the

common and then redesign it and

put it in a way that no one has seen

before," Sheldon Webster said.

And Kirk Maggio said he

learned that "simplicity can work
just as well as anything else."

Rand sets strict limitations con-

cerning color, shape and size, a

disciplinary method he uses to

jurther a student's creativity.

For Rand, intuition is the key to

design. "People v^rk intuitively,

some do it very well and some do it

not so well," he said.

"If they didn't have intuition, all

solutions would be the same and
they're not." Rand said.

Rand called his visit "terrific**

and said he would like to return to

UCLA in the future. Students said

they would like the same.

"I was impressed by those that

were impressive," Rand said.

Rand has been visiting educa-

tional institutions for 45 years. The
only west coast school other than

UCXA to receive Rand is the L.A.
Art Center.
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Negotiations continue
on eiglit approved iiiils

Assembly undecided over bills'

placement on upcoming ballots

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — The
Assembly approved eight bond
issues totaling nearly $3 billion

Thursday, but leaders stressed that

they are still negotiating over how
many should go on the June and
November ballots.

Assemblyman Bill Baker, R-
Walnut Creek, one of the negotia-

tors, said the amounts on the bonds
could also change, particularly on
three water-related proposals.

Friday is the deadline for the

Legislature to place matters on the

June 1990 ballot, but that deadline

can be extended by lawmakers.

One Republican warned against

what he said could be the excessive

use of bonds to finance projects.

"The 1 Ith-hour rush to borrow
is very dangerous," said Assemb-
lyman Tom McClintock, R-Thou-
sand Oaks. *This is the worst way
to finance buildings."

He said taxpayers end up repay-

ing $1.80, including interest, for

every $1 raised through bonds,

which work somewhat like mort-

gages.

Speaker Willie Browrn, D-San
Francisco, countered that the state

has traditionally used bonds to pay
for building projects, such as

schools, water works and prisons.

'^California is rated best in the

nation because of the frugal man-
ner in which we operate," Brown
said.

The eight bills were sent to the

Senate, which plans to pass its own
versions by eariy next week before

leaders determine which ones will

go on the June ballot.

Baker said some of the bond
measures will be held to see if

voters approve a $1.9 billion rail

bond initiative put on the June

ballot by environmentalist groups.

If that ^ils, it will allow lawmak-
ers to put more bond issues on the

November ballot, he said.

Approved Thursday were:

$200 million for water supply

systems. The bill, AB2527 by
Assemblyman Jack O'Connell,

D-Santa Barbara, was approved
54-0.

$200 million for water recla-

mation projects. The bill, AB1312
by Assemblyman William Filante,

R-San Rafael, was approved 60-2.

$200 million for water con-

servation projects. The bill,

AB1375 by Assemblyman Jim
Costa, D-Fresno, was approved
57-7.

$800 million for public

school buildings. The bill, AB256
by Assemblyman Charles Bader,

R-Pomona, was approved 59-3.

$800 million for prison con-

struction. The bill, AB524 by

Assemblyman Willard Murray,

D-Compton, was approved 55-2.

$745 million for county
courthouse construction. The bill,

AB2180 by Brown, was approved
57-5.

An unspecified amount to

clean up water pollution along the

Mexican border. That bill,

AB1598 by Assemblyman Steve

Peace, D-La Mesa, was approved
54-7.

The Assembly also voted 58-3

for a bill that would authorize the

Department of Forestry to sell

$255.5 million in revenue bonds to

pay for new wildland fire-fighting

equipment That bill is AB 181 1 by
Assemblyman Byron Sher, D-
Stanford. The revenue bonds
would be repaid from fees paid to

the state by local governments that

get the fire protection.

The other bond issues, which

require voter approval, are general

obligation bonds repaid from gen-

eral tax fiinds.

Governor Deukmejian still

undecicied o|i appropriation
By Doug WIHis

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — Gov.
George Deukmejian said Thursday

that he still hasn't decided whether

to approve or veto a $20 million

appropriation for family planning.

But the Republican governor,

who previously cut the funds from

his budget and has fought a court

order to restore them, said one

factor in his decision will be the

large bipartisan majorities by
which the Legislature voted to

restore the funds.

— Answering questions frora^

reporters, Deukmejian refused to

discuss the family planning bill in

detail, because "everybody knows
what all the issues are."

Deukmejian has contended that

the state Office of Family Plan-

ning, which he tried unsuccessful-

ly to abolish last year, should be

limited to counseling and advice,

and should stop- providing the

services which the extra $20
million would support, such as

birth control supplies, gynecologi-

cal examinations, pregnancy tests

and screening tests for venereal

diiCMC Of AIDS.
The clinics serve an estimated

University of California study

estimated that without them there

will be an additional 56,000
unwanted pregnancies each year.

In contrast to earlier strong hints

that he would veto the bill restor-

ing the family planning funds,

Deukmejian said Thursday that he

is still weighing all of those issues,

"and considering as well the fact

that this bill was passed by an

overwhelming vote of both

houses."

But Deukmejian quickly added
that didn't mean that he was
worried that his veto might be

^verriddehT^ur only that he was
considering the views of legisla-

tors.

The family planning bill, AB99
by Assemblyman Bruce Bronzan,

D-Fresno, was approved by
majorities of 65-8 in the Assembly

and 29-5 in the Senate after a series

of amendments to reassure Repu-

blicans than none of the funds

would be used for abortions.

A veto override requires 54

votes in the Assembly and 27 in the

Senate. In seven years as governor,

Deukmejian has never had a veto

ovcfridden, as Republicans have

supported hin) even on issues they

500,000 women annually, and a had previously voted to pass.
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from the ordinary to the extraordinary

ORGANIZER'S
PARADISE
PRE-INVENTORY SALE

OFFICE . FURNITURE • KITCHEN • BATH • CLOSET • GIFTS

Sluieni Desk ng. tmM SPECIAL $99.95

Fioor Smple Limite Fmltwe 30 -50% OFF

Ul Holiday Uerchaniise 50% OFF

THREE

STORE

LOCATIONS

BEVERLY CONNECTION

BEVERLY HILLS

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

100 N LA CIENEGA BOULEVARD
(across troTi Be«efly Center)

266 N BEVERLY DRIVE

1090 GLENDON AVENUE

-^ -

The University of Southern California

Department of Nursing

is pleased to announce an

Information Open House
on Thursday, February 1 , 1 990

from 4pm to 6pm

Program Offerings

BSN
Agenda
Admissions

RN to BSN
MSN
Midwifery

Enterostomal Therapy

Financial Aid

Faculty Perspective

Student Perspective

Tour of Facility

Location

Leavey Hall

Room 101

Los Angeles, CA 9>b01

5

(adjacent to California Hospital)

(21 3) 743-2362

Call for directions or write to Lorn Grubaugh

^at the above address for more informatiouc:;

I iMi ;:;^£^
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City authorities attempt to liait Medfiy spraying
By Bruce V. Bigelow

Associated Press

Aerial pesticide spraying in Los Angeles

residential neighborhoods has stirred up a

political hornet's nest — prompting local

officials to seek a court order to halt the

spraying and triggering a demonstration

Thursday.

Political exposition has been mounting
for weeks to the continual spraying of the

pesticide malathion to eradicate a Mediter-

ranean fruit fly infestation in urban Los
Angeles, Orange and San Bernardino

counties.

In recent days, however, community
outrage has become focused particularly in

the Orange County cities of Garden Grove,

Huntington Beach and Westminster.

"It's the most emotional issue I've seen

here in a long time," said Mike Fenderspn, a

Three cities seek emergency order;

protest staged in Orange County
deputy city manager in Garden Grove.

Attorneys for the three cities filed suit

Thursday in Sacramento County Superior

Court, seeking an emergency order prohi-

biting helicopters from spraying a* 36-

square mile area Wednesday night.

The cities sought a restraining order in

Sacramento because the California Depart-

ment of Food and Agriculture, which
ordered the spraying, is based there.

Angry Orange County residents also

staged a demonstration along busy Harbor

Boulevard in Garden Grove, and Henderson

described the organizers as "outraged."

"It's residents and advocacy groups who

have done their own studies and drawn their

own conclusions about malathion, which
are in conflict with what the state has been
saying," Henderson said.

Among those spearheading the political

opposition is Huntington Beach Council-

man Peter Green, a biologist and teacher at

Golden West College.

"Essentially, we have not received

enough information about malathion,"

Green said. At a meeting in Garden Grove
Wednesday afternoon, he questioned agri-

culture officials about their eradication

program, and asked why no public health

experts serve on the state's Medfly Advis-

ory Panel.

"How can entomologists talk about the

effects of malathion on humans?" Green
said. "Why is it that they say its safe when
the EPA says there are data gaps and that

further information is needed?"

Green argued that the Environmental

Protection Agency lacks studies concerning

malathion and its possible effects, if any, on
cancer, birth defects and the nervous

system.

Federal, state and county agriculture

officials repeatedly have said malathion

spraying poses no health risks to humans
and is necessary to save the state's $16.6

billion annual agriculture economy.

Fruits, vegetables and nuts vulnerable to

the Medfly account for about $5 billion of

the total, said Gera Curry, a state agriculture

spokeswoman.

State senate approves four ethics bills in midst of investigation
By Steve Lawrence

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — The state

Senate, working in the shadow of

an FBI investigation and a law-

maker's corruption trial, over-

whelmingly aj^roved four ethics

bills Thursday, including one

banning honcM^ums for legisla-

tors.

The upper house, by Votes of

37-0, approved three measures by
Senate leader David Roberti that

would implement provisions of

SCA32 if voters approve the

constitutional amendment in June.

Those bills include a ban on

honorariums for elected state

officials, limits on the gifts they

receive, and conflict-of-interest

standards for lawmakers.

In something of a surprise, the

Senate also passed a long-stalled

proposal that would establish

tough conflict-of-interest stan-

dards for the Board of Equaliza-

tion, a powerful but obscure state

tax panel.

Roberti, D-Los Angeles, said

the trial of Sen. Joseph Montoya,

D-El Monte, played a role in the

approval of the bills.

Montoya, who is facing racke-

teering, extortion and money laun-

dering charges stemming from the
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"UBS IS SPONSORED BY AGSM"

FBI's continuing probe of alleged

Capitol corruption, voted for all

four bills. His trial was in recess

Thursday while attcxneys and the

judge worked on jury instructions.

The four bills, which go to the

Assembly, are:

—SB1737 by Roberti, which
would bar lawmakers and other

elected state officials from receiv-

ing honorarium payments for

speeches, articles or appearances.

It also would put a $250-per-year

limit on gifts received by those

officials from most sources.

—Roberti's SB 1738, which
would enact conflict-of-interest

standards for legislators and sub-

ject them to conflict-of-interest

penalties in Proposition 9, the 1974
Political Reform Act
—SB1739 by Roberti, which

would define "earned income** to

implement a provision of SCA32
that would bar elected state offi-

cials from receiving "salary,

wages, commissions or other

similar earned income** from a

lobbyist or lobbying firm.

—SB438 by Sen. Quentin
Kopp, I-San Francisco, which
would bar a Board of Equalization

member from voting on a tax

appeal if the member had received

$250 or more in contributions in

the preceding 12 months from a

participant in the case or from a

participant's agent.

PHONE
From page 2

the National Press Qub, as did

Richard Barton of the EHrect

Marketing Association, a trade

group of about 3.000 telemarke-

ters.

Barton said his organization

hopes to curb companies that

commit fraud over the telephone

and "programs which may mislead

but not defraud.**

The alliance*s watch list of
schemes aimed at relieving people
of their money includes "1-900"

long-distance telephone numbers
that charge callers — even when
they are kept on hold for informa-^

tion they could get for free

elsewhere.

"The industry is trying very hard

to police our end of it, but we're

only one part of the equation," said

Ken Griffin, a spokesman for the

American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. He conceded that AT&T
screens potential 900-servicc cus-

tomers for credit background and
other routine information but not

for how they will use the service.

He also said there is no federal

regulation requiring companies to

(ell consumers how much they are

being charged to call a "1-900"

number.

.j^
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E. Germany
communists
resign tliree

caliinet posts
By Carol J. Williams

Associated Press

EAST BERLIN — A minority

party in East Germany's Com-
munist-led government resigned

its three Cabinet posts late Thurs-

day and called on other coalition

partners to do likewise.

The withdrawal by the Christian

Democratic Union (CDU), effec-

tive Feb. 9, heightened the crisis of

confidence fisiced by the Com-
munist government of Premier

Hans Modrow.
The official ADN news agency

also said Modrow has been invited

to visit Moscow on Tuesday for

talks with Soviet President Mik-
hail S. Gorbachev. It said the trip

would be a "working visit," but

gEive no details.

The government was forced

earlier Thursday to agree to major
concessions to encourage free

enterprise because of growing
pressure for market reforms and
reunification with West Germany.
CDU leader Lothar de Maiziere

said the three CDU ministers

wouM serve in the 27-member
Cabinet until Feb. 9, effectively

setting a deadline for Modrow to

build a new Cabinet that includes

pro-democracy opposition groups.

ADN quoted de Maiziere as

saying his party took the step to

"make way for negotiations with

new parties and groups" toward

formation of a new government,

and "assumes other parties in the

—.government will take the same
steps."

Communists now hold 16

ministerial posts. Liberal Demo-
crats four. Christian Democrats

three, and the National Democrats
and farmers' party two each.

De Maiziere is a deputy pre-

mier. The two other CDU Cabinet

members are Construction Minis-

ter Gerhard Baumgaertel and Post

Minister Klaus Wolf.

The CDU threatened on Jan. 17

to pull out of the government to

protest the Communists' tight grip

on power.

The non-Communist Cabinet

members are all from officially

recognized parties once aligned

with the Communists. All have

tried to disunce themselves from a

party now Uisgmced and stripped

of authority.

Modrow has agreed to include

opposition forces in his Cabinet~
until free elections are held on May
6, but the pro-democracy groups

like New Forum, Democratic
Awakening and the Social Demo-
crats disagree among themselves

how large a role they should take

on.

The parties would also be taking

on partial responsibility for the

disastrous state of the East German
economy and the uncertain politi-

cal situation.

_ Earlier Thursday, a leadings

politician, Dresden Mayor Wolf-

gang Berghofer, told his city

council that German unification is

inevitable because East Gemumy
never developed a separate nation-

al identity.

**It is unavoidable that what

belongs together will grow
together," said Berghofer, who
quit the Communist Party on

Sunday.

Modrow will visit Bonn on Feb.

13-14 to meet with West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl to discuss

the dire economic and political

problems in East Germany, Kohl

"*^chief of suff Rudolf Scitcfs

announced.

Colombian jet crashes in New York
By Pat Milton

Associated Press

COVE NECK, N.Y. — A Colombian
Boeing 707 jetliner with more than 140 people

aboard crashed in fog and rain Thursday night

while on approach to Kennedy International

Airport, authorities said. Numerous injuries

were reported.

Avianca Flight 52 en route from Bogota

crashed at about 9:45 p.m. in a sparsely

populated area of northern Long Island, a

Kennedy aiiport official said.

Numerous ambulances and helicopters were
at the scene, but there was no immediate report

of the number of injuries, nor of any deaths.

CBS-TV reported that doctors on the scene

said at least 80 surviv(»rs wo'e being cared for

there.

The jet broke into four pieces upon impact,

said Coast Guard Peuy Officer Jeff Crawley.

There was less than half a mile of visibility and
it was raining at the time of the crash, according

to the National Weather Service.

The tower at Kennedy lost contact with

Flight 52 at 9:34 p.m. when the Boeing 707 was
about 15 miles northeast of the airport after a

five-hour flight, said Port Authority Police

Officer Phil Montouri.

"It was coming in from Bogota and
supposed to land at eight o'clock,'' Montouri
said. ' 'There was no radio communication at

80 survivors reported

in Boeing 707 wreck
all to the tower. It just went down."
The airliner went down in the town of Cove

Neck, located at about the same place where

the tower lost contact, said Officer Peter

Franzone of the Nassau County police. The
plane carried 142 passragers and a crew of

seven, authorities said. «

Crawley said several cutters and boats were

en route to the area just in case some debris or

victims were in the water.

"We have reports that the crash is on land

and that it's in four major pieces," Crawley

said.

Control tower officials said the plane may
have lost one of its four engines.

Peter Whitelaw, who lives down a hill from

the crash site, said he could see a small portion

of the downed plane through the trees. He said

there were few homes in the area.

"I heard a rumbling, a very loud rumbling,"

said Whitelaw. "It sounded as if your car was
gearing back and you were stripping the gears,

and the typical rumble you get from a jet plane

going over."

"Normally in bad weather they circle out

here but this was k>uder than normal. Then we

heard the crash," he said, adding that through

the woods "I see no flames or smoke, or smell

anything."

He said the road leading to the crash site was
clogged with emergency vehicles.

"These arc very narrow roads," Whitelaw
said. "They're trying the best they can to get to

where it crashed. They're running up the road
with stretchers and medical equipment." Most
phone lines were down and power was cut off,

he said.

"I happened to see a plane going very low,"
said another witness, £>avid Johnson. "At the

altitude it was at I really could not hear any
engines. So I am assuming the engines had
conked out but there really was no fire or

anything."

The area of the crash is near Oyster Bay
Harbor on the north shore of Long Island, just

south of the Sagamore Hill National Historic

Site, home of President Theodore Roosevelt. It

is a isolated, wooded area of expensive homes.
The New York City Emergency Medical

Service, asked for help by Nassau County
police, sent five ambulances and a Mobile
Emergency Room Vehicle to the crash scene,

an EMS spokesman said.

According to Radio Colombiana, Flight 52
left Bogota with a stopover in MedeUin, the

city named for its notorious cocaine cartel, en

route to New York.
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proposed it in June.

The bill, however, did force

Bush to propose his own admini-

strative steps to proyide similai

provisions for the students. Ding
said. He would not have done sg

without the pressure from Con-
gressmen and the American public

supporting the measure, he said.

The students now can do
nothing but watch closely whethei
the president will keep his words.

Ding said. .

Just before the vote. Bush had
publicly renewed his promise that

the 40,000 Chinese students in the

United States would be fully

protected even without the legisla-

tion. "No student, as long as I'm
president, will be sent back,** he
said.

Harvard graduate student
Xiaxia Gong, however, said,

**How can we believe someone
who has already cheated and sent

high-level officials to China when
he said he would not?**

In a televised appearance just

after the vote. Bush said, **We will

continue to urge China to respect

the human rights of its citizens.**

He hailed the vote as '^reaffirming

our commitment to Chinese stu-

dents in this country as well as the

goal of improving relations with

China.**

Bush then invited the 37 Repu-
blican senators who voted with

him, and the 25 House Republi-
cans who stood with him on
Wednesday, to the White House
for beer and pretzels.

The Senate's vote came a day
after the House voted overwhelm-
ing to reject Bush*s veto, and
followed an intense White House
lobbying blitz that included tele-

phone calls from Bush and former
President Richard Nixon.
The 390-25 House vote on

Wednesday prompted immediate
criticism from the Chinese foreign

ministry in Beijing. A spokesman
there said the House was "fiilly

revealing its anti-China position**

and was risking damage to rela-

tions between the two countries.

But Sen. William Armstrong of
Colorado, a Republican who
opposed Bush, said, 'The House
put itself squarely on record in

support of human freedom . . . and
made it clear it is not willing to be
accomplices" to repression of
dissent.

Beyond protecting some 40,000
Chinese students from being sent

home to face possible persecution,

said Sen. William Cohen, R-
Maine, the bill represented
"Afherica's symbol to a world that

is struggling to throw off. -the

chains of dictators."——

—

Another Republican, Sen. Slade

Gorton of Washington, said that

Icuing the veto stand sends "the

signal that they can get away with

what they have done and retain

their power. And I think that's

wrong."

Bush, under heavy pressure

from Congress, imposed limited

sanctions on China following the

crackdown but has begun to lift

them in recent months. Among the

concessions have been White
House permission to ship commu-
nications satellites to China and
the sending of top-level envoys on
two secret missions to Beijing.

Congressional opponents have

strongly criticized the moves,
saying Bush was "kowtowing" to

the aging leaders of a brutal regime

and abandoning those who are

pressing for democratic reform.

The immigration bill that was
the subject of the fight was passed

unanimously by the House and on
a voice vote in the Senate last year.

Bush vetoed it on Nov. 30.

cr

Reports from Associated Press

From page 1

degree or one year, whichever is

longer.

Delegates complained that one
year is not enough and that some
students are now surpassing the

expected time to degree just to

complete their oral examinations.

In addition, the approximately

70 graduate departments have
different periods designated to

completing degrees, allowing stu-

dents in certain majors to qualify

fcx* a longer fee waive period while

some cannot get any discount,

graduate President Konrad Hunt-
ley said.

The delegates called for fairness

and an increase in the expected

time to complete their degree so

that students have a chance to have

their fees offset for longer than a

year.

"Our office will look into it,"

Mitchell-Keman told the forum.

In other Graduate Student Asso-

ciation news, graduate President

Konrad Huntley reported that

about 2,000 graduate students have

not yet paid for the new graduate

mandatory insurance or proven

that they carry comparable insur-

ance. Five thousand students have

paid or proven that they hold

comparable insurance, he said.

In the meantime, graduate stu-

dents Mark Romano and Michael

Fuss, vowing to fight the mandat-

ory insiu^nce in court, have urged

students to withhold the insurance

fee as a form of {K'otest They have

been distributing fliers to graduate

students urging their resistance.

NEW YEAR
From page 1

For many Chinese-Americans,

it is much easier to get caught up in

the fanfare of the solar calendar

new year. "Over here, there really

isn't much you can do. You don't

get a day off or anything. If I were

in Taiwan it would be a different

story ... the celebration is much
rowdier over there."

"In China, sometimes they Iiave

160 people under one lion, all

moving around doing all kinds of

weird things," said Matt How, who
confessed that he was opting for a

fraternity pledge retreat rather than

the traditional celebrations.

"My family is about as Ameri-
canized as they get. We are not

really into it like a lot of other

Chinese families. I liave a lot of

friends going home for a big feast,

but I will be goiiig to Santa

Barbara," he explained.

**Thc Chinese New Year is a

time to visit friends and bring gifts.

One always has new year's snacks

in your house ready for anyone

who comes by to visit," Chang
said.

*The Chinese New Year goes on
for 15 days, each with its own
traditions; for example, you can't

get mad on the fu-st lay and you
can't break anything. The Chinese

are highly superstitious," CSA
Vice-President Tina Hu said.

~ Although her family's celebra-

tion consists only of the traditional

dinner, Hu is looking forward to

the many forthcoming CSA activ-

ities which will help break in the

New Year for those who can't

celebrate with relatives.

These activities include a kai^-

oake singing competition and
dance, a casino night featuring

Chinese gambling and possibly a

food and games booth on Bruin

Walk. )

"It can be really hard for people

over here when their relatives are

abroad, because it is a time for a

-big family reunion, but it means

something different to each per-

son," Hu explained.
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Violence against gays, lesbians has no place in a university
By the UCLA Lesbian
and Gay Faculty-Staff

Network Interim

Steering Committee

Near the end of fall quarter,

two incidents occurred that

should be of concern to every

member of our campus com-
munity. First, a bomb threat

against the offices of TenPer-

cent, the lesbian and gay

newspaper, forced a brief eva-

cuation of those offices. The

threat was issued after TenPer-

cent was distributed campus
wide as an insert in the Daily

Bruin — a distribution effort

that was believed necessary in

order to reach students who
might otherwise be afraid to

be seen picking up a gay and

lesbian publication.

During the same month,

members of a UCLA sorority

founded by lesbian students

reported being verbally and

physically harassed by another

group of students and their

gucsls while the women were

attending a UCLA football

game. The women had to call

security for assistance and have

since filed charges against the

other group of students with

the Dean of Students office.

As winter quarter begins, the

campus is still feeling the

effects of these events, which

have generated a continuing

dialogue in the editorial pages

of the Bruin.

These incidents are not iso-

lated; they are taking place

against a backdrop of nation-

wide violence and discrimina-

tion against members of the

lesbian and gay community.

Reports of anti-gay and lesbian

harassment and violence rose

dramatically during the last

decade. In 1988 over 7,000

incidents of anti-gay and les-

bian violence and victimization,

ranging from harassment lo

murder, were reported to the

National Gay and Lesbian Task

Force (NGLTF). The actual

extent of this violence is pre-

sumed to be far greater than

reported because of fear of

reporting by victims and the

lack of systematic data collec-

tion.

We would all like to believe

that university campuses are

immune to crimes of hatred

and bigotry, but that is not the

case. Last year, 1,411 anti-gay

and lesbian incidents on col-

lege campuses — including

threats, vandalism, and assault

— were reported to NGLTF.
And these reports came from ,

only a few student groups at

campuses scattered around the

country. While harassment and

violence against gays and les-

bians are known to occur at

hundreds of colleges and uni-

versities, there is not systema-

tic recording of such incidents

on the majority of these cam-
puses.

Surveys conducted at Yale,

Rutgers, the University of Mas-

sachusetts, and Pennsylvania

State University provide one
measure of the iM^evalence of

anti-lesbian and gay violence

on campus. These studies show
disturbingly high rates of har-

assment and hate crimes,

evincing a national campus ^^
climate in which anti-lesbian

of four had been threatened

with physical violence because

of their sexual orientation. One
in five had been chased, 13

percent had objects thrown at

them, 6 percent had been spat

upon, 4 percent had been

physically assaulted — and this

is on a college campus. Of
course, virtually all of those

ings from this study show that

bias-related incidents are wide-

spread among higher education

institutions in New York and

that although "evidence shows

serious problems for many
groups, the most severe hostil-

ities are directed at lesbians

and gay men." Another Pcnn

State report on hate-related

// /// /// M
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and gay bigotry is pervasive

and toTerated.
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In the Penn State study, for

example, over 90 percent of

the lesbian and gay students

said that they expected future

harassment, and nearly two-

thirds said that they feared for

their safety. Nearly three-quar-

ters of the students reported

having been subjected to anti-

gay verbal insults, and one out

interviewed had overheard the

ubiquitous anti-gay and lesbian

remarks that provide the envi-

ronment within which the more

violent forms of harassment

can take root and grow.

A 1988 study by the New
York Governor's Task Force

on Bias-Related Violence also

documents the prevalence and

seriousness of campus anti-les-

bian and gay violence. Find-

incidents on campus found that

lesbians and gay men are the

most frequent victims of

"direct acts of intolerance.**

Lesbians and gay men are,

of course, noc the only victims

of hate-motivated incidents.

Unfortunately, they have con-

siderable company; the rise in

anti-gay and lesbian violence

coincides with an increase in

hate-iliotivated crimes against

Jews, people of color, ethnic

minorities and women. And, in

a fundamental sense, we are

all victims of such acts.

In assessing the harm result-

ing from these acts, the identi-

ty of the particular group being

victimized is not critical.

Instead, if we focus on the —
nature of the hate-related act

we can see the harm to the

entire community that arises

from the fact of the act itself.

Such incidents are not

harmless; they are legally and

morally reprehensible. Acts of

anti-lesbian and gay harassment

and discrimination also violate

University of California poli-

cies and can lead to disciplin-

ary action. The University

prohibits discrimination on the

basis OS sexual orientation. It

also prohibits harassment, sex-

ual harassment, and exploitation

or intimidation on the grounds

of sexual orientation. Recently

this campus enacted a policy

including within the definition

of harassment the use of

**terms widely recognized to be
derogatory references to . .

.

sex, sexual orientation . . . and
other personal characteristics

These activities are prohi-

bited because they divide the

community and promote hatred,

thereby undermining such val-

ues as tolerance and the spirit

of inquiry and expl(M^ation upon
which the university is based.

A university is a place to be

educated, where the views of

others are respected and differ-

ences among people are appre-

ciated. It is not a place in

which bigotry and hatred can

be abided — even in small

doses. Each of us has a

personal responsibility to pro-

tect this community of diverse

individuals and guard against

acts of intolerance and hate.

The question is, what must be
done?,

First, there must be a strong

and firm response from the

University administration and
the community at lai^ge to all

hate-motivated acts. As noted

previously, the University

already has adopted policies

prohibiting discrimination and
harassment based on sexual

orientation, and has established

formal procedures for handling

harassment incidents. This com-,

mitment should be continued

and strengthened by encourag-

ing rqx)rting, providing

counseling and other assistance

to victims, and establishing a

campus-wide task force tb exa-

mine issues of concern ur ~
members of the University

community who are lesbian,

gay or bisexual

As a part of the response

from the entire campus com-
munity, there should also be

an educational effort that: (1)

recognizes that lesbians, gays.

See VIOLENCE, page 15
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UCLA professor discusses the troubles ofLatin America
The following is part two of

ap interview with E. Brad-
ford Bums, UCLA history

professor and Latin American
affairs expert Bums' most recent

book is "At War in Nicaragua: The
Reagan Doctrine and the Politics

of Nostalgia."

Bruin: Carlos Eleta, who owns
channel 4 in Panama and ran

against Noriega as an opposi-
tion leader, was arrested in

early April, before the election,

in Macon, Gewgia by the

Drug Enforcement Agency for

smuggling cocaine. He was
shown on his own TV station

in handcuffs. This and other

examples of Ncxiega's main
opposition being unsavory were
igncM-ed by the American
media. Do you suspect

intervention by the administra-

aon?

Burns: I don't know about
that. It seems to me that

you're asking about a conni-

vance that caused the U.S.

press to ignore events. My
reaction to that is that you
don't want to paint the oppos-
ition to Noriega in dark colors.

This opposition leader was
involval with drugs. This takes

away from the main story that

you captured the drug kingpin,

doesn't it? An inclination to

soft-pedal criticism of the

opposition. What is in the

Latin American press is

ignored here — that Endara is

a puf^t, sworn into office in

secret on a U.S. military base.

The stupidity! By that action,

we effectively undercut Endara.

He won't be accepted by the

rest of Latin America, and will

eventually be rejected by the

Panamanians.

Bruin: Could it end in a coup?

Burns: I don't know how, he'll

be braced up in power by U.S.

strength. Like Carlos Castillo

Amias was in Guatemala in

1954-7. Totally incapable of

governing. His palace guards

assassinated him. The most
graceful way out for Endara is

to call an election. He wants

to stay president. He probably

doesn't see himself as a pup-

pet, as incapable. The argu-

ment can be made that we
created greater instability. Sta-

bility will last as long as

military presence, or threat

thereof remains.

Bruin: Noriega was recruited

Lawrence and Me
>

Editor:

After reading Lawrence
Lee's commentary on Michael

Moore's movie Roger and Me,
I couldn't believe Lee was
being serious? But then I took

note pf Lee's "bio" at the end
of the piece, and leamed that

he is currently a senior (gra-

duating, I presume). Since he
apparently was quite offended

by Roger and Me, could this

mean that Lee is desperately

seeking a job, and perhaps is

pretty hard up on GM?
Or is Lee a GM stockholder,

and very concerned about the

film's impact on GM stock?

After taking an informal

survey of my fellow MBA
students at UCLA, Lee will be

happy to know that even we
capitalist tools of the Anderson

Graduate School of Manage-

meni were not offended by ,

Moore's "documentary." In

Keith
Roberts
by the CIA in college, and
worked for as many as 17

different clandestine foreign

govemment organizations.

Burns: No wonder he had such

nice bank accounts!

Bruin: Do you see the CIA as

standing tc^lose, as Noriega
gained from the "accidental**

mid-air explosion of Torrijos'

plane in 1981, when they

"created a monster?"

Burns: It can't look good. We
believe everything told to us

by our govemment about Nor-
iega, when he was paid hand-

somely and praised. It's bound
to reflect negatively upon his

employers.

Brmn: While no evidence

exists for Noriega murdering,

400 people protesting for lack

of food were killed by Vene-
zuela.

Burns: In Brazil the military

iciUs homeless people accused
of being criminals. It's endem-
ic. In El Salvador and
Guatemala, it's significant too.

I can't condone such atrocities

anywhere. With the accusations

against Noriega killing people,

where is the evidence?

Bruin: What do you see with
the searching of the Nicara-

guan embassy?
Burns: More cowboy action,

breaking international treaties,

laws. On TV, the U.S. officer

who led the search said he
didn't know it was the embas-
sy, didn't see the sign. This
"I've got the right to invade,

you don't" attitude is ridicul-

ous. For peace and stability,

international law must be
respected.

Bruin: Do you think Castro's

mania for personal power deni-

grated the Cuban revolution?

Burns: My view is that the

social statistics for Cuba are

among the highest in the

westem hemisphere.

Bruin: By Cuban official sta-

tistics.

Burns: I accept Washington's

statistics, and Canada's. If I

can't accept Cuba's, I don't

know whose to accept

Bruin: What do you think of
the more than 200,000 troops

the Cubans have fighting in

Letters

fact many of us get a big

kick out of Moore's satire.

Isn't it amazing that we
money-grubbing MBA's aren't

even hard up enough on GM
to be duped by Mr. Moore's
creativity? We do, however, '

appreciate Lee's concern.

It appears that Lee is either

looking out for his fellow

Bruins or is taking Roger and
Me (and perhaps himselQ a bit

too seriously. I happen to think

it's the latter. I don't profess

lo be a movie critic, but to

suggest that the film is

"nothing more than an elabo-

rate trick played on movie-
goers" not only gives Moore
too much credit but it also

insults just about everyone's
intelligence.

Besides, Michael Moore isn't

the only person disappointed
with Roger Smith and GM.
All one has to do is pick up
the Wall Street Journal and
^ee how some Wall Street —
analysts are losing patience
with Chairman Smith. Not to

Afirica?

Burns: How do I feel about
the one million troc^s we have
in Europe, Japan, Korea, the

Philippines?

Bruin: They're training, not
fighting.

Burns: It's relative. Who are

they training? These are ques-

tions with conflicting answers.

It's like "we can do it no one
else can do it" Let's let

international law figure it out
and then abide by that deci-

sion.

Bruin: Do you see Latin

America as a feudal region —
like in Paraguay where 1

percent of the people own 80
percent of the land?

Burns: "FeudaF' is an enw-
tional term. The feudal period
is over . . . If you mean large

landowners who control the

workers on the land, that's

certainty an obvious reality in

Latin America.

Bruin: With the civil war in

El Salvador, do you see vic-

tory for the FMLN (conununist

insurgents)?

Burns: The FMLN will over-

throw the Salvadoran regime
within a couple of years —
they have a solid revolutionary

infrastructure. The only thing

that props it up is U.S.

support. There's not much left

of the Salvadoran economy.
The more the elite flees, and

they are fleeing, the more the

chance for FMLN victory.

Bruin: Do you think El Salva-

dor's post-revolutionary period

will be similar to that of

Sandinista Nicaragua?

Burns: Oh, I think everyone is

aiming at the same thing. Most
people there who regard them-

selves realize they are driven

peasants. They want a restruc-

turing of society to provide

access to a little land, educa-
tion and health care for the

majority. Those were the goals

in Nicaragua as they are for

the FMLN.
Bruin: What arc your predic-

tions for success for the two
insurgency groups in Guatema-
la?

Burns: They don't have that

revolutionary infrastructure.

They came closest to develc^
ing it in the 1960s, and then

the counterinsurgency was
effective.

Bruin: Is Central America a

thom in Bush's side for his

popularity hopes, aside from
the recent invasion bonanza?

Bwns: It could get very pain-

ful. At any rate, I think much
more depends on how our

economy operates than how
many "invasions" we have

when he stands for re-election.

Ultimately, I think our security

is best served by an economi-
cally devetoped Central Ameri-
ca. A Central America at war,

devastated, is not in our best

interests. The destruction of
Central America is very self-

defeating for the U.S. and our
best interests, with security,

trade and investments

Bruin: Do you think the Bush
administration understands the

problems in Latin America?
Burns: I don't think any of
our administrations have, with

the possible exception of

(President Roosevelt) in the

'30s. Nothing new with Bush,
or Reagan, and it certainly

isn't something the Republicans
have a monopoly on. Abysmal
ignorance. Most of our secreta-

ries and undersecretaries of
state in Latin America and
their assistants don't speak
Spanish, would have great dif-

ficulty in naming the capitals

of these countries, and would
_have some difficulty naming
them even with a map!
Bruin: Similar to that Ambas-
sador/campaign contributor Rea-
gan appointed who listed on
his application "fluent in EngU
ish."

Burns: We're lucky! At least

he could speak English! I have
been continually astonished by
the lack of sensitivity toward
Latin America.

Bruin: Do you see the trend of
increasing poverty and starva-

tion in Latin America continu-

ing?

Burns: Yes, unless there is

some dramatic change — and I

see none in the offmg. Mass
starvation exists in Brazil. Parts

of Brazil have lower nutrition

levels than Bangladesh and —
India! Also starvation in Haiti,

parts of Central America —
including Honduras. There are

food riots in some of the

biggest and seemingly most
prosperous cities in the worid
— Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo,

Buenos Aires. And this is

within the past year! I'm not

talking about Honduras or Haiti

— I'm talking about major
cities of the world.

Bruin: And all they want is

bread and circuses.

Burns: And they can't get

them.

Rol)erts is a senior majoring in

English.

VIOLENCE
worry: GM's Buick La Sabre

recently received J.D. Power's

highest qualtiy ranking for an

American car. So. there is hope.

Now, before Mr. Lee throws
me into Michael Moore's nas-

ty, liberal camp, I would just

point out that I think George
Bush is a great prez, and am
supporting Sen. Pete Wilson
for California governor — yes,

I'm a cold-hearted MBA SOB,
for God's sake. However, like

most of my fellow MpAs, I

don't think Michael Moor is

the "Liberal from Hell."

By responding to lie's

piece, maybe I'm taking things

loo seriously — maybe I'm

reading loo much into Lee's

"commentary." I'm not sure

what got into me, but like

Lee, I was concerned about the

vulnerability of UCLA students

— I want to save lives!

Maybe I loo have found my
calling.

^^anuel Gonzalez
^nQraduate Student

Management

From page 14

and bisexuals are a significant and valued component of the University

community — our professors, co-workers, and fellow students; (2)

recognizes that sexual orientation, like skin and eye color, is not a matter

of choice, but is set in place by a series of genetic and environmental fac-

tors so complex that no one understands why one person is homosexual,

another heterosexual, and still another bisexual; and (3) examines the

roots of fear within the lesbian and gay community, and of the violence

directed against the community.

Individuals directly victimized by discrimination and harassment

should report such acts and seek enfcx^cement against the perpetrators. If

you have been the victim of harassment or intimidation, contact a campus
Harassment Information Center counselor at one of the following

location: Office of the Ombudsman (Kinsey Hall), Office of

Intemational Students and Scholars (Men's Gym), Women's Resource
Center (Dodd Hall), Student Psychological Services (Math Sciences or

Center for the Health Sciences), or Office of Residential Life

(Residential Life Building). If the alleged perpetrator is a member of the

faculty, contact a member of the Academic Senate Grievance and
Disciplinary Procedures Commiuee in Murphy Hall.

Finally, there must be a clear response from the lesbian and gay com-
muriity. We have leamed from the courageous struggles for human rights

carried out by African Americans and other peoples of color, women and
the disabled. We have leamed that we must not be silent, that we must
speak out and take action to establish our rights.

Finally, we must speak cleariy to those who think they can get away
with acis of hatred and bigotry. We must put them on notice ihai we wilt

no longer tolerate any acts of harassment or discrimination against
members of the lesbian and gay community.
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The
Warehouse
Luscious steak, chicken and
seafood dining on the marina.

Candlelight inside or on an

open terrace. Sophisticated

and romantic evening for two.

Craig Yoshihara
4499 Admirealty Way, $10-20/ person.

823-5451. No reservations necessary.

Johnie's Pastrami
Mouth-watering French dip pastrami sandwiches, golden onion
rings, and Mom's apple pie a la mode all in a '50s atmosphere!

What more could you ask for?

Craig Yoshihara
4017 Sepulveda Blvd. S4-7/Derson. ^ . ,

I

Fridays thru Feb. 23 at the Westwood
Playhouse. 10886 Le Conte Ave. 20&
6500.

Michelle
Nichols
In her impressive show, Re-

fleaions, NichoJs surpasses her

well-known role as Lt. Uhura
of Star Trek as she recreates the

dazzling showmanship of vo-

cal greats such as Lena Home,
Billie HoUday, and Ella FiU-

gerald.

Damion O'Rane

The Plough and the Stars
Playwright Sean O'Casey's dramatic tale with touches of Irish

comedy follows the story of the residents of Dublin before and
during the uprising of Easter week, 1916.

Kristen Linden

UCLA Uttle Theater thru Feb. 3, Wed —Sat. at 8p.m., Sun at 2p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Camille
Claudel
Director Bruno Wuytten has

sculpted a masterpiece of a

film, which stars Isabel le Ad-
jani as the talented, strong and
troubled mistress/muse of

Auguste Rodin.

lillUger Playing at the Laemniie in Santa Monica.

Sunday 9p.m. - 10p.m. on KMPC 710 AM
520XMPC for nfiore infofmation.

UCLA on the Air
UCLA's very own talk show
will be presenting this Sunday
night on KMPC a survey of

"Freshmen Goals and Atti-

tudes" with Professor Astin of

the Graduate School of Educa-

tion and discussion of "Medi-

cal Ethics" with Professor Leslie

JU)tenberg.

Jason Stewart,

V,
Film

Three cheers for Bravo: r
UCLA filmmaker, Red Cross develop AIDS informational film for Hispanics
By Jill Leger

'

Stafi Writer

UCLA student filmmaker Edgar Bravo and the American Red Cross

have linked arms to develop and promote a film that seeks to curb mis-

conceptions about AIDS.
Mi Hermano, a Spanish language film short directed by^ Bravo and

developed by the Hispanic AIDS Prevention Program ofi^ American

Red Cross, strives to extend AIDS awareness to HispanicsTif both the

United States and Latin America.

Red Cross representative, Alan Drake, said*that Mi Hermano— which

deals with the overwhelming impact a young man's AIDS-related death

wreaks upon his family— is designed to offset the glaring lack (rf AIDiS

informational (M'ogramming geared towards Hispanics.

He added that the film is one of the first Spanish language films to

address and clarify the epidemic.

Financed by the Center For Disease Control, a federal agency that sets

national guidelines for infection control and precautions. Mi Hermano is

an integral part of a Red Cross educational program designed to bring

AIDS information into Hispanic communities. The program will be

implemented this spring, when Mi Hermano videos as well as Hispanic

(xiented AIDS informational posters, manuals and comic books will be

distributed to the public through American and Latin American Red
Cross chapters.

Mi Hermano will also be seen nationwide this March on the Spanish

television network, Univision.

Drake said the idea behind Mi Hermano was conceived two years ago
when Red Cross officials noticed a disturbing connection between the

lack of AIDS informational programming in Spanish and the burgeoning

numbers of reported AIDS cases in Hispanics.

According to the Red Cross, Hispanics make up 8 percent of the United

States population but account for 15 percent of the reported AIDS cases.

Moreover, said Bravo, "in the Hispanic population, AIDS is spreading

almost three times faster than it is in other populations."

Drake added that Mi Hermano specifically seeks to aid Hispanic

immigrants to the United States, particularly those who haven't had the

chance to master the English language.

"It's filling the gap for the recently-immigrated population who have

come to this country and who haven't quite gotten a grasp on the lan-

guage," he said. "Rather than having to wait for these people to grasp this

(AIDS) information in English— it's not always easy fcx* these people to

understand English— hopefully, we can get this information to them in

Spanish and help slow down the spread of this disease."

Drake said the need ior films like Mi Hermano is further intensified by
social stigmas many Hispanic cultures continue to place on AIDS,
significantly curbing its discussion and awareness.

Rocio Carrillo, a fourth year UCLA Spanish/Portuguese Linguistics

major who attended a Mi Hermano screening at the Directors Guild

A family tries to reconcile the AIDS-related death of its oldest son in W Hermano.

'

Wednesday eyening, said her family never spoke of AIDS or sex while

she was growing up in Peru. "It was like a taboo," she said. "Being in this

country opened my eyes to sex and AIDS, but this film (opened my eyes)

even more. I think it is so great that Edgar is doing this film so that the

Latino community can become aware of this problem and do something

about it"

After a national search for a director, officials at the Red Cross Nation-

al Headquarters selected Bravo to pilot their brain child. Drake said his

organization was impressed with Bravo's "track record," which included

excellent wcx'k as a student at the American Film Institute and Mi Casa,

an acclaimed film that has since earned Bravo an achievement award

from the Arts and Entertainment cable network.

Once hired. Bravo— who is now a second year grad student at UCLA
— said he was particularly challenged by his own desire to balance the

dramatic and factual elements that Red Cross screenwriters had

fashioned into the Mi Hermano script

See BRAVO, page 20

'Mankind' director discusses Journey into unicnown realm of filmmalcing

Cofnpiled By: JMon S. Stewart ALBERT POON/Oaiy Bruin

By Jeff Krieger
'

•

Contributor

Al Reinert peers over at the next

table in the respectable but over-

priced Holiday Inn on Wilshire.

"That guy got something good and
greasy. What's he havin*?"

It seems his wife is holding this

new film director to a strict diet

"She'd kill me if she knew I was
getting the grilled cheese and
bacon."

He seems refreshed for a man
who's been publicizing his film

For All Mankind the last two
weeks. There are so many inter-

esting aspects about this movie,

though, that he never seems lo tire

talking about it

For those of you who have not

heard, For All Mankind is the

cinematic interpretation of the nine

manned space flights to the moon.
Reinert spent more than a year and

a halfduplicating film from NASA
and interviewing the astronauts—
the only men who ever left this

planet and landed in a totally

different place.

"Some people will ask you
questions about the business

aspect of the film and how it was
funded. Others want to know how
it was made technically. And a lot

of folks like the spiritual aspects of

the trip captured on film," said

Reinert. This is quite a broad and
amazing story.

Nineteen years ago, Reinert was
a freelance magazine writer cov-

ering a story on the lunar flights.

While doing research for the

"I didn't realize just

how much work was
involved here/* says

Reinert with a grin.

Logging more time in

the NASA archives

than all diree Ameri^
can networks com*
bined, he viewed all

six million feet of

film.

article at the Johnson Space Cen-
ter, he was bewildered by the

footage NASA had locked up in

liquid niU'ogen storage and won-
dered why no one had put this stuff

on the big screen.

He had no previous experience

working with film but figured

"What the heck," he would try to

put this thing together. This is

coming from the same goy who,

with no journalism background,

walked into the office of the editor

of the Houston Chronicle, asked

for a job and got it "Hey, you learn

by experience," quips Reinert.

Worry is not a big priority in this

man's life.

So, as he began to develop For

All Mankind, Reinert similarly

embarked on a journey into

uncharted territory.

"I didn't realize just how much
work was involved here," says

Reinert with a grin. Logging more

time in the NASA archives than all

three American networks com-

bined, he viewed all six million

feet of film.

Then, working with DuArt Film

Lab's cinematography experts,

he built an optical printer that soon

became a permanent fixture at the

Johnson Space Center.

The printer was designed to

house a vacuum that allowed the

NASA film to be moved without

touching mechanized parts.

Selected frames of film were

duplicated from the original mas-

ter copy onto 16mm. Reinert now
had a rough draft to work with and

eventually copy onto 35mm for the

final 90-minute product .

From there, Reinert went on to

interview all 24 Apollo men. What

struck him most was how this trip

changed them. He described how

See R«ln«rt, page 20 Al Reinert scanned six million feet of NASA footage to make 'For All Mankind.'
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abo on anatw saaan 1050 am - 1:40 pm

Muiic Box (PG-13)

10:46-1:30-4:30-7:30-10:15

Spadal Engaganwnt

Mu«c Box (PG-13)

6:30-10^0

on

Tha LMM Maaiaiil (Q)

4:104:10

laaon 12H)0pni - 2:10

Poata Sociaty (PG-1^
11:06-15O-4.40-fj5-10.»

OMng Maa Daiay (PG)

415-7:00-9:30

Enamiaa, A Lowa Story (R)

10:46-1:20^:05-7:10-10:00

SLeft Foot (R)

M50-7iO-9:50

Train (NR)

11:30-2:25-5.10-«.O5-10:36

Rogw A Ma (R)

1125-1:S6^:4S-7:15-9c40

SpaoW EngagamanI

Th» FalMioua Bakar Soya (R)

12:06-2:46-5:30420-10:56

1l:00-1:3M:36-7:»-10:20

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
NUART
11272 Santa Mote K

Myatory Tiafci

tvu Sat (1^ orly

52O-73O-9.40

47fr«379 'Sal Mainaa 1 00-3:10

Looking tar i nniton
SUn(1/26| A Mon(1/2g| only 6.00-7^30^00

'Sunday (1/26» malno* 1JO-3.«M:30

wesTsnc pavhjon

11:30-2:00-4:40-715-9:46

4^«tt
H«vy V

11«0-1:40-420-7:00-ft40

OoMwyn
4754202

Diugatora Oevtooy
11:10-1:20-3:30-5:40-750-10:06

No 11:10am Show Sat A Stat

OoWwyn
4754202

CMaiaa A Mil

12«0-2:204:45-7:10-9:M

No 4:4Spm thaw Sal A Sun

OoMwyn
475^0202

All Doga Qo To Haawan
Sal A Sun 11:10 ani445 pm

GENERAL CINEMA|UNiTED ARTISTS

THEATRES I THEATRES

Westwood
Wostwood

AVCO CINEMA I

Wiis^ al Wathvood
4754711
SR THX/OcKiy Starao

Tha War 0( Tha Roaaa (R)

12:15-2.35-5 00-7 45-10 30

UA Coronat

10880 WahMxti
475-9441

TOMMOby Slaroo

1 2:10-2:40-5:20-8:00-1 OiSO

AVCO CINEMA M
VtUh. al Waalwood
4754711
TOMMDdby Starao

BKh To Tha Pulura I (PO)

1:46-4:30-7:15-10:00

UA CORONET
10600 Wolwodh
475-9441

Oby Stamo

1^.15-^464:15-7:46-10:15

AVCO CINEMA M
vnan. ffVMMOOQ
47S4711

Aliaaya (PQ)

UA CORONET
10869 WMwofti
475-9441

mUObi Starao

My Laft Pool
12:46-3:15-5.-46-6:15-10:20
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Column

nity:Maximum
Artists seek truthful reflection of all aspects of life, the obscene

The most "disgusting", "dis-

turbing" artistic expression is not

obscene but just a view of the

world.

Artists reflect the social cur-

rents; they don't create them. Art is

honest about the world; and that

honesty is feared.

It uncovers all the lies that the

preachers and politicians have

locked up in their posh offices.

Lies are like wax in their ears, they

scream at us for telling the truth,

but can't hear what they say.

Art is as innocent as the child

who informs the fat lady of her

obesity. Scowling at the child, she

secretly admits the truth and puts

the cheese puffs back onto the hors

d'oeuvres tray.

Save this world from the fat-

minded scoundrels spending our

money to destroy the wcM'ld with

their exploding phallic toys. Take
our money away from the artists

who are honest about human

eroticism, while you hide your

affairs in appointment books.

Paradoxes, Mr. Politician, para-

doxes — while the mayor of

Washington D.C. is busted for

buying crack to keep a fix. "Say no
to drugs," our leaders say, as they

sniff and snort, encouraging Dris-

tan commercials. Maximum
obscenity.

What is obscene to me is not

obscene to you. Don't decide what
I can see. Regardless, if you take

away the controversy you remove
the desire for art to be obscene.

The power of the message is

locked up inside the shock value.

To be or not to be obscene is not

the question. If you don't like the

message, ignore it— and if it bugs

you think about why.
Mr. Politician steps on the artist

who speaks the truth while
shoveling the lies into his mouth
during a breakfast of Wheaties, or

Grapenuts. You fear the artist who

Spin Cycle

Bentley
Richards
might just convince the masses

that we're not perfect. Art
threatens your control to move the

masses like pawns, and celebra-

tions for the bombing of other

people's countries. Maximum
obscenity.

The battlefield is not just across

the country in some abstract

principal's office called the gov-
ernment. The battle is within and
must be fought here at home in our
minds.

I find driving down the street to

be an obscene experience. The
stylish now tote Evian water
bottles down Westwood waiting

for the bus to go to the A & P where
sushi in small plastic containers

gladly awaits their sordid confu-

sion. This transparent scene occurs

while I wait for the light to change.

Idling next to me is freshly

washed forest green jaguar con-
taining a fur-clad lady calling the

Bistro Gardens on her car phone to

let them know she'll be late. Lunch
would be practically impossible

without a cellular.

The light changes and I screech

a left, avoiding the whole fresh-

man class at UCLA in the

intersection. Everyone of them
aspiring to go to law school. None
of them are interested in law, but it

is nice to have a law degree (cough,
cough).

Liberate me from your hypo-
critical society. Free me from the

blasphemous notes of discord.

Stop eating the suffering of our
pec^e's fears. Release art from
Uncle Sam's grip. Give him a
rattle instead, to tease foreign

nations, and end the war of
obscenity.

If you fear the obscene, then

refrain. Raise your children with

the strength ofmind to decide what
is right and wrong, instead of being

weak-minded followers of the

media and politics. Have peace,

freedom and the end of ^even
dollar movies.

This column encourages
responses, so be a sheik freak and
let me know what you think.

SOFT CONTACTS

o

Read the
Daily Bruin
and Win

$50 CASH!!»

^>-

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLOf^ED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES 6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

B«L • WJ • Ceka • AO • BAH • ek.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave.

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St

Downey 8556 Firestone Bh/d.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 338-8165 (800) 237-5235

In Search of the Fakes...
iL'i-j"\

On February 2, 1 990
(Fri., 4th week)

there will be two fake ads
in the Daily Bruin. If you can

'correctly identify the two fake ads
you can win up to $50 -- CASH!!!

4 lucky winners will be
randomly selected,

each will receive*

$50 in cash.

We're the

KEY
to your

SUCCESS...

^1

Rules and entry form will be published on
the day of the contest (2/2/90). IP

^ M^-^^^fcr ^rl^^M

ADVERTISE!

825-2221
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By Rob WInfield

Britain's the Lilac Time will bring their 'Beatnik' brand of folk-rock to Aaron's Records this

afternoon and the Club Lingerie this evening.

The Lilac Time choose artistic

over industry politics
^ ""

fi^liirough an impromptu U.K. tour the Lilac Time

embarked on earlier this year.

With no destination in mind, th& band threw their

P.A. and instruments in one car and themselves in

another and took to the road. Ending up at

Manchester University, they decided to play a free

show in the campus* cafeteria. From there, some

students invited them to play a pub in the residence

halls — again performing free of charge. And, as

Duffy says, it just took off from there.

Glasgow, Cambridge, andbxford followed on the

Lilac Time's rapidly growing agenda; and they soon

found themselves immersed in the British under-

ground music scene playing a series of unannounced

shows.

"This is definitely beatnik," explains Duffy. "But

it's fun, especially when there's two people at the

show, you begin to play, and then you end up with

forty."

Hesitating for a second to quietly laugh to himself,

he adds, "Or it's fiin if you play to two people and

there's two people left in the end. That way it's more

personal."

Although not as spontaneous as the U.K. tour, the

five-piece has managed to retain some of that spirit

for their U.S. performances.

"We're trying our best," admits the vocalist "But,

like I said, the cost limits what we can do. Here, what

is good is that there's so many college stations where

you can play on the air^ and there's so many record

shops where you can just turn up and play at the

moment"
Doing two shows a day is how it's worked out for

the Lilac Time. In fact, this afternoon and evening,

one will have the opportunity to hear the band in three

different instances: first at a scheduled 5 o'clock

appearance at Aaron's Records in Hollywood, next

on the radio station KCRW for a scheduled in-studio

performance following Aaron's, and then at the Club

Lingerie for an evening show.

Considering the Lilac Time's unique approach in

dealing with a capitalistic music industry, one might

find it rather risky for the band to be doing things the

way they do.

However, Duffy already has this criticism cov-

ered.

"The way we do things," says the vocalist "I just

think you've got to be more open-minded in the 90s

about things like this. What's the point of just

promoting records? You can't look back and say, *I

promoted records in my 20s,' and t)e satisfied with

that. I think it's better to say, *I was a musician.' You
know, *I just went out and had a lot of fun.'

"

"Another way I look at it," Duffy adds, "Our great

figures in recent history like Alan Ginsberg and John

Lennon, people who promoted peace and universal

love and freedom through their work, are much more

important to us than those trying to become rich and

famous. In our little ways, we want to follow along in

that tradition."

A&E Editor

Being on the road can be a lonely, frustrating

experience for a British band who hasn't yet realized

a sizeable fanfare in the U.S.

Numerous tour dates in an endless number of
cities, never quite knowing what audience reception

will be received; fulfilling the costs of maintaining

those tour dates; the lingering presence of record

sales always hanging in the balance; doing endless

press in hopes of relieving any one of the

aforementioned concerns — these are the laborious

experiences such musicians face.

Although, when considering a band such as the

U.K.'s acoustic blend of folk-rock, the Lilac Time,

all of these worries seem non-existent

"We^re kind of like whatever people," says

singer/songwriter Stephen Duffy, speaking from his

hotel room in San Francisco by phone.

"We're very independent even though we've
signed with this giant record company (Fontana/

Polygram)," he explains. "We have our own
recording equipment; we have our own P.A., so that

we can make records and we can tour without getting

the record company's backing."

•*Of course," he adds, *To come to the U.S., it's

slightly more complicated and expensive than that

But, I think in all actuality, if we left Polygram

tomorrow, we could still carry on as if nothing has

happened."

With two albums, a self-titled LP and their latest

Paradise Circus, each of which has seen minor

success in the States, and a lead vocalist and
songwriter who's experienced greater popularity in

the early 80s under the solo guise of synth-pop star

Tin Tin, it would seem the Lilac Time does indeed

have something to worry about, in terms of

maintaining the monetary end of musicianship.

However, sales and promotion are not what this

band is about
"We don't feel like being door to door capitalist

salesmen saying buy our records," says the vocalist

"We really have a belief in what we're doing. So
we're promoting how we live moreso than making

our record company rich."

Since day one of the Lilac Time's existence (back

in the summer of 87), the artistic freedom to pursue

"whatever" fancy coming to mind has been the main

priority for the five-piece. Independence to make
albums at their own will and to perform whenever the

feeling seems right are their main objectives.

And, not to forget, the whole aspect of having an

enjoyable time figures rather prominently too.

"We just have fun," quips Duffy. "And I think that

that's all there really is to it Musicians who aren't

having fun, who don't feel really good about what

they're doing— given the opportunity to make music

and not to have fun with it would be criminal.**

A perfect example of Duffy's outlook is exempli-
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Work • Share • Live • Learn

You can have a siimiMer full

of adventure and personal

growth while improving

"health for the people of
~'

Latin America...

Volunteer!
Application deadline:

February 15, 199().

Write or call:

Aniigos dc las Americas
5618 St;u- Lane
Houston, Texas 77057~

800/231-7796
In Texas: 800/392-4580

713/782-5290

"A SPECTA(a.E THAT LEAVES

-People Maqsine

Si.A>i

''BRILLIANT! AN EVENT NO THEATER
LOVER SHOULD MISS!'l «<

lohn Knzant., . . Kichard Ri>M^'

, lj»TT-nvf iHKun ./wHarrtf VVcxIer

IL VITTORALE ZCnS North Highland. HoUywcxxl

TAMARA HOTLINE ( 2 1 3 ) 85 1 '9999
Cirour SaJrs: Ro»alie (818) 986-2908CJroup Sales: Rosal

Tickets Also Available at rrcKagf/' iMT csMfurr ANO MUSK mts

HI>FH INTKRMt/ZO

THE ALL NEW

RED SEA
JAZZ AND SUPPER CLUB

Featuring

AUTHENTIC ETHIOPIAN CUISINE
and

THE FINEST NAMES IN JAZZ

Friday 1/26
and

Saturday 1/27

Recording Artist

GRAVITY
Showtimes 8 and 10

10% OFF TO UCLA STUDENTS
WITH ID

1551 Ocean at Colorado
Santa Monica

._:. Call for Reservations 394-5198

(Across from Santa Monica Pier by the corner of

. Ocean and Colorado)
$10 Cover Charge

——'——~
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New Major - Urban Studies

All Undergraduates interested in participating in a
proposed major in Urban Studies are invitecf to
attend an informal panel discussion and reception
in the conference room, 6275 Bunche Hall, 3-5
PM on Tuesday, January 30.

Panelists include James Johnson (Geography) , Melvin
Oliver (Sociology), Eric Monkkonen (History), Ed Soja
(Urban Planning), Ramie Dare (actual major in Urban
Studies), and John Sarvey (Undergraduate President). If
you miss the meeting, leave a messs^e for Professor
Monkkonen at 53376.

n^AUANLAOKES SHOES ITAUAN LADICS SHOES ITAUAN LADIES SHOESq

s TOP SHOES
L/fCLEARANCE SALE

30%-8O% OFF
Always The Best Prices In Westwood

S

z

I Present This Ad & Well Pay The Sales Tax
^

I EVERY SHOE ON SALE
* NEW HOURS TOP SHOES Expires 2/2/90
3 Mon-Sat 10:00-700 933 w«rtwood Blvd. . I^o 4:«Vo
g Sunday 12:00^00 Westwood VilU«« / 2084»238 • ^
n-AUAN LADIES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES*

"One Of the year's 10 Best" I PERSONAL INJURY LAW
Mkhad WMmlinlom LOS ANGELES TIMES

R «. ORiOrf'

<^2aa© CENTURY 14
THEATRES CKNTL'RY CITY 533-89()()

DAILY 11 30 2 26 5 10 8 05 10 35
HOURS FREE VAIIDATEO PARKING WITH TICKET PURCHASE

'c cuas&cs

SOUTH PASADENA
Landmark s Riatto

(818) 799-1824

WEST LOS ANGELES
Nuart 478-6379

ACADEMY MEMBERS Your card will admit you and a guest to any pertormance

ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:
• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIPATRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIX'IL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIHC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

DO YOU SUFFER FROMi]

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries
'

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

DO YOU HAVE A TRUE
LIFE STORY TO SELL?

HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-UFE STORIES. IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

TO UST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
'THEHOUYWOOD PRODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213) 858-8560
1900 Av«iHM of th« Stars. #670, Los Ang«l«s. CA 90067

IJlQ.

P-ROD^UCE'R-S

y^ur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early .

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

~ • Pregnancy Termination

• General or Lxxal

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

/P/? Q choice

FamiI
J/
Planning Associates

Medical Group

4
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Start Planning vour 1989-1990
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Reinert
From page 16

different astronauts became *7esus
freaks" or "ESP gurus".

One astronaut has become a
serious artist of the lunar land-

scapes. "I mean all he does,
everyday, is sit down and paint

shots of the moon, which is

testimony, I think, to the power of
the experience," Reinert states

with his Texan drawl

Reinert also remembers asking
each one of the astronauts if they
saw any UFO's. None had. "A lot

of them wish they did, though. I

mean, hell, these guys were
exu^terrestrials themselves at the

time.**

Finally, a soundtrack had to be^

found. Sitting in his living room
doing some final editing, Reinert
listened to a variety of musicians.
He had offers from virtually every
big name for the chance to com-
pose. Henry Mancini, Vangelis-
and U2 all expressed interest in

Reinert's project

'Too many of the musicians I

talked to, though, wanted to make
this huge music video," which
obviously would overshadow the

significance of the film. Reinert
eventually chose Brian Eno,
admiring his subtle, yet modem
sound. _
For All Mankind has done better

than expected in Los Angeles and
will soon open nationally.

Reinert, meanwhile, has to go
back to writing freelance for a
while to make a little money.
There's no need to worry about
him, though. His biggest fear is

probably whether his wife catches
him cheating on his diet.

BRAVO
From page 17

*There was so much informa-
tion, and it was really a challenge
to make it dramatic so that most of
the people didn't feel the infonna-
tion," he said.

Bravo's finished product fea-

tures a near seamless meiging of
fact and drama.

In the film, the victim*s pre-
gnant wife suffers angst over her
unborn child's dubious health; the
father hartx>rs denial; the sister

considers her future sexual activi-

ties and the brother educates
himself about AIDS as he strug-

gles to come to terms with his older
sibling's death.

Drake said Mi Hermano*s dra-

matic elements help viewers relate

10 the film on a personal level. He
added that the incorporation was
only one of several measures taken
to secure Mi Hermano*s connec-
tion with as large an audience as
possible.

"Part of the process in develop-
ing this script was to find a Spanish
that was pretty generic that would
be understandable to people in

most Spanish speaking nations,"

he explained.

He noted also that Mi Herma-
no*s actors were chosen from a
number of different Latin Ameri-
can countries to further boost the
film's universal appeal.

Bravo said he ultimately hopes
MiHermano will alert the public to

the overwhelming need for more
such films to plenish the still

mostly vacant lot of AIDS related

informational programming
created specifically for Hispanic

audiences.

'The non-Hispanic population
needs to know the problem so that

money can be allotted," he said^—
"Right now, we're at the very
bottom of the list!"
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

"You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

'All qualified volunteers may be paid u{5 to .

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011

Misceltaneous 9

POSTAL AM mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. SUident Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa»»telle. (213)312-0092.

WANTED: Ljead vocals, drums, and bass gpitar

for SPRING SING novelty project. Call Phil

(213)824.7830.

xo
The ofd^t Waterml^shows off

its Wives||b/#fef(p;

Chris Bienyli
Rodef i)elfin

Jon-Erik Holty

MiBttt Horn
Sifitt Johnston
Gal Man

Raul Sanchez

Personal 10

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS LA KINGS

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
ffm DtUmry^ Pktlaaop^y: w mm tmrUd M I0M kf UCLA tudmtt mud cMliaat U tmrnlay UCLA
* * »> Wt pro»i4a FRkE DKUVKRY to amamu M tmrn^uM. W, afftr Kard4»-0d m^t mitd ^icm M*w
mmrktt to aU UCLA MuduUt, ttmff. mnd faemMf. Att mxyoiu mfu> hat itrnd m ttfhrt mtd M« mM HU
JM Uu mma. thmt mAm U eomu to Mr UCLA eliuUi, wm taut b* tool OMte* vt frm. m aim u •
oalt Rtnumbir to ntoUiM yom>t frtm UCLA/IK

(213)205-0838
FAX # 472 3013 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

CHINESt NEW YEAR PARTY. Attention peo-
ple of Chinese or Oriental descent! Celebrate
the New Year with us at our Arcadia Dance
Party. Dance to one of l^'s hottest bands.
Complementary buffet. Fantastic door prizes.

For more info. (213)385-9826.
'

COUNSELING-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER M.A. MFCC INTER IMF 1 5339. SLIID-

•NG FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRGM. DAY- SUPERVISOR.

THANKS to those who have helped me
transcend my own reality lately. Love, Linda T.

Sisterhood is what ifs all

about.
no encourages you to

Go Greek!

/f Wasn't My Fault

Comedy and More

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
The anti-boredom

traffic scfiooi taught by

a professional comedian.

$20 874-3320

AMesMics Ab^bthmvs
Mon DiscuHion, Thurs Book Study
Pri Step Study, AU 3525 12:15-1:15

TtMS -3-7-1 r. Wed Dimiaiioa
NPI CS538 12:ia-l.-a)

Par looinios or individMlt wtao lave a
drMdni problcB

(list 387-C3I(

. BBQ FILES
Experiment #522

A FREE GIR }UST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE
UP TO 1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student

^oups, frats and sororities needed for market-

ing project on campus.For details plus your
FREE GIFT, group officers call
1-800-7S64M72 ext. SO.

Good Deals

Little sisters required as a control group!

4:30 pm Tonite

Lo(dge party to follow

ff

with ad

Bibles - Book
Gifts.

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Th-Sot 10 am - 11 pm- Sun 2-6

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
20e-54i2

INSURANCE WARI We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your busirwss. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

'Bruin Plan'. (213)813-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

Westwood Friends (Qyakeis)

Meeting for W6rshlp

Sunday 10*30 AM
574 HUgaid Ave.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Noliywoorf Pkmo RMrtaf Cmnpmtf
462-2329 463-6569

Miscellaneous

FASHIONS in swimwcar. Models wanted for

irec testing by intcrr>atior\al pho tographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756

•^Wfy* ^^

RUSH COUNSELOR
APPLICATIONS

Due TODAY 5 pm in Men's Gym

Ts OFSR 825-6322 or
fcisa 824-2972

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

Jiloxa and Chris ^

<y^^ iuv,

Sni) '^'""'^ ^^'^ Gruber

rDebra (A0):

Ihopeyotf 21st
..••jN^birthday was Incrodliblel
'- *^ Congratulations on your

'new status and new job.
LYLS Tiffany

\ L. T
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To the members of Lambda Delta Lambda and the UCLA community:

The members of Beta Alpha chapter of Theta Chi fraternity

wish to express our regrets about any offensive incident that may have
occurred at the UCLA football game versus Oregon last November 11.

Theta Chi does not condone the type of behavior experienced by the
members of Lambda Delta Lambda. ^

. .
..

We as an organization are taking steps to insure that our members
understand and are sensitive to the importance of the many diverse

groups and individuals on our campus. These steps include a revised

pledge education program and a community service project in addition

to our on-going programs with die Starlight Foundation, the Los"
Angeles Mission, and Special Olympics. We are confidant that these
types of programs will educate our members, enabling them to better

take advantage of the many opportunities that btir diverse campus offers

its students.

Theta Chi recognizes the importance of organizations such as Lambda
Delta Lambda and supports that sorority's efforts as a Greek
organization at UCLA We sincerely apologize for die incident involving

Lambda Delta Lambda's members

The members of Theta Chi

i^«t<^^
.\

On Sat., Jan. 27
At the Hyatt on Sunset
Buses leave at 9:00

Don't Miss It!!

Don't Forget

[SUPERBOWL BASH]
SUNDAY 12:30PM

BIG SCREEN TV, COCKTAILS,
HORS D'OEUVRES

CATERED BY SUBWAY SPONSORED BY KING'S UQUOR

ALL LADIES WELCOME
, -*— —

J

Alpha Sigma Phi
Fraternities @ War

A Draw?
Who'd you guys pay? —

10 Personal 10

Phi Delta Theta

no Pledges
You followed the arrow to

Pi Beta Phi
And now we're glad you have,

Inspo continues tonight
Mysto mysto!

«••••

The Sisters of XQ would
like to thank our Executive
Board for an awesome

f

successful year!
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Trecisurer
Rush Chair
Pledge Trainer
Personnel
Chapter Correspondent
Panhellenic Rep

Michele Howard
Cindy Bolin^roke
Laura V€inRoy
Monique Silva
Lara Victoria
Kcwen F€irris

Stephanie Strader
Krista Middlebrook
Becket Duke

S Kappa Deltas... 2t
Tt Get ready for PROJECT EXCELLENCEIi 99
S? Saturday 10 am (SharpQ- 3 pm K
B^ Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge ml

rmema

I Excited i
iFor Youi

AZ
ILuv, AEm

j'<i>Br<j>Br<i>Br<i>Br<i>R

eu

g

g

A/K riKE g

r<i>Bra>Br<i>Br<i>Br<DB

Marci (£K) and Sharyl (£K)
The BEST BIG SIS and

Heart Sis evert

Love,

/

^''li

Place a
Personal Ad
lirBruinliie

Yearbook

n

Put your memories
where they'll last a

lifetime. Surprise

your friends with spe

cial messages and
photos that are fun—

Niki (AAA),

Congratualtions to

an amazing Lil' sis

on last night's in-

itiation! I'm so

proud of you. I

love you more

than you know.

Love always, Ki

and personal. Prices

start at an affordable

$25. Deadline:

February 1 . Call

825-2640.

Research Subjects 12

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.-

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 yean
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEOED with fJacial AcneJa^-
participate in research study involving' new ^

treatrrwnt. Ages 1 4 & over. Sponsored by major
pharmeceutical company under Dermatolo-
gist supervision. VOLUNTEERS WILL BE PAID.
For further iritofmation call (213)828-8887.

Wanted ^--A
IB

LOOKING FOR a fraternity, sorority, or stu-

dent organization that would like to make
$500-$1000 for a one week orvcampus mark-
eting project. Must be organized arxi hard-
working. Call Becky or Myra at

(800)592-2121.

Wanted to Buy 16

BASEBALL CARDS: Top dollar paid for your
collection. Call for offer. (818)762-0987. Bob.

Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

SUPERBOWL SUNDAY
Big Screen TV - Food - Libaitons

&
Halftime Hoops with the Bros...

*Pre-game festivities start at 1:30
All potential rustiees welcome!

X3

zn TURF CLUB
BAR-B-Q & LIBATIONS
UNGE ON THE LAWN &
MEET THE BROS.

ENTIAL RUSHEES WELCOME
AL ATTIRE IS MANDATORY!

"^

FRIDAY 1/26 - 5 PM.

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or ail of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

•All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225. --

•

Call (213) 854-495L

Lost 17 Healtti Services 22

Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

LOST OPAL RING with six amalf diamonds
and 14l( gold band. If found, please call

Michelle (213)824-1677.

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBIECTS wllh asthma,
ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves

office visiti in WLA. You will be paid for your
participation. (213)620^574.

HEADACHE and healthy control (non-
headache) subjecU 15-45 needed. SubjecU
will complete questionnaire, keep headache
diary for six days, wear small tape recorder to

record jaw muscle activity. $80.00 paid upon
completion of study. Contact Mary at

(213)825-9792. DenUl Clinical Research
Center.

HERPES VACCINE volunteers needed for nmv
vaccine study. Healthy m^les: 1 8- 55 years old
without history of genital herpes; $150.00
relmburtenrient Interested Individuals contact
Maryanne Dillon, (213)206-0479.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problenrw,
7-1 1 years needed for IXIA research project.

Receive S20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.'

A^LLRESCARCH SUBJECTS Needed on pu^
ing attention. Ages 30-55. $15.00 cash.
(213)825-6402

EARN $300
Males 21-30 yrs. old

needed for

studies Involving pre-

scription

and over the counter
drugs.

For information call:

(213) 390-8483
Weekdays 9am - 3pm

use family studies project is seeking mothers,

fathers and children to participate in a study on
family relations. Child must be age 4-5 or 9-1

1

incliMhMi. Er^ith must be first lar^tp. Eadi
family will recehw $100.00 For forther infbr-

matfon, call (213)743-4872.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: PeriisUnt,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more ind have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject
will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TM) x ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

We Accepi All ^w Care Flaos

Sperm bonors 19

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an
investigational drug, kwolves ofHce visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your time.

(213)820-6574.

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and olderwho have teeth

hyperserwilive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x

daily with assigned commercially available

der^ifrice aryi toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cerv
tw, 825-9792.

NEED EASY MONEY7?
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. ExceJIent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet Opportunities 26

Healtti Services 22

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.

juafanleecT

<213)28T74)B4

EARN up to

$1 50 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

4954 Van Hu-yi Bl»a ShSfman Oils
^.flC« «| a ''99 gift «/ your DfS ICtin Sppt
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Delta Zeta
Panhellenic
Pizza Party-

Interested in being part of the UCLA Greek System

Rush Delta Zeta

r

and come to^ Panhellenic Parfy

at the

Delta Zeta House
824 Hilgard- -^—

-

Sunday January 28, 6:00 pm
Call 208-9048 or 208-909a

and we'll have your pizza waiting.

Business Properties 25 Help Wanted
EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-time

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

Help Wanted 30

SKVHR, studenu rweded to workj^ work
your own Sours, with major FORTUNE 500
Corporations. Create an income that will be
ongoing throughout your College career. Con-
tact Regina (213)443-4143. _^
$7-12/hr, TELEPHONE SURVEYORS. Conve-
nient to campus. BrentwoocV Westwood loca-

tion. Call 1 1 am.2pm, M-f (21 3)444-9860. Mr.
Aldrich.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT-Large Brentwood
real estate dveloper seeks part time help in

accounting department 12 to 16 hoursAvk.
Light office skill/general bookeeping. R.W.
Selby & Co. (213)820-5151.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. P^, W/P, perfect
English, $5-$8A»r. Opportunity for F/T. Com-
puter company. Beverly Hills. (21 3)859-7277.

AFTERNOONS, during school. PT, vacations,
experience not necessary Apply in person,

Westwood Sporting Goods, 1 065 Gayley Ave
.,

Westwood Village.

AID for young man in wheelchair. 30hrsAvk.
$875/mo. Must have car. In SM
(213)450-8719

APPROVED work-study position availbable
for shipping clerk at Buckminster Fuller Insti-

tute, an educational and research organization
concerned with solutiorw to global problems.
Within 1 5 minutes driving lime to campus --

i9.00fiyr. Non work study applicants --

SSOCVhr. (213)837-7710.

ARTIST seeks females to model for modern art

project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

ASSISTANT for comumer research firm. Expo-
sure to many industries. Well trained. P/T or
F/T, WLA. Flexible hours. Call 9am. 10pm.
Mrs Rosl 391-7232.

ATHLETICALLY- INCLINED person wanted as

companion for Syr old boy to play baseball,

soccer, and other sports, 1-2 aflernoons/wk
Local refrences required. Must drive
(213)471-0915.

ATTENTION:excellent income for home as-

sembly work. Info. Call (504)646-1 700 dept.
P695.

ATTENTION FITNESS FANATICS: Part-time.

Eam $4Q^r. + teaching the ultimate Fitness

System Call Jim (213)476-2234.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs your
area. SI 7,84a $69,485. Call 1 -602-838-8885.
Ext.RSOSO.

ATTENTION: Eam mor>ey readir>g books!
$32,000/yr income potential. Details
1(602)838-8885

CALIFORNIA SELF-HaP CENTER/ Psychol-
ogy Department needs temporary clerk for

data entry and filing. Macintosh experience
and fast, accurate typing skills required.

S7.a(Vhr.. 8 hours/day. Call (213)825-7990.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food n-
sUurant in WIA to work day and evenings.
Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CHILDCARE and light cleaning, references
insurance required. M-Th. 5-9 every other
Saturday. (213)398-3354. ^
QERICAL, general office, P/T, flexible. $7/hr.
Office in WLA. Prefer experience with compu-
ter word processing. Call for interview
(213)444-9061.

CLERICAL help, part-time. LJCLA Medical
Center, pleasant, hard working.
(213)206-6349. Ask for Linda.

COMPANION Therapist-athletic person for 1

2

yr. old boy, very high-furKtioning autistic.

Car + good driving record. P/T, starting

S8.5Qflir., 3 days/wk (213)859-0165.

DELIVERY DRIVERS $55(Vhr + tips, must have
proof of irwurance. 10:30-2:30, 5 dayi/wk or
5-9pm, 7 daysMc. Rosie's Barbeque 'A block
east of Bundy. Only 1 5 minutes from campus.
Inside Westide Towers. Dave (213)473-8533.

(XLIVERY DRIVERS needed for Westsidc ser-

vice. $7-12A^r. Must have car & insurarKC
(213)829-3000.

DESKTOP PUBLtSHING. Part-lime position
available for computer graphics person. Must
have experience with Ventura Desktop Pub-
lishing sofhA^are and be able to do both
typesetting and scientirK: graphics. Contact
Dennis Griffin at Endocrine Sciences at

(818)345-6503.

ENTREPENEURIAL dream $500-55,000
monthly. P/T, F/T. Students welcome, no
experience necessary-will train. Please call

(213)472-7703.

ENVIORNMENTAL SCIENCE associates is ex-
panding in LA. and S.F. and has employnr>ent

opportunities for entry and senior level techni-

cal specialists in enviornmental planning,

transportation planning and traffic engeneer-
ing, physical sciences, biologists and geogra-
phers. Qualified applicants should possess a
degree in chemistry, physics, hydrology, enge-
neering, geography, biology, urban planning
and other related disciplines. Applicants must
possess excellent writing and communication
skills. Resumes to M. Holmes. E.S.A. 760
Harrison St. San Fransisco 94107.

tXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

DELIVERY DRIVERS

Pick-up & delivery of

bridal gowns must have

own car. insurance.

EARN $60.00/day.

Flexible hours.

CALL 800-654-5324

for appt.

Temporary help needed
for busy fjorlst Feb 5 to
14*. Good phone skills,

will train. Contact Maria
or Diane at 273-4545.

TelecomfnunicaHon Solidlof need

Flexible hours.
Great borHJS plan.

State Farm Insurarice
Sean (213)473-0141

30 Help Wanted 30

FUM PROfXXIR needs someone to do typ-
ing, secretarial work once or twice a week. Call
(213)657-3692.

FRATERNITY and sorority nnembers eam extra
mor^ey. National party favor contpany looking
for sales associates. High commissions, work
your own hours. 1-800-444-6484.

FULL-TIME receptionist needed for pediatric
office. 36 hrs/wk., WLA. Must be punctual,
serious, accurate. (213)479-1233.

GENERAL OFFICE/SECRETARY 3 days to full

time 9-5pm. S7Av. Nice office near Beverly
cef>ter. Good typing, phone and wrinen com-
munication skills required. VariM duties
(213)854-0466.

GOLF STORE cashier - bilingual Japanese
English. Full/P/T, WLA. Golf experience
preferred-not necessary. (213)859-2801
Mark.

GREAT hours! Great money! Pageant/Culver
City is looking energetic people to work part

time in telemarketing, department schedule
appointments for outside sales staff. Flexible
daytime hours only. Hourly pay plus commis-
sion, plus bonuses. Call Bill Johnson
(800)762-7243. ^
GYMNASTICS COACH for boys and girls, all

levels. Hours flexible. Wages DUE. Santa
Monica. (213)450-0012. ^^^
HANDYMAN - House and grounds. Sfl/hr.

Bel-Air. Some heavy work. (213)476-1855.

INSURANCE agent in LOMITA providing med-
ical coverage to small arvi medium size

businesses needs 2 assistants to help set up
appointments, and general office work. Must
have excellent telephone voice. Will Uain on
IBM computer. Salary $4,25 to $7.5C^K>ur +
performance bonus. Morning and EARLY after-

noon shifts still open. CAJI 326-7055 lor more
information.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE: manufacuting de-
partment. We are a biochemical manufactur-
ing company seeking an assistant to our VP of
manufacturing. This position will involve do-
cumentation arxJ record-keeping, implement-
ing and expedKingprojecu, interfacing with all

departments as well as our customers. Good
organizational and communication skills a
must. Degree in the sciences required. Serxi
resumes to: Biocell Laboratories 1 1 1 7 E. Janis

St. Carson 90746; Attn: Barbara Seifert.

MARKETING FIRM seeks reliable, motivated
student to manage campus promotiorw. Flex
ble hours. High earning potential. No selling

800-366-6498.

10 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

MARKET RESEARCH ANALYST. Will go to

major grocery chains in the Santa Monka,
Beverly Hills, and Hollywood areas. 20-25
hoursAvk (very flexible hours). $750/mo •^20<

per mile. Call (213)926-3939, Linda Hartman
for further information.

MEDICAL KXJRNAL EDITORIAL ASSISTANT.
$M>r. Hours flexible. Interest in EngllsJV

Joumalisln. Typing spelling, proof reading
skills. Able to work 20 hnAvk between
9am-Spm. Catherine (213)825-6521.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. TOhnMi, Brentwood, typ-
ing essential. Leasing department ask (or Sheryl

(213)820-5891.

OFFKiE CLERK nneded for Beverly hills doctor.
Filing, light typing, and general office duties.

Flexible hours, contact Shelly 275-1724.

OFFICE clerk, M-F, 2:30-5;30pm. $5.5(Vhr.,
Cent. City. Light typing. (213)553-0952.

PARALEGAL needed by Santa Monica Law
Firm. Full-time. Resume to: 1453 A 14th St.,

213. Santa Monica 90404.

—PART-TIME, by indeperxient consultant to
assist with clerical tasks, editing, computer
and video-related work, organizing, etc.,

10-15 flexible hrs/wk. (213)651-2255.

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSITIONS. You
may easily make $40(Vwk. Authorized EPSOM
product re-seller looking for people interested
in pursuing a career in marketing. Our well
known fax machines, printers, computers.
We'll provide you w/a path of grovvth well into

the future. Interested parties please call Mr. S.

Lee at (213)487-0406.

PR FIRM in Santa Monica. Flexible hours.
reliable, dependable, good phone voice, er-

rands. $6.00. (213)451-4870.

PROFESSKJNAL woman needs reliable assis-

tance w/small projects, calls, errands. Must
have good references, own car. Approx.,
flexible 10 hrsA«^. SanU Monica. $6.00-»Aw.
(213)394-6103.

P/T aERK for uaA Mental Health Group, 4
hrVday. (213)825-6202.

PA COPIER Operator, wlH train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings and weekends.
Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

P/T WEEKEND COUNSELOR for female teen
group home in Pacific Palisades, hours Sat.

Spm-Mon 9:30am, and Wed. 8:45- 10:45am.
Psychology degr^exp. required. $7Air. Mir-
anda (213)459-46^3.

RECEPTKDNIST. P/T. Doctors office. Hours,
M.T, & W, 4:00-8:00. Call Jan at
(213)273-2216.

RETAIL, Display & Customer Services. PT/FT,
flexible hours. $9.85/start. Back to school
work. Advancement opportuni^es. Call
(213)392-1310, (818)342-2612.

RETAIL HARDWARE. PT/FT. Brentwood loca-
lion. Pleasant working conditions. Call Mrs.
Richards. (213)476-2864.

RETAIL SALES, PT/FT, open immediately, sal-

ary will commensurate with experience, close
to campus, call Tuxedo Warehouse,
(213)559-4889.

RETAIL SALES FA and PA Tuesday thru
Saturday. Wage depends on experience.
(213)274-7576, after 10:30 am. ^^
SALES. FA, PA. Aggreslve person to sell

fashion footwear. Shoe Concepts, Stacie,
10938 Weyburn.

STUDENT AIDE for Peace Corp*. 10-20 hrs/
wk. Typing, misc. clerical, writing, telephone
duties, Macintosh knowledge helpful. Office
near campus. Parking provided. For informa-
tlon call (213)209-7444.

SUCasSFUL West LA Real EsUte deveki^
nient company seeks bright person for clerical—.istant in Westwood office. Typing, filings

Za\\invoice follow-up. Full-time preferred. Cai
Doreene (213)473-1531.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS. Over 5,000
openings! National parks, forests, fire crews.
Send stamp for free deUils. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kallspell. MT 59901.

Gorgeous Models.
For major clients In Chicago
and New York. Must have a
good look and also a flood
body. For audition, caff for
appointment (213)463-8181.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

RECEPTIONIST/ TYPIST. Filing, general office

work for Lawyer in Beverly Hills. PA $6.5(Vhr.

(213)552-1670.

RECEPTIONIST, pA, $6/hr. 2 openings.
Phones, light typing, filing. Mid Wilshire »m.
(213)651-1181.

RECEPTIONIST/GENER/^t OFFICE.
3M>-6:30pm. Small CenluVy City entertain-

ment law firm. Light typing, occasional er-

rands, phones, fax, Xerox. 552- 1808. lanelle.

RECEPTKDNIST competent on word process-
ing. Word perfect. Requires bright, energetic,

reliable person. Excellent position, good pay.at
least 20 hrs Weekly. Including mornings. Call

before noon. (213)459-2422.

RECEPTIONIST PA or FA for fast paced
Beverly Hills office. (213)274-0695.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, pA. for research in

perception, including library referencing^. 3rd
or 4th year, or higher.psych student preferred.

Have transportation, hours flexible.
(213)386-4152.

RESEARCH POSITIONS available. Flexible

day and evening hours $5/hr. Call Bob
(213)206-3416.

RESEARCH WORK: small project for writer.

Socio- psychological background desired,
auto-data bank experience necessary, fiexible

hours, payable by project phase.
(213)558-4131.
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Help Wanted

Telephone Operators

Nationwide recovery

program.

WLA Corporate

offices, flexible hrs.,

great pay, good for

student schedule.

Call 478-8238

ext. 201

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pnn

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/61

MARKETING ASSISTANT 9-5, M-F, salary +
commission. FinarKe company near Beverly
Center, Good typing, oral an written commu-
nicational>kills required sales abilities a must.

Exceelent career advancement potential.

(213)854-0466.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary •»- bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

f213) 829-290a

ALFRED SILVERA
win be shooting on location in

LA from Wed. 1/31 -Wed. 2/7.

Alfred \works ejdensively with

men/women In New York City,

Paris-USA, and International mod-
eling agency. Booking on a first

come, first serve, pre-pakJ basis.

(213)856-8222 24 hrs.

TROPICAiy BEACH RESORTS HIRING. Are
you tired <^ the same dull summer jobf Resofts

now hiring for seasonal and career opportuni-
ties. Call (303)444.556S.

TYPIST needed for insurance conf>pany. Dicta-

tion with headphones, f^ 25 hnAweek. Saftv.

WLA (213)470-3660.

VETERINARY TECHNKTIAN wanted, experi-

ence a must; (213)479-3336 for mart
information.

WANTED: WAFfRESS/WArrER, DELIVERY
PEOPLE. ENTHUSIASTIC, OUTGOING, IN-

DIVIDUALS FOR RESTAURANT INSIDE LUX-
URIOUS aNTURY CITY HEALTH CLUB.
TOM OR STEVE. (213)557-8926.

WLA healthclub looking for fitness oriented

receptionist, eariy mornings and afternooru.

Shannon (213)826-8006.

NEED MONEY?
Help graduate students and

earn $15.

You need to be a student

and available for 2 hours

at:

1/29 (MON) 10:30-12:30

or

1/30 (TUE) 12:00-14:00

Please call Mary
NagashJma at

(213) 474-4304
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SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS — BOYS CAMP. W. MASS./

QIRLS CAMP, MAINfc
TOP SALARY, RIMIMJ^UNDRY. TRAVEL
ALLOWAN^ MUST LOVE Kl6s AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY. ARTS A CRAFTS. BASFBALL.
BASKETBALL. BtCYtLINQ.

CHEERLEAOMQ, DANCE. DRAMA DRUMS.
FENCINQ. QOLF, QUITAfl, GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY, HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE, NATURE, SAILBOAROINQ.
SAIUNQ, SCUBA, SOCCER, TENNIS.

TRACK. WSi. WATERSKI. WEIGHTS. WOOD.
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINAOU.

5 QL£N LANe. MAklARONECK. NY. 10543.

(9W381-S983.
WOUEN CALL OR WRITE: CAUP VEQA,

^P.O. BOX 1771. DUmjRY. MA 023&
(917)934-6536.

30 Help Wanted
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS NEEDED AT
SEEDS U.E J. AS CLASSROOM AIDES. Sche-

dules: 1 1 :30 to 1 :00 and Noon to 1 :30 DAILY.
One add*! hour TBA. Gloria 206-1134.

X-RAY TECHNICIAN (limited) to perfonn ex-

ams and x-rays at Chiropractic office. Great
opportunity. Call (213)653-9530.

Job Opportunities 32

ARE you making what you're worth? Have you
achieved TinarKial independer^e? If not, does
the idea of getting paid everytime someone
uses their Mastercard, pays their mortgage,
makes a long distance call or books an airline

ticket intrigue youf This may be the answer to
achieving your dreanfH. Ray: (21 3)281 -7961 or
Anthony: (213)838-3667.

FULLVPART-TIME Bilingual Spanish speaking
MSW-MFCC hours available. Also, foster

home recruiter. Call Beverly Heath
(213)385-5100.

FULL-TIME RECEPTK3NIST needed to work in

Santa Monica law firm. Duties Include heavy
phone wori<, light typing, filing, general cleri-

cal work, running errands. Knowledge ofWord
Perfect 5.0 a plus, but not required. Available
imn^ediately, Marcella. (213)451-9714.

BUSY HOLLYWOOD PRODUCTION COM-
PANY needs W office assistant fluent in

lapancse, and P/T experienced bookeepcr.
(213)466-7576 or FAX resume, 46441048.

Chiid Care Wanted 35

10-MONTH OLD, occasional full days, reli-

able car and local refierences essential.

(213)472-7662.

3 MONTH INFANT, MTTH. aprrox.
2:30-8:30pm, possibly more. $5.50^r.-Mar
VisU. References required. (213)390-2882
Joyce.

30 ChildCare Wanted 35 Ctilld Care Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49

3 YEAR OLD GIRL, in Pacific Palisades,
looking for qualified babysitter on M,W,
afternoons and 2 M«ekend nights/month. $600
rtart. (213)459-1263.

BABYSITTER, Westwood, flexible hours. 1

child, 7 yrs. Responsible, loving sitter. Must
have car. (213)479-0557.

BABYSITTER. P/T, evenings and weekend
days. S6/hr. Call (213)473-6642.

CHILDCARE w/car for girl 8, 3-4 daysAfvk.

3:30-6:30pm. Westside. References & insur-

ance req. ibfiv. + mileage. (21 3)578-5452 day
& (213)397-1993 eves.

CHILD CARE WANTED full time in my home,
Mon-Fri. For newborn baby. Call Terry
(213)206-3011.

CHILDCARE FOR 2yr old, Culver City,

9:30-3:30 T-FR, 9:30-2:30, moo. $120/wk.
Light housekeeping. (213)838-6087.

CHILDCARE for 3 and 5 year old, plus light

housekeeping in Brentwood. Two afternoons

mininHjm, plus flexibility to work evenirtg$ and
weekends. Must drive, have experience, and
local references. (213)471-0915.

DRIVER lo pick-up 2 children firom University

Elementary School to their home in

W.Hollywood at 2:45pm weekdays. Please

call Felice (213)837-6900 X328, 24hrsvUay.

INDIVIDUAL assistant in first grade classroom
for bright physically handicapped six year old
girl. 8am.2:20pm, M-F, $8-&10/hr.
(21 3)9?VI 406.

MOTHER'S HELPER: childcare/ligjht house-

keeping. 2 week days, Saturday evenings.

Friendly and dependable. (213)204-5298.

1»ACIFIC PALISADES, Tues., Thur. 3:30-7, care

for 8 year-old boy, $5^. Call evenings

(213)459-2894.

PERSON NEEDED 3 afternoon-eve per week,
12-15 hours. Salary open, dinner incl. light

housekeeping, cooking, helping 1 1 -yr old giri

with homework. Some FrerK:h required, nuist

have own car and ins. Paula (213)657-0605.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER needed for West-
wood family. Part-time, flexible hours. Walk-
ing distance to campus. Call (21 3)475-2091

.

Apartments for Rent 49

UNIVERSITY APT.-Westwood chateau
2-bed/2-bath available immediately for full-

time single students. $1472/mo. Garage par|c-

ing, microwave, dishwasher, fireplace. Call

Pamela (213)825-2293.

WESTSIDE, 1-bdr/1-bath. Refrigerator, carpet/

draperies, stove, utilities included. SSStVmo.
plus $500 security. (213)280-0073 or
(213)836-9149.

WESTWOOD, $1495, 2-bedroom, 14th floor

penthouse. 24hr. security guard., cable, pool,

spa, near Medical Center/Villa^. 969 Hilgard.

(213)216-1316. ^__ _^
5mi east of UCLA. Large 1 -bedroom apart-

ment. Upper floor. Near museum. $63SAno.
Evening (213)859-0365.

BEVERLY HIUS, guesthouse, new. Single,

kitchenette, full bath,. )acuzzi, washer/dryer
priveleges. Without utilities. $625/nrH>.

(213)274-3935.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIDCERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

DELUXE 1 bedroom. 5 mirHites walk from
UCLA. Full kitchen, water paid, parking, quiet

building. Available today. $875/mo.
(213)208-8881.

MODERN, large 2-bedioom, 2-bath, built-ins.

On LCLA busline. Security, carpet, drapes,
a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Harrington.
(213)478-1190.

~
ONE-BEDROOM, full-bath, full kitchen, Mira-
cle Mile. Near bus stop. $625/mo.
(213)470-1640.

PALMS, 1-bed upper, built-ins, fireplace, ale,

security, alann. refrigerator, 5 miles from
cantpus, $700, (213)937-0589.

PALMS- 1 bedroom apartnwnt furnished, urv
furnished, near UCLA, $590.00. Bachelor
$39500. (213)878-5512.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH- $935,alarm, A^,
quie., two years old, ten minutes to UCLA by
bus. 10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039.

SANTA MONICA 1-bed 2-bath, loft. 2 pariting

spaces, new, volume, cielings,
quiet$1295/nrK)nth. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONKIA 3-bed/3-balh lownhouse,
garage, New, fireplace, washer/dryer, quiet
(213)473-4272.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car
parking, laundry, freshly painted. 279-1887.

SHERMAN OAKS. $1125Atk>. Lyge 1400
sq.ft. 2-bedroonV2-balh, 2 fireplaces, micro-
wave, dishwasher, stove, trash compaaer,
much more. Laura (818)363-0737,
(818)993-8900.

UCLA University apts for rent!! Must be
full-tin^ student. Single, 1 -bedroom + 2-bed-
room available. Short walk to campus, fully

furnished. Call (213)825-2293.

UCLA University apartments for rerrt! ! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or
(213)825-8496.

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
DON'T MISS OUT!

Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over 110 kiosks throughout the UCLA Community,

Westwood and Brentwood.
Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readers. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUm CLASSIFIED AD!

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:
Simply fill out the ad form below and mall to:

UCLA DaUy Bruin
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
308 Westwood Plaza
112 Kerckhoff Hall
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each additional word $1.00
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 House for Rent

1-BDR, f7S(ymo, securtiy building, parking,

suana, pool 11425 Rochester Ave. Near bus

stop, 10 min from campus. (213)263-8221.

1 -BEDROOM. $625/rT>onth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)836-8136.

[I

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking
*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Piaya Vista

Properties

306-6789

Palim
S8S0 1 t)«(V1 bath

il025 1 be(V1 bath plus loti

ilOSO 2 bMy2 bath

11205 2 b«V2 bMh plut den

Beai^ifuNy decortted, »/t. security gated, buitt-in

•tove. dlelMraeher. Open house ^turiky 10-2 at

3717 Vinton #104.

1 mo. FREE RENT wHh one year lease.

838-6516 (mgr.) 47d-455B (otiice)

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
. All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

WESTWOOD, $195(VMO. 3-bed/2-bath,

large duplex. Nice. Den, parking. Ideal for

family. (213)891-0670.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD. Snoo/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A/C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD $875 1 -bedroom, $1400, 2+2,

Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no pets. 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD, 2 blocks from UCLA, 2 rooms
available immediately, N^-single, female-

double, rent includes meals. (213)824-4873,

(213)824-0091. ^^^
WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bathr

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300

All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483. -

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

ONLY 10 DAYS
LEFT!

HURRY UP AND PLACE
YOUR DAILY BRUIN
VALENTINE'S DAY

PERSONAL!

DEADLINE: Fri. Feb. 9, 4 p.m.

ISSUE: Feb. 14th

RATES: $8/column inch for

students

COLOR: $2 for Ixl's & lx3's

$5 for 2x2's & above

Bruin Walk Sales will take
place the week of

^—feb,5 - Feb. 9 ^

WLA, $110(VMO.. 2-bdrm condo, security

building, IVi -baths, shutters, frost-free re-

frigerator, cable. 1323 Carmelina Ave.
(211)456-3829. -}

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/

unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213)826-7888. -^
WLA ibSO/mo. One bedroom. Stove, refriger-

ator, private patio. 1412 Brockton ave.

(2130478-8924.

WLA. $72(VMO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, lauridry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

WLA, sunny, bright, upper 2-becV2-bath,

$850, 1 -bed/1 -bath $650, with lease, no pets.

(213)476-7116.

Apartments Furnistied 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

Apts. Unfumistied 52

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $650, sunny 1 -bed-

room upper, refrigerator, gas stove, balcony,

charming and in great neighborhood. Avail-

able now. (21 3)284-8226. Leave nr>essage, and

try (213)837-2694 during weekend, Cina.

WESTWOOD. $995. 2-bed/2-bath, new car-

pet, levelors, wetbar, balcony, built-ins.

(213)444-7378.

WLA. Large 2-bdrnVlVi bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

lauryiry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (^ 13)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 63

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (21 3)206-0303.

SKI UTAH - furnished condo at base of

mountain, sleep six, fireplacc^acuzzi, $120 a

night. All dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

Apts. to Share

2 BLOCKS to IXTLA, $30(ymo. New security

complex, pool/jacuzzi on roof. Scott, Tyson

(213)208-6284.

ROOMATE needed, own room. 1 mile to

campus/ $477.50/mo. Laundry/carport.

(213)473-3329.

BRENTWOOD condo to share with lady,

2-bedroonV2-bathroom, furnished. $595. Call

mornings (213)472-2647.

MAR VISTA, $37S/mo., 2bed/1 bath, female

non-smoker. Available 2/1, 5 min to beach.

(213)390-9693.

NEWER TOWNHOUSE MA^ private room &
bath, sec. parking, built-ins. Nice, all priv-

ledges. $475 + $100 deposit. (213)397-6133.

OWN BEDROOM/BATHROOM. Fireplace,

dishwasher, parking pool, termis, Jacuzzi,

health club, laundry. $475/nH). 02A)1/90.
(213)215-1092. C.C.

ROOMMATE NEEDED, OWN ROOM, 1 MILE
TO CAMPUS, $447 5(VMO. lAUNDRY, CAR-
PORT. (213)473-3329.

SM/VENICE, $600ynx)., own room, own bath,

1 -block from beach, pool^acuzzi, 24 hr sec-

urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main st.

392-9866.

UCLA adjacent. Share 1-bdrm. apartment.

Parking, amenities. $459/ea. (negotiable) One
month deposit. Non-snfwkers (213)208-2975

ASAP.

WLA $55(VMO., furnished condo with swim-
ming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, tennis courts,

parking ar>d security. Share with professional.

(213)837-9166.

WLA Great Deal! Two graduate students.

3-bedroonV 2-bathroom. $340/nx>nlh, close

to UCLA, near bus. (213)447-3230.

WLA. Own bedroom, share bath. Need 3rd

person for large 3-bedroom apartment. Short

term. Feb. 1- May 31. $415/mo.
(213)820-7110.

WLA private room, private bath. $397.50, 16
min bus ride to UCLA. Open minded.
(213)444-4902.

WLA Share 2-bed/2-bed in exchange for light

housekeeping. Pool, security guard, large bal-

cony. (213)859-5583.

House for Rent 56

BEVERLY GLEN. $1200 neg. 2-bed/2-bath.

1 St/last, security, brick floors, fp, patio. \
Sale possible. (213)474-1385.

BRENTWOOD. $2400/MO. 3-bdrm/2-bath,

security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (213)826-6907.

FOR LEASE: House. Near UCLA. 3-bdrrTv'

2-bath. Furnished, $2200. Unfurnished price

negotiable, jack Realty (213)479-2732.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrm/

2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,

2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-

ple please contact^81 8)688-2224.

MAR VISTA. L4K<U-bedroom, 2'A toh,
limiTy room. NIa master suite. Quiti street.

$1975. (213)393-7806.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,
laundry. 2-car parking,

sundecks S
•10-15 min, from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, $14S0/MO.
4-BEDROOM/2'A' BATH, 2 story covered
patio, courtyard. Secure, quiet arxi clean.

(818)503-4858.

^ House for StKire 57

BUSINESS woman will shar^WLA townhouse,
non-smoker. Piano, fireplace. $550/mo.
(213)450-9111 Ext.2371.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share large

townhouse. Own bedroom -•- bathroom, fire-

place, laurxiry, garage, pool in quiet area.

$40(ymo. (818)881-7053.

MAR VISTA, S800/MO. IMMACULATE
GUESTWING OF HOME ON QUIET CULDE-
SAC. YOUR OWN ENTRANCE AND LIVING
ROOM AND BEDROOM AND BATH. SHARE
KITCHEN, GARAGE, LARGE YARD, CAR-
DEN, AND SPA. FEMALE OR COUPLE. TONI
(213)390-3313, (213)284-8888.

SHARE Beautiful 3-bedroom Culver City

house. Wood floors, immaculate, fefx:ed yard,

peU ok. $475. (21 3)393-3026.

VENICE, $465, own room, cool 3-bdrm house.
Safe area. Bus to UCLA. (213)392-0220.
Valerie.

WESTWOOD, $450, own bedroom and bath,

available immediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2206.

Housing Needed 60

NON-SMOKER 27 year old Med-student look-

ing for own room. Will trade tutoring anchor
labor for reduced rent. Please call Lars

(213)636-6130.

SWISS STUOEVT UaA seeks rttoilkin ex-

change, evening/weekend. Childcare/
housekeeping. Call: Christina (213)454-0872.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE (10-year-old girl). 3-9pm (25
hrs/wk. approx). Room & board, car, $20(Vmo.
12 miles to UCIA. (818)894-8576. *

FREE roornAmard and salary. Beautiful Brent-

wood honr>e, care 3-ycar old girl. Flexible

afternoon, early evening hours. Experience/
references. (213)476-8649.

NEED help with 2 girls, 7 and 10. Transport to

and from school, some errands, light hoiwe-
keeping Days free. Must be available nights

MF, weekerids free, ideal for students. Walk-
ing distance to UCLA Plus stipend.
(213)486-8826.

WESTWOOD: Lovely room in beautiful

house. Walk to UCLA. Free rent in exchange
for light jcooking and housekeeping.
(213)476-5^64. (213)474-2335.

Room for Help 63

BRENTWOOD. Guesthouse/studio w/lovely

yard, kitchenette. $75(Vnx). plus light house-

keeping and maintenarKe. No smoking.
(213)476-4588.

Room for Rent
T
64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pcU, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

hufB closeU, balcony. Share kitch«n, bth.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five
miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)39O-9Q07.

56 Room for Rent 64

NEAR UCLA, kleal for UCLA students/faculty.

Lovely honr»e, large room, po^l. Available

now. $470^TK>. (213)476-2088.

WLA, spacious furnished room, private, quiet,

garden view. $45(ymo. (21 3)474-7285.

Roommates 65

1 -BEDROOM in 2-bedroom apartment^ully
furnished. Clos« to campus. Call Jeff

(213)208-8248.

^CULVER CITY, >$425/mo. 2-bed/1-bath.

Washer/dryer, parking, all amenities. 1st plus

deposit. Diana (213)838-9599.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed, targe, 2-bed
2-bath apt. Fairfax area, leave message
(213)931-7326.

FEMALE ROOMATE to share new 2bed/2bath

apartment with 3 others. Has spa and under-

ground parking.Rent $375/mo. Less than 1

mile from campus. Reduced to $275 for 1st

three months for immediate move in.

(619)244-5106.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share 1 -bdrm
in a 2-bdrm apartment. Close to VA lot.

$22SAtio. (213)473-2578.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted ASAP. One
bedroom, five minutes to campus,
$291 .20/month, utilities included. (213)
824-9735.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV 2-bath apartment. 4 miles from

campus. $50Q/rTK>. Available 02/15. Kim
(213)836-8672.

FEMALE roommate wanted $25SAtk>. to share

a largp, furnished, orw-bedroom, in West-
wood. (818)790-2185.

FOURTH male roommate needed.
$337.5(VnfX)nth ^^ deposit. (213)477-8512.

FURNISHED APARTMENT. $325. Own room,
parking, near 405 arvi 10. Palms. Steve

(213)538-6729 (day); (213)8395475 (night).

HERSHEY HALL $455 + deposit. Male grad
student. With meats on campus.
(213)825-2742 or (213)559-3515.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share

a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30(Vn>o.

(213)208-4052.

MALE to share 2-bdrnV2-bath with 3 others.

Glenrock. Walking distance. Pool, Jacuzzi.

UOO/mo. (213)824-7427.

PALMS. Female roomate wanted to share
spacious & sunny 2-bed, 2-bath. $395. Nancy
(213)398-1226.

ROOMMATE wanted, luxurious Brentwood
one bedroom apartment with partitioned living

room $35G/mo. Utilities included. Covered
parking, pool security, .garden, near UCLA,
markets, buses. (213)234-4014.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one-bedroom.
$356.25, or>e Month free, Jacuzzi, weight
room. (213)479-7503.

ROOM TO SHARE, private bath, sec. bIdg.,

pool, free cable, priv. phn., util. incld.

$320. (213)447-2462, (213)447-2505.

UNIVERSITY apartment, furnished, available

for male, norvsmoker. 1 block from campus.
(213)824-7929.

VENKIE, 1 V> blocks to beach. $500 + utilities.

Roomate to share 3-bed, 2-bath super condo.
Security parking, all amenities. Jaesa
(213)396-8785

WESTWOOD. Female roommate ASAP, share

single. $350 •«- utilities. 565 Gayiey «302,
(213)206-1386 or (213)824-0836.

WESTWOOD. 4 girls in spacious 2-bdmV
2-bth duplex need 5th girl. 691 Kelton.

$342Atk>. (213)824-4183.

WESTWOOD. Male roomm^e needed to

share 1 -bedroom apartment. $300/mo,
6-nfwnth lease. Tony (213)208-0451.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/1-BATH- Furnished,
sunny, deck, gardens, parking, walk to cam-
pus, $375/nwnth. (213) 471-4533.

WLA, brar>d new security townhouse. Bright

2-f2'/. , amenities, 3-5 miles from UCLA. Near
stores, buslines. $293. (213)261-9595.

WLA Need one roommate, Respomible non-
smkr. share 2bc|/2ba, S650/mo. Avail Feb.

(213)201-6419 (days), Lynn.

YOUNG professional needs responsible
roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

Condos for Share 68

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in 2-bod-
room. Bike to UCLA. Patio and parking. $625
plus deposit. (213)478-2640.

Condos for Rent 69

CULVER CITY, Fairfield. Beautiful large con-
dominium. 2-bed/ 2-bath. High ceiling, patio,

pool, laundry facilities, 2-car garage. No
pets.$105(Vmo. (213)477-6885. '

MARVI5TA 2 bed, 2'/. bth. $16O0/mo. 3 level

approx 1800 sq ft. 4 balconies + private patio

street frontage professionally decorated central

a/c, washer/dryt-r, refrig, woodburning fire-

place, Jacuzzi, sauna, secure 2-car parking
(213)398-7276. .

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. 2-bdrm/2-bath +
den -• fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062 -*"

WESTWOOD. 2.bed, 2-bath, 2-car parking. *

Security, pool, balcony. Magnificent view. 4
blocks from UCLA. $160(Vmo. Call Cass
(213)470-1781.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (8)8)344-0196.
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s,
that, they will have to shut down
Payton. And that is no easy task.

When asked how he plans on
guarding Payton, Harrick replied,

"Very carefully. He ^carries the

team."

Some OSU players who might
also standout tomorrow are junior

off-guard Will Brantley (12.3 ppg.
4.3 apg), 6-5 senior small forward
Earl Martin (12.3 ppg, 5.3 rbg) and
6-9 power forward Teo Alibegovic

(9.1 ppg, 3.8 rbg).

We will match up relatively well
in all areas except for maybe
physical strength," Anderson
admitted. "We have been beaten
badly on the boards, so this is one
of our main concerns."
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Flying/Parachuting 76 Movers

mlmtL^

free

delivery

($7 Min.)

Chinese Fast Food

COIVIBO PLATE $4.35
ncludes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la caite items.

"Stnooam-nooprn llf^l'T'^^'Sun 11:00am-10:00pm ^U8-49Z8

'.' . • ". .•

SKYOrVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

TENNIS RAQUET, WILSON PROFILE.
2.7/95/4 5/8, new,unstrung, $225 retail, $150
with warranty, cover. (213)208-2140 Marco.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short rvjtice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus. .

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reti-

abte. lerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

94 Typing 100 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119

Child Care
EXPERIENCED & LICENSED family day care
provider. Morxiay tofriday. Has references.

Call (21 3)452-7597.

90
^^^^^^^^

^ Personal Service 95

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
Wo all do but auto insurnnct-

law' So tor a

-- R QUOTE call

,213,852 7175 ;818)342 1510
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

••••••••••••^•••••F

AUTO INSURANCE
MInlmLJm liability required

by lav^.

Example: fennale 21 and
over $575/yr.; fenrxsJe

under 21. male under 25,

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision. arxJ motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-6355

***msS'-'*''
Auto/Homo/Commercial

Wostwood/Wilshir3 Offk:*
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 b«(s. So of Wilsihire) 4-

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Ftone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 LiKdn Blvd. Santa Monica

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ncelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Gars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

VOICE MAIL - Don't Miss Phone Calls Own a

private phone number to receive/send mes-
sages. IMumliers available throughout Calif.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nwney. (213)820-4839.

_^« ........ M M n n n n n fi n n n n n n

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etcf Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER can help in figure^rharts

(or publications. Illustrations in ink, pen, color.

Symbol design. Cecilia (818)767-7914.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tubfeeu. Theaes/DiMertationa,

PiDpoacls and Books, horeijm Studenta
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. (213) 470-6661.

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENGLISH as a second language or Spanish

lessor* by experienced LXTLA MA college

teacher. (213)478-7971.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featuredon television. Call Christian at

(ai 3)828-7710.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT,

and GI?E. Free 1 hoor lessors wltti this

cxJ.IVY league grods. Stamford Prep
-) (213)271-5181.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching expericrKX. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

TOEFL preparation 'ESL' English as a secorwl

language-— patient International ly---

experi«>oed teacher. (21 3)965-0059, Dr. Bcr-

nard eves.

TUTORING, lapanesc kaons, elementary to

advanced conversation, taught by native

spe^cr. Call Kaort (213)447-2219.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skill. Anne (213)659-2293,

leave mesuge.

ABSOLUTav PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xl05. 9-5:30 M-F.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing laser
printed-free pickup and delivery. Term papers
(APA), dissertations, resunr>es. (213)475-4057.

All computer work I do. Free pick-up «Yd
delivery. Reasonable rates. (818)706-0910
and (213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-
perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers. Resumes. Con^ect spelling, grvnmar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing

ytrf laserjet quality printing for resumes *nd
papers. Affordable prices nev SepuUcda &
Palms. Yvette (213)558-3236.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 yevs + profes-

sional experierKe with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (21 3)278-0388.

FAST TURNAROUND -Wordprocessing--
Crad student/fonnr>er secretary, familiar with
props, waiting fomnats-pick up on campus.
(213)4472143.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. F»t.
accurate, spcllcheck, storage, Le Cont^
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

WHY PAY MORE? Wordprocessing, fast, ac-

curate. Laser primer, spell check, editing on
request. Monica (213)392-3262.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatiorv, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828.6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professiorul teacher.

Near \JCXK All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. AdulU-
children. SltVhr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277701 2.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that gel

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor, ^sis-
tance with collcgB admission cMays. Nev
UCLA (213)206-1665.

Tutoring Needed 99
Travel Tickets 106

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes. Corvettes.

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-636-8865. Ext.A 6050.

BMW, 2002, 1976, $2,900. Clean inside and
out. New trans, tires and Kenwood stereo.

Moving. Must sell. (213)626-9542.

BMW 2002. $4900/060, 1975, automatic,
sunroof, a/c, low miles, blue. Great oorxiition.

(213)838-5980.

BMW 325 1987 4-door. Red, automatic,
alarm, loaded. 1 7K miles. $16K.
(213)204-3666. Before 9p.m.

BMW 32Se 1985. WhiteAan, leather, chrome
wheels, remote alarm -superb condition.
12,500/obo. (213)654-7503.

CHEVROLET CHEVETTE 1981 $1800 2-door,
automatic, MI power steering, sunroof, low
miles, (213)399-8257.

CHEVY CAVALIER com«rtable, 1987, mint
corxJltion, power everything, low miles, must
see. John (213)568-5324,(213)312-2973.

DAIHATSU, Charade, CSL, 1969, $5995/obo.
3-dr hatchback, automatic, P/S, AM/FM cas-
sette, roof rack. 2000 miles. Like new.
(213)419-4049.

DATSUN 280Z, 76. 2600. Burgandy w/Louvers,
njns excellent! Low miles, (213)637-4541.

DODGE ASPEN 1980 6 cylinder, runs good.
SlOOO/obo (213)206-1200 between 9 and
5pm.

DODGE OMNI, 1987, $350(Vbbo. 44k/miles.
Acn/fm. power steering, 5-speed, factory w»-
ranty. (213)476-4879.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1961. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (Office) (213)226-4397,
(Home) (213)475-6377. Ask (or Victoria.

FORD MUSTANG 1 966 $300Q/obo. V-8, 269,
rebuilt engine, aqua blue/white. Great condi-
tion. (213)476-0930.

HYUNDAI EXCEL GL, 1967 28,000 miles.

Custom white, 5-specd. $400(yobo. Call
(618)769-5141.

MAZDA LX, 1984, 5-speed, low miles, new
tires, $4700. (213)206-6636.

TOYOTA CELK>k GTS, 1984, 5-sp., a/c, p^.
pfl, pfw, p^sunrf. Alarm, excellent corxlilion,

$620(yobo. (213)739-1574.

TOYOTA SUPRA 1963 $450Q/obo. Fhre
speed, leather sunroof, stereo cassette, PA.
P/W. 65kAT<iles. (213)208-8717

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1965, $210(yobo. Air,

stereo cassette, clean, 4-speed, 97,000 miles,

hatchback, (213)313-2719.

VOLKSWAGON RABBIT CONVERTIBLE,
1983, $7400. Excellent condition, ^, alarm,
renxivable stereo/cass. Low mileage, origirul

owner. White on white. Must see!
(213)454-7661.

VW BUG 1972 $120(ybbo. New electrical

system, clutch, and tires. Rebuilt brakes. Great
condition. Jim (213)475-5186.

VW CABRK5LET- Convertible, 1985 limited

edition automatic, leather, air conditioning,

65,000 miles. $8,200. (213) 272^631 Jodi.

(213)653-9925 Allan.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1974, cherry nd. runs
beautifully, non-smoker car $1850.00 Tom
Ewe*. (213)627-4364, days, (213)603-3333.

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR wanted fro Sth
grader. Sa/hr. 4 hnkA^k. Must have transpora-

tion. Near UCLA (21 3)654-0466.

2 TKXETS: LAX to OrlvHio, $190 each,

February 22; 2 tickets: Orlando to LAX. $1 39
each, February 28; Roundtrip ticket: LAX to

Denver, $90, February 16-27. (213)245-6649.

Bicycles for Sale 113

BIANO SPORT 5X, like new. Call Megan
394-0663.

Typing 100 Autos for Sale

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law ^aduate with Macintosh,

Lascrprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, praltt-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)206-6951

.

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 2S y«ar« expericnct. Also oiftr

ethical aaalttanc* with wrMng problamt

•nd tutoring In Engliah, History,

rnlNNOpliy, wwl roMOCJl jctenc#,—

BiH Delaney 207-5021

TOYOTA COROLLA LB, 1 963. XInt condition,

5-speed, new brakes, am/fm cassette.

SlSOOfdbo. (616)907-6917.

1967 TOYOTA TIROL, 2-door. Low miles,

excellent condition, AM^M cassette, quuko-
phonic sound. Great on gas -- call

(213)477-1414.

80HONDA CIVIC wagon. 5-sp., ac, cms. 93k.
Runs great $1900/obo. (213)390-9435.

81 TOYOTA CELICA ST, Auto, power steering

and brakes, Vc, anVMcassette. 83k. $2300
obo. (213)391-1661

MAZfRATl BITURBO, leather, 5-speidr
loaded, alpine alarm, cover, excellent corwii-

lion, S79O0f6bo. (213)271-5466.

109 Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

1964 HONDA 200 XLR, great deal $950.
(213)624-4965.

1967 HONDA XL600. $165(Vobo. Supertrap,
new tires, 6-gallon desert gas tank. Excellent
condition. (213)208-2206.

HONDA 250XL 1984 $105Q^obo New en-
gine, low miles, runs great. (213)208-5694.

Scooters 119

1985, ELITE 80, 1000 mi., good condition,
$750, Karl at {21 3)624-41 72

86 YAMAHAHIVA 50. Runs great, black, $500
with helmet and lock. Bill (213)2090396

87 HONDA ELITE 50. Low miles. Excel
condition. $500 obo. 477-8800. Leave
message.

ELITE 250, 1985, trunk and windshield.
$1100. Freeway legal. (213)836-0664

HONDA 150 ELITE 1987, $900, 4500 miles,

clean, runs good. (213)827-3723 Rachel, call

am,pm.

HONDA AERO, 1986, good condition. $500.
Call Marilie (213)473-2578.

HONDA AERO 50, 1985, $550. Red. runs
great, 1 500 miles. Just tuned. Kryptonite lock.

Michelle (818)568-1912.

HONDA AERO 50, 1985. $300 4800 miles,

red. Good corxiition. (213)824-4844.

HONDA SPREE 1 986. Low miles, good condir
tion, recent tuneup, $300/obo.
(213)477.1777.

HONDA SPREE '86, good condition, $475.
Call 865-2172 for appt. Howard '89.

HONDA SPREE 1 965. SAOO/obo with helmet
and lock included. New battery, recently
tuned-up. (818)997-6766.

HONDA ELITE 1 Sa Low miles. $750. Honda
E I i I . - •
60 $650. (213)453-6439.

VESPA P200E, 1972. $75Q/obo. Blue, book
rack, mirrors. Excellent condition. Call Scott

(213)391-3324.

Furniture 126

DINING SET Glass table with 4 matching
chairs. $80. (213)208-4401.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phorw order
(213)372-2337.

MOVING—selling dinette set. couch with
chair, fridge. Jim (D) 825-0700, (n) 836-5796.

WOODEN desk oak finish with LH return.

Great condition. $50.; Desk chair $20.; 6 foot

wooden wardrobe/closet with storage dra«vcr
$50. Wayne (213)202-0480

Garage Sales 127

CANON AE-1 with 50 mm, 28mm lenses,

flash, and case. Excellent condition. $175
(213)470-4169.

FISHTANK must go. Includes pump, heater,

lig^t. gr^'vel, wood stand etc. 10 gal.

SlSCVobo. (213)477-0469 Richard

NIKON F-301 with 50 mm and 28mm lenses,

flash, and professional tripod. Li|ce new. $300.
(213)470-4169.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE, Mill in box. $65.
Sony TV, Like new Trinitron 12', $150.
(213)470-4169.

Pets 130

HARLEQUIN GREAT DANE PUPS. Bom
12/6/69. Champion lines pet/show.
$500-1500. Call (213)206-0201, ask for

Valerie.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

HITACHI colored tv. 12x16 inch screen with
renoovabic le^s. $65 Rondi (213)871-8838

Typewriter/Computer 134

RENT IBM-PC Complete system, $95/mo.
Perfect for upcoming term papers, disserta-

tions. IBMAT systems available
(213)931-4207.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT compatible. 20MB,
one 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color monitor.
$400Q/obo. (213)824-7536.

ZENITH SUPERSPORT 286 laptop. IBM com-
patible. Demo full warranty. 20mb harddrive,

1MB RAM, battery, charger, DOS, extras.

$2200. DouK. (213)208-8295.

Computers for Less
386/20 1 mg VGA $1700
386/20 1 mg Mono $1300
286 AT 64()K Mono $740
XT 640K Mono $480

ISC CompiMrs (818)287-6213

a
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Life can be really tough when you've got a bad burger habit. )6w

findyourselfthinking about burgers all day long. \bu cant wait tillyou
get another "burger Fa" But it doesn 't have to be that way! Ihere is a
Fresh Alternative. .

.Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads

are made fresh beforeyour eyes. So get rid ofthat burger on your back.

Come to Subway Westwood Village for a quick recovery.

v-

YOOR ONLY BRUIN

^UBUJflV^
WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK

$ OFF

UTEBITE I

COM

BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LifE BITE IS •JUST RIGHT"
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI, DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD FRENCH FRIES, AND SOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

Any Foot-Long Sub or Large Salad j

Westwood
at

Lindbrook

DB
Not valid with

any other offer

Limit 1 per customer

Good At Our 5 Convenient
Locations

Norihridge Anahiin

Santa Ana Stanton

Wut Los Angtitt

?'-- ^„' V - Expir»8 2/9/90

I^\l ^ - ,

Ni Good for Everyone in Party

Please Do Not Use
With Any Other CouponsNy / Or Offers - No Sul)stitutions
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UCLA, use
By Jeff Imperato

Contributor

Another tic. When UCLA and
use lock horns, especially in a
sport like ice hockey, it's the last

thing anyone wants to see. Give us
glorious victory. Give us crushing
defeat. Just don't give us a tie.

Unfortunately for the scream-
ing, surging, completely out-of-
control mob of Bruin fans, Wed-
nesday's match ended with the

score locked, 4-4. That's not to say
it wasn't exciting—in many ways
it was just what the average hockey
fan wants. Just consider that the

teams combined for 42 penalty
minutes in a 36-minute match. The
score sheet reads like a list of every
imaginable violent act (elbowing,
charging, tripping, roughing, etc.).

And, the game ended with the
referees trying to separate two
players who in turn were trying to

send each other to Valhalla.

As physical as the game was, it

seemed like lawn bowling com-
pared to the last meeting of the
teams, when the ice, literally, ran
red. Overall. Wednesday's game
featured a very high level of
hockey.

Regardless of the final score, the
Bruins were understandably
pleased with their performance.
"As I told the players," said head

coach Jack White, "this was our
first real game of the year. We are
on the upswing.**

The revitalized Bruins will face
off against Gal State Northridge at-
12:45 p.m. at Burbank's Pickwick
Arena.

Gymnasts open season
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

The Gift of Sight
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, o
complete checkup includes a
pressure test for glaucoma and
on eye-health examination. Please
coll our office now for your ap-
pointment.

Color contacts
High index lenses -

Disposable contacts
> Custom Rx sports goggles

<
•>

Corner of LeConte <* Vision insurance welcome •:• 1 hour validated parking

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rafes
Guestrooms $64=

Suites

Complimentary Sh^
Complimentary Cofl.

Complimentary Park.,

Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
213/474-3511 or 80Q/44-HOT

The UCLA men's gymnastics team opens its season today with a dual
meet against No. 5 Cal State Fullerton. In last season's three meetings,
the Bruins easily defeated the Titans by an average margin of over 23
points. However, a much-improved CSUF squad could give UCLA
worthy competition.

"I thmk Fullerton improved a lot over the last few years,** UCLA head
coach Art Shurlock said. "The meet will give us a good indication of
where we are and what we're going to do."

Leading the Bruins are senior Chris WaUer and sophomores Scott
Keswick and Chainey Umphrcy. Waller, the NCAA pommel horse
champion, is solid on all six events.

Keswick ended last season with a third-place finish at the Pac-10 all-
arounds and earned a spot on the U.S. National team.

U.S. World Team member Umphrey is suffering with a minor wrist
injury. Although he will not compete in the all-arounds, Umphrey should
compete solidly on five events.

Although the Titans hold a 1-8 record, they recently finished second at
the UC Santa Barbara Invitational. Leading CSUF will be juniors Bill
Barham, Amir Kadury, Diego Lopez, and senior Eli Rodriguez.
Barham sat out all of last season, and the impact of his return is already

felt on the team. Currently ranked No. 1 on the floor and No. 8 in the all-
around, Barham was the Titans* top finisher at the UCSB Invite.

Injured most of last season, Kadary saw limited action in 1989. Kadury
holds top-five rankings on the rings and high bar.
Lopez is currently ranked first on the high bar, fourth on the parallel

bars, and 10th on the all-around.

Rodriguez, ranked third on the rings, won the event at both the UCSB
Invite and in a meet against Arizona State. Last season, he was CSUF's
lop fmisher at theNCAA competition, finishing seventh on the vault and
22nd in the all-arounds.

The meet will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Titan Gym.

face big choie
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

If the UCLA men's volleyball

team thought that the weekend it

just had last weekend was a chore,
then the UCS^ Collegiate Classic
this weekendMs a player's night-

marc. .\l-

All day todky and tomorrow, the
Bruins will be one of 20 teams
competing in Santa Barbara in

what has become college volley-

ball's biggest preseason tourna-

ment UCLA—along with nine
other teams from the Western
Intercollegiate Volleyball Associ-
ation (WIVA)—wiU be able to

gauge its talent with the best

colleges in the U.S. and Canada.
The Bruins (1-0 in WIVA play,

3-0 overall) enter today's play
after a grueling five-game win
over Cal State Northridge in

Wednesday night's WFVA season
opener.

In that match, the outside hitting

combination of Carl Henkel and
Rich Bland proved to be too much
for the Matadors.

After sitting out the first two
games in Northridge, Henkel came
into the match and gave the Bruins
instant lift In games three and
four, the junior swing hitter put
away 15 kills. Bland had 19 to lead
ihe Bruins.

Said Scates^ "(Henkel) really

gave us a lift off the bench. He was
definitely a factor in the end,
especially at the end of the fourth
game—he gave us some momen-
tum going into the final game that

keyed the victory."

In the fifth game, it was Henk-
el 's serving that brought the Bruins
to victory. Down 1 1-8 in a pres-
sure-filled rally game—where
points are scored on every vol-
ley—Henkel took, charge. He
served two aces and had several
digs in the Bruins' final comeback.

UCLA went on to score seven
unanswered points down the
stretch to win going away.

Among the teams participating

in Santa Barbara will be preseason
No.l Stanford and WIVA new-
comer BYU.

The Cardinal t)egins play with-
out the services of Ail-American
Scott Fortune, who has returned to

the U.S. National team having
graduated from the Farm. Howev-
er, the other Stanford starters are

back for another go-around after

finishing last season as bride's

maids to the Bruins in the NCAA
finals. Leading the way for the

1990 Card is junior middle blocker
Dan Hanan.

WIVA teams will also get their

first look at BYU, which enters it|_

first season as an NCAA-sanc-
tioned learn. -

J
r

\
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It's how, not against wliom for women's gymnastics
By Richard Marcus
Staff Writer r
For the UCLA women's gym-

nastics team, this weekend's meet
is important not particularly

because of whom the Bruins play,

but rather to examine how the

Bruins play.

Put more precisely, UCLA, 2-1,

is hoping to make a strong showing
against California on Friday night

to erase any lingering doubts of

uneasiness which might have
resulted from last weekend's dis-

appointing loss at Oregon State.

The meet takes place in the John
Wooden Center at 7 p.m.

"Friday night we will see if this

team takes a turn for the l)etter or

for the worse," head coach Jerry

Tomlinson said.

As early in the season as it may
be, to be sure, a victory for UCLA
would be a monumental lift for the

team.

"I think that the team was a little

bit embarrassed from last

weekend. We need to win thii

one," assistant coach St^ye
Thompson said.

^'^

Tomlinson said that tvis squad's
average meet total is three points

behind what he wants it to be.

"For every meet that we do not

score a 189, it puts that much more
pressure to peiform well in all of
the following meets," Tomlinson
said.

UCLA must not underestimate
its opponent on Friday night

because it will be facing a compe-
titive Califoqtia squad. Tomlinson
believes thatPam Burgess' Golden
Bears have a good chance to

qualify for the NCAA Regionals
this season. UCLA has a 9-1

overall mark against Cal.

Tomlinson is anticipating the

Bruins to perform with vigor and
sharpness on Friday. "I expect to

sec a very determined, well-

focused, highly talented team
score at least 190 points (on

Friday)," Tomlinson said.

Injuries are still hampering ttie

Bruins to some degree. Freshmen
Rhonda Faehn and Paula Rasmus-
sen will compete in only one event

because of various bangs and
bruises.

The all-around competition will

be performed by seniors Kim
Hamilton and Jill Andrews, along
with freshman Carol Ubich. >
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Emmons to lead women's tennis
By Tien Lee

Staff Writer

The No. 2-rankcd UCLA
women's tennis team (1-0) will

host unranked UC Irvine (0-1) at ton, 5-4.

the Sunset courts today starting at

1:30 p.m.

The Bruins defeated Utah last

Friday by a score of 7-2 while the

Anteaters lost to Cal-State Fuller-

MICHAEL HIRSCH

Mamie Ceniza and ttie UCLA tennis team will tiost Irvine

today.

UCLA finished the '88-89 sea-

son with a 21-5 record, seccxid

place at the NCAAs and second in

thePac-lOs behind Stanford, while

Irvine finished 14-17 (6-4 in the

Big West Conference) for fourth

place in league play.

At No. 1 singles this year will be

Jessica Emmons, a two-time All-

American in both singles and
doubles, is presently ranked No. 22
in the NCAAs.
Emmons finished the season

with the No. 2 ranking in the

NCAAs and is Other probable

starters (besides Emmons) in the

singles lineup include freshman
ITCA Rolex tournament winner
Kim Po (No. 10), sophomore All-

American Mamie Ceniza (No. 35),

junior co-captains Stella Sampras
(No. 44) and Kirsten Dreyer (t^o.

38) and sophomore Iwalani
McCalla.

*

UCI will be without the SCTvices

of its injured No. 1 singles player

Courtney Weichsel, and will be led

by Stacy Cadigan and Bijana

Korak.

Head coach Bill Zaima said the

Bruins will continue to juggle their

lineup early in the season in order

to give everyone match play

experience.

Men play double dip
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

With a clean 3-0 standing on the 1990 season, the UCLA men*s
tennis squad looks to this weekend for even stronger competition

against UC Santa Barbara and the University of San Diego.

Competition will kick off against the Gunnin' Gauchos today at

1:30. UCSB, a Big West school, finished 20-8 overall last year with

a final ranking of No. 4 in the conference. In competition thus far,

the Gauchos are 1-1, which includes an impressive, 5^4 victory

over Pepperdine.

"After a big win over Pepperdine—a team with a lot of talent and
a lot of new good players—Santa Barbara really believes in

themselves and will not be in awe of our team," said UCLA head
coach Glenn BassetL

Santa Barbara has shown im|HX)vement in recent years, as it sent

senior All-American Kip Brady to th6 NCAA Individuals for the

first time last year.

The challenge for the Bmins will become even greater on
Saturday at noon when UCLA meets the University of San Diego

squad.

•They (San Diego) are even tougher and they can pjay with

anyone in the country, having lost only one or two from last year's

NCAA team," said BassetL

San Diego, 25-7 overall last year, finished as the 1990 West
Coast Conference champion.

In this weekend's events, the Torreros, with a preseason ranking

ofNo. if, will be led by the nation's No. 2 player, Jose-Luis Norie-

ga, an All-American in 1989.

Junior Jason Netter and freshman Mark Knowles will lead the

Bruins into competition this weekend. ^^

Competition begins today at the LATC at 1:30 p.m.
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Three
By Michael Bartlett

Contributor

It is the mark of a good program to consistently send
football players on to the National Football League.
UCLA has always been well-represented in the

professional ranks, and also in the pinnacle of NFL
achievement—the Super Bowl.

Carrying the UCLA alumni banner proudly into New
Orleans this Sunday will be wide receiver Mike Sherrard

and quarterback Steve Bono of the San Francisco 49ers,

and wide receiver Mike Young of the Denver Broncos.

This will be the 11 th straight year that a Bruin has been in

the biggest of the Bowls, and the ISth time in the last 16
years.

The three players know each other well, having had
overlapping careers in Westwood. Bono and Young were
seniors together during the 1984 season, while Sherrard
graduated after the 1985 season.

The trio played a huge role in bringing home a victory in

the 1985 Fiesta Bowl.
The Bruins tangled with defending national champion

Miami that day, and the game was not decided until the
fmal gun.

Miami led throughout most of the first half, but things

changed in the third quarter.

Bono got hot.

First, he found Sherrard open in the left corner of the end
zone for a 10-yard TD pass. ^^,
The Bruins began another drive late in me third period,

and the final quarter began with UCLA poised on the
Miami 33.

On the first play. Bono found Young behind the Miami

II •

secondary for another score and a 36-24 lead.

Late in the game, with the Bruins trailing, 37-36, after
two Melvin Bratton touchdowns, it was a key Bono-to-
Sherrard connection that set up John Lec*s winning field

goal.

Of the three, Sherrard seemed the most likely to Qnd
NFL stardom. He remains the all-Ume UCLA receiving
leader, and was a first-round draft pick by the Dallas
Cowboys (18th player chosen) in the spring of 1986.

Injuries forced Sherrard to make the most circuitous
route to New Orleans.

Sherrard had a brilliant rookie season in 1986, and
looked to figure prominently in the Cowboys* plans in '87.

He broke his leg in a freak training-camp injury, however,
and missed the entire season.

In a cruel twist of fate, Sherrard re-broke the leg while
running on the beach preparing for the '88 season. Doubts
were raised as to whether or not he could stand up to the
punishment of playing in the NFL.
The Cowboys apparently felt Sherrard no longer fit into

their plans last off-season, and the 49ers picked him up for a
song and a low draft choice as a future project.

And now, he's in the Super Bowl.
"It felt great just to be out there," Sherrard said after the

49ers' first playoff victory over the Minnesota Vikings.
"After I was tackled once, I didn't even think about my
leg."

At UCLA, Sherrard amassed 128 career receptions for

1,965 yards. He set the single-season record with 48
catches in 1983. That record has since been tied by Flipper

Anderson, (1987), and broken by Mike Farr (66 in 1988).

Bono has not had the easiest of roads either.

After leading UCLA to a 9-3 record in the 1984 season

Super
]
and outdueling Bemie Kosar in the Fiesta Bowl, Bono has
|iad a lively career of holding clipboards on NFL sidelines.

Bono spent two years in Minnesota, followed by two
more in Pittsburgh before attending the 49ers training camp
last summer.
Bono knew he would never beat out Joe Montana, or

Steve Young either, for that matter, but he set his sights on
the No. 3 quarterback spot.

It has been another season of backup duties for Bono, but
he did get on the field long enough this year to throw a long
touchdown pass to Jerry Rice when Montana was injured
and Young was hurt

Interestingly, Bono holds the UCLA record for most,
passing yards in a single game with 399 versus BYU in

1983. Mike Young caught two touchdown passes in the
game. The opposing quarterback that day? None other than
Steve Young, Bono's fellow Montana backup.

Because-of his performance in the Denver Broncos AFC
Championship Game win over Cleveland, Mike Young has
gotten the most notoriety of the three Bruins in the Super
Bowl.

Young caught a 70-yard touchdown pass early in the
game to get the Broncos rolling, then set up another score
with a 52-yard catch.

Two receptions, 122 yards and a touchdown. And on
national television—a great way to get yourself noticed.
Young began his NFL career only a few miles down the

freeway at Anaheim Stadium.
Young's role with the Broncos is fourth wide receiver in

the shotgun formation. He was in a similar situation with
the Rams, but got caught up in a numbers game.
Young holds the UCLA Bowl recocd for receiving yards

with 129 in the 1984 Rose Bowl win over Illinois.

UCLA men's swim team drops in on gaia event in Delias
By Wendy Witherspoon

A^istant Sports Editor

The lOth-ranked UCLA men's
swim team will continue its tour of
the beautiful state of Texas tonight

and tomorrow, when it drops in on
the Dallas Morning News Classic

for a visit

And what a gala event that

should turn out to be—absolutely

everybody who's anybody is going

,to be at Southern Methodist Uni-
versity for what may be the

toughest Invitational of the year.

No. 1 -ranked Texas, the defending

national champion which has won
the last two Classics and which
defeated UCLA Wednesday night,

62-51, will head off the team list

Also in attendance will be fifth-

ranked Michigan (whom the

Bruins defeated, 58-55, last week),

llth-ranked Nebraska (whom the

Bruins defeated, 79-34, last

month), 16th-ranked SMU, and the

U.S. National team.

The crowd-drawing event is

sure to be the 50-yard freestyle

race. World-record holder, former
Bruin, and member of the U.S.
National team Tom Jager 'vil! be
the standout in the all-star lineup.

DefendingNCAA champion Brent
Lang of Michigan will also be on
the blocks for that race. For
UCLA, sprinters Brian Kurza and
Byron Davis will hope to hold their

own against the giants.

With four individual NCAA
qualifiers to date, plus a 400-yard
medley relay squad that has made
the standard, the Bruins should be
in the thick of the pack.

Although NCAA qualifier and
member of the U.S. National team.
Bruin Mark Dean, didn't swim his

specialty event—the 200-yard
butterfly—Wednesday against
Texas, he could be a big factor in

that event at the Classic.
The Bruins have been compet-

ing on the road since Wednesday,
when they were defeated by Texas,
and last night.
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Sports

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

UCLA's freshmen brought
more with them to Westwood than
just glorious hope for the future of
the basketball program.
They also brought the alley-oop

dunk, which they demonstrated to

perfection in last night's 79-62
Pac-10 win over Oregon in Pauley
Pavilion.

The victory upped the Bruins'
record to 13-3, 7-1 in the Pac-10,
wh'.le the Ducks fell to 9-8, 4-4.

With the win, UCLA also kept
pace with conference-leading Ore-
gon State (14-2, 8-0), which beat
use last night, 92-82, and set up
Saturday's showdown in Pauley.

Last night's game, then, was a
chance for the Bruins U» get up for
the Beavers. They got up

—

above
the rim.

Freshman Tracy Murray threw
down the first oop of the evening
with 7:23 left in the first half to cap
a 7-2 run that put UCLA ahead,
31-22. Mmray, who scored 19
points in his second start of the
year at center, thanked Danick
Martin for the assist.

Murray came back with another
oop that electrified the raucous
crowd of 9,458 early in the second
half. Oregon had closed the gap to

46-34, the closest it had come in

six minutes, to set the stage for

Murray. This time, it was Gerald
Madkins who fed the freshman for

the monster jam that put UCLA up
by 14 again, 48-34.

Not to be outdone by his first-

year Bruin teammate, freshman
Mitchell Butler, who finished with
nine points, had an alley-oop of his
own. With 10:42 remaining in the
game, Buller took a Martin pass up
high and threw it down to boost
UCLA 's lead to 66-48. From there,

the Bruins coasted.

Don MacLean led the Bruins
with 20 points, and tied Wilson,
who had 10 points, for rebounding
honors with 11 each. Overall,
UCLA dominated the boards, out
rebounding Oregon 49-38.

Terrell Brandon led the Ducks
with 19 points, but Oregon shot
just 35.7 percent from the floor in

running their road record to 0-6.

Harrick on probation
UCLA head basketball coach

Jim Harrick was publicly repri-

manded and placed on probation
for the remainder of the season for

criticism of the officiating in the
Bruins' January 18 game al Stan-
ford, the Pac-10 conference
announced late yesterday.

The reprimand was issued by
Pac-10 commissioner Tom
Hansen.
'The Conference's rules on this

point are clear, and we will not
tolerate violations, remarks which
might undermine confidence in

our officiating program, or lead to

counter-remarks by other coach-
es," Hansen said.

Harrick would not comment.

word as UCLA glins down

Bruin women rout OSU on road
By Dov Tamler
Contributor

CORVALLIS, Or.—With 11
straight losses under its belt, the

Oregon Slate women's basket-
ball team showed little signs of
recovery as the red-hot Bruins
rocked and rolled their way to a
82-60 victory last night at Gill

Coliseum.

The Beavers rode into the

contest cold with a 4-14 record,

while UCLA (10-6) was riding

high on the heels of a last-second
victory over Cal last Saiurday.

Last night's game appeared as

if it might end much like the Cal
game, at least in the early

moments. But UCLA went on a
little burst to close out the first

half with a 41-33 lead.

From there on out, it would be
all UCLA, as the Bruins looked
to their big guns to shoot down
OSU when it counted.

The Pac-lO's leading scorer.

Bruin Rehema Stephens, led the

way with a game-high 24 points

and hauled down six rebounds.

DeDe Mosman also stood out

for UCLA. The sophomore came

off the bench to tally 14 points on
six of 10 shooting.

In addition to her fine defen-
sive effort, senior forward Sand-
ra VanEmbricqs continued her
solid play on the offensive end.
hiuing all five of her shots and
adding four free throws to finish
with 14.

"On this road trip, we were
aiming for at least a split,"

UCLA head coach Billie Moore
said. "Now we have that, and we
can really focus on the Oregon
game. If you can win both
games, its good.**

Priority numbers
Priority numbers for student ticket

holders for the Oregon State basketball

game in Pauley Pavilion wiH be handed
out at noon Saturday at gates 10 and 15,

three hours before gametime. Students
must line up at the gates at 1:45 for

entrance to Pauley^
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Bruins to battle ^

Payton (Si Co- next

By David Gibson
Sports Editor

The Beavs arc for real. Believe
it.

There is no better than Gary
Payton. He docs it all. Don't even
question it

At least that is what is being said
up in Corvallis these days, as
Oregon State has risen to the
nation's No. 16 ranking, and is

currently sitting in the driver's seat
in the race to the conference
crown.

And let's not forget Payton, who
is getting praise as quite possibly
college basketball's best all-

around player, and is on a collision

course with the NCAA all-time

assist record. Payton is quietly

Men s Basketball

Who: Oregon state jk

vs. UCLA W*
Where: Pauley m

Pavilion m^
When: Saturday, AH

3:00p.m.^^
tallying 26.3 points per game, 8.9
assists and 4.8 boards. Payton also
ranks fourth in the nation with his

3.6 steals a game.
But tomorrow at 3 p.m., Payton

and Co. (15-2, 8-0) will put
everything on the line as they will
be challenged by a raucous, sold-
out Pauley PavUion and the No. 23
UCLA Bnjins (13-3, 7-1).

And despite the fact that CVSU
has swept through its conference
schedule thus far, and despite the
fact that the Beavers are currently
a game up on the Bruins, Oregon
Slate first-year head coach Jim
Anderson won't admit that his
team is currently the conference's
frontninner.

"UCLA is still the favorite to
win the Pac-10 championship, and
to play them at Pauley Pavilion is

always a difficult chore," Ander-
son said.

And Anderson expects to see
much of the same tomorrow.
"We feel when we meet them on

Saturday wc will be facing a club
playing at that level of perfor-
mance," Anderson continued. "It
will be a very difficult game."

Indeed it will. And UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick is not looking
past it. "Oregon State is very, very
solid in everything that they
do. . . This is a key weekend for
us. Oregon State knows how to
win."

Harrick called the Beavers
"probably the quickest team in the
conference," but that might be
excluding his team.

But for UCLA to win, it will
have to dam the river where the
Beavers swim. And in order to do

See OREGON ST., page 27

Sww College Basketball Preview ::::::rrrr>^

Oregon* at

use*

Arizona*(18) at

Pittsburgh

Stanford* at

Arizona St.*

Wash. State* at

Washington*

Missouri(2) at

Colorado

Kansas(2) at

Kansas Static

On the bandwQgon
Like everybody else, the Daily Bruin

is picking the San Francisco 49ers to beat
the Denver Broncos in Sunday's Super
Bowl. In an informal poll, the Sport*
staff chose the 49ers to win by an average
margin of 34-14. Remember^ you didn'l.
hear it here first.
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Venice clinic

seeks help
The Venice Family Clinic, a

center that provides free health

care to the poor and homeless
on the Westside, is seeking

student volunteers.

Volunteers at the clinic,

many who are UCLA students,

can get medical experience
while serving the community.

Volunteers usually work
Dnce a week for three to four

hours for at least a three month
period.

For more information, call

Murillo at (213) 392-8636.

Inside
student center

gets $25,000
A Japanese trading corpora-

tion gave UCLA's international

center funds for its new facility.

See page 8

Viewpoint

NicaragUan
elections

The upcoming free elections

in Nicaragua will test. U.S.

misconceptions.

See page 20

Arts & Entertainment

Sean Penn at

AGB movie niglrt

'Bad Boy' Sean Penn talks to

Bruins about his image versus

his work — and other things.

See page 23

Sports

UCLA beats
Or^on State

Trevor Wilson and the

UCLA men's baskett)all team

jmoked Oregon State 94-80 oil

Saturday.

See page 44
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ASUCLA banstobacco sales, use
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Both smoking and sales of
tobacco products will be banned in

all student association facilities in

March, the ASUCLA Board of
Directors decided Friday.

Smoking will continue to be
allowed on patios outside of some
ASUCLA facilities, such as Ack-
erman Union, Kerckhoff Hall,

North Campus and Lu Valle

Commons, but the ban will be
enforced indoors after Mar. 23, the

last day of final exams.
Tobacco products, including

cigarettes, cigars, chewing tobac-

co and snuff, will no longer be sold

beginning Mar. 3.

The proposal for the smoking
ban was opposed by two students

at the meeting who argued that it

would adversely affect smokers
during cold or rainy weathers and
high stress times such as final

exam periods.

"I spend 90 percent of my time

at school and it is not ASUCLA 's

part to make statements like that

. . .I've paid my registration fees,

and I have to be here," said one
student

Eliminating the smoking room
in the North Campus building is

"wrong," and it is "a hell of a walk
from here to Westwood" to purch-

ase cigarettes, he said.

Peter O'Neal, another student at

Perfect form

I I. i

A tennis player arid his stiadowpractice theirground strol<es at the Los Angeles Tennis

Center. i_^

Aid to Guatemala protested
Activists stage ^shootings'

in front ofLA. consulate
By Greg Miller

Contributor

Gunshots silenced the cheers of
an angry picket line.

A dozen demonstrators fell dead
— and the protest for Guatemalan
human rights was stopped by the

government-supported army.
Simulated outside the

Guatemalan General Consulate in

Los Angeles, this scene capped
Saturday's "Guatemala Day"
demonstrations protesting U.S. aid

to the Central American country.

Sponsored by the Los Angeles

Days of I>ecision to End United

States War in Central America,

**Guatemala Day" 's activities

included a morning rally at the

Westwood Federal Building, a car

caravan down Wilshire Blvd. to

the Guatemalan Consulate and

subsequent demonstrations there.

Saturday's protest called for an

end to all U.S. aid to Guatemala.

Organizers said the army-domi-

nated government uses U.S. mili-

tary and economic aid to oppress

the Guatemalan peq)le.

*The aid we give them goes to

the nastiest oppression in the

hemisphere," said Madeline Rios,

fluembcT of^ 4he Guatemalan

See PROTEST, page 15

the meeting, added, "It's not

ASUCLA 's right to establish a

social norm." He said that the

smoking room at North Campus is

separate from the rest of the

facility and does not bother nons-

mokers.

O'Neal asked the board that the

ban, if approved, be postponed
until after fmals week because a
ban just prior lo examination week

See TOBACCO, page 16

Gene may
explain eye
disability

By Debra L. Picker ^

Contributor

UCLA alumnus Mark Raineri

was bom with an eye disease

which has worsened to the point

where he can only see as much as if

he were looking straight ahead
through a finger ring held a few
feet away from his face.

Researchers at UCLA have
recently isolated a gene in mice
which may help further the under-r

standing of the origins of this

debililative eye disease called

retinitis pigmentosa (RP).

RP refers to a group of inherited

eye diseases which cause the

degeneration of the retina. The
retina, a thin tissue that lines the

inside of the eyeball, acts like the

film in a camera. It responds to

light, initiates the visual (M'ocess

and transmits the image to the

brain.

Faculty members of the Jules

Stein Eye Institute and the UCLA
School of Medicine gathered
Saturday morning to discuss their

findings with RP sufferers.

Dr. Dcbora B. Farber said she

and other researchers at UCLA
have isolated a defective gene that

causes loss of vision in a strain of
mice who have a visual defect

similar to RP in humans. The mice
are called "rd," which stands for

retinal degeneration.

Through further research Farber
hopes to discover what causes the

mutation of the rd gene and to learn

more about the origins of RP. She
hopes that she and her team will

soon locate a fragment of DNA in

humans that corresponds to that of
the rd mice.

Because mice and humans have
a high overlap of genetic material,

this gene isolation is pivotaL

"Seventy percent of their genetic*

material is the same," Dr. John
Heckenlively said.

Currently there is no therapy or
cure for the 100,000 Americans
who have gone blind as a result of
RP.

The earliest symptoms of RP are

night blindness and tunnel vision,

said Raineri, president of Southern
California's RP Foundation
Fighting Blindness.

. "Night blindness means that a

person's eyes never adapt to the

dark. In low light situations, like a

dark theater, you become a com-
pletely blind person," Raineri said.

Ironically, at the start of Satur-

day's program, the lights in the

new Jules Stein Auditorium failed.-

See EYES, page 17
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TODAY. MONDAY. JAN. 29
Orientation Counselor Information Meeting
- 1:00 pm . -

- North Campus, Room 22

TUESDAY. JAN. 30

• Community Safety/CSO - Cycle Safety
Seminar
- 6:00 - 8:00 pm
- Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge
iVIinority Association of Planners and
Architects - Grad School of Architecture
and Planning: Lecture, and Discussion
- 5:00 pm - Reception
- 6:00 pm - Lecture
- GSAUP - Student Lounge
Hunger Project Orientation Meeting
- 4:00 pm, AU 2408

• UBS Job Fair '90

- 10:00 am - 3:00 pm, AGB
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 31

• GALA General Meeting
- 7:00 pm, Kerckhoff SOO

THURSDAY: FEB. 1 ^^_
• UCLA Community Forunns ~T

- 2:30 - 5:00 pm
- AU, 2nd Floor Lounge * ;

'

.

GENERAL:
• UCLA Eating Disorders Awareness Week

Jan. 29 - Feb. 2
• Peer Health Counselor Orientation Meetings

Jan. 29 - Feb. 2
• international Students Association

Every Monday at 6:00 pm, Ackerman 3530
• January Is National Volunteer Blood Donor
Month

COMING AHRACTIONS:
• Honors Programs Scholarships for 1990-91

Deadline for Applications and Related
Materials are due March 19

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING
THESE EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR
ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF

THE PAPERI
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Governor defends
medfly pesticide
The Associated Press ,

SACRANfENTO — In a strongly worded address Saturday, Gov.

Geoi:ge Deukmejian defended the state's urban aerial pesticide assault

against the Mediterranean fruit fly against criticism and protests.

"California cannot afford to surrender to the medfly," the governor

said during his weekly statewide radio broadcast

"Allowing this insect to take up permanent residency in California

would have long-range consequences for agriculture and every citizen in

our state," he continued.

Deukmejian told radio listeners that the state has no choice but to con-

tinue nighttime heUcopter spraying of a syrup laced with malathion to

protect California's $16 billion agricultural industry.

"If left unchecked, the medfly infestation has the potential to spread

and infect virtually every fruit and vegetable crop grown in our state," he

said. A statewide infestation would require increased pesticide use on
crops, quarantines on California fruits, and a devastating loss ofjobs, the

governor added.

State Sen. Art Torres G^-Los Angeles) on Tuesday unveiled two bills

aimed at halting the maiathion spraying, and about 80 demonstrators

turned out in West Los Angeles for a protest Other protests were held

Thursday in Garden Grove.

More than 370 square miles of Los Angeles and Orange counties have
been infested with the Mediterranean fruit fly and about 50 cities have
been sprayed so far.

E)eukmejian has supported aerial spraying since he approved an
emergency eradication program in August.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by 'calling (213) 825-9898.
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Campaigh stresses concern over eating disorders
By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

Eating disorders is the topic of
Student Welfare Commission's
awareness campaign this week,
which aims to unite people con-

cerned about the diseases with
those who need help.

"Wc want people to be aware
that (help) exists. It's a closet

I^oblem. No one talks about it or

thinks about it and people usually

aren't aware that their friends have
it," said Patricia Lee, projects

director of the commission's eat-

ing disorders education commit-
tee.

According to UCLA's Student

^^Psychological Services, 10-29 per-

cent of college females are bulim-

ic, or have abnormal and constant

cravings for food. A 1989 Neurop-
sychiatric Institute report states

that one of every 200 college

students has anwexia n^vosa, a
disorder characterized by a patho-

logical fear of weight gain. ;

A variety ofpresentations led by
speakers from campus and the

Oratorical

contest on

UCLA Eating Disorders Awareness Week

MONDAY, JAN.29
Noon Presentation: Image Of Women In Aoh/ertlslng. & Film: Killing us Softly Ackerman 2408

TUESDAY, JAN.29
Noon Presentation: Medical Concerns of Eating Disorders
7:00p.m. Panel Discussion of Eating Disorders

WEDNESDAY, JAN.29
Noon Presentation: Myths and Misconceptions of Dieting

2:00p.m. Movie: The Karen Carpenter Story
6:00p.m. KLA Radio: Shame and Reaching Out

Ackerman 2408

Sproul 7 Lounge

Ackerman 351

7

Ackerman 3520
530 AM Radio

MONDAY, JAN.29
Noon Presentation: Eating Disorders and Athletic Performance Ackerman 3530
7:00p.m. Presentation: Indentlfying, Treating, and Overcoming an Eating Disorder l-ledrick Fireside

MONDAY, JAN.29 .. , , -....,.-

Noon Presentation: Fat Is a Family Affair

SOURCE: Student Welfare Commission

Ackerman 2408
'NOTE: Admittance into a residence hall requires escort by a resident.

community will coyer issues
involving anorexia nervosa, buli-

mia and compulsive eating.

An information booth will also

be on Bruin Walk all week from 10
a.m. to noon.

A large number of students

come to college with eating disor-

ders and many more develop them,

said Student Welfare Commis-
sioner Dean Poulakidas. "It's

especially a problem at UCLA
because Los Angeles is a very

look-conscious city," he said.

"Pressures aren't only academic
(at UCLA). A lot of them are social

Oariy Bruin

pressures which reflect on the way
students present themselves,"
Poulakidas said.

"I hope that we reach not only

those that are affected but also the

general public, who might not be at

risk, but can support those who
are," said Karen Fienberg, a

recovering bulimic who is a

member of the eating disorders

education committee.

Fienberg also hopes the aware-

ness week will encourage those

suffering from an eating disorder

to seek help. "People are trying to

get skinny to be happy, and they

are killing themselves in the

process," she said.

Lee said the committee which
she directs is an intermediary to

help different organizations find

guest speakers and other means of

education. Last quarter, the com-
mittee sent a discussion panel to

nine sorcxities to discuss eating

disorders.

Next quarter, committee mem-
bers plan to approach the fraterni-

ties about hosting guest speakers.

"We want to make men aware of
what eating disorders are, how
they come about, and how to

recognize problems in sisters or
girlfriends," Fienberg said.

The eating disorders education

committee was fanned this year by
Poulakidas.

King

a success
By WHIIam Relnhart

Contributor

Seven finalists in the second
annual oratorical contest honoring

the late Martin Luther King Jr.

spoke to a capacity audience last

Thursday about the theme 'Tree at

Last?"

Theevent was sponsored by the

Office of Residential Life Multi-

cultural Programming Committee
and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and
drew over 200 students and parents

to the Rieber Hall Fireside
Lounge.

The theme "Free at Last?" was
part of Diversity Awareness Week
commemorating King's birth. The
program was conceived **to let

people know more about the King
legacy," said co-host Schulyler

Jackson, president of Alpha Ptii

Alpha fraternity.

"It was amazing . . . they were
all so good," said winner Rebecca
Alleyne. "I didn't think I'd have a

chance."

Alleyne's speech focused on
education as the means to eradicate

the ignorance that breeds preju-

dice. Mimicking President George
Bush, she said, "This so called

'kinder, gentler place' is bound by
racism, sexism, homophobia and
anti-semitism. We fear all that is

unknown to us."

In her speech, the French major
suggested more culturally diverse

courses and curriculum. "Educa-
tion is the one commodity avail-

able to all in this country. Yet what
are we teaching?" she asked.,

A slew of entertainers sang,

acted and rapped to the delight of

the audience while the panel of
five judges deliberated on the

performance and content of the

speeches. The highlight was a rap

tribute to King by the Inglewood-
based rap group. Idol King.

The panelists, comprised of
university faculty and staff, took

longer than exp^ted to choose a

winner, and as Multicultural Prog-

ramming Committee chairwoman
Dclaphine Prysock began to make
the awards presentation the audi-

ence quieted in anticipation.

"It's really hard when you have

seven winners," Prysock said.

See KlNQ, page 18

Top, Willie Harper speaks
on the theme "Free at

Last" Left. Rebecca
Allyne is the winner ot
the Martin Luther King Jr.

Oratorical Contest at

Rieber Hall on Thursday
night.

Photos by
Suzanne States

Motorcycle accident leads student to safety seminar
By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

Heading home from a game of hoops on

campus Friday, a UCLA student crashed his

motorcycle into a university bus. Later, he

said he was fortunate to suffer only minor

injuries and now plans on attending

tomorrow's free cycle safety sehiinar.

UCLA junior Mark Burlaza, 22, laid

down his 600 c.c. Honda Hurricane when he

lost control while turning onto Wilshire

Boulevard from Veteran Avenue. After

hitting the pavement he let go of the

motorcycle and it slid into the bumper of a

campus transport van.

Burlaza said he makes that turn onto
Wilshire everyday, but this time he said he

shd on the painted stripe outlining the

crosswalk. "I just hit that strip and bailed my
bike.

"My gloves are what saved me . . . (the

gloves) and my helmet were thrashed," said

Burlaza, who was wearing basketball shcMts

at the time and suffered only minw scrapes.

"I was preuy lucky that that's all that

happened." ^- —

—

A Community Service Officer planning a

motorized cycle safety seminar sjfid") that

like Burlaza, riders often lay their Cycles

down to avoid serious injury. For incidents

like this, he stressed that protective clothing

is as important as safe riding habits.

Seminar organizer John Traub pointed

out that there are about eight motorized

cycle accidents a month and that riders need

to be educated about safer riding practices.

Sponsored by the Commuter Assistance

Ride Sharing Office, Traub said the seminar

is being conducted to help prevent accidents

and to minimize injuries on inevitable

mishaps.

Highway Patrol ceriifie-d motorcycle
instructor Bill Bemal will lead the seminar
scheduled to begin at 6 p.m. at Rieber Hall's

nreside lounge. Bemal will speak on two-
wheeled safety awareness and lead a

question and answer session following

videos demonstrating safe riding tech-

niques.

Those attending will receive ten percent

off of any part or service, or $5 off of any
purchase of $25 or more from local

motorized cycle repair shop Scooter Tech.

The seminar organizers reqttest artyonc

planning to auenfl to call them at 825-9800.
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Briefs
World

Polish party plans

in trouble after split

WARSAW, Poland— The communist
party's plan to dissolve itself and form a

single new party with broader appeal was
threatened Saturday when a group of

renegade members accused the leadership

of making only cosmetic changes.

The communist party opened its final

congress Saturday to form a new party

that it hopes will stand a better chance of

winning power in an increasingly demo-
cratic Poland.

After heated debate most delegates

voted to suspend the congress of the

Polish United Workers Party — the

party's formal name— and immediately

open the founding congress of the new,
still-unnamed party.

But a leading progressive, Tadeusz
Fiszbach, and about 100 others refused to

join, saying no authentic reform had

emerged and that the new party must shed

part of its old conservative membership to

draw support

Panama churchgoers

cheer Vice President

PANAMA CITY, Panama — Vice
President Dan Quayle was cheered by
churchgoers whose priest welcomed the

U.S. military invasion, and the new
government's leaders said American
troops still are needed to help stabilize the

country.

While the continued presence of the

U.S. troops has rankled other Latin

nations, Panama's new president, Guiller-

mo Endara, said the occupying troops are

needed until Panama can get its police

force operational.

Peruvian President Alan
refused to attend the Feb. 15

in Colombia with President

the U.S. invasion forces

Panama.

Garcia has

drug summit
Bush unless

are out of

j^i-

'Satanic Verses' won't

be printed in papeibaclc

LONDON — Viking Penguin has

canceled plans for a paperback edition of

*The Satanic Verses" because of the death

threats against author Salman Rushdie

and others associated with the book, a

newspaper said Sunday.

The Observer said the publishers will

not produce the paperback as long as there

is any risk to its staff, bookshops or the

public.

Rushdie has been in hiding under police

guard since Feb. \Ay when the late

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini urged
Moslems to seek out and kill the author

and others involved in the publication of
"The Satanic Verses."

Many Moslems believe the book is

blasphemous to Islam.

The Observer said Viking Penguin's
decision has strained the company's
relations with Rushdie. It said Rushdie is

claiming the company has a contractual

obligation to publish a paperback edition

without delay.

Nation

White House defends

$1.2 trillion budget
WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush on Sunday prepared to send Con-
gress a $1.23 trillion 1991 spending plan
that his budget director said contains no

general tax increase and which he
predicted will be "criticized unfairly" on
Capitol Hill.

With many details already known
about the budget, which will be released
Monday, Etemocratic lawmakers are
complaining that it fails to address the
deficit seriously and that its defense cuts
are too timid.

Strange light puzzles

many on East Coast
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Thousands

of people in the Eastern United States

reported seeing a strange blueish-green

light in the sky Saturday night which some
experts said could have been an unusually

large meteorite.

Robert Gribble of the National UFO
Reporting Center in Seattle, a private

group, reported receiving dozens of calls.

"Based on descriptions that have been
given, I'd say we're dealing with a very

large solid, a very large meteor," Gribble

said.

State

nght promised over
Rothenberg's parole

OAKLAND — An Alameda County
official, convinced paroled child-burner

Charles Rothenberg is headed to Oakland,
says he will file a complaint Monday with

the state Department of Corrections.

"I think it's poor judgment," said Don
Perata, presiident bf the Alameda County
Board of Supervisors. "I don't think

people like that should be*dumped on
Oakland."

A state Department of Corrections

spokesman refused to confirm or deny
reports Rothenberg may be in the San

Francisco Bay area.

The San Francisco Chronicle reported

in Saturday's editions that a law enforce-

ment source said Rothenberg, who
severely disfigured his 6-year-old son by
setting him on fire seven years ago in a

failed murder-suicide attempt, will be or

alf&ady has been taken to Oakland.

"We are not disclosing his location-

."said Mike Van Winkle, the department

spokesman. "The local police are

informed, but it is our policy not to say

publicly where any parolee is."

Local

Wilson, Van do Kamp
debate environment

U.S. Sen. Pete Wilson and state

Attorney Genecal John K. Van de Kamp,
squaring off in the race for govonor,

promised Los Angeles activists they

would be champions of the environment

Republican Wilson and Democrat Van
de Kamp made the pledges during
separate appearances Saturday before a
conference sponsored by Heal the Bay, a
group dedicated to cleaning up polluted

Santa Monica Bay. They also attacked

each other's plans for rescuing the

environment.

Wilson told the crowd that as governor
he would create a state Environmental
Protection Agency that would bar offs-

hore oil drilling and get tough on
polluters.

Van de Kamp called on Wilson to

endorse the Environmental Protection Act
of 1990, a proposed initiative for the

November ballot that would enact
sweeping changes in state law to protea
the environment

Compiled from the Associated Press

FREE SIX-PACK WITH $10 MINIMUM PURCHASE!
Just bring in this coupon and take your choice of Diet Pepsi
(Regular & Caffeine-Free), Pepsi-Cola (Regular & Caffeine-Free),

Orange Slice (Diet & Regular), Lemon-Lime Slice (Diet & Regular)
or Mountain Dew six-packs of 12-oz. cans with minimum $10
purchase. It's our way of saying thanks for shopping right here
in the Village!

1057 Goyley Ave., Westwood Villoge, CA 90024 (213) 209-1111

LE CX)NTE

\ KINROSS

>
UJ

WILSHIRE

^ 60 AHEAD, 1EAR THIS OUTI Ik,

!1=reF"
I PEPSir

Present this coupon
for a free* six-pack

with any minimum

$10 purchase I

Offer expires February 11, 1990.

breadstiks

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • badcery

'Free with minimum $10 purchose, plus California redemption.

grocery • ppcxlijce • dairy • del) • bakery

1617 Goyi<r A»*.mrtwcod VWotl. CA WP4 » (ZI31 2W!11I

ALBERT SOONKVDaJty Bruin

Hooman and Babak Shabatian, left to right, celebrate a San Francisco 49er touchdown at
the Cooperage. San Francisco beat the Denver Broncos, 55-10.

Join The Group That
AU Nations Of The Wor]

International Students Association

MEETINGS
Every Monday, 6:00 pm Ackerman Union 3530

Volunteers Needed For the Following Committees :

^ East European Festival

sdK Language Exchange Program
1^ Mardi Gras
^ WorldFest

1^ Cultural Excursions in L.A.

^ UCLA-USC Conference
^ ISA International Life Newsletter

s$s Foreign Student Orientation

For more detailed Infonnation drop by 404 KH to pick up an application or call 825-2726.
Paid for by USAC • your student gov't
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UCLA UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS SOCIETY

-PROUDLY PRESENTS ...

STEP INTO
20TH CENTURY INSURANCE COMPANY
ACCOUNTANTS OVERLOAD
ACKERLEY COMMUNICATIONS
AMERICAN HONDA MOTOR CO., INC. —
ANDERSEN CONSULTING

ANGELES CORPORATION
AT&T

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY (ARCO) -

BAIN & COMPANY
BANK OF AMERICA V
BOZELL ADVERTISING

THE BROADWAY
BULLOCK'S / MACY'S SOUTH
BUSINESSLAND, INC.

CARL'S JR. RESTAURANTS
CARTER HAWLEY HALE

CBS INC.

CITY NATIONAL BANK
CITY OF LONG BEACH

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

CM ALLIANCE / CONNECTICUT MUTUAL -

LIFE INSURANCE CO.

COM SYSTEMS, INC.

COOPERS & LYBRAND
DELOIHE & TOUCHE
DISNEYLAND

DUN & BRADSTREET BUSINESS SERVICES

ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR / LEASING

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATES, INC.

ERNST & YOUNG
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK
FOOT LOCKER

FOOTE, CONE & BELDING INC.

GREY ADVERTISING

HEWITT ASSOCIATES

IBM CORPORATION

INGLEWOOD UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

JOSEPH T. RYERSON & SON, INC.

KAPLAN

KCAL-TV CHANNEL 9

KOST-FM

LADY FOOT LOCKER

THE L/E/K PARTNERSHIP

LEONARD & OHREN
LIMITED EXPRESS

-A-f
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YOUR FUTURE
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LOCKHEED AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS
LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
LOS ANGELES COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION

-^HE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY ^^—
McCAW CELLULAR COMMUNICATION INC.

McMASTER-CARR SUPPLY COMPANY
MONITOR COMPANY
MONTEBELLO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS & SYSTEMS
DIVISION

MUSIC PLUS
NORTHROP CORPORATION
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE -

THE MELLINGER AGENCY
PEACE CORPS
PEPSI-COLA

PETERSON & COMPANY CONSULTING "-* -^—

—

PUTNAM, HAYES, & BARTLEH INC.

PRICE WATERHOUSE
PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL SERVICES
R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS CO.

ROADWAY EXPRESS, INC.

SAN BERNARDINO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
SECURITY PACIFIC AUTOMATION COMPANY
SNELLING TEMPORARIES
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
STEELCASE

SULLIVAN COMPANIES
SUMITOMO BANK OF CALIFORNIA
SUNKIST GROWERS INC.

TANDY CORPORATION/RADIO SHACK
THOMAS JAMES ASSOCIATES
THRIFTY CORPORATION
TOYOTA MOTOR SALES, U.S.A., INC.

TRIPLE "A" STUDENT PAINTERS
U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

UARCO BUSINESS FORMS
UCLA STAFF EMPLOYMENT

,

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS -- - ,

VITESSE SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATIOI^
WELLS FARGO BANK
WILLIAM M. MERCER MEIDIN6ER

HANSEN, INCORPORATED
WINSTON TIRE COMPANY
THE WHITING-TURNER
CONTRACTING COMPANY •

WORKING WORLD MAGAZINE

AND MORE TO COME !!!!

IF YOU'RE A UBS MEMBER, DON'T FORGET TO TURN IN YOUR RESUME AT JOB FAIR FOR THE RESUME BOOK...

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee ^

... IF YOU'RE NOT A MEMBER, JOIN TODAY AND GET INSTANTLY EXPOSED TO 90+ COMPANIES AHENDING JOB FAIR '90.—— ^B&^ SPONSOf^D BY AGSM"—
miimmmmtmm

'/

ly^i iiiiiijM^pi L .1 i^M^gy "immmmmmm
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Groups study hypertension
Students to be screened for high blood pressure

By Greg Hayes
Contributor

Students will be able to have

their blood pressure taken as they

leam about hypertension and the

proper way to "Listen to your

heart"

With that theme in mind, the

project aims "to make students

aware of the problem of hyperten-

sion and make the different groups

concerned about it aware of each

other," said Michelle Look, special

project director of the Student

Welfare Commission.
Students, when they have their

blood pressure taken, will be asked

to answer a demographic survey

that will be used to compile

statistics regarding hypertension

among various groups on campus.

Coordinators expect to screen

1,000 students to get a broad based

sample.
Certified blood pressure screen-

ers from the Latino Student Health

Project, the Black Hypertension

Group, the Asian Pacific Islander

Hypertension Program, Peer
Health Counselors and Student

Health Advocates will help at

blood pressure screening booths

around campus.

Dr. Maureen Mangotich of
Student Health Service helped
train many of the student screeners
and helped create the survey with
the Student Welfare Commission.
By examining habits of the

groups at risk, there will be a

greater chance of educating ihem
and showing what changes might

be beneficial to thoir health, Eu
said.

•This is the first survey of this

kind," said Laurel Eu, ol Student

Health Service.

The results of the survey are

expected to be available by the end
of the week. •

Hypertension Screenings

student Health Services will be offering screenings for hyperten-

sion at the following locations on campus between 10 a.m. and 2

p.m. Wednesday and Thursday.

* ""v^^Westwood Plaza

!

UCLA.

*
Japanese donate to International Student Center
By Taline Satamian

Contributor

A leading Japanese- trading

corporation on Friday donated
$25,000 to UCLA's International

Student Center (ISC) for the

construction of the center's new
facility later this year.

The gift from Sumitomo Corpo-
ration brings the total amount of
money accumulated for the new
facility to $8.5 million. Other
Japanese corporations which have
donated to the $11 million project

include Nissan and Toyota, which

each gave $100,000.

The new facility will be located

on the northwest side of campus
and its construction is scheduled to

begin November, with a projected

completion date of January 1992.

ISC has outgrown its current

location in an off-campus building

on Hilgard Avenue, said Maxwell
D. Epstein, executive director of
ISC and dean of the Office of

International Students and Scho-
lars (OISS).

"The new location will be more
efficient," he said. Both ISC and
OISS will be housed together in

the new on-campus location to

increase their accessibility. OISS,

which is located in the Men's
Gym, offers services such as

"This center is as

important for Ameri^

can students as it is

for foreign students.**

academic assistance and visa

counseling for foreign students.

ISC piovides housing assistance

and sponsors many cultural activi-

ties.

"UCLA has sought to foster

intercultural relations as well as

recognize individual student needs
through the relocation and expan-

sion of the International Student

Center," said Eiichi Miyoshi,

president and chief executive
officer of Sumitomo Corporation.

"We share this philosophy with

UCLA," he said.

"This center is as important for

American students as it is for

foreign students," said Stanley

Dashew, ISC board chairman.

"American students have to get to

know people of other countries

because we're living in one

planet."

The location of the new center

will encourage more people to gel

involved in the international com-
munity of UCLA, Epstein said,

noting how it will allow for closer

links with faculty members
involved in international studies.

The new facility will include an

international cafe and dining hall,

a dance studio, an art studio, a

student kitchen and conference

rooms.

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults

Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

N

Your own body may be your best weapon
i

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3rd
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and tt^ DepxartnTjent of Community Safety.

IDAZZLE THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Daneshrad DDS

UCLA Graduate

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $10.00
* Bleaching for whiter teeth

ONLY $ 1 48.00 per arch

EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED

^'SXSS^ "r^^'O^f^ll Hcadphoiws
lltSO Wlbhlr. Blvd. Suit* 101 W«st LA. (B«tWMn Barrington & Bundyl

I
HLUC
Euimam
u n a c u a ''

< -

SP09L fHJ ,^ ' > _

With or without glasses-

(j s j^ artistry for your eyes only

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up core

^^"^

It I

"^

•JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

All Student, faculty, employee
vision-plans WELCOME

'\-i
'/

^ N

tmimmmmm n\%im m« ] • •w »*»»»**.

5.5.

fc!;'̂?•'

''fi- - mTttW

optonutnst

W Wevburn
located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(21 3) 208-4748

STAMFORD PREP INC.
LSAT GMAT GRE
Classes begin Dec. 9, 1989

If you're thinking about taking

Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prejb than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan,"

-Stephanie Barman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181
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Students cautioned against high • II pressure
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Service

It*s easy to ignore the high blood pressure

screening tables on Campus. After all,

students have classes to catch or friends to

meet And besides, most people feel just

fine.

*The typical student suffering from high

blood pressure has no symptoms — so

would not necessarily seek to be tested,"

said Maureen Mangotich, M.D., a Student

Health Service physician who has trained

many of the students who will be taking

measurements on Wednesday and Thursday
as part of Hypertension Awareness Week.
**But finding out about the problem now can
really be important for the student's future

health.

Evidence is strong that sustained high

blood pressure, known as hypertension, can
result in strokes, heart attacks, kidney

damage and Uindness.

Several bkxxl pressure readings of 140/

90 or more are considered to signify

hypertension, according to most medicai

professionals. Readings under 140/85 are

considered acceptable for a college student,

according to Mangotich.

The first number, the systolic, indicates

the force of the blood against the artery

walls when the heart contracts. The second

number, the diastolic, shows the pressure of

the blood against the walls when the heart is

relaxed.

The systolic can vary considerably,

depending on the situation. The diastolic,

generally less influenced by environmental

factors, is considered the more important

number by some health professionals in

Prevention begins widi testing, offered

free at three on-campus sites this week
predicting future disease.

About 80 percent of hypertensives have
diastolic readings between 90 and 104,

which are considered to be mildly elevated.

However, a report of the National Institutes

of Health panel on hypertension claimed

that this group accounts for about half the

deaths attributed to high blood pressure.

Previous studies estimate that for every

10 point rise in systolic hypertension, the

risk of heart disease goes up 30 percent

"Medical research has shown that high

blood pressure can scar, harden, reduce the

elasticity and even rupture artery walls,"

Mangotich said. **A heart working under

these conditions can become enlarged and
weakraed. High blood pressure can result in

changes in the blood vessels in the kidneys,

the brain and the eyes.**

Michelle Look, special project director

for the Student Welfare Commission, hopes

that Hypertension Awareness Week will

encourage students to find out whether they

are in a group identified as being at risk for

hypertension or have health behaviors that

can influence blood pressure. Risk factors

include the following:

F^ily history has been identified as a

rislfiactor by 60 years of research. If one's

parents or a brother or sister developed high

blood pressure, that person would be about

twice as likely to develop hypertension

compared to someone without that back-

ground, according to research recorded by

Consumer Reports.

Blacks are most likely to develop
hypertension, followed by Latinos and
whites, according to epidemiological stu-/

dies. The National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute estimated that blacks could
decrease theiir mortality rate by 22.4 percent

as opposed to 10 percent for whites by
controlling hypertension.

Groups classified as Asian and Pacific

Islanders may be less likely to be aware of

hypertension risks, get screened, or seek

treatment, according to a 1979 California

Hypmension Survey.

Men have a higher incidence of hyperten-
sion than women. However, birth control

pills, pregnancy, and estrogen replacement
drugs may cause hi^ blood [vessure in a
small percentage of women.

Obesity, or being 20 percent or more
above ideal weight, is estimated to double
the frequency of having high blood pKs-
sure, according to a special report published

in the Tufts University Newsletter.

Dietary factors are also being studied.

The association between salt and hyperten-

sion is not clear, but a daily salt intake of six

grams or mcx'e seems to be associated with a

rise of blood pressure with age.

With daily intake of less than 4.5 grams,

age related high blood pressure is slight or

absent, according to the National Academy
of Sciences* Committee on Diet and Health.

According to the Food and Nutrition Board,

adequate and safe intake is 1/2 to 1 1/2

teaspoons of salt per day. The role of
potassium and calcium in towering blood
pressure is under investigation.

Researchers note that the consumption of
saturated fats is direcUy associated with a

rise in blood pressure, regardless of the

person's Weight
Alcohol use, smoking, caffeine and high

stress levels may raise the blood pressure.

Exercise, even if moderate, has reduced
blood pressure, national and international

studies have concluded.

Aerobic and highly repetitive, low weight
strength training have been beneficial,

according to a report from 1988 Consultant
Medical Journal. High weight low repeti-

tion exercises were not recommended.
Drug treatments for hypertension can

cost from $3 to $71 or more per year and
may have side effects. "Given the high cost

and potential side effects of the drugs, we
try to first work on lifestyle and modify
other cardiovascular risk factors," Mango-
tich said.

Modifying the risk factors and behavioral

triggers alone has been demonstrated to

tower blood pressure in 30 percent of
patients, according to recent studies.

For more information, stop by one of the

stations this week. Also, from Monday
through Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

during the academic year, take advantage of

the free screening and information provided

by the Peer Health Counselors (PHCs) at the

Treehouse Patio, Lu Valle Commons and
John Wooden Center.

For more information, call Student
Health Service at 825-2463 or the Peer

Health Counselors at 825-8462.

DO YOU SUFFER FROMi]

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Wcstwood, CA. 90024
(713)478^69 (818)988-0110

The WRC Library and Information System

Do you need research inaterial for a term paper or speech?

Are you looking for financial aid information, career planning

guides, or directories to women's organizations?

Could you use a collection of current articles and

periodicals on issues of concern to women?.

The Women's Resource Center Library and

Information System is a unique source of books,

periodicals, and articles on a variety of gender-related

topics. Photocopying of collection materials is available

for a nominal fee; all materials are noncirculating. The

WRC is open Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

2 Dodd Hall 825-3945

The WRC is a service of the Divison of Student Oevelopment and Health.
"Here U is! Just what I need!"

The Women's Resource Center Pathfinders Series

WOMEN in POLmCS
A Discussion with

Ruth Galaiiter
Ruth Galanter, Los Angeles City Councilwoman, 6th District, will speak about

her experience as a woman in politics, opportunities for women in the field,

and how women can gain experience and develop leadership skills.

Monday, February 5th

3:00 - 4:30 p.m.
Humanities Conference Room, 314 Royce Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a sen/ice of tt)e Division of Student Development and Health.
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO: ALL STUDENTS '

FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: OFFICIAL NOTICES

OFFICAL NOTICES SUCH AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL
APPEAR IN THE UCLA DAILY BRUIN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING
THE ACADEMIC YEAR. SUCH OFFICIAL NOTICES ARE IMPORTANT
AND ALL STUDENTS ARE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
INFORMATION IN THEM.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS ^ ^

RE: RELEASE AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION FROM
STUDENT RECORDS

Pursuant to the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1 974

and the "University of California Policies Applying to the Disclosure of

Information from Student Records," students at the UCLA campus have the

rights:

1

.

To inspect and review records pertaining to themselves in

their capacity as students;

2. Tohavewithheldfromdisclosure.absenttheirpriorconsent

for release, personally identifiable information from their

student records, with the exceptions as noted in Section .

1 0.70 of the "University of California Policies Applying to the

Disclosure of Information from Student Records"' as

published in the University of California Policies Applying to

Campus Activities. O'-ganizations. and Students (Part B),

avdiiduie in the Office of the Dean of Students, T206 Murphy
Hall; Center for Student Programming. 161 Kerckhoff Hall;

and Student Psychological Services, A3-062 Center for the ^

Health Sciences;

3. To inspect records maintained bythe campus of disclosures —

=

of personally identifiable information from their

student records;

4. To seek correction of their student records through a

request to amend the records or a request for a

hearing; and

5. To file complaints with the Department of Education .

regarding alleged violations of the rights accorded them by

the Federal Act.
^

The University may publish, without the student's prior consent, items in

the category of "public information,"' which are name, addresses, telephone

numbers, date and place of birth, major, field of study, dates of attendance,

degrees and honors received, the most recent previous educational

institution attended, participation in officially recognized activities, including

but not limited to intercollegiate athletics, and the name, weight, and height

of participants on intercollegiate athletic teams.

Students who do not wish all or part of this "public information" disclosed

may so indicate on the UCLA Data Change Request portion of the

Registration Form, and, with respect to other items of information, by filling

out a "Decline to Release Public Information Form" available in the

Registrars Office, 1134 Murphy Hall.

If a request Is made to withhold from disclosure a student's name and

degrees and honors received, the campus cannot make public any honors,

received by the student, such as election to Phi Beta Kappa, and cannof

include the student's name and degree earned in a Commencement Program

without the written consent of the student. Similarly, if a request is made to

withhold from disclosure a student's name and dates of attendance, a

students status as a student cannot be verified for potential employers

without the written consent of the student. Further, If a student's last

instruction to the campus is to withhold from disclosure the degree granted

to that student and the date on which the degree was conferred, that

information cannot be confirmed for a third party in connection with the

appointment of that graduate to a new position or in connection with an

honor that that individual received.
^ : -.

Student records which are the subject of the Federal Act and the
Universitys policies may be maintained in a wide variety of offices. Students
are referred to the UCLA Campus and CHS Directory. Campus Departmental
listings, pages 1 through 28, and Center for Health Sciences Departmental
listings, pages 29 through 44, which list all of the offices which may maintain
students' records, together with their campus address and telephone
number. Students have the right to inspect their student records in any such
office subject to the terms of the Federal Act and the University's policies.

The University's policies and Implementing campus procedures and the

UCLA Campus and CHS Directory may be inspected in, and information

concerning the studerrt's hearina rights may be obtained from the Office of

the Dean of Students, 1206 MuiT)hy HaM. A copy of the Federal Act may be
reviewed in the Office of the Records Management Coordinator. Room 200,
Camptfs Services 6<4^ng tt.

-^

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UNIVERSITY NONDISCRIMINATION STATEMENT

The University of California. In compliance with Titles VI and VI I of the Civil

Rights Act of 1 964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1 972 . Sections

503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. the Age Discrimination in

Employment Act of 1 967. and the Age Discrimination Act of 1 975, does not

discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex,

handicap, or age in any of Its policies, procedures, or practices; nor does the

University, In compliance with Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans

Readjustment Act of 1974, and Section 12940 of the State of California

Government Code, discriminate against any employees or applicants for

employment because they are disabled veterans or veterans of the Vietnam

era, or because of their medical condition (as defined in Section 1 2926 of the

California Government Code), their ancestry, or their marital status; nor

does the University discriminate on the basis of citizenship, within the limits

Imposed by law or University policy; nor does the University discriminate on

the' basis of sexual orientation.

This nondiscrimination policy covers admission and access to, and

treatment in University programs and activities, and application for and

treatment in University employment.

In conformance with University policy and pursuant to Executive Orders

1 1 246 and 1 1 375. Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1 973. and Section

402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1 974. the University of

California is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer.

Specific inquiries regarding the University's equal opportunity policies

may be directed to Patricia Jasper, UCLA Campus Counsel, 3149 Murphy

Hall, (213) 825-4042; .or the Director of the Office of Civil Rights,

Department of Education.

Students may complain about any University action which they believe

discriminates against them on the basis of race, color, national origin,

religion, sex, sexual orientation, handicap, age. veterans status, medical

condition (as defined in Section 12926 of the California Government Code),

ancestry, or marital status and may contact the Office of the Dean of

Students. 1206 Murphy Hall, (213) 825-3871. for further Information and

procedures. .
> '

TO: THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: ACCOMMODATION OF RELIGIOUS PRACTICES OF

•^ STUDENTS IN THE SCHEDULING OF EXAMINATIONS

On September 16. 1985. Governor Deukmejian signed into law a

provision of the California Education Code (Section 92640(a)) applying to

the University of California.

"It is the request of the Legislature that the Regents of the University of

California develop policies and procedures to insure that each campus of the

University, in administering any test or examination, shall permit any

student who is eligible to undergo the test or examination to do so, without

penalty, at a time when that activity would not violate the student's religious

creed. This requirement shall not apply In the event that administering the

test or examination at an alternate time would impose an undue hardship

which could not reasonably have been avoided."

President Gardner has asked all campuses to demonstrate compliance

with this provision. At UCLA, accommodation for alternative examination

dates will be worked out directly and on an individual basis between the

student and the faculty member Involved.

1. In general, students should make such requests of the

instructor during the first two weeks of any given academic

term, or as soon as possible after a particular examination

date Is announced by the Instructor.

2. Students unable to reach a sat^factory arrangement with

their instructor should contact^he^ampus Ombudsman (274
KInsey Hall, 213/825-7627) or the Dean of Students (1206
Murphy Hall, 213/825-3871) for assistance.

3. Instructors who have questions, or who wish to verify the
nature of the religious event or practice involved should
contact the Campus Ombudsman or the Dean of Students for

assistance.

This policy hafe" been reviewed and approved by the Academic Senate
Committee on Educational Policy. Faculty should remember that while it is

fully In their discretion to make arrangements with Individual students for
alternate exam times. Including final exams, faculty must conduct the
scheduled final exam for the class as a whole at the times and places
established by the Department Chair and the Registrar (Regulation A-332
(A) of the Los Angeles Division of the Acadpmlc Senate).
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: OFFICIAL NOTICES

OFFICIAL /VOr/CESSUCH AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL APPEAR
IN THE UCLA DAILY BRUIN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING THE ACADEMIC
YEAR. SUCH OFFICIAL NOTICES ARE IMPORTANT AND ALL STUDENTS
ARE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INFORMATION IN THEM.

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: THE CHANCELLOR
RE: FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN AN EDUCATIONAL

ENVIRONMENT DEDICATED TO CIVILITY AND MUTUAL
RESPECT *^

"The University seeks to provide and sustain an environment

conducive to sharing and extending knowledge and values. A critical

component of this environment is its intellectual and cultural diversity.

Embracing and cultivating diversity, learning about and appreciating

differences in an atmosphere of civility and mutual respect are central to the

mission and traditions of the University. As a result, the University has

striven to nurture a wide variety of people and ideas" ("Diversity: Accepting

differences part of university's mission," 1987, June. Summer Bruin ).

The University of California is committed to creating and maintaining a

community in which students, faculty, administrative and academic staff can

work together in an atmosphere free from all forms of harassment,

exploitation, or intimidation, including sexual, ( University of California

Policies AoDlvina to Campus Activities. Organizations, and Students. Part B.

Section 40.00). At the same time, the University has a vital interest in

protecting and encouraging lawful freedom of expression. The University

policies outlined below seek to strike a. balance between lawful free speech

and the University's responsibility to assure "a learning climate free from

expressions of bigotry that corrode the inter-group tolerance required for all

to enjoy genuinely equal opportunities to learn and discover" ("University of

California Principles of Academic Community". Academic Council of the UC
Academic Senate, 1988).

It is the Intention of the University to take whatever steps may be

needed to prevent, correct, and, if appropriate, discipline behavior which

violates its policies.

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: THE CHANCELLOR
RE: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICY ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT

AND COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCEDURES

Every member of the University community should be aware that the

University is strongly opposed to sexual harassment and that such behavior

is prohibited both by law and by University policy.

UNIVERSITY DEFINITION OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT:

Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other

verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment

when:

(a) Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or

Implicitly a term or condition of instruction, employment,

or participation in other University activity;

(b) Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an

Individual is used as a basis for evaluation in making

academic or personnel decisions affecting an individual;

or

(c) Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably

Interfering with an individuars performance or creating an

intimidating, hostile, or offensive University environment

In determining whether the alleged conduct constitutes sexual

harassment, consideration shall be given to the record as a whole and to the

totality of the circumstances, including the nature of the sexual advances

and the context in which the alleged incidents occurred ( Universitv of

California Policies Applying to Campus Activities-. Organizations, and

Students. Part B . Section 40.21).

COMPLAINT RESOLUTION:
Experience has demonstrated that many complaints of sexual

harassment can be effectively resolved through informal intervention.

Individuals who experience what they consider to be sexual harassment are

advised to confront the alleged offender immediately and firmly.

An Individual who chooses not to confront the alleged offender and

who wishes help, advice, or information may contact the appropriate

department chair; the offender's supervisor; the Campus Ombudsman's
Office, 274 Kinsey Hall, (21 3)825-7627; or the Women's Resource Center. 2

Dodd Hall. (213)825-3945. These offices will provide assistance and

Information regarding ways to Initiate informal and formal procedures for

complaint resolutiorL •
.

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND UCLA COMPLAINT RESOLUTION

PROCEDURES IN CASES OF ALLEGED INCIDENTS OF
HARASSMENT OR INTIMIDATION BY STUDENTS

The University strives to create an environment which fosters the values of

mutual respect and tolerance and is free from discrimination based on race, ethnicity,

sex, religion, sexual orientation, disability and other personal characteristics.

Certainly harassment, in its many forms, works against those values and often

corrodes a person's sense of worth and interferes with one's ability to participate in

University programs or activities. While the University is committed to the free

exchange of ideas and the full protection of free expression, the University also

recognizes that words can be used in such a way that they no longer express an Idea,

but rather injure and intimidate, thus undermining the ability of individuals to

participate in the University community (President Gardner, September 21, 1989).

The University of California Policies APDlvinQ to Campus Activities. OrQanizations,

and Students. Parts A and B (hereafter referred to as "Policies") presently prohibit a

variety of conduct by students which, in certain contexts, may be regarded as

harassment or intimidation.

For example, harassing expression which is accompanied by physical abuse,

threats of violence, or conduct that threatens the health or safety of any person on

University property or in connection with official University functions may subject an

offending student to University discipline under the provisions of Section 51 .1 6 of the

"Policies".

Similarly, harassing conduct, including symbolic expression, which also

involves conduct resulting in damage to or destruction of any property of the

University or property of others while on University premises may subject a student

violator to University discipline under the provisions of Section 51.12 of the

"Policies".

Further, pursuant to President Gardner's issuance of the "Universitywide

Student Conduct Harassment Policy", promulgated September 21, 1989, students

may be subject to University discipline for the following misconduct which may
consist solely of expression: . ,

The use of "fighting words" by students to harass any person(s)

on University property, on other property to which these policies

apply as defined in campus implementing regulations, or in

connection with official University functions or University-sponsored

programs.

"Fighting words" are those personally abusive epithets which,

when directly addressed to any ordinary person are, in the context

used and as a matter of common knowledge, inherently likely to

provoke a violent reaction whether or not they actually do so. Such

words include, but are not limited to, those terms widely recognized

to be derogatory references to race, ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual

orientation, disability, and other personal characteristics. "Fighting

words" constitute "harassment" when the circumstances of their

utterance create a hostile and intimidating environment which the

student uttering them should reasonably know will interfere with the

' victim's ability to pursue effectively his or her education or otherwise

to participate fully in Unversity programs and activities.

COMPLAINT RESOLUTION
One of the necessary measures in our efforts to assure an atmosphere of civility

and mutual respect is the establishment of procedures which provide effective

informal and formal mechanisms for those who believe that they have been the victim

of any of the above misconduct.

Many incidents of harassment and intimidation can be effectively resolved

through informal means. For example, an individual may wish to confront the alleged

offender immediately and firmly. An individual who chooses not to confront the

alleged offender but who wishes help, advice or information is urged to contact any of

the Harassment Information Centers listed below.

Harassment Information Centers offer persons the opportunity to learn about

the phenomena of harassment and intimidation; to understand the formal and

informal mechanisms by which misunderstandings may be corrected and, when

appropriate, student perpetrators may be disciplined; and to consider which of the

available options are the most useful for the particular circumstances. These Centers

are:

(a) The Campus Ombudsman's Office (274 Kinsey Hall, 825-7627); •

(b) The Women's Resource Center (2 Dodd Hall, 825-3945);

(c) The Office of Residential Life (Residential Life Building, 825-3401);

(d) The Office of International Students and Scholars (105 Men's Gym,

825-1681);

(e) Student Psychological Services (4223 Mathematical Sciences Building,

825-4207; or A3-062 Center for the Health Sciences, 825-7985J; and
(f) The Office of Fraternity and Sorority Relations (108 Men's Gym, 825-6322).

With regard to the "Universitywide Student Conduct Harassment Policy,"

complainants should be aware that not all cond uct which is offensive may be regarded

as a violation of this Policy; and may, in fact, be protected expression. Thus, the

application of formal institutional discipline of such protected expression may not be

legally permissible. Nevertheless, the University is committed to reviewing any

complaint of harassing or intimidating conduct by a student and intervening on behalf

of the complainant to the extent possible.

Thefefore, those who believe they are the victim of a violation of any of the

Unhfersity'i policies concerning harassment or intimidation are encouraged in

the sTrongest terms to report these incidents.
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Japanese collectors spend millions on Western art
By Elaine Km;tenbach

Associated Press

TOKYO — Japanese speculators are

scouring the art world for the best money
can buy, catapulting prices upward with a

series of audacious bids at auction houses in

New York and London.
Many museums and smaller galleries are

dismayed, saying they can't compete.

This new buying spree is being led by real

estate speculators and bootstrap entrepre-

neurs such as Yasumichi Morishita, a

Japanese moneylender who made his

fortune with high-interest loans and has a

reputation as an aggressive and indiscrimi-

nate buyer of art

Morishita has been the biggest Japanese

buyer in recent months, dealers say, as he

fortifies his slock of Im[»'essionist and

post-Impressionist paintings at his gallery,

Aska Intema#Snal.

Morishita and other Japanese investors

spent $230 million in a series of auctions in

November alone.

Along with individuals enriched by the

appreciation of the yen and ballooning stock

and land prices, these new Japanese buyers

have become a strong f(Mx:e in many
collectors' markets, from antique musical

instruments to vintage wines.

Nowhere is this as evident as in the

market for Impressionist and modem
paintings, where Japanese dealers and
collectors are snapping up about 40 percent

to 50 percent of total sales at London-based

Christie's and Sotheby's auction houses, in

some cases, dealers say, with little regard

for quality and price.

The renewed Japanese appetite for

Wesicm art became evident in 1987 when

Traditional market threatened by

real estate, financing corporations

Yasuda Marine and Fire Insurance Co. p^d
$39.9 million for Vincent van Gogh's
"Sunflowers*' — at the time the world's

most expensive painting.

Western collectors still are able to set

art-market ben9hmarks, such as the $53.9

million sale of Vincent van Gogh's 1889

"Irises" in 1987 to Australian tycoon Alan

Bond — now the world record. (Sotheby's

announced on Jan. 10 that "Irises" is now
back on the auction block.) Also, a Picasso

self-portrait "Yo Picasso," sold last May for

$47.85 million to Kentucky executive

Wendell Cherry.

But in a satellite-linked Tokyo-Paris

auction on Nov. 30, a Japanese resort and
auto-racing firm called Nippon Aut(^lis
nudged aside Cherry as owner of the

wcx'ld's second most costly painting, with

its $48.9 million knockdown of Picasso's

"Lcs Noces de Pierrette."

Nippon Autopolis is far from the only

Japanese winner of recent art prizes.

Shigeki Kameyama, wealthy bwncr of

Mountain Tortoise Gallery in Tokyo, set a

new record for a living artist with his $20.68

million purchase of Dutch artist Willem de

Kooning's "Interchange" in November.
Morishita made the following buys at

auctions in New York and London:

$10 million for one of Picasso's most
important early works, "La Matemite," or

"Motherhood," on Nov. 27 in London.

$6.8 million for Paul Gauguin's 1889

painting of a Breton boy in a landscape at a

Sotheby's auction on Nov. 28.

$25 million out of total sales of $131.29

million from the estate of the late Campbell
Soup heir John T. Dorrance in October,

including $7.15 million for van Gogh's
"Man at Sea."

The new Japanese corporate buyers "are

entirely different players from the owners of
small and medium-sized firms who used to

just collect privately," says Kazuko Shiomi,

president of Sotheby's in Tokyo.
"Corporations that have made their

money in real estate (x financing have
become professionals, part of the art

industry."

Traditional dealers haven't exactly wel-

comed gruff, no-nonsense Morishita. Police

have investigated his Aichi corporate

flnance firm several times, and he received a

one-year suspended sentence io 1986 for

falsifying documents used in stock transac-

tions.

Kiyotaka Kori, Aska's gallery manager
and a former secretary to the tycoon, says

Morishita wouldn't mind having a better

image.

"In some reports, we've got a bad
reputation, and Mr. Morishita doesn't like

that," Kori said as he relaxed on the Italian

silk couch in Aska's gallery^ a bright spot of

pastels and chrome beside a grimy freeway
in central Tokyo.

Morishita, who lives in a brick mansion in

one of Tokyo's toniest neighborhoods,

wasn't available for an interview. "He
really doesn't like having his picture taken,"

said the gallery manager.

Kori says Morishita makes a practice of
bidding under the house estimate at auc-
tions, but when he really wants something,

"there's no limit. Our purpose is to get the

painting.

"We hope that in the future* if you want to

see a Monet or Renoir, you will go to Aska
International.**

Experts say such do-or-die purchases are

underpinning a woridwide surge in the art

market, which has continu^ unabated,
despite shocks in other flnancial markets,
thus inviting still more investment.

Sotheby's composite art market index,

which set prices at 100 in 1975, had inflated

to 91 1 by late November, up from 732 in the

faU of 1988 and 476 in 1987.

In areas where Japanese buying is

strongest — Impressionist and post-
Impressionist, modem (1900-1950) and
contemporary paintings — indexes have
more than doubled in the past two years to

1,525, 1,415 and 1,945 respectively in late

Noveihber.

*The market is very, very strong com-
pared with other investment instruments,"

according to Ms. Shiomi of Sotheby's,

which has decided to hold auctions in Japan
twice a year.

Japanese collectors made similar forays

into international art markets in the early

1970s, when the first flush of affluence led

trading firms, among others, to diversify

their investments beyond the tea c^emony
bowls they traditionally collected. That first

flirtation with art dealing ended abruptly -

with the 1973-74 oU crisis.

Today, investors like Morishita, who says
he has been privately collecting Western

See ART, page 15

OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: OFFICIAL NOTICES

OFFICIAL NOTICES SUCH AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL APPEAR IN

THE UCLA DAILY BRUIN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING THE ACADEMIC
YEAR. SUCH OFFICIAL NOTICES ARE IMPORTANT AND ALL STUDENTS ARE
HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INFORMATION IN THEM.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICIES APPLYING TO CAMPUS

ACTIVITIES. ORGANIZATIONS, AND STUDENTS (PART A) and (PART B)

and CAMPUS REGULATIONS IMPLEMENTING THOSE POLICIES

Copies of the University of California Policies ApplvinQ to Campus
Activities. Organizations, and Students (Part A) and (Part B): UCLA
Regulations on Activities. Repistered OrQanizations and Use of

Properties (UCLA Activity Guidelines): arid the UCLA Student
Conduct Code of Procedures may be obtained at the following

locations:

Office of the Dean of Students, 1206 Murphy Hall

Center for Student Prooramming, 161 Kerckhoff Hall

Student Psychological Services, A3-062 Center for the Health

Sciences

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: USE OF REGISTRATION CARD AND UCLA STUDENT

IDENTIFICATION CARD

All students are reminded that the Registration Card is issued to each stu-

dent each academic term and is used in conjunction with the UCLA Student
Identification Card as a means of identification for the use of all University

services and participation in student activities.

These Identifiers are not transferable . They must be presented upon
request to establish official University identification, and must be surrendered
upon withdrawal, Suspension, Dismissal or cancellation of

registration.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
RE: UCLA STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD

This mandatory student identification card with photo is issued in a stu-

dent's first academic term of registration and is valid with the current term
Registration Card. Your valid, current term Registration Card and supportive
identification (e.g., driver's license, passport, (Talifornia DMV ID card) must
be presented in order to obtain the UCLA Student Identification Card. The

'

UCLA Student Identification Card AND the current term Registration Card are

both required for the use of all University services and participation in stu-

dent activities. ._^

A UCLA Student Identification Card is issued without charge to New and
Re-entering students from the beginning of their first academic term of

registration throughout that term. There is a $10.00 fee for issuing a UCLA
Student Identification Card after your first term in attendance. In Fall terms, UCLA
Student Identification Cards are issued in the area adjacent to the enrollment area in

Ackerman Union, tn other terms, Cards are issued In 140 Kerckhoff Hall.

Replacement of lost or de^trov^d UCLA Student Identification Card : If you
have a valid, current term Registration Card and any of the supportive identi-

fication mentioned above, a replacement Card may be obtained at 140 Kerckhoff Hall,

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. There is a $10.00 replacement fee. If

you have a valid, current term Registration Card, but none of the supportive

identification mentioned above, or, if you are currently registered and enrolled but
have no valid, current term Registration Card nor any of the supportive identification

mentioned above, please go to the Registration Window. 1113 Murphy Hall.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
RE: -GOOD STUDENT CERTIFICATION FOR AUTOMOBILE

INSURANCE

The Registrar's Office processes "Good Student" automobile Insurance dis-

count forms in 1134 Murphy Hall. Most companies require a 3.0 grade point

average in the immediately preceding academic term. A student requesting such a
certification must bring his/her valid, current term Registration Card, some form of

photo identification AND the completed insurance form. The form will then be signed
immediately. If this form is to be mailed, please bring an addressed, stamped
envelope.

TO: STUDENTS RECEIVING DIRECT EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
PAYMENTS FROM GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES (VETERANS AND
ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS, AND SOCIAL SECURITY
EDUCATIONAL RECIPIENTS)

FROM: REGISTRAR'S OFFICE

Continued receipt of educational assistance funds is contingent upon
the student making that progress toward a stated degree objective stipulated by the

Veteran's Administration. Normally, that progress is met by the completion of a
minimum of 12 units per quarter for undergraduate students and a minimum of 8 units

er quarter/semester for graduate students. The student is urged to consult with his/

er Veteran's Administration representative and academic department to determine
the specific standards that apply to his/her degree objective.

The Registrar's Office is responsible for notifying the funding governmental
agency whenever a student sponsored by the Veteran's Administration is not making
the stipulated progress toward a degree objective or changes his/her study load.

Educational assistance payments are determined by the number of units in which the
student is enrolled and registered during each quarter/semester of the academicyear.
Any student having questions about this Official Notice may contact Paul Taylor in the

Registrar's Office, 1134 Murphy Hall, (213)825-3728. The veteran with a disability

may continue to conduct his/her business at the Office for Students with Disabilities

(OSD), A255 Murphy Hall, (213)825-1501.

* \ •
•

NOTE: This announcement is intended to alert interested students
who receive direct educational assistance payments of the responsibility of the
Registrar's Office to notify the fundino governmental agencies of any information that

may affect the continued payment of the benefit. In no way is a separate and/or double
standard of progress, attendance or conduct being imposed upon these students by
the University. These are the requirements of the governmental agencies.

I
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Immiglration officials sfied new light on illegal aliens
Floodlights provide added safety

for officers along Mexican border

The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO— High-powered
lights illuminating a notoriously

dangerous swath along the Califor-

nia-Mexico border has done little

to thwart illegal aliens migrating

north, but authorities say it had
made the area safer.

**It makes it harder for us, but it's

also harder for the bajadores

(thieves),'* said Jose Favela Rom-
ero, a 23-year-old Mexican en

route to Chicago with 3-year-old

son Roberto. "We're all going to

make it anyway."

The installation of the sta-

dium-like floodlights last Septem-

be;r along a 1'/ -mile stretch of the

border followed failed bids to

build a concrete ditch and to hire

additional U.S. Border Patrol

agents.

The lights make it easier to catch

the illegal aliens and they improve

safety for immigration agents and
the aliens.

However, authorities concede

the lights have (H'obably only

shifted the flow to still-darkened

sites and haven't reduced the

number of northbound aliens

crossing the border.

"People will cross wherever it is

easiest," noted Victor Clark
Alfaro, who runs a Tijuana human
rights office. "The lights aren't

going to stop anyone; it's just

making them go a different way."

The floodlights along the north-

em bank of the Tia Juana River

channel have made the area safer

by forcing bandits preying on the

migrants to atundon the strip,

authorities said.

*This might have a positive

impact on the protection of the

immigrants," said Jorge Busta-

mante, director of the College of

the Northern Border, a Tijuana

research institution.

"In terms of safety, thCs^ghts

could help a lot," said Roberto
Martinez, a rights activist in San
Diego.

The 20-foot-high floodlights are

mounted on portable, diesel-bum-

ing generators and placed at

ii\tervals of about 500 feet along

tlvi river's northern levee and
aldng the northern banks of the

broad river channel.

Officials say cost and mainte-

nance of the lights has been
minimal. Rented lights cost about

$1 ,000 a month; the 40 bulbs in use

cost $40 apiece and last a year,

U.S. Border Patrol officials

have praised the lights' effective-

ness in creating a safer environ-

ment
Border Patrol spokesman Ted

Swofford said the number of

rock-throwers pelting agents in the

river zone has declined consider-

ably, and December arrests

increased 50 percent over the same
year-earlier period.

Still, the huge crowds along the

south levee, which sometimes

approached 1,000 or more in past

months, appear to have been

dispersed into smaller groups,

Swofford said.

"The size of the crowds gather-

ing now are much more manage-

able," said Swofford, "I personally

felt much safer. There are fewer
surprises. You can tell how many
people you are dealing with."

NEW YEAR'S SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE
CALIFORNIA ROLL

I

WE INVITE YOU TO A LIVE FILMING OF

CBS TELEVISION

NETWORK
NTTM PRODUCnONS
CBS/MTM STUDIOS

STAGE 17

4024

Radford Avenue

Studio City

Callfomia

Starring

Bob Newhart
FRIDAY, Feb. 2, 9

Or
Febuary, 16

(Bring Student I.D. For Admission)

PLEASE ARRIVE BY 6:00 P.M.
CALL LORRAINE AT:

(818) 760-6261
FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS!

Pr.EASE NOTE
EARLY ARRIVAL

IS ADVISED
Ticket distribution is

in excess of studio capacity.

Therefore, a ticket docs^ot

guarantee admittance.

For groups of

four or moro.

call by Wed.

mornirig.

4^
6 ^"^St^fM

"Ain't No Thing Like Our Chicken Wings" m

•ALL VOi; CAN hAl WINC^!: ^AUK1)AV^ ^pm-^^

NOW ACCEPTTSG VISA, MASTER CARD^
AMERICAN EXPRESS, & CHECKS

|i«fir jj^ gj^j

! REDBUCK

UJOQ OTfmm OKDm ^

I
OP $13 PIUS

I

I

I

I

THE BIG —

I

RED BUCK j

BUT so WINDS AND_J
GET A DOZEN FRBIB
ONI oowoNm oMm Z
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Ifyou or someone you know
has been raped ...
Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

: . - ^ •. '
'
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.
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We're here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services Con-

sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify and

assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer any

questions that may arise.

For more information, call the Women^s Resource

Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

and askfor an RSC.

The Wom^n*sfies&urce Center is a service ofthe Piyisiott^ StudefU t>€\>iU)pment and Health,

KMMMMi*MM«taiMM«*MM****M**MMh*MMMM*M*MMMMi r •ir-"-'i 'I-
•' .^.^.^^..„.„.^^..^^..,.^^^.^^^„^^^^^^^..^^^^^.^.j..^^

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFTL£NS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATES
DAILY WfcAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
'CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN.

AQUA. HAZEL, VIOLET. & GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.WIYLESZAKHEIIVI, O.D.P.C.

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES
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Help newly admitted students by teaching them
how to survive and thrive at UCLA. Apply to

become a

1990 UCLA
interested students should attend this information

meeting:

TOU AV ^^^^y^ January 29, 1:00 pm
North Campus, Room 22

• «

-

—
,

— '

Applications will be available at the meeting. Applicants
must be currently enrolled, have completed at least one
year of college work (not necessarily at UCLA, but with
sophomore standing), and have a preferred minimum 2.50
GPA.

For any other questions, please call the Orientation
Program Office at 206-6685. ^ ^

HUNGER PROJECT
Needs your help to plan

HOME AID WEEK
**.

Coordinator and Volunteers are needed to help
in the following

Public Relations

Speakers/Performers

Corporate Sponsorship

Charity Donations

And Much More

Orientation Meeting
Tuesday January 30

4:00 PM
Room: Ackerman 2408

Paid for By CAC of PAB

USSR reassures West
Gorbachev and

perestroika safe,

Shevardnadze says
By Michael Putzel

Associated Press

MOSCXDW— Foreign Minister
Eduard A. Shevardnadze said

there is no danger of Mikhail S.

Gorbachev being toppled from
power but that Western nations

worry about it because they want
his reforms to succeed.

"I beUeve that this particular

preoccupation stems from sincere

feelings, from sincere support for

the pixxess of perestroika that is

under way in the Soviet Union,"
Shevardnadze told The Associated
Press in a rare one-on-one iotCT-

view. "He was the one who
spearheaded this arduous but holy
struggle."

The soft-spoken, whife-haired

official from Soviet Georgia ack-

nowledged "there is some segment
of the population that is definitely

disappointed" by Gorbachev's
effcxis at reform.

But he said, "Gorbachev and the

political leadership of this country
on the whole do enjoy the suppcMt
of the bulk of the Soviet people, in

spite of the fact that we are

experiencing great difficulties: we
have empty shelves in stores; we
have a host of other social,

economic and inter-ethnic diffi-

culties."

Shevardnadze, a member of the

ruling PoUtburo and close ally of
Gorbachev, said the Soviet lead-

er's opponents "do not really

constitute a significant force."

Discussing Soviet economic
problems in a set of separate

written responses, Shevardnadze
said, "For all the difficulties of
economic conditions in our coun-
try, the situation is not such that we

need 'the last straw,* " a Russian
expression akin to grasping at

straws.

"We have vast reserves," he
said. "And the purpose of pere-

stroika is to mobilize those
reserves."

In addition to the face-to-face

interview Thursday, Shevardnad-
ze provided written answers to a

separate set of questions submitted

in advance. His Russian comments
in the face-to-face interview were
translated into English by The
Associated Press. Shevardnadze
provided his own English transla-

tion to the written answers.

Communist Party sources,
speaking on condition of anonym-
ity, say the party is becoming more
polarized, with hard-liners
expected to mount a challenge to

Gorbachev's leadership when the

national body's Central Commit-
tee meets in Moscow on Feb. 5.

A progressive faction also has
formed, and sources say it may
stage an attack at the same meeting
on the party's constitutional mono-
poly on power and demand a
virtual apology for decades of
totalitarian Communist rule.

The strength of either group is

difficult to measure, but the prob-
lems for Gorbachev, who portrays

himself as a centrist, have mounted
in recent weeks. The Communist
Party in the Baltic republic of
Uthuania has broken with Mos-
cow in a campaign for indepen-
dence, and long-simmering ethnic
hatreds and territorial disputes
have boiled over into open warfare
in the southwestern Caucasus
region.

Gorbachev ordered troops into

the Azerbaijani capital of Baku to

crush an armed takeover by Azcr-
"

baijani nationalists, and since the

interview look place, officials

have announced the arrests of
nationalist leaders.

Deaths reported
Soviet
By Mark J. Porubcansky

• • ] 1 1 [ ; tension
Associated Press

MOSCOW — Armed nationalists battled troops in southern
Azerbaijan, leaving five people dead, but other nationalist fighters agreed
to withdraw from a tense section of the Armenian-Azerbaijani border,
Tass said Saturday.

A truce along that part of the border was said to be holding, and the

Interior Ministry reported exchanges of hostages between Armenians
and Azerbaijanis.

Troops made scores of arrests Saturday to crush what the official

Soviet news agency called the "criminal military structure of the

People's Front of Azerbaijan."

The People's Front offered to negotiate with Soviet officials, a
spokesman for the movement said by telephone late Saturday from Baku,
the republic's capital. It offered to maintain order, call off strikes and get
workers to work double shifts to make up for lost production.

The Soviet defense minister, Dmitri T. Yazov, said last week that
soldiers and security forces were intent on rooting out a nationalist
network from factories and state-run institutions.

But another leader of the People's Front, Kh. Hajizade, said in a tele-

phone interview from Baku that the group's loose structure of small
independent units was keeping the front alive. "The People's Front
continues to operate whether or not its leadership is arrested," he said.

Hajizade said the front also stood ready to discuss the removal of
Soviet soldiers, the Cate of reform in the republic and other issues.
Most of Baku was still reported on strike Saturday to demand the with-

drawal of Soviet soldiers who entered the city Jan. 20.

Tass quoted Baku's military commandant, Lt' Gen. Vladimir
Dubnyak, as saying 125 people, including 27 police and soldiers, have
died since troops seized control in Baku. That raised the death loll since
ethnic violence began Jan. 13 in Baku to 197.

Dubnyak did not provide further details on the figures. It was not clear
how many of the deaths occurred in the assault on Baku on Jan. 20, or
whether the figures included the five deaths in the battle in the southern
region of Gaftona.

One soldier was among those killed in the clash between soldiers and
armed nationalists near the Caspian Sea, Tass said. Four others were
wounded and 54 people were arrested, Tass said. It did not say what day
the clash occurred.

Tass also reported the arrests of 80 peopte in Lenkoran and 22 in near-
ly Neftechala. Another 35 people, Armenians and Azerbaijanis, were^
arrested outside Kirkidzhan, the main city of the disputed Nagorno-Kara-
bakh region in Azerbaijan, Tass said.

»,- ••
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Jack Slater, wearing the hat, and Pat Tonnema join 100
other people at the Westwood Federal Building to protest

U.S. aid to Guatemala

PROTEST
From page 1

cultural committee and speaker at

the Federal Building rally. "All of

it goes to military actions such as

the 1981 destruction of 440 vil-

lages in the name of democracy."

"Guatemala Day" specifically

commemorates the 10th anniv^-
sary of the fire bombing of

Guatemalan students, peasants and
workers who had seized control of

the country's Spanish Embassy.

This, according to participants, is

one of the many atrocities which

the United States has helped to

create.

"We had a free government until

the United States came in 1954.

We had democracy, and growth

and education," said native

Guatemalan Aurora Morales,

referring to a 1954 CIA-organized

coup.

This U.S. intervention was the

beginning of 35 years of a progres-

sively more powerful and more
oppressive military dominated

government in Guatemala. The
early 1980s saw villagers leaving

their homes for isolated villages,

men serving 24 hours a week in the

military without pay and the

massacre of protesting civilians.

The United States halted all aid

at that time because there was
evidence of human rights viola-

tions in the Central American
nation, but in 1986 military and
economic aid began once again

after the country held democratic

elections.

This funding continues, and
according to participants in

"Guatemala Day," the situation

will worsen unless the United

States realizes that its funds are not

being used by Vinicio Cerezo, the

elected leader of the country.

"When Cerezo was elected the

army told the media what the

future would hokl: that Cerezo

would (only) take over and the

army would continue to make all

the decisions," Morales said. 'That

is what has happened."

Reports show that U.S. aid

includes 20,000 M-16 rifles, the

use of U.S. Army Generals for

training of the Guatemalan Army
and the presence of Kentucky

National Guard troops in tiie area

where 22 protesting peasants were
massacrc(l.

Days of Decision members
believe t^a. once the aid ceases,

the people of Guatemala will be

able to govern themselves demo-
cratically.

"By being here today, we arc

letting the worki know that some-
one disagrees with the oppression

in Guatemala," said Amy Sausser,

a UCLA graduate student and

member of Days of Decision.

"Hopefully this will halt aid, and
give the people the chance to

decide freely."

ART
From page 12

and Japanese art for 30 years, see a

market they expect to continue

strong.

Japan's imports of art, antiques

and collectibles quadrupled from

$411.4 miUion in 1986 to $1,712

billion in 1988, according to the

Finance Ministry.

In the first nine months of 1989,

imports of paintings alone totaled

$1.55 billion, the ministry says.

Ms. Shiomi attributes the seem-

ingly unquenchable Japanese thirst

for Western art to a desire for a

better "quality of life" after

decades of hard work and depriva-

tion.

But longtime members of

Japan's exclusive "Bijutsu (Art)

Club" — the inner qircle of

established art dealers— fear they

could be driven out of the market

by upstart newcomers like Aska.

'Itie powerful companies like

Aich| (Morishita's finance com-

pany) could wipe us out," com-

plains Kazuo Fujii, who says he

started collecting from scratch just

after Japan lost World War II.

Fujii is quick to point out,

however, that it isn't just Japanese

^coons who are driving prices sky

high.

So far, traditional dealers such

as Fujii haven't fared badly in the

race to capture the best. Many of

the cozy galleries in Tokyo's

fashionable Ginza shopping dis-

trict have fine collections of

Impressionists along with works

by Japanese artists.

Many small museums and galle-

ries scattered throughout the

country are displaying prized

Picassos and Monets as Japan goes

through a Western art boom that

lures thousands of people in search

of fashionable culture.

But the spending power of the

big buyers far outweighs the

smaller Japanese galleries, Ms.

Shiomi says.

"Art is just one of their invest-

ments," sh e says. "If they sell, fine.

If they don't, they've still got a

nice gallery."

In this country, where appear-

ances often are everything, col-

lecting Western art is one way to

acquire a "nice image, a sign of

understanding things Western and

being scholarly," Ms. Shiomi says.

The resort will boast a Formula

One auto racing circuit, a hotel,

year-round skiing on artificial

snow, and a fishing hole, as well as

a museum featuring the Picasso.

Its aim, the company says, is to

"create a new culture harmonizing

humanity and nature."

W^J^^"
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Tohmatsu Awoki(the largest

accounting firm in Japan)/Touche

Ross is seeking entry-level acxxjonts.

English and Japanese speaking ability

preferred but not mandatory.

Send resume to:

Tohmatsu Awoki & Co. ^ j_i

Touche Ross & Co.

1000 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90017

ATTN: Steve ao

I

I

^lohmatsu Awoki
ToucheRoss

MINORITY ASSOCIATION OF PLANNERS
& ARCHITECTS,

Graduate School of Architecture and Planning

in collaboration with

The Latin American Center

^L^ PRESENTS :

a lecture & discussion on

Earthquake as Low Income Housing

Opportunities in Mexico City
by

Dr. Antonio Azuela de la Cueva
Professor and member of the prestigious faculty

at El Colegio de Mexico

DATE:
Tuesday January 30, 1990

TIME:
5:00 p.m., RECEPTION
6:00 p.m., LECTURE

PLACE:
Graduate School of Architecture & Planning

STUDENT LOUNGE
for more information please call Latin American Center at: 825-4571
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GRAND OPEMIMG SPECIALS

fixpfirt picture framing
* Open Mon. -Sat. 9:30-6 if.

* Same day Service -ir

"

* Ample FREE Parking Available In Rear *
^ 5 Minutes From UCLA! ^

11165 Santa Monica Blvd.

Between 405 Fwy & Sepulveda Blvd.

479-7339

>

ia> $10 OFF
with minimum $50 purchase

not valid with any other offer

"offer expires 2-15-90
~

o.

c
o
1ô
FREE Print!

When You Frame
With Us!

not valid with any other offer

'offer expires 2-15-90

Maliarishi Mahesh Yogi

FouiMkT 1)1 ihc Trdnvccndcnuil

Modilatinn Pri>(.'rum

11 you really want
to know how to

improve your grades,

your career, and
your life, there's an
upcoming lecture

you shouldn't miss.

Over 1,000,000 students have experiei^ced the benefits of

the Transcendental Meditation technique, including:

•increased intelligence
'

V •improved concentration and memory
•reduced stress and anxiety

•better relationships ,

. 1 -^ •improved athletic performance
•better grades

Free Introduction, Lectures on Transcendental
Meditation'This Week Only

Tuesday, January 30ch at 1:00PM in Ackennan Union RM#2410

Wednesday, January 31sc at 1:00PM in Ackerman Union RMf2410

Thursday, Febuary Isc at 11:00AM in Ackennan Union RM#2410

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 824-4525

Sponsored by TM Club

ECONO]vilCS/BUSINESS

STUDENT ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS

WATERHOUSE
TUESDAY, JAN. 30
6:30PI\/I N.C. #22

HEAR ABOUT
CAREERS IN

PRICE HIRES PEOPLE
WITH DIVERSE MAJORS
AND BACKGROUNDS, SO

ALL ARE WELCOME!

-y Refreshments will

be servedAUDIT
TAX
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
ENTREPRENEURIAL SERVICES

FUNDED BY ASUCLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS/USAC PROGRAMMING COWMnTEE

TOBACCO
From page 1

would add stress to students who
smoke.

The North Campus smoking
room is the "one place on campus
where people can smoke and if

you're a nonsmoker, you don*t

have to go in there. It seems drastic

to eliminate it all,** board Vice

Chairman Konrad Huntley said.

But faculty representative Gary
Richwald said UCLA is a multi-

jurisdiction campus and that smok-
ers have alternative authorities to

whom they can take their cause.

Many of the campus buildings

under the jurisdiction of the uni-

versity already have no-smoking
regulations, including the John
Wooden Center, Murphy Hall,

Franz Hall, Campbell Hall. Life

Sciences Building and the Center

for Health Sciences.

Currently, 20 percent of the

seating in ASUCLA's facilities are

reserved smoking areas. A lepon
submitted by ASUCLA Executive

Director Jason Reed and graduate

representative April Smith stated

that it will cost no more than

$2,000 to install ashtrays outdoors

and post signs announcing the ban.

While some board members
raised the question of enforcement

and possible violent confronta-

tions with smokers who will not

comply with the ban, others argued

that enforcement hasnH been a
problem in university buildings

that already have no-smoking
regulations.

'The nonsmokers themselves
will enforce (the ban). And to a
major extent, (the ban) will be
self-enforcing,** said Dorothy
Webster, an administrative rq>-

resentative.

The hon smoking majority

would support each other in

sending away an offending party,

Webster said.

An ASUCLA survey of ahnost
2,000 customers at some of the

association's facilities reveal that

77 percent favored a ban, 14

percent opposed it and 9 percent

were neutral or had no opinion on
the matter.

Oh the issue of sales, one board
member argued that the store sells

many items that may be harmful
for the consumer such as junk food
and certain literature and that it is

up to the customer to choose what
to buy.

Selling tobacco products does
not mean endorsing them, said

faculty representative Tom
Schwartz. "The question is

whether we should be patronizing

about it,** he said.

Administration representative
Allen Yamell said, "It's clear to

me that (banning tobacco sales is)

an abridgement of an individual's

choice."

Other members, however,
argued that to ban cigarette and
cigar smoking, but not the sales,

would damage the association*^

image.
'

"It's hypocritical" to ban smok-
ing but condone sales of tobacco
products because the association

would be making a profit from the
sales, said undergraduate rep-
resentative Florie Aranovich.
According to Smith's and

Reed's report, the association will
forego an average of $7,250 a
month in income as a result of
discontinuing the sale of tobacco
products.

In the weeks prior to the ban,
indoor ashtrays will be removed
and outdoor ashtrays will be
installed.

ASUCLA will offer smoke
cessation classes for employees
who wish to stop smoking and put
up notices of the ban early to allow
time for smokers to adjust their

See TOBACCO* page 17

Couple skips

altar, manried

in steamy tub
The Associated Press

FREMONT — Bill Heflin and
Susan Davis exchanged wedding
vows in front of family and friends,

but instead of standing at the altar,

they were thigh-deep in a steamy,

llO-degree hot tub.

"We wanted it to be something
special we can look back on and
giggle about," Heflin said about

the Saturday ceremony under a

gazebo behind his home about 25
miles southeast of San Francisco.

Instead of a tuxedo, the 39-

year-old Heflin wore a suit coat,

T-shirt and cut-off suit pants. The
bridge donned a cream-colored

blouse, a flowered hairpiece and
the bottom half of a silk sari over

Lycra shorts.

"I wanted to be formal from the

waist up, informal from the waist

down," said Davis, 35.

Adding to the atmosphere were
fragrant gardenias floating on top

of the swirling hot tub water, rock

music and the wedding march
daringly played on a harmonica by
one of Davis' daughters, 9-year-

old Jamie.

The approximately 40 relatives

and friends attending the wedding
went with the flow, so to speak.

From page 1

After a short delay, the cause of the

blackout was not discovered, so

the speakers proceeded in dark-

ness.

Raineri was diagnosed with RP
at age seven. Now, 95 parent of

his vision is gone. His tunnel

vision has worsened over the

years, as is normal for RP patients.

"RP is a chronic disease. It

doesn't cause you to go blind in a

year," Heckenlively said.

Most cases are diagnosed during

the teenage years. A gradual

progression of symptoms occurs

over a period of many years or

even a few decades, and the

prognosis for all cases is eventual

total blindness.

"Research of RP began only 15

or 20 years ago, so it's a relatively

new . . . ophthalmological disor-

der. Research has taken quantum
leaps. Fifteen years ago there was
no answer to RP, but today there is

an answer, we just have to find it I

have so much faith in the research

community," Raineri said.

Raineri has not allowed the

disease to cripple his life. He
earned an undergraduate degree at

UC Berkeley and graduated from
UCLA Law School in 1987. He
now practices law in Los Angeles.

Raineri said that he feels a

strong community with other suf-

ferers of RP. "We arc like siblings

separated at birth because we've
gone through so much that is

similar."

TOBACCO
From page 16

behavior.

In other business, the board

approved ASUCLA's Services

and Enterprises budget assumption

for 1990-91 and rejected a motion

to hire a market research consul-

tant to survey student demo-

graphics, preferences and buying

behaviors.

The board postponed deciding

whether to provide annual subsi-

dies to KLA, UCLA's student-nin

radio station, which has been in

deficit for many years because the

task force which was to look into

the maucr had not yet met.
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ydur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

fPn a choice

Family FlamingAssociates

Medical Group

Ca Zerrazza
Jtalian Kestaurant

11701 Wilshire Vlvd. 213-820^802
West Cos Angeles, Ca- 90025

I FREE glass of house WINE
I

with dinner

I Mon, Tues, Wed !!!

I Lunch on Saturday! Open 11:30 AM.

r L C L A ^% COMMLNtTV ^
O F O k L M >

UCLACommunityForum

._ •^
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Building Toward a Definition

of Student Academic Success

A panel discussion moderated by

Assistant Vice Chancellor Thomas E. Lifka

Office of Student Academic Services

Panelists:

Academic Affairs Commissioner Florie Aranovich, Undergraduate Students

Association, representing students _
Dean Edward A. Alpers, Honors and Undergraduate Programs, College of Letters

and Science, representing the faculty

Assistant Vice Chancellor John E. Kobara, .Alumni Relations, representing alumni

Director Jane C. Muratore, Counseling Division. College of Letters and Science,

representing academic administrators and counselors

Dr. William D. Parham, counseling psychologist. Student Psychological Services,

representing Student Affairs administrators

Thursday, February 1, 1990

2:30-5:00 p.m.

Ackerman Union, 2nd Floor Lounge

Refreshments

Sponsored by the Office of Student Affairs
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CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions ap )ly).
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lyESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUIS
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477
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PRE-DENTAL
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OENERRL NEETtNG
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GUEST SPEAKERS:
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The A/ext Best Thing to LA LAW...

CAREER NETWORK
UCLA

CAREERS LAW

In conjunction with Communications Studies Club,
Black Pre-Law Society, and The Pre-Law Society present:

A Panel Discussion witti UCLA Alumni
in the fields of criminal, public, corporate

and judicial law.

Tuesday January 30th • 7 PM
James West Alumni Center

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

UCLAIumniA9IOCIATION

Drag experts

challenge old

cocaine myths
By Carolyn Skorneck

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Some
drug experts are challenging the'

dire public warnings that a few hits

on a crack cocaine pipe will lead

immediately to addiction and ruin.

Attention was focused on the

issue when Mayor Marion Barry*

was arrested Jan. 18 on a charge of
cocaine possession. The FBI said it -

had videotapes of the mayor
smoking crack in a hotel room.

Barry has been mayor of
Washington for a decade and was
expected to announce fw a fourth

term this month.

"It will raise questions in peo-

ple's minds,** said Kevin Zeese of

the Drug Policy Foundation, which -

favors treating drug abuse as a
tiealth problem, not as a criminal

problem. "He was mayor and he

was successful at iL"

Lurma Rackley, a spokeswo-
man for Barry, said his "most
serious problem is alcoholism."

Law enforcement officials said

blood and urine samples taken

after his anest tested positive for

cocaine. \ 1

Barry checked in last week at a

treatment clinic in Florida.

"I happen to feel crack —
volatile cocaine — is dangerous,

and I believe it's risky and I do not

recommend its use," Dr. John P.

Morgan, director of the Pharma-
cology Department at City Univer-
sity of New York Medical School,

said Tuesday. "But the idea that

two hits and you're dead or you're

addicted is not true."

Patricia Erickson, a criminolo-

gist who heads the drug policy

research program at the Addiction

Research Foundation in Toronto,

said, "In our most recent study,

half the people who used crack

didp^prcfer that form of cocaine.

Gold said there are several

different types of cocaine addicts:

those who use it continuously or -

daily; those who binge occasion-

ally; and those "who use crack

weekly but not daily, but arc

obsessed by it, think about crack

all the time and for one reason or

another . . . will exert a tremend-

ous amount of pressure to attempt

to manage the drug craving and

addiction."

KING
From page 3

"Somebody's got to come in first"

After her name was announced.

Alleyne, competing for the first

lime, said, "I'm shocked. Going
through the rehearsals, I thought I

would get blown away!" She
credited her father, a UCLA
professor, for teaching her the

skills of persuasive speaking.

Kenya Thomas, a senior mathe-

jor, was very enthusias-

;ing second. "I feel

he said. A runner up
•*s competition, Thomas

'I'll be back next year."

Organizers of the oratorical

contest remarked at the consider-

able growth of the program and
speculated on moving the event to

a larger site next year.

"It was 100 percent better than

last year," said Alleyne, a member
of the Programming Committee,
referring to the improved organi-

sation and entertainment.

"Next year I hope we can move
it to the (Ackerman) Grand Ball-

room," she said.

~j.»~
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Motorcycle
riders take
daily risks
The Associated Press

When they dive into Southern
California traffic, thousands of
commuters have decided two
wheels are better than four, but

that's a decision that could cost

lives in the Icxig run, say medical
experts.

About 2.3 million motorcycles
are ridden to work or school in the

United States, according to the

Motorcycle Industry Council.
More than 400,000 are licensed for

street use in California alone.

^'Southern California is the

motorcycling capital of the
world," said J.B. Moore, spokes-

man for the state Highway Patrol's

California Motorcyclist Safety
Program. "It's because there are

more people puttingijiore miles on
motorcycles than anywhere else ...

and as a result there are more
injuries and more deaths too."

"Motorcycle riding is danger-

ous," said Jack Worral, who
commutes 28 miles each day from
his Monrovia home to his job at the

University of Southern California

in downtown Los Angeles. "It

scares me constantly, but I'm
willing to trade that for the feel of
riding."

Motorcycles are also viewed by
many as a favorable transit alter-

native in Southern California

because of the area's sunny weath-
er and its worsening traffic prob-
lems.

Cyclists often try to avoid
freeway traffic jams by darting

between lanes of cars during rush

hour. It's a practice that is legal,

authorities say, but can be deadly if

the driver of a car suddenly
changes lanes or a motorist stuck

in traffic opens a car door.

National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration figures

show that 80 percent of all motor-

cycle crashes result in injury or

death.

And a cyclist involved in a
traffic crash is 50 times more likely

to suffer injury or death than a

person in a car, according to the

American Journal of Surgery.

One rider, Ron Gamer, who
suffered severe injuries in a crash

on his way to work last June has

since quit riding.

The accident initially left Gar-

ner unable to think and reason

above a second-grade level, said

Robin Ogawa, a therapist at Casa
Colina Neurological Learning
Center in Pasadena. After months
of therapy he had recovered
enough to return to his job, but

much nK)re therapy lies ahead, she

said.

Gamer said he usually wore a

helmet while riding, but had left it

at home the day of the crash.

California has no mandatory
helmet law. Gov. George Deuk-
mejian vetoed two mandatory
helmet measures passed by the

state Legislature last year, saying

he did not want to be unfair to

experienced riders who do not

want to wear helmets.

Many riden, including actor

Gary Busey, who was badly hurt in

a crash in December 1988, oppose

a mandatory law for adult riders.

**Gary hasn't changed his mind;

he still rides withoiit a helmet,"

said the actor's business manager.

Herb Nanas.

Harley-Davidson rider Dave
Foumier argued, as do many
motorcyclists, that helmets do not

4Vovide much ptotection^

*If you hit anything above 40
miles per hour, it's not going to do
any good anyway," he said.

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT

SO^T CONTACTS IViTH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY^ EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLOf^ED :.$40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WU • Ceba • AO • UH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

t

Cellophane with any
Design Cut from $18

Body Waves,
HiLights-Weaves

from $45

L.A.

Hawthorne

Long Beach

Downey

Fullerton

Pasadena

9035 Venice Blvd.

3300 Rosecrans Ave.

2013 E. 7th St

8556 Firestone Blvd

2565 E. Chapman

33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

(North Of Village Theatre)

TH^^NLY THREE NUMBERS YOU NEED TO KNOW
20S'SASS 208'HAIR 208'WAVE

Walk-ins Accepted

50% OFF ON ANY PRODUCT PURCHASE .
with any hair service (min $30): Nexxus, Aveda, I
Paul Mitchell. KMS. Focus 21 . Tri.

1—

x

Last year, Daily Bruin readers sat in the dark, staring, 1,319,976 times.

Get the picture? Daily Bruin Advertising. 825-2161

SAA

>^

SPRI]\ SI]\G

Now accepting applications for al I talent categories:

•Choral •Quartet

• Novelty •Trio/Duet

•Production •Solo

Also, we're looking for a few good* people to tie the show
together: ,

The Spring Sing Company
*Funny, talented, musical, obnoxious, totally bogus

Questions? Call the Student Alumni Association at 206- 0523

Applications are available now in

the James West Alumni Center and

are due Friday February 2, 1 990.

SAA is a student organizatioii

sponsored by

UCLAIumniASSOCIATION
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Viewpoint

NicaiagUa elections: a show of openness
By Phil West

A historical event will occur in less than a

month's time. It will involve a country that has

been ai the center of U.S. foreign policy for a

decade: the Nicaraguan elections.

Thousands of civilians have been killed in

Nicaragua - mostly in contra attacks against

farms, public transport and the like. Others

have been caught in the crossfire. Unlike in the

events in U.S.-backed El Salvador and

Guatemala, priests, students and oi^x)sition

leaders have not been murdered at the hands of

the government or shadowy death-squads.

Indeed not one of^sition figure has been

killed. Furthermore, ex-contra leaders are right

now participating in the campaign. None have

been attacked or threatened.

The U.S. government believes its own j
rhetoric and lies about Nicaragua. The Sandi-

nistas have been called "evil," "lunatics",

"communist," "totalitarian Marxists" and so on.

President Bush recently called President Onega
an "animal".

The reality of Nicaragua is almost the

opposite of what U.S. rhetoric would have the

public believe. It has never vaguely resembled

Eastern Europe or Cuba. Since the revolution,

all basic freed(xns have existed, including the

rights to travel, form political parties, or

criticize the government in public forums.

"No country in violent conflict

has ever been so open to travellers,

researchers, study tours, or to vis*

its by citizens of the country
whose government is funding the

armed rei)ellion."

No country in violent conflict has ever been

so open to travellers, researchers, study tours,

or 10 visits by citizens of the country whose
government is funding the armed rebellion.

When the U.S. Government closed the Nicara-

guan consulates in the U.S., the Sandinistas let

any U.S. citizen enter Nicaragua without a visa

Foreigners have been free to travel anywhere,

live anywhere and with anybody.

Despite 30,000 percent inflation last year,

and high unemployment, why haven't there

been food riots like those that occurred recently

in Argentina and Venezuela? Why haven't the

contras received any pc^ular suRX)rt?

After the ashes of the forty-year U.S.-backed

Somoza dictatorship, the Sandinistas are deve-

loping an imperfect but nevertheless open,

pluralistic and democratic society. The democra-

cy being develc^xxl is in fact a more dynamic

and participatory system than exists in most
western capitalist countries, or that ever existed

in the corrupt and authoritarian "socialist"

countries. This has been achieved despite the

war and threats of U.S. intervention.

The conservative U.S.-backed opposition is

not very relevant to most Nicaraguans. Despite

encxmous odds, the Sandinistas continue to

inspire and to be trusted. Mismanagement is

rampant, but corruption and graft is almost
nonexistent. The Nicaraguans are fiercely

nationalist and anti-interventionist The 1979
revolution against the US.-installed Somoza
was combined with ideals for a more just

economic and social system. To support conser

vative capitalism and a pro-U.S. political party

would not make much sense. The opposition is

divided and has no solid plan for the future,

while the Sandinistas have detailed policies

concerning everything from the environment to

literacy and vaccination campaigns.

Far from being seen as an "animal," Daniel

Ortega is a very popular figure who meets

constantly with thousands of ordinary Nicara-

guans in the towns and villages. He is not

surrounded by bodyguards (h* elaborate security

arrangements. Hated evil, brutal, dictators do
not go to meet the oppressed people who
presumably want to kill them. Nor do they

give weapons lo such people — as the

Sandinistas have done.

By convincing themselves that the Sandinistas

can only win by fraud or terror, U.S. officials

are painting themselves into a comer. A post-

election invasion is a possibility. Even if this

doesn't occur, U.S. hostility will almost cer-

tainly continue. The Bush Administration will

desperately want to keep an evil communist

bogey on the U.S. doorstep.

The Sandinistas will alniost certainly win
handsomely. Aft^ the election, U.S. people will

need to answer for the economic destruction

and human misery wrought by the U.S.-

financed and -organized contra violence. The
economic boycott must be ended, and repara-

tions must be paid — as demanded by the

International Court of Justice. Medical aid must
be provided to the thousands injured and
maimed in contra attacks.

Most importantly for now, however, U.S.

citizens (particularly students), must educate

themselves as to the shortcomings and at times

direct bias of the mass media and of deliberate

U.S. government deception about Nicaragua. If

the many notable international observers

(including Jimmy Carter) declare the elections

fair and honest, the U.S. public must demand
an end to all U.S. hostilities.

Become aware and be skeptical of all

Administration statements. Watch out for Februj

ary 25 — a historic day for Central-America.
~

West is a senior majoring in Latin American
studies.

Eight Clap
Editor:

According to page six of
Tuesday's paper, Mike Spence
and three other UCLA students

recently flew to Washington to

join in an anti-abortion protest,

the March for Life ("Students

join anti-abortion march in

nation's capital," Bruin, Jan.

23). Apparently the four stu-

dents '^performed their own
version of the UCLA Eight

Clap at the march — *One.

Two. Three. Four. Five. Sut.

Seven. Eight UCLA is Pro-

Life.'"

While I admire the fact that

these students went to such

lengths to express their Convic-

tions, I am outraged that they

represented their views on this

issue as those of UCLA.
On the firont page of that

same issue of the Bruin, I

learned that, "Students support-

ing a woman's right to an
abotion jumped sharply

' *1t vKxid be an injiis^

tice to represent
UCLA as a whole as

either ^pro'life' or
'prcvchoiceV'

between the 1988 and 1989
surveys, from 57 to 64.7 per-

cent." C*Frcshmen becoming
more liberal, study says,"

Bruin, Jan. 23). Not a very

grammatical expression of the

facts, but it gets the point

across. UCLA is not pro-life.

Nor is UCLA "pity-death" as

Kelly Wachowicz, one of the

other marchers, sensitively puts

it The views of the students

of UCLA on abortion, as on
ah issues, vary widely, as

anyone who reads the

Viewpoint page should be well

aware. It would be an injustice

to represent UCLA as a whole
as either **pro-life" or "pro-

choice".

However, although I am
irritated by the hubris of the

actions of these students, I am
not profoundly disturbed. In

the long run, it will make little

difference. In the short run,

however, I hope that in the

future they will not presume to

represent , between the four of
them, the collective opinion of
UCLA. Whether or not hey
believe that, "people say they
are pro-choice because it

sounds good," the only people
they are entitled to spieak for

are themselves.

RebeccaStrong
Senior
CiassicalCiv. /

Health
EdHor:

plan

The diatribe against mandat-

(xy health insurance for gradu-

ate students by Mark Romano
and Michael Fuss ("Mandatory

health plan is unfair, extortion-

ist," Bruin, Jan. 23) was a

truly entertaining example of

the paranoid mind at work.

Elaborating on the "ominous
portent" of the "extortionist**

plot being enacted against gra-

duate students at UCLA by the

UC Regents and the "Colonial

Life Insurance weasels," Roma-
no and Fuss wckild have us

believe mandat(»7 health insur-

ance is likely to lead to

further mandatory purchases,

siich as mandatory, life, fire,

and renter's insurance.

Additionally, they feel this

requirement may soon be
extended to undergraduates, or
even (gasp!) "the population of

California at large." Such con-
ceptual leaps are impressive to

behold. Perhaps, being nascent

political scientists, Romano and
Fuss are attempting to find a
new application for the now_
defunct Domino Theory. ' _

But let us look at the reason

for the fuss Romano and Fuss •

raise over mandatory insurance.

They object to being required ^
10 pay $165 per quarter for

health insurance, since they

neglect to mention that if they

had adequate health coverage

from another source they

would be exempt from the

university requirement, it fol-

lows that they have no health •

coverage. They apparently

believe they don't need any,

since they "never requested or.

required health services" at

UCLA. While they arc fortu-

nate to have been healthy so

far, they seem to believe this

means they will remain so

indefinitely. The fallacy of

such reasoning is obvious.

The question I address to

Romano and Fu^, then, is

who do you expect to pay for

your health care if you do get

sick? Since you so vigorously

claim the additional $165 is a :

burden, you obviously don't

intend on covering the cost
That leaves UCLA and the

State of California. The only

"unmitigated odiousness" obvi-

ous to me is your intention of

freeloading off the Cali^xnia

taxpayers. Instead of whining
about extortion and oppression,

and being a burden on an
already overtaxed health care

delivery system, why don't you
focus your energy and obvious
dislike of insurance companies
<into promoting alternate health

care systems which guarantee

care to everyone, regardless of
their ability to pay, and quit

trashing the university for try-

ing to provide graduate stu-

dents with health coverage at a

reasonable rate (unless you
know where I can get a full

year of health coverage for

less than $500).

Karl Hammer
Graduate
Sociology
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Reexamining tiie stereotypes surrounding iiie Greeii system

It's
ironic that since I wrote my

Dec. 4 column on the Greek
system stereotypes there has

been no end to additional bad
Greek press (fraternities violating

health codes, etc.). and no end to

the hostility on this issue.

It seems I have touched on one
of the sorest spots on campus.

Peoples* reactions ran the gamut. I

received hostile letters in the Bruin

and a personal invitation to a

sorority function so I could "see

what it's really like." I also

encountered total strangers who
approached me on campus or in

class, and told me how brave and
wonderful I was to express the

"anti-Greek" sentiment, and how I

wasn't nearly rude enough.

I would like to respond to all of

these people for two reasons: Hrst,

because most of them didn't read

my column carefully; and second,

because I was absolutely outraged

by the anonymous letter "Anatomy
of a rape: A fun night out becomes
a nightnuu-e" (Jan. 25).

To all of you anti-Greeks out

there — I am sorry to disappoint

you, but I am not your heroine.

Anti-Greekness is a close cousin of
racism, sexism and homophobia;
social evils that come frcHn making
a general judgement about a large

group of individuals. I am not

against these individuals, but their

group, i.e. the Greek system.

To you Greeks — really,

"meihinks the lady doth protest too

much." Weeks later, some of you
are still writing indignant, defen-

sive letters that espouse the virtues

of your "house" and tell me I

shouldn't believe the stereotypes

Susan
RInderle

because a few deviants ruined the

image.

Believe it or not, I agree

completely. I quote myself: "It is

. . . true that jerks abound outside

of the Greek system . . . There is

nothing wrong with parties. There
is nothing wrong with members of

the Grec^ system; some of them
are wonderful pec^le."

I know some of them are

w(xiderful because I know several

Greeks. I have met them through

activities and service projects. I

spent my summer with 25 of them.
I have heard Greeks, non-Greeks,

and ex-Greeks alike expound the

virtues and fallacies of the system.

Some of you Greeks tell me I

don't know what I'm talking about

because I've never been in a

sorority. This is a valid point, but

since when does someone have to

be directly involved in something

to be qualified to criticize it?

Thai's like saying we can't critic-

ize socialism because we've never
lived in the USSR, That's like

saying Siskel and Ebert are
blithering idiots as movie review-
ers because they've never starred

in a feature film. True, I lack a
certain perspective, but I also lack

the personal involvement that may
cloud your judgement.

« The point is that my column
raised some valid questions that

still remain unanswered: Why are

there such negative stereotypes?

Why do people willingly identify

themselves with these negative

images? What does the Greek
system uniquely offer? (Leader-

ship opportunities, community
service, and social ties are nol

unique).

I do n^/ have the answers, that is

why I ask. I also ask because I want
to know why these sensible ques-
tions anger and scare so many
Greeks. I ask too because I am so
disgusted by many events that

occur in conjunction with the

Greek system.

If I ever forget the date rape

account that appeared in the Jan.

25 Viewpoint, it will be a long

time. According to my editors,

such a letter is not rare. It is no
accident that girls never go to

fraternity parties alone. It is no
accident that the fall 1988 Berke-

ley-bound winnebagos were cov-

ered with phallic symbols and
catchy phrases like "eat pussy" and
"don't laugji, your daughter's in

here."

To me it's no accident as well

that fraternities were also involved

in both homc^hobic and racist

incidents in one quarter, that is, the

harassment of the "lesbian" soror-

ity and the shooting outside Beta
Theta Pi. I repeat myself: "The
system seem(s) lo bring out the

worst in people. The system fosters

racism, blatant sexism and degra-

dation of women, excessive
drinking, ar.d homophobia."
We don't read Bruin articles

about USAC members making
lewd comments to Lambda Delta

The point is that my
column raised some
valid questions that

still remain unan^
swered: Why are
there such negative

stereotypes? Why do
people willingly iden^

tify themselves with

these negative
images? What does
the Greek system
imiquely offer?

Lambda sisters at a football game.
We don't see volunteers for the

Senior Citizens Project painting

penises on their vans. We do see

these things in relation to the

Greek system. This does not mean
that such events don't occur
outside the system, but it may
mean that they do proliferate

within it.

Yes, Greeks, the negative ste-

reotypes are the fault of a few of

your members over the years, but

you don't have to participate to

condone such atrocities. Silence,

apathy, defensiveness, and avoid-
ing the issues do the job just as

well. This is where I see the

dangerous sacrificing of individu-

ality — in this tolerant failure to

speak out and denounce the few in

order to preserve the integrity of
the group as a whole.

Finally, again "... what sad-

dens me is what the Greek system
implies." Alvin Parra unfortunate-

ly misquotes me as stereotyping

Greeks as rich, social, good-look-
ing Caucasians (Jan. 25). What I

said was "the mainstream Greek
system exemplifies the type of
people that are living in reality; the

reality of our world today. That the

peq)le at the top, running things

and having a good time, are

economically well off, socially

adept, attractive Caucasians ..."
If you don't believe me, turn on the

TV or check out who's on the

Supreme Court and in the Pres-

idential Cabinet I think there's

something wrong with such a

reality and with separatist, exclu-

sive clubs like fiatemities and
sororities.

As for the sorority member who
recently experienced a personal

decline in popularity and "fw this,

she can only blame Susan Rinder-

le," she needs instead to thank
herself and a handful of jerks. No
one forced her to pledge.

Rinderle is an undeclared sopho-

more.
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summer of opportunity!
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Center Ali-Am«*ricun College Show Or-
chestra and the Disneyland and Walt
Disney V\orld All-American Colkrgi' March
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August. Salary and housing providi-d:
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For Details

Interested In Consulting?

~~ Hewitt
Associates

is coming to your
campus...

We are a leading consulting firm sfjecializing in

employee benefits, compensation, communication,
and related human resource functions. Hewitt
Associates is included in the publication "The

- 100 Best Comjjanies to Work for in America."

BUSINESS
Great opportunities exist for graduating seniors
to work with our clients on the administration of
their benefit plans. Coursework or interest In the
following areas is suggested:

ACCOUNTING >

FINANCE
ECONOMICS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

MATH
Ter graduating seniors an exciting opportunity
ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT TRAINEE. Actuaries

Kor specific information, write or t uti:

PISNKY INSTRUMENTALISTS
AUDITIONS ^90

P.O. Box 10000
Lake Buena Vista. FL 328;i0 IO(K)

(407) 345-5710 (Florida! lOam 4pni EST
(7141 490-3 12fi ( California) office hours PST

\\v UH)k tor people
who are intelliiieiit,

( re.it ive.anahliciil.

An(\ who can work
( (ujprratively with

others. We want
people who m'l

[>UMsure otJt t)l

helping other sand
(ioini* a job well."

We offer
1

as an
are highly respected business professionals who use
mathematicaiskills to define, analyze, and solve
financial problems. Their future looks bright:

• Being an actuary was recently rated as one of the
bestjobs.

• The demand for actuaries is expected to exceed
the availability for the foreseeable future.

BiSneijland UlaltElisneyUlorid
Hewitt Associates

I l|tMl I tpin.il \ t

Santa Ana CA • Rowayton, CT • Atlanta. GA • Lincolnshire, IL

Boston. MA • Bedmlnstrr. NJ • The Woodlands. TX
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'Wild party, isn't it?'

Bemusing party circuit examined
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

I remember going to my first

fraternity party before I became an

official freshman; it was aaually

during my orientation week.

Some house decided it would be

cool to prey on naive prospective

freshman and charge them three

bucks for a "party" where nobody

talked to them and warm, reused

beer was served.

I actually met somebody at the

party, but our relationship didn't

last long. V
"Wild party isn't it?" she

remarked to me, a buzzed glow on
her cheek. I think they were
playing an Expose remix at a level

beyond comprehension.

"Uh. yeah," I replied, at first

thinking she asked me 'mild

farting, are you it?*

"I'm sorry, what did you say?"

She blinked.

"Undeclared Honors!" she liter-

Please Relax

ally declared. "So, have you been

fal?" I stared at her for a moment,
finally discerning that she said

'Are you in this frat?*

"Ooooh, no. I'm justrshere

because Kenya Thomas got siok so

ihey couldn't do 'Cabaret'!" I

replied, dodging a half filled flying

beer cup. "Do you know, by any
chance, what the 'M' stands for in

the fraiemity name?" She pon-

dered for a moment.
"Meaihead," she agreed. "Yes,

Meathead was definitely my favo-

rite character in All in the Family

T

At this point, a very enormous man
stepped in front of me and asked
her to dance. She left with him
waving to me, saying "Have a food

beer! " I think the guy thought I was
a skinny party prop. I see the girl

on campus once in a while, but I

fear speaking with her.

Anyways, since then I have built

a portfolio of different types of
pec^le I have met at parties. I have
found that in an overwhelming
amount of the parties, there are

certain persistent personalities that

arise. Here arc some of the results

of my study:

The deserted acquaintance: this is

the person you meet through a

friend at a party; always at some
point, your friend leaves you and
this person uncomfodably alone to

talk about such deep subjects as the

weather and number of siblings.

Common comments: "What's

your major?" "I'm sorry, what's

your name again?*' "Yeah, I like

my shoes,. too."
the blasted goofy drunk: This is the

guy or girl who ^ou either find

sprawled in the comer of a room or

hanging on you for sake of
balance. If it is a friend, there are

"Meathead/* she
agreed. "Yes, Meath^
ead was definitely myo
favorite character in

AllintheFamify.

usually confessions of no rele-

vance to you, and if it's not a

friend, there are still usually

confessions of no relevance to you.

Common commerits: "I'm not

drunk." "You khow, I don't

thhhink I've ever drank this muck
before." "I love you." "I'm sorry,

what's my name?"
the lonely horny bastard (LHB):

This is the guy that mentions a

genital or something sexual once a

sentence. You usually can't shake

these guys off because if they're

hanging around guys, they can't

stop talking about what they want
to do with the cute brunette in the

comer, or if they're picking up on a

girl, they can't stop talking in

general. Common Comments:
"What's your major, sexy?"
"Yeah, I wish I could get together

with her!" "She probably won't
talk to me because she's stuck up."

The overmade-up Barbie-doll:

There's always one girl who just

wears loo many products on her

head. Too much base, too much
blush, too much hairspray, too

much eyelash, you often wonder
what size chisel they use on their

face and exactly how she got the

standing tidal wave on the top of

her head. Common Comments:
"Don't touch my hair." "Excuse
me, I have to put my lipstick on
again."

The most gorgeous human being in

the whole wide world: There's

always at least one person in the

party that walks in and everyone
turns and stares at This person

usually flies in, talks to a few
excited people and then leaves

before you get a chance to meet
them. You usually find out later

that they are single and looking for

someone who listens to the same
rock groups you do. Common
Comments: "Gotta go." "Well, I'm
modelling for the mall now, but

next week I go to New York."

"Well, my major is..."

Thefriend you only see at parties'.

Sometimes I go to parties not

because I particularly enjoy them,

but because there are some people
I would never see otherwise. There
usually is a two-minute synopsis of
their lives since the party I saw
them at last time. After that, they

usually go off looking for a friend

they were supposed to meet at the

party. Common Comments:
"Dude! What's up? What have you
been up to?" "ReaUy? Gosh, I

can't believe they finally broke

up!" "So what classes are yoiF

taking now?" **Ycah, give me a

call sometime!** •

Have fun at fhe party.

Sean maintains 'radio siience'

on liis personai iife, liis craft &
liow Madonna became liis 'ex'
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

I entered the back dressing room
of Ackennan's Grand Ballroom

with a few worries; I've heard

stories about actor Sean Penn and
the press.

In interviewing him, would I say

the wrong thing? I shook hands

with him as his publicist, girlfriend

Robin Wright (yes. Buttercup

from the Princess Bride) and 9
couple of campus Event staff

watched in bemusement Penn had

just had a 45-minute talk with a

packed Ackerman Movie Night

crowd that involved just a few too

many obnoxious student questions

(see related article, same page).

"Soooo. .
." I began, "Did you

really throw Madonna out of the

hou —?" I was never given the

chance to ask my question as

Penn slugged me in the face

sending me into a table of crois-

saints and coffee. He got up and
walked away, muttering some-

thing about yellow journalism.

Actually, it never happened that

way. But my imagination was
working overtime I must admit.

In truth, Penn did get his share of

obnoxious questions at his appear-

ance, and fielded ihem with a cool

head. After talking with Penn, you
really can't call him a hothead, but

you can see a very private person

that doesn't like people prying into

his business.

Throughout the interview, any
sort of personal question I asked

brought a subtle wince and a look

the other way. To say the least,

Penn can be a man of few words.

"So how did ya feel out there?" I

asked, as Penn warily eyed the

recorder I placed next to him.

"Alright" he answered. Pause.

"Alright?" I repeated, egging

him to continue.

"Yeah," he replied, looking at

his shoes and tapping his cigarette

in an ash filled plate. He grinned.

*They threw me some loops

there."

Most of those loops were ques-

tions about his famous ex-wife,

pop-singer Madonna. Penn is a

very private person but the fervor

over their relationship threw him
into the limelight of the media.

Inquiring minds soon found a very

angry Penn punching them out or

having rocks thrown at them.

"She's (Madonna) just such a

famous woman, you know," Penn
said, obviously a little tired of the

subject. "It was bound to cause

some controversy, even she was
with somebody else. So. .

." He
paused again, making me wonder
if I should ask him to go on.

"It was that," he continued, "and

what they (the media) thought I

should be in their eyes, and they

came up with nitro and glycerine."

Penn's new interest is actress

Robin White, who stars with him
in an upcoming film. State of
Grace, which Penn describes as "a

gang film ([)ause). Not a gang film

but something on the cheap side of

the Mafia." This adds to a string of

tough-guy characters Penn has

been strapped to in the past years,

the latest being a fugitive tumed
priest in We're No Angels and a

steel-hearted psychotic Vietnam
sergeant in Casualties of War.

These films have catapulted Penn
into big name movie status, but one
can never forget his first big hit as

the surfer dude Spicolli in the

teeny bopper Fast Times at

Ridgemont High.

**They're (the two types of

characters) both sq)arate from me
and a part of me," he said. "A part

of each of them I can relate to.^

If anything, critics have called

him intense, where his characters

lie. Some say he keeps his intensity

even off the set, but Penn dis-

agrees:

"Well,** he answered after a long

pause, "This is assuming what they

say about me in the movies is true.

I find myself relaxed in life."

Pause, this time no continuation. It

is obvious my questions are not

piquing his interest. Despite his

publicized ^disregard' for the

public, not many can deny that

Penn has come into his own over

the years. Shining performances in

Bad Boys, Colors, Racing With the

Moon, in addition to Casualties oj

War put his name in Hollywood
even without Madonna's help.

Despite his success, Penn doesn't

like to talk about tus method.

"I make a pointof not getting too

much into explaining what I do,"

he said, then stopped, looking at

the minor and readjusting his

cigarette. "Preparing for a movie
has nothing to do with the movie.

To me, it's a like a spoken vo^ion
of this crap they do now, this

'behind the scenes' stuff. It like

throws away the magic. So I really

don't like to talk about it just for

that reason.**

Not surprising. It's about how
the whole interview went But one
question invoked a secret smile to

his lips. How does it feel to

actually punch a cameraman.

"Have you actually punched

someone?" he asked me.

I told him I tried once, but

missed. Penn looked to the ceiling

for answer then came back to me.

"How do you think it would
have felt?" he asked, now curious

at my answer. I replied, after a

pause, that it would have felt good
until I realized I had broken my
hand. Penn grinned smugly.

•^en, that's how it felt,** he

replied, sitting back in his chair.

Maybe Penn should have inter-

viewed me. Sean Penn relaxes after a grilling from an Ackerman Movie Night ctowd.
^^^^'^^ ^^^^^

Curious Brains quiz Penn I I hype, woric

Sean Penn In a still from 'Casualties of War.'

By Rachelle Unreich

Contributor

When Sean Penn entered Acker-

man's ballroom to speak to a

chunk of UCLA's student body,

one fundamental emotion filled the

air.

It could've been respect, but it

wasn't quite that. It could've been
a!we, but it wasn't that either. Itwas
more like fear.

After all, everyone had just

finished watching Penn play a

sadistic, gun-happy sergeant in

Brian De Palma's movie Casual-

ties of War, and his performance
had been pretty dam convincing.

So convincing, in fact, that stu-

dents seemed unwilling to stand

too close.

Seconds before his talk, a

spokesperson from the Penn camp
ominously announced that photo-

graphs were not to be taken. So
when Penn finally mounted the

stage, dressed completely in black

from head to toe, there weren't a
hell of a lot of people who wanted
to get on his bad side._ ._

/

According to Penn, "There's

work and acting, and then there's

magazine covers and TV shows,

which is a sort or raping of the

audience, by making people
appear more special than others

through hype, and creating anger

and garbage." So he prefers to

keep a low profile and not exploit

the audience vulnerability to

'hype.' Unfortunately, the hype
haunted him Friday night

There were questions directed to

his personal life in general and ex-

wife Madonna (whose career

hasn't exactly suffered from a lack

of 'hype') in particular. Obviously

one can't speak to Sean Penn
without mentioning ex-wife
Madonna — and the curious

UCLA audience mehtioned her

often.

Never mind that Penn has

assaulted camera-wielding jour-

nalists for asking less, hype-hun-

gry Bruins quizzed Penn on
Madonna's cooking abilities^**As
far as I know she's available, so

you can find out for yourself," he

quipped. Enquiring minds also

I •

wanted to knpw more about

Madonna's songs about marriage.

"I think they're just little poems
that she wrote from her experi-

ences in life," was about as

expansive as he got.

Penn looked kind of worried

after each crack he made, lest the

sttident interviewers got smug and
started thinking he had a sense of
humour or something. To balance

this out, he was honest— and not

necessarily kind — through most
of his responses.

When someone asked him about

his support of a racist Guns 'n

Roses song, Penn replied, "I

support freedom of speech. But
I'm a racist in that if it's 2 in the

morning in New York City and a
6'5 black guy who doesn't have

the money to pay for nice clothes is

on the other side of.the street, I'm

going to be watching him. He
doesn't have to be a bad guy at all,

but if he starts walking back, I'm

going to hit it That's the reality in

this country.

See SCAN PENN, page 28
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The best of/Cream' rises to the top at the Strand
By Matt Bail

Contributor

Once in a great while, we get an
opportunity to reclaim our past, or to

experience a past we never Imew.
That opportunity was Tuesday, Jan. 23.

when the Jack Bruce Band featuring Ginger
Baker played to a packed, appreciative

Strand Club in Redondo, Beach.

Yuppies and ex-hippies packed the club

so tight it would have been impossible to get

a razor blade betweei\ them. The parking lot

was a mixture of Mercedeses and older, beat

up cars.

Cream, the group Bruce and Baker
stanred in, broke up before most UCLA
students w^e bom, and certainly before

most were thinking. Most Cream fans under
30 were introduced to the band by friends or

by the proliferation of classic rock stations

playing "White Room" and "Sunshine of

Your Love."

Thus. Cream fans — no matter the level

of interest— had to be content with records,

tapes, or CD's, while wishing they could

have seen a live performance.

Tuesday night's show was not a Cream
show. But it was the closest thing the

younger generation can h(^ to see, ahd that

gave it a feel of rock 'n roll history. One
reveled in the experience while thinking, "is

this what it was like?"

-The absence of *Slowhand* (Eric Clap-

ton) kept it from being a Cream show.
Considering the former Cream guitarist's

success, and the animosity between Clapton

and the band, this was not surprising.

Instead, we were treated to the hot licks of

the plaid-guitar weilding, 18 year-old,

wild-haired newcomer. Blues Saraceno.

Saraceno's style and look contrasted with

the other band members'. Blues Saraceno

was not Blues, but Heavy Metal Saraceno,

and it was disconcerting to hear his riffs in

place of Clapton's. There was too much
flash and flngertapping that was never

characteristic of the Slowhand.
Most of the time, Saraceno seemed to

hold back compared to the other band
members. On some songs, especially the

ones when Jack Bruce played harmonica,

Saraceno played bne-note riffs. This gave
some songs a thin sound, more like a power

duo than Cream's power trio.

About halfway through the show, Sar-

aceno took a solo. It was very new and
MIDI-heavy metal-classical. It was also

pretentious, out of place, and went on too

long, although Saraceno received a roar of

approval from the crowd, and elicited

comparisons to Eddie Van Halen and.

Clapton.

This inevitable comparison between
Saraceno and Clapton could not and should

not be made.
Although the guitarist's performance was

a bit unnerving. Baker's return was a
welcome sight. The story goes that a few
years ago. Ginger Baker was frying in the

See CREAM, page 26

Are You Dying To Be Thin?

UCLA EATING DISORDERS
AWARENESS WEEK

JAN 29-FEB 2

PRESENTED BY THE STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION

Information Booth: 10:00-12:00 Monday through Friday on Bruin Walk.
Schedule of events, bookmarks, pamphlets, and information sheets.

Monday, Jan. 29

12:00-1:00 pm

Tuesday, Jan. 30
12:00-1:00 pm

PRESENTATION: IMAGE OF WOMEN IN ADVERTISING
featuring a speaker from Student Health Services and the film Still Killing Us Softly

ACKERMAN 2408 ' -

PRESENTATION: MEDICAL CONCERNS OF EATING DISORDERS
featuring Joel Yager, M.D., Professor, Dept. of Psychiatry, Sr. Consultant Adult Eating

Disorder Program, NeuroPsychiatric Institute

ACKERMAN 2408 v

7:00 pm-

Wednesday, Jan. 31

12:00-1:00 pm

2:00 - 4:00 pm

6:00 pm

Thursday, Feb. 1

12:00-1:00 pm

7:00 pm

Friday, Feb. 2

12:00-1:00 pm

PANEL DISCUSSION ON EATING DISORDERS
Recovering people will share their personal experience with eating disorders, and answer
your questions.

SPROUL 7th FLOOR LOUNGE* ^
PRESENTATION: MYTHS & MISCONCEPTIONS OF DIETING
featuring Jeanette Doal, R.D.

ACKERMAN 3517

MOVIE: The Karen Carpenter Story

ACKERMAN 3520 - --

KLA RADIO. 530 AM: SHAME AND REACHING OUT
Personal experience of a recovering buUmic

PRESENTATION: EATING DISORDERS AND ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE
featuring Dr. Arthur Resnikoff, Ph.D., psychologist specializing in sports psychology.
ACKERMAN 3530

PRESENTATION: IDENTIFYING, TREATING, & OVERCOMING AN EATING
DISORDER featuring Linda Zimbelman, M.F.C.C. and the film Dying to be Thin
HEDRICK FIRESIDE LOUNGE*

rRESENTATIQN; FAT IS A FAMILY AFFAIR
featuring Dr. Judy HoUis, Ph.D., author ,of Fat is a Family Affaiy and th

Dark Serrpts. Bright Victory

ACKERMAN 2408
To attend programs in the Residence HaUs, you must be escorted by a resident.

Studen

«r*iw ^iv^Krctins ^ri cne 1-^esiaence nans, you must pe escortea py aWe would lilce to thank the following organizations for their Fielp
t Psychological Services Office for Residential Life Student Mealth

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Progamminn Committee
Service

':\
. N
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LESBIANS! GAYS!
THE UCLA GAY AND LESBIAN ASSOC

IS PROUD TO PRESENT

WINTER QUARTER EVENTS

WEEKLY EVENTS:
4

GAY MEN'S RAP - MONDAYS 7PM GSM 2319

INFORMAL GROUP FACILITATED BY JIM BABL. JOIN US!

LESBIAN RAP - MONDAYS 7PM GSM 2333

MEET OTHER LESBIANS...COME TO TALK OR JUST
TO LISTEN

"=1

O.U.T. COUNSELING (OPENING UP TOGETHER) M-TH 7-9PM
NEED SOME UNDERSTANDING? CALL US - WE WANT
TO HELP!

CALL (213) 825-8053

SPECIAL EYENTSi
SPEAKER - THURSDAY FEB 8 7PM ROOM TEA

^ SCOTT BROOKS, EDELMAN HEALTH CENTER
"WHY GAY MEN PRACTICE UNSAFE SEX"

DANCE - SATURDAY FEB 17 9-12:30

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER, FREE PARKING LOT 11

PICNIC - SUNDAY MAR 4 11:30 - 2:30 PM '

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER, UPPER PICNIC AREA

COME TO OUR FIRST GALA GENERAL MEETING OF THIS QUARTER -

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31 7PM KERCKHOFF 500
NEXT GENERAL MEETINGS: FEB 21, MAR 7

PLUS...LOOK OUT FOR

AIDS AWARENESS WEEK,- FEBRUARY 12-17, DANCE FEB 17
GAY AND LESBIAN AWARENESS WEEK, - APRIL 16-20, DANCE APRIL 20
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CREAM
From page 24

Arizona sunshine, advertising his services

as a drummer in a local newspaper.

Tuesday night. Baker looked happy,

reliving past glory. He sat woodenly,

cigarette dangling from his mouth. The 50
year-old Baker looked many years older,

like a wizened Clint Eastwood.

When Baker played, he looked stiff and
uncoordinated, yet almost every beat was
right on.

Not too long after Saraceno, Baker took a

drum solo and this was where he looked

happiest. He became animated as he laid

down some wild beats. It was altogether

refreshing and unpretentious, unlike most
mid concert drum solos.

It was clear that Jack Bruce, clad in a

black vest and round dark glasses, was the

star of the show. He showed few signs of

age, except for a paunchiness that comes
with the past 20 years of living.

His talent seemed untouched by time.

During the many instrumental jams, he

handled his trademark fretless bass effort-

lessly. Bruce's past flirtations with jazz and
fusion found their way into his bass lines,

fleshing them out beyond what they are on
recordings^'

As for his vocals, everything remained

intact from his early days. His range and
strength were just as good as they were 20
years ago.

Supporting the band was Banie Worrell,

who contributed some keyboards, tam-

bourine, and backup harmonies. He was
kept mostly in the background.

The set consisted mainly of old blues

renditions and Cream crowd-pleasers.

Bruce barely payed tribute to his new
album. One of the songs firom the new

album, "No Surrender,** sounded like a

refreshingly new Cream.
Ex-hippies and yuppies alike swayed to

"Sittin* on Top of the Worid," "Bom Under

1

Musician Jack Bruce.

a Bad Sign," and "Politician."

The biggest crowd reactions were saved

for "White Room," and "Sunshine of Your
Love." It was a privelege to hear these songs

played live, even without Eric Clapton.

After "Sunshine of Your Love," the band
left the stage. A sustained, deafening call for

an encore brought the band back out to close

the show with an extended jam on "Spoon-
ful."

As the crowd shuffled docilely out, a

bearded, long-haired man was shouting, "A
ride to Bong Leach. I need a ride to Bong
Leach." If this had been the 60*s, someone
would i/Fimediately have picked him up.

Even though men like Bruce wcM'k to keep
the spirit alive, times are a changin*.

For all you nostalgia-heads, in the

following months the Strand Club will be
featuring acts such as Three Dog Night and
Barry White. CaU (213) 316—1700 for

details.

UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

WE WANT YOU TO BE A 1990-91
PEER HEALTH COUNSELOR! f

i^^d^^^a^^^^^^^b ?^:$^^«^A»ft^i^??^^vK^^^:^^ft^:

.

ATnTuce

u$niMi^<«

S^T-^^w^"^-^ <^^

fbp. ftopuC FeCT tviprr vM»i.L

>A'AUK -prtArr EXTRA

TT-uj ANATOMY OF A
{/ PEER HEALTH

COUNSELOR
NlhTtmoU6 6NACJf5

Peer Health Counselors are a caring, dynamic and diverse group of students
interested in the health and fitness concerns of the student body. We welcome
all majors and you will have the opportunity to be trained in the following

areas:

NUTRITION FITNESS STRESS EATING DISORDERS
CONTRACEPTION SUBSTANCE ABUSE RELATIONSHIPS

SUICIDE PREVENTION AIDS SEXUALITY^ MUCH MORE.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT THESE ORIENTATIONS:
• Applications Due Feb. 5th by 5 pm at 401 Kerckhoff

Monday Jan. 29

Tuesday Jan. 30

Wednesday Jan. 31

Thursday Feb. 1

Friday Feb. 2

1 1 .00

6:00
1:30
6:15
8:00

9:00
2:30
7:00

8:30

9:00
7:00

1:00

12:00 noon
7:00 pm
2:30 pm
7:15 pm
9:00 pm

10:00 am
3:30 pm
8:00 pm
9:30 pm

10:00 am
8:00 pm
2:00 pm

Ackerman 2412
Hedrick Hall

Ackerman 2408
Ackerman 3520
Chi Omega
(708 Hilgard)

Ackerman 2408
Ackerman 3517
Rieber Hall

TKE
(626 Landfair)

Kerckhoff 400
Sproul Hall

Ackerman 2412

You fljust attend an orientation meeting. Call fl2S-84(>2 or v is it 401 Kerckhoff 9-SpmM-F4brmnm info.

sponsored by usac/swc and student health services

T
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'Cacao' cafe reveals the great taste of art
By Juliann Budimir

Contributor

"Cacao: the great taste of art"

It all began as.a suggestion to see the film,

Camille CldUd^L We hadn't planned to

venture anywhere else, Mike and I, because
of class and his night waiterjob. He still had
to work, but somehow in the bright sunshine
of an unusually warm and lovely winter
afternoon, our earlier obligation seemed to

take care of itself. We now had an extra

seventy^five minutes to discover the world
and to make it our own, if just for a little

while.

Before I could change my ihind about
unjustly feeling the sunshine on my would-
be note-taking hand, I was whisked away on
the back of Mike's plain, but functional, one

person scooter. My thoughts quickly drifted

to the scene at hand: the wind blowing
briskly through my hair and my arms
wrapped around my waist. I needn't think

nor question; for this transitory moment, I

was happy.

So after a slop at his apartment and a
change of vehicles, we headed west .on

Santa Monica Boulevard toward the theater.

As the box-office hadn't opened yet, we
decided to walk around. We passed a few
restaurants — some expensive, some run-

down, and others just plain unappetizing.

Ironically, I was attracted to the one that

would seem to be the least appetizing of all.

From its narrow frontage, however, I sensed
a singular appeal. The sun, now somewhat
behind us and to our right, was shining full-

force through the froht window into a man

clearly intent on his work. Mike and I

approached with increasing interest. At the

bottom of the window, small block letters

read, "Cacao." We walked in.

Inside, on freshly painted white walls,

huge modem paintings — probably acrilic

— hung, giving this amazingly narrow room
a bold, modem character. At !he front table,

this intense artist-type still didii'! look up
from his work. There was no food to be
seen, nor any indication of a kitchen. At the

back were two young guys, smartly dressed.

They turned around to greet us, and Mike
asked the one who seemed to be in charge if

they served food or what. He said sure, and
whipped out a pink xeroxed sheet that

served as a menu. There was quite a

comprehensive list of exjx'esso coffees, as

well as salads, a few hot dishes, and

desserts. It seemed appealing enough to me,
so as part of our little adventure, I ordered
the Caesar salad and we sat dov^ at one of
the liule black lacqueredX^les flecked with
multicolored paint.

As I was enjoying nfy small, but far from
insignificant adven^re, Mike was taken
with the artistic nature of the establishment
It was almost as if you were pulled away
from the disorganized jumble of banks,

markets, car dealerships and the used book
store, into an almost unrealistic existence,

where the commonplace was unnecessary,
and artistic, thought, divine.

Hardly had we had a few moments of
conversation with the fitting forms of latin

jazz jiving its way to eternity in the

See CACAO, page 28
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Nails by
.

Gary
Relocated!

Full Set

Fill

Manicure &
Pedicure

$15.00
$10.00

$15.00

Mar^icure $ 500
Gel, Set $25.00

Silk Wrap $20.00

Fiberglass Wrap $20.00

The Wild Cut
6685 Sunset Blvd.

(213) 467-1966

Pc]/7s

London
Rome ^^

DESIGN HAIR CUT
\C) APPC)l\TMIMS»Jl)8-l 1 i:»\C) GIMMK K^

St>LIStS HAVE iJVfR * VlAKb IXPtRltNtE

/{)K)S I'EkM

S1.J

SI ~y li

Sl> 4i

S()(>

roiL WLAVING ( • '^

EYE LASH riNT

(OlOk (OKKEC HON
SHAMI'OO SEI

MANICURE

SPECIAL FREE- haircut slylr ^\ s i i pvim (SK? value \tcv)

SPECIAL FREE- h.iircul mousse w'S'}> (xrtn iS17 vaKir Inv)

U)7« CAYLEY»WESTW(X)l) VILLAC^f -NEXl K) liAXTLR'S

••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••

DONTi
•wear a tult and tia

-ahuffia papara and answer
phones
-alt at a daak all day

•live in foreign countriaa

•work outdoora
-take charge
-make daclalona
-face many challangaa

-bear heavy raaponalbHIty

-work long houra
-oparate sophisticated elec-

tronic equipment
-racord information on oil and
gas wells

-Interpret that information

ENJOY:
-t>eing their own boaa

THIS JOB IS NOT FOR
EVERYONE - BUT IT

COULD BE FOR YOU!

Schlumt}erger, the world leader

in Wireline Wett Logging has
immediate career opportunities

Chrara—a for individuals with

an M-S. or B.S. degree in

I.E., M.E., Fhyslca or the

Oao tclancaa, excellent

scholastic record, hands-on
aptitude and 0-3 years work
experience.

: . . ^-./fIK , 'I'M'

OPENINGS FOR
PERMANENT
POSITIONS

^^...,^-^;*P^^

For more information, please contact:

SCHLUMBERQER-INTERNATIONAL
Recruiting Coordinator

2707 North Loop West, Suite 1090
Houston, Texas 77008

(713) 863-9673 (in Texas)
800-222-1587 (outside Texas)

Sr hhimh^'r'j^'r

SERIOUS
MUSIC
The Beatles
The Stones

_ Ihe 8-52^

The Cure
The Sugarcubes

THE PHIL
We're talking SERIOUS MUSIC ... like Beethoven,
Brahms, and Mozart. The Los Angeles Philharmonic gives

you this serious music . . . TOTALLY LIVE ... in a
setting that's much more intimate than the Coliseum or

the Forum. And where else can you get an incredible deal
likeTWO TICKETS FOR $5.00 in February for a live

concert, just by showing up at the Philharmonic's Music
Center Box Office with your current, valid student I.D. no
more than 2 hours before the concert. (You don't have to

camp outside all night just to get seats behind a speaker.)

Here's a great idea . . . join the Philharmonic's free Student
Frequent Buyer Program by calling (213) 850-2050, buy 3

tickets and get a fourth ticket FREE.

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
2 TICKETS FOR $5.00

This Week!
l^feds., Jan. 31. 8:00

~~

Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series Recital

Mieczvslaw Horszowski, piano
Music by Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, and Chopin

Fri. and Sat., Feb. 2 and 3. 8:00; Sun. Feb. 4, 2:30
Simon RatUe, conductor
Anne Evans, soprano
Hans Sottn, bass

Messiaen: Et exspecto resurrectionem mortuorum
Wagner: Ride of the Valkyries and Final Scene from Die WalkiJre

• • Sun., Feb. 4, 7:30
Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series Recital

Radu Uipu, piano
Music by Bach, Schumann, and Liszt

Next Week!
Thu. and Fri., Feb. 8 and 9, 8:00; Sun., Feb. 11, 2:30

Simon Rattle, conductor
Stephen Hough, piano

John Aler, tenor

Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 3
Liszt: A Faust Symphony (with Men of the Los Angeles

Master Chorale)

Mon., Feb. 12, 8:00
Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series

San Francisco Symphony
Herbert Blomstedt, conductor
Haydn; Symphony No. 86

Carlson: Rhapsodies
Dvof^k: Symphony No. 7 %

Tue., Feb. 13, 8:00 , •

Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series

San Francisco Symphony
Hert>ert Blomstedt, conductor

Beethoven: Overture. Leonore No. 2
Sessions: Symphony No. 2

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 2 (Little Russian)

Upbeat Live free pre-concert discussions 1 hr. before concerts
(except Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series)

For the whole scoop, just call (213) 972-7211.
,,_ Seating at the discretion of the Box Office, subject to availability.

ANGELES PHILHARMONIC

SEAN PENN
From page 23
When questioned about whether

he was up for the Tom Cruise role

in Oliver Stone's Born on the

Fourth ofJuly, he started sounding

a little ^t out, saying 'There's a

very arrogant guy in this town —
you can figure out who— and after

he sends you a script he'll go to the

LA. Times and say that you were
considered for the part, whether or

not you ever wanted to do it"

So, by the time Penn was asked

to compare his work with that of

We're No Angels co-star Robert
De Niro, the guy was downright

pissed. "I feel I acted differently to

him. I'm sony, but it's a stupid

question."

Okay, so he's not the most
diplomatic actor in Hollywood.

But one still has to admire his

breadth of woric — from Fast

Times at Ridgemont High to

Colors to the upcoming State of
Grace— and his dedication to the

acting craft

Known for the intensity he

brings to his roles, he admits to

staying in character, to some
extent, during any given film

shooting. "I think it's the same as if

you wrap a rubber band around
your fmger all day, real tight, and
then you take it off. You're ^bihg

to have that red mark for awhile."

Thirty minutes and four
cigarettes later, Penn appeared

more relaxed and the students

appeared less terrified. Hey, they

even laughed loudly at his closing

comment, when somebody chal-

lenged him with "Who is Sean
Penn?" Giving a lopsided grin he

quickly deadpanned, "As soon as I

find out, I'll let you know."

CACAO
From page 27
ttackground when the head guy we
had talked to just minutes t)efofe,

brought out my salad and Evian.

He thanked us quite warmly for

stopping in and hoped we would
again in the future. If not for the

quite delightful (and reasonable)

Caesar salad (at under $4), I would
certainly cotne t)ack for the atmo-
sphere and friendly service.

Eric, our server, turned out to be
the owner of "Cacao," which is the

derivative seed of chocolate. As a

UCLA history alumnus, Eric told

us that when he was a student he
missed not having a sort of late-

night-hang-out-do-your-own-
thing kind of place. Only open a

week, he can finally boast one of

his own. More than a restaurant,

**Cacao" is an art gallery that even

offers cocktail party exhibits,

(such as one on January 25). Its

wee-hour closing time (2 am, 4 am
on weekends) should be an addi-

tional inspiration to all you artist-

types out there.

As for myself, I'm glad I mixed
the distinctive flavor of **Cacao"

(Santa Monk:a, just east of Har-

rington) with Camille Claudel.

The turbulent nature of this film

couldn't have taken anything as

bland as a coffee-shop. And as for

Mike, well, he's quite a handful all

by himself.
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Center for International and Strategic Afifairs

University of California, Los Angeles

CISA InternatioiMil Security Seminar

CONVENTIONAL FORCES AND
CONVENTIONAL ARMS CONTROL

by

MAJ. GEN. WILLIAM F. BURNS, (RET.)
Former Director, US Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency
and

COL. ROY ALCALA
U.S. Army Office of the Chief of Staff

January 29
.

Monday
4:00 to 6j00

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

^m- LAKEpS ^,,^«.
^\.3^

. face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
OAd pne^ Ulmm mmrlmt to ^ UCLA .buUnt^ .toff. a»d /taSgTAdl «.„Jm^ *,. ,^d m Sf^ a^IKo mUl UU «« th, mm*. tKot mk,n U oom*t to our UCLA clmmU. mi c*»t b, bmt. QuoUt JTTtimgt— u a emlL Ramrnkv to m»ntion yom'n from UCUU/K

FAX # 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

>w

4269 Bunch HaU "

upcoming CISA Evens:

Febnjary 6. CISA Int"! Security Seminar Ham A. Beihe, Prafwor of Phvlic*,
Cornell Univenicy & Nobel Laureace
in Physics. Anns Control Attempa in d»e IPSCs. 146 Dodd Hall. 8:00 to lOKW pm

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL
'You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

In order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to.

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82frO860

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medteal Center

ASUCLA StudanI Ernptoyw r«owv«

•Mwr 4 hours l*av« with pay or th«

meal tickat. Wa cannot awwd both.

A FREE err JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE
UP TO 1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student
groups, frats and sororities needed for market-
ing project on cvnpus.For deUils plus your
FREE GIFT, group officers call
^ -900-75(>S472 ext. 50.

Miscellaneous 9

EXPERIENCED RIDERS only. Sharcboarder
wanted for hunter/jumper in first-class To-
panga stable. Available immediately.
(213)617-1558.

FASHIONS in swnmwear. Models wanted for

free testir^ by international photopapher.
(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AJR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student DiscourM. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa%vtelle. (213)312-0092.

WANTED: Lead vocals, drums, and b»$g|yi«.
for SPRING SING novefty project. Call Phil

(213)824-7830.

THANKS to those who have helped me
Iranscervi myown reality lately. Love, Linda T.

BIM (AZ):
INSPO WEEK IS

FINALLY
HERE!!

CONGRATS ON
MAKING

IT THIS FAR!
I LOVE YOU!!

V, SUZANNE S.

iAshley

I
It's great having

i you here!

LLove your sis,

^. Tricia

Personal 10

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER M.A. MFCC INTER IMF1 5339. SLID-

ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRGIL DAY- SLJPERVISOR.

DEFINED ENERGY SCION GRAMMAR;
'IrHra-reactive sub-diffusive exponential re-

fractive infra-congruent cross-implosive sur-

face distinctive reflex-static auto-corKentric

absolute activity mnemonic distortive vortex

fusion nuclear periferal uniHed matrix* Inves-

tors Inventive Invited 474-4576 #266 Christo-

pher Richard Edwards "Donnelly"

, AAFI is proud to

I announce the pinning

of

Akemi Yamane (AAFI)

to

x^^I^ Rich Otera (BSn)

Monday January 22, 1990

J

Good Deals 7 Good Deals T Good Peals

FAMILY DENTISTRY!

—

vXp:
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

•open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(21 3), 475-5598

Now you can join our private

practia, become a V.I.P. member
and receive all of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"

Akobolict AaoajmoM Mcaltag
Mon Diiaiarian. 'nnirs Book Sb^
Fri Slap Sbidy. AU 3S25 12:15-1:15

TMi '3-741", Wed Dtecusrion

im CSS3I 12:10-1:00

Mrilotela or iadi¥idiati n^ iBve
drinkini proMcn
(213) 3f7-f31<

WE WILL PAY YOU
ITO LOSE UP TO 29 LBS I

IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
•106% Natural .

'Doctor Reoommended
•CalUM213^8^492

Good Deals

JNSURANa WARI W^ll beg wtyone's pricea
or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, studerH discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan'. (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Voget In Westwcxxl

208-3011

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

oiuaents

HoUjfwood Mmo Rtital Ccmpanf
462-2329 463-6569
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AMI Mew lmtiaU»
Laurie Bardin

Rachel Bartz

Shelley Bauerly

Mittm 8^m
Sam Bley

Betsy Bradley

Sahar Bunkin

Sylvia Chen

Aimee Cook
Joanna Cook

jmimn^Qam

Julie Delsol

Jenny Dossa

Lisa Dowling

Dawn Enoch

Tiffany Forner

Renee Galloway

Kristin Gamble

Allison Garbutt

Mihelle Gridley

Maria Gutierrez

Karen Hansen

Jennifer Knapp

Janis Kunimistu

Holly linn

Alison Loo
^

Odile Madden
Ann McDonald

Carrie miller

Jennifer Overlike

Becky Pazaile

w&

Nancy Putnam
Megan Randall.

Heather Sandelman

Madia Shabaik

Gail Shirley

Robyn Spahn
Tracey Stone

Gknda Swetman
Afj0a Traub

TiMny Westmorland

>

3f

Congratidatiom to the Newly

Elected Ar officers for 1 990-91

Viclaoa^

V.P. CPB: Kim BaU

V.P. Pledge Education: Heather Drew

V.P. Rusli: Jennifer Carkon

V.P. Scholarship: Katie Hohin

Panhellenic Delegate: Doe Rosano

Treasurer; Carolyn Miller

Recording Secretary: Michelle lindzy

House: ^ Steph Levin

Social: 1 . Terry Brennan

Rituals: .
. Megan Reiiy

Foundation: __ • Jenni Beach

Corresponding Secretary: Nicole Bryant

Anchora/P.R.:

Activities/Historian: ^ •

Asst. Rush:

Meredith Yrlicak J
Stacy Catbagan ^

Kim Root

KKrKKrKKrKKrKKrKKrKKFKKrKKrKKr
u

i^ Tracey, Maura, Vicky, Monica, Debi E., Erica, h^

u

u

To the most incredible friends and officers: h

Kelly, Michelle, Cat, Kim, Debbie, Stacey,
Debi M., Lisa, Susie and Stephanie.

WE DID IT!~^^~
You all made my job a piece of cake.

Thanks for being so great—in every way!

HERE'S TO YOUR PAST YEAR OF HARD WORK,
AND HERE'S TO A FUTURE WITH NO
KAPPA RESPONSIBIUTIES! m̂ Jenn u

KKrKKrKKrKKrKKrKKrKKFKKrKKrKKr

* AE0 ^

wants to congratulate

its 1990-91 execative board
President

Vice President

Panhellenic Representative

Treasurer

Pledge Mom
Pledge Mom
Social Chair

]|[
Social Chair — S
Rush Chair »
House Manager
^ecreiBuy

Research Subjects 12

Denise Lawrence
Debi MohUe
Samantha Spielman
Lauri Mattenson
Julie CojtoH
LAz Weiner
Andra Berg
Allyson Weisberg
Jodie Steiner

Jennifer Carson
Nicole Herzog

Hi

I
fMXtMtiMXtMXfMXiM^M^Mti,wM.

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Carwwt be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice arxi toothbrush. S35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-riy required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

"Normal Healthy Boyi 3-11 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(21 3)825-0392'

NORMAL, hcahhy male adulu, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual rei|carch at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problerm 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will recehre jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain artd noise. $100 received upon
con>pletion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Oentai Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

CHI OMEGAS
Thank you for all

of. your help and
support over the

past year. You
guys are the

GREATEST!

!

Love, Michele

[Michele Barber (XQ)

Today's your big day!
You're going to make|
an incredible new

president.

Love,
YBS (and soon to be

ex-president)

Michele

: "GoAZ, :

: We're! Behind •

: You 100%!" :

: Love, Theta j

Congratulations to

Xffs New Executm Mrd!
President

Vice-President

Secretary

Treasurer
Rush Cbair—
Membership
Personnel

Michele Barber

. Jennifer GiUunt
Hillary Bleecker
Maria L€tyola

-y- Vanessa Kideb
Karen Kwan
Anne Klofkom
Laura Van R€)yPledge Trainer

Chapter Correspondent Mami Ungerman
Panhellenic Rep, Elke Werner

We love you and we are ready

for another exciting year!!

nfrfrfri rf-Tiiii ffii rftrtftfliffftTrfif HfiiwtnflOfti'rfifi fi fr^>tf-^. r J : -y<Myio»:rf>cf-r^*-"-
'" *VS*.Vi*fWi»

AEO wants to thank its

1989-90 executive board

Adena Samson
Sherri Katz

Jacqueline Cooper
Valerie Russo
Maria Itkin

Erica Schiller

Denise Lawrence
Martine Myers
Stacey Datrion

'~

Cori Goldberg

Rachael Diamant^

Vk.^'
President

Vice President

Panhellic Representative]

Treasurer

Pledge Mom
Pledge Mom
Social Chair

Social Chair

Rush Chair

House Manager i>
Secretary ^

\r

Personal 10 Personal

l Llvmtlll.tittT\Lmm^i.tt^ct*^^tt.m^,,-^i^^.,^

Xa NeWThitiatesIl

Congratulations! You
made it! We lotll

can't wait to see
you in Chapter

tonight!
.l,l,\^^^\\\\\\\\%X^\\^.^1n^^.^.^.^.^.^.^^^^^.^.^^^^^^^ww^r^r^

CONGRATULATrONS KAPPA
1990 OFFICERS!!!

Pres.
1st VP
2nd VP
Rec. Sec.
Corr. Sec.
Treasurer
Registrar
Marshal
Panhellenic Delegate
Fraternity Educ.
House

•<

i

Steph Garfield
Erica Hoegh
Steph Econn
Adrienne Toscano
Lisa Ford
Denise Wiesel
Edie Gorman
Melissa Rouse
Kristin Ichista
Grace Kibler
Lisa Myers

Membership Chairman Monlque Chamlian
Pledge Susie Ter-Jung
Public Relations Molly Sarber
Philanthropy Megan Davenport
Scholarship Courtney Jones
Social Liz Corrlgan
WE KNOW YOU'LL CONTINUE^-^ THE EXCELLENCE!!

Welcome to

Our Sisterhood

Caren (XQ)
I cannot express my delight in initiation

the other night.

What I say comes from my heart

Pledging quarter was a great start.

But it could never be so special

for me If It weren't for my CHI-O family

In CHI-O I've found sisterhood and love

The types no other could rise above.
But the greatest gift CHI-O has given me, a joy to our

sorority, a gift I could never repay.

It's you—CAREN MANESE!)
m YLS, Steph (X«J

Ar Pledges:
THIS WEEK IS FINALLY HERE!!

WE ARE SO EXCITED,
SEE YOU TONI^T AT

MEETING
ITB, TRe Actives.

*
'14-
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Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

CONGRATULATIONS TO KAPPA'S
AMAZING NEW INITIATES!!
We look forward to many

fun times ahead with
you all III

^ THE ACTIVES

Research Subjects )2 Research Subjects

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225. ' _
Call (213) 854-4951.

Monday, January 29, 1990 31

10 Business Properties 25

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-tirne

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must t^e age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

J

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with asthma,

ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
rnedication compared to placebo. Involves

office visits In WLA. You will be paid for your
participation. (213)820-6574.

CRIME STUDY. Mugged, robbed, assualted
during 1 985-1 990? A^ke a difference. Partici-

pate. Brief (10 min) Completely confidential

questionnaire mailed to you. (213)391-9529.

HERPES VACCINE volunteers needed for new
vaccine study. Healthy males: 1 8-55 yevs old
without history of genital herpes; $150.00
reimbufsemertt. Interested individuals contact
Maryanne Dillon. (213)206-0479.

'Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmentaJ evalua-
tion. (213)625-0392.'

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS- Needed on pay-
ing attention. Afes 3aS5. $15.00 cash.
(213)625-6402

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an
investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your time.

(213)620-6574.

use family studies project is seeking mothers,
fathers and children to participate in a study on
family relations. Child must be age 4-5 or 9- 1

1

inclusive. Er^lish must be first langua^. Each
family will receive $100.00 For further infor-

mation, call (213)743-4672.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Speim dorK>rs needed for

medical research In

Beveily Mils. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing
^^ Manicure Pediaire ^^,^Z 208-8193
lOlS GAYLEY AVR. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Wonted ^5 Health Services 22

LOOKING FOR a fraternity, sorority, or stu-

dent organization that would like to make
$500-$ 1 000 for a one M«tk on-campus mark-
eting project. Must be organized and hard-

working Call Becky or Myra at

(800)592-2121.

Wanted to Buy 16

BASEBALL CARDS: ?op dollar paid for your
collection. Call for offer. (818)762-0987. Bob.

Lost 17

LOST OPAL RING with six small diamonds
•nd 14k gold band. If found, piMw call

Michelle (213)824-1677.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

~"—

^

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(21 3)281 7484

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
-DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

I , "orr ,(;.on

C-Tl Anna
"Bi mf: 1883

throughout I A benel'
trO" your par" tDaliO'

4954 Van Ni/yt Blvd Shiriran Oaks
Recaivs • Uu girt «/ your pra tcrsen appt

Help Wanted 30

SIOftlR, students needed to work pA. work
your own hours, with major FORTUNE 500
Corporations. Oeate an income that will be
ongoing throughout your College career. Corv
tact R^ina (213)443-4143.

$7-12^r, TELEPHONE SURVEYORS. Conv^)JC
nient to campus. Brentwood/ Westwood locai

^^^

tion. Call 1 1 am-2pm, M-F (21 3>444-9860. Mr.
Aldrich.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT-Large Brentwood
real estate dveloper seeks part time help in

accounting department 12 to 16 hoursAwk.
Light office skill/general bookeeping. R.W.
Selby A Co. (213)820-5151.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. P/f. W/P, perfect
English, $5-$8^r. Opportunity for F/T. Com- ^

putef company. Beverly Hills. (21 3)859-7277. .

AFTERNOONS, during school, PT, vacations,
experience not necessary. Apply in person,
Westwood Sporting Goods, 1 065 Gayley Ave.,
Westwood Village.

APPROVED work-study position availbible
for shipping clerk at Buckminster Fuller Insti-

tute, an educational and research organization
concerned with solutions to global problems.
Within 1 5 minutes driving time to campus -
$9.0G^r. Non work study applicants ~
S5.0aW. (213)837-7710.

ARTIST seeks females to model for modem art

project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

ASSISTANT for corvumer research fimi. Expo-
sure to many industries. Well trained. P/T or
F/T, WLA. Flexible hours. Call 9am-10pm.
Mrs. Rost 391-7232.

ATHLETICALLY- INCLINED person wanted as
companion for Syr old boy to play baseball,
soccer, and other sports, 1-2 aftemoonsAvk.
Local refrences required. Must drive
(213)471-0915.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs-your
area. $1 7,840-569,485. Call 1 -602-83»«88S.
Ext.R8050. ^
ATTENTION FITNESS FANATICS. Part-time.
Eam $40^. + teaching the ultimate Fitness

System. Call |im (213)476-2234.

BOOKKEEPER, no experience necessary.
Computer skills preferred, 5 hrs. a week in

Sherman Oaks. $6-9, depending.
(818)501-1129.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evening.
Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CHILDCARE and light cleaning, references
insurance required. M-Th, 5-9 every other
Saturday. (213)398-3354.

COMPANKDN Therapist-athletic peivm for 1

2

yr. old boy, very high-furxnioning autistic.

Car good driving record, P/T, starting
S8.5Q/hr., 3 daysA<vk (213)859-0165.

DELIVERY DRIVERS needed for Westside ser-
vice. $7-1 2Av. Must have car & insuraixx.
(21 3)829-3000.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

•WV rlHIVl

'iui> !i!Otivate(J pyrbun

J do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to ^-pid

^lease send re^,

GPA. available times

for interviews anr

'tinent mformati

Rick Edward;

Centut^ Par-

20tn floor

Angeles. CA 900.

»»P'^n«^ >i.iW<IUWUWr>^F*»OW^»gTOWyHW t9»::<>9^''<--'yy-'>'-
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Help Wanted

DELIVERY DRIVERS SSSO/hr * tips, miMt have
proof of insurance. 10:30-2:30, S daysAvk or
5-9pm, 7 daysMc. Rotie't Bart>eque 'A block
east of Bundy. Only 1 5 minutes from campus.
Inside Westidc To^Mers. Dave (21 3)473-6533.

EASY WORK! Excellent pay! Assemble pro-

ducts at home. Call for information.
(504)649-8003 Ext. 6737.

ENTREPENEURIAL dream $500-$5,000
monthly. P/T, F/T. StudenU welcorrw, no
experience necessary-will train. Please call

(213)472-7703.

ENVtORNMENTAL SCIENCE associates is ex-
panding in L.A. and S.F. and has employment
opportunities for entry and senior level techni-

cal specialists in enviommental planning,

transportation planning and traffic enger>eer-

ing, physical scierKes, biologists and geogra-
phers. Qualiried applicants shoukl possess a
degree in chemistry, physics, hydrology, eiffge-

'^ee""g. g***g''*f>*'y. hiology, urban planning
and other related disciplines. Applicants must
possess excellent writing and communication
skills. Resumes to M. Holmes. ESA. 760
Harrison St. San Fransisco 94107.

SUMMER JOBS
MASS.;COUr^ELORS — BOYS CAMP. W

GIRLS CAMP, MAINE
TOP SAUIRY. l»raD4JkUNDRY. TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE KIDS AND

HAVE SKUJ. IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY. ARTS & CRAFTS. BASEBALL,
BASKETBALL. BICYCLING.

CHEERLEADING. DANCE. DRAMA DRUMS.
FENCING. GOLF, GUITAR GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE. NATURE. SAILBOARDING.
SAILING, SCUBA. SOCCER. TENNIS.

TRACK, WSI. WATERSKI, WEK3HTS. WOOD,
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINADU,

5 GLEN LANE. klAMARONECK. N.Y. 10543.

f 141X1-5963.
OR WRITE: CAMP VEGA.WOUEN CALL

P.O. BOX 1771. DUXBURY. MA 02332
(617)934-6596.

FULL-TIME receptionist rweded for pediatric

office. 36 hrs/wk., WLA. Must be punctual,

serious, accurate. (213)479-1233.

GENERAL OFFICE/SECRETARY 3 days to full

time 9-5pm. S7Aw. Nice office near Beverly

center. Good typing, phone and written com-
munication skills required. Varied duties.-

(213)e54-0466.

GREAT hours! Great mor^ey! Pageant/Culver

City is looking energetic people to work part

time in telemarketing, department schedule
appointments for outside sales staff. Flexible

daytime hours only. Hourly pay plus commis-
sion, plus bonuses. Call Bill Johnson
(800)762-7243.

GYMNASTK3 COACH for boys and girls, all

levels. Hours flexible. Wages (XJE. Santa

Monica. (213)450-0012.

HANDYMAN - House and grounds. SSflv.

Bel-Air. Some heavy work. (213)476-1855.

INSURANCE agent in LOMITA providing med-
ical coverage to small and medium size

businesses needs 2 assistants to help set up
appointments, and general office work. Must
have excellent lelephor^ voice. Will train on
IBM computer. Salary $4.25 to %7.S0fiwiir *
peHormance bomjs. Morning and EARLY after-

noon shifts still open. CAll 326-7055 for more
information.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE: manufacuting de-

partment. We are a biochemical manufactur-
ing company seeking an assistant to our VP of

manufacturing This position will involve do-
cumentation aT>d record-keeping, impiement-
i<^and eiQ>editjWg projects, interfacing with all

departments as well as our customers. Good
organizational arxl communication skills a
must. Degree in the sciences required. Send
resumes to: Biocell Laboratories 1 1 1 7 E. lan'n

St. Carson 90746; Attn: Barbara Seifert.

MARKETING ASSISTANT 9-5, M-f, salary

commissmn. FinarK:e company r>ear Beverly
Center, Good typing, oral an written commu-
nicational skills required sales abilities a must.

Exceelent career advancement potential.

(213)854-0466.

MARKET RESEARCH ANALYST. Will go to

major grocery chains in the Santa Monica,
Beverly Hills, and Hollywood areas. 2a25
hours/Mk {yry flexible hours). $75(ymo -f20<
per mile. Call (213)926-3939, Linda Hartman
for further infbrmatwn.

OFFKI ASSBTANT-P/T, 20HRS/WK, FLEX
HRS. SbMR. Need agressivc and enthusiastic

person for phone calling ar>d soliciting. Must
be hafd worker. (213)205-0879.

OFFICE CLERK nnedcd for BeveHy hills doctor.

Filing, light typing, arxi ger>eral office duties.

Flexible hours, contact Shelly 275-1724.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

24,072
UCLA students live in an off-campus

apartment, house, of co-op.

13,452
UCLA faculty live in a rented home
or apartment.

Find your ideal tenant...

Dally Bruin Classifieds

825-2221

Sproul Hall Dining Services

$6.34/hr
We work around your school

schedule
very flexible hours

leads to career advancement
no experience necessary

must be a UCLA Registered Student
Call 825-2074

Stop by Sproul Hall Food Service

PARALEGAL needed by SanU Monica Law
Firm. Full-time. Resume to: 1453 A 14th st.,

•213, Santa Monica 90404.

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSITIONS. You
may easily make S40CM(. Authorized EPSOM
product re-seller looking for people interested

in pursuing a career in marketing. Our well

known fax niachines, printers, computers.

We'll provide you w/a path of growth well into

the future, interested parties p^asc call Mr. S.

Lee at (213)487-0406.

PART-TIME, by independent consultant to

aitift with dericai tasks, editing, computer
and video-related work, organizing, etc.,

10-15 flexible hrsA^k. (213)651-2255.

P/r CLERK hr UCLA Mental Health Croup, 4

hnfyjay. (213)625-6202.

P/r COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT CUSTOMER service- available for West-
wood alarm co. Evenings and weeker>ds.

Contact Mr. Mann (213)475-6066.

PA RETAIL SALES for boUique in Brentwood.

Great job with flexible hours. ExpericrKC only,

lackic (213)626-7446.

RETAIL HARDWARE. PT/FT. Brentwood loca-

tion. Pleasant workir>g corwlitiorw. Call Mrs.

Richards. (213)476-2864.

RETAI. SALES F/T »id P/T Tuesday thru

Saturday. Wage depends on cxperierKe.

(213)274-7576, after 10:30 am.

RETAIL SALES, PT^, open immediately, sal-"

ary will commensurate with experience, close

to campus, call Tuxedo Warehouse,
(213)559-4869.

SALES. F/T, P/r. Acgreshw person to sell

fashion footwear. Shoe Coruxpls, Stacie,

10938 Weyfaurn.

P/r WEEKEND COUNSaOR (or female teen

group home in Pacific Palisades, hours Sat.

SpnvMon 9:30am, and Wed. 8:45- 10:45am,
Psychology degre^exp. required. S7flv. Mir-

anda (213)459-4643.

RECEPTONIST, P/r, Tue.-Fri. Brentwood. Re-

liable. (213)476-4404.

RECEPTIONIST/GENERAL OFFICE.
2:3a6:30pm. S6-$7.5(yhr. Small Century Gty
cntcrtairwnent law firm. Light typing, phones,

fax. Xerox. (213)552-1806. janelle.

RECEPTKJNIST P/T or F/T for fast paced
Beverly Hills office. (213)274-0695.

RECEPTIONIST, P/r. Doctors office. Hours,
M,T, Ir W, 4:00*6:00. Call Jan at

U15)273.2216.

RECEPTIONIST/ TYPIST. Filing, general office

work for Lawyw in Beverly Hills. P/T $6.5(Vhr.

(213)552-1670.

RECEPTIONIST competent on word process-

ing. Word perfect. Requires bright, energetic,

reliable person. Excellent position, good pay.at

least 20 hrs weekly. Including morning^. Call

before noon. (213)459-2422.

RESEARCH WORK: small project for miter.

Socio-psychological background desired,

auto-data bar>k experierxx r>ecessary, flexible

hours, payable by project phase.
(213)55»4131.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, p^ for rcKVch in

perception, including library re(ererKings. 3rd
or 4th year, or higher,psych student preferred.

Have transportation, hours flexible.

(213)386-4152.

RETAIL, Display & Customer Senrices. PT/FT,

flexible hours. $9.8S/itart. Back to school
work. Advar^cement opportunities. Call

(213)392-1310, (81«342-2612.

30 Help Wanted

EXTKAS needed for film and commcrcialt. Call

(213)e50>1640 between 9am-5pm Mondays
Friday only.

TYPIST needed for insurance company. Dicta-

tion with headphones, f^ 25 hrsAvedc. iOftv.

WLA (213)470-3660.

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK, & SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin

immediately. ExperierKe preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK, & SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin

immediately. Experier>ce preferred. 461 -3651

Maijreen.

VETERINARY TECHNCIAN wanted, experi-

ence a must; (213)479-3336 for more
information.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER needed for West-
WDod family. Part-time, flexible hours. Walk-
ing distance to campus. Call (213)475-2091

.

TEACHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required.

15-20 hrVxvk. (213)273-1868.

30 Help Wanted 30

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

.
Day & evening hours

available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

DELIVERY DRIVERS

Pick-up & delivery of

bridal gowns must have

own car, insurance.

EARN $60.00/day.

Flexible hours.

GALL 800-654-5324

for appt.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

No kidding! Great P/T job.

Car nee.. Exper dealing
with public nee. Sal and
Comm. Will train. Call

Gayle Light at

(818)98a-0050

SECRETARY. P/T 3-4 day^vk - afterrxMrM.

WLA, STAv. Can. offkc Experienced ofrioe

wodccr. Valet parking. (213)206-4828 be-

tween 5-8.

SECRETARY/INSURANCE billing. P/T, perma-
nent M-W-f, 1-7pm. Holiftic Chiropractic

ofRce. Word Perfect a must. (213)450-4555.

STUDENT AIDE for Peace Corps. 10-20 hrs/

wk. Typing, misc. clerical, «vriting, telephone

duict, Madntoch kno«vicdge helpful. Office

nmar campus. Parking provided. For informa-

tion call (213)209-7444.

Qorgeous Models.
For major clients in Chicago
and Mew Yorlc. Must have a
good loolc and also a aood
body. For audition, caH for
appointment (213)463-8181.
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Personal Personal Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Fbll A Part-Ume *

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
' Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call C213) 453-1817

DELIVERY DRIVERS
WANTED FEB 13 AND 14
MUST HAVE OWN CAR
AND INSURANCE CALL

FOR DETAILS 273-4545 ASK
FOR MARIA OR DL\NE

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridge

Campus Resider>ce, 9500 Zelzah.
Northrklge. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

fro«c

0eaMne: fri. feB. A 4 p.m.

(MsoCuteft/ 910 LaU Ms)
Issue: !feS. 14tfi

^Us: S8/CoCumn incftfor students

^

Hzfarco[or(l7a*s&Ws)
$yfor color (27(2 s df aBove)

FILE CLERK and other duties, for entertainment
law firm. 1-6pm, M-F. Muft be reliable and
organized. A«k for Lita. (213)654-8633.

FILM PROOLICER needs someone to do typ-

ing, seaetarial work once or twice a week. Call

(213)657-3692.

FRATERNITY and sorority members earn extra
morwy. National party favor company looking
for sales associates. High commissions, work
your own hours. 1-600-444-6464.

SUCCESSFUL West LA Real Estate develop-
ment company seeks bright person for clerical

assistant in Westwood office. Typing, filing,

invoice follow-up. Full-time preferred. Call

Doreene (213)473-1531.

SUMMER JOBS CXJTIXXDRS. Over 5,000
openings! National parks, foresU, fire crews.
Send stamp for free details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

TROPICAL/ BEACH RESORTS HIRING. Are
you tired of the same dull summer job? Resorts

now hiring for seasonal arxJ career opportuni-

ties. Call (303)444-5585.

idA Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

WANTED: WAITRESS/WAITER, DELIVERY
PEOPLE. ENTHUSIASTIC, Ol/TCOINC, IN-

DIVIDUALS FOR ktd IAURANT INSIDE LUX-
URIOUS aNTURY CITY HEALTH aUB.
TOM OR STEVE. (213)557-6926.

WLA healthclub looking for fitr>ess oriented

receptionist, early mornings and afternoons.

Shannon (213)826-8006.

WORK-STUDY STUDENTS NEEDED AT
SEEDS U.E5. AS CLASSROOM AIDES. Sche-
dules: 1 1 :30 to 1 M) »kJ Noon to 1 :30 DAILY.
One add'l hour TBA. Gloria 206-1134.

X-RAY TECHNKIIAN (limited) to perform ex-

ams and x-rays at Chiropractic office. Great
opportunity. Call (213)653-9530.

Job Opportunities 32

Temporary help needed
for busy florist Feb 5 to

14. CkxxJ phone skills,

will train. Contact Maria
or Diane at 273-4545.

RESEARCH WANTED
Mature Grad

Student to research
diet and weight loss

market, then help

recommend safe

weight loss pill from
oriental hert)s.

E. Brown 452-2102

ALFRED SILVERA
win be shooting on location in

\A from Wed. 1/31-Wed. 2/7.

Alfred works extensively witfi

men/Women in New York City,

Paris-USA, and International mod-
eling agency. BooKing on a first

come, first serve, pre-paM t}asis.

(213)856-8222 24 hrs.

I VALET PARKING
' ATTENDANTS NEEDED
I FULL OR PART TIME

I

I

I

I

MALE/FEMALE
PARK THE CARS OF

THE STARS
TOP PAY AND TIPS

CALL (213) 657-2420
M-F, 9AM-3PM

WHO KNOWS WHERE
DAILY BRUIN VALENTINE

CAN LEAD?
Daily Bruin Classified Ualcntines Issue

DEADLINE FEBRUnRV 9, 4pm

iiii

MMMMMMMMMM

FULL.A'ART-TIME Bilingual Spanish speaking

MSW-MFCC hours available. Also, foster

home recruiter. Call Beverly Heath
(213)385-5100.

FULLTIME RECEPTIONIST needed to work in

Santa Monica law firm. Duties include heavy
phone work, light typing, filing, general cleri-

cal «vork, rurming errands. Knowledge ofWord
Perfect 5.0 a plus, but not required. Available

immediately, Marcella. (213)451-9714.

DAILY^BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
''
DON'T miss OUT!

Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over 110 kiosks throughout the UCLA Community,

Westwood and Brentwood.
Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readers. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIED AD!

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:

Simply fill out the ad form below and mail to:

UCLA DaUy Bruin
CLASSIFIED ADVERnSUNG
308 Westwood Plaza

/ 1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local rate $9.45/column Inch per day
(Frequency and Bulk rates are available upon signing

contract)

PHONE ORDERS/inFORMATION: (213)825-2221

REMEMBER CLASSIFIEDS DEADUNES:
Un« ads: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon ^

Display ads: 2 working days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES

One insertion (15 words * less) $4.25
each additional word 27^

Five insertions (15 words or less) $15.00
each additional word $1.00

Daily Bruin Classified Ad Form
1^

Fill out all the infomiation below:

Name (Last First. Ml)

AJdfess

^
( City^Day PhoneJi

ADToFtegj

DEADLINES! 1 working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Ads)*

2 Working Days in advance by 12 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)

AdStEtftD8le_ NifTtttrofdaysloiun.

FORM OF PAYMENT:

MCA/ISA# Expiration:.

mail to:

UCLA Daily Bruin

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIMQ
308 Westwood Plaza

112 KercKhoff Hall

Los Angeles. CA 90024

aRCLE THE TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

Display (Box) Line

PleaBe attach any
Mpeclai ln9tructlon»

aiHi/or artwork

Make Checks Payable to ASUCLA Dally Buln (Students-put Reg. Card # on check)

Reg. Cad #. .ca# Enter amount enclosed :$.

mm H

30 Help Wanted 30

MARKETINC-flexlWe hn. F/T rmw. F/T turn-

mer. Up to $20/hr. or more. Paul
(213)395-5075.

OFFia ASSISTANT. Hi-tech Dcfi^. SanU
Monica Octign firm wanU a bright, energetic

offKc atsistant. Will be atcigped a PC to learn

and use bufinew software. Responsible for:

Filing, greeting clients, light phones, and
errands. Full-time prefer - Flexible hours. Must
have car. Phone Margo, SynerOyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only.

SALES/MARKETINC, successful delivery com-
pany is seeking 2 aggressive, hard*vorlcing

individuals to work F/T developing new busi-

ness in downtown LA. Outside sales experi-
ence helpful. College graduate preferred. Earn-
ing potential $45,000 1st yr. Salary + benefiU.
(21 3)250-9945. ^
WESTWOOD VILLAGE dental office needs
assisUnt to office manager. Up to 16 hisAvk,
day^ and houn flexibmr Typing skills re-

quired.$6.50 to start. (213)824-5284.

Internships 34

MA)OR independent film producers seek stu-

dent interns to learn development, aquisition

activities in office environment. (Century City)

no pay but great opportunity learn industry.

(213)551-2505 or (213)394-7263.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

10-MONTH OLD, occasional full days, reli-

able car and local references essential.

(213)472-7662.

3 MONTH INFANT, MTTH- aprrox.
2:30-8:30pm, possibly more. $5.5<Vhr. Mar
VisU. References required. (213)390-2882
)oyce.

3 YEAR OLD GIRL, in Pacific Palisades,

looking for qualified babysitter on M,W,
afternoons arid 2 weekend nights/month.
$6.00 start. (213)459-t':?63.

BABYSITTER, Westwood, flexible hours. 1

child, 7 yrs. Responsible, loving sitter. Must
have car. (213)479-0557.

BABYSITTER, Saturday nights. References re-

quired. Laurd Canyon. Must drive. $6^r.
(213)656-2453, call after 6pm.

8ABYSnTERAK>USEKEEPER- For 1 year old
baby girl. M-F. References. (213)657-4833.

CHILD CARE WANTED full time in my home,
MorfFri. For ncwt>orn baby. Call Terry
(213)206-3011.

CHILDCARE w/car for girl 8. 3-4 days^vk.
3:3O-6:30pm. Westside. References & insur-

ance req. $6^r. -t- mileage. (21 3)578-5452 day
& (213)397-1993 eves.

CHILDCARE for 3 and 5 year old, plus light

housekeeping, in Brentwood. Two afternoons
minimum, plus flexibility to work evenings and
weekeryfc. Must drive, have experience, ar>d

local references. (213)471-0915.

INDIVIDUAL assistant in first grade classroom
lor bright physically handicapped six year oU
girl. 8am-2:20pm, M-F, $8-A10/hr.
(213)933-1406.

MOTHER'S HttPER: childcar«sflighl house-
keeping. 2 *veek days, Saturday evenings.
Friendly and dependable. (213)204-5298.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Tues.. Thur. 3:30-7, care
for 8 year-old boy, SSAv. Call evenings
(213)4592894

PERSON NEEDED 3 afternoon-eve per week,
12-15 hours. Salary open, dinner incl. light

housekeeping, cooking, helping 1 1 -yr old girl

with homework. Some French required, must
have own car and ins. Paula (213)657-0605.

Apartments for Rent 49

WESTSIDE. 1-bdr/1-bath. Refrigerator, carpet/

draperies, stove, utilities included. $5S(Vmo.
plus $500 security. (213)280-0073 or
(213)836-9149.

WESTWOOD $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-904^.

Palms
USD 1 b«l/1 iMth

SIOK 1 be(V1 bath plus toft

|lQ60 2 bKtn bath

$1295 2 bad/? bath ptut den

Bnutifully daconted. Vc, security gated, built-in

toi«. dMwrMhsr. Open house Saturday 10-2 at

3717 Vinton #104,

1 mo. FREE RENT with one yaar lease.

83>-6516 (mgr.) 478-4668 (aNka)

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

1 uB
WESTWOOD, 2 blocks from UdA, 2 rooms
available invnedialely, ^VF-s^ngl•, female-
double, rent includes meals. (213)824-4873.
(213)824-0091.

WESTWOOD, $1495, 2-bedroom. I4th fl^
penthouse. 24hr. security guard., cable, pool,
ipa, nearMedkal Center/Village. 969 Hilgard.
(213)216-1316.

WESTWOOD Vrttlge, $900. T-bedHBtrictlver
bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2.car
parking, laundry, freshly painted. 279-1887.

/
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. to Stiore 54

WESTWOOO $850. 1 -bed. Includes parking, WESTWOOO. SllOO/mo. Urge 2-bdrm/
dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call 2-bath. Dishwasher, A^, 2 balconies. 1601
after bpm. (213)479-1202. Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

BON T LIT
cupiB's Annoh}
niss youu

V^LIXTINE

Send a Bruin PersonnC

Deadline: Fri. Feb. 9, 4p.m.

(nbsoluteJi) NO Late flds)

Issue: Feb. 14th

Rates: $8/Column Inch for students
$2 for color (iKls C 1k3'$)

$5 for color (2k2'$ & aboue)

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Supervisor
5 Pignr>ent

10 Servant
14 Race track
15 — Island

16 Cord
17 Partly: pref.

18 Expo or Cub
20 Fabric
22 Asian nnoney
23 Strikes
24 Ravioli dough
26 Weaken
27 Swiss lake
30 Oleo and jam
34 Mounted
35 Length units

36 Bridle part

37 Earth
38 Discount
40 Star
41 Thank-yous:

Brit.

42 Connected
43 Golf club
45 Canadian

province
47 Most miserly
48 Hands
49 Sverige's

neighbor
50 Understood
53 Sandbank
54 Substance
58 Fireplace

builder

61 Silkworm
62 Vapor: pref.

63 Degrade
64 Mild oath
65 Penance doer
66 Rent again
67 Greek music

term

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

p A C E D

1
E

S W A N

1

N A T 8
A T N E 1 R M A E V E
R D S Pj 1 N T W A R N
1 M P U T I T U R 1 S T 8
ll^B R 1 A L I T R U s T E E
S P R 1 N T E D| A S H jj^^l
1 R E N E M A L L£ F E W
T N G H T A

1
H L E

E D T |M A N E T N 1 S E
I^^B 1 N IR E 8 E L L E
8 E C N D s R E A D ^^^1
P A L A T 1 A L G R O P E D
A G E R

1

E P 1 C E V A D E
D E A D S D A S E R 1 N
E R R S T R T T R E T 8

DOWN
1 Pear
2 Beyond
3 Equivalent

4 Crafty

5 Globe
6 Undefiled
7 Hebrew
prophet

8 Genesis spot
9 Johnny —
10 Maintain
11 Grinder
12 Dill

13 Possessive
19 Play : act

21 Appendages
25 Gatecrash
26 Fast driver

27 Milk: pref.

28 Lancer

29 Go downhill

30 Fixed
31 Aloft

32 Low places
33 Departure
35 Cooler
39 Life story

40 Transitional

age
42 Sharp ridge
44 Scolds
46 Key
47 Sulky
49 Twar>gy
50 Emperor
51 Aleutian isle

52 "Enter"
53 Toddler
55 Persuade
56 Edict

57 Dissolve

59 Month: abbr.

60 Kind of

income

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1
i3^ 11 12 il

14 15 W^
17 16 w
2b 21 22 23

24 2^ m ST

27 2d 2« M 31 35 53

34 ST
i

36

37 HP^ M , ST

41 42 _ sr 44

4& aT 4?

48

ri
ST

51 52

i
!r

i
W U S7

58 w w

1

«r

6i

1
63 w

65 M 67

t^-z4-m O IMStJMWO FMtur* 9yndtcal»~

1-BDR, $75(Vmo, securtiy building, pvking,
suana, pool 11425 Rochester Ave. Near bus
stop, 10 min from campus. (213)263-8221.

BEVERLY HILLS, guesthouse, new. Single,

kitchenette, full bath, Jacuzzi, washer/dryer

priveleges. Without utilities. $625/mo.
(213)274-3935.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-

'

ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIOCERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK- IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

DELUXE 1 bedroom. 5 minutes walk from
UCLA. Full kitchen, water paid, parking, quiet

building. Available today. $875/mo.
(213)208-8881.

MODERN, large 2-bedroom, 2-bath, built-ins.

On IXTLA busline. Security, carpet, drapes,

a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barrington.
(213)478-1190.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliarxres. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS, 1 -bed upper, buih-ins, fireplace, a^,
security, alarm, refrigerator, 5 miles from
campus, $700, (213)937-0589.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH. $935,alarm; A/C,
quiet, two years old, ten minutes to UCLA by
bus. 10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039.

PALMS. $825 and up. Quiet 2-bedroom,
2-bath. Patios, new carpets and drapes, built-

ins, large closets, no pets. (213)839-8800.

PALMS, $895/mo. 2 -t- 2. New upper. All

amenities including balcony, skylight, fire-

place, gated parking, quiet street, easy freeway
access. (213)390-5996.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
garage, New, fireplace, washer/dryer, quiet

(213)473-4272.

SANTA MONKIA 1 -bed 2-bath, loft. 2 parking

spaces, new, volume, cielings,
quiet$1295/month. (213)473-4272.

SHERMAN OAKS. $1125/mo. Large 1400
sq.fi. 2-bedroonrV2-bath, 2 fireplaces, micro-

wave, dishwasher, stove, trash compacter,
much rrrore. Laura (818)363-0737,
(818)993-8900. r

SPACKXJS, furnished. Single on Caytey. Sec.

bidng., 3 people ok. $795/mo. Call
(213)206-6310. Evenings or (213)206-6002
day. Ask for Alicia or Angelica.

UCLA University apU for rent!! Must be
full-time student. Sir^e, 1 -bedroom -f 2-bed-
room available. Short walk to campus, fully

furnished. Call (213)825-2293.

IXTLA University apartments for rent! I Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or

(213)825-6496.

UNIVERSITY APT—Westwood chateau
2-bed/2-bath available immediately for full-

time single students. $1472/mo. Garage park-

ing microwave, dishwasher, fireplace. Call

Pamela (213)825-2293.

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300

All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.-

474-6483.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
- $895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms

*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

WESTVSOOD $875 1 -bedroom, $1400, 2-f2,

Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, ry> pets. 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WLA, $n0CVMO., 2-bdrm condo, security

building, 1% -baths, shutters, lioct-free re-

frigerator, cable. 1323 Carmclina Ave.
(213)456-3829.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. ^4o pets, 1 person,
lease. (213)826-7888.

WLA $65(Vrno. One bedroom. Stove, refriger-

ator, private patio. 1412 Brockton ave.
(2130478-8924.

WLA. $72(VMO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laurvjry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

Apartments Furnished 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathm«re. (213)208-3328.

WLA. 1 -bedroom, apt. furnished, very nice &
large. Balcony, 1st floor. Federal Ave, $725.
(213)479-8399.

Apts. Unfumistied 52

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $650, sunny 1 -bed-
room upper, refrigerator, gas stove, balcony,
charming and in great neighborhood. Avail-

able now. (21 3)284-8226. Leave message, and
try (213)837-2694 during weekend, Gina.

WESTWOOD, $1050. Fireplace, stove, re-

frigerator. Charming, quiet neighborixxjd. Call

(213)658-8339.

WESTWOOD. $995. 2-bed/2-bath, new car-

pet, levelors, wetbar, balcony, built-ins.

(213)444-7378.

WESTWOOD adjacent, 3-bedroom town-
house $1495 3-car parking. WLA 1 -bedroom
upper $695. Appliances. Available now.
(213)474-5419.

tLA 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH- $1,135 and $985.
New security building. All amenities, rooftop

Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view. Open
1512 Amherst. 826-5528

WLA. Large 2-bdmVlVi bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car puking, no peU.
$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rales. (213)206-0303.

SKI UTAH - furnished condo at base of
mountain, sleep six, fireplace/jacuzzi, $1 20 a

night. All dates available. Call (801)261 -5543.

Apts. to Stiare 54

2 BLOCKS to UCLA, $30QAt)o. New security

complex, pool^acuzzi on roof. Scott, Tyson
(213)208-6284.

ROOMATE needed, own room. 1 mile to

campus/ $447.50/mo. Laundry/carport.
(213)473-3329.

BRENTWOOD condo to share with lady,

2-bedroonV2-bathroom, furnished. $595. Call

mornings (213)472-2647.

MAR VISTA, $375/mo., 2-bed/1 bath, female
non-smoker. Available 2/1, 5 min to beach.
(213)390-9693.

NEWER TOWNHOUSE M/F private room &
bath, sec. parking, built-ins. Nice, all priv-

tedges. $475 + $100 deposit. (213)397 6133.

OWN BEDROOM^ATHROOM. Fireplace,

dishwasher, parking, pool, tennis, Jacuzzi,

health club, laundry. $475/mo. 02/01/90.

(213)215-1092. C.C.

ROOMMATE (FEMALE) wanted to share two-
bedroom, one-bath with two UCLA girls. 660
Veteran #225. (213)208-5983.

SWVENKZE, $600ymo., own room, own bath,

1 -block from beach, pool/jacuzzi, 24 hr sec-

urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main $t.

392-9866.

WLA $55(VhMD., furnished condo with swirr^

ming poot, MUTia, jacuzzt, tennis csurS,
parking ind wcurity. Share with professional.

(213)837-9166.

WLA Great Oeail Two graduate students.

,
3-bedroonV 2-bathroom. $34(ynf>onth, close

to UCLA, near bus. (213)447-3230.

WLA. Own bedroom, share bath. Need 3rd

person for large 3-bedroom apartment. Short

term. Feb. 1- May 31. $41 5/mo.
(213)820-7110.

WLA private room, private bath. $397.50, 16
min bus ride to UCLA. Open minded.
(213)444-4902.

WLA Share 2-bed/2-bed in exchange for light

housekeeping. Pool, security guard, large ^1-
cony. (213)859-5583.

House for Rent 56

BEVERLY GLEN. $1200 neg. 2-bed/2.bath.

1 St/last, security, brick floors, fp, patio.

Sale possible. (213)474-1385.

BRENTWOOD. $2400/MO. 3-bdrn\/2-bath,
security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzl, 2-car garage. (213)826-6907.

HOUSE for rent In WLA. Spacious 3-bdrm/
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (818)888-2224.

MAR VISTA. Large 4^droom, 2'A bath,

family room. Nice mastir suite. Quiet street.

$1975. (213)393-7806.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD,$1450/MO.
4-BEDROOM/2'A BATH, 2 story covered
patio, courtyard. Secure, quiet and clean.

(818)503-4858.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 stoxy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks -

•10-15 min. from
campus

•6 models to choose
from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Bhd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Share 57

BUSINESS woman will share WLA townhouse,
non-smoker. Piano, fireplace. $550/mo.
(213)450-9111 Ext.2371.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share large

townhouse. Own bedroom + bathroom, fire-

.

place, laundry, garage, pool in quiet area.

$40Q^mo. (818)881-7053.

MAR VISTA, $800/MO. IMMACULATE .

GUEST WING OF HOME ON QUIET CULDE-
SAC. YOUR OWN ENTRANCE AND LIVING
ROOM AND BEDROOM AND BATH. SHARE
KITCHEN, GARAGE, LARGE YARD, GAR-
DEN, AND SPA. FEMALE OR COUPLE. TONI
(213)39aj313, (213)284-8888.

SHARE Beautiful 3-bedroom Culver City
house. Wood floors, immaculate, fenced yard,

pets o.k. $475. (213)393-3026.

VENICE, $465, own room, cool 3-bdrm house.
Safe area. Bus to UCLA. (213)392-0220.
Valerie.

T-rS- - ^•.^^v^

WESTWOOD, $450, own bedroom and bath,
available immediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2208.

Housing Needed 60

NON-SMOKER 27 year old Med-student look-
ing for own room. Will trade tutoring ind/or
labor for reduced rent. Please call Lars

(213)836-6130.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHltU CART (TO-yearToia^ girl). 3-9pm (23
hr^^wk. approx). Room & board, car, $20(VW.
12 miles to UCLA. (818)894-8576.
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Room/Board for Help 62 Flying/Parachuting 76 Movers
*

94 Tutoring Needed 99 Music Lessons 102
NEED help with 2 girls, 7 and 10. Transport to

and from school, some errands, light house-
keeping. Days free. Must be available nights

M-F, weekends free, ideal for studento. Walk-
ing distance to UCLA Plus stipend.
(213)486-8826.

Room for Help 63

BRENTWOOD. Guesthouse/studio w/lovely

yard, kitchenette. $750/mo. plus light house-

keeping and maintenance. No smoking.
(213)476-4588.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
fK) pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

NEAR UCLA. Meal for UCLA students/faculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available

now. SA70/mo. (213)476-2088.

WLA, spacious furnished room, private, quiet,

garden view. SASO/wo. (213)474-7285.

Roommates 65

1 -BEDROOM in 2-bedroom apartment. Fully

furnished. Close to campus. Call Jeff

(213)208-8248.

2-BDRM/2-BATH apartment to share with
professional female, $480. Woodfloors, great

views. Holly (213)937-3042.
.

CULVER CITY, $425/mo. 2-bed/1-bath.
Washer/dryer, parking all amenities. 1st plus

deposit. Diana (213)838-9599.

FEMALE ROOMATE to share new 2bed/2bath
apartment with 3 others. Has spa and under-
ground parking.Rent S375/mo. Less than 1

mile from campus. Reduced to $275 for 1st

three months for immediate move in.

(619)244-5106.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed, large, 2-bed
2-bath apt. Fairfax area, leave message
(213)931-7326.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share 1 -bdrm
in a 2-bdrm apartment. Close to VA lot.

$22Vmo. (213)473-2578.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted ASAP. One
bedroom, five minutes to campus,
$291.2G/month, utilities included. (213)
824-9735.

FEMALE Roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV 2-bath apartment. 4 miles from
campus. $500/mo. Available 02/15. Kim
(213)836-8672.

FEMALE roommate wanted $255/n>o. to share

a large, furnished, one-bedroom, in Wesl-
wood. (818)790-2185.

FEMALE roommate needed. Share room in

spacious apartment across from UCLA.
$31(Vmo. Non-smoking. (213)208-4050,
(213)430-4828.

HERSHEY HALL $455 + deposit. Male grad

student. With meals on campus.
(213)825-2742 or (213)559-3515.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share

a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30(Vmo.
(213)208-4052.

MALE to share 2-bdrnV2-bath with 3 others.

Glenrock. Walking distance. Pool, Jacuzzi.

$40(ymo. (213)824-7427.

PALMS. Female roomate wanted to share

spacious & sunny 2-bed, 2-bath. $395. Nancy
(213)398-1226.

ROOMMATE wanted, luxurious Brentwood
one bedroom apartment with partitioned living

room $35(ynfK>. Utilities included. Covered
parking, pool security, garden, near LXIA,
marketo, buses. (213)234-4014.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one-bedroom.
$356.25, ont Month free, Jacuzzi, weight
room. (213)479-7503.

ROOM TO SHARE, private bath, sec. bidg.,

pool, free cable, priv. phn., util. incld.

$320. (213)447-2462, (213)447-2505.

UNIVERSITY apartment, furnished, available

for male, rK)n-smoker. 1 block from campus.
(213)824-7929.

VENICE, IV. blocks to beach. $500 + utilities

Roomate to share 3-bed, 2-bath super condo.
Security parking, all amenities. Jaesa

(213)396-8785.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/l-BATH- Furnished,

sunny, deck, gardens, parking, walk to cam-
pus, $375/nrK)nth. (213) 471-4533.

WESTWOOD. 4 girls in spacious 2-bdmV
2-bth duple*^ need 5th girl. 691 Kelton.

$342Atw. (213)824-4183.

WLA, brand new security townhouse. Bright

2+2'A , anoenities, 3-5 miles from UCLA. Near
stores, buslines. 5293. (213)261-9595.

YOUNG professional needs responsible

roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

Condos for Rent 69

CULVER CITY, Fairfield. Beautiful large con-

dominium. 2-be<V 2-bath. High ceiling patio,

pod, laundry facilities, 2-car garage. No
pete.$10S(»^TW>. (213)477-6885.

MARVISTA 2 bed, 2'/, bth. SieOOVno. 3 level

approK 1800 sq h. 4 balconies -f private patio

•IfMt frvnUMprofessional ly decorated central

Vc, washcrAlryer, refrig wooilburning fli«-

ptaoe, jacuni, Muna, ttcurt 2-car parklr<|

121 1)398- 727^. ^
¥mS\mX». 24tmi, 24Mth, 2-car parkif^

~Mcumfi, fKi, balcbny. Magnilkent view. W
Mocks hum UCLA. |l60(Vmo. Call Cm
UimTO-YMI.

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

-

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Ctiiid Care 90

EXPERIENCED & LICENSED family day care
provider. Monday to Friday. Has references.

Call (213)452-7597. •

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
Vy*^ all do but auto insuranci--

IS required by law' So tor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

;2i3i852 "175 ;818(34.? 1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY
•••••••••••••••••••

fii.state'
Auto/Home/Comnercial

Westwood/Wilshir-j Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So of Wil.<;hire)

if

?? Heed Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Honu'Health C'(imm.M(jti)rcvclf

\\'. n Come TO YOU'

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imnnecjiate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimtjm liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

urxder 21. male urxJer 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, arxj motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Auto Insurance

Wtiy pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
\Qt\ SAVEON

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR wanted fro 5th

grader. %8ftv. 4 hrj^vk. Must have transpora-

tion. Near UCLA (213)854-0466.

Personal Service 95

VOKCE MAIL - Don't Miss Phone Calls Own a
private phone number to receive/servj mes-
sages. Numbers available throughout Calif.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

VOICE. 40 year* teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; muflcals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

Typing 100

Services Offered 96

^ kifk-k'k'k-k-k-k-kifkitifkifkirit'ki^.i nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

*\

Movers 94

HONEST MAN. targe fridc^ft, small jobs,

short nolic* ok. Student discount. Friendly

(2i3)aes-i6ae. ucla tAumnut.

mtfywt. ff«t •MMntMv ti«peH«noe4 and reU-

aMe. terry }2t3))91-56S7.

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your paper. (213)559-1890.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.AV journalism. Dick
(21 3)208-4353. _^^
GRAPHIC DESIGNER can help in figure/charts

for publications. Illustrations in ink, pen, color.

Symbol design. Cecilia (818)787-7914.

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTrrUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licerued career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

Travel Tickets Travel Tickets Travel Tickets

UCLA WEEK IN

MAZATLANI^
AFuUWeekof

fVVT^i aFHt^Ta 7i ^^^^^ Class in

ifH^ J Ao\j\JLAf A-Level Ackerman

Join us for our most popular Spring get-

away to Mazatlan, from March 24 to 31st

Prices start at just *319 and include:

• Round-trip airfarefrom LAX.

• First class hotel accommodations.

Don't wait! Last year this event sold out!

TRAVEL SERVICE
Low Fares
M-F 8:30-6, Sal^^^^^^

Services Offered 96

VOICE MAIL, private 24-hour answering ser-

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.
(818)594-1974.

Typing 100 Travel Tickets

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subfects. Tlteaes/DiMcrtation*,

PicfXMals and Book*. Foreifli Studenu
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. (213) 470-666X

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENGLISH at a «ecorKi language or Spanish

lessons by experienced LICLA MA college

teacher. (213)478-7971.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710.

FRENCH LESSON. Elenwntary to advanced.
^^Ohr. Call Phil after 5pm at (213)829-5756.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, LJCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rales (818)500-4021.

PUBLISHED WRITER EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resunr>es. Call: 473-4193.

TOEFL preparation "ESL" English as a second
language- -pat lent ihternationally---
experienced teacher. (213)965-0059, Dr. Ber-

nard eves.^^^—-^^^-^^-^-^^-^-^^^^

TUTORING. Japar>ese lessons, elementary to

advarKed conversation, taught by native

speaker. Call Kaori (213)447-2219.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and sUxiy skill. Anne (213)859-2293,
leave message.

All computer «M>rk I do. Free pick-up and
delivery. Reasonable rates. (818)706-0910
and (213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-
perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing

w/ laserjet quality printing for resumes arxi

papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvetle (213)558-3238.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278^388

GREAT MARKS typing service. Complete,
prompt, and affordable senrice. Contact Paula
Marks. (213)935-3853.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Re«onable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459-0258.

IBM \^^>rdprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Contc/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

QUALITY TYPESETTING of manuscripts,
ternf>papers, legal/ n>edical documents. LQ
Print. Fast, accurate, confidential, student
discounto. (213)578-5490.

WHY PAY MOREf Wordprocessing, fast, ac-
curate. Laser printer, spell check, editing on
request. Monica (213)392-3262.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatioTtt, trarwcriptioTH, marHJScripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Holly%vood (213)466-2886.

2 TICKETS: LAX to Orlando,
February 22; 2 tickeU: Orlarxlo

each, February 28; Roundtrip

Denver, $90, February 16-27. (213)245-6849.

ndo, $190 e*^
ndotoLAX. $v|i,
rip ticket: LAX «K

Autos for Sole 109

TUTORING
AH ixjb^H plm LSAT,GMAT.

arxJGRE Fkm 1 hourlanonwllhthli
adlVY league grcxk. Stamford Prep

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR l«Mon« by a profeuional iMcHcr.
Near UCLA. All Icvdi. Cukm waUaMt. CaN
IMH (213)476-4154.

WAWO LE5SOM i«r^^(nrwn: AAilte-
«KH#frt. $1(Vhf. C«n Mr. Rubinn at

(7Y3»4rs.1«46. Letve nmufit.

TOYOTACOROLLA LB, 1983. XInt condition,
5-speed, new brakes, am/fm cassette.
$2500/obo (818)907-6917.

1987 TOYOTA TERCEL, 2-door. Low miles,

excellent condition, AM/FM cassette, quadro-
phonic sound. Great on gas - call
(213)477-1414.

80 HONDA CIVIC wagon. 5-sp., ac cass. 93k.
Runs great $190Q/obo. (213)39a9435.

81 TOYOTACELK^ST, Auto, power steering

and brakes, Vc, anVfrrVcassctlc. e3k. $2300
obo. (213)391-1861.

84 MAZERATI BITURBO, leather, 5-speed,
loaded, alpine alarm, cover, excellent condi-
tion, S790(yobo. (213)271-5488. -

ATTENTKDN-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885. Ext.A 8050.

BMW 325 1987 4-door. Red, automatic,
alarm, loaded. 1 7K miles. $18K..
(21 3)204-3868. Before 9p.m.

CHEVY CAVALIER convertable, 1987, mint
cor>dition, power everything, low miles, must
see. John (213)568-5324,(213)312-2973.

DAIHATSU, Charade, CSL, 1989, $5995/obo.
3-dr hatchback, automatic, P/S, ANVFM cas-
sette, roof rack. 2000 miles. Like new
(213)419-4049.

DODGE ASPEN 1980 6 cylinder, runs good.
$100(yobo (213)206-1200 bet%veen 9 and
5pm.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, IMI. Clean, one
owner, $12f5. (Offic^ 1213)226-4397,
(Home) (213)475-6377. HJf. fcir Victoria.

FORD MUSTANG IM^iJMWibQ. V-8, 289,
rebulK cngint, mn^ IWuiMlN . Qnal con6\-
tton. (213)43

isfrnnji.

lW©nt? CjM
-efc»t47.

Hres, $4700 (21)y206^66K

-!•;
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.^\^ Eyelash Perms
0^ Special $35

LOVE YOUR HAIR
We Give You What You Want

Fusion Extensions

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTER
With this ad you will receive

Highlights $35 Perms $35 Design Haircuts $15

New customers only

Exp. 2-15-90

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

,••••« •>'•:.<.<.•.:.

ZlWfiYSTOUVE IT(IP
^

D
CD

<J

FOR UNDER $5
HalfRack ofRibs $4.95

Nothing lifts the spirits like fantastic,

fun to eat food. Especially when it's served
Baxter's style, for under $5! Our new menu
has 21 of these rib-tickling meals. Served
in under 21 minutes! Like soft tacos, Santa
Fe chicken sandwiches, fresh chef salads,

and all kinds of burgers and other fantastic

meals. And now you can rib it up with our
saucy half rack of BBQ baby back pork ribs,

served with fries and cole slaw, just $4.95,
for a limited time.

Come have a rib-roaring time! Cj

Westwood
1050 Gayley Ave., 208-3716

Gayley between Kinross & Weyburn
(offer expires 2/28/90)

G

Autos for Sole

NISSAN 300ZX 1985 $8100/obo. Red
5-speed, fully loaded, excellent condition,

extefvied warranty. (213)379-4019.

TOYOTA SUPRA 1983 $4500/obo. Five
speed, leather sunroof, stereo cassette, P/l
P/W. eSk/miles. (213)208-8717.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1985, S2^00/obo. Air,

stereo cassette, clean, 4-speed, 97,000 miles,

hatchback, (213)313-2719.

VOLKSWACON RABBIT CONVERTIBLE,
1983, S7400. Excellent corxJition, a/c, alarm,
removable slereo/cass. Low mileage, original

owner. White on white. Must seel
(213)454-7661.

VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE 1970. Classic,

semi-automatic, rebuilt engine. 41,000 miles,

AM/fM, original owner. (213)206-8154, Lee.

VW BUG 1972 $1200/obo. New electrical

system, clutch, and tires. Rebuilt brakes. Great
condition, jim (213)475-5188.

VW CABRIOLET- Convertible, 1985 limited

edition automatic, leather, air conditioning,

65,000 miles. $8,200. (213) 272-8631 Jodi.

(213)653-9925 Allan.

VW CTI 1984. Sunroof, A^, 5sp, Alpine
pullout, great condition, 66,000 miles,

53,500. (213)478-3279.

VW SUPER BEtn* ^74^ cherry red , fum
beautifully, non-smoker car $1850.00 Tom
Eves (213)827-4364, days, (213)803-3333.

109 Bicycles for Sole 113 Scooters 1 19 Furniture

BIANCI SPORT SX, like r>ew. Call Megan
394-0683.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1984 HONDA 200 XLR, great deal. $950.
(213)824-4965.

1987 HONDA XL600. $165Q^obo. Supertrap,

new tires, 6-gallon desert gas tank. Excellent

condition. (213)206-2208.

HONDA 250XL 1984 SW50/obo. New en-

gine, low miles, runs great. (213)208-5694.

Scooters 119

HONDA AERO, 1 986, good condition. $500.
Call Marilie (213)473-2578.

HONDA AERO 50, 1985, $550. Red, runs

great, 1 500 miles. Just tuned. Kryptonite lock.

Michelle (818)568-1912.

HONDA SPREE 1985. $40(yobo with helmet

and lock included. New battery, recently

tuned-up. (618)997-6766.

HONDA SPREE 1 986. Low miles, good condi-

tion, recent tuneup, $300/obo.
(213)477-1777.

RED, HorxJa Elite 250 with ptger, alarm, low
mileage •»- many extras $1250. Call Laurent

(213)824-5246.

VESPA P200E, 1972. $75Q^obo. Blue, book
rack, mirrors. Excellent corxJition. Call Scott

(213)391-3324.

WOODEN desk oak finish with LH return.

Great corxJition. $50.; Desk chair $20.; 6 foot

wooden wardrobe/closet with storage drawer
$50. Wayne (213)202-0480.

Garage Sales 127

1985, ELITE 80, 1000 mi., good condition,

$750, Karl at (213)824-4172.

87 HQNDA ELITE 50. Low miles. Excel

condition. $500 obo. 477-8800. Leave
message-

BLACK YAMAHA RIVA 125z. Good condi-
tion. Runs great. $750 or best offer.

(213)550-7754, (213) 275-7668.

Furniture 1^6

ELITE 250, 1985, trunk and windshield.

moo. Freeway legal. (213)836-0684^

IMMEDIATE SALE- Expensive designer sofa/

love seat, unused, $550. Large Oak entertain-

ment Center $195, late model 25" color TV.,

$195. 19" color protable A-1 $120, delivery

possible. (213)453-2146.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

king} $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

J2 1 3)372 2337. _^

CANON AE-1 with 50 mm, 28mm lenses,

flash, and case. Excellent condition. $175
(213)470-4169.

FISHTANK must go. Includes pump, heater,

l'g^t> gr^'vel, wood stand etc. 10 gal.

$15(yobo. (213)477-0469 Richard.

NIKON F-301 with 50 mm and 28nfwn lenses,

flash, and professional tripod. Like new. $300.

(213)470-4169.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE, still in box. $65.

Sony TV, Like new Trinitron 12", $150.

(213)470-4169.

Musical Instruments 129

DRUM SET- 5 piece, slingerland, black, very

little wear. Zildjian cymbols. $750 OBO.
Sharie (213) 208 6414.

Stereos/TVs/RacUos 131

HONDA AERO 50, 1985. $300. 4800 miles,

red. Good corxiition. (213)824-4844.

MOVING - setting dinefle set, couch w«h
chair, fridge. Jim (D) 825-0700, (n) 836-5796.

HtTACHI colored tv. 12x16 inch screen with

removable legs $65 Rondi (213)871 8638.

r

Women's tennis

defeats UCI rx
By Tien Lee ^

Staff Writer

The No. 2-rankcd UCLA
women's tennis team demolished
unranked UC Irvine 9-0, Friday, to

raise its record to 2-0.

Ailing Irvine, which was miss-

ing 5 of its 12 players due to

injuries, fell to 0-2. UCLA broke

UCI early and often as no Bruin
lost more than five games total in

singles.

Kirsten Dreyer had the most
difficult time at No. 1 singles

against Stacey Cadigan. After

losing her serve to start the match,
Dieyer won the next four games in

a row, displaying some good touch
volleys to go along with her solid

groundstrokes. Dreyer^as serving

at 5-3 for the first set but hit a
forehand long to give Cadigan
another chance.

A

Cadigan was unable to capital-

ize, however, as Dreyer broke back
at love, putting away an overhead
into the forehand comer at love^O
to take the set

"I was slow getting going,** said

Dreyer. But Dreyer got going in

the second set and won. 6-4, 6-1.

More typical of Friday's meet
was the match that Bruin Iwalani

McCalla played against her good
friend Kelly Goldsborough at No.
3 singles. Befwe you could say
Steffi Graf, the match was over,

6-1, 6-1.

"Fve been looking forward to

this match all week," said McCal-
la, who was the first Bruin to finish

her match. "I think I play better

when Vm playing good friends—

I

don't like to lose to them."
At No. 2 it was Stella Sampras,

6-4, 6-0 over Ali Yoshimoto.

Sampras was having (x-oblems

in the first set keeping the ball in

the court, but luckily, assistant

coach Sue Mascarin was on hand
to loan Sampras her racket, which
was strung more tightly. Sampras
only lost only one of the remaining
10 games.

At No. 4, Mamie Ceniza won 6-

1, 6-0 against Michelle Foster but
still lost one more game than No. 5
Cammie Foley, who double-
bagelled Melissa Vaccaro, 6-0, 6-

0.

No. 6 Allegra Milholland also

had an easy time with Jennifer

Mazgedian, blasting service win-
ners left and right as she coasted to

a 6-1, 6-2 victory.

The Bruins "lost a little intensity

in doubles" as head coach Bill

Zaima put it, but still had enough
left to complete the shutout

126" Office Equipment 133

HP 41 CX-$100 ft 28C; $75, new, card

rcader/malh/memory/models. Scott.
(213)206-6284.

^ Typewriter/Computer 134

NEC MULTI-SPEED- Laptop, $700.00. (818)

793-0231.

RENT IBM-PC Complete system, $9S/mo.
Perfect for upcoming term papers, disserta-

tions. IBM-AT systems available.
(213)931-4207.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT compatible. 20MB,
one 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color monitor.

$4000/obo. (213)624-7536.

ZENITH SUPERSPORT 286 laptop. IBM com-
patible. Demo full warranty. 20mb harddrive,

1MB RAM, battery, charger, DOS, extras.

$2200. Doug. (213)208-8295.

Computers for Less
386/20 1 mg VGA $1700
386/20 1 mg Mono $1300
286 AT 640K Mono $740
XT 640K Mono $480

^^ Computers (818)287-6213
Los Angetss/Tirisa
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GYMNASTICS
From page 40

Notary. Originally slated to only
compete on five events due to a

wrist injury, Umphrey was able to

compete on all six events while
improving two of his collegiate

bests and tying another.

Umphrey improved his collegi-

ate best on the floor, from 9.55 to

9.80, with a strong first place

finish. As one of the few gymnasts

to perform three consecutive

releases on the high bar, Umphrey-
's 9.75 also nuu'ked a collegiate

best Umphrey tied his best mark
of 9.55 on the rings with a second

place finish behind CSUF's Eli

Rodriguez (9.60).

Another Bruin to have a strcxig

meet was Notary, who improved
his collegiate best on the pommel
horse (9.35) and tied his best on the

high bar (9.55).

Notary, who finished fifth in the

all-arounds with a 54.90, was also
pleased with his performance.
UCLA will compete next in the

UCLA/Times Invitational in two
weeks in Pauley Pavilion.

NETTERS
From page 42

tiebreaker. Concentrating on
strong returning, the Qruins won
the breaker, 8-6.

Once Barber and Quinney
assured the Bruins overall victory,

all eyes were watching No. 3 court

where UCLA's Bill Behrens and
Robbie Wendell traded shots with
San Diego's Dan Mattera and
Kevin Bradley.

After dropping the first set 1-6,

the Bruins came back strong taking

the second 6-3. but ultimately

falling short 10-12 in the third set

tiebreaker.

Leading the San Diego singles

lineup was 1989 All American
Noriega who is currently ranked
No. 2 in the nation.

Although UCLA's No. 1 player.

Jason Netter, started off strong as

he dictated the pace, taking the

first set 6-3, he was overcome by
Noriega in the next two. 6-2. 6-1.

OFHCIALS
From page 39

both squads headed for the locker-

rooms and a chance to coc^ off

soon after the fracas. But when the

men in black and white returned to

the court before the start of the

second half, they were met with a

ringing chorus of boos. One irate

fan probably voiced the thoughts

of many when he shouted, "Hey
refs. control the game so the

players don't get frustrated."

In the second period, frustration

was the buzz word on the Oregon
State bench as UCLA began to pull

away.

But UCLA got some help from

the striped-shirts. Overall, Oregon

State was called for 17 personal

fouls in second half, UCLA was hit

with nine. Hie Beavers made four

of seven free throws, the Bruins 16

of 25. OSU had four players with

four fouls each and one with five.

U(XA had one player, Zan Mason,
with four fouls.

Certainly, the disparity in fouls

and foul shots can be partly

attributed to the fact that the Bruins

seemed to be playing on another

level at times and all the Beavers

could dowas try to get in their way.

But did the referees have more
than just a coincidental influence

on the outcome of the game?

Whoi aske^ «iliat he itought of

the &(eftil cat fbm nay have

Qinieu lo jfKKmmfSUU^ myioii

answered.

JANUARY IS NATIONAL VOLUNTEER
BLOOD DONOR MONTH

FREE
FOR UCLA DONORS

UCLA STl ;PFrNT3* - Meal tickets for all ASUCLA food facilities with
each blood donation.

UCLA/ASIJCLA RMPLOYFF5; . 4 hours leave with pay each time you do-
nate. Most student*, casual, per diem and career employees are eligible.

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

"A" Level Room A2'260 UCLA Medical Center
Just down the hall from Student Health.

825-0850 825^0888
^'

Student employees may receive fiitha 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets bur nor horh . Must have current UCLA student I.D.
* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

D

$50

6
Read the
>aily Bruin
and Win

CASH!!!.
t/f-i

<
.'

In Search of the Fakes...

.A^

On February 2, 1 990
(FrI., 4th week)

there will be two fake ads
in the Daily Bruin. If you can

^correctly identify the two fake ads
you can win up to $50 - CASH!!!

4 lucky winners will be
randomly selected,

each will receive

$50 in cash.

>^^

^

Rules and entry form will be published on
the day of the contest (2/2/90).

_j^\^few-^\v£:^^
i ^
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free

delivery

($7 MIn.)

Chinese Fast Food

COiyiBO PLATE $435
includes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la carte items.

•/ yv-. .^:;-.^.- .^'-nfeasishoiwad- v •

-.
•

••\-"-: .•^^• -•.••"•

Mn"'ttiinn 11 on 1147 Westwood Blvd.
Mon-Sat 11 :00am-11 :00pm <«no iiooo
Sun 11:00am-10:00pm ^U0-aa^5

•••.«'

..••.•.

}Mmkmk

TELEPHONE
Answering
Service

1 5%0FF1
EVERYTHING!!!'

Between hours 4:00PM-8:00PM I

Mon-Thurs |

We answer
your way

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

I
Cappuccino, Croissants, Sandwiches, -

Pasta Salad Bar, Hot Deli, French Pastry. I

Exp 2-15 901 (213)473-7900

Schaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

1099 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village 900241
L

H?mms
7

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sun.-Thurs. 11am-10pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am-l1pm

LARGE 16" PIZZA WHOLE CHICKEN

plus tax

INCLUDES 2 FREE 16oz BOTTLE SODAS
Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

each additional topping $1.41

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box labels'* and
get a FREE LARGE 16" PIZZA!!

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA & TORTILLAS

Umited time offer. One spedaJ offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon wtien ordering.

20% OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT I.D.

PRICES START AT

$3950
w/ Discount

GROUP DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

Ser%}xng UCLA for over 36 years -

At the Comer of Gayley & LeConte

Offer Not Gooi on
SAME DAY SERVICE

'Bruin Tuxedo
10970 LeConte Avenue

Westwood Village
" Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208S7S9iZm 208-5275

Ducks defeat women's hoops
By Dov Tamlef.

Contributor

EUGENE, ORE. — In front of a large and vocal crowd, the Oregon
women's basketball team controlled most of the game and defeated the

Bruins, 80-66, on Saturday night at McArthur Court
The UCLA women knew they would have to play good basketball

against Oregon, last year's winner of the National Women's Invitational

tournament and a quality team which features an all-American in 6-7

senior center Stefanie Kasperski.

Before the game. Bruin head coach Billie Moore said, "We arc

focusing on three things we have to do: We have to protect the ball, shoot

reasonably well, and hold our own on the boards."

UCLA took an early 4-0 lead on a Sandra VanEmbricqs block which
led to an easy lay up at the other end of the court by freshman point guard
Nicole Anderson.

The Ducks then went on a 12-1 run to take a 12-5 lead. Although the

Ducks did not hurtUCLA in the interior (no first half points for Kaspers-
ki), they shot very well from the outside, particularly forward Jacquie
Semeniuk, who finished with 14 points in the first half.

Guard Jennifer Bourn came off the bench for the Ducks and scored 1

1

points in the first half, including three, three-point shots. The half ended
with Oregon leading, 42-28.

The Ducks came out strong in the second half, but so did UCLA guard
Rehema Stephens, tbePac-10's leading scorer. Stephens scored six quick
points at the start of the second half to give a lift to the tejmi. When Bniin
guard DeDe Mosman nailed a trey and Stephens hit a short jumper, it nar-

rowed the gap to five, 52-47.

The game then seesawed back and forth with the Bruins getting close

but frustratingly not being able to tie the score. A Duck three-pointer put

Oregon up by nine, 70-61, with 4:26 left as Moore called timeout,

Etown the stretch, Oregon's zone defense, with the towering presence
of Kasperski down low, controlled the game, dictating the tempo of the

contest. The Ducks started to run off the long rebounds caused by missed
Bruin outside shots. From there, Oregon's only foe was the clock, and
they conquered it as well.

•

For the Ducks, Semeniuk tied her career high with 24 points. Stephens
led the Bruins in scoring with a game-high of 25 points before fouling out
late in the game.
The Bruins fell to 10-7 overall, 5-2 in the Pac-10, while the Ducks

raised their record to 13-5 and 5-2.

Men's swim sails tiirough Soutli
By Wendy Witherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

On the last evening ofa four-day

excursion through the deep South
Saturday, the UCLA men's swim
team landed a fourth-place finish

in the Dallas Morning News Swim
Classic at Southern Methodist
Ui^versity.

Thursday night, the Bruins beat

SMU in a dual meet, 62-51, and
Wednesday, they lost to Texas,

62-51. The weekend's meets bring

UCLA's record to 6-2.

Classic

Although the Bruins had earned

a final 296 points at the two-day

Classic (for fourth place), that was
just one point less than Texas
earned (for third). Michigan,

whom the Bruins had beaten 58-55

recently, swam away with 316

points and the Classic title.

The U.S. National Team, which
consisted of seven world-ranked
swimmers, including Olympian
and former Bruin Tom Jager,

finished second.

Ironically, Jager would be an

important factor against the

Bruins, as he took wins (setting

meet records) in both the 50-yard

and the 100-yard freestyle events.

UCLA sprinter Brian Kurza swam
to two fourth-place finishes in

those two events.

Bmin Mark Dean put his talent

into the UCLA effort in this meet,

scoring many of the Bniins' points

with his winning touch. Dean won
the 200-yard butterfly
(1:48.00)—his specialty events-

beating Michigan star Eric Names-
nik.

But Namesnik took his turn, too.

In the 400-yani IM, an event in

which Namesnik placed second

last year at NCAAs, the Wolverine

won (3:52.05), setting a meet
record, with I)ean coming in just

behind him for second place.

Dean also took fourth-place

honors in the 500-yard free, an
event that is not normally on his

billing. .

UCLA sophomore Dan Kutler

showed not only that he can swim

with the greats, but that he is one,

when he beat U.S. National Team
member Wade King in the 100-

yard butterfly in 49.16. King was
recently ranked second in the

world in the 100 fly.

UCLA's diving talent, Chris

Dudka, took second place on the

one-meter board (328.25 points)

and fifth on three-meter (322.10).

Bruin freshman Geoff Cronin
placed second in both the 100-yard

backstroke (51.23) and the 200-

yard backstroke (1:49.88). Andrea
C:ecchi took third in both the 100-

yard and 200-yard breaststroke

events.

SMU
Not only did the Bruins take a

ride on the wild Mustangs, Thurs-

day night, but they tamed them.

UCLA had gained a 14-point

lead after the first eight events, but

SMU's powerful backstrokers and
divers felled the Bruins, and
UCLA suddenly found themselves

trailing b^|^ee points.

But Brinn breaststrokers Cecchi
(2:06.05) and Andy O'Grady
(2:06.96) took first and second

place in the 200-yard breaststroke,

giving UCLA a four-point lead

going into the final event—the

4(X)-yard free relay.

And the Bruins must have had
smiles on their faces then, because
the UCLA relay squad of Rodrigo
Gonzalez, Kutler, Cronin, and
Kurza simply can't miss—they
haven't yet. When those four

Bruins pulled themselves out of
the pool (3:01.41) they had the

win.

Highlights of the meet included
Bruin Terry Harvego's first-place

9:21.87 kick in the 1000-yard
freestyle.

Gonzalez was a member of both
UCLA winning relay squads (400
medley and 400 free), and he won
the 200-yard freestyle (1:40.12).

Dean won both the 200-yard IM
(1:50.93) and the 200-yard fly

(1:47.10).

Kurza won the l(X)-yard free

(45.46) and placed second in

200-yard free, just .06 seconds
behind Gonzalez.
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FIRST PLACE: Bruins fit to be tied
From page 44

offensive end compared to just 17
defensive rebounds for OSU.

•They're too physical for us,"

Anderson explained. "We're not
an overpowering team."

But UCLA was, scoring most of
its points in the paint, with
forwards MacLean (27) and Wil-
son (22) leading a balanced attack.

The game marked another solid

shooting performance by the
Bruins as the team shot 56.9
percent from the floor, and a
sizzling 64.3 clip in the second
half.

"I liked the tempo of the game,"
Harrick said.

And so did the players.

Both team's came out of the

gates smoking, with Payton start-

ing things off with a 22-footer at

the top of the key to get the

Beavers' ball rolling.

And with the score even at 18
apiece, Payton again showed his

NBA-like stuff. Apparently setting

up a trap at midcourt, Madkins
went for the steal and missed.
Payton then spun around, drove the

lane and threw in a high arcing
bank that kissed the top of the glass

and softly dropped into the hole.

Madkins, though, returned the
favor when he got by Payton late in

the first half and wind-milled the

ball high into the air and into the

basket to keep the Bruins close.

The teams pretty much traded
hoops for the rest of the half, with
the Beavers' Lamont Mcintosh
scoring at the buzzer on a long Bob
Cavell assist

But down by four at the half, all

Harrick had to say to his team was,
"Patience and poise," because he
knew his players would respond.
And they did.

Bruin Notes: OSU and UCLA are now xicd
and the end of ihc first half of conference
irfay, but Harrick doesn't feel that he's in
the driver's seaL "We have two lough trips

left." Harrick explained. "We have to go to
Oregon and Arizona. They (OSU) have to
go to Arizona and Washington."

Payton didn't believe that this game was
crucial for them. "This is just one loss,"
Payton said. "We still control our own
destiny. Now everybody has to come into
our place." UCLA travels to Corvallis on
Saturday, February 24.

Harrick also believes that this game was
vital for his team's sake in the race for the
conference crown. "No question we had to
win this game to win the conference," he
explained.

And the players knew that. With one of
the loudest crowds in recent years backing
them. Tracy Murray said he and his

teammates had no problem in getting up for
the game. "We were fired up," Murray
explained, "it's for first place, you have to
put it all on the line."

Payton finished with 30 points on 12 of
24 shooting. He was only three of seven

from the charily strip, though. He also
grabbed 4 rebounds, dished out eight assisu
and had six steals to go along with nine
turnovers. It was the sixth lime this season
he has amassed 30 poinu or more. He has
averaged 29.1 poinU in the past four games.
Just like the USCgame, where he scored 38
points, he graded his performance as C-.

"If Payton 's not the best guard in the
nation, I don't know who is," M»cLean
said. "He's the best guard I've ever seen."
Anderson added.

Wilson and Payton, who have played
against each other for the past four seasons,
joked with each other throughout the game.
At one point after Wilson missed another
free throw (he shot six of 12 from the line)

Payton walked over and said, "There are a
lot of (NBA) scouts out there, maybe you
should go to the gym and shoot 100."

But the Bruins relumed the favor. After
being fouled on a shot midway through the
second half, Payton went to the line, and
Wilson and Co. got even. After he missed
the first, Murray turned toward the crowd
and physically encouraged them to make
some noise. The oul-of-conlrol Bruin fans
were more then happy to oblige. One fan
even pulled out a brick and got the crowd
even more riled up.

According to Payton, Wilson iKen
walked by and said, "You better get to the
gym, also." Payton proceeded to hit back
iron.

MacLean 's 12 rebounds marked the fifth

time in the past six games that he has
recorded a double-double. Five of his
rebounds were on the offensive
end. . . MacLean only missed one shot in
the second half and shot nine of 1 4 from the
floor for the game. He was also perfea from
the free throw line (nine of nine).

"W? fTT
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UCLA vs. Oregon State Statistics

Attendance: 12.525 at Pauley Pavilion. Score: Oregon State(#17) 80. UCLA(#23) 94.

OREGON STATE
24 Martin F
12 Alibegovic F
44 Haskin C
25 Brantley d
20 Payton Q
4& Celeatini

"OTTG
lyi-A

7-15

2-6

2-6

5-8

12-24

TPT
U-A

1-3

0-1

0-0

1-2

3-7

TSe"
M-A

2-4

0-0

0-0

1-2

3-7

Rebounds
0-D-T

3-4-7

1-4-5

1-2-3

3-2-5

2-2-4

PF IP AS TO BL ST

4

4
5

2

4

4

17

4
4
12

30

4

5

8

2

3

9

^

1

2

1

6

-a

RINn

35
19

27

37

39

23

M-AUCLA
04 Wilson F 8-12

42 MacLean F 9-14

30 Murray C 4-8

15 Martin G 4-9

12 Madkins G 2-3

23 Butler G 3-6

50 Walker C 2-3

SOURCE: UCLA Sports Information

M-A

0-0

0-0

0-2

2-2

1-2

0-1

1-2

Pre*

U-A

6-12

9-9

2-4

1-3

0-0

2-3

0-0

Heoounot
0-D-T

2-6-8

5-7-12

3-3-6

0-2-2

1-2-3

1-4-5

0-2-2

PF TP AS TO BL ST

2

2

3

1

1

3

3

22

27
10

11

5

8

5

6

2

3

5

1

4

4
2

1

4

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

3

3

1

Min

35

35
31

34

27

11

12

TOM YUN/Oaily Brum

OFFICIALS: On center stage again
From page 44

the call on Payton. "Finally,

Superman had (tone something
wrong/*

Or had he?

"I took a belly flop," Madkins
said, silting in a comer of the

interview room as a group of
reporters looked at him quizzical-

ly.

Say again?

"Gary Payton was moving and I

was moving, so I said, 'It's l)elly

flop time,* and the ref went for it,"

Madkins continued, as things got

curiouser and curiouser.

Was Madkins implying that he
really wasn't set to lake the charge
and he should have been whistled

fw blocking, instead?

"You play to the officials,**

Madkins said, "and that was the

way they were calling the game."
Knowing how the referees will

react and getting the feel of how
they are controlling the action—or

not controlling the action—can be
as important to a player as a soft

jumper or a quick first step. And
that was no more evident than in

Pauley Pavilion, where the.Pac-10

officiating crew of Bob Sitov,

Jerry White and Steve Wilson
became the center of attention a

number of times.

Although the charging call

looms as most dubious question-

^ai^/V^r vw%n^^ \^mMu%^m 9

, throughout the cont&st.

Through the first 19 minutes or
so, the trio of men in black and
white were rather inconspicuous.
They had called a total of 20
personal fouls, evenly distributed

between UCLA and Oregon State.

But as the final seconds of the first

half ticked off, something began to

stir.

Oregon State's Will Brantley

scooped up a loose ball at the

Beavers* end of the court, turned at

the three-point line and headed for

the basket. In his way stood only
UCLA center Kevin Walker, and
when the two collided. Walker was
sent sprawling as Brantley's shot

found the basket with 19 seconds
left in the half.

Blocking on Walker, the refer-

ree signalled, to the utter disbelief

of the 12.525 in Pauley and the

UCLA bench. The barrage of boos
shook the rafters and descended on
the officials like so many locusts.

In all the tumult. Brantley sunk his

free throw and put Oregon State

up, 42-38.

On the sidelines. Bruin assistant

coach Brad Holland was livid. Not
coincidentally, Harrick remained
somewhat subdued. After all. only
two days before the game, Harrick

had been publicly reprimanded by
the Pac-10 for criticizing the

officiating in UCLA*s loss to

Stanford a week ago Thursday.
Perhaps all the hootin* and

hollerin* did have an affect on the

officials, for the next time down,
Oregon State's Bob Cavell was
caught holding UCLA's Don Mac-
Lean with just five seconds left.

Whether or not the call on Cavell
can be put in the "make-up"
category will never be known.

But according to the Bruins'
Trevor Wilson, Cavell might have
been on the floor to contribute

something other than his 1.3 points

per game average. Cavell was
throwing elbows around, Wilson
said, adding that "that may be just

the way he plays."

Maybe, but the Bruins didn't

take kindly to Cavell, or some of
the other Beavers. After MacLean
sunk his first free throw, UCLA's
Darrick Martin and OSU's Earl

Martin t)egan arguing. The two
were quickly joined by the Beav-
ers' Allan Celestine and Madkins,
then Wilson joined in before most
of both teams were involved in a
mess of talking and pushing.

All the while, the officials

attempted to diffuse calm the

situation, calling an officials'

timeout and sending both teams to

their benches. Wilson and Brant-
ley then conferred with a referee,

no doubt to end any trouble before
it began.

Fortunately for all involved.

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
'UCLA Student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Viilage, Above the Wherehouse

See OFRCIALS, page 37

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIk/White

• Color Copies Xerox
> Complete Full Color Printing

- Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

' Complete Birxling Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood, CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reouctions to 50%;

Caiton 1
Laser

With thia Ad unly on \.»mr Color Kap 1/31/90

Plus its special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

SEEYODR^lFIN
AIR FORCE ROTO
FOR THE PICTURE

OF SUCCESS.

See yourself becoming a
leader, graduating from college

as an Air Force officer with fully

developed qualities of character and
managerial ability.

Notice, too, the opportunities: like eligibility for

scholarship programs that can pay tuition, textbooks,
fees, . .even $100 in tax-free income each academic month.

Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects your pride
in yourself and your ability to accept challenge. Get the
picture? Now make a call:

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
DET-055—(213) 825-1742

—»OrfC—
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

^L MHi ^Ei ftKibEi^Ei ^Ei^Ei ^Ei ^Ei^^«JL ^IL

J McOhtJvi IRISH PUB "J*

HUGE Selection*^
Of PUB GRUB ^

Tnctuding:

Indian Cuisine. British

Speaalties. Pizza & jwi^
American Favontes Mf

DAILY BEER SPECIALsT
150 Imported & 1^
Domestic Beers ^m
16 Draught i^

A ^L\iENTERTAINMENT A
^#L X ^-*-X*^ * 5 ^^ Boards, and Gameroom mm
WTW TU l^ SPORTS CHANNELTV ON /\iX OPEN HOURS Ml^ 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICaIT
•T* 7 Days a week 11am.2am (213)828-9839 ^f^
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Gymnasts show off their 'championship potentiai'
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

If Friday's meet against Cal
State Fullerton is any indication of

how the UCLA men's gymnastics

team will do this season, then

prepare yourself for another suc-

cessful year.

Opening their season against

CSUF, the Bruins defeated the

No.5 Titans. 278.675-275.85» a 13

point improvement froqi last sea-

son's opener in Hawaii.

'This first meet shows that we
have the potential to be champ-
ions," junior Terry Notary said. "If

we fix up some rough edges, we'll

do really well. We're off to a good
start."

In UCLA's victory, the team
lead through all six rotations and
captured all but one event, the

pommel horse.

1

'They did really well for a first

competition," UCLA head coach
Art Shurlock said. "We had some
rough spots, but we also had some
good routines tonight. We defi;

nitely have promise for our future

meets."

UCLA went one-two-three in

the all-arounds, with senior Chris
Waller leading the charge
(56.625). Sophomore Scott Kes-
wick finished second (55.70),

$29,450 AVAILABLE IN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
FOR 1990-1991

Listed below are the Honors Programs scholarships available for 1990-1991. Information
about specific scholarships as well as how to apply for either Honors Status or College
Honors is available in Honors Programs in A-311 Murphy Hall.

THE DEADLINE FOR SCHOLARSmP APPLICATIONS AND RELATED
MATERIALS IS MONDAY, MARCH 19, 1990.

—

H

DORIS H. AND MILTON J. CHASIN ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be an American citizen who is a C)alifomia resident. Applicant
must also be a sophomore, junior or senior in College Honors or Honors Status widh
financial need.

Award: $1,500 to cover normal educational expenses such as fees (for California resident),

books, equipment and supplies.

REVEREND JAMES A. DAVIDSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors or Honors Status student who is interested
in a career in the ministry or any form of religious work.

Award: $500. .

'''}'
GABRIELLE DE VELLIS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP.

Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors or Honors Status student with financial
need who participated in varsity-level sports (or the equivalent) in high school.

Award: $1,000.
^ ' ' ^~ ~ --:r^ -^r--— .--

BARBARA LADD GATES AWARD FOR INTELLECTUAL
ACCOMPLISHMENT

Eligibility: applicant must have been admitted to UCLA as a High School Scholar and
must receive a bachelor's degree from UCLA in Fall 1989, Winter 1990, Spring 1990 or
Summer 1990 with College Honors.

Award: $150 to be used toward the purchase of books.

ROSE AND SAM GILBERT HONORS SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors or Honors status student.

Award: $2,000.

TWO-YEAR HELEN R. LANE MERIT SCHOLARSHIP "

Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors student majoring in a foreign language
(including Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Arabic, and Linguistics majors) who will be attending
UCLA for two full consecutive years, 1990-91 and 1991-92.

Award: $3,000 to cover in-state tuition for two consecutive years (two awards available).

RICHARD CARLETON MEEKER, JR. MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors student widi financial need who has sopho-
more, junior, or senior standing.

Award: $2,500 (four awards available). .
~

"

BETTE AND DON PRELL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors or Honors Status student.

Award: $2,000.

ANDREA L. RICH HONORS SCHOLARSHIP IN THE HUMANITIES
Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors or Honors Status junior or senior with
financial need, majoring in philosophy, classics, English, foreign literatures, or history.

Award: $1,800.

IRA J. AND SHIRLEY SPOON HONORS COLLEGIUM SCHOLARSHIP
Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors or Honors Status student.

Award: $1,500 to cover fees. . .^

FREDERICK WAINGROW/PETERSEN PUBLISHING CO. SCHOLARSHIP
Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors or Honors Status student with financial
need who is interested in a career in publishing, communications or the media. English
and Communications Studies majors are encouraged to apply.-.

Awardj $ 1 300 (two awards available)^ . >

followed closely by sophomore
Chainey Umphrey (55.50), who
tied for third with CSUF's Amir
Kadury.

In route to winning the all-

arounds. Waller fmished first on
the pommel horse (9.65), parallel

bars (9.70), and high bar (9.825).

"I'm incredibly happy (with my
performance)," Waller said. "I did

what I expected to do, maybe a
little better, but there is room to

improve."

Keswick had a solid meet,
performing consistently on all six

events, including a third place
finishes on the rings (9.50) and
vault (9.30), and a fourth place
finish on the parallel bars (9.35).

Two definite boosts for the

Bruins were strong all-around

performances from Umphrey and

See GYMNASTICS, page 37

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIPATRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIXTL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UOA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

-/.;-.-

NX/hat do actuaries

actually do?
They develop, price, market and report the rinancial results of life

insurance producis. And they make good money and t\a^ fun

doing it!

^ The aauarial profession is largely overlooked t)ecause people

don't know enough about it It was rated as the number one oppor-

tunity in America in the 1 988 Jobs Rated >*Jmanac. It is a diversified. .

challenging and lucrative career for sharp, dynamic people. And we
can help you make it happen.

^ We are Transamerica Life Companies, a preeminent name in

rinancial services. With over $ I I billk)n in assets and a pool of

talented, friendly, high^nergy professionals, we can offer you an

opportunity you won't Find anywhere else.

J^. We'll t>e having an informatran presentation soon where you can

learn atx)ut your place in this promising Held (and enjoy some refresh-

ments as Weill). You can also learn about our summer training

program, designed to give you an overview of the insurance industry

while gaining hands-on aauarial experience.

m.
Qualified candidates for our training programs will need a strong

mathematics t>ackground and successful completion of at least one
actuarial examination, |We schedule time in your workday for study to

help you pass your future exams.) CXjr aauarial students have made
some great contributions to our success in the past, so this is one place

we encouraoe your creative thoughts.

Information Program, Thursday. February 1

Ackcrman Union, Room 3517, 3:00-5:00pm

Qualined candidates may sign up at tho
Placamant ft Car««r Planning Cantar prior to

Friday, February 2 for Intarvlaws (full-tlma and
summar) at 9:00am that sama data.

^ Transamerica Life Companies can offer you outstanding growth

opportunities and benefits. We invite you to meet with us««juring our

visits. If unable to attend please send your resume to: Transamerica
Life Companies, Robert J. Conner, Director of Recruitment,

Employment Dept R105, 1 1 SO S. Olive St., Suite T-519, Los

Angeles. CA 9001 S; |213| 742-3431. We aggressively support

i

equal opportunity and affirmative aaion Women and
minorities are strongly encouraged to apply.

Transamerica
. ufe companies
Working together is the t)est policy.
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Interview Sign-Up
and

Information Day
Make a date to get to know us on
Monday, January 29th. Drop by

between 9:00am and 2:00pm and
we'll tell you what's on the horizon at

Hughes Aircraft Company and we'll

answer any questkxis you may have.

Meet representatives from our different

orgdnizatkxis and present your resume

to those that interest you.

Interviews will be scheduled for

February 1st.

We're seeking qualified graduates in:

Electrical Engineering

Computer Science

Systems Science

Material Engineering -,—

We want you to have all the informa-

tk)n you need to make one of the most
important deciskxis of your life.

Hughes Aircraft Company is an equal

opportunity emptoyer. Proof of U.S.

citizenship is required for nfx)st positkxis.

Mechanical Engineering

Computer Engineering

Physics Engineering

• Manufacturing Engineering

Creativity

Americadepends on.

HUGHES
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UCLA is double trouble for USD

TMEO NtCHOLAS
Mark Knowles and the Bruins swept through the weekend.

By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

After defeating the Gunnin*
Gauchos with a clean 6-0 sweep
Friday, the No. 4 UCLA men's
tennis squad faced real competi-

tion against the University of San
Diego with an ultimate 5-4 victory

over the Toreros on Saturday

—

extending their record to 5-0.

With wins in all six singles

match-ups against theUCSB team,

it was a good thing that the Bruins

refrained from playing doubles
and saved their strength for Satur-

day's test against the nation's No.
17 team.

Competition was tight as the

Bruins went into doubles action

with everything tied up 3-3 after

singles play against last year's

West Coast Conference Champ-
ions.

The first to bring things home
for the UCLA team was the

tandem ofMark Knowles and Fritz

Bissell who moved well

together—ultimately downing
Toreros Chris Toojney and Tim
Bubnack in straight sets 6-0, 6-4.

Bruins Bill Barber and Mark
Quinney clinched the match for the
squad with a sweiet win over San
Diego's No. 1 pair, Jose-Luis
Noriega and J.R. Edwards.

Breaking Noriega in the first set

with Barber, then holding serve,

the Bruin duo took the flrst set 6-3.

The second set was driven to a

See NETTERS, page 37

// V
THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp. 3/1/90

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax

$8
$4
$5

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I
chIcken specTal

"

I
•Teriyaki Chicken

$20

Egg Roil

^•Gyoza

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

$30

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE
& CUT
$25

1007 BROXTQN AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

I
•Fried Rice w/1 free drink

•Green Salad
"ft i» Mi p«« »i»——

I

After 3:00 pm to dosel

^3.50 4
with coupon I

J [PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
zf pz Jzz 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

1 1 dtt'^ Westivocd Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

I

I

I

I

I

URGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
]

only ^7.99
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must m«ntk>n coupon wh«n ontorlng

208-4348

+ 2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

after 5 pm onhf - on* meat lopping only - Canadian
bacon extra -speoaity pizzas not induded bXP. 1/31/90

I

I

I

H^
^HP^ Ent<

BSN
STUDENTS.

We deliver till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

THE
BARGAIN

CONTINUES

Delivered

FAST & FREE
With student ID

limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR P'CKUP

Enter the Air Force
immediately after gradua-

tion— without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great t)enefits as an Air

Force nurse officer. And if selected

during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship

at a major Air Force medical facili-

ty. To apply, you'll need an overall

2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. CaU

TSGT MARY CLAYTON
COLLECT

(818) 904-6289

Catch a Peak of Colorado Next SumiiK
University of Colorado at Boulder

>.'

»

I

What win you be doing next

summer? The same old thing?

Or wiD you . .

.

Catch the challenge. Attend the

1990 CU-Boulder Summer Session
with over 500 courses, including

Intensive Beginning Japanese,

Women in the Arts, and Rocky
Mountain Ecology, to name just

a few. .

Catch a bai^gain. Summer tuition

at the Boulder campus is lower
than during the regular academic
year

Girtch IjOOO peaks. Colorado has
more than IjOOO spectacular moun-
tains above lO^QOO feet and 53
peaks soaring over 14j000 feet Your
only obstacle will be deciding which
ones to climbs hike; or bike upi

Four terms to fit your schedule.

Classes for first term b^gln . ^

June 4, 1990. Qft

CaU (303) 492-2456 or mail the
coupon for a CU-Boulder 1990
Summer Session Catalog, which
contains everything you need to

know about special courses,

registration, housing, tuition and
fees, financial aid, services, and
class schedules.

AfAnmdve AobonlSquai Opportunity liwrtfirton

Yet, send me the free 1990 GU-Boulder Skimmer S^ssfon Gtuolotf.

Name

^iKw^^^"^^^
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Everything lines up, Splicers loiock off No. 1 Card
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

SANTA BARBARA—Going into last weekend's 26th
annual UCSB Collegiate Invitational, theUCLA volleyball
team was still getting a feel for what kind of team it wanted
to be—a good one, or a great one.

In its first two weeks of play, head coach Al Scates had
been moving players around, trying to get the right people
in the right places. The 28th-ycar head coach of the Bruins
continued to do so in this past weekend's events, and when
all was said and done, Scates had found the lineup of 1990.

**I am finally pleased with the lineup I put on the court
tonight (Saturday). Everybody contributed, and everybody
improved as the tournament went along," Scates said after
his team had defeated Stanford in four games in the
Invitational final.

In disposing of the Cardinal 12-15, 15-4, 15-5, 15-7,
UCLA (4-0) picks up the 1990 season right where it had left

off last>lay when it disposed of Stanford to win its 13th
national championship.

Voted the preseason's top-ranked team, the Cards played

like it in the early going, racing out to an early 8-1 lead.

After that, however, it was not much of a contest, as

underdog and preseason No. 2-ranked UCLA dominated
the rest of the way.
"We were definitely cold in the first game," commented

Scates, "and it was evident the way they came out. I

couldn't tell if they were ready to play tonight."

The Bruins proved they were ready, though. Despite the

early deficit, the Bruins stormed back to tie the first game at

8-8 behind the hitting of freshman Rich Bland and senior

Mike Garcia. The two had six kills apiece in the opening
gani&—and 14 kills total in the match. And although UCLA
eventually fell, the duo set the tone for things to come in t|ie

following games.
With tournament MVP Trevor Schirman's 10 blocks

(and 10 kills) anchoring the defense, and freshman Mike
Sealy calling "an exceptional match" according to Scates,

the Bruins shut down the Cardinal the rest of the way.
"Sealy played a great match tonight," Scates said. "I was

particulariy impressed with his play calling on side outs. I

let him call his own game tonight, and he responded well."

Originally, however, things were not so bright for the

freshman from Santa Monica. Scates had benched Sealy in

favor of freshman Albert Hanneman after what Scates

called a **poor performance at Northridge (on Wednesday
night)."

Sealy came back, however, and played well in later

pool-play wins over Hawaii and the University ofManitoba
(C!anada), and then in the final against Stanford.

The remaining starters on Scales' squad will be middle
blocker Mike Whitcomb and swing hitter Carl Henkel.
Whitcomb led a balanced Bmin attack with 15 kills,

while Henkel chipped in 1 1 kills and a berth on the UCSB
all-tournament team.

Reserves Dan Landry and Mark Tedsen gave Scates a

needed lift off the bench, as well.

Landry, came in as a serving sujktitution for Bland, and
he responded by recording three aces and forcing Stanford
out of its offense with his tough serves.

Tedsen, on the other hand, sparked the Brains' second
unit to lopsided wins over club teams from UC Davis, UC
Santa Cruz, and Sacramento State in the eariy round-robin
action.

It's an upwaitl cliilMrfor wonieifs jg^
By Richard Marcus
Staff Writer

Never peak too soon. This is the

motto that the UCLA women's
gymnastics team is attempting to

execute as they steadily improve
performance after performance.
And improvement is exactly

what took place on Friday night as

the Bruins (3-1), set a John
Wooden Center record with a
score of 188.65—^a step up from
last week's 186.50 showing at

Oregon State.

"I think that we can do better,

but you never want to peak too
early. From now dih, I think that the

team will perform well," senior

Kim Hamilton said.

In the all-around competition,

seniOT Jill Andrews, who is nursing

a grade-one sprained ankle, set a
Wooden Center record with a
score of 38.60. Hamilton finished

second with a 38.00 and freshman
Carol Ulrich third with a 37.60.

**It is an honor for me to

participate in the all-around
because there are so many great

athletes competing." Ulrich said.

'*Carol is doing well. She needs
to calm down, relax and work on
confidence more than anything

else," UCLA head coach Jerry

Tomlinson said.

Unfortunately for the Bruins, aU
was not quiet on the injury front on
Friday night Junior Catherine
Yoshino damaged her left knee on

her second attempt on the vault

Yoshino was still twisting when
she landed on the mat It is

suspected that she tore ligaments
which would require surgery. If

this is the case, Yoshino wiU be out
for the year.

This was Yoshino's first meet
on the scoring roster as a Bruin.

Yoshino raptured her right achilles

tendon eariy in her freshman year
which has hindered her for some
time.

Getting back to the issue of
peaking, UCLA is hoping that it

will be riding a crest by the time
the post-season rolls around.

C^iforaia had a disappointing

performance in scoring a 178.35.

"We had a rough meet," said Cal

coach Pam Burgess.

Tomlinson knows the feeling of
having a rough meet.

•Tonight wis definitely an
improvement over the Oregon St
perfomumce. But we could have
done better."

Last week the Brains had four
falls on the uneven bars. This week
they had zero. However, Tomlin-
son still feels that his team shoukl
be scoring higher than they are.

"We should be scoring 190 plus
right now," Tomlinson said.

According to Tomlinson,
UCLA needs to work on its

vaulting the most The floor event
is currently the strong suit of the
Brains. Catherine Yoshino

CYCLE SAFETY SEMINAR
Leam about safety awareness, defensive and safe riding techniques, and

how to minimize injuries and damage.

WHEN: TUESDAY, JANUARY 30
TIME: 6-8 PM _ .

WHERE: RIEBER HALL FIRESIDE LOUNGE

People attending the seminar will receive 10% off of any part or service from
SCOOTER TECH - the Honda and Yamaha repair specialists located in Westwood.

For more information, or to reserve a spot in the seminar, call the Community
Service Officer (CSO) Programs Office at 825-9800. Reservations are required.

The Cycle Safety Seminar is conducted by an instructor from the Motorcycle Training Center. The seminar is organized
by the CSO Programs and is sponsored by the Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing Office.
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Sports
Bruins dam Beavers, logjam on t • I

By David Gibson
Sports Editor

Easy come, easy go.

That is what can be said for the

Oregon State basketball team (15-

3, 8-1), which dropped into a first

place tie with UCLA (14-3, 8-1)

after being downed 94-80 by the

Bruins in front of a raucous ll525
in Pauley Pavihon, Saturday.

But the game was not as easy for

UCLA as the score might indicate.

Far from it. At least in the first half,

Jhat is. .

In the opening stanza, things

came easy for the Beavers, as the

officiating crew pretty much lost

control and OSU jumped out to a
four-point lead at intermission,

44-40.

But when push came to shove,

which it did, the Bruins showed
iheir true colors in mounting an
impressive 26-8 run early in the

second half en route to maybe its

biggest victory of the season.
"1 thought our defense in the

second half was the key," UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick explained.

"And even though (OSU guard
Gary) Payton got 30 (points),

Gerald Madkins had a run at him
from about the 18 minute mark to

the seven minute mark where he
shut him down."
And that was the key. In the first

half, Payton controlled the game,
both offensively and defensively.

He tallied 18 points on seven of 10
shooting and added three steals.

"In the first half 1 think we just

stood there watching because we
were so amazed," explained
UCLA forward Don MacLean.
And it looked like that might be

the same after the teams got out of
the lockerroom. Payton nailed a

25-footer after rolling off a pick to

start the second half, but then

Madkins took a stand, despite

being bothered by the flu.

After UCLA sank a couple of
buckets to pull within five, Madk-
ins swished a 23-footcr to close the

Scoreboard
TEAM 1 2 F

Oregon State 44 36 80

UCLA 40 54 94

gap to 53-51 at the 15:48 mark.

MacLean then sank a 12-foot

turnaround to deadlock the game at

53, and that's when things really

unraveled for the Beavers.

After UCLA blew a threc-on-

one fast lu'eak, Payton received a

long outlet pass, drove the left side

of the baseline, where he met
Madkins. Both of the guards

appeared to be moving when the

contact occurred, but that's not the

way the official saw it. Payton was
called for a charge, his fourth

personal foul, and that changed the

game dramatically. UCLA would
then go on to outscore the Beavers
17-3 before OSU even knew what
hit them.

When asked if he thought that

the call was the turning point in the

Etme, OSU's first-year head coach
Jim Anderson, who has been in the

program 30 years, said, "That
could have been. When the dam
broke it sure did go quick.**

But Anderson doesn*t believe

that the call actually altered Pay-
ton's perfomiance, despite the fact

that he only scored one basket in

the next 10 minutes, committed
numerous tiimovers and missed a
pair of free throws.

"I don't think it hurt him.*'

Anderson continued. "That's just

making an excuse for our loss."

Payton also didn't blame the call

for the great momentum swing, but

was reluctant to analyze the call.

*The game just changed." he said.

"That's all. I can't say anything.

That's all, no comment."
Apparently the Pac-lO's deci-

sion to reprimand Hairick and put
lum on probation tied most every-

one's tongues, including his own.
"I don't call the game," Harrick

explained, who also said that he

didn't really see the play.

But Madkins did. "I took a

belly-flop. You play to the offi-

cials and that was the way they

were calling the game."
Whether or not that particular

play did cause Payton and the

Beavers to change their offensive

and defensive strategies, it did

keep UCLA rolling.

After UCLA sc^homore point

guard Darrick Martin missed his

second consecutive free throw, but
Bruin center Tracy Murray
grabbed one of the team's 14

DAN MaoMEOAN/Daily Bruin

Things got ugly late in the first half of UCLA 's win over OSU Saturday afternoon in Pauley
Pavilion.

—— -^_

offensive rebounds and banked the

ball in Xor UCLA's first lead since

the 9:02 mark in the first half.

And with four fouls, the UCLA
student section let Gary. . .Gary
Payton hear it everytime he came
close to the ball. Seemingly rattled.

Payton turned the ball over on
OSU's next possession, then pro-

ceeded to miss a short 8-foot

jumper on the ensuing play.

"He got tired," Anderson
explained. "They played him very

hard—a very physical game, and it

took its toll on him."

And Payton 's sudden chilling

would spell trouble for Beaver-
believers, as VCLA forward Tre-

vor Wilson would cap off the run

with a monstrous two-hand cram
off a Martin steal and assist.

"Trevor's dunk kind of got the

crowd going." MacLean
explained. "We hit some big

baskets. We didn*t seem to miss
and when we did we would get the

rebound and score."

And that's what kept the Beav-
ers from getting back into the

game. Whenever OSU scored.

UCLA would answer wfth at least

one hoop of its own.
And when the Bruins did miss, it

had up to three players swarming
for the offensive board. All in all,

UCLA out-rebounded the smaller

OSU 45 to 34, but more impor-

tantly, hauled down 14 on the

See FIRST PLACE, page 39

It's official: Refs played major role

Payton was shutdown afterhepicked up his

fourth foul.

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

All was said and done and
UCLA had safely secured a tie for

first-place in the Pac-10 with a
94-80 win over Oregon State

Saturday night when Gerald
Madkins started talking.

The Bruins' sophomore guard
had just helped hold the Beavers'
Gary Payton, a consensus pre-sea-

son All-American, to 12 second-
half points in what was called a
"magnificent" defensive effort by
UCLA head coach Jim Harrick.

A key to stopping, or more
accurately slowing Payton, who
came into the game averaging a

conference-leading 26.4 points per
game, was getting the senior into

foul trouble. And with 13:32 left in

the game, Payton got himself into a
heap of u-ouble, as he picked up his

fourth.

With the score tied at 53 apiece,

Payton took an outlet pass at

halfcourt and drove the left side of
the lane. Madkins caught up with
Payton and tried to slide in front of
him. There was contact, and both

players went down.
Immediately, the referee threw

one hand behind his head and the

other toward the UCLA basket
Charging on Payton was the call

and Pauley Pavilion erupted into

delirium.

In the next 10:14, the hand-

cuffed Payton tallied just two
points (when he put back an

offensive rebound) and UCLA
outscored Oregon State 33-13 to

send the Beavers packing.
Undoubtedly, Madkins heady
defensive play and a g^eat call had
turned the game around.

As Madkins said in reference to

See ornciALS, page 39

Gerald fi^adkins battled OSU's Allan Celes-
tine and the flu in a hard-nosed defensive
effort Saturday.

College Basketball Roundup
'•Bltritk indicalM PAC 1 conferenc« tMrm
\m mmk't hP rankings shown in pvtrAhmm
horn* tMfnt Itatad Mcond

Oregon*

use*
66

65

Washington State* 79

Washington* 80

Stanford* 53
Arizona State* 64

Arizona*(19>

Pittsburgh

^2^

100

Missouri(l)

Colorado
^ 104

89

4<ansas(2) ^-86^

Kansas State 57

Syracuse(11) 95

Georgetown(3) 76

4-ouf8ville(4y^

DePaul 66

Arl(ansas(6) 109

Ala. Birmingham 95

^>klahoma State 92^

Oklahoma(9) 109

Ohio State

lllinois(IO)

81

92

ifiiif —
Purdue(13) 80
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Credit union
vote to lie field

The Westwood Federal Cre-

dit Union will hold 1990 elec-

tions Wednesday, Jan. 31 at its

annual meeting. All members
are eligible to vote by attending

the S p.m. meeting in the

Ackerman Union second floor

lounge.

Plans for the credit union's

coming year include the addi-

tion of ctiecking, automatie-

loan payments and deposits,

and faster, more complete loan

services. This planned expan-

sion follows what General

Manager Randy P. Banis called

"the most successful year in its

history."

Inside
Women in ads
discussed

Advertising portrays flaw-

less women, according to a film

shown during Eating Disorders

Awareness Week.

See page 6

Viewpoint

No military

intervention^

Problems on the Armenian-
Azerbaijanian border would be
better solved by negotiations

between the peoples.

See page 23

Aris & Entertainment

Piough & Stars
so¥fn at UCLA

The travails of the Irish

working class in Sean O'Ca-

sey's 'The Plough & the Stars.'

See page 24

Sports

tt's time to

'Play balil'

The UCLA baseball tcang

opens the season today at 2:00

p.m. at Robinson Stadium.

See page 48
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UC students discuss diversity
UCSA conference offers

ways of dealing with racism

By Holly Bauer

City Editor

Students of color representing

all nine Univo^ity of California

campuses gathered this weekend
to discuss the importance of

faculty divcsrsity. the need Joe

effective ethnic and gender studies

requirements, the essential role of

student retention programs and

ways to deal with racism.

The UC system needs to better

address issues affecting students of

color, according to the energetic

group of about 300 wlio attended^

the UC Student Association con-

ference in San Diego.

'The complexion of this state is

changing, but the complexion of

the university is still white males,**

said Victoria Valle Staples from

UC San Diego Student Outreach
and Recruitment.

**This conference is part of

UCSA*s continuing efforts to

democratize and improve the

education of all UC students,** UC
Santa Cruz student Amy Cho said.

The students divided into

Free fallin'

SCOTT WEERSING/Daiiy Bfutn

Jonathan Gutierrez, a senior majoring in Latin American Studies, catches a frisbee

tossed by his roommate in front of Haines Hall on Monday afternoon. >
-

,

UCLA patenting moves to campus
By Philip Ferrari

Contributor

UCLA now has the ability to

patei^and license campus inven-

tions here, perhaps making it

easier for faculty members who
previously had to register inven-

tions at an overburdened ofTice in

Northern California.

The Office of the President

made what some administrators

call a "major decision" when they

authorized UCLA's Office of

Intellectual Properties to handle aU

ihe patenting and licensing of

inventions by faculty members
starting Jan. 1.

All University of California

''Basicallyy we did this

to provide a service

for the fciculty,"

Teny Feueftx)m

employees sign an agreement

when they begin working to

disclose to the university any

inventions produced during their

term of employment. The univer-

sity reviews the disclosures to

determine if it has any rights to

resulting royalties, of which the

faculty member usually receives

about one-half.

In the past, the Patent, Trade-

mark, and Copyright Office

(PTCO) located in Alameda, Calif,

processed the patenting and
licensing of all UC inventions. It

was not until 1981 that UCLA
faculty members had an intermedi-

ary, a member of the Intellectual

Properties staff who coordinated

with PTCO to expedite the pro-

cess.

The process consists of review-

ing disclosures to determine uni-

versity rights, filing a patent and

seeking out investment capital in

the private sector in return for

licensing rights. The procedure of

filing for a patent is a lengthy and

S0e PATiNT, page 18

groups to analyze issues and find

solutions to existing problems they

see in the curriculum, faculty

hiring and administrative policies

of the UC system.

Many participants stressed that

students of color need to unify to

fight for change. "It*s all about
uniting and fighting a common
ground. Nothing has ever been
given to us as people of color.

Everything we have, we*ve ha^ to

See CONFERENCE, page 20_

Education
emphasized
inspeecli
Students of color

urged to reach out

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

A University of California

administrator urged students of
color to pursue careers in educa-

tion and become role models for

others at a conference in San Diego
on Saturday.

"Reach ou) to change the poten-

tial for those who follow you," said

keynote speaker Dr. Joyce Justus

at the UC Student Association

conference. "This is an exciting

and important time."

Justus called on the almost 300
students to become role models for

other people of color. "(Minori-

ties) have been outside the

academic environment too long. It

is time that we become central lo it

"I know many of you have been

disheartened that the movement
has not been as fast as you would
like it to be. Sometimes it seems
like the university goes as fast as

molasses running uphill," she said.

"But in spite of that you've got to

continue.

Justus is the UC assistant vice

president for educational relations,

who wrote the 1987 study called

"The University of California in

the Twenty-First Century: Suc-

cessful Approaches to Faculty

Diversity." .^

The 95-page report compiles

interviews and statistics and offers

analysis on faculty diversity.

Before her post in the Office of the

President, Justus taught anthropol-

ogy at UC San Diego and was
instrumental in establishing Third

College there.

At the two-day conference, she

encouraged students lo "work to

direct anger into areas where it can

do the most good for all of us," IK

she challenged them to make four

contributions to the university.

"One, you must work hard to

change the institutional climate;

that's long overdue," Justus said.

This is necessary in order to

eorrect the self-absorbed interest

currently dominating the universi-

ty, she said.

"Second, we all have to work
together to change the curricu-

lum," she said. Through changing

the curriculum and increasing the

number of professors of color, the

institution and environment will

irtso change.

See SPEECH, page 20
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TODAY, TUESDAY. JAN. 30
• Cycle Safety Seminar

- 6-8pm. RIeber Fireside Lounge
• Economics/Business Students Association presents

Price Waterhouse
- 6:30pm. NC #22

• <^uitiiroi Affairs —
- XIan Dyicen" Reggae Rock Concert
- Noon. Bruin Plaza ,.

——

-

• UBS Job Fair '90

- 10:00am-3:00pm. AGB
• Panel Discussion on Eating Disorders : .

- 7:00pm. Sproul 7th Floor Lounge *

• Cultural Affairs Comedy
- 8:30pm, the Coop

• SAA
- Career Network- Careers in Law Panel Discussion

- 7:00pm, James West Alumni Center

WEDNESDAY. JAN. 31
• COOL Information Meeting

- 7:00pm. 201 Men's Gym • -
—

• VITA
- Noon. AU 3525 ..

THURSDAY, FEB. 1
—

• UCLA Community Forum
- 2:30-5:00pm. AU 2nd Floor Lounge_ __

.

• Women in Communications •-

- "Meet the Medio"
- 7:00-9:00pm. AU 3508

FRIDAY. FEB. 2
• Applications for Resident Assistants due Friday

Peer Health Counselor Clinics

- See Ad for More Info.

Peer Health Counselors Recruitment '90

- See Ad for More Info.

Eating Disorders Week
- Jan. 29-Feb. 2

^ 'a

• COOL National Conference
- March 8-11. UCLA

• SAA Outstanding Senior and Outstanding

Graduate Student Awards Nomination
Forms due Wed. Feb. 7

^' "

• WRC
- Graduate School Panel Discussion

- Tues, Feb. 6
.

- 12:00- 1:00pm. AU 3517

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING
TH^SE EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR
ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF

THE PAPER!
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Corrections:

A graphic on Page 1 in the Jan. 25 Bruin incorrectly listed the

amount of "overhead funding" for MEChA's Chicano and Latino

Academic Support System (CLASS). The total overhead is

$11,000.

Due to a printer error, the photos of Sean Penn and Trevor Wilson

were switched in Monday's Bruin.

A Page 3 graphic in Monday's paper gave the wrong dates for

events during "Eating Disorders Awareness Week." The correct

version of the graphic is below.

UCLA Ealing Disorders Awareness Week

TUESDAY, JAN. 30
Noon Presentation: Itodicat Concerns of

Eating Disorders

7:00p.m. Panel Discussion of Eating Disorders

Ackerman 2408

Sproul 7 Lounge

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31

Noon Presentation: Myths and Misconceptions

of Dieting

2:00p.m. Movie: The Karen Carpenter Story

6:00p.m. KLA Radio: Shame and Reaching Out

Ackerman 3517

Ackerman 3520

530 AM Radio

THURSDAY, FEB.

1

Noon Presentation: Eating Disorders and

Athletic Performance

7:00p.m. Presentation: Indentifying, Treating, and

Overcoming an Eating Disorder

Ackerman 3530

Hedrick FiresMe

FRIDAY, FED. 2
^^

Noon Presentatk>n: Fat Is a Family Affair Ackerman 2406

'NOTE: Admittanoe into a residence

haN requkee escort by a resident.SOURCE: Student Wettare Commission
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MEDICAl

Photos by
Matthias Daub

Payne, on left, and Lawrence Lecompte, a 4th year
kinesiology major, prepare to lift Veronica McCarthy
onto a hospital bed in the emergency room.

Peter Mazolewski, foreground, and Mike Tarnay, both 5th

year kinesiology majors, are pulled out of bed at 3 a.m. to

respond to a medical emergency.

^-»

Jeremy Payne, a 5th year bio-engineer major, monitors sophomore Darren Lee in the

ambulance on the way to the emergency room.

By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

While many UCLA students

spent Saturday night elbow to

eltx)w in smoke- and music-filled

bars or gaping at one of West-

wood's wide screens, dedicated

Emergency Medical Technicians

(EMT) sat anxiously, anticipating

the worst

"When Tm working, it's not that

I'm sitting here wishing evil on
others, but at the same time I want

to get out there and do something,"

said EMT and UCLA junior Mike
Chasin.

Chasin is one of the newer
members of UCLA's student-

operated 24-hour Emergency
Medical Service (EMS). Started in

1978 as an offshoot of the Com-^
munity Service Officers, EMS has

been providing a unique service to

UCLA that is available at no other

On
Call

First In a two-part

series on campus safety

California university, said the

program's assistant director Todd
LeGassick.

Operating on a $250,000 yearly

budget, EMS, together with the

Los Angeles City paramedics,

offers a "two-tiered" emergency

service, he said. By responding \o^^

Lecompte, left, and Payne take a moment to relax,

eat dinner and see what's on the television.

paramedics to respond to the more
pressing situations.

One level of training below
paramedics, most of the 25 EMTs
are kinesiology majors seeking

careers in the medical profession.

LeGassick said the significant

difference between the abilities of

an EMT and a paramedic is that

EMTs cannot administer drugs to

patients.

'The feedback is good from
employers, but when (EMTs)
move into an entry level position

they are almost bored because of

all the experience they got while

working here," LeGassick said.

"But it helps them move up (the

ladder) quicker."

After about 150 hours of train-

ing, an EMT applicant then goes
through a 10-week on-ihe-job

training with a supervisor, LeGas-

majority of the minor injuries on or

near campus, EMS enables the See EMS, page 18
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World

Honecker to face trial

on charge of treason

EAST BERLIN — Erich Honecker,

who ruled East Germany for 18 years until

his downfall in October, was released

from a hospital Monday and arrested

immediately to be tried for treason, the

national prosecutor said.

Plans to put the former Communist
Party chief and three members of his

Politburo on trial in March were
announced by Prosecutor Hans-Juergen

Joseph at a session of Parliament where
Premier Hans Modrow offered a grim

account of the state of the nation.

The swift action against Honecker, 77,

indicates the strength of a nationwide

backlash against corruption in Honeck-
er 's Stalinist regime.

Honecker was recuperating at Charite

hospital from surgery performed Jan. 8 to

remove a malignant kidney tumor. He was
arrested as he left the hospital and taken to

Rummelsburg prison in East Berlin, the

official news agency ADN reported.

Global quake deaths

decrease in 1989
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The number

of significant earthquakes was down last

year despite the World Series quake in

California, and total deaths were well

below average, the U.S. Geological

Survey reports.

Earthquake fatalities worldwide tot-

aled 526 last year, well below the long-

lemi average of 10,000 deaths per year.

The Oct. 17 California quake, which
has been named the Loma Priela quake,

killed 62 people, injured an estimated

3,500 and caused damage totaling at least

$5.6 billion.

In 1988, tremors claimed some 28,000

lives, most in the earthquake that struck

Soviet Armenia on Dec. 7 of that year.

Overall there were 55 significant

earthquakes last year, six fewer than in

1988. On average the world had about 60
significant quake a year.

A significant quake is defined as one

that registers at least 6.5 on the Richter

scale.

Nation

NASA releases new
shuttle launch plan

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — NASA
announced Monday it is shuffling its

space shuttle launch schedule, reducing

from 10 to nine the number of flights ihts^

year and aiming for 12 flights in 1992 and

13 in 1993.

The new 1990 schedule reflects a delay

in two of the first three missions and a

shifting of some flight priorities.

The dropped 1990 flight, that of a

Strategic Defense Initiative payload, was

put off nearly 14 months until January

1992. No specific reason was given for the

long delay.

The space agency's new long-range

launch schedule calls for eight flights in

1991, 12 in 1992, 13 in 1993. 11 in 1994,

11 in 1995 and 10 in 1996.

State

Modesto voters to
pick assemblyman
MODESTO — Voters in Startislaus

and Merced counties will elect a new state

assemblyman Tuesday in a special elec-

tion between Stanislaus County Supervi-

sor Sal Cannella and Modesto City

Councilman Dick Lang.

Cannella, a Democrat, and Lang, a

Republican, came out on top of an eight-

way primary (mi Dec. 5. The winner will

serve the remaining year of the term of

Democratic Rep. Gary Condit, who
resigned last September after winning a

special election to replace Rep. Tony
Coelho in Congress.

Since Cannella, 47, and Lang, 53, are

both regarded as moderates, there have

been few issues in their race to excite

voters. Still, nearly 38,000 people — a

quarter of all the voters in the 27th

Assembly District — have requested

absentee ballots as both parties have

urged absentee voting to improve the

traditionally low turnout of special elec-

tions.

Closing aiguments to^

end in Montoya trial

SACRAMENTO — Attorneys pre-

pared to send the case of state Sen. Joseph

Montoya to jurors Monday, with a

defense lawyer accusing federal prosecu-

tors of conducting a "mudslinging cam-

paign."

Defense attorney Michael Sands

claimed Montoya was ensnared in an

undercover FBI investigation by an aide

who he once fired and who was desperate

to avoid prosecution for his own wrong-

doing.

Sands said the aide and another key

prosecution witness, a former Senate aide,

are "certified crooks." He called state

Sen. Rose Ann Vuich, who testified for

the prosecution, **a somewhat sick, old

lady" with a poor memory.
Sands claimed Montoya did nothing

illegal for a $3,000 check that he pocketed

while the FBI secretly videotaped him

during a June 1988 breakfast meeting at a

downtown restaurant

Local

Mobil fined $4,500
for crade oil spills

Mobil Oil Corp. was fined $4,500 on

Monday and got two years* probation for

two pipeline ruptures that poured more
than 130,000 gallons of crude oil into the

Los Angeles River and the city's sewers.

The fine imposed by Municipal Court

Commissioner Joseph Spada was the

maximum permitted for two misdemea-
nor charges, to which Mobil pleaded no

contest last December.
Mobil pleaded no contest, tantamount

to a guilty plea, on two violations of a state

Fish and Game code section prohibiting

the release of petroleum or petroleum

residue into state waters.

Judge convicts two
in extortion case
SAN FERNANDO ^ Two former

aerospace mechanics were convicted

Monday of sending prominent Antelope

Valley residents detailed extortion notes

that threatened violence unless demands
fcx* thousands of dollars were met.

Superior Court Judge Ronald S. Coen
found Roman Makuch, 28, and Richard

Faroni, 27, guilty of all 21 conspiracy and
attempted extortion counts against them
following a non-jury trial.

Each man was charged with 10 counts

of attempted extortion and shared the

conspiracy count Sentencing was set for

Fd). 21 in San Fernando Superior Court
Each man faces a possible maximum
sentence of eight years in prison.

Compiled from the Associated Press

FREE SIX-PACK WITH $10 MINIMUM PURCHASE!
Just bring in this coupon and take your choice of Diet Pepsi

(Regular & Caffeiife-Free), Pepsi-Cola (Regular & Caffeine-Free),

Orange Slice (Diet & Regular), Lennon-Lime Slice (Diet & Regular)

or Mountain Dew six-packs of 12-oz. cans with minimum $10

purchase. It's our way of saying thanks for shopping right here

in the Village!

1057 Goyley Ave., W«stwood Villog*. CA 90024 (213) 209-ini
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for a free* six-pack
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grocery • produoe •dairy •deli •bakery

*fT9m with minimum $10 purchosa, plu« California redemption. t.

Offer expires February 11, 1990.
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UH^UCLA UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS SOCIETY
CI DDniiniV DDCCCMTCPROUDLY PRESENTS I I

STEP^INTCr^
YOUR FUTURE

20TH CENTURY INSURANCE COMPANY
ACCOUNTANTS OVERLOAD

ACKERLEY COMMUNICATIONS

AMERICAN HONDA MOTOR CO., INC.

ANDERSEN CONSULTING

ANGELES CORPORATION

AT&T

ATUNTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY (ARCO)

BAIN & COMPANY
BANK OF AMERICA

BOZELL ADVERTISING

THE BROADWAY
BULLOCK'S / MACY'S SOUTH

BUSINESSLAND, INC.

CARL'S JR. RESTAURANTS

CARTER HAWLEY HALE

CBS INC

CITY NATIONAL BANK --

CITY OF LONG BEACH

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

CM ALLIANCE / CONNECTICUT MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

COM SYSTEMS, INC.

COOPERS & LYBRAND
>

DELOITTE & TOUCHE

DISNEYLAND

DUN & BRADSTREET BUSINESS SERVICES —
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR / LEASING

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATES. INC.

ERNST & YOUNG
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE

CORPORATION

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK

FOOT LOCKER

FOOTE, CONE & BELDING INC.

GREY ADVERTISING

HEWin ASSOCIATES

IBM CORPORATION

IN6LEW000 UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

.

JOSEPH T. RYERSON & SON, INC.

KAPUN
KCAL-TV CHANNEL 9

KOST-FM

LADY FOOT LOCKER

THE L/E/K PARTNERSHIP

LEONARD & OHREN

.

.

LIMITED EXPRESS

LOCKHEED AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS

LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

LOS ANGELES COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION

THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY

McCAW CELLULAR COMMUNICATION INC.

McMASTER-CARR SUPPLY COMPANY
MONITOR COMPANY
MONTEBELLO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS & SYSTEMS

DIVISION

MUSIC PLUS

NORTHROP CORPORATION

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE -

THE MELLINGER AGENCY ——

^

PEACE CORPS

PEPSI-COLA

PETERSON & COMPANY CONSULTING

PUTNAM. HAYES. & BARTLEH INC. ^

PRICE WATERHOUSE
PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL SERVICES

R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS CO.

ROADWAY EXPRESS, INC.

SAN BERNARDINO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

SECURITY PACIFIC AUTOMATION COMPANY
SNELLING TEMPORARIES

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
STEELCASE

SULLIVAN COMPANIES

SUMITOMO BANK OF CALIFORNIA

SUNKIST GROWERS INC.

TANDY CORPORATION/RADIO SHACK

THOMAS JAMES ASSOCIATES

THRIFTY CORPORATION

TOYOTA MOTOR SALES, U.S.A.. INC.

TRIPLE "A" STUDENT PAINTERS

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

UARCO BUSINESS FORMS
UCLA STAFF EMPLOYMENT

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

VITESSE SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

WELLS FARGO BANK

WILLIAM M. MERCER MEIDINGER

HANSEN. INCORPORATED

WINSTON TIRE COMPANY
THE WHITING-TURNER

"^CONTRACTING COMPANY
WORKING WORLD MAGAZINE

AND MORE TO COME !!!!

.*-:>

vJ*^oo^

>n«^'
co

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

IF YOU'RE A UBS MEMBER, DON'T FORGET^TO TURN IN YOUR RESUME AT JOB FAIR FOR THE RESUME BOOK...

... IF YOU'RE NOT A MEMBER. JOIN TODAY AND GET INSTANTLY EXPOSED TO 90+ COMPANIES ATTENDING JOB FAIR '90.

VBS IS SPONSORED BY AGSM"
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Image of women distorted in ads, expert says
By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

Advertising presents an ideal

female beauty which cannot be

realistically achieved, according to

a film on the image of women in

advertising, shown Monday as part

of Eating Disorders Awareness
Week.

Because of certain ads, many
women think that every part of

their body must be altered and that

no part of them is satisfactory as it

is, said Jean Kilboume, a lecturer

in the film, "Stop killing Us
SofUy."

The film showed clothing, deo-

dorant and make-up ads with

women who wore excessive

makeup and little clothing and
appeared "flawless." The Virginia

Slims cigarette ad, with the theme
"You've come a long way, baby,"

equated women's freedom and
liberation with addiction, Kilbour-

ne said.

Another ad showed women in

the corporate world at a business

meeting wearing low-cut blouses

and drinking while the men were
looking down her shirt. This kind

of ad trivializes women in the

workforce, the lecturer com-
mented.

Kilboume believes that the

emphasis on sexuality in advertis-

ing, movies, television and the

music industry can contribute to disorder," she pointed out.

eating disorders. "One in five "We don't realize the kind of

THEODORE NICHOLAS

Amy Goldner

college women have ah eating

iihpact that (advertising) is having

upon us," said Amy Goldner, a

therapist from Student Health

Services who spoke after the film.

"I never really paid attention (to

the ads' underlying messages)

until someone pointed them out to

me," said Karen Fienberg, a

recovering bulimic and member of
the eating disorders education

committee which is sponsoring the

awareness week.
"I think it's shocking how many

(degrading) ads there are," said a

recovering eating disorder victim

who attended the presentation.

"Even if you don't notice, the

subtle message is still there."

Goldner said that public groups
and publications need to be

responsible for controlling the

types of images that are presented

in advertising. "But ultimately, it

must be women first and foremost

who look out for themselves," she

said.

Because of increased public

awareness, advertisements
degrading women are slowly being

discouraged, according to Gold-
ner. "We are beginning to see more
publications devoted to respecting

ind CQlebrating individual distinc-

tions and physical differences."

Kilboume said in the film that

the current mass media, especially

television, seems to serve as

messenger that delivers to viewers

commercials which tell people

who they are and who they should

be, that happiness can be bought
and that products can fulfill peo-

ple.
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Come to an informational meeting

January 31, 1990:

THAT'S TOMORROW!
at NOON, Ackerman 3525

VITA: A Rare opportunity to

serve tn

leamin

If you cannot make the meeting contact the Financial Supports
Commission @ 3 12-A Kerckhoff Hall or call 825-7608

... paid for by Student Government '
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The Next Best Thing to LA LAW.

CAREER NETWORK
nJAN UCLA 1 990

CftRSRS IN LAW

In conjunction with Communications Studies Club,

Black Pre-Law Society, and The Pre-Law Society present:

A Panel Discussion witti UCLA Alumni
in the fields of criminal, public, corporate 3L_
and judicial law.

_
SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

Tuesday January 30th - 7 PM
James West Alumni Center

UCLAIumniASSOCIATION

Women in Communications Inc.
:^ » .-

PRESENT:

MEET THE MEDIA

LEONORA LANGLEY
ELLE magcEine

DAVID GRAY
A8cM records —

PENNY GRIEGO
CBS NEWS

Thursday Feb. 1, 1990
7:00-9:00 pm

AckeimcDi Union 3508

Students make final

Md for Regent seat
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

The three finalists for the 1990-

91 student Regent position will

complete the final stage of the

competition today in Oakland.
A special committee of Regents

will interview UC Berkeley's
Melvina Ford, Irvine's Jenny Doh
and San Diego's Randy Giles, who
arc vying to represent UC's more
than 164,000 students. The person
selected will become a voting
official of Lhe 28-member Board of
Regents, which sets university-

wide policies.

Ford, a junior majoring in

sociology, works on the UC
Berkeley student fee committee in

the financial aid office, where she
studies how fee increases affect

students receiving aid. "It gives me
a^pretty good perspective," Ford
said.

She has served as an officer in

Berkeley's African Student Asso-
ciation fcM" mcx-e than two years and
worked in the employee relations

office of a UC-wide lobby.

Reading campus newspapers
has helped Ford to keep up with
students' views, she said. She
plans to continue that approach if

she is selected.

Doh, as Irvine's ombudswo-
man, deals with students* concerns
before they reach the administra-

tive level. She also serves on an
Irvine board of representatives

from student organizations
including Chicano/Latino group
MEChA and the Asian Pacific

Coalition.

Because the senior political

science major emigrated from
Korea in 1974, she said she has
learned to adapt easily to new
situations, which will help her on
the Board of Regents.

Doh said she wants to make the

position more visible to UC stu-

dents. "I don't think students know
about it enough."

The third finalist, Giles, said he
also is concerned about contact

with other students. The former
UC San Diego graduate president

said he plans to visit the different

UCs during the year if he is

selected.

If selected, Giles, who studies

music composition, would be the

first graduate student Regent in six

years. He said he will have no

trouble representing undergradu-

ates because "one is an undergra-

duate before one is a graduate."

He currently serves as internal

vice president of San Diego's

graduate government and was that

campus's representative to UG
Students Association, a student

lobby for the nine campuses, last

year.

While all three finalists said

they would depend on UCSA to

keep up with students' issues, they

had different opinions about two
issues students will face next year— a possible fee increase and
building additional UC campuses.
The new student regent will help

to determine the university's

future if a California June ballot

measure that would increase state

funding does not pass, said UC
Berkeley senior GuiUermo Rodri-

guez, this year's student Regent
UC President E)avid Gardner

has said that student fees may
increase if Senate Constitutional

Amendment 1 fails.

Doh said that although she does
not favor fee increases as a student,

"at the same time I'm for the

survival of the university."

Also, she said UC needs to

prepare now to woiic with legisla-

tors if the measure does not pass.

Giles said he thinks the univer-

sity should not face the issue with

fear, but said he would have to look
at mcHe options befcx^ voting to

increase fees.

The finalists also have different

views on UC's plans to build three

new campuses. Although officials

say the university needs three to >

meet growing enrollment
demands, a state commission has-
recommended that UC build only_i.

one.

Ford agreed, saying that some of
the smaller campuses should
increase enrollment

But Giles and Doh both said that

the UC needs three additional

campuses.

Two UCLA students were eli-

minated early in the selection

process. UCLA's last student

Regent was I>avid Hoffman, who
filled the post in 1985-1986 and
became undergraduate president

the following year.

Regents will appoint the new
student representative at their Feb.

IS meeting in San Francisco.

Powerful Southern California

transit commission proposed
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO— A proposal

to create a new six-county South-
em California Metropolitan Trans-
portation Commission with veto
power over local transportation

plans was unveiled Moinday by
two state senators.

The new commission proposed
by Sens. Art Torres, D-Los
Angeles, and Robert Presley, D-
Rivcrside, would coordinate all

rail, bus and highway spending in

Los Angeles, Imperial, Orange,
Riverside, San Bernardino and
VenUira counties.

It would give mass transit a
higher priority than additional

highway construction, but would
control both. To enforce coordina-
tion of its plans, the commission
would have authority to withhold
fuel taxes and state bond funds
from counties and cities whose
transportation plans are inconsis-

tent with its regional plans.

In a Capitol news conference,

Torres all but conceded that the

legislature would reject creation

of the commission this year, but

that eventually lawmakers would
"recognize that regional coordina-

tion is necessary.

"I don't think this will be a bill

everyone will be supportive of,"

Torres said. "It is not a bill that will

immediately see fruition."

The plan would make all current

"subregional" transit agencies sub-
ordinate to the proposed new
commission, and it would direct

the commission "to develop a
regional transportation plan that

emphasizes mass transit, such as
light rail and heavy rail, improved
ground access to airports and other
programs" which boost mass
transit over individual auto com-
muting.

•Traffic and related problems
are driving the cost of living up and
the quality of life down," Torres
said. "The time has come for a new
strategy for the future, based on
regionalism."

The proposed commission
would consist of 10 appointees,

one named by each of the six

counties, plus experts in transpor-^

tation, the environment housing^
and business.

Companies to recruit

students at Job fair
By Taline Satamian

Contributor

More than 90 companies will be

recruiting students for various

positions during the Undergradu-

ate Business Society's job fair at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom today.

"The £air is an informal recruit-

ment process where students can

have access to a number of fums at

one time," said job fair director

Jim Noon.
The fair has been an annual

event since 1983. Its popularity has

attracted more companies than

they could accommodate this year.

Noon said. Last year, 55 compa-
nies participated.

In an attempt to meet student

demands, UBS has added adver-

tising firms to the fair, which is

organized entirely by students.

"We were criticized for being too

business-oriented in the past**

Noon said.
'

The best aspect of the fair is the

diversity of the companies who are

attending it Noon said. Recruiters

from the public sector like the

Federal Bureau of Investigation,

the Peace Corps and local school

districts will be rejwesented along

with companies from the private

sector like high-tech industries and
advertising companies.

*X1CLA is a spectacular school

and companies like to recruit

here," Noon said.~

"Wc are looking for good
students applying for opp(Mtuni-

ties," said Jim Kim, general mana-
ger of Com Systems, Inc., which
will be represented at today's fair.

Kim, a UCLA alumnus and one of
the founding members of UBS,
was recruited by IBM at the 1983
^ur. His company now has open-
ings for students.

Noon said he expected an
increase in UBS membership from
350 to 500 after the fair, which wiU
take place from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Anadiffonlstic piirases

plague films considered
to be factually accurate
By John Horn
Associated Press

HOLLYWOOD — Eddie Mur-
phy may be funny, but when it

comes to language, he's a linguis-

tic laughingstock.

Forget the four-letter words, if

you can. Examine instead Mur-
phy's "Hartem Nights," set in 1918
and 1938, and the movie's inaccu-

rate use (tf very hip phrases such as

"Gimme five!" "I'll let you have
your space," **take it easy," "Yo!"
and "I just need a couple of

seconds to get my head together.**

Or put **Fat Man and Little Boy"
under the semantic stethoscope.

The Paul Newman film, set during

1942's Manhattan Project irradi-

ates atomic-age dialogue with the

contemporary phrase "dead meat"
the hip verb "obsessing" and the

'80s greeting, "It's good to see

you, bro."

Robert L. Chapman, author of
*Thc New Dictionary ofAmmcan
Slang," said only "gimme five"

and "bro" were on the fringes of

acceptable usage in the years their

films were set.

Everything else, he said, is out
Like, way out

While production designers, set

decoraton, costumers, property

masters and choreographers seem
to have mastered period authentic-

ity, a few scriptwriters are excell-

ing as idiom idiots, littering

movies with linguistic anachron-

isms.

Even the most conscientious

writers laboring for accuracy occa-

sionally stumble into embarrassing

verbal time warps.

Phil Alden Robinson, the

author-director of "Field of
Dreams" and the mid- 1940s period

comedy "In the Mood," plowed
through newspapers, magazines

and court transcripts to collect

realistic dialogue for the latter

film.

"And then I have the father say

to his son in the movie, 'Life's a

bitch and then you die,'" Robinson
said.

"A few critics referred to it

saying it was a mistake to use an

'80s phrase in a '40s film. They
may wclK^be right It just never

occurred to me that (the phrase)

wasn't something I've always

heard," Robinson said.

William Safire, who writes the

language column for The New
York Times Magazine, noted that

Robinson, Murphy and "Fat Man"
director and co-writer Roland
Joffe stand in good company.

"Whatever they did. it wasn't
nearly as horrendous as what
Shakespeare did by having a clock

in 'Julius Caesar,' because back in

the days of Julius Caesar (100-44

B.C.) there were no clocks," Safire

said.

Syndicated language columnist

Jeffrey McQuain said the musical
"Phantom of the Opera." osten-

sibly set in 1911, features the

World War II aviator's expression

"point of no return" 30 years

prematurely.

As young writers and directors

raised not on literature but on
television and movies work more
steadily in Hollywood, odds for

historical gaffes increase.

Lacking the proper dictionaries

(or professional interest), the

greenhorn (circa 1785) may
assume "A-OK" is ages old, but

it's from the Eisenhower years.

Has "hoosegow" been slang for

"jail" since the time of Lewis and
Clark? Nope — try 1860.

When budgets and time permit
some scripts are submitted to fact-

checking firms like Los Angeles'

de Forest research, which cl^rges

$3,5(X) and up to review a period

feature for legal and historical

problems.

A fair number of writers don't

know much about inaccurate lan-

guage, said Peter Sloman, a senior

researcher at de Forest "But for

those who do know, it can be like

listening to an operatic aria where
all of a sudden a note comes in a

third below where it's supposed to

be," Sloman said. "It can be that

jarring ... as annoying as the big

vaccination scars on Indians in

(movies set) in 1865."

Yet research firms only serve as

advisers on language, and can't

really order changes. Furthermore,

improvisational performers like

Murphy, Robin Williams and
Dustin Hoffman are bound to say

whatever comes to mind, whether

it's in the script or not
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Conference Host
Registration

1990 COOL l^ffortdt Conference
Mimh 8-11, 19^

Student Housing:
Student conference-goers (approx. 2000) will need to be housed on the campus or in the

vicinity, sharing rooms with UCLA students. Attending are campus leaders who will be
highly flexible in their accomodations - requiring little more than a place for their sleeping

bag and a hot shower. Any space is really suitable for student housing: an extra mattress, a

couch, or just space on the floor (they will be bringing their own sleeping bags).

Please direct any concerns or questions about conference housing to:

Housing Chairman, Jared Goldstein, 654-9658

or lefive message at the Community Resource Center (203 Men's Gym, 206-5547)

"YcilTwant to hoiisc COOL conference-goeis» March 8-11. S"

Name: Phone: (. 1

{I live: O on campus:

hall/suite:

room #:

O off-campus:

address:

dty/zip:

/ can accommodate: D Males G Females G Either
jti.

I can have people share my room for the weekend (on floor/couch):

# students, comfortably

# students, maximum

$32,800 — $37,000
STARTING SALARIES

LAPP RECRUITING
UCLA CAREER FAIR
TUESDAY, JANUARY 30TH

ACKERMAN GRAND BALL ROOM
10:00 AM — 3:00 PM

M -

Come learn about our

management-path career

opportunities in over 250
different specialized units,

including:
-^r-

* Investigation

* K-9 Unit __
* Narcotics

* Beach Patrol

* DARE
* Administration

* Air Support

WE'RE HIRING 900 NEW OFFICERS THIS FISCAL YEAR. COME BY
AND TALK TO US.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL i213) 386-LAPD

»^-»
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only
(Walk-in only)

VMtm PricM
For SfMdNc Hair
Styliit

945 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

(Next to Sizzler)

824-0710
free parking in rear

y . HAIR SALON
riairCUt Deep conditioner $10 and up

Eye lash tinting

Cellophane

Color

Perms
Color Correction

Highlighting

Relaxing

Hair Extentions

$10 and up

$15 and up

$20 and up

$35 and up

$35 and up

$35 and up

$40 and up

$60 and up

Tuneral mie' may be
repealed or renewed
Review of law sparks controversy,

pitting consumers against industry

long hair slightly higher

We sell the BEST hair products OPEN SUNDAYS

The Women's Resource Center Pathfinders Series

WOMEN in POLITICS
:^^

A Discussion witti

Ruth Galanter
Ruth Galanter^ Los Angeles City Cbuncilwoman, 6th District, will speak about

her experience as a woman in politics, opportunities for women in the field,

and how women can gain experience and develop leadership skills.

Monday^ February 5th —

^

3:00 - 4:30 p.m.
Humanities Conference Room, 314 Royce Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

By Nancy Benac
Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Jca-

nie Karklin says she saved $1,500
on her mother's funeral because a

federal rule required the funeral

director to give her an itemized

price list Sh^ calls the rule "a

godsend."

The same rule required funeral

director Timothy Simms to hand a

price list to the parents of a 4-

year-old boy killed in a car

accident Simms felt it was **a

tasteless thing to do** in the

hospital emergency room.

Six years after it took effect the

so-called "funeral rule" is under

review by the Federal Trade
Commission, and consumers and
the funeral industry are split on
whether it should be renewed or

repealed. The review began in

May 1988 and FTC staff recom-
mendations are expected this

spring.

Consumer groups want the rule

strengthened, arguing it gives

people important information to

help them make one of the biggest

purchases of their lives at a time of
stress and bereavement **It costs

next to nothing, provides a great

deal o( consumer information and
may have led to prices going
down," said Lee Norrgard of the

American Association of Retired

Persons.

The nation's largest association

of funeral directws, meanwhile,
says the rule unnecessarily regu-

lates day-to-day business prac-

tices, increases costs and hinders

funeral directors' ability to serve

grieving customers sensitively.

*The rule has placed an unde-
served and unwarranted stigma on
the nation's funeral directors as

unscrupulous and deceptive
businessmen," the National Funer-
al Directors Association told the

FTC, calling for repeal.

The rule took effect in 1984
after more than a decade of debate
and investigation into funeral

practices, and after theNFDA sued
unsuccessfully to block it But
after living with it for more than

five years, some funeral directors

and smaller trade groups are

amenable to retaining it

"Our membership's living with
it very well," said Connie Ryan,
president of the Wisconsin Funeral
Directors Association and director

of Ryan Funeral Home in Madi-
son. "We haven't had any difficul-

ties."

The rule requires funeral direc-

tors to give customers an itemized
price list at the start of discussions,
an itemized final statement of
costs, and to give price information
over the phone if asked. It also lets

consumers purchase only what
they want rather than packages Uiat

may include unnecessary extras,

and prohibits funeral directors

from misrepresenting state

requirements for caskets for cre-

mation or the embalming of
corpses.

Americans each year arrange

more than 2 million funerals. With
costs averaging $3,000 before
burial fees, a funeral may be the

third most expensive consumer
purchase after a home and a car,

according to the FTC.

When people are aware of their

rights under the rule, they are able

to be more selective in their funeral

purchases, even if they decide to

spend as much money as they

would otherwise, said Clifford

Brownstein, executive director of
the Continental Association of
Funeral and Memorial Societies.

The association, whk:h repre-

sents 150 memorial societies

nationwide that help people get
information and make plans, is

calling for better enforcement of
the rule and its expansion to

businesses such as cemeteries and
crematories.

Robert Hardin, executive direc-

tor of the NFDA, said the price

disclosure requirements have hin-

dered funeral directors.

Funeral costs and laws
detailed under RC rule
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The Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Here
are major requirements of the rule

enacted in 1984 by the Federal
Trade Conmiission help consum-
ers obtain information about funer-

al arrangements.

Telephone disclosures:
When consumers call to ask about
terms, conditions or prices, the

funeral home must state that price

information is available over the

telephone and reasonably answer
questions.

General price list: If con-
sumers ask in person about
arrangements, the home must
provide a general price list that

people can keep and that contains

the cost of each funeral item and
service offered.

Embalming information:
Homes must give consumers infor-

mation about embalming to help
them decide whether to buy the

service and must disclose in

writing that, except in certain

cases, embalming is not required
by law.

XMi advance sales: Funeral
homes must disclose in writing if

they charge a servKe fee for

buying cash advance items on the
consumer's behalf, such as flow-
ers, obituary notices, pallbearers
and clergy honoraria.

Caskets for cremation: Fun-
eral directors who o^er direct

cremation without a ceremony
may not state that a casket is

required and must disclose in

writing that consumers have a right

to buy an unfmished wood box or
an alternative container for direct

cremation.

Required purchase: Con-
sumers do not have to buy
unwanted goods or services as a
condition to obtain those they do
want, unless required to do so by
state law.

Itemized statement: Funeral
directors must give consumers an
itemized statement listing the costs
of goods and services selected.

Preservation Claims: Fun-
eral directors may not tell consum-
en a partk:ular funeral item or
service can indefinitely preserve a
body in the grave. They also may
not state that certain items, such as
caskets or vaults, will keep out
water, dirt or other gravesiie
substances when that is not tnie.

/

State Supreme Court
rules on insurer case
Companies can refuse to renew

policies if they leave California

By Bob Egeiko

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO— Insurers

who apply to withdraw from
California in response to Proposi-

tion 103 can immediately refuse to

renew their auto insurance policies

without arranging substitute

coverage, the state Supreme Court
ruled Monday.

For customers of those insur-

ance companies, the court's 4-3

decision strips away one of the

consumer protections in the

November 1988 initiative: allow-

-ing cancellation or non-renewal of
an auto policy only in the event of
fraud, a failure to pay, or a
substantial increase in the insured

risk.

"Insurers have the right to

discontinue their business activi-

ties in this state," said Justice

Marcus Kaufman in the majority

opinion. "Non-renewal of existing

automobile policies is a logical and
integral part of the orderly winding
up of a withdrawing insurer's

-affairs." _.^^

Proposition 103 "was not
intended to provide, and does not
provide, complete or absolute

protection against termination of
coverage by the insurer's failure to

renew," Kaufman said.

While state law requires an
insurer to arrange substitute cover-

age for its policyholders before

withdrawing from the state, neith-

^er the original insurer nor its

-substitute is required to renew any
policies from the time the applica-

tion is flrst submitted, Kaufman
said.

The ruling's short-term impact
appears to be limited. After early

warnings of massive withdrawals
by insurance companies in

response to passage of Prc^sition
103, a relatively small number of
companies moved to pull out of the

state once the court blocked
enforcement of the measure and
then blunted an immediate rate roll

back provision.

But dissenting Justice Allen
Broussard warned that the pace of

withdrawals could quicken if

insurers were dissatisfied with

their rates, which now must be
approved in advance by the state

Department of Insurance.

He said the measure was
intended to require insurers to

renew auto poUcies, with limited

exceptions, until the time an
application to withdraw from

California was approved by the

state. Broussard said it was not
necessary to decide whether
renewals were required after with-

drawal was approved.

*That initiative was not enacted
to make it easy for insurers to

terminate coverage, but to make
insurance more available to CaU-
fomians and to protect them
against loss of coverage," Brous-
sard said.

Harvey Rosenfield, author of
Proposition 103, said the ruling as
he understood it "probably will

lead to blackmail" by insurers

threatening to withdraw auto
coverage if they dislike state-

approved rates.

Consumers will also be hurt in

the short run if the ruling allows
insurers to withdraw selectively

from the automobile field while
continuing to offer other types of
coverage, Rosenfield said. But in

the long run, he said, "the only
solution will be to replace them
with a publicly controlled, nonpro-
fit auto insurance company that

cares about consumers rather than
profits," as provided in a new
initiative he is preparing for

circulation.

The Department of Insurance

said it was considering a request
for a rehearing by the court.

*This decision will permit insur-

o^ to escape the non-renewal
provisions of Proposition 103," the

department said in a statement
"They can withdraw from auto
only, by switching that business
into a separate subsidiary while
continuing to operate as an insur-

ance company in California."

Kent Keller, a lawyer for the

insurer in the case, said the ruling

"reaffirms a basic right of any
private business to say it chooses
not to continue to do business." He
said the significance of the deci-

sion depends largely on the depart-

ment's current Proposition 103
rate hearings; if insurers consider

the results unfair, "I think you may
see some insurers leaving Califor-

ma.

The ruling, in the case of four

Travelers insurance companies
that write about 22,000 auto
policies in California, is the court's

fu-st on Proposition 103 since its

unanimous decision last May
upholding most of the major
provisions of the initiative.

The earlier ruling largely undid

See INSURANCE, page 13
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Interested In Consulting?

Hewitt
Associates

~~ is coining to your
campus • • •

We are a leading consulting firm specializing in
employee benefits, compensation, communication,
and related human resource functions. Hewitt
Associates is included in the publication "The -

100 Best Companies to Work for in America."

BUSINESS
Great opportunities exist, for graduating seniors
to work with our clients on the administration of
their benefit plans. Coursework or interest in the
following areas is suggested:

• ACCOUNTING
• FINANCE • *

.

• ECONOMICS
- BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION '^ '

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

MATH

"Wv look for people
wln)are intelligent,

t realive. analylieal.

aiul who can work
cooperatively with
others. We want
people who get

pleasure out of

helping others and
doing ajob well."

W? offer graduating seniors an exciting op|X)rtunitv
as an ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT TRAINEE. Actuaries
are highly respected business professionals who use
mathematical skills to define, analyze.^and solve
financial problems. Their future looks bright:

• Being an actuary was recently rated as one of the
best jobs.

• The demand for actuaries l8 exp)erted to exceed
the availability for the foreseeable future.

Hewitt Associates
Santa Ana CA • Rowayton. CT • Atlanta GA • Lincolnshire. IL

Boston. MA • Bedmlnstcr. NJ • The NMMxilands. TX
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60 military bases may reduced or closed
By Donna Cassata

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Defense Secret-

ary Dick Cheney recommenddd closing or
scaling back more than 60 U.S. military bases

and ending operations at 12 overseas facilities

on Monday, a plan that immediately drew
congressional fire.

"I understand the problem they're faced

with, but it's absolutely viial that Congress
have the guts to make the right decisions as we
go through this period of time," Cheney said as

he released the $292.1 billion fiscal 1991
spending plan — with the base closing

proposal — and signaled lawmakers that the

battle has begun.

Cheney said he had no figures yet for the

potential savings from the moves. He said the

numbers were still being analyzed.

But because it costs money to shut bases

down and legislation is needed to do so, the

savings are not usually accrued until years

later.

The plan, far less extensive than the 86
closings and five realignments that Congress
adc^ted last year from a federally mandated
commission, calls for closing a significant

number of facilities in California.

Among the candidates for closure are Fort

Ord, Alameda Naval Aviation Depot and
Naval Air Station, Long Beach Naval Ship-

yard, Moffeu Field Naval Air Station and

Overseas operations

may also shut down
Oakland Naval Supply Center in Califomia.

Asked whether politics influenced the

choices on the closing lisu which largely

targets bases in the districts of liberal Demo-
crats on Capitol Hill, Cheney said the charge

"wasn't a valid one."

"I did not assemble this list," said the former

Republican congressman from Wyoming. The
list was complied by the services, said Cheney,

who smiled at suggestions that the services

may have been political in their choices.

Other Cheney proposals include deactiva-

tion of the 2nd Armored Division at Fort Hood,
which would involve the loss of 12,000 troc^s.

A Republican, Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas,

rushed into action to try to work out a deal to

save the division.

"We worked out an agreement that if we are

able to successfully negotiate round one of the

conventional disarmament agreement with the

Soviets, that would bring home 21,600 Army
personnel from Europe, and the first 12,000 of

those would go to Fprt Hood," Gramm said in

Texas.

But he added, "The Army is looking at a

reduction of 135,000 men in uniform. There's

no way you can do that without affecting us.

We want to minimize that effect."

The overseas bases where the United States

would end its operations or realign forces

include seven in Eurc^, six in Asia and a

Naval Air Station in Bermuda. Of the 14, all

would be closed except the Bermuda air station

and naval communications station in the

Philippines, which would have some forces

shifted.

The European bases include two in Greece
— Hellenikon Air Base and the Naval
Communications Station in Makri; one in West
Germany — Zweibrucken Air Base; three in

England — RAF Fairford, Greenham Com-
mon and Wethersfield; and one in Italy —
Comiso Air Base.

Comiso and Greenham Common are home
to Air Force cruise missile installations that are

being dismantled under the Intermediate-range

Nuclear Forces Treaty with the Soviet Union,

signed in December 1987.

The Asian bases on Cheney's list are a Navy
base in San Miguel, Philippines; two bases in

Turkey — Eskisehir Munitions Storage Site

and Eitiac Air Base; and three in South Korea
— Kwang Ju, Suwon and Taegu.

Rep. Patricia Schroedcr, D-Colo., a senior

member of the House Armed Services Com-
mittee, said her military installations subcom-
mittee will be taking a close look to ensure that

the closings are not partisan.
" '^ ^

Cheney's list actually is a proposal to study

which bases should be eliminated.
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Ten Califdmia

liases among
those slated

for termination

The Associated Press

Ten Califomia bases with more
than 35,000 servicemen and
22,000 civilian workers are among
the dozens of installations the

Pentagon on Monday proposed for

closure or realignment.

The Army's Fort Ord near

Monterey, Moffett Field Naval Air

Station in Mountain View and the

Alameda Naval Air Station were
among the California bases
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney's
list of possible cuts to reduce costs.

Cheney released the list at a
Pentagon briefrng at which he also

discussed his proposed $292.1

billion budget for 1991.

Also on the list of California

bases to be studied for closure

were the Long Beach Naval
Shipyard, Treasure Island Naval
Station in San Francisco Bay, the

Los Angeles Air Force Base, the

Oakland Naval Supply Center, the

Oakland Naval Hospital, the Sac-

ramento Army Depot and the El

Centro Naval Air Station Facility.

Elected officials in the San
Francisco Bay area, especially

hard hit by the proposed shut-

downs, had cxpicssed chagrin ova-

reports of Cheney's proposal.

The city of Alameda would be
devastated if the Alameda Naval
Air Station were to close. Mayor
Chuck Corica said on Monday.
The base in the island city of

77,000 has 8,300 servicemen and
employs 5,100 civilians for a

combined annual payroll of $340
million.

**It would have a terrible impact
in the city of Alameda. It would
really hurt us because we have a

unique situation here with the

Navy here," Corica said. 'They've
been here for more than 50 years.

. . . We consider them part of our
family."

The largest possible closure

would be Fort Ord, home of the

Army's 7th Light Infantry Divi-

sion, which played a key role in the

recent invasion of Panama. The
base has 15,000 soldiers and 3,000
civilian employees with a com-
bined payroll of $732 million and
an estimated impact on the local

economy of moie .than $8&5 ^

million a year.

More than 5,500 servicemen are

stationed at Moffett Field Naval
Air Station, the largest base for P-3

planes in the world. It employs
1,500 civilians and has a combined
annual payroll of $52 million.

Treasure Island, between San
Francisco and Oakland, has 3,000
military personnel and 1,000 civi-

lian workers with a comtMned
payroll of $100 million.

Two installations recommended
for study are in Oakland, including

the Naval Supply Center, which
employs 61 servicemen and 1,700
civilians with a $42 million pay-
roll, and the Oakland Naval Hos-
{Mtal, which has 1,600 military and
civilian workers with a payroll of
$66 million.

Seven hundred servicemen are

stationed at the Sacramento Army
Depot, and 3,000 civilians work
there for a combined yearly payroll
of $65 million.

In Southern Califomia, the
Long Beach Naval Shipyard
employs 4,700 civilians and 300
military personnel. More than
1,700 servicemen are staticfied at

the Los Angeles Air Force Base,
and 1,654 civilians arc employed
there. Seventy-five civilians work
at the El Centro Naval Air Statioir

Facility.
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Ralphs plans
girowth whild
affiliate files

bankruptcy
By Wehdy Fathrop

The Daily Breeze

TORRANCE, Calif. — Despite
the financial troubles of its belea-

guered parent company, Com-
pton-based Ralphs Grocery Co. is

aggressively expanding through-

out Southern Califomia in a bid to

tap the region*s rapid growth.

The scope of that expansion is

revealed in a filing with the

Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion made by Ralphs' parent,

Toronto-based Campeau Corp.,

earlier this month. Ralphs plans to

spend almost $200 million
between now and 1994 to build 58
new stores and renovate nearly 100
existing ones.

The grocery company has
picked out many sites in Los
Angeles, Orange, Riverside and
San Diego counties and will spend
roughly $6 million on real estate.

"We're really gearing up to

grow with the growth of Southern
California," Byron Allumbaugh,
Ralphs chairman and chief execu-
tive said in a recent interview.

"We're filling in the areas we
presently don't serve."

Distributed by the Associated

Press

INSURANCE
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one provision — a mandatory

one-year, 20 percent rate roll back^

— by forbidding any roll back that^

would deny insurers a "fair rate of

return" on their investment.

State Insurance Commissioner
Roxani Gillespie, an appointee of

Gov. George Deukmejian, has not

yet defined a "fair rate ofreturn" or

implemented several other [xt)vi-

sions of Proposition 103, including

its restrictions on detennining auto

insurance rates by area of resi-

dence.

The Travelers subsidiaries —
Travelers Indemnity Co., Charter

Oak Fire Insurance Co., Travelers,

Indemnity Co. of America and
Phoenix Insurance Co. — applied

to Gillespie's department to stop

doing business in Califomia the

day before Proposition 103 passed,

with the condition that they would
withdraw their applications if the

measure was defeated or ruled

invalid.

The companies also notified all

Califomia customers that their

auto insurance policies would not

be renewed.

Gillespie ruled, however, that

renewals, by either the Travelers

companies or a substitute insurer,

were required under the terms of

Proposition 103. The companies

complied, offering renewals to

1,900 former policyholders and

rescinding another 3,100 non-

renewal notices, while appealing

the commissioner's decision to the

court.

Kaufman, in Monday's ruling,

said Proposition 103 addresses the

possibility of companies with-

drawing from the automobile
insurance market He noted that

the initiative authorized the insur-

ance commissioner io establish a

joint underwriting authority if

insurers substantially withdrew
from any market

Although an insurer must find

substitute covera^ for its ongoing

customers, Kaufman said, neither

the insurer nor th*'*. substitute can be
required to renew an existing

polKy once it lapses.

Dog days

SUZANNk SLAIES

Kim Cobb, a junior majorthg in communications and a member of the women's rugby team, watches a men's rugby
game with her dog last Saturday afternoon.
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U.S. Budget

Spending on education, drug war

and environment would increase

Congress proposed 1991 budget

By Tom Raum
Associated Press '

WASHINGTON. D.C. —
President Bush on Monday sent

Congress a $1.23 trillion budget
for fiscal 1991 that keeps new
spending below inflation and rec-

ognizes "remarkable changes** in

the world by scaling back defense

and rewarding emerging democra-
cies.

Bush called the spending plan

an "investment in the future." But
Democratic leaders in Congress
pounced oii it as ^-^"standpat-
budget" and challenged its claim to

halve the federal deficit, to $63.1

billion.

Fights loomed with the Demo-
cratic-controlled Congress on a

range of fronts: Bush's desire to

cut Medicare and capital gains

taxes, to close military bases he

considers outmoded and, on the

other hand, to preserve some
expensive weapons.

Bush would increase spending
on space, educaticxi, the environ-

ment and the war on drugs. Losers,

this year, are Medicare, college

student loans, farm subsidies,

energy conservation grants and
mass transit.

The president's budget for the

fiscal year that begins Oct 1 calls

for $36.5 billion in spending cuts

and other deficit-reduction mea-
sures.

— II projects a 7 percent increase in

revenues, to $1.17 trillion, without
a general tax increase and just a 3
percent boost in overall spending
— more than a percentage point

below the current rate of inflation.

Bush proposed defense spend-
ing of $292.1 billioh, a cut of 2
percent measured against infla-

tion; while boosting foreign aid to

Eastern Europe, the Philippines

and Latin America.
On the domestic front, his

budget would leave in place the

Social Security tax increase that

took effect earlier this month. But
it honors Bush's 1988 campaign
pledge to propose no general tax

increase.

Still, the budget recommends
$15.6 billion in lesser tax increases

and a $5.6 billion increase in user

and service fees — most of them
recycled from Reagan budgets and
previously defeated in Congress.

The budget calls for "family

savings" accounts under which
families could bank up to $5,000 a

year and pay no tax on imerest on
deposits held for seven or more
years.

"With an eye toward future

growth, and expansion of the

human frontier, the budget's chief

emphasis is on investment in the

future," Bush said in a brief

message to Congress accompany-

ing the 1,569-page document
But Sen. James Sasser, D-Tenn.,

called it a document of "tow

aspirations. ... It predicts huge

fiscal problems ahead and then

goes on to propose no change in

course."

And House Majority Leader

Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., said, "I

think it's a standpat budget" but he

said lawmakers woul(f"take it very

seriously" rather than i»x>nouncing

it "dead on arrival" as Democrats
had done with sevoal Reagan
budgets.

Bush's budget asserted it was
meeting the $64 billion deficit

tai^get for fiscal 1991, under the

Gramm-Rudman budget balancing

law, "with specific and defensible

measures — and without gim-
micks."

However, critics claimed the

administration's prescriptton for

getting the budget deficit down to

$63.1 billion — from a projected

$123.8 billion this year — does
rely on accounting gimmicks.
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^^cdArt^^^^
Since 1972, the ASUCLA
Student Commissiond Art

Program has commissioned

up to five pieces each year,

by artists selected ft-om as

many as 150 applicants.

Their proposals are reviewed

by a broad based committee

that includes representatives

of the ASUCLA Board of

Directors, Student Union,

Student Government, the

Art Department and others.

Applicants are limited only

by theii- creative vision, and

the Student Commissioned

Art Program is open to all

UCLA students, not just

art majors.

Applications will be
available on Wednesday,
January 10, at the

following locations:

Information Counter -

Ackerman Union, 1st

Floor; Student Union
Operations Office, A-216
Ackerman Union; and
North Campus Student

Center Literature Rack.

Applications are due on
or before noon on
Wednesday, February 7,

at the Student Union
Operations Office, A-216
Ackerman Union. For
more information,

call Nadine Felix

or Jean Wong
at 825-2311.

Congress,
Bush battle

over budget
By Martin Crutsinger

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
battle between Congress and the

Bush administration over how to

divvy up the "peace dividend** —
could make the Cold War look like

a Sunday school picnic.

The sniping began in earnest

Monday with delivery of President
Bush's 1991 budget request to

Congress and will likely continue
for several years as U.S. policy

nuikers try to adjust to a new world—

^

symbolized by the crumbling of
the Berlin Wall.

The central questions revolve

around the magnitude of defense

savings made possible from les-

sened East-West tensions — and
which programs will receive addi-

tional funds as a result

At present, there is nothing .

approaching a consensus on the

answers to either of those ques-

tions.

_ The administration says there

won't be much of a peace divided
at all, particularly given the huge
budget deficit Many I>emocrats
will respond by trying to reduce
Bush's Pentagon blueprint freeing

additional dollars for social prog-
rams.

Budget Director Richard Dar- —
man, in an essay accompanying the

budget accused Democrats of

—

trivializing the issue and turning ^
the entire debate into a game in ^
which each player wildly overesti-

mates the dividend and then comes
up with different ways to spend it

'Thus, Washington entertains

the notion of spending fifty times a
dividend that has not yet defini-

tively materialized — a true

Wonderland phenomenon," Dar-
man wrote.

But House Democratic Leader
Richard Gephardt of Missouri
immediately countered that law-
makers would seek "greater cuts in

defense, not having to cut so
deeply on the domestic" side of the

budget
What Darman doesn't say is that

the administration is largely to *

blame for raising expectations

about the peace dividend in the

first place.

Defense Secretary Richard Che-
ney announced last November that -

he was searching for Pentagon cuts :.

totaling $180 billion over the next
six years. However, Cheney was
calculating his savings against an
administration plan projecting a
buildup in defense forces that

Congress had already rejected.

Thus, the actual savings will be
far less.

No one disputes that there will

savings, but the scale of the
windfall will be much more mod-
est especially in the next few
years.

In 1991, for example, the admi-
nistration*s new budget puts the

"peace dividend" at $3.2 billion.

That figure is arrived at by
comparing what the administration

is seeking in total military outlays,

$303.3 billion, to the $306.4
billion that would be required to let

the Pentagon keep pace with
inflation.

The $3.2 billion figure left

I>emocrats definitely unimpress-
ed, with many accusing Darman of
playing his own political game by
proposing steep cuts in military
pcrsriwiel.

•a.'
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serious business— sort of
Police on horseback find

fiin and fans on the job
By Philipp Gollner

Los Angeles Times

SANTA CLARITA, Calif. — There's a
lot of horsing around when Bob Warford,
Chuck Powell and Bob Harris get together
for monthly gatherings with friends in the

Santa Clarita Valley.

It*s not that the meetings don't involve
serious work. But fun is a big factor when
the group rides horseback, patrolling

crime-plagued streets in east Newhall,
keeping motorcyclists off private ranches or
ensuring that big community events don't

get out of hand.

They are among the 38 members of the

Los Angeles County Sheriffs Depart-
ment's Mounted Posse in the Santa Clarita

Valley — one of 14 sheriffs posses in the

county. Riding their own horses, members
of the posse combine a love for horses with
law enforcement And they do it for free,

said Warford, the group*s coordinator for

the past 11 years.

"We*re just a bunch ofcowboys at heart,"

said Powell, who is a Los Angeles County

S.F. gives
parade for

Super Bowl
champions
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO— The San
Francisco 49ers, fresh from their

55-10 demolition of the Denver
Broncos in Super Bowl XXTV,
made a triumphant return in a huge
victory parade through the heart of
an adoring city on Monday.

Cheers of "Go Niners!** were
drowned by the blaring of thou-

sands of red plastic horns as the

75,000 fans who lined Market
Street recognized quarterback Joe
Montana, head coach George
Scifert, team owner Eddie DeBar-
tok), and other players riding in

flashy convertibles.

Overhead, office workers
leaned out of windows to watch,
some sending showers of paper
down along the noisy parade route.

Fans, many sporting the team
cok)rs of red and gold, arrived up
to two hours eariy to claim spots in

front or perches on lamp posts or
newspaper racks.

•There's no team in the NFL
that can beat us,** said Wayne
Raybum of Sausalito, who wore a
pair of 49ers boxer shorts over his

jeans to complement his official

NFL team jacket.

"If I wore them under my jeans

you wouldn*t be able to sec them,**

he said.

Raybum, who crouched on a
concrete garbage can, vowed to

claim the same spot and wear the

same shorts again at next year's

Super Bowl victory parade.

The 49crs earned this year*s

parade by easily defeating the

Denver Broncos 55-10 in New
Orieans on Sunday. The Super
Bowl victory was San Francisco*s

fourth in nine years and the second
in a row.

The fmal score was the largest

margin in the history of. the NFL
championship.

"I wish we could have had at

least 75 points," said Raybum.
Fans waved banners, clutched

red and gold balkx)ns and held
small children high for a clear view^
of the parade, which was led by
DeBartok).

,„...,;

fuefighter at the Sand Canyon station. "It's

nice to get away from the rat race, to go out
on the horse and take it easy.**

They go on training rides at least once a
month and are called out for special

assignments an average of five or six times a
year, Warford said. More than anything
else, the posse provides a highly visible law
enfwcement presence when large groups of
people gather at parks and on streets for

special events, he said.

Half of the posse's riders are Los Angeles
police officers who own horses and live in

the area, Warford said.

For them, volunteering for the posse is a
refreshing break from filling out crime
reports, checking for gang activity or
making drug busts. It's also an altemative to

joining the Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment's own Mounted Unit, which recently

stopped accepting part-time and volunteer

riders to become a full-time, professional

detail.

Though they sometimes get grim assign-

ments, such as looking for the remains of
lost hikers or searching for missing chil-

dren, members say most of the time they are
living it up while putting down crime from
the saddle.

"I enjoy doing this. My other job is

work,** said Harris, a detective in the Police

Department*s Robbery Homicide Division
at Parker Center in downtown Los Angeles.
"It pretty much started out as a hobby with
everybody. We just all enjoy it.**

Los Angeles Police Officer Jean Posner,
a horse lover since she was 3, said she
thought about joining her department*s
mounted unit but was concerned she might
not qualify because of on-the-job injuries

she suffered several years ago. So she joined
the sheriff's posse, which^ she said is not
only easier on her but also is better for her
hone.

j
"SomeUrties in riots in L.A., my friends

have had horses slashed by razor blades or
hit in the head with bottles,** said Posner,

who patrols low-income housing projects in

the Polk:e Department*s Foothill Division.

In the Santa Clarita Valley, she said, **the

heavy-duty stuff is only in Newhall, off

Market Street and San Fernando Road, with
people drinking in public. .,.**

Of horse posse members who aren't Los
Angeles poIk:e officers, most arc Level 2
sheriffs reservists, meaning they have had
13 weeks of Police Academy traming and
are permitted to carry a service revolver on
patrol, as tong as they are under the direct

supervision of a full-time deputy, Warford
said. All posse members must complete a
40-hour horseback training course before
joining the unit

Among the posse's assignments last year
was the search in March for 7-year-old Sara
Nan Hodges, a Newhall girl whose body
was later found in the bedroom of a 14-

year-old neighbor who pleaded guilty to her
murder. They also helpied authorities try to
determine the location from which three
horses escaped and ran onto the Golden
State Freeway in Apri^killing a 19-year-old
motorist and injuring another man when
they collided with cars.

Reservist Rita Vanalter, a school nurse
for the Westside Union School District in
the Antelope Valley, said the most gratify-

ing part of being on the posse is the attention
the horses get from children.

"They just want to touch your horse," she
said. "It*s like the highlight of their lives.**

Indeed, many posse members say,
enforcing the law from the back of a horse is

kinder and gentler than doing it from a
black-and-white patrol car or a motorcycle.
When two park rangers were surrounded

by a group of angry, intoxicated men last

year at the Castaic Lake State Recreation
Area, the presence of mounted deputies had
an instant calming effect when the men saw
their children's fascination with the horses,
a posse member said.

^I_^ _^^^g
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OUR BUSINESS!

The Broadway's Executive Development Program provides

specialized training to introduce you to our company, and to

prepare you for your first management assignment as an Area

Sales Manager.

The Area Spies Manager position provides management
experience in a customer driven selling environment. It involves

customer service, the direction and development of sales

associates, merchandise presentation, and operational

responsibilities. As an Area Sales Manager, you will also have

the opportunity to Implement many of your own ideas as we
value the entrepreneurial spirit. It is the first step in what can

be a Challenging and most rewarding career in retail.

At The Broadway, we are committed to promotion based

on achievement and offer a wide range of growth opportunities.

Therefore, if you are responsible, assertive, possess effective

communication skills, and enjoy a fast paced environment, we
want to meet you. Check with your career placement office to

arrange an interview or send your resume, with cover letter, to:

The Broadway Executive Recruitment, 3880 North Mission

Road, Los Angeles, California 90031

We will be on campus for today's

Career Fair and interviewing on campus
Thursday, February 22, 1990.

U-

THE BROADWAY
The Broadway Southern California Is a Division of Carter, Hawley, Hale.

An equal opportunity employer.
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How would you like 50 of these?

On February 2, 1990 (Friday, 4th week), you
could add $50 to your wallet. Think of all the

things you can do with an extra $50: have a
delicious lobster dinner, watch 7 movies.buy
your text books, or 4 CD's.. .it's up to you!!!

Just correctly find the 2 fake ads in 2/2/90's

Daily Bruin, submit your entry*, and hope
you're one of the four lucky winners!!!

* Rules and entry form
will be published on the

day of the contest (2/2/90)

UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

CMUHTMEWT 'f®

- Be a
Part

of it!

Peer Health Counselors are specially

individuals who work in various campus clinics

providing information, counseling and referrals

to a variety of topics. You will be trained in:

• NUTRITION
ii FITNESS

STRESS
EATING DISORDERS

• CONTRACEPTION
I SEXUALITY

M SUBSTANCE ABUSE
m_ RELATIONSHIPS
• AIDS
1 SUICIDE PREVENTION
MUCH MORE

mmmmmmmm

4PPUCAnONS AVAIALBLE AT THESE MlipNGS
Tuesday Jan. 30

Wednesday Jan. 31

1:30 -

6:15 -

8:00 -

9:00 -

2:30 -

7:00 -

8:30 -

2:30 pm
7:15 pm
9:00 pm

10:00 am
3:30 pm
8:00 pm
9:30 pm

Thursday Feb. 1

Friday Feb. 2

9:00 -40:00 am
7:00 - 8:00 pm
1:00 - 2:00 pm

Ackerman 2408
Ackerman 3520
Chi Omega
(708 Hilgard)

Ackerman 2408
Ackerman 3517
Rieber Hall

TKE
(626 Landfair)

Kerckhoff 400
Sproul Hall

Ackerman 2412

•APPUCATION DUE FEB. 5TH BY 5 PM AT 401 KERCKHOFF
•YOU MUST ATTEND AN 0RENTAT10N MEETING. CALL 825-8462 OR VlSfT 401 KERCKHOFF 9-5 PM M-F FOR MORE INFO:

SPONSORED BY USAC/SWC AND STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES. • ^- > '^
•

'

Romanian
coup plot

I •

By Abner Katzman
Associated Press

BUCHAREST. Romania —
The govemment accused oppo-

nents Monday of attempting a

coup and supporters rallied belund

it, occupying the offices of one

opposition party and forcing

another's leader to flee in an

armored car. ~r—
More than 15,000 people rallied

in Bucharest to support the self-

appointed govemment that took

over when Communist dictator

Nicolae Ceausescu was deposed
and executed last month. News
media reported similar demon-
strations in several other cities, but

gave no details.

On Sunday, about 15,000people

protested in the capital, demanding
the resignation of the Council of

the National Salvation Front, the

name adopted by the govemment
that is running the country until

elections planned for May 20.

After initially declaring its only

purpose was to guide Romania
through the immediate post-revo-

lutionary period, the Front recently

said it would en^ candidates in

the elections.

That decision angered the fled-

gling opposition, which says the

Front— 150 intellectuals, techno-

crats and former Communists ~
has an unfoir advantage.

Many opposition politicians

have pointed to the Communist
pasts of leading Front membera
and suggested it really is the

Communist Party in disguise.

As the thousands of pro-govem-
ment demonstrators gathered
Monday outside Front headquar-

ters in Victory Square, three of

Ceausescu 's henchmen pleaded

guilty in court to complicity in

genocide.

. Fwrner Interior Minister Tudcx*

Postelnicu, former Central Com-
mittee secretary Emil Bobu, and
former Politburo member Manea
Manescu, along with Ion Dinca, a

former Politburo member who
pleaded guilty Saturday, admitted

supporting Ceausescu 's order to

shoot denKMistrators at the revolu-

tion's outset

About the Sunday protest. Front

member Silviu Brucan said it was
organized by the Peasants Party,

which was a dominant presence in

Parliament before World War II

amf is thought to be the strongest

opposition party now.
Bnican, a ranking Communist

who fell out with Ceausescu after

critkizing his dictatorial methods,
told reporters the rally was an

attempt to overthrow the Phxit
*Their shock troops came close

to the main entrance of the

building,** he said. "The whole
event amounted to a putsch, a coup
d'etat."

Peasants Party spokesman Ion

Ratiu said of Brucan 's allegations:

*The whole thing was turned

around to justify their actions

today."

He spoke at a news conference

called in the hotel room he has

called home since retuming last

week from decades of self-ex il^. in

Britain.

Ratiu, a wealthy shipbuilder and
real estate investor, accused the

Front of staging Monday's demon-
strations. Many protesters arrived

at VKtory Square in buses and
trucks.

Another pro-government rally

fbrmed around the building thar
houses Peasants Party headquiir-

lets.

^
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Colombia
traffickers

surrender
dynamite
By Tom Wells

Associated Press

BOGOTA, Colombia — Drug
traffickers gave up 2,200 pounds
of dynamite Monday and said they

had kidnapped a diplomat who was
the Colombian consul in Miami for

18 years.

A statement delivered to the

RCN radio network said Roberto
Garcia-Pena was abducted Friday

and would be freed Tuesday with a

peace message fw President Vir-

gilio Barco. „__
A bus loaded with dynamite was

found in Medellin, the northwest-

em city and leading center of the

drug trade. The traffickers tele-

phoned reporters and said they

were tuming over the explosives to

show sincerity in offering to end a
5-month-old war that cost at least

209 \\wes.

Since Barco declared war on the

cocaine gangs Aug. 18 following

the assassination of a leading

presidential candidate, drug deal-

ers have carried out 262 bombings
and other terrorist acts.

Colombia is plagued by guerril-

la violence, with rebels ambushing
an army patrol Sunday, killing five

soldiers and wounding seven. The
attack occurred near Mesetas, 80
miles southeast of Bogota, and two
guerrillas of the Colombian Revo-
lutionary Armed Forces group also

died, the army said.

There are six leftist insurgent

groups in Colombia and so far this

year guerrilla violence has killed

24 policemen, 12 soldiers and 19

guerrillas.

Medellin police said in a news
release the dynamite found in the

bus Monday was not connected to

detonators.

Also in the bus was a statement

saying the traffickers woukl con-

tinue giving up explosives. It was
signed the Extraditables, the name
adopted by dmg dealers trying to

force the govemment to abandon
extradition of Colombian suspects

to the United Sutes.

The statement accused the

national anti-narcotk:s police of

torture and murtler and claimed,

without giving details, the police

had murdered 10 men arrested on
suspicion of being hired killers.

A man saying he spoke for the

Extraditables called the RCN
station in Medellin on Monday and
said the traffickers "do not have

any missiles and don't want to

attack the United States.**

He appeared to be responding to

reports in the United States that the

U.S. Secret Service had learned

the traffickers had shoulder-fired

missiles and might try to attack

President Bush when he visits

Colombia next month.

Bush is to meet with some Latin

American presidents Feb. 15 in

Cartagena, on Colombia's north

coast, for a discussion of what to

do about drug trafficking.

Garcia-Pena, the diplomat
reported kidnapped, was Colom-
bia's consul in Miami until 1988.

According to a statement deliv-

ered to RCN and signed the

Extraditables, he was abducted

Friday in Bogota.

RCN reported that the statement

said Garcia-Pena would be freed

^Tuesday with a message for Bare©

tai which the traffickeri would

propose peace talks.

UCLA PEER HEALTH
COUNSELING TABLES

HOW MANY
CALORIES DO
I ni:ki) to
EAT EVERY
DAY?
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WFMI
SHOULD MY
NORMAL
BLOOD
PRESSURE BE?

HOW DO I

RELIEVE MY
STRESS
DURING
MIDTERMS?

WHAT IS MY
IDEAL BODY
WEIGHT?

NUTRITION
ACKERMAN
LUVALLE
WOODEN CENTER
M-TH 10-3 pm
COMPUTERIZED
NuramoN
ASSESSMENT

WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT
REFERRALS

HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE

ACKERMAN
LUVALLE
JOHN WOODEN
M-TH 10-2 pm
FREE BLOOD
PRESSURE
SCREENING

STRESS
ACKERMAN
(Toute de Suite)

M W 12-1 pm
COUNSEUNG
HME

__ MANAGEMENT
POsrnvE
THINKING
STUDY SKHXS
RELAXATION

FTTNESS
JOHN WOODEN
M-TH 10-2 pm
FREE
Information on
EXERCISE and

„ FTTNESS
REFERRALS
BLOOD
PRESSURE
SCREENING

FOR MORE INFO CALL OR VISIT 401 KERCKHOFF M^ 9-5pm 825-8462 sponsored by usaoswc and shs
\

V-"

Cohrwatch
\systemj

\Stn^ A LEADER IN

-QUALITY FILM DEVELOPING

^akntiri& Photo Special

I

^ nmrnttmi
^
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The UCLA Bruin ;^
Belles in conjunction''
with the McDonald's in

Westwood would like

your patronage on
January 31, 1990 fronF
6:30 pm-9:30 pm.
Come in and enjoy a
delicious meal.

'Bruin lixl'SeUes%
McDonald's

1118 Westwood Blvd.

r^

Your Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discxjunt

TJte College Line

824-1449

fpf^ a choice

Wittly Ptamtir^Associates

Medical Group

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

is coming tqjnterview
on campus

Thursday, March 15, 1990

<=n

^^g^'-'
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We are the leader in the field of injection molded
plastic shipping containers. We offer:

Challenging engineering positions leading

directly to plant management

6 locations nationwide

Growth exceeding 207e compounded annually

for the last 1 5 years

Read about us at your placement office and sign

up for an interview. '

Judge to hear
custody case
involving trilie

The Associated Press

SANTA ANA, Calif. — A
judge said Monday his court would
hear a child custody dispute
between an Orange County teena-

ger and an Aleutian tribe, rejecting

a Canadian coun's reconsideration

of jurisdiction in the case.

Judge Roben Polls said he will

hear custody arguments next
month by attorneys representing

Jodi Argleben, 18, of Cypress and
the Akhiok Native American tribe

of Kodiak Island.

In September, Argleben, a half-

Native American, placed her 3-

month-old daughter, Rebecca, up
for adoption by a couple in

Vancouver, British Columbia.
The Akhioks made the child a

member of the tribe and chal-

lenged the adoption in Canadian
court, which ruled earlier this

month that it had no jurisdiction to

hear the case.

That court sent the case to Polls,

who ruled last week that the

Akhioks had a legitimate interest

in the custody of the child.

But on Friday, a Canadian
appeals court stayed the lower
court*s ruling that sent the case to

Orange County, pending addition-

al consideration by the panel.

Rejecting the appeals court's

issue ofa stay. Polls said Monday a
speedy resolution of the case was
in the child's best interest.

EMS
From page 3

sick said.

Once hired, an EMT makes
anywhere from $7 to $9 an hour,

and LeOassick said he hopes to

soon offer preferential enrollment

as an employee benefit. "Running
a 24-hour service, a better oppor-
tunity (to select) classes could
make all the difference in the

world," he said.

Based at the university police

station, the EMTs go mobile with

one of their two ambulances,
responding to variety of emergen-
cies. They average about three

calls a day, anything from sprained

ankles to major injury accidents.

"We've seen just about every-

thing," LeGassick said.

Offering long distance aid, an
ambulance and five EMTs were
sent to the devastated UC Santa
Cruz campus after the earthquake

that jolted the Bay Area October
17.

There is only one women from
among the 25 EMTs, yet LeGas-
sick said the job requirements do
not physically exclude wonnen. He
is expecting to hire more women
soon when EMS doubles their

EMT force to about 40 or 50
members.

PATENT
From page 1

expensive one, costing $5,000 to

$6000 per patent.

There was a feeling amon^
faculty members that the PTCO
was not able to provide a satisfac-

tory level of service, said Terry

Feuerbom, Director of Contracts

and Grants Administration, who
with Patricia Brennan co-manages
the Office of Intellectual Proper-

ties. "A number of faculty mem-
bers expressed their dissatisfaction

and it reached ttie point where I felt

I needed to promise I would look

into (thf Dossibilitv of UCLA

See PATENT, page 19

n

^
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PATENT
From page 18

taking a direct role in the pro-

cess)," he said.

After two and a half years of
consideration, the Office of the

President decided to expand the

scope of UCLA's Office of Intel-

lectual Properties to include the

services of patenting and licensing

on lop of handling copyrights,

trademarks and licensing of film,

videotape and software produced
on campus. Two members were
added to the office staff.

**This was really a major deci-

sion to allow our office to have this

kind of authority," Feuerbom said.

UCLA was the first UC campus to

be given such authority, although

UC Berkeley quickly followed
suit 'This is not a test," Feuerbom
said. "It's been decentralized and
it'll stay that way."
The advantages ofbeing locate

on campus, Feuerbom said, is that

**we feel a sense of responsibility

to the faculty. We feel account-

able. An office 500 miles away
might not l)e as concerned.

''Ont of the main things we cair

do is establish a broad set of
relationships with private industry

that benefits the university as a
whole," Feuerbom said. "Just as

we can benefit from the companies
through research grants, fellow-

ships and internships, the compa-
nies are benefited by the
breakthroughs from our faculty

and through hiring our graduates."

Currently, UCLA does not have
a lucrative patent as the University

of Florida does with Gatorade. The
"thirst quencher" has earned over
$9.1 million for the university

alone since 1973.

Feuerbom believes that profit-

able patents are a given with the

quality of researchers on campus,
"but we're not into it for that

reason," he said. "A lot of what we
develop on a university campus
can't be understood or identified

like that (Gatorade). This is too

important and too complex to do
for the hope of getting rich."

For example, Feuerbom
referred to a UCLA professor of
surgery. Dr. Paul Terasaki, whose
breakthroughs in tissue typing

helped to make organ transplants

possible.

Terasaki said he found things to

be "pretty slow" in past dealings

with the PTCO. "I think some
people just thought it wasn't worth
it to go through the whole hassle

(of dealing with the PTCO)," he
said. He also added that he had
high hopes for the new office,

pointing to advantages of
increased contact and faster

results.

Since the start of the year, the

Office of Intellectual Properties

has handled seven disclosures and
is taking steps to file for its first

patent. "I was surprised," said

Feuerbom, who thinks that past

dealings with the PTCO may have
discouraged some faculty mem-
bers from disclosing inventions.

Feuertx)m hopes that improved
service will bring the current

yearly average of 50 disclosures up
to around 90, a number which
would be more consistent with the

volume of research on campus.
"Basically, we did this to pro-

vide a service for the faculty,"

Feuerbom said. "Often these

inventions/discoveries represent a

person's life's work. It's very
important for them to see these

things get into public use."

Feuerbom said that by having
the process of patenting and
licensing controlled on campus,
"we can put the welfare of the

faculty on top. From the point of
view of the faculty, this is a reason

to come to UCLA, and this is a

reason to sUy at UCLA."

Are You Dying To Be Thin?

UCLA EATING DISORDERS
AWARENESS WEEK

JAN 29^FEB 2

Information Booth: 10:(X)' 12:00 on Bruin Walk.
Schedule of events, bookmarks, pamphlets, and
information sheets.^

Tuesday, Jan. 30 PRLSENTATION: MEDICAL

12004 00 nm CONCERNS OF EATINGIZ.UU l.UU pm
DISORDERS
featuring Joel Yager, M.D., Professor,

Dept. of Psychiatry, Sr. Consultant
Adult Eating Disorder Program,
NeuroPsychiatric Institute

ACKERMAN 2408

PANEL DISCUSSION ON
EATING DISORDERS
Recovering people will share their

~——. personal experience wkh eating dt»

orders, and answer your questions.

SPROUL 7th FLOOR LOUNGE*

T""i.' ' "X r"

7:00 pm
('•'*

for S) DEAL
AT HOME CLEANERS
UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff,

Get five of your clothes dry cleaned or
laundered and get any of up to five

more items cleaned free of charge.
*

*(Must not require special handling)

Only with.

*To attend programs in Residence Halls, you
must be escorted by a resident.

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC
Programming Committee

swc

HOME CLEANERS
Quality Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service
Without Leaving Your Home or Office

!V
,^'.,

Call us anytime, any place, for free unlim-

ited pick-up and delivery, and same-day ser-

vice. (Min. 5 items)

(213) 389-3341
Business Hours: M-Sat 7-6.

\

Give
Homework
Instead of
Getting It!

T=-

(and make great money too!)

nbe Princeton Review
Idealpart'time teachingjobs
Pay starts at $13-50

Great working conditions

Work with enthusiastic high school students

Would you like to work in a creative

environment helping high school stu-

dents and, at the same time, make
great money? If so, we are offering

you the opportunity to interview for

the nation's most successful SAT
preparation service. The Princeton

Review. Each year we help thousands

of students across the country im-

prove their SAT scores with our

uniquely effective program. If you are

you (you must have scored higher

than 1350 on your SAT—proof re-

quired upon acceptance.) Those
interested should submit a resume to

the UCLA Placement & Career Plan-

ning Center on campus—no phone

calls please. Also be sure to include

your SAT and/or GRE scores as well

as your phone number on your

resume. Those accepted through our

highly selective screening process will

Please submit your resum^ to the

UCLA Placement & Career Plannii^
Center. Resum^ submission dead-
line: FEBRUARY 2, 1990

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

brii^U enthusiastic and outgoing this^___4)articipate in an extensive training

may be the perfect part-time job for program to become instructors.

• 6R€ • Achievement^

Test Preparation

MM • . * ' i» . n HinMMM0li0tm0HStHKH -*-^'*'»*' X««%i^» n iri i<«»«»^w>^MiH^J>ii»««»<p#—i *W><W<W 1
1 a^
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OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

'THAMKS TO YOU"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559 ^
•P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

ESPECIALLY PRC J4

EXCHANGE VISA HOLDERS

AVOID THE LONG WAIT"
BE ONE OF THE FIRST ON THE 3RD

/ PREFERENCE WAITING LIST

FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCE

LAW OFFICE OF:

TASOFF AND TASOFF
. . BAR CERTIFIED IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

.
^^^^ (213) 474^2545

CALL FOR FREE CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTWOOD BL

Which college sPor

t

in this picture

runs on batteries^
~v

—-^

SAVE $400
THROUGH

FEBRUARY

•'•>' m

I

••.•..^.•,->«:y«

r ».»• .».«S

¥^

•il-t •ir
<̂ * ^ ,

*> •

"\>
i,. '. 1

ISUPERSPORT MODEL
NOW 1499!

siqBiiOd 8808 yodsjsdns .suiajsXs hjbq qjiuaz
IJ3AiSUY

he Zenith SupersPort 8088 battery-powered portable.

The sPort that goes everywhere you do. Without any strings

(or plug in cords) attached.

On the plane, in a boat, on the slopes, on the beach, at the library,

on the golf course, at the cafe, on the train. ..you name it. Up to 5

hours of battery life on the dual drive model. Or snap off the

battery and plug your computer into the wall.

Several portable models are available ranging in speed, hard drive

capacity and price. Students, Faculty and Staff receive large

discounts.

AauciA CASH Pf«CE '•ojrat pirnvi Of aiirancy. cmriimt enan. Ur-tw»vi C<««( unan wraimma Cnaoi.
» fm-nrmt ovoi |«B m 1300) naoa pmr»i» » MUCLA. Mann iramt m* nai acBapiaa ItnK pmucm it
rtmvm m M fm DCLA Suriami. F aoutiy. SiM. an* ttprntntia itji Puiahaaa muai Ba kr tia (sxana
acaoanic. aaiKlanai. f ••aafcf un a< rta atowa panan 9tjaim muat inao • atmn dag C«« ana
Pnaio I O , Fact^^ arrt ••' muti i#ia« • pmi^m mt^ttar ana Phas i.O Ofto' mH'IM a ana 2aniti eampuivm ana •• aav aaaaaaa^ par paraan par naar Pxaai an '•lan • «wi|a aatiaut naaaa An iaaa « tna.

For more information on Zenith's full line of

computers, from laptops to desktops contact:

Zenith Student Reps:

Frances 851-5808

Doug 208-8295

: .—^f '
. *t' '* ^M.,'; "^ ^ig .VT* "^T- '

i

.

' I' r' .

'
i -^ipp^^ tv > i ..|

a

f^^^y Idata
I
systems

The world's #1 selling PC compatibles.

Get the best for less.

c 1989. Zenith Data Systems

ASUCLA STUDENTS

SPEECH
From page 1

Diversifying the curriculum

"enriches learning for all students

of the university," Justus said.

'Third, you've got to reach out

U) change the potential at this

institution for those who are to

come after you," she said. "I urge

you to think about what it is you are

going to leave for your successors.

"And fourth, choose career

paths that bring not only personal

satisfaction, but that make real

contributions to other people of

color," she said.

These four things combine to

make a "new imperative for people

of color and create alliances that^

work for us," she said.
^

These changes will create a new
and complete environment for the

entire university, she said. "(We
need to) create a sense of com-
munity and an enviionemnt of^

support for all members of the

campus community.**

The university must be educated
on the attributions people of

cok>r have to offer, she said. "It is

so important that unless we are an

integral part, (the university) will

be less of an institution without

us."

"If you embrace an academic
career, you will change the envi-

ronment," Justus concluded.

CONFERENCE
From page 1

demand," said Maria Rabuy,
UCLA's undergraduate executive

vice president

UC Berkeley student Melvina
Ford emphasized the importance
of interaction between ethnic

groups and the value of multi-cul-

tural programs in educating stu*

dents and decreasing racial

tensions. "On one hand, you want
to be accepted, but on the other

hand, you don't want to explain the

issues," she told a group of
students.

Rabuy and Ford, who spoke as

part of a panel on campus climate,

said people of color must ask

themselves if certain comments
are meant to be racist or if they

come from inexperience and
ignorance. Still, they maintained,

many times overtly racist incidents

occur and responses must be made
accordingly.

Members of the audience sug-

gested looking for jobs and posi-'

tions in offices traditionally run by
whites as one way to spread the

influences and neods of people of
color.

Rabuy suggested cultural sensi-

tivity training for faculty as

another way to improve the cam-
pus climate.

Ford called on students to serve

as role models by helping children

and high school students ofcolor to

aspire to go to college.

Tutoring and orientation prog-

rams are also important, she said.

"It's the students that feel like they

don't have a base that don't get^
through college," Ford said.

Students also considered ways
to combat misconceptions that

some people may have about
afflrmative action.

Some see affirmative action as

"a vehicle for advancement" that

sacrifices academics and quality,

said Sumi Cho, a UC Berkeley

graduate student. "But affirmative

action is based on historical

oppression of groups systemati-

cally denied power in this country,

on cultural levels, in schools, and
in businesses."

Some myths frequently perpet-.

rated are that affirmative action is

reverse discrimination and prom--

See CONFERENCE, page 21
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CONFERENCE
From page 20

otes the advancement of unquali-

fied people, according to Cho. But
in reality, afflrmative action is "a

pro-active measure to undo histori-

cal oppression," she maintained.

UC Student Regent Guillermo
Rodriguez said that students at all

nine campuses need to develop a

clear definition of diversity. "We
don't have a common set of
understanding at each campus
about the definition of diversity.

... We need to develop a defmi-

tion of diversity and know when
we have achieved this."

Rodriguez emphasized that stu-

dents of color need 'Ho organize

ourselves to dispel myths and
combat them."

One panel emphasized the

departmental responsibility in stu-

dent retention. There are statistics

to prove Uiat departments play a

crucial r(rie in student dropout
rates, said Lloyd Monserratt,
UCSA's vice president and
UCLA's UCSA representative.

According to a report from the

Student Affairs Information
Research Offlce, the dropout rate

is decreasing during the first two
years for all students at UCLA.

During the transition to the third

andfourth years, however, there is

a 167 percent increase in the

dropout rate of African Americans
and a 50 percent increase in the

dropout rate of Chicanos. But for

whites the dropout rate has been
decreasing by 80 percent during
this same period.

"That leads us to ask the

question, what is happening in this

transition period?" Monserratt
said.

These students are leaving the

university because they do not

have mentors and the curriculum
does not meet their needs, Monser-
ratt said. It is the responsibility of
the departments to do something
about this, he said.

Another panel tackled the possi-

ble approaches to ethnic/gender

studies requirements.

While five of the nine UCs have
implemented this requirement,

UCLA undergraduate Sam Kauf-
man said many students feel the

programs at their campuses are

"watered-down," because they are

the result of compromises. UjCLA
does not currently have sitdh a

requirement.

L. Ling-chi Wang, professor of
Asian American Studies at UC
Berkeley, identified possible

approaches to this requirement that

have been implemented at other

universities. These include an
ethnic/gender studies class
requirement; a global study
requirement that includes Euro-

pean history; allowing any non-

European class to apply to the

requirement; or a required course
on racism in America.

Recently, UC Berkeley imple-

mented an American Cultures

requirement. Applicable courses

will compare the experiences of at

least three different ethnicities and
must acknowledge that racial and
cultural diversity is unique to

American identity, Wang said.

Diversifying the curriculum will

help diversify the faculty, he
added.

Faculty and graduate students

gave their perspeaives on hiring

and (Mtxnotion at the university.

UC San Diego Professor
Frances Foster, who teaches liter-

ature, said she has been tokl, "You
have to do real literature to be
taken seriously. If you are only

doing African American work,

you won't be taken seriously and
you won't get promoted.

—^^would hope it is a gUng
ceiling, because then it can be

broken with enough pressure."

(Advertisement)

Refillable Mugs Are latest ASUCLA
Food Service Recycling Effort
The refillable beverage mugs

introduced this week by ASUCLA Food
Service are just one part of its

comprehensive effort to reduce, reuse

and recycle. A major participant in

ASUCLA 's association-wide Waste Not

program, Food Service is, where feasible,

eliminating unnecessary containers, using

degradable products and reusing

servingware.

Some of the avenues ASUCL\ Food
Service is pursuing as part of its

commitment to making environmentally

sound choices are:

• Refillable thermal mugs. These 20-

oz. mugs can be filled with any hot or

cold dispensed beverage, including .soft

drinks, fresh orange juice and coffee, at

a 20% savings. They can be used at any

ASUCL\ Food Service lcx:ation (except

Jimmy's and Kerckhoff Coffee House)

and are available for $1.99 (plus tax) or

free with a $50 deposit to a new or

existing Bruin Gold Card accoimt.

• Anniversary coffee mugs. These

ceramic mugs are gcxxJ for 35-cent coffee

refills at Jimmy's and Kerckhoff Coffee

House, priced at $5.95 and good for a

year. __1 , ;
-^ u :__;». :1

• Reusable plastic utensils and coffee

mugs. ASUCLA collects these in .special

bins and washes them in high

temperatttfe dishwashers, jttst l ike

stainless steel flatware and china .service,

.so they can be used more than once.

• Paper plates and bowls. These are

made from 100% recycled "brake '— the

trimmings that would have been
discarded from other paper
manufacturing processes.

• Paper napkins. The.se are- made
from 100% recycled paper fibers.

• W(K)d coffee stirrers. ASUCLA has

.switched from plastic coffee .stirrers to

degradable ones made of all wcxxl.

• Poly.styrene. All polystyrene foam

products are made without CFC's

( chl( )roflourocarbons ).

• Bulk condiment disp>en.sers. As an

alternative to the often unnecessary

individual foil packets, Fcx)d vService will

be testing bulk dispensing of ketchup

and mustard at .several kxations.
re*" -*

ASUCLA F(xxJ Service operates eleven

units on campus ranging from the

Treehouse in Ackemian Union to the

Servery at Lu Valle Commons, all equipfXfd

with Waste Not bins for recycling

newsprint and aluminum cans.

PPP
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Commentary

Letters

Sisterhood
Editor:

I speak for many women in

thanking you for your courage
in sharing your experience with

us ("Anatomy of a rape: a fun

night out turns into a night-

mare," Bruin, Jan. 25). As I

read your account, I felt pain

and horror which evolved into

livid anger and rage for what
you and far too many women
have had to tolerate.

Personally, I have great dis-

dain for the Greek system. It

is sexist, racist and elitist I

would sooner see fraternity

houses turned into cooperative

or collective housing for all

eligible students. I would pre-

fer to see the large amounts of

money and energy that scM"ority

members put into formal par-

tics and rituals invested into

more constructive social activi-

ties. I do not think it was a

coincidence that this violence

perpetrated against you
occurred in a fraternity house.

I applaud your bravery in

speaking your case. It is now
nearly a year since your orde-

al. You are healing yourself by
speaking. You are healing

other women by speaking.

You refer to the "system of
the brotherhood" as being

stacked against you. Let mc^
remind you, Anonymous, there

is a sisterhood too, and you
are part of it Would you be
brave enough now to tell us

the name of the fraternity? Do
you believe me when I tell

you that I and every woman I

know would join together with

you, for a peaceful candlelight

vigil outside this fraternity

house?

Our candlelight, our pre-

sence, our energy focused on
that house would be frightfully

powerful in delivering the mes
sage that we will not tolerate

this behavior. Anonymous, you
are nobody's "little sister".

You are a full sister, part of

the "sisterhood", and sisterhood

is powerful. We support you.

Mary Dooley
Graduate Student

Public Health

Keep lighting

Editor:

I am deeply disturt)ed by the

fataUstic approach taken by the

author in the anonymous
viewpoint C'Anatomy erf a

rape. . ., Bruin, Jan. 25). Her
situation is far from pwweriess,

and I am bothered by her

conclusion, "Congratulations,

you win!**

Her analysis of the events

suggest that she has seen a
counselor, but her conviction

that she has no viable opUons
in seeking retribution illustrate

the opposite. Tell the fraterni-

ty's chapter president that you
demand immediate action. If he

refuses, bring your case to the

Office of Fraternity and Soror-

ity Relations. All fraternities

are affiliated through this

office, and they do have a
responsibility to the university.

Additionally, call the frater-

nity's national headquarters and
explain the situation. No frat^-

nity condones rape and none
wants the reputation of having

rapists or suspected rapists as

brothers. Fight the system with

words and not just letters.

The writer states that she
wants the alleged rapists to

"suffer as she has suffered,"

yet she refuses to file a

complaint, feeling her case

lacks sufficient evidence. Don't
presuppose the worst — use

your friend as a witness and
file the complaint Let the

investigators determine the val-

idity of your claim. Let the

alleged rapists face the ques-

tions, the shame and the

humiliation of having their

integrity questioned.

Finally, think about the other

unsuspecting women going to

parties at this fraternity house.

Having succeeded once, these

men may commit this act

again. I>on't give them the

satisfaction! I realize a solution

involves intense scrutiny, recur-

ring nightmares, and bureau-

cratic red tape. OlHain the

necessary guidance and send a

message that you refuse to be

scared, for yourself and others

in similar situations.

Steven Friedland
Junior

English

Empathy
Editor:

I read your article "Anatomy
of a rape" and it made me
cry. Right there, in the middle

of campus, just reading the

Bruin while eating lunch and
enjoying the sunshine — I was
crying.

One reaction, from a girl

who has been lucky all her

life and has never felt your
pain: Please fight Please.

Eileen Hunt
Junior

A English

AIDS -

Editor:

In response to William S.

Vanderbilt's "defense of gays**

in the Jan. 12 issue of the

Bruin, I would lilce to point

out that at present there is no
cure for AIDS, and there is

liule evidence that there will

be a cure in the near future.

As a result any support of

gay activities is a contribution

to the spread of a fatal dis-

ease. This is a cold, hard fact

Kevin Horwedel
Graduate

Electrical Engineering

Daily Bruin
112 Kerclchoff Hall

308 Westwood Piaza^
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898
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Is intervention acceptable
when It aids democracy?
By Nelson Lim

The U.S. invasion of Panama has provoked heated debates, yet

the possibility of Russian or French interveiition in Rumania has
quietly developed without much concern from the media or the

public. In his article in the New York Times (Jan. 17, 1990),
Stan Sesser raised this question: "Could big power intervention
— so often used in the past by Washington and Moscow to

establish repressive regimes — now become a positive force

wielded on behalf of democracy and human rights?" My answer
to this question is simply that it could not be.

In order to promote mutual respect among nations, militeiy^

intervention^ should not be the solution to any internal conflict.

Wise patriots of any country know that invasions, no matter how
well-intended, have their costs. They know that they will lose

control of their countries.

Sesser continued, 'Today, Burma is a worthy target for

military intervention." This name — Burma — froze me dead in

my intellectual tracks. It represents my home, my family, my
friends; above all, it is my birth place.

Few of the people whom I have met know Burma. They
wonder "is it an island?" or "it must be really small." Even an
AT&T international operator had to ask where Burma was.
Despite an abundance of natural resources, including oil, teak,

precious stones, and gold, it is one of the poorest countries in ^^
the world under the dictatorship of General Ne Win. But Burma
is not an island nor a small country. Burma is bigger than Tex-
as, with the population of forty million.

By the summer of 1988, the Burmese people, led by students
and monks, sought their freedom against the Marcos-like dictator

Ne Win. The death of Maung Phone Maw, a student at the Ran
goon Institute of Technology, sparked the Burmese freedom
movement which closely prefigured China's convulsion. Troops
opened fire on unarmed crowds and searched house to house for

agitators, many of whom were summarily shot. Thousands of
Burmese were killed, and arrested.

Fugitives, who were prinuirily students and numbered as many
as 8,000 to 10,000, went to the border regions. There they hoped
to find the way to revolt against the Rangoon military

government Many have returned home by now; some of them
have gone underground, some have been arrested and reportedly

tortured, and some have simply disappeared.

Some 4,000 of those fugitives remain at the frontiers. A few
have been killed in battles and others have died of malaria and
other tropical diseases. After "stabilizing" the country, the
Rangoon military government began a new round of repression in

the summer of 1989. More than 1,000 dissidents have been
jailed, and many have been tortured to death. The Burmese
upheaval has died down and gone unnoticed by the world. The
oppressor has defeated the forces of freedom once again.

Sesser said, "In reporting on the 1988 revolt, I came to

understand the smallest gesture of U.S. military suppon —
perhaps nothing more than a couple of battleships off the

Burmese coast and a few warplanes over its skies — could have
won the day for the Burmese people. Even today, with the army
deeply split, merely the threat of American intervention might
alone be enough to bring down the dictatorship." I know what
he's referring to. According to my friends and relatives in

Burma, his findings are not far from the truth.

Sesser continued, "Can anyone really argue that we should
grant any government — no matter how brutal or how unpopular
— the right to terrorize ot kill its citizens for as long as it can
cling to power?" I am defenseless. "Would it be," Ses^r said,

"morally wrong for France, or the U.S., or the Soviet Union, to

intervene in Pol Pot's Cambodia and thereby to have saved at

least one million Cambodian lives?" I am wordless.

I realize the dangers of imperialism, the virtue of patience, and
the benefit of self-reliance. But, faces of my former schoolmates,

including Maung Phone Maw, and the Burmese people which I

saw in Newsweek, Time, and some Asian news magazines, and
images of my home town haunt me. I dream about the days
when Burma will be free again. How happy they would be. I

can no longer intellectualize the situations.

Freedom, human rights and oppression of a dictator are not
just merely words — they become alive. They represent the
anguish of the people with whom I grew up. Therefore, I do not
have a logical answer to Sesser's question. But I would like you
to search for the answer with me. I hope that one day the
answer to this question will be so trivial that there will be no
place for dictators in this world. We will be all "free at last"

Urn is a junior majoring in economics
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Armenian-Azerbaijani conflict can't lie resolved by Soviet force
By the UCLA Armenian
Students Association

During the past few weeks, we
have witnessed an escalation of

violence in the Caucasus region of

the Soviet Union, first in the form
of anti-Armenian attacks in Baku,
the Azerbaijani capital, followed

by violence along the Armenian-
Azerbaijani border and around
Nagomo-Kharabagh, and lastly,

the Soviet military intervention to

restore order.

The main focus of the Arme-
nian-Azerbaijani dispute is cen-

tered around the autonomous
territory of Nagomo-Kharapagh,
which was put under Azerbaijani

administra^on in 1923 by the

Soviet authorities, despite its 95
percent Armenian population at

Jhe time. Over the last60 years, the

region's population has been under
economic discrimination, being

one of the most underdeveloped
regions of Azerbaijan, and there

has been a steady stream of people

leaving the area in search of jobs

elsewhere in the country.

The Armenians have also com-
plained of cultural discrimination.

^As a result, the jxroportion of

Armenians in the area has

decreased from the original 95
percent to the 80 percent today.

Jhe Western media has falsely

portrayed the source and the nature

of the conflict as a religious one
between Muslim and Christian, but

in reality the problem stems from
Azerbaijani and Armenian nation-

alism and the discrimination it has

generated.

With the advent of glasnost

(openness) under Gorbachev, the

people of the Soviet Union were
finally allowed the freedom to

We strongly believe

that a lasting soluticm

to the problems of die

region can only be
established by the
consent and active

participation of both

Armenians and Azer'

baijanisy most of

whom were not
involved in the escak'

tion of tension and
violence.

express their grievances against

Moscow and the local communist
rulers. However, the first grie-

vances of both the people of

Azerbaijan and of Armenia were
not about Nagomo-Kharabagh,
but about the massive unemploy-

ment created by the depressed

Azerbaijani oil industry, and the

problem of severe pollution

created by Armenia's chemical

industries. However, for the

Armenians of Nagorno-Khara-

bagh, economic and cultural rights

were of primary concern.

Citing their rights for self-deter-

mination as guaranteed by the

Soviet Constitution, the Supreme
Soviet of Nagomo-Kharabagh
demanded that the region be

administered by the government of

Armenia. At this point, attention

shifted in both Armenia and
Azerbaijan from the px)blems of

economy and industrial pollution

to the issue of Nagomo-Khara-
bagh. Massive peaceful demon-
strations were organized in both

republics, first in Armenia in

support of the democratic rights of

the people of Nagomo-Kharabagh
fcH* self-determination, and then

counter-demonstrations in Azer-

baijan against the transfer of

Nagomo-Kharabagh from Azer-

baijani to Armenian administra-

tion. The demonstrators claimed

that the u^nsfer would violate

Azerbaijani sovereignty and terri-

torial integrity.

The demonstrations, organized

by respected intellectuals, govem-
ment officials, and students,

enjoyed a wide base of supp(xt in

all layers of the population of both
republics. In Armenia, this new
leadership was eventually organ-
ized as the Kharabagh Committee.
In Azerbaijan, the new leadership

became known as the Azerbaijani

Popular Front, which declared its

purpose to be the protection of

Azerbaijani interests and rights.

By now, the fate of Kharabagh
had become a sensitive and tense

naticHial issue for the populations

of Armenia and Azerbaijan. This

tension gave way to the fu-st

incidences of violence. In Febru-
ary 1988, in the Azerbaijani city of
Sumgait, Azerbaijani mobs
attacked and killed 32 Armenians,
as reported by the Soviet authori-

ties. However, the actual death toll

was estimated in the hundreds.

Unfortunately, the Soviet authori-

ties punished the perpetrators by
charging them with individual

crimes and hooUganism, not with
organized attempts at massacre.

No organized Azerbaijani group
was implicated. This laxity by the

Soviet authorities was a grave

mistake, and hastened the escala-

tion of tension by not deterring

further violence.

Encouraged by the leniency of
the Soviet authorities towards the

crimes committed in Sumgait,

certain elements in Azerbaijan

continued to openly foster hatred

and instigate further violence

between Azerbaijanis and Arme-
nians. As more organized violence

erupted against Armenians in the

summer of 1988 in the Azerbaijani

city of Kirovabad, and sporadic

retaliatory violence started in

Armenia against the Azerbaijani

minority there, a refugee problem
was created. Over 200,000 Arme-
nians had to leave Azerbaijan, and
150,000 Azerbaijanis had to leave

Armenia. Meanwhile, Moscow did

not make sufficient attempts at

resolving the issue.

The creation of a refugee prob-

lem fueled the escalati(Mi of the

crisis. The refugees of both natioa-

alities were full of anger and
hatred, which created fertile

ground for recruitment by extre-

mist elements prone to violence.

On Dec. 7, 1988, an earthquake

devastated one third of Armenia.
• The crisis between Armenia and
Azerbaijan worsened because of
the success of Azerbaijani nation-

alists in organizing an active

economic blockade of Armenia
and the prevention of shipments of

earthquake relief supplies. At this

lime, Moscow had assumed direct

adminisu^tion of Nagomo-Khara-
bagh.

In November 1989, Moscow
transferred the administration of

Nagomo-Kharabagh back to Azer-

baijan without considering the

demands of the people of Nagor-

no-Kharabagh, with the excuse

that this would [H'event further

violence by Azerbaijanis against

Armenians. Soon after, the

Supreme Soviet of Armenia, voted
to annex Nagomo-Kharabagh in

defiance of Moscow's decision.

This symbolic move caused the

recent massacres by Azerbaijani

mobs in Baku of at least 70
Armenians, according to official

reports, with the actual death toll

being in the hundreds.

At the same time, large scale

fighting broke-out between Arme-
nians and Azerbaijanis around
Nagomo-Kharabagh and it the

Armenian-Azerbaijani border.

Both sides armed themselves by
raiding Soviet armories. Further-

more, the Azerbaijanis were able

to acquire additional weapons
from across their borders with Iran

and Turkey. The Azerbaijani

police failed to protect the lives of
the defenseless Armenians in

Baku. The Soviets also failed to

intervene. When the Azerbaijani

Popular front openly declared its

intentions fw secession firom the

Soviet Union, Moscow sent in

troops.

We strongly believe that a
lasting solution to the problems of
the region can only be established

by the consent and active partici-

pation of both peoples. We think

that the majwity of Armenians and
AzerbaijaiTts were^ilot involved in

the escalation /of tension and
violence. Despite Moscow's
efforts at controlling the situation

militarily, only negotiations
between the leaders of both

republics can halt the spread of
hostilities. Yet, these negotiations

cannot bring a lasting resolution of
the crisis without the full consider-

ation of the democratic rights and
demands of the people of Nagor-
no-Kharabagh.

Viewpoint

Under0rad film

should be preserved
By Krisii Mcintosii -'

•
. 'w.

"^^aV^"'-'^

Wednesday I attended, by invitation, a Film/Television

departmental meeting of Andrea Rich (the Vice Chancellor,

Academic Administration and Acting Dean), Howard Suber

(Associate Dean), and a selected group of students who have

received departmental awards and T.A. positions. I was appalled

by what took place. Graduate students took turns painting a dismal

pcMlrait of inadequate equipment, unhelpful staff, under qualified

tenured faculty and abused T.A.s. Andrea was most interested ad

moved by one specific complaint; that faculty were not showing up

for class. The key phrase of the evening was "faculty

accountability** and Andrea promised to take action.

Although I have affiled to the graduate program my primary

concern is for our future undergraduates. Presently the Film/Tele-

vision faculty are split into two faction; those supporting the

continuation of the undergraduate program and those in favor of

abolishing it Andrea Rich perceives the undergraduate department

as expensive and she "is not convinced of its quality". Her focus is

the professionalization of the grad. department. She advocates an

elitist film school which will attract large donations, prestigious

guest faculty and consist of less students.

I write now in protest The undergrads pay for their own projects

and what little equipment we use is utilized for maximum benefit.

Our project I is put together out of 8 mm film and 8 dollars worth of

magnetic sound tape. With these minimal supplies we write,

produce and direct a movie.

I challenge the complaints I heard from my fellow students. Our

equipment is adequate to leam on. I have often gone to the staff for

help and each staff I have approached has made his best effort to

solve my problem. And 1 have been overall satisfied with my
professors, although that is not primary. Creative freedom makes

UCLA unique and my school of choice. One learns the

fundamental skills necessary to succeed in the film industry not by

attending lectures, but by hands on production experience.

Last year ttie faculty voted to disestablish the undergraduate

filmAv program. The Board of Regents vetoed this vote. There

shall be more efforts to erase the undergrads. But the administra-

tion is terrified of bad publicity. Ask questions. Talk to your friends

in the media. Write letters. If the students raise their voices the

undergrads will survive.

Mcintosh is a senior majoring in film and television.

Viewpoint

Rapists should be penalized for life

By Elizat>eth Larson

There are violent criminals walking around the

UCLA campus. I discovered this in today's (January

25) Viewpoint section. With horror I read the

anonymous letter written by a victim of acquaintance

rape. Eight hours later, I cannot stop thinking about

this letter. When I transferred here from another UC
campus (one that has no Greek system), I heard

stories of fraternity members raping intoxicated

women who were either too drunk to resist or had
completely passed out I didn't want to believe these

stories. I thought that fratemity members, being

students at UCLA, must be intelligent and well-edu-

cated adults, fully aware that rape is a violent crime

and that other people are human beings and should be

treated as such. I realize now that I was naive. Not all

fratemity members arc criminals — in fact I'm

certain that most of them aren't Unfortunately, some
of them are. In the atmosphere of a fratemity house,

some people who might not otherwise commit crimes
may feel pressured into doing so in order to fit in (as

might be the case with the second man who raped the

anonymous woman.)

I cannot begin to comprehend the rapists* motives.

If the first man (the one who methodically earned his

victim's trust) wanted to have sex with her, he

probably could have— eventually; he knew that she

liked him. Obviously, sex is not what he was after.

Rape is not a sexual act. It is purely an act of violence.

Most rapists do not ejaculate. Many of them have

wives or girlfriends. They rape in order to hurt,

humiliate, and dominate someone.

Did the fratemity rapists give any thought to how
their victim felt (and still feels) about being raped?

Perhaps they would think seriously about how she

fell if they realized that they, too, might someday be

raped. The chances of a man's being raped (by

another man) are far slimmer that are those for a

women, but a chance does exist. The odds of a man's

being raped increase a great deal when he goes to

prison, which is exactly where these two rapists

bek)ng. If they read this letter, I do hope that they

consider this fact; perhaps it will deter them from

raping again .

In her letter, the victim mentions that the fu^t rapist

told her that it is her fault that she was raped: he said

Unfortunately, diere are still some
people who can't control their pri*

mal urges. These people commit all

sorts of violent acts like murder,
arson, child abuse, and rape. These
people are the very reason we have
prisons. I

that she is so pretty that he couldn't help himself. Is it

the victim's fault when somebody kills him? No, and
neither is it the victim's fault when she is raped. No
matter how many drinks the woman who wrote the

letter may have had, she did not ask to be raped.

Unfortunately, there are still some people who can't

control their primal urges. These people commit all

sorts of violent acts like murder, arson, child abuse,

and rape. These people are the very reason we have

prisons. It is very expensive to keep people in prisons,

though. Murderers are kept in prison because there is

no sure way to prevent them from acquiring weapons
and murdering again when they arc released. A
rapist's weapon, however, can be taken away. If

rapists were castrated, they wouldn't have to take up
space ^nd taxpayers' money in our overcrowded,

expensive prison systenu Castration is too harsh a

punishment you say? Well, in those states where the

death penalty is legal, some criminals have far more
taken away from then than just their testicles. Rapists

seriously harm their victims for life, psychologically

and physically (by getting them pregnant transmit-

ting a venereal disease, or by actually scarring them).

Rapists should be punished for life. «4

Take a good look around your classrooms; the two
rapists discussed in the anonymous letter may be your
classmates. Does this make you feel uneasy? It

should, particularly because you'll never know
exactly who they are.

I openly challenge the two rapists to tum
themselves in; if either of them had even a glimmer of
conscience, he would. But maybe I'm being naive

-again.

Larson is a senior majoring in Russian studies.
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Arts & Entertainment k--

Stage

The plough and the stars of the Irish Labor Movement's flag

embody the working class' daily routine and true aspirations.^

'Ploughing' the stage
Reaping the accolades
By Kristen Linden

Film

Richard & Lilli Zanuck woik movie, marriage magic
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

With three major Golden Globe awards under its belt, and general

^ recognition as an Oscar hopeful, no one involved with Driving Miss

\ Daisy is complaining now. But as the producer team of Richard and Lili

Zanuck recall, things were not always so rosy for Daisy.

In a recent appearance at UCLA, following a free screening of Daisy

by Melnitz Movies, the 2^nucks discussed their most recent hit, as well

as their past accomplishments.

"'Daisy is actually the most difficult picture I've ever had to set up,**

revealed Richard. "We assummed with this wonderful piece and Pulitzer

Prize winning play that we would have no difficulty because it wasn't a

hugely expensive picture. To our shock, every studio in town turned us

down — not only every studio but every minor distributor.*'

According to Richard, this constant rejection and delay was beginning

to seriously concern the directcx and the actors, particularly Morgan
Freeman, who was turning down other projects. Richard credits the

eventual acceptance of the project to the "relentless hounding" of wife

Lili. Even then, Warner Brothers only took the project domestically.

To just about everyone's surprise, (including the Zanucks), Daisy is

providing serious competition for maK> commercial fdms, such as Born
on the Fourth of July, in the major cities. "People are spreading the

word," said Richard, "and its performing not as everyone had anticipated

— as an art house picture— it's performing as a commercial picture."

Its very heartening, because it's nice that pictures like this do get

Contributor

THEATER: The Plough and The Stars. Written by Sean OCasey. Directed by Jack
Shea Slarring Helen Wilson, Jack Black. Adam Karpel. Colin Patrick Lynch, Jeff

Schafrath ano Caitlin Stansbury. PerforrDed at the UCLA Little Theater through

Feb 3 at 8 pm. Tickets are $6 general admission. $3 for students. For informatran,

call 825-2581.

The title The Plough and The Stars comes from the design on the flag

of Ireland's Labor movement which occurred in the early part of the

Twentieth century. The field plough represented the working class'

monotonous daily labor while the stars were their true aspirations.

In the context of the play, however, the plough and the stars represent

much more. The women are the ploughs who steadfastly face the ups and

downs of everyday life with ^ stoic outlook. They take care of their own
and just try to get by, making life as pleasant as they can in their impover-

ished surroundings. The men, on the other hand, are the stars, talking and

dreaming and, eventually, acting to help bring about freedom for their

people and a better life fw all.

Tlic overall theme is repression and rebellion. However, there are light

One moving technique they used was a large wall

which dominated die hack of die stage and showed

only the silhouette of a lone soldier. The viewer

really feels for the Irishmen who had to risk dieir

lives for dieir freedom.

moments in the play, especially in the first two acts.

The first act lakes place in the living room of a fiat in a Dublin tene-

ment in 1915. This act serves mostly to give the audience a feel for the

way of life of a typical Irishman. There is good natured jesting between a

husband and wife over a small cold. A young man (Colin Pauick Lynch)

ridicules an older friend (Jack Black) because he insists on wearing a

frilly old fashioned uniform.

However, even in this mostly humorous act there are dark undertones

and references to the coming revolt of Ireland from England's reign. A
neighbor's daughter (Betsy Townsend) who is dying of consumption

comes to visit because she is afraid to be alone. Nora Clitheroe's (C!aitlin

Stansbury) husband Jack (Jeff Schafrath) is visited by a rebel army
official who takes him off to join up.

We learn that a previous notice had come for Jack but Nora had burned

it without showing it to him. Such were the desperate measures women
were willing to go to in order to save their husbands.

The second act is even darker in tone. It takes place in a bar where a

revolutionary meeting is being held outside. Several fights occur inside

the bar while snatches of the rousing speeches outside are interspersed in

the action. These slap-stick fights lighten the otherwise somber mood of

the speeches.

Beginning with the third act, any previous trace of humor has

disappeared. Bombs are exploding in the distance and people are

frightened. Nora goes to the barricade to search for Jack. She returns,

unsuccessful, only to have Jack show up minutes later with a wounded
comrade.

Nora clings to Jack, begging him not to leave ber while his companioh

made. You don't have to have Clint Eastwood or Sylvester Stallone in

every picture you make — if you have a strong story and good perfor-

mances, and if you put it up on the screen in an intelligent fashion, audi-

ences will resjwnd." Lili agreed, and expressed admiration for the

audiences' ability to pick up on even the most subtle points in the movie.

Richard also hopes that Daisy, "and other small pictures that prove

successful, will encourage studios to take more chances— after all, this

will become a very profitable picture for Warner Brothers."

The Zanucks also fielded questions from the audience on their

selection of the cast

Regarding Daisy, Richard commented that "Practically every actress,

regardless of their age, volunteered for this part. We had made Coccon
with Jessica Tandy, and v/e always felt, secretly, that she was the right

Daisy."

"When we saw the play in New York— months after we had bought

the rights— we saw Morgan Freeman for the first time, and we were just

struck by his ability as an actor. No one had really heard of him at that

time— he had spent his life on the stage— but we were determined to use

him."

"We knew it was goning to be a hard sell, even though it was a Pulitzer

prize winning play, because we weren't going out with household, box
office names. But we were determined to have those two in the picture,

simply because they were right for the parts, and they're both brilhant

actors. I happen to think that Morgan Freeman is maybe the greatest actor

in the world today," continued Richard.

"Dan Akroyd was a whole different story. We never would have

thought of Dan in our wildest dreams. We had done Neighbors with

Filmmaking partners Lilli and Richard Zanuck team-produced 'Driving Miss Daisy' and are developing other projects.

Akroyd and Belushi before— but we got a call from his agent out of the

blue saying that Dan had heard that there was a part that might be right for

him— that he wanted to prove to himself, more than anyone else, that he

could do something other than Ghostbusters."

"At first the idea of it— since we had been so careful to preserve the

integrity of the piece and used these two incredibly fine actors— the first

notion of Dan Akroyd in the picture was one of great concern. But Dan
came in and he was Boolie. He sat down and just picked up the script,

which he hadn't read, and started playing the part just like you see him on

the screen."

The 21anucks credit their admiration for director Bruce Beresford

(Tender Mercies), and his shared vision of the work as the reason for his

selection as the director. "He had great admiration for the simplicity of

the piece, and I think that's what really sold us. He wasn't going to come
in and make it larger than life," recalled Richard.

While Daisy is actually the first completed production of the Zanuck

Company, it is hardly beginning of either producer's career.

Richard has been in the business all his life. His father, Darryl Zanuck,

was the founder of Twentieth Century Fox, and the company's head for

32 years. At age 34, Richard became the head of the studio, the youngest

in history, where he helped Fox chalk up 159 Oscar nominations,

including The Sound of Music, Patton, and The French Connection.

See ZANUCK, page 32

Television

boys develop video program on UCLA gireek

See IRELAND, page 30

By Debra Stewart

Contributor

The setting is Spring quarter

'89, on Santa Monica Beach,

where two UCLA entrepreneurs,

history major Adam Corren and
engineering student Sean Luner,

had a vision — a Greek Vision.

In the words of co-producer

Corren, "(we wanted to) produce a

video magazine highlighting the

events and accomplishments of the

UCLA Greek System."

As of Jan. 8, more than 1 ,(XX) of

these 25 minute video magazines,

entitled Greek Vision, have been

distributed to all the UCLA frater-

nities and sororities as well as to

West L.A. bars and major video

stores.

One can rent or purchase the

video at most local video stores.

However, fees will vary depending

on the store.

The fall issue touches on the

various events that the UCLA
Greek system was involved in,

such as: UCLA football games.

Homecoming, Greek Bowl, Sor-

ority Presents, road trips, i^itan-

thropies. Men's fall rush and Lil'

;'"

Richard Blade of KROQ, is the host for 'Greek Vision.' Greek Vision' features updates on Intramural sports.

sister rush.

As stated by co-producer and

UCLA grad Luner, "I am impress-

ed with the generally positive

response the video has gotten so

far, when you consider it's a new
concept"

* In the past, another organization

entitled Greek Television
attempted to cover the same areas,

but, as several Greek students have
commented, "the video gave us

Greeks, a bad rap, while Greek
Vision is positive P.R. for Greeks.**

Phi Delta Theta member, Ray
Carpenter said Greek Vision
should be a regular part of the

Greek system. "It's humorous
down to earth and welcoming.**

Greek Television was unavaiP
aWe for comment.

Corren and Luner, both mem-
bers of the UCLA Greek system,

feel that they did their best to

provide, as Corren noted, "quality

entertainment and information on
IS many houses as possibte.**

That was basically their primary

motivation for producing the

magazine, not to mention the

possible gratuities, credentials and

business experience that one can

obtain by carrying through with

such a project

Neither Corren or Luner arc

film or business majors, which
made their task even more chal-

lenging. CoTTcn is now a senior

history major, while Luner is now
a first year law student at USC.

As Corren puts it, "creating a

video business is not that easy. It

takes lots of planning, dedication,

hard work, money and a business

license."

Once they were established as

Luco video ( *Lu' for Luner and

•co* for Corren), and after all

information was filmed, Corren

and Luner brought all film seg-

ments to Aberdeen Video.

Because of Corren and Luner's

inexperience in the editing depart-

ment, Aberdeen Video assisted the

two producers for a lump sum of

$2,300, with duplicating costs at

$1700.

Because Corren and Luner

See page 27
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11:30-2.26-5:104:05-10:36

Rogw A Mam
1126-15S4:45-7:15-9c40

Spadal Engagamant

Tha FifeUoua Baiw Bora (m
t2KI6-2:4fr«:3042<^1056

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.
NUART Da Tha MgM TMng
11272 Sania Manka
BL Tuat(1/30)AWadl1/31)6:15-7:30-9:46

4784379itw«ng Thur(2n) Ho« To Raa4 A Orty Movia
tmOpm artf - a^iiaaian H60

no paHO* or dtoount car«ia aeoaptod

WESTSIOE PAVIUaN

475421 1130-2:004:40-71^9:46

QoMwwi
4764»02 11M-1:40420-7!o^40

47542'

Dnigalora Cowboy
1 1:10-1:20-3:304:40-750-10:06

'No 11:10«n Show Sal A Sun

QoMwyn
47S42«e

CriMaa A Ma
12.«0-2:204:45-710-9:30

No 4:45pm thaw Sat A Sun

QoWwvfi
47542tt

All Oooa Go To Haawn
Sal A Sun 11:10 affl4:45 pm

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA C««Ml
10880 Walworti

476-9441

TOMMCtoy Slirao

12:10-2:404:204:00-To!3D

UA CORONET
1088Q Walwonh
47S-M41
Otoy Stoiao

1M5-2:46-5:15-745-10;15

UA CORONET
10880 Walworti

4764441
THXOhy Storao

MV Lift Fool

12:46-3:164:4M:16-10:20
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Music

Israel's Ofia Haza makes subtle breeze with 'Desert Wind'

Daily BminA&E Tuesday, «lanuary 30, 1990 27

By Damian O'Rane
Staff Writer

ALBUM: Desert Wind. Ofra Haza. Released on Sire Records.
^

What docs one get when crossing sinewy, breathtaking and

electronically 'treated' vocals with Depeche Mode/Madonna style dance

mnes?
You get the Ofira Haza album Desert Wind, an amalgam of Haza's

excellent singing, the examination of Big Themes and lots of synthesized

rhythm. So much in fact, that it adds a certain coldness to what is other-

wise a warm, heartfelt effort

Her producers Thomas Dolby and Arif Mardin (among others) are

known for this. Dolby's albums have always been buried in the techno-

synth style, and songs like 'Taw Shi," and "In Ta" never escape this arti-

ficial, unemotional straitjacket.
'

Some of the slower songs, like "Slave Dream** and *Tatam Organa,"

really do work. The wash of synthesizer over these songs only serves to

improve upon Haza's bright, sinewy, voice.

Like Dan Lanois on his Acadie album, Haza chooses to print short syn-

opses about the songs rather than a full lyric sheet

She has a wide variety of really serious things to sing about. The afore-

mentioned songs arc about slavery and Haza and her friend/manager

Bezalel Atoni's mothers' wanderings through the Yemenite desert

befwe coming to Israel.

Other problems Haza chooses to confront include the lack of

communication between Haza and her parents, who live in Israel. She has

said iiey are of a "very religious and very intelligent" generation, who
"(do not) understand the way of life I've chosen." But Haza has noted that

"Ya Ba Ye," (the song's title, which loosely translated means "Oh my
God,"), still gets to her whenever her mother utters it.

"Middle East" is about the incessant turmoil in that region and Haza's

hopes that it will end in peaceful resolution. — —"-^

The song "Mm'Ma" is also of stunning seriousness. It speaks of the

See OFRA HAZA, page 30

"^

Israelipop star Ofra Haza's latest LP 'Desert Wind'possesses artistic merit, yetgets bogged

dowr\ in synthesized trappings.

BUG EN6II€ REBUILD

$749."
(WTTH REBULDABLE CORE)

complete w/.>arts.
labor, installation &
tune-Up included,
no hidden charges".
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THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
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Service

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY!
(Within 3 Miles of Campus!) $40 Minimum Repair Required
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THE UCLA ALUMNI ASSOCIATIO^^^nounce3:

" ^THE-1990
OUTSTANDING SENIOR» AND

OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE STUDENT

AWARDS
Recipients are presented with a Life Membership
in the UCLA Alumni Association.

To be ehgible, candidates must expect to receive a

bachelors, graduate or professional degree in Fall 1989,

Winter 1990, Spring 1990, or Summer 1990.

Nomination forms are available at the James West
Alumni Center and other campus locations. For more
information, call the Alumni Awards office at

(213) 206-0684.

DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1990

UCLAJumni M v ^

UCLA Pre Law Society Presents

A Look at a Law School Class

Participate in a
Mock Law Class

Conducted by
Professor William C. Lynch

CAUFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW

SAN DIEGO
Dodd

Room 161

Wednesday January 31, 1990—7tOO p.m.—10:00 p.nh

Film

French hamlet's defiance of

Nazis chronicled in new film

By Ruth Sipal'

Associated Press

In the slim annals of defiance against the Nazi extennination machine,

residents of the French hamlet of Le Chambon-sur-Lignon occupy a

place of extraordinary distinction. Their "conspiracy of goodness"

cheated the Nazis out of 5,000 Jewish victims.

For decades largely untold, the story ofLe Chambon is now chronicled

by Pierre Sauvage, a French-American filmmaker who owes his life to

the villagers. His SK)-minute documentary Weapons ofthe Spirit unveils

the episode through photographs, archival movie footage and int^^iews

with Jewish survivcM's and their Christian saviors.

Struggling to eke out a living on their small farms during the wartime

years, the devoutly Protestant villagers opened their cellars, attics and

larders to the Jewish refugees. Le Chambon flourished as a center of

forgery fcM* ration cards and identification papers, a way station on a

much-trodden escape route to neutral Switzo'land and an educational

center for orphaned Jewish youths.

Nurtured by the legacy of centuries of persecution against their

Huguenot forefathers in the hands of France*s Catholic majority, there

was liule question in the villagers* minds of their duty to the refugees.

"1 helped because they needed to be helped," says Georgette Barraud

who ran a boardinghouse in the village, 350 miles southeast of Paris. "We
didn't analyze it," says another Le Chambon resident "It just happened."

The villagers were "not heroes," says James Trocme, whose
grandfather Andre Trocme was Le Chambon's pacifist pastor and the

guiding spirit of the rescue. Because they never thought to glorify their

deeds, Le Chambon's story is little known in France and elsewhere.

See 'WEAPONS/ page 30

From page 25

wanted to provide students with a

free publication, like the Greek
Connection magazine, advertising

was essential. *That is why we
inserted six commercials, which

we also tried to make entertain-

ing," Corren said.

Herbert Hakimian, owner of

Burger King Westwood sponsored

the video. "I thought the video was
very interesting, and was enter-

taining the whole way through," he

said. "Since it is positive advertis-

ing, I will have an ad in the next

issue."

In addition to the six major

sponsors, "Sean and I arc very

proud to have Richard Blade, from

KROQ Radio, as our host," Corren

said.

When use Law student Valerie

Franklin was asked what the most
entertaining feature was, she said

"Richard Blade was definitely

cool, and I feel Greek Vision truly

gives a clear picture of the Greek
life at UCLA."

To the viewing audience, one!

more issue will be released on May

'

21. This copy will combine the

Winter and Spring quarter festivi-

ties.

Some of the participating houses on 'Greek Visions.'

Any house interested in becom-
ing a part of Greek Vision should

have its social chairman call Luco
Video at 398-7684.
" LunCT and Corren hope to some
day expand to other organizations

on campus, and all interested in

having an event covoed should

contact them at the same number.

"Now that we've shown the

concept will work, we're ready to

really tailor it to the student's

needs."

DO YOU HAVE A TRUE-
LIFE STORY TO SELL?

HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-UFE STORIES. IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

. TO UST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
THE HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213) 858-8560
1900 Av«nu« ol th« Stars. #670. los Ang«lM. CA 90067

3-

The Gift of Sight

^r^^

Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup includes a
pressure test for glaucoma and
an eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

Color contacts
High index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

•I

P-RODUCE'RS
Corner of LeConte •:• Vision insurance welcome •:• 1 hour validated parking

3iJ(!MrQ»i

STUDYFOR ONE YEAR OR
FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford Untveralty have Invited The

Washington hitematlonal Studies Council to recommend
qualified students to study for one year or for one or two

terms. Lower Junior status Is required, and graduate study

is available. Students are directly enrolled In their colleges

and receive transcripts from their Oxford college: this is NOT
a (Mtigram conducted by a U.S. College in Oxford. 3.2

minimum index in me^or required.

An alternative program which is sponsored by a U.S.

University is available for students with minimum Indexes of

2.7. Students will have social and athletic rights in an Oxford

college and the fees are substantially less.

INTERN IN WASHINGTON, LONDON
wise offers summer internships with Con^^ss. with the

White House, with the media and with think tanks.

Government and Journalism courses are taught by senior-

level government officials, who are also sch<4ars, and by

experienced JoumalisU. Similar opportunities in public

policy internships are offered (with academic credit) in

London (Fall. Spring and Summer).

WHSC
The Washln^on
International Studies Council

214 Massachusetts Ave., N.E.

Suite 450 ^ - '

" " '" '

Washington. D.C. 20002
BjO I AA (202) 547-3276

(FREE)
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free

delivery

($7 Min.)

Chinese Fast Food

C01\/IB0 PLATE $4.35
includes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la carte items.

•.^Lj-lLi^Lj.-^ -^ J:2?jL2i2K-tL .^*-k; J*.w,.^*•••h-»Jfc4-.^»-

Hours:

Mon-Sat11:00am-11 :00pm

Sun11:00am-10;00pm

1147 Westwood Blvd.

208-4928

-.;-o: »••;

• • , ^

.

•.•'.••.'•••.

••:•••..*•

Success isnt
everything.

But just in case..

For those who lxlu-\t' .» positive imaiie is the key to

success in business, pubhc relations is the iinsuer.

Come hear the President ol the Linda Ford Group and
the Sr. A( count Executive for Fleislinian and Hillard: two
of L.A. s successful and innovative public relations linns.

They will discuss the ins and outs of public relations and
offer valuable infonnation on internships.

Date: Thursday. Feb. 1

Time: 5:30 pm' ^KM
Place: N. Campus, room 22

KSVP Sarah 447 2816 -

AiiRTU.in A(l\it lisiiin

^
Federation

UCLA Chapter

Something for those

of you who aren't taking

Stanky H. Kaplan Prep™

We've produced more top scores on tests Uke the

LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MG\r than all other courses

combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan

Prepr you may need to take more than a #2 pencil

to die test.

fSTANLEYR KAPIAN& Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Glances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL

1-800-262-PREP y

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST ^

Film

The 'Cinema Paradiso' offers escape for citizens of a small Italian town.

Escape to the movies
Taradiso' explores allure of movie-going,

works film magic of its own in process

By Vivian Woo
Contributor

RLM: Cinema Paradiso. Written

and directed by Guiseppe Tomatore. A
Miramax release with Philippe Nolret.

Cinema Paradiso, winno" of the

Cannes Film Festival and Golden
Globe best Foreign Film Awards,

deservedly did so.

A masterpiece in its alMlity to

integrate many conflicting aspects.

Cinema reveals the development

of a young boy, the movie industry

and the Cinema Paradiso itself.

Although each could be a story in

itself, the subplots are indispens-

able to one another.

Young Toto (Salvatore Cascio)

grows up in the small Italian town

o( Giancaldo. His friend Alfredo

(Philippe Noiret) is a projectionist

at the Cinema Paradiso. Toto

watches in awe as Alfredo works

his magic for his audiences; Toto

has found his idol. Alfredo is able

to make the villagers weep uncon-

trollably or shout with laughter,

merely by inserting a few reels and

turning the contraption on. And so

the boy's dreams are bom.
At the same time, the people

below the projection booth are in a

sense living their dreams. Many
have found the p^ect paradise.

The Cinema is the only form of

entertainment the villagers have,

the only diversion from the daily,

mundane routines of washing
clothes and shopping for food. For

a few brief hours they forget

reality.

Ironically, the one who offers

these illusions is a hardened
realist. Alfredo tries to pull Toto

back from his delusions and says,

**you have to work like a slave, and

you are always alone.** Like
working behind-the-scenes in the

booth, living in a dream world can

also become lonely.

As Toto matures, the dream
enlarges. He takes over as the new
projectionist and lives many
aspects of his life according to how
characters in a movie would. In

one poignant scene, Toto is stand-

ing dejected in a doorway,

The film is an offer'

ing of respect to the

movie industry itself.

Movie^goers nonchal"

antly pay money and
for a few hours sit in

a room of illusions.

But it is not under'

stood just how much
films affect lives.

Cinema Paradiso is

such an insight. Be it

positive or negative, it

elevates movies by
revealing their subtle,

potential power.

beseechingly staring at a lighted

window. He has been waiting for

months for the giri of his dreams to

open the window to surrender her

love to him.

Through many years of experi-

ence and disillusion, Toto forsakes

his dreams. He leaves his child-

hood home and journeys into

reality.

The movie industry itself has

changed and with it, its effects on
audiences. Editing of movies are

much less strict and so are the

morals of the audiences.

The character development is

exquisite; every anecdote of their

lives shovm in a hunnorous, yet

wistful light

Salvatore Cascio is delightful as

Toto, bright-eyed, naive, and quite

honest in his acting.

Philippe Noiret, a veteran Ita-

lian actor, brings his old, friend-

and-wise-companion role to life

once again. Much of the sym-
pathies and tears in this film are

elicited by him.

The rich history and culture of

small town Italy are brought out,

along with the transition the

country itself has gone through.

Music" by Ennio Morricone
enhances this bittersweet, nos-

talgic film.

Director Guiseppe Tomatore
has not in actuality created any
ingenious, incredible movie. The
|rfot is not rehashed, but it is not

completely innovative either.

What is praise-worthy is the fresh

view he brought to the youth

developing into adult theme. It is a

film audiences can empathize
with.

The nim should be an envy to

American filmmakers and sym-
bolizes the best of foreign films. It

is unquestionably worth stretching

to see over heads in order to view
the subtitles.

The Daily Bruin is printed

on 100% recycled paper.
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Column

idiotic' Grammy voters criticized

for unabasiied narrow-mindedness
What two things do Madonna

and Steven Spielberg have in

common?
First of all, they are among the

biggest money makers in their

respective businesses of music and
filmmaking. Secondly, they are

both victims of the idiotic and
conservative voters who select

recipients of Grammy and
Academy Awards.
These two prestigious awards

receive unnecessary hype by both
the media and the industries

involved each year. Yet the nomi-
nating process tends to favor

certain type of filmmakers and
music artists, while discriminating

against others.

In the case of the Grammy
Awards, nominees in the general

categories of Songs/Records and
Best Album are usually veteran

artists. Furthermore, artists not

making the traditional "rock
songs'* or beautiful ballads almost
have no chance of winning the

nomination for general categories.

With the exception of Fine
Young Cannibals, this year's

nominees in the general categories

are all music veterans and Ameri-
cans. They include Tom Petty,

Don Henley, Bette Midler,
Mike+Mechanics, Billy Joel and
Traveling Wilburys — all making
the ideal types of music for the

Grammy voters. Could there also

be xenophobia involved?

I>espite the fact that separate

award categories arc given for

country, R&B, heavy metal and
classical artists, such performers

have almost never been nominees
in general categories like Record
of the Year (except for Michael
Jackson's sweeping victcxies in

1984).

What about rap, dance/club and
alternative music artists? Are they

not eligible for the Grammy? It is a

good sign that a new category has

been created for heavy metal this

year. As music becomes more
diversified in the '90's, new award
categories should be created to

honor deserving artists for new
types of music.

It is not surprising tha^ Madonna
has never won a Grammy. Gram-
my voters perhaps object to her

provocative images and the

"dance/pop music" she records. To
add to the insult. Madonna was
actually nominated for Best
Female Vocalist a few years ago
for "Papa Don't Preach." Yet it

was her moving ballad "Live to

Tell" that truly deserved the

nomination. Of course, she did not

win the actual award. Even her

more "serious" album Uke a
Prayer failed to earn Madonna any
nominations this year.

Similariy, Steven Spielberg's

"serious" movies such as Color
Purple and Empire ofthe Sun have
never been favorites of Academy
members. Both Madonna and
Spielberg received generally good
critical reviews for their works
cited above.

When the Grammy Show is

aired on TV next month, use your

VCR to zip through the award
presentation and only watch your

favorite artists performing live.

"Music industry's highest honor"?
I think not; it is more accurately

described as music industry's

biggest farce.

12" Dance Single Reviews

Madonna — "Keep It Together"
Madonna gets funky, really

funky on her 5th single from her

Uke a Prayer album. Mixmaster
Shep Pettibone utilized the funky
beats made famous last year by
Soul-to-Soul on two of the four

remixes included on the 12". At
102 BPM (Beats of Mkiutes), it is

Madonna's slowest but one of the

most danceable release. Addition-

al productions of string arrange-

ments and samples of her previous
hits are used throughout the remix.
The two other remixes on the B-
side remain more faithful to the

album version.

Pettibone also produced and
co-wrote a new Madonna song
called "Vogue." It was originally

Beats of Pop Music

Jason
Lin
scheduled to be included on the B-
side of the single. But it has been

postponed until the release of

Madonna's soundtrack to the new
movie Dick Tracey, scheduled for

later this year.

Uila K — '"Got to Get"
Arista Records has released the

formal hot import by Leila K.

Expect '"Got to Get" to be the

"Buffalo Stance" of 1990. The
Neneh Cherry-like rapping vocal

and catchy rhythms are all there.

The best version is the house-

oriented "Swcmix" while Mike
Wilson's "Homemix" reassembles

little of the original version.

Miili Vanilii ^ "All or Nothing"

Recognizing that most of Milli

Vanilii 's last dance hits sounded
alike, the remixer on the group's

Sth single added bits and pieces of

their past hits into the "All or

Nothing — US Megamix." Even
tasty samples of Bobby Brown's
"Get Busy" voice are included.

The remix is fun to listen to, but it

is too fragmented to work well on
the dance floor. DJ's may find the

shorter "US Remix" more suitable.

Thompson Twins— "Bombers in

the Sky"
The popularity of acid house

music in England not only has

influenced club-goers, but also

non-house artists like the Thomp-
son Twins. Co-sharing the remix-
ing credit is the lead singer Tom
Bailey himself. Unfortunately, the

result is dismally annoying. The
remix has no elements of the

traditional Thompson Twins
songs. It's for die-hard Thompson
Twins and acid house fans only.

Roxette — "Dangerous"
After a series of Top- 10 single

successes, Roxette has released its

best single to date. The 12" remix
by producer Daniel Abraham took

away the original rock feel and
replaced it with slightly housey
disco beats. The integrity and spirit

of the song remained. It's a single

easily enjoyed by rock and dance
fans alik^.

Debbie Harry — "Sweet and
Low"

Debbie Harry's last single "I

Want a Man" was fun and energe-

tic, but her new release lacks all the

good qualities of its predecessor.

Remixes by Arthur Baker and
Justin Strauss only serve to furtho-

suppress Harry's already tired-

sounding vocal on this weak
choice for a single.

Erasure — "Blue Savannah"
Erasure has chosen to release

the Latin-influenced track from its

Wild album to be the second single

in the States. It's a strange choice

for a single, but Shep Pettibone's

high energy remix has added more
rocking and punchy beats to this

mediocre song. Unfortunately the

song may only appeal to alterna-

tive rock and dance fans and does
not have the Top-40 cross-over

appeal of Erasure's past hits.

Erasure—"You Surrounded Me"
(import)

The group's current European
single is the ballad "You Sur-

rounded Me." On the 12" remix,

the song was turned into a fast-

moving dance track. The real

highlight of the record is the non-

album track called "Supernatural"

on the B-side. Andy Bell's vocal

shines on his cover of the classic

song. The William Orbit Mix is a

welcome addition to the vast

collection of Erasure B-sides.

Jimmy Sommervile — "You
Make Me Feel Mighty Real"

(import)

The ex-lead singer of the Com-
munards and Bronski Beat is back
with a solo album. The current

single is a remake of Sylvester's

high energy classic. Sommervile's
vocal rivals that of the original, but

the WilUam Orbit remix is not well

done. The instrumentation some-
times over]X)wers the vocal. But it

is a great song for those Sommer-
vile or Sylvester fans. The domes-
tic release of the single/album is

uncertain at this time.

id-A
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM

Mobile DJ Services
Call 825^106 for info about our rolling party unit

CSO
825-1 493

MANAGEMENT COMPANY
*1S CURRENTLY ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS
FROM MALES AND FEMALES, 17-25, ALL

ETHNICS, FOR POSSIBLE REPRESENTATION

UNION TALENT ONLY
SEND PHOTO AND RESUME TO:

__ ARNOLD KATZ, MANAGEMENT
1600 CAMDEN AVE., #3
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

NO PHONE CALLS

Do your teeth feel like

BLUE VELVET?
See Dr. Friedman

Cosmetic and
General
Dentistry

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide/ Laughing Gas
• Estimates Given in Writing
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S.(UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire &. Santa Monica)

TOO FAT?
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTROLLABLE BINGES?

ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP
AND DOWN?
OR ARE YOU JUST FED UP WITH GOING ON AND OFF
IMPOSSIBLE DIETS. NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE
WEIGHT OFF?

"WE CAN HELP"
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENDON AVE. #914
LOS ANGELES CA 90024

Insurance coverage accepted

(213) 208-7330

Real Estate
Analyst
Program
LET OUR 2-YEAR PROCillAM
BE A PRELUDE TO YOUR MBA!
Want some rock-sdid commercial real estate experience

before pursuing your MBA? Then consider this great

opportunity with THE PRUDENTIAL, the nation's largest

real estate investor

We're looking for energetic, ambttious BA.'s and BS.'s

(who are planning to apply to top business schools in

1992) for a challenging 2-year assignment in our Real kj

Estate Analyst Program. To qualify, you need a B+ or

better undergraduate GPA and a strong mathematical

aptitude An intensive training program will help prepare
you for real estate modeling and financial evaluation

assignments.

This program provides outstanding on-the-job training,

experience, and exposure to real estate markets and top
investment professionals. The Prudential offers attractive

starting salaries with comprehensive benefits.

To apply, send your resume and a copy of your college

transcript, by February 9, 1990 to:

THE PRUDENTIAL REALTY GROUP
Los Angeles Realty Group Office

2029 Century Psrk East, Suite 3600
Los Angeles, California 90067
Attn: Analyst Program

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Prudentiad

Realty Group

JhePrudential
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SOFT CONTACTS
CX)NTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS IVlTH YOu'R PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLOI^ED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • elc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

UCLAi
PRE-DENTAL

auB
GENERRL MEETING

GUEST SPEAKERS:
m. irvtcNiiKiw

-MS.m nco

GONmCTi
tm-rm

Is Graduate School for You?
A Panel Discussion forWomen

Are you thinking about graduate school? Are you wondering

which program is right for you? Are you confused about what

is involved in the admissions process? The panel will address

these and other issues that are involved in choosing an ad-

vanced degree program. If you are tfiinking about graduate

school and have some questions, come join us for this informa-

tive workshop. Panelists: C. Sari Halasz, Assistant Dean and

Director, UCLA Graduate Admissions; Deb Howard,

ddbtoral student, UCLA School of Public Health and former

president of the Graduate Student Association; Rosemarie

Pegueros, doctoral student, UCLA Department of History

(Latin American History); and Barbara Siegemund-Broka,

student, UCLA School of Law, and WRC staff member.

Tuesday, February 6, 12:00 - 1 :30 p.m.

3517AckermanUnion
The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

r

^2

I

THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION COUNCIL

strongly supports and encourages

students to participate in

t^^0
*•-

EATING DISORDERS
AWARENESS WEEK

Jan. 29-Feb. 2, 1990

Sponsored by Student Welfare Commission

'Paid for by Student Government'

IRELAND
From page 24

lays by, mortally wounded, writhing in pain. Eventually Jack rips himself

away from the clawing N(x:a, knocking her to the ground, and leaves.

This tumultuous leaving has disastrous effects on Nora which parallel

the calamitous result of the rebellion. The last act deals with the British

army overrunning their house where they make a fatal mistake and drive

home the \ni\y grim realities of rebellion.

The UCLA Theater Department's rendition of this play is very well

done. The acting is top rate and the costumes and scenery are excellent.

One moving technique they used was a large wall which dominated the

back of the stage and showed only the silhouette of a lone soldier. At vari-

ous times throughout the play the soldier speaks eloquently about such

things as war and life. The viewer really feels for the Irishmen who had to

risk their lives for their freedom.

Another innovative method they employed to give the audience the

true Irish feel was singing folk songs between acts. Whether it was a

sweet love song by Nora or a rousing fight song by the soldiers, these

musical treats both entertained the audience between scenes and added a

delightful touch of Irish culture.

By ploughing their fields with lots of hard work and reaching for the

stars, the UCLA Theater Department has created an excellent play.

'WEAPONS'
From page 27

But despite the villagers* reticence, the Germans and their French

collaborators knew. Sauvage found evidence of that, but little

explanation of why they did not round up the Jews and deport them to

death camps in Germany as they did 75,000 other Jews in France.

"For those caught up in the conspiracy of goodness," there's no telling

how they will act, Sauvage says in his narration of the film. Part of the

explanation may lie in the fact that the Nazis used Le Chambon as a con-

valescent center for German soldiers wounded on the Russian Front and
did not want to mar the village's bucolic calm.

Indeed, there is no way the Germans could not have known. One of the

hotels they requisitioned for their troops stood across the street from the

headquarters of Le Chambon's resistance group.

Jews, too, were active in the resistance, retreating to the nearby woods
for weapons training from refugees of the Spanish Civil War whom the

villagers took in during the 1930s.

The film's impact lies in the contrast between its understated style and
the power.of its message. Simplicity is the key: the black-and-white

photos of the past, the uncluttered color images ofLe Chambon today. It

is almost like a home movie.

The horrific images we have come to expect from fihns of the Holo-
caust are absent, but the abomination of the era glares at us through the

unassuming testimonial of those who challenged it

The First Run Features release is scheduled to be released next month
and was produced, written and directed by Sauvage.

OFRAHAZA
From page 2§

small yet beleaguered number of Jews in Yemen and Ethiopia who
cannot go to Israel largely because of, said Haza, "the growing power of

the Islamic fanatics."

You get an occasional lyrical dud as well. "In Ta," which means "you,'*

gets manipulated, coming out as "into my life." It's the hokiest part of a

songwriting style that has the singer belting melodic choruses in English.

Those beautiful choruses are, as has been said, the only bulwark
against a disconcerting amount of electronics and synthesizer effects. No
requests hert for Haza to be more "authentic," but more individual

perhaps — and not so plastic in spots.

Buckle Up For Spring Break '90

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin
is printed on

100% recycled

paper.

stage

Variety show mixes
music, Jewish culture
By Lisa Beeny
Contributor

THEAT^: Tfiose Were the Days. At the Westwood Playhouse, 10886 LeConte.
With Bruce Adier, Mina Bern and Eleanor Reissa. Tickets $18-$28. For ticket info,

call the box office at 208-5454.

You don't have to speak Yiddish to enjoy Yiddish Theater.

Those Were the Days is a dehghtful musical revue. The dialogue is in

English and Yiddish, but even if you don't speak either language, you'll

love the show; the dance and music tell the stories.

This enchanting variety show has a smooth international flavcM*, which
is laced with nostalgic memories of Jewish life in the shtetl of Eastern

Europe. The performance is filled with thought-provoking humor, and
the singing, dancing and music are truly professional.

This is vaudeville and cabaret at its best, and very likely the rebirth of

the famed "Yiddish theater" of New York.

Television

PBS salutes Black History
Month with special line-up
KCET Channel 28 celebrates Black History Month in February with

an array of special programs including documentaries, musical specials

and in-depth profiles of prominent black men and women.
Trey ElUs, which airs Thurs. Feb 1, profiles Trey Ellis, author of the

1988 novel Platitudes that explored racial stereotypes in literature and
Ufc.

Killer ofSheep, a neo-realist film by Charles Burnett about a poverty-
stricken black family from South Central L.A., is feaUired on Movie City
Showcase on Sat. Feb 3 at 10.

Eyes on The Prize II continues its documentary history of the Civil
Rights movement in the years 1967 and beyond.
No Father, No Mother, No Uncle Sam documents the lives of "war

babies" bom of black American soldiers and British women during
WWII.

Other progams include Zora IsMy Name, which premieres Feb. 14 on
American Playhouse and celebrates the life and works of Zora Neale
Hurston, Black Stars In Orbit, about black astronauts and The Meeting,
which dramatizes a fictitious meeting between Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King Jr.

Check your local TV listings for more infomiation.

53 AM— 99.9 Century Cable FM

UCLA RADIO
Here it is: the first top twenty

from KLA, UCLA's radio station. You can hear the top twenty every

Sunday from 7-9 p.m. on KLA — 530 AM or 99.9 Century Cable FM.
Upcoming events to watch for The Jesus and Mary Chain, Feb. 1 at the

Universal Amp. with 9" nails opening. Then on Feb. 2, it's Ministry and
KMFDM at the Palladium. That gives you Saturday to sleep through and
Sunday to Hsten to KLA's top 20. Until next week! See ya!

Steve Cordova, musk; director, KLA.

1. Ministry

2. Skinny Puppy
3. Radio Tokyo Tapes Vol. IV
4. Acid Horse

5. Mussolini Headkick
6. They Might Be Giants —

—

7. While Zombie
8. Severed Heads r

9. Mexons
10. Graham Parker

n. Slint

12. House of Freaks

13. The Jesus and Mary Chain
y

14. Lee Harvey Oswald Band
15. Food For Feet

16. George Ginton
17. Headless Horsemen
18. Death Ride '69

19. The Hangmen's Beautiful Daughters

20. Verlaines

825-1493
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New Major — Urban Studies

TODAY
All Undergraduates interested in participating in a
proposed major in Urban Studies are invited to at-

tend an informal panel discussion and reception in
the conference room, 6275 Bunche Hall, 3-5 p.m. on
Tuesday, January 30.

Panelists include James Johnson' (Geography), Melvin Oliver (So-
ciology), Eric Monkkonen (History), Ed Soja (Urban Planning)
Ramie Dare (actual major in Urban Studies), and John Sarvey
(Undergraduate President). If you miss the meeting, leave a mes-
sage for Professor Monkkonen at 53376.

$29,450 AVAILABLE IN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
FOR 1 990- 1991

Listed below are the Honors Programs scholarships available for 1990-1991. Information

about specific scholarships as well as how to apply for either Honors Status or College

Honors is available in Honors Programs in A-311 Murphy Hall.

THE DEADLINE FOR SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS AND RELATED
MATERIALS IS MONDAY, MARCH 19, 1990.

DORIS H. AND MILTON J. CHASIN ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be an American citizen who is a (California resident. Applicant

must also be a sophomore, junior or senior in College Honors or Honors Status with

financial need.

Award: $1,500 to cover normal educational expenses such as fees (for California resident),

books, equipment and supplies.

REVEREND JAMES A. DAVIDSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a (College Honors or Honors Status student who is interested

in a career in the ministry or any form of religious work.

Award: $500.
^

.

1^— GABRIELLE DE VELLIS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors or Honors Status student with financial

need who participated in varsity-level sports (or the equivalent) in high school.

Award: $1,000. -
: ;

BARBARA LADD GATES AWARD FOR INTELLECTUAL
ACCOMPLISHMENT

Eligibility: applicant must have been admitted to UCLA as a High School Scholar and
must receive a bachelor's degree from UCLA in Fall 1989, Winter 1990, Spring 1990 or

Summer 1990 with College Honors.

Award: $150 to be used toward the purchase of books.

ROSE AND SAM GILBERT HONORS SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a College Honors or Honors status student.

Award: $2,000. ^ - .
.

TWO-YEAR HELEN R. LANE MERIT SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a Cbll^e Honors student majoring in a foreign language

(including (jreek, Latin, Hebrew, Arabic, and Linguistics majors) who will be attending

UCLA for two full consecutive years, 1990-91 and 1991-92.

Award: $3,000 to cover in-state tuition for two consecutive years (two awards available).

RICHARD CARLETON MEEKER, JR. MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a (College Honors student with financial need who has sopho-

more, junior, or senior standing.

Award: $2,5(X) (four awards available). _^

BETTE AND DON PRELL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a (College Honors or Honors Status student. ~~ ^

Award: $2,000.

ANDREA L. RICH HONORS SCHOLARSHIP IN THE HUMANITIES

Eligibility: applicant must be a (College Honors or Honors Status junior or senior with

financial need, majoring in philosophy, classics, English, foreign literatures, or history.

. Award: $1,800.

IRA J. AND SHIRLEY SPOON HONORS COLLEGIUM SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must be a (College Honors or Honors Status student.

Award: $1300 to cover fees.

FREDERICK WAINGROW/PETERSEN PUBLISHING CO. SCHOLARSHIP

Eligibility: applicant must- be a (College Honors or

need who is interested in a career in publishing, c
and Communicatioris Studies majors are encourai

i

Award: $1^00 (two awards available).

Status student with financial

cations or the media. English

ply.

S,

t
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IDAZZLE THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Daneshrad DDS

"• UCLA Graduate

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $10.00
* Bleaching for whiter teeth

ONLY $ 1 48.00 per arch
' '-^

EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED
CVENMO &
SATURDAY

APPOIMTMCNTS
AVAILABLI

11S50 Wibhir* Blvd. Suit* 101 West LJL (Between Barrington & Bundy)

477-8766 Exp. 2-28 90 j,,^
Headphones

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

Want to Know Where Your
Liberal Arts Degree Can Lead?

Your bachelor's degree, combined with a Master's from theAnnenberg School ofCommunications,
can take you into a management career in mass media, telecommunications, public policy, corporate
communications, and more.

Here's what some recent graduates of Annenberg's M.A. program are doing:

Paramount Pictures

Vice-President, TV Programming

Walt Disney Co. s

Director, Consumer Marketing
The Disney Channel

MGM/UA
Director, European Sales & Marketing
International Home Video

J. Walter Thompson
Sr. Account Supervisor

Capital Cities/ABC

Research Manager

Black Entertainment Television

Vice President, Operations

~i

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Manager, Telecommunications

Pacific Telesis

Director, Strategic Analysis

National Cable TV Association

Director, State & Local
Regulatory Issues

Office of Technology Assessment
Research Analyst

American Diabetes Association

Public Affairs Director

Price Waterhouse
Senior Telecommunications
Consultant

Your graduate education at the Annenberg School, USC , includes a choice among 30 seminars in
communications management. Here are some offerings that serve different career interests:

Law and Public Policy; International Communications; Communications
Technologies; Diffusion of Innovations; Communication in Organizations;
Business Strategies of Communication Industries; Media in Social Services;
Arts and the New Media; Communication Research; Economics of Communication.

Scores ot other courses throughout the University can also be used in completing your seven-course
program.

i
^

Los Angeles iS'a world capital of communications; Annenberg's Career Development Office helps
you get internships for on-the-job learning. Supervised internships are also available in Washington,
D.C . Extensive alumni network works in behalf of graduates.

Please send me more information.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Currently Attending

MAIL TO : The Annenberg School of Communications

3502 South Hoover Street, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0281

X

Miller dance
gkfoup graces
Royce stage
By Parrel Ramsey
Contributor

DfkHCE'.BeBe Miller A Company. Fri-

day and Saturday Jan. 26 & 27 at Royce
Hall.

This past weekend, Bebe Miller

and Company performed at Royce
Hall. It was the Los Angeles
premiere for three of her new
dance pieces, most notably, her

much discussed solojiain.

. Allies, the performance opener,

was a group piece which explored

the relationships between fri^ids

and enemies.

It began with the 6 dancers
casually walking across the stage
while forming random clusters.

The dancer focus was of particular

importance in that each nK)ment of
eye contact created the connection
or disconnection between the
characters.

Their costumes, which were
little more than pale coloured,

light-weight silk pajamas, accen-

tuated the speed and agility of this

piece yet at times, their pale
coloring disolved the very Cast

movements to a blur.

Bebe Miller's choreographic

style can be best described as

spatial carving. Her dancer's did

not randomly chop through Roy-
ce's procenium but they evolved

and matured in the stage space.

One can see in her movement
choices that she adheres to the

modem dance basics (Graham,
Cunnigham, Nikolais) but, we can
also note the periodic splashes of

pedestrian movement

If the parameters for this piece's

sound score dictate that it be

concise, communitcative and
dynamic, then Ms. Miller needs to

readdress her current music
chcMce. Fred Firth's music score

sounded confusing and ambiguous
because it seemed as if he ran-

domly placed the needle on the

record.

If it was their intention to make
the audience jump during the

perfomumce of Allies, then they

certainly accomplished their goal.
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ZANUCK
From page 25

Under a private partnership with

David Brown, Richard helped

produce hits such as The Sugar-

land Express (Steven Speiberg's

first film), Jaws, The Sting, and
The Verdict.

Lili met Richard on a blind date

when she was only 24. She was
working in office management at

the Carnation Company in Los
Angeles at the time, but soon
resigned and married Richard four

months later. She got involved

with the Zanuck/Brown Company,
and eventually took on a leader-

ship role with her pel project —
Cocoon. She has been married to

Richard for U years now.

Currently, the Zanuck Company
is busy with several new projects,

including a screenplay by Alfred

Uhry (Daisy) based on the book
Rich in Love, another screenplay

based on the book Rush, which
may star Tom Cruise, and a yet

untitled comedy whose cast may
include Arnold Schwarzenegger.

.1 i
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ATTENTION FRESHMEN
AND SOPHOMORES!

Hortar Board presents

the 1990 UCLA Leadership
and Service Awards

Applicants must be sophomores or juniors
during the 1990-1991 academic year

Five $500 awards will be given

Applications are available at the Dean of
Students Office in 1206 Murphy Hall and are
due February 16 by 5PM

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPAWN AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL
'You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

^Volunteers will receive a brief exam.
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

NIGHT CHILD CARE
5:30 - 10:30 PM
AGES 2-6 TRS.

•PLAYnME (BOOKS. PUZZLES. CRAFTS)
• HOT DINNER - REST TIME
• RELAXING (MUSIC OR TV.)

FREE DELIVERY TICKETSJ^ LAKERS ^,^^f.
^^\_>/ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
rrm DtUmn/'i PkiUmmiicf: Wt prtmdt PTtMS DKUVEXY !• miniu m ammfiu. W» uflkr kid4^-mt mmU
ltd priea$ Mm* mmrkm to ail UCLA itadmtM, Mmff. mmd facuify. A* uiyiu *• te« uarf m t^Ww mmd
tkty mUt Mi MS M* mmt, tkmt bAm U mmu to aur UCLA ebmU, am emt to imL QtuUt an ftw. m
«ut M • emlL Rtnmmkt to mmtiam ym'n /htm UCLAIIH

FAX « 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
presents \^

)AUBERMAN CPA Review Course

^ 11 AM Ackerman 2408
-^--

, Wed. Jan 31st

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Availat>le only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82SO850

"A" Uvel, Room A2-260
UCLA MedkMil Cantor

ASUCLA StudwK Employ— rMwv*
•Ahar 4 hours \*mm writh pay m th*

msat tickal. W« cannot Mwvd both.

We have an unique and
exciting sales career to

offer in insurance

investnDent and financial

services.

Be sure to visit.

CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE

at the Business Society

Job Fair.

eoe

I BURGER KING I

mpmum
Man DiHoaiM^ IWi Book SDidy
PH Slep Sbidr. AU iS2S 12:1S-1:U

TtoM -3-7-ir, W«d Dtoouaion
NPI CtSai 12:10-1K)0

For aloaliDka or iadhridatb «li» la^ a

ai9 3t7-eM

I
Westwood

blvd \ I

I STUDENT SPECIAL I

I

Ai'ror $2.49
j

I
Whopper-Fries-Drink

|
5:00pm 'Ul close

*^ wnh aClA I.D. exp.3/31/90

WIN A HAWANAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective;

Commitment:

Money:

Cost:

Fundraiser

Minimal

Raise $1,400

Zero Investment

Campus organizations, clut^.

frats, soronBes cal OCMC at
t<dOO) 032-0528/
1(800) 950-8472 ext 10.

A FREE CUT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE
UP TO 1.700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student
groups, frats and sororities needed for market-
ing project on campus.Far deUils plus your
FREE GIFT, group officers call
1-800-756-8472 ext. 50.

Good Deals 7

INSURANCE WAR! W^ll beat MVfone'i prices

or don't wun your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

'Bruin Plan*. (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

HoUfwood Piano Rmdal Ccmpany

u"rt^o: ^Uwn:ri0n'\:':5 iu3.wL |

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1

Free 8

MAY 19TH. LA fashion show. Enter free.

Exposure for all: designers; Hair designers,

models. Make-up artists, photographers, de-
partment store*. To enter, call (21 3)202-0537.

Miscellaneous

DRESS MAKER: Blouses, skirts, dresses, etc.

Reasonable prices. (213)806-3095 or
(213)447-5812.

EXPERIENCED RIDERS only. Shareboaider
wanted for hunter^umper in Tirst-class To-
panga stable. Available immediately.
(213)617-1558.

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.
(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenirigt.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

WANTED: Lead vocals, drums, and lass pular
for SPRING SING novelty project. Call Phil

(213)824-7830.

Personal 10

COUNSEL INC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MA. MFCC INTER IMF15339. SLID-
ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRGIL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

THANKS to those who have helped me
transcerwi my own reality lately. Love, Linda T.

—
• xri

>« Wmmm/Si*
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

AOA 0AX
eJVINTER JAMFEST

hursday February 1 , 1 990
9:00pm until

^ at the "0z\X house!"
547 Gayley Ave.

mJ^ For More Information Call 208-7260

,rJ^^^ 209-5409
'W'^^ Proceeds Go To The United Negro

College Fund!

TV^Oc ^<kic 0^Mnt. T>cHH€n. €ifM «e Held U tiitin. A^m
~~~ "^

Kim Allen

Allyson Alter

Charlene Barone
Laney Beres
Kim Biers

Kristie Bishop

Lynn Bornstein

Laura Bradley
Tracy Bradshaw
Paige Bradley

Lara Britten

Laura Brown
Sherri Brown
Mary Beth Calahan
Cris Carter

Gina Castillo

Christy Clark

Laura Cooke
Erin Crockwell

Johanna Davis
Lynn DeBay
Maria Derivera

Kendra Devaney
Ann Dewitt

Mary Dewitt

Debbi DiBias

Alii Dickson

Nicole Donahue
Colleen Dougherty
Liz Driscoll

Amy Dunn
Debi Finklestein

Kim Finklestein

Shanna Finnic

Liz Forche

Natalie Friedman
Quinn Fox
Tracy Garfinkle

Cathy Gies

Dion Gordon
Kendra Gourvitz,

Tori Green
Carrie Gustafson

Juliandra Hamilton
Kim Hardy
Lynn Healy
Heather Helms
Sue Johnson
Lori Jones
Claudia Karias
Danica Katz
Rene Kelley

t^Hl^At ie^tHKoi^

Darcy Krauter

Carri Kulper
Kris Kulper
Mia Lambert
Patty Lawrence
Liz Leo
Lori Levering

Kelly Lind
Kate Lind
Erin Longo
Tami Martin
Tracy Matheson
Debbi McMahon
Amy McNight
Patti Mears
Amy Messersmith
Amy Mickell

Alii Mirza
Julie Morey
Jessica Needham
Deborah Neuheisel

Beth Nicholson
Vicki Nielsen

Charlene O'Brien

Niedra Ortega

Kerry Parker

1989-90 Court: Alisa

Darcy
Batman Corrine Callaghan Liz Corrigan
Jones Christine Langer Erin Reach

Queen Shelly McCrory

Tina Perez

Michelle Plumlee
Lisa Pollit

Giuliana Rende.
Nicola Rodely
Molly Sarber

Jennifer Sauvage
Lisa Sauvage
Mary Schneck
Jennifer Schultz

Allison Seden
Stacey Smith
Hillary Sperling

Jeanne Sperry

Wendy Sullivan

Marie Taylor

Shawn Thompson
Kristin Thorn
Marsha Todd
Adrienne Toscano
Marcia Trost

Allisa Varicchione

Dawn Volan
Meredith Vrlicak

Buffte Ward
Kim Watson
Shannon Westphal

Stephanie Garfield

10 Personal 10

Dear Anonymous^

They are not
the winners. I

respect you-
Tm on your

side.

Alfonso
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Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

Congratulations
on your
Initiation

Betsy Bradley

AAn
Love, Big Bro Todd KZ

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with asthma,
ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves
ofTice visits in WLA. You will be paid for your
participation. (2T3)820-6574.

CRIME STUDY. Mugged, robbed, assualted
during 1985.19907 Make a difference. Partici-

pate. Brief (10 mtn) Completely confidential

questionnaire mailed to you. (213)391-9529.

HERPES VACCINE volunteers needed for new
vaccine study. Healthy males: 18-55 years old
without history of genital herpes; $150.00
reimbursement. Interested individuals contact
Maryanne Dillon. (213)206-0479.

•Hyperactive Boys with attenlional problerm,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.'

MALE RESEARCH SUBJECTS- Needed on^
ing atter^ion. Ages 30-55. $15.00 cash.
(213)825-6402

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and olderwho have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Canr>ot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currerttly. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available
der^ifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight
week period. One dcnUl x-ray required.
Contact Mary, Dental Olnical Research Cerv
ter, 825-9792.

NONSMOKING, mild, sUble asthmatics ages
18-50 needed (or air pollution study, must be
able to perform brief heavy exercise (clin^bing

stain rapidly with a load). Participation fee and
free medical testing provided. Call
(213)825-2739 between 9am and 4pm week-
days for more information.

NORMAL, healthy male adulU, 18-22 ycM
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an
investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your time.

(213)820-6574.

use family sUxiies project is seeking mothers,
fathers and children to participate in a study on
family relations. Chi Id must be age 4-5 or 9- 1

1

inclusive. English must be first language. Each
family will receive $100.00 For further infor-

matfon, call (213)743-4872.

Personal 10

ZBT
KA PC '89

We seai'ched for sunken treasxii^; .i

itnci liad a BLlA^TI Thanlcs for
an Ineredlble party I

Love;'-
"'

The OLD

Presents
TheZnd Annual

LE SISTER BOWLING ^
At Little Tokyo Bowl

TONIGHT 8:30

.«.

U) he i\*\'lmIcJ...

V .11 rhe I lonso hy S: 50

Wc l()\'c voii!

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

\ U^

uV v'~-

•t

J.

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed -—

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

; Call (213) 854-4951.

"Nonnal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed fof

JJCLA research project Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)8254)392."

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more arxi have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. SI 00 received upon
completion. TMI x-ray required. Contact M«y,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 625-9792.

Business Properties 25

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-time

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

Opportunities 26

Wanted 15

EARN up \o

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

LOOKING FOR a fraternity, sorority, or stu-

dent organization that would like to make
SSOO-S 1 000 for a or>e week orvcampus mark-
eting project. Must be organized and hard-

working. Call Becky or Myra at

(800)592-2121.

f 0- "!ofr''aiiO^

Cm Anna
(8-8) 98C-J883

' tHjnetil

fOLii pa'i cipaiior

49b4 Van Niryt Blvd SniiiraR Oakt

Rectivi a Irn gin •/ your prt scr«en appt

Wanted to Buy 16

BASEBALL CARDS: Top dollar paid for your

collection. Call for offer. (818)762-0987. Bob.

Help Wanted 30

Lost 17

LOST OPAL RING with six small diamonds
and 14k gold band. If found, please call

Michelle (213)824-1677.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Spenn donofs needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Berman, Qinical
Psychologist,

eating disorder specialict. Individual

appointmenu available. (213)653-6730

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

AU Natural.
—100% guaranteed.
')28 1-7484(213)!

$1Q^R, studenu needed to work ^ wotk
your own hours, with major FORTU^€ 500
Corporations. Create an income that will be
ongoing throughout your College career. Con-
tact Regina (213)443-4143. ^^
$7-12/hr, TELEPHONE SURVEYORS. Conve-
nient to campus. BrentwoocV Westwood loca-

tion. Call 1 1 am-2pm, M-F (21 3)444-9060. Mr.
Aldrich.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT-Large Brentwood
real estate dveloper seeks part time help in

accounting department 12 to 16 houre/wk.
Light office skill/gerwral bookeeping. R.W.
Selby A Co. (21 3)820-51 51.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. P/T, W/P, perfect

English, SS-Sa^r. Opportunity for m. Conrv
puter company. Beverly Hills. (21 3)65^-7277.

PART-TIME during school, fulltime (furing

vacations, expcrince not necessary. Apfly in

person, Westwood Sporting Ckxxis, 1065
Gayley Ave. Westwood Villay.

^

APPROVED work-rtudy position availbable

for shipping clerk at Buckminster Fuller insti-

tute, an educational and research organization

corKemed with solutions to global problems.
Within 15 minutes driving time to campus -
$9.0a^r. Non work study applicanU -

$5.00^. (21 3)837.771 0.

ARTIST seeks females to model for modern art

project. Call Ray (213)473-6611.

ASSISTANT for consumer research firm. Expo-
sure to many industries. Well trained. P/T or

FA, WLA. Flexible hours. Call 9«n-10pm.
Mrs. Rost 391-7232.

ATHLETICALLY- INCLINED person wanted as

companion for Syr old boy to play baseball,

soccer, and other sporU, 1-2 afternoorvAwk.

Local refrences required. Must drive
(213)471-0915.

ATTENTION FITNESS FANATICS: Part-time.

Eam $4C^r. + teaching the ultim^e Fitness

System. Call )im (213)476-2234.

ATTENTION-HIRINCI Government jobs-your

area $1 7,84a$69,46S.Ca1l 1-602-636-6665.

Ext.R8050.

DELIVERY DRIVERS
WANTED FEB 13 AND 14

MUST HAVE OWN CAR
AND INSURANCE CALL
LOR DETAILS 273-4545 ASK
FOR MARL^ OR DLVNE

BACK TO SCHOOL tOB. Hiring immediately
10 sports enthusiasts. $12Air., paid training.

15-26 hrs. weekly. (213)374-4993.

BOOKKEEPING, no experience necessary.

Computer skills preferred, 5-10 hrs. a week in

Sherman Oaks. $6-9, depending.
(616)501-1129.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day ar>d evenings.
Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CHILDCARE and light cleaning, references

insurance required. M-Th, 5-9 every other

Saturday. (213)398-3354.

DELIVERY DRIVERS $55(Vhr -» tips, must have
proof of in$urarH:e. 10:30-2:30, 5 daysAvk or

5-9pm, 7 day«\vk. Rosie's Barbeque V> block
east of Bundy. Only 1 5 minutes from campus.
Inside Westide Towers. Dave (213)473-6533.

ENTREPENEURIAL dream S500-$5,000
monthly. P/T, F/T. Students welcome, no
experience necessary-will train. Please call

(213)472-7703.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)650-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FEMALE model wanted to work with artist.

AtwaterAos Feliz area. Please leave message
(213)665-4046.

FILE CLERK and other duties, for entertainn>ent

law firm. 1-6pm, M-F. Must be reliable and
organized. Ask for Lisa. (213)654-6633.

FRATERNITY and sorority members earn extra

money. National party favor company looking
for sales associates. High commissions, work
your own hours. 1-600-444-6464.

GALS and Guys - Four F/T positions, major
investment corporation, downtown L.A. Bene-
fiU plus tuition. $1300-$150(yhio. Norma
(6ie)666-6620. Kitty Lee Personnel.

GENERAL OFFKTE/SECRETARY 3 days to full

time 9-5pm. $7^r. Nice office near Beveriy
center. Good typing, phorw and written com-
munication skills required. Varied duties.

(213)654-0466.

GREAT hours! Great mor>ey1 Pageant^ulver
City is looking energetic people to work part

time in telemarketing, department schedule
appointments for outside sales sUff. Flexible

daytime hours only. Houriy pay plus commis-
sion, plus bonuses. Call Bill Johnson
(600)762-7243.

GYMNASTCS COACH for boys and girls, all

levels. Hours flexible. Wages DUE. SanU
Monica. (213)450-0012.

Hap NEEDED to move boxes of medical
records and reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

S6.00/hr., Culver City. Mrs. Griffin
(213)559-6623.

INSURANCE agent in LOMITA providing med-
ical coverage to small arxi medium size

businesses needs 2 assistants to help set up
appointments, and general office work. Must
have excellent telephone voice. Will train on
IBM computer. Salary $4.25 to S7.5C^K>ur +
perfonnarKe borHis. Morning and EARLY after-

noon shifts still open. CAll 326-7055 for nrtore

information.

MARKETING ASSISTAI^ 9-5, M-F, salary -i-

commission. Finance company near Beverly

Center. Good typing, oral an written commu-
nicational skills required sales abilities a must.

Exceelent career advancement potential.

(213)854-0466.

MARKET RESEARCH ANALYST. Will go to

major grocery chains in the Santa Monica,
Beveriy Hills, and Hollywood areas. 20-25
hours/wk (very flexible hours). $7S(VWh> +20«
per mile. Call (21 3)926-3939, Linda Hartman
for further information.

OFFICE ASSISTANT-P/T, 20HRS/WK, FLEX
HRS. S6A1R. Need agressive and enthusiastic

person for phorw calling and soliciting. Must
be hard worker. (213)205-0679.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

LAW FIRM

eeds motivated person

io challenging lega'

and clerical tasks

ureat Experience to fieu.

Please send resurtie

" GPA. available times

nterviews and other

Dftrtinent information to

Rick Edwards

ij^b Century Park East

''0th floor

MMyelPS CA 90067

OFFia ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hr$/wk, $7/itart, typing

essential. Leasing department ask for Sheryl,

(213)620-5891.

OFFICE CLERK nneded for Beveriy hills doctor.

Filing, light typing, and general office duties.

Flexible hours, contact Shelly 275-1724.

PARALEGAL needed by Santa Monica Law
Firm. Full-time. Resume to: 1453 A 14lh st.,

»213, Santa Monica 90404.

PART-TIME, by independent consultant to

assist with clerical tasks, editing, computer
and video-related work, organizing, etc.,

10-15 flexible hrs/wk. (213)651-2255.

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSITIONS. You
may easily make $400/wk. Authorized EPSOM
product re-seller looking for people interested

in pursuing a career in mariteting. Our well
known fax machines, printers, computers.
We'll provide you w/a path of growth well into

the future. Interested parties please call Mr. S.

Lee at (213)487-0406.

P/T CLERK for UCLA Mental Health Croup, 4
hrVday. (213)625-6202.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)624-0372.

PA RETAIL SALES for boutique in Brentwood.
Great job with flexible hours. Experierxie only.

Jackie (213)826-7446.

P/T WEEKEND COUNSELOR for female teen
group home in Pacific Palisades, hours Sat.

5pm-Mon 9:30am. and Wed. 6:45-1 0:45am,
Psychology degree/exp. required. %7fiyr. Mir-
anda (213)459-4643.

RECEPTIONIST P/T or F/T for fast paced
Beverly Hills office. (213)274-0695.

RECEPTONIST/ TYPIST. Filing, general office

work for Lawyer in Beverly Hills. P/T S6.5(Vhr.

(213)552-1670.

RECEPTIONIST/GENERAL OFFICE.
2:30^:30pm. $6-S7.5(Vhr. Small Century City

enterUinment law firm. Light typing, phones,
fax, Xerox. (213)552-1806. Janelle.

RECEPTK3NIST competent on word process-

ing. Word perfect Requires bright, energetic,

reliable person. Excellent position, good pay.at

least 20 hrs weekly. IrKluding mornings. Call

before noon. (213)459-2422.

RECEPTIONIST, P/T. Ooaors office. Hours,
M,T, & W, 4:00-6:00. Call Jan at

(213)273-2216.

RECEPTIONIST, P/T, Tue -Fri. Brentwood. Re-
liable. (213)476-4404.

RECEPTK5NIST/GENERAL OFFKTE- Flex, hrs.,

$6.(Xyhr. Small frlerxlly law firm, century city.

Answering phones, filing, xeroxing. (213)
277-3336.

,

RESEARCH WORK: small project for writer.

Socio-psychological background desired.
autCMiata bank experience necessary, flexible

hours, payable by project phase.
(213)556-4131.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, pA. for research in

perception, including library referencings. 3rd
or 4th year, or higher,psych student preferred.

Have transportation, hours flexible.
(213)386-4152.

RETAIL HARDWARE. PT/FT. Brentwood Itoca-.

tion. Pleasant working conditiorw. Call Mrs.
Richards. (213)476-2864.'

RETAIL SALES F/T and P/T Tuesday thru

Saturday. Wage depends on experience.
(213)274-7576, after 10:30 am.

SALES. F/T, P/T. Aggresive person to sell

fashion footwear. Shoe Concepts, Stacie,

10936 Weybum.

SECRETARY/INSURANCE billing. P/T, perma-
nent M-W-F, 1-7pm. Holistic Chiropractic
office. Word Perfect a must. (213)450-4555.

SECRETARY. P/T 3-4 dayi\vk - afternoons
WLA. S7Air. Cm. office Experienced office

worker. Valet parking. (213)206-4828 be-
tween 5-8.

SECRETARY/Clerical, P/T, MWF, light word
processing general office, flexible hours.

S6.50/start. Brentwood CPA's.
(213)826-1380.

STUDENT AIDE for Peace Corps. 10-20 hrV
wk. Typing, misc. clerical, writing, telephone
duties, Macintosh knowledge helpful. Office

near campus. Parking provided. For informa-
tion call (213)209-7444.

SUCCESSFUL West LA Real Estate develop-
ment company seeks bright person for clerical

assistant in Westwood office. Typing filing,

invoice follow-up. Full-tin>c preferred. Call

Poreene (213)473-1531.

SUMMER K)8S OUTDOORS. Over 5,000
openings! National parks, forests, fire crews
Send stamp for free details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

TROPK^L/ BEACH RESORTS HIRING Are
you tired of the same dull summer job? Resorts
now hiring for seasonal ar>d career opportuni-
ties. Call (303)444-5565.

TYPIST rweded for iraurance company. Dicta-

tion with headphones, p^, 25 hrs/week. $6/hr.

WLA (21 3)470-3660.

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK, & SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin
inwnediately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK, t, SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin
immediately. ExperierKe preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

VETERINARY TECHNKIIAN wanted, experi-

ence a must; (213)479-3336 for more
information.

WLA healthchib looking for fitness oriented

receptionist, early mornings and afternoons.

Shannon (213)626-6006.

30 Help Wanted 30

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS - BOYS CAMP. W. MASS./

GIRLS CAMP MAINE
TOP SALARY, RM«0/LAUNDRY^ TRAVEL
ALLOWANCE. MUST LOVE Kl6s AND

HAVE SKILL IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY. ARTS « CRAFTS. BASEBALL.
BASKETBALL. BICYCLING.

CHEERLEADING. DANCE. DRAMA DRUMS.
FENCING. GOLF. GUITAR. GYMNASTICS.
HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACtoSSE, NATURE. SAILBOARDING.
SAIUNG. SCUBA. SOCCER. TENNIS.

TRACK. WSI. WATERSKI. WEIGHTS. WOOD.
MEN CALL OR WRITE: CAMP WINADU

5 GLEN L4A«E, UAUARONECK. N.Y. 10543
/914)38 1 -5983.
ok WRITE: CAMP \/EGA

P.O. BOX 1771. DUXBURY. UA 02332.
(617)934-6536.

— I DELIVERY DRIVERS

Pick-up & delivery of

bridal gowns must have

own car, Insurance.

EARN $80.00/day.-

Flexible hours.

CALL 800-654-5324

for appt.

ALFRED SILVERA
will be shooting on location In

LA from Wed. 1/31 -Wed. 2/7.

Alfred works extensively with

men/wonf)en In New York City.

Paris-USA, and International mod-
eling agency. Booking on a first

come, first serve, pre-paid basis.

(213)856-8222 24 hrs.

EARN up to $8/hr
Housecleaners

* FuH & Part-Umc *

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
• Men, Women, Sttxients. etc.

CaW (213) 453-1817

Tennporary help needed
for busy florist Feb 5 to

14. Ckxxi phone skills,

will train. Contact Maria
or Diane at 273-4545.

WORK-STUDY STUDENTS NEEDED AT
SEEDS U.E5. AS CLASSROOM AIDES Sche-
dulet: 1 1 :30 to 1 rOO artd Noon to 1 :30 DAILY.
One adcfl hour TBA. Glofia 20b- 11 34.

WRITER'S Exchange.has wofk for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Noo-
Fictiori books, Magvine articles,
(213)208-5128. Vernon.— . 1— _ —:—
X-RAY TECHNICIAN (limited) to perform ex-
ams and x-rays at Chiropractic office. Great
opportunity. Call (213)653-9530.

Job Opportunities 32

EARN $2000-4000. Searching for employ-
ment that permits working your own hrs,, but
still challenging enough for your entreper>eur-

ial skills^ Manage programs for FORTUNE 500
companies. Earn $2000-4000. Call
1(800)932-0528 x2 1/1 (800)950-8472 x21.

FUU-TIME RECEPTIONIST needed to work in

Santa Monica Imv firm. Duties include heavy
phoncwork, light typir^ filing, general cl«rl.

cal woHc, runninfvnmw. Knowtadgc ofWont
PwiMi SJO a plu^ but rwt r«;|uir«l. Avallabia

immedUlcly, Maroella. (213)451.9714.

+
4
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Job Opportunities

FULL/PART-TIV'iE Bilingual Spanish speaking
MSW-MFCC hours available. Also, foster

home recruiter. Call Beverly Heath
(213)385-5100.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Hi-tech Design. Santa
Monica Design firm wants a bright, energetic
office assistant. Will be assigned a PC to learn

ai\d use business software. Responsible for:

Filing, greeting clienU, light phor>es, and
errar>ds. Full-t,inrte prefer - Flexible hours. Must
have car. Phone Margo, SynerDyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only.

SALES/MARKETING, successful delivery com-
pany is seeking 2 aggressive, hardworking
individuals to work F/T developing new busi-

ness in dosvntown LA. Outside sales experi-

ence helpful, College graduate preferred. Earn-

ing potential $45,000 Ist yr. Salary + benefits.

(213)250-9945.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE dental office needs
assistant to office manager. Up to 16 hrsAvk,
days and hours flexible. Typing skills re-

quired.$6.50 to start. (213)824-5284.

Internstijps 34

MAJOR independent film producers seek stu-

dent interns to learn development, aquisition
activities in office environment. (Century City)

no pay but great opportunity learn industry.

(213)551-2505 or (213)394-7263.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER, Saturday nights. References re-

quit^. Laurel Canyon. Must drive. $6^r.
(jJB)656-2453, call after 6pm.

|YSITTERAlOUSEKEEPER- For 1 year old
girl. M-F. References. (213)657-4833.

BABYSITTER, Westwood, flexible hours. 1

child, 7 yrs. Responsible, loving sitter. Must
have car. (213)479-0557.

CHILD CARE WANTED full time in my home,
Mon-Fri. For newborn baby. Call Terry
(213)206-3011.

CHIL(X:aRE for 3 and 5 year old, plus light

housekeeping, in Brentwood. Two afternoons
minimum, plus flexibility to work evenings and
weekends Must drive, have experience, and
local references. (213)471-0915.

CHILDCARE w/car for girl 8, 3-4 days/wk
3:30-6;30pm Westside. References & insur-

ance req. SMir. + mileage. (21 3)578-5452 day
& (213)397-1993 eves.

INDIVIDUAL assistant in first grade classroom
for bright physically handicapped six year old
girl. Bam-2:20pm, M-F, $8-&10/hr
(213)933-1406.

MOTHER'S HELPER: childcare/Iight house-
keeping 2 week days, Saturday evenings.
Friendly and dependable. (213)204- 5298

.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER needed for West-
wood family. Part-time, flexible hours. Walk-
ing distance to campus. Call (213)475-2091.

TEACHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required.
15-20 hrs/Wk. (213)273-1868.

Apartments for Rent 49

1-BDR, $75Q/mo, securtiy building, parking,
suana, pool 11425 Rochester Ave. Near bus
stop, 10 min from campus. (213)263-8221.

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large
1-bdrm, $700. 1235 Federal Ave
(213)477-7237.

650 LANDFAIR APT. 1 block from UCLA
$25Q/mo utilities included. Kathryn and Nitta

(213)824-5747.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, l-bath,
high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
TV, garage. $1025. (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED
ROOM. 1 MILE LXIA. REFRIDGERATOR,
DISHWASHER, VC, WALK- IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

DELUXE 1 bedroom. 5 minutes walk from
UCLA. Full kitchen, water paid, parking, quiet
building. Available today. $875/mo.
(213)208-8881.

PALMS, 1-bed upper, built-ins, fireplace, a/c,

security, alarm, refrigerator, 5 miles from
campus, $700, (213)937-0589

PALMS 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS, $895/mo. 2 + 2. New upper. All

amenities including balcony, skylight, fire-

place, gated parking, quiet street, easy freeway
access. (213)390-5996.

SANTA MONKIA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer]
quiet, $1795/mo. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONICA 1-bed 2-bath, loft. 2 parking
spaces, new, volume, cielings, quiet
$1295/month. (213)473-4272.

SPACKXJS, furnished. Single on Gayley. Sec.
bidng., 3 people ok. $795/mo. Call
(213)206-6310. Evenings or (213)206-6002
day. Ask for Alicia or Angelica.

LCLA University apartments for rent!! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,
short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or
(213)825-8496.

WESTWOOD $875 1 -bedroom, $1400, 2+2,
Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no peU. 520
KeUon. (213)206-7483.

WESTWOOD Villiige, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

br»ht upper. CO, new appliances, 2<at
parking, laundry, freshly painted. 279-1887.
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49

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Securt Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place
'

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709--̂4284

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century

Cable FM

Ad
BOX ART

Valentine^s Day •

11

Send your love in a Daily Bruin ValenC

f5

n
f3

Daily Bruin Valentines Issue
Classified Display Deadline
Classified Line Deadline

- February 14 m
- February 9 - 4pm
- February 13-noon

f7

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

CHECK MC/VISA.

ZIP

PHONE

CARD NO.:.

EXP. DATE
f9

REG. CARD.
(Exp. date must be included)

AMOUNT $

BOX NUMBER_i
Don't forget to indicate what size you want!!!!! Box Art is alwve!

T

****
Don't forget to enclose payment and any necessary artwork or special ^
instructions. Please note wlilcti box art you want to appear in your ad k"^

Prices;

students: $a/colinch

Locally: $9.45/col inch

CPlQr;

$2 fori to 3 column inches

$5 for ads larger that

3 column inches

This Is 1 column \^^\^

No more than 20 words per

column inch, please

Please drop ttiis form oTf at th^CTassffied Window ~ 112 Kerckhoff Hall 826-2221

Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. to Shore
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CSO
Evening Escort Service

825-1 493

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Smut
5 Oomicile
10 L.kewiM
14 Sickness
15 Spiel
18 Issue
17 Can. prov.
18 Amateurs
19 Tissue
20 Sanguine
:i — map
22 Sea bird

24 Fragrartces
26 Blunder
27 Impassive

ones
29 Earth mover
32 Qrain deity

33 Coxcomb
34 Acct.

35 Eyes
38 Programs
37 Child
38 A-S morwy
^j Naps
40 Carried
41 Forgave
43 Interred

44 Ship's posts
45 Heads: Fr.

48 BriHiant

48 Yielded

'9 Pewter coin
52 Cereal
53 Diminish
55 Roman god
56 Asian river

57 Splendid
58 Plug up
59 Congregate
60 Time periods
61 Exerts

1 German river

2 Sexy looK
3 Patio event
4 — dance
5 Turbinea
6 Airs

7 Ointn>ent
8 Ear: pref.

9 Answers
10 Long seat
11 Seasonal wish
12 Ler>gth unit

13 And othftfr

21 Fabled birds

23 Deadly sin

25 Tools
26 Inveetnrtents

27 News beat
28 — cotta
29 Was worried
30 Conjecture

Previous PUZZLE 80LVID
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3 1 Assessed
33 Bewilders
36 Like Mary
37 9^ part

39 Timber rot

40 Scotch county
42 Deflect

43 Sloped cuts
45 Mongol

46 Stuff

47 Fruit

48 Nutty

50 Capacity

51 Sacred chests

54 Insect

55 Needle: pref.

1 2 3 4

1
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1
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Palm
850 1 bacVI bsth

.1025 1 bscVI balti plus loft

.1060 2 bs(^ bath

11295 2 btdn bath piu« den

BeautHully decorrted. a/c, security gated, buih-in

stove, dishwasher. Open house Saturday 10-2 at

3717 Vinton #104,

1 mo. FREE RENT with one year lease.

838-6516 (mor ) 478-455S (office)

54 Apts. to St^ore

ULAJULaxaJUUUULtAJLJJUUUtJUUL^^

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or

private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.

Free brochure. Northridge
Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,

Northridge. CA 91325
(818)886-1717

WESTWOOD. $110Q/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A/C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (21 3)284-9044.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A^. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WLA, $1100/MO., 2-bdrm condo, security

building, VA -baths, shutters, frost-free re-

frigerator, cable. 1323 Carmelina Ave.
(213)456-3829.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. fslo peU, 1 person,

lease. (213)826-7868.

WLA$650/nr)o. One bedroom. Stove, refriger-

ator, private patio. 1412 Brockton ave.

(2130478-8924.

WLA. $72(yMO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, lauridry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

Apartments Furnlstied 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,
pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$52S/nrK>. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from canf>pus. (213)824-0161.

WLA. 1 -bedroom apt. fumished, very nice &
large. Balcony, 1st floor. Federal Ave, $725.
(213)479-8399.

Apts. Unfumistied 52

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $650, sunny 1 -bed-

room upper, refrigerator, gas stove, balcony,

charming and in great neighborhood. Avail-

able now. (21 3)284-8226. Leave message, and
try (213)637-2694 during weekend, Gina.

WESTWOOD, $1050. Fireplace, stove, re-

frigerator. Charming, quiet neighborhood. Call

(213)656-8339.

WESTWOOD. $995. Large 2-bed, 2-bath,

wetbar, balcony, new carpets and leveiors,

evenings. (213)444-7378.

WESTWOOD. $995. 2-be<V2-bath, new car-

pet, leveiors, wetbar, balcony, built-ins.

(213)444-7376.

tLA 2-BEDROOAy2-BATH- $1,135 and $965.
New security building. All amenities, rooftop

Jacuzzi with parxxamic ocean view. Open
1512 Amherst. 826-5528

WLA. Large 2-bdmVl'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vocation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pir>es. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

SKI UTAH - furnished corxio at base of

mountain, sleep six, fireplac^acuzzi, $120 a

ni^ht- All dates available. Call (801)261-5543.

Apts. to Sliore 54

2 BLOCKS to UCLA, $30(Vmo. h4ew security

complex, pool/jacuzzi on roof. Scott, Tyson
(213)206-6264.

BRENTWOOD. $43CVmo. Large, sunny apart-

ment. Fireplace, non-smoker, available Febru-
ary 28th. Ask for Susan at (213)820-6443.

BRENTWOOD condo to share with lady,

2-bedroonV2-bathroom, furnished. $595. Call

mornings (213)472-2647.

CULVER CITY. Feb. 1st. 2 female roommates
wanted for 3-bedroom apartment. $39CVeach.
Great location. (213)566-6966.

MAR VISTA, $375Ath>., 2-be<Vl bath, female

non-smoker. Available 2/1, 5 min to beach.
(213)390-9693.

NEWER TOWNHOUSE M/f private room &
bath, sec. parking, built-ins. Nice, all priv-

ledges. $475 + $100 deposit. (213)397-6133.

PALMS, non^mokirtg, t«M>-bcdroom, tvw>-

bath, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, barbeque, parking.

$495^fH>. Call Charles at (213)559-5690

ROOMMATE (FEMALE) wanted to share two-
bedroom, one-bath with two UCLA girls. 660
Veteran #225. (213)206-5963.

SM/VENK:I, $600ynf>o., own room, own bath,
1 -block from beach, pool/Jacuzzi, 24 hr sec-
urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main st.

392-9666. ^
WLA $5S0/MO., fumished condo with swim-
ming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, tennis courts,

parking and security. Share with professional

(213)637-9166.
'

WLA. Private bedroom, private bath, $397.50.
Close to bus and freeway. Avai label now.
(213)444-4902.

House for Rent

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 stoiy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stcjve.

dishwasher, fireplace.

I

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking.

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
|»6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

"306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

u

14th...

DfiiCi^ firuin

CCassijiect

VnCeniine's

Issue, 1990

54

WLA private room, private bath. $397.50, 16
min bus ride to UCLA. Open minded.
(213)444-4902.

WLA Share 2-be(V2-bed in exchange for light

housekeeping. Pool, security guard, large bal-

cony. (213)659-5563.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD. $240CVMO. 3-bdrm/2-balh,
security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (213)626-6907.

FURNISHED near UCLA. 2-bedroom, 2-bath.

1861 Federal Ave. Washer/dryer, fenced yard.

$1500. (213)454-2722.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrm/
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (616)666-2224.

MAR VISTA. Large 4-bedroom, 2'A bath,

family room. Nice master suite. Quiet street.

$1975. (213)393-7806.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, $1450/MO.
4-BEDROOM/2'/i BATH, 2 story covered
patio, courtyard. Secure, quiet and clean.

(818)503-4656.

SANTA MONICA, $1400. 2-bed/2-bath, 2
patios, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/
dryer, large yard. Sale possible.
(213)396-9303.

House for Stiore 57

Housing Needed 60

NON-SMOKER 27 year old Med-student look-

ing for own room. Will trade tutoring and/or
labor for reduced rent. Please call Lars
(213)636-6130.

*

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE (10-year-old girl). 3-9pm (25
hnMi. approx). Room & board, car, $20(Vmo.
12 miles to UCLA. (618)894-8576.

NEED help with 2 girls, 7 and 10. Transport to
and from school, somt errands, light house-
keeping. Days free Must be available nights
M-F, weekends free. Ideal for students. Walk-
ing distance to UCLA Plus stipend.
(213)466-8626.

Room for Help 63

BRENTWOOD. Guesthouse/studio w/loveiy
yard, kitchenette. i750/mo. plus light house-
keeping and mainlenarKe. No smoking.
(213)476-4588.

PACIFIC PALASADES. Prwate studio apvt-
mcnt exchange for house cleaning, drivers

license essehtial, hours flexible.
(213)454-3194. 10 minutes to UCLA.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets, targe room, fumished or unfurnished,
huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five
miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

NEAR UCLA, kieal for UCLA students/faculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available
now. jATQimo. (213)476-2066.

WLA, spacious fumished room, private, quiet.

Harden view. $45(VnrK>. (213)474-7265.

Roommotes 65

1 -BEDROOM in 2-bedroom apartment. Fully
furnished. Close to campus. Call Jeff

(213)206-6246.

2-BDRM/2-BATH apartment to shye with
professional female, $480. Woodfloors, great
views. Holly (213)937-3042.

BRENTWOOD. Own room/bath in 2-becV
2-bth apartmerH. Luxury high-rise, 24th floor.

Underground parking available, unfurnished.

SSOQ^mo plus $250 deposit and half utilities.

Live with a male professional (213)478-3542.
Leave nr>essage. Available February or Mych.

FEMALE ROOMATE to share new 2be(^bath
apartment with 3 others. Has spa and under-
ground parking.Rent $37S/mo. Less than 1

mile from campus. Reduced to $275 fbr 1st

three months for imnr>ediate move in.

(619)244-5106.

rcMALcROOMMATE wanted to share l-bdiiir
in a 2-bdrm apartment. Cloce to VA lot.

$225/l[no. (213)473.2576.

BUSINESS woman will share WLA townhouse, ^

non-smoker. Piano, fireplace. $55Q/mo. .;

(213)450-9111 Ext.2371.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share large

townhouse. Own bedroom + bathroom, fire-

place, laundry, garage, pool in quiet area. —
iAOQimo. (818)681-7053.

MAR VISTA, $800/MO IMMACULATE
GUEST WING OF HOME ON QUIET CULDE-
SAC. YOUR OWN ENTRANCE AND LIVING
ROOM AND BEDROOM AND BATH. SHARE
KITCHEN, GARAGE, LARGE YARD, GAR-

_

DEN, AND SPA. FEMALE OR COUPLE. TONI
(213)390-3313, (213)284-«a88.

SHARE Beautiful 3-bedroom Culver City
house. Wood floors, immaculate, fenced yard,
pets ok. $475. (213)393-3026.

WESTWOOD, $450, own bedroom and bath,
available immediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2206.
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/
Roommates

2-bath apt. Fairfax area, leave message
(21 3)931 -7326.

FEMALt KCXDMMAIt wanted ASAP. One
bedroom, five minutes to campus,
$291 .20/month, utilities included. (213)
824-9735.

65 Insurance 91 Travel 105 Travel
AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

105 Travel

FEMALE roommate needed. Share room in

spacious apartment across from UCLA.
$31(Vmo. Non-smoking. (213)208-4050
(213)430-4828.

FEMALE roommate wanted $255/nrK). to share
a large, furnished, one-bedroom, in West-
wood. (818)790-2185.

HERSHEY HALL $455 + deposit. Male grad
student. With meals on campus
(213)825-2742 or (213)559-3515.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share
a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30(Vmo
(213)208-4052.

MALE to share 2-bdrr7V2-bath with 3 others.
Clenrock. Walking distance. Pool, Jacuzzi
$40Q/mo. (213)824-7427.

-^\
,

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
W(~' nil do but .iu!o in^uian:-'

IS required by Inw' So for a
FREE LOWER QUOTE call

f2l3i852 71-5 ;8l8i342 1510
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

******************,t

Airto/Home/Commercial }L
Wostwood/Wilshir3 Office ^

312-0202 1^
1317 Westwood Blvd ^ I

(2 biks. So ot Wilshtre)

UCLA WEEK IN

MA2ATLAN
A Full Week of

PALMS. Female roomate wanted to share
spacious & sunny 2-bed, 2-bath. $395, Nancy
(213)398-1226.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one-bedroom.
$356.25, one Month free, Jacuzzi, weight
room. (213)479-7503.

ROOMMATE wanted, luxurious Brentwood
one bedroom apartn^nt with partitioned living

room $35(ymo. Utilities included. Covered
parking, pool security, garden, near UCLA,
markets, buses. (213)234-/M)14.

SANTA MONICA. $55(ymo. Own room in

3-bedroom secure condo. Walk to beach,
buslines. Parking. (213)394-7519. '

UNIVERSITY apartment, furnished, available
for male, non-smoker. 1 block from campus.
(213)824-7929.

VENICE, 1 V. blocks to beach. $500 + utilities.

Roomate to share 3-bed, 2-bath super condo.
Security parking, all amenities. Jaesa
(213)396-8765.

WESTWOOD, 2 males wanted to share
2-bd/2-bth, large apartment. 5 minutes to

campus. Jacuzzi, pool, parking spot. To share
with 2 freshman males. (213)208-4207. -

WESTWOOD. 4 girls in spacious 2-bdrm/
2-bth duplex need 5th girl. 691 Kelton
$342/mo. (213)824-4183.

WLA, brand new security townhouse. Bright

2+2Vi , amenities, 3-5 miles from UCLA. Near
stores, buslines. $293. (213)261-9595.

YOUNG professional needs responsible
roommate, Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

Condos for Rent 69

MARVISTA 2 bed, 27, blh. S)bO0/mo 3 level

approx 1800 sq ft. 4 balconies + private patio
street frontage professionally decorated central

a/c, wasfier/dryer, refrig, woodburning fire-

place, Jacuzzi, sauna, secure 2-car parking
(213)398-7276.

Auto Insurance

Why pay hnore!...

• For Auto/Motorcycles
• No Insurance/Cancelled
• Multiple Tickets/Accidents
• DUI
• 4 Wheel Drivers
• Exotic/Sports Cars
• Scooters
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVE-ON
wsuaANCsnvKo

>1SUCU^

Join us for our most popular Spring get-

away to Mazatlan, from March 24 to 31st.

Prices start at just *319 and include:
• Round-trip airfareJrom LAX.
• First class hotel accommodations.

Don't wait! Last year this event sold out!

TRAVEL SERVICE
Firsi doss in Low Fares
A-Level Ackerman M-F 8:30-6, Sat

^^7s^jS>^:s!^^m
Tutoring Offered

Movers 94

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nrwving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many nvjves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL - Don't Miss Phone Calls Own a

private phor>e number to receive/serni mes-
sages. Numbers available throughout Calif.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charties
(818)584-1123.

ENGLISH as a second language or Spanish
lessons by experienced UCLA MA college
teacher. (213)478-7971. _^^
FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710.

FRENCH LESSON. Elementary to advanced.
$10^. Call Phil after 5pm at (213)829-5756.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

TOEFL preparation "ESL" English as a second
language -patient internationally--
experienced teacher. (213)965-0059, Dr. Ber-

nard eves.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed, 2-bath, 2-car parking
Security, pool, balcony Magnificent view. 4
blocks from UCLA. i\bO0/rr\o. Call Cass
(213)470-1781

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (618)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures
Student discounts. For further information
1 -800 526-9682

Services Offered 96 Tutoring Needed 99

Child Care 90

EXPERIENCED & LICENSED family day care

provider. Monday to Friday. Has references.

Call (213)452-7597.

ANALYST RESFARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your paper. (213)559-1890.

EDITING, etc.. ASSISTANT all levels, all sub-

jects foreign students welcome. Call Research
Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.AV journalism. Dick
(213)206^353.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER can help in figure/charts

for publications. lllustraiiof« in ink, pen, color.

Symbol design. Cecilia (818)787-7914.

VOICE MAIL, private 24-hour answering ser-

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.
(818)594-1974.

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR wanted fro 5th

grader, ififhr. 4 hr^vk. Must have transpora-

tion. Near UCLA (213)854-0466.

THE
WORLD
IS ON
SALE!
Roundtrip from los

SMVrMcitco
NcwYorii
London
Aniflcranni
Paris

Athtns
Tahiti

Typing 100

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical awkUnc* with writing problemt
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Sci«r>ce.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

TdAviv
Nairobi
Johanncsburs
Capetown

Angeles

$
$
$
$

$

$

$

$

m
4ff
48f
54f
«Sf
Mf
73f
73t

$1070
$1340
$1540

Restrictiom apply. Fares subject to chartQe
wilhoui nolin and bassd on avaiabity.

AnmtcM'% okk»t »nd binett
tluotitt tiwYtl otgtnltMoon.

CoiMci
MOirOMW JMIMMMIV
1093 IrartonAw.^lfi&wood

t13-t08-3551

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imnnediate Phone Quotes

392-4)6] 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monico

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subyects. Theset/Disaenations.

Proposals and Books. Foreifn Students
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. [213) 470-66«l.

Tutoring Offered 98

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: ferrxaie 21 and
over $576/yr.; feriKiie

under 21, male urxjer 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, artd rriotorcycies

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7061

=,,= or 475^355

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT,

and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with thb
od.IVY league grodi. Stomford Prep

(213)271-5181

TUTORING. Japarwse lessons, elementary to

advarKed conversation, taught by native

speaker. Call Kaori (213)447-2219.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

mtaft.and Uudy $klll. Ann* (213)659-2293.
leave messaire.

TYPING
Located on campus
Fast turnaround, laser prints

Reasonable Rates!

ASUCm Computer Rental Center in Kerckhotl • 206 8454

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0368

GREAT MARKS typing service. Complete,
prompt, and affordable service. Contact Paula
Marks. (213)935-3853.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/laser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (21 3)933- 1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessin^ Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spelkheck, storage, Le Conle/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

QUALITY TYPESETTING of manuscripts,
lermpapers, legal/ medical documents. LQ
Print. Fast, accurate, confidential, student
discounts. (213)578-5490.

WHY PAY MORE? Wordprocessing, fast, ac-

curate. Laser printer, spell check, editing on
request Monica (213)392-3262.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, Iranscriptiorn, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)826-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2666.

"»"*•' rm^K.K9amjK. acripu, icnn pwpCfl^
etc. Best prices. Call Nona (213)447-561?.

Typing 100

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset rcsunies, business
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDES Law graduate with Macintosh,
Lascrpririter Resumes ($20), papers, profes-
sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-
Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 6am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xlOS, 9-5:30 M-F.

All computer work I do. Free pick-up and
delivery. Reasonable rates. (818)706-0910
and (213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-
perienced, reasonable. Disaertalions, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing
w/ lascrjet quality printing for resumes and
papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvette (213)556-3236.

Mu$ic Lessons 102

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-
children. $10/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave meuigfi.

VOtCE. 40 years leaching. Ail levels/ styles.

N.V. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Ntir UCLA. MICHAEL BONOONft1>)17y.701 2.

1

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessof»s by i professtonaJ ,teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars availaVJe. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865. .

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCU Graphic Semces in KerckhoH 150 • 206 0894

Travel Tickets 106

2 TICKETS: LAX to Orlando, $190 each,
February 22; 2 tickets: Orlarxk) to LAX, $1 39
each, February 28; Roundtrip ticket: LAX to
Denver, $90, February 16-27. (213)245-6849.

Autos for Sale 109

1987 TOYOTA TERaL, 2-door. Low miles,
excellent condition, AM/FM cassette, quadro-
phonic sound. Great on gas -- call
(213)477-1414.

81 TOYOTA CELICA ST, Auto, power steering
and brakes, a/c, anVfnVcassette. 83k. $2300
obo. (213)391-1861.

84 MAZERATI BITURBO, leather, 5-speed,
loaded, alpine alarm, cover, excellent corvli.
lion, $790(yobo. (213)271-5488.

ATTENTKDN-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602 638-8885. Ext.A 8050.

BMW 325 1967 4-door. Red, automatic,
alarm, loaded. 1 7K miles. $16K.
(213)204-3668. Before 9p.m.

CELICA GT- 1983, AM/FM, new brakes, single
owner, no accidents. Excellent condition.
Oaig (816)761-1158.

CHEVY CAVALIER convertable, 1987, mint
condition, power everything, low miles, must
see. John (213)568-5324,(213)312-2973.

DAIHATSU, Charade, CSL, 1 989, $599Vobo.
3-dr hatchback, automatic, P/S, AMfFhA cas-
sette, roof rack. 2000 miles. Like new.
(213)419-4049.

DODGE ASPEN 1980 6 cylinder, runs good.
SlOOCVobo (213)206-1200 between 9 and
5pm.

FORD ESCORT WAGON, 1981. Clean, one
owner, $1295. (Office) (213)226-4397,
(Home) (213)475-8377. Ask for Victoria.

FORD MUSTANG 1 966 $300Ck'obo. V-8, 289,
rebuilt engine, aqua blueAvhite. Great condi-
tion. (213)478-0930.

FORD Mustang II, 1975. $950.00 4-cylinder,
automatic, sunroof, low miles. Day
(213)825-8598. Brian.

MINI TRUCK. Four 8- inch cenlerline rims with
Sumitonw PI 95/50 tires. $300.00. Danny
(213)447-1476. Call Tuesdays.

NISSAN 300ZX 1965 $8100/obo. Red
5-ipeed, futty toaded, excellent condition,^
extended warranty. (213)379-4019.

I

TENNiS
From page 45

Dreyer is also ranked eigtith in

doubles with partner Iwalani
McCalla.

Iwalani McCalla (So.): NCAA
singles ranking: Unranked. 1988-
89 singles: 12-4 (No. 5). 1988-89
doubles: 10-2 (No. 3). This season
singles: 8-4.

Notes: McCalla is actually only
in her second quarter at UCLA,
having joined the team during
spring break last year. USC head
coach Sheryl Jones termed
McCalla "the secret weapon"
when McCalla helped the Bruins
avenge an earlier loss to USC in

April. McCalla arrived just in time
to help the injury-riddled Bruins as
she filled in for Catherine O'Mea-
ra (now graduated), who was
having back problems. McCalla,
who defeated USC's Laux last

season at the Pac-10 champion-
ships, 3-6, 7-6 (6), 7-6 (3), to reach
the quarterfinals, also gave
defending NCAA singles champ-
ion and No. 1-ranked Birch of
Stanford a scare in the National
Collegiate Tennis Classic two
weeks ago when she led 3-0 in the
third set before losing, 4-6, 6-3, 6-

4.

Also expected to provide key
contributions are junior Debbie

- LaFranchi and freshmen Cam-
mie Foley, Allegra Milholland
and Helen Tu.

LaFranchi's record last season
at No. 6 singles and No. 3 doubles
was 7-14 and 6-7, respectively, but
she provided a key victory over
USC's Stephanie Harges 7-6 (0),
6-1 in the dual meet which
propelled UCLA from fourth to
third in the rankings while drop-
ping USC from third to sixth.

Harges had beaten LaFranchi
earlier, 6-1, 6-0.

Of Foley, who clinched
UCLA's first dual meet of the year
against the University of Utah last

week by beating Liz Fox. 5-7. 6-0,

7-5, Zaima said "she'll push
whoever's at No. 6". Foley was
ranked No. 5 in singles and No.2 in

doubles (with Alysia May) in the
16-and-under age group.
On Milholland, Zaima said

she's "the second coming of
Allyson Cooper — she has tre-

mendous desire and talent". For
those of you who may not know.
Cooper was a walk-on in her
freshman year who eventually
became UCLA's No. 1 singles

player (in •87-'88) as a senior.

Milholland also competed in Okla-
homa last summer at the Olympic
Festival.

Tu, unlike the others, didn't
begin playing tennis until the

relatively old age of 12.
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Maharishi Mahesh VdkI
FiHJiKlcr lit ihe Transcendcnkil

Mciliialion Pniprum

ir you really want
to know how to
improve your grades^
your career, and
your life, there's an
upcoming lecture

ybii shouldn't miss.

GRAM) OPENING SPECIALS

CDver 1,000,000 students have experienced the benefits of
the Transcendental Meditation technique, including:

•increased intelligence

•improved concentration and memory
.; •reduced Stress and anxiety

•better relationships

•improved athletic performance
•better grades

Free Introduction^ Lectures on Transcendental
Meditation^This Week Only

Tuesday. January 30th ac 1:00PM in Ackerman Union RM#Z410
Wednesday, January 31st at l.OOPM in Ackerman Union RM#2410
Thursday, Febuary 1st at 11:00AM in Ackerman Union RM#2410

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 824-4525
sponsored by TM Club

fiXPfiEt picture framing
* Open Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6 *
* Same day Service *
* Ample FREE Parking Available In Rear *
* 5 Minutes From UCLAI jk

11165 Santa Monica Blvd.
Between 405 Fwy ft Sepulveda Blvd.

479-7339
I

I

l^

a>

8.
3
O
u
a>

$10
I

OFF
IS

"I
c
o FREE Print

with minimum $50 purchase
not valid with any other offer

•offer expires 2-15-90

When You Frame
With Us I

not valid with any other offer
'offer expires 2-15-90

•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filler

•Adjust brakes
•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

iPi^fta^tdefCLS^ieciaJU
6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL

EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5.000 MILES
•Check exhaust system
•Check" steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluki levels on

•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential

•Transaxle

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshield washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$>IA95
^+tax

^j^^^^^^^^^sejj^ej^^ yyhen order is written. Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREEr

. *7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change
will be done in 30 minutes from the time S^ il Q'S
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^ i ^1 ^^
you won't pay! Call or come in today. I ^ff+taxl

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 1/30/90

MKKEMiLLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines $^%QO
•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system ^%^^*^
•Add fluid as needed"

[ T6%~ofr a"ny •
^^^

•Inspect rear brakes • brake repair I

Present coupon when orderls" written.

Toyota on ly. Expires 1/30/90

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover

Autos for Sale 109 Motorcycles for Sole 1 14 Scooters 1 19 Furniture

NISSAN SENTRA 1989. On* owner, automa-
tic, A^, stereo. 2-dr, tan, clean. $7000. C»h
negotiable. 26k mlle». (21 3)476-3542.

TOYOT\ COROLLA TERCa, 1982. $1995.
S-tpeed, tfere<^caMette, newUrct, mint condi.
tion in and out. (213)470-8913.

TOYOTA SUPRA 1983 $450CA>bo. Five
«peed, leather sunroof, stereo casscOe, PA-
P/W. B5kAtiile«. (213)206-8717.

VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE 1 970. Classic,

semi-automatic, retiuiK engine. 41,000 miles,

AM^M, original owner. (21 3)20fr<1 54. Lee.

VOLKSWAGEN KARMANGHIA. 1973,
$1995. Stkk, AAVFM, new yelkiw paint.

Emmaculatc condition in and out.
(213)470-6913.

VW BUG 1972 $120Qtebo. New electrical

system, clutch, and tires. Rebuilt brakes. Great
condition. Jim (213)475-5168.

VW CABROLET- Convertible, 1985 limited
editten aiMomatk:, leather, air conditioning,
65,000 miles. $6,200. (213) 272-6631 |odi.

(213)653-9925 Allan.

VW GTI 1964. Sunroof. NC, Ssp. Alpine
pullout. gre#t condition, 66,000 miles,
$3,500. (213)476-3279.

VW. JETTA GLt. 1965. $5000. Looki and rum
great. AiK, stereo, alarm. Red. 4-door.
(213)322-9271.

it'

1967 HONDA XL600. $165(Vbbo. Supertrap,
new tires, 6-gallon desert gas tank. Excellent
condition. (213)206-2206.

HONDA 250XL 1964 $105(M>bo. New ei^
eine. kiw miles, runt great. (213)206-5694.

RED, Honda Elite 250 with pager, alarm, low
mileage + many extras $1250. Call Laurent
(213)824-5246.

VESPA P200E. 1972. $7S(Vbbo. Blue, h^
rack, mirrors. Excellent condition. Call Scott
(213)391-3324.

126 Stereos/TVs/Rodlos 131

TWIN BEDS, office desk, file cabinet. Toshiba
computer, cxercycle, 26' color TV, very
reasonable. (213)552-1897.

Garage Sales 127

Scooters 119 Furniture 126

87 HONDA aiTE SO. Low miles. Excel
condition. $500 obo. 477-8600. Leave
message.

BLACK YAMAHA RIVA 125z. Good condi-
tion. Runs great. $750 or best offer.

(213)550-7754, (213) 275-7668.

HONDA AERO 50, 1985, $550. Red, runs
great, 1 500 miles. Just tuned. Kryptonite kick.

Michelle (816)568-1912.

HONDA AERO, 1986, good condition. $500.
Ca|l Marilie (213)473-2576.

HONDA aiTE 60-'8S. $600. Jurt tuned, new
tires; Jeff 824-1403.

HONDA SPREE 1966. Low miles, good condi-

tion, recent tuneup. $300/obo.
(213)477-1777.

HONDA SPKcc 1985. $40Qrobo with helmet

and lock Included. New battery, recently

tuned-up. (616)997-6766.

ANTIQUE Dining room set, doublebed,
couch, book shelves. Best offer.
(213)625-7878 days. (213)470-4239 eves.

IMMEDIATE SALE- Expensive designer sofa/
love seat, unused, $550. Large Oak entertain-

ment Center $195, late model 25" color T.V.,

$195. 19" color protabk; A-1 $120, delivery

possible. (213)453-2146.

LARGE OAK entertainment center. $7S/obo.
Call ASAP. (213)473-5664 or (213)477-8295.

CANON AE-1 with 50 mm, 28of»m lenses,

flash, and case. Excellent condition. $175
(213)47^4169. _^
FISHTANK must go. Includes pump, healer,

"g*^*. gravel, wood stand etc. 10 gal.

$15(yobo. (213)477-0469 Richard.

NIKON F-301 with 50 mm and 28mm lenses,

flash, and professional tripod. Like new. $300.
(213)470-4169.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE, still in box. $65.
Sony TV, Like new Trinitron 12", $150.
(213)470-4169.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.
(213)372-2337.

MOVING—selling dinette set. couch with
chair, (ridge. Jim (D) 825-0700, (n) 836-5796.

WOODEN desk oak finish with LH return.

Onal oondnion. $50.; Desk chair $20.; 6 foot

wooden wardrobe/ckMCt with storage drawer
$50. Wayne (213)202-0460.

Musical Instruments 129

DRUM SET- 5 piece, slingerland. Wack. very
little wear. ZiWjian cymbols. $750 OBO.
Sharie (213) 206-8414.

Office Equipment

HITACHI colored tv. 12x16 inch screen with
removable legs. $65 Rondi (21 3)671 8638.

Typewriter/Computer 134

NEC MULTI-SPEED- Laptop, $700.00. (616)
793-0231

.

PORTABLE Laptop Toshiba T-lOO, TSfXBT,
Modem, Rechargeable Battery Wordstar, Lotus
so<>ware included. Only $400 (21 3)208-6783.

RENT IBM-PC Complete system, $9Vmo.
Perfect for upcoming term papers, disserta-
tions. IBM-AT systems available
(213)931-4207.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT compatible. 20MB,
one 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color monitor.
$4000/obo. (213)824-7536.

ZENPTH SUPERSPORT 286 laptop. IBM com-
patiWe. Dento full wan^anty. 20nr\b harddrive,
1MB RAM, battery, charger, DOS, extras.

$2200. Doug. (213)206-6295.

HP 4T O(-$l00 i 28C; $75. new. card
r«ader/math/memory/mod«lB. Scott
(213)208-6264.

T-
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How would you like 50 of these?
*.•'•

On February 2, 1990 (Friday, 4th week), you
could add $50 to your wallet. Think of all the
things you can do with an extra $50: have a
delicious lobster dinner, watch 7 movies,buy
your text books, or 4 CD's. ..it's up to you!!!

Just correctly find the 2 fake ads in 2/2/90's
Daily Bruin, submit your entry*, and hope

you're one of the four lucky winners!!!

* Rules and entry form
will be published on the -

day of the contest (2/2/90)

The UCLA Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing
Department Is Pleased To Announce..

.

•.^ji ^^M&>4i

B'&t^fe

...for lfi9

UCLA /WESTWOOD
f "f iflAi
Liifr

'M I nil
rA# I IMln I IIVI
III HIIWI

To

Central LA

PlusNEW
Lomrer Monthly

Per Month For These
Routes :

• Central LA
• Westchester
• Studio City/
Sherman Oaks

One-Way Price

Any Route Just

Mi&

Call The CAR Department For
More Information.,.(213)325-7639

BASEBALL
From page 41

Catcher

a Junior Paul Ellis will start his

second season behind the plate for
the Brains. The left-handed hitting

backstop cranked four homers last

Sfeason—the most of any returning
starter—while batting .281. He
also drove in 23 runs.

First Base
Chris Pritchett will be the

Brains' new starting first-baseman
in 1990, and he could provide
some much needed punch to the

lineup. The sophomore, who hit

.238 with no homers and five RBI,
underwent an off-season weight
training program similar to the one
undergone by former Brain and
Detroit Tiger Torey LovuUo
before his s(^homore season.

Second Base
Dependable senior Mannie

Adams returns to start for his

second-straight season in the Brain
infield. Adams went on to hit .312
with one home ran and 20 RBI last

season as a starter at both third and
second.

Shortstop

A stalwart at shortstop, Mike
Hankins will start his third cani-

paign at the position. The irpn man
was the only Brain starter not to

miss a game due to injury or illness

last season while batting .260 with
a single dinger and 18 RBI as a
junior.

Third Base
One of the biggest surprises of

the season came this spring, when
freshman David Ravitz won the
job with some fine glove play. The
West Los Angeles native graduate
from University High School,
where he was an all-league perfor-

mer.

Outrield

The Brain outfield will be in the

spotlight in 1990, as it ranks as one
of the fEistest in the nation. One of
UCLA's pair of "Bo Jackson's** is

freshman Shawn Wills, who also
played his second season in the

backfieW of the UCLA football

team in 1989. WiUs will patrol

center, where he'll try to fill the
roomy cleats left by David Keat-
ing.

Robbie Katzaroff, UCLA's only
All-Six-Pac selection last year,

returns for his third campaign in

left field after a tremendous 1989.
The senior was ninth in the
conference batting race with his

.345 average after leading the

league for a time. Katzaroff. who
has never gone more than one
game without a hit in his UCLA
career, also knocked in a leam-
high 30 rans and stole a team-
leading 33 bases.

In right, a trio of Brains figure to

share time. Sophomore Joel Wolfe
(.320. 2 HR. 28 RBI) hopes to fuid

a home in the outfield after being
shuffled around last year. Junior
David Tokheim (.288, 3 HR. 20
RBI, 20 SB), who went all season
without committing an error last

year, will see action mostly against

right-handers. UCLA's other "Bo
Jackson" is freshman Michael
Moore, a graduate of Beverly Hills

High who redshirted at receiver on
the football team last year. Moore
was also drafted by the Toronto
Blue Jays out of high school, but
reportedly turned down a six-digit

signing bonus to play at UCLA.

49ERS '- /•

From page 42

and San Francisco would have had
to traly earn its points.

As it was, the Niners literally

scored at will.

As for Bronco quarterback John
Elway, his cannon for a right arm
fired nothing but squawking
ducks—complete with ruffled,

feathers.

V

BASEBALL
From page 48

UCLA team that hit a conference-

record 1 16 homers. "But we might
surprise some people with more
home rans than they expect"

But if the pitching staff lives up
to expectations, the Brains should
be able to keep the score low
enough to let their scrappy offense

do the job. If the Brains can be on
the right end of those hockey
scores (3-1, 2-0), UCLA could
finally bring soine national promi-
nence back to Westwood.

There's no doubt that UCLA
will receive national exposure, as

the Brains play one of the toughest

schedules in the country. UCLA
plays against eight of the Baseball

America Pre-season Top 25. in

addition to three-game sets at

Hawaii and UNLV, and a single

game against nationally-rated nii-
' nois.

But whoever the opponent, the

Brains are eager to celebrate the

rights of spring. "We're as ready as

any year I've been here," Adams
said, "so there arc no excuses."

Following is a position-by-pos-

ition randown of the 1990 UCLA
baseball team.

Pitching:

UCLA compiled a 4.54 team
ERA last season, the lowest mark
since 1980. This season. UCLA
should shed some more points off

that staL Returning 525 and two-
thirds innings from a staff that

pitched 527 last year, all the Brain
hurlers have to do is turn that

experience into success.

Leading the starting rotation is

John Sutherland, an eighth-round
choice of the Chicago While Sox
last spring who bucked the trend of
recent Brain standouts by electing

10 stay in Westwood for his senior

year. Last season, the 6-3 righty

was 6-6 with a 4.40 ERA. but
provided more consistently solid

appearances than his record indi-

cates.

Junior Tim Lindsay will take his

fu^t stint as a regular in the starting

rotation this season. The hard-
throwing, 6-4 right-hander from
Arcadia compiled an 0-1 mark and
a 4.84 ERA in his sophomore
season, but hopes to fit into the

rotation immediately.

Mike Fyhrie may be the hidden
treasure of this staff. The 6-3

junior right-hander from Westmin-
ster was ninth in the Pac-10 in

ERA (3.72) last season and was
second on the team in wins with a
7-5 mark.

Freshman Pete Janicki, a 6-3

right-hander from Placentia, also

figures to work his way into the

starting rotation quickly.

Junior Dave "WiW Thing" Zan-
canaro, considered by some to be
among the top lefties in the nation,

will anchor the bullpen this season.

Zancanaro won his last seven
decisions in 1989 in compiling the

best record on the staff (9-4) and
the eighth-best ERA in the Six-Pac

(3.55).

Hard-luck Scott Schanz hopes
to turn his fortunes around this

year after a tough 1989. The junior

from Riverside straggled to a 2-12

record last year (4.83) in a starting

role, and is within reach of the

NCAA's all-time record for career

losses. Schanz may miss his shot at

immortality, however, as he's been
moved to the bullpen to be the

right-handed complement to Zan-
canaro.

Long reliever Adam Schulhofer
tied a school record with four saves
in conference games laSt season
and should perform even better

with a year of collegiate experi-

ence under his belt The 6-2 righty

was 2-2 with four saves and a 3.00
ERA in 1989.

See BASEBALL, page 40
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TWO ROADS DIVERGED UV A (WEST)WOOD,
AND I TOOK THE DE NEVE DRIVE
AND THAT HAS MADE ALL THE DIFFERENCE

GAYLEY MACV

STRATHMORE
CIRCLE DR. WEST ^

R.A. SELECTION 1990-91

DE NEVE DR.

Applications can be pkked up at the office of Residential Life or at any of the Residence
Halls. For more information call Guy Sanders at 206-5588. DEADLINE FOR
RETURNING APPUCATIONS TO RFJilDENTIAL IJFF
IS FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 2, 1990.

^V)
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UCLACommunityForum
Building Toward a Definition

of Student Academic Success

A panel discussion moderated by

Assistant Vice Chancellor Thomas E. Lifka

Office of Student Academic Services

Panelists: .

Academic Affairs Commissioner Floric Aranovich, Undergraduate Students

Association, representing students

Dean Edward A. Alpers, Honors and Undergraduate ProgramsXollege of Letters

and Science, representing the faculty-

Assistant Vice Chancellor John E. Kobara, Alumni Relations, representing alumni

Director Jane C. Muratore, Seunseling Division. College of Letters and Science,

representing academic administrators and counselors

Dr. William D. Parham, counseling psychologist. Student Psychological Services,

representing Student Affairs administrators

Thursday, February 1, 1990

2:30-5:00 p.m.

Ackerman Union, 2nd Floor Lounge
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Choose
a
life...

not

just a
career.

So many choices to make. So many
things to consider. Is it worth the effort?

Will I t)e happy? Will I be fulfilled?

Fulfillment comes with doing what
you love and doing it well. . . Using your tal-

ents in an atmosphere where personal
growth is ernouraged.

The Paulists can offer you a life. A
life of commitment to people. Helping the

lost and alienated find a spiritual home. Us-
ing radio, television, fUm and otfter contem^
porary means to spread the Gospel.
Working with other Christians for unity and
seeking a deeper understanding with other

world religions.

It you're looking for life... not just a
career, choose the Paulists.

for more information caN 1-M0-23S-3456.

Or write, Father John F. Duffy, C.S.P.. Paulist Fathers NAxation Office

415 West 59th Street, New York. NY 10019

^tST PICK

1. WEREN'T YOG IN THIS
CHEM CLASS LAST
QUARTER?

J 2. IS THAT REALLY
YOUR SKATE BOARD?

{ 3. YOUR EYES, THEY'RE
SO BIG

t 4. CAN 1 "KERCKHOFF"
M WR^ yog:

Mand best of all

{are yog going to the J

iCLAN-DYKEN
REGQAE-ROCK CONCERTJ

J TODAY @ NOON!?

;

¥
¥

BROIN PLAZA

CLLTLCAL

* Paid for by (JSAC - Your Student Government

Perfect tennis out to improve
By Tien Lee

\

Staff Writer

The No. 2-rankcd UCLA
women's tennis team will try to

extend its perfect 2-0 record today
at 1:30 p.m. on the Sunset Courts
when it meets the UC Santa
Barbara Gauchos.
Today marks the beginning of a

busy week for the Bruins, who will

play the University of San Diego
on Friday and Pepperdine on
Saturday.

Thus far, the Bruins have scored
easy victories over the uimmked
University of Utah (7-2), and UC
Irvine (9-0), as head coach Bill

Zaima has used the matches to

experiment with the lineup and
allow everyone to gain valuable

match play experience.

Zaima said he will continue the

rotation until the dual meet with

Women's Tennis

siders the UCSB squad this year to
be a potential top-20 team that

should not be taken lightly.

"They have a lot of good,
scrappy players,*' he said.

UCLA is presently led by
NCAA-ranked players such as
freshman Kim Po (No. 10), junior

Jessica Emmons (No. 22), sopho-
more Mamie Ceniza (No. 35),
junior Kirsten Drcycr (No. 38) and
junior Stella Sampras (No. 44).
UCSB wiU be led at No. 1

singles by junior Tracie Johnstone
and freshman Carla C^arcsma at

No. 2.

Who:

Whon:
When:

UCLA vs.

UC Santa Barbara

Sunset Courts

Today, 1 :30p.m.

Pepperdine before deciding on the
season lineup.

The unranked Gauchos are
currently 2-1 after finishing last

year with a 9-1 mark in the Big
West Conference (second behind
San Diego Stale) and 19-8 overall.

The Gauchos recorded victories

this year over Fresno State (5-4)
and Loyola Marymount (9-0)
before losing to No. 5-ranked
Pepperdine (7-1).

Although UCLA coasted to an
8-1 victory in its only meeting here
last season, and owns an unblem-
ished 22-0 record against the
Gauchos since 1972, Zaima con-

Lacrosse's wii
By Tom Orewyler

Contributor

Super Sunday took on a different meaning for the
UCLA lacrosse team over the weekend as it defeated
a highly touted Sonoma State club for its second
victory of the year in as many tries.

After a relatively easy win over Claremont in

Saturday's season opener, the Bruins returned home
Sunday to beat a Sonoma State squad which, for the
past two years, has found itself in the state

championship game.
In Saturday's 14-7 victory over Claremont and in

Sunday's 18-14 win over the Cossacks of Sohoma
State, midfielder Dave Wolf led the Bruin offense
with five goals in each contest.

Accounting for almost one-third of his team's
output over the weekend was valuable enough, but
Wolfs three cltitch fourth-period scores in Sunday's
matchup are what made the team's weekend.
"^ith a 10-4 lead against Sonoma State, the Bruins

seemed on their way to a surprisingly easy victory.
But it only took one period for the Cossacks' rapid-
fire offense to produce results, as the third quarter
ended with UCLA up just one goal, 12-11.

Having given up five consecutive goals, the Bruins

«.»cn GOLDBLOOM
Kirsten Dreyer and the women's tennis team battle UCSB
today.

turned to Wolf, who led off the final quarter by taking
a Steve Riley pass in front of the crease and firing a
shot past the Sonoma State goaltender, to put the
Bruins up by two. By adding two more goals and two
assists, the midfielder helped put the Bruins ahead to

stay, 18-12.

In spite of his fourth-period points. Wolf was
reluctant to take all the credit for the Bruins' strong
finish.

"One guy can't win the game. Everyone was
throwing and catching well ^nd when we hold the
ball for as long as we did, someone's going to get
open and get the shot. Itjust happened to be me," said
the Bruin midfielder.

In Saturday's contest against Claremont, the blue
and gold seemed a bit hesitant in the first half of their

season opener, as they closed out the two periods
leading only 3-2. But after a nine-goal explosion in

the third quarter, the game was all but over for the
overmatched Claremont team.

Wolf attributed the sluggish start to opening-day
jitters.

"We were nervous and tense. We got out of our
game plan and let them dictate the game in the first

half," claimed Wolf.

49ERS; Super fan basks in glow
From page 46
But then Denver wideout Vance

Johnson had the audacity to say
that he was as good as Niner

wideout Jerry Rice. Finally, the

ultimate ludicrous statement came
from Denver owner Pat Bowlen
when he quipped, "It will be an
upset if we lose." It became clear

that the Broncos did not have a

clear grasp of who they were
dealing with.

Who exactly were the Broncos
dealing with? Well, for starters,

San Francisco is the first team to

repeat as champions in 10 yean.
The Niners are unquestionably the

team of the 80's and the first pro
football dynasty in over a decade.
bi addition, this year's San Fraiu
Cisco team is quite possibly the

greatest football team ever
assembled.

Terry Bradshaw believes that

the best Pittsbui^g Steeler team that

he was on could beat this season's

Niner team. Think again Terry.

The San Francisco defense gave up
only two touchdowns in the entire

post-season—and they were
meaningless ones at that Brad-
shaw & Cto. would have a struggle

racking up points against the
Niners the way Pittsburg did
against the £>allas, Minnesota, and
Los Angeles teams of the late 70*s.

This season's San Francisco
offense is as close to unstoppable

as the imagination can fathom.
Jbfontana and his cohorts would be
able to score against the steel

curtain, the iron curtain or any
other curtain made of earthly

material.

And why were the Broncos in a
3-4 defense for almost the entire

first half. Montana constantly had
six, seven, and even eight seconds
to stand in the pocket And if you
give Joe Montana time to set up
and throw, you will not win the

football game. This is one of the

indisputable laws of football.

Denver violated this law by not
rushing four or five interior line-

man at a time. Maybe the result

would have been the same, but at

least the Broncos would have
flushed Montana out of the pocket
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Scrams, radcs,

lineouts, tries

I • w:• I

Following a 22-3 victory over Pacific Coast Rugby
Football League rivals UC Santa Barbara, the Bruins are
eageriy anticipating their clash with pre-season league
favorite Cal Poly San Luis Obispo this Saturday at 1 p.m.
*The team is fired up," reports scrumhalf Brian Keyser.

"Most of the players were here last year when we lost to
them up there... (Coach) Wayne (Young) is visibly excited,
but he doesn't need to pump us up."
The Bruin rugby program, which won seven national

collegiate champions ships from 1968 to 1976 under coach
Dennis Storer, is on the rise again. In 1981 when Storcr left,

the squad lost support from the UCLA athletic department
and was relegated to club status.

Storer returned to jumpstart the program in 1987, then
left it in the able hands of rookie Coaches Chip Howard and
Wayne Young.
The Pacific Coast League is regarded as the premier

rugby division in the country. The top three teams in the
league can be realistically considered the top three in the
nation.

Any student at UCLA is eligible to participate on the
rugby team.

Photos by Suzanne States

WANTED: PEOPLE WHO CARE

How do you feel when you
see a homeless person?

See
, page 40

Do you wish you could do
more for the environment?

On Friday, March 9, 1,500 college students
from all over the United States will travel
into the strets of Los Angeles to explore
and experience these issues and more. . .

AIDS Children & Youth ^Environment

Disabled Domestic Violence Hunger

Criminal Justice Homelessness

Health. Care Substance Abuse Mental

Health Race Relations Education

Refugees/Immigrants Senior Citizens

V Literacy

We are looking for students to spend the
day leading groups of 10 - 15 people to

agencies in many parts of Los Angeles.
This is an opportunity to learn more about
these issues and to do something about
them. ^

I .r • >•

\

If you are interested in any of these issues,

or if you already know about any of them,
we want your help.

Come to a meeting Wednesday, January
31, 7 p.m^ at 201 Men's Gym. For more
information contact Susan Roberts at the

Community Resource Center, 203 Men's
Gym (206-5523/5547).

COOL National Conference

March 8-11, 1990 UCLA ^

Paid for by USAC
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BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BitE IS 'JUST RIGHT'
FOR AFTER TH^ HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI. DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD. FRENCH FRIES AND SOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

Good At Our 5 Convenient

Locations

Northridge

Santa Ana

Anahtin

Stanton

West Lot Angeles

Exp. 2/13/90

Please Do Not Use
With Any Other Coupons
Or Otters - No Substitutions
Good tor Everyone in Party

IICOUPON Hi I

TUMDO lEODY FOR

6AIS. TUXEDO lAllS

foil GUYS.^X,
'25?!

ScRd a "Tail Gran" Irai lakedrnty" lor ihai

iniiatien tlieY mn'i lorget' Packaged in a tundo

bn Seemed card includes nessage lour

presence IS fORMAllY requested "

Ytu provide ilie rest'

22]-9456
MS*
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^smme else mill

What do actuaries

They develop, price, market and report the financial results of life

insurance products And they make good money and have fun

doing It!

/jp: The aauarial profession is largely overlooked because people

don't know enough about it It was rated as the number one oppor-

tunity in America in the 1988 Jobs Rated Almanac It is a diversified,

challenging and lucrative career for sharp, dynamic people. /\nd we
can help you make it happen

^ We are Transamerica Life Companies, a preeminent name in

fir^ncial services With over $ I I billion in assets and a pool of

talented, friendly, high-energy professionals, we can offer you an

opportunity you won't find anywhere else.

^ We'll be having an information presentation soon v\/here you can

learn about your place in this promising field (and enjoy some refresh-

ments as welll) You can also learn about our summer training

program, designed to give you an o\/erview of the insurance industry

while gaining hands-on aauarial experience

/^, Qualified candidates for our training programs will need a strong

mathematics background and successful completion of at least one
actuarial examination (We schedule time in your workday for study to

help you pass your future exams.) Our aauarial students have made
some great contributions to our success in the past, so this is one place

we encourage your creative thoughts

Information Program, Thursday, February 1

Ackttrman Union, Room 3517, 3:00-5:00pm

Qualined candidates may sign up at ttia

Placement & Career Planning Center prior to
Friday, February 2 for Interviews (fuli-tlme and

summer) at 9:00am that same date.

^ Transamerica Life Companies can offer you outstanding growth

opportunities and benefits We invite you to meet with us during our

visits If unable to attend please send your resume to: Transamerica
Ufe Companies, Robert J. Conner. Director of Recruitment,

Ennployment Dept. R105, 1 150 S. Olive St., Suite T-519, IjOS

Angeles, CA 90015; (213) 742-3431. We aggressively suppon
equal opportunity and affirmative aaion. Women and

minorities are strongly encouraged to apply.

Transamerica
. ufe companies
Working together is the best policy.

Home
court

advantage
The UCLA men's baslceiball

team was hot as they dammed the

Beavers, Saturday night, 94-80,

and entered into a tie for first place

in the Pac-10 with OSU. Some of

the heat that pushed the Bruins to a

seemingly easy win came from the

home court advantage—a raucous

crowd of 12,525 people with

painted faces and banners.

ALBERT SOONG^aily Bruin

ALBERT SOONQ«)dly Bruin
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Depth strikes women netters
By Tien Lee

Stafi Venter

Depth.

That's the difference between
the '89-'90 ediUon and •88-*89

edition of the UCLA women's
tennis team.

Last year, the injury-plagued

Bruins seemed like they were
always scraping out matches by
the skin of their teeth, but they still

managed to flnish second in the

NCAAs to four-time defending

national champion Stanford.

This year, the Bruin coaches

will have a hard time giving

everyone as much playing time as

she wants.

With nine or ten players capable

of playing the six singles and three

doubles spots, the Bruins have,

according to head coach Bill

Zaima, the luxury of affording to

rest players who may be nursing

minor injuries during the season.

"Nobody has to play every

match this year," said Zaima.

'This is the strongest team since
'83."

We're talking Marianas Trench

type depth here.

In fact, even the Bruins' coach-

ing staff is deep.

Assistant coach No. 1 Sue
JMascarin was a forniCT top-40

touring pro who has beaten the

likes of Billie Jean King and
Carling Bassett

Assistant coach No. 2 Henry
Hines is a movement specialist

who has trained, among others,

Bjom Borg. Chris Evert, Michael

Chang, and the Los Angeles
Lakers.

And Zaima is now the Pac-10

Coach of the Year for two years

running, having brought the team
from ninth to second in just three

short yean.

While Alysia May, who played

No. 2. and Catherine O'Meara
(No. 5) are gone from last year, the

addition of freshmen Kim Po,

Cammie Foley, Allegra Milhol-

land and Helen Tu along with the

return of an injury-free Kirsten

Dreyer promises to make UCLA a

serious threat to the Stanford

dynasty.

Here's a brief look at the

players:

Jessica Emmons (Jr.): NCAA
singles ranking: 22. 1988-89 sin-

gles: 27-9 (No. 1). 1988-89 dou-
bles: 16-6 (No. 2). This season
smgles : 7-3. .-. '

Notes: A two-time All-Ameri-
can and USA National amateur
team member, Emmons stepped

into the spotlight as a sophomore
last year and consistently beat the

Who's Who of women's collegiate

tennis. Starting off the 1989 dual

meet season ranked No. 18,

Emmons disposed of Stanford's

Sandra Birch (No. 2) and Etebbie

Graham (No. 5), Trisha Laux of

use (No. 3) and Karen Shin of

Cal-Berkeley (No. 4) to reach No.
2 herself by the end of last season.

"Nobody has to play

^very match this year,

"This is the strongest

team since *83."

BiHZaima

Two of hex losses this year have
come to No. 2-ranked Andrea
Farley of Florida and No. 4-ranked

Caryn Moss of Georgia.

Mamie Ceniza (So.): NCAA
singles ranking: 35. 1988-89 sin-

gles: 30-14 (No. 3). 1988-89

doubles: 22-3 (No. 1). This season

singles: 11-4.

Notes: The defending Pac-10

doubles champion (along with

Stella Sampras) the Ail-American

from Georgia made her UCLA
debut with a flourish by winning

her first 1 1 dual matches in a row.

Included in her stellar rookie

season were victories ovct Lisa

Green of Stanford (No. 6), Lisa

Albano of Cal-Berkeley (lSfo.l2)

ELLIS OHOOSMN

Mamie Ceniza is the defending Pac-10 doubles champion

(along with Stella Sampras)

and Noelle Porter of Pepperdine

(No. 24).

Presently ranked No. 3 in

doubles with Sampras behind No.
1 Meredith McGrath and Teri

Whitlinger of Stanford and No. 2
Stacey Schefflin and Shannan
McCarthy of Georgia, Ceniza/

Sampras beat the Georgia duo last

year, 3-6, 6-2, 6-3, in the deciding

match for third place at the

National Indoor Teani Champion-
ships.

'*

Kim Po (Ft.): NCAA singles

ranking: 10. 1988-89 singles: —

.

1988-89 doubles: —. This season

singles: 14-3.

Notes: Zaima described Po's

summer season as "absolutely

Bill Zaima
UCLA SPORTS MFC

fantastic", and it's easy to see why.
Po defeated the Who's Who list

before she officially became a

Bruin, including No. 1 Tami
Whitlinger (Teri's twin, who
turned pro after playing for Stan-

ford) to win a satellite tournament

in Fayetteville, N.C. Also included

among the 1987 and 1988 Junior

U.S. Open doubles champion
(with Stanford's McGrath) victims

were Emmons, Teri Whitlinger

and Rene Simpson, ranked No. 70
in the world. . -

Stella Sampras (Jr.): NCAA
singles ranking: 44. 1988-89 sin-

gles: 22-11 (No. 4). 1988-89

doubles: 21-3 (No. 1). This season

singles: 4-3.

Notes: Another two-time All-

American and the other half of the

defending Pac-10 doubles team,

team co-captain Sampras won the

1988 NCAA doubles crown two
seasons ago at the Los Angeles

Tennis Center here at UCLA with

Bruin alumna AUyson Cooper.

Sampras, whose brother Pete is a

touring pro (he recently made it

into the fourth round of the

Australian open and won the

Italian Open in doubles last year),

had a so-so season last year but still

managed to defeat such people as

Georgia's Caryn Moss, 6-4, 6-1.

Kirsten Dreyer (Jr.): NCAA
singles ranking: 38. 1988-89 sin-

gles: 5-3 (No. 6). 1988-89 doubles:

6-0 (No. 3). This season singles:

9-5.

Notes: After setting the all-time

record for singles' wins in the '87-

*88 season (40), Dreyer, the team's

other co-captain, was ranked No. 7
in the pre-season last year but then

suffered a shoulder injury which
sidelined her for almost the entire

season. She recovered just in time

to play at the NCAAs, where,

without the benefit of playing one
singles match for over five months
she defeated 7th-ranked Nancy
Breen of Arizona, 6- 1 , 2-6, 6-0 and

2nd-ranked Siobhan Nicholson of

Florida 6-3. 7-5 at No. 6 singles.

See TENNIS, page 39
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Except Cold Medal Service items

TAKE 20^0 OFF CURRENT
PRICES ON ALL REGULAR

PRICEP ITEMS!

I

TAKE 20% OFF SALE PRICES
I

ON ALL SALE ITEMS!
DURINC SALE 2 nwm AND QUAimTY

PWaiiC WOT IN EFFECT.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

•jp^cfji Croup
Athletic Shoes upto $65
^pcclil Croup ^

Diadora Coui^ Shoes i»to$6S
special Croup Troop
Hiking Shoes »n $76

Ail Basketball Shoes

24.99 19"*
29.99 23
39.99 31
20%

OM

EXERCISE • TENNIS • ATHLETICS

SoHd iron tfftJMI/
Dumbbells IXTRA ZUvO

omeumam
Vltanuister ^m
Profile Rower 39.99 3l

Treadmills IXTRA20%
not avaMaM* In a* ttOTM (W CUMHN

SpeclBl Croup tfB^P
Aluminum Tennis Racquets . . 29.99 29
Accurace 49.99 35f
AN BasebaU Equipment IXTRA20%

OW CIMMnr PRKCS

SPORTSWEAR & SKI APPAREL

Al NykMi ; jmjan/
Running Separates iXTRA ^wvg
mtlrc Salactlon Of jmg^n T
New Balance Apparel 30% ZyvO

LM« man Original Mfg Sii« wta* fm cmmn MKB
ntlro Stock of Mairs a woman^ i»jfciiy
1 Piece Ski Suits IXTHA ZlTyO
Spadal croup 1M9-90 9#MliC
Men^ t women^ Skiwear 30% ZUvO

LMs Than M«« SHt MtaN orrammmfmcm

AN Ski Cloves BXTRA20%
All Ski Headwear IXTRA 20^!^

SKIS. BOOTS &
BINDINGS

CUMMNT MICIS
COM MOOM fCOfflW NOC HtClUOOQ

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Bivd

WOttWOOd 200-6444 '

COLD MEDAL SERVICE ITEMS WILL NOT
BE DISCOUNTED DURINC THIS SALE

^5??^***^
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He had more beers than Denver had points—^that's scary
Just say "no."

Thai*s right, the Denver Bron-
cos should just say '"no" to the

Super Bowl. Every time that

Denver earns the right to represent

the AFC in the big game, it turns in

a performance so bad that to

describe it adequately is a near

impossible task.

Forty-five points the Broncos
were pummeled by. Let's examine
this. Denver lost b^ six touch-

downs and then some. It is difficiylt

to determine which was more
pathetic, the Bronco offense or the

Bronco defense.

For a team playing in the Super

Bowl, giving up 55 points is not

only embarrassing to the team
which surrenders it, it is a stark

slap in the face to the National

Football League. The game was so

lopsided that midway through the

second quarter the only suspense

iV--

Quite simply. . .the best.

DAN MacMEDANA)aHy Bruin

left in the showcase ofprofessional
football was whether Budweiser
would be able to make a comeback
against Bud Light in Bud Bowl IL

As for the Bronco offense, ifyou
can call it that, I drank more beers

during the game than Denver
scored points. Now that's dis-

tressing. And the one touchdown
that Denver did score was very

marginal because a few plays

earlier the Niners intercqpted an
Elway pass in the endzone v^ich
looked clean from every replay

angle even though the officials

called pass interference.

But hey, it's good that Denver
scored a touchdown, it provided

the players with a shred of dignity

in an otherwise shameful perfor-

mance. Heck, the San Diego
Chargers could have put up more
of a fight than Denver did. Odds
are that the football teams from
Crenshaw or Banning high schools

would have given the Niners more
of a battle than the Broncos.

Maybe last week the state of
Colorado should have called for an
emergency referendum to substi-

tute the Colorado Buffaloes in

place of the Broncos. In hindsight,

this would have been a great idea.

At least the Buffs wouldn't have
embarrassed the Rocky Mountain
state.

What is it with the Broncos that

possesses them to play sand-lot

football whenever they arrive in

the super bowl? Denver has been
on the wrong side of four, count

'em, four lopsided super bowl
crushings. The Broncos haven't

even come ck)se to making a game
of any of the four super bowls that

they have been in.

Is it that the players aren't

+ V

(f.r)

+

(ties)

A«/Ye,.t/'sel/ 1
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The Front Row

Richard
Marcus
properly prepared? Can they not

handle the intense media spot-

light? Is Denver really that inferior

to NFC championship teams?
Maybe many years ago some sort

crf^Cajun voodoo hex was cast upon
them and it has lived with them
ever since.

Whatever the reason, for the

sake of the city of Denver and all

its fanatical fans, and on behalf of
football fans in general, and for the

greater good of the United States,

the next AFC championship game
that Denver is participating in, it

should purposely lose. No joke.

Denver should voluntarily make a

pact with itself that it will never,

ever, ever go to another Super
Bowl agajn no matter what the

circumstances.

If the Super Bowl alternative to

the Broncos happens to be a

hapless 8-8 Kansas City team,

£>enver should graciously st^

aside and let the Chiefs rqpresent

the AFC.
Sunday's game was over with

the coin toss—which Denver won.
The Broncos started with the ball

at its own 23-yard line. Two Elway
incompletions, and a two-yard
scramble by the Denver QB, and
that was all that the football deity

wrote. The game was over right

then and there. Any knowledge-
able football fan could see in those ^

three plays that the Bronco offense

was no match for the powerful San
Francisco defense. And there was
never really any question that the

Bronco defense would not be able

to contain the rocket-fuel powered
Niner offense.

Just as the script dictated, after

San Francisco received the punt, it

methodically drove 66 yards for an
opening drive touchdown. The
scoring play was a twenty-yard
toss from Montana to Rice. Was
there ever any doubt how the

Niners would score?

It is not really the score by
which Denver lost that was such a
shock, but rather the ea^ by which
San Francisco compiled the scoe.
How many times do the Niners

have to throw post-patterns to the

wideouts before Denver makes
adjustments? Apparently, the

Bronco defensive braintrust felt

that no major harmonizations were
necessary. Meanwhile, Montana &
Co. exploited the sagging Denver
zone time and time again. The
Bronco defensive secondary—vet-

eran safety Dennis Smith
included—seemed to be running in

circles hoping to confuse Montana.
Well, that plan didn't work.

See 49ERS, page 42

COOL National Conference
onCommunityService

'Common Ground,Common Good*

Help Us End
^Hunger
*Homelessness
""Domestic

Violence... '

March 8-11, 1990
atUCLA

Call (213) 206-5523/5547
Paid for by USAC

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

IXTENDEO WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN,

AQUA HAZEL, VIOLET. & GRAY

OPJOMETRIX
TrrsmTnm

•n optometric center

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7856

Price per lens. Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only lor materials & services needed.

These bikers do own the road
By Greg Jones
Contributor

To most people, the sight of
a biker is usually associated

with one of two contrasting

thoughts.

Most commuters seem to

despise cyclists who ride with
normal traffic because they
always "use up too much of
the road.**^The bicycle is a
nuisance to the typical L.A.
motorist, who always seems to

be in a hurry.

However, to others who are

more athletically minded, the

vision of a fast biker can bring

back memories of Greg
Lemond, and his triumph
against all odds in the streets

of Paris during the 1989 Tour
dc France.

The young yet strong
UCLA cycling club identifies

with the latter view of bikers,

as they are now beginning
their quest to qualify for the

national fmals of collegiate

cycling. The competing
cyclers in the club start their

season on February 10, and
continue until May 20.

UCLA competes in the

largest conference in the
nation, the Western Collegiate

Cycling Conference (WCCQ.
which is comprised of 34
teams. Of these 34 teams, only
the top five can make it to the

nationals.

The Bruins, who have come
very close to qualifying for the

fmals for the past couple of
years, are very optimistic

about this season. The club

hopes that their strong depth
will lead them to the Bay Area,

where the national finals take

place.

"We hope to be in the top
five this season, as we've
really progressed over the past

couple of years. The team is

strong with its new riders, and
we now have lots of depth,*

Bruin Sports Calendar

said Ian Land, president of the

cycling club.

One of the top new riders is

Mick Lebcns, who is one of
the top hill climbers on the

team, according to Land.
Other strong returning riders

who will contribute to the

team's success are Greg Cro-
zier, Mike Plumliegh, and
Mark Stockcr. In the women's
division, Gabrielle Hardman
and Lisa Best are among the

best cyclists in the conference,

and will be important factors

on the team.

Over the season, these rid-

ers and some 40-45 others will

engage in two-day competi-

tions every weekend until late

spring. One meet is comprised
of two different types of races

that occur during the weekend.
On Saturday, the bikers com-
pete in a road race, which is

usually 40-70 miles long.

On Sunday, the racers com-
pete in a criierium, which is a

race that has a shorter and
tighter course and is more of a

sprint. These races range
anywhere from 10 to 30 miles

long.

Men compete in four divi-

sions, while there are two
categories that the women can
race in. Points are tabulated

from results in each of the six

divisions, and go towards the

entire fmal score for the team.

UCLA hopes that its depth

will enable it to score enough
points to reach the finals.

Top competitors in the

WCCC include UC Beikeley,

which is the defending confer-

ence champion and runner up
in the nationals, and Stanford,

which finished second in the

WCCC and third in the nation

last year. Others which the

Bruins will be up against this

season are UCSB, Cal Poly

SLO, and San Diego State.

The UCLA program is

rapidly becoming more com-
petitive. It is only five years

old and has become a respect-

able program due to the

strength of a number of riders.

The team already has one
athlete who is going on to

further competition. Mark
McKinney, a 1989 graduate of

UCLA and former member of
the cycling club, plans to race

professionally in Europe in

1990.

"We expect him to do verjl^^ ^
well in Europe and hope that *^«t,

we have many riders in the

future who are able to do the

same thing," Land said.

Despite the seemingly com-
petitive nature of the program.
Land stresses that the club's

races are not as intense as

those that occur on the profes-

sional level.

TUESDAY, JAN.30 o«^Bfr LOCATION TIME

Baseball

Men's Tennis

Women's Tennis

CSU Los Angeles

CSU Long Beach

UC Santa Barbarc Sunset Courts

J.R. Stadium

LA. Tennis Ctr.

2:00p.m.

1:30p.m.

1 :30p.m.

WEDNESDAY. JAN.31

Men's VolleybaH

Ice Hockey
UCIn/ine

@Pepperdine

Pauley Pavilion

Conejo

7:30p.m.

8:15p.m.

THURSDAY. FEB.1

Men's Basketball

Women's Ba
Baseball

@usc
Washington^

@Hawaii

Sports Arena

Pauley Pavilion

Hilo, HI

8:30p.m.

7:00p.m.

TBA

FRIDAY. FEB.2

Baseball

Women's Tennis

Men's Tennis

Men's Volleyball

Men's Swimming

(^Hawaii

San Diego U.

Washington

@LMU
Stanford

Honolulu, HI

Sunset Courts

LA. Tennis Ctr.

Los Angeles

Men's Gym Pool

7:00p.m.

1:30p.m.

1:30p.m.

7:30p.m.

2.-00p.m.

FRI,-SAT.. FEB.2 3
Men's Golf @Ping-Arlzona

Intercoll. Tourney

Tucson, AZ All Day

SATURDAY. FEB.3

Softball

Men's Swimming
Women's Basketbal

Women's Swimming

Women's Tennis

Baseball

Men's Basketball

Rugby
Lacrosse

@USIU
California

Washington State

©Arizona State

Pepperdine

©Hawaii

DePaul

San Luis Obispo

UC Berkeley

San Diego

Men's Gym Pool

Pauley Pavilion

Tempe,AZ

Sunset Courts

Honolulu. HI

Pauley Pavilion

N. Athletic Field

Davis

1.-00p.m.

1:00p.m.

7:00p.m.

Noon

1 :00p.m.

7:00p.m.

1 :00p.m.

1 :00p.m.

TBA

SUNDAY. FEB.4

Softball

Women's Swimming

Baseball

Women's Gym
Ice Hockey

Lacrosse

@San Diego St.

©Arizona

©Hawaii

©Nebraska

©UC San Diego

©Davis

San Diego

Tucson, AZ
Honolulu, HI

Lincoln, NE
San Diego

Davis

1 :30p.m.

Noon

5.-00p.m.

2:00p.m.

4:45p.m.

TBA

CYCLE SAFETY SEMINAR
Learn about safety awareness, defensive and safe riding techniques, and

now to minimize injuries and damage.

WHEN: TONIGHT! T ^
TIME: 6-8 PM
WHERE: RIEBER HALL FIRESIDE LOUNGE

People attending the seminar will receive 10% off of any part or service from
SCOOTER TECH - the Honda and Yamaha repair specialists located in Westwood,

'

• • /
For more inform^n, or to reserve a spot in the seminar, call the Community
Service Officer (CSG^ Programs Office at 825-9800. Reservations are required.

The Cycle Safety Seminar is conducted o^ an instructor from the Motorcycle Training Center. The seminar is organized

by the CSO Programs and i$ sponsored by the Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing Office.

>«*«•• mj^
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Sports
Bruins testing tiieir mental toughness
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

With a S-0 slate on the season,

the No. 3-ranked UCLA men's
tennis squad is ready to strike at

another victim as it faces the Cal

StateLong Beach 49er team today.

"We're looking for a real good
match against Long Beach," said

head coach Glenn Bassett "They
have a lot of depth on their team all

the way down to No. 8," he added.

Long Beach, with a No. 2 finish

in the Big West last year, will come
to play with a factor similar to that

of UCLA—a young team. With
Pat Crow, William Moravec, and

Rolex Regional singles champion-

ship tournament at UC Irvine, will

lead the Bruins into action;

Freshman Mark Knowles,
entering UCLA after a year on the

pro circuit, will follow close

behind in the No. 2 singles spot

Sophomores Bill Barber and

Mark Quinney, last year's Pac-10

doubles victors and 4-0 on the

season, will guide the Bruins into

iknibles competitionr
—

After doubles competition over
the weekend. Barber said, "Our
match against the University of
San Diego showed us that we can
respond well under pressure in a

tight situation.**

"The most important thing is to

stay fired up throughout the

match—through the singles and
the doubles," Barber added.

However, in particular
instances, the Bruins lost that spark

to keep them going. Overall, the

UCLA team dropped four match-

es—three singles and one doubles

match—all in three setters.

"We have to come out ready to

play and pull through those tough

three-setters,** said Bassett "We
have to come out excited to play

and continue to be mentally

tough,*' he added.

Competition against the 49ers

begins today at 1 :30 p.m. atLATC.

Men's Tennis

Who: UCLA vs. Cal

State Long Beach

Where: Los Angeles

Tennis Center

When: Today, noon

Chris Ganz lost to graduation,

younger players will step forward

to take their places.

Freshman Vincent Mackey of

Los Angeles will lead the team at

No. 1 singles, with senior Nad^
Fararji, juniors Steven Joyner and
Marco Redaelli, sophomore Scott

Poiihast, and freshman Derek
Farren filling the remaining sin-

gles positions.

'They have some deceptively

good players. . .Farren hits the

heck out of the ball—harder than

Agassi," said Bassett.

However, UCLA, in tune with
its No. 3 ranking, can also be
deceptively strong for its oppo-
nents.

Junior Jason Netter, ranked 15th

nationally and winner of the 1989

University of California, Los Angeles

Pac-10 doubles champions Mark Quinney (left) and Bill Barber will lead the Bruins against CSULB.
QARLO CHAO

Bruin baseball gets ready to dig in
Much'improved Bruins kick off season today at JRS

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin

Head coach Gary Adams has reason to be optimistic about
the 1990 UCLA baseball team.

By Matt Purdue

Assistant Sports Editor

The crack of the bat, the slap of
horsehide against leather, the

smell of freshly cut grass. . .the

traditions of baseball.

And what is more traditional

than opening day, a symbolic
rebirth that reminds us of sunny,

summer days. Reminds us of
youth.

Youth will be served today
when the 1990 edition of the

UCLA baseball team takes the

field against Cal State Los Angeles
for the first game of the year, a 2:00
p.m. affair at Jackie Robinson
Stadium.

And speaking of traditions, if

the old baseball axiom that good
pitching beats good hitting holds

true, then the Bruins have a bright

season ahead of them.

'The pitching will be the main
determinig factor as to how this

Club performs," said Adams.

"We've been waiting a long time

for these pitchers to become
juniors and now they are. Now it's

a matter of them winning ball

games."

Boasting one of the finest staffs

in recent years—possibly the best

staff in UCLA, history—the

Baseball

Who: UCLA vs. Cal State

Los Angeles

Where: Jackie Robinson

Stadium

When: Today. 2:00p.m,

Note: Opening game of the

season

Bruins, ranked 20th nationally by
Sport magazine, will be relying on
their arms to carry much of the

load. And after a disappointing

27-32 season—and a 10-20 finish

in the Six-Pac Conference (tied for

fifth), UCLA's arms will be
gunning for the opposition.

In the field, the Bruins return six

of nine position players and 16th-

year head coach Gary Adams, who
suffered through only his third

losing year in 20 years ofcoaching
last season, looks to pencil in speed
on the lineup card. Last season, the

Bruins stole 113 bases, the sec-

ond-highest total in school history,

and six players reached double
figures in swipes.

The Bruins, who were picked to

finish fourth in the Six-Pac by the

conference coaches, had better be
able to run, because they probably
won't be making many slow
home-run trots around the base-

paths. The biggest flaw in the 1990
club has to be its power shortage,

as the prospective starting nine

banged a total of 1 1 dingers last

season.

"We're never going to be like

the 'Bomb Squad* of. . .1987,"

Adams said, referring to the

See BASEBALL, page 41

Pics Galore
Although the Daily Bruin is currently the third

largest paper in Los Angeles, and although the sports

section in particular just happens to be second to none,

we still strive to please the everyday UCLA students,

hard as it may be. That is why our top-notch

photography department spent its weekend shooting

the exceptional UCLA student.

See pages 43 and 44

The Front Row
Rich Marcus and the San Francisco 49ers

had a Super time on Sunday. In his column

today, Marcus lauds the efforts of his men in

red and gold and lambastes the lowly

Denver Broncos, who should have never

even have shown up.

Women's tennis
When the UCLA women's tennis

team kicked off their season several

weeks ago it became evident that this

year's squad contained more depth than
last year's. The team meets UCSB
joday at 1:30 p.m.

See pages 42 and 45

Vol. CXXX, No. 64
Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

Lights go out
inWestside
A power outage left about

6,500 Westside residents in the

dark early Tuesday evening, a

spokewoman for the Lo^
Angeles Department of Water
and Power said.

The hour-long blackout was
caused by a circuit breaker

short at a local power station.

*There were reports of smoke,

and the fire department was
called out," spokeswoman Min-
dy Berman said. She could not

give any damage estimates.

An area bordered by Wil-

shire and Beverly Glenn boule-

vards and the eastern border of

Santa Monica were affected by

the outage, which ended by
6:42 p.m.

Inside
Aizlieimer's

diagiiosis close

Researchers are coming clos-

er to finding an accurate way to

diagnose Alzheimer's disease.

See page 9

Viewpoint

A response. _

to rape
A fraternity member speaks

about treatment of women.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

'Daric Horses'

aim for success
Ex-Bruins struggle to t>eat

show biz odds with their 'Dark

Horse' Productions.

See page 18

Sports

starting wtth

a big bang
The UCLA baseball team

opened the season with a

whitewashing of CSLA.

See page 36
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On-campus recycling successful
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Almost 400 trees have been

^**saved*' so far in the student

association's rec/ding program
which began last quarter.

Recycling bins for paper pro-

ducts and aluminum cans were

Fhratemity

rethinking

pii^glng
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

By the fall 1991, Tau Kappa
Epsiion fraternity will implement a
new program for prospective

members in an attempt to eliminate

the negative aspects of pledging.

Although representatives from

the fraternity decided last summer
at their international meeting to

begin a new program, **no one
wants to jump right into it," said

TKE President Nick Martinez.

The national chapter set the

1991 date as the deadline for the

program's initiation and for now,

**we are just playing around with

different possibilities. We are

going to see what works and does

not work for spring," TKE Vice

President Scott Campbell said.

"We and ZBT (Zeta Beta Tau)

are initiating this new program to

lead the Greek system in changing

the institution of the pledging

quarter where you find so much
unwanted hazing," Campbell said.

ZBT abandoned the pledging

process last quarter as the result of

an international decision.

"One of (the national chapter's)

motivations for this decision is the

incredible rise in insurance risks

and costs associated with pledging.

They tell us they want to t)e rid of

any possibility of hazing," Camp-
bell said.

Hazing, as defmed by the

California Educational Code, is

conspiring or engaging in initiat-

ory or pre-initiatory actions of a

student organization which cause,

or may cause, physical danger,

mental harm or personal degrada-

tion.

"Basically what's going to hap-

pen is we are going to do away
with pledging. We will go through

a fomial rush period and extend

bids as usual (for people) to

become members r3th«r than

pledges," Martinez said. \
"There are obvious reasons for

doing away with pledging, such as

Uability and the negative connota-

tions in the word pledging and the

idea of having to earn a place (in

the fraternity), rather than being

accepted for who you are and what

you can provide," he continued.

A shorter pre-initiation period is

part of the new program. "Mem-
bers will be initiated three to four

weeks into the quarter rather than

at the end of the quarter," said

Sanjay Sabnani, who is in charge

of educating associate members
(the name he uses for those

commonly refen-ed to as pledges).

••A lot of people were wonied
about initiation because theySiave

heard about hazing, ^ven though

placed in student association facil-

ities, including Ackerman Union,

Kerckhoff Hall and the Health

Sciences Store in September.

In the program's first quarter

alone, ASUCLA recycled about 22
tCMis of newsprint, white and
computer paper — an equivalent

of 380 trees. The association also

collected more than 1(X) pounds of
aluminum cans, which would
amount to one person drinking

three canned soft drinks daily for

about 24 years.

"I'm very pleased with the

progress of the program," said

Maria Moyer, director of ASU-
CLA's recycling program. "When

I first came, I was pessimistic and I

expected it to be hard to get people
involved."

But cooperation from students

and staff has made the recycling

effort a successful program, Moy-
.er said.

See RECYCUNG, page 10

Hair today

DEAN ABRAMSON/ Daily Brum

Bear Dyken performs with the band Clan Dyken during a noon concert in Westwood
Plaza on Tuesday.

Bill may affect UC's future
State funding may be limited and restrictions

on fee increases lifted if initiative is defeated

By Sara Rubalcava

Contributor

UCLA administrators will join

student groups and state organiza-

tions to lobby for a ballot measure

that will determine the future of the

University of California.

UCLA will work with thetJC
Student Association on a major

'

voter registration and education

See TKE, page 6 campaign to convince students that

they should support— and vote for

— Senate Constitutional Amend-
ment 1 (SCA 1), said UCLA's
Director of Governmental Rela-

tions Lois Weinsaft.

SCA 1 would decide whether

the university can maintain its

quality, keep student fees down
and build three new campuses for

jhc 63,000 expected additional

students by the year 2005, UC
offlctals said.

Weinsaft said she is working on
plans to lobby for SCA 1 with

student groups like UCSA, as well

as with faculty and alumni, "since

it is something that will have an

impact on everyone."

"We have a plan to write, the

students' parents a letter which
explains what the initiative is and

what it means for higher educa-^

See AMCNDMENT, page 14
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TODAY. WEDNESDAY. JAN. 31

• Have your blood pressure tested
- 10am-2pm

^ - Westwood Plaza. Bombshielter. Lu Valle Commons.
Nortti Campus, All Residence Halls

• UCLA Investment Club
- Speaker: "A Career in Investment Banking"
- 7:00pm, Nortti Campus Room 22

• Art Lecture Series presents speaker Johin Mandel
- 5:00pm. Dickson Art Center Room 3273

THURSDAY. FEB. 1

• UCLA Community Forum
- 2:30-5:00pm. AU Second Floor Lounge

• CAC
- See the Stars

- 8-lOpm
:,

- Cooperage
• Have your blood pressure tested

- 10am-2pm ~~ —~^
- Westv\/ood Plaza. Bombshelter. Lu Valle Commons.

North Campus. All Residence Halls

MONDAY. FEB. 5

• wRc V- >
"':'<

- Discussion w/ith Ruth <5alanter " ~' -' ':
- 3-4:30, 314 Royce Hall -

Humanities Conference Room

TUESDAY. FEB. 6
, .

• UCLA Peer Health Counselors
- National Collegiate Drug Awareness Week

Presentation
- 8:00pm, -Sproul Hall

m\

• student Parking applications due Feb. 14 at the
Parking Services Office
- Approval Notifications will be mailed Feb. 27

• UCLA Eating Disorders Week
- Jan. 29-Feb. 2

• Peer Health Counselor applications due Feb. 5 at
5pm in 401 Kerckhoff

• Academic Supports Program
- Study Hall every Wednesday
-
'6:00-midnight. Campbell Room 2210

nth Annual Dance Ethnology Forum: -^
-
-^

Experimental Dimensions of Dance Ethnology
- Feb. 2 - Dance Building Room 200
- Feb 3 - Dance Building Room 214

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING
THESE EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR
ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF

THE PAPER!

Businesses releam
basic good grammar
By Lindsey Tanner

'

Associated Press

T 1 f r *( ^^ rrf

The DaUv Bruin
thanks all of our advertiseis!

data
systems

' CHICAGO (AP)— Top executives who feel badly about not knowing
good grammar, irrcgardless of their education or rank, can learn the

,

basics from a group that teaches the ABC's of grammar to corporate
America.

Anyone who thinks that that sentence reads right is a good candidate
for The Grammar Group, whose founder says "feel badly" and
"iiregardless" are among the lop 10 grammatical errors in written
business communication.
"Most business letters and memos probably have at least one

grammatical or punctuation error," Zacharias Rosner, the group's
foun<fer and^o^er, said Tuesday.

n are made not by the secretaries who type the memos,
but b^LU^CQ^pany heads who write them— and that hurts a company's
image, Rtsi^er said in a telephone interview.

Even heads of state make mistakes. A letter from former President
Reagan to business executives he had worked with is used to illustrate

that fact in courses Rosner's group teaches to companies like Ford Motor
Co., AT&T and Amoco Corp.

"It's a letter written by someone on his staff but he signed it," Rosner
said.

**The president starts off, 'I wanted to tell you how much I appreciated
the help you gave ...' The implication is he doesn't want it anymore and
doesn't appreciate it anymore," Rosner said.

Rosner said his courses are for educated people who "haven't been
taught correct usage of the language."

•They're the people who are speaking for the company and they're the
ones whose words matter," said Rosner, whose Chicago-based group
teaches grammar to between 7,000 and 10,000 people a year.
"My whole job is writing. I can't thank that class enough. I even cor-

rect my bcws at times," said Jerry Pompa, an organizational planning
analyst in Detroit for Ford, the group's largest client.
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CSO evening vans pick up students at the Ackerman turnaround.

OnCall
By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

Although the walk from Acker-
man Union to Powell Library takes

less than two minutes, UCLA
junior Taja Nesby chose to call a

Community Service Officer
(CSO) to escort her on her way to

study.

"A short walk to go get dinner or

something would not be worth a

lifetime of agony and bad memo-
ries if something happened," she

said. "No matter how short the

walk, I never do it by myself if I

can get a CSO."
Nesby, along with many women

studying after dark, choose not to

walk alone and instead call for a

member of UCLA's student-oper-

ated escort service to accompany
them.

Besides escorting an average of
50 callers from dusk to 1 a.m., the

CSO program offers seven vans
for student transportation and 25
members act as security guards in

buildings.

The program's most visual

service is i^oviding escorts, and
some in the program believe the

amount of callers fluctuates with

the rate of local crimes.

In response to reports that two
women were raped in the UCLA
Medical Center in 1982, the

number of CSO employees more
than tripled, from 40 to 150, to

accommodate the subsequent
increase in demand for security.

"It's unfortunate that sometimes
it takes a crisis or an alarming
incident to make people realize

that they need safety," said the

program's director, Dave Capon-
ero.

The number of phone calls for

CSO has decreased in the last two
years because there has not been a

publicized rape on campus,
according to a two-year veteran

CSO who wished to remain
anonymous.

However, in the last five years.

CDMMUNIT
SRVfCE

major crimes on UCLA's campus
have gone down 40 percent, said

University Police Chief John Bar-

ber. He attributes the decline to a
combination of better lighting,

having linyked access to the dorms
at night, and the increasing activi-

ties of the CSOs.
In one year, CSOs witness an

average of 20 crimes in progress,

and catching a criminal in the act is

often the hardest part of Jaw
enforcement. Barber said.

CSOs are often subpoenaed to

court as a part of the prosecution's

case, he added. "We couldn't do
the job without them."

Founded in 1975 on a volunteer

basis, the CSO program has grown
from seven members to^ 150 today
— the largest student crime pre-

vention operation working hand in

hand with the police department in

the country, said Caponero, one of
the original members.^
They are hoping to expand to

200 members as the new Ambulat-
ory Care Complex, opening in

July, will increase their need for

more officers.

Corresponding with similar

grouf» around the world, Capon-
ero said the program is looked to as

a model and many want to know its

secrets for success. In July, Capon-
ero will present some of their

methods to a worldwide audience
at a convention for the Internation-

al Association of College Law
Enforcement Administrators.

Presently, about 23 percent of
the CSOs are women, and the

program's assistant director, Don-
na Capraro, said they are "aggres-

sively trying to improve that

percentage."

Capraro said they arc recruiting

from sorority row and stressing

that women are equally as quali-

fied as men for the job. "We are
trying to make (women) aware that

they'd be able to handle any
situation as well as any man."

See CSO, page 12

Far left, Marc Maiman,
CSO field supervisor and
a fourtfi year cognitive

science major, escorts
UCLA graduate student
Kelli Benston from the
Law Library to her car in

Lot 5. ..

Photos by
Matthias Daub

Slavic department sponsors tour of Soviet Union
By Val Phillips

Staff Writer

Some UCLA students will get an

insider's view of the changes sweeping
Eastern Europe over spring break during the

Slavic department's annual study-tour of

the Soviet Union.

Edward Denzler and Olga Kagan, lectur-

ers in the Slavic Languages and Literature

Department, will be leading the third

study-toar of the Soviet Union togetherthis-

spring. The trip will concentrate primarily

on Russian culture, art and architecture.

"You can study about the country here for

four or five years, but you have to go there lo

see. it, really, to get an understanding for

what it's like," said Pat Hassell, a senior

majoring in political science who went to

the Soviet Union last summer with Denzler.

'The people were very different than I

expected. I expected there to be a tot of

(anti-American) prejudice. I, thought we
would be harassed but we were welcomed

everywhere we went," Hassell said.

The only time Hassell said he did not feel

welcome was in the republic of Estonia,

where he was accompanied by his Russian
guide, Gulnara Kadcrkaevye.

"The Estonians don't like the (Soviet)

system, and because they blame it on the

Russians, they don't like us," explained

Kaderkaevye, who is visiting Hassell in Los
Angeles for two months.

"Everybody's still looking over their

Shoulders. People are still threatened for

speaking to foreigners. It was difficult to get

talk to common people," Hassell said.

Yet both Hassell and Kadcraevye said

that they were impressed by how much
more open Soviet society has become.

"In Moscow I saw this group, of elderly

women petitioning 'for the Ukrainian
Catholic Church. In the U.S. most people
^ould just ignore them, but in Russia there

were police holding back the crowds of
curious people," Hassell said. "It's exciting

to see how much people want to speak out in

protest"

Kaderkaevye agreed, saying that open
political discussion is much more encour-

aged in the Soviet Union today.

"That's the good thing (about the new
openness in society). Pcq)lc aren't as afraid

to criticize the government"

Kaderkaevye said that her visit to the

United Stales was the most significant

indicator of the changes sweeping her

homeland.

'Two or three years ago I could never

have come here," she said.

The renovations in Soviet society are also

noticeable on the cultural and artistic level,

Kaderkaevye said. "Many formal organiza-

tions are being established to (revive) old

Russian culture and to restore the nation's

traditions," she explained. "It's a matter of

national pride.*^

Hassell said he was particulariy impress-

ed by the good condition of historical

Russian buildings. "I thought everything

would be in ruins, but the palaces and
cathedrals were more elaborate than any I

had seen, even in France," he said.

The Soviet government paid for the

caretaking and restoration of such build-

ings, Kaderkaevye said, adding that many of
the churches which were turned into art

museums under Stalin are once again being

used for religious services.

Students interested in taking the spring

trip are strongly encouraged to take a course
in Russian history or culture, particulariy

Russian Civilization (Russian 99). Students

do not need to be fluent in the Russian
language, but they should at least be able to

read the Russian alphabet.

Those interested must contact Olga
Kagan or Edward Denzler no later than

Thursday at 825-2947 or 825-2676. Thus
—far only six people have expressed miercsl,^

* and unless fifteen people are interested in

going, the trip will be canceled.
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Briefs

World

Communists support

Gemian reunification

EAST BERLIN — East German
Communists angling to boost their popu-
larity before parliamentary elections on
Tuesday endorsed eventual reunification

with West Germany.
Ousted leader Erich necker's succes-

sors in the once-mighty Communist Pariy^

launched their uphill campaign Tuesday
for the March 18 elections by acknow-
ledging a national fever for reunification,

and party leader Gregor Gysi conceded
that the movement is unstoppable.

In Moscow, Soviet President Mikhail

S. Gorbachev also acknowledged mount-
ing pressure for a single German state,

while warning that Germans "should not

decide this important question on the

su-ccis."

Bulgaria Communists
clasli at conference

SOFIA, Bulgaria — Communist Party

chief Petar Mladenov fiercely attacked

the ousted leadership Tuesday but offered

few ideas for change as he tried to please

reformers and conservatives and avoid a

party split.

As the party began a three-day con-
gress, Mladenov proposed splitting the

post of party chief and state president,

which he assumed when Todor Zhivkov
was removed from 35 ytars in power Nov.
10.

"It's my suggestion that the comrades
adopt a decision that the same person
should not be leading the party and the

state at the same Ume," Mladenov told the

2,752 delegates.

In his two-hour opening speech,
Mladenov tried to please reformers by
talking in general terms of change, while
pandering to conservatives by giving little

ground to the opposition.

Nation

Judge orders Reagan
to divulge diaries

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A federal

judge Tuesday ordered former President
Reagan to provide excerpts of his person-
al diaries to John M. Poindexter for the

former national security advisers upcom-
ing Iran-Contra trial.

U.S. District Court Judge Harold
Greene said a 1985 entry includes a
"somewhat ambiguous comment" indi-

cating that Reagan knew of Poindexter's
work for the Nicaraguan Contras.
Greene said Reagan must surrender the

material by Monday, a move that could
trigger a claim of executive privilege by
the former president and might delay the

Feb. 20 starting date of the Poindexter
trial.

Reagan submitted more than 100 diary
entries to the judge last Thursday. Greene
said entries covering more than 29
different dales in 1985 and 1986 contain

"information of significance."

Baseclosing plan

called 'political gUn'

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The chair-

man of the House Armed Services

Committee accused the Bush administra-

tion Tuesday of putting "a political gun to

the head" of lawmakers v^ath a partisan list

of military base closings.

Rep. Lcs Aspin, D-Wis., said Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney's list of more than

72 domestic facilities and 14 overseas

installations that would be closed or

scaled back had "potential." But he
objected strongly to the way the admi-
nistration wants Congress to deal with the

UsL

'This is merely a list of candidates for

closure," Aspin told reporters at a news
conference, "The upshot i^ that the list can

"be changed. Bases can be deleted or
perhaps added. That creates hostages for

the administration. Vote against a veto
override, your base is safe. Vote to

override, your base is threatened.

State

Special steps needed

to ease prison crowds

SACRAMENTO — CaUfomia should

use "intermediate sanctions" like house
arrest and work furlough programs to ease
prison and jail crowding that could force

construction of $5.2 billion in new
facilities within five years, an advisory

panel said Tuesday.

"At the current rate of population
increases, state and local governments
will need $5.2 billion to build new jail and
jirison beds within five years," said.

Riverside County District Attorney Grov-
cr Trask II, who is chairman of the Blue
Ribbon Commission on Inmate Popula-
tion Management.

The 24-member commission was
created in 1987 by legislation carried by
Sen. Robert Presley, D-Riverside, to

examine prison and jail overcrowding,
inmate population projections and options
for criminal punishment

Swarm of quakes
strike desert area
EL CENTRO— A swann of five small

earthquakes struck a desert area near here

Tuesday, seismologists reported.

None of the quakes registered higher

than 2.9 on the Richter scale of ground
motion, and they struck between 6:01 a.m.

and 7:54 a.m., said Hall Daily of the

California Institute of Technology in

Pasadena.

The epicenter was 25 miles north of El
Centro, near the Salton Sea, Daily said.

The quake limes and their Richter
readings were as follows: 6:01 a.m., 2.8;

6:02 a.m., 2.8; 6:04 a.m., 2.9; 6:16 a.m.,

2.7; 7:54 a.m., 2.5.

Daily said lab seismologists reported

similar waves of small quakes have struck

the region before.

Local

State asked to probe
McMartin trial verdict

Los Angeles County supervisors asked
the state to investigate the controversial

McMartin preschool molestation trial

Tuesday as advocates for child abuse

victims continued to push to have charges

refiled. iiT
~

Parents ofchildren involved in the case,

the longest and costliest criminal pro-
ceeding in U.S. history^ burst into

applause as the Board of Supervisors
approved a motion asking the state

Attorney General's office to review the
case.

Compiled from the Associated Press

Don't wait until May to ioolc

for a job! .

We will hielp you find one while
Iyou work on your degreei
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or
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Sata
systems

Microcomputer show with

technical experts and
-- hardware:

All laptop computers
including the new
SupersPort SX with
VGA display

Selected desktops (not
available at ASUCLA)
with new Flat Tension Monitor
Less glare and brighter colors!

SAVE $400 Now at ASUCLA
on SupersPort with 20 Mb
hard drive - $1499*

Featuring Representatives From

PETER NORTON COMPUTING, INC

Norton Utilities

Advanced

Norton
Commander

Now with Norton Disk Doctor:

an automated program that

finds and fixes faults on your

hard drive ^^^

organizes your hard disk;

makes it easy to use

Msiirt<8]rd^clk

Office Systems
DesqView

Norton Back-up a new, powerful backup
utility from Norton

Manifest

QEMM 386

a multi-tasking environment
8088 through 80486! Works
with all existing DOS applications

a new memory diagnostic

a high memory managef

Tuesday, February 6tK
9:30 AM - 2:45 PM
Ackerman 2408

\
(Across from the Grand Ballroom)

ASUCLA CASH PRICE require* payment by currency, caahiefs check, Unjversity Credit Union WilMrawaJ Cheek, oc personal check (up to $300) niade payable to ASUCLA Money orders are not accepted Zenith products are
available to full time UCLA Students, FacuHy, Staff, and departments only Purchase most be lor the personal academic, educational, or research use o« the eligible person. Students rrxst show a current Reg Card and Photo I D
Faculty and Suff must show a payrol nunber and Photo ID. Offer limied to one Zenith computer and orw of MKh aooeaaory per person per year. Price* are sut^t to change without notice. Al sales are Tinjri.

Sponsored by the ASUCLA Computer Store

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
SlOill^ t^tvtl Attemwi IMiii/ 82S-M62/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

^ Through Feb. 28th
—
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^
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Rront splits into two factions
By Edith Lederer

Associated Press

BUCHAREST, Romania — The National Salva-
tion Front government bowed to the clamor from the

opposition Tuesday and announced it had split into

two groups, one to govern Romania and the other to

take part in coming elections.

In a further concession, senior Front member
Silviu Brucan said the Front would propose that a
coalition government be formed until the planned
May 20 elections — in effect agreeing to share the
power it assumed during the December revolution
that toppled Communist dictator Nicolae Ceausescu.
A transcript of Brucan's comments to selected

reporters was made available to The Associated
Press.

Both decisicMis were clearly meant to appease
increasingly strident attacks directed against the

Front Opposition groups accuse it of reneging on its

word to run Romania only until the elections, of
refusing to share its access to news media and other
misuse of power.

Foes of the Front argue that a self-declared interim

government should not contest elections it will stage
itself. Weekend demonstrations demanded that the
government resign.

On Tuesday, Brucan, a member of the Front's
National Council, declared:

**Wc believe it is illegal for the front to hold

political power and take part in elections at the same
time.

"That is why we have split into a provisional

National Council, to hold legislative power on the

one hand, and the National Salvation Front, which is

to take part in the elections as a political organization,

on the other.
••

Ih other developments Tuesday, a military tribunal

was told that Ceausescu 's defense minister, Vasile

Milea, was not killed on Ceausescu *s orders, but
killed himself rather than give orders to fire on anti-

Ceaucescu demonstrators. " -. " .•:

Milea has become a hero of the Romanian
revolution for trying to keep the army from firing on
unarmed demonstrators, as ordered by Ceausescu.

His death helped turn army units against Ceauses-

cu in the popular uprising that ended the dictator's

brutal 24-year rule.

At the trial of four lop Ceausescu associates. Col.

Comeliu Pircalabescu testified that Milea asked him
to tell his wife and children he couldn't order

defenseless demonstrators killed. Minutes later, he

shot himself in the heart, said Pircalabescu, head of
the civilian reserve force.

Pircalabescu is not a defendant in the trial.

The trial, which began Saturday, was adjourned
until Thursday.

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
Straightening

Tint & Style

BY APPOINTMENT
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

From VIDAL SASSOON

Free Conditioning

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCW Alum

TXc*«Jc- -14
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Romania's National Salvation I^e
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we told them we do not haze,"

Sabnani said. With initiation fol-

lowing almost immediately after

receiving a bid, the overall stress

should be reduced.

New members do not have to

worry about constraints on their

lime now, since they arc members
and not pledges. "Now most
activities are voluntary instead of
mandatory . . . this way people

participate wiUingly. We appreci-

ate it (their participation) for what
it is, not that they're pledges and

they have to. They are members
and they want to," Martinez said.

After associate members are

initiated, they become new mem-
bers and will participate in an

education program which includes

reading a book on the fraternity

and watching videos, one of which
is namited by former U.S. presi-

dent and one-time TKE member
Ronald Reagan.

This education period is "aimed
at training a person to become a

good active member . . . (and to)

let them know o( the responsilnli-

ties requested of them," Martinez

said.

"We arc attempting to better

communicate to people wanting to

join about what they can gain and

what is expected of them," said

Bob Stratton, national advisor to

UCLA's TKE fraternity and dis-

trict vice president of TKE.
Part of the education process is

letting new members know what
the fraternity can offer such as

friendship, management skills and
leadership opportunities, Stratton

said.

Responses from actives have
been divided, Sabnani said. "Some
took offense that national told us to

change (our program) because we
never had any problems." ^
"Many members liked the old

way and wanted (the process of
becoming a member) to be the

same for people who came in afto*

them," Sabnani said.

The reason for the new program
is to ensurc safety and the continu-

ation of the fraternity system, not

because UCLA's TKE chapter has

had any hazing problems, Stratton

said.

Although any type of hazing is

against the law, several deaths and
physical abuse have occurred in

fraternities nationwide.

"Now our, meetings arc com-
bined and new members can vote

and run for office if there is an

election," Sabnani said.
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GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATES
DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN

AQUA. HAZEL, VIOLET. & GRAY

O OPTOMETRIXl
^n^— til o^metric centef

j

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR. MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.
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ACADEMIC SUPPORTS PROGRAM

STUDY HALL ^^y=^

Every

WEDNESDAY

6 pm - Midnite

Campbell

Rm. 2210
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rr*-

A FAMILY THAT STUDIES TOGETHER, GRADUATES TOGETHER
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V
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* Please bring old exams, lecture notes, etc.

* Sign up with the academic resource group for your major

* Study with your Big Brothers and Sisters
V--

r

•Price penens.fcxafT ^O'Hv, up care additional Pay onlyJu services needed

LET'S-PROP SOME KNOWLEDGBM 1
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Eating disorders can result In

medical problems, even death

Medical Dangers of Eating Disorders

By Crissy Gonzalez

Contributor _
Abnormal obsessions with food

and physical appearance will cause

medical complications that may
lead to death, a senior consultant

for the UCLA Adult Eating Disor-

der Program said Tuesday.

In his lecture on "Medical

Concerns of Eating Disorders,"

Dr. Joel Yager addressed the

negative effects of two eating

disorders -^ anorexia nervosa and

bulimia nervosa — to a crowd of

about 30.

According to a Neuropsychiatr-

ie Institute publication, people

suffering from anorexia have an
overwhelming fear of becoming
fat To lose weight, they will fast,

vomit and engage in excessive

exercise, even after losing 15 to 25
percent of. their original body
weight

Bulimics, who are also obsessed
with food, will binge on huge
quantities of food within a short

period of time and then purge by
vomiting or by using laxatives or
diuretics. —

—

^ —

to severe medical concerns, even
death. Yager said. There is a 5
percent death rate among those

who have had eating disorders

over a 10-year period, and a 10
percent death rate for those who
have had them over a 20-year
period, he said.

A victim of either anorexia or

bulimia will suffer a progressive

series of danger signals within

their body, sometimes for a pro-

longed time pmod.
*These disorders cause prob-

These eating disorders can lead See DISORDER, page 13

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
1. bss of menstrual period

2. hair loss

3. sensitivity to cold

4. anatomical changes
of the heart

5. electrolyte imbalance

6. dehydration

7. kidney damage
8. bloating

9. DEATH

BUUMIA NERVOSA
1. ruptured esophagus

2. tooth/gum erosion

from stomach acid

3. intestinal ulcers

4. ruptured stomach

5. irreversible liver damage
6. protein loss

7. DEATH

WHERE TO GET HELP
UCLA Helpline 825-HELP

Overeaters Anonymous 542-8363

RESEARCH: Crissy Gonzalez

Student Psychological Services

Mid Campus 82S0768

South Campus 825-7985

TOM YUN/Daily Bruin

The Women's Resource Center Pathfinders Series

WOMEN in POLITiCS
^^

A Discussion witti

Ruth Galanter
Ruth Galanter, Los Angeles City Councilwoman, 6th District, will speak about

her experience as a woman in politics, opportunities for women in the field,

and how women can gain experience and develop leadership skills.

MondayJ February 5th

3:00 - 4:30 p.m.
Humanities Conference Room, 314 Royce Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a sen/ice of tf)e L 77 of Student Development and Health.

^S UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

iC)*U*R*C^E
Substance Overuse,

Use Referrals,

Counseling and
Education

ttttttmttttttt»MtttittttttmttitttttttttttttttttittttiititiittittttMttim

Peer Health Counselors are available for

counseling and to schedule Informative

group presentations throughout the

school year on sensitive topics including:

•Dealing witli a Friend and Substance Abuse

•Ciiildren of Adult Alcoiiolics

•Drinl<ing and Driving

Call 825-8462 or visit

401 Kerckhoff 9-5pm M-F
for more information

National Collegiate Drug Awareness Week presentation

Tues. Feb. 6 Sproul Hall 8pm

Sponsored by trSAC/SWC and Student Health Services

ENGINEERS
OVERSEAS
DONTi
•wear a suit and tia

*ahuffla papara and answer
phones
-alt at a daak all day
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•live In foreign countrlea
-work outdoora
•take charge
•make dedalona
-face many challengea
-bear heavy reaponalblllty

-work long houra
•operate sophisticated elec-

tronk; equipment
-record information on oil and
gas wells

-Interpret that infbrmatkxi

NJOY!
•being their own boaa

THIS JOB IS NOT FOR
EVERYONE - BUT IT

COULD BE FOR YOU!

Schlumt>erger, the workj leader

in Wireline Well Logging has
immediate career opportunities

0<fera—a for indivkjuals with

an MiS. or B.S. degree in

or the

,
excellent

schdastk; record, harxJs-on

aptitude and 0-3 years work
experience.

WM

l'«*W.^

m
OPENINGS FOR
PERMANENT
POSITIONS

;.'v^x:i

A^'yi<}Ml

For more information, please contact:

SCHLUMBERQER-INTERNATIONAL
Recruiting Coordinator
2707 North Loop West, Suite 1090
Houston, Texas 77008

(713) 863-9673 (In Texas)
800-222-1587 (outside Texas)

SrJilumh<'r<^jr'r

EMCafMkmal pet^ile. Excepttonml tmchnology Wofldwid9r
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New procedure focuses on diagnosing Alziieimer's
Doctors hope to find a cure within five to ten years-

By Sandra Hemaixlez
Contributor

Researchers at the UCLA
School of Medicine and the West
Los Angeles VA Medical Center
have identified a procedure that

may enable them to diagnose
Alzheimer's disease accurately.

UCLA researchers hope to

develop a hypothesis that will

explain how the brain malfunc-

tions in Alzheimer patients, said

Dr. Lissy Jarvik, professor of
psychiatry and biobehavioral sci-

ence and geriatrics at the UCLA
Neuropsychiatric Institute (NPI)

and Hospital.

Currently, Alzheimer's disease

cannot be diagnosed with certainty

until after a patient's death, Jarvik

said. "Our hope is to ultimately

And a cure and a diagnostic test in

the living patient," she said.

Symptoms of Alzheimer's dis-

ease include gradual memory loss,

impairment of judgment, disor-

ientation, loss of language skills

and personality change, said Dr.

Steven Matsuyama, associate

research geneticist in the Depart-

ment of Psychiatry at the UCLA
NPI and Hospital.

"(Alzheimer's disease) is age
related. The frequency of being

afflicted goes up remarkably with

age," Jarvik said. The disease

rarely afflicts people in their 40's
and 50's, Jarvik said. However, 50
percent of the people who are 85
years old have it, she said.

A total of 2.5 million Americans
are afflicted by Alzheimer's dis-

See ALZHEIMER'S, page 11

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
6749.95
(WrTH REBULDABLE CORE)

COMPLETE W/.>ARTS,
LABOR, INSTAUJ».TION &
TU^E-UP INCLUDED
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'.

MAlNTENANr
I: Bsrv I a?sr
3. LJm 6. Oiich AJ^

7. Swvlca Air

9. huMd Fmn Bni
10. CntntmmkMt
11. faiMiua T«l Codk«

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6 cylMer: $20.00 Exlia)

TOYOTA

M\\

: (VW Bug)

$74.'^
he PM & Labor IGas & Ak Ftter cKba

(Japan— C«f») /% g\g\, QC

USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30
THIS IS AN HO^EST GAIttGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mentioa IfaU ad.

DATSUN

T/mnpLogor JissocmTroTi

Keynote Speaker, Steven Feld
Associate Professor of Anthropology and Music,

University of Texas at Austin
Author of Sound and Sentiment"

Guest Speatters

Susan Leigh Foster

Dancer and Educator at Wesleyan University

David B. Kilpatrick

Ethnomusicologist and Filmmaker

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday 61 Saturday, February 2 &l 3

Friday
Darnx Building Rm. 200
Keynote Address and Mini Concert

SM) pm Stmmn JTvU 'AesOiettcs aiul Synesthesia in Kcduli Dance'
9.-00 pm MOa CONCERT featuring Flamenco, Traditionai Chinese

Javanese & Balkan Dance
m ttadm WkruHid. CoordMnator

Saturday
Dance Building Rm. 214
8KX) to 8-30 am
8:45 to 9:00 am

9KX) am

9-30 am

I0:00 am

10:30 to liM) om
ll.-OO am

1130 am to 12:15

12:18 to 2M1 pm
2XX) pm

230 pm

S:00 to S:iB
3:15 pm

3:45 pm to 4:15 pm

530 pm

7-30 pm

830 pm
aporuormd hm DCLA

Registration and R^frethmentt
bitroduction and Welcome biy

ComiU* Brochu, Forum Coordinator

Jay K»i*Ur Si Kelly HasMmote
"Vodoun at the Smithsonian"

Martha Pa4fleld 'InteracUon of Belief System
and Nonverbal Communication'
Edy Oreenblatt "Computer-Aided Dance
Research: A Methodology and Case-Study'
BREAK
I Wtqfon DUda 'Indonesian Dance Ethnologista:

The*- Motiuation A Methodological Approaches.'
aVEST aPEAKER, SuMin Leigh Foster
"Personal Commentary'
iJUNCH BREAK
Scott M. Youngstedt 'Meantig and Function qC
Dance In Hausa Culture'

Ml MfuU WlraHnl, "X^ondong: Roles of the
Ftmaie Performer In BaUnese Dance Drama'
BREAK
JuMth Kovach The Experience and Function of
Movement In Zen Walking Meditation"

Bon Suharto Transformation and Mystical As-
pects of Javanese Dance'
••tESnVE OREEK EVENINO-
Mudslsyn Tmyhtr, coordinator

TnADmOMAL <MEEK LAMB DINNER
$10.00 per person

RATfOW at MSCVSajON
SUpatrick 'Fteidwork Techniques and

I fsr the EthnologlsC

PATtmr IMWCDVO TO U¥E MUSIC

Campus Programs Commilt««,
qf C^itturol flUtory

SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contacts includes care kit*

Follow up

Extended, Daily. Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes....$119 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 mosj
$109-set

Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soft Contacts With Your Prescription

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Do your teeth feel like

BLUE VELVET?
See Dr. Friedman
Cosmetic and

General
Dentist

For Appointment:
478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide/ Laughing Gas
• Estimates Given in Writing
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S.(UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshtre «Si Santa Monica)

<

The Gift of Sight
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup includes o
pressure test for glaucoma and
an eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

Color contacts
High index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

Corner of LeConte •: Vision insurance welcome 1 hour validated parking

See The Stars
Come Out Tonight

At The Coop!

Cultural Affairs presents:
Student Talent at tfie COOP I

February 1st, 8-10pm
at the COOPERAGE

Admission is

Watch for Showcase '90

Paid for by USAC
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Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus out' latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

Cannon Color Laser Copier

Laser Printing on Macintosh

Computer Time Rental

Typesetting

Fax Services

Copies Bik/While

Color Copies Xerox

Complete Full Color Printing

Over Sizes Xerox 36' by any length

Complete BiruJing Services etc

^019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood, CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Redfuctions to 50%;

Canon 1 Q.
Laser

With Ihia Ad only on I.Mer (!oior Kip 1/31/90

P\us its Special features^
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

NU
Designer Clothing

at
Resale Prices

1516 Westwood Blvd
474-8006

Axis at 50% off
already reduced

Guess—all items
15% off

Assistant Actuarial Analysts

ON^AMPUS INTERVIEWS
FEBRUARYS

The Company: Fireman's Fund
• One of the largest US Property and Casualty Insurance Companies.

The Location: Marin County, California

The Opportunity:
• A challenging career providing rapid advancement into senior

management.

• The number-one rated job in the U.Si by The Jobs Rated Almanac.

The Requirements:
• Must have at least a 3.0 GPA.

• Prefer a Bbchelor's degree with emphasis in Mathematics, Statis-

tics, Economics or Finance.

• Efifective verbal and written communication skills are essential.

Interviews:

• Will be held Tuesday, February 6.

Check with your placement office for more information. EOE.

/

Fireman's
Fund

^ Innuv Good NewB.

i^P—!

Help wanted

ARTIE LECHTMAN

Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc. representative Gretchen Thompson informs Mark Lang, a
junior majoring in Economics, ofpossiblejob openings at the annualjob fair in AGB on
Tuesday.

On Campus Recycling Program
»K«SftlftK;::::::::X::::::::::;::>: »~i-+'

_ the trees
ASIICLA Irtttliitfcl fts recycling program last fall. During iaat quarter atona, atudanta hava saved:

^ of whife \mofjiewsprjnt of computer
paper /

uminum
cans

RESEAfiCH TawnNhan
SOURCE ASUCLA Recycling Program Note: 17 trees are required to produce 1 ton of paper

RECYCUNG
TOM YUN/DaMy Bruin

From page 1

Students wfio recycle become
part of the solution because Uiey

are contributing to something
important, said April Smith, a

graduate member of the ASUCLA
Board of Directors who was
instrumental in starting the recy-

cliilg program.

Despite its success, ASUCLA is

barely making enough money to

cover the expenses of su|^K>rting

the program, Moyer said. The
program hires student employees
to empty the bins and pays an
outside company to haul the

recyclables away.

However, "Our objective for

now is simply protecting the

environment and our secondary

goal is to pay for the costs of the

program," Moyer said. "But we're

not shooting too high. (Making

money) is not the objective."

Vandalism and people stealing

the recyclables has not been a

problem, Moyer said. Rather,

students have been bringing news-
papers and cans from home to put

into the bins, she said.

Bringing papers from home has

been so common that bins have
often been overfilled, Moyer said.

Students fill the l>ins with papers

from home almost as soon as

employees empty them, she said.

People putting colored paper or
glossy magazines in the white
paper bin or tin cans in the

aluminum bin has caused some
problems in sorting recyclables at

the recycling centers.

Smith said she hopes to work
with the chancellor to begin a
university-wide recycling prog-
ram and start a similar program in

the residence halls.

"If we can't get the university to

recycle, what hope is there for

industry?" Smith said, adding that

the university should set an exam-
ple for the community.

Future ASUCLA plans include

a Saturday drop-off program
which will allow students to drop
off recyclables at a location acces-
sible to automobiles, adding more
collection sites, and recycling
cardboard, glass and plastic.

LETTERS POLICY: For letters, viewpoints or counterpoints to be considered for

publication in the Daily Bruin, they must be typed or Ipndwritten legibly. They should
also include the student's fiill name, major, year, home/work phone number, and
registration number. Phone numbers are for reference only and will not be printed.

Submissions should be left in the box on the receptionists' desk in 112 Kerclchoff

Hall.

Bush's 1991 budget
crtticized, defended
By Jim Luther

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
White House Budget Director

Richard G. Darman on Tuesday
defended President Bush's $1.23
trillion budget against Democratic
criticism of gimmickry and rosy

^ prediciions and tried to snuff out a
movement to cut Social Security

taxes.

There afe far fewer "gimmicks,"

such^ as shifting payments from

I

one year to another to make the
"\ /ilcficit look smaller, than in past
^^ budgets, Darman told the House

Budget Committee.

**l think everyone of them (in the

new budget) is defensible," he
said.

As for projections of greater

economic growth and less inflation

than private economists are fore-

casting. Darman pointed to the

administration's figures from July

as "amazingly accurate."

"You are not dealing with
people who are totally out of

bounds," he said.

Darman spent most of the day
before the committee listening to

DenKx:ratic memt)ers complain
that the budget, which Bush sent to

Congress on Monday, does not

reflect a changing world because it

proposes $292.1 billion for the

military in the fiscal year that

begins Oct 1.

"You've blown the opportunity

for economic growth by spending
more on military," said Rep.

Bait>ara Boxer, D-Calif.

ALZHEIMER'S

She said the administration

proposal to save money starting in

1994 by eliminating several mili-

tary bases was an effort to intimi-

date lawmakers who might prefer

less spending for defense.

Darman was peppered with
questions about Social Security,

specifically a bill by Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y. That
bill, which has drawn the interest

of several lawmaken but opposi-

tion^if^m the administration,

would cut payroll taxes as a way to

keep the government from using
surplus Social Security taxes to

fuiance other federal programs.

"It is my personal opinion that

he (Moynihan) never intended the

plan to be taken as seriously as the

press has taken it," X>arman said,

implying that Moynihan was
simply trying to draw attention to

the practice of using Social Sec-
urity taxes for purposes other than

providing benefits to retirees. **

Rep. Leon Panetta. D-Calif.,

chairman of the committee, inter-

jected: "I get the impression that he
is quite serious about the propos-

al."

At the White House, Treasury

Secretary Nicholas F. Brady told

reporters Moynihan *s proposal "is

the height of folly" and "goofy."

Bush's budget proposes that

once the federal deficit is elimi-

nated—and predicts that will be in

1993— Social Security taxes that

are not needed to pay benefits

immediately be used only to retire

government debt

From page 9

ease. It causes about 150,000
deaths each year, Matsuyama said.

Alzheimer*.s disease begins with

the improper alignment of chro-

mosomes during cell division. This

may result in an extra or a missing

chromosome on which the heredit-

ary disease is carried, Jarvik said.

The highest concentration of
microtubules — proteins in the

cells which give the cells shape,

transport nutrients and are essen-

tial for cell movement— is in the

brain, Matsuyama said.*

Although defects in the microtu-

bule system have been observed in

the past, researchers have not

identified a difference in microtu-

bules taken from tissue other than

the brain, Matsuyama said. The
current research found a method
for detecting microtubule abnor-

malities in the skin tissue of
Alzheimer patients.

The research team exposed skin

cells of Alzheimer patients and
normal subjects to cofehicine, a

chemical know to disrupt the

microtubule system. After 10

hours, the colchicine was removed
and the cellswere placed in a fresh

medium. Researchers observed
that after 52 hours, 25 percent of

the cells in the normal subjects

reappeared whereas only .1 per-

cent of the cells in Alzheimer
patients were restored.

There is currently no known
cause and no cure for Alzheimer's

disease.

The research is in its prelimin-

ary stages, Matsuyama said.

"These findings strengthen our

hypothesis that impairment of the

microtubule system is a key to

Alzheimer's disease."

Alzheimer's disease is thought

to take about eight to ten years to

develop. "By the time we see the

symptoms, the disease has been
going on for 10 years," Jarvik said.

Jarvik said the researchers hope
to have found a way to prevent

Alzheimer's disease in five to ten

yean.

OUT
TODAY!

112-8 Kerckhofif Hall • 825-856o • Editorial, graphic and
advertising submissions welcome!
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL k

FREE PARKIM; CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

ART LECTURE SERIES

JOHN
MANDEL

WEDNESDAY JAN. 31

DICKSON ART CENTER RM. 3273

5:00 PM
sponsored by AGSL

fOnded by CPC. GSA and the Art Dept.

M

UCLA Peer Health Counselors

Time is Running Out!

ONLY 3 More DaysTeft!

We Want You To Be A
Peer Health Counselor!

Pick up an application at an orientation:
\^

• Applications due Feb. 5th by 5pm at 401 Kcrckhoff

Wednesday Jan 31 9:00-10:00 am Ackerman 2408
2:30-3:30 pm Ackennan 3517
7:00-8:00 pm Rieber Hall

> 8:30-9:30 pm TKE
(626 Landbir)

Thursday Feb. 1 9:00-10:00 am Kerckhoff 400
• 7:00-8:00 pm Sproul Hall

Friday Feb. 2 1:00-2:00 pm Ackenman 2412

You must attend an orientation meeting. Call 825-8462 or visit 401
Kerckhoff 9-5pm M-F for more info.

Sponsored by (JSAC/SWC and Student Health Services.
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needs to c6me to Bush's defense
By Walter R. Mears
Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — President Bush's
"trust me" policy on China could use an assist

from the hard-line government in Beijing, and
soon. The White House needs some told-you-
so evidence that conciliatory gestures are
serving to ease repression.

That will lake more than the steps the
administration cited in putting together the 37
Republican senators who voted to sustain
Bush's veto of a bill extending the visas of
Chinese students in the United States.

"I think there is a trust factor that hopefully
will result in changes that arc satisfactory to the
American people and to me— a trust factor in

the administration," the president said. "And I

hope that 1 can use that, having won this now, to
further the kinds of things that I think will help
move China forward."

His political hand, and the trust he seeks at

home, both would be strengthened by a clear
and convincing reciprocal move on the part of
the Chinese government. — ^

While Bush claimed a mandate for his

handling of China policy, that is hard to read
into roll calls in which only 25 House members
sided with him, while the Senate enforced his

veto with three votes to spare.

Minorities arc enough to fend off the
opposition on a foreign policy issue, but
sustaining vetoes will not sustain a policy for
long.

Symbolism and politics figured heavily in

the debate, the lobbying and the surprise

turnaround on the veto the Senate upheld on
Thursday.

Bush rendered the bill largely symbolic by
accompanying his Nov. 30 veto with an
executive order to do the same thing. He could
have ended it there, with a pocket veto that

would not have been subject to override votes.

Instead, given political sensitivities, he sent it

back for action when Congress reconvened.
The veto was sustained after GOP leaders

called the vote an election-year test of
Republican loyalty. Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas,
the Republican leader, called it the first

installment of the 1990 campaign, saying
Democrats were trying to force GOP senators

into a politically difficult vote. It was that, and
eight Republicans voted against Bush.

Bush said he also won on the strength of his

argument against doing by law what he ordered
done anyhow, in a policy realm that properly
belongs to the president. He said that if the veto
were overridden, the Chinese would retaliate

by canceling all student exchangesr
His executive order and personal pledge

guarantee at least what the bill did, and
possibly more, in extending the visas of about
32,000 Chinese students.

**No studQnt, as long as I'm president, will be
sent back against his or her will," he promised.
He said that guarantee holds good even if the

Chinese government relents in its repression of
democratic diss^t, the crackdown that led to

the massacre in Tiananmen Square last June
and to Bush's limited sanctions against
Beijing.

Democrats said the sanctions weren't tough
enough to begin with, and the administration
has been gradually easing them for months.
One was a bar against high-level exchanges of
government officials, and within two weeks of
it. the president secretly sent two of his top
aides to Beijing. When word of that leaked out
months later. Bush said he'd never forbidden
official contacts, only exchange visits.

That refuge in the fine print hasn't done
much for the administration's credibility on the
China sanctions.

Bush, who once served as U.S. envoy to

Beijing, insists that harsh sanctions, including
the visa bill, would be counterproductive,
driving China toward isolation, choking off

exchanges and worsening the situation inside
the country.

While the students aren't going home either

way. Bush said Beijing found the bill more
offensive than his order, even though officials

don't like it cither. The bill, he said, would have
seemed to them "a further public slap at a time
when they feel some steps have been taken that

arc positive."

Bush and the Republicans haven't heard the
end of the matter. There arc likely to be new
sanction proposals in Congress. There is

certain to be more rhetoric from the E>emocrats
who have accused the president of kowtowing
to China and sacrificing his own credibility.
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UCLA CommunityForum
Building Toward a Definition

of Student Academic Success

A panel discussion moderated by

Assistant Vice Chancellor Thomas E. Lifka

Office of Student Academic Services

Panelists:

Academic Affairs Commissioner Florie Aranovich, Undergraduate Students
Association, representing students

Dean Edward A. Alpers, Honors and Undergraduate Programs. College of Letters
and Science, representing the faculty

Assistant Vice Chancellor John E. Kobara, Alumni Relations, representing alumni

Director Jane C. Muratore, Counseling Division, College of Letters and Science,

representing academic administrators and counselors

Dr. William D. Parham, counseling psychologist. Student Psychological Services,

representing Student Affairs administrators

Thursday, February 1, 1990

2:30-5:00 p.m.

Ackerman Union, 2nd Floor Lounge

Refreshments

Sponsored by the Office of Student Affairs

From page 3

In 1976, Clydine Crowdcr
became the first female CSO.
Today, she is still fighting crime at

UCLA, but she now wears a police

officer's uniform.

"At first, they said they
wouldn't hire me. But then they

called back saying they had recon-

sidered.

"(Working as a CSO) helped me
to get to know the station and the

people in dispatch ... so I felt

comfortable here,** she added
Crowder said^she only encoun-

tered one woman who resented

being escorted by a female. But
Crowder explained to the woman
that she had been assigned to her
and the woman complied.
A CSO is trained to be a

nonintervening observer of crime,

leaving the arrest tactics up to the

police. "The radio is our only
weapon," Capraro said.

The walkie-talkie a CSO carries

is connected directly to police

dispatch, and a call to the station

can be responded to within sec-

onds.

In the past, some CSOs have
been accused of using more than
their radios and going beyond their

intended function. "When we first

started out, we had some serious

John Wayne types that tried to take

the law in their own hands,** said

former CSO Ron Carr, who work-
ed from 1981 to 1984.

"Eventually, Barber weeded
them out,** Carr added.

"We wanted them to be the eyes
and ears of the program, and not
polKemen,** Barber said. "We*re
definitely not looking for the
Rambo type.**

Occasionally, individuals apply
for the job with the impression that

they will get to lend a firm hand in

the fight against crime. When
applying, however, potential

CSOs are given a variety of
hypothetical situations and their

responses are evaluated to see how
they would handle volatile situa-

tions.

Once hired, prospective CSOs
go through 10 to 15 hours of class

and then spend 40 hours with a
training officer. Beginning pay is

$6.50 an hour and raises come
relatively quickly, Capraro said.

Noting that a CSO's job might
be tougher than an ASUCLA
employee's working in food ser-

vice, despite the same pay,
Capraro said, "We get the types

that don't want to make hamtur-
gers ... we have people who want

a little extra out of their job.**

A night*s work for a CSO couk!
include anything from escorting,

driving a van, or sitting at a
building as a security watch.
Stations are given on a seniority

basis and the^security watches are
said to be a good "stucfy shift**

Strolling along on his Saturday
night escorting shift, CSO Pat Ross
estimated that the night's walking
wouM put about seven to ten miles
on his new "standard issue" Nike
Airs.

Besides getting to know the

campus inside and out, the CSOs
say some of the fringe benefits arc
getting paid to study while on
security duty and meeting people— mainly girts.

"It would be foolish lo say that

some sort of fraternizing isn't

going on while they arc walking
across campus," Caponcro said.

"But in 15 years there has only one
formal complaint (from a woman
being escorted)."

•v.^

CSO
825-1493

Escort
Service

OUT
TODAV!

112-BKerckhofrHaU*
825-8500 • Editorial, gr^hic
and advertising submissions

welcome!
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lems in the endocrine and skeletal

systems. Mood, heart and the brain— basically thc^^ entire body,"
Yager explained.

Specifically, studies show that

anorexia can cause the cessation of
menstrual periods, constipation, a

decrease in body temperature,

kidney problems, an abnormal
decrease of sugar in the blood, and
serious cardiac problems.

Problems particularly related to

—hulimia are dental decay, stomach
rupture, esophagus rupture,

inflammation of the cokMi, and
protein k>ss. ^
Although anorexk:s and bulim-

k;s experience these waming sig-

nals, breaking their compulsive
habits with or without medical
help is difficult. Yager said.

'*One example is of a 40-year-

^old woman who came in for help.

(The mother of two) came in

weighing 47 pounds. She got up to

56 pounds (while hospitalized),

signed out of the hospital against

medk:al advk;e, and died," he said.

Anorexia and bulimia are
thought to be mostcommon among
female teenagers, but both women
and men from ages seven to fifty

can devek>p these eating disoiders.

Yager said.

"There is no personality type
prone to eating disorders, although
certain kinds of personalities do
devek^ anorexia nervosa (v buli-

mia," he explained.

Anorexics tend to be "timid, shy
and compulsive," whereas bulim-

ics are more "tense and depress-

ed."

Anyone can devetop the disease,

however. Between 30 and 40
percent of female college students

experiment with fasting, bingeing

and purging, and 2 to 5 percent of

these students develop serious

eating disorders. Yager said.

Eating disorders can even
plague athletic women. Yager
said, "When (athletic women)
can't exercise, they begin to purge
to control their weight"

There are services on campus to

help peq)le suffering firom eating

disorders. Yager also encouraged
the use of"tough tove" techniques,

such as forcing a friend or relative

to get treatment

The presentation was sponsored
l^ the Student Welfare Commis-
sion as a part of Eating Disorders
Awareness Week.

*There was a need for this issue

to be addressed," said Student

Welfare Commissioner Dean
Poulakidas. "There are so many
students with eating disorders, and
the thing is it's so hard to tell."
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LEARNABOUT LAW SCHOOL
TTffTWWWgqW^TTWTPTWIWWWTrWTl' TW^W^W^^TWWWWWftWWWWT^^

Informational Meeting and Admissions Fair

Wednesday, February 7, 1990

Time: 6:00 p.m, - 8:30 p,m.

Place: UCLA
Graduate School

ofManagement
Location: Room 1222

An open discussion allows you to talk to the law school recniiters

and pick up application forms and literature on their schools.
^^^^^^222^ ss^ WTWWWWTwtT

PARTICIPATING LAW SCHOOLS:
All participating law schools are approved hy the American Bar Association

California Western

Golden Gate

Gonzaga University

Lewis and Clark College

Pepperdine

University of San Diego

University of San Francisco

Santa Clara University

Southwestern

Whittler College

Open to all students and alumni of colleges and universities in this area.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwocxi, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

IBM
announces

an enhancement
to the PS/2.

A high-speed

oan.
If you're like most students, you're often running on empty when it

comes to ready cash. That's why we've come up with the IBM PS/2®
Ix)an for Learning. It's easy. It's fast. And it's afibrdahle.

Interest rates are substantially lower than those of most consumer
loans. Just 1.5% above the ft-ime Rate (as published in The Wall

Street Journal).

Qualified students (or their parents), faculty and sUff+ can borrow from $1,500 to

$8,000 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/2.®*

The one-page application makes it as easy as applying for

a credit card.

fty for your PS/2 in easy bites. Take five years to repay.

Choose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or

Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as

$33.32 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded

with software.

Here's the smart way to get the money you need, for

the PS/2 you need. Visit your campus outlet for an
application or call the Nellie Mae Loan Hotline at

1 (800) 634-9308.

A$U0LA STUDENTS' STO

tThe loan oftef is avalabte only to qualified siudents. facultv and staff vvho purchase KBM PS/2'5 through partiopaJing campus outlets
'Applicants must have a combined minimum annual mcome of $20,000 to be eligible
••The morithly pa^rment IS based upon 100% financing wpaid in 60 montWy instalments based on the chart beto«i* an^
1% guarantee tee The interest rale is variable, subfect lo change each month

Amount Months Months Months
Fwanc<d ii2 1336 3760 APR
i2.322 22 $M^ 142.90 $78.66 12.37%

*eM. PS^and Paraonl Syaiam/? aw ragHtwad trKOmarltt of intemgBWWBuaineM Mad*w« Cwpoi^iea ®8MCorp IMS

AMENDMENT
From page 1

tion," Weinsaft said. Along with
the letter, parents will receive a
brochure on the ballot measure.

If SCA 1 fails, Weinsaft said it

will be impossible for the UC
system to maintain enrollment and
high standards of education.

The campaign's primary motive

is to ensure that students are

registered and eligible to vote in

the June 1990 election, said Rein-

hart Lutz, a UCSA representative

from UC Santa Barbara.

All nine UC campuses will hdld
rallies along with other organizav

tions th^t support SCA 1, like the\
California Teachers Association.

While informational pamphlets
will be distributed on all campuses,
some UCs will put voter registra-

tion and education materials in

their Spring registration prickets.

The UCLA administration has not

approved this measure at UCLA,
UCSA Vice President Lloyd
Monserratt said.

SCA 1 is a measure which
would amend the constitutional

limit on state spending— the Gann
Limit.

Without the amendment, state-

funds for the university will be
severely limited and the state's

long-term student fee policy will

have expired, removing restric-

tions on the amount by which fees

can increase each year.

UCSA predicts that unless SCA
1 passes, UC students will face IS
to 20 percent fee increases each
year. Also, the university will have
to reduce enrollment to maintain

excellence in educational prog-_
rams, UCSA refX'esentatives said.

Under the Gann Limit, the

California budget is currenUy
measured by national growth, but
California's economy grows faster

than the national economy. In

Older to maintain and expand
services, the state government
needs to be allowed lo spend more
money. Because the UC budget is

part of the state budget, limits

placed on the state also affect the

university.

SCA 1 would also raise taxes oit"-

gas by 5 cents beginning Aug. 1,

1990, and by 1 cent each year for

the subsequent four years.

WITHOUT A

825-1493

Protesters
III

>, picket

O'Connor
By Bob Egeiko

Associated Press

BERKELEY— Supreme Court
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor was
picketed and heckled by abortion
rights and gay rights advocates
Tuesday, as she spoke at the
University of California, Berkeley
Law School.

O'Connor's speech on legal

issues of church and state was
disrupted several times by oppo-
nents of the court's recent rulings
to increase states' authority to

restrict abortions and to uphold
Georgia's anti-sodomy law. She
cast decisive votes in both rulings.

A group in the front row of the
auditorium sat silently with coat
hangers, symbols of illegal abor-
tions, and three arose during the
speech and placed hangers in front
of O'Connor before walking ouL
A nearby student sat with his

mouth gaged wearing gay rights

buttons and holding a sign saying,
"My right to love is a human right

you can't take away."
When another group got up

during the speech, unfurled an
abortion rights banner and began a
chant, law school Etean Jesse
Choper led them away, amid boos
and scattered clapping for the
protestors. Choper apologized to

O'Connor for the disruption.

"It's another example of the

difficult issues the court has to

face," replied O'Connor, who
otherwise paid no apparent atten-

- tion to the protests, r -

Her speech to an overflow
gathering of law students and
faculty at the Boalt Hall law school
made no reference to abortion, but
instead focused on issues of
government involvement with
religion in which she has also been
a swing vote.

The court, O'Connor said, "is

narrowly and deeply divided on
many of these issues.**

Chief Justice William
Rehnquist, for example, believes
the Constitution prohibits only the

establishment of a state church,
while Justice William Brennan
would outlaw most types of gov-
ernment involvement in religion.

O'Connor said her view falls

somewhere in the middle — that

the government may not endorse
or appear to endorse religion or a
particular religious belief.

"ErKtorsement sends a message
to non-adherents that they are

outsiders,' she said. *The govern-
ment must not make a persons'

religious beliefs relevant to his

standing in the political communi-
ty by conveying a message that

reUgion or a particular religious

Iwlief is favored."

She said she used that standard
in casting key votes last year to ban
a nativity scene in a county
courthouse, as a "clear message of
government endorsement of
Christian doctrine," but to allow a

municipal display of a merK>rah
and a Christmas tree, which she
said sent no such message.

Under the same standard,
O'Connor said, she voted with the

majority in 1985 to prohibit Alaba-
ma from requiring a moment of

silence in public schools, a prac-

tice she concluded sent "a message
of state encouragement and
endorsement of religion."

One abortion rights demonstra-
tor, Sally Fcrreira, a first year

student at the law school, said it

was "outrageous" that O'Connor
failed to mention either abortion or

Ihe Georgia sodomy case in dis-

cussing church-state issues.
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Reffillable Mugs Are latest ASUCLA
Food Service Recycling Effort
The refillable beverage mugs

introduced this week by ASUCLA F(x)d

Service are just one part of its

comprehensive effort lo reduce, reuse

.and recycle. A major participant in.

ASUCLA 's association-wide Waste Not

program, Food Service is, where feasible,

eliminating unnecessary containers, using

degradable products and reusing

servingware. ., , . ^

Some of the avenues ASUCLA Fcxxi

Service is pursuing as part of its

commitment to making environmentally

sound choices are:

Jimmy's and Kerckhoff Coffee House)
and are available for $1.99 (plus tax) or

free with a $50 deposit to a new or

existing Bruin Gold Card account.

^

• Refillable thermal mugs. These 20-

oz. mugs can be filled with any hot or

cold dispensed beverage, including soft

drinks, fresh orange juice and coffee, at

a 20% savings. They can be u.sed at any
ASUCLA Food Service location (except

•^ Anniversary coffee mugs. The.se

cera^mic mugs are gcx)d for 35-cent coffee

refills at Jimmy's and Kerckhoff Coffee

House, priced at $5.95 and gocKi for a

year.

• Reu.sable plastic utensils and coffee

mugs. ASUCLA collects the.sc in special

bins and washes them in high
temperature dishwashers, just like

stainless steel flatware and china service,

so they can be used more than once.

• Paper plates and lx)wls. The.se are

made from 100% recycled "brake"— the

trimmings that would have been
discarded from other paper
manufacturing pr(x:es.ses.

• Paper napkins. These are made
from 100% recycled paper fibers.

• Wocxl coffee stirrers. ASUCLA has

switched from plastic coffee stirrers to

degra< ones made of all wood.

• Poly.styjjene. All poly.styrene foam
products are^iade without CFC's
(chloroflour(Karbons). -^ '—

• Bulk condiment dispen.sers. As an
alternative to the often unnecessary

individual foil packets, FcxkI Service will

be testing bulk dispensing of ketchup
and mu.stard at .several locations.

ASUCLA Fo(kI Service operates eleven

units on campus ranging from the

Treehou.se in Ackemian Union to the

Servery at Lu Valle Commons, all equipped
with Waste Not bins for recycling

new.sprint and aluminum cans.

.-ti'* ."
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Viewpoint

Behind the scenes at the fraternities
Name withheld

I

During this recent debate on the Greek
system, I have resisted writing this letter many
times. However, after the anonymous letter

("Anatomy of a rape . .
." Bruin, Jan. 25.), I

feel that I must submit this immediately.

1 am a member of one of the "top"

fraternities here on campus. I have participate

in all facets of the fraternity experience, and
have had an opportunity to observe and form
my judgements based on flrsthand knowledge,

have seen the elements that constitute the

"good, bad, and ugly" of Greek life and feel

that 1 have a moral imperative that transcends

the loyally to my fellow members to expose
what really goes on in the Greek system.

First of all, let me begin by saying that

Susan Rinderie's first article printed on Dec. 4

was a very cogent and accurate portrayal of

the Greek system. Even though there are fine

individuals in fraternities, there are many (and
the numbers would astound people) who are

blatantly racist, exclusionary, and most definite-

ly hompohobic. I also thought her comment
that the structure and behavior of most
fraternity members mirrored that of our national

leaders was especially astute.

However, it must be known that her

assessment was mild at best. 1 applaud her for

her courageous effort, but she has only

scratched the surface. The ugliness runs much
deeper.

1 have personally seen or heard about many
instances exactly like the one described in the

rape letter. Females are, for the large pan,
treated with terrible disrespect and are viewed
as mere sex objects by many fraternity

members. Freshman girls, especially new soror-

ity pledges, are conspicuous targets at parties.

I've heard many guys specifically say to

make sure the sorority pledges get plenty to

drink because they are easy "prey." It is really

sad to see these young girls in awe of one of
the house "studs" and then hear these same
guys boast of the really creative things he did

to her the night before.

Quite often, I have had to literally take one
of these drunk girls away from someone and
then call a CSO to walk them home.
Otherwise, I would have had to, and I often

have, watch them leave the house in the

morning with a heart-rending look on their

face. I'm sure, and I will never know the

feeling, that they feel used, violated and
dehumanized.

Fraternity members will spike the punch with

Everclear, a 180-proof ak^ohol that is tasteless

and odorless. Members will know to ease up
on the punch while the unwitting sorority girls

ingest large anK}unts. Honestly, Tm amazed
that no one has died of alcohol poisoning,

although I've seen people come close.

LasUy, I would like to apologize to the

author of the rape letter and to all those who
have suffered a similar fate. Even though I

know a rape trial is a terrible ordeal for the

victim, I would encourage you to file charges

against those responsible.

Please accept this apology from all of us

who feel as I do. Even though our numbers
are manifestly small, you could find courage in

the support of the rest of the UCLA student

body and the community.
There are many who will say I betrayed the

fraternity members here on campus. I say to

hell with you all. I would rather break away
from the rotten whole than bow to the intense

peer pressure and keep silent As Rinderie

points out, this is a new decade and the

destructive behavior of the past will not do.

I hope this letter encourages action of some
sort. I will graduate this year and go on to

law school, so it will be up to the newer
students to do something about the state of

affairs that have existed for as long as I can

remember. Those that would act can find

strength with the general student body who
have long suspected, but can only now confirm
their perceptions. I submit this leuer for the

sake of what is right and against that which is

emphatically wrong.

Counterpoint

War in El Salvador is not
a war against communism
By Ana Jimenez

I was very disturbed by Mike Spence's commentary on El
Salvador and U.S. aid to this region. Upon reading Spence's
article C*The U.S. and death in El Salvador. A case of double
standards," Bruin, Jan. 17) it was evident that U.S. propaganda
has once again served well in misinforming the public on the

roots of unrest in another country. Now El Salvador is a victim
of U.S. ignorance and hypocrisy when dealing with people of
other cultures and hisumes.

It is unfortunate that Spence, like many other U.S. citizens,

seems to view the war in El Salvador as a war against com-
munism. Sorry to burst such anti-communist Rambo bubbles! El
Salvador's history will show that unrest in this region is due to
repression dating back to the early 19(X)s, far before Castro and
communism were even in the picture. I recommend to Spence
that before writing such a commentary that seriously shows lack
of knowledge on this civil war, that you read El Salvador's
history, instead of gathering your information from the media.
History will further show that civil unrest was inevitable due to
the continuous injustices presented to the majority of the
Salvadoran people. Thus, this war is not due to liberals who
"support and encourage those who wish to impose a communis-
tic, Castm-Iike regime in San Salvador."

Spence also has misconceptions on what liberals see as goals
for El Salvador. The interpretation I received while reading his

commentary is that to be a liberal is to sympathize with
communism. That is not so. I view myself as a hberal and I do
not see communism as a solution for the world. I was bom in

£1 Salvador and when I travel to my country I see that not ^^
much has been accomplished in terms of progress that addresses
the real roots of unrest Not all liberals in El Salvador want
communism because for El Salvador it is not the solution. Why
woukl its people want to turn from one repressive government to
another? Kftjst of those who oppose the government want justice
and rights which should have been theirs since birth.

The U.S. must realize that this country which they are
supporting is not a democracy. Spence states that human right

abuses have reduced. I dare him to face the Salvadoran people
with such a bold lie! Spence stated that Salvadorans freely
elected the Arena party; he must have a narrow perspective on
freedom. The Salvadoran vote was gathered during a civil war
amidst tremendous internal confusion, corruption and desperation.

What seriously bothers me is the all-of-a-sudden U.S. interest
in human rights violations and democracy in El Salvador. Where
was the U.S. democratic police surveillance before the 1970s in
this region? Even more important is how is it acting now? The
republican administrations have denounced Cuban dictator Fidel
Qtstro on one hand, yet suppoited the dictatorship of Chilean
Pinocchet on the other. Bush was quick to intervene in Panama

Many U5. ddzens view die war in El Salvador as

a war against communism. El Salvador's history

will show that unrest in diis region is due to rep'

ression dating back to die early 1900s, far before

Castro and commimism were even in die picture.

to attain Noriega because he was unjust and repressive toward
his people, but the administration did not act in the same manner
when Pinocchet's police where whipping people in the streets.
The administration lags in working to end the evilness of
apartheid in South Africa.

Martin Luther King once challenged the U.S. government to be
true in action to what is has written on paper. I^t us see 'sup-
port for liberty, justice and equality for all. Let us support real
democracies and not just any regime that is anti-communist. The
U.S. needs to seriously reevaluate its foreign policy before all

credibility goes down the drain before the eyes of the world.

Spence ends his article "the struggle continues," and this is

just about the only thing I agree with him on. Peace is a term
many Salvadorans know little about Civil war has increased
unrest but it did not create it Unrest has been a part of El Sal-
vador's history way before the outbreak of this 10-ycar war. I

urge the public to read your history on El Salvador if your
intention is to help. A positive solution can not be obtained if

we do not even know what the red problems are.

Jimenez is a junior majoring in biology.
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The US. andASUCLA should sanction communist China

A little over six months
ago, stailc television

images from China fas-

cinated the free world and
terrified the leadership of the
not-so-free world.

Chinese students were
demonstrating for freedom and
democracy after over 40 years
of communist tyranny. The
picture of one man standing in

front of a tank to prevent it

from advancing displayed a
kind of courage that most of
us will never completely

understand. Personally, I cannot
forget the image of a small
Statue of Liberty being erected
in Tiannanmen Square, symbo-
lizing the struggle of the Chin-
ese against communist
oppression. What a compliment
to the values expressed by the
United States.

TYagically the dream for

democracy in China was tem-
porarily crushed by communist
troops. These images are strong
as well: the symbolic Statue of
Liberty being crushed by tanks;

the hundreds, if not thousands
of Chinese dying at the hands
and bayonets of communist
troops.

But these images quickly
faded for the political leader-

ship of this country and of
UCLA. Just like the viewers
who watch these images on the
television set, politicians

change the channel and forget

Last week, 25 members of
the U.S. Congress and 37 U.S.
Senators voted to uphold Presi-

dent Bushes veto of bill that

would prohibit Chinese students

Mike
Spence

»»

in the United States to return

to what Rep. Stephen Solarz
calls the "Butchers of Beijing.

President Bush could have
made a case that legally the

veto would have the same
effect as his executive order,

namely, letting Chinese stu-

dents stay here. Bush, however,
argued that upholding his veto
would be an endorsement of
"his China Policy.*'

Bush's veto should have
been overridden. His policy

toward Communist China since

the crackdown has been one of
appeasement and moral weak-
ness.

Not only did Bush veto a

tnll that would have guaranteed

Chinese students the right to

stay in the U.S., but he has

actively helped the Communist
government since the massacre.
Two days after the bloody
crackdown. Bush announced

sanctions against the Chinese
regime. Oddly enough, both
liberals and conservatives criti-

cized the sanctions for "weak-
ness." Senator Jesse Helms has

proposed numerous amendments
to spending bills that would
lead to tougher sanctions; most
have failed. Congress isn't

always on the side of a free

mainland China.

Bush should have sent a
message to Beijing and the .

world that the systematic

oppression of one's people will

not be tolerated or encouraged
by the United States. Military,

economic and diplomatic sanc-
tions were in order.

Instead, the President con-
tinued to grant exemptions to

the sanctions in order to curry
favor with the communists in

China. Three Boeing commer-
cial airliners were deUvered to

China in August. The total

effect of sanctions was to

delay the delivery about one
month. Boeing was later allow-
ed to deliver another aircraft in

October. The Washington Post
rqx)rted that work on several

communication satellites is

underway with "special approv-
als and 'preliminary licenses'

apparently granted in Septem-
ber ...

"

Chinese offlcials were allow-
ed to continue work on an
arms deal that would moder-
nize, with U.S. electronics,

China's fleet of F-8 fighter —
planes. It is absurd to help the

military of a country who
slaughtered or imprisoned those

wanting freedom.

To add insult and injury to

those brave Chinese citizens.

President Bush sent National

Security Adviser Brent Scow-
croft and Deputy Secretary of
State Lawrence Eagleburger to

Beijing in early Etecember.

While there, they toasted and
dined with Deng Xiaoping, the

man who ordered the crack-

down. To find out later that

Scowcroft had secretly visited

China following the crackdown
exposes the Bush Administra-
tion's endless effort to be
China's friend, regardless of
the policies within the country.

This is not surfxising when
we remember that in 1983,
then Vice-President Bush vis-

ited Romania and toasted

Nicolae Ceausescu while he
was oppressing the people of
Romania. The U.S. Congress
also continued to give Romania

• most-favored nation trading

status, ignoring the communist
dictatorship in place. It is no
wonder then that the federal

government enhances China's
image at home and abroad as

they did Romania's.
At UCLA, I remember stu-

dents marching in solidarity

with the democracy protest in
China. I remember students

'

wearing ribbons to show sup-
port for **the cause." I was
suiprised that the ASUCLA
Board of Directors did not

investigate sanctions against

businesses that continue to ~

—

support the Chinese govern-
ment This same body had no
trouble divesting from corpora-
tions doing business with the

Republic of South Africa. Is

the Chinese Communist regime
better then South Africa? I

thought that USAC President

John Sarvey, who is also

Chairman of the Board of
Directors, would at least have
initiated^a look at the issue.

I realize that it would be
difficult at best for complete
divestiture, simply because of
the volume of businesses parti-

cipating with the Chinese gov-_
emmenL However, maybe
some companies are worse
then others and ASUCLA's
Social and Ethical Responsibil-
ity Policy could be used to

send a small message: UCLA
desires a free and democratic

Chinese mainland.

In trying to find out more
about the possibility of divesti-

ture, the information was end-
less. It is difficult for one
person to file a complaint, so
the ASUCLA Board of Direc-

tors should try to take action, -.

because the U.S. government
won't ASUCLA can, at the

very least tell the campus
community which businesses

support the Chinese government
so that we would have the

opportunity to purchase an
alternative.

ASUCLA and the U.S. gov-
ernment should stand up for

democracy in Communist Chi-
na, instead of changing the

channel on the images of this

summer.

The struggle continues.

Spence is a senior majoring in

political science.
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If Christ did power lunches: Dark hOlfSeSI
The adventures of a lone artist

fighting high cost of fitting in

UCLA grads Unk arms, form own film production company

"If business people are so hot,

how come Christ never wore a

pinstriped suit?" asks Seth.

The Question at hand is this:

Business versus Art. Being
employed versus being an artist.

Making a living versus living a

making.

So Seth is giving me his side.

The side of a longtime, not-parti-

Gularly-successful musician.

"You know, all these office

clones are always giving me shit

about being a ftiusician. Like I

should be like them, doing what
90% of the fucking human race

does. As if there aren't enough
sheep." He shakes his graying,

shoulder-length hair.

Seth came out to L.A. with his

band a few years ago.

"I drove my van cross country to

gel here from New York. With
maybe fifty bucks to my name. All

my possessions, my guitars,

everything was in that old Chevy
van." Selh says. "And my caL

walking tlie id

Steve
Sherwood
Brought my ten-year-old cat So
the van breaks down in the fucking
middle of nowhere. In the middle
of the night."

"Where's nowhere?" I ask.

'Tennessee. In the winter. It's

about fifty below outside. There's
nothing outside but snow. No heat.

We wait and wail for help to come.
Three, four hours pass. Nobody
shows. The cat finally pisses all

over me. I have to go out into the

snow to change my pants. Nearly
freeze my ass off."

So Seth plays rock n' roll. He's
had a band for about twenty of his

ihirty-eighl years. They just
released an album. Which is going
nowhere.

Not Tennessee Nowhere.
Nowhere Nowhere.

"Business people, you know,
downtown people. . .they don't do
that kind of stuff. They get in a car,

they go someplace, they know
they're going to get there. If

something breaks down, well, they

just whip out the old Visa card."

"Sounds pretty okay to me." I

shrug. "Better then having the cat

piss all over you."

"Naw. You don't gel it, man.
What happened to me out there in

Tennessee is an adventure. A trip."

He says, staring at me intensely.

'Those people with the Visa cards,

they don't have any adventures.
Their whole trip is buying post-

cards to show they been the same

place as six million other consum-
er zombies."

A painter by the name of Degas
once said something like "a paint-

ing has to be painted with the same
feeling that a criminal has when he
commits a crime." I don't know
about the painting part, but artists

and criminals have something in

common.
An inability to fit into the Scene.

They're misfits.

Working in a regular job is

about fitting in, being part of a
System. You become predictable.

Like clockwork. Because that's

what other people in The System
need you to do in order to function.

As Seth talks, I think about how
these elevators in the Corporate By Kristen Linden
Box I work in go up-and-down. Contributor

"I drove my van
cross country to get

here from New YcSc
With maybe fifty

bucks to my name.
All my possessions,

my guitars, every*
thing was in that old

Chevy van." Seth
says. "And my cat

day after day.

One day the elevators stopped
running. People started piling up in

the lobby. Lawyers arid accoun-
tants and investment bankers and
secretaries in suits. All these

highly-educated, well-paid, nice-

smelling professionals standing

there like a confused, wide-eyed
herd of cattle on a dead end street

Not being able to do anything
because part of The System had
become unpredictable. >

'This dump is all I can afford."

Seth looks around his seedy
Hollywood flat "It's all I can ever
afford. And I barely make rent

every month. I been wearing the

same clothes for years. The car

I've got now is a heap, it breaks
down about every other day."

He sighs.

The System rewards those who
can be consistent. Regular.
Dependable. Safe. Because that's

hdw things get produced and
money gets made.
Making music, making art, isn't

about safety or dependability. It's

about spontaneity, about chance.
Going against The System.

In good art, nothing is predict-

able. That's what makes it good.
"Look, all I know is people

come to see me and my band play.

Who the hell ever goes to see an
MBA or a lawyer for a good time?
Nobody. They got lots of money
but they're about as much fun as
tight underwear." Seth smiles.

Small satisfaction, perhaps, for

someone who is consider^ a

Loser by The System. But misfits

always arc. If what Seth does can
be called "losing," it can also be
called something else: freedom.

And what artists or misfits lack

in predictability, they often give

back in crcalivi^^

Imagine two UCLA graduates out of school for little more than a year
heading up their own film production company. Impossible, right? In

order to make it big in the industry, you have to start at the bottom and
work your way up the ladder, don't you?

^ Aaron Mendelsohn, 23, and Brad Burkhart, 27, didn't see it that way.
When these two young visionaries graduated from UCLA in 1988,

they went straight to the top and formed Dark Horse Productions to

develop and produce feature film and television projects.

Both grew up in liberal envirwiments that encouraged creativity.

Mendelsohn was bom in Palo Alto, California, to hippie parents. His
father was a psychiatrist and his mother a psychologist. During his

growing up years, he spent time living in the Haight-Ashbury section of
San Francisco; Anchorage, Alaska; and Chevy Chase, Maryland.
Mendelsohn feels that one of the most influential things that shaped

him during his childhood was having a deaf younger brother. "He
received a lot of attention and I probably received less attention than I

should have as a kid. He got about two-thirds and I got one-third ... I

played with my toys by myselfmore than the average kid, which built my
imagination and got me more interested in film."

Burkhart has also led a relatively unconventional life. Bom in Indiana,

he moved to Califomia when he was six years old. He spent much of his

late teenage years and early twenties traveling around and working
various jobs. He attended three different colleges before finally settling

down and working hard at a community college. Even after eaming
straight A's there, his GPA was only 2.7. With a creative personal essay
written about an experience in jail, however, he was accepted into

UCLA's Motion Picture/Television program.
" "I have to look back and say the undergraduate film department at

UCLA was a great opportunity for me. If it hadn't been available, I don't

Though Aaron Mendelsohn, left, and Brad Burkhart didn 't 'walk along the same avenue ' at UCLA 's film school, theysaw eye
to eye enough after graduation to form Dark Horse film production company.

know where I would be today because I got so much out of the depart-

ment," said Burlchart

Mendelsohn, on the other hand, was not accepted into the major with a
3.5 GPA. With his usual undauntable spirit, however, he designed his

own major in screenwriting.

Although they knew ofone another atUCLA, the two were not friends.

"He was *Mr. Hands-on Filmmaker' talking about writing screenplays on
South America and I'm writing a romantic comedy about two movie
reviewers. We didn't walk along the same avenue," said Mendelsohn.

It wasn't until a mutual friend, Paul Tamasy (who also helped found
Dark Horse), brought them together that they became a team.

Currently, Dark Horse has a number of projects in the works. Most
prominent at this point is Heartbeat: The Dance to End Cancer Benefit.

"It is an annual variety show, an evening of entertainment, song and
dance. One hundred percent of the ticket sales will go to the American
Cancer Society. We're going to tape it for television. We've already got a
number of celebrities and dancers such as Ben Vereen, Debbie Allen.

Treat Williams and John Goodman among others," said Mendelsohn.
Other projects they arc working on include the $5 million budgeted

film The Junkyard Dog. This movie is being financed by Mendelsohn's
uncle» Robert Mendelsohn, who is serving as executive producer. His
wife, Ink Mendelsohn, is writing the script, which is based on Robert
Campbell's Edgar Award-winning mystery novel.

Dark Horse is also planning a comic, whimsical weekly sports show to

center on hockey.

But these projects are not all these dedicated young men are working
on. Dark Horse is only one aspect of their mass communication company.

Dark H(x% is one subsidiary of their larger Ascona Communication
company. One project they havejust about completed under their Ascona
Records Unlimited label is The Recording Industry Sourcebook. It lists

national major and independent record companies, distributors,

managers and music equipment manufacturers as well as Los Angeles

See DARK HORSE, page 22

Nichols 'reflects' on experiences with EHington, space & 'Star Trek'
By Damian G'Rane
Staff Writer

Maybe that's why Christ never
wore a pinstriped suit

"It's quite a challenge to take on an original piece of music and make
someone speak and see and hear a Lena Home or an Ethel Waters," says
Nichelle Nichols of her new show Reflections at the Westwood
Playhouse.

The show features Nichols donning the costumes of, and emulating the
singing and personalities of some of themajor vocalists of this century.
They include Billie Holiday, Leontyne Price, Pqari Bailey, Ella
Fitzgerald and Katherine Dunham, among others.

The idea for the show is "a dream I've had for a long time," said
Nichols. "Reflections is my reflections (on) the legendary women who I

emulated. As a kid I wanted to be every one of them and I happen to have
a very wide vocal range (four octaves).

"Sometimes I enjoyed imitating them and taking on their persona and
so I'm

. . . (paying) homage to these women as I had done all my life. As I

was developing my own style and finding myself, I had these great
women paragons (guiding me)."

Nichols grew up in Robbins, a suburb in Chicago. She took ballet and
tap as a child and later took vocal training from her uncle Hugh Bucha-
nan, a famous classical singer based in Europe. He "would not teach me
until I was 16," she said, because her uncle believed that the voice
shouldn't undergo formal training until it matured. Robert McFcrrin
(Bobby's father) was also one of Nichols' teachers.

Of her hometown's quality in entertainment, she said, "Chicago is a
mecca of show business— much more than L.A. This is a film city. It's

where all the action is. It's (also) a convention town with lots of entertain-
ers making their living doing club dates and one nighters."

While performing ballet in Chicago, none other than Duke Ellington
jaw her and "asked to meet me." she said. "He told mc I have a tremend^
ous talent and, you know. I walked around for weeks with my head in the
clouds (and) my feet off the ground, just feeling great that he had encour-

Nichelle Nichols currently stars

Westwood Playhouse.
in 'Reflections' at the

aged me to continue with my work."
^

Nichols was asked to join Ellington on his tour as a backup singer.

Then when the tour's lead singer got sick, Nichols, much to her surprise,

was asked to replace her. "I'd been standing in the wings listening to his

band singer and imitating her . . . never even dreaming . .
."

Ellington also had much advice to give her. "'Always go for the best

(he told her) don't ever settle for less. Have as your role model (only) the

best'"

Nichols' association with only the best continued with a brief stint as a

singer for Lionel Hampton as well.

"Lionel was looking for a guest artist to do a tour with him," she said.

"And oddly enough his band singer was ill and so 1 toured with him as his

guest"

Then, of course, there's Star Trek, the '60s series that gave co-star

Nichols her first taste of national fame.

Television wasn't as stunning a departure as one might think, said

Nk:hols. "I've always been a diverse talent I started out in theater; I was
an actress, too. And Gene Roddenberry (creator of Star Trek) had given
me my fvst job in television three years before Star Trek. The show was
called The Lieutenant and was my fu^t guest star role. Three years later,

he remembered me when casting for Star Trek."

Roddenberry sent her two wires befcM-e she received a phone call from

him. She had been doing, in her words, "uninspired films and some tele-

vision" in between.

Her acting career in the '60s did include some high points on the stage

like Jean Genet's Kicks and Company and The Blacks, both of which
earned her Sarah Siddons award nominations for Best Actress of the

Year.

Attending a Star Trek convention five years after the show's

cancellation, Nichols got involved in one of the more tmusuaf and mos^

^-'T-
'

^""^"""""^"^^
See NICHOLS, page 23
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Dance

NYC dancer debuts work at UCLA
By Parrel Ramsey
Contributor

DANCE: New Works by Pat Catterson

Friday and Saturday, Peb 9 & 10 at 8
p.m. Dance BuiWina Room 208. Reser-
vations required. Call (213) 824-2623
between 10-5 p.m.

Pal Catterson, a New York
based choreographer, will be pre-

senting two evenings of new group

choreography. This will be her

second dance concert a( UCLA.
Her love of dance began in her

childhood. With parents who were

ballroom dancers, she was instilled

with a love for rhythm, energy and

tap. As a consequence, her choice

of dance movements demonstrate

the self-realization of modem
dance, the dynamic rhythms of tap

dance, and the understated ele-

gance of ballroom dance.

She began her dance career in

New York after graduating from

Northwestern University with a

B.A. in Philosophy and Psycholo-

gy in 1968. She built her choreo-

graphic rq)tl|ation on the strength

of her solo character studies.

At Judson Church in 1970, she

presented her Hrst full evening of

choreography. Since then, she has

created over 65 dances, performed

with Yvonne Ranier, received

various choreography grants and
fellowships and taught at many
U.S. colleges and universities.

In the 1988-89 school year, Pat

Catterson, was invited to teach

advanced level dance technique

(based on the style of Merce
Cunningham) and choreography at

UCLA. At the culminauon of her

stay, she utilized undergraduate

and graduate dance majors in a

concert consisting of gtoup pieces,

solos, and character studies.

In this February's concert, Ms.

.Catterson will premiere a trio of

group dance pieces: Tian An Men,
NotA Fashion, Statement, Modern
Interpretive III: Reluctant Obses-

sion.

Because of the rigorous

See DANCE, page 23

MARIETTE PATHY ALLEN

Choreographer Catterson performs 'Please Just take it one
life at a time.'

^i

Did you know that . . . approximately 50% of all rapes happen in the home of the rape

survivor or the assailant? ^

Securing your residence and developing assertive responses to dangerous situations can

increase your safety. ^
"

About Rape:
Empowerment

Through Awareness

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12:00 -1:00p.ni. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

-^^
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^Sight SOFT CONTACT LENSES
oprammc center Bausch & U)nt>44ydP0Curve-Vistakon^Vd8i8yJe8^

$199

Opaque Colored Contact Lenses

TURN BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, SAPPHIRE,

HAZEL OR VIOLET
^^^^^^^^

NEW COLOR: MISTY GRAY . PACKAGE

INCLUDES A PAIR OF LENSES, EYE EXAMINATION.

GLAUCOMA TEST. TRAINING, FOLLOW UP VISITS, SAME
DAY SERVICE ON MOST LENSES. WRITTEN GUARANTEE,

PERSONAL SERVICE. PROFESSIONAL CARE

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
20%-50% OFF
OUR REGULAR DISCOUNT PRICES

CARRERA • ANNE KLEIN • ALAM MKKU • LAURA

BIAGOTTl • CHRISTIAN DIOR • CAZEL • VIVA •

METZLER • NNA RCCI • AND MANY MORE

Cal for Coaplete Package Prices

• Daily Wear • Extended Wear
• Hard • Gas Permeable • Toric

•' Astigmatism • And Others

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMCnilC CENTER
Dr. Gerald Greenspan

Suto L (1/4 Uk. No. of Pico) .^P* ««PW»n
W«ot Lm Af^iM & HmI Sy9t«ms

Phom <21^ 47S-790e mMMS M VMraoml CMt

Something for those

of you who aien't taking

Stenky H. Kaplan Prep™

We've produced more top scores on tests Uke the

LSAT, GMAI, GRE and MCAT than all odicr courses

combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan

Prepr you may need to take more than a #2 pencil

to die test.

SSTANLEY H. KAPLAN& Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Glances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL

1-800-262-PREP

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST

V •»

STUDENT PARKING
APPLICATIONS Available

Student parking applications for the Spring Quarter are now available from
Parking Services, 280 Qayley-Strathmore Structure

(Parking Structure 8, Level 2).

Applications must be received in the Parking Services office

by Wednesday, February 14, 1990.

Approval notification will be mailed on February 27, 1990.
...-^.^

For further information or to have an application mailed
to^^ou. please call Student Parking at 825-9871^—--

.\

VISION CARE
See the difference

I

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UttA Alum.
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CPARI BEAUTY SALQN1
Remove your with 100%
unwanted hair Natural Wax

Full legs woxlng and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini , $15
Bikini waxing $ a
Half legs wax $io
Underarnn 'i 3
Arm $]2
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow.;."!;;;""".".'$ 6
Eyelash tint .:..;.„.. $10
European Facials...„..7r.„.„. ...$25

1435 Weshvood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

The members of the Groundling Theatre companyham it up
for 'Worship the Groundling You Walk On.'

Groundling Theatie uiges
comedy lovers to 'Worship'
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer ^ "

——

/

J}lk^f^''?^^t^ ^^^"^ ^^. ^^'f O'* T^ Groundlinas Theatre. 7307
tTyJSt^S^^' ^J^?^^ ^^^ ^^^ «"<^ Saturdays at ?& 10 p.m. Tix
$17.50-$8.50. Student Discounts with ID. CaH (213)934-9700 for info ^

Deep in the heart of Melrose lies a stage fuU of humor, originality a
htUe intelligence, and a lot of good improvisation that has been a fifteen
year tradiUon. The Groundling Theatre opens up yet another fun-filled
season with its production revue Worship the Groundling You Walk On.
From the same breeding ground of such names as Pee Wee Herman

and John Lovitz comes a troupe of players who have written some really
good stuff and who can improvise well to boot. Some of the highlight
sketches include a scene oftwo mothers role playing Barbie dolls in ways
your litUe sister would never think of; a stressed out neurotic who is
stranded in a Chinese herb shop by an all too helpful owner, and a
womens* support group whose every solution about men is "cut it off."
The sketches are supported by a string of improvisation exercises that

arc weU executed and a delight to the crowd. One spot had the director
toking objects from the audience that became "Home Shopping Sun)rise
Show" products.

' The Groundlings playen write all of their sketches, and the quality has
the feel ofSaturday NightUve— only it's fimny . Each show treats you to
approximately two hours of 18 pieces. ReservaUons are important, for the
show fills up quickly and seats are few. Hats off to a well directed show
by WUham Schreiner.

Accompanying the group is an entertaining duo of Alan Axelrod on
keyboards and Ed Green on drums; the Groundlings successfully create
musical improvs, as weU. In addiUon, many of their players graduate
from their four level improv school, which helps fund the theatre as well
as provide the public the opportunity to try their hand in comedy.

Overall, if you have a weekend night to do something, checking out
improvisational theatre is worth its time in fun.

Grounding mernderjrmJacRmandfspfaysWs attributesWa
scene from 'Worship the Groundling You Walk On.'

Put it in inl<--Advertise in ttie Daily Bruin.

WE mvira TOuToT uv^ujimG of

CBS TELEVISION

NETWORK
Mm PRODUCTIONS
CBS/Krm STUDIOS

STAGE 17

4024

Radford Avenue

Studio City

California

Starring

Bob Newhart
FRIDAY, Feb. 2, 9

OR
Febuary, 16

(Bring Student I.D. For Admission)

PLEASE ARRIVE BY 6:00 P.M.
CALL LORRAINE AT:

(818) 760^261
FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS!

PLEASE NQTF
EARLY ARRIVAL

IS ADVISED
Ticket distribution is

in excess of studio capacity.

Therefore, a ticket does not

guarantee admittance.

For groups of

four or moro.

call by Wed.
morning.

Do Well or Repeat FREE
Review for G^4AT with an MBA instructor.
32 hours of class plus Admissions counseling.
Use our extensive tape library.

«^«?^.^i"^^y' February 3 - 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM
3280 Motor Ave., Suite 200 Los Angeles CA 90034

_ i^ii.- - r r- J.. - - .

TTie Professioml
CALL 1 800-777-EXAM

^ SERVING
FOR

^

Check Our Rafes
Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^
Complimentary Co"~
Complimentary Par
Full Kitchens, Heated L Color T.V.s

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
==^=-^13/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

—U.. .^..-B.n^-_
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HOT HAIR SALON
1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1468

Up/Chin Wax ..$4

Eyebrow $5
Underarm $7
Bikir^i Wax $8
Half Leg .$10

Arm $12
Upper Leg & Bikini...v^ 16

Full Leg & Bikini .....$20

Success isnt
everything.

Butjust in case.
For (hose who believe a p')siiive iniafie is I lie key to

success in business, public relations is ilu- answer.
Come hear the President ol (he Linda P'ord Clroup and
(lie Sr. Account Exei utive lor Fleishman and Hillard; (wo
olL.A. s successlul and innovaiive public relations linns.
They will discuss the ins and outs of public lelalions and
olXer valuable inlbrmation on in(ernships. _^^B

Da(e: Thursday. Fel). 1

Time: 5:30 pm
Place: \. Campus, room 22 ^ V

KSVl> Sarah 447 2816

Amcricin Aclwriisim*

Kedcr.ilioii

UCLA Ch.iptcr

The Los Angeles Philharmonic •

Chomber Music Society presents

Three Marvelous Evenings
of Chamber Music

<• at the Gindi Auditorium, University of Judaism
(405 Freeway, Mulhollond exit|

This Saturday, February 3, 8:00

THE BARTOK QUARTET
clearly one of the great quartets of the world" (New York r.mesj

Hoydn Quartet m D, Op 76, No 5
Shostakovich Quartet No 8
Schumann: Quartet in A minor, Op. 41, No. 1

Monday, February 12, 8:00

THE BERLIN CXTET
"They play superbly on eight instruments as though it would be -a
single one" !NeueZuercherZeiiung}

Witt Septet
Rossini Duet for Cello ond Double Bass
Schubert: Octet m F

Monday, February 19, 8:00

MEMBERS OF THE

LOS ANGELES
PHILHARMONIC
with EMANUEL AX, piano

"Their playing was finely meshed, m transparent textures."
ILo', Ange/es Jime%j

Schumann Fantosiestucke, Op. 73
Beethoven String Trio iri C minor, Op. 9, No. 3
Brahms Clarinet Trio in A minor, Op 114

Tickets: February 3 and 12 $24 00 •

February 19: $18.00 (Limited availability)

Tickets: (213) 480-3232 ^^^^^
Also at Philharmonic Music Certfer Box Office until 4 p.rri.

day of perf
,
at Gmdi Auditorium (subject to availability)

after 7pm day of pert , and at all Ticketmoster outlets
(May Co & Music Plus) Information: (213) 972-7211

Student rush, $5.00

U.CIAI

PRE-DENTAL
auB

GENERRL MEETING

ikcxA KNOQL OF oommv
DON n til

GUEST 8PERKERS:
•en •TIMU H HiW

•M. wni nco
T«ta mm

mluk urtrm im rn

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

^^'^'^FiB^fimtlK;

Ibe Best

In Westwood:

10930 Undbrook Dr.

Comer of Westwood
a^ Undbrook

(213)268-1455

HndM'F:9-7
Sirtill'5

food In \ji^% Angeles^
since IW3,

Abo In Santa Monica

1014 WUskbe Blvd.

Between 10th. &. 11th. S

(213) 395-67n
FREE PAUONG

IN REAR
Hoiini9ui.-9t30pni
Mon. Than SM.

Sundjqr 10aa.'9pai

! FREE Beef Taco !

I

I

I

w/ any Burrito purchase
1 per person

Valid Only With Coupon Expires '2/28/90

I

I

I

BVBSm

Life can be really tough when you've got a txid burger habit. }bu

findyourselfthinking about burgers all day long. You can't wait tillyou
get another "burger fa ". But it doesn 't have to be that way! Ihere is a
Fresh Alternative. .

. Subway SubShops. All our sandwiches and salads

are made fresh before your eyes. So get rid ofthat burger on your back.

Come to Subway Westwood Village for a quick recovery.

YOUR ONLY BRUIN

iSUBuinv^
WESTWOOD AT UNDBROOK

"SiToo'OFF"
Any Foot-Long Sub or Large Salad !

DB
I

Not valid with |

i
I

I

I

^UBUJRV*Westwood
Qt

Lincibrook
any other offer

Limit 1 per customer

, t

PARK HORSE
From page 19

based recording studios, agents,

promoters, music video production
companies, audio engineers, pro-

ducers, rehearsal stages and clubs.

The Recording Industry Source-
book is available in book form or in

Mac and IBM disk formats.

Mendelsohn and Burkhart use
the term "hypermedia," which
they define as "media which exists ^

in more than three dimensions. In

the real world, it is a crossroad or a

nexus where various media can
interact. The various media
include moving pictures, film,

television, sound, computers, tele-

marketing. Virtually all forms of
communication can be reduced to

digital technology." said Mendel-
sohn.

"What is happening is that all

the different media are converging
on a point in time where they are
all going to be the same media . .

.

We realize that we are a communi-
cation company that is really on
the cutting edge in terms of this

hypermedia opportunity." Men-
delsohn said.

Five years from now, the two
want industrial facilities for pro-
duction and computer work. They
also hope to move into other

publications and media/news
programs. However, they plan to

remain a small, close-knit com-
pany with only about 20 full-time

employees.

They are very appreciative of
their extremely supportive friends

and family. "This is graduate
school for us," said Mendelsohn.
They believe their success lies

in their confidence to puU things

off. "There's a power and magic in

boldness because when you reach
the point when you cannot turn

back and there is no escape there is

a tremendous element of survival..^

Whei^ there is no turning back,
you'll work that much harder and
draw on resources you didn't even
know you had. Opportunities will

open up that you never would have
dreamed of. I can truly say those
kind of things are happening to

us," said Burkhart
With their dedication and deter-

mination. Dark Horse will
undoubtedly be a strong contender
in the future.

Have you ever been

HARASSED,
ASSAULTED

OR
RAPED

atUCLA or in the Los
Angeles Communi-
ty? Together, UCLA's
feminist newsmaga-
zine needs contribu-

tors for our
upcoming, special
issue on RAPE. If you
are interested in rais-

ing campus aware«-

ness on this subject,

call Together at 206-

6168. Completely
conftdential.

.-J

•4^...

NICHOLS
From page 19

"~

rewarding phases of her career.

There was a NASA display
there as well, which made Nichols
wonder "where am I? Both as a
woman and a black — where are
we?"

It turned out that minorities and
women were there, but behind the
scenes. She met with space prog-
ram officials in Washington, D.C.
and began attending conventions
and •'relating the fantasy of Star

-^ Trek to the fact of the space
pfogram."

For the next four months, she
halted her career and boarded
planes to places like Rockwell
International c\cry day.

She appeared on Good Morning
America at the Houston Space
Center and. at the end of it all.

persuaded 1.649 space enthusiasts

to apply to NASA's Space Prog-

^ ram. which at the time was sorely
lacking recruits. One thousand of
the new applicants were minori-
ties. She subsequently received
NASA's distinguished Public Ser-
vice Award.
She met the composer of the

niusic and lyrics to Reflections,
Jim Meechan, while lecturing at
Rockwell International. He gave
her some music to listen to and she
•*th(^ght 'oh, yeah, sure . . .what
doesvhe know?'"

But once she Ustened to his
music, entitled Ancestry, her skep-
ticism vanished. "It was just
incredible." she said of his com-
position. It later became the title

song of a "space musical (as
Nichols describes it) that is more
timely today than it was (back
then)."

Meechan 's songs for her cuirent
show, she said, are "fashioned and
tailored to the individual. He's
written a very exciting gospel song
for Mahalia Jackson, an incredible
opera for Leontyne Price and a
piece of special material for Eartha
Kitt that's just soooo naughty!"

Reflections, runs at the West-
wood Playhouse through Feb. 23.
au 208-6500 for info.

DANCE
From page 20
demands of debuting three com-
plete group pieces and being the

concert's producer, Ms. Catterson
will not be performing in this

concert.

Advance reservations are
required therefore please call

(213) 824-2623 between the hours
of 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. to

reserve seating. There is not a set

ticket price but, donations are
accepted in order to offset the

production costs.

The concert was produced with-
out the participation of the dance
department.

1

CALL

CSO

825-1493
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FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

ESPECIALLY PRC J-l

EXCHANGE VISA HOLDERS
AVOID THE LONG WAIT-

BE ONE OF THE FIRST ON THE 3RD

.

PREFERENCE WAITING LIST
FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCE

LAW OFFICE OF:

TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIFIED IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST
—OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE- -

(213) 474-2545

DOROTHY A. HARPER
ATTORNEYATLAW

PRACTICE LIMITED
„ TO IN^IGRATION LAW
69] S. Haniard Blvd. Suite B, Los Angeles, CA 90005

%«,(213)481-0187 (213)3814601

ISTEN TO YOUR HEART

Student Welfare Coinmission presents-

HYJ^ERTENSION SCREENING PROJECT
come have your blood pressure tested FREE

Wednesday 1/31 and Thursday 2/1

TIME: 10 am - 2 pm
L LOCATIONS: -Westwood Plaza

^ -Bombshelter

-LuValle Commons
-North Campus
-All residence hall;--

sponsored by ASUCLA Board of Directonr / USAC Programimng Comniitte.
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112 Kerckho'ff Hall, 3M Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024
INFO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
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Gampos Happenings
Campus Services

Church Services

Concert Tickets

Found
Free

Good Deals

Lost •
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Personal

Political

Research Subjects
Sports Tickets

Trade In / Swap
Vacation Service
Wanted
Wanted to buy
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3
6
18

8
7
17

9
10

11

12

5
14

4

15

16

Salons

Sperm Donors
21

HEALTH/BEAUTY SEiVICES
Health Services 22
Pregnancy 20

BUStlCSS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Child Care Wanted 35
Domestic Help Wanted 36
Help Wanted 30
Internships 34
Job Agencies 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted " " 33

ENTERTAINMENT
Club Guide 40
Dining Guide ' 41

Restaurants . 46
Social Events 45
Theatre Guide 47

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Apartments to Share
Apartments Unfurnished
Condos for Rent
Condos for Sale
Condos to Share
House Exchange
House for Rent
House for Sale • ..

House to Share
Housing Needed
Housing Service

Real Estate "~

Room & Board for Help
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates . >'
Sublet

Tenant Information

Vacation Rentals

49
50
54

52
69
67
68
59
56
58

-57
60
55
61

62
63
64
65
66
51

53

RECREATION ACTIVITES
Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76
Health Clubs 81
Horseback Riding 77
Running 75
Sailing 73
Skiing 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc. Rentals 87
Photo Service 89
Skis

. 85
Televisions 86

SERVICES
Child Care 90
For Rent 101

GRE/GMATPrep 103

Insurance _^ 91
Legal Advice 92
Money to Loan 93
Movers 94
Music Lessons 102
Personal Service 95
Resumes 104
Services Offered

.

, 96
.
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels " 107
Travel i05
Travel Tickets for Sale 106

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair no
Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale
Mopeds
Motorcycles for Sate
Rides Offered

Ride's Wanted

PARKING
Off-Campus Par4^ing

FOR SALE
Bargain Box
Furniture

Garage Sales

Miscellaneous -^

Musical Irtstrumenls

OtficeEquipment
Pets

Stereos / TVs / Radios
Sports Equipment
Typewriters / Computers

113
119
114

Campus Happi>lng$ i Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals Personal

I
RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

I PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be ag% 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Vohmteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat »iyone's prices
or don't want your business. Sports cars,
multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
•Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(618)992-6966.

I

I

I

BQRGER KING I

900
I

Westwood .

blvd I

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

^m^ LAKERS ,^,4^5.
^""^^^^—>^ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears

I STUDENT SPECIAL |

I

I

I

All For $2.49

1

Whopper-Fries-Drink
|

I
3:00pm 'Ul close
wMh CJCL^ LD. ejip.3/31/90

Free 8

FAX * 205-0829

9052 Sam
(213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

[onica Blvd., West Hollywood

BIG
RAISE

lYS!

WIN A HA1
VACATION

SCREEN TV
UP TO

IN JUST 10;

Objective; Fundttiser

Commitment: MinlMal
Money: Raiit $1,400
Cost: Zef0^. investment

Campus orjOjanizaiam, dubs,
frats, soronties caLQCMC at
1(800) 932-0528/ «.

1(800 950-8472A 10

jJLm

^ABk Bibles - look .
1. * <.

•1^

M-W 10 am r>.30 pm;
Th-Sat 10 am - ]| pm- Sun 2-^

10884 Weybum A*. LA 90024
206-542

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
8264)850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medkal Center

ASUCt^ StudwK EmptoyM* raowv*
•ith«r 4 hour* (mm wittf pay or th«
meal lickat. W* cannot award iMth.

MAY 19TH. LA fashion tho«v. Enter free.

Exposure for all: designers; Hair designers,

models. Make-up artirts, photographers, de-
partment stores. To enter, call (21 3)202-0537.

Miscellaneous 9

DRESS MAKER: Blouses, skirU, dresws, etc.

Reasonable prices. (213)806-3095 or
(213)447-5812.

EXPERIENCED RIOERS only. Shareboarder
wanted for hunter^umper in first-class To-
panga stable. Available immediately.
(213)617.1558.

FASHIONS in wAmwtw. Models wv«ed for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack A
Ship. 1511 Sa%»telle. (213)312-0092.

WANTED: Lead vocals, drums, ti\d bass guitar

fer SPRING SING novelty project. Call Phil

(213)824-7830.

DELTA ZETA
Thanks for the great

raid. You girls

definiteiy can party!

AU KAPPA EPSILOI

AAO Actives

Friendship week was a BLAST!
Love P.C. '89

1 la
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120
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132
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The UCLA Bruin Belles with the
cooperation of the McDonald's

in Westwood present

ISdcDonald^s ISfight
January 31, 1990
6:30 pm - 9:30 pm

Personal 10

Good Deals

Ak
Moi
Fri Slep StmtK, AU __

Ttt« -3-7-lr, Wei^

For aloohDlos

COUNSELING-PSYCHOTHERAPY. iULEE
CARPER M.A. MfCC INTER IMF1 5339. SLID-
ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRGIL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

THANKS lo those wfx) have helped me
transcend my own reality lately. Love, Linda T.

^y roommates who
remind us of initi-

ates! li^e Cove you -

Con£rats

Am
WW haws a

atJ».

i"^ V%M » L .,

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

^8-3011

Lynda Schomburg
Congratulations on your nomination
^iarJSignia Phi Epsilon's Court m AAH^

Kelly A. (i

Caren C.
The both of you
made n<t> Inspo

'90 great!

Love,

Beth M. (Sl

Rofatn P:
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RAGE WITH THE GROUNDHOG. 2 DAYS LEFT...

Deanna Afsharieh

Allison Alter

Kelli Ault

Kerry Barlas

Charlene Barone
Kim Barron

Lisa Bennish
Leslie Berger
Jill Bernardy

Samantha Blowit2_
Caitlin Blue

Chelsea Bond
Allison Bosacci
Tracy Bradshaw
Sophie Brazeau
Laura Bradley

Paige Bradley

Tracy Brennan
Allison Brenner
Natalie Britton

Colby Brown
Jennifer Burkhard
MicheHe Callahan
Corrinne Callaghan
Kim Canter
Michelle Carini

Chris Carter

The Brothers of ZX
would like to invite the following Little Sisters to our—

^ •.^-•,. 100 Girl Tea
on the road to selecting our 1990-1991 Sweetheart

Barbara Choi

Karen Cholokian
Julie Christiansen

Jenny Coffman
Becky Crane
Jessie Cromwell
Julie Deardorff

Maria DeRivera
Lori Dorfman
Kathy Dreyfuss -

Amy Dunn ^
Sarah Eck
Theresa Estrada

Monica Fat

Shauna Finnie

Allison Fortner

Gwen Glassman
Larissa Graff

Mandy Gray
Tristin Green
Ginger Griffin

Kerri Grubb
Jamie Gunn
Beth Hampton
Sam Hartog

Kathy Hoyt
Shannon Kelly

Leah Kilpatrick

Jill King

Amy Knepsheild
Darcy Krauter

Christine Langer
Liz Leo _ -

Julie Lippman
Kristine Lucas ,

Jdie Lynn

_Tracy Matheson
Ella Martinsen

Tempe Masoa
Laura McCandles
Stephanie McGinn
Kim Marsh
Linda Martin

Mandy Montoya
Cassie Michaels

Elizabeth Moody
Tonya Murray
Nancy Negron •

Colleen Nolan
Dawn Peterson ;
Suzanne Pulipot

'

Eve Porinchek

Millie Pozzo
Nicola Redely ^

Amy Rousselot
Mindy Rubenstein
Julie Sadlier

Claire Salstrom

Elisa Sagardia ^

Molly Sarber
^""''

Erin Schatz
Tiffany Sedan
Julie Smock
Kerri Smith
Pam Sower
Robyn Spahn
KatNeen Spillane

Felicia Strankman
Kristen Stratton

Coby Taylor

Tracy Terstriep

Karen Thomas
Marsha Todd
Marcia Trost

Lori Tyner
Mary Uebbing
Mami Ungerman
Kristy Valverde

Michelle Weakley
Tiffany Wentzel
Andrea Williams

Justine Witt

And our 1989-1990 Sweetheart Court
Nancy Archambo Nancy Dunn

Heidi Fink Carrie Klinger (Sweetheart) Mandi Smith

JJ/^r ^w/Jun ff J?u/a '€U imuU /ike ie /wnm nfl cf cm
yua/ /t///( m/<u wr/Zt a rvr/u aru/ r/u(\c fmtfu

^iff/fifif/aif/ Jftnuaii/ SJ 9:00 fnn

J/i /fH/fUHifwH /ot //te if/fc/ion vf otn J9S9-/f)f)0 ^nfa ^/tf

'Jl*// Cainafifyn ^cuii

0X m.i ^^/<t/- Jin/ o„ //,f 0{ow

n,

Pi Beta Phi wouW like to congratulate
our incredible New Initiates
Paula Alexander
Tkmara Ames
Staccy Bailey
Dawn Beare
Michelle Bennett
Krlstle Bishop
Shanl Gate
Alison Chozen
Stephanie Curtln

Johanna Davis
Deborah DiBias
Melissa Distlfeno

Kristen Fuller
Klmberiy Gangnes
Andrea Gill

Wendy Gottlieb

Melissa Gruber
Tara Holtzmuller

Rachel Kaiser

Kamrln Korsmeier
Sandra Lee
Juliann Upps
Beth Magnan
Robin Mayemura'
Sophie McNitt
Emily Nicklin
Noreen O'Prey

Pamela Pickens
Robin Puckett
Jennifer Sauvage
Lisa Shapiro
Kelly Sheerin
Stacey Smith
Shawn Thompson'
Michelle Torrlco
Megan Tix>y

Adrlenne Yarlett

We are so proud of you all. Welcome to riBO!

Molly Stadum t
(nB0) . I

^ ana \^ Rick Gruber^
Congratulations on

your beautiful pinning
y no -

^t"^"^

Ben(A£<I>)
Happy 22nd

Birthday! IVe said it

before and I'll say
^

it again. ..you're
^ truly the most

AWESOME
Big Brother!

-^ Love yaf
Pearl

•• ••••••••••••«•*

CoUeen Grecco
(AAW

We loved seeing you
at meeting!

Reseorch Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SU8IECTS with arthma.

Research Subjects 12

CRIME STUDY. Mugged, robbed, usualted
during 1985-1990? Make a difference. Partici-

pate. Brief (10 min) Cornpletely confidential
que«tlonnaiiy mailed to you. (213)391-9529.

'Hyperactive Boys with attentional problerm,
7-1 1 years needed far IXTLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developrrwnta! evalua-
tion. (21 3)82S.0392.*

ages T2-79 interested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves
omee visits in WLA. You will be paid for your
partlcipatJon. (213)820-6574.

•IMonnal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning cxptriencc.
(213)825-0392."

Research Subjects 1 2

NEED SUBJECTS. 1 8 and older who have teeth
hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be nequired to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned conrwnercially available
dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight
week period. One dental x-ray required.
ConUct Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 yeafs
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA
Subjecto will be paid. (213)8254)392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,
painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
Hftonths or more arwl have received prior
unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject
will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. SI 00 received upon
a»mpletion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection
«ges 18 and older interested in trying an
investigational drug. Involves office visits in
WLA. You will be compensated for your time.
(213)820-6574.

Wanted to Buy i6

BASEBALL CARDS: Top dollar paid for your
coUection. Call for offer. (818)762-0987. Bob.

Lost 17

LOST OPAL RING with six small diamonds
and 14k gold band. If found, please call
Michelle (213)824-1677.

Sperm Donors

Health Services 22

r WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Matural.
1(X)% guaranteed.
^^^>281.7484(213)!

We Accept All Vision Care Plans

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Lmited opoaiogs available NOW

Ht. Madt Bennan. Clinical

Psychologin,
eating disorder neoaliat. Individual

appointmenti available. (21 3)65S-«730

Opportunities 26
EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a p«t-time
Business of your own. Network MvketirwL
(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

tAHN up lo
$150 per month

BY HELMING OTHEf?S
130NATE f3LOOD

PlATFtFTS SArPLY

4' Hi 98*^ l8^

49b4 Van Nuyi Bl«d SMfman Oa»$
«e:«i»t I 'nt jift «; your pr, j-.ge, ,„ ,

Help Wanted 30
S1QHR, students needed to work ph, work
your own hours, with major FORTUNE 500
Corporations. Create an income that will be
ongoing throughout your CoIIcm c«wr. Con-
ticLJlegina (213)441^143.

$7-12/hr, TELEPHONE SURVEYORS CorWe-
nient to campus. Brentwood/ Westwood loca-
tion. Call 1

1 am.2pm, M-F (21 3)444-9860 Mr
AWrich. ^
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BOX ART

Ad something special
Valentine's Day • • •

f1

Send your love in a Daily Bruin Valentine. 16

Daily Bruin Valentines Issue -^ February 14
Classified Display Deadline -^ February 9 - 4pm
Classified Line Deadline -^ February 13-noon

fii

NAME

f10 ADDRESS

CITY ZIP

PHONE

PAYMENT ENCLOSED: ^

CHECK MC/VISA.

CARD NO.L

EXP. DATE

REG. CARD.
(Exp. date must be included)

AMOUNT $.

BOX NUMBER.1
Don't forget to indicate wtiat size you want!!!!! Box Art is atwve!

****
Don't forget to enclose payment and any necessary artwork or special -^
instructions. Please^note whicti box art you want to appear in your ad ^^

Prices:

Students: $8/col inch

Locally: $9.45/col inch

Color:

$2 ton to 3 column inches

$5 for ads larger than

3 column ixhes

This Is 1 column inl}^^

r hy 1
"

No more than 20 words per

column indi, please

Please drop this form off at the Classified Window ~ 112 Kerckhoff Hall 82&-2221

^ZAZAZAZAZAZAZATAZAZATAZAZAZ

4 AZ Pledges: >

HAPPY INSPO WEEK
^We can't wait to see you in chapter!

j^See you tonight at the house at 5:30

for a special surprise!!

DKZ & ^

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

^

The Actives ^
ZA7AZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZ

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Resear,ch volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

ACCOUNTINC ASSISTANT4.arg« Brentwood
real cftjlc dvclopcr Mcks part time help in

accounting department T2 to 16 houreMk.
Light office skil^eeneral bookeeping. R.W.
Selby <r Co. (213)620-5151.

APPROVED ««orkftudy petition availbable
(or shipping clerk at Buckminaler Fuller InMl-

tute, an educational and research org^vization
concerned with lolutioni to global problems.
Within 1 5 minutes driving tinw to c»npui ~
$9.0ai^r. Non work sUidy applicanU^-
SSJOOfiv (213)837-7710.

ARTBT seeks females to rrtodel for modem art

protert Call Ray (21 3)473-661 1

.

ASSISTANT for comumer research Rrm. Expo-
sure to many industries. Well trained. P/T or

m, WLA. Flexible hours. Call 9am.10pm.
Rost 391-7232.

30
I GEOKGESON & COMPANY

ATHLETICALLY. INCLINED person wanted «
oompankm for Syr oM boy to play baseball,

soccer, and other sports, 1-2 aftcmoonsAwk.
Local refrences required. Must drive
(213)471-0915.

ATTENTION FITNESS FANATICS: Part lime.

Earn i40fiw. -f teaching the uKimale Fitness

Syslwn. Call |im (213)476-2234.

A Wall a^efnt financial

consulting firm $eeks
indivkiuals wth excellent

conrunoDiotSon akUli as
pro3^ mMtim^* Century
City iblaiiiini. Require
Rnance, Bu$ittes» or
Economics badtittHad.
$10 per hour'. Cill 213-

48»7000. Ask ior James or
Charmaine.,

ATTENTION: Earn money lypinc at home.
$3200Q^yr income potential. Deatils
(602)636^665^ Ext T6050.

O Government jobs-your

5.Call1-602-63e-«685.

EPER/ FILE aERK to help lady with
10/hr. P/T, flexible, accounting
"3)476-5263.

EPINC, no experterwe necessary.
Iter skills preferred, 5-10 hrs. awwk in

an Oaks. $6-9, depending.
(81^501-1129.

•

CAS^
ings. 3pm-

r

(213)477-3216.

VCURKF/TorP/Teven.
Days to be arrangied.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evenings.
LiUte Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CHILDCARE and light cleaning, references

insurance required. M-Th, 5-9 every other
Saturday. (213)398-3354.

DELIVERY DRIVERS SSSOftw -» tips, must have
vproof of insurance. 10:30-2:30, 5 day«M( or
5-9pm, 7 dayiAA^. Rosie's Barbeque 'A block
east of Bundy. Only 1 5 minutes from campus.
Inskte Westide Towers. Dave (213)473-8533.

EARN EXTRA income processing mail at

home. Send SASE: RA8, Department DB, Box
5212, Culver City, CA 90231521 2.

ENTREPENEURIAL dream 5500-55,000
monthly. P/T, F/T. Students welcome, no
experience necessary-will train. Please call

(213)472-7703.

DORAS needed for film aid commercials. Call

(213)650-1640 between 9am-5pm Mondays
FrMay only. ^
FEMALE model wantM to work with artist

AtwaierA.os Feliz area. Please leave message
(213)665-4046.

FILE CLERK and other duties, for entertainment
law firm. 1.6pm, M-F. Must be reliable and <

organlied. Ask for Lisa. (213)654-6833.

GALS and Guys - Four F/T positions, major
Investment corporation, downtown Lj\. Bene,
fits plus tuition. 51 300-51 SOtVHio. Norma
(616)666-8620. Kitty Lee Personnel.

GENERAL OFFO: P/T, flex hours. 57.5(Vhr,
Wilshirc^estWDod. Word processing, accu-
rate typing. Spanish bilingual a must.
(213)475-0461.

LAV\/ FIRM
-eds motivated perso:

to do challenging lega!

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
.v/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to.

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening Ivxjrs

available.

Sharpen your
communication sidlls &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

DELIVERY DRJVERS
WANQ'ED FEB 13 AND 14
MUST HAVE OWN CAR
AND INSURANCE CALL

FOR DETAILS 273-4545 ASK
FOR MARIA OR DIANE

GENERAL OFFICE: Light typing, bookkeeping,
shipping duties. $7/hr. Flexible days, hours.
Will train. (213)651-1115.

GENERAL OFFICE: flexible, P/T. SMv +
mileage. Hollywood. Computer firm, must
have car. (213)276-1868.

GYMNASTICS COACH for boys and girls, all

levels. Hours flexible. Wages OUt. Santa
Monica. (213)450-0012.

Hap NEEDED to move boMes of medical
records and reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

$6.00/hr.. Culver City. Mrs. Griffin
(213)559-6823.

INSURANCE agent in LOMPFA providing med-
ical coveragt to small and medium size
businesses needs 2 aasistanto to help set up
appoinlmenta, and general offke «worfc. Must
have excellent telephone voice. Will train on
IBM con^pUer. Salary $4.25 to $7.5a^KMir ».

performarKe bonus. Morning »nd EARLY after-

noon shifts still open. CAII 326-7055 for more
information.

DELIVERY DRIVERS

Pick-up & delivery of

bridal gowns must have

own car. insurance.

EARN $60.00/day.

Rexible hours,

CALL 800-654-5324

for appt.

V

;
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experienclrig some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*———^^—Vdunteers wHI receive a brief exam, ^ ' ^

in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Help Wonted

MODELS needed for Pacific Image swimwear
-promotion. If you've got vvhat it takes, give us a
call between 3-7p.m., Mon-Sat.
(818)760-7464.

30 Help Wanted 30

OFFICE ASSISTANT-P/r, 20HRS/WK, FLEX
HRS. $6^R. Need agressive and enthusiastic
person for phone calling and soliciting. Must
be hard worker. (213)205-0879.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hrVwk, $7Atart, typing
essential. Leasing department ask for Sheryl,

(21 3)620-5891.

PARALEGAL needed by Santa Monica Law
Firm. Full-time. Resume to: 1453 A 14th st.,

#213, Santa Monica 90404.

PART-TIME, by independent consultant to
assist with clerical tasks, editing, computer
and video-related work, organizing, etc.,

10-15 flexible hrs/wk. (213)651-2255.

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSITIONS. You
may easily make $40G/wk. Authorized EPSOM
product re-seller looking for people interested

in pursuing a career in marketing. Our well
krwwn fax machines, printers, computers.
We'll provide you w/a path of growth well into

the future. Interested parties please call Mr. S.

Lee at (21 3)487-0406.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F - .

Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

LA. SKI AND SUN TOURS
Full time secretary needed. Must
be outooing, eriergetic, and have
good social skills. Good pay and

excellent travel benefits.

Call Griff Emery. Mon.-Fri. 9-5.

(213) 471-4025.

Temporary help needed
for busy florist Feb 5 to

14. Good phone skills,

will train. Contact Maria
or Diane at 273-4545.

PART-TIME during school, fiilltime during

vacations, experincc not necessary. Apply in

parson, Westwood Sporting Goods, 1065
Cayiey Ave. Westwood Village.

P/T CLERK lor UCLA Mental Health Croup, 4

hrsAiay. (213)825-6202.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)624-0372.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

SS.OGVtir. Raise after 1 month. Interest/ know-
ledge in films preferred. Videoteque. Paul/

Dennis (213)824-9922.

P/T RETAIL SALES for boutique in Brentwood.
Great job with flexible hours. Experience only.

Jackie (213)626-7446.

PA WEEKEND COUNSELOR for female teen

group home in Pacific Palisades, hours Sat.

SpnvMon 9:30am, arxJ Wed. 8:45-1 0:45am,
Psychology degree/exp. required. $7Air. Mir-
anda (213)459-4643.

RECEPTK3NIST competent on word process-

ing. Word perfect. Requires bright, energetic,

reliable person. Excellent position, good pay. at

least 20 hrs weekly. IrKluding nxxnings. Call

before noon. (213)459-2422.

RECEPTKDNIST/CENERAL OfFKil- Flex, hrs.,

iS.OOftyr. Small friendly law firm, century city.

Answering phones, filing xeroxing. (213)

277-3336.

RECEPTIONIST/GENERAL OFFICE.
2:30-6:30pm. $6-$7.5(Vhr. Small Century City

entertainnr>ent law firm. Light typing, phones,

fax, Xerox. (213)552-1606. lanelle.

RECEPTKDNIST, P/T, Tue.-Fri. Brentwood. Re-

liable. (213)476-4404.

RECEPTKDNIST P/T or F/T for fast paced
Beveriy Hills office. (213)274-0695.

RECEPTKDNIST/ TYPIST. Filing, general ofHce

work for Lawyer in Beveriy Hills. P/T S6.5(Vhr.

(213)552-1670.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, pA, for research in

perception, including library referencings. 3rd

or 4th year, or higher,psych student preferred.

Have transportation, hours flexible.

(213)386-4152.

RESEARCH WORK: small project for writer.

Socio-psychologicai bacliground desired,

auto-data bank experier>ce necessary, flexible

hours, payable by project phase.
(213)558-4131.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minimum of 20hrs/wk, Sfl^r, Marina Del

Rey. Person with sonr>e engir>eering, technical,

or computer education. C^ll Charles or Dave
(2r3)395-8834.

RETAIL HARDWARE. PT/FT. Brentwood kx:a-

tion. Pleasant working conditions. Call Mrs.

Richards. (213)476-2864.

RETAIL SALES F/T and P/T Tuesday thru

Saturday. Wage depends on experierK:e.

(213)274-7576, after 10:30 am.

RIGHT-HANDED smokers, ages 21-30, who
are low to moderate men of alcohol ar>d

caffeine are needed for »n experiment measur-
ir^ simple problem-solving. Smokers must
have smoked at least one pack of 20 cigarettes

per day for at least the previous year.

SubjectswitI be paid $20.00 for 2'A hours.Leave
message for Dr. Micheal Lyvers at

(818)344-3374.

SECRETARY/INSURANCE billing. P/T, perma-

nent M-W-F, 1-7pm. Holistic Chiropractic

office. Word Perfect a must. (213)450-4555.

SECRETARY. P/T 3-4 days/wk - afternoons.

WLA, S7/hr. Gen. ofTice Experierxred office

worker. Valet parking. (213)206-4828 be-

tween 5-8.

Sproul Hall Dining Sen/ices

$6.34/hr
We work around your school

^ schedule
very flexible hours

leads to* career odvoncennent
no experience necessary

must be a UCLA Registered Student
Call 825-2074

4top by Sproul Hall Food Service^

SECRETARY/Clerical, P/T, MWF, light word
processing, general office, flexible hours.

$6.50/start. Brentwood CPA's.
(213)826-1380.

STUDENT AIDE for Peace Corps. 10-20 hrs/

wk. Typing, misc. clerical, writing, telephone
duties, Macintosh knowledge helpful. Office
near campus. Parking provided. For informa-
tion call (213)209-7444.

SUCCESSFUL West LA Real Estate develop-
ment company seeks bright person for clerical

assistant in Westwood office. Typing, filing,

invoice follow-up. Full-time preferred. Call

Doreene (213)473-1^31.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS. Over 5,000
openings! National parks, forests, fite crews.
Send stamp for free details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

TKTKET MASTER is seeking to fill a part time
position in our Marketing Department. Must be
available 3-5 days a week, approx. 20hrs. Send
resume to :P.O. Box 76838, LA.,Ca. 90005.
ATT: Mary Olson.

TROPICAL/ BEACH RESORTS HIRING. Are
you tired of Ihe sanne dull summer job? Resorts
now hiring for seasonal arxi career opportuni-
ties. Call (303)444-5565.

TYPIST r>eeded for insurance company. Dicta-

tion with headphones, p^, 25 hn/week. $8/hr.

WLA (213)470-3660.

UCLA STUDENTS in health care field. We
rwed you to interview patients being dis-

charged from UCLA, as a part of our new
discharge program. 5-10 hrs/wk.
$8.67-$10.05A>r. For further information con-
tact Gay Lannon, Adm. & Reg. Dept.
(21 3)825-0649.

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK, & SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin
immediately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK. & SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin
immediately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

VETERINARY TECHNICIAN wapted, experi-

ence a must; (213)479-3336 for more
information.

WORK-STUDY STUDENTS NEEDED AT
SEEDS U.E.S. AS CLASSROOM AIDES. Sche-

dules: 1 1 :30 to 1 :00 and Noon to 1 :30 DAILY.
Or>e add'l hour TBA. Ciofia 206-1134.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books, Magazine articles,

(213)208-5128. Vernon.

X-RAY TECHNICL\N (limited) to perform ex-

ams and x-rays at Chiropractic ofTice. Great
opportunity. Call (213)653-9530.

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. Aowt, liirm, A oommvciah.
All typ*t, 18-80 yrv Earn •xtra motwy.

Fiin tool OwMiv* Catting

(213)466-7319

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours •

•Lots of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

CaU C213) 453-1817

Job Opportunities 32

EARN $2000-4000. Sevching for employ-

ment that permits workir>g your own hrs., but

still challenging enough for your entrepeneur-

ial skillsf Manage programs for FORTUNE 500
companies. Earn $2000-4000. Call
1(800)932-0528 x2 1/1 (800)950^472 x21.

FULL-TIME RECEPTKDNIST needed to work in

Santa Monica law firm. Duties irKlude heavy
phone work, li^ typing' '''''^ general cleri-

cal work, rurw>ing errar>ds. Krviwledge ofWord
Perfect 5.0 a plus, but not required. Available

immediately. Micella. (213)451-9714.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Hi-tech Dcsipi. S»4a
Monica Design firm wants a bright, energetic

office assistant. Will be assigned a PC to learn

and use business software. Resporwible for:

Filing, greeting clients, light phones, and
errands. Full-time prefer • Flecible hours. Must
have car. Phone Margo, SynerDyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only.

PHYSICIAN HOLISTIC

Multi-faceted practice
in Beverly Hills is

currently looking for a
licensed M.D. to join

us and share in our
exciting future & our

commitment to

offering the highest

level of patient dare
and services.

(213) 651-4531
for interview

t

'

30 Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49

SALESA4ARKETING, successful delivery com-
pany is seeking 2 aggre«ive, hardworking
ir^yiduals to work F/T developing new busi-

ness in downtown LA. OuUide sales experi-

ence helpful. College graduate preferred. Earn-
ing potential $45,000 1st yr. Salary benefiu.
(213)250-9945.

TEACHER ASSISTANT, flexible hours, must
have ECE units or recreation units. Working
with children with arts and crafts and supervis-
ing. (213)287-1186.

TEACHER: P.E., special education SED/LD,
junior high and high school. Part-time or
full-time. Credential required. Good benefits.

Clearview School, WLA (21 3)478-2586.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE dental office needs
assistant to office manager. Up to 16 hrsAvk,
days and hours flexible. Typing skills n-
guired.$6.50 to start. (213)206-3560.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER, Saturday nights. References re-

quired. Laurel Canyon. Must drive. $6^r.
(213)656-2453, call after 6pm.

BABYSITTERA10USEKEEPER. For 1 year old
baby girl. M-F. References. (21 3)657-4833.

CHILD CARE WANTED full time in my home,
Mon-Fri. For ne%vborn baby. Call Terry
(213)206-3011.

CHILDCARE for 3 and 5 year old, plus light

housekeeping, in Brentwood. Two afternoorw
minimum, plus flexibility towork evenings and
weekends. Must drive, have experience, and
local references. (213)471-0915.

CHILIXARE w/car for girl 8, 3-4 daysAvk.
3:30-6:30pm. Westside. References & insur-

ance req. $6^r. + mileage. (21 3)578-5452 day
t, (213)397-1993 eves.

EXPERIENCED MOTHER'S HELPER: childcare
1 month old. HourVsalary arranged. Close to

UCLA. (213)204-0691. 10pm.

INDIVIDUAL assist«it in first grade classrxxim
far bright physically handicapped six year old
girl. 8am-2:20pm, M-F, $8-41 0/hr.
(213)933-1406.

TEAiCHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required.
15-20 hrs/wk. (213)273-1868.

T-TH, 2:1 5-5:1 5; must have car and imurarKe,
near campus, great pay. Call eves. 6-9.

(213)475-6293.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 & 2 BEDROOM, beginning at $1 60(Vmo. up
to $2000. One year lease. Charming in

wooded sight. Great location. Near campus.
Lorene Schuler. Norton Realtors. Office

(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-8396
evenings.

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

1-bdrm, $700. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

5 miles from UCLA. 1 -bedroom, $650 and
large single $575 available. Near transporta-

tion, restaurants, mall. (616)789^262.

650 LANDFAIR APT. 1 block from UCLA
$25Q^no. utilities included. Kathryn and Nitta

(213)824-5747.

BH adjacent, rerwvated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

hi^ ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
TV., garage $1025. (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD. $800 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE UCLA. REFRIDGERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-8154.

DELUXE 1 bedroom. 5 minutes walk from
UCLA. Full kitchen, water paid, parking, quiet

building. Available today. $B75/mo.
(213)208-8881.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-batii

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaccs

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rcc room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

-=^06-6789

FURNISHED BACHELOR. Includes all utili-

ties. $595. Private separate garage, $1 50. Walk
to UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS, 1-bed upper, built-ins, fireplape, ^c,
security, alarm, refrigerator, 5 miles from
campus, $700, (213)937-0589. , ^V

PALMS, $89Vmo. 2 + 2. New upper; All

amenities including balcony, skylight, fire-

place, gated parking, quiet street, easy freeway
access. (213)390-5996.

SANTA MONICA 1-bed 2-bath, lofl. 2 parking
spaces, new, volume, cielings, quiet.
$1295Anonth. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONKIA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
atUched garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $1795/mo. (213)473-4272.

SPACKXJS, furnished. Single on Cayiey. Sec.
bidng., 3 people ok. $795/mo. Call
(213)208-6310. Evenings or (213)206-6002
day. Ask for Alicia or Angelica. _
SPACIOUS studio SSOCVmo. Room for couple.
Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to

campus. Security building. Unfurnished.
(213)939-8017.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Securt BulWing

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooins

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath—^-^ $975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300 —

-

All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing fadliiy. Shared or
private. Pool, jacuzzi. recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCI_A.
Free brochure. Northridae

Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,
Northridge. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

UCLA University apartments for rent!! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or

(213)825-8496.

WESTWOOD Spacious 2-bed. 2 bloclts from
\JCIA. Covered parking. Short term lease

available. Anne (213)208-6020.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcoriy. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A^, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry, freshly
painted.(21 3)279- 1887.

WESTWOOD $875 1 -bedroom, $1400, 2+2,
Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no peU. 520
Kelton. (213)206-7483.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A^. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WLA, $n0CVMO., 2.bdrm condo, security

building, VA -baths, shutters, frost- free re-

frigerator, cable. 1323 Carmelina Ave.
(213)456-3829.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No peU, 1 perwn,
Imm. (213)626-7888.

WIA. $72()MO. 1 -bedroom upper. Cvpcts,
drapes, refrigerator, batcony, parklr^ tajndry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.
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Apartments for Rent 49 House for Rent

sins
|l06Q
$1205

1 bton bith

tlQZS 1 tuHn btfh plui M
|1060 2 bMy2 bath

h205 2 b«V2 bath plus den

BaaulHuly dworilad. Wt. •acurtty gated, built-in

low, dialWMhar. Open house Siturdn 10-2 at

3717 Vinton *104

1 mo. FRS RENT with one yoar laaae.

^83a-6S16 (mgr.) An-AS69 (office)

Apartments Furnished 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,
pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

WESTWCXDD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor
$52S/nr>o. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-block5 from canripus. (213)824-0181.

WLA. 1 -bedroom apt. furnished, very nice &
large. Balcony, 1st floor, Federal Ave, $725.
(213)479-8399.

HOORAY!
HOORAY!

1 Minute Walk
to UCLA!

EXTRA LARGE
beautiful,

furnished single.

Easily sleeps

three.

Available now.

Call (213) 824-0319.

Apts. Unfumistied 62

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $650, sunny 1 -bed-

room upper, refrigerator, gas stove, balcony,

charming and in great r>eighborhood. Avail-

able now. (21 3)284-8226. Leave message, and
try (213)837-2694 during weekend, Cina.

WESTWOOD, $1050. Fireplace, stove, re-

frigerator. Charming, quiet neighborhood. Call

(213)658-8339.

WESTWOOD. $995. Large 2-bcd, 2 bath,

wetbar, balcony, new carpets and levelors,

evenings. (213)444-7378.

WLA, 1 -bedroom. Appliances, upper with

balcony, refrigerator, carpets, drapes. No pels.

To lease, call (213)476-7116.

tLA 2-BEDROOfV»/2-BATH- $1,135 and $985.

New security building. All anr>enities, rooftop

Jacuzzi with parxxamic ocean view. Open
1512 Amherst. 826-5528

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rourxied by pines Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rales. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare 54

2 BLOCKS to UCLA, $30CyrTK). New security

complex, pool/jacuzzi on roof. Scott, Tyson
(213)208 6284.

BRENTWOOD. %A30/mo. Large, sunny apart

ment. Fireplace, rion-snrwker, available Fcbru-

ary 28th. Ask for Susan at (213)820-8443.

BRENTWOOD. 3-bedroom; own room &
private bath $450. Non-smoker. Leave ma-
sage, (213)820^9660.

BRENTWOOD coodo to share with lady,

2-bedroonV2- bathroom, furnished. $595. Call

mornings (213)472-2647.

CULVER CITY. Feb. 1st. 2 female roommates
wanted for 3-bedroom apartnrtent. $39(Veach.
Great location (213)568-8966.

MARINA DEL REY, $60(ymo. Own room, bath

in 2-bedroom apartnr>er>t. Security, tennis,

pool, gym, view. Immediate occuparvy. N/5.

(213)578-6635.

MAR VISTA, S375/mo.. 2-bed/1 bath, female

non-smoker. Available 2/1, 5 min to beach.

(213)390-9693.

PALMS, rKMi-srTKiking, two-bedroom, two-
bath, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, barfoeque, parking.

$495/mo. Call Charles at (213)559-5690.

ROOMMATE (FEMALE) wanted to share two-

bedroom, one-bath with two IXLA girls. 660
Veteran #225. (213)208-5983.

SAVVENICE, $600ymo., own room, own bath,

1 -block from beach, pool/jacuzzi, 24 hr sec-

urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main st.

392-9866.

WLA, $375 -f Vi utilities, 1 room available in

2-be<Vl-ba(h. Near Westside Pavillion. Non-
snfwkef. Frank (213)475-0312.

.

WLA $55(yMO., furnished condo with twim-
ming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi, tennis courts,

parking and security. Share wKh professional.

(213)637-9.166.

WLA. Private bedroom, private bath, $397.50.

Glow to bus arttf freeway. Availabel now.
(213)444-4902.

WLA private room, private bath. $397.50, 16
min bus ride to UCLA. Op^ mmded.
(213)444-4902.

>M^ Shvc 2-bed/2-bed in exchange (or li^
houKkeeping. Pool, security |Mard, targie bal-

cony. (213)0595563.

Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace.

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking,
sundecks.

•10-15 min. from
campus

•6 models to choose
from

3640 Wefetwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property-

Management

House for Share 67

BUSINESS wonrtMi will shareWLA townhoute,
non-tmolter. Piano, fireplace. SSSO/mo.
(213)450-9111 E3rt.2371.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share large

towmhouse. CXvn bedroom -f bathroom, fire-

place, laurwiry, garage, pool in quiet area.

$4O0/mo. 181 6)681 -7053.

MAR VISTA, S60(yMO. IMMACULATE
GUESTWING Of HOME ON QUIET CULDE-
SAC. YOUR OWN ENTRANa AND LIVING
ROOM AND BEDROOM AND BATH. SHARE
KITCHEN, GARAGE. LARGE YARD, GAR.
DEN, AND SPA. FEMALE OR COUPLE. TONI
(213)390-3313, (213)264-8666.

SHARE Beautiful 3-bedroom Culver City

house. Wood floors, immaculate, fenced yard,

pets o.k. $475. (213)393-3026.

VENICE, $465. Otm room In 3-bedroom
house. Block to beach, wood floors, deck, bus.

(213)392-0220.

WESTWOOD, S450, own bedroom and bath,

available irrwnediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2206.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE (10-year-old girl). 3-9pm (25
hnMi. approx). Room & board, car, $20CVmo.
12 miles to UCLA. (616)694-6576.

TWO bloclts from campus. Help with boys 7

and 6. Light housekeeping. Salary.
(213)474-OS5S.

56 Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 34idrnV2-bath,

security system, enckiced yard, laundry, ja-

aaz\, 2-car garage. (213)626-6907.

ENCINO: $290(Vmnth. South og the blvd.

secluded. 3-»-3 family/dining room, pool, wet
bar. Great for faculty. (816)985-4757.
(818)345-1442.

FURNISHED near IXILA. 2-bedroom, 2-bath.

1861 Federal Ave. Washer/dryer, fenced yard.

$1500. (213)454-2722.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrm/
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (818)886-2224.

MAR VISTA. Large 4-bedroom, 2*A bath,

family room. Nice master suite. Quiet street.

$1975. (213)393-7806.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, $1450/MO.
4-BEDROOM/2'A BATH, 2 story covered
patio, courtyard. Secure, quiet and clean.

(818)503-4858.

SANTA MONKA $1400. 2-bed/2-bath, 2
patios, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/
dryer, large yard. Sale possible.
(213)396-9303.

\ACS1WOOO: Levely r«>om in beautiful

hewM. Walk tD UCLA. Free mt in exchange
for light cooking and housekeeping.
(21^7».S164. (213M74-23J5.

Booiti fof Help 63

PACIFIC F^1MM». fWwH itudio IfWi-
mam encKange far I«oum cleanirw, drivers

license essential, hau/t flexible.
(213M54-3194. 10 minulet la UOA.

$365, AVAILABLE now. Wbman, non-smoker,
no pets, large room, fcjmished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five
miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

NEAR UCLA. Meal for LCLA students/faculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Availpble
now. $47G^o. (213)476-2066.

Roommates 65

1 -BEDROOM in 2-bedroom ^>artment. Fully

furnished. Close to campus. Call Jeff

(213)206-6246.

2-BDRM/2-BATH apartment to share with
profession^ female, $460. WoodfUaors, yeat
views. Holly (213)937-3042.

AVAILABLE NOW Priavte room and bath in

luxury apartment. Quiet street, security build-

ing, all amenities. 2 miles from campus.
$495/mo, negotiable. (213)478-6622.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bth, $312.5Q/mo.
Share big room with lots of luxuries.

(213)472-7465.

_ BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment.

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atntHxphere. 1 -bed, 1 -bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1-9pm.
t21 3)447-2505.

BRENTWOOD. Own roonVbath in 2-be<V
2-bth apartment. Luxury higfvrise, 24th floor.

Underground parking available, unfumished.
SSOtVmo plus $250 deposit and half utilities.

Live with a male professional (21 3)478-3542.
Leave message. Available February or March.

CONVENIENT-University apartment--$256.
Free shuttle to school. 2-bed/2-bath. Wash,
pool, parking. Rhonda (213)391-4004.

FEMALE ROOMATE to share new 2bed/2bath
apartment with 3 others. Has spa and under-
ground parking.Rent $375/mo. Less than 1

mile from campus. Reduced to $275 for 1$t

three months for immediate move in.

(619)244-5106.
"

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share 1 -bdnn
in a 2-bdrm apartment. Close to VA lot.

$22S/nrH). (213)473-2578.

FEMALE roommate needed. Share room In

spacious apartment across from UCLA.
$31tVmo. Non-smoking. (213)208-4050,
(213)430-4828.

FEMALE roommate wanted $255Atk>. to share

a large, furnished, one-bedroom, in West-
wood. (818)790-2185.

HERSHEY HALL $455 + deposit. Male grad
student. With meals on campus.
(213)825-2742 or (213)559-3515.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share

a 1-bdrm apartn>ent on campus. i3O0/mo.
(213)208-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroomA>athroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. Open minded, $600
+ deposit, furnished. (213)935-5800.

PALMS. Female roomale wanted to share

spacious & sunny 2-bed, 2-bath. $395. Nartcy

(213)398-1226.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one-bedroom.
$356.25, one Month free, Jacuzzi, weight

(213)479-7503.

SANTA MONICA. SSStVmo. Own room in

3-bedroom secure condo. Walk to beach,

buslines. Parking. (213)394-7519.

UNIVERSITY apartment, furnished, available

for male, r>on-snr>oker. 1 block from cannpus.

(213)824-7929.

VENICE, 1% blocks to beach. $500 -t- utilities.

Roomate to share 3-bed, 2-bath super corxio.

Security parking, ail amenities. )aesa

(213)396-8785.

WESTWOOD, 2 males wanted to share

2-b(V2-bth, large apartment. 5 minutes to

campus. Jacuzzi, pool, parking spot. To share

with 2 freshman males. (213)208-4207.

WESTWOOD. 4 girls in spacious 2 bdmV
2-bth duplex need 5th girl. 691 Kelton.

$342/mo. (213)824-4183.

WLA, brand new security townhouse. Bright

2-f2'A , amenities, 3-5 miles from UCLA. Near
stores, buslines. $293. (213)261-9595.

YOUNG professional needs responsible
roorrwnate. Palms area, awn room & bath,

norvsrnoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

Condos for Rent 69

MARVISTA 2 bed, 2'A bth. %]60Q/mo. 3 level

approx 1800 sq ft. 4 balconies + private patio

street frontage professionally decorated central

a/c, washer/dryer, refri^ woodburning fire-

place, Jacuzzi, sauna, secure 2-car parking
(213)398-7276.

Flying/Porochuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c- 172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures
Student discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

Ctiild Core 90

EXPERIENCED A LICENSED family day ewe
provider. Monday to Friday. Has references.

Call (213)452-7597.

Iruuronce 91

***»»
4-

Auto/Home/Ck>mmerciai
WMtwood/Wilshiri Office

3120202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks So of Wilshire) 4

64 Insurance

AUTO INSURANCE, low raU>. Ncvby WM-
wood A^nqf. Personal service. Call rKwv and
save nwwey. (213)8204639.

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Irnnnedlate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monico

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum JialDility required

by low.

Exompie: ferrKile 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

uTKler 21. male under 25.

^$737M.
Good rates for comp. &
collision, and rrKJtorcycies

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-6355

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ncelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 4747283
1^1 SAVfrON

?? Need insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Soh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

II '•:'• II'- ihli Coriini. Miitd]

WhII Com** To Vol

Movers 94

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short rwtice ok. Student discount. Frierwily

(213)285-6686. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, expcrierKed, arxi rdi-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263 BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves uryfcr S12S. No
minimum, 26(i. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAN. -students, living in a dormf Don't
Miss Phof>e Calls Own a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipment necesary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research projctt,

analyze your paper. (21 3)559- 1890.'

EOITINC, etc.. ASSISTANT all levels, ail sub-

jects foreign students welconoe. Call Research
inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statemems, etcf Professional help - from
consuKant/ author. M.A/ journalism. Dkk
(2)3)306-4353. —

91 Services Offered 96

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EblTING SERVICE
All iab|*et*. ThMM/DtootariiMM, —

PropoMb and Booka. Foraifln ftnduta
W«lcprm. Shuoo tmt, PhDrilia) 47(V4MI

VOICE MAIL, private 24-hour ans¥vering ser-

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.

(818)594-1974.

NOW AVAILABLE IN KERCKHOFF!
ASUCLA Graphic Services in Kerckhoti 150 • 2060894

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710.

FRENCH LESSON. Elementary to advanced.

S1(Vhr. Call Phil after 5pm at (213)829-5756.

FRENCH TUTOR, native speaker, expcr-

ienced. Call John, (213)962-1609.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call: 473-4193.

TUTORING. Japanese lessor>s, elementary to

advanced conversation, taught by native

speaker. Call Kaori (213)447-2219,

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, arid study skiir. Anhe (213)859-2293,

leave message.

TUTORING
All subjech pkjs LSAT,GMAT,

and Gf?E. Free 1 hour lesson with this

od.IVY league grods. Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH CONVERSATION. Wiomatic Ameri-
can English, in Taiwan. (818)286-7563, Mr.

Ma.

TUTOR NEEDED for CMAT preparation. Pre-

f^ MBA student. References required. Call

(213)464-1333, Sue T.

Typing 100

f1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

rrmefials. Lasc» printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTmJDE? Law graduate with Macintoch,
Lascrprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
procesaingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)476-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5.30 M-F.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perierwed, reasonable. DissertatkNW, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, graromv.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RFTE services computerized typing

W lucrjet quality printing for resumes and
papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvette (213)556-3236.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experierK3e wfth University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)276-0366.

One Day Word Procewing
and/or Editii^

Over 25 yean experience. Also offer

•dilcal an lrtanca with writing problem*
and tutoring in Englith, Hiitory,

PhikMophy, and PoHlical Sciertc*.

Bill Deianey 207-5021

GREAT MARKS typing sen^ice. Complete,

prompt, and afkydfblc service. Contact Paula

Marks. (213>93S-fjl53I,

GENERAL, trarHcriptio^, term papers, disserta-

tkma, theses. IBM PC^aser printer. Reasonable
rates. Joy (213)933-1793.

I8M-PC Word processing, term papers, disscr-

tjtkKM, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepu^eda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Prir>ter. Termpap-
ers, Dissertatiorw, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Lc Contc/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

QUALITY TYPESETTING of manuscript*,

Icrmpapcrs, legal/ medical docunwnts. LQ
PrirtL Fast, accurate, confidential, student

diacounte. (21^576-5490.

WHY PAY MPKEf Wordprocessing, fast, ac-

curate. Later prinlar, sfiell check, editing on
request. Monica (21^392-3262.

WOROPROaSSINC tpcciatizing in them,
diswrtatkirH, transcriptkirH, manuscripts, !»
UMical mumm. Sanu Mortica (21 m2S-«939,
WBWyWpbd (2TlM66-2We.

~

WORD PROCESSOR. Scripts, term paperii,'

dc. Best prices. Call Nona (21 3K47-561 2.

For Rent

TYPING
" Locateci on campus
Fast turnaround, laser prints

Reasonable Rates!

flSUCLA CannjultT Ht-nt.il Ceiilfi in KcrckhoH • ZOSHlj 1

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR LESSOf^ from BeHtely graduate.
Beginners, intermediate. Jazz-harmony,
theory, all styles. (818)781-5318.

GUITAR Icsaons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
kan (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-
children. SlO/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)27 7-701 2.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get
results. Expert writing. Conrtputer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)206-1665.

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output
• Reasonable Rates!

flSUCLA ufaphic Serjices in Kerckhoti 150 • 20608W
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Travel 105

W^

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

AU Round Trip Pares

UCLA Week in

Mazatlan ^319-

Puerto Vallarta 253.

Cancun 279.

Jamaica 338.

Honolulu 244.

London 514.

Paris...! 606.

Frankfurt 566.

Amsterdam 606.

101 Travel 105 Auto Repair

THE
WORLD
SON
SALE!
Itoundtrip from Los AnqelesSm Rrancifco ? M

Ncwyorii $ t7t
$ 4ff
$ 4t9

»«H| ^_ $ 549
Athens $ 419
Tahiti ^ $ 449
C*e $739
TdMv $ 734
Ni*4bl $1474

$1344
$1544

RMtictioni apply. FarwsubjBci to change
witfwut noiin and based on avaiiMliy.

Anmica'toUtttand'

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl,

(213) 207-1811

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

1967 HONDA XL600. $165(Vbbo. Supertrap,

new tires, 6-gallon desert gas tank. Excellent

condition. (213)206-2206.

HONDA 250XL 1984 SlOSCVobo New en-
gine, low miles, runs great. (213)208-5694.

Scooters 119

^MMIH%H
MOMfOMM JMfMHMIV
1093 2o£ffncS,^MSk«aod

113-948-3551

BLACK YAMAHA RIVA 1 25z. Good condi-
tion. Runs great. $750 or best offer.

(213)550-7754, (213) 275-7668.

HONDA AERO, 1986, good condition. $500.
Call Marilie (213)473-2578.

HONDA SPREE '86, $35(yOBO. Good condi-
tion. Black, lock included. Call Christine

(21 3)477- 7471. Leave rness^e. _^
HONDA SPREE 1985. $40(Vobo with helmet
and lock included. New battery, recently
tuneci-up. (81 8)997-6766.

REO> Honda Elite 250 with pager/ alarm, low
mileage + many extras $1250. Call Laurent
(213)824-5246.

VESPA P200E, 1972. $75(yobo. Blue, book
rack, mirrors. Excellent condition. Call Scott

(213)391-3324.

Autos for Sale
i2- Furniture 126

81 TOYOTA CELICA ST, Auto, power steerinc ANTIQUE Dining room set, doublebed.

and brakes, a/c, anVTmA:»sctte. 63k. $230qJv'*}"'^' ^°°'' **^elves. Best
obo. (213)391-1661. ^W 3)825-7878 days. (213)470-4239 eves.

63 OLDSMOBUE CUTLASS 2-door. Auto
transmission, ail poM«r, Vl6, cruise control,

AM/FM, hK.. 65,500 miles. $380Q/obo.
(213)559-6396, Lesiie.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VCHI-
aCS from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1 •602-636-6865. Ext.A 6050.

BMW 325 1967 4-door. Red, automatic,
alarm, loaded. 1 7K miles. $16K.
(213)204-3666. Before 9p.m.

aLICA GT- 1983, sunroof, new brakes, single

owner, no accidents. Excellent corwiition.

Oaig (818)761-1156.

CHEVY CAVALCR convertabie, 1967, mint
condition, power everything, low miles, must
see. )ohn (213)566-5324,(213)312-2973.

DAIHATSU, Charade, CSL, 1 989, $599SAibo.
3-dr hatchback, automatic, P/S, AK«^M cai-

sctte, roof rack. 2000 miles. Like new.
(213)419-4049.

PORD Mustang II, 1975. $950.00 A<^\nSv,
automatic, sunroof, low miles. Day
(213)625-6596. Brian.

HONDA aVIC '79, xint condition; low
milege, 4-spccd, caridy apple red. $1400;
206-3875.

BUZU IMPULSE '64 Black, 5-tpeed, k>aded.
BcoaHcnt condition, must sdl. $290(]^obo.
(213)322-3393.

MINI TRUCK. Four 6- inch centerline rirns with
Sumitomo ?\3SfS0 tires. $300iX). Oamy
(213)447-1476. Call Tuesdays.

MITSUBISHI Ca\ut, 1966, top of the line,

automatic, sih/«r, 49k, immaculate, all extras,

alamf«. 20k warranty left VAXlcho. Must sell

immediately. (213)453-5472.

NISSAN 300ZX 1965 $6100/obo. Red
5-speed, hilly badad, excellent condition,

extended wtnutf. (213)379-4019.

NISSAN SENTRA 1969. One owner, automa-
tic, NC, stereo. 2-dr, tan, clean. $7000. C«h
negotiable. 26k miles. (213)478-3542.

IMMEDIATE SALE- Expensive designer sofa/

love seat, unused, $550. Large Oak entertain-

ment Center $195, late OKidel 25" color T.V.,

$195. 19' color protable A-1 $120, delivery
possible. (213)453-2146.

LARGE OAK entertainment center. $75/obo.
Call ASAP. (213)473-5664 or (213)447-8295.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries^ visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

TWIN BEDS, office desk, file cabinet, Toshiba
computer, exercycle, 26' color TV, very
reasonable. (213)552-1897.

WOODEN desk oak finish with LH return.

Great condition. $50.; Deskxhair $20.; 6 loot

wooden wardrobe/ck»et with storage drawer
$50^^ayne (213)202-0460.

Garage Sales 127

c£^
TCYOT^ COROLLA TERCa, 1962. $1995.
S^peed, stereo^casiette, new tire*, mint condi-

tkm in and out. (213)470-8913.

VOLKSWAGEN KARMANCHIA. 1973,

1 RAVEL SERVICE

First doss in Low Fares
A-Level Ackennan

Hours. M-F 8:30-6. Sat n-3

$1995. Stkk. AKif'M, new yellow paint.

Emmaculate condition in and out.
(213M7a6913.

VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE 197D. Claasic,

semi-automatic, rebuilt engirte. 41,0UU miles,

^MjfhA, original owner. (213)206-6154, Lee.

VW BUG 1971, Low miles, new br^es, ^at
stereo. $120(Vobo. (213)624-2795.

Travel Tickets 106

2 TICKETS: LAX to Orl»Kk>, $190 each,

February 22; 2 tickets: Orlando to LAX, $1 39
each, Februa^ 28; Roundtrip ticket: LAX to

Denver. $90, February 16-27. (213)245-6649.

Autos for Sale 109

4967 TOYOTA TERCEL, 2^door. Low rnAtt,

excellent condition, A^^M cassette, quadro-

phonic sound. Great on gas — call

(213)477-1414.

VW BUG 1972 $120(Vobo. New electrical

system, clutch, and tires. Rebuilt brakes. Great

condition. )im (213)475-5166.

VW BUG '70. Runs great, Aew br^es, clutch,

just tuned-up. $1200. (213)26fr0217, eves.

VW CABROLET- Convertible, 1965 limited

edition automatic, leather, air conditioning,

65,000 miles. $8,200. (213) 272-6631 Jodi.

(213)653-9925 Allan.

VW GTt 1964. Sunroof, A^, 5sp, Alpine

pullout, great condition, 66,000 miles,

$3,500. (213)478-3279.

VW, lETTA GLI, 1 965. $5000. Looks and ruf«

great. A/C, stereo, alarm. Red, 4-door.~
(213)322-9271.

CANON AE-1 with 50 mm, 28mm lenses,

flash, and case. Excellent condition. $175
(213)470-4169.

GREAT beginner ski boots. Used 2 season
(lOx) Women's 6*^ Dynafit $50 Georgina
(616)955-9541.

MINOLTA X-700 35mm OUTFIT. Multiple
lerves (26mm-1000nrvii) and automatic elec-

tronic Rash. 'Slave' unit, autowinder, filters,

Larson Studio I umbrella set, Tamrac gadget
bag and much more, like new. $500. Callfar
specifics. (213)478-3144.

NIKON F-301 with 50 mm and 28mm lenses,

flash, and profiessional tripod. Like new. $300.
(213)470-4169.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE, still in box. $65.
Sony TV, Like new Trinitron 12', $150.
(213)470-4169.

Musical Instruments 129

DRUM SET- 5 piece, slingerland, black, very
little wear. ZikJjian cymbols. $750 OBO.
Sharie (213) 206-6414.

Stereos/TVs/Radlos 131

TOSHIBA 20* SQUARE TUBE TV. Full remote,
cable-ready $150. (21 3)478-31 44.

SCHWINN XR5 exercise bike. $125.
(213)476-3144.

SKI. San Marcos Men's boots^8% . Women's
Nordica-6. Complete men's packa|^; Nordica
boots Mens-9, skit-Si 75, and poles.
(213)626-3995.

Office Equipment 133

HP 41 CX-SIOO & 28C; $75, new, card
reader/math/memory/models. Scott.
(213)206-6264.

Typewi:iter/Computer 134

COMPUTER 64K, drive, nr>onilor, printer,

proyamnrw, $550. (213)824-2795.

NEC MULTI-SPEED- L^top. $700.00. (616)

7934)231.

110 Typewriter/Computer 134 Typewriter/Computer 134

PORTABLE Laptop Toshiba T-100, 256KB,
Modem, Rechargeable Battery Wordstar, Lotus
software included. Only $400 (21 3)208-6783.

RENT IBM-PC Complete system, $95Ano.

Perfect for upcoming term papers, disserta-

tions. IBM-AT systems available.

(213)931-4207.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT compatible. 20MB,
one 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color monitor.

$4000/obo. (213)824-7536.

WORDPERFECT 5.0 software 5% never been
used $90. Call Tracy (213)479-2022 or leave

message.

Z'

24,072
UCLA students live in an off-campus
apartment, tiouse, or co-op.

13,452
UCLA faculty live in a rented home
or apartment.

Find your ideal tenant. .

.

Daily Bruin Classifieds

825-2221

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROI^S

1 Arrived
5 Woody fiber

9 Subside
14 Slumbering
15 Czech rh«r
16 Matt drink
17 Current
18 Vigorous
19 Equine
20 Elysium
21 Attorney
23 Oeceptions
24 Uneasy
26 TrustWKNihy
28 Snacked
29 WhttetaU's

kin

33 Bodypolitk:
36 Was anxious
37 Farm sound
38 Qolf unit

39 Shouts
40 Station
41 Be in hock
42 Water body
43 Sinks
44 Progressing

OK
46 Wrong: pref.

47 Disagraement
48 Session
52Wyan —
55 Detroit or

B.C. team
57 Not written
58 Errand
60 Times
61 Branches
62 Rehjge
63 Deskxated
64 Solar disk
65 Heeds orders
66 Foot parts
67 In case that

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

H A A R

1
R E F [e][rI

R A R R G E X U D E
A B E L i^ O E s A z E D
S 1 T 1 Nl \N R E S|T L E R S
s T E V EINISH M EA T HIH

[1Z3S naciiQ saas aaa qqcds

IjSIIB [ZiaC] DQBm S T 1 a>KITJH L E T E
s T R u T T i N(

0(
^Hl ' R E D

T A U p )T||S N A G
O R D E E F^oHt 1 M E
L E E R L AINHS E S S

DOWN
1 iWlinister

2 Withstand
30kl Asians
4Toottyess
5 Act
6 Small type
7 Peddle
8 ik4uch vakjed
9 Tirol unH
10 Uaed dippers
11 Hindu god
12 Mmi de —

:

headache —
13 Greek god
22 UK area
25 Adherent
27 Nurtured
29 South of

Quebec
30 Black

31 OistHjrden

32 Scoundrels
33 "Away!" _

34 Community
35 Fish sauce
36 Testiest

39 Red shade
40 Of shepherds
42 Oine
43 Humorist
45 Fish hawk
46 Fails

48 Pitfall

49 Choleric

50 Monikers
51 Flash ^^
52 Respond
53 Moby Dk:k's

pursuer
54 Wander
56 Mountain:

pref.

59 Naval off.

11-?. C 19SS Untied FmIut* SyrKltcM*
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rankings
The Winter Intramural Sports

season has shifted into high gear,

with plentj^f action last week in

both soccer and hoops.

Most of the top contenders in the

AA basketball league saw action
last week, and the early favorites

have begun to show their domi-
nance on the court. Defending AA
champion Jam Squad opened its

season by routing AGSM 1, 62-36.

Hang Time remained undefeated
at 2-0 as it edged Sigma Chi by a
score of 41-38. In other action, the

No. 2-ranked Lakey Lakes handed
Lambda Chi Alpha its first loss in a
43-34 contest, and No. 5 Phi Psi

beat Phi Kapp, 33-18.

Now that all of the AA basket-
ball teams have played at least one
game, the rankings have been
compiled:

1. Jam Squad (1-0)

2. Lakey Lakes (1-0)

3. Hang Time (2-0)

4. Sigma Chi (0-1)

5. Phi Psi (1-0)

6. Hoyas (1-0)

7. Beta (1-0)

8. Old Timers (1-0)

9. Lambda Chi (0-1)

10. ATO (1-0)

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
speciaa^ing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Member of Amefican Denial Assoc
Member oi Arnerican Assoc, d Orthodontics

I iCLA "IHH CENTFR FOR
IHE PERFORMING ARTS

2 different programs!

$99ONLY \V^^ per month fpr 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2376

(213) 826-7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
(1 Block east of Barrington)

*On approval of credit. Only for cases requiring 24 months of active treatment.

KORYU KABUKI
DANCE COMPANY

hy^ .^-^'^^^^^^^:

Fri. and Sat., Feb. 2 & 3 at 8:00 p.m.

Sun., Feb. 4 at 2:00 p.m.

This company of 30 dancers and musicians is renowned for its

performance olNihon Koten BuyOy the excjuisite classical dance
form associated with Kabuki theater. Sinking for its detailed
depictions of scenes from domestic life, this style of traditional

Japanese dance is as entertaining as it is enlightening.

RoyceHall $28, 24, 18; 8*
, _

CenterStagepre-performance lecture Sat., P'eb. 3 7:00-7:30p.m.
and Sun., Feb. 4 1:00-1:30p.m.

Lecturer: Judy Mitoma, UCLA World Arts and Cultures Program

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone:

^(213) 825-9261

®
MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(113) 4t0>3232 • (714) 740-2000

•Students with full-time ID. Student tickeu not available at TicketMastcr.

Rush at showtime for students and Sr. Citizens (limited availability).

Program, date, lime and price subject to availability.

i'f

f/n

Place a
Peisonal
Ad
in Bruinlife

Yearbook

Put your memories

where they'll last a ^

lifetime. Surprise

your friends with

special messages and
photos that are fun

and personal. Prices

start at an affordable

$25. Deadline ex-

tended: February 5.

Call 825-2640.

.«

;-Jj?j
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TENNIS
From page 34

to a 6-2, 6-3 win.

Mamie Ceniza recorded her
second straight 6-1,6-0 victory by
defeating Julie Coakley at No. 3.

"I felt pretty good out there

today,** said Ceniza. "I was work-
ing on getting my feet running and
getting position because lately I

think I've been slacking off a little

bit**

Stella Sampras played at No. 5
against Angic Eaiy. and, after

spotting her opponent three games
in the flrst set, recovered to win it,

6-3.

"I thought Stella played a Id
more confidently today,** said

Zaima when asked to evaluate

Sampras* performance. "She
needs to get off to quicker starts

when we play some of the tougher
teams later on. She still takes too
many prisoners.** ^

Sampras release|d her prisoners

in the second set, though, as she
breezed to a 6-3, 6-1 win.

With the match having been
decided, the coaches reached a

mutual agreement not to play No. 3
doubles after Christy Pohl of UC
Santa Barbara decided to rest a
minor injury. The Bruins then

recorded their second shutout in a

row after No. 3-ranked Sampras/
Ceniza downed Johnstone/Gold-

berger 6-3, 6-4, and Emmons/
McCalla defeated Quaresma/Ealy,
6-3, 6-2.

VICTORY
From page 33

former Bruin teammate. Bill

Pham. Although Barber showed
signs of recovery, he was finally

overcome, 4-6, 6-3, 4-6.

But Bart)eF did turn things

around when he stepped on the

court to compete in doubles action.

"I guess I just used my anger to

play better tennis,** Bart)er said.

Bart)er teamed up with Nfark

Quinney at No. 1 doubles to simply

overpower 49ers Phipps and
RedaelU, 6-1, 6-4.

Finally Behrens and freshman

Robbie Wendell paired up to down
49er duo Mackey and Jamie
Tuiturici. 7-5, 6-2.

Basset and his coaching staff

will continue to experiment with

the lineup as the Bruins try to

create the most effective team.

"It*s fun to see how our guys
will react when we rotate them in

and out of the lineup—everyone
will get a chance to play this

season,** said Bassett

BASEBALL
From page 36

also a UCLA running back,

showed that he*s just as comfort-

able with a bat as with a football,

taking the third pitch of the 1990
season into the left-field line for a

double.

Robbie Katzaroff, a .345 hitter

last season who was two-for-five

today, singled and Zancanaro
walked to k>ad the bases. Chris

Pritchett then walked on five

pitches to \xm% home the first run

for the Qniins.

With the sacks still full. Ellis

grounded to second baseman Bill

Pickets, who flipped the ball to

shortstop Brent Bush at second for

one out But Bush then threw the

ball past first and Katzaroff and
Zancanaro came around to score.

The Bruins 9xxcA two more in

the fifth when shortstop Mike
Hmkiat singled with one out to

My koaie EUis and Joel Wolfe.

Mie 18 bases in 49
yeir, had three steals

Are You Dying To Be Thin?

UCLA EATING DISORDERS
AWARENESS WEEK

Information Booth: 10:00-12:00 on Bruin Walk. Schedule
of events, bookmarks, pamphlets, and information sheets.

Wednesday, Jan. 31

12:004:00 pm PRESENTATION. MYTHS &
^ ^ MISCONCEPTIONS OF

DIETING
V

_-

—

^ ——featuring Jeanette Doal, R.D.

2:00-4:00 pm

6:00 pm

swc

ACKERMAN 3517

MOVIE: The Karen

Caipemcr Story
ACKERMAN 3520

KLA RADIO, 530 AM:
SHAME AND REACHING
OUT
Personal experience of a

recovering bulimic
Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/

USAC Programming Committee

Bored with the^
everyday?^

TAKE A WOK ON
WillV^iDE

FIKST
SZ£CHy\>l

WOK
LinooroOK

Wiltnir*

FREE
Portion of Fil(

or Chow
the pure

ma&i
Expfres 6/30/90

Chinese Resiauram

10855 LINDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

ri6"%"dFF
I

To UCLA students

I
with valid ID

. ^ (after 4pm)
" tlO Hlnhnum order

I Expires 6/30/90

V

•^*

~^..

Give
Homew^ork
Instead of
Getting It!
(and make great money too!)

The Princeton Review
Idealpart-time teachingjobs
Pay starts at $13.50 :

Great working conditions

Work with enthusiastic high scl lol students

Would you like to work in a creative

environment helping high school stu-

dents and» at the same time, make
great money? If so, we are offering

you the opportunity to intervriew for

the nation's most successful SAT
preparation service. The Princeton

Review. Each year we help thousands

of students across the country im-

prove their SAT scores witfi our

uniquely effective progntm' If you are

bright, enthiyiiaflbiQmd oi^going this

may be th«||r^ ^ipt-time job for

you (you must have scored higher

than 1350 on your SAT—proof re-

quired upon acceptance.) Those
interested should submit a resum^ to

the UCLA Placement & CareehPlan-

ning Center on campus—no phon<^^
caDs please. Also be sure to include

your SAT and/or GRE scores as well

as your phone number on your

resum^. Those accepted through our

highly selective screening process will

participate in an actensive training

program to become instructors.

Please submit your resum^ to the
UCLA Placement & Career Plamm^
Center. Resum^ submission dead-
line: FEBRUARY 2, 1!>90

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

• G8£^« Achjesttment

Test PrepttrHftm
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It's more than concrete and steel—it's magic, t • •

Pauley Pavilion definitely holds a certain mystique.

CHAO

By Michael Bartlett

Contributor

K

If youVc ever walked through
the building on a quiet afternoon

when no one else was around,
you've fell it

If you've ever stopped to ponder
the significance of the seemingly
endless parade of banners hanging
from the rafters, you've felt it

If you've ever listened for the

distant pounding of a basketball on
hardwood that signifies that the

Bruins are taking the court, you've
felt it.

Pauley Magic.

More specifically, the magic
surrounding Edwin W. Pauley
Pavilion—a facility originally

known as MAC-A (Memorial
Activities Center, Building A).

Pauley Pavilion, by any other

name, would istill hold a plethora of
memories that makes it one of the

most well-known arenas in Ameri-
ca.

As Pauley enters its 25th year,

the Daily Bruin will be running a
series of features on the people and
events that have made the name
Pauley Pavilion special.

The most immediate association

with Pauley Pavilion is its role as
the home ofUCLA basketball. The
Bruins won two national champ-
ionships before Pauley was built,

but then proceeded to win eight

more (including an utterly amaz-
ing seven in a row from 1967 to

1973) to bring the total to 10
banners flying over the couA.

Including this year's 10-0
record heading into the I>ePaul

game, UCLA's all-time record in

Pauley Pavilion is an incredible

360-37. That's a 91 percent win-

Want to Know Where Your
Liberal Arts Degree Can Lead?

Your bachelor's degree, combined with a Master's from the Annenberg School ofCommunications,
can take you into a management career in mass media, telecommunications, public policy, corporate

communications, and more.
, ^. . •••

Here's what some recent graduates of Annenberg's M.A. program are doing:

Paramount Pictures

Vice-President, TV Programming

Walt Disney Co.

Director, Consumer Marketing
The Disney Channel

MGM/UA
Director, European Sales & Marketing
International Home Video

J. Walter Thompson
Sr. Account Supervisor

Capital Cities/ABC

Research Manager

Black Entertainment Television

Vice President, Operations

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Manager, Teleconununications

Pacific Telesis

Director, Strategic Analysis

National Cable TV Association

Director, State & Local
Regulatory Issues

Office of Technology Assessment
Research Analyst

American Diabetes Association

Public Affairs Director

Price Waterhouse

Senior Telecommunications
Consultant

• 1

Your graduate education at the Annenberg School, USC, includes a choice among 30 seminars in

communications management. Here are some offerings that serve different career interests:

Law and Public Policy; International Communications; Communications
Technologies; Diffusion of Innovations; Communication in Organizations;
Business Strategies of Communication Industries; Media in Social Services;
Arts and the New Media; Communication Research; Economics of Communication.

Scores ot other courses throughout the University can also be used in completing your seven-course
program.

Los Angeles is a world capital of communications; Annenberg's Career Development Office helps

you get internships for on-the-job learning. Supervised internships are also available in Washington,

D.C . Extensive alumni network works in behalf of graduates, n

Please send me more information.

Name

-/.

Address

City/State/Zip

Currently Attending

MAIL TO: The Annenberg School of Communications

3502 South Hoover Street, Uourersity of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0281

ning percentage.

The superlatives surrounding

UCLA basketball are numerous.—^John Wooden is acknow-
ledged as the greatest coach the

sport has ever seen.—^Two of the top big men ever

to play college hoops, Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar (formerly Lew
Alcindor) and Bill Walton,
accounted for five of those

championship banners during their

respective eras.

—These men, along with Sid-

ney Wicks, Jamaal Wilkes, Gail

Goodrich, Keith Erickson, Curtis

Rowe, Marques Johnson and an
innumerable list of others have
helped to build the Pauley mys-
tique.

But to say that Pauley Pavilion

is only a basketball facility is to do
a disservice to many. Pauley has

seen many magic moments over
the years, including playing host to

the world in 1984.

The women's basketball prog-

ram hung a banner of its own in

1978 under BiUie Moore. That

team was led by Anne Myers,
whose brother, David, starred for

Wooden on the 1975 national

championship team. Anne Myers
is currenUy the color commentator
for Bruin games on KMPC radio.

Because volleyball is not as high

profile a sport as basketball, Al
Scates has never really gotten his

due from the national media.

Scates, sometimes known as the

"Second Wizard of Westwood,**
has coached his teams to 13
national championships, including

last year. UCLA volleyball has

been led by some of the top players

the sport has ever seen, including

Olympians Karch Kiraly and Sin-
jin Smith.

Gymnastics has also been a big
part of Pauley's history. The
highlight, of course, was the 1984
Olympic Games, when, not only
was Pauley the host facility, but no
less than three Bruins represented

the United States.

Peter Vidmar, Mitch Gaylord
and Tim Daggett helped the USA,
to the gymnastics gold medal in'

their former home arena.

The UCLA men's gymnastics
team won national crowns in 1984
and 1987.

Pauley Pavilion was the venue
for one of the ultimate media
events of 1988 when, on October
13, presidential candidates George
Bush and Michael Dukakis held a
debate.

If you have not walked through
Pauley PaviUon for awhile, drop
by some aftenKX)n. Just to walk
around, to see the banners, to

imagine the ghosts of all the great

players, is guaranteed to send a
chill down any sports fan's neck.

Look carefully, and you may see

Jabbar reflning the shot that made
him famous, the sky hook, or
perhaps Kiraly sending another
spike over the net.

There is indeed magic in Pauley
Pavilion.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin

is printed on
JI^OO% recycled

paper.

^

r

Volleyball

to host UCI
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Going into every season,

the UCLA men's volleyball

team has aspirations of win-
ning -a national champion-
ship—and more often than

not, those aspirations come
to fruition.

In 1990, things don't look
to be much different, as the

Men's Volleyball

Who:
Where:

When:

UCLA vs. UCI

Pauley Pavilion

Today. 7:30p.m.

undefeated Bruins (4-0) host
UC Irvine in their WIVA
home opener tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Pauley Pavilion.

After this past weekend's
action in Santa Barbara.
Bruin head coach Al Scates
has reason to feel good about
his team's chances of
repeating as the nation's top
college squad.

Scates saw his team shake
off an early pool-play loss to

Northridge at the UCSB
Collegiate Invitational and
come back to capture the

crown with a win over No.

^
1 -ranked Stanford in the

final.

Tonight, however, the
Bruins don't expect to be
tested too severely by an
Irvine team that returns five

starters from last season's
7-25 team.

Leading the charge for

UCI will be its junior setter,

James Davis, whose favorite

target is outside hitter David
Pettker (3.67 kill average,
.214 hitting).

In the middle, Irvine will

be led by freshman Chad
Milling. The 6-6 middle
blocker will bolster last

season's worst blocking
team in WIVA play.

With this in mnd, Scates

may give his starting unit

some rest after its long
weekend at UCSB.

As it stands now, the first

six are set for the Bruins for

the first time this season. **I

have finally found the peo-

ple I want on the court," said

Scates after seeing his team

beat Stanford.

As has been the case all

season, technique players

Rich Bland and Mike Garcia
have been providing the bulk

of the UCLA offense.
Though Garcia moved to

outside hitter, he has con-

tinued to put away many a

kill—including 14 in the

four-game match against

Stanford.

In the middle, there has

never been a doubt that Mike
Whitcomb and Player of the

Year Trevor Schirman
would be the anchors of the

Bruin defense. The duo
combined for IS blocks

against Stanford and looks to

continue its success tonight

Running the offense* will

be freshman Mike Sealy,

who has been improving
with each match. Carl Henk-
el has secured the starting

spot as the left-side swing
hitter after making a come"
back from an early season

slump.
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By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

After riding some rough waters,

the No. 3 UCLA men's tennis

squad finally rode over the

beach—that is, the Cal State Long
Beach team—^with a 7-2 victory

yesterday.

"We played real good singles

and doubles overall, but we fell

short in a few of the matchups,"
said head coach Glenn Bassett
"We should have buried Long
Beach, and 7-2 is iK>t all that

impressive."

Assistant coach Billy Martin
added, "We lacked intensity and
we weren't as keyed up as we
should have been."

Freshmen Mark Knowles and
Fritz Bissell, however, were pretty

keyed up to overcome the 49ers'

No. 2 doubles tandem of Scott

Potthast and Mike Miringoff. The
Bruin duo played aggressively,

attacking the net to defeat the

opponents, 6-2, 6-2—giving the

UCLA team the (5-2) win.

Knowles was just as successful

in his singles match as he downed
No. 2 49er Derek Farren in a
backcourt struggle in straight sets.

catch the wave, down Long Beach
6-2, 6-2.

Likewise, Bissell favored well
in his solo meeting against his

opponent, Nader Faraiji, 6-3, 6-3,

at No. 6 singles.

Despite the score, Bissell said,

"I didn't move well enough to the

net and I didn't volley decisively

enough. . .but I did tiy to stay in

the match mentally. That's exactly

what our whole team has to work
on—staying with our opponents
and keeping our heads on this

planet."

Sophomore Bill Behrens, at No.
4 singles, was able to keep his head
in the match as he overcame his

opponent, Marco Redaelli, 6-3, 6-

3. Behrens served and returned

effectively in order to get the few
key breaks he needed.

"Bill has been playing really

well lately—even in the match he
lost to Dan Mattera (of the

University of San Diego),** said

Martin. "But today he was really

ready to make his first volleys."

Freshman Jason Sher was ready
to take on his opponent, but far

behind the net. The Bruin defeated
No. 5 49er. Mike Phipps, with a
decisive, 6-2, 6-2 victory.-

Both Jason Netter and Bill

Barber at No. 1 and 3 singles,

respectively, were unable to wear
down their opponents.

Netter was downed by 49er
Vincent Mackey, 6-7, 3-6, mostly
resulting from inconsistency and
sluggishness on the court.

"I was disappointed in Jason,"

Basset said "He seemed frightened

and didn't show much poise or
presence on the court—he seems
to have a tendency to play worse
when he doesn't feel his opponent
is very good."

Barber, likewise, didn't play as
consistently as he needed to down

See VICTORY, page 31
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Jason Sher and the Bruins downed Long Beach, 7-2.

The UCLA Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing
Department Is Pleased To Announce...

'•^Utiv^S^r^^M^miiSti^ilSd^ ^^'Wy/AW/^A-;

Boure
UCLA /WESTWOOD
#lMlfllflll^Plft IBABMII I I

wwiiimw 1

1

n I ii«i
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QD

To

Central LA
^^^^^^^I^^mmmJTBRLm^^
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PiusNEW
Lower Monthly

Per Month For These
Routes:— • Central LA

• Westchester
• Studio City/
Sherman Oaks

One-Way Price

Any Route Just

Oaii The OAR Department For
^More lnformatforr.,,(213)825-7639
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STAMFORD PREP INC.

Classes begin Dec. 9, 1989

If youYe thinking about taking
"

Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
'*r>tearned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan."

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student
' • Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

^fONToi^

LONDON MTERNSHiPS
DEStQNID

Amsrlcan Aatcx^latlon of

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS IN

LONDON, EUROPE A ISRAEL

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

-^—:fitir'awr
BUSINESS -ARTS

COMMUNICATIONS - GOVT

Fdl & Spring Sameitws
AboAvolable

GRE, GMAT. LSAT. MCAT
Tukxlnq

JanetKolek.J.D.
DlrsctorAAOS

156 W. 61 -NYC 10024

tr212*724«0604or
600*EDU*BRIT (ouMcto NY)

+

{Ur) (ties)

At/vert/sel/ I

3Z5''Z^Ol

The Department of Slavic Languages &
Literatures at UCLA Is announclhg Its

THIRD ANNUAL
STUDY TOUR

OF THE SOVIET UN|ON^
during the Spring breaic of 1990.

For more information
please contact

Olga Kagan or Edward Denzler
(213) 825-2947, 825-2676.

DEADLINE: THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1
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No. 2 tennis keeps
rolling witli 8A) win
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

The UCLA women's tennis

ieanrc6ntinued~io unprcss as it

rolled up another easy win ovct
UC Santa Barbara, 8-0.

The No. 2-ranked Bruins upped
their record to 3-0, while the

unranked Gauchos dn^yped to 2-2.

UCLA dominated the match
from the start as the Bruins* top

four singles playen all broke their

opponents* serve on the very first

try in the first set.

And when Kirsten Dreyer vol-

leyed away Debbie Goldberger's

'*moonbair for a winner at No. 4
singles scarcely over one hour
later, the Bruins had an insur-

mountable 5-0 lead and another

meet under the "W** column.
Dreyer, who won 6-2, 6-0, set up

the meet clincher by blasting a
fcMiehand down the line and then

followed it to the net to put away
Goldberger's defensive "moon-
ball** into the open^ourL

The only close match came at

No. 6, where Cammie Foley

dueled with Lisa Layton. Foley

eventually pulled it out, 6-3, 7-5,

after falling behind 0-5 in the

second set Head coach Bill Zaima
Mamed Foley*s second set deficit

on a loss of concentrati(Ki.

"I think she got a little bored out

there (after the first set),*' he said.

Most of her teammates could

probably empathize, as they simp-
ly swamped UCSB.

Jessica Emmons began gearing

up for some tougher matches later

on this week by turning it on in the

second set while downing Tracie

Johnstone at No. 1, 6-4, 6-0.

Iwalani McCalki said after her

match at No. 2, "If I'm playing a

'retriever/ I usually dictate the

pace.**

Her opponent, Carla Quaresma,
was apparently unable to keep up
with the dictation, as McCalla ran

her from comer to comer en route

See TENNIS, page 31

CHARLES COOLEY

Stella Sampras and the Bruins whacked UCSB yesterday,

HARRICK: Has Pauley rocking

i^_-

From page 36

you syndrome.**

But Harrick's team is more than

willing to pass, and that is what
sets up the balanced offensive

attack. Four Bruins av^age double

figures in scoring, and the team is

averaging an impressive 81.5

points per game. Additionally,

UCLA is consistently out-
rebounding its opponents, averag-

ing 39 boards a contest, compared
to just 34.7 a year ago.

And what do all of these

numbers mean? Simply, more
wins, which lead to more fans, thus

landing more blue-chip recruits,

which build a better and a stronger

basketball program. Not bad for a

man who has only been here a little

less than two years.

But it all starts at chemistry, and
as far as UCLA students are

concerned, Harrick should be
wearing a white jacket and goggles

for what he's done to the program.

Just take Trevor Wilson, for

example. Two years ago, Wilson
was high on talent but some
believed that he lacked discipline

at times. Now Wilson, a senior, has

matured into one of the best all-

around players in the West in

addition to being the team's leader.

"He draws a crowd," Harrick

explained. 'Trevor always seems
to draw a crowd. And when he

gives it (the ball) up, he gets us
really good shots. . . In fact, I've

never had a guy that could throw
the cross-court pass from forward
to forward Qike Wilson). I've run

that offense and seen it run since

1960. And he (Wilson) taught that

to me. I had never seen it before,

rhe way he throws it cross-court to

MacLean, I never envisioned,

never dreamed about it, never even
came to my mind as a coach.**

But Wilson is not the only player
who has accepted his role well and
become a complete team player.

Senior center Kevin Walker, who
had started 42 consecutive games
before being replaced before the

Arizona State game, is now pro-

viding a spark on and off of the

Bruin bench.

"It seems like he (Walker) is

much more comfortable than he

had been. I know he is a tremend-
ous team player, he*s always
cheering for our players."

As are the rest of the teammates.
But this isn't something that

should be considered special, or
exceptional for that matter. It

should be expected. That is what it

takes to build a winning team.

And that is why Harrick and the

Bruins have the UCLA studenF
section chanting, "Final
Four. . . Final Four.**
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Athletes Of theWeek
4jeraid iVIadkiiis

_^ Gerald Madkins wasn*t at his

best this weekend against Oregon
State—his physical best, that is.

Madkins, UCLA's sophomore
shooting guard, was suffering
from the flu, and even wore a t-

shirt under his jersey to ward off
the chills. It wasn't exactly the
condition he wanted to be in to
guard the Beavers' Gary Payton,
probably the best guard in the
country.

But defend Payton he did,
playing a key role in the Bruins'
94-80 win over the 17th-ranked
Beavers. Despite the fact that

Payton had 30 points, Madkins
shut him down during a key 10-

minute stretch in the second half.

With 13 minutes to go, he drew a
controversial charging call against
Payton, the Beaver's fourth foul.

The Bruins proceeded to go on a
33-13 run to put the game away,
during which time Payton only
scored two points.

Madkins was certainly honest
about the crucial call. "I took a
belly flop," he said. "You play to
the officials, and that was the way
they were calling the game."

This heady play was only a part
of what Coach Jim Harrick called a
"magnificent" defensive effort, as
Madkins also had three steals, as
well as five points and five assists.

Madkins' fine performance was
another episode of his courage, as
he returned to the hardwood this

year after a broken pelvis two
summers ago.

Kennedy Cosgrove

Gerald Madkins
Basketball

Held Oregon State's Gary Payton to
two points during a key 10 minute
stretch

Had five points, five assists, and
three steals against Oregon State

UCLA Spoftt INFO

Jill Andrews
Gymnastics

Shooting .545 from the three point
line In Pac-10 play.

Shooting .81 8 (9-1
1 ) from the field

In the last three games.

Scored Wooden Center record
38.60 in all-around competition

Won the all-around against
California

Was a three-event All-American in

1989

1989 NCAA Co-Beam Champion

Jill Andrews

Jill Andrews displayed all-

around excellence in the all-

around event on Friday night
Andrews, a senior on the UCLA

gymnastics team, set a Wooden
Center record in winning the all-

around competition with a score of
38.60, as the Bruins defeated Cal.

"I was happy with the record,"
she said. "I had a consistent meet"
Andrews certainly wasn't

expecting the record going into the
meet however. "It didn*t even
enter my mind," she said.

But Andrews is no stranger lo
the UCLA record books. She set a
new Wooden Center record on
vault scoring 9.75 in UCLA's first

meet last year. She then went on to
finish the regular season as the
nation's No. 1 vaultcr, winning the
1989 West Regional vault champ-
ionship.

The Bruin gymnasts have
steadily improved throughout the
season, and Andrews plans for
herself and the team to continue
doing so.

"We'll definitely keep on
improving. We're on our way after
this match," she said.

Last year at NCAAs, Andrews
became the national Co-Beam
champion, placed second on vault
and tied for fourth in tte all-

around.

Kennedy Cosgrove

The UCLA Investment Club
proudly presents

,- ..— rf-U-,

A Career In "^

Investment Banking
A representative from the Corporate Firiance Division at Drexel Bumham Lambert
will speak about career opportunities in the leading investment banking institution.

Wed Jan 31 at 7:00pm
North Campus Cafeteria
Room 22

room 22

North Campus

4-^Ro^to^ G

Cafeteria^ entrance
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Sports
UCLA baseball
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

Talk about auspicious begin-
nings.

There wasn*t much pomp and
circumstance to go along with
opening day of the 1990 UCLA
baseball season, but there were
plenty of fireworks provided by
the Bniins* bats.

Twentieth-ranked UCLA dis-

mantled Cal State Los Angeles,
12-1, in front of 231 at Jackie

Robinson Stadium tti run its

opening-day record to Tl -5 over
the past 16 yean.
On a very un-springlike day for

baseball, the Bruins did something
that everyone expected them to do:

turn in solid pitching perfor-

mances.

ns 1990 with a bang
Scoreboard

123456789 R H E

CSULA 000001000 1 3 2

UCLA 40002411

X

12 17 1

Starter John Sutherland (1-0)

pitched magnificently in five pre-

determined innings to pick up the

victofy. The junior right-hander
threw shutout ball and gave up just

two hits and struck out four, while
walking none.

Sutherland's relief was equally
impressive. Scott Schanz, Tim
Lindsay, Adam Schulhofer and
Dave Zancanaro combined to give
up just one hit over the last four
innings, with CSLA's only run
coming unearned during Schanz's
stint in the sixth.

Zancanaro lived up to the

Albert sodt^cAmiy Sfuin""Freshman third baseman David Ravitz made his first collegiate start as the Bruins thrashed CSULA, 12-1

nickname "Wild Thing" by
throwing the only wild pitch of the

afternoon in an otherwise excellent
outing.

Pitching never was supposed to

be a concern of head coach Gary
Adams and the Bruins. After all,

UCLA is returning !^25 and two-
thirds innings of pitching from last

season's total of 527.

The ability to score runs was
supposed to be the biggest problem
for Adams and Co, But. at least for
now, there's nothing to worry
about „__
Adams warned everyone that

these
j
supposedly light-hitting

Bruins 'Inight surprise some peo-
ple" with their power. But it was no
surprise in the sixth inning when
catcher Paul Ellis took a 1-0 pitch

deep over the right-field fence for

his first homer of the year-—and
second in as many season open-
ers-40 make it 6-1, UCLA. Ellis

finished with three RBL
Not to be outdone by his fellow

catcher, backstop Brian Schwartz
homered deep to left in the seventh
frame to boost the Bruins' lead to

11-1. But the long ball was not
what killed CSLA yesterday, it

was the scrappy, light-hitting

Bruin offense that everyone
expected to see.

UCLA banged out just three

extra base hits all day, putting

together 14 singles in scoring its

most runs since March 12, 1989.

The Bruins jumped on CSLA
starter Art Johnson (0-1) early,

roughing up the tall lefty for four
taUies in the first. Shawn Wills.

See BASEBALL, page 31

Commentary

nNAL FOUR?: Harrick has team on the rise
By David Gibson
Sports Editor

If a chemist was to measure the

PH level of the UCLA basketball

team, the scale would show a level

of seven.

That's how balanced this squad
is.

Everybody who plays, scores.

Everybody willingly passes the

ball. Everybody crashes the boards
with great tenacity. And every-
body contributes to a stellar team
defense.

But this balance is more than
just a good assist-to-tumover ratio.

It extends to a fluent mix of good
ball movement to a spirited bench.
And just like a well-executed team
defense, a team's spirit shouldn't
be overlooked.

This is the effect that Jim
Harrick has had on the UCLA
basketball team. Just take a look at

the Bruin bench when Don Mac-
Lean takes the ball to the hole,

sinks the bucket and draws a foul.

You have everything from the

towel waving of Keith Owens to

the high-fiving of Kevin Walker

and Darrin Dafney.

And what about when Tracy
Murray pulls up for a three-point-

er. Before the ball is even released,

Zan Mason, Kevin Williams, Rod-
ney Odom and Co. all have their

hands up to signal the trey. That's

before he even shoots.

When asked about his role on
the team, Murray often responds,

"There are no I's or me's on team."

That's Mr. Harrick speaking.

And that's why the Bruins (14-3,

8-1) have risen to the No. 16
ranking in the nation, are currently

tied for first place in the confer-

ence with Oregon State, and arc

quickly moving towards their

second appearance in the illustri-

ous NCAA tourney in as many
years.

Only in this system can Harrick

single out sophomore guard Ger-
ald Madkins as the key factor in a

victory when he scored only three

points. Three of the team's 94
points and he's the game MVP?
Sounds almost ludicrous.

But you can't argue with suc-

cess, and that is the formation of

the UCLA basketball program.

and that is what Harrick has
resurrected. And the reason for

UCLA's new-found winning ways
cannot solely be attributed to one
player or coach.

Harrick just likes the balance
and chemistry of the team—espe-
cially on the offensive end of the

court. 'That's why it's not the only
offense in the world, just the best,"

he boasted yesterday at his weekly
press luncheon.

And balance, according to Har-
rick, is "certainly something we
preach. We talk about before every
game to play together, share the
ball and make the extra pass. It's

amazing what team's can accom-
plish when no one cares who gets
the credit"

And since Harrick has inserted

freshman phenom Trey-cy Murray
into the starting center position,

this balance "has even been a little

bit better because he (Murray)
catches it and passes it so well. It's

kind of like an if-you-pass-to-me-

ril-pass-to-you, but-if-you-nev-

er-pass-to-me-I'll-ncvcr-pass-lo-

See HERRICK, page 32
UCLA 's Kevin Williams and Co. can see a light at the
the tunnel.

'aly Bruin

end Of

Dayinthesun
The UCLA basketball managers and trainers got

a chance lo square off against each other on the
hallowed hardwood last week. The managers, led
by Glenn Harrick's 20 points, prevailed, 74-43. Dan
Aldrich added 19 for the managers and Steve Harris
had 10. Jeff Smith led the trainers with 18, Jay Rudd
scored seven and Geoff Kuhlman had six.

UCLA has racket going
The UCLA men's and womeivs tennis teams

both chalked up victories yesterday. At the Sunset

Courts, the No. 2 women were winners, while the

No. 3 men were triumphant at the LATC. Look
inside for all the action.

See pages 33 and 34

Mai^c moments
In its 25 years of existence, Pauley Pavilion has

become legendary. Athletes like Kiki Vandeweghc
(pictured) have often graced its floors. Today, the
first of a series of stories on the glory of Edwin W.
Pauley Pavilion is featured.

J

See page 32
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Briefly

Assistant prof
speaks tonight

Assistant Professor Carla
Jean Robinson will discuss
'The Impact of Black and
Hispanic Political Representa-
tion on Local Economic Poli-

cy" in a free public lecture this

evening.

Robinson, who is from the
Georgia Institute of Technolo-

gy Regional Planning Depart-
_ment, earned her doctorate in

regional planning at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina.

Robinson's lecture will
begin at 5:30 p.m. in room
1243A Perloff Hall.

For further information
regarding the lecture, please
call 825-8957 or 206-7150.

Inside
Walic across
America starts

About 150 people begin a
walk across america today to

raise consciousness about the

fate of planet earth.

See page 10

Viewpoint

Tenure denial

needs review
Graduate students from

UCLA's Department of Design
question fairness of Associate

Professor Lois Swinorff's
tenure denial.

See page 22

Arts & Entertainment

Cultural history

profiled

The cultural contributions of
Black Americans are examined
in a series of articles.

See page 24

Sports

Do^ come to
our house

"^~

fr^lWviv ^^SlUwa 0X^rl dTl\S mC
Bruins meet the Washington
Huskies tonight in Pauley.

See page 48
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USAC lialts funds to fraternities
By Greg Hayes
Contabutor

Undergraduate government vot-

ed Tuesday to freeze all funding to

the Interfratemity Council (IFC)
and recommended Theta Chi
fraternity be disaffiliated from fhe
university.

The resolution to cease funding,

dictated impromptu by Academic
Affairs Commissioner Florie Ara-
novich, passed 8-1-2.

Student government will with-
hold about $5,000 from IFC until

the two groups meet and decide on
a project to educate fraternity

members about homophobia and

sexism.

IFC has one month to reach a
^compromise with the undergradu^
ale council. If no agreement is

made, undergraduate government
will desponsor the student interest

group permanently. In addition to

losing funding, desponsorship
would include the loss of IPC's

office space in Kerckhoff Hall.

Aranovich said the resolution

resulted from more^lhan thr^
months of inactivity on the part of
the IFC after members of Theta
Chi yelled homophobic slurs and
threw beer at members of Lambda

Forest flyers

, _ .
" DEAN ABRAMSON/Oaily Brum

Jose Fojas hands out UniCamp flyers on Bruin Walk on Wednesday.

Most fraternities pass iatest

LA. County liealtli inspections
By Holly Bauer

[

City Editor

County health inspectors said Wednesday that all

but one UCLA fraternity house have complied with
orders to upgrade living conditions to meet health

standards.

Delta Sigma Phi, located at 620 Landfair Avenue,
is the only fraternity that failed to meet health code
standards when inspections were conducted by the

county last week, but fraternity members said they
have corrected all the problems.

"The main problem ijs the deliy in getting the

^contractors out who can do the job," said fraternity

member Travis Genrioeis.

By early next week, if the fraternity has still not
complied, the health department and the city

attorney's office will begin criminal proceedings,
Harris said.

. The fraternity, however, is confident that "it will

all work out okay," Gemoets said.

The othet 18 fraternities corrected all the
violations that the county cited when they inspected
the houses in late Octpber.

After the original inspection, fraternity houses
were given 30 days to comply. County officials

returned in November and December, but found most
of the houses still in violation of health standards.

If the city attorney's office files criminal charges,
IRbse determined responsible from the fraternity

could face a $1,000 fine and six months in jail for
each violation. Those who do not comply may be
ordered to do so by a judge, Harris said.

1

See USAC, page 17

Februaiy
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ZAFRICAN
ZAMKICAN
HI H I S T R Y

_ M O N T H
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

People pass under UCLA's
"waffle iron" building every day.
It is called Bunche Hall, but not

everyone realizes that the building

is named after UCLA alumnus
Ralph Bunche — an African-

American who won the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1950.

"People go back and forth, in

and out each day and there's little

awareness of what made the

university name such a significant

building in his honor," said Robert
A. Hill, a professor of Afro-
American history.

Bunche, a U.S. diplomat who
served on the United Nations for

more than 20 years, is one of many
figures that the nation will remem-
ber during February's African-
American History Month.
The tradition of honoring the

accomplishments of African-
Americans began in 1926. What
started as "Negro History Week"
now takes place as a series of
nationwide events during the

entire month of February.

UCLA's Center for Afro-
American Studies (CAAS) has
planned a month of events, includ-

ing two ixx^tTi' readings and a
kick-off genealoev workshop,
during which participants will

leam how to trace their family

history. (See chart)

While some groups across the

nation call February "Black His-

tory Month," the CAAS is refer-

ring to it as African-American
History month.

"African-American" is a re-

affirmation of a person's ethnic •

identity, explained Cherie Francis,

assistant to the CAAS director.

There is no continent called
"black," she said.

Meanwhile, the African Student
Union is sponsoring a dance, a
performance by folksinger Natha-
lie Forrest and a speech by Stokely
Carmichael, former chairman of
the Student Non-violent Coordi-
nating Committee.

Black culture exists year-round,

but too often it is only recognized
ia February, Francis said. Naming—
a month to recognize the achieve-
ments of African-Americans is a

See HISTORY, page 11
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TODAY. THUR$PAY. FE P. 1

• WRC - About Rape: Empowerment
through Aworer^ess
- 12-lpm. 2 Dodd Hall :;

'

-
• UCLA Community Forum—

- 2:30-5:00pm, AU 2nd Floor Lounge
• Women in Communications

- "Meet the Media"
- 7-9pm, AU 3508 ^^^^vV '

^

• Blood Pressure Testing
- 10am-2pm ' " "

- Westwood Plaza> bombshelter.

T

1

^

T

Hryalle Commohs, TsTdrfR Campus.
All Residence Halls

• Campus Events - Films
- 7:00 & 9:00. AGB

• Cultural Affairs - Student Talent Show
- 8- 10pm. the Cooperage

• Peer Health Counselor Orientation
- 9:00-10:00am in Kerckhoff 400
- 7:00-8:00pm in Sproul Hall

• UBS - Real Estate Night
- 7:00-1 0:00pm. James West Center

• Women in Communications
- Meet the Media
- 7-9pm. AU 3568 ' ."

FRIDAY. FEB. 2

• Campus Events - Films
- 7:00, 10:00 8c midnight. AGB

•' Peer Health Counselor Orientation
- 1:00-2:00. AU 2412

• Melnitz Movies . ,.

- "Sweetie"
- 7:30. Melnitz Theatre ^

• Hillel - "Shabbat at the Kotel"
- 6:00pm
- Hillel Students Center. 900 Hilgard

SATURDAY. FEB. 3

• WRC - Self Defense Workshop
- 9am- 1pm. 2 Dodd Hall

• UCLA Black Pre-Health Orgonizatiogt
- Black AIDS Project: AIDS

Certification Training
- 9am-5pm. AU 3530

MONDAY. FEB. 5

• WRC - "Women in Politics"

- 3:00-4:30 • . • *
.

- Humanities Conference Room. 314 Royce
• Cultural Affairs/ASU

- Nathalie Forrest

- 9-11. Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
Wednesday . Feb. 7

• UCLA Alumni Association - '
.

- 1990 Outstanding Senior & Outstanding
Graduate Student Award

- Nomination Forms Due Today

imm^i

1^

• Spring Sing .

• student Parking Applications Due February 14
Mardi Gras Booth Applications Due February 9
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Avon to make, sell

smetlcs In ChinaH I

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Avon Products Inc. announced Wednesday that its

cosmetics soon will be made and sold in China.

The beauty products company said it has begun a joint venture with a

Chinese partner, Guangzhou Cosmetics Factory, which will provide the

production plant

Avon said it is one of the first foreign cosmetics companies authorized

to manufacture in China and the flrst company either domestic or foreign

allowed to sell directly to Chinese consumers.

James E. Preston, Avon's chairman and chief executive officer, S2ud

China has enormous potential as a market for cosmetics.

*There are about 500 million women in China, more than the U.S. and

Europe combined,*' he said.

Avon, based in New York, already has a major foreign presence. Its

Pacific region business has been growing rapidly in recent years and

currently accounts for about $450 million of its annual sales of$3 billion.

In addition to the new Chinese venture, countries in.which Avon has

operations in the Pacific include Japan, the Philippines, Taiwan,

Thailand, Malaysia, Australia. New Zealand and Indonesia.

On Tuesday's Page 3 article "Image of women distorted in ads,

expert says," the title of the film was incorrect. The correct title is

"Still Killing Us SofUy."

Wednesday's front page article '*On-campus recycling success-

ful," said "The association also collected more than 100 pounds of
aluminum cans, which would amount to one person drinking three

canned softdrinks daily for about 24 years." It should have said Xh
years.
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Governor allows return of femily planning funds
Bj Kathy Lo
Sian Writer

UCLA family planning clinic

directors and state organizers are

delighted over the restoration of

funds to family planning programs

that Gov. George £)eukmejian

unexpectedly allowed to become
law without his signature.

"I am willing to yield to the

majority of the Legislature on this

bill to relieve them of a potentially'

prolonged and difficult process

and to continue to maintain the

spirit of cooperation between the

Legislature and the governor,"

~t>eukmejian wrote in his official

message to the Legislature.

Assembly Bill 99, written by
Assemblyman Bruce Bronzan, D-

Fresno, replenishes $20 million to

this year's family planning budget
Both directors at the UCLA

Family Planning Clinic and the

County Harbor-UCLA Women's
Health Care Clinic are pleased

with the bill's passage.

"I think it's wonderful," said

Patti Goodman, administrator at

the on-campus clinic. "We're
anxiously awaiting to And out how
much money we will have."

"^County Harbor-UCLA's clinic

director Shirley Smith agreed.

•"Our staff is celebrating. All of a

sudden you could see everything

went up tempo and everyone
smiling." t

Family planning serwiccs, dis-

pensed at Planned Parenthood
clinics and other local agencies

throughout the state, include birth

contr^ information and counsel-

ing. Deukmejian originally had

hoped to eliminate virtually all of

the funding for family planning,

except that which was required by
law — $12 million — and he

trimmed $24 million out of the $36
million family planning budget

that the program's supporters had
requested.

Supporters of family planning,

who include the Legislature's

pro-choice lawmakers, contend

that the services save $12 in the

long run in health care and welfare

costs for every $1 spent on family

planning.

"I believe that the wisdom and
the sound fiscal sense was finally

appreciated by an overwhelming

number of legislators, as well as

the governor himself," said Dr.

Irwin Silberman, Maternal Health

and Family Planning Programs
director at the Los Angeles Health

Servk:es Department.

But opponents, led by conser-

vative Republicans and anti-abor-

tion advocates, believe family

planning services are used to

provide state-paid abortions for

poOT women.
"Basically, the governor is

under a great deal of political

pressure and we hope and pray that

he will consider those unborn
children who are scheduled to die

through abortion," said Susan
Finn, publicist at Operation
Rescue. "We're always disap-

pointed when our tax dollars are

funneled into the killing of chil-

dren."

However, the new law specifies

that state funds will not be used for

abortions. "We're very clear that

absolutely none of the fiinds could

be used to pay for abortions," said

Tom Kring, director of the Los
Angeles Family Planning Council.

He said that family planning

clink:s were never intended to

perform abortions.

Passage of the bill through the

Legislature was eased by the

inclusion ofa provision, demanded
by critics, that said the intent of the

legislation was "to improve reixo-

ductive health, reduce unintended

pregnancies, reduce the demand

See DEUKMEJIAN, page 1&

Change set

for spring

elections
By Greg Hayes
Contributor

The Elections Code revisions

this year include a change in the

endorsement process for spring

elections that may hold candidates

more accountable to their cam-
paign promises.

Until last year, candidates gave

their campaign speech and spoke

to one group at a time. This year,

they will face an audience of many
different groups. v/'

There will be three endorsement
hearings — one for the president,

executive vice president and sec-

ond vice president, one for the

commissioners and one for general

representatives.

The hearings will be held over

three nights so that all groups will

have the opportunity to hear all

candidates.

The new endcK'sement policy

requires all organizations wishing

to endorse certain candidates to

register their intent to the Elections

Board by March 2. Undergraduate
government approved the revised

codes on Tuesday.

According to Danette Martin,

chairwoman of elections bo||id and
author of the revisions, the policy

will put candidates in a position

similar to that of actually being on
council because they have to face

many conflicting interests at one

See ELECTIONS, page 18

Winter gazing

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Brum

A student admires Ackerman Grand Ballroom's baywindows, two of which will be replaced with walls during seismic

renovation. . - " -

Acting dean organizes new film, theater school
By May Wong
University Editor

Under the leadership of UCLA's vice

chancellor of Academic Administration, the

new School of Theater, Film and Television

has taken substantial steps towards laying

down a foundation for itself, according to

numerous, department members.
Andrea Rich, who has been vice

chancellor since 1987, took on the addition-

al appointment as acting dean of the new
school Jan. 1. The Board of Regents last

September approved the revamping of the

College of Fine Arts into two schools— the

School of Theater, Film and Television and
the School of the Arts.

Bernard Kester, who is the acting dean of

the School of the Arts, said of Rich, "she's a

very forceful and dynamic person and I

think it's terrific that she's in this role."

Rk:h said she agreed to take on the extra

position because the chancellor and some
faculty members asked her to help the

school move forward with its organizational

plans.

— ^*Wc take this (effort from the admi-
nistration) as a mark that things are really

going 10 change," said Howard Suber, one

"She's a very forceful and
dynamic person and I think

it's terrific that she's in this

role."

Bernard Kester

of the associate deans of the film and
television school.

Since lengthening her workday from 12

to 15 hours seven days a week this past

month. Rich has been steadily moving
ahead with evaluating the existing situation

before making any changes.

Rich has held numerous discussions with

faculty and students from the departments

of theater, film and television. She has

begun an audit and established new bylaws
for the operation of the school. She has also

appointed associate deans for the school to

work with her. /

"And this is just part of a large

movement," Suber said.

Until a permanent dean is found. Rich
said, "what I would like to do is to create an
environment in the school where problems
of the past are fixed up a little bit, where the

school has a sense of direction in terms of
identity, curriculum and its needs."

During "open dialogue" meetings with
more than 100 of the film and television

department's students last week. Rich said

that she wa* "shocked" at what she heard

and realized that changes need to be made.
Students said they have had problems

with receiving some kind of academic

direction.^eV said that they were often

**tossed to tro-wind" and that "in order to get

an advisor to advise us, we practically have

to tie them to a rope."

Rich vowed to "look into it" and assured

the students that she does care about the

school. "If massive reorganization is

required, then that will happen," she said.

Although most of the students who
attended are pleased that Rich has shown
interest in their opinions, they also have

mixed feelings about the priorities of the

school's administrators.

So many of the decisions about the

department have been made privately in the

past, said Scott Cooper, a graduate student

in production and critical studies. "But
people don't really know what (the dean and

associate dean's) agendas really are.

"I think the appointment of Dr. Rich was
an important and positive step towards the

definition of the new school of film an tv,"

said Janet Berstrom, chair of the critical

studies program. "I'm pleased with the way
she has been consi(tering information for the

faculty and students, and I am looking^

forward to working with her on changes in

the future."
/ -J- *V
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Briefs

World

South Korea expects

U.S. troop withdrawals

SEOUL, South Korea — South Korea
expects to sign agreements for the

withdrawal of 3,000 more U.S. forces in

1990, a spnior official indicated Wednes-
day.

Such agreements would bring reduc-

tions to 5,000 this year, to a^^ total of
roughly 38,000.

All of the American personnel with-

drawn are expected to be non-combatants,

said the government official, who dis-

cussed the issue on condition he not be

identified.

U.S. Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney
said earlier this week three U.S. Air Force

bases in South Korea would be closed and

2,000 air support personnel withdrawn in

a cost-saving effort.

Cheney's announcement signaled the

first U.S. military cutback in South Korea

in more than 10 years.

Gorbachev denies
resignation rumors
MOSCOW — Mikhail S. Gorbachev

on Wednesday denied a report he might

resign as head of the Communist Party

while remaining Soviet president, and a

leading newspaper called him too valu-

able to risk losing.

Another newspaper, the party daily

Pravda, urged authorities to strengthen the

powers of the presidency to protect

Gorbachev from efforts to oust him.

Correspondents covering Gorbachev's
meeting with Brazilian president-elect

Fernando Collor de Mello asked about a

Western television report that he was
considering quitting the party leadership.

"All this is groundless," Goibachev
said in remarks that led the Soviet

television news Wednesday night "It is in

someone's interest to propagate such

things."

Nation

Ljeading indicators up,

but economy wealc

WASHINGTON, D.C.— The govern-

ment's main economic forecasting gauge
rose in December at its fastest pace in

eight months, the government said Wed-
nesday, but analysts suggested the eco-
nomy remains weak although able to

avoid a recession.

The Commerce Department said the

Index of Leading Economic Indicators

rose 0.8 percent last month, helping to

inch the forecasting gauge up 0.4 percent

for the year. It was the weakest increase

since the index actually fell 1.5 p^x:ent in

1984.

And since the index rose just 0.4

percent for the year, compared with an
increase of 3.9 percent for all of 1988, it

suggests the economy could be more
sluggish this year than in 1989. The index

is designed to forecast economic activity

six to nine months in the future.

Former Mexico official

charged with murder

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The former

head of the Mexican Federal Judicial

Police and four oth^ people were indicted

by a federal grand jury Wednesday on

charges of murder in the 1985 death of

U.S. drug agent Enrique Camarena
Salazar.

Manuel Ibarra Herrera was among five

defendants named in the indictment

returned by a federal grand jury in Los

Angeles, the Justice Department said.

Also indicted was Miguel Aldana

Ibarra, the former head of the Mexican

branch of Interpol, the international law

enforcement agency.

The five were among a total of 19

people indicted Wednesday in connection

with the Feb. 7, 1985, slaying of

Camerena and the killings of three others

in Guadalajara. The others were indicted

on charges of kidnapping and drug

trafficking.

State

H|Kpn board again

ponders taiceover bid

Hilton Hotels Corp. directors spent a

second day Wednesday considering buy-

out offers believed to be far lower than

expected after Hilton put itself on the

auction block last August
The board, which met Tuesday without

reaching a decision, also was considering

ways to restructure the company without

selling it.

The meeting was the end of a process

begun last May, when Barron Hilton, son

of founder Conrad Hilton and the chair-

man of the company, settled a dispute

over his father's estate.

Barron Hilton said the company would
entertain serious buyout offers. Arid when
the hotel-casino concern formally hung
out a for sale sign last summer, the stock

soared as high as $115.50 per share.

Analysts said at the time it might fetoh

$120 per share or more.

First Alpha Beta stores

change name to Luchy

SAN FRANCISCO— The first Alpha
Beta stores were converted Wednesday to

Lucky discount supermarkets following

their merger in a deal the state originally

feared would hurt consumers by unfairly

reducing competition.

To keep in line with Lucky's "everyday
low price" policy, prices on 10,000 items

were cut at the 30 former Alpha Beta

stores. Northern California now has 184
Lucky stores.

Local

Buckey to be retried

on remainii^ counts
Raymond Buckey will be retried on the

13 counts of child molestation and
conspiracy that left jurors deadlocked in

the marathon McMartin preschool
molestation triaU prosecutCH^ announced
Wednesday in Los Angeles.

Hie decision came aft^ long meetings

with District Attcxney Ira Reiner and after

a clamorous public campaign by parents

whose children attended the McMartin
nursery school.

The parents appeared on television,

called news conferences, enlisted politi-

cians and solicited letters supporting

Buckey's reprosecution.

But Reiner told reporters his decision to

seek a new trial was not influenced by the

orchestrated outcry.

Compiled from the Associated Press

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults

Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

Your own body may be your best weapon

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3rd
* *

9a.m- - 1 p.m. 1

Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 625-3945.

Co-sponsored by the Worsens Resource Center and ttie Department of Community Safety.

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
•' PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIML & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE 8

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLETS GRAY

In OPTOMEJRIK
|Vi^_ an optometric cenfer
eireiiimit

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.IVIYLESZAKHEIIVl, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN •WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

'Price per lens. Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only tor materials & services needed.

"t
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^ TONIGHT!!!
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OCLA UNDERGRADUATE BUSINE
/ >

proudly presents

~n

REiAL ESTATE
NIGHT

Thursday, Feb. 1, 7:00-10:00 p.m,
James West Center

All majors welcome! —

^

Come and learn about the various aspects of the
Real Estate Industry. The panel of speakers will
discuss topics such as real estate development,
investment, finance, and brokerage. Following the
panel discussion will be your opportunity to ask
any questions you may have about the industry,
job placement opportunities, and summer intern-
ships. Speakers on the panel will represent:

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD
McGUIRE THOMAS PARTNERS

FRED SANDS
SECURITY PACIFIC

TCW REALTY ADVISORS
WEDGEWOOD DEVELOPMENT

For further info., please contact UBS office: (213)206-3038

"UBS is sponsored by AGSM"
1 , ,

—
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Nutritionist explains misconceptions of dieting
Fad diets called unhealthy'; others only cause slowdown in one's metabolic rate
By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

More than 90 percent of all diets

fail because they usually slow

down the metabolic rate, accord-

ing to a nutritionist who attempted

to dispel the "Myths and Miscon-

ceptions of Dieting" on Wednes-
day.

Dieting, a process by which a

person attempts to lose weight by
reducing food/energy intake, is

usually unsuccessful because of
the "dieter's dilemma" in which
metabolism slows down because
the body will try to conserve the
little energy it is given, Jeaneite
Doal said.

"It's a self-preservation

mechanism to keep you alive,"

said Doal, a registered dietician

and nutritionist for Student Health

Services.

Some researchers believe that

repeated cycles of dieting which

include frequent weight loss and

gain will result in a permanent

metabolic rate reduction of 5 to 15

percent, Doal said. But others

believe metabolism will increase

once regular food intake is

resumed.

Doal also said the percentage of

body fat will increase with the

weight-loss-and-gain cycle, while

lean body mass will decrease.

Fad diets like Nutrisystem, Fit

for Life, the Rotation Diet and
Weight Watchers are unhealthy

because they are nutritionally

unbalanced, according to Doal.

She said most of them do not

provide enough calcium or food

from the breads and cereals group.

She also doubted the benefits of

drugs which promote weight loss.

"Students believe they'll be help-

See NUTRITION, page 20

UCLA MORTAR BOARD
- APPLICATIONS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE,
1206 MURPHY HALL

Mortar Board is a national senior honor society which recognizes scholarship, leadership, and
service to the campus community. Mortar Board programs include awarding of the annual
Faculty Excellence Award, publication of the UCLA Appointment Calendar, and participation

in various community service projects. __„_^_____
Requirements for application to Mortar Board include:

" 1) minimum 3.0 G.P.A.

2) at least 90 units completed at end of Fall 1989

3) graduation not sooner than Fall '90

4) demonstrated leadership and service

Mortar Board welcomes ALL qualified applicants.

Applications are due Friday, February 16 at 5 FM at

the Dean of Students Office, 1206 Murphy Hall

TI/vj>vic -4-4.
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cuisine
1275 WESTWOOO BIVO. LA.

\ \y'h BIKS S Of WIlSHIflE)
\ ? 1 3 « 4 7 8 • ? 8 3 8

LIABILITY INSURANCE!
1|i||ardie$$ of Your Driving Record

or Autos
a^ Motorcycles
GJT Scooters
GT Satisfy State Law
^aag^f 'f*^1 -.*.%s^*.s*.VANS '•ji^^^'** *^ * A '
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17 Phone Quotes
THE POHL insaRANCE AQENCY

10975 Santa Monica Blvd. #3
West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 473-1121
Corner of Veteran & Santa Monica

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES OF THE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER

1023 HILGARD
TODAY, FEBRUARY 1

"THE REAL WORLD OF GLOBAL
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING,

AND TRADE"
SPEAKER: JACK N. NADEL

President of Nadel
Worldwide Enterprises

Dinner: 6:30 pm, Program: 8:00 pm
Call ASAP for reservations - (213) 20S-4587

NEVER AN APPOINTMENT.
NEVER EXPENSIVE,

NEVER A BAD HAIRCUT

Thcst' are'just three ofour favorite reasons

why we believe anyone who appreciates

terrific l(x)king hair at a terrific price should

nexer consider goin^ anywhere else.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Blvd.)

470-1 558
M-F 9-9 Sat 9-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPOCUTS

TgMint

Sata
systems

Microcomputer show with

technical experts and
hardware:

•t

AH laptop computers
including the new
SupersPort SX with
VGA display

Selected desktops (not
available at ASUCLA)
with new Flat Tension
Less glare and brighter colors!

SAVE $400 Now at ASUCLA
on SupersPort with 20 Mb

hard drive - $1499*
And Featuring Representatives From

Monitor

^. ..jbc.

PETER NORTON COMPUTING, INC

Norton Utilities

Advanced

Norton
Commander

Now with Norton Disk Doctor:

an automated program that

finds and fixes faults on your

hard drive

organizes your hard disk;

makes it easy to use

Norton Back-up a new, powerful backup
utility from Norton

Office Systems
DesqView

Manifest

QEMM 386

a multi-tasking environment

8088 through 80486! Works
with all existing DOS applications

a new memory diagnostic

a high memory manager

Tuesday, February 6th
9:30 AM - 2:45 PM
Ackerman 2408

(Across from the Grand Ballroom)

ASUCLA CASH PRICE raquirM paymant by currtnqr. cashier's chacK, Univarsity Credl Union Wkhdrawai Chack. or parsonal chacH (up to $300) made payabta to ASUCLA. Monay orders are not accepted. Zenith products are

avaiUMe to tull tima UCLA Student*, Faculty, Staff, and depanments only. PurcriaM must be tor the personal academic, educational, or research use o( ttw atgibte person. Students must show a current Rea Card and Photo I.O.;

FactJtty and Staff mutt show a pi^^ nurtMr artd PIkmo I.D. Offer limited to one ZenHh computer and one of each accessory per person per year. Prices are subject to change without notice. Al sales are TtrMl.

Sponsored by the ASUCLA Computer Store

AJ>U0n brUDENTS' STORE
tmsma Sten/ B^mtMmmmkmmtmmmWVf^ 7:45-7:3fr; F 7:4S-€; a«t ie»$; Stm 12-5

* Through Feb. 28th

ti'^i
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Writing contest on intercuitural ties announced
By William Reinhart

Contributor

"Bridging the Gap" is the theme of a

writing contest spons(xed by the Office of

International Students and Scholars (OISS)

to urge students to think and write about the

impact of intercuitural relationships.

In its second year, the essay and short

story contest is open to all registered UCLA
students regardless of citizenship or finan-

(^ial need. Three cash prizes of $250, $150

and $100 will be awarded to the winners.

'The contest was started to expand on
cultural diversity awareness," said Victoria

Lam, who organized the competition. "We
really want to involve mcx^ American
students this year as well as foreign

students."

All entries must be either delivered or

mailed to OISS in Men's Gym 105 by Feb.

16 and must be typed double-spaced.

'The judges are faculty and staff quali-

fied in writing fields and are of diverse

backgrounds," Lam said. Judging will not

based on use of English but rather on how
well entrants communicate the insights they

have gained from their relationships, she

said.

Judges will also look for the applicant's

account of how they overcame intercuitural

communication barriers and of lessons

learned.

But that does not mean that only success

stories are welcome, Lam said.

Last year's winner Shu-Mei Shih. a

graduate comparative literature major, said,

"It was a great thing to do ... but one
always has the hesitation (in mind) of
whether 'bridging the gap* is really possi-

ble."

Students may also submit works they

have done for acadenric classes as long as

they follow th^ basic guidelines and themes.

For more information, cont^t Victoria

Lam at 825-1681. - .-: •^--.

>

Read the
Daily Bruin

and Win
CASH!!!
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In Search of the Fakes...
•"Mill

•/'/J

.!••

KS \

On February 2, 1990
(Fri., 41h weel<)

there will be two fake ads
in the Daily Bruin, if you can

correctly identify the two fake ads'

you can win up to $50 — CASH!!!

4 lucky winners will be

randomly selected,

each will receive

$50 in cash.

*]

Kules and entry form will be published on

the day of the contest (2/2/90).

^ivfc^^
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Open foram today to define undeigrad su<
UCLA task force pursues plan

l;o improve student experience

•^ H :

By Val D. Phillips

Stall Writer

The definition of a successful

undergraduate experience at

UCLA will be the topic of discus-

sion at a set of working lunches

and a community forum today.

'This is just a portion of a

comprehensive strategy/' said

Thomas Lifka, vice-chancellor of

Student Affairs, speaking of the

daylong workshop. Lifka heads a

six-person task force charged with

examining academic success
among UCLA undergraduates.

Today's workshop has been
organized to help task force mem-
bers define the characteristics of
academic success.

*The one thing nobody knows is

what deflnes academic success.

Everybody has their own theory,"

said Edward Alpers, dean of

Honors and Undergraduate Prog-

rams and a member of the task

force. The working lunches will

allow students, alumni, faculty,

counseling staff and administra-

tors to debate what should be
included in such a definition, he
said.

The task force was created in

response to longstanding admini-

strative concern about the reten-

tion of under represented students,

Alpers said. That concern has

broadened into a comprehensive

desire *to see campus-wide
academic success improved.

"We don't want to address the

issue in a negative light. Rather,

we want to work for the retention

and graduation of all UCLA
students," he explained.

But retention is not enough to

define a successful undergraduate

career, Alpers added. Today's

See FORUM, page 20

REGGI^miF9^YEAR

ANMIVEBSABY
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KENWOOD
M/nunnncMsiBB

lM*l IMi*
i*k«M»

^"sg^i 128

PULLOUT
AM/FM CASSETTE
CAR STEREO

• ELECTRONIC TUNING
• DIQITAL CLOCK
• SCAN FUNCTION
• GREAT VALUE
• FrrS MOST CARS

i;Clarion
PULLOUT^AM/FM CASSETTEi

CAR STEREO

^SANSUI
M/ncttarnuinBH
PULLOUT

COMPACT DIS
M/raCMSTQI
PULLOUT

. STATE OF THE ART
• LOADED WtTH FEATURES

WEARETHEKIIIQ30F

DEEJAY Eo«iP"ENT

ALL THE LATEST FEATURES!

LOWEST PRICE ANYWHERE!

REGGIE'S PRICE

$14940
AUTO SECURfTv

REMOTE CONTROL
CAR ALARM

OCIarion

• 70 WAHHrn POWER
• REMOTE OHK)FF SWITCHING
• THERMAL AND OVERLOADING
PROTECTION *

39 00

i»

BIO SELECTION

TccotrmoLS
• SHOCK orrtCTON
» B.gCTWCWC CUWWCWT SgNMNQ
• AUTOMAT1CAU.Y RESETS

'99§• CtMPUTUY

CELLULAR
[TELEPHONE
HANDHELD
PORTABLE
WITH AC CHARGER
AND CARRY CASE

Panasonic

DESKTOP CALCULATOR
WITH SOLAR DUAL POWER

PORTABLE AMIFM
CASSETTE RECORDER

788*'

I A'VB^ WE SEAT
rtUlHAU *»•»

AUTHOmZEO LEOmSUT
AOENT '«»CE

• COMPONENT HI-FI DESIGN
• DETACHABLE 2 WAY SPEAKERS
• S BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
• AC/DC POWER SUPPLY

)jK{tnssr ^85 00

• WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL
• PROGRAMMABLE • CABLE READY
• JAPANESE MADE • MUCH MORE

.>u«». ... smoookEOOlE'
PRICE M99<

Cerwin-Vega!

smamuD
|*POPULARIN

CLUBS A Discos

WORLDWIDE

I* VERY RUGGED AND

TRANSPORTABLE

•200 WATTS Wrt5^

249
10
EACH

CASSEHE DECK

FISHER
AUDIO COMPONENT
RACK SYSTEM

• DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION
• 3 MODE TAPE SELECTOR
• ONE-TOUCH RECORDING
• UNBELIEVABLE PRICE

HiANr REGGIES
PRICE

00

SA%yD
CASSETTE
WALKMAN

BEST
PRICE
INCLUDES

lEAOPHONES

>i^iiEooiEs $ 4 999

. >. 1/

VIDEO REWINOER

SAVE VCR WEAR AND TEAR

mm. REQOIES Iyf\ PSICE I W

SAMYO
CORDLESS TELEPHONE

GREAT QUALITY
ED ^MfITH

KENWOOD fflFISHEir

>i]IORiQEtUl iOrSANSui

^^^ 'S^SSi"">4UDiorox^n
DEMON s-raNTOn AIWA ^^^^^Tjib,''
TOSHIBA '^'c.rwin-vfcfl.! <SittH(i<»a&mM '**'^

_^

Clarion ^pypamio moiviEEn :aJ.M.iii\s(>NiK

PROPBSSIONAL
INSTALLATION

SUPER SPECIALS
TEAc I DISC CO PLAYER. •2S"

MWVD VCR WHH ON SCREEN PROQIUMmG ~..>24r

SONY 27" STEREO MOMTORAIIAZM& '715**

• CaB ANSWBI WfNONE I REMOTE If*
ADVANC8) SOENTflC CALCULATOR.. ..*»**

CAR STEREOS AMFM CASSffTES FROM Ml"
PUUOUT CAR StEREOS FROM. 'TT
PUIOUT CARRY BAGS. Ml"
a^RvnAMio III on %^^^ 3.WAY SPEAKERS. 'Il"

SONY MULT18AN0 WORLDWBE RAOK) W

TELEVISIONS • BIG SCREENS
CAMCORDERS • VHS CAMCO^
ACCESSORIES • PAL
TURNTABLES • SPE
EQUIPMENT • MIXER
• MICROPHONES • Mil

• WALKMANS • AMPLIFIED SPE
DESIGNER TELEPHONES • FE
CELLULAR PHONES • VIDEO PHOl
CALCULATORS • FAX MACHINE

FOOT lOJECTION MONITORS • 8 MILLIMETER
CASSETTE RECORDERS • TRIPODS •

COMPACT DISCS • CASSETTE DECKS •

lUALIZERS • RACKJ^STEMS • DEEJAY
TAGE MONITORS
• HEADPHONES
TTE PLAYERS •

ES • PORTABLE
HINES • SMALL APPLIANCES •

TAPES • CAR STEREOS • CD PULLOUTS •

DISC JOCKEYS • CAR SPEAKERS • BASS BOXES • WOOFERS • CAR AMPLIFIERS • CAR
EQUALIZERS • CAR ALARMS • PULLOUT CARRY CASES

BRAND NAME ELECTRONICS AT THE LOWEST PRICE

Mm
MltaSUMMntKll^lMfrtUG^

>iiee 1 YEAR wahhanty
X.|*«»*«Y»ACK fkUARANTit

HflVn^llAilPHNI 19 BRANP NBW
JlgtAfeM*AijyjjMM|^YS^^

HOLLYWOOD
7820 SANTA MONICA BL.

(1 BLOCK EAST OF FAIRFAX AVE
|

(213I656-0111

OPEN 7 DAYS

ION-SAT 10-7

SUNDAY 11-5

VAN NUYS
5836 SEPULVEDA BL.

II ILOCK NORTH OF BURBANK BL

i9<ei 902-0444

INSTANT CREDIT
NO PAYmSNTS AND NO
INTFHCSr Foil 3.

RKaaiB*!
CRBDIT
HOTLINK

BUnBANK BL

HfST»M
IIUriM PMMIJ

931
EASYOViaHTNii
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('"ITSA GREATHEAD!"

"A BENT COMEDY..
REAL FUN."

nON SAXON «OBtH' R SlUf.lf

lA'gfOS'fR JOfl IXlARfStMO
'

WM. S. LEAVENGOOD

LAUREN TEWES

TICKETS (800) 369-8367
a; A' Ri!> ii'i •

Thurs & Fri at 8, Sat at 7 30 & 10 30 Sun at 7 30

Tickets S1800- Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
^5/ Mei'osf Avf IDS Angeles CA

STUDENT DISCOUNT
/ITH

L.D.

$200Qppw.TH

TELEPHONE
Answering
Service

We answer
your way

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

Schaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service ^

(213) 473-7900

m

BUG ENGINE REBUILD

$749 '^

(WTTH REBU1LDABL2

COMPLETE W/;'ARTS.
LABOR, INSINUATION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN charges: L2C0RE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1 Tira-up 4 Ol Ownac

3 Lube - - .

8 Omk B^l^ WsiB
9 baoKl Fmm EnJ

6 CkMdi AJd 10 Carnpnauan
7 -Sovtoc Air ClMncr II tcmmmun Tad Cooing

(VW Bug)

$74.^^
he. Parts &Labor(Gas&AirRfeerata

MAINTENANCE SERVICE .
(•'.p.»~c._r.) ^^qq 95

(6 cylinder: $20 00 Extra) [

apancscCars) 1^1 f\f\ '

TOYOTA

Ifflilfe

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - ^30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

4925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
4534652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

1

lessons
in

economics:

25%
OFF

Our Best SeUing
Contact Lenses

DAILY ?rEAR

$rzryoo
^J I KEO 49

SoftlttAla 'B'

Bauach V Lomb Sofapln
Cooparthln

EXTENDED WEAR

$49
• Softmat* II

QQ • BauachaflyombX) Sanaa
• Amaiic&n hydron Zaro 4

RBQ flO • Duraaoft III

You don't need

to be an

Economics Major

to know
a Super Deal!

'Fashion' EYEGLASSES
'PiiM includea your
cholc« of a trajnt from
our 'Fashion' Collection
with proacnpuon lanaaa
Ther* IB never an extra
charge for plaetlc. pholo-
gmy. oversize or tintad
lansM
'SINOLE VISION Non-Cataract Lenses
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'Pro-nuclear' expert to speak
Expert says nuclear energy can

solve global warming problem

By Auris Jarasunas

Contributor

An expert on nuclear reactors

will lecture today on the necessity

and safety of nuclear energy.

"(Nuclear energy) is a solution

that has been looking for a prob-

lem, and we just found out what the-

problem is: it's global warming,

the dramatic destruction of the

global climate/* said Dr. John
Gittus, a University of California

Regents lecturer. To reduce global

warming, new sources of energy

will be essential and nuclear power
is tlK most feasible, he said.

Gittus was appointed to the

tecture post by the UC Board of

Regents. The board chooses distin-

guished experts outside of
academics to lecture on a visiting

basis at the university.

Gittus said his lecture is "going

to be very controversial, because

most people are basically anti-

nuclear." His experience in the

field of nuclear safety has, on the

contrary, led him to be "entirely

pro-nuclear," he said.

According to Gittus, nuclear

power is a safe and realistic way of
satisfying the increased energy

demands of the future. Gittus is the

director general of the British

Nuclear Forum, an association that

aims at "drawing attention in a

favorable light to nuclear energy

and its potential," he said.

"What we are doing now is

burning our coal and oil and gas at

such a rate that it will all be used up
in a century or two. At the end of
that time we're going to have to

have some substitute and it is not

going to be windmills, tidal ener-

gy, wave power or solar power,"

he said.

Gittus has conducted research

on the risks posed by nuclear

reactors, performed public risk

assessments on reactors in the

United Kingdom and analyzed

design |HX)blcms in such reactors.

Concerns about the dangers of

nuclear Waste are unnecessary.

Gittus said. "There is certainly a

safe enough way to dispose of it

and the technology is all being

worked out and tried."

Modem techniques of disposal

include making highly radioactive

waste into glass blocks, and low

active waste into concrete blocks.

These would be buried in subterra-

nean caverns, he said.

'The opponents of nuclear ener-

gy point out that it will be
radioactive forever, but this is a

typical piece of misinformation,"

Gittus said. Although the waste

remains radioactive for a long

time, it reaches safe levels within

about a thousand years, he
explained.

People also misunderstand the

amount of nuclear waste that is

produced, Gittus said. "The reality

is Boelter Hall would be much too

big to hold all the nuclear waste (in

the United Kingdom) and all the

nuclear waste we expect to get

between now and 2040," Dr.

Gittus said. Nuclear power reac-

tors currently generate 20 percent

of the United Kingdom's electric-

ity.

Today's lecture will be held in

8500 Boelter Hall at 4 p.m. today

and is open to the public.

Santa Monica-New Yoric trek

starts today for peace's sake
By Evan Reid

>OiWil»mii>«rE»wO>leHCe

ContritHJtor

In an effort to raise public concern for peace and

the environment, about 150 people will begin a nine-

month pilgrimage from Santa Monica to New York
City today.

Global Walk for a Livable World, a coaUtion of

people spanning three generations but comprised
jMimarily ofcollege students, plans to walk across the

United States — 3,227 miles — in less than nine

months.

Though they are of various religions, ethnicity and
socioeconomic backgrounds, the participants have
the same vision of peace without the fear of nuclear

annihilation and hope for a rejuvenated, unpolluted

world, organizers said.

"The one common thread that connects us all is a

deep concern for the fate of the earth and a

wilUngness to radically change our lifestyles to do
something about it," said Fred Dobb, a member of
Global Walk for a Livable World.

The group's name, he said, has significant

connotations. "Our name reflects the holistic linking

of the environmental and the peace movements."
The walk will take the group through 11 major

cities in the United States. A second phase will take a

group of walkers through parts of Africa, Europe and
Asia.

The walkers plan to educate people on two major
threats to society — adversarial nuclear strategies

and mercantilistic growth-oriented international

economics, Dobb said.

"Unbridled growth has always meant essentially

raping the environment. WiUi every collapsed

ecosystem, from the acidified lakes in the northeast-

em U.S. to the Central and South American rain

forests, the entire biosphere is threatened," he

explained.

* In addition to unimpeded capitalism, the nuclear

buildup of the last 40 years threatens us both
physically and by greatly diminishing the money that

could otherwise support humanitarian relief prog-

rams, according to the walkers.

"We arc suggesting positive steps to begin
reducing (global) threats ranging from energy
conservation to organized political action, from
recycling to changing voting patterns," Dobb said.

The walkers plan to deliver their message in cities

like Los i^ngeles. Phoenix, St Louis, Washington,
DC, Philadelphia and New York. Along their

pilgrimage, they will sponsor fairs and outreach
programs for religious, educational and political

communities nationwide.

The walkers will cover 15 to 18 miles a day and
share the responsibilities of cooking, cleaning and
construction of the mobile "Global Village."

Global Walk for a Livable Worid is still

weteoming supporters, Dobb said. "We'd love for

throngs of people to join us for the first few miles of

the walk ... or for one or two days to become
energized by the group."

The coalition is holding an opening ceremony by
the south wall of the Sea Castle Apartments Friday at

11:(X) a.m., three blocks south of the Santa Monica
Pier.

Opening ceremony festivities will include a

parade, the unveiling of a mural depicting the theme
of the walk by Sevan Thometz, an appearance by
Casey Kasem, music and poetry readings.

After the first day of walking, the group will stay at

the Westwood United Methodist Church in West-
wood, and they will hold a tree planting ceremony in

Hancock Park in Los Angeles on Friday.

For more information about Global Walk for a
Livable Worid, please call their office at (213) 395-
4123.

Drug cripples AIDS Virus Growth
By MALCOLM RITTER
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Scientists say they have created

what appear to be the most potent substances yet

studied for slopping the AIDS vims from reproduc-

ing, based on test-tube results.

The class of compounds apparently sabotages a

process involving a vims enzyme called reverse

transcriptase, the scientists said.

The compounds have not yet been tested on
humans fcM* effectiveness, but one of the substances

was tried on six healthy men who tolerated it without

major side effects, the researchers reported in

Hiursday's issue of the British joumal Nature.

The scientists are fixxn the Rega Institute for

Medical Research in Leuven, Belgium, and the

Janssen Research Foundation in Beerse.

They conducted laboratory studies of compounds
called TIBO derivatives. In their tests, the com-
pounds inhibited reproduction of the AIDS vims at

concentrations that were 10,000 to 100,000 times
tower than what would kill cells.

That compares to concentrations of 100 timc^ to

10,000 times lower than a cell-killing dose required
by AZT, the only approved dmg for treating acquired
immune deficiency syndrome, and the experimental
dmgs dideoxycylidine and dideoxyinosine, the
researchers said.

This test-tube potency of the new compounds may
bode well for avoiding side effects, but nobody
knows what would happen in humans, cautioned
AIDS researcher Jay Levy of the University of
Cahfomia at San Pttncisca —
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way of re-emphasizing them, she

said.

Many students are not aware of

their background and culture, said

Brenda Nforia Osbey, an assistant

professor of English. "(African-

Americans) need to reclaim the

part before the hyphen."

Students should also leam about

campus resources such as the

Afro-American Library in Camp-
bell Hall and talk to professors of

coIot who know of their history,

Osbey said.

Osbey, who will read her poetry

about southem women this month,

said most celebrations focus on the

arts, but students should also be
more socially and politically aware
of their heritage.

But Hill said the arts, particu-

larly African-American music,

touch everyone. "It makes no
distinction on the basis of people's

cultural backgrounds."

Hill, who has been atUCLA for

13 years, said that in the past he

noticed a progressive decline in the

African-American History Month Events

THURSDAY, FEB. 1

Noon Afriean American Geneology Workshop

MONDAY, FEB. 5

9:00 p.m. Nathalie Forrest, folk singer

158 Haines

Kerckhoff Coffee House

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7

8:00 p.m. Brenda Marie Osbey Poetry Reading Sunset Rec. Center

THURSDAY, FEB. 8 "~7=^^ ~

Noon Jungle Brothers Rap Group -

" Westwood Plaza

SOURCE: tJCLA Center (or Arican Studies, African Student Union

number and quality of programs
offered in February at UCLA.

"It is a collective failure on the

part of black and white, academic
and non-academic components of
the university," Hill said. "It

mirrors the time we're living in."

Professors and students alike

stressed that<Black History Month
is a chance for people of all

backgrounds to leam about the

African-American culture.

"Most African-American stu-

dents on campus really take it as an
ongoing kind of thing," said Lloyd
Bembry, public relations coordi-

nator for the African Student
Union. "February is really a

chance for people other than

Africans to eliminate some of the

ignorance of African-American
accomplishments.**

Social Security, dispute over
taxes put GOP on defensive
By Walter Mears

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— In one form or another,

the Social Security issue has been giving Republi-

cans recurrent headaches for a generation. It's t>ack,

this time wrapped into a dispute about taxes.

And for all their efforts over the past 25 years-plus,

successive GOP campaigners and administrations

have not found a way to deal with the subject, except

by denying that they are gdng to cut anytxxly's

benefits.

This time. President Bush and his people argue that

a tax cut proposed by Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y., would jeopardize future benefits. They
claim to be the real defenders of the system.

But Moynihan said in introducing his tax cut bill

on Tuesday that the govemment is mortgaging future

benefits by bc^owing away the reserves that are

supposed to l>e accumulating to make those Social

Security payments.

Complex questions usually wind up in simplest

terms in an election-year debate, and in the case of

Social Security, it all gets down to protecting

l)enefits, now paid to about 39 million Americans.

Always before, that has put Republicans on the

defensive.

Vice President Dan Quaylc thinks it can be turned

around this year, on grounds that the Moynihan
proposal would threaten future benefits.

"Historically, we've been attacked on this, and
now this is the first real opening to show the

American people that the Republicans are not going

to fool around with the benefits that people expect,"

Quayle said in an interview.

"Cut these taxes the way that Moynihan is talking

about, you have to cut t)enefits at some time, and the

president and the Republican Party now have an

opportunity to show the American people once and
for all that the Republicans are as committed to the

integrity of this Social Security tmst fund as

anybody."

House Republican Leader Bob Michel of Illinois

said the Moynihan plan "could inspire even more
drastic threats to the system and ultimately bring it

down."
Sen. Lk)yd Bentsen, D-Texas, chairman of the

Finance Committee, called hearings on the proposal

next month but warily sidestepped an endorsement,

saying he first wants to nuike certain '*that we never

have to cut Social Security benefits for future

generations."

This debate is a descendant of an earlier political

settlement on the issue, a nagging problem for

President Reagan, who turned it over to a commis-
sion whk:h recommended the buildup of reserve

funds that is at issue now.
Moynihan served on that panel, but he contends

that the k)ng-term financing plan it drafted in 1983 is

being undermined because the government is

borrowing against the Social Security tmst fund,

using it for current spending and at the same time

masking the true size of the federal deficit. So he says

the govemment should stop imposing the extra tax,

about $55 billion a year.

a general tax increase to make up the $55 billion a

year.

Either way, the govemment is going to have to

come up with the nKxiey eventually, to pay benefits

or to repay the money that is being biorrowed from the

tmst fund.

And eventually, that means taxes.

Democratic congressional leaders aren't yet sure

whether they will sign on with the Moynihan plan.

But they are sure they like the issue and the tactics

involved.

Sen. George Mitchell of Maine, the Democratic

leader, said the Moynihan proposal will complicate

Bush's effort to cut the capital gains tax, and could

even block it. It already has forced the administration

to come out against an election-year tax cut for the

130 million workers who pay Social Security taxes,

and the employers who match their payments.

The latter point has fractured some administration

-tax alliances. For example, the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce, a staunch ally in Bush's effort to cut the

capital gains tax, has endorsed the Social Security tax

cut too.

Republicans are looking for an alternative with a

tax cut flavor. Some, including Rep. Newt Gingrich
of Georgia, the House minority whip, want to begin
changing Social Security into a system of retirement

savings accounts, mandatory but eventually private.

The idea is to start making the change by requiring

that the amount of any Social Security tax cut be put
into such retirement accounts.

That's risky business — a suggestion that Social

Security be changed into a private, voluntary system
dug the Republicans into trouble on the issue more
than 25 years ago, and they've been trying to dig out
ever since. Barry Goldwater, the 1964 Republican
presidential nominee, suggested voluntary Social

Security. That led to a simple, devastating. Demo-
cratic campaign commercial: two haiuls tearing up a

Social Security card.

• There have been repeat performances, with
variations, in most campaigns since. Reagan made
his political debut in the Goldwater campaign, and
signed on to the suggestion that it be made voluntary,

a position he later disowned and denied. In his 1976
and 1980 presidential campaigns, Reagan said the

system was headed for eventual bankmptcy unless

action was taken to put it on a sound financial basis in

preparation for increasing benefit loads after the turn

of the century.

That led to the 1983 commission proposal for

increased reserves.

Early in his administration, Reagan tried to restrict

some ancillary benefits and to delay a cost of living

increase in basic benefits. Congress wouldn't buy it,

and the Democrats made it a major point of campaign
attack. Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas, the Republican
leader, has said the issue was a major factor in

undoing GOP control of the Senate in 1986.
The Democrats raised it against Bush in the 1988

presidential campaign, saying he wanted to raid

Social Security to cut the budget. Bush said those

were shopwom scare tactics,

^opwom, perhaps. They also have been shop

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN
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SPECIAL
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The administration contends that is a play to force tested, to Democratic advantage so far.
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Try our

frestriy ctiafbroiled

taste treats!

I

with this coupon
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and get
another item of eoual or lesser

value absolutely FREE!
1 coupon per person. Exp. 3/31/90

> Not valid with any other offer

Dine IrvTake Out Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

($18) 901-1477

16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCtNO

(818) 986-0700
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PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

Hairstyling by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & PeriTr$30
Hair Cut & Blow - $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

479-9325
473-0066

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
only ^7.

99
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must mantion coupon wh«n ordsring

208-4348

+ 2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian
bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included EXP. 1/31/90

We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

THE
BARGAIN

CONTINUES

Delivered

FAST & FREE
with student I

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

The Women '$ Resource Center Pathfinders Series

WOMEN In POLITICS

Ruth Galanter
Los Angeles City Councilwoman,
6th District, will speak about her

experiences as a woman in politics,

opportunities for women in the

field, and how women can

gain experience and develop

^leadership skills.

o discussion with

RUTH GALANTEE
Monday, February 5

3:00 • 4:30 p.m.
Humanities Conference Rgom-314 Royce Hall

TRe Women's Resource Center is a^rvicc of the Division of Student Development and Heallh.

Sunset boulevard

ALBERT POON/Daily Bruin

A Jogger enjoys the last light of day at Santa Monica
beach this' past weekend.

$174,000 awarded
in Harassment suit
By Bob Egeiko

Associated Pr^iss

SAN FRANCISCO — The state civil rights agency has awarded
$174,000 in damages to a Madera County appraiser who was assaulted by
a supervisor on a field trip and sexually harassed after returning to the

office.

The damages include the largest amount ever awarded by the Fair

Employment and Housing Commission for emotional distress, $150,000.
The commission said the appraiser, Carolly Hauksdottir, "deteriorated

over the space of a year and a half from a strong, athletic, self-confident

woman who had taken great pride in her work to a crying, nervous artd

defeated shell of a person."

The commission also said the county was jointly responsible for the

damages along with its former supervisory employee, Lawrence "Jerry*'

Marsh. The county is directly liable for Marsh's conduct toward
Hauksdottir and also for its failure to protect her later or to establish any
policies against sexual harassment, the commission said.

The ruling could be appealed in Superior Court County Counsel
Jeffrey Kuhn said Wednesday he expected to appeal the amount of
damages as well as the commission's authority to award damages for

emotional distress, an issue that has been pending before the state

Supreme Court since 1986.

The commission issued its fu^t ruling in Hauksdottir's case in August
1988, finding both Marsh and the county liable and requesting more
evidence ofemotional distress. The second ruling was released this week.

Hauksdottir, then 34, was hired by the Madera County assessor's

office in February 1984 and was assigned to appraise property in

mountain areas.

The commission said Marsh, her crew supervisor and a 20-year
employee, told her on their first field training trip that he found her
attractive and did not love his wife. Hauksdouir told him she wasn't inter-

ested.

On their fourth trip, the commission said. Marsh tried to give her a pre-
sent; when she refused, he leaned over and kissed her, tripped her when
she rose to her feet, and fell on top of her, cutting her lip. She curled into a
ball to protect herself, and he got up and apologized.

Hauksdottir, whose sister had been raped and murdered some years
etrtier, was unnerved by the incident and by Marsh's repeated leuers to
her over the next month, the commission said. She wrote him an angry
letter, and when he persisted, she went to Assessor Richard Gordon, who
fired Marsh after he admitted that the accusations were true, the

commission said.

However, the county Civil Service Commission then ordered Marsh
reinstated, with a demotion and a 30-day suspension.

Marsh, reinstated as a non-supervisor, was put at a desk 30 feet behind
Hauksdouir and approached her several times over the next few months,
the commission said.

HauksdoUir's physical and mental hcahh declined badly, and she^
resigned in December 1985 after four months of medical leave.
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Genetic test ready
Can now spot

cystic fibrosis

gene canriers

By Daniel Q. Haney
Associated Press

BOSTON — A new test can
spot three-quarters of all adults

who risk having children with

cystic fibrosis, and more accurate

versions should soon allow routine

screening of everyone in the

United States for this common
genetic defect

The screening can help parents

avoid having children with cystic

fibrosis. But experts say it also

raises difficult ethical and practi-

cal questions about who should get

the test and what should be done_
with the information it provides.

Cystic fibrosis is the most
common fatal genetic disease of
young Americans. It occurs most
frequently among whites, striking

about one of every 2,500 white

newborns in the United States.

"People for years have realized

that ifwe had a good carrier test for

cystic fibrosis, there would be the

potential to test everyone before

rq)roduction to see if they were a

carrier or not," said Dr. Arthur L.

BeaudeL *The evidence is at hand
that such a carrier test will soon be
available."

One in every 25 white Ameri-
cans carries one copy of the cystic

fibrosis gene. They are healthy, but

if they marry another carrier, there

is a l-in-4 chance that their

children will have cystic fibrosis.

The disease causes a variety of

symptoms, including abnormal
mucous secretion that results in

lung infections. While doctors can
ease many of the symptoms and
extend lives, there is no treatment.

Last summer, scientists pin-

pointed the precise genetic error or

mutation that is responsible for

most cases of cystic fibrosis. The
latest study found that by checking

people's genes for this defect, they

can identify 76 percent of all

carriers.

That research, conducted by
Beaudet and colleagues at Baylor
College of Medicine in Houston,

was published in Thursday's New
England Journal of Medicine. I>rs.

Lap-Chee Tsui of the Hospital for

Sick Children in Toronto and
Francis S. Collins of the Universi-

ty of -Michigan, who discovered

the cystic fibrosis gene, were
coauthors of the report

__While Lap-Chee and Collins

pinpointed the mutated gene that

accounts for about three-quarters

of all cystic fibrosis cases, scien-

tists at about 40 labs around the

world are cooperating to track

down the half dozen or so other

mutations that also can cause the

disease.

Experts hope that adults will use
the test results for family planning.

If couples learn that both are

carriers, some might decide to

adopt rather than run the risk of
having a child with cystic fibrosis.

Others might opt to have artificial

insemination with sperm from a

donor who is not a carrio*.

If they decide to have a pregnan-

cy, the test can be performed on the

fetus in the womb. If the fetus turns

out to have the disease, parents can
then decide whether to have the

baby or to get an abortion.

AIDS activists stage
bridge marcliH •

By Jack Schreibman
Associated Press

. SAN FRANCISCO — Chanting, whistle-blowing AIDS activists

Wednesday marked the first year after the protest blockage of the Golden
Gate Bridge by returning to the scene of the monster backup— but this

time they stayed off the roadway.

The only evident disruption to bridge routine this time was suffered by
bicyclists who like to ride the span in the morning. Brie ge police kept the

bikers off the bridge during the protest to avoid complications.

Under the eye of about a dozen mounted Califomii Highway Patrol

motorcycle officers, some 100 marchers kept to the east sidewalk

between 7:30 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. as the morning commute crawled into

San Francisco from Marin County.

"I have AIDS and I'm fighting for my life," said demonstrator Jerry

Althoff, 47, of San Francisco. "I feel this is a way to heighten conscious-

ness to a decade of America's apathy and racism."

"The government is guilty of astoundingly inadequate medical

commitment to this disease."

**We have to wake people up," said another demonstrator, Chaya
Gordon. **The government isn't doing enough and people are dying."

As the crowd milled aboutIt the center of the span, some in their midst
spray-painted graffiti on the sidewalk in red and yellow. The favored

phrase was, "fight back."

At 7:27 a.m. last Jan. 3 1 , some 65 members of the Golden Gate Chapter
of SANOE (Stop AIDS Now Or Else) marched onto the San Francisco

u^demark, triggering one of the worst traffic jams in bridge history.

Traffic backed up at least 10 miles.

Police made more than two dozen arrests during the 46 minutes the

bridge was bkx^ked. It was the fust time bridge traffic was blocked by a

protest

On Wednesday, the demonstrators marched on the norihbound, or bay

side of the bridge. Facing them from the other sidewalk were the CHP
cycle officers, obviously ready to move in fast if anybody tried to get on
the roadway.

The demonstrators chanted as they walked under a clear blue sky:

"Women loving women, men loving men, we bkx:ked the bridge and
we'll do it again," and 'Tight back, fight AIDS, say no."

There were no arrests.

SANOE first gained attention for its bridge blockage and its insistence

that mon needs to be done for AIDS patients and to find a cure for the

fatal illness, which damages the body's immune system and leaves

victims susceptible to a number of opportunistk: infections.

Unlike most protest groups, SANOE recruits members by invitation

only and requires total secrecy firom its members. There are about 100-'

200 active supporters.

"Stop AIDSNow does wortrdift requires tfieeteinent of surprise, Iii^

« big affinity group," said member Dccg-Qokl, 4UU

VISION CARE
See the difference

I

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEl
1132 W^twood BL.

Westwood Village

208-301

1

Since 1971 UCLA Alum,

ARE niERE UNTOUCHABLES

LURKING IN yOUR MOUTH?

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:

• TOOTH BONDING 478-0363

• Fix chipped,stained or broken teeth
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wihliite &. Santa Monica)

YEAR'S SPECIAL -

BUY ONE LARGE BEER
^>r"SAKE^
E

CALIFORNIA ROLL
f

5:00 p.m.- 7.00 pm.
7 days (take out excluded)

MOAiOl6tAM
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

DEADLINE

FEBRUARY 5

Wow! Ih^yt
until February5
to meet -the APS
dtadiiine. .,,,

f<.

^
%̂

When we receive your order and

material by the above date, we
guarantee that your matenals will

be on the textbook shelves the

first day of class or the material

is free to your students.

ASUCLA Academic
Publishing Service
Kerckhoff Hain79,
X52831
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A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF
ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON
ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FUl WAY, MARINA DEL REY

. .1

THE UCLA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION announces:~ THE 1990
OUTSTANDING SENIOR

-|AND
,1— OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE STUDENT

AWARDS
Recipients are presented with a Life Membership
in the UCLA Alumni Association.

To be eHgible, candidates must expect to receive a '

bachelor's, graduate or professional degree in Fall 1989,
Winter 1990, Spring 1990, or Summer 1990.

Nomination forms are available at the James West
Alumni Center and other campus locations. For more
information, call the Alumni Awards office at
(213) 206-0684. ^^ ,

DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1990

UCUVJumni
y/(c

Women in Communiccrtions Inc.
1

t '-^^ PRESENT: ; ,
i

1

MEET THE MEDIA
1

1 LEONORA LAiSTGLEY 1
ELLE magcEine 1

1 DAVID GRAY
A8cM records

PENNY GRIEGO
CBS NEWS

1

M

Thursday Feb. 1, 1990
- 7:00-9:00 pm

Ackerman Union 3508

Space life sou^
Radio receiver

will scan skies

in Argentina
By Lee Siegel

Associated Press

PASADENA. Calif. — The
search for intelligent life in space

soon will Expand to the entire

universe when Argentina gets a

high-tech radio receiver to listen

for signals from the regions of

space visible ftxxn the Southern

Hemisphere.

*There are so many stars like the

sun that it's impossible to think the

sun is the only one that has life on
an orbiting planet," said Raul

Colomb, director of Argentina's

Institute of Radioastronomy.

The Planetary Society — a
Pasadena-based nonprofit group

that advocates space exploration

— raised $150,000 from its

125,000 members in 70 nations to

pay for the sophisticated radio

signal analyzer.

The size of two large refrigera-

tors, META II will be flown to

Colomb's institute in two to three

weeks, said Thomas McIX)nough,

coordinator of the Planetary Soci-

ety's part of the worldwide Search

for Extraterreithal Intelligence

program, known as SETI.

Two Argentine engineers have
been building the device at the

Harvard-Smithsonian Oak Ridge

Observatory in Harvard, Mass.,

west of Boston.

Since 1985, the Planetary Soci-

ety's identical META receiver at

Oak Ridge has scanned the space

visiMe fh)m the Northon Hemi-
sphere seeking a radio signal from
an alien civilization.

Steven Spielberg, director of the

film "E.T., the Extra-Terrestrial,"

donated $100,000 for the first

META project, which is the

world's most powerful operating

SETI system.

Such research began in 1960.

Since then astronomers have con-

ducted more than 50 separate but

mostly limited searches for any

radio waves that may have been

intentionally beamed into space by
intelligent extraterrestrials.

Scientists would know they

discovered an alien civilization if

they found an ultranarrow frequen-

cy signal that laws of physics say

couldn't come from any natural

phenomenon or Earthly source,

McDonough said.

Almost all previous searches

listened to Northern Hemisphere
space, with only brief, partial scans

of the Southern Hemisphere from
Australia and Colomb's institute,

in a park 30 miles southeast of

Buenos Aires. The center of our

Milky Way galaxy is visible only

from the Southern Hemisphere.
Tests of META II will start in

June after the 8.4 million-channel

receiver is hooked to one of the

Argentine institute's two dish-

shaped, 98-foot-wide radiotele-

scope antennas.

By its dedication on Oct 12—
the holiday commemorating
Christopher Columbus' discovery

of the New World in 1492— the

device will spend at least 12 hours

daily for three or more years

listening for signs that humanity is

not alone.

With both META receivers

working, the Planetary Society

will be conducting "the first

systematic search of the universe

as a whole for signals from another

civilization," McDonough said.

"Man has always asked who we
are and where are we going, and
this is part of the answer," said

Colomb, who discussed the project

Tuesday during visits to the

Planetary Society and to NASA
and the SETI Institute in Mountain
View on Wednesday.

Insurers unlikely to
leave due to ruling
The Associated Prett

Insurers and the author ofProposition 103 agree on one thing, anyway:
most of them will keep doing business in the lucrative California market
despite a ruling that makes it easier for them to leave.

The Supreme Court ruled Monday that insurers who apply to withdraw
from California in response to Proposition 103 can immediately refuse to

renew their auto insurance policies without arranging substitute

coverage.

The Travelers companies that brought the court action will quit the

state as soon as possible, according to their attorney, Kent Keller.

But they write just 2 percent of the auto policies in California, and offi-

cials of otfier companies said they are unlikely to depart along with the

Travelers companies.

'The court decision makes it easier to leave the state if you want to,"

said Bruce Norman, vice president of marketing for Mercury General
Corp. "But it also makes it more attractive to enter the market"

Proposition 103 author Harvey Rosenfield said Tuesday that insurance

companies who pull out of the state "will be leaving the most lucrative

insurance market in the U.S."

Under his reform initiative, insurera were forbidden to cancel policies

except in cases of fraud, failure to pay or substantial increases in the

insured risk.

Approved by voters in November 1988, Proposition 103 mandated a

20 percent rollback in auto insurance rates and regulatory changes within
the industry. The rale rollback never came to pass because courts found
insurers were entitled to a fair rate of return.

Rosenfield said insurers would use Monday's ruling to press for

favorable rate regulations during hearings on the topic convened by state

Insurance Commissioner Roxani Gillespie.

"It's a bonus for the insurance companies to use for political

purposes," he told reporters at a news conference. r

Twentieth Century Insurance Co. plans to continue offering auto
insurance in California, the only state in which it does business, said

spokesman Mark Grody.

"We aren't sure what (the court decision) will do," he told the Los
Angeles Daily News, adding: "There is no indication that companies will

pull out from California en masse."

Farmers Insurance Co., the largest California-based provider of auto
and home insurance, intends to continue operations in the state as well.

"PnctkaUy speaking, the decision is not going to have much of an
^fect,** Mid Fafmen tpokesman John Miller. "There will continue to bc^
kHs of competition for California's insurance business."
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1960 army deserter

captured at airi

By Joe Ruff

Associated Press

OMAHA, Neb. — A man who
deserted from the U.S. Army
nearly 30 years ago knew he might

be arrested at the airport when he

returned to the United States from
East Germany on Tuesday. But 30
relatives who came to greet him
were stunned.

"I think this must N, what it was
like in East Germany before the

wall came down," said Arnold
Kephart's sister, Alice Smith, "We
do live in a free country, ofr so we
thought"

Kephart, 53, was being held at

the Fort Riley, Kan., Army base

Wednesday on a warrant charging

him with deserticHi.

He was arrested Tuesday night

at Eppley Airfield by military and
civilian police as relatives looked

on. Kephart was allowed to talk to

his 86-year-old father and sister

befwe being taken away.

Some family members came
from as far away as Arkansas to

greet Kephart, who was accom-
panied by his son, Frankie, and

who, according to his attorney, had
tried to escape fitnn East Germany
several times.

Kephart believed he might be
arrested at the airport, said Smith's

husband, Roy.
**We thought it was a possibility,

but we didn't think it would be
handled in this manner," Smith
said. **They just took him off the

plane.**

An Army spokesman said he

wasn't aware of all the circum-

stances surrounding the arrest, but

defended the Army's action.

"How many ways can you arrest

somebody?" U. CoL Dick Bridges

said in a telephone interview fi^
Washington.

Kephart will be transferred

Thursday to Fort Sill, Okla., said

Capt Ed Oarven, a F^ Riley

spokesman.

If convicted of desertion by a

I •

court-martial, Kephart could
receive a penalty ranging from a

less-than-honarable discharge to

up to three years in prison, Ll Col.

John Etobbs said from Fort Sill.

As of Dec. 31, 1989, the Army
had 2,595 names on its list of so-

called "active deserters," accord-

ing to LL Col. Jack Horn of Army
Personnel Command in Washing-
ton.

Kephart, origin^ly from Land-
gon. Mo., was declared absent

without leave in November 1960
while he was a private stationed in

Heidelberg, West Gennaii>, Army
officials said. There is no statute of

limitations on the charge, Davis
said.

He apparently deserted after an
Army truck he was driving

crashed, Davis said.

A staff sergeant told Kephart he

would be prosecuted, do time in

the stockade and have to pay for

the truck on his $69-a-month
salary, the attorney said. The
sergeant was lying, but Kephart

believed him <^nd fled with a

girlfriend to Easjl Germany, Davis

said.

Kephart panicked because he

was 24 and in a strange country,

said Smith. •-

After leaving the Army,
Kephaii worked fcx* 30 years as a

truck driver in the small southern

city of Smalkalden. He tried to

escape three or four times but was
caught at the border, Davis said.

Only three or four censoKd
letters reached his family over the

years, Davis said.

While in East Germany,
Kephart was married and divorced

twice. His second wife gave birth

to Frankie on Oct 27, 1977.

Kephart received custody of
Frankie after the divorce.

Kephart decided to return to the

United States with his son after

hearing about the opening of East

Germany's borders late last year,

Davis said.

Haribor in dire straits

Vv
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$20 million for

Boston clean-up

cut from budget

By Eve Epstein

Associated Press

BOSTON — George Bush
made headlines in the 1988 pres-

klential race when he took a cruise

in Boston Harbor to blame his

opponent. Gov. Michael S. Duka-
kis, for its polluted waters. But

Bush's first budget as president

cuts $20 million which Congress

authorized to clean it up.

The campaign talk was a

"fraud," Dukakis said Wednesday.
"It was just a lot of political talk.

When push comes to shove, no
money for Boston Harbor. Isn't

that sad."

The sight of Bush plying Boston

Harbor's polluted waters on a

sparkling day was hailed by
politkal consultants as a brilliant

campaign strategy.

A top federal environmental

official defended the cut
"Why give a rcwarcJto the most

flagrant violator?" said Michael

Deland, the former administrator

for the Environmental Protection

Agency in New England.

Last year. Bush appointed

Deland chairman of the president's''

Council on Environmental Quality

in Washington.

*Thcrc may be a bit of irony, but

1 do think it follows or is logical,"

Deland said of Bush's failure to

include the nnoney. "If there were
surpluses of money around, that

woukl be one thing. But there are

not"
The state is under a court order

to clean the harbor, where the city

of Boston and surrounding towns

have dumped sewage for hundreds

of years. It has repeatedly been

rated anK)ng the nation's most
polluted waterways.

Deland acknowledged that the

state is not entirely to blame lot

delays in the cleanup.

"I've consistently said that

nobody's hands are clean in

Boston Harbor, including the EPA,
bui ( am saying the bulk of delay

stems from inaction from the

commonwealth," Deland said.

The $20 million Bush left out of

his budget would pay for a five-

mile tunnel that would carry

sewage to a new treatment plant.

Paul Levy, who heads the

agency responsible for the $6

billion harbor cleanup, said the

state will have to try to persuade

Congress to put the $20 million

back in the budget

If Congress doesn't come up

with the money, the bill will go
straight to Boston-area ratepayers

— who already face escalating

water and sewer costs — because

the court order requires the state to

build the pipeline, with or without

federal money. ^
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Sisterhood Bookstore
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(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

UCLA Peer Health Counselors

WANTED STUDENTS
TO BE PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT THESE ORIENTATIONS:
Applications Due Feb. 5th by 5 pm at 401 Kerckhoff

Thursday Feb. 1 9:00 ; 10:00 am Kerckhoff 400

.7 :00:8:00 pm^ ^Sproul Hall '

. Friday Feb. 2 . 1:00 - 2:00 pm Ackerman 2412

You must attend an orientation meeting.
Call 825-8462 or visit

401 Kerckhoff 9-5pm M-F for more info.

ONLY TWO MORE DAYS LEFT!

Sponsored by USAC/SWC and Student Health Services

IN CELEBRATION OF
BIACK HISTORY MONTH

PRESENT

O.

o
'A/

NATHALIE FORREST
"a voice you will remember. .

.
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MONDAY/ FEB. 5
Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

9-11 PM
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paid for by USAC
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Bush vows ti • • I

By Terence Hunt

p cuts during presidential speecii
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President
Bush, propelled by the political upheaval in

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union,
proposed a dramatic cut in U.S. and Soviet

combat troops Wednesday night, saying in

his first State of the Union address "the time
is right to move forward."

With ambassadors from across the world
in attendance. Bush told a joint session of

Congress, "We are in a period of great

transition, great hope, yet great uncertainty

"The events of the year just ended— the

revolution of *89 — have been a chain
reaction, change so striking that it marks the

beginning of a new era in the world's
affairs." .

Bush also announced plans to withdraw
all of the neady 13,000 troops sent to

Panama in an invasion to oust Gen. Manuel
Antonio Noriega "well before the end of
February."

Hours before he AcMyered his address tc

Congress and a national televisicMi ad^'\-

ence. Bush telephoned Soviet President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev on Wednesday to

advise him of his proposal to cut U.S. and
Soviet forces in Central Europe to 195,000
on each side.

"We recognize that the Soviet military

State of the Union address calls for

tax cut, social^^welfare bills, arms talks

y
poin'tedly rejected a proposal by Sen, Daniel
Moynihan, D-N.Y., to roll back a Social

Security tax increase that took effect Jan. 1.

"The last thing we need to do is mess
around with Social Security," Bush said.

Bush also expressed concern over the

nation's health care, and directed Health
and Human Services Secretary Louis
Sullivan to lead a review of recommenda-
tion on the quality, cost and accessibility of
the health care system.

"I am committed to bring the staggering

costs of health caie under control," Bush
said.

The president said the challenge before

America now is "to take this democratic

system of ours, a system second to none, and
make it better."

He spoke grandly of a nation where
everyone could get a job, feel confident that

their children are safe, where the environ-

ment is clean, the economy is strong and
where "Made in the USA" is a symbol of
quality and excellence.

"Ambitious aims? Of course. Easy to do?
Fat from it But the future's at stake. This

threat in Europe is diminishing

little change in Soviet strategic

tion. . . . But the time is right^

forward on a conventional arms-control

agreement to move us to more appropriate

levels of mihtary forces in Europe," he said.

His troop offer was the surprise center-

piece of a speech in which Bush also

proposed lofty goals for. American schools

and prodded lawmakers to approve his plans

for a capital gains tax cut and bills dealing

with clean air, child care, crime, drugs,

education and other issues.

"It's time to act together," Bush said in a

speech intended to help set an election-year

agenda for a E)emocratic-run Congress.

He condemned racially motivated mail

bombings, saying the nation "must confront
and condemn racism, aiUi-semitisni, bigotry

and hate. ...

"And let me say that so long as we
remember the American idea ^- so long as

we live up to the American ideal— the State

of the union will remain sound and strong,"

he said.

Confronting a sensitive issue. Bush

nation will not accept anything less than

excellence in education.**

His troop cutback proposal won immedi-
ate praise from Democrats, including Sen.

Sam Nunn, chairman of the armed Services

Committee, who said it fit "the changing
circumstances in Europe.

Bush's plan would produce reductions in

the more than 265,000 U.S. troops in

Western Europe and 565,000 Soviet forces

in Central and Eastern Europe. There are an

.

additional 35.000 U.S. troops in Britain,

Italy, Greece and Turkey who would not be
affected by the latest plan.

Last May, Bush proposed a 275,000
ceiling on U.S. and on Soviet forces

throughout all of Europe and said negotia-
tions to reach that goal should be wrapped
up within a year.

The administration said Soviet and U.S.
negotiators should proceed with talks to

reach the 275,000 level while holding
parallel discussions on the deeper cuts.

Before now, Bush has said he would not
support further cuts until the current talks

were wrapped up. But, a senior administra-
tion official said, "Events were running
ahead of the negotiations."

The 1989 proposal, still under negotia^
tion, would require the United States to

withdraw 30,000 combat troops and force
the Soviets to reduce their troops by about
325,000.

(
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LISTEN TO YOUR HEART

Student Welfare Commission presents:

HYPERTENSION SCREENING PROJECT
come have your blood pressure tested FREE

Wednesday 1/31 and Thursday 2/1

TIME: 10 am - 2 pm
L LOCATIONS: -Westwood Plaza

^ _^ -Bombshelter

-LuValle Commons
-North Campus
-All residence halls swc

STUDENT WELFARE
COMMISSION

sponsored by ASUCLA Board of Directors / USAC Programming Committee

Suit filed

over 'rat'

in noodies
The Associated Press

»-i

Hughes Markets in Los Angeles
decided Wednesday to restock

Nissin soup products, despite a

couple's complaint that they found
part of a rodent in the bottom of
their Nissin-made Cup O' Noo-
dles.

The supermarket company had
removed all 28 varieties of Nissin

soups from its 47 Southern Cali-

fornia supermarkets and agreed
only to sell freshly produced
soups, said Harland Potk, Hughes
vice president of sales.

'The Nissin folks are a fine

company and we have confidence
in them,** said Polk. "We also have
a responsibility as a retailer and
that's why we've taken the action

we've taken."

Robert and Sharon Mathie of
Santa Clarita filed a $100.0Q0
lawsuit Friday in Superior Court
against Nissin Foods USA Co."
Inc., contending the alleged dis-

covery caused them mental and
physical pain and suffering.

Officials at Nissin, based in

Gardena, have greeted the report

with skepticism, noting that they

have not been contacted by the

couple nor been served with any
court papers.

"I just don't see how it could

happen," Mike Sakai, the com-
pany's senior manager of market-

ing, said Wednesday. "I am
somewhat suspicious because the

couple never contacted us. We
have yet to have seen the speci-

4Tncn."

'Hughes also has not been
contacted by the couple or their

attorney. The company heard
about the alleged rodent fmding
from calls from news reporters,

said Polk.

The Mathies say they bought the

soup on Jan. 6 from a Hughes
Market in the Canyon Country
section of Santa Clarita. Sharon
Mathie and her 4-year-old daught-
er found the rodent while they--
werc eating the soup on Jan. 20,
Phelan said.

"At the bottom of the cup there
'

was some kind of vermin the size--
of a credit card

.
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USAC
From page 1

Delta Lambda, a sorority founded
by lesbians, at a football game last

November.
Theta Chi was forced to publish

an open letter of apolqgy to

Lambda Delta Lambda as pan of
university sanctions handed down
Jan. 19. Theta Chi members are

also required to participate in

community service to increase

their sensitivity to diversity, and
the fraternity will be on probation

for the remainder of the academic
year.

"I am truly disgusted by the way
the IPC has refused to make any
comment on the actions of Theta

Chi," Aianovich said. "That is no
way for an umbrella organization

to operate."

But Chris Fishbum, director of
the Office of Fraternity and Soror-

ity Relations, said the IFC did not

have jurisdiction over the Theta
Chi members' behavior at the

game because the incident
occurred at the Rose Bowl, which
is considered university property

during games.

IPC's public relations rep-

resentative attended Tuesday's
council meeting, but had no com-
ment on either the incident or the

resolution.

General Representative Scott

Perry, who cast the only dissenting

vote, said "I believe that this

resolution sets a dangerous prece-

dent for groups affiliated with

council."

Perry added the resolution may
have been the result of the **very

personal" attitudes of student

officers, which went far beyond
just general policy issues.

Fishbum disagreed with the

student council's actions and said,

"I do not believe that council has

been professional in giving proper

notice to the fraternities and iit

freezing funds before negotiating

with the groups involved. Council
is guilty of violating its own
polk^."

The council passed an addition-

al resolution, written by Second
Wice President Alec Wynne, urg-

ing the administration to take

severe measures against Theta Chi
specifically.

Student Welfare Commissioner
Dean Poulakidas said, "I believe

that education about the problem
of homophobia is the most impor-
tant part of this resolution. Disaf-

filiation is not the answer."
' In addition to disaffiliating the

fraternity, the resolution calls for

the members of Theta Chi to

participate in community service

within the gay and lesbian com-
munity.

Theta Chi declined to comment
on the resolution.

Aranovich said she cosponsored
the resolution because the sanc-

tions made by the university

against Theta Chi were not severe

enough.

Members of Lambda Delta

Lambda attended the meeting and
echoed Aranovich's comments
that the university continues to

neglect the problem of racism,

sexism and homophobia.

The second resolution passed

with a vote of 9-0-2.

w2m Perry, who abstained from

the vote, said he* could not support

the resolution because he did not

think that an organization should

be held responsible for the actions

of a few of its members.

Financial Supports .Commis-
sioner Sam Kaufman said the

second resolution is by far the

more serious of the two because it

includes the possibility of disaffili-

ation. He added IFC and student

council will likely compromise on
the issue and reinstate Ac fraterni-

ty's funds.
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TACO THURSDAYS
$2.50 Pitchers After 8:00 pm

•V :

.59C Tacos After 4:00pm

I

1084 GLENDON AVE. 208-2038
•1^, We Accept: Visa Mastercard American Express
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GRAND OPENING EXTRAVAGANZA!
Frl. Feb. 3, 10am-12 Midnight!

e,V\g^_^3
M

EXTRAVAGANZA VIDEO

Extravaganza Advantages!
HOGE INVENTORY
We are stocked vsdth over 10.000

tapes In over 60 catagories, to make
sure you have a full selection.

FAST CHECBC OUTSi
Our computerized scanner checks-outs

ensure a fast check-out for you.

3-EVENDNG RENTALS '

Every rental Is 3-cvenlngs and 2-days.

For $2.99, you can enjoy your movies .

for a long, long time.

RENT yP TO H© VIDEOS AT ONCEB
Other stores limit your rentals to 4 tapes a day.

We allow you to rent up to 10 tapes to satisfy your needs.

ENTER DRAWING FOR H© VCRs
New members are automatically entered Into free drawings
for 1 VCRs. One VCR winner Is drawn per day on Fridays

&. Saturdays at 7pm.

NINTENDO RENTALS
We have a great selection of Nintendo
cartridges for rent.

D'S LAND!
Parents can take their time selecting videos
while kids have fun in an Extravagant Kid's Land!

FREE PARKING!

OPEN lOam to IVIIDNIGHT, EVERYDAY!

EXTRAVAGANZA, UCLA COUPON i just minutes from UCLA
UCLA faculty &< students receive w/ ID

1 FREE MEMBERSHIP
1 FREE VIDEO RENTAL
HOT DOGS &< DRINKS ^-^

I 1550 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD 475-4715
I (Between Wllshlre &< Santa Monica Blvds. 1 block

|

I away from Ross tm.; Next to Home Savings of

f America tnv.)
—
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ORGANIZATIONS

BOOTH APPLICATIONS FOR MARDI GRAS '90

ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN KERCKHOFF 129

DUE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9

-^o>0^
s Building Toward a Definition

of Student Academic Success

A panel discussion moderated by

Assistant Vice Chancellor Thomas E. Lifka

Office of Student Academic Services

oo
'^y

Panelists:

-^^

Academic Affairs Commissioner Florie Aranovich, Undergraduate Students
Association, representing students

Dean Edward A. Alpers, Honors and Undergraduate Programs. College of Letters

and Science, representing the faculty

Assistant Vice Chancellor John E. Kobara, Alumni Relations, representing alumni

Director Jane C. Muratore, Counseling Division. College of Letters and Science,

representing academic administrators and counselors

Dr. William D. Parham, counseling psychologist. Student Psychological Services,

representing Student Aftairs administrators

Thursday, February 1, 1990

2:30-5:00 p.m.

Ackerman Union, 2nd Floor Lounge

PEUKIVIEJIAN
From page 3

for abortions, and to not include

abortions or services ancillary to

abortions."

Jeannette Dreisbach, of the

anti-abortion California Prolife

Medical Association, said Deuk-
mejian's action "was also a slap

against taxpayers who look to the

governor for judicious use of their

funds. We can only guess as to the;

real motivations for his action

today."

Last year, Deukmejian cut
two-thirds of the budget, leaving

only $12 million dollars for clinics

statewide. Initially, he wanted to

delete the entire Office of Family
Planning, because he said he did

not agree with how the money was
jspent. Earlier this flscal year,

E)eukmejian vetoed a similar bill.

TTie cuts, since then, have
curtailed clinic s^vices through

multiple clinic closures, staff lay-

offs and decreased service hours.

Clinic (M'ganizers are pleased

with the governor's decision. "We
are delighted and we are already

planning on recruiting and rq}lac-

ing personnel and building up
services," said Silberman.

The bill falls $4 million short of
fully restoring the family planning

budget "It's an interesting twist

We only have five months left to

spend the entire $20 million.

Relatively, there is a higher level

of spending," Silberman said.

Kring said that the original state

budget has been depleted and that

moie clinics would have been
closed.

He said that he does not know
how the restored funds will be
used.

"They will probably be reallo-

cated based on the same fcxmula as

last year," he said.

EJECTIONS
From page 3

time.

The format of the hearings will

be determined prior to the event by
groups interested in participating.

Another revision prohibits can-

didates from setting up their

campaign material on Bruin walk
because traffic becomes con-
gested. Candidates will still be
able to campaign on the walk,

however.

Martin expects that this will cut

down on "petty infractions" of
campaign codes and reduce the

number of Elections Board offi-

cials needed during the campaign-
ing period.

mmmm^—^—

Search for

sex gene
continues
By Dantel Q. Haney
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.—On the

comer of Dr. David Page's desk
rests a foot-high stack of newly
published genetics textbooks.
They matter-of-factly describe the

location of the sex-determining

factor, the single gene that settles

the question of whether a feitilized

egg will be a boy or a girl.

The gene was Page's discovery.

Isolating it was a milestone in

biology, the prize in an exhausting
race and the kind of achievement
on which distinguished careers are

built a breakthrough in a field that

uses the word sparingly.

Or so it seemed.
,

Just two years after Page's
announcement the precise loca-

tion of the sex-determining factor

is a mystery again. The gene he
found, while interesting and prob-

ably important is almost certainly

not it

The case illustrates the skittish

and often whimsical way science

moves. Rather than flowing for-

ward in a neat sane way, facts—
and theories cobbled together to fit

them— emerge in a jerky tango of
discovery and setlwck. A new set

of lab results can turn breathtaking

insight to smoke.
Page's theory, accepted by

many, is now in shambles. But it's

not the first time people have been
wrong about the location of the

sex-determining factor.

Everyone is bom with 46 strings

of genes called chromosomes.
Two of these, X and Y, arc the sex

chromosomes. Women have two
X's, while men have an X and a Y.
Scientists reason the gene that

makes men different from women
must be on Y.
Page and others have concen-

trated on apparent exceptions to

the rule, so-called XX males. To
all outward appearances, these

people are physically normal men.
But their cells contain the double
X's of women. Through a genetic

mix-up, one of their X's contains a
tiny fragment of Y.
Among those he studied was an

XX man with just half of 1 percent

(^a Y chromosome. Within this bit

of DNA he found a gene that was
shared by other XX males. He
postulated this was TDF, testis-

determining factor — the sex

switch.

His description of the gene and
his idea of what it did were

published in December 1987 in the

journal Cell. It was a depressing

moment for Dr. Peter N. Goodfel-

low at the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund in London, whose
team was just a few months from

making the same discovery.

Page, of the Whitebread Insti-

tute, was almost certain he ha6
correctly identified TDF, but

remembers feeling uneasy when
colleagues flashed slides during

lectures that confidently called it

that.

To be on the safe side, he named
his gene ZFY, or Y-linked zinc

finger protein, a reference to the

kind of chemical structure it

makes. Then he and other scien-

tists searched for evidence that

ZFY is TDF. But when new pieces

of the puzzle emerged, they didn't

quite fit

The breaking point for this

model came with a paper in

December in the^journal Nature.

Goodfellow had found four XX
males who carried a bit of the Y
chromosonie, but not the part with

ZFY on it
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In its effort to stop the spread of ^QIDS in the Black Community

presents.

Black AIDS Project

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3RD
9 am - 5 pm Ackerman 3530

-
. PANEL - of people with AIDS

VIDEO - Robert Townsend's Safe Sex
DISCUSSION - "AIDS 101" and theories on the origin

ALL ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
'Tor details call the Black Pre-Health Office^il 82(5-0068) or stop by 102 Men's Gym.

Funded by Community Activities Commission

t #

DO YOU EVER DREAM

OF BEING A MEMBER OF A TEAM,
DESIGNING, BUILDING, AND SELUNG A

FUTURE AUTOMOBILE?
Opportunities for Mechanical and Electrical Engineers to work in Car Product Development at

Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan. Vehicle and component design, development and
testing positions available through the Ford College Graduate Program.

Date: Thursday,
Time: 8:00 a.m.

Place: Placement arid

8,

4:30 p.m.

Planning

*Please register and leave your resume at the center before February 8th.

-n
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CAMPUS

EVENTS

,o

Q. WHAT DO YOU GET
WHEN YOU DROWN
A CAT?

A. TONIGHT'S FILMS
fapaneAe

Dimitrs
YAKINIKU

TEMPURA

TERIYAKI

OKN DAILY

LUNCH
MON SAT 11 30 AM 2 PM

DINNER
MON THUR 5 10:30 PM

FRI-SAT5 11PM
SUN S 10 PM

THURSDAY 7:00, FRIDAY 10:00
MWVVVVIAAIVVVVVVVIAAIIAAIWVVVVWVVVVVVVVWVVVVVV

THURSDAY
9:00

FRIDAY
7:00

$1.50 PER
NIGHT
AGB

filn ( developing courtesy of

village photo

$eA foo4s r^ Br*

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE: WAITER/WAITRESSES

2031 WILSHIRE BLVD.- SANTA MONICA 453-4848

UCLA -THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS

0*00*4
(]n(>ao*-4«oa

plus special Friday midnight screening

-separate admission- $1.00

QMDROPHMIA
^aid^ ^ '^H^^fi^- you* UtuietU fom't.

2 different programs!

KORYU KABUKl
DANCE COMPANY
Fri. and Sat., Feb. 2 & 3 at 8:00 p.m.

Sun., Feb. 4 at 2:00 p.m.

This company of 30 dancers and musicians is renowned for its

performance ai Nikon Koten Buyo, the exquisite classical dance
form associated with Kabuki theater. Striking for'its detailed

depictions of scenes from domestic life, this style of traditional

Japanese dance is as entertaining as it is enlightening.

Royce Hall $28, 24, 18; 8*

CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat., Feb. 3 7:00-7:30p.m.
and Sun., Feb. 4 1:00-1:30 p.m.

Lecturer: Judy Mitoma, UCLA Worid Arts and Cultures Program

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-9261

^
MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(213) 4M^232 • (714| 740-SOOO

^Students with (ull-tiine ID. Sludenl tickcu not available at TicketMaster.

Rush at thowtime for students and Sr. Citizens (limited availability).

Program, date, time and price subject to availability.

CALPIRG FEE
The California Public Interest Research Group, CALPIRG, is a statewide,
student funded, student directed, non-profit, non-partisan, organization
which conducts research and advocacy in the areas of environmental
pieservation, consumer protection, public health and safety, and govern-
ment and corporate accountability. CALPIRG provides students the
opportunity to learn effective civic skills while Impacting important
public policy issues.

The UCLA chapter of CALPIRG was originally established by a vote of
the student body in 1982. Tlie current fee system was created as a
result of a vote of the sudents in 1987. The students voted to create a
waivable $2 per quarter fee to fund the CALPIRG chapter. Students who
do not wish to support CALPIRG's program have the option to waive
the fee at. the time of payment or else to file for a refund. Students
who wish to file for a reflind, or who would like mofe Information
about CALPIRG should call CALPIRG at 213-278-9244.

Information meeting Today at 6pm, 24J^Ackernian ^

FORUM
From page 9

debates will try to define academic

success in terms which reflect the

attitudes of each segment of the

UCLA community.
Alpers, who will be moderating

one of the working lunches, said he

saw a need for a closer working

relationship between faculty and

students, with faculty offering

more direct assistance to students

with career choices.

"A. high number of people

graduating is great, but how many
people graduate and don't know
what to do with their majors?" he

asted. 'Tbere is a need for more
direct intervention to help students

sort out their lives. Students have
told us that. We have excellent

counseling resources, but the Stu-

dents who need counseling the

most are usually the ones who
aren't coming in for it.**

Many students who may know
what they want to do when they

graduate may not be adequately

prepared to achieve their post-gra-

duation goals, Lifka said. "If we
only focus on graduation, students

may be leaving here without the

grades they need to get into

graduate school, or unprepared for

the jobs they want"
Lifka added he believes

academic departments could and
should play a more structured role

in helping students formulate a

major.

"But the whole focus of the day

will be devoted to the problem side

(of the issue). We are not going to

jump into the solution side. We are

going to take time to define the

problem carefully before jumping
into anything," Lifka said.

The results of today's forum
will be used to formulate recom-
mendations to the executive vice-

chancellor at the end of the

academic year, Lifka said. The
search fn* ways to implement these

suggestions will begin next school

year.

NUTRITION
From page 6

ful in tlie dieting process. You may
have a decrease in appetite, but

then you have the problem of drug

addiction."

I>oal said that a well-balanced

diet consists of eating a variety of

foods from the four basic food
groups and moderating fat intake.

However, a diet can be too low
in fats. "Rather than eliminating

fat entirely — because the body
needs fats— a better approach is to

take in a small amount of fat every

meal," Doal said.

"At first, I thought I'd never be
able to eat certain (foods) again.

But now I know that I can have
those french fries occasionally,**

said Karen Fienberg, a recovering

bulimic who helped organize the

seminar.

Doal encouraged the use of
exercise for weight maintenance,
^he said exercise bums calories,

maintains the metabolic rate, pre-

serves and builds muscle mass and
controls the appetite.

The presentation was sponsored

by the Student Welfare Commis-
sion as part of the Eating Disorders

Awareness Week.

SJt

idA
Bruin Radio

530 AM
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Top Gun'
producers
sign deal
By John Horn
Associated Press

Don Simpson and Jerry Bruck-
heimer, the producers of "Top
Gun" and "Beverly Hills Cop,"
signed an exclusive five-year deal

with Paramount Pictures in Los
Angeles to make at least five films,

it was announced Wednesday.
The terms of the partnership

were not disclosed. But the

arrangement is likely to make
Simpson and Bruckheimer, the

most successful movie producers

in Hollywood in the '80s, also the

most highly compensated.

Furthermore, the pair will enjoy

the independence to make any
movie, any way they want.

"They (Paramount) put up the

money. We put up the talent. We
meet at the theater," Simpson said.

In recent years, the producing
duo have made some of the

biggest-grossing films in movie
history.

Their box-office hits include

1983*s *Tlashdancc" ($209 mil-

lion wcM'ldwide b(»-office gross),

1984*8 "Beverly Hills Cop" ($312
million), 1986's 'Top Gun** ($351
mUlion) and 1987*s "Bevcriy HiUs
Cop ir ($281 miUion).

Their only flop was 1984's
*Thicf of Hearts.** The two have
produced films for ParanK>unt for

the last seven years.

The deal was struck after

HfKMiths of negotiations with Para-

mount and other studios. Simpson
and Bruckheimer said they also

considered taking their production

company public, but declined to do
so because they wanted to be
hands-on producers.

•*Wc ended up with what ^we
were after from the beginning —
freedom,** Simpson said. Said
Bruckheimer "We have the right

to make a certain number of

pictures under certain limits, but

very broad limits.**

Unlike most producers under

contract to a studio, Simpson and
Bruckheim^ will develop and
make motion pictures without the

advice and consent of Paramount
executives.

Paramount will provide financ-

ing in the range of $20 million per

film and then market and distribute

the finished products.

"We're not compelled to do
anything," Simpson said. "Wc*re
not serving management's needs.

... We don't have any bosses."

Paramount will continue to

negotiate contracts for the produc-

ers, and Simpson and Bruckheimer
do not expect to have to hire

additional personnel.

While neither I Paramount nor

Simpson and Bruckheimer reve-

aled the terms of the deal, it is

almost certain that the pair will

collect a substantial share of their

films* profits. On top of that, they

will earn a producer's fee for the

films they make. To make big

money, though, they have to make
popular movies.

The two will also be allowed to

direct movies, and plan to co-

direct their next project

Directing, Bruckheimer said, "is

another horizon to tackle. It's

always been important to conquer
new goals. And it*s more control

over the creative process.**

The pair said they have no
aspirations to run a studio, as

producers Jon Peters and Peter

Guber did last year when they

exited their Warner Bros, contract

to assume management of Colum-
bia Pictures. ^

FltOM BACKPACK

Cultural Affairs

presents

TO BRIEFCASE

The
Student
Talent

A FREE CAREER SEMI\AR FOR HOME\ E\TERI\(; THE WORKFORCE
THIRSIAY. FEBRIARV 1. 7:00 P. ^.. \IOORE-ROO\l 100.

First 500 women offending will receive o free giff bog filled wifti L'OREAL" products ond o

complimentory issue of Working Woman " mogozine. • FROM BACKPACK TO BRIEFCASE is

pocked with information to prepare junior ond senior women for a smootti fronsition into flie

workforce. • Jeri Sedlor, Working Woman's Director of Corporate Affairs, will share her strategies

for success in a presentation titled, "How to Get o Competitive Edge in Business." • Topics will

include: Getting the Job of Your Oreoms, flow Image Can Moke or Break You and Climbing the

Corporate Lodder. • Leorn what it takes to cony more weight in today's increasingly-competitive

job market. Join us for our presentation and get a heod stort on the rest of your coreer.

^ L'OREAL KAPPAAIPHAim

Thursday
Feb.l, 1990

S'-IO p.m.

at the

Cooperage
i:ijiJirAL

paid for by USAC

>

THE VILLAGE DELI
Sportsbar &v Restaurant

10936 LINDBROOK DR. 208-6442-^

Presents: ^ s

ALL GREEK NIGHT

$1.50 Pitchers (Bud or Lite)

Thursday Nights
"^

($2.00 pitchers every other night w/ UCLA ID)

Make The Village Deli Your Official Bruin Bar

Bring In All Your UCLA Paraphernalia To Decorate

:<:'

I
" *.

>«
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Daily Bruin Viewpoint

Viewpoint r•^

Editorial

A note on anonymity to our readers

Viewpoint

Because we have recently received

many letters requesting anonymity, I

would like to clarify our policy regarding

this matter. The Daily Bruin will

consider requests for anonymity on an

individual basis. We withhold names
only when we are convinced that there is

the possibility of physical or psychologi-

cal harm to the writer. Even in cases

where we agree to anonymity, we still

require a name, telephone number and

UCLA identification number for reasons

of verification. All information is strictly

confidential.

Valafle De La Garza
Editor-in-Chief

#

"^^

Letters

A tragedy
Editor:

I was both angered and
heartbroken to read "Anatomy
of a rape: a fun night out

turns into a nightmare** — an
anonymous letter to the Daily

Bruin on Jan. 25. The fact that

this young woman was victim-

ized is in itself a tragedy, yet

the social and legal obstacles

that have prevented her from
pressing charges serve only to

make a bad situation more
unbearable.

From my intensive personal

and academic background in

child abuse and victimization, I

find myself bewildered by oiu"

society's continuing acceptance

of violence against women and
children. Whether the perpetra-

tor is d drunk frat boy or a

parent or caretaker of an
abused child, the time has

come to speak out loudly and
strongly for those in our soci-

ety who, by the sole virtue of

being women and children, are

at risk.

The letter closed with the

statement, "The system is

stacked in your favor. Congra-

tulations. You win!" This,, to

me, is sending the v^rrong

message to those abusers who
believe that they can and
should get away with unspeak-

able acts. What all of us need

to do is to use our outrage in

a positive way to attempt to

change that very system that is

stacked against us. That letter

is a start It presented a

painful and personal story to

heighten our awareness of

something that most of us

would rather not hear. And to

Anonymous, even if you are

unnamed, you are not alone.

Erica C. Johnson
Graduate Student

Public Health

Educate yourself

Editor:

Thank you, Kevin Horwedel,

for your enlightening letter

("AIDS," Bruin, Jan. 30).

Although it was not your

intent, you have demonstrated
^

the need for improved AIDS
education. You claim that "any
support of gay activities is a

contribution to the spread of a

fatal disease.** AIDS is not a

gay disease. It is not who your
partner is, but the precautions

you take (or don't take) that

determine your chances of get-

ting the virus through sexual

intercourse.

Maybe you think fear of
AIDS is a good excuse for

homophobia. Maybe you
assume that if you are not

gay, you arc safe from the

disease. Misinformation can
lead to irrational fear, preju-

dice, discrimination, and even
"the spread of a fatal disease.**

If you really want to help

prevent the spread of AIDS,
stop blaming the gay commun-
ity. Get the facts. The staff of

the AIDS hotline is there to

answer your questions. Give
them a call at (2 13)876-AIDS
or (800)922-AIDS, or take

advantage of AIDS Awareness
Week on campus (Feb. 12-17).

Melody Phillips

Senior
Linguistics/Applied Math

Professor deserves tenure
An open letter to the UCLA community: ,

As graduate students of the UCLA E>epartment of Design, we
request that the Committee on Privilege and Tenure reconsider

the tenure case of Acting Associate Professor Lois Swimoff. We
believe that the loss of this outstanding artist and researcher

would be detrimental to the progress of currently enrolled

students and would seriously diminish the quality of the graduate

progmm and the prestige of the department.

In our broadly diversified field, Swimoff is unique in having a

comprehensive view which enables her to contribute substantively

in each of the four areas of specialization. Her graduate seminar

290 focuses on the major ideas and issues of design in a con

temporary context, an intellectual experience that for most

students becomes the theoretical basis of their thesis projects.

Swimoff is scholarly, eloquent, and thoroughly well-versed. Her
command of advanced subject matter is superb and her point of

view inspiring; students especially apiveciate her awareness of the

ethical and environmental issues which will shape the future of

the design profession.

To her tutorials and committee work, Swimoff brings critical

expertise and aesthetic sensitivity which reflect her intense

creativity. Her experience as an artist enables her to assist

students as they encounter the increasingly challenging problems

of graduate work; her intellectual acumen is invaluable in helping

them formulate relevant conceptual problems. One of her greatest

strengths is an awareness of technology and its implications for

the design field. This results in the ability to guide students to

utilize advanced methods in their work.

Former graduates are enthusiastic in their recommendation of

Swimoff, frequently citing the opportunity to work with her as a

major incentive for attending UCLA. During her last eight years

in the department, Swimoff has wwked with 86 of the 95

graduate students who have been enrolled in the design program.

She has been on fifty-two graduate committees, acting as

principal guide 6n sixteen and serving as nominal chair of nine,

in the specialities- of environmental design, graphics, computer
graphics, video, fiber, industrial design, ceramics, costume design

and exhibition design. Although, this record is indicative of the

impcMiant influence Swimoff has had for an entire generation of

students, her crucial role in the graduate program has been

obscured by the fact that she is not head of an area as are the

senior faculty.

In reviewing the action of the University in Swimoffs case,

we were dismayed by the failure to understand the criteria for

artistic and scholarly excellence in design. Swimoffs work is

exemplary. Her exhibition record is impressive and her level of

artistic professionalism outstanding. The critical acclaim of her

publications is reflected in the reviews of her book Dimensional

Color in Architecture; Joumal of the ALA, July 1989, C*Land-

mark Research Relating Color and Form**); in Design Dimen-
sions, New York Prentice Hall, 1989; and by citation in Color

Model Environments, by Harold Linton, New York, 1985. These

confirm that her research in color and form is of seminal

importance for an area of increasing prominence in architecture

and design.

The decision of the University to deny Swimoff tenure despite

the unanimous recommendation of her department must have

been based on an incorrect interpretation of the facts or upon
discriminatory or other inappropriate grounds. We question the

refusal to promote an artist and academician of such eminent

qualifications and status to a department which has no tenured

women on its faculty. We feel that a serious error has been
made and request that an independent and impartial investigation

be made. We believe that this is in the best interests of the

Department of Design and of the University.

Twenty-five signatures were attached to this letter.

AIDS letter

Editor:

While I am not conversant

with William S. Vanderbilt*s

"defense of gays** essay, 1 do
take offense to Kevin Hor-
wedePs attack. For someone
who attaches importance to

"cold, hard facts,** he sure

seems to have gotten his mix-

ed up. The homosexual com-
munity has consistently dealt

with the issue of AIDS far

better than the heterosexual

community. Homosexuals have

always been fighting against

odds and they tend to realize

the dangers associated with any

type of sex. As a result, a

great deal of homosexual liter-

ature and the community has

stressed the precepts of "Safe

Sex.** If anything, the danger

of AIDS spreading is far more
prevalent in the heterosexual

community and dangerously

more so in the college com-
munity.

Jotham McMillan
Freshman

Computer Science

Daily
112 Kerckhoff Hall >

308 Westwood Piaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898
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Buildings must be modified to accomodate tfie differentiy-abied

Friends and foes will

agree that I'm generally

a good-natured person,

not given to frequent outbursts

of anger or to holding grudges.

Yet even those who know me
really well would be surprised

to know that I'm a closet

elevator-basher, and that the

objects of my wrath are the

elevators at Bunche and Haines
HaU.

There are 11 floors at

Bunche. Last quarter, I taught

two classes on the second
floor, this quarter one of the

sections I'm teaching is in

Bunche. My own classes tend

to be in this building as well.

My offlce is on the fifth

floor, right across from the

wretched elevators, and the

history department offices, gra-

duate student reading room and
the T.A. boxes are on the

sixth floor. The 10th floor

houses the Latin American
Studies Center, while the 11th

floor features the Mexico Bor-

der Project This means that I

spend a considerable amount of

time traipsing around in the

elevators at Bunche.

Well, snifl* the exerciseoma-

niacs in our midst, you could

take the stairs. Yes, but I have
a disability that keeps me from
using the stairs in any but the

most extreme emergencies, like

an earthquake, so I must use

the elevators. The problem is

that either the Bunche Hall

elevators are in poor repair, or

whoever is in charge of prog-

ramming them is a sadistic,

morahstic monster who must

Rosemarie
Pegueros
think it's great fun for some-
one to wait on the second

floor as elevators shoot up and
down, skipping the second

floor.

I mentioned that I have a

disability. I have arthritis in

my legs and spine. On the

best days, I can walk easily

down to kerckhoff Hall or

Ackerman Union; I take

advantage of those days to get

some exercise, though it takes

me longer than most people

because I have to avoid stairs.

On bad days, I walk as little

as possible, using a cane to

inch along. On the very worst

days, I don't get out of bed
except for absolutely unavoid-

able trips around thie house.

Fortunately, this happens only

once or twice a year.

Most days are somewhere in

between: I walk a bit, not too

quickly, and the pain is bear-

able. In emergencies, I can

take the stairs, but in general,

I'd rather not because I tend

to have trick knees and I fall

down. I'm lucky. I can walk,

and on really good days, I can

even dance a little, but like

every other person on campus
who has a mobility disability, I

depend on the elevators. One
day last spring, I was waiting

to go down from the second

floor where I had just finished

teaching, to the "A" or base-

ment floor where I had a

seminar.

The elevators going down
passed me several times until I

finally decided to take one
going up, and ride it up then

down. Finally, the elevator was
going down. I pushed "A."
The elevator went down to the

first floor, then reversed itself

going up, never bothering to

go down to the basement. I

cursed, slammed my briefcase

on the doors, and stalked off

the elevator at the fourth floor,

leaving a couple of startled

undergraduates in my wake.

Have you ever tried to get

down from the fourth floor? I

wonder how my friends in

wheelchairs manage. Further-

mott, the Bunche elevator

doors frequently open to a

landing that is higher or lower

than the elevator creating more
danger for the wheelchair rid-

ers. In a pinch, I could. take

the stairs, but what do the

wheelchair-bound do? How
much frustration do they have

to endure at the hands of the

thoughtless people who prog-

ram the elevators not to stop

on the fifth floor or the

basement of Bunche Hall?

Haines Hall is another case.

One quarter, I had a class in

that building and half of the

time, the elevator was out of

order. Schlepping up the stairs,

I fell down. At ten o'clock in

the morning, I found myself
sobbing out of frustration in

the second floor bathroom^

trying to compose myself
enough to get to my class.

Yet, I could get there. What
about all the folks who cannot

use the stairs at all?

A friend in a wheelchair

tells me that only leprechauns

can scurry into the elevators at

Haines before the doors close:

for someone in a wheelchair,

it's virtually impossible. Just

last week, I was trying to ^et

to a class in Powell Library.

After ten minutes of waiting, it

became evident that the eleva-

tor was broken so I slipped

into the first office I saw to

ask them how I could get

upstairs. Someone came to

escort me through the labyrin-

thine bowels of the building: it

only took me half an hour

taking another elevator and
following my escort as she

unlocked several doors. Need-
less to say, I didn't feel very

self-sufficient.

There are other disabled

people besides those of us with

mobility disabilities. One of

my readers recently explained

to me some of the problems
small people, that is adults

under four feet tall, have.

Since their arms and legs are

shorter than a child's of the

same height, reaching elevator

buttons and such is very diffi-

cult In the old days, the

solution was easy: keep diffe-

rently-abled people at home or

institutionalize them.

Today, we are adjusting the

public perception of disability;

disabled people are working at

full-time jobs, entering the

-professions and functioning at

maximum capacity, but it's still

no picnic. A simple adjustment

of the timing on an elevator

can lessen the frustration for a

disabled person. If the eleva-

tors are deliberately set to

discourage short rides, then

give all the mobility-disabled

students, faculty and staff keys

that will compel the elevator

to stop for us.

A broken elevator means
missed classes and missed
appointments. Too high eleva-

tor buttons means that a small

person may have to ask for

assistance rather than being

self-sufficient, while doors that

close too quickly risk further

endangering the health of those

in wheelchairs. The San Fran-

cisco earthquake has created a

mandate for upgrading build-

ings. As the upgrading begins

on the campus, I would urge

the planners to be particularly

cognizant of making the facili-

ties truly accessible to all of
us.

Pegueros is a graduate student

of Latin American history.
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Culture

''In this country," somebody

said to me recently, "blacks have to

give up their culture in order to be

successful.

The Cosby Show is a perfect example. There is nothing

particularly "black" about the Huxtables. The show

could b^ done wwd for word with a white family

substituting for the black one. So the show really isn't

about bl&ck characters or culture then, is it?

Since it is 'Black History Month* we thought we'd

explore tfie question of what constitutes 'black culture.*

The person who made the remarks in relation to Cosby

wasn't really sure.

A dictionary kind of approach would call it

'customary beliefs, social forms and material traits.'

A personal kind of approach recognizes black culture

as the wealth of ancient civilizations and the poverty of

slavery. It is the despair and longing of spiritual music

and the tragedy expressed in blues. Eloquence and

exhubcrance in literature, art and music are all part of

black culture. So is ambition, anger and social activism.

The ultimate genius of black culture, however, is in

it's survival against incredible odds. Figuratively, black

culture could easily have been diluted beyond recogni-

tion by the American 'melting poL' Instead, it has held

it's own and contributed immea^rably to the content

and character of our common cultural heritage. From
ragtime, to jazz, rock n' roll and rhythm and blues,

African Americans have set styles that all Americans—
and large chunks of the world — still follow.

Literally, racism took an unconscionable toll on
African American artists. The full measure of its

hidcousness can be seen in the death of singer Bessie

Smith, who was at one time the highest paid black

performer in the country— who bled to death after a car

accident because she was refused admission to a 'white'

hospital.

The corollary to this, of course is 'what constitutes

'white American culture?* Baseball? Black American

athletes have contributed plenty to American sports.

Apple pie? I'd venture to say we've baked our share of

those, too. Literature? Black Americans have gained

worldwide recognition (and more than a few Pulitzers)

for their prose and poetry. Music? Read the related

stories.

If the Hjjxtables are 'basically white Americans in

blackface' Us my friend contended, is it because they

lead a solidly middle class, baseball & apple pie kind of

existence? Do material comforts really lake the edge off

of ambition, anger, eloquence and activism for blacks?

Does it for whites?

In the days before Cosby, media depictions of blacks

required that they- be exceptionally good, or exception-

ally bad (or stupid) in order to be entertaining. Thanks to

Cosby, ethnic characters can now be ordinary — and

even downright insipid— and still be acceptable. What
this means for black culture is that maybe, just maybe, it

is evolving lo the point where blacks can escape the

dictates of 'the exceptional* and take pride in just

'bping;* surviving, succeeding and deciding one's own
destiny in an extremely complex world. You know —
like the rest of American society?

June AdeHe PHiheiror

A & E Editor

Arts & Entertainment
Frctoi Miles

to Motown

40years ofAmerican
-^niAsical innovation

By Damian G'Rane

./.

Staff Writer

Eileen Southern, in her The Music of Black

Americans, quotes historian Carl Belz as saying

about early Afro-American rock 'n* roll: "Every-

thing struck the listener at once— instrument sound,

fragmentary or improvised lyrics."

He said that white audiences at the time preferred a

"cleaner kind of music,*' one with clear distinctions

between vocal and background elements.

This has been the primary difference between

black and white popular music in the second half of

the twentieth century.

It continues today when one compares rap music to

pop. One hears virtual reams of sound superimposed

on top of one another in rap. There is such a thick

"brew,** so to speak, that the listener can hear new
sounds every lime

Also characteristic of rap is the strident lyrics

about the state of affairs for many of the black poor in

America, especially in the inner cities. Because of

this (plus a sound that practically leaps off the vinyl),

'rap bears a close resemblance to the '60s soul tunes

recorded by such greats as James Brown, Ray
Charles and Aretha Franklin.

Soul also chose to take on much of the political

problems of Afro-Americans in the '60s.

The '70s saw popular music take the form of disco.

It was a longer, more musically oriented form with

less emphasis on vocals. The reason for this was

because discos wanted to start as many people

dancing as possible.

"Rapper's Delight," by the Sugar Hill Gang, was
the first rap song to be a crossover success. It

prefigured the later, huge success of hip-hop.

- Speaking of crossover, in the late *50s arnl early

*60s, it was a popular idea for the U.S. to send, as cul-

tural ambassadors, various performers and artists to

the foreign countries with which the U.S. did not

enjoy particularly good political relations.

According to a down beat magazine article from

that decade, the performers included Louis Arms-
trong (Africa, 1960, Chile, 1%2), Dave Brubeck

(Polani Near Middle East, 1958) and Benny
Goodman (Asia, 1956-57, USSR, 1%2).

In the same article, Harold Boxer, head of the

musical division of Voice of America, said that "the

appetite for jazz is universal. It is undoubtedly the

United States* greatest music exportation. Second is

Broadway musicals by the way. We report on jazz,

but we don't take sides. We try to present jazz in as

fair a representation as possible and let the audiences

make up their minds.**

A more eclectic style ofjazz, known for its unusual

improvisational technique and its deep emotion, was
pioneered in the '60s by musicians such as Omette

Coleman, Charles Mingus and John Coltrane.

Southern reports that Coleman was a musician

with "his roots in the blues," even though he was a

great advocate of freedom of rhythm and melody.

The feelings in Coleman's music were quite

profound as well. And no less strident was the

emotion in Coltrane' s work, which also incorporated

Arabic, Indian and African styles along with a very

different sense of rhythm than what had been heard

-before in jazz.

Another unorthodox yet brilliant innovator in jazz

in the *60s was Miles Davis. The album Bitches'

Brew, released in 1970, was a culmination of the^orts

of work E>avis was doing in the *60s, incorporating

soul and rock into his music.

The '70s saw a revival in New Orleans jazz, swing

music and bebop. The emerging forms of the *70s

grew from the jazz forms which had begun to be

explored in the *60*s. Davis* Brew turned out lo be a

precursor to the excursions into jazz fusion in the

•80i.

See INNOVATIONS, page 31
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Salute^ ^_
Jazz Veteran honored

at Wadsiuorth

Gregory Marie Keer

Contributor

Six years ago, when the Student

Clommitlee for the Arts started the

monthly Jazz at the Wadsworth
performances, the Gerald Wilson

Orchestra did the honors of

launching the ship.

On Sunday, February 4 at 7

p.m., Wilson will once again

headline a free two-hour concert at

Wadsworth Theatre. Only this

time, the celebration is for Wilson

as much as it is for the distin-

guished series.

Just this month, the 71 -year-old

jazz orchestra leader received a

richly-deserved $20,000 grant

from the National Endowment for

the Arts. The award vnW help

Wilson in his work toward the

progress and further advance of

jazz music.

"It seems as though the NEA
council, and the federal govern-

ment which they represent, feel

I'm valuable enough for my efforts

in jazz,** Wilson said during a

phone conversation. "It's not a

grant you can apply to,'* he

explained. "You have to be recog-

nized. I was as surprised as you.**

Bom in Shelby, Mississippi on
September 4, 1918, Wilson began
musical training with his mother.

In 1939, he began his professional

career as a trumpeter with the

Jimmie Lunceford Orchestra.

Following a two year stint in the

United States Navy Orchestra,

Wilson moved to Los Angeles,

where he still resides. Here, in

1944, he formed his first band.

Over the 46 years since, the

conductor/composer/trumpeter/
arranger has compiled a superhu-

man list of credits.

Among his musical highlights,

Wilson includes the songs he*s

wriaen for jazz big band legends

Count Basie, Cab Calloway and

Duke Ellington (such as "Imagine

My Frustration" featured in the

Broadway musical Sophisticated

Ladies). The arrangements and

pieces he's composed for his own
orchestras have earned him numer-

ous awards from down beat maga-

zine and several Grammy
nominations.

Outside of the strictly-jazz

environment, Wilson has com-
posed for film and television (the

'60s beach classic Where the Boys
Are, anwng other thingsX for blues

superstar Ray Charles (the

arrangement for "You Are My
Sunshine") and even for the L.A.

Jazz artist Gerald Wilson.

Philhannonic.

His Latin-tinged composition
"Viva Tirado** has been recorded

by 17 different groups, including

EI Chicano, which made it a # 1 pop
hit in 1968.

He's performed all over the

world, from Carnegie Hall (with

Basie in 1948) to The Festival in

Verona, Italy and now he returns to

See VETERAN, page 32

Hi-de-hi-de-ho

Black music develops

fromfolksy spirituals

through Cotton Club

By Shalmall Pal

Contributor

I bring you my song
To sir^ on the Georgia road.

Langston Hughes

^
1

E

Without black music, American popular music

wouldn't exist.

Black music came to the states via the slave trade,

expanded through colonialization, flourished in spite

of a civil war and laid-the foundation for jazz, swing,

gospel, rap, disco and rock *ii^ fbU.

The primary stone laid in the building of black

popular music was the nineteenth century Spiritual.

A combination of orally transmitted folk songs and

slave work songs. Spirituals served as a source of

both emotional and religious solace.

The Fisk Jubilee Singers were
the first to make the world aware of
the power of Spirituals by touring

extensively throughout the coun-

try. Spirituals eventually gave

birth to the artistry of gospel and

singers like Mahalia Jackson.

By the late 18(X)s, minstrels

took center stage in the growth of

the black musical style. Perfor-

mers like Al Jolson and **Daddy**

Rice donned the "blackface**

makeup of vaudeville.

Essentially a caricature of

blacks as banjo-playing, happy-

go-lucky people, minstrels was
hugely popular with upper-class

blacks. The minstrel show granted

black songwriters, singers, musi-

cians and dancers an opportunity

to enter American show business.

Ragtime came onto the musical , . . _ ,

scene when Scott Jopiin*s "Maple Josephine Baker was
Leaf Rag** was published and sold among America's most fam-

ovcr a million copies. Black dance OUS expatriates.

musk:, such as the cakev^lk, was
essential in the development of Ragtime. The craze

for dancing and Ragtime's heady exuberance

contributed to America's optimism prior to Worid
War I.

The development of the first affluent white

neighborhood was abandoned after World War I and

became the place synonymous with musical magic
— Harlem. Songwriters, singers and musicians

flocked to Harlem, despite the threats of high rent and

overcrowding, to pursue their dreams of fame and

fortune. ^
.

Small, smoke-filled clubs began appearing out of

which was bom the New York jazz style. Unrecorded

and characterized by heavy improvisation, jazz was

shunned by older musk:ians. In 1921, veteran

musician J. Tim Brymn said that jazz did nothing but

**make a lot of noise and jumble up the melody." As a
'

result, jazz took to the streets of Harlem where

players found an audience captivated by jazz music's

sophisticated spontaneity. ^ .

'
•

Singer Billie Holiday's fluid vocal style was the

embodiment of the ever shifting jazz style.

The duo of Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake '.
.

^

legitimized jazz and ragtime in their musical Shuffle

Along. Witii songs like "I'm Just Wild About Harry**

and Josephine Baker in the chorus. Shuffle Along

established jazz as the rage among both blacks and

whites.

With the era of Prohibition, small clubs gave way
to larger nighUife establishments. The clubs served

the dual purposes of catering to the white* s love of

exotic entertainment and providing bootleg liquor.

Connie's Inn became a popular nightspot when
Louis Armstrong starred in its revue Hot Chocolates

See PROCHRESSION, page 32
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Music

I 9th annual Bob Mariey Day celebrates reggae on Sunday
By Matt Ball

-%

Contributor

For the Rasta-minded, the Long
Beach Arena, will host the 9th

Annual Bob Mariey Day Celebra-

tion on Sunday, February 4th.

There will also be an international

food and crafts festival.

Black Uhuni is the featured

band, with special guests Mighty
Diamonds, Shinehead, Tippa Irie,

Wendy Shaw, Satta Blue, Dell and
the Sensations, and the A-Team,
which makes for seven hours of

reggae music.

A carnival-like atmosphere will

pervade the lobby and outside

walk ways of the arena, with

booths selling items such as

Jamaican food, handicrafts, jewel-

ry, and clothing.

The celebration, which pays
tribute to Bob Marley's vision and

the spirit of reggae music, has

grown in size over the past eight

years, from starting out in a small

park to selling out the 10,000-plus

seat arena last year.

The door opens at 1 p.m

.

Tickets are on sale now at

Ticketmaster locations.

FILM

Continuing

Secrets, Dialougues, Revelations: The

Art of Betye and Alison Saar

Wight Art Gallery thru Feb. 25

825-9345

Continuing

The Dawn of Sound: A Trihete to

Vitaphone

Vitaphone Opening Night Program: As

presented Augusts, 1926

"Don Juan"

Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm

$5, Students $3

206-FILM

10 Photographers: Olympic Images

2nd Floor Wooden Center, thru Feb 28

825-3701

Continuing.

Recent Paintings by Chris Romano
KerckhotI Art-Gallery thru Feb 2

825-6564

I L M
Independents Forum

"Water and Power"

Discussion with Director toHows

Melnitz Theater, 730 pm

$5. Students $3

206 FILM

"Pet Semataiy"

"The Abyss"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm

$1 50

825 1958

FECIAL EVEMT
Lecture/Demonstration by members

of the Koryu Kabaki Dance Company

Royce Hall 1 pm - 3 pm

825-9261

Student Talent Show
Cooperage 8 pm

825-6564

Jan at the Wadsworth

Gerald Wilson Big Band

Michael Wolt

Wadsworth Theater, 7 pm

825-9261

A N C E

Koryu Kabuki Dance Theater *

Royce Hall, 2 pm

$28,24, .18, Students $8 •

CenterStage Pre-pertormance Lecture

250 Royce Hall, 1 pm
825-9261

I L M
The New Hungarian Cinema

"Tolerance"

"Damnation"

Melnifz Theater, 7:30 pm

$5, Students $3

206-FILM

MUSIC
Junior Recitals

Li Hsin Li piano

Sumi Park piano, 12 pm

Louis Lim piano 2 pm

Scott Lehmkuhl, voice

Suzafine Hirsh piano 4 pm

Jan Popper Theater Schoenberg Hall

825-4761

A N C E

Dance Forum: Experiential

Dimensions of Dance Ethnology

Keynote Address and Concert

200 Dance BIdg 8 & 9 pm

206 1335

Koryu Kabuki Dance Company

Royce Hall 8 pm

$28 24 18 Students $8 SCA $7 Tickets

8259261

I L M
Sneak Preview

Sweetie

Melnitz Theater 7 30 pm

Free CTO Tickets required

206 FILM

"The Abyss"

"Pet Sematary"

"Quadrophenia"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom 7 pm

$150

825 1958

M

Opening

Courtney White

Reception, 7-9 pm

Kerckholf Art Gallery

825-6564

U S I c

Folk Music Series

Nathalie Forrest —
Kerckhoff Coffee House 9 pm

825-6564

M u s I a
Noon Concert

Lula Almedia & Alro-Brazil Band

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm

825-6564

i L M
Academy/Contemporary

Documentary Series

"The Children s Storefront"

"Thomas Hart Benton"

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm

206-FILM

FECIAL E VENT
Filipino Cultural Night

Wadsworth Theater 7 pm

FREE CTO Tickets required

206-5999

Art Ensemble of Chicago/Women of

the Calabash

Royce Hall, 8 pm

$22 18 Students $8

CenterStage Pre-pertormance Lecture

Wadsworth Theater 7 pm

825 9261

A N C E

Koryu Kabuki Dance Theater

Royce Hall 8 pm

$28 24 18. Students $8, SCA $7 Tickets

CenterStage Pre-pertormance Lecture

250 Royce Hall 7 pm

825-9261 "*

Dance Forum: Experiential

Dimensions of Dance Ethnology

21 4 Dance BIdg, 8 am to 8 30 pm

206-1335 -'^-^

Noon Concert Series

RaNae Merrill piano

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm

825-4761

UCLA University Symphony

Royce Hall 8 pm

$5

825 9261

Jaa at Kerckhoff

Joel Taylor

Kerckhoff Coffee House 9 pm
825-6564

I L M
Cinema Movies

"Sherlock, Jr

"

"The Purple Rose of Cairo"
'

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm
206-FILM

E T R Y BEAD I N 6

irenda Marie Osbey

Sunset Canyon Recrealton Center, 8 pm

All programs listed in this calendar are f/?ff unless otherwise slated For listings and comments call

206-8974

veivte« WH \Mk Humw

Art Ensemble joins forces

with Women of the

Calabash

Wadsworth Theater

Saturday, f^etM'titry 3 at Bpfrt

Ccelebrate Black

History Month with the UCU
Center for the Performing Arts!

On Saturday, Feb. 3 at 8 p.m.,

the acclaimed jazz sound of the

Art Ensemble of Chicago will

join Women of the Calabash at

the Wadsworth Theater in

"Great Black Music: Ancient to

the Future."

Versatile, theatrical,

stimulating, abstract and

brilliantly original, there is

nothing quite like the Art

Ensemble of Chicago. Together

for nearly 25 years, this

legendary group has

represented the best of jazz.

Their unique presentation

involves a wide variety of

instruments, special effects.

African robes and exotic

facepaint.

The Women of the Calabash

wii! electrify audiences with

their instrumental music and

vocal harmonies. Combining

traditional and contemporary

influences, this powerful trio

weaves music from Africa,

Latin America, the Caribbean

and North America into a

collage of pure pleasure. The

National Council for Culture and

Art cited the company as

"Musicians Extraordinaire."

Don't miss this evening of

magic, dance, humor and

soul -stirring music by two of

the wortd's most inspiring

ensembles!

Tickets to the Art Ensemble

of Chicago and Women of the

Calabash concert are available

for $22. $18 and $8 to

students with valid I.D., at the

UCLA Central Ticket Office and

at all TicketMaster outlets. To

charge by phone call

(213)825-9261.

CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Koryu Kabuki

Rpyce Hall

Friday and Saturday,

February 2 & 3 at 8 pm
Sunday. February 4 at 2pm

E=experience Asian

culture at Royce Hall this

weekend! UCLA welcomes the

30 dancers and musicians of

the Tokyo-based Koryu Kabuki

Dance Company. In two

different programs, ^e
company will present Kabuki

dance, Japan's most exquisite

classical dance form. This

magnificent performance

intertwines live music,

spectacular scenery, decorated

fans and lavish costumes in

the true spirit of Kabuki

movement. Noted for in

I

Wonwn ol th« CaUbash

Striking depictions of scenes

from domestic life, this style of

traditional Japanese dance is as

entertaining as it is

enlightenifig.

Students have an extra

opportunity to discover Kabuki

dance by attending a special

lecture demonstration today,

from 1-3 p.m. in Rgyce Hall.

Company members will

demonstrate costuming and

make-up techniques and the

music and instruments of

Nagauta (Kabuki dance music).

A portion of an actual work

will be performed on stage,

followed by a question and

answer session.

The Koryu Kabuki Dance

Company will perform this

Friday and Saturday, Feb. 2

and 3 at 8 p.m. and Sunday.

Feb. 4 at 2 p.m. Tickets are

avaialbe for $22. $18. and $8
to students with valid I.D., at

the UCLA Central Ticket Office

and at all Ticket Master outlets.

$7 SCA Tickets are still

available for Friday and

Saturday shows. For more
ticket information call

825-9261

.

FILM AND TELEVISION ARCHIVE

Water and Power

Melnitz Theater

Thursday,

February 1 at 7:30 pm

IVer{member
"Chinatown?" The same maze

of corruption, greed and

scandal of Los Angeles water

development in the 1930s tliat

provided the grist for the 1974

Jack Nicholson-Roman Polanski

thriller is the reference point

for Los Angeles independent

filmmaker Pat O'Neill's "Water

and Power," screening tonight.

Thursday, Feb. 1 at 7:30 p.m.

in Melnitz Theater.

Part of the Film and

Television Archive's ongoing

"Independents Forum" series,

designed to highlight the wort(

of new and innovative talent in

the indepedent filmmaking field,

tonight's screening will be

followed by a discussion with

the. filmmaker.

"Water and Power" was

made over a period of several

years using an array of

special -effects techniques-

optical printing, masking,

animation and computer

graphicS"to evoke a Southern

California of extraordinary

complexity. The film features

extensive time-lapse

photography in light phases ';

and human movement, working

to create a sense of Los

Angeles and Its surroundings ^

as at the same time seamlessly

connected and perpetually in a

state of conflict Described as a

"thinking man's Koyaanlsqatsi,"

"Water and Power" makes its

Los Angeles debut tonight

straight from successes at the <

New York and U.S. (Park City)

Film Festivals, among others.

In addition to producing 14 j

avant-garde short films betweel
'

1963 and 1982 O'Neill currentljf

operates a special-effects and ;

optical printing company in Lo|

Angeles. I •

.

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS:

f-:--

UCLA Arts Weekly is provided by The

Arts and Entertainment Section

A UCLA Graduate Program for

Professionals and Researchers Leading to

MPH, MS, and PhD Degrees

FELLOWSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE

FOR INFORMATION
Call Toula at 206-1619 or fill out form and mail to:

Department of Environmental Health Sciences

UCLA School of Public Health

Campus Mail Code 177220

' ^» ^* ^" ^" *^ ^" ^» ^m ^m ^B ^m ^m ^m i^ ^m ^m a^ i

Area of Interest:

Air Pollution

\

1 Environmental Management
' Environmental Toxicology

Industrial Hygiene
Water Quality
Undecided ^ . -^

t 1

I 1

Name
Address.

City Stata

Telephone

Zipi

Two New Reasons
To FlockTo Our

Early Bu^Dinners

*Early Bird Dinners 2 : 30-5 :30 P.M. (Monday through Saturday oniy >

That's right. We've added two more favorites to our Early Bird Menu. They are Chinese
Chicken Salad. Served with a special ginger sesame dressing and a fresh baked, ten grain

roll. And Country French Uasagna. Served with a fresh baked, ten grain roll. And of

course you can still enjoy any one of these other fresh dinners at the same incredible price.

Broiled Pacific Red Snapper. Served with choice of baked potato or brown rice pilaf

Fresh vegetables And a fresh baked, ten grain roll.

Almond Chicken Fried Rice. Served with a fresh

baked, ten grain roll Burger & High Protein Yogurt
Shake. Served with our own cole slaw. And Vi Good
Earth Sandwich & Soup or Salad. So fly into the

Good Earth tonight for our '$4.95 Early Bird Dinners

Because now there are two nrK>re ways to get off cheap.

*^iot available for take out

THE
GOOD
EARTH

Why on earth eat anywhere else.

Westwood. 1002 \*festwood Blvd.. (213) 208 8215

Koiyii tfytBuU Omntm

UCLA Student Committee foT the Arts every Thursday Tor Ihe tJaity Bruin

STUDENT PARKING
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE

Student parking applications for the Spring Quarter are now available from
Parking Services, 280 Qayley-Strathmore Structure

(Parking Structure 8, Level 2).

Applications must be received in the Parking Services office
by Wednesday, February 14, 1990.

Approval notification will be mailed on February 27, 1990.

For further information or to have an application mailed
. . to you^ please call Student Parking at 825-987 L :
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Are You Dying To Be Thin?
UCLA EATING DISORDERS

AWARENESS WEEK
JAN 29-FEB 2

PRESENTED BY THE STUDENT
WELFARE COMMISSION

Information Booth: 10:00 - 12:00 on Bruin Walk. Schedule of events.
bcxikjnark.s, pamphlets and information sheets.

Thursday, Feb. 1
12:00-1:00 pm PRKSKNTATinN: eatinih ni.«;niinFB^

ANfP ATHLETIC PERFORMANirF
feaWing Dr. Arthur Resnikoff. Ph.D.. *

psychologist specializing in sports

psychology.
^

ACkERMAN 3530

PRKSKNn-ATinN: inENTIFYlNir. --
TREATINir. & OVERrnMINlf; ANj

EATING niSORnER featuring Linda
Zimbelpian. M.F.C.C. and the film Dying
To Be Thin. ' ~
HEDRICK FIRESIDE LOUNGE

PJ'^SHIO'N SHOW
Enter Free

EXPOSURE
FOR AU

Designers • Hair Designers
Models • Make-up Artists

Photographers • Dept. Stores

To Enter Call:

(213) 202-0537

7:00 pm

Friday, Feb. 2
12:00-1:00 pm pre-sfntation: fat i.s a FAMII.V

AFFAIR featuring Dr. Judi HoUis. Ph.D..

author of Fat is a Family Affair and the
film nark .Sftrri^t^ Rripht Vir^nry

ACKERMAN 2408
• To attend programs in the Residence Halls, ^

you must be escorted by a resident.

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Pi rectors/USAC Programming Committee

swc

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

Did you know that ... approximately 50% of all rapes happer) in the home of the rape
sun/ivor or the assailant?

Securing your residence and developing assertive responses to dangerous situations can
increase your safety.

About Rape:
Empowerment

Through Awareness

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TODAY
1 2:00 - 1 :00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

The Jewish Shident Union, Israel Action Coalition, & Hillel bring you:

at the

Kotel
(Western Wall)

Experience a Shabbat dinner in the
Holy Land as three UCLA
undergraduates recount their recent
fact-finding mission to Israel. ^

Lively singing and conversation will abound.
• This Friday February 2, 6:00 pm

• Hillel Students Center, 900 Hilgard
• $5.00 (reservations must be

made in advance)
for more information and reservations call 208-3081

Sponsored by USAC and ttitte!
—^———-"—

Nine Inch Nails' Trent Reznor brings tils 'Pretty Hate
Machine' LP to .the stage this evening at the Universal

Amphitheater.

Hammertieads;
Trent Reznor drives his Nine
Inch Naik with 'Hate' machinery

By Rob Winfield

ME Editor

"Hey God, I think you owe me a great big apology.'^ ^-^-^

— A//ne Inch Nails, Terrible Lie."

Call Trent Reznor a fhistratedliuman being. Or, perhaps, one boiling

with tempestuous anger. Or, better yet, an emotional man battered by the

gauntlet of life.

Whatever impression one gets from this one-man techno-industrial

tour de force, it's quite safe to say that he's an artist deeply impassioned
with his music.

Under the guise ofNine Inch Naik, Reznor has assembled his first solo
trek into making records with Pretty Hate Machine.

And, as one might expect, the ten songs contained on the album are

"I just tried to make something that was a very
honest, sincere type of thing, so it wouldn't come
across as a posing mean aura, pseudo-nasty, look*

how-mean-we-are industrial band kind of thing."

anything but for the casual listener.

Grounded in issues of control and greed, religion and doubt, self

confidence and rejection, Reznor's Pretty Hate Machine goes for the
throat and tightens its suffocating grip with little in the way of granting
mercy.

"It preuy much has to be Hke that," says Reznor, though, speaking by
phone from his home in Cleveland. "I just tried to make something that

was a very honest, sincere type of thing, so it wouldn't come across as a
posing mean aura, pseudo-nasty, look-how-mean-we-are industrial band
kind of thing."

Indeed, Reznor's first Nine Inch Nails outing is sincerity straight from
the heart — twisted and tormented as it may seem.
From the first guitar grinds of "Head Like A Hole" to the grunge-funk

of "Down On It" to the back-biting bass beats of 'The Only Time," the

album doesn't waste any valuable time lounging around insignificant

poser perfect impressions.

Rather, Reznor takes his music in a relentless fashion, driving his Nine
Inch Nails with a hammer of focused hatred — not necessarily violent

hatred directed at any one individual, but moreso revolutionary hatred

aimed with an intent to provoke change and understanding.

Yet, when quizzed on the unrestrained emotion lubricating his Pretty

Hate Machine, Reznor doesn't gel Ux) deep into explanations, as he feels

See NAILS, page 30
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Television

'Grand'profiles America from three distinct socio-economic
viewpoints.

'Grand' makes great pianos
but only 'good' comedy
By Jason S. Stewart ; ;•_ ',- :

Contributor

TELEVISION: Grand. Created by Michael Leeson. Directed by Peter Hunt.
Produced by Carol Gary and Henry Lange, Jr. A Carsey-Werner Company
production starring Pamela Reed, Michael McKean. and John Randolph. Airs
Thursday nights at 9:30 on NBC.

What would you expect NBC to call a new show by the producers of
The Cosby Show (with Bill himself serving as the Executive Consultant),
created by Emmy-winner Michael Leeson, and premiering on the

Network's dominant night (Thursdays)? What else could they call it, but
Grand?

With the forementioned list of credits, the advance media hype and the
early critical responses, one wouk! have expected Grand to be about the

best, most original thing to hit network TV in years. Surprisingly, though,
"good" would have been a more appropriate title (all right, maybe "Pretty

Good").

Grand tells the story of three families in the small community of
Grand, Pennsylvania, where the only industry is the local piano factory.

Each family can be labelled by a distinct socioeconomic status. Janice
(Pamela Reed) lives with her daughter Edda (Sara Rue) in a trailer park,

and cleans houses for the Werdons and the Smithsons. Carole Anne
Smithson (Bonnie Hunt) has just moved back to Grand with her husband
Tom (Michael McKean), who hopes to get a job as an executive in Car-
ol's uncle's piano factory. Harris Weldon (John Randolph), Carol's
uncle, is the 70 year-old town patriarch, who shares his manor with his

do-nothing son, Norris (Joel Murray) and his "acerbic major domo,"
Desmond (John Neville). Wayne Kasmurski (Andrew Lauer) is the

motorcycle cop who has the "hots" for Janice.

Grand is entertaining most of the time, but hilarious almost noneof the

time. It is disappointing in that its jokes and characters are so often pre-

dictable. Considering the inteUigent theme — the interactions of three

distinct social classes in the same community — one could have hoped
for very new and very telling humor. One might have anticipated jokes
that made you laugh, then made you stop and think — 'wait a minute.'

Instead, most of the humor and the plots went for the easy laugh. A
good example of this would be the show's second episode in which Tom
pleads with Harris Weldon to get his job back. Weldon had fired him
from his job at the piano factory, so Tom was commiserating with Janice

(Weldon's attractive cleaning lady) about how badly he "needs it" —
referring, of course, to his job. Tom's wife Carol overhears selective

portions of their conversation after watching a talk show about men who
cheat on their wives and assumes that he is having an affair with Janice.

What a clever and interestiilg story.

Luckily, other episodes are a tad more respectable. In tonight's

episode, Janice feels the stress of having abstained from sex for'three

years, and agrees to go on a date with Wayne (the motorcycle cop) who
has been making advances to her for years. She just wants to 'have fun'

but Wayne, it turns out is looking for 'love,' and the show's handling of

the problem of their conflicting expectations is sincere and interesting.

If only all the episodes were as good.

Also (^sappointing, was Grand's not too original approach. Had it not

been advertised as unique, it would have been pleasant to discover its

familiar style, but as it stands, it might be called a rip-off. Anyone who
remembers Soap will immediately get a sense of deja-vu as Grand is a

^r'OHWIDr,*^ page 3T
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mm IfODY FOR

GALS. lUXEDO lAliS

Send a "lailO Gram" liom Nakedivity " lor thai

inviiaiion ihey won'i loroeii Packaged in a luiedo

boi Seemed card includes message "Your

presence IS lOIIMAUy requested "

you provide ihe resil

"lim Mi mini
somone else mill"

VKA

MON-SAT 9-7

^*INTR0DUCT0RY SPECIAl!
First Time Clients Only $18

824-2711 • 1001 Gayley Ave
(Next to Heidi's Yogurt)

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rafes

Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^M
Complimentary Co _ _
Complimentary Park^^H W ^ W W
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West^fed
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HO

SPRUNG SII\G~'90

jNow accepting applications for all talent categories:

•Choral •Quartet

•Novelty •Trio/Duet

•Production •Solo >•

[Also, we're looking for a few good* people to tie the show together:

The Spring Sing Company
Funny, talented, musical, obnoxious, totally bogus

iQuestions? Call the Student Alumni Association at 206- 0523

Applications are due tomorrow

in the Jomes West Alumni Center.

SAA M • MiutUnt orgatUMatiom
tponaortdby

A9I0C1ATI0N
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TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS & QIFTS

OFFSIDE
11710 Santa Monica Blvd. WXJ%:

(Close to UCLA)

(213) 207-4226 820-6631

TIRED OF PLASTIC PIZZA DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR? WELL THEN!

•
-

I II
"

i

' - "V "1 — - ( i - -T in i ir t^
-
i I

•
il l n III i n i j|-

KtJMEROWo J

PIZZA PASTA & MORE

208-5070DELIVERY
HOTLINE

CDM. when home & ollioe mean something special

BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
,

SCHOOL
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING^ CLASSES

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

T J. Cinnamons
, K.ikrrv ^

TUT A LITTLE SPICE

IN YOUR LIFE!"

BUY ONE & GET ONE FREE!

1001 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village '

corner of Gayley & Weyburn

208-4766
On any fresh-baked bakery product with price of $1.75 or less
and receive another product pf equal or lesser value free. Not
good with other offer. Offer good at Westwood store only.
Offer expires 2/15/1990.

'_feii'

ydur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Eariy

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

ISSIml a choice

Family PlanningAssociates

Medical Group

%-^

PC HOUSE
Computer Specialist**
** Wholesale To Public **

NEW YEAR SALE

80 DATA 1 2 MHz AT System
' 640K Bytes Base Memory
- HD/FD Controller

- 1.2M Floppy Drive ;

- 101 Enhanced Click Keyboard

MONO 5675 EGA $960 VGA $1000

•iTi

80 DATA 1 6 MHz 386SX System
|

- 2M Bytes Memory J
- 1: 1 1nterleaved FD/HD Controller

' 1.2M Floppy Drive
- 101 Enhanced Click Keyboard \^

MONO $1045 EGA $1330 VGA $1370

11275 Santa IVfonica Blvd.

W. Los Angeles, Ca 90025

(213) 478-4136

r-at.--'

BEAN BAG FACTORY

GCLA Student Discounts

Large selection

of futons starting

as low as

$49.95

5011 W. Pico Blvd. L.A.
Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00pm

Fh 9:30-5:00pm
Sun ll:00-5:00pm

Large variety of

fabrics & colors

as low as

$9.95

:s)

NAILS
From page 28

his lyrics speakTor themselves. "I

don't know," he says. "I just tried

to get some depth into it.**

Taking the one-man band's

opinions stated so far, it becomes
clearer as to what type of artist one
is dealing with when listening to

Nine Inch Nails. All the concep-
tions that might come to mind
conceivably could be regarded as

fact.

However, in Reznor's mind,

fact conceivably could be regarded
as opinion.

Take the images that arise when
one considers the impressive list of
production credits aiding with
Pretty Hate Machine.

In addition to Reznor writing,

performing, and producing, the-

names of big time producers John
Fryer (Love and Rockets), Adrian
Sherwood (Depeche Mode), Keith
Le Blanc (Tackhead), and Flood
(Erasure, Pop Will Eat ItselO

round out the roster.

Now, with a line-up like that,

and Reznor inclined toward
retaining his musical individuality,

one easily could imagine the

power conflicts which might arise.

More succinctly put, who was
the ringmaster of Nine Inch Nails
— Reznor or his gang of produc-
ers?

'That's a fair question," says the

musician. "And I think it's some-
thing a k)t ofpeople think. With the

roster of people involved, it could

easily have been a producer show-
case with my name stuck to it. And
initially, I didn't want it to be a
superstar producer record. Eventu-
ally it turned out that way, but I

~

pretty much took the reigns."

Creative control was such an
issue with Reznor that he even
went so far as to neariy complete
the album before any of his

production assistants had the

opportunity to give their opinions.

"I really didn't know how these

guys were going to work," he adds.

"And, well, I'm a very difficult

person to work with because I

know what I want And, not to

sound like I did everything myself,

I did do the bulk of it I'll say that

much."

However, as Pretty Hate
Machine is begiruiing to make a
favorable dent on the CMJ and.
club charts, Reznor is making a
few compromises, as far as touring

is concerned.

Having assembled a three-piece

band— made up of Chris Vrenna
(drums), Richard Patrick (guitar),

and Nick Rushe (keyboards), he's

allowing some outside input to

influence his music.

"But." Reznor says, "these guys
arc younger guys who basically

know where I'm coming from
attitude-wise."

Currently, Nine Inch Nails, as a
band, is enjoying their first tour
opening for the Jesus and Mary
Chain (tonight they will do the

honors at the Universal Amphithe-
ater) and are thinking about their

later opening dates with Peter
Murphy.

Although, from Reznor's per-

spective, he's already got his

thoughts geared towards a second
album.

And, as far as his one-man
work- force is concerned, he
doesn't believe his newly formed
band will have too heavy a hand on
the next project.

However, Reznor adds, "Maybe
someday, though."

CALL
cso

825-1493

N
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'GRAND'
From page 29

cross-breed between serial-styled

Soap and the typical formula
sitcom. It maintains the same style

of the continuing, farcical story-

line, while throwing in a new, and
sometimes semi-serious, issue to

focus on each week. Admittedly,

the result, while not entirely

unique, is still quite enjoyable.

What Grand most defmitely has
going for it, though, is stellar

acting. Reed is exceedingly com-
petent as the former homecoming
queen turned house cleaner, who is

forced to deal with a teenage
daughter with a weight problem,
age, and the fact that all her old

school mates are doing better than

she is.

Randolph and Neville also per-

fonn well as the old master-servant

duo of witty reason and wealthy

arrogance, respectively. Hunt is

memorable as the sex-starved,

wanna be housewife Carole Anne,
while McKean (Lenny from
Laverne & Shirley)^r\(l the rest of
the cast manages to hold their own.
While Grand is not the best

thing to hit TV in years, it is still

among the better offerings to have

emerged this season. It may be

occasionally stock, and it may not

be the first to combine the sitcom

and the serial styles, but it is still

better than most of the stale and
often pointless shows on these

days. The quality performances

and occasional moments of truth

augur well for its ultimate poten-

tial.

INNOVATIONS
From page 24

Organizations intended for the

beneflt of Afro-American jazz

musicians were also formed. The
Association for the Advancement
of Creative Musicians and Black

Artist Group were among the most
well-known.

Motown was a staple of popular
black music in the '60s. Songwri-
ter Berry Gordy founded Motown
Records in Detroit. In a short space
of time, the company acquired a

publishing section and recording

and management facilities.

To bring the "Motown Sound"
to the fore, Gordy began to sign

artists who at first were unknown.
But after a string of hits and hit

artists, singers like Smokey Robin-
son, the Supremes, the Tempta-
tions and the Four Tops were
hardly anonymous. The rapid-fire

succession of performers can be
compared to the veritable storm
front of rap artists in the '80s.

One artist in particular, Stevie

Wonder, formed a link of sorts

between soul in the '60s and disco
in the '70s.

Nothing less than a soulful

music genius. Wonder went on to

make synthesizer-based music
(with just as much soul) in the '80s.

A part of music that hasn't

received as much attention as the

more popular aspects of Afiro-

American music is concert music.

Andre Watts was one of the

premier concert pianists in the

'60s.

Flourishing string players
included Elwyn Adams, Sanford

Allen and Ronald Lipscomb.
In opera, the '60s proved to be a

watershed decade of sorts for

Afiro-Afnericans. Black singers

became a consistent part of major
companies.

By the '80s, it appeared that,

towards women mosUy, all ves-

tiges (A discrimination had disap-

peared.

Thus, for Afro-American men
and Mack Americans in general

^eat strides have been made, but

there remain vistas to conquer.

FOR UCLA DONORS
UCLA STl^PF-NTS* - Meal tickets for all ASUCLA food facilities with
each blood donation.

UCLA/ASI jrLA RMPI OYFF.^ , 4 hours leave with pay each time you do-
nate. Most student*, casual, per diem and career employees are eligible.

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

"A" Level Room A2^260 UCLA Medical Center
Just down the hall from Student Health.

825-0850 825-0888

* Student employees may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets but not horh . Must have current UCLA student I.D.

* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

THE STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS AND KK|Z
PRESENTS

JAZZ AT THIPIlrADSWORTH

GERM.0 WlLiON
01U:HEiTIU OF fHI 90*S

AND

TRIO
KEYBOARDIST/COMPOSER & MUSICAL DIRECTOR OF THE ARSENIO HALL SHOW

SUNDAY4- i^

FEBRUARY
7 PM

WADSWORTH THEATER

FREE ADMISSION
SPECIAL THANKS TO

DAVID L. ABELL YAMAHA PIANOS
CITY OF L.A. CULTURAL AFFAIRS DEPT.
FOR MORE INFO. fZALL 213-825-9261

ne^SOUTMWtSTAUIUMKS-
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WESTWOOD DRIVING
. And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCi_A Student Discount - '

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
yVestwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

CATCH SOME
FAST ACTION

ADVERTISE
in the BRUIN

825-2161

'•.•• .•
,? • I-

«

^V.:-.::«.-qic*:Ji:t.:*S--'-
.ft • " • a • • • c ..

• • •

'

>^^.^>^^i

free

delivery

($7 Min.)

Chinese Fast Food

COMBO PLATE $4.35
Includes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la carte items.

QUIT CIGARETTE SMOKING
or at least cut your consumption

in half Immediately. ®

Mon-Sat 11 ;00am-11 :00pm 9^0 aooq
Sun 11:00am-10:00pm ^U5-a»^tt

• c .
• >.

.*"

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

ll SOR DAILY WEAR CONTAQ LENSES

$49/pair
B8l. W-J

COLOR ENHANCERS
FOR LIGHT EYES

$89/pair
B&L. Ota, CJl

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$58
ridudB eye eam Guaei lor aura « tttarq

,

Oar ir^rvMn ajnoao uc 9a
« |MBc leva ra rrjma ttai\ ou w*a»

Hcdxn Fr« (»v %t^ mo cf

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES j

$89/pair*
B&L *f-J Coopar Hydrocurv*

COMPLETE EVE EXAM
\

FOR EYiOLASSES ONLY

MMNNA mKE YOUR
\

BROWN EYES BLUE? GREEN? i

HAZEL? OR AQUA? |

15900<

ALSO AVMLABLE MfTHOOT RX

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN COmACT LENSES /\ND EYEWE/SR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039 MEDKAL bWeRLY HILLS 274-0653
2605 uncotn BM Ar-/-C£Trcr» '^21 Bobertson »»^

|« Ooean Pit »i tne ux«y Shopp»ig cemerj ALLtKItU (I 1/2 Wk S Of PJCOj

WE MAI AT OUR EVEWDAY
\«AAV6TEHCAHD LOW. LOW PMCES 'Profnsiorul Sefvion Extra

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Serving Higher Education for 15 Years

mBSSkl
open early

open late

open 7 days

quality

UCLA

475-0780

1880 VVcstwcxid Blvd.

1896 Wcstwood Blvd.

Ix)w Pricci

No Minimurns
Overflow Contraas

Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

FAX Service

Kroy Lettcnng*

Free Parking In Rear

Word Proccsing (and graphics)

Macintosh i!< Typewntcr Rcntab

Pick Up & Delivery

Canon Color Laser Copies

HOW?' "SWITCH TO A PIPEr
Pipe smoking is neither addidive nor habit termioq. A true

pipe smoiter does not inhale, but rather smokes for taste and
flavor.

FiwPaiMRg
Ortr M04
8«e:3M
Sun 11-4

g^^\\t ^inlxtt Sox
h4JJ^ •WILSHIRE shop only- in SANTA MONICa"

We Offer Expert Pipe & Lighter Repair on Premises In 3 Days
2729 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA 828-4511 • 828^512

UCLA °THE CENTER EOR
THE PEREORMING ARTS

Art Ensemble of
Chicago/

Women of the Calabash
^-^;— "Great Black Music: —

Ancient to the Future"

Sat., Feb. 3 at 8:00 p.m.

A very special event in celebration of Black History Month. The
Art Ensemble of Chicago, the wonderfully spontaneous five-

man band, performs on a variety of exotic instruments.
Women of the Calabash sing traditional music of Africa, Latin

America and the Carribean.

Wadsworth Theater $22, 18; 8*

CenterStage pre-performance lecture 7:00-7:30 p.m.

For more Information/

Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-9261
@

MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
CW^IM MII ' 1714174

'Students with full-tim* ID. Student tickets not available at TicketMaatef . Rush at showtini*
tor studefTis and Sr. Citizens Oimited availability). Program, data, time ar>d prio* sut^ect to

availabtnty.

Co-produo«d in oon^unction with the Outward visions Touring Program and Musidana
UnitMl, me.

ANNOUNCING FAST AND FREE DELIVERYMB TO THE UCLA COMMUNITY!!
g^

"Ain't No Thing Like Our Chicken Wings'' tm

I AIL LLMH ::OOPMo:OOI'M
M \MN(^ ytiHniK NtO/ARIIf \ <\KK^ ^i^]l Pin

WINGS
Rral Buffalo (NY) Stvie Wing*

S»ucv< lt> i;hai<<Mr (nm:
MilJ t>r BarK^ittr Ut K-uinik r.

HtH . -It ft, ti. . ,1 . .Iter. imU
SuicHlt' t>u((ak> iLiiixi-^ .>n\\

ll.* iMrKifii, *.iu,f

Shit- MaJu l>iiin,r ..il.kl Sl^l, 82.9f
l-.^ 11. -.il.fcl. ,.4< .|.i». ni.h.ir.iiii -.JjJ St.li

THINGS
Pouio Sliint

C'toltkn Mw::arvlb Siklu
Frv»h FrK-J Zui'chifii

Bri-aJi-J Wht»U- MukhriHtmn
Our FsmtHu "Uniiin Lomt"
Sirak Frkt pbin

w nil . lui^^' .inJ irrnt \

BIO RED SAMPLER
lwHK'*. mi»::.ifi-ll.t *htl*. rikthtiti.

»ti«ltfi»tnTi-. .hkI 1*1, Hi' *lin-'

S).K<
Sl.ti>
SZ.Vf
»2.>»*

Si.li
tl.fO

l»' THE B!G REBWCklTHE llGlrD Buw -
i

1 «« coupon p» oRDft i otK ceapm nn WDtH 'i a^jpin^g^^^ i _ ^ow.^jjjM^^jzi

PROGRESSION
From page 25

But the greatest of the Harlem
clubs was the Cotton Club —
notorious for its admittance of
'Vhitcs only" and credited with

bringing Broadway to Harlem.
The Cotton Club boasted the

talents of such singers as Lena
Home and Cab Calloway. Floor

shows were lavishly staged with

Duke Ellington and his Famous
Cotton Club orchestra conducting.

The Cotton Club sound became
popular nationwide and the club

maintained its high level of musi-
cal innovation tlvough the Great
Depression.

Although the blues existed prior

to the jazz and swing ages, it

contributed to all styles of music.

The divergent blues types had their

origin in the rural Delta blues— a

Mend of personal introspection

and poetic expressiveness. Other
forms of the twelve-bar blues,

especially the rollicking urban

blues, inspired a diverse group of
artists that included Elvis Presley,

Noel Coward and the Beatles.

By the '40s, the five dominant
black styles were permanently
fused into the general musical

culture of the country. Black music
integrated all its diverse aspects to

create the beginnings of the musi-

cal tastes of generations to follow.

VETERAN
From page 25

the Wadsworth.

Wilson will bring a 20-piece

orchestra to the Sunday night

performance and plans to show the

crowd a few surprises. *This new
orchestra will be dedicated to

playing things that have never

been heard before in the context

(of a jazz band this size). We'll be
playing 8 and 10-pait harmonies,

not the usual 4 or 5-part harmonies.

Many of these new wrinkles are

the results of Wilson's work under
the NEA grant One of the pieces

he will play is called "Jenna."

"I wrote that for my little

granddaughter who's just four
years old," he said.

Dedicated to young people,
Wilson has taught music at Cali-

fornia State Universities at Los
Angeles and Northridge and has
lectured around the country from
the Ivy League to South Bend.

His professional tutelege has
also fostered the careers of mumy
musicians who came to his

orchestra in the early years,

including saxophonists Harold
Land and Tony Ortega; trumpeters

Oscar Brashear, Leslie Drayton
and Jimmy Owens; and trombonist
Melba Liston (who is a past
recipient of an NEA grant).

After 50 years ofjazz education
and perfomiing, Wilson takes the
NEA grant in stride. "You have to

be serious to be a jazz musician.
It's a very technical art form.
There are no shortcuts here. But if

you feel within you that you have
completed the course of you're
search in music, it's worth more
than the money. It's very pre-
cious."

Looking back on his lifelong

musical search, Wilson hopes that

his career stands as an important
symbol of how hard work and
belief in oneself can pay off
despite all kinds of adversity.

"When I was bom in 1918. it was
almost like slavery time back
then," Wilson said. Since then,
I've been able to come through to

the '90s to reach this point
"I would like to encourage

people," he continued, "especially
my young black brothers and
sisters, to get in there and try . .

.

I'll be there to help them as much
u I can."

/
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Health Services 22
Pregnancy 20
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19
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Internships 34
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Club Guide 40
Dining Guide 41
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.". 58
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51
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Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76
Health Clubs 81
Horseback Riding 77
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Sailing 73
Skiing 79
Tennis ' 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL A6ENCIES
Misc. Rentals 87
Photo Service 89
Skis 85
Televisions 86
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Child Care 90
For Rent 101

GRE/GMATPrep 103

Insurance 91
L^al Advice 92
Money to Loan 93
Movers 94
Music Lessons 102
Personal Service 95
Resumes 104
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 10O

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels 107
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 110
Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale 113
Mopeds 119
Motorcycles for Sale . 114
Rides Offered 115
Rides Wanted 116

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
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Miscellaneous 128
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Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131
Sports Equipment 132
Typewnters / Computers 134

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings i Good Deals 7 Good Deals

BESEABCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL

'You must b© age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

'All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Are you a woman
with a weight
problem?

join ongoing sup)port/

therapy group to deal
with the issues of

compulsive eating. PDR
location

Valerie Susman, M.A.

(213) 859-3016

Good Deals

BORGER KING
900

!lHg Westwood
^^^5 blvd

STUDENT SPECIAL

All For $2.49
Whopper-Fries-Drink

5:00pm 'til close
with UCLA I.D. exp.3/31/90

:.n^o: •wwl 3iu»M :':i iwDlu:

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011

--&=r_

PIANO RENTALS'
Special Rates To Music

Students

Itoarmcd Piano BMt^ Ccmpmif
463^569

NIGHT CHILD CARE
5:30 - 10:30 PM
AGES 2-6 TR8.

•PLAYTIME (BOOKS, PUZZLES. CRAFTS)
• HOT DINNER - REST TIME
•RELAXING (MUSIC OR T.V.)

FAiVilLY DENTiSTRYl

—

yTp
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

•open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(21 3), 475-5598_>_ ' 24 hour emergencY service

Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.i.P. member
and receive all of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
'Patients Are 'bpeciar

r«

INSURANa WARt We'll beat anyone's prites

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

Personal 10 Personal 10

Free 8

MAY 19TH. LA fashion show. Enter free.

Exposure for all: designers; Hair designers,

models. Make-up artists, photographers, de-
partnpent stores. To enter, call (213)202-0537.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS^^ LAKERS ^,4^s
'''^\^_V^ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Fm IMimry-t fhdtmmhy. W, fntUt nUK DKLIVKKY to mmn* m cmmfmA Wt •ffkr A«/rfto«il Mate
amd priett i*i«M mmrhH to aU UCIA WbtdfUt. jta/T and ^Jfy- AJt m»ya»t *• *« »m4 ua kifan mad
tk^ miU ttU vM Ott mm*, tkat mkm H mmti lo our UCLA cUnta, mu emaX *• hmL tfaaUa an &—, m

a call. Rm '
' ' """

Miscellaneous

gi— «« I Rtmtmtar to mmtiia yaa'rt (horn UCLMIIt

FAX # 205-0829 (213)205'0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

ORESS MAKER: Blouses, skirts, dresMS, etc.

Reasonable prices. (213)606-3095 or
(21 3)447-561 2.

EXPERIENCED RIDERS only. Shareboarder
wanted for hunter/jumper in first-class To-
panga stable. Available immediately.
(21 3)61 71 556.

FASHIONS ir> flwln>wear. Models warrted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evening^.

^

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

WANTED: Lead vocals, drums, arxi bass guitar

for SPRING SING noveKy project. Call Phil

(213)624-7830.

Congratulations

Kristen Brunson

For being chosen

for Sigma Alpha

Epsilon's court

^ Kappa

Monica (AAA)

SheUy (AAA)

Robert (OK4^)

I love you guys.

Can't believe we're^
finaUy "active." •

NINJA!
^, Karen (AO))

Bibles - Book w

Gifts. (C^
M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm-

Th-Sat 10 am - n pra- Sun 2-6

10884 Weyt)Lin Ave. lA 90024

cvcnth JJay Adivcntist
Personal 10

Youth Group Friday

Fellowship

J^ info caU 191-69U

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER M.A. MFCC INTER IMF15339. SLID-
INC FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)336-1432/
VIRGR. DAY- SUPERVISOR.

JEFF C»DT tS THEGUY THATCHICKS REALV
DIG. BECAUSE HE DRIVES THE LOVE VAN.

Congratulations to
Becca Anderson

(AAA)
for being selected
as a member of
the UCLA Dance

Company.
Love,

Your Tridelt

isters

N AEO:
The first raid of

the nineties

was "most
triumphant."

Thanks.

__ZAM_^ L
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

AOA GAX
WINTER JAMFEST

9:00pm until

at the "0AX house!"
547 Gayley Ave.

For More Information Call 208-7260
209-5409

Proceeds Go To The United Negro
College Fund!

COME TO SIGMA PI

6PM Beck's Steak Sandwiches

8:30 lOO's Club
D.J. and Entertainment to Follow

612 LANDFAIR
LITTLE SISTERS & RUSHEES INVITED

QVESTIONS-^ALL 209-0643

Si'd Annual

Tonite at BOn
8:00

Bettys 10:00

10 Personal 10

73 ye/iRS m
THE Hfwcmq
RAGE AT THE

GROUNDHOG
EXTRAVAGANZA.

-FUR^ ~

•o^

Happy
Birthday!

Dione
& Meri

Friends Forever

^ Rachel

nDnnnnDDnnDD
n
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

SAM

AEO

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

DDDDDDDDDDDa

•• • Ulo Shari ^«^B '

To the Hottest Ul Sis on the

Row. Congrats on Initiation.

LYES,

BIS&SS

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with aUhma,

IBH 12-79 imvctfcd In tryif^ new atfhma

medication comfMicd to placebo. Involves

office visit* in WLA. You will be paid for your

participation. (21 3)e2CV6574.

CRIME STUDY. Mi«^. robbed, aMuakcd
durh^ 19es-1990f Make a diflcfcncc. Partid-

pale. Brief (10 min) Compldciy oonfidcntlat

quertionnaire mailed to you. (213)391-9529.

'Hyparactiwe Boys with atlentional problems,

7-1 1 yean needed for UCLA research project.

Receh« S20 and a free developmental cvalua-

tion. (213)82541392.'

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 «id older %vho have teeth

hyperscnslti^« to heat, cold, air, tnd touch.

Cannot be usir^ a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x

daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice tnd toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

wwek period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cerv

ter, 825-9792.

'Nomwi Healthy Boys 3-1 1 yevs needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 v\d have

a scientific learning experience.
(2131825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

neecied for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEtXD: Persistant,

painful Jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or rrtone *nd have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and rwise. $100 received upon
completion. TM| x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Oinical Research Center, B25 9792.

SINUS STUDY. SubjecU with sinus infiedion

ages 18 and older Interested in trying an

investigational drug, kwolves ofTioe visits in

\M.A. You will be compensated for your time.

(213)82a6574.

Wanted to Buy 16

BASEBALL CARDS: Top dollar paid for your

collection. Call for offer. (818)762-0987. Bob.

Lotf 17

LOST OPAL RING with six smaMiamonds
and 14k gold band. If found, pfease catt

Michelle (213)824-1677.

L^

;^.
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Congratulations KA0 New Initiates
Christy Basso
Traci Bates
Leslie Berger
Tracy Bradshaw
'ecie Brennan

Natalie Britten

Jennifer Burkhard
Lori Cioffi

Kristin Dagermangy
Nicole Donahue
Quinn Fox
Hieather Gallegos
Rebecca Garrett
Trisha Gibbons

Kendra Gourvltz
Carolyn Hall

Juliandra Hamilton
Kris Heavner
Jennifer Houston

—

'-

Heather Karp
Kate Kimball —
Karrie Kulper
Michelle Lanctot
LeAnne Lorentzen
Dianne Mallos
Heather McKee
Erin McNamara
Kim McQueen

Laura Miller

Jessica Needham
Cheryl Oakley
P^ula Oberg

trie -Palmer
felissa Powell

Leslie Scher
Aly Seden
Jennifer Sherrill

Ali Shore
Jennifer Sparks
Wendy Thurston
Shannon Westphal

^ The Actives

NEED EA$Y MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medlcai research In

Beveriy Hills. Excelient pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Inib sheet

Healtti Services 22

Care Plans,

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-3011
kmm!

^
!.!

•
!
^
!wmm^kMmw^k^^^^^^

^^.\•.\^\'J^.^v^^^^^^.•^.^SS^^^•I^"^•$•«¥'^'^'•$•>'^<•"<<^:^^^^^

WAMTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.
(213)281-7484

Personal
T-

10

2X nBo
Exchange Tonight:

Join the "A 00 Club"

9:30 pm sharp!
^^

Hey Delta Gammas:
Tonight is a night you'll

NEVER FORGET!!
Everyone be at the House

by 5:30.

Pi Phi Actives
Thanks for an amazing
Pledgeship—you guys

are all angels!

We love you

the New Pi Phi Initiates

AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA
A
A
A
A
A
A

To All of AAA^s Fantastic
'89^'90 Officers:

Thank you all for an incredible

yearI All your enthusiasm, efforts,

and hard work were much appre*

A dated. I couldn^t have done it with-
«

A out all of you and the wonderful

mevnhers of our housel

A

A
A
A

AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA

A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A

^Congratulations to AAA's 1990-91
^

Appointed officers

Asst. Rush Clerical RachacI Stock]

;Asst. Rusti Party Day A/Udiele WeakleyJS
Asst. Pledge #1 Karen Hlndln^

#2 A4arissa ArracheJlC

#3 VIckl NIelsong
Activity Fund Julia Rice*
Intramurals Wendy SulllvanS
^Transfer Amy EngenmanS
Asst. House Manager Shannon KelleyS
Sportswear ...Monica VarsanylS
Sunshine Bonnie BemstelnS
Birthday Shelly Schotsalg
Poster Jessica DamavandllJ
Music > ^,.>..>...... Kai^mt?bg

Health Services 22

Fri S l2:lS-lilSI SaAf, AU 3S23

NH CUM 12:I0-1«

pvniKt-mn

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Linuted openings ivailable NOW

Dt. Mirk Beiman. Clinical

Ptychologixi,
eating (fisorder apecialitL Individual
•ppointmenu available. (213)655-6730

Opportunities 26

EARN EXTRA MONEYT Have a pmiJ^pmurinwi of your om\. Hi^tto^ MvtellM.
Q13|M4-S3n. (B18)S94-10S7.

f-

'^
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All Ladies and Sweethearts "^^

Come by tonight for

m ROOM
and Drink the Movies

^fi
^j 620 Landfair

PHI
Saturday,

February 3rd,

199Q

*•*•.. IM FIELD
m nwn-wt****',

2nd

SIGMANU'S
59TH ANNUAL

....CATCH IT V

ALL LADIES WELCOME
9:30 pm

ZN and AXA
Thanks for the great

parties last Friday night!

We all had a blast! You
guys are amazing!

Love,

Theta

I

£

_ Oolv^ 2/ more cl«.«^6
^

^

°:0
Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

'You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.

in order to determine eligibility.

'All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-495t__

Annual
FLAQ rOOTRALL
TOURMAMEFf

T

All UCLA Bruins are invited to help support our philanthropy by
attending a breakfast at MCDONALDS in Westwood on Saturday
between 7:30 and10;30.

ufiiHiiiitm^i: CULVER CITY
TROPHY CO. IMC.

DOM NO S
p\i:a

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $2ZS-

-

.
Call (213) 854-4951.

Opportunities 26 Help Wanted 30

EARN up lo

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
t 0' 'nlorrraiion Cancer pavon's
C.ii Anna tlToughoui I A bpnodi
H-8i 98f. 3883 fro'^' you' paliC'Pal or

cM>
4954 Van Nuyi Bim Shirman Oakt

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTING CLERK. WLA firm, PT,
20-25hrs/«*k, deUil-oriented, CRT, 10 key by
Uxjch, type minimum 30 woniiM^'m. Filir^g,

sorting, and some data entry. S5.S04-, dep. exp.
Contact Darius, (213)390-9461.

PART-TIME during school, fulhime during
vacations, experince not necessary. Apply in

person, Westwood Sporting Goods, 1065
Cayley Ave. Westwood Village.

APPROVED work-study position availbaMe
for shipping clerk at Buckminster Fuller Insti-

lUe, an educational and research org»iization
corKcmed with solutions to global problems.
Within 1 5 minutes driving time to c»npus -
$9D0|^r. Non work sUidy applicants -•

S5.0Q^. (213)837-7710.

ARTIST seeks females to model for modem art

project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

ASSISTANT for consonwr research firm. Expo-
sure to many industries. Well trained. P/T or
F/r. WLA. Flexible hours. Call 9am-10pm.
Mrs. Rost 391-7232.

ATHLETICALLY- INCLINED person wanted »
companion for Syr old boy to play baseball,

soccer, and other sports, 1-2 aftemoonsAvk.
Local refrences required. Must drive
(213)471-0915.

ATTENTION: Earn money typing at home.
$32000/yr income potential. Deatils
(602)836-8685. Ext TeOSO.

BACK TO SCHOOL K>B. Hiring immediately
10 sports enthusiasU. $12Aw., paid training.

15-2B hrs. %»ieekly. (213)374-4993.

BOOKEEPER/ FILE aERK to help lady with
$10/hr. P/T, flexible, accounting
(213)478-52e3.

BOOKKEEPING, no experierKe necessary.

Computer skills preferred, 5-10 hrs. a week in

Sherman Oaks. $6-9, depending.
(818)501.1129.

CASHIER/ GROCERY CLERK. F/T or P/T cviirv

ings. 3pm-11pm. Days to be arranged.
(213)477.3216.

CASHCR WANTED: iap»MM fast food rj
staurant in WLA to work day »id evenings.
Lfttk lapancM rwfuirwl. Call aficr 2pm. B
(213)479.2530 H (Bia)36a5994.

EARN iXllA income processing mM m
home. StntSAK: KAI, Department DB, Bo«
5212, OjIw Otf, CA 90231.5212.

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/
MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in

Hollywood
No pay but great

opportunity to

learn & gain
experience.

Coll Steptionie

Li at

(213) 659-6400

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hir. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/61

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

HEUF NEEDED to move boK«t of mMMcai
iwordi mi motyr^n fllct. lyr m ffJ,
S6.dC|/»»r.; Culver City. Mri. Griffin

(21DS9f-aB23.

LAW FIRM

needs motivated perse

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

V//GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards i^
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

DELIVERY DRIVERS
WANTED FEB 13 AND 14
MUST HAVE OWN CAR
AND INSURANCE CALL

FOR DETAILS 273-4545 ASK
FOR MARIA OR DIANE

SUMMER JOBS
COtMSaORS • BOYS CAMP, WJIASS/ GIRt5

CAMP NAME
TOP SALARY, miBWMmm, TRAVEL ALr

LCfWANCE MUST LOVE MOS AND HAVE SKLL
IN ONE OF THE POLLOIMNQ ACTIVniB:

ARCHERY, ARTS I CRAFTS, BASEBALL, BA-
SKETBALL, BICYCUNG, CHEERIEAOMG. DANCE.

DRA^I^ DRUMS. FENCING. GOLF. GUtTAa
GYMNASTICS. HOCKEY. HORSEBACK, KARATE.
LACROSSE. NATURE. NURSES, PHOTOGRAPHY.
PIANO. RADO. ROCKETRY. ROPES. SAILBOARD-

MG. SAIUNG. SCUBA. SOCCER. TENN6.
TRACK. W5.L. WATERSN. MIGHTS. WOOD.
WE WNl BE ON CAMPUS THURSDAY. FEBRU-
ARY 8TH FROM IIMAM 5;00PM IN THE

PLACEMENT CENTER- TO SIGN UP FOR AN IN-

TERVIEW. CONTACT THE MAIN INFORMATK)N
COUNTER.

ED. Prog. AMt. Il-Crad student to analyze
dcpt. educational needs. Schedule meetingi *
training tcssiont. Supervise, train ^st. Ts In

creation ofed. material and programs. Operate
video camera. $11.49Ah. Call Irene Copes.
Radiology Persorwel ext.SSaos.

ENTREPENEURIAL dream $500-S5,000
monthly. P/T, F/T. Students welcome, no
experierKC necessary-will train. Please call

(213)472-7703.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(21 3)650-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FEA4ALE model wanted to work with artist.

AlwaterA-os Felii area. Please leave message
(213)665-4046.

FNLE CLERK and other duties, for entertainment

law firm. 1-6pm, M-F. Must be reliable and
organized. Ask for Lisa. (213)654-6833.

GALS and Guys - Four F/T positiorn, major
investment corporation, downtown L.A. Bcne-
fiU plus tuition. S1300-$150(Vmo. Norma
(6ie)66<MI620. Kitty Lee Personnel.

GENERAL OFFCE: flexibic, P/T, %6Mt *
mileage. Hollywood. Computer firm, must
have car. (213)276-1866.

GENERAL OFFCE: Light typing, bookkeeping,
shipping duties. $7/hr. FtexiMe days, hours.

Will train. (213)651-1115.

GENERAL OFFKX, Psychothenu>ifll. P/T, nev
campus. Word procMsing. Good English skills

fquired. Sal»y negotl^. (213)393-4565.

GENERAL OFFKZE: P/T, flex hours. i7.5C&w,
iMishirVWeilweod. Word proccMin^ aocu.^
ratM typing. Spanish bilingual a must.

(213M7S-0461.
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DRIVERS WANTED
Earn $7 to $10 an hour. Morning and evening

shifts available. Flexible hours.

PIZZA DELIVERY 824-5000

L.A. SKI AND SUN TOURS
Full time secretary needed. Must
be outgoing. er>ergetic. and have
good social skills. Good pay and

excellent travel benefits.

Call Griff Emery. Mon.-Fri. 9-5.

(213) 471-4025.

$2.00 OFF
One coupon per pizza

I
Fast, Free Delivery

J
1371 Westwood Blvd

1 2?*ii??5® « « lijtr

$1.00 OFF
One coupon per pizza

il

, Fast, Free Delivery

firtft^- 1371 Westwood Blvd.^^ 1824-5000

Sales/Marketing, successful delivery
company is seeking 2 agressive

hardworking individuals to work FT
developing new business in downtown LA.
Outside sales experience helpful, college

graduate preferred. Earning potential

$45,000 first yr. Salary + benefits.

(213) 250^9945. ^:^'^

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Fun A Part-Ume •

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
* Men, Women. Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

Temporary help needed
for busy florist Feb 5 to

14. Good phone skills,

will train. Contact Maria
or Diane at 273-4545.

MANAGERS for girls' Softball tevm, needed to

run practice during \M«ek and one game on
weekend. Mutt know baseball.
(213)471-3226.

MOOaS needed for Pacific Image n
promotion. Kyou've got what it t^es,
^all between 3-7p.m
(818)760-7464.

swimwear
give us a

Mon-Sat.

OFFICE ASSiSTANT-P/T, 20HRVWK, FLEX
HRS. $6AM. Need agressive arwf er«husiastic

person for phone calling and soliciting. Must
be hard worter. (21 3)205-0679.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hn/vA, $7MarX, typing

essential. Leasing department ask for Sheryl,

(213)82^5891.

PARALEGAL needed by SanU Monica Law
Firm. Full-time. Resume to: 1453 A 14th «.,

»213, Santa Monica 90404.

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSITIONS. You
may easily make S4O0/wk. Authorized EPSOM
product re-seller looking for people interested

in pursuing a career in marketing. Our well
known fax machines, printers, computers.
We'll provide you w/a path of growth well into

the future. Interested piarties please call Mr. S.

Lee at (213)487-0406.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824-0372.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

SS.OQ^r. Raise after 1 month. Interest/ know-
ledge in films preferred. Vidwteque. Paul/
Dennts (213)624-9922.

P/T RETAIL SALES for boutique in Brentwood.
Great |ob with flexible hours. Experience only.

Jackie (213)826-7446.

RECEPTIONIST, P/T, Tue.-Fri. Brentwood. Re-
liablc. (213)476-4404.

RECFPTIONISTA~-fNFRAL OFFICE- Flex, hrs.,

$6.0Q4w. Small frrendly law firm, century city.

Answering phones, filing, xeroxing. (213)

277.3338.

Mature Grad
Student to research
diet and weight loss

market, then help
recommend safe

weight loss pill from
oriental herbs.

E. Brown 452-2102

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, pA, for research in

perception, including library referencing*. 3rd
or 4th year, or hlgher,psych student preferred.

Have transportation, hours flexible.

(213)386-4152.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minimum of 20hn/wk, S6^r, Marira Del
Rey. Person with sonoe engineering, technical,

or computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)395 8834.

RIGHT-HANDED smokers, ages 21-30, who
are low to moderate users of akohol »xi
caffeine are needed for an experiment measur-
ing simple problem-solving. Smokers must
have smoked at least one pack of 20 cigarettes

per day for at least the previous year.

Subjectswill be paid $20.00 for 2'A hours.

L c a V e
message for Dr. Micheal Lyvers at

(618)344-3374.

SECRETARY needed for publishers rep. fimi.

Tues, Thurs, 12:30-4:30, Cher (213)471-3630.

SECRETARY/INSURANCE billing. P/T, perma-
nent M-W-F, 1-7pm. Holistic Chiropractic

office, y^ord Perfect a must. (21 3)450-4555.

SECRETARY. P/T 3-4 day«\vk - afternoons.

WLA, S7/hfr. Gen. office ExperierKed office

worker. Valet parking. (213)206-4828 be-

tween 5-8.

SECRETARY/Clerical, P/T, MWF, ligN word
processing, gerwral office, flexible hours.

S6.50/start. Brentwood CPA's.
(213)826-1380. _^
SHIPPING SUPERVISOR. Fast-paced shipping

departnwnt in WLA seeking detail-oriented,

with minimum 3-yr5 experierxre. UPS, Next
and Second Day, and Truck. Articulate in

customer relations. CRT, type minimum 30
wordVmin. S7-t-, dep. exp. CorXact Darius

(213)390-9461.

SlXrCESSFUL West LA Real Estate develop-

n>ent company seeks bright person for clerical

assistant in Westwood office. Typirtg, rilir>g,

invoice follow-up. Full-time preferred. Call

Doreene (213)473-1531.

SUMMER )OBS OUTDOORS. Over 5,000
openings! National parks, forests, fire crews.

Send stamp for free details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

TICKET MASTER is seeking to Fill pm time .

position in our Marketing Department. Must be
•vaUabte 3-S days a week, approx. 20hrs.Send

resunr^e to :P.O. Box 76638, LA.,Ca. 90005.

ATT; Mary Olson.

TROPICAL/ BEACH RESORTS HIRING Are
you tired of the same dull summer job? Resorts

now hiring for seasonal and career opportuni-

Hes. Call (303)444r';'>flS

UCLA STUDENTS in health care field. We
need you to interview patients being dis-

charged from UCLA, as a part of our new
discharge program. 5-10 hrs/wk.
$6.67-$10.0S^r. For further information con-
tact Gay Lannon, Adm. & Reg. Dept.
(213)825-0649.

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK, & SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin
immediately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK, & SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin
immediately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

WRITER'S Exchange.has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books. Magazine articles,
(213)208-5128. Vernon.

Sproul Hall Dining Services

$6.34/hr
We work around your school

•

.. schedule
very flexible hours .

'^ 1_
,

leads to career advancement
r)o experience necessary

must be a UCLA Registered Student
Call 825-2074

Stop by Sproul Hall Food Service

MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio for

up-coming photo assignments
Pro. & Non-Pro Male Female

Call (818) 508-8680

Job Opportunities 32

Job Opportunities 32

FULL-TIME RECEPTIONIST needed to work in

Santa Monica law firm. Duties include heavy
phor>e work, light typing, filing, general cleri-

cal work, running errands. Knowledge ofWord
Perfect 5.0 a plus, but not required. Available
immediately, Marcella. (213)451-9714.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Hi-lech Design. Santa
Monica Design firm wants a bright, er>ergetic

office assistant. Will be assigned a PC to learn

and use business software. Responsible for:

Filing greeting clients, light phones, and
errands. Full-time prefer - Flexible hours. Must
have car. Phone Margo, SynerOyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only.

TEACHER ASSISTANT, flexible hours, must
have ECE units or recreation units. Working
with children with arts and crafts arxi supervis-
ing. (213)287-1166.

TEACHER: P.E., special education SED/ID,
junior high and high school. Part-time or
full-tin>e. Credential required. Good benefits.

Clearview School, WLA (213)476-2586.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE dental office needs
assistant to ofTice manager. Up to 16 hn/wk,
days and hours flexible. Typing skills re-

quired.S6.S0 to start. (213)206-3560.

GEORGESON & COMPM
A wall street financial

0|^n^ ftrn seeks
maividuals with excellent
communication skills as

•proxy solicitors." Century
City location. Require
Finance, Business or
Economics background.
$10 per hour. Call 213-

489-7000, Ask for James or
Charmaine..

Internstiips 34

PHYSICIAN HOLISTIC

Multi-faceted practice

in Beverly Hills is

currently looking for a
licensed M.D. to Join

us and stiare in our
exciting future & our

commitment to

offering ttie highest

level of patient care

and services.

Calt (213) 651-4531
for interview.

PR INTERNSHIP: entertainnr>ent/ corporate PR
firm seeks intern, 12-15 hrsMk. Fast-paced
environment, must be detail-oriented and
articulate. No pay, great experience, possible
credits. Contact Trisha (213)550-3922.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER. Saturday nights. References re-

quired. Laurel Canyon. Must drive. $6/hr.

(213)656-2453, call after 6pm.

BABYSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER- For 1 year old
baby girl. M-F. References. (213)657-4833.

BABYSITTER to help Dad wAwo small children
when Mom is out of town. Average, 2 days/
wk., 4-8pm. Need own transportation.
(213)275-4865.

CHILDCARE w/car for girl 8, 3-4 days/Wk.
3:3O-6:30pm. Westside. References A insur-

ance req. %6Ah. 4 mileage. (21 3)578-5452 day
a. (213)397-1993 eves.

CHILDCARE for 3 and 5 year old, plus light

housekeeping, in Brentwood. Two afternoons
minimum, plus flexibility to work evenings and
weekervJs. Must dri%, have experience, and
local references. (213)471-0915.

INDIVIDUAL assistant in first grade classroom
for bright physirally handicap>ped six year old
girl 8am-2;20pm, M-F, $d-410/hr.
(213)933-1406. '

TEACHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required
15-20 hrsAvk. (21 3)273- 186<r. x?0 hrsAvk. (213)273

t,M5-S:t5;mWh.T-TH, 2:1 5-S:t 5; mirtthave car
near campus, great pay. Call
(213)475^293

SPACIOUS studio $500/mo. Room for couple.

Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to

campus. Security building. Unfurnished.
(21 3)939-601 7.

SPACIOUS, furnished. Single on Cayley. Sec.

bidng., 3 people ok. $795/mo. Call
(213)206-6310. Evenings or (213)206-6002
day. Ask for Alicia or Angelica.

UCLA University apartrT>enl$ for rent!! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)625-2293 or
(213)625-8496.

VAN NUYS--1S minutes to campus, only 9
-^iles. Good area. 2-bed/l'A bath. 2 story

townhouse. $705/nf>o. Security, gated parking.

(213)665-3601.

WESTWOOD. S1100/nr>o. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A/C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)264-9644.

'

BH adjacent, rerwvated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceiling, central air aryj heat, washer,

dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable

T.V., garage. SI 025. (818)960-2951.

BRENTWOOD. $600 LARGE LUXURY 1 BED-
ROOM. 1 MILE LICLA. REFRIDCERATOR,
DISHWASHER, A/C, WALK-IN CLOSET,
POOL, GATED PARKING. 1 161 1 CHENAULT
ST (213)471-6154.

IK:
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A4 something special to
BOX ART

Valentine^s Day o o o
IT- tr-[r i

-- nj-1 ^rrri I 'l-»TV

Send your love in a Daily Bruin Valentine.

Daily Bruin Valentines Issue -- February 14
Classified Display Deadline -- February 9 - 4pm
Classified Line Deadline r: February 13-noon

17

f11

NAME

no ADDI^ESS

CITY

PAYIVIENT ENCLOSED:

CHECiC MCIWISA.

ZIP CARD NO.I

PHONE

l?EG. CARD.

EXP. DATE (fvn HntA mi ttt hA inHi iHaH^
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BOX NUMBER_i_
<-<-

. Don't forget to indicate wtiat size you want!!!!! Box Art is alwve!

***
Don't forget to enclose payment and any necessary artwork or special ^
instructions. Please note which box art you want to appear in your ad 4r

Prices:

Students: $8/colinch

Locally: $9.45/col inch

Color:

$2 fori to 3 column inches

$5 for ads larger tfian

3 column inches

This Is 1 column inch
2" by 1"

No more than 20 words per

column inch, please

Please drop this form off at the Classified Window - 112 Kerckhoff Hall 825-2221

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments fof Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

BRENTWOOD, great guesthouse studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced rent in exchange for driving

children in afternoom and early evenings.

(213)472-6215, (213)472-2167, evenings.

FURNISHED BACHELOR. Includes all utili-

ties. $595. Private separate garage. $1 50. Walk
to UCLA. 10990 Strathnrwre. (213)395-2903.

PALMS, 1-bed upper, built-ins, fireplace, a/c,

security, alarm, refrigerator, 5 miles from
campus, S700, (213)937-0569.

PALMS. 2-bedroom $795. Pool, parking, laun-

dry, appliances. No pets. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS. $625 and up. Quiet 2-bedfoom,
2-bath. Patios, new carpets and drapes, built-

ins, largp closeU, no pets. (213)639-6800.

PALMS, $89S/mo. 2 + 2. New upper. All

amenities including balcony, skylight, fire-

place, gated parking, quiet street, easy freeway
access. (213)390-5996.

SANTA MONICA 1 -bed 2-b«lh, loft. 2 parking

spaces, new, volume, cielings, quiet.

$1295/month. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath lownhouse,
attached garagr, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1795/nK>. (213)473-4272.

WESTWOOD. $120Q/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, /sK. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD $650. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

LANDFAIR APARTMENT $800/mo., one-
bedroom, killer apt. w/a view. Parking, laun-

dry, tecurity deposit $400. Call Mike.
(805)646-8855.

WESTWOOD, S995/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathfooms. Carpels, refrigerator, drapes.

\-n mfW» ffont UQ.A. 1953^ Selby. Aopoifil-

ment (213)475-6165.

Palms
SasO 1 b«V1 twth

$1025 1 bedn Mh plus k>ft

|1060 2 be(V2 bath

$1205 2 l>ed/2 bath ptus den

Beautifully deconrted. i^c, security gated, buM-in
stove, diehtneher Open house Siturctay 10-2 at

3717 Vinton #104

1 mo. FREE RENT with one year lease

83S-«516 (mgr.) 478-4550 {Mkx)

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

Single Furnished;

Unfurnished $730
Ail amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

1 & 2 BEDROOM, beginning at ^^bO0/mo. up
to S2Q00. One year lease. Charming in

wooded sight. Great location. Near campus.
Lorene Schuler. Norton Realtors. Office
(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-8396
evenings.

1 -BEDROOM. $625/mo. Fir»t month 50% off.

Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10
minutes to campus. 3545 )asmine Palms
(213)636-8136.

1 -BEDROOM $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to cantpus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)836-6136.

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

Ibdrm, S700. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

5 miles from UCLA. 1 -bedroom, $650 and
large single $575 available. Near transporta-

tion, restaurants, mall. (81 8)789-0262.

650 LANDFAIR APT. 1 block from LKIA
$25(Vmo. utilities included. Kathryn and Nitta

(213)824-5747.

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

NORTHRIOGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing fadlity. Shared or

private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation

room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Norihridge

Campus Residence, 9500 2elzah.
Northridge, CA 91325

(BTBTSW-TTTT
^"^^^~"

WALK
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

• refrigerator "dishwasher-

. "huge closet*

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

• Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

WESTWOOD $875 1 -bedroom, $1400, 2+2,

faciazt, gym, wattrieTJCLA; r>o pels. 520
Kelton. (213)206-7483.

/

Apartments for Rent 49

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista~~

Properties

306-6789

Apts. Unfurnished 52

WESTWOOD. $995. Large 2-bed, 2-balh,

welbv, balcony, new carped arxl levelors,

eveniny. (213)444-7378.

WESTWOOD, $1050. Fireplace, sieve, re-

frigerator. Oiarmin^ quiet r>eighborhood. Call

(213)658-8339.

WIA, 1 -bedroom. Appliarnxs, upper with
balcony, refrigerator, carpeU, drapes. No peU.
To lease, call (213)476-7116.

ILA 2BEOROOM/2-BATH- $1,135 and $985.
New security building. All amenities, rooftop

Jacuzzi with parnyamic ocean view. Open
1512 Amherst. 826-5528

Vacation Rentais 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everythinK, reasonable rales. (21 3)206-0303.

Apts. to Share 54

2 BLOCKS to UCLA, $300^mo. New security
cornplcx, pooVfacuzir on rbdf. ScW, TyswT
(213)208 6284.

Daily Bruin Classified Thursday, February 1 , 1990 39

Salons 21 Salons 21 Salons

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1-bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car
parking, laundry, freshly
painted.(21 3)279-1887.

WESTWOOD Spacious 2-bed. 2 blocks from
UCLA. Covered parking. Short term lease

available. Anne (213)206-6020.

WLA, $1400, 3-bedroom/2V. -bath town-
house, near L>CLA housing, 3310 South Se-
pulveda, #4. Refrigerator, w/d.
(213)390-5883.

WLA $525/mo. Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful. 1 mile to

LICLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,
lease. (213)826-7888.

WLA. S720/MO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry.

1633 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor
$525Atk>. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

WLA. 1 -bedroom apt. furnished, very nice &
large. Balcony, 1st floor. Federal Ave, $725.
(213)479-8399.

HOORAY!
HOORAY!

1 Minute Walk
to UCLA!

EXTRA LARGE
beautiful,

furnished single.

Easily sleeps

three.

Available now.

Call (213) 824-0319.

./.

ANNIVERSARY
SALES

at

The

Tel.

ULTII\/IA BEAUTY CENTER
STM^m TOIDMY .

largest selection of Hair & Beauty products & Perfumes at

15%-25% DISCOUNT _
Full Service Salon & Nails by Appointment

ask for specials
(213) 208-3500 10918 KInross ave.

ACROSS

1 Scent
6 Steet beams

1 1 Male animal
14 Knife type
15 Red dye
16 Grieve
17 Felony
18 Highwayman
20 House area
22 Parts of

pounds
23 Sank a drive
25 Society
28 Poems
29 Rested
30 Kind of ulcer

32 Figure of

speech
34 Yearr>ed
39 Professes
42 Balcony
43 Installs new

curtains
45 Predator
46 Small

synagogue
49 Tablet
50 Deposited
54 Rsherman
55 Channels
56 S. American

range
58 Foot part

60 Franf>eworks

63 Big blows
66 Guide's note
67 Income: Fr.

68 Deserve
69 Electric unit

70 Sanctify
71 Treatise

PREVIOUS PUZZLE 80LVED

CIAIMIEHBIA SITMAlBlAfT ElQSQ QSCIQ BDSIIEI]
T 1 E

1
H A L Epinto

E D E N A T LAlwHLlilElsl
R m S T 1 V s S AQB

A T E M u L E^E E R
8 T A T£ CA R E DIlB A A
H L ECR 1 E S PlO S T
Bzas sQEDmii] iisDmss

g^ ou R S

11
M 1 S

SPA T 1 T T 1 H G
E A R P o 1 N S R A L
C H O R m E R A S R A M 1

H A V E N S E R E A T E N
8M Y [sj T M S LM S T

DOWN
1 Rudinr>ent

2 Pinnacle
3 Repeated
4 Intended
5 Waver
6 News bringeir

7 Rude
8 Judah king

9 Remove
10 Easy job
11 Movement
12 Weight unit

13 Apportions
19 Earth: pref.

21 Shelter
23 " Is

Born"
24 Bandleader

Frankie —
26 Tip giver

27 Ocean bird

30 Spawned
31 Heron

33 Through
35 Diamond stat^
36 Stationery
37 Prestige
38 Doings
40 Sword
41 Spangled: her.

44 Bone setters
47 Camera parts
48 Vetch
50 Light beam
51 Walk: slang
52 Faultless

53 State: abbr.
55 Life factors

57 European
59 Dictionary.

eg,
61 Distant: pref.

62 Pronoun v

64 Estuary
65 EnchMure

e IMS linNad FMtura Syndic

Apts. to Stiore 54 Apts. to Shore 64

BRENTWOOD coodo to share with lady,

2-bedn>onV2-l>athrooni, furnished. $595. Call

mornings (213)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD. $43(yn'K). Large, sunny ap»t-
n^ent. Fireplace, non-smoker, avail^e Febru-

ary 2eth. Ask for Susan at (21 3)8204M43.

BRENTWOOD, beautiful, 1 -bedroom, pool,

fully furnished, complete entertainment sys-

tem. 1 mile from UCLA. 2 blocks from morm.
Month to month basis. $3S(Vmo plus deposit.

Call 447-a077 from 9-5, 447-2964 after 5.

Muft like cats.

MARINA DEL REY, i600fmo. Own room, bath

in 2-b«droqm apartment. Security, tennis.

pool, gym, view. Immediate occupancy. N/S.

(213)578-6635.

BRENTWOOD. 3-bedroom; own room &
private bath. S450. Non-smoker. Leave mes-

sagp, (213)82^9660.

BRENTWOOD. Young married couple has

spackius 2-bedroom to share with quiet,

studkMJS female. Minutes from campus, S435.

(213)826-6057. Available now.

CULVER CITY. Feb. 1st. 2 female roo.T>mates

wanted for 3-bedroom apartnwf^. )39(Veach.

Great kxatlon. (213)568-8966.

FEMALE: SHARE 1 -bedroom apartment on
Caylcy. Security, parking. Great building

quiet roommates. Availabw rww. $42S-ftec.

(213)824-2750.

%.*.

Apts. to Stiore 54

MAR VISTA, $37VnrK>., 2-bed/1 bath, female
non-snr>oker. Available 2/1, 5 min to beach.
(213)390-9^3.

PALMS, non-snDoking, two-bedroom, two-
bath, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, barbeque, parking.

$49Vmo. Call Charles at (213)559-5690.

ROOMMATE NEEDED, OWN ROOM, 1 MILE
TO CAMPUS, S447.50/MO. lAUNDRY, CAR-
PORT (213)473-3329.

ROOMMATE (FEMM.E) wanted to share two-
bedroom, one-bath with two UCLA girls. 660
Veteran #225. (213)208-5983.

SM/VENKTE, $600 ymo., own room, own bath,
1 -block from beach, pool/jacuz2i,,24 hr sec-

urity, parking, washer/dryer. Main st.

392-9866.

WLA, S375 -I- 'A utilities, 1 room available in

2-bed/1-bath. Near Westskie Pavillion. Non-
smoker. Frank (213)475-0312.

House for Rent

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 3-bdmV2-bath,
security sytfem, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

Qizzi, 2-car garage. (21 3)826-6907.

fNCINO: $290C^T»nth. South og the blvd.

secluded. 3+3 family/dining room, pool, wet
bar. Great for faculty. (818)985-4757.
(818)345-1442.

FURNISHED near UCLA. 2-bedroom, 2-bath.

1 861 Federal Ave. Washer/dryer, fienced yard.

SI 500. (213)454-2722.

HOUSE ior rent in WLA. Spockxjs S-bdrrrV

2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigkialre, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (818)888-2224.

MAR VISTA. Large 4-bedroom, 2'A bath,

family room. Nice master suite. Quiet street.

SI 975. (213)393-7806.

NORTH HOLLYWOOD.$1450/MO.
4-BEDROOM/2'A BATH, 2 story covered
patk>, courtyard. Secure, quiet and clean.

(818)503-4858.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,
laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa VisU
Property

MiniCemeiit

21 House for Rent 56 Roommates 65

SANTA MONICA, $1400. 2-becV2-bath, 2
patios, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/
dryer, large yard. Sale possible.
(213)396-9303.

House for Share 57

BUSINESSwoman will sha.«WLA townhouse,
non-smoker. Piano, fireplace. S55(Vmo.
(213)450-9111 Ext.2371.

FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share large

townhouse. Own bedroom bathroom, fire-

place, laundry, garage, pool in quiet area.

S4O0/mo. (818)881-7053.

SHARE Beautiful 3-bedroom Culver City
house. Wood fktors, immaculate, fenced yard,

pets o.k. S475. (21 3)393-3026.

SHARE large, clean, 3-bedroom house with 2
women (over 25), and two dogs. Culver City,

very convenient to UCLA. Avail, now.
S4<X]|Ano. including utilities. Call anytime.
Leave message. (213)838-0342.

VENICE, $465. Own room in 3-bedroom
house. Block to beach, wood floors, deck, bus.
(213)392-0220.

WESTWOOD, $450, own bedroom and bath,

available immediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2208.

Housing Needed 60

FILM PERSON needs place/share. $35(ymo.
(213)859-4669.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE (10-year-old girl). 3-9pm (25
hfsMc. approx). Room & board, car, $20(ymo.
12 miles to UCLA. (818)894-8576.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE STUDENT looking for

room and board for work (full-time) from July
through December 1990. (213)451-0055.

TWO blocks from campus. Help with boys 7
and 8. Light housekeeping. Salary.
(213)474-0555.

WESTWOOD: Lovely room in beautiful
house. Walk to UCLA. Free rent jn exchange
for light cooking and housekeeping.
(213)476-5164. (21 3M 74-2335.

^ Room for Help

BRENTWOOD, great guesthouse studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced r^nt in exchange for driving

chikiren in afterrraorH arxi early evenings.

(213M72-8215, (213M72-2167, eveninns.

PACIFIC PALASADES. Private studio apart-

ment exchange (or house cleanir>g, drivers

license essential, hours flexible.
(213)454-3194. 10 minutes to UCLA.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Private room/ bath
available to responsible, hard-working person.
DiAics include: caring for three days, running
errands anchor housecleviing. Call Bob
Cindy. (213)659-8904.

or

Room for Rent 64

1 -BEDROOM with private bathroom, nice
family, Windsor Village, easy Wilshire access.

(213)938-4278.

NEAR UCLA. Ideal for UCLA students/faculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available
now. $47Q^no. (213)476-2088.

Roommates 65

2-BDRM/2-BATH apartment to share with

professional female, $480. Woodfloors, great
views. Holly (213)937-3042.

AVAILABLE NOW Priavtc room and bath in

luxury apartment. Quiet street, security build-

ing, all amenities. 2 mites from campus.
$49S/Wx), negotiable. (213)478-6622.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-blh, $312.50/mo.
Share big room with lots of luxuries.

(213)472-7465.

BRENTWOOD. Own roony/b^h in 2-bed^
2-blh apar1rT>er>t. Luxury high-rise, 24th floor.

Underground parking available, unfurnished.
$50Q^f>o plus $250 deposit and half utilities.

Live with a male professional (213)478-3542.
Leave message. Available February or March.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment.
Cable ready, telcphorw hooked up, furnished,

. home like atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1.9pm.
(213)447-2505.

CONVEN IE NT-University apartnfwnt-$256.
Free shuttle lo school. 2-bcc^-bath. Wash,
pool, parking. Rhonda (213)391-4004.

FEMALE rtMmmate needed. Sh^'e room in

spacious apartment across from UCLA.
$3ia/mo. Non-smoking. (213)208-4050,
(213)430-4828.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to sh»e
a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30G^iio.
(213)208-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroomAwthroom,
2-bedfoom, by LACAM. Open-minded, $600

deposit, furnished. (213)935-5800.

PALMS. Female roomaie wvtied to share
spacious & sunny 2-bed, 2.bath. $395. N»Ky
(213)398-1226.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share one-bedro^
$356.25, one Month free, jacuizi, weight
room. (213)479-7503. ^
SANTA MONICA. SS50/mo. Own room in

J-bedroom secure condo. Walk lo beach,
buslines. Parking. (213)394-7519,

SANTA MONICA, $425/mo. Furnished
-•right, csygoing environment in i 3-bci^

UNIVERSITY apartment, furnished, available
for male, norvsnfH)kef . 1 block from campus.
(213)824-7929.

VENICE, 1 'A blocks to beach. $500 + utilities.

Roomate to share 3-bed, 2-bath super condo.
Security parking, all amenities. Jaesa
(213)396-8785.

WESTWOOD-needed 2 roommates to share
2-bed/2bath apt., new security building, fire-

place, central air^eat, balcony, parking. Near
UCLA.$331.25Ahare, $662.50/own room.
Mike, Peter (213)474-4088 leave messa<^e.

WESTWOOD. 4 girls in spacious 2-bdmV
2-bth duplex ne^ 5th girl. 691 Kelton.

$342/mo. (213)824-4183.

WESTWOOD spacious 2-bedroo«T>/2 bath,

fireplace, balcony, and security parking. Male
or female, non-smoker. Deposit $475. Rent
$500 (small room), $550 (large room). Call

Raymond (213)474-1278.

WESTWOOD, 2 males wanted to share
2-b<V2-bth, large apartment. 5 minutes to

campus. Jacuzzi, pool, parking spot. To share
with 2 freshman males. (213)208-4207.

YOUNG professional needs responsible
roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

Sublet 66

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

63 Condos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD. 2-^2, full amenities, $1 500, 1

or 2yr lease. Call Rosemary (213)475-8064.

WESTWOOD. $120(yrTK>. 2-bdrrTV2-bath +
den -f fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376,1062.

Flying/Paractiutlng 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.
Student discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

Ctiild Care 90

EXPERIENCED & LICENSED family day care
provider. Monday to Friday. Has references.

Call (213)452-7597.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save mor>ev. (213)820-4839.

Auto/Home/Comnerciai jL.
Westwood/Wilshiri Office T

312-0202 *•
1317 Westwood Blvd -^
(2 biks. So of Wilshtre) ^T

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum llablllty required

by low.

Example: ferTxale 21 and
over $575/yr.,' female

under 21. male under 25,

$737M.
Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7061

or 475-8355

1 'A -bath hoTTw. Cfose to beach-shopping md
but to UCLA. (213)399-7160.

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Co«t Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
UJiJ. Insurance Agiency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from\

UCLA» 9^

1

4
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The Gift of Sight
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup includes o
pressure test for glaucoma and
on eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

Color contacts
High index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

Corner of LeConte •: Vision insurance welcome •:• 1 tiour validated parking

Insurance

Auto Insurance

Why more!,pay
For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports CSfS
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
% SAVEON

¥.
¥.,

¥.\
¥.\

^\
*-\

•*\

V

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do but auto insuranct--

IS required by la^.v' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852 7175 :818,342 1510
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

••••••••••••••••••A

Movers

GREG'S rT>oving. We do all the moves. Spccia-

Wz'mg in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281-6892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. S^ree estimates, expericrKcd, ar>d reli-

able. terry (21 3)391 5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dorm? Don't

Miss Phone Calls Own a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipn>ent necesary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your paper. (213)559-1890.

EDITING, etc.. ASSISTANT all levels, all sub-

jects fofeign students welcome. Call Research
Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, lOam-Spm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
cor>sultan|/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)208 4353.

VOICE MAIL, private 24-hour ar>swefing ser-

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.
(818)594-1974.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
AU iubjectt. The«e«/Di«»«rt«uoni,

Proposals and Books. Forcioi Students
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. ^13) 47D-6661

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)826-7710.

FRENCH LESSON. Elementary to advanced.

SIQ/hr. Call Phil after Spm at (213)629-5756.

FRENCH TUTOR, native speaker, exper-

ienced. Call |ohn, (213)96^ 1609.

PROTESStONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduale.

Expert all levels teaching experierKre. Will

conwTHJte, affordable rales (818)500-4021.

91 Tutoring Offered

PUBLISHED WRhTER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call: 473-4193.

TUTORING. Japanese lessons, elenr>entary to

advarxred conversation, taught by native

speaker. Call Kaori (213)447-2219.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skill. Anne (213)859-2293,
leave message.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT,GMAT,

artd GRE. Free 1 hour lesson v^flth this

ad.IVY league grods. Stomfofd Prep
(213)271-5161.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH CONVERSATION. Wiomatic Ameri-

can English. In Taiwan. (816)288-7583, Mr.

Ma.

TUTOR for fourth grader in reading and
writing, Beverly Hills, $Mir, 2-3 aflemoonV
wk. Gina or Mary, (213)274-5717.

TUTOR NEEDED for GMAT preparation. Pre-

fer MBA student. References required. Call

(213)464-1333, Sue T.

94 Typing 100

«1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh.
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RITE services computerized typing

w/ laserjet quality printing for resumes and
papers. Affordable prices near Sepulveda &
Palms. Yvette (213)556-3236.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0368

GREAT MARKS typing service. Complete,
prorr^pt, and affordable service. Contact Paula
Marks. (213)935-3653.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PQtaser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa

(213)459-0258.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208 0040.

QUALITY TYPESETTING of manuscripts,
termpapers, legal/ medical documents. LQ
Print. Fast, accurate, conHdential, student

discounts. (213)578-5490.

WHY PAY MORE 7 Wordprocessing, fast, ac
curate. Laser printer, spell check, editing on
request. Monica (213)392-3262.

For Rent 101

One Day Word ProceMing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yean •xpericnce. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problemt
and tutoring in Ensiish, Histoiy,

Philosopli^ Mtd PoMcM Sdnsa.
Bill Delaney 207-5021

98 Typing

WORDPROaSSING specializing in theses,

dissertatior«, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resun>es. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSOR. Scripts, term papers,

etc. Best prices. Call Nona (213)447-5812.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR LESSONS from Berkely paduate.
Beginr>ers, intermediate, jazz-harmony,
theory, all styles. (616)781-5318.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. SlO/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave messay.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213 ) 2 7 7 - 7 1 2 .

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licerwed career courtsclor. Assic-

tance with college admission essays. Near
LXIA. (213)208-1865.

I XPKRT RKSUMES
ii[M ini\i- \i\ !• t liif

ri'^lllllc Mobile vt\

( .ill .Hid Ua\r .1 ii><l.i\

(SIS) llOT-KiSJ

Autos for Sole 109

81 TOYOTA CELICA ST, Auto, power steering

and brakes, »lc, arMtr^atscdc. 83k. $2300
obo. (213)391-1861.

83 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS 2-door. Auto
transmission, all po%»«r, V6, cruise control,

AAVFM, A/C. 65,500 miles. $3800/obo.
(213)559-8396, Leslie.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1 •602-838-6685. Ext.A 6050.

CELICA GT- 1 983, sunroof, new brakes, single

owner, no accidents. Excellent corxJition.

S4,500. Craig (816)761-1158.

CHEVROLET Sprint, 1986, $2600. 5-spd,

stereo, a/c. Still like new. (213)973-4320.

FORD Mustang II, 1975. $950.00 4-cylinder,

automatic, sunroof, low miles. Day
(213)825-8596. Brian.

HONDA CIVIC '79, xint condition; low
milege, 4-speed, candy apple red. $1400;
206-3875.

ISUZU IMPULSE '84 Black, 5-speed, loaded.

Excellent condition, must sell. $290(Vobo.
(213)322-3393.

MINI TRUCK. Four 8-inch centerline rims with

Sumitonw PI 95/50 tires. $300.00. Danny
(213)447-1476. Call Tuesdays.

MITSUBISHI Galant, 1986, top of the line,

automatic, silver, 49k, immaculate, all extras,

alarm, 20k warranty left. $64S(Vobo. Must sell

immediately. (213)453-5472.

NISSAN 300ZX 1985 $6100/obo. Red
5-speed, fully loaded, excellent condition,

extended warranty. (213)379-4019.

NISSAN SCNTRA 1969. One owner, automa-
tic, A^, stereo. 2-dr, Ian, clean. $7000, Cash
negotiable. 26k miles. (213)476-3542.

TOYOTA CELICA CT 79 5 spd, sunrf, anVTm,
low miles. $1995/OBO. (213)476-6948.

TOYOT\ COROLLA TERCEL, 1982. $1995.
5-speed, stereo/cassette, new tires, mint corxJi-

tion in and out. (213)470-8913.

VOLKSWAGEN KARMANGHIA. 1973.
$1995. Slick, AKVFM, new yellow paint.

Emmaculate condition in and out.
(213)470-8913.

Letters

Fan claims she was misquoted

Sports Editor:

Several t)asketl)aU fans,

including myself, were excited

to be intnviewed for the Daily
Bruin the morning of the

Arizona basketball game.
Finally, we thought, the

spirit of the true UCLA
basketball fan would be spread

through campus.

Imagine our dismay when
we were misquoted by Bruin

contributor Jay Ross in the

Jan. 18 issue.

Mr. Ross must have lost his

interview notes, because not a

single quote was accurate. I

never said sleeping out was,

'Too much fun,** as Ross said

100 Autos for Sole

^VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE 1970.aai«c,
semi-automatic, rebuilt engine. 41,000 miles,

AM^M, original owner. (213)206-8154, Lw.

VW BUG 1971, Low miles, new brakes, great

stereo. $1200/obo. (213)624-2795.

VW BUG '70. Runs great, new brakes, clutch,

just tuned-up. $1200. (213)266-0217, eves.

VW CABRIOLET- Convertible, 1985 limited

edition automatic, leather, air conditioning,

65,000 miles. $8,200. (213) 272-8631 Jodi.

(213)653-9925 Allan.

VW GOLF, 1985, sunroof, stereo cassette,

alarm, 5-speed, 49,000 miles. $450(Vobo.
Excellent condition. (816)992-0329.

VW CTI 1984. Sunroof, A/C, 5sp, Alpine

pullout, great condition, 66,000 miles,

$3,500. (213)476-3279.

VW, JETTA GLI, 1 985. $5000. Looks and runs

great. A/C, stereo, alarm. Red, 4-door.

(213)322-9271.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1974, cherry red, runs

beautifully, non-smoker car $1850.00 Tom
Eves. (213)827-4364, days, (213)803-3333.

AFFORDABLE AUTO
$1995

'82 Dodge Aries '81 St. Regis
'82 Chevette '75 Ford Torino

$2995
'86 Chevette '84 Subaru 4x4
'78 Volvo Station "87 Escort

'77 Cadillac Deville

'84 Chevy Citation

'82 Cadillac Cin^rron
'83 Oldsmobile FIrenza

> '78 Jeep Wagoneer

$3995
'88 Ford Fiesta

'87 Ford Escort GC
'86 Plymouth Reliant

'84 Olds '79 Lincoln
'79 Suburban

(213) 822-9875

4101 Lincoln Blvd MDR

Auto Repair 110

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wiishire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wiishire Bl.

(213) 207-1811

I did.

I also do not sleep out to

"cuddle up** with the dedicated

fans. I am one of the dedi-

cated fans. I sleep out for

basketball games to get a seat

as close as possible to the

court because I love UCLA
basketball.

The fact that I am a girl,

and frequently the only female
sleeping out, is no reason to

assume I am there to "cuddle.**

I am offended by your
implications, Mr. Ross.

v^ ,
' Jennifer Marcus

junior

English

109 Furniture 126

ANTIQUE Dining room set, doublebed,
couch, book shelves. Best offer.
(213)825-7878 days. (213)470-4239 eves.

BABIES FURNITURE • Crib, stroller, dressing

table, walking play, mattresses. Clothes, toys.

(213478-2955 (eve), (213)825-6075 (day).

BEST OFFER: bed, sofa. T.V, miscellaneous

appliances. 10700 Holman ave., Sanrvlpm,

Saturday, February 3. -

IMMEDIATE SALE- Expensive designer sofV
love seat, unused, $550. Large Oak entertain-

m^t Center $195, late model 25" color T.V.,

$195. 19- color protable A-1 $120, delivery

possible. (213)453-2146.

LARGE OAK entertainnwnt center. $75/obo.
Call ASAP. (213)473-5664 or (213)447-8295.

MATTRESS seU, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

TWIN BEDS, office desk, file cabinet. Toshiba
computer, exercycle. 26" color TV, very
reasonable. (213)552-1897.

WOODEN desk oak finish with LH return.

Great cortdition. $50.; Desk chair $20.; 6 foot

wooden wardrobe/closet with storage drawer
$50. Wayne (213)202-0480.

Garage Sales 127

CANON AE-1 with 50 mm, 28mm lenses,

flash, and case. Excellent condition. $175
(213)470-4169.

GREAT beginner ski boots. Used 2 season
(lOx) Women's 8'A Dynafit $50 Georgina
(818)955-9541.

MINOLTA X.700 35mm OUTFIT. Multiple

lenses (28mm-1000mm) and automatic elec-

tronic flash. "Slave" unit, autowinder, filters,

Larson Studio I umbrella set, Tamrac gadget
bag and much mon, like new. $500. Call for

specifics. (213)476-3144.

NIKON F-301 with 50 mm ar>d 28mm lenses,

flash, and professional tripod. Like new. $300.
(213)470-4169.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE, still in box. $65.
Sony TV, Like new Trinitron 12", $150.
(213)470-4169.

Musical Instruments 129

DRUM SET- 5 piece, slingerland, black, very
little wear. Zildjian cymbols. $750 OBO.
Sharie (213) 208-8414.

FENDER ELECTRK: GUITAR. Only $225 obo.
Call (213)447-0496.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 13

1

TOSHIBA 20" SQUARE TUBE TV. Full rerrwte,

cable-ready $150. (213)478-3144.

SCHWINN XRS exercise bike. $125.
(213)478-3144.

SKI. San Marcos Men's boots-8*A . Women's
Nordica-6. Complete men's package; Nordica
boots Mens-9. skis-$175. and poles.

(213)828-3995.

Motorcycles tor Sole 114 office Equipment 133
1987 HONDA )a600. $165(yobo. Supertrap,

new tiret. fr-gallon desert gas tank. Excellent

condition. (213)206-23^8.

HP 41 CX-$100 & 28C; $75. new. card

reader/math/memory/models. Scott.
(213)206-6284.

Scooters

1986 250 Honda Elite $1000. Automatic,
white, great condition, digital display. George
(213)206-8436.

BLACK YAMAHA RIVA 125z. Good condi-
tion. Runs great. $750 or best offer.

(213)S5a7754. (213) 275-7666.

HONDA SPREE '86, $35(VOBO Good condi-
tion. Black, lock included. Call Christine

(213)477-7471. Leave message.

HONDA SPREE 1985. $400/obo with helmet

and lock included. New battery, recently

tuned-up. (816)997-6766.

RED, Honda Elite 250 with pager, alarm, low

mileage -f many extras $1250. Call Laurerrt

(213)824-5246.

VESPA Pa^OC, Y972, $7S(V!obo. Blue, book
rack, mirrors. Excellent corvJition. Call Scott

(213)391-3324.

119 Typevyfriter/Computer 134

APPLE MACINTOSH PLUS computer. Like

new. $600 or best offer. Call (213)824-9513.

COMPUTER 64K, drive, monitor, printer,

programnwr, $550. (213)824-2795.

MAC PLUS and software. Best offer.

(213)447-2964.

NEC MULTI-SPEED- Laptop, $700.00. (818)

793-0231.

PORTABLE Laptop Toshiba T-100, 256KB,
Modem, Rechargeable Battery Wordstar, Lotus

software included. Only $400 (21))208 6783.

WANG PC 240 IBM AT comfiilible 20MB,
or^e 5.4 floppy disk drive. Color monitor.

$4000/obo. (213)824-7536.

WORDPERFECT S4> software S'A never been^

used $90. Call Tracy (213)479-2022 or leave

message.

'-.>s
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Skiers warm
up for racing
By Greg Jones
Contributor

After a strong showing in their

first league matchups, both the

UCLA men's and women's alpine

ski teams are enthusiastically

looking forward to the remainder
of the season.

Last weekend, the squads com-
peted in their second Southern
California Collegiate Ski Confer-
ence (SCCSC) league meet at

Mammoth Mountain. The SCCSC
consists of IS teams from schools
in Southern California.

This competition was crucial for

both men's and women's teams,
because there are only four sets of
league races whore points can be
accrued in order to qualify for the

Regional Championships at

Heavenly Valley in Lake Tahoe.
Official results from last
weekend's second league meet
will not be available until next
week.

Only five teams from the

SCCSC can qualify for the region-

al flnals once the league season
concludes. From there, the top
teams hope to make it to the

National Finals in Waterville
Valley, New Hampshire.

The men's squad, which fin-

ished second in the league last

year, is realistically hoping to win
the conference and eventually
make it to the National Finals.

UCLA will be relying on Mol-
nar, Mark Hegarty, James Van den
Bogaerde, and captain Rob Duraz-

zo to perform well for the team to

succeed. In the flrst league match-

up, Molnar finished in sixth and
fourth place out of49 skiiers, while

Hegar^ came in twelfth and eighth

place.

The women, who are at the top

of the standings along with UCSD,
are also kx)king to become confer-

ence champions. Jennifer Matney,
Jill Mason, and Andrea Hillis all

performed well for the Bruins in

the fu^t league match. In paricular,

Matney and Mason did very well,

as both finished in the top eleven in

both heats of the first league meet

BASEBAIX
From page 46

der from Placentia was drafted out

of El £>orado High in the ninth

round by the Boston Red Sox, and
elected to come to UCLA over

Arizona State, Long Beach and
Fullerton.

Saturday's game will be broad-

cast by the Prime Ticket Network,
the world's largest regional sports

network, on Sunday.

Sunday, John Sutherland (1-0),

coming offa stellar performance in

the Bruins* opener, will get the

call. In his five innings against

CSULA, the junior righthander

threw shutout ball, giving up just

two hits while striking out four and
walking none.

Letters

Bradshaw knows
sports Editor:

Dear Mr. Marcus:

The Niners are unstoppable,

but the Steelers at their prime

would win. Terry Bradshaw

sai4 so. How can you refute

anything he says after he

predicted the Super Bowl score

to be 55-3.

Chris Schneider

Sophomore
English

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum K^^^

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not Vcihd With Otht'i- OffiTsV,
,

DO YOU HAVE A TRUE
LIFE STORY TO SELL?

Copeland^s Sports

SKI CLEARANCE!
svEumime must eoi

HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-UFE STORIES. IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

TO UST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
THE HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213) 858-8560
1900 Avenu« of the Start, #670, Los Ang«les, CA 90067

R.R O^D^U:CE'R-S

^)j(!Mr^

BUY ON
REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB

GET ONE FREE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK

OR

SHOW U.C.L.A. I.D. AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBP "<«'/"
GOOD ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA

1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987
EXPIRES 2/9/90

COMPACT Billboard Top 30
DISC-COUNT-

p^^f iilObi

discs

1000"s Of Used CDs

$1 OFF
pef title

ANY NEW OR USED CO

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

l^_ __^ £•_.!

NEED
CASHt
WE BUY

$1 OFF
per tide

ANY NEW OR USED CD
SALES ITEMS EXaUDED

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-4122
t0741 W. PICO BLVD;

451-4966
iZii WiLSnlRE BL\ ^.

WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSOE PAVIION) SM (NEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCIIO)

—»•— MBCM COOO TMM )/7/|

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd—— westwood 208-e444—

—

HOURS: Mon-Thun 10-9,

FrI-sat 10-10. sun io-7
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Cellophane with any
Design Cut from $18

Body Waves,
HILIghts-Weaves

from $45

-•***^

mr-

SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

(North ot Village Theatre)

*>#> THE ONLY THREE NUMBERS YOU NEED TO KNOW

208-SASS 208-HAIR 208-WAVE
Walk-ins Accepted

50% OFF ON ANY PRODUCT PURCHASE
.

with any hair service (min $30): Nexxus, Aveda. I

Paul Mitchell. KMS. Focus 21. TrI. j

mmm^ fT

REE5 electranics

OLYMPIC at WESTWOOD
2180 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

(213) 475'REES (7337)

WESTWOOD BLVD. ^

2180 WESTWOOD BLVO

(213) 475-7337

Special Sewings for

$. 99

HEWLETT
PACKAnO

HP'32S Scientific
Traditional Harlea'Packafd quality!

Thii it the lowot price calaibtor with

HPi efficient RPN entry lyttem.

Conpkx numben, intemtion, prognni'

inc loive for any variable, more.

HP^Rebate
$20.00 off
HP 17lB-19lB-28Si

Other HP values HP 28S Scien*pr... $18495
HP 20S Scien..... $39.95 HP 19B Fin.Prog.... $139.00
HP 21S Stat $44.95 HP IDE Finan $39.95
HP 22S Scien $44.95 HP 14B Finan $67.95
HP 27S Scien $79.95 HP printer $109.95

Canon Typest^r 7

MB>W
6%*^

$199."
Reg. $249.95

Letter

ualit)

r/w
Quality

Tlo5 PLUS
a,. Texas
^^ Instrlments

Scientific calculator for

college students.

!95

Reg. $39.95

-10 digit LCD diapUy - 89 functions

include computer conveniorts, satistica,

trigonometry, algebra. - 15 pareniheaes

levels. - AOStm • Statistical functions.

'Prcbability calculations. - 10 digit 12

exponent display. - Includes 2 button

cell batteries and guidebook. - Giey.-

3"H X 3.2-^ X 5.5'D.

OcKer TI values

TI 30 Stat $13.95 TI BA35 Finan $19.95
T! 36 Scient $24.95 TI BA Solar ^in $39.95
TI 68 Scient $51.95 TI Inv«t Anal $119.95

SMITH Laptop Personal
TOMt*5^,^^KjSSf"^ Word Processor

PWP 7000

Typestar 5

Amazing new
printhead rivals laser

printers. Has multiple cypestyles (up Co

4X larger), phrase memory, and more!

Factory Recond.$12995

PANASONIC
Microcassette

"N-IM $3499

Microrasiftce with auto-

stop, cue/review, one touch
recofding, pause.

\ Typewriters

Starting at

$159^5

INCLUDES
PRINTER!

$649^5
Reg. $895"

' rrri rninmmn^xT

vei
L"^"

Model 7000LT Perfect for cravelif^

execulivci, boineu people, comntuten, Mudcnu,
•nd evervonc rUc on-thc-gbl Lichnvcivht, portable kcyboard/dteplay unk
with built-in carrytnc Kandlc. Advanced Stnich Corona word proccMir^ feature*.
internal memorv plia DauDiik Korage and Daiaywheel letter quality
prinur included! CoronaCalc tpreattheet aoftware available at eatra coat.

SMITH
COnONIK

Basic Typewriter $149''

SCM XL 1500
Wordprocessor it a t nQ'iSCM PWP 2000 $41™^

Largest and best selection of calculators, typewriters,

telephones, answering machines, Fax machines, word processors, etc.

SALE! SALE! SAK!

Lacrosse goes cow tipping
and diipping up at Davis
By Tom Orewyler

Contributor

After a prosperous weekend in which the UCLA lacrosse team
won two matches, it's back to business for the Bruins, as they head
to Davis to play Cal on Saturday and UC Davis on Sunday.
As if last Sunday's win over 1989 state runner-up Sonoma State

wasn't a feat in itself, the Bruins (2-0) will try to top theirown act iiv^

a double feature this weekend which includes a showdown with a
Berkeley team ranked fourth in the Western Collegiate Lacrosse
League.

Luis Cervantes, a Bruin attackman who scored three goals in

Sunday's contest, thinks that playing Cal on the road will make
them the toughest opponent UCLA has faced so far.

"I'm sure Cal is just as good as Sonoma State, but since they'll be
playing close to home, their fan support will give them a slight

advantage over us," explained C^vantes.
According to the players, one of the keys to last Sunday's victory

over Sonoma State was the Bruins' overall team spirit Jeff

Stoddard, a team captain, said that a similar sustained effort is

necessary for the Berkeley game this weekend.
"Playing on the road will present a new challenge for us, so

we've got to carry over last weekend's intensity into this

weekend," claimed Stoddard.

While Saturday's matchup against Cal is sure to keep the Bruins
occupied, this Sunday's game against UC Davis cannot be
overlooked.

Although it lost its two leading scorers from last season's 12-4
team, this year's UC Davis Aggie squad has gained a head coach in

Tim Kelley, a man who guided the Sonoma squad to the state

championship game the past two seasons. With a proven winner at

the helm and a home-field advantage to boot, the Davis matchup
will be no walk in the park.

As they prepare to travel north for the weekend, the Bruins are
still savoring their victory over Sonoma, which Stoddard labels

"one of the biggest wins in UCLA lacrosse history." But according
to Cervantes, the team has more important concerns.

According to the Bruin attackman, *This weekend might be our
biggest of the year. Hopefully we'll rise to the occasion."

COACH: 26 years at the helm
From page 45

rough for us. Vidmar helped us get

Mitch GaykmL Then, we got Tim
Daggett the year after."

After the arrival of Vidmar,
UCLA opened up with seven (four

of them consecutive) Pac-10 titles

and two NCAA championships. In

the last 10 years, Shurlock has
compiled an impressive 150-23

record.

Between 1980-83, the Bruins
flnished third once and second
twice at the NCAAs. Thus, the

1984 championships were espe-

cially memorable for Shurlock.

"It was great to win (the NCs),"
Shurkx± said. "We had chances
the years before, but to finally win
it was a thrill, especially since it

was UCLA's first championship."
What made the '84 squad so

extraordinary was the experience
and depth of the team. Gaylord and
Daggett were two of America's
best gymnasts and seasoned com-
petitors. The secondary squad of
Tony Pineda and Mark Casu added
more depth to the team.

"Since he has been here, he has

had the opportunity to produce
world class gymnasts," Pineda, a
1988 member of the Mexican
Olympic team, said of Shurlock.

"He's a good coach because as an
Olympian, he's been there before.

He helps guide us to our goals."

Atong with UCLA's first gym-
nastics title, Shurlock led the

Bruins to a perfect 14-0 record that

year and helped individual gym-
nasts to gamer 14 individual All-

American honors, capped by a
one-two-three finish in the all-

arounds.

That same year, the United
States men's gymnastics team
captured the team title at the Los
Angeles Olympics at Pauley Pavi-

lion. Half of the team—Vidmar,
Daggett, and Gaylord—came from
UCLA.

"In 1984, some things happened

that I never expected in my
lifetime," Shuriock said. *To have

half of the (Olympic) team from

our school and competing at our

school is an unbelievable dream
come true."

His second title came in 1987.

and was also memorable. In 1987.

UCLA was the Cinderella team.

With a 22-2 record, the^ruins tied

for fourth at the Pac-lOs. Going
into the NCAAs, UCLA, ranked
sixth, was not expected to make it

to the team finals. However, the

Bruins surprised many by not only

making the team finals, but also

edging out favorite Nebraska for

the title.

"The coach's greatness has been

his adaptability," WaUer said. "He
doesn't get uptight or nervous, and

that helps the team. His stabilizing

factor helped us to win in 1987."

In 1987. Shurkxk earned two
personal accolades. First, he was
named NCAA Coach of the year.

Then, he was the first gymnast to

be selected to the University of

California Hall of Fame.

Although UCLA closed out the

'80s without a third title, it did win
two consecutive Pac-10 champ-
ionships. However, instead of

reflecting on his past glory, it's

time to kx)k ahead.

"We are taking it one year at a

time," Shuriock said. "I'm excited

with the team this year. We had a

strong competition (against CS
Fullerton last Friday). The team
came together really well and ifwe
can carry on. we'll have a great

season. This can be the building

Mock for the '90s."

And when asked what keeps

him going. Shurlock responded.

"It's 10 times more fun than it was
10 years ago. As a coach, you want
to have quality teams and athletes

because you're in the fight To be

in the fight "every year, that's

what's fun about coaching."

With the Bruins off to a strong

start, expect to find UCLA in Uie

fight, with Shurlock leading the^

way.
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Bruin fans prove faithful ^6o"oDFORBw7ME5"^5ob"Fo^^^^

My hat is off to you UCLA
students.

They said you couldn't do
it. They said you were soft,

uncommitted, even uninterested.

But you proved them wrong.
YOU Bruins (and I mean
every man, woman and child

on this campus), you beat Uie

mighty Beavers.

Gerald took the charge, but
you threw Uie knock-out
punch.

You rattied 'em. You let

'em know whCTC they were.

You welcomed them with open
arms, and then locked them in

a deadly bear hug they had
little ctuince of escaping in one
piece.

And it felt good. Damn
good.

When you lined the court to

escort the team out from the

locker room. I got chills and a

tear welled up in my eye. I

was moved.
When you screamed and

booed at bad calls like nothing

else mattered but letting the

world know we would not be
taken lightly, I was exhilarated.

And when you praised our
boys with your chants and
cheers. I knew UCLA basket-

ball was home to stay.

The rafters shook, folks. The
floor vibrated, the banners

swayed (even the embarrassing

NIT rag) and Uie Beavers
stood wiUi Uieir flippers

between their legs in awe of
your power.

Even Uie Herculean efforts

of Uiat Gary guy paled under
your wrath.

This, ladies and gentlemen,
is what it's all about: Uie

tradition, the diehard alums, Uie

entire UCLA mystique. We've
weaUiered the storm, and seen
Uie darkest before Uie dawn.
Now, we find ourselves at the

starting point of an epic jour-

ney that coukl make Homer's
Odyssey look like Uie Sunday
comics.

If Wooden was Uie Wizard
who built Uie myth. Uian Har-
rick is surely Uie messiah who
will revive it He has led us

out of the dark ages, and back
towards the promised land.

Sound a bit religious? Well,

it should.

Thursday through Saturday,

this campus should live and
breaUic basketball. It's what we
are. It's why we're here.

Medical research is impor-

tant, great films are fascinating,

and the law is a noble profes-

sion, but it was hoops Uiat put

UCLA on the map.
It was Lew Alcinder, Bill

Walton, Walt Hazzard and Gail

Goodrich Uiat launched us into

Uie national spotlight These
men breaUied life into our
home away from home, and
now it's our turn to carry Uie

torch.

In the old days, having a

great team and coach was
enough to win. The talent

across the country was a fairly

limited pool, and dominance

was a much simpler concept.

The modem game has

wiuiessed a flood of brilliant

young players joining the col-

lege ranks each year.

These are no longer guys
who spend their weekends at

Uie malt shop or drive-in.

These are finely ttined aUiletes

who have been groomed year-

round since junior high for a
potential professional basketball

career,'

No team is invincible. Every
little advantage helps, and
Uiat's where you, the fans,

come into Uie picture. All

home games are must wins.

You need to show up for

EVERY game.
The student sections should

be so packed, Uiose Attila-the-

Hun-like ushers have no choice
but to let us back onto Uie

court behind Uie baskets.

Priority numbers should need
to be issued for season tickets,

not just Uie big games.
Face painting, banners, signs,

and noise makers should be
the norm, not the exception.

Let's sing and dance in Uie

isles.

Confetti, beach balls, and
those big foam No. 1 fingers

shouM be sprinkled throughout

Uie crowd. The stands shoukl
be a turbulent sea of blue wiUi

gold speckles flickering in the

light

Traditions don't just happen,
Uiey're created. We have the

making of a genuine modem-
day dynasty right here in our
laps, but we have to cultivate

it property.

We need to show our team

support—win or lose. The
younger players need encour-

agement and the veterans

deserve our respect

Arizona? UNLV? Who are

Uiey?

The West is only big

enough for one big gun, and
don't kx)k now, but Wild
Jimmy Harrick is loading up
his six shooter, gathering his

posse, and gettin' ready to

clean up this coast once and
for all.

Basketball is back in West-
wood, let's not take it for

granted.
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Job Interview Time is Comif^g. Many

Applicants Will Be Called. Few Will Be Chosen.
Be Among The Winners.

Suppose 500 people with similar credentials are
considered for 25 jobs. Who will get the jobs? Those
who come across best in face-to-face interviews.

Noted communications
expert Karl Fleming will

conduct a 3-hour seminar
on Feb. 14, 7- 10pm..
Wilshire Holiday Inn,
10740 Wilshire Blvd..

Westwood, on how to

sharpen your skills for

successful employment
interviews. Using video
equipment, he v^U conduct
mock job interviews to

demonstrate vanning
techniques. — ^-

He will teach you how to:

Create a positive atmosphere

Deliver answers employers
wknt to hear.

Come across with a
persuasive attitude.

Present yourself with
confidence and poise.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT KARL FLEMING:
"He has a profound
understanding of the
importance oi presence and
presentation." Joseph I^an.
Senior Partner. O'Melveny &
Myers"

"He gave me invaluable
advice and counsel on
presentation style." Anita
DeFranz. President. Amateur
AthleUc Foundation.""

"His communications
teaching gave me full self-
confidence and control."
Dennis Michael Nouri.
President. American Builders
Assn.

Total seminar cost: $60. For reservations, send $20 deposit with this completed
coupon by Feb. 8 to: Prime Time CommunlcaUons. 210 Medio Dr..
Los Angeles. CA 90049. (Tel. 213-472-3477). Remainder payable at door by
check or cash. The first 150 applicants will get seats.

Name: Phone:

Address:

ALBERT 800NQ13rty Bruin

The crowd at the UCLA-OSU ba$kett>all game.
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— Apt. No.
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HOOPS; Bruins look to prolong Raveling's agony
From page 48

One of Minor's Competitors for freshman honors is

the Bruins' own first-year phenom, Tracy Murray.

Like Minor, Murray has been inserted into the

starting lineup in the hopes of making things happen
right away.

The biggest difference between the two may be

that Minor often makes a bad team decent, while

Murray often makes a good team very good.

*The addition of Murray has really made our club a

lot more fluid," Harrick said. "He gets open a lot and
the guys look fcx* him and have a lot of confidence in

his game," he said.

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Don MacLean

Murray has started at center since the Cal game
two weeks ago, and is expected to start against USC
tonight In his three starts, the frosh is averaging 18
points and 5.7 rebounds. He's also made his mark
defensively, taking over the team lead in blocks with
17.

use's Ronnie Coleman will look to give Murray
and Co. fits on the inside, as he did in the two teams'
first meeting. On Jan. 3, Coleman recorded 27 points
and 15 rebounds, while UCLA held Minor to 15
points and three boards.

But lately, nothing seems to be going right for head
coach George Raveling and the Trojans. In last

Saturday's 66-65 loss to Oregon in the Sports Arena,
USC tried to call its last timeout after the Ducks' final

go-ahead basket, but the referees didn't notice, and
time ran out on the Trojans.

Speaking of time tunning out, a victory over
UCLA would no doubt help prolong the stay of
Raveling. In his fourth year at the helm of the
Trojans, Raveling has compiled an unenviable record
of 26-62 overall, 11-43 in the Pac-10.

Raveling helped his own cause by signing Minor,
and may be on his way to rebuilding the program.
When asked befoie the season if he thought the

administration would give him ample time to turn

USC into a winner. Raveling was optimistic.

The press and fans believe that he is on the hot seat.

Raveling said, but the administration and athletic

department are still behind him. But after winning
only 12 Pac-10 games in three and a half years, the

criticism continues.

Tracy Murray looks to throw some down against USC
tonight.'
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Special 11
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DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
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After 25 years, he's seen it all
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

In the past quarter century, he
has coached such names as Peter

Vidmar, Mitch Gaylord, Tim
-Raggett, Tony Pineda, and David
St Pierre. Behind all the school

records, All-Americans, NCAA
titles, individual champions, and
intemationat recognition, he has

engineered one of the most con-

sistent men's gymnastics prog-

rams in the country.

As theUCLA men's gymnastics
program enters the '90s, head
coach Art Shurlock looks to carry

on the success of the '80s. And
with the strong squad led by Chris

Waller, Chainey Umphrey, and
Scou Keswick, Shurlock' s next

decade looks just as promising.

"We want to start the '90s

right." Shurlock said. "With this

team (this season), we have an

excellent chance to win the nation-

al championships. If we win the

championships, we will be off to a

great start"

Entering his 26th year at the

helm of the men's program, Shur-

lock has seen both the decline and
evolution of gymnastics. When he

began coaching in 1964, there

were about 200 collegiate teams.

Currently, there are about 50
programs.

"It's an interesting contrast,"

Shurlock said. "Before there was
quantity, but not quality. Now, the

quality has gone up at a tremend-

ous rate. The moves the athletes do
now are more complicated and
dangerous. Because of the greater

skill level, gymnastics has evolved
into a more exciting sport"

Shurlock began his competitive

career in 1952. Between 1957 and
1962, Shurlock competed for UC
Berkeley, placing second in the

all-arounds at the NCAAs in 1959
and 1960. In 1959, he earned a

national championship on the

pommel horse.

In 1963, Shurlock was the

nation's top amateur, winning the

U.S. Gymnastics Federation all-

around title. The following year,

he represented the U.S. at the 1964

Olympics in Tokyo. At the

Olympics, Shurlock was the high-

est-placing American individual

with a tenth-place Hnish on the

pommel horse.

"The biggest thing you could do
(in gymnastics) is to make, the

Olympic team," Shurlock said. "I

made the team in '64. 1 decided I

would retire after that point and
seek a livelihood."

The livelihood Shuriock wanted
was coaching. "My goals were to

coach and teach in physical educa-

tion at the university level," he

said. "I wanted to stay in gymnas-
tics, and at the time the only way to

stay in gymnastics was to coach
after your competition days were
finished."

Although his first 15 years were
rather bleak, with only one Pac-10

title, a bright spot for Shuriock

came with former Bruin John
Hart's individual national title on
the high bar in 1977.

"It was a monumental achieve-

ment for John," Shurlock said,

"and it was my first national

championship as a coach. It was
almost like winning a team title."

After the '70s, Shuriock built

the program into a powerhouse
with the signing of then-future

gold medalist Peter Vidmar.

"In the '70s we were written off

as a gymnastics power," Shurlock

said. "Consequently I couldn't

land the quality athletes to make an
outstanding program. The signing

of Peter Vidmar was a breakth-

See COACH, page 42
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Contact Lens Eye Exam $15
w/contacts Includes care kit*
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(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235
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Why pay $4.00 for a drink?

Why eyg; pay to dance?

MOM'S ALWAYS SERVES:

All draft beers 99<;

Our new^ bister Pitcher $4.99

Budweiser
Bud Liaht

Jose Cuervo
Jackdaniels

Smirnoff

Jdfiermeister

Genuine Draft

Coors Light

$2.09

Corona/Amstel Lieht/Molion
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SCOTT WEERSING/Oaily Bfuin

Art Shurlock has many reasons to celebrate in his tenure in

Westwood.
I

MELNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGRAM

4»

presents

A New Film by Jane Campion

New Zealander Campion is an internationally

acclaimed filmmaker whose second feature

film, SWEETIE, has been called: "playful yet

very demented." This quirky comedy features

a surreal visual style.

SWEETIE

Friday, Februaiy 2 at
7:30 pm at Melnitz Theatre

cto tickets required

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be ob-
tained at the Central Ticlcet Office at 9:00 am at Pauley
Pavilion and at 10:30 am at the Melnitz Theatre Box

Otfice oif the day of the screening. Please Note: A lim-
ited number of CTO tickets will be available to UCLA
students at Melnitz one hour before the screening. ThTs
event was funded by the Graduate Students Association.

,^
V-y

Jkb.

t >
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Adams in search of 500th win

ALBERT SOONG^aly Bruin

Paul Ellis savored the moment after hitting his first homer of

the season Tuesday.

By Matt Purdue

Assistant Sports Editor

UCLA head coach Gary Adams
will be looking for his SOOth

UCLA win when the Bruins take

the field in Hawaii (oc a four-game

set today, tomorrow, Saturday and
Sunday.

Adams, in his 16th year at

UCLA and 21st as a head coach,

got victory No. 499 in the Bruins*

12-1 opening-day win over Cal

State Los Angeles, Tuesday.

Fortunately for Adams, who is

24th on the all-timeNCAA victory

list, UCLA will begin the road trip

today with a single game against

the University of Hawaii-Hilo, a

Division in school. The Bruins

move on to the University of

Hawaii for the flnal three games,

and judging from past experience,

the Bruins will have their wcx'k cut

out for them.

Adams is 6-11 against the

Rainbow Warriors in his tenure at

UCLA, and 4-10 in Hawaii. The
last time the two teams met in the

regular season, they split a four-

game set in Honolulu in 1987. In

the 1987 West II Regional Playoffs

at Arizona State's Packard Sta-

dium, the Bruins bested Hawaii in

two out of three games.
But Hrst things first, and the

Bruins will get to work right away
against Hawaii-Hilo, winning
Adams' SOOth. Ironically, Adams
will hand the ball to one of the

losingest pitchers in NCAA his-

tory in the bid for posterity.

Junior righthander Scott Schanz
(0-0) is the projected starter

against Hawaii-Hilo and will look

to start things off right after a

disappointing 1989. Schanz lost

his last seven decisions to finish

the season at 2-12 (4.83 ERA).
After losing seven games in 1988,

Schanz thus became the losingest

pitcher in UCLA history.

Schanz should get a chance to

boost his confidence—and put off

being moved to the bullpen—
against Hawaii-Hilo. Whatever the

results, Schanz may have to

remain in the rotation, as projected

starter Mike Fyhrie is being"

troubled by elbow problems.

Fyhrie is expected to rest the

entire three-game series against

Hawaii. Junior righthander Tim
Lindsay (0-0) will continue his

amazing comeback as the starter in

the first game of the set

Lindsay had surgery in 1988 to

replace a tendon in his right elbow,

similar to what Tommy John

underwent in the mid 1980s. Last

season, Lindsay appeared in nine

games, compiling an 0-1 mark
with a 4.84 ERA.
On Saturday, freshman Pete

Janicki will take the hill against the

Rainbow Warriors. The righthan-

See BASEBALL, page 4t

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to rece;ptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions ap >ly).

$18 CUT fif BLOW

I
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INTERNATIONAL MALE

CATCH
SOME

RAVES!

What's hot this summer?

Just at>out eyerything at

your nearest Irtternatiortal

Male store where the

season's best selection

of warm-weather gear—

from bare essentials to

elegant casuals— will

blow you away! The

coast is clear, so come in

today— and pick up your

FREE copy of our new

spring Undergear'"

catalog!

NEW SAN DIEGO
3964 FIFTH AVENUE

HILLCREST
619/294-8600

ESCONDIDO
NORTH COUNTY FAIR

619/746-2537

WEST HOLLYWOOD
9000 SANTA MONICA BLVD

213/275-0285
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Defensive dynamo Wootton shuts dowm enemy offenses

>wn
A

By Dov Tamler

Contributor
~^

Michele Marie Wootton, a
senior forward on the women's
basketball team, has meant a great

deal to the Bruins over the last four

years.

"Michele Wootton is one of the

hardest workers Tve-^ver been
associated with," said assistant

coach Kathy Olivier, adding that

"she prides herselfon defense. She
wants to shut down the opposing
team's best player. She's guarded
the best in the country and done
pretty well."

Head coach Billie Moore has

said, "Michele is our best defen-

sive player. We look for her to

improve her consistency on the

offensive end of the floor and have
a big senior year."

And Wootton has indeed been
more consistent this season, aver-

aging 8.6 points and 5.9 rebounds a

game, up from last year's numbers
of 6.3 ppg and 4.6 rpg. Why and
how has Wootton improved this

season?

^'Last summer I went to Hun-
gary with the Pac-10 all-star team
so I started training in July, a

month earlier than I usually do,"

Wootton said. "When I came back,

I felt really strong. I did aerobics

every single morning, I ran, and I

played with my brothers who are in

high school—that really helped.

"I have more confidence in my
shot now. I want to shoot. Before 1

used to consider others good

shooters, now I consider myself a

good shooter from inside the

three-point line."

Olivier agrees, adding, "She's

become more consistent on
offense."

This year's edition of the Bruin

basketball team has not gone
without its share of problems,

including several tough losses on
the road, as well as the transferring

of last year's Pac-10 freshman of

"I have more confi-

dence in my shot
now. I want to shoot
Before, I used to con-

sider others good
shooters, now I con-

sider myself a good
shooter from the
inside and the three-

point line."

Mk:hele Wootton

the year, Molly Tideback, and a

starting guard from last season,

Michelle Miles. Both players

decided to leaveUCLA and did not

return after the winter quarter.

However, the Bruins have

rebounded to post a 5-2 league

record thus far, and are considered

one of the more up-and-coming

teams on the West Coast. "I think

this year's team is a very diverse

group that really gets along very

well. The personality of this team
is to not give up. When our AU-
American (Tideback) left, wc
were like 'we'll be great without

her,' " said Wootton.

Wootton played high school

basketball in Fair Oaks, California,

and was heavily recruited, making
trips to Stanford, Cal, Oregon,

Long Beach, and UCLA. "I even-

tually chose UCLA over Stanford

because of the combination of

athletics and academics, and there

seemed like there was a lot more to

do here.

Woouon has had many great

moments at UCLA, and "I've had
a lot of laughs. My fondest

memory from basketball was
beating Stanford by one point two
years ago at Stanford, and watch-
ing all the coaches jump up and
down. It was one of those moments
that you play basketball for."

Last spring Wootton pursued
another sport at UCLA—track

—

in which she high jumped for the

Bruins. She surprised herself,

winning the high jump at the

UCLA-USC dual meet
A Psychology major, Wootton

plans to graduate next fall quarter.

"I would like to get a teaching

credential, I would like to coach
girls' basketball, I would like to

teach elementary school," said

Wootton.

Whatever she decides to do,

Wootton will always remember
UCLA basketbaU. "It built a lot of

good friendships, and I'ti^ miss it

when I leave."

CHARLES COtXEY

Michele Wootton Is the Bruins' defensive force

New Officially Licensed UCUl store in Westwood

BEAR NECESSITIES
Bear Necessities,

located at 10904
Lindbrook Avenue in

Westwood, opened this

year as an alternative to

the largest-selling student

store in the country,

ASUCLA's Student Store.

Owner Mark Levenson

has been in the business

for 15 years and has had

SK other stores, including

a store in Las Vegas

supporting UNLV, and a

store that specialized in

pro-style items here in Los

Angeles, "World of

Sports."

**We have one of the

largest selections ofUCLA
merchandise in the

country that no one else

has. All of the items are

custom made for us.**

Bear Necessities offers

a 10 percent UCLA
student discount, with an

ID and reg card, at the

store on every item. There

has been a very positive

reaction as far as the

quality of the goods and

the designs are unique to

the store only.

All of Bear Necessities*

products are officially

licensed by UCLA Bear

Necessities features many

specialty items, such as

real football helmets, over

150 different styles of

sweatshirts, over 40 styles

of hats, over 40 different

styles of jackets and a

large selection of T-shirts

and much more. Also, the

store will soon carry the

actual UCLA basketball

warmups and authentic

UCLA football jerseys. In

fact, the biggest seller at

Bear Necessities is the all-

wool authentic UCLA
baseball cap, which is the

same one that the Bruins*

baseball team wears.

Bear Necessities pays a

7.5 percent royalty fee to

ASUCLA (from the

wholesale price) on every

item it sells.

Levenson has always

been a Bruin fan and all of

his employees are

students. Currently he

has three students

working for him.

Bear Necessities in the

future would like to have

personal appearances

here, such as getting an

autograph session with

John Wooden to sign his

book at the store.

Bear Necessities is

looking forjivard to

offering all UCLAstudents

and faculty a convenient

shopping experience by

keeping extended store

hours seven days a week:

Mon-Thur 10am-9pm, Fri

& Sat lOam-lOpm and Sun

ll:30am-6pm. 824-7115

Bear Necessities has

developped a good
working relationship with

the UCLA Athletic

Department, such as

helping them with

different activities and

events. The store has also

had great success mth the

television commercial

starring head basketball

coach Jim Harrick.

Bear Necessities is only

a few blocks from campus,

and parking is very

accessible, as there is

parking under the

building and across the

street

Photo by ScoU Weeraing

Bear Necessities filatures one of the largest selections oj

UCLA merchandise that cannot be found anywhere else.

^AKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 14I0NTH4MY 2S%-50% OFF SALE NOW!
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i . Sports
Anteaters go home with another loss
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

When the UCLA men's volley-

ball team took the court last night

in its first WIVA home match, it

barely had time to break a sweat as

it cruised to a quick win over UC
Irvine.

In beating the Anteaters 15-3,

15-9, 15-5, the Bruins clearly

looked like they are the cream of
the crop in the WIVA's DeGroot
division.

But then again, everybody looks

good when they play Irvine, even
the Bruins' second string—which
played the entire third game
Wednesday night.

Led by outside hitter Mike
Garcia's 10 kills and Trevor
Schirman's six blocks, the Bruin
starters were able to do just about

anything they pleased in the first

two games. Hitting .412 on the

match, UCLA played like theie

was nobody on the other side of the

net

For Bruin head coach Al Scates,

last night's match was an oppor-

tunity to give his second unit some
play. "I was really happy with the

second unit's play tonight," said

the venerable coach. "They played

well during the first day of the

UCSB tournament, and they con-

tinued to do so tonight.

"There is no doubt in my mind
that much of the second team will

start at some point in the season,"

Scates added.

At the head of the charge for the

reserves was middle blocker Dan
Landry. The freshman sparked the

15-5 win with six kills.

It was an overall team effort for

UCLA, which was without the

service of setter Mike Sealy and

quick hitter Mike Whitcomb. Both

missed the Irvine match with the

flu, and both are questionable for

tomorrow night's match at Loyola.

ALBERT POON/Daly Brutn

Mitctiell Butler and the
Bruins clash with l/SC
tonight

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daily Bruin

Trevor Schirman spikes past a UC Irvine block in the Bruins' 3-game win Wednesday.

Last-place 'SC still fights on
By Wendy Witherspoon
and Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editors

Take UCLA's 8-1 Pac-10 record, reverse it, and
there you have it—^USC. The Trojans enter tonight's

matchup against the Bruins (Sports Arena, 8:05 p.m.)

having lost seven of their last eight games. Maybe
they're still recovering from that brutal battle of a
month ago, when UCLA pounded USC, 89-72(

But Bruin head coach Jim Harrick sees USC's o^
10 overall record as an inaccurate measure of the

Trojans' capability, "They've really only been blown
out of one game and that was the game here," he said.

And what a blowout that was. In the rivals' first

meeting this season, an 89-72 victory at Pauley, the

standout Bruin forward duo of Don MacLean and
Trevor Wilson had a field day, combining for 62
points. MacLean scored a season-high 35 points and
plucked down eight rebounds. Wilson scored 27
points and grabbed 13 rebounds.

But despite its recent performance against the

Bruins—UCLA has won seven straight meetings and
50 of the last 59—Harrick said of USC, "They're
certainly a capable team."

IfUSC capability exists, then it is mainly the result

of freshman starter Harold Minor, a leading

candidate for Pac-10 Freshman of the Year, who
leads the team in scoring with 19.2 points per game.
The 6-5 swingman from Inglewood, who chose USC
over UCLA, among other schools, also leads the

team in three-pointers with 23.

Men's Basketball

Who:

Wh»rm:

Wh»n:

Note:

UCLA vs. use J
USC -— #
Tonight, 8:05 pm. ^B
Tickets are available for $3 ^^B
each from CTO until 3:00p.n^^^M

Minor definitely presents a challenge to the Bruins,

as he has for other teams. "They've tried to man him,

they've tried to double and zone him and they've

tried to box and chase him," Harrick said. "We like to

make him work for his shot."

s See HOOPS, page 44

Women's hoops
host Huskies

By Scott Brown
Contributor

The UCLA women's
basketball team will look to

move into a second-place tie

in the Pac-10 as it hosts the

University of Washington
Huskies tonight in Pauley
Pavilion at 7 p.m.

The Bruins (10-7, 5-2) are

coming off a tough, 80-66

road loss against the Univer-

sity of Oregon, last Satur-

day, that dropped them into

third place for the Hrst time

this season. The Bruins,

Women's Basketball

Who:

Where:

When:

IX^LA vs. Washington

Pauley Pavilion

Tonight. 7:00 p.nn.

however, are still in a posi-

tion to capture a post-season

berth.

The Huskies (15-2, 6-1)

are coming off a big 102-62

win over rival Washington
State, and have won 13 of
their last 14 games, the only
loss coming at Stanford. The
Huskies are led by junior

Karen Deden (14 ppg/ 9.6

rpg) and senior Amy Mick-
elson (14.4 ppg), who have
successfully anchored an
experienced UW team that

returned 10 leuerwinners

from last season's squad.

Washington has climbed
into the top 25 polls, and is

currently perched at No. 8,

setting the scene for an
important clash.

The Bruins, led by sopho-
more Rehema Stephens
(22.4 ppg), are looking tow-
ards the game as a chance to

gain some national attention.

While being the under-

dogs, the Bruins are defi-

nitely capable of the upset. A -

big game from freshman
Nicole Anderson, who has

scored in double figures in

her last six Pac-10 contests

(14 ppg) and leads the team
in assists with 62, is a must

With the recent losses of
center Sheri Bouldin (six

weeks/separated shoulder)

and sophomore Elaine
Youngs (out for the season
with a knee injury), the

Bruin bench has been left

thin, at best

Sophomore guard DeDe
Mosman, who leads the team
in three-point shooting (53

percent), heads the charge

from the bench. Mosman
needs to get hot early from
the outside, opening up the

middle for Stephens and
senior starters Michele
Wootton (8 ppg/ 5.9 rpg) and
Sandra VanEmbricqs (12

ppg/ 7.6 rpg).

USC tickets
Student tickets for the Bruin basketball game this

Thursday night at USC are available at Gate 3 of Pauley
Pavilion for a modest $3. Should the 350 tickets alloued to

Bruin fans sell out, UCLA faithful will clearly outnumber
the dedicated Trojan rooters at the Sports Arena event.

The 12th Man
When columnist Scott Brown saw the Bruin fans at the

UCLA victory over OSU, Saturday, he saw a myth proven
false. UCLA fans, commonly called fair-weather and
apathetic, went aH out to cheer 0ie Bruins on to the win.

See page 43

Wonderful Wootton
UCLA women's basketball player Michele Wootton is

the Bruins' most solid player on defense and is looked to

for an excellent senior year. Wootton recently reflected

on some of her greatest UCLA moments.

See page 47
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Briefly

Hotline answers

student queries

Students with questions
about commencement no lon-

ger need to wait in long lines at

Murphy Hall to have them
answered.

The new College ofLetters&
Science Commencement 24-

hour hotline offers a recorded

message of information such as

graduation eligibility and
where to rent commencement
caps and gowns.
The hotline number is 206-

1232.

Inside
Women receive

threatening calls

Three women who wrote

letters supporting an alleged

rape victim received threaten-

ing phone calls from an
anonymous caller.

See page 3

Viewpoint

The campus
response
UCLA students react to

'Anatomy of a rape.*

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

Good sounds
from archive
The UCLA Film & TV

Archive restores and screens

the first talking films.

See page 18

Sports

A day to
remember
The legends of UCLA

basketball will be in attendance

fomonow when the Bruins pla^r

DePaul.

See page 36
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Grad students may face rent hike
Hundreds of students, -

faculty endorse petition
By Sandra Matthews

Contributor

Tenants of Family Student

Housing are taking steps to coun-

teract the university's proposal to

increase rents for graduate hous-

ing.

In the last two weeks. Family

Student Housing Association
(FSHA) members have been
devising strategies to minimize the

impact of a rent hike, such as

signing petitions, spealdng with

advisers and faculty members, and
drafting letters to former graduate

students now in the state and local

governments.

If these efforts are ineffectiye,

howevCT, FSHA may engage hi

measures such as sit-ins and
marches. Vice President Kevin
Oldenburg said. •>

More than 500 students and 30

faculty members have signed a

petition stating that raising rent

above current inflation rates at

UCLA Family Student Housing
will jeopardize education at

UCLA and will affect recruitment

and retention of graduate students.

The petition is still circulating.

Rents at university apartments

on Harrington Manor and Saw-
telle/Sepulveda may increase by as

much as 30 percent, according to

the FSHA President's report for

January.

Housing director Mike Foraker

said that no figures for rent hikes

have been determined. But tenants

can expect an increase ofabout 6 to

Tools and Jewels

L

MATTHIAS DAUB^aily Bruin

Myron Shekelle, ajunior anthropology major, makes and sells his own jewelry on Bruin

Walk.

• II guest house criticized

Residents fear

'hospital hoteP

will add traffic

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

A UCLA housing plan for

Medical Center patients and their

families has come under fire by
some Weslwood homeowners who
think the proposal is a front for a

commercial hotel which would
add unwanted traffic to the village.

"We've known for a long time

that there is a need for affordable,

short-term and nearby housing for

patients receiving treatment and
their families," said Rich Elbaum,
community director for the Center
for Health Sciences.

"We have no problem with them
providing these (housing) ser-

vices. We believe there is a real

need, but calling it a guest house
doesn't not make it a hotel," said

UCLA adjunct professor Laura
Lake, who is president of Friends

of Westwood. "We are totally

"It's the opinion of

tKe Friends of West*
wood that this project

violates the West-
wood Village Specific

Plan and is subject to

local law/'

Laura Lake

opposed to what we would call a

'hospital hotel.*
"

Many patients come from out of

the area or state for specialized

treatment. The guest house is

designed to meet the specific needs

of patients and families, like

counseling and referrals, Elbaum
said. "Il*s very different from a

hotel. We'll be meeting the very

specific needs of the family and

patients."

Costs can run high for patients at

the center, he said. These costs

may include travel, hotel, and

food, as well as hospital bills.

But homeowners maintain that

the plan breaks city ordinances.

Westwood has two city plans: the

Westwood Village Specific Plan

limits the number of hotel rooms,

while the Westwood Community
Plan, which is more encompass-

ing, does not apply to hotels at all.

"It's the opinion of^he Friends

of Westwood that this project

violates the Westwood Village

Specific Plan and is subject to local

law," Lake said. "UCLA has'

asserted that it is in conformance

and it's not."

Mark Home, a project planner at

UCLA Capital Programs, said that

the guest house is technically

outside of Westwood Village.

But the homeowners say it is

not. "Lc Cbnte (Avenue) is where
the line is drawn," Lake said. They
mamtain that Westwood Village is

alre^^ overcrowded and that the

guest house would exacerbate

traffic problems.

**This area is already gridlocked

and there's no excuse for doubling

the amount of impact under these

conditions," Lake said.

The homeowners said there are

alternatives to the guest house, like

vouchers or remodeling the current

apartment building site on Tiver-

ton Avenue.

7 percent for newer, more expen-
sive units and an increase of about

15 to 17 percent for the older, less

expensive units, he said.

Current rents for the newer
apartments (at Keystone/Mentone,
Rose Avenue and Venice/Barry),

range from $633 to $695 for one
bedroom and $773 to $927 for two
bedrooms monthly. Monthly rents

for the older apartments (at Bar-

ringtOTi/Manor and Sawtelle/

Sepulveda), range front $410 to

$464 for one bedroom and $459 to

$525 for two bedrooms.

The rent increase, which would

See RENT, page 15

Reduce^
admission
for fail '90
Fewer freshmen

to be admitted

By Greg Miller

Contributor

Fewer freshmen will be offered

admission this fall in an aaempt to

decrease the projected enrollment

of the Ashman class by 6 percent,

university officials said Thursday.
The planned decrease in enroll-

ment, which affects the College of
Letters & Sciences only, would
help relieve overcrowding and
allot mcM'e space for a growing
number of transfer applicants.

Reducing next year's freshman
class by approximately 250 will

enable the university to better meet
the needs of students in lower
division courses and related prog-

rams, said Tom Lifka, assistant

vice chancellor of student
academic services.

"By decreasing the target num-
ber (of freshmen), lower division

courses will become less crowded
and more accessible, and students

will be able to get the courses they

need to graduate," Lifka said.

This decrease will also provide

more space for transfer applicants,

whose target enrollment number
will increase by approximately
150. The increase, ihouch small,

reflects the beginning offsignific-
ant growth in the number and
quality of transfer students, Lifka

said.

"By turning down so many
quality first-year applicants, we
have created a demand for admis-
sion at the junior level. The same
qualified people still want to be at

UCLA, and with the increase,

more will be able to attend," he
said.

This allotment leaves the net

projected decrease in enrollment at

100 students. According to student

leaders, this cut will raise some
sensitive questions.

"Where is the cut going to take

place," asked undergraduate
Financial Supports Commissioner
Sam Kaufman. "Are they going to

take away from affirmative action

more than the new (admissions)

policy already has, or from the

number of students admitted solely

See NOMEOWNERS, page 14 See ADMISSION, page 14
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• Campus Events - Films

- Pet Sematary,
- Friday 10:00 pm -

- The Abyss
- Friday 7:00 pm
- Ackermar^ Grar^d Ballroom

TUESDAY. FEB. 6
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UCLA Samahang Pilipino

- Pilipino Cultural Night 1990

-Wadsworth Theater, 6:30 pm
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Don't forget to submit
your fake ad contest
entry by Mon., 2/5,

at 4 pm,
at ttie Classified Window,
Look for Rules and Entry

form on page 9.
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thanks all of our advertisers!
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KING Sizzler.

Steak • Seafood' Salad

Copeland^s Sports
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data
systems

Execution time may
ciiange to midnigiit
The Associated Press

SAN QUENTIN — Over con-

siderations of highway traffic, San
Quentin Prison officials are think-

ing about changing the time for

employment of the lethal gas

chamber from the customary 10

a.m.

Instead, said Warden Daniel

Vasquez, the fatal moment may be

shifted to midnight. The tq)ic is

more than academic since a San
Diego court is expected to set a

date soon for the execution of

killer Robert Alton Harris.

It would be the first use of the

gas chamber since 1967, when
Aaron Mitchell died for the murder
of a Sacramento policeman.

"A lot has happened out there in

the last 23 years," said Vemell
Crittenden, administrative assis-

tant to the warden. "It's not just

one motorist coming down the

road anymore.

"You're going to have people

rubbernecking when this (execu-

tion) happens. There will be

hundreds of people around the

prison. People driving by. The
media. Illegally parked cars."

Considerations of a time change

developed after the Oct. 17 earth-

quake, when freeway gridlock and
the ruined San Francisco-Oakland

Bay Bridge routed hundreds of

thousands of motorists north to the

Richmond-San -Rafael Bridge, and
right past San Quentia

Prison information officer Cal
White said prison officials would
discuss the question with local law
enforcement before announcing a

time change. White added that a

execution time change was just

one possibility.

The U.S. Supreme Court Jan. 16

rejected Harris' latest appeal,

opening the possibility that the San

Diego trial judge could set an

execution date this month.

Correction:
In Thursday's paper, the Page 3 photo accompanying "Acting dean

OTganizes new film, theater school," was of Andrea Rich, not

Bernard Kester.
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Great hibernations

CHARLES COOLEY

Mike Blake, a 2nd year English major, takes time to relax and read^ Dickens' 'Qr^at
Expectations' in front of Murphy Hall on Thursday morning. - ^

r

^

Genealogy workshop held
Designed to

help African

Americans
By Debra L. Picker

Contributor

African Americans have lived in

North America for centuries, but

rarely have descendants traced

their family history back further

than a few generations.

UCLA's Center for Afro-
American Studies (CAAS) kicked
off African American History

Month Thursday writh a genealogy
workshop designed to teach and
encourage African Americans to

dig deeper into their family histo-

ries.

•Tracing genealogy goes along
with the whole idea of black

history because if you don't know
your history, you arc lost. Your
own family is just as important for

your sense of self as your own
past," said Tricia Cochee of the

CAAS.
George Jenkins, a UC Berkeley

alumnus and vice president of the

California Afro-American
Genealogical Society, began the

workshop with an account of his

own family history. So far he has

SHAWN ELDER/lMy Bruin

George Jenkins teaches people how to trace their roots at
the African-Amerk^an genealogy workshop.

traced his origins back to 1639 and
found that his ancestors were
original settlers of California.

Jenkins' interest in genealogy

grew out of his annual family

reunions, the first of which was
hekl in 1937. He realized that only

relatives from his mother's side of

the family attended and that he

knew veryJjitlc aboui^is father's

relations.

Twenty years ago, Jenkins

found himself on an airplane to

San Francisco, his father's birth-

place, with a map in his hands. He
found a notation on the map for the

African-American Historical and

and I never even knew this place

existed," Jenkins said. So he got a

hotel room nearby and the Society

put him in touch with a man who
had collected 90,000 index cards

full of information about African-

Americans in Cahfomia.

"I was not just interested in who
fathered whom, but what life was
like for these people, what they

experienced," Jenkins said.

"People thought California was
the land of opportunity. They
didn't know about segregation and
laws forbidding black children

from attending public schools. I

wanted to know how this affected
Cultural Society. _^^_^^_^^_^_.

"I lived in California all my life ^—See QENEALOQY, page 13

New UC campus site to be revealed
Cities throughout state

wooing UC task force

By Colleen Barry .

Associated Press

FRESNO— It's cleaner than cogeneration, packs

more profit per acre than agriculture and attracts

more cultural events than the average concert hall.

In sum, a University of California campus is the

kind of quiet industry evoyone seems to want, but, at

most, just three communities are going to get

The Board of Regents will announce at its

February meeting whether the first of three campuses

planned for completion by 2005 will go to the central

region, as recommended by an advisory committee,

or to the northern or southern regions.

Arguably, all communities in the region chosen

^mU benefit from the proximity of a campus, but none

more than the host city. And the appeal goes beyond
growth and economics, to the very quality of life.

"There would certainly be some growth, but the

makeup of the people coming in would be different, I

think," said Madera County Supervisor Gail Mcln-
tyre.

"Many of the industries coming in now require

semiskilled and unskilled labor, and the people who
woukl be working for the university would be skilled

labor and people with more formal education, which
would (round) out this community," she said.

With an estimated 150 proposed areas stuffing

portfolios of site selection task force members,
communities throughout the state have launched
persistent and often high-profile campaigns to get the

attention of the UC site selection task force.

They range from optimistic sweatshirts printed

with UC Redding or UC Merced logos to glitzy

promotional vid^>tapes to resolutions by local

governments welcoming a new campus.

And kxuil UC site committees have submitted no
small percentage of the site proposals, including

20,000 available acres bordering a planned com-

See CAMPUS, page 11

3 female students
threatened by caller

Motive is presumed to be

anger over letters in Brum
By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

'7

Three female UCLA students

said Thursday that a man
threatened them over the phone
after the Daily Bruin published

their letters to the editor supporting

an alleged rape victim.

The students said they believe

the man was angry at their written

responses to a letter in the Jan. 25
Bruin. In their responses, the

students sided with the letter's

unnamed author, who claimed she

was raped by two fraternity mem-
bers during a fraternity house
party.

The caller, who said he was a
fraternity member, left messages
on the students' answering
machines Tuesday afterpoon.

Their letters had appeared that

morning.

The male voice from the three

messages sounded similar and
gave the same threat. One message
said, "I think you are kind of
screwed in the head. I belong to a

fraternity, and I hope you come
over to one of our parties so I can
teach you a lesson."

The caller did hot leave his or

his fraternity's name.
The students said they believe

the calfer kx>ked up their numbers
in the student directory.

Interfratemity Council Presi-

dent Gary Hobart said the caller

could be one of the 2,000 fraternity

members, but just as likely he
could be someone outside.

"The guy is a sick individual and
needs help," he said.

Like a rape

The\women said the messages
scared them at first, but now fear

has turned into anger. They all said

they have no regrets about writing

the letters.

"I was scared at first, but then I

realized that is exactly what (the

caller) wanted . . . lo scare me out
of writing letters," said Elizabeth

Larson, who chided the fraternity

system and advocated castration

for rapists in her letter.

The caller threatened the fernalc

students, but Steven Friedland, the

male student who also wrote a

letter in support of the female
student Tuesday, said no one had
telephoned him.

Larson said the caller is a

coward for intimidating only the

women but not the man.
Eileen Hunt said she felt the

caller raped her mentally. "Rape is

an act of violence, not just includ-

ing sex. And he was raping my
privacy," she said.

The message surprised Hunt
because her letter attacked no one,

she said. In her two-paragraph
letter. Hunt wrote she cried after

reading the anonymous letter, and
she urged the alleged rape victim

to fight for her rights.

Hunt said she has friends in

fraternities and believes not all

members are criminals. In fact, she

said, acquaintance rape can hap-

pen anywhere, and it is not only a
fraternity issue.

Mary Dooley, the third student

who received a call, also likened

the threatening call to a rape.

She, however, blamed the "sex-

ist, racist and elitist" fraternity

system for breeding people who
behave in such a maiuiav

The women said the

message scared diem
at first, but now fear

has turned into anger.

to (her) stomach" about the threats

her supporters received. **They are
standing up for what's right, and
they don't deserve that I feel

horrible."

The students said they have not
filed complaints with the police

because they believe the caller will

not repeat his threat

Dooley has talked to a UC
police officer for advice and may
file a complaint if the calls

continue, she said.

The woman who wrote the

anonymous letter said she is "sick

Students deci(de

public nature of

privacy release

Information about students

such as wh«^ they reside,

their phone number, year in

school and major is available

to anyone who calls and asks

for it.

Such information, deemed
public information by the

registrar's office, is available

to anyone by phone unless the

student chooses to withhold

the information.

According to the registrar's

office, students may withhold

information from the public

by marking a box on their

registration forms at the

beginning of each quarter.

Partial release of the
information is also an option.

Students may change their

mind and decide to disclose,

discontinue disclosing or

change the information during

the quarter by contacting the

registrar's office, according to

Anita Cotter, associate
director of the registrar's

office.

Information is accessible in

the annual directory published

by the student association and
distributed free to students.

Another directory published

by the university is distributed

to faculty and staff.

Information is available to

parties not aniliated with the

university through the
registrar's office, by calling or

by a written request

Cotter said most of the

requests are made by state and
federal governments,
companies and employers
who wish to verify attendance.

Students who wish to

withhold all information from
release, including even that

they attend UCLA, must fill

out a form at the registrar's

office, under the Federal

Education Rights and Privacy

Act

More information
regarding privacy release is

available inside the schedule

of classes and at the registrar's

office in 1111 Murphy HaU.

... Tawn Nhan
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World

Bulgarian premier,

cabinet resign posts

SOFIA, Bulgaria — Premier Georgi

Atanassov, a holdover from the era of

disgraced leader Todor Zhivkov, resigned

along with his 22-member Communist-

controlled Cabinet, Bulgarian state radio

said late Thursday.

The resignation was the first by a

government since 1947, when the Com-
munist Party consolidated power in

postwar Bulgaria, according to the stale

news agency BTA.
The government has been under severe

IM^essure to resolve Bulgaria's labor strife

and other economic ills. Their departure

clears the way for creation of an interim

government to run Bulgaria until elec-

tions this year. The Communists have

proposed such a government to share

power with the opposition.

German premier calls

for reuniification talks

EAST BERLIN — East Germany's

Communist premier on Thursday appe-

aled for* negotiations with West Germany
to forge a "united fatherland" that

eventually would be neutral and governed

from Berlfn.

West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl

welcomed the call to discuss reunifica-

tion, but rejected the call for military

neutrality.

"Such a pr(^sal cOTtradicts the logic

of the pan-European process of unifica-

tion," Kohl said. He added that a single

German state in the heart of Europe could

not afford to be isolated.

East German Premier Hans Modrow
called for "a reasonable time horizon" for

reunification to bc mutually determined,

apparently hoping to gain control over the

galloping pace of events drawing the two
Germanys together:

Nation

Ex-HUD chief faces

special prosecutor

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Attorney

General Dick Thomburgh asked a special

court Thursday to appoint an independent

counsel to investigate allegations of

criminal wrongdoing by former Housing
Secretary Samuel R. Pierce Jr.

In a letter to the House Judiciary

Committee, ThcMnburgh said the special

counsel would investigate allegations that

Pierce and other HUD officials "may have

committed the crime of conspiracy to

defraud the United States or any other

crime" in administering the "moderate

rehabilitation" federal housing program
between 1984 and 1988.

But the attorney general said he "found

no reasonable grounds to believe that

further investigation is warranted" of

allegations that Pierce lied during con-

gressional testimony.

Hakim gives up profits

of IranContra sales
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Iran-Contra

middleman Albert Hakim was placed on
two years probation and fined $5,000
Thursday after giving up his claim on

what prosecutors said was $7.3 million in

armsHieal profits now frozen in Swiss

accounts.

The Iranian-bom businessman, who
pleaded guilty Nov. 21 to illegally helping

supplement Oliver North's government

income with a $13,800 home security

system, bitteriy attacked the government

after his sentencing.

"I have been abused by two presi-

dents," Hakim said after his appearance

before U.S. District Court Judge Gerhard

Gesell. "I'm talking about President

Reagan and President Walsh," he said, the

latter referring to independent counsel

Lawrence Walsh, who directs the Iran-

Contra investigation.

"The American public has had enough
of this soap opera," Hakim said.

Sit-ins remembered
on 30tli anniversary

GREENSBORO, N.C. — The drama-

tic lunch counter sit-in 30 years ago that

helped ignite the 1960s civil rights

movemeni surprised everyone, even the

four black participants who re-enacted it

Thursday at Woolworth's.

"We were scared," recalled Franklin

McCain, one of the four college students

who staged the first lunch counter sit-in

Feb. 1, 1960. "All I wanted was a Coke
and a doughnut**

"If someone had come up behind me
and said boo, I probably would have fallen

off the stool," said another protester,

David Richmond.
When McCain and his three college

friends took their same seats Thursday,

they were treated like celebrities.

McCain, Richmond, Joseph McNeil
and Jibreel Khazan, formerly Ezell Blair

Jr., were surrounded by dozens of

reporters and spectators when they

ordered food from two women who
worked there on Feb. 1, 1960.

State

UC,S.F. State jointly

establish deglree

SAN FRANCISCO — San. Francisco

State University and the University of

California said they will sign an agree-

ment Thursday to establish a joint master

of physical therapy degree program.

The program, set to start in June, is the

first joint master's degree program

involving the two universities. It was

created to help meet the growing need for

physical therapists as clinicians, research-

ers and rehabilitation managers, the

universities said.

Local

HiKon board passes
on takeover offers

c

BEVERLY HILLS — Hilton Hotels

Corp. said Thursday it would pass up
buyout offers for now, and hung out a do-

notKlisturb sign while trying to negotiate

a better deal or come up with a restructur-

ing plan.

The lodging-casino concern, which put

itself up for sale last summer, said its

directors had met Tuesday and Wednes-
day to consider bids and restructuring

proposals. The board adjourned "without

taking definitive action," Hilton said.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Your Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount •

The College Line
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GRAND OPENING EXTRAVAGANZA!
STARTS SAT. FEB. 3. lOtOOam - 12 MIDNIGHT!

P^^^A
EXTRAVAGANZA VIDEO

EXTRAVAGANZA ADVANTAGES!

We have over 10,000 tapes in 60 catagories
to make sure you have a full selection.

Our computerized scanner chedc-outs ensure
a fast checi<-out for you.

Every rental is S-evenings and 2-days. For
only $2.99, you can enjoy your movies for a
long, iong time.
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Other video stores limit your rentai to 4
tapes a day. We aiiow you to rent up to 10
tapes to satisfy your needs.

IMQlMirillME)© [StEMTT^L
We have a great selection of Nintendo
cartridges for rent

Parents can tai<e their time selecting videos
while kids have fun in Kid's Land!
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UCLA PRIVILEGES,
"Students, Faculty

&. Staff w/ID receive...

• FREE Membership

• FREE Video Rental

• FREE Hot Dogs 8. Drinks

• FREE Drawing for 10

veil's ; 1^
• FREE Parking

• FREE Balloons

• For a limited time only.

— Come Help Us Celebrate

our
Extravaganza

GRAND OPENING!!

OPEN lOam to MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY!
JUST A4INUTES FROAA UCLA!

1550 WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD 475-4717
(Between WJIshlre 8^ Santa Monica Blvds. 1 block

north of Ross tm.; Next to Home Savings of America tm.)
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Jonsson Prize to be given to two UCLA researchers

Sidney Golub, E. Carmack

Holmes have studied lung

cancer togedier since 1974
By Evan Reid

Contributor

Two UCLA cancer researchers

will be honcM-ed Sunday (or their

pioneering work in lung cancer

research and treatment.

Dr. Sidney Golub, associate

dean of academic affairs for the

UCLA School of Medicine and
professor of surgery/oncology,

rriicrobiology and immunology,
will receive the Jonsson Prize for

.Research along with Dr. E. Car-

mack Holmes, UCLA professor of

surgery/oncology, founder and
chairman of the National Lung
Cancer Research Group and surgi-

cal chairman of the Southwestern

Oncology Group.

Golub is particularly happy that

he and Holmes are being recog-

nized together. "I'm very pleased

that they have chosen lo honw the

parmership because it is really an

important way of doing research."

Holmes and Golub have been

collaborating on lung cancer
research since 1974.

In their research, Golub and
Holmes have shown that tumor
infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), or

white blood cells residing in the

tumors of cancer patients, become
suppressed and reduce the
patient's ability to fight the cancer.

They have also discovered that

by extracting the TILs from the

cancer tumor and propagating

them in the lab by treating them
with Intcrleukin II, the TILs can
become reactivated and adminis-

tered back to the patient, Golub
said.

TILs are better to use than other

lymphocytes because, despite the

initialsuppression, once TILs are

reactivated, they possess 1,000

times more killing power. Holmes
said.

THEO NICHOLAS

Dr. E. Carmack Holmes

\ Holmes and Golub are cautious

about speculating on the benefits

their treatment may have for future

cancer patients, but are confident

that their work will lea4 to

practical applications.

Golub pointed out that their

approach is a different way of

treating cancer and does have

drawbacks.

"I don*t want to be too optimis-

tic .. . nothing that is of funda-

mental benefit to cancer^ patients

has been proven yet Most of our

work has been toward, therapy and

THEO NICHOLAS

Dr. Sidney Golub

the most practical aspects of our

work will be toward therapy/*

Golub said.

**At a minimum, our woiic helps

us to understand how lung cancer

and the immune system work . .

.

which gives us the opportunity to

search for new alternatives in

treating other diseases.**

Golub, who has authored more
than 125 scientific papers, has

served on key committees deter-

mining cancer research policies on

the local and national level.

Holmes has coauthored over

100 scientific papers and was
recently appointed Surgical Chair-

man of the Southwestern Oncolo-

gy Group.

Holmes and Golub will be

honored at the Jonsson Com-
prehensive Cancer Research Cen-

ter's Gala '90 celebration at the

Century Plaza Hotel.

The California Institute for

Cancer Research, which has
helped support the Jonsson Cancer
Center since 1945, is sponsoring

Gala '90 to raise money for the

center.

The Jonsson Prize for Research

is a monetary award of an undis-

closed amount that is donated by
an anonymous donor.

At Gala '90, photographers,

artists and designers will also

exhibit their work. Dinah Shore,

accompanied by an orchestra led

by Music Director John Rodney,
will provide entertainment for an
expected 1,400 people.

Henry Temianka and musicians

from the Los Angeles Chamber
Music Society will provide cham-
ber music during dinner. They will

be joined on the violin by the

director of the Jonsson Cancer
Center, Dr. Richard Steckel.
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Healthy & Tasty

off DELIVERY ITEMS
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is proud to announce
a new location.

1900 WESTWOOD BLVD.

Come in and meet our
highly qualified technicians

from around the world!!

(Europe; Far East;

No, So, Central America)

Our newly decorated salon

will feature a complete full

service schedule.

• Cut, Wash & Style

• Hi Tech Colors & Tints

• Perms
• Hennas
^ Weaves —H^—

• Bleach & Toning
• Scalp Treatment
• European Facial

• Body Wax (full & partial)

• Full Make-up
• Manicure
• Sculptured Nails

• Pedicures

Free Haircut & Conditioner
(w/Set or Blow and Style)

$33.00 value for $15.00

Walk-ins Welcome
Hours: Mon-Sat 8-7pm

475-3232 or 475-1989
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Students express need for clout in policy decisions
By Val P. PhilHps

Staff Writer

Undergraduate success can best

be achieved with student empow-
erment, departmental involvement

and greater institutional commit-
ment to teaching, participants at

Thursday's community forum
concluded.

"What is most important to

academic success is involving

students at eveiy level of the policy

making process," said Florie Ara-

novich. Academic Affairs Com-
missioner. Aranovich represented

undergraduate students at a panel

discussion which included rep-

resentatives of the UCLA faculty,

alumni, academic administrators

and counselors and student affairs

administrators.

"Building Toward a Defmition

of Student Academic Success"

was the title as well as the purpose

of the panel discussion, the public

segment of a day-long workshop
organized by the Office of Student

Academic Services. The panelists

reported the suggestions of indivi-

dual sessions held earlier.

"At every step of the (lecisicMi-

making process, students must feel

like their opinion is being taken

into consideration," Aranovich
said.

Jane Muratore, representing

academic administrators and
counselors, said that participants

in her session tried to "conjure up"
images of successful students to

determine what made them so.

Those students who stood out were
those with direction and those with

an understanding of and ability to

work through the- bureaucratic

system, she said.

Examining their own experi-

ences at UCLA, participants in the

student session agreed that they

have succeeded b^ause they feel

"listened to" and because they

have learned how to circumvent

UCLA's seemingly overwhelming
bureaucracy.

"What made students feel like

something more than a registration

card number was a feeling of

connection with the institution,"

Aranovich said.

But during their session, stu-

dents agreed that as members of

student government, they were

exceptions rather than the rulje.

Most UCLA students are not as

well known as student government

LYNETTE TSAMMy Bruin

Florie Aranovich

members, and therefore are less

likely to be treated as individuals,

they said.

"A lot of time must be spent on
individual student success. Nur-

turing individuals' success and
making students feel cared for

must be a top priority," Muratore

said.

Student representatives con-

cluded, however, that even when
they are given the opportunity to

take part in university decision-

making processes, they are ill-pre-

pared to do so.

"We're granted positions on
committees, we're almost always
advisors of some form, but we're
not given the tools and resources to

make the best use of this responsi-

bility," said Aranovich, who then

asked the faculty and administra-

tors present to "educate us on how
to use our positions as students aqd
as leaders."

The university's encouragement
of student competition prevents

them from learning how to work
collaboratively — an essential

skill in both graduate school and
the business world, Aranovich
said.

Aranovich also said that stu-

dents want a greater commitment
from the Administration in the form
of financial resources, staff sup-

port and leadership training.

"We need some mechanism to

be part of this (decision-making)

process. We need a formal
mechanism and a formal commit-
ment," said Leslye Sneider, a

junior history major.

Even though students want a

greater responsibility in this deci-

sion-making process, the faculty

will implement any policy

changes, said Edward Alpers, dean

of honors and undergraduate prog-

rams, representing the faculty.

Alpers said if academic depart-

ments are to play an adequate role

in student development, more
resources must be spent on support

services and developing a mentor

program between faculty and
students.

More support for the faculty

from the administration will be

needed if teaching is to improve,

students in the earlier sessions

agreed.

"The administration always sees

it as an either/or situation (between
research and teaching), and it's

obvious that research is monetarily

important. But it doesn't have to be

black and white," Aranovich said.

Assistant Vice Chancellor and
panelist John Kobara expressed

some of the same frustrations on
behalf of the alumni.

"Can a great university be a
strong research institution and
concurrently a great teaching

university? If not, then we should

be more honest about how we
portray UCLA to prospective

students and to the alumni,"

Kobara said.
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Well, not cxaaly. The year \vas 1926, and

w hileJohn Bammore still made silent love -
to Man' Astor, it w'as now accompanied b\'

s\'nchix)ni2ed sound effects and music. And,

thanks to AT&T all films were 'all talking"

by 1929.

Since the mm of the centun; AT&T had

been at work developing amplification and

recording systems—technology that was

perfectly suited for the pitxlucTion of

talking pictures. By the time Bari^ more
impersonated histon s greatest lover in

Warner Bros.' Donjiuin, our Viestem Elearic

and Bell Labs units had created Vltaphone—
the patented prcxress that ultimateh broke

the HoUy-wcxxl sound barrier.

Sixt) yeare later, AT&T joias with The
L CLA Film and Telev ision Archive to

celebrate the advent of the talkies with

,\merican MovieMakers: "The Dawn of

Sound"beginning February 3 It's a

rediscovery of a rich national legacy-

selected features and shorts made bet>;\'een

1926 and 1931 Our American M()vieMaken>

celebration will continue in April at the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art with

"Directed by Vincente Minnelli," featuring

e\ery film he created between 19-43 and 19"'6.

We think it only proper that the first

American corporation to spoasor a major

film retrospective and restoration pn)gram is

the same company that helped HoUywxxxl
prove a bold theory: When it comt^ to the

silver screen, silence isw 7 golden.

American MovieMakers-.

"The Dawn ofSound"
Organized b}' The Museton ofModern Art. .\eu yftrk

Febnuir)\] through Febnutry IH.

VCLA f^ilm atui Teletision Anhiia.

Melniti Theater, kKatediti Vf^stuxfod
,^ __

on the myrtheast comer ofthe i 'CLA amipits.

Rfr infomMtion, cali. 2U 206-3456.
iw<> \T»r

ADbT
The right choice.

--»- »—^—•r^i -*•-*- *-^
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Two UCLA students involved in unrelated car accidents
One was sore and mildly bmised,

but other suffered serious injuries

By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

Two UCLA students were
involved in unrelated traffic

dents near campus Wednesc

evening and early Thursdi

morning. While one was
mildly bruised, the other may
suffered serious injuries.

At 8:22 p.m. Wednesday,
UCLA senior Edward Ying was
riding north on Gayley Avenue on

a scooter when he and a car

collided at the intersection of

Weybum Drive, police reports

show. ^-

He suffered injuries to his left

leg and at press time had not been

released from UCLA Medical
Center. Citing the patient's right to

privacy, a hospital employee
would not tell the Daily Bruin the

severity of Ying's injury.

The second accident occurred

Thursday morning. Junior Kelly

DuCloux was crossing the walk on
the way to her 8 a.m. class when
she was struck by a car which

rolled through a stop sign at the

comer of Strathmore Drive and

Circle Drive West, university DcL
Armando Ruiz said.

Emergency Medical Techni-

cians transported both students to

UCLA's Emergency Room, and

DuCloux was released soon after.

DuCloux was "sore and pretty

bruised" after being thrown on her

stomach by the multicolored car

driven by a man who looked about

thirty, she said. Police did not

release the driver's name.

"He did a California stop ... he

just didn't see me,'* she said. A
fibemetics major, DuCk>ux said

one of the worst things about the

accident is that she has a physics

midterm today and now she is **not

as confident about (it) as before."

The driver was not ticketed for

his alleged ignorance of the stop

sign, but Ruiz said the accident

would be investigated and the

driver would probably be cited.

DuCloux said that as she was
being taken away from the scene,

she heard the man say " *Hey, I'm

sorry for hitting you.'
"

With reports from May Wong

"I
^''^ -'y love
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Sandy Kramer Candies

$D«99 per box

• red licorice • candy hearts

Fancy homemade
fudge

with walnuts. I pound

*X$499J0O

selection^^^veryone

Valentine's Day c irds

boxf^s of

30 cnrds

X

February's the time

to remember special

people in your life.

Stop by today

^ >s^ to browse.^^ ^

Paricing: $50perhour

Colored paper plates

$300i)0,„oc
• party streamers • balloons

Reusable tablecloth
vinyl, hearts and cupids

$0.75
For ^^ y^ For^

a friend ^""^^ spouse

Set of ceramic cupids

delightful. eTidjnn
2 are just V^"^«****

Mini ceramic hearts

<* \ $0j03

LOVEBIRDS' FINE GIFTS
*Jiist ask,weMI giveyou100%discoiiit (we're iiot heretomake^

iM/iO^

:/ #

OF SANTA MONICA
Classic Northern Italian Cuisina

Allitems prepired fresh wfth no ss/t sugsr orpmenfttivm.

Large selection ofentrees are prepared '"Pritilcin
" {with no oil).

THE PASTA-BIUHES
\ ARE ENDLESS

Create the dinner you want with over

15 different pastas^jmd 40 differetit saucmu

Our oasia Dorttons are to large. w« guaramat you'll ba butting

3t tha saamt or ¥Vf will sarva ywi anothar portiofi frtai

*ff»to*13~
FFESH SEAfOOO. SCAMPI. CHICKEN. STEAK.

WHITE VEAL. ROAST OUCK. SWEET BREAD

All dinners include unHmtod ti'ips to our

extenaiyesatad and home-made soup bar.

2301 $«ittllMi» M^.. Um l^rin

(213)463*5442
u«iieiin4Mw-a

a^WHifmH

FOR YOUR HEALTH
K" is a liquid blend of 14 different

plants, each rich in vital nutrients:

vitamins, minerals and essential trace

elements.

Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed 100%

For more information/free literature contact:

Ken Ward (213) 275-2175

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-dato Copiers plus our latent.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

Carmon Color Laser Copier

Laser Printing on Macintosh

Computer Time Rental

Typesetting

Fax Services

Copies BH(/White

Color Copies Xerox

Complete Full Color Printing

Over Sizes Xerox 36' by any lerigth

Complete Biixling Services etc.

1019 Gaylev Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 17
Enlaroements to 400%;
Re<»JCtions to 50%;

^
Canon 1

Q

Laser
With lhi« Ad only on L*Mr Color Kip 1/31/90

%

Plus its Special features:

Color Creations.
Image Compositions,

Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN
cb Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP
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Enter the Daily Bruin's Faice Ad contest,

and you may be $50 riclier!

Read today's paper carefully, find the

two fake ads, complete the entry form
below, submit the form to the classified

window at 112 Kerckhoff, and knock on wood...

winners will be chosen randomly

winner will receive $50 cash

Winners will be announced in the Daily Bruin on Tuesday, 2/6/90

Contest Rules:

1 . You must be a UCLA student, faculty, or staff with a school ID.

2. Employees of the Dafh> Bruin are not eligible to participate In this contest.

-3. You may enter as many times as you wish, but only one cash prize will be awarded per person.

4. Entries must be dropped in the contest box at the Daily Bruin Classified Window (112

Kerckhoff Hall) by 4pm, Monday, 2/5/90.

5. Winners will be announced in the Daily Bruin on Tuesday, 2/6/90.

6. Winners must contact the Daily Bruin Advertising office by 4pm, Friday, 2/9/90 to claim the

cash prize. No prize will be awarded after 2/9/90, 4pm.
•V ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ _""""

officialen^tVy'form^

—

—

— School ID *

phone # (optional):

position on page (ex. top right, next to Tommy's ad, etc)

Ad caption/business name (ex. UBS Job Fair, McDonald's)

position on page

Ad caption/business name

"^
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TRAFFIC
^

SCHOOL <

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

(TAUAN LAOUES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES ITAUAN LADIES SHOES^

Z
<
TOP SHOES

CLEARANCE SALE i^
30%-80% OFF

Afirays The Best Prices In Westwood ^

t Present This Ad & Well Pay The Sales Tax ^
EVERY SHOE ON SALE

(A
ui

z

m
O
<

5 NEW HOURS
3 MdnSat

Expires 2/9/90 5TOP SHOES
10 00^7 00 933 Westwood Blvd. . OAQ i:o*»Q ^ =

H Sunday 12:00-6:00 Westwood VUlags * aUO-O^JO • 5
rTAUAN LADIES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES <«

MASA. XT A IION-fRI

JAPANESE FOOD ^- i2noon-9pm

y
NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00 y^^^
•Delicious Teriyaki

•Beef and Chicken Bowls
•Fresh variety Sashimi
•All types dt Su^i ^
•PARTY PLATTERS^^

^ 1834 WtMMod VM
/^MM S(MiK of Smm Mmka BM.1

n o
F
F

any menu adeciion
with coupon

Menu
WIS
a, $5 75 FREE PARKING

/
CM 47S-&SS

SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 2/2(VS0 -

T).Cinnamons

TUT A UTILE SPICE

IN YOUR UFE!"

BUY ONE & GET ONE FREE!

1001 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

corner of Gayley & Weyburn

208-4766
On any fresh-baked bakery product with price of $1.75 or less

and receive another product of equal or lesser value free. Not
good with other offer. Offer good at Westwood store only.

Offer expires 2/15/1990.

for © DEAL
AT HOME CLEANERS
UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff,

Get five of your clothes dry cleaned or
laundered and get any of up to five

more items cleaned free of charge.
*

*(Must not require special harxlling)

Only with.

HOME CLEANERS
Quality Dry Cleaning & Laundry Sen/ice
Without Leaving Your Home or Office

Call us anytime, any place, for free unlim-
ited pick-up and delivery, and same-day ser-

vice. (Min. 5 items)

(213) 389-334 1
Business Hours: M-Sat 7-6.

City of light

IVAN CHUNG

Headlights blur on the 101 Freeway in this picture of the LA. skyline at night.

li

Pipe lx>mb found to be 'firecracicer'
By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

"A possible pipe bomb at

UCLA's Business Enterprises

Building . .
.** a dispatcher said

over police airwaves at 4:10 p.m.

Thursday.

Responding to the call, univer-

sity police, Los Angeles Police

I>q)aiiment's Bomb Squad and a

camera crew from Channel 7
Action News rushed to the build-

ing located behind Richer Hall's

parking lot and found the "bomb."
Actually, it was more like a

large firecracker, said university

police Sgt. Patricia Natzman.

Business Enteiprises employee,

Linda Castro, told police her son

found the explosive Wednesday,
and she brought it into her office to

ask a crime prevention employee
what the object was.

The explosive was sealed at

both ends and had a wick, and if it

y/ccQ in someone's hands when it

exploded, they could lose some
fingers, Sgt. Jack Dahl said.

The bomb squad dismantled the

exi^osive in the parking lot, then

the five vehicles drove away.

Bush • II new integrity fund'
Alternative to cutting

Social Security taxes

By Walter R. Mears
Associated Press

WASHINGTON D.C,— President Bush wants to

set up a Social Security integrity fund, a budget
proposal that sounds a bit like conscience money.

It is his alternative to a bill that would cut Social

Security taxes, a measure on which the administra-

tion still worries about an election-year congression-

al runaway.

The integrity fund idea has the ring of virtue, with a

lobbying purpose. It would be phased-in virtue,

supposedly taking full effect to make payments
against the national debt in 1996. For Bush budget-

makers, there's an advantage in delay. For the next

two years they can continue counting the booming
Social Security reserve fund, growing at about $1
billion a week, against their estimates of the fedo^
budget deficit.

That will offset about $60 billion in deficit

spending over the next year, even though the money
can't be used directly to pay for current budget

demands. The government has a way around that It

borrows the Social Security n^oney.

Budget Director Richard G. Darman calls the

integrity fund plan a responsible way to protect the

future benefits of the people who are paying into the

Social Security system now.
"But Social Security is a notoriously volatile

subject when it enters the political arena, and whether

rationality will prevail remains to be determined,"

Darman said in the budget essay he sent Congress.

TTiat volatility shows in the sudden rise of Sen.

Daniel Patrick Moynihan's proposal to cut Social

Security taxes, choking off the surpluses that are

being borrowed to pay for other government
spending. The New York Democrat says that's the

only way to end misuse of the trust fund reserves. He
said he'd been trying for two years to get the

administration to leave the trust fund alofie, with no
success.

Moynihan said the government should be forced to

stop using Social Security reserves now, before it

bea)mes totally dependent on them. "You wait five

years ... and they will have a $3 billion-a-week

habit," Moynihan said.

But Darman said the proposal would hurt today's

taxpaying workers one way or another. "It would
either force an increase in their non-Social Security

taxes ... or it would force a reduction in their future

retirement benefits," he said.

Moynihan said it was his side that sought to protect

the integrity of the Social Security fund. "But our

hope has been dashed by the repeated determination

of the administration and the Congress to use Social

Security contributions as if they were geno^
revenue," he said as he introduced the tax cut bill

The administration's countermeasure is to be

called the Social Security Integrity and Debt
Reduction Fund. It would appear in budgets

beginning on Oct 1, 1992.

That proposal starts with the premise that the

budget will be balanced in 1993, as required by
current law. That is at best a shaky premise, even
though the presumably balanced budget would
continue to count the Social Security surplus to offset

deficit spending.

After all, Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan both

took office promising to balance the budget within

one term. It went up sharply under Carter and
multiplied under Reagan.

The Bush budget acknowledges that without a

change in the bo(^eeping system, chances are that

future budgets would show surpluses because of

Social Security reserves, and that Congress would be

likely to spend the money on other programs.

That's the Moynihan argument, although he

blames it on the administration.

His solution is to cut taxes now, put Social Security

on a pay-as-you-go basis, and eliminate the

temptation to spend the money elsewhere by not

collecting it in the first place.

The administration proposal would continue

counting Social Security and its surplus as part of the

budget, and would require that all future budgets be

balanced. But the government would set aside

appropriations equal to part, and eventually all, of the

projected Social Security surpluses.

That's the integrity fund. It would be used to make
payments against the national debt

For the year beginning Oct 1, 1992, the

appropriation would be 15 percent of the estimated

Social Security surplus for the following 12 months.

That would go to gradually equal the full annual

surplus in the 1996 budget

According to the administration, that would
protect the trust fiind, substantially reduce the

national debt, and strip away "a temptation for

additional spending."

At some point if all that happened, there would
have 10 be sharp cuts in other federal programs or

sharp increases in other taxes, or both. ^
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204OII wiiale still frozen

after fire and explosion
The Associated Press

TULARE, Calif. — An explo-

sion and fu-e that heavily damaged
a truck shop early Thursday didn't

melt **Little Irvey," for which the

citizens Of Tulare must be mighty
thankful.

That's because "Little Irvey" is

a frozen 20-ton whale, which
undoubtedly would smell awfiil if

it ever thaws and starts to decom-
pose.

As fire burned Tyrone Malone
Inc., the dead whale remained

frozen in a nearby tractor-trailer

rig with a generator keeping it

cool. The company, which does
custom work on trucks, uses the

whale as an attraction at drag races

and fairs «round the country.

City firefighters had trouble

getting the fire entirely out because
it spread into some tires which had
to be removed one by one and
extinguished.

Capt Joe Raney estimated dam-
age to the building and custom
trucks inside at $325,000. Cause of
the fire was under investigation.

CAIVIPUS
From page 3

munity in Tuolumne County and
land in Merced County belonging

to a trust benefiting high school

graduates.

The efforts, while unsolicited,

could prove invaluable.

"It won't be a deciding factor

but one of our criterion for siting a
campus is public support, or
oppositfoh, so "it^ important to

know where there is interest and
the level of interest," said univer-

sity spokesman Rick Malaspina.

An advisory committee's
recommendation that the first

campus go to the central region has

raised confidence throughout the

region, particularly in the San
Joaquin Valley where boosters say

their most persuasive argument is

the underrepresentation of local

high school graduates in the UC
system.

Statewide, between 7 and 8

percent of high school graduates

enroll in one of the nine UC
campuses, compared with 3.5

percent for the San Joaquin Valley,

Malaspina said.

A campus in the valley— which
Malaspina described as the most
populated region of the state

without one — could give the

valley parity by making UC a more
realistic choice for students who
either can't afford or prefer not to

leave home to go to college, local

boosters 5ay.

Common characteristics such as

affordable housing, access to

major north-south arteries and
large parcels of available land also

have drawn many communities in

the valley together in their efforts

to draw a campus there. ^
But with some local task forces

already as many as three years old,

the sales pitch has developed well

beyond generalities to detailed

strategies intended to draw a
campus to specific communities.

Mike Ramsey of Tulare County
characterizes the efforts as "inter-

dependent competition."

Says Madera's Mclntyre,
"Nobody's going to be satisfied if

it's noc in their back yard, but I

think they are going to be happy if

it is in the central part of the state as

opposed to being on the coast"

In that spirit of friendly compet-
ition, alliances have been forged

between Tulare and Kings coun-

ties in the south and Stanislaus and
Tuolumne counties in the north.

"We're very similar in makeup
and demographics," Ramsey said.

'The median income for both

communities is similar, the work
force is made up of similar types, a

lot of blue-collar and a lot of

agriculture-related industry."

The south-valley alliance also

intends to keep the dollan gener-

ated by the campus from migrating

out of the valley and into the San
Francisco Bay Area, which Kings
County Supervisor Nick Kinney
said would likely happen if the

campus were located just about
anywhere north of Fresno.

But the proximity to the Bay
Area is just the advantage com-
munities to the north are touting:

Harlen Westenberg of the Stani-

slaus-Tuolumne UC Campus
Committee says the population

boom, caused largely by a growing
number of commuters from the

Bay Area, would give the univer-

sity a ready pool of possible

students. And university employ-
ees would enjoy the amenities of

San Francisco, a 90-mile drive to

the west.

"And if you go the other way,
we're close to the Sierra Nevada
and the recreation opportunities

they provide," he said.

In Fresno, the city's status as the

largest valley community is one of

the area's primary selling points.

"I think the fact that we are the

central location in the valley,

we're the hub for so many other

activities: entertainment culture,

government, education, it seems
logical that a campus would locate

here if you want to attract the

students and the quality of profes-

sors you want to attract to make if

successful," said Gigi Gibbs of the

Fresno UC campus task force.

In Los Banos, developing a

strategy to attract a campus started

with a review of similar efforts 25
years ago when UC eventually

decided on the Irvine, Santa Cruz
and San Diego sites.

"We sort of rekindled the fires

lit 25 years ago. When the univer-

sity started talking about another

campus, it brought back that we
had been in the hunt 25 years ago,"

said Don Escallier of the Los
Banos UC Committee.

As in many areas, the committee
already has identified a site and
won widespread public support for

the idea.

But Escallier knows from the

experience of his predecessors

who sought a campus that those are

only the first step in a game that

will take yean to complete.

**When they say the campus is

going in the San Joaquin Valley,

that's when we get on the stick and
move,** Escallier said.

Then again, by 1996. somebody else will be
elected president • «

I
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cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

trmwrn FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sun.-Thurs. 11am-10pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am-11pm

LARGE 16" PIZZA IWHOLE CHICKEN

INCLUDES 2 FREE 16oz BOTTLE SODAS
Limited time dffer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

each additional topping $1 .41 ''"^ ""^ •*

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box iabeis" and
get a FREE LARGE 16" PiZZAl!

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA & TORTILLAS

Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

Please Join us for the

. return engagement of

THE LOREN HAYNES BAND

"AT MY PLACE"

1026Wilshire.Blvd. •

Santa Monica, CA

Sunday — Feb. 4, 9:30 prn

$6.50 admission

Door Prize awarded before the show.
Dinner for 2 at MAPL,E DRIVE

(bring this with for Raffle)

Name
'Liquor and gratuities not included

LISTEN TO KLA FOR FREE TICKETS

THE LOREN HAYNES BAND

Consulting ... is it for you?

- TPF&C is coming to UCLA - -

WHO
We are an intemaiional organization of management oonsukants and actuaries specializing

in total compensation — pay and bertefits— actuarial, commuiucation. and related human
resource conMiiting

!

WHAI
'A'e serve national and multinational organizations in virtually every iiniustry as well as

clients in govtmnanl , education, and not-for-proftt sectors. One of the largest and oldest

organixationa in its field, TPF&C has been scrvii^ clients since 1917.

WHl \ .V WMLKl
We will be at UCLA for an mtroductory meeting on ^4onday, February 5, at 5:00 p.m. in

\ckerman Union 3508. We «viU be conducting interviewa on campus for potential candi-

dates on Frida3r, March 2, in the Plaotment tt Career Planning Center.

\VH\

We offer ncsllcnt opportunities for students with coursework. and interest

in the foUowin§ snm:

• MATHEMATICS /STATtSTICS
• ECONOMICS
• BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
• HUMAN RESOURCE MANAQEMENT

!f you are interested in learning more, contact th»UC£AActtyiarial^uh through the

Undergraduate Math Department. Ali<i we us on
.Vfonday, February 5, at 5:00 pm. in Adcerman Union 3308.

'IfyoM tkink y»u kmw mwtg tmfmkUitisM . .. Ifyn wmmt tt Im tbrnlltn^td utofdivt

TPF&C
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COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning

*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain
veneering

*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures '- »

*laughing gas available!!

.. 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

20% OFF
FOR STUDENTS
WITH VALID f.D.

It

SANDWICHES & SALADS
Plaza West

11628 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Between Barrington & Federal)

826-7030
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-lO p.m.'

Sun. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.

FREE DELIVERY
within 3 miles radius

SI 5 minimum
(after ojsing coupon)

OFF
'J ON ANY ONE FOOT SANDWICH

with \h9 purchcmf of
any mocNum drink

OR

80« OFF
ON ANY MEOUM SANOWCH

wHh ttw purchaieof
any meoium drink

One coupon per sandwich
Not void ¥/tth any <^her
offers. With coipon only.

EXPIRB2W0

I

I

I

I

I

BUY ONE 1 FOOT
SANDWICH & A MEDIUM
DRINK, AND GET ONE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER

PRICE FOR

One coupon par KXYMch
Not void yum an^ other
offers. WHh coupon only.

EXPIRESWW

I
BUY ONE SMALL SUB,

I
GET ONE FREE

I

I

I

(of equal or lesser vohje)
with the purchcKe of
any medium drink

Onjcoypoo toncNirich

^ vofel mM\ any other
offers. \Mlh coupon only.

I

I

I

I

I

DRAGON

DIM SUM • DAILY SPECIALS

FULL CHINESE MENU • DELIVERY

AFFORDABLE PRICES

Purchase 1 COMBO PLATE
for only $4.35 &— FREE EGG ROLL

Please show ad when ordering

208-4928 1147 Westwood

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh
Complimentary Co^^Mf^^^R^cf^y^
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated^ol- "Color T.V.s

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
213/474-351t^r^OO/44-HOT

AIDS drug offered to
emergency workers
By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

ANAHEIM — Firefighters,

police officers and health woilcers

exposed to the AIDS virus on the

job can get free doses of the drug
AZT in a pioneering program in

Orange County, officials said

Thursday.

County officials said they
believe it is the first organized

program nationwide to offer

emergency workers access to the

AIDS-fighting drug.

"Health care workers are not the

only people who get exposed (to

AIDS),- said Dr. Tom Prender-

gast, chief epidemiologist for the

county south of Los Angeles.

Paramedics, police and others who
risk exposure also should have use

of AZT, he said Thursday.

The program, implemented in

September, was discussed by
county AIDS coordinator Penny
WeismuUer at an AIDS confer-

ence Wednesday.
Under the program, five public

safety workers took AZT immedi-
ately after potential exposure to the

virus, WeismuUer said. Animal
studies indicate that infection may
be prevented if the drug is admi-
nistered within 96 hours of expo-

sure, she said.

The therapy was suggested in

August by researchers with the

National Institutes of Health and
the University of California, San
Francisco, who have devek^)ed

AZT programs for their health-

care workers.

The program is intended for

workers involved in incidents

which wouki put them at serious

risk of exposure if the other person

turned out to be infected with

AIDS, WeismuUer said. Examples
would be cases where the worker is

actually stabbed by a needle, or

directly exposed to bkxxL
The first person to take A^

under the Orange County program
was a police officer who cut his

arm while scuffling with a man,
WeismuUer said. Blood from a cut

in the man's scalp dripped directly

into a wound the officer sustained

during the fight.

"The city called us right away,
which was good, because we knew
this suspect and knew he was
(AIDS virus) positive,** WeismuU-
er said. The officer took the drug
for the recommended four weeks
and continues to test negative for

the virus, she added.

The four other workers given

AZT took it for less than four days,

she said. They stopped using the

drug after the people they were
exposed to tested negative for the

virus.

The most comnKMi type of

exposure occurs when workers

handling needles contaminated

with bkxxl from an AIDS patient

accidentally prick themselves,

offi^ls said.

"When you*re working a car

accident in the middle of a street at

night, needles are flying every-

where,** Bowman said.

Orange County, population
about 2.2 miUion, had an AIDS
rate through November 1989 of
54.6 cases per 100,000 population,

Prendergast said. That compares to

a national rate of 45.3 cases per

100,000, he said.

Unsaturated fats linked

to lower III pressure
By Brenda C. Coleman
Associated Press

CHICAGO — The classic

Mediterranean diet— high in oUve
oil and other unsaturated fats— is

Unked with lower blood cholester-

ol, lower blood pressure and tower
btood sugar, say docUKS who
studied thousands of ItaUans.

At the same time, higher con-

sumption of butter and other

animal fats — typical of the

European-style diet of northern

Italians — is associated with

higher blood cholesterol, blood
pressure and blood sugar, the

researchers said.

,*The message is not new, in a
sense,** said the lead researcher.

Dr. Marizio Trevisan. "We've
already been teUing people that in

order to have a low coronary risk-

factor profile (risk of developing

heart disease), they should have a

diet low in saturated fats.**

Saturated fats, derived largely

from animal products and tropical

cnls, are usually solid at room
temperature. Polyunsaturated fats,

made from vegetable products, are

usuaUy Uquid at room tempera-

ture.

Monounsaturated fats, which
include oUve oil, are a separate

class, and like the polyunsaturates,

their consumption has been asso-

ciated with lower blood-cholestcr-

ol levels and risk of heart disease.

The study, published in Friday*s

Journal of the Anterican Medical

Association, suggests the benefits

(tf olive oil and other unsaturated

fats may have a much broader

range than expected, said Trevi-

san, associate professor in medi-

cine at the State University ofNew

York,

The researchers reported on
4,903 healthy Italian men and
women ages 20 to 59 in an ongoing
study exploring traits linked to

atherosclerosis, a thickening of the

arteries due to a buildup of fatty

deposits inside them.

Atherosclerosis is the cause of

more deaths in the United States

than any other condition.

The study was conducted at nine

medical centers throughout Italy.

The people were questioned about
their eating habits and were tested

for levels of btood cholesterol,

blood pressure and blood sugar.

In both sexes, higher consump-
tion of butter and margarine was
associated with increased blood

pressure and increased blood-
cholesterol levels, the study said,

though the associations were sta-

tisticaUy significant only in men.
The researchers noted that mar-
garine is typically made from
unsaturated fats chemically
altered, or hydrogenated, to be
fum at room temperature and thus

resemble saturated fats.

In both sexes, higher consump-
tion of butter and niargarine was
associated with significantly high-

er levels of btood sugar, research-

ers said.
.-»

»

Whether elevated blood sugar

levels — like high blood-choles-

terol or blood pressure — play a

nAc in heart disease is unclear and
under intensive study, Trevisan

said in a telephone interview

Thursday.

Diabetes, in which the body fails

to process blood sugar properly, is

known to be linked with heart

disease. .
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lawsuit filed

over '89 train

derailment
The Associated Press

Residents of a San Bernardino

neighbortiood that was devastated

by a train derailment and subse-

quent gas pipeUne explosion filed

suit Thursday against Southern
Pacific and the pipeline company.
The suit, fUed in Superior Court

on behalf of 349 plaintiffs, alleges

**negUgence and conscious disre-

gard of safety** by the raUroad and
Calnev Pipe Line Co. in the fatal

accidents, said attorney James H.

Davis.

The amount sought for general,

compensatory and punitive dam-
ages was not specified, Davis said.

Others named in the suit include

the city and county of San Bernar-

dino, the chairman of Southon
Pacific and other individuals.

Four people died and 30 were
injured May 12, 1989, when a

freight train roared out of control

down a mountain pass and deraU-

ed, throwing rail cars into the

neighborhood.

Brake failure and a flawed
estimate of the load carried by the

train contributed to the derailment

Thirteen days after the deraU-
ment, the underground fuel pipe-

line near the accident site

exploded, kUUng two people and
injuring 31.

Calnev spokesman Richard
Kline said the company hadn*t

seen the lawsuit yet and coukln*t

comment on it But he said the

company has worked to help

residents recover from the acci-

dent by providing financial and
medical assistance and offering to

pay market value for homes

GENEALOGY
From page 3

my ancestors,** Jenkins said.

Jenkins discussed the impor-

tance of genealogy throughout

history. "In the book of Matthew,
the genealogy of Jesus is traced for

25 verses of begats, who begat

whom,** he said.

Gertealogy is important for

medical history as well as social

history. Sickle ceU anemia, a

disease that predominantly afflicts

the African-American commun-
nity, can be traced through^ a

family*s lineage.

Jenkins suggested that people

shoukl fu^t begin a study of their

genealogy by tHUng out fomily

trees in order to fmd out where
there are gaps. They should then

find research diat has already been

done in their lirte and study the

general history of the African-

American in this country.

Libraries, national and state

archives, the Onsus Bureau, the

Bureau of Vital Statistics, wUls,

church and cemetery records,

emancipation records, and news-
papers are some of the resources

that Jenkins said are invaluable to

genealogical studies.

"A tot of blacks think that they

can*t find information about their

own family because of slavery,

and it is a big hurdle, but you've

got so much to work with,** said

Renee Cochee, a member of the

California Afro-American
Genealogical Society.

Cochee has traced her family

back eight generations, beyond
America to Africa, Asia and

Europe.

"rve been working on this since

high school, for 20 years, but my
fine interest was after an assign-

ment in fourth grade when I had to

make a family tree,'* Cochee said.
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A NERVE-JANGLING MIX OF PUNGENT

CYNICISM AND THICK GOBS OF
PSEUDO-EXPRESSIONIST STYLE."

Michael Wilmington LOS ANGELES TIMES
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PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIX'IL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIHC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOimi OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE &,WEYBURN) -

KILL ME AGAIN
Her last request was hi^^first mLstake

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT NOW PLAYING

MANN WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD • 208-7664
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_ OF BEING A MEMBER OF A TEAM,
DESIGNING, BUILDING, AND SELUNG A

FUTURE AUTOMOBILE?
Opportunities for Mechanical and Electrical Engineers to work, in Car Product Development at

Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan. Vehicle and component design, development and
testing positions available through the Ford College Graduate Program.

Date: Thursday, February 8,' 1990
Time: 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Place: Placement and Career Planning Center

*Please register and leave your resume at the center before February 8th.
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Wini $777 CASH
TAKE A GLIDED TOLR OF YOIR STARS!

WHE TIME OfffUR OIVLY — DO IT TODAY
SATISFACTION GUARAilITEED!

Vol complelo processlne details and a GREAT opportunity to ^ IN S777 just send
fee of ONLY S5 <SS FEK IS RKDCKMABLC). name and ft>turn address

to ASTROLOGY AT ITS BRST
3540 Wpst Sahara Avenue • Suite 330 • Las Xegas, \V 89102

Don't miss your OMA chance to Wl!% S777.
* * OfTCR EMPIRES * • \lMst be fostmMrkrd by

WEDiMESDAY. FEBRI ARY 7. 1990 • •
V>u hdve nothing to lose $ $ THIS COlID BE YOliR LDCkY DAY $ $

haven't you found them yet?

Don t give up on the Daily Bruin

FAKE AD CONTEST

IIAI.IAN

Annas
RKSTAl'RAM

Andy tr Tony
invitt you

tojoin them in

Liffbt-Hearted

Roman StyU Dining

(213) 474-0102

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • COCXIAIIS • FREE PARKING

10929 W. PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGEIXS

FINALLY A REAL
BREAKFAST DEAL
7-1lam Weekdays 10am-2pm Weekends

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Pancakes or Waffles...$3.99

2 Eggs, Bagel, Potatoes or Tomatoes Just

$1.49
Omelettes $2.29 Includes Bagel & Potatoes

THE
VILLAGE

DELI
Restaurant & Sportsbar

208-6442
10936 UNDBROOK DR.

(includes glass of Champagne on Weekends)

DO YOU SUFFER FROMi]

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

' * Sports. Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

YOU'RE IN FORA ;

All the Flavor and

Less Calories too!

JIOJI'S presents:

$1.00 OFF i

Any Heidi's |

Sweet Surprises Sundae I

til II r\
FROGEN YOZURT

FREE CUP

iiiirs
FROGEN YOZURT

G«t (tm citp of HcMi't

Fro9«n Yoiurt wh«n you buy out

of mtd Of frootof ««iiM.

Imdudng wnity pack)

t ,.
',ve *i -^U^^-f^ ^l.«^ Ofl. V0« t*w MAC

FREE LARGE CUPi
When You Buy

A Family Pack

I 1 11 vs
FROGEN YOZURT

#'^rt)«1^\Mr»^r«>». |fg

PANCING
lMMEDIiff£L7
AFTER 'THE POX^

IS DONE f

11777 5AN VXCEKTE SLVB., BfiENTWDOIVCA 90049 '8;^>-i§;
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Apology ^ven
to lawmaker for

prank pulled by
feltow workers
By Lisa Zagaroli

Associated Press

LANSING, Mich. — A law-

maker who missed more sessions

than sh6 attended last year
demanded an apology Thursday
after an eight-year incumbent was
introduced to her as a newly
elected legislator, and she fell for

the prank.

Rep. Ethel Terrell issued a news
release saying she refused to attend

House sessions until she received

an apology from Reps. Jerry

Baitnik and Philip Hoffman.
The two promptly apologized to

her and anyone else they may have
offended,

HOMEOWNERS
From page 1

Currently, the Medical Center
tries to fmd local families to host
patients, but this li not enough,
^baum said. ,

Organizers plan to kx:ate the

patient/family guest house at 900-
920 Tiverton Ave. They will

renovate the 10-unit apartment
building there that was donated to

UCLA, Carole Magnuson of
UCLA Community Relations said.

"It would be far cheaper (for the

university) to subsidize the stay

and it would be very easy to

arrange these special services,**

Lake said.

Elbaum said that these alterna-

tives will still not meet the needs of

the patients. "It misses the main
point of the guest house — it's

much more than four walls and a
bed," he said.

ADMISSION
From page 1

on an academic basis?**

The new admissions policy,

currently in use, considers all

Letters & Science freshman appl-

icants in one pool based on both

academic records and various

supplemental criteria.

Students complained that the

policy, approved in October, les-

sens the importance of ethnicity,

which has been incorporated as

one of the four equally weighed
supplemental criteria.

University officials said the

enrollment cut will not single out
any particular group, but rather

reflect the entire admissions spec-

trum. "The cut in admissions will

be proportional," Liflca said. "It

will not hurt people in any speciflc

category of the new policies.**

The flnancial ramifications of
the cut, which total approxiniately

$150,000 in lost registration fees,

also concern student leaders.

*That money is going to be
missing from the Student Affairs

Commission, " said undergraduate

General Representative Scott Per-

ry. "Programs like Student Psy-
chological Services and Student
Legal Services are going to be
hurt.**

University officials claim the

reduction in registration fees will

not harm student funding, but will

instead be absorbed by the
decreased number of students.

"In losing 100 overall registra-

tion fees, we are also losing the
financial strains of those 100
students,** said Executive Vice
Chancellor Murray Schwartz.
"Besides, how much difference

will 100 make when compared to

lotal <enrolln)em of about
24,000 undergraduates)?**

^s

President

plans visit

to Liveimore
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
President Bush will visit Califor-

nia, Nebraska and Ohio next week
on a trip combining visits to

military installations with fund-

raising efforts for Republican
candidates.

The White House said Bush will

fly to Barstow, Calif, on Tuesday
to watch battlefield maneuvers at

the National Training Center at

Fort Irwin, then attend a major
fund-raiser that night in Los
Angeles for Sen. Pete Wilson, who
is running for governor.

On Wednesday he will visit the

University erf" Califomia*s Liver-

more Laboratory before address-

ing the Commonwealth Club in

San Francisco. He then will fly to

Omaha, Neb., for the night.

After attending a fund-raising

breakfast for Gov. Kay Orr on
Thursday, Bush will visit the

headquarters of the Strategic Air

Command, then fly to Columbus,
Ohio for a GOP fund-raising

dinner there that evening before

returning to Washington.

RENT
From page 1

go into effect July 1, is due to

UCLA's long range plan to house

80 percent of all graduate students

by the year 2000, Foraker said,

lliere is no funding from external

sources available to flnance these

devek^lMTients, he explained.

Even so, Oldenburg argues that

"unless the university finds money
from some other source, they will

run graduate students away.** The
kxig term goal of FSHA is to see

no increase in rents for older units

and to see rents on newer units go

down, he said.

FSHA has proposed that the

University Uxk into private fund-

ing through donations. But Fbraker

said that there are **no success

stories** of private or public dona-

tions to fund housing projects on

university campuses.

The newer apartments were

constructed initially to house gn-
duate students but, due to high

rents, many graduate students

cannot affoid to live in them,

Oldenburg said.

As a result, these apartments

house, to a large extent, post-doc-

torate and post-medical feDows,

who receive grants from the

university.

The addition of these apart-

ments creates a flnancial burden

for graduate students living in

these and the older apartments on

Barrington Manor and Sawtelle/

Sepulveda, Oldenburg said. "Rent

on the okSer apartments helps to

subsidize purchase of the (newer)

units.**

Oldenburg said rent has

increlised by about 11 percent a

year since 1981. However, not all

graduate student stipends from

departments have increased to

accommodate this loss o( income.

*There must be increases in

stipend in accordance to rent," he

added.

FSHA reports that almost SO

percent of graduate stipends and

nearly 100 percent of the maxi-

mum graduate student loans are

used to pay rents. Furthermore,

eight to ten percent of the tenants

are foreign students with flxed,

^generally low stipends, who
cannot work for additionaT

income.
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TOO FAT?
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTROLLABLE BINGES?

ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP

AND DOWN?
OR ARE YOU JUST FED UP WITH GOING ON AND OFF

IMPOSSIBLE DIETS. NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE
WEIGHT OFF?

"WE CAN HELP"
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENDON AVE. #914
LOS ANGELES CA 90024

Insurance coverage accepted

(213) 208-7330

SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE
• Chicken
• Beef Stick

j
• Fried Rice

! • Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
in_K««2«_l 1121 Clendon Avenue (213)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1] [ c^l^^Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICF

data
systems

.:-• - •? •^_ i_

Microcomptrter show with

technical experts and
-. hardware:

Laptop computers
inciiiding the new
SupersPort SX with
VGA display

Selected desktops (not
available at ASUCLA)
with new Flat Tension
Less glare and brighter colors!

SAVE $400 Now at ASUCLA
on SupersPort with 20 Mb

hard drive - $1499*
And Featuring Representatives From

Monitor

PETER NORTON COMPUTING, INC

The Norton Utilities ^T.'Ht'S^'^^J^-an automated program that

finds and fixes faults on your
'"'-^ hard dove

Norton Commander o-ianh^esj^^r^hard^disk;

Norton Back Up a new, powerful backup
utility from Norton

OCfice Systems
Desq View 2.26 a multi tasking

environment - 8088 through

80486! (don't wait for OS/2!)

Manifest

QEMM 386

a new memory diagnostic

maximize memory use by
remapping, moving system
functions to faster memory

uesday, February 6th
9:30 AM - 2:45 PM
Ackerman 2408

•Through Feb 28th
(Across from the Grand Ballroom)

ASUCLA CASH PRICC
•vaMMa lo Mi Un* UCLA
FKuly and Stiff mm i

".?ilSii2r?2Jt^5Xai.n««W^^ adaOarSTadocallonal. » raaaarch uaa el tXa akgWa panon StuOarKt muat tiMw • eunart "•tUBT' "^ '^** '°-

;hS«^!lS?lil !SXl!S' pfSo iS^Kr»rt2d \rSr2artr<Sw^<SrSral aad* aoMaery par panan pa. yaar Pitoa. ifa Mtotaa » changa •«»»«! n«le«. Al uiaa ari^*.

Sponsored by the ASUCLA Computer Store

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Cw^Mra/t-U«#mAWk Uiilyii/ ill Wkh Wt^ 7:4S^:^ r 7:^4;mi^s^^
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Viewpoint
Letters

UCLA community responds to an emotional story of rape
Editor:

There have recently been

two topics in the Daily Bruin

which have spawned a great

deal of campus discussion: the

anonymous account of a rape

at a UCLA fraternity party,

and Susan Rinderle's condem-
nation of the Greek system.

One of Rinderle's key conten-

tions is that the Greek system

"fosters racism, blatant sexism

and degradation of women,
excessive drinking, and homo-
phobia." Rinderle further

decries the Greek system's

"tolerant failure to denounce
the few in order to preserve

the integrity of the group as a

whole."

The disturbing rape account

is evidence that perhaps Rin-

derle's accusations are correct.

If Greeks want lo prove Rin-

derle wrong, we must demons-
trate that we are not willing to

stand for "blatant sexism and

degradation of women." If any

of you have information

regarding the rapists, show
some character and expose

these criminals. Apathy in

these situations will continue to

destroy lives. Only if we are

willing to take action and

denounce the few can we stop

these atrocities and begin to

destroy the stereotypes.

Chuck Hughes
Graduate

UCLA School of Law

Editor:

You are not anonymous.
You have a name, an identity,

and a body and you have been

violated by males with no
regard for women. I cannot

fathom the personal degradation

you suffered at the hands of

these "men". I understand why
you are cautious about naming
ihe fraternity members who
raped you. But they should not

be allowed to remain "anonym-
ous". They should be more
than penalized for their calcu-

lated and callous assault on

you.

I would give you a hug and

suj^rt you in any way I

could Please do not let your

silence eat at your soul. Don't

let your internal pain keep you
isolated and terrorized. You
may think that the "Brother-

hood" system of fraternities is

strong and unbeatable.

So is the Sisterhood of

women who feel* for you, are

justly angry with you, and
demand justice for you. I think

a noontime or candlelight vigil

should be held for you and

goodness only knows how
many other young women that

have been assaulted by frater-

nity males, and it doesn't

matter that your rape took

place at a non-university con-

doned event I hope that you

come forth and provide names
of the young men and the

fraternity to whom they belong.

It does not matter that I am
black and you are white, that I

am a graduate and you are an

undergraduate, or that I am
older than you. No one has the

right to "trash" any female.

I do not know what you
will do, my unknown friend. I

hope that you do come for-

ward despite your justified fear

and skepticism, and address the

fraternity members who raped

you. You will have the support

of many students for whom
you probably speak, and for

those of us who care about

what happens to any and all

hands. And when children start

fires because fire is captivating,

let's gouge out their eyes. In

this way we eliminate the

possibility of them repeating

their crimes. In Elizabeth Lar-

son's viewpoint article ("Rap-

ists should be penalized for

life," Bruin, Jan. 30) she offers

a modest plan to eliminate

repeat rapes - castration. That's

right. If we take away a man's

"weapons" he can't hurt any-

one.

Frankly, I don't know where
Larson is from, but in Ameri-

ca, we are different All killing

is not murder, all accused are

able crime that can , in no
way, be seen as sexual. How-
ever, U) resort to sheer barbar-

ism is to deny our

constitutional liberties and

digress into what our founding

fathers tried too hard to pre-

vent
Surely the attackers of the

anonymous rape victim should

be brought to justice. They
should be dealt with accord-

ingly. Fortunately, our system

does not allow scorned, irra-

tional persons such as Larson

or the rape victim to pass

sentence. If this woe the case,

child molestation, which is, in

women who are assaulted.

I helping you fight the

system of "Brotherhood" that

tramples on the rights and

bodies of women, we can win.

Take care, know that you are

not alone, and that many of us

are willing to fight this battle

with you.

Corella Payne
Graduate student

School of Public Health

Editor:

I've got an idea! When
thieves are caught tried and
convicted, let's cut off their

not guilty, and all men who
commit rapes are not vicious,

brutal ogres who are pleased

when they are able to humili-

ate and dominate women. Yes,

Larson, castration is too severe

life imprisonment is too harsh;

at least in most cases.

Please do not view by
respect for civilized punishment

of uncivilized crimes as

approval of those crimes. You
may find it hard to believe but

I feel as adamantly against

rape as Larson and equally

saddened by the trauma and
violence inflicted upon the

anonymous rape victim. I agree

that rape is a violent, detest-
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every respect a vile and hein-

ous crime, would be punished

by persecution and torture

rather than prosecution and

punishment. No!
Our Constitution, and result-

ing American ideals, does not

allow that I'm soiry. Call me
what you will. I do not think

two young men convicted of
an assault such as rape should

be castrated and punished or

imprisoned for life. Further-

more, I do not think that

Larson, with her "challenge**

that the two rapists turn Uiem-

selves in, is helping the situa-

tion at all. I don't think that

the criminals would bring

themselves to justice knowing
that they will suffer life long

punishment or have to surren-

der their "weapons.'*

Please, Larson, do not try to

tear down what we Americans

have built for over 200 years.

Perhaps your Russian studies

have clouded your view of

justice. Stalin used torture to

force confessions and employed
terror as a govemm^tal tactic.

In America, we just don't do
that!

Anthony M. Soils

Sophomore
Political Science

Editor:

We applaud your letter pub-

lished in the Jan. 25 Bruin

("Anatomy of a rape: a fun

night out turns into a night-

mare"). Your experience had to

be nightmarish and terrifying,

not only on that night but for

a long time following. Our
hearts go out to you. We pray

that you will continue to

regain control of your life; the

letter was a big step in that

direction. One h(MTible result of

rape is the intense false guilt ,

that ensues. We're glad you
are recognizing it as false.

Moreover, we h(^ that you
will one day conquer the

remaining hurts and fears.

We do want to take issue

with one statement you made,

however. At the end of the

letter, you congratulated the

rapists and said, "You win**.

How far from the truth that is.

We realize that yes, the sys-

tem is stacked in their favor,

they will jM^obably escape jus-

tice. Besides, nothing can be

done to them to make them
know the suffering you have

been through. But they are not

winners — they are in fact

big-time losers.

They lost a lot that night

(if, indeed, it was their first

exploit). They lost their man- ~
hood. A man would not over-

power or take advantage of

you in any way. A man would
not deviously set out to

weaken your resolve, if not

your ability to resist A man
would not deceive you into

thinking he loved you when all

he wanted was self-gratifica-

tion. A man would control

himself and would appreciate

your beauty, rather than despoil

you because of it These are

not men. They lost their man-
hood by forfeiture, and are

pathetic beings who will prob-

ably never know what man-
hood really involves.

They also lost their self-

respect. No one with an ounce

of it could have done what
they did to you. They ^avc

forfeited their ability to ever

regain it Nothing they can do
could ever restore what they

took from you, or remove the

See LCTTEllt, page 17
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A wacky encounter with some creatures from outer space

My story is

amazing, but r

far from *

fabricaticxi. You may not

believe me — few people do
— but it is the unaltered truth.

It was a warm summer
evening. You know, the kind

of evening where you drink ice

tea, put on an old Johnny*^

Mathis album, and do needle-

point with a good friend. Tad
and I were both sewing on the

same canvas, completing a

Hcture of Ronald Reagan
doing the splits when we heard

the loud hum.
We both glanced up from

the canvas and looked' at each

other in a manner that indi-

cated neither one of us knew
what was causing that strange

sound. We dropped our needles

and ran outside where we
viewed a most astonishing

sight

It was, in fact, a spacecraft

hovering over a grass field

across the street. Tad and I

turned white with fear, but

wcte too overwhelmed to run.

The craft, covered with

flashing lights, was enormous
in size and asymmetrical, hav-

ing no particular shape. It

Scott
Greenberg
appeared to be made of large

spherical clumps of metal com-
pressed together. It's iodd shape

and configuration suggested

that whoever designed the ship

had a keen knowledge of

advanced aerodynamics, or at

least a most dreadful sense of

style.

An hour went by and the

ship was still hovering. Tad i

had ^ught out his Yamaha

—

keyboard and attempted to

establish communication with

the visitors by repeatedly play-

LETTERS
From page 16

horrw you experienced. There-

fore, they, by their own
efforts, can never remove their

guill.

They lost the respect of

others, at least those whose
respect means anything. Yes,

tho'e are probably those who
look to your rapists as exam-
ples of "male prowess," but

those individuals are even more
to be pitied.

We don't know of any way
that your rapists can regain

what they lost. You, however,

have already started on the

road to recovery from this

tragedy. Your letter will do
much to warn other women of

the dangers that lurk behind

"winning smiles" armed with

"pink punch". We applaud you
for this act of courage; you
may save others from the same
fate.

Your lettn* may cause some
misguided **men" to rethink

their values and motives. We
don't see how any male, seek-

ing to reach manhood, could
intentionally put someone
through that kind of torment It

sickens and angers us to hear

jokes about such exploits.

Maybe seeing it through your

eyes will shed some real light

on such values.

Your letter will help those

who tniely want to help you
and others like you. Too few

realize the anguish, shame,

guilt and terror that follow

rape. Even fewer know how to

deal with it once they encount-

er it. We would be untruthful

if we said we knew how you

feel. We don't and can only

imagine. Only those who have

suffered that indignity and vio-

lation really know. But your

letter gives the rest of us

insight Otherwise, we might

misinterpret your withdrawal,

your moods, your fears, your

anger and your academic

slump. Thank you for opening

our eyes — and pray that we
will become more understand-

ing and compassionate.

ing a series of musical notes.

Though he received no
response from the ship, he was
invited by some neighbors to

play at their son's bar mitzvah.

Finally our anticipation was
put to rest. The ship lowered

to the ground and a door at

the bottom slowly began to

open. The door had a horizon-,

tal hinge so that at its widest

point it could be used as a

ramp to board or deboard the

ship. Tad and I were shaking.

The thought of an encounter

with an extraterrestrial was 'so

exciting, yet terrifying at the

same time.

Bright blinding light beamed
out of the ship's opening.

Then suddenly a tall shadow
appeared. Tad gasped, realizing

the magnitude of the situation.

The shadow moved forward,

now followed by half a dozen

others. Seconds later, the aliens

stepped out onto our planet.

They were too far away for

Tad and I to make out any of

their features, but close enough
for us to realize they were
looking directly at us. Scared

as we were, we cautiously

walked forward, confessing to

our fx-esence, and satisfying

Letters

Although you paid a price

no one should be required, you

are now in a unique position

to help others like yourself.

You can understand their feel-

ings and fears. You have

survived, and can show them
how. You can break through

their isolation. You know that

their guilt is undeserved.

Although you have experienced

great pain, in time you will

feel compassion for other

women who have been raped.

Simply put, you can help

others heal, and in the pro-

cess, further your own healing.

We would be remiss if we
stopped here. Despite our ina-

bility to really know how you
feel, we know someone who
does. We know someone who
cares and knows exactly what
you need. We will pray to

Him, on your behalf, with

confidence that He will freely

supply all the strength you can

receive. God can take away
the pain, the fear, the anger,

the frustration, and restore the

joy and dignity you lost that

night. We hope you will

receive His blessings as you
grow and heal.

Again, we praise you for

having the courage to write the

letter. As feeble as it may
seem to you, it is great

Congratulations! You are the

real winner in this situation.

We are praying for you and
hope this letter comforts ami
encourages as you heal and
help others heal.

Mark Marikos
Graduate Student

Earth and Space Sciences

Mary Nakagawa
Graduate Student

Library and Informatton
Science

Edttor:

I too was saddened and
angered after I read "Anatomy
of a Rape" in the Bruin

Viewpoint section. I was sad-

dened for the ordeal that the

author had endured, and for

the trauma that will linger with
her for many years to come.

There is an attitude which
has taken hold in recent years,

that wants to somehow divorce

humanity from our evolutionary

history, and pretend that we
are actually bom a "tabula

rasa," a blank slate, and that

some people just have the ^-^

wrong program written into

them as children. Well, I have

some sorry news for people

who believe that human beings

are just another kind of ani-

mal, with all the residual urges

and drives of our ancestors,

and just like them, any of our

characteristics can be displayed

on a bell-shaped curve.

For every person of sensitiv-

ity, there is one of callousness.

For every person of exceeding

gentleness, there is one of

exceeding violence. To raise a

person in ignorance of these

facts, to send them into the

world without preparing them
for the inevitable meeting with

one of those people is. in my
opinion, grossly negligent

What's the solution? Simply

put remove the blinders fix)m

your eyes! Learn to be aware
that these people exist and

when you are seeing one, and

take steps to insure that in any

confrontation, you'll come out

on top, or at least break even.

A rapist is a violent crimi-

nal, he wants to do harm, .

mental and physical, to a

woman. He is probably not

suk;idal, or a masochist and

probably does not relish the

idea of catching a bullet. One
woman shooting a would-be

rapist would strike more fear

into the hearts of other

would-be rapists than all the

candles in California. I am not

saying tiiai you should walk
around with a shotgun, in a

perpetual state of fear, that is

simply a caricature that I've

seen floated in the press to

describe those who take

responsibility for themselves.

Like wearing a seatbelt liv-

ing safely in the world with

regard to violence is not diffi-

cult to do, and after a very

short time, becomes a reflex

that takes little or noc energy

to maintain.

our curiosity. We were
astounded with what we saw;

the aliens, naked and daunting,

looked exacUy like Don
Knotts. Tad screamed.

My body froze, only this

time it was not out of fear,

rather, a loss of control. I

finally fell unconscious.

My next memory is lying on
a table, surrounded by the

aliens. My entire body was
paralyzed. I guessed that I was
in their ship, though I had no

idea if we were still on earth.

I did not want to be experi-

mented on. Hoping they could

relid my mind, I told them that

I was not a good specimen of

a man (as my girlfriend often

reminds me).

My pleading thoughts were
not acknowledged. The aliens

tMTOught out several unfamiliar

medical instruments and pre-

ceded to conduct their sinister

experiments. I was subjected to

the most heinous of tortures.

The aliens were even vicious

enough to give me a pediciire

and a haircfiT with a part in

the middle. They were abso-

lutely barbaric.

Another block of time had

been lost in my memory, but I

remember being levitated out

of the ship and onto the grass

field, stripped of my pride,

dignity and cuticles. Though I

was flustered, I ran into the

house to get my camera befwe
the ship left. I failed to make
it on time, however, as I had
to stop and relieve an itch.

The experience was too real

to be a dream, though Tad
remembers nothing. I did, in

fact go to the authorities, but

was stifled by the pencil-

pushers. I also contacted the

press and have since been
invited on Donahue, Oprah,
and the Hollywood Squares.

Nevertheless, my story goes

disbelieved.

Often even I question my
story and wonder if my
encounter with the extraterrest-

rials really occurred. I am no
longer sure of my sanity. Still,

sometimes on a clear night I'll

look up in the sky and think I

see_ something tha^ not quite

jrijjte^-^^

—

-.—-——' ^-^-^

Greenberg is a sophomore
majoring in home macroeco-
nomics.

As for the author, the victim

of two crimes, one, die crime

of sending a delicate spirit

unprotected into t!ie real wwld,

and the second (and more
heinous crime), the crushing of

that spirit I can only '^ffer my
deepest sympathy.

If she employs her mind, the

one tool that is every person's

most potent weapon, she can

find a way to get even, sooner

or later. Even if she does not

actually do so, simply the act

of setting something up, so

that she knows that she could

avenge the wrong that was
done to her, could be a great

cathartic. I wish her well.

Ken Green
Graduate Student

Public Health

Editor:

This is in response to a

letter that both deeply saddened

and outraged me. It was a

testament of a double rape

written by the victim. This

letter is to her.

We've never met but as a

fellow student and a felk)w

human being I want to offer

you my support and my pray-

CTS. The crime committed ^
against you seems unspeakable,

but you have had the courage

to speak. The actions seem
devastating, but you have had
the will to rebuild.

— Since I first read your letter

on Thursday I've been plagued

with thoughts of anger and

disgust disgust towards those

responsible for the crime

against you and anger that I

share a campus with two
anonymous rapists. I was beg-

ging to think I was the only

one moved by your letter when
I saw an unusual flyer posted

on Bruin Walk. The flyer

made a very insensitive allu-

sion to your article and
demanded a boycott of frater-

nities and called to '^Ostracize

frat members." The woilhless-

ness and callousness of that

flyer urged me to respond.

No, I'm not a member of a

tratcmiiy and no, I'm not

writing this letter to defend or

condemn fraternities. I'm writ-

ing so you'll know not every-

one shares the insensitivity of

that flyer. Not everyone has

ignored the bravery of your

intimacy and honesty and has

cast aside the importance of

your survival and emotional

recovery. I am not willing to

let an inanimate, soulless title,

'The Fraternities', be held

responsible for the actions of

two breathing, living, cowardly

men.
I don't know how far you

are in your recovery, but

someday, after you rebuild a

strong emotional foundation 1

do hope you confront the men
who did this to you. What
they did was wrong, meticul-

ously planned and wrong. But

as your wounds heal it is

possible that those men are

harming others, destroying

women that may not be as

suxMig as you are, women that

may be consumed by the same
pain you're working to over-

conoe. Please, when you have

the suength, confront those

men, confront them. Whether

you confront their Fraternity or

the police, confront them.

Even if there isn't enough

"evidence" for a conviction, let

the truth be known. Never

again let the trusting and,

unsuspecting take this poison

for nectar. They know what

they did was wrong, and they

know that the truth is closing

in on them. And as the truth

lights their shadows they scurry

for a place to hide. ' '

Again, to you the writer of

that anonymous letter I want to

offer you my support That's

hard to do through a letter to

someone I've never met but I

am concerned. I'm sure many
others are to. What you've
been through and what you're

going through must be very

painful, but please remember
there arc people out there that

care. I h<^ you search for

those people. You have my
prayers.

Jeffrey Lee
%lunlor

Engineering

—'.-^
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Arts & Entertainment >

The Apple Pan
Gr^at hamburgers and the best

apple pie in town! Dine with

the stars at this famous restau-

rant located across from the

Westside Pavilion. Lip Smack-
ing delicious!

Cn'ig Yoshihara
10801 West Pico Blvd. Prices range form

$5-10. No reservations necessary.

Great Black Music: Andenttoih^Fujture
r -*

Saturday, 8pm, Wadsworth Theater, tix:

S18 & $22, for more tix mfo: 825-9261

Women of the Calabash use

traditional instruments and the

music ofAfrica, Latin America,

the Carribean & the States in

their unique performance.
They'll be joined by the Art En-

semble of Chicago for what's

sure to be extraordinary music.

June Pinheiro

Ministry
Noise, noise, noise! Ministry's

not everyone's cup o' tea, but

if you're into music with a

hardcore industrial attitude, or

even if you aren't, their per-

formance promises to split

some skulls. Ha, ha!

Rob Winfield

Friday night at the Paladium Hollywood,

6215 Sunset Blvd. starting at at 10 pm.
Tix: $15 at Ticketmaster

Men Don't Leave
A wonderful drama about life, living, and survival. Jessica Lange
plays an unskilled woman who, after her husband dies, is

thrown into turbulent city life. Winning performances by Joan

Cusack and Chris O'Donnell.

Craig Yoshihara
Opens citywide today FiaSllbaClC

Dennis Hopper stars as a 60s
radical who takes a FBI agent

played by Keifer Sutherland

back to life's basics. The com-
edy also features Carol Kane in

a hilarious portrait of an over-

grown flower child.

fune Pinheiro

Playing citywide.

Bruin

Currently at the Mann

Dawn of Sound: a Tribute to Vltaphone

The UCLA Film and Television Archive launches its series on the

vitaphone with a collection of vitaphone shorts and features

including Don Juan, A Women of Affairs, Old San Francisco,

and the The First Auto.
.

JillUger

Don Juan: Saturday, 7:30pm, A Women olMlaks: Sunday at 2pm, (Md San Francisco and
The Firsf Auto: Sunday^ 7:Xpm

Film

Sounds ^OOdl Film & TV archive salutes technology behind first talking films

By Jill Uger
Staff Writer

RLM: Dawn of Sound: A Tribute to Vitaphone. Fifteen films and numerous shorts
featuring Vitaphone technology. Series presented by the UCLA Film and Television
Archive, sponsored by AT&T and organized by the Museum of Modern Art in New
York. Begins tonrnjirow night at Melnitz, runs through Feb. 18. $5 general. $3
students and seniors. Call 206-FILM for info.

If Supennan had glided into New YotR City on a certain August even-
ing in 1926, his reception might have been remarkably blas6.

The summer premiere of Warner Brothers* Don Juan rendered

audiences so stunned and fascinated that one observer compared the

"phenomenon" he had just witnessed inside Warner's Theater to "a man
flying without wings." Another called the miracle "the nearest thing to

resurrection!"

The first film to feature a pre-recorded, synchronized musical score

instead of live orchestral accompaniment, Don Juan— in true cavalier

fashion — magnificently ushered in the era of talking pictures,

subsequently marking a significant turning point in motion picture

history.

The transition period between silent films and later 'all-talking' films

that utilized fully refined sound techniques is chronicled in The Dawn of
Sound: A Tribute to Vitaphone, presented by the UCLA Film and
Television Archive.

The Vitaphone prtx^ss, which enabled sound to be recorded,

reproduced on discs, synchronized with a projected image on a screen

and amplified throughout a theater, was the first commercially
triumphant process for production and exhibition of talking pictures.

Her tribute, which begins tomorrow night at Mebitz, will feature

Vitaphone films and shorts made in the late '20s and early '30s.

The idea for the series was conceived r^early three years ago when
accompanying soundtracks to several of the featured films were
discovered behind an tinmarked door at the Burbank Studios Sound
Department on the old Warner Bros, lot

The discovery launched a major collaborative effort on the part of the

UCLA archive and several other international archives to restore the

historically significant films. After reuniting discs with films,

preservationists worked to restore tattered footage, replace missing

frames and transfer the sound from the old discs to modem optical sound
tracks.

The scries, sponsored by AT&T and organized by New York's
Museum of Modem ^Xrt, includes not only the newly restored films and
shorts but also previously restored Vitaphone features.

Tomorrow night, the Archive will launch the series' national debut
with a recreation of the program presented the evening of Don Juan's
historical New York debut
The film, which stars John Barrymore and Mary Astor, will be

accompanied by an opening address by 1926 Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors president Will H. Hays and a number of musical shorts.

The technical wizardry that so dazzled 1926 audiences was initiated in

Greta Garbo andJotin Gilt>ert star in 'Woman of Affairs,' an early talkie ttiat utilized ttie Vitaptione process. Photo courtesy

of Turner Entertainment Company,

the early •20s by researchers at AT&T's Western Electric Company and
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Seeking to expand sound and telephone

technology, they discovered a process for reoH'ding, reproducing,

amplifying and synchronizing sound with a moving image on a screen.

Later deemed the Vitaphone process, the new system was peddled to

the motion picture industry.

Vitaphone initially appealed to studioAheater owner Sam Warner who
figured he and his brother stood to save bandies by replacing live musical

accompaniment with the recorded orchestral arrangements produced by
the system.

For a time^ Warner Bros, was the only studio to express interest in the

new technology, but after the resounding success ofDon Juan— which
marked the Vita4)hone's debut— other studios promptly fdlowed suit.

But the Vitaphone's popularity significantly waned after a sound-on-
film process was developed in 1927. Sound-on-film, which all the major

studios had adopted by 1931. made the Vitaphone's sound-on-disc

process seem even more clunlder and awkward than it already was.

See ARCHIVE, page 22

Stage

Novelist pens stories

to aid liomeless victims
Comic Warren Thomas leaves IIIp in stitches

By Kristen Linden

Contributor

BENEFIT: At My Place Sunday. Feb.
11. 2-3:30 pm. 1026 Wilshire Blvd.,

Santa Monica (213)451-8596. Admis-
sion is $3. Food bins are available for

donations. Beyond Baroque. Tuesday,
Feb. 13 at 8 pm at 681 Venice Blvd.
'213)822-3006.

When not teaching at UCLA,
working as a journalist at the LA.
Times or writing her fifth novel,

Carolyn See has been spending her

time organizing a program to help

the homeless.

It all began when she was
contacted by William Shore,

director of Share Our Strength (a

non-profit relief organization to

fight hunger, homelessness and
illiteracy), to donate a, short story

about the homeless to his book
project. Louder Than Words. All

proceeds will go to food banks,

shelters, and other agencies which
help the homeless around the

country.

"The main purpose of the stories

is to raise people's consciousness

about what it is like to be homeless,

hungry and/or illiterate," she said.

'*Tlie twenty two people wrote

. . . smashingly intelligent stories.

Only one of them, by Madison
Smartt Bell, is about what you
would think of as the homeless.

That is to say, a convict going

through the streets looking for his

addict girlfriend," See said.

^All thegc «toyiei are really

Compilad By: Jason S. Stewan ALBERT POON/OaUy Bruin CS^Olyn 006.
Tfiomas ponders Dan Ouayfe's presidentiaT

See SEE, page 22 potential. .

.

By Dimitri Negroponte

Contributor

Last night's Comedy At The
Coop featured Warren Thomas of

Showtime' s Comedy Night doing

routine comic surgery for 90
minutes on subjects from safe sex

to Dan Quayle.

"Fantasies are safe,** he said.

"Luckily, I won't have to call

Whitney Houston to lell her that

we might have some problems."

The next best things, of course, are

"dry kissing and phone sex."

Dan Quayle, on the other hand,

was labelled 'George Bush's

Insurance Policy' that allowed

Bush to travel even the worst

neighbourhoods without security

guards.

Thomas also lampooned media

depictions of blacks and the

campaign for the 'Uptown*
cigarettes campaign that was
targeted to black consumers. There

was a large audience that Thomas
eventually incorporated into his

act by exchanging barbs with

certain persistent hecklers— barbs

that made fun of everything from

their attire to their physical

resemblance to famous characters

like David Bowie, Bono and Idi

Amin. , .
and finds it to be rattier small.
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Stage

Igby's to host first ever free comedy seminar tiiis Saturday
By Jeff Krieger

Contributor

"What are you, some kind of comedian?"

Have any of your friends ever asked you that? Or have-

you ever watched Saturday Night Live and told yourself

you could be as funny as that?

Well, if you're interested in any aspect of comedy, you
might want to keep Saturday afternoon open.

Igby's Comedy Cabaret is hosting its first ever free

comedy seminar from 12:30 to 3:30pm on Saturday,

February 3rd.

The free seminar wilT be led by a panel of experts in the

entertainment industry, made up of agents, casting

directors, acting coaches, and comedians. They will cover a

wide scope of subjects including the writing and
performing of comedy, as well as the business aspects

behind it "How to Get From Stand-Up to Sit-Com" will be

a main topic of discussion.

The seminar was motivated by the number of increasing

jobs in comedy, according to Jan Maxwell Smith, owner of

Igby's. "We'll see many more fresh opportunities for

comics and their management teams to pitch new and

innovative programming for broadcast networks and cable

channels due to the growth in comedy."

Representatives from each of the main areas of comedy
will be on hand. Attending will be Danny Robinson, Head
of Comedy for Agency for the Performing Arts; Bob

Williams, President of Spotlight Management (a comedy
management firm); Bill Gross, Head of Comedy for Triad

Agency; Shana Landsburg, NBC Comedy Casting Direc-

tor; Peggy Klaus, Acting Coach (has coached performers

on The Cosby Show); Michael Levine, founder of Levine

Schneider Public Relations; Roger Wilco, producer of the

new radio comedy show Comedy Live; Michael Green from

Irvin Arthur Association (which represents Bobcat

Goldthwait).

Igby's, which is holding the seminar to help celebrate its

fifth anniversary, invites business students, actors, and

performers, as well as new and experienced comics to

attend.

Who knows, maybe you could be the next George Bums.
Say goodnight, Gracie.

REEE electronics

OLYMI'IC at WESTWOOD
2180 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

(213) 475'REES (7337)

o
N WESTWOOD BLVD. E

2

iL
2180 WESTWOOD BLVD

(2t3) 475-7337

Special Savings for ^
UOLA Students, Faculty, and Alumni

^3 HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP-32S Scientific
I'radltional Hewlett-Packard quality!

Thii is the lowest price calculator with

HP$ efficient RPN entry system.

Complex numben, inteeration, program-

ing, solve for any variable, more.

HP-Rebate
$20.00 off

$59.99

HP 171B-191B-285|

Other HP values

HP 20S Scien $39.95
HP 21S Stac $44.95
HP 22S Scien $44.95
HP 27S Scien $79.95

HP 28S Scien+pr... $184.95
HP 19B Fin.Prog.... $139.00
HP lOB Finan $39.95
HP 14B Finan $67.95,
HP printer $109.95

Canon Typest^r 7

i^tv?
pottabt'

, onW 6 V
$199.'*

Reg. $249.95

Letter

Quality

T/W

Amail r^ new
printhead rivals laser

printers. Has multiple tysestyles (up to

4X larger), phrase memcwy, and more!

Typestar 5

$129^5Factory Recond. <

PANASONIC
Microcassette

"N-iQs $3499

Microcassette with auto-

stop, cue/review, one touch
recording, pause.

Typewriters

Starting at

$15995

TIo5 PLUS 4^ iSSTRLMENTS

Scientific calculator for

college students. $18
Reg. $39.95

-10 digit LCD di^lay - 89 funcbotu

ificlude computer conversions, statistics,

trigonometry, algebra. - IS parentheses

levels. - AOStm - Statistical functions.

-Probability calculations. - 10 digit 12

exponent display. - Includes 2 button

cell batteries and guidebook. - Grey.-

3"H X 3.2"W X 5.5"D.

Other TI values

Tl 30 Stat $13.95
TI 36 Scienc $24.95
TI 68 Scient $51.95

Tl BA35 Finan $19.95
TI BA Solar ^m $39.95
TI Invest Anal $119.95

'°**°^»^S{^\^?^ Word Processor

PWP 7000

Reg. $895«

Model 7000LT Petfea for travelinc

executivei, bucincM people, commutcn, Kudenti,
and rvenonc elie on-che-go' Lighcwcicht, portable kcyboard/diiplay unit
with built-in ainying Kandic Advanced Smith Corona word proce*iin| (eaaira,
internal memory plui DatiDiik Moraoe and Daitywhecl leaer quality

prirver includeaf CoronaCalc iprcadineet ioftwarc available at extra coat.

. '..i' .

SMITH
CORONIK^

Basic Typewriter $149^^

SCM XL 1500
Wordprocessor ^ .

^ ^ ,

SCM PWP 2000 Jt>41"

Largest and best selection of calculators, typewriters,

telephones, answering machines. Fax machines, word processors, etc»

SALE! SALE! SAt£!

,7

1

STILL LOOKING?
Don't give up on the Daily Bruin

FAKE AD CONTEST

THIS IS REAL!
THIS IS NOT A FAI^ AD!

DISC-CONNECTION
HAS THE BEST DISCOUNT PIECES ON

CDS. LP'S, AND CASSETHCS

BEST USED AND PROMO CD'S
PRICED FROM $8.99 - .99 <^

WK AI.SO BUY YOUR UGLY AND UNWANTED
CD'S. LPS. AND CASSEITES FOR CASH! OR
MORE FOR CRFDIT!

10970 W. PICO BLVD., W. LA
208-7211 ^^

WW'O lil.OC KS WKSI ()!• niK WKSIMDI. PAVILION l'.M<KIN(V IN KKAKI

Grand Opening SPECIALS
OIIAI ITY FURNITURE AT DISCOUNT PRICES

Love S«at rag 179.90

CoffM Tdbi* r»g 109.99

Sln0l« SmI

End T«bt*

reg 109.99 sale $49.99

rag 99.99 Mia S4S.99

SALE
Plant Stand (brass)

Snack Table

Coat Rack [ ,

Phone Stand

Bar Stool ; '.

Student Desk

5 Drawer 29" Chest

Roll Away Bed

Twin Size w/S" Futon

5 pc Dinette

9 Drawer 5pc Bedroom Set

3 Pc Day Bed Set

Layaway • All Credit Cards Welcome • Instant

reg 14.99 $ 7.99

reg 19 99 $ 10.99

reg 24.99 $ 15.99

reg 25.99 $ 16.99

reg 69.99 $ 39.99

reg 99.99 $ 49.99

reg 99.99 $ 49.99

reg 159 99$ 99.99

reg 199 99 $11 9.99

reg 199 99 $11 9.99

reg 259 99 $159.99

reg 259 99 $169.99

Financing Available

TGF
FURNITURE & GIFTS 213/447-3173

12211 SarMa Mortica Blvd. Waal LA. (1 Mook wMI a* Bundy) .

Hotift: Moft.-Frt.10* Sel.t©-7 8«ft.t-» ——
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Film

Trini Alvarado and Bette Midlerplay mother and daughter in

'Stella.'

Stella's charm tested
by outmodeci stoiyline
By Jill L^ger

Staff Writer

RLM: StBlla. Directed by John Erman. Written by Robert Getchetl. Produced by
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Based on the novel, Stella Dallas by Olive Higgins Prouty. A
Touchstone release starring Bette Midler, John Goodman, Trini /Uvarado. Starts
today.

By 1990 standards, the story of Stella seems a trifle old fashioned.

These days, a seasoned, wise-cracking lower middle class dame seems
uncharacteristically starry-eyed and naive in believing that if only her

daughter marries well and is admitted into posh society, the young girl

will be happy.

It almost seems like she was plucked out of a 1920s novel or some-
thing.

Well, she was.

And the crux of Stella's tale, penned some 70 years ago by novelist

Olive Higgins Prouty, just doesn't have the decade-spanning durability

of the dropped-waist or the bob hairdo.

But that's not to say that Stella (the third flbn adaptation of Prouty's
novel, following a 1925 silent and a 1937 classic starring Barbara
Stanwyck) isn't highly entertaining fare.

On the contrary Stella screenwriter Robert (Sweet Dreams) Getchell
and director John (Roots) Erman have conspired to effectively jumpstart
the sleq)y tale with enough inspired dimension to almost mask its dated
elements.

Prouty's outmoded story line is underscored by the poignancy of its

core mother/daughter relationship — which the filmmakers and stars

Bette Midler and Trini Alvarado beautifully develop.

And while these efforts aren't enough to completely save Stella, they

do give the film considerable charm.

Getchell's version of the Stella story begins in 1969 with bartender
Stella entertaining the regulars with table-top dances and saucy banter.

When Stella's chaim woos Stephen Dallas (Stephen Collins), a med
student serving residency in her small town, the two begin a love affair,

initially delighting in their manifold differences. But when Stella

becomes pregnant and Stephen proposes, she refuses, telling him the

marriage would be like mixing oil and water.

Stephen moves to New York City to begin his career and Stella, too
proud to accq>t his financial offers, begins to raise alone her baby daught-
er Jenny.

"Jenny girl" is Stella's beloved darling for whom she envisions

nothing but the best. She's Stella's beautiful princess who stands the

chance to live the kind of life her rough-edged mama can only read about
in magazines.

As Jenny grows up, Stella tries her best to provide a suitable upbring-

ing. Peddling cosmetics door-to-door to earn a living, Stella sews Jenny
pretty dresses, frets over her distaste for wearing bras, warns her daughter
to steer clear of pot and dutifully sends Jenny off to New York on holi-

days to visit her father.

To their credit, Erman, Getchall, Midler and Alvarado pilot this

mother/daughter relationship far fit>m florid sentimentality.

Dozens of felicitous touches — Stella and Jenny's sweet acappella

duet of "California Dreamin' ," Stella's inability to read Jenny's

emotions unless she sees her daughter's face, Jenny's exasperation with

her mother's incessant need to make sure she doesn't "end up behind a

bar" -( add realism and depth to the relationship.
-^ Furthennore, Midler's Stella is entirely first rate and her chemistry

with the beautiful Alvarado facilitates an easy, loving rapport that is

highly believable.

Not so the film. _
Once the relationship develops, Stella's storyline begins to show its

age, and the film's events become completely implausible. Stella begins

to wonder if her own undignified past and manner might hinder Jenny's

chance at attaining the life Stella has always envisioned. Perhaps, she

thinks, Jenny would be better ofl living with her socially respectable

father and his wealthy fiancee (Marsha Mason).

It's curious why Stella wouldn't envision other avenues for Jenny.

Independent Stella (fond of saying * I can do it myself; I've got two
hands') never tries to boost Jenny's own independence. She doesn't try to

steer Jenny's education or career, she never even mentions college.

And for a do-as-ya-please lady who supposedly doesn't care what
anybody thinks (her best pal, played by John Goodman, is a slovenly bum
who makes Roseanne's Dan Conner seem downright sophisticated), her

concern with Jeimy's social standing seems terribly uncharacteristic.

The utter shame she feels (enough to consider sending Jenny to live

with her father) when she overhears two of Jcmny's fric«ds whispering

See 'STELLA,' page 23
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BLUE W GOLD HAIR SALON
Men's Cut

$5 off

M 208-5863

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

10*5<> Off Beauty Products
ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929

• CLTTS, PERMS, COLORS TANNING ROOM
• MANICURISTS, SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN, REDKEN, NEXUS. KMS, TRI, MASTEY, PAUL MITCHELL

Women's Cut
$5 off

10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD mVISA WILSHIRE

; UCLA MORTAR BOARD
APPLICATIONS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE,
~ ' 1206 MURPHY HALL

Mortar Board is a national senior honor society which recognizes scholarship, leadership, and
service to the campus community. Mortar Board programs include awarding of the annual
Faculty Excellence Award, publication of the UCLA Appointment Calendar, and participation

in various community service projects.

Requirements for application to Mortar Board include:

1) minimum 3.0 G.P.A. ..

2) at least 90 units completed at end of Fall 1989

3) graduation not sooner than Fall '90
' "'

4) demonstrated leadership and service

Mortar Board welcomes ALL qualified applicants.

Applications are due Friday, February 16 at 5 PM at

the Dean of Students Office, 1206 Murphy Hall iK

POST VALENTINE'S DAY PARTY!

•^ FRTOAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1990^
Karaoke Party! Free Hor d'oeuvres! Dancing!

Full Bar with I.D.!

Hyatt on Sunset
8401 Sunset Blvd.

656-1234

$7 cover charge, $5 before 10:30

Sponsered by:

Miller Lite

MOVE UP IN NURSMG.ANDM
THEWORLD. BEANAVYOmCER.
Ifyou want to make the most of

your potential, look into a career as

an officer in the Navy Nurse Corps.

You can move ahead fast

because Navy promotions empha-
size merit. And the opportunities

for specialization are just as diverse

as in civilian nursing. Nurse anes-

thetist, operating room, and obstet-

rics are just a few of the excellent

assignments available.

You also get the added responsi-

bility and leadership opportunity

that are yours as a Nnvv officei-

advantages that will move your
career along even faster.
'^—^ But that's not all. You'll be eam-^
ing a top salary with superb bene-
fits. And there's worldwide travel

should you choose an overseas

assignment after your first tour of ,

dut>. You'll earn 30 days' paid vaca-

tion annually and enjoy job security

that can't be beat.

To find out more about the Navy
Kurse Corps, call 1-800-252-0559
at no obligation, and start your
move up in the world today.

Come by and visit your Navy Representative. Lt. Jacqueline Kameth,
at the Nurse Career Fair on February 5th,
or call 213-298-6671 for more informaUon.

IIAVYNURSL You areTomorrow.
You are the Navy.

-i
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THE CENTER EOR
•ERFORMING ARTS

Art Ensemble of

Chicago/
Women of the Calabash

"Great Black Music:
Ancient to the Future"

Sat., Feb. 3 at 8:00 p.m.

A very special event in celebration of Black History Month. The
Art Ensemble of Chicago, the wonderfully spontaneous five-

man band, performs on a variety of exotic instruments.
Women of the Calabash sing traditional music of Africa, Latin

*"

America and the Carribean.

Wadsworth Theater $22,18:8*

CenterStage pre-performance lecture 7:00-7:30 p.m.

For more information/ ~
Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-9261
m

MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(t1 31 4M»4t31 • (71 4) 740-MM

'Students with full-time ID. Student tickets not available at TicketMaster. Rush at showtinrte
tor students and Sr. Citizens Oimited availability). Program, date, time ar>d price subject to

availability.

Co-produoed in conjurtction with ttte Outward Visions Touring Program and Musicians
United, Inc.

"A SPECTACLE THAT LEAVES
THEATERGOERS GASPING!"

People Magafine

''BRILLIANT! AN EVENT NO THEATER
LOVER SHOULD MISS!'l

|i>lin Krizani

.

Richard Rt>sf,

i,n^ ntj..,, Mdscs /ti.utmT, r-....i, 1-nj^,,.. l^»Ti-ncf IX Itufi ..^i liaiTii" WcxJtr

IL VITTORALE 2035 North HiRhUnd, Hollywood

TAMARA HOTLLNE (213) 851-9999
(Jroup Sales: Rosalie (818) 986-2*X)8

Tickets Also Available at TTcsva^^JSTw. MAY aMPMY AND MUSC PLUS

m }\ } I IN rhR\u//i '

BULLY BUCKS

TIRED OF U.S. CURRENCY
CONSTANTLY INFLATING?

TIRED OF CHARGE CARDS'
EXORBITANT INTEREST?

' ^if "-» -

TRY US!
BULLY BUCKS ARE NOT COUNTERFIET,
WE USE DIFFERENT PRESIDENTS.

LEGAL TENDERS, LTD.
^ - #

ARCHIVE
From page 19

Optical sound tracks were easiei

to edit than the discs, which, when
not breaking or wearing out,

needed to be changed every ten

minutes of film.

Despite her significant role in

the development of modern
motion pictures, Vitaphone— due
to the lirevity of her hey-day and
the formerly scarce number of
well-preserved, presentable Vita-

phone features— seemed doomed
for obscurity. But Dawn ofSound
promises to give the unsung hero

her due.

The s^es will continue Sunday
with a matinee of MGM*s first

sound feature White Shadows in

the South Seas and Greta Garbo
and John Gilbert in A Woman cf

Affmrs.

Sun. evening, the archive will

present Old San Francisco (1927)
witii Dolores Costello and The
First Auto (1927), written by
Darryl Zanuck.
The series, which will include

The Jazz Singer (1927) with Al
Jolson and the "first 100 Percent
AU Talking Picture" Ughts ofNew
York (1928), will run throu^i Feb.
18.

From page 18

about the weirdness of the Ameri-
can system. They're not what I

would call standard protest stories.

They're not about a mother and a
child standing in the doorway with

the rain coming down. They're

about how American life is so

random that ... a perfectly rea-

sonable person (can be sent) right

in the gutter anid not even know
what hit him," she said.

See's short story centers around
her father who was a journalist but

was so broke during the Depress-

ion that he literally had to steal

food off tables to survive.

See and others were concerned
that Louder Than Words didn't get

k)st in the sea of newly publislKd

works. Therefore, they decided to

present a series of events to

spotlight the problem of homeless-

ness and bring attention to the

book.

*'We wanted to get people to pay
attention and put their minds to

doing something innovative to

begin to take care of this problem
of homdessness. Once a problem
staits there's no law that says it has

to go on forever," she sakL
**We decided to put together a

week of events meant to appeal to

every generation There's

nothing that says we have to be
solemn and sad about helping 'the

homeless. We can attack the

problem without getting sad," said

Sec.

One of die activities See is most
excited about is called "At My
Place." DJ. Bonebrake of X and
Steve Wynn formerly of Dream
Syndicate will perform. Steve

Erickson of the LA. Weekly,

author Judith Freeman, See and
others will also attend.

Actresses Rosanna DeSoto
(Family Business) and Nichelle

Nichols (Uhura of Star Trek) will

appear at a reading and discussion

at the Midnight Special Bookstore

at 13S0 3rd St. Promenade on
Saturday, February 17 at 7:30 pm.
For more information, call 393-

2923.

See has Ibeen a professor at

UCLA for five to seven years

teaching creative vmting, Ameri-
can literature, Australian literature

and the Hollywood novel.

She is currentiy working on her

newest novel Making History__

•V-

See page 23

'STELLA'
From page 21

they'd shoot themselves if tiiey

had a moUier like that feels

unprecedented. Why would some-
one like Stella want Jenny to be
accepted by such vixen?

Certainly in the '20s, when
opportunities for women were
liinited, social alienation and old
maidhood could spell disaster. But
these days, social acceptance is

hardly Uie only paUi to happiness.
Still, this gaping discrq)ancy

could be forgiven if Stella's story

wasn't so seriously dramatized. If

-. the vile — and hopelessly con-
trived — whisperings of the
socially elite weren't intended to
evoke such a serious sense of
doom (andMf Uie Brownee boy-

X friend Stella would like Jenny to

marry wasn't such a stuffed shirt

stereotype) the fiUn might have
worked a little better.

Comedy may have provided a
more suitable medium. Or perhaps
animation.

Today, Stella's story feels more
like a fairy tale, anyway. And the
format would help to restore the
plausibility that time has stolen.

After all, in cartoons Cairy tales,

mamas do dream sparkly reveries
of fancy balls and handsome
princes for their daughters. And
what's more, they're always
awfully careful never ever to take
lighUy the power of evil, slanty-

eyed gossips.

Production of such a film
adaptation shouldn't be so diffi-

cult. The same company that made
Stella could pull it off quite easily,

in fact After all, isn't Touchstone
a subsidiary of Disney?

From page 22
V

which focuses on two men, one
who works well within the system
and one who does not. "It is about
two heroic guys and how they

weather hard times."

Her other books include The
Rest Is Done With Mirrors which
is about being a UCLA graduate

student. Mothers. Daughters, a

funny divorce novel, Rhine
Maidens which is a story about an
eno-getic, destructive mother and
Golden Days, an end of the world
novel with a happy ending.

Have you ever been

HARASSED,
ASSAULTED

OR
RAPED

at UCLA or in the Los
Angeles Communi-
ty? Together, UCLA's
feminist newsmaga-
zine needs conlribu-

tors for our
upcoming, special

issue on RAPE. If you
are interested in rais-

ing campus aware-

ness on this subject,

call Together at 206-

6168. Completely
confidential
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** UCLA SENIORS **

If you think you have what it takes, we have an
exceptional sales career opportunity for you.

ESCO Corporation is a 76 year old hi-tech metals industry leader seeking dynamic individuals who are motivated to
achieve success in today's fast-paced business worid.

The responsibilities of our Inside Sales team require excellent verbal and communication skills, and include
quoUng, buying, and selling of both stock and non-stock items, ranging from stainless steel fittings to 100 000
pound castings.

If you are a self-starter and have the ability to work effectively with a variety of people in a variety of situations
please send your resume to:

,

'

* John Bussman "
-

'

Inside Sales Manager • v

^ ESCO CORPORATION . .

.-- -— ->— ^^
6415 E. Corvette Street

Los Angeles, CA 90040 ^

(213) 722-0300 ^^

.>".

UCLA Samahaiig Filipino

proudly presents

Tuesday • February 6, 1990
6:30 RM.
Wadsworth Theater

FREE ADMISSION
TICKET REQUIRED: Free General AdmLision tickets will he availabU
beginning at 3:00 PM at the Wadsworth Box Office on the day of the
Program. (One person per ticket, please.)

ABSOLUTELY NO CAMERAS OR VIDEOTAPING ALLOWED.

For more information, call (213) UCLA-727 or 206-5999. _ _

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee ofthe Programs Activities Board, ASUCLA Board ofDirtctorslUSAC Program-
mngCommittte, and USAC Cultural Affairs.— ' ' - -- -"

-

—"-^ —^~ —

n
-A
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL
'You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

in order to determine eligibility.

'All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

u-^H^^: 'u^"i:ioi.. :':j 'u--^.

For only $239. Includes exain.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood
208-3011

Free 8

MAY 19TH. LA fashion show. Enter frae.

Exposure for all: designets; Hair designen,

models. Make-up artists, photographers, de-

partment stores, reenter, call (21 3)202-0537.

GOOD LVCK DANA
1990 NATIONAL FIGURE SKATING
CHAMPIONSHIP COMPETITION

We're with you 100%*

Do tricks! Good efifort! Go skate!

V

\

Miscellaneous

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

^^. LAKERS y,^^f.
\\^ \y face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Frn CMtvtry'i PhdompKy. Wt provtdt FREE DgUVKRY to «>wu M emmpuB. Wt o/ftr h»r4logtt malt
and prictM btlom mmrkH tc aU UCLA ttudtittt, itaff, mAd (leiJty. A^ •«>»«« mh» Aa« umd lu ttfwt mhM
Uuy miU l»U you Ott mmt, Utat •*•« U eonM* <o •«/ UCLA ilm»l§, tm cant *> *Ml. QM(m art /^^^. m
glut « a caU. Rtmmtktr to miUmtt ypu'n from UCLMIK

FAX # 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West HoUywood

ORESS MAKER: Blouses, skirts, dresses, etc.

Reasonable prices. (213)806-3095 or

(213)447-5612.

EXPERIENCED RIDERS only. Shaieboarder

wanted (or hunter/jumper in first-dass To-,,

panga stable. Available immediatel/.
(213)i617-155e.

FASHIONS in nvlmwcy. Models wanted for

free testing by International photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

FREE HAIRCUT by European styling team.

Rusk ti Roni Hair Salon. Off S»ita Monica.

You need to call today for a free haircut. All

work dorw by experterxred professionals only.

Call for consultation, no obligation. Free gil^ if

chosen. Call M>chelle.(21 3)453-5497. '
.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,

Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

RIDE NEEDED- Will pay to transport ten year

old girl. Weekends to Santa Barbara, and

return to LA for school on Monday. (805)

969-1636.

Congratulations

Lisa Bardon
on being selected the first ever

Violet and Rose Court Queen

of Sigma Phi Epsilon

your Alpha Phi sisters

giBk Bibles - Book
Gifts.

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Th-Sot 10 am - 11 pm. Sun 2-^

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

SM^. AU SS2S 13:1S.1

T»»« -^TTIr. We*
-Fri

tm aan i2:io-ia>

For irfoohalei or Mhiiili «h» have

(213) 3t7-tSM

Personal 10

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MJi. MFCC INTER IMF1 5339 SLID-

ING FEES. BRENTWOOD (213)336-1432/

VIROL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

HONDA ELITE- 80 v^ite, just tuned, runs ^^^^^^^^^
great. $900. OBO. Elite Deluxe 2m, red. Must QoOCi DeOiS
see. $900. (213) 824-5098. ^^^^^_^^_

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or

(818)992-6966.

BURGER KING I

900
I

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

462-2329 463^569

5 AZ Pledgesrg
1 more daylK
to go! See S
ya tonight
for some
Penguins

fun!!

^ & AKZ
jg

your studyS
buddie jli

wKh aCLA LD. exp.3/31/90 ffi^^^|j^ ^|^^^^

A0^s on ice!

Busses leave

from A0 at

11:45PM and
return at

2:30AM

I

I tOliiO Westwood
I

I ^""^s blvd

I STUDENT SPECIAL I

I

I

I

t

Alpha Chi
Omega

Congratulates

Shono Goer
(AXft)

artd Tom
Houcek

on their beauti-
ful promise.

We're so happy
for you I

All For $2.49

1

Whopper-Fries-Drink
|

f
5:00pm *til close
wKh aCLA I.D. exp.3/31/90

Kappa Delta
Congratulates

Allison Bibicoff

(KA)
and

Bruce Roberts
(lOE)

on their beautiful

pinning.

for you!

Kappa Delta
Congratulates

Laura
Gibbons (KA)

and

Paul Hertz

on their

pronnise.

We wish you
all the best!
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GROUNDHOG EXTRAVAGANZA
Fri. Feb. 2 at 525 Landfair

9pm - 1 am
•''<"•

Free cheeseballs for small rodents -

Invite only - Litde Sisters welcome f^
Unrelated attire requiredr

Michelene

Happy

2 Year

Anniversary!

Love,

David

Chrissy- /
Happy Groundhogs

Dayl
Good Luck in
8.L.C. - Add

KICK OFF THE WEEKEND RIGHT - WITH THE

Zn TURF CLUB

h'

COME FOR DINNER, DRINKS, AND MEET THE BROS. TONITE 5PM

To those closer ones love that is ever steadfast

V
! We can't wait to share our sisterhood with you.

Tonight at 7pm the long wait is finally over!

love & DKZ

KZ

.

Little Sisters and
Prospective Rushees

Welcome
— We leave at 11:30PM
For further info call 208-1477

Research Subjects 12 Research SiAjects 12

Little* Sisters Pre-Midlerm Basil

Xoniglmt
PARTY 8:00 |mii

n.J. \\\ S<M M> \M> MOTION I'lJOhM IIONS

All pi'<>s|MM*llvt' riisluM's Mt'looiue

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

[hOLA KATYA!
I

Ojal^ que disfrutes

l^^este dia en UCLA

Py te quiero. John

Reina AZ
You're almost there!

I'm so proud of you!

LYBS
Lisa

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.

in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Sharon P.

You're the

greatest little

sis anyone could

ask for. The big

^day is here!

ITA!

Kim K.

Sigma Chi
Thanks for our

**100*s Clur
exdiange.

AA/e had an
tncredtble

time!!

Reseorch Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBIECTS with asthma,

ages 12-79 intcretted in tryir^g new asthma

rnedicjlion compared to placebo. Involves

ofTicc visits in WLA. You will be paid for your

participation. (213)820-6574.

CRIME STUDY. Mugged, robbed, assualted

during 1985 1990? Make a difference. Partici-

pate. Brief (10 min) Completely confidential

questionnaire mailed to you. (213)391-9529.

'Hyptractive Boys with attentional problems,

7-1 1 yean needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 arxl a free dcvelopn>ental evalua-

tion (21 3)825-0392."

NEED SUBIECTS- 1 8 and olderwho have teeth

hypeneraitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Carwwt be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x

daily with assigned comnr>ercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eigN
week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

'rvkirmal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 yevs needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have

a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392."

NORMAL, healthy male aSul^Ti-ltywi
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects wilt be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBIECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection w^ich may
reduce pain and rH>ise. S1(X) received upon
contpletion. TM| x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Right handed
smoken, ages 21-30, who are low to moderate
users of alcohol ar>d caffeine are needed for an
experiment measuring simple problem-

solving. Smokers must have snfK>keid at least

one padt of 20 cigarettes per day for at lea<
the previous year. Subjects will be paid $20.00

for 2Vi hours. Leave message for Dr. Micheal

Lyvers at (818)344-3374.

««
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Research Subjects ^ 12 Help Wanted

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an

investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your tinw.

(213)820-6574.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beveily Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose welgnt.

Doctor reconnmended.
All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Accept All Vision Care Plans

Opportunities 26

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-time

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, {818)594-1057.

COLLEGE STUDEMTS
GET nnro commercials n^w!

"ON-CAMERA" - PRIVATE
TRAINING WITH MALLORY

SANDLER
(17 yean in commercialt)

CaU 459-7515

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
( 0' 'ilorrralioi

Ca't Anna
(8'B) 986 3883

Ih'Ojg^ioji I A beneli!

Iror^ your par^iC'pa'or

49M Van Nuyt Blvd Shirman Oakt

Reciivi a irM gift / your pre jtraen appi

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTING CLERK. WLA firm, PT,

20-25hrsAvk, deUil-oriented, CRT, 10 key by

touch, type mininfKim 30 word^in. Filing,

sorting, and some data entry. $5,504-, dep. exp.

Contact Darius, (213)390-9461.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, financial ser-

vices. Entry level. Comer willshireAxjrKiy.

Need self starter, wordperfect, database marv

agement, organizational skills. S9A>r, 20 hrs/

week. Flexible. (213)374-7494.

PART-TIME during school, fiilltlme duririg

vacatiom, expcrince rwt necessary. Apply in

person, Westwood Sporting Goods, 1065

Gayley Ave. Westwood Village.

ARTIST seeks females to rrKxlel fcx modem art

project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

ASST. I Positior>s-Excitin^ fast-paced Radiol-

ogy Personr>el. Typir^g, good corrwnunicationt,

filing, erryids, S5.44A>r. (213)825-5806.

ATTENTION; Earn rTX>ney typing at home.

$320O0/yr income potential. Deatils

(602)83ft-8e85. Ext TaOSO.

BOOKEEPER/ FILE CLERK to help lady with

SlO/hr. P/T, flexible, accounting
(213)478-5283.

BOOKKEEPING, no experience necessary.

Computer skills preferred, 5-10 hrs. a week in

Sherman Oaks. $6-9, depending.
(81lB501-n29.

CASHIER/ GROCERY CLERK. F/T or P/T even-

ings. 3pm-11pm. Day* to be arrang^.

(213)477-3216.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.

We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skiHs &
strengthen your resume

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206r2050

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day arxJ evenings.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B

(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

DRIVER-errands, occasional child pick-up.

Flexible hours, own car required. Approx. 4

hrs/wk. Salary open. (213)459-3323.

EARN EXTRA irKome processing mail at

home. Send SASE: RAB, Department DB, Box

5212, Culver City, CA 90231-5212.

ED. Prog. Aist. 11-Grad student to analyze

dept. educational needs. Schedule meetings -f

training sessions. Supervise, train Asst. I's in

creation ofed. material and programs. Operate

video camera. $11.49^r. Call lrer>e Copes.

Radiology Persorwiel ext.55806.

ENTREPENEURIAL dream $500-$5,000
fTKXTthly. P/T, F/r. Students welcon>e, rw

experience necessary-will train. Please call

(213)472-7703.

FEMALE ASSISTANT in gynecology office.

Part-time, in Westwood. Call (213)208-6765.

FEMALE model wanted to work with artist.

Atwaterilos Feliz area. Please leave nrtessage

(213)665-4046.

FILE CLERK and other duties, for entertainment

law firm. 1-6pm, M-F. Must be reliable and

organized. Ask for Lisa. (213)654-8833.

GALS and Guys • Four FA positiorv, major

investnr>ent corporation, downtown L.A. Bene-

fits plus tuition. $1300-$150(Vnr)o. Norma
(818)888-8620. Kitty Lee Personnel.

GENERAL OFFKI: P/T, flex hours. $7.5C^r,

Wilshir^/estwood. Word processing, accu-

rate typing. Spani*h bilincual a must.

(213)475-0481.

GENERAL OFFICE, Psychotherapist, P/T, near

campus. Word processing. Good English skills

required. Salary negotiable. (213)393-4585.

GENERAL OFFKIE: flexible, P/T, $€(/hr +
mileage. Hollywood. Computer firm, must

have car. (213)276-1868.

GENERAL OFFKT: Light typing, bookkeeping,

shipping duties. %7^. Flexible days, hours.

Will train. (213)651-1115.

HELP NEEDED to move boxes of medical

records and reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

$6.00/hr.. Culver City. Mrs. Griffin

(213)559-8823.

MANAGERS forgiris' soflball teams, needed to

rurv practice during week ind ant game on
weekend. Must know baseball.
(213)471-3226.

MARKET Discovery Credit Card on your

campus. Flexible hours. Eam as much as

SIOAir. Only ten positions available. Call

1-800-950-8472.

MODEL- Photographer seeks athletic female

for swimsuit and outdoor settings, send and

recent photo arxi telephone to Hiro, Studio

DNR. 1 3618 s. Normandie ave. Gardena, Ca.

90249. No experience required.

MODELS needed for Pacific Image swimwear
promotion. If you've got what It takes, give us a

call between 3-7p.m., Mon-Sat.
(818)760-7464.

OFFICE ASSISTANT-P/T, 20HRS/WK, FLEX

HRS. ibMH. Need agressive and enthusiastic

person for phone calling and solicitir^. Must

be hard worker. (213)205-0879.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development

company approx. 20hn/wk, S7/start, typing

esaerttial. Leasing department ask for Sheryl,

(213)820-5891.

PARALEGAL needed by Santa Monica Law
Firm. Full-time. Resume to: 1453 A 14th St.,

#213, S^ta Monica 90404.

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSFFRDNS. You
may e»ily make $40(ywk Authorized EPSOM
product re-seller looking for people interested

in pursuing a career in marketing. Our well

krwwn fax machines, printers, computers.

We'll provide you w/a path of growth vwll into

the future, kiterested parties please call Mr. S.

Lee at (213)487-0406.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, flexible hours.

$6Air. Wilshir^airfax area. No experierve

nece«ary, will train. (213)933-7548.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
Village. (213)824^372.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

$5.0C^. Raise alter 1 nr>onth. Interest/ know-

ledge in films prcfierred. Videotequc. Paul/

Dennis (213)824.9922.

PA RETAIL SALES (or boutique in Brentwood.

Great job with flexible hours. ExperierKe only.

lackte (213)826-7446.

RECEPTKDNIST, PA, Tue.-Fri. Brentwood. Re-

liable. (213)476-4404.

RECEPTK>NiSTVSALES ASSISTANTS- FA-PA
flex, $6^ to start. Greet customers, write

tickets, gh« info., contputer register, some
light paper work, light housekeeping duties.

Sales experience prelerred. Bcrwfits available.

Own car. (213) 829-7629.

RECEPTIONIST/CENERAL OfFKX- Flex, hrs.,

$6.00^. Small friendly law firm, century city.

Antwerlr)g phones, filirtg, xeroxing. (213)

277-3336.

RESUME CLASSIFiet/COMPUTER DATA EN-

TRY, minimum of 20hnAvl(, $6^, Marina Del

Rey. Person wHh some er^inaering, technical,

or computer educatton. Gill Charles or Oave
(213)395-8834.

SECRETARY/INSURANCE billing. PA, pertm-

n&rk kA-)N-f, 1-7pm. Holistic Chiropractic

offwai. Wotid tMect a mmt (21 3)450-4555

SKiKTARY. m 3-4 days/wk - aflemoor».

WLA, %7fiv. Gen. office Experianced office

woHwf. Valet parktr^. (213)208-4828 be-

tween S-8.
"

SCCRETARV ?>ecded for puUishers rep. firm.

Tu«». Thur», 1 2:30-4:30, Cher (21 3)471 -3630.

•tiif ,f
,
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DRIVERS WANTED
Earn $7 to $10 an hour. Morning and evening

shifts available. Flexible hours.

PIZZA DELIVERY 824-5000

$2.00 OFF
One coupon per pizza

I Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

$1.00 OFF
One coupon per pizza

Z Fast, Free Delivery

t^^L^^r I 1371 Westwood Blvd

'^ I824.SOOO -^'

I

I

I

I

Sproul Hall Dining Services

$6.34/hr
We work around your school

schedule
very flexible hours

leads to career advancement
—- no experience necessary
must be a UCLA Registered Student

Call 825-2074

Stop by Sproul Hall Food Service

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

Temporary help needed
for busy florist Feb 5 to

14. Good phone skills,

will train. Contact Maria

or Diane at 273-4545.

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. rfwwt, film, & oommM'cialt.

All ty^M, la^O yra. urn •Mlr> n
R» tool CiMliwa CMling

(213)466-7319

GEOSGESON & COMPANY

A wall street fiitanciiil

coa$u]tm£ firm $eek&
indhruitials with excellent

communlcatioQ skUi$ ds
"prosy salidtors.* Ceiitury

City location. Require
l^joiance. Business or
Eoononfucs background.
$10 per hour. Call 213-

489-7000, Ask for Jame$ or
Ojannaine..

SECRETAKY/Clcrical, P/T, MWF, light word

procMting, gerwral ofTicc, flexible hours.

$6.S0/(tart. Ircntwood CPA's.
(213)626-1380.

SHIPPirMG SUPERVISOR. Fast-paced shipping

department in WLA Mcking detail-oriented,

with mlninwjm 3-yr» experierKe. UPS, Next

and Second Day, and Truck. Articulate in

cuitomcr relations. CRT, type minin>um 30

wordi^in. S7*, dep. exp. CorHact Oarius

(213)390-9461.

SUMMER )OBS OUTOOORS. Over S,000

openingsl National parks, forests, fire crews.

Send sUmp for int details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,

KallspeH, MT 59901.
^

TKXET MASTER is seeking to fill a part lime

position in our Marketing Departnrwnt. Must be

available 3-5 days a wedc, approx. 20h(s. StfMJ

i«sume to :P.O. Box 76633, LA.,Ca. 90005.

ATT: Maty Olson.

TROPtCAiy BEACH RESORTS HIRING. Are

you tired of the tame dull summer job? Resorts

rww Nriog for seasonal ar>d career opportuni-

tfer. Caff (303)444-5585.
'

UCLA WORK STUDY STUDENTS in health

care fteU. We need you to interview patients

being difd^ged from LKXA, al a part of our

new discharge pr<^afn. 5-10 hrsAvk.

$6.67-$10.0S^r. Contact Cay Lannon, Adm.
& Reg. Dept. (213)625-0649.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• FuU A Part-Ume * V_
• Flexible Hour* • \
•Lou of Woif

* Men. Women. Students, etc.
*

CaU C213) 453-1817

RESEARCH WANTED
Mature Grad

Student to research

diet and weight loss

market, then help

recommend safe

weight loss pill from

oriental herbs.

E. Brown 452-2102

SUMMER X>B8
cotJNiaoRt • BOVB CM», wjiASS/ omis^

CAMP MAMe
TOP SAURY, mnnkwrnm, TRAva al-

lowance. MUST LOVE nOS AND HAVE 8KLL
IN ONE OF THE POLLOMNG ACnVmB:

ARCHERY, ARTS A CRAFfS, BASEBALL, BA^

SKETBALL, BICYCUNG, CHEERLEAOMG, DANCE.

DRAMA DRUMS, FENCWQ. GOLF, GUITAR,

GYMfMBTCS, HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.

LACROSSE, NATliRE, NURSES, PHOTOGRAPHY^
PtANOfRAOO, ROCHETIV. ROP0, SAitfOARi^m SAIUNG. S&SA, SOCCER. TENN6.

TRACK. WJSI , wmm WEIGHTS, WOOD
WE vMi BE ON cmmm TRimsoAY, ttemy
tm tmmM umm • siqopm in t»c

m ttfitrtn rrtrrca-' m iimtm lhi fCtt AM BL.
> IWIUWIWI vCnlcn* lU iMMt %fr- r\)n nn iw
TERVCWr. OOHlACi im MAIN lNFORMATK)N

COUNTER

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challenging lega!

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Centupy Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

DELIVERY DRIVERS
WANTED FEB 13 AND 14

MUST HAVE OWN CAR
AND INSURANCE CALL ^

FOR DETAILS 273-4545 ASK
FOR MARIA OR DIANE

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK, & SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin

immediately. Experience preferred. 461-3651

Maureen.

VARSITY SWIM, TRACK, & SOFTBALL
COACHES NEEDED. High school girls. Begin

immediately. Experierxx preferred. 461-3651

Maureen.

WANTED couple for live-in position in Beverly

Hills home. (North of Surwer) Harviy person

crrarwls and house keeping. Part-time only. In

exchange for guest apartment and salary.

According to working hours. RefererKes re-

quired. Car needed. Write P.O. Box AB
Beverly Hills, CA 90213.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books. Magazine articles,

(213)206-5126. Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

PHYSICIAN HOLISTIC

Multi-faceted practice

in Beverly Hills is

currently looking for a
licensed M.O. to join

us and share in our
exciting future & our

commitment to

offering the highest

level of patient care

and services.

Call (213) 661-4531
for interview.

TEACHER ASSISTANT, flexible hours, must

ha¥B ECE units or recreation units. Wbrkir>g

with children with arts ar>d crafts and supervis-

if^. (213)287-1166.

TEACHER: P.E., special education SEO/LD,

junior high and high school. Part-time or

full-tinf>e. Credential required. Coed ber>efits.

Ctearview School, WIA (213)476-2566.

WESTWOOD ViaACE denlaf office needs

asftlstanl to offtcc mar\ager. Up to 16 hr^rwk,

days and hours flexible. Typing skills re-

quired.S6.50 to start. (213)206-3560.

-
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ARCHITECTURAL OR DRAFTS PERSON. Call

Ciiberto (213)471-6996.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Hi-tech Design Santa

Monica Design firm wants a bright, energetic

office assistant. Will be assigned a PC to learn

and use business software. Responsible for:

Filing, greeting clients, light phones, and
errarKls. Full-time prefer - Flexible hours. Must
have car. Phone Marge, SyncrDyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only

SALEVMARKETING, successful delivery com-

pany is seeking 2 aggressive, hardworking

individuals to work F/T developing new busi-

ness in downtown LA. Outside sales experi-

ence helpful. College graduate preferred. Earn-

ing potential $45,000 1 st yr. Salary + benefits.

(21 3)250-9945.

Internships

PR INTERNSHIP: entertainment/ corporate PR
firm seeks intern, 12-15 hrVwk. Fast-paced

environment, must be detail-oriented and

articulate. No pay, great experience, possible

crediU. Contact Trisha (213)550-3922.

Ctilld Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER, Saturday nights-. References re-

quired. Laur^ Canyon. Must drive. $6/hr.

(213)656-2453, call after 6pm.

BABYSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER- For 1 year old

baby girl. M-F. References. (213)657-4833.

BABYSITTER to help Dad wAwo small children

when Mom is out of town. Average, 2 dayV
wk., 4-8pm. Need own transportation.

(213)275-4685.

CHILDCARE w/car for girl 8, 3-4 daysAvk.

3:3O-6:30pm. Wcstside. RefererKes & insur-

ance req. iftft^r. + mileage. (21 3)578-5452 day
Af ^(21 3)397-1 993 eves.

CHIL(XARE for 3 and 5 year old, plus light

housekeeping, in Brentwood. Two afterrxmns

minimum, plus flexibility to work evenings and
weekends. Must drive, have experience, and

tocal references. (213)471-0915.

NEED babysitter-driver from Brentwood to

Northridge 2:30-5 :30pm 5/90. For 2 boys.

(213)476-4649.

TEACHER for gifted 5 yr. old. Car required.

15-20 hrs/wk. (213)273-1666.

T-TH, 2:1 5-5:1 5; nujst have car and irwurarwe,

near campus, great pay. Call eves. 6-9.

(213)475-6293.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 At 2 BEDROOM, beginning at $1 60G^o. up
to $2000. One year lease. Charming in

Mmoded sight. Great location. Near campus.
Lorene Sdiuler. Norton Realtors. Office

(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-6396
evenings.

1 -BEDROOM. $62S^tM)nth, first nrwnth 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minues to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palnrw

(213)636-6136.

1 -BEDROOM. S62S/nrM>. First month 50% off.

Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only 10
minutes to campus. 3545 Jasnunc Palms
(213)636-6136.

1-MM.E to campus, BrentWDod adjacent, large

1-bdrm, $700. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

5 miles from LCLA 1 -bedroom, $650- and
large single $575 available. Near tramporta-

tion, restaurants, mall. (616)769-0262.

650 LANDFAR APT. 1 block from UCLA
$25(ymo. utilities included. Kathryn and NitU
(213)624-5747.

BH adjacent, rerKiv^ed, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceillr^ central air artd heat, washer,

diyer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable

(T.V., garage. $1025. (616)960-2951.

^ENTWCXX), great guesthouse studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced rent in exchange for driving

children in afterrxxim arxi early evenings.

(213)472-6215, (213)472-2167, evenings.

FURNISHED BACHELOR. Includes all utili-

ties. $595. Private separate garage, $1 00. Walk
to UCLA. 10990 Strathmofe. (213)395-2903.

PALMS 2-BED/2 BATH- $935, alarm, A^,
quiet, two years old, minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms. (213) 836-5039.

PALMS. 2-bedroom $795. Pool, parking, laun-

dry, appliances. No pels. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS, $69SAtm>. 2 •»- 2. New upper. All

amenities including balcony, skylight, fire-

place, gated parkir^g, quiet street, easy freeway

access. (213)390-5996.

SANTA MONICA 1 -bed 2-bath, k>ft. 2 parking

spacJes, new, volume, cielings, quiet.

$1295/nf>onth. (213)473-4272.

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath— $1300

All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshlre-BL

474-6483.

Ar Pledges:
This is It!! TONIGHT is

^ your 9^eaf\L night!!-^

See you at the house!!

WESTWOOD,. $995/up. 2-bedroom$/
2-bathroonr>s. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

IVt miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-
ment (213)475-6165.

34 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1795/mo. (213)473-4272.

SPACIOUS, furnished. Single on Gayley. Sec.

bidng., 3 people ok, $795/mo. Call

(213)208-6310. Evenings or (213)206-6002
day. Ask for Alicia or Angelica.

SPACIOUS studio $500/mo. Room for couple.

Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to

campus. Security building. Unfurnished.
(213)939-8017.

UCLA University apartments for rent!! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)625-2293 or

(213)825-6496.

VAN NUYS-1 5 minutes to campus, only 9
miles. Good area. 2-bed/VA bath. 2 story

townhouse. S705/mo. Security, gated parking.

(213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A/C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry, freshly
painted.(21 3)279-1867.

LANDFAIR APARTMENT SBOO/mo., one-
bedroom, killer apt. w/a view. Parking, laun-

dry, security deposit $400. Call Mike.
(805)646-8855.

WESTWOOD Spacious 2-bed. 2 blocks from
UCLA. Covered parking. Short term lease

available. Anne (213)208-6020.

VW'ALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator •dishwasher-
huge close,t"

controlled entry
7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

WESTWOOD
1 Blk from campus
NEW BUILDING

2 Bed/2 Bath
Gas, fireplace,

— appliances, roof-top

spa, controUed
access building.

$1420. (213)824-7409.

430 K^lton Avenue

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secort Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 stucients

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

Palms
$850 1 bwl^l bath

$1025 1 becVI bath plus loft

$1050 2 bed/2 bath

$1205 2 bed/2 bath plus den
Beautifully decorated, a/c. security gated, built-in

stove, dishwasher. Open house Saturday 10-2 at

3717 Yinton /104.

1 mo. FREE RENT with one year lease.

838-6516 (mgr.) 478-4558 (otfice)

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Ad something
BOX ART

f1

Valentine's Day • • •

Send your love in a Daily Bruin Valentine.
16

f5

f3

Daily Bruin Valentines Issue --February 14
Classified Display Deadline - February 9 - 4pm
Classified Line Deadline -- February 13-noon

17

111

NAME

no ADDRESS

CITY ZIP
a;

N

PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

CHECK_f^ MC/VISA.

PHONE

CARD NO.:.

EXP. DATE (Exp. date rrxjst be incKjcled)

REG. CARD. AMOUNT $.

BOX NUMBER.1
Don't forget to Mcaie what size you want!!!!! Box Art is at)ove!

****
Don't forget to enclose payment and any necessary artwork or special ^
instructions. Please note which box art you want to appear in your ad ^

Prices:

Students: $a^col inch

Locally: $9.45/col inch

Color;

$2 for 1 to 3 column inches

$5 for ads larger than

3 column inches

This Is 1 column inch
2" by 1"

No more than 20 words per

(X)lumn inch, please

Please drop this form off at the Classified Window - 112 Kerckhoff Hall 825-2221
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfumistied 52 Apts. to Stiore

|U>RTHRIDQE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.

Free brochure. Northridge
Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,

Narthrtdoe. CA 91325
(818)8M-1717

WESTWOOO, $1050. Fireplace, rtove, re-

frigerator. Charming quiet neighborhood. Call

(213)658-6339.

WLA, 1 -bedroom. Appliances, upper with

balcony, refrigerator, carpets, drapes. No pets.

To lease, call (213)476-7116.

Vacation Rentals 53

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rouTKled by pines. Fully equipped, close to

evcfythinit, reasonable rates. (21 3)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare 54

WLA, $1400, 3-bedroonV2'A -bath town-
house, near UCLA housing, 3310 South Se-

pulveda, #4. Refrigerator, w/d.
(213)390-5883.

•'

WLA. %720/KVD. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,

drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry.

1833 Corinth. (213)826-6907.

Apartments Furnistied 50

Santa Monica $1300 Wilshire^Sth, Sunny,

quiet, spacious, 2-f2 furnished sublet, steps to

beach. (213)394-2682.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-bloclg from campus. (213)824-0181.

WLA. 1 -bedroom apt. furnished, very nice &
large. Balcony, 1st floor. Federal Ave, $725.
(213)479-8399.

Apts. Unfumishied 52

WESTWOOD. $995. Large 2-bed, 2-bath,

wetbar, balcony, new carpets and levelors,

evenings. (213)444-7378.

BRENTWOOD. $43(ymo. Large, sunny apart-

ment. Fireplace, norvsmoker, available Febru-

ary 28th. Ask for Susan at (213)820-8443.

BRENTWOOD, beautiful, 1 -bedroom, pool,

fully furnished, complete entertainnrtent sys-

tem. 1 mile from LXILA. 2 blocks from moms.
Month to nrKWYth basis. $35(ymo plus deposit.

Call 447-8077 from 9-5, 447-2964 alter 5.

Must like cats.

BRENTWOOD. Young married couple has

spacious 2-bedroom to share with quiet,

studious female. Minutes from campus, $435.

(213)82fr-6057. Available now.

BRENTWOOD, female, share spacious master

bedroom, security building, parking, close to

buslines, only $265/nx). (213)820-7515.

BRENTWOOD. 3-bedroom; own room &
private b^h. $450. Non-smoker. Leave mes-
sage, (213)820-9660.

BRENTWOOD condo to share with lady,

2-bedroorV2-bathroom, furnished. $595. Call

mornings (213)472-2647.

CULVER CITY. Feb. 1st. 2 female roommates
wanted for 3-bedroom apartment. $39(yeach.

Great location. (213)568-8966.

FEMALE: SHARE 1 -bedroom apartment on
Cayley. Security, parking. Great building

quiet roommates. Available now. $425-Mec.
(213)824-2750.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 FHecess
5 Hit hard

10 Wrench
14 Knave
15 Entertair>er

16 Melody
17 Actually

20 Agt.

21 Thmg
22 Parlor piece
23 Coaster
24 Hand tool

25 Moored
28 Draw out
32 Angered
33 Birds

34 Calamity
35 Hit blow
36 Small change
37 Chafe
38 Contacted
39 Singsong
40 Noel
41 Follower
43 Overlays
44 Beholds
45 Enjoy
46 Beetle
49 Actuate
50 Golf problem
53 Births, etc.

56 Emend
57 Archangel
58 At the peak
59 Halter

60 Medicine
61 Gainsay

DOWN
1 In the

A T T A R

1
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1
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A N D E s ^H 1 N S T E P ^1
S K E L E T O N S

1

N E R S
E L A

1
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distance
2 Be a model
3 Clear>ef

4 Tree
5 Stroked
6 Behaved
7 Plant part
8 "High — ••

9 Deteri-

orations
10 House member
1

1

He was: Lat.

12 Elegant
13 Fruit

18 Suffered
19 Fabrics
23 Turn aside
24 Facade
25 Play
26 Lubricated
27 Tweed, e.g.

28 Cusp
29 Informed
30 Blush
31 Relates
33 Bank deals
36 Gladdens
37 Awarded
39 Fishing gear
40 Inlets

42 Will word
43 Pettifogs

45 Hostelry
46 Always
47 Venice beach
48 On tiptoe

49 Metal garb
50 Rock: suff.

51 Image
52 Detect
54 Three: pref.

55 Young one
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MALE ROOMMATE. 1 -bedroom with kitchen

and bathroom. Near IXTLA. $262.00/mo.
Please call (213)207-6585.

MARINA DEL REY, S600/mo. Own room, bath
in 2-bedroom apartmerM. Security, tennis,

pool, gym, view. Immediate occupancy. H/S.

(213)57S-6635. *

PALMS, rwn-smoking, t«M>-bedroom, two-
bath, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, barbeque, parking.

$495/mo. Call Charles at (213)559-5690.

ROOMMATE (FEMALQ wanted to share two-
bedroom, one-bath with two UCLA girls. 660
Veteran #225. (213)206-5963.

SANTA MONICA 2-bed/ 1-bath. Walk to

beach. Mature, friendly. Parking, laundry.

Suzane (213)396-0676.

WLA, $375 -« 'A utilities, 1 room available in

2-bed^-bath. Near Westside Pavitlion. Non-
smoker. Frank (213)475-0312.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD. $240(yMO. 3-bdrm/2-bath,

security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzl, 2-car garage. (21 3)626-6907.

ENCINO: $290(VWmth. South og the blvd.

secluded. 3-f3 family/dining room, pool, wet
bar. Great for faculty. (618)965-4757.
(616)345-1442.

FURNISHED near UCLA. 2-bedroom, 2-bath.

1661 Federal Ave. Washer/dryer, fenced yard.

$1500. (213)454-2722.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrnV
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-

ple please contact (616)668-2224.

SANTA MONICA, $1400. 2-be«V2-bath, 2
patios, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/
dryer, large yard. Sale possible.
(213)396-9303.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

1

3 stoxy towniiomes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove.

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

I

laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks

I

•10- 15 mln. from
campus

•6 models to choose
from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house~~ ^ours or
~

—

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Bfanagement

House for Shore 57

SHARE large, clean, 3-bedroom houK with 2

«M)men (over 25), ar>d two dogs. Culver City,

very cor^ver^ient to UCLA. Avail. r>ow.

$4O0/mo. includir>g utilities. Call anytime.

Leave message. (213)638-0342.

VENICE, $465. Own room in 3-bedroom
house. Block to beach, «vood fkxKs, deck, bus.

(213)392-0220.

WESTWOOO, $450, own bedroom and bath,

available immediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2206.

Housirtg Needed 60

FILM PERSON needs placc^haic. S3S0fmo.
(213)e59-466».

HOUSE/CONOO WANTED beginnir^ Vl/M
for 1 2-1 S momhs. Need 3 bedrooms in WLA.
UCLA Prof. (213MS9-3323.

Real Estate 61

ATTINTION- government homes from
$iaj-r«pair). EMinquwil tax property. Repot-
swkMS. Call 1-602-838-M85 •tdMSO.

54 Room/Board for Help 62 Sublet 66/
FOREIGN EXCHANGE STUDENT looking for

room and board for work (full-time) from July

through December 1990. (213)451-0055.

TWO blocks from campus. Help wHh boys 7
and' 6. Light housekeeping. Salary.
(213)474-0555.

WESTWOOO: Lovely room in beautiful

house. Walk to UCLA. Free rent in exchange
for light cooking and housekeeping.
(213)476-5164. (213)474-2335.

Room for Help 63

BRENTWOOD, great guesthouse studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced rent in exchar^e for driving

chiklren in alterrwons and early evenings.

(213)472-8215, (213)472-2167, evenings.

PAOFIC PALASADES. Private studio apart-

merA exchange for house cleaning, driven

license essential, hours flexible.
(213)454-3194. 10 minutes to UCLA.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Private roonV bath

available to responsible, hard-workir>g penon.
Duties include: caring for three days, running

errarxls ancVor housecleaning. Call Bob or

Cindy. (213)659-6904.

Room for Rent 64

1 -BEDROOM with private bathroom, nice

family, Windsor Village, easy Wilshire access,

(213)938-4276. _^
BEVERLY HILLS, $425, room »id bath in

fovely home, light kitchien privleges, parking.

Call (213)271-6611.

BEVERLY HILLS Single room «iiith view. Beaut-

iful, luxury mansion-apartment. Available

now. $395 •• utilities. (213)277-5273.

NEAR UCLA, kieai for LXIA students/faculty.

Lovely home, large room, pool. Available

now. $47(Vmo. (213)476-2066.

NEAR Westwood, bus, security corxJo, private

room ind bath, furnished, kichen, laundry

priveledge, $450 (213)475-4606.

WLA, $40G^mo. Own Room, bath, kitchen

privledges. 17 miles to IXLA. Near bus.

Non-smoker. (213)477-7831.

Roommates ^5^

AVAILABLE NOW Priavte room and bath in

luxury apartment. Quiet street, security build-

ing, all amenities. 2 miles from campus.
$495^Ww, negotiable. (213)476-6622.

BREI^TWOOD. Beautiful large apartment.

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atnyxphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1-9pm.
(213)447-2505.

BRENTWOOD. Own roomAMth in 2-bed/
2-bth apartment. Luxury high-rise, 24th floor.

Underground parking available, unfumishad.

$50(VWm> plus $250 deposit and half utilities.

Live with a male professional (21 3)478-3542.
Leave message. Available February or March.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bth, $312.5Q/mo.
Share big room with lots of luxuries.

(213)472-7465.

CONVENCNT-University apartment-$256.
Free shuttle to school. 2-bed/2-bath. Wash,
pool, parking. Rhonda (213)391-4004.

FEMALE owm room two bedroom one bath

near campus $40O4-'A LHil, $400 sec. Arlene

(213)473-6490.

FEMALE roommate rweded. Share room in

spacious apartment across from UCLA.
$310/mo. Non-smoking. (213)208-4050,
(213)430-4628.

LUXURY: own master bedroomAiathroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. Open-minded, $600

deposit, furnished. (213)935-5800.

OWN ROOM, $475 WL^ Large, nice furn-

ished, upper, pool, laurwiry, share bath. Fe-

male only. (21 3)559-8066. °

ROOM TO SHARE in Westwood! 2-bed,

2-bath; BrigN apt. w/ great view; washer/dryer,

big furnished rooms, Jacuzzi; sundeck; parking

If needed. Febuary rent free; can move In

ASAP. $450. Call:626-3055.

SANTA MONICA, $425/mo. Furnished,
bright, easygoing environment in a 3-bc(V
1 'A -bath home. Close to beach-shopping, and
bus to UCLA. (213)399-7160.

SANTA MOf4CA. $55(VWw. Own room in

3-bedroom secure condo. Walk to beach,
buslines. Parking. (213)394-7519.

WESTWOOD, 2 males wanted to share

2-b(y2-bth, large apartment. 5 minutes to

campus. )acuzzi, pool, parking spot. To share

with 2 freshman males. (213)208-4207.

WESTWOOO-needed 2 roommates to shve
2-be<V2-bath apt., rtew security building firc-

placa, central air^wat, balcony, parking. Near
lX:LA.$331.2SAhare, $662.S(Vown room.
Mike, P«er (213)474-4068 leave mess^e.

WESTWOOD spacious 2-bcdroonV2 bath,

fireplace, balcony, and security parking. Male
or female, norvsmokcr. DeposH $475. Rent

$500 (small room), $550 (l«y noiri. CaU
Raymond (213)474-127».

YOUNG professional rtccds responsible

roommate, Paims area, omm robm A bath,

non-wnokcr. $548. (213)839-7104.

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

CcTKlos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD. 2-t-2, full amenitfes, $1500, 1

or 2yr tease. Call Rosemary (213)475-8064.

CULVER CITY, &1 JSOfmo, newly redecorated

townhouse, 3-bedroom, den, 2'A -bath, pool.

(213)281-6312 (day), (21 3)545- 7554(eve).

WESTWOOD. $120(Vhw. 2-bdrm/2-bath +
den -f fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376.1062.

Flylng/Porochuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-S26-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

Child Core 90

EXPERIENCED & LICENSED family day care

provider. Morxiay to Friday. Has references.

Call (213)452-7597.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-)
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and:
save money. (213)620-4839. i

Auto/Home/Commerctal jL^
WostwoodiWilshira Offca T

312-0202 »-
1317 Wastwood Bhrd ^a
(2 t><ks So of Wilshire) W"

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!

^ ititifkitifkitifkifk-kifk-k-kifk-41^« n • n n n n n .

-It'

bf?;t pricf in<^ agency
•*•••*••*••••••••*•

?? Nee(j Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service k Rates.

Ask For Johnny Soh
V^J. Imamnee Afeney

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

IIL M,

Auto Insurance

Why pay morel.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ncelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

U4-7Z6S

t

Insurance 91 Tutoring Offered

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum iiability required

by law.

Example: female 21 arxi
over $575/yr.; ferrKile

under 21 . rrKile ur»der 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7061

or 475-8355

Movers 94

GRECS moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizlng in student moves. 24hr. (213)281-8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26lt. truck.

WRrriNC TUTOR. Will help «vith term papers,

and study skill. Anne (213)859 2293,
meMaae.

TUTORING
All subjects pkjs LSAT.GMAT,

orxJ GRE. Free 1 hour lesson wltt^

od.IVY league grodi. Stamford P
(213)271-5181.

Tutoring Needed
ENGLISH CONVERSATION. Miomatic Ameri-
can English. In Taiwan. (818)288-7583, Mr.
Ma. ^^^
TUTOR for Iburth grader in reading ar>d

writing, Beverly Hills, $6^f, 2-3 aftemoonV
wk. Gina or Mary, (213)274-5717.

TUTOR NEEDED for GMAT preparation. Pre-

fer MBA student. References required. Call

(213)464-1333, Sue T.

Typing 100

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dormf Don't

Miss Phone CallsOwn a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipment necesary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

Sen^ices Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your paper. (213)559-1890.

EDITING, etc.. ASSISTANT all levels, all sub-

jects foreign students welcome. Call Research

Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultary/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)206-4353.

VOICE MAIL, private 24-hour answering ser-

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.

(818)594-1974.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
Ail subjects. Theaea,

PropoMb and Books. 1

Wekpme. Sharon Bear, PhD.

rtatifloa,

Studenta
13) 47D-«6CX

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

FRENCH LESSONS by expenenced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)828-7710.

FRENCH LESSON. Elementary to advanced.

SIQ/hr. Call Phil after 5pm at (21 3)829-5756.

FRENCH TUTOR, native speaker, exper-

icnced. Call John, (213)962-1609.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)50^4021.

#1 QUALmr desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTrrUDE?Lawgraduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional ediUng by UCLA. (21 3)206-6951

.

ABSOLUTaV PROOFEDI Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processin^yping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekerMfe. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-f

.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, granvny.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPU-RFTE services computerized typing

¥tf laserjct quality printing for resumes and
papen. Affordable prices near SepuK«da &
PaJms. Yvette (213)556-3238.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional expericrKX with University papen.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0368.

GREAT MARKS typir>g sen/ice. Complete,
prompt, and affordable service. Contact Paula
Marks. (213)935-3653.

GENERAL, trarMcription, term papers, disserta-

tkms, theses. IBM PCA.aser printer. Reasonable
rates. Joy (21 3)933-1 793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tatkms, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 year* axpcricrK:*. Also offer

ethical atalstar>ce ¥»ith writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

PhikMophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delancy 207-5021
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98 Typing 100 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119

QUALITV TYPESETTING of manuscripts,

temrtpapers, legal/ rrwdical documenU. LQ
Print. Fast, accurate, confidential, student

discounts. (213)576-5490.

WHY PAY MOREf Wordprocessing, fast, ac-

curate. Laser printer, spell check, editing on
request. Monid (213)392-3262.

WORD PROCESSOR. Scripts, term p^>ers,

etc. Best prices. Call Nona (213)447-5612.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcrlptfons, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. SanU Monica (21 3)626-6939,

Hollywood (21 3)466-2666.

99 Music Lessons 102

CUrrAR LESSONS from Bcrkely graduate.

Beginners, intermediate, jazz-harmony,
theory, all styles. (616)761-5316.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. AdulU-
children. SIG/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave nwssage.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levelV styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

NISSAN 300ZX 1965 $6100/obo. Red
S-speed, fully k>aded, excellent condition,

extended »virranty. (213)379-4019.

NISSAN SENTRA 1969. One owner, Sutoma-
tk:, AK. stereo. 2-dr, tan, clean. $7000. Cash
negotiable. 26k miles. (213)476.3542.

TOYOTA CaiCA GT 79 5-spd, sunrf, anVfrn,

low miles. S1995^BO. (213)478-6946.

TOYOT\ COROLLA TERCEL, 1962. $1995.
S-speed, sterec/cassette, new tires, mint condi-
tfon in and out. (213)470-6913.

VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE 1 970. Classic,

semi-automatic, rebuilt engine. 41,000 miles,

AMA^M, original owner. (213)20fr^154, Lee.

VOLKSWAGEN KARMANGHIA. 1973,
$1995. Stick, AM/fM, rtew yellow paint.

Emmaculate condition in and out.
(21 3)470-691 3.

VW BUG '70. Runs great, new brakes, clutch,

just tuned-up. $1200. (213)266^217, eves.

VW CABRKDLET- Convertible, 1965 limited

edition automatic, leather, air conditioning,

65,000 miles. $8,200. (213) 272-8631 |odi.

(213)653-9925 Allan.

VW GOLF, 1965, sunroof, stereo cassette,

alairn, 5-speed, 49,000 miles. S45O0/6bo.
Exceller^t condition. (816)992-0329.

VW GTI 1964. Sunroof, A^, 5sp, Alpine
pullout, great condition, 66,000 miles,

$3,500. (213)478-3279.

VW, JETTA CLI, 1 965. $5000. Looks and runs
great. A/C, stereo, alarm. Red, 4-door.
(213)322-9271.

HONDA SPREE '86, $35(VOBO. Good condi-

tkwi. Black, kxk included. Call Christine

(213)477-7471. Lcfve message.

RED, Hor>da Elite '>30 with pagier, alarm, low
mileage + many «(tras $1 250. Call Laurent

(213)624-5246.

Furniture 126

ANTIQUE Dining room set, doublebed,
couch, book shelves. Best offer.
(213)625-7676 days. (213)470-4239 eves.

BABIES FURNITURE - Crib, stroller, dressing

table, walking play, mattresses. Clothes, toys.

(213476-2955 (eve.), (213)825-6075 (day).

IMMEDIATE SALE- Expensive designer sofa/

love seat, unused, $550. Large Oak enterUin-

ment Center $195, late model 25" color T.V.,

$195. 19- color protable A-1 $120, delivery

possible (213)453-2146.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Delh«ries,.visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

TWIN BEDS, office desk, file cabinet, Toshiba

computer, exercycle, 26" cofor TV, very

reasonable. (213)552-1897.

40 gal glass fish tank with teak stand $1 00.00.

(213)451-5545.

BEST OFFER: bed, sofa, T.V, miscellaneous

appliances. 107(X) Holman ave., 8am-1pm,
Saturday, February 3.

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tartce with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)206-1865.

— Garage Sales 127

Autos for Sale 109

Tired of your car?
Transferring?

Moving?
We buy cars

CaU us 470-8752

1974 VW THING. Excellent condition. New
engine. New Brakes $3500. Call James at

(213)206-2690. •

63 OLDSMOBIU CUTLASS 2-door. Auto
trarwnission, all pontftr, V6, cruise control,

AM/FM, A/C. 65,500 miles. $380Q/obo.
(213)559-6396, Leslie.

BMW 2002* 1976, invisaMe to cops, gets

lOOOn^ and chauffer included. How about
must sell by Sun. $1500. (213)626-9542.

CAN YOU BUY )eeps, cars, 4x4's siezed in

drug raids for under $1 OOf Call for facts today.

(605)644-9533.

CELICA GT- 1 963, sunroof, new brakes, single

owrwr, no accidents. Excellent coridition.

$4,500. Craig (818)761-1156.

CHEVROLET Sprint, 1966, $2600. 5-spd,

stereo, a/c. Still like new. (213)973-4320.

FORD Mustang II, 1975. $950.00 4-cylinder,

automatic, sunroof, low miles. Day
(213)825-8598. Brian.

HONDA CIVIC '79, xint condition; low
milege, 4-speed, caridy apple red. $1400;
206-3875.

ISUZU IMPULSE '84 Black, 5-speed, foaded.

Excellent condition, must sell. $290(Vobo.

(213)322-3393.

MAZDA RX7 coupe 1967. Burgundy, 20K
miles, AM-FM cassette, equalizer. A/C,

5-speed. $11,25(yobo. (618)892 7104.

MINI TRUCK. Four 8- inch centerline rims with

Sumitomo PI 95/50 tires. $300.00. Danny
(213)447-1476. Call Tuesdays.

MITSUBISHI GaltfK. 1966, top of the line,

automatic, silver, 49k, immaculate, all extras,

alami, 20k warranty left. $645(yobo. Must sell

immediately. (213)453-5472.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1974, cherry red, runs

beautifully, rxm-smoker car $1650.00 Tom
Eves. (213)627-4364, days, (213)803-3333.

Auto Repair 110

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

GREAT beginner ski boots. Used 2 season

(lOx) Women's 6'A Dynafit $50 Georgina
(818)955-9541.

MINOLTA X-700 35mm OUTFIT. Muhiple
lenses (28mm-1 000mm) and automatic elec-

tronic flash. 'Slave' unit, autowinder, filters,

Larson Studio I umbrella set, Tamrac gadget

bag and much more, like new. $500. Call for

speciFics. (213)478-3144.

Musical Instruments 129

DRUM SET- 5 piece, slingerland, black, very
little wear. Zildjian cymbols. $750 OBO.
Sharie (213) 206-6414.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

CAR STEREO, Heidelberg, $150. Brand new
for 1982 Volkswagen Rabbit Convertible.

Originally $355. Never used. (818)356-9842.

TOSHIBA 20' SQUARE TUBE TV. Full remote.

cable-ready $150. (213)476-3144.

SCHWINN XR5 exercise bike. $125.
(213)478-3144.

SKI. San Marcos Men's boots-8'A . Women's
Nordica-6. Complete men's package; Nordica
boots Mens-9, skis-$175, and poles.
(213)626-3995.

Office Equipment 133

HP 41 CX-$100 & 28C; $75, new, card

reader/math/memory/models. Scott.
(213)206-6264.

»»^

Scooters 119 Typewriter/Computer 134

1966 250 Honda Elite $1000. AUomalic,
w^ite, great corxjition, digital display. George
(213)206-8436.

BLACK YAMAHA RIVA 125z. Good condi-

tion. Runs great. $750 or best offer.

(213)55a7754, (213) 275-7666.

HONDA ELITE 80-$900 y>d HONDA ELFPE

150-$1175. Both clean with low miles.

(213)479-5651.

APPLE MACINTOSH PLUS computer Like

new. $600 or best offer. Call (21.3)624-95'l3.

MAC PLUS and software. Best offer.

(213)447-2964.

NEC MULTI-SPEED- Laptop, $700.00. (818)

793-0231.

PORTABLE Laptop Toshiba T-100, 256KB,
Modem, Rechargeable Battery Wordstar, Lotus

software included. Only $400 (21 3)208-6783.

DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND...

REMEMBER OQR DEADLINES....
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MARCH 8-11, 1990

at UCLA
CALL (213) 206-55233/5547
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LITEBITE !

COM"" '

OR

OUR LITE BITE IS JUST RIGHT"
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD. FRENCH FRIES ANDSOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

Buitoems srtAMS chkkcm i saljuis

\ Good At Our 5 Convenient

Locations

^^"<,
a^.^^\:si

nH

Northridge

Santa Ana

Anahein

Stanton

West Los Angeles

Exp. 2/16/90

Please Do Not Use
'ilh Any Ot^er Coupons

\
I

Of Offers - No SubslilutionsI
N Good for Everyone in Party

IBICOUPONl^HMI

DON'T
STAND
ALONE! .

Advertise
in the
DAILY
BRUIN

825-2161

BLUE DEMONS
hrom page 36

that DePaul is just off of an upset

over the previously No. 4-ranked

Cardinals, and has won nine of its

last 12 games, including three in a

row.

"We are getting better," DePaul
head coach Joey Meyer said. "It's

hard to see that we've won nine of

1 1 because we were 3-7 when we
did it. If we were 7-7 and then did

this, morp people would notice

what we've done."

Harrick, although expecting the

Blue I>cmons to put up a good
fight, still likes his team's position.

"We've been a very consistent

basketball team this year," Harrick

explained. "We haven't played

bad very often, if at all. And we've
been certainly more good than

«)t-so-good."

And because of that, Meyer
believes that his team will need
another Louisville-like perfor-

mance to upset UCLA on the road.

"Playing UCLA at UCLA is

very difficult," Meyer said. *They
just beat Oregon State, and they're

playing well. It's the same kind of
challenge we had against Louis-

ville. UCLA is a ^5very,^,very
talented, top-caliber teanS^"

Harrick also expects a tough,

well-fought contest. "They
(DePaul) will be in the making of
an interesting game," he said.

"There will be some emotion in

this game," Meyer admitted. "You
have to use that for you. You have
to be prepared. You have to

concentrate more and communi-
cate more. It can play for you ifyou
know how to use it"

Meyer's players certainly did

know how to use emotion to in

their advantage versus the Cardi-

nals, as the Blue I>emons knocked
them off, 66-62, at the Rosemont
Horizon last Saturday.

ANN MEYERS
From page 32

ing with both Bob Harmon and
later doing play-by-play for three

UCLA men's games with Bob
Speck Enterprises. Yet it wasn't
until later that she received her

largest break—actually her largest

pair of breaks.

"I met my husband, (fellow

broadcaster and former Dodger
pitcher) Don Drysdale, and he
convinced me to go to broadcast-

ing school, which helped me
tremendously," she said.

Perhaps Meyers' biggest break
came just this last year when she
was hired as the colpr commenta-
tor alongside Paul Olden on all

Bruin men's games. From her

courtside seat, Meyers has ample
opportunity to recant her many
days in Pauley Pavilion.

"From my freshman to senior

year, I would come in early before

class with my books and watch
Coach Wooden, then Gene Bartow
and Gary Cunningham run prac-

tice. Even if I wasn't studying for

my classes, I still considered
myself as studying to improve my
game.

"I could just sit in here for

hours," she said. "It hasn't
changed from the day I walked in

here—the building holds a lot of
special memories."

Come halftime of the DePaul
game Saturday, yet another special

memory will occur when her
number 15 is officially retired.

"The fact that I am mentioned
along with the three other players

(Karecm Abdul-Jabbar, Bill Wal-
ton and Denise Curry) is such an
honor," she said.

"Especially on the men's side"
she added, "how do you know who
to select? Why just Bill and^
Karecm? I am very fortunate to be
among those people."
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Swimmers dive in

Women head to Arizona
By Linda Peters

Contributor

The No. 9-ranked UCLA
women swimmers are heading

for the land of sand and sun this

weekend to battle the Sun
Devils, Saturday, and the Wild-

cats, Sunday.

Although the Bruins blew out

the Devils last season, 93-47,

uiey expect a much closer race

this time around.

The most competitive event

\
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Jeanne Gibbons

will be in the sprints. Both
teams depend on their sprints

for the bulk of their total points.

The Bruins will be relying on
Ail-American Kristin Stoudt

and freshman Jeanne Gibbons
to add needed points in these

events.

"It will come down to who
will come in second and third.

We may win every event but

still lose the meet if (Bruin

swimmers) don't come in sec-

ond and third," head coach

Cyndi Gallagher said.

"It will depend on who is

more excited (for the
meet) It could go either

way," she said.

But in Sunday's meet against

Arizona, the Wildcats will pose
little threat. The Wildcats have
even less depth than last year,

when the Bruins blew them out.

There are a few Wildcat

standouts, however.

Arizona women to watch
will be distancer Cheryl Sim-
mons, a consistent point-scorer

at NCAAs. Chrissy Ahmann
will also add some competition

for the sprints and butterfly

events.

"We can't take them too

lighUy," Gallagher said. "There
will be some good races with

their top kids."

Here comes Stanford, Cal
Wendy Witherpoon

Assistant Sports Editor

Behold the almighty 1990
Stanford men's swim squad.

Roll out the red carpet for them
when it comes to the Men's
Gym pool, today at 2 p.m.

Cal will visit Westwood
tomorrow at 1 p.m.

Last year, this Stanford team
won the Cardinal's eighth con-

secutive Pac-10 title and placed

second at NCAAs. And only

one member of that squad did

not return this year.

Granted that member was
superstar Jay Mortenson, Stan-

ford's No. 1 point-scorer and
NCAA 100-yard fly champion
last year, but many would say

that the loss of Mortenson (who
completed his eligibility)

doesn't matter.

John Witchell, the Cardinal's

top middle and distance frees-

tyle man who placed second in

both the 200-yard and 1650-

yard free races last year at

NCAAs, has filled in as the

team's senior leader.

D
UCLA was drowned by Cal

in the murky waters of the

Bears' den last year at their dual

meet, but the Bruins got their

revenge when they beat the

Bears out for second place at

Pac-lOs by just one point

And when Cal comes to the

Men's Gym pool, Saturday,

both teams will be swimming to

earn bragging rights this year.

For C^, the days are gone
when Ron Karnaugh, a power-
ful breaststroker/IMer, ruled

the waters. His loss leaves a

gaping hole in the Cal lineup.

UCLA will attack that weak-
ness via breaststroker Andrea
Cecchi and IMer Mark Dean.

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Mark Dean

Men's golf tees off with top
By Gary Moreno
ContritHJtor

The UCLA men's golf team will learn what it is made of this weekend

. when it tees-off against 11 of the top 20 teams in the nation at the Ping

Arizona Intercollegiate tournament in Tucson.

Leading the way for first-year coach Dave Atchison's Bruins will be

the trio of Rob Sullivan, Ken Tanigawa, and promising Freshman Clinton

Whitelaw.

Sullivan, an honorable mention AU-American in 1989, has rebounded

after a slow start to finish in the top five in his last two tournaments. Tani-

gawa has shown flashes of brilliance as recently as last weekend's

Southwestern Intercollegiate tournament, shooting a 67 in the second

round there.

Whitelaw's play has been anything but freshman-like, as he was the

low scorer for the Bruins in two of the five tournaments this season.
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SOFT CONTACTS
Contact Lens €ye Exam $15
w/contacts includes care kit*

Follow up
Extended. Daily, Clear or

Colored $40 pr.

Change Brown Eyes.... $11 9 pr.

Disposible (Int. 6 mos.)

$109-set

Will supply most brands

of similar prices

Soft Contacts With Your Prescription

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 W. Rosecrans Ave
Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd
Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Copeland's Sports
KIWEAR CLEARANCE
HOCE CROUP 198M0SKillEAR

»/c50 PRi-

OFF PMCB

SKI EQUIPMENT CLEARANCE
NUCE CROUP 1989-90
SKIS A SKI BOOTS

SKI

BLOWOUT 40% TiMn OrMnai
iiflittaa.

SKI ACCESSORIES & SPORTSWEAR

Ask About
Our

MEMBERSHIP

IVIEIVIBERS GET
15% Off —

Regular Menu
Prices Not^
Transferable

Not Valid w/Any

Other Discount
i

J

• PIZZA

^^y/ • CHICKEN

(^ . RIBS

/^ . SANDWICHES

' . PASTA

\ . SALAD

^ // Saints'

// Pizza

The Bes^ Pizzo

You Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660
Sunday-Thursday 11am 10pm
Priday Saturday 11am 11pm

11112 West Olympic Bouievarc

West Los Angeles

I 3.00 off!
I Any X-Large I

I .

^

Pizza I

ExpffeiM<: I

|= = = = = = = = -J
I •" VentionCo

; I

I MAGNIFICENT 4,
I LARGE PIZZA I

I With ony 4 Toppings I

Min Food Oftier for

f 'ee Delivery $

T'.VO
PAIR fOR

— •*»*<»—m. mm mmmnptlCm 0000 IHtUin190

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

westwood 208-6444
HOURS: MOn-Thur$ 10-9.
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Hoops l^end Meyers to have jersey retiied
By Chris Koutures
Senior Staff Writer

It's probably only a fitting

tribute to Ann Meyers that she is

among the first UCLA basketball

players to have a jersey officially

retired.

You see, Meyers has experience
as a pioneer—^she was the first

women's athletic scholarship reci-

pient in the history of UCLA
athletics. Coming from a family of
1 1 children, that grant-in-aid along
with the presence of brother Dave
on the men's varsity made West-
wood a natural choice for Ann
back in 1974.

"I am very family-oriented and
grew up in La Habra," Meyers
said. "It was close enough to home
that everycMie could come and
watch both Dave and me play, yet

far enough that I was away from
home. The full athletic scholarship

helped, as did the sense of security

with Dave on campus."
Meyers' sense of security had to

be tested every time she went to the

women's athletic offices—at that

time ccMiveniently located along
with the intramural office in the

Men's Gym, of all places.

'Things were quite different

back then," she said, noting that

she often went through the men's
basketball coaches to get her
classes. 'The women's program

has come a long way since then, in

good part to the job (women's
athletic director) Judy Holland has

done ap UCLA."
Me^rs earned Ail-American

status after her sophomore and
junior seasons, but further
improvements were in store her

senior season.

From playing mostly a West
Coast-oriented schedule during
her first three years, an eastern

road trip greeted the Bruins at the

start of the 1977-78 season.

"Most of the time, we just

hopped in the vans and station

wagons and went up and down the

coast," she said, "but this trip was
the first time that a women's team
had flown back east."

On that trip, the highly ranked
Bruins went 1-3, losing to defend-

ing national champions Delta

State, then beating Rutgers before

dropping games to Maryland and
North Carolina State. Not the most
auspicious beginning ev^, but

then again, the season was far from
over.

UCLA recovered in due time to

make the playoffs, and after

surviving a grueling Association

of Intercollegiate Athletics for

Women regional tournament at

Stanford and Long Beach State,

the Bruins came back to Pauley
Pavilion for the AIAW Final Four.

"We beat Long Beach State by a

point up at Stanford—that was our

gainci"^d Meyers. *They were
our closest rivals along with
Fullerton. I had a career-high 39
against them earlier that year in

Long Beach. We then beat Las
Vegas and were able to get to

Pauley."

Meyers and the Bruins took full

advantage of the home crowd and
suiToundings, extracting a mea-
sure of revenge in the process.

They beat Montclair State by eight

in the semifinal gaine, then

defeated Maryland in the rematch,

90-74, for the AIAW national title.

"When we played Maryland,

Coach Billie Moore had made
some defensive adjustments,
which helped us win the game,"
said Meyers, who had extra rea-

sons to feel proud about the win.

"The UCLA fans gave us

exposure, and playing in front of

my family and on my birthday

made things extra special," she

added.

Meyers finished up her illustri-

ous four-year career with 1,685

points for an average of 17.4 points

per game to merit three straight

All-America designations. But
while her Irotha- Dave was able to

go on to a solid professional care^
with the Milwaukee Bucks, for

Ann, the horizon was not as

clear—yet that's not the way she

saw it.

Call Ahead

!

Your Order Will Be Peadv When You Are!

207-1003
Mon-Thurs HAM- 10PM
M-Sc* IIAM-IIPM
Sunday 12PM - 9PM

HAND ROU 1

TUNA ROLL $1.75

SALMON ROLL $1.75

SHRIMP CUCUMBER ROa $1>45

YELLOW TAIL ROLL $1.75

SALMON SKIN ROU $1.75
SPICY TUNA ROLL $1.75

EEL ROU $1.75

ASPARAGUSROU $1.30

SINSLESERVtNS
FUTOMAKKSpct)
CAUFORNIAROU(8pcs)
BRENTWOOD ROU (8pcs)

TEKKAMAKI(6pcs)
CUCUMBER MAKI(6pcs)
INARI (5pcs)

NIGIRI (9pcs)

SUPER MIX (9pcs)

VEGETABLE ROU (8pcs)
NEW CHICKEN ROU (Spcs)

TERIYAKICHICKEN
with rtc« ,iakid

$3.75

$3.75

$3.75

$1.95

$1.30

$2.50

$6.00

$5.50

$3.75

$3.75

$3.00

$4.25

SALADS
SALMON SKfN $2.50

IMITATION CRAB $2.50
SIDE SALAD $1.50

PARTYTRAYS 1

MARINA $20.00

<34pcs)

HOLIDAY $40.00

(61 pet)

MINI $15.00
(28pcs)

CALIFORNIA ROLL
W/ MINIMUM ORDEROMI .75. COUPON GOOD FOR KXIR
PfECXS OF CAUFORNIA ROU EXPIRES FEBRUARY 6. 1990

"I really believe things were
easier for me because I accepted

the fact that there wasn't a major
women's league, and that I would
need my degree," she said. "I

wasn't here to prepare myself for a

professional career—I was just

grateful for the opportunity to

play."

"I ran track, I played volleyball,
^

I even tried out for the tennis

team," she added, "just to be a part

of this University. Fortunately, I

was able to play a couple of years

in the women's pro league, I

earned an Olympic Silver Medal in

the 1976 games, and out of the blue
somebody offered me an NBA
contract as well."

Meyers had a short tryout with
the Indiana Pacers, yet while that

venture didn't quite pan out,

another avenue was opening for

her. In between women's league

seasons, Meyers began to find

herself behind the cameras, rather

than the focus.

"I took a broadcasting class at

UCLA with Art Friedman, and he
really turned my life around as a
career was guided," she said. "I

was still really introverted, even as
a senior, with all. the interviews

that I did, but he took a liking to

me, maybe he saw something."

Meyers then got a break work-

See ANN MEYERS, page 30

Skating on
a Wave
By Jeff Imperato

Contributor

The UCLA ice hockey
squad continued its recent

upswing with a 9-0 win over
Pepperdine, Wednesday
night.

Bruin goalkeeper Ken
Arruda played a perfect

match and recorded the first

Bruin shutout of the season.

His teammates protected

that lead by pouring in nine

unanswered points, three per

period. Team captain John
Young turned his second hat

trick in as many weeks to put

himself atop the conference

scoring race. Bruin new-
comer Jack Duclos also

scored three times. Bob
Ringo (two goals) and Kurt

Zimmerman (one goal)
rounded out the UCLA
offensive attack.

"We had some great indi-

vidual efforts and some great

goalkeeping," said Zimmer-
man. "It feels good to be
playing winning hockey
again."

The UCLA icemen travel

south this weekend to £ace

UCSD in San Diego.

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCYIIi
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS - ALL DRTVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL, SANTA MOMCA, CA 90404

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN 'REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Mwnbar of Arrwrican Denial Assoc
MwTixi of Amarican Astoc. of Odhodontios

$99ONLY \l#^^# per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2w / O
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 .^^^v Qoa.7AQA
(1 Block east of Barrington) \^*^) 0^0-/«t»H
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Women's gymnasts head
to Lincoln on a cyiest
By Richard Marcus
Staff Writer

The UCLA women's gymnastics team is off on a quest to score
190 points in Lincoln, Nelwaska this weekend.
On Sunday, the Bruins, 3-1, face Nebraska, Washington, and Cal

State Fullerton in their first quad-meet of the season.

Tabulating a team total of 190 points has been the standard for

Jerry Tomlinson's squad for the entire year. UCLA has yet to reach
the desired mark. In UCLA's first three meets of the year, it has
scored 187.60, 186.50, and 188.65. points, respectively.

"We've felt that the team was ready to score 190 points last

week. They (the pla>^rs) need to tell themselves that they arc ready
to score 190," Bruin assistant coach Steve Thompson said.

As suspected after last Friday's match, junior Catherine Yoshino
will miss the remainder of the season due to ligament damage
which she sustained while performing on the vault Yoshino, a
walk-on, will undergo surgery on her left knee in late February. If

rehab goes well, Yoshino does have one remaining year of
eligibility which she can use.

"Injuries happen. It's in the hack of the mind of the players, but
you've got to get dowm to business. You've just got to keep plug-
^g," Thompson said.

Performing the all-around for the Bruins will be the usual trio of
seniors Jill Andrews and Kim Hamilton, and freshman Carol
UWch. Personal bests this season on the all-around arc a 38.60 for

Andrews, a 38.00 for Hamilton, and a 37.60 for Ulrich.

UCLA is 4-2 lifetime versus the Comhuskers. The Bruins are 9-

18 against Fullerton and 7-0 against Washington.
The Bruins arc starting to rccovo- from several nagging minor

and moderate injuries. Junior Yolande Mavity, who has had a sore
knee for the past few weeks, mil be performing on the uneven bars

for the first time this season.

"We are on the mend, stowly but surely," Thompson said.

Lincobi is a tough place topump up one's confidence, but for the

Bruins, it is the place which may determine the future direction of
the entire season.

Guinness becomes a Softball fan
a •

Three-peat would put Bruin women in the record b<3oks

By Garo Hovannlsian

Contributor

The UCLA women's Softball

team, two-time defending NCAA
champions, will swing into the

1990 season hoping to claim an

unprecedented third consecutive

national title. And with a slew of
talent returning from last year's

squad, that goal may indeed be
realized.

But before the Bruins begin to

make plans for the 1990 College

World Series, they will need to

smooth some rough edges caused

by the graduation of a number of
key veterans.

"It would be nice to perform as

we did last seascm, but we have a

lot of new faces, both in the infield

and the outfield," said co-head
coach Sue Enquist. "When you
lose players like Janice Parks and
Karen Walker, and when you have
a bauery of Samantha Ford and
Monica Tourville gone, you've got

some gaps to fill."

Still another void was created

when All-American pitcher Tif-

fany Boyd transferred out of the

UCLA program and enrolled at

Fullerton. Boyd helped lead the

Bruins to the national crown with

her 19-2 overall record.

According to Enquist, however,
the team has responded well to the

incident. "I think the team has done
an excellent job rebounding from
the transfer," she said. "We've
picked up right where we left off in

the fall, and I don't foresee
Tiffany's absence taking any
effect on this team, especially

because we're so deep in the

pitching department"
And regarding those gaps

caused by graduation, several

highly touted freshmen have
proven to adequately fill the holes.

Lisa Fernandez, DeDe Weiman
and Heather Compton will bolster

the pitching, while Kristy Howard
will enhance the Bruin infield and
Maria Rodriquez the outfield.

"We have had an excellent

recruiting year," said Enquist "We
brought in fine pitchers in Com-
pton, Weiman and Fernandez, and
probably the best shortstop to

come out of high school—Kristy

Howard—as well as Maria Rodri-

quez. So we have a lot ofnew faces

that are going to be asked to come
in and immediately contribute. If

they come in and progress as they
have been, we should be right in

the thick of things."

Looking to provide the new-
comers with words of experience

and guidance will be the returning

veterans of the squad. Two-time
All-American pitcher Lisa Lon-
gaker, who last year compiled an

18-1 record and boasts a career

ERA of 0.39, will spearhead the

pitching game, while the infield

will feature junior second baseman
Missy Phillips-(.3l3, 21 RBI in

1989), junior first- and third

baseman Kerry Dienelt (.193, 12
RBI), along with catchers Erica

Ziencina (.205, 9 RBI) and Kelly

Inouye (.239, 14 RBI).

The outfield will also be strong,

with junior Shanna Flynn (.353, 10
RBI), a 1989 second-team All^

American, along with sophomore
Yvonne Gutierrez (.314, 28 RBI),
and senior Shelly Montgomery.

With this blend of youth and
experience, the Bruins embark on
their quest for the national title as

they travel south to face USIU
tomorrow and San Diego State on
Sunday. Instead of concentrating

solely on coming away with four

wins, the Bruins will hope to "get

the feel of the game situation." As
Coach Enquist said, "We are really

concerned with having the kids go
down there and getting their feet

wet—to put those uniforms on and
to gel the butterflies out of the way.
We need to, because we jump into

the heat of the battle next weekend
when we go down to Fullerton."

And, if things go as expected,

the Bruins will ultimately rise from
the heat of the battle and again

repeat as national champions.

.<r JAMES S. COLEMAN "^
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER

THE DEATH OF APARTHEID: ZIMBABWE'S
EXPERIENCE AFTER INDEPENDENCE

12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Friday, February 2
9383 Bunche Hall

Yi-»#!Ar C r*-4^,^l^^ Professor of Physics.
AaVier r. WareiSe university of Zimbabwe
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THE EXCUSES YOU

EAT OUT!
SIRLOIN STEAK

&
SALAD BAR

$5.99
IncludM AII-You-C«n Eat FrMh FruH & Salad

Bar, Paata Bar, Toatada Bar, and Soup Bar

plua your ehoica of potato or rica. Coupon
good for everyone in party. Not valid on take out

orders. Visa and MasterCfard accepted. Expirea

2-1»-90. Not valid with other discounts Valid

only at SIzzJar-Wastwood Village.

Sizzler.
Steak • Seafood ' Salad

922 Gayley 208-678a"

SALAD BAR
LUNCH

* • '
I

$3.99
hcludea All-You—Can Eat Fraah Fruit & Salad
Bar. Paala Bar, Toatada Bar, and Soup Bar
Coupon good for everyone in party. Not valid on
Xak9 out orders Visa and MasterCard accepted.
Expiree 2-18-90. Valid daily from 1 1A.M. to 4P.M.
Not valid with others discounts. Valid only at
SIzzler-Waatwood Village.

Sizzler.
Steak ' Seafood' Salad

^22 Gayley 208-6788 *

SHRIMP FRY
LUNCH

$4e99
Indudea All-You—Can Eat Freeh Fruit & Salad
Bar, Paata Bar, Toatada Bar, and Soup Bar
Coupon good for eveiyorie in party f^t valid on
take out orders Visa and MasterCard accepted.
Expiree 2-18-90. Valid daily from 1 1 A.M. x> 4P.M.
Not valid with others discounts Valid only at

Sizzlw-Weatwood Village.

Sizzler.
Steak ' Srafood- Salad

^^^Gaytey 208-6788
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Bassett seeking his SOOtii win
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer ^
With a 6-0 overall record, the

No. 3-ranked UCLA men's
tennis team looks to keep up its

winning tradition as it hosts the

unpredictable University of
Washington Huskies today.

And speaking of winning
traditions, UCLA head coach
Glenn Bassett will attempt to

become the first NCAA Divi-

sion I tennis coach to win 500
matches today. Bassett has
spent all 24 years of his head
coaching career in Westwood.
The Bruins have not faced

the Huskies in the last few years

and are somewhat uncertain as

to the talent the Pac-10 North-
em Division school will bring.

"I expect they're the best of
the Northwest teams, and they

always seem to do well in the

Northern Division," said Bas-
sett "They have really started

to push their program with

givmg more scholarships to

their athletes."

But what probably makes
Washington so good, according

to Bassett, are freshman Chet
Crile and junior Aaron Gross,

Men's Tennis

Washington vs.

UCLA
L.A. Tennis Center

Today, 1 :30 p.m.

who will fill the No. 1 and 2
singles positions, respectively.

The question is, who will fill

those top singles spots for the

Bruins?

Bassett intends to rest both
junior Jason Netter and fresh-

man Mark Knowles, who usu-
ally compete at No. 1 and 2
singles, respectively.

"I'm not playing Netter or
Knowles," said Bassett. "Netter

is just playing sort of frightened

right now, and Knowles is

suffering from a bad ankle and
we're looking toward a tough
match against San Diego State

next week."

Not only in this match, but in

plenty to come, Bassett and his

coaching staff will be alternat-

ing the singles lineup to find the

most effective team possible.

In today's match, Bassett

will most likely construct his

lineup with sophomores Bill

Bart)er (4-1). Mark Quinney
(3-0), Dean Cohen (5-0). and
Bill Behrens (4-1), along with
freshmen Fritz Bissell (2-1) and
Jason Sher (3-0).

"I'm looking for better con-

centt^tion," said Bassett. "I

want the whole team to focus in

with no breakdowns—we can't

do that if we're going to be a

good team."

Competition against the
Huskies will start at 1:30 at the

LATC. Jason Netter will lead the Bruins today.

QARLO CHACVDaMy Bruins

road trip, first stop IMU
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

After disposing of UC Irvine two nights ago, the UCLA
men's volleyball team has little time to enjoy its three-game
sweep as it hits the road for the better part of three weeks.

First up for the Bruins (2-0 in WTVA play, 5-0 overall)

will be the Loyola Marymount Lions, who play host to the

WIVA's top team tonight at 7:30.

Loyola (0-3 WIVA and overall), known more for its

baseball and basketball programs, is one of the Western
Intercollegiate Volleyball Association's more improved
teams this year, despite its winless slate. Its three losses

have come at the hands Hawaii, USC, and Northridge.

UCLA head coach Al Scates has the utmost respect for
the Lions, who fmished the 1989 league season with a 4-16
record (8-19 overall). 'Though they have never been a
powerhouse in the league, that team (Loyola) has always
played us tough—especially in their gym."

This season's match may be particularly hard on a Bruin
team that has two of its starters hampered with the flu.

Setter Mike Sealy and middle blocker Mike Whitcomb
both missed the Irvine match on Wednesday night, and
neither is expected to be well tonight at Loyola.

Big hitter Sio Saipaia, a junior from Honolulu, was
LMU's leading hitler a year ago, averaging over five kills a
game.

Also reuiming for second-year head coach Mike

Normand are hitters Chuck Donlon and Chris Young, who
should both provide the UCLA block with a formidable
match. _^ ^

Filling in for the ailing starters will be a pair of anxious
Bruins in freshman Albert Hanneman and sophomore Scott
Herdman.
Herdman made the first start of his short UCLA career

against Irvine, and the middle blocker responded with a
solid performance against the Anteaters, recording five

kills and three blocks in his two games of action.

The usual cast of starters expects to have big a night in

Loyola, as well. Senior Mike Garcia led the Bruins with 10
kills against UCI, while Rich Bland and Trevor Schirman
added six apiece.

^mD UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

PHC ORIENTATION

TODAY! Friday Feb. 2, 1-2 pm
Ackerman 2412

•• ^ % OON
«Mai.AAMMMMUU.AUMM*MMitM^lM*MiMMMM<MMUMM*^^UMUMM^UffiMUiM^^

You must attend an orientation meeting. Call 825-8462 or
visit 401 Kercl<hoff 9-5 pm M-F for more info.

Sponsored by USAC/SWC and Student Healtti Services

EXTENDED FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY!
$15 for ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING!

(Plus nnaintenance)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most profess!onaU tanning salon.

1107
Gayley Ave.

JCifiroM and Undbn>ok)

offmr exi

824-2826
15790

With or without glasses-

artistry for your eyes only

•DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
SPECIAL $150.00—

includes exam. lens, core kit & follow up core

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
All student, faculty, employee

vision-plans WELCOME

\p^(^
DELAYERS DEUVERSFREE

SAVE OVER S4.00

Fresh ingredients-100% Mozzarella Cheese

#. .-.fp-. J opiotatifist
'—* --i^^'"---------^^--- '-T i ii « itTr««A

W Weyburn

G0

3 \

located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213> 208-4748—

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only :

$10. • !•

Large (16")

1 Topping Pizza

1 Large Antipasta Salad

2 Cans Pepsi

Only

$10.99

V

207-5900
i1628 Santa Monica Blvd. #ia

(1 block east of Barrington)
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Women's tennis faces a bumpier road aiiead
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

The road to the NCAA champ-
ionships gets a little rougher for the

No 2-ranked UCLA women's
tennis team as it faces No. 16-

ranked University of San Diego
today, and No. 5 Pepperdine
University tomorrow.

Having sweptUC Irvine andUC
Santa Barbara in their last two dual

meets, the Bruins bring a string of
17 ponsecutive match wins in

Women s Tennis

Who: San Diego vs.

#2 UCLA
Where: Sunset Courts

When: Today, 1:30 p.m.

Who: Pepperdine vs.

UCLA
Where: Sunset Courts

When: Saturday, 1 p.m.

singles and doubles into today's

1:30 p.m. contest with the Toreros

at the Sunset courts.

The Bruins defeated USD in

their only meeting last season here,

7-2, and own a 10-0 dual meet
advantage against the Toreros
since records were kept in 1972.

Last season, the Bruins (21-5)

finished second in the nation while
USD fmished at No. 14 (18-8), and
Pepperdine at No. 13 (18-9). The
Bruins lost to Stanford in the

NCAA finals after defeating the

University of Arizona, USC, and
the University of Florida. USD
made it to the tournament for the

fu-st time in its history, defeating

Tennessee before losing to Flori-

da. Pepperdine defeated the Uni-
versity of Miami before also losing
to Florida.

The Bruins' balanced attack

features Ail-Americans Jessica
Emmons, Mamie Ceniza and Stel-

la Sampras, along with former No.
138th-ranked in the world co-cap-
tain Kirsten Dieyer, two-time Jr.

U.S. Open doubles winner Kim Po,
and rising stars Iwalani McCalla
and Cammie Foley.

Po, however, is recuperating
from an injured elbow which she
fell on during practice and is on a
"day-to-day" basis.

USD'will be led by Aby Brayton
(No. 54 in the final standings last

year) and Christy Drage at Nos. 1

and 2, respectively.

The Bruins' win a year ago was
accomplished amid some line-call

controversies. With only one offi-

cial overseeing the match, players
made their own line calls for most
of the meet and questions arose on
"out" calls during matches
between Emmons and Brayton al

No. 1 and ex-Bruin Alysia May
and USD's Jennifer Larking at No.
2.

While Larking will also not be
around for today's meet, head
coach Bill Zaima said last year's

incidents did have some bearing on
the decision to obtain three offi-

cials today, but also added he plans
to have more officials on hand for

meets which he expects to be more
competitive. That includes six for

the match against Pepperdine.

Pepperdine will be a tough test

for UCLA, as it features a veteran

squad headed by Ail-Americans
Ginger Hclgeson and Janna
Kovacevich.

BURGER

Life can be really tough when you 'we go/ a bad burger habit You

findyourselfthinking about burgers all day long. You cant uxiit tillyou

get another "bu^ fix". But it doesn 't have to be that uxiy! Ihere is a

Fresh Alternative. . . Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads

are made fresh beforeyour eyes. So g^t rid ofthat burger on your back

Come to Subway Westwood Village for a quick recovery.

YOOR ONLY BROIN

iSUBUJRV^
WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK

$i700 OFF

GWEN GOLDBLOOM
Kirsten Dreyerand ttie UCLA tennis team will take on ttie No.
16 and No. 2 teams this weekend.

legends
finally get
their due
Four of the greatest per-

formers in UCLA's illustri-

ous basketball history—No.
33 KareejTi Abdul-Jabbar
(Lew Alcihdor), No. 32 Bill

Walton, No. 15 Ann Meyers
and No. 12 Denise Curry

—

will be honored at halftime

of the DePaul game when
their unifcMin numbers will

become the first basketball

jerseys ever retired.

Former Bruin head coach

John Wooden, who won 10

NCAA titles in his 12 years

at UCLA, will make the

presentations to his former

players, Abdul-Jabbar and

Walton.

Current UCLA women's
coach Billie Moore, who
won the 1978 National

Championship with Meyers
and Curry on the squad, will

make the presentations to

her former standounts.

Also, before the game, the

Bruins will honor the 1970
men's championship team
and its starting center, Steve

Patterson. Patterson,
Abdul-Jabbar and Walton
will thus represent the start-

ing centers in seven straight

NCAA championships
(1967-'73).

hr

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 3/2/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

$30

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20

CELLOPHANE
& CUT
$25

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••»•••••

BREAD

I
Buy one loaf - get one free,

j

I With this coupon buy any loaf of Honey Wheat Berry • French • Raisin I

Egg Twist.

1
I

I

I our fresh baked bread and get a Nut • Nine Grain

I
second loaf FREE (of equal or

- Choose from... Sourdough • Rye • Mf€fi£MSMMffErMCi
I nurneighbofhood^^bakerji

I Any Foot-Long Sub or Large Salad . i - - *^ ,,^

I ^«_^ ^^ I
1122 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, 824-7671

I Westwood AHIllllli'i^M "°* ^''''^ with | ^ *^ .

1 ^
. Lindbrook

^my OthCT oner
Limit 1 per customer

expiree February 28, 1990. Not good with any other offer. Limit one per customer.

I

I

I

I

I

1
I

^M)
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Sports
So ugly, a tie would have been niee
By David Gibson
and Matt Purdue
Sports Editors

He has said it before. And
unfortunately forUCLA fans, he'll

say it again.

Simply, "It gets ugly and nasty

on the road."

Last night at the Sports Arena,

UCLA basketball head coach Jim
Harrick's words rang true again as

the Bruins (14-4, 8-2) had their

Pac-10 championship hopes
dimmed as they were downed in

the final seconds by fired up USC
(7-10. 2-8), 76-75.

"I'm not sure we played that

poorly all year," Harrick
explained. "They (USC) stepped
up and played well. They certainly

deserved to win."

Which is more than the Bruins

can say, after they squandered
numerous opportunities in the

closing minutes and were unable to

put away the scrappy 'SC team.

After Trojan freshman Harold
Miner, who scored a game-high 27
points, connected on one of two
free throws to put 'SC up 76-75,

the Bruins lost the grip of the ball

and the game.
After spending his last timeout

at the 25.7 mark, Harrick called a

play which appeared to be
designed to either go to Trevor
Wilson or Don MacLean. But
MacLean was swarmed by two
Trojans and inadvertently threw
the ball into the arms of USC
forward Ronnie Coleman, who
was then fouled by MacLean with

7.5 seconds remaining.

MacLean grabbed a career-high

16 rebounds, but not much else

went right. MacLean shot five of
16 from the field and two of five

from the line last night

After MacLean 's foul, Coleman
bricked the ensuing free throw,

and UCLA had the ball out of
bounds with 7.4 seconds left in

regulation.

Martin received the inbounds

pass» but had trouble bringing the

ball upcourt. With about one
second left, Martin passed the ball

to Wilson, who drove the lane as

time expired.

*Trevor had a good shot,**

Martin said. "I just didn't get it to

him in time.**

"We didn't bring it up quick

enough." Harrick explained. "I

don't fault Dairick. . . The last

play certainly didn't beat us, about
25 others did.**

In the second half, UCLA shot

horrendously from the free throw
line, making only four of 16. For
the game, the Bruins shot 13 of 29
for a dismal 46 percent

Gerald Madkins missed the

second half of a two-shot foul with

45 seconds left that would have
pulled the Bruins to within one.

But this time, something went right

for the Bruins^ as Wilson rebound-

ed the miss and put it back in to tie

the game at 75.

Wilson had gone down with a

sprained wrist and a txnised back
with 13:15 remaining in the first

half, and although he finished with

a team-high 19 points, the wrist

was admittedly bothering him as

he shot just three of 1 1 from the

free throw line.

Nothing seemed to go the

Bruins' way. however. With the

Bruins down by three. 73-70, with

1:40 left. MacLean had a lay-up

blocked by Ronnie Coleman, but

the ball appeared to have touched

the backboard before Coleman hit

it, which would have resulted in

goaltending. Referee Booker Tur-

ner, who was in position to make
the call, didn't see it that way.
MacLean was fouled though on the

folk)wing play.

Instead of having the basket

counted good, MacLean had two
free throws, both of which he

ixxx:eeded to miss.

Blue Demons next

to test Bmins
By David Gibson
Sports Editor

One step at a time.

That is what Jim Harrick is

preaching to his No. 16-ranked
UCLA basketball team (14-4. 8-2)

as it hosts a red-hot DePaul sqiukl

(12-9) tomorrow in a sold-out

Pauley Pavilion.

The Bruins virtually breezed
through their conference schedule

1
Men's Basketball

Who: DePaul(12-9)vs.

#16 UCLA (14-4)

Where: Pauley Pavilion

When: Saturday, 1 p.ni.

TV: NBC (live)

Note: UCLA will retire the

jerseys of Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar, Bill

Walton, Ann Meyers
and Denise Curry at

halftime.

Ronnie Coleman and the Trojans shot Tracy Murray (^30)
and the Bruins out of first place last night, 76-75.

until last night, when an ill wind
brought an upset loss at USC.
Fortunately, that game was
dropped from ESPN's national

broadcast schedule.

But national exposure means
national prominence, and to gain
that recognition. UCLA must fare

well against its tougher non-con-
ference opponents—DePaul being
one of them. The Bruins have
already dropped nationally tele-

vised games to powerhouses Notre
Dame and Louisville, so in a sense,

DePaul stands as a test for Hairick
and Co. to see if they've reached
that national plateau yet
And UCLA's midterm will be

even more difficult considering

See BUJE DEMONS, page 30

Women bitten by Huskies
By Scott Brown
Contributor

If the UCLA women's basketball team could of
held over the second half of last night's game to be
played once they were rested, their 76-63 loss to No.
7 Washington in Pauley Pavilion might have had an
entirely different outcome.

While the Bruins (10-8 overall, 5-3 in the Pac-10)

remained close throughout most of the first half, even
leading by three with 10 minutes to play, a deep
Huskieteam (16-2, 7-1) simply out-lasted Ihem down
the stretch.

Severely weakened by injury and unable to apply
the constant full-court pressure that was the only

thing that seemed to disrupt the Huskie flow, UCLA
head coach Billie Moore was forced to sit back and
watch as her team Van out of gas.

From the opening tip, it looked as though the

Huskies would have their way with the Bruins,

running off seven unanswered points before UCLA
could get a shot off. A tenacious Washington defense

baffled the Bruins, as point guard Nicole Anderson
found every passing lane blocked by a Huskie body.

"This was the first time Anderson had an
opportunity to see that kind of pressure," Moore said

after the game. "It just took her a while to get

comfortable and into her game."
But when Anderson and the rest of the squad did

finally settle in, they heated up quickly, hitting seven
of their first nine shots, tying the game at 20 with 9:30

to play in the half.

In the second half, the Bruins helplessly watched
as the Huskies kept fresh legs on the court and ran

away with the game, building an 18-point lead with

just over two minutes to play, and handing UCLA its

second consecutive Pac-10 loss.

The Bruins were paced by Pac-10 leading scorer

Rehema Stephens' 21 points, and senior Sandra
VanEmbricqs' 14 points and eight rebounds.

UCLA will look to end their brief loosing streak as

they face off against the Washington State Cougars
tomorrow night in Pauley Pavilion.

ALBERT SOONQ/OaJly Bruin

Michele Wootton and the rest of the Bmins weren't able to
hound the Huskies enough.

Priority numbers
Priority numbers for student

ticlret holders for tomorrow's
basketball game against £>ePaul in

Pauley Pavilion will be passed out

at gates 10 and IS from 6 a.m. to

6:30 a.m. tomorrow. There are 175

arena level priority numbers avail-

able at each gate. Students must
jetiim to the gates at 11:45 ajn. for

entrance to Pauley.

College Basketball Preview 'asterisk indlcaies PAC-10 conf«rence teams

AP ranKings shewn In parentt^eses

Stanford* at

Oregon State(21)

Arizona*(24) at

Washington*

Arizona State* at

Washington State*

California* at

Oregon*

Colorado at

Missouri(1)

Oklahoma(9) at

Kansas(2)

Notre Dame at

Duke(5)

Georgetown(6) at

St. John's(18)

Adams gets 500
Head baseball coach Gary

Adams earned his 500th UCLA
victory as the Bmins downed
Hawaii-Hilo, 8-3, late yesterday.

UCLA's comeback from a 2-0
deficit was highlighted by senior

John Glantz' pinch-hit three-run

homer in the sixth inning. Adams
is currently in his 2 1st season at the

helm of the Bruins.
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Briefly

Tosgietter included

on Wednesday
Together, UCLA's feminist

newsmagazine, will be inserted

in the Daily Bruin on Wednes-
day.

The newsmagazine had
intended to run today, but an

advertiser scheduled for a paid

insert in The Bruin, delaying

Together' s release.

Together*s February issue

will focus on rape and its

various implications.

Inside

-r*-

Minority mayors'

polides examined

Mayors who are membCTS of

minority groups may not
address black and Latino con-

cerns better than non-minority

mayors, a professor said.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Open letter

to sororities
~

A UCLA student suggests

steps that sororities can take to

help prevent rape.

See page 16

'Romandng*
the awaids

Diane Thomas awards named
for the writer of *Romancing the

Stone' are given to UCLA
Extension screenwriting
students.

See page 18

Sports

Exorcising

the Demons
UCLA's Kevin Walker and

Trevor Wilson made life tough

for DePaul and David Booth
Saturday.

See page 36
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New UCLA iHispooi route offered
By Sandra Matthews

Contributor

Today the UCLA Westwood
Cqmmuter Lines begins a new
route to Central Los Angeles.

The route — one of three

carpooling services offered by
UCLA's Committee Assistance-

Ridesharing (CAR) department—
will help meet the high demand for

commuter services as shown in

studies by transportation officials

and CAR staff.

Seventy buses, which hold 40 to

45 passengers each, operate Mon-
day through Friday mornings and
afternoons. Arriving atUCLA at 7,

8 and 9 a.m. and departing at 4, 5

and 6 p.m., the car pool "offers

students as well as faculty flexible

means to get here (UCLA)," said

Mark Dansby, a staff member of

CAR.
Since the buspooling programs

started last year in January, routes

to Studio City/Sherman daks and
LAX/Westchester have accommo-
dated about 50 percent of the

commuter student body, according

to Dansby and CAR staff member
Penny Minton.

Daily ticket sales for each route

are $3 round trip and $40 for a

monthly pass. Daily tickets and
monthly passes are available at the

Campus Service Building IL

CAR plans to include routes to

San Fernando Valley and various

other locations some time in the

near future. Routes to San Fernan-

do Valley will probably start the

beginning of next quarter, Minton
said. Another possible location is

the South Bay area.

"Our goal is customer service

quality," Minton said. "We want to

provide as many types ofprograms
as we can to as many people as we
can, wherever they live and what-
ever their circumstances are.'*

The expansion of routes is in

accordance with the university's

attempt to promote diversity, said

Mark Stocki, head of the Business

and Transportation Services admi-
nistration at UCLA.

Minton said the additional ser-

vices will l>enefit currently
enrolled students as well as pros-

pective students. "Services will be
a sign for students aspiring to

attend UCLA. They will know
there is a viable means of trans-

portation," she said. '^Service is a

recruitment tool as well as reten-

tion tool."

Dansby and Minton both agree

that people will take advantage of

these ridesharing opportunities.

"We feel good that when we put

out the buses people will ride them.

It is what the people want," Minton
said.

FcH* mOTe information, contact

the CAR department at 825-7639.

DAN MacMEOAN/Daily Bruin

Former coach John Wooden is flanked by UCLA greats Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, left, and Bill Walton, right

Legends take center H • in Pauley

H

By David Gibson

Sports Editor .

There they were.

All they had to do was stand

there and it created absolute
pandemonium and mass hysteria

among the 12,668 in attendance.

Nothing had to be said, because
no one could capture those few
precious moments on Saturday at.

Pauley PaviUon and acUially give

those minutes justice. It was
simply history in the making.

John Wooden, Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar and Bill Walton — arm in

arm. "It sent chills down my
spine," UCLA forward Tracy
Murray said of the sig|it "It made
me weep,** said another UCLA
student, who had blue and gold
paint smeared on his cheeks from
the tears.

But when Abdul-Jabbar and
Walton, along with legendary

women Ann Meyers and Denise
Curry, met at halftime of UCLA's
87-77 victory over DePaul on
Saturday afternoon, the intensity

was so thick in the air you coukl cut

it with a knife.

The standing ovation lasted just

a few minutes, but the memories of
those in attendance will last fore-

ver. It will be remembered as one
of the most celebrated days in

UCLA history.

For on February 3, 1990, UCLA
honored its four most prestigious

basketball legends by retiring their

jerseys to celebrate Pauley Pavi-

lion's silver anniversary. Walton
(No. 32), Abdul-Jabbar (No. 33),

Meyers (No. 15) and Curry (No.

12) all had their jerseys perma-
nently framed on the walls of

Bruin lore.

And the fans loved every pre-

cious minute of it.

*Thank you very much," Wal-
ton said in addressing the scream-

ing fans. "It is a great and
tremendous honor. The greatest

honor I've ever received is to be
here today. Back in Westwood,
from Gayley Avenue to Dykstra

Hall. The streets of Westwood, the

campus, the libraries, where I

spent most of my time."

His words seemed like magic.

Between the spirited applause, he

continued.

"Coach Wooden taught me
many things: Be quick but don't

hurry, keep the head directly over

IhcmTdpoIn t betweeiTthe two feet

I want turnovers, but turnovers of

omission, not commission.

"But. Coach," Walton

explained, "there's one thing you
taught us that stands most promi-

nently in my mind today, and that

is when you walk out of this

building each and every day, out of
this fantastic building, keep your

head up knowing that you did your

best Some days my best was not

good enough, other days it was.*'

But on this day, Walton couldn't

have been better. His speech

almost topped the awesome 44-

point performance he had against

Memphis State in the 1973 NCAA
championship game, in which he

shot an unbelievable 21 of 22 from
the floor. But the great one didn't

want to discuss his hardwood
memories. He was a Bmin,
IhitMigh and through.

"One of the greatest things a

See JERSEYS, page 12
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TODAY, MONDAY, FEB. 5
• Cultural Affairs presents Trontiers" ^ ;,

- Reception for the artist 7-9pm
- Kerckhoff Gallery

• WRC - Women in Politics .
'

'.

- Discussion with Ruth Galanter
- 3:00-4:30pm, Humanities Conference

Room-314 Royce Hall
• Art Lecture Series

- Linda Montano
- 5:00pm, Dickson Art Center Room 3273

TUESDAY, FEB. 6
• WRC - Panel Discussion for Women

- 12:00-1 :30pm, AU 3517
,• UCLA Somohong Pilipino

- Pilipino Cultural Night 1990
- 6:30pm, Wadsworth Theater

• Campus Events
- Steve Garvey
- Noon, AGB

• Campus Events
- Free Sneak Preview
- 7:00pm, AGB
- Rutger Hauer at 9:00pm

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7
• Kaleidoscope Theater

- A Play About Sexuality and Relationships
- 6:30pm & 8:00pm, NPI Auditoriunn .

THURSDAY, FEB. 8
• Latino Cultural Night

- Speakers and Poetry
- 5:00pm, Location TBA ,

SUNDAY, FEB. 11

• Alpha Phi and Sigma Alpha Mu
- Run for the Heart of It

- 8:P0, Circle Drive - next to the I.M. Field

mm^i
• Cultural Affairs presents "Frontiers"

- Feb. 5-16
- Kerckhoff Gallery

i^ Alpha Phi and Sigma Alpha Mu
- Register this week for "Run for the Heart of It'

- 10:00-3:00, Bruin Walk

The DaMv Bniin
thanks all of our advertisers!

data
systems

Mayor mentor disputes

misuse of poverty funds
The Associated Press

Bishop H. Hartford Brodcins, a key political mentor of Los Angeles
Mayor Tom Bradley, has disputed allegations that he used $336,000 in

federal poverty funds to renovate a dilapidated building that he secretly

owned.

The City Council granted loans to Brookins, Who owned the building

through a non-existent corporation, between 1982 and 1985, in apparent
violation of city bidding procedures and despite Brookins' refusal to

provide financial information on some occasions, the Los Angeles Times
rej)Orted Saturday.

In addition, an aide to Bradley repeatedly asked two city

administrators to grant special help to the bishop, city officials said.

In a telephone interview from Virginia, Brookins told The Times on
Saturday that the office complex initially was acquired by an arm of the

African Methodist Episcopal Church, even though the church company
named in county propeny records lists the bishop as the sole corporate

officer and was never incorporated in California.
' *The property was in the name of the Southern California Conference

AME Church," Brookins said. * 'It does exist. Whether it is incorporated,

I don't know."
Brookins said he will pay back the city any money he may owe. But he

insisted that he has done nothing improper.
* 'I know everything was done above txtard and signed off by the city,"

Brookins said. "That's why I'm not shaking in my boots right now."
Meanwhile, Los Angeles City Council members said Saturday they

will conduct an inquiry this week into the city loans used to renovate the

office complex to see if public funds wdre misused.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stoies. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly (mi

this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by
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Celebration marks lab's next construction phase
By Debra L. Picker

Contributor

After 1 months ofconstruction,

benefactors, engineers, architects

and constnicti(Hi workers cele-

brated the 'Hopping ofP* of the

Gordon and Virginia MacI>onaid
Laboratories on Friday at the

northeast comer of Circle Drive
South and Westwood Plaza.

The "topping off' ceremony is

the second phase of a three-part

construction process beginning
with groundbreaking and con-
cluding with the open house.

Completing the metal frame of a
building marks "a milestone in the

construction process," said Robert
Hutto, director of business deve-

lopment at McKee Construction,

the building's contractors.

"I hope it fits," said one of the

engineers, George Hayakawa,
watching the last steel beam being
lifted into place on the sixth story

of the building.

The laboratory, which will be
open for use in the summer of

1991, will be used strictly for

medical research. The new facility

will also provide additional space
for various divisions of UCLA's
School of Medicine, including

pathology and cardiovascular.

The UCLA logo is painted on
the white beam along with at least

SO signatures of all those involved

in the design, planning and con-

struction of the building. A small

evergreen tree was also wire-

cabled to the top of the beam.

MATTHIAS DAUBrtJaily Bruin'

Construction engineers watch as ttie last steel beam of the Gordon and Virginia MacDonald Laboratories is hoisted during
Friday's 'topping off ceremony. .

signifying a safe, injury-free com-
pletion of the frame construction.

Flags of the United States, the

State of California, UCLA and the

construction company hung below
the beam. ,

Campus architect Charles
"Duke" Oakley said that the

project makes efficient use of land

that is becoming increasingly

valuable. Once the building is

completed there will be sufficient

space to construct another on an

adjacent site. No specific project

has yet been planned.

The whole area was previously

covered by Parking Lot 9A and
trailers for Facilities Management

and Community Safety.

A "badly needed" walkvwiy on
the north side of the building will

connect Westwood Plaza to the

Court of Sciences near Boelter

Hall. Oakley said.

Gordon MacDonakl and his

wife, Viiginia, are the principal

benefactors of the $38 million

project

"I must say that it's very
touching for me, having walked on
the campus at such a young age, to

come back and contribute to it after

all that it's done for me," Gordon
MacDonald said. He graduated in

1929 when there were only four

buiklings on campus.

aly Bruin

Dr. Judi Mollis, author of 'Fat is a Family Affair, ' lectures on
eating disorders as part of Eating Disorders Awareness
Week. ^

Families play role

in eating disorders

Connections key to pursuit

of media careers, panel says
"But with every tear 1 shed, 1

became more determined."

Penny Griego

By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

An eating disorder is not only an

individual's problem, but one that

may affect all members of the

family, said Judi Hollis, founder

and director of a Los Angeles

treaunent center for eating disor-

der victims and families.

Part of the Student Welfare

Commission's Eating Disorders

Awareness Week, the "Fat Is a

Family Affair" presentation on

Friday was an attempt to educate

UCLA students on "what lies

J)ehind eating disorders." said

Karen Fienberg, a coordinator of

the program.

After the screening of "Dark

Secrets," a short film about the

effects of family relationships on
children, Hollis explained how
family problems manifest them-

selves in destructive behaviors

such as alcoholism, compulsive

shopping and eating disorders

among its members.
Eating disorders is "unacknow-

ledged pain," Hollis said, adding

that "the pain comes out through

the children."

Problems in the relationship

between parents or between
parents and children may often

result in an eating disorder in (he

child, said Hollis, t doctorate in

psychology who wrote a book

^I~ See FAMILY, page 11

By Jill Jacobs
Contributor

Representatives from KCBS Television, A&M
Records and EUe magazine spoke candidly about
career opportunities and racial and gender barriers in

their fields during last week's "Media Night," a
quarterly event sponsored by Women in Communi-
cations, Inc.

They said success in their fields is often contingent

on connections and advised students seeking careers

-in the media (x* entertainment industry to pursue
internships aggressively.

Penny Griego, now an anchorwoman and reporter

for KCBS, started in television journalism as a

weekend weather announcer for a small station in

New Mexico.

It was difficult at ftfst, Griego confessed. 'There
was a lot of stuttering and a lot of stammering and a

lot of pointing to Michigan when 1 meant Minneso-
ta," she said.

Griego would often leave the station in tears, "But
with every tear I shed, I became more determined."

From her position as weather announcer, Griego
moved to a position as a reporter and then at the age of
22 was hired as a wceknight anchor. "It was exciting.

It was also a nightmare," she said.

Griego received criticisms and accusations that

she was promoted on the basis of her ethnic

background. "Well, maybe they hired me because I

was Hispanic, but they certainly didn't have to keep
me there if I wasn't doing the job," she said.

After four years, Griego decided it was time to

move on, and left New Mexico for a reporter px)sition

with a station in Denver, Colo. Griego quickly moved
from her position as a reporter to a position as a

weekend anchor.

When KCBS offered her a job in 1985, "It was a

dream come true," she said. Although Griego's

success was accomplished in a shorter time span than

usual, she emphasized that her beginnings were
small.

She stressed the importance of internships and
urged students interested in pursuing a career in

television journalism to also be prepared to move to a

small town to begin their career.

"People don't forget your mistakes. So why not

make them in a market you're going to leave

behind?" she said.

matter how good you become."
David Gray, a promotional manage at A&M

records, warned students of the same danger in the

entertainment industry. "Don't bum your bridges in

this business," he said.

Gray emphasized that careers in the record

industry are very lucrative. "The money just piles

up," he said. Highlighting the positive aspects of his

career, he said the record industry offers great

opportunities to travel as well as "freedom to form
your own ideas."

But there is a down side as well. He said his career

is very time consuming and leaves him little time for

a social life.

He warned women that the record industry is still a

male-dominated business, and women may be
subject to sexual harassment. "You have to have a lot

of determination" to succeed, he said. -;^

She also warned students against receiving

negative labels because once "you get labelled as

somethii)g^^.^Jt^Juu;djo jet^r^^ that label no

Gray also advised students interested in the record

industry to find internships and make connections.

"This business is all about who you know," he said.

Leonora Langley, West Coast editor of Elle

magazine, said that contacts were important in

journalism as well. She said contacts helped her land

her present job.

Langley began her career in England with a

fashion magazine. Within three months after she was
hired, she was hired as feature editor. "I toved the

challenges," she said. "I knew I had found my niche."

When Langley was in Los Angeles on assignment,

she "fell in love with the entrepreunerial spirit" of the

city and decided to stay.

She began working for a public relations firm, and
then moved on to the Hollywood Reporter, where she

prepared an eight-page consumer lifestyle supple-

ment for the entertainment industry.

During her four-year tenure at the Hollywood
Reporter, the supplement grew from eight pages to

100.

The supplement was cancelled in February and
four iponths later, Langley began working for Elle.

journalism is a job "where you're vffy much
living on the edge." she said. "You've go to be
prepared to do anything they ask you to do, but

renuiin calm enough to sec it through.

I'o
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Briefs
World

Mandela's wife calls

for more pressure
PAARL, South Africa — Serious

obstacles still block the release of Nelson
Mandela and more (X'essurc must be put
on the white-led government before he
can be freed from nearly three decades in

prison, his wife said Sunday. ^

The government, meanwhile, warned
Mandela's newly legalized African
National Congress that the world would
turn against the group if it continued to

wage a guorilla war.

Mandela met with his wife, Winnie, on
Sunday, two days after the government
hfied numerous restrictiwis on the anti-

apartheid movement. After the meeting,

she appealed for renewed jwessure on the

government to force the lifting of remain-
ing emergency restrictions.

"Unfortunately, the obstacles that were
in the way, which prevented his release on
Friday, still exist," Winnie Mandela said

after the four-hour visit at the Victor

Verster prison farm.

South Pacific liurricane

damages U.S. territory

PAGO PAGO, American Samoa —
Hurricane Ofa, packing winds up to 104

mph, knocked out electrical power and

caused minor flooding and damage
Saturday as it passed 230 miles to the west

of this U.S. territory, authorities said.

There were no reports of injuries,

according to Territorial Emergency Man-
agement Committee coordinator Maiava
Hunkin.

Disrupted communications Friday and
Saturday caused a blackout of infOTma-

tion from Western Samoa, which is about

40 miles west of here.

At 7 p.m., Ofa was at 14.6 degrees

south latitude and 173.5 degrees west
longitude and moving to the south-south-

east at 8 mph, the National Weather
Service office in Honolulu said, quoting

weather officials in Fiji.

Nation

Low-level alert ends
at nuclear station

BERWICK, Pa. — Faulty circuit

breakers at a nuclear power plant caused
cooling-water temperatures to rise and
uiggcred a low-level alert for more than

six hours Saturday, but no radiation was
released, officials said.

Fire and ambulance crews were called

to Susquehanna Steam Heating Station,

but no injuries were reported and no
employees were evacuated from the plant

"It is not all that serious,** said Karl

Abraham, a spokesman for the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. "There is no
threat to the public at all or to the workers
in the plant"

Lt Gov. Mark Singel said the circuit

breakers failed during a routine safety

check at the plant which had been shut

down since Thursday because of another

problem.

Water temperatures in the reactor

system climbed from a ncxmal shutdown

level of about 200 degrees to a high of252
degrees, Singel said.

Pipeline corrosion

wonies U.S. officials

"'XOS ANGELES— Massive corrosion

has weakened the 800-mile Trans-Alaska

pipeline, prompting federal officials to

investigate possible safety violations by
the pipeline's operators, the Los Angeles
Times reported.

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., the oil

industry consortium that operates the

pipeline, has begun making repairs to the

crude-oil pipeUne, The Times reported in

Sunday's editions.

If left unchecked, corrosion could

eventually weaken the half-inch-thick

steel wall of the pipe, which is pressurized

and could rupture, conceivably spawning

an oil spill requiring a costly pipeline

shutdown.

But Alyeska Officials maintain that the

corrosion poses no immediate danger to

its operations or to the environment. The
pipeline carries crude oil from Alaska's

Nath Slope to Valdez, where the crude is

transferred to tankers fcx* shipment to

refineries.

New Orleans mayor
wins second term
NEW ORLEANS — Mayor Sidney

Baithelemy won a second term in a

primary election Saturday over a white

challenger after a campaign marked on
both sides by accusations of race-baiting.

In complete but unofficial returns,

Bathelemy had 79,995 votes, or 55

percent to 65,047, or 44 percent for his

fellow I>emocrat Donald Mintz. Two
other candidates split the remaining 1

percent.

Barthelemy, New Orleans' second
black mayor, smiled broadly as he took

the podium for a victory statement but

became more serious as he called for New
Orieans to join together after a divisive

campaign.

"We are in difficult times. We have laid

the foundations for the future. But we

cannot build a great city divided," he said.

"We all must work together;"

State

Candidates court
environmentalists

SACRAMENTO — Gubernatorial

hopeful Pete Wilson, dramatically reject-

ing the policies of fellow Republican

George Deukmejian, promised Saturday

to fully fund the beleaguered Coastal

Commission, take pesticide controls away
from farmo^ and create a new state

Environmental Protection Agency.

Local

'Coming to America'
failed to maice profit

The hit movie "Coming to America"
has not made a profit despite $350 million

in worldwide ticket sales, according to

financial documents released in Los
Angeles by Paramount Pictures.

The documents, released to the Los
Angeles Times by court order Saturday,

also show that the movie's star, Eddie

Murphy, and his assistants ran up $5

million in bills for food, travel, lodging

and other expenses during the making of

"Coming to America."

Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist Art

Buchwald and producer Alain Bemheim
won a lawsuit against Paramount two
months ago that claimed the studio took

the idea for the 1988 movie from a screen

treatment by Buchwald called "King For a
Day." Paramount was ordered to pay
Buchwald and Bemheim 19 percent of the

movie's net profits.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Expert says no bias found among minority ieaders
Minority issues are given no guarantee to be addressed
By Maha Youness
Contributor

A city in which the mayor is a

member of a minority group has no
guarantee that minority issues will

be addressed, an economics pro-

fessor said Thursday at UCLA.

Carla Robinson, an assistant

professor at Georgia Institute of

Technology, spoke about the rela-

tionship between minority politi-

cal leaders in local government
and their economic develc^ment
policies as part of the Graduate

School of Architecture and Urban

Latino residents.

In a 1986 survey she conducted
Planning's evening lecture series.

^ J)p441 cities, including 17 cities

The key question she posed tfl''*with black or Latino mayors, she

her audience of about 60 people found those 17 cities no more
was whether city administrations

headed by black and Latino may-
ors are more likely flian other city

officials to develrp polic es that

address the interests of black and

likely to respond to issues involv-

ing those minority groups than

other cities.

"I was not surprised by my
flndings," she said. "I was not

expecting to find other results."

Black and Latino mayors could

arrange for the public sector to

exercise leadership in economic
development, she said. In that

manner, black and Latino residents

can become more involved in the

development process.

See POLITICS, page 14

Erasehcleaning devices to be installed campus-wide
By Maha Youness
Contributor

Classrooms across campus may be chalk

dust-free once Facilities Management
begins installing their new eraser cleaners in

mid-February.

The new wooden box-like device has a
drawer that comes out of the top where the

enscT is inserted. As the drawer is pushed

back into the device, the eraser gets

scrubbed by two brushes, pushing the dust

to the bottom of the device and producing a

clean eraser when removed.
The device was invented in response to

faculty complaints that there were never

enough clean erasers in the rooms, said Jack

Powazek, director of Facilities Operation.

Professor often resort to cleaning the

erasers by pounding them against the

outside walls of classrooms, he said.

A survey of the faculty three years ago
indicated that clean erasers and chalk

availabiUty was a high priority with them,

said Carol Conrad, Staff Assistant at

Facilities. "Some professors brought in their

own emergency lots with chalk and erasers

because they knew there would not be any in

the classrooms," she said.

This new gadget is an emergency device

for professors to have clean erasers and will

not replace the work that custodians do,

Powazek said.

In the spring of 1987. a contest was held

inviting students to construct a chalk and
eraser dispenser and cleaner, Powazek said.

The eraser cleaner was ultimately

designed by engineering professor Michael

Foumey, who judged the contest. After a

year of development, Foumey and other

craftsmen came up with the simple and
reliable prototype, Powazek said.

A pilot program began last summer when
10 (^vices were installed in classrooms,

including Bunche 1209B. Haines 122.

Young 2276 and Moore 221.

Only after receiving much positive

response from professors did facilities

continue to pursue the project "We didn't

want to spend money until it (proved)

successful," Powazek said.

One three-piece wood set costs $225 to

produce and install, Powazek said. The
estimate $25,000 project will be funded by -

Facilities Management
The device was recently presented to

Chancellor Charles Young, who was

pleased with it. Powazek said. By mid-
March. 168 classrooms will have the eraser

cleaner along with the chalk and eraser

dispensers, he said.

Powazek and Conrad said they have not

seen anything quite like what they deve-

loped. "It would have been easier if there

was something like this aheady out in the

market, but there wasn't. We had to develop
one ourselves." Conrad said.

In fact, the university's office of Con-
tracts and Grants Administration are
reviewing the eraser cleaner to establish a
patent on it. Powazek said

"In general I'd say it's a good idea, but I

haven't used it because the erasers are all

clean." said psychology professor John
Houston.

HOWTO
ENRICH
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the Naw Nuclear Propulsion Officer

Candidate Program. It's one of the most

prestigious ways of entering lhe^^uc^ear

field -and rewarding, ttx). You gel a

$4,000 bonus upon entrance into the

program, and $2,000 more when you

complete your Naval studies.

You also receive a \ ear of paid

graduate-level training that's the most

comprehensive in the world. And vou'li

acquire expertise with state-ol-the-art

nuclear reactor and propulsion plant

technology.

As a NavT ollicer. voull lead the

adventure while gaining high-level expe-

rience that will help make vou a leader in

one of the world's high-lech industries.

In addition to the professional

ac|vantages, nuclear-trained officers get

an unbeatable benefits package,

travel opportunities, promotions and

a solid salary.

Find out more about the Naw
Nuclear Propulsion Officer (Candidate

Program, and make vour education start

paving off todav. Call NaxT Manage-

ment Programs: 1-800-252-0559.

YDUT^INFORA

SMEf SUn^PSE!
All the Flavor and

Less Calories too!

For more information on this program,
call Lt. Jim Noble at 213-298-6672.

^
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NAVY OFFICER
\bu areTomorrow,
You are the Navy.

$1.00 OFF
Any Heidi's

Sweet Surprises Sundoei

1 1 II r\
FROGEN YOZUITT

FRIECUP

1 1 II rs
FROGEN VOZURT

I

I tt^t ffM CVp Of NtMil

I Ffdycn TomH wmn yov My <

I of MM! Of MOdOf VWM.
(wdwdbta WMy p«*)

FREE LARGE CUP
WhMi You Buy

A Family Poclc

1

1

II r\
FROGEN YOZURT

««itii i »a«nmiin»«i ^fgfi t*« I

ADVERTISE in the Bruin and reach over 58,200 daily who spend millions on sporting events, movies, concerts,

dining out, and fun. Doesn't your business have something to offer? Call 825-2161.
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North campuS
WINTER SWEEPSTAKES

^

/)

^^i

A deal of a meal — just $2.99. There's a
different featured entree each day of the

week, with side dishes and your choice
of dispensed beveroger 4t's a
complete meal for under three

dollars (at a savings of more than

20%) through February.

Starting February 5th, enjoy North Plate Specials
doily at Pot Au Feu.

Monday - Lemon Chicken
Tuesday - Beef Stroganoff

Wednesday - Chicken Curry
Thursday - Roost Beef with Bearnoise Sauce
Friday - Red Snapper with Hollandoise Sauce

Watch for upcoming North Plate Specials at:

Casa del Norte - Week of February 1

2

The Broiler - Week of February 1

9

SRO - Week of February 26

l^tHEJt^

^i^ Nnrth l nmniir l nni/tae nm _ _

Tou could win one of these great prizes —
every week I

5 North Campus Meal Cerrificates •

a value of $ 1 each.

25 Refillable Mugs - a value of

$1.99 each.

25 Large Frozen Yogurts with
>ping - a value of $ 1 .68 each.

Just enter our Sweepstakes each week at the North
Campus Student Center — and hove a shot at the Grand
Prize, too. Winners will be drown each Friday through
March 2. No purchase necessary and you need not be
present to win. Some restrictions apply. _.

INTRODUCING.V.
THE ADMIRALS
^ BREAKFAST

The kind of hot, hearty fore Admiral Peary needed to begin those busy days

exploring the orotic— at o price he would hove traveled to the

North Pole to find.

famous

North Compus Cookies ore

the best gourmet cookies this side

of Westwood. Chocolate Chip, White

Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal and

Peanut Butter, warm from

the oven and sold by

the pound.

NORTH
FROM ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
Enter our Grand Prize Drawing to win a sici weelcend for two
"up nortti" at Lake Tatioe. Includes round trip ticlcets from
American Airlines, and two nigtits tiotel accommodations.

Some restrictions apply. Drawing will be held Friday, March 2.
N<i purchase necesiary and n*w1 not be prewnt H> win Sweepstakes eliuibiKty Is limited t<i IK IA students, faculty, and

ttalf ASUCLA hilMlme emphiyees and North Campus empk>yees are no« eligible to partiripatr

1 Egg, 2 Bacon or 2 Sausage, 2 Pancakes or

1 French Toost, Hosh Browns, Toost and a

smoll Orange Juice.

ONLY$2
Served 7-10:30 am, Mondoy through Fridoy

i^S m

NORTH CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER • SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND DINNER • ASUCIA FOOD SERVICE
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sBXPRiSS

LARGE 16" PIZZA

INCLUDES 2 FREE 16oz BOTTLE SODAS
Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering,

each additional topping $1.41 p-*"* «•**«,
Arrowhead «Mi»r

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box labels" and
get a FREE LARGE 16" PIZZA!!

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sun.-Thurs. 11am-10pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am-11pm

WHOLVcHiCKEN

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA A TORTILLAS

Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

+ OiGi
»s®^

M (f i es)

Arfvert'se '
' I

82.5'-2.l&i

Alfilfaji PM o Sigma Alplm Mm
RUN FOR THE HEART OF IT

iK mm to benefit the
AMERICAN JIEART-
ASSOCIATION

SIWDAY,
_^^^ Register Now: AU this week on • C^^>^

fc^^ Bruin Walk 10am to 3pnr^- (^^7

^AyK \l ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ 8^^ o^ Sunday /^ C^iV
i^03%. /^ on Circle Drive adjacent to the ^Vw

IM field

Pre-registration near Dance Building
at Tam __. '

.

$11.00 fee includes T-Shirt
$40.00 fee enters team of four

Ad paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directorg/

TOAC^P^ogrammingCpmmittee

Dolls 'overrated' in

child abuse cases
By Sandra Walewski
Associated Press

MIAMI — The S-year-old girl

tossed her hair, twisted around in

the chair, rolled her head, raised

her arms, stood up and sat down
again, all the while dutifully

answering questions from the nice

lady with the rag doll.

A camera rolled behind a two-
way mirror as the two went
through a delicate procedure that

has become vital in prosecution of
child abuse cases.

The lady told the girl that

sometimes unpleasant things hap-
pen to little children and maybe
they could talk about it. She pulled

out a clothed, rag doll with hair of
yam — and anatomical details

such as breasts and genitals.

Together, the child and inter-

viewer pointed to the different

body parts. No. no one had ever
touched her there, said the child,

pointing. She was sure. Despite
physical evidence of abuisie, the

little girl wasn't talking that day.
In recent years, the use of

anatomical dolls has grown as
more child abuse cases are prose-

cuted. But a new study shows that

the dolls' effectiveness in aiding a
child's memory may be overrated.

"These dolls have become very
popular because some psycholo-

gists believe they do something
magical, eliciting information they
otherwise couldn't get at,** said

Bruce Forman, a University of
Miami psychologist "But our
fmdings indicate that's probably
not so."

Anatomical dolls became avail-

able in the late 1970s and early

1980s and now are common in

social workers* and prosecutors'

offices and police agencies. The
dolls, costing up to about $75, have
evolved from crude, unclothed
figures to less-threatening, more
realistic ones with undeni^ar and
bright ck>thes.

Experts agree that the dolls can
help some children tell what

• • I

happened to them, especially those

who are very young or are

embarrassed to talk about the

incident But the evidence is less

clear in terms of what interview

tool helps get the best information

from an abused child and what is

normal behavior.

Xlinically, many believe the

dolls have a place in evaluating

suspected abused kids that cannot
be taken over by another tool," said

Mark Everson, a psychologist and
co-director of the clinical research

program on childhood maltreat-

ment at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.

In a study of whether dolls'

anatomical explicitness would
lead a non-abused child to act out
in a sexually suggestive manner,
Everson found that 6 percent of
more than 200 children aged 2-S
showed fairly clear sexual acts

wit|i the dolls during an interview,

even when there was no history of
abuse.

In the Miami study, 45 children,

aged 8 and 9. viewed a 12-minute
nim often used in sexual-abuse
awareness programs. One group
later told what they remembered
verbally, another by drawing pic-

tures and a third with the dolls.

"We found no significant differ-

ence," F6rman said.

In another study, of32 girls aged
5-8, the Miami researchers found
that abused girls showed some-

aggression and sexual

ith the dolls if an observer
not in the room than did non-

abused girls. With an adult in the
room, there was little difference
between the groups, Forman said.

However, not all the abused girls

showed increased aggression and
sexual play, indicating a need for

more research on what is normal
behavicx*.

Videotaped interviews of chil-

dren with the doHh was among
evidence used to convict Friuik

Fuster Escalona in 1985 in one of
Fk)rida's most notorious cases.

to showWestw(
museum art In June
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

The Westwood Merchants Association will host its first fine artt
exhibition, co-sponsored by the Armand Hammer Museum, this June in
die Village.

"We think it's going to be a very special cultural event with the
museum as the landmark of the village — it dovetails nicely with the
opening of the museum," said Scott Regberg, director of the merchants
association.

The exhibition, scheduled for June 2 and 3, will feature paintings,
sculptures and photography which will be judged by community
members.

Winning entries will be displayed in the Armand Hammer Museum,
which is kx:ated in Westwood, at a later date.

Fbr 21 years, the Los Angeles Business Council has organized a semi-
annual arts and crafts show in the Village. But last fall the business coun-
cil was forced by Westwood merchants to relocate the show in Westwood
Park.

The nierchanl's art exhibition is not related to the more craft-oriented
show in any way, Regberg said.

LABC President Dori Pye said, "I have nothing to do with and I don't
know about <he (merchant's association's) show."
Some merchants complained that the LABC Westwood Art Show was

in poor taste because items like T-shirts and buttons were sold there. They
also said the show attracted large crowds that hurt their businesses and
left garbage in the streets.

"More than a year ago, the Westwood Merchants Association
requested that they scale back their show and upgrade their quality.
(LABC) refused, so we urged them to be relocated," Regberg said!
LABC'i May show will be in Westwood Park again, since both park

and show directon were pleased with the last one. "The nature of the art
show will be the same. We have always been known as a people show— ^
we are not elitist" Pye said. **Therc's something for everyone and we're
not changing our format"

Safety of nuclear
eneigy defended

John GIttus

By Auris Jarasunas

Contributor

A expert on nuclear reactors

addressed common misconcep-
tions about the safety, feasibility

and necessity of nuclear energy in

a lecture Thursday.
" 'It's only a matter of time

before we have another
Chernobyl' " is an example of '*the

kinds of things that people rou-

tinely say," said Dr. John Gittus,

director general of the British

Nuclear Forum and University of
Clalifomia Regent Lecturer.

The Chernobyl nuclear accident

in the Soviet Union was caused by
a critical error in the actual design

of that reactor, Gittus said. In 1947
a similar design for Western
nuclear power plants was consid-

ered by British nuclear experts, but

it was deemed potentially unsafe

and thus rejected. *The Western
reactors don't have this design
flaw," Gitttis added.

Another common misconcep-
tion about nuclear energy is that

the waste it produces "*will never

be safe,'" Gittus said. But accord-

ing to Gittus, this is simply not

true.

Nuclear waste is a highly
radioactive byproduct of fission,

the atom-splitting and electricity-

generating process that occurs in

nuclear reactors. Though many
people fear this material to be
permanently hazardous, current

disposal technologies make such
concerns groundless, Gittus said.

"If your personal share firom a

lifetime's consumption of nuclear

electricity was kept separate, then

it would be the size of a glass

ashtray and a hundred years hence
it could be safely handled, the

GWEN QOLOBLOOM/Daly Bruin

radioactivity having decayed
enough for that to be permissible,"

Gittus said.

Automobile waste presents a

greater hazard thanfVthat from
nuclear energy, Gittus said. 'The
Unites States government just

announced . . . that exhaust fumes
now cause 100,000 deaths from
emphysema and lung cancer and
related sicknesses every year."

Fears that nuclear energy is not a

viable source of energy because it

is too expensive are also unfound-
ed, Gittus said. He cited a study

which showed **nuclear energy
was competitive in price with

coal."

Nuclear energy is a much safer

and more sensible way of satisfy-

ing energy demands than burning
fossil fuels, Gittus said.

Since coal supplies a great deal

of the worid's energy, *1he real

problem is to find a substitute for

coal," Gittus said. The burning of

coal and other fossil fuels such as

oil and gas is a major cause of the

greenhouse effect the progressive

and potentially dangerous warm-
ing of the earth's aunosphere, he
explained.

Ever since human beings dis-

covered fire, they have operated by
the maxim *if you want energy,

bum something." This attitude

must change now that 'Hhere is a

distinct threat of spectacular

deterioration of the gk>bal climate

as a result of greenhouse warm-
ing," he said.

Gittus is conducting research and
lecturing at UCLA for six weeks.
The University of California
Regent lecttirer appointment is a
position extended to distinguished

individuals from outside of the

academic community.

Healthwatch

ntness is more than
healthy
By Laurel Eu
Student Healtti Service

The student who came to the

FiUiess Inventory Testing (F.I.T.)

Clinic was overweight and wor-

ried. He told nurse Etorothy Land-
is, who took his blood [H'essure,

that his father died from heart

disease at age 49.

Landis said that many students

come to the clinic because they are

concerned about their family his-

tory. Others who want to check on
their fitness level make some
suiprising discoveries.

"Students may look like they are
in great shape, feel good — but
everything may not be fine. Some
have a higher than desirable

amount of body fat" said Haroon
Anwar, who along with Jill Slein-

hardt coordinates the Peer Health
Counselor clinic.

"Health is more a function of
your fitness than your than your
appearance," said Carol Otis,

M.D., medical director of the
Clinic, and co-author of the recen-

tly releasedCampus Health Guide.

See FITNESS, page 13
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The Gift of Sight

„^^1^#^

Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup Includes a
pressure test for glaucoma and
an eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

Color contacts
High index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

P

Corner of LeConte •:• Vision insurance welcome •:• 1 hour validated parking

Is Graduate School for You?
A Panel Discussion for Women

ill J^^^^^P^

1 rn^rn^.'^

^iHjpj
^n2|^IMI^'7*v^ ^'

\

'W: ^'Li*>i.;=i^T-T'jsi^^t^.'^

Are you thinking about graduate school? Arc you wondering

which program is right for you? Are you confused about what
is involved in the admissions process? The panel will address

these and other issues that are involved in choosing an ad-

vanced degree program. If you are thinking about graduate

school and have some questions, come join us for this informa-

tive workshop. Panelists: C. Sari Halasz, Assistant Dean and
Director, UCLA Graduate Admissions; Deb Howard,
doctoral student, UCLA School of Public Health and former

president of the Graduate Student Association; Rosemarie

Pegueros, doctoral student, UCLA Department of History

(Latin American History); and Barbara Siegemund-Broka,

student, UCLA School of Law, and WRC staff member.

Tuesday, February 6, 12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

3517 Ackerman Union
The Wpmcn's Resource Cenlcr is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

TOMORROW 2-6

AT NOON IN AGB
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FOR UCLA DONORS
UCLA S-ninFNTS* . Meal tickets for all ASUCLA food facilities with .

each blood donation. _...-. -. ^:n=

I JCT-A/ASI in .A KMPT OYFRS . 4 hours leave with pay each time you do-
nate. Most student*, casual, per diem and career employees are eligible.

c UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

"A" Level Room A2'260 UCLA Medical Center
Just down the hall from Student Health.

825-0850 825-0888

* Student employees may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets but not both . Must have current UCLA student I.D.

* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

UCLA Samahang Filipino

proudly preselits

a...

Tuesday •February 6, 1990
6:30 f^.
Wiadsworth Theater

VBEE ADMISSION
TICKET REQUIJUED: Free General Admiaaion tickets wUl be waiiabU
beginning at 3.-00 PMat the Wadeworth Box Office on the day of the
Program. (One perwon per ticket, pUaeeJ
ABSOLUTELY NO CAMEBA8 OR VIDEOTAPING ALLOWED.

For more information, call (213) UCLA-727 or 206-6999.
Funded by the Campus Programs Committee ofthe Programs Activities Board, ASUCLABoard ofDirectorsiVSAC Program^
ndngCommSue, and USAC Cultural Affairs.

Americans
are stuck
to PostHts
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By Ed Stych

Associated Press

MAPLEWOOD, Minn. — It

was in 1974 that 3M scientist Art
Fry, sitting through a boring
church sermon, concocted the idea

of self-sticking, yellow notes that

could be removed without a trace,

for use in his choir hymnbooks.
It took him four years to

convince his superiors at 3M the

idea would sell. Two years later, in

April 1980, Post-it notes pre-

miered, and America has been
stuck on them since.

"Initial enthusiasm for a piece of
note paper with adhesive on the

back wasn't overwhelming," Fry
said of his battle to persuade his

superiors. "It was hard to sell the

concept that people needed a note

pad that would sell at a premium
price compared to ordinary scratch

paper.**

Now, a decade after the product
hit the market, many Americans
wondCT how they got along with-

out the yellow squares they stick to

reports, folders, desks, computers,

telephones and refrigeratcx^.

3M started with two sizes of
Post-it notes: 3 inches by 5 inches

and \% by 2, available only in

yellow. Today, the company says

it has more than 350 varieties, a
range of different sizes and colors,

plus many with cartoon characters

and messages. There are Post-it

notes specifically made for taking

phone messages, marking book'
pages and identifying material to~
be faxed.

Company officials won't
release sales figures, but say
Post-it notes arc one of the nation's

top-selling office products, along
with tape, copy paper and file

folders. They're also big sellers in

Japan — where the shape of the

notes is long and narrow to

accommodate the vertical writing
— and in Europe and most other

developed countries.

"I had a lot of confidence that it

would be a lot bigger than every-

one predicted, but not this big,"

Fry said.

Fry, 58, was bom in Owatonna,
Minn., grew up in Iowa and
attended the University of Minne-
sota, where he earned a chemical
engineering degree. He started

working at 3M 35 years ago as a
junior at the university.

Now the equivalent oif a division

vice president. Fry still works out
of the same small comer office he
moved into shortly after he devised
Post-it notes. His desk is full of
messages written on them.

For Fry, the idea of sticky paper
was a solution to an annoyance that

seemed to occur every Sunday at

North Presbyterian Church in

North Sl Paul.

"I don't know if it was a dull

sermon or divine inspiration, but

my mind began to wander and
suddenly I thought of an adhesive

that had been discovered years

earlier by another3M scientist," he

said.

In an attempt to produce a strong

glue, that scientist, Spencer Silver, '

accidentally made an adhesive

strong enough to hold paper but

easily removable. No one found a

use for the glue until Fry had his

impulse.

Fry began developing Post-it ^
notes the day after that fateful

Sunday.

11*1 like ice cream." he said. *1

haven't found anyone that doesn't

like it."

Anti-war

campaigh
launched
The Associated Press

SANTA ANA, Calif. — Rep.
Robert K. Etonian has launched a

pre-emptive strike against his

potential rival, anti-war activist

Ron Kovic, with mailers that

depict the disabled veteran as a

draft card-burning ultra-liberal.

Doman, R-Gardcn Grove, sent

out 20,000 fund-raising letters that

reproduce an old newspaper
photograph apparently showing
Kovic burning a draft card. The
letters, received Saturday by con-
tributors, call Kovic the favorite of
the "ultra-liberal . . . Hollywood
left."

The conversion of Kovic, 43,
from superpatriotic Marine to

opponent of the Vietnam War is

recounted in the hit film "Bom on
the Fourth df July."

Kovic told The Associated Press

Sunday he would announce later

this month whether he will run as a

DenKXTat in Doman's 38th Con-
gressional District

He called Doman's letter a

"hatred campaign" and a despera-

tion move that will backfire.

*^d like to extend my sincere

thanks to the congressman for

helping to promote my movie
throughout the district," he said.

FAMILY
From page 3

titled Fat is a Family Affair.

For example, if the parents are

having problems in their relation-

ship, "the daughter will act out the

mother's pain," Hollis said.

Hollis said she encourages her

clients to separate themselves from
their family problems and ask

themselves, "Is this my feeling or

is this my mother's feeling? Is this

my attitude, or my mother's
attitude?"

When relationships are out of
control, family members will seek

outlets in things such as food or

alcohol. For anorexics, who starve

themselves to appear thin, placing

the boundary between food and her

body is a means to establish

control, Hollis said.

Likewise, overeaters arc con-

vinced that they will gain control

by eating and becoming "solid so

(others) can't bk)w them over,"

Hollis said.

Between mother and daughter,

the problem arises out of the

mother overcompensating for her

own insecurities by lavishing

attention on the daughter. Because
the mother's insecurities arc not

properly addressed, the daughter

again acts out the mother's pain by
overeating, Hollis said.

Hollis encourages those who are

having eating problems to seek

outside help. Like victims of other

illnesses, those suffering from

eating disorders must be taken to

an expert, she said.

Friday's presentation capped
Eating Disorders Awareness
Week. The program's sponsors

said despite the small audience, the

week was successful.

The tow number of participants

is not surprising, "given the secrc-

cy of the disorder," Fienberg said.

But **we arc awarc of helping

people, and we have received

positive feedback," she said.

Fienberg said she is certain the

Eating Disorders Awareness
Week, hekl for the first time, will

retum next year.

^ UCLA Cultural Affairs presents:

FRONTIERS
recent work

Photographs from

the American West

, by

Father and Son
Bandelier National Monument

New Mexico 1988

Joseph Courtney White

KERCKHOFF GALLERY
^
February 5-16, 1990

reception for the artist

Tonight Mon., Feb 5th, 7-9 p.m.

PAID FOR BY UMC-YOUR STUD. GOVT.

- i

SNEAK PREVIEW
FILM AT 7:00 IN AGS
TUESDAY FEB. 6TH

RUTGER
HAUER

LIVE & IN

PERSON AT
9:00

LIMITED SEATING-

TICKETS AVAILABLEa . AT CTO.

I

-'i
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Tired of your humdrum life? Play Ultimate Frisbee, the sport
that combines alt out running wKh good-time fun. Anyone is

welcome. We have players at all skill levels and are excited
about teaching the sport to new players. Practices are
Sundays at tO:OOam on the Intramural fields next to the
Wooden Center. For more information contact Bob at (818)
990-8238.

The Ultimate Frisbee Team is a member organization of Club Sports
which is a unit of the Department of Cultural and Recreational Affairs,
located in 2131 John Wooden Center 825-3701 8:00an - S:00pm.

Center for International and Strategic Affairs
tyroKMnofuL University of California, Loi Ansdes
<nviMC5 oio *

mxaAitf cjs^ International Security Seminar

ARMS CONTROL ATTEMPTS
IN THE 1950's

•

.. by

HANS A. BETHE
Professor of Physics, Cornell University

\obel Laureate in Physics.

A Founder of Modern Physics

A Builder of the Atomic Bomb at Los .Alamos

A Major Contributor to the Area of .Arms Control

February 6

Tuesday
8:00 to 10:00 pm
146 Dodd Hall

\!jrch ..' iMofMliv. CUA 1M1 Sku my Waiaar: Mamn ShuNl. ^ofa>»fc)t "I OrgaiuuiMn and Manai^incn! 'i ,

The UCLA Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing
Department Is Pleased To Announce...

•:*y.«-y.<''Xf'yy-y':-yyyia^yb'

^^

Jo! 7lke

UCLA /WESTWOOD
f "f iflAaMii I
VilfHlHill I

wififraw I

'M I nil
MiUF I IBIi
f~n f iivi

11 Mflll

CXI

To

Central LA
UCLA/W£SmOMdBiM}^o,^f^j^

PlusNEW
Lower Monthly

Per Month For These
Routes:

• Central LA
• Westchester
• Studio City/
Sherman Oaks

One-Way Price

Any Route Just

^^^cvmnMk

Call The OAR Department For
More lnformatlon„.(213)825-7639
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man can do, as he gets older, is to

create a better life for his chil-

dfcn,** Walton said. "That's going

to be impossible for me to do,

because nothing or notxxly can
make my days here at UCLA any
better than I had.**

The walls of the 2S-year-old

Pauley Pavilion almost cnmibled
to the^ ground with the thunderous

ovation.

But Walton could not put an end
to this festive occasion. Far from it,

as it was time to honor the Captain.

While becoming one of the most
dominating collegiate athletes

ever. Lew Alcindor was second to

none. But now that his days of
lacing up the sneakers are tx^;x)m-

ing a distant memory, the great one
had to also put an end to the 43-

second standing ovation he gra-

ciously received from the Bruin
faithful.

"Thank you so voy much Iqk

that wond^ul reception,** Abdul-
Jabbar said. "It*s been a long time
since Fve been able to even think

about what happened at UCLA.
I've had some time since I retired

in the fall. It*s really been a kmg,
wonderful journey.**

That might be the understate-

ment of the century. Abdul-Jabbar,

known as Lew Alcindor in his

collegiate days, is the only player

in collegiate basketball history to

earn NCAA Final Four Most
Valuable Player honors three

straight years (in an era when
fieshman w^e ineligible to play

intercollegiate ball), and was twice

selected NCAA Player of the Year.
He was so dominant, in fact, that

theNCAA outlawed the slam dunk
during his tenure.

But Alxlul-Jabbar*s personal

achievements can't outshine what
he meant for UCLA. In his three

years of eligibility, Abdul-Jabbar
led the Bruins to an 88-2 record

and three consecutive NCAA
championships. He then went on to

the NBA, where he became the

greatest player in the history of the

league, ending his 20-year stint as

the NBA's all-time leading scorer,

and winning six NBA titles and six

Most Valuable Player tr(^>hies in

the process.

But Abdul-Jabbar was being

honored for what he accomplished

in Westwood, not in Inglewood
with the Lakers or in Milwaukee
with the Bucks.

"I remember my stay here and
all that I received, which was more
than a wonderful atmosphere to

compete in,** Abdul-Jabbar
explained. "I also got a great

education and the tradition con-
tinues. You might see a tall young
lady that may or may not admit to

being my daughter walking around
here (Abdul-Jabbar* s daughter
now attends UCLA).
"So I would like to just again

express pride and what a great

privilege it is for me to stand out

here with these men and ladies and
be received like this. I really want
to thank you and to thank all the

people that preceded me and made
it obvious to me that I should go to

UCLA.
"People like Rafer Johnson and

Jackie Robinson . . . (Those) Afri-

can-Americans were people that

were very important to my life and
they were also important to the life

of the school, and they all kind of
grew up together, so I want to

thank them and I want to thank all

of you.*'

And the fans then thanked him
for helping to make the UCLA
men's basketball tradition what it

is today — the most illustrious in

collegiate athletics.

But the women have chiseled

•»

'i"*-.

FITNESS

See JERSEYS, page 15

From page 9

"Having a fit and healthy body is

not necessarily a thin or muscular
body. Rather, a fit person is one
who is aerobically trained, has

cardiovascular fitness and has an

acceptable proportion of body fat

to lean mass.**

"Continuous aerobic activity,

such as running, swimming, bicy-

cling or walking briskly for 20
minutes ormwe three to five times

a week develops cardiovascular or

aerobic fitness,** Otis said. "Car-
diovascular fitness refers to the

body*s ability to do exercise in the

presence of oxygen. With exercise

the heart, lungs and blood vessels

t)ecome mcxe efficient in supply-

ing blood to the exercising mus-
cles.**

Both Steinhardt and Anwar say

they get lots of requests for weight
training. They inform the students

that weight training may help them
develop a nk;e physique but not

increase their cardiovascular fit-

ness.

Heavy weight lifting, an anaer-

obic activity, promotes muscular
strength and builds bones but puts

a strain on the heart without really

conditioning it, Otis said. Anaer-
obic exercises should therefore be
done together with aerotnc exer-

cise.

Cardiovascular fitness, howev-
er, is not the whole story. An
estimate of fitness should also

include a determination of the

amount of bone and muscle Ocan
mass) V. fat, according to an
increasing number of publications

on the subject of fitness.

Weight on a scale caimot pro-

vide an accurate indicator of body
fat According to Steinhardt, some
students are relatively li£^t —
based on weight scales — but still

have a kH of fat on their body.

Body fat composition is mea-
sured by the newly remodeled

underwater (hydrostatic) weighing
tank at the FJ.T. Clinic. Because
fat has a lower density than water

and lean body mass has a higher

density, comparing a person *s

weight in water and on land will

give an estimate of percent body
fat Skinfold measurements are

used to confuin the findings.

The Average, untrained 18 to 22
year-old male is 14 to 20 percent

fat and the average female of the

same age group is 20 to 25 percent

fat, according to numerous studies.

Well trained men and women may
have lower percentages of body
fat Sports medicine experts and
cardiologists make recommenda-
tions based on age and activity.

Aerobic activity, which benefits

the heart, also reduces body fat

Sheila King, exercise physiologist

and former member of the UCLA
volleyball team, said that the type

of activity that optimizes the use of

fat for fuel is low to moderate, long

duration aerobic exercise at suffi-

cient intensity.

Otis mentioned other benefits.

"During college, aerobic fitness

also reduces stress, aids in weight

control, towers blood pressure and
cholesterol and lessens the chances

of injury. In the future, aerobic

fitness will reduce the chances of

developing diseases like heart

attacks, cancer, strokes, obesity

and osteoporosis.**

Sora Park, coordinator of Stu-

dent Outreach Programs at the

Student Health Service, has

observed that students who exer-

cise reap psychological, as well as

physical, benefits.

"Regular exercise from activi-

,ties you enjoy decreases your

appetite — you*re too busy play-

ing to cat, — improves your

iture and increases the positive

image you have of your body,"

Park said.
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for © DEAL
AT HOME CLEANERS
UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff,

Get five of your clothes dry cleaned or
laundered and get any of up to five

more items cleaned free of charge. *

*(Must not require special handling)

Only with...

HOME CLEANERS
Quality Dry Cleaning & Laundry Sen/ice
Without Leaving Your Home or Office

Call us anytime, any place, for free unlim-
ited pick-up and delivery, and same-day ser-

vice. (Min. 5 items)

(213) 389-3341
Business Hours: M-Sat 7-6.

DO YOU EVER DREAM
:SR-»- • ^

^ OF BEING A MEMBER OF A TEAM,
DESIGNING, BUILDING, AND SELLING A

FUTURE AUTOMOBILE?
Opportunities for Mechanical and Electrical Engineers to work in Car Product Development at
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan. Vehicle and component design, development and
testing positions available through the Ford College Graduate Program.

Date: Thursday, February 8, 1990
Time: 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Place: Placement and Career Planning Center'

Tlease register and leave your resume at the center before February 8th.
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FOR YOUR HEALTH
K" is a liquid blend of 14 different

plants, each rich in vital nutrients:

vitamins, minerals and essential trace

elements.

Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed 100%

For more information/free literature contact:
^ Ken Ward (213) 275-2175

GIVE YOUR TEETH
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
47»-0363

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tajje)

'

• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

Cannon Color Laser Copier

' Laser Printing on Macintosh
' Computer Time Rental

' Typesetting

•Fax Services

' Copies Bl(/White

' Color Copies Xerox
' Complete Full Color Printing

Over Sizes Xerox 36' by any length

Complete Birxjing Services elc

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 1

7

Enlaraements to 400%;
Reauctions to 50%;

Canon "j Q
Laser

With this Ad tiniy on Imw Color Kip 1/31/90

%

Plus its special features:

Color Creations.
Image Compositions.

Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

STUDYFOR ONE YEAR OR
FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford University have Invited The

Washington International Studies Councdl to recommend
qualified students to study for one year or for one or two
terms. Lower Junior status Is required, and graduate study
Is available. Students are directly enrolled in their colleges
and receive transcripts from their Oxford college; this is NOT
a program conducted by a U.S. College In Oxford. 3.2
minimum Index in ms^or required.

An alternative program which is sponsored by a U.S.
University is available for students with tninimtim indexes of
2.7. Students will have social and athletic rights In an Oxford
college and the fees are substantially less.

INTERN IN WASHINGTON, LONDON
wise offers summer internships with Congress, with the

White House, with the media and with think tanks.
Government and Journalism courses are taught by senior-
level government (Petals, who are also scholars, and by
experienced Journalists. Similar opportunities In public
policy internships are offered (with academic credit) In
London (Fall, firing and Summer).

WRSC
^O/AA

The Washln^on
International Studies Council
214 Massachusetts Ave.. N.E.

Suite 450
Washington. D.C. 20002
(202) 547-3275 ^ ~~
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DESIGN HAIR CUT "
\C) APf\)l\IMIMS»2t)a-4447»\C) GIMMICKS
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)S PLKM SJ5-4S SHAMPOO SET
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SPECIAL FREE- lunrtut slyle w'S}> perm (Sli value Iri

,

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/S4i perm (SI 7 value Invi

Kra C-.AVItY-WFSTWOOn VILIACF«\[XT to I^WTFK'S

FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday and Saturday

Monday - Thursday

•til 12:00 PM
Suriday til 11«0 PM

Five Master

Sushi Chefs

To Serve you!

Complimentary appetizers

Monday-Friday. 4:30-6:30 PM
LUNCH • COCKTAILS • BIG SCREEN SATELLITE TV

2830 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
828-8404

Talk to TL
February 14, 15, & 16, 1990

Embassy Suites Hotel, Downey
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Send your resume, fax or call now!

Contact:

HAJIMU NOMURA
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC

SC GROUP PERSONNEL
PO BOX 655303, M S 8333 DALLAS. TX 75265

'

PHONE (214)997 5542 FAX (214)997 5536

Texas ^SP
Instruments

Davis talk

centers on
apartheid
The Associated Press

ATLANTA — The anticipated

release of South Afirican Nelson
Mandela should spur the fight to

abolish apartheid, black activist

Angela Davis told about 1,500

students at Spelman College.

"I'm sure the man who has

dedicated his entire life to the

struggle against apartheid, who
has spent over 27 years of his life

imprisoned, would want us to

celebrate his release by rededicat-

ing ourselves in the United States

and throughout the world to a
struggle for a truly free South
Africa," she said.

While there will be celebrating

when Mandela, the long-impris-

oned leader of South Africa's

newly legalized African National

Congress, is finally released from
prison, Davis said blacks need to

remember that the struggle con-
tinues.

"Whenever we have overesti-

mated our victories and failed to

defend them, we have seen them
snatched away from us," she said

Saturday during a Black History

Month address at the predomin-
antly black women's private ccrf-

lege. _
*The unbanning of the libera-

tion organizations of South Africa
and the imminent release of Nel-
son Mandela, while they do con-
stitute a grand victory, they are

only partial victories. Apartheid
still stands," said Davis, a 1980
vice presidential candidate on the

Communist Party ticket and teach-

er ofwomen's and ethnic studies at

San Francisco State University.

potmcs
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However, her survey also found
black and Latino mayors no more
likely than other mayors to encour-

age or target minority involvement
in poUcy-making. Although some
mayors have developed programs
to address minority concerns,

Robinson said that "it's ambitious

to expect that these mayors will be
able to do a loL"

The economic interests of black

and Latino residents revolve pri-

marily around their basic living

conditions, such as access to

employment, she said. However,
her study concluded that cities

with black or Latino mayors are

also not more Ukdy to improve
economic opportunities for those

communities.

"Maybe the bottom line is that a

politician is a politician," Robin-
son said. "Maybe mayors don't

care or maybe they do, but
(minority mayors) can't do much
and end up doing the same thing

(as other mayors)."

One reason for Uiis phenomenon
may be that economic problems
are too complex and therefore

these mayors cannot affect local

policy, she said.

Another reason for the failure of
these mayors to affect change is

that they have more pressure from
officials to accommodate the inter-

ests of the business community,
she said. Business concerns are

often more compelling than the

political pressures of the black and~
Latino community.

Robinson suggested blacks and
Latim^ use their voting power to-

challenge candidates to address
their concerns.

Fan turns

condointo
Marx siirine
The Associated Press

NEW HOPE, Pa.— The mythi-

cal kingdom of Freedonia, setting

of the Marx Brothers* movie
"Duck Soup," has found a home at

Paul Wesolowski's.

So has everything else con-
nected with the comedy team.

Wesolowski, publisher of The
Freedonia Gazette magazine and a
scholar of "Marxism," has trans-

formed every square inch of his

poster-plastered condo into a
shrine to Groucho, Harpo, Chico,

Zq>po and Gummo.
There are enough Groucho

glasses — frame, nose, eyebrows
and mustache— lining Wesolows-
ki's bednx)m ceiling to satisfy a
crowd of Groucho wannabes.

JERSEYS
From page 12

their names in the history books as

well. Meyers and Curry, who
between them have totalled seven

years of first-team All-America

honors, have done much to elevate

the UC!LA program.

Curry, the all-time UCLA scor-

ing leader (including both the

men's and women's teams),

scored in double figures in all 130
of her games as a Bruin while

setting scoring records for both

points (3,198) and rebounds
(1.310).

*This is a very nice honor,"

Curry said. "I'm very pleased to be
back. I'd like to thank everyone
here tonight for the nice round of
applause. I'd like to especially

thank Chancellor (Charles) Young
and Dr. (Judith) Holland. Of
course, all of my teammates,

(UCLA women's basketball head)

Coach Billie Moore, and my
assistant coach.

"I had the privilege of playing

with Ann Meyers my freshman
year, and it's great to be in such

nice company with Kareem and
Bill Walton of course . . . I've

noticed the students, the fans and
the band are as great as ever.

Thank you."

Meyers was equally grateful for

her moments at UCLA.
"I would like to thank the

university fw giving me the

opportunity to graduate from
UCXA and to wear the uniform as

an athlete," Meyers said. *Thcre
are an awful lot of people to thank,

in Billie Moore, my coach the year

we won a championship and my
coach in 1976, the year we won an

Olympic medal.

"And I've been very fortunate to

come to the university," she

continued. "I'd also like to thank

my family and friends, my brothers

and sisters, my mom and dad. My
mom, who nefer missed a game
my senior year. I k)ve you . . . And
also Papa Qooking to Wooden)
thank you for being a part of my
life." Wooden then smiled and
waved back in reply.

Meyers, the first woman ever to

receive a full athletic scholarship

from UCLA, led the Bruins to the

1978 AIAW national champion-
ship and was selected as the

College Player of the Year her

senior season. And this year,

Meyera has returned to the tradi-

tion as UCLA's color commenta-
tor on KMPC radio.

- But on this special day, she was
not reporting the news, she was
making the news. And as with

Wooden. Abdul-Jabbar. Walton.
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and Curry, she electrified the

UCXA faithful, and the nation.

^ 24650 Calabasas Rd., Calabasas. CA 91302

R.J. MORRIS
Sales & Leasinq
"Your Student Dealer"

(818) 888-5555

CPARI BEAUTY SALONP
Remove your with 1007o
unwanted hair Natural Wax

Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bilcini $15
Bikini waxing $ 8
Half legs wax.. $10
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10

European Facials $25
1435 Weshvood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIPATIIP «St FALL
PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CI\'1L ^Sl CRLMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
(JUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

•ifi

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE -TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Member o( American Denial Assoc
Member of American Assoc, ol Orthodontics

$99ONLY ^If^"^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $23/6
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 ,^.,^. q^-. --^-
(1 Block east of Barrlngton) V^"*^/ 0^0-/«l»«l
•On approval of cradiL Only for cases requirino 24 monttw ot aeiiv© tr«atmom

Located
in

Westwood Village

$15

I

SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

f
chIcken specTa"

I *em 'roii^^'^*^®"
^^^^ ^'-^^ P"^ ^° ^°^®l

!*FrIed^Rice w/1 free drink $0-OU
j

-Green Salad .
with coupon I

^ I

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP_jL^L_
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

I rdf^ Wesnvocd Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

BUY
REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB

GET ONE FREE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK

OR

SHOW U.C.L.A. i.D. AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

<SUBlUflV*
GOOD ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA

1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987
EXPIRES 2/20/90

a*

r--

M

ARCO PRODUCTS ^^
COMPANY, /^^

A V S ON OF ATLANT C R CHF ELD COMPANY,

WILL BE AT THE UCLA PLACEMENT AND
CAREER PLANNING CENTER FOR ON-

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON FEBRUARY 23,

1990. WE ARE LOOKING TO FILL POSITIONS

AT OUR DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES
HEADQUARTERS FOR

•

FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
IN OUR CONTROLLER'S DEPARTMENT.
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL HAVE AN

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE IN

ECONOMICS
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE SIGN UP
FOR AN INTERVIEW AT THE PLACEMENT
AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER. ARCO
OFFERS COMPETITIVE SALARIES AND

DCMmTTO

(- '

BENEFITS.

i
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Viewpoint
Letters

Cartoon

Editor:

Your constant attention to

slamming the fratemities hit a
new low when you published

the cartoon depicting homeless
men (Bruin, Jan. 23) lamenting

that, 'at least it wasn't a
fraternity house,' as if to

expand on your recent story

stating that we all live in

squalor and filth. For a storied

institution as yourselves to

lower itself to demeaning the

homeless and fraternities in

such a display is in shameful
taste.

Each week our house goes

to the City hall in Santa

Monica and feeds the homeless

neighbors of our community at

our own expense and on our

own time because we care. No

other organization, or the stu-

dent body, with the exception"
of the Bruin Belles and our
little sisters who man the

serving lines with us, knows
about our weekly function, and
that's the way we prefer it.

We do this out of concern for

our neighbors who are l«^s ^
fortunate. Wc take exceptionjb
your shameful depiction or^
those people we serve and ask
you to print a retraction of this

ugly display that has disgraced

our university by placing your
anti-greek policy above decent
and moral taste.

Matt Sumrow
Junior

Political Science

Twenty-eight members of Sigma
Pi fraternity also signed this

letter.

Viewpoint

Sororities sliouid talce action to prevent rape
By Nathan Friedkin

I wish I could say that I

was surprised to read the

anonymous letter written by a

wcxnan who was raped by two
fraternity members ("Anatomy
of a rape," Bruin, Jan. 25).

But I wasn't. I wish I could
say that this is the first lime

that I've heard a story like

that, but it isn't. I wish that

this incident was just horrible

coincidence and that the Greek
system is not at fault. But that

would be a lie. I wish that

this woman and all the other

women who have had sex

crimes committed against them
didn't have to endure the

experience. But. they did. And
they do. And I'm sick to my
stomach. I'm so sick of hear-

ing the same thing happening
over and over again that I

have no choice but to write

this letter in an attempt at

making the flrst step toward a
change.

It is to each and every

sorority member that I am
writing to. To all have been
raped at a fraternity. To all

who know someone who has.

And to all who give a damn.
It is to you that I speak. It is

from you that I ask.

I propose the following:

1) A full seven-day "boy-
cott" of the fratemities. All of
them. This would entail no
parties or gatherings for a

solid week. A social boycott, if

you will.

2) This would be announced
with a formal letter to the

Daily Bruin condemning all

sexist fraternity actions.

3) During the week of
protest, have rape education

counsek>rs speak at every sor-

ority Wuse. Especially to the

freshmen pledge classes, as

they make up 90 percent of

"date" rape victims.

4) Insisting on a rape edu-
cation seminar for the fraterni-

ties.

This would mean all the

UCLA sorcxities standing

together on an issue that con-
fronts each member evoy time
she walks through a fraternity

doorway. You now have a .

chance to make a statement

not only for yourselves, but for

all women. Especially in the

face of the current flow of
anti-Greek sentiment, what bet-

ter way 10 answer the critics

than with a move requiring

bold rebellion against the atti-

tudes that promote both Greek
bashing and sex crimes. Enact-
ing this proposal would serve

as a strong, powerful statement
against what has occurred in

the past, and a step toward
changing some attitudes that

prevail among the fraternity

system.

I suppose I need to offer

some justification for this prop-
osal in order to feed the

pathetic mouths sure to squawk

direct indictment of every
single individual who is in a
fraternity. Since much ink and
many words will be wasted on
that argument, I can't stt"ess it

enough. I am not saying every-

one who joins a fraternity is

evil. Yet, there is a good deal

of wrong that is found
throughout the Greek system.

One only has to look to

discover. There are known
rapists bearing the Greek let-

ters. They are known by their

victims, and possibly even
more horrendous, known by
their "brothers". I'd be a rich

man if I bet all I had that the

two guys who raped "anonym-
ous" weren't the only members
aware of the act. I shudder to

imagine the actual number of
members who knew what went
on that evening. How many
other evenings and parties

played host to the same hein-

ous act? If it happened without
consequences once, why not

twice? And so on. And so on.

Statistics show that most
rapes go unreported. That's

of the poor, helpless fraternities ^common knowledge. And if it

who are unjustly being cruci-^^^'TsnX it should be. Is "anonym-
fied. "He's prejudiced!" "He's
a bigot!" I don't have to be a

fortune teller to know what's
on the way. There's a whole
batch of future lawyers and
politicians brewing in the caul-

dron. So, let me state in

advance, that my aching heart

bleeds profusely for the boys.

Ideally no justification would
be needed for this boycott. The
reasons couldn't be any more
obvious. Yet, ideally the author

of "Anatomy of a Rape"
would never have had a reason
to write that article. And
ideally no person would have
to live with the memory of a

rape. But harsh reality wins
again, and so I explain.

The boycott would not \x a

ous ) the only one who's been
traumatized into silence? How,
many others are out there like

her? How many other rapes

have occurred within fraternity

walls? How many members
know about them?

But hey, these things happen
everywhere: in apartments, in

bushes, in bathrooms. Fraternity

"brothers" aren't the only rap-

ists out there. Why pk:k on
us? You must be a bigot!

This bigot had an up ck)se^

and personal look at a pledge
period fu^thand. Upon arriving

at UCLA, I pledged a popular
house for six weeks. It was an
honest attempt at getting under
the negative stereotype, a "let's

see for myseir experience.

Once on the inside, the reality

of the expCTience sent me
running back from whence I

came. Two weeks away from

"brotherhood" I de-pledged and
nothing has ever felt so right

to me.

So now when I speak I

have personal experience form
which to judge by. What did I

learn? Aside for the confirma-
tion that the Greek stereotypes

are most defmitely based on
reality, I learned something
else. Not all in the system are

stereotypical. There are a lot

of good and honest guys in all

of the houses who are as upset

as I am over the negative

incidents. And now I am
counting on those guys. I am
counting on them to support "

and encourage this projiosal. I

am counting on them to not
see this as a personal attack

on their character but to under-

stand it as a necessary step to

correct the dark side of frater-

nities that is being exposed. I

am counting on them to sup-

port the sororities in saying

enough is enough.

All one must do to see the

problem is open his eyes and
acknowledge the prevalent

fraternity attitude toward
women: sexist pledge class

names, sexist winnebago sk)-

gans, sexist incident after inci-

dent after incident It may be
only a handful of guys who
rape, but it's an ocean liner

full who propagate sexism. It

may be only a few who are

rotted, but rot spreads and
infects if it's not dealt with.

Sexism is the mother of rape,

and she has a lot of silent

children.

Yet all that seems to happen
as a result of these events is

another letter to the Bruin.

Unfortunately we (on the out-

side of the system) are just

plain bored with the same old .

shit. And our boredom has led

us into a paralyzing slumber of
apathy. "Anatomy of a Rape"
was my wake-up call.

What about the sororities?

Members of The System.
Guilty of none of the above
offenses, yet guilty of one
offense that may be just as

wrong and certainly is just as

harmful: not taking action

against the fratemities. Guilty

of remaining passive in the

face of controversy. Guilty of
reading about a fraternity rape
and partying at the same house
where it happened. Guilty of
not using your status, your
power, when it could be used
to the advantage of all victim-

ized women. You are the

distinct half of the Greek
system. Th^e is no more
direct way to reach the frater-

nities than through the sorori-

ties.

All I can do now is hope
that you understand. That you
aren't scared off from taking a
stand, from making a state-

ment, and from promoting
change. I now leave it up to

someone in the system to take
the initiative I have set forth

and ran with it I suppose I

could work feverishly to con-
tinue the effort, but if it must
come down to that, then I

simply refuse to carry this

further. Speaking for the

growing number of anti-greeks,

I think I can safely say that

our ears are practically deaf to

your persistent accusations of
our brutal judgements. Action
cures deafness. For all the rape
victims of the jJiisL Toward
prevention of victims in the

future — what do you say?

Enough is enough! Boycott!

Friedkin is a senior majoring
in political science
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Bush's policy for Chinese students is weli-baianced, pnident
This is the first part of a two-part

article on China.

On the eve of the Senate

vote on President

Bush's veto of a bill

allowing Chinese students to

remain in the U.S. after com-
pleting their studies, ABC
News interviewed a handful of

Chinese students at various

universities. The most prevalent

fear expressed was that they

would be unable to utilize their

technical skills in Chin^.

"I am a biology major," one
Harvard graduate student told

ABC, "but ru probably end
up working in a factory if I

go back; there just isn't much
use for technological know-how
in China, and the standard of

living is terrible."

With the Chinese government
continuing student exchange
even after its crackdown in

Tiananmen Square, there does
not affpeai to be an abundance
of fear or malevolence towards

American-educated Chinese. Of
course knowing the truth about

Tiananmen Square, Chinese
students returning to their

homeland would probably be
and watched closely, while

only the tiny handful of extra-

ordinarily vocal and exuberant

student demonstrators would -

face life-ttH-eatening danger.

The extent to which all 40,000
students need political asylum
is debatable.

Nevertheless, the students ;

desCTve the benefit of any
doubt Bush's plan recognizes
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Lawrence
Lee
this by suspending the current

law stipulating that Chinese
students return home for two
years after completing their

studies. For now, Chinese stu-

dent visas have been extended

indeOnitely by Bush's admini-

strative order.

Meanwhile, Bush's policy

also recognizes the realities of

Chinese politics. While patriotic

Americans try to reduce the

situation in China to a battle

between democracy and social-

ism, hence "good versus evil,"

the story is not neariy so

simple. Indeed, the pros and
cons of tough measures that

would alienate China must be
weighed.

Needless to say, China is

one of this nation's most
important allies. It serves as an

important counterweight to the

Soviet Union, especially in

light of the unrest that could
potentially topple Mikhail Gor-
bachev and result in a hard-

line backlash. Also, the pre-

sence of numerous Chinese
forces along a bitterly disputed

border with the U.S.S.R.

remains a vital check against

any Kremlin adventurism.

Additionally, various U.S.-built

listening posts are located

along this border, as China and
the U.S. share intelligence on
Soviet missile tests and other

military maneuvers. The U^.
cannot afford to take the

Soviet Unk)n too lightly, even
in light of GlasnosL
More generally, China plays

a vital role in U.S. foreign

policy. The Beijing gov^nment
has been expanding contacts

with America's trading parmers
Taiwan and South Korea, has

assisted U.S. ally Pakistan, and
helped the U.S. aid the rebel

forces that expelled Soviet

troops from Afghanistan,

although it has also sold Silk-

worm missiles to America's
nemesis Iran. Presently,

Washington is depending on
China to play a large part in

mediating a settlement among
Cambodian factions vying for

power in light of the

Vietnam's withdrawal.

Of course, the U.S. also has

a commercial stake in China.

The trade between the two
nations in 1988 amount^ to

$13.4 billion. Thoe exist more
than 600 joint ventures or

wholly owned U.S. subsidiaries

in China, producing everything

ftom medicine to computers.
American and Japanese banks
have also loaned money to

China to begin tailing its

abundant resources, including

oil and metals. Roger Sullivan,

president of the U.S.-China

Business Council, contends that

for the U.S. to pull out of
China would be to turn the

entire market over to the

Japanese.

Doubtless the Japanese
would move in, given an
American pullout. Yet, com-
mercial and political interests

do not tell the entire story.

Another prevailing question that

the press has failed to ask is

whether the student demonstra-
tions of May and June 1989
actually represent a move tow-
ards a democratic China, or

something else.

Chinese leaders have histcxi-

cally used the supped of
intellectuals for their own gain.

For instance in 1976, upon the

death of Communist Party

Chairman Mao Zedong, Deng
Xiaoping encouraged intellectu-

als to openly denounce Mao's
Ixiital and misguided Cultural

Revolution. This helped I>eng

gain popularity and acceptance

as Mao's successor.

Several years ago, Chinese
students began protesting the

uneven distribution of wealth

gained through the various

capitalist "experiments." Last

year at this time, students

misdirected their wrath towards

exchange students from

Ethiopia. In a blatantly racist

manner, the Chinese students

complained that the government

was forgetting its own people

and, to add insult to injury,

were even furnishing "blacks,

of all people," with relatively

luxurious accommodations, ~
while Chinese students lived 6
or 7 people to a tiny, decrepit

dorm room. Extensive fighting

broke out, and Ethiopia

decided to recall its students.

How quickly the press forgets

—

With Deng reaching an

advanced age, the political

jockeying to succeed him had

also begun. As students called

for Deng's resignation, Deng
accused Hu Yaobang, the for-

mer Communist Party leader

and Deng's chosen successor,

of being subv^sive in his

sk)wness to suppress the stu-

dent movement
Upon Hu's sudden death last

April, a new round of student

demonstrations began. Zhao
Ziyang, who had succeeded Hu
as party leader, promptly

adopted the strategy of

befriending the students and
asking E>eng to step down.
Call me a cynic, but the

demonstrations should therefore

only serve as indication of

escalating internecine fighting

in the Communist Party, with

the more moderate faction stir-

ring up discontent

Lee is a senior majoring in

economics and history.
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Arts & Entertainment
Romancing the awards

Film

Extension student screenwriters honored
for script excellence at annual Thomas awards
By Jiil Leger

Staff Writer

The winners of the Diane
Thomas Screenwriting awards
will be announced this afternoon

during a private ceremony to be
held at the Westwood Marquis
Hotel.

Cash prizes will be awarded to

three student writers involved in

the UCLA extension screenwrit-

ing program.

Gary Berg, program represen-

tative, said a group of extension

instructors perused 74 script

entries out of which they selected

ten finalists, which were later

passed on to Steven Spielberg's

Amblin Entertainment
Today's recipients will have

been selected by an Amblin com-
mittee that included Spielberg,

Kathleen Kennedy and Michael
Douglas.

Berg said the awards were
developed to formally recognize

the writing talents of students not
in degree programs.

He added that besides providing
fmancial recognition, the awards
serve as a medium linking exten-

sion students to the entertainment

business.

"Finalists get their scripts read;

they get agents," he siiid. "Winners

of the past have had scripts bought
They receive a great deal of

recognition in the industry."

One of last year's flnalists,

Audrey Kahane (selected again

this year), said that as one of the

elite ten, she received "lots of

phone calls and lots of attention."

She added that she's looking

hundreds of people writing
screenplays," she said. "It's hard, I

think to stand out firom the pack.**

This year, an additional part of
the competition allowed flnalists'

scripts to be more than just read by
industry hot shots.

Berg said Amblin arranged for

several professionally successful

screenwriters to help the student

flnalists polish their scripts.

"It was a great chance to really

shape my script and get it in good

Besides providing financial recognition, the awards
serve as a medium linking extension students to

the entertainment business.

"Finalists get their scripts read; they get

agents. . .winners of the past have had scripts

bought"

God) and Brant Maddock (Short

Circuit).

While the awards signiflcantly

help extension student screenwri-

ters, they also serve as an annual

tribute to Thomas.

A former student at UCLA
Extension, Thomas is best known
for writing the screenplay to the

highly successful Romancing the

Stone.

She had begun work on Always
(which was released in December)
when she died in a car accident

along the Paciflc Coast Highway
in 1985.

forward to the phone calls this

year's achievement ensures.

And flnalist Shiriey Hillard said

that everything she's heard about

the awards suggests that her

flnalist status will help her career.

And she's glad. "In L.A., there are

shape," said Kahane, who honed
her script with the help of screenw-

riter David Greenwalt (My Secret

Admirer).

Other mentors included Naomi
Foner (Running on Empty), Hesper

Anderson (Children of a Lesser

— Berg said this year's function

will be hosted by "somebody
really well-known," but he
declined to release the name in

(X'der to tone down the publicity.

Danny Devito and Michael
Douglas have served as past hosts.

The ten flnalists, competing for

cash awards of $5000, $3000 and

$1000, arc Joe Garza, Chris Gal-

lagher, Julie Curran, Linda

Voorhees, Shirley Hillard, Audrey

Kahane, Penelope Wong, Daniel

Ljoka, Lynnc Frydenlund and

Joseph Swinger.
7776 late Diane Ttiomas wrote the screenplay to 'Romancing the Stone, ' which starred Michael Douglas and Kathleer

Turner. Today's Diane Thomas Awards ceremonies will honor three student screenwriters involved in UCLA Extension.

Music

Dissonant 'Chain' wiiips crowd to frenzied feedback feast
By Rob Winfield

A&E Editor

CONCERT: The Jesus and Mary Chain, Nine
Inch Nails, and the Nymphs at the Universal
Amphitheater, Thursday. February 1, 1990.

Inconsistency tends to be a predominant

fcxce in a Jesus and Mary Chain live

performance.

Aside from the darkly decadent disso-

nance and frenzied feedback feasts, that

have become a trademark of anything they

do, one never quite knows what will happen
in terms of entertainment value.

When the Chain are on, they literally tear

the foundation from whatever venue they

happen to be playing. When they're off,

they're just plain annoying.

Last Thursday's show at the Universal

Amphitheater (a rather unlikely place to

flnd such a band) was a little bit of both, as if

the Chain was missing a vital link to keep
things in place.

William and Jim Reid, who've fronted

the Chain for the past five years, seemed to

have their hearts in the right place — that

garage band spirit which makes even a place

as vacuous as the Amphitheater seem small

in comparison to the creative cacophony
emitted from their amps.

However, afjio" four rather differentiated

albums, countless tours of the States, and a

formidable reputation as ones who make a

lot of noise— albeit in a somewhat melodic

sense, the Chain needed mcM'e than this to

keep from drowning themselves in their

own darkly adorned atmosphere.

For an hour and a half, the concert ranged

from moan and drone monotony to kick ass

(I know. It's a cliche expression.) psycho-

psychedlic space distortion guitar jams that

whipped one around for eight or so minutes.

4Vhen po^ with a situation such as this.

Jim Reid, Richard Thomas, William Reid& Douglas Hart of The Chain.

it's difficult to criticize the Chain for their

talent or apparent lack thereof, as they do
have the potential to deliver, even though
they may not demonstrate it half the time.

Devoting a considerable portion of the

first pan of their show to material from their

latest (and most accessible) album Automa-
tic, Thursday night got off to a sluggish start

—ironically so, seeing that the newer songs

are more rapidly paced.

Only some oldies like 'The Hardest

Walk" and "April Skies" added a much
needed adrenalin kick to the Chain's stage

presence.

But it wasn't until the second half (or

more like the last two songs and an encore)

that the true Jesus and Mary Chain spirit

arose.

With a fistful of feedback and an attitude

to match, the band pulled out the old noise,

noise, noise tricks.

Songs like "KiU Surf City" and "Sidew-

alking" became testing grounds for ultra-

extended distortion fests (much to the

audience's, and my, delight).

Too bad, though, that the whole show
couldn't have maintained this attnosphere.

Overall, if one could imagine the

Amphitheater as one large garage, and the

Chain as one nKxxiy garage band, then

Thursday night could be considered a

better-than-average performance — all

inconsistencies aside.

On a more positive note, Cleveland's

Nine Inch Nails made an impressive L.A.

debut with material from the LP Pretty Hate
Machine.

Fitting in comfortably with the Chain's

audience, frontman Trent Reznor led his

band through an energetic forty-five minute

set which catapulted from the somberly

morose to the wickedly wretched.

Although much of the performance
lacked the freedom of spontaneity (some-

thing the Chain had, but didn't utilize to

their full advantage) due to pre-recorded

backing tapes, Reznor managed to overstep

some of these such limitations with consid-

erable, and surprising, ease.

Most notable was a raging rendition of

"Head Like A Hole," dominated by the

industrial-sense, no bull, rip-'em-to-shreds

guitar breaks.

Even some of the tamer tracks like

•Terrible Lie" and "Down In It," had their

own personalized edge of intensity.

The only thought I was left with after

Nine Inch Nails left the stage was to hope

Reznor takes his band on their own tour.

As an addition, by ttie Jmus and Mary

Attomey-rocker Vince Magna and his musical associates.

Attorney rocics witii new partners
By Matt Ball

Contributor

See CHAIN, page 24

Take heart, reluctant preprofessionals: if you get

tired of being a lawyer, doctor, or businessman,

t^ere's always rock and roll. It just may not be

possible to do both of them successfully. Of course,

get a friend in high places and anything is possible.

Take Vince Megna, attorney at law for example.

His friend in high places is Daryl Stuermer, guitarist

for the current Phil Collins tour. After Megna showed

Stuermer some rough work, Stuermer offered to

produce, and play guitar on an album. Vince and the^

Attorneys was bom.

This catapulted Megna into an enviable career

change from law into the music business, or

entertainment law as hie calls it Megna sings and

shares songwriting credit on the album.

The old adage holds true: you can take a lawyer out

of his practice, but you can't take the law out of a

lawyer. Megna proves this by singing about—• what
else — the legal profession.

To be more specific, his cassette single (the album
is as yet untitled and slated for release in April)

sounds like Weird Al Yancovic suddenly found a

Juris Doctor Degree in Dodd Hall

See VINCE, page 24
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Music

Pacific Serenades premiers faculty member's composition
By Marjory Weese
Contributor

CONCERT: Pacific Serenades. At
the William Andrew's Clark Merrrarial

Lit>rary on Thursday, January 25 atSpm

Featuring the wwks of Men-
delssohn, Brahms and the world

premier of faculty member Profes-

sor Mark Carlson's original com-
position. Pacific Serenades held a

chamber music concert at the

UCLA owned William Andrews
Clark Memorial Library last week.

As a non-commercial, classical

composer, opportunities for the

performance of a newly composed
work is often scarce. Pacific

Serenades has provided q)portun-

ities for composers to write for

specific events and performers.

Composers are commissioned for

their works and are provided with

some of Los Angeles's finest

musicians to perform their work.

UCLA Professor of clarinet,

Gary Gray performed Carlson's,

"Hall of Mirrors" with all the

brilliance, contemplation, and piz-

zazz the piece commanded. Carl-

son compares his piece to the

experience of a gazer who discov-

ers new things, both good and bad,

about himself while searching for

the truth in a mirror.

The first three movements —

Winter Visions, Ghosts, and Twil-

ight— carry increasingly somber
melodies. The final movement.
Scherzo, iM^oke the seriousness

witn its playful, jazzy tune that

successfully conveyed all the

qualities of a fun house mirror.

Unlike many new composers
Carlson's piece was not replete

with sharp dissonances and lost

melodies, but rather provided a

soothing, intriguing listening

experience.

The performance of the Brahms
trio by Delores Stevens on piano,

Stephen Erdody on cello and Gary
Gray is memorable. This piece

vies between a soft sensual mood
to one of deep passion. The
Mendelssohn sonata for cello and
piano commands great virtuosity

and Erdody provided it brilliantly.

See SERENADES, page 24

Valid Sunday - Thursday
Exp. 3/1S/90

CARLTON HAIR
INTERISATIONAL

UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$18 CUT 8t BLOW
MUST snow UCLA SUDETTT LD. Ve nurve iu H^ l, r^ uniu U o^

WITH COUFON ^"^ ^"^^ oaJitiM y maktblt.

WESTWOOP WESTWOOP MAKQUIS
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477

$AVE FOR A RAINY DAY

CREDIT
UNION

HOME
SAVINGS

B Of A
RRST
INTER,

lECURIT

PACinC
Y WELLS

FARGO

HOME
FEDERAL

6.15%m 6.15% 6.15% H 6.15%
5.25%

ATCH YOUR
MONEY
GROW

MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS ARE A SMART INVESTMENT.
IT'S SIMPLE. STOP BY THE CREDIT UNION TRAILER LO-

CATED BEHIND ACKERMAN UNION AND DEPOSIT A $500
MINIMUM BALANCE.
UNLIMITED TRANSACTIONS - NO PENALTIES - MONTHLY
INTEREST

Rates quoted by financial institutions, as of January 5, 1990, are

annual percentages. Rates subject to change without notice.

Paid for by JkSUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Prograrnming Committee

^ •M'A^^*^'!

A % ^ ^.

f^^^
rlS^

jP^^'
>«'

Latino Writers

poetry journalism

short stories

essays oral histories

^^Escritura y Sabiduria^^

""Visits to Elementary and Junior
High School Students

"Cultural Night with speakers
and poetry, Thurs. Feb. 8th, Spm

Location on campus to be
announced. Call 825-5969 for
more information.

We have revealed our secrets to
those who are worthy.

Only they should know the art
of writing and no one else.

^^-^ - Popul Vuh
Maya Book of Knowledge

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee
of the Programs Activities Board
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t's like getting paid
to go to scbooL

Backpacks and frisbees abound.

Challenge is in the air. Heated debates

erupt fix)m passionate beliefe.

Surprise! It s Microsoft. The premier

software corporation in the world has

more the feel ofa college than a multi-

national corporation. Intellectual energy.

Ecleaic decor and dress. All on a mod-

em, wooded campus in the eastern hills

above Seattle.

Microsoft is better than college,

however. You get your own room— a

private office with a door. You have

access to the latest microcomputer tech-

nology, as well as the brains that helped

create it.

So now you don't have to give up

the fiin and excitement of college in

order to make it in the "real world". All

you have to do is join Microsoft.

Software Design Engineers
in Test Development

Work as a team with our software

developers to release first-class products.

Identify strengths and weaknesses in

future software and take responsibility

for making the necessary changes. As a

Systems Test Developer, you will design

how the systems should be imple-

mented, as you learn the internals ofour

systems products and develop applica-

tions to test the software at the API level.

As an Applications Test Dei/eloper, you will

design, execute and document tests of

applications software to validate product

requirements and design.

Ifyou'd like to impact the agenda for

the future ofMicrosoft products, bring

your impressive technical skills and

unique ability to make things happen to

Microsoft.

Ready for some real fun?^

Ifyouare about to graduate, or are

working towards a Bachelor's, Master's or

PhD degree in Computer Science, Elec-

trical Engineering, Math, Physics, or

related technical degree, then we want to

hear about your microcomputer pro-

gramming experience, design skills, and/

or exposure to managing projects.

Microsoft will be interviewing on

campus for Software Design Engineers in

Test Development:

February 9, 1990
——i^—

See your Career Planning and Place-

ment Office for more details.

MiciosoA
We Mc an eqwl opfwcnuiity employer.

V. .
• v<
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Write about a rdotUmship with a
' person or qroiip from a cuCture

different from your own.

Open to ail UCLA, students
J

$250, $150. $100

It,

SERIOUS
MUSIC
The Beatles
The Stones _
IhcB^'S

The Cure
The Sugarcubes

THE PHIL
We're talking SERIOUS MUSIC ... like Beethoven,

Brahms, and Mozart. The Los Angeles Philharmonic gives

you this serious music. . .TOTALLY LIVE... in a

setting that's much more intimate than the Coliseum or

the Forum. And where else can you get an incredible deal

like TWO TICKETS FOR $5.00 in February for a live

concert, just by showing up at the Philharmonic's Music

Center Box Office with your current, valid student I.D. no

more than 2 hours before the concert. (You don't have to

camp outside all night just to get seats behind a speaker.)

Here's a great idea . . . join the Philharmonic's free Student

Frequent Buyer Program by calling (213) 850-2050, buy 3

tickets and get a fourth ticket FREE.

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
2 TICKETS FOR $5.00

This VVtek!

Thu. and Fri., Feb. 8 and 9. 8:00; Sun., Feb- 11. 2:30
Simon Rattle, conductor

Stephen Hougti, piano

John Aler, tenor '

Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 3

Liszt: A Faust Symphony (with Men of the Los Angeles Master Chorale)

Next Week!
Mon., Feb. 12, 8:00

Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series

San Francisco Symphony
Herbert Blomstedt, conductor

Haydn: Symphony No. 86
Carlson: Rhapsodies

Dvol^^k: Symphony No. 7

Tue., Feb. 13, 8:00
Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series

San Francisco Symphony
Mertiert Blomstedt, conductor

Beethoven: Overture, Leonore No. 2
Sessions: Symphony No. 2

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. Z (Little Russian)

Thu.. Feb. 15, 8:00; Fri., Feb. 16. 1:30; Sun.. Feb. 18, 2:30
Libor Peiefc, conductor

Emanuel Ax, piano V -^

Mozart: Symphony No. 32
Strauss: Burleske for Piano and Orchestra

Mozart: Piano Concerto in A, K. 488 *

Strauss: Also sprach Zarathustra

Upbeat.Live free pre-concert discussions 1 hr, before concerts

(except Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series) and Symphony Preview for

Fri.. Feb. 16. 12:00 noon.

For the whole scoop, just call (213) 972-7211.

Seating at the discretion of the Box Office, subject to availability.

Artists, dates, and programs subject to change.
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lUXEDQ lEDDY FOR

GAIS. lUXEDO JAILS

FOB GUYS, ^rjo

Send a "laiill Gram" IroB lakedlviiy" lot ihai

invitatiofl ttiey mn't lorgei* Packaged in a luudo

boi Seemed card includes messane: "Your

presence IS fORMAUY requested
."

You provide the rest'

800-227-9456 Unoimrij

"IIm doni »e^f ii

. somne else mill"

LCgpTUMGELES PHILHARMOf^C

Ask About
Our

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS GET
15% Off

Regular Menu
Prices Not

Transferable

Not Valid w/Any

Other Discount

CHICKEN
'-^

. RIBS

. SANDWICHES
f

. PASTA

\ . SALAD

- // Saints*'

// Pizza

me Besf P/zza

You Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660
Sunday-Thursday nam 1 0pm
Friday-Saturday 11am 11pm

11112 West Olympic Boulevan

West Los Angeles

I V'us' Mention Coupon I

! 3.00 off!
I Any X-Large I

I .

^

Pizza I

L_._____-.-J
I '/ .^' Venfton CoLiponl

, MAGNIFICENT 4,
I

, LARGE PIZZA i

I With any A Toppings I

Min. Food Order for

free Delivery $7 00

Predictable 'Men' doesn't
leave audience uniiappy
By Craig Yoshlhara

Contributor

FILM: Men Don't Leave. Written by Barbara Benedek arxj Paul Brickman.

Produced by Jon Avnet. Directed by Paul Brickman. Starring Jessica Lange, Chris

O'Donnell and Charlie Korsmo. Playing dtywide.

On a scale from '"you couldn't pay me to see it" to "I'd pay full price—
again" this movie deserves a student discount tickeL Excellent acting in a

predictable script. Men Don't Leave had its best moments in the acting

skills of Jessica Lange. Her portrayal of Beth Macauley, an unskilled

wife who must learn how to cope with the harsh realities of life after her

husband dies, was brillianL ^.

Lange takes the moviegoer nom love to hopelessness to screaming

frustration and back again. Her character could easily have been

lackluster and boring but her performance gave it a special, touching

quality.

Beth is a suburban housewife living in a male-dominated family with a

husband and two sons. Her husband John, played by Tom Mason, is a

housing developer who dies in a freak explosion in the middle of the

night. Because of the many debts he has left behind, the family is forced

to move from their lovely home into a downtown Baltimore apartmenL

Beth struggles with keeping her boys together while working to keep

them alive. Chris, the elder of the two sons, tries desperately to fill his

father's shoes and become a man at the ripe old age of 17. MatL his youn-

ger brother, suppresses his grief over his father's death and must learn to

come to terms with iL

After moving to Baltimore, Beth gets a job as an assistant manager in a

gourmet food shop fw an overbearing boss. Her boss Lisa Coleman,

played by Kathy Bates, treats her like a minimum-wage employee,

sending her on errands and making her do menial chores around the store.

While out on a delivery run, Beth meets an avant-garde musician, played

by Arliss Howard, with whom she becomes romantically involved.

However, when Chris begins dating a much older woman and Matt

begins to spend more and more time out of the apartment, she shuts him

out of her life. Then after a dispute with her boss, she gets fired from her

job, throwing her into an inner shell of uselessness.

The title. Men Don't Leave, is somewhat confusing, but as one young

See 'MEN,' page 23

Hany headed for cable
with flawed hero, plots
By Jeff Krieger

Contributor

FILM: The Plot Against Harry. Written & directed by Michael Roemer. Produced by
Michael Roemer & Robert Young. A King Screen Production released by New
Yorker Films. Starring Martin Priest, Ben Lang & Maxine Woods. Exclusive

engagement at GoMwyn Pavilion Cinemas.

Reviewing movies is not a cut and dry task. Sometimes thumbs up or

thumbs down just won't do. It's during these times, that I use my five-

point plan.

Basically, there are four categories into which a film can fall. They are,

recommended (see it now), recommended, but (see it whenever), hold off

(wait for the video),/or study breaks (you know— while watching TV to

avoid the 450 pages you have to read for tomorrow's midtom) and no

way (self evident).

Unfortunately. The Plot Against Harry falls close to the bottom of this

lisL .

The trouble with The Plot Against Harry is that there really is no plot.

Director Michael Roemer originally shot this movie in 1969 buL for

some reason, never released it. Last year, he decided to complete the

film's post-production and put it into theaters.

It is the story of a racketed who was just released from prison after

serving nine months and is supposedly attempting to clean up his act

Unfortunately, he has too many ghosts from the past that keep creeping

up on him.

That's about the gist of the movie.

Harry, a JewishNew Yorker, spends most of the time with a sorrowful.

-4--- i

See HAmiY, page 23
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Harry (Martin Priest, center) gets into all manner of
weirdness in 'The Plot Against Harry.'

HARRY
From page 22 " '

pitiful look on his face while trying desperately to prove to everyone that
he's changed and is going to live a clean life. He gives money, gifts, and a
closet full of old furs away to those around him in order to gain accep-
tance from them.

No one seems to care about Harry, though. His friends and family both
condemn his hfe of crime but seem to gladly accept the illegal gifts he
hands out to them.

This would make a very sad story if we could feel any type ofempathy
for Harry. But we can'L He shows no real sense that he's deeply changed.
He only acts the way he does to gain approval of his peers.

In one scene, he is being interviewed on the radio and disc jockey asks
him what he wants to do with his life now that he's declared to be re-bom.
Harry quickly tries to think of a response and answers, "I'd like to help
keep the kids off the street, keep them away from the bad elemenL"
Unfortunately, in a prior scene, a competitor of his is teaching kids how to
box and says the same, exact thing. Just one of the many examples.
He also shows his insincerity when, upon his release from prison, he

immediately attempts to recycle his old numbers racket. The only reason
he gives it up and declares sainthood is to impress his ex-wife and daught-
er who he happens to run into by accident (After being cut off while driv-
ing, he smashes his car into theirs without realizing it's his family).
The Plot Against Harry probably would have been better had it stayed

in storage. It never seems to evoke the sympathy it desires for its main
character. Harry is ruthless one minute and pitiful the nexL So, if it's

really late one night and avoiding hundreds of pages of reading by
watching you might like it

From page 22

moviegoer pointed out, refers to the memory and impact that a person
leaves behind after death. The trials and tribulations of Beth Macauley
are a tribute to life in all its aspects including both pain and love.

This film, directed by Paul Brickman, involved everyone from Jessica
Lange to Seka, an adult film star. This diversity of cast led to a well-shot
and well-acted film full of color and life. There were three real stand-outs
other than Lange herself: Chris O'Donnell, who played Chris; Joan
Cusack, who played Chris' older lover. Jody; and Chariie Korsmo, who
played Matt, the younger brother.

O'Donnell provided a realistic portrayal of an injured and fatherless
teenager trying to cope with life after death. His outbursts during the
movie reflected the hurt and pain dwelling within him as he learned what
it meant to be a man, responsibility and love. A brilliant performance by a
relatively unknown actor, O'Donnell is sure to receive high praise for this

role.

Cusack. whose list of credits include Say Anything and Working Girl
among others, was wonderful as Jody, Chris' older lover who liked to
"help people." A somewhat wacky and bizarre character, Jody provided a
lighthearted attitude and insight into life which the other characters
lacked. Some of the most enjoyable moments in the film were the inter-

actions that occurred between Cusack and O'Donnell. Her supporting
role was a joy to watch.

Korsmo was a believable and terrific young actor playing a major role
as Matt Macauley, Beth's youngest son. His character played a large part
in many pivotal points of the movie, and what was most surprising was
the depth of character he portrayed for an actor of such a young age. Mall
was perhaps the most touching and moving person in the movie. He made
one feel full of empathy and sorrow for all the pain he was forced to suf-

fer. It is truly a mark of his skills for a young actor to act as if he is not
acting.

The script, written by noted author Barbara Benedek and Paul
Brickman, was somewhat lacking for such a list of films as Immediate
Family and The Big Chill. A somewhat basic movie in terms of script, it

j)rovided some stereotypical roles such as the rebellious son and thc^

grieving mother, but luckily, great directing by Brickman and wonderful
acting by Lange and company made this movie enjoyable.

MAKE BUSINESS STAND OUT

a[D|Qaa[a[Li[ua
825-2161

^^\^ Eyelash Perms
Special $35

V^

V^*" LOVE YOUR HAIR
We Give You What You Want

Fusion Extensions

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTER
With this ad you will receive

Highlights $35 Perms $35 Design Haircuts $15

New customers only
Exp. 2/19/90

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
nly ft

7.
EVEN WrmOUT A COUPON!
must mMitlon coupon wtMn ontoring

208-4348
yVe deliver 'till 1 AM
ton weekends and
2PM on weekdays

99+2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian
bacon extra -speoalty pizzas not included tXP. 2/19/90

THE
PRICE IS

RIGHT!

Delivered

FAST & FREE

with student ID
(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

r

)

The Art Lecture Series Presents
~S!~^

LINDA MONTANO

Monday Feb. 5 5 pm
Dickson Art Center Room 3273

Sponsored by AGSL

)j

Funded by CPC, GSA and the Art Dept
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TOO FAT?
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTROLLABLE BINGES?
ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP
AND DOWN?
OR ARE YOU JUST FED UP WITH GOING ON AND OFF
IMPOSSIBLE DIETS. NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE ,

WEIGHT OFF?

"WE CAN HELP"
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENDON AVE. #914
LOS ANGELES CA 90024

Insurance cbverape accepted

(213) 208-7330

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE
CALIFORNIA ROLL

I

5 OOp m 7;00p m
7 days (take out excluded)

MOMOVAMA
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

58,200 Readers
Daily

Advertise 825-2161
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KALEIDOSCOPE
THEATRE

presents
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PROVOCATIVE

ENTERTAINING
play about

SEXUALITY
&

RELATIONSHIPS

in the

90s

PREMIERE PERFORMANCE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7

6:30 & 8:00 PM
NPI AUDITORIUM
(Across from Lot 14)

* * * ADMISSION FREE ***
Call 825-3020 for show information

A UCLA/SHS PRODUCTION
/v

Ad paid for by UCLA Student Health Service
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From page 19

"I'm Gonna Sue You" is a little

ditty about the absurdity of many
personal injury claims. It is light

and lively, although a little silly.

In fact, it would not be surpris-

ing if the entire album heads
straight for Dr. Demento.
A Bob Dylan/Weird Al quasi-

rap follows, entitled 'Truth is

Irrelevant." It indicts the legal

profession on ethical grounds. *It

doesn't matter to me, jusi pay my
fee,* croons Megna to all manner
of rapists and other street scum.
The grasping greed of the

proprietor of a downtown hock
shop is the theme of "The Pawn-
broker," the last song on the
cassette single. Whether or not
Megna intended so, ttiis song is

reminiscent of The Rainmakers.
The jury is still in deliberation

behind closed doors as of this

writing. On one hand, the album is

guilty of sounding like it was
slapped together in all of five
minutes.

Evidence in Megna*s favor
shows that he is also guilty of
gutsiness and originality.

Let the record show tiiat tiiose of
you outside tiie mainstream that

don't mind a little humor in your
music might want to check out
Vince and tiic Attorneys.

SERENADES
From page 20

The Claik Library provided tiie

perfect setting for Uiis perfor-

mance. The concert room and a
joining library are adorned witii

carved wood and hand painted

ceilings. The performance room
provided the intimate setting for

which chamber music was
designed and consequentiy has
become a rare experience. Even
the piano was ornamented with
hand painted scenes of tiie 1700's.

Pacific Serenades provides
composers with a means to have
works performed and allows Los
Angeles music k)ver's to enjoy
chamber music in its propjpcr

setting. Tliis is a series well worth
investigating

CHAIN
From page 18

Chain's preference. L.A.'s own
Nymphs, one of the stronger^
alternative acts on tiie local club
circuit, offered a solid foundation
to begin tiie evening of music. •

They only managed to get six

songs out before tiie stage hands
tiireatened to cut their power, due
to time constraints (a rather wank-
ish reason if you ask me). But what
tiiey did perform was enough to

grab one's indifferent (as is typical

for most audiences when tiiey see
an opening band) attention.

CSO
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493
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Miscellaneous 9 Domestic Help Wanted 36
Personal 10 Help Wanted 30
Political 11 Internships 34
Research Subjects 12 Job Agencies 3J
Sports Tickets 5 Job Opportunities 3?
Trade In / Swap 14 Jobs Wanted 33
Vacation Service 4
Wanted 15 ENTERTAINilKIIT
Wanted to buy ^ 16 Club Guide 40

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Dining Guide
Restaurants

41

46
Health Services 22 Social Events 45
Pregnancy 20 Theatre Guide 47

Th» ASUCLA CommtmcMani Bo«d My M*K»b »>• Unvwuly ot Cahtorraa t poticy on norxkiomna-
kon No m»<J«jm ihill tcctpt <V«itMm«nt( «ii»»ch pr*Mni p«(ona ol any onyn. rac*. ftNgrart. m* or
MKualorHtnlilion n adamaanngwayor imply ^a(ttay aralmitw) topocilona c^atektaa rota* or ilakjam aoaaly Naiiha< ^a Daily Brum nor Via ASUCLA CommunK:a»on» BoatO r^aa invaalgatad any ol ra
•arvicaa advai tiaad or tia advaroaars rapraawilad in Ihia itaua Any paraon b^kning »ialw advartaamarti
m tua ia«oa vidalad tia Boa#d-» poJcy on non-d»CTiminalion naiad har ain ihoold convnuntcale comp(«n«»
milling to »>a 8<ja»iaaa Managaf. Daily Bruin. 1 12 KardihoK Mai. 30a Wartwood PUia. Loa Angalaa. CA
90024 For aaaiaunoa witi hootmg Ataimmalon pfobtama. caM tta UCtA Houamg Omcm al 82S-449I or
call Vw Waalsida Fa» Houamg OWtca al 475^9671

HOUSINe
Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished

Apartments to Share
Apartments Unfurnished

Condos for Rent
Condos for Sale

Condos to Share
House Exchange
House for Rent
House for Sale
House to Share ——

^

Housing Needed
Housing Service
Real Estate

Room & Board for Help
Room for Help
Room for Rent ^

Roommates
Sublet

Tenant Information

Vacation Rentals

49
50
54
52
69
67
68
59
56

58
57
60
55
61

62
63
64
65
66
51

53

RECREATION ACTIVITES
Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76
Health Clubs 81
Horseback Riding 77
Running 75
Sailing 78
Skiing ^ , 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc. Rentals » 87
Photo Service 89
Skis 85
Televisions 86

SERVICES
Chiki Care 90
For Rent 101

GRE/GMATPrep 103

Insurance

Legal Advice

Money to Loan
Movers
Music Lessons
Personal Service

Resumes
Servk^es Offered

Shipping Agents
Tutonng Offered

Tutoring Needed
Typing

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels

Travel

Travel Tickets for Sale

91

92

93
94
102

95
104

96
97
98
99
100

107
105
106

Bicycles for Sale 113
Mopeds 119
Motorcycles for Sale 1 14
Rides Offered 115
Rides Wanted 116

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair no
Autos Wanted 118

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
OfficeEquipment 133
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131
Sports Equipment 132
Typewriters / Computers 134

Campus Happenings
1

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings l Campus Happenings 1 Campus HappeniT^

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

flHEND a FREE SEMINAR
ON THE MCflT 6- MEDICAL SCHOOL

Sponsored by the Biology
UnderGfaduflte Society '

'''Learn about applications
"

'*Reuiew actual MCRT questions

'*fllso Couered luiil be GRE, DAT, 0- ORT info.

Place: James E. West Center

325 lUestivood Plaza, Conf. Rm.

Date: Tuesday, February 6th Time: 7-9 p.m:
Join BUGR:

§ S lANLEY H. KAPLAN S«U?.T-al!"«'"»*
db T\iko Kaplan OrTaktViuirCliaiut- ®" KflPLflN COUr$e

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current /eg. card

or photo ID

arxj a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82frO850

'"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medkal Center

ASUCLA StudwK EmpioyMe receive

either 4 hour* leave wittt pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot awwd both.

Order your personalized graduation
announ(:«»m(»nts now!

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 Kcrckhott Hall ( Right next to Graphic Services). Open M F 8:30-5:30

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

NIGHT CHILD CARE
5:30 - 10:30 PM
AGES 2-6 TRS.

•PLAYTINfE (BOOKS. PUZZLES. CRAFTS)
• HOT DINNER - REST TIME
• RELAXING (MUSIC OR TV.)

Jf

Jf

*

OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS

"The Rml Sofc/Ron'

Monday noorvl pm
AOC 3S20

Thuxtay noorvl pm
NPI SSO

Concert Tickets

»-•

CALL TO
SIGN UP: 473-1 1 77 COTERIE

SCHOOL

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS CLIPPERS

(«-<•.»

V^ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears

FAX 9 205.0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

PHANTOM OF
THE OPERA
I SOO 962MASK

ij. ilin liikcts SyS jikI up

Good Deals 7

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyor>e'$ prices
or don't wint your businen. Sports can,
multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(8ie)992-6966.

HONDA ELITE- 80 white, just tuned, runs
great. $900. OBO. Elite Deluxe 2m, red. Must
see. S900. (213) 824-5098.

I BORGER KING I

I ^SB^ 900
I

I
KiiiC Westwood

,^^T blvd I

I STUDENT SPECIAL |

WE WILL PAY YOU
TO LOSE UP TO 29 LBS I

IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
*100% Natural
*Doctor Raoommandad
•Gail Jil (213) 285-9492

*£« Bed! SttSyHflB
FriSlep SlaAr, AU M2S tt:IS-l:f5
T*m -S-7-li-, WeA

NPI CtS3t 12:M>-1:00
hr ikoheks er iBdMinb «Im Im*

(213) 307-CSM

Free ^v 8

SPECIAL INTERESTVIDEOS, fiugt vartety, fr^
details. Rooney, DB, 906 E. Altadena #21,
Alladena, CA. 91001.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

462-2329 463-6569

I
« ^o' $2.49

}

I
Whopper-Fries-Drink

|
* 5:00pm 'tH close m-

with UCiA I.D. exp.3/31/90
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Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Personal 10 Personal 10

FAMILY DENTISTRY!
—

WT?
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(21 3) ,
475-5598

_^ i__ 24 hour emeroency sen/ico

Now you can join our private

practice, t)ecome a V.I.P. member
and receive all of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"

Allison Bibicoff (KA) J
j^
Congratulations on your performance in J

j^ Janet Jackson's )f

if Escapade Video! if

Jf Your KA sisters are so proud of you! J
t" *

For only $239. Incliides exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood
208-301

1

Personal 10 Personal 10

.^

Miscellaneous

DRESS MAKER: Blouses, skirts, dresses, etc.

Reasonable prices. (213)806-3095 or
(213)447-5812.

FASHIONS in SMmwev. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

FREE HAIRCUT by European styling team.

Rusk & Roni Hair Salon. Off Santa Monica.
You need to call today for a free haircut. All

work done by experienced professionals only.

Call for consultation, no obligation. Free gift if

chosen. Call MicheHe.(2 13)453-5497.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Studertt Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa%»telle. (213)312-0092.

RIDE NEEDED- Will pay to transport ten year

old girl. Weekends to Santa Barbara, and
return to LA for school on Monday. (805)

969-1636.

AXQ pledges
Get Excited!

Inspo week
is finally here!!

See you tonight for a

J Black an<i White Dinner

J We you, The Actives

t

If

The sisters of Kappa Delta

cordially invite the nominees for the 1990

Dagger Court to dinner tonight at 5:15

Get ready to make us laugh!

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or ail of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers rr^ay be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

Personal 10
^^^^^^.^M.M.M.^.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M, I PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

COUNSELINC-PSYCHOTHERAPY. JULEE
CARPER MA. MFCC INTER IMF1 5339. SLID-
ING FEES BRENTWOOD (213)338-1432/
VIRGIL DAY- SUPERVISOR.

ST. )UDE — Thank you for answering my
prayers! Love, R.L.

^AEO
mTna^Me^^^l^H

AEO i

1

Kelly Ames UB<t>

an(J

Mike Morehead
Ben

on your long

awaited pinning

^ no

Kerrie (FOB)
You're a studly little sis!

Congratulations on your
Initiation!

Love In Pke.

YBS Lisa

AEO) Pledge class '89 would like

to thank all the actives who
made our pledging quarter so

much fun - especially

Maria Itkin and Erica Schiller

(our pledge moms) and
Lisa GSoldstein and Debi Mobile

(Inspo week chairmen)

We love you!!

Love and LML,

AEO P^«9 AEOl

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified partidpants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

- may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

9

HELPLEVE LISTENERS

HOPE YOU
HAD FUlV AT

THE 1990 RETREAT

Room 413 Congratulates all members
of their 1990 ^'Rabbit Court"

Tammy Berns

Suzanne Bowers

Trisha Foster

Katie Hobin

Nicole Katof

Linda Martin

Laurie Pendleton

Dawn Peterson

Lisa Pollitt

Sam Shaver

Cocktails will be served this evening
at 9s00

BRING FOODm

Kelly Shepperd

Lisa Stanhope

Diane Trostle

Heather Vitro

Tracey Well)ourne

AO Spirit}

Week
begins

tonight!

remember J
the

mysto...

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUB|ECT5 with asthma,
ages 1 2-79 inlerested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves

office visits in WLA. You wil I be paid for your
participation. (21 3)820-6574.

'Hyperacth« Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed (or UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developn«ntal evalua-

tion. (213)82S-0392.'

NEED SUBIECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 ye«i needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 yean
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: PersisUnt,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject
will receh^ jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 reoeh«d upon
completion. TM) x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Right-handed
smokers, ages 2 1 -30, who are low to moderate
users of ak»hoi arwJ caffeine ve needed for an
experiment measuring simple problent.
solving. Smokers must have smoked at least

one pack of 20 cigarettes per day for at least

the previous year. Subjects will be paid $20.00
for 2'A hours. Leave message for Dr. Micheal
Lyvcrt at (818)344-3374.

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an
investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your time.

(213)820-6574.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY77
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

^^^^^^^^^^J^^ Personal 10

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing

Manicure Pediaire
208-8193

1015 GAYLEY AVI, WBSTWOOD VILLAGE
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Salons 21 Salons 21 Salons 21 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

ANNIVERSARY SALES
ULTIMA BEAUTY CENTER

The largest selection of
Hair 8c Beauty products

& Perfumes
^--^ at

15%-7o25 discount

Manicure $5
Fill $13

Free Haircut with Perm or highlights

Tel.: (213) 208-3500* 10918 Kinross Avenue

Sproul Hall Dining Services I

$6.34/hr
We work around your schodl

J

schedule
very flexible hours

leads to career advancennent
no experience necessary

must be a UCLA Registered Student
Call 825-2074

Stop by Sproul Hall Food Service

Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

WAMTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Opportunities 26

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-time

Business of your rnvn. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (618)594-1 057.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
GET INTO COMMERCIALS NOWt

"ON-CAMEMA- - PRIVATE
TRAINING WITH MALLORY

SANDLER
(17 yean In commerdab)

CaU 459.7515

EARN up lo

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
OONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

•) 986 3883

. m»
4954 Van Nuyt Bl»d Shirman Oat;

Receixi I ('81 gifl «/ y:ijr pr? jcreer appt

help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTING CLERK. WLA firm, PT,
20-25hnAvk, deUil-oriented, CRT/ 10 key by
touch, type minimum 30 word^in. Filing,

sorting, and some data entry. $5,504-, dq». exp.
ConUct Darius, (213)390-9461.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, financial ser-

vlces. Entry level. Comer willshireAMjndy.

Need self starter, wordperfect, daUbase man-
agement, organizational skills. S9fiw, 20 hrs/

wttk. Flexible. (213)374-7494.

PART-TIME during school, fulltime during
vicatkins, experince not nccetsary. Apply in

person, Westwood Sporting Goods, 1065
Cayfey Ave. Westwood Viltage.

ARTIST seeks females to model fer modern art

prpject. Call Ray (213)473-8611.
'

ASST. I Positions-Exciting, f»t-paced Radk>l-

ogy Personnel. Typing, good communications,
filing, errands, S5.44^r. (213)825-5806.

ATTENTION: Earn monty typing at home.
$32000/yr income potential. Deatils
(602)836-8885. Ext TBOSO.

BOOKEEPER/ FILE CLERK to hdp lady with
$7/hr. P/T, flexible, accounting
(213)478-5283.

BOOKKEEPER PA- Keep compidc set of

books, inciudirfg depreciation, bv hand. For

4-unit apt. house. $7.5CkW. Mail resume to

SX. Pwnton 1087 Moraga Or.

CASHIER/ GROCERY CLERK. F/T or P/T even-
ings. 3pm-11pm. Days to be arranged.

(21 3)477.3216.

•s CASHER WANTED: |ap»>eia faat food re-

staurant in WLA to «Mxfc day and eveningi.

Little Japanese required. Call alter 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CONSTRUCTKDN ASSISTANT, P/T. Bilingual

(Spainist^nglish) person needed on a Beveriy

Hills lenovatkm and icsUiratkyi project to

helpcoordinate artd expedite for owner/
^xmwrmCaw. t/rrvtf^ tncitlOSO. rtCXlDiv noun.
Call (213)85»«408 or (21 3)271 •4892(ans.

,,,• machine).

-^ —•.,-

LJL SKI AND SUN TOURS
Full time secretary needed. Must
be outooir)g, eriergetic, and have
good social skills. Good pay and

excellent travel benefits.

Call Griff Emery. Mon.-Fri. 9-5.

(213) 471-402S.

P/T COPIER Operator, will train, in Westwood
VJllage. (213)824-0372.

MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio for

up-comIng photo assignments
Pro. & Non-Pro Male Female

Call (818) 508-8680

FEA4ALE ASSISTANT in gynecology office.

Part-time, in Westwood. Call (213)208-6765.

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, P/T AM. $6/hr.
plusmileage. Must have car and
insurance.(21 3)477-4479.

DRIVER-errands, occasional chiM pick-up.
Flexible hours, own car required. Approx. 4
hri/Wk. Salary open. (213)459-3323.

EARN EXTRA inconte processing mail at

home. Send SASE: RAB, Department DB, Box
5212, Cuhrer City, CA 90231-5212.

ED. Prog. Asst. 1 1 -Grad student to analyze
depl. educational needs. Schedule meetinjp +
training sessions. Supen^ise, train Asst. Ts in

creation ofed. material and programs. Operate
vkieo camera. $11.49/hr. Callkene Copes.
Radiology Personiwl ext.55a06.

ld:A
Bruin Radio

530 AM

Ad
BOX ART

f1

Valentine^sDay • • •

Send your love in a Daily Bruin Valentine. i6

Daily Brum Valentines Issue - February 14
Classified Display Deadline—- February 9 - 4pm
Classified Line Deadline - February 13-noon

111

NAME

no ADDRESS

CITY ZIP

PHONE

PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

CHECK MC/VISA_

CARD NO:

EXP. DATE

REG. CARD.
(Exp. date rrHJSt be included)

AMOUNT $.

1BOX NUMBER.
Don't forget to indi(ate wtiat size you want!!!!! Box Art is above!

****
Don't forget to enclose payment and any necessary artwork or special ^
instructions. Please note wtiich box art you want to appear in your ad ^^

Eiisasi

students: $8/col incti

Locally: $9.45/col inch

ColSi;

$2for1 to3(X)lumninches

$5 for acjs larger tfian

3 column incfies

This Is 1 column inc||

2" by 1"

No more than 20 wor(fs per

(X}lumn inch, please

'
'

' Jh—————

—

Please drop this form off at the Classified Window ~ 112 Kerckhoff Hall 825-2221
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

ENTREPENEURIAL dream $500-$5,000
nr»onthly. P/T, F/T. Students welcome, no
experience necessary-will train, i Please call

(213)472-7703. •

EXPERIENCED, responsible workers with me-
chanical skills in physic^nvironmental re-

search. Plasma Physics Lab (213)625-9531.

30 Help Wanted 30

PHYSICIAN HOLISTIC

Multi-faceted practice

In Beverly Hills is

currently looking for a
licensed M.D. to join

us and share in our
exciting future & our

commitment to

offering the highest

level of patient care
and services.

Call (213) 651-4531
for interview.

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSaORS • BOYS CAMP, W.MASS/ GIRLS

CAMP MAME
TOP SALARY, RMAO/lAUNORY, TRAVEL AL-
LOWANCE MUST LOVE KIDS AND HAVE SKILL

IN ONE OF TME FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

AHCHERY. ARTS A CRAFTS. BASEBALL, BA-

SKETBALL, BICYCLING. CHEERLEAWNG. DANCE.
DRAMA. DRUMS. FENCING, GOLF. GUITAa

GYMNASTICS. HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE,
LACROSSE. NATURE. NURSES. PHOTOGRAPHY.
PIANO, RADW. ROCKETRY. ROPES, SAILBOARO-

WG. SAILING. SCUBA. SOCCER, TENNB.
TRACK. W.S.I.. WATERSKI, WEKjHTS. WOOD.
WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS THURSDAY. FEBRU-
ARY 8TH FROM 11:00AM • 5:00PM IN THE

PLACEMENT CENTER- TO SIGN UP FOR AN IN-

TERVIEW, CONTACT THE MAIN INFORMATON
COUNTER.

RESEARCH WANTED
Mature Grad

Student to research

diet and weight loss

market, then help

recommend safe

weight loss pill from

oriental herbs.
^ E. Brown 452-2102

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

GEORGESON & COMPANY

A wall street financial

consulting firm seeks
individuals with excellent

consmunication skills as
•^pr^ aolkitors." Century

City bcatkm. Require M
Flnanc^ Business or
£a>nonuc$ :i)ackground.

$10 per hour. Call 213-

4mmf>MMM^ Jfimes or
CIttiiliMdne..

FEMALE model wanted to work with artist.

Atwater^ot Feliz arc*. Please leave message
(213)6654046.

GALS and Ckiys - Four F/T positions, major
investment corporation, downtown L.A. Bene-
fits plus tuition. $1300-$150(Vmo. Norma
(816)866-8620. Kitty Lee Personnel.

GENERAL OFFO: Light typing, bookkeeping,
shipping duties. S7Av. Flexible days, hours.

Will train. (213)651-1115.

GENERAL OFFICE: flexiWe, P/T, $6/hr +
mileage. Hollywood. Computer firm, must
have car. (213)276-1866.

GENERAL OFFKI: P/T, flex hours. $7.5(Vhr,

Wilshir^Vestwood. Word processing accu-

rate typing. Spanish bilingual a must.

(213)475-0461.

GENERAL OFTtCE, Psychotherapist, P/T. near

campus. Word processing. Good English skills

required. Salary negotiable. (213)393-4565.

HELP NEEDED to move boxes of medical

records and reorganize files. F/T or F/T,

$6.00/hr., Cutver Cliy. Mrs. Cftffin

(213)559-6823.

LAW FIRM
(leecis motivated perse

to do challenging leg^

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA, available hmm
for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

««w»ogofl»oo«o«oooocx«>'<-
- :>

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

••••••••••••••
*

Valet Parkers!!

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR..
413-6997

*

•
*

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

YOU FOUND IT!

A PT/FT job that you tailor to Irt your

sohad. A MVTW you the axtra income you
need thru ipeaiOrig wahe public at trade

shows. Sat oomm. Weekdays or

wookortds. Join our successful expanding
Co. Studemt wetoomel

Ms. Ught (818) 968-0050.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

$5.0Q«^r. Raise after 1 morXh. Interest/ know-
ledge in films preferred. Videoteque. Paul/

Dennis (213)624-9922.
^

RECEPTIONIST, vvorking part-lime for Soft-

ware developer. Answer phones, typirtg, greet

customers, general office work. Call for

appointnr>ent. (213)450-1452. $7/iyr.

RECEPTIONIST/CENERAL OFFia- Flex, hrs.,

$6.0Q^r. Small friendly law firm, century city.

Arwwering phor>es, filing, xeroxing. (213)

277-333g.

RECEPTIONISTVSALES ASSISTANTS- F/T-P/T

flex, $6i^r to start. Greet customers, write

tickets, give info., computer register, some
light paper work, light housekeeping duties.

Sales experience preferred. Benefits available.

Own car. (213) 829-7629.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minimum of 20hrs/wk, $a^r, Marina Del
Rey. Person with some engineering, technical,

or computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)395-8834.

SALARY PLUS COMMISSION. P/T-F/T posi-

tiorv. ExperierKed drivers. Messengers with

cars. (213)450-0365, Mike. (9am-12noon).

SECRETARY/Clerical, P/T, MWF, light word
processing, general office, flexible hours.

$6.50/start. Brentwood CPA's.
(213)826-1380.

SECRETARY needed for publishers rep. firm.

Tues, Thurs, 1 2:30-4:30, Cher (21 3)^1 -3630.

SHIPPING SUPERVISOR. Fast-paced shipping

departn>ent in WLA seeking detail-oriented,

with mininwrn 3-yri experience. UPS, Next
aryl SecorKJ Day, and Truck. Articulate in

customer relations. CRT, type minimum 30
word^in. $7-f, dep. exp. Contact Darius

(213)390-9461.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS. Over 5,000
openings! National parks, forests, fire crews.

Send stamp for free details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

TICKET MASTER is seeking to fill a part time

position in our Marketing Department. Must be
available 3-5 days a week, approx. 20hrs. Send
resume to :P.O. Box 76838, LA.,Ca. 90005.
ATT: Mary Olson.

UCLA WORK STUDY STUDENTS in health

care field. We need you to interview patients

being discharged from UCLA, as a part of our

new discharge program. 5-10 hrs/wk.

$8.67-5 lO.OSt/hr. Contact Cay Lannon, Adm.
& Reg. Dept. (213)825-0649.

WANTED couple for live-in position in Beverly
Hills home. (North of Sunser) Handy person
errands and house keeping. Part-tinoe only. In

exchange for guest apartnrtent arxJ salary.

According to working hours. References re-

quired. Car needed. Write P.O. Box AB
Beverly Hills, CA 90213.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creatively^

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books. Magazine articles,
(213)208-5128. Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Full & Part-Ume *

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
Men. Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

MANAGERS for girls' Softball teams, needed to

run practice during «i«ek and one game on
weekend. Must know baseball.
(213)471-3226.

MANAGING DIRECTOR for LA Children's

theater. Computer, bookeeping and furxlrais-

ing skills needed. Available immediately.

(213)469 6663. 10am-6pm.

MARKET Discovery Credit Card on your
campus. Flexible hours. Earn as much as

$10^. Only ten positions available. Call

1-800-950-6472.

MODEL- Photographer seeks athletic female
for swimsuit and outdoor settings, send and
recent photo and telephone to Hiro, Studio

DNR: 1 3618 s. Normandie ave. Gardena, Ca.
90249. No experierKe required.

MODELS needed for Pacific Image swimwear
promotion. If you've got what it takes, give us a
call between 3-7p.m., Mon-Sat.
(616)760-7464.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hn/wk, $7/start, typing

essential. Leasing department ask (or Sheryl,

(213)820-5891.

PARALEGAL needed by SanU Monica Law
Firm. Full-time. Resume to: 1453 A 14th it.,

•213, Santa Monica 90404.

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSITONS. You
may easily make S40QM(. Authorized EPSOM
product re-seller looking for people interested

in pursuing a career in marketing. Our well
known fax machines, printers, computers.
We'll provide you w/a path of growth well into

the fiAure. Interested parties pkaic call Mr. S.

Lee at (213)467-0406.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, flexible hours

S«^. WHshtr«^iirfix area. No experience
ne<iessary, will triiKl (213)933-7546.

ARCHITECTURAL OR DRAFTS PERSON. Call

Gilberto (213)471-6996.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Hi-tech Design. Santa
Monica Design firm wants a bright, energetic

office assistant. Will be assigned a PC to learn

and use business sohwirt. Respor^sible for:

Filing, greeting clients, light phones, and
errands. Full-time prefer • Flexible hours. Must
have car. Phone Margo, SynerDyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only.

TEACHER ASSISTANT, flexible hours, must
have ECE units or recreation units. Working
with children with arts and crafts and supervis-

ing. (213)287-1166.

TEACHER: P.E., special education SED/LD.
junior high and high school. Part-lime or

full-tinr>e. Credential required. Good benefits.

Clearview School, WLA (213)478-2586.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE dental office needs
assistant to office manager. Up to 16 hr^vk,
days and hours flexible. Typing skills re-

quired.$6.S0 to sUrt. (213)208-3560.

!!! POSITION OPENING !!!

Employment Dates:

June 25, 1990 - June 30, 1991

Job Title:

Apartment Coordinator Supervisor

Duties:

Hire, train, 8tq>ervise and evaluate

10 student apartment coordinators

and 6 student desk workers.

Coordinate Desk operation and
Apartment Coordinator program for

Single Student and Faculty

Apartments owned by UCLA.

Qualifications:

Must be a UCLA Graduate Student.

Must have strong interperaonal,

communication, and organizational

skills. Experience in Residence Life

or University Housing a plus.

Remuncnfion:
This is a 49% time position which
pays $600.00/manth plus exclusive

use of a modem one-bedroom
apartment in a new building

at 456 Landfair.

To Apply.

Send resume to Kathiyn Heymann,
University Apartments/North

Manager 'at 625 Landfair #1, Los
Angefes, CA 90O2A. Application

deadline is Feb. 23. 1990.

get your Daily Bruin Valentine Personal
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Call 825-2221 for details \

intemstiips 34 Ctilld Care Wanted 35

PR INTERNSHIP: entertainment/ corporate PR
firm seeks intern, 12-15 hr^wk. Fast-paced

environn>ent, must be detail-oriented arxJ

articulate. No pay, great experience, possible

credits. Contact Trisha (213)550-3922.

TALENT AND LITERARY AGENCY- Beveriy

Hills. Considering final applications for interrv

ship program. Call between 1-5 only. (213)
276-7070.

VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE thru

the Urban Intern Program. 5-10hr^wk. Call

Laura (213)206-6869 for more information.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER to help Dad wAwo small children

when Mom is out of town. Average, 2 days/
wk., 4-8pm. Need own transportation.

(213)275-4885.

CHILDCARE w/car for giri 8, 3-4 daysA*(k.

3:30-6:30pm. Westside. References & insur-

ance req. $6/hr. -i- mileagp. (213)576-5452 day
& (213)397-1993 eves.

CHILDCARE for 3 and 5 year old, plus light

housekeeping, in Brentwood. Two aftemoons
minimum, plus flexibilityto work evenings and
weekends. Must drive, have experience, and
local references. (213)471-0915.

NEED babysitter-driver from Brentwood to
Northridge 2:30-5 :30pm 5/90. For 2 boys.
(213)476-4649.

T-TH, 2:1 5-5:1 5; must have car and insurarKe,
near campus, great pay. Call eves. 6-9.

(213)475-6293.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 & 2 BEDROOM, beginning at $160(Vmo. up
to $2000. One year lease. Charming in

wooded sight. Great location. Near campus.
Lorene Schuler. Norton Realtors. Office
(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-8396
evenings.

1-MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

1-bdrm, $700. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Scrape
6 Asterisk
10 Scanty
14 Badger's kin
15 Adept
16 Bread type
17 Quiet as
18 Attend
19 Caen's river

20 More humid
22 Used logic

24 Famed Viking
26 Neighs
27 Begin
31 Negative
32 Asian area
33 Stepped off

35 Brawl
38 Provoked
39 Backward
40 Note —
41 Blue grass ,

42 Piebe ^ ^
43 Use am epee
44 Senor
45 Left

47 Hard liquor

51 Earth
52 Arranged in

rows
54 Dullest

56 Sprawl '

59 Course
61 Result
62 Seth's kin

63 Arm bone
64 Medical herb
65 Radicals
66 Fulfill

67 Lock

DOWN
1 Alumnus

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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2 Polynesian
chestnut

3 Particle

4 Mollified

5 Peach type
6 Maxim
7 Ski lift

8 Outsider
9 Held onto
10 Eerie

1

1

Mr. Greene
12 Ental

13 Old rewards
21 Brazilian

coffee

23 Fish

25 Love symbol
27 Escape
28 Bovine: Sp.
29 Extent
30 Made docile

34 Quotes

35 Living-cost
item

36 If ever
37 Use a hoe
39 Rare metal
40 Teuton of a

sort

42 Invent

43 Loveliest

44 Seeks oil

46 Seal group
47 Kind of

er>ergy

48 Investigate

49 Was indolent
50 Drab
53 Nine: comb,

form
55 Slave of old

56 Gets a tan
57 Beverages
60 Gorge
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH- $935, alarm, A/C,
quiet, t%vo years old, minutes to UCLA by bus.
10737 Palms. (213) 636-5039.

PALMS. 2-bedfaom $795. Pool, parking, laun-
dry, appliances. No pets. Terry
(213)454-4754. '

PALMS. $625 and up. Quiet 2-bedroom,
2-bith. Patios, new carpeU and druses, built-

Ins, large closets, no peto. (213)639-6600.

PICO-ROBERTSON AREA. Quiet, residential

area. l-bedA-bath, $625A»o..2-b«V2.bath,
S60qATW. Call (213)273-6160.

SANTAMONICA 1 -bed 2-bath. loft. 2 parking
spaces, new, volume, cielings, quiet.
$1295Anonth. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONICA 3-becV3-bath townhouse^
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $179S^f>o. (213)473-4272.

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridge

Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,
htorthridge. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

PaiflH

^ . 1 bton bath
lioes 1 bsdn talh plus lolt

tlOM 2 UdQ bath

(1296 2 biM bilh ptui (tan

BsBUttfuly daeonlid. ^. sscurtlv qHmL bult-in
^ a, diifNMslar. Opsn houM MurdK 10-2 at

3717 Vinton /1(H.

1 mo. FRS RENT wWi ona y«sr ^
83»«ie (mgr.) 47M6St (ofWcs)

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 House for Rent 56

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooin5

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

5 miles from UCLA. 1 bedroom, $650 and
large single $575 available. Near transporta-
tion, restaurants, nwil. (616)769-0262.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
T.V., garaae. $1025. (616)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD, great guesthouse studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced rent in exchange far driving
children in afternoora and early evenings.
(213)472-6215, (213)472-2167, eveninKS.

CENTURY CITY. $900/mo. Charming
1-bedroonVl-bath, front upper. No pets.
Lease. Ideal locailon (213)277-0604.

FURNISHED BACHELOR. Includes all utili-

tics. $595. Private separate garage, $1 00. Walk
to UCLA. 10990 Strathnwre. (213)395-2903.

MODERN, LARGE 2-bedroofV2-balh, built-

ins. On UCLA busline. Security, carpet,
«kapes, a/c. $94SiAno. 2605 S. Bvrin^on.
(213)47».1190.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fircplaccs

*Launclry facilities

*Sccurity alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rcc room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WESTWOOD
1 Blk from campus
NEW BUILDING
2 Bed/2 Bath
Gas, fireplace,

c^plUmces, roof-top

spa, controUed
access building.

$1420, (213)824 7409.
430 Kelton Avenue

LARGE 600 SQ FT
- SPLIT LEVEL SINGLE
S850 1 -BEDROOM $950.
SECURITY PARKING
535 GAYLEY AVE
(213) 208-3818

WLA $525/MONTH- Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful, one mile to
UCLA, l-tot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,
lease. (213) 62S-7666.

WLA. $72(VMO. 1 -bedroom upper. Carpets,
drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry.
1633 Corinth. (213)626-6907.

Apartments Furnistied 50

SanU Monica $1300 Wilshir^th, Sunny,
quiet, spacious, 2-t-2 fumished sublet, steps to
beach. (213)394-2662.

WESTWOOD VHIACE. Fumished bachelor
$525^f». iXilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0161.

Apts. Unfllimist^ed 52

WESTWOOD. $995. Large 2-bed, 2-bath,
wetbar, balcony, new carpets wd levekxs,
evenings. (213)444-7378.

WESTWOOD, $1050. One-bedroom Fire-

place, stove, refrigerator. Charming quiet
nei^borhood. Call (213)656-6339.

WLA, 1 -bedroom. Appliances, ijpper with
balcony, refrigerator, carpets, drapes. No pets.

To lease, call (213)476-7116.

Vocation Rentals 53

BEAUTFUL spacious Yoiemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to
everything, reasonable rMes. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to StKve 54

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Batli

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

^77-0858

SPACIOUS studio SSOCVmo. Room for couple.
Wilshire miradc mile 1 bkxk to bus. 30 min to
campus. Security building. Unfurnished.
(21 3)939-601 7^

IXXA University apartments for rent!! MljiX be
full-time, single student. Fully fumished,
short walk to campus. Call (21 3)625-2293 or
(213)625-6496.

VAN NUYS~15 minutes to campus, only. 9
miles. Good area. 2-bei^'A bath. 2 story
townhouse. STOS^no. Security, gated parkine.
(213)665-3601.

WESTWOOD. $995/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathroorm. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.
1% miles from UdA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-
rtwit (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD Vill^e, $900, 1-bed, attracth«,

bright upper. CD, nMr appliances, 2-car
parking, laundry, freshly
painted.(2 13)279-1667.

WESTWOOD Spacious 2-bed. 2 blocks from
UCLA. Covered parking. Short term lease
available. Anne (213)206-6020.

WESTWOOD. $1200/rtw>. Large 2-bdrm/
2-balh. Top floor. Dishwasher, A<. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)264-9044.

WESTWOOD $650. 1-bed. Includes paridng,
dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, bakrony. Call
after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD. $110(Vmo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-baih. Dishwasher, ^C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)264-9044.

LANDFAIR APARTMENT S900/mo.. one-
bedroom, killer apt. w/a view. Peking, laun-
dry, security deposit $400. Call Mike.
(605)646-6855.

WLA, $1400. 3-bedroonV2% -bath town-
hoM!. near UOA houilr^ 3310 South Se-

putveda, #4. Refrigerator, w/d.
(213)390-5663.

BRENTWOOD. 3-bedroom, own room &
private bath. $450. Non-smoker. Leave mcs-
sage, (213)620-9660.

BRENTWOOD, beautiful. 1 -bedroom, pod,
fully fumished, complete entertainment sys-
tem. 1 mile from UCLA. 2 bkxks from morm.
Month to month basis. $3S(]^no plus deposit.
Call 447-6077 from 9-5, 447-2964 after 5.
Must like cats. ^^^
BRENTWCXltPL Young mvried couple has
spackxa 2-bedroom to share with quiet,
studious female. Minutes from campus, $435
(213)626-6057. Available now.

BRENTWOOD, female, share spackxs master
bedroom, security building, parking, close to
buslines, only $265^tw. (213)620-7515.

BRENTWOOD. $43CVWw. Lyge, sunny ^wt-
ment. Fireplace, non-smoker, available Febru-
ary 2e<h. Ask for Susan at (213)6206443.

BRENTWOOD condo to share with lady.

2-bedroonV2-bathroom, fumished. $595. Call
rT>omings (213)472-2647.

FEMALE: SHARE 1 -bedroom apartment on
Cayley. Security, paHcing. Great building,
quiet roommates. Available now. $4254«cc.
(213)624-2750.

MALE ROOMMATE. 1 -bedroom with kitchen
and bathroom. Near UCLA. $262.0(]^no.
Please call (21 3)207-6565.

MARII^Da REY, UM/mo. Own room, bath
in 2-b«droom apartnwnt. Security, tennis,

poo*. gy»n, view. kTNY>ediate occupancy. H/S.
(213)578-6635.

OWN ROOM- $425. For responsible female.
Nke westside apartment. Great roomates.
(213) 474-6434.

PALMS, non-smoking, two-bedroom, two-
bath, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, barbeque, parking.
$49Vhrw. Call Charles at (213)559-5690.

SANTA MONICA 2-bed^ l-bath. Walk to
beach. Mature, friendly female. Paricing, laun-
dry. Suzane (213)396-0676.

WLA, $375 % utilHies, 1 room available in

2-bed/1-bath. Near Westskle Pavillkm. Norv
smoker. Frank (213)475-0312.

BRENTWOOD. $240CyMO. 3-bdrm/2-bath,
security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (21 3)626-6907.

ENCINO: $290(Vimnth. South og the blvd.

secluded. 3+3 family/dining room, pool, wet
bar. Great for faculty. (616)965-4757.
(616)345-1442.

FURNISHED near UCLA. 2-bedroom, 2-bath.

1661 Federal Ave. Washer/dryer, fenced yard.

$1500. (213)454-2722.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town,homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking,
sundecks

•10-15 min. from
campus

•6 models to choose
from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Bhd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Bfanagement

House fof Share 57

SHARE large, clean, 3-bedroom house with 2
womtn kNtr 25), and two dogs. Culver City,

very convenient to LXTLA. Avail, now.
$40Q^im>. including utilities. Call anytirrw.

Leave n^essage. (213)636-0342.

VENICE, $465. Otim room in 3-bedroom
house. Bkxk to beach, wood fkxws, deck. bus.
(213)392-0220.

WESTWOOD. $450. own bedroom and bath,

available immediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2206.

Housing Needed 60

FLM PERSON needs place^are. $35(yWio.

(213)659-4669.

HCXJSE/CONDO WANTED beginning S/1/90
for 1 2-1 5 months. Need 3 bedroorm in WLA.
UCLA Prof. (213)459-3323.

Real EsTate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1-602-636-8665 ext.6050.

Room/Board for Help 62

FOREIGN EXCHANGE STUDENT looking for

room and board for woric (full-time) from July

through December 1990. (213)451-0055.

TWO blocks from campus. Help with boys 7
and 6. Light housekeeping. Salary.
(213)474-0555.

WESTWOOD: Lovely room in beautiful
house. Walk to L»CLA. Free rent in exchange
for light cooking and housekeeping.
(213)476-5164. (213)474-2335.

Room for Help 63

House for Rent 56

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrrr^
2-balh. Washer/dryer. frigWaIre, Jacuzzi.
2-daor garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple pleaae contact (818)868-2224.

SANTA MONIC\ $1400. 2-bed^.bath, 2
pitkM. stove, refrigurator, dishwasher, waher/
dryer, large yard. Sale possible.
(213)396-9303.

BRENTWOOD, great guesthouse studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced rent in exchange for driving

chikiren in afternoons ar>d early eveninn.
(213M72-621S, (213)472-2167, eveninns.

PACIFIC PALASADES. Prhrate studk) apart-
ment exchange for hoiaM cleaning, drivers

license essential, hours flexible.
(213)454-3194. 10 minutes to UCLA.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Private roonV bath
available to responsible, hard-working person.
CXitics induder caring far three dsft, rurviing

errands andfor housedcaning. Call Bob or
Cindy. (213)659-8904.
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Room for Rent

1-BEDROOM with private tMlhroom, nkx
family, Windsor Village, eaay Wikhirc aocc»,
(213)936-4278.

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge dosets, balcony. Shaie kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

BEVERLY HILLS Single room with view. BcauT
iful, luxury mansiorvapartment. Available

now. S395 utilities. (213)277-5273.

BEVERLY HILLS. $425, room »>d bath in

lovely hon>e, light kitchen privleges, parking.

Call (213)271-8811.

NEAR Westwood, bus, security condo, private

room and bath, furnished, kitchen, laundry
privilege, $450 (213)475-4606.

SANTA MONICA, own room $425/mo. Furn-

ished, bright, easygoing environment in a
3-bed/1 'A -bath home. Close to beach-
shopping, and bus to UCLA. (213)399-7160.

WLA, $40Qfrno. Own Room, bath, kitchen

privledges. 17 miles to LXILA. Near bus.

Non-smoker. (213)477-7831.

Roommates 65

650 LANDFAIR APT. 1 block from UCLA
$25(Vmo. utilities included. Kathryn and Nitta

(213)824-5747.

AVAILABLE NOW Priavte room and bath in

luxury apartment. Quiet street, security buiW-
ing, all amenities. 2 miles from campus.
$495/mo, negotiable. (213)478-6622.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bth, $312.50/mo.
Share big room with lots of luxuries.

(213)472-7465.

BRENTWOOD. Own roomA)ath in 2-bed/
2-bth apartment. Luxury high-rise, 24lh floor.

Underground parking available, unfurnished.

$50(Vrno plus $250 deposit and half utilities.

Live with a male professional (21 3)478-3542.

Leave message. Available February or March.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment.
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1 -bed, 1 -bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1-9pm.
(213)447-2505.

CONVENIENT-Univereity apartment- 5256.
Free shuttle to school. 2-bed/2-bath. Wash,
pool, parking. Rhonda (213)391-4004.

FEMALE own room two bedroom one bath

near campus $400+'A Util, $400 sec. Arlene

(213)473-6490.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, n/s- Good sense of

humor. $350 + half utilities. Brentwood
adjacent. (213)826-5264.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $25S/mo. to

share a large furnished or>e bedroom in

Westwood. (818)790-2165.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share

a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30tVmo.
(213)208-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroomA>athroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. Opervminded, $600
¥ deposit, furnished. (213)935-5800.

OWN ROOM, $475 WLA, Large, nice furn-

ished, upper, pool, laundry, share bath. Fe-

male only. (213)559-8086.

ROOM TO SHARE in Westwood! 2-bed,

2-bath; Bright apt. w/ great view, wasl>er/dryer,

big furnished rooms, jacu22i; sundeck; parking
if needed. Febuary rent free; can move in

ASAP. $450. Cali:826-3055.

SANTA MONICA. SSSG^no. Own room in

3-bedroom secure corwlo. Walk to beach,
buslines. Parking. (213)394-7519.

WESTWOOD spacious 2-bedrooaV2-bath,
Fireplace, balcony, and security parking. Male
or female, nofVsnr>oker. Deposit $475. Rent

$500 (small room), $550 (large room). Call

Raynrwnd (213)474-1278.

WESTWOOD-need 2 roommates to share

2-be<V2-bath apt., new security building, fire-

place, central airAwat, balcony, parking. Near
UCLA.$331.25Ahare, $662.50/own room
Mike, Peter (213)474-4088 leave message.

WESTWOOD. Girls share large duplex.
2-bdr/2-bath, parking. $324/mo. 691 Kellon.

(213)824-4183, (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, 2 males wanted to share

2-bcV2-bth, large apartment. 5 minutes to

campus. Jacuzzi, pool, parking spot. To share

with 2 freshman males. (213)208-4207.

YOUNG professional needs responsible

roommate. Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

Sublet 66

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to Aupust. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

Condos for Rent 69

CULVER CITY, t,]750/mo, newly redecorated

lowmhouse, 3-bedTDom, den, 2'A -bath, pool.

(213)281-6312 (day), (21 3)545- 7SS4(eve).

64 Condos for Rent

BRENTWOOD. 2+2, full amenities, $1500, 1

or 2yr lease. Call Rosemary (213)475-8064.

WESTWOOD. $120QAtK>. 2-bdnTV2-bath »•

den -f fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Rying/Poract^utlng 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSLJRANCE, kjw rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nr>oney. (213)820-4839.

Auto/Home/Commercial
Westwood/Wilshira Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So of Wilshire)

^ ifkitifkirifkifkitifk-kirifk-kit-k

-»c|

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do but auto insurance

IS required by la'.';' So tor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

21 3 352 "1^5 318:342 1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/dJompetitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johniiy Suh
U.NX Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

<imv iiiMiiii C onini. Miun

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ncelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

AUTO INSURANCE
MInirTHjm llabHIty required

by low.

Example: ferrxale 21 and
over $576/yr.; ferrxale

under 21, mole urxJer 25.

$737/yr.

Good rotes for comp. &
collision. orKl motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Coll now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

69 Movers

CRECS moving. We do all the moves. Specla-

liling In student moves. 24hf. (213)281-8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pid(-up, small job*,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(21 3)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, »nd reli-

able, lerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Sprir^ special. Mai^ moves under $1 25. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dorm? Don't
Miss Phone Cal IsOwm a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipn>ent necesary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your paper. (213)559-1890.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

VOICE MAIL, private 24-hour answering ser-

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.
(818)594-1974.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tubfects. TheseS)

Proposals and Books. I

Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD.

rtatiom.
Students

13) 47D-«6«X

STATISTICS
consultation

and
assistance

Statistical Informatnn Services

(818)348-0696.

Tutoring Offered

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)628-7710.

FRENCH TUTOR, "native speaker, exper-

ienced. Call )ohn, (213)962-1609.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commUe, affordable rates (618)500-4021.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dtssertatiorw; resumes. Call: 473-4193.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skill. Anne (213)859-2293,

leave messaije.

TUTORING
Ail subjects pkA LSAT,GMAT,

arxj GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

od.IVY league gradi. Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH CONVERSATION. Miomatic Ameri-

can English. In Taiwan. (818)288-7583, Mr.

Ma.

TUTOR lor fourth grader in reading ar>d

writing, Beverly Hills, SMw, 2-3 afternoon^

¥vk. Gina or Mary, (213)274-5717.

TUTOR NEEDED for CMAT preparation. Pre-

fer MBA student. RefererKes required. Call

(213)464-1333, Sue T.

94 Typing

Typing 100

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resurrws, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDEHaw graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)208-6951

.

Viything. Editing available. Computer,

printer. Near campus. 8am-l
213)472-1999. .\

One Day Word ProceMing
md/or Editing

Over 25 years •xpertence. Also offer

ettilcal MstotMtce with writing proMcmt
artd tutoring in Engli*h, History,

PhikMophy, and PoMcal Science.

207-5021Bill Delaney

ACCURATE, affordable i, fast, word
prooessin^^ng service. Ckiec to cantpus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
^weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-f

.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page. (818)708-0910 and
(213)274.5229.

BEAUTVUL Typinc. Matt consdcntkiuB. ex-
perienced, re«Mn^le. Dissertaiians, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, vammv.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. TbesisAioctoral, resumes,'

syntax/edn help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)4700597, (21 3)470^1 84.

EDITINC, research, lexi^lle. 20 years -f profes-

skMul experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (21 3)27^0388.

GENERAL, transcriptkm, term papers, disserta-

tk>ns, theses. IBM PCAaser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripu. Laier printer. Natkmal/
Sepukeda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertatkms, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459-0258.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. Sl.SO/page.
Monica/SanU Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, DissertatkMis, Resumes, APA form. Fvt,
accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
T^erton. (213)206-0040.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatioTtt, transcriptiorv, marHjscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSOR. Scripts, tcmt pliers,
etc. Best prices. Call Nona (213)447-5812.

Music Lessons

GUITAR LESSONS from Bericely paduate.
Beginners, intermediate, jazz-harmony,
theory, all styles. (818)781-5318.

CUFTAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Aduhs-
children. SlO/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave messa^
.; : P-.

VOICE. 40 yevs teaching. All levels styles.

^^ N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper dubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON

98 (213)277-7012.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)4500133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

wriUen by licensed career counseky. Assis-

tance wHh college admission essays. Ne»
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

Autos for Sale 109

1974 VW THING. Excellent conditkm. New
engine. New Brakes $3500. Call lames at

(213)206-2690.

83 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS 2-door. Auto
transmlsston, all pow«r, V6, cruise control,

AM/FM, A^. 65,500 miles. $380(Vbbo.
(213)559-6398, Leslie.

BMW 2002, 1976, invisable to cops, geU
lOOOmpg and chauffer included. How ^bout
must sell by Sun. SI 500. (213)826-9542.

CAN YOU BUY )eeps, cars, 4x4's siezed in

dnig raids for under $ 1 00? Call for facts today.
(805)644-9533.

aLICA GT- 1 983, sunroof, new brakes, single

owner, no accidents. Excellent corxlition.

$4,500. Oalg (818)761-1158.

CHEVROLET Sprint, 1986, $2600. 5-spd,
stereo, afc. Still like new. (213)973-4320.

FORD Mustang II, 1975. $950.00 4-cylinder,

automatic, sunroof, low miles. Day
(213)825-8598. Brian.

HONDA CIVIC '79, xint condition; low
mllege, 4-speed, candy apple red. $1400;
206-3675.

IS rr TRUE....)eeps lor $44 through the govern-
n»ent? Call fpr facUf 1-706-742-1142
ExtJI147.

ISUZU IMPULSE '84 Black, Sspeed, loaded.

Excellent condition, must sell. $290(yobo.
(213)322-3393.

MAZDA RX7 coupe 1987. Burgundy, 20K
miles, AM-FM cassette, equalizer. A/C,
5-speed. $11,25<yobo. (818)8927104.

MINI TRUCK. Four 8- inch centerline rims *vith

Sumitomo PI 95/50 tires. $300.00. Danny
(213)447-1476. Call Tuesdays.

MITSUBISHI Galant, 1986, top of the line,

automatic, silver, 49k, immaculate, all extras,

alarm, 20k warranty left. %M50/dbo. Must sell

immediately (213)453-5472.

NISSAN SENTRA 1989. One owner, automa-
tic, VC, stereo. 2-dr, tan, clean. $7000. Cash
negotiable. 26k miles. (213)476-3542.

TOYOTA CELKIA CT 79 5-$pd, sunrf, anVfm,
low miles. $199S/OBO. (213)478^6948.

TOYOTA, COROLLA TERCa^ 1962. $19>T

100 Autos for Sole 109

VIXKS WAGON- Convertible bug, 1976.
$5,000. EMcellent oonditfon. Brand new top.

Must see. Eva (213) 478-2924. (213)
620-7700.

VOLKSWAGEN KARMANGHIA. 1973,
$1995. Stick, AAVFM, new yelbw paint.

Emmaculate condition in and out.
(21 3)470-691 3.

VW BUG '70. Runs peat, new brakes, clutch,

just tuned-up. $1200. (213)2664)217, eves.

VW GOLF, 1985, sunroof, stereo cassette,

alann, 5-speed, 49,000 miles. USOOfdbo.
Excellent conditton. (816)992-0329.

VW, lETTA d.1, 1 985. $5000. Looks and otns

great. A/C, stereo, alamn. Red, 4-door.

(213)322-9271.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1974, cherry red, njns
beautifully, norvsmoker car $1850.00 Tom
Evis. (213)827-4364, days, (213)603-3333.

Auto Repair 110

S-speed^Mereo/cassette, newtires, mint coridi

tion in and out. (213)470-6913.

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMIOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

102 Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDS- XL 350, 1964, $1,250. 9k/miles.

Great condition. Mark (213) 824-5975.

KAWASAKI, CSR 650, 1984, $60(Vbbo. Am
radio. Runs great. Excellent for school.

(213)477-1005. Giveawayl

Scooters 119

1986 250 Honda Elite $1000. Automatic,

white, great corxiition, digital display. George
(213)206-6436.

HONDA AERO 1 25. Low miles. Battery char-

ger and other extras. $800/obo. Oebi
(213)206-0556.

HONDA aiTE 80-$900 and HONDA ELITE

150~$1175. Both clean with kiw miles.

(213)479-5651.

HONDA SPREE '86, $35(^060. Good condi-

tion. Black, lock included. Call Christine

(213)477-7471. Leave message.
.

40 gal glass Tish tank with teak stand $100.00.
(213)451-5545.

Furniture 126

BABES FURNITURE - Crib, stroller, dressing

table, walking play, mattresses. Ckithes, toys.

(213478-2955 (eve), (213)625-6075 (day).

DOUBLE BLACK FUTON FRAME. SlOQ^obo.

Br»id new. (21 3)207-1 586. Must sell, moving.
Futon available-additional $$.

MATTRESS seU, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

TWIN BEDS, office desk, file cabinet, Toshiba
computer, exercycle, 26" color TV, very

reasonable. (213)552-1697.

Garage Sales "m-
GREAT beginner ski boots. Used 2 season
(lOx) Women's 6*A (^ynafit $50 Georgina
(616)955-9541.

MINOLTA X-700 35mm OUTFIT. Multiple

lenses (28mm-1000mm) and automatic elec-

tronic flash. 'Slave" unit, autowinder, filters,

Larson Studio I umbrella set, Tamrac gadget
bag and much more, like new. $500. Call for

specifics. (213)476-3144.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

CAR STEREO, Heidelberg, $150. Brand new
for 1982 Volkswagen Rabbit Cofwertible.

Originally $355. Never used. (816)356-9842.

TOSHIBA 20- SQUARE TUBE TV. Full remote,

cable-ready $150. (213)478-3144.

SCHWINN XR5 exercise bike. $125.
(213)478-3144.

SKI. San Marcos Men's boots-6% . Women's
Nordica-6. Complete men's package; Nordica
boots Mens-9, skis-$175, and poles.

(213)828-3995.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE IMACEWRITER II, brand new,
$40(Vobo, call Linda (213)825-6745; eves.

(714)992-4842.
'

APPLE MACINTOSH PLUS computer. Like

new. $600 or best offer. Call (213)824-9513.

^AC PLUS and software. Best offer.

(213)447-2964.

J
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TENNIS
From page 35

Bruin would k)sc, as Dreyer raised

her game a notch in the third set

and left Crisell in the dusL
Pepperdine got its only win at

No. 2, where All-American Janna
Kovacevich defeated Iwalani
McCaUa, 6-3, 2-6, 6-2.

All-American Mamie Ceniza
continued her outstanding play at

No. 3, rolling up another routine,

6-4, 6-2 win over Camilla Ohrman.
and Kim Po returned to play at No.
5 after sitting out three singles'

matches with a minor elbow injury

to demolish Anna Brunstrom, 6-3,

6-1. Cammie Foley continued her

solid play against Kirslen Smith at

No. 6, winning, 6-2, 6-3, as Smith
helped her out by choking badly in

the fmal game, double-faulting

twice in a row on very tentative

serves to end the match.
On Friday, the Bruins weie

actually extended into doubles
play by USD, as McCalla lost to

Tonya Fuller, 7-5. 6-3. atNo. 2 and
Stella Sampras lost a see-saw
three-setter to Laura Mannisto, 6-

4. 0-6, 7-6 (3), at No. 6.

The Bruins w^en't really

threatened, though, as Emmons
and Po put the meet on ice at No. 3

doubles, 6-3, 6-4, against Fuller/

Hansen.

Emmons had another difficult

three-set match against Aby Bray-

ton at No. 1, squandering two
match points at 6-4 in the second
set tie-breaker before winning it,

6-0, 6-7 (6), 6-4.

*'I let up a k>t,** Emmons said in

explaining what happened in the

second set "I was waiting for her

to miss and she took advantage of
that and started playing really

well." *

Ceniza beat Sakolwan Kacha-
roen at No. 3, 6-2, 7-5, and Foley
took a 6-3, 6-3 win over Christy

Drage at No. 4.

"I was very impressed with the

way Cammie played," said Zaima.
"She hit good penetrating
groundstrokes.**

Dreyer fell behind, 0-3, at No. 5

but then changed her strategy.

"I should have been on top of the

net all over her," she said, and
proceeded to do just that for the

rest of the match to win it going
away, 6-3. 6-1.

Ceniza/Sampras also defeated

Brayton/Kacharoen at No. 1 dou-
bles, 6-1, 6-2, and McCalla/Dreyer
defeated NfannisUVDrage at No. 2,

6-3, 6-0.

iiDAZZLE THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Daneshrad DDS

• UCIA Graduate

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCUV STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $10.00
* Bleachirig for whiter teeth

ONLY $ 1 48.00 per arch

EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED

'^SSSSSr *# #-O #OO Headphones
lltSO WiUMre Blvd. Suite 101 West LJL (Between Barrin^ton & Bundy)

LEARNABOUT LAW SCHOOL
"""" """

Informational Meeting andAdmissions Fair

Wednesday, February 7, 1990

Time: 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p,m.

Place: UCLA
Graduate School

ofManagement
Location: Room 1222

An open discussion allows you to talk to the law school recruiters

andpick up application forms and literature on their schools.
WJJAI±W.UJJJJJJ.lJ.MlMJlUM.lll.lUlJlJiJI»UBJ^lUllJll.miJU^^^^^^

PARTICIPATING LAW SCHOOLS:
All participating law schools are approved by the American Bar Association

California Western University of San Dtefo

Golden Gate University of San Francisco

Gonzaga University Santa Clara University

Lewis and Clark College Southwestern
^

Pepperdine Whltticr College

Open to all students and alumni ofcolleges and universities in this area.

y

GMAT GRE • LSAT
TEST PREPARATION PROGRAMS
For a free brochure with complete
enrollment information, phone
(213) 825-4191, 8 am-5 pm week-
days. Or fill out the coupon and
mail to:

UCLA Extension
Education Extension, Room 639
P.O. Box 24901

Los Angeles, GA 90024-0901 ":

Please send me a copy of the test

preparation brochure.

Name

Address

City/State/ZIP HLC28

"\

RUGBY
From page 34
be known as *Thc Call

**

With seven minutes remain-

ing in the match. Bruin Chris

Baiber passed the ball to Her-

ring, who lateraled to forward

Mike Schuh. The rookie then

ran down the sideline and was
tackled out of bounds—appa-

rently over the goal line for a

try.

UCLA became irate when
the referee was out of position

and would not conflrm the try.

But the line judge (ironically

from Cal Poly) ruled the score,

and the UCLA players
exploded as the Bruins took a

10-7 lead.

UCLA had to fend off a final

Cal Poly drive which, akmg
with a 2S-meter penalty-kick

attempt, fell short. The Mus-
tangs had failed to tie the match.

Some Bruins credited better

preparation and higher motiva-

tion for the upset

*This game was everything

for us," said Barber. "(Our

victory) was all mental. We
wanted it more,^pu could see

ir

21WAYSTO LIVE rr(IP

FORUNDERSS
HalfRack ofRibs $4.95

Nothing lifts the spirits like fantastic,

fun to eat food. Especially when it's served
Baxter's style, for under $5! Our new menu
has 21 of these rib-tickling meals. Served
in under 21 minutes! Like soft tacos, Santa
Fe chicken sandwiches, fresh chef salads,

and all kinds of burgers and other fantastic
meals. And now you can rib it up with our
saucy half rack ofBBQ baby bacK pork ribs,

served with fries and cole slaw. Just $4.95,
for a limited time.

Come have a rib-roaring time! O

Westwood
1050 Gayley Ave., 208-3716

Gayley between Kinross & Weybum
(offer expires 2/28/90)

^—0— -^
4»-

V
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PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special Summer Programs

Parsons in Paris June 3(NUigust 13

Pant on the Left Bank, explore prehistoric caves in the Dordogne, visit the

masterpieces of renaissance art in Tuscany. Courses include painting, drawing,

art history and the liberal arts. Students may choose to spend the last two

weeks of the program in the Dordogne or Cortona, Italy.

Photography In Paris Juns 30-July 30
Study both the aesthetics and the craft of photography in the city that has in-

spired great photographers for 150 years. Guest lecturers and visits to Parisian

galleries supplement the curriculum.

ftshion in Paris June 30>luly 30
Study the history and contemporary trends of French fashion design through

visits to Parisian museums and costume collections. Guest lecturers and visits

to design studios and retail outlets are part of the program, as are daily classes

in fashion illustration

History of Architecture and Decorative Art* in PmIs June 30>luly 30
Offered in collaboration with the renowned Muse6 des Arts D6coratifs, this pro-

gram focuses on the history of French architecture and European decorative

arts. Excursions to points outside of Paris are included; last summer, students

visited \/ersailles, Vaux le Vtcomte and Fontainebleau.

Modem Paris June 30>Juiy 30
Combining architectural history with drawing, this program focuses on the

development of Pans in the modern period (1830 to the present).

Paleolithic Art and Arcliaeoiogy of ttte Dordogne July 29-Augu«t 13

Daily class sessions near the town of Les Eyzies de Tayac. m southwestern

France, are devoted to lectures and guided visits to the area's famous and less

well-known prehistoric caves, living sites and archaeological excavations.

History of Architecture in Italy July 13-August 11

The architectural heritage of Italy is studied m Rome Florence arxJ Venicei .

where on-site presentations are made by Parsons faculty.

History of Architecture and Decorative Arts in Great Britain j

,

July KNkugust 10

This four-week curriculum, covering the years 1600-1900, is offered in LorxJon,

with several excursions to nearby towns and country houses.

Graphic Deeign in Japan July 16 August 14

Design students and professionals will discover the excitement of Japanese
advertising and graphic design through workshops, seminars and presenta-

tions by internationally krx)wn designers. Studio museum and gallery visits

supplement the curriculum, which emphasizes the sources, in the traditional

arts, of much contemporary Japariese design.
. ^

Parsons in Israel July 23-August 19

Offered in collaboration with JerusalenrVs Bezalel Academy of Arts arid Design,

the program provides an m-depth introduction to major sites of historical impor-

tance to the rudiments of archaeotogical practice arxJ to techniques of artistic

representation

Parsons in West Africa July 2-August 1 arxJ August 4-August 25
Workshops in ceramics and fibers will introduce students to artists and artisans

in several Ivory Coast villages, where these crafts can be studied in their

original context A p)hotography curriculum examines techniques of documen-
tation and reportage m regions of great natural beauty and cultural diversity.

The history of African art and architecture also is offered Additional study in

Mali may be taken as a separate option, or as a continuation of the Ivory Coast
program

All programs include round trip airfare, accommodations and land transfers

Academic credit is available to qualified students. For more information, please

return the coupon or call:

(212) 741-8975

Parsons School of Design
Office of Special Programs
66 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10011

Please send information about:

D Parsons in F'aris

D Photography in Paris

D Fashion in Paris

D Arthitecture & Decorative

Arts in Paris

n Modern Paris

D Paleolithic Art

D Architecture in Italy

D Architecture in Great Britain

D Graphic Design in Japan
D Parsons in Israel

D Parsons in West Africa

Name

Address

Oty State Zip
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: Brains bounce back

From page 36

later, then with 1:33 left, UCLA's
Trevor Wilson found himself at the

free throw line trying to add some
well-needed insurance to that

five-point lead.

Wilson didn't exactly have a lot

of things going for him. He was
shooting only 55 percent from the

stripe before Saturday, and that

was almost as big a sore spot as his

right wrist, which he sprained in a
fall against USC.

Whatever the reason, Wilson
missed the front end of the one-
and-one, and Booth scored inside

to bring DePaul to within ttvee,

77-74. with 1:22 left. It was the

closest the Blue Demons had been
since the 3:49 mark of the first half.

Wilson, who was eight of 10
from the field but two ofeight from
the line, admitted that the injury

bothered him "a lot** against

DePaul, particularly after his two
monster dunks in the contest
When asked if he thought twice
about jamming the ball, Wilson
replied, ''No, but I should have."

Moreover, Harrick added that

Wilson's wrist may not^ the only
culprit "I think meiUally (the

injury) bothered him," the coach
said, "but it didn't bother him on
either dunk."

So what's a coach to do when
his team is suffering from such a

free-lhrow malediction? Well, a

Tracy Murray was sbc of 11

(including one of five behind the

three-point line) with 18.

Even senior center Kevin Walk-
er, who had almost disappeared at

one point this season after being

-eplaced as a starter by junior

DEAN ABRAM80N/Ddly Bruin

Walker (right) played his

best game of the year.

thinking man's coach looks at it

this way. "If we're doing some-
thing wrong, we'll find out."

Harrick said, "but it's all mental.

"You've just got to step up and
shoot them and believe in yourself

that you can shoot them."
Highlighting the importance of

all the missed free throws is the

fact that the Bruins shot an
amazing 71 percent from the floor

in the second half, but only
outscored DePaul by one, 46-45.

In fact UCLA, and its front line

in particular, had little trouble

from the field. Wilson was eight of
10 with 18 points. MacLean was
seven of 11 with 18 and freshman

ALBERT SOONOnMf Bruin

Tracy Murray was all net all

day.

Keith Owens, got in on the act
Walker recorded his best game
since Dec. 29 by scoring 14 points

(with two treys), grabbing seven
rebounds and dishing out four

assists in 21 minutes.

Walker entered the contest with

12:33 left in the first half and the

Bruins down, 19-15. Three
minutes later. Walker called for

the ball and banged a trey to put

.UCXA up, 24-22, and ignite the

home crowd.

UCLA's zone, which Harrick

said "changed the whole com-
plexion of the game" and hekl

DePaul to 39-percent shooting in

the first half, started to kick in and
the Bruins went on to outscore

DePaul. 17-10. to close out the

half. Then, during a four-minute

span early in the second half,

highlighted by separate but super-

lative Wilson and Murray dunks.

UCLA outran DePaul. 11-1. to

open a 63-43 lead.

The Blue Demons ck)sed the

gap. but Harrick credited the

Bruins for holding off
I>ePaul. . jmd taking another step

away (rom that fateful Thursday
night Ht USC.
"We're not a team that sulks or

gets down," Harrick said. "Wc
have great resiliency."

The Bruins proved that to

everyone Saturday.

Bruin NoIcK Martin had 1 1 poinu to go
along with dght asiiiU and just two .

tomovers. . .MacLean led UCLA in

rebounding (eight) for the Tifth itraight

game. . Por DePaul, Howard led the way
with 28 poinu and 13 rebounds, while
Booth scored 23 and grabbed eight

boards. . .UCLA ran iu home reoofd to

1 1-0. The last Bniin team to go undefeated
at home was the 1974-75 NCAA champ-
ions (16-0). UCLA has four games left in

Pauley this season.

UCLA vs. DePaul Statistics

N

Attendance: 12,668 at Pauley Pavilion. Score: UCLA 87, DePaul 77.
Tiii-DEPAUL

15 Holland F
30 Booth F
21 Howard C
25 Davit Q
20 Foster G
12 Murphy,^., .a^^^

34 Sowell C
32 Cunningham F
44 Hamby C

uimr
M-A
5-8

10-21

10-18

2-6

1-6

0-1

0-1

0-0

TFT"
M-A
0-0

1-1

0-1

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

M-A
2-2

2-4

8-12

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-0

Q-0

0-0

Raboundt
0-D-T
6-6-12

6-2-8

8-5-13

0-2-2

0-3-3

0-1-1

0-1-1

0-0-0

0-0-0

TP A8 Mbi

12

2$
28

4
2

I

4

3

2

1

•»"

(>

35

37
35
28

34
18

5

5
3

UCLA
04 Wilson F
42 MacLean F
30 Murray C
15 Martin Q
12 Madkins G
50 Walkar C
23 Buffer F

inmr
M-A
8^10

7-11

6-11

5-8

2-4

5-8

1-3

TPr
M-A
0-0

0-0

1-5

0-0

0-2

2-3

0-0

4-6

5-6

1-5

0-1

2-3

2-2

Haootjndt

O-p-T
1-3-4

1-7-8

1-2-3

0-1-1

2-1-3

3-4-7

TP AS Min

18

18

18

11

4
11;:

4

1

3

8

4

38

28
33

30

27

SOURCE UCLA Soorts Information

1-2-3 4 1 23

TOM YUN/0«V Bruin

From page 36

Cougars

senior forward Sandra VanEm-
bricqs, who is third in steals on
the all-time UCLA list with
230.

With VanEmbricqs leading

the way inside, the Bruins took
the early lead, 12-7. The pre-

sence of a strong inside game
opened the way for the Bruins
on the perimeter, and the guards
responded, shooting 57 percent
from three-point territory.

A wide-open DeEte Mosman
took a pass from forward
Michele Wootton and canned a

three to up the UCLA lead to

12. The half ended with UCLA
leading, 40-27.

Junior guard Rachelle Rou-
lier, in only her second game
this season, scored five points

off the bench. Roulier under-
went ankle surgery earlier this

season.

In the second half, a three-

point play by WSU guard Dawn
Aliner brought the Cougars to

within four, but the Bruins
answered with consecutive
three pointers by Roulier and
Mosman to quickly extinguish
the WSU rally.

After that point, the Cougars
never really threatened the

Bruins and UCLA coasted to

the victory.

VanEmbricqs led the Bruins
with a season-high 23 points,

and Wootton scored 16 points

on a variety of shots. With her

23 points, VanEmbricqs joined

a select group of Bruins to reach
the lOOO-point career mark,
becoming only the llth
women's player at UCLA ever
to reach the figure.

And the women's basketball

program will soon join a select

group of schools with 300 or
more wins, as the Bruins cur-

rently boast an all-time record
of 299-151.

UCLA's running game was
also in full force Saturday night,

as the Bruins not only got good
shots in the transition game, but

made them count

"We wanted to establish our
inside game and push the ball

up the floor using our quick-
ness, and we did both things

well,** said head coach Billie

Moore, adding that "this was an
important win for us."

The Bruins, currently fourth

in the Pac-10, arc looking to

move up. "We arc still fighting

for second or third in the

conference and get an NCAA
Wd—that's been our goal since

the beginning of the season, and
it hasn't changed through
everything that has happened,"
said Moorc.

Moore concluded, "Ifwe can
get up to 18 or 19 wins, I think
wc can get an NCAA bid, but
we're just taking it one game at
a time."

From page 36

sweep

UCLA sprinter Brian Kurza, who
placed second in the 50-yard free

behind winner and teammate
Byron Davis (20.39), that day.

"We have a tot of good swimmers
and we're going to be right up
there," Kurza said

And the Bruins were definitely

"up" on Friday, as many swimmers
saw their fastest marks of the

season.

After the Bruins kicked off the

meet with an NCAA standard time

in the 400 medley relay, UCLA's
Tory Harvego swam his season's

best in the 1000-yard free

(9:15.24) to pull into third place

against a tough field of Stanford

distancers and get UCLA's
momentum going.

Harvego also took a crucial

second place in the 500-yard free

near the end of the meet that kept

the Bruins on pace for the victory.

Davis' time in the 50-yard free

was his fastest so far this year. He
just missed the NCAA qualifying

time in the event by .05 of a

second.

Davis also swam a season's best

in the 100-yard free (45.77) to

secure valuable points for his

team. Along with teammate Rodri-

go Gonzalez who finished third,

Davis' second-place points kept

the Bruins a body length ahead of

the Cardinal in the scoring race.

And while all this was going on,

another UCLA secret weapon was
quietly at in the heights above.

While Bruin swimmers were con-

quering the Cardinal down in the

Men's Gym pool, U(XA diver

Chris Dudka was doing his thing

up at Sunset Rec. Dudka, on whom
the Bruins have come to depend

for points in the diving events, did

not let the swimmers down, win-

ning both the one-meter and the

three-meter boards in the diving

competition (289.6» 342.9).

But plain and simple, the Bruins

wouki have had a more difficult

time against Stanford if they were

without the winning power of

Bruin Mark Dean.

Atong with Gonzalez' second-

place points. Dean's season's-best

time in the in the 200-yard IM
(1:49.96) earned him fu^t-place

points. Dean also won the 2OO7

yard butterfly, which is his spe-

cialty event

The overall effort saw the

Bruins beat Stanford by the biggest

nuu'gin in several ^ears, according

to UCLA head coach Ron Balla-

tore. "I think the conference will

be between (Stanford and
UCLA)," Ballatorc said.

California

It has to come sometime—the

day that a collegiate athlete must
bid farewell to his home stadium.

For Bruin sentors Dean, Gon-
zalez, and backstroker Giuseppe
Tiano, Saturday was that day.

Nothing could stop these seniors as

they rallied their team to a 75-38

demolition of the Bears.

As is typical of Dean—a quiet

person but exptosive swimmer

—

he made his last races in blue and

gold waters an exciting one. Dean
won the 200-yard IM (1:51.65),

then went on to blow away the

field in the 200-yard fly with his

fastest time of the season

(1:46.67), coming in well under

the NCAA standard in the event (a

feat he has accomplished several

times this season).

"I got excited for the race,

knowing it was my last home
meet," said Dean, who hopes to go
on to his best performance yet at

NCAAs.

Gonzalez also went out in style,

winning the 2(X)-yard free in his

season's-best time (1:39.85). Gon-
zalez also placed second in the

l(X)-yard free behind teammate

Dan KuUer (45.69).

The Bruins went on to sweep
CaI out of the Men's Gvm nooL
ending their home meets with high

hopes for the remainder of the

season.
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UCLA raggers pull off

upset over Cal Poly
By Jay Ross
Contributor

The UCLA men's rugby
team "served notice" to the rest

of the nation by coming from
behind to upset the Paciflc

Coast Rugby Football League's

IH"eseason favorite, Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, 10-7.

The PCRFL is generally

considered the country's tough-

est conference; so essentially,

the Bruins knocked off the

nation's best team. The Cal
Poly squad that tied Long
Beach State for the PCRFL
crown in 1989, returned its

entire roster this year.

But the Westwood ruggers

manhandled the visiting Mus-
tangs, keeping the ball in the

Cal Poly half of the field for

most of the game.
"We deserved to win," said

Coach Wayne Young. "We
dominated the game. Our guys
w(xi most of the scrums and
lineouts and dominated in the

rucks. Our back row played

great, also."

UCLA also put a damper on
the homecoming of Mustang
Coach Bob Thrussell, who
played rugby and soccer at

UCLA under legendary Coach
Dennis Storer in the late 1960s

and early 1970s.

"UCLA concentrated and
kept up the pressure," said

Thrussell, who was once named
the Bruin rugby squad's most
valuable player. "Their pres-

sure and tackling were effec-

tive. They also had more
possession of the ball."

In the first half, Thrussell had
said, almost prophetically, that

the final 20 minutes would
decide the match. Because of

the great size of the North
Athletic Field, the better-con-

ditioned side would (H'evail.

The level of emotion was
high from the start, and both

teams missed numerous c^por-
tunities to pull away. UCLA
muffed five penalty kicks in a
tricky wind, and Cal Poly too

often rushed into the middle
with ruggers open on the wings.

Then Mustang forward Nick
Massman broke inside the
Bruin defense and lateraled to

scrum-half Bob Silverthom for

a try (touchdown) at the 20-

minute mark. The conversion

attempt was wide, and Cal Poly
led. 4-0.

A successful penalty kick in

the second half upped the

Mustang lead to 7-0 before the

Bruins kicked in their come-
fiom-bdiind momentum.
UCLA's Mike Herring, who

was thrust into a starting role at

scrum-half due to an injury to

Brian Keyser, booted a short

side kick that bounced around
in the Cal Poly endzone until

Bruin forward Compton Kurtz
pounced on it for the Bruins'

first try. UCLA's Mike Brcwin
converted, slicing Cal Poly's

lead to 7-6.

What happened next would

See RUGBY, page 31

Bassett is winningest
By Lauri Lappin

H • ch
Staff Writer

Not only did the UCLA men's
tennis team extend its overall

record to a clean 7-0 after downing
Washington, 5-2, on Friday, but

head coach Glenn Bassett added to

a collection of his own.
In the Bruins' win over the

Huskies, Bassett recorded his

500th career coaching victory,

making him the winningest coach
of all active Division I NCAA

coaches.

After clinching the win and the
No. 500 status, Bassett said, "It

(No. 500) doesn't mean anything
for me—what's important is how
you're doing now and not what
you've done in the past
"Washington served as another

match to add to our experience, but
we have to concentrate all the way
down the lineup," he said.

At No. 1 singles, Fritz Bissell

anticipated well with effective

court coverage to ultimately down

MICHAEL HIRSCH

Bill Behrens won his match to help Bruin coach Bassett to his
500th win.

his opponent Aaron Gross, 6-3, 6-

3.

Bill Behrens, at No. 3 singles,

was down a couple breaks in the

first set, but was able to break back
to 6^ and consequently take the

second set, 6-0, fiTom Husky Tim
Brown.
Sophomore Dean Cohen had a

bit more trouble with his exponent
Chet Crile at the No. 2 spot, as he
fell in two sets, 2-6, 3-6.

And, No. 4 Bruirt Mark Quinney
was unable to get himselfback into

the match as he dropped the

opening set to Knute Lund, 5-7.

With inconsistent play, Quinney
was broken twice—losing the

second set, 2-6.

In the No. 5 and 6 positions, both
Jason Sher and Robbie Wendell
were successful against Huskies
Robert Grundy and Andy Graber,
overcoming their opponents. 6-1.

6-2, and 6-4. 6-0, respectively.

Going into doubles competition
with a 4-2 edge over the Huskies, it

was the No. 3 tandem of Sher and
Bissell that clinched the win for the

Bruins.

The Bruin duo, ahead 5-1 in the
first set, felt some pressure from
the Husky pair of Grundy and
Graber, as the Bruins were broken
at 5-2. but broke back to take the
set, 6-3. In the next set, the Bruins
were virtually unstoppable as they
won quickly. 6-1.

Securing a 5-2 victory for the
Bruin squad, the UCLA No. 1 duo
of Barber/Quinney and the No. 2
tandem of Behrcns/Wendell
retired, even though they were
well into the second sets—having
won the first sets, 6-3 and 6-1,

respectively.

WE INVITE YOU TO A LIVE FILMING OF

CBS TELEVISION

NETWORK
Mm PRODUCTIONS

CBS/MTM STUDIOS

STAGE 17

4024

Radford Avenue

Studio City

California

I

Starring

Bob Newhart
FRIDAY, Feb. 9

OR
Febuary, 16

(Bring Student I.D. For Admission)

PLEASE ARRIVE BY 6:00 P.M.
CALL LORRAINE AT:

(818) 760-6261
FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS!

PI.EASE NOTE
EARLY ARRIVAL

IS ADVISED
Ticket distribution is

in excess of studio capacity.

Therefore, a ticket does not

guarantee admittance.

For groups of

four or moro,

can by Wed.

morning.

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
$749.'^

COMPLETE W/?ARTS.
LABOR, INSTAUJ».TION &
TU^E-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES". \\fihH REBU1U>ABLE CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Ttawvp 4 01 Ghana
2 VatmTwl S Btdia A4
3. LiiM 6 Ch*l) Aki

7 Swvfca A^

8 Omk Batliiy W«ta
^SMCi I tutu Urns

. nwap—tin

n T«l Codkig

(VW Bug)

$74.'^

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

TOYOTA

^11)

DATSUN

he Parti &Labor|Ga$&ArRI«ata

G
USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

^Tg^S99.^s

4925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mention tfris ad.

I
HLUC
Eiumarn

With or without glasses-

artistry for your eyes only

•DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
includes exam. lens, care kit & follow up care

•JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

All student, faculty, emf)loyee
vision-plans WELCOME

^'—-^^^"^TT"*"'''"''—'""—*—r*""*'^ - - " ^y - - • TUBBBO

optonutrist

W Weyburn

f
ft
e
9

located for your convenience: *

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

Live and Study in Spain
Madrid /Salamanca

New Ybfic University in Spain offers an ideal way to nnaster the

Spanish language and experience Hispanic culture in Madrid or

Salamanca. Courses conducted in Spanish.

UndergnKiuiMe Division: Open to Spanish majors and qualified

students in all fields. Courses in language, literature, civilization,

Spanish politics, cultural anthropolog>; sociology; fine arts,

music, and cinema. Hill academic accreditatioa

Graduate Division: IVvo programs—M.A. in literature and

M.A. in Hispanic civilization, plus courses applicable toward the

Ph.D. degree.

A limited version of the above

programs is offered during the

summer session in Salamanca.

For more information, call

(212) 998-8760 or mail the

attached coupon.

Nba^rk
* r*iv»n I'Mviaim intw rvuc «*«

I

New ¥oit Uidvmlly

HMsnr fli ArtsMM Scimct
19 University Place

Room 409
r4ew York. N.Y. 10003

Atta: Professor Salvador

Please send me more infonnatioa about New
\brk University in Madrid or Salamanca
(please check):

a Undergraduate D Madrid or O Salamanca
a M.A. a Madrid or D Salamanca
aPh-D.

I

I

I

I

I

i"^

I New ^forli Univertity is an

I
afllmMtive sctioa/cqual

I opportunity institution.

Address.

City/State/Zip Code. 13
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Tennis affiims No. 2 ranking
By Tien Lee
^Staff Writer

If there were any doubts that the

UCLA women's tennis team
deserved its No. 2 ranking, this

weekend's contests against Pep-
perdine University and the Univer-
sity of San Diego certainly
dispelled them.

UCLA looked particularly
impressive against the No. 5
Waves of Pepperdine on Saturday
as it wrapped up the win in singles

play, 5-1, en route to art 8-1

victory. Combined with their 7-2

win against the No. 16-ranked
Toreros of USD on Friday, the

Bruins* record now stands at 5-0.

Jessica Emmons closed out the
match Saturday against Pepper-
dine at No. 1 singles by coming
back to defeat Ginger Helgeson,
0-6, 7-6 (5). 6-4.

"I thought Jessica was a little

nervous in the first set," head
coach Bill Zaima said ofEmmons'
stow start. "I've never seen her

shank so many balls."

In the battle of the All-Ameri-
cans, Emmons looked like she was
out of it at 1-4 in the second set

after being blown out of the first,

6-0. Instead, it turned into a Case of
deja vu for Helgeson, who lost a

three-setter last year to ex-Bruin
Alysia May after being up 6-1, 2-0.

"She played with a lot of heart,"

said Zaima of Emmons* come-
back.

Emmons held her serve, then

broke and held again to even it up
at four-all, and she and Helgeson
then traded serves to force the tie-

breaker.

From three-all in the tie-break-

CT, Emmons won three straight

points to take it to triple sejt point

on herown serve, but Helgeson got
two back and had a chance to even
things up. However, her forehand
nicked the top of the net and fell

back, giving the set to Emmons.
Emmons then broke Helgeson at

love in the third set to go up, 3-1,

and it was pretty much aU over

from there, as Helgeson began to

make an increasing number of
unforced errors.

"She (Helgeson) was having
trouble with high balls." Pepper-
dine head coach Gualberto Escud-
ero said. "She was getting

impatient in the third set."

Kirsten Dreyer also won a
"'^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^»

Kim Po returned to

play at Na 5 after sit-

ting out diree slices'

matches with a minor
elbow injury.

three-setter at No. 4 against Carrie

Crisell, 6-2, 3-6, 6-0. Serving at 3-

5, ad-in in the second set, Dreyer
appeared upset by a sideline shot

which Crisell called out. Dreyer
lost the next two points and the set

with it, but unfortunately for

Crisell, it was the last game that the

See TENNIS, page 31 UCLA's Kim Po
LYNETTE TSAWJ^iy

By Rodger Low

LMU, uncontested Bland rampages
Staff Writer

WESTCHESTER—In watching the UCLA men's
volleyball team taking on its WIVA rivals from Loyola
Marymount, it was evident that basketball reigns supreme
at the private school, because UCLA spikers did just about
anything they wanted to on Friday night
The soon-to-be tc^-ranked UCLA squad recwded its

second three-game sweep in a row. A final look at the

scoreboard showed the Bruins on top 15-1 1, 15-6, 15-7, as

they stretched their 1990 unbeaten record to 6-0 (3-0 in

WIVA play).

At the head of the pack for UCLA was its Freshman of

th^.Year candidate. Rich Bland. The technique player from
New York knocked down a team-high 16 kills, most of
which came from the back row.

"(Bland) was calling for the ball in transition a lot

tonight It*s good to see that he wants the ball more," said

UCLA head coach Al Scales.

Bland, using what most teams call a *D* set was
consistently putting away balls uncontested from behind
the three-meter hne. "They (Loyola) never had the sense
enough to put someone up on me to block the 'D,* so I just

kept calling for it** said Bland.

Swing hitters Carl Henkel and Mike Garcia also

contributed to the Bruin offense which sliced the Lions for

a .411 team hitting percentage. The outside tandem put

away 11 and nine kills, respectively.

Sophomore outside hitter Sio Saipaia led all hitters in a
losing cause for LMU. Saipaia, a former teammate of
UCLA's Trevor Schirman at Ponohou Prep in Honolulu,
recorded 18 kills and four bld|ks on the night

Leading the blocking game, which held LMU to .163
hitting, was the Ail-American Schinnan. The senior middle
blocker suiffed 10 balls, including six in the second game
alone. "When (Schirman) pairs up with Bland, there is no
better blocking combination in the country." said Scales.
UCLA continued to play without its normal starting

setter, Mike Sealy, who has been hampered by the flu for

the past week. Albert Hanneman continues to play well at

setter.
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EVERYTHING!!!!

Between hours 4:00PM-8:00PM

Mon-Thurs |

Cappuccino, Croissants, Sandwiches, '

Pasta Salad Bar, Hot Deli, French Pastry. I

Exp. 2-15-90

1

I ^1099 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village 90024

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

m^r

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 3/2/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

$30

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow ^S^
Full Leg &
eikini Wax $20

CELLOPHANE— & CUT
HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

$30

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

jCa Zerrazza
Jtalian Ke$tauraHt

J1701 Wilskin ISlvd. 213-820-2802

Wat jCos Angeles, Ca,- 90025

FREE glass of house WINE •

with dinner

Mon, Tues, Wed !!l

Lunch on Saturdayl Open 11:30 AM.

20% OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GCXDD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT I.D.

PRICES START AT

3950
w/ Discount

GROUP DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

Serving UCLA for over 36 -jears -

^A{ ^Corner ^ Gayley^ LK)onte

Tuxedo

Offer Not Good on
SAME DAY SERVICE

10970 LeConte Avenue
« t Westwood Village

Los^ Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208^8755 (213) 208-5275
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University of California, Los Angeles

Bruins prove they can exorcise Demons
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

After losing at USC—of all

places—last Thursday nighu the

UCLA basketball team was out to

prove to a packed house in Pauley

Pavilion, a national TV audience,

the living legbnds of Bruin hoops
and maybe to themselves, that they

could bounce back.

And for more than three quarters

of Saturday's non-conference
contest with unranked E>ePaul

(12-10), the Bfuins (15-4) made
their points—literally and figura-

tively.

UCLA went up by as much as

20, 63-43, with 12:15 left to play,

and you could almost hear the click

of channel changers across the

nation. Watchers, and fH"obably the

standing-room-only crowd of

12,668, undoubtedly figured that"

the No. 16 Bruins were on their

way to a blowout and their loss to

the Trojans could be filed under
"fluke."

Too bad the Blue Demons didn't

figure it that way.
Taking advantage of its inside

strength and UCLA's inability to

make free throws, DePaul clawed
back to within three, 77-74, with

1:22 left, before the Bruins could
pull it out, 87-77.

Maybe the Bruins had gotten a

liule too misty-eyed during the

halftime ceremony honoring
UCLA basketball legends Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar, Bill Walton, Ann
Meyers and Denise Curry. Who
knows? The fact was that the

Bruins almost seemed like two
different squads before and after

the intermission.

"I thought we played awfully
well for about 33 minutes, then I

think we lost our intensity a little

bit," said UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick. "After we got up 18 (with

12:44 left), we looked up and said.

Home was truly

sweet for Bruin

seniors in sweep
By Wendy Witherspoon

Assistant Sports Editor

The UCXA men's swim team
defeated Stanford, 65-48, Friday,

and Cal, 75-38, Saturday, at the

Men's Gym Pool. The wins bring

the Bruins' record to 8-2.

Stanford

Behold the almighty Cardinal

men's swim squad—it rode into

Westwood on its high horses,

flashing 1989's Pac-10 champion-
ship banner and NCAA second-

place trophy.

But the Bruins quickly silenced

Stanford's boasts with defeat,

proving that the Cardinal is not so

mighty and that the 1990 Bruins

are a force to contended with.

"We're really underrated," said

*Ho-hum,' and, I thought, lost our

intensity."

Perhaps the Bruins got compla-

cent, but with UCLA at the free-

throw line lately, at least things

never got boring. In the last 10: 12,

the Bruins were eight of 17 from

the line (47 percent) and a miser-

able ll-of-24 (45 percent) in the

second half. On the day, UCLA
made 51 percent of its foul shots.

Scoreboard
. TEAM 1 2 F

DePaul 32 45 77

UCLA 41 46 87

Amazingly, counting the USC
game, the Bruins are 15 of 40 (38

percent) from the line in their last

two second halves.

"We missed some foul shots,

and that's a concern," said Harrick.

"It's kind of like a disease."

It's an illness that not only

seems to have infected most
everyone on the team, but one that

almost proved deadly to UCLA*s
chances for a win Saturday. Case
in point:

The Bruins were up by 10, 77-

67, with 3:00 left in the game when
Don MacLean, the team's leading

foul shooter at 84 percent, went to

the line for the one-and-one.
MacLean missed the firont end,

DePaul rebounded, and the Blue
Demons' Stephen Howard scored

over MacLean the next time down
to cut the margin to eight

With 2:34 remaining, I>arrick

Martin, a 64-percent foul shooter,

»vent 10 the line for another one-

and-one. He bricked the first,

DePaul rebounded, and E>avid

Booth nailed a three-pointer to cut

UCLA's advantage to five, 77-72,

with 1:59 left

Martin missed the first of a one-

and-one ORX)rtunity 10 seconds
^ -^ ^^
See HOOPS, page 32

DEAN ABRAMSON/Oaily Bruin

UCLA'S Trevor Wilson, playing with a sprained right wrist, battled Melvon Foster and
DePaul Saturday.

THEO NICHOLAS

UCLA's Mark Dean (right) and sophomore Mark Thompson led the Bruirj^in a sweep over
See SWiRffMiNQ, page 33 Cal and Stanford this weekend.

WSU deiiressed
after UCLA win
By Dov Tamler

Contributor

Bouncing back from con-

secutive conference losses to

physical teams, the Bruins

showed some muscle of their

own Saturday night as they

defeated Washington State,

84-74.

The victory improved the

Bruins' record to 1 1-8, 6-3 in

the Pac-10, while the Cou-
gars fell to 12-7, 4-5 in the

conference.

UCLA's press, which had

some success near the end of

the Washington game last

Thursday, was effective

from the outset of this game,
forcing 19 WSU turnovers.

In addition, the Bruins
recorded 12 steals, six by

See WOMEN, page 33

College Basketball Roundup
Stanford* 70

Oregon State*(21) 84

Oklahoma(9)

Kansas(2)

74

85

Georgetown(6)

St.John's(18)

74

67

Michigan State 64
Purdue(8) 53

ArizonaV24) 75
Washington* 60

Michigan(4)

Wisconsin
if

63

Syracuse(7)

Florida State 69
Connecticut(i3) 92
Providence 77

Sports In brief
In weekend action as of press time yesterday, the

UCLA baseball team split two games at Hawaii, winning
3-2 Friday and losing 7-1 Saturday. The women's swim
team lost at Arizona State, 82-58, on Saturday. The
Softball team split a double-header with USIU, Saturday^

winning 2-0 and losing 3-2. Results from the women's
gymnastics meet in Nebraska last night were unavailable.

For full coverage, see tomorrow's Daily Bruin.

VoLCXX: .68
Circulation. ^,000

Briefly

Articles sought
for journal

Doctorates and doctoral can-

didates can submit articles or

papers related to their specialty

to the journal published by the

dlifomia Doctorate Associa-

tion of Educators, Inc.

The journal, which has a

circulation of 10,000, will

review all material received.

The deadline for submis-

sion's for the first journal is

March 5, 1990.

For more information, call

the association's office at 818-

788-0120.

Inside
Minority mayors'

policies examined

Vegetarianism may lead to a

mote livable world, said a peace

and environmental group.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Responsibility

as first step
A student responds to the

allegations and denials of sex-

ism, racism and homophobia in

The Bruin.

See page 21

Arts & Entertainment

RutgerHauer
has nice genes

Actor Rutger Hauer says

love for acting was bred into

him.

See page 22

Sports

Tennis coach
makes Mstoiy
Head men's tennis coach

^lenn Bassett reached a miles-

tone in his 24th year at the helm.

See page 44
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Irvine student named Regent
Plans to make position

more visible to students
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

AUC Irvine senicx*who says she

can adapt easily to new situations

will represent UC's mare than

164,000 students next year on the

Board of Regents.

Political science majcH* Jenny

Doh will be officiaUy named the

1990-91 student regent at the Feb.

15 Board of Regents meeting.

Beginning July 1, she will serve as

a voting (rfflcial of the IS-membo*

board.

E)oh could not be reached for

comment Thursday. In earlier

interviews, she said that she wants

to make the position more visible

to students.

UC Students Association
Executive Director Dale Kelly

Bankhead said the university-wide

student lobby was pleased with all

three of the finalists, so **we

couldn't lose."

"(Doh is) a very thoughtful and
strong advocate, and that's a good

thing," Bankhead said.

This year, Doh handles stu-

dents' concerns as the university's

ombudswoman, and also serves on
a board of representatives from

UCI student groups including the

Asian Pacific Coalition.

Current student regent Guiller-

mo Rodriguez — the only voting

m^nber of the interviewing com-
mittee— said that Doh was well-

versed on student issues.

The Berkeley s^ior said he was
impressed with Doh's emphasis on
diversity at the undergraduate

level and her concern about a June

ballot measure that could deter-

mine the future of the university.

UC officials have warned voters

that the university may have to

MATTHIAS OAUBA)aity Bruin

Evangelist Jed Smock preaches to UCLA students Monday afternoon in Westwood Plaza.

Preacher
Denounces

Bminbear
By Greg MiJIer

Contributor

Referring to the nearly 500
protesting students gathered to

listen to him as "children of the

devil," a traveling preacher esp-

oused his views on today's society

in Westwood Plaza on Monday.
'There is no fear of God on this

campus," said self-described edu-

cator Jed Smock. "How can you

claim to be pious when you have a

brute bear as your symbol?"
Smock, in describing what he

claims to be "the right way for all

to live," ruled out all fcxms of

religion except for Christianity.

"We Christians rule the world.

If the Jews believe (in Christ as the

Messiah), they can rule too," he

said. "Turn or bum."
"The only way to live is to be

reconciled with sin through faith in

Jesus Christ," he screamed when
asked to pre^nt his message.

Smock, a professor-turned-

rangetist. verbally attacked

groups he described as not obcyihg

this command. Included were aU

H I demns students
"My wife scrubs
floors and does my
bundry— she stays

in the house. I am die

bread winner, that is

how the Bible
describes it''

Jed Smock

non-Christians, gays and lesbians

and people whom he believes do
not adhere to the traditional roles

of marriage.

"Gays are damned to hell,"- he

said, tearing apart a condom
thrown at him by a protester. "And
do you know what gay men get for

being homosexual? They get

AIDS . . . These littic rubber

things break."

Condoning the traditional roles

of men and women in society.

Smock encouraged women
gathered to become servants to

their husbands and give up their

immoral attempts to reach the top

of the business world.

"My wife scrubs floors and does

my laundry — she stays in the

house. I am the bread winner, that

is how the Bible describes it,"

Smock said, quoting a New Testa-

ment passage. "How do you think

women who leave the home and

get corporate jobs gel there? They
sleep their way to the top!"

In addition to women. Smock
said civil rights proponents also

contradict the Bible. "Malcolm X
was a low life, and I don't plan on

condemning South Africa for

apartheid."

Students described Smock's
comments as "racist, sexist and

anti-semitic," and one female

student screamed, "You are a

racist, Jed."

"And you have rectal obsession

with me," Smock responded with

what the woman described as just

another typical remark.

Cory Menotti, an undergraduate

majoring in political science,

became so angered with Smock he

climbed onto the plaza stage and

began to mimic the preachers

actions and words. When Smock
noticed Menotti 's actions, he

pointed at the students earring and

yelled to the crowd, "Don't worry.

Just because he has an earring

doesn't mean he is homosexual."

^-^^enotti believes that the travel-

ing preacher has some use for the

campus. "Racist Jed is a refreshing

way for students to vent anger. It's

comedy and racism in their purest

fonns," he said sarcastically.

raise fees if the ballot measure
fails, and Doh said she would vote

to increase fees only "for the

survival of the university."

"She's excited and motivated,"

Rodriguez said, adding that Doh
seemed capable of rqiresenting

students in the highest student post

in the UC system.

UC San Diego graduate student

Randy Giles and UC Berkeley
junior Melvina Ford were the other

finalists in mmpftition for the

post

Last Tuesday, a special com-
mittee of the Regents interviewed

the three finalists, who were
selected earUer by UCSA from a

pool of nine semi-finalists.

Critics I

at 'ultimate'

punisliment

Death penalty -

returns to state

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

After yesterday's announce-
ment that California will be break-

ing its 23-year abstinence from the

death penalty by setting an early

Apil execution date for Robert
Alton Harris, some UCLA experts,

spoke out against the death penal-

ty.

'Today there is a strong public

desire to see the death penalty

restored but many have not studied

the detailed historical and crimi-

nological information about the

death penalty that indicates that

... it simply does not deter

crime," explained UCLA School

of Medicine Professor LJ. West
West, who has been researching

the issue for more than 40 years,

began his studies after participat-

ing in a state execution as a

medical examiner.

"I stood at the bottom of the

gallows as the convicted man hit

the end of the rope. After he

stopped wiggling, we took turns

listening to his chest until his heart

stopped. The physician must deter-

mine the exact moment of death

for legal purposes."

Studies show that many of the

people whe repeatedly commit
violent crimes have very danger-

ous lifestyles and are not intimi-

dated by the extremely sUght

possibility they will be executed,

UCLA sociology Professor Jack

Katz said.

Because many states with a

death penalty have been histori-

cally lax on parole and life

imprisonment legislation. West
argued that the death penalty

actually hinders the prevention of

violent crime. "In states with a

death penalty it is more likely to

have dangerous people walking

around on the streets, who were
released through slipshod parole

reviews." — •/

UCLA law Professor Bfcnry

McGec said it was **tragic" that the

c^istihition could be intspreted as

See OPINIONS, page 18
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TODAY. TUESDAY. FEB. 6

• Women's Resource Center
- Graduate School Panel Discussion :

- 12:00-1 :30pm. AU 3517
• CAC

- Lula Ameida & The Afro-Brazil Band
- 12:00pm, Westwood Plaza

• UCLA Sannahang Pilipino

- Pilipino Cultural Night 1990
- 6:30pm, Wadsworth Theater

• Campus Events
- Free Sneak Preview ^
- 7:00pm, AGB

• Campus Events
- Steve Garvey

• 7 Noon, AGB - -V .

WEDNESDAY. FEB. 7

• Kaleidoscope Ttieatre

- A Play About Sexuality and Relationships
- 6:30 & 8:00pm, NPI Auditorium

• Economics/Business Student Association
- May & Robinson Recruitment Faire

.
- 9:30-4:00, AU 2410 ,^_ _„ . ^^.

• Mozambique Education Committee
- Noon, Bunche 9383

• Panel Discussion
- 7:30, J.D. Morgan Center Press Room

THURSDAY. FEB. 8 . V
• Latino Writers Forum

- Latino Cultural Night
- 5:00pm, Location TBA

mm^i

i

• Financial Aid Workstiops^
- Feb. 6 - March 1

• Expo Center
- Internship Information Meetings
- Thursdays thru Fridays, AU A-213

©©MOM© AW^A€irO©Kli2
• World Fest proposals due

February 21st at 6:00pm

Fk'ee speech celebration

sparks new controvert
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Associated Press

BERKELEY, Calif. — A move
to commemorate the 25th anniver-

sary of the free speech movement
at the University of California at

Berkeley has reignited a bitter

debate over its legacy.

Veterans of the protest —
considered a watershed in Ameri-
can politics because it launched a

decade of dissent by the nation's

youth — endorse 4he idea of a
monument to their accomplish-
ment, but the university's
chancellor and some faculty deride

the proposal as a "gesture of
remarkable arrogance."

"We want something that is

meant as a tribute and inspiration

to all freedom fighters," said

Charles Schwartz, a physics pro-

fessor who last year dreamed up
the idea of commissioning artwork
for the project.

Since then, the proposal has

garnered the support of 100 profes-

sors, local politicians, current

students and most of the now
middle-aged leaders of the free

speech movement.
"The free speech movement had

effects all over the world, and
continues to inspire students
everywhere," said Peter Selz, a
retired art history professor and the

former chief curator of the New

See SPEECH, page 19

Corrections:
Monday's article, "New UCLA buspool route offered," contained
several errors. Three buses, not 70, operate Monday through
Friday. The buspooling program's riders are 50 percent students,

50 percent employees and staff at UCLA, whereas the article stated

incorrectly that 50 percent of the commuter student body was
accommodated by the buspool. The buspool, not the carpool,
arrives atUCLA at 7, 8 and 9 a.m. and departs at 4, 5 and 6 p.m. The
acronym CAR stands for UCLA's Commuter Assistance
Ridesharing department, not Committee Assistance Ridesharing
department. And Penny Menton's named was spelled incorrectly.
The Bruin apologizes fw the errors.
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Cost of living forces IMaclcs out of Los Angeies

^AFRICAN
Many leave cities in search of

better job*, affordable housing

By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

Skyrocketing housing costs and
changing economic patterns are

forcing many blacks to leave the

Los Angeles area in search 6f
better opportunities, a UCLA
professor of geography said.

In two studies of census data

compiled from 1975 to 1985,

ProfessOT James Johnson, director

of UCLA's Center for the Study of
Urban Poverty, has found that

black Americans are moving from
traditional black communities in

many of the nation's cities to

suburban areas and to the South
seeking better employment and
housing opportunities.

Blacks' access to housing in

urban America has been limited

traditionally to the inner cities,

Johnson said, due primarily to

discriminatory policies and prac-

tices employed by real estate

agents and appraisers, banks and
other lending institutions, white
homeowners and the federal gov-
emmenL

These individuals and organi-

zations have tried to prohibit or
discourage blacks from moving in

significant numbers to the suburbs
of U.S. metropolitan areas, John-
son said.

But since such measures have
been outlawed in the last two

decades, many black families have
begun moving out of the big cities

to neighboring cities in search of
affordable housing. In Los
Angeles, where housing costs

jumped 300 percent between 1970
and 1980, most blacks cannot
qualify for a loan to purchase the

average-priced home of $250,000.

According to Johnson's
research, most of the nearly 35,000
blacks who leftL.A. between 1975
and 1980 settled in the Riverside-

San Bernardino area, where hous-

ing is significantly less expensive
than in Los Angeles County.
Between 1980 and 1985, the

Riverside-San Bernardino metro-

politan area was the region's most
rapidly growing community, with

its black population increasing by
39 percent.

Other small- and medium-sized
communities which expanded
during the early 1980's include

Fresno, Sacramento, Stockton,

San Diego, Phoenix, Tucson, Las
Vegas and Honolulu.

Calling Los Angeles a **revolv-

ing door," Johnson said that many
black Americans arrive at Los
Angeles expecting work, only to

be disappointed and forced to

move on. "There is this image of

Los Angeles as a "dreamland," a
place where anything goes," he
said. "It is a very misleading

perception and is not what the

Black Emigration from L.A. County

Map indicates black migration from L.A. County to other
regions from 1975 to 1980.
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reality is about"
The reality, he explained, is

instead a rapidly changing eco-
nomy in which black employment
is becoming a rare commodity.

Blacks have traditionally been

TOM YUN/Dauly Bnjin

concentrated in heavy industry-

related jobs, many of which dissol-

ved in the 1970's with the advent

of automated labor and the reloca-

tion of many American industrial

plants in the Third World.

ZAMKICAN
^Jrt S T O R Y

bMONTH
"In Los Angeles, an estimated

70,000 heavy manufacturing jobs— nearly all of which were located
in low income black and Hispanic
communities — were lost during
the 1970's . . . essentially (clos-

ing) off black access to what were
formerly good paying, unionized
jobs," Johnson wrote in a soon-to-

be published article concerning
black migration trends in the U.S.

Trying lo re-enter the job force,

blacks hving in L.A. have suffered
from economic, social and educa-
tional discrimination in the job
market, Johnson said.

Skilled and unskilled blacks
face competition from large net-

works of illegal immigrants which
provide a cheap labor resource for

many employers, he said, adding
that some employers purposefully
build industrial plants and busines-

ses in areas inaccessible to black
communities, he added.

'There is a perception of black
Americans :r- especially in the

service industry — that they
cannot do headwork, that they
cannot think quickly ... In some
sectors, blacks are not even part of

See POPULATION, page 17

Dance practice

Members of the UCLA Hawaiian Club practice a dance in preparation foraluau in April.

Psychwatch

Assistance offered in

clioosing riglit career

Applications due for ASUCLA art contest
Winners may have work
displayed in student union
By lawn Nhan

>» y.r, y.r#vi«Aa .^v: '^•>,A/ ,*WviUU.t ."A^uUtr

Staff Writer

Students who wish to have their art work displayed

in the student union are invited to apply for the

Student Commissioned Art Program sponsored by
ASUCLA. Applications are due at noon on Wednes-
day.

All art media are wekome, and a panel will review

applications and select work from up to five students

later this month. ASUCLA will reimburse selected

students for all expenditures related to the production

of their art work, which will remain on permanent

display in the association's facilities. Winners will

also receive a $500 commission.

Currently, 35 pieces are on display throughout

Aekwman Union and Kerckhoff Hall. This year's^

commission program will add up to five works to the

collection.

The program began in 1972 as a way to decorate

the student association's facilities and extend
ASUCLA's philosophy of "students serving other

students and being served themselves," said Nadine
Felix, division manager of student union operations.

Students will be serving other students with their

art and will in turn benefit from the publicity of
having their pieces displayed, Felix explained.

Since the program began, four or five pieces of art

have been added to the collection every year. On
average, about 60 students af^ly annually.

A panel of professors in the art department,

members of the ASUCLA Board of Directors,

student union management and student government
officers will review the proposals and select the

projects the association will commission.
Students need not be art majors to apply. The

program is open to both undergraduates and
graduates. Proposals must be submitted by noon
Wednesday, Feb. 7, at the Student Union Operations

Office on A -level Ackerman.—Applications arc available at the Operations
Office, Ackerman Information desk and at the North
Campus literature rack. Recipients of the commis-
sion will be notified in early March.
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Uncertainty of

job choice can

cause anxiety
By William D. Parham
Student Psych. Sen/ices

The development of one's

career identity goes through a

series of stages beginning in the

very early years of life. Pre-school

and elementary school age chil-

dren toss around several career

identity possibiUties through fan-

tasy and play.

This gives way to the early

adolescent period where tentative

choices are made and explored

through such activities as part-time

work. The establishment of one's

career identity is given more and
stronger weight during the college

years, between ages 18 and 23.

At this lime, people begin to

narrow their general career
choices into more specific ones

and, in a very deliberate manner,
formulate strategies to accomplish
the newly chosen career objective.

Establishing one's permanent
place in the work world (ages 25-

35) and maintaining that place

(ages 35-65) are the stages that

spawn the next three to four

decades. The final stage, after

around age 65, characteristically

consists of a decline in formal

work activity and a shift to more
leisurely pursuits.

The normal progression of the

preceding stages is influenced by
the complex interaction of at least

three factors:

BThc roles society expects

each person to assume.
Personal factors such as spe-

cial aptitudes, interests, intelli-

gence, skills, values, attitudes,

personality and status needs.

Factors over which people
have no control such as the

national economy and socio-poUti-

cal situations like sexism and
racism.

Making sense of the factors that

infiucncc career identity develop-

ment so that one implements
career choices that fit his or her

personality and needs is often a

stressful task.

Knowing that one is multi-

talentcd and that one has a variety

of equally important interests, yet

feeling forced to declare or focus

in only one area, contributes to part

of the career-related stress that

college-age people often experi-

ence.

People want to choose a career

that will ultimately be rewarding
and satisfying, and not knowing if

they've made the "correct" choice
often brings on additional stress.

Most people are expected to go
through the career development
process with varying degrees of
uncertainty. On occasion, some
people might even feel like they

arc the only ones struggling with
career identity development chal-

lenges.

Talking to professionals in

fields of interest, attending career

development seminars, and having
security pan-time employment
and summer internships are all

ways that contribute importantly to

addressing these concerns and
actualizing one's career identity.

The Placement and Career Plan-

ning Center is also an excellent

student service on campus that can
offer assistance in making impor-
tant career decisionsr

PCPC is staffed by career

See CAREBIS, page 18
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Briefs
World

China buys more
subsicBzed wheat
WASHINGTON, D.C. — China has

bought an additional 299,150 metric tons
of U.S. wheat under a price-subsidy
program, the Agriculture Department said

Monday.
F. Paul Dickerson, general sales nlana-

ger for the department's Foreign Agricul-

tural Service, said four private exporting
companies made the deals under the

department's Export Enhancement Prog-
ram, or EEP.

Delivery of the wheat is scheduled for
April and May, he said.

The sales were part of 1 million tons

authorized for sale to China under the

program Dec. 5. A previous allocation of
2 million tons made last Feb. 27 had been
exhausted, except for 10,000 tons.

Aoun's tanks inside

militia strongliolci

BEIRUT, Lebanon ^ Gen. Michel
Aoun's tanks broke into a stronghold of
his Christian militia rivals Monday, after a
week of battle, and advanced toward the

command post of Lebanese Forces chief
Samir Geagea, police said.

They said the tanks, with cannons
blazing, drove to within 300 yards of the

Kassardjian militia base in Ein Rum-
maneh, a working-class district of Christ-

ian east Beirut

Witnesses in hills above the Christian
sector, reached by telephone from
Cyprus, reported heavy fighting in Ein
^ummaneh south of the Karantina quar-
ter, where Geagea has his headquarters.

Explosions echoed across the city as

militiamen crouching in alleyways fired

armor-piercing rockets at the tanks and
their comrades hurled grenades from
rooftops.

Nation

Judge ciders Reqgan
deposition on video
WASHINGTON, D.C. — A federal

judge Monday ordered former President

Reagan to give a videotaped deposition

for the Iran-Contra trial of John Poindex-
tcr, and to turn over 33 entries from his

diary immediately to his former national

security adviser.

"Former President Reagan's testimony
will be taken by way of a videotaped

deposition" at "an appropriate place and a
date" before the Feb. 20 start of Poindex-
ter's trial, said U.S. District Judge Harold
Greene.

Reagan promptly invoked executive

privilege to avoid turning portions of his

diaries over to Poindextcr. "Former
President Reagan hereby asserts his claim

to the constitutionally protected privacy

of his diaries," said Theodore Olson, one
of Reagan's attorneys.

The judge's order gave Reagan and the

Bush administration until Friday to

invoke executive privilege on the matter

of videotaped testimony.

Congkess Iwlds first

tax-cut plan hearings

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Two of the

foremost experts on Social Security

offered conflicting advice as Congress
opened hearings Monday on the capital's I

hottest domestic topic of the year,

whether to cut the taxes that fuiance the

pension system.

Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-
N.Y., has proposed a tax reduction of up
to $300 a year for higher-income workers

to prevent the government from using

surplus Social Security taxes to pay for

other federal programs and making the

government deficit appear smaller than it

is. The Bush administration vigorously

opposes the cut as a threat to Social

Security benefits and an opening for

increases in other taxes.

The Senate Finance Committee
arranged to hear Monday from the Social

Security administrator, the General
Accounting Office and two recognized

authorities who are taking opposing
positions on Moynihan 's bill.

State

Sen. Montoya given
deadline to resigh

SACRAMENTO— The Senate Rules
Committee stripped Sen. Joseph Montoya
of his committee assignments Monday
and gave him an ultimatum — resign by
Friday or face expulsion from the Legis-

lature.

"It would be simply incendiary to have
somebody who has been convicted
(remain) on the Senate floor," Senate
leader David Roberti, D-Los Angeles ,

said after the committee voted 5-0 to take

away the committee assignments and set a
deadline for Montoya 's resignation.

Roberti said that if Montoya fails to

meet the deadline "the Senate is prepared
to begin .the process of expulsion."

Montoya, the chairman of the Senate
Business and Professions Committee, was
convicted last Friday on five counts of

extortion, one count of racketeering and
one count of money laundering.

New leader named
for Banic of America
SAN FRANCISCO — Richard M.

Rosenberg was named president of
BankAmerica Corp. on Monday, in

preparation for succeeding A.W. *Tom"
Clausen, who will retire May 24 after

heading a healthy turnaround for the

once-ailing banking giant

Rosenheim, 59, has served as vice

chairman of the board of BankAmerica,
and he will succeed Clausen as chairman
and chief executive officer.

Local

Rude cabbies to be
fined under new law
Rude or disheveled cabbies — those

unrefined cultural staples in East Coast
cities— won't be tolerated by the nation's

second largest city where $500 fmes will

be levied for behavior deemed uncouth.

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley
signed a new law Monday calling for

imposition of substantial fines for both
cabbies and the city's six taxi companies.
The ordinance takes effect March 28.

**I think we now will see a new day in

Los Angeles in terms of cab service,"

Bradley said. He urged disgruntled riders

to telephone the city Department of
Transportation with complaints.

"We'll get action for you," the mayor
promised.

Compiled from the Associated Press

FREE SNEAK^

TONIGHT!
7:00 IN AGB

FREE TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT CTO

AFTER THE FILM,

9

RUTGER HAUER

AT 9:00 IN AGB
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THE ECONOMJCS/BUSINESS STUDENT ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS

IS JUST AROUND^

Why wait until May to set your post-graduate career goals?
Spring to action now with the company that's committed to
your career success. The May Department Stores Company.

As one of the premier retailers in the countr/rAA/e invite ALL
COLLEGE MAJORS to apply for one of the retail industry's top
professional opportunities! __.

In addition to the industry's most competitive salaries, we pro-
vide outstanding benefits.

Don't wait until May to start thinking about your career. Join
the company that's committed to your success...

Interested candidates are encouraged to drop by and explore
the opportunities. Representatives will be on the UCLA campus:

Wednesday, February 7, 1990
9:30 am - 4:00 pm
Ackerman Union
Room #2410
Dress casually and
bring your resume
Refreshments provided

ROBINSON'S and MAY CO. of CALIFORNIA

Divisions of The May Department Stores Company
Equal Opportunity" Employer MF ^ -=—
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Vegetarianism, demilitarization part of peace plan
By Sara Rubalcava
Contributor

The world would be a more livable place
if Ammcans became vegetarians and used
military ships to carry grain fed to livestock

to countries that need food, two participants

in the Global Walk for a Livable world
proposed

James Becker and Sue Cliff spoke on
alternative defense methods and ways of
dealing with environmental problems at

UCLA last week.

They are among about 150 people
participating in the walk, which began
Thursday, in an effort to raise public
concern for peace and the environment,
Becker said. Walkers began in Santa
Monica and plan to trek to New York during

the next nine months.

Ak)ng the way, participants in the walk
will hold forums during which they hope to

educate o^ers and themselves on global

issues, Becker said.

Becker said his primary concem is the

lack of government response to public anti-

nuclear sentiments. "There has been an
anti-nuclear uprise within the past decade,
yet not one weapon has been destroyed," he
said.

*The nuclear issue is politically vibrant,

but I feel very disempowercd, there's very
little I can do about it," Becker said.

He pointed to California as an example of
how spending in 1989 contributed more
than $827 million to the military and nuclear

weapons. "If you look at all the fiscal

problems of urban areas and all the money

that goes to military, it makes ydu question
— what is security?"

Becker suggested that trcx)ps be demili-

tarized and used for nonviolent military

purposes such as transporting food to needy
countries with its ships, trucks and helicop-

ters. Demilitarizing would be a first step

towards peace, he said.

Cliff focused on the environment and
concerns over toxins in the American diet

"We are moving from a meat-centered diet

to a vegetarian diet and the reason for this is

that a meat-centered diet is very ineffi-

cient," she said.

About 2,50Q pounds of water are needed
to raise one cow for consumption and that

ties in with the global drought problem.
Cliff said. "If we think about the measures
we take to conserve water, one simple

action can be changing to a vegetarian diet,**

she said.

Becker acknowledged the complexity of
the issues, but said defense and environ-

mental issues do go together.

The Global Walk will also focus on
gaining a communal sense of how people
relate to one another. "I think that one of the

big problems in society is that everyone is

very alienated and very independent, not

interrelated and that's really one of the ideas

of the walk— to take a step back and find

the connection so we can coexist more
harmoniously."

The gk)bal walk will take place in two
phases. The second phase will begin in

London and end in Hiroshima on Aug. 6,

1993.

Wfe're majonng
' subject,inaspecial

Get ready to flyfor only $118 roundtrip—twice. Choosefrom rtiany ofthe

tnore than 180 Northwest Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States.
You're part of a special group
of people.

So we've created special

privileges with you in mind.

The tough assignments and long

nights of college will soon pay off.

In fact, they already have.

As a student with a bright

future, youre eligible for American
Express* Cardmembership now.

You see, we believe in your potential.

That's why we've made it easier

for you to qualify for the Gird on
your own, even if you don't have a job.

And by becoming a Cardmem-
ber now, you can take advantage

of the exclusive Northwest student

travel privilege pictured here.

The fact is, we've added special

student benefits like these because

were dedicated to serving our

Cardmembers.

So apply now. About six weeks

after the Card arrives, you'll receive

your Northwest travel certificates!*

Call today We're looking for-

ward to welcoming one of our most
important Cardmembers. You.

Memhership HasJts Privileged

APPLY NOW:

im/B.
RBATED
SBMCES

1-800-446-5389
'»n^ k .K»

NORTHWEST
AIRUNES

*If you arc already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question on this program, please send your written quest

and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-446-5389. © 1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS' CARD FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER,
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UCLA Samahaiig Filipino
proudly presents
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TODAY •February 6, 1990

6:30 RM.
Wadsworth Theater

FREE ADMISSION
TICKETREQUIRED: Free Oeneral AcUniasion tickets will be avail-

ahU beginning at 3K)0PM€U the WadBworth Box Office on the day of
the JF*vgram. (One person per ticket, pUa9eJ

For more information, call (213) UCLA-727 or 206-5999.

Funded by the Campus Programs CommitUe of the Programs Activities Board, ASUCIA Board of DirectorsJUSAC Programming

Committee, USAC Cultural Afj^irs, anH Student Committee for the Arts. ~
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
^

SCHOOL i

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

EUROPE »y CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Bou evard
Los Angeles. Caht. 90069
Phone: (213) : 72-0424

Mail this ad for Special
Student/Teacher TarHf.

RENTAL 3 LEASE O PURCHASE

Engineers and CS Majors

The Real Estate Department

of

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

will be interviewing graduating students interested in

combining technical skills with Wall Street experience for

the Financial Systems Analyst program. As the leading

Real Estate Investment Bank, we offer:

• An exciting two year position in New York City

• A challenging and dynamic work environment

• State of the art technology- and top-notch people

Tuesday, February 20, 1990

Career Placement Center

New Yc'K London Tokyo Boston Chicago
Dallas Detrc I Hong Kong Houston Los Angeles
Memon s Miami Montreal PhiladelDhia San Francisco

Singapore Svdney Toronto Zjncn

UCLA Department of Music presents

Wednesday, February 7 - Royce Hall - 8:00 pm
UCLA University Symphony Orchestra
Lucas Richman, Guest Conductor

Tzu-Szu Chiu & Stephen M. POdd,

graduate student conductors

Program: Brahms - Symphony No. 2 in D Major

Faure - "Pelleas and Melisande Suite"

Prokofieff - "Lieutenant Kije Suite**

Tickets: $5 (general), $3 (students and seniors)

Friday, February 9 - Schoenberg Hall - 8:00 pm
Los Angeles Baroque Orchestra
Gregory Maldonado, Music Director

Kari Windingstad, Soprano Soloist

Music by Handel: Overture and Arias ——
from **11 Pastor Fido"

"Water Music Suite No. 1 in F"

Tickets: $12 (general). $7 (students and seniors)

For further information, please call (21^) 825-2953.

Suicide:
Lingering depression can drive

AIDS victims to choose death
By Lee Siegel

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — They swal-

low deadly drugs, plunge out of

windows, smash their cars and
hang or shoot themselves at an

alarming rate. And they do it

because suicide seems better than

the alternative: dying of AIDS.
"You have no control over this

illness at all, so it gives me some
tdnd ofcontrol when I can say I can
end my life any time I want to,"

said Chuck Sporeman, a 43-year-

old nurse who has AIDS.
Sporeman tried to kill himself

twice in Etecember 1988, two
months after his male companion
of 13 years died of AIDS. He said

he might try again when the

disease leaves him unable to care

for himself, but participation in a

support group helps, at least for

now.

"There are days where I wish I

had done it, but there are other days
when it's a beautiful day, the wind
is blowing through the trees, I can
go watch the waves crashing on the

beach, and I'm glad I didn't do it,"

he said.

The author of a 1988 Cornell

University study estimates about

1,000 AIDS patients in the United
States will kill themselves by
1991. The study found people with

AIDS are 66 times more likely to

commit suicide than the general

population.

"It definitely happens all the

time," said Andrew Weisser,
spokesman for AIDS Project Los
Angeles, a service agency where
five of 2,100 AIDS-infecled
clients killed themselves in

December.

The relatively small number of
AIDS-related suicides reported
pubhcly "is just the tip of the

iceberg," Weisser said.

'There's no way for us to keep
track," said Los Angeles County
coroner's spokesman Bob Damba-
cher. "If someone comes off a
building, we don't know if they
have AIDS. If they shoot them-
selves, we don't know."
Such suicides graphically illus-

trate that mental health budget cuts

and discrimination leave many
AIDS patients without adequate
counseling, Weisser asserts. Many
AIDS patients who discuss suicide

are "caUing out for help," he said.

But hopelessness makes others kill

themselves:

A 28-year-old AIDS patient

in San Diego drank all day, stole a

car, swerved down the highway
without headUghts, then triggered

a six-car accident that killed him
and injured three others in April

1988. Paul James Curry "was
dying slow. I think he chose to die

fast," a friend said.

Two men who authorities

said had AIDS tied themselves

together, then jumped 35 floors off

their New York apartment build-

ing in 1985.

Philip Saylor, 40, took a

revolver into Los Angeles'
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center on
Jan. 2, shot and killed his longtime

companion, 35-year-old AIDS
patient Steven Jenkins, then killed

himself. Police said Saylor also

was infected by the AIDS virus.

After that tragedy, several
experts said suicide can be a
reasonable alternative if AIDS
patients are thinking cleariy and
fully infoimed of all options.

*'People have a right to kill

themselves — not early on when
people first find they're infected,

but when they have become
sufficiently sick that the quality of
their life is not satisfactory to

them," said Dr. Neal Schram, a
member of the California Medical
Association's AIDS task force.

Rabbi Allen Freehling, a mem-
ber of the Los Angeles County
Commission on AIDS, advises
AIDS patients against killing

themselves, saying suicide is a
selfish act that can compound the

grief of family and friends.

"In Ecclesiastes, it says there is

a time to Uve and a time to die, and
I don't think the author of that

statement meant we should decide
when that time is," FreehUng said.

A Cornell University study
published this month found that

people who have just learned they

are infected by the AIDS virus but
don't yet have symptoms are no
more likely than other pe<^le to_
have suicidal thoughts — if they
receive proper counseling.

Dr. Peter Marzuk, author of the

earlier Cornell study, found
patients face the greatest risks just

after they are diagnosed, and again

when AIDS' effects on the brain
;

cause depression, delirium or other •

treatable psychiatric disord^^.

"If you treat the depression,

frequently these people will feel

better and not feel driven to

suk:ide," said Dr. Geoffrey News-
tadt, a Cedars-Sinai psychiatrist

Large cars less prone to
fatal accidents, study says
By Jeff Holyfleld

Associated Press

LANSING. Mich. — Bigger is

better for motorists who want to

survive a serious car crash,
according to a new study.

The study found that the Chev-
rolet Corvette had the highest

fatahty rate— 5.2 deaths for every

10,000 1985-87 models registered

in the United States — and the

four-door Volvo 740-760 had the

lowest, 0.6 per 10,000 vehicles.

The figures from the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety were
released by the Michigan Associa-
tion of Professional Insurance
Agents.

"Without question, the consum-
er has a better chance of survival

when driviiig a larger vehicle,^

said MAPIA President James
Alexander.

Of the 10 vehicles with the

lowest occupant death rates, three

were large and six were midsize

and only one was a small car, the

Volkswagen Jetta with 1.1 deaths

per 10,000 vehicles.

Twelve of the 15 cars with the

highest death rates are small, and
the other three are midsize.

MAPIA spokesman Gary
Mitchell said while the auto
industry was making more small,

fuel-efficient cars, they weren't as

safe as the larger models.

"What we've seen in recent

years is that the industry has placed
such a great emphasis on fuel

economy that safety has been
compromised," he said. 'They're
Ughter so they're more fuel effi-

cient and that's commendable, but
I don't think fuel efficiency should
take a front seat over safely."

1990 census to take
snapshot of America
100 million forms preceded

by huge advertising campaign
By Randolph E. Schmid
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — They're
going into churches and schools.

They're advertising in foreign

languages and dialects. They've
hired professional athletes in Chi-
cago and a former gang member in

Los Angeles. The Census Bureau
is going all out to count you.

April 1 is Census Day, the day
tiiat once evoy 10 years gives the

government a snapshot of the

American public.

To make sure everyone is

included in the picture, no fewer
than five advertising agencies and
businesses across the country have
been enhsted to spread the word.
Serving as publicity "ambassa-
dors" will be the 50 state titlehol-

6eTS from the Miss American
pageant

"Participation is one of the most
important activities each one of us

can do as citizens,^' said Commer-
ce Secretary Robert Mosbacher,
who joined Miss America Debbye
Turner in completing sample cen-

sus fwms at a news conference

Monday.
Mosbacher said a good turnout

also saves the government some
money.
More than 100 million censifs

forms will be mailed March 23,

with a request that they be com-
pleted and sent back after April 1.

People who don't return their

forms will be contacted personal-

ly.

Mosbacher estimated that every

1 percent increase in mail
responses saves the government
$10 million.

Reaching some Americans is no
easy task, however, and special

efforts are l)eing made to track

them down.
Brenda August, a census field

coordinator in Los Angeles, said a

former gang member has been
hired to work with census enumer-
ators to try to ease distrust of

government officials in gang terri-

tories.

Wanted:

Census workers won't be
accompanied by police, but will

receive safety training, travel in

groups and wear special vests to

identify themselves, she said.

Widely known athletes, includ-

ing members of the White Sox
baseball team, will be used to

count people in Chk:ago, said

regional census director Stan
Moore. Enumerators are being
hired from among residents of
public housing projects.

Census volunteers will go into

local churches and schools to

promote participation, officials

said.

The Ad Council, a public ser-

vice arm of the advertising indus-

try, will conduct a national
publicity campaign. Ads will

appear on the Goodyear blimp and
be mailed by J.C. Penney and
Sears, Roebuck and Co. Space will

be set aside in many 7-Eleven
stores for census workers to

answ^ customers' questions.

The ad campaign's theme is

"Answer the Census: It Counts For
More Than You Think." Ads will

stress the importance of census
data in determining the location of
new public facilities, apportioning

state legislatures and allocating

federal funds to localities.

Special advertising appeals will

be aimed at blacks, Hispanics,

Asians, American Indians and
native Alaskans. The Asian ads,

available in English, Viemamese,
Korean, Chinese and Japanese,
feature an abacus with the theme,

"Any Way We Add It— It Makes
Good Sense to Answer the Cen-
sus."

A big selling point in the

Hispanic ads, which will be pub-
lished in Mexican, Cuban and
Puerto Rican dialects as well as

English, is that census answers are
confidential.

Census Director Barbara E.
Bryant said records are kept secret

for 72 years and information about
individuals is not given to any
government or private group.

'. «..

Energetic, hard working persistent

census-takers eager to meet people
By Randolph E. Schmid
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
Census Bureau is hanging out the

"Help Wanted" sign. People are

needed across the nation to track

down hard-to-count Americans
and the job can pay up to $8 an

hour.

The census-takers will scout

remote hollows in West Virginia

and island fishing villages in

Alaska, seek out beach dwellers in

California and folks living in

n[K>untain cabins in Appalachia.

Only a few weeks before the

official 1990 national head count,

the Census Bureau says it will need

315,000 temporary workers in

addition to its usual staff. Many of

the temporary workers have yet to

be hired, says Richard Bitzer of the

bureau's field divisioi).

As in 1980, most Americans
will receive a census form by mail

Jn late March, fiU it out and^nd it

back. But officials know that for

one reason or another they won't

hear from several milhon house-
holds. Others will send in incom-
plete forms.

It will be the job of the census

enumerators to track them down
by phone or in person.

The peak of activity will be in

April andi^'May when 200,000
census workers will go into neigh-

borhoods and small towns as well

as across rural America to inter-

view people. Another 115,000
workers will remain in offices

tabulating information and con-

tacting folks by phone, Bitzer said.

He said a big hiring push will

occur in March. New workers will

have about three days of training

and will work daily with their

supervisors to help resolve any

problems during the count

A census-taker's life can be

anything but boring. Over the

years, the temporary workers have
encountered births, family fights

and more than a few other unusual
cases, according to records kept by
the Bureau.
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The Department of Slavic Languages &
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STUDY TOUR
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LECTURE NOTE SUBSCRIPtlONS NOW AVAILABLE!
Anthro. 10

Anthro.15

Anthro. Ml 40

Anthro. 128A

Art Hist. 51

Astro. 3 s 3

Atmo Sci. 3

Biology 3

Biology 120

Chem. IIAs.1

Chem. IIBs.2

Chem. lie

Chem 25

Chem. 132A

Chem. 1328

Chem 132BH
Chem. 153C
Classics 165

E.S.S. 1 si

E.S.S. 1 s 2

E.S.S. 15

Econ 1 si
Econ 2

Econ. 40 S.I

Econ. 40 S.2

Econ 100 s 1

Econ. 101 A S.I

Econ. 101As.2,4

Econ. 1,01 B s.2

Econ. IOIBs.3

Econ. 102 s 1

Econ. 102 s.2

Econ. 107

Econ. 110

Econ. 112

Econ. 160 S.I

Econ. 160 s.2

Econ. 171

Econ. 182

Econ, 183

Econ. 191

English 90

Ethnomusic 1 20B
Geography 1

German 100B
History 127B

Williams

Bailey/Peacock

Kroskity

Silk

Klein

Zuckerman

Picazo

Durstenteld

Buth

Juster

Farrelly

Kaner

Kayalar

Clennan

Stephenson

Diederich

Atkinson

Lattimore

Christie

Reid

Kyte

Cameron
Allen

Broussalian

Cameron
Bennett

Hildebrandt

Zame
McCall

Ostroy

Tat>ellini

Thompson
Allen

Zapata

Zapata

Hickson

Schulkin

Dick

Murphy

Sexton

Kasliwal

Hutter

Feather

Berger

Baume
Shaw

I
AS!

History 148B
History 1 79B
Linguistics 100

Management 1A si
Management 1A s.2

Management IB

Management 1 27

Math 2 s.2

Math 3A
Math 3B si
Math 3B S.3

Math 31

A

Ststs. 50 S.I

Stats 50 s.

PIC 1 si
Micro. 6 si

Micro. 6 s.2

Music 135B
Phil. 7

Physics 3A
Physics 6A
Physics 8A si
Physics 8D
Physics 10 s.2

Poll. Sci. 141

Psych. 10 s.2 —
Psych. 15 S.I.

2

Psych. 41. S.I

Psych. 110

Psych. 115

Psych. 120 si
Psych. 120 s.2

Psych. 125

Psych. 127 S.I

Psych. 127 s.2

Psych. 127 s.3

Psych. 135 s.2

Psych. 178

Psych. Ml 79

Sociology 18

Sociology 132

Sociology 135

Sociology 158

Sociology 171

Sociology 182

Sociology 184

Weiss

Worger

Curtiss ,.

Ravetch

Simmonds
Ravetch

Klein

-Bn- .,
.

Li

Cheng
Friedlander

Brooks

Longford

Bruss

Allen

Robinson

Runnegar

Saunders

Pears

Mori

Tiktopoulos

Whitten

Butler

Trullinger

Zailer

Holman -

—

Leibskand/Zaidel

Lee

Fanselow

Butcher

Thomas • '

Mackay
Feshbach

Sue
Goldstein

Gordon

Raven

Weiner -

Mays '. '

Yogev

Katz

Yogev

Evans *

Dougan
Mann
Evans

ASliCLA LEeTLJRE NOTES,A-Levd Ackerman Unionr
M-Th 7:45-6:30; Fri. 7:45-6:00; Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5
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Reagan enjoying life

outside Wliite House
Ex-president

comments on
changes, issues

By Jeff Wilson

Associated Press

On the eve of his 79th birthday

and a year after leaving the White
House, former President Ronald
Reagan says he is keeping in shape

by pumping iron daily and trim-

ming trees with a chain saw.

Reagan remains busy on the

"mashed polato" speaking circuit,

delivering speeches on issues he

cares about, such as a balanced

budget amendment and line-item

veto power for the president in

dealing with budget issues.

The former president, who
celebrates his birthday on Tues-

day, has embraced an active

retirement v/'\\h vigor and resolve,

saying he loves his return to

California and lifestyle out of the

White House.

Discussing his personal life in

an exclusive interview with The
Associated Press on Friday, Rea-
gan pointed to the Pacific Ocean
and Channel Islands visible from
his 34th-floor Century City office.

"I've always said that a Califor-

nian who is forced to live away
from California lives in a state of
perpetual homesickness,** he said,

adding, "It isn't a place, it's a way
of Ufe."

Reagan also commented on
prospects for the end of the Cold
War, American hostages in Leba-
non and the nation's battle against

drugs. He declined to discuss

aspects of the Iran-Contra scandal

other than his concern for the

hostages, citing pending litigation.

Attorneys for former National
Security Adviser John Poindexter,

the remaining major defendant to

face trial in the Iran-Contra scan-

dal, are seeking Reagan's personal

diaries, a move the former presi-

dent has resisted.

Age hasn't diminished Rea-
gan's love of a self-deprecating

joke.

"I prefer to think of it as the 40lh
anniversary of my 39th birthday,"

Reagan quipped.

He attributed his health to

pumping iron daily in his basement
gym and trimming trees during

nK)nthly trips to his Santa Barbara
County ranch.

He's been swinging axes, grip-

ping chain saws, "and even pole
saws," to control the majestic oaks
surrounding his mountaintop
retreat 120 miles northwest of Los
Angeles.

"Now you can sit there on the

patio and look up there at a grove
of trees visible from the house and
you're not only seeing those
gnarled trunks but you're seeing

the dappled sunshine in there, and
the sky through the trees," the

former president said.

Reagan's hair has grown back— still black but with a more
pronounced touch of gray— since

brain surgery last year resulting

from a throw from a horse in

Mexico. He's riding again on his

trips to the ranch, saying, "Nothing
is so good for the inside of a man as

the outside of a horse."

The former president proudly
reported that he and wife Nancy
now own the $2.5 million home in

the exclusive Bel-Air community
that was first purchased by friends

for the couple's return to Califor-

nia.

"It's ours and we enjoy it very

much. We are very fond of it,"

Reagan said. There was a twinkle

in his blue eyes as he told of the

first time he saw the house— from
the fioor of a sedan — while he

was still president

Like some of his exploits that

drew the wrath of Congress, the

house-hunting expedition was
indeed a covert mission.

"If I went any place the press

would have been in attendance and
we didn't want that publicity at the

time," he said. It was Nancy who
persuaded him to sneak up to the

house.

"She said if I was willing to get

down on the floor of the car and go
there the press wouldn't be fol-

lowing or any photographers or

anything, so I did. I didn't get up
until we were in the driveway,"

Reagan said.

Asked if he enjoyed bamboo-
zling the media, he said: "Oh sure.

It worked. We'd been so used to

being totally in the public eye on
anything we did or wherever we'
went, it was kind of fun."

Although his outlook about
California is sunny, Reagan's view
about a possible end to the Cold
War is somewhat darker.

He lauded Time magazine's
choice of Soviet leader Mikhail

Gorbachev as "Man of the
Decade," but said there is danger
when foreign policy depends on
the success of one man.

If Gorbachev prevails in his

reform efforts, an era of better

relations between East and West
might be in sight, he said.

"I think we see something on the

horizon, but we also have to
remember this is the work of a man
who can be dismissed by the

Communist Party if they see their

way clear to do R," Reagan said of
Gort)achev.

"We have to know that perma-
nent changes have been made
before we can say everything is in

the clear and the Cold War is over
... But we have to make sure that

the deeds arc permanent."

Nevertheless, Reagan — him-
self a former Time "Man of the

Year" — said the choice of
Gorbachev as "Man of the
Decade" was appropriate.

"As a matter of fact, I have to

think anything that will help
Gorbachev succeed in the changes
he's trying to make in the Soviet
Union then, well, fme," Reagan
said, adding he has always
expected internal opposition lo

Gorbachev.

"I knew his opposition wouldn't
come from the people, it would
come from that fixed bureaucra-
cy," he said, adding, "As I describe
it, the Russian Revolution simply
wiped out an inherited aristocracy

and has replaced it with an
inherited bureaucracy."

On the drug menace, Reagan
said the war can be won this

decade.

*The way it must be done is we
must generate the programs in

which the people, the customers,
turn away from the drugs, not us
turning the drugs away from

customers," he said.

A major heartache during Rea-
gan's administration was the cap-

ture of Americans in Lebanon, he
said.

Yet Reagan is optimistic the

hostages will eventually be freed.

"I have lived with that kind of
hope," he said. "I think the

obligation of the entire country is

to come to the rescue (tf any .

American who in any other part of
the world is being dtmeA the

constitutional rights this country

guarantees its people."
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Microcomputer show with

technical experts and
hardware:

Laptop computers
including the new
SupersPort SX with
VGA display

• Selected desktops (not
available at ASUCLA)
with new Flat Tension
Less glare and brighter colors! '

,

Monitor

SAVE $400 Now at ASUCLA
on SupersPort with 20 Mb

$1499*hard drive -

And Featuring Representatives From

PETER NORTON COMPUTING, INC
*****

From 11 AM -1PM ONLY!*****

The Norton Utilities ^ow with Norton disk Doctor:

an automated program that

finds and fixes faults on your

hard drive

Norton Commander organizes your hard disk;

makes it easy to use
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Norton bacK up
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Office Systems
Desq View

Manifest

QEMM 386

2.26 a multi tasking
environment - 8088 through
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Gorbachev says exclusive Communist rule must end
Speech to Central Committee

acknowledges recent refonns

By Mark J. Porubcansky

Associated Press

MOSCOW — Mikhail S. Gor-

bachev declared Monday that

Communists must surrender their

unchallenged right to rule the

Soviet Union to the tide of demo-

,

cratic reform he has unleashed.

The Soviet Communist Party

chief, in an historic speech to the

party's Central Committee in the

Kremlin, tacitly acknowledged the

growing power of the pro-demo-
cracy movement that has swept
away Communist regimes in East-

em Europe, set several Soviet

republics on the road to multiparty

politics, and on Sunday drew a

huge crowd of protesters in Mos-
cow.

But his move was unlikely to

bring about the disintegration of
the Communist Party, and Gorba-
chev, who is also head of the

government, did not address the

possibihty of the party losing

power.

The party wants to remain the

leading force in society but must
prove its worthiness, Gorbachev
said.

In the future it "intends to

struggle for the role of ruling party,

but do it strictly in the framework
of the democratic process, reject-

ing any kind of legal or political

advantage," Gorbachev said.

Political reform that has
strengthened the Soviet govern-

ment at the expense of an all-con-

troling party apparatus "has been
accompanied by a growth in

political pluralism," Gorbachev
said, presenting a draft platform to

the 249-member Central Commit-
tee. *This process can lead to the

creation of jjarties at some stage."

Central Committee sources said

Gorbachev told the closed meeting
that political changes he has

pushed through in almost five

years in pwwer have in effect

created a multiparty system
already.

He called into questicMi a tenet of

Leninism — democratic central-

ism, the theory that requires strict

adherance by the party's 20 mil-

lion members to decisions once

they have been made at the top.

'The party's renewal [M-esup-

poses its thorough, comprehensive
democratization and rethinking the

principle of democratic centralism

with emphasis on democracy and
power of the party masses,"
Gorbachev said.

He proposed the Central Com-
mittee meet again in about three

weeks to consider new party rules.

Gorbachev indicated he did not

foresee the reform overturning the

country's socialist system as well

as the communists' assurance of
power.

The party was "ready to act with
due account for these new circum-

stances, cooperate and conduct a

dialogue with all organizations

honoring the Soviet Constitution

and the social system it endorses,"

he said.

The Soviet president said he had
hoped 1989 would be the turning

point for his economic reforms, but

acknowledged that "recent events

have shown there has been no
change for the better."

Gorbachev's address Monday
granted the basic demands of the

hundreds of thousands of people
who swept 60 abreast through the

streets of the capital on Sunday.
Communist reformers and non-

communists demanded the party

give up its exclusive claim to

power.

Reformer Boris N. Yeltsin, a

leader of the rally, told the Central

Committee the new platform did

not go far enough. "In general, the

impression is formed that it was
written by two hands — both the

left and the right," he said.

Transcripts released by the Tass

news agency indicated Gorbachev
underwent immediate, stinging

criticism at the Central Committee
meeting for a lack of decisiveness.

"Is it not time for you, Mikhail

Sergeyevich, and the leadership of
the country as a whole to seriously

think about the fate of the socialist

government, over the fate of
honest laboring peq)le, and take

the most direct radical measures
before it's too late?" asked the first

speaker, Kiev party chief A.I.

Komienko.
The ambassador to Poland,

Vladimir I. BoDvikov, also gave a
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OF BEING A MEMBER OF A TEAM,
DESIGNING, BUILDING, AND SELUNG A

FUTURE AUTOMOBILE?
Opportunities for Mechanical and Electrical Engineers to work in Car Product Development at

Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan. Vehicle and component design, development and
testing positions available through the Ford College Graduate Program.

Date: Thursday, February 8, 1990
Hme: 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Hace: Placement and Career Planning Center*

Please register and leave your resume at the center before February

strong speech urging faster

refoTTis, said several Central Com-
mittee sources.

One Central Committee source

said Leningrad party chief Bcmis

Gidaspov, who has become a

lightning rod for conservatives,

demanded the establishment of

strict law and order in the country.

E)espite the criticism, Gorba-
chev was in fum control of the

meeting and there was no organ-

ized effort to oust him or limit his

power, the source said.

The source said many of the 27
speakers who followed Gorbachev
criticized his proposed platform

for being too general, and that a

commission of about 60 members
was formed to rework it overnight

Gorbachev was appointed head of
the commission, he said.

More than 1,000 people,
including 240 Central Committee
members, 100 non-voting mem-
bers, military district commanders
and local party and government
officials attended the meeting, the

source said. But only full Central

Committee members will be
allowed to vote on the platform

Tuesday, he said.

Student gets
convictecl for

N. Korea visit

By Paul Shin

Associated Press
?,

SEOUL, South Korea — Im
Su-kyong, a college student known
to her supporters as the "flower of
unification,** was convicted Mon-
day of illegally visiting Nwth
Korea and sentenced to 10 years in

prison.

She was the first student sen-

tenced to prison for visiting the

communist nation.

As the three-judge court dec-

lared them guilty, Im and a

dissident Roman Catholic priest on
trial with her shouted: "Wake up,

judges who ignore unification!**

The priest, the Rev. Moon Gyu-
hyon, 41, was sentenced to eight

years for visiting North Korea. He
went there to accompany Im home.

Both the defense and prosecu-

tion said they would appeal. The
prosecution had sought 15 years in

prison for Im and 10 for Moon.
About 30 radical students and

Catholic priests raised clenched

fists and shouted "Release them!"
from the gallery of the Seoul
District Criminal Court.

The Rev. Moon Jung-hyon, a

Catholic priest who is Moon's
older brother, was expelled from
the court after violating sev^al
orders to keep quiet

"Is this a fair trial?** he shouted

as guards esccxted him away.

A few hundred students held

protest rallies at Sogang and
Hankook universities in Seoul, but
did not confront police and disper-

sed voluntarily after less than two
hours.

Presiding Judge Hwang Sang-
hyun pronounced Im and Moon
guilty of traveling to North Korea
last summer in violation of nation-

al security laws.

He said they had instructions

from North Korea to foment
protests against the United States

and the South Korean government
when they returned to Seoul
through the border village of
Panmunjom on Aug. 15.

"These days, war is a total war
which involves politics, econom-
ics and other help** the judge said.
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Business booming in Brazil cult
Bat wings, black soap

and antler shavings

bought by millions

I I

By Todd Lewan
Associated Press

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil — Dried bat

wings are a big seller at Ricardo Conceicao
Lima's store. So are devil statues, baby snakes

and deer antler shavings. Lately there's been a

run on mystical African incense, said to attract

wealth.

Lima runs a spirit-cult supply store in Rio*s

poor norih zone. Tucked away in a coiner of a

musty indoor market, his shop has a loyal

clientele.

While many retailers are struggling to stay

afloat amid four-digit inflation and soaring

interest rates, Lima says business is booming.
*The tougher times get," he says, *the better

I do."

Lima is one of thousands of merchants who
cater to Brazil's legions of spirit-cult worship-

ers. Experts estimate that 90 million of the

nation's ISO million people follow African

voodoo-style cults, generally lumped under the

term Macumba and descended from Yoruba

and Bantu religions practiced by slaves.

Over the centuries the cults freely borrowed
elements of Roman Catholicism, native Indian

faiths, European witchcraft and kardec spirit-

ism. They became uniquely Brazilian and
spread among all races and classes.

"Brazilians have lost faith in their leaders

and are turning to spiritual means of solving

their problems," says Paulo Coelho, a magician
and author of several books on magic.

About 85 percent of Brazilians profess to be
Roman Catholics, but many see no conflict in

also participating in spirit cults.

Most buyers are the poor, but a growing
number are middle- and upper-class Brazi-

lians. At the heait of this phenomenon is the

belief that many illnesses and economic and
emotional woes have a spiritual origin.

To tap the market, some merchants have
switched from peddling housewares and
clothing to hawking cult articles.

Nfanuel Felgueiras Pontes gave up his fish

stand three years ago and opened a voodoo
shop. "I knew a kH of people would rather

practice Macumba than eat," he says.

For the voodoo bargain hunter, the market in

Madureira district, on Rio's north zone, is the

place to shop. Some 37 of the 350 shops in this

winding, shadowy market feature black magic
items.

A mannequin in black top hat, boots and
velvet cloak and holding a trident stands

outside the Oxala Tecidos shop, specializing in

ritual gamients. The mannequin holds the

garments of Exu, a deity Africans believed

represented change, movement and fertility.

But under the influence ofRoman Catholicism,

Exu in Brazil became a devil. This particular

Exu is called Maiabo, an entity said to bring

flnancial success.

At the Odo-Ya voodoo shop, a toad used to

cast evil spells goes for $25. A bar of black

soap to wash away negative fluids is $6.50.

Shop owner Antonio Heleno takes special

pride in ordinary-looking rocks in ceramic

bowls of water. Their magical properties lie

protected in blessed water, he explains, and
during a week-kmg special they're only $3 per

rock.

In the shop next door, animals are sold for

sacrificial rituals, a controversial but widely

tolerated practice.

"It's absolutely barbaric," says Maureen
Roth, a member of the Workl Society for the

Protection of Animals in Rio. "But who do you
complain to? Sacrifice is accepted by everyone

here, firom the president of the country on
down."

Last July, Rio councilman Wilson Leite

Passos called for a law prohibiting animal

sacrifice. Some 280 cult leaders gathered on
the steps of city hall and threatened to cast a

spell over each councilman. The bill was
withdrawn.
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Horror films

used by child

psychiatrist
By Heidi Nolf Brown
Associated Press

Teen-agers who exhibit violent

behavior should think twice before

throwing a fit in the office of Dr.

Jeffrey M. Turley, a child psy-

chiatrist and fellow at the Univer-
sity of Virginia.

To keep his unruly clients in

line, Turley relies on Jason, the

warped goaltender of "Hallo-
ween," and Freddy Krueger,
whose stiletto-style handshake on
the **Nightmarc on Elm Street**

movies rocketed him to stardom.

The psychiatrist began renting

the so-called slasher films for

therapy sessions while working
with a 14-year-old boy who axed
the interior of his family's home.
Turiey found that they helped the

youth deal with his feelings of
anger.

"He wasn't sure why he had
done it, but he felt he was addicted

to slasher movies," Turiey said.

"It's less to scrutinize him than as a
technique to get him talking about
the central concerns of his life. We
watch 15 minutes of the film, stop

it at some point and I ask him to

explain his thoughts and motives.**

Turiey said he had discovered

that the slasher films were a unique
approach to psychotherapy. Teen-
agers have fears about the general

dangerous nature of the world out
there and facing it without protec-

tion, he said. The movies seem to

speak to the teen-agers about those

vulnerabilities.

"I found that in general, these

movies provide a pretty useful

purpose,** he said. "Like all art,

they find a resonance with the fears

and concerns people have."

But a colleague with the Nation-

al Coalition on Television Vio-

lence says she has second thoughts

about using the technique to treat

patients.

"One has to handle it very

carefully — in small doses with

very specific reasons," Dr. Carole
I. Lieberman said in a telephone

interview from her Beverly Hills,

Calif., office. Lieberman, a psy-

chiatrist who also serves as a
consultant to the television and
film industry, says about 90 to 95~
percent of the research that has

been done shows violence in the

media creates violence in the

audience in the long run.

*This is a very complicated kind
of situation," Lieberman said. *t)n

the whole, I would not be for using

slasher films in therapy since these

kinds of movies stimulate aggres-

sion."

While there could be some value

in limited usage, she says, therap-

ists should be very careful about
showing such films to violent

youths.

"Teen-agters are particularly

sensitive to the impact of violence

because of the chaos they're going
through during this psychological,

developmental phase," she said.

*There are a kH of frustrations.

When they're exposed lo these

kinds of violent solutions, they're

much more likely to act on them.*

The slasher films such as

"Nightmare." "Halloween" and
"Friday the 13th" share a similar

,
plot A teen-ager survives the
random slaughter of his friends

and somehow summons the power
to overcome an evil aggressor.

"By experiencing the fear and
triumphing over it, they feel a Uttle

more secure when they leave the

movie theater," Turley sai<

"That's the reason they are so
popular."

China protest

has unseen
casualties

Extra-legal means

used for punishment

By Kathy Wiilielm

Associated Press

BEUING — Little Cao spends

his days in his best friiend's one-

room apartment, watching televi-

sion and reading.

At night, he goes out on free-

lance jobs, translating letters and
contracts into English to earn a
little money. He quit his govern-

ment job in June when his boss
began questioning him about his

participation in last spring's pro-

democracy marches.

But other work units won't hire

him because of his suspect politi-

cal background. By quitting, he
lost his office-assigned housing.

He worries that authorities will

send him back to his family's

hometown unless he finds a job in

Beijing soon.

"If you know of any foreign

companies in Beijing that have
openings, please let me know," he

pleads.

Cao is one of the hidden
casualties of June's army crack-

down on the democracy movement
— people who were not jailed but

have been punished in other,

subtler ways traditional to China's

communist system.

Some have been fired, others

demoted. Several college seniors

had their degrees withheld, while

others were denied approval for

planned study abroad.

China long has used extra-legal

punishments for those considered

troublemakers. During the 1966-

76 far leftist Cultural Revolution,

thousands of alleged "capitalist-

roaders" were sent to rural villages

as punishment Just being related

to a political offender could bring

trouble.

Even now, sorpe relatives of
people arrested in June say they

have been ostracized.

One woman whose husband was
jailed said authorities have refused

to help her find a job. Most jobs
must be officially arranged.
Neighbors refuse to talk to her.

*They figure if I'm his wife, I

should suffer," she says.

A college senior who was active

in the movement was expelled

without his degree, losing his

chance for a job assignment. He
found pan-time work on his owriT

but still relies on friends' support

to get enough to eat. He lives in an

empty storage room at his old

school, in constant fear he will be

kicked out

Another student was alk>wed to

graduate and was assigned a good
job at a central government office,

but was fired almost immediately.

She was told she would have to

work for one year in the countrys-

ide before being assigned another

job.

One woman had her private

shop shut down because she

supported the movement Several

university lecturers who encour-

aged their students to march were

suspended from work.

A department head at an official

newspaper was demoted to an

ordinary reporter for having

marched once last spring. A
reporter on another newspaperwm
downgraded to a researcher, with a

cut in pay. .
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China Settles Down

Chinese student's life on lioici after jail
By Kathy Wilhelm

Associated Press i

BEUINO — Gao Xin, denounced by
Chinese authorities as a counter-revolutionary

plotter, walked out ofjail after 185 days— 12

pounds thinner, his job gone and his wedding
plans on hold.

In releasing him, the authorities didn't say

Gao was rehabilitated, forgiven, or even

cleared. They had nevo* formally charged him
with anything. Gao says the guards told him
that the investigation into his activities was
completed.

The government said recently it has freed

573 people arrested for taking part in the

crushed spring democracy movement out of

thousands jailed in Beijing alone.

But Gao and others who have been freed

have found their troubles are not over. Their

lives have been irrevocably changed by what
— for some— was an impulse of the moment^
to join in the student-led protests.

Gao, perhaps the first of the protesters to

speak ((X the record about their experiences in

jail, says he wanted to tell his story out of a

sense of responsibility "to history and to the

Chinese natjon."

Gao's crime was to join with itscc friends.

Officials denounced

him after 1989 protest

all young intellectualsr in staging a hunger

strike in Tiananmen Square in the movement's
final days. Gao, 33, was a Communist Party

member who until then stayed out of the

protests, keeping busy at hisjob editing Beijing

Normal University's official newspaper.
But when the government declared martial

law on May 20,»he — along with tens of
thousands (k Beijing residents — joined the

students.

"I did it because I opposed martial law," Gao
says. "The army's guns should be pointed

outward, not inward at the people."

But Beijing Mayor Chen Xitong denounced
the four hunger strikers as agitators who sought
to overthrow the government
Gao says was strolling outside his fiancee's

apartment on June 14 when an unmarked car

stopped. Fourmen got out and told him to come
along, he recalls.

He was taken to a small jail where jMisoners

were held for shot periods before being tried

or executed. There, he says, he shared a 90-

square-foot cell with at least seven men at a

time, most of them accused of crimes such as

rape, murder or theft

Only twice in his six-month stay was he let

out for exercise, he says. The cell had a small

window, but the heat was overwhelming. The
light was kept burning at night No books or

newspapers were allowed.

Four men couM sleep on a wooden platform

that filled half the cell. The others slept on
bedrolls on the floor.

Relatives could not visit Gao's family was
not ev<;n told of his arrest His fiancee, Zhang
Xiaomei, went from police station to station

seeking news of his whereabouts, but was told

each time, "We aren't clear."

Only in October was Gao allowed to send

her a postcard with a list of clothing and
toiletries for h^ to bring to him. Guards took

the package in to Gao.

But in other ways, he says, the guards treated

him with courtesy not afforded the common
criminals in his cell.

"The others got only two steamed rolls at

lunch and dinner, but the guards gave me as

many as I wanted, because they sympathized

with me," he says. "I think they had consci-

ences and a sense of justice."
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News Analysis

Bush victories spur Democrats to shift focys
Domestic problems

used to undermine

political successes

By Walter Mears

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President Bush
led with his hi^ cards, defense, foreign policy

and the remnants of the Cold War. Democratic
leaders praised the president, conceded the

hand, and set about changing the subject.

Bush's State of the Union response to the

chain reaction **revolution of '89" in Eastern

Europe foretells the American politics of the

'90s.

Any president has the upper hand when the

issues are national defense and fweign affairs,

and, for most of the past generation, those have
been Republican issues.

The Democrats usually make their case on
domestic matters. Even with Bush's poll

popularity at record highs, the voters say they

think Democrats can do a better job in dealing

with problems at home.
With the eased threat firom Moscow and the

disintegration of its satellite bloc. Democrats
think they can shift the voter focus, beginning

with this year's election campaign and looking

toward the presidential elections of 1992 and

19%.
That would put the emphasis on future

campaigns on their strong suit. It would,

presumably, spare their future presidential

nominees the kind of ridicule Gov. Michael

Dukakis faced in 1988 after he was photo-

graphed with his helmeted head jutting up from

the turret of a tank. At a campaign reunion.

Bush jokingly thanked his 1988 advisers for

keeping him out of tanks.

Now, 10 days into the new session of

Congress, the political advantage belongs to

Bush. He won, unexpectedly, with the Senate

minority he needed to uphold a veto of a bill

extending the U.S. visas of Chinese students, a

step he said he had taken anyhow. Then came
his two major messages of the year, the new
budget on Monday, the State of the Union
address to a joint session of Congress on
Wednesday night.

Leaving budget bogymen and fme print

problems for later, the president issued his

surprise call to subtract an additional 80,000

soldiers each from the U.S.-Soviet troop cuts in

Europe that are being negotiated.

Even Democrats who had denounced his

budget harmonized in jxaise of that proposal,

outlined hours after Bush had telephoned

Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev to tell

him about it

That is the kind of diplomatic drama a

president can deliver. The Democrats have
nothing to match it

The budget and domestic priorities are

politically contested terrain. Nobody is quar-

reling about troop cuts. And the democratic

upheavals that made them practical work to

Bush's advantage, even though the United

States was not directly involved in the changes
that swept Eastern Europe.

House Speaker Thomas S. Foley said the

conditions and commitments that led to the

disintegration of the Communist empire in

Europe were the woik of presidents. Congres-
ses and American servicemen from Harry
Truman's time.

That counts the Democrats in for a share of

the credit but Bush is the major political

beneficiary, simply because he was president

when it happened.

So the Democratic emphasis is on change at

home. 'There are new realities to be grasped,

new challenges to be met and very different

battles to be won," Foley said in the Democra-
tic response to Bush.

"In the 1990s, and well into the next century,

the central challenge for America will be
economic, not military," he said.

Those are problems indeed, and there are

nKwe built into the Bush budget deficits now,
soaring federal liabilities later. Those domestic

headaches may well reann the Democrats.
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Senate says
praises for

Gorbachev
unqualified
By Barry Schweid
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
When Sen. Jesse Helms, the

conservative Republican from
North Carolina, called Mikhail

Gorbachev "a colorful and adroit

public relations man" at a Senate

hearing, he found himself alone.

None of Helms* Foreign Rela-

tions Committee colleagues
endorsed the senator's charge
Thursday that the Soviet leader's

reform program excludes freedom.

Secretary of State James A.
Baker III sat placidly in the wimess
chair and let the criticism of the

Soviet president pass, although he
did tell Helms he would ask in

Moscow next week about allega-

tions the Soviets are sending new
weapons to Nicaragua and Cuba.

Baker had just flnished reading

a statement endorsing **the refor-

mers" in Moscow, pledging U.S.

technical and other support, and
warning:

"If we fail to support the

principles that brought us this far,

we could end up living in a future

that resembles the past— the past

of Cold War and the conflicts that

preceded it"

A year ago, Helms's reserva-

tions might have been echoed by
the administration.

President Bush held out for

months against responding to

Gorbachev's overtures for troop

reductions in Europe. He did not

reply until June, and only Wednes-
day night in his State of the Union
speech sweetened his offer of last

year to get down to 275,000 on
each side.

Reflecting the reaUty that the

Red Army could be out of Czecho-
slovakia, Hungary and Poland
before a treaty is concluded. Bush
called for further cuts — ceilings

of 225,000 with a limit of 195,000
U.S. and Soviet soldiers in Central

Europe.

A year ago, on Baker's first trip

to Europe, his closest aides were
advising reporters that the U.S.
allies shared the view that Gorba-
chev was adept at public relations

and had converted U.S. proposals

for easing tensions to his own use.

All that has changed now.
One of those same aides ack-

nowledged Wednesday night that

the democratic revolutions in

Eastern Europe had created "new
realities." If there was any resis-

tance to Bush's latest proposal to

cut U.S. and Soviet forces, it woukl
come from the Western allies —
not Moscow.

Baker, who will hold talks in the

Soviet capital next Thursday and
Friday with Foreign Minister

Eduard A. Shevardnadze and
possibly Gorbachev, was unquali-

fied in his support for the Soviet

leader.

"We seek to probe for points of
mutual advantage with the Soviet

Union," he told the Foreign Rela-

tions Committee, 'Huming areas of
conflict into areas of cooperation

wherever possible. In this way, we
will benefit ours<;lves as well as the

reformers in Moscow."
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Japanese medical attitudes diange
Doctors admit patients'

right to die with dignity

By Marl YamaguchI
Associated Press

TOKYO— Japanese doctors, long regarded as too

exalted to be questioned, are changing their

guidelines to give patients more information about

diseases like cancer and more say in life-and-death

decisions.

Under pressure from new patients' rights groups,

the Japan Medical Association surveyed doctors

about such "informed consent" issues as terminal

patients' right to stop treatment. The results, showing
most doctors wilUng to open up to patients, were
released in January accompanied by recommenda-
tions that doctors should give more information to

cancer patients and that terminally ill patients should

have a right to refuse treatment

"I've seen patients with incurable disease and
cancer at fmal stages, tied to machines and living in

pain, and I refuse to be kept alive like that," said

Keinosuke Miyaji, spokesman the Association for

Death With Dignity, whose 7,300 members have
signed wills expressing their wishes in such cases.

"If I had cancer, I would like to know, by all

means. My own experiences with my husband made
me think that knowing the truth makes a big

difference,*^ said Ayako Katsunuma, whose husband,

Haruo, a doctor, died of lung cancer five years ago.

"Before the surgery, my husband said he wanted just

six more months to live, so that he coukl . .

.

complete unfinished work, and he did."

Haruo Katsunuma asked his doctors for the truth,

and that enabled the couple to make their remaining

days together worthwhile, Katsunuma said. "It also

released some of my mental suffering. Hiding the

truth must be so stressful for other family members."
Interest in patients' rights has been growing for

years and was given new impetus by widespread

publicity of strenuous efforts to treat Emperor
Hirohito, whose final illness lasted more than three

months. After his death on Jan. 7, 1989, doctors

disclosed that the emperor hadn't been told he had
cancer.

In a country where doctors were held in awe,

patients have believed they should not bother

physicians with "silly" questions. Doctors generally

didn't explain fully the treatment they provided or

even how bad ailments were.

However, in the medical association survey last

summer of 1,607 doctors, 70.7 percent agreed they

should respect patients' wishes; 16.3 percent urged

the legalization of patients right to die in accordance

with patients' wishes; and 7.3 percent said they must
always keep patients aUve.

Nonetheless, the medical association said cancer

patients should be told the truth only if they are strong

enough to face reality and their cancer is at an early

stage. And Chairman Ichiro Kato said it is "not

illegal" for doctors to agree to let a terminally ill

patient die, they should provide information on the

dangers of treatment and on alternatives to those who
are less ill

Head of law office

calls federal • I

political harassment
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO— The head
of a nonprofit law office providing
free legal aid to poor Califomians
said a fed^al investigation of its

activities is harassment by anti-

abortion conservatives.

"This is clearly political harass-

ment . . . They're looking for

abortion under every rock," said

Jose Padilla, director of California

Rural Legal Assistance.

Auditors for the federal Legal
Services Corp. were to question

lawyers from CRLA on Monday in

connection with the nonprofit law
fum's attempts to fight cuts in state

family planning and abortion aid,

the San Francisco Chronicle
reported in its Monday editions.

The Legal Services Corp. is

investigating the law office's

involvement in two projects that

allegedly violated a federal ban on
legal aid for women seeking

abortions for non-medical reasons.

according to the newspaper.

But Padilla said CRLA can
show that it was in compliance
with federal law in both projects.

In one case, dating from 1979,

CRLA joined a legal fight to

maintain Medi-Cal funding for

abortions, but Padilla said the

federal concern was unwarranted

because the firm's lawyers were
not paid with public hinds but by
the State Bar of CaUfomia.

In the other case, CRLA last

year sued to restore $24 million in

state family planning funds. Last

week, however. Gov. George
Deukmejian said he would not

veto a bill restoring most of the

money.

California Rural Legal Assis-

tance, which has 50 lawyers

throughout the state handling

23,000 cases a year, receives 80
percent of its $6 million annual
budget firom the Legal Sovices
Corp.

POPUJATION
From page 3

the game," he said.

"In (advanced servKe, informa-

tion and high technology) indus-

tries you have to have a high level

of education. Many blacks find

themselves at a serious disadvan-

tage because they do not have the

necessary skills."

A high school education in Los
Angeles is inadequate for prcjpar-

ing black students to compete for

such jobs, Johnson said. Culturally

biased standardized tests and edu-

cational tracking — a practice by
which students perceived as "less

bright" are tracked away from
higher education — have
decreased blacks' opportunities

for survival in an advanced indust-

rial workl, Johnson said.

With nearly one-fourth of the

Mack community living below the

official poverty level (compared to

12 percent of the general Los
Angeles population), inner city

Nack communities in Los Angeles
and other large metropolitan areas

have become hotbeds of gang
activity, drug trafficking and other

illegal activities, Johnson said.

"Such activities have made the law
abiding citizens of these commun-
ities prisoners in their own
homes."

"A significant number of these

people are just fed up with it," he

said. 'They want a better quality of

life for their families, a place

where the kids can grow up
without fear of drive-by shoot-

ings."

Noting that blacks are migrating

out oi traditional urban centers at a

time when other non-white minw-
ities are gaining political power,

Johnson said that researchers must

examine whether blacks risk los-

ing significant political and elec-*

toral power by migrating out of

Los Angeles.

"The major challenge facing

population policy researchers and

other policy analysts now is to

assess the societal implications of

these black population shifts for

the 1990s and beyond," Johnson

said.

IS THERE LIFE AFTER BASEBALL?
COME FIND OOT TODAY
AT NOON IN THE AGB.
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STAMFORD PREP INC.
"**/

If you're thinking about taking
Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
"/ learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan."

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

Discover what
Daily Bruin Advertising

can do for you!

Call 825-2161.
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IBM
announces

an enhancement
to the PS/2.

A high-speed

oan.
If you're like most students, you're often running on empty when it

comes to ready cash. That's why we've come up with the IBM PS/2®

I^oan for Learning. Its easy. Its fast. And its affordable.

Interest rates are substantially lower than those of most consumer

loans. Just 1.5% above the Prime Rate (as published in The Wall

Street Journal).

Qualified students (or their parents), faculty and staff'*' can borrow from $1^0 to

$8,000 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/2.®*

The one-page application makes it as easy as applying for

a credit card.

ftiy for your PS/2 in easy bites. Take five years to repay.

Choose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or

Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as

$33.32 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded

with software.

Here's the smart way to get the money you need, for

the PS/2 you need. Visit your campus outlet for an

application or call the Nellie Mae Loan Hotline at

1 (800) 634-9308.

ASUCLA STUD 11

T

tmmM^mv m*t> tm-i

tThe loan offer is available only to qualified students faculty and staff wtio purchase IBM PS/2'8 through participalir>g campus outMs
* Applicanis must have a combir^ed minimum annual income ol S20.000 to be eligible

**Th« mor»*f paymani w bM«d upon tOO% Anancmg rspaid r\ 60 monthly installments based on the chart bekMv and includes the

1% guarartlae fae. The iHaiasl lale IS variable, subiect (0 Chang* each month

Amount Months Months Months

Fnanoad y\g iia§ IIM tS^

t232222 133.32 t42J0 tWJB 12.37%

•eM. PS/2 and Personal System/2 are regnlaied trademarks of Inlemalional Business Machines Corporation f>BM Corp t969

CAREERS
From page 3

professionals who can answer a

variety of questions including

those related to part-time jobs or

post-graduation plans. Individual

counseling is available daily on a

drop-in basis, and there are a

variety of career seminars and
workshops offered monthly that

can help students to organize their

career development strategies.

Parham is a licensed psychologist

on staff at Student Psychological

Services and is the Coordinator of
their Consultation, Outreach, Pre-

vention, and Education (C.OP.E.>
services.

OPINIONS
From page 1

permitting executions, adding that

in many ways the constitution is

outmoded because it reflects the

values of a different era.

'There are lots of primitive

aspects of our society that still

remain vibrant today like racism
and the death penalty. It is no
accident that the death penalty

disproportionately impacts racial

minorities in a Uuid where racism
is still very much alive," he said.

McGee feels the death penalty

merely fulfills a thirst for revenge
rather than serving as a deterrent

for crime. "It would make far more
sense to ban guns than to execute
one criminal.**

Because the United States and
South Africa are the only western

.

nations that permit capital punish-
ment, he believes the death penalty

**is a mark of l)art>arism and
savageness. None of the countries

to which we measure ourselves

morally and politically use the

death penalty.**

West claims that the only people
who are affected by the death

penalty are those ^'psychiatrically

abnormal people who are seeking
self-destruction and choose to
commit suicide by getting them-
selves executed.**

He cited the well-publicized
case of convicted killer Gary

'

Gilmore, who had been fascinated
with scenes of flring squads since
he was a young child.

Gilmore purposefully left his

home stale of Oregon which did
not have a death penalty, and killed

a man in Utah, one of the few states

where people sentenced to death
are given an option of how they
want to die. When he was sen-

tenced to death, he requested a
flring squad.

Because California Governor
George Eteukmejian has histori-

cally been a strong proponent of
the death penalty, having written

the current California death pen-
alty law, many predict he will not
commute Harris' sentence to life

imfHisonment
His Deputy Press Secretary

Tom Beermann insisted that
although the governor's position
on the death penalty is that "when
you commit the ultimate crime,
under certain circumstances you
must pay the ultimate penalty,
which is death,** he insisted the

governor will examine Harris*
case on its individual merits once a
request for sentence commutation
is made.

Harris is scheduled to be exe-
cuted on April 3 — unless his

sentence is changed to life impris-
onment by thf^ governor.

Call

CSO
825-1493
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Florida to Study
Mb aflor Csstfo

The Associated Press

Miami — a new commission
has been asked to figure out what
would happen to Florida if Cuba*s
Communist regime lost power.
Gov. Bob Martinez said Monday.

Martinez said he has no infor-

mation that change is imminent,
but he believes the state should be
ready in case Fidel Castro, in

power since 1959, follows other

Communist leaders out of power.
**It*s pretty hard to believe that

he can continue to get support from
a system that no longer exists,"

Martinez said, referring to the

reforms in the Socialist bloc
countries that have helped sustain

Cuba*s struggling economy.

The governor added that it

would be **bad planning** for

Florida not to prepare fcx* Cuba
after Communism.

There are an estimated 700,000
Cubans in the Miami area.

The 14-member commission
will be chaired by Jorge Mas
Canosa, a prominent Cuban-
American businessman and leader

of the influential Cuban American
National Foundation lobbying
group.

SPEECH
From page 2

York Museum of Modem Art
"What is happening now in

Leipzig, Prague and China is the

same — the students expressing

the will of the people,*Tie added.

The free speech movement
began in the fall of 1964 when
sbident Mario Savio and friend

Jack Weinberg set up a card table

to distribute political material on
the university's Sproul Plaza.

The school had enacted a ban on
campus political activities because

they feared civil disot>edience

actions were disrupting classes.

Weinberg was arrested and
placed in the back of the patrol car,

but hundreds of students sur-

rounded the automobile and for 32
hours refused to let 600 police

officers take him into custody.

Photographs of Savio and others

addressing the crowd from atop the

police car were published around
the wotM, leading to sympathetic

student strikes until the university

dropped its politics ban several

months later.

More than 270 people, including

internationally kriown artists, have
submitted proposals for the art-

work, and a seven-member com-
mittee vvrill name Ave flnalists on
Tuesday. Their work will be
displayed and a final selection

announced March 3. The winner

receives $70,000 to build the

monument, which will be donated

to the university.

The proposals, often iconoclas-

tic, include a huge screw; two
chairs facing each other on two
pedestals; a giant megaphone;
three monkeys in a cage; a sus-

pended exclamation mark; and a

bronze fist breaking through the

pavement with the middle finger

extended.

Chancellor Ira Michael Hey*
man, who must accept the monu-
ment before it can be placed on
campus, ignited the feud after

writing a public letter to'Schwartz

and Selz.

The chancellor, who has headed

the univeraity since 1980, said he

was "troubled** by the controversy

over honoring the movement.
"It is not clear why the free

-ipeech movement of 1964-
deserves such special commemo-
ration,** he wrote.

}t?ur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

fpf\ a choice

Family PlanningAssociates

Medical Group

'The Pizza Alteniativ&
Try Big Red Wings for die delicious, healthy

alternative to greasy, fattening pizza. We feature

Wings by the dozen, or tiy our Big Red or Little

Red Sampler. Big Red Wings delivers to your

door to lam (3am weekends).

NOW ACCEPTING
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Start off 1990 with a PS/2
that's right for you...

*•

#./^^...l» \

ltotf«IM2M Modal 901 ^ iMisasx
\ 8530E21 8550 031 8555 061 8570E61 ^

MMionr 1Mb 1Mb 1Mb 2Mb ^ w^
Pnet—nt 80286 (10 MH/) 80286(10 MH7) 80386SX-(16MMz) 80386~(16MHz) ^-r
3.S-iiich tfislwit* *!«• 144Mb 144Mb 144Mb 144Mb

nmtftftafctfHw 20Mb 30Mb 60Mb 60Mb

MtoraCtiMMMr' - Yes Yes Yes

Otaptar 8513Cotof 8513 Cokx 8513 Color 8513 Color

M«M* Yes Yes Yte YIes

toWwri DOS40 (X»S40 (X)S40 DOS40
Microso»t K*croso«t MCfOSOft MCfOSOtt
Winclows/286 W»kJows/286 W*Klo¥vs/386 W»KJows/386

- Wo»d50". Wort 50" WordSO" Word 50"
-^ hOCWindCT«(S EweC* Excel- Excel" ' ,

-

Express ^»5pCWindo¥MS HOC Windows hOC Windows
hOCWmdows ' Express Express Express

.**- Managec- rOCWmdoi^ hoc Windows hOC Windows •

hOC Wtndo««»ts MarMger Manager Manager ' ;-

ColOf- hCXWinckMvs hoc Windows hoc Windows
--

.

• Color /Cokx Color -

Me* $2,299 $2,799 $3,499 $4,999

f .'

And right on the money, too
No matter what your major (or your budget), there's an IBM PerHonal

Sy8temi/2'* that oan make you look great-in .school, and after you graduate

And now you can choose from four complete packages of hardware and
preloaded software, at special low student prices. What's more, when you
buy your PS/2*, you will get a mouse pad, a 3.5 -inch diskette holder, and
a power strip-all free.

And you're entitled to a great low price on the PRODIGV* service. Aside

from all this, three of the most popular IBM Proprinters" are available

now at special low prices.

Proprinter III w/Cable (4201/00.3) $399
Proprinter X24E w/Cable (4207/002) $.'>49

'"' '""^^

Proprinter XL24E w/Cable (4208/002) $669
Start out the new year right. CheiJi out all these s|>ecial

savings now-before it's too late!* Offer ends February 15, 1990

How're you going to do it? Ki^lJd It I

ttittJl STtVtWTS
•<t

•Th« otht is Nmited to quaNfied students, faculty and stall who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530 E21, 8550 031, 8555 061 or 8570 E61 ttnough February 15. 1990 The
pieconfigured IBM PS/2 Model 8525 001 is available through Decenaber 31

. 1989 only Prices quoted do not include sales lax. hwidling and/or processing charges.
Check with your mstitulton regarding these charges Oders are subject to a>«tebility Prces are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the promotion al any
time without written notice

"Microeolt Word and Eicel are the Academe Editions . _. - '

. ,
',

-

^IBM.^sonal System/2 and PS/2 are regislmed trademartcs of IntemationalBusinMSMKWttw CorporaHon PnoOIGY Is a nglslefed service mark ftndtodanrwk
ol Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears Microsoft is awgwiwd tmimnatiM. ol Mcrosoft Corporation

"PrDpnnler and MtcroChannel am trademarVs ol International Business Machmas Corporalion hOC Windows E xpress. hOC Windows Manager and h(X Windows
Color are trademarks of hOC Computer Corporation 8()386SX and60386 are trademarks of mtel Corporation <«>l6MCorp 1969
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Letters

FIratorities

Editor:

In response to the many
one-sided criticisms of the

Greek system at large, I feel

compelled to respond. May I

begin by stating that I don't

condone the alleged harassment
that took place at the football

game last Nov. 11. No one
deserves to be persecuted for

their personal beliefs, and
homophobia is a serious p^ob-

lem which must be addressed.

The incident which occurred

was indeed regrettable and
unfortunate. But an all-out

attack on the entire fraternity

involved, as well as the frater-

nity system as a whole, for the

alleged actions of a few indivi-

duals is uncalled for if not

absurd.

USAC has set a very poor
example with their decision to

withhold funds from the Inter-

fratemiiy Council (IFC). To
chastise, and essentially black-

mail, the whole IFC so as to

inspire them to take action

against the fraternity is inap-

propriate. USAC seems to have
conveniently ignored several

facts in regard to this case,

most notably that IFC did not

have jurisdiction over the

fraternity at the Rose Bowl,
the location of the alleged

incident

The director of the Office of

Fraternity and Sorority Rela-

tions, Chris Fishbum, stated in

the Bruin article on Feb. 1

that "the Council is guilty of

violating ii5 own policy." I

don't pretend to lunow the

bylaws of the Council, but it

is obvious that they extended
themselves well beyond their

intended purpose to act impar-

tially and for the interests of
all the students with their

punitive actions. These serve

only to mete out punishment in

response to the wave of publ-

icity that this case has

received.

An appropriate avenue for

the Council to pursue would
be to set guidelines for the

education of students about

diversity in the UCLA com-
munity.

Let me reiterate that the

fraternity system is not the

problem. Had the alleged per-

petrators of the alleged incident

been some random group of
students rather than members
of a high profile fraternity, the

incident would have been no
less regrettable, yet certainly

much less sensational and
would have receive one tenth

of the press dedicated to this

matter. Do people associated

with the Greek system deserve

to be treated differently on the

basis of this association than

any other student association at

UCLA? I think not.

And why should the whole
fraternity system, which encom-
passes roughly 12 to 15 per-

cent of the student population
be branded as villains for the
alleged actions of a few stu-

dents? It's an absurd notion.

Persecution on the basis of
personal beliefs is inexcusable

and intolerable. Yet judging the
whole fraternity system with
thousands of brothers, who had
nothing to do with the alleged
incident on Nov. 11, because
of the alleged actions of just a
few, is also blatant discrimina-
tion. Moreover, in this country,
a person's innocence is pre-
sumed until they arc proven to
be guilty. The fraternity

allegedly involved was never
proven guilty — Ihcir guilt, as

well as that of the entire

fraternity system, has been^

assumed from the start.

I maintain that it is imposst^

ble to find the fraternity guilty

of anything in this case — the

fraternity certainly did not

instigate or condone whatever
may have transpired, and there-

((xe should not be held respon-

sible for an alleged incident

allegedly involving people who
were allegedly associated to

the fraternity in some way.

If this paper chooses to

devote significant space to

articles and viewpoints con-

cerning fraternities, there are

many positive aspects of frater-

nities, including fund-raising

events for charity and commit-
ments to community service,

which could use attention. It is

unnecessary to waste more ink

on sensationalist and undocu-
mented criticisms of the frater-

nity system as a whole, and of
one specific fraternity who was
allegedly involved in an unfor-

tunate incident.

Most of these criticisms have
been based on what I think is

anti-fraternity propaganda. The
problem of homophobia and its

possible solutions is something
which deserves recognition and
press, and I again express my
regrets to those members of

Lambda Delta Lambda sorority

for the unfortunate experience

they were subjected to last fall.

However, the guilt of the

entire fraternity system because

of an isolated, alleged incident

is a myth and only provides

more fuel for detractors of the

system.

Joiin L. Pitts

Fresiiman
History

Language class?
Editor

In reference to the article

*l-anguagc class demand "~~

Letters

unmet" (Bruin, Jan. 18), I

believe a lot remains to be
said. Although I wouldn't be
surprised if many foreign lan-

guage departments are suffering

from cuts or a lack of

increased funding, I would like

to focus my attention on the

dilemma of the Spanish and
Portuguese and the East Asian
Languages and Studies Depart-

ments.

The Spanish and Portuguese

Department has been the vic-

tim of financial difficulties for

a few quarters too many. Last
Spring, because expected help

fell through, Spanish 1 was not

offered at UCLA. This is the

fu-st time in the history of the

department that this course was
not offered. Now, the depart-

ment has been fwced into

cutting the number of Spanish

1, 4, and S sections, cutting

graduate courses in reading

knowledge, and cutting all

conversation classes (these are

a luxury, I suppose).

In the almost equally unfor-

tunate East Asian Languages
and Studies Department, the

deficiency of funds has taken

its toll. In first and second
year Chinese, Japanese, and
Ko'ean, while there used to be
a total of 50 section, there are

now only 35. Section sized

have grown from 16 to 18

students per section to more
than 30 per section, and at

least four TA's had to be
released. "Assistance" has been
granted in order to hire more
TA's, but this additional fund-

ing could disappear at any
time.

While the number of stu-

dents enroHing in East Asian
languages grows, the number
of sections shrinks. As Spanish
and Portuguese Department
Chairwoman said of her predi-

cament, "Wc have had a very
large enrollment increase, but
we haven't had increases in

funding to match them."* The
increasing number of students

in foreign languages can only
be expected.

Regardless of the answers
and excuses, the cuts in the

Spanish and Portuguese and the

East Asian Languages and Stu-

dies Departments have had to

make are unacceptable. The
departments are not to blame
for this disaster, as I'm sure
they would love to meet the

needs of interested students.

The administration is the cul-
prit

This situation must be cor-
rected, permanently. Isn't it

embarrassing that we at UCLA
could not offer Spanish 1 last

Spring? Nevertheless, the cuts
continue. Am I in North
Dakota, or is this U-C-L-A in

Los Angeles, California? Is this

university not located in one of
the country's largest Chicano/
Latino and Asian American
populated cities? Are we not
trying to expand our horizons
and understnadings of the com-
munities near us and around
the worid?

If the answer is no-, then the -

administration must set their

priorities straight and end this

nonsense now.

Dean Pouialcidas

Senior
Spanish/Linguietice^

AIDS
Editor:

In response to Kevin Hor-
wedel's response to William S.

Vanderbilt's "Defense of
Gays," I would like to point
out that, at present, there is

not only no cure for AIDS,
but there is no cure for

homophobia. Gay activities do
not contribute to the spread of
AIDS. Non-m(xiogomous sex-

ually active people who do not
practice safe sex contribute to

the spread of AIDS. That is a
cold hard fact.

Neai Racioppo
Junior

Tlieater Arts

A note from
the editor

The huge response to The
Bruin's airing of letters about
the rape of a UCLA student has

uncovered a problem. Several

readers have expressed an inter-

est not only in responding to

the original letter about the

rape, but also in privately

contacting some of the people
who have written in.

Nonnally, this would not

present a problem. Even when
we have chosen to withhold the

name of a writer, we are able

to forward private mail to them
because we have verified the

inf(xmation ixovided and keep
it on file. Howevw, we have
been unable to verify the

anonymous letter in the Jan. 31
edition of The Bruin, "Behind
the scenes of the fraternities,"

and have been unable to v«ify
it through other means.

What does this mean? It

means that unless the writer

comes fw^ard, we are unable
to direct mail to the purported
fraternity member. But more
importantly, it means that we
can't assure you, the reader, of
the veracity of the letter. This is

important because, when we
grant a letter writer, or a

source, anonymity in the paper
we are asking you the reader to

trust that we have verified the

source and the accuracy of their

information — it is our policy.

To assure our readers of the

letter's veracity, we ask that the

writer come forward. All infor-

mation will be kept completely
confidential.

The Bruin staff has met to

discuss this issue and we are
reaffuming our commitment to
you to guarantee that such a
slip in our policy will not
recur. I want to reassure you
that the author of the leuer,

"Anatomy of a rape: a fun night
turns into a nightmare" is

known to us. Thank you for

your many letters, and your
support of the woman involved
in the ofiginal inddcnL Those
private letten of support and
encouragement have been for-

warded to her.

Valarie De La Garza—r- Editor-ln-cliief
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What's in a word? The protection ofour 'nationai interests'
It seems that the absence

of reality-based debate in

our country, a result of
both public apathy and ignor-

ance, is derived from two
predominant cultural traits, the

first of which is the pervasive

collective historical amnesia we
suffer in regard to our place in

the history of the world, and
how we managed to achieve
our so-called "Number One"
status. Second, we are bur-

dened with the remnants (and
Reagan-era revival) of the

anti-communist propaganda fil-

ter through which we have
learned to regard both

ourselves and the world out-

side.

In both cases, it is the use,

or rather the abuse, of lan-

guage that serves to protect

from scrutiny both the image
we have of ourselves, and the

methods by which we are

encouraged to hold this

unceasingly benevolent view.

Successive U.S. governments
and the elite groups who
sponsor them have learned that

it is in their interest to define

the wOTld in such a way as to

mobilize domestic opinion

behind virtually any action of
the state, no matter how mur-
derous it may be. They have
used language to disabuse the

population of the notion of
true democratic principles,

while simultaneously supplant-

ing a lexicon of hypocrisy and

Tim
Strawn
deceit that has limited both our
ability, or even our desire, to

examine the blatant contradic-

tions between our words and
our deeds.

This is nothing new. It is a
purposeful strategy employed
by ruling elites throughout his-

tory in order to ensure domes-
tic cooperation with the

policies of the state. It is

difficult for some of us to

admit that here in the land of
the free there exists a system
of coercive state propaganda,
but the evidence for this per-

sists at virtually every level of
discourse, especially here in

the hallowed halls of academe.
For historical examples and

analysis of our own home-
grown version of Orwellian

thought control, I refer readers

to two books by the dissident

intellectual Noam Chomsky,
Necessary Illusions and Manu-
facturing Consent. For now, let

us examine a typical example
of current newspeak gleaned
from these very pages.

In a recent Viewpoint article,

a sufficiently indoctrinated gra-

duate student writing on the

Panama invasion suggested that

the United States was justified

and would again be justified in

some future case if the result

would be "... the restoration

of individual rights ..." that

may have been abrogated by
the offending government He
continues then to suggest that

while there are many authorita-

rian regimes, we should not

invade them all but instead

leave, "... the appropriate

action in each case ... to be
determined by the national

interest of the United States."

The writer conveniently

ignores the central question of
what exactly is meant by the

term "national interest," or how
that meaning has been deter-

mined. He igncwes this question

because an open discussion on
the definition of the term
'"national interest" would be
disaster for anyone who may
still maintain the fantasy that

our "interests" in the worid, as

defined by our leaders, have
some relevance to the pursuit

of hunuln dignity, fiieedom or

the fulfillment of democratic
aspirations.

The exercise of our "national

interest," if one chooses to

look at the real world, has
very little to do with the

promotion of human rights. It

has very much to do with the

suppression of freedom, the

promotion of economic and
social misery, and the mainte-
nance of a U.S.-dominated
global economic system that

requires that some people exist

in a state of near slavery,

while the lucky few revel in

the glories of free-market

democracy.

If we use the term as

defined above by our apologist

for state-sponsored terrorism,

our national interest requires

that we "take the appropriate

action" in EI Salvador, or
Turkey, for example, where for

ten years we have suppcxted

for the military dictatorships,

with billions of dollars in

cattle-prods and machine guns.

Not surprisingly, the torture of
political prisoners, attacks on
trade unions and independent
media, and the complete
absence of fundamental human
rights in eitlier of these coun-
tries is ignored by the media
precisely because it is in our
"interests" not to discuss them.
The "restoration of individual

rights" in these two tortured

countries is apparently not in

"our interests;" therefore, we

need not "exercise our right"

to ensure democracy, but rather

we express our "national inter-

est" by continued financing of
the repression, misery and brut-

ality of these two police states.

In marked contrast, the plight

of politk:al prisoners and the

attack on independent trade

unions in Poland was big news
throughout the Reagan era, and
there was a constant flow of
information and strong opinions

from our media analysts and
politicians.

No one, however, ever

bothered to explain why a

Lech Walesa is worthy of our

support and attention, while a
Marianela Garcia Villas is not.

It doesn't surprise me that

George Bush and his State

Department toadies adhere to

the lies of the party line used

to conceal the verifiable results

of our "national interests.**

After all, they have positions

of privilege to protect

What astounds me is the

seemingly undying allegiance

of some members of our
academic conununity, at least

those who bother to write in

to-the Bruin, to the defense of
the horror that the "national

interest" has created around the

globe.

Strawn is a library staff mem-
ber, f

Viewpoint

Taking responsibility for sexism, racism, iiomopliobia
By Dee Michel

The words "sexism", 'Rac-

ism" and "homophobia" have
appeared a lot in the Bruin
lately. They reflect a climate

of fear and hate and defensive-

ness on campus. There seems
to be a trial atmosphere here

at UCLA, with both accusers

and defenders.
-" Among the accusers: A
"woman was raped and had the

a>urage to talk about it in

print ("Anatomy of a rape,"

Bruin, Jan. 25). Another says

the fraternity system encour-
ages racism, sexism, and
homophobia C'Stereotypes of
the Greeks on campus: fiction

or reality?". Bruin, Dec. 4).

Lambda Delta Lambda accuses

members of Theta Chi of

harassing them at a football .

game. The Gay and Lesbian

Faculty and Staff Network
points out the alarming amount
of violence directed at lesbians

and gays on campus (Bruin,

Jan. 2^.
On the other side are the

defenders. People write in and
say things like "I am not racist

or sexist or homophobic."
(Katherine Graydon, Jan. 11),

or "there is exactly as much
racism in the Greek system as

one flnds walking across cam-
pus or through Westwood Vil-

lage" (Steven Scott Jan. 11).

A way to get past the

accusations and defenses might
come from a suggestion made
in Sondra Hale's column,

'Taking responsibility ibr rac-

ism: It begins with the indivi-

dual" (Bruin, Jan. 11). Hale
says, *Taking responsibility for

racism includes acknowledging
one's own racism: it is here

where most liberals flounder,

Jjecome defensive, apologetic

and oftentimes aggressive.*

that racism most often takes in

a liberal university milieu is

not acting."

What does Hale mean by
taking responsibility? It means
first of all acknowledging that

you have done something
wrong, something that you are

conconed about and would
like to do differently in the

future. But to Hale it is more
than simply saying "mea cul-

pa"; taking responsibility means
acting, doing something posi-

tive to help eradicate the

problem.

I think Hale's analysis is

right on the mark. While
Hale's column is about racism,

it can apply equally well to

the sexism and homc^hobia
that are also part of the

current trial atmosphere I refer

to above. It might be instruc-

tive at this point to look

closely at the recent response

by Theta Chi to the harassment
incident and see who should

be taking responsibility, and
whether this is in fact being

done by any of the parties

involved.

Given the anti-woman and
anti-gay words the members of

Theta Chi were alleged to

have shouted, one might reaso-

nably conclude that sexism and

homophobia might have some-
thing to do with the problem.

This lack of acknowledging

roots of the harassment is what
prompted me to write this

column. The sexism and homo-
phobia shown by members of

th^, fraternity' can be analyzed

at four levels: the individuals

who did the harassing, the

fraternity, the University and
United States society as a

whole.

First the individuals. As far

as I know, they hav& noL

<>^
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Hale further adds, 'The form

stepped forward to acknow-
ledge their activities, nor h^s

the fraternity made any effort

to identify them pubhcly. In

terms of both acknowledgement
and action, I would give the

individuals a score of out of
10 for taking responsibility.

Second is the fraternity.

Their "acknowledgement"
appeared in an ad they pub-
lished in the Jan. 26 Bruin. It

states that "the members of
Beta Alpha chapter of Theta
chi fraternity wish to express

(their) regrets about any offen-

sive incident that may have
occurred at the UCLA football

game." What a lame apology.

**Any incident that may have
occurred." Give me a break.

Taking responsibility means
biting the bullet being honest
and stating what the problem
is. Woukln't it have been a
little more convincing and
refreshing if the ad had said

something like the following:

"Members of our fraternity

were abusive and obnoxious,
not to mention homophobic
and sexist to our sisters of
Lambda Delta Lambda. Those
who actually did the insulting

were either silently condoned
or actively encouraged by their

co-members and their fathers.

While wc realize we are not

alone in this kind of behavior,

and these qualities exist in

society at large, we cannot
duck our part in being directly

responsible for the harassment
In addition to this public

acknowledgement we will take

action to make amends and
help change society for the

better. We will work both on
campus and in the greater Los
Angeles community towards

educating the public about

sexist and homophobic violence

and look forward to working
with other brothers in the

UCLA Greek system in this

effort."

To conclude, for a lame —
acknowledgement and little

action, I would give the frater-

nity 2 out of 10 for taking

responsibility.

The third involved party is

UCLA. How has the University

responded? After Lambda Delta

Lambda filed their grievance,

the Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Relations put Theta

Chi on probation. The office

also asked for a public apology
from the fraternity and asked
that the pledge program reflect

understanding of different

groups. Well, if the Office
ok'd the lame apology, they

must take responsibility for not
showing more understanding of
the underlying problems: sex- .

ism and homophobia.
As the column by the

Faculty Staff Network pointed

out reported incidents of vio-

lence are only the tip of the

iceberg of hate and harassment
and fear on campus. At the

request of the Networic. the

Chancellor has recently begun
to set up a task force to look
at issues of concern to lesbian

and gay people on campus. Let
us hope the recommendations
c^ the task force will include
education aixl violence preven-
tion, and that these recommen-
dations will be implemented.

Seeing as how this is 1990,
and Murphy Hall has simply
reacted to the suggestion of
setting up a Task Force, and
the Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Relations ok'd the

namby-pamby Theta Chi apolo-

gy, I give the campus a 3 for

taking responsibility.

Finally, the fourth party is

society at large. How many
incidents of harassment of
women by other women do we
Jiear about? How oftei^ is^^^

-many women gun down school

children with assault rifles or

are mass murderers with other

weapons?

It is cleariy not a coinci-

dence that most acts of aggres-

sion and violence in this

society are perpetrated by men.
Men are socialized to be
aggressive; they are supposed
to go for it to get what they

want whether what they want
is a job, sex, or a feeling of
mastery and domination. Men
who are not real men, such as

gay men, learn that they are

not as good as straight men,
and straight men get their

kicks by beating up on them,
harassing them, or simply
looking down on them sissies.

Straight men learn that while
there may be laws and rules

and grievance procedures

against this sort of supposedly
antisocial behavior, often as

not they get away with it

Until society realizes that there

is a pattern of violence that is

related to how men are social-

ized, anti-women and anti-gay

violence will not stop. This

country is certainly not coming
to terms with its sexism and
homophobia. I give the United
States a for not taking

responsibility, in terms of both

acknowledgement and action.

As you can see, the scores I

have given the four parties for

taking responsibility in the case

of Theta chi members harass-

ing Lambda Delta Lambda
members are not very good. I

invite readers of the Bruin to

make their own suggestions on
how we can improve the

scores of all four parties.

/"

woman a rapist? How many
women are gay-bashers? How

Michel is a graduate student of
library science.
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The members of Indian Bingo in theirbest 'semi-geeky' gear.

indian Bingo' brilliant

melodic & undiscovered
By Steve Sherwood --

Contributor

What do you title the debut album of possibly the best undiscovered
band on the West Coast?

How about Bridge: A Long Mothlike Structurel

Well, okay, niaybe not.

Mike BouL, singer and songwriter for Indian Bingo, is telling me that

was what he wanted to call the album, which ended-up being called Sca-
tological instead.

"You know how moths' wings resemble wood, right?" He's trying to

explain. We're standing in the cavernous neon atmosphere of Al's Bar,

notorious downtown den of alternative music. ,

I shake my head.

"Oh, well, doesn't matter. Bruce thought it was too pretentious,

anyway" shrugs Boul, giving up. Bruce Licher, owner of Independent
Project Records, produced the album which was released on the IPR label

by Chameleon Records.

The supple and elegant sway of Indian Bingo's electric wall of guitars

and Boul's mournful vocals are frequently heard on the alternative

airwaves. The music treads a fine line between introspective minimalism
and guitar frenzy. The result is a sound that is crisp, clean and always
melodic.

They are something like an urban R.E.M, although others have
compared them to early Pink Floyd or King Crimson (who they cite

amongst their influences.)

The band is easily the most exciting thing San Francisco has produced
musically in some time. Their residency up north may explain the

original quality of their music: a driving, electro-acoustic beat not often
found on the L.A. scene.

Actually, Indian Bingo was founded in Orange County by Boul and
guitarists Bill Boyle and Phil Carney in 1984. They started out as a semi-
acoustic trio, which explains the solid melodic foundations underlying all

of their songs. After moving to San Francisco, they added bassist Scott
Seabold and drummer Liam Hart.

The cut most frequently heard on stations like KXLU is "Flow," a

beautiful, brilliant fusion of upbeat guitars and Boul's haunting voice.

The song is reportedly about menstruation, a subject you don't get a
chance to tap your foot to all that often.

Boul seems inclined towards offbeat, personal subjects for his lyrics.

"Casim's Glue Factory" is about— yep, you guessed it— a glue factory

he used to work next to, and "Separation Days" about a period when he
and his girlfriend lived in the Haight-Ashbury without working,
preferring the wamith of being at home to being "separated" by their jobs.

Perhaps the most interestingly-titled song, "Goon Lagoon" is about
learning from his parents that everything they had was borrowed and that

they were ending up in a pool of debt (along with the other "goons").
The band plays semi-firequently in Southern California, having last

visited Al's Bar in August.

They are interesting onstage for their total lack of pretension. Most of
them wear corduroys, plaid shirts, old sweaters, one guy even has thick

glasses (yikes!), and another regular, plain old Keds sneakers. As Boul
says, they look "semi-geeky" and most are pretty shy. Boul himself had
ripped jeans and a jacket on, but only he says, "because my girifriend told

me to wear 'em."

But if these guys look like escapee engineering students, with
everything except pocket pencil holders, they play with the fervor of
underground virtuosos. In the smoky shadows and dim lighting of the

club, they recall the energy of the art band/punk scene of the late Seven-
ties.

That they appear on Independent Project's label is no coincidence.

See INDUN BINGO, page 27

FilTi

Rutger Hauer moves beyond 'attftude^ncKcheekbones' roles
By Racheile Unreich

Contributor

He's not trying to be crude. Or funny. But it's hard

not to wince, or laugh, or ask him what the hell he's

talking about when Rutger Hauer states the reason

why he became an actor. You see, Hauer thinks the

key to his acting success can be traced to one,

singular factor. "Sperm," he says. Yeh, you heard

him right. _
But maybe Hauer should consider the other

possible causes which led him to his craft That he has

the blonde-haired, blue-eyed Aryan good looks

which show up so well on the screen. That he had
already tried to make a living as a carpenter,

merchant and welder. Or that no one plays a bad-

guy-with-an-attitude-and-cheekbones the way he

does. Rather, he focuses on the fact that both of his

parents were stage actors. "It was bred into me," he
insists, right after saying the 'S' word.

Sitting by the pool at St James Club this afternoon,

Hauer doesn't look much like the aggressive

replicant he played in Blade Runner, the twisted

psychopath in The Hitcher or the rugged combatant

he plays in his new movie. The Blood of Heroes.

Decked out in blue denim from head to toe, with the

mandatory Califomian shades and tan, Hauer looks

fairly harmless. And when you speak to him about the

films he has made, you kinda have to wonder how
long this guy has been out in the sun.

The way he sees it. The Hitcher was "a beautiful

love story," despite the fact that he wasted a couple of
families in it. Ditto for The Blood ofHeroes, which he

said he did "because of the 10 second love story in

there, which I adored." Never mind that the film is set

in a post-apocalyptic time, where Hauer plays some
tMzarre sport which involves hurtling an animal

around.

While his character may sound like Mad Max on
amphetamines, Hauer says,**Therc's a purity there,

and it's in the roughness of it. Sallow, my character,

is tough, but he also has a feminine side. It's just

hidden behind a 20 foot wall. I think there are a lot of

greys and different colors in my characters, and what
I do is very complex. But some people don't see that,

and they'll try to put you into a comer. I'm sorry, I

don't work for those people. My audience is very

smart."

Boy, it ain't hard to tell that this guy's not

American. Bom in Holland forty-fivish years ago,

Hauer m^ owe this poetic outlook to his European
background. And it's not so much his lilting accent

which lets you know he's not from around here, but

an attitude which is entirely foreign to these shores.

For example, Hauer won't do publicity interviews

over the telephone. He demands to see his

interviewer in person, face-to-face, lending him an

accessibility that's unheard of in most actors.

When Hauer decided to act in America, he had
already made 22 films, and found his way here via a

process of elimination. "My French isn't good
enough to act in France, and the only thing I can say in

Italian is 'pasta.' The American language has a

straightness and poorness which I like."

As far as he can tell, Hauer*s emigrant status has

worked to his advantage, as he says "I've created a

place for myself in this intercontinental business,

because I walked on a ground that didn't have
footsteps. I think I get a wider variety of choices than

Redfortl or James Woods or Willem Dafoe get. As an
American actor, your face already fits into a slot, and
that doesn't happen to me." But, he concedes, his

accent can be limiting. "If I had to do a Woody Allen

character, boy, would I be in trouble!"

Since arriving in the U.S.,Hauer has made 12
feature films including Ladyhawke and Legend of
A Holy Drinker, which won the Golden Lion award at

the Venice film festival. He also received a Golden
Globe award as best supporting actor, for his

dramatic portrayal of a hokx:aust victim in the TV
movie Escape from Sobibor.

His latest venture. The Blood ofHeroes, was shot

in the Australian desert region of Goober Pedy, a

small (^)a]-mining town in the middle of the outback.
The film's graphic scenes have gained some
attention, even though Hauer says,"I don't think the

film is violent Then a^ain, I don't have a problem
with violence. I think if you want to do a film about

enormous people, you're going to have to deal with

enormous movement and tension and battle. But it's

not like it is a slime film. I can't swim in slime. I'd

rather have rocks."

Which may be why Hauer chose to do Phillip

Noyce's Blind Fury, another physical movie which
will be released in three weeks' time. "I did all the

stunts in that one." he beams, "and I'm so fucking

proud of myself."

Fortunately, Hauer releases his energy on the sets

of his films, and finds it easy to separate his fictional

roles from his personal life. "I don't think you ever

completely switch off, but it's not like I'm going to

go home and kill somebody," he says. One iM^umes
that his wife of 20 years is grateful for this as well.

Having recently completed Bloodhounds of
Broadway with Matt Dillon, Jennifer Grey and
Madonna, Hauer isn't short of acting jobs. So,

whether it's because of his chiseled bone structure, or

his dogged pursuit of work, dt yes, even that ol'

sperm thing, you know that Rutger Hauer is going to

be around iot a long time yet

Hopper stars with Kiefer Sutherlandin 'Flashback,'a film that Hopper declares has no mes-
sage at all. ...

/

Actor Rutger Hauer in a still from an upcoming Philip Noyce feature 'Blind Fury.'

the Dennis Hopper of the '90s:

he ain't lieavy, he's a republican!
By Sfv» Sherwood
Contrtoutor

"In America, you're only as good as your latest

product," says Dennis Hopper.

Hopper's latest product is the new action-comedy

film flashback.

In it, he plays Huey Walker, a hippie-radical-lef-

tover from the •60s, who's been a fugitive from the

FBI for 20 years. The plot revolves around his

relationship with the young, hard-nosed FBI agent

(played by Kiefer Sutherland) assigned to bring him

10 jail.

I ask him if the film has a Message.

'There's no message, man. .
." Hopper's pale blue

eyes look my way. He doesn't care much for the

question.

He sits on the edge of a chair in a suite at the Four

Seasons Hotel in Beverly Hills, reserved by

Paramount for the interview.

Bekind him, the windblown expanse of Los

Angeles stretches out in the afternoon sun. L.A. can

look pretty nice when you're looking down from a

'plush suite on the 14th floor. It probably looks even

better if you're wearing Hopper's even tan and

expensively-tailored Italian suit

J^ou don't think it says anything about the '60s71

and no-doubt-hand-crafted shoes. /;

"Well, does it say anything about the '80s7" I prod.

"I don't see itas a message film. . .1 see it like, as a

reality. It's not heavy on the '60s, it's not heavy on

the '80, it's just the way things are."

And, then, his voice gains energy and resonance.

As if he hadn't been strong enough in his

endorsement' "And there's nothing in it that^ a he. I

couldn't find any lies in it. I guess you could go

heavier into the '60s, but it's not about that"

The '60s. Dennis Hopper almost defined them.

Creatively, as the renegade filmmaker who once

challenged the old-guard studio system and called for

a **New Hollywood" and, as the genius behind Easy

Rider, who said of his generation in 1970: "We're a

new kind of human being. In a spiritual way we may
be the most creative generation in the last nineteen

centuries. I think we're heroes."

And personally, as both a participant in civil rights

demonstrations and champion skater on the thin ice

of the Hollywood lifestyle: indulging in heavy

amounts of pot acid, cocaine and booze for most of

his thirty years in Hollywood.

Between the two. Hopper has generated a

controversial persona and body of work. But he
seems to have gained his greatest success since his

jecovery from drug and ateohol abuse in the mid-*80s

I ask.

**No. .
." His eyes drop and fix on his silk socks See HOPPER, page 29
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:er takes
in stride

Talented B
career
By Taunya Smith

Contributor

Turned (xway, turned away, why did you have to turn away?"

Obviously the entertainment industry hasn't turned away from one of

Los Angeles's brightest producers, writers and instrumentalists, Chuckii

Boc^r, whose record producing for such artists as Vanessa Williams,

TROOP and Kool & The Gang, leave him well placed in the industry.

The muUi-talented producer has also been successful at promoting his

own album which has consistently released top ten singles and continues

to lay ground for many other young artists.

With sudden public recognition as a performer, the pressure of success

can be overwhelming to many but "I really don't see it as a question of

handling it," says Booker. "I take it in stride and treat it as a business. I

don't get caught up in the limelight. It's simply a matter of doing what

you have to do and keep (yourselO moving."

That includes working with Jeffrey Osborne on n^ tracks and

coordinating the music for Janet Jackscxi's Rhythm Natid|n Tour.

Chuckii got his start, as many performers do, in the church; under the

guidance of his mom, Selestine Booker. From drums in his grand-

mother's church, to being taught piano by mom, and managing to learn

the guitar in between, Chuckii not only mastered the music given him, but

created his very own sound.

This sound is heard on the released dance cuts, 'Turned Away,"
"(Don't U Know)i Love U" and his most recent single, 'Touch."

With music continuously being heard in his home, as a child, Chuckii

performers strut stuff at Coop talent show
<^

See BOOKER, page 27 Producer/performed Chuckii Booker.

Is Graduate School for You?
A Panel Discussion for Women

Are you thinking about graduate school? Are you wondering

which program is right for you? Are you confused about what

is involved in the admissions process? The panel will address

these and oth^ issues that are involved in choosing an ad-

vanced degree program. If you are thinking about graduate

school and have some questions, come join us for this informa-

tive woiicshc^. Panelists: C. Sari Halasz, Assistant Dean and

Director, UCLA Graduate Admissions; Deb Howard,

doctoral student, UCLA School of Public Health and former

president of the Graduate Student Association; Rosemarie

Pegueros, doctoral student, UCLA Department of History

(Latin American History); and Barbara Siegemund-Broka,

student, UCLA School of Law, and WRC staff member.

TODAY 12:00 -1:30 p.m.

3517 Ackerman Union
The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

Latino Writers

Forum

poetry journalism

short stories

essays oral histories

flDUERTISE IN lilC UC^fl DHILV BRUIN
825^21 n ^

"Escritura y Sabiduna^!

Visits to Elementary and Junior
High School Students
Cultural Night with speakers
and poetry, Thurs. Feb. 8th, 5pm

Location on campus to be
announced. Call 825-5969 for
more information.

We have revealed our secrets to
those who are worthy.

Only they should know the art
of writing and no one else.

- Popul Vuh
Maya Book of Knowledge

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee
of the Programs Activities Board

NEGROPONTE
Suli McCullogti performs at ttie Coop Thursday night

Lesbians!
Gays

!

Bisexuals

!

•The Undergraduate President's
Lesbian and Gay Task Force
presents a panel of four
distinguished local political
activists.

•Panel will address gay,
lesbian, and bisexual political
activism, student empowerment,
and what you can realisticaUy
accomplish here at UCLA.

Wednesday, February 7th,
7:30 p.m.

-^heJ^D. Morgan Center^
Press Room

For more jlnformaitjlon. c.aiU thft

Uodergraidoaite PresMeers Qffflre

at 825-7068. CoofJldeotilaLlJlty assMred.

/^

^

Bevaii Diifty
Ryan Nakagawa

From GLLU:

Lydia Otero
Pat Martel

^

iiiii JJ
Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC

Programming Committee

By Dimitrl Neqrop6nt<

Contributor

A Cultural Affairs sponsored
talent show for aspiring student

performers was held at the Coop
Thursday night and attended by an
enthusiastic crowd.

The show started out with the

Master of Ceremonies Suli

McCullough displaying his comic
talent while trading jokes with a

heckler named "BiU" who wanted
his friend's band X's For Eyes
brought out

But rock band U and I played
fu^t doing a decent job with a
standard rock format. Then, with
constant heckling, McCullough
allowed X's For Eyes to play next
for "Bill."

After a string of other talented

students did their thing, "Gab"
Green blasted away with a slate of
'20s and '30s music. At which
point McCullough offered Green a
'rap partnership.'

By far the best act of the night,

Alex Wolton gave a beautiful dimitri negroponte
display of guitar craftsmanship. Alex Wotton wows the crowd with his guitar playing.

^^^wp(wwwww»ww*w»w»w

Ifyou at someone you know
has been raped . .:
Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

We're here to help.

Reach out for help and infomiation by contacting the UCLA Rape Services Coii-

sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify, a/id

assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer any
questions that may arise.

For more information^ call the Women 's Resource
Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

and askfor an RSC.

The Women's Resource CenUrhasetviceofthe Division (^Stude/^^ Development aitdBealth,

•MMMMMMMMMMMMMM*MM*MM^M^M^M*.M^^^^aH^ai*

20%^3FF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT LD.

PRICES START AT

$3950
v-^^ ^^ w/ Discount ^^ ^ J.

/*

GROUP DISCOUNTS (Bmifl lAl?(C(iO
AVAILABLE

Serving UCLA for over 36 years -

At t/i€ Comer 0/ Qayley & LeConu

^ Offer Not Good on
SAME DAY SERVICE

10970 LeConte Aver>ue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208-8755 (213) 208-5275
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APPLY I

HOMECOMiniG

EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE

•Assistant Director

•Parade Director

•Judges/Dignitaries Director

•Community Relations Director

•Activities Director (3)

•Campus Relations Director

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

Applications are available now
at the James Alumni Center

Information Desk and are due

Wednesday, February 21, 1990

at 5:00 p.m. For more

Information contact

Cameron Darweesh at the

Student Alumni Association

at (213) 206-0523

UCLAIumniASSOCIATION

VljQJust say aahh ... to

Stress Management Tables and Counseling

Stressed for Midterms?

Come and leam stress

relieving techniques including:

•assertion training

•and more
• progressive muscle relaxation

•tinne nnanagement

Where: Ackerman Union (Outside route de Suite)

When: Monday — Wednesday 10-1 pm
From weeks 3-9

Stress Tabl#>«;

Quick questions?
Stress tables available
M - W
10-1 pm
Ackerman^

For nnore information
Call or visit

401 Kerckiioff
825-8462 M-F 9-5

Sponsored by GSAC/SHS & SWC

Column

Movie madness:
PG films offer today's teens

depressingly poor options in

entertainment selections
As college students, it's so easy

to forget the liberties we have now
that we never had when we were
younger.

In particular, nowadays
whenever I want to see a movie, I

just have to look through the

listings, pick a film and boom! I'm
there. I'd hop into a car or onto a
scooter, pick people up, watch the

film and ride on back. Three hours,

tops.

But not very long before, say,

oh, five years ago, things were
different If I wanted to see a

movie, it would have to be an all

' day experience. There was gather-

ing of friends in a central area,

figuring out bus schedules, trans-

ferring five buses, watching the

movie and then coming home
again on the five different buses.

I remember looking through the

movie-ads in the morning (while

eating my Cocoa Pebbles) and
trying to figure what films I was
eligible for. Now this was always a
pain, because the G-rated films

wen always either Disney or
movies about animals that saved
lives. Of course, the movies I

wanted to see (but couldn't) were
the R-rated ones, which left me
with the PG's. These consisted of
teen-age flicks that were badly

acted and predictably scripted. It

made me realize how I ended up
seeing films like Zapped with
Scott "Chachie" Baio and Heather
Thomas or Night of the Comet,
which -was about a comet that

wipes out America except for a

handful of Valley Giris who end up
living out of a shopping mall.

There was, of course, underlying

Nuclear War symbolism and allu-

sions U) Milton's Paradise Lost,

but it was still stupid.

I remember writing an article

about how amazed I was when my
little brother loved Uncle Buck so
much. But recently, it dawned on
me that besides All Dogs Go To
Heaven and Driving Miss Daisy,
Uncle Buck was pretty much the

only thing he was allowed to see.

Not that AllDogs and Driving Miss
Daisy are bad films, but to a 10—
16 year old audience who have
Sylvester StalkHie and Andrew
"Dice" Clay as role models, well,

those films just do not make it

Before I was old enough to look
like I couki have been 18, 1 had to

go through the same thing. I

remember wishing I coukl see
Porky's.

Actually, my friends and I

always had 'Plan A, B, &C Plan
*A' was to try to just buy a R-rated
movie and hope the cashier was
going to give us a break. If that

didn't work. Plan 'B' was to buy a
•PG' tk;ket and try to sneak into a
'R' movie. Plan 'C was just to buy
a PG tkket and glumly watch the
movie.

It probably sounds like a pretty

repressed freshman-sophmore
year for Tom, but going to the

movies was the only fim my guy
friends and I had. Dates did not
exist for me back then (well, they

don't really exist now); all the

freshman and sophontore girts

were being picked up by the juiuor

and senior 'men' leaving us small

sophomore guys with no cars, no
money and our little brothers and
sisters. It was a time to find

ourselves, since no else was
kx>king for us.

I think it was an auspicious
beginning for the phenomenon
known as 'male bonding.'

Actually, my parents would take

me to see R-rated fibns, but the

ones they took me to were either in

Chinese or were beyond my level

of understanding. The last time
they did it, they brought me along
one time to see the Vietnam
memorial the Deer Hunter. At
first, I thought it was going to be a
cool John Wayne flick, but then I

realized it had a plot There is one
tense scene where two soldiers

play Russian Roulette, and one
guy, well, loses in a very ugly way.
While everyone in the theater was
absorbed in the shock of it all, the
only thing I coukl do was yell out
"Ewwwwwwww, that's gross!"
My parents have refused to see
anything with me since.

Please Relax

Tom )

Huang
All of this makes me wonder if

there will be a day that Hollywood
will produce movies that make
younger audiences think. When
Harry Met Salty. . . certainly
made many people ponder about
the values of 'adult* relationships

and whether or not people shoukl
have sex on first date. But most
young pubescents with no social

lives really cannot relate.

Born on the Fourth ofJuly raises

social awareness and is a good
history lesson, but your average
junior high soident would just be
bored— that is if they were even
able to get in to the theater to see
the movie.

The young, malleable minds of
today are being shaped and raised

on such films as National Lam-
poon's Christmas Vacation, Fri-
day the Thirteenth. Part 8, Back to

the Future II and yes. Uncle Buck.
And people wonder how Mar-

ried with Children and Geraldo
become so popular.

These movies are entertaining,

of course, but really have no
redeeming value. With the incredi-
ble power Hollywood has on the
viewing audience, when will there
ever be the room for them to take a
chance acttially allow the minds of
tomorrow grow?

Sigh. I guess I leally don't
know.

Evening Escort Service

•f
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From page 24

always knew that this business was for him. Of course it doesn't hurt to

have a famous godfather by the name of Barry White, taking you under
his wings.

"Barry told me, here are the tools, now you just need the polishing." He
then proceeded to teach Booker everything he ever wanted to know about
arranging, producing and just the business side of music.

I asked Chuckii what advice he could give to those young people who
don't have that advantage yet have the desire. Chuckii said, "he did take

me under his wings and taught me certain skills, but from that point on, I

did evCTything myself. Down the line I made my own contacts, hooked up
with people and just did it." He emphasized to me that even if you don't
have that boost in the beginning, as he did, you can still make it if you are

talented and really want it You have to go out and make it happen.
Though the picture is clear for Chuckii today, he reminded me that

there were times when the lense was not always in focus. He admitted
that there were rough times. The mid-twenties performer said, "It's not
like I just walked in. I've been in this business since I was fifteen. It can
be difficult. Especially at a young age." With all this experience locked
away, it's no great wonder why Chuckii has indeed gained heavy ground
in music. His instrumental repertoire includes the bass guitar, the regular

guitar, the piano, drums, the electronic keyboards and the flute. As he
says, "Basically I play the entire rhythm section."

There have been several producers, as he, who have come out of the

background and into singing, from Babyface to Al B. Sure!. It seems to be
the usual procedure today. I questioned the safety behind that move. "I

think it dqpends on the time, the actual person and the record company.
Some people can come out and hit it right of the bat and make it Some
people can take years to make it. So it is good to have a "track record" as

most producers do to show their work."

I finally told Chuckii that one of the reasons why I requested an inter-

view with him was because I felt he was a role model. Based on his

image, his desire and his age, I thought that he could relate with the young
black person and most importantly he is giving something positive back
to the black community through song and works. I had to find out who his

role models were. "My godfather for one. I respect him for being a pro-

ducer, arranger, businessman and a father. All the responsibility he has

and for him to keep his cool and be a gentleman, is remarkable. Ofcourse,

there is Mom. What can I say?" Others in the music industry include

Prince and Stevie Wonder, to name a few. Jesse Jackson and the late

Mkkey Leland also head the list. What is Chuckii Booker's definition of

a positive black role model anyway? "Doing what you have to do. Being
committed to helping your family and people are very important Being
aware of what's going on in the world today is necessary."

We got a chance to discuss the politics of music in terms of crossing-

over. Many times black radio stations will consistently push a new black

artist's music in order to give publicity and exposure. However, that same
artist might not be heard on other mainstream stations until months later

and only then be considered as 'New Music' Chuckii replied, "It's all

politics. I don't cater myself towards the pop field because that's not

where I am from. I am all about bbck music. So that's who I want to

l^ease. If it crosses over, fine but I'm not going to go out of my way to get

there. If it happens, it happens."

Well, we're at the end of the interview and my last question is about to

be asked. I inform him of the college students' responsibility in terms of

papers, midterms and finals. I want to know what can he say to us as

encouragement. His response, at first, was a little too general. So I had to

push him for a little more than the usual. "It takes a lot of dedicaiton and
perseverance \o do whatever you want. I mean I have always wanted to be

in this business since I was fourteen. I don't know if it's something you
have to study for or if it was God-given or if it just happened. I do know
that I had to pursue it. I am not going to do anything else but this. It's that

same desire that you have to have with what you chose. If you really want
it, it will happen."

*% Chuckii Booker seems to know exactly what he is saying. So the next

time you pick up an album, tape or c.d., take a look at the back; you just

might find his little name under the huge title of producer. Just remember
that those who make the music could have a story all their own.

INDIAN BINGO
From page 22

Bruce Lk:her cut his teeth in the eariy-Eighties' underground group

Savage Rq>ublic. The band was composed of UCLA students, who
practiced and recorded in the parking structures before getting txx)tcd out

by campus polk:e.

Licher founded the L.A.based IPR label to showcase avant-garde

talent neglected by bigger labels. In addition to having worked with

Camper Van Beethoven, he is currently working with the British group

Woo, an offbeat, electronic collaboration.

After IiKlian Bingo rouses the crowd in Al's, I find Mike again.

"Hey, you know, that "Mothlike-thing" really, would have been a

pretentious album title." I tell him.

"Nah. .
." He shakes his head.

"Don't you think Bridge: A Long Mothlike Structure is a pretentious

title?** I ask a woman standing nearby.

She shrugs. "I really don't care. It's great music, whatever you call it"

She has a point

Looking For The Key To Success?

^Try Advertising in the Daily Bruin.
'

825-2161

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors.

The

EXPO CENTER
presents

iMniiml
and Los Angeles

[11

INTERNSHIPS!
For information on how you can serve an INTERNSHIP, attend an

information meeting in the EXPO Center, in A-2 13, Ackerman

Information Meeting Times:

Tuesdays at 4 p.m.
Wednesdays at Iz p.m.
Thursdays at 3 p.m.
Fridays at 10 a.m.

DEADLINES:
Fall '90 - FEBRUARY 23, 1990

208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

NOW OPEN
TILL 1 1 ;30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!
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Eiglrties version of '60s era leaves behind mediocre,
insipid taste of '50s
By Steve Sherwood
Contributor

Eighties meet '60s in sappy, stupid 'FlashtjaciC

What do you get when you cross

the '608 with the 'SOs?

Well, according to the publicity

for Flashback, you're supposed to

get a hip film.

The idea is to combine the most

commercially-appealing aspects

of the '60s with the marketing-

wizardry of the '80s and figure that

it adds up to a '90s blockbuster.

Unfortunately, what shakes out

in Flashbacic are the worst ele-

ments of both decades: the smarmy
hokiness of the Love Generation,

and the slick commercialism of the

Reagan/Bush Era.

Talk about "bad trips." What
you get is a film with all the depth

and beauty of Love Canal.

But, you know, watching the

film, you can just see those gears

grinding in the minds of Para-

mount's publicity department

We've got Dennis Hopper (hey.

Easy Rider, oh wow!) playing

hippie-fugitive Huey (what an

offbeat name for a white dude!)-

APARTHEID'S
CONTRA
WAR

The Mozambique Education
Committee

Presents

PREXY
Senior Consultant to the Government of

Mozambique, speaking on the war in Mozambique,
South African policy, and U.S. policy.

TIME: 12:00 NOON
PLACE: BUNCHE 9383

DATE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7

Plus the screening of the new film

Mozambique: Riding
Out the Storm

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee Mini

Fund of the Program Activities Board

I.
"

Huey Walker has been caught

after being on the lam from the

Feds for twenty yean. His crime:

pulling a political stunt involving

onetime Vice President Spiro

Agnew (ace we talking '60sxties

behavior or what?!).

Then we've got Kiefcr Suther-

land (his dad was in the original

M*A*S*H!) as John Buckner, a

straight-arrow, briefcase-toting,

slick-haired, sunglass-wearing,

suit-encased, humoriess FBI agent

(you know, somebody today's

college crowd can identify with!),

whose mission is to bring old

hairy, smelly Huey to jail.

Add Simka (Taxi) Gravas's old

girlfriend Carol Kane as an unre-

formed hippie communard and

ever-k)vin* ne'er-do-well Cliff De
Young as your basic pyschotic

sheriff-tumed-politician — and

overlay the film with one of those

soundtracks of about fifty songs

(only 2 of which actually appear in

the movie) and boom\ We've got a

slick production.

But if the marketing is smooth,

the film lacks any real substance.

Instead of the '60s, the film's

'80s character is unmistakabale: in

the movie's key character transfor-

mation, FBI-clone Buckner under-

goes a change of heart after

watching some home movies

of. . .himself. Not only that, he

does it after a good ten minutes of

snivelling and feeling sorry for

himself.

Talk about the quintessential

"Me Decade" experience

The '60s are merely used as a

prop for yet another pedestrian

action-comedy. In the by-now

standard exercise of MTVera
commercialism, the '60s become

reduced to a series of product

images: **peacc*' signs, Jimi Hen-

drix posters and psychedelic blis-

ses.

The ideals that made the '60s so

much more revolutionary than the

'80s are given short shrift. Other

than some lines that are so sappy

they make you cringe, neither

Huey or Maggie (Kane) seem to

embody that earlier time.

Huey's goal from the beginning

of the movie till the end is to land a

book contract, and Maggie wal-

lows in stand-by-your-man pas-

sivity. Sutherland does a good FBI

agent his character is so dull he

makes you understand where the

expression '^whitebread" comes
from.

There's little reference to the

'60s' challenging of the barriers of

racial, economic or social o^Mes-
son. Nothing about fighting to

bring about a fairer and more just

society. Nothing about the courage

of people who risked their lives to

make changes in America that we
take for granted today.

There are maybe two blacks in

the entire film, one as a train

porter. I don't recall seeing any

Latinos, Asians or any other

members of American society.

Add these omissions to Maggie's

doting, homemaking female, to the

traditional, white-male-bonding

adventures of Hopper and Suther-

land, and as far as this film is

concerned, the whole '60s never

really happened.

What do you get when you cross

the '605 and the 'SOs? The '90s?

Nope. In Flashback, you end up
with the mediocrity of the 'SOs.

The Daily

Bruin is

printed on
100% recycled

paper.
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can be a health hazard
By Mary Campbell

Associated Press

Dangerous Toys, a five-man
band from Austin, Texas, with a

debut album on Columbia
Records, is touring and having the

kind of mishaps the big, famous
bands don't have.

Flimsy floors don't fall beneath
the Rolling Stones, David Bowie
and Genesis, but a couple have
collapsed under Dangerous Toys.

But band members, visiting

record company offices in New
York, remain cheerful. If they

became famous, says drummer
Mark Geary, "We'd probably do

• this anyways." Singer Jason
McMaster adds, "We're buffoons

at heart"

"What's a buffoon?" asks
rhythm guitarist Danny Aaron. "A
wind instrument." replies Geary.

.. Dangerous Toys has been on the

road since June. 'The first night of
the tour, in Lawton, Oklahoma,"
recalls bassist Mike Watson, "part

of the ceiling fell in. The kids were
holding it up and still rocking out."

*They thought it was cool," adds

HOPPER
From page 23

with a series of brilliant acting

performances, ranging from Hoo-
siers to Blue Velvet.

Tliere's a scene in Flashback
where Hopper's character lectures

'ttie young FBI agent escorting him
to jail about the dangers of being a
fugitive, of being "on the road."

"What about the scene where
you talk about not glamorizing the

road? You don't see that as a

statement about the journey that

the country took in the '60s?" I ask

him.

"I think it's about being a
fugitive, and don't glamorize a

fugitive, don't glamorize gangster

life, and the Outlaw Glory, it's not

really anything. You're just a

fugitive, man, you're just a

martyr. .
."

- He pauses a moment, his eyes

filling with intensity.

^iJook, man, the heaviest thing

that happened in Flashback was
Abbie Hoffman died while we
were making it. okay? Suddenly, a

comic prankster committed sui-

cide," Hopper looks at mc.

**I mean, when Abbie died,

here's what I saw: there were all

these guys in the '60s, say in the

free speech or civil rights move-
ments, who gave up their college

educations and became overnight

leaders of these movements. They
had great leadership qualities, they

were leaders, heroes. A tot of those

guys — not all of them, I mean,

some of them — became mayors
or senators or whatever. . .but a lot

of them were like cannon fodder

on the lines and at the end of these

movements, suddenly they're a

curiosity."

' Hopper pauses a minute, look-

ing at me and trying to express

with his eyes what his words are

saying.

"And you have them to dinner,

or you have them out to a

restaurant and so on and then you

go on about your lives but you
leave 'em out there and they hiave

no way to make a living, even

though they're famous. What're

t^iey gonna do, be bus boys or

waiters?"

Hopper shakes his head.

"Where do they fit into a society

now that has no place for them? I

fuid that a tragedy.

"And here's this guy Abbie

Sea. HOPPER, page 30

guitarist Scott Dalhover.

Each politely waiting for the

other to finish, band members
contribute sentences to the tale of
Geary's monitor burning up in

Dallas. "Flames were rushing out
of my monitor,** Qeuy says.

Aaron: "It was 2 feet behind Wm."
Watson: "He had a wienie roast up
there." Geary: "I sort of leaned

away from it. The roadies were
juggling it like a hot potato, trying

to get it off stage."

McMaster thinks they were
playing "Sport'n a Woody" at the

time.

In Phoenix, Watson says, "We
played a little club, the Mason Jar.

The stage was like plywood. I

knew it was going to go through; I

could feel it. So I kept stomping on
this one place until it went through.

Ijumped away. They stuck another

piece ofplywood over the hole and
we kept going."

And in Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,

McMaster recounts: 'The stage

was held up practically by 2-by-4s,

in the front There was an orchestra

pit underneath and they didn't tell

me. Security was supposed to be

tight and keep people sitting down.
"We had one song left to go,

•Teas'n, Pleas'n,' and I'm
screaming, 'Come up front and
join the party.' It's a rock *n' roll

show. I'm trying to get these

people excited. The next thing I

know, havoc is wreaking. Stage
managers for the theater and our
road crew arc saying to hurry up.

They're practically pushing us off

the stage.

"In the dressing room we finally

find out the stage is about to totally

crumble under our feet, from
people being up front and us

jumping up and down on it."

The band rented a van for

touring last fall in Germany,
Holland and Britain. The gas pedal

fell off and the back door stuck so

they exited and entered by crawl-

ing over the driver's seat. "They'd
keep fixing it and giving it back to

us and it would overheat or
something," Geary says. "Our
crew drove," McMaster adds. "We
didn't have a navigator. We'd get

tost A bunch of crazy Americans:
'What does that sign say?'"

Dalhover and Watson have

played music together for seven ot

eight years. "We're from a military

town," Dalhover says. "We were
the only guitarist and bass player

that woukl try and get an actual

band to stick together and do gigs

all the time. The rest of the guys
woukl say. 'I have to see my
girlfriend now.' We knew we had
to get out of there and go to a

iMgger town." They went to Aus-
tin. Geary joined them. McMasto'
came in in October 1987 and
Aaron a year ago.

They write songs together and
Geary emphasizes that they're

serious about them. Still, McMas-
ter says, the best songs are usually

the ones they write quickest
"It comes naturally to us to be a

boogie and blues-type band,"
Watson says. Geary says he'd like

their image to be "not contrived.

Just a real rock 'n' roll band."

Watson says, 'Tive guys from
Texas, whompin' and stompin*."

E>alhover was in the kitchen

working on a song that had the

words "dangerous toys" in it while

their manager was booking them
by phone. The promoter said he

needed a name for the band. That
lyrical phrase became it

More mishaps are recounted, br
November, the band was photo-

graphed in the basement of the Ritz
in New York after a gig and before

performing at a party. Signs
warned of low beams. McMaster
turned to tell band members
following him to be careful, turned

back and crashed into a beam. He
put ice on the bloody knot on his

forehead and sang at the party.

Geary has hit his head three

times on this tour. "At the end of
the night all of us jump as high as

we can," he says. "I came down
and the crew had removed my
stool. I went completely off the

back of the riser and hit the back of

.

my head. I was buzzing a little bit"

Somebody slammed a door into

his head one night And in Man-
chester, England, he was heading
for the dressing room with a glass

of beer in his hand and fell down a
flight of stairs. "I was sprawled

out" Geary says, "but I didn't spill

a drop of beer.

"I didn't waste it You can bet I

drank it" "^
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KALEIDOSCOPE
THEATRE

presents

a ^

PROVOCATIVE
&

ENTERTAINING
play about

SEXUALITY
&

RELATIONSHIPS

in the

90s

* PREMIERE PERFORMANCE *

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
6:30 & 8:00 PM

NPI AUDITORIUM
(Across from Lot 14)

* * * ADMISSION FREE * * *

Call 825-3020 for show information

A UCLA/SHS PRODUCTION ^

•).

Ad paid for by UCLA Student Health Service
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NOON CONCERT

LULA ALMEIDA
and the

AFRO-BRAZIL BAND
TODAY! WESTWOOD PLAZA @ 12! % •. *•

• THE JUNGLE BROTHERS COMING IN CONCERT @ NOON THIS THURSDAY!!
Paid for by USAC- your student govt.

CAREER GUIDE

Coming Wednesday,
«

February 21!

ri II ! ii-h<in

Career Guide
will jrrctude:

J

Resumes

Interview Do's and Don'ts

How to Dress for Success

Opportunities for your Major

Grad School (LSAT etc. tests)

&
Career Sources on Campus

DEADLINE for AD INSERTION is on Tuesday, February 13 at 2pm

HOPPER
From page 29

Hoffman, who's been on the lam
for fifteen years or whatever. The
I^rs looking for him all these

years. . .it's hard to live when the

FBI's looking for you. you know?"
I recall reading somewhere that

during his radical days, Hopper
believed that he himself was the

taiget of FBI surveillance. He
reportedly prowled the streets

around his home with a gun
**looking for the elusive G-men."
And Cedars-Sinai Hospital,

where Hopper was briefly com-
mitted for drug recovery a few
years ago, lies only a couple of

blocks from the hotel room we
occupy.

The man sitting before me,
looking immensely fit and elegant,

bears no resemblance to the Den-
nis Hopper of legend: the renegade
filmmaker or the wild-living,

drugged-out radical.

"When I made Easy Rider, the

country was burning down, the

country was frying.** Hopper
explains. "I mean, the riots, Chica-

go was burning, Detroit was
burning. The revolution was here,

it wasn't just around the comer. So
it wasn't a very light time, you
know. I shot the film in '67, edited

it in '68 and it came out in '69. So
in the Summor of Love I was
shooting the movie, but the Sum-
mer of Love was a dark period,

man. Except with a few spots of
k)ve-ins, people running around

naked with flowers in the hair, the

rest of the country was rioting and
it was really a bad time."

Hopper, in fact, mirrors the

journey of America from the

feverish turbulence of the '60s to

the opulent calm of the '80s.

Politically, he has gone from
liberalism to embracing Reagan
and Bush, for whom he worked to

raise money.
I ask him if his support of

Republicans coincided with his

drug and alcohol rehabilitation.

*That was borderline. Reagan, I

was still in-and-out, and Bush,

well. .
.** Hopper thinks for a

minute, then smiles, "I was clearly

sober."

He laughs.

Flashback is not a great film.;

Hopper's first comedy role doesn't

really suit his talents. The only
question is whether this icon of the

'60s sees the movie as having
"something to say," even if it says

it badly.

"I don't see this as any kind of
Big Message Picture: *Hey, Get
the Message Here!' But, if you
want to think about the '6()s, you'll

get as much out of this movie about
the •60s as you want, you know?"
Hopper shrugs.

"Listen, I don't have to defend
Flashback. I don't think its a cop-
out. I think it's a good entertaining

movie. It's fun."

Dennis Hopper, like America it

seems, just wants to have fun.-

Working within the system,^
instead of changing it

Maybe that's the difference

between the Dennis Hopper of the

'60s and I>ennis Hopper of the

'80s. Between the Love Genera-
tion and the Reagan I>ecade.

Between Easy Rider and Flash-

back.

The difference between Having
a Message and Selling a Product

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493
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GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL
"You must be age 18 or older experJGncing these synnpto'ms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.

,..; in order to determine eligibility. - ^-
•Ail qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation. ^

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

I BURGER KING I

I ^gg^ 900
I

I
KISq Westwood ,^"^t blvd

I STUDENT SPECIAL |

I

A" For $2.49
I

I
Whopper-Fries-Drink

I

I
5:00pm *til close
with UCLA LD. exp.3/31/90

Or(l(?r your personalized i^nidiuition

^ announcjimenls now!

O^APUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 KcrckhofTHall (Right next to Graphic Sicrviccs). Open M F 8:30-5:30

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

^^ LAKERS y,^^.
^^\^ V^ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Frm /Wiwnr> Ptul—ptiy: Wi pntUU nSE DKUVKRY to mityvu M tmmfiu. Wt •ffkr hmr4-U^tt matt
mnd phttt itiom mmrm l« aU UCIA ttudmUi, maff. aitdjtcjty. Atk aitjwu *• *« awrf m *(/W» attd
IKiy milt ttU you Uu mmu, tMmt mlum it mmu (o Mir C/CM UrnnU, Mt MMt k> htmL ft^rntt* mn /)««, m
giu* US • tmU. Rtmimbtr to mmltoa y»a'n from UCLAIIt(

FAX # 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

RHEND n FREE SEMINRR
ON THE MCfiT & MEDICAL SCHOOL

Sponsored by the Biology
UnderGraduRte Society

'*'Learn about applications

*f{ev\ew actual MCRT questions

'*'Rlso Couered mill be 6RE, DAT, & Ofll info,

Place: James E. West Center

325 lUestii^ood Plaza, Conf. Rm.

Date: Tuesday, February 6th Time: 7-9 p.m.
Join BUGfl:

§ S D\NLEY H. KAPLAN SSU?»T*alil^il!l1l
Ml Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chain r*

Free 8

CALIFORNIA PARTYWEAR!!! Hot new line of
T-shirts! Send for free catalogue. California

Parywear Dept. 11A P.O. Box 60009 Santa
Barbara, CA 93160.

SPECIAL INTEREST VIDEOS, huge variety, free

details. Rooney, DB, 906 E. Aitadena #71,
Aitadena, CA. 91001.

Miscellcuieous

on KAPLAN course

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.
(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

Campaign Volunteers Needed
to work congressional campaign.

Great opportunity for

Political Science Majors
All Others welcome. Mr Allen.

(813) 781-3016.

WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1^

IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective:

Commitment:

Money:

Cost:

Fundraiser

Minimal

Raise $1,400

Zero Investment

Campus or]E|anizations, dubs,
fnts. soronties call CX^MC at

1(800) 932-0528/
1(800) 960-8472 ext 10.

HONDA ELITE- 60 white, just tuned, runs

great. $900. OBO. Elite Deluxe 2m, red. Must

see. $900. (213) 824-5098.

Mob
Fri SMp Sa^, AU SS2S I2:1S-1

TtoM n^r. Wed
MR CtSM t2:10-l:00

m

(2131 3t7-tSM

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo 10

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82&O860

"A" Lev«l, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical CMiter

ASUCLA Studwil EfipioyMe rwrnv*

•ffMir 4 twura~lMn« «DRi pay or the

n^Mi tickel. We cannol Mward both.

>w Good Dealt

INSURANCE WARI We'll be« anyone's pricei
or don't want your busine«. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan'. (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

or only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogei in Westwood

208-3011

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Studwits

462-2329 4ft3-e8e9

FREE HAIRCUT by European styling team.
Rusk & Roni Hair Salon. Off Santa Monica.
You need to call today for a free haircut. All
woik done by experienced professionals only.
Call for consultation, no obligation. Free gilt if

chosen. Call Michelle.(21 3)453-5497.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

POWERFUL STUFF! AN infuriated young rape
victim stalks, tHJtwits, entraps, and violently
punishes a rapist. "The Sociopath,' J.V.
Adams, Paperback. S3.50. Order at Bookstore.

RIDE NEEDED- Will pay to transport ten year
old girl. Weekends to SaQta Barbara, and
return to LA for school onMonday. (805)
969-1636.

SHOOTING INSTRUCTION- Basic self-
defensc to advanced competition. Thomas
(213) 838-2662.

Personcy 4a
ST. jUDE — Thank you for answering niy
prayers! Love, RJL
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The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha are pleased to announce

the list of nominees for our 1990-1991 Crescent Court

'Bnjjitti :lU'antara

Lisa :AriVk<iyn

'Jen :A>tman

'Kim 'ImiII

'Jcnni 'Beach

ficnjnian

:^niu<cfik,a 'Bcnnco

'Kris tit 'Bi.sfiopi

:ltin 'Blutnkn

'Moflif Bfundi'n

'Tracii 'BradiiocK

'Tracy 'Bra lishaw
'Moniijiw Cfiamlian

iiiiujcr Court ih'ii

'Kari 'Piittch

:^iinc 'J^cu'itt

'.Heather 'l\Ki<iraif

Came 'Donahue

Jen nil 'Elders

Lisa 'Lisma

'.Heather cJalTe^jos

'Piivine Cjordon

'Tori i}reen

Lisa ijnindii

'Marc^aret Ciutierrez

Cindy '.Hardt

Cathy '.Holt

Courtneii Jones

Jenny 'A1vm7

'-Kira '.K'laiL^

LJz Leo

Jufie Lipps

Linda Martin

Shannon 'Maniqal

Stephanie 'McC^inn

Aiana 'Mocen

Suzanne •\e7i'comiie

'Tuna :\eu'man

•Paula \icolii<

Jane Ojanpera

Lisa Olea

'Wendy 'Kiymond

'.K'n.stin 'Keitz

.Indrea 'Kice

'Tracy 'J\oden

Jennifer Sauzuhje

.'^U.^on Seden

'Erin Shatz

'Manjth-th SulTiz'an

:^fe\a Swerdloff

Su^'iie 'Terjuncj

'll'endy 'Thompson

Manilla 'Todd

Lori 'Tyner

'-Kori 'Umjerfand

Chamiaine 'I 'idanaqe

•Micfu'lle 'U'eaKfen

Please come to the house for a dinner to be held in your honor
Tonight 6:00 pm sharp

ITS COMING!
KAPPA DELTA'S SHAMROCK PROJECT

ALL UOTVERSITY
VOLLEYBALL TOIIRNAMENT

BiARCH 4
208-1300

Call for info or
208-9141

Sponsored by Baxters. Bear Necessities & Burger King

AZ Actives!

Thanks for the great pledge
quarter. Special thanks to our

pledge mom, Lauren Hendricks.

We ^ You!

Fall P.C. '89

500000000000000000000000
g AO STUDY NIGHT 8
o be at AO at 6:30!! g
9ooooooooooooooooooooooo

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12
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Soarkletts
ctuvnon
THmiYCfl INC.

m

o — — a
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARVaPAWN AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good heaKh.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.

in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS wHh asthma,

ages 12-79 'mlcrcstcd in trying new asthma

nwedication compared to placebo. Inwoivcf

office vitHi in WLA. You «^ll be paid for your.

pyticipation. (213)62(^6574.

HEALTHY MEN (30-50 yn) to pvticipale in a

106-day live-in nutrition study at USOA West-

em Human NutrKion Research Center, Presi-

dio ofSan Francisco, CA. Must be able to live at

center 24 h^Uay from 4/10 to 7/29/90. Earn

$2235 plus free room and board. Call collect

now (415)556-2174 Monday thru Friday.

'Hyperactive Boys w^th attentional problems,

7-1 1 year* rteeded for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-

tion (213)625-0392."

NEED SUBIECTS- 1 B »\d older who have teeth

hyperscntith« to heat, coid, air, and touch.

Canrwl be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x

daily wi&i aasigned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of (bur evaluatiorw during an eigN
««ck period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Qinical Research Cerv
ter, 825-9792.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED!

Right handed male and female

nontmokers between 21 and 30

years old who are lew to

moderate users of caffeine and
alcohol are needed for an

investigation of effects of alcohol

in intoxicating doses on learning

and problem solving. Subjects

will be paid $6/kour for up co 6

houn. No regular users of illicit

drugs nor persons with a history

of smoking, heavy drinking/drug

use, or alcohol/drug-relaced arrest

will be accepted. Both biokigical

parents must be right-handed.

Subjects must have had some

experience with mixad alcohol

drinks.

(213) 398-7946. 6-9 PM, M-Sat

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Right-handed

smokers, ages 21-30, who are km to moderate
users of alcohol and caffeine are needed for an
experiment measuring simple problem-
solving. Smokers mtxt have sntoked at least

one pack of 20 cigarettes per day fcx at least

tne prwioua yKmr. SUD^CIS WrlM Oe paiO 9i\jJOU

ior 2'A hours. Leave message for Or. Micheal
Lyvers at (818)344-3174. • ••<:, — .

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persist»it,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reauce patn ana noise, yttjv icccivao upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Denial Clirtical Rosoaich Canter, 825-9792.

10 Personal

Hatfi Left. » *

il^lLy Butru^

BI;4BLXNI:

Research Subjects

NONSMOKING, miki, stable asthmatics ages
18-50 needed for air pollution study, must be
able to perform brief heavy exercise (climbing

stairs rapkJIy with a bad). Participation fee and
free medical testing provided. Call
(213)625'2739 between 9am and 4pm week-
days for more informalion.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392."

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an

investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your time.

(213)820-6574.

Wanted to Buy

STANLEY KAPLAN study gjide for CMAT,
and CRE. (818)790-0669.

Sperm Donors

NEED EASY MONEY??
Speim donors needed for

medkal research In

Beverty Hills. Excellent pay.

Can (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Healtti Services 22

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

Ail Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

/e Acceol An Vision Care Pians.

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Maxk Bennan. Clinical

Paychoki^ist,
eating disorder necialist Individual
appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

Opportunities 26

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-time

BusincM of your wm. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

F.ARN up lo

$150 per tTionlh

ny HELPING OTHFnS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

n
49b4 Van Nu-yi Bi»d Sieiran uj«i

Hec« »i I ffgi gift «, »cu' pri tcresn appi

COIXEGE STUDENTS
CBT INTO CONMERaALi FHOWt

"ON-CAMERA** - PRIVATE >

TRAINING WITH MALLORY )

gANDLER /

(17 yean In conuMrctab) L

CaU 459-7515

BOX ART
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Ad something
Valentine's Day • • •

Send your love in a Daily Bruin Valentine.
i6

Dally Bruin Valentines Issue ^ February 14
Classified Display Deadline - February 9 - 4pm
Classified Line Deadline - February 13-noon

<^^
fii

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

CHECK MC/VISA.

ZIP

PHONE

CARD NO.:

EXP. DATE

REG. CARD.

(Exp. date must be included)

h//

1 ^9f
AMOUNT $

BOX NUMBER^
Don't forget to indicate wtiat size you want!!!!! Box Art is atwve!

****
Don't forget to enclose payment and any necessary artwork or special ^
instructions. Please note whicti box art you want to appear in your ad 4r

Eiicssi

students: $a/col inch

Locally: $9.45/col inch

Cpipr;

$2 for 1 to 3 (X)lumn inches

$5 for ads larger than

3 column inches

This is 1 column Inch
2" by 1"

No more than 20 words per

column inch, please

Please drop this form off at the Classified Window ~ 112 Kerckhoff Hall 825-2221

Help Worsted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

^

-r

$1Q^R- Student needed to %»wk P/T, work
your own hours, with ma/or! Fortune 500
corporations. Create an income that will be
ongoing throughout your college career. Con-
tact Regina. (213) 443-4143.

$7.0(VHr., DRIVERS needed for Valentines

Day. Flower Delivery in Westwood. Van or

Wagon preferred. Bonus: Free flo%ver». Cal
Marjie (213)206-4000.

ACCOUNTING CLERK. WLA firm, PT,
20-25hrV>«vk, detail-oriented, CRT, 10 key by
touch, type minimum 30 word^min. Filing,

.

lorting, and some data entry. $7,004-, dep. exp.
Contact Dennis, (213)390-9461.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, fInarKial ser-

vice*. Entry level. Comer wlllshlreAiundy.

Need self starter, wordperfect, database man-
agement, organiiaiional skills. $9Aw, 20 hn/
wgek. Flexible. (213)374-7494.

A MOVIE... cxtrai, bits needed now. Filming

actlon-advtnture. Exciting. Pay. 9am-9pm
397-31 1 1

ARTIST seeks females to model for modem art

prpject. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

30 Help Wanted 30

RESEARCH WANTED
Mature Grad

Student to research

diet and weight loss

market, then help

recx)mmend safe

weight loss pill from

oriental hert)S.

E. Brown 452-2102

ASST. I Positions-Exciting, fast-paced Radiol-

Z Personnel. Typing, good communicatior>s,
ig, errands, S5.44/hr. (213)825-5806.

ATTENTION: Earn nrwr>ey typing at home.
$32000/yr income potential. Deatilt
(602)838-6685. Ext TSOSO.

BOOKEEPER/ FILE CLERK to help lady with
$7/hr. P/T, flexible, accounting
(213)476-5283.

BOOKKEEPER P/T. Keep complete set of

books, irKluding depreciation, by hand. For

4-unit apt. house. $7.5C^. Mail resume to

S.K. Penton 1067 Moraga Dr.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERSAND MANACXRS. P/TOR F/T. CALL
(213)472-3267.

CASHIER/ CROaRY CLERK. F/T or P/T even-
ings. 3pm-11pm. Days to be arranged.
(213)477-3216.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to v^Drk day and evenings.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (616)360-5994.

GE0S6ES0N k COMPANY

A wall street finaaqi^
consulting firm sceJii

mdividuals with excellent

conrununicatlon skills as
"proxy soUcitors.* Century

City location. Require
Finance. Business or
Ecooomics biK^ki^tftimi.

$10 per hour. Call ai3-
4?&-7000, Ask for lames m

Cbarmaine.,

CONSTRUCTKDN ASSISTANT, P/T. Bilingual

(Spainish/English) person needed on a Beverly

Hills renovation vnA restoration project to

helpcoordlnale and expedite for owner/
contractor. Driving included. Flexible hours.

Call (213)858-6408 or (21 3)271 -4892(ans.
machine).

DELIVERY lor Cookie Co. M-F, P/T AM. $6^.
plusmiteage. Must have car and
insurance.(21 3)477-4479.

DRIVER-errar>ds, occasional child pick-up.

Flexible hours, own car required. Approx. 4
hriAfvk. Salary open. (213)459-3323.

EARN EXTRA income processing mail at

home. Send SASE: RAB, Department DB, Box
5212, Culver City, CA 90231-5212.

ED. Prog. Asst. 11 -Grad student to analyze
dept. educational needs. Schedule meetings -t-

training sessions. Supervise, train Asst. I's in

creation ofed. material and prograrrw. Operate
video camera. $1 1 .49Av. Call Irene Copes.
Radiology Personnel ext.55606.

ENTREPENEURIAL dream $500-55,000
monthly. P/T, F/T. Students welcome, no
experience necessary-will train. Please call

(213)472-7703.

EXPERIENCED, responsible workers with me-
chanical skills in physicVenvironn>ental t^
search. Plasma Physics Lab (213)825-9531.

FEMALE ASSISTANT in gynecology office.

Part-time, in Westwood. Call (213)206-6765.

GENERAL OFFKIE: P/T, flex hours. $7.5(Vhr.

Wilshir«^estwood. Word processing, accu-
rate typing. Spanish bilingual a must.
(213)475-0461.

GENERAL OFFICE. Psychotherapist, P/T, near

campus. Word processing. Good English skills

fquired. Salary negptiable. (213)393-4565.

GENERAL OfFia: flexible, P/T, $6^r ^
milMgi. Hollywood. Computer firm, must
haw* cw. (21^276-1666.

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS - BOYS CAMP, W.MASS/ GIRLS

CAMP, MAME
TOP SALARY, RM«IMJUJNORY, TRAVEL AL-

LOWANCE. MUST LOVE NDS AND HAVE SKILL
IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWINO ACUVtllES:

AHCHERY. ARTS K CRAFTS, BASEBALL, BA-

SKETBALL, BKYCUNG, CHEERLEAOING, DANCE.
DRAMA. DRUMS, FENCING. GOLF, GUITAa

GYMNASTCS. HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE. NATURE. NURSES, PHOTOGRAPHY,
PIANO, RADIO. ROCKETRY. HOPES, SAILflOARO-

ING. SAIUNG. SCUBA. SOCCER. TENN6,
TRACK, WS.I.. WATERSKI, WEGHTS. WOOD.
WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS THURSDAY, FEBRU-
ARY 8TH FROM 11:0QAM - 5:00PM IN THE

PLACEMENT CENTER- TO SCN UP FOR AN IN-

TERVIEW, CONTACT THE MAIN INFORMATK)N
COUNTER.

CHOCOLATE
Rocky Mntn. Chocolate
Factory, looking for

P T workers
824-7464.

PR/PRQMQTIQNS ASST
Gain contacts and experience
as intern working on major
events and PR campaigns.
Must be bright and reliable.

Knowledge of Jewish
community affairs helpful but
not essential. Resumes to
Mara: 9301 WHshire Blvd. Suite
206 Beverly Hills, CA. 90210

Help Wanted 30

Remedy
^r^on^el Senites

STUDY BREAK!
Got the study

blues?
Let us put a little

green in

your pockets!

Save up for that

Valentine Date
& Spring Break!

Now Placing:

*Data Entry Clerks*

A.M., P.M., &
Afternoon Shifts

'Receptionists*

'Entertainment*

'Fortune 500 Co's*

(213) 826-5065

Remedy
f^rsonnel Ser\ices

LAW FIRM

needs motivateij person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume ^

w/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Centupy Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

m^iCiiiiXiii-yjCyy.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pnn or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hir. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL ,

FUND
' 206-2050/51

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

GENERAL OFFICE: Light typing, bookkeeping,
shipping duties. M^x. Flexible days, hours.
Will train. (213)651-1115.

HELPER for partially disabled man (evening^
in exchange for room and kitchen priveleges.

Close to UCLA (213)275-7664 days.
(213)470-7611 evenings.

MANAGERS for girls' softball teanns, needed to
run practice during M«ek and one game on
weekend. Must know 'baseball
(213)471-3226.

MANAGING DIRECTOR for LA Children's
theater. Computer, bookceping and fundrais-
ing skills needed. Available immediately.
(213)469-6663. 10am-6pm.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST. Part-tirrie. M-W-F.
For a Westwood Physical Therapist. Expcri-
ence prefened. (213)206-3316.

MOOa- Photographw se«l%.4lhletic female
for swimsuit and outdoor settings, senrf and
recent photo and telephone to Hiro, Studio
DNR: 1 3618 s. Normandie avc. Gardens, Ca.
90249. No experiefKe required.

MODELS needed for Pacific Image swimwear
promollon. If you've got what it t£es, give us a
call between 3-7p.m., Mon-Sat.
(816)760.7464. ,

OFFICE ASSISTANT, mal esUf developme.^
company approx. 20hrsMc, S7Mart, typing
e«ential. Leasing department ask for Shwyl,
(21 3)820-5891.
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L.A. SKI AND SUN TOURS
Full time secretary needed. Must
be outootng. energetic, and have
good social skills. Good f>ay and

excellent travel benefits.

Call Griff Emery. Mon.-Fri. 9-5.

(213) 471-4025.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-Ume •

• Flexible Hours •

'Lots of Work*
MeQ, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

PART-TIME Retail sales experience. Salary

plus commission. Ask for Phyllis.

(213)826-4649.
'

PART-TIME OR FULL TIME POSITIONS. You
may easily make i4O0f)Mk. Authorized EPSOM
product re-seller looking for people interested

in pursuing a career in marketing. Our well

knoMm fax machines, prirHers, computers.

We'll provide you w/a path of growth well into

the future. Interested parties please call Mr. S.

Lee at (213)487-0406.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)208-3316.

PICTURE FRAME DESIGNER, P/T, Saturdays

are a must. Sm gallery, art or sales experierKe

preferred. (213)828-6866.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, flexible hours.

Sbjhr. Wilshir^airfax area. No experierxre

necessary, will train. (213)933-7548.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ASST. 5 hours

daily, %7-8t/hT. WLA office. ExperierKe re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.
<21 3)939-1 720.

PT EMPLOYEES WANTED. Flexible hours.

SS.OQ^. Raise after 1 month. Interest/ krxyw-

ledge in films preferred. Videoteque. Paul/

Dennis (213)824-9922.

RECEPTIONISTVSALES ASSISTANTS- F/T-P/T

flex, $6Aw to start. Greet customers, write

tickets, give info., computer register, some
light paper work, light housekeeping duties.

Sales experierKe preferred. Benefits available.

Own car. (213) 829-7629.

RECEPTIONIST, vworking part-time for Soft-

ware devekiper. AnMver phocKs, typing, greet

customers, general office work. Call for

appointment. (213)450-1452. S7fiv.

RECEPTIONIST/Gallery Asst. Great opportun-

ity in Brentwood Art Gallary. Word process-

ing, data entry, and phones. Wages negoti-

able. (213)820^511.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minirvHim of 20hr^vk, S6fi>r, Marina Del

Rey. Person with some er^ineering, technical,

or computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)395-8834.

SALARY PLUS COMMISSION P/T-F/T posi-

tiom. ExperierKed drivers. Messengers with

cars. (213)450-0365, Mike. (9anfv12noon).

SALES PEOPLE NEEDED NOW! Student run

busirwss. Not difficult sales, 20% commission!

lust February, set your hours, rwed 15-20

hr^ivk, nuke as much as possible in 3-4

weeks. S20QMc arvi up. Training session early

February. Call Theresa (213)398-4120, leave

"^V-
SECRETARY needed for publishers rep. firm.

Tues, Thufs, 1 2:30-4:30; Cher (21 3)471 -3630.

SHAPING SUPERVISOR. Fast-paced shipping

department in WLA seeking detait-orieriled,

with minimum 6 months experierKe. UPS,
Next ind Second Day, and Truck. Articulate in

custonrter relations. CRT, type minimum 30
word^in. S7-f, dep. exp. Contact Darius

(213)390-9461.

SMALL INDEPENDENT movie company
r>eeds outgoing and reliable person to assist

with phor>es tnd scheduling during the Ameri-

can Film Market, 2/22-3/2. Must be available

everyday during this ir^ernalional market. Pay

negotiable. (213)450-3193. R. Bradley

SUCCESSFUL West LA Real Estate develop

ment compar^ seeks bright person for clerical

assistant in Westwood office. Typing, filing,

invoice follow-up. Call Doreene
(213)473-1531.

SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS Over 5,000

openings! National parks, forests, fire crcwi

Send stamp for free details. c1 1 3 E.Wyoming,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

TICKET MASTER is seeking to fill a part time

position in our Marketing Ctepartment. Must tx;

available 3-5 days a week, approx. 20hrs. Serxi

resume to :P.O. Box 76838, LA.,Ca. 90005,
ATT: Mary Olson.

UCLA WORK STUDY STUDENTS in health-

care field. We r>eed you to interview patients

being discharged from LCLA, as a part of our

new discharge program. 5-10 hrs/wk.

$8.67 $10 05/hr. Contact Cay Lannon, Adm
t, Reg Pept. (213)825-0649.

WANTED couple for live- in position in Beverly

Hills home. (North of Sunscr) Harviy person

errands and house keeping. Part-time only. In

exchange for guest apartment and salary.

According to working hours References re-

quired Car needed Write P.O Box AB
Beverly Hills, CA 90213.

WRITER'S Exchangchas work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books. Magazine articles,

(213)208^5128 Vernon

Job Opportunities 32

ARCHITECTURAL OR DRAFTS PERSON. Call

Gilberto (213)471-6996.

PHYSICIAN HOLISTIC

Multi-faceted practice

in Beverly Hills is

currently looking for a
licensed M.D. to join

us and share in our
exciting future & our

commitment to

offering the highest

level of patient care

and services.

Call (213) 651-4531
for interview.

MARKETING/SALES up to $3(yhr work your
own hours westside marketing.
(213)205-2631.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Hi-tech Design. Santa

Monica Design firm wants a bright, energetic

office assistant. Will be assigned a PC to learn

and use business software. Responsible for:

Filing, greeting clients, light phones, and
errarvis. Full-tin>e prefer - Flexible hours. Must
have car. Phone Margo, SyncrDyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only.

TEACHER ASSISTANT, flexible hours, must
have ECE units or recreation units. Working
with children with arts and crafts and supervis-

ing. (213)287-1186.

TEACHER: P.E., special education SED/LD,
junior high arvi high school. Part-time or

full-time. Credential required. Good benefits.

Clearview School, WLA (213)478-2586.

Internships 34

PR INTERNSHIP: entertainment/ corporate PR
firm seeks intern, 12-15 hrs/wk. Fast-paced

environnr^ent, must be detail-oriented and
articulate. No pay, great experience, possible

credits. Contact Trisha (213)550-3922.

TALENT AND LITERARY AGENCY- Beverly

Hills. Considering final applicatiorK for'intem-

ship program. Call between 1-5 only. (213)

276-7070.

VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE thru

the Urban Intern Program. 5-10hrs/wk. Call

Laura (213)208-6869 for more information.

Ctiild Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER to help Dad wAwo small children

when Mom is out of town. Average, 2 dayV
wk., 4-8pm. Need own transportation.

(213)275-4885.
;

CHILDCARE for 3 and 5 year oTd, plus light

housekeeping, in Brentwood. Two afternoons

minimum, plus flexibility to work evenings and
weekends. Must drive, have experierKe, and
local references. (213)471-0915.

NEED babysitter-driver from Brentwood to

Northridge 2:30-5 :30pm S/90. For 2 boys.

(213)476-4849.

T-TH, 2:1 5-5:1 5; must have car and insurarKC,

near campus, great pay. Call eves. 6-9.

(213)475-6293.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 &2BEOROOM,bc«inningatS1600^mo. up
to $2000. One year lease. Charming in

«MX)ded sight. Great location. Near campus.
Lorenc Schuler. Norton Realtors. Office

(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-8396
evenings.

5 miles from LCLA. 1 -bedroom, $650 and
large single $575 available. Near transporta-

tion, restaurants, mall. (818)789-0282.

BEVERLY HILLS, guesthouse, new. Single,

kitchenette, full bath, Jacuzzi, microwave,

$695Ano. irKluding utilities. One person.

(213)274-3935.

BH adjacent, rerxyvated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,

dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable

T.V., garage. $1025 (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD, great guesthouse studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced rent in exchange for driving

children in afterrxx>ns and early evenings.

(213)472-8215, (213)472-2167, evenings.

FURNISHED BACHELOR. Includes all utili-

ties. $595. Private separate garage, $100. Walk
to UCLA. 10990 Strathmore. (213)395-2903.

MODERN, LARGE 2-bedroom/2-bath, built-

ins. On UCLA busline. Security, carpet,

drapes, a/c. $945/mo. 2605 S. Barrin^on.

(213)478-1190.

PACIFIC PALISADES $595. Bachelor/guest

house. LMilities irKluded. One person only.

16714'A. Marqucz (near Sunset).
(213)472-0069.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH- $935, alarm, A<,
quiet, two years old, minutes to LXiLA by bus.

10737 PalnfH. (213) 838-5039.

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooins

Move-in allowance
T2l3)208-3690 (818)709-4284

PALMS. 2-bedroom $795. Pool, parking, laun-

dry, appliances. No pets. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PICO-ROBERTSON AREA. Quiet, residential

area. 1 -bed/1 -bath, $625/mo.,2-bed/^.bath,

SBOO/hfW. Call (213)273-8160.

SPACIOUS studio SSOQi'mo. Room for couple.

Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to

campus. Security building. Unfurnished.
(213)939-8017.

LICLA University apartments for renti! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or

(213)825-8496.

VAN NUYS-15 minutes to campus, only 9
miles. Good area. 2-becVl*A bath. 2 story

townhouse. $70S^no. Security, gated parking.

(213)8653801.

WESTWOOD, $995/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

1'A miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD. $1200/nrK). Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A^. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, A^, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

LANDFAIR APARTMENT $80(Vmo., one-
bedroom, killer apt. w/a view. Parking, laun-

dry, security deposit $400. Call Mike.
(805)646-8855.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1-bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry, freshly
painted.(2T 3)279- 1887.

WESTWOOD Spacious 2-bed. 2 blocks from

UCLA. Covered parkir\g. Short term lease

available. Anne (213)206-6020.

WLA, $1400, 3-bedroonV2'A -bath town-
house, near UCLA housing, 3310 South Se-

pulvcda, 94. Refrigerator, w/d.
(213)39a5883.

WESTWOOD
i Blk from campus
NEW BUILDING
2 Bed/2 Bath
Gas, fireplace,

appliances, roof-top

spa, controUed
access building.

$1420. (213)824-7409.

430 Kelton Avenue

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

d

get your Daily Bruin Valentine Personal

COLOR!
C^ Call 825-2221 for details

A
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WLA $S2S/MONTH- Bachelor, furnished/

unfurnished, spacious, cheerful, one mile to

LCLA. Hot plate, refrlg. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213) 826-7888.

LARGE 600 SO FT
SPLIT LEVEL SINGLE

S850. 1 -BEDROOM $950.

SECURITY PARKING
535 GAYLEY AVE
(213) 208-3818

Santa Monica $1300 Wilshire/Sth, Sunny,

quiet, spacious, 2-1-2 furnished sublet, steps to

beach. (213)394-2682.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom fum-
ished. $77S/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathnwre. (213)208-3328.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

Ptlim
S850 1 badn (Mth

SIOZS 1 bMVI iwth plus loll

|1060 2 UcV2 (Mth

$1295 2 btM baOi plw dM
Baauttfuly decorated, a/c. eecuriW gated, bull-in

tow, dieiwraeher. Open houee ^urdm 10-2 it

3717 Vinton #104.

1 mo. FREE RENT wMh one year leaee.

83«-6S16 (mqr.) 478-4859 (office)

WESTWOOD, $1050. One-bedroom Fire-

place, stove, refrigerator. Charming, quiet

neighborhood. Calf (21 3)658-8339.

WLA, 1-bedroom. Appliances, upper with

balcony, refrigerator, carpets, drapes. No pets.

To lease, call (213)476-7116.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-balh. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931-1160.

m

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995 ~

*Balconics
*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Piaya Vista

Properties

306-6789

ACROSS

1 Cargo vessel
5 Forward
9 Not shiny
14Sah/er
15 Revelry cry
16 Blooper
17 York's river

18 Lh^ed
19 CrtJCifixes

20 PifHJar

product
21 N. American

bird

23 Meal course
25 Rope makings
26 Augment
27 Expedited
29 Hearing
32 Appliance
35 Mets' hon>e
36 Margin
37 "Qotcha!"
38 Norse et al.:

abbr.
39 Italian coHi
40 lnformatk>n
41 Vehk:le
42 Five Star —
43 Fuel
44 Attempt
45 Roost
46 Kitty

48 Scattered
52 Musk;

machines
56 Beverage
57 Fast
58 Profess
59 Above
60 Circus area
61 Underdone
62 Melon
63 Made public
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64 Begged
65 Weight

allowance

28 Enclosed
30 Asian carpet
31 Existent

32 Surround
33 Atak>ss
34 Media unH
35 Blemish
36 Choice
38 Vk:tory

trophy
42 Evergreens
44 Gadget
45 Fretted
47 "Old pal

Daily Bruin Classified

m
BOX T LET

CUPID'S Annow
mss \}oun

?r^v^Li>rTX>fX

Senci a ^ruin PersonnC
Deadline: FrL Feb. 9, 4p.m.^^^^

(Rbsolutely NO Late Rds)

Issue: Feb. Mth
Rates: $8/Column inch for students

$2 for colbr (IkTs & 1k3's)

$5 for color (2k2'$ & aboue)

Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. to Stiare 54

WLA. S720/MO. 1 -bedroom upper. CarpeU,
drapes, refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry.
1833 Corif^. (213)826-6907.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858
House for Rent 56

single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

BRENTWOOD. $240CyMO. 3-bdrTTV2-bath,
security system, enclosed yard, laundry, ja-

cuzzi, 2-car garage. (21 3)826-6907.

ENCINO: J290(VW>nth. South og the blvd.
secluded. 3+3 family/dining room, pool, wet
bar. Great for faculty. (818)985-4757.
(818)345-1442.

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious i-bdrm/
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,
2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-
ple please contact (818)888-2224.

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridge

Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,
-Northridge. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

Vocation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiore 54

FEMALE: SHARE 1 -bedroom apartment on
Cayley. Security, parking. Great building,

quiet roommates. Available now. $425-fsec.

(213)824-2750.

GREAT 2br. apt. Share with female roommate.

Good Locale! UCLA nearby. S229.5(Vmo.
Details: (213)820-8427.

MALE ROOMMATE. 1 -bedroom with kitchen

and bathroom. Near UCLA. $262.00/rT>o.

Please call (213)2076585.

MARINA DEL REY, Female needed to share

newer 2-f2'A townhouse, 3-blocks from

beach. Fireplace, a/c, security. Move-in 2/1 5.

$S50/mo. Kim (213)836-86 72.
(213)442-2015.

MARINA DEL REY, $600/mo Own room, bath

in 2-bedroom apartment. Security, tennis,

pool, gym, view. Immediate occupancy. N^.
(213)578^6635.

OWN ROOM- $425. For responsible female.

Nice westside apartment. Great roomates.

(213) 474-6434. .

PALMS, rmn-smoking, two-bedroom, two-

bath, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, barbeque, parking.

S49S/mo. Cad Charles at (213)559-5690.

SANTA MONICA 2-bed/ 1-bath. Walk to

beach. Mature, friendly female. Parking laurv

j<ry. Suzane (21 3)396-0676 . ^
WLA, S37S ¥ 'A utilities, 1 room available In

2-be<V1-bath. Near Westside Pavillion. Non-

imoker. Frank (213)475-0312.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1705
Includes stove,

dishwasher, flreplace.

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking.

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Visto
Property
ranagement

House for Shore

SHARE large, clean, 3-bedroom house with 2
women (over 25), and two dogs. Culver City,

very convenient to UCLA. Avail, now.
S400/mo. including utilities. Call anytime.
Leave message. (213)838-0342.

VENICE, $465. Own room in 3-bedroom
house. Block to beach, wood floors, deck, bus.

(213)392-0220.

WESTWOOD, $450, own bedroom and bath,

available immediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2208.

House for Sole 58

NEAR FARMERS MARKET. Bright, 2-bed/
1-bath, Spanish wAiardwood floors, fireplace,

high ceilings in living room> good closets.

/Open Sunday 12-3pm. 7365 Oakwood
/ »4^,000. Sheri Weisbender, Fred Sands Real-

tors.'(21 3)473-61 56.

VIRTUALLY BRAND NEW! Popular North Mar
Vista location. 3-bedrooms, 2-baths. Master
suite. Fireplace. Built-in kitchen. $449,500.
(213)477-7001.

Housing Needed 60

FILM PERSON needs place/share. $350/mo.
(213)859-4669.

HOUSE/CONDO WANTED beginning VI/90
for 1 2-1 5 months. Need 3 bedrooms in WLA.
UCLA Prof. (21 3)459-3323.

Reol Estate 61

! ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

BRENTWOOD. Young married couple has
spacious 2-bedroom to share with quiet,

studious female. Minutes from campus, $435.
(213)826-6057. Available now.

BRENTWOOD condo to share with lady,

2-bedroonV2-bathroom, fufnished. $59$. Call

mornings <21 3)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD, female, share spacious master

bedroom, security building, parking, close to

buslines, only $2S5fyno. (213)820-7515.

BRENTWOOD. 3-bedroom, own room &
private bath. $450. Non-smoker. Leave mes-
sage, (213)820-9660. '

FEMALE, own room in spacious WLA 2+1 'A ,

pking, sec., micwve, $475/rT>o. + 'A util., avail,

immed. Call Christine (213)478-2061(0) or

(213)82fr-3S36(H).

Room/Board for Help 62

FOREIGN EXCHANGE STUDENT looking for

room and board for work (full-time) from July
through December 1990. (213)451-0055.

TWO bkx:ks from campus. Help with boys 7
and 8. Light housekeeping. Salary.
(213)474-0555.

WESTWOOD: Lovely room in beautiful
house. Walk to UCLA. Free rent in exchange
for light cooking and housekeeping.
(213M76-5164. (213)474-2335.

Room for Help

BRENTWOOD, great guesthouse studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced rent in exchange for driving

children in afterrxxms ar>d early evenings.

(213)472-8215, (213)472-2167, evenings.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Private room/ bath
available to respor«ible, hard-«vorking person.

Duties irxrlude: caring for tfvee days, running
errands andhr housecleaning. Call Bob or

Ondy. (213)659-8904.

Room for Rent 64

1-BEDROOM with private bathroom, nice

family, Windsor Village, easy Wilshire access,

(213)938-4278.

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge ckjsets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from L>CLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

BEVERLY HILLS Single room with view. Beaut-

iful, luxury mansion-apartnwnt. Available

now. $395 »• Uilities. (213)277-5273.

BEVERLY HILLS, $425, room and bath in

lovely hofT>e, light kitchen privleges, parking.
Call (213)271-8811.

BEVERLY HILLS SSOO/mo includes utilites and
cable. Private room/bath. Parking
(213)276-1572, after 3pm.

BEVERLY HILLS- Penthouse, private room/
bath, recreation, gym, roof garden, sauna,
kitcherVlaundry privileges. $50G^th). (213)
859-2959.

NEAR Westwood, bus, security condo, private
room and bath, furnished, kitchen, laundry
privilege, $450 (213)475-4606.

SANTA MONICA, own room $425/rT>o. Furn-
ished, bright, easygoing environment in a
3-bed/rA -bath home. Close to beach-
shopping, and bus to LXTLA. (213)399-7160.

WLA, $40(ymo. Own Room, bath, kitchen
privledges. 1.75 miles to UCLA. Near bus.
Non-smoker. (213)477-7831.
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57 Roommates 65 Insurance 91

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment.
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-balh for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1-9pm.
(213)447-2505.

CONVENIENT -University apartment -$256.
Free shuttle to school. 2-bed/2-bath. Wash,
pool, parking. Rhonda (213)391-4004.

FEMALE, 5-minutes walking, furnished, 1 -bed-
room, $335/mo. Feb. free (begins 2/1 7). Joan,

(21 3)824- 1903A21 3)206-1092.

FEMALE own room two bedroom or>e bath
near campus $400+'A Util, $400 sec. Arlene
(213)473-6490.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, n/s. Good sense of
hunwr. $350 + half utiiilics. Brentwood
adjacent. (21 3)826-5264.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share
a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30G/mo.
(213)208-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroom/bathroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. Open-minded, $600
• deposit, furnished. (213)935-5800.

OWN ROOM, $475 WLA, Large, nice furn-

ished, upper, pool, laundry, share bath. Fe-
male only. (213)559-8086.

ROOM TO SHARE in Westwood! 2-bed,
2-bath; Bright apt. w/great view; washer/dryer,
big furnished roonw, Jacuzzi; sundeck; parking
if needed. Febuary rent free; can move in

ASAP. $450. Call.826-3055.

WANT female, non-smoker, townhouse, a

pool, spa 12 miles to UCLA. $400/mo
(818)893-0548.

WESTWOOD. Girls share large duplex.
2-bdr/2-bath, parking. $324/mo. 691 Kelton.

(213)824-4183, (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD spacious 2-bedroom/2-bath,
fireplace, balcony, and security parking. Male
or female, non.snr>oker. Deposit $475. Rent
$500 (small room), $550 (large room). Call

Raymond (213)474-1278.

WESTWOOD-necd 2 roommates to share
2-be(V2-balh apt., new security building fire-

place, central air^eat, balcony, parking. Near
UCLA.$331.25/share, $662.50/own room.
Mike, Peter (213)474-4088 leave message.

WLA- Large private roonVbalh, $475/mo.
Shower, carport, balcony, laundry. Available

Mach 1st. Olivier (213) 478-5380.

YOUNG professional needs responsible
roonrwnate, Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $548. (213)839-7104.

63 Sublet 66

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

sublettifig your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

Condos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD. 2+2, full amenities, $1 500. 1

or 2yr lease. Call Rosemary (213)475-8064.

CULVER CITY, &1 75Q/mo, newly redecorated

townhouse, 3-bedroom, den, 2Vi -bath, pool.

(213)281-6312 (day), (213)545-7554(cve).

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. 2-bdrrTV2-bath +
den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Flying/Paroctiuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new studenU. (21 3)824- 71 80.

Roommates 65

650 LAN[XAIR APT. 1 block from UCLA
$25Q/rTK>. utilities included. Kathryn and Nitta

(213)824-5747.

AVAILABLE NOW Priavte room and bath in

luxury apartment. Quiet street, security build-

ing, all amenities. 2 miles from campus.
$495/nH), negotiable. (213)478-6622.

AVAILABLE NOW. Private room and balh in

luxury Townhouse. Quiet street, indoor park-
ing. 3 miles from LJCLA. Private balcony.
$60(Vny). Call Azi.(21 3)541 -7798.

BRENTWOOD. Own room/bath in 2-bed/
2-bth apartment. Luxury high-rise, 24th floor.

Underground parking available, unfumished.
$50(ymo plus $250 deposit and half utilities.

Live with a male professional (213)478-3542.
Leave message. Available February or MarcH.^

insurance 91

-^ •kit-kifkifkifkititititititititikit-kt^.1 II II II II .1 n n n n n n n n n n n nn
-^ HATE AUTO INSURANCE'

Jo but ciuto >nsufanc<>

ir- Uijuiit'd by law' So tor a
PRFP LOWER QUOTE c-i'

J 7175 1818)342 1f<

BtST PRICE INS AGENCY
•^•^(^•••••••••••••••'

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

BRENTWOOD 2-bed/2-bth, $312 5(Vmo.
Share big room with lots of luxuries.

(213)472-7465.

;<iilstate"
Auto/Home/Comnercial

Wsstwood/Wilshir? Offic*— 312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 bifcs So ot Wilshire)

Jf

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rc3tes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.
Example: fennale 21 and
over $575/yr.; ferrKaie

under 21. male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and rrKDtorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. fifDm

UCLA

uiu-Ht'ajtn ivJiTirii. .MuTi:R\iii-,

\v..'ii c.nu. TO V(ir'

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
Ids I SAVEON

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. Wc do all the moves. Spccia-
lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)261-889 2.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Sludf^nt discount. Friendly

(213)265-8688 UCLA alumnus.

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, expcricrKTcd, arwi rcli-

able lerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dorm? Don't
Miss Phone CallsOwn a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipnrtent nccesary.
(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

VOICE MAIL, private 24-haur answering scf.

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.
(816)594-1974.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All kulitects. TheMa/Diaaertationa,

Piopoa«la and Booka. ForaiA Studenu
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. |ll3| 47D-«6<a,

•:>.
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The Gift of
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

Sight

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup includes a
pressure test for glaucoma and
an eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment. ' '

Color contacts
High index lerjses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

Corner of LeConte :• Vision insurance welcome •:• 1 hour validated parking

JUNIOR VARSITY
From page 42

to defeat Saddleback's Heinz and '

Saba in a 6-4, 6-3 nuuch.
"I think we all got something out

of the match." said Wendell. "It's

another match where there's pres-
sure and if we're able to fight

through and win some tight match-
es, it's helps."

UCLA's junior varsity players
will have a few mwe opportunities

to get some playing experience as

"I think we all got
something out of the

match,"

Robbie Wendefl

they face Orange Coast College on
Friday and Pierce College next
Monday.

Campus sports

Travel 105 Travel 105 Travel 105 Music Lessons 102 Motorcycles for Sale 114

O
^^.^^

UCLA WEEK IN

MA2ATLAN
A Full Week of

TiO Join us for our n>ost popular Spring get-

away to Mazatlan, from March 24 to 31^t

Prices start at just *319 and include:

• Round-trip airfare/rom LAX.

• First class hotel accommodations.

Don't wait! Last year this event sold out!

WjH!}^ iici 1/^ A 7i ^^^^^ Class in Low Fares

[if J ^ ^SUCL^^ A-Level Ackernian M-F 8:30-6, Sal 1

1

TRAVEL SERVICE

WM^^MM^^t
Tutoring Offered 98 Typing

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)5841 123

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)4 735441.

FRENCH TUTOR, native speaker, exper-

leoced Call )ohn, (213)962-1609.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rales (818)500-4021.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GNMT,

and GRE Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad.IVY lecigue grads Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH CONVERSATION Idiomatic Ameri-

can English. In Taiwan. (818)288-7583, Mr
Ma.

TUTOR for fourth grader in reading and

writing, Beverly Hills, $6/hr, 2-3 afternoons/

wk. Cina or Mary, (213)274-5717.

TUTOR NEEDED for CMAT preparation. Pre

fer MBA student. References required. Call

(213)464-1333, Sue T.

Typing 100

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 2S years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writir>g problems

*n6 tutoring in English, Histofy,

Bill Delaney 207-5021

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page. (8 18)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perierKcd, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

IXXZTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Weslside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8164.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PCAaser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. $1.S0/page.
Monica/Santa Monica (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Temipap-
crs, Dissert^ions, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resun>es. Santa Monica (21 3)628-^39,
Hollywood (213)466-2868. >

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. SlO/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

-N.V. City Opera; nnusicals; top supper dubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012^

THE
WORLD
IS ON
SALE!

$
$
$
$
$

$

$

$

$

Roundtrip from los Angeles

San rrancisco
Ncwyoric
London
Amsterdam
Paris

Athens
TahM
Cairo
TdAvIv
Nairobi
Jolianncsburf
Capetown
R«suictiors apply. Fares subject to change
without notice and baaed on availabtlily

Ameiica't ddat and kiyett
student tnvef or$anlz&tion.

Coundl Trawd
ftom onM SAtynAvs

1093 BroxtOrnkvc,^^cstwood

S13-S08-3551

4t
t7t
4«f
489
549
499
689
739
738

$1970
$1360
$1560

Typing 100

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resun>es, busirxH
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-l ATTITUDE? Law^adualewHhMacintosh,
Lascrprinter. Resumes ($20), papen, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)206-6951

.

GUITAR LESSONS from Berkely graduate.
Beginners, intermediate, jazz-harmony,
theory, all styles. (618)781-5318.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser pnnting. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

EXPERT RESUMES
l'.i\ 1 <>riiiHiili\f piitr |oi

' <iiii|)(iiii\c rcMJinc. Mdbilr s(i\i((

( .ill .iii<] If.ivt .1 iiuvs>.it;t io(1j\

(Sl«) U07-Mi8L>

Travel Tickets 106

ROUNDTRIP plane ticket from LAX to SFO.
Leaving Fri 2/16, returning Mon. 2/19. $100.
Call evenings (213)209-0592. Must sell.

Autos for Sale 109

1974 VW THING. Excellent condition. New
engine. New Brakes S3500. Call James at

(213)208-2690.

83 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS 2-door. Auto
transmission, all power, V6, cruise control,

AM/FM, A/C. 65,500 miles. $3800/obo.
(213)559-8396, Leslie.

BMW 2002, 1976, invisable to cops, gets

lOOOmpg ar>d chauffer included. How about
must sell by Sun. $1500. (213)826-9542.

CAN YOU BUY Jeeps, cars, 4x4's siezed in

drug raids for under $1 00? Call for facts today.

(805)644-9533.

CELICA GT- 1 983, sunroof, new brakes, single

owner, no accidents. Excellent condition.

$4,500. Craig (616)761-1 156.

CHEVROLET Sprint, 1966, $2600. 5-spd,
stereo, a/c. Still like new. (213)973-4320.

HONDA CIVIC 79- 120 miles and still runs
great $1,000. (213) 473-5096.

HONDA CIVIC '79, xint condition; low
milege, 4-speed, candy apple red. $1400;
208-3875. ^
HONDA PRELUCE 1985. Sunroof, stereo.

graphit grey, new tires, 70k miles. Great
condition. $6400.(213)417-4940 days.
(213)470-5835 eves.

ISUZU IMPULSE '84 Black, 5-speed, loaded.
Excellent condition, must sell. $290(yobo.
(213)322-3393.

MAZDA RX7 coupe 1987. Burgundy, 20K
miles, AM-FM cassette, equalizer. A/C,
5-speed. $11,25(yobo. (816)692-7104.

MITSUBISHI Galant, 1986, top of the line,

automatic, silver, 49k, immaculate, all extras,

alarm, 20k warranty left. $6450/obo. Must sell

immediately. (213)453-5472.

NISSAN SENTRA 1969. One owner, automa-
tic, AK. stereo. 2-dr, tan, clean. $7000. Cash
negotiable. 26k miles. (213)476-3542.

SUZUKI, 1985, $3200/obo, mint, charcoal
gray convertible, 45,000 miles.
(213)454-7713.

TOYOTA CELKIA GT 79 5-spd, sunrf, anVfm,
low miles. $1995/OBO. (213)478-6948.

VOLKS WA(X)N- Convertible bug, 1976,
$5,000. Excellent corxiition. Brand new top.

Must see. Eva (213) 478-2924. (213)
620-7700.

VOLKSWAGON GOLF, 1986, $5000. 4-door,

blue, 48,000, a/c, good condition.
(213)669-0428.

'

VW BUG '70. Runs great, new brakes, clutch,

just tuncd-up. $1200. (213)266^217, eves.

VW GOLF, 1965. sunroof, stereo cassette,

alamn, 5-speed, 49,000 miles. $4500/obo.
Excellent condition. (818)992-0329.

VW SUPER BEfTLE 1974, cherry red, rum
beautifully, non-smoker car $1850.00 Tom
IvM. (213)827-4364, days, (213)803.3333.

86 HONDA NKXTHAWK 450, excellent

condition. 8200 miles, $1300.
(213)824-1747.

HONDS- XL 350, 1984, $1,250. 9k/miles.

Great condition. Mark (213) 824-5975.

Scooters 119

1986 250 Honda Elite $1000. Automatic,

white, great condition, digital display. George
(213)208-8436.

1 986YAMAHACA 50. white, good condition.

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)206-4280.

HONDA AERO 1 25. Low miles. Battery char-

ger and other extras. $800/obo. Debi
(213)208-0556.

HONDA ELITE 80-'85. $800. Just tuned, new
tires; Jeff 824-1403.

HONDA ELITE 80-$900 and HONDA ELITE

150-51175. Both clean with low miles.

(213)479-5651.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1980. Great condition,

basket, two heln>ets, lock. $900. Call Chris.

(213)445-8630.

HONDA SPREE '86, $35(VOBO. Good condi-

tion. Black, lock included. Call Christine

(213)477-7471. Leave message.

YAMAHA 125Z, 1988. Black. Helmet, lock,

storage. Low mileage. Mint condition. $1000.
Dave (213)659-7999.

40 gal glass Fish tank with teak stand $1 00.00.

(213)451-5545.

Furniture 126

BABIES FURNITURE - Crib, stroller, dressing

table, walking play, mattresses. Clothes, toys.

(213478-2955 (eve), (213)625-6075 (da)^.

DINETTE SET, Maple finish. Four chairs in

excellent condition. Table w/leaf. $250/obo.

(213)473-1244.

DOUBLE BLACK FUTON FRAME. $10(Vobo.

Brand new. (21 3)207-1 586. Must sell, nwving.

Futon available- additional $$.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55. queen $85,

kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

Garage Sales 127

GREAT beginr>er ski boots. Used 2 season

(lOx) Women's B'h Dynafit $50 Georgina
(618)955-9541.

MINOLTA X-700 35mm OUTFIT. Multiple

lenses (26mm-1000mm) and automatic elec-

tronic flash. "Slave* unit, autowindcr, Filters,

Larson Studio I umbrella set, Tamrac gadget
bag and much more, like new. $500. Call for

specifics. (213)478-3144.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

CAR STEREO, Heidelberg, $150. Brand new
for 1982 Volkswagen Rabbit Convertible.

Originally $355. Never used. (818)356-9642.

TOSHIBA 20- SQUARE TUBE TV. Full remote,

cable-ready $150. (213)478-3144.

SCHWINN XR5
(213)476-3144.

exercise bike. $125.

SKI. San Marcos Men's boots-BV. . Wonten's
Nordica-6. Complete men's package; Nordica

bopts Mens-9, skis-$175, and poles.

(213)828-3995.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE IMAGEWRITER II. brand new,
$40(yobo, call Linda (213)825-6745; eves.

(714)992-4842.

APPLE MACINTOSH PLUS computer. Like

new. $600 or best offer. Call (213)824-9513.

MAC PLUS and
(21 3)44 7- 2964.

software. Best offer.

Computors for Loss
38e/20 1 mg VGA S1700
386/20 1 ma Mono S1300
2B6 AT 640kMono>740

ISC Conpmn (9im2»7S213

Ml

Can't see
the game
Editor:

Saturday afternoons at Pau-
ley are what college is all

about. I love it when Trevor
crashes the boards, hits Darrick
with the outlet, and the

finishes the fast-break with a
patented, two-handed, in-your-

face jam, while the crowd
jumps to its feet and high-fives

are exchanged.

But there is a problem. The
entire student section remains
Standing for the rest of the

game. I wish I could stand
among them but I can*L
A year ago I injured my

knee playing basketball, and
now I can only stand for a
few minutes before the pain in

my knee becomes overwhelm-
ing. There are many oth^^
such as myself: those who love
the game and the atmosphere,
but choose not to attend games
because they do not v^ant to

stand.

There should be a portion of
the student section reserved for

students who do not want to

participate in this pointless

standing ritual. I, too, enjoy
jumping to my feet to cele-

brate a great play, but I don't

understand why tfie people in

the front row always choose to

stand, leading to an inevitable

chain reaction of standing

throughout the section.

Basketball is for the fans.

Please let the fans see the

game.

Scott Rao
freshman

undeclared

Priority numbers
are no good
Editor:

When I was a little kid, I

was a big Bruin basketball fan.

I used to wonder what it

would be like to sit in the

student section during a big
game. Probably the biggest

reason I came to UCLA was
because of the nights I spent
at home watching the Bruins
on T.V.

Now that I am a Bruin and
have had the chance to attend
both the use and Arizona
games, I have discovered some
rather foolish policies in the

seating at Pauley.

Priority numbers have got to

go. I am a season ticket holder
and I usually end up in the

nosebleed section. Saturday, I

watched 2000 students crowd
the stands before I was allow-

ed to fight for a seat because
I did not have the time to •

wait for a priority number.
I have had my tickets- for

two months, now, and it

doesn't seem fair that the only
advantage in buying season
tickets is that you have them
longer. It isn't any cheaper ^

buying them individually. Sea-
son ticket holders should auto-

matically receive priority

numbers.

Troy Martin
freshman

undeclared

cso
825-1493

Escort
Service
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SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM jisl

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or
COLORED $40 pr
DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-sel
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave,

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

r

THE

D.^\l^f

iuiLm

^2^^-

LITEBITE
COM

BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BITE IS JUST RIGHT'
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD. FRENCH FRIES AND SOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

Good At Our 5 Convemenl
Locations

Norttiridge

Santa Ana

Anah«in

Stanton

West Los Angeles

Exp. 2/20/90
Please Do Not Use
Wilh Any Other Coupons
Or Offers - No Substitutions
Good tor Everyone m Party

IICOUPONlMBHI

I

"^C^
\ I

I

I

$29* ^.mmmmm
No Additional Fees!

Hurry Memberships Limited

Mon- Fri

8-10pm 477-9300

I

I

I

I
Sat 9-8pm
Sun 11-6pm I

I

I

":^ 11672 Gateway Blvd.

At Barrington, 1 block So. of Pico
•first time clients w/coupon. Exp.2/18/90

Order now for Valentines

Day. A fine collection of

superb writing - a perfect

gift for that special someone

In A Different Light
An anthology of lesbian writers

Edited by Carolyn Weathers
and Jenny Wrenn

Serious, whimsical, satirical,

poetic, erotic...experimental,

traditional-short stories,

poems and excerpts from

novels.

202 pgs.

Order from:

Xlothespin Fever Press
5529 N." Figueroa
LA.. CA 90042

GIVE YOUR TEETH
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
general and

cosm:etic dentistry

For Appointment:

• TOOTH BONDING .478-0363
• Nitrous Oxide ,

• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape) — ~"^

—

.
'

..
'

_
;_

• Please mention this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

OAKLEYS
HAIR SALOM

"THANKS TO YOG"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS '

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's) ,

208-9681 • 208-6559
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

DO YOU HAVE A TRUE
LIFE STORY TO SELL?

HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-LIFE STORIES, IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

TO LIST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
'THE HOUYWOOD PRODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213) 858-8560
1900 Avenue of the Stars, #670, Los Angeles, CA 90067

miMi\L

EUVERS fRE^^JJII T 7"
DELAYERS FREE

SAVE OVER $4.00

Fresh ingreclients--100% Mozzarella Cheese

X-Large (18") Large (16")

2-Topping Pizza
]
J^P^:^

3^,^

Only

$10. • !•

2 Cans Pepsi

Only

$10.^

207-5900 —- I

rt628 Sanla Monica Blvd. #10
(1 block east of Barrington)
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AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY!!!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBI DRIVER

ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL^ SANTA MOMCA, CA 90404

m

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
H-1 VISAS

WORK PERMITS
"GREEN CARDS »

LAW OFFICE OF:
TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIFIED

IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST
OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474-2545
CALL FOR CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WEST«^o6d BL.

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

7/i^™

'<*»•«•

Q

/'

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE -TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Member of American Dental Assoc.
Member of American Assoc of Orthodontjcs

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
4749 ''

COMPLETE W/:>ARTS,
LABOR. INSTAUATION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED. ^^^ m m ^ 9
NO HIDDEN charges: (VWTH REBULDABLE CORE)

MAINTENANCE .SFRVirF
I isTK,. 1 asw
3 Luba 6 Oddi Ad.

7. S«v<cc Air Ckncr

8 Chadi Ballaiy Wato
9. bapocl FionI Enl
10. Conipi— ion

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (j«P«n^.»)

(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra) I /liogEgVl

(VW Bug)

$74.^^
he Parts & Labor (Gas & Air Filter olra

TOYOTA

\\\\

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30
THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

$99ONLY \f#^^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $^0/0
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 /oiQX QOft '7A€1A
(1 Block east of Barrlngton) V^ " ^5/ O^D-/*»ll*l

•On approval of credit. Only for C2ses requiring 24 months of active treatment.

Sales scooter;
=TECH=

Service

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY!
(Within 3 Miles of Campus!) $40 Minimum Repair Required

Honda And Yamaha Repair Specialist

t

i

I
80cC"250cc

Tunt ft Service!

$49.95 piM. PM
;

Expire 2/2a/90 •

50cc
Tuhe ft Service

$39.95 piv«p-ta

Expires 2/28^0

12.75X lOTirei ji COME TO YOU!
I

; Tube Installed
; ; Flat* Repaired

|

! $39.95 S5 S!l?" • ' $19 95 '^ •** «

J. .&«)f».2^?8filQ...,..J j,, E»plr«...2fl?8!!W:;:.:i

OPEN

Mon-Frl

9 A.M. • 6 P.M.

• 4704745 •

Accessories

Factory Trained Mechanics
F(M Damage Estmaiesl lnsurjnc« Covaraga Accapled

WE NOW OFFER A COMPLETE LINE OF USED

HONDA & YAMAHA SCOOTERS

10422 Sanu Monca BM.lMt Than 2 MIm Fran Campua

OPEN

Mon-Fri

9 A.M. • 6 P.M.

• 470-4745 .

Parts

Undergraduate Student Association Council^
aSAC Weekly

President's Office
- President's Lesbian and Gay Force

Comnnunity Forum/Leadership Development Seminar
Wed.. Feb. 7th, 7:30 pm J.D. Morgan Center Press Room

Student Welfare Commission
- Feb. 6-9 Blood Drive Recruitment
Call the SWC x57586 to volunteer

- Feb. 12 Blood Drive Kick-Off
- Feb. 12 AIDS Awareness and Education Week Begins

Campus Events
- Speakers:

Feb. 6 Steve Garvey - Noon - AGB - Free
Feb. 7 Denzel Washington - Moon - AGB - Free

- Concert - Feb. 8 - Jungle Brothers - Noon -

Westwood Raza - Free
- AGB Films:

Feb. 8 - Indiana Jones 111 7pm Raiders of the Lost Ark
9:30pm

Feb. 9 - Raiders of the Lost Ark 7pm Indiana Jones III

9:30pm
Athens, GA/lnside Out 12 Midnight

Cultural Affairs
- Feb. 6 - Noon Concert -

Lula Almeida and AfroBrazil Band _ .

Westwood Plaza
- Feb. 6 Pilipino Cultural Night 7:30pm Wadsworth Theatre
- Feb. 7 Kcrckhoff Jazz: Joel Taylor 9pm KH Coffeehouse
- Feb. 8 - Noon Concert - Jungle Brothers -

Westwood Plaza

Community Service Commission
- Feb. 10 - CSC 25th Anniversary Banquet - 6-lOpm
UCLA Faculty Center - Invitation Only -

FOR MORE IMFO CALL 825-2333

Tentative Agenda

February 7, 1990
7:00pm KH 400

I. Call to Order
II. Approval of the Agenda
III. Reports ' '

A. (JCLA Community Forum Report
B. Council on Diversity

C. Finance Committee Report
D. President's Report
E. UCSA Report

IV. Old Business

V. New Business

Aranovich
Wada
Thai
Sarvey
Monserratt

A. Voting Privileges of
rSon-lbtudent Members

B. *AIDS Awareness Week

VI. Announcements
A. WORLDFEST '90

VII. Adjournment ,

VIII. Good & Welfare

# indicates a consent item
* indicates an action \Usrt\

Aranovich/Kaufman

Poulakidas

Wada

UCLA SPORTS Wt
Kim Hamlllton

GYMNASnOS
From page 41

ter—who did not make the trip to

Lincoln l)ecause UCLA head
coach Jerry Tomlinson felt that her

sprained right ankle was not fully

healed—said of UCLA's recent

improvement, "Things will keep
getting better. It's almost like

before Oregon Sl we were waiting

for our skill level to carry us. You
need more than that, you need to

wOTk for it"

And that is exactly what the

Bruins did in Lincoln as they

severely cut down on their number
of falls. Against Oregon St. three

weeks ago, UCLA players fell a

total of 13 times. On Sunday, the

Bruins fell only three times.

Fortunately for UCLA, no
major injuries were incurred by the

team. The Bruins have already lost

senior Shawn McGinnis and junior

Cathy Yoshino to major injuries

for the remainder of the season.

Ironically, last year, the only

UCLA regular season loss was at

Nebraska. Could it be that the

boisterous Nebraska partisans dis-

Ducted to the Bruins?

*The crowd was great—they

love gymnastics," Hamilton
explained.

"In terms of performance at

meets, we are behind the level that

we were at last year," Neustedter
said.

"We need to get more cohesive
regarding team unity. I think that

the lack of team unity is hurting us

a bit We defmitely have the most
talent, we just have to put it all

together," Neustedter added.

As has been the case in previous

meets, the floor exercise has been
UCLA's strong point and the vault

has been the team's Achilles' heel.

All in all not a bad weekend in

Lincoln for the UCLA. A score of
190 seems closer and closer every
meet

wm^ikt^^a^m^mmmm mHr
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Softball

season with

a USIU spin
By Garo Hovannlslan

Contributor

The women's softball teani

opened up its season last Saturday
with a two-game split against
USIU. The Bruins won the first of
the twinbill, 2-0, behind a one-hit

performance by All-American
pitcher Lisa Longaker, but fell

short in the nightcap, 3-2, with
freshman Lisa Fernandez suffer-

ing her first collegiate loss on the

mound.
Going into the contest, head

coach Shanon Backus wasn't sure

what to expect of her ballclub,

noting that the graduation of
several key players along with the

recent transfer of pitcher Tiffany

Boyd left a number of concems to

be dealt with.

*The kids were ready to play,

but it was all kind of new because
of the graduation of many key
people within the program," said

Backus, now in her 1 Sth year at the

helm of UCLA softball. "There
were new roles for individuals, and
it was interesting to sec how they
would fit in."

And initially it seemed as
though the Bruins were cruising

along, as they had been all

throughout last year, when they
captured their second consecutive
NCAA title. Senior sensation

Longaker showed signs of mkl-
season form as she tallied six

strikeouts while walking one in

pitching a one-hit shutout

"(Longaker's) performance sur-

prised me," said Backus, "but

she's a competitor. I think she was
a little disappointed with her
performance last year, but she
came out and set an example.

"That's really a positive for us

that we have that stability right

now in the pitching staff," Backus
continued. "Hopefully the young
kids can pick up on it now and try

to duplicate that success."

And the rest of the team did, in

fact, significantly contribute to the

overall success in the first game, as

the Bruins combined for nine hits

without an error in posting the 2-0

win.

In the second game, however,
the Bruins experienced something
they don't often encounter, as

UCLA feU short to the GuUs, 3-2,

to even its overall record at 1-1. In

that contest, USIU exploded for

three runs in the second frame and
held off a two-run Bruin inning in

the third to come away with the

win.

UCLA freshman pitcher Fer-

nandez hurled a three-hitler while
the Bruins tallied seven hits of
their own, but the Gulls cashed in

on their opportunities for the

deciskxi.

Regarding the weekend match-
ups. Backus said, "I don't think we
met any of our capabilities or

expectations, but that's not to take

anything away from USIU. Tljcy

made plays that I couldn't believe.

"We hit some shots that nor-

mally in that situation would go
through, and that would have
broken the game open, but it dkln't

happen this time."

The Bruins will tiy to get back
on track this weekend, as they

travel to FuUerton for two days of

competition. "We're going to do
some adjusting to see if we can

maximize everyone's perfor-

mance," concluded Backus.

S8>tCC IJCIA SIilDENYS, FACiiLTT |

.NO SYAFF WILL SEE ^€9,998
MOVIES THIS MONTti;
^CAPTUKE TOUR AUDIENCE

ADVERTISE IN
UCLA DAILY BRUIN

S2S-14ei

FOR YOUR HEALTH
K" is a liquid btend of 14 different

plants, each rich in vital nutrients:

vitamins, minerals and essential trace

elements.

Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed 100%

For more information/free literature contact:

Ken Ward (213) 275-2175

»*

Real Estate
Analyst
Program
LET OUR 2-YEAR PROGRAM
BE A PRELUDE TO YOUR MBA!
Want some rock-solid commercial real estate experience^
before pursuing your MBA? Then consider this great

opportunity with THE PRUDENTIAL, the nation's largest

real estate investor.

We're looking for energetic, ambitious B.A.'s and B.S.'s,

(wfio are planhing to apply to top business schools in

1992) for a challenging 2-year assignment in our Real
Estate Analyst Program. To qualify, you need a B+ or

better undergraduate GPA and a strong mathematical
aptitude An intensive training program wiH help prepare
you for real estate modeling and financial evaluation

assignments.

This program provides outstanding on-the-job training,

experience and exposure to real estate markets and top
investment professionals. The Prudential offers attractive

starting salaries with comprehensive benefits.

To apply send your resume and a copy of your college

transcript, by February 9, 1990 to:

THE PRUDENTIAL REALTY GROUP
Los Angeles Realty Group Office

2029 Century Park East, Suite 3600
IjOS Angeles, California 90067 TV
Attn: Analyst Program «

Something for those
of you who aren't taking

Stanley H. Kaplan Prep™

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Prudential

Realty Group

ThePrudential

We've produced more top scores on tests like the
LSAF, GMAT, GRE and MCAI dian all other courses
combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan
Prcpr you may need to take more than a #2 pencil
to the test

ATTEND A FREE
MCAT and Medical School Seminar

TUESDAY, FEB. 6th, 7-9PM
James West Center Conference Room

325 Westwood Plaza

Sponsored By: Biology Undergraduate Dept.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE PALL

1-800-262-PREP

ISTANLEY H. KAPLAN& Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

For oihcT locations call 800-KAP-TEST

Tc^t^a^t*MfCt S^eciaJU^

•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on
•Power steering

•Transmisswn
•Differential

MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Transaxle

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshield washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$>IA95
+tax

4x4_andjiesel vehicles additk>nal charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

GIVE
BLOOD

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Frl only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change ^

$4^95
+tax|

will be done in 30 minutes from the time
your work order is written to the cashier, or

you won't pay I Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

MiKtMtLLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City^

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines $^%QO
•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system ^%ij
•Add llukJ as needed [ T6%"ofr any »

^^
•Inspect rear brakes • ^£§!5®-I?P?JL !

Present coupon when order'is'written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
MastercaRJ ^

American Express
Discover
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TUXEDO lEDDY FOR

GAIS. lUXEOO TAILS

FOR GUYS. i^rL

The Daily Pnijn

Send a "lail Grim" Irom Nakediviiy
*

lor inai

inviiaiion they mn'i lorgei' Packaged in a tuiedo

boi Scented card includes message "Youf

presence is fORMAUY requested

You provide llie rest'
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On a trip which saw it face perhaps the two best

schools in Northern California, the UCLA lacrosse

team returned from their weekender to Davis with

two losses.

The Bruins (2-2) lost to Cal, 9-6, in a relatively

close game on Saturday, and were defeated by a

tough UC Davis squad on Sunday by a score of 13-8.

In Saturday's contest against Berkeley, UCLA
took a 2-0 lead in the first quarter, but despite playing

well throughout the rest of the half, found itself

trailing 7-4 at the intermission.

UCLA's offense came alive in the third period as

goals by TJ. Wilscam and Dave Wolf put the Bruins

within one point of the Golden Bears. But that was as

close as the blue and gold would come to catching

Cal, as two more Berkeley goals closed out the game.
•They're one of the best teams we'll play, but we

could've beaten them," claimed Wilscam. "We were

sluggish throughout the game."
On Saturday, the Bruins returned to Davis to face a

UC Davis Aggie squad coming off a 12-4 flnish last

year, and under the guidance of a new head coach
who has led teams to the state championship game the

past two seasons.

Down 2-0 in the first few minutes of the game, the

Bruins never really threatened Davis, as UCLA
completed their road trip by losing by five.

One bright spot for the Bruins this weekend, was
Dave Wolf, who tallied four goals on Saturday and
five on Sunday. The midfielder has led the team in

scoring in each of its four games.

Despite the quality of their weekend opponents,

the Bniih players were still a little upset with their-

performance.

One of the players who echoed these feelings was
team captain Jeff Stoddard.

"It was a real disappointing weekend," said

Stoddard. "It's tough to take a long road trip like that

and come home without a win."

WAUCER: Bruin center is bade in a groove
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Howard had but two free throws to

his name for the rest of the first

half.

Walker's play was epitomized
with 44 seconds to play when he
blocked Depaul forward Kevin
Holland's shot, grabbed the loose

ball, and fired to UCLA guard
Gerald Madkins for an eventual

Darrick Martin easy 2-on-l lay-in.

"I think that it is important for

me to come in and play good
defense," said Walker. "I was
happy with the way I played

against guys like (Adam) Keefe in

Stanford, and I now focys on that
role.

"The crowd for the DePaul
game got me going, and I knew
^'hat a good player Stephan How-
ard was going in," he added. "I

knew I had to go in there and bang
around—play aggressive."

Harrick agreed, "He did play a
bit more aggressively— I'm happy
for him because he has really

struggled this year."

Dropping from an average of9.9
points per game and the career

three-point leader status to 4.0
points per game (before DePaul)
and a reserve role might have

diminished the spirit ofmany—but
not Walker.

"I didn't know what was going
on in the coach's head," said

Walker, "but I kept on working
hard, lifting more, keeping in

shape off the court because when
you don't play much, you don't get
as much oi a workout.

•There's just too much riding

for this team," he added. "I'm a
senior, can't be crying like a baby
about what is happening."

So can we accurately say that

Kevin Walker is back?
••No, I've been back but just not

able to show it," he said.

In fact. Walker was so excited at

halftime about his play that he had
a hard time concentrating as the
team watched the jersey retirement

ceremony.

•*I was too fired up," said

Walker, ••I wasn't paying attention

to what was said."

But Walker did pay attention

when somebody asked if his

number fifty would soon grace the

rafters.

••Maybe at Brea," he said with a
grin.

VARSITY STATISTICS:WORKSHOPS
1990-1991
SAAC

APPLICATIONS I
SWIMMING; Bruins split in Arizona

Kevin Walker

BASKETBALL Center 50

6'10'* 230 lbs. Senior Brea, CA

Season Games FG Pet. FT Pot R A S Avg.

1986-87 28-0 25-56 .466 12-16 .750 .96 6 3 2.4

1987-88 28-4 80-188 .426 25-35 .714 2.46 10 12 7.8

1988-89 31-31 111-241 .461 28-42 .667 4.03 65 14 9.9

1989-90 19-11 31-80 38ft 8-12 .667 2.40 16 7 4.6

SOURCE: UCLA Sports Infofmation

TOM YUNUOaily Bruin

A COUNSELOR WILL
BE AVAILABLE TO

ASSIST WITH SPECIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES.
SAAC DEADLINE:
MARCH L
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Skinner and Missy Hemdon. Skinner swam her
season's fastest times in both the 100- and 200-yard
breast races to lake third place points in both events.

Hemdon added three third-place finishes in the 100-

yard free 052.62). the 200-yard free (1:52.31), and
the 500-yard free (5:01.87).

Bruin divers also put in solid performances. In the

one-meter dive competition, sophomore Lisa Hecker
finished second (252.9 points), and freshman Nicole
Minor finished third (249.83 points).

On the three-meter board. Minor finished second
(256.95) and Bruin freshman Patti Thompson
finished third (251.55).

Arizona
Kristin Stoudt, ordinarily reserved as one of the top

sprinters, found points in waters that to her are
normally foreign. She took two first-place finishes in

the 200-yard free (1:53.15), and the 500-yard free

(5:06.77).

Other Bruin swimmers exhibited their fiexibility

as UCLA swam off events.

Becky Shelton, ordinarily a backstroker. started

off Bruin momentum in the first individual event
with a first-place finish in the 1000-yaid free

(10:25.87). • • '

•'.••'

In the 200-yard medley relay, a Bniin squad ofSue
Potrepka, Richardson, Stoudt, and Gibbons finished
first (1:48.06).

The Bruins proceeded to sweep the 200-yard fly.

Smith finished first (2:03.63), Niedermeyer came in
second (2:08.63), and Mindi Bach completed the
domination (2:09.63).

Skinner, who then look first in the 100-yard breast
(1:07.30), went on to grab a second-place finish in the
100-yard free (:53.68) behind Gibbons (:52.71).
The inspirational performance of the day was by

freshman, Eva Lupi who took her first win in a dual
meet via her (2:25.68) effort in the 200-yard breast
(2:25.68). Lupi also earned third in the 100-yard
breast (1:09.20).

And the divers also finished strong. Minor earned
the right to compete in the NCAA zones on both the
one- and three-meter boards. Thompson, now, will be
accompanying Minor to NCAA zones, due to her
performance in the three-meter competition.

Hecker finished first on the one-meter board
(282.45) and Minor finished third (264.825). On the
three-meter board, Hecker finished third (277.425).
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Baseball brings home tans, wins
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

The sun, sand and surf apparently didn't distract
the UCLA baseball team from its appointed task this

weekend in Hawaii.
UCLA (4-1) beat Hawaii-Hilo, Thursday, in the

opener of the four-game swing and earned head
coach Gary Adams his 500th win at the helm of the
Bruins. In his 21st year as head coach at UCLA,
Adams is currently 24th on the NCAA all-time win
list

Coincidentally, UCLA head tennis coach Glenn
Bassett became the first NCAA Division I tennis
coach in history to win 500 matches, just a day after
Adams won on Thursday. ^—

—

The 20th-ranked Bruins completed the road trip by
taking three of four from the University of Hawaii, a
suiprise considering thatUCLA had been just 4- 10 in
Hawaii during the Adams era.

Following is a recap of this weekend's series
against Hawaii:

Sunday

UCLA's pitchers did just what they're supposed to
do, but the hitters took everyone by surprise.

Huriers John Sutherland (2-0), Scott Schanz and
Dave Zancanaro combined to shut out the Rainbow
Warriors, 7-0, in a outing indicative of what the
Bruins arc capable of this season. With all but two-
innings of experience reUiming from last season,
UCLA's arms arc almost expected to hold down the
(^position.

But the Brums were also supposed to suffer from a
power outage in 1990. as the projected starting nine
returned just 15 homers from last season. Maybe it

was the Hawaiian air, but the fact is that UCLA
scored 19 runs in the four games this weekend.

Sunday, before 2,095, the Bruins banged out 13
hits, seven of them good for extra bases, in routing
Hawaii. Second baseman Mannie Adams hit his first

Brains improve,

iMit flnisli in

second in Lincoln
By Richard Marcus
Staff Writer

homer of the season, going three for five and raising
his average to .389.

Saturday

UCLA wasn't so fortunate on Saturday, falling
behind abnost before the team had gotten off the bus.
Freshman starter Pete Janicki (1-1), who had won

Adams No. 500 on Thursday, watched almost
helplessly as his defense gave up five unearned runs
in the bottom of the first That seemed to take the
wind out of the Bruins' sails, and Hawaii coasted to a
7-1 victory before 3,160.

Hawaii hurler Scott Karl (1-0) pitched a gem.
going the distance for his first win of the year and
scattering four hits. Karl struck out four and walked
four, keeping the ball on the ground and letting his
infielders do the job.

Sophomore pitcher Tony Darden relieved Janicki
in the fourth and pitched well for three innings,
giving up three hits and one run. Darden struck out
three and walked one.

Junior first baseman Mike Lewis also got a ttim on
the mound, taking the hill in the seventh. In the
relaxed atmosphere of a 7-1 deficit, Lewis pitched
no-hit ball, whiffing one and passing two.

FKday

All seemed doomed for the Westwood nine that
day. After pounding out eight runs the day before,
UCLA's bats had gone quiet
Through seven innings, Hawaii's Brady Perreira

had stymied the Bruins and in the top of the eighth, he
took a 2-0 lead to the hill to the delight of the 3,274 in
Raibow Stadium.

Suddenly, UCLA awoke with a vengeance,
exploding for three runs in the frame to take the lead.

Then it was up to Bruin reliever "Wild Thing"
Zancanaro, who pitched two innings of one-hit ball

and struck out four to cam his first save.
Tim Lindsay (1-0) went seven innings to pick up

the win.

The UCLA women's gymnas-
tics team is closing in on its goal of
190 points. On Sunday, the Bruins
posted a score of 189.40, their

highest point total of the season.

However, the Bruins, 5-2, came
in second in the Masters Classic at

Lincoln, Nebraska. The hometown
Comhuskers finished first with a
mark of 190.05. Cal-State FuUer-
ton placed third (187.65) and
Washington rounded out the pack
(184.80).

"We are improving." Bruin
senior All-American Kim Hamil-
ton said.

In the all-around competition,
Hamilton set a new Masters
Classic record with a score of
38.80. UCLA senior Jill Andrews
finished second with a 38.70. Both
scores are season highs for the duo.

Tami Bair of Nebraska finished

third (38.10). UCLA freshman
Carol Ulrich finished ninth in the

all-around with a score of 37.40.

Brain junior Laura Ncustcd- /^/„^ d«<.^^ ««w *k^ o • x-^^ albert sooNo/oaiy Bmin

i Gina Pesce and the Bruins finistied second to Netxaska in
See GYMNASTICS, page 38 Lincoln this past weekend.

Tennis rislcs perfect record today
By Lauri Lappin
Staff Writer

With a spotless 7-0 standing on the 1990 season,
the UCLA men's tennis team looks to better its

record as it faces the San Diego State University
squad today at the LATC at 1:30..

Aztec head coach Hugh Bream, heading into his

second season with a 14-19 record overall, is

expecting a successful season from his team, as he
has the top five of six players reluming this year.

All-Western Athletic Conference players Tole
Marinovic, a senior from Belgrade, Yugoslavia, and
Joe McDonough, a junior from Walnut Creek, Ca.,

will be kx)ked toward for leadership.

Junior Woody Yocum of Spring Valley, Ca., 12-16

overall last season, will most likely fill the No. 3

position for the Aztecs, while Ricardo Herrera, a

junior ranked No.^ in Mexico, will play N(
singles.

A transfer from Odessa Junior College, Herrera

was ranked No. 7 among junior college players. In

fact last season, he had wins over a few players on
the UC Irvine and USC teams.
Freshman Kerry Safdie of San Diego will play the

No. 5 spot while Dana Gill, a junior from San Jose,
will compete at No. 6 singles.

Although Utah's squad is favored in the WAC
pre-season poll, SDSU and New Mexico are not far

behind.

UCLA head coach Glenn Bassett is particularly
weary of Herrera who defeated former Bruin
William Pham at the Rolex Tournament this fall and
Marinovic.

"I'm expecting a very difficult match—as hard as
the one against the University of San Diego with top
ranking player Jose-Luis Noriega," said Bassett.

Freshman Mark Knowles will lead off the Bruin
lineup, followed most probably by freshman Fritz

Bissell and sophomore Bill Bchrcns. Sophomores
Bill Barber and Mark Quinney will guide the UCLA
squad into doubles action.
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BASSEH: Win No. 500
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Donahue, who took the time to write BasseU a personal note on his

lifelong accomplishment
"If you were a football or basketball coach, they would build a

building with your name on it," joked Donahue.
"When I look around the room, I see how Bruins

arc . . . sensational people," Bassett said.

Bassett expressed his life-long attraction to all sports at UCLA.
"I've always followed the changes in both men's and women's
teams at UCLA, " he said.

"It seems only like yesterday when I started here . . . . and over
the years, I've had the opportunity to associate with great players
and it hasn't even been work," Bassett said. "I love to be on the

courts, I love competing with my guys and getting better and bcUer
as the years go on."

The Bassett Era

Listed are season records of UCLA head tennis coach Glenn Bassett.

Season Won Loss Tie Pet. Championships

Junior varsity tests tlieir racquets

1967 12 2 .857
c

1968 14 . 2 .875
'

1969 18 . 1 1 .975 Pac-8
1970 19 . 1 .950 Pac-8. NCAA
1971 17 1.000 Pac-8. NCAA
1972 13 4 1 .750
1973 21 4 .840 Pac-8
1974 18 3 .857
1975 19 1.000 Pac-8. NCAA
1976 17 1 .944 Pac-8. NCAA
1977 19 2 .905 Pac-8
1978 23 3 .885
1979 26 2 .929 NCAA
1980 21 5 .808
1981 24 3 .889 Pac-10
1982 30 3 .909 Pac-10. NCAA
1983 25 9 .735
1984 31 3 .911 NCAA
1985 31 4 .885 Pao10
1986 29 2 .935 Pac-10
1987 23 8 .741

1988 17 10 .629 1 ._.

1989 26 4 .8^7^ Psc-10

By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

Some members of the UCLA
men's tennis junior varsity squad
were able to test some of their

shots against Saddleback, the No.
1 Junior College in California in

preseason polls— ultimately
destroying their competitors 8-1.

This match was effective in that

many players, ranked lower on the

lineup, were able to get sqme
playing experience.

'This type match really helps

our guys get a lot of work on their

games in a competitive situation,"

said head coach Glenn BassetL
Sophomore Mark Quinney

filled the No. 1 position and
quickly overcame his opponent
Arlen Sternberg 6-0, 6-2, while
freshman Jason Sher took a bit

more time to ultimately defeat

Saddleback's Carl Heinz, a

returning Junior College All-

American 6-4, 6-2.

Freshman Robbie Wendell had
a tough time at No. 3 singles as he
dropped the first set 4-6, but turned

things around to defeat Steve Saba
7-5 in the second and finally 7-1 in

a tiebreak which determined the

winner.

"I was down 4-1, iove-40, in Uie

second set and I was able to come
back," said Wendell. "I calmed
myself down, played more aggres-

TOTAL
SOURCE:

493

UCLA Sports

76 2

Information

.865 12Conf.,7NCAA

DaiyBrun J.V. tonnis plB/er Jason Slier
ALKHT Jaily Bruin

sively, and made some good
shots."

Freshman Matt Quinlan had
almost no competition at all

against his opponent Scott Hansen
as he crushed him in straight sets,

6-1, 6-0, while senior Mark Cope-
land defeated Saddleback's Eimei
Ishida in atwo set victory, 6-1, 6-4.

"I was down 1-4 in the second
set and I just stopped making
errors and he got a little nervous,"

said Copeland. "Even though
we're only the j.v. team, I think

junior college teams come here
feeling it's a big deal to play
against UCLA."

Senior Mark Campana ran into

some hard times against his oppo-
nent Scott Clark at No. 6 singles.

After a long back court struggle,

the Bruin finally fell 1-6, 3-6.

At No. 3 doubles, Campana was
able to come on strong as he
cleared his head and came out to

play more aggressively with his

partner Quinlan. The Bruin duo
defeated Saddleback's Ishida and
Clark 6-1, 6-1.

"I was able to rebound positive-

ly off singles and I really surprised

myself by coming out and playing

good doubles," said Campana. "I

concentrated on getting my first

serve in—something fiat didn't

work too well in my singles

match."

At No. 1 doubles, UCLA's
Quinney and Wendell teamed up
to face Sternberg and Hansen

—

controlling the pace and coming
out on top 6-1, 6-1.

Finally, the No. 2 duo of Sher
and Copeland used literally every
court angle and effective returning

See JUNIOR VARSITY page 36
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DR. FRED KHALILI
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(313)478-6869 (818)988-0110
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DR.MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)
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College athletics: 'Greed is good'
Money, money, money.

This is what makes the

free-market world go 'round.

Money in and of itself

has no other meaning than
neutrality. But excessive
want of money leads to

greed, and greed can lead to
some very malevolent
human traits.

Big-time athletics, like

any other American business
or corporation, operates on

-ihe money principal—^the

more money the better. One
can hear the robber-barrons
of the 19th and early 20th
Centuries mumbling in their

graves, "Nothing wrong with
a healthy profit margin here
and there."

Problem is, here and there
is turning into everywhere.
For instance, every day
there seems to be another
university which is put on
probation for recruiting vio-

lations. Granted, for a uni-

versity of higher learning to

exist, it must make money.
But, doing it or attempting
to do it through illicit

means via the athletic

department should be
frowned upon with the

utmost intensity.

Is it right for an institu-

tion of higher learning to

sanction under-the-table pay-
offs to athletes— gullible or
not? Is this the type of
example of honesty and
integrity to which the ath-

lete—the entire country

—

should be subjected?

Avarice at the amateur
level is becoming all too

The Front Row

Richard
Marcus
oversimplified, is a vicious
cycle which has become
institutionalized within the

system. If school X can
sigh a blue-chipper out of
high school in a highly

visible sport (usually football

or basketball), then school X
will have a more competi-
tive team. A mwe competi-
tive team leads to more
revenue for the school. In a
free-market, more $ for X
is A-OK.
On the other hand, if the

blue-chipper takes his chips

somewhere else, then school
X will be less competitive
in that sport A less compe-
titive team will gamer less

revenue.

Moreover, the blue-chipper

is a walking dollar sign for

school X. A dollar sign

which must be cashed in.

^««^« ^ . -. no matter what the cost tocommon Greed at umvcrsity ethics or scruples,
athletic departments, grossly

. There have even been

documented cases of birds-

eye college recruiters fol-

lowing the progress of pros-

pects which arc in eighth

and ninth grade. Extreme as

this may be, it is an
example of how demented
big time athletics can be.

Can this system be
changed or adjusted to les-

sen the immorality of
college athletics? Only if

incentives geared toward
winning are eliminated or
reduced and revenue is

shared more equally between
the winners and the losers.

But this proposal may be
seen as going against the

American principal of "more
for those that do, and less

for those that don't**

Even so, it would help
diminish the business side

of amateur sports and hope-
fully shrink subsequent
unethical practices. The
competitiveness and pride of
players and coaches should
be enough incentive to win.
Money should not be the
driving force in assembling
a successful athletic program
or team.

Oscar Wilde once said

something to the effect.

**People know the price of
everything but the value of
nothing.**

It is about time that

college athletic programs
and the NCAA pay more
attention to the value of
ethics and the true worth of
athletics, and less to signing
that blue-chipper who will

help raise the price of
tickets.

Bruin Sports Calendar

TUESDAY. FEB.6 opponent LOCATION

Men's Tennis
|
San Diego State

|
LA. Tennis Ctr. | 1:30p^

WEDNESDAY, mi
Men's Volleybali

Baseball

@UCSB
@UC Riverside

Santa Barbara

Riverside

THURSDAY. FgB.II

Baseball

Men's Basketball

So. Alabama U.

©Arizona State

J.R. Stadium

Tempe.AZ

THURS. SUN.. FEBH-11

2:00p.m.

6:30p.m.

Men/Women Tennis @ITCA/Role-

X Indoors

Minneapolis, MN

FRIDAY, FEB.9

All Day

Women's Basketball Arizona

Men's Swimming
1 ©Arizona State

Pauley Pavilon

Tempe.AZ

FRI.-SAT.. FEB.9-HI

7:00p.m.

3:00p.m.

Men's Volleyball ©George Mason

Tournament

Fairfax, VA 5:30p.m.

&7:30p.m.

FRI.-SUN.. FEB 9-11

Softball ©Fullerton

Tournament
Fullerton, CA

SATURDAY. FEB ip

All Day

Men's Swimming
Women's Swimming
Baseball

Men's Basketball

Men's Gymnastics

©Arizona

use
UCIrvine

©Arizona

UCLA Invitational

Tucson, AZ
Men's Gym Pool

J.R. Stadium

Tucson, AZ
Pauley Pavilion

SUNDAY, FEB.11

Women's Basketbal

Baseball

Women's Gym

Arizona State

Pepperdine

©Arizona State-

Wooden Center

J.R. Stadium

Tempe.AZ

"It only takes
30 seconds to
love this cor/'
Mary Frasco, a grad student in Education
at the University of Detroit, talks about
falling in love with her Volkswagen.

'Thirty seconds. That's how long it

takes to put the top down on my Cat>riolet^
And that's how long it took me to fall

in love.

"There's nothing quite like the feeling
you get driving a convertible. And there's
no convertible quite like my Cabriolet.

"Sunglasses on, wind in my hair—

I

love driving this car. And it's a good thing.
Because when I go out with my friends
there's never any question of whose car
we'll take.

"Everybody just hops in my Cabriolet.
"I can't imagine driving anything else."
The Volkswagen Cabriolet. It's the

distinctive European convertible with
the Volkswagen price.

It% time to think about
Volkswagen agaia

If you drive a Volkswagen, you might be selected to
appear in an ad like the one above. Send your story and
*phGtoto: NfelkswagenTestinrxjnials • 187 S. Wbodwarti
Suite 200 • Birmingham, Ml 48009

•Mb:.' . --
K».* • • « « 3R
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Sports
Bassett honored for 500 wins
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

The Bassett Era.

Team captain of the firstUCLA squad to clinch an NCAA team
title in 1950, assistant coach under J.D. Morgan—helping guide
teams to five nuxe NCAA titles, and now entering his 24th year as

Bruin head coacfi with seven more titles, Glenn Bassett has reached
yet another zenith in his tennis career—^win No. 500.

The Southern California Tennis Association, UCLA coaches,

the 1990 Bruin men's tennis team and Prime Ticket gathered to

help the tennis legend celebrate his achievement at the J.D. Morgan
Center, yesterday.

Standing to honor the occasion was UCLA Directorof Athletics

Pete Dalis, who described Bassett as "one of the most remarkable
coaches . * . . with one of the greatest records of all time.**

Despite reaching this milestone, Dalis said jokingly, "If J.D.
(Morgan) were still here, he would have expected 550."

But, 550 is far from the wildest dreams of just about any other
active coach in the nation—^including UCLA's own Terry

See BASSETT, page 42 Glenn Bassett

months of hibernation, Waiicer awalcens
Harrick expects UCLA center to

play a pivotal role in the stretch run

^BRAMSONyDaily Bruin

In Saturday's game, Kevin Walker was not only mucti-improved on the offensive end, but
also on defense.

Bruins bounce back after ASU upset

By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

As the horn sounded to end the

first half of UCLA's eventual 87-

_77 win over DePaul Saturday.

Bruin center Kevin Walker let out

a scream.

"I tried to get the crowd into the

game/' Walker said, "but obvi-

ously they didn't need much help.

They were really behind me more
than ever.**

After 10 points, six rebounds
and three assists in only thirteen

minutes of the first stanza. Walker
did have plenty to scream about

—

as did the fans.

UCLA was down 20-15 with

12:33 to play when Coach Jim
Harrick inserted Walker for Tracy
Murray, and it was Walker's
three-point goal at 9:34 that

returned the lead to UCLA at 24-

22.

Walker then hit an eight-foot

fallaway on the left baseline to

break a 24-24 deadlock with 9:34

to play, and finished the half with
five straight points to fuel a 41-32
Bruin halftime lead.

"He gave us a real boost when
we needed it and was the reason
why we got that run going," said

forward Trevor Wilson.

"Kevin and I met again this

week," said Harrick, "and 1 told

him that going into February and
March we would need somebody
to come off the bench and win a
game for us. He did that"
At the start of the season,

coming off the bench was a foreign

sensation to the 6-10, 230-pound
senior from Brea High School, but
after a slow start. Walker lost his

starting position first to Keith

Owens, then to Murray. The
lowest point came against Arizo-

na—^where the Bruins won but

Walker didn't see any action.

"It was tough not playing, but it

was no big problem because I love

beating Arizona,** Walker said.

"My whole life outside doesn*t

revolve around basketball.

"I just wasn't playing my whole
game," he added. "Now I can
accept my role."

And against DePaul, Walker
did play a whole game.
He finished with 14 pnnts on

the afternoon, but it was the 7
rebounds and four assists com-
bined with some tight interior

defense on Blue Demon center

Stephen Howard that really made a
complete package.

Howard owned the baseline

with 1 1 of DePaul's first 15 points,

including the initial nine, but after

Walker made his appearance.

See WALKER, page 40

By Linda Peters

Contributor

TEMPE, AZ — After a weekend in Arizona, the

UCLA women's swim team (6-2, 2-2 in the Pac-10)
ended up with a split, getting upset by the Sun Devils,

Saturday and beating the Wildcats, Sunday.

ASU
The No. 8-ranked Arizona State women's swim

team came out with all their guns on Saturday,

upsetting the No. 7 Bruins 82-58.

All-American Sheri Smith took three first-place

finishes in the 1000-yard freestyle (10:03.58), the

200-yard butterfly (2:02.74), and the 500-yard free

(4:53.96).

"I'm happy with the way I swam. My times have
been really consistent the last three dual
meets. . . .Even though we lost (the meeO we swam
really fast 1 think we'll beat ASU at the (Pac-10
Championships), when it counts," Smith said.

The Bruins took first in six of the sixteen events

despite the Sun Devil's advantage of wearing
**paper" suits as opposed to lycra which is ordinarily

worn for dual meets. The paper suits result in faster

times because the lighter, form-fitting fabric allows a

bettCT feel for the water.

Bruin freshman Jeanne Gibbons won the 200-yard
free event, edging out her ASU opponent by the most
bare of margins (.01 of a second). Gibbons' 1:51.63

time beat Sun I>evil Eva Nyberg time of 1:51.64.

Gibbons also took a second place finish in the 100-

yard free (:52.05).

Another UCLA rookie, Christy Richardson, took

first in the 100-yard breaststroke by going her

season's fastest time (1:03.98). She also came in

second in the 2(X)-yard breast (2:22.19).

Becky Shelton, the Bruins' newest backstroke

sensation, had her own first place finish in the 200-

yard back (2:05.05).

Also noteworthy are the contributions of Melissa

~~"
See SWIMMING, page 40

6^An AfiRAMSON/OaRy Bruin

Ttie women's swim team split its meets in Arizona.

Sun, sand and singles
The UCLA baseball team enjoyed a nearly

picture-postcard-pcrfect weekend in the Aloha
state. How did the mighty Bruins, ranked 2(Xh by
one publication, fare against the perennially

tough Rainbow Warriors of Hawaii? Check
inside for the answer.

See page 41

The Front Rew
Fresh off his celebration of the 49ers Super

Bowl win, columnist Richard Marcus tackles a
subject of grave proportions: Money and college

sports. Mixing the two is like mixing fire and
gasoline, and in some places, the combination
Jias proven very explosive,^

See page 43

Brains go iiusidng
Jill Andrews (righO and the UCXA

women's gymnastics team faced tough

competition Sunday night in Nebraska. To
find out exactly how the Bruins fared

against the Comhuskers, read Uus. Quick.

See page 41
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Newsmagazine
inserts teday

Together, UCLA*s feminist
newsmagazine, appears as an
insert in all copies of today's
Daily Bruin.

Because of a ruling last

summer by ASUCLA's Com-
munications Board, all news-
magazines have the option to be
distributed as an insert in The
Bruin.

Today's issue of Together,
which had been scheduled to be
distributed in Monday's Bruint
focuses on rape and its various
implications.

Inside
Film felkmsMp
for gkad student

A new fellowship for a
graduate student of film has
been set up by a prominent
producer.

See page 3

Viewpoint

into tlie '90s
and beyond
The first of a weekly series

about future developments
focuses on medicine.

See page 18

Arts & Entertainment

Coming soon
to iocal screens
The studios have a ton ofnew

releases— and A & E has them
all in time for spring.

See page 22

Sports

Men's tennis
defeats Aztecs
The Bruins swept the men

=^rem SDSU in singles and won.

Seepage 40

University of California, Los Angeles

Daily Bruin
Fkatemity
By W. Kevin l-eung

Senior Staff Writer

Three UCLA students visited

several sororities Monday night
urging them to learn more about
acquaintance rape after a woman
said in a letter to the Daily Bruin

letter that she was raped in a
fraternity house.

Hie students, two men and a
woman who is a sorority member,
said they want to raise awareness
of rape and spark debate about the
issue. Their visits to the nine
sororities came less than two

encouraged
weeks after The Bruin printed an
anonymous letter by a woman who
said two fraternity members raped
her last April.

The letter has generated a flurry

of letters to The Bruin, making
sexual harassment the most popu-
lar issue in the paper's Viewpoint

section this school year.

*The time is ripe for a change,"
said senior political science major
Nathan Friedkin, who initiated the
sonxity visits..

Friedkin advocated that the

See BOYCOn, page 15

Life after baseball Politician

gives talic

at UCLA
By Taiine Satamian
Contributor

Fomier baseball player Steve Garvey speaks in ttie Ackerman Grand Ballroom on
Tuesday on the subject 'Is there life after baseball?'

Women in politics have to
define diemselves beyond their
sex. Sixth District Councilwoman
Ruth Galanter said at a UCLA
workshop on Monday.
The workshop, entitled

"Women in Politics," was
designed 'Ho encourage women on
campus to develop their leadership
skills while they are students," said
Karla Sundin, program coordina-
tor for the Women's Resource
Center, which organized the event
'There still exists a great disparity
in the numbers of women obtain-
ing leadership positions on cam-
pus."

But "I think we're at the point
where more and more women arc
in politics," Galanter said, refer-

ring to an increasing number of
female politicians at the local
level. And it is "good" when
women compete against each other
for positions in government, she
said.

Galanter defeated a female
incumbent in 1987, even after

various women's groups did not
support her decision to run against
a woman.

Galanter said she ran because
she believes that women poUtf-""
cians should focus not on gender
but on issues, as any candidate
shoukl.

See POLITICS, page 15

theater group makes debut
By Christine Haqtrom
Staff Writer

By the time they demonstrated
the proper use of a condom by
expertly slipping it onto a banana,
some administrative eyebrows
were raised. But UCLA's "safe-

sex" theater group, Kaleidoscope,
has proven effective in increasing
student awareness of critical issues

ranging from AIDS to homopho-
bia.

"Students have a lot of know-
ledge but they're not translating it

into their actions. With theater you
really have a front row seat to

watching someone actually model
safe behavior," said AIDS educa-
tion coordinator Dariene Minnini,

'

who directs the Kaleidoscope play.

Making* its season premiere
tonight in the Neuropsychiatric
Institute auditorium, the 45-
minute play covers the gamut of
sexual issues, including sexually
transmitted diseases, abstinence,
sexual decision making and homo-
phobii.

TTiT the play there are lots of
different characters who make lots

SHAWN ELOER/Daily Bruin

Kaleidoscope members Corey Menotti and Cenita Kupper-
busch perform for UCLA administration at the StudentAffairs
Conference.

'

of different choices. We're not
telling anyone what they should or
shouWn't do. We're just hoping
that people can look at the show
and deckle what choice is really
right for them and then be safe
about it." Minnini said.

After each performance, the
players, none of whom are theater

majors, start a rap session where
they discuss the issues in the play
with the audiei

Liz Pond, who plays one of the
"looser" characters in the play, is

optimistic that the comedic atti-

tude of the play will make it easier
for students to ask questions about
the issues. "Comedy can be a way
of opening people up. Maybe if we
help them laugh about it. they will

be able to talk about safe-sex mott
openly and not be so afraid of the
subject."

"You can shock people by
saying 'if you sleep around you're
going to get AIDS' or you could
use comedy and say 'wear a
condom and you'll live to do this a
thousand more times.' Comedy is

the much more effective method.
People are going to listen if they
are laughing," said James Cude,
who co-wrote the script and
performed with Kaleidoscope last

year.

In addition to rehearsals, the
players go through 10 weeks of
training which teaches them to

cbscuss a variety of issues, such as
sexually ^smitted diseases, gay
and lesbian issues, alcohol's rela-

tion to sexual decision making and
lication skills bctweeir"

'J
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See TNCATER, page 17
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TODAY. WEDNESDAY. FFB f
• Kaleidoscope Theatre

- A Play About Sexuality and Relationships
- 6:30 and 8:00pnn, NPI Audttorium

• Economics/Business Student Association
- May & Robinson
Recruitment Fair

- 9:30-4:00, AU 2410
• Panel Discussion

- 7:30, JD Morgan Center Press Room
• Campus Events - Speakers

- Derizel Washington ' - """ v^

- 12 noon, AGB
THURSDAY. FEB ft

• Campus Events - Noon Concert
- Jungle Brothers . - -
- Westwood Plaza

• Worldfest '90

- Informational Meeting •

- 6:30pm, GSM 2284
• Cultural Affairs

- Auditions for Talent Show
- 5- 10pm, The Cooperage

• Israeli Dance Workshop
- 11:00-12:00 and 12:00-1:00, Dance Building
Room 200

SUNDAY. FEB 11

• 5K Run to Benefit the American Heart Association
- 8am, Circle Drive, Adjacent to the IM Field
- Pre-Registration near the Dance Building, 7am
Ml

• student Welfare Commission
- Need volunteers for the UCLA Blood Drive

• Financial Aid Workshops
- Feb. 6-Mar. 1

—
> . ^

- SAAC Applications Due Mar. 2
• Expo Center Internship Information Meetings

- Tuesdays-Fridays, AU A-213
'"- Deadline is Feb. 23

• Israeli Dance Workshops
- March 1

- 7:00-8:00pm
- 8:00-9:00pm
- Dance Building Room 200

fa

JTTf
T^

r
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thanks all of our advertisers!
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Berkeley protests

to be memorialized
By Rich Cartiere

Associated Press

BERKELEY — Artists, professors and middle-aged veterans of the

free speech movement on Tuesday unveiled finalists in a contest to

commemorate the "Days ofRage/' which became the model for a decade
of dissent by the nation's youth.

The proposals for the monument, to be built with private donations and
given to the University of California at Berkeley, include a metal soap
box; a suspended electronic billboard broadcasting computer messages
from around the world; giant cracks in a plaza; bricks inscribed with
speeches; and an "autonomous nation" within a 6-inch circle.

'The idea of freedom of speech and action should be memorialized and
done so in the place where it all started," said Peter Selz, the former chief
curator of the New York Museum ofModem Art and a project organizer.

The sculpture, to be commissioned with $70,000, has revived a bitter

debate over the movement's legacy at UC Berkeley, which sparked the

See MONUMENT, page 11

Correction:
In the caption of the photo "Dance Practice" on Page 3 of Tues-
day's paper, the group practicing was incorrectly called theUCLA
Hawaiian Club. The correct name is the UCLA Hawaii Club.
"Hawaiian" refers to a specific ethnicity, while "Hawaii"
represents all the different people of Hawaii.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Quincy Jones' son put on one-year probation
By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

The son of record producer
Quincy Jones was recently sen-

tenced to complete community
service, attend a gun awareness
program and was placed on a one-
year probation for Hring a pistol

during a streetside brawl on frater-

nity row Nov. 11.

Producer
starts up
fellowship
By Leslie Shelton

Contributor

Acclaimed producer Don Simp-
son recently donated $1,500 to the

UCLA Department of Film and
Television to establish a fellow-

ship for graduate film students.

Simps(xi, 41, and his partno*

Jerry Bruckhaimer have produced
such blockbuster films as
Flashdance{\m\ Beverly Hills

Cop(1984), Top Gun(1986), and
Beverly Hills Cop //(1987).

His publicist Paul Block said

this is Simpson's first donation to

any university and described
Simpson as a "charitable person."

Simpson chose to donate to UCLA
because he likes the film and
theater arts programs and because
of its prime k)cation, he said.

Simpson was unavailable for

commenfat press time as he is in

Ftorida working with Bruckheimer
on their latest film. Days of
Thunder starring Tom Cruise. The
movie's release is aimed for

Memorial Day weekend.
"UCLA is right in the backyard

(tf some of the most important ftlm

companies in the world," said

Block, who believes the fellow-

ship will be beneficial for both the

recipient and the industry. "It's a
two way road."

The scholarship and feltowship

donors usually contribute for phi-

lanthropic reasons, said Rosalee
Sass, director of development for

Fine Arts. "If they happen to be in

the industry, it is a way for them to

give something back," she said.

Last year about 90 scholarships

and fellowships generated
approximately $100,000 for stu-

dents in the film school. Simpson's
award joins many others donated
by prominent figures in the indus-

try such as the Hugh Downs
Award, the Samuel Goldwyn
Award and the Federico De
Laurentis Award.

Simpson intends to interview

several students personally and
make recommendations to the

UCLA film faculty, who will make
the final selection, Sass said.

The Don Simpson Felk)wship
will be awarded to an outstanding

graduate student specializing in

film production, screenwriting or

directing, who demonstrates
strong professional potential and
evidence of financial need.

Information about the award
will be posted on the "Award
Board" in the Film,and Television

Department for those interested,

said Pam Senko, awards coordi-

nator for Fine Arts. The fellowship

recipient will be announced at the

department's annual awards cere-

mony early in June.

Simpson has been associated

with Paramount Pictures Corpora-
tion since 1975, and served as a
production executive, senior vice

president of production for three

years and president of worldwide
production for two years.

Quincy Delight Jones in, 20,

was told in the judge's chambers
Jan. 25 that he must spend 100
hours cleaning up the community
and attend a class on firearm

safety.

Jones bargained for a light

sentence by pleading guilty to

shobting the pistol. The other two
charges of carrying a ccxicealed

weapon and carrying a loaded

weapon were dropped. All three

charges were misdemeanors.

"I think it was a fair sentence,

due to the circumstances," said

Deputy City Attorney Matt Su
George.

Los Angeles Municipal Court
Judge Anne Kough determined
that Jones, who hiul no previous

record, f^ed the .38 caliber semi-

automatic pistol into the air out of

fear for his friends' safety when he
and about four others were out-

numbered in a sidewalk fight with

several members of Beta Theta Pi

fraternity.

Prosecution originally asked
that Jones receive jail time, but

with the overcrowding of jails any
sentence would have been mini-

mal, St. George said. "We figured

the (community service) would be

better than if he spent a day in jail."

Jones told the judge that on the

night of the shooting he was taking

the gun to his mother in Venice
Beach fearing for her protection

since she had recently been burg-

larized. The pistol was not regis-

tered to Jones and since the police

could not determine who owns it,

St George said they will destroy it

TONY YACUZ2D

Tuesday's Westwood Plaza concert

catered to UCLA's eurythmic tastes

Left, lead singer Lula Almeida launches a number in

Westwood Plaza during a noon concert on Tuesday. Above,
a band member sings.

DEAN ABRAlt4SON/Da«y Bruin

Voter registration eased by new bill

Automatically tied with drivers licenses

By Alan Pram
Associated F^ess

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The House
passed legislation Tuesday making it easier for

Americans to register to vote by establishing

automatic registration for people obtaining
drivers' licenses and procedures to register by
mail.

Originally sculpted as a bipartisan measure,
a party-line dispute erupted last week after the

Bush administration objected that the legisla-

tion would increase the risk of voter fraud and
prove expensive for states to implement. But
majority Democrats were joined by Republi-
cans who bucked their leader and the measure
was approved 289-132.

Minutes earlier, the chamber defeated on a
291-129 vote a Republican leadership alterna-

tive offered by Rep. Pat Roberts, R-Kan..
making the new procedures voluntary an

J

providing $120 million to help states boost

their voter registration efforts.

The measure must still be considered by the

Senate.

**Our campaigns are too long; they're too

expensive; they alienate potential voters," said

House Minority Leader Bob Michel, R-Ill. "If

you want more people to vote, then we should

run more stimulating and competitive cam-
paigns."

Rep. Al Swift, D-Wash., a sponsor of the

so-called motor voter bill, said Michel's

substitute would "gut** the legislation. Other
Democrats compared the underlying measure
to the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which helped

clear the way for Southern blacks to vote.

'Twenty-five years later we have another

opportunity to bring more of our citizens into

political participation," said Rep. John Lewis,

D-Ga., who was chairman of the Student

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and a
member of other civil rights groups during the

1960s an 1970s.

The objections of Bush, Michel and their

supporters even failed to sway all of their

Republican colleagues. With voter turnout

sagging to 50 percent in presidential elections,

several GOP lawmakers argued that ..the

bottom-line effect of the measure w(yiild be a
good one: more voter participation.

"What's wrong with making voting less elite

and more for the masses by making voting

registration easier?" asked Rep. John Hiler, R-
Ind.

Sensing a politically appealing issue. Demo-
crats turned up the heat, sending their leaders

out throughout the day to contrast the White
House's opposition with the political reforms

sweeping Eastern Europe and the Soviet

Union.

"We are proud and happy, both paities, with

the spread of democracy and the opportunities

for expanded liberty and participation by
Eastern Europeans," House Speaker Thomas
S. Foley, D-Wash., told reporters. He added
that if President Bush opposes improvements
at home, "I would be interested in knowing
why."
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Communist party
,

meeting extended
MOSCOW — Communist Party lead-

ers added an unexpected third day to their

pivotal meeting Tuesday and sent Mikhail

S. Gorbachev back to the drawing board

to fill in holes in his blueprint for ending

the party's monopoly on powQr.

The extension of the party session,

which was supposed to end Tuesday, was
a clear sign of the controvCTsy generated

by Gorbachev's proposals to revamp the

country's political structure.

Central Committee sources said most
speakers agreed with Gorbachev's prop-

osal that the party's monopoly on power,

enshrined in Uie Soviet Constitution, must
end.

"All unanimously think it has become
obsolete. It has no meaning," Central

Committee member Vladimir P. Anish-

chev lold reporters who gathered outside

the Kremlin's Spasky Gate to await news.

The session was closed to journalists.

liiescu registers for

Romanian eiections

BUCHAREST, Romania — Interim

President Ion Iliescu registered the fcMiner

ruling National Salvation Front on Tues-

day to run in the May 20 elections, and a

top aide said Iliescu will be its presidential

candidate.

The Front, unelected and juling by

decree since longtime Communist dicta-

tor Nicolae Ceausescu was toppled and

executed in E>ecember, is consid(^ed the

front-runner in the race against 29
political parties.

**Our candidate for president will be

Mr. Iliescu, that's for sure. That's what
everyone wants/' said Dan Radulescu,
chief of the Front's commission for press

and public relations.

Interim Prime Minister Petre Roman
said in an interview for U.S. television

that he too wanted Iliescu, a former
Communist official who fell out with
Ceausescu, to run for president

Nation

stamp prices lilcely

to increase 5 cents
WASHINGTON, D.C.— It looks as if

it'll cost a nickel more to mail a letter next

year.

The increase* which would be the first

since 1988 and the largest ever, will be
before the Postal Service Board of

Governors when it meets March 6. If

things follow their normal course, rates

would go up in February 1991 — 11

months after the [xtx^ess begins.

There have been proposals to raise the

first-class rate to 28 cents to 32 cents for

the first ounce, but Postmaster General
Anthony M. Frank sees 30 cents as the

most likely.

And he doesn't expect the raise to play

well.

Noting that a five-cent increase would
be a 20 percent raise, substantially above
the 14 percent that ccxisumer prices have
risen since the last rate hike, Frank said

recently that he was "committed to paying

back to the American people that six

percent" difference.

Bush report says
'nation is thriving'

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush, proclaiming the United States in

"excellent economic health," sent his first

economic report to Congress on Tuesday.
He promised to restrain government
spending and push fQr tax cuts to foster

even more prosperity.

His message did not dwell on what
many see as the biggest failures of the

Reagan yeare, the record federal budget
deficits and the huge trade imbalances
that transformed America from the largest

creditor nation to the largest debtor
country.

Bush did pledge to deal with "inherited

problems," but his fcHinula for dealing
with the budget deficit tracked Reagan's
approach, promising to oppose new taxes

while relying on economic growth and
restraints in government spending to erase

the deficit by 1993.

State

Bush views games
at war training center

BARSTOW — President Bush came
West to defend military spending in a

world of uncertainty, telling troops on a

mock battlefield in the sunny high desert

Tuesday that they have key roles in the

peace process.

"As we enter the 1990s, the United
States is shaping its military to meet a

changing international environment, one
that may be potentially safer; but one that

will alnK)st surely have its share of
uncertainties and dangers," Bush told

troops at the Army's National Training

Center at Fort Irwin.

Air Fbrce One touched down at 10:35

a.m. PST at George Air Force Base, a

6,000-acre facility about 70 miles north-

east of Lx)s Angeles in the barren Joshua
tree-studded Mojave Desert

Air Force iaunches
Minuteman missiie

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE
— An unarmed Minuteman interconti-

nental ballistic missile launched eariy

Tuesday successfully reached targets

4,200 miles away in the Pacific Ocean, the

Air Force said.

The launch was conducted by the 321st

Strategic Missile Wing from Grand Forks

Air Force Base, N.D.
The ICBM was launched from an

underground silo on the coastal air base at

12:01 a.m., said Maj. Suzanne Chapman.
It was the 142nd in a series of Strategic

Air Command tests of the Minuteman
ICBM, she said.

Local

Rode star injured
in motor^cie crash
Rock singer Billy Idol was seriously

injured in a Los Angeles motorcycle
accident Tuesday and underwent sevoal
hours of surgery to repair a badly broken
leg, his publicist and a hospital spokes-
man said.

Idol suffered a serious fracture of his

right leg between the knee and the ankle
and a fracture of his left wrist, said Ron
Wise, spokesman for Cedars-Sinai Medi-
cal Center. ,

The singer was brought to Cedars at

9:10 a.m. and was listed in serious

condition while undergoing surgery, Wise
said.

Neither Wise nor Idol's publicist, Ellen

Golden, knew details of the accident

except that it involved a car.

Compiled from the Associated Press

ATTENTION STUDENTS AND STUDENT GROUPS:
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN WORLDFEST
'90, A PROGRAM TO ENHANCE CULTURAL AWARENESS ON
THE UCLA CAMPUS, PLEASE COME TO AN INFORMATIONAL
MEETING, TOMORROW, FEBRUARY 8, IN ROOM 2284 GSM AT

6:30. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL THE
CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION AT 825-6564.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY
EXTENDED WEAR LENS

•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN.

AQUA. HAZEL. VIOLET. & GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIIVI, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

'Price per lens.Eiam. training, follow up care additional. Pay only lor materials & services needed

l''^)
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Lesbians! Gays!
Bisexuals!

•The Undergraduate President's Lesbian and Gay Task
Forc^ presents a panel of four distinguished local
political activists.

•Panel will address gay, lesbian, and bisexual political
activism, student empowerment, and what you can
realistically accomplish here at UCLA.

Tonight!
Wednesday, February 7th, 7:30 pm
The J.D. Morgan Center Press Room
-^

• •

"'
. Panelists : .. V- :."
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Bevan Dufty Lydia Otero

Ryan Nakagawa Pat Martel

For moire mformaiftioini^ cailll frlhe Uini(dl(Rirgra[L(dlMaitt(e Firegndlemift'.^

Office aifr 82E^70(B^, Coiniifldentialnftv ai„^„^orP>d.
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LA. school district puts an end to endiesssummers
By Michael Fleetnan

Assodated Press

Los Angeles students resigned them-

selves Tuesday to summers that won't be as

endless while tempers among parents and
some school officials still sizzled after a

vote to put the nation's seccxid largest

district on a year-round schedule.

Beginning in July 1991. the three-month
summer vacation becomes a thing of the

past when all 646 schools in the Los

Year-round schedule intended to relieve

major classroom overcrowding problems
Angeles Unified School District will have
adopted year-round schedules. Currently,

102 Los Angeles schools already are year-

round.

The year-round plan, narrowly apiH'Oved
by a 4-3 school board vote Monday, is

intended to ease severe school overcrowd-

ing in the 594,802-student Los Angeles

district, second in size only to New York
City's district. ,

The plan also will about double the

number of America's schools on year-round

schedules and provide an impetus for other

districts to adopt year-round plans, educa-

tion officials said.

For Michelle Smith, a 10th grader at

Hamilton High School the new schedule

during her junior year will cut into h^
traditional summer plans and social life.

"I don't like it because all my friends go
to private school and they don't have year-

round school. So I can't be with them," she

said. "I also won't be able to go to summer
camp, which is all summer long."

Parents had mixed emotions about year-

round schools.
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CBS TELEVISION

NETWORK
MTW PRODUCTIONS

CBS/MTM STUDIOS

STAGE 17

4024

Radford Avenue

Studio City

California

WE INVITE YOU TO A LIVE FILMING OF

starring

Bob Newhart
FKIDAY, FeB. 9 .

OR"
Febuary, 16

(Bring Student I.D. For Admission)

PLEASE ARRIVE BY 6:00 P.M.
CALL LORRAINE AT:

(818) 760-6261
FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS!

PI.EASE NOTF
EARLY ARRIVAL

IS ADVISED
Ticket distribution is*

in excess of studio rapacity.

Therefore, a ticket does not

guarantee admittance.

F-or groups of

four or moro,

call by Wed.

morning.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Gifts ofLove

6^-

Discoiinted 70% below retail. Prices starting at 150.00
Everything is certified and carries our lifetime guarantee.

htcjS i) 0fflp(Xf1V ^^™* *"^ ^^ Private Showroom or caU in your order
^ ^ ^^ ' ^

^
to guarantee delivery by Valentine's Day.

International Jewelry Cmtcr Suite 620 550 So Hill Street Los Angeles. CA 90013 (213)627 7619 FAX (213)627 4125

DOROTHY A. HARPER
ATTORNEYATLAW

PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

69/ S. Harvard Biwi. %\dtt B, Ijo% Angeles, CA 90005

%tg:(213) 381- 0187 (213)381-1601

$$$$
FINANCIAL AID
WORKSHOPS
1990-1991
SAAC

APPLICATIONS

Wednesday, February 7

Tuesday, February 13

Wednesday, February 14

lliursday, February IS

Tuesday, February 20

Thursday, February 22

Tuesday, February 27

Wednesday, February 28

Thursday, March 1

352S Ackerman

3S2S Ackerman

352S Ackerman

3S20 Ackerman

3S2S Ackerman

3S20 Ackerman

3525 Ackerman

3525 Ackerman

3520 Ackerman

U:30 AM • 1:30 PM

U:30 AM • 1:30 PM

U:30 AM • 1:30 PM

11:30 AM • 1:30 PM

U:30 AM • 1:30 PM

11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

U:30 AM • 1:30 PM

11:30 AM • 1:30 PM

U:30 AM - 1:30 PM

A COUNSELOR WILL
BE AVAILABLE TO

ASSIST WITH SPECIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES.
SAAC DEADLINE:
MARCH 2. 1990

THE ECONOMICS/BUSINESS STUDENT ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS

A

MAY IS JUST AROUND
Why wait until May to set your post-graduate career goals?
Spring to action rK)w with the company that's committed to
your career success. The May Department Stores Company.

As one of the premier retailers in the country, we invite ALL ~

COLLEGE MAJORS to apply for one of the retail industry's top
professional opportunities!

I. ^

In addition to the industry's most competitive salaries, we pro-
vide outstanding benefits.

Don '4^ wait until May to start thinking about your career. Join
the company that's committed to your success...

Interested candidates are encouraged to drop by and explore
the opportunifies. Representatives will be on the UCLA campus:

m
o
o

^
* \

4

Wednesday, February 7, 1990
9:30 am - 4:00 pm
Ackerman Union
Room #2410
Dress casually and
bring your resume
Refreshments provided

.V

ROBINSON'S and MAY CO. of CALIFORNIA

Divisions of The May Department Stores Company
Equal Opportunity Employer MF

Ml
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Undeigraduate council
MemlDers attend Filipino Night

I I I • lies regular meeting

By Greg Hayes

Contributor

Because of "Filipino Cultural

Night 1990,** undergraduate gov-

ernment's Tuesday meeting was
postponed until tonight

The meeting will take place at 7
p.m. in the Chancellor's confer-

ence room,' 2121 Murphy Hall.

Filipino Cultural Night, featur-

ing all facets of Filipino culture,

took place at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
night. .'-- ":;v

;

All council members were
invited to the event and most were
planning to attend, acccx'ding to

Sam Kaufman, flnancial supports

commissions. Kaufman was in

charge of distributing tickets and

said that response to the event was
overwhelming.

"We thought, out of respect for

the members of council who are

involved in this project, we should

move our meeting," said Florie

Aranovich, academic affairs com-
missioner.

"Student government is here to

groups," Kaufman said.

General Representative Scott

Ferry was unable to attend the

cultural night "I can use this time

to catch up on some much needed
studying," he said.

Agenda items for tonight's

meeting include voting privileges

for non-student members on coun-
suppoit student groups. Not just cil, AIDS awareness week and
the Filipino group but all student WORLDFEST '90.

All council members
were invited to the

event and most were
planning to attend,

according to Sam
Kaufman, financial

supports commission'

er.

The

EXPO CENTER
presents

latt^'
ent°

C ^®

and Los Angeles

^

INTERNSHIPS!
For information on how you can serve an INTERNSHIP, attend an
information meeting in the EXPO Center, in A-213, Ackerman

Information Meeting Times:

Tuesdays at 4 p.m.
Wednesdays at 12 p.m. - ~

'

Thursdays at 3 p.m.
Fridays at 10 a.m.

DEADLINES:
Fall '90 - FEBRUARY 23, 1990

^<,

HELP US
SAVE LIVES

OODO^

Volunteers Needed
J".

}\\ . Ifor rrr t-

UCLA BLOO0 DlOVE

If interested

-Please call the —^^
Student Welfare Commission
825-7586

.

Ask for Anne-Marie or Tracey
"W- -

'v..
-

PAID FOR BY
ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

HOT HAIR SALON
1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1468

Lip/Chin Wax .$4

Eyebrow ., $5
UDciercirni i>af'it««**t*t v/

Bikini Wax......^;^.„. $8
Half Leg .$10

Arm , $12
Upper Leg & Bikini..... $15

pi Full Leg & Bikini $20

rhe UCLA Center
lor Afro-American Studies'

Proudly Celebrates

I Afrlcan-American History Month
All events will

be held In

Room 158
Haines Hall (unless
otherwise specified)

All events are
subject to

change. Call
825-7403 for

schedule updates.

Brenda Marie Osbey Poetry Reading
BrerxJa Merle Osbey. Assistant Professor

Deportmer^t of English, UCLA

Wednesday, February 7. 8:00 p.m.

Presented as part of ttie Cultural & Recreational Affairs

Reading Series: cosponsored with tt\e Office of cultural &
Recreational Affairs.

To be held at \f\e Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

"Eyes On The Prize" Video Series

Monday-Thursday. February 12- 15, Noon- MOO
Friday, February 16, Noon-2:00

This documentor/ series covers the be^rmlr\gs of ttie OvU Rights
Movement through the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Narrated by

Julian Bond and produced by Henry Hampton.

"Racism lOr Documentary

Monday, February 12, 1:00-2:00

This documentary depicts the recent raclai unrest on college
canrtpuses across ttie country. Included are first-harKi ac-
counts from African-American and Caucasian students and

faculty from the University of h/llchlgan and Dartmouth College.

"Ettinic Notions" Documentary

Thursday, February 15, 1:00-2:00

This documentary explores the Caucasian idea otAfrican-
American life and people as seen through such media as

posters, street music, doUs, and merchandise.

AberKi Busio Poetry Reading
visiting Scholar, CAAS, UCLA

Thursday. February 1 5, 6:00 p.m.

Presented as part of the Cultural & Recreaflonal Affairs

Reading Series; cosponsored with the Office of Cultural &
Recreational Affairs.

To be held at the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

African-American Language AJ^iture
Colloquium Present] ^

Geneva Smitherman (Invited). Depaf^ntWI|JWrarKl Center
for Literacy and LqpalfslbettsRprnent

MIc
ThursdoiL'^AjorHflS, Noon- 1:00

TheCoii

African

foredwlth UCLA's Dept. ofAnttvopol-
'& AppMed Lhguhtlcs, James S. Cdiemart

renter. I^ept. of linguistics: with f\>mona College
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Van de Kamp asks lawyers to take ledw
Attorney general wants to permanently

protect old-growth redwoods from loggers

• • I

By Kathleen Maciay
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO— California Attor-

ney General John Van de Kamp withdrew
Tuesday from his role as the state's lawyer
in seven cases ^hat involve logging of old-

growth ledwOod.

**Unfortunately, the law permits, as of
this point, the logging of old-growth
redwoods,** Van de Kamp said in a news
conference held at Golden Gate Park.

Ironically, Van de Kamp made his

remarks while standing in front of a

meadow and towering cyp'ess tree, rathCT

than a small redwood grove about a half-

mile away that was considered too inacces-
sible for the media.

"The (state Forestry Department) is

bound to follow the law as it sees it. But in

my view, this law must be changed to limit

the department's authority so as to peima-
ncntly protect old-growth redwoods," he

said.

The average California timber harvest

from 1978 to 1985 exceeded the amount of
new timber grown by 22 percent in the same
seven-year period, according to Forestry

I>epartment figures.

California forest products earned $1.4
billion in 1989, second to the dairy business

among legal agricultural products. In 12

California counties, it is the No. 1 industry.

Van de Kamp suggested that attorneys
from other state agencies could be brought
in to handte the Forestry Department cases,

without 'tremendous sums of money for
legal expenditures."

The attorney general, who also is

challenging fonner San Francisco Mayor
Dianne Feinstein in seeking the Democratic
nomination for governor, said he is a
principal proponent of an initiative on next
November's ballot calling for preserving
existing old-growth redwood forests and
planting new ones.

ARE YOUR TEETH

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478^0363

•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laudiing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
l-Hl Wi-stwcxxl Blvd. (Bctuoon Wilshirc fiiSanta Monica)
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is proud to announce
a new location.

1900 WESTWOOD BLVD.

Come in and meet our
highly qualified technicians
froTXi around the world!!

(Europe; Far East;

No, So, Central America)

Our nei^y decorated salon
will feature a complete full

service schedule.

• Cut, Wash & Style

• Hi Tech Colors & Tints
•^ Perms
• Hennas
• Weaves
• Bleach & Toning
• Scalp Treatment
• European Facial

• Body Wax (fuU & partial)

• Full Make-up
• Manicure
• Sculptured Nails
• Pedicures

Free Haircut & Conditioner
(w/Set or Blow and Style)

$33.00 value for $15.00

Walk-ins Welcome
Hours: Mon-Sat 8-7pm

^475-3232 or 475-1989

-

Alpku IPlhi o Sigiaii Alpfcii fflm

RUN FOR THE HEART OF IT

Rll^
HEART

ASSOCIATION
SIWDAV,

J

^h^ Register Now: AlT this week
-<lirr-^ Bruin Walk 10am to 3pm

>

Z

O'^Dr-
I

Run held at Sam on Sunday
/» on Circle Drive adjacent to the

IM field

Pre-registration near Dance Building

at 7am

$11.00 fee includes T-Shirt V
$40.00 fee enters team of four

Ad paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/

USAC Programming Cpmmittee

UCLA
MORTAR BOARD
APPLICATIONS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE DEAN OF
STUDENTS OPnCE, 1206 MURPHY HALL

Mortar Board is a national senior honor society which
recognizes scholarship, leadership, and service to the campus
community. Mortar Board programs include awarding of the
annual Faculty Excellence Award, publication of the UCLA
Appointment Calendar, and participation in various
community service projects.

Requirements for application to Mortar Board include:

1) minimum 3.0 G.P.A.
,'

2) at least 90 units completed at end of Fall 1989
'"\

: : 3) graduation not sooner than Fall '90

4) demonstrated leadership and service
>

Mortar Board welcomes ALL qualified applicants.

Applications are due Friday, February 16 at 5 PM
at the Dean of Students Office, 1206 Murphy Hall

COME to THE ORIENTATION MEETING TODAY
:30^—fc30 PM. KINSEY 364 HONORS COMMONS

-.1^ 1
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Designer Clothing
at

Resale Prices

1516 Westwood Blvd.
474-8006

} Axis at 50^
already reduced

prices
15% off all items

mm lEDDY FOR

GALUUXQIO/AIIS

FOR GOYS.J^
Send 3 "lail Gram" (roin Kakedivity " lor itiai

inviiation iliey won'! lofgei' Packaged in a luiedo

boil Scented card includes message "Your

presence is fORMAiiy requested

You provide the rest*

800-22]-e456
VIU

HiKmrrry*'

"IIm ilon'i mf II

smeone else Willi"

Did you know that ... miscommunication and sex-role stereotypes contribute

to the risk of date rape? ''\

For both women and men, learning to talk about your dating expectations

and wishes can help build positive relationships.

When No Is Not Enough
I

Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12m -im p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

your road to

uditioning for 1st Annual

tudent
cr-]

alent

howcase

THURSDAY, FEB. 8
5-10 PM IN THE COOPERAGE

4t » » Looking for all types of performers - singers,
dancers, musicians, comedians, actors, etc.

9 9 9 For further information or sign-ups.
please contact Jean-Claude at (213) 825-6564

sponsored by CPCBOD.USAC

I990

CAse

Violence escalates
Communities

join police to

combat gangs
By Wendy Lane
Associated Press

Increasing gang violence
despite increased arrests and pro-

secutions is forging an alliance

between Los Angeles social orga-

nizati(xis and law enforcement,

participants in a state summit on
gangs said Tuesday.

Educators, law enforcement
authorities and leaders of com-
munity programs took part in a

conference designed to address
ways to combat gang influence and
activity on a neighborhood level.

State and local law enforcement
authorities, who have wimessed
growing death tolls from gang
violence even as more gang mem-
bers are prosecuted and jailed, said

enlisting the aid of people in

gang-plagued neighborhoods may
be the only hope in fighting the

problem.

"I don't think that we can any
longer assume that by putting more
and more gang members and drug
deal^^ into jail we are going to

force them somehow into submis-
sion,** said Los Angeles police

Cmdr. Lome Kramer.

"Communities need to be
mobilized. We definitely need to

develope more comprehensive
preventative programs.**

According to Los Angeles
County Sheriffs Depaitment sta-

tistics, 554 gang-related homicides
were rqx)rted in Los Angeles
County in 1989, exceeding the

record 452 homicides in 1988.

The conference focused on
training small community organi-

zations to work together and with

law enforcement in developing
and expanding programs to help

neighborhoods rid themselves of
gangs.

"You*ve got to look for some
quick-fix successes that you can
take into neighborhoods.** said

Natalie Salazar, executive direcUM'

of Los Angeles* Community
Reclamation Project **You*vc got
to get rid of the graffiti, knock
ck)wn some of the crack houses in

the area, make sure the street lights

are fixed, make sure the streets are

swept**

CRP is a federally funded pilot

program based in the haibw area

of Los Angeles, an area inhabited

for generations by Hispanic and
Filipino gangs.

The 1-year-old program, Sala-

zar said, works with schools in

anti-gang and anti-drug education

and sponsors recreational activi-

ties and citizens meetings with law
enforcement agencies.

Federal officials hope to expand
the program, scheduled to end in

July, to other cities and states.

Working on a small scale,

sometimes targeting just a two-
block area, the program teaches

how to cope with such problems as

graffiti and loitering, Salazar said.

To combat the factionalism
inherent in gang culture, CRP
sponsored a nK>nth-long basketball

tournament that involved 500
junior high school-age youths.

"Kids from particular neighbor-

hoods often feel they can't go into

other neighborhoods, or learn to

hate people from other neighbor-
hoods,** she said. *The basketball

tournament helps form bonds with
kids from other neighborhoods.**

Another new program to
involve community residents
employs legal means to curb gang
activity by urging citizens to

document gang activities, even
those as seemingly innocuous as
wearing gang colors, and report

them to law enforcement authori-

ties.

A judge can then issue an
injunction. Police will notify the

person involved that action has
been taken against them that can
lead to prosecution.

In the Los Angeles Police
Department's Newton Division,
which has one of the highest
homicide rales of any police
precinct in the nation, a citizens*

group called 100 Men Plus has
started a private initiative against
gangs, patrolling schools and
parks, removing graffiti and
befriending neighborhood youth.

The group recently formed its

fourth Los Angeles chapter.

There* s no way we can claim
any kind of success because the
homicides are still there,** said

Steve Vakiivia, executive director
of the city's Community Youth
Gang Scrvk:es, whfch works with
100 Men Plu^. "But the signs are
there.**

^"^

The conference, which runs
through Wednesday at the Airport
Marriott hotel, was organized by
the Ciov. Ge^e Deukmejian's
Criminal Justice Planning office,

the California Council on Criminal
Justice, and the Los Angeles
Interagency Gang Task Force.

Black couple awarded
$700,000 after sale
The Associated Press

A Wack couple forced to sell their 7-Eleven store because it was in a
predominantly while area has been awarded $700,000 plus expenses by
an arbitrator.

A qualified black buyer for the store was turned down before it was
sow to a white buyer who did not meet the company's usual financial
standards. The arbitrator also found the deal to the white buyer was
pushed through with "very unconventional speed."

Attorneys for Jenry L. Tibbs and his wife, Pattie, announced Monday
the decision by retired Los Angeles County Superior Court Judge Jack E.
Crickard. The aibitrator last week focind 7-Eleven's Dallas-based parent
company. Southland Corp., guilty of intentional racial discrimination in
its dealings with the Tibbs.

Crickard found Southland officials illegally pressured the couple to
sell their Venice store and awarded them $500,000 in damages, $200,00a
in atlomcy*s fees and unspecified legal expenses.
The Tibbs, who also owned a store in a predominantly black

community, were ordered to sell that store before the Venice store and
company officials even pressured the Tibbs* black Venice buyer to
purchase the store in the community of Rodeo.

"Southland was found to have turned down a qualified black purchaser
-whik^giving sweetheart freatment to a white franchisee to purchase the

I store,** Tibbs* attorney Audrey Y. Ripley, said in a news release.

Congressman says
NEAsui
By Robert M. Andrews
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A
Republican congressman is begin-

ning a new attack on the National

Endowment for the Arts, promis-
ing weekly examples showing that

the federal agency uses tax dollars

to subsidize pornography.
In his first "Dear Colleague**

letter to fellow House members.
Rep. Dana Rohrabacher, R-Calif.,

accused the arts endowment of
underwriting a series of sexually

explicit performances by pom
video star Aiyiie Sprinkle at the

Kitchen, a private performing arts

center in lower Manhattan.
At one point in her act, he wrote,

she commented that "Usually I get
paid a lot of money for this, but

tonight it*s government funded."

Endowment Chairman John E.

Frohnmayer denied that was the

case.

Frohnmayer said in a telephone

interview Tuesday that the endow-
ment gave a $60,000 grant to the

Kitchen last year solely for oper-
ating expenses, but did not award
any grant for Miss Sprinkle*s 12-

performance show.
"I want to make it very clear that

we do not fund anything that is

obscene and, in fact, my view is

that art and obscenity are mutually
exclusive terms," he said. "I think

those who oppose obscenity— and
I count myself among them —
might more fruitfully look else-

where.**

He added, "I don*t intend to rise

to the bait any time someone
comes up with a new horror story."

Barbara Tsumagari, executive

director of the Kitchen, said in

New York that Miss Sprinkle*s

show was not financed with
federal funds.

Ms. Tsumagari said the New
York State Council on the Arts
gave a $25,000 grant to the

Kitchen to underwrite part of its

season of 54 perfonmances, but
specifically excluded Miss
Sprinkle's show. That was con-
firmed by council spokesman Tim
Mulligan.

Frohnmayer said the NEA gavc^
the New York arts council a

$500,000 grant last year for staff

salaries and other administnuive

expenses.

Under a headline that read, "The
National Endowment for the Arts

Is At It Again,** Rohrabacher
charged that "Annie Sprinkle's

titillating masterpiece received

your constituents' tax dollars."

He urged his colleagues to

remind Frohnmayer that "he is

MONUMENT

dealing with taxpayer funds and is

accountable for how they are
spent, just like every other head of
every other federal agency."

Rohrabacher added: "If the
NEA can't hold itself responsible

to the U.S. taxpayer, it*s ourjob to

make them responsible.**

The congressn[um*s press sec-

retary, David Eisner, said his boss
plans to publKize similar exam-
ples every week or so, highlighting

what he called the endowment's
**use of tax dollars for triple-X,

hard-core pornographic stuff.**

Eisner said the NEA*s suppor-
ters dismiss such cases as "isolated

incidents," but "we are starting a
campaign to really work hard to

show that*s not the case. This is a
systemic problem.**

Frohnmayer, a former Portland,

Ore., lawyer, took command of the
NEA last September amid a
political controversy over a tour-

ing exhibition, including sexually
explicit pictures by photographer
Robert Mapplethoipe, that was
partially financed by the endow-
ment
That controversy prompted

Congress, in approving a $171
million budget for the NEA last

October, to ban federal fuiancial

support for obscene art— deemed
to be lacking in "literary, artistic,

political or scientific value.**

The House defeated a Rohraba-
cher proposal to abolish the
endowment, an independent feder-

al agency that underwrites a wide
variety of artists and arts institu-

tions with Ux-paid matching
grants.

Rohrabacher*s new campaign
could prove politically embarrass-
ing for the NEA at a time when the

House and Senate are planning
hearings on legislation that would
authorize extending the life of the

endowment
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C, the

endowment's most vocal Senate
critk:, peppered NEA officials last

November and December with
demands for details of the endow-
ment*s history of support for eight

arts groups and nine artists.

Helms' letters indicated he was
concerned about the sexual content
of their work. Arts supporters say
Helms is conducting a campaign of
intimidation against NEA grant

recipients who specialize in

experimental and controversial
arts projects.

Frohnmayer, asked about the
Helms letters, said, "I deem all

congressional inquiries to be legi-

timate and I respond to them, and
that's what I intend to do in this

case.**

From page 2

four months of demonstrations in 1964 after it banned campus political

activities.

The effort nearly toppled the university administration, breached the

traditional trust of faculty nationwide, bolstered the public image of
conservative politicians like Ronald Reagan who promised to crack
down on such disruptions, and encouraged college youth worldwide to

question authority.

Student tactics, including sit-ins, humorous music fetes and an instant

alternative press, became the model for the 10 years of civil rights and
anti-war demonstrations that followed.

Chancellor Ira Michael Heyman hints he may not accept the artwork,
saying he isn*t sure the movement deserves an honor. Journalism
Professor David Littlejohn derides it as a tribute to the "unjustified self-

assurance" of the campus liberal elite, which he characterizes as
ironically intolerant of divergent views.

"It is not clear why the free speech movement of 1964 deserves such
special commemoration," wrote Heyman, in his only public comment on
the proposal.

He added in the letter to project organizers that those involved in the
-movement were "not very good at designing public art tocwnmemorate
their own actions.**

JOSIE BRUIN,

CUSS OF 1891
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GARBAGE, 2001
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Garbage is no laughing matter. Your

share is 3.5 pounds of garbage pej;^

day, and packaging accounts for

^
one-third of ail the waste we
produce. It really piles up. But you

can help, and it's not that hard.

Reduce. Just a simple container

choice can make a huge amount of

difference. ASUCLA is offering bulk

dispensed condiments as an

alternative to individual packets of

ketchup and mustard. In many
cases ASUCLA Food Service uses

degradable serving containers madar

of recycled paper products. And you

can choose not to take a bag with

your purchases in the Students'

Store if you don't really need it..

Join ASUCLA in our efforts to protect

the environment. It isn't hard. It is

important. You can make a difference.

_ Cl^ose to Conseryex_._

•• >

Reuse. ASUCLA's plastic utensils

and coffee cups are used more than

once — when you take a second to

put them in separate bins. We also

offer 20-oz. refillable thermal mugs
that you can use again and again —
and save 20% on hot and cold

dispensed beverages. Special

ceramic coffee mugs are good for

35-cent refills at Jimmy's and

Kerckhoff Coffee House. " ,

Recycle. Use our handy bins to

recycle newspaper, white paper and

aluminum cans, throughout

ASUCLA facilities. And watch for

upcoming drives and drop-off sites

to recycle items from home.

ASUCLA

RECYCLING
PROGRAM Recycle this newspaper.
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China 'continues to violate iiuman rigiits'
Asia Watch condenins ChinaVVepressive measures'
By Jim Abrams
Associated Press

BEUING— Inefficiency, waste
and*poor returns arc threatening

China's policy of making large

state-run industries the vanguard
of the nation's economic develop-

ment, an official report said Tues-
day.

The government report, quoted
in the official media, sounded one
of the first notes of pessimism
about a three-year retrenchment

{X'ogram aimed at reviving central

controls, giving priority to state-

run industries and slowing down
market-oriented reforms.

Per capita productivity rose only
1.6 percent in 1989, compared
with 9.3 percent in 1988, while

wages increased 14 percent and
bonuses 23 percent, according to

the report.

Production costs of state-ran

industrial firms covered by the

central government budgetjumped
22.4 percent, a result of rising

wage and material bills, and 19
percent of state-backed enterprises

were operating in the red, com-
pared with 13 percent in 1988.

The State Statistics Bureau said

taxes and profit turnover from
state-owned industry rose only 0.2

percent in 1989.

The Communist Party's official

People's Daily quoted Finance

Minister Wang Bingqian as saying

the retrenchment program started

in 1988 must increase economic
benefits.

"If in the course of rectification

economic benefits still do not rise,

then you cannot say the aim of
rectification has been completed,"

he said.

The official China Daily, in a
commentary, noted that if efficien-

cy in large state-owned firms

continues to erode, "no matter how
the government adjusts, the eco-

nomic retrenchment program
would fail to achieve its purpose."

The government, led by conser-

vative Premier Li Peng, has

insisted China won't veer from its

socialist system relying on state-

run enterprises and giving only a

supplemental role to collective and

private businesses.

But the figures showed that state

firms, long-troubled by inefficien-

cy, surplus labor forces and poor
management, are costing the state

a huge amount of money.
Finance Vice Minister Chi

Haibin told the wceklyjBeijing
Review the governmeilt must
budget $19 billion a year Uncover
business losses and subshl^es,

about one-third of annual financial

expenditures.

The China Daily quoted a

Chinese Academy of Social Sci-

ences economist as saying indust-

rial efficiency has been declining

since 1985, and that in 1988
enterprises' contributions to state

revenue was only 20.63 percent of

state funding for industry, com-
pared with 24.2 percent in 1984.

The economist said aggregate

financial losses incurred by
money-losing enterprises grew
from $723 miUion in 1984 to $2.5
billion in 1988.

The paper said inefficiency and
low productivity were due to

slowness in adapting to new
market situations, low levels of

technology, and blind expansion

during years of rapid economic
growth.

It quoted former State Econom-
ic Commission Minister Lu Dong
as saying that more than 30 percent

of the nation's processing industry

is idle, a result of ov^icapacity and
the 18-month-old austerity prog-

ram that has meant weakened
demand and a cutoff of govern-

ment credit

The government report said

newly granted state loans to

industry totaled $39.4 billion last

year, exceeding the planned quota
of $34 billion.

Two-thirds of the new loans
were issued in the last quarter of
the year. The last quarter is

traditionally the main lending
season, but this trend was more
Ixx>nounced last year as the gov-
ernment, concerned by the first

negative growth rates in industrial

output in a decade, eased up on its

tight credit policy.
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China hurt

by waste,
inefficiency
By John Pomfret

Associated Press

HONG KONG — Despite lift-

ing martial law, Chinese authori-

ties persist in arresting peaceful

dissenters and are cairying out new
death sentences, the human rights

group Asia Watch alleged in a

report obtained Tuesday.
The Washington-based group

also criticized the Bush admi-
nistration for "kowtowing** to the

Chinese and it attempts to **patch

things up with those responsible

for the slaughter and arrests fol-

lowing the June 4 crackdown.**

Asia Watch said tens of thou-

sands of dissenters are languishing

in cramped jail cells where guards
regularly torture them. It said all

political detainees are denied
access to a lawyer as they await
trial and are interrogated.

"China*s criminal justice sys*

tem is among the most deeply
flawed in the world," the report

said. 'Indeed, it is essentially pre-

modcm.**

Asia Watch also accused Chin-
ese authorities of harassing many
of the 40,000 Chinese students

studying in the United States. It

printed one letter from a Chinese
student who claimed security
forces went to his parents ' house in

Henan province and demanded a
recent letter he had sent them
regarding the June 4 crackdown.

After an all-night interrogation,

his brother gave police the letter

and police later investigated his

family and previous letters, Asia
Watch said.

The 89-page report lists many
political trials and executions
occurring after the crackdown in

June, although it does not supply
any new information as all of its

flndings are based on Western
press reports.

It says most of the estimated

10,000 to 30,000 people stiU in jail

for taking part in the pro-democra-
cy movement arc workers who,
unlike many intellectuals and
students, "have no contact whatev-
er with the outside world.**

The report, titled "Punishment
Season,** said that despite the

lifting of martial law in January,

the political climate throughout the

country remains repressive. It

charges that many People's Liber-

ation Army soldiers have simply
traded uniforms to the paramilitary

People's Armed Police. It also

charges that the People*s Armed
Police has increased in strength.

The human rights group said it

had documented several dozen
arrests and trials between October
and January, including one man
who was convicted of "counterre-

volution** for painting pro-denfK>-

cracy slogans. It said it had
received reports but not confirma-

tion of hundreds more.

It charges that several execu-
tions had occurred of men the

Chinese called "hooligans,** who
were killed for participating in the

movement for freedom.

*To sum up." it said, "the
continuing arrests and executions n

in China form the cutting edge of a
protracted, government-led cam-
paign of punitive repression, and
they serve a purely political pur-

pose."

The report devotes one section

to criticizing the response of the
Bush administration to China.

A month after the crackdown
began. President Bush sent
National Security Advisor Brent
Scowcroft on t secret mission to
Beijing.

V

Chevron Oil

still area's

big polluter
By Bmce BIgelow

Associated Press

Chevron*s huge El Segundo oil

refinery still produces the area*s

most serious industrial air pollu-

tion despite mitigation efforts that

have cut pollution drastically,

officials said Tuesday.
The sprawling refinery, which

turns out about 3 million gallons of
motor fuel a day, topped the South
Coast Air Quality Management
District's two top 20 lists of
companies releasing the highest

emissions of nitrogen oxides and
reactive hydrocarbons. Officials

say the pollutants are the two most
serious emitted in the district*s

four-county region, which has the

nation*s dirtiest air.

Chevron *s refinery emits nearly

5,200 tons of the two pollutants

annually.

Chevron's dubious distinction,

however, belies its efforts to

control pollution in recent years,

distria officials acknowledged.
For one thing, pollutants emitted
by the El Segundo refinery repre-

sent a 22 percent reduction from
the previous year.

*^e think the top 20 polluters

list is a misnomer." said Rod
Spackman. chief spokesman for

Chevron's El Segundo refinery.

"You have to understand the

magnitude of our operation."

Spackman said The huge Chevron
plant refines about 25 percent of all

crude oil processed daily in the Los
Angeles basin, he said. It operates

60 fiimaces and must ensure the

operation of 30.000 valves.

The district*s top polluter list

"doesn't answer the question if

you're operating your equipment
improperly." Spackman said. "It

just says you're big."

Chevron has allocated neariy

$100 million, about half of its

capital budget, for pollution con-

trol equipment in 1989 and 1990,

Spackman said. The refinery was
cited 10 times in 1989 for permit

violations, although details were
not immediately available, district

spokeswoman Claudia Keith said.

It is true that the biggest

polluters are not necessarily the

worst violators of smog regula-

tions, said Diana Love, the dis-

trict's chief enforcement official.

"Gas stations, for example,
produce twice as much air pollu-

tion as all of the basin's refineries

— and paint fumes from homes as

well as businesses constitute 11

times as much pollution as from
refineries."

However, the lists reflect the Air

Quality Management District*

s

efforts to heighten public aware-

ness of pollution as the agency
moves to enforce compliance with

the federal Clean Air Act by the

year 2007, officials^ said.

"We think it's important that

people know who the largest

stationary source (smokestack)

polluters are." Keith said.

While many oil refineries and

other firms appearon both lists, the

subsequent ranking and composi-

tion varies. The lists were drawn
from emission levels reported by
more than 30,000 facilities during

1988. the latest year available.

Another list released by the

•district shows the 20 biggest fines

paid to settle air pollution com-
plaints filed by the district.

The biggest fine in 1989 was
$355,000 against a consortium

operating 160 service stations,

which was cited for failing to

nfiaintafn gasoline vapor recovery

systems over a three-year period.
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Remedies for ranaway student spending
Changing Times

Tuition bills are reason enough for

parents to worry, but college stu-

dents often make a hash of their

personal finances, too. The best preventive

is to train them to be responsible about
money before they go to college. If that

opportunity has slipped away, you can still

sit down, survey the damage and start anew.
There are many ways for a college

student to tap into a regular supply of cash.

The use of statewide electronic-transfer

systems is common, for instance. Most in-

state students at the University of Iowa in

liwa City keep their accounts with banks at

home, then withdraw cash via an auto-

mated-teller system called Shazam. Tami
Trost, a student at the University of
Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia, uses a

similar electronic network. Her parents

make deposits in her hometown bank in

Abington, Pa., but she does the record

keeping in Philadelphia.

The University of Michigan has a large

out-of-state population, and most of the

students choose to open accounts with Ann
Arbor banks. This makes checks more
readily acceptable at local stores. To
maintain fiscal discipline, Jill Foley, a 1989
Ann Arbor grad from Worthington, Ohio,
chose an account that offered free checking

Preventative measures to consider

before running into money problems

with a $300 minimum balance. *'That kept
me from bouncing checks," she says. "And I

really hated the idea of paying service

charges."

Other students keep both a checking and a
savings account and have a specified

amount automatically transferred from
savings to checking each month, as a means
of pacing their spending. Whatever banking
institution your child chooses, make sure it

has a branch (or at least an ATM) near

campus and that its services are geared
toward student finances, advises Changing
Times magazine.

It also usually makes sense for your child

to have a credit card for emergencies, travel

expenses and major purchases. Jill Foley
and her sister, Kristin, a Yale junior, both
cany a MasterCard cosigned by their

parents. "Of course, we don't always agree
on what 'emergency' means," Jill says.

Kristin solves that problem by writing a
check to her parents for charges that she
should have covered on her own.

If the thought of handing your credit card
over to a free-spending 19-year-old is too

much to bear, encourage the student to get
his own. On about 1 ,000 campuses last year
Citibank used direct-mail solicitation and
on-campus sign-ups to attract student
accounts. Most of the cards are issued to

preapproved applicants and carry low credit

lines of $500 to $600.
A Citibank spokesman says the 1.4

million undergraduates who carry Citibank
Visas or MasterCards generally maintain
good credit ratings. The danger you face as a
parent is that if your scholar can't control

spending impulses, you itiay not become
aware of it before a substantial revolving-

charge balance is on the books.

One compromise to consider is the

secured credit card. This is a Visa or
MasterCard whose issuer requires a "fro-

zen" deposit as collateral for any charges
made on the account
A secured card may be a good bet for a

student who has trouble getting credit

elsewhere, but beware the "credit clinics"

that charge a ridiculous fee to process an
application. BankCard Holders of America,
a nonprofit group, supplies a list of banks
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across the country that ofTer secured credit

cards directly to consumers. For a copy of
the list, send $3 to BankCard Holders of
America, 560 Hemdon Parkway, Suite 120,

Hemdon, VA 22070.

Make your student awiare that financial

irresponsibility has its consequences,
advises Changing Times magazine. If the

two of you honestly underestimated the

costs that would be confronted, then
perhaps you should take pity. But if you
have to bail your student out of fiscal

mistakes during the first semester, consider
making that financial rescue package a loan— or deduct something from his or her
second semester allotment

Maybe high phone bills are keeping your
child from calling home. Then consider the
AT&T Call Me card, a regular calling cai'd

that woiks only when catling a specific
number.

When checks start bouncing have your
child arrange for overdraft protection. Many
banks will provide this by charging over-
drafts to a credit card account

Should your scholar be perpetually short

of pizza-and-movie money, suggest a part-

time job. Think of it this way: If there's time

enough to go broke eating pizza and
watching movies, there's time to work 10 or
12 hours a week.

Grand jury

tells city

It smells
By Ron Word
Associated Press

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — The
nose knows without any help from
the legal system, but a grand jury
report tells residents what they
know already:

Jacksonville smells.

The grand jury issued the report
on June 14, 1988, but it had been
sealed as two paper mills and two
chemical plants criticized in the
report challenged it in court The
four companies say that have taken
expensive steps to eliminate smel-
ly emissions.

"I don't think, we need a grand
jury to tell us Jacksonville smells,"

said Dick Kennedy, a frequent
critk: of the city's pollution poli-

cies.

"I don't think anybody should
be put out of business, but I think
they should stay out of court and
spend their money cleaning up the
air," said Kennedy, who said he
lives downwind from the two
paper mills.

After nK)nths of court chal-

lenges. ChiefCircuit Judge John E.

Santora ordered the report released

Monday evening.

•The history of Jacksonville's

achievements is preceded only by
its reputation as *The City That
Smells.' To each of us individual-

ly, and to the community as a
whole, this situation can only be
termed an embarrassment" the
report said.

The report by the 23-mcmbcr
panel said emissions have resulted

in nKMC than 4,000 citizen com-
plaints since 1985.

**The odors have an adverse
impact on their property values,

and unreasonably interfere with
their health, welfare, and comfort-
able enjoyment of life and proper-

ty," it said.

Mayor Tommy Hazouri has
campaigned to clean up Jackson-
ville's odors and the city council
approved a tough anti-odor ordi-

nance to cite offending industries
in March 1988, parts of which have__
been thrown out by the courts.

From page 1

**I ran to save the coastal

wetlands and to change the way the

city of Los Angeles looks at

development" Galanter said. "If

you (Jon't enter into politics, some
jerk will (represent you) in your
name."

Participation by women at the

national level has not crossed the

threshold where women can com-
pete against each other, Galanter
said. She spoke of the "glass

ceiling" that still keeps women out
of high positions of power. Fewer
and fewer positions are available

as one moves up the various layers

of government and men arc less

willing to let go of these positions,

she said.

Galanter's campaign experi-
ence was not an ordinary one. She
conducted most of her 1987
campaign from a hospital bed
while recovering from stab
wounds she received from a
burglar. She assumed her office

directly after she left the hospital.

Recalling the many demands
she had to face when talcing on her
first job as an elected official,

Galanter advised those interested

in running for office to disregard

others' expectations. "Just do what
you promised during your cam-
paign," she said.

And one of the tasks Galanter
has since focused upon has been
the homeless. "Everyone says
house the homeless," she said. But
when it comes to putting trailers in

a certain kx:atlon, people complain
that you cannot do it in their

neighborhood, she added.

Galanter's solution has been to

involve more people in decision

making on matters including

housing and devek)pment The
nK)ffe people are "roped in," the

more likely it is that the communi-
ty will succeed, she said. "My role

is not only to empower people but
help them do things for them-
selves."

"Education itself is not training

for politics — life is," she said.

BOYCOTT
From page 1

sororities boycott the fraternities

for one week and urged rape
education seminars for fraternity

members. He also said fraternities

should publicly condenm sexist

acts.

The sorority member who
traveled with Friedkin said she is

not sure if a boycott would be
effective, but she went along to

encourage rape education.

Rape is a problem of the society,

not just of the fraternities, she said.

She said she does not want to pit

sororities against fraternities

because they should work together

on the issue.

Tom Mooers, the third member
of the advocating group and a

fraternity member, said a person

can be both **pro-Greek and anti-

sexism at the same time."

Stacey Friedman, president of
Gamma Phi Beta, echoed the

sorority member's comments and
said after Friedkin's visit that "his

heart is in the right place."

She suggested that maybe the

sororities, the fraternities and
non-Greeks should hold a vigil

together to denounce sexual har-

assment >

Friedkin will meet with the

sprorities* presidents tonight to

discuss the issue further.

Interfratemity Council Presi-

dent Gary Hobart said he has no
comments on the students* visits.

He said he may attend tonight's

meeting to find out exactly what
-Friedkin proposes before talking

about it
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WOULD YOU LIKE T^
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OF
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DANCE EVENTS?
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HUMAN?
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DATE: FEB. 13,' 1990 SAME TIME 8i PLACE

Using that
miraculous
microwave
Reader's Digest

In
less than a decade, the

microwave oven has become
one of the most popular

appliances in the American home.
The reason is simple: a microwave
makes food preparation easier.

It cooks, thaws and reheats food
in a fraction of the time usually

required. It's especially a boon for

family members who may be late

for meals or who eat at different

times. Easier cleanup and less

kitchen heat are added bonuses.
Here are some tips for making

the most of your microwave:
Folk)w the cooking times in

the recipe book that comes with
your microwave. The limes in

most cookbooks and magazines
are for an average 600- to 700-watt
mk:rowave. A compact 400-watt
will take more time, and a large

1.000-watt will take less. Also, the

power level ratings, such as High
or Medium, are not standardized
and the intensity they produce
varies from oven to oven.

Place a dish in the center of
the oven so the food will cook
evenly. Periodically turn roasts

and stir dishes toward the center to

distribute heat Rotate dishes that

cannot be stirred.

Cover most vegetables and
combination dishes with a lid or
plastic film so they won't dry out;

leave a comer of the film turned
back to let hot gases escape.

When cooking unevenly
shaped foods, arrange the thicker
parts around the outside of the dish
with the thinner parts in the center.

A microwave oven begins
cooking the moment you start it;

you don't need to alk)w time for it

to warm up.

Microwave cookware

Never use metal in a micro-
wave. It can cause an electric arc
that can damage the oven. Avoid
dishes with metal handles and
bands. Use foil— to protect easily

overcooked parts, such as chicken
wings — only if the oven manu^;
facturer recommends it

Don't nish out to buy special

cookware for the microwave. Most
of your present ceramic and glass

casseroles and baking dishes are
microwave-safe.

To determine if a dish is

suitable for microwave cooking,
fill a glass measuring cup half way
with water and put it in the oven
alongside the empty dish. Set the
oven on full power for one minute.
Then gingerly touch the dish and
the water. If the water is hot and
the dish is cool, the dish can be
used.

Some surprising items can be
used as microwave cookware. Try _
warming leftovers on a paper
plate, cooking bacon on paper
towels and heating rolls wrapped
in a napkin in a straw basket

Save the microwave-safe
plastic containers that some frozen -

foods come in. They're great for

heating individual portions and are —
dishwasher safe. Avoid thin plas-

tics that can melt v^lien the food in

them gets hot ^i

in selecting dishes for the
microwave, remember that food
cooks more evenly in a round dish

and in a shalk)w rather than deep
dish. OKXMe dishes with straight

rather than sk)ping sides.

Condensedfrom a Readers Digest
"^

by the Associated Press
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THEATER
From page 1

partners.

"It was ver^ personal training

because we were given the chance
to talk on a one-to-one basis with

people who have HIV-infection
(the immunodeficiency virus), and
gays and lesbians who have faced

the homophobia in society and
gone through the experiences that

we deal with in the play," said

Roland Fernando, who plays **the

man who comes prepared."

Although Kaleidoscope won't
help Fernando — who is an
astrophysics major — academi-
cally, he is excited about working
to clarify a tot of the myths
surrounding critical issues like

AIDS.

"When I was in high school

there were all these strange things

going around about what AIDS is.

Afto* the training I realized I was
thinking of things that were abso-
lutely wrong and I was sure there

were a lot of other people who
didn't know about these things and
I wanted to take a part in educating
them," he said.

One strong theme in this year's

play worics to dispel the many
prejudices surrounding the gay
community by portraying the gay
couple as one of the few couples in

the play who practices safe-sex.

Many of the Kaleidoscope
members felt especially touched
by the knowledge they gained
from researching gay and lesbian

issues.

"I think the training has helped
me overcome some of the ste-

reotypes I didn't even know I had
about gays and lesbians. Some-
times these stereotypes are so
embedded in the language and
things we do that we don't even
realize they are there," Pond
explained.

Malcobn Harris, who plays one
of the gay characters in the play,

researched his character by talking

with gay professors and students at

UCLA about the experiences of
coming out and facing homo-
phobism on campus.

"Basically they are just people
like anyone else. A tot of the

problems they go through they

wouldn't have to face if they were
not gay, but to a certain degree I

can understand what they have to

deal with, being black myself,"
Harris said.

Matt Ellis, ^who plays another

gay character, hopes to perform
the play for his fellow fraternity

members. "I'm in a firatemity and I

think it woukl be a very positive

thing in light of what's going on if

the Inter—Fraternity Council
would be involved with the play."

Pond explained that one of the

reasons she got involved with
Kaleidoscope was due to the recent

budget cuts which have limited

"safe-sex" education.

"Sexually transmitted diseases

and unplanned preganancies are

important issues and with the

recent cuts in the budget, there is

even less education out there. This

is a fun, yet very effective way to

reach out to the youth and college

students who are most affected by
these issues," she said.

Minnini expressed her confi-'|*

dence that Kaleidoscope deals

with the vital issues on a student

level and is effective in conveying
the necessary knowledge to make
important decisions.

*'What students need to see is

somebody actually in the situation.

•Some might call that explicit, but I

think you have to be as specific as

you can to really make an impact

on people and to really help them.

It may shock some people, but I

deal with students all the time and

. . . these are their concerns,"

Minnini said.
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Editorial

. And health care for all

Viewpoint

Health care is a right, not a privilege. But
in the United States, approximately 37
million people lack access to basic health

care because they are uninsured. These
people have fallen through the cracks
because they are either employed in menial
jobs with no health benefits, or do not
qualify for Medicare, offered to those over
65, or Medicaid (MediCal in California),

provided for low-income families.

A recent Los Angeles Times poll found a
majority of Americans favored a national

health plan that would cover all people
equally and would decrease exorbitant
medical costs. Sixty-one percent believe
that the government should provide adequ-
ate health care for its citizens. The U.S. is

unique among industrialized nations in that

it does not offer a national health insurance
plan, even though it spends 12 percent of its

GNP on health.

Critics of a national health plan argue that

its implementation would necessitate an

increase in government spending. However,
such a plan would ultimately lower rates,

because hospital and doctors* fees would be
set and regulated. There would not be any
significant increase in the percentage of the

GNP we spend on health, yet every citizen

and legal resident, regardless of income,
would receive basic health care.

Canada pays for its national health plan
through taxes, spending only two-thirds of
what the U.S. spends on health care. Yet
Canada has a lower infant mortality rate and
a longer life expectancy. The benefits of a

comprehensive, well-run and adequately-

funded health plan are immeasurable.
Our record is improving. Health services

for the poor have become more widely
available since the early part of this century,

and health insurance has been expanding to

include more and more people. But we are

not there yet — and we will not be until

every American has access to basic medical
services.

Dealing with the AIDS
epidemic in the 1990s
By Roger Bohman
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Through the 1980s the world has seen the birth and growth of
the AIDS epidemic. AIDS, acquired immune deficiency syn-
drome, is the terminal stage of a fatal disease caused by an
infectious agent The anagram AIDS alone elicits a sense of fear,

vulnerability, outrage and helplessness. This is because a person
with AIDS has a body that cannot fight disease. A doctor with
an AIDS patient has no real cure to offer.

Public health officials are uncertain about the future course of
the epidemic. Society is trying to establish a system to deal with
infected individuals, and this often gives rise to conflicts between
the rights of the individual within the society. Furthermore,
uninfected individuals wonder how they can minimize their

potential exposure to the disease. Since their information is quite
often based on ignorance of the mode of transmission of the
disease, this can elicit irrational behavior patterns in dealing with
infected individuals.

As we look into the next decade, the course of the epidemic
is uncertain, but it will surely not disappear. The disease will

continue to tax and test the existing governmental, ethical,

medical, financial and legal infrastructures within our society.
I would like to briefly discuss three components of the

epidemic and how I visualize their impact in the 1990s. First
the impact of the epidemic in sub-saharan Africa. Here it is

estimated that between 5 percent and 20 percent of the urban
population is infected with the virus. The demographics of the
infected population are as follows: male and female, between the
ages of 20 and 40, middle to upper-class workers. This is the
very population which is expected to carry forward progress in

the continent into the next century. As the epidemic progresses,
there could be not only a cutback on production by a loss of
work force, but also a financial drain on the society as the
patients arc treated medically. The impact on the gross national
product of these countries will be staggering and has the
potential for destabilization of the political and societal forces
which maintain the integrity of these countries. What should be
the role of Western societies in helping to solve these potential
problems?

The second component I would like lo discuss is the impact
of the epidemic on the development of new drugs and vaccines.
Prior to AIDS, drug development and testing had evolved into
stow, cumbersome and conservative scientific bureaucracy. This
stow process was designed to ensure the efficacy of new drugs
and to protect us against any adverse side effects. The AIDS

As we look into die next decade, die course of die
epidemic is uncertain, but it will surely not disap^

pear. The disease will continue to tax and test die
existing governmental, ediical, medical, financial

and legal infrastructures widiin our society.
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epidemic has demonstrated a clear need for a reorganization of
this system. The appropriate governmental agencies have
responded with the Compassionate Plea program and a scries of
Investigattonal New Drug regulattons, both of which have
dramatically shortened the time between the discovery of a new
drug and its release to the public. This is clearly demonstrated
by the rapid testing and approval of AZT. There is, however, the
possibility of the pendulum swinging too far and allowing
emotions to override the scientific requirements in drug testing.
The underground availability and utilization of untested new
drugs like dextran sulfate and compound Q compromise the data
obtained from any rigorous testing protocols.

Third, and finally, if it docs become impossible to test new
drugs and vaccines on our own population, there is the
temptation to use subjects in the third world as guinea pigs for
our drug and vaccine testing. This could only be conscionable if

the following principles were followed. First, that any successful
new drugs and vaccines be made available, either free of charge
or at a reasonable cost, to the population used to do the test
There is certainly a lack of historical precedent for this type of
action, which could have been taken in other situations where
mUlions of people in the third worW die of disease to which the
western world has cures. Second, that the individuals used in the
testing protocols give informed consent and have the right to
decline taking part in the testing of the drugs.

Clearly our generation will be judged historically by the way
we deal with these and other problems surrounding the AIDS
epidemic.

Bohman is an instructor in the department of biology.
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By Jim Bloyd

While walls symbolizing oppression, separation and opposition
to the will of the people crumble in Europe, the health insurance
industry has been one of the most prominent forces in the
United States erecting and strengthening structures that deny
quality health care to more and more people. The history of the
development of the health insurance industry shows that it is a
priniary source of cost inflation. Fuithermore, the v^ logic of
the insurance principle as it now stands shows that" it has no
place in proposals for a national health insurance program that is

universal and comprehensive. Look at the figures. Frankly, the
health insurance industry is killing us.

Health statistics show an appalling sUde into increasing misery
for the poor and people of color. The percentage of low birth
weight babies (under 5.5 lbs.), who have a greater risk of death
and disability, increased by 17 percent from 1987 to 1988 in LA
County. Among African Americans the increase was 32 percent.
In 1988, the percentage of "Black" children bom with a low
birth weight was 2 1/2 times greater than the percentage of low
birth weight children bom to "Anglos", says the Los Angeles
Times C'Rise in infant deaths laid to drugs, prenatal neglect,"
Fteb. 3. 1990).

In that Times article the ''Maternal Health" box leaves out the
"increase" column for the infant mortality figures. It also shows
these numbers as percentages, which is a mistake: They represent
absolute numbers of deaths of infants per 1,000 live births, not a
proportion of the thousand. The second, and more serious mistake
is that according to the Times' own figures, the infant mortality
rate among blacks and Latinos rose 29.4 percent and 29.3
percent in 1988 over 1987, not 17 percent, as Times Medical
Writer Janny Scott states in paragraph two.
Why understate the infant mortality rate increases? This is a

gross error, and demands a clarification. Why did the Times
change the format within the same box? The space is there.
Many of you may want to give the Times editors the benefit of
the doubt Not nr»e. A "Percent Change" column is easy enough
to do. I think they don't want to be critical of a racist system
by showing graphically that "Angto" figures for infant mortality
improved by 12 percent, while figures for "Blacks" and
"Latinos" worsened by 29 percent
Many opinion polls attest to the fact that current health care

policy runs counter to what most of us want. When asked if

quality care should be "a privilege that a person should have to

earn, or a right to which he is entitled as a citizen?," surveys in

1968, 1975, and 1978 reported that over 75 percent of the
people said it should be a right. Most recently a Gallup poll in
California found that 71 percent of the people polled in April
1989 believed that "Americans have a right to receive health
care regardless of their ability to pay." A 1988 Harris poll
showed that 90 percent of the people thought that we should
have a right to health care "as good as a millionaire could get"
The American people are ctear in their desire that health care

be a right not based on income. So what's wrong with
insurance the way it is? First of all, the present insurance
principle inherently conflicts with the idea that health care shouW
be a right In the most recent meeting of the American Public
Health Association, Thomas Bodenheimer described the insurance
principle this way: "People who need more health care must pay
more than people who need less health care," and "People with
lower incomes must pay a greater proportion of their income for
health care than people with higher incomes."

Bodenheimer's first statement is true because the insurance
companies divide us up into groups of varying risk; young,
healthy people pay tower premiums and older or sicker people
pay higher ones. The second statement is a result of the fact that
within a risk group the premium paid by each person is the
same whether you drive a Pinto or a Rolls. Also the deductible"
and co-insurance are a larger st^ie of.modest incomes.
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Health insurance companies are interested in cash flow and the
'bottom line, not in health. Holtom's Underwriting Principles and
Practices states, "The principal responsibility of an underwriter is

to make a profit for his company." This is done by making each
risk group show a profit and by screening out so-called
"uninsurables" and "substandard risk" people. People with pre-
existing conditions are in this category. Congress' Office of
Technotogy Assessment found that one-third of the companies ^

surveyed had policies that could prohibit homosexuals frxnn
getting insurance. The old and sick and the poor are not
profitable, and are thus relegated to the public insurers, Medicaid
and Medicare.

Both of these publk: insurance plans are underfunded and do *^^
not provide the kind of care we wouW want to receive. Medicaid
covers only 40 percent of low income people, while Medicare,
for people 65 and over, paid only 42 percent of the average bill

in the eariy '70s, before federal budget cuts reduced funds going
to the elderiy and disabled. Medigap insurance plans have built a -
multi-billion dollar market filling in Medicare's gaping holes. —

^

These plans are notorious for flaunting regulations and paying
out a low amount per dollar of premium collected

Before the popularity of voluntary commercial insurance. Blue
Cross and Blue Shield were organized by hospitals and doctors
so that their charges would be paid during the Depression. Each
tended to pay whatever bill was passed atong to them, setting a
trend producing inflation. It was common for the same people to
sit on the board of a hospital and the board of Blue Cross,
clearly a conflict of interest Similar conflicts resulted when tocal
physicians controlled boards of Blue Shield Both Blues have
become more Uke the commercial companies, using an experience
rating, which sets prices loo high for people who most need
overage. The Blues are no tonger non-profit organizations.

Another reason for the inflatton is that insurance company
profits are not only made form the premium itself, but from the
dividends paid when the premium is invested, before it is paid
out if the insured person makes a claim. As health care bill get
higher, premiums go higher, and the insurance companies have
nK)re to invest thus reaping more profits from these investments.
The polls are clear The people of the United States do not

want to subsidize this industry with our misery. What could have
been health for all has instead been transformed into assets on
the order of $700 billion in 1981.
One astute observer of U.S. health care, Vicente Navarro, has

estimated that under a national health program that was universal
and comprehensive in nature that operated not-for-profit and that
functioned under the principle that quality health care should be
a right, health care costs would be lowered by almost $70 billion
in the first year of operatton. Navarro will speak on Monday,

"^~^

Feb. 12, in CHS 43-105, at noon.
In Canada our desire is a reality. Canadians pay less than we

do: 8.6 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) compared to
11.2 percent of U.S. GDP; $1,370 per capita vs. our $1,926.
They get more: In 1986, Canada's infant mortality rate was 7.9
deaths per 1.000 live births vs. an overall U.S. rate of 10.4
deaths per 1,000 live births; figures for life expectancy and
deaths from heart disear.e were also better in Canada. Health care
availability was better in Canada. What's more, everybody is

covered. Absolutely everybody. No bills when you get sick. No
deductibles. Dental included. Sixty-seven percent of the people
there say they are '^ery satisfied."

The insurance companies can't be expected to demolish a wall
that produces both profits and ill health. Their tobbyists won't do
it either. Clear and critical analysis from students and professors
will help, and so will accurate journalism. If democracy is good
enough for people of Eastern Europe, it's good enough for us
here. Access to quality health care is a measure of U.S.
denfKxracy. or lack of it

'

TOM YUN^aiDr Brum Bloyd Is o graduate student in the School of Public Health.
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Arts & Entertainment

By Sharon Kaye
Contributor

With the busy Christmas movie season behind them and the Oscar
campaign coming to a close, the big Hollywood studios are geared up
and ready to release a whole new crop of spring films— in lime to fill

those long hours over iHeak.

In this first installment of a two part series on what to expect from
your local movie studios this spring, we present Coming Distractions
for avid movie goers.

Loose Cannon^. Tri-siar.

In this action-comedy, produced by Aaron Spelling and Alan^

Grcisman, a cop is given a partner who adopts different personalities

under stress. Starring Gene Hackman, Dan Aykroyd and Dom
DeLouise. Opens February 9.

Time of the Gypsies. Columbia.

'Time of the Gypsies' explores a crisis in a gypsy family.

This drama focuses on the life of a young gypsy who faces a crisis of
conscience in choosing between a life of poverty and the amoral riches

of a thieving gypsy gang. Written by Emir Kusturica and Gordon
Mihic. Directed by Emir Kusturica (winner of the Best Directing
Award at the 1989 Cannes Film Festival for this picture). Produced by
Mirza Pasic. Opens February 9.

Madhouse. Orion.

A yuppie couple, played by John Larroquette and Kirstie Alley, nearly
lose their jobs and sanity when a troop of obnoxious houseguesis
demonstrate no intention ofever leaving. Written and directed by Tom
Ropelewski. Produced by Leslie Dixon. Opens February 16.

Nightbreed. Fox.

Clive Barker wrote and directed this fantasy-adventure based on his

novel "Cabal." Craig Sheffer, David Cronenberg, and Charles Haid
star in this tale of a man running from the police and finding refuge in a
city inhabited by an ancient race. Produced by James G. Robinson.
Opens February 16.

,

Revenge. Columbia.
Kevin Costner stars in this film about a young American who falls in

love with the wife of a ruthless Mexican power broker. Written by Jim
Harrison and Jeffrey Fiskin. Directed by Tony Scott. Produced by
Hunt Lowry and Stanley Rubin. Also starring Anthony Quinn and
Madeleine Stowe. Opens February 16.

Mountains of the Moon. Tri-star

Friendship and betrayal intertwine in this account of 19th century
explorers Richard Burton and John Hanning Speke's perilous

expedition to discover the source of the fWc. Based on thr
biographk:al novel "Burton and Speke." Written by William Harrison
and Bob Rafelson. Directed by Bob Rafelson. Produced by Daniel
Menick.Starring Patrick Bergin. O^s February 23.

Where the

Heart Is.
Touchstone.

A successful
building demol-
ition expert,

played by Dab-
ney Coleman,
decides to teach

his three spoiled

children a lesson

in self-suffi-

ciency. This les-

son fcuings them
to a dilapidated

Brooklyn tene-

ment once
intended for

demolition.
Written by
Telsche Boor-
man and John
B o o r m a n .

Directed and
produced by
John Boorman.
Also starring

Uma Thurman.
Joanna Cassidy,

Christopher
Glover, Suzy
Amis, and
Chris toper
P 1 u m m e r .

Opens February

23.

Blind
Fury. Tri-

Star.

Based on Japan-

ese samurai sto-

ries, this
action-comedy
centers on a

blind man-
armed only with

his cane sword
and sharp sense

of humor —
who overcomes
incredible odds as he protects a young boy from mob-connected
kidnappers. Written by Charles Robert Camer. Directed by Phillip
Noyce. Produced Daniel Grodnik, Tim Matheson. Starring Rutger
Hauer and Brandon Call. Opens March 9.

Lord of the Flies. Columbia.
Based on Nobel Laureate Sir William Golding*s classic novel, this

Harry Hook directed film takes us through the adventures of a group of
young American military cadets stranded on a remote tropical island.

Opens March 16.

Nuns on the Run. Fox.
Eric Idle and Robbie Coltrane play a pair of con men who steal mil-

lions of dollars from their gangster employer and then disguise

themselves as nuns to seek refuge in a convent Written and directed

by Jonathan Lynn. Produced by Michael White. Opens March 16.

Pretty Woman. Touchstone
Garry Marshall directs this Pygmalian-inspired love story of a
wealthy New York businessman (Richard Gere) wlio becomes
involved with a small town giri (Julia Roberts). Written by Jonathan F.

Lawton and Stephen Metcalfe. Produced by Amon Milchan and
Steven Reuther. Also starring Jason Alexander. Opens March 16.

Out.

(from I) Ricki Lake, Jotinny Depp and Tracy Lords pose and pout for 'Cry Baby.'

Side
TVi-Star.

C. Thomas
HoweU is a Mid-
western college

student who
comes to Los
Angeles to work
for the summer
but is distracted

by the worid of
beach volley-

ball. Directed by
Peter Israelson..

Produced by
Gary Foster.
Screenplay by
Doug Soesbe.
Also starring

Peter Horton
and Chris
Rydell. Opens
March 23.

Coupe De
Ville. Univcr-

sal.

Patrick
Dempsey, Arye
Gross and
Daniel Stem are

three estranged

brothCTS who are

brought together

for a tumultuos

family reunion

by their father

(Alan Aridn) to

deliver a 1954

Cadillac Coupe
de Ville for their

mother's 50th
birthday. This

comedy-adven-
ture is set in

1%3. Directed

by Joe Roth.
Produced by
Larry Brezner
and Paul Schiff.

Opens in March.

The Last of the Finest, orion.

A team of LAPD officers decide to take the law into their own hands
and stumble on an illegal drugs-for-guns operation run by government
military officials. Directed by John MacKenzie. Produced by John A.
Davis. Screenplay by Jerc Cunningham and Thomas Lee Wright.
Starring Brian Dennehy, Joe Panto! iano, Jcff Fahey and Bill Paxton.
Opens in March.

Opportunity Knocks, universal.

Saturday Night Live's "Church lady" Dana Carvey stars In this

comedy about down-on-his-luck con man who masquerades as an Ivy

League snob in order to cavort among Chicago's elite and pull of a

greatest scam of his career. Directed by Donald Petrie. Produced by
Mark Gordon and Chris Meledandri. Screenplay by Mitchell Katlin

and Nat Bernstein. Also starring Robert Loggia. Opens in March.

The Hunt for Red October. Paramount.
Based on the best-selling novel by Tom Clancy, this film stars Sean
Connery and Alec Baldwin in a thriller in which the United States

Navy and the Soviet fleet are involved in a deadly chain of events.

Written by Larry Ferguson and Donald Stewart Directed by John
McTieman. Produced by Mace Neufeld. Opens March 2.

The Two JSkkeS. Para-
mount
Jack Nicholson stars and directs

this Chinatown sequel in whrch he
plays detective Jake Gittes —
again — investigating a killing in

*40s era Los Angeles. The events

turn out to have a direct connection
to his past Written by Robert
Towne. Produced by Robert Evans
& Harold Schneider. Also starring

Harvey Keitel, Meg Tilly, Made-
leine Stowe, Eli Wallach, Rueben
Blades, and David Keith. Opens
March 30.

Love at Large, onon.
Two inept detectives fell in love with each other when the male detec-
tive is hired by a mysterious woman to follow the man she loves and
the female detective is hired by his jealous girlfriend. Written and
Directed by Alan Rudolph. Produced by David Blocker. Starring Tom
Berenger, Elizabeth Peildns, Anne Archer, and Kate Capshaw. Opens
in March/April. ^

The First Power, onon.
Lou Diamond Phillips stars as an LA homicide serial crime detective

who finds himself playing cat and mouse with a cunning murderer.
Written and directed by Robert Resnikoff. Produced by Ted Field,

Robert W. Cort and David Madden. Also stars Tracy Griffith. Opens
in April.

The Guardian, universal.

Academy Award-winning director William Friedkin explores he
nightmare of all new parents in this horror story (his first since 'The
Exorcist"). Produced by Joe Wizen. Screenplay by Slephan Volk and
Dan Greenberg. Starring Dwier Brown and Carey Lowell. Opens in

April.

Crazy People. Paramount

Dudley Moore & Darryl Hannah star in 'Crazy People.

'

Dudley Moore plays a frazzled ad agency executive who's honesty
strategy is considered insane by his co-workers. Committed to a
sanitarium, he finds both success and love (Daryl Hannah). The exec
enlists the help of his fellow patients to help turn Madison Avenue
upside down. Written by Mitch Markowitz. Directed by Tony Bill.

Produced by Thomas Barad. Also starring Paul Reiser and Mercedes
Ruehl. Opens in April.

Frankenstein Unbound, foj^.

John Hurt, Raul Julia & Bridget Fonda star in Roger Gorman's first

project as writer/producer and director in almost 20 years. The film
^enters around a 21st century scientist who is thrown back by a man-
made cataclysm to Geneva, 1816 where he meets Mary Shelley,
author of the original Frankenstein. Opens in April.

if
~~

See DISTRACTIONS, page 25
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Stage

Crooner Nichols foigets what she does best in 'Reflections
By Vivian Woo
Contributor

THEATER: Reflections. With Nichelle
Nichols. Co-produced by aR-Way Pro-
ductions and Eric Krebe. At the West-
wood Playhouse through Feb. 23. For
reservations, call 206-5454.

Most would remember her as

Uhura on the Star Trek series, but
Nichelle Nichols is actually a

superb singer as well.

In addition to recording albums,
she is now in the one-woman
musical cabaret Reflections, cur-

rently at the Westwood Playhouse.

Reflections is Nichols' tribute to

14 legendary women entertainers.

ranging from sultry Lena Home to

blues singer Billie Holiday to

sensuous Eaitha Kitt. And Nichols
gives her salute by assuming their

personalities.

Although Nichols' 4-octave
voice is usually equipped to
conquer just about anything.
Reflections does give her a bit of
trouble. Though she comes pretty

close in her imitations on some
singers, notably Lena Home and
Pearl Bailey, on others her ges-
tures are overemphasized and her
voice wavCTS.

While singing The Difference is

You, her Josephine Baker sounds
pretentious with her French accent Nichelle NIcholS

SEXplanationsHmm
How to Talk About Safe Sex
Are you concerned about safe sex but find it difficult to talk about with
your partner? This interactive workshop will help women develop their
ov^ communication strategies for discussing their needs and concerns
about the sensitive issue of safe sex. In conjunction with AIDS Awareness
Week. Facilitated by Darlene Mininni, M.P.H., Student Health Service,
and William Parham, Ph.D., Student Psychological Services.

V,

Tuesday, February 13
12:00 - 1:00 pm. 2DoddHall
For more information, call 825-3945.

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

Opportunities for Computer Science Graduates

Stan at Uie Tbp.

Ttien Wbik Yammv Up.
In an EDS developmental program, your career potential can reach new heights. You'll gain the

rewarding on-the-job experience you need to move your career years ahead — experience you can
only gain from a world leader in the management of information technology.

EDS is looking for achievers — people who make things happen. If you are interested in applying
your talents in the information processing services industry, you won't find a better place to orow
than EDS.

Our highly respected developmental programs are nationally recognized as models for the
industry. They provide technical challenge, professional expertise and the business savvy you'll need
to become one of the industry's best-prepared professionals.

Research Systems Engineering Development (RSED) Program a * i | v . ^4
A bachelor's degree in Computer Science wrth a nrMnimum 3.5/4.0 overall GPA preferred
Willingness to relocate to the Dallas, Texas, area

Excellent written and oral communication skills
"

The RSED program instruction includes hands-on and classroom educaS)nTn artifij^al

intelligence, expert systems and advanced systems architecture. Each class uses our CASE tool,

INCA, to analyze, design and build an information processing system. Students work at the EDS
national headquarters in Piano, Texas. Class size is limited to 16, and students use Sun workstations
and Macintosh computers for classroom instruction. Upon completion of the program, graduates are
responsible for analyzing, designing, developing and building systems and tools to maintain and
enhance our level of technology

Take the first step toward reaching your top career potential today.

^

EDS has immediate openings and is conducting on-campus interviews on FelKuary 20th. If you
want to start at the top, contact the Placement Office for sign-up.

Or, send your resume to: Gino Creglia

EDS Developmental Recruiting

11060 White Rock Road
Suite 110, Dept. 2COH0380
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

Prtncipah Only An Equal Opportgnrty Employvr M/f/V/H

and looks dowdy when she tosses

fake roses into the audience.
In addition, due to extraordinar-

ily long lulls between sequences.
Reflections becomes more like a
modeling show as she comes out
for brief moments donned in

different costumes.

It should be noted however, that

her costumes — designed by
Nichols — are gorgeous, with
many varying textures and colors.

The second act begins on an
auspicious note with her interpre-

tation of Billie Holiday singing

"Candleshine.** Her voice croons
the sizzling blues quite well and
reveals Nichols' rich, veteran

voice.

But the next act is an attempt at

the opera, a style Nichols doesn't
sound too comfortable with. Her
voice nervously reaches for the
high notes.

A dance sequence follows with
African bongos and drums.
Unfortunately, the drummers are
not in time with one another and
seem to lack spirit This sequence
is outofplace, as though Nichols is

trying for a variety show effect
The drumming sequence fea-

tured Nichols' own choreography
— a whole-hearted, impressive

See NICHOLS, page 27
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WHEN YOU LOOKGOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD.

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief. Ite why we employ stylists

^f\00 ' nstead of haircutters. And

*^ why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessary:

Men, women, children welcome. >

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Blvd.)

470-1558
M—F 9-9 Sat\-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY ^-A

SUPBiCUTS

i«~.v

KALEIDOSCOPE
THEATRE

Jl

presents

a

PROVOCATIVE
&

ENTERTAINING />--

play about A

SEXUALITY
&

i.>>m*^^^t^i.i.«^^mi,».^i.mti.t**>>>t>m»««^,t

RELATIONSHIPS
in the

90s

* * * * * PREMIERE PERFORMANCE *****

TONIGHT
6:30 & 8:00 PM

NPI AUDITORIUM
(Across from Lot 14)

****** ADMISSION FREE ******

Call 825-3020 for show information

A UCLA/SHS PRODUCTION
AdpaidforbyASUCLA Board of Diiectors/USAC PB^^mming Committee

>ii.i.i.i.t*sLM.^«.>*>*>fmn
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Dance

Kabuki explores universal themes through dance
By Angela Shen
Contributor

DANCE: Tragic Love. Performed by
the Kabuki DarKie C^Dpany at Royoe
Hail on Saturday, Feb. 3.

The Kabuki Dance Company
brought a taste of classical Japan-

ese dance to Royce Hall this

weekend.

The company performed four

pieces of history, love and legend.

Wankyu's Tragic Love' was a

universal, favorite theme of two
lovers torn apart by disapproving

parents.

The story was poetic and dra-

matic in that before the man died

his love appeared and he was
rejuvenated by moments they had
spent together. Unfortunately, it

turned out that it was all in his

mind.

The romance of the theme was
enhanced by the immense control

and expression of the dancers.

They stressed the grace of hand-

movements, and their moves were
slow and calculated so carefully

that they created a delicate beauty.

To add to the melancholy of the

lover's story was the effect of

bright colors — pinks, powder
blue, white — which lent a sweet

sadness to the piece. The rest of the
performance was set in playful

colors of radiating reds, yellows,

greens, oranges, and highlights of
purple and black in the costumes
and background.

The striking vibrancy of such a

spectrum contrasted with the pale

whiteness of the dancers' pow-
dered faces and made the perfor-

mance more pleasant.

Elaborate costumes and masks
added to the aesthetic beauty of the

performance and the visual per-

ception of what th6 dancers were
portraying.

—

Int^wined within mov^nents
of the dancers was the use ofprops,

such as fans and umbrellas, which
aided them in exiH'essing and

portraying their characters. The
props served to extend the flowing

movement of the performers, like

an extension of themselves.

The musicians set the mood for

the stories. The beat of the percus-

sion drums, the resonance of the

string instruments and the voice of
a musician interpreted and accom-
panied the stories and aided the

graceful dancers.

The performance was an experi-

ence in culture and beauty —
dance, music and interpretations of
universal themes that can be
understood and appreciated by all

people.

Talent
wanted
inC • II

Auditions for UCLA's talent

extravaganza Showcase '90

will be held tomorrow night 5

— 10 p.m. in the Cooperage.

The big show will take place

Nfarch 2. For more info, contact

Jean-Claude at Cultural

Affairs, 825-6564.

(.

The Daily Bruin is the primary source of

entertainment information for 82% of it$ readers.

Advertise. 825-2161

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rafes

Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Shfl
Complimentary Co
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELinQ

Do You See What I See?

A BODY IMAGE
EXPLORATION?

How does your self-perception affect
enjoyment of life, your likelihood of
participating in social events, and your
relationships?

Specially trained PHCs help you explore
sensitive issues such as:

•Who am I, Inside vs. Outside?
_^

-^ "

•What do others think of me.. .and do I care? - -^ . __
•How do societal pressures affect my self-esteem?
•Will the body image I have and the body I want ever coincide?
•Where do I schedule this workshop?

Call or visit the Peer Health Counseling office at 401 Kerckhoff
9-5 pm M-F 825-8462
for more information.

sponsored by: USAC/SWC df Student Health Service

EXTENDED FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY!

$15 for ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING!

(Plus maintenance)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon.

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Betioecn KfnrtM* and Undbrookf

^^5i*^,^s^~ 824-2826

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
H-1 VISAS

' WORK PERMITS . . .

"GREEN CARDS "

LAW OFFICE OF:
TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIFIED

IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST
'

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474^2545
CALL FOR CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTVOOD BL.

^^WpRcP

-c—r

Will 9AN VICENTE BilENTWX>D, CA 90049
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DISTRACTIONS
From page 21

Vital Signs. Fox.
In this studio described romance, drama and comedy, five young students
take us through their third year of medical school. Directed by Marisa
SUvcr. Written by Larry Ketron and Jeb Stuart. Produced by Laurie
Perlman, and Cathleen Summers. Starring Adrian Pasdar, Diane Lane,
William DeVane, NOrma Aleandro, and Jimmy Smits. Opens in April!

Ernest Goes to Jail. Touchstone.
When Ernest serves on a jury, the defendant-charged with killing a man
in prison-- realizes Ernest is a dead ringer for his cell mate and engineers
a switch. For this film, Jim Vamcy takes on both the role of Ernest and
that of the cell-mate. Written by Charlie Cohen and Coke Sams. Directed
by John Cherry. Produced by Stacy Williams. Also starring Gailard
Sartaiii. Opens April 6.

Miami Blues, onon.
Fred Ward, Alec Baldwin and Jennifer Jason Leigh star in this film about
a psychotic killer who reforms for a while after falling in love with a
young prostitute. However he returns to crime and impersonates the cop
who is currently pursuing him. Written and directed by George Armitage.
Produced by Jonathan Demme and Gary Goetzman. Opens April 6.

Cry-Baby. univeisai.

Johnny Depp, star of '71 Jump Street." makes his big screen debut in
what writer-director John Waters describes as "the ultimate juvenile
delinquent, musical-comedy love story.** Produced by Rachel Talalay.
Supporting actors include Ricki Lake and Traci Lords, with cameos by
Patty Hearst, Troy Donahue, I>avid Nelson, Polly Bergen, Iggy Pop. Joey
Heatherton, Mink Stole and Joe Dallesandro. Opwis April 6.

Crazy People. Paramount
Dudley more plays a frazzled ad agency executive who's honesty
strategy is considered insane by his co-workers. Committed to a
sanitarium, he finds both success and tove (Daryl Hannah). THe exec
enlists the hc^ of his fellow patients to help turn Madison Avenue upside
down. Written by Mitch Maikowitz. Directed by Tony Bill. Produced by
Thomas Barad. Also starring Paul Reiser and Mercedes Ruehl. Opens
April 11.

^

Tales from the Darkslde: The Movie. Paramount.
Based on stories by Stephan King, this horror thriller is made up of three
stories connected by a fourth starring Deborah Harry. Producer Richard
P. Rubinstein says **This is a film in the *things that go bump in the night*
tradition of scare-moviemaking.** Written by Michael McDowell and
Geoige A. Romero. Directed by John Harrison. Also produced by
MitcheU Galin. Opens April 27.

A Show of Force. Paramount
Amy Irving, Andy Garcia, Lou Diamond Phillips and Robert Duvail head
up the cast of this political thriller. The film revolves around a journalist's
(Irving) discovery of conflicting evidence int he official account of the
deaths oftwo young men. The film dramatizes the events surrounding the
Cerro Maravilla Killings, one of the biggest scandals in Puerto Rican
history. Written by John C. Strong and Alison Cross. Directed by Bruno
Baireto. Also starring Kevin Spacey, Joe Campanella, Erik Estrada,
Priscilla Pointer, and Hattie Winston. Opens May 4.

Cadillac Man. orion.

Robin Williams stars as a womanizing Cadillac salesman who has td use
his best sales pitch to save his life after an angry husband (Tim Robbins)
hold him and the entire dealership hostage. Directed by Roger
Donaldson. Written by Ken Friedman. Produced by Charies Roven and
Roger Donaldson. Opens May 24.

Additional Spring Releases
The Amityvllle Curse, vidmarfc.

A group of female college friends decides to purchase and renovate an
old house. However, the realtor forgets to tell them about a certain room
that, when opened, unleashes danger and desuiiciion. Directed by Tom
llcrry. Starring Kim Coates, Dawna Wightman, Helen Hughes, David
Stein, Cassandra Gava and Antony Dean Rubes.

Bad Influence. Columbia/IViumph.
Rob Lowe makes his return in story of a young professional who*s bored
with life until an enigmatic stranger seduces him into a worid of danger,
then sets him up for murder. Directed by Curtis Hanson. Also starring

James Spader and Lisa Zane.

The Blood of Heroes. New Line.

Rutger Hauer and Joan Chen star in this film about wandering teams of
vicious gladiators, known as Juggers. Written and directed by David
Peoples.

Blue Steel, mgmaja.
Jamie Lee Curtis is an eager rookie cop smitten by successful

modities trader Ron Silver. However, she doesn't realize that Silver

a psychotic serial killer who is preparing for a big kill. Co-written and
ted by Kathryn Bigelow. Produced by Oliver Stone and Edward R.

Pressman. Also starring Clancy Brown. Elizabeth Pena, Louise Fletcher

and Philip Bosco.

Boris and Natasha, u.ceg.
This live- action film got its inspiration from the late Jay Ward's "Rocky
'and BuUwinkle** show. Dave Tliomas and Sally Kellerman portray the

Pottsylvania espionage duo who come to the United States in search of a
revolutionary mkrochip. Directed by Charles Martin Smith.

Delta Force II. cannon.

Chuck Nofris is back for more action in this sequel subtitled 'The Colom-

See DISfllACnONS, page 26
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WESTWOOD DRIVING
And •

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
W—twood VMtoga. Abov« ttM Wh«r^ouM

Speakers Program
Presents

Denzel

Washington

Today

1 I,

February 7, 1990

The star of:

Glory
Heart Condition
Cry Freedom

and also

staring In

Spike Lee's
new feature:

"Variation's of
the Mo' Better

Blues"

_j-

•J
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Free!!!

Ackerman
Grand

Ballroom
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Your Decision.

Your Choice.
Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early .

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

(mmmJ o choice

family PlamiftgAssociates

Medical Group^

AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to
sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide. Inc - 1081 WestWOOd Blvd. #221

BUG ENGINE REBUILD

$749."
COMPLETE W-/:>ARTS.
LABOR, INSTAUJi.TlON &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'. (WfTH REBULDABl CORE)

MAlNTENANf F .SFRVirF
liisTR, ia?sr
3 Uiam 6. CkAii AU.

7. Snvioa Ak damr

8. OmA. Oakkm^ Walw
9. hund Fnnl EraJ
10. CbnifMnikin
11. (!—j» T<MI Coeik«

(VW Bug)

$74.^5
MAINTENANCE SERVICE (.p...^;^^)

(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra) I )',ioTimht\
95a$99.

TOYOTA

^11)

OATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30
THIS IS AN WMSl GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mentjon this

The longer

you keep it to yourself,

the harder it is
- .... >.

tomake itgo away

'i r-: >Y-'-
> >.v^.*^-

v._

Rape Treatment Center

213-319-4000
Oiir services are free.

Santa Monica Hospital 1250 Sixteenth Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404

MSlTRACTIONS
From page 25

bian Connection." Billy Drago
plays a drug kingpin who takes

some of U.S. Drug Enforcement
Agents captive. Norris, of course,

comes to the rescue. Co-written by
Chuck Norris. Directed by Aaron
Norris (Chuck's brother). Also
sianing John P. Ryan and Paul
Perri.

The Gods Must Be
Crazy II. Columbia.
The hapless African bushman is

back for a second go-around.
NDCau sets out to retrieve his two
youngsters after a poacher acci-

dently scoops them tip in his truck.

Written and directed by Jamie
Uys. Starring Lena Farugia and
Han Strydom.

Hard to Kill, Wamer.
Steven Seagal stars a a cop left for

dead, who reawakens after seven
years in a coma to get revenge for

the murder of his family. Directed
by Bruce Malmuth. Also starring

Kelly LeBrock.

Homer and Eddie.
Skouras.

This serio-comic tale of two
vagabonds is directed by Soviet
director Andrei Konchalovsky.
James Belushi stars as a slightly

retarded man with a free spirit and
criminal streak. Whoopi Goldberg
joins him in the search for his dad^ her mom.

House Party. New Line.

Rappers Kid n'Play and Full Force
team up for this comedy about the

hottest party of the year. Fihn took
home prizes firom the Sundance
Film Festival. Written and
directed by Reginald Hudlin.

Joe Versus the Volca-
no. Warner.

Tom Planks plays a quiet man
whose life is thrown into chaos by
an encounter with millionaire

industrialist Robert Stack and
daughter Meg Ryan. Oscar Award
Winning screenwriter, John ^i-
risk Shan^makes his directing

debut. Executive Produced by
Steven Spielberg, Kathleen Ken-
nedy and Frank Marshall.

Rosalie Goes Shop-
ping.
Marianne Sagebrecht portrays a
"peacetime Bavarian war bride" in

Stuttgart Arkansas on endless

shopping sprees, managing to

evade the credit system. Directed

by Percy Aldon.

Waiting for the Light.
Columbia/Triumph.
Shirley MacLaine and Terri Can-
star in this comedy-drama which is

set during the Cul)an missile crisis

and revolves around two kids who
accidently set off an explosion that

is later mistaken for a miracle.

Written and directed by Christo-
pher Monger. Also starring Clancy
Brown, Vincent Schianvelli and
John Bedford Lloyd.

CSO
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

\
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Dance music
awards show
postponed
By Jason Lin

Contributor

The Second Annual Dance
Music Awards ceremony, origi-

nally scheduled for Monday,
February 12, has been postponed
until the first week of April.

The shpw is still scheduled to

take place at Universal
Amphitheatre with TV star Alyssa
Milano and the musical group New
Kids on the Block co-hosting.

Artists currently confirmed for

performining include Donna Suiw^
mer, Technotronic and WaJi^<«||
Was. Celebrities from the world or
TV, music and film will also be
there to present various awards in

honoring the best in comtemporary
dance music.

Madonna, Paula Abdul, Bobby
Brown, Soul-to-Soul, and Erasure
are among the nominees in such
major categories as Best Female,
Best New Artist and Best Group
for dance/club music.

Terrence Brown, the Executive
Director of the Dance Music
Academy of Arts and Science,

cited many reasons for the post-

ponement. He feels that better

production value may be provided
with longer preparation time. With
the new date in April, there is also a

possibility that the show may be
broadcast live on TV, instead of
being taped for later syndication
airing.

\

NICHOLS
From page 22

attempt — but she should never-

theless stick to singing, her best

attribute.

From here on, the show takes an
upward path. Her exquisite Pearl

Bailey is delightful in how close

Nichols actually comes to Bailey's

humorous p^^onality.

Lastly, her medley of Ma Rai-
ney, Bessie Smith and Ella Fitz-

gerald is by turns seductively

bluesy and scat-playful. This sequ-

ence shows how great this cabaret

can be.

But the singing throughout the

show is plagued by novice sound.
The microphone is positioned
wrong many times and gives bad
feedback, cutting through Nichols*
voice.

A few times, the six-member
band conducted by Rahn Coleman
drowns out Nichols* singing.

Reflections does have potential.

Considering that its run at the

Westwood Playhouse constitutes

its premiere, many difficulties will

hopefully be smoothed over.

Though Nichols and fellow

lyricist Jim Meechan have deve-
loped the 14 sequences with much
innovation, Nichols needs to focus

more on her own style. Although
she is impersonating, she must let

her own personality ring through,

otherwise her genuine, sincere

homage is shadowed.
For what she truly excels at—

'Whether it be as a jazz, blues or

gospel singer— is being Nichelle

Nichols.

CSO
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building yfn C A^'lC

J 081 Westwood Suite 224T i J ^l LUJ

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL ANQ SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!
SUPER PREEERREO RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBI DRIVER

ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL, SANTA MONCA, CA 90404

Choose

not

justa

careen
So many choices to make. So many

things to consider. Is it worth the effort?

Win I be happy? Will I be fulfilled?

Fulfillment comes with doing what
you love and doing it well. Using your tal-

ents in an atmosphere where personal
growth is encouraged.

The Paulists can offer you a Me. A
IHe of commitment to people. Helping tfie

lost and alienated find a spiritual home. Us-
ing radio, television, film and other contem-
porary means to spread the Gospel.
Working with other Christians for unity and
seeking a deeper understanding with ottter

wortd religions.

If you're kxiking for life, not just a
career, choose the Paulists.

For mora information cai 1-0Q0-235-3456.

Or write. Father John F. Duffy. GSR, Paulist Fathers Vbcation Offtee
415 West 59th Street. New Yorl(. NY 10019

SEE THEM THIS WEEKEND!
$8 Early Student Rush Tickets

*K

LAURIE ANDERSON

"Empty Places"

: Sun. Feb. 11

8 p.m.
Wiltern Theatre

DANCE
THEATRE

Frl. & Sat. 7
Feb. 9 & 10

8 p.m. Royce Hall

$8 TICKETS
ON SALE TOMORROW

$8 TICKETS ON SALE
TODAY

These tickets are made dyailable by major support from the
Lila WallacG-wmader's Digest Fund.

TICKETS AVAILABLE TO UCLA STUDENTS ONLY - limit 2 per I.D. at the Central Ticket
Office (CTO) Southeast corner of Pauley Pavilion. For information^ eolf 825-926f.
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INFO: (21 3) 825-2221 FAX: (21 3) 206-0528
The manag«m«nt reserves the continuing right to change, reclassify, revise or

reject any classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin

CLASSIRED RATES
Daily, 1 5 words or lees $4.25

Daily, each additional word $0.27

Weekly. 1 5 words dr less $t5.00

Weekly, each addilional word $1 .00

Display ads-student rate/col. inch $8.00

Display ads-k>cal rate/col. -inch $9.45
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Campus Happenings 1

Campus Services 2

Church Services 3

Concert Tickets ^ 6
Found * 18

Free 8
Good Deals 7

Lost 17

Miscellaneous 9
Personal 1

Political 1

1

Research Subjects 1

2

Sports Tickets 5

Trade In /Swap 14

Vacation Service 4

Wanted 15

Wanted to buy 1

6

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Health Services 22

Pregnancy 20

Salons

Sperm Donors
21

19

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25

Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Child Care Wanted 35

Domestic Help Wanted 36
Help Wanted 30
Internships 34
Job Agencies 31

Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33

ENTERTAINMENT
Club Guide 40
Dining Guide 41

Restaurants 46
Social Events 45

Theatre Guide 47

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50
Apartments to Share 54
Apartments Unfurnished 52
Condos for Rent 69
Condos for SateL 67
Condos to Share 68
House Exchange ^ 59
House for Rent 56
House for Sale 58
House to Share 57
Housing Needed 60
Housing Servrce 55
Real Estate T~~ . 61

Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Room for Rent 64

Roommates 65
Sublet 66
Tenant Information . 51

Vacation Rentals 53

RECREATION ACTIVITES
Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76

Health Clubs 81

Horseback Riding 77

Running 75
Sailing 78
Skiing 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc Rentals 87
Photo Service 89
Skis 85
Televisions 86

SERVICES
Child Care 90
Fdr Rent 101

GRE/GMATPrep 103

Insurance

Legal Advice

Money to Loan
Movers
Music Lessons
Personal Service

Resumes
Services Offered

Shipping Agents

Tutoring Offered

Tutoring fvieeded

Typing

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels

Travel

Travel Tickets for Sale

5

91

92

93
94
102

95
104

96
97
98
99
100

107
105
106

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale 113
Mopeds 1 19

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Rides Offered 115

Rides Wanted 116

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 1 27
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
OfficeEquipment 133
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 132
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

VALENTINES
DEADLINE
FRIDAY

Campus Happenings 1

< r« »< iy^

fe. Bibles - Book a

Gifts. (^y^
M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm.-

Th-Sat 10 am - 1 1 pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Weybur^ Ave. LA 90024
206-5432

Alr<

MflB
Fri Step Statt. AU SS2S UrlsTlS

WI CISn 12:10-1«0
For ekohDks or MWJMk who have a

(213) 3t7-OM

Ad semethina special to
BOX ART

Valentine^s Day • • •

Send your love in a Daily Bruin Valentine. 16

Daily Bruin Valentines Issue -- February 14
Classified Display Deadline -- February 9 - 4pm
Classified Line Deadline -- February 13-noon

17

f11

T"

NAME

f10

WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective:

Commitment:

Money:

Cost:

Fundraiser

Minimal

Raise $1,400

Zero Investment

Campus or]gfanizations, clubs,

frats, sororities call OCMC at

1(800) 932-0528/
1(800) 950-8472 ext 10.

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

ZIP

REG. CARD r-

PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

CHECK MC/VISA.

CARD NO.L

EXP. DATE (Exp. date must be induded)

AMOUNT $.

BOX NUMBER.1
Don't forget to indicate what size you want!!!!! Box Art is atwve!

Good Deals

EXCrriNC NEW engine productl Better MPC,
increved comprettion & honepov^r, intensi-

Tied performance, longer er>gine life. CAN
SAVE YOU A FORTUNE! Call (21 3)391 -7695,

lOam-IOpm.

INSURANCE WARI We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your butirteu. Sports cars,

muhiple Uckels, student discounts. Request

'Bruin Plan'. (213)873-3303 or

(81 8)992-6966.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

,« / t

****
Don't forget to enclose payment and any necessary artwork or special ^
instructions. Please^note which box art you want to appear in your ad i^

Prices:

Students: $8/col inch

Locally: $9.45/col inch

CQiPr;

$2 for 1 to 3 column ir\ches

$5 for ads larger than

3 column inches
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Campus Happenlnfls 1 Campus Happenings i Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

Order your personalized graduation

announcements now!

O^PUS PHOTO STUDK)
150 Kerckhoft Hall (Right next to Graphic Scniccs). Open M-F 8:30-5:30

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL
'You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.
in order to determine eligibiiity.

_^ *AI| qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation. '

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

/ AKFRA ^ KINGSi-£\r\cno CLIPPERS

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

N\_3^ '^^* ia<x value

Billy Joel T^ Petty Tears For Fears
^hn Oilu»ry'$ PhUomptty: Wt pn^idt FHKK DEUVKRY to mvixu an eamput. Wt »f^ hard4»-0tt mmt»
miU phtMi itlom markit to aU UCLA itmJmtM, f/f, lulfaeulfy. A«* aiiyotu mtta l»i um4 u fa/W« mud
thay miU tail yaa Uta aanta, that ** it eaataa to Mtr UCLA eimiOt, ma cant ba kaaL Quataa an firaa, ta
giaa ma m taU. Kamamkar to maiUioti yam'n from UCLMIIi

FAX # 205-0829 (213)205'0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

This Is 1 column Inch

2"by1"
No more than 20 words per

column inch, please

I'lease droplhiis^Torm off¥the CTassM^^^ 825-2221

llT' watmmmm'limlB

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

I BURGER KING i

I
Mgm^ 900

I

MHO Westwood

.

I ^m^r blvd

I STUDENT SPECIAL |

I

-or only $239. Indudes exam.

Or. Vogel in Westwood
208-3011

All For $2.49

1

Miscellaneous

I
Whopper-Fries-Drink

|

I
5:00pm 'til close
with aCL^ l.D. exp.3/31/90 '

FASHIONS in f«v(rmvcv. Models wanted for

free testing by Intcmjtional photograpHcr.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

FREE HAMCUT by European styling team,

Rusk t, Ron! Hair Salon. Off Santa Monica.
You need to call today for a free haircut. All

work dorte by experienced professionals only.

Call for conailtalion, no obligation. Free gift If

chosen. Call MicheHe.(21 3)453-5497.

POSTAL AW mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

Free 8

lyouncrape
id vioTer

CALKDRNIA PARTVWEARffI Hot new line of

T-shirtsI Send for free cataloyjt. California

Pvtywcar Dept. 1 1 A P.O. Box 60C09 Santa

lartwa, CA 93160. ,

JPfClAL INTWEST VIDKJS, huge variety, free

~^etltti. Rooniey, OB, 906 E. Altaderw #2t,

Altadena, CA. 91001.

POWERFUL STUFF! ANinfuriatM^i
victim stalks, outwits, entraps, and violently

punishes a rapist. 'The Sociopath,' J.V.

Adams, Paperback, S3.50. Order at Bookstore.

RIDE NEEDED- Will pay to transport ten yew
old girt. Weekends to Santa B»bara, and
return to LA for school on Monday. (80S)
969-1636.

SHOOTING INSTRUCTION. Basic |Mlf.

defHlfc Id advanced competition. Thomai
(213) 838-2662.

ST. )UDE — Thank you for arwwering my
prayers! Love, R.L. V-

AXQ. Neophytes--
# * The House is yours

so lock the doors

the Active Lock-Out
is your time to shout

7:30's the time

8v nothing else rhymes!

(is that good. Kristi)?

The Exchange
raged!! Thanks

for a great time!

Love, .2a

2

AXa Pledg
Thank-you for making this

year so special. We've had a
great time!

LITB, Katie, Michele, Marilie,

Jennifer, & Kristi

oooooooooooooooooooooo
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

8

o
o
o
o
o

2AE:
Thank you so much for

Friday Nite!! We had a Blastio

You guys are the greatest! g

Ar

L7'

o
o

oooooooooooooooooooooo
Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOJ^E. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or oWer experiencir)g these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

'All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

'Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 arwi a free developmental evalua-

tion. (213)825-0392.'

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

CanrxM be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. S35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations durir^ an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Comact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Ccn-
ter, 825-9792.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 ycys needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Right-handed
smokers, ages 21-30, who are low to moderate
users of alcohol and caffeine are needed for an
experiment measuring simple problem-
sohring. Smokers nf>ust have snwked at le«t
one pack of 20 cigarettes per day for at least

the previous year. Subjects will be paid $20.00
for 2*A hours. Leave nwssage for Or. Micheal
Lyvers at (818)344-3374.

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an
investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your tinf>e.

(213)820-6574.

Wanted to Buy 16

STANLEY KAPLAN study guide for GMAT,
and CXE. (818)790-0669.

Sperm Donors 19

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
— may earn up to $225.

- Call (213) 854-4951.

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Heaith Services 22

>

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with asthma,

ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
rnedication compared to placebo. InvoKres

office visits in WLA. You will be paid for your

participation. (213)8206574.

HEALTHY MEN (30-50 yrs) to participate in a

108-day live-in nutrition study at USDA West-

em Human Nutrition Research CerAer, f*resi-

dfoofSan Francisco, CA. Must be able to \\V9 at

center 24 hr/day from 4/10 to 7/29^. Earn

$2235 plus free room and board. Call ootteet

now (41 5)556-21 74 Monday thru Friday.

NORMAL, healthy male adulU, 18-22 years

needed for audlolllual reseaich at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have reoeK«d prior

unsucoetifol treatment, tf acciflad, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
re<kjce pain and noise. $100 icoaived upon
oomptaion. TMJ x-ray required. Corffa^Ktary,
Dental Oinlcal Research Center, 82S-9792.

e AccepI Ail Visioo Ca^e Plaos

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
limited opeoings svailable NOW

Dr. Muk Bennan. Clinical

F^ycfaok^t,
eating disoider nedalist. Individual

^
appouitaMots svuMile. (21 3)655-{730

Ji'

E II' II ifclM
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Health Services 22 Help Wanted

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

281-7484(213)1

Opportunities 26

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-time

Business of your cnufn. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

EARN up to

$150 per motith
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

CtI Anna
"•9) 986 3883

IhfOLighoul I A bcnelii

'c- you' pn'rcpaiiop

49b4 Vsn Nuyt Blvd Shatmar Oakt

Recdvi I fret gift «/ your pra terse n appt

COLLEGE STUDEMTS
GET nVTO COMMERCIALS NOWt

"ON-CAMERA" - PRIVATE
TRAINING WITH NALLORY

SANDLER
(17 yean In cominerciak)

Cil 459-7515

Help Wanted 30

SKVHR- Student needed to work P/T, work
your own hours, with major! Forturw 500
corporatiorK. Create an inconw that will be
ongoing throughout your college career. Con-
tact Regina. (213) 443-4143.

S7.0(Vhr., DRIVERS needed for Valentines

Day. Flower Delivery in Westwood. Van or

Wagon preferred. Bonus: Free flowers. Cal

Marjie (213)206-4000.

ACCOUNTING CLERK. WLA firm, PT,

20-2Shrs/wk, detail-oriented, CRT, 10 key by
touch, type minimum 30 word^in. Filing,

sorting, and some dataentry. $7.00+, dep. exp.

Contact Dennis, (213)390-9461.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, financial ser-

vices. Entry level. Comer willshireAxjndy.

Need self starter, wordperfect, database rmn-
agement, organizatiorul skills. $9A>r, 20 hrs/

week. Flexible. (213)374-7494.

ARTIST seeks females to model for modem art

project. Call Ray (21 3)473-861 1

.

ASST. I Positions-Exciting fast-paced Radiol-

ogy Personnel. Typing, good communicatiorw,
filing, errands, $5.44/hr. (213)825-5806.

BOOKKEEPER PA. Keep complete set of

books, irKluding depreciation, by hand. For

4-unit apt. house. $7.50^r. Mail resume to

S.K. Penton 1067 Moraga Dr.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERS AND MANAGERS. P/TOR F/T. CALL
(213)472-3287.

CASHIER DAYSAND EVENINGS F/T, $6/HR.

TO START WEST WORLD ELECTRONIC
GAME CENTER. WESTWOOD VILLAGE.
CONTACT DAVID (21 3)824-3677.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evenings.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CLERICAL ASST. P/T Culver City Entertainnr>ent

Management firm. Fringes. Dolores
(213)558-8110.

CONSTRUCTKDN ASSISTANT, P/T Bilingual

(Spainish^nglish) person r>eeded on a Beverly

Hills rerwvation arwj restoration project to

helpcoordinate and expedite for owner/
contractor. Driving irx:luded. Flexible hours.

Call (213)858-8408 or (21 3)271 -4892(ans.

machirw).

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, P/T AM. $6Av.
plusmileage. Must have car and
insurance.(21 3)477-4479.

(XNTAL ADDISTANT, WLA orthodontic of-

fice. Part-time, Mon., Tues., Thurs., 4-7pm.
Will train if necessary. Call 826-7494.

DRIVER -errands, occasional child pick-up.

Flexible hours, own car required. Approx. 4

hfs/wk. Salary open. (213)459-3323.

LAW FIRM

needs motivatefj person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
i

w/GPA, available times ^

for interviews and other;

pertinent information to^

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles CA 90067

ED. Prog. AMt. 1 1 -Crad student to analyze
dept. educational needs. Schedule meetings -«

training sessions. Supervise, train Asst. Ts in

creation ofed. material and programs. Operate
video camera. $11.49^r. Call Irene Copes.
Radiotogy Penonnd ext.55a06.

ENTREPENEURIAL dream $500-55,000
monthly. P/T, F/T. Students welcome, no
experience necessary-will train. Please call

(213)472-7703.

EXPERIENCED, responsible workers with me-
chanical skills in physicVenvirorvnental re-

search. Plasma Physics Lab (213)825-9531.

FEMALE ASSISTANT in gynecology office.

Part-time, in Westwood. Call (21 3)^08-6765.

FILE CLERK, part-time, Westwood Law Firm
seeks bright individual with superb oganiza-
tional skills to work in fast-paced environment.
Hours are flexible. However, some hours each
day are required. (Min. 20 hr^veek). Must be
dependable, non-smoker preferred. Call

Theda Ray 2-4pm. (213)478-2541.

FILE aERK, pA. M-F, flex hrs. $Mh. Med.
Office. Beverly Hills. Filing, xerox, accurate

spelling. (213)278-5670.

GENERAL OFFICE, Psychotherapist, P/T, near

campus. Word processing. Good English skills

required. Salary negotiable. (213)393-4585.

GOURMET ON THE RUN INC. Independent
delivery service for quality r^staurartts needs
delivery drivers. 3-6 evenings^veek beginning
at 5:00pm. Economical car, proofolinsurance,

good DMV report. Knowledge of valley help-

ful. $7-$12A>r irxrluding tips. Also r>eed dis-

patchers inside. Beginning $6/hr.
(818)907-9885 before 4:00pm.

HELPER for partially disabled man (evenings)

in exchange for room and kitchen priveleges.

Close to UCLA (213)275-7664 days.
(213)470-7611 evenings.

MALE-MODELS- Earn $100 to SlOOO^r. jock

& Student types, handsome, lean, 18-25.

Cleanshaved Face, lite body hair. Playgirl-type

magazine^udity. Beginners welcome. Brad
(213)392-4248.

MALE MODELS- Earn $100 to $1000^r. Jock
and student types, handsome, lean 18-25,

cleanshaved fate, light body hair, Playgirl

type, magazine^nudity. Beginners welcome.
Brad (213)392-4248.

MANAGERS for girls' Softball teams, needed to

run practice during week and one game on
weekend. Must know baseball.
(213)471-3226.

MANAGING DIRECTOR for LA Children's

theater. Computer, bookeeping and fundrais-

ing skills needed. Available immediately.

(213)469-6663. 10am-6pm.

MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT CARDS on your
campus. Flexible hours. Earn as much as

SIO.OG^XHir. Only ten positions available.

Call 1-800-950-8472, ext 3.

MEDICAL RECEPTK3NIST Part-lime, M-W-F.
For a Westwood Physical Therapist. Experi-

ence preferred. (213)208-3316.

MODEL- Photographer seeks athletic female
for swimsuit ar>d outdoor settings, send and
recent photo arxi tclephorie to Hiro, Studio

DNR: 1 3618 s. Normandie ave. Gardena, Ca.
90249. No experience required.

RECRUITER POSITION
9- 12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
comnrxjnication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS • BOYS CAMP, W.MASS/ GIRLS

CAMP, MAME
TOP SALARY, RM/BOIAUNORY, TRAVEL AL-

LOWANCE. MUST LOVE NOS ANO HAVE SKILL
IN ONE Of THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY, ARTS A "CRAfTS. BASEBALL, BA
SKETBALL. BK^YCUNG, CHEERLEAOING, OANCE,

DRAMA, DRUMS, FENCING, GOLF, GUITAR
GYMNASTICS, HOCKEY, HORSEBACK, KARATE,
LACROSSE, NATURE, NURSES, PHOTOGRAPHY,
PIANO, RAOK), ROCKETRY, ROPES, SAILBOARO-

NG, SAJUNG. SCUBA. SOCCER, TENN6.
TRACK. W.S I., WATERSKI, WEIGHTS. WOOD
WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS THURSDAY. FEBRU^
ARY 8TH FROM 11 00AM 5;0OPM IN THE

PLACEMENT CENTER- TO SIGN UP FOR AN IN^

lEfMBHf. CONTACT THE MAIN INFORMATON
COUNTER

30 Help Wanted

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hrsAvk, $7Atart, typing
essential. Leasing departnf>ent ask for Sheryl,

(213)820-5891.

PART-TIME for small CPA practice. Light

typing, filing, and basic errands. Computer
experience preferred. i7/\)f, 1S-2(Vwk.
(213)277-3507 Rick.

;

PART-TIME Retail sales experience. Salary

plus commission. Ask for Phyllis.

(213)626-4649.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)206-3316.

PICTURE FRAME EXSIGNER, P/T, Saturdays

are a must. Sm gallery, art or sales experience
preferred. (213)828-6866.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, flexible hours.

$6^. Wilshir^airfax area. No experierKe

necessary, will train. (213)933-7548. '

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ASST. 5 hours
daily, i7-8fiyr. WLA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.
(213)939-1720.

PA HELP needed for office work in a small Real

Estate investment company. $5.50/hr.

(213)392-5644.

RECEPTK3NISTS/SALES ASSISTANTS- F/T-P/T

flex, $6Av to start. Greet custonwrs, write

tickets, give info., computer register, some
light paper work, light housekeeping duties.

Sales experience preferred. Benefits available.

Own car. (213) 829-7629.
^

RECEPTIONIST/Callery Asst. Great opportun-
ity in Brentwood Art Gal lary. Word process-

ing, data entry, and phones. Wages negoti-

able. (213)620-6511.

SALARY PLUS COMMISSKDN. P/T-F/T posi-

tions. Experier>ced drivers. Messengers with
cars. (213)450-0365, Mike. (9am-12noon).

SALES PEOPLE NEEDED NOW! Student-run

business. Not difficult sales, 20% commission!
Just February, set your hours, need 15-20
hn/wk, make as much as possible in 3-4

weeks. $20QM( and up. Training session early

February. Call Theresa (21 3)398-41 20, leave

message.

SECRETARY needed for publishers rep. firm.

Tues, Thurs, 1 2:30-4:30, Cher (21 3)471 -3630.

SECRETARY. 20 + hrs/wk. $6-10/hr. Macin-
tosh experience essential. Santa Monica psy-

chologist prefer psych major. (213)390-1205.

SHIPPING SUPERVISOR. Fast-paced shippir^g

department in WLA seeking detail-oriented,

with minimum 6 mont)« experience. UPS,
Next arxJ Second Day, and Truck. Articulate in

customer relations. CRT, type minimum 30
word^min. $7+, dep. exp. Contact Darius

(213)390-9461.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours •

*Lot» of Work*
Mep, Women. Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

Part-time, during school. Full-Time,|

during vacations, experience not

necessary. Apply in person,

Westwood Sporting Goods,

1065 Gayley Ave, Westwood

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, films A commercials.

All types, 18-80 yrs. Earn extra money

.

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

MODELS WANTED
Male and female for immediate

fashion photography and video

assignments

Call (818) 568-9595

for appointment

SMALL INDEPENDENT movie company
needs outgoing, vnd reliable person to assist

with phor>es and scheduling during the Ameri-

can Film Market, 2/22-3/2. Must be available

everyday during this international market. Pay
negotiable. (213)450-3193. R. Bradley.

SUCCESSFUL West LA Real Estate develop^

nrtent company seeks bright person for clerical

assistant in Westwood office. Typing, filing,

invoice follow-up.. Call Doreene
(213)4731531.

SWITCHBOARD RECEPTK3NIST P/T evenings

and/or wcekerxJs. Beverly Hills Mercedes
Benz. (213)659-2960.

WANTED couple for live-in position in BcveHy
Hills honr>e. (North of Sunser) HarKiy person
errar>ds and house keeping. Part-time only. In

exchange for guest apartment and salary.

According to working hours. RefererK:es re-

quired. Car needed Write P.O. Box AB
Beverly Hills, CA 90213.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
^fctton books. Magazine artlcte*,

(213)206-5128 Vernon.

r-
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$60.00Q-$8Q.OO SALARY IN 5 YEARS
Actuaries are tfie highest paid employees

in the insurance industry. The U.S.

Department of Labor forecasts that the

demand will continue to by far exceed
the supply of actuaries into the future.

Today Individuals with Math, Econ,
Business, Computer, Liberal Arts,

...degrees are working as actuaries. 200-
350 company-paid study hours and three

salary raises in a year are some of the
benefits. 'Actuarial Opportunities' has
exam/salary info, over 1,100 employers
and more. 4.45 + 1.35 (post/hand)

Indiana residents add 5% sales tax.

Checks/M.O.: Career Insights.

P.O. Box 2374, Ft. Wayne, In 46801.
Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
, \

1 Traitorous
6 Barter
10 Records
14 Ms. Loos
15 Spring, e.g.

16 Ravir>e

17 Cleaves
18 Winglike
19 Rupture
20 Ploy
22 Heckle
23 Existed
24 Balls

26 Cudgel
29 lnnan>ed
30 Run-down area
31 Once more
33 Roof
37 Mountain pool
38 Bite

40 California

valley

41 Farm vehicles
43 Roam
44 Plentiful

45 Pronoun
47 Sonf>e RRs
48 Color
51 — the shot
53 "What's in

?"

54 Holy status

59 Various
60 "Bowl' on

ice

61 Insect stage
62 "East of —

"

63 USSR river

64 Girl's name
65 Musical sign
66 Writes
67 Big bird -r--

PREV10U8 PUZZLE SOLVED

8 C W

1

8 E N D

1
M A T T E

T R A Y E V E E R R R
U S E W E R E R D 8
D E 9^ N A D A G O 8 E

D E S S ic R T H E M P 1^1
A D D 8 P E£ E A R

R A N G E| 8 H E A
1

E D G E
1 S E E

1
8 c A N L 1 R A

N E W 8 c A R T If 1 N A L
G A S liD A R E 8 1 T l^n! P O L 1^1 8 T R E w E D
G R A M O P H N E 8 A L E
R A P 1

1
A V O W A T P

A R E N A R A R E P E P O
B A R E D P L E D T R E T

DOWN
1

2
3
4
5

Some foods
Dill herb
Truth t}ender

Soda sipper
— Star

6 Dramatized
7 Trick

•8Seth
9 "P" of , '

•RPM"
10 Pact
11 Net
12 Stretched
13 Kicks in

21 Area measure
22 In this way
25 Praise
26 Matted mass
27 Food
_ thickener
28 Fictional

plantation

32 Addition
33 Towel word
34 Crate weight
35 Jewel
36 Indemnifies
38 Tractable
39 Cherish
42 Tooth
43 Sinks
45 Overflows
46 Vandal
48 Laser's kin

49 Positive

terminal

50 Comnf>onwealth

52 Bible verb
55 Irish isles

56 Plinth

57 Beyond
58 Moist
60 Trophy

1
2-1^ 4 ^ 6 7 8

9"-

1
w 11 12 13

14 15 w
^ 18 w_55" JT -

w

1
24

27 28 ^9 30

5i W. w sr sr
3>

i
M w 40"

41 w HH^
44

1
4^ 4«

1
47"

4d 50 ii

sT"

i
iA ?r ^rw

59

1

61

w ^ 84

ti ^ W
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II! POSITION OPENING II!

Employment Date*:

June 25, 1990 - June 30, 1991

Job Title:

Apartment Coordinator Supervisor

Duties:

Hire, train, supervise and evaluate
10 student apartment coordinators

and 6 student desk workers.
Coordinate Desk operation and

Apartment Coordinator program for

Single Student and Faculty
Apartments owned by UCLA.

Qualifications:

Must be a UCLA Graduate Student.
Must have strong interpersonal,

communication, and organizational

skills. E)rperience in Residence Life

, or University Housing a plus.

Remuneration:
This is a 49% time position which
pays $600.00/month plus exclusive

lise of a modem one-bedroom
apartment in a new building

at ^Sd'Landfair.

To Apply:
Send resume to Kathiyn Heymann,

University Apartments/North
Manager 'at 625 Landfaif #1, Los
Angeles, CA 90024. Application

deadline is Feb. 23, 1990.

$20,00Q/month. You can be making this figure

by the years eixi. Expanding Business Manage-
meni company with Fortune 500 contracts
interviewing for ft/pt positions. Includes esca-
lating residual income, work afternoon, even-
ing hours. (213)758-6504 will train.

ARCHITECTURAL OR DRAFTS PERSON. Call
GUberto (213)471-6996.

MARKETING/SALES up to $3(yhr wodc your
own hours westside marketing.
(213)205-2631.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Hi-tech Design. Santa
Monica 'Design firm wants a bright, energetic
office assistant. Will be assigned a PC to learn

and use business software. Responsible for:

Filing, greeting clients, light phones, and
errands. Full-time prefer - Flexible hours. Must
have car. Phone Margo, SynerDyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only.

Intemshlps 34

INTERN at growing Brentwood ad agency.
Valuable exposure to all facets of advertizing.

15 hrs/wk. Bilingual/Spanish a plus.

(213)447-2964.

PR INTERNSHIP: entertainment/ corporate PR
firm seeks intern, 12^5 hr^wk. Fast-paced

envirorwnent, must be detail-oriented and
articulate. No pay, great experience, possible

credito. Contact Trisha (213)550-3922.

TALENT AND LITERARY AGENCY- Beveriy

Hills. Considerir>g final applications for intern-

ship program. Call between 1-5 only. (213)

276-7070.

VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE thru

the Urban Intern Program. 5-10hrs/wk. Call

Laura (213)206-6869 for mort information.

Child Care Wonted 35

BABYSITTER to help Dad w/two small children

when Mom is out of to¥vn. Average, 2 dayV
wk., 4-8pm. Need own transportation.

(213)275-4885.

CHILDCARE for 3 and 5 year old, plus light

housekeeping in Brentwood. Two afternoons

minimum, plus flexibility to work evenings ar>d

weekends. Must drive, have experience, arxi

local references. (213)471-0915.

NEED babysitter-driver from Brentwood to

Northridge 2:30-S:30pm 5/90. For 2 boys.

(213)476-4849.

WESTWOOD HOME, 2 little boys. Must have

refererKCs, l>e creative, reliable. Call Sunday-

ThuTKJay, (213)470-6045.

BRENTWOOD, gmat guothousc studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced rent in exchanfe for drhring

children in afterrHXtns and early evenings

.

(21 3)472-821 5, (21 3)472-21 67, evenings.

PACIFIC PALISADES. $595. Bachelor/guest
house. Utilities included. One person only.

16714'A. Marquez (near Sunset).
(213)472-0069.

PALMS 2-BECV2-BATH. $935, alarm, A/C,
quiet, two years old, minutes to UCLA by faius.

10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039.

PALMS. 2-bedroom $795. Pool, parking, laun-
dry, appliances. No pets. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PICO-ROBERTSON AREA. Quiet, residential

area. 1-bed^-bath, $625/mo.,2-bed/2-bath,
$a0Q/Ww). Call (213)273-8160.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $1795/mo. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONICA 1 -bed 2-bath, loft. 2 parking
spaces, new, volume, cielings, quiet.
$1 1 9Vmonth. (21 3)473-4272.

IXZLA University apartments for rentH Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (21 3)825-2293 or
(213)825-8496.

VAN NUYS-15 minutes to campus, only 9
miles. Good area. 2-bed/1'A bath. 2 story

townhouse. $70S/nrK>. Security, gated parking.
(213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD adjacent $1150 Custom re-

model. 2-beiV2-bath.-All new kitchen. Extra
large closets, plush carpeting, patio, parking.

Must see. (213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD, $995/up. 2-bedroom$/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.
1% miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-
nrient (213)475-6165.

LANDFAIR APARTMENT $600/mo., one-
bedroom, killer apt. w/a view. Parking, laun-
dry, security deposit $400. Call Mike.
(805)646-8855.

WESTWOOD adjacent, $850, bright and spa-
cious, 1 -bec^ -bath. Large kitchen with break-
fast area. Excellent condition. Parking, 5-mi-
nutes to UCLA. (213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD. $110q/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Dishwasher, AK, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD. $120Q/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, AK. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car
parking, laundry, freshly
painled.(21 3)279- 1867.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE, S6O0/mo. Single,

full kitchen. (213)470-5952. Leave messay.

WALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator«dishwasher-

huge closet"

•controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

KU Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

24,072
UCLA students live in an off-campus

apartment, house, or co-op.

13,452
UCLA faculty live in a rented bome
or apartment.

Find your ideal tenant. .

.

Dally Bruin Classifieds

_825-2221

1 A 2 BEDROOM, beginning at $160(^no. up
to $2000. One year lease. Charming in

wooded sight. Great location. Near cwipus.
Lorene Schulcr. Norton Realtors. Office
(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-8396
evenings.

"

5 miles from UCLA. 1 -bedroom, $650 and
large single $575 available. Near transporU-
tion, restaurants, mall. (818)789-0282.

BEVERLY HIUS, guesthouK, new. Single,

kitchenette, full bath, Jacuzzi, microwave,
$69SAtio. including utilities. One person.
(213)274-3935.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,
high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
TV., garage. $1025. (818)980-2951.

WLA, $1400, 3-bedroom/2'A -bath town-
house, near UCLA housing, 3310 South Se-

pulveda, #4. Refrigerator, w/d

.

(213)390-5883.

WLA $525/MONTH- Bachelor, furnished/
unfurnished, spacious, cheerful, one mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,
lease. (213) 826-7888.

Palnn
l«50 1 bed/l bith
: 11025 1 bmyi bath plus loft

I ;1050 2 bM2 bath

$1295 2 be(V2 bath plus den
Beautifully decorated, a/c. securily gated, built-in

stove, distwasher. Open house Saturctay 10-2 at

3717 Vinton /1 04.

1 nra. FREE RENT with one year lease.

83»6S16 (mgr.) 478-4SS9 (offtee)

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit

student housing facility. Shared or

private. Pod, Jacuzzi, recreation

rooni. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridge

Campus Residence. 9500 Zelzah,

Northridge. CA 91325
(818)886-1717

LARGE 600 SO FT
SPLIT LEVEL SINGLE

$850 1 -BEDROOM $950.

SECURITY PARKING
535 GAYLEY AVE
(213) 208-3818

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995 .

*Balconies

*Fircplaccs

*Launclry facilities

*Security alarms

*2^Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789
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WESTWOOD
J Blk from campus
NEW BUILDING
2 Bed/2 Bath

: Gas, fireplace,
appliances, roof-top

spa, controlled
access building.

$1420. (213)824-7409.

430 Kelton Avenue

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

FUN andSUN ibis
Spring Break/

UCLA WEEK IN

MAZATLAN...^376.

Miami 258.

Puerto Vallarta.. 258.

Cancun ....279.

Honolulu 288.

Montego Bay .... 459.

Bermuda 567.

St. Thomas 636.

Stop by North Camp>us<

for a chance to win a
free trip to Lake Tahoe Sk

' two FREE cookies with

.every ticket purchased

PALMS.. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities ir>cluded,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

SanU Monica $1300 Wilshire/5th, Sunny,
quiet, spacious, 2-1-2 furnished sublet, steps to

beach. (213)394-2682.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom fum-
ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

WEST>MX>0 X-large single. Minutes walk to
campus. Parking. $700 includes utilities.

Short lease. Jennifer (213)208-3116.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

WESTWOOD, $1050. One-bedroom Fire-

place, stove, refrigerator. Charming, quiet

neighborhood. Call (213)658-8339.

WLA. Large 2-bdrm/1'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WLA, new luxury, 2-be<V2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious YoMmite house sur-

rourwied by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

CSl 1] Escort Service

825-1493

>1SUCL4^
TRAVEL SERVICE

First Class im Low Fares
A-Level Ackerman

Hou»: M-F 8:30^. Sat 11-3

Apts. to St^are 54

BKENTWOOO condo to sh«e with lady,
2-bedroonV2-bathroom, furnished. $595. Cali
mornings (213)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD, female, share spacious master
bedroom, security building, parking, close to
buslines, only $265/mo. (213)820751 J.

BRENTWOOD $575, pool, luxury apt. Neat
female, non-snrw>kef. Student preferred, great
k>calion. (313)472-4720.

eamlv

Find the

Apartment

of Your

Dreams, . .

Advertise In the Daily Bruin
*^ Classified

8l25-i222r ^ V.'.iV.
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Apts. to Shore

BRENT>AOOO. Young married couple has
spacious 2-bedroom to share with quiet,

studious female. Minutes from campus, $435.
(213)626-6057. Available now.

FEMALE, cuMn room in spacious WLA 2+1 *A ,

pking, sec., micwve, $475/mo. + 'A util.^avail.

imnoed. Call Christine (213)478-2061^0) or

(213)826-3536(H).

FEMALE: SHARE 1 -bedroom apartment on
Cayley. Security, parking. Great building,

quiet roommates. Available now. $425-Kec.
(213)824-2750.

GREAT 2br. apt. Share with female roommate.
Good Locale! UCLA nearby. $229.5(ymo.
Details: (213)820-8427.

MARINA DEL REY, Female needed to share

newer 2+2'A townhouse, 3-blocks from
beach. Fireplace, a/c, security. Move-in 2/1 5.

S550/mo. Kim (2 13)836-86 72.
(213)442-2015.

$425-OWN ROOM. For responsible female.

Nice westside apartn^ent. Great roomates.

(213) 474-6434.

J*ALMS. r>on-smpkingt two-bedroom, two-

bath, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, barbeque, parking.

S495/mo. Call Charles at (213)559-5690.

SANTA MONICA 2-bed/ 1-bath. Walk to

beach. Mature, friendly female. Parking laun-

dry. Suzane (213)396-0676.

House for Rent 56

HOUSE for rent in WLA. Spacious 3-bdrm/
2-bath. Washer/dryer, frigidaire, Jacuzzi,

2-door garage, big back yard. Interested peo-

ple please contact (818)868-2224.

RANCHO PARK. 4-bdrnV3-bath with studio.

2-car garage. Beautiful view of golf course.

S215(ymo. (213)655-2773.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

{
3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

[laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
|»10-15 min. from

campus
i»6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Share 57

SHARE large, clean, 3-bedroom house with 2

MAsmen (over 25), and two do^. Qtfvcr tSty,

very convenient to UCLA. Avail, now.
$4(XVmo. including utilHics. Call anytime.

Leave message. (21 3)838-0342

m

54 House for Shore 57 Room for Rent

WESTWOOD, $450, own bedroom and bath,

available immediately. Pets okay. Susan
(213)470-2208.

House for Sole 58

VIRTUAUY BRAND NEW! Popular North Mar
Vista location. 3-bedrooms, 2-baths. Master
suite. Fireplace. BuiK-in kitchen. $449,500.
(213)477-7001.

OCEAN FRONT HOME.
Are you ready to escape from

stress, noise, and air

pollution? 4-bed/3-bath plus
40ft po^ with spa is scenic

2 hour drive south from LA
to La Jolla. Enjoy fabulous
ocean views, romantic

sunsets and pe^cefulness.

Call for a brochure
$975,000. Sheri Weisbender.

Fred Sands Realtors

(213)473-6156.

House Exchange 59

LONDON, ENCLAND-WLA. Approximately
7/1/90 to 9/1/W. Visiting professor and wife

offer: 2-story furnished house, living room,
formal dining room, nxxiern kitchen, 2-double
bedrooms, 2 studies, Vh baths, large garden.

Minutes from transport, shopping, & parks.

'A -hour from theater and Westervi. Required:

similar house, easy bus route to LXILA. LA
references provided. Prpfessor Torous,
(213)825-4059, (818)905-0403.

Housing Needed 60

FILM PERSON needs place^ihare. $35(Vmo.
(213)859-4669.

HOUSE/CONDO WANTED beginning 5/1/90
for 1 2-1 5 months. Need 3 bedrooms in WLA.
IXTLA Prof. (21 3)459-3323.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- govcrnmenl_^omes from
SKU-repair). Oelinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1 •602-838-6885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

FOREIGN EXCHANGE STUDENT looking for

room and board (or work (full-time) from July

through December 1990. (213)451-0055.

Room for Help 63

BRENTWOOD, great guesthouse studio, pri-

vate deck, reduced rent in exchange for driving

chikJren in afkerrworH and early evenings.

(213)472-6215, (213)472-2167, evenings.

Vv«T HOUYWOOD. Prhrate nomt bath
available to respor«]ble, hard-working person.

CXjtics include: caring Sor three days, running
errands vndht housecleaning. Call Bob or

Cindy. (21 31659-6904.

Room for Rent

1 -BEDROOM with private bathroom, nkc
family, Windsor Village, evy Wilshire acccM.
(213)93S-4278.

S3eS, AVAILABLE now. Wom«i, non-smoker,
no pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closeU, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call M»iha (21 3)390-9007.

BEVERLY HILLS SSOO^fno includes utilites m6
cable. Private room/bath. Parking
(213)276-1572, after 3pm.

BEVERLY HILLS- Penthouse, private room/
bxh, recreation, gym, roof garden, sauna,

kitchen/laundry privileges. SSOCVnrw. (213)

659-29S9.

NEAR Westwood, bus, security condo, private

room and bath, furnished, kitchen, laundry

privilege, $450 (213)475-4606.

SANTA MONICA, prime area. North of Mon-
tana. Private roornA)ath, furnished in home.
Light kitchen priveleges. Female preferred.

$375. (21 3)395-2025.

SANTA MONICA, own room $42SAtk). Furn-

ished, bright, easygoing environment in a
3-bed/1 'A -bath home. Close to beach-
shopping, and bus to LICLA. (213)399-7160.

WLA, $40(Vmo. Own Room, bath, kitchen

privledges. 1.75 miles to UCLA. Near bus.

Non-smoker. (213)477-7831.
"—

Roommates 65

AVAILABLE NOW. Private room and bath in

luxury Townhouse. Quiet street, indoor park-

ing. 3 miles from LCLA. Private balcony.

$600/mo. Call A2i.(21 3)541-7798.

BRENTWOOD. Own room/bath in 2-bed/

2-bth apartment. Luxury high-rise, 24th floor.

Underground parking available, unfurnished.

S50G/nrK) plus $250 deposit and half utilities.

Live with a male professional (213)478-3542.

Leave message. Available February or March.

FEMALE, 5-minutes walking, furnished, 1 -bed-

room, $335/mo. Feb. free (begins 2/1 7). Joan,

(21 3)824-1 903A21 3)206-1 092.——" '

I

FEMALE needed to find apartment with
another female in local area, around
$50(Vperson. Days (213)206-0784.

FEMALE own room two bedroom one bath

near campus $40af'A LHil, $400 sec. Arlene

(213)473-6490.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, n/s. Good sense of

hunHK. S350 ¥ half utilities. Brentwood
adjacent. (213)826-5264.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share

a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30(Vrno.

(213)208-4052.

MALE to share 2 bd/1.5 bath w/3 students

Gayley/Veterah. (213)208-2660. Gary
$35(ynfw. ^^ 1/4 utilities.

OWN ROOM, $475 WL\ Large, nice furn-

ished, upper, pool, laundry, share bath. Fe-

male only. (213)559-8066.

ROOM TO SHARE in Westwood! 2-bed,

2-bath; Bright apt. w/ great view; washer/dryer,

big furnished rooms, Jacuzzi; surxieck; parking

if needed. Febuary rent free; can rTK>ve in

ASAP. $450. Cal 1:826-3055.

SHARE 3 bedroom townhouse in West Covina.

Quiet rx>n-srT>oker, graduate student preferred,

$275/mo. includes utilities. Shelley
(2 1 3)63S-8490(wofk) (8 1 6)9 1 9-0536(home)

.

WANT female, rron-smoker, townhouse, a

pool, spa 12 miles to LXXA. $40QAno
(816)693-0546.

WESTWOOD. Girls share large duplex.

2-bdr/2-bath, parking. S324/mo. 691 Kelton.

(213)824-4183, (213)454-6211.

WESTWOOD-need 2 roommates to share

2-be<V2-bath apt., r>ew security building fire-

place, central airAwat, balcony, parking. Near
LK:LA.S331.25/»hare, $662.5a/own room.

Mike, Peter (213)474-4088 leave message.

WESTWOOD spacious 2-bedroofn/2-balh,

fireplace, balcony, arxJ security parking. Male
Of female, non-smoker. Deposit $475. RerU

$500 (small room), $550 (large room). Call

Raymond (213)474-1278.

WLA- Large private roonVbath. $47SAtw).

Shower, carport, balcony, laundry. Available

Mach 1st. Olivier (213) 476-5380.

YOUNG professional needs responsible

roommate, Palms area, own room & bath,

non-smoker. $546. (213)639-7104.

64 Sublet

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to AuQust. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

' Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

64 Roomnrkites

650 LANDFAIR APT. 1 block from UCLA
$2St\^tw. utilities included. Kathryn and NItta

(213)624-5747.

CorKlos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD. 2+2. full anwnities, $1500, 1

or 2yr lease. Call Rosemary (213)475-8064.

CULVER CITY, Fox hills. Beautiful large con-
dominium. 2-bed/ 2-bath. High ceiling, patio,

pool, laundry facilities, 2-car garage. No
pets.$105(VWw. (213)477-6885.

CLN.VER CITY, &1 75(VWn>, newly redecorated

townhouse, 3-bedroom, den, 2'A -bath, pool.

(213)281-6312 (day), (213)545-7554(eve).

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. 2-bdrnV2-bath

den ¥ fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Ffying/Paractiuting 76

LEARN
Airport,

g/Pg«

For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
(818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-«00-526.96fi2.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

Insurance 91

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wfieel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
ItftI SAVEON
l^ni DwrnAMCiai

/filsrate
Auto/Home/Comm erciai

Westwood/Wilshira Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks So of Wilshire)

66 t

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
j

; do L) . I

21: erJ :T-£, 81«,J42 UV.
BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

•••••••••••••A*****

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.
Example: fennale 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7061

or 476-8355

65 Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nfwney. (213)820-4839.

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service k Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U^J. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

I lonif IIimIiI) (.'iinim. MdimvN
W.'ll Come TO Yor'

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imnnediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -6892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 96

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dorm? Don't

Miss Phone Cal Is Own a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipment necesary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statemenU, ctcf Professional help from
oonsuhant/ author. MAV journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS. 1000*$ of research

papers on file. Custom research also.

(213)469-9016.

VOICE MAIL, private 24-hour answering ser-

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.
(818)594-1974.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All ab^acls. ThMWDiaaeitatiDB*,

PiopoMk and Books. Foratfa Stadeats
Welcome. Sliena Beer, PhD.^13) 47D-«6A

474-523^

WHO KrTOWS WHErfE
DAIUY BRUIN VALENTINE

CAN LEAD?
Daily Bruin Classified Ualentine's Issue

DEADLINE FEBRUflRV 9, 4pm

». ',
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IMS
From page 34

contests last week, the Mind Melts

nearly upset No. 5-ranked Beta,

but Beta narrowly escaped with its

second win by a score of 34-33.

Jam Squad held on to the No. 1

spot as it snapped Hang Time's
two-game winning streak in a 55-

46 game. Once again, the defend-

ing champion Jam Squad seems to

be the team to beat this year.

Here are the tentative AA
rankings as of last Friday:

1. Jam Squad (2-0)

2. Lakey Lakes (2-0)

3. Phi Psi (2-0)

4. Hoyas (2-0)

5. Beta (2-0)

6. Old Timers (2-0)

7. Hang Time (2-1)

TIRED OF PLASTIC PIZZA DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR? WELL THEN!

PIZZA PASTA & MORE

208-5070DELIVERY
HOTLINE

CDM. when home & office mean something special

Tutoring Offered 98 Typing 1CX) Music Lessons 102 Resumer 104 Scooters 119 -
CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

FREhJCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

FRENCH TUTOR, native speaker, exper-

ienced. Call )ohn, (213)962-1609.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert~-ail levels teaching experience. Will

comnfuite, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call: 473-4193.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT.

arxi GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with thb

od.IVY teaoue grods. Stamfofd Prep

(213)271-5181.

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR for fourth grader in reading ar>d

writing, Beverly Hills, S6^, 2-3 afternoons/

wk. Cin* or Mary^ (213)274-5717.

Typing 100

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Onr 25 y«m cxpcricnc*. Aho offer

•thical Mihtenci vvHh wrWng prabl«nu

and tutoring In Endtsh, HiMoiy,

Philotophy, and PoHlical Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typ^et resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A.1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resunies ($20), papers, profes-

slorul editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999,

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Ckise to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page. (818)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most corucientious, ex-

perierKed, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spellir>g, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

[XXTTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)47^8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experierxx with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (21 3)27»0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PCA.aser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tatkms, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepuh>eda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fst, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. $1.S0/page.

Monica/Santa Mor^ica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertatiorw, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Th«rtan. (213)208-0040.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

h4ear UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for bjeginners. Adults-

children. $1(Vhr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475r1646. Leave message.

Travel

THE
WORLD
IS OK
SALE!
Roundtripfrom los Angeles

Music Lessons 102

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. S«iU Monica (2 1 3)626-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2886.

VOCE. 40 yevs teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. Oty Opsra; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

Travel 105 Travel
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UCLA WEEK IN

MA2ATLAN
A Full Week of

^"it^^i

MM
I
>1SUCL4^

Join us for our most popular Spring get-

away to Mazatlan, from March 24 to 31st.

Prices start at just *319 and include:

• Round-trip airfarefrom LAX.

• First class hotel accommodations. ^

Don't wait! Last year this event sold out!

TRAVEL SERVICE
Firsi Class in Low Fares
A-Level Ackerman M-F 8:30-6, Sat 11-3.

^SSS9^!^^^^^

OCSKTOP RESUMES. Resunoes that get
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licerved career counselor. Assis-

tarKe with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)206-1865.

105 Travel Tickets Mm-
ROUNOTRIP plane ticket from LAX to SFO.
Leaving Fri 2/16, returning Mon. 2/19. $100.
Call evenings (213)209.0592. Must sell.

Aufos for Sale 109

1974 VW THING. Excellent condition. New
engine. New Brakes S3500. Call Janr>es at

(213)206-2690.

BMW 2002. 1976, invisabie to cops, gets

lOOOmpg and chauffer included. How a^ut
must sell by Sun. $1500. (213)826-9542.

CAN YOU BUY Jeeps, cars, 4x4's siezed in

drug raids for under $100? Call for facts today.

(805)644-9533.

CHEVROLET Sprint, 1986, $2600. 5-spd,

stereo, afe. Still like new. (213)973-4320.

CORVETTE convertible, 1974, $14,50(yobo.
Red «i«A>lack ir^erior and top. 350 automatic.

Py^. 52,000 orig. mites. (213)399-1389/

DOOCX OMNI, 1 967. Original owner. 4-door
hatchback, 5-speed, AM/FM cassette. 27,000

milfs. Excellent condition. $3500.
(213)664-7404.

FORO RANGER 1986. $5000^bo. Extra

dean, 5-speed, a/c, warranty, new clutch. Call

Kevin (213)653-2991, (213)826^6349.

HONDA CIVIC 79- 120 miles mi still mns
great. $1,000. (213) 473-5096.

HONDA PRELUDE SI '86. 24k. 5-speed, tfc.

pcnutT stecrin^Mndow^urvoof. White, gray
interior. Perfect condition. $9999.
(213)460-7525.

HONDA PRaUCE 1985. Sunroof, stereo,

graphit grey, new tires, 70k miles. Great

condition. $6400.(213)417-4940 days.

(21 3)470-5835

1966 250 Honda Elite $1000. Automatic,

white, great condition, digital display. George
:21 3)206-8436.

1 986YAMAHACA 50, white, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

1986 YAMAHA RIVA 50. Runs great, black,

$500 with helmet and lock. Bill

(213)209-0396. _^^
1987, HONDA AERO, 50mi., like new, $900.

(213)337-2716.

1989 HONDA ELITE LX. Brand new less than

100 miles. Helmet storage. Glove compart-

ment. (213)209-5524.

HONDA AERO 1 25. Low miles. Battery char-

ger and other extras. $800/obo. Debi
(21 3)206-0556.

HONDA ELITE 125. Good condition;extras

included. $750. Must sell by 2/28.
(213)206-2814.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1980. Great condition,

basket, two helmets, lock. $900. Call Chris.

(213)445-8630.

HONDA ELITE- 80 white, just tuned, runs

great. $900. OBO. Elite Deluxe 2m, red. Must
see. $900. (213) 824-5098.

HONDA aiTE 80-$900 and HONDA ELITE

150-$n75. Both clean with low miles.

(213)479-5851.

YAMAHA 125Z. 1988. Black. Helmet, lock,

storage. Low mileage. Mint condition. $1000.
Dave (213)659-7999.

YAMAHA CT SO, 1979, red, gpod condition,

hardly used, fully serviced. $42S/obo.
(213)876-6650. Leave message.

40 gal glass fish tank with teak stand $106.00.

(213)451-5545.

DIAMOND -2Vi carat engagement ring.

SI 0,000. Will sacriHce at $3,000. Never used.

Call Mr. Marple. Day (800)877-8811, eve
(714)723-5229.

Furniture 126

MAZDA 626 1985 $S400/obo. 4-door,

5-speed, AM^M cassette, excellent corviition.

Call Rachael. (213)396-1 770 between 6-9pm.

MAZDA RX7 coupe 1987. Burgundy, 20K
miles, AM-FM cassette, equalizer. ^C,
5-speed. $11,250/obo. (818)892-7104.

MUSTANG California Classic 1968 coupe.
289 V8. StC, auto transmission, top condition.

Original owner. $4,95(Vobo. (213)472-8333.

NISSAN SENTRA 1969. One owner, automa-
tic, A/C, stereo. 2-dr, tan, clean. $7000. Cash
negotiable. 26k miles. (213)476-3542.

SUZUKI, 1985, $320(yobo, mint, charcoal
gray convertible, 4S,000 mllo*.
(21 3)454.77113. >^u' > '«

tOft^TA CaiCA dT 79 S-spiH^sunrC Wfen,
kiW miles. $1»95A^BO. ftliW^yB^46,. "_

VOIKS WAGON- Convertibte bug, 1976^
$5,000. Excellent condition. Brand new top.

Must see. Eva (213) 478-2924. (213)
620-7700.

VOLKSWAGON GOLF, 1 966, $5000 4-door,

blue, 46,000, a/c, good condition.
(21 3)669-0426.

VW GOLF, 1965, sunroof, stereo caHCtte,
alarm, 5-speed, 49,000 miles. $450(yobo.
Excellent condHtoo. (B18)992-0329.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1974, chwvy fA, rum
beautilully, norvsmokw car $1650.00 Tom
Eves. (213)627-4364, days. (213)603-3333.

Bicycles for Sale 113

BIANCHI (kaly) \^ sp. Cicat dni $300. Giant

930RS 1 2 sp. Like new. S27S. (21 3)826-6349.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

86 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 450, CMOellcnt

condition. 8200 milti, $1300.
(213)624-1747.

HONOS- IfL 3SQ, 1964, $t,2S0. 9l(Anltai.

Great condHlon. Mark (213) 824-597S.

BABIES FURNITURE - Crib, stroller, dressing

table, walking play, mattresses. Clothes, toys.

(213478-2955 (eve), (213)625-6075 (day).

DESK 6 months old, built in storage and filing

cabinets. $1 50. Call Doug. (21 3)384-2504 ext.

206.

DINETTE SET, Maple fmish. Four chairs in— ' «r

excellent condition. Table w^eaf. $25(yobo.
(213)473-1244.

DOUBLE BLACK FUTON FRAME. $10(Vobo.
Brand new. (21 3)207-1 586. Must sell, moving.
Futon available-additional $$.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phor>e order.

(213)372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE futon with frame, desk, chair,

bookshelves, endtable. Prices negotiable. Ra-

chel (213)396-1770 between 6-9pm.

^S^iSrebs/TVs/Radios 131

CAK STEREO, Hekleiberg, $1 50. Brand new
for 1962 Volkswagen Rabbit Convertible.

Originally $3S5. Never used. (818)356-9642.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE IMAGEWRITER II, brand new,
$40Qfobo, call Linda (213)625-6745; eves.

(714)992-4642.

APPLE MACINTOSH PLUS computer. Like

new. $600 or best offer. Call (21 3)824-951 3.

MACINTOSH Image ^tcr printer- good con-
dition M/cablcs. $275. Call Bill or LouAnne.
(213)475-5760.

MAC PLUS and software. Best offer.

(213)447.2964.

Computert for Li
aeo/ao i mo vqa sitoo
386/20 1 fiM Mono $1300
2B6 AT 640k Mono $740
XT640K Mono $480
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Chlcano Studies Research
Center Publlcattons

presents

1969-1989
Twenty Years of Commitment

A Special Book Sale
Save 40% on books published by the Chicano

Studies Research Center,

Including:

An Illustrated History of Mexican Los Angeles,
A. Rfos-Bustamante

and P. Castillo

A Community Under Selge, Rodolfo Acufta

Azd^n: A Journal of Chlcano Studies

February 7,8 and 9
10:00-3:00

iDetween Royce and Haines Halls '

outside of Haines 39
For more Information call: 825-2642

^ HOMflOGETMIO
OMfORMBASCHOOL

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1990
WEST LA BAR/BRI LECTURE CENTER- 3280 MOTOR AVE.

TIME: 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
CAU 1«)0-777-EXJUM
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Commute Time Ui LA;^9fiiV5*lSu..

UCLA/WESTWOOD
COMMUTER LINES
—Routes to and from Studio City/Sherman

Oaks.XA;XAVestchester, and Central LA,
—Comfortable^ Recline^ read or just relax and

let the driver do the work
-^Three arrival and departiue times^ perfect for

your flexible schedule

—Affordable! Only $1.50 per one-way ticket or
$40 for a monthly pass

—Park FREE at any of our convenient Bu^pool
parkinglpto

UCLA Commuters

Use The Buspool

To Get To Work

If» happening every diV.Jw'B;^

campus, in *e classrooms and in the

^^UCLA snidenB. sttff and fac-

UCLA and back. .

New bospoolers are surp«ed id

fi«,outhowe.syi.is«.Jus.,«jW*»

car in the tree parking area-
then hop

:::^comfo.t->.e.airc«^u^

b« and be driven to *«k or class^

Then at the end of the day. they re

I^:„home.g»nwirho«.'«J^
T"

(^ PLUS there are no parking

Stnstodealwith-andnoexpen-

^"jS!flS know how to tear

Isn't it time YOU gave buspoolmg a

,^7 Foraddiuooal
infomiatKin call the

Depanment at (213) 825-7639^

M«e and more Bruins are d.«)v-

eringthispteasantandeconomica
way

rimmuting. and they havenoth-g

but pr.^i« ««« >«' f<""*

tern.

Call the UCLA CAR Department
(Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing)

for information.

«">825-7639
^^^mHmrtmrtmmmr

Winter IMS
heat up r-
By T»rry Whif
Contritxjtor

As the winter quarter IM sports

season enters its fourth week of
play, the basketball and soccer

playoff pictures are beginning to

materialize.

Men's AA Basketball had a very
busy week, as nearly every team
played. With at least su teams still

undefeated, the playoffs will defi-

nitely lead to an exciting show-
down on Championship Night,

March 8. In one of the few close

See llMs, page 33

SPIKERS

y

tth

From page 40

campaign. The second-year
outside hitter will be looked
upon to provide the bulk of
UCSB's offense.

At the setter spot, junior

Adam Unger and freshman
Stevie Li have been battling for

the distinction of replacing

Wallace. Both have received

equal playing time this season,

but neither has established

himself as having the upper-

hand.

UCLA, still sporting a per-

fect record at 6-0, is expecting a

tough match, especially consid-

ering the condition of the team.
Two starters, setter Mike

Sealy and middle bk)cker Mike
Whitcomb, have been fighting

the flu over the last couple (?
weeks, and their effectiveness

has been noticeably hurt
Sealy has missed the last two

matches for UCLA, being
replaced on the coun by Alben
Hanneman.

Scates was unable to say how
k)ng Sealy would be out. but
with Sealy having missed
almost two weeks, the coach is

concerned how the long layoff

will affect the freshman's sta-

mina.

Continuing to play well for

the Bruins are the healthy
starten.

Though his offense has been
off of late, All-American Tre-
vor Schirman has picked up the

slack with his bkx:king game.
The senior captain has led

UCLA in bkKking for virtually

his entire career, and this season
is no exception.

Coming into his own as a
technique player is freshman
Rich Bland. After sitting out
last season as a redshirt. Bland
has stepped in and contributed

in every way for Scates.

'"Bland has really come ak)ng
this season. Though he still has
many things to work on, this kid
is going to be a great player."

said an optimistic Scates after

seeing his star freshman lead

UCLA with 16 kiUs at LMU.

AZTECS
From page 40

At No. 3 doubles the team of
Sher and Mark Copeland wero
unable to fight back ultimately

dropping the second set 1-6 to the

Jeff Belk)li/Matt Rivera—giving
the Aztecs their first and last point

in the match.

At No. 1 doubles, Bissell and
Knowles came back to win the

next two sets against Herrera and
Marinkovic 6-4, 6-4. Likewise, at

No. 2 doubles, Behrens teamed up
with Robbie Wendell to defeat

SDSU's Peterson and Dana GiU m^
the final two sets 7-6, 6-2.

i .
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From page 40

prospective signees, he was more
than willing to laud the accom-
plishments of Zimmerman, who is

averaging 25 points and IS

rebounds a game this season.

"Rodney's having a very fine

year," Harrick said, calling special

attention to Zimmerman's 39
point, 23 rebound, eight block
performance earli^ this season.

"I like his athletic ability,"

Harrick continued, "Hejumps well

and he'll block your shot" While
Zimmerman is apparently pouring
in more than his share of offense

this season, he's known more for

his defensive ability—he averaged
nine blocks a game as a junior.

The only knock on Zimmerman
is that he may not be facing the

same type of competition that a
blue-chipper from New York i>r

Chicago may face. Even Harrick
admits to that. In Colorado, "They
just don't, year in and year out,

produce a lot of Division I basket-

ball players." the coach said. **You

just don't know the level of
basketball."

Long time Bruin fans may
remember another native of the

Rocky Mountain state who played
in Westwood: Craig Jackson.

Last season, Zimmerman's Air

Academy team won the state

championship in the smaller of
Colorado's two divisions.

Harrick compared Zimmerman,
who was signed to one of four

available basketball scholarships,

to the Bruins* other Rodney.
Freshman Rodney Odom.
Odom, a 6-11 center/forward

from Kingwood, Tx., is redshirting

this year to gain weight and
devel(^ his skills. Zimmerman is

not necessarily a blue-chipper,

(according to Harrick, Zimmer-
man's listed near 7Sth place on
most national top 100 recruiting

lists) and may need some time to

adapt his inside game to the

xollege level, as is the case with

Odom.
But in the recruiting gamble

—

one in which Harrick has won big

in the last two years—the Bruins

may have another winner. "You
hope you roll a seven and he's the

kind of guy that can come in right

away, like a (Don) MacLean or a

(Tracy) Murray," Harrick said.

What's more, Zimmerman may
still be growing, which inspired

another—albeit imaginative

—

comparison. "You hope he's like a

David Robinson," Harrick said,

referring to the San Antonio Spurs'

star rookie center, **who was 6-7

when he came into Navy."

After losing to USC, the Bruins

dropped from 16th in the AP
basketball poll to 19th. Undoub-
tedly, UCLA was fortunate that the

game was taken off ESPN thanks

in part to the wishes of Trojan head

coach George Raveling.

That put a minor dent in

Harrick's goals for the season.

"We had kind of wanted to be one
of the top 16 teams (at the end of

the season)," Harrick said. "I don't

know about that now."

The Bruins can get a boost this

we^end in Arizona against the

Sun Devils and Wildcats. "We win

this week, we go way up," Harrick

said. And what about Cal and

Stanford's visit next week?

"We win this week and next

wQek, we go way up," Harrick

predicted. "Above 15, 14,

13. . . It's in your own hands"

But the ultimate goal is getting

to the Show—the NCAA tourna-

ment in March. And, as Harrick

laid, the NCAA has its own
Tncthod of seTecting w1io witt

comprise the 64 team field.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
&n) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

^<pV
wi^>

.<5<?^

cO^ V

$29*»..UNUMira)TANMG

No Additional Fees!
Hurry Memberships LimitecJ

Mon-Fri

8-lOpm 477-9300 Sat 9-8pm
Sun 11-6pm

11672 Gateway Blvd.

At Baijington, 1 block So. of Pico
•first time clients w/coupon. Exp. 2/18/90

63% of UCLA students read the Daily Bruin
now you know where to get our attention _^ /ccT\^^^*^*

(Data: Market Opinion Research. June 1989)
^oV'

•»->

Wheadoes
adate

become a
crime?

i.^* I

^

Rape Treatment Center

.213-319-4000 /

•«'.• ^•w^

'fy^

It happens when a man forces a woman to have sex against her will.

And even when it involves college students, ifs still considered a

criminal offense. A felony. Punishable by prison.

So ifyou want to keep a good time from turning into a bad one, try

to keep this in mind.

When does a date become a crime?

When she says ^No.'' And he refuses to listen..^

Against her will is against the law.

© 1989 Rape Treatment Centei;Santa Monica HospitaL—

^ ,*j »j j^jt>
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MASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD ^ i^HooH-9Pfi

A

Menu
ISIS
B. $5 7S

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00
•Delicious Tcriyaki

•Beef and Chicken Bowls
•Fresh variety Sashimi
•All types of Su^i ^
•PARTY PLATTERS'^

^ 1834 WMwood BM
^ /tlm SoMdi of Smm M«nta BM.]V cm 47S^SJ

FREE PARKING^/^

•ny menu adecdon
with coupon

SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 2/22i«)

EUROPE ^v CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles. Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special

Shidant/Taachar TarHf

.

D RENTAL G LEASE G PURCHASE

DEATTALOFFER
Applicable to patients without Dental Insurance

p<i«:^
;^^ ,1^ OFFER INCLUDES: EXAM,
..kt .^j^^ X-RAYS, DIAGNOSIS &

CONSULTATION (WITH
THIS AD) - REG. $91
(Exp. 3/31/90)

ConsumerPlan Specials* Reg Price

POLISHING $0 $44
FILLINGS (Silver, one surface) $28 $60
BONDING (Whitens teeth, per surface) $50 $125
BLEACHING (Per arch) $200 $500
PORCEbMN CAP/CROWN... $239 $540
DENTURE (Each^rsonalized) $275 $685

ORAL SURGERY/PERIODONTiCS/iMPLANTS
SMILE SPECIAL ^ mb ^^«

^BRACES $1449* !
|Recor(Js and Retainers Additional) reg.$3200 |

-CLEAR BRACES AND I

MINI BRACES AVAILABLE !

I mm All Braces fxom i20 Per Month a ^m mm mm ^^m aj
'TtMse r—t AwaUaM* «Mt*i CensuMMrPton « For A MtodMt F«*. CON Paticqt. KrisbrM Thompson

CONSUMER
DENTAL
NETWORK®

1-800-537-0011 EXT. 235

IWSTANT CRiPfT • Up to 36 months
to pay; no down plans; easy
approval!
YQVR PENTAL IWtURAMCE. WITH
OUR PLAN. USUALLY COVERS ALL
COSTS.
Delta Dental Patients Welcome
Senior discount
Nitrous Oxide/Anesthesia/Pentothal/
Conscious Sedation Available

Hablanws Espanol • Visa. MasterCard,
Discover Card
Mon .Wed & Fn 9am-7pm, Tues & Thurs
9am 9pm. Sat. Sam 4pm
24 HOUR EMERGENCY HOTUNE

WEST LOS /WGELES 213-207-1060
1 1 628 Santa Monica Blvd. Dr. Hood

24 LOCATIONS - CALL 1-800-537-001 1 EXT. 235
FOR ONE NEAR YOU* T66

Tohmatsu Awoki(the largest

accounting firm in Japan)/Touche

Ross is seeking entry-level accounts.

English and Japanese speaking ability

preferred but not mandatory.

Send resume to:

Tohmatsu Awoki & Co.

louche Ross & Co.

1000 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90017

ATTN: Steve Oto

^lohmatsu Awoki
loucheRoss 0^0^t^^tff^lt.

Seau's jumpin' on the

*going pro' bandwagon

Out of the Pen

wm

Hey, was that a moving van
I saw making its way over to

the use campus this week?
With Tirojan linebacker

Junior Seau announcing his

intention to forego his senior

season to tum professional and
with safety Mark Carrier con-
sidering the same option,

somebody better clear some
curb space. The times' are

changing over at Troy—and all

over the nation for that matter.

Once considered primal

taboo fcM* underclassmen to

even consider the National

Football League draft until

their eligibility was completed,

now that barrier effectively has

been removed.

Ata^ady star players like

Florida's Emmitt Smith and
Alal)ama's Keith McCants have
joined Seau on the early train

to the pros, and the list is far

from complete.

And how has the NCAA
and the football conglomerate

responded?

Well, in the past the Heis-

man Trq)hy was almost the

singular property of senior

football players—awarding it to

a junior was yet another of
those taboos. But when junior

quartert>ack Andre Ware of
Houston earned the statuette

last December—pertiaps it was
a sign that the powers that l)e

are getting scared.

But if the NCAA really

wants to respond to this

issue—it should end the ludicr-

ous process of forcing players

to declare hardship before

applying for the draft

Any college student who
wishes to leave school early

—

athlete or non-athlete—can do
so without harassment, unless

of course he is a basketball or

football player.

When Virginia goalkeeper
Tony Meola left school «uly
to tum professional and play

for the United States' Worid
Cup squad, very few eyes
blinked.

But when Messers, McCants,
Smith, and Seau make their

decisions—they have to report

to somebody firsL

And that's just not the way
things shoukl work.

Let's think—for a

moment—why most people go
(o college and earn that

degree.

Spiritual edification and the

development of a well-rounded

psyche?

Ideally, yes. In reality, prob-
ably not.

Admit it, the real reason

most people select a given

course of study is to prepare

themselves for a meaningful

career that can provide for

their future. Most of the time,

that degree is required before a
said career can be embarked
upon.

However, there are instances

where an employer will deter-

Chris
Koutures
mine that the skills of an
individual are refined

enough—even without a
degree—to perfcMin in a int>-

fessional setting. And this,

sports fans, is the case when ^

an athlete decides to tum
professional before his eligibil-

ity is completed.

So just like when a 'normal'

student leaves school eady to

pursue a business opportunity,

or an actcv fcxgoes the l)Ooks

for a chance to star on the

stage, an athlete may embark
on a professional career a bit

earlier than intended.

Now, before the demise of
NCAA football and basketball

is lamented, realize that the

amount of juniors applying vv

eariy for the draft will hardly

be of exodus proportions.

Right now, there are lOS
Division I football schools,

with roughly 25 athletes in

each class. That makes about

2,500 players who have just

completed their junior seasons.

At most, 20 of those players

will decide to leave school

eariy, which amounts to less

than one percent of the nation-

al figures—at most

Of course, we'd have to •

keep the decision up to the

player, and keep out any
unscrupulous outside (read:

agent) who might attempt to

influence the decision.

Most of the players who
will make the decision will

entertain solid offers in the

NFL—just kx)k at the afore-

mentioned trio, for example.

McCants, an All—^American

Unebacker, Smith, a perennial

leading rusher, and Seau—the

1989 Pac-10 Defensive Player

of the Year, should all make
scouts salivated at the mention
of their names. Just because

the offer is there won't trans-

late to a host of mediocre

players declaring themselves

eligible.

So get rid of this hardship

clause—this isn't a return to

elementary school where you
had to ask permission t)efore

you went outside to play.

WEERSINO/Daay Bruin

Linebacker Junior Seau will leave USC to go pro.
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Pauley Pavilion: all its greatest

in writingmemories brought to life
of P^uiley' history. Gymnastics,

women's basketball and men's
volleybal^all get their due, as do
the performances by such enter-

tainers as The Gt;ateful Dead, Bob

By Michael Bartlett

Contributor

BOOK: Pauley Pavilion: College
Basketball's Snowplace, written by
David Smale, published by SportMe-
mories Publishing, 1989.

What better way to put off

studying than to peruse the 25-year

history of Pauley Pavilion?

And what better time to do it

than during the most successful

basketball season in over a

decade?

Pauley Pavilion: College
Basketball's Showplace, is

nothing less than a loving work,

**written by a fan, for the fans, and

David Smale looks at

Pauley Pavilion and
all the memories it

contains and succeeds

in keeping those
memories fresh and
alive.

dedicated to the fans of Bruin

basketball." David Smale looks at

Pauley Pavilion and all the memo-
ries it contains and succeeds in

keq)ing those memories fresh and
alive.

With the help of Norm Schind-

ler's breathtaking photography,

Smale not only looks in detail at

John Wooden and the men's

basketball program, including

sections on the eight national

championships won after the

Pavilion opened^ the coaches and
the players, but also has features on

announcers Fred Hessler and Dick

Hope and Carol jBumett and the

Presidential Pebate between
George Bush and Michael Duka-
kis.

Special mention is made of the

1984 Olympic gymnastics com-
petition, that featured three Bruins
on Team USA—Peter Vidmar,
Mitch Gaylord and Tim Daggett
Reading the recollections of those

and other Olympic athletes adds
another dimension to the memo-
ries of the Los Angeles Games.
By Car the bulk of the book,

however, is dedicated to UCLA
basketball.

Ak)ng the way, the reader fmds
many amusing, anecdotes from the

people connected with the prog-

ram over the years. The planning

stages are chronicled from the

story of the drive to build the

Pavilion to coach Wooden 's desire

to shape the floor the way he

wanted it

The section on the great games
over the yean contains the most
memories. Smale singles out 19

games from the fvst 24 years that

hekl special significance either due
to national implications or great

individual performances.

Included in the "Games" chap-

ter is the account of the very fvst

t>asketball game in Pauley, in

November of 1965, when the Lew
Ak:iiKk>r-led freshman team beat

the UCLA varsity, 75-60. Also
included is the '69 contest with

LSU, when the all-time Pauley

Pavilion attendance record wasEnberg, Athletic Director Pete

Dalis, and otfier behind-the-scenes set Some 12,961 people packed

people who helped to shape Pauley the house to see the Bruins battle

Pavilion. 'Tistol" Pete Maravich and the

Smale also gives a nod toward Tigers,

the other programs that are a part Fans of a more recent vintage

will enjoy the accounts of tlie 1987
battles with Louisville and Notre
Dame. In the former, Reggie
Miller scored 42 points to lead the

Bruins to a 99-86 win over the

defending national champions.
The latter saw Miller nail a three-

pointer from in front of the scorer's

table to cap a Bruin comeback
from an H-point deficit with 3:08
to go.

The chapter on great UCLA
players brings the stories of Miller,

Mike Warren, Abdul-Jabbar, Sid-

ney Wicks, Bill Walton, Jamaal
Wilkes, Greg Lee, David Meyers,
Marques Johnson, David Green-
wood, Kiki Vandeweghe, Rod
Foster and Jerome "Pooh"
Richardson. It goes without saying

that this list is a who's-who of

college basketball, and makes for

great reading.

Perhaps the best thing about this

book is tliatone does not have to be
a hard-core Bruin basketball fan to

enjoy it It seems designed to not

only iMing back memories for

kMig-time fans, but to enlighten

those who may have t)een unaware
of the meaning ofUCLA tradition.

Pauley Pavilion: College
Basketball's Showplace is avail-

able at the Student Store.

The looming Pauley Pavilion

ROBINSON: Made gireat strides in American history
From page 37

"I would like to

thank all the people

who preceded me,
and made it obvious

that I should go to

UCLA. People
like . • . Jackie
•Robinson. . . were
people Aat were very

important to me and

very important to die

life of the school''—KAbduWBbbar

and therefore did not compete in

baseball or track that year. He
remains, however, the only UCLA
athlete ever to be awarded letters in

the four major sports.

After a military commitment
Robinson went on to an illustrious

baseball career that included a

Most Valuable Player award.

In 1962, Robinson was elected

to baseball's Hall of Fame, and
was named UCLA's Alumnus of

the Year. In 1965, he was Sports

Illustrated's Silver Anniversary

All-America winner.

The next time you think of

Jackie Robinson, remember him
not only as a great American, but^

as a Bruin.

anuMFHE

Jackie Robinson

Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Stanley H. Kaplan Prep™

We've produced more top scores on tests like the
LSAF, GMAI, GRE and MCAF than all other courses
combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan
Prep™ you may need to take more dian a #2 pencil
to the test

'

JSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan OrTakeYourOiances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL

1-800-262-PREP

For other locations call SOO-KAP-TECT

UCIA °THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARD^

U.S. Premiere!

ISO Dance Theatre

£< ifri. and Sat., Feb. 9 & 10 at 8:00 p.m.'YO

This sensationally inventive company will perform the
American premiere of Time Out, a fast-paced and wide
ranging meditation on the clockwork mechanisms of
contemporary life, and Night thoughts. ".

. .wildly

original and freewheelingly seductive" {The Hollywood
Reporter).

Royce Hall

$24, 19, 16; 8 (Students)

CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat., Feb. 10
7:00-7:30 p.m.

^_
.' Lecturer: Llewellyn Grain

For more Information/
Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-2953
^

MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
iai»mt nM -<Ti4|T4

locHanQV.
'».

AflllA.

%* - «^4^_
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mswm SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT

firsA GRIEATHEADr
I flay I oynd. LA Ttmim

I "A BENT COMEDY...

\ REAL FUN.
\^ KJAftM C r>Yt:in. fntr'tJtmmonf Torbty

Itfeiftilfa £%

DON SAXm ROBERT R BlUME
JAN FOSTER JOf L OUARESIMO

\V"llen By

WM S. LEAVENGOOD

LAUREN TEWES

TICKETS (800) 369-8367

DAILY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • VIU • Ceba • AO • MH • ele.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA.

Hawthorne

Long Beach

Downey

Fullerton

Pasadena

Med.

9035

3300

2013

8556

2565

33

Mgmt.

Venice Blvd.

Rosecrans Ave

E. 7th St

Firestone Bh/d.

E. Chapman

E. Walnut

Admin.

OR At BOX Off iCf

Thurs & Fri at 8. Sat at 7 30 & 10 30, Sun at 7 30

Tickets $18.00 • Free Valet F>arking .

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Melrose A« Los Apgeles. CA

STUDENT DISCOUNT

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL'
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

The name, the legend, the man

BVHGER

By Michael Bartlett

Contributor

IVs trivia time: Quick, name the

pioneering athlete who broke
major league baseball's color line

in 1947?

=AFRICAN
ZAMKICAN^ HISTORY
mMONTH

Easy, you say. it's Jackie Robin-
son.

The hard-core sports nuts prob-

ably even know that he played
second base for the Brookl
E)odgers and earned Rookie-o:

the-Year honors.

Okay, now name the UCLA
athlete who made Bo Jackson look

like a couch potato by lettering in

no less thanfour sports—football,

basketball, baseball and track—in

1939-40?

Need a hint? This Bruin entered

UCLA in fall of 1939. then
promptly led the football team to

its first ever undefeated season (6-

0-4). He switched to basketball

without missing a beat, leading the

Southern Division of the Pacific

Coast Conference in scoring.

In his flrst UCLA baseball game
he stole four bases, including

home. In track, he won the NCAA
championship in the long jump
with a leap of 24-10 1/2. In other

words, not a bad first year in

Westwood.
Give up?
The answer is: None other than

Jackie Robinson.

No. it was not a trick question.

it's not a different person with the

same name. Before he donned
Dodger blue. Jackie Robinson first

earned athletic fame wearing the

blue and gold of UCLA.
Yet. most people do not associ-

ate Robinson with UCLA. Some
have even been overheard ques-
tioning why the Bruin baseball

stadium is named after a Dodger
instead of someone connected with
UCLA.

Jackie Robinson did indeed
have an amazing career with the

breaker against segregation made
him an idol to millions of African-

Americans.

Robinson, along with Larry
Doby—^who broke the color barri-

er in the Ammcan League—led

the way into the sports world for

the many African athletes that

folk)wed.

At least one athlete was aware of
Robinson's tics with UCLA, a
young man from New York who
was formerly known as Lew
Alcindor.

Dodgers. He was an extraordinary

athlete and a most exciting p^y-
er—his 19 career steals of home
place him ninth on baseball's all-

time list.

Of course, his role as a ground-

Life can be really tough when you've got a bad burger habit }bu

findyourselfthinking about burgers all day long. Km/ can't wait tillyou
get another "burger fa". But it doesn t have to be that way! Ihere is a
Fresh Alternative. .Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads

are made fresh beforeyour eyes. So get rid ofthat burger on your back
Come to Subway Westwood Village for a quick recovery

YOOR ONLY BRaiN

I

I

t

r
i

I

I

I

I

I

iSUBUjnv
WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK

""$T!oo"off"
Any Foot-Long Sub or Large Salad !

Westwood
at

1-indferoolc^

DB
I

Not Valid with
|

any other offer

Limit 1 per customer

DANIELLE EUBANK/Daly Bruin

Alcindor was possibly the most
highly-recruited athlete in collegi-

ate basketball history. He chose
UCLA over virtually every school

in the country in 1966. due in part

to Robinson's Bruin legacy.

Alcindor. now known as basket-

ball legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.

revealed his thought process dur-

ing his speech at a jersey-retiring

ceremony at halftime of last

Saturday's UCLA-DePaul game.
*T would like to thank all the

peq}le who preceded me. and
made it obvious that I should go to

UCLA.** Abdul-Jabbar began.
'Teople like Rafer Johnson. Jackie

Robinson and Ralph Bunche. those

African-Americans were people
that were very important to my Ufe
and very important to the life of the
school."

Jack Roosevelt Robinson was
bom in Cairo. Geor^. on January
31. 1919. His £imily moved to

Pasadena. California the following
year, where he grew up.

Robinson graduated from Muir
High School, then attended
Pasadena Junior College for two
years before the Hills of West-
wood beckoned.

After his spectacular junior
year, Robinson was virtually the

sole focus during the 1940 football

season. That year, he led the team
in rushing, total offense, passing,

scoring and punt returns. In basket-
ball, he again led the So. PCC in

scoring.

Robinson dropped out of school
after the 1941 basketball season.

See ROBINSON, page 37

A statue of ttie legend at UCLA's stadium

Call

CSO
825-1493
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Kevin Walker
Kevin Walker finally got

another chance to show what he
could do on Saturday.

The senior center has had a
tough season, losing his starting

role earlier this year. But against
DePaul on Saturday he got some
significant playing time. And he
certainly responded with a great

performance.

Walker entered the game with
13 minutes left in the first half, nd
with the Bruins trailing the Blue
Demons by five points. He played
like a house on fu^, hitting for 10
points, six rebounds and three

assists as the Bruins outscored
DePaul. 26- 12. to take a nine-point

lead into the locker room.
"He gave us a real boost when

we needed it and was the reason we
got that run going." said forward
Trevor Wilson.

Walker also played stopper in

the first half, guarding DePaul
center Stephen Howard, who had
killed the Bruins with 1 1 points in

the first few minutes of the game.
But with Walker playing perhaps
the best defense of his career.

Howard was only able to tally two
free throws in the remaindo* of the

half, as UCLA took control of the

game.

Coach Jim Hairick said. "I tol^
Kevin that we would need some-
body to come off the bench and
win a game for us. He did that**

Kennedy Cosgrove

The Daily Rrjijn

TELEPHONE
Answering
Service

We answer
your way

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

Schaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

<213) 473-7901
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Kevin Walker
Basketball

Scored 14 points off the bench
against DePaul.

Had seven rebounds, four assists,

and one blocked shot.

Held DePaul center Stephen
Howard to two points in 13
minutes.

Career leader in three-point field

goals made.

Kim Hamilton

Gymnastics

UCLA Sports INFO

Scored Masters Classic record of

38.80 in all-around competition.

First woman gymnast in NCAA
history to win three consecutive
NCAA Individual floor titles.

Set NCAA record in floor with 9.90
in 1989.

1 989 NCAA vault champion and
floor co-champion.

Kim Hamilton
Kim Hamilton had a great

weekend in the land of the Comhu-
skers. as the UCLA gymnasts
travelled to Nebraska this weekend
for the Masters Classic meet in

Lincoln.

Even though the team came in

second. Hamilton was at the top of
her game, setting a new meet
record in the all-around competi-
tion with a score of 38.80. It was a
season high for the Bruin senior

Ail-American.

"I was very happy with my
performance." she said.

"For the first time this year, we
really acted as a team, and it helped
us perform better," said Hamilton,
who was quick to talk about her

teammates, and was pleased with
the overall team effort.

Hamilton has had a superlative

career at UCLA, winning the floor

exercise at the NCAA champion-
ships a record three straight years,

the first woman gymnast in NCAA
history to do so. She is also the

1989 NCAA vault champion, and
is one of the most charismatic

performers in collegiate gymnas-
tics.

She's looking forward to the

NCAA chamfMonships this April.

"I really want to win the floor

exercise for the fourth time," she
said with a smile. "I hope to hit all

my events and I'm hoping for a
team championship as well."

Kennedy Cosgrove

.•.\'

CAPPUCCINO DESSERTS LIGHT CUISINE

Gallery Coffeehouse
Coffees
Food

Read, Think, Sleep
Be.

Hours: Sun.-Wcd./ 12:00 pm - 2:00ara Thurs.-Sat./ 12:00pm - 4:00am
11609 Sanu Monica Blvd. (Federal at Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 473-5166

BRUIN _. (213) 474-6267

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

Toydt« StUefU S^eeiaJU

•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5.000 MILES

•Check exhaust system •Transaxie
•Check steering & shocks •Battery
•Check and fill ftukj levels on: •Coolant
•Power steering •Brake
•Transmisswn .WindshieW washer
•Differential

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$.^A95
^+tax

4x4^nd_diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Oil & Filter Change In 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change
will be done in 30 nfiinutes from the time ^$M M Q5
your wcxk order is written to the cashier, or ^ | ^M^^
you won't pay! Call or come in today. I ^T+taxI

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

MtKEMtLLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

{213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and tines jj^^^Qft
•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system ^^ij
•Add fluid as needed

j T6%"ofr'any '
^^

•Inspect rear brakes » ^ral^e^repair !

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Hours
M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover
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Sports
Aztecs prove no match for Bruin tennis
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

What was expected to be a full

blown struggle against the San
Diego State University squad
ended up being a far cry from a

close match as the No. 3 UCLA
men's tennis team crushed the

Aztecs 8-1 yesterday—increasing

their record to 8-0 overall.

"San Diego State has the poten-

tial to be a dangerous team and I

was really concerned about the

match," said head coach Glenn
BassetL

At No. 1 singles, freshman Mark
Knowles was successful in break-

ing Aztec Joe McDonough at 4-4

to take the first set 6-4. Knqwles
broke McDonough in the opening
game of the second set and finally

secured his victory, 6-4.

Freshman Fritz Bissell had a bit

more difficulty in downing his

opponent Ricardo Herrera. The
No. 2 singles competition was
literally a foot race as both players

continuously ran down countless

balls. Bissell came out on top after

a tough three setter, 6-3, 3-6, 6-4.

Sophomore Bill Behrens also

came out on top, playing a solid

match from the baseline to finally

defeat SDSU's Tole Marinkovic
6-2, 6-0.

"He was a tough player and it

could have been a three set match
if 1 didn't concentrate on being

consistent," said Behrens.

Teammate Bill Barber was
pretty consistent against his oppo-
nent Woody Yocum at No. 4
singles. Barber worked on hitting

aggressive gioundies and coming
into the net more ofter in (Mxler to

defeat Yocum 7-5, 7-S. able to turn things around to take

At No. 5 singles, sophomore the next two sets 6-4, 6-1.

Mark Quinney got off to a slow Teammate Jason Sher had
start against Aztec Kerry Safdie almost no trouble whatsoever
dropping the first set 5-7, but was against his opponent Dax Peterson

in what turned out tobe a quick two
setter—6-2, 6-3.

But then, UCLA squad mem-
bers seemed to be off guard as they

entered doubles competition. AU

three doubles tandems lost their

first sets to the Aztec duos—^3-6,

5-7, 4-6, respectively.

See AZTECS, page 34

mmm^mmtttmm^m

UCLA tennis player Frftz'JBissell helped the netters to their win

SCOTT \ME£^iN6/DaJly Brutn

Rodney Zimmerman, photographed at a UCLA football

game this season, is already on the minds of Bruin hoops
fans. r

Zimmerman
is already a
topic of talic

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

Rodney Zimmerman.
„ The name already tnings smiles

to the faces of UCLA basketball

fans, and the 6-9 center from
Colorado Springs, Co. hasn't even
been sized for his first pair of blue

and gold Cons.

Zimmerman, a senior at Air
Academy High School, was the

only prep recruit who committed
to UCLA during the early signing

period last November. And at head
coach Jim Harrick's weekly press

conference yesterday, Zimmer-
man became the topic of conver-

sation.

While Harrick conceded that

NCAA regulations forbid him
from talking to the press about

See ZIMMERMAN, page 35

Spiicers taice on Gauciios
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

As the newly dubbed No. 1

team in the country, the UCLA
men's volleyball team has
earned its claim to the top spot

the hard way—on the roai
Of their six victories this

season, three of the Bruins' last

four have been away from the

friendly confutes of Westwood,
including a convincing win
over Stanford at UC Santa
Barbara.

Tonight, head coach Al
Scates and his crew return to

Santa Barbara to take on an
ilways-tough Gaucho team in

in always-vocal Rob Gym.
The Gauchos have lost the

All-American backbone of
their 1989 team in seuer Jon
Wallace and middle blocker

Jose Gandara. As a result,

UCSB has only been able to

post a 3-2 record thus far,

including a big loss to Hawaii

two weeks ago.

Scates, however, is not
fooled by the Gauchos' less

than stellar performance year-

to-date. **That team always has
a way of playing its best match
of the year against us. That was
the case last year when we went
up there and got swept."

Trying to fill the holes left by
Wallace and Gandara will be
junior David Leath and sopho-
more Todd Ahmadi.
The two are the only return-

ing starters for $anta Barbara,

which currently is ranked 10th

in the AVCA coaches poll.

Leath is a 6-5 middle blocker

that hurt the Bruins in their

meeting a year ago. His 13 kills

were instrumental in the
Gauchos' upset win. '

Ahmadi, conversely, saw
limited action against UCLA
last season, but played well in

the latter stages of tlie 1989

» See SPIKERS, page 34

Pauley at 25
So many great events, so many memories.

Pauley Pavilion has such a mystique that

someone had to write a book about it. Pauley
Pavilion: College Basketball's Showplace, is a

must-read for true UCLA fans and a welcome
edition to any sports library. At least Michael

Bartlett thinks so.

True Champion
Jackie Robinson was notjust a great athlete, he

was one (tf the most influential Americans of the

2(Xh century. In celebration of Black History

Month, the Daily Bruin features this former

Bruin who not only stood out as an athlete, but as

^ African-American.

^ See fi^e 38

On the road again
The UCLA baseball team takes its 4-1 record

down the freeway to UC Riverside today when
the Brums battle the Highlanders at 2:30 p.m.
Scott Schanz (0-0), who earned a no decision in
his first start of the year, will take the hill for head
coach Gary Adams and Co.
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University Response to Rope

Prevention Inventions

You Are Not Alone

Choices

Silent Long Enough

Personal Accounts

Poem about My Rights
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This issue is in memory of

the 14 women who died at the
University of Montreal on
December 6, 1989^^
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Praise for **Racisin in Femifiism^* o

I am the Program and Action person for the Los

Angeles Branch of the Women's International League for

Peace and Freedom. One of our priorities is Racial

Justice. I am very impressed with your series on Racism

in Feminism.

In Peace and Sisterhood,

Sarah Shuldiner

Los Angeles

Letter From The Editor

"And when I ask myself how did we come to envi-

sion a world without rape, I am asking about the shape of

revolutions..."-from Rape, The Politics of Consciousness,

by Susan Griffin.

One of the most important things I learned while

working on this issue was to call a rape victim a survivor.

In this spirit of survival and change the staff and I dedi-

cated ourselves to working on this issue. We wanted to

educate our community which does not seem to be fully

aware of the extent of the problem of rape, both in the

world and here on campus. We have all been

enormously affected while working on this issue by the

reports, statistics, psychological, philosophical and legal

explanations about rape. We have read hundreds of

personal accounts between us.

In response to an ad we placed in the Daily Bruin,

the phone in my office began to ring off the hook. Every

day I spoke to women who have suffered some type of

assault, yet had the courage to call and share their experi-

ences with us, and ultimately with the readers of Together.

Many of these stories will not be printed in these pages,

but if we as a community can begin to look at the prob^

lem with all the information in hand, I believe we can

effect positive change. There are several aspects of rape

that we have not coverwi here-marital rape, rape in other

countries, cross-cultura|pape experiences, new develop-

ments in rape laws ana legal cases, etc.

There are also many stories and articles that the staff

worked on passionately that we are not aBTe to run for

lack of space because of our decision to insert in the Daily

Bruin, and to make room for the personal accounts from

the women who called our office. Part two of our series

Racism in Feminism is also being held over for our next

issue.

This issue marks a new commitment on the part of

Together to dedicate itself to the exploration of this prob-

lem with a renewed effort to fight the misinformation that

subjugates women. We will fight for change, both on

campus and in the larger community so that rape will not

continue to destroy lives and the overall health and sanity

of all of us. We call on the administration to listen to the

concerns students have given voice to here and to learn

from them. Students are not the only people who should

be taught. The experience of an informed survivor can >

teach more than any official document drenched in bu-

reaucratic jargon. We further call on the students, staff

and faculty to commit to working on this issue with us.

We suggest that the University offer self defense courses

for women through the rec center and that some of these

courses be available for academic credUr The power an4

Editor-lfi-Chief

Theta Pavis-Weil

'excellence" of education needs to extend itself to protect

and empower both men and women,
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Get@ Bucicet
There aren't enough men to go

around. . . every time there's a plane ac

cident, it's 1 00 men dead. . . and I

literally think,

'Why couldn't

some women
have been on

that flight?'

Helen Gurley

Brown, editor

of Cosmopoft^

tan.

"I think

that people say

they are pro-

choice be-

cause it sounds

good." UCLA
student Kelly

Wachowicz quoted in Students "Join

Anti-abortion March in Nation's Capital

"[Daily Bruin, M23I30).

After giving a light sentence to a

rapist Jerome Marks, a Manhattan Su-

preme Court Justice said, "Ifs not like

she (the victim) was tortured or

chopped up." {New Woman)

Found Insid* th« co¥*r of tbo UCLA •tudoiit dlroctory

Turn around bitch I got a use for

you/Besides you ain't got nothin' better

to do/And I'm bored..." (lyrics from "Ifs

So Easy," Guns

N' Roses, Ap-

petite for De-

struction)

"Panties

'round your

knees/With

your ass in de-

bris/Doin' dat

grind with a

push and

squeeze^ied

up, tied down,

up aginst the

wall/Be my
rubbermade

baby/An' we can do It all..." (lyrics from

"Anything Goes", Guns N' Roses, Appe-

tite for Destruction)

When asked to put himself in the

place of a rape victim, musician Robert

Palmer replied, ''You shouldn't have to

walk the streets in fear of being abused.

You should get a man or a cab." {New
Woman)
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The University's Response to
Rape—What Yow iVeed to Know
"In the aftermatii ofa campus rape there Is a desire to avoid panl
any unnecessary adverse impact upon the reoutation ofthe TTniwr

Together February 1990 3

by Theta Pavis-Weil

The Numbers

Ask most administrators at

UCLA how many rapes

i occur each year on cam-
pus and they will proba-

bly answer, "Only a couple." Yet
more than 1 6 unofficially reported

rapes were logged by campus or-

ganizations last year. These rapes

are not regarded as official because
they were not reported to the

UCPD. Police received only two
official reports last year, (about

average for UCLA), which shows
that most UCLA women are electing

to bypass the justice system alto-

gether. Many prefer instead to talk

"Informally" to academic, psycho-

logical or peer counselors.

Yet Together has spoken to

many women in researching this

Issue who have chosen none of

these options. This is consistent

with a recent study involving over

6,000 college women conducted by
Ms. Magazine, which found that

only 5 percent of the students

reported their rapes to the police.

Other statistics, such as those

collected by the Santa Monica Rape
Treatment Center (RTC), tell us that

only one In 10 college women
report rape.

Holes in the System

The administration's efforts to

respond to the issue of rape on
campus have been widely praised

by outside groups such as the RTC.
Gail Abarbanel, Director of the RTC
says that UCLA has taken a leader-

ship role in dealing with the issue

and that the program here "really

stands out." Kathryn Rose-Mockery,
Acting Director of the Women's
Resource Center at UCLA, adds that

"we have probably one of the most
comprehensive rape programs in

the country."

The UCLyA Procedures for Re-

sponding to Sexual Assaults Involv-

ing Students or "the protocol", as it

is referred to by officials, is one
major University contribution

addressing rape on campus. Begun
in 1987, it details specific, official

procedures for both the prevention

of rape and actions to be taken after

a rape has been reported. The
protocol has resulted in the intro-

duction of the Sexual Assault Report

Form. The intention of this form "is

to try to retrieve information about

rapes which are informally reported

to campus units during the course of

counseling sessions, health exams^

collected In a strialy anonymous
fashion, and no name or identifying

information is ever put on the form.
*lt is used strictly for informational

purposes," says Rose-Mockery
In the fiscal year 1987-88, 19

rapes were reported through this

system. In 1 988-89, 1 6 rapes were
reported. Seven of these occurred
on campus. In addition to these

numbers, 1 2 more more students

with WRC responsibilities. She now
works full-time as Management
Assistant to the Assistant Vice

Chancellor of Student and Campus
Life, Allen Yarnell. Though she has
left the center, she still serves as

coordinator of the Rape Services

Consultant.Team, which operates

out of the WRC. This is basically an
elaborate referral system, which can
offer academic assistance, housing

The Bruin Bear at night Deborah Peterson

discipline cases, academic counsel-

ing, etc." This information is always

came into the WRC because of

problems associated with assaults

that had taken place "at some time

in the past."

Student government has been
infused with a new commitment to

women's issues this year; in con-

trast, the University and its official

groups seem to have changed

hardly at all. More official literature

exists now than ever before on the

topics of sexual harassment and

rape, but not enough action is taken

on the part of the University as a

whole. Is part of the problem that

the groups officially designated by

the Chancellor to address sexual

assault issues spend too much of

their time protecting the administra-

tion and are not given enough

power to do more than suggest

change?

Tina Oakland was the director

of the Women's Resource Center for

more than 1 years. She left that

position this summer. While acting

as director, she also worked pi

time in several management/advi-

sory level positions- in conjunction

options, etc. Sometimes WRC
consultants will work internally to

get alleged rapists expelled from
school, but they can only do so if

the alleged assault took place on
campus.

Meanwhile, students have_
begun to take action.

Student Action

The Women's Coalition has

recently reformed under the guid-

ance of Facilities Commissioner
Judy Hernandez. The Coalition

plans to raise rape awareness on
campus by participating in ongoing
programming while creatively

developing sorne of its own.
Interestingly enough, the

Women's Coalition is sponsored by
USAC, under the office of the

second vice-president, and not the

Women's Resource Center. Three
years ago when Florie Aranovich,

now Academic Affairs Commis-
sioner, first formed the Women's
:oalition at UCLA, she tried to get^

it sponsored by the Women's
Resource Center. "Tina Oakland

(then acting director of WRC), told

me straight-out that they wouldn't
sponsor the Coalition. She told me
to just get it done through student

government," said Aranovich.

Why is the Women's Resource
Center constantly detaching itself

from any sort of student-led activ-

ism? Ironically, its budget comes
entirely from student fees.

No Endorsement

One example of the center's

refusal to get involved In campus
action took place in January 1988,

when the Women's Coalition

organized a "Take Back the Night"

Candlelight Vigil and March to raise

campus awareness about issues of

safety and rape on campus. Preced-

ing the march there had been

incidents of men peeping in

women's showers at the dorms, a

rape in the residence halls, and a

rape on the fifth floor of the Univer-

sity Research Library. The
Women's Resource Center did not

endorse any part of this event, even
though such well-known feminists

as Ellie Smeal, head of the Fund for

the Feminist Majority, and 3(X)

students joined in the vigil. ''Take

Back the Night" events have been
held all over the United States at

universities and in many communi-
ties.

Was this event seen as too

radical and political for the

Women's Resource Center to

endorse? Have close ties to the

administration put Tina Oakland,

and the entire WRC, in a position

where it is afraid to criticize the

administration— at least in public?

Meanwhile, student govern-

ment has created a new position

that deals with the issUe: Director

of the Rape Prevention Education

Project. The project was formed out

of the office of the Student Welfare
Commission. Kathryn McKinzie is

the new Director appointed by
Dean Poulakidas, Student Welfare
Commissioner. "Rape is not a new
problem," Poulakidas stated. He
hoped that by placing someone in a

position which "had [rape] as their

top priority in ^he commission, we
would get some results."

McKinzie was told to work
with the Women's Resource Center
on developing ways to bring the

WRC's "services to more
students...because there was noth-

ing to build on, and we had to turn

to a source that seemed full of

knowledge," said Poulakidas. "My
idea of what she could do with
them (WRC) is to get information

that would hetp luerlbrm a base^of

continued on page 13
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Women have always spoken out against injustice.

Yet, 9 out of 10women raped oncampus don't say a word.

Maybe ifs because most campus rapes are committed by someone

the victim knows, so she may think it doesn't count.

Except, no one asks for rape. And no one has the right to force you

into sex against your will.

So if this has happened to you, please report it.

Because after all the strides women have made, you carft afford to

lose your voice now

©1989 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital.

PROJECT SAFE RUN
BY JENNIFER FERRO

It's 5 p.m. and I am running

alone on Sunset Boulevard. My
muscles are tense, and my eyes

dart back and forth throughout

the tree-lined path looking for

any movement. My state of

heightened awareness is shat-

tered by cat calls from a passing

car.

For a woman alone it's hard to

escapethe constant fear ofbeing

abducted or raped. When alone

on campus we are compelled to

call a Campus Security Officer

or ask a male friend to escort us

to our car. Asking someone to

run or walk with us each day is

not easy. But is a woman to give

up exercising outside and be

sentenced to life imprisonment

inside her house?

Shelley Reecher had an idea,

Project Safe Run. Reecher

started Project Safe Run after

being abducted and raped by

two men on her way to work in

Portland. After the attack she

found herself too

scared to leave the

house to run or walk.

Her solution was to

find a running partner,

Jake- a Doberman pin-

scher. Many of

Reecher's friends who
felt the same vulnera-

bility while running

asked to "borrow"

Jake. When Jake's foot

pads wore down,
Reecher knew It was
time for another dog.

The demand grew and

motivated Reecher to

start Project Safe Run-

a non-profit program

In which women can

rent a trained attack

dog for about $30. The

dogs are on call 24

hours a day and can go

on runs up to eight miles in

length. The dogs are not al-

lowed to be rented during the

hottest times of the day and

everything is done to ensure the

dog's safety.

For eight years Reecher has

committed herself to women's
safety. She selects each dog

then personally trains them at

Project Safe Run's home base In

Eugene, Oregon. Many breeds

are used including Pit bull terri-

ers, German shepherds,

rottweilers, and Dobermans.
The dogs aretrained defensively,

to match the attacker's level of

aggression.

"These dogs are not vicious

attack dogs, you can't sic them
on people," Reecher assured.

The attacker makesthe firstmove
and then the dog responds at

first with a show of teeth and

then, if needed, a bite that al-

lows the runner to get away
safely and call for help. Each

dog is outfitted with a backpack

that holds important phone
numbers, quarters for the phone

and the runner's keys.

In more {hat%7,S0O runs there have

beert no attempted assaults and no

accidental dog bites. Woman-and-
dog teams have run in many races

including the 1988 and 1989 Port-

land Marathons, and the 1 989 Seattle

Marathons.

"Women who've run with the dogs

notice that the comments have turned

from 'nice ass' to 'nice dog,'" Reecher

says. She says dogs are a good visual

deterrent based on her interviews with

rapists. Rapists choose victims that

are easy targets, such as women
loaded down with packages, women
wearing big earrings, and women
wearing Walkmans, oblivious to their

surroundings. The goal of Project Safe

Run is to raise women's awareness of

all issues that make women vulner-

able. Women can do this by getting

personally involved Sn their own
safety and taking preventative meas-

ures against rape.

Project Safe Run is not only for run-

ners, it is for all women who would
feel safer with a protection dog. The
dogs have been rented to battered

women's shelters and even women

RAPEL

Ever feel like the only way to

protect yourself is by carrying a

gun or knife? If you've given this

serious thought you've realized

the possibility that your weapon
could be used against you and

give an attacker a new alterna-

tive. "Rapel," a new product on

the market may givewomen some
hope. Rapel is a small capsule

that can be pinned to a woman's
blouse. When the woman feels

threatened she breaks the capsule

and a rancid, skunk-like odor

permeates the area.

Rapel's manufacturers hope that

the smell will deter an attacker

long enough for its wearer to get

away from the situation.

Law enforcement, including

UCLA's Campus Crime Preven-

tion Unit, advocate Rapel because

it cannotbeused harmfully against

its user. Its odor helps police

locate the attacker and can be

used as evidence.

A least one case has already oc-

curred where a woman
got away from her at-

tacker. Hewas later found

by the police because of

his smell.

Rapel sells at UCLA's

Country Store for 19.95

and includes one capsule,

and one capsule holder.

pfn>*m

going camping.

Dog food and veterinary care are

not always covered by the monthly

rental fees. Reecher refuses to turn

any woman away based on inability

to pay and instead will accept work
that helps the organization.

Why isn't something like this hap-

pening at UCLA? No crime? Hardly.

One only needs to recall the rape in-

cidents in URL and the dorms, it took

one woman in Oregon, one woman
raped and violated, to start an effec-

tive women's safety program. This

shouldn't be the only way of motivat-

ing women to protect each other.

Reecher has been accused of being

discrimiruitory. She replies, "Abso-

lutely! And I challenge these men to

start a Project Safe Run for men. Right

now I hear of women being raped,

abducted and hassled and this is my
commitment to end it."

Those interested in helping get a

Project Safe Run going in Los Angeles

can contact Jennifer at 206-61 68. In

the meantime, Reecher advises

women to run with others whenever

possible and never run with head-

phones or large earrings that might

help an attacker get you to the

ground. ;

SOS SHRILL
ALARM

Women, throw away
those big rape whistles

and get a hold of the SOS
Shrill Alarm. Once acti-

vated this two ounce
pocket-size alarm emits a pierc-

ing scream much louder than a

human voice. The SOS alarm

requires no batteries. Its charge is

powered by an aerosol tube that

should last 25 to 30 uses.

Judy Berkowltz, marketer of the

alarm, said the SOS Shrill Alarm,

"The alarm is very loud and easier

to get to than a rape whistle."

These alarms can be easily oper-

ated with the fingers.

Berkowitz started the company
out of her own personal need.

She felt vulnerable when travel-

ing alone on business and set out

to find something to protect her-

self. The effectiveness of the

device motivated Berkowitz to

market it. She emphasizes that

"this item is not a toy and should

be used wisely." She is purposely

keeping the price low so many
women can benefit.

The SOS Shrill Alarm can be
purchased by mail order for $9.95

plus $1 .00 shipping and handling

from Berk International, P.O. Box
5294, Garden Grove, Ca. 92645.
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STIfDENT WELFARE

COMMISSION

PREVENTRAPE
The Student Welfare Comission

would like to educate you about

safety and rape preventioiiT'

Leam self-defense techniques that

will enable you to prevent date,

acquaintance and stranger rape.

PLEASE CALL 825-7586 or 825-3945.
V

Look for RAPE AWARENESS WEEK coming soon.

Paid for by USAC

Cotne out to a night of
Laughter, Fun &
Entertainment

CULTURAL
rrAics

1st Annual Extravaganza Talent

SHOWCASE 'SO

Friday, March 2, 1990
8-10 pm

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

/'

Free Admission

Free Parldng

Celebrity Host

Featuring special talent from
our own student body

Funded by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee,

Campus Programming Committee, Cultural Affairs, Student Committee for the Arts
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You Are I^ot Alone
by Jude McGee

''I am not the

kind of woman
who gets raped.

*^^.

i
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RAPE.
ARM YOURSELF
WITH THE FACTS.

Rape happens everywhere - in

the home and on a date - not

just on a dark, deserted street on
the wrong side of town. Rape is

everyone's problem. Leam how
to prevent it, how to fight it,

how to survive it.

I Never Calied it Rape

The Battered Woman
Rape: An Historical and

Social Enquiry

Against Our WiU

Powerful reading,

because education is power

ASUCLA STUDENTS STO

«

R E

UCLA BOOK s

Trade Books

B-Level Ackerman Union

825-7711

M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; SatlO-5; Sun 12-5
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I mean' I took a

Women^s Stud-

ies class, right?

And I'm not

voice of my caller told me she was
dazed by her plight. She had been
forced by her date to have sex the

night before. At first she didn't

know she had been raped.

In two short sentences, she

voiced three debilitating myths

even very nice.
//

It was about the middle of my
hotline shift and the disbelieving

about rape that afflict our culture

and were injuring her specifically.

This made it harder for her to ask for

and recieve help. Even though, as

she pointed out in her justified rage

and confusion, she studied women's
issues, she still thought rape

couldn't happen to her.

I am a volunteer on the Los

Angeles Commission on Assaults

Against Women Hotline. As a peer

counselor, we try to help callers

regain their power which has been
undermined by rape and battering.

We learn about the different cultural

and ethnic responses to violence

against women. We learn about the

emotional patterns of survivors, how
to refer women to help beyond the

crisis call, but most of all we learn

to listen.

I listened to the caller and told

her she was not alone. I told her

that one in every^three women in

Los Artgetes wlH be raped at some
point in her life. I told her that most
rapes are by people we know; the

date, the neighbor, the uncle. I told

her that women of any color, class,

age, occupation, and education can
be raped. She was shocked. I

referred her to the free counseling

our office provides to survivors. I

told her about a support group

where 5he could talk with other

women who have been through

similiar experiences and who
understood her feelings. She was
grateful to find out she wasn't alone,

that someone had heard her. Her
recovery had started before we
hung up^

Rape and battering have

become too much a part of life in

the 20lh century. The current fabric

of violence and inequality needs to

be rewoven. Knowledge, sensitiv-

ity, and compassion need to be
available for all victims of social

abuse. Denial, and excuses do not

make things better. Learning the

truth can, but first it hurts like hell.

For information about LACAAW^
call 655- 4235 or call the 24-hour

hotline at 392-8381.

The Only Woman Owned Karate

School in Southern California

Karate Women
School of Movement
& Martial Arts 7"

Karate • liu-Jitsu • Self Defense • KarateKids

MARIA OOEST
Chief Instructor

12804 Venice BtviL. Lot Ar>geies. CA 90066

(213) 398-5539

Together's

Next Issue:

March 5th

Ad deadline: Feb 23

A DIFFERENT UGHT BOOKSTORE
4014 Santa Monica Bfvd Loe Angeles. Ca 90029 213 668-0629

open Mon - Thurs 10 to 9 Fri - Sun 10 to 10.

GAY WRITERS SERIES March 18: Michael Keams.
Phillip Littell. Tim Miller. April 22: Steven Corbln. Rob
Goldstein. MarkHaile.

LESBIAM WRITERS SERIFS March 17: Kitty Tsui.

Willyce Kim. April 20: Susie Bright. April 21: Teny
Wolverton. Teresita Bosch. Karen Steriing.

1 ory
Ever get the feeling that you

are not getting the entire picture ?

Do you ever get the feeling that

your professors' ancestors were

vikings?

And the man on the second floor

says this is diversity...

Ethnicj& Gender
otudies

Let's leam our history and not just

O i ytory!

GREASE
RBIEF.

f
' *''

Academic Affairs Commission

309 Kerckhoff Hall
' 825*2815

FaidforbyUSAC

H tafiT compUments of Aldia Phi Alpha Fraternity

Good-bye greasy kid stuff. Get a real meal at

Subway. Get a big, meaty 6" or footlong Subway

sub made fresh, one at a time with the free fixin's

you choose. Who needs greasy burgers? Try a

fresh Subway sub.

YOUR ONLY BRUIN

iSUBUjnv^
WESTWOOD BL. AT LINDBROOK

(213) 208-7774
CALL AHEAD FOR FASTER SERVICE

TTflOOFF'T
I ANY FOOTLONQ «

SUB €kR UyME SALAD

valid only at:

WESTweeo village

l.fiOOFF
ANY R>OTLON€^

SUB OR LAIIQE SALAO

valid only at:

WESTWOOD. \m.LA6E _
WESTWOOD/LINDBROOK i WESTWOOO/LINDBROOK « wisTWOOD/UNOBROOK

I.MOFF
ANYFOOmOlM

SUB OR LAMB SALAD

vtlM only at

WKTwooDmLAcrr
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No Where is Safe— Fifth Floor URL where

a woman was raped in 1987.

ii<

hat happens if you are

raped at UCLA?^

Gail Abarbanel,

director of the Santa

Monica Rape Treatment

Center says there are three

choices for the rape victim:

she can file a police report at the UCPD, she

can file a civil suit or she can pursue a discipli-

nary hearing with the university.

~ THE CRIMINAL REPORT

If the victim decides to file a criminal

report; and the rape happened on campus she

must call the UCPD. The UCPD's primary con-

cern after receiving a rape call is to get the

victim to the emergency room or to the Santa

Monica Rape Treatment Center. Once at the

hospital the woman must go through a rape

exam. The exam consists of swabbing and

collecting for sperm, hair and tissue Samples.

UCPQ Detective Alan Cueba says the reason to

get the victim to the hospital is to check for any

injuries. There she can decide whether or not to

go through with the rape exam. Also important

is the collecting of evidence against the at-

tacker. During the exam it is the victim has the

right to not have an officer present. Detective

Diane Huddleston of the UCPD hospital substa-

tion says "We try to offer a woman [officer] to

talk to, to get the victim to calm down and let

her know that someone cares." Often times an

advocate will be called ftom> Santa Monica Rape

Treatment Center to accompany victims through

the entire process of filing a criminal report.

Detective Cueba says that UCPD has many
female officers and if none are on-duty at the _
time they will call one. The report is very

traumatic and embarrassing. It is important for

the male officers to understand the victim's

reaction to another male asking her what hap-

pened," says Det. Huddleston. In order to file

the report, officers must ask very specific ques-

tions about the attack. Filing criminal charges is

extremely difficult for the rape victim because

she must repeat her story from two to four times.

"The whole situation is uncomfortable. Espe-

cially answering private sexual questions to a

panied throughout the whole process -from the

jrape exam up to the trial. A woman's prior

sexual history can no longer be questioned.

Other tactics are used by the defense attorne/s

that can equally upset and confuse the victim,

though. The jury is sometimes manipulated

into thinking the woman deserved the rape.

"Society still has this attitude, but no one
deserves being raped, no one," said Det.

Huddleston.

More women need to report for the

attitudes to be changed. "If more women came
forward better laws would be passed for the

victims and less laws would be passed for the

defendants," said Det. Huddleston.

One problem with rape cases is that they

are treated like any other crime. The laws

work in the same way to restrain law enforce-

ment and protect the rights of the accused.

THE CIVIL SUIT ; ^

If a victim is not happy with the outcome
of the criminal proceedings or if the D.A. won't

file her case, she can file a civil suit. The
suspect can be sued for emotional, physical

and monetary damages. A personal attorney

handles this case. This is often a costly and

timely route as lawyers are expensive and the

average civil case takes up to five years before

getting to trial. The judge or jury need only find

"a preponderance of evidence" , more than

50%, to award the plaintiff. One disadvantage

to the civil suit is that even if the victim is

awarded a settlement the defendant does not

have to pay the damages if he has no money.

DISCIPLINARY ACTION
If the rape was committed by a member of

the UCLA community disciplinary charges can

be taken up with the Dean of Students Office.

Action will be taken if the Student Conduct
Code was violated. Disciplinary action in-

cludes a written censure or warning, exclusion

from extracurricular activities including sports

teams, suspension for a specific time period,

removing dorm privileges if the rape happened
at the dorm, exclusion from specified areas of

the campus or dismissal from the University of

Options for the rape stirvlvor at UCIA
By Jennifer Ferro

man 1 00 percent unknown to |the victim.)

Compassion is the key. All officers must realize

these women have a lot of needs", says Det.

Huddleston. One or two days after the initial

report the police conduct a re-interview. This is

done when the woman feels ready. The inter-

view is usually given by a different officer.

Police do this to get any more information the

woman may have remembered.

If a suspect Is in custody and the woman
has identified him, she must be re-interviewed

by the District Attorney. Before the case goes to

trial the woman must be interviewed by a

hearing officer. If enough evidence was col-

lected and a conviction seems likely the case is

referred to the City or District Attorney. The

D.A. then decides whether or not to file the

case. In Los Angeles County fewer than one of

five cases goes to trial. Once filed Los Angeles

County haS an 84% conviction rate. If the case

goes to trial the defense can request either a jury

or the judge to m^ke the final ruling. A convic-

tion can only result when the judge or jury finds

'

the defense guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

i^Bpe laws have changed in the lak eight to

Sisters,
We've Been Silent Long Enough
The Rosa Parks Sexual Assault Crisis Center

Together February 1990 9

ten years. A woman has the right to be accom-

California. The Student Conduct Code's section

exclusive to sexual harassment defines it as ''un-

welcome physical conduct of a sexual

nature... [that] has the purpose of effect of unrea-

sonably interfering with an individual's perfornb

ance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or of-

fensive University environment."

The University of California's stance on
rape is clear but sources have informed

Together that their pursuit of disciplinary action

was discouraged. Abarbanel of the Santa

Monica Rape Treatment Center says, "The

problem is that students aren't informed of what ^,

their options are [if they've been raped.]" She
says UCLA's procedures should be visible and
well-known to every student. This would create

an environment that encourages more women to

report the crime.

No campus has accurate rape statistics.

But there emerges a conspiracy of silence when
It comes to rape. It starts with women not re-

porting the crime. It continues when the univer-

sity remains passive with any form of sexual har-

assment. Each option outlined here perpetuates

the conspiracy by tiefaying a woman's process

of turning from victim to survivor.

by Lina Paredes & Savi Bisnath-Malone

ape in the African

American community
goes as far back in

time as slavery,"

according to Joan Crear, Project

Director of the Rosa Parks Sexual

Assault Crisis Center. Ms. Crear put

the issue of rape in the African

American community In historical

and social perspective during a

speaking engagement at UCLA on
Jan.18th. She said that, "Dominant
white culture has used rape and the

rope to keep African American
people down. Black women were
raped by their white masters and
black men were lynched for suppos-

edly raping white women."
Up until Dec. 1 984 there were

no services available to meet the

needs of African American women
who had been raped. The Rosa

Parks Center was founded to serve

the needs of these women in the

South Central Los Angeles and
Inglewood areas. These communi-
ties have the highest incidence of

reported rape in Los Angeles

county. This does not mean that

rape occurs more frequently in the

African American community, but

that black women report this crime
more frequently than other women.

The lack of services provided

to black women can be explained

in several ways according to Crear.

In the first place, no one cares about
African American women because
they have a history of being raped.

The marginalization of these

women In this racist and sexist

society contributes to this response.

Secondly, the stereotypes of black

women as matriarches capable of

dealing with emotional and physical

crises on their own and the image of

black women as seducers, implies

that when they are raped, black

women need no help and/or they

asked for it.

The Rosa Parks Center is com-
mitted to serving African American
survivors. Women who come in

contact with its staff through the

crisis intervention program are

treated with respect and dignity. \n

many instances the Center's repre-

sentatives are the only people who
validate the reality of the survivors'

experiences.

Accessible and immediate

counseling is provided by a 24-hour
hotline (295-HOPE). Counseling is

also offered on an in-person basis.

Counselors are available to accom-
pany a survivor to places where she
may need support, including the

hospital for the post rape exam, the

police station or to the courtroom.

All services are provided at no
charge to the survivor.

The importance of counseling

after a rape cannot be overempha-
sized. A survivor who has not

received counseling is three times

more likely to be attacked again. In

addition, the symptoms of rape

trauma syndrome which range from
self-blame to denial of the rape

must be dealt with so the survivor

can lead a normal life.

Consider the following Inci-

dent (the name of the survivor has

been changed to protect her pri-

vacy). Tanya, a 26 year-old African

American woman, invited her

minister over for coffee after the

Sunday service. During the conver-

sation he made a sexual advance.
She was confused. She told him to

stop, but he did not. Instead, he
became violent and raped her.

Tanya's story dispels many of

the myths concerning sexual as-

sault. In reality, women usually

know their attackers. All women,
not just "certain types," are poten-

tial rape victims. Rape often occurs

in the woman's home. Rapists do
not look any different from anyone
else on the street. Women always

have to negotiate their environ-

ment—they are unsafe at home and
even with their ministers.

Tanya is in a particularly

difficult position. In the African

American community the church is

the natural healer, a place where
one can go when one is in need.

Clearly Tanya cannot go to the

church for support. How does
Tanya feel? She is humiliated, she
blames herself for the rape, and
because she cannot discuss the -
incident with anyone, she feels

isolated.

Tanya's voice is silenced, as

are the voices of many other rape

survivors. The Rosa Parks Center
provides a safe environment for

these women to speak about their

traumatic experiences and to deal

with their feelings. The Center says

to all women, "Sisters, we've been
silent long enough!"

This theme describes the phi-

losophy of the Center as an agent

for social change. It is a catalyst for

the empowerment of women in the
African American community.

Rape is an act of terrorism

Against our Mothers,

Daughters,

Sisters -

Against us:

Rape is everyone's issue.

The Center invites you to be a
part of the anti-violence movement.
Beginning Feb. 27th there will be a

40-hour training session for inter-

ested volunteers. On May 19th the
Center is sponsoring a free confer-

ence to empower black women
followed by a march and rally on
May 20th. Fbr ftjrther information

please call 295-1999.
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Six women's personal accounts

Anonymous
am the woman who wrote the letter "Anat-

omy of a Rape, " which appeared in the

Daily Brum on January 25. First, I would
like to thank all of those who have written

responses in support to me. I have even
' read those which haven't been printed,

and I greatly appreciate it. I would briefly

like to address some of those letters. To all of

you who have told me to "keep fighting," I say I

am doing what I can. I have sent a letter to the

president of the house where the crime was
committed, and I am in the process of compiling

a letter to send to their national chapter. At

present, this is all that I am doing. From the start,

I have tried to get action from UCLA, but they

honestly will not do anything. I was not raped on
University property, so it is not its jurisdiction. I

have been told this again and again. The two
options I mentioned in my letter to my assailants

are the options I have right now, and quite

trankly they both frighten me. Having to work
with the fraternity where I was raped to get two
of their meml)ers simply kicked out of their house
is not something I trust. I was also advised that

bringing a suit against the whole traternity is not

wise. This could cause its charter to be taken

away, but then it would be able to be an inde-

pendently run fraternity with even less restrictions

on It than it has now. i

In response to the people who want me to

come forward and name the Traternity and the two
"men" who are responsible, I want you to know
that that scares the hell out of me. I have been told

by the administration that my assailants will not be
kicked out of school; they will not go to jail. All

that will happen is that they will be known as

alleged rapists. I would not be able to get on with

my life at this school knowing that there were two
"men" on this campus who have tormented me
once, and who know that I have implicated them.

What is to prevent them from tormenting me again?

They would be able to find me, and they would
have what they would think is a good reason to

hurt me. Women who have been supporting me
have received threatening phone calls, and for that

I am so sorry; there are sick people out there. What
would these people do to me?

What I need is for the people m power at this

school to help me. It is wonderful having the
student support, but that is not enough. The system
is backwards. It is protecting the criminals in this

case, and until it is going to protect me, I will not

implicate the house or the two "men". You might
think this is wrong, but I need to protect myself
since UCLA's administration won't. UCLA stu-

dents, however, are supporting me, and thank you
all again for that.

Maria

"V »

It
was late Oaober, 1 986.

Maria (all names have

been changed), a UCLA
freshman, was attending

a party in a Hedrick Hail

floor lounge. She had

gone with her friends, and
planned to leave with them.

She met a guy named Bill,

and sat down and talked with

him for a while. Then he tried

to kiss me. I kissed him back

since it was just a kiss. But then

he put my legs over his lap. He
started touching my chest. I felt

uncomfortable and didn't like

that so I told him to stop. He
stuck his hands in my blouse

and I tried pushing his arm
away. I knew things had to

stop."

He then tried to get her to

come to his room. He told her

that her friends were waiting for

her. She knew that wasn't so,

but suddenly, "he had his arms
In back of me." His room was
near the lounge, so her strug-

gling "didn't do any good. He
wouldn't stop." —

Bill forced her to have inter-

course.

"Everything went by so fast. I

was scared and couldn't stop him.
I kept yelling for him to stop It and
kept trying to push him away.
When he was forcing his penis

into my mouth I kept moving my
head from side to side."

Despite shouting at him to

stop, despite her protestations of

pain, Bill continued his assault.

Finally a knock at the door en-

abled Maria time to get her clothes

on. He let his friends in the room,
and although he attempted to keep
her in the room, Maria was able to

stumble out into the dormitory

corridor. Scared, hurt, bleeding

and crying, Maria saw her friendsf

at the elevator.

Maria was bleeding exten-

sively. She was scared and crying,

"Why did he do this to me? I hate

him." She began trying to scratch

her face. It took three of her

friends to restrain her from hurting

herself.

Someone called the resident

assistant, Kevin. Soon police

officers and medical personnel

were in the room. The police

talked to her, the medical person-

nel examined her, and she was
taken in an ambulance to UCLA
emergency. It was 1 1 :30 p.m.

By the time Maria was
released from the hospital at 5:00
a.m. the next morning, she had
told her story seven times—to her

RA, the campus police, campus
medical personnel, hospital

registrar, the hospital doctor and
nurse, a rape-crisis counselor

from Cedars-Sinai and two more
police officers.

It seemed like "we spent

forever there. I thought it was
pretty rough. The woman police

officer seemed pretty harsh. She
said afterwards she was only

doing it because that's how it

would be in court, only it would
be worse."

"The next day I spoke to

Kevin (the RA) and Guy Sanders

(in charge of the dorm). I had to

tell them everything. I don't

know how many times I had

continued on page 14
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Sue

It
was about this time last year. I was living In the dorms. I was a freshman

and just getting into my first year at UCLA. There was a party that night on
our floor. At two in the morning it broke up with half the floor asleep or

passed out. My roommates were both gone. I had just gone to bed, wear-
ing the same clothes I had worn to the party, being tired and a little out of

it, when I heard a knock on my door. It was Steve from down the hall. He said,

"My roommate has just locked me out, he and his girlfriend are..." he shrugged.
"So I was wondering if I could just sleep here?"

My immediate thought was "Sure." I mean, I'd known the guy since Septem-
ber and my roommate knew him from high school. He looked decent and clean-

cut. I trusted him because I had once asked the same favor of him when my
roommate had locked me out. He hadn't tried anything, so I thought it would be
safe. Besides, he was kind of cute. So I said, "Sure, use Tina's bed [the one fur-

thest from mine) just don't make a lot ofnoise and go to sleep." He nodded and
went inside.

About ten minutes later I felt him cHmb onto my bed. I turned around and
said, "Look, Steve, either you go back down and go to sleep or you leave. I'm

serious." He grumbled something. Since he was still a little drunk from the party, I

decided maybe he just needed to be put in a bed and he'd go to sleep. I took him
down to my roommate's bed and told him, "Now, go to sleep, okay? Ifs been a

long night." I stood up to get in my own bed when he first grabbed me. He
grabbed the sleeve of my sweater and pulled. "Stop it, Steve," I said, sure that he
would stop, but he didn't. He got up and yanked the front of my sweater, ripping

some buttons off. He threw me onto the bed and started undoing his pants. At first

I was too stunned to even move or say anything. This was Steve, Mr. Nice Guy
from down the hall, and he was going to rape me. It wasn't like rape scenes in

movies about a girl being chased down a dark alley, this was in my own room. I

was going to be raped In my OWN room. This couldn't be happening to me, I kept

continued on pagis 14 /"•
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4.inda
n December 7,

1987 my room-

mate and I were
assaulted in the

hallway of our

apartment

building. It was finals week of

the fall quarter of our freshman

year in college. The events

which took place within the

space of only a few minutes

have permanently altered my
life. Over two years later, it is

still extremely painful for me to

delve too deeply into those

memories.

Our attacker was our next-

door neighbor, which made the

assault even more shattering. It

might have been easier to deal

with if he had been the sterotypi-

cal man jumping out of a dark

alley rather than another student

and our neighbor. Growing up in

Glendale that sort of violence

was not supposed to happen to

people—at least not in the sup-

posed "sanctuary" of their own
homes.

My roommate and I had
done everything right. We were
assertive and had always fol-

lowed the safety rules found in the

pamphlets handed out to female

students. Who would ever suspect

that our own neighbor could do
that to us? We were relatively

lucky in terms of our injuries—

a

fractured ankle, sprains, and lots of

cuts and bruises. However, the

most painful injuries were not

physical, but rather emotional and
psychological.

His attack was a complete and
total violation. For the first time in

my life, I was in a situation where I

continued on page 18
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anuary i 1988: Mary inot her real

name), a graduate student, was battered

severely by another student she had

heen dating tor over one year. She was
given emergency room treatment at

UCLA's Medical Center. {

late lanuary, 1988: Mary informed the Vice

C hair of her department that another student m the

department had battered her, .\nd that the psychiatrist

. io was treating her tor post-trauma syndrome had
advised her to take at least two weeks ort trom work.

(he Vice Chair did not want. to know his name, .ind

viid that the department did not wish to become
liivolved in person.il matters between students.

March, 1988: Attempts to get the Citv Attornt \

i.j iiie criminal charges against the man failed. Th(-

-iltorney in charge at the City Attorney's branch foftict

ifisisted on an e\ewitness, despite testimony from a

neighbor who heard the assault .\\m\ willingly signed

a declaration ^nd the emergency room report. (To-

"ther spoke with this attorney, Martin Vranicar, who
VI id I believed that something might have hap-

()( (U'll Init I couldn't prove it.") She was, however
able to get a civil restraining order against him.

lune 1988: Her attacker blatantly violated the

order late one night in ordpf to deliberately frighten

her and she called campus police. Ihey arrived 5^*

nunutes after they were called and then refused to

f)ursue the student, ostensibly because Mary was
()hysically unharmed. It took three phone calls troni

\tary the next morning folr the police to come to the

department and actually reprimand the student for

\ lolating the restraining nrtU r
I he police asked her

II she wanted charges fik j -;j,ainst him. She said yps

Init it never happennd dns;nitn -snme fnllow-np '^^

1. 1 f)afl.

Winter quarter, 1989: A drawing of a grausioiu

V itti J I ross on it was placed in Mary's student mail

' 'Mis was soon at^er Mary filed papers for a cimI

i^ciiiist him for battering.

continued on page 15

Julie
y name is Julie (not my real

name) and I was raped just

before Christmas. I am a UCl^
student and last quarter I met a

great guy, or so I thought, named
John Smith (not his real name) in

my geography class. He was good-looking and
seemed intelligent, nice and ambitious. We had
a lot in common and soon we became friends.

We sat together in class and discussed essay
assignments over the phone. John soon asked me
out, but I didn't accept until weeks later because
I had a busy schedule. On the Friday before
Christmas, we went out to dinner and a movie;
our first and last date.

Suddenly, in my apartment, this date be-
came a date of coercion. First, John and I started

kissing or making out and then he got forceful.

He held me down on the couch and held my
arms up above my head and held my legs pinned
with his legs and body. He kept repeating things

like, 'Tou're so beautiful and sexy, don't you
want me?" He tried to inflict various sexual

,activities upon me: some he succeeded at doing,
some he did not. I used verbal and physical

communication to let him know I didn't want to
engage in the sexual activities. I kept telling him,
"No, I don't want to do this," and "No, John." I

also tried to physically move away from him by
pushing his body and writhing my body—but to
no avail. He was stronger than me. After he had
sex with me, he asked, "Did that feel good?" and
I said, "No, I told you I didn't want to have sex."

John replied, "You didn't have sex, I did." I

was so shocked and mad at what he had done
that all I could do was lie there. He was still on
top of me. I was scared that if I tried to do
something to him that he might hurt me. I said,

"Didn't you feel me trying to get away from you
and telling you 'no'?" John said, "Yes, I heard
you many times, but I just couldn't resist you—

continued on pa^14 . .
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Poem about Ri^ts
by tfnite tfordan

Even tonight and I need to take a
walk and clear

my head about this poem about
why I can't

go out without changing my
clothes my shoes

my body posture my gender
identity my age

my status as a woman alone in

the evening/

alone on the street/alone not

being the point/

the point being that I can't do
what I want

to do with my own body because
I am the wrong '^

sex the wrong age the wrong skin

and

suppose it was not here in the

city but down on the beach/

or far into the woods and I

wanted to go

there by myself thinking about

God/or thinking

about children or thinking about
the world/all of It

disclosed by tfie stars and the

silence:

I could not go and I could not

think and I could not

stay there

alone —

;

as I need to be

alone because I can't do what I

want to do with my own
body and

who in the hell set things up
like this

and in France they say 'f the guy
penetrates

but does not ejaculate then he
did not rape me
and if after stabbing him if after

screams if

after begging the bastard and if

even after smashing

a hammer to his head if even

after that if he

and his buddies fuck me after

that

then I consented and there was
no rape because finally you
understand finally

they fucked me over because I

was/wrong

to be who I am
which is exactly like South Africa

penetrating into Namibia pene-

trating into

Angola and does that mean I

m^an how do you know if

Pretoria ejaculates what will the

evidence look like the

proof of the monster jackboot

ejaculation on Blackland

and if

after Namibia and if after Angola

I am the history of the rejection

of who I am
I am the history of the terrorized

incarceration of

myself

I am the history of battery assault

and limitless

armies against whatever I want to

do with my mind

and If after Zimbabwe
and If after all of my kinsmen and
women resist even to

self-immolation of the villages

and if after that - ^

we lose nevertheless what will

the big boys say will they

claim my consent:

Do You Follow Me: We are the

wrong people of

the wrong skin on the wrong
continent and what
in the hell is everybody being

reasonable about

and according to the Times this

week
back in 1966 the CI.A. decided
that they had this problem
and the problem was a man
named Nkrumah so they

killed him and before that it was
Patrice Lumumba
and before ^that it was my father

on the campus
of my Ivy League school and my
father afraid vw

to walk into the cafeteria because
he said he

was wrong the wrong age the

wrong skin the wrong
gender identity and he was
paying my tuition and
before that

it was my father saying I was

.

wrong saying that

I should have been a boy be-
cause he wanted one/a

boy and that I should have been
lighter skinned and
that I should have had straight

hair and that

I should not be so boy crazy but

instead I should

just be one/a boy and before that

it was my mother pleading plastic

surgery for

my nose and braces for my teeth

and telling me
to let the books loose to let them
loose In other

words

I am very familiar with the prob-
lems of the CI.A.

and the problems of South Africa

and the problems

of Exxon Corporation and the

problems of white

America in general and the prob-
lems of the teachers

and the preachers and the F.B.I,

and the social

workers and my particular Mom
and Dad/I am very

familiar with the problems be-

cause the problems

turn out to be

me
I am the history of rape ____

andTnyl&ody and my soul and
^

whether it's about walking out at

night

or whether it's about the love I

feel or

whether it's about the sanctity of

my vagina or

the sanctity of my national

boundaries

or the sanctity of my leaders or

the sanctity

of each and every desire

that I know from my personal

and idiosyncratic

and indisputably single and
singular heart

I have been raped

be-

cause I have been wrong the

wrong sex the wrong age
the wrong skin the wrong nose
the wrong hair the

wrong need the wrong dream the

wrong geographic

the wrong sartorial I

I have been the meaning of rape

I have been the problem every-

one seeks to

eliminate by forced

penetration with or without the

evidence of slime and/

but let this be unmistakable this

poem
is not consent I do not consent

to my mother to my father to the

teachers to

the F.B.I, to South Africa to

Bedford-Stuy

to Park Avenue to American
Airlines to the hardon

idlers on the corners to the

sneaky creeps in

cars

/ am not wrong: Wrong is not my
name
My name is my own my own my
own
and I can't tell you who the hell

set things up like this

but I can tell you that from now
on my resistance

my simple and daily and nightly

self-determination

may very well cost you your life

From the book, Naming Our
Destiny by June Jordan.

Copyright (c) 1 989 by June Jor-

dan.

Used by permission of the pub-
lisher. Thunder's Mouth Press.-

Universitir
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knowledge that future directors

could use."

McKinzie was appointed in

June and began to actively work on

the issuein September. As we go to

press she has still not been given

any statistics about rape at UCLA by
the WRC. She also did not know_
about the "protocol" or the Sexual

Assault Report forms. "I gu^iVs^
been hard to extract informmion

from them. I don't knoWwiy," says

Poulakidas.

. Why is the Women's Resource

Center so reluctant to publicize the

facts that it does have? According

to Rose-Mockery, a "sizable"

amount of the WRC budget goes to

the printing of educational bro-

chures every year. Yet a careful

reading of this material reveals no
statistics about the problem of rape

on this campus. National trends

and statistics are used liberally, but

nothing can be found about the

rapes that have occurred in UCLA
dorms, libraries and fraternities.

"The campus is scared to print these

numbers," said Poulakidas.

Indeed, it may be that the V
University has become too con-

cerned with its reputation and not

concerned enough with students'

safety and health. As the

. University's Procedures for Re-

sponding to Sexual Assault Cases

Involving Students states, "In the

aftermath of a campus rape there is

a desire to avoid panic and any

unnecessary adverse impaa upon
the reputation of the University.*- *

(emphasis added). This attitude

pervades University actions and
seems to create obstacles to in-

creased rape awareness.

Kathryn McKinzie would like

to do programming for a "Rape
Awareness Week" with the help of

the WRC. Yet the WRC would
prefer to keep its own program, with

its intentionally vague title: "Safety

Awareness Week." Poulakidas says,

"'Safety Week' can apply to so

many things - this is a specific

element of safety." Programming

for this event usually consists of a

workshop on self-defense, and the

presentation of certain talks and
videos. McKinzie and Together

suggest more creative programming,

such as inviting representatives from

area sexual assault crisis centers like

LACAAW and Rosa Parks to speak

to campus groups. They would also

like to see professional defense

groups like KarateWomen come to

campus to give demonstrations.

.-.-H',. /'»• ';«') L' >(»* '
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Fraternities

When McKinzie proposed that

workshops on sexual aggression and
acquaintance rape be mandatory to

all new fraternity pledge classes, the

Women's Resource Center told her

that it "didn't want to talk to a

resistant group." Since then, the

WRC has said that it will consider

the idea. But who will educate the

fraternities on this Issue if the
—

'

'
'^-•'

A Have you ever seen

these brochures?

Women's Resource Center shies

away from the job?

Aranovlch related that Gary
Hobart, President of the Interfrater-

nity Council, said "that he wanted
to do programming on rape and
date rape" at a budget subcommit-
tee meeting of USAC this past

summer. To date, nothing has been
initiated by IFC on this issue. In

light of the Theta Chi Fraternity

harassment of Lambda Delta

Lambda, and the anonymous letters

that appeared in the Daily Bruin

from both a rape survivor and a

fraternity member recently, more
needs to be done to educate the

UCLA fraternities on the issues of

rape. The Women's Resource

Center would seem to be the obvi-

ous leader for this type of action. It

currently only sends letters to the

fraternities asking them to invite the

WRC to give a talk. There are 24
fraternities under IFC on campus.
Only two or three requests have

been made this year according to

Rose-Mockery. In addition, only

20-minute talks are given at fresh-

man orientation on issues of ac-

quaintance rape

The Chancellor's Advisory Commit-
tee on the Status of Women

Another group with potential

for action in issues of sexual assault

is the Chancellor's Advisory Com-
mittee on the Status of Women
(CACSW), which has been in

existence since 1971 . Many stu-

dents who have talked to staff at

Together have never even heard of

this organization. Originally set up
as the clearing house for issues of

concern to women on campus, the

CACSW has ^ome yet another

way for the Chancellor to appear to

address issues without producing

many results. While the CACSW
states in its mission "that it is the -^^
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Chancellor's

Advisory

Committee-^

on the

Status of

Women

CACSW

has been widely criticized for

having a low profile on campus.
For example, in 1988 protest

arose on campus regarding fraterni-

ties renting Winnebagos and cover-

ing them with sexist slogans. The
CACSW Issued no formal statement

on this event and the fraternities

were not reprimanded by the

University. According to a member
of the CACSW who wishes to

remain anonymous, there have
been several incidents where
members simply leave the commit-
tee because they are so frustrated by
the inability to get much done.

Recently, the CACSW kept

quiet once again - this time with

regard to the Theta Chi fraternity

harassment of Lambda Delta

Lambda. One of the CACSW's
three sub-committees deals with

questions of policy on sexual

harassment. While this group has

come up with some good ideas,

such as making a video about rape,

and has proposed hiring someone
"whose primary function would be
an educator and advocate for those

experiencing gender-, cultural-, or

sexual orientation- motivated

discrimination or violence," the

campus community has yet to see

action on this proposal.

"The Committee has always
been ghetto-ized. The Chancellor
has never responded to any of the

recommendations the Committee
has given him with the possible

exception of child-care Issues,"

states Florie Aranovich, who served

on the committee for two years as a
student representative.

Even the language of the

CACSW reports seems to suggest a

merely subservient role to the

Chancellor. The 1 988-89 end-of-

year report opens with a letter from
the co-chairs that says, "It has been
an honor to serve as co-chairs of

your advisory committee on the

status of women." Even though the

committee has been around since

role does Chancellor Young want
CACSW to play? How can CACSW
be of more service to Chancellor

Young?" What about asking the

campus community of women how
CACSW can be of more service to

them?

.

While the administration did—
issue some sanctions against Theta^

Chi Fraternity, these were seen by
manyjis weak at best. Sanctions

md^ed publishing a letter In the

)Daily Bruin and doing some com-
munity service work not necessarily

related to the gay and lesbian

community.

USAC
The Undergraduate Students

Association Council, however, has

taken more immediate action: it has

frozen the Inter-Fraternity Council's

funds. USAC is calling for IFC to

"negotiate with USAC within 30

days to begin a program to educate

its membership on racism, sexism,

and homophobia and that their

funds be frozen until that time." If

an agreement cannot be reached,

USAC will not sponsor IFC any

more and all campus privileges of

IFC will be revoked.

In its official statement, USAC
stated that its "goal is to educate

IFC's membership and not to punish

them. We feel that the sanctions

imposed by the UCLA administra-

tion on Theta Chi were not specific

or severe enough and that Theta

Chi's first attempt to meet the

sanction (an open letter to the

community) was insufficient." -

One other group in existence

that could have responded to the

Theta Chi Incident Is the Office of

Fraternity and Sorority Relations.

USAC's Financial Supports Commis-
sioner Sam Kaufman explains that

"although all campus organizations

must follow campus activities

guidelines, not all of these must be
held accountable by the Center for

Student Programming. The Office

of Fraternity and Sorority Relatlons>

it seems, does not exist as CSP does
— to regulate the Fraternities and
Sororities. Rather, as the office's

name suggests, it seems only to

keep the ties between this system

and wealthy alums at a peak dona-
tion level. It Is sad that OFSR and
the administration have made such
a mockery of the UCLA judicial

process."

But have they really? Of the

organizations examined In this

article. It seems that while they have
a "mandate" of some sort to address

these Issues, the treatment Is kept at

a surface level. Perhaps the UCLA
judicial process works just fine—
for those In power. The questions

we have raised throughout this

article are provocative, compelling,

and need answers. We hope that

official committee on issues facing

women on the UCLA campus," it

49n> some of the questions posed the readers of Togmher are chal^
at a May 25, 1 989 meeting with the lenged and empowered by the
Chancellor asked, "What kind of questions to demand some answers.
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Maria
continued from page 1

to try to get Bill kicked out of

Hedrick." Despite this, on Sunday at

dinner, Maria saw Bill. "I started

crying and had to leave. I was mad
they hadn't kicked him out. A few
days later they moved him to Sproul

but rd still see him."

Maria had been advised to

contact the Women's Resource

Center on campus. So, on Monday,
two days after the rape, she went to

see Tina Oakland, director of the

WRC. She told her storylfoX)akland.

''She was really sensitive and she

was going to try hard to get this guy

out of here." Tina Oakland then

escorted Maria to the Dean of

Students, Ray Goldstone, to whom
she repeated her story. "He was
nice and said if I had any problems

with school to let him know."

Maria started going to Student

Psychological Services twice a week
until mid-December.
In January she began

going to the Santa

Monica Rape Treat-

ment Center. About
that time she first met
with UCLA attorneys.

She told her story to

two men who weren't

sure they would

handle her case since

their office was so

busy.

It turned out she

was assigned to two
other female lawyers.

She met with them a

few times before her

case was going to go

to the Student Conduct
Committee. "They

were excellent. They

had handled other

rape cases at different

UC campuses."

The Student

Conduct Committee

meeting did not take

place until May 14,

after seven months

and untold retellings

of the event. Maria's

counselor from Santa

Monica Rape Treat-

ment Center went with

her. The Director of

the Santa Monica
Center was providing

expert testimony on rape and its

effect on survivors. The RA and her

friends also provided witness testi-

mony.

One of her lawyers had to

intercede with one of Maria's profes-

sors, who would not agree to post-

pone her midterm scheduled for that

day, even when informed of the

reason for the request. Maria's

coursework suffered and she was put

on subject-to-dismissal status.
i

"At the hearing I broke down,
couldn't stand being in the same
room with him. I hated walking on
campus as it was because I would
see his face in other men's faces.

But it went well. He chose to repre-

sent himself, which was a big mis-

take for him. He made himself look

n-

more like an ass and was getting

angry at times. My attorneys and
counselor told me I did very well. I

kept in touch with my attorneys all

summer long. I found out he submit-

ted some information about me to

make me look like a slut. He had
some guys say they had been with

me before and after."

Maria began Investigating the

possibility of taking the case to court

in Los Angeles County. "I met with a

county attorney and a detective for

many months. I heard of the lies Bill

and his friends told. A lie detector

test clearly showed he was lying, but

they couldn't use that in court."

In September when school

started ag3in, Maria went to Sproul's

street party. "Everything was fine

until I saw Bill there. My stomach
started hurting and I went home. I

threw up all night. It just made me
sick that almost a year had gone by
and nothing had changed. He was
still walking on campus like some
hot stud. It grossed me out when

'-It

no one knew. | thought if they found
out they would use it against me.
But the only reason I had sex after

(the rape) was because I didn't care

what I did, but it wasn't as if I was
with five or six guys. I think if I

hadn't been raped I wouldn't have
become pregnant."

The pre-trial was tough on
Maria. There was a lot riding on
whether the judge would decide the

case was strong enough to go to trial.

It took several months before the

decision was reached. Maria said,

"It was a tactic used by the defense

attorneys to get the victinrVsurvivor

tired of the whole thing."

In December 1988, more than

two years after the rape, Maria
decided to plea bargain, rather than
go to trial. She won the plea bargain

n a way— "at least I got him kicked

out of school. He got three years'

probation for sexual battery and
sexual harassment, but not rape. If

he were to get a ticket for speeding

or anything, he would have to go to

jail.
I
sure hope he has. 1

wanted to go to court, but

I had my child in the

meantime, and was forget-

ting all the minor details

that a defense attorney

would probably ask."

"I regret I didn't go
through with it (the trial).

Maybe he would've been
ser)t to jail—but what if I

had gone and he got

nothing? At least this way
he got something, but ifs

not enough."

girls would hang out all over him. I

felt like telling them what an ass he
was. I heard he had a list of names of

girls he hajJ been with and it was a

long one. . : .

It wasn't until October, one year

after the rape, that Bill was dismissed

from UCLA and prevented from

registering for as long as Maria was
registered. It did not, however, pre- ^

vent him from being on campus. She
saw him sometimes. About Bill's

reaction, Maria says, "I know through

the whole incident he was scared. I

could tell in his face."

In February 1988 there was a pre-

trial hearing to determine whether
there was enough evidence to go to

trial. "I was already pregnant then but

Sue
continued from page 10

thinking, it can't be hap-

pening. When he reached
for me again, trying to

hold me down, my brain

kicked in, "DO SOME-
THING! NOW!" Ire-

member yelling, "NO!
Get off me! Stop it!" and
kicked out with both my
legs, knocking him over. I

didn't waste a second. I

ran for the door and out

into the hall. I went
straight to my next door
neighbor's and begged to

stay there for the rest of the

night. I assume that sometime
during the night Steve left the room,
because when I ventured in the next

morning my roommate was there

alone.

At first, I never told anyone
except my roommate, Tina. I

couldn't tell my parents, they'd

never understand why I'd let a boy
in my room at 2 a.m.. Nor would
anyone be very sympathetic to a girl

who had let him in for the express

purpose of sleeping there. Worse, I

had actually found Steve attractive,

so didn't I unconsciously want him?

Tina told me I was acting stupid

about it, that I should just forget

about it. "You weren't raped, so it's

no big deal. Steve just gets a little

bad when he's drinking, that's all.

He doesn't mean It." I asked her,

"Would it have been okay if he had,

since he wouldn't have meant it?"

Later, I also told my other roommate,
Jill, who told me to not go into it. So
I told no one. Until now.

It was only when I said I was
going to tell Together what hap-

pened that Jill told me Steve tried to

rape her, too.

Julie
continued from page 11

you're so sexy and beautiful. I know
I made love to you against your will,

but I'm a man and I couldn't stop.

Don't you understand?"

He then asked if I was on birth

control and told me that he wasn't

ready to be a father and that if I were
to have a baby it would ruin my
whole life, since I want to go to law

school. He also asked how many
guys I have been with and how
many times I have had sex. I asked

why and he said, "I need to know
because now I am one of them." He
kept telling me how sorry he was
and if I would forgive him. He said

he wanted to keep seeing me and
that the next time we would go out

he would ask if it was OK to do this

and do that.

Throughout the course of this

ordeal I was a victim of sexual

battery, rape by a foreign object

(fingers), rape, oral copulation and
attempted sodomy. I reported the

incident to the LAPD, and was
physically examined at the UCLA
Medical Center. I had multiple

abrasions in my genital area and my
underpants were spotted with blood.

I wasn't going to let John get away
with what he had done to me. The
legal system would see to that, right?

Wrong.

They did the best they could, I

guess. Two days after Christmas, I

met with the deputy district attorney

and the police detective handling my
case. The detective told me that

John said that I never said no to him.

The detective also told me that John

appears very scared and that his real

name is not what he told me it was.

I felt like he was a stranger. Why
would he lie about his last name?
I've been told that men who plan to

rape lie about their names. The
more I think about the conversations

between John and I, the more I am
convinced that he planned to rape

me.

The deputy D.A. told me that

she believed I was raped and a jury

would probably believe me too, but

proving it is different. She said John

has no previous police record, there

were no witnesses, and that I wasn't

beat up. That was it. They knew I

was raped but their hands were tied.

I was practically in tears when I

left the D.A.'s office. I questioned

what good it did to report the rape. I

did the right thing, but I just wish he
could be charged criminally for it. I

kept thinking, maybe the school can
inflict some kind of punishment on
John, right? Wrong. The rape did

continued on page 15

Julie
continued from page 14

not occur on school property or at a

UCLA-condoned event, so no action

can be taken even though both John

and I are UCLA students.

However, through consultation

with the Student Legal Services here

on campus, I have learned that if

John harasses me at school I can

report it to the UCPD, LAPD, the

DA'S office, and the Dean of Stu-

dents office and I will probably be
able to get a civil restraining order

issued to him if he does harass me.
Since the rape I have been

unable to concentrate either at work
or at school; it is always on my
mind. I've been losing weight, am
very anxious, moody, get very de-

pressed, suffer from flashbacks of the

whole incident and generally feel

like I'm going crazy because of what
happened to me. What bothers me
also about the rape is his total dis-

honesty both to me and the police

and his total disrespect for me or my
body. This Is a guy who victimized

and raped me, yet he called me up
the next day to wish me a "Merry

Christmas." I am seeing a counselor

every week and hopefully the feel-

ings I possess will subside in due
time.

But I really feel that until the

criminal justice system is changed
somehow, men like John will con-

tinue to walk away firom rapes they

have committed with little or no
punishment. *.

Mary
continued from page 1
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Winter quarter, 1989: Mary
enrolled in independent study for

spring quarter and moved out of the

Los Angeles area. Despite receiving

the death threat, she felt she could
not turn to her department for sup-

port after her first appeal to the Vice
Chair.

Spring quarter, 1989: Mary
wrote a letter to Chancellor Young
about the incident, and the

University's role in such cases. She
received no response.

September, 1 989:^he returned

to UCLA to enroll in on-campus
courses. She encountered her

attacker and the experience caused
her to sign up once again for inde-

pendent study and leave Los Ange-
les.

November 1989: Mary wrote a

second follow-up letter to Chancel-
lor Young after no receiving no
response to the first.

December 1989: She received a

letter ft-om Allen Yamell, Assistant

Vice Chancellor, Student arid Cam-
pus Life. Part of the letter is quoted
below:

"The question of administrative

intervention with the person you
identify as having battered you is

a...difficult issue. It is my under-

standing that the battery you de-

scribed occurred off campus. If the

behavior you described had oc-
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curred on University property or in

connection with an Official Univer-

sity funaion it would have consti-

tuted a breach of the Student Code
of Conduct, and as such, would
have been actionable through the

Dean of Students office. The Uni-

versity has no jurisdiction, however,

over events which occur off campus
between students, with the excep-

tion mentioned above. There are,

of course, both civil and criminal

remedies available to you outside

the University." (original emphasis)

January 3, 1990: Mar/s re-

sponse to Allen Yarnell included the

following:

You advise that If I think I have
been threatened or harassed on
campus, I should contact someone
In the office of the Dean of Stu-

dents. My June 2 letter indicates

quite clearly that this has been the

case as, in it, I advise that the stu-

dent in question violated, on cam-
pus, a restraining order prohibiting

him from harassing me and that the

campus police had been involved.

Also, both the November 27 and
the June 2 letters mention a death

threat put in my campus box.

You referred me to Student

Psychological Services and the

Women's Resource Center. You
should know that the assistance

offered by these two resources is

minimal. SPS offers only six ses-

sions of therapy. In my case, the

psychiatrist was able to offer eight,

but no more, though she advised
me that I needed extensive follow-

up therapy for post-trauma stress

syndrome. You should also know
that Santa Monica Hospital's Rape
Treatment Center likewise told me
that I had suffered severe psycho-

logical harm and that, since they

offered only 1 6 sessions, they could

not accept me for counseling and
could only refer me to longer term

therapy providers, none of which I
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could afford. (California's victim-

assistance program won't guarantee

in advance of case review that funds

will be provided for therapy in

battering cases where the City

Attorney's office has not filed charges

against the batterer and the backlog

for case review is about one year;

therefore, the long-term therapists I

interviewed would not accept me as

a client because of the financial risk

they would personally be assuming.)

So, I was denied shorter term therapy

because I was in need of longer term

therapy, which I could never set up.

The Women's Resource Center essen-

tiajly only offered assistance by way—
of referrals elsewhere. The persons I

spoke with there did not refer me to

the Dean of Students.

Your letter does not discuss

whether the University should con-

sider additional policy making re-

garding how to assist students physi-

cally harmed or threatened by other

students. There are at least three

areas in which the administration

could help:

1

.

An exception to the "six

session" rule at SPS could be made
for battering cases where charges

were not filed.

2. Campus police chould be
given instructions regarding assis-

tance they should provide in such
matters.

3. Department heads, perhaps
all staff and students, should be made
aware of the exact nature of the Dean
of Students' function in this area.

I'm sorry, but I can not agree
with you that "UCLA does have a full

range of support services" to assist

persons in my circumstances. I

believe that my own experience with
campus lack of support, noted in my
previous letter and partially in this

letter, belies that possibility. I hope
that all who rea^ this letter will help
make good youi^ claim in the near
future."
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There is something you can do about it. At the Westside Women's

Health Center, you pay only what you can afford based on a sliding scale,

and you still receive quality professional care. Stop by, or call (213) 450-2191

and then start taking advantage of us.
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Califomia Progressive Student Alliance
4th Annual CAPSA Conference

Our Rights Under Attack:
Facing the Challenge of Our Generation

February 24-25, 1990 San Francisco State University

Eflxums;

Student Voice for Choice

Racist Violence from Bensonhurst to Berkeley

Central America Under Fire

Land of Opportunity? Homeless in America

Sneakers:

Norma McCorvey ("Jane Roe"), Hon. Barbara Boxer,
Hon. Nancy Pelosi, Susan Kennedy, Pedro Noguera

CAPSA,C/0 ASSU, 205 TVesidder Union, Stanford, CA
Info: So. Cal.tjsff (213) 398-5611 or No. CaTEnffco (415) 338-2395
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lJ€LA*s IWomens Coalitioii

Needs your help in making
sure that Women's needs and
concerns are addressed.

These issues inciudel
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Did you know that ... a recent survey found that 25% of college
women have been raped? Learning more about rape can Increase
your safety and your awareness. Educational workshops are pre-
sented by the UCLA Rape Prevention and Education Services:
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About Rape:
^imgEmpowerment Through Awareness

and.:.

™: When No Is Not Ehougti:
Sexuql Aggression in Dating Reiationships

Gender Studies Requirements
Project Safe Run
Life and Safety lssues„
Women's Weeic

Social Awarenes, etc.
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Thursdays 12:00 - 1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall

and by arrangement for any student or staff group.
Call 206-8240 for information or tielp.

Co-sponsored by the Women s Resource Center arxj ttie Deportment of Community Safety.

For more Information contact

the Women's Coalition at

825-1483 or come by

304Kerckhoff Hall

Paid for by USAC-your student govummcnt
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907a of campus rapes
involve drinidiig

or drugs.

AIDS AWARENESS WEEK

February 12th through 16th

Please join us and show
your support for campus awareness

and prevention
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Think about it.
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Programming will cover issues

such as AIDS and ethnicity

as well as medical perspectives.

Watch the Daily Bruin for details!
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STUDENT WELFARE

COMMISSION

"To
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Paid For By USAC

FOR YOUR SAFETY ..

.

The UCLA Rape Prevention and Education
Services offers thefollowing services to all
UCLA students, staff, andfaculty:

* Rape prevention and cducaiion wofkshops4hat examine misconceptions about rape,
present safety suggestions, discuss options in dealing with an attack, and much more.

Oasses in self-defense techniques designed to prepare women physically and
psychologically to deal with sexual assault

For more information or to sign upfor a
workshop, call 206-8240 or 825-7661.

Co-roonsored by the Women's Resource Center and the
Deparlment of Cwnmunity Safety.

^^"ff^mmmfntmmmmmmm
^ ^^ "S^I^Jf^^'mmmmmmmmmmrrmmmm ^mtmrmtm

ijyou or someone you know
has been raped . .

.

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel
fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with
these feelings alone.

We're here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services

'

Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify
and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer
any questions that may arise.

For more information, call the Women 's Resource Center at
206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall, and askfor an RSC.

Th^ Vl^omen 's Resource Center h a service ofthe Division ofStudent Development and Health.

STUDENTS^ FACULTY
YOU SPEND THOUSAND$
FOR YOUR EDUCATION

WHY NOT SPEND $24.95 FOR
YOUR LIFE?

THIS VIDEO COULD
SAVE YOUR LIFE.
•Do you know how to escape from an
attacker'?

•Arm yourself witfi simple, basic
self defense techniques.

•Taught by nationally certified POLICE
ACADEMY INSTRUCTOR and used bv
police officers everywhere.
•Demonstrated in easy to learn detail .

•You will learn how to escape from the
grasp of an assailant m 17 different kinds
of assault situations. •

•Over 25 separate techniques. It will surprise
you how simple BUT effective they are.

•Learn how to STRIKE. STUN , and
INCAPACITATE an assailant.

Vh»s'S^^v«S

PRACTICAL
EASY TO LEARN
EASY TO USE

WMP^US ^PRICE
$24.95„„ORDER NOW!

(NATIONALLY ADVERTISED AND SOLD FOR $29.95)

To Order by JMail — Pt««M aand chach or mon*y ord«r lo

SELF DEFENSE VIDEO, 99S WEST LAVOY ROAD, SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH »4123
PLEASE SEND ME SELF DEFENSE VIDEO;*; I ENClOSf $?* 9S F GO EACH VIDEO Hi US
9J*^*i,°*' *'y CHARGE (IN CAUF ADD |- M SAl t S TAX EOF^ EACH VIDEO . SEND MY
SELF DEFENSE VIDEO TO
NAME

STREET AODReSi_
;Uw K:..a ae<mT TO 9S'' w a»! 'to v«-y

crrx.
. STATE. -ZIP-

only

I sa I "K't'cve ve«'\ ca "o *'ea 2* •o«'$ 7 oays

1-800-453-4819
(ask for the self defense video.

ext.l2)

Sorry, no CODs

»•» ».j|, •V'ti'w ii/t«».^i .» J«r ^r-.n»'. *". r-fTT-: '- -^ >if"r'
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Against Her Will
Televlsioii Movie Glosses
Over tlie Issues

by Deborah Peterson

First there was Extremities,

then came The Burning Bed
and finally Against Her Will

(NBC TV, 1/14/90) -three

television movies dealing with

the everyday abuses of

women-stranger rape, batter-

ing and acquaintance rape.

Emily (MelissajCjIbert), a^
nice little white girl from
Idaho, moves to Venice a few
days ahead of her boyfriend.

Trey. Emily meetsJason (Scott

Valentine), a nice little white

boy who rapes Emily the next

day after luring herto his house
with the offer of a cheap
kitchen table. Emily fought,

Jason overpowered her, a

lawn mower drowned her

screams while he raped her.

Many survivors ofacquain-

tance rape do not realize

immediately that they have

been raped, but wonder what
they could have done to pre-

vent it from happening. View-

ers of this movie would have
a hard time believing that

Emily could have fought her

way out of the rape or that she

asked for it. This was defi-

nitely rape.

Based on one of the first

acquaintance rape trials in

California resulting In a

conviction. Against Her Will

Is another glossy made for t.v.

movie that inadequately
handles the subject matter.

This is an idealistic movie
which does not acknowledge
the feelings of self-doubt and
condemnation of a rape sur-

vivor. Instead, Emily Immedi-
ately realizes thatshe has been
raped but acknowledges that

back In Idaho the/ll think

she's a slut, not an innocent
victim. ThecholceofMelissa
Gilbert is designed to heighten

the audience's sympathy with
Emily. We all remember her

as sweet Laura in the series

Little House on the Prairie.

This is not just another rape In

the papers this is the rape of

Laura Ingalls.

The most satisfying mo-
ment in the movie Is when
Jason is run down by a truck,

too bad Trey was driving and

not Emily. Trey has the hard-

esttlme dealing with the rape,

he blames Emily and himself,

feels Inadequate, perhaps he
even feels that EmI ly has been

tainted now that another
man's penis has been in her

vagina.

Emily is reluctant to join

forces with Marcia, another

of Jason's victims, and well

Hcnown women's right advo-

cate and attorney, Gloria

Allred, in forcing the District

Attorney to file charges. She
does so only afterJason claims

another victim.

The trial ofJason is too pat.

Everything Is going wrong for

the prosecution until Trey

comes in with the neighbor

who was running the lawn

mower at thetime ofthe rape.

Jason breaks down on the

stand revealing a sick mind.

He says "they [women] know
the score. They come to your

house. They know what It

means.... Theyeven have their

own language. No means
yes. Every guy knows that."

Jason Barnes was found guilty

and sentenced tolO years.

The message Is clear, if

Jason hadn't broken down
showing what a sick and
deranged person he really

was, he'd be on the streets of

Venice today.

The subject of Acquin-
tance rape must be publicized
to alert people to its nature.

However, the airing of this

movie appears to have been
designed to take audiences
away from the other networks
which were broadcasting
memorials to Martin Luther

King, Jr. in honor of his birth-

day.

Against Her Will is a step

forward for Hollywood even
though we are left wondering
what if Emily had been black

orhispanic? What If she had
been dressed in shorts or a

miniskirt? What if she didn't

have such a clean past? What
if Jason Barnes had been
famous or rich? What If he
had a spotless past? What If

he had not broken down In

court? Would Jason Barnes

have gone to jail? Hell no.

xslH ^B^
ACADEMIC RESOURCES CENTER

COMPOSTITION AND ESL
TUTORING LABS

Individual assistance with writing

We're free and friendly.
Jor appointments, caU 206-14M^

or coine to 339 KInsey.
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was absolutely helpless.

He had me pinned to the floor

and there was nothing I could
do. I screamed and I

struggled, but my life was in

his hands. I did not know if I

was going to live or die.

Anger—how dare he do this to

me?—was followed by blood
and pain and then sheer terror.

No one—no woman, no man,
no child—should ever be
made to feel that way. It was
a shattering, devastating

experience.

Our attacker was brought
before the court almost a year
later. We were told by the

prosecuting attorney that a
conviaion was almost certain;

otherwise our case, which was
tonsidered relatively "minor
within the over loaded court

system, would never have
been brought to trial by the

city attorney.

The trial itself was sheer

hell for us. We had to relive

the entire attack over and over
again in the most minute
detail. We, the viaims, were
made to feel as if we were on
trial by the defense attomey.

The attomey for the defendant

. argued in her closing state-

ment to the jury that they

should "feel sorry for him, he
has had to deal with this for 1

1

months." Feel sorry for him?
We were the viaims who had
to deal first with the physical

pain he had infliaed upon us

followed by months of fear,

anxiety, flashbacks and night-

mares.

The jury, however,

bought her argument. The
judge read the decision and
said that he was sorry about
the outcome because he was
certain the defendant was
guilty. The jury came up with
a split decision. Without a

unanimous vote, there could
be no punishment. The
prosecuting attorney talked to

the jurors afterwards and all of
them said that they were
certain he had attacked us.

The police had piaures of our
injuries so there was no way
around it. Those who voted
"not guilty* said that they had
done so because they felt that

the trial had been punishment
enough. So much for fairness

and justice within our judicial

system.

I still don't know why he
attacked us. I suspea that It

was all about power—an
attempt at putting two women
*in their proper places*' as

submissive victims. He had
the nerve to approach me a
few nrK)nths after the attack

and tell me that he was my
"good friend.*' Obviously, for

him hitting a woman was no
big deal. But hitting a
woman—or anyone for that

matter—is a very big deal.

Hours
Turn. Thun. 11-6

Fri. 117
Sat. M-6
Sun. 12 5

A full line bookstore for women
• FiGtiprVNon Fiction

• Lesbian FictiorVNon Fiction
• Third World &
Minority Women

• Feminist Theory & Spirituality

• Gro\A/th & Development & Aging
• Non-Sexist, Non Racist

Children's Books
• Health, AddictioiVRecovery
• University & Snruiu Presses

13812 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

education: a choice & afuture

->/

Check out

our "No Line "

look for the '90s!

Sisterhood Bookstore

We now have 2 windows to serve you!
Window 1

:
New Students: schedule appointments with your Counseling

Assistant (CA).

All Students: drop off completed petitions for College review.

Window 2: Continuinn Studants schedule appointments on a same day
t)asis with Counselors. General academic infonnation.

We are busiest between 12 & 1 each day; ifyour scheckjie permits, we
recommend that you Come in the early morning or late afternoon.

Uttan t Setone* CounMlkig ScfvlM, Honor* « Und*rgradu«t* Prognm*
A316 Murphy Hall, M-F 8:30-4:30, appL # 206-6681

3oo.Vs u^^^^' -det<^
XJjVofe

(213) 477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO:

FROM:
RE:

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF Students
OFFICIAL NOTICES

OFFICtAL NOTICESSUCH AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL APPEAR
IN THE UCU DAILY BRUIN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING THE ACADEMIC
YEAR. SUCH OFFICIAL NOTICES m^ IMPORTANT AND ALL STUDENTS
ARE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INFORMATION IN THEM.

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: THE CHANCELLOR
RE: FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN AN EDUCAirONAL

ENVIRONMENT DEDICATED TO CIVILITY AND MUTUAL
RESPECT

"The University seeks to provide and sustain an environment
conducive to sharing and extending knowledge and values. A critical

component of this environment is its intellectual and cultural diversity.

Embracing and cultivating diversity, learning about and appreciating

differences in an atmosphere of civility and mutual respect are central to the
mission and traditions of the University. As a result, the University has
striven to nurture a wide variety of people and ideas" ("Diversity: Accepting
differences part of university's mission," 1987, June. Summer Bruin ).

The University of California is committed to creating and maintaining a
community in which students, faculty, administrative and academic staff can
work together in an atmosphere free from all forms of harassment,
exploitation, or Intimidation, including sexual, (University of California
Policies ApQlvinQ to Campus Activities. OrQanizations! and Students. Part B.

Section 40.00). At the same time, the llniversity has a vital interest In

protecting and encouraging lawful freedom of expression. The University
policies outlined below seek to strike a balance between lawful free speech
and the University's responsibility to assure "a learning climate free from
expressions of bigotry that corrode the inter-group tolerance required for all

to enjoy genuinely equal opportunities to learn and discover" ("University of

California Principles of Academic Community". Academic Council of the UC
Academic Senate, 1988).

It is the intention of the University to take whatever steps may be
needed to prevent, correct, and. if appropriate, discipline behavior which
violates its policies.

TO:

FROM:
RE:

^

ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
THE CHANCELLOR
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICY ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT
AND COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCEDURES

Every member of the University community should be aware that the
University Is strongly opposed to sexual harassment and that such behavior
is prohibited both by law and by University policy.

UNIVERSITY DEFINITION OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT:
Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other

verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment
when:

(a) Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or
implicitly a term or condition of instruction, employment,
or participation in other University activity;

(b) Submission to or relection of such conduct by an
individual Is used as a basis for evaluation in making
academic or personnel decisions affecting an individual;

or

(c) Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably
interfering with an individual's performance or creating an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive University environment.

In determining whether the alleged conduct constitutes sexual
harassment, consideration shall be given to the record as a whole and to the
totality of the circumstances. Including the nature of the sexual advances
and the context in which the alleged Incidents occurred (

University of

California Policies APDlvinQ to Campus Activities. Oroanizations. and
Students. Part B . Section ^0.21).

COMPLAINT RESOLUTION:
Experience has demonstrated that many complaints of sexual

harassment can be effectively resolved through Informal intervention.

Individuals who experience what they consider to be sexual harassment are

advised to confront the alleged offender immediately and firmly.

An individual who chooses not to confront the alleged offender and
who wishes help, advice, or information may contact the appropriate

department chair; the offender's supervisor; the Campus Ombudsman's
Office. 274 Kinsey Hall. (213)825-7627; or the Women's Resource Center, 2
Dodd Hall. (213)825-3945. These offices will provide assistance and
information regarding ways to Initiate informal and formal procedures for

complaint resolution. — ——

—

•

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND UCLA COMPLAINT RESOLUTION

PROCEDURES IN CASES OF ALLEGED INCIDENTS OF
HARASSMENT OR INTIMIDATION BY STUDENTS

The University strives to create an environment which fosters the values of

mutual respect and tolerance and is free from discrimination based on race, ethnicity,

sex, religion, sexual orientation, disability and other personal characteristics.

Certainly harassment, in its many forms, works against those values and often

corrodes a person's sense of worth and interferes with one's ability to participate In

University programs or activities. While the University is committed to the free

exchange of ideas and the full protection of free expression, the University also

recognfees that words can be used in such a way that they no longer express an idea,

but rather injure and intimidate, thus undermining the ability of individuals to

participate in the University community (President Gardner, September 21, 1989).
The Universitv of Callfomia Policies AoDlvinQ to Campus Activities. Organizations,

and Students. Parts A and B (hereafter referred tn a?; "^niiriflf;") ^T(^k9.n\\y prnhihit a

variety of conduct by students which. In certain contexts, may be regarded as
harassment or intimidation.

For example, harassing expression which is accompanied by physical abuse,
threats of violence, or conduct that threatens the health or safety of any person on
University property or in connection with official University functions may subject an
offending student to University discipline under the provisions of Section 51 . 1 6 of the

Tolicies".

Similarly, harassing conduct, including symbolic expression, which also
Involves conduct resulting in damage to or destruction of any property of the
University or property of others while on University premises may subject a student
violator to University discipline under the provisions of Section 51.12 of the

Tolicies".

Further, pursuant to President Gardner's issuance of the "Univorsitywide

Student Conduct Harassment Policy", promulgated September 21, 1989, students
may be subject to University discipline for the following misconduct which may
consist solely of expression:

The use of "fighting words" by students to harass any person(s)

on University property, on other property to which these policies

apply as defined in campus implementing regulations, or in

connection with official University functions or University-sponsored

programs.

"Fighting words" are those personally abusive epithets which,
---- when directly addressed to any ordinary person are, in the context

used and as a matter of common knowledge, inherently likely to

. provoke a violent reaction whether or not they actually do so. Such
words include, but are not limited to, those terms widely recognized
to be derogatory references to race, ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual

-orientation, disability, and other personal characteristics. "Fighting

words" constitute "harassment" When the circumstances of their

utterance create a hostile and intimidating environment which the

: student uttering them should reasonably know will interfere with the

victim's ability to pursue effectively his or her education or otherwise
to participate fully in Unversity programs and activities.

COMPLAINT RESOLUTION
One of the necessary measures in our efforts to assure an atmosphere of civility

and mutual respect is the establishment of procedures which provide effective

informal and formal mechanisms for those who believe that they have been the victim
of any of the above misconduct.

Many incidents of harassment and intimidation can be effectively resolved
through informal means. For example, an individual may wish to confront the alleged

offender immediately and firmly. An individual who chooses not to confront the
alleged offender but who wishes help, advice or information Is u rged to contact any of
the Harassment Information Centers listed below.

Harassment Information Centers offer persons the opportunity to learn about
the phenomena of harassment and intimidation; to understand the formal and
informal mechanisms by which misunderstandings may be corrected and, when
appropriate, student perpetrators may be disciplined: and to consider which of the
available options are the most useful for the particular circumstances. These Centers
are:

(a) The Campus Ombudsman's Office (?74 Kinsey Hall, 825-7627);
(b) The Women's Resource Center (2 Dodd Hall, 825-3945);
(c) The Office of Residential Life (Residential Life Building, 825-3401)
(d) The Office of International Students and Scholars (105 Men's Gym

825-1681); ^.
v y .

(e) Student Psychological Services (4223 Mathematical Sciences Building,

/,v T^^^S^^\ ?^ /^".^^ Center for the Health Sciences, 825-7985): and
(f) The Office of Fraternity and Sorority Relations (108 Men's Gym, 825-W22).

With regard to the "Universitywide Student Conduct Harassment Policy,"
complainants should be aware that not all cond uct which is offensive may be regarded
as a violation of this Policy; and may, in fact, be protected expression. Thus, the
application of formal institutional discipline of such protected expression may not be
legally permissibly. Nevertheless, the University is committed to reviewing any
complaint of harassing or intimidating conduct by a student and intervening on behalf
of the complainant to the extent possible.

Therelore, those who believe they are the victim oi a violation of any ol the
uiiiwvffMif • puiicios evffieeimng niriisniQni Of iniiniiQaiion are sncouraQfo In
the strongest terms to report these Incidents.
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Calendar of Events
compiled by Deborah Peterson

Febraary
7 Poetry Reading by Brenda Marie

Osbey, part of Black History

Month. UCLA, Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center, 8pm. No
charge.

9 Demonstration, "Dis-lnvlte Byron

White from Your Bedroom." Protest

Supreme Court Justice Byron White.

Century Plaza Hotel. Time to be

announced. Cail 213-651-1000 for

details.

14 Poetry Reading by Adrienne

Rich, from her recent book, Time's

Power. Cal State Northridge (18111

Nordhoff St), University Theater,

1 2:00 noon. Open to the public

without charge.

15 Poetry Reading by Abena

Busia, part of Black History Month.

UCLA, Sunset Canyon Recreation

Center, 8pm. No charge. ..-::;-

17 Operation Rescue Hit ex-

pected, call 213-487-INFO or the

Clinic Defense Hotline 213-651-

1000.

17-20 The Third Wave of Femi-

nism: Radical Women's 23rd

Anntversary Conference. Bay View
Plaza, 530 Pico Blvd, S^nta Monic^.

Call 213-41 3-1 850 for details.

18 KarateWomen, Self-Defense

Seminar for Women Only, 1 2804

Venice Blvd. Fee $30. Call 213-

398-5539 for information on

monthly seminars.

22 Re-Vlsloning Education:

Knovy^ledge and Action for the 21st

Century, Forum on Gender and

Public Policy. 1 243A Perloff Hall,

5-7p.m. with reception following.

Free. Call 213-825-8957 or 206-

7150 for more Info.

cqa6vr4^ ••i- .f

Fourth Annual CAPSA
Conference, Our Rights Under

Attack: Facing the Challenge of

Our Generation. San Francisco

State University. Call 41 5-338-

2395 or write CAPSA, c/0 ASSU,

205 Tresidder Union, Stanford, CA
94305.

26 Ordinary Women, Extraordi-

nary Lives: TtiCrRise of the Literary

Marketplace for Women's Flaion in

the 19th Century, by Karen Rowe,

UCLA Distinguished Faculty Lecture

Series. 39 Haines Hall, 7-8:15 p.m.

$10/$5 fcx UCLA students.

March
3 International Women's Day
Festival, tntemationat Wcwnen'i

Coalition of Southern California.

Caf State LA, 1 1 a.m. - 4 p.m. Call

213-250-4163 or 818-284-6211 for

information.

o International Women's Day

Ongoing Events
Weekly, International Women's
Club, International Student Center,

1023 Hllgard Avenue, 10:00 am -

1 2:00 noon, Eleanor Bookman,

Chair. Call 208-4587 for informa-

tion.

RescNirces for Rape
Survivors
UCLA Rape Prevention and Educa-

tion Services offers the following

progams and services:

Self-Defence workshops are sched-

uled for Saturday, Febuary 24;

Saturday, March 10 (schedule

subject to change). To sign up, call

206-8240.

Rape survivors support group meets

Tuesdays from 10:00 to 12:00pm,

facilitated by Ana Toro of Student

Psychological Services and Kathy

Rose-Mockry of the Women's
Resource Center. For more informa-

tion call Ana at 825-7985.

Research materials and general tn-

formation on sexual violence Is

Center, call 825-3945.

Prevention Awareness and
Assistance:

UCLA Escort Service (from dusk to

lam) 825-1493

UCLA Women's Health Service *

825-0854

Department of Community Safety

825-7661

Student Legal Services 825-9894

Dean of Students Office 825-3871

Federation of Feminist Women's
Health Centers 451-5503

Victim-Witness Assistance Program

974-7499, and 485-6976

Crime Victim Center 857-5855

Emergency
(24-liour Numbers):
UCLA Police 825-1491

UCLA Emergency Medicine Center

825-2111

LA Rape and Battering Hotline 392-

8381

Rape Treatment Center/ Santa

Monica Hospital 319-4(XX)

Response Center/ Cedars Sinai

Hospital 855-3506

Emergency Services/ West LA 390-

8896

Rosa Parks Sexual Assault Crisis

Center Hotline 295-HOPE
Pacific Asian Rape & Battering Line

653-4042

I

, ^

^§

available at the Women's Resource

H
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Briefly

ROTC holds

blooci drive

UCLA's Navy ROTC is

holding its annual winter blood

drive today in the Ward Room
of the Men's Gym.
The blood will be donated to

the American Red Cross for use

in the surrounding area. The
Navy ROTC hopes to receive a

minimum of 35 units of blood

today, said Lt. Ken Williams.

They donated 35 units to the

Red Cross after their last drive

in the fall.

Please contact Williams at

825-9075 for more information.

Inside
Hearts sought,

helped by race

Alpha Phi and Sigma Alpha

Mu are seeking more students

to 'Run for the Heart of IL*

See page 5

Viewpoint

A letter from
IPC's president

Gary Hobait examines the

need for increased fraternity

leadership and education about

the issues. *

See page 20

Arts & Entertainment

Reggae & rap

profiled

A & E continues its homage
to black history and culture with

a look at the impact of reggae

and rap music.

See page 22

Sports

Briilns battle

in the desert

Trevor Wilson and the

Bruins take on ASU tonight in

Tempe, Az.

See page 44
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Vigil to respond to aiieged rape
By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

Representatives from several

UCLA groups decided Wednesday
to hold a candlelight vigil March 8

in response to an alleged rape at a

fraternity.

The vigil will focus on safety

students
to decide
USAC vote
procedure
By Greg Hayes

Contributor

Undergraduate students will

decide this spring whether they

want non-students voting in their

govCTnmenL
Council voted 11-0-1 Tuesday

night to place a constitutional

change on the spring ballot that, if

passed, would prevent all

appointed members of council

from voting.

There are currently three

appointed voting members on
council, representing the admini-

strative, faculty and alumni inter-

ests.

"We want to take this issue to

the students. They must decide if

they want non-students voting on
impcMtant issues that concern

them." said Academic Affairs

Commissioner Florie Aranovich.

The council is the primary voice

of the undergraduate coipmii^
and non-students have ho place i

deciding on how this community
should be represented, said Finan-

cial Supports Commissioner Sam
Kaufman.

Disagreeing, Faculty Rep-
resentative Harry Vinters said, "I

beheve that I have used my vote on
council in a prudent fashion. In a

university community, these issues

affect not only undergraduates but

faculty, staff and administrators as

well."

But, he had no objection to

putting the change befwe the

student body.

The proposed constitutional

change would also reduce the size

of a quorum, so that the appointed

members of council would not

have to be in attendance for

council to vote on issues.

The appointed members would
be retained on council primarily in

an advisory capacity.

"I feel that the appointed mem-
bers act as a lightning rod to

diffuse politically charged issues

facing council. This reinforces the

partnership in government
between the administration, facul-

ty and students," said Administra-

tive Representative Lyle
Timmerman.

Kaufman said the non-students

would still serve this function even

without voting privileges. He
noted that students have no vote in

the Academic Senate and no real

votes on university committees

because they are simply advisory

committees to the chancellor.

'This is a decision that the

student body must make." said

Student Welfare Commissioner
Dean Poulakidas.

and sexual harassment on and near

campus, said the representatives,

who came from groups such as the

Women's Coalition, the Universi-

ty YWCA, Asian Pacific Coali-

tion, Bruin Belles and a group of

School of Public Health students.

The representatives agreed that

sexual harassment is a campus-

wide issue, but said their interest

was sparked by an alleged rape at a

fraternity. The rape occurred last

April, according to a Jan. 25 Daily

Bruin letter to the editor.

The letter's anonymous author

claimed two fraternity members
raped her at a fraternity house
party. She did not name the alleged

rapists or the fratemity.

The representatives said they

also want the university to improve

campus lighting and safety at

night Some said they want man-
datory rape education on campus
and at firatemities.

See VIGIL, page 19

Glory goes to Washington

THEO NICHOLAS

Denzel Washington describes /7/s first acting role in a play, in which he had one line, on
Wednesday in AGB.

Grievance over tenure filed
Design professor seeks review

after second denial of tenure
By Jill Jacobs

Contributor

Charging that her academic

rights have been violated, an acting

associate professor of design has

filed a grievance with the univer-

sity after she was denied tenure for

the second time.

Had Lois Swimoff been given

^nure, she would have been the

first woman tenured faculty in

UCLA's deparunent of design.

The Committee on Privilege and
Tenure, which hears grievances

concerning decisions made by the

tenure review committee, is

reviewing Swimoffs case and will

meet today to decide if a procedur-

al violation has occurred.

If the committee finds that

Swimoffs allegations are true, it

win recommend that the university

conduct a formal hearing to inves-

tigate the matter.

Swimoff, who has taught design

at UCLA for 14 years, alleges that

the tenure review committee disre-

garded all positive reviews of her

work and l>ased its decision on one

negative review of her book that

was submitted by an anonymous
committee member.

Responding to these allegations.

Vice Chancellor on Faculty Rela-

tions Harold Horowitz, who made
the final decision concerning Swir-

nofTs tenure said, "I will not

comment on those (allegationsX

See TENURE, page 18
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TODAY. THURSDAY. FEB. 8
. WRC

- "When No is not Enough" workshop
- 12- 1pm, Dodd Hell

• Campus Events
- Jungle Brothers Noon Concert
- 12pm, Westwood Plaza

• Cultural Affairs

- Worldfest information meeting '

- 6:30pm, GSM 2284 ^

• Campus Events
- "Indiana Jones and the Last Crusdde/Roiders

of the Lost Ark"
- 7:00/9:30pm, AGS

FRIDAY. FEB. 9
• UCLA Korean Student Association

- 10th Annual Song Festival

- 7:30pm, Moore 100

SATURDAY. FEB. 10

• Taiwanese Students Association
- Lantern Festival

- 4:00pm, International Students Center

SUNDAY. FEB. 11

• Run for ttie Heart of It 5k Run
- 8:00am, Circle Drive (adjacent to the IM Field)

- Pre-reglstration near the Dance Building at

7:45am

m
swc
- AIDS Awareness Week
- February 12-16

• Worldfest Proposals Due Feb. 21 at

6pm in the President's Office
• SAA

- Parents' Day
- March 2
- Coll 206-0524 for more information

• Bruin Woods information meetings
- Feb. 13 & 15
- Applications Due Feb. 22

• Parking Applications Due Feb. 14
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thanks all of our advertiseis!

EtliM Copelaiid^s Sports

Rape Treatment Center

) 1969 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital

Anti-discrimination

legislation unveiled
By Mike Robinson
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Lawmakers of both parties joined by the

head of the Episcopal Church and Coretta Scott King on Wednesday
unveiled civil rights legislation designed to reverse recent Supreme Court
rulings and help minorities and women fight job bias.

"Recent decisions of the court have reopened old wounds suffered in

battles fought long ago/' King told a news conference at which
sui^iters called the measure the major civil rights bill now befcx'e

Congress.

The bill launches a counterattack by congressional liberals and civil

rights activists against a series of Supreme Court rulings last year. A
newly solidified conservative court majority limited affirmative action

and narrowed the scope of anti-bias laws.

Hearings in bjpth the House and the Senate are set to begin within days.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., said approval at the committee level

might be possible within three months.
The Bush administration has been saying there is no urgent need for the

legislation. Attorney General Dick Thomburgh has said forecasts of dire

problems involving job bias represent an overreaction to the court's

rulings.

Thomburgh has promised that the Justice Department will monitor the

effect of the rulings to determine if legislation is needed.
Kennedy said that last year the Supreme Court "issued a series of rul-

ings that mark an abrupt and unfortunate departure from its historic

vigilance in protecting civil rights."

'The fabric of justice has been torn," Kennedy said.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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UCLA dean recounts historic 1957 integration

AFRICAN
AMERICANHISTORY
MONTH

By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

He sits with his hands folded on
his lap, speaking softly about the

days in 1957 when the U.S. army
escOTted him to high school.

A mob screamed at him, but "I

didn't run away. (At 15) you think

nothing can harm you.**

Now the assistant dean of

UCLA's School of Social Welfare,

Terrence Roberts was a high

school junior in 1957 and one of

nine black students who attended

the previously all-white Central

High in Little Rock, Ark.

Mobs of people protested the

integration, the result, of a 1954
Supreme Court decision that made
segregation of schools illegal.

Like other black students who
were invited to attend Central

High, Roberts had to choose
between continuing to attend the

segregated Horace Mann High
School — a bus ride SLvfSf^— or

transferring to Central — a walk
away from his house.

At first about 70 black students

wanted to attend Central, Roberts

said, but rumors of violence made
the number dwindle to nine. He
enrolled because he realized that

he was doing something important

fw blacks in America, he said.

"It was an opportunity to

demonstrate that black Americans
were willing to take what was
being denied (them),** he said.

But at first, he and eight other

students could not enroll because

the Arkansas governor called out

the National Guard, declaring; a

Terrence Roberts

"state of emergency." Guardsmen
prevented the students from enter-

ing the school.

In statements from that period,

the governor said he did not think

he could maintain order in the

tov^ if integration continued. For

ALBERT SOONQ^aly Bnjin

17 days, Roberts studied at home
until President Dwight D. Eisen-

hower ordered the U.S. Army to

escort the students lo school.

Each morning, Roberts and his

classmates met at a designated

area. Once inside the school, two

guards walked each student from
class to class, waiting outside the

door until each period ended,

Roberts said. The nine students

"left in a convoy" at the end of the

day.

Because of the intense security,

Roberts said he and the other eight

students never attended a football

game or rally.

And they could not participate

in extracurricular activities

because there was not enough
I»X)tection. But giving up partici-

pating in the choir and student

government was not a considera-

tion for Roberts in terms ofwhat he
was doing— standing up for what
black students deserved, he said.

All of the students experienced

racial harassment and some were
chased down the halls, according

to newspaper accounts.

^ Some students shot water
through Roberts's gym locker with

Seie HISTORY, page 15

THEO NCHOL/

Right, a performer dances the Singkil. Above, dancers carry

banga, earthen waterjars, as they perform in the Mountain

Suite.

Filipino sliow aims
at issues of youtii
By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

UCLA's Filipino students paid

tribute to their community's
youths in a show Tuesday night

that featured tribal, rural and
contemporary dance and music.

A cast of more than 200 enter-

tained the almost-packed house of

cheering families, friends and the

general public at Wadsworth The-

ater in West Los Angeles.

The students from the Sama-
hang Filipino club weaved song-

and-dance numbers with a skit

about a group of Filipino high

school students trying to put on

their own cultural show. The

show-within-a-show served to

educate the youths about their

community and history.

The event's four major musical

suites featured male students in

loin cloths imitating ancient war-

riors and female students in elabo-

rate gowns playing brides,

princesses and village maidens.

One segment showcased more
modem dance steps as a troupe of

dancers hip-hopped to artist Janet

Jackson's songs.

The show, titled "Ang Kabataan

Natin," or "Our Youth," also

touched on issues of stereotypes,

teenage pregnancy, gangs and high

See PIUPINO, page 15
THEO NICHOLAS

CSU graduate student faces life of 'Russian roulette'
Leukemia victim recounts his story of survival

and patience while searching for marrow donor

By Christine Hagstrom

Staff Writer
t

Most people know Dan DeMont
only as a graduate student at

California State University, North-

ridge or an up-and-coming engi-

neer for a local radio station. They
don't know that without a bone

marrow transplant he has less than

two years to live.

Now, as he "plays Russian

roulette with time," he is coming
out and telling the very personal

story of his struggle with leukemia

in an effort to find a donor with the

power to save his life.

*To me, it is a psychological

imperative to appreciate life to its

JuUcst. Whcn_ you receive the

diagnosis, you have to find a way
to compact 50 years into five. I

perceive the world in a much
different way. I see things in

people, true compassion.

"In one of his songs, John

Lennon says 'Life is what happens

to you while you're busy making
other plans.' While people arc

rushing around, all wrapped up in

where they want to go, they are not

feeling the here and now. It's

possible that my future may never

be," he said.

Demont is one of thousands of

Americans diagnosed with
Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia
(CML). Usually detected during

routine physical examinations,

CML is characterized by a prolif-

eration of immature white blood

cells caused by an abnormal
chromosome in the bone marrow.

DeMont's condition was first

discovered when he went into the

hospital after injuring his leg in a

biking accident "The doctor said it

W3s probably a stretched ligament,

but the pain continued ... my

roommate took me to emergency
and the doctor discovered an
elevated white blood cell count I

was in the hospital for 12 days. The
second day they told me my
diagnosis."

In its initial stage, CML is easily

controlled with mild chemother-

apy, but eventually the drugs do
not wOTk. Without a successful

bone marrow transplant, there is an

inevitable transformation to the

more acute "blastic stage," where
death usually follows.

See D«MONT, page 16
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Briefs

World

Soviet Communists
give up monopoly
MOSCOW — The Communist Party

that for decades swore its red tide would
cover the globe bowed to a different

revolution Wednesday. The party agreed

to allow alternative political parties to

compete for control of the Soviet Union.
The decision amounts to an acknow-

ledgment that new polilieftHm^es have
taken root and that it is no longer possible

or desirable to crush\ them ^th the

repressive tactics of tTKJj pasfT which
ranged from mass murders under dictator

Josef Stalin to the dissident arrests

preferred by Leonid I. Brezhnev.
The decision by the party's Central

Committee to give up the Communists'
constitutional monopoly on power was a

triumph of political maneuvering by
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev. He
packed the meeting of the 249-member
body with more than 700 other officials,

many of them ixogressives who took the

floor to demand radical reform.

Prosecutors detail

Itonecicer cormption
EAST BERLIN — Erich Honecker

was sometimes generous enough to buy
his fellow East Germans bananas for

Christmas, but prosecutors say the former
Communist leader ran a thoroughly
corrupt state where officials even stooped
to stealing money from private mail.

The allegations, the most thorough to

date of corruption under Honecker' s rule,

were made Wednesday by East Ger-
many's deputy chief prosecutor, Lothar

Reuter.

Reuter said that during 40 years of
Communist rule, corruption was rampant
but that prosecutors working across the

nation still have not uncovered all the

details.

Honecker kept a private account that on
any given day contained about $60
million, Reuter said, most of it supplied by
a former official accused of arranging
illegal arms exports.

Nation

Felix Bloch suspended
from post witiiout pay
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Felix S.

Bloch, the careCT diplomat suspected by
U.S. authorities of spying for the Soviet

Union, was formally suspended Wednes-
day and stripped of his $80,000 annual
salary, the State Department announced.

Deputy spokesman Richard Boucher
said the department also is (X'oposing to

fire Bloch.

The moves were the latest chapter in a

saga than began eight months ago when
Bloch, 54, was placed on administrative

leave with pay after he reportedly had
been videotaped passing a suitcase to a

Soviet agent in Paris.

Efforts to reach Bloch on Wednesday
were unsuccessful. In the past, he
repeatedly has passed up chances to deny
the allegations.

State

President Bush iiaiis

Uvermore technology

LIVERMORE — President Bush vis-

ited a Strategic Defense Initiative

research lab Wednesday and declared that

a missile defense shield in space "makes

sense more than ever before.'*

Bush made the pitch for Star Wars in a

speech prepared for delivery to workers at

Lawrence Livermore National Labwato-

ries, the nerve center of both the Star Wars

research effort and nuclear weapons

work.

Bush told the Livermore workers the

shift toward democracy and freedom in

the East Bloc "is a direct result of our

ability to stand firm in the face of threats

to peace and stability."

He called the technology he viewed at

Livermwe "very promising" and added

that if it proves feasible, "no war planner,

could be confident of the consequences of

a ballistic missile attack."

Earthqualce ratties

Watsonviile region

WATSONVILLE— An earthquake of

4.2 magnitude struck at 6:12 a.m. Wed-
nesday near Watsonviile, one of the

communities hardest hit by last year's 7.1

quake.

There were no reports o( injuries or

damage, according to Watsonviile police.

Police dispatcher Bob Spidle said only

a few calls were received from residents

regarding the mild quake.

**Our building bounced a little more
because it's built on a rubber slab," said

Spidle.

The U.S. Geological Survey office in

Menlo Park, Calif., which reported the

quake's magnitude, said it appeared to be

in the aftershock zone of the Oct. 17,

1989, Loma Prieta quake. The epicenter

of the Oct 17 event was 1 1 miles north-

northeast ctf Santa Cruz, and Wednes-
day's quake epicenter was 15 miles

southeast of Santa Cruz.

'Ijovo and IVIarriage'

composer dead at 77

RANCHO MIRAGE — Jimmy Van
Heusen, a Tin Pan Alley veteran who won
four Academy Awards and composed
such memorable tunes as "Love and

Marriage" and "Swinging on a Star," has

died at his desert home.

Van Heusen reportedly died Tuesday
night of complications of pneumonia. His

death was confirmed Wednesday by the

Riverside County Coroner's Office.

Most Americans can hum at least a few
bars of several Van Heusen tunes —
"High Hopes," "CaU Me Irresponsible"

and "All The Way."

Local

First i-ady praises

literacy campaign

MONTEBELLO— First lady Barbara

Bush heard moving testimony Wednes-
day frcHn people who learned to read

under the California Literacy Campaign,
including a proud father whonow reads to

his children and another who's able to

read his Bible for the first time.

Bush spent an hour at the Los Angeles
County Library in suburban Montebello,

10 miles east of downtown Los Angeles,

to lend her support to the campaign's
literacy hotline dubbed CALL — Com-
munitycAccess Library Line.

The regional toll-fi^ service line —
1-800-372-6641 — serves 10 Southern
California counties,by linking tutors with
people who might not otherwise have had
the courage to seek help.

Compiled from the Associated Press

HOW TO GET THE BETTER OF AN EXAM
Remember that the Academic Resources Centers are available for tutoring: 339 Kinsey

for Writing/English and 3973 Math/Science for Math or Science tutoring. Also ask the

instructor for help. ^

If you're feeling stressed, or you just can't seem to make yourself study, remember that

the Student Psychological Services (825-0768, 4223 Math/Science) and Peer Health

Counselors (825-8462, 408 Kerckhoff) can help with procrastination, stress, and time

management.

Study for the type of exam being given. Practice organizing yotir ideas for essays and
identifying facts for multiple choice questions. -

Once in the exam, read the questions at least twice, and answer the questions asked.

For example, where required, show the steps you used to derive your answers; be spe-

cific in your examples in an essay; and beware of modifiers like "the only" and "always"

in multiple choice exame.

HOW TO LET AN EXAM GET THE BETTER OF YOU:
JMi.

Don't go to the last few classes. WRONG ! Important material that may be relevant to the

exam is often covered during the last few weeks.

Don't get any sleep and be fatigued when you take the exam. WRONG! "All nighters"

may make it difficult for you to concentrate or remember much.

During the exam, sit near your friends. WRONG! You may get distracted or even be
accused of copying. You might even try to copy from them, forgetting that you probably

know as much as they do, and that the penalties for cheating can be Suspensk)n or

Dismissal from UCLA.

Cheating can throw off a curve, devalue a degree, result

in Suspension or Dismissal, and ruin your whole day.

*.
?>:^
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Sorority, fraternity plan

fundraising iienefit run
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

Today and Friday, Alpha Phi sorority and
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity will be on Bruin
Walk, recruiting people for a five kilometer

run they are sponsoring Sunday to benefit

the American Heart Association.

"We are expecting a lot of sign-ups this

week. We have sent letters to just about all

the organizations and clubs on campus
inviting them to participate," said Joe
Rosen, philanthropy chair for Sigma Alpha
Mu. "We are hoping to see at least 800
runners out there."

" 'Run for the Heart of It* is our theme,"
said Vanessa Owen, Alpha Phi's philan-

thropy chair. The event is "all health

oriented. We are giving money to the heart

association and we are running,"

"We thought (the run) would be a neat

way to promote cardiac aid," said Cherie
Hovelson, president of Alpha Phi, who

helped organize the first run in 1988.

Cardiac aid is Alpha Phi's national chap-
ter's philanthropy.

"Running in a five kilometer run can help

your heart and keep you healthy and that

goes along with cardiac aid," Hovelson said.

She added that the five kilometer run —
equivalent to 3.1 miles — is the sorority's

biggest fund raiser of the year.

Alpha Phi began the annual run in 1988
with about 200 people participating and
raised $450 for the American Heart Associ-
ation, Owen said. Profits and interest

increased dramatically to $1,350 in 1989,

when nearly 300 runners participated.

For individual runners, the cost is $ 1 1 and
for teams of four, $40. All runners will

receive t-shirts.

Individual and group awards will be
given. Prizes include a $100 certificate at

"Go Sport" sporting goods and free meals at

the Olive Garden and Charthouse restaur-

ants.
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Canon 1 Ql
With Uiia Ad only on l.mmw Color Eip 1/31/90

Plus its special features:

Color Creations,
Image Compositions,

Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

CaSlTON IS^UL 1

INTERNATIONAL I

UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services |

are performed. (Certain restrictions ap^ly).

$18 CUT 6f BLOW i

I
MUST snow UCLA SUDEnT ID.

wrm coupon
7e riMnw \ki n^ i* rtfuu urvict la imj

ctaU ukmt kmr Ma^itiM ii uiunkahk.

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 3/15/90

WESTWOOD WgSTWQOP MARQUlSi
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL l

1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard
J

475-3264 208-4477

FREE SIX-PACK WITH $10 MINIMUM PURCHASE!
Just bring in this coupon and take your choice of Diet Pepsi

(Regular & Caffeine-Free), Pepsi-Cola (Regular & Caffeine-Free),

Orange Slice (Diet & Regular), Lennon-Lime Slice (Diet & Regular)

or Mountain Dew six-packs of 12-oz. cans with minimunn $10

purchase. It's our way of saying thanks for shopping right here

in the Village!

1057 Goylvy Av«.. W*stwood Villag*. CA 90024 (213) 209ni1

(^

d
LE CONTE

KINROSS

W BBAX

UJ

WILSHIRE

1^ eo AHEAn nut this oun |t

.FREE
' PEPSir

Prasant this coupon

for o fre«* six-pock

with any minimum

$K) purchase I

grocery • produce • dairy • deli • bakery
*Fr«« with minimum $10 purchase, plus Californio redemption. t

Offer expires February 18, 1990

breadstiks
grocery • produce • dairy • dell • bakery^
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Faculty kin receive
scliolarsliipsy awards
By Maha Youness
Contributor

The UCLA Faculty Women's
Club honored the winners of their

annual undergraduate and gradu-

ate awards Tuesday night
The club gave three different

types of awards: three need-based

$1,000 scholarships, two $500
awards to children of faculty

members and two $1,000 Clende-
nin Awards given to wives of
faculty members. The scholarship

money is raised almost entirely by
donations given to the club, said

Pat Nagy, the scholarship chairwo-
man.

"It (the award) was a validation

of my academic success here (at

tJCLA)" said Erica Zeillin, a
junior majoring in English, who
received one of the awards. "(It)

summed up what I've done," she

said. Zeitlin is the daughter of
UCLA sociology Professor Maur-
ice Zeitlin.

Because most children of facul-

ty do not qualify for financial aid

and education 4s "expensive," the

See AWARDS, page 17

SUZANNE STATES

Left to right, Faculty Women's Club awards recipients include Robin Baker, Sonia Lewis, Eri-

ka Zeitlin and Nadia Shabaik.

'KjjI

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

$30

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $:^0

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

Exp. 3/8/90

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
•••••••••i

above Mario's Restaurant
••••••

TIRED OF PLASTIC PIZZA DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR? V\^ELL THEN!

PIZZA PASTA & MORE

208-5070DELIVERY
HOTUNE

CDM. when home & office mean something special

I

I

I
M

Did you know that ... miscqmmunication and sex-role stereotypes contribute

to the risk of date rape?

For both women and men, learning to talk about your dating expectations

and wishes can help build positive relationships.

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TODAY / •

12.-00 - l.-OO p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Ck)-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

SPECIAL Free sport Flyer

OFFER Just for coming by!*

cqmes
OF

LOPESTCDOODJ
Chess • Monopoly • go • Dungeons & Dragons

Puzzles • poker chips • miniatures • Trivial

Pusuit •wargames • Chinese chess
and much, much more i

We're the Biggest little Game store in Town !

c
10906 Le Conte, Westwood

824-1128 ]
Open 1 1 am to 7pm daily I * while supplies last

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

EYE EXAMINATIONS

SOFT LENS SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY
EXTENDED WEAR LENS

•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN.
AQUA, HAZEL. VIOLET. & GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED
DR.MYLESZAKHEIIVI, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

11701 WILSHIRE BLVD.* WEST LOS ANGELES • 820-7866

•price uei lens.Eiam. irainina, loiiow up care aoailionai. Pdy only tor materials & serv.ces reeoed
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Physicist defends
Nobel laureate says bombing
ofJapan during War justified

By Debra L. Picker

Contributor

After 45 years, people are still

debating whether or not atomic
bombs should have been drc^ped
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in an
effort to end World War II.

Hans A. Bethe, a Nobel laureate

in physics and a builder of the

atomic bomb at Los Alamos
Laboratory, justified former Presi-

dent Harry S. Truman's decision in

an appearance Tuesday night in

Dodd HaU.

When asked by audience mem-
ber Paul Wuebben if he felt any
remorse about his role in unleash-

ing the destructive powers of the

atomic bomb, Bethe said, "the

atomic bomb ended the war.

"It didn't kill any more people

than would have died in the fire

raids. If the Japanese had fought

on, the deaths would have been
infinitely greater than they were as

a result of the atomic bomb," Bethe

said.

I •

Wcubben, an associate of the

Center for International and
Strategic Affairs (CISA), the

group that brought Bethe to

UCLA, was "rather disappointed"

by Beihe's response.

"It seems to me that we have to

respond to the entire system of

strategic weapons that has been

created since the 1940s. I would
have felt better if he had some
sense of regret," Weubben said.

Based on his reading of histori-

,

cal journals, UCLA student Larry.

Maruyama said that Japan had
already sued for peace prior to the

dropping of the atomic bombs.

'^It didn't kill any
more people than
would have died in

the fire raids. If the

Japanese had fought
on, the deaths would
have been infinitely

greater than they
were as a result of die

atomic bomb.
Han8A.Bethe

See BOMB, page 17
CHAra.ES COOLEY

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not Valid With Other Offers

Fixpirc^ 2/23/00

The Gift of Sight
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup includes a
pressure test for gloucorr^a and
an eye-health examination. Please

. coll our office now for your ap-
pointment. .

Color contacts / -

High index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

Corner of LeConte •:• Vision insurance welcome 1 hour validated parking

IIDAZZLE THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Daneshrad DDS

UCLA Graduate

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $10.00
* Bleaching for whiter teeth

ONLY $148.00 per arch

EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED
Exp 2-28-90 s^^,^^

Headphones
lltSO ¥inishlr* Blvd. Suit* 101 Wast LA. |B«twMn Barrington t, Bundy)

SVENMO &
SATURQAV

ATMIIMrMENTS
AVAILABLE

477-8766

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE

'" CALIFORNIA ROLL
I

5:00 p.m.- 7:00 p.m.

7 days (take out excluded)

AiOMCmAiA
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

ATTENTION STUDENTS AND STUDENT GROUPS:
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN WORLDFEST
'90, A PROGRAM TO ENHANCE CULTURAL AWARENESS ON
THE UCLA CAMPUS, PLEASE COME TO AN INFORMATIONAL
MEETING, TODAY, FEBRUARY 8, IN ROOM 2284 GSM AT 6:30.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL THE
—CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION AT 825-6564.^ —

>••*• I
>
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Endowed chair for School of Medicine approved
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

An endowed chair given to the chairper-

son of UCLA's School of Medicine's
Microbiology and Immunology department
was approved by the UC Regents recently.

The M. Philip Davis Chair in Microbiolo-

gy and Immunology was established with a
gift of $1 million from Carolyn Lyle Davis,
the widow of M. Philip Davis.

M. Philip Davis, a UCLA alumnus, was a

Davis Ghair will be Microbiology

and Immunology department's first

California legislator who sponsored a bill

which granted $7.5 million to build
UCLA's Medical School. Davis was also

president of the UCLA Alumni Association
from 1938-41 and was named the Edward
A. Dickson Alumnus of the Year in 1966.

Funds from the endowments are to be
used for teaching and research programs.

This is the first endowed chair in the

department of Microbiology and Immunol-.
ogy.

The first holder of the M. Philip Davis

Chair is Dr. Jack Stevens, who does
research in latent viruses. Stevens will hold
the endowed chair fw as long as he is

chairman of the department.

Stevens said the selection of the depart-

ment as the recipient of the endowment is a
compliment to the quality of work it

performs. "It's a very big deal," he said.

The Davis Chair brings the number of

endowed chairs at UCLA to 88. About a

third of those are in the School of Medicine.

* w
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LET THE CAMPUS KNOW
WITH

A DAILY BRUIN
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COME BY THE BRUIN OFF!

112 KERCKHOFF HALL
•825-2221*

«••"

ft

V t>

ompanp

Discounted 70% below reuil. Prices starting at $50.00

Everything is certified and carries our lifetime guarantee.

Come into our Private Showroom or call in your order
—to guarantee delivery hy Valentine's Da^ '-

Internationa] Jewelry Center Suite620 550 So Hill Street • Lot Anfeles, CA 90013 # (213)627-7619 FAX (213) 627-4125

Counseling Psychology
Master's Degree
Now Accepting Applications for Fall,1990

Areas of Specialization:

a Marriage, Family, and Child Counseling (M.F.C.C license)
General Counseling ,

Treatment of Chemical Dependency

Name. Phone

Address

.

Return to: LOYOLA MARYMOUNT
Graduate Division • Loyora Blvd. at West 80th Street
Lob Angeles, CaKfomia 90045 • Phone (213)642-2721

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDICAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

1090 Westwood Blvd.
(in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30 pm
• 208-3701 •

UCLA "THE CENTER FOR
. PERFORMING ARTS

U.S.

ISO Dance Theatre

Fri. and Sat., Feb. 9 & 10 at 8:00 p.m.

This sensationally inventive company will perform the
American premiere of Time Out, a fast-paced and wide
ranging meditation on the clockwork mechanisms of
contemporary life, and Night Ttioughts. \ . .wildly

original and freewheelingly seductive" {The Hollywood
Reporter).

Royce Hall

$24, 19, 16; 8 (Students)

CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat., Feb. 10
7:00-7:30 p.m.

Lecturer: Llewellyn Grain

For more information/
Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-2953
^

MAY COMPANY ft MUSIC PLUS

Program, and prtcM MJbjad to ch«n0t. 8lud»nl llclMto not
hoMMm* lor UuOtH and Sr. CMmtw (NmNod

MiNabl* al TlclwlMMlor. Ruahal
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Check on gun purchases an unexpected success
New Virginia program has rejected 130 of 1 1 ,000

applications since being implemented in November
By Jean McNair

Associated Press

RICHMOND, Va.— Virginia's

instant background check on gun
buyers is working better than

firearms dealers expected,
according to a state report.

Under the program, which
began Nov. 1, nearly 11,000 gun
purchases were approved and 130,

or 1 percent, were rejected because
the buyer had a criminal record,

said state Secretary of Public

Safety Robert L. Suthard.

**This program has operated in

the manner intended," Suthard

said in a report issued Tuesday. "If

the program had not been imple-

mented, there would be 130 wea-

pons in the hands of persons the

General Assembly deems unquali-

fied."

The law, first of its kind in

nation, requires gun dealers to call

state police on a toll-free telephone

number each time a state resident

tries to buy certain firearms. The
average time to obtain an approval

was less than 90 seconds, the

report said. Out-of-state buyers

must wait for approval by mail.

"Firearms dealers appear to be

generally satisfied with the prog-

ram," the report said. A survey of

the state's gun dealers found that

65 percent said the program

worked better than they expected,

18 percent said it was worse and 17

percent said it was about what they

expected.

Gun dealers collect a $2 fee

from Virginia residents and a $5
fee from out-of-state residents for

each police records check. But the

report said the fees have not

covered the cost of the records

checks because the number of gun
purchases has been fewo* than

estimated.

• HIGH POWER
• INCREDIBLE PRICE

ItSIAie REQOIE'S
pnn^ PRICE ^77N

^uDiorox
CAR AMPLIFIER

• ELECTRONIC TUNING
• DIGITAL CLOCK
• SCAN FUNCTION
• GREAT VALUE
• FITS MOST CARS

IdlAllf REGGIE'S ^ M^r
>wft^g PRICE W

• AUTO REVERSE
• DIGITAL ELECTRONIC TUNER
• CLOCK, SEEK AND LOUDNESS
• MANY MORE FEATURES

HKIiriC REGGIE S
PRICE 98 88

Quartz PLL tyn«h«*iz*d lunar • Sm* • 1 >

channal pntai mamorT * Automalk noite

raductton circuH • Aulo-ra*afm • Matol

(Mgh Maa) tatador • Oigi«a< clock •

Saparala baas k trabta controls •

LoudnaM (oHch • Fronl/raar tpaakar
(adar • INufninatad ca**atta door and con

trol* •

$
REGGIE'S
PRICE 12t

• 12 STATION PRESET W/CLOCK
• ELECTRONIC AUTO REVERSE
• BASS-TREBLE-FAOER-MCTAL
• ANTVTHEFT REMOVABLE CHASSIS
• FITS MOST CARS

mUfl REGGIE'S ^1All
yi9% PRICE I'w

00

• AUTO REVERSE • BASS TREBLE
• ELECTRONIC DIGITAL TUNING
• FADER • CLOCK • FITS

MOST CARS • MUCH MORE

MJMt REGGIE'S
PRICE 149

40

•70WAn>*flPOWER
• REMOTE ON/OFF SWITCHING
• THERMAL AND OVERLOADING
PROTECTIONrHuifctiiuii < i%^
pm^^ PRtCE WW 00

OCIarion
CARSP

Ahmofs/ox
REMOTE CONTROL
CAR ALARM
\

lllllM///Mill
• MCLUOE8 a REMOTE CONTROLS
• BHOCK DCTECTOR
• ELECTROMC CURRENT SENStNQ
• AUTOMATICALLY RESETS

N COMPLETELY
MSTULED*99

•6"x9"«120WAnS
• 3-WAY • SUPER PRICE

REOaiE'S
PRICE

Panasonic

DEMON
AM/FM CASSEHE CAR STEREO

COMPACT DISC
M/FM CAR STEREO
PULLOUT

• STATE OF THE ART
• LOADED WITH FEATURES

00
\g{l\. REQOIE'S^AhA
^AW*S PRICE rW^

OHEOF TODAYS TOPBRANDS
AT THEBESTPRICEANYWHERE REGGIE'S PRICE

OTHER DENON MODELS ARE

iVAILABLE NOW AT REGGIE STEREO

MOTOROLA
CELLUUR "*
PHONES

TOPQUAUTY

BEST PRICES!
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\|.' ANV
AUTHORIZED LEGITIMATE

AGENT '•RICE
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SAMYO
ICORDLESS TELEPHONE

BEAT QUALITY
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V^FEATURF
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DEEJAY ^QuiPWENT

BIO SELECTION

.117

VIDEO REWINDER

DESKTOP CALCULATOR
WITH SOLAR DUAL POWER

KENWOOD fflFISHER-
^ illJIOMQEiUl ^SANSui

SANYO ^SST/IUDIOrOXOrton
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CLU8S I DISCOS

WOALDWtDE

•VERY RUGGED AND

TRANSPORTABLE

•200 WATTS W/1S"

rEAC I nsc (SPIAtBI
VCR JAPANESE MADE WITH REMOTE MIT
MMfO VCR WITN ON SCREEN PR0QRAIMN6 '24r
SONY 27" STEREO HOMTOR AMA2MG 'TIS**
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SONY MUITMANOWORLOWBE RADIO '99"

TELEVISIONS •

CAMCORDERS
ACCESSORIES
TURNTABLES •

BIG SCREENS
• VHS CAMCORI
> PAL
SPE

EQUIPMENT • MIXER
• MICROPHONES • Ml
• WALKMANS • AMPLIFIED SPE
DESIGNER TELEPHONES • FF
CELLULAR PHONES • VIDEO PHO
CALCULATORS • FAX MACHINE
DISC JOCKEYS • CAR SPEAKERS
EQUALIZERS • CAR ALARMS • PULLOUT CARRY CASES

8 FOOT PROJECTION MONITORS • 8 MILLIMETER
CASSETTE RECORDERS • TRIPODS •

COMPACT DISCS • CASSETTE DECKS •

ALIZERS • RACKSYSTEMS • DEEJAY
IFIERS^Dti. Cj^^iTAGE MONITORS

iCnArbs • HEADPHONES
D|OSj\Mia0O)l69ETTE PLAYERS •

ES • PORTABLE
HINES • SMALL APPLIANCES •

TAPES • CAR STEREOS • CD PULLOUTS •

• BASS BOXES • WOOFERS • CAR AMPLIFIERS • CAR
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BLUE 'N' GOLD HAIR SALON
Men s Cut

$5 off

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

10% off Beauty Products

Women's Cut
$5 off

UCLA
OHTE

S 208-5863

ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929
• CUTS, PERMS, COLORS • TANNING ROOM
• MANICURISTS, SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN. REDKEN. NEXUS. KMS, TRI. MASTEY, PAUL MITCHELL-

10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD WILSHIRE
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LANTERN FESTIVAL
Place: International Students Center

1023 Hllgard Ave.
Time: Feb. 10, 1990 (Saturday)

4:30-5:00

M
m
m
m
m

5:00-6:30

6:30-7:30
^

I
1
m
m
m
m

Making Rice-Flour Dumplings,

A ^ (D
Lantern Riddles

Dinner (Taiwanese Food)

W>% 'J- "£ i
7:30-10:30 New Year's Games, Taiwanese Movie

ti a
Dinner: Member: $2.50; Nonmember: $3.50

Sponsored by Taiwanese Students Association

Funded by CPC Mini-fund of the PAB

m
m
m c ^m%t

UCLA Masters/Credential Program
The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of Education
is pleased to onnourjce a program to be offered during 1989-1990 in which
students may simultaneously earn a Masters Degree and Teaching Credential
in four quarters of study.

For those students who wish to earn a teaching credential only, the applica-
tion period for the 1989-1990 Teacher Credential Program is also now open.

Interested senior and graduate students ore Invited to submit applications for
either the Moste-^ /Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program
before the April 14. 1989 deadline.

For more information and to receive on application form please contact

The Office Of Student Services • 201 Moore Hall • (213)825-8326

Limited partnersliips

can now lie unloaded
Changing Times

Getting out of a limited partnership isn't as hopeless as it used to be.

Several brokerage houses buy LP units for clients or for themselves, and
at least one national exchange matches buyers with sellers. If you want to

sell and your limited partnership is reasonably healthy, you may be able

to find a buyer. What you probably won't find, however, is an attractive

price.

It's a buyer's market. Most LP holders who sell before maturity can

expect to get up to 35 percent less than the current value of the underlying

assets. For a partnership that's less than three years old, the assets are

often worth less than the original investment because of front-end

charges.

Why are the prices so depressed? Overbuilding and the abrupt slowing

of price appreciation hurt many realty programs. The oil glut clobbered

drilling ventures. Tax reform devastated LPs structured for big write-

offs. All too often inept management, bad structuring and excessive fees

played a part

A report on 42 recent transactions compiled by "Financial Product
News" includes these prices for units that sellers had bought for $1,000:

Balcor Equity Properties XIV, $80; Balcor Realty Investors 84, $75; and
Consolidated Capital Growth FUnd, $80.

Some LPs are doing well, and a few command premium prices; $500
units in three Jones Cable TV funds brought $575, $785 and $650,
respectively. But most offerings sold for less than the sellers had paid.

What is loosely referred to as a secondary cm* resale market consists

almost entirely of a few bargain-hunting promoters, traders and
investors, who arc called vultures or sharks by their critics. They buy
partnership intercsts at distress prices and either resell them to new
investors, repackage them into new LPs or keep them for themselves,

thus collecting income from operations and, they hope, making a profit

when the assets are sold.

In dealing with any buyer, LP sellers face a serious handicap. In most
cases it's just about impossible for an individual to find out the worth of
partnership assets.

Real estate analyst Barry Vinocur, the editor-in-chief at Robert A.
Stanger & Co., which publishes a newsletter and other information about
LPs, says that for most investors the best and quickest way to get a ball-

park estimate ofa unit's worth is to call several of the resale-market firms

(the more you talk with the better), ask what they will pay and then add
about 30 percent to the best offer. The total should approximate your LP's
real value.

If you're serious about selling. Changing Times magazine suggests

you follow these guidelines:

Consider whether you have better options for raising cash, such as

taking out a home-equity loan or borrowing against a life insurance

policy. Keep in mind the difference between what you paid for the limited

partnership and the fire-sale price you're offered and the difference

between today's price and what you can expect to receive if you hold on
until dissolution.

It's a good bet that when the LP ends, your share of the proceeds will at

least match today's underlying value of your units. If the best you can do
now is 30 percent below that amount, for example, holding on means you
can make up that loss between now and the time the partnership dissol-

ves. If that happens within a few years, the increase in value may repre-

sent a handsome yield.

Unfortunately, you can't assume the partnership will be dissolved

within seven to 15 years after inception, the target time frame for most
LPs. Check this point in the prospectus. Just about all LPs can continue to

operate for extended periods — at least 30 or 40 years.

Try to get a handle on how much your units are worth— the value of
the underlying assets as well as what you would get from a premature
sale. Ask the sponsor for the latest financial statements, an estimate of the

current net asset value per unit and any projections of future values.

Remember, though, that general partners have an aversion to reporting

bad news, so any figures that they give you may be overly optimistic.

Last October the "Stanger Report" published performance informa-

tion for 196 real estate partnerships. It is available from stockbrokers, or
send $35 to Robert A. Stanger & Co.. P.O. Box 7490, 1129 Broad St.,

Shrewsbury, NJ 07702; (800) 631-2291 or, in New Jersey, (201) 389-

3600.

See what you can find out about the prospects for assets in the port-

folio, advises Changing Times magazine. What are the occupancy rates

for apartments and comm^cial buildings? Are the properties likely to

grow in value? Check on the direction of values in areas where they are

kx:ated. If values are rising, the argument against selling is even stronger.

Pull together all the documents you have received to see whether
there is any mention about the repurchase of units by the sponsor or gen-

CTal partner. Buy back pledges arc rare, but the sponsor may be willing to

buy units without a written commitment However, don't accept an offer

until you've asked for bids from resale firms, some of which are Usted

bebw.
Determine whether a sale would result in any adverse tax

consequences. Don't assume you'll have a tax loss because you sell for

less than you paid. Your tax basis may have been reduced if the partner-

ship passed on losses that you deducted on your tax returns.

Consider listing your holdings with the National Partnership

Exchange electronic auction (see list below), which matches sellers of all

types of partnerships with people who are interested in buying.

Following are some of the firms that offer bids for LPs. Be suce to ask

how much you'll be charged for the service and when you'll receive your
money. ^

Bigelow Management Inc., (800) 431-781 1 or (212) 697-5880 in New
York State); Chicago Partnership Board ^c, (800) 272-6273;
EquityLine Properties Inc., (800) 327-9990 or (305) 662-4088 in Florida;

Equity Resource Funds, (617) 876-4800; Frain Asset Management, (800)
654-61 10; Liquidity Fund Investment Corp., (800) 227-4688; MacKen-
Zie SecuriUes, (800) 854-8357 or (800) 821-4252 in California; National

Partnership Exchange Inc^ (800) 356-2739 or (800) 336-2739 iit

Florida).

1.
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Poison housepaint
By Paul Raebum
Asociated Press

NEW YORK — The case of a 4-year-old boy who became severely

disabled aftw inhaling mercury from paint in his home has triggered an
urgent federal investigation to find out if similar cases are occurring
elsewhere, officials said Wednesday.
"We are trying to get, as rapidly as possible, as much information

together as we can," said Dr. Renate Kimbrough of the Environmental
Protection Agency in Washington.

The Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta is considering a
recommendation to ban the use of mercury in paints to prevent bacterial

growth and mildew. A decision could be made as early as next week, said

the CDC's Dr. Ruth Etzel.

"We think there is a potential for exposure and a potential for risk," she
said. The concern is heightened by the fact that mercury need not be
added to paint because safer alternatives are available, she said.

"If there is a preventable source of exposure to mercury, we ought to
try to prevent exposure," Etzel said.

The case that triggered the investigation occurred in Detroit last

summCT. The boy, whose home had been repainted, developed severe
neurological problems and became unable to walk. The condition is

called acrodynia, or **pink disease."

He was hospitalized until just before Christmas, said David Wade, a
toxicologist with the Michigan Department of Agriculture, which
regulates mercury as a pesticide.

the boy's future is uncertain. "It's going to be a long recovery," Wade
said. "There is a lot of physical therapy that will be involved." It's not
known whether he will recover fiiUy, Wade said.

A subsequent investigation showed the paint contained levels of
phenyl mercuric acetate higher than the law allows. Wade said. The boy's
family has sued the paint's manufacturer, the Mercury Paint Co. of
Detroit.

Calls to Mercury Paint were referred to the company's president,

Charles Soberman. His secretary said he was out of the office and could
not be reached Wednesday afternoon.

Pink disease was relatively common from the 1920s through the

1940s, said Etzel. It disappeared when scientists found it was caused by a
widely used teething powder containing mercury.
She said it is possible, however, that the disease is occurring more fre-

quently than doctors realize but is being misdiagnosed.
"Many younger physicians have never seen a case," Etzel said. It

produces a rash similar to those caused by rheumatic fever, an ailment
called Kawasaki disease and even measles, she said. Doctors unfamiliar
with "pink disease" might be diagnosing it as one of these, she said.

The Michigan Department of Public Health issued an advisory in

October warning consumers not to use paints with the high levels of mer-
cury. In January, the department asked the EPA to review the evidence on
mercury exposure and consider banning its use in paint.

"We have initiated a review," said Tina Levine, a toxicologist at the

EPA. "It has a very high priority." The concern is not only for children
who might be exposed but for other groups, such as painters, she said.

Insurers rumbling
I • it quake

By Randolph E. Schmid

N Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— The
insurance industry called Wednes-
day for federal help in the wake of
last fall's California earthquake,

saying it would be unable to bear

the costs of a major tremor.

"Insurers cannot finance a cata-

strophic earthquake," Franklin W.
Nutter, chairman of an insurance

industry coalition on quake dan-

gers, told a House Banking sub-

committee on insurance.

The long-term solution to quake
damage is to design and build

tremor-resistant buildings. Grant
C. Peterson of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
told the subcommittee. But he said

his agency is studying possible

loss-reduction provisions that

could be included in a federal

insurance program if one is deve-

loped.

Nutter proposed establishing a

federal earthquake insurance prog-

ram similar to the government's

flood insurance — backed by
federal money but administered by
private companies.

Any federal insurance program
must include requirements that

efforts be made to reduce quake
damage, said George Bernstein of

the National Earthquake Hazards

Review Program.

Insurance is an efficient way to

reimburse people for their losses.

Bernstein testified, "but without

hazard mitigation, the guaranty of

compensation from insurance will

\

also create an incentive for irres-

ponsible construction in disregard

of known earthquake hazards."

The flood insurance program
imposes requirements for house
siting and strengthening to reduce

damage, he said.

"The earthquake risk may be
different, but the principle is the

same."

Paying billions of dollars in

claims could reduce insurance

company funds to the point where
they might have to stop issuing

new policies. Nutter said, adding
that if companies were forced to

sell investments to pay claims

there could be a severe decline in

the stock and bond markets.

Nutter proposed estabUshing a

federal corporation that would
organize earthquake coverage,
investing premiums in government
bonds as a surplus to pay any
claims.

If the surplus were not suffi-

cient, federal borrowing authority

would be available, he said.

Nutter also urged that homeow-
ners whose mortgages were feder-

ally insured or held by federally

insured institutions be required to

have earthquake insurance. That
woukl widen the base of pre-

miums, lowering average cost and
increasing the surplus available, he
said.

A "major destructive earth-

quake in the eastern United States

is the quintessential example of the

low-probability-high-consequ-
ence evoit chit invHes complacen-
cy and defeats mitigation efforts.
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FED UP WITH
TRAFFIC |AMS? POLLUTION?

DLTERIORATING ENVIRONMENT?
OVERCROWDED RECREATION AREAS?

SCARCE, EXPENSIVE HOUSING?

Convert Your fnistrjttlons Into Actions And Help Solve The Underlying
CAUXOt these SIX tmCTS— OVlKronilAnONI

\ THERE IS A REAL SOLUTION!

1 The U.S. has the fastest growing pop-
ulation of any country in the industrialized

Western World— nearty 3 million jDeople

are added each year.

JL If the current trend continues, during the

next 30 years, today's U.S. population of

250 million will increase by 90 million to

340 million, and continue to grow— we
will add two and a half times more people

than the rest of the industrialized western

countries combined.

BOX SCORL BY 2020
The U.S. will add enough additional

population to create another: New
Yoifc Cky, Los Angdcs, Chicago,
Houston. PhlUdclphU. BaMniorc.
San Francisco, Indianapolis, San
lose, Memphis, Washln^on,
lacksonvHIc, MMwaukcc, Boston,
Columbus, New Orteans,
CJcvdami, Denver, El faso, and
Seattle PLUS - the next 75 largest

Cities in the U.S.!

... If we dontsct now to sUbHUe
U.S. poptdabonl

J Last year iUone. California's population grew by 750.000 p)eople— that's

equal to adding another San Francisco every 1 2 rr^onths. Texas added the

equivaUent of a new Corpus Christi and then some. Florida burgeoned by

another Tiimpa. ^

THE CHALLENGE IS CLEAR
Our unchecked population growth is threatening to destroy the carrying capacity of the physical

environment and the social conditions necessary for maintaining our quality of life and free soci- ,

ety. (Population carrying capacity refers to the number of individuals who can be supported with-

out damaging the natural, social and cultural environment.]

Overpopulation means higher education costs, over-burdened social services, nrjore p>ollution.

nxjre traffic jams, more water shortages arxl other adverse effects on the environment.

Ver, all levels of government — federal, state and local — typically avoid dealing with rapid pop-

ulation growth. They just try to accommodate the increased numbers of people by attempting to

mitigate the side effects. Costly, false solutions such as widening freeways or building more mas-
sive water projects nearty. always make matters worse or merely postpone the day of reckoning.

WE MUST ACT NOW TO STAMLIZE OUR POPULATION BY
DEALING DIRECTLY WITH POPULATION INCREASE.

We Canrmt Do Everything At Once! But We Can Begin By:

.

i _
,

• Reducing Immigration Into The United States _ .
•

Supporting Programs To Reduce Unwanted PregrvirKies

Q>ntrolling Growth At The Local Level

Even though we are all aware of the problems of crowded urban areas and unplanned,

unwanted pregnancies, the fact is immigratkjn from foreign countries is the most important single

cause of this excessive growth:

• Roughly 40% of tfie population growth of the United States and over 50% of ttie population

growth of certain urt>an areas is caused by legal and illegal immigration.

• In addition to damaging tfie environment, the population IrKrease resulting from immigration

costs billions In added social services and other governmental outlays. A recent study conducted

by ttie Washington. D.C. -based Center for Immigration Studies concludes that in 1 990 alone the

U.S. government will sperKl S3 billkxi to feed, txxjse. and educate the 705,000 immigrants,

refugees, asylees and (>arolees wfio enter this country legally.

• Excessive immigration creates unfair job and wage competition and unemployment for U.S.

residents, because illegal immigrants are easily exploited.

• Ejccessive immigration contributes to txxjsing shortages, high taxes. tKxnelessncss. urt>an

crowding, and other social problems. '" "•

• Failure to adequately control US borders encourages illicit drug trafficking and stimulates even
more Illegal Immigration.

RIGHT NOW, rr IS ESSENTIAL THAT WE ACT TO
^

REDUCE UGAL IMMIGRATION CEIUNGS:

As tfie second session of the 101st Congress convenes, members are beginning consideration of

legislation which will raise legal immigration levels— some by apparently as much as 60%. But,

we already admit more ttian 700.000 legal Immigrants each year This Is multiplied by ttie many
relatives wtio come later And. adding this to estimated Illegal immigration of at least a half mil-

lion a year makes a total of over one million new immigrants a year That is already too many! We
need less immigration, rtot more!

Putting US p>opulation on the stabilization track requires passage of new federal legislation set-

ting an aH-lncluslve Immigration celling of 200,000 Immigrants per year. This "replacement

level" ceiling would balance ttie estimated annual number of emigrants who leave ttie U.S. to live

elsewhere.

ACT NOWl YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

Send the coupon below to your Congressional Representative. Senators or favorite candidates.

Let him/her know that you feel strongly ttiat our excessive population IrKrease must be dealt with

directly, and that you favor passage of an ail-Inclusive legal immigration ceiling of 200.000.

Calling will fielp too!

• Fill out the coupon below to receive your free population information kit so you will have the

facts regarding this critical problem.

• Contribute to Population-Lnvironment Balance. You will receive newsletters and legislative alerts

telling you wtiat Is fiappening In Congress and around ttie country. You will also fiave other

opportunities to help work toward a sdutkxi!

Feel free to send us your ideas — together, we can more effectively work to achieve population

stabilization.

POfULATION-ENVKONMiNT BALANCE. INC. is a natkxial non-proAt membership organization dedicated to

actions ttiat will stabilize America s population. and«ttius. protect our environment In keeping with our valued

tradltkxis of opportunity and fair treatment of all. BALANCE applauds our healthy ethnic diversity and does not

discriminate on ttie basis of race. aeed. color or natkxiai Origin

•ALANC£ *cthf*ty promtattt proyains that cncour«st MakiteiMmcc of our natton't tawlffg MMtlfr.
Inckidliig protcclloti of our emiroiMaciit, kupport for »m«ll family «lic, ending all lll«tal Immlyallon. and

MtaMMiInt an *tl-ln€hnl*e celling ol lOO.OOO tnnuAlly tut lepd ImmlgrMtton Into the United States.

(m^
fopuUtfon-UivlronRiciM Balance
1 325 C Street. N W . Suite 1003
Washington. DC 20005

Please send me free infbrmaticxi about US
overpopulation and wtiat can be done to statiilize It

_ Please accept my contribution to Populatkxi

Environment-Balance so I can be part of the solutton

Lndosed Is my contrlbutfcxi of S

($10 Sludenl MenilierNt25 ReguUr Member)

Ni»ne

Address

CHy

Suie/Zip

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

J.

Dear

I am irKreastngly frutiraied by (he lack ol usal tolu(k>nt lo

profaterm in the United Sute^ caused by too many people —
water shorugti traflk \tms high housing costs htgh taxes

and environmental degradatkxi among others I strongly fee)

you must act to deal dltectly with overpopulation, because

attempts to tLCjommcxUie overpopulation are nothing but

cosity tilse solutVsns Immigration from foreign countries Is a

maior cause of populadon increase In the US Therefore legal

ItTwnigraflon should be llmHed by an iHnilir*^ unmnraann

f>ang of 200 000 Please contact me lo con«rm thai you sop-

port (Ms ceiling

Name.

Addrest.

Ocy

State/Zip

fhortc.

Attorney
Client's wife

was kidnapped

victed

By Ron Harrist

Associated Press

HATTIESBURG. Miss. — A
federal jury on Wednesday con-

victed a Florida a'tomey in the

1988 disappearance of a Jackson

multimillionaire's wife.

The jury found Newton Alfred

Winn, 65, guilty of one count each
of conspiracy to kidnap, extortion

and perjury around 6 p.m. after

about 3Vi of deliberations.

Winn sat impassively as the

jurors were polled.

In closing arguments earli^ in

the day, the prosecution said the Sl
Petersburg, Fla., attorney blamed
his financial woes on Annie Laurie

Hearin's husband.

"He had a motivation of
revenge," Assistant U.S. Attorney

Patricia Bennett said after telling

jurors jury how and why the

government claimed Winn
abducted the woman on July 26,

1988.

Defense attorneys said the gov-
ernment has the wrong man.
Winn is accused of conspiracy

in having a ransom letter mailed

from Atlanta on Aug. 1 1, 1988. He
also is charged with extortion and
lying to a federal grand jury about
his knowledge of the case. No one
has been charged with actually

abducting Hearin.

The 74-year-old Hearin, wife of

Robert Hearin, hasn't been seen

since she disai^)eared from her

Jackson home following a bridge

party with friends. Doctors have

H I

said the woman had a health

problem that required daily medi-
cation.

U.S. District Judge Tom S. Lee
gave final instructions to the

jurors, explaining each of the three

counts of the indictment against

Winn.

On hand for instructions and
flnal arguments were two key

government witnesses: Don Ward,
who once worked for Winn; and

Marilyn Taylor, who describes

herself as a one-time lover of the

defendant and who has testified

that she mailed a letter which

prosecutors say was a ransom note.

A splattering of blood was
found on the front door of the

Hearin home along with another

ransom note demanding that

Hearin reimburse 12 individuals,

including Winn, for losses they

suffered in dealings with School

Pictures of Mississippi Inc., a firm

in which Winn was once a primary

stockholder.

Winn "blamed Mr. Hearin for

all of his problems with School

Pictures," Bennett said.

"This case is about the kidnap-

ping of Annie Laurie Hearin,"

Bennett said. "This case is about
this defendant conspiring to kid-

nap her. This case is about this

defendant causing a letter to be

mailed from Atlanta for the return

of Mrs. Hearin. This case is about

this defendant . . . lying under

oath."

Defense Attorney Ed Marger,

describing the case as having a

"Perry Mason scenario," charged

that the government based its case

on questionable witnesses and
physical evidence that prosecutors

later attempted to downplay.

McMartin defendants
sue parent for slander
By Louinn Lota

Associated Press ^ _

A father who renewed allegations of molestation during television

appearances rebuking the McMartin preschool jury's acquittal of 52
counts was named Wednesday in a slander suit filed by three fcxmer

defendants.

The civil action against Rob^t Currie of Hermosa Beach was filed in

Superior Court by attorney James H. Davis on behalf ofPeggy McMartin
Buckey; her moth^, Virginia McMartin; and her daughter Peggy Ann
Buckey, a former McMartin Pre-School teacher.

The lawsuit cited as slanderous the televised statements of alleged

exposure and molestation Currie claimed took place at the now-closed
nursery school.

Currie said Wednesday he looked forward to getting the chance to

make his point in court Currie appeared on nationally-televised shows,

including "Geraldo" and "Sally Jesse Raphael," as well as a local talk

program.

"I am looking forward to the opportunity to defend myself in open

court under oath as to the truth of the statements that I have made and it's

my understanding that truth is an absolute defense against slander,"

Currie said in a telephone interview.

Currie's child was not a complaining witness in the McMartin trial,

although he claims the boy was molested.

"If a bank gets robbed and I did it, and I'm charged with it and I go to

court and in court I'm found not guilty, does that mean the bank didn't get

robbed?" Currie asked.

"I would have thought the end of the trial would have brought an end to

the slander," Davis said. "Mr. Currie and his son ... were on talk shows in

which they expand on what was said earlier and said extren^ely

defamatory things. Peggy (McMartin Buckey) was just in tears. She's

had everything in the world said about her and that was the straw that

broke the camel's back."

Raymond Buckey and his mother, Peggy McMartin Buckey, were
acquitted Jan. 18 of 52 child molestation charges. Jurors deadlocked on
13 counts involving Raymond Buckey, who will be retried. A March 9
trial date was set.

Charges were dismissed against Virginia, Peggy Ann and three others

before the $13 million trial got under way. It lasted more than 2^A years.

The entire case has taken more than six years and once involved seven

defendants and hundreds of molestation counts. It has been the longest,

most expensive criminal proceeding in U.S. history.

State halts taxes on
overseas iiurchases
By John Howard
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — Enforce-

ment of California's 55-year-old

"traveler's tax" ^- the levy on
overseas purchases — was
rescinded Wednesday by the state

Board of Equalization during a
stormy meeting in which one
board member bitterly chastised

the agency's staff.

The five-member panel voted
4-1 to reverse a recent action that

set up a pilot project under which
nearly 4,000 California residents

were charged "use taxes" during

1989 for their shopping sprees

abroad. The tax amounted to a 6.5

percent levy on any hand-carried

purchases made overseas which
are brought back to the United
States.

According to the board's staff,

an estimated 53,000 Califomians
would be subject to the tax by the

end of 1990 if the penalties

continued to be enforced. State

officials had decided to enforce the

tax, which has been on the books
since 1935, after the U.S. Customs
Service allowed the state to see the

signed declarations on overseas

purchases that U.S. travelers are

required to make when they re-

enter the United States.

The average overseas traveler

woukl pay about $160 annually,

while the total "traveler's tax

revenue" collected by the state

would be about $9.2 million year.

State Controller Gray Davis,

who also sits on the Board of
Equalization, said the recent deci-

sion to use customs declarations to

enforce the tax was "a comedy of

errors" and that the "appropriate

thing to do is to cancel the pilot

program."

The other members agreed —
except William Bennett, who
suggested that the board was

rescinding the action because it

was politically unpopular, and that

the board's majority was trying to

avoid public criticism by placing

the blame for the tax project on two
mid-level Staff employees. Ben-
nett described the workers as

"scapegoats."

Both workers were transferred

by their supervisor, Judy Agan, in

what Bennett described as a

politically motivated action. Agan
and her supervisor, board execu-
tive director Cindy Rambo,
rejected Bennett's comments,
saying the transfers were justified.

Bennett also opposed rescinding

the enforcement of the tax.

"The use tax is the law, and no
board or enforcement agency has

the power to forgive the tax. It's as

simple as that," he said.

Qoard members noted that there

was little or no notice, that the

"traveler's tax" was going to be put
into effect.

On Tuesday, Sen. Rebecca
Morgan, R-Menlo Park, intro-

duced a bill that would block the

state from taxing the overseas

purchases, a measure that she said

was aimed at the board's pilot

[H'ogram.

She said the tax notices did not
take into consideration that some
of the purchases, such as food,

were exempted from the sales and
use tax, and she complained that

the notices were only sent to

people who declared more than

$1,000 in purchases and who went
through customs in California.

Board member Ernest Dronen-
burg said the "traveler's tax"

discriminated against overseas

voyagers. The tax hits "our senior

citizens returning from their dream
vacation ... but not the high roller

returning from Las Vegas with his

fur coat. There is an obvious

discrimination in our tax prog-

ram."

Times Minor earnings

decline 23.5 percent
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES— Times Mirror Corp. posted a decline in profits of

23.5 percent for the fourth quarter and 10.2 percent for the year, due in

part to lower earnings at many of its Eastern newspapers and in its con-
sumer magazines and broadcast TV operations.

The big communications and publishing company said Wednesday it

earned $74.1 million, or 57 cents per share, in the October-December
quarter, compared to $96.8 million, or 76 cents per share, in the same
period in 1988.

Revenues rose 1.1 percent for the quarter, from $925 milhon to $935
million, despite the fact that the quarter included six fewer days of news-

paper operation than the same period of 1988.

Fourth-quarter 1989 results reflected a loss provision of 6 cents per

share on the expected sale of newspaper press equipment The
comparable 1988 earnings included a gain of 1 cent per share from asset

sales. Excluding those factors, per-share earnings would have declined

16 percent from 75 cents to 63 cents. Times Mirror said.

Fot the year. Times Mirror reported earnings of $298 million ($2.30

per share) compared to $332 million ($2.58 per share) in 1988. Revenues

rose by 5.5 percent to record levels, from $3.33 billion to $3.52 billion.

Excluding net gains of 5 cents per share in 1 989 and 3 1 cents per share

in 1988, yearly per-share earnings would have fallen by 1 percent from

$2.27 to $2.25, the company said. Timberlands and other assets were sold

in 1988; a gain from selling timberlands in 1989 was offset to some extent

by the fourth-quarter loss provision on the expected sale of the press

equipnnent

"1989 was a year of mixed results," Times Mirror Chairman Robert F.

Erburu said. "Most of our Eastern newspapers, our consumer magazines

and our Broadcast Television group experienced difficult operating

conditions."
•

However, he said, results were impressive from Times Mirror's

flagship newspaper, the Los Angeles Times, and Times Mirror's cable-

TV operations and publishing companies.

For the full year, earnings improved at the Los Angeles Times, the Bal-

timore Sun newspapers and The Morning Call of AUcntown, Pa., Times

Mirror said. But Newsday*s profit was sharply lower, and results at The

Uartford CoMram and the company's southern Conncaicut newspapers

also declined.
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JOSIE BRUIN,

GLASS OF 1 991

BURIED IN

GARBAGE. 2001

.

Garbage is no laughing matter. Your

share is 3.5 pounds of garbage per

day, and packaging accounts lor

one-third of all the waste we

produce. It really piles up. But you

can help, and it's not that hard.

Reduce. Just a simple container

choice can make a huge amount of

difference. ASUCLA is offering bulk

dispensed condiments as an

alternative to individual packets of

ketchup and mustard. In many

cases ASUCLA Food Service uses

degradable serving containers made

of recycled paper products. And you

can choose not to take a bag with

your purchases in the Students'

Store if you don't really need it.

Join ASUCLA in our efforts to protect

the environment. It isn't hard. It is

important. You can make a difference.

Choose to Conserve.

ASUCLA
\

Reuse. ASUCLA's plastic utensils

and coffee cups are used more than

once — when you take a second to

put them in separate bins. We also

offer 20-oz. refillable thermal mugs
that you can use again and again —
and save 20% on hot and cold

dispensed beverages. Special

ceramic coffee mugs are good for

35-cent refills at Jimmy's and

Kerckhoff Coffee House.

Recycle. Use our handy bins to

recycle newspaper, white paper and

aluminum cans, throughout

ASUCLA facilities. And watch for

upcoming drives and drop-off sites

to recycle lten\s from home.

RECYCLING
PROGRAM Recycle this newspaper.
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THE VILLAGE DELI
Sportsbar & Restaurant

<% Presents:

ALL GREEK NIGHT

$1.50 Pitchers (Bud or Lite)
Every Monday &v Thursday Nights

($2.00 pitchers eveiy other night w/ UCLA ID)

10936 LINDBROOK DR. 208-6442

I Parents Day at UCLA
\mARCH^2. 19 90

Invite your parents to come experience UCLA,
For more information call the Student Alumni Association at 206-0524.

SAA M n Mtudent wganisation
ipotuored by

AttOCIATIOD

Oil spilled

after ship

hits pipeline
The Associated Press

HUNTINGTON BEACH.
Calif. — A tanker apparently

collided with an underwater pipe-

line within two miles of a Southern

California beach Wednesday,
spilling thousands of gallons of oiU
officials said.

Initial reports indicated that up
to 250,000 gallons of Alaskan

crude oil spilled following the

accident involving the 800-foot

ship identified as the American
Tinder, said Coast Guard radio-

man Rod Koepp.
It was not immediately clear if

the oil had spilled from the ship or

the pipeline, said Coast Guard
Petty Officer Robert Heals.

The accident was reported

around 4:30 p.m.. Heals said.

The area is just off Huntington

Beach, a city about 30 miles south

of Los Angeles which has l(xig

been popular with Southern Cali-

"Right now it's a
wait-and'see.**

WHam radiadson

fomia surfers and sunbathers and
has been the scene for movies and
television shows featuring surfing.

The oil was repeatedly drifting

toward the area's popular Hun-
tington Beach Pier.

Navigation chaits show several

submerged pipelines in the area,

including a pipeline used by
tankers to unload fuel oil for a

Southern California Edison power
plant at Huntington Beach, Beals

said.

Cleanup crews from the Coast
Guard, the Orange County Harbor
Patrol and county Fire Department
went to the scene, officials said.

The ship was VA miles south of
Huntington Beach and coming into

a tanker bunker which serves as an
offloading point for an oil terminal

30 miles north of Huntington
Beach, said city lifeguard CapL
William Richardson.

A city police helicopter crew
estimated the slick from the spill

was about 300 feet wide and VA
miles long, Richardson said. It

stretched from the ship to an area

north of the city pier, a distance of

about 12 blocks.

A spill normally would not

threaten city beacties because a

common westerly swell would
push it toward more southerly

beaches, but a south-southwesterly

wind was expected to push it

toward Huntington Beach,
Richardson said.

''Right now it*s a wait-and-see,**

he said.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin
is printed on
100% recycled

~ "paper. ~

HISTORY
From page 3

water guns, leaving him with wet

clothes for the class period. Others

put glue or tacks on his seat, or shot

spit wads at him while he sat in

class, he said.

"It was certainly not the year

when your main focus was study,'*

he said.

But Roberts remembers not only

the protests, but the unity among
the SDL female and three male
students. Also, "The black com-
munity was very supportive,**

Roberts said.

The school itself did not provide

special guidance programs for the

black students, so Roberts said his

classmates formed a support group
themselves.

And more than 30 years later,

Roberts said the year he spent at

Central High still has an impact
"My whole presence now has a

different meaning in American
society,** Roberts said, explaining

that he believes he is a part of
history.

The year at Central highlighted

some of the things he was already

aware of, such as racism in the

United States, he said. He also

realized that only an individual's

ch(xce to change p^^onal beha-

vior can make a difference.

Legislation can forbid murder
but it still occurs, Roberts
explained. The same reasoning

applied to segregation in the *SOs— it was illegal, but individuals

still wanted to practice it

The assistant dean recently

attended a 30-year reunion at

Central, now a mostly black

school. He saw the eight other

students, all of whom are success-

ful, he said.

One became a member of
former President Jimmy Carter's

cabinet, and another became a

freelance writer and TV announcer
in San Francisco.

For Robots, African American
History Month does not make him
think of a particular individual

who inspired him. Instead, he said

he modelled himself after people
who advocated the same thing he
fought for at Central High.

"It is important to be active in

the quest for equality,** he said.

PIUPINO
From page 3

school dropout rates in the skits.

The Filipino club decided to

address youths because the issue-

oriented cultural show has not

focussed on them in its 14-year

history. Program Coordinator
Leander Manzano said after the

performance.

The performers, a mix ofold and
new members, also learned much
about the Filipino culture them-
selves, he said.

They are amateurs^r including

many students from the physical

and social sciences majors, said

Manzano, himself a microbiology

studenL

Plans for the show began in the

summer, and performers practiced

lens of hours. They learned to work
together and became a family,

Manzano said.

Their efforts ended Tuesday
night with a standing ovation from
the audience.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493
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WHAT IS BRUIN WOODS?
A) GCLA'S ALUMNI FAMILY RESORT
B) FREE ROOM AND BOARD WITH PAY
C) 45 OF THE BEST FRIENDS YOU'LL EVER MEET
D) A FAMOUS HUNGARIAN ACTRESS

FIND OGT THE ANSWERS AT INFO MEETINGS
Tuesday, 2/13, North Campus 22 12:00
Tuesday, 2/13, Ackerman 2408 7:00
Thursday, 2/15, Ackerman 2408 4:00
Thursday, 2/15, Rieber, 4N Lounge 7:00

*APPLICAT10NS DUE FEBRUARY 22

. i

I.ASU
Student Committee for the Arts

Cnltnral

aflaiis

PRESENT

A REALLY GOOD REASON TO COME TO SCHOOL

§ I>AY

NOON

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

FUNK &
RAP

• I AY

NOON

FREE!
FREE!

RAP &
FUNK

\
'
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A PLUS FOR UCLA!!!
STUDENTS* will receive ^ meal ticket valid at all ASUCLA food facilities

with each donation.

EMPLOYEES will receive our gift of 4 hours leave with pay for each
donation. Applies to UCLA and ASUCLA - most students*, casual,
per diem and career employees. \

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

V "A" Level Room A2'260 UCLA Medical Center
Just down the hall from Student Health.— 825^0850 .

* EACH BLOOD DONATION HAS THE POTENTIAL TO HaP THE LIVES OF UP TO THREE INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS.
Student employees may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets but nor horh . Must have current UCLA student I.D.

* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

hello, out there
by WILLIAM SAROYAN

:r

Co-Directed by
Nairi Davoudian

Marie Angela Kellier

Produced by

Yukie Maruiwa

Performed by

Pascale Barbe
Alice Champlin

Nairi Davoudian
Man Schiller
Derek Stefan

Vernita Perkins

Five Performances'

Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday,

Feb. 8 8:00 p.m.
Feb. 9 8:00 p.m.
Feb. 10 2:00 p.m.
Feb. 11 2:00 p.m.
Feb. 11 .8:00 p.m.

special Guest at Closing Forum

DR. BEVERLY ROBINSON

Presented at:

International Student Center
1023 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood
(213) 825-3384

Donation:

Funded by:

Public $3.00, UCLA $2.00
Council on Programming, Intemational Student Center
Graduate Students Association
ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

INTERNATIONAL THEATfiE
.^T THE L-v1VI::.5:tV of CAJ.tFOR.NIA. irS A.NCELES

DeMONT
From page 3

DeMont started the search for a
donor with his siblings, who had a

25 percent chance of having the

same bone marrow type. When the

results came up negative, he
moved into the unrelated donor
program, where odds of a donor
match-up arc one in 15,000.

For the donor, the process is

considered extremely safe. It

involves a oiic-day procedure

where marrow is drawn from the

hip and leaves the patient with a

"charley-horse" for about a day.

"(For the CML patient) the

process is more like a transfusion

than a transplant You eradicate

the bone marrow that is full of
leukemia, then infuse the donor's

bone marrow into the patient It

begins to grow and if it takes, it

gives the patient a new immune
system," he explained.

While the transplant has a 50
percent success rate, 25 percent of
all CML patients die annually after

failing to find donors with the

same marrow type. For this reason,

DcMont is going public with his

disease and encouraging people to

have their bone marrow typed
when they give blood.

"My goal is to unite all of these

registries. If 200,000 people were
in the U.S. rcgistry (there arc

currcntly only 72,000), it would be
enough to ensure thousands of
donors. If the registries were
larger, and the public was made
awarc of them, no wie would have
to face death from acquiring
(;:ml.''

Most patients die within three to

four years of their di^ghosis.

^ I>eMont was diagnosed 15 months
ago and has already exhausted the

current English, National and
Canadian donor registries, so the

search fw a donor is growing morc
and morc frantic. "If I fall into the

averages and they don't find a
donor, my life is going to end at

age 35."

DeMont also emphasized the

benefits to donors of knowing their

bone marrow types. "For the
donors, in case you arc diagnosed,
it saves crucial time if one knows
their typing, this would be espe-
cially helpful in the case of a
nuclear disaster, because when
people arc exposed to high con-
centrations of radiation it can
cause bone marrow disease."

In addition, recent experiments
arc indicating that a bone marrow
transplant may be a possible curc
for AIDS (acquL-ul iiiiniuac defi-

ciency syndrome).

In one experiment, a bone
marrow transplant was performed
on a patient with AIDS. Although
he died from complications caused
by a tumor, autopsies failed to find
the AIDS vims which had infected
his body prcviously.

Like people with AIDS.
DeMont continually has to face a
society that is ignorant of the facts

surrounding his disease. "Many
people are uninformed and have .

the impression that it is contagious.
They can't accept someone who
has to struggle to survive.

"I have to be among people
without cancer and I need to keep it

silent This is very frustrating. I

have a future that is uncertain, but I -.

have to go on living so I decided to

continue the pursuits which I had I

before the diagnosis, particularly '

bettering myself through educa-
tion."

•

Those wishing to have their r

bone marrow typed and entered

into a domM" registry can contact

the Lifesavers Foundation at 800- ,

950-1050. This organization is
'

working to expand current regi-

stries and link prospective donors

with waiting leukemia patients like _
DeMont

./-
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AWARDS
From page 6

Women's Club pioneered this

award four years ago, Nagy said.

"I was very honored to get the

award." said Francoise Queval, a
graduate student in education. "As
a graduate student you don't reap
a lot of benefits for all you've
done. There's nothing like money
and an award to boost my confi-

dence." Queval's husband is

UCLA astrcMiomy Professor Mark
Morris.

Nadia Shabaik, an undeclared
frcshman, was also "very hon-
ored" to receive the award. "My
parents are financing my educa-
tion, so (the $500) helps them out
(The award) means recognition of
my achievements, both academic
and extracurricular," she said.

All who applied must meet
CCTtain requircments to be consid-

ered for the awards. For example,
the children of faculty must have a
GPA of at least 3.5, have a record
of community service, submit an
essay and be interviewed, Nagy
said.

The Clendenin Scholarship is

given to women with high
acad^ic achievement and good
recohimendations. The award was
initiated six years ago by Emeritus
Professor John Clendenin in honor
of his wife, Nagy said.

The Women's Club began 75
years ago as a group for academic
women, Nagy said. It gradually

became a group for wives of
faculty and now, the club includes

faculty as well.

**Our major focus is the scholar-

ships we give," Nagy said.

From page 7

MWe only dropped ti>e first bomb
to scarc the Soviets, and then we
dropped the second bomb over
Nagasaki to prove we had two."

UCLA political science Profes-

sor Richard Anderson said "killing

the Japanese to make a point to the

Russians, if that was the case, was
a profoundly immoral thing to do,"

He added, 'There is historical

reason to believe that Japan was
moving toward a surrender prior to

the bombings, and in that sense, the

bombs were unnecessary and
inflicted unnecessary deaths on
innocent people.**

Still, director of CISA Michael
D. Intriligator said, "I personally

agree with Bethc. You can't be
idealistic and say we couldn't have
used the weapons. The Japanese
woukl have pursued the war. The
Japanese fought to the last man. If

we had to invade Japanese home-
lands there would have been
thousands more casualties."

In his talk, Bethe discussed the

history of itucl^r testing bans and
the efforts to prevent the develop-

ment of the hydrogen bomb.

\

STUDENT PARKING NOTICE
The UCLA/Veterans Administration "Free"

Student Parking Lots on Ohio and Sawtelle will be
converted to permit parking beginning Spring Quarter,
Monday, March 26, 1990-

Parking Applications may be obtained at the
Parking Services' office in Structure 8, Level 2.

Applications must be received in the Parking Services'
office by Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1990.

If you have any questions, please call 825-9871

.

Thank you.

UCLA Parking Services

AHjplhn FM ^ SagMn Alpla M

RUN FOR THE HEART OF IT

5K KWi to benefit the
AMERICA]^ HEART

ASSOCIATIO]^

SUMDAY, Feb. 11,1990
_ Register Now: All this week on

Bruin Walk 10am to 3pm

Run held at Sam on Sunday _
on Circle Drive adjacent to the ^^^V5\^

IM field
^

Pre-registration near Dance Building

at 7am. " H, ,

$11.00 fee includes T-Shirt

$40.00 fee enters team of four

Ad paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/

USAC Programming Committee

L i^ A.'ilail*._
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A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF
ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON
ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FUl WAY. MARINA DEL REY

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN

STYLISTSANTONIO'S
SPECIAL

SHAMPOO'CUT'STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad (reg $25)

20% OFF BEAUTY SUPPLIES ad

Paul Mitchell, Tri, Redken, and more
479-9751 or 479-8767 (YWr^wSe)

BUG ENGINE REBUILD

(WTTH REBUILDABL2 O

COMPLETE W/:^ARTS,
LABOR, 1NSTALL/».T10N
TU^E-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES*. L2C0RE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. TmsAip 4. Ol OMrac
2 Va>M Adi S Braiw A4
3 Lutw 6. CkMA AJd.

7. S««<o* Air

(VW Bug)

$74.^^
hcPaits&LaborlGas&AkRIteratia

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (i.p.n^c..»> A|%|> 95

8 Owdi Ballay Walv
9 trmxt Frani Enl
10 Cbnipwioo

r 1 1 (m—u« Tm Cooing(praaciaa

(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

TOYOTA

M\%
DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - ^0

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
4534652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

The Student Weltare Commission Presents

AIDS Awareness Week
. February 12th to 16fh

Information Booth: 11-2 Monday through Friday on Bruin
Walk. Schedule of events, pamphlets, and Condomgrams

Monday, February 12th
12:00-1 2:30pm Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

Bruin Plaza
12:30-2:00pnn Reception

Tuesday, February 13th
12:00-1 OOpnn "Sexplanations: How to Tallc About Safe Sex"

Wonnen's Resource Center
2:00-4:00pnn "AIDS on College Campuses"

Ackernnan 2408

Wednesday, February 14th ^Ji^
12:00-2:00pnn Health Experts on How AIDS is Affecting Ethnic

Communities
Ackernnan 2408

Thursday, February 15th

1 :00-3:00pm "AIDS and the Individual--A Personal
Perspective"

Ackernnan 2408 ,

Friday, February 16th
12:00-1 :00pm Noon Concert witti Downey Mildew,
Bruin Plaza

Saturday, February 1 7th -

9:30-12:30pm GALA Dance
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

swc
STUDENT WELFARE

COMMISSION

TENURE
From page 1

because it is not appropriate to

discuss academic personnel
actions publicly."

Horowitz also declined to com-
ment on the design department's

lack of tenured women faculty.

Prior to Swirnoffs tenure
review, her publisher solicited

eight reviews of her book "Dimen-
sions of Color." In addition to

these reviews, the tenure review

committee solicited five reviews

from members of the design

department. According to Swir-

noff, all of the reviews were
"uniformly positive."

Swimoff also received a uni-

formly positive endorsement from
the design department **The con-

sensus of the faculty is that we
want her to be with us," design

department head James Bassler

said. "She is an integral part of our
program, both on the graduate and
on the undergraduate level."

Swimoff believes that she is ttie

victim of an unfair procedure.

'The procedure was violated, and
with it my academic rights," she

said.

"Because the letters of support

were dismissed, the review com-
mittee appointed an individual to

read my book and review it,"

Swimoff said. Due to the secretive

nature of the tenure review pro-

cess, "a reviewer can write a

devastatingly negative review and
not be accountable for it, nor does

the process give the person whose
work is being demolished a chance
for rebuttal."

She said that whoevCT reviewed
her book disputed the (x^mise of it

and "the committee rubber-
stamped thr flndings of this indivi-

dual and I was denied tenure."

Swimoff*s work has been
shown in 29 exhibitions as well as

several permanent collections.

These "exhibitions are the equiva-

lent of research and publication,"

she said.

Twenty-five graduate students

in the design department have
protested the committee's decision

to deny Swimoff tenure in a
written statement addressed to

Dwight Read, chairman of the

Committee on Privilege and
Tenure.

"Ms. Swimoff's work is

exemplary. Her exibition record is

impressive and her level of artistic

professionalism is outstanding,"

the statement read.

"The decision of the university

to deny Ms. Swimoff tenure
despite the unanimous recommen-
dation of her department must
have been based on an incorrect

interpretation of the facts or upon
discriminatory or other inappropri-

ate grounds," it read.

D̂id you know?

The Daily Bruin
Is printed on

1 00% recycled

paper.

r
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Drank driver

convicted in

fburdeatlis
The Associated Press

PASADENA — A man who
drank 10 glasses of beer before

taking a drive that ended in death
for two mothers and their small

daughters during a evening stroll

was convicted Wednesday of gross
vehicular manslaughter.

Former Glendale city worker
William Conway faces up to 18

years in prison when he is sen-

tenced March 7.

Along with the four vehicular

manslaughter counts, he also was
convicted of two counts of causing
an accident with injuries while
driving under the influence of
alcohol.

Valerie Cramer, 32, her daught-

er Brianna, 9, and Patricia Carr, 36,

and her daughter, Caren, 6, were
killed July 13, 1988 as they stood
on a traffic island on Verdugo
Road. Cramer's son, Billy, 11,

survived the Crash.

Tests showed Conway's blood-

alcohol level was .15 percent, well

over the .10 percent level that was
legal at the time.

In a silent closing argument,

Eteputy District Attorney James
Rogan silently lined up 10 plastic

cups on the jury's banister and
filled them with beer. Rogan didn't

say a word. He hekl up four fingen
then snapped his fingers to show
how quickly four lives were
extinguished.

The six-man, six-woman
Superior Court jury that was
shaken by graphic police video-

tape of the accident scene deliber-

ated less than one day before

delivering the verdicts.

VlGiL
From page 1

The vigil, which will coincide

with International Women's Day,

will be similar to one held two
years ago, when more than 300
people marched from Westwood
Plaza to Murphy Hall advocating

campus safety.

This vigil, however, may
include a march in front of the

fraternities. The representatives

said they will discuss this idea in

future meetings.

Interfratemity Council (IFC)

President Gary Hobart said he

welcomes the vigil if the groups

want to raise consciousness about

rape everywhere. Some fraternity

members may even join the event,

IFC Second Vice President Sher-

rick Murdoff said.

But Hobart said he would
disagree with it if the groups just

want to single out the fraternities.

Representatives from Women's
Coalition and School of Public

Health students have already com-
mitted to the vigil, and the other

representatives will return to their

groups for a formal approval.

Undergraduate Academic
Affairs Commissioner Florie Ara-

novich. Student Facilities Com-
missioner Judy Hemandez and
Executive Vice President Maria

Rabuy said they will lobby under-

graduate govemment to fund the

evenL

The vigil organizers will also

contact more on- and off-campus

groups and celebrities for support

Public health student Mary
Dooley, who brought the idea to

the groups, said the vigil has

affirmed to her that "there are good

people here." Dooley has previ-

ously written a letter to The Bruin

supporting ttie anonymous woman
and received a threatening phone

call for her support

. /
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Less than 5 minutes from campus...

Tablecloths... Napkins... N' PIZZA too!
(RATED BEST BY AM LA (KA8C-TV)-0THER PUBLICATIONS)

LUNCH MON.-FRI. -COCKTAILS
ALSO REGULAR DINNER SPECIALS^AII 5 Course Dinners Complete (with Soup and Salad « Bevefape & Desert)

ilaBan Restaurant In a Light-Hearted ftoman Style

WEST L.A. 10929 W.PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR

STUDENTS WHO NEED ^
MONEY FOR COU.EGE

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing overSIO billion m private

sector funding
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests career plans family heritage and place of residence.

• There s money available for students who have been newspaper ear-

ners grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc
• Results GUARANTEED

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

apaneie \_utAin*
OPEN DAILY

LUNCH
MON-SATIiaOAM-ZPM

DINNER
MON THUR 5-10:30 PM

FRI SAT 5-11 PW
SUN 5-10 PM

f

YAKINIKU

TBUPURA

TERIYAKl

Sea fooiB I
~-j

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE: WAITER/WAITRESSES

2031 WILSHIRE BLVD.- SANTA MONICA 453-4846^

f

90% ofcampus rapes start here.
Whemever there'^ drinking or drugs, things can get out of hand.
So it's no surprise that most campus rapes involve alcohol.

But men should know that under any circumstances, sex without
the other person's consent is considered rape. A felony, punishable

by prison. And drinking is no excuse.

That's why, when you party, it's good to know what your limits are.

You see, a little sobering thought now can save you from a big

problem later.

Rape Treatment Center

21W19-4000
'"'"'^~—;-^^

_v_,..

C>1969 Ftape Treatment Center, Sar^ Monica Hospital.

"^Mpi^m'i^im^
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint Viewpoint

Rratemities need to take the lead
in promoting education, awareness
By Gary A. Hobart

As President of the Interfratemity Council, I

am addressing the victim of a rape, the UCLA
campus community, and most importantly, the

members of the UCLA fraternity system.

To the anonymous victim and other victims

of rape: For you I express my deepest
sympathy and support. I am anguished to find

that the perpetrators of this incident have failed

to live up to any of the virtues upon which
the fraternity system is founded. For you, the

system will forever be an anathema, and the

incident your nemesis. For this, I am sorry. I

implore you to assist the system of justice as

best you can. I cannot completely know the

additional hwror which you would face, nor
the frustration which an insensitive legal system
imposes on the victim of a rape, but without
your help I fear these criminals will go
unpunished. Anonymous, no one is more
interested in seeing that the perpetrators of a

rape are brought to justice than I. Please, help
the authorities to rid our system of these

criminals.

To the UCLA community: I am disturbed by
the allegations of a rape being committed by
members of a UCLA fraternity. 1 too would
like to see that justice is served. Please be
informed, however, that the Interfratemity

Council has received no information with
regard to this matter other than the contents of
the anonymous letter which appeared in the

Dmly Bruin on Jan. 25. Therefore, the Inter-

fratemity Council has no way of verifying the

event, but, more importantly, we have no way
of identifying the organization or the individu-

als involved in this incident. I am not
dismissing the occurrence of a rape. One would
have to wholly ignorant of today's society to

beheve that rape does not occur. It is a

potential disaster not only within the fraternity

system, but in many segments of our campus
community. Our system of brotherhood is not
designed to shield rapists from the justice they
deserve, and I am not in su{^rt of any
organization, fraternity or otherwise, which
would knowingly accept this attitude. If any of
you can aid in exposing the criminals involved
in this heinous act, please notify the proper
authorities. I do not wish to have rapists

among the fraternity ranks.

To the members of the UCLA fraternity

system: You are being blamed for perpetuating

rape. We are not rapists, and I hope that no
self-respecting fraternity man would want to be
associated with anyone who would perpetuate

such a criminal act Rape is a crime. If you
have any evidence involving the occurrence of
a rape, do your legal duty and maintain your
honor notify the proper authorities.

Gentlemen, rape has no place in our system.
While we may know this to be true, there are
those on our campus who doubt our integrity.

Now, there is the age-old argument that we are
not being given a fair break in the media by
non-Greeks. Gentlemen, on this campus we are
going to fall under close scrutiny for our
actions; however, let this not be a source of
dismay — let it fuel our desire to develop as

examples to the community.
We will always be placed under the

microscq)e of a public which views the actions

of an individual as the intent of the group,
especially when that group is as close-knit as

the brotherhood of a fraternity. To some extent,

I believe this can work in our favor; fw, as

my father once told me, a good leader accepts
criticism because he is being asked to be better

than the norm and to set the example. A
leader accepts criticism, valid or not, so as to

improve himself and those he leads. In this

respect, gentlemen, while we may disagree with

those who are skeptical of the merits of the

fraternity system, let us not concern ourselves

with proving them wrong, let us prove them
right.

This brings me, gentlemen, not to the end of

an unfortunate, despicable, and isolated event,

for a rape will forever remain with the victim

and in the conscience of the attacker; not to

the end of the criticism, for it will continue;
and most definitely not to the end of the

I»'oblems we face, for we have miany. Rather,

this brings me to the beginning of the solution.

That solution starts with you. Although our
problems mirror the many which are pervasive
in the general society, we have an arsenal

which they are lacking — leadership.

As a leader in the fratemity system, you can
use the pubhc's criticism to initiate the first

component in our search for solutions —
education. Through the education of our mem-
bership, important societal issues will be more
readily understood It is only be education on
these issues that we can confront the short-

comings in our system.

Acquaintance rape, alcohol and substance
abuse, hazing, and tort liability are a few of
the issues which confront the fratemity system,
not just on this campus, but across the United
States. Gentlemen, listen to the criticism.

I challenge any of you who consider yourself
leaders to personally educate your chapter. The
education of the fratemity system must be done
internally using its own influential leaders —
this is the uniqueness of leadership in the

fraternities. Only by being a part of the

fratemity system can one have such a tremend-
ous impact on that system. Fratemity leadership
in the fratemities. Only by being a part of the

fraternity system can one have such a tremend-
ous impact on that system. Fratemity leadership

in an area like education is necessary because
what we do has such a tremendous impact
upon our campus.

Gentlemen, let us be leaders in addressing

society's issues, and let the critics assess our
success or failure. In this manner we can
evaluate our effectiveness.

If you need information or would like to get
involved in membership education on an
interfratemity level, contact me at the Office of
Fratemity and Sorority Relations, 118 Men's
Gym. •

Hobart. a senior majoring in political science,

is the president of UCLA's Interfratemity

Council.

Homes, businesses rely

on liazardous toxics
By Holly Carrington and Amalie Couvlllion

Letters

Readers:

I would just like to let our

readers know that the author

of "Behind the scenes at the

fraternities,** a letter in the Jan.

31 issue of The Bmin, has

been verified. The author is a

member of a UCLA fratemity.

His identity will remain abso-

lutely confidential.

I would also like to take
this opportunity to restate our
policy about anonymous letters.

The Bruin will keep all biogra-

phical information confidential

when printing the name would
cause physical or psychological

harm. However, we will not

accept unsigned material: we
must know who the author is.

Nineteen percent of all water systems tested nationwide
have shown some level of toxic contamination. More than 560
million tons of industrial toxic wastes are produced annually in

the United States (more than two tons per person). Literally

billions of pounds of toxic compounds are emitted without
restriction into the air Americans breathe each year.

Increasing development of "toxic technology" over the past 50
years has led to an increasing dependency on toxic chemicals for

use in the home and the woiicplace. However, with this

dependency has come the inevitable results of health hazards and
damage to the earth's ecosystem resulting from an overabundance
of toxic chemicals, as well as misuse and unsafe disposal

methods. With incidents like "Love Canal" becoming commonp-
lace woridwide, and with news headlines about ghost ships

paying off underdeveloped countries to dump cargos of toxic

wastes in their harbors, no one can deny that the politics of
toxics are out of control.

What must be done? Looking to solve this problem
comprehensively and for the long term means attacking the root

of the problem. The only real solution is pollution prevention, or
in CALPIRG terminology, 'Toxics Use Reduction", the concept
of reducing use of toxics rather than being only concerned about
the end product The preventative approach takes into account
problems of worker exposure, consumer exposure (to products
containing toxic chemicals), and disposal.

This strategy is amazingly simple, and in the long term, cost- •

effective. Many businesses have found that oftentimes simple
changes in production processes can save substantial amounts of
money. Changes can be as simple as better monitoring of leaks.

For example, Exxon Chemical installed floating roofs over tanks

of volatile organics, thereby reducing evaporative losses of
valuable products and reducing the hazardous waste stream into

the atmosphere. Other changes involve substitutions: Cleo Wrap,
the worid's largest producer of gift wrapping pap^, converted
from organic solvent-based inks to water based inks in all of its

operations, preventing the release of up to 300,000 pounds of
hazardous waste per year. Finally modifications in the

production line are possible with a prime example being Hill Air
Force Base in Ogden, Utah altering its method of stripping paint
from aircraft by replacing chemical solvents with sandblasting
equipment. The sandblasting uses plastic beads which can be
reused. This prevents the introduction of toxics in the waste
stream and exposure of workers to the hazardous solvents.

The PIRGs have developed a legislative strategy in working
towards more comprehensive Toxics Use Reduction:

1) Assess the Problem: The prerequisite to solving a problem
is to understand the problem. There must be standardized
reporting by industries on the toxic chemicals they use and
where they end up in the environment CALPIRG is currently
sponsoring AB1728, the Toxics Truth Act, in the State

Legislature to mandate such a system of reporting.

2) Research Alternatives: Industry will not be able to change
methods of production unless the technology is available.

CALPIRG is also sponsoring AB1430, the Toxics Use Reduction
Institute Act to found such an institute based at UC Berkeley
which will coordinate research on alternatives to toxics and ways
to minimize toxics in industrial processes and will also train field

staff to help businesses implement the newly found strategies.

3) Phase-outs of the Most Hazardous Chemicals and Citizen
Enforcement The last step in the platform will phase-out the

most hazardous chemicals as well as give rights to citizens to

have access to information and rights to request public hearings

to discuss our plans, inspect toxic user's facilities, and sue to

enforce any state's environmental laws.

In California there is broad-based bipartisan support and much
support form industry for the platform, including such companies
as Intel, the largest microchip manufacturer in the US. Thanks to

this support and tireless effort on the part of
CALPIRG volunteers, advocates, and lobbyists, AB1728 and
AB1430 are both halfway through the legislature in less than a
year. But there is much work left to be done...

If you want to get involved in this issue or just learn more
about the problem and the solution on a political and a personal
level, I would encourage you to come to CALPIRG 's forum on
*The Politics of Toxics" on Thursday, February 8 at 5:00 in

Ackerman 3517.

Valarle De i^ Garza
Editor-in-Cliief

Carrington is the Chairperson of the UCLA chapter of CALPIRG
and Couvillion is the coordinator of CALPIRG' s toxics project.
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Rape: a societal problem that needs to be addressed by all
Although I am a

Women's Studies pro-

fessor and a feminist, I

have been confming the topics

of my column to some of the

issues too often neglected by
feminists, namely racism and
the plight of working class

people in this country. (Perhaps
it is more appropriate to say
that it is because I am a
feminist that I have been
expressing these concerns.) I

know I was invited to write

this column so that feminist

concerns would be addressed.

When "feminist** is deflned in

a particular way, it is expected
that one will speak "as a
woman** about womb's issues,

just as Asian Americans are

always expected to address

Asian American issues; the

disabled, lesbian/gay, and the

like, to address "their own**
interests. We arc seen as the

"special interest** people. What
we have to say gets narrowly

applied.

This process of keeping "us**

within the narrow conflnes of
someone else*s framewcx'k was
brought home to me some
weeks ago when I was a panel

moderator during the "Women
under Occupation" week of
events. A white woman from
France attacked the organizers

of the panel for having only
"minority** groups represented

(American Indian, African

American, Latina, and Asian
American) when, in her words.
North America is made up of
Western Europeans. Where is

the white woman panelist? she

Sondra
Haie
asked. Who would speak for

their interests? (At that point I

was not about to stand up and
be counted as the "representa-

tive** of white women on the

panel; apparently she didn*t

notice me!) Margaret Piescod,

eloquent spokesperson for

Black Women for Wages fw
Housework, had just given a

broad framework of interesting

concerns for women, people of
color, and working class peo-

ple. I realized that, although I

had found myself deftly "repre-

sented** by Prescod*s presenta-

tion, the French woman had
not. When women of color

speak about women, white

women usually do not hear

w6^n, only color. This exclu-

sion from womanhood is akin

to exclusion from humanity, a
virulent (hopefully curable)

form of racism.

One of the tactics I use in

my work against this tendency

to keep "special interest** peo-

ple in their places is to

address myself to concerns

which are not thought of as

"my concern**. I don*t mean
that I talk about these from

the vantage point of "expert**.

How arrogant! But I use a
"cross-over** strategy (as in

music). When I attend a rally

about El Salvador, I wear my
buttons about Palestine or

about lesbian or reproductive

rights. At feminist events, I try

to make visible working class

and racial/ethnic issues.

Previously in this column,
then, I have not addressed

"women's issues** or "women's
problems**, as most people nar-

rowly defme them. This time,

however, by addressing myself
to the subject of rape^ I will

be seen as doing just that

There is the problem.

I don*t want to devote a lot

oi space to defining rape, to

talking about how it is a
societal problem and not just a

"women*s problem", etc. The
recent debates in the pages of
this newspaper point to evay-
one's concern: women as vic-

tims; men as perpetrators;

women as self-defenders and
potential punishers o( violators;

men as defenders from castra-

tion and other suggested forms
of punishment and revenge;

men as apologists (as in

explaining away) for them-

selves and other men; men as

apologists (as in regretful and
guilty) for themselves and

otiicT men; women as protec-

tors of the nten they have
been socialized to protect; and
women and men as participants

in same-sex bonding, etc.

All generalizations about
why rape occurs and what
"kind" of man does it have
not led to consensus in these

pages. Questions are raised

about the fraternity system that

breeds rapist fantasies and that

structures its social life in

accordance with those fantasies,

about a complacent or ineffec-

tual universi^ administration,

about the media as anoth^
kind of fratemity system, etc.

Solutions have been offered:

punish or ban fratemities, take
legal action, form support
groups, develop stiffer penal-

ties, leam self-defense, etc.

These may all be good stop-

gap measures. But it's like

pouring a glass of water on a

prairie fire, slowly.

No matter how much we try

to shape statistics, point to our
superior reportage, and expand
the defmition of "violence" top

point to other places, the fact

remains that violence against

women and children is greater

in the United States than

anywhere in the world.

When women are not valued

as much as men in the society

(partially because much of the

work we perform is uncompen-
sated in a world of the wage,
and the jobs we hold do not

earn as much), then there is

not way that men will not

view women as their property,

the objects of their privilege,

and of lesser significance in

terms of the expression and
maintenance of human dignity

and autonomy. And as long as

women are not emancipated in

terms of sexuality, then men
will exploit that But. likewise,

as k)ng as most of the men in

this society (if not the frater-

nity rapists) are brutalized in

the work force and thrown on
the mercy of the nurturing

woman for their only solace,

they will join with the bruta-

lizers. Or, as long as men are

trained to falsely believe that

they arc the providers, the

protectors, and the guardians of
women, they will effect owner-
ship. And in a society based
not only on the wage, on
capital, but on competition for ,

that wage, men will believe

that they have a right to take

that which is "rightly theirs.**

Even another person's body.

Until we begin to decon-

struct these societal notions at

all levels of society, i.e., start-

ing in elementary school and >

before, we will continue to

move into deeper trouble.

Let*s all become "cross-
over" artists and see rape as

our problem and ourselves not
as defenders, apologists, vindi-

cators, punishers, but as edu-
cators and actors in our own
drama.

Hale is a professor of
anthroplogy and women's stu-

dies.
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Contributor

rotest politics and religion fuse

together to create the heady and
unique Jamaican sound known to the

faithful as reggae music. The word 'reggae,'

which has long been in use in the streets of
Kingston, Jamaica, is commonly translated as

"everyday, common; from the people."

Reggae is a strong but strange tree with
roots sunk into the volatile soils of politics and
religion, entwining to foi^ a spirit of unity

and message that is unequaled.

The roots most essential to the reggae tree

are the pure musical foundations, the Rastafa-
rian religion and Jamaican conflict politics.

Musically, one can trace reggae music far

back to pre-slavery West Africa. The music of
the early West Africans was characterized by
much call and response chanting and complex
polyrhythms, both of which exist extensively in

contemporary reggae.

These patterns and rhythms survived the

journey to the New World and became the
slave work songs and religious songs that

provided a spirit of unity for a people forcibly

removed from their homeland and pressed into
service.

This Afro-Caribbean slave music further

developed into diverse musical styles such as

Rastafaii
The Rastafarian religion is generally thought

to be composed of dreadlocked, ganja (mari-

juana) smoking people who do nothing but play

reggae all day.

This stereotype has some basis in fact, but in

truth, the practitioners of Rastafarianism are as

diverse as those of Christianity.

Rastafarians beheve that Haile Selassie I,

Emperor of Ethiopia from 1930-1975 was and
is Jah, the omnipotent, omniscient creator and
living god. Also, all Rastafarians believe that

the redemption of the black man can come only
from repatriation to Africa, preferably
Ethiopia.

Rastafarianism began in the early 20th

century with a man named Marcus Garvey.
Garvey was an extremely charismatic indivi-

dual who preached repatriation to Africa for all

black people, and was thought to be a prophet
in many black communities, including Jamai-
ca.

In 1927, he jjrophesied the coming of a black
king in Africa, which would signal the day of
deliverance of the black people.

Ras Makonnen Tafari, the name from which
the word Rastafari is derived, was crowned in

Ethiopia in 1930. At his coronation, he took the

name Haile Selassie, which means power of
the holy trinity. He also referred to himself as

The Lion of Judah, and claimed descent from
the biblical King Solomon.

Instantly in Kingston, some affirmed his

divinity. Thus Rastafarianism spread over the

island until it became the dominant cultural

force in Jamaica.

Most reggae musicians are either Rastafa-

rians, like Bob Marley and the Wailers, or are

at least influenced by it. Many reggae songs are

hymns, praising Haile Selassie, or, as he is

sometimes called, Jah Rastafari.

Today, Rastafarianism so pervades reggae
and vice versa that it is difflcult to think of them
as separate units.

Reggae audiences are getting larger every
year. Reggae's spirit is infectious; even people
who may think the worship of Haile Selassie is

ridiculous usually find themselves chanting

"Jahi" along wilh the perfonners.

Wttnl Dall

Calypso in Trinidad, and Manto (which is

basically Calypso with an amalgamation of

influences from old Enghsh sea shanties to

Cuban rhumba) which were important fore

bearers of contemporary reggae.

The 1950s and l%Os were a turning point

for Jamaican music. As the world became
smaller, industrialized and urbanized, Jamaica
was exposed to American Rhythm and Blues,

which gained instant popularity and spelled the

demise of Mento. Jamaican musicians would
later reconcile the Mento and R&B styles into

an unparalleled Jamaican sound known as

*Ska,' that was upbeat with a slightly manic
tempo.

'Ska' developed into a slower, more political

music called 'rock steady,' and the integration

of Rastafarian drumming, which accentuated the

second and fourth beats instead of the flrst and
third preferred by most western music, culmi-

nated with Toots and the Maytals 1968
recording of "Do the Reggay" for the offlcial

beginning of reggae.

The music quickly came into its own in

Jamaica, but it took an exceptional man to sell

it to the world.

Bob Marley, acknowledged to be the king of

reggae by many, was bom in Jamaica in 1945.

He was playing in Jamaica in the late '60s,

but it was not until 1972 that his musical \

career became international. In that year. Bob
Marley and the Wailers, which included reggae

greats Bunny Wailer and Peter Tosh, author of
"Stand Up For Your Rights," were signed to

the new label. Island Records.

From 1972-1974 the Wailers recorded three

successful albums, which included hits such as

"I Shot the Sheriff," later recorded by Eric

Clapton, and many other songs with Rastafarian

and protest themes.

In 1974, the Wailers broke up, and Bunny
Wailer, Tosh and Marley went solo to bring

reggae to the world, although Marley's status

remained supreme.

Out of these, three, however, only Bunny
Waiter is still Naliy^ylob Marley died of cancer
in 1981, and Peter Tosh met a violent end
some years later when an unknown number of

people lMX)ke into his Jamaican home and killed

him.

The years from 1981 to the present mark a

struggle to All the gap left by the death of

Bob Mariey, and an assimilation of reggae by
northern musicians such as The Police, who
had a hit single with the essentially reggae

"Roxanne."

For a time it indeed looked like the

international popularity of reggae was only a
trend carried on by the personality of Bob
Martey, but today Reggae music is resurfacing

in its "pure" form.

Ziggy Martey's 1988 Conscious Party album
did exceptionally well on the Billboard charts,

reminding record companies of the value of

this ethnic Jamaican music. Today, more reggae

acts are being signed than ever before..

Another testament to the growing popularity

of reggae music is the success of the Annual
Bob Mariey Day Celebration. This year it sold

out the 20,000 seat Long Beach Arena to one
of the most diverse concert audiences any-

where.

Jamaican music has always evolved, incorpor-

ating outside influences without a second
thought, and the reggae of the present is no
exception. Reggae bands at the Bob Marley
Day Celebration sported funkier bass lines, rap

and snippets of past non-reggae hits to keep
the music sounding fresh and new.
The "pure musical roots" of reggae music

mean little without the Rastafarian religion and
Jamaican conflict politics to give theme to the

music.

Tlicse roots of reggae contribute to the

strength and potency of reggae music, and help

K) explain why the ghetto-music of a small

iribtean island has become so intemati

and so inciedibly popular.

AFRICAN
AMffilCANHISTORY
MONTH

Editor's Note: This is the second

part of a series of articles examin-
ing the cultural contributions of

African Americans. Since reggae

and rap music have 'caught fire'

and become a vital component of

the American cultural-music

scene, we thought they deserved a

look.

,p^
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Marley's spirit reigns at

9th annual rasta celebration
By Matt Ball

Contributor

CONCERT: 9th Annual Bob Marfey
Day Ceht)ratk)n. with Satta Blue. Doll
and the Sensations. Tippa Irie. Shine-
head, and Black Uhuru at the Long
Beach Arena. February 4. 1990.

sense of community,
unity, and the smell of
ganja pervaded the air of

the 9th Annual Bob Marley Day
Celebration at the Long Beach
Arena last Sunday.

The booths inside the arena sold

everything the reggae neophyte
and veteran alike could desire,

with the exception of steel dntms.
The food was a mixture of

greasy arena processed gluk —
items you wouldn't eat anywhere
else but at a concert — and
African/Jamaican goodies such as

fendy Shaw sings at the

Bob Marley Day reggae test

akra, curried goat, and fried bana-

nas.

There was even a Greek food

stand selling Gyros, like hotcakes,

and doing its best to fit in. Luckily,

Greek and African food look very

much alike.

The place was packed, sold out,

out of tickets; from a vantage point

on the sardine can-like floor,

which was packed to the gills with

all manner of swaying fans, this

was apparent

It was so crowded that through-

out the show, the MC, a dread-

locked rastafarian named
Smoothie Jones (who bounded out

onstage after every set chanting the

bands* names) kept imploring the

audience to step back and go up to

the bleachers. Time after time he

was cheerfully ignored by the

zonked crowd.

The crush at the front grew so

great at one point that some people

actually fainted and had to be

removed so they would avoid

geaing samba'd on.

But apart finom this, the crowd
was well behaved— keep in mind
having 20,000-plus people in close

quarters like this is dangerous.

There was only one really inter-

esting fight, which seems to

suggest that stoned people are not

wont to cause much violent trou-

ble.

The music ranged from medio-
cre to top quality.

Occupying the mediocre categ-

ory were Satta Blue and Dell and
the Sensations.

Satta Blue's lead singer looked

like an intellectual, dreadlocked

Cosby Kid. He couldn't,icen 4o

Black Uhuru celebrates reggae at the Marley test in Long
Beach.

sing on key for the life of himself,

or the listening pleasure of anyone

else.

Ddl and the Sensations were
rniTdly entertaining, but seemed to

come straight out of Benny's

Barca Calypso Lounge deep in the

heart of touristville, Nfiami.

Wendy Shaw, a devout Rastafa-

rian, delivered a set of spiritual

numbers that were captivating.

She had a great voice and stage

presence, and it was a shame that

her set was not made longer —
perhaps at the expense of Satta

Blue's.

Tippa Irie sounded like a combi-

nation between rap and reggae.

Tho^ was something really odd
about this act, though, and it's

possible that a point was missed at

this time in the show. Tippa Irie,

the lead singer, had a sister named
Nfrs. Irie whose sole onstage

function seemed to be grabbing her

crotch and leering at the audience.

It was mystifying, to say the least

Playing good, straightforward

reggae was Mighty Diamonds,
who featured three singers doing

great harmonies.

Occupying the top quality

category were Shinehead and
Black Uhuru.

Shinehead combined snippits of

Western pop tunes, such as "We
Will Rock You" by Queen, and
"Come Together" by the Beatles,

with rap, rock, and reggae to create

a sound that was full and fresh. If

only their recordings were as good
as their performances.

Black Uhuru headlined the

event with more or less straightfor-

ward reggae; but, by the time they

went on, many people were
streaming out having had enough

for one day.

If you like reggae music, then it

would be a good idea to see the

next one of these, or check out

these bands live or on recording.

Remember though, you may be

disappointed in the sound quality,

as most reggae music is stfll not

recorded aU that weU.
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ART
Continuing

Secrets, Dialougues, Revelations: The

Art of Betye and Aiison Saar

Wight Art Gallery thru Feb. 25

825-9345

Continuing

10 Photographers: Olympic Images

2nd Floor Wooden Center, thru Feb. 28

825-3701

MUSIC
Noon Concert

Jungle Brothers

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm

825-6564

FILM
Archive Television Fomm
"The New Journalism"

Melnitz Theater, 730 pm
206-FILM

Indiana Jones A the Last Crusade'^

llaiders of the Lost Arc"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm

$150
825-1958

SPECIAL EVENT
Showcase '90 Aeditions

Cooperage 5-10 pm
825-6564

r>)A.A^A

MUSIC
Junior Recitals

Philip Ho, violin-

Tamani Eaton, piano, 2 pm

Malcolm MacKenzie. voice

Stacy Frederick, voice, 4 pm
Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall

825-4761

Los Angeles Baroque Orchestra

Schoenberg Auditorium, 8 pm
$12 Students $7

825-9261

DANCE
ISO Dance Theatre

RoyceHall 8 pm

$24 19 16, Students $8 Early Student Rush

825-9261

FILM
CineflM Movies

The Projectionist"

Melnitz Theater, 7 30 pm

206-FILM

"Raiders of the Lost Arc"

Indiana Jones A the Last Crusade"

"Athens, GA/lnside-Our

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
$150

825-1958

^ S^kZu/iMkM

DANCE
ISO Dance Theatre

RoyceHall 8pm
$24 19. 16. Students $8 Early Student Rush

CenterSlage Pre-perlormance Lecture

250 Royce Hall, 7 pm
825-9261

>U/K^M5i^/

ART
Opening

PaiRtings A Drawings by Sedeika

International Student Center Gallery, thru

Feb 28

208-4587

Opening

UCU UndeiiradMrte Art Exhibition

Wight Art Gallery, thru Feb. 25

825-9345

MUSIC
American Youth Symphony
Royce Hall, 8 pm
825-9261

ISO Dance
^i;.>.<#e»a.s«it.»^^...*.i.-^;tf^-aij»*ay»««

eatre

F I L

The Dawn of Sound: A Tribute to

Vltaphone

Vitaphone Shorts

"The Divine Lady"

'Tempest'

Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm

$5, Students $3

206-FILM ^ .

RADIO
An Interview with Betye A
Alisoa Saar On their exhibtt at the

Wight Art Gallery

KMPC-AM710,9pm

-1

Mcf\Aa^

MUSIC
Noon Concert

Nmg Liu, tlute

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm
825-4761

iu^^AY^At

ART
Reception

UndefyadiatB Art Exfcibitfon

Wight Art Gallery, 5-7 pm
825-9345

MUSIC
Noon Concert

Persian New Year Concert

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
825-6564

F I L

Classics and Rediscoveries

'Hollywood Hotel"

'Boy Meets Girl"

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm

$5, Students $3

206-FILM

LECTURE
Jean-Pierre Plooij: "The Return of the

Dutch Radio Play"

German Reading Rm., 302Boyce Hall, 3 pm
825-3955

SPECIAL EVENT
Niidtei Celtnral Niglit

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
825-7184

The company returns to Royce Hall to perform the

U.S. Premiere of "Time Out," a fast-paced and wide
ranging meditation on the clockwork mechanisms of

contemporary life, set to an original score by
Ludovico Einaudi.

"It's hard to imagine anything more engagingly
playful, humane and spontaneous" {los Angeles Times).

Fri. and Sat., Feb. 9 & 10 at 8:00 p.m.

Royce Hall

$24, 19, 16; 8 (Students)

$8 Special Student Rush starts

Thursday!
Contact the Central Ticket Office (located in

Pauley Pavilion) for tickets.

CenterStage pre-performance lecture

Sat., Feb. 10 7:00-7:30 p.m.

Lecturer: Llewellyn Grain

F^ Wed^^4^4^ i i
,/

MUSIC
Naon Caacart

Pablo Asian, string bass

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm
825-4761

Laurie Anderson

"Empty Places"
FILM

Tht ArcMva Talavision Theatar

"No Time lor Sergeants"

"Doyle Against the House"

Dickson Auditorium, 7:30 pm
206-FILM Vn.

student tickets available to UCLA Students only through the UCLA
Central Ticket Offfice (Pauley Pavilion).

4-.

Mftf/wafnc iictoH in ituc r^lftnriaf afA ^Q^C nnlocc nthornfi'^p rtotixi Fat lidinAC anfl pfifnfTtfn t
'^ rail

ptt/ytdTTto ftjtUU ttt tttta t/att?TtUaf arc rnCC uTtit?33 vWitfiWltJc 9tCitt>U. fvr ttdtrity? ottU W?TtltllCtrT5 txttl

206-8974

$8.00

Sun., Feb. 1 1 at 8:00 p.m.

Wlltern Theatre (Wllshire & Western)

These tickets are made available by major support from the Uia WaHace-Reader's Digest Fund.

UCLA Arts Weekly is provided by The UCLA Student Committee for the Arts every Thursday for the Daily Bruin

Arts and Entertainment Section ^ T ^
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Tippa Irie creates new vibes, styles in
By Chip Phillips

Contributor

It has often been said that the

only way to achieve legendary

status is to change with the times.

More precisely, to adopt all that

was positive and good of the old

and replace the negative with the

fresh concepts of the new.
This adage can easily be used to

describe the evolution of Jamaican
music, a style through whose
history echoes the past rhythms of
roclc steady, blue beat, and reggae.

The development of these musi-
cal forms is still in progress today,

as various artists vie for the new
sound that will gamer them legen-

dary status.

Among these progressive musi-
cians is Anthony Henry, letter

known as Tippa Irie, whose new
sound in reggae is turning heads

and demanding recognition.

As the rhythmic sound ofreggae
still is heard reverberating through

the streets of South London's
Caribbean community, it is the

new form that pervades one's

senses — one far different than

that which engulfed young Henry

and governed him in his pursuit of

musical acclaim.

No longer are the sweet sounds
of vintage reggae 45 's, by such

artists as U-Roy, Dillinger, or

Prince Jazz Bo the preeminent

sound on the streets; but, instead,

the more lively, positive sounds of

Irie and his fellow "dance hall"

artists now spin on the turntables

of every household.

=AFRICAN
SAMB^ICAN^HISTORY— MO NTH

"It's reggae for the future, you
know?," said Irie during a recent

telephone int^view. "A new vibe

in reggae."

This new '*vibe" in reggae was
felt this past Sunday by the

thousands of eager listeners who
packed the Long Beach Arena in

commemoration of Bob Marley
Day. Tippa, kicking off a six weelc,

thirty city, U.S. tour, provided the

skanking masses with a spirited

mix of melodies, featuring selec-

tions from his earlier works as well

as tracks from his mew album AH
ME DIS.

The new album continues Tip-

pa's hit bound ways with ten

"toasts," dynamic hybrids of rap

and reggae, including the Euro-

pean reggae smashes "Ragamuffin
Girl," which already hit number
one on last summer's British

Reggae charts, and "Billy Bron-

co," a fast, fun, taste of toasting

South London style.

The success Tippa has encoun-
tered with his new album, howev-
er, is a sharp contrast from his

early start within the realm of
[X'ofessional music.

As a teenager, he was headlin-

ing at such reputable sound sys-

tems as King Tubby's, and Saxon
(with Maxi Priest), where the

youthful exuberance of his live

toasts contradicted the painful

existence of living on the streets.

Despite his dance hall triumphs, he

was laboring financially; and it

was not until Tippa won the

See TIPPA, page 27 Reggae innovator Tippa irie.

VISION CARE
See the difference

I

quality and

timely service canj

. make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

I

m\wm

ACIMICMOK^W

CTSA
CHEATHEAD!'

Ray I oynd. I A Timiti

"A BENT COMEDY.
REAL FUN."

OONSAXON W«HTR BLUME
J«N FOSTER JOEL QUAKSIMO

Written by

WM. S. LEAVENGOOD
Dnected Oy

LAUREN TEWES

mtm
TICKETS (800) 369-8367

OR AT BOXOtflCf

Thurs & Fri at 8, Sat at 730 & 10:30, Sun at 7 30

Tickets $1800 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657^rou ktt Los Angeles, CA

I STUDENT DISCOUNT
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Attention!
WorldFest Groups!

The ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC
Programming Committee is having a special

WorldFest Hearing on Wednesday, February 28th

Proposals are available in the Undergraduate
President's Office, 304 Kerckhoff, 825-7068

Proposals DUE on Wednesday, February 21st

at 6:00 PM, in the President's Office
For more information call the Budget Review Director

at 825-7068, or stop by Kerckhoff 304

Paid for by ASUC!LA Board of DirectorsAJSAC Programming Committee
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PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

Hairstyling by a
Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight . $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

479-9325
473-0066

EYEGLASSES
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl
Westwood Village

208^3011
Smce 1971 UCLA Alum.

Bellinis Margaritas Dai u I

^Find out why we get invited
to the Best Parties/^

Daily rental on
Frozen Drink

Machines include:

-Delivery.

-Set-up of machines on
draped cart.

Amenity package- sip

straws, beverage napkins,
margarita Salter with salt.

Pick-up of machine.
Clean-up and sanitizing
of equipment.

Note: Nominal mileage charge
for delivery in some areas.

FROZEN
DRINKS
UNLIMITED
of Los Angcle^

15% OFF
WITH THIS
COUPON

(213) 273-2562
(Exp. March 1, 1990)

^Coladas Zombies Screaming Orgasms and more!

^)i

Create Your Own Chinese Barbecue For

Chicken • Pork • Beef • Lamb • Bell Peppers • Onions • Carrots • Broccolli
Plus Much, Much More!

^^ COOKED FRESH FOR YOU IN MINUTES!

Receive $L00 OFF Any Mongolian Barbeque Dinner Only
With This Coupon
Expim 2-22-90

Hestwood Village • 824-3377

U
The newspaper is used OU /o more than

othef"forms^^FlTiedia for obtaining

entertainment information.

Do YO T T ^^"^ business?
.

ADVERTISE(data: market opinion research, June 1989)

The Jungle Brothers will be performing In Westwood Plaza.

Rap triumphs despite
changes, controversies
By Jason Lin

Contributor

In the late 'TOs rap music

originated as the local party sound
of the Bronx and Brooklyn with

guys taking the mike and rhyming
over a rigged up system. A decade
later, it had been accorded its own
categories at the 'music establish-

ment' Grammy awards and
become a vital component of

American contemporary music.

Sugarhill Gang's novelty record

"Rapper's Delist" was the first

rap single to enter the national

Top-20 in the fall of 1979. It was,

however, a one-hit wonder for the

Sugarhill Gang and no other rap

song would achieve similar suc-

1 RuaDMC's remake of
Aerosmith's "Walk This Way" hit

big on the national pop chart in the

mid 1980s and precipitated a rap

revival.

The stereotype of rap as music
made only for black audiences was
broken when the Beastie Boys sold

millions of their debut LP Licensed

to III. The Beasties were three

white kids who rapped to "Fight

For Your Right lo Party" on their

flrst single.

Major record companies started

to release rap singles regularly but

found many Top-40 and even

black radio stations reluctant to

play them. Tone Loc's "Wild
Thing," the biggest selling rap

single has never reached the top of
the pop charts because many
stations refuse to play it

As rap music has grown, it has

been integrated into many diffe-

rent types of music. Heavy metal

music was an obvious one on
"Walk this Way." Recently, artists

like Daddy Freddy & Asher mated
reggae with the hip-hop sound.

Rapper Def Jef, who call^ himself

'a poet with soul* collaborated

with 'old school' soul singer Etta

=AFRICAN
^AMERICAN
1^ HISTORY

Rap artist Def Jef who calls himself a 'poet with soul.

'

— MONTH
James on his last album, while acts

like Gang Starr and Young MC
incorporated elements ofjazz into

their music. Even pop star Paula

Abdul has a rappper helping out on
her current No. 1 pop hit "Oppo-
sites Attract."

The biggest hybrid of all, how-
ever, is probably hip-house. House
music was bom in Chicago. It

utilized sounds of classic soul of

the '70s with an unnerving relent-

See RAPPING, page 28
~
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TIPPA
From page 25

intensely compeUtive Sir Lloydd "DJ. Clash" that the exposure he
needed to shed the chains of anonymity was provided.

Tippa received a contract under the Grecnsleeves label and produced
numerous 12" singles under the name Tippa Irie and the Colonels. His
debut album. Is It Really Happening To Me?, contained his Hrst hit,

"Hello Darling," which in 86 landed the No.l spot on the English reggae
charts, and eventually broke the U.K. pop charts' Top 20.
To increasingly greater and greater numbers, Tippa continued to

perform, reaching a culmination in an appearance with Pato Banton at

Jamaica's Sunsplash Festival in 87.

Tippa Irie, however, has not gained notoriety as a top toaster for cut-
ting comers or manipulating his music to assuage his listeners' specific

tastes. Not only is the sound of his art distinctly his own, so are the ideas
that he incorporates within it.

"I believe I should say what I feel", commented Tippa. "If they (the

public) want to alienate themselves, that's their prerogative. I believe
what I believe; if they don't want to listen, so be it."

The ideas that Tippa contends with in his music range from crucial

ghetto issues to the hazardous, hairpin curves of love to the Black man's
battle against the evils of racism. No issue is taboo in the mind of this

artist His music is meant to parlay a message to the public, to inform
them of important social issues by a channel through which all can relate.

Tippa is careful, however, not to let his music fall into the drudgery of a
news cast, relying heavily on his sense of humor, as well as the "bouncy"
tempo to which he toasts, to help avoid this problem.

"People, they come out to be happy, you know, not depressed," Tippa
said. "My music is a mixture of being fun with dance, plus a message
mixed up all in there."

Tippa, like many of his modem day musical peers, realizes that a shift

to more constructive lyrics is necessary if we are to set a positive image
for the glowing generation.

On his new album, the song "Acid." reiterates Tippa 's urge to set a
positive example for the future. The song deals with acid-house,
England's newest musical craze that fostered a heightened experimenta-
tion with LSD (acid) and other harmful drugs.

"A lot of youths were getting involved with Ecstasy and other drugs,"
said Tippa. "I decided, you know, that there was nothing wrong with you
(the youth) listening and loving the music. Bat music is music, don't get
involved with anything that will hurt or harm you."

Tippa also disagrees with the excessive rudeness, raunch or "slack" as
it is referred to in reggae annals, prevalent in much of today's reggae
music. Deeming these lyrics as "negative," and "not going anywhere,"
Tippa chooses not to partake in such sophomoric antics. He feels that

reggae greats Bob Mariey and the Wallers and Buming Spear command
more respect for the messages within their music and avoidance of the

detrimental use of slack.

'These lyrics (slack) arc not going to educate someone or teach them
anything that they don't already know," contends Tippa. "I know what's
under a girl's skirt and so do they (artists that use slack), I hope."

Tippa Irie is not only an extremely talented artist, but also an individual
who recognizes the beauty and power that music can possess. He sends
this message to all his listeners by way of his informative lyrics, enjoy-
able rhythms, and an overall love for what he does.

"Basically, you know, the stage is where I belong," said Tippa. "The
studio is where I belong. There isn't anything else I'd rather do. It's a ple-
asure doing what I do; making people feel pleasure with my music."
AHME DIS is a sure bet to expose Americans lo the English "ragamuf-

fm" style of reggae, while simultaneously expanding the legion of Tippa
Irie fans. And why not? It's time Tippa receives a message from us, a
positive indication that his message is well taken and his labor of love is

not in vain.

53 AM — 99.9 Cbntjry Cable FM

UCLA RADIO
Once again it's Top 20 time at KLA. Most of the staff and 1 (not to

mention RBW) are still recovering from an amazingly monumental
whiplash of a Ministry show last Friday. KLA will be broadcasting a very

rare and fun-filled interview with Ministry's Al Jourgensan soon — so

pay attention to the airwaves and the illustrious Top 20 for upcoming
info. Also, rumor has it Public Enemy might pop up for an L.A. perfor-

mance. Anyway, enough babbUng. And remember the Top 20 is on KLA
every Sunday 7-9 p.m. Until next week, see ya!

1. They Might Be Giants. > .

2. Ministry. ^

3. Peter Murphy.
4. Skinny Puppy.

5. Jesus and Mary Chain.

6. Severed Heads. . >

7. I Love You.
' 8. Mekons.

9. Graham Parker.

10. Mussolini Headkick. /

11. Death Ride '69.
. .

12. While Zombie.

\\ Smithereens. - ^
14. Greater Than One.

Warlock Pinchecs

Headless Horsemen,

C^cen Latifah.

18. Windbreakers.

19 Lee Harvey Oswald Band. —^ =-—

—

20. Wire.

15.

16.

17.

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS fif GIFTS

OFFSIDE
11710 ^anta Monica BlvcL W.LJ\T

(Close to UCLA)

(213) 207-4226 820-6631

Ignoring them won't

mak€ th^m gtf awav!

*Disabled

*Mental Health

*Criminal Justice

*RefugeeslImmigrants

MARCH 8-11, 1990

at UCLA
call (213) 206-5523/5547

Paid for by USAC...

Paris

London
Rome

ALWAVb

DESIGN HAIR CUT
\C) APP()l\TMt\[S»2l)H-4447«\(; GIMMICKS

SrVLISIS HAVt OVfR i YLARS tXHlRIENcE

(OLOK SI ] fOIL WfAVI\f. COMI'LEIE S-H
LITES SJ3 EYE LASH TINT SIO
:H MtKM SlV2i COlOk' COk'KEC TKJN S 13

)S PEKM Sli 43 SHAMI^tJC) St I S6
< PEKM S()(. ' MANICUKE Sf)SUPEK PEKM S(.(, MANICUKE Sf)

^^ SPECIAL FREE- h.iiri ul style w/SJS perm (Sli valiic tri

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/S41 perm (S17 value freeT
"^

U)7H CAYlfY.WESTWOOD VILlACF«\fXT TO lUXTEK'S

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

sen'ice from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

^ ^ ^ ^ A/^

NEW HOURS:
FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday and Saturday

Monday - Thursday
'til 12:00 PM
Sur>day lil 11:00 PM

^iiais^ta;
Five Master
Sushi Chefs
To Serve you

Complimentary appetizers

Monday-Friday. 4:30-6:30 PM
LUNCH • COCKTAIS. BIG SCREEN SATELLITE TV

2830 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
828-8404

SERVING
FOR

^^

Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^^
Complimentary Co
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS

'

nly ^7.
99+ 2 FREE

I

I

EVEN WrrHOUT A COUPON!
mu«t mention coupon when ordering

208-4348
We deliver till 1 AM
on weekends and

12PM on weekdays

16 OZ. SODAS !

bacon
after 5 pm only • one meat topping only
on extra -specialty pizza* not ir)cluded E

Canadian
XP. 2/19W

I

THE
PRICE IS

^MeHir

Delivered

FAST & FREE

with student ID

jtnited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP
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Sisterhood Booi<store

^oo>vs
>^^^s^c•

y^x^^''

y-^cVtV

^^ ^tce

(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

>t

CACAO
CAPPUCCINO DESSERTS LIGHT CUISINE

Gallery Coffeehouse
Coffees
Food

Read, Think, Sleep
Be.

Hours: Sun.-Wed. 12:00 pm-2:00 am
Thurs.-Sat. 1 2:00 pm-4:00 am

11609 Santa Monica Blvd. (Federal at Santa Monica Blvd.)

Nigel Miguel

Contact Larry Turner
2 1 3-273-4260

~~"

Don't Miss

Nigel Miguel
In his Co-Starring
Appearance on

^ 21 Jump St.

(FOX)

Monday Feb. 12, 1990

8:00 P.M.

DO YOU HAVE A TRUE-
LIFE STORY TO SELL?-
HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-LIFE STORIES, IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

TO UST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
•THE HOUYWOOD PItODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213) 858-8560
1900 Avenue of the Stars. #670, Los Angeles. CA 90067

p.r:o^d:u c^E'R-s

siKMraai]

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(?13) 478-6869 (818) 988^110

DISC-COUNT
per most

discs

1000's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CO

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED
oe

NEED
CASH?
WE BUY

USED CD's

OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CD

I
SALES ITEMS EXaUDED

,

I Ml

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AIVI-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVD. 1221 WILSHIRE BLVD.
WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIOE PAVILION) SM (NEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCLID)

T *^
il. iii - -^ — ^ -^

*^<^ - *•'?'"<

-

.«.-
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• — ^wy'x ' .. "ill *'' J ^1. * 1
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THE SPECIALS THE OTHERS DON'T WANT YOG TO SEE

WEEKEND SPECIAL
$1.99 PITCHERS

59C TACOS

PITCHERS $2.50
NIGHTLY

AFTER 8:00PM

INTRODaCING
$1.00 Off Any Combination

Plate Plus Large Soft Drink Free

Good For A Linnited Tinne

SGNSET SPECIALS
DAILY

59C TACOS
4:00-6:00PM

COME PARTY ON THE PATIO
Fax Your Order-208-TCXjO Vit Denver-208-2038 1084 Glendon Ave.

Mastercard, Visa. American Express Accepted
•

-=J^

-*>•

•••

RAPPING
From page 26

less bass-heavy disco beat Tech-
notronic's international smash hit

'•Pump Up the Jam'* is the best

sample in which singer Felly raps
to the sound of house beats.

However, the first major hip-

house hit was "I'll House You" by
the Brooklyn-based Jungle
Brothers. The group will perform
live at Westwood Plaza at noon
today.

Front man for the group, Afrika
Baby Bambaataa said in a recent
phone interview that his is a real

rap group despite the fact that their

first hit, ("I'U House You,") was
more house oriented. They rapped
to the house beats and instrumen-
tation of Todd Terry, a famous
house music producer/artist in

Chicago. *'Our rapping to Todd's
house music was perfect It was a
No. 1 dance hit all over the

Europe," revealed Bambaataa.
Bambaataa does not feel such

'sampling' destroys the originality

of rap. "We sample the music
which had a strong influence early

on our career." Some artists use
familiar samples to get an easy hit,

but it is certainly not the intention

of the Jungle Brothers.

Many critics and parent groups
often object to the use of street or
obscene language in many of the
rap songs today but Bambaata
feels that it is impossible to avoid
street language in rap songs
"simply because it reflects reality

of Ufe."

On Done By the Forces of
Nature, Jungle Brothers* second
album, the subject matter includes
black pride, politics, social com-
mentaries on poverty, and, of
course, girls.

To those who arc new to rap
music, Bambaattaa offered a few
helpful suggestions.

"Listen to the lyrics, open up the

imagination to understand what
we're trying to express in the

music." His personal philosophy
on life and even humor are evident

throughout the album. In many
ways, rap music often represents

the expression of black frustrations

and aspirations.

Rap artists are striving to have a
positive influence on its mostly
young listeners — who can
undoubtedly identify with the
anti-drug and anti-violence mes-
sages expressed in many of the rap
songs. In the opinion of Afrika

Bambaataa, "the future of our
country depends on the well-being
of the next generation so we want
young people learn good things

from our music."

Fellow Bruins!
How is Arts & Enter-
tainment doing? Are
we covering enough
campus events? What
off-campus programs
would you like to see

more of in our section?

Drop us a line if there is

anything we've missed— or messed up on —
and tell us your needs,

wants, desires, sugges-
tions and comments.
What kind of columns
would you like to see?

What kind of features

etc? We're at 112 Kerc-
khoff — usually long
past office hours — so
we'd love to hear^om
you.
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VITESSE Semiconductor Corporation
Coming to U.C.LA,

Group Meeting - Monday, February 19, 1990
Campus interviews - Tuesday, February 27, 1990

VITESSE SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION is the leader in the design and
manufacturer of high performance VLSI Gallium Arsenide integrated
Circuits. We provide specialized components for commercial,
telecommunications, military and aerospace applications.

Our current team has strong backgrounds in device physics, integrated
circuit fabrication. VLSI design, manufacturing, marketing and
management. We are rapidly expanding this professional group to meet our
strong business growth.

We are located in Southern California's suburban Ventura County. 50
miles northwest of Los Angeles.

Vitesse is in need of energetic, dynamic, motivated individuals with
degrees in Electrical Engineering. Materials Science and/or expertise
in the following areas:

Logic Design
VLSI Design
IC Processing
Semiconductor Device Physics

.

Electronic Material s

Design Automation
Product E^ngineering
High Speed Testing
Assembly
Package Design

on
i n

Vitesse offers the opportunity to work with talented people
challenging projects. You will beable to make major contributions
your area of expertise to a rapidly expanding set of unique high
performance products. Vitesse provides the opportunity to learn and
grow wi tha powerful young company . In addition tocompeti ti ve salary and
benefits, Vitesse offers an informal working environment and
participation in our stock option plan.

If this interests you, we inviteyou to attend our Company presentation on
Monday, February 19th from 3: 00 - 5:00 p.m. in 8500 Boel ter Hal 1 . Come by .

enjoy some light refreshment and learn more about Vitesse. In addition!
please register to interview on Tuesday, February 27th with a Vitesse
representative.

,

VITESSE SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
, 741 Calle Piano

Camarillo, California 93010
(805) 388-3700

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL
'You must be age 18 or older experlGncing these syoiptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

'All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their partkripation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

An Equal Opportunity Employer J

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

^ i-r\r\i-nyD clippers-
\^ \y face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Ffm Ddiutry'i nuUmiZt RlkiUmal^: Wt pntidi FMCK DKUVUtY to a/nwM* m mmfA Wt •/)hr *«rrf to-«t< (mU

Urn mmrbt to all UCLA iludmU, JtaC mitd^mlfy. iU» mityoHt m^^ ttmM t,m^ i>« Ufm a»4
Mytm ttm mma, Ihmt aAan d wmm to Mr UCLA efwalA «• cmI to kmL dutUs mn />m, mtitty mitt t*U «• M* mm*, that aMaa il mm— i

fin* >< a tmiL Htmmmtkt to wtowltoa ym'n />•«• UCLAIIK

FAX # 205-0S29 (213)205'0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Holl3nvood

Westwood
Friends
(Quakers)
Meeting for
Worship
Sunday

10:30 A.M.
547 Hilgard Ave.

Order your pcrsoniili/crl i^riKiuiilion

iinnoiiiK criKMils now!

CAMPUS PHOTO SnOlO
150 Kcrckhort Hall (Right next to Ciraphic Scnnrcs). Open M F 8:30-5:30

i3cvcnth JJay Adivcntist

Youth Group Friday

Fellowship

For inifocaU 391-6913

FH Skp StaAr. AU 3S2S I2:lS-l:f5
TtMS "i^l-, W«A rii I

NH CUn 12:10>1:00
rvr MCOnDIQi Of HIVMBiS WW hiw s

(tt^nT-cnr
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Personal

NIGHT CHILD CARE
5:30 - 10:30 PM
AGES 2-6 YRS.

—"^^
•PLAYTIME (BOOKS. PUZZLES. CRAFTS)

• HOT DINNER - REST TIME
• RELAXING (MUSIC OR T.V.)

CALL TO
SIGN UP: 473-1 1 77

COTERIE
SCHOOL

THl Tl

10 Personal

wmm^mfm^mmt^mmm^^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

FIRST ANNUAL ALL DAY/ Att N^HT

SOUTH O"
PJTTLE SISTIR BASH
SATURDAY PEBRUAI^Y 17TH

LUXURY SUSSiS lEAVi SAM AT 1 :00PM
SPACE IS LIMITED: RSVP BY FRIDAY FEBRUARY 9TH

Any questions? CaU Mauric6 at a24-50Sa
. ». >..>. . .«>. . . . >..;

S,

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will •ntitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA PLOOD CENTER
82&0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medicai Center

ASUCLA Student EmpioyeM receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot wward t>oth.

Good Deals

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1

Concert Tickets

PHANTOM OF
THE OPERA
1 800 962MASK

Qualirv luki-ts S95 and up

BORGER KING I

900
I

Westwood .

blvd

STUDENT SPECIAL |

Aii For $2.49

1

Whopper-Fries-Drink
|

5:00pm 'til close
with UCLA i.D. exp.3/31/90

To the men of the

UCLA Rugby Team: .

Thank you for being

our special guests

at dinner iast night!

Love, the sisters of SIGMA KAPPA

Good Deals

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

HoUjfwood Piano Ront^ Comfiany

462-2329 463-6569

Colleen Greco

(AAH)
' and

Scott Hunter

Congratulations on

your Promise

ha Delta Pi-

COMING MARCH 11th

Good Deals

FAMILY DENTISTRY! v.LP.
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-raiys included)

(213) 475-5598
^ / 24 hour emerpencY service

Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.I.P. member

and receive all of your
" ~ dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"

ZBTs
14th ANlStUAL

"AFFAIR"
SPONSORED IN PART BY: PIRATE RADIO,
BUDWEISER, OLSON ENTERTAINMENT.
EMBRV PRESS. FILMLAND CATERINCJ, »S:

r.. .MIDWAY HOSPITAL

OFF
I $1

y Large Pizza

Ofie coupon per pizza

;^-
Fast, fm Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

II OFF
Any Size Pizza

One cx>upon per pizza

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000 -^^

I

EXCITING NEW engine product! Better MPC,
increased compression tr horsepoMwr, interwi-

fied performarxx, lof^pir engine life. CAN
SAVE YOU A FORTUNB Call (21 3)391 -7695,

lOam-IOpm.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your buiine«- Sports cars,

multiple lickctf, ftudifA rfwcounts. Request

•Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or

(818)992-6966.

Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

%
mm

Free

/
CALIFORNIA PAR
T-shirU! Send for

Partywear Opt 1

Barbara, CA 931

SPECIAL INTEREST

Altadena, CA. 91

r>ew line of

California

60009 Santa

variety, free

Ahedcna «21,

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)8279756
evenings.

FREE HAIRCUT by European styling team,

Rusk & Roni Hair Salon. Off Santa Monica.
You need to call today for a free haircut. All

work done by experienced professionals only.

Call for corwultation, no obligation^free gift if

chosen. CaN Michelle.(21 3)453-5497.

Campaign Volunteers Needed
to work congressional campaign.

Great opportunity for

Political Science Majors

Aii Others welcome. Mr. Alien.

(818} 781-3018.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa%vtelle. (213)312-0092.

POWERFUL STUFF! AN infuriated young rape

victim stalks, outwits, entraps, and violently

punishes a rapist. 'The Sociopath," ).V.

Adams, Paperback, $3.50. Order at Bookstore.

RIDE NEEDED- Will pay to transport ten year

old girl. Weekerxis to Santa Barbara, and
return to LA for school on Morxiay. (805)

969-1636.

SHOOTING INSTRUCTION- Basic self-

defense to advanced competition. Thomas
(213) 838-2662.

Reminder to ALL Social
CItainnen:

Important meeting TONIGHT
regarding

THE ALL GREEK
EXCHANGE

4:30 at Sigma Kappa
Find out wito, witen, itow

\wiiy, witere, and n/iUCH more/J
We hope to see
everyone titerell

Personal 10

ST. |UDE — Thank you for anawering my
prayers! Love, R.L.

r^ :;

The Gentlemen of

OA0
Welcome UCLA's

Newest Fraternities:

TE<D, AEn
& XO

iM

Daily Bruin Classified
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HGMA KAPPA
congratulate our 1990-91 officers:

President

VP Standards

VP Membership

VP Pledge Education

Recording Sec'y

Treasurer

Panhellcnic Rep
Senior Rep
Junior Rep
Fr/Soph Rep
Asst. Pledge

Social

Party

Membership ' "^

Public Relations

Philanthropy

Scholarship

Activities

Ritual

Alumni/Parents

Finance ==-^

Registrar

Corr. Sec'y

House Manager

Shannon Kline

Naomi Goldman
Tammy Beatty

Veronica Ilic

Lisa Donaldson

Gayle Young
Lisa Sevcik

Moe Sammon '.

Stephanie Yu _

Dea Schaub

Alison Ziomek

Rosy Barrientos

Jessica Fomil

Carolina Ilic ^

Serena Henderson

Janis Johnson

Jennifer Hendricks

Sharyl Allensworth

Arlene Aguilar .

Zena Blecker

Jane Huang
Karen Wang
Wendy Law
Laura Jeremiah

... And a big thank you to

all of our outgoing officers

Q0B

Hey Pi Phi'sl

Ace those midterms!

A<D SPIRIT
WEEK

continues!

The Brothers of Sigma Chi would
to welcome back the following ladies

to our 30 Girl Tea:
Deanna Afsharieh

Charlene Barone
Kim Barron

Lisa Bennish
Chelsea Bond
Tracy Bradshaw
Tracy Brennen
Alison Brenner

Jennifer Burkhard
Michelle Carini

Shani Cate
Jenny Coffman

Amy Dunn
Nancy Dunn
Ginger Griffin

Kathy Hoyt
Shannon Kelly

Julie Lippman
Ella Martinsen
Tracy Mattheson
Tempe Mason
Elizabeth Moody
Nancy Negroon
Dawn Peterson

Amy Rousselot

Molly Sarber

Kerry Smith
Mandi Snith

Robyn Spahn
C(A)y Taylor

Tracy Terstriep

Karen Thomas
Marsha Todd
Marcia Trost

Lori Tyner

and our 1989-1990 Sweetheart Court

Nancy Archambo Nancy Dunn

Heidi Fink Carrie Klinger (Sweetheart) Mandi Smith

This event will take place at Sig West at 9:00 p.m.—
^oirThursday, February 8, 1990

—"——

^
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OA©
THANKS FOR OUR

1989-1990 EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

PRESIDENT
V-P

SECRETARY
TREASURER
RUSH CHAIRIVIEN

HOUSE IVIANAGER

SOCIAL CHAIR

GARY BinNER
DAN WILSON
LARRY HARDENBURGH
LAWRENCE IN

AARON BERGER
& STEVE JACOBS

ERIC RAGER
JIM HILBERT

f**f*nf**mi*(*n*«M*fn«*«<v**n<**

A' ON Sn LITTLE SISTERS:

J5 M-i-c-k-e-y M-o-u-s-e J*

GET READY EOR A RAGING TIME
AT THE MAGICAL KINGDOM OF

•••DISNEYLAND***
THIS SATURDAY, FEB. lOTH

*BUSES LEAVE AT 12:00 SHARP!*

*FOR MORE INFO, CALL 208-9131*

Ittttttttmtittittmiit
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Hey Phi Psi
Join the Club...

See You Tonight!

Tri-Delt
B^@H^|pp^Mg^M^MEHM@IP^M^,

AXQ Neophytes
* Tonight's vour night! We'll see J
J

you for dinner at 5 pm. We
^ can't wait to welcome you ^
* into the sisterhood. J

Love, The Actives jf

AO — 0S S
NIGHT FEVER—catch it! *

S "Boogie-ing" begins—10:00pm
"Leisure Suits & Platform Shoes

9mi
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Personal 10 Personal 10 PersorKil

0KZ 1990-1991 Black and Gold Court

The Brothers of 0KZ would like to cordially

invite the following little sisters to attend a cocktail

party in their honor

Melissa Appleby

Mara Margulies

Kristin Rolla

Michele Barber

Jennifer Webster

Judy Proko

Lisa McArthur

Karen Thomas

Theresa Taugher

Kari Walkup

Julie Hannah

Marci Glasser

Kim Smith

Daisy Torme

Tai Heacock

Debra Gomes

Michelle Rodino

Andrea Whitney

Cindy Bolingbroke

Ashlie Beringer

Carrie Ferguson

Niki Flood

Heather Drew

Sarah Valentine

Edie Gorman

Christy Romano

Michelh Streeter

Cindee Stewart

Lisa Berliner .

|

Laura White

Tamara Bloom

Rain Bachand

Jeanne Meyer

Angela West

Amanda McHugh

Alexis Rondell

Dana Carlson

Alix Strough

Lisa Collison

Debbie Bush

Allyson Pratt

Susie Parker

Lisa Papetti

Jennifer Wheeler

Julie Christiansen

Rachael Stock

Jennifer Davies

Wendy Eaton '

Stephanie Capitolo

Debbie Brown

Kelly Lawrence

Kathleen Thrasher

Jennifer Lowland

Marjorie Buckingham

And the 1989-1990 Black and Gold Court

Leah Penebaker

Lori Dorfman Morgan Thomas

Wendy Church Juliane Morris

Niki Gullette

TONIGHT AT S;!^

SEMI-FORMAL ATTIRE

AO
70's Night Fever

bxchange

9:00 Give Me The Night!

Kathy Whitlaker HBO

and

Robert MacLachlan B8n

alum use

Congratulations on your

pinning

LDve, Pi Phi

Alina Storek (AXQ)
Your pledge quarter

has flown by!

You're the best

little sister

[could hope for.

I can't wait to

see you tonight

LITB DeDe

Research Subjects 12

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS %vith asthma,

ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves

office visits in WLA. You will be paid for your
participation. (213)820^574.

DENTISTRY- No cost screening. Dcf^al work
will be provided for qualified patients.

Patients receivtr^ specific dental work will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or ntore and have received prior

unsuccessful Ireatmerit. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
jcduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Research CerUer, 825-9792.

HEALTHY MEN (30-50 yrs) to p»ticipale if\ a
106-day live- in nutrition study at USDA West-
em Human Nutrition Research Center, Presi-

dio ofSan Francitco, CA. Must be ^>le to live at

center 24 hr/day from 4/10 to 7/29^. Earn

S2235 plus free room and board. Call collect

now (415)556-2174 Monday thru Friday.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receh« $20 »nd a free developmental evalua-

tion. (213)625-0392.'

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 6 and olderwho have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Canrwt be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x

daily, with assigned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. S3 5.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive S20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)625-0392'

i«IORMAL, healthy male adults, 16-22 yean ^

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

10 Personal 10 Personal 10

fU
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I Good Dinner, GREAT COMPANY im
m
m
m

-We're still talkin' about it

—

Thank You! Love,

M
m
1

fi

m xo m
m
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Congratulations

LORI DITTMAN
on being selected for

£OE Violet and Rose Court.

Your XQ, sisters

are proud of you!

Delta Gamma
proudly announces the

1990 Cream Rose Formal

Saturday, February 10, 1990

The Radisson Hotel

Manhattan Beach

KAPP^miK\i>A^VMMA
PE|CERAlLy ATIL
\^NI^Rk 101

\
have'Irti ^P ' ^^B^r WARS

^
riBO is proud to

announce its 1990

EXECUTIVE BOARD
President-

- VP Social-

VP Mental-

VP Moral-

Secretary-

Treasurer-

Fratemity Heritage-

House Manager-

Philanthropy/Fundraiser-

Rush-

Membership-

Panhellenic Delegate-

Efficiency-

Social-

Get ready for another incredible year!

Karyl Andolina

Suzie Roggenbuck

Julie Williamson

Sarah Valentine

Kindra Devaney

Becky Crane

Monica Fat

Julie Andino

Dana Carlson

Lisa Morgan

Ali Mirza

Marlac^upffterman

Devon Postal

Michelle Plumlee
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^ CONGRATULATIONS TO AF's NEW INITIATES: i
Julie Hudson Linda Richards ^Kim Jaynes - . ~ .

--

Kerry Barias

Molly Blunden

Traci Braddock

Owen Brownson
Deiare Campbell

Alyson Carter

Linda Cobb
Heather Dockray

Stacy Gamble
Tracey Gleason

Nancy Grigg

Beth Hampton
Katie Haynes

Jennifer Hershorn

Tracey Leadbetter

Renee Loadman
Heidi Manger t

"

Nancy Mayer
Melissa McCollum
Lisa o' Lea

Lisa Pollitt

Linda Ralston

Amber Reddick

Kristen Rcitz

Tara Lofstrom

Jennifer Meehan

Linda Richards

Andrea Roberts

Tracy Roden
Nicole Rodriguez

Kelly Samuels

Jeanne Sperry

Lisa Tabush

Stacy Terry

Amy Tomlin .

Mary Tuck ^

Heather Woods
Shayna Zweben
Lizzy Levinc

i We are so Proud of you! „

HOUSE
FUNK-INDUSTRIAL-ACID

HIP-HOP

TONIGHT
612 LAMDFAIR XH

CALL "SPIDERMAN" 824-9680

FOR SPECIAL CLUB RECORDING

• A UPSILON-20 PRODUCTION •

Gerald Gooch. Hmmm. 1968.

Hansen-Fuller Gallery, San Francisco

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS '

ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

in order to determine eligibility.

*Att qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-495L

VALTJ<Tl1^tS DAy 1990

Research Subjects Needed
Postmerjopausal women needed

as volunteers for o Notional
Institutes of Health Sponsored
3-year study on ihe effects of
hiormone replacement thierapy
(estrogens & progestins) on
cardiovascular risk factors.

Coll 825-9502 _L_
Ask for Pope

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED!

Right handed male and female

nonsmokers between 21 and 30

years old who are low to

moderate users of caffeine and

alcohol are needed (or an

investigation of effects of alcohol

in intoxicating doses on learning

and problem solving. Subjects

will be paid $6/kour for up to 6

hours. No regular users of illicit

drugs nor peraoru with a history

of smoking, heavy drir\king/drug

use, or alcohoiydrug-related arrest

will be accepted. Both biokigical

parents must be right-handed.

Subjects must have had some

experience with mixed alcohol

drinks.

(213) 398-7948, 6-9 PM, M-Sat

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Right-handed

smokers, ages 21-30, who are low to moderate
users of alcohol and caffeine are needed for an
experiment measuring simple problem-
solving. Smokers must have smoked al least

one pack of 20 cigarettes per day for at least

the previous year. Subjects will be paid $20.00
for 2'A hours. Leave message for Dr. Micheal
Lyvers at (818)344-3374.

Wanted to Buy 16

STANLEY,KAPLAN study guide for CMAT,
and CRE. (818)790-0669.

Sperm Donors 19

SINUS STUDY. SubjecU with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an

invettlptionat drug. Invoh^es office visits tn

WLA. You wilt be comperwated for your time.

(213)B20>6S74.

NEU> EASY MONEY77
Sperm doix)rs needed for

medical research In

^«MUly HIDs. Excellent piy.
^tn (213)275-2463 for mlb shMT

10 Salons 21

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

liia

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing
^^ Manicure PediaireZ 208-8193
lOlS GAYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Health Services 22

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Acceot Ali 'feion Care Plans.

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-3011

Sixv-WwsASc

Opportunities 26

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-tirne

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

EARN up to

$150 jjer month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD ^

PLATELETS SAFELY
F 0' nforrralion

Ci I Anna
(818) 986 3883

lhroug*^oui I A bencM
Uq-^ you' p«ir''C ca' or

4954 Van Nuyt Blvd Slitrmar Oalit

Hecuvi I 're* gift / you' pri (cr«en appt

COLLEGE STUDEIVTS
GET nVTO COMMERCIAIS NOW!

"ON-CAMERA" - PRIVATE
TRAINING WITH MALLORY

SANDLER
(17 yean in commercials)

CaU 459-7515

Help Wanted 30

SIQ^R- Student rwcded to vrarfc P/T, wwk
your own hour*, with majorl Fortune 500
corporations. Create an income that will be
ongoing throughout your college career. Con-
tact Regina. (213) 443-4143.

$7.0Q/hr., DRIVERS needed for Valentines
Day. Flower Delivery in Westwood. Van or
Wagon preferred. Bonus: Free fk>wen. Cal
Mafjie (213)208-4000.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASS6TANT, financial ser-

vices. Entry level. Comer willshireA>undy.

Need self starter, wordperfiect, database man-
agement, organizational skills. S9/hr. 20 hr^
week. Flexible. (213)374-7494.

A MOVIE... extras, bits needed now. Filming
actiorvadverHure. Exciting. Pay. 9am-9pm
397.3111.

ARTIST seeks females to model for modem »t
project. Call Ray (213)473-8611.

ASST. I Positions-Enciting, fast-paced Radiol-
ogy Personnel. Typing, good convnunicallons,
filing, elands, $S.44/hr. (213)825-5806.

ATTENDANT for female graduate student in

wheelchair- training provided. Work M-F or
Sat, Sun 6.9a.m. SWhr. Jayr^e (21 3)470-041 5.

BOOKKEEPER P/T. Keep complete set of
books, including depreciation, by hand. For
4-unit apt. house. $7.50^. Mail resume to
S.K. Penton 1067 Moraga Dr.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERS AND MANAGERS. P/TOR F/T. CAU
(21 3)472-3287.

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE wanted for Fro-
xen Drinks Unlimited. Candidate must be
energetic, prefer marketing or PR major. Call
(213)273-2562.

CASHIER. DAYSAND EVENINGS. F/T, S6/Hfl.
TO START. WEST WORLD ELECTRONtC
GAME CENTER. WESTWOOD VULACE.
CONTACT DAVID (21 3)624.3677.

CASHIER WANTED: |ap«icse fast food r*.

ttaurant in WLA to work day »id eveninp.
LMfe Japanese required. Call alter 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (618^360-5994.

CENTURY CITY computer training facility

SRis recepcfonist P/T, A.M. for fight offlce

duties. Willinf to learn Word Perfect.

$6.$1(yhr. (213)201-0055 Contact leff.

__^L.^-:3irw~-
•:g:x:^
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Salons 21 Salons 21 Salons 21

ANNIVERSARY SALES
ULTIMA BEAUTY CENTER

The largest selection of
JHoIr & Beauty products

& Perfumes
at

157o-%25 discount

Manicure $5
^ Fill $13

Free Haircut with Perm or highlights

Tel.: (213) 208-3500 10918 Kinross Avenue

Help Wanted

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large Incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

RECRUITER POSITION
9- 12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train. .you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communk^ation skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

CONSTRUCTION ASSISTANT, P/T. Bilingual

(Spainis^nglish) person needed on a Beverly

Hills renovation and restoration project to

helpcoordinate and expedite for owner/
contractor. Driving included. Flexible hours.

Call (213)«58-«408 or (21 3)271 -4«92(ans.

machine).

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, P/T AM. $6/hr.

plusmileage. Must have car and
insurance.(21 3)477-4479.

DENTAL ADDISTANT, WLA orthodontic oT-

fice. Part-tinie, Mon., Tues., Thurs., 4-7pm.
Will train if necessary. Call 626-7494.

DRIVER-errands, occasional child pick-up.

Flexible hours, owm car required. Approx. 4

hrsAvk. Salary open. (213)459-3323.

ENTREPENEURIAL dream $500-55,000
monthly. P/T, F/T. Students welcome, no
experience neccsiary-will train. Please call

(213)472-7703.

EXPERIENCED, resporHible workers with me-
chanical skills in physici^environmental re-

search. Plasma Phyiics Lab (213)825-9531.

FEMALE ASSISTANT in gynecology ofTtce,

Pyt-time, in Westwood. Call (213)206-6765.

FILE CLERK, part-time, Westwood Law Firm

seeks bright ir>dividual with superb oganiza-

tional skills to work in fast-paced environment.

Hours are flexible. Ho%vever, some hours each
day are required. (Min. 20 hnAveek). Must be
deperwlabic, non-fmoker preferred. Call

Theda Ray 2-4pm. (213)478-2541.

GOURMET ON THE RUN INC. kxiependent

deih^cry tervicc for quality rcMaurants needs

delivery drh^ers. 3-6 evcningi^A^eek beginning

M SDOpm. EcoTKimical car, proofof infurarxx,

nod DMV report Knowledge o( valley help-

fcil. $7-$1Z^ including tips. Also need dis-

^•IcHeff Inside. Beginning Sh/Hr.
(Bia)9O7-9085 before 4:00pm.

30 Help Wanted

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/
MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in

Hollywood
No pay but great
opportunity to

learn & gain
experience,^^"

Call Stephanie

(213) 659-6400

1 Remedy
1 f\'rM.innplSer\-ices
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rUDY BREy
Got the stud)

blues?

^t us put a lit

green in

your pockets
ave up for th

Valentine Dati

I Spring Brea
Now Placing:

ata Entry Clei

A.M.. P.M., &
afternoon Shifl

Receptionists

Entertainment

xtune 500 Cc

13) 826-50(
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Remedy

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exerting concept in

restaurants; The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood, has positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our tun. fresh, and lively team
and help to n^ke our first of nnany

'Dole* Restaurants a great success.

Full and part tinfw shifts, starting

from 5 00 per hour, are open.

Please ealt Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(213)824-1500.

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS • BOYS CAMP, WJIASS/ GIRLS

CAMP, MAME
TOP SALARY, RM«01AUN0RY, TRAVEL AL-

LOWANCE. MUST LOVE NDS AND HAVE SKLL
IN ONE OF THE POLLOMNQ ACTmTIB:

ARCHERY, ARTS A CRAFTS, BASEBALL BA-

SKETBALL, BICYCUNG. CHEERLEAOING. DANCE.
DRAMA, DRUMS. FENCMG, GOLF. GUTTAa

GYMNASTCS. HOCKEY, HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE, HMTURE, NURSES. PHbTOGAAPHY,
PIANO. RAOn. ROCKETRY, ROPES, SAILBOARO-

MG, SANJNQ. SCUBA, SOCCER. TENMS.
TRACK. W^i. WATERSN, \ME»HTS. WOOD
WE WHi BE ON CAMPUS THURSDAY. FEBRU-
ARY ITH FROM 1t«MM SOOPM IN THE

PLACEMENT CENTER- TO SIGN UP FOR AN M-
TERVCMf, CONTACT THE MAIN WFORMATKM

COUNTtR.

30 Help Wanted 30

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, fUms & oommerdaJs.
AH types. 18-80 yrs. Earn extra money.

Fun too! Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

MALE-MODELS- Earn $100 to SlOOO^r. Jock

& Student types, handsome, lean, 18-25.

Cleanshaved Face, lite body hair. Playgirl-type

magazineVnudity. Beginners welconne. Brad
(213)392-4248.

MANAGING DIRECTOR for LA Children's

theater. Computer, bookeeping and furvirais-

ing skills needed. Available immediately.

(213)469-6663. 10am-6pm.

MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT CARDS on your
campus. Flexible hours. Earn as much as

SIO.OQ^KXir. Only ten positions available.
' Call 1-800-950-8472, ext 3.

MEDICAL RECEPTKDNIST. Part-time, M-V/f.
For a Westwood Physical Therapist. Experi-

ence preferred. (213)208-3316.

MODEL- Photographer seeks athletic female
for swimsuit and outdoor settings, serwi ar>d

recent photo and telephone to Hiro, Studio
DNR: 1 3618 s. Normandie ave. Gardena, Ca.
90249. No experiefx:e required.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hrsAvk, $7/start, typing

essential. Leasing department ask for Sheryl,

(213)820-5891. _^
PART-TIME secretary, Encino Law Office.

15-20hnyM4(. Type 50 wpm, good English

skills. Will train. S6-8/hr. to start.

(818)907-8100.

PART-TIME for small CPA practice. Light

typing, filing and basic errands. Computer
experience preferred. $7/hr, 15-20/wk.
(213)277-3507 Rick.

PART-TIME ReUil sales experience. Salary

plus commission. Ask for Phyllis.
(213)826-4649.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)206-3316.

PICTURE FRAME DESIGNER, P/T, Saturdays
are a must. Sm gallery, art or sales experience
preferred. (213)828-6866.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, flexible hours.

$6A>r. Wilsh ire/Fairfax area. No experience

necessary, will train. (213)933-7548.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ASST. 5 hours
daily, SJ-BAv. WIA office. Experierx:e re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.
(213)939-1720.

P/T HELP needed for office %vork in a small Real

Estate investment company. S5.50/hr.
(213)392-5644.

RECEPTJONISTS/SALES ASSISTANTS- F/T-P/T

flex, $Mk to start. Greet customers, write

tickets, give info., computer register, some
ligN paper work, light housekeeping duties.

Sales experierKC preferred. Benefits available.

Own car. (213) 829-7629.

RECEPTK)NIST/Gallery Asrt. Great opportun-
ity in Brentwood Art Gallary. Word process-

ing, data errtry, and phones. Wages negoti-

able. (213)820-8511.

RECEPTKDNIST. Good communication skills,

phones, counter sales, typing ar>d Word Per-

fect 5.0. Hours: B:45-5tX)p.m. P«lms area.

1 7k-f bonuscs-f benefits. Call Barbara
(213)287-2360.

RECEPTK>NIST, working part-time tor Soft-

ware developer. Answer phor^es, typing, greet

customers, general office work. Call for

appointment. (213)450-1452. S7Air.

RUNNER. Business Management Firm. West-
side. 30 hrs/weekly. Must have own car.

BenefiU. (213)5564)110.
.

J. - .

SALARY PLUS COMMISSION. P/TF/T posi-

tions. ExperierKed drivers. Messengers with
cars. (213)450-0365, Mike. (9am-12noon).

SALES PEOPLE NEEDED NOW! Student^un
business. Not difficult sales, 20% commissloni
just February, set your hours, need 15-20

hnA«4, make as much as possible in 3-4

weeks $20QM( and up. Training session early

February. CaM Theresa (213)396-4120, icivc

/

DOJVT MISS
PLACE YOUR

VALENTINE'S PERSONAL

NOW!!
Deadline: Fri. Feb. 9. 4 p.m.

(Absolutely NO Late Ads)

Issue: Feb. 14th

Rates: $8/Coluinn inch for students

$2 for color (Ixl's & IxS's)

$5 for color (2x2 's & aboveL

Help Wanted 30 Job Opportunities 32

Part-timG, 6unng school. Full-Tifne.|

during vacations, experience not

necessary. Apply in person,

Westwood Sporting Goods,

1065 Gayley Ave, Westwood

MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio tor

up-coming photo assignments.

Pro. A Non-Pro. Male Female
Call (818) 508-8680

HELPER for partially disabled man (evenings)

in exchange for room arKi kitchen priveleges.

Close to UCLA (213)275-7664 days.
(213)470-7611 evenings.

MALE MODELS- Earn $100 to i^000fi^r. Jock
and student types, handsonf>e, lean 18-25,

cleanshaved face, light body hair, Playgirl

type, magazineVnudity. Beginners welcon>e.
Brad (213)392-4248.

LJ^. SKI AND SUN TOURS
Full time secretary needed. Must
be outgoing, energetic, and have
good social skills. Good pay arxj

excellent travel benefits.

Call Griff Emery. Mon -Fri. 9-5.

(213) 471-4025.

!!! POSITION OPENING !!!

Employment Dates:

June 25, 1990 - June 30, 1991

Job Title:

Apartment Coordinator Supervisor

Duties:

Hire, train, supervise and evaluate

10 student apartment coordinators

and 6 student desk workers.

Coordinate Desk operation and
Apartment Coordinator program for

Single Student and Faculty

Apartments owned by UCLA.

Qualifications:

Must be a UCLA Graduate Student.

Must have strong Interpersonal,

communication, and organizatic»ial

skills. Experience in Residence Life

or University Housing a plus.

Remuneration:

This is a 49% time position which
pays $600.00/month plus exclusive

\iS9-'P{ a modem one-bedroonn

apartmeftt in a new building

at 456 Landfair.

To Apply:
Send resiune to Kathryn Heymann,

University Apartments/North
Manager 'at 625 Landfair #1, Los
Angeles, CA 9002A. Application

deadline is Feb. 23, 1990.

SECRETARY needed for publishers rep. firm.

Tues/ Thurs 12:30-4:30, Fri 11:30-4:30. Near
UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

SECRETARY. 20 + hrs/wk. $8-1(Vhr. Macin-
tosh experience essential. Santa Monica psy-

chologist prefer psych major. (213)390-1205.

SECRETARY needed for poblishers rep. Orm.

Tues, Thurs, 1 2:30-4:30, Fri. 1 1 :30-4 30. Near
UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

SMALL INDEPENDENT movie company
rteeds outgoing arxi reliable person to assist

with phones ind scheduling during the Ameri-

can Film Market, 2/22-3/2. Must be available

everyday during this international market. Pay
negotiable. (213)450-3193. R. Bradley.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm r^eeds

full-time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

SUCCESSFUL West LA Real Estate develop
ment company seeks bright person for clerical

assistant in Westwood office. Typing, filing,

invoice follow-up. Call Dorcene
(213)473-1531.

SWITCHBOARD RECEPTIONIST P/T evenings
and/or weekends. Beverly Hills Mercedes
Benz. (213)659-2980.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books. Magazine articles,
(213)206-5128. Vernon.

CELEBRITIES! Fast-paced Beverly Hills PR
office r^eeds receptionist/secretary, FT or PT,

MWF 9:30-5:30. Nicole (213)266-7227.

LOTS OF HUSTLE, brains, writing, clerical and
computer skills. 3 days/wvk minimum up to 40
hrs/ivk. Must have committment thru October
to help plan major parties. $M^r. May Co.
North Hollywood. Special Events.
(818)509-4234.

MARKETING/SALES up to $3(Vhr work your

own hours westside marketing.
(213)205-2631. ^
OFFICE ASSISTANT. Hi-tech Design. Santa

Monica Design firm wants a bright, erwrgetic

office assistarH. Will be assigned a PC to learn

and use business software. Responsible for:

'^'"'^fr S^cc'''^8 clients, light phones, »nd
errands. Full-tinr>e prefer - Flexible hours. Must
have car. Phone Margo, SynerDyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only.

Internships 34

Job Opportunities 32

$20,00(ymonth. You can be making this figure

by the years end. Exparwiing Busirwss Manage-
n>enl company with Fortune 500 contracts

irHerviewing for ft/pt positions. Includes esca-

lating residual irKome, work afternoon, cven-

ing hours. (213)758-6504 will train.

ARCHITECTURAL OR DRAFTS PERSON: Citt

Cilberto (213)471-6996.

INTERESTED in the music business? Intern-

ships now available with AVALON ATTRAC-
TIONS • So. Cal's largest cornxrt pronnoter,

and affiliated companies (marketing, advertis-

ing, artist mgmt.) Call Dana Jaeger at

(818)708-8855.

INTERN at growing Brentwood ad agency.

Valuable exposure to all facets of advertizing.

IS hrs/wk. Bilingual/Spanish a plus.

(213)447-2964.

TALENT AND LITERARY AGENCY- Beverly

Hills. CoTHidering final applicatiorH for intern-

ship program. Call between 1-5 only. (213)

276-7070.

VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE thru

the Urban Intern Program. 5-10hrs/wk. Call

Laura (213)206-6869 for more information.

Child Care Wanted 35

MAR VISTA MARINA. 1 'A year olds. Mondays
and Thursdays, 2 kids $8XXVhr. 2:30-8:00pm

;

Wtdnttdxyt and Fridays, 1 kid $S.OQ^r.

2:30-6:30pm. (213)827-0902.

^ ^

J. :
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Child Care Wanted 35 Apt. for Rent 49 Apt. for Rent

NEED babysitter-driver from Brentwood to

Northridge 2:30-5 :30pm 5/90. For 2 boys.

(213)476^849.

WESTWOOD HOME, 2 little boys. Must have

refererKies, be creative, reliable. Call Sunday-

Thursday, (2 1 3)470-6045

.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 & 2 BEDROOM, beginning at $160(Vrno. up
to $2000. One year lease. Charming in

wooded sight. Great location. Near campus.
Lorene Schuler. Norton Realtors. Office

(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-8396
evenings.

5 miles from LICLA. 1 -bedroom, $650 and
large single $575 available. Near transporta-

tion, restaurants, mall. (818)789-0282.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1 350, 2-bd/2-bath

-t- den. Modernized kKchen, fireplace, laundry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490. - ^I^ -. _
BEVERLY HILLS, guesthouse, new. Sirigle,

kitchenette, full bath, Jacuzzi, micri^ave,
$69SAtx}. including utilities. One person.

(213)274-3935.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,

dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable

T.V.t garage. $1025. (818)980-2951.

PACIFIC PALISADES. $595. Bachelor/guest

house. Utilities included. One person only.

1671 4'A. Marquez (near Sunset).
(213)472-0069.

PALMS 2-BED/2-BATH- $935, alarm, A/C,
quiet, two years old, minutes to UCLA by bus.

10737 Palms. (213) 638-5039.

PALMS. 2-bedroom $795. Pool, parking, laun-

dry, appliances. No pets. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMSr Largp one bedroom, security building,

15 minutes from UCLA. Must rent. $795^io.
Trent (213) 318-1301.

PICO-ROBERTSON AREA. Quiet, residential

area. 1 -be<^ -bath' $62Vmo.,2-bed/2-bath,
$80(yrno. Call (213)273-8160.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1795/mo. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONICA CANYON. 1 09V. -1 1 1 West
Channel Road. 1 -bdrm/1 -bath ocean front.

Refrigerator & stove. $370, $700-810. 2 per-

sons or more. (213)466-4954.

MAB. VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

•Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

•Staircase to private

bedrooms

*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low seoirity

deposit to move in

Playa Visu

Properties

306-6789

LARGE 600 SO FT

SPLIT LEVEL SINGLE
$850 1 BEDROOM $950
SECURITY PARKING
535 GAYLEY AVE
(213) 208-3818

WESTWOOD
1 Blk from campus
NEW BUILDING

2 Bed/2 Bath
'K}as, fireplace,

appliances, roof-top

spa, controlled

access building.

$1420. (213)824-7409.

430 Kelton Avenue

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

• Elevator

•Will allow 4 stucients

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

SANTA MONICA 1-bed 2-bath, loft. 2 parking
spaces, new, volume, clelings, quiet.

$119S/month. (213)473-4272.

UCLA University apartments for rent!! Must be

full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus.'Call (21 3)825-2293 or

(213)825-8496.

WALK TO SCHOOL. Large private room and
bath, small kitchen, very practical, $45(ymo,
5-month$ lease or more. 633 Gayley.
(213)208-5920.

WESTWOOD, $650, small 1 -bedroom, Span-
ish, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes,

mini-blinds. (213)477-2777.

49 Apartments for Rent. 49 Apartments for Rent 49

WALK
UCLA

SPACIOUS ONE BDRM
ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

•refrigerator-dishwasher-

•huge closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath •

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE, $60(ymo. Single,

full kitchen. (21 3)470-5952. Leave message.

WESTWOOD adjacent, $850, bright and spa-

cious, 1 -bec^ -bath. Large kitchen with break-
fast area. Excellent condition. Parking, 5-mi-
nutes to UCLA. (213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-balh. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-balh. Dishwasher, A^, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD, $995/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

IVi miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD adjacent. $1150 Custom re-

model. 2-bed/2-bath. All new kitchen. Extra

large closets, plush carpeting, patio, parking.

Must see. (213)474-8606.

WLA $525/MONTH- Bachelor, furnished/

unfurnished, spacious, cheerful, one mile to

LCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213) 826-7888.

WESTWOOD VHIACE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. UP TO ONE MONTH FREE.

BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIOGERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL
AIR, GATED PARKING. 433^ KELTON AVE.
(213)206-8685.

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Palm
S850 1 bedn iMtli

|1025 1 becVI Iwth plus loft

S1060 2 t)«(V2 tMth

S12S5 2 lwd/2 bath plus den

BeautHuNy deconled, a/c. security gated, buH-'m
•tovB. diatwnwher. Open house Saturday 10-2 at

3717 Vinton #104. .

1 mo. FREE RENT witti one year lease.

83»«1« (mpr.) 47B-4S58 (otfice)

Ad
Valentine's Pay • • •

Send your love in a Daily Bruin Valentine^
f6

Daily Bruin Valentines Issue - February 14
Classified Display Deadline - February 9 - 4pm
Classified Line Deadline ^ February 13-noon

17

00

m
'i^^

NAME

no ADDRESS

CITY

PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

CHECK MC/VISA.

ZIP

PHONE

CARD NO.:.

EXP. DATE (Exp. date must be irx:luded) I"
REG. CARD. AMOUNT $.

BOX NUMBER1
Don't forget to indicate what size you want!!!!! Box Art is atwve!

i

****
Don't forget to enclose payment and any necessary artwork or special ^
instructions. Please note wtiich box art you want to appear in your ad i^

Prices:

Students: $8/col inch

Locally: $9.45/col Inch

Color:

$2 fori to 3 column incties

$5 for ads larger ttian

3 (X)lumn inches

This is 1 column Inch

r by 1"

No more than 20 worcjs per

column inch, please

Please drop this form off at the Classified Window - 112 Kerckhoff Hall 825-2221
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ADVERTISE
IN THE

GLASSIHEDS
825-2221

Apt. for Rent 49 Apts. Unfumlstied 52

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Siiared or

private. Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.

Free brochure. Northridge
Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,

Northridge, CA 91325
(818)886-1717

Apartments Furnistied 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.

(213)559-1467.

Santa Monica $1300 Wilshire/5th, Sunny,

quiet, spacious, 2+2 furnished sublet, steps to

beach. (213)394-2662.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.

11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

WESTWOOD X-large single. Minutes walk to

campus. Parking. $700 if>cludes utilities.

Short lease. Jennifer (213)208-3116.

WESTWOOD, $1050. One-bedroom Fire-

place, stove, refrigerator. Charming, quiet

neighborhood. Call (213)656-8339.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$1700,
2-bedroom, 1'A bath upper. Hardwood
floors, fireplace, dining room, yard«
(213)639-1640.

.WLA 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH- $1,060 and
$940. New security building. All amenities,

rooftop Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view.

Open, 1512 Amherst. (213)626-5528

WLA. Large 2-bdrm/lVi bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. LaurKJry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931-1160.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Brags
6 Common man
10 See(1s
14 A medium
15 ZesttuI

16 Jug
17 Carr or Post
18 Reciprocal

action

20 Scepter
21 Unusual
22 Dress style

23 Grow dim
25 Calmer
27 Beguile

30 Warning word
31 Fennel s km
32 Swathe
33 Farm animal
36 Right pref

37 Eremite
38 The Censor
39 Catch
40 UK region
41 Destinies

42 Amerinds
44 Very best
45 Nobleman
47 List

48 Heath genus
49 Visualize

50 Amino acid
54 Asp-intlicted

wound
57 Penalizes

58 One Ger
59 Encircled by
60 Peoples
61 Experiment
62 Vigorous
63 Unskillful

DOWN
1 Steep
2 Holy man
3 Wisdom god
4 US frorrtier

5 Sauce type
6 Animal group
7 Real estate
8 Outer pref

9 Half a
farewell

10 Tree
1

1

Uneducated
12 SST or STOL
13 Utterer

19 Marine aid

21 Can prov
24 Pan of to

t>e'

25 Disloin

26 Container
27 Mild oath
28 Arrow poison
29 Far-West

Canadians
30 Dog treats

32 Envy
34 Sw^eetsop
35 Greatest
37 Opera box

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

F A LiSE

1

[si\\N AjP A C rr A
A N liT A T 1 DIEG L;E:NIr eInItT EjA RiS A L A^^
S TlR A T A G E MH T E|A|S[El^^ E R E

1
S PIH E RIEISI

'b AITHR E D s LU M4*1
A GJAr1 in^Hh o U^ E TtOjPl

T AIR nUs T llN gBn aIp A
ITT rIaIc t R slHS T R A Y^^R I F E

1
s H EHE L S

M A G ElNIT A p U T s^^H
A N A M eMs A 1 N T H
S M E c U R L

1

L A R V A
E D E N u R A L E L L E N
R E^ T p £ N S S T oj R K

38 Manitoban.
eg

40 Mother of

Perseus
41 Seemly
43 Receptacle
44 Antagonists
45 Harass
46 Mr Palmer
47 High-pitched

49 Animate

5

1

Single time

52 GlarK:e

53 Kind of prof.

55 Deg. holders

56 Rogue

57 Calendar
abbreviation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

P

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

^20 M' ^^^H22

^^^^^23 24 25 26

27 28 29 ^^30 !
31 32 33 34 35

36 r 38

39 r "
^^^H42 43 m-
45 46 m- ^^^1
48 ^^^H49 50 51 52 53

54 55 56 57

58

1
59 60

61

hLJ 62 63

(Cit

Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rouryled by pir>es. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Share

BRENTWOOD $575, pool, luxury apt. Neat

female, non-snwker. Student preferred, great

location. (213)472-4720.

BRENTWOOD, female, share spacious master

bedroom, security buikding, parking, close to

buslines, only $265/mo. (213)620-7515.

FEMALE, own room in spacious WLA 2-t-l 'A ,

pking, sec., micwve, $475/mo. + 'A util., avail,

immed. Call Christine (213)478-2061(0) or

(213)626-3536(H).

GREAT 2br. apt. Share with female roommate.

Good Locale! UCLA nearby. $229.50/nH).

Details: (213)620-6427.

MARINA DEL REY, Female needed to share

r>ewer 2-t-2'A townhouse, 3-blocks from

beach. Fireplace, a/c, security. Move-in 2/1 5.

$550/mo. Kim (2 13)83 6-66 72.
(213)442-2015.

$425-OWN ROOM. For responsible female.

Nice westside apartment. Great roomates.

(213) 474-6434.

PALMS, rK)n-snrw>king, two-bedroom, two-

bath, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, barbeque, parking.

$495/mo. Call Charles at (213)559-5690.

SANTA MONICA 2-bed/ 1-bath. Walk to

beach. Mature, friendly female. Parking, laun-

dry. Suzane (213)396-0676.

House for Rent 56

RANCHO PARK. 4-bdmV3-bath with studio.

2-car garage. Beautiful view of golf course.

$215*Vmo. (213)655-2773.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,
laundry. 2-car parking.

sundecks

I

•10-15 min. from
campus

|»6 models to choose
from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Bh^.)

CaU for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Share 57

SHARE large, clean, 3-bedroom house with 2

women {fritr 25), and two dog». Culver City,

very convenient to UCLA. Avail, rniw.

$40(ymo. including utilities. Call anytime.

Leave ntessaxe. (213)838-0342.

House for Sole 58

VIRTUALLY BRAND NEW! Popular North Mar
Vitta location. 3-bedroom$, 2-baths. Master

suite. Fireplace. Built-in kitchen. $449,500.

(213U77-7001.

House Excticnge 59

LONDON, ENCLAND-WLA. Approximately

7/1^ to 9/1/90. Visiting professor and wife

offer: 2-story furnished house, living room,

formal dining room, modern kitchen, 2-doublc

bedrooms, 2 studies, 1 V> baths, large garden.

Minute* from transport, shopping 4i parki.

'h -hour from theater andWe«l«n#. Raquircd:

similar house, easy bus route !• UQA. kA
raferenceft provided.

(213)e2S-40S9. (818)905-0403.

53 Housing Needed
HOUSEATONDO WANTED beginning 5/1/90
for 12-15 months. Need 3 bedrooms in WLA.
UCLA Prof. (213)4593323.

54 Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-repair). Delinquer>t tax property. Repos-

sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.80S0.

Room for Help 63

GUESTHOUSE with kitchenette In exchange
ft>r 12hrs. worKMc. Near #12 blue bus.

(213)559-5464.

Room for Rent 64

$385, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-snfy>ker,

no pets, large room, fiimished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

BEVERLY HILLS $50(Vmo includes utilites and
cable. Private room/bath. Parking
(213)276-1572, after 3pm.

BEVERLY HILLS- Penthouse, private roonV
bath, recreation, gym, roof garden, sauna,

kitchen/laundry privileges. $50(ymo. (213)

859-2959.

ENCINO, $350/mo., private roonV bath,

kitchen privileges, female. Beautiful Encino
Hills home. 7 miles from campus.
(818)501-6678.

NEARBY CANYON. Large room with separate

kitchen, bath, and entrance. $575/ includes

utilities, cable. (213)470-0272.

NEAR Westwood, bus, security condo, private

room and bath, furnished, kitchen, laurMJry

privilege, $450 (213)475-4606. »

SANTA MONICA, own room $425/nfy>. Furn-

ished, bright, easygoing environnf>ent in a

3-bed/rA -bath home. Close to beach-
shopping, and bus to UCLA. (213)399-7160.

SANTA MONICA, prime area. North of Mon-
tana. Private rooniA>ath, furnished in hon>e.

Light kitchen priveleges. Female preferred.

$375. (213)395-2025.

WLA, $400Ano. Own Room, bath, kitchen

'privledges. 1.75 miles to UCLA. Near bus.

Non-smoker. (213)477-7831. v.

Roommates 65

650 LANDFAIR APT. 1 block from UCLA
$25(yn>o. utilities included. Kathryn and Nitta

(213)824-5747.

AVAILABLE NOW. Private room and bath in

luxury Townhouse. Quiet street, indoor park-

ing. 3 miles from UCLA. Private balcony.

$60(ymo. Call Azi.(21 3)541 -7798.

BRENTWOOD. Ovvn roomA>alh in 2-bed/
2-bth apartnrKint. Luxury high-rise, 24lh floor.

UrKlergrour>d parking available, unfurnished.

$50(Vn>o plus $230 deposit and half utilities.

Live with a male professional (213)478-3542.

Leave message. Available February or March.

FEMALE, 5-minutes walking, furnished, 1 -bed-

room, $335/nfK). Feb. free (begins 2/1 7). Joan,

(21 3)824-1903A21 3)206-1092.

FEMALE needed to find apartnrtent with

another female in local area, around
SSOO/person. Days (21 3)208-0784.

FEMALE own room two bedroom one bath

near campus $4004^*A Util, $400 sec. Arlene

(213)473-6490.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, n/s Good sense of

humor. $350 -f haJf utilities. Brentwood
adjacent. (213)826-5264.

FEMALE roommate to share 2-bed/2-bath

apartment. Pool, Jacuzzi, fully furnished. Near
campus. $400/mo. (213)824-4228,
(213)824-7668.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share

a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. iMO/mo.
(213)208-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroom/bathroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd and La Brea.

Open-minded, $600 + deposit, furnished.

(213)935-5800.

MALE to share 2 bd/1.5 bath w/3 Uudento
Gayley/Veteran. (213)208-2660. Gary
$350/nrH>. + 1/4 utilities.

NEED female non-smoker to share
2-bedroonV2-bath in Santa Monica. W/D,
fireplace, paricing. $590. (213)453-8754.

OWN BEDROOM, own bath in 3-bedroom.
$375. 3 miles to UCLA, Walk to free shuttle

Cable, fun student roomates. (213)473-5426.

OWN ROOM, $475 WLA, Large, nice furn-

ished, upper, pool, laundry, share bath. Fe-

malc only. (21 3)5598086.

PAKISTANI female seeks roommate for 1 -bed-

room, $285 + utilities. (213)838-8108, after

6pm.
,

ROOM TO SHARE in Westwood! 2 bed,

2-bath; Bright apt. w/ great view; washer/dryer,

big furnished rooms, Jacuzzi; sundcck; parking

if r>eeded. Febuary rent free; can move in

ASAP. $450. Call:826-3055.

SHARE 3 bedroom townhouse in West Covina.

Quiet rwn-smoker, graduate student preferred,

$275/mo. includes utilities. Shelley
(213)635-8490(work) (818)919-0536(home)

WANT (emaM, non jmdwr, townhouse, a

pool, ipa 12 mtim l» UOA UOOfmo
(818)893-0548.

60 Roommates 65

WESTWOOD. Girls share large duplex.
2-bdr/2-bath, parking. $324/nrK>. 691 Kelton.

(213)824-4183, (213)454-8211.

WLA- Large private roorrVbath. $475/mo.
Shower, carport, balcony, laundry. Available

Mach 1st. Olivier (213) 478-5380.

WLA. Share 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Nice room
with private bath. New security complex.
Available now. $597 -t-Vi utilities.

(213)447-1395.

Sublet 66

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

Condos for Rent 69

CULVER CITY, Fox hills. Beautiful large con-
dominium. 2-becV 2-bath. High ceiling, patio,

pool, latindry facilities, 2-car garage. No
pets.$105(yrTX). (213)477-6885.

CULVER CITY, &1 75a'mo, newly redecorated

townhouse, 3-bedroom, den, 2Vi -bath, pool.

(213)281-6312 (day), (213)545-7554(eve).

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. 2-bdrm/2-bath +
den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062. . .. . .

- ^V

Flying/Paractiutlng 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

Insurance 91

*

/lilsiate' *
Auto/Home/Comnerciai J^

Westwood/Wilshiri Office ^
312-0202 »•

1317 Westwood Blvd ,^
(2 biks So ot Wilshire) W'

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE'

^ kitifkitifkifkifkitir-kifkifkik'^

^^ but 'iutu insuraiivt

ntod by Inw' So for a
TREE LOWER QUOTE call

'21 1.8^2 "1^5 ei^vBJ? 1510

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY
••••••••••••••••••*

Auto & Motorcycle
insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!..

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
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MARTIN
From page 40

The usual key to Arizona's
success is the play of its frontline,

which the Bniins neutralized with
a zone defense when the teams met
in Pauley. Expect to see it again.

"We'll play zone," he said. "We
did a good job in the zone, and now
I think it is a good thing.**

Playing zone means Martin will

have to contend with the outside
shooting of the Matt's—Muelh-
bach and Othick—both of whom
put (Ml clinics at times in January.

Another reason the Bruins
emerged victorious against the

Wildcats was clutch free-throw
shooting—especially on the part of
Martin. It was an act which earned
respect.

Insurance

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save monvf. (213)820-4839.

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA
'Mill- llt-.tllli ( 11)11111- -Ml)t(.'l(.\C'

W.-ll Com.' TO Vol''

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: fennaie 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

urvder 21, male urxier 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
coliision, and motorcycles

Easy (payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Movers 94

GREG'S rnoving. We do all the moves. Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

moNtn. Free estimates, experienced, and rcli-

able. )erry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dorm? Don'l

Miss Phone Cal Is Own a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipment nccesary.

(818)594-1057. (21 3»964-3358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RFSEARCHF.R can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etcf Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)208 4353.

PROFESSKDNAL PAPERS loco's of research

papers on file. Custom research also.

(213)469-9016.

VOICE MAIL, private 24-hour answering ser-

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.

(818)594-1974.

V^

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tub^ecu. Thesea/DiiMrtationa,

PtopoMl* and Books. Forei|m Student*

Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. (213| 470 6661

/[STWOOD COIN LAUNDRy

1874 Wfestwoofl Bl,

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

•::iv
'}}.••-•>'

r
I

I

I

I

I

HAPPY PLATE
•Cliicken
• Beef Stick ,

• Fried Rice
• Green Salad

Atter 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
!=!i_L__ 1121 Glendon Avenue. ,. (213)

f
I

I

I

I

I

.1

OjJl^^Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICF

91 Tutoring Offered 98 Typing

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

FRENCH TUTOR, native speaker, expcr-
ienced. Call John, (213)962-1609.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.
Expert ail levels teaching experience. Will
commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call: 473-4193 .

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (21 3)859-2293,
Irave message.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT,

and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

od.IVY league grods. Stamfofd Prep
(213)271-5181.

Typing 100

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Also offer

ethical a«*i*taiK:e with writing prxiblems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and PoMlicai Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

TROESCHER TYPINCS

$2.50 pet doui»fe fij(»accd |mi^
l^pwiel qualHy r«8tiin«i$ - ISO.QO
Thrse htmr rush «eTvke availal^^^

Oi*EN 24 HOimS
(213) 387-4873

A-1 ATTITUDES Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resun^es ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing^ laser

printed. Free pickup and delivery. Term pap-
ers, (APA) dissertations, resumes.
(213)475-4057.

ACCURATE, affordable t, fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xlOS, 9-5:30 M-F.

Ail typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page. (818)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 ycvs •*- profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia. (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC^aser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-f*C Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459-0258.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. Sl.SO/page.
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, DissertaliofH, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spcllcheck, storage. Le Conle/
Tiverton. (21^)208-0040.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuicripU. sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-€939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

)ean (213)476-4154.
,

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. $10/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career courwelor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel 105

THE
WORLD
SON
SALE!
Roundtrip from los

San Praiicisco

New York
London
Amstcfdnm
Paris

Athens
Tahiti

Giiro
TdAviv
Nairobi
Joliannesbiirs

Angeles

$ 70
$ 278
$ 399
$ 489
$ 549
$ 629
$ 689
$ 739
$ 738
$1070
$1360
$1560

Restrictiomippiy. Farw subjea to change
without notice and baMd on avaliMity.

Anmieay.okit$t tnd ku^l€$!t

Comdnavd
1093owL)^Kv«,^fS5wood

113-108-3551

;;) dttTfrent I<*\'^^

UnefcasfS

liackpack^

HookbaS^

SALE!
1 IK I hurs I 1 t)

In 10 (.

Sdt 10 4

Best Prices & Selection In Town!

100 Autos for Sale

Travel Tickets 106

AMERICAN AIRLINES 2/23. Afternoon 2/26.

MaixJi Gras weekend, LAX-N|pv Orleans.

$300. (213)486-4129.

ROUNDTRIP plane ticket from LAX to SFO.
Leaving Fri 2/16, returning Mon. 2/19. $100.
Call evenings (213)209-0592. Must sell.

Autos for Sale 109

VOLKSWAGON CABRIOLET, 1986,
$910(Vobo. 22,000 nr^iles, red with white,

5-speed, A/C, pull-out radio, alarm. Mint

condition. (213)472-7037.

VW BUS, 1978, $3000, p-eat condition. Must

see. (213)477-2933.

VW SUPER BEETLE 1974, cherry red, runs

beautifully, non-smoker car $1850.00 Tom
Eves. (213)827-4364, days, (213)803 3333.

BMW 2002, 1976, invisaWe to cops, gels

lOOOmpg and chauffer included. How about
must sell by Sun. $1500. (213)826-9542.

CORVETTE convertible, 1974, $14,50Cyobo.
Red wA>lack interior and top. 350 automatic.

PVpw. 52,000 orig. miles. (213)399-1389/

DODGE OMNI, 1987. Original owner. 4-door
hatchback, 5-speed, AM/FhA cassette. 27,000
miles. Excellent condition. $3500.
(213)664-7404. -

FORD RANGER 1986. $5000/obo. Extra

clean, S-speed, a/c, wan-anty, new clutch. Call

Kevin (213)653-2991, (213)826-6349.

HONDA CIVIC 79- 1 20 miles and still runs
great. $1,000. (213) 473-5096.

HONDA PRELUCE 1985. Sunroof, stereo,

graphit grey, new tires, 70k miles. Great
condition. $6400.(213)417-4940 days.
(213)470^5835 eves.

HONDA PRELUDE SI '86. 24k. 5-speed, a/c.

power steering/window^unroof. White, gray
interior. Perfect condition. $9999.
(213)460-7525.

MAZDA 626 1985 $540a/obo. 4-door,
5-speed, AM^M cassette, excellent condition.

Call Rachael. (21 3)398-1 770 between 6-9pm.

MAZDA RX7 coupe 1987. Burgundy, 20K
miles, AM-FM cassette, equalizer. A/C,
5-speed. $n,25(yobo. (818)892-7104.

MAZDA RX7 GS, 1985, $S,00(yobo. White,
original owr^r. Excellent condition. New tires.

AM/FM cassette. (213)473-4272.

MUSTANG California Classic 1968 coupe.
289 V8. AK, auto transmission, top condition.

Original owner. $4,950/obo. (213)472-8333.

NISSAN SENTRA 1989. One owner, automa-
tic, A^, stereo. 2-dr, tan, clean. $7000. Cash
negotiable. 26k miles. (213)478-3542.

SUZUKI, 1985, $320(Vobo, mint, charcoal
gray convertible, 45,000 miles.
(213)454-7713.

VOLKSWAGON GOLF, 1 986, $5000. 4-door,

blue, 48,000, a/c, good condition.
(213)669-0428.

VOLKS WAGON- Convertible bug, 1976,
$5,000. Excellent corxiition. Brarni new top.

Must see. Eva (213) 478-2924. (213)
62a7700.

Auto Repair no

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl.

(213) 207-1811

Bicycles for Sale 113

BIANCHI (Haly) 1 5 sp. Great deal $300. Giant
930RS 1 2 sp. Like new. $275. (21 3)826-6349.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

86 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 450, excellent

condition. 8200 miles, $1300.
(213)824-1747.

HONDS- XL 350, 1984, $1,250. 9k/miles.

Great condition. Mark (213) 824-5975.

Scooters 119

1984 Moped, 109 miles, good working condi-
tion. Black and Red $300 obo. Call Alex
(213)3038.

1 986 YAMAHA CA 50, white, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

\99b YAMAHA RIVA 50. Rum yeat, blade,

$500 with helmet and lock. Bill

(213)209-0396.

109 Scooters 119

1987, HONDA AERO, 50mi., like new, $900.
(213)337-2718.

1989 HONDA ELITE LX. Brand new less than

100 miles. Helmet storage. Clove compart-
ment. (213)209-5524.

HONDA AERO 1 25. Low miles. Battery char-

ger and other extras. $800/obo. Debi
(213)208-0556.

'

HONDA ELITE 80-$900 and HONDA ELITE

150-$1175. Both clean with low miles.

(213)479-5851.

HONDA ELITE- 80 white, just tuned, runs
great. $900. OBO. Elite Deluxe 2m, red. Must
see. $900. (213) 824-5098.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987. Great condition,

basket, two helmets, lock. $900. Call Chris.

(213)445-8630.

HONDA ELITE 125. Good condition;extras

included. $750. Must sell by 2/28.
(213)208-2814.

YAMAHA 125Z, 1988. Black. Helmet, lock,

storage. Low mileage. Mint condition. $1000.
Dave (213)659-7999.

YAMAHA QT 50, 1979, red, good condition,

hardly used, fully serviced. $425/obo.
(213)876-6650. Leave message

40 gal glass fish tank with teak stand $100.00.
(213)451-5545.

DIAMOND"2'A carat engagement ring.

$1 0,000. Will sacrifice at $3,000. Never used.
Call Mr. Marple. Day (800)877-8811, eve
(714)723-5229,

Furniture 126

DESK 6 months old, built in storage and filing

cabinets. $1 50. Call Doug. (21 3)384-2504 ext.

208.

DINETTE SET, Maple finish. Four chairs in

excellent condition. Table w/lcaf $250/obo.
(213)473-1244.

DOUBLE BLACK FUTON FRAME. SIOG/obo.
Brand new. (21 3)207-1 586 Musi sell, moving.

Futon available-additional $$,

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE futon with franf>c, desk, chair,

bookshelves, erxltable. Prices negotiable. Ra-
chel (213)398-1770 between 6-9pm.

Garage Sales 127

CENTURY CAR Alarm in excellent condition.

$8(Vobo. Works Rreat. (213)209-5320.

Mu$iyal Instruments 129

PIANO, Wurlitzer Pecan Console, approxi-

mately 1 5-years old. Good condition. $900.
(213)280-0431.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

CAR STEREO, Heidelberg, $1 50. Brand new
for 1982 Volkswagen Rabbit Convertible.
Originally $355. Newer used. (818)356-9842.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 2C+, 640k RAM. Color monitor, stand.

Retail over $1,000; $947/obo. Leave message
(818)594-1907.

APPLE IMACEWRITER II, brand new,
SAOO/obo, call Linda (213)825-8745; eves.

(714)992-4842.

MACINTOSH Image Writer printer- good con-
dition w/cabies. $275. Call Bill or LouAnne.
(213)475-5760.

CcMnputers for Less
386/20 1 mg VGA $1700
386/20 1 mg Mono $1300
286 AT 640k Mono $740
XT640K Mono $480

6C Oompumn fWrmOTSIS
Lp» AngmmmMaa
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^O^'j^'^IaB^dB%
The Best Mexican food In Los Angeles

since 1973.

In Westwood:

10930 lindbrook Dr.

Comer of Westwood
L Llndbiook

(213)208-1455

Hn:M'F:9-7
Sat:ll'5

Also In Santa Monka
1014 Wlbhlre Blvd.

Between 10th. &. 11th. St

(213) 395-67n
FREE PARKING

IN REAR
Houn:9aiii.'9:30pin

Men. Than Sat.

Sunday 10iaiii.'9pin

! FREE Beef Taco !

I

I

I

I

I

Valid Only With Coupon Expires 2/28/90 I

w/ any Burrito purchase
1 per person

BEAN BAG FACTORY

GCLA Student Discounts

Large selection

of futons starting

as low as

$49.95

Large variety of

fabrics & colors

as low as

$9.95

5011 W. Pico Blvd. L.A.
Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00pm

Fri 9:30-5:00pm
Sun ll:00-5:00pm

I

1
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PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIXTL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
GUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETV^EEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

STAMFORD PREP INC.

If youVe thinking about taking
Stanley Kaplan for preparation in— —the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
*7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan.

"

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student
------ Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

lessons
in

economics:

25%
OFF

Our Best Selling
Contact Lenses

You don't need

to be an

Economics Major

to know
a Super Deal!

DAILY WEAR

t^ f RED 49

Softjnftta B'

Bauach tt Lomb Sofapm
CooperOiln

EXTENDED WEAR

'49
• BoflmMs II

• Ajnenc&n hydron Zero 4
RSQ fl9 • DuTMOft III

'Fashion' EYEGLASSES
'Price Includes your
choice of a Trasne from
our Faahlon' Collection
with preecnptlon lences
There la never an extra
charge for plaetlc. photo
grey, oversize or tinted
lenses
•8IN0LK VISION Non Cataract lienses

$39
Visit FOR EYES OPTIGAL COMPANY.
It might be the most important lessonyoulearn today.

^Oft ties
Keeping Values in Sight.

Pricing DoM Not Incltuto ^e Kzama.

®
LOS ANOELES-l9?7 Westwood Bivd

1 '^ BHis So ot Santa M6ntca
(213)474-0522

TARZANA- 16724 Ventura Blvd

3 Biks Aest o« Reseda
(•It) 70S-4020

PA8ADENA-foothiii Flosemead Center

3619 E FoottKll Btvd

(•It) 361-5415

^# TOfMIANCE-Meadow Park Pl«2a

22813 Hawtttorne Blvd

^ (213) 37Mn42

•Cenm^ iMtForEvsaOpiertCo

ARCO PRODUCTS

COMPANY,
A DIVISION OF ATLANTIC RICHFIELD

WILL BE AT THE UCLA PLACEMENT AND
CAREER PLANNING CENTER FOR ON-

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON FEBRUARY 23,

1990. WE ARE LOOKING TO FILL POSITIONS
AT OUR DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES

HEADQUARTERS FOR

FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
IN OUR CONTROLLER'S DEPARTMENT.

. QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL HAVE AN
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE

;

ECONOMICS
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE SIGN UP
FOR AN INTERVIEW AT THE PLACEMENT
AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER. ARCO
. OFFERS COMPETITIVE SALARIES AND— ——BENEFITS.— —

WAL1£R
From page 39

also admired the style of UCLA
gymnastics—it's geared more
towards international competi-
tion." /

In his three years at UCLA,
Waller has earned three All-

American titles—including the

NCAA pommel horse title last

year—and helped the Bruins win
their second NCAA team title in

1987. Last year. Waller also

competed as a member of the U.S.
National team.

As UCLA's only senior on the

young, but talented 1990 squad,

consisting of two current U.S.-

National team members in sopho-
mores Chainey Umphrey and Scott

Keswick, Waller will also provide
leadership as the Bruins go for

their third NCAA title.

"I see Chris taking on a leader-

ship role on the team," Shurlock
said. "(He) does the right thing at

the right time. He is someone the

rest of the team can emulate.''

Although Waller does not
believe in a status structure on a

team, his leadership ability will

come to play right before the

NCAAs.
"Right now, I don't tell them

what to do," Waller said. "I don't
like a hierarchical order (mi a team. -

I think it's better if everyone feels

like equals. Perhaps later on, like

right before the NCAAs, I (might
take on a leadership role)."

For Waller, the NCAAs is the

most important meet of the collegi-

ate season. In the past two yean.
Waller has been UCLA's top

scorer in the team competition at

NCAAs.
"It's the most important meet,"

Waller said of the nationals. "For
me in the past, all the other meets
are leading up to the meet, as far as

the collegiate season goes. While
it's still not good to make a
mistake, I accept mistakes in those
(early) meets because they are

building meets. . .but when it

comes to the NCAAs, I'll con-
struct my routines so I know there

is nothing to chance."

Arid as the Bruins prepare for

the journey to the NCAAs, they
will probably face their toughest
competition this Saturday as tj>ey

host the UCLAA-A Times Invita-

tional. The roster of teams com-
peting at the invite reads like a
who's who of men's gymnastics,
including last year's top three

teams at NCAAs, lUinois, Nebras-
ka, and Minnesota.

"I think it's a very important
meet," Waller said. "If the team
wins, it will boost our confidence
without a doubt. It will intimidate

the other teams. But if we lose the

meet, we're going to be that much
more charged up to train really

hard."

Whatever the season holds for

Waller and his teammates. Wall-
er's long-term goals include the

1992 Olympics, 1991 World
Championships, and 1990 Good-
will Games.

"I'll keep training in gymnastics
at least until '92," Waller said.

"Obviously there is nothing like

the Olympics. . .it's the ultimate

athletic experience, I imagine, but
it's not the only goal. If I got
injured today or tomorrow to the

point where I couldn't come back -

to gymnastics, it would be terrible

for me to think I haven't accom-
plished anything just because I

hadn't gone to the Olympics.
"I think I have already accom-

plished a lot, but because I've

accomplished a tot already doesn't

mean that I should quit pursuing to

do better," Waller said.

For Waller, the daily routines
will continue in his quest for

excellence.
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WALLER
From page 42

State Fullerton two weeks ago. In

earning the all-around tide. Waller
had three first-place finishes—the

high bar (9.825), parallel bars

(9.70), and pommel horse
(9.65)—and a third-place finish on
the floor (9.45).

Waller's all-around score of
56.675 is only .175 shy of his top
score last season at the NCAA
Championships, where UCLA
finished fourth. However, with
only one competition under his

belt and still a long road ahead to

the NCAAs, Waller doesn't fear of
peaking too soon.

"(The score shows that) I'm that

much better than I was last year,"

Waller said. "I still have a lot of
work to do. I'm not going to peak
too soon. I can better that score by
1.5 points. . .thpre is still a lot of
room for improvement"

According to both Waller and
UCLA head coach Art Shurlock,

one specific place for improve-
ment is on the vault.

"It's been my nemesis (the

vault) ever since I've been in

gymnastics," Waller said. "I never
worked it very much when I was a
kid. That was just the habit with
my club (American Academy of
Gymnastics), not to work the vault

That's probably why I'm not as

good on that event as I am on the

other events."

According to Shurlock, once Wall-
er improves on the vault he will

become a stronger, well-rounded
gymnast

"If he masters the vault he'll be
very even on all six events,"

Shurlock said. "He's there already

on the other five events. (The
vault) is the last step he needs to

take to be at the top of U.S.

gymnastics."

Inspired by Olympian Nadia
Comanechi's 1976 perfect- 10 per-

formances and by American Kurt

Thomas, Waller began his gym-
nastics career in 1980, when he

joined the American Academy of

Gymnastics in Desplaines, Illinois.

Besides competing on his club

team. Waller also competed for

John Hersey High School where,
as a sophomore, he led his team to

the Illinois State Championships
and also won the State all-around

title. Afterwards, Waller trained

exclusively at the club level.

"(After my sophomore year) I

fulfilled my goal (of winning the

State Utle)," WaUer said, "and I

wanted to concentrate on the

international style of gymnastics,

and in order to do that I needed lo

train differently than high school

gymnastics.**

After his third year on the Junior

National team. Waller had heart

surgery in August of 1984 for a

constricting aorta. After the

surgery, he formed a slightly

different outlook on life.

"The only way it might have
changed me is that I really wanted
to live life," Waller said. "I wanted

to do the things I really wanted to

do, to go after life really aggres-

sively."

His aggressive nature earned

him a spot as the youngest gymnast
on the Senior National Develop-

mental team between 1985-86,

where he competed against teams

from South Africa, Cuba, and

Romania.

When it came to choosing a

college, the international style of

Shurlock's program attracted

Waller to UCLA, over Nebraska

and Minnesota. "I came here

because I was looking for a school

with really good gymnastics, but

alsoi leaHy good tckooi acadenri-

ct^. Md UCLA^ ted the iMt
oomMMIiai,'' Writer said, "r '

See ftmjum, page Si
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WEST L.A BAR / BRI LECTURE CENTER JiSO MOTOR AVE

TIME: 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
—CAUL 1-800-777-EXAM

ThePmfessmd

$29* «.MJMniD TANNiG

No Additional Fees!
Hurry Memberships Limited

477-9300
Mon-Fri

8-10pm
Sat 9-8pm
Sun 11-6pm

11672 Gateway Blvd.
At Barrington, 1 block So. of Pico

•first time clients w/coupon. Exp.2/18/90

for S) DEAL
AT HOME CLEANERS
UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff,

Get five of your clothes dry cleaned or
laundered and get any of up to five

more items cleaned free of charge.
*

*(Must not require special handling)

Only with..'.

- HOME CLEANERS
Quality Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service
Without Leaving Your Home or Office

Call us anytime, any place, for free unlim-

ited pick-up and delivery, and same-day ser-

vice. (Min. 5 items)

(213) 389-3341
Business Hours: M-Sat 7-6.

Your Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Lov^ Cost Early

Pregnancy Test —

—

• Immedliate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

Immmj o choice

Family Planning Associates

Medical Group

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

. %

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

_^_ NO DOWN PAYMENT
Mwntor of Anwrtcan Denial Assoc.
M«mb*r ol Amwican Assoc, d Orthodontics

$99ONLY \I#W^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $23fw

(213) 826-7494
11645 Wilshire Btvd #802
(1 Block east of Barrir^ton)

*0n approval o( cradK. Only for cMaa rafatrinj 24 mofUha «f aciwa

JlOirS PRESENTS
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iMMEDLMTJEXr ^
AFTERtHEW

IS DQNE.^
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Copeland^s Sports

GIANT SKI
CLEARANCE
Our Entire Ski Department Priced to Selljast

Special Croup 1988-89
Sport & Recreational Skls.^

1988-89 Mfg Suggested*^
Retail $2S5-$285

A PAW
Special Croup Ski Boots
From Salomon, Nordica,
Heieling & Raichla
1988-89 Mfg Sug
Retail $160-^190

'apaiIi

Bored with the^V
everyday?

TAKE A WOK OM
THE WILD SIDE

FIRST
SZECHVtfiN

WOK
Chinese flesiaurani

10855 LINDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

1

i
UCLA

1

Linooroo* X

Wilftntr* 1
^̂

1

FREEIV; 10 % OFF
Portion of Fri<

or Chow M<
le purchase_ of two

maio cBshes
Expires 6/30/90

To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pm)
$10 MInhnum order

Expires 6/30/90

^VSVlACN

WOMMN'S

79fS.

SIIM
IIP

OWIMK
PANTS

$$$$
FINANCIAL AID
WORKSHOPS
1990-1991
SAAC

APPLICATIONS

MCM

ifW-N

Tuesday, February 13

Wednesday, February 14

Tliursday, February IS

Tuesday, February 20

Tliursday, Febniary 22

Tuesday, FMbmary 27

Wednesday, February 28

Thursday, Marcb 1

3525 Ackerman U:30 AM • 1:30 PM

3525 Adcerman 11:30 AM • 1:30 PM

3520 Ackerman U:30 AM - 1:30 PM

3525 Ackerman 11:30 AM • 1:30 PM

3520 Ackerman 11:30 AM • 1*^ PM

3525 Ackerman 11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

3525 Ackerman U:30 AM • 1:30 PM

3520 Ackerman U:30 AM • 1:30 PM

TODAY ONLY! FEB 8'** BRING THIS
COUPON IN FOR AN EXTRA 10% OFF

—J—

JTTii: b -li'JH

TAKI AMIXTKA

10% OFF
COOP TODAY OWtY t/«/»q ..

TAKI AM BXTKA

10% OFF
TOOAV ONLY t/t/M

TAKI AN IXTNA

10% OFF
COOO TODAY ONLY S/t/M

TAKI AN IXTNA

10% OFF
COOD TODAY ONLY l/l/OO

C*ci« coupon nwy b« apiM«« to the purdiM* of any ttom m stock. UmH 4 coypom
p«r pcrion, par ttom Cotipom c«m>ot bo applltd to laKwmam or gWt eortWcrtw.

I M *••(> »" n««^ '

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood eivd

WestWOOd 208-6444
HOURS: Mon-Ttnirs 10-9,

Fri-Sat 10-10. sun 10-7

A COUNSELOR WILL
BE AVAILABLE TO

ASSIST WITH SPECIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES.
SAAC DEADLINE:
MARCH 2. 1990

MARTIN
From page 43

UCLA, and after a long searcti,

Pepperdine tiead coacli Jim Har-

riclc was selected as the successor.

Martin was close to Hazzard, and
after the move, publicly
announced his possible intention

to play elsewhere before Harrick

effectively re-recruited him.

"He made things sound real

comfortable,*' said Martin of Har-

rick. "He assured me that he would
be here through all four of my
years. I didn't want to play for a

coach who would leave after one
or two years because of all the

pressure and losses."

Martin's transition to the world

of college basketball was made
even more comfortable by the

presence of senior point guard

Pooh Richardson. From the middle

of the season on, Martin started at

off-guard—earning a spot on the

All-Pac-10 Freshman team in the

fxtxess—but his eyes wctc on
Pooh and the point the entire time.

"I learned how Pooh got every-

body involved in the game,"
Martin said. "He was a real leader

and he taught me how to assert

myself. You can't expect everyone

to respond to you unless you go out

and make yourself known.
"The big guys up front tend to

get really caught up in the game
and it is your job to run the team
and the ball," he added.

Upon Richardson's move on to

the Minnesota Timberwolves as

the 10th pick overall in the 1989
NBA draft, it was Martin's time to

put those lessons to work. A couple

of frustrating efforts— including

the Washington road trip—greeted

him at the start of the season, but

once the conference play really

heated up, so did Mr. Martin.

Leading up to the Arizona State

contest, Martin had scored in

double figures 11 of the last 13

trips to the court, which translates

to 9.9 points per Pac-10 game. In

the last three games, the numbers
read 12.S points per with a .577

shooting percentage.

But the real benchmark of a

point guard is assists, and Martin

has lived up to those expectations

with 5.8 per game, to go along with

1.6 steals per contest.

"I think that I am improving
with every game, (for example) I

had a season-high 11 assists

against Oregon," he said. "I'm
more confident, more relaxed on
the court"

Now, when Martin and his

teammates return to McKale, those

characteristics will play a big role.

In their last visit to the desert, the

Bruins were handed a 102-64 loss

that entered the record books as

UCLA's biggest loss ever.

"I can guarantee you that we
will not go in th^e and k)se by 40,"

said Martin with a laugh. "We have
learned to play better on the road,

we had to. We don't want people to

think that all we can do is win at

home—we want to be able to win
on the road as well.

"Both Oregon State and Arizona

will be two of the toughest road

games that we play," he added.

"We beat both of them at home in

the first half of the season, and I'm
sure they want to beat us in their

houses."

Just how does Martin intend to

keep the Wildcat faithful quiet

come game time?

"I think that we have to be more
focused and not let the crowd run

the game," he said. "If they do get

loud or the other team goes on a

run, we have to respond with a

spurt of our own. To neutralized

the crowd is really important in our
success."

See RiAMTlN, page 37
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One spc

his own
I'm getting old.

I'm only 22, and basically

washed up. It's all down hill from
here.

The fat lady might as well start

warming up.

Sure, I may have about 60 years
ahead of me, but how good can
they be? I should have listened

when they told me my teens were
the best time of my life.

Actually, I had a lot of fun in

Arizona a few weeks ago, but my
teens were the truly sweet years,

the good old days, in fact.

No responsibility, no problems!
Nothing to do but enjoy life.

That, of course, meant sports

every day. The more, the merrier.

Basketball at lunch, baseball

practice after school, and maybe
some knee football or wrestling

before heading home. I seemed to

have unlimited energy. All my
friends did.

We dreamed about following in

the footsteps of our heroes. Col-
lege dreams, pro fantasies—it all

seemed within our grasps.

I think I honestly believed it

would be like that forever. Guess
again.

My dad thinks he's old because
he is approaching 50. He's wrong.
Age has nothing to do with being
old.

Nolan Ryan is not old. Either is

Ed 'Too Tall" Jones, or Moses
Malone. These guys are ageless.

Being old is realizing your
dreams of youth will never come
true. It's accepting your limita-

tions, and learning to master what
you can to survive in the world. It's

sad, but true.

UCLA \s reality's way of
slapping you in the face and
saying, "Wake up, sucker." Being
a Bruin can make you old fast

I could have gone to some little

out-of-the-way college, and prob-
ably kept the dreams of grandeur
alive, but where would it have
gotten me?

Everyone's got to learn sooner
or later that the good old days are a
thing of the past

Everybody at UCLA was a high

school hot-shot the big fish in the

little pond. Just look at the I.M.

field sometime. Hundreds of ex-

jocks in there waning years.

Dozens of really good athletes,

quite a few great ones.

These are All-State, All-

League, All-Section athletes who
aren't ready to hang up the cleats.

These guys are willing to tape,

wrap, stretch, pull, tear, twist

sprain, break, or rupture any part of

their body for just a taste of the

glory days. ,

Yours truly, included.

But as painful as it is to admit
it's not the same.

No, my dreams of yesterday are

The 12th Man

Scott
Brbwn
vanishing before my eyes. I'm old.

I'll never get a hit in Yankee
Stadium. I admitted that to myself
a few weelcs ago as I made my
second out in one inning during a

city league hardball game. Not the

second out MY second out. A few
more hitters, and I could have had a
shot at the hat trick.

No scout is going to be saunter-

ing by the field, take one look at

me, and excitedly scream, "Where

have you been hiding!"

The two-out inning wasn't my
first clue. It's been a gradual thing

over the last few years or so.

My life used to be dominated by
sports.

I lived and died with the

Chicago Bears, a big Dodger win
could soften the blow of even the

toughest day, and a h(de-in-one ot
a triple play was wonh watching
20 or 30 times.

Now I realize, to my honor,
things are changing.

Life is becoming complicated.

Growing up sort of sucks. A few
examples:

I've started to watch the n^ws
from the beginning—instead of
tuning in at 11:17—and actually

read the front page.

My knees can predict rain better

than Fritz.

Guys my age are signing

$1,000,000 contracts, while I'm
scraping together rent each month.

"Just say no" is a tot more
realistic than "Just do it."

So, do I give it all up? Should I

think about the next 60 years, and
protect the body that has to carry

me there? Or, should I ignore the

signs of nature, and play on? I

don't really know.
All I do know, is I still love

sports, and probably always will.

What the hell, you only live

once.

The sports page will always
come first arid even if I know the

scout isn't hiding behind a tmsh,
I'll never stop looking for him.

EL HIR8CH

^vBryvtctory, even those ofgreat magnitude, will fade as our

columnist ages. Or will they?
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BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213) 474-6267

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

Includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
*laughing gas available!!

- 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

Open
24 Hours 12 Pack

Open
24 Hours

BEER
^'•99 plus tax 8f CRV

With this coupon
Budweiser Coors . Miller

7-Eleveii Food Store
Limit one

per customer

1 1 26 Westwood Blvd.

next to McDonalds
Expires 2/21/90

Limit one
per customer

TLl^J^ 44

t27S WCSTWOOO BLVD. LA
^ PW Bits S OF WILSHlRq
%? 1 3 » 4 7 8 » 7 13 8

EXPRESS

EXPRESS

93
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I

I

{ aCLUDES 2 FREE 16oz BOTTU WMS
I Umited time offer. Or>e special offer or AM^on
^ ^ per customer. Mention coupon wtien mmmg.
^ each additional topping $1.41 ^ "**» *»

I
SAVE 10-16** pizza **box "liiilMS' and

got a FREE LARGE 1(

$C956?

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sun.-Thurs. 11am-iQtom
Fri. & Sat. Hanvllim

iWHOfE'ciiKEN

tax

gtt irmzAn
UntHed Hme offer. One _
per customer. Mention odup«t,

0as tax
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No cookies after school for this Bruin, just hard woric

Waller vaults into senior year

Thursday, February 8, 1990 43

Chris Waller's dedication has given him success.

By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

For over 10 years, the daily

routine is almost always the same:

early morning work-outs, fol-

lowed by classes, followed by
late-afternoon workouts, then off

to more studies.

"My mom used to tell me, *You
look tired today. Why don't you
stay home fiom the gym? You
need a rest, stay home and eatsome
cookies,' " UCLA gymnast Chris

Waller recollects.

Yet, instead of listening to his

mother's kind words. Waller

would reply, "I got to go and work
out."

"It became a normal thing that

after school I went to practice,"

Waller said. "Just like at a certain

time of day you went to sleep or

woke up for school. I just consid-

ered it part of my repertoire."

Entering his final year of com-
petition as a Bruin, Waller's

dedicaticHi has proven successful.

This season. Waller is off to a

strong start with a first-place all-

around finish (56.675) in the

Bruins' victory over No. 7 Cal

See WALLER, page 39

'Zona bound Martin
had change of heart
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By Chris Koutures
Senior Staff Writer

When Darrick Martin showed
up at the McKale Center in Tucson
last year, some of the Wildcat
partisans had a slight problem with
his threads.

Not that the UCLA blue and
gold wasn't befitting to the 5-11

1/2 point guard. Rather, there was
a time when the Arizona red,

white, and blue appeared to be
Martin's collegiate colors of
choice.

'They were real warm to me,
but a couple of them remarked that

I was wearing the wrong uniform,"
Martin said.

A highly touted recruit out of St
Anthony's High in Long Beach,
Martin visited the University of
Arizona during the 1987 football

season and was quite impressed
with the findings.

"I was very impressed with the

Super
CKicken.

LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Regardless of Your Driving Record

13" Autos
G7 Motorcycles
ty Scooters
GT Satisfy State Law
Gy Phone Quotes

THE POHL INSURANCE AGENCY

UCLA SPORTS INFO

program," he said. **I really liked

Coach (Lute) Olson and his staff,

and it seemed that the whole town
went out of its way to show me a
good time."

Just how good of a time was it?

"When I left for Arizona I was
really close to signing, and before I

left I was even closer," he said.

In fact, as talk has it, when
Martin got on the plane to fly

home, many in the Wildcat party
felt he was the newest Arizona
point guard.

Well, Martin indeed did sign an
early letter-of-intent, but as Bruin
fans well know, the return address

read Westwood, not Tucson.
Then-UCLA coach Walt Hazzard
had scored a major recruiting coup
by attracting Martin about 15 miles

north from his Compton hoitie to

play in Pauley Pavilion.

"(UCLA was) close to home,
and I wanted to play in front ofmy
friends and family all the time,"

Martin said. "I have two brothers

who like to hang around me. Since
I'm the oldest, I thought it would
be important that I stay close to

them.

"If I had the decision to do over
again, I'm not sure how I would
have acted," he added, "but I'm
happy with my decision and am
real comfortable here."

Actually, as thing came out,

Martin did have that decision to do
over again.

After the 1987-88 season, Haz-
zard was relieved of his duties by

Women out for personal bests
By Tien Lee

10975 Santa Monica Blvd/ #3
West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 473-1121
Comer of Veteran & Santa Monica

Dan1cl( Martin See MAmiN, page 40

Staff Writer

The UCLA women's tennis

team will be taking a short

break from team competition

this week to go for some
individual gk>ry.

While the rest of us enjoy the

California climate, Jessica

Emmons, Kim Po, Mamie
Ceniza and Stella Sampras will

be warming up their serves in

frosty Minneapolis, Minnesota,

site of the Rolex National

Indoor Championships.

The tournament is the third

leg of the collegiate Grand
Slam, the first two being the

Riviera All-American Champ-
ionships (won by the NCAA's
No. 1-ranked Sandra Birch of
Stanford) and the DuPont
National Clay Court Champ-
ionships (won by No. 2-ranked

Andrea Farley of the University
of Florida).

The tournament will start

today and run through Sunday.
Emmons (tied for No. 22)

and Po (tied for No. 10) are

entered in the 32-woman sin-

gles draw as welTas the 16-pairs

doubles draw, and Ceniza and
Sampras are entered in doubles.

Emmons will be teaming with
Po, and Sampras with Ceniza in

doubles. Ceniza is also the

second alternate to get in the

singles' draw.

Emmons will be playing

Karen Gallego of William and
Mary College today in singles

while Po will be pitted against

Patti O'ReUly of Duke.
Emmons/Po will then play

Sofie Olsson/Jennie Moe ci
host University of Minnesota,

and Ceniza/Sampras will duel

Lisa MatsushimVLeslie Powell
of the University of Pacific later

this afternoon.

Last year, no Bruins were
entered in the tournament,
which was won by current

touring pro Tami Whitlinger of

Stanford in singles, and Tami

and her twin sister Teri, also of

Stanford, in doubles.

Tournament favorites
include Birch, Fariey and play-

ers who were ranked in the top

five at the end of last season,

including Emmons, 1989
NCAA doubles runner-up
Debbie Graham and three-time

NCAA singles' semi-finalist

Lisa Green of Stanford, and
serve-and-volley specialist

Nicole Arendt of Borida.

CHARLES COOLEY

Bmin Stella Sampras will take herbackhand to the Land
of 10,000 Lakes this weekend.

* CLASSIFIED*
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Now at the Good Earth Restaurant and Bakery you can savor our five Chicken
dinners for just $6.95 each. Luscious Lemon Sesame Chicken. Succulent
Santa Fe Chicken with Southwestern herbs and spices Chicken Marco Pblo
smothered in a delicate Dijon Mustard sauce, and topped with cheese, raisins and

I coconut Tantalizing Chicken Teriyaki. Delectable

^ California Chicken. Grilled to a golden brown and
garnished with tomato, avocado and Munster cheese

Each deliciously tender chicken dinner includes

your choice of a hearty cup of fresh soup or garden
salad Rice pilaf with fresh vegetables. And pjping hot
10 grain dinner rolls.

Come to the Good Earth And enjoy the freshest,

tastiest Super Chicken dinner for just $6.95.

Whyon earth eat anywhere else.

THE
GOOD
EARTH

Westwood. 1002 Westwood Blvd., (213) 208-8215

PC HOUSE
* Computer Specialist **

* Wholesale To Public **

NEW YEAR SALE

80 DATA 1 2 MHz AT System
- 640K Bytes Base Memory
- HDIFD Controller

- 1.2M Floppy Drive

- 101 Enhanced Click Keyboard

MONO 5675 EGA $960 \GA $1000
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No. 1 spikers bounce Gauchos in four
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

SANTA BARBARA— It took a litUe doing, but the No. 1-

rankedUCLA men*s volleyball team finally put away No. 9
UCSB in a hard-fought conference match in Robertson
Gym late Wednesday night. —^ -.—

—

The Brains (7-0 overall, 4-0 in the WIVA) prevailed

over the Gauchos (5-3, 1-2) in four games, 15-4, 15-10, 15-

17, 17-15.

UCLA opened up impressively enough, hitting a

phenomenal .739 in the first game. But over the next three

games, UCSB found some holes in the Brain block and
made the match interesting.

Freshman Rich Bland led a balanced offensive effort for

the Brains, recording 17 kills while hitting .216. Junior Carl

Henkel added 16 kills and hit .379.

As a team, the Brains cooled off after game one but still

hit .325 for the match. The Gauchos hit .228 overall, but hit

just .067 in the. last game as UCLA again brought its

blocking to bear.

Bruins don't want
a deja vu at ASU

MacMEOAN'X^.i

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sfxrts Editor

Last season, the UCLA basket-

ball team came stratting into

Tempe, Az. sitting cohfidently in

second place in the Pac-10 confer-

ence. The Brains' 10-2 record was
second only to Arizwia's 12-1, and
the blue and gold figured to change
that for the better against the

Wildcats.

All they had to do was get by
seventh-place Arizona State firsL

On a forgettable Thursday night

last February, UCLA squand^ed a

[line-point lead at ASU and fell,

93-86. The Brains then went to

Tucson and suffered the wwst
defeat in school history at Arizona,'

102-64.

Flash ahead to 1990. UCLA,
currently in second place in the

Pac-10 with an 8-2 mark, will meet
the Sun Etevils (5-6) tonight in

Tempe. On Saturday, the Brains

face the third-place Wildcats (8-3)

and hope to put Arizona out of the

conference title hunt.

All they have to do is get by
sixth-place Arizona State first

Sound familiar?

This time around, UCLA head
coach Jim Hairick certainly is not

looking past the Sun Etevils. "It

will be a very, very, very difficult

basketball game," Harrick said.

Arizona State is led by 6-6

senior forward Alex Austin, who is

fourth in the Pac-10 in scoring with

a 19.5 points per game average,

and 10th in rebounding with a 6.9

J
per game average. In UCLA's 62-

53 win over the Devils four weeks

points.

Alex's brother, 6-10 junior

center Isaac Austin, is second on
the squad to his brother in scoring

(10.8 ppg) and rebounding (6.0

rpg).

The Sun Devils should get a

boost from the return of shooting

guard Matt Anderson.

The junior, who led the Pac-10
in three-point shooting last year,

missed the first game against

UCLA after tearing cartilage in his

right knee. He began his surprising

Men's Basketball

Who: UCLA vs.

Arizona State

WherB: Tempe, AZ
When: Tonight. 6:30 p.m. PST

Radio: KMPC710AM

Darrick Martin (No. 15) and the Bruins tiope to cool off tfie Sun Devils tonigtit in Tempe, Az, ago, AusUn scored a game-high 3

1

Doubles team hopes to heat up icy town

comeback at the Washington
schools last weekend and played

sparingly in ASU*s two victories.

With Anderson not 100 percent,

ASU has used a slowed-down
offense to keep opponents at bay.

Against the Bruins, the Sun Devils

played something more like a

slow-motion offense.

Docs Harrick expect ASU to

play keep away again? "They
haven't been (against the

Washingtons)," Harrick said.

'They've been deliberate, let's say

patient, but certainly not holding

the ball like they tried to do here.

"I don't know how they're going to

play-

Hopefully for UCLA, Harrick

won't get any clue from last year's

game.

By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

UCLA's defending Pac-10 doubles victors, sophomores Bill Barber

and Mark Quinncy, will face the more than brisk temperatures of

Minneapolis, Minnesota in order to compete in the Rolex ITCA Indoor

Championships to meet 16 of the nation's top tandems, beginning today.

The tournament is geared toward individual competition among many
of the lop tennis standouts in the country—players who must be invited in

order to participate.

Representing UCLA, Barber and Quinney will most probably be
confronted by duos such as Stanford's Jared Palmer/Jonathan Stark,

Cal's Doug Eisenman/Matt Lucena, USC's Byron Black/Kent Seton, and
Irvine's Trevor Kronemann/Shige Kanroji.

Similar to these other doubles teams, Barber and Quinney work well

together because they "combine strengths and compliment each others'

games well enough to be a great pair," said Quinney.

But, the Bruin duo does know that surprises do occur, as when last

year's No. 1 tandem of Brian Garrow and Pat Galbraith (1988 NCAA
doubles champions) wwe overthrown by Cal's Woody Hunt and Ted
Sherman, 2-6, 5-7, in the finals of the tournament.

"It does give us a little bit of confidence knowing that we're defending

our Pac-10 title," added Quinney.

If nothing else, the Bruins expect to get an idea as to how they rank

among other top pairs in the country.

As for the rest of the UCLA squad, it will continue to practice for

upcoming competition on home turf.

Although junior Jason Netter was invited to play in the Indoor

Tournament, he will not be competing for a combination of reasons.

Netter, with a shoulder injury, will be drilling and conditioning as he pre-

pares himself for upcoming matches.
^

UCLA

Jason Netter will

tourney.
—

'

SPORTS INFO

skip ttie

Chris Waller

The senior men's gymnast has come into his own in his

senior year. Now a team leader. Waller looks to have his

best year ever.
'

See page 42

Baseball team wins. . .

UCLA ran its pre-season record to 5-1 by besting UC
Riverside, 7-2, at Riverside. Righthanded starter Scott

Schanz (1-0) picked up the win for the 20th-ranked Bruins,

his first victory since March 28, 1989. First baseman Chris

Pritchett also hit his first homer of the year, a two run shot in

the third.

.but gets no rest

The UCLA baseball team (5-1) follows up its win in

Riverside with a game against South Alabama today at 2

p.m. at Jackie Robinson Stadium. South Alabama, ranked

36th in one pre-season poll, is in the middle of a West Coast

swing and has lost to Loyola Marymount and USC. Lasl_

season, USA was 45-22.

\^

£<S>^'
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Briefly

Class schedule
rescheduled
The schedules would have

appeared in the bookstore
today, but will now be on sale

beginning Monday, Feb. 12, the

Registrar's office announced.
System limitations and time

allowances for the publishers

also accounted for the delay.

Departmental copies of the

schedule will also be mailed
Feb. 12.

Inside
New campuses
face hurdles

Funding for three proposed
campuses may be difficult to

obtain if UC presents the

Legislature with one proposal

at a time.

See page 9

Viewpoint

The two faces
of Gorbachev

Keith Roberts evaluates the

man who is loved in the West
and hated in the East

See page 13

Arts & Entertainment

Hunky Denzel
packs ballroom
The articulate actor and

bodacious being Denzel
Washington was a hit at AGB
Wednesday.

See page 14

Sports

inhospitable

guests
Tracy Murray and the rest of

the Bruins face a tough time in

Tucson on Saturday.
~

See page 28
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Veioway's impact on city deliateci
By Sandra Hernandez
Contributor

An elevated bike path to connect
UCLA with West Los Angeles and
Brentwood may have adverse

impacts on public property, his-

torical sites and the visual quality

of surrounding areas in West Los
Angeles, according to an envinxi-

mental report.

The West L.A. Veloway is

currently under review by the Los
Angeles County Department of
Public Works. An Environmental
Impact Report/Environmental
Impact Statement (EIR/EIS), a

joint document required by the

state and federal government, was
released in October 1989 to

Veloway Bicycle Freeway

The Veloway bicycle

freeway will connect the

UCLA campus to Santa

Monica, Brentwood and

Palms, providing

two-and-a-halt miles of

safe passage for

cyclists 1 7 feet above

traffic.

address the environmental conse-

quences of the bikeway and miti-

gation measures for the prcposed

West L.A. Veloway plan.

Three alternative designs for the

bike structure are considered. The
Los Angeles County's Department

TOM YUN /Daily Bruin

of Public Works, the main agency
reviewing the environmental
impacts of the veloway, favws a

bike system that connects elevated

bike paths and ground level bicy-

cle ways.

The second alternative consists

of an entirely ground level bike

route serving the same areas.

Additional bike lanes and bike

paths will be established along

Gayley Avenue to Midvale
Avenue and along Ohio Avenue
west of Sepulveda, said Tom
Boyd, supervising civil engineer

for the Department of Public

Works.

The third, a no-action alterna-

tive, would make use of the

existing bike paths and those that

may develop in conjunction with

future community plans.

In the. first alternative, the

proposed veloway bike path would
mostly impact historical sites in

See VELOWAY, page 9

Up against the wall

THEO NICHOLAS

Sophomore China Adams, left, and freshman Vanessa Mines catch up on
their homework outside Rolfe Hall before class on Thursday.

Child care funds may increase

Congress listens to

professor's findings

By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

Congress will consider increased federal

funding for child care this month, after

reviewing a study of child care teachers

conducted by a UCLA professor of education,

a House of Representatives spokesman said

"Diursday.

UCLA education Professor Carollee Howes
spoke 10 the House Committee on Labor and
Education recently on the results of the Child
Care Staffing Study.

The study, which was the first major one of

its kind conducted since 1977, concluded that

early childhood development can be linked

directly to the training and wages child care

teachers receive.

**I think Dr. Howes helped us indicate to the^

rest of the Committee just how important child

care teachers are. We looked at her data, and

saw that there is a great need to expand
(teachers*) salaries," said Damian Thorman, a

legislative associate for the House Education

and Labor Committee.
'This is the best chance we've had in 10

years to get the issues 6f child care addressed,"

Howes said.

The Early Childhood Development and
Education Act, if passed, will commit 25
percent of its funds to improving "Head Start,"

a program which began under former President

Lyndon B. Johnson's War on Poverty.

By creating a full-day/full-year child care
program, the funds would relieve parents of the

burden of child caring, allowing them to work
or attend classes, which they might otherwise

be unable to do, Thorman said.

Another 25 percent of the Act's budget
would create a child care program for four-

year-olds in the public school system, while 35
percent would go to states to help low-income
famiUes purchase child care for younger
children.

The remaining 15 percent will be earmarked.

See RiNDiNa page 11

Participation
H I

gay activism
Panel discusses ways

to fight homophobia
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

Although members of the gay and lesbian

community are not denied their fundamental
rights, especially in a city like Los Angeles,

they can still face ridicule, abuse and physical

danger, said Steve Gonzalez, moderator of a

panel on activism within the gay and lesbian

community. , -

At Wednesday night's discussion, com-
munity and student leaders discussed the

importance of student involvement in gay,

lesbian and bisexual political activism on
campus in order to improve that situation.

A panel of four local activists encouraged
students to become involved, and recalled their

own experiences in getting where they are.

Pat Martel decided to work with the

government to help change things for the gay
and lesbian community.
A programs administrator of the Gay and

Lesbian Latinos Unidos, Martel had planned to

become a joumahst and write political anal-

yses. But she was disillusioned when she found
that journalists, like politicians in her opinion,

are **scumbags," she said.

"You^ve to get involved, especially in

local government because that has the most
impact on people's Uves," Martel said. "You
don't see much power dispersed from the lop

down. You have to build a power base from the

bottom."

If students don't want to become involved in

organizations, they can also become active in

small ways. "Speaking out against casual

homophobic remarks in class or at events also

has an impact," Martel said.

Whatever the method and extent, activism

must continue because "when we lose our
rights, then we don't have anything else," she
said.

Another paneUst spoke of the skepticism he
used to have about affecting legislations. When
learning about poUtics, Ryan Nakagawa "saw
that many groups had access (to politicians and
resources). And I wanted that access."

Nakagawa, an attorney who chairs the

political action committee of the Municipal
Elections Committee of Los Angeles, cited the

overwhelming victory of a city legislation

which recognizes gay and lesbian relationships

as an example of how things can work.
Although there's always a fight, people can

help accomplish feats that keep the ball rolling

in the right direction, he said.

Fbllowing the janel discussion, sUidienL

See ACTIVISM, page 11
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TODAY. FRIDAY. FEB. 9

• Mardi Gras Booth Applications

Due Today by 4 pm in Kerckhoff 129

• Korean Student Association
- 10th Annual Song Festival

- 7:30 pm, Moore 100

• Campus Events Films

Raiders of the Lost Ark" - 7:00 pm
The Last Crusade" - 9:30 pm

- AGB ' '

• Intemational Students Center presents

"hello, out there"
- 8:00 pm, ISC -

SATURDAY. FEB. 10

• International Students Center presents

"hello, out there"
- 2:00 pm, ISC

SUNDAY. FEB. 11

• International Students Center presents

"hello, out there"
- 2 & 8 pm, ISC

• Run for the Heart of It

5K Run
- 7:45 am - Pre-registration near Dance
Building

- 8:00 am - Circle Drive, adjacent to the

IM Field

:b^i

Financial Aid workshops
- Feb. 6 - Mar. 1

- SAAC Applications due Mar. 2
Mortar Board Applications available
- 1206 Murphy Hall

- Due Feb. 16, 5:00,

at the Dean of Students Office,

1206 Murphy
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The DaUv Bruin
thanks all of our advertisers!

Rape Treatment Center

TIJ*TirC^T n^l^O ©1989 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica HospitaJ.

Copelaiid^s Sports

PauLJardm

President of USC
to resign ills post
The Associated Press

James H. Zumberge, credited

with making the University of

Southern California one of the

nation's top academic institutions

during his 10 years as its president,

announced his retirement Wednes-
day.

He plans to leave as soon as a

LM new lead^ for the campus can be

Thired aiW take office.

^ "My wife, Marilyn, and I have

decided that we are now ready to

undertake the next phase of our

lives,** Zumberge, 66, said in a

statement delivered at a university

Board of Trustees meeting Wed-
nesday.

"I will remain at my post and

continue to serve as president with

vigcx" and enthusiasm until my

successor reports for duty,*' he

said. Zumberge emphasized that

he has fully recovered from a 1985

operation for prostate cancer, and
his decision was not prompted by
health concerns.

Zumberge, a former Antarctic

explorer, became the university's

ninth president on Aug. 18, 1980.

••The Zumberge decade has

been an era of extraordinary

academic accomplishment for

use," said George Scharffenber-

ger, chairman of the Board of

Trustees.

Scharffenberger said two com-
mittees will be created to search

for and select a successor to

Zumberge. He said he hoped the

panels would complete the task

within 10 months.

Corrections:
In Thursday's article, '•Grievance over tenure filed,** there were

several errors. Associate Professor Lx)is Swimoff's book is called

"Dimensional Color," not ••Dimensions ofColor" and her work has

been displayed in 59, not 29 exhibitions. Also, the tenure review

committee did not submit five reviews from members of the design

department; they were submitted from outside sources. The Bruin

regrets the errors.
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Soviet Union grabs 'last ciiance,' expert says
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

The wave of democratization

that has been rolling across Eastern
Europe in the past few months
reached the Soviet Union yester-

day when, after days of heated
debate, the Communist Party
ushered in a new platform calling

for a multi-party system in

"Mother Russia."

With history in the making,
UCLA Professor of Political Sci-

ence Roman Kolkowicz examines
the future of a superpower in the

midst of massive political and
economic reform.

**This is the last chance for the

Soviet system to try and keep up
with the industrializing great pow-
ers like the U.S., Western Europe
and Japan,** he said.

If the Soviet Union had failed to

adopt reform measures like pere-

s'j-oika, glasnost, and now the

multi-party system, "in Gorba-
chev's own wOTds, by the year
2000 the Soviet Union would be a

third world country with super-

power nuclear weapons. This is

not the best situation to be in,"

Kolkowicz said.

While the platform has been
under the guiding hand of Com-
munist Party leader Mikhail Gor-
bachev and passed with an almost
unanimous vote, Kolkowicz
explained that this reform was only
the first step towards the initiation

of an authentic multi-party system.

"So far, Gorbachev has been
successful because he is a very
astute politician. He operates by
consensus ... but public elections

will indicate if the Communist
Party is really serious about true

political participation by the peo-
ple."

Al the heart of the platform was
a repeal of Article 6 of the

Progressive activists demand more reforms
By Deborah G. Seward
Associated Press

MOSCOW — Communist maverick Boris N.
Yeltsin and progressive activists said Thursday
the party's decision to renounce its legal claim on
power is not enough to end Soviet political

repression and centralized control.

"It is necessary to eliminate (Communist) party
organizations in the army, the police, the KGB,
the courts, in all the state institutions," said Yuri
Mityunov, a spokesman for one would-be
opposition party, the Democratic Union.

Yeltsin was the sole member of the party's

policy-making Central Committee to oppose the

political reforms Wednesday. He said they failed

to go far enough.

"I had grounds to vote against But I think,

however, that the platform represents if not a step
then a half-step forward, and that lessens the
tension before the (party) Congress," he said in an

interview in his office near the Kremlin.

He recommended the formation of a second
party if the Communist Party fails to excise

conservatives at the Congress to be held in early

summer.

Yeltsin was a keynote speaker at the largest

pro-democracy rally in decades at the foot of Red
Square last Sunday. Several hundred thousand
people rallied and demanded the party abandon its

guaranteed leading role in Soviet society.

At the Central Committee meeting that ended
Wednesday, the party did just that, apjproving

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev's party platform
that calls for revoking the party's constitutional

guarantee in favor of a multiparty system where
Communists would have to compete for power.
"The discussion was very hot. The proposals

were diametrically opposed. It was not easy,"

Yeltsin said, gesturing expansively before
departing to take the political temperature among
activists in Leningrad.

Recent Developments Within the Soviet Union

Feb.1
A newspaper

attacks

conservative

Politburo

member
Yegor

Ligachev.

Feb. 2
Former

poiitburo

hard-liner Yuri

Solovyov is

expelled from

the Communist
Party for

misusing his

influence.

SOURCE: The Associated Press

Feb. 4
Hundreds of

thousands rally

to protest

C^munist
monopoly on
power.

Feb. 5
Communist

Party meeting

adds a third

day as

<3oft)achev

fixes fits plan to

end the party^

stronc^ld on
power.

Feb. 7
The Communist

Party agrees to

competing

pOli8Cdl parties.

m^

Feb. 8
communist
maverick Boris

Yeltsin

explains

renouncing

power is not

enough to end

repression.

i

constitution, which guarantees the

Communists a monopoly on pow-
er. Kolkowicz said that its elimi-

nati(Hi was a positive step, but it

didn't come as a surprise to close

observers who have watched the

party factioning off for some time
now.

"Article 6 was only put on the

constitution in 1977 and its remov-
al is not a complete surprise. The
party has been splitting between
the hardliners, led by (Yegor)
Ligachev, the centrists led by
Gorbachev and the liberals with
(Boris) Yeltsin."

Kolkowicz attributed many of
the recent reforms to Gorbachev,
who has been cleaning house,

ousting members of the Stalinist

regime in favor of younger prog-

ressives who have consistently

allied themselves with the party

leader's radical initiatives.

Goln' mobile

BSKir-^Mmmm^^^^lt
-v^iw::f.

A bicyclist rides through the Veteran's Cemetery on Thursday.

SCOTT WEERSINQ/Oaily Bruin

costs
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

Westwood residents who host raucous

parties may be required to pay city fines for

police costs incurred when restoring OTder,

under a proposed citywide ordinance.

"We have gotten calls of support from

suburt)an areas and South Central (Los

Angeles)," said Julie Jaskol, press secretary for

13th District City Councilman Michael Woo,
who sponsored the measure.

If the ordinance passes, party revelers would
be given a warning by police in their initial

response to quie( the party.

If the police are called again, party hosts can

be charged from hundreds to thousands of

dollan to pay for the cost of a police response,

such as hourly wages, equipment costs or

damages.

The cost of a party depends on the cost to the

city, Jaskol said.

"As long as there is a warning, it's fair," said

Phil Sefchovich, Phi Gamma Delta fraternity

president

In any given month, disturbance calls

account for 20 percent of all police calls, Jaskol

said.

The measure comes in response to an out-

of-hand Studio City party last year, when city

authorities responded to reports of fire,

vandalism and car accidents.

"It was a pretty costly little evening for the

City of Los Angeles," Jaskol said. "It's not
always a bunch of inconsiderate kids having a
loud party. Sometimes, it really is a dangerous
situation."

A North Hollywood police captain then

suggested that complaining neighbors lobby

for a city law.

The ordinance is similar to laws in La Habra,
Fullerton, Walnut, Santa Ana and Santa Cruz.
"In th^ cities, (the law) has proved to be a
deterrent," Jaskol said.

The measure, which is expected to be voted
on next week, must pass through the City
Council before it can become law. The Public

Safety Committee approved the plan on Feb. 5.

Fifth Di^ct City Councilman Zev Yaro-
slavsky has not taken a position on the

ordinance. "He will see if the ordinance would
be a deterrent and that it was demonstrated that

the resources of the Los Angeles police

department are squandered by responding to

the parties," said press secretary Katharine

McDonald.

The ordinance would take effect 30 days
after its official publication.

*Thc old (regime) was con-
cerned, but they were still mem-
bers of the Stalinist system. They
didn't consider the option of
democratizing because they would
lose their positions. The reason it's

happening now is because Gorba-
chev's forcing the party to moder-
nize by removing hardliners and
bringing in new people who share

his ideas and vision."

Kolkowicz predicts that Gorba-
chev's vision will soon be leaving
its safe realm of successful politi-

cal reforms in favor of testing new
waters in an attempt to come to

terms with the economic crisis the

country is facing.

The incentive for economic
reform will be great if Russian
citizens truly have a hand in

government when the multi-party

system goes into effect, he
explained.

This will be an interesting

transition to watch, Kolkowicz
said, because "politically Gorba-
chev has made radical changes, but
economically he has not done
much yet Before, there was no
incentive because people were
controlled and had no influence on
the decisions, now people will

make choices on what affects

them."
~"

Although he will remain skepti-

cal until further measures are
taken, Kolkowicz expressed hope
that Gorbachev's vision for a truly

pluralistic society in Russia will be
realized.

"What Gort>achev is trying to do
is move from a *gulag' society that

is Stalinist and oppressive, to

'goulash' communism, a consum-
er oriented society. First political

reform and (soon) economic
reform— I wish him luck, but if he
succeeds or not, that will remain to

be seen."

AIDS viras

may impair

mental skill

The Associated Press

AIDS impairs mental perfor-

mance only in people who also

display other symptoms, suggest-
ing those who are infected but
otherwise healthy can hold jobs
involving public safety, scientists

said Thursday in Los Angeles.

The research is significant

because it indicates that testing

people for AIDS vims infection

can't predict whether the virus

already has damaged their mental
abilities, said Dr. Barbara Vis-

scher, a co-author of the study and
an epidemiologist at UCLA.
The results, released Thursday,

were published in two articles in

February's issue of the journal

Neurology. The findings are part

of a larger study of AIDS con-
ducted by researchers at UCLA,
Johns Hopkins University in Balti-

more, Northwestern University in

Chicago and the University of
Pittsburgh.

People who are infected by the
AIDS virus — named HIV for

human immunodeficiency virus—
normally take several years before
they develop symptoms and are

diagnosed as having acquired
immune deficiency syndrome.
The new study involved 1,580

homosexual and bisexual men who
were tested from 1986 through
1988 for speed of motor skills,

jttention and concentration, mem-
ory, manual dexterity and lan-

guage skills.

ilMlgfl' I
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Briefs

World

Prospect for arms cut

in Europe briglrtens

MOSCOW — The United States and

the Soviet Union made headway Thurs-

day toward new arms control agreements,

officials on both sides said.

U.S. officials, speaking only on condi-

tion of anonymity, said Baker and
Shevardnadze made progress toward

treaties to curb long-range nuclear wea-

pons, ground troops, tanks and combat

aircraft in Europe, and to ban production

of themical weapons.

Both Shevardnadze and Deputy Fore-

ign MinistCT Alexander Bessmertnykh

echoed the positive U.S. appraisal. "The
discussion of the disarmament problem is

proceeding very well," Shevardnadze told

Tass, the Soviet news agency.

Bessmertnykh, who specializes in U.S.

relations, was quoted by Tass as saying

both sides had presented new ideas,

narrowing the gap between their posi-

tions.

S. Korea negotiating

for military control

SEOUL, South Korea— South Korean
officials are negotiating with the United

States to change the countries* combined
military command system to give Seoul

more control over its armed forces,

officials said Thursday.

South Korea's 600,000-member mili-

tary currently is under the operational

control of the top U.S. commander in the

country under a combined fwces com-
mand system adopted in 1978.

U.S. and South Korean officials defend

the system as an effective measure to

jointly cope with a possible North Korean

invasion, but Korean radicals see it as an

example of. U.S. infringement upon the

sovereignty of South Korea. Radicals

have attacked U.S. facilities to protest the

system.

South Korean Defense Minister Lee

Sang-hoon, meeting reporters Thursday,

said the combined command system must

be maintained in wartime.

Nation

President applauds
U.S. nuclear forces

OMAHA, Neb. — President Bush,

tHX)adcasting from an underground com-
mand bunker, told the nation's nuclear-

bearing forces Wednesday to take some
credit fcx* "the historical changes we are

seeing in the Soviet Union."

Bush's talk to men and womenj)f the

Strategic Air Command came as he

wrapped up a three-day trip that focused

on U.S. military vigilance against what he

depicted as an ongoing Soviet threat— a

message played out in contrast to Soviet

developments widely seen as encouraging

in the West.

Citing "a critical need to continue our

strategic modernization program," Bush

hailed the service pet^le who maintain

the nation's primary line of nuclear

defense.

CBS suspends Rooney
after alleged remarks

NEW YORK— CBS News suspended

Andy Rooney for three months without

pay today after confronting the TV
humorist about racial remarks attributed

to him by a gay magazine.

CBS News president David Burke, who
took the action after a meeting with

Rooney, declined to comment on his

reasons but said in a statement he made it

clear to Rooney that CBS News "cannot

tolerate such remarks or anything that

approximates such comments."

Rooney, who earlier drew criticism

from homosexual and lesbian groups for

remarks he made in a December TV
special, "A Year With Andy Rooney:

1989," denied making the racial com-

ments, contained in an article in The
Advocate.

The Los Angeles-based magazine

quoted Rooney as saying that "most

people are bom with equal intelligence,

but blacks have watered down their genes

because the less intelligent ones are the

ones that have the most children."

State

AgMilar defense opens,

govemment blasted
~'

SAN FRANCISCO — The defense

opened U.S. District Judge Robert Agui-

lar's obstniction-of-justice trial Thursday

with a blast at the government's conduct,

saying authorities hated Aguilar fcM* his

liberalism and tried to badger another

judge into implicating him.

Aguilar's rulings on his San Jose court

since 1980 "engendered the consternation

of prosecutors" and caused some law

enforcement officers to "look upon him as

an enemy," his lawyer, Patrick Hallinan,

told a federal court jury.

Among those officers, he said, was FBI
agent Tlwmas Carton, "the architect of

this indictment," a man with a "distaste

for judges of a liberal bent"

Hallinan also said the govemment had

ignored the disappearance of Aguilar's

former legal secretary. Vera Hoff, for

nearly a decade until last year, when "they

kidnapped her and intimidated her into

testifying."

Crime rate increases

in S.F. transit system
SAN FRANCISCO— The head of the

city's Public Utilities Commission argued

for a transit security force, saying city

police are unable to ensure safety on the

Municipal Railway's buses and street-

cars.

Crime on Muni's 1,055 vehicles has

jumped alarmingly over the past two

years, including a tenfold increase in

assaults on Muni drivers, Thomas Elzey,

general manager of the city PUC, said

Wednesday.
But police called Elzey's figures

inflated in an attempt to establish the new
security force. Elzey is seeking $293,000

from the city to set up a pilot program.

Police Chief Frank Jordan said there

has been a modest increase in overall

transit crime repwts in recent months. But

he attributed most of them to efforts by
Muni workers to report all incidents, no
matter how minor. >' "''" '

Local

Oil slick stalled off

Southland beadies
HUNTINGTON BEACH— A drifting

oil slick threatened miles of beaches and
estuaries Thursday as cleanup boats

skimmed the ocean around a tanker that

apparently was gashed by its anchor and
spilled 295,000 gallons of crude.

Compiled from the Associated Press

UCLA Department of Music presents

^*' \. 'o.'
^"' «^^' H-^ ^ '-^"^)

Friday. February 9 - Schoenberg Hall - 8:00 pm

Los Angeles Baroque Orchestra

Gregory Maldonado, Music Director

Kari Windingstad, Soprano Soloist

Music by Handel: Overture and Arias

from ^'U Pastor Fido"

"Water Music Suite No. 1 in F'

Tickets: $12 (general). $7 (students and seniors)

For further information, please call (213) 825-2953.

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^
Complimentary Co
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heatedl»)L "Color T.V.s

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West^^d
213/474-3511^Tjr^00/44-HOT]
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ONE OF THE YEAR'S TEN BEST
, Michdi-I Wilmington, LOS ANGELES TIMES

• • -Vinci-nt Canby, NEW YORK TIMES

-Bob Strauss, Tom Jacobs, LOS ANCELES DAILY NEWS
Amy Taubin, | Hoberman, VILLAGE VOICE

-
^ -Dennis Dcrmody, PAPER rr — —

A / -Richard T. Jameson, SEVEN DAYS

I I I Y -David Elliott, SAN DIEGO UNION 1

1

'Not to -

^ be Missed
...It Has the Kick
of a Controlled
Substance.''

-Vincent Canby.
j

-^ *''*•>.•

I
NLW YORK TIMES

,,^ "...|armusch's
^71 Most Popular [

Film to Date." W
i Roger Ebert, J

CHICAGO SUN TIMES

"One of the
Most Original

Movie Excursions
in Recent Years."

Wl- y David Stcrritt, .
,

;, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR *

"It Insinuates
771] Itself Into the
,Y Memory and [,,

ii Lingers on." iV
L • -Peter Travers,

- * ROLLING STONE

•*••
., -

J,

(HIGHtST RATING) '

g. jy "A Rare Treat.

'

[im'yi -Bob Strauss,

— '.J LOS ANGELES DAILY NEWS I

n Kii'l

ffi
CUUAiCI

GOLOWYN
PAVILION CINEMAS

WEST LOS ANGELES 475 0202

DAILY 9X

LOS FELIZ THEATRE
LOS FELIZ 664 2169

m »» ;m 9<o
SAT4SUH 100 310 5 ?0 '30

MON THU(t TOO 910
940

SO PASADENA
Ruito

TITfl 799-9567

Amioundngt)ur Long-Awaited

Grand Opening & Valentine's Day

#

To the

First 500 Customers
who bring in or mention this ad.

^

Sterling Silver,

Gold &
Diamond
Jewelry

30"/"OFF

Hurry

' '> 'V

Expert Watch & Jewelry

Repairs on premises.

Batteries ctianged wliile

you wait.

Huge selection of watch

band to choose from.

Don't Miss

Our Watch Sale:

All Seiko - 35% OFF

All Jaz - 30% OFF

All Citizen - 35% OFF

All Breil - 30% OFF

All Pulsar - 35% OFF

Plus...Much, much more!

in-Sale Starts
Located at:

10921 Weyburn Avenue
Westwood Village

213-824-3738

Suoer-Special Table of

Once-m-a-Lifetime

prices on
Famous Maker watches:

Seiko, Citizen, Pierre Cardin,

Gruen, Jules Jurgensen, Pulsar

& many more!

Suggested Retail Prices

up to $275

NOW JUST...

All offers good while supplies last. Sale ends February 18, 1990

We Refuse to be Undersold!
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CSO call leaMds to transient's arrest in URL
By Steve Macauiey

SXafi Writer

Responding to a call from a

Community Service Officer, Uni-

versity police arrested a man
Wednesday night for allegedly

rummaging through a student's

backpack at the University

Research Library, police said.

Bennie Burrell, 33, whom
police described as SL ^'transient,"

was spotted by the CSO stationed

near the URL first floor entrance

after Burrell raised his voice

during an argument with another

man, said arresting officer Marie
Stephens.

The confrontation ensued when
Burrell was caught allegedly

looking through the backpack of a

man whom police declined to

identify.

Originally, the CSO reported

that BurreU's loud voice was
disturbing the peace, but when the

officers heard the story, they

arrested him for attempted burg-

lary.

Burrell was transported to the

West Hollywood jail with his bail

set at $17,600, which includes bail

from two former misdemeanors.

West Hollywood Deputy P. Butch

said he does not expect Burrell to

bail out

^ CSO
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

JAMES S. COLEMAN
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER

GOVERNMENT
and -

THE PRESS
in

GHANA -

Mr. Bereifi Apenteng, Stanford Knight Fellow, Head of Television, News, and Current

Affairs, Ghana Broadcasting Company. *

Friday, February 9 ,

"^ 12:00 Noon - 1:00 p.m.
9383 Bunche Hall

"Nowyou're talking!"
VCfell, not exaaly. The year was 1926, and

whileJohn Barrymore still made silent love

to Mary Astor, it was now accompanied by

synchronized sound effects and music And,

thanks to AT&T, all films were '*all talking"

by 1929.

Since the turn of the century, AI&T had

been at work developing amplification and

recording systems—technology that was

perfecdy suited for the pnxluaion of

talking pictures. By the time Barrymore

impersonated history's greatest lover in

V^^imer Bios' DonJuan, our >Xfestem Electric

and Bell Labs units had created Vitaphone—

the patented process that ultimately broke

the Hollywood sound barrier.

Sixty years later, AI&T joins with The UCLA
Film and Television Archive and Turner

Entertainment Co. to celebrate the advent of

the talkies with American MovieMakers : "The

Dawn of Sound" now through February 18.

It's a rediscovery of a rich national legacy-

selected features and shorts made between

1926 and 1931 Our American MovieMakers

celebration will continue inJune at the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art with

"Directed by Vincente Minnelli," featuring

every film he created between 1943 and 1976.

VM? think it only proper that the first

American corporation to sponsor a major

film retrospeaive and restoration program is

the same company that helped Hollywood

prove a bold theory: When it comes to the

silver screen, silence isn't golden.

American MovieMakers;

"The Dawn ofSound''
Organized by The Museum ofModem Art, New Yi/rk.

Now throu^ February 18,

UCLA Film and lelei 'ision A rchii«
Melnitz Ibeater, located in Westwood
on the northeast comer ofthe UCLA campus.
Juarinfarmation, call 21^20^44^

ATbT
The rightchoice.

t< I990 AT»T

PARI HAlR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bi.

Hairstyling by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

479-9325
473-0066

$ $ $ $
FINANCIAL AID
WORKSHOPS
1990-1991
SAAO

APPLICATIONS

Tuesday, Febraary 13

Wednesday, February 14

niursday, February IS

Tuesday, February 20

Thursday, February 22

Tuesday, February 27

Wednesday, February 28

Thursday, March 1

3525 Ackerman

3525 Ackerman

3520 Ackerman

3525 Ackerman

3520 Ackerman

3525 Ackerman

3525 Ackerman

3520 Ackerman

U:30 AM

11:30 AM

U:30AM

11:30 AM

U:30 AM

11:30 AM

U:30AM

11:30 AM

A COUNSELOR WILL
BE AVAILABLE TO

ASSIST WITH SPECIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES.
SAAC DEADLINE:
MARCH 2, 1990^

BUY ANY
ITEMS AND

EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SHOES NOT INCLUDED.

EVERY ITEM IN THE STORE REDUCED
PLUS...FOR EVERY 2 ITEMS YOU BUY

GET A S"" ITEM* OF YOUR CHOICE FREE!

HERE ARE JUST 2 EXAMPLES OF THE INCREDIBLE
SAVINGS YOU'LL RECEIVE DURING OUR SALE:

Buy one Suit

value $525 - NOW $269

Plus...6uy another Suit

value $409 - NOW $199

Get a third Suit

valueS249-NOWS169

Buy one Dress Shirt

value $55 - NOW $39

Plus...Buy one Dress Slack

value $55 - NOW $39

Get one Sweater
value S49- NOW S29

OR...ANY OTHER COMBINATION OF 3 ITEMS (SHOES EXCLUDED)

F^uLJardiN]
EUROPEAN FASHIONS FOR MEN

COME VISIT OUR GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION IN WESTWOOD!

10919 WEYBURN AVENUE - BETWEEN BROXTON & WESTWOOD

^2Z2_213-208-208» — '" '
' " >

AIL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. All ITEMS LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. OFFER EXPIRES 2/20/90.

V -i:.

_ J
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araUCSA board of directors tomeet this weelcend
Retention, fees

part of agenda
By Sara Rubalcava

Contributor

The UC Student Association's

board of directors will meet in

Irvine this weekend to discuss

issues concerning students,
including negative check-off fees,

legislation concerning higher edu-

cation, and departmental responsi-

bility for student retention.

The board plans to discuss its

position regarding negative
check-off fees because the
^chancellors have been discussing

that, UCSA Vice President Lloyd
Monserratt said. :

With a negative check-off fee,

students can initial a box on their

reg fee form if they do not want a

portion of their reg fees earmarked

for a particular cause.

Monserratt said that UCSA
supports the students' rights to

vote on each campus and decide

themselves if they want a negative

check-off fee on their registration

cards.

At UCLA, students pay a $2 fee

4br the California Public Interest

Research Group unless they initial

a box and adjust the total fee.

This weekend, the board will

also discuss the special action

&llplh(L IPU '^ Signa Alplhii Mm
RUN FOR THE HEART^F IT

5K RUN to benefit the
AMERICAN HEART

ASSOCIATION
SUNDAY. Feb. 11.1 »»(
v^)^^ Register Now: All this week on

il^j::^—, Bruin Walk 10am to 3pm
,/ 1/

R"^ held at Sam on Sunday
/^ on Circle Drive adjacent to the

IM field

Pre-registration near Dance Building

at 7am

$11.00 fee includes T-Shirt

$40.00 fee enters team of fqur

Ad paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/

USAC Programming^ Committee

iMio-
OF SANTA MONICA
Classic Nofthsm ItaH^n Cuistns

AllHmnspmimmifn^wf&i/wsaitsugsrorprmenftthm.

L»rg9»kcimiof$ntims9f9ffnp9nd*'Pritikiii'*(wkhMoii},

THE PASTA-BIUTIES
ARE ENDLESS

Creati the timer you wantwidi o^w
15 differam pastas, and 40 diffmwit saucas.

Our ptfia ^oniomal^ iargi. w« 9timwitM you'li bt buttifH}

at tfitMMN or ¥vt wiMMfvt y»8 tfioctitr i»ortiM (TMi

FMSH SEAFOOD. SCAMPI. CHICKEN. STEAK.

WHITE VEAl. ROAST DUCK, SWEET BREAD

All dinners include uiMnttad ti^s to our

extensive salad and home«made soup bar.

2301 Sisttltoiio M.. Smdt Misidi

(213) 463>544Z

A«MM l>Wf »AMMMI • AU MAJCM <^mMrCMMM

admissions policy, mandatory

health insurance issue, and SCA 1,

Monserratt said.

UC Santa Cruz representative

Amy Cho, who chairs the UCSA
academics committee, and
Monserratt will facilitate work-

groups on these issues.

Recently selected UC Student

Regent Jenny Doe will attend the

meeting, along with campus offlce

directors and many UC Irvine

suidents.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

LITEBITE
COMBO

BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BITE IS "JUST RIGHT"
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI. DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD. FRENCH FRIES AND SOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

As England Treasures

the Crown Jewels, we
must Treasure our

Environment

Senior citizens n%^
Children and Youth

MARCH 8-11, 1990

at UCLA
call (213) 206-5523/5547

Paid for bv USAC

^'-C-f

Good At Our 5 Convenient

Locations

Northridge Aiuh«n

Santa Ana SUMm
West Lm Angelas

Exp. 2/23/90

Please Oo Not Use
, , With Any Other Coupons
N. j Or Offers - No Substitutions
NJ Good for Everyone in Party

iHHUcouPONBMHHa

mEU'4i'S

THE

aML
mm
m-i^in

' - -

• ^ .» •

LJJ.

free

delivery

($7 Min.)

Chinese Fast Food

COMBO PLATE $4.35
>;>.vV ncludes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la carte items

!?•...-

Mon-Sat11:00am-11:00pfn ono itnoo
Sun11:O0Qm-1O:O0pm -

^UB-48ZB

..• •

•••;..

:•..:•.

HNALLY A REAL
BREAKFAST DEAL
7-llam Weekdays 10am-2pm Weekends

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Pancakes or Waffles...$3.99

2 Eggs, Bagel, Potatoes or Tomatoes Just
$1.49

Omelettes $2.29 Includes Bagel & Potatoes

THE
VILLAGE— DELI

Restaurant & Sportsbar

208-6442
10936 UNDBROOK DR.

Qnchides (^s of Champagne on Weekends)

UC's three-campus
plan faces dilemma
Building campuses one at a time

may result in funding problems
By Holly Bauer
City Editor

The University of California

may have difHcuIty receiving
funds for three proposed campuses
if it comes to the Legislature with
one pr(qx)sal at a time, according
to Assemblyman Stan Statham.

Staiham, R-Redding, is one of
nine legislators who has sent a

letter to UC Board of Regents
Chairman Roy Brophy and UC
President David Gardner, criticiz-

ing the boundaries used to divide

the state into northern, central and
southern regions, said Mark Pow-
ers, Statham 's senior assistant

UC ofTicials have said each of
the three regions will get a campus
and regents are scheduled to

announce Feb. 15 which region

will be the first

As the boundaries are drawn,
the central region is the only area

without a UC campus, which
Statham said indicates this region

will be chosen first for a new
campus.

Powers said Santa Cruz is far

enough south that it should not be
considered part of the nothem
region.

But UC spokewoman Laurie

Itow said the regions were divided

geographically. "It was geo-
graphic. Santa Cruz is often

considered part of the Bay Area. I

don't think they consider them-
selves part of the central region."

"No decision has been made;
and no region is being ruled out,"

she added.

Budget limitations have created

concern that only the first campus
will be built in the near fiiture,

causing a scramble among the

regions to be first, Statham said.

**The map is basically silly. It's

creative map-drawing, to say the

Proposed UC Sites

NORTHERN /

CALIFORNIA/.

The University

of California

plans to

build a new
campus in

each of the

major regions

sm>wn.

TOM YUN/DaJly Bruin

least" Statham said. "When you
come to the Legislature with just

one area, there are political prob-
lems."

Statham said UC ought to build

three new campuses simulta-

neously.

Despite the objections, UC
spokesman Ron Kolb said no
changes in the process are
expected. "We don't sense a great

deal of opposition that will affect

anything," Kolb said.

In addition to Statham, the Jan.

1 1 letter to Brophy was signed by
Assembly members Norm Waters,
D-Plymouth; Richard Floyd, D-
Los Angeles; Doris Allen, R-
Cypress; Lloyd Connelly, I>-Sac-

ramento; Dan Hauscr, D-Arcata;
Tim Lesto; R-Carmichael; and
Sara Farr, D-Carmel.

Reportsfrom the Associated Press

VELOWAY
From page 1

West L.A. and publicly owned
land the veloway will cross over.

Support piers along Sepulveda
Boulevard would limit driveway
access to right hand turns.

Aesthetic concerns and
impaired visibility for motorists

are also prime concerns, said Ryan
Snyder, executive director of the

Citizens Committee for the West
L.A. Vetoway.

Impairing the visibility of his-

torical sites is also a concern, Boyd
said

Other impacts

A reduction in street parking is

another concern if additional bike

lanes are constructed to lead to the

veloway.

Additional bike lanes will

increase the number of bicycle and
vehicle conflicts at San Vicente

Boulevard and Hilgard, Montana,

Texas, Rochester, Ohio and Feder-

al avenues.

And the veloway will increase

access to the VA property by
unauthorized people, Boyd said.

Fencing the veloway to discourage

trespassing has been suggested.

Potential positive impacts

The proposed veloway system

also has benefits. It is expected to

reduce traffic congestion and the^

demand for parking as well as~

improve air quality and energy

consumption, Snyder said. The
system is also expected to attract

more visitors to Westwood Park
and shoppers to Westwood Vil-

lage.

The Ui1)an Innovations Group
conducted a planning study to

examine the feasibility of an
elevated bicycle freeway. The
study indicates that the 1^00
bicyclists who commute daily

under current conditions will

increase to 2,000 with the addition-

al on-street bicycle ways.
The veloway will increase the

number of daily commuters by
2,300, bringing the total number of
bicyclists to 4,300. Substantial

evening and weekend recreational

use of the structure is also

expected.

Need for veloway

The idea for the veloway was
conceived in 1976 by UCLA
Professor Paul Boyer. It is

intended for shcMt commuter and
utilitarian trips and will serve

Palms, Santa Monica, West Los
Angeles, Venice, Brentwood, Mar
Vista and UCLA.
The veloway is ab option for

bicyclists whq are discouraged
from riding their bicycles along

traffic congested streets and
iniersections, Snyder said. It jis an

See VELOWAY, page 10
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EUROPE ^^ CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
900Q Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles. Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special
Studont/Taachar Tariff.

a RENTAL a LEASE C PURCHASE

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

J 081 Westwood Suite 2244754135.
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UCLA
MORTAR BOARD
APPLICATIONS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE
DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE,

1206 MURPHY HALL
Mortar Board is a national senior honor society
which recoCTiizes scholarship, leadership, and
service to tne campus community. Mortar Board
programs include awarding of the annual Faculty
Excellence Award, publication of the UCLA
Appointment Calendar, and participation in

various community service projects.

Requirements for application to Mortar Board
include:

^1) minimum 3.0 G.P.A.
2) at least 90 units completed at end of Fall 1989
3) graduation not sooner than Fall '90

4) demonstrated leadership and service

Mortar Board welcomes ALL qualified applicants.

Applications are due Friday, February 16 at

5 PM at the Dean of Students Office,
1206 Murphy Hall

hello, but there
by WILLIAM SAROYAN

Co-Directed by

Nalrl Davoudian
Marie Angela Kelller

Produced by

Yukie Maruiwa

Performed by

Pascale Barbe
Alice Champlin
Nairi Davoudian

Matt Schiller
Derek Stefan

Vernita Perkins

Five Perlormances:

Friday, Feb. 9
Saturday, Feb. 10
Sunday, Feb. 11

Sunday, Feb. 11

8:00 p.m
2:00 p.m,

2:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Special Guest at Closing Forum:

DR. BEVERLY ROBINSON
Presented at:

International Student Center
1023 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood
(213) 825-3384

Donation: Public $3.00, UCLA $2.00
Funded by: Council on Programming, International Student Center

Graduate Students Association
ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

INTEIIN^TIONAL TEMTHE
AT THE UMNTRSITV OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

VELOWAY
From page 9

economical and pollution-free

mode of transportation that will

reduce traffic congestion, Snyder
added.

The veloway will be elevated 17

feet off the ground and span TA
miles, connected to on-street bicy-

cle ways which extend the -entire

veloway system approximately 15
miles long. A 20-^inch clearance

will be maintained between the

veloway and other structures

below it, as required by the City
Fire Code.

The proposed route will begin
near the university police station at

ground level. The veloway will

ramp up to an elevated bike path

southward into Westwood Village..

The elevated path will run firom

Lot 14 to Gayley Avenue north of
Wilshire Boulevard over Veteran
Avenue, over the San Diego
Freeway into VA property and
from Santa Monica and Sepulveda
boulevards.

The veloway will not extend
north and southeast of campus.
Access ramps wiU be located at the

main UCLA campus near Lots 1

and 14, west campus near the Red
Cross Building on Veteran
Avenue, Westwood Park, VA
property and Sepulveda Boule-
vard, south of Santa Monica
Boulevard.
— UCLA fovors the veloway, but
is uncertain about committing to a
fmal route because of possible

long-range development plans.

Current plans include student
housing and other university-

related uses near Lot 32 and
Weybum Avenue, Ryan said. *The
veloway is not like a freeway. It

can be moved relatively inexpen-
sively as properties develop,
Eisenberg said.

The actual construction will

begin in 1991. Traffic congestion
and hitler noise levels are antici-

pated during this period. Portions

of the route directly above street

intersections will require night

construction to minimize disrup-

tion of traffic flow.

The estimated cost for con-
struction is $7 million. The velo-

way committee requested $2
million from the UCLA admi-
nistration, Snyder said. UCLA is

currently considering the request
Other funding sources include

the Los Angeles County Trans-
portation Commission, Caltrans

and the City of Los Angeles.

A five-foot exterior railing will

be placed on the sides of the riding

deck for safety purposes. The
veloway will have the latest

earthquake engineering, according
to Snyder.

Light fixtures along the center

line of city streets will be designed
to provide sufficient light for

bicyclists without causing excess
glare onto adjacent properties or
impair motorist visibility, Snyder
said.

A bikeway cycle police unit will

patrol the bikeway to enforce
safety regulations and ticket

mopeds or motorcycles on the

bikeway.

Emergency assistance will be
provided by having ambulance
vehicles dispatched at the base of
the nearest access ramp. Emergen-
cy paramedics will reach the site of
the accident by foot since the

veloway lanes will not accommo-
date the vehicle.

The installation of emergency
call boxes at frequent intervals

along the elevated route was
suggested in the report -,

KLA
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FUNDING
From page 1

for improving the infrastructure of

the child care program, resource

and referral programs, training of
child care teachers and teachers*

salaries.

According to the study, this

predominantly female work fwce
earns an average hourly wage of

$5.35. Child care staff earn less

than half as much as comparably
educated women and less than

one-third as much as comparably
educated men in the civilian labor

force, Howes said.

"People cannot find staff, and
then once they lose it they cannot

replace it," she said.

The study found that child care

centers experience an average

annual turnover in their teaching

staff of41 percent, and most left to

find better paying jobs.

Such turnovers can have very

negative impacts on the children,

making them less competent in

social skills and language develop-

ment, Howes said.

The study recommended that

child care teachers' salaries be

increased as a means of recruiting

and retaining a qualified child care

work force, formal education and
training be provided to child care

staff and industry standards estab-

lished fw the work environment
The study concluded that state

and federal standards should be

adopted regarding adult-child

ratios, staff education, training and
compensation in order to raise the

floor of quality in America's child

care centers.

Forthcoming legislation will

address concerns such as adult-

child ratios, staff education, train-

ing and compensation, Thorman
said. The amount of federal funds

being used for teachers' salaries,

however, will ultimately rest with

the individual states, x

ACTIVISM
From page 1

leaders representing gay, lesbian

and bisexual groups on campus
asked interested students to get

involved.

TenPercent Editor-in-Chief

Adam Ross recommended stu-

dents to be as "out" as they can and
become active while they are in

college.

"You might think you'll get

involved when you're out of

school and have more time, but

you should stait now because

you'll get even busier later," Ross
said.

With about 6,000 undergradu-

ates to represent and not enough
staff members, the Gay and Les-

bian Association (GALA) has a

hard time organizing programs and

activities, said the group's Co-

Chairwoman Kathleen Entler.

Although GALA had many
problems that kept it from func-

tioning effectively last quarter, the

group is better organized this

quarter, she said.

Doug McLeod, a "straight"

member of Delta Lambda Chi

fraternity founded by gay men,

said he is involved in the gay and
lesbian issues because "I hate to

see people suffer because of what
they believe in."

Not everybody outside the ga)-

community has adverse feelings

against it, and "I'm here to

represent that," he said.

Gonzalez, also a staff member
in the undergraduate president's

office,' said the gay community
needs more than tolerance. Student

involvement is essential, he said.

CSO
«25-1493

gras

BOOTH
APPLICATIONS

ARE DUE

KERCKHOFF 129 BY 4:00 P.M.

Think ofthe six women
closest to you.

?

Now guess

which one will be raped
this year.

' 4 >

One out of six college women will be sexually assaulted this year.

But you can change the odds of it happening. Simply by trying to

avoid situations that leave you or your friends vulnerable.

For starters, follow security measures. Don't prop residence hall

doors open.Walk with a friend after dark. And be aware that date

rape is a major problem on college campuses.With 90% of these
rapes involving drinking.

Then share these facts with six of your friends. And maybe none
ofthem will become another statistic.

.H Rape Treatment Center

213-319-4000

C19e9 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital

«« ? ' " npMMH TTT
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Viewpoint

Letters

Correction

In the Thursday, Feb. 8
edition of The Bruin, Gary
Hobart's viewpoint "Fraternities

need to take the lead in

promoting education, aware-

ness" contained errors which
altered the meaning of the

piece. The following paragraphs

are re-printed in their correct

form. The Bruin regrets the

error.

... A leader accepts critic-

ism, valid or not, so as to

improve himself and those he
leads. In this respect, gentle-

men, while we may disagree

with those who are skeptical

of the merits of a fraternity

system, let us not concern

ourselves with proving them
wrong, let us prove that we
are right

... I challenge any of you
who consider yourself leaders

to personally educate your
chapter. The education of the

fraternity system must be done
internally using its own
influential leaders — this is

the uniqueness of leadership in

the fraternities. Only by being

a part of the fraternity system
can one have such a tremend-

ous impact on that system.

Fraternity leadership in an area

like education is necessary

because what we do has such

a trem»idous impact upon our
campus.

Family housing
Editor:

Family Student Housing is

the game that moves as you
play it.

When I moved in, I was led

to believe that UCLA could

provide affordable housing for

its students. Had I known that

as soon as a moved in my
rent would be raised by $140

(which I cannot afford), I

would have seriously consid-

ered attending an instituticxi

with more reasonable policies.

The university says it is dedi-

cated to iH"oviding affordable

housing — but has evidently

decided that saying it will

suffice.

While my present rent is

low by L.A. standards, the

apartment came with such

added features as a severe

cockroach problem, water that

runs a lovely orange-brown
color in the bathtub, and a

shower with all the water
pressure of a dripping faucet

that inexplicably alternates

between delivering freezing and
scalding water. The windows
are so ill-fitting that the cur-

tains blow when it*s windy
(with the windows closed), x

tremore that feel like a 4.0

earthquake every time a truck

goes by on the 405 (which is

right outside the window), and
the constant noise of the free-

way, which makes it impossi-

ble to watch television at a
normal volume.

At present, if the rent were
raised by even $40, I would
have to move. I am three

quarters away firom a degree
and about to become part of

the nation's growing homeless

problem. FSH is exempt from
rent control, so I can be
thrown out at any time. In

short, a rent hike means that

my education stops here — I

do not pass GO, I do not

collect a diploma.

The reason for the proposed
hike, as I understand it, is the

University's desire for 15 mil-

lion dollars to be used to

flnance new residential proper-

ties and to renovate existing

ones. While I understand the

increased need for housing,

why it is necessary to fmance
it by student rent rather than

through other budget alloca-

tions? Does the University

really need to penalize, those

who can least afford it in

order to fmance its real estate

projects?

And when renovation does

begin, what happens to those

of us who must move? They
say we will be moved into

vacancies in the other buildings

— provided there are vacan-

cies. Clearly, the gap between
what the University stands for

and what it actually does is

growing ever wider. The Uni-

versity has a captive, paying
audience.

The cavaliCT attitude is

exemplified by managements
reactions to the proposed solu-

tion that rents be based on
income. A management rep-

resentative said that she didn't

want to create "student ghet-

toes" where people would be
likely to default on the rent.

The assumption that those with

less monetary resources are

inferior deadbeats unwilling

even to pay a rent they can
afford is deeply disturbing.

But the real issue here is

UCLA's commitment to equal

opportunity. UCLA is a public

institution that is concerned

with both academic excellence

and equal opportunity, and by
raising the rents of those who
can afford it least,, they wiU
turn higher education into an
unattainable goal for talented

but disadvantaged* students. Are
state institutions designed only

for the well-to-do? Will the

unique contribution of non-

traditional students be lost to

the academic community? As
an undergraduate considering

graduate schools I will be
forced to reconsider my option
— UCLA will be an unafford-

able impossibility.

Ctielsea Starr

Junior
Antiiropology

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898
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Women's Resource Center
offers education, counseling
By the Women's Resource Center Staff

With the current campus concern about the issue of rape, the

Women's Resource Center would like to make UCLA aware of

the services available through the UCLA Rape Prevention and

Education Services (co-sponsored by the WRC and the Depart-

ment of Community Safety).

As many writers to these pages have stated, the experiences

described in "Anatomy of a Rape" are, unfortunately, not

uncommon for college-age women. A recent study of college

students across the country found that 25 percent of women
surveyed had been targets of an attempted or completed rape, 84
percent of those by someone they knew. Rape is a crime

committed against all women — women from all backgrounds,

ethnic origins, classes, appearances, and ages.

Over 90,000 rapes are reported each year in the United States,

and it is believed that as few as 10 percent of all rapes that

take place are ever reported.(Men are also sexually assaulted,

virtually always by other men; but since only 3-10 percent of

reported rapes are committed against men, rape is predominantly

a crime against women.)
The existence of rape affects us all by reducing our sense of

trust and freedom, influencing choices we make every day.

Whether we are aware of it or not, statistics suggest that

virtually everyone knows someone who has been raped — a

friend, a girlfriend, family member, or classmate.

While there is no foolproof method of avoiding rape, or any
one perfect method for responding to rape, we believe that

education is a key factor in increasing personal safety and
reducing the incidence of sexual assault. To this end, the WRC
offers free educational workshops for all campus groups on rape,

date rape and self-defense. Wwkshops are offered for the entire

campus community every Thursday at noon in 2 Dodd Hall. A
workshop can be arranged for any student group by calling 206-

8240; staff and faculty wcx-kshc^s can be arranged by calling

725-7661. Self-defense wOTksh(^s are offered four times each
quarter and arc free for all students, staff, and faculty (call 206-

8240 to sign up).

While there is no foolproof method of avoiding

rape, or any one perfect mediod for responding to

rape, we believe that education is a key factor in

increasing personal safety and reducing the inci'

dence of sexual assault

Rape survivors need Jiot go through their recovery alone. Many
services exist at UCLA and in the community to assist rape
survivors. If you or someone you know has been raped, you can
contact a UCLA Rape Services Consultant (RSC) at 206-8240 to

receive help and information. Medical care, counseling, academic
assistance, legal action, and many other services can be arranged
at the survivor's request by an RSC. We respect each rape
survivor's right to make her or his own choices following as

assault, including whether or not to report the assault We offer

assistance regardless of when the assault took place, and respect

a survivor's need to recover from the experience at her or his

own pace. All services arc completely confidential.

Many writers to the Daily Bruin have urged that something be
done to address the problem of rape. Among the many avenues
open to you in bringing about change, we urge you to make use
of the services available at UCLA for rape education and
survivor support Call or come by the WRC (206-8240, 2 Dodd
HaU) to schedule an educational workshop for your student group— your sorority, fraternity, class, residence hall, or organization.

Promote awareness of accurate information about rape: that

rape is an act of violence; that it is a crime ^ject to prosecu-
tion and punishment; and that responsibility f(k a rape is always
with the rapists, never the rape survivor. Consider options you
have for responding to dangerous situations, or to sexist or
hostile comments. And if you or anyone you know needs support
and assistance with a sexual assault experience, the Women's .

Resource Center is here to help.

Sometimes the problem of rape seems so vast, so overwhelm-
ing, and so incomprehensible that it's hard to see an end to it

But as the saying goes, the longest journey begins with one step.

Together we can work to end the pain and injustice of rape.

The Women's Resource Center Staff members who authored this

piece are Helen Koh, Tricia Lippert, Kathy Rose-Mockry.
Barbara Siegemund-Broka and Karla Sundin^
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Gorbachev: Media hero in the West, dictator in the East
Stalin's cult of personality

was at home and not in the

West. Gorbachev has it the

other way around. The West is the

place where his publicity visits are
heralded as some kind of Second
Coming. The people of the Soviet
Disunion see beyond the face
painted by the public relations firm
he has hired. Beyond making
concessions necessary for the

survival of the state, Gorbachev
has done little. Yet he may truly

want reform as much as he wants
personal power.

His smiles make it difficult for

westerners to see anything but
glowing AP news praises. His
wife, Raisa, is just what our
televisions demand. A refreshing

change from the frozen belugas at

the heels of other Soviet leaders,

Raisa is a hit from Milan to

Modesto. She is a true intellectual,

who can pose next to brain dead
American first ladies to boot.

Former Hollywood party girl/

X" movie extra Nancy Reagan
can discuss thejoys of motherhood
with her. Barbara Bush, who wrote
a book about the family's cocker
spaniel, surely could find with her

some common rumbling ground.

Gorbachev is committed to

using communist rhetoric to assure
a high position in the bureaucracy,

has done well in his career, and
lives like an Emperor. He has

managed to secure himself a place
at the top, with more personal

power than any Soviet despot since

Stalin. He's top man in the Soviet

E>epartment of Defense. He's the

President. He's Secretary General
of the CCCP. The KGB and
minister of Interior (police) chiefs .

Keith
Roberts
are his pawns.
The man is long on well-written

speeches, but short on results.

"New," "improved" and "demo-
cracy" are his favorite words. He
even denounced Stalin for the

"thousands" (forgetting it was
actually 40 million) of people he
killed. Khrushchev said much the

same before his **vacation." (jor-

bachev has also been making
history with other apologetic

soundbites that are begging for our
sympathy, our love and most of all

the money we can borrow from
Japan and Germany.

But who is this man? Whoever
he is, we seek his inspiration. The
West needs a leader. Europe is

lacking cutesy Olaf Palme types as

well as detestable De GauUes.
George Bush, that puppet of a
bureaucrat who rose tlu-ough the

ranks of mediocrity by family

money and appointed positions, is

a total boor.

A child of government. Bush

has never done well in any office.

Our leadership vacuum leaves us

desperate.

Yet our thirst for leadership

should not blind us to the reality of

Gorbachev and his country. The
Soviet Union is an imperialistic

throwback to 19th century totalita-

rianism.

Everything rolls "downhill" to

Moscow in the USSR, where the

"republics" are economically
milked to provide benefits for

party elite. Worse, the Kazakhs,
Baits and everyone else is oveniin
with Russian immigrants, who will

surely do even more damage to

their host colonies when St^nist
Great Russian nationalism intensi-

fies.

This oppression by population
transfer is part of the Kremlin's
way of subduing pe(^les who
weren't blessed with Russian
genes. As Stalin wiped out whole
cities and transferred peoples from
their lands, survivors were
arranged under the old imperialist

"divide and conquer" policy.

Azeri-Armenian mob pogroms are

more of a result from the Krem-
lin's bo'der/population manipula-
tion than from their historical

conflicts.

Gorbachev is worried about his

race being outnumbered by Soviet
Asians, and he has tried patchwork
like subsidies and awards for more
children for Russians. Gorba-
chev's attempts at keeping Rus-
sians over 50 percent of the Soviet

population cannot work. Few
Muscovites want large families

when they cannot get soap or bread
for themselves.

The mass media's interpretation

of Soviet reality is severely

flawed. Gorbachev is no hero to

the Soviet people. He is too slow
for reformists, who claim he
brought about inevitable talk of
change and now drags his feet

Those on the right seek to make the

USSR a natural resource colony
for the West and to form a looser

state socialism with a large middle
class. On the left, reformists call

for an end to robotic bureaucracy,

nepotism and the "mafia capital-

ism" of the tethered free market
The left claims socialism hasn't

been tried, and rather than **revert

to capitalism," they seem to want
an internationalist movement
rather than the Stalinist Russian
supremacy of the present exploita-

tive economy, which runs on party

benefits and the black market
anyway. The old hard-liners still

pose some threat, as they depend
on the corrupt system in place and
will depose Gorbachev if he lets

even a single republic gain true

independence.

Gorbachev is plagued with
ethnic peoples who have a legiti-

mate demand for independence
and dissatisfaction after five years

of rule. The man has a great speech
writer, but his actions are lacking.

The Soviet economy has gotten

progressively worse since (jorba-

chev took office. The people don't
believe in politics any more, but
are taking their anger to the streets.

Gorbachev is the last legacy of
Brezhnev's Politburo, and uses the

Iron Glove the same way, only he
smiles while doing it

Gorbachev's gifts are merely
changes that are necessary to get

more western capital, and are

necessary to stave off the inevit-

able civil war. Gorbachev has

proved he cares more for his

privileged position than for any
noti(His of humanity. Socialism is

the label he claims to strive for, but

his actions prove he's out to

protect the entrenched bureaucra-

cy and not the common man. He'd
sell the entire east to McDonald's
if his living standard could possib-

ly rise higher.

Critics with light in tfieir eyes
are kx)king lovingly at Gorbachev,
calling him love names and drool-

ing on their bibs. They see this

dynamic speaker as a Kennedy/
James Dean figure, when in fact

he's as cruel as Beijing's tyrants.

His recent speech at the crucial

Central Committee meeting after

Moscow's largest protest in 60
years was historic in grandiose
plans. Political pluralism, parties

and free elections were other
claims that the KGB (Soviet

equivalent of the (jestapo) will be
hard pressed to rig if they are even
nominally tried. Gorbachev^
announced such reforms, but left

out the inevitable manipulation

that will accompany his changes.

Gorbachev's brand of socialism
is the long and painfiil road to

capitalism. Or rather, it is capital-

ism for the poor, socialism for the
rich. But what is sure is that the
rich will profit from the dictatorial

Russian nationalism sure to
accompany any loosening of the
rope.

Roberts is a senior majoring in

English.
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Arts & Entertainment

4U
Tribute to
Vitaphone
You ain't heard nothin' yet!

The UCLA Film and Television

Archive will present three of

the movie industry's earliest

talking pictures as they con-

tinue their series. The Jazz

Singer and Tempest w]\\ screen

this weekend.

JillUger

The Jazz Singer and Lights of New York

begin Sat. at 8 p.m. Tempest and a

collection of vitaphone shorts play on Sun.

For more info, call: 206^13

IXbe<*t^

Runs Fri & Sat at 10 p.m. 804 N. El Centro

in Hollywood. For info call (213) 462-0265

Zombie Attacic
The Cast Theater presents a

hysterical and satirical look at

zombie-horror stories with

likeable victims this time!

Should provide an exciting

evening for true horror fans or

an amusing one for blood 'n'

guts critics.

Rob WinfieU

The American Youth Symphony
Under the direction of Mehli

Mehta, these young musicians

will perform this Sunday in

UCLA's Royce Hall. The con-

cert will feature violinist Law-
rence Sonderling and Cellist

Richard Naill, as well as some
100 young instrumentalists.

Angela Chen
Sun. at 8 p.m. in Royce Hall. Parking on
campus $4.

DJ Mixing
Contest—

Fri. night at the Holiday Inn in Holywood,
1755 N Highland Doors open at 9 p.m.

and competibon begins at 10 p.m. For

more info: Gianni Ruberti at (213) 462-

7181

The West Coast Regional DJ
Mixing Contestwill feature last

year's American champion,

DJ Aladdin. The winner of the

contest will compete in the

American final In New York.

Anyone can enter or be a spec-

tator!

Jason Lin

New Worics
UCLA's Ms. Catterson wi 1 1 pre-

miere three new group dances

using both UCLA dance stu-

dents and performers from the

L.A. area. Her choreographic

style uniquely encompasses
tap, modern, and ballroom

darrces.

Darrel Rimsey ^ TrTandSat. at 8p.m. in UCLA Dance BJdg..

Rm208. Donations will be accepted.

Conptod By: Jaion S. SMmmtI ALKRTPMN/0«lyftruin

Speaker

Charmer Denzel Washington drives crowd wild at AGB
Ga-ga fans bestow actor with affection

By Rachel le Unreich

Contributor

It*s a good thing that Denzel

Washington played Dr. Chandler
for five years on the TV series 5/

Elsewhere, because maybe he
managed to pick up some medical
know-how while he was at it

There's no doubt that when he

addressed the audience members
in Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Wednesday, Washington sent

many heart rates soaring.

He didn't really have to be
familiar with school lingo, or

campus media events or anything

else that ought to have pertained to

Bruin students. Instead, it would
have been more helpful if he could

have administered medical treat-

ment for the thousand-odd females

who were hyperventilating in their

seats.

These were college-aged
women, mind you, who eventually

came out with intelligent questions

about the plight of black actors in

Hollywood. But that didn't stop

any of them from stampeding the

auditorium in a mad frenzy yelling

"Denzel, Denzel," when the doors
first opened.

Even Washington, (who had
spent years playing a doctor that

was used to performing brain

surgery and operating on semi-

demented patients), had never seen

anything like it. "You're embar-
rassing me," were his opening
wwds.

This from an actw who wasn't

even aware that one lady had
specifically chosen the front row to

sit in, "so Denzel can see my
boots." Even that was kind of tame
compared to the knockout girl who
later asked Washington to sign her

chest. One does not expect this sort

of reaction towards someone who
has starred in such dramatic films

as A Soldier's Story, Cry Freedom
and Glory, for which Washington

is tipped to gamer an Academy
Award nomination.

But one also doesn't expect such

an accredited, well-known actor to

walk into a school without the

usual publicity entourage, step-

ping to collect all the paraphernalia

that Bruins handed him along the

way. After proudly displaying the

t-shirts, hats and flyers that he

accumulated, Washington
remarked, "I figure if this acting

thing doesn't work out, I can keep
coming round to UCLA and pick

stuff up."

Yet make no mistake about it,

Washington can be as serious as

the next guy, especially when
questioned about the way Afro-

One lady had specific

cally chosen the front

row to sit in, "so
D.enzel can see my
boots." Even that was
kind of tame com'
pared to the knock'
out girl who later

asked Washington to

sign her chest

Americans are portrayed on
screen, or the potential roles open
to a black actor. "I always say that

racism is a given in this industry,"

he said. "But I don't dwell on it,

nor do I give in to the negativity of
that. This may sound egotistical,

but I believe that the world is as I

see it, and it's up to me to make a

difference." He is somewhat dis-

heartened, however, by the con-

tinued stereotype of blacks in the

media, and on film. **Go and see

Born on the Fourth of July for a

movie where all the white people

are good and all the black people

are evil," he said, alluding to that

film's hospital scenes.

Insofar as it has been possible,

however, Washington has blurred

the distinction between 'black' and
'white' acting roles, proving that

the most effective way to reach all

audience members is to perform
convincingly. "I had this one old

guy come up to me after A
Soldier's Story," laughed
Washington. "And he said to me,
'Man, when you shot that nigger,

the way you looked around first, I

knew you had been in the joint! I

knew you had done some crime!*"

Whereas the audience clapped

and cheered their entire way
through Washington's talk — no
matter what the man said — they

were considerably more silent

when he mentioned that his son
had fallen asleep during Cry
Freedom, after his character Ste-

phen Biko died.

**Does that mean you have a

wife! one girl wailed. "I'm a

married man," he answered, "I'm
sorry!"

In fact, Washington found him-
self apologizing at various times

during his talk, whenever his ideas

were in conflict with one of the

UCLA interviewees. But at each
instance, he was polite and recq)-

tive, welcoming criticism while
still holding firm to his convic-

tions.

Heck, you just wanted to reach
out and touch him, even if he was
married. It must have been a
shared audience goal as well,

judging by the swarm of women
that headed towards the stage once
Washington had finished speak-
ing.

Through it 'all, he remained
'calm, signing autographs for those

who requested them — perhaps
trying to counsel the ones who
were ready to bare actual skin.

Maybe Denzel Washington could
have made it as a doctor, after all. Denzel Washington speaks — and charms Ackerman crowd.

THEODORE NICHOLAS

Chen, Hauer say there's method to madness in 'Blood of Heroes'
By Dezi Ferguson 4*a a.

Contributor

Rutger Hauer and Joan Chen at Ackerman.

Joan Chen has played the elegant Empress in The
Last Emperor and a beautiful seductress in Tai Pan
— roles that weren't exactly a stretch of for a Chinese
woman.
But in Blood Of Heroes, Chen rips apart those

stereotypes — as well as an ear off her opponent in

the violent game that is the focus of the movie.
Why, Joan, why?
"That's a question my mother asked when she saw

ilic movie," she said Tuesday during a post-movie Q
and A session at the student union.

She and co-star Rutger Hauer admitted to jet-lag

prior to answering any questions.

"I just loved it It was very different," said Chen.
"To me, it was a beautiful part." Berating parts that

can often be summed as "Thai hookers", Chen
defended her choice to play a wiry and unglamourous
bloodhound character, and even seemed proud of her

ability to clinch the part that obviously had been
written for a blond amazon. /"

"It was a story of virility; of such power, and it was
written for a woman," Chen said, noting the rarity of
such representations of women.
The Dutch-bom Hauer also complained about the

American tradition of labeling. But he said ihar^

though he was labeled a "European", the title still

allowed him more flexibility in role offers than if he

were an American acta*.

"You don't need to categorize,** he said.

_ Hauer appeared to tense up at the implication that

all the characters he has played were of a sociopathic

bent. He said he doesn't enjoy playing one character

over another and that his job as an actor is to convey
what the director wants.

"Do you want a rough story or not? I like

roughness," he said. "There's a purity in roughness.

There's a lack of intellect There's a misconception

out there . . . we do it for the director. We don't do it

to get our rocks off." ~

Chen called the slash-and-bash movie a sort of

philosophical exercise.

"The violence is not a knife, a gunshot," she said.

"In the fighting we intend to express something else,

the gtory of human spirit."

She apologized if, as actors, they were unable to

carry that across to the audience members who
questioned the purpose of the violence.

*Thc philosophy in there is about gain and loss,"

she said. "In how much you lose when you gain; in

how much you gain when you lose."

Chen called the game symbohc and suggested that

the audience would better be able to understand the

movie if they kept that in mind.

"We did our best, and that's the process we enjoy.*'

^hc said;.^
— —

—

——'-

See 'BLOOD/ page 18
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Rap artists Jungle Brothers get crowd dancing at noon concert
RdLp artists the Jungle

Brothers performed a fiin and

ftinky noon concert Thursday at

Westwood Plaza. The event

was sponsored by Cultural

Affairs and the African Stu-

dents* Union.

Things might have started a^
little slowly, but the crowd got

real interested when they

invited students to come up and

rap— and some did. It was fim.

Damian O'Rane

TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS?

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WITH

HYPNOSIS
REUEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY RECALL

CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW
FREE CONSULTATION ($75.00 VALUE)

(818) 545-1855 mca/isa accepted

W^F^CL.A.

FASHION SHOW
Enter Free

EXPOSURE
FOR ALL

Designers • Hair Designers
Mooisls • Make-up Artists

Photographers • Dept. Stores

To Enter Call:

(213) 202-0537

^e^cevo-

"•".^>^»-
»*^

The Gift of Sight
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, a
complete checkup Includes o
pressure test for glaucoma and
an eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

Color contacts
High index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

ARE YOUR TEETH

S^ See Dr* Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
•Estimates Given in writing

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome
Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwcxxi Blvd. (Between WHshire &(.Santa Monica)

Corner of LeConte •:• Vision insurance welcome •:• 1 hour validated parking

Gifts ofLove
h

UCLA °THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ART^

U.S. Premiere!

ISO Dance Theatre

(^ Discounted 70 ;. ^rtlng at 150.00

Everything is certifled and carries our lifetime guarantee.

ff/cjy {ri^OfflpiXH^ Gome intoour Private Showroom or cali in your ofd^—
^^^ ^V^ ^^ ^ C < to guarantee delivery by Valentine's Day.

Imenuttkmal Jewelry Center Suite 620 550 So. HIU Street Lot Anfele*. CA 9001^ (213)627-7619 # FAX (213)627-4125

Fri. and Sat., Feb. 9 & 10 at 8:00 p.m.

This sensationally inventive connpany will perform the
American premiere of Time Out, a fast-paced and wide
ranging meditation on the clockwork mechanisms of
contemporary life, and Night Thoughts. \ . .wildly

original and freewheelingly seductive" (The Hollywood
Reporter).

Royce Hall

$24, 19, 16: 8 (Students)

CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat., Feb. 10
7:00-7:30 p.m.

Lecturer: Llewellyn Grain

For more information/
Charge-by-Phone:

^^13) 825-2953 _
^

MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
(t«4)4tS>aS3a(7«4|

Proerafn,dala.inw •nd pftcM Mibf«c( to chwt9*. 9lu<tonl llclHli nol
•howAim* for ttudcnts and Sr. CHIzvnt (MmNMl

iiTlrlimiMUr Ruahal

(L to R) I.S.O. Dance Theatre's Daniel Ezralow, Ashley
Roland, Morleigh Steinberg, & Jamey Hampton.

I.S.O. dance troupe brings
modem style to Royce
By Jiil Leger _^^
Staff Writer

DANCE: I.S.O. Dance Theater. Tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m. at Royce $8
student tickets can be purchased at OTO. General ticket prices range from $16—
$24. To charge l)y phone call 825-9261.

I.S.O Dance Theatre will present its latest work *Time Out" this
weekend at Royce Hall.

Company founders Daniel Ezralow, Jamey Hampton, Ashley Roland,
and Morleigh Steinberg choreographed the show, which premiered in
MUan, Italy, last fell.

'Time Out" rqxjrtedly follows the adventures of a young woman
through the fourth dimension where time assumes different forms.
The Royce Hall engagement will also include I.S.O.'s performance of

"Night Thoughts."
In addiUon to the two dances, Saturday's show will include opening

remarks by dance critic Llewellyn Grain.
In the past, I.S.O. has combined humor with acrobatics, modem dance

and gymnastics to create a unique dance style that has charmed critics.

See DANCE, page 18

Music

The Art Ensemble of Chicago and the Women of the

Calabash use the gourd as a musical instrument.

Celebrating Afro-American
liistory witii musical gourds
By Joanne J. Choi

Contributor

DANCE/MUSIC: Art Ensemble of Chi-
cago and the Women of the Calat)ash.
Sponsored by the UCLA Center for the
Arts. Performed Saturday. Fel)ruary 3,
at 8 ^.m. at Wadsworth Theatre.

When was the last time you
heard a squash perform?

Well, last Saturday at UCLA's
own Wadsworth Theater, an
unusual but interesting combina-
tion of traditional jazz instruments

and ones made from the calabash^
squash— more commonly known
as a gourd — gave quite a

performance.

The concert was a celebration of
African culture by the Art Ensem-
ble of Chicago and the Women of
the Calabash, who presented
Saturday's impressive tribute.

Adwned in African costumes,
masks, and facepaint, the Art
Ensemble of Chicago performed a
beautiful presentation filled with
mime, magic, humor, and dance in

the "Great Black Music— Ancient
to the Future" presentation. The
richness and influence of Pan-
African cultures woe intricately-

See CAU^BASH, page 18
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FED UP WITH
TRAFFIC |AMS? POLLUTION?

DETtRIORATING ENVIRONMENT?
OVERCROWDED RECREATION AREAS?

SCARCE, EXPENSIVE HOUSING?
Convert Your FnistrsOons Into Actions And Help Solve The Underlying

CAUSE Of These SIDE EEFECTS— OVEMfOPULATIONI

THERE IS A REAL SOLUTION!

The U.S. has the fastest growing pop-
ulation of any country in the industrialized

Western World — nearly 3 million people
are added each year.

If the current trend continues, during the
next 30 years, today's U.S. population of

250 nnillion will increase by 90 nnillion to

340 million, and continue to grow— we
will add two and a half times more people
than the rest of the industrialized western
countries combined.

BOX SCORE BY 2020
The U.S. will add enough additional
population to create another: New
Yorit City. Los Angeles. Chkafo.
Houston. PhHadelphU. Baltimore.
Smi Francisco, indbuupolls. San
lose. Memphis, Washington,
lacksonvtlle, Milwaukee. Boston.
Columbus. New Orieans.
Cleveland. Denver, El Paso, and
Seattle PLUS - the next 7S Ufg.^r

dlifiS in the U.S.!

...Ifwe don't set now to sUblHie
11.5. populadonl

<3 Last year alone. California's population grew by 750.000 people — that's
equal to adding another San Francisco every 1 2 months. Texas added the
equivalent of a new Corpus Christi and then some. Florida burgeoned by
another TamjDa.

THE CHALLENGE IS CLEAR
Our unchecked population growrh is threatening to destroy the carrying c^ipadty of the physical
environment and the social conditions necessary for mutnt^oing our quality of life and free soci-
ety. IPopulation carrying capacity refers to the number of individuals who can be supported with-
out damaging ttw natural, social and cultural environment.]

Overpopulation means higher education costs, over-burdened social services, more pollution.
rTK>re traffk jams, more water shortages and other adverse effects on the environment.

Yet. all levels of government — fiederal. state and local — typically avoid dealing with rapid pop-
ulation growth They just try to accommodate the increased numbers of people by attempting to
mitigate th€ &ide €^fe<;&, Costlv. false solutions such as widening freeways or building more mas-
sive water projects nearly always make matters worse or merely postpone the day of reckoning.

WE MUST ACT NOW TO STAMLIZE OUR POPULATION BY
DEALING DIRECTLY WITH POPULATION INCREASE.

We Cannot Do Everything At Once! But We Can Begin By:

' Reducing Immigration Into The United States
• Supporting Programs To Reduce Unwanted Pregnancies '

• Gxitrolling Growth At The Local Level

Even though we are all aware of ttieprot><ems of crowded urtwn areas and unplanned,
unwanted pregrMncies. the fact is immigration from foreign countries is the rTX>st Important single
fiduse of this excessive growth:

• Roughly 40% of the populatton growth of the United States and over 50% of the population
growth of certain urtjan areas is caused by legal and illegal immigration.

• In addition to damaging the environment, the population increase resulting from immiyatlon
COT& billion? in added social services and other governmental outlays A recent study conducted
by the Washington, DC -based Center for Immigration Studies concludes that in 1990 akxw the
U.S. government will spend $3 billkxi to feed, house, arxl educate the 705.000 immigrants,
refugees, asylees and parolees who enter this country legally.

• Excessive Immigratkxi creates unfair job and wage competition and unemployment for U.S.
residents, because illegal immigrants are easily exptoited.

• Excessh/e Immigration contributes to housing shortages, high taxes. homeleMr>css. urtwn
crowding., and other social problems.

• Failure to adequately control US. borders encourages illicit drug trafficking and stimulates even
more illegal immigration.

RIGHT NOW, IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT WE ACT TO
REDUCE LEGAL IMMIGRATION CEIUNGS:

As the second sesston of the lOlst Congress convenes. nr>embers are beginning consideratkxi of
legislation which will raise legal immigratkxi levels — sonr>e by apparently as much as 60%. But.
we already admit more ttvan 700.000 legal immigrants each year. This is multiplied by the many
rdattvcs who come later. And. adding this to estimated illegal immigration of at least a half mil-
Iton a year makes a total of over one million new immigrants a year. That is already too many! We
need less immigration, not more!

Putting U.S. populatkxi on the stabillzatkxi track requires pvassage of new federal legislatkjn set-
ting an aU-lnclusKe Immigration ceWng of 200.000 Immlpants per year. This "replacement
level" ceiling would balance the estinvated annual number of emigrants who leave the U.S. to live
elsewhere.

ACT NOW! YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
• Scfld the coupon below to vour Congressional Representative. Senators or favorite candirtate^
Let him/her know that you feel strongly that our excessive populatton increase must be dealt with
directly, and that you favor passage of an all-inclusive lei^al immigration ceiling of 200.000.
Calling will help too!

• Fill out the coupon below to receive your free population information kit so you will have the
facts regarding this critical prot>lem

Contribute to Pooulatlon-Envlronment Balance. You will receh^ newsletters and legislative alerts
telling you what Is happening in Congress and around ttie country. You v»^ll also have ottwr
opportunities to f>elp work toward a sdutkxi!

Feel free to send us your Ideas — together, we can nrxjre effectively work to achieve population
stabilization.

POfULATION-CNVMONMINT tALANCE. INC. is a national non-profit nrwmbership organization dedicated to
actions that will stabilize America s population, and thus, protect our envlronnr>ent In keeping with our valued
traditions of opponuniry arxl fair treatment of all. BALANCE applauds our healthy ettinic diversity and does not
discriminate on ttie basis of race, creed, color or national origin.

lALANCC tctfyrfy promote* programs Miat encourage nuUfMciwuKc o# our iwMton* i _^__«..
Inciwdiiig protccUon of our environment, support for smaJI family size, ending all Nlegal Immlparton, aiid

MteMteMng an air-<ncAis/i« ceUIng of lOO.OOO juutusMy on iefaV Imml^Mlon Into the United States.

(^W'
fopulation-lnvlronn)«nt Balance

''
1 325 G Street, N W . Suite 1003
Washington, DC 20005

— Please send me free information about US
overpopulation and wtwit can be done to subllize It

Please accept my contribution to Population

Cnvironmeni-BalarKe so I can be part of the solutkxi

Enck»ed Is my contribution of S

(»10 Student Membef)($25 Regular Member)

Dearr.

I am IrKreasingly frusirjted by rhe lack of [fi^ v>lu(icms ro

problems in the United Slates caused by too m«iy people —
vwaiet shortages, traflk lams tiigh twusing costs high taxes

«nd environmental degradatton «mong ottiers I strongly feel

you must act to deal diic^U^ with overpopulatton because
attempts to acconvnodaie overpopulation me r>othing but

costly Use soluttons ImmigratKxi from foreign counrrtes is a

major cause ct poputatKm increaie in ttie U S Therefore, legal

immigration shouM be limited by an iMindUMV \rm*m^ticx\

ceUlny cl 200 QOn rieiae contact me to confirm thai you sup^

port ttfts celling
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Counseling Psychology
Master's Degree
Now Accepting Applications for Fall,1990

Areas of Specialization:

Marriage, Family, and Child Counseling (M.F.C.C License)
General Counseling
Treadnent •of Chemical Dependency

Name. Phone

Address

Return to: LOYOLA MARYMOUNTUNiVEk^itV
Graduate Division • Loyora Blvd. at West 80th SU^et
Los Angeles, CaHfomia 90045 • Phone (213)642-2721

CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC

Your Record Store For 12" Dance Imports
Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock

12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes
Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

i^ATTENT10N:i*
OCLA Faculty and Employees

BRUmCARE MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical
care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

,^gl^g^ (corner of Westwood Blvd.)

^f^ (213) 208-8188--f^

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

• Neck Pain & Stiffness

• Lower Back Pain

• Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

Work • Share • Live • Learn

You can have a siiniiDer full

of adventure and personal

growih while improving

hcalih for the people of

Latin America...

Volunteer!
Application deadline:

February 15, I99().

Write or call:

Amigos dc las Americas
5618 St:ir Lane
I louston, Texas 77057

800/231-7796
In Texas: 800/392-4580

713^82-5290

Nigel Miguel

Contact Larry Turner
213-273-4260

Don't Miss

Nigel Miguel
In his Co-Starring
Appearance on

21 Jump St.

(FOX) <

Monday Feb. 12. 1990
8:00 P.M.

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACClbENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES .

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL .MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOLHH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

\jB^t^
Fresh ingredients-100% Mozzarella Cheese

X-Large (18")

2- Topping Pizza

Only

$10.99

Large (16")

1 Topping Pizza

1 Large Antipasta Salad

2 Cans Pepsi

Only

$10. %\%

207-5900
41628 Santa K4onica Blvd. #ia

(1 block east of arrlngton)

'BL( • • I

From page 15

Hauer called the violence in the

movie the key to psychological
insight

"It's a psychological trick," he
said. "Villains, when they arc
good, pull you in. and they make
you feel guilty. I love it. And I'd do
it again," he said, and the audience
laughed.

Admittedly, Hauer is right. The
attraction for the audience lay not
only in violence but also in the

guilt involved when viewers find

themselves sympathizing with the

not all bad "bad guy."

Ambiguity is what gets us; it's

not the blacks or whites but the

greys that ultimately pull us in.

DANCE
From page 17

The Hollywood Reporter called

I.S.O.'s choreography "wildly
original and freewheelingly
seductive."

And the LA. Times has repeated

that after viewing an I.S.O. perfor-

mance, "it's hard to imagine
anything more engagingly playful,

humane and spontaneous."

Ezralow, Hampton, Roland, and
Steinberg, I.S.O.'s principle
dancers/choreographers, formed
I.S.O in 1986, and have since

worked with David Bowie, Sting

and director Julien Temple while

choreographing his Earth Girls

Are Easy.

CALABASH -

From page 17

woven in a tapestry of music and
vocals by Women of the Calabash.

The Art Ensemble performed a
variety of music. The ensemble is

definitely not a "traditional" jazz

group. Although they perform
with saxophones, trumpets, and
other percussion instruments, their

battery of instruments include

conch shells, frying pans, and tin

cans. But the ensemble — com-
posed of Lester Bowie, Roscoe
Mitchell, Joseph Jarman, and
Malachi Favors Maghostut —
playfully performed a range of

music that included funk, gospel,

and jazz.

The spontaneous improvisation-

al style of the Art Ensemble was
complemented by skillful vocal

and percussion performances by
the trio of Madeline Yayodele
Nelson, Joan E. Ashley, and
Natalie Ransom that ma^e up the

Women of the Calabash. Their

performances are dedicated to

preserving and creating musical
tributes to the cultures of Africa,

the Caribbean. Latin America, and
Black America. Their chief instru-

ment is the calabash, a fruit related

to the squash family. The calabash
can be made into a variety of
instruments when it is dried and
hollowed out to become a resonant

chamber.

The beauty of the concert was
from its harmony of well-known,

as well as traditional, musical
forms. For any member of the

audience, Saturday's tribute to

Pan-African culture was well

received and enlightening.

CSO
825-1 493
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEbED
PAID FOR PARTiaPAWN AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

IIMSURAhKI WARTWe'll beat anyone's prices
or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Reouest
'Bruin Plan'. (21 3)e73-3303y^r
(818)992-6966. ^—

^

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

HoUfKocd Pkmo Rmtal Cmnpauf
462-2329 463-6569

Free 8

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

CUPPERS
face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears

CALIFORNiA PARTYWEAR!!! Hot new line of

T-shirts! Send for free caUbgje. California

Partywear Dept. 1 1A P.O. Box 60009 SanU
Barbara, CA 93160.

SPECIAL INTEREST VIDEOS, huge variety, free

deUils. Rooney, OB, 906 E. Altadena §21,
Ahadena. CA. 91001.

Miscellaneous

Mh> awte to ail UCLA ttafU aW/bnAK. AJi muytu *• «• *m4 ms HW« mid
to mr UCLA tUmt^ mt ewt to kmt. QmaUt ar* «m. m

jMta/Na VClAim

FAX i 205-0829 (213)205'0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

I BURGER KING
I bSm ^^^

I HINO Westwood
^"^^ blvd

I STUDENT SPECIAL

All For $2.49I

I

I

15:00pm *til close
with aCLA LO. exp.3/31/90

Whopper-Fries-Drink

(SU|Sf-«SU

AN American city reds as domestic terrorists

destroy its supply of water and power. 'The
Sociopath,' -J.V. Adams, paperback, $3.50.
Order at any bookstore.

FASHIONS in swinrwcar. Models wanted for

free testing by international photogr^iher.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
eveniry.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtetle. (213)312-0092.

POWERFUL STUFFI AN infuriated young rape
victim stalks, outwits, entraps, and violently

punishes a rapist. "The Sociopath,' J.V.

Adams, Paperback, $3.50. Order at Bookstore.

SHOOTING INSTRUCTION- Basic self-

defense to advanced oompetitkm. Thomas
(213) 838-2662.

Bibles - Book
Gifts.

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm;
TtvSat 10 am - 1 1 pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Weybun Ave. LA 90024

Campaign Volunteers Needed
to work congressional campaign.

Great opportunity for

Potilicai Science Majors.

All ottiers wel(X)me. Mr. Allen.

(818) 781-3018.

Westwood
Friends
(Quakers)
Meeting for
Worship
Sunday

10:30 A.M.
Hilgard Av#^4

Good Deals
Personal 10

,
EXOTINC NEW engine product! kttir MPG.
inacandoomprcakm & honepower, intensi-

fied peifarmance, k>nfer engine life. CAN
SAVE YOU A FOKTUNEI Calllll 3)391 -7W5.
lOam-IOpm.

OREAMBKO-I bvc you more every day.
Happy IrtAnniymaryt Love always, PaMkm
Flewr.

^
ST. JUOE — Thank you lor answering my
praycnl Love, RJ..

Shannon Jue (AXn).
Isn't is great to be

finally initiated?

Congratulations!

UTBt YcMf Aunt,

Krist (AXQ)

•tHI

87
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85
86

90
101

103
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PARKING
Off-Campus Parking

FOR SALE
Bargain Box
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Garage Sales •
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OfficeEquipment

Pets

Stereos / TVs / Radios
Sports Equipment
Typewriters / Computers

120

125
126

127
128

129
133

130

131

132

7 Personal 10 Personal 10

The brothers of Tau Epsilon Phi
wish to thank all the beautiful ladies

who attended our first annual

"BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE"
WINTER FORMAL

at

7fuEJ<l|iftf|ct.f

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
NEW OFFICERS

CHANCELLOR
VICE-CHANCELLOR
SCRIBE
BURSAR
MEMBER-AT-LARGE

Matthew Reed
Kevin Razban
Hansel Tomaneng
Mike Iracondo

Nuli Ibrahim
CANDIDATE EDUCATOR Arturo Padilla

Laura
(AXQ):

CONGRATS
MUTLEY!

You're the best
Ur sis anyone
could have.
Look out
chapter.

Love, Butt-

Mack

A AO 5K
A Run For The
A Heart!
4 Cood luck this

^Sunday Vanessa!

^ We're behind
A you all the wayf

'^

To: Jenny,
Jenu Julia,
LU, Ner,
Christina

You guys are
too much I

Thanks for

the surprisel

All my love,

M^inna^

EAE- The
Sixties are

5>tf over but w'ell

never forget,

thanks for a

great time-

= KKF

. /,
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Personai Personal Personal Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

AXQ Congratulates
our Beautiful New

Initiates ^
We Love You!

Ei\n Bray
Katie Astarita

Channaine Colina

Cella Eckert
Krista Bdmisten
Cynthia Falge

Michelle Gilman
Joy Gines
Marcia Graham
Kathleen Gugler
Stephanie Hammond
Christie Henreicks

Tricia Jacobson
^ulie Jacobson
Shannon Sue
Stephanie Kuebler
Vanessa Kuhl
Danelle Larson
Stacy Lasko
Resa Lee
Lissa Lingo
Kristin Mascio
Jamie Miller

Emily Morgan

ZBT
PRESENTS

ILITTLE SISTER
DINNER & MOVIE

NITE
- FRIDAY 5:30

Chuy and C*rena:
What would you do

without us?
Happy Anniversary!

Love, Roberto & CrsLght

JJAMIE MILLERj^

} (AXQ)
J

j^ Never thought T
)f you'd make it! ^.

>f (Just Kidding!) )f

I Love My
J AMAZING J

LitUe Sis! J
j^LYBS WENDY ji.^

AO-
All Nighter!
A Great finish

to a GREAT
SPIRIT WEEK!

See you tonight

at the house!

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUB|ECTS with asthma,
ages 12-79 interested in trying r>ew asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves

office visits in WLA. You will be paid for your
participation. (213)820-6574.

Congratulations

Sigma Pi Soccer

Team on your

TOP 5 soccer

ranking!

' The litde slsteis

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED!

Right handed male and female

nonsmokers between 21 and 30
years old who are low to

moderate users of caffeine and
alcohol are needed for an

investigation of effects of alcohol

in intoxicating doses on learning

and problem solving. Subjects

will be paid $6/hour for up to 6

hours. No regular users of illicit

drugs nor persons with a history

of smoking, heavy drinking/drug

use, or alcohol/drug-related arrest

will be accepted. Both biological

parents must be right-handed.

Subjects must have had some
experience with mixed alcohol

drinks.

(2t3) 398-7948, 6-9 PM, M-S«t

Jennifer Petree

-Julie Richmond
Heather Senteney
Debbi Sharp
Nickie Sizemore
KeUy Slater

Alina Storek

Dione Tanlkawa
Helen Trevino
Laura Webb
Heidi Winer

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARWPAWN AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or ail of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Research Subjects Needed
Postmenopausal women needed

as volunteers for a National
Institutes of Health Sponsored
3-year study on the effects of
hormone replacement therapy
(estrogens & progestins) on
cardiovascular risk factors.

Call 825-9502
Ask for Pepe

Research Subjects 12 Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

DENTISTRY- No cost screening. Dental work
will be provided for qualified patients.

Patients receiving specific dental work will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

HEALTHY MEN (30-50 yrs) to participate in a

106-day live-in nutrition study at USDA West-
em Human Nutrition Research Center, Presi-

dio ofSan Francisco, CA. Must be able to live at

center 24 hr/day from 4/10 to 7/29/90. Earn

$2235 plus free room and board. Call collect

now (415)556-2174 Monday thru Friday.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problenv,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evatua-
tion. (213)825-0392.'

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned comn^ercially available

dentifrice arvi toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392."

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more ind have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject
will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Right-handed
smokers, ages 21 -30, who are low to moderate
users of alcohol ar>d caffeine are needed for an
experiment measuring simple problem-
solving. Smokers must have smoked at least

one pack of 20 cigarettes per day for at least

the previous year. Subjects will be paid $20.00
for 2'A hours. Leave message for Dr. Micheal
Lyvers at (818)344-3374. h

SINUS STUDY. Subjects with sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an
investigational dnjg. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compemated for your tirT>e.

(213)820-6574.

Ve Acceol A!! Vision Care Plans, I

XvV.VViV^'.VWiNV

WAMTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recomnDended.

All Natural.
100% gtiaranteed.

(213)281 7484
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EARN up to

$150 Der month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
I or n'of'diion C.Kce' pa" < f^'^

Cnl Anna ih'Ojg^ioui I A bono'
8'8l 986 3883 '-o • you- par* c pat r

49b4 Van Nayi Blvd SMrrran Oaks

Recort ''m gift wl your pra scrsen spp!

COLLEGE STVDEIVrS
CET INTO COMMERCIAL NOWt

"ON-CAMERA" - PRIVATE
TRAINING WITH MALLORY

SANDLER
(17 yaara In comiiiArcials)

CaU 459-7515

Help Wanted 30

Wanted to Buy 16

STANLEY KAPLAN study guide for CMAT.
and GRE. (818)790-0669.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

$1(VHR- Student needed to work P/T, vwrk
your own hours, with major! Fortune 500
corporations. Create an Tncome that will be
o"gO'"g throughout your college career. Con-
tact Regina. (213) 443-4143.

$7.0(Vhr., DRIVERS needed for Valentines
Day. Flower (Delivery in Westwood. Van or
Wagon preferred. 'Bonus: Free flowen. Cal
Marjie (213)206-4000.

ART TEACHER- P/T for new children's activity

center. Terrific payl Experience required. (21 3)
479- 0514.

ATTENDANT for female graduate studfenl in

wheelchair- training provided. Work M-F or'

Sat, Sun 6-9a.m. SMir. Jayne (21 3)470-041 5.

BOOKKEEPING. Set-up personal filing system
for working couple. $200. 2>j/month pay bills,

file medical insurance claims and do follow-
up, filing. $50/month. BH area.
(213)272-1403.

BOOKKEEPER P/T. Keep complete set of

books, including depreciation, by hand. For
4-unit apt. house. $7.5Q^. Mail resume to

S.K. Penton 1087 Moraga Dr.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERSAND MANAGERS. P/TOR F/T. CALL
(213)472-3287. _^^
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE wanted (or Fro-

zen Drinks Unlimited. Candidate musX bt
energetic, prefer marketing or PR major. Call

(213)273-2562.

CASHIER. DAYSAND EVENINGS. F/T, S6/HR.
TO START. WEST WORLD ELECTRONKI
GAME CENTER. WESTWOOD VILLAGE.
CONTACT DAVID (21 3)624-3677.

CENTURY CITY compUer training facility

seeks receptionist P/T, AM. for light office

duties. Willing to learn Word Perfect.

S6-$1Q/hr. (213)201-0055 Contact )efT.

CHILDREN'S GYM- Instructors wanted. Child
development or Kirwsiology major/grad. re-

quired. Terrific opportunKy! FullA'art-time.

(213) 479-0514.

CONSTRlXmON ASSISTANT, P/T. Bilingual

(Spainish^nglish) person needed on a Beverly
Hills renovation arvJ restoration project to

helpcoordinate and expedite for owner/
contractor. Driving included. Flexible hours.

Call (213)858-6408 or (21 3)271 -4692(ans.
machine).

DELIVERY lor Cookie Co. M-F, P/T AM. S6/iyr.

plutmileage. Must have car and
insurance.(21 3)477-4479.

DENTAL ADDiSTANT, WLA orthodontic of-

fice. Part-time, Mon., Tues., Thurs., 4-7pm.
Will train if necessary. Call 82fe-7494.

EXf^RIENCED, resporwible workers with me-
chanical skills in physicVenvironnrtental n-
igarrfi Pl»m< Phvsici Lab (213)825-9531.
EXTRAS needed for Film and
comnwrcials. Call (213)850-1642 between
9am-5pm. Monday-Friday only.

FILE CLERK, part-time, Westwood Law Firm
seeks br!|^ individual with superb oganiza-
tional skills to «vork in fast-paced environnwnt.
Hours are flexible. However, some hours each
day are required. (Min. 20 hr^veek). Must be
dependable, non-smoker prefermJ. Call

Theda Ray 2-4pm. (213)476-2541.

GENERAL OFFKTE- P/T, experience In xerox,

phones, and errands. Mon-Fri, 2- 5:30,
S6.5(Vhr. Call (213)477-3000.

GENERAL OFFKTE- Psychotherapist, P/T, near
campus. Word processing, good English skills

required. Salary negotiable. (213)393-3585.

GOURMET ON THE RUN INC. Independent
delivery service for quality restaurants needs
delivery drivers. 3-6 eveningi^veek beginning
at 5:00pm. Ecorximical car, proofof insurance,
good DMV report. Knowledge of valley help-

ful. $7-$1 2A>r including tips. Also need dis-

patchers inside. Beginning $6/hr.
(816)907-9665 befor* 4:00prTt.

Opportunities 26

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part time <ncK n^^ V""\^ "J
Business of your own. Network Marketing. ^JUlW Uaywy AVt, WtStWOOd
(213)964-3358, (816)594-1057.

Part-linfiG. during school, Full-Tlfne,|

during vacations, experience not

necessary. Apply in person.

Wfttwood Sporting Goods,

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCIJ\ ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51—

—

I
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Help Wanted

GYMNASTICS COACH for boys and girls, all

levels. Hours flexible. Wages DUE. Santa
Monica. (213)450-0012.

HELPER for partially disabled man (evenfngs)

in exchange for room and kitchen priveleges.

Close to UCLA (213)275-7664 days.
(213)470-7611 evening.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

MALE MODELS- Earn $10(Vhr. or more. Jock
and student types. Handsome, lean 18-25.

Cleanshaven face, lite body hair. Playgirl-

type magazineVnudity. Beginners welcome.
Brad (213)392-4246.

MANAGING DIRECTOR for LA Children's

theater. Computer, bookeeping and fundrais-

ing skills needed. Available immediately.
(213)469-6663. 10am-6pm.

MEDKIAL FRONT OFFCE- F/T, 9-6 MWF, 9-5

TTH. Salary open. Insurance billing, collec-

tions, peg board posting. BH Ortho Office.

Myma (213) 274-9221.

MEDK:AL RECEPTKDNIST. Part-time, M-W-F.
For a WestWood Physical Therapist. Experi-

ence preferred. (213)208-3316.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hrVwk, $7/$tart, typing

essential. Leasing department ask for Sheryl,

(2 13)820-5691.

PART-TIME secretary, Encino Law Office.

15-20hrs/wk. Type 50 wpm, good English

skills. Will train. $6-6/hr. to start.

(818)907-8100.

PART-TIME Retail sales experience. Salary

plus commission. Ask for Phyllis.
(213)626-4649.

PART-TIME help in nrxKning. 3hrs. S5/^t plus

bus fare. Westwood area. (213)473-7467.

LightCEA practice.

.Wfhndt. Computer

PART-TIME for small

typing, filing, and basic

experience preferred. $7/hr, lS-2Q/wk
(213)277-3507 Rick.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)206-3316.

PICTURE FRAME DESIGNER, P/T, Saturdays

are a must. Sm gallery, art or sales experierKe

preferred. (213)626-6666.

PR/PROMOTIONS ASST.
Gain contacts and experience
as intern working on major
events and PR campaigns.
Must be bright and reliable.

Knowledge of Jewish
community affairs helpful but

not essential. Resumes to

Mara: 9301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite

206 Beverly Hills. CA. 90210

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exciting concept in

restaurants: The Dole C^e. opening

soon in Westwood, has positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun, fresh, and. lively teanfi

and help to make our first of nnany

"Dole" Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

Please call Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(21 3)824-1 500

SUMMER JOBS
COtJNSELCRS • BOYS CAMP, W.MASS/ GIRLS

CAMP MAME
TOP SALARY, UMIVLAUNDRY, TRAVEL AL-

LOWANCE. MUST LOVE NOS ANO HAVE SIULL

IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

AflCHERY. ARTS A CRAFTS, BASEBAU, BA-''

SKETBALL, HCYCUNG, CHEERLEAOING, DANCE.

DRAMA. DRUMS, FENCING. GOLF. GUITAR.

GYMNASTCS. HOCKEY. HORSEBACK, KARATE.

LACROSSE, NATURE. NURSES. PHOTOGRAPHY,
PIANO, RADO. ROCKETRY, HOPES, SAILBOAHD-

MG. SAIUNG, SCUBA, SOCCER, TENNS,

TRACK. W.S.I.. WATERSKI, WEKIHTS. WOOD
Um am m wMm: Ctm^ WlMda, I Oka Lm*.

lliii»IMl>. N.V. 1«4I (•I4)M1-«Ul W»aMcd «r

rtit: Cm^ y%9^ P.O. Bn 1771, DMbvy, MA. ttSSl

(<i7) nK^yk.

LAW FIRM

nee(Js motivated person

to (Jo challenging legal

and clerical tasks

uwrdt Experience to fie''<

Please send resume

Vv?/GPA. available times

for interviews and oth

pertinent information t(

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park ta:

'

20th floor

' '-'; Angeles. CA 90067

30 Help Wanted

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, Rexible hours.

$6Air. Wilshir^airfax area. No experience

necessary, will train. (213)933-7548.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ASST. 5 hours

diily, V7-^f. WLA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.
(213)939-1720.

P/T HELP needed for office work in a small Real

Estate investment company. $5.50/hr.
(213)392-5644.

'

RECEPTIONIST/Callery Asst. Great opportun-
ity in Brentwood Art Callary. Word proc'^-
ing, data entry, and phones. Wages negoti-

able. (213)820-8511.

RECEPTIONIST. Good communication skills,

phones, cour>ter sales, typing and Word Per-

fect 5.0. Hours: 8:45-5 :00p.m. Palms area.

I7k.f bonuset-f benefits. Call Barbara
(213)287-2360.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERICAL for CPA firm on
Wilshire and Highland. Phones, typing, filing,

must have transportation. (213)930-1040.

RUNNER. Business Management Firm. West-
side. 30 hrsAveekly. Must have own car.

Benefite. (213)558-8110,

SALARY PLUS COMMISSION. P/T-F/T posi-

tions. Experienced drivers. Messengers with

cars. (213)450-0365, Mike. (9am-1 2noon).

SALES PEOPLE NEEDED NOW! Student-run

business. Not difficult sales, 20% conwnlssion!

Just February, set your hours, need 15-20
hr^(vk, make as much as possible in 3-4

weeks. S20C^rvk and up. Training session early

February. Call Theresa (213)398-4120, leave

message.

SALES- P/T, Studio City or Bev. Hills. Felxible

schedule. (818) 762-6343 or (213) 274-5888.

SALES- P/r, Studio City or Beverly Hills,

flexible schedule. (818) 762-6343 or (213)

274-5888.

SECRETARY needed for publishers rep. firm.

Tues/ Thurs 12:30-4:30, FrI 11:30-4:30. Near
UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

SECRETARY. 20 + hnhM. $8-ia/hr. Macin-
tosh experience essential. Santa Monica psy-

chologist prefer psych major. (213)390-1205.

SENK)R LAW STUDENT- To help prepare

papen for law suit Trial date 2/1^90. $1 S/hr.

hnmadiatcly. Temporary. (213) 859-5583.

SMALL INDEPENDENT movie company
needs outgoing, and reliable person to assist

with phones arxj scheduling during the Ameri-
can Film Market, 2/22-3/2. Must be available

everyday during this intematiorul market. Pay
negotiable. (213)450-3193. R. Bradley.

30 Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, Sims A commercials.

M types, 18-80 yrs. Earn extra mone/y.

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-Ume *

* Flexible Hours '

•Lots of Work*
Meq, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

SMALL Santa Monica publishing Hrm needs
full-time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

STUDY WHILE YOU WORK. Sell earing on
campus. 6.0Q^r flexible hours. Call Tony
(213)466-4870.

SUCCESSFUL West LA Real Estate develop-

ment company seeks bright person for clerical

assistant in Westwood office. Typing, filing,

invoice follow-up. Call Doreene
(21.3)473-1531.

SWITCHBOARD RECEPTIONIST P/T evenings

anoUor weekends. Beverly Hills Mercedes
Ben2. (213)659-2980.

TEACHER needed for Westside Jewish pre-

school. 8:30-12:30. $1(Vhr. minimum. Expcri-

encc required. Call (213)459-5054.

WRITER'S Exchange.has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback Novels, Non-
Fiction books. Magazine articles,

(213)206-5128. Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

$20,00<ymonth. You can be making this figure

by the years end. Expanding Busir>ess Manage-
ment company with Fortur>e 500 contracts

ioterviewinf for ft/pt positions. IrKJudes esca^^

lating residual income, work afternoon, even-
ing hours. (213)756-6504 will train.

!!! POSITION OPENING !!!

Employment Dates:

June 25, 1990 - June 30, 1991

Job Title:

Aptrtment Coordinator Supervisor

Duties:

Hire, train, supervise and evaluate
10 student apartment coordinators

and 6 student desk workers.

Coordinate Desk operation and
Apartment Coordinator programs for

Single Student and Faculty
Apartments owned by UCLA.

Qualifications:

Must be a UCLA Graduate Student.

Must have strong interpersorul,

communication, and organizational

skills. Experience in Residence Life

or University Housing a plus.

Remuneration:
This is a 49% time position which
pays $600.00/month plus exclusive

use of a modem one-bedroom
apartment in a new building

at 456 Landfair.

To Apply:
Send resume to Kathryn Heymann,

University Apartments/North
Manager 'at 625 Landfair #1, Los
Angdes, CA 90024. Application

deadline is Feb. 23, 1990.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY WATCHING
TV! $32,0(yyear irK:ome potential. Details.

(1)602-836-6685.

CELEBRITIES! Fast-paced Beverly Hills PR
office needs receptionist/secretary, FT or PT,

MWF 9:30-5:30. Nicole (213)286-7227.

LOTS OF HUSTLE, brains, writing, clerical and
computer skills. 3 days/wk minimum up to 40
hrsAvk. Must have committment thru October
to help plan major parties. $B/hr. May Co.
North Hollywood. Special Events.
(618)509-4234.

MARKETINCVSALES up to l30/hr work your

own 'hours westside marketing.
(213)205-2631..

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Hi-tech Design. Santa

Monica Design firm wants a bright, energetic

ofTice assistant. Will be assigned a PC to learn

and use business software. Responsible for:

failing, greeting clients, light phones, ar>d

errands. Full-time prefer • Flexible hour*. Must
have car. Phone Margo, SynerDyne.
(213)453-0404x4. Principals only.

RETAIL MANAGERS and retail clerks needed
imnwdiately in westwood area. Call Laura at

(213)536-5941. ^

TUTORS NEEDED- Bright personable people

to be trained as SAT instructors. Flexible hrs.

$15-2Q/hr. Cal IV West (213) 821-4343.

internstiips 34

INTERESTED in the music business^ Intern-

ships now available with AVALON ATTRAC-
TIONS - So. Cal's largest cor^cert promoter,

and affiliated companies (marketing, advertis-

ing, artist mgmt.) Call Dana Jaeger at

(818)708-8855.

INTERN at growing Brentwood ad agerKy.

Valuable exposure to all facets of advertizing.

15 hrs/wk. Bilingual/Spanish a plus.

(213)447-2964.

TALENT AND LITERARY AGENCY- Beverly

Hills. Considering final applications for intern-

ship program. Call between 1-5 only. (213)

276-7070.

VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE thru

the Urban Intern Program. 5-10hrs/wk. Call

Laura (213)208-6869 for more information.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER needed Saturday evenings,

6:00p.m.-12;60a.m. $5/hr. (213)939-6499.

CHILDCARE Afternoons 3-7 hours flexible.

Pick up school children. Light cleaning. Must
drive. $7/hr. (818)501-8558.

MAR VISTA MARINA. 1 'A year olds. Mondays
and Thursdays, 2 kids SB.OO^r. 2:30-8:00pm.;

Wednesdays and Fridays, 1 kid SS.OtVhr.

2:30-6:30pm. (213)827-0902.

WESTWOOD HOME, 2 little boys. Must have
refererK:es, be creative, reliable. Call Surxiay-

Thursday, (213)470-6045.

Apartments for Rent 49

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Batli

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

117G1 Texas Ave,~ 477-0858

1 & 2 BEDROOM, beginning at $160(Vmo. up
to $2000. One year lease. Charming in

wooded sight. Great location. Near campus.
Lorene Schuler. Norton Realtors. Office

(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-8396
evenings.

5 miles from UCLA. 1 -bedroom, $650 and
large single $575 available. Near Iransporta-

tion, restaurants, mall. (818)789-0282.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-bd/2-bath

+ den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laurxiry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.

(213)553-9490.

BEVERLY HILLS, guesthouse, new. Single,

kitchenette, full bath, Jacuzzi, microwave,
$695/mo. ir>cluding utilities. One person.

(213)274-3935.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,

dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
T.V., garage. $1025. (618)980-2951.

MIRACLE MILE. Quiet, large, near bus, full

kitcheb, bath. $625/mo. (213)470-1640.
(evenings, weekends).

''

PACIFIC PALISADES. $595. Bachelor/guest

house. Utilities included. One person only.

16714'A. Marquez (near Sunset).
(213)472-0069.

PALMS. 2-bedroom $795. Pool, parking, laun-

dry, appMances. No pets. Terry
(21 3)454-4754. ..

PALMS- Large one bedroom, security building,

1 5 minutes from UCLA. Must rent. $795/mo.
Trent (213) 318-1301.

PICO-ROBERTSON AREA. Quiet, residential

area. 1 -bed/l -bath, $62S/mo.,2-bed/2-balh,

SBOO/mo. Call (213)273-6160.

SANTA MONICA 3-bedO-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1795/nf>o. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONICA 1 -bed 2-bath, loft. 2 parking
spaces, new, volume, cielings, quiet.

S1195/month. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONICA CANYON. 109% -111 West
Channel Road. 1 -bdrm/l -bath ocean front.

Refrigerator fr stove. $370, $700-610. 2 per-

som or more. (213)466-4954.

UCLA LMiversity apartments for rent!! Must be
full-time, single student. Fully furnished,

short walk to campus. Call (213)625-2293 or

(213)625-6496.

WALK TO SCHOOL. Large private room and
bath, small kitchen, very practical, $45(ymo,
S-months lease or more. 633 Gayley.
(213)206-5920.

WESTWOOD. $143(ymo. 2-bed, 2 blocks
from UCLA covered parking, short term lease

available. Anne (213)206-6020.

WESTWOOD, $650. small 1-bedrtxim, Span-
ish, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes,

mini-blinds. (213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD $650. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD adjacent, $650, bright and spa-

cious, 1 -bec^ -bath. Large kitchen with break-

fast area. Excellent condition. Parking, 5-mi-

nutes to UCLA. (213)474-6606.

WESTWOOD/WILSHIRE, SeOO/rrw. Single,

fiill kitchen. (213)470-5952. Leave message.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, l-bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliarwres, 2-car

parking, laundry, freshly
painted.(21 3)279-1887.

WESTWOOD $875 1 -bedroom, $1400. 2-f2,

Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no peU. 520
Kelton. (213)206-7463.

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

LARGE 600 SQ FT
SPLIT LEVEL SINGLE

$850 1 -BEDROOM $950.

SECURITY PARKING
535 GAYLEY AVE
(213) 208-3818

WLA $525/MONTH- Bachelor, furnished/

unfurnished, spacious, cheerful, one mile to

UCLA. Hot plate, refrig. No pets, 1 person,

lease. (213) 626-7686.

wSSTWOOD
1 Blk Jrom campus
NEW BUILDING

2 Bed/2 Bath
Gas, fi-eplace,

appliances, roof-top

spa, controUed
access building.

$1420. (213)824-7409.

430 Kelton Avenue

Apartments Furnistied 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1467. -

SINGLE, 2 blocks west of UCIA. vacant
3-1-90, no parking $575 month.
(213)624-0532.

WESTWOOD X-large single. Minutes walk to

campus. Parking. $700 includes utilities.

Short lease. Jennifer (213)208-3116.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $77SAno. Pool, short walk to campus.
T1070 Strathmore. (213)206-3326.

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

BRENTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM, Unfurnished,

Deluxe upper. (213)550-1226.

ENCINO.Unfurnished $700 2bed/ 2bath. De-
luxe air/ pool, gated. (213)550-1228.

WESTWOOD. $995. Large, luxury, 2-bdm>/
2-bath apt. Balcony, wet bar, a/c, built-ir«.

(213)444-7378.

WESTWOOD. Near Century City. Small and
custom single. Sleeping loft. Skylight.

Carport. $585. (213)854-0146.

WESTWOOD, $1050. One-bedroom Fire-

place, stove, refrigerator. Charming, quiet

neighborhood. Call (213)658-8339.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$1700,
2-bedroom, 1'A bath upper. Hardwood
floors, fireplace, dining room, yard.

(213)639-1640. -

WLA 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH- $1,060 and
$940. New security building. All amenities,

rooftop Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view.

Open, 1512 Amherst. (213)626-5528

m
BOX T LE7

CUPID'S Annow
niss youn

Se.nd a Bruin PersormC
Deadline: Fri. Feb. 9, 4p.m.

(Rbsolutely NO Late flds)^

Issue: Feb. 14th

Rates: $8/Column inch for students
$2 for color (iKl's & 1k3'$)— —fS^for eo*©r(2»2's dt abot»e)
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Apts. Unfurnished 52 Apfs. fo Share 54

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking
*Staircase to private

bedrooms
^Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

Apartments for Rent 49

WALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator-dishwasher-
huge closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

NORTHRIDGE $275 up 500 Unit

student housing facility. Shared of

private. Pool. Jacuzzi, recfeauon

room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.

Free brochure. Nonhridge

Campus Residence. 9500 Zelzah,

Norlhridge. CA 91325
(818)886-1717

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Paiim
S8S0 1 b«l/1 tath

SI 025 1 b«yi bath plus loft

S1Q60 2 b«(y2 bath

(1285 2 beiV2 bath flua den

BeaiKifuly decontad. i^c. securtty gated, buit-in

aiowe. dWiwaahar. Opan houaa Saturday 10-2 at

3717 VJnton #104.

1 mo. FREE RENT wKh oiw yaar laaae.

83mi6 (mgr.) 47S-45SC (oWtea)

WESTWOOD, $995/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-tMthroonrts. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

I'A milef from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD adjacent. $1150 Custom re-

model. 2-be<V2-bath. All new kitchen. Extra

large clotcU, pluth carpeting, patio, parking.

Must see. (213)474-8606.

WfSTVKXX) VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. UP TO ONE MONTH FREE.
BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA aOSCT SPACE, aNTRAL
AK. GATED PARKINC. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213>20B-868S.

PALMS, non-smoking, two-bedroom, two-
bath, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, barbeque, parking.

$495/nr>o. Call Charles at (213)559-5690. FAX YOURAD 206-0528
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Apt. for Rent 49 Apt. for Rent

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Mountain
range

5 Hills

10 Blackleg
14 Piano oldie
15 AntiUes

island
16 Demigod
17 Wood product
19 Athena
20 Temper
21 Moose's kin

22 Realty map
23 Qem
25 Meadow
26 Catches
30 Eat late

31 Repeat
34 School text
36 Tosspot
38 Near to: pref...

39 Balanced
42 West of Que.
43 Qave light

44 Bizarre
45 Court player
47 Talk freely

49 Oolongs
50 'Alley— I"

51 Hawks
53 Baked goods
55 Cushion
56 Grain beard

61 Love god
62 Sales agent
64 Fever
65 Steady
66 Study hard
67 Jumble
68 Seafowl
69 Meat cuts

DOWN ^

1 Singer Paul —
2 Desolate
3 Devise
4 Unhurt
5 Sugar sources
6 Age
7 Hot rod
8 Clear as
9 Channel Isle

10 Machine tool
1

1

Wine-storage
place ^

12 Acreage
13 Vessel
16 Faucet
24Q«ne-
25 Slow: music
26 Canadian —
27 Make amends
28 Voracious
29 — Juan
31 Can. prov.

32 — glasses
33 Sea floods

PREVKXI8 PUZZLE SOLVED

B L ow S

1

P L E B
1

[P] 1 P [s]

R A D 1 R A Y L L A
E M 1 L Y 1 N T E R

A
P
L

L

1

A
N
Y
EW A N DO D 0^1

W A N! S E D A T E R
D 1 V E R T B E W A R E IjM
A N 1 S E C O V E R R A M
R E T L o N E R c A T O
N E T D O V E R F A T E S
1^1 O S A G E S F 1 N E S T
B A R O N E T iRlOlT A ^^H
E fl 1 C As E eB D o P A
S N A K E B 1 T E

1
F 1 N E S

E 1 N E

1
A M 1 D R A C E S

T Li J
S T 8 P R Y 1 N E P T

35 — throat

37 Bike part
40 Auricle
41 Cabin
46 Casts
48 Fabrics
51 Fry lightly

52 Hit sign
53 Girder

54 Induce

55 Foregone

57 Foot part

58 Blood fluids

59 Sports group

60 Body parts

63 Metal

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9 10 1^ 12 13

14 15 16

17 ta 19

.

20 ^H21 22

^^^^^^23 24 25

32 3326 27 28 29 30 w34 35

40

36 37 ^H38

39 41

42 43 44

45 46 -" 48

52

49

^^H50 >

55

51 1
53 54

1

56 57 5^ 59 60

61 62 63

64 65

1
66

67 68 69

49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. to Shore

AFFORDABLE UNIVERSITY
PJF'
loo*

HOUSING

ii-ift-«a

Ad
BOX ART

4^

f1

Valentine's Day • • •

Send /our love in a Daily Bruin Valentine.
16

f5

^'.

i^
f3

2^

Daily Bruin Valentines Issue -- February 14
Classified Display Deadline -^ February 9 - 4pm
Classified Line Deadline ^ February 13-noon

^^^:^
\7

m

m
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZIP

PHONE

PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

CHECK MC/VISA.

CARD NO.:

EXP. DATE

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS
SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS

POST MD$, POST DOS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

(Just 5 Miles from tlie UCLA Campus)

ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL:

873-1373

ROSE AVENUE APARTMENTS
11130 & 11140 ROSE AVENUE

(Single Parent and Married Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876

Apartment Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Information Updates After 5:00PM
And On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

(Exp. dote must be included)

9^

REG. CARD. AMOUNT $.

BOX NUMBER1
Don't forget to indicate wtiat size you want!!!!! Box Art is atwve!

****
Don't forget to enclose payment and any necessary artwork or special ^
instructions.. Please note wtiicli box art you want to appear in your ad 4r

Prices;

Students: $a/col inch

Locally: $9.45/col inch

Color;

$2 for 1 to 3 column inches

$5 for ads larger tfian

3 column incties

This Is 1 column inch

r hy 1"

No more than 20 words per

column inch, please

Please drop this lorm off at the Classiflect Window -
1'

)ff Malt 825-222T

WLA. Large 2-bdrnVTA bath, security, car-

pels, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

41100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.
(213)931-11*^

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
•10-15 mln. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Mldvale Ave.

(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

KLA-BRUIN RADIO
MOBILE bj SERVICE

THE ROLLING PARTY UNIT
825-9106

53 AM & 99.9 Century Cable FM

1]0!N 'T MCEMC IJOUIR

AaAi!N THIS ytAm

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yoscmile house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

House for Rent 56

CHEVIOT HILLS. 3 houses for lease.

$1875/mo. to S2200/mo. No pets.

(213)839 3006. „__

SIND cA BUUXX %
VALE'NTlTi'E
pxnsoNAL

TO Tfll ONI you LOVB!

DenctUnc: Txi. Teb. 9, 4 p.m.
CAbsoluieltf XO Late Ads)

Issue: Teb. 14th

Hates: $8/Co(umn inch jor
students

$2 jor GoCor (Ixl's St 1x3 s)

$5 jor color (2x2's St above)

BRENTWOOD $575, pool, luxury apt. Neat
female, non-smoker. Student preferred, great

location. (213)472-4720.

FEMALE, own room in spacious WLA 2+1 'A ,

pking, sec., micwve, $475/mo. + V. util., avail,

immed. Call Christine (213)478-2061(0) or

(213)826-3536(H).

FEMALE UCLA staff needs roomate to share

2bed/2bath apartment in Santa Monica.
S525/mo. (213)629-3677.

GREAT 2br. apt. Share with female roommate.
Good Locale! UCLA nearby. $229 50/mo.
Details: (213)620-8427.

MARINA DEL KEY, Female needed to share

newer 2+2'/i townhouse, 3-blocks from
beach. Fireplace, a/c, security. Move-in 2/1 5.

S550/mo. Kim (213)836-86 72.
(213)442-2015.

.^

$425~OWN ROOM. For responsible female.

Nice westside apartment. Great roomates.

(213) 474-6434.

House for Rent 56

CONVENIENT TO UCL^ Century City, 3-bed,

1 3/4 bath, washer/dryer, refrigerator, garage,

sensational view, $2300/mo. 457-7927.

FABULOUS HOUSE -Sherman Oaks, adja-

cent Bel Air, off Mutholland. View, cul-de-sac.

3-bdrnV2% -bath. Maid, gourmet kitchen,

2,000 sq. ft., marble floors. 8 minutes. West-
wood. 10 minutes, Wilshire/ Rodeo. 12 mi-

nutes, Burbank. $275(ymo. (818)783-0364.

RANCHO PARK. 4-bdmV3-bath with studio.

2-car garage. Beautiful view of golf course.

$2] 50/mo. (213)655-2773.

SM. 2-bdrm/2-bath, appliances, blinds,

$1300. Call (213)396-9303.

WLA between Palms and Charrwck. Safe area,

3-bed, 1 -bath 2 story, parking. (21 3)639-0568
or (213)838^361.

House for Share 57

ENCINO- 3-bedroom/TA bath. $4O0/mo. util

inc. Large living room w/fire place. Kitchen w/
all built ins. Private cable & phone line

offered. 1-818-990-3622.

SHARE large, clean, 3-bedroom house with 2
women (over 25), and two dogs. Culver City,

very convenient to UCLA. Avail, now.
$4(Xymo. including utilities. Call anytime.
Leave message. (213)838-0342.

House for Sale 58

VIRTUALLY BRAND NEW! Popular North Mar
Vista location. 3-bedrooms, 2-baths. Master
suite. Fireplace. Built-in kitchen. $449,500.
(213)477-7001.

House Exctiange 59

LONDON, ENCLAND-WLA. Approximately

7/1M) to 9/1^. Visiting professor and wife

offer: 2-story furnished house, living room,
formal dining room, modem kitchen, 2-double
bedrooms, 2 studies, 1% baths, large garden.

Mirujtes from transport, shopping, & parks.

% -hour from theater and Westend. Required:

similar house, easy bus route to LICLA. LA
references provided. Professor Torous,
(213)825-4059, (818)905-0403.

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-rcpair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-

sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

HANCOCK PARK. Free roocrVboard in ex-

change for child care, light housekeeping.

Morv Fri afterrwom, evenings. Experience-

references. (213)937-4760.

REPUBLICAN student seeking conservative

family's guesthouse, or room in exchange for

housekeeping, child care, etc... Please contact

)ohn at (213)477-2442 or (213)473-8115.

Room for Help 63

GUESTHOUSE with kitchenette in exchange
for 12hrs. work/wk. Near #12 blue bus.

(213)559-5464. ^"^^T"

Room for Rent 64

$365, AVAILABLE now. Woman, non-smoker,
no pets, large room, furnished or unfurnished,

huge closets, balcony. Share kitchen, bath.

Quiet residential neighborhood, near bus. Five

miles from UCLA. Call Marsha (21 3)390-9007.

BEVERLY HILLS $50(Vmo includes utilites and
cable. Private room/bath. Parking
(213)276-1572, iher 3pm. ^^
BEVERLY HULS. PenthouM, private reorrV

bath, recreation, gym, roof garden, sauna,
kitchen/laundry privileges. $50t]^mo. (213)
859-2959.

54 Room for Rent 64

BRENTWOOD, private entrance, own bath-

room, $400/mo. Call evenings
(213)472-8269.

ENCINO, $35G/mo., private roonV bath,

kitchen privileges, female. Beautiful Encino
Hills home. 7 miles from campus.
(818)501-6678.

NEARBY CANYON. Large room with separate

kitchen, bath, and entrance. $575/ includes

utilities, cable. (213)470-0272.

NEAR Westwood, bus, security condo, private

room and bath, furnished, kitchen, laundry
privilege, $450 (213)475-4606.

ROOM separate from house^ kitchen, bath-

room. 4005q ft. Partially furnished. Belair.

$60Q/mo. female. (213)475-0808. ask for

Mark.

SANTA MONICA, prime area. North of Mon-
tana. Private room/bath, furnished in horr>e.

Light kitchen privelcges. Female preferred.

$375. (213)395-2025.

WLA, SAOO/mo. Own Room, bath, kitchen

privledges. 1.75 miles to UCLA. Near bus.

Non-smoker. (213)477-7831.

Roommates 65

650 LANDFAfR APT. 1 block from LXILA
$25Cl/mo. utilities included. Kathryn and Nina
(213)824-5747.

AVAILABLE NOW. Private room and bath in

luxury Townhouse. Quiet street, trxioor park-

ing. 3 miles from UCLA. Private balcony.

$60Q^mo. Call Azi.(213)541-7798.

BRENTWOOD. Own room/bath in 2-bed/
2-bth apartment. Luxury high-rise, 24th floor.

UrKlergrourKJ parking available, unfurnished.

$50(Vnr>o plus $250 deposit and half utilities.

Live with a male professional (213)478-3542.
Leave n^essage. Available February or March.

FEMALE, 5-minutes walking, furnished, 1 -bed-
room, $335/mo. Feb. free (begins 2/1 7). Joan,

(21 3)824-1903A21 3)206-1 092.

FEMALE needed to find apartment with
another female in local area, around
$500/person. Days (213)208-0784.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, rVs. Good sense of

humor. $350 + half utilities. Brentwood
adjacent. (213)826-5264.

FEMALE roommate to share 2-bc(V2-bath
apartment. Pool, Jacuzzi, fully furnished. Near
campus. $400/mo. (213)824-4228,
(213)624-7668.

FEMALE roomate wanted to share 2-bed
apartment in Venice with ^ame. 3 blocks from
beach, near shops, prefer serious student.

$375/mo (213)396-4841.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share
a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30G/mo.
(213)208-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroomAiathroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd and La Brea.

Open-minded, $600 + deposit, furnished."*
(213)935-5800.

MALE to share 2 bd/1.5 bath w/3 studenU
Gayley/Veteran. (213)208-2660. Gary
$35(ymo. + 1/4 utilities.

NEED female non-sAioker to share
2-bedroonV2-balh in Santa Monica. W/D,
fireplace, parking $590. (213)453-8754.

OWN BEDROOM, own bath in 3-bedroom.
$375. 3 miles to LICLA. Walk to free shuttle.

Cable, fun student roomates. (213)473-5426.

PAKISTANI female seeks roommate for 1 -bed-

room, $285 + utilities. (213)638-6)08, after

8pr

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

roonwnate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)839-7104.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-bd/2-ba. Share
room. Furnished $27tVmo. share room.
$320/noo. Share Master. (21 3)726-0900, Brian
9-6pm. (213)477-1414, 7-npm.

SHARE 3 bedroom townhouse in West Covina.
Quiet non-smoker, graduate student preferred,

$275/mo. includes utilities. Shelley
(213)635-8490(work) (818)919-0536(home).

WANT female, non-smoker, townhouse, a
pool, spa 12 miles to UCLA. $40Q/mo
(618)893-0548.

WESTWOOD spacious 2-bedroom/2-baih,
fireplace, balcony, and security parking. Male
or female, non-smoker. Deposit $475. Rent
$500 (small room), $550 (large room). Call

Raymond (213)o74-1 2^.

WESTWOOD. Girls share large duplex.
2-bdr/2-bath, parking $324/mo. 691 Kclton.

(213)824-4183, (213)454-8211.

WLA- Large private roonVbath. $475/mo.
Shower, carport, balcony, laundry. Amiable
Mach Isl Olivier (211) 478-5360.

Sublet 66

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets
If you are interested In

subletting your furnished
apartment any time from
May to August.. Our
students will be needing^

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.
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Roommates
WLA. Share 2-bedroom/ 2-bath. Nice room
with private bath. New security complex.
Available now. $597 +% utilities.

(213)447-1395.

Sublet 66

SUMMER SUBLETS WANTED- JONES DAY
SEEKING SUBLETS FOR OUR SUMMER AS-
SOCIATES. CONTACT MICHELLE VALDES.
(213)253-4380.

Condos for Rent 69

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. 2-bdrm/2-balh +
den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor tyew students. (21 3)824- 7 180.

Insurance 91

3f

/liTstate'
Auto/Home/Commerciaf

Westwood/Wilshira Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 bIKs So of Wilshire)

AUTO INSURANCE
MinimLTTi liability required

by tav\/.

Example: fennale 21 and
over $575/yr.; fennale

under 21. male urxier 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, arxj rriotorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call novs/ (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
ItfSI SAVEON

Services Offered

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
Ail •ub)ecu. TheMt/E>is*crt«tiotta,

Proposals and Books. Foreixn Students
Welconie. Sharon Bear, PhD. (213) 470-6661

65 Insurar^ce

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agerx^. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Exceilent/Conopetitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

MUf I ilMllh ( nllini. .\li)t()lV\

We'll Tome To ViH"

^ kirifkititifk-k-kifkitifkititit'k'ki^.••.•MnnnnMnfinnnnnn
HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We Jill do but auto insuran^:'

IS ri'Quirod by law' So tor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

^^.^" ^v

BEST PRICE INS AGENCY

Auto & Motorcycle
insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Ptx)ne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Sonta Monica

Movers 94

GREG'S nrraving. We do all the rr>ovcs. Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281-6892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short rK>tice ok. Student discount. Fricr>dly

(213)285-8668. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving arxi delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierxrcd, ar>d reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under SI 25. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Attention torciizn students

and taeulty!

MOVING OVf-RSEAS?

CaU WMS Intemational

> Small Shipment Specialists

• Low Prices

• Customs Clearance

(213) 725-2500

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dorm? Don't

Miss Phone Cal Is Own a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipn>ent neccsary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

96 Services Offered 96

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Aie'aliOf's ^or me" and wc^en

Ooen 7 cays

7:0C an'- 9:3G p--

1874 WestA'COG Bi.

Are you looking for "An Editor" to write your

paper for you?
DONT KID YOURSELF

Plagiarism Is taken seriously at UCLA. Most

students found guilty of plagiarism, even

"First-Timers", are

SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.
You have choices:

Talk with your instructor; Use the Academic

Resource Center (339 Kinsey); Contact any of us

In the Dean of Students' Office (1206 Murphy

Hall); or you can still choose to cheat. But,

IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU MAKE AT
UCLA.

91 Services Offered

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etcf Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS, loco's of research

papers on file. Custom research also.

(213)469-9016.
^

VOICE MAIL, private 24-hour answering ser-

vice. No equipment or phone to buy.

(818)594-1974.

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT,

and GRE. Free 1 hcxjr lesson v»rtth thb
ad.lVV league grods. Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181.

FRENCH TUTOR, native speaker, exper-
lefKcd. Call John, (213)962-1609.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (21 3)859-2293,
leave message.

Typing 100

«1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-1 0pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing, laser

printed. Free pickup and delivery. Term pap-
ers, (APA) dissertations, resumes.
(213)475-4057.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processing^yping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xlOS, 9-5:30 M-F.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

S1.75/page. (816)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experierKX with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0368.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates. Joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. La^er printer. National/

Scpulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. $1.50/page.
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)626-6939,
Hollywood (21 3)466- 2868.

On« Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 y«an cxpertottcc. Alio offer

ethical awiftince with writing problems

and tutoring in English, Hittory,

PhiloMiphy, and Political Science.

Bill Oelaney 207-5021

SERVICE
$2,60 p0e 4<M^ *f$$itd p^ft

ThTBe Iwmr Shwt) wjtvk* tynOiible

0»tli 24 HOUltd
i»m 337-4073

Music Lessons 102

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. AdulU-
children. flO/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave nr^essage.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N .Y . City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICH^AEL BONDON
(213)277-74}12.

96 Music Lessons

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA Ail levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

Resunnes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get
resuhs. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

taiKe with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)206-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel 105

SUMMER in Bali, we arrange tour, visit best

surf spot. Fur India. For brochure P.O. Box
1776, Rose mead Ca 91770.

Travel Tickets 106

AMERICAN AIRLINES 2/23. /afternoon 2/26.

Mardi Gras weekend, LAX-New Orleans.

$300. (213)486-4129.

BOSTON from LAX oneway leaving 02/27.

$16(Vobo. (213)206-2777.

Autos for Sale 109

I

AFFORDABLE AUTO
Most Cars Waranteed

$995

'7S Ford Toiino '82 Owvette

'81 Gutless Supreme

$19f5

'83 Dodge Aries '81 St. Regis

"78 Olds Delu '78 Iii^>eiial

$2995

'86 Chevette '84 Subtiu 4x4
'83 Ciution '86 Hyundi '87 Escort

'82 Cadillac Ornarn) '83 Olds Hrenza

'82 Nissan Centra

$3995
'87 Fold Escort GC '79 Suburban

'86 Plymouth Reliant '79 Lincoln

'87 Cadillac Devilk '65 MuMang
'87 Hyundi Excel

•79 Camero T-Top

(213) 822-9875

4191 LhKolii Blvd MDR

CORVETTE convertible, 1974, $14,50(yobo.
Red wAilack interior and top. 350 automatic.

Pypw. 52,000 orig. miles. (213)399-1389/

fXDDGE OMNI, 1 987. Original owner. 4-door
hatchback, 5-speed, AM^M cassette. 27,000
miles. Excellent condition. $3500.
(213)664-7404.

FORD RANGER 1966. $5000/obo. Extra

clean, 5-speed, a/c, warranty, new clutch. Call

Kevin (213)653-2991, (213)626-6349.

HONDA CIVK: 79- 1 20 miles and still runs
great. $1,000. (213) 4735096.

HONDA PRaUCE 1965. Sunroof, stereo,

graphit grey, new tires, 70k miles. Great
condition. $6400.(213)417-4940 days.
(213)470-5635 eves.

HONDA PRELUDE SI '66. 24k. 5-speed, a/c,

power steering^ndow^unroof. White, gray
interior. Perfect condition. $9999.
(213)460-7525.

MAZDA 626 1965 $5400/obo. 4-door,
5-speed, AM/FM cassette, excellent condition.
Call Rachael. (21 3)396-1 770 between 6-9pm.

MAZDA RX7 GS, 1985, SS.OOtVobo. White,
original owner. Excellent condition. fMew tires.

AM/FM caaette, (2 13)473-4272. "^
MUSTANG California Classic 1968 coupe.
289 V8. MI, auto transmission, top condition.
Original owner. $4,95(yobo. (213)472-6333.

NISSAN 200SX S£ 1987, V6, like new, best

offer. (213)5S6-5623(lv messa|^e).

NISSAN SENTRA 1989. One owner, automa-
tic, A^, stereo. 2-dr, tan, clean. $7000. Cash
negotiable. 26k miles. (213)476-3542.

SUZUKI, 1965, $320(Vobo, mint, charcoal
gray convertible, 45,000 miles.
(213)454-7713.

TOYOTA COROLLA 1974. $650, manual,
140k, excellent running condition. Call
(213)470-4248. After 6pm.

VOIKSWAGON GOLF, 1 986, $5000. 4-door,
blue, 46,000, a/c, good condition
(213)669-0428.

102 Autos for Sale 109

VOLKS WAGON- Convertible bug, 1976,
$5,000. Excellent cor>dition. Brand new top.

Must see. Eva (213) 478-2924. (213)
620-7700.

VOLKSWAGON CABRIOLET, 1986,
$910(Vobo. 22,000 miles, red with white,

5-speed, A/C, pull-out radio, alarm. Mint
condition. (213)472-7037.

VOLKSWAGON CONVERTIBLE 1982,
white,black/red, stereo, alarm, 5 spd, 56k
miles. Original owner. (213)626-2642.

VW BUS, 1976, $3000, great condition. Must
see. (213)477-2933.

VW SUPER BEERE 1974, cherry red, runs

beautifully, rKm-smokcr car $1850.00 Tom
Eves. (213)827-4364, days, (213)603-3333.

BMW- 3.0 SI 1976, 81k miles, Dennon
pull-out cassette, leather, excellent condition.

SK. sun roof, $3,950. (618) 760-3036.

BMW 3.0 SI- 1976, 81k miles, Dennon
pull-out cassette, leatlier. Excellent condition.

A/C, sun roof, $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

BMW- 3.0 si, 1976, Blkmiles. Dennon pull-

out cassette, leather, sun roof, NC, excellent

condition. $3,950. (816) 760-3036.

CHEVY SPECTRUM 1987. $550(Vobo. Pull

out stereo, perfect corKJitlon, 4-door, automa-
tic. (213)937-9174. Cash only.

Bicycles for Sale 113

BIANCHI (Italy) 1 5 sp. Great deal $300. Giant

930l'5 1 2 sp. Like new. $275. (21 3)626-6349.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

66 HONDA 9UGHTHAWK 450, excellent

condition. 8200 miles, $1300.
(213)624-1747.

HONDS- XL 350, 1984, $1,250. 9k/miles.

Great condition. Marie (213) 824-5975.

YAMAHA RADIAN, 1988. Black, mint condi-

tion. 2000 miles. $2300. (213)280-0737.

Scooters 119

1 966 YAMAHA CA 50, Vk^ite, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

19*6 YAMAHA RIVA 50. Runs great, black,

$500 with helmet and lock. Bill

(213)209-0396.

1967, HONDA AERO, 50mi., like new, $900.
(213)337-7218.

1989 HONDA ELITE LX. Brand new less than

100 miles, hlelmet storage. Glove compart-
ment. (213)209-5524.

ELITE 80 1 966. Brand new, 59 miles. Must sell,

$1195. Riva 200z 1987. 3.7k miles.

(213)824-5311, Mike.

HONDA AERO 1 25. Low miles. Battery char-

ger and other extras. $800/obo. Debi
(213)206-0556.

HONDA ELITE 125. Good condition;extras

included. $750. Must sell by 2/26.
(213)208-2814.

HONDA ELITE 60--$900 and HONDA ELITE

150-$1175. Both clean with low miles.

(213)479-5851.

HONDA ELITE- 80 white, just tuned, runs

great. $900. OBO. Elite Deluxe 2m, red. Must
see. $900. (213) 824-5098.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1967. Great condition,

basket, two helmets, lock. $900. Call Chris.

(213)445-8630.

HONDA SPREE '86. Low miles. Excellent

condition. White/light green. Helmet, lock
included. $30(yobo. Call Lisa (213)447-2574,
leave message.

RED HONDA Passport 1963. Excellent condi-
tion. Low mileage. $750. Call Pat
(213)624-7719.

YAMAHA 125Z, 1988. Black. Helmet, lock,

storage. Low mileage. Mint condition. $1000.
Dave (213)659-7999.

YAMAHA QT 50, 1979, red, good condition,

hardly used, fully serviced. $425/obo.
(213)876-6650. Leave message.

DIAMOND"2Vj carat engagement ring.

$1 0,000. Will sacrifice at $3,000. Never used.

Call Mr. Marple. Day (800)877-8611, eve
(714)723^229.

Furniture 126

DESK 6 months old, built in storage and filing

cabinets. $1 50. Call Doug. (21 3)364-2504 ext.

206.

DINETTE SET, Maple finish. Four chairs in

excellent cornJitiori. Table w/leaf. $25(yobo.
(213)473-1244.

DOUBLE BLACK FUTON FRAME. $10Q/obo.
Brand new. (21 3)207-1 586. Must sell, moving.
Futon available-additional $$.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, m phone order.

(213)372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE futon with frame, desk, chair,

bookshelves, endtable. Prices negotiable. Ra-
chel (213)396-1770 between 6-9pm.

Garage Sales 127

CENTURY CAR Alarm in excellent condition.

$80/obo. WoH(s great. (213)209-5320.

_ Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 2C-f, 640k RAM Color rrKinilor, stand.

Retail ON^t $1,000; $947/obo. Leave nr>essage

(618)594-1907.

APPLE IMAGEWRITER II, brand new,
$40G/obo, call Linda (213)625-8745; eves.

(714)992-4642.

IBM PSII. 20 M3, 3.5 disk drive. Amber
moniter. Both like new. $1500.
(213)838-2783, evenings.

MACINTOSH 51 2K w/keyboard and program
discs. $500, mint condition. Call after 6.

(213)824-1091.

MACINTOSH image Writer pnnter- goof corv~
dition w/cables. $275. Call Bill or LouAnne.
(213)475-5760.

1
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INVITE
From page 26

According to Shurlock, Notary
performed his "best meet as a

Bruin" against the Titans, as he
improved on two collegiate bests,

the floor and high bar. Ibarrondro

will be making his first appearance
as a Bruin as he and Hayashi will

divide the sixth all-around duties.

The Bruins' toughest competi-
tion should come from either

Nebraska or Minnesota. Currently

ranked No. 1 with a 6-0 record, the

Comhuskers fmished second at the'

NCAAs and third at the Invite last

year, while Minnesota, 5-1 is

ranked fourth nationally.

With six strong teams compet-
ing in the Invite, Shurlock believes

that consistency will be the key for

a Bruin win. "The team that is most
consistent has the best chance to

win. I think if we can get off to a

good start on the first event, we can
generate a lot of energy. If we're

confident, we'll do well."

Students are admitted free with

student I.D., $8 for adults, and $6
for youth under 16 and non-UCLA
students.

WOMEN
From page 26

for example, two of the top five,

and five of the top 15 teams were
members of the Pac-10.

"I think that the Pac-10 is

definitely the toughest conference

in the nation," said Cyndi Gallagh-

er, head coach of the Bruin
swimmers.

use's four Pac-10 defeats were
to Stanford, Cal, and the Arizona

schools, all of whom were in the

lop 20 in the 1989 NCAA stand-

ings.

Leading the way for the USC
swimmers is Lisa E>orman in the

sprint events. Dorman should

provide some competition for

Bruin sprinter Kris StoudL
Also leading the Trojans is

Annette Moller, who, in the long

distance events, should challenge

Bruin Sheri Smith for top honors.

Other Trojans to watch for are

buiterflyerAMer Terri O'Lough-
lin, and backstroker Sheri White.

The Bruins have just returned

from a road trip to the Grand
Canyon state that resulted in a

split The Bruins defeated the

University of Arizona (83-57) and
lost to Arizona State (82-58).

UCLA has beaten USC the last

four seasons. In the 1989 Pac-10

Championships, USC came in

fourth (1025.5), just behind the

third-place Bruins (1040.0).

BASEBALL-
From page 28

during his three-inning perfor-

mance. Starter Tim Lindsay gave

up four of the five Jaguar runs in

two and one-third innings of work.

Reliever Zac Reeder put in one of

his finest performances, pitching

three and two-thirds innings of

one-hit, shutout baseball.

Southern Alabama's Zimmer-

man (0-1) picked up his first loss.

Aside from the final inning, the

Bruins did their only scoring on

Ellis's three-run, first-inning blast

Prithcheu and Katzaroff were both

on base when Ellis launched a

fastball over the wall in right-cen-

ter fqr his second homer of the

year. The Bruin catcher had a big

day, knocking in four of UCLA's
six runs while going two for five.

The hot-handed Bruins stay at

home this weekend to face UC
Irvine on Saturday and Pepperdine

on Sunday. Both games will begin

at 1:00 p.m. at Jackie Robinson

Stadium.
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THE VILLAGE DELI
Presents:

VALENTINE'S DA
PARTY

ance Contest

-Pitchers $2.00 -

-Sex On The Beach $2.00

-Champagne By The Glass $2.00

-And Lots More—-^^

Bring Your Sweetheart...Or Meet One Here

10936 LINDBROOK 208-6442

Copeland^s Sports
{' FEBRUARY SPORTS

SPECIALS!
LA. CEAR BLOWOUT

29^29^^17

Mono VHogt jax
DM) n « • } 4S • 5 H

M4«l«llnoalOOMI

•Nourwooo
Monn CMrMMTQX
464-«11)
»IL10«M • 1:00

.;4s»ionMi

VMXMIR)
lAT-tUN MB VTf*
»ooni

•UMVBMAL CITY
CMMpttx Odton
UnivifMi Cly TD^T
CiMnKM
8»/90»OSa8
kraMI OM(l». 3W
9*s.(00»x>i«nii
Fll-MUH«W«n)OMt
towiW CMHW
4:4e-MS*tW>N
F»«a iM atwr n «« F«i

Monn Brwi Pkuo
m/529-5339

AMCSufAonk
8l8/9ft>9800

SCACM
AMCH«rmoM6

1319-8000

NWmMTOM PAM
Pocflc'* Wwiwr
S834785

•OtAMK
OcnlUfy Clnsdocn^
7M/834-2S53

UnMd AfUMt TvM
924-55M

CNATSWOtIN
Edwordi UMvmSy
7M/854«n

818/34»«806 PodRc't Ui
714/W4-2400

SMdhMTi OrA>»-ln

7M/63M770

•fuammm
KfSiortOR PinlniuiQ

CMMnag 544-3456

PMUtKWMT
PodHc s Rotacfons
Oil««Hn 834^151
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CtMpin OdMfi
Bfoo^woy ClncfTHH
458-1506

• WaHIMOAKS
ecC SlMrmon Ooks
Ctntrno

818l/M»^6«0

Ethrarrti VMog*
Canlw 7I4/89k}S67

AMC CMno Town
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714/SOO-2400

CITYWMBINTIY
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Ortv»-ln

818/9619263

» COMMA
Edwordt Corono 1)

Clntmot
714/279-1160

714/831-0446 TFfy

LOMMACN
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m«Hn42VS831
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(M*Hn 946-3671
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Krtkonon Diamond
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714/596 SHOW

• U«f OCRfUOA
Pocdc s Eogi* Rock
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126
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• TOMUMCC
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OrtvtHn
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8»/ae>33oo

lot Ai
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t-IMH)
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TownOanMr
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714/688^2360 CoMonM^SM-SaBS

SORRY NO M1»IS ACCtPTIO KM fMSBHBAOBMWT

•MUll

ai»/3223456

MovlosB
809/774-0204

• RAHOHAIIA cm
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• SAHTA BARBARA
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• BAWABAHtARA
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wSSSHnsr
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o
.Sunbuster. Elho,
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Jansport,
Sunlce &

^Club 4 &

LESS
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^i

,Stor««
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Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

^¥e$t¥VOOd 208-6444^
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 10-9.

Fri-sat 10-10. Sun 10-7
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AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A THEPAIN IN
NECK! "

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES
CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCYII!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

* *

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA HOMCA BL, SANTA IIONC< CA WW

SOFT CONTACTS
CX)NTACT

SOFT CONTACTS ;ViTri YOUR PRESCR,?TiON

DAILY. EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr
DISPOSABLES (6 rrios] $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

B«L • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • elc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St
Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

^^fl^-tr

HEADSHOTS
Includes Hair/Make-up ^^H

36 Exposure-$99.00 (reg. $150)
with Haircut & Cellophane-$125.00 (reg. $200)

ffr «»rf

SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

[No'ih of Viiiage Tneater)

THE ONLY 3 NUMBERS YOU
NEED TO KNOW

208-SASS 208-HAIR
208-WAVE
Walk-ins Accepted

»FREE Cellophane^
with any Design Cut

' from $18. "^

Body Waves.
HiLights-Weaves

from $45.

REE5 electronics
OLYMPIC at WESTWOOL^
2 ISO WestwooJ Blvd.
Los Aiiizelcs, Ca. 90025
(2n) 475-RHES (7??7)

. N WE 5~ voce ELVC I

2*80 WEST.VOCDBLVDJ^

HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP^32S Scientific
TradicionaJ Hewlnc- Packard qualicy!

Thb is the lowat price calculator with
HPi efficient RPN entry lyitem.

Coojplex numben, integration, program-
ing, idve for any variable, more.

HP^Rebate
$20.00 off
HP 171B-191B-28S;

$ 99

Tlo5 PLUS ^ kst^I^JInts

Scientific calculatx>r for

college students.

i^ai

Other HP values
HP 20s Scien.... $39.95
HP 21s Stat $44.95
HP 22s Scien.... $44.95
HP 27S Seen.... $79.95

HP 28S Scien-^pr... $184.95
HP 19B Fin.Prog... $139.00
HP lOB Finan $39.95
HP 14B Finan $67.95
HP printer $109.95

10 digit LCD display 89 furvicions

include computer conveniofu, scatiscics,

crig>orK>fne(ry, algebra. - 15 parentheses

levels. - AOStm - Statistical fuiKCions.

-Probability calculations. - 10 digit 12

exponent display. - Includes 2 button
cell batteries and guidebook. - Grey.-

3-H X 3.2-W X 5.5"D.

Canon Xypest^r 7

NBV/
$ 199.^^

Reg. $249.95

Letter

Quality

T/W

Amazing new
printhead rivals laser

printers. Has multiple rypestyles (up to

4X larger), phrase memory, and more!

Other TI values

TI 30 Scat

TI 36 Scient

n 68 Scient

.$13.95 TI BA35 Finan $19.95
$24.95 TI BA Solar Fin $39.95
$51.95 TI Invest Anal $119.95

- CORoliiK Laptop Personal

°**°^!?^S(^\^;r*^ Word Processor

includes!
PRINTER!

PWP 7000

r nTiininuunnwrT

Typestar 5

Factory Recond. $129'

$649''
Reg. $895"

Model 7000LT Perfect for traveling
execixivet, butincu people, comntuten. Mudenti.
"^,'y"y°^ el«e on-(he-tp! Lightweight, portable keyboard/ditplay unit
with built-in carrying handle Advanced Smith Corona word proceuing feacurea,
internal mcmorv plui DataDiak uonot artd DaiaywhccI leaer qialiry
printer included! CorortaCalc iprcadihect aoftware avillabk at extra coic

Microcassette

Microcassette with auto-
stop, cue/review, orw touch
recording, pause.

PANASONIC
Typewriters

Starting at

$159^^

SMITH
COnONIK

Basic Typewriter d> j AQ95
SCM XL 1500 ^^^^
Wordprocessor (t a -t r%
SCM PWP 2000 vl>4 1y

Lar<iest and best sekction of calculators, typeuritcrs,

^Icphones, ans\vcrin<,' machines, Fax machines, word processors, etc

Gymnastics

Men invite nation's iiest
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

The UCLA men's gymnastics
team faces its toughest competi-

tion Saturday as the Bruins host

four of last season's top eight

teams at the UCLAA-A Times
Invitational Saturday at 7 p.m. in

Pauley Pavilion.

Competing against UCLA for

the coveted title include last year's

Invite winner and NCAA champ-
ion Illinois, along with Nebraska.

Minnesota, Arizona State, and
New Mexico.

"It's a big event," UCLA head
coach Art Shurlock said. "We have
six very good teams in the meet
This is the type of meet to get

excited about."

Leading the Bruin charge to

recapture their sixth title in seven

years are senior Chris Waller and
sophomores Chainey Umphrey
and Scott Keswick.

All-American Waller guided
UCLA to a season-opening victory

against Fullerton two weeks ago.

Against the Titans, Waller cap-

tured first on three events—the

pommel horse, parallel bars, and

high bar—en route to the all-

around title (56.625).

"I think we can win," Waller
said. "We have to take the meet as

a very important meet and put
everything into it"

National team member
Umphrey improved on two colle-

giate bests (floor and high bar) and
tied for another (rings), while
competing with an injured wrist

against Fullerton. In the Titan win,

Umphrey placed third in the ^-
around. UCLA's two-week lay-off

allowed Umphrey to heal his wrist

and strengthen the UCLA squad.

"His wrist is not 1 00 percent, but
he is able lo work on all six

events," Shurlock said. "It puts
him in a solid position on the all-

around."

Fellow National team member
and reigning national rings
champion Keswick placed second
in the all-around at the CSUF dual

meet Other gymnasts crucial in

UCLA's quest include junior

Terry Notary, sophomore Jon Lee,
and freshmen Brad Hayashi and
Isidro Ibarrondro.

See INVITE, page 25

ASU to test UCLA women
By Richard Marcus
Staff Writer

For some teams, an abundance
of talent is not enough. In fact, for

most athletic teams, talent alone

does not lead to a winning season.

There arc intangible elements

—

compatibility and unity between
players, and between coaches and
players.

For the UCLA women's gym-
nastics team, individual parts are

adding up to a solidified whole.

"Confidence on this team is

growing," head coach Jerry Tom-
linson confirmed.

On Sunday, UCLA performs at

Tempe against the Arizona State

Sun Devils. The Bruins hope to

expand upon their new-found
unity this weekend.

"We arc doing a nice, steady,

slow climbs Ifwe keep up this good

attitude, things will keep gelling

for us," assistant coach Steve
Thompson said.

The Bruins, 5-2, are on the verge

of toiling the 190-point mark
which they have not yet reached

this year. The season-high for

UCLA is a 189.40, which it set at

Lincoln last week.

Also, UCLA is attempting to

reduce its falls per meet. The
Bruins had five and half falls

against Nebraska.

The all-around event will be
performed by the usual trio of

seniors Kim Hamilton and Jill

Andrews, and frcshman Carol

Ulrich.

Tomlinson believes that the Sun
Devils will be a fcxmidable oppo-
nent this weekend. "It's not going
to be a Cakewalk. Everybody loves

to beat UCLA."

Swimming

'SC iHings figlit to women
By Linda Peters

Contributor

The No. 11 -ranked USC
women's swim team (9-5, 0-4 in

Pac-10) heads for blue and gold
waters tomorrow to battle with the

eighth-ranked Bruins (6-2, 2-2 in

Pac-10) at noon at the Men's Gym
Pool.

The Trojans will be the last dual

meet competitors to deal with. But

the Bruins should be carcful not to

overlook USC—and its seemingly

dismal record—in their excitement

to compete in the Pac-10 Champ-
ionships.

While Trojans are winless in

league meets, the competition

from the other Pac-10 teams is

quite possibly the toughest in the

nation. In last season's NCAAs,

See WOMEN, page 25

Men find water in the desert
By Wendy WItherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

TEPME, Az.— After enjoying the

comforts of home while they

defeated both the Stanford and Cal
squads last weekend, the UCLA
men's swim team (8-2) packs up
and hits the road to Arizona to take
on ASU, today, and U of A,
tomorrow.

Although UCLA head coach
Ron Ballatore said, "This is not a
gimme meet," and noted the

difficulty of performing well on
the road, the Bruins arc hoping that

their recent winning streak will not

be spoiled by the Arizona sun.

The big name around the ASU
swim stadium is British Olympian

Paul Howe, who will likely be the

point scorer for the Sun Devils in

the middle distances. The Sun
Devil's also claim the name of
diver Rick Sawtell, who has
already made the NCAA qualify-

ing standards on both the one- and
three- meter boards this season.

When the Bruins visit the

University of Arizona, however,

they will have to contend with a

veritable force in the distance

events. That force calls itself

Mariusz Podkoscielny and hails

from Gdansk, Poland. The Polish

Olympian was the NCAA champ-
ion last year in the 1650-yard free,"

and was an all-American in the

200-yard and 500-yard free.

u
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'ZONA; Cats rock their house Spikers meet beasts of east
From page 28

mostly be attributed to Sean
Elliott"

And while Elliott may have
packed up his bags for the NBA,
there are about 13,477 other things

for UCLA to worry about. UA fans

are some of the most raucous ever
heard, and definitely the loudest

this side of New Mexico.
"They're the loudest I've

heard," UCLA senior center Kevin
Walker said. "We've got to keep
the crowd down. They get LOUD.

"They're the type of crowd that

is just as loud when (Arizona) is up
by 10 or when they're down 10.

They keep opponents at a disad-

vantage. It's never silent."

But with the graduation of AU-
Americans Elliott and former
center Anthony Cook, the Cats
have looked beatable at times on
their own turf. They couldn't get
Cal out of there soon enough in

January, as it took a near miracle

down the stretch for them to escape
with a 7 1-70 victory. They've also

had close encounters with Oklaho-
ma (78-74) and Stanford (68-61).

"It's not as bad as in the past,"

Walker admiued.

But for it to get better in the near
future, the Bruins will have to play

almost flawless ball, something
they haven't done since knocking
off conference leader Oregon State

a few weeks ago. "We'll have to

play the way we did last time,"

Wjdker predicted.

And if that's the case, don't be
surprised if Harrick orden his

team back into a zone defense to

try and keep Arizona's big men in

the middle at bay.

As of Thursday, Harrick had yet

to make a decisi(Hi on whether to

come out of the gates in a zone, or

man the Cats and play it by ear.

After the win at Pauley, Hairick

lauded the zone as the driving

force to the victory. Earlier in the

week, Harrick said he might try a
bit of everything.

What might concern head coach
Lute Olson even more is the recent

blitz of injuries that his team is

sustaining.

In Tuesday's practice,. Wildcat
senior point guard Harvey Mason
tore cartilage and ligaments in his

right knee and will be sidelined

two to three weeks, accoring the

the Arizona Media Relations
Office.

Backup sophomore point guard

Matt Othick is also nursing a

sprained ankle which he suffered

Monday in practice game, but he
should be near full strength tomor-
row.

But those injuries could sarve as

an early kiKx:kout punch to the

Cats, as it takes sharp outside

shooting and guard penetration to

split a well-executed zone.

Since then, Olson has replaced

6-11 sophomore center Sean
Rooks with the highly touted 6-11

freshman Ed Stokes as the Arizona

post-up man. Stokes is averaging

4.1 points and 2.5 rebounds a

game.

Fellow 6-11 big man Brian

Williams (11.1, 4.7) has to perform

a 180-degree reversal from his 10-

point, three -rebound Westwood
performance in order for Arizona
to play its style of game. Always
dependable Jud Buechler (14.0,

8.3) rounds out the front line, v^th

junior Matt Muehlebach (9.7, 5.6

assists) finishing the starting five.

By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Fresh off its win over OC Santa

Barbara two nights ago, the UCLA
men's volleyball team had little

time to rest, as it caught the first

plane out of town to play in the

George Mason Tournament in

Virginia this weekend.
With their No. 1 national rank-

ing secured by a perfect 7-0 record

(3-0 in WIVA play), the Bruins

look to take care of the Beasts of

the East while taking in the sights

of Colonial America.

In the opening-round matchups,
UCLA will be battling a strong

Ball State team, while host George
Mason goes up against Navy—

a

team that lowly UC Irvine could

dominate. After the Friday night

matches, the winners will meet on
Sunday night

Ball State, the only non-Califor-

nia team to crack the top 10,

returns five of its starters from a

Final Four team a year ago. Of
these starters, the senior bio of
Chris Cooper, Robert Penzes. and
Chris Beerman is the key to the

Volleycards' success.

Cooper, a first-team All-Ameri-
can a season ago as a setter, was the

main reason for Ball State's 1989
record of 17-14 and its 16th

Midwestern Intercollegiate Vol-

leyball Association title. This
season. Cooper has led the Cardi-

nals to a 10-3 record and No. 10
ranking.

Penzes and Be^man have pro- ^

vided the bulk of the BSU offense,

with juniors Robert Morgan and
Kevin Furnish also contributing.

UCLA has kept its attack

balanced, with no Bruin averaging

more than 3.5 kills a game. At the

head of the pack are freshman Rich
Bland and junior Carl Henkel. The
two outside hitters were the key to

beating Santa Barbara.

At the net, UCLA was as

productive as ever against UCSB,
with Trevor Schirman and Mike
Whitcomb forming the foundation.

Though the blocking game "is

not as steady, game-in and game-
out," as head coach Al Scates

would like, its 18-block perfor-

mance (24 assists, six solos)

against the Gauchos was its best of
the year, -

Desert dwellers invade UCLA
By Scott Brown
Contributor

The UCLA women's basketball

team (11-8 overall, 6-3 in the Pac-

10) team will begin the second half

of its confidence schedule tonight,

taking on Arizona (9-11, 2-7) in

Pauley Pavilion at 7:00
A win for the Bruins would

mark the 300ch vk:tory in the

program's history, placing UCLA
into an elite group of 30 schools to

attain the goal.

In their last meeting, the Bruins

outlasted the overly physical Cats

for the 82-70 win. Although they

never led in the game, Arizona
kept themselves close enough to

force the Bruins to hit their free

throws down the stretch to pre-

serve the victCMy.

Key figures for the Bruins

should include senior Sandra Van-
Embricqs and freshman Nicole

Anderson.

Over the last month, VanEm-
briqcs has once again begun
asserting herself as one of the

leading Bruin scorers and defen-

ders, most recently scoring 23
against Washington State (making
her only the 1 1th player in UCLA
women's history to surpass the

1,000 point mark) and topping the

team with 61 steals.

Point guard Nicole Anderson
has rapidly come to life in Pac-10
play. Now regarded as one of the

top points in the conference,

Anderson has averaged 12 points

and 4.8 assists during Pac-10 play.

Anderson's maturity and leader-

ship undCT pressure are key ingre-

dients to the Bruin's NCAA
tournament hopes.

Led by junior Timi Brown and
sophomore Brenda Frese, the Lady
Cats have struggled in Pac-10 play

so far this season. In only her third

year as head coach, June Olkowski
is still waiting for her recruits to

mature.

As for Bruins head coach Billie

Moore, what she has left of her

squad is performing well.

Although injuries have plagued

UCLA, Moore's bench has
remained solid with some clutch

shooting from guard DeDe Mos-
man (18 of her last 36 three point

shots) and the recent return of
junior Rachelle RouIIct.

The Bruins face Arizona State in

the Wooden Center on Sunday
afternoon at 2:00 p.m.
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That's one down in Arizona, one to go
By David Gibson
^rts Editor

TEMPE, Az.— One down, one
to go.

That was the feeling of the

UCLA basketball team last night

as it took a big step in mercifully

putting away a scrappy Arizona
Slate team, 80-72, in front of
10,994 at the University Activity

Center.

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick
was worried that his team might
pull a d6ju vu and look pastASU to

tomorrow's showdown in Tucson
with Arizona. That was the case
last year, when the Devils caught
the Bruins off guard and upset

UCLA, 93-86, in one of the worst
road trips in recent UCLA history.

But that would not happen
tonight, as Harrick found that it

isn't always ugly on the road. The
No. 19 Bruins (9-2 in the Pac-10,
16-4 overall) never trailed and
controlled the game both offen-
sively and defensively from the

onset

"We wanted to come in here and
make a statement and show every-
one that we are a good basketball

team," Harrick said. "I never
thought we were in danger of
losing the basketball game."

UCLA's head coach was parti-

culariy pleased with his team's

defense, which held the Devils (5-

7, 12-9) to a dismal 31.2 percen-

tage from the field in the first half,

and 42.9 p«x:ent overall.

In particular, UCLA guards
Gerald Madkins and Mitchell

Butler did a stellar job in shutting

down ASU small forward Alex
Austin, who lit UCLA up for 31
points in January. Last night,

Austin shot six for 20, including

zero for nine from three-point

range.

And while Austin couldn't hit

sand if he was dropped in Tucson,
the Bniins couldn't miss in the

early going behind a solid effort by
sophomore forward Don Mac-
Lean, whose game-high 23 points

and 10 rebounds marked his

seventh double-double in the last

Bruins take care of pesky Arizona State, 80-72,

now face the Wildcats in tumultuous Tucson

By David Gibson
Siporfs Editor

TEMPE, Az.—Taking an old
sports cliche to its Sliest, the

UCLA basketball team focused on
taking things one game at a time

yesterday afternoon at the team
shoot-around in ASU's University

Activity Center.

Sounds easy enough. But in

actuality, it's one of the toughest

things for a coach to ask of his

players, especially when you know
that one of college basketball's

biggest pits is eagerly awaiting to

engulf you. The McKale Center.

And that is what lies in the near

future for the Bruins, as the

Arizona Wildcats are salivating

with the thoughts of sweet
revenge. The Bruins ended a four-

Men's Basketball

Who: UCLA vs. Arizona

When: Tucson, AZ
When: Saturday, Noon PST
TV: KNBC (live)

DEAN ABRAMSOrw^.., „.

—

UCLA'S Gerald Madkins helped stifle Alex Austin and ASU last night in Tempe, Az.

nine games.

With MacLean and freshman
center/forward Tracy Murray
combining for 10 of the team's 12

consecutive points, the Bruins

opened up a 22-8 lead and never

looked back.

ASU tried to stay close with

their patented fcccp-away offense,

but Murray wouldn't have any of
that The freshman flnished off a

couple of fast breaks by stopping

and popping a pair of 23-footers

from three-point land to open the

floodgates. UCLA went into the

lockerroom up 12 (37-25), but it

wasn't even that close.

The second half was a replay of
the first, with UCLA matching the

Devils almost bucket for bucket
when it counted. "It just seemed
every time we needed a big play,

they got a big play," ASU
coach Bill Frieder explained.

game skid againstUA by knocking
the Wildcats off at Pauley, 73-67,
last month.

But something happens to a
team when it gets on the road.

Bruin fans can attest to that

Sometimes it's ugly, other times
it's nasty, but when you're lacing

up the sneaks at McKale, it's

usually a frightening combination.
Arizona has won 42 straight in

its 'House That Elliott Built,' not

losing since it was dropped by
Iowa in 1987, 89-80. That year
also marked the last time the

Bruins emerged victorious at

McKale, as forward Craig Jackson
sank a bucket at the buzzer and the

Bruins snuck away with an 84-83
victory.

But the Cats have been running
wild since then, handing UCLA its

worst loss ever last year, 102-64, in

Tucson.

'They've had quite a run,"

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick
said yesterday. "But that can

Baseball makes it dramatic
By Jeff Imperato and
Terry White

Contributors

Several key errors by South

Alabama enabled the UCLA base-

ball team to snatch a last minute
victory at Jackie Robinson Sta-

dium yesterday.

The Bruins (6-1) definitely

pulled this win out of . . . let's just

say they pulled it out of the fire.

The game seemed all but over

going into the bottom of the

ninth—UCLA, down 5-3, hadn't

scored since the first inning, while

Alabama had been consistently

chipping away at the Qruin
defense.

Then the comeback began.
Bruin center fielder Shawn

Wills led off with an infield single,

taking second on a throwing error.

After Robbie Katzaroff moved
Wills to third with a sacrifice

ground ball, Dave "Wild Thing"
Zancanaro drilled pitcher Mike
Zimmerman in the ribs with a

sizzling line drive.

The ball bounced off Zimmer-
man and dribbled toward third

base, while Wills came around to

score and bring UCLA within one,
5-4. South Alabama third baseman
Troy Jones picked up the ball and
threw it away, allowing Zancanaro
to take second. The next bailer,

Chris Pritchett, took first on an

infield single that advanced Zanca-
naro to third.

Catcher Paul Ellis stepped in

and banged a line-drive single up
the middle, scoring Zancanaro and
moving Pritchett to third. USA
then walked Mannie Adams to

load the bases.

With two outs, Mike Hankins*
sharp grounder to second looked
like the end of the inning, but

Alabama's Harold Dueitt hobbled
the ball long enough for Tokheim
to reach first as Pritchett scored the

winning run.

Zancanaro (1-0) got the win,
allowing one run on five hits

See BASEBALL, page 25

CHARLES COOLEY/DaHy
,

UCLA second baseman Mannie Adams nails South
Alabama's Andre Battle in the Bruins' win yesterday.

w College Basketball Preview
*AP rankings in paranthetM

ma»mk» indicalM Pao-10 imhi

use* at

Arizona*(22)

Wash. State* at

California*

Georgia Tech( 16) at

Loui8ville(10)

Oiclahoma State at

UNLV (12)^-

Georgetown! 15) at

Florida

IMichigan State(23) at

OhioStaftA —

^

Softball on deck
The defending NCAA champion

UCLA women's softball team goes on the

road this weelcend to compete in the Cal
State Fullerton Tournament Saturday, the

Bruins play at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m., then

^finish up on Sunday with games at 1 1 ajn^
and 3 p.m.

Sports In brief
The UCLA lacrosse team battles Brigh-

am Young today at 3:00 p.m. on the North
Athletic Field. . .UCLA hosts the Pac-10
fencing tournament all day tomorrow in

the Men's Gym. . .The UCLA rugby team
travels souths to UCSD for a mate*
tomorrow.
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Briefly

Credit union

waives fee
The Westwood Credit Union

is waiving its membership fees

this week and will give roses to

those who deposit more than

$50 in an account on Valen-

tine's Day.

This week's promotion is one
among many this school year

which has increased the credit

union's membership to 1,700.

*X)ur mission is to provide

low-cost convenient financial

services to members and to

provide experi^ice in business

and finance for students," said

Randy Banis, general manger
<^ the student-run credit union.

Inside
RoyceQuad
lawn improved
Royce Quad will undergo a

$40,000 facelift beginning tiiis

week.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Campus

The UCLA community
responds to the anonymous rape

letter.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

Gene & Dan
too 'Loose'

Hackman and Aykroyd team
for 'Loose Cannons,* the latest

buddy-type cop, shoot 'em up,

whatever-type pkH of a movie.

See page 20

Sports

Zdnawas
on fire

UCLA lost to Arizona before

1 fired-up crowd in McKale
Center.

See page 40
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students protest rent increase
Faculty senate

to investigate

implications

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

About 30 members of Family
Student Housing Association pick-

eted Friday for faculty support in

pressuring the administration to

impose an immediate rent mora-
torium.

The students appealed to the

Academic Senate outside the

Faculty Center, but Senate Chair-

man Sidney Roberts said the

faculty group will investigate the

academic impacts of a rental

increase before taking a position.

UCLA Business Enterprises

plans to increase rent anywhere
firom 13 to 17 percent Before, the

proposed hike was 30 percent

**We are certainly making every

effort to be sensitive to all the

issues," University Apartments
Administrator Barbara Mehiyk
said.

The students said their studies

and quality of life will suffer

because of the rent increase. Some
said they will have to take on more
jobs.

*T woik three other jobs in

... . ^ , , ^ MATTHIAS DAUB/Daily Bruin

Members of the Family Student Housing Association protest rent increases outside the
Faculty Center on Friday.

addition to (being a) TA." said

graduate student Sherifa Zuhur,
who has one daughter. **rm typical

(of other students). Instead of
being aMe to sit down and work on
my dissertation, I work 60 hours a

week."

Other students may leave before

the school year is over and
postpone their education.

"If rent goes up at the rate of last

year's (10 percent increase), TU

have to leave," said graduate

Randy Allred, member of the

University Apartments Policy
Review Board. "Some (admini-

strators) will never believe us until

they see some of us leave or go to

other programs."

However, he said his situation is

not as bad as that of the interna-

tional students.

F(M^ign students must live on
their government grants or income

from jot>s at the university. Neither

they nor their spouses can work off

campus, said Prudence Chou, a

graduate student from Taiwan.

"International students and their

spouses can't work. They either

work on campus or work off

campus illegally," Chou said.

The students believe the

increased costs will adversely

See PROTEST, page 15

Foreigh language departments cut back
Enrollment

growth causes

budget strain
Greg Miiler

Contributor

Patrick Dowdey, a UCLA gra-

duate student working on his

doctorate degree in cultural

anthropology, is required to take

Chinese classes to fulfill his

foreign language specialization.

Because the graduate seminars

he must complete are offered early

in the day, Dowdey must take

afternoon Chinese sections in

order to complete requirements for

the specialization.

But due to a wintCT quarter cut in

the number of sections, Chinese
discussions are offered only in the

mornings — so Etowdey can only

attend his section three out of five

days every week.

Recent flnancial strains result-

ing from growth in enrollment

have forced UCLA's foreign lan-

guage departments to modify and
sometimes cancel existing
courses.

Students in the Spanish and
Portuguese and Eastern Asian
Language departments — whose
enrollment has grown by 25 and 3

1

percent, respectively, since the

implementation of a foreign lan-

guage requirement in 1988 — are

"The ^ole situation

has made me question

the uhiversity^s com^
mitment to teaching

Chinese."

RBlrick Dovvdey

concerned that their educational

needs are not being met because of

overcrowding and course cancel-

lations.

Reductions in the Chinese
department's curriculum have
forced students to enroll each
successive quarter to continue

their language series. Chinese 1

and 4 are offered in fall, Chinese 2
and 5 in winter, and Chinese 3 and

6 each spring quarter.

This forces sUidents who have

scheduling conflicts or take time

oif from school to wait an entire

year before beginning the next

level— a time gap which students

say impairs language skills.

"With Chinese it's either use or

lose it," Dowdey said.

Coupled with course reductions

is an increase in section enroll-

menL Whereas sections were once

at the optimum size of 12 to 15

students, enrollment has now
expanded to 20 because of cut-

backs in the number of sections

offered. This, according to stu-

dents and teaching assistants

(T.A.), takes away from vital

See LANGUAGES, page 14

Position added to supplement outreacii progk'am
By Debra L. Piclcer

Contributor

As part of the effort to diversify

UCLA's career staff, the admini-

strative vice chancellor's office

has created a new position, the

black outreach coordinator, to

supplement the outreach program
which includes recruiters for the

Latino and disabled communities.

**UCLA is often not seen as an

employer. It's seen as a place to go
to school to get an education," said

Assistant Employment Nfanagtr

Arlene Kokuga-Schroeder. "Peo-

ple don't realize that UCLA is one

of the largest emptoyers in South-

em California."

The total career staff of 1 1,486

employees, which includes posi-

tions ranging from administrative

to clerical to service, is underre-

presented in cenun racial and
ethoic groups, Kokuga-Schroeiler

stid. For this reason, three out-

"When we do ads
now, we are trying to

do image building.

We say that UCLA
has a world of career

opportunities and that

we are a major
employer in the
state.

CuitiB HoHman THEO NICHOLAS

reach coordinators are working to

help diversify the applicant pool.

"All the outreach positions were
created in an attempt by the

administration to encourage the

applications of minorities," said

Connee Freeman, executive ofHc-

er to the Administrative Vice

Chancellor. "Our data indicates

that Y^ are under-utilized in the

black. Latino and disabled catego-

ries."

While whiles make up 53.3

percent of UCLA's career staff,

blacks occupy 19.S percent; Lati-

nos, 12.5 percent; Asians, 14.1

percent; and American Indians, .4

pcrcCTt, accenting to an Octoter

1989 report by the Office of the

UC Presidem.

Curtis Holliman, the new black

outreach coordinator says his role

is "to bridge the gap between
cultures, initially in a work envi-

ronment, by attracting applicants

from the black community."
Thumbing through his Wet)-

ster's Dictionary, Holliman found

the word he was looking for —
diversity. "To give variety," Holli-

man read. "I think that, in part, is

what my role is."

By networking, outreach coor-

dinators are able to target com-
munities and inform them of the

job opportunities at UCLA.
"When we do ads now, we are

trying to do image building. We
say that UCLA has a world of

career opportunities and that we
are a major employer in the state«"

Holliman said.

Most people "feel intimidated

by aU that academia" atUCLA and

See POSITION, page 13
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TODAY. MONDAY. FEB, 12

• "Shifting Relations in the IVIiddle East Conflict

- 3:00-5:00pm, Bunche 6275
• Bruin Woods Information Meetings

- 12:00pm, North Campus 22
- 7:00pm, AU 2408

• Israel Awareness Begins with Israeli Folk Dancing

at noon on Bruin Walk

TUESDAY. FEB, 13
'

• Fourth Annual Japanese American Cultural

Celebration
- starts at 7:00pm In AGB with a free play,

"Pieces of a Japanese American Dream*
• WRC - Sexplanations

- 12:00-l:00pm, 2 Dodd Hall

• Campus Events Noon Concert - Liquid Jesus

THURSDAY. FEB, 15 r
• Buddhism in the Modern World ^

- "What is the Foundation of Being Human -

Filial Respect'
^

- 7:30-9:30pm, LS 2147
• Bruin Woods Information Meetings

- 4:00pm, AU 2408
- 7:00pm, Reiber 4N Lounge

FRIDAY. FEB. 16

• Buddhism in the Modern World
- "Stop the War From the Inside" ^

- 7:30-9:30pm, LS 2147

SATURDAY. FEB 17

• Buddhism in the Modern World

, -L*How to Leave Suffering and Attain Bliss"

-9:30-1 1:30am, LS 2147
- "Chan Talk (meditation workshop)"
- 2:30-4:30pm, LS 2147

m
• AIDS Awareness Week

- Feb. 12-16

c»

ft*

• Cultural Affairs - Showcase '90

- March 2, AGB
• Bruin Woods Applications are due Feb. 22

- Interviews start Feb. 25 .

Engineer consiclered

for UCB chancellor
The Associrted Press

BERKELEY— An Asian engi-

neering scholar is under consider-

ation for the post of chancellor at

the University of California at

Berkeley, according to reports, and

if chosen would be the flrst Asian

to head a UC campus.

In its Sunday editions, the San
Francisco Examiner said 53-

year-old Chang-Lin Tien is in line

(or thejob at the campus embroiled

in ethnic and racial controversies

about student admissions and
faculty hiring.

Tien is an internationally recog-

nized authority in heat-transfer

technology and is a member of the

National Academy of Engineers.

While at Berkeley, lie won the

distinguished teaching award and
was honored for his scholarship in

West Germany, China and Japan.

The China-bom Tien received

his doctorate from Princeton in

1959 and joined the Berkeley

faculty the same year. He was
chairman of Berkeley's mechani-

cal engineering department for

eight years, and served as vice

chancellor for two years.

If Tien becomes the UC Berke-

ley chancellor, he will succeed Ira

Michael Heyman, who is retiring

after 10 years at the job.

UC's Board of Regents may call

a special session to its regular

meeting on Thursday in San

Francisco to name Tien the Berke-

ley chancellor, the Examiner said.

If so, he would take over the 122-

year-old campus in July.

UC Berkeley has approximately

32,000 students and nearly 1 1,000

faculty and staff employees.

Undergraduate enrollment of

minority students throughout the

UC system has hit historic highs,

and even though minority graduate

students, faculty and staff appoint-

ments lag far behind, there has

been some progress reported at the

top.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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ALBERT SOONG/Daily Bruin

Rhythmic drumming accompanied a dragon dance by members of the San Gabriel
Valley Chinese Cultural Association at Chinatown parade.

^1

ALBERT SOONGOJaily Bnjin

Leading one of the lion dances at Chinatown's New Year's
parade, a representative ofImmortals Gung Fu Lion Dancing
Troupe performs along N. Broadway.

LYNETTE TSAI/Daly Bruin

Miss L.A. Chinatown,
CSULB student and Monte-
rey Park resident Christina

Gong, waves to crowd dur-

ing Saturday's New Year
parade in Chinatown.

x«

GARLO CHAO

Two generations of Chinese Americans
celebrate Chinese New Year as they watch
Miss Chinatown and her court on a parade
float.

^ X

IVAN CHUNG

In traditional dress, a representative from
Xuan Wu San Buddhist Association mar-
ches at the New Year's parade with flowers

symbolizing spring's arrivai

V .%:

ALBERT SOONG/Daity Bmh

Ribbon dance performer from the Southern Califomlsr

^eo Chew Association creates moving patterns during

Chinese new year celebration parade.
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Briefs
World

Mandela freed
after 27 years
CAPE TOWN, South Africa —

Nelson Mandela walked through a prison

gate to freedom Sunday, setting offjoyous
celebrations and violent clashes as blacks

nationwide welcomed their leader back
from 27 years in jail.

"Comrades and fellow South Africans,

I greet you all in the name of peace,

democracy and freedom for all," Mandela
told tens of thousands of cheering
supporters who thronged outside City
Hall, many getting their first look at the

African National Congress leader.

"I stand here before you not at as a

prophet, but as a humble servant of you
the people."

Within ah hour of the release, as

Mandela's motorcade arrived at City

Hall, violence broke out. First aid workers
and journalists said one perscMi was killed

and more than 100 people injured when
riot police fired sho^uns after groups of

black youths smashed shop windows in

the city center.

Some youths retaliated by hurling

bottles at the officers. Hundreds of

terrified people waiting to hear Mandela
ran for cover as police fired blasts of

shotgun pellets.

Clashes between police and celebrating

blacks were rqx)rted in at least two other

areas, while in Johannesburg thousands of

young blacks received an escort from
traffic police as they ran triumphantly

through the city. Columns of cheering

activists jogged through Durban and other

cities.

"We have waited too long fw our
freedom," Mandela told the crowd. He
said that until the proper cUmate was

created for peaceful negotiations, the

armed struggle was still a policy of the

ANC.
"The factors that (caused the need for

armed struggle) . . . exist today," Mande-
la said. "We have no options but to

continue."

"We express the hope that a climate

conducive to a negotiated settlement

would be created."

Mandela spoke of "my long and lonely

years in prison."

"I am content that your pain and
suffering was far greater than my own,"
he said, adding that he would make further

statements after consulting his ANC
comrades.

"There must be an end to white
monopoly of political power and a
fundamental restructuring of our political

and economic systems to ensure that the

inequalities of apartheid are addressed,"

he said.

The ANC leader called President F.W.
de Klerk a man "of integrity," and called

on the white community to "join us in the

safety of a new South Africa. The
freedom movement is a political home for

you, too."

Mandela, jailed since 1962 for helping

plan the African National Congress' anti-

government guerrilla campaign, was
greeted by a thunderous cheer when, he
and his wife, Winnie, walked hand in hand
through the gateway of Victor Verster

prison in Paarl, 35 miles from Cape Town.
The Mandelas gave clenched-fist

salutes to the hundreds of supporters who
had waited for hours outside, many of
them waving green, gold and black ANC
flags.

Mandela, dressed tn a dark suit and tie,

appeared solemn and dignified as he and
his wife walked to a while BMW sedan

and climbed in. He bioke^ into a broad

smile as the car set off slowly toward

Cape Town in a police-escorted motor-

cade.

Scores of policemen stood guard in the

txi^t sunshine, and a small aipy of
photographers and television crews from
across the world frenetically took the first

pictures of Mandela as a free man.
The state-run South African Broad-

casting Corp. gave live television cover-

age to the release.

State

Galileo glitch keeps
camera snapping

Galileo's camera shutter snapped
uncontrollably for five hours Saturday

after the spacecraft zi[q)ed around Venus,

but officials said it shouldn't endanger the

$1.35 billion, eight-year mission to

Jupiter.

Engineers at NASA's Jet Propulsion

Laboratory shut the television camera off

while trying to fix the ixx}blem, which
apparently involved faulty software that

made Galileo's computer send incorrect

commands to the camera, mission director

Neal Ausman said.

They decided Saturday night to send

new computer commands to Galileo to

restart the camera so it could take a series

of photographs of Venus late Saturday

and eariy Sunday, said NASA spokesman
Bob MacMiUin.

Galileo cruised around Venus at 9:59

p.m. Friday, coming three to four miles

closer to the planet than the planned point

of closest approach of 10,028 miles above
the Venusian surface.

McCartney concert
to benefit homeless
BERKELEY — Paul McCartney's

concert to help the homeless is doing that

already for at least one homeless man —
weeks before the March 31 performance

date.

Janise Jordan, assistant manager ofThe
Wherehouse store where concert tickets

went on sale Sunday, said about 20 people
were lined up Saturday hoping to buy
tickets.

One of those in line, she said, was a

homeless man paid $40 to save a space in

line for^someone else wanting to snare

tickets going for $30 apiece.

The concert will be held at the

University of California at Berkeley's
Memorial Stadium. Berkeley has been
promised at least $100,000 of the pro-

ceeds to help the local homeless. The
university is expected to receive a like

amount.

Local

Poll shows support
for end of spraying
Orange and Los Angeles County

residents want a halt to aerial spraying of
malathion to fight the medfly until more
safety studies are completed, according to

a poll published Sunday.
Fifty-seven percent of respondents

surveyed by the Los Angels Times Poll

said they wanted the malathion applica-

tions stopped, while 32 percent said they

suHX)rted continued spraying against the

crop-destroying pest
Only one in seven respondents said

they strongly supported spraying, the

Times said. The poll questioned 1,901

residents of Los Angeles and Orange
counties between Feb. 4-7. Neighbor-
hoods in the two counties have been
repeatedly sprayed for the past several

months.
^

Compiled from the Associated Press

' HOW TO GET THE BETTER OF AN EXAM
Remember that the Academic Resources Centers are available for tutoring: 339 Kinsey
for Writing/English and 3973 Math/Science for Math or Science tutoring. Also ask the

instructor for help.

If you're feeling stressed, or you just can't seem to make yourself study, remember that

the Student Psychological Services (825-0768, 4223 Math/Science) and Peer Health
Counselors (825-8462, 408 Kerckhoff) can help with procrastination, stress, and time

management.

Study for the type of exam being given. Practice organizing your ideas for essays and
identifying facts for multiple choice questions.

Once in the exam, read the questions at least twice, and answer the questions asked.
For example, where required, show the steps you used to derive your answers; be spe-
cific in your examples in an essay; and beware of modifiers like "the only" and "always"
in multiple choice exams. >

HOW TO LET AN EXAM GET THE BETTER OF YOU:
.»AMi-

Don't go to the last few classes. WRONG ! Important material that may be relevant to the
exam is often covered during the last few weeks.

Don't get any sleep and be fatigued when you take the exam. WRONG! "All nighters"

may make it difficult for you to concentrate or remember much.

During the exam, sit near your friends. WRONG! You may get distracted or even be ,

accused of copying. You might even try to copy from them, forgetting that you probably

,

know as much as they do, and that the penalties for cheating can be Suspension or

Dismissal from UCLA.

Cheating can throw off a curve, devalue a degree, result
in Suspension or Dismissal, and ruin your whole day.

——A message from the Dean ot Students' Office -.
——

—

••.•.•••.•
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The U.C.L.A. Nikkei Student Union
presents its

4th Annual
Japanese American
Cultural Celebration

February 13, Tues. at 7:00 p.m. in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Pieces of a Japanese American Dream - /
a play written, directed and product by
members of the Nikkei Student Union.
Odori, Taiko and Koto performances will

also be ihcluded in our cultural night.

Admission is Free - Seating is based on
first come first serve.

* * *

February 20-23

A Cultural Art Exhibition in Kerckhoff Art
Gallery featuring contemporary Japanese
American artists. Prints, photographs and
sculptures will be exhibited. A light reception
will occur on February 20 fro'm 7-9 in the art

gallery. . ;,
»

For more information, call 825-7184
^tmded by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Pio^iaiiiiiiliig Gommrtite, Siudent Committee for the Arts. Campus Prognms Commitiee of the Program's Acdvidet Board.

Cultural Affairs, International Student Center Council on Programming
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Dr. Ruth to speak about relationships at residence hall
To focus on
relations in 90s

Daily Bruin News

By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

Dr. Ruth Westheimer, an expert

on sex and relationships, will

discuss "Relationships in the '90s"

today at 7:30 p.m. in the Sproul

Hall Entertainment Center.

Her lecture is one of the first

events of the Office of Residential

Life's Relationships Week, which
is '^trying to address relationships

in the '90s and how they pertain to

student life and life in general,"

said Steve Grcim, Residents Coor-
dinator at Sproul Hall.

"In the '90s we are going back to

a social era. People are more
concerned about community and
social issues," said Cheryl Sims,

manager of programs services in

ORL.

Relationships Week is spon-

sored to make people aware of

different relationships they will

have on campus and in the resi-

dence halls such as with teachers,

resident assistants, peers, room-
mates and different ethnic groups.

"We want to help people realize

how they (develop) themselves as

individuals and how they develop
in a relationship," Sims said.

Dr. Ruth was chosen for her

frankness, past experience work-

ing with college students, and the

nature of her work dealing with

relationships, Sims said.

Dr. Ruth's lecture, as well as

other activities sponsored by ORL,
is open only to students living in

on-campus housing facilities.

To kick off Relationships Week,
a non-denominational, mock wed-
ding was held Sunday to make
students aware of the different

meanings of marriage, Sims said.

Also as part of Relationships

Week, some Hedrick Hall resi-

dents will be sending care pack-
ages to family and friends to

"hopefully improve our relation-

ships with them," said Suzie
Chung, a resident assistant at

Hedrick.

Additional activities include the

screening of "When Harry Met
Sally," discussions led by Student
Health Advocates on love, safe-

sex talks and dating games for

residents.

INTERNATIONAL COIFFURES
1419 Westwood Blvd. Open 7 Davs^

"
Expires 2/15/9055 Soiral Perm & Cut
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LastChance!
'89 Prices+ BigSavings.

Save Up To 'SOAnd Beat Februaiy Price Increase.

V

/4?^

During the dates shown below,

^ArtCarved is offering

you the last chance

to buy before

our February

price increase. I

Now you can save up to

$80 and still receive the

additional

at '89 prices. We

discounts of buyins j,

»^. have some '^a

A#^ ^ great new

y styles to show you as well...

so check out the ArtCarved ring

days and ask about ouj

special financing

plans.

/IRTC/IRVED\ COLLEGE JEWELRY

ASUCLA Students' Store, Center Aisle

Campus Photo Studio. 150 Keickhoff Hall

February 1 2-1 6 • 9am-4pm Pavmcni Plans Available UPS

EXTENDED FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY!

$15 for ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING!

(Plus maintenance)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon.

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between KInrom* and Undbrookf

, .^^*Mh^.^s^r 824-2826

Latino Writers

^orum

Cultural Night

'Escritura y SaBiduria

Poetry Reading

Wed. Feb. 14th, 6:30pm

Conference Room,
152 Haines HaU

We have revealed our secrets to those who
are worthy. Only they should know the art

of writing and no-one else.

'PopulVuh
Maya Book ofKnowledge

m

SaCvadoran Jood& fMexican Tan (DuCu

Funded by the Cinpui Programs Committee of the

Prognuns Activities Board

N ' .a

m I ipip i
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The Student Welfare Commision Presents

AIDS Awareness Week
February 12th to 16th

Information Booth: Monday through Friday, 11am to 2pm: Schedule of
events, pamphlets, and Condomgrams. >

Monday, February 12tti

12:00- 12:30pm Ribbon Cutting Cerennony
Bruin Plaza

12:30-2:00pm Reception
. Ackerman Second Floor Lounge •

3:00pm The Gay Community and AIDS
2408 Ackerman Union

Tuesday, February 13th

12:00-1 :00pm

2:00-4:00pm

7:30pm

8:30pm

"Sexplanations: talking to Your Partner about Safe Sex"
Women's Resource Center

"AIDS on College Campuses"
Ackerman 2408 -; -.'

.

PHC C.A.R.E Outreach* _^__:^_„i-
Hedrick 6. South ^

"-•—: '.. --

Kaleidoscope Theater
Hedrick Fireside Lounge

Wednesday, February 14th

12:00-2:00pm Health Ixperts on How AIDS is Affecting Ethnic
Communities
Ackerman 2408

7:00pm PHC Making Love Better

Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Thursday, February 15th

1 :00-3:00pm

7:00pm

"AIDS and the Individual-A Personal Perspective"
Ackerman 2408

PHC C.A.R.E. Outreach
Sproul 4 North

Friday, February

12:00-1 :00pm

16th

Noon Concert with Downey Mildew
Bruin Plaza

Saturday, February 17th

9:30-12:00 GALA Dance
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

swc
STUDENT WELFARE

COMMISSION

^Contraceptives are available at the PHC office, 401 Kerckhoff

/
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kitdTHE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS ^»p ^^'^

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

$30

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Fuil Leg &
Bilcini Wax $r^0

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
aoove Marios Kestaurant \

! LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS

99 +2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

I

I

I

I EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must mwitlon coupon wh«n ordsring

after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian
t>acon extra -speoalty pizzas not included EXP. 2/19/90

208-4348
We deliver "till 1 AM
on weekends and

12PM on weekdays

THRIU. YOUR VALENTINE

WITH A

HEART SHAPED PIZZA
(2/14 only)

Delivered

FAST & FREE
with student ID

'imitecj area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

I

S
R
A
E

AWARENESS BEGINS!!!
KICKOFF PARTY.ON BRUIN WALK!!!

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING!!!
with Edy Greenblatt c^

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12
NOON • BRUIN WALK
AnoiJier shipment of fresh Tel-Aviv

Central Bus Station Falafel has arrived!!!

PLACE YOUR WISHES OF PEACE ON THE
8 FT. KOTEL [V^estern Wall]

sponsored by Israel Action Coalition, Jewish Student Union, Ha'Am,
^AJFAC, Hillcl Students Association, IsraelT Students Society, and USACT

MATTHIAS DAUB/DaHy Bruin

Bowen McCoy, a benefactor of American Red Cross' new
west district headquarters, leads the ribbon-cutting cere-

mony at the VA lot site.

Mayor hails Red Cross
at new site's ceremony
Headquarters at VA lot offers

emergency, everyday services

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Brad-

ley and members of the UCLA
Student Welfare Commission
joined about 200 people in a

ribbon-cutting ceremony at a new
American Red Cross site Saturday.

"This hallmarks the success of

the American Red Cross," Bradley

said. "We want to make this the

shining example of the spirit of

volunteerism, the spirit of brother-

hood, the spirit pf sisterhood and
for all mankind."

The west district headquarters,

now on the VA lot, was once on
UCLA iMX)perty. The new building

is named after retired financier

Mark Taper, who made the largest

financial contribution to the pro-

ject ,

"We were moved and impressed

that this will be the hub of not only

emergency assistance, but of
everyday services," said Ray Rei-

sler of the Mark Taper Foundation.
Bradley emphasized the impor-

tance of the volunteer work which
helps communities worldwide in

emergencies like October's Bay
Area earthquake.

"Such quick response not only

brought hope to those dealing with

shattered buildings but with shat-

tered lives," Bradley said.

The new center, which has a

50-year lease with the VA, opened
Jan. 2. 'This facility is already at

work reaching out and touching

someone," said Irving Margol,-

local chapter chairman.

At 3 a.m. the day the facility

q)ened, volunteers aided a family

of eight from their fire-damaged

home, he said.

After 25 years at UCLA, the

center was forced to move because

of the university's expansion.

"They need their expansion.

UCLA has been very helpful with

the move," said Merri Jill Fin-

strom, community resource spe-

cialist with the American Red
Cross.

Field Representative Alan
Mammoser said the current site is

two times larger than the old one.

"We finally have comfortable

office space after being crowded in

the old building."

Now, the center can meet its

growing needs, holding a perma-
nent blood donor room as well as

larger rooms like the emergency
disaster relief room.

"It's really nice. O^ie Red
Cross) deserves the building," said

Dean Poulakidas, Student Welfare

Commissioner and a member of

the commission's blood donor
committee.

The committee has worked with

the local chapter in blood dona-

tions and currently began leaching

cardiopulmonary respiration.

•Through the Student Welfare

Commission, UCLA has a good-
relationship with the American
Red Cross," Poulakidas said.

Facelift:

RoyceJawn area to undergo

$40,000 grass refurbishment
By Maha Younes>
Contributor

The blue-stained lawns of Dick-

son Court, commonly known as

Royce Quad, will undergo a

$40,000 facehft starting this week.
Facilities Management will be

removing all the grass on Wednes-
day, and the lawn area will be
closed off until March 16, Mana-
ger of Facilities Management EJ.
Kirby said.

The project is part of a three- to

five- year plan to replace the

variety of grasses on campus with

fescue, a hearty, broad-leaved

grass that can stand up better to

student traffic, Kirby said.

The problem is that the Royce

Quad is a high traffic spot and the

grass suffers constant abuse from
pedestrians, Kirby said. Students

know the "shortest distance

between two points is a straight

line," so they cross the lawn at a

diagonal instead of walking
around it, Kirby said.

The blue substance on the grass

is a pre-emergent, which kills

weeds and all unwanted grass on
the site. This weed killer has been
on the lawn for almost two weeks
and is the first step in replenishing

the area, he said.

This week the top two to three

inches of the turf will be scraped

X)ff, removing all the grass and
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AIDS Awareness Week Events

MONDAY, FEB. 12

Noon Ribbon Cutting Ceremony
3:00 p.m. AIDS in the Gay Community

Bruin Plaza

Ackerman 2nd Fl. Lounge

TUESDAY, FEB. 13

Noon Sexplanations: Talking about Safe Sex
2:00 p.m. AIDS on College Campuses
7:30 p.m. PHC CJV.R.E. Outreach

8:30 p.m. Kaleidoscope Theater

2 Dodd Han

Ackerman 2408

Hedrick 6 South

Hedrk^ Fireskje

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 14

Noon AIDS and Ethnic Communities
7:00 p.m. Making Love Better

Ackemian 2408

Dykstra Fireside

THURSDAY, FEB. 15

1:00 p.m. AIDS and the Individual

3:00 p.m. Women and AIDS ^^
7:00 p.m. PHC C.A.R.E. Outreach

7:00 p.m. Kaleidoscope Theater

FRIDAY, FEB. 16

Noon Noon Concert with Naked Rhythm

Ackerman 2408

Ackerman 2408

Sproul 4 North

Sproul Ent. Ctr.

Bruin Plaza

SATURDAY, FEB. 17

9:00 p.m. GALA Dance

NOTE: Entry into residence halls after 7 p.m. requires accompaniment by a resident

SOURCE: Student Welfare Commission

Sunset Rec. Ctr.

I • 'to be
distributed on campus
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

Relationships, Valentine's Day,
safe sex and condoms can all be
reminders of the deadly disease

Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS).

This week, the undergraduate
Student Welfare Commission will

help educate the campus com-
munity about AIDS and how it

affects various groups including

the gay, ethnic, female and general
college communities.

In addition to presentations, an
information booth on Bruin Walk
will feature free "Condomgrams"
today until Friday from 1 1 a.m. to 2
p.m.

Xondomgrams are a polite and
safe way of giving someone
condoms," said Director of AIDS
Awareness Week Chris Fowler.

The week coincides with rela-

tionship week, national condom
week and Valentine's Day.

Planned activiti^es for the week
are a rit>bon-cutting ceremony in

the Bruin Plaza at noon today;

performances t)y Kaleidoscope, a
safe-sex theater group comprised
of students; and a noon concert by
Naked Rhythm.

"We're not only bringing atxnit

awareness, but oi:ganizing diffe-

rent kinds of people on campus
who arc doing what we're trying to

do,- Fowler said.

• 81Winter quarter

drive to begin today
From staff reports

The Student Welfare Conmiis-
sion will hold a blood drive this

week at the John Wooden Center
and Lu Valle Commons as part of
its quarterly efforts.

*^t*s really important that stu-

dents realize the needs of hospitals

and medical facilities," said Stu-

dent Welfare Commissioner Dean
Poulakidas. "People usually don't

realize that until they need it or

someone in their family needs it"

The commission hopes to col-

lect 800 units of blood this week,
Poulakidas said. A unit of blood is

equal to blood drawn from one
donor.

The bkxxl drive last fall ran into

complications including the out-

break of measles and the subse-

quent inoculations, which
prevented students from giving

blood, and the drive coinciding
with ASUCLA's efforts to have its

emptoyees give blood.

But, "We came out pretty even"
with the total units of blood
collected in Fall 1988, Poulakidas
said. "We're always trying to do
betto* than (the respective) quarter
of the year before."

Stations will be kx:ated from
today until Friday at the Wooden
Center from 10 a.m. to 3:15 p.m.
and at Lu Valle Commons from 1

1

a.m. to 4:15 p.m.

GRASS

See QRASS, page 9
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leaving the soil exposed. New
topsoil and nutrients will be added
as part of an "amending" process

that enriches the existing soil, he

said.

The irrigation system in that

area will also be completely

updated as part of a three-year plan

to modernize the "antiquated" 20-

year-old system. The new irriga-

tion system should take two weeks

to install and will be more effi-

cient, Kirby said.

The area will then be leveled out

^ prepare for the final stage of

sodding, or rolling out sheets of

grass in lieu of planting seeds. The
sheets will attach themselves
firmly to the soil underneath in two
weeks , he said.

Facilities is replenishing the

area constantly, though not always
to this elaborate extent, Kirby said.

Quarterly touch-ups, which usual-

ly involve fencing and sowing
seeds in worn areas, cost an
average of $2,500.

Kirby has wanted to put a
diagonal cross-walk on Royce
Quad for three years, but has
instead allocated funds to refurbish

it at least once a quarter.

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*compIete cosnnetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
laughing gas available!!

.. 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

'i-mmm FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sun.-Thurs. 11am-10pm
Fri. & Sat. Ilam-I1pm

LARGE 16" PIZZA

plus tax

INCLUDES 2 FREE 16oz BOTTLE SODAS
Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering,

each ackiitional topping $1.41 '•«»•"»<»••*

SAVE 10-16'* pizza "box labels" and
get a FREE LARGE 18" PIZZAI!

WHOLE CHICKEN

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA & TORTILLAS

Umited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

ISRAEL ACTION COALITION, UCLA HILLEL, THE UCLA
COMMITTEE FOR JEWISH STUDIES, AND THE VON

GRUNEBAUM CENTER FOR NEAR EAST STUDIES PRESENT:

Israel Awareness Week II continues.

Dr. Yosef Olmert
Prof, of Political Science, Tel-Aviv

University newly appointed

Director, Israeli Government Press

Office

"Israel and the PLO
- The Future of a

Relationship''

SHIFTING
RELATIONS

IN THE
MIDDLE

EAST
CONFLICT
Dr. Moshe Maoz

Prof of Islamic and Middle East

Studies, Hebrew University Advisor

on Arab Affiiirs to the Defense

Minister

''Changing Regional

Alignments in Light of

the Breakdown of the

Cold War: The Case of

Syria, Iraq, and Israel"

r
Monday, February J.2, 1990

3:00 - 5:00 P^M.

History Conference Room
Bunche 6275

sponsored by Israel Action Coalition, Hilkl, Comnuttee for Jewish Studies, UCLA, ^nd
the Von Grunebaum Center for Near Eastern Studies.

\/

%J
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Eyelash Perms
Special $35
Reg $55

FINALLY!!!
Natural Highlights

special $35
fO*" Reg $55

*Mcn and Women! —
>y ^^^ ^*- Tropez Method
"^S Just Like The Sun

WINTER HAIR DOESN'T HAVE
TO BE DRAB!

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

SEXplanations

How to Talk About Safe Sex
Are you concerned about safe sex but find it difficult to talk about with
your partner? This interactive workshop will help women develop their

own communication strategies for discussing their needs and concerns
about the sensitive issue of safe sex. In conjunction with AIDS Awareness
Week. Facilitated by Darlene Mininni, Ni.P.H., Student Health Service,
and William Parham, Ph.D., Student Psychological Services.

Tuesday, February 13
12:00 - 1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall
For more information, call 825-3945.

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

MUDAY, NARCH 2, IffO
ACKEI#iAN GRAND BALl^l^lOM

i
^7MS '^

• #

rwvtefx 5yj

Admission
Parking

Celebrity Host

Special talent fronv*%

UCLA student body

LA Board of Directors/USAjpptoytamming
pus Programming Committ«

^ 'Itural Affairs Commission, ^ ^
tudent Committee for the ^"^ ^

Healthwatch

STDs among students
increasing, says SHS
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By Laurel Eu
Student Heaitt) Service

The silent epidemic of sexually

transmitted diseases (STDs) is

becoming a growing concern for

public and campus health officials.

At UCLA, the number of stu-

dents who have acquired one or
m(He STDs has increased mark-
edly in the past few years acced-
ing to Dr. Edward Wiesmeier,
Director of Women's Health
Clinic and Student Health Service.

In many cases, students contract

the STD from someone who has no
symptoms. Thus, neither partner

suspects there is a problem.

In the past IS years, the number
of abnomial pap smears has risen

from 3 percent to almost 10 percent
in women who came to UCLA
Student Health Service for routine

checkups, said Dr. Wiesmeier.

Most of the abnormalities were
caused by wart virus infections.

For more than one third of the

women screened, the wart virus

resulted in precancerous cell

changes.

Wait viruses are part of a large

family of viruses called the human
papillomavirus (HPV). About '/s

of these viruses cause genital

problems including genital warts
and cell abnormalities, some of
which are precancerous for both
men and women.
The rate of HPV infections in

the genital tract increased nation-

ally almost tenfold between 1966
and 1987. Adults age 20 to 24
account for the majority of the

cases, according to a 1989 Centers
for Disease Control report.

The wart vims is spread primar-
ily through genital, oral and anal

sexual contact, according to a
publication compiled by an Ameri-
can College Health Association
Task F6rcc. An abnormal pap
smear is often the first sign that a
woman may have an HPV infec-

tion.

Infections may result in abnor-
mal cells showing disordered
growth or warts that appear as
small bumpy lumps on or near the

sex organs or around the anus and
urethra for both sexes. Some warts
are too small to see.

Unfortunately, the type of warts
which arc precancerous are often

flat and not visible to the naked
eye, Wiesmeier said. He stressed

the importance for women to have
annual exams, including pap
smears, and arrange to be exa-
mined if they suspect they have
been exposed, because many of the
cases do not show symptoms. Men
who have been exposed or have
symptoms should also be eva-
luated.

Cell changes are usually

detected microscopically, accord-

ing to specialists in STD screen-

ing.

Treatment is reasonably effec-

tive, Wiesmeier said. In about
eight out of 10 cases the precancer-

ous tissue can be treated success-

fully with one procedure.
Sometimes extensive lesions may
need repeated treatments.

Seeking treatment early is

important if HPV exposure is

suspected. Wiesmeier warned that

the virus can be spread easily to

sexual partners if HPV remains
untreated and unprotected sexual
activity is continued.

Untreated cases of warts or
abnormal cell devek^xnent may
spread and become more severe,

Wiesmeier said. If the condition is

precancerous, the disease may
eventually, usually in a number of
years, progress to cancer.

In some cases, the infection does
not worsen or seems to C^sappc&r.

However, it is best not to take the

chance of infecting others or
having the disease become more
severe.

Wiesmeier said it is unclear

whether HPV can be eliminated

completely because the virus is

difficult to detect in its dormant
state. Since medical experts
believe that a strong immune
system is important to control the

disease, good nutrition, proper rest

and sleep and adequate exercise

are highly recommended.

Controlling the spread of HPV
will remain a problem without
careful self protective decisions
about sexual behavior and sexual
partners.

Darlene Mininni, a sexuality

and AIDS education coordinator,

noted that although many students
are knowledgable about transmis-

sion, a large percentage do not
change their sexual behavior.

People have certain illusions

about what kinds of individuals get
sexually transmitted diseases.

Since they may not see themselves
as having those characteristics,

they don't see any need to practice

safer sex, she said.

Mininni directs the Kaleido-
scope Theater, a troupe of UCLA
students that uses drama to exa-
mine sexuality and relationship

issues in the 1990s.

"We hope our portrayal of how
10 talk to partners about safer sex
practices will hdp the students
who are embarrased about
aproaching their partners,** Minin-
ni said. "Our theater group will

help to assure them that they are
not ak>ne in their feelings and give
them some examples of what they
can actually do and say to be
safer,** she said.

Holocaust museum to be
world's laigest of Its kiml
By Robert M. Andrnwt
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Pots
and pans, a young girl's cloth belt,

fading snapshots, a box of shoes.

The ordinary stuff of ordinary

people's lives, they assume a
horrifying significance in the

archives of the new Hokx:aust
museum being built near the

National Mall.

These simple objects are made
extraordinary by the awful events
that gave them meaning. This is no
ordinary museum, cither.

Chartered by Congress in 1980,
its purpose is not to celebrate the

triumphs of Western civilization

but U) shine a glaring, uncomfort-

able light on one of its darkest

moments, the Nazi slaughter of 6
million Jews and untold millions

of Gypsies, homosexuals, physi- ,

cally handicapped and other

"undesirables** during World War
n.

Although there are Holocaust
museums in Los Angeles and
Detroit, and one under construc-

tion in New York, Washington's
will be the only national Holocaust
museum in the United States.

When completed, it also will be the*^

South African women
straggle with sexism
Anti-apartheid

fight overrides

feminist issues

By LaiHlnda Keys
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa— In a country where racial

segregation is a way of life, mbst
women in South Africa endure an
additional, pervasive form of dis-

crimination that draws little protest

or publicity — sexism.
Black and white women experi-

ence and react to it differently, but
most accept paternalism and restr-

iction of their fireedom as a routine

part of life.

While attitudes toward women
in South Africa may be no worse
than in many Third World coun-
tries, South Africans like to point
to the "First World standards" of
their society. But their tolerance of
male chauvinism, sexist treatment
in the media, and the inferior legal

status of women would provoke
outrage in North America and
most of Europe. Some examples:

John Bishop, the evening
news announcer on government-
run television, says, "Coming up
next, acceptance by the South
Afirican Air Force of its first girls

for pilot training.**

The country's premier black
actor, John Kani, gives a newspap-
er interview about being directed
in "Othello** by actress Janet
Suzman: "I am an Afirican man
and, as such, I find it hard to take
orders from a woman. But Janet is

very wooing. She makes you feel

well cared for.**

Foreign Minister Pik Botha
tells a heckler who opposes his

politics, "I don*t argue with pretty

women. I do other things with
them.**

The comments don*t prompt
letters to the editor, pickets, pro-
tests or calls for the minister's

resignation as they might in many
Western countries.

**The average South African

woman doesn't nock:e that because

HOLOCAUST
From page 10

she's conditioned to that kind of
thing," says Sheena Duncan, a
prominent member of several

anti-apartheid organizations,
including the Black Sash, a civil

rights group founded by white
women.

"There is so much to do, one
gets tired. I'm not saying the

struggle for black political liberty

takes priority, but in practical

terms, you have got only so much
time and energy and skill to

devote."

Anti-apartheid groups such as
the Afirican National Congress and
the Congress of South African
Trade Unions have anti-sexism

clauses in their anti-racist consti-

tutions.

But in practice, despite the

examples of women who have
marched, staged sit-ins, endured
beatings, detention and assassina-

tions, black men are no more shy
than whites about ridiculing or
patronizing women.

At last July's national conven-
tion of the mostly black Congress
of South Afirican Trade Unions
(COSATU), a resolution to con-
demn sexual harassment in unions
was defeated amid comments that

women brought such treatment on
themselves and had contributed
little to the labor movement
Emma Mashinini, 60, who

founded one of the largest black
unions, the Commercial, Catering
and Allied Worken Union, says
she's disappointed that no woman
has been elected to the congress'

executive committee.
Of the dozens ofMack and white

officials and activists who have
streamed to Victor Verstcr prison
farm in Paarl to discuss the
political future of South Afirica

with ANC leader Nelson Mandela,
only a half-dozen have been
women, including his relatives and
(Ad friends.

"It's very prestigious these days
to say you have gone to see
Mandela,** Mashinini says. When
she called COSATU to complain
about the absence of women in the

union delegation, a woman told her
it was all right because Mandela
had named those he wanted to see.

See HOLOCAUST, page 11

laigest in the worid, surpassing the
Yad Vashem national Hokx:aust
center in Jerusalem.

"Most museums, like the
National Gallery of Art, begin with
a valuable collation that requires

a building to house it," says

Holocaust museum spokesman
Sam Eskenazi. *'Our museum is

being built because it has a story to

tell, and we're collecting artiCicts

to tell that story.**

In the past 18 nKMiths, as cement
was poured for the museum's
foundations, archivists have been
deluged with more than 10.000
artifiicts donated by Hok)caust
survivors and their chiMren, or

obtained through negotiations with
authorities in East Germany,
Poland, Czechoslovakia and other

East European countries.

The smaller objects include

diaries, sketches, real or forged

identity papers. Star of David
clothing patches, striped inmate

uniforms, coins and stamps used in

Jdwish ghettos, clandestine
sketches of life in concentration

camps and secret coded messages
exchanged by prisoners.

Each has been cataloged and
stored in gray, acid-free boxes in

the cUmate-controUed rooms of a
warehouse whose location is kept

secret for security reasons. Some

will be chosen for display in the

permanent exhibition when the

United Stales Hok)caust Memorial
Museum opens in April 1993.

Ruth Meyerowitz was 13 when
her family was deported from
Frankfurt, Germany, to Aus-
chwitz-Birkenau in April 1943.

Separated from her father and
brother, she and her mother lived

in a barracks near the oemaioria
where more than 2 million people
— mostly Jews — were killed.

One day. as she sorted through a
mound of loot confiscated from
new prisoners, Ruth retrieved a
blue belt appliqued with colorful,

fkxal-shaped felt cutouts, "obvi-

ously the works of a young girl,

probably from somewhere in Cist-

ern Europe.**

Risking a beating for violating

camp regulations, Ruth wore the

forbidden piece of finery cinched
at the waist of her kmg uniform
skirt, to keep it from dragging in

the mud.

As Ruth lost weight and the belt

got looser, she tried to convince
her worried mother that the belt

was magical. "I explained that I'm
not getting thinner, but the belt is

getting longer,** says Meyeiowttz,
who now lives in West Orange,
NJ.

OET RID OF YOUR AONE!
SKIN CARE = — COSMETICS

SARI
Clear Complexion System

7 can't believe the difference it makes.
A^notural inafedients: a branltthrouah in nr.ne trentmant
Call for a consultation. 10% off all products witti this ad!

Son Institut de Beaute 1313 Westwood Blvd. (213)477-1788, 473-2303

5^
HUMBLY PRESENTS

TOMORROW
(TUES, 2/13)

NOON
WESTWOOD PLAZA
FREE!

Al^km ^M o i§|jimii /^lliplhii Mm
RON FOR THE HEART OF IT

A warm thank you to:

,Go Sports '^': -^

*

"^Ice Water**

The Chart House Restaurant
The Olive Garden
Islands Restaurant
LA Sweats
Carr's Trophies
Greekwayer
Mid Valley Sporting Goods
ASaCLA Board of Directors/
aSAC
Programming Committee

{ for making our 3rd annual 5k Run
to benefit the American Heart Association

a GREAT Success!

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/
CJSAC Programming Committee
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A PLUS FOR UCLA!!!
STUDENTS* will receive a meal ticket valid at all ASUCLA food facilities

with each donation.

EMPLOYEES will receive our gift of 4 hours leave with pay for each
donation. Applies to UCLA and ASUCLA - most students*, casual,

per diem and career employees.

UCLA^ BLOOD DONOR CENTER
"A" Level Room A2^260 UCLA Medical Center

Just down die hall from Student Health.

825^0850
EACH BLOOD DONATION HAS THE POTENTIAL TO HELP THE LIVES OF UP TO THREE INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS.

Student employees may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets but nor both . Must have current UCLA student I.D.

* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

Buddhism
in the
Modem
World

VENERABLE MASTER HUA
Founder and the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees --^^^ v
Dharma Reakn Buddhist University, City of Ten Thousand Buddhas

Date Time Topic

Feh 15

(Thursday)

Feb 16
(Friday)

Feb 17

(Saturday)

Feb 17

(Saturday)

7:30 - 9:30 pm

7:30 - 9:30 pm

9:30 - 11:30 am

2:30 - 4:30 pm

What is the Foundation of being
Human — Filial Respect

Stop the War from Inside

"t)£ F*? 41^ f^ Jh ¥e ¥ I

How to Leave Suffering and Attain Bliss

^D ^ SB ^ ^ ^ ?

/

Chan Talk (Meditation Workshop)

n m ( ^ m m m) —

^

LOCATION: Room 2147, Life Science Bldg.
University of California, Los Angeles

For Further Information Call: (213) 824-0089 (818) 774-9285
Sponsored by: Buddhism Study Group

1

*^ruly recognize your own faults, And do not discuss the faults of others. Others'
faults are ju9t my own. Being one with everyone is called great compassion.*^

^ :,: T - Venerable Master Hua -

Califomla in

fourth year
of drought
By Michael Fteeman
Associated Press

Unless California gets rains of

Biblical proportions in the next

two months, a drought will enter its

fourth year, forcing one city to

outlaw lawn-watering and others

to require serious water cutbacks.

Los Angeles is drafting a water

conservation incentive program,

TUilock farmers are using well

water to offset reservoir shortages

and merchants along shrunken

Folsom Lake near Sacramento are

bracing for a decline in visitors.

The state's piecipitation stood at

60 percent of normal on F^b. 1 for

the rainy season beginning Oct 1,

1989. The 154 laigest reservoin

were at74 percent capacity and the

water content in thesnow pack was
at40 to 50 percent of normal, state

officials said. ^
If California has even normal

rainfall in February and March,
officials will declare the fourth

drought year in a row, said Bob
Fingado, senior engineer with the

state Water Resources Depart-

ment
The most critical area is Califor-

nia's central coast where cities

rely mainly on reservoirs for their

water. The region's reservoirs are

at 20 percent normal capacity, and
Gibraltar Reservoir, which Santa

Barbara uses for water, is dry.

Santa Barbara, which has

already banned hosing down
driveways and sidewalks and
daytime watering, plans to take

more severe steps next month,

including a ban on watering lawns

and strict restrictions on commer-
cial water use.

"You're going to see a lot of

brown lawns around here," said

Bill Ferguson, water conservation

officer with the city. Santa Barbara

officials intend to cut city-wide

water consumption by 30 percent

to 45 percent

The Los Angeles area has

largely escaped the drought's

wrath because the 'region draws
from a variety of water sources.

Still, the department is drafting

a number of plans to urge people to

conserve water, iiKluding a prog-

ram that gives cash rebates to

apartment owners who install

low-flow toilets, said DWP
spokeswoman Dorothy Jensen.

"We are at the position where
we arc in short supply," she said.

"We arc having to buy a great deal

of water. But we're not to the point

where we're going to call for

numdatory conservation."

In Turlock, the drought has

lowered the Don Pedro Reservoir

to the point that farmers will be
pumping ground water to meet
their demands, said Russ DeLuca,
irrigation system administrator

with the Turiock Irrigation Dis-

trict

Continued dry weather has

diminished the possibility of a
normal runoff from the Sierra

Nevada, and officials say precipi-

tation in the Tuolumne River water

shed remains four inches below

normal.

The drought has hurt businesses

around Folsom Lake east of
Sacramento, which last year lost

an estimated 1 million visitors over

the year before because of the low
water level, state officials said.

Santa Clara County, which last

year ordered mandatory 25 percent

water cutbacks for residents, may
be forced to resume the program if

tiie water district can't recapUire~~

rain water in its now-empty 10
reservoirs.

« !» '; r-Jr-y-'jr-c-^^syy-T'
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Clg^Hf0tte vending
macMnes banned
The Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS — Cigarette

vending machines will be baimed
from gas stations, some restaurants

and other areas q)en to the public

in a measure intended to curb sales

of cigarettes to minors.

The machines will be allowed in

factories and workplaces, in

restaurants with liquor licenses

and in hotels.

POSITION
From page 1

opt n6t to apply for a job, HoUiman
said. But he encourages applicants

by saying '*we are a business and
_Qur products are students. We need

that management to run well."

Since HoUiman 's program is the

"new one on the block," he says

that he must be creative and
interact more frequently with
organizations like the Los Angeles
Black Coalition, the Urban
League, and the National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of

Colored People. He is also estab-

' lishing recruitm^t schedules with

various black univo^ities in the

South.

"Diversity is not just blacks, not

just Latinos, not just white females

but also white males. We are trying

to bring together this melting pot

of people of different ethnicities to

the university. This is a place for

people to come with all skills,"

Holliman said.

The Disabilities Outreach Coor-
dinator, Karen Henderson-Winge,
has been on the staff the longest

—

for 6% years. Since then she has

placed more than 60 disabled

people in administrative, clerical,

managerial, technical, service and
scientific positions.

"We need to do a lot Better than

that, but that is making progress

toward a goal,** Henderson-Winge
said.

She said that accurate statistics

(^disabled employees are difficult

to obtain because disabled pec^le
- have learned that reporting their

disability works against tl^m in

getting hired.

But UCLA weteomes disabled

"people, Henderson-Winge said.

"We have every kind of job
available.**

Four years ago, the position of
Hispanic Outreach Coordinator

was created because Latinos were
**lhe most severely under-utilized"

ethnic group at that time, said the

Manager of Staff Employment and
Compensation, Bonnie Husebye.
By advertising in Latino publi-

cations, talking to community
groups, and participating in a

constant interview process, the

Hispanic outreach coordinator,

Christina Pizarro, said she is

working to diversify the resume
bank.

Husebye said that UCLA Staff

Employment, which oversees the

outreach program, has had diver-

sity efforts all along. Before the

outreach coordinator positions

were created, however, diversify-

ing the staff was everybody's job

and nobody's main focus.

"When we go out to a job fair, a

lot of people think they have to

have a degree to work here, and a

lot still think they have to go to

school here to work here," Huse-
bye said.

Although there are three specif-

ic outifeach coordinators, their jobs

are not exclusive to communities

outside of their focus. For exam-
ple, they also recruit from the

Asian community.

The program's goal is to diver-

-ftfy UCLA's career staff to "mir-

ror the community," Kokuga-
Schroeder said.

^m

^a^HAT IS BRUIN WOODS?
A) aCLA'S ALGMNI FAMILY RESORT
B) FREE ROOM AND BOARD WITH PAY
C) 45 OF THE BEST FRIENDS YOU'LL EVER MEET
D) A FAMOUS HUNGARIAN ACTRESS

FIND OGT THE ANSWERS AT INFO MEETINGS
Tuesday, 2/13, North Campus 22 12:00

Tuesday, 2/13, Ackerman 2408 • 7:00

Thursday, 2/15, Ackerman 2408 4:00

Thursday, 2/15, Rieber, 4N Lounge 7:00

*APPL!CAT!ONS DUE FEBRGARY 22
Questions?

Call Anne 824-3815

^a^ Dave 824-0398
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A representative from Nljl will be
demonstrating Fabrlcolor Markers
on T-Shirts, as well as showing
Mizuhiki and Origami Papers
On February 13 from nam-2pm

'pecial Pricing on Selected

Asueil # W
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IDAZZLE THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Daneshrad DOS

UCIA Graduate

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $10.00
* Bleaching for whiter teeth

ONLY $148.00 per arch

EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED
S5SSS.Y* ATT fi7AA ^^p 2-28-^ j^,^

'^JSSSSr "t^^-O^OQ HMdphoiws
lltSO WlbNre Blvd. Suite 101 West LA. flelvMen Barrington « Bundyl

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Wcstwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

.*"'•••.

iirgekiy on fun.

Make
YourFirst

CareerMcwe
A^MkAcross

University of California—Los Angeles
The National Security Agency will be on campus March 2nd

interviewing seniors majoring in electrical engineering,

computer science, mathematics, Slavic, Middle
Eastern and Asian languages and students

who have passed the Professional Qualification Test.

See your placement office for more details. * •

National

Security

Agemy c^
The OpportunJtles of a Lifetime

us

Man killed in

car accident at
San Jose maricet

The Associated Press

SAN JOSE, Calif. — A man
was killed when a driver lost

control of his vehicle and struck

him at a flea market Sunday, police

said.

According to a police statement,

66-year-old Fernando Merino of
San Jose died a short time after

being taken to the San Jose
Medical Center.

Six pedestrians also struck by
the vehicle, which careened
dirough two sales booths before

coming to a stop, were taken to

Alexian Brothers Hospital in San
Jose with minor to moderate
injuries, police said.

The driver of the runaway
vehicle, David Roy Denson, 61, of
Modesto, was not arrested. There
was no immediate word about his

condition folk)wing the 7:43 a.m.
tragedy at the Berryessa Flea
Market

lANGUAGES
From page 1

student-teacher interaction.

•The sections are too big, 20
people are very tough to teach,*'

said Chinese T.A. Huang Xincun.
"I must stress that the teachers in

the department are very diligent in

helping, but the size is just too
big," Dowdey said. *The whole
situation has made me question the

university's commitment to

teaching Chinese," he added,
referring to the university's

announcement and implementa-
tion of this year's cuts.

Students were informed at the

end of 10th week fall quarter that

cuts in the number of sections and
courses would go into ttfect this

quarter. The announcement
angered students in the program,
who protested the planned cuts to

the administration during finals

week.

•'Students had to spend their

finals week trying to get funding
for more classes next quarter,**.

Huang said.

The result was emergency
funding granted to the Chinese
department to subsidize additional

curricula. The funds were bor-

rowed from the department's
allotment for the next academic,
year.

The financial strain the depart-

ment is feeling results from insuf-

ficient allocations from the
university and misappropriations,

a department official explained.

•The primary allocations from
the Dean's office were not suffi-

cient to cover our enrollment."

said Peter Lee, chairman of East-

em Asian Languages. "We also

overused what allocations we had
during fall quarter, and had to take

from our winter and spring
budgets."

This practice of borrowing from
future quarters' budgets is not
unique to the Chinese department
The Spanish department has used
similar methods to solve financial

problems which could result in

severe future curriculum cuts.

••(The fact that) such cuts have
taken place in the Spanish depart-

ment is a slap in the face not only to

UCLA, but to all of Los Angeles
and its diversity," said Dean
Poulakidas, a senior majoring in

Spanish and a member of the

undergraduate council. •'Anyone
at this university should be able to

at least take elementary classes,

and with the lack of funding the

department has not even been able"

See LANQUAQES, page 15
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to offer that."

In addition, the cancellation of

all conversation classes and a
numbn* of classes designed for

majors harms students who need
the skills for their fields of interest

"An anthropology major may
need to brush up on their Spanish
for field work in Latin America,
but because there are no more
conversation classes, they cannot

do it any longer," said Paul Smith,
vice chairman of the Spanish and
Portuguese department. ••And
there is no more room in sections

which already have 25 or 30
students."

The department's reductions

can also be attributed to unpro-

jected enrollment growth. The
foreign language requirement has

created steady enrollment year-

round.

Typically, spring quarter sees a

smaller enrollment in Spanish
courses and the dq)artment can use
the excess money to fund fall and
winter programs, explained Shir-

ley Arora, the department chair-

woman.
••We were always able to take

from our spring allocations
because we needed less money that

quarter," Arora said. "But since the

requirement was implemented, we
have steady enrollrnent and need
that money — it can't go to

additional programs any longer."

The financial problems of both

departments could be solved by
greater allocations from the Col-
lege of Letters & Sciences,

according to the chairmen of the

two departments.

But the College cannot do much
to supplement funding without

taking away from other depart-

ments, said Robert Martin, assis-

tant dean of humanities.

"We cannot just add funds to

one program and cut from
another," Martin said. "We look at

the needs and assess where growth

is, but this (situation) has taken

everyone by surprise."

IWTEST
From page 1

affect UCLA graduate recruitment

and retention.

Undergraduate Myron Shekelle,

who sells jewelry to earn a living,

said students will kx>k at other

universities for graduate school.

UCLA plans to use incoming
revenue to purchase more housing

space toward fulfilling the UCLA
Student Housing Master Plan. This

plan aims to provide housing for up
to half of the graduate students by
the year 2000.

Graduate President Konrad
Huntley supports the moratorium

on rents.

••We're extremely sympathetic

of the hardships. On the other

hand, we favor the housing plan

which would provide for 50
percent of the graduate students,"

he said.

Although FSHA members agree

with the plan's goals, they said the

burden of financing these acquisi-

tions is not theirs alone.

FSHA had flyers with proposals

on them at the protest One flyer

listed bond issuance and fund

raising as possible alternatives in

its "Statement of Principles".

The^flyer also called for admini-

stratois to understand the "unique

needs of its student family popula-

tion and commit themselves to

improve the quality of life."

Child care, transportation,

earthquake preparedness, the envi-

4)onmem, and timely and affocd-

able renovations were also listed as

some of the students' concerns.

Contact Larry Turner
213-273-4260

Don't Miss

Nigel Miguel
In his Co-StarrIng
Appearance on

21 Jump St.

Nigel Miguel
Monday Feb. 12, 1990

8:00 P.M.

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHEF< CI\1L & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 2CX)

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
(JUST SOUTH OF UCU CAMPUS BETK^EEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

Doesnt^illi
It really pays t61i^ei||ii^

tooffer?

*
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Smith Corona presents three products that can

help make schoolwork acadcmJc.

The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word
Processor is in a class by itself. It's so compaa it can

fit in the most compact dorm room.Yct; thanks to

features like a built-in disk drive, 100,000 character

DataDisk capacity, and a crystal clear display it

makes it easy to transform d's into A's.

For those who prefer an electronic typewriter,

the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of

preference. With its 16 character display and ap-

proximately ^000 characters of editable mcmor)^

you can have the convenience of word processing

features with the simplicity of a typewriter.

Of course, the pocket-size Spell-Right " 300P
also comes with impeccable references. In this

case, a built-in electronic dictionary, a thesaurus,

a calculator, even a collection of challenging

word games.

So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude at

the end of this year, ...tmu,. ^^iiiY*i_i
don't forget to think |1||M ggBSl.^^
Smith Corona at the ^TaSam^s^SsSsr
^ginning of this year. tf^^ittSr^

Fot more intornvition on these products, write to Smith Cororu Corporation, 65 Locust ^vemte, New Caivun, CT 06840
or Smith Corona Canada, 440 lapscott Road, Scaroorough, OnUrio, Canada MIB 1Y4

/
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Viewpoint
Letters
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Uecxtler Forecasts in the 11^ Centvjr
^J

Rape prevention
Editor:

I was horrified, but not

surprised, after reading the

anonymous letter of a victim's

account of her own rape. I

was also angered by the fact

that the rapists appear to be
getting away with it. The
author of the letter sees the

odds stacked against her should
she decide to press charges
against the members of the

fratemity which committed the

crime. However, she should not
underestimate the public out-

rage in the UCLA community
at the anonymous rapists. They
would certainly be disgraced if

their names were given. It

would mean bye-bye to medi-
cal school, law school, that

wonderful job, or whatever .

their dream plans may be. Tm
sure they are frightened at this

prospect, which brings me to

the point of this letter rape
prevention.

All rapists must fear facing -

charges. I suggest that an
honor code system be estab-

lished which all incoming
freshmen must pledge to abide
by in order to be accepted at

UCLA. Freshmen, male and
female, would have to sign a
pledge that would read some-
thing like this: "I will not rape
or condone rape. I will turn in

any person who I know has
committed a rape. If I am
raped, I will press charges
against the offender." This
honor code system would make
the student community aware
of rape at UCLA as freshmen,
which is important. Some may
say this is a very ugly pledge
to have to sign, but rape is

even uglier. Potential rapists

would always have the doubt
that one of their friends or
fratemity brothers might feel

enough moral courage to turn

them in. They would also have
the reassurance that their vic-

tims would {Mess charges
against them. If the system
worked, the next anonymous
letter might not be so anonym-
ous.

Roamn Macaya
Graduate

Biocemistry

Viewpoint

Some common-sense guidlines that help prevent assault
By Cristianna Valiera

As a persoi who gives a

damn, as an individual sorority

woman, I would like to answer
Nathan Friedkin's Viewpoint
call to action to prevent rape,

most specifically his assertion

that the sororities at UCLA do
not do anything to take "action

against the fraternities." In a
strict context, he is correct —
we do not necessarily take

general action against "the

fraternities," we prefer to

expend our efforts taking

action against the individuals

who are the heart of the

problem.

I was sexually assaulted by
a man during my freshman
year, in the dorms. That same
man assaulted several other

women in the same time per-

iod. The women happened to

be white — the man happened
to be black. Should white
women lake "action against

black men?" That's ridiculous,

isn't it? Racists and unfair,

right? At least I think so.

I certainly hope that the

majority of this campus agrees
with me. People are individu-

als, they lake actions as indivi-

duals . . . generalizations are

dangerous. They are no less so
when applied to a group that

predominantly consists of peo-
ple who happen to be white.

To take a more general read-

ing of Friedkin's assertion,

yes, action does need to be
taken against these individuals.

Rape is quite simply not to be
tolerated. Does the system need
to do more? Yes, it is

,

obvious that not all of the

individuals who comprise the

system are getting the message.
Fratemity members do need

to hear more about date rape.

Against her will is against the

law. People, in general, need
to hear more about this pmb-
lem. But do sorority women? I

really don't think so. You

imply that our silence condones
rape. Friedkin, you are wrong
on two counts. The sorority

women of UCLA do not con-
done rape; neither are we
silent

Not a week goes by when
sororities do not address the

issue at hand, whether through
casual but pervasive advice or
formal progranmiing. I believe

OQur community is among the

most highly educated groups
on campus with respect to this

problem. Why haven't you
heard of this? Why do you
perceive silence? Because in

the anti-greek world of UCLA
no one bothers to listen. Sor-

ority women are dismissed as

lightweights — no doubt we're
too busy watching soap operas

and painting our nails in pre-

paration for our endless social

calender, we don't have time
to bother with issues like rape,

substance' abuse, or eating dis-

orders. Get real!

You see a one-dimensional

picture of sorority women
because that's all you're will-

ing to look at Careful — you
can dismiss me as a "pathetic
mouth" mindlessly "squawking"
right now, but if you keep
reading you may be forced to
confront the fact that most
sorority women arc articulate

and intelligent, and that, while
we appreciate your support, we
certainly do not need a self-

proclaimed anti-greek man to
lead us in our quest for our
right to live without the fear
of rape. Your assumption that

we do nothing is offensive and
asinine.

So what do we do? Formal
programming to be found along
the row includes, but is by no
means limited to, self-defense,

classes, substance abuse work-
shops, group discussions and
swppoa groups for those who
suffer from eating disorders .

and yes, rape prevention and
awareness seminars. As a

senior, I think that I have sat

through so many of these

educational classes that I could
now conduct them myself.

Official action when problems
arise? Absolutely. (Let me
remind you that running to the

Daily Bruin is not official

action.)

My sorority took offense at

die behaviour of several frater-

nity members who invited

themselves into our house last

year during an event sanctioned
by their fratemity. No sexual

assault was involved. Rather,

the situation was one of
attempted intimidation and
intrusion. Panhellenic and IFC
were notified, our president

communicated directly with the

fraternities president, who took
action that day. Not only was
an apology received, but, at

Panhellenic 's insistence, the

fratemity no longer includes

the event on their calender.

We do know our status and
our power — we are equals.

We do use our status and our
power — effectively. We chose
to work within the system we
are a part of, instead of
through the Daily Bruin. I

believe this is a wise choice— it certainly brings us posi-

tive results.

Additionally, I am curious

about the "90 percent" of date
rape victims who come from
"freshman pledge classes."

Where does the number come
from? I agree that most
women who run into trouble

on the row are either new to

UCLA or new to fratemity

parties. I agree that an inex-

perienced pledge is more likely

to have trouble than an older

active. But I feel quite uncom-
fortable asserting that the

majority of women who have
problems in fraternities are not

sororities. The reason? SorcMi-

ties have a built-in network^
knowledge about fraternities

which helps to keep their

members safe. It is t)ased oh
years of experience, passed
from sister to sister — and
common sense.

An independent very often
lacks this knowledge, and I've

seen too many women, greeks
and independents alike fail to
use common sense to keep
themselves out of trouble. I'd
like share the guidelines we
give our pledges (guidelines

employed by the entire row)
for safe partying. It is infor-

mation that I think will help
any woman have a fiin, safe
experience with fratemity par-
ties.

(1) Don't drink the punch.
It's heard so often on Hilgard
that it's become cliche, but we
mean it very sincerely. Why
not? Do you have any idea

what's in the punch? The guys
don't give it names like "red
death" for nothing. It might —
taste fine, but that high sugar
content is there to mask the
alcohol. Stick with beer —
you know exactly what you're
getting. Better yet, don't get
drunk. Take responsibility for

your actions.

(2) Don't go upstairs. Would
you go off alone with a
perfect stranger in a bar? So
why do it at a fratemity? He
really doesn't want to show
you his fish tank. The vast
majority of fratemity members
mean no harm, and will

respect your wishes. But, as
I've said before, there are
individuals, who have not
evolved quite as far as the rest
of us - assume the worst to
prevent the worst. Stay downs-
tairs.

(3) Don't go alone, and
don't leave your friends. This
may seem obvious, but from
the behaviour I've wimessed
it's being overlooked. Groups
of young women head to the
rew^ from the dorms. A few
drinks later, they wander off in

couples or trios — ineviubly

someone gets left behind. Sor-

^
ority members will take care
of one another — but if you
don't know anyone there, who
is going to take care of you? I

took one drunk freshman back
to her RA last year. She was
throwing up in the bushes,
alone. And I've seen fratemity

members do the same for

.
strangers. Everyone is guilty of
lapses of common sense; the

buddy system is a great wayj)
to protect yourself from this

kind of mistake.

It saddens me that this is

necessary. Ideally, women
should not have to take mea-
sures like these. A careless

error should not result in

physical jeopardy. Sorority

women are working to correct

this situation, as far as we are
able to correct a problem that

unfcHtunately pervades our
^society. Boycott? I don't think

that's the answer. The fratemi-

ty system does not support
rape. There are individual

members whose attitudes

offend me, whose actions out- *

rage me.

There are rapists, and there

are brothers who keep their

secret I do not deny this

problem. But there are more,
the vast majority of fratemity
men in fact, who are appalled
at the idea of this happening
in their house, to their girl-

friends and their sisters. Does
more need to be done? Yes.
But I kx)k to Panhellenic, the
united representatives of the

sororities, to work with IPC
for progress.

We are not silent — we
have not and will not stand
passively by to be victimized.
Working together, men and
women can and will make a
difference.

Valiera is a senior majoring In
"English. Sixty-seven,signamres"
were attached to thk submis-
sion. \
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Love: In search of champagfeie, roses and dirty socks
Ah love ... that sweet,

heady wine of irration-

ality that breaks down
inhibitions and feeds the soul
. . . that cosmic bond to cry
for, lie for and die for.

Do you doubt it? Take a
look at Westem music, litera-

ture, and entertainment; the
residues of the creative, bold
subconscious. From Young MC
to the Rolling Stones; firom

"Phantom of the Opera" to
"Married, With Children," our
culture is saturated with the
pursuit of, reflection on, and
joy and pain of love and its

impulses.

But wait, are we talking

love, "love", or lovel The
English language fails us here,
since the 1-word in Westem
terms refers to affection for

anything from mom and her
apple pies, to Beatles music or
mankind in general, to the hot
nameless babe you met at the
party last night. Therefore, we
turn to Greek, which has three
basic words for "love":

1. philein — affection for
our nearest and dearest Mom,
Fido and Ralphie (your best
friend since you beat him in

tiddly-winks in kindergarten)
fall into this category.

2. agapan — a feeling of
benevolence toward another
person, or persons, regardless
of what that party does, or
fails J0 do. This involves the
active pursuit of nothing but
the highest good for loved
ones and mortal enemies alike.

3. eran — "marriage-type
love" of Rodgers and Ham-
merstein repute. Eran refers to
the passion and chemistry
between two people. It is what
we, as vigorous college stu-

Susan
Rinderle

dents, come into contact with,

and pursue the most, as we
teeter between our vanishing

teens and the ominous world
of work and zero social life.

Books, friends. Aunt Edna
and the media are forever

telling us how to snag our
one-and-only. Howevw, all this

advice, not to mention new
diseases and changing defini-

tions of the sexes and the

family, is taking a lot of the

romance out of tove. After all,

who in their right mind in the

modem world is stupid enough
to believe in love at flrst sight

and golden anniversaries when
50 percent of today's marriages

end in divorce, and films like

"War of the Roses" abound?
Apparently, lots more people

are this "stupid" than I

thought There seems to be a

growing numt)er of sighing

romantics, especially among
men. However, some of these

sighings are a little too ephem-
eral, in my opinion:

1. "My MrVMrs. Right is

out there, somewhere ..."
Talk about stress! What if

Prince Charming is an indigen-

ous ruler deep within an unex-
plored Amazon rainforest?

There are only so many people
we will meet in our short

lifetimes, especially during our

••prime years." After all, more
humans are alive at this

moment than have be^ alive

through history until now! Out
of the measly number that we
do meet and feel attraction for,

a painful few will feel the

same about us, at the samc^^^
time. Therefore, we must set

^
priorities. Would you rather

have a forest flashfire that

bums fiercely and dies quickly,

or a slow, long burning
candle?

2. "I will only truly fall in

tove once . . .
** WclC it

happens, but studies have actu-

ally been done in which most
respondents admitted to having
been in love several times, but

were nevCTtheless happily

paired. Indeed, having been
close to several people can
help us appreciate our "special

someone" even more when he/
she comes around. The trick is

to have a good time and learn

about ourselves and others

without giving too much away
to the "wrong" persons.

3. "I will know it when true

love comes ..." Ha! Can I

see a show of hands from
those who realized they

weren't in tove when they

thought they were? How about
those of you who literally

woke up on morning (alone)

and realized you were "in

love" with the most outrageous
individual? It happens. It also

happens that some folks still

Rape is a societal problem, not
specifically a fraternity' problem
By Brandy D'Amore

It is high time that people become aware of the
serious consequences that result from acquaintani::e
rape and to be alerted to the situations in which it

occurs, especially when the situations include people
we would normally trust Betrayal is a powerful
emotion, and it is probably that feeling that moved us
all by the female who wrote that letter.

But I think people have misconstrued her betrayal
for their own narrow purposes of Greek-bashing
when they suggest things like fratemity boycotting.
Her betrayal was by a male she started to trust This
male happened to be in a fratemity, a fratemity to
which she herself admits she bears no malice. She
isn't afraid of fraternities, per se. She is afraid of life

in general, and she has every right to be.
It is a mistake, though, to twist her fear and the

event that occurred into another way ofcriticizing the
Greek system, because in doing so one trivializes the
traumatic experience of acquaintance rape itself.

There is a systematic anti-Greek campaign going on.
Don't use this girl's trauma to further it

Her point in writing the letter was a way of venting
her frustration with a system that makes rape a crime
on the part of the victim, in that it enicrtains she may
have "conuibuted" to her exploitation, and that she
cannot seek justice without people questioning her.

All of us say that this isn't true, but the system
whispers that it is. This system is not the Greek
system, although some Greek members have made it

Ihe most conspicuous environment for rapist activi-

ties. But most conspicuous doesn't mean most
participatory.

Is there imperative evidence that proves acquain-
tance rapes predominantly involve fratemity mem-
bers? Would those members not rape a women if not

associated with a house? Are the fraternities breeding

grounds for an attitude of a rape, and if so, how does
one explain the predominance of acquaintance rape

that occurs from men not affiliated with the system of

fraternities?

TTiCTeJiJia evidence that apcJs indigenous to

fratemity members, just as there is no evidence that

rape is indigenous to race or skin coIqt. If you're

going to boycott frats, you might as well boycott
Disneyland or the world. Rapists are there too.

My purpose is not to protect the fratemity system
by saying there isn't a problem here. My purpose is to
protect the integrity of the issue of rape. Rape is an
insidious social disease. Merely cutting off the most
visible part does not get rid of the problem . People are
so caught up in Greek hikte (i.e. "cut out the Greek
system; cut out the problem), that they cloud the real
problem.

This is wrong, and if anything gives us a false

sense of security because we feel we've solved the
problem. People want to put the scarlet letter on
someone or make social lepers of anyone but
themselves. People don't want to know that 1 out of
every 2 men will rape a woman if they could do so
without punishment (according to sociological
studies).

Not 1 out of every 2 fratemity men, but 1 out of
every 2 men you meet Every guy is probably saying
"No, not me." Well, good for you, but it is an attitude

that people are afraid to know about because it makes
us insecure. We can't fight what we don't expect. But
if we have someone to point at hey, we feel better.

Fighting the problem is right but the way we are
doing it is wrong. You will never know what it is like

to have something forcibly taken away that was yours
to freely give. People who were raped by an
acquaintance are isolated in their situation. A girl's

whole perception of herself and her own actions

comes into question everyday. Her judgement of
people and her sexuality is unclear everyday. Her
feelings of betrayal and uncleanliness, her feelings of
"sub-hunuuiness" because she's not like others exists

everyday.

None of these feelings that an acquaintance rape
victim feels change just because we do a "good deed"
by chastising fratemities. Chastise the society that

helped allow that girl and the others like her to
continue to feel like they are helpless, tainted, and
somehow to blame, yes, some of that society does
exist in a fratemity. but most of it exists in the real

world everyday,————— ——

aren't sure when they exchange
rings at the altar. This is a
scary situation to be sure, but
hard work, communication, and
compromise can work wonders.
But shouts Howard Jones,

"What is love anyway? Does
anybody love anybody any-
way?" WeU, Howard, to me,
love is a true marriage of "<>

realism and idealism. Love is

the clink of champagne-filled
goblets by the fire. Love is a
midnight rendezvous on the

beach and a kiss in the rain

with no umbrella. Love is

washing dirty, fiinky underweaL
and socks every week for ~
decades. Love is increasing

cellulite, receding hairlines, and

Love is dealing with
everyday life widiout

neglecting spedal^day

life. True love is the

most secure invest'

ment one can make
because it thrives in

its own giving. HoW'
ever, a relationship

can thrive only if

both parties are so
inclinecL

gravity taking its loll. Love is

dealing with everyday life

without neglecting special-day
life.

To me, "inie tove" of *The
Princess Bride" strain is a
perfect union of eran and
agapan. True tove is the most
secure investment one can
make because it thrives in its

own giving. However, a rela-

tionship can thrive only if both
parties are so inclined.

As for your question about
anybody loving anybody any-
way, Howard, I think it's rare.

Call me a Flag-buming Com-
mie Liberal Remnant from the

sixties, but I think the state of
earth and its inhabitants would
be a tot better if we thought
more of others. Instead qf
doing anything to make and
squando* a few bucks, parasi-

tizing foreign economies, living

and treating others as we
please, and spewing our pollu-

"^tion and trash everywhae in

blatant disregard for ourselves
and our children, we should
use our hearts and minds more
often than our ids.

True tove, whatever the spe-

cies, is not blind. It means
doing distasteful, sacrificial

things willingly and silently.

Love is respect for individuals

different from ourselves, and
their choices, despite what hell-

fire preachers like Jed Smock
tell us. Love is self-respect and
ending that abusive relaticHi-

ship. Love is trust but not
naivete. Love is saving certain

actions and words until the

"real thing" arrives, if ever.

Love is saying "til death do us
part" and meaning it

Love is a voyage. All you
fellow wide-eyed, hot btooded
voyagers — may you have
many goblets of champagne
with special people, and give
many roses on Wednesday. Oh,
and use bleach to get those

socks really clean, but con-
serve water — do large loads!

Rinderle is an undeclared
sophomore.

A new be^nning
By Gall Artwnel ^

D'Amore is a senior majoring in law and society.

Thank you for giving a brave rape victim a voice by
puWishing her letter entitled, "Anatomy of a rape: A fun
night becomes a nightmare." in which she describes being
raped by two fratemity members. Courageously, she found
a way to confront the individuals who attacked her. Most
victims remain silent

Rapes on college campuses are epidemic in this country.
A recent survey found that one out of every six college
women had been a victim of rape or attempted rape during
the preceding year. One out of every fifteen college men
reported Committing rape or attempting rape during that

'

same period.

Most campus rapes are acquaintance rapes — the victim
is assaulted by someone she knows, someone she initially

busted, someone she had no reason to fear, such as a daM,
or a friend. The problem is than when a woman is raped
by someone she knows, most people blame her for what
happened.

Perhaps we ask the wrong questions about acquaintance
rape.

If both parties have been drinking, the tendency is to
criticb.e the woman for being careless and getting drunk.
Instead, let's ask why the man kept pushing the woman to
ingest more alcohol, or why he exploited someone who was
in a vulnerable condition.

If the woman went to the man's apartment or dorm
room, most people blame her for putting herself in a
vulnerable sittiation. Instead, let's ask why the man
maneuvered her into a place where she was isolated and
alone.

The only way to determine who is responsible for an
acquaintance rape sittiatton is to ask the question, "Who
used force?" Instead of scrutinizing the victim's behavior
and questioning her character, we need to examine the
assailant's actions and motives.

We should also think about the meaning of the event
For the victim it means a life irrevocably changed — a

toss of trust a loss of safety, and a loss of feelings of self
worth. The rapists takes something away that she may
never get back.

o

Arbanel is the director cf the Rape Treatment Center at
Santa Monica Hospital.
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Fkatemities must take responsibility for more ciianges
By Keith B. Hayes

I'm going to say this and
take a lot of flack for doing
so, but it seems to me that the

cucrent debate about acquain-

tance rape and the role our
campus fraternities play in this

problem has had many people
pointing fingers of guilt, while
not addressing a key compo-
nent of this problem. That is

the extreme abuse of alcohol

that is the precurscM' of many
of these rapes.

I know this will spark of
whole new round of deaie, but

I believe what needs to be
done is not to just "inform and
educate" people, ex* to do
things as transient as boycott

the fraternities fcx* a week.
What needs to be done by the

entire Greek community is to

say enough is enough — that

the completely illegal and very

damaging practice of having

open, free-flowing alcohol —
the majority of which is served

to minors — must be stopped!

And in this, the sororities need
to accept responsibility for the

problem equally with the

fraternities.

I know the situation firs-

thand because I am in a

fraternity. Not one of the

**Front Row** top houses, but a

smaller, less popular house.

And I also know how there is

a very basic situation of supply

and demand at work when it

comes to Greek parties. Frater-

nities want girls at their parties

— it's their bottom line, and
from experience they know
that the mark of their popular-

ity, and hence the turn out for

their parties, is usually predi-

cated on sororities giving thenr~

a reputation for a "totally rad,

bitchen party where I got

completely fucked-up!"

If you don't want to believe

its this way, then fine, turn a

deaf ear. But the competitive-

ness of the fraternities to outdo

each other is fierce in the v

"scamming** game. And the

fact that there are only half as

many sororities as fraternities

at UCLA makes fraternity

houses take exceptional risks.

If the women of UCLA really

want to do something to pre-

vent fraternity-related rapes.

then vote with your feet every

week, not just when someone
tries to round up a single

public boycott.

Take on some of the respon-

sibility for making the fraterni-

ties the kinds of places they

are. No, rape is not the fault

of women. And I hope nobody
sees this letter as saying such.

But encouraging and reinforc-

ing the kind of social situa-

tions that make the possibility

of rape greater is the responsi-

bility of all Greeks.

—if this letter seems angry, its

because Tm very, very angi^^fc^^

I'm angry because as a key

social director of my house,

I've tried to host non-alo^ol

events, and they have always

had a lousy turn-out. I'm

angry because the only way
I've been able to get passed
the social heirarcy of this

Greek community — a com-
munity where unless you're a
**top 10 house** it's almost
impossible to get a scheduled,

exclusive event with a sorority

— is to make sure there is

plenty of booze and a open

door policy.

And it doesn't matter how
good the D.J. is, what kind of

decorations you have, or how
many people you have packed
into your house. When the

beer runs out, the people leave

and the party's over. Then the

houses on either side of you
get a new rush of people, as

everyone hops from frat to

fraL If that's not an incentive

to have too much alcohol, then
I don't know what is.

And let's not even talk

about how a|l special mixed
drinks and things like shots

and poppers do for getting the

crowd in. AU this leads to is

injuries, damage to propoerty,

fights, and yes, even the occa-
sional rape.

The Greek system did not
start out as a facilitator for

underage drinking. It was
formed with a noble intent to

help young men and women
develop into well-rounded, sec-

ure and successful people. But
the corruption of this system
into what it is today is symp-
tomatic of the ways our socie-

ty has changed. Look at

movies like Animal Houseor

Spring Break. Look at T.V.

specials like MTV's spring

break in Daytona Beach, Flori-

da.

The messages are out there

that living for the next "rad
party** and immediate gratifica-

tion are most important, and
things such as truth and jus-

tice, scholarship, culture, and
community service are things

to give lip service about being

important, but only done mini-

mally and mostly for P.R. Yes^
the Greek system does have
successful people and it does

produce strong leaders. But
what frightens me is what kind

of leaders are we producing?

Rape is only the sypmtom
of a problem that is much
larger. If we really want a

solution, lets all look at the

bigger problems and lets all

accept responsibility for their

change.

Hayes is a senior majoring in

sociology.

Letters

As members of the UCLA
Bruin Belles, we would like to

express our deep concern and
compassion for the anonymous
victim who shared her horrify-

ing experience in the Daily
Bruin.

'First of all, we would like

to thank you for the courage
you have shown by writing the

letter. As you said, we often

choose not to discuss bad
experiences because it hurts

too much to remember. How-
ever, by dealing with the

experience, we hope that this

has somewhat healed your
mind. And for those of us
who have read your article, we
beheve that it has made us

more aware of our vulnerabili-

ty.

We are not only a commun-
ity service organization, but we
are also 160 individual women.
Perhaps we know you. Perhaps
we sit next to you in class.

No matter who you are, we

would like you to know that

although you may feel very

alone, we also share your pain.

Undoubtedly, we cannot begin
to feel the same emotions that

you have felt, but we do have
deep feelings of anger and
empathy.

Mary Dooley (Sisterhood,

Jan. 30) is correct when she
speaks of a powerful sister-

hood. To the anonymous
author, we would like you to

know that from our hearts we
support you~as fellow women,
and as fellow students at

UCLA. We urge you to seek
therapy (if you have not
already done so) and begin to

alleviate the guilt and anger
that you have been feeling for

almost a year.

And if you decide' to go
**public'* with your ordeal, you
will have the support of the

Bruin Belles as well as many
others in this community.

The UCLA Bruin Belles

Eighty signatures were attached

to this letter.

Viewpoint

Pn-campus services provide sensitive care for rape victims
By Tina Oakland

In recent weeks several arti-

cles and letters have appeared
in response to an anonymous
letter entitled "Anatomy of a
rape: A fun night out

becomes a nightmare.**

Rape is a highly traumatic

experience that can often result

in the victim feeling fearful,

isolated from others, guilty, or

ashamed. Because women so
often blame themselves (incor-

rectly) for somehow contribut-

ing to their own victimization,

they are sometimes reluctant to

report rapes that do occur or
to seek any kind of help.

Geuing help can be the first

step on the road lo recovery.

A variety of services are

available, free of charge both
on campus and in the com-
munity, to assist women and
men who have been raped or

sexually assaulted.

If a student has been raped
on the campus they should
immediately call the UC Police

Department at 825-1491 or
911. A Campus Police Officer

will transport them to the

Santa Monica Hospital

Emergency Room for medical
attention. A trained rape

counselor will also be available

to accompany the student dur-

ing the medical exam and to

provide follow-up counseling.

UCLA has chosen to work
with Santa Monica Hospital

and their Rape Treatment Cen-
ter because they arc one of the

finest rape treatment facilities

in the country. Their highly

trained staff is available 24
hours a day to provide students

(free of charge) with emergen-
cy medical care, evidence eol-

ation, crisis intervention, iiid^

legal assistance. The Ka^

Treatment Center also provides

ongoing professional counsehng
services to help students and
their family deal with the

psychological trauma associated

with rape. The Santa Monica
Hospital Rape Treatment Cen-
ter is located at 1225 Fifteenth

Street in Santa Monica —
(213) 319-4000.

When a suident calls the

UCLA Campus Police, a

woman officer will be provided

whenever possible. Our campus
police have received special

training in working with rape

victims and are supportive and
helpful. If you choose a file a
report with the campus police,

an officer will gather informa-
tion, obtain non-medical evi-

dence and assist you in

whatever way possible.

At UCLA there are also

specially trained staff members
called Rape Services Consul-

tants (RSCs) available to assist

students who have been raped
and to help them take advan-
tage of the many available

campus services. Located in

the Women's Resource Center
(2 Dodd Hall, 206-8240), Rape
Services Consultants provide
information and assistance with
medical care (including tests

for pregnancy and sexually
transmitted diseases), psycho-
logical counseling, academic
assistance (including contacting
academic advisors, professors,
and managing course schedule),
legal options, how to file a
police report, and how to file

a grievance through the Dean
of Student's Office.

In addition to the psycho-
logical counseling available at

the Santa Monica Rape Treat-

ment Center, the UCLA Stu^

dent Psychological Services

provides professional psy-

chotherapists who can assist

rape victims. For more infor-

mation, call 825-0768 (Mid-
Campus location: 4223 Math
Sciences Building) or 825-7985
(South Campus location:

Room A3-062, Center for

Health Sciences.)

For m(M^ information about
^

what to do if you or someone
you kno>^ has been raped,

come by the Women's Resour-
ce Center, Room 2 Dodd Hall,

or pick up a copy of "CJetling

Help** available at the

Women's Resource Center and
at student services throughout
the campus.

One of the most important
ways you can begin the recov-

ery process is to reach out for

help.

Oakland is the coordinator for
the UCLA Rape Services Team.
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Challenge
Edttor:

»

To the nameless and faceless

fraternity brothers, of all ethnic

origins, who have committed
rape, telephone harassment
and/or have participated in the

victimization of women by
keeping silent:

This is to let you know we
are not isolated victims, nor
prey to your terror tactics. We
are a united and powerful
Sisterhood. We will no longer

tolerate your violence and petty

harassment.

We challenge You:
The silent majcMity, aware of

what goes on behind the

scenes, to TAKE A STAND
and expose the criminal ele-

ment in your midst. Until you
do so, you will share the

rapists' guilt

We chall^ge You:
The rapists and any man

who's forced himself on a

women, to confront your own
conscience next time you dip

into your 180 proof punch.
In addition, we also chal-

lenge You:

The sororities, to inform and
I^otect your new and most
vulnerable members, and to

recognize your respcxisibility to

the Sisterhood.

Bonnie Loedei
Graduate Student

Public Health

Ellen Hamilton
Graduate Student

Public Health

There were 35 signatures

attached to this letter.

Cj^tration
Editor:

This is in response to the

letter submitted by Anthony M.
S(^ regarding the castration

of rapists (Ffeb. 2). I was
shocked by several of the

things that he said, and I feel

that he needs to get things a

little straight

First of all, Solis says that

"all men who commit rapes

are not vicious, brutal ogres

who are pleased when they are

able to humiliate and dominate
women". Well, if they aren't,

what are they then? As
everyone knows, rape is a
crime of violence, notx. A
rapist sets out to do a violent

act, and he does it by humil-

iating and dominating a

woman. I honestly don't think

that he for one second consid-

ers the consequences to the

woman. He sets out to hurt,

and huit he does. Even if he
initially sets out to commit a

random act of violence, by
choosing rape, he chooses to

violate, humiliate, and degrade

a woman. Period.

Secondly, Solis says, "Please,

Larson, do not try to tear

down what we Americans have
built for over 2(X) years."

Admittedly, America has its

strong points. However, its

criminal justice system is not

one of them. Just last week,

warnings went out on all the

newscasts that a convicted

rapist had escaped from prison.

While, admittedly, castration

may be an extreme punishment

for the crime of rape, it is one
that would make a potential

rapist think twice about com-
mitting a rape, as well as

keeping convicted rapists from

repeating their crime. Why is

—

castration any less a viable

punishment than the death pen-

alty? Solis* letter seems to

imply that it is. As for cutting

off the hands of thieves or

gouging out children's eyes,

that's simply ridiculous. Rape
is a much more serious crime
than theft or accidental fires,

and it calls for more extreme
action. Until that action is

taken, all women must live in

fear of suffering at the hands
of a rapist as did the anonym-
ous victim in "Anatomy of a
Rape".

Susan E. Russell
Senior
History

Onacross
Edftor:

The response generated by
the article "Anatomy of a rape:

a fun night out turns into a
nightmare" clearly leaves no
doubt as to the task that stands

before us as members of the

UCLA community. The frater-

nities should be targeted,

harassed, and destroyed! We'll
teach those racist, sexist,

homophobic elitists a lesson!

What a proud battle cry!

Those of you in favor of this

should be ashamed of
yourselves. Is not stereotyping

the very thing you are

opposed? Are you not fighting

for the rights of the individual?

Yet you yourselves are so
quick to stereotype all the

members of the fraternity sys-

tem. This is the same mentali-

ty that leads to all those

prejudices you are trying to

overcome.

When I transferred here to

UCLA from universities in

both the Northeast and the

Midwest, I found the UCLA
community to be the most
accepting and socially aware
environment that I have ewer

encountered. I was impressed
that there was an area of the

country where pec^le rarely

judged each other by their

ethnic backgrounds. Now, upon
reading the reaction letters

printed in the Bruin I have
begun to doubt my observa-
tions. Is this community's
apparent intellectual under-
standing and acceptance of
human rights just a facade? It

is a very close-minded and
dangerous mentality that ste-

reotypes and condemns an
entire group of human beings
on the basis of the actions of
two of its members.

I am outraged by the crime
of rape. I am also both

offended and frightened that

just because I am a member
of a fraternity here at UCLA,
I am considered an equivalent

of those two rapists. That
article should not have
spawned a fight between "Sis-

terhood" and "Brotherhood", or

Greeks and Non-Greeks, rather,

it should have served to help

unite humanity against perpet-

rators of such crimes as rape.

I am relieved to see there are

so many who are concerned
for this young women. I would
like to point out, however, that

there are many of us in the

Greek system who would
encourage and support her in

the prosecution of those two
rapists. I appeal to you, the

UCLA community, please do
not put the whole of the Greek
system on a cross with those

rapists. We don't like rapists

among our ranks any more
than you do!— Kent S. Davis

Junior

^ ; Biology

Please figM
Editor:

Like many other people, I

have often thought of you and
your letter "Anatomy of Rape"
since it appeared in the Bruin
on Jan. 25. In a city where
violent crime statistics create

images of a war zone, the

memory of your letter refuses

to fade into this background,
not because of the extraordin-

ary nature of the crime against

you, but because of the insight

you allow into your personal

experiences and the lack of

cations that you feel are open
to you to bring charges against

" your attackers.

Obviously, I am not alcMie in

the strong reaction I felt to

your letter. A furor of emotion
has swept this campus. We
now have a woman and her
story to rally around in our
criticism of fraternity behavior
rather than more ambiguous
charges of sexism. While the

dialogue that your letter has

inspired may improve rape
awareness and maybe even
reduce such abuse, the satis-

faction I would feel at seeing
such changes would not erase

the haunting memory of your
letter.

Your story goes beycxid rep-

resenting the dark side of the

treatment women receive by
certain fraternity members.
Mwe universally, you represent

all people who have been
abused by individuals who are

powerful within a community,
and feel that there is no
recourse to take against these

criminals. In your letter, you
detail the lack of options open
to you to bring charges against

your attackers. In the system
that you describe, it does
appear that you have no
recourse. But everything inside

of me screams out against

accepting this idea.

I implore you to reconsider

the positive aspects of bringing

charges against your attackers.

Regardless of the outcome, you
can regain the control of this

situation which was stripped

from you that night, and at the

very least stand up to your
attackers and require them to

answer to your accusations.

You may feel that you have
no influence, but the power of
your word has stirred the

hearts and minds of people ^

campus-wide.

Please consider that the sys-

tem may not work entirely in

the favor of the accused.

While your word alone against

theirs cannot convict them, it

is possible that potential v^t-

nesses may suddenly realize

the significance of something
they saw or heard in the

context of your charges? Is it

possible that other victims may
come forward with similar

accusations if you initiate this

process? I can only urge you

to consider these steps. Obvi-
ously, I cannot judge your
final choices since I am not

the one to face the negative
consequences of such actions.

You would most likely receive

threats like those afready made
by ignorant and vicious cow-
ards who hide behind telephone
answering machines like KKK
members hide under white
masks. All that I can offer you
is my support and any help
that you would want.

Your attackers have a sys-

tem of abuse which uses tt

i

vulnerability, and intimidation

and an aura of immunity to

keep victims wallowing in a
sense of fear and silent futility.

Are they really so immune?
Please don't let them win.

Debbie Martin
Graduate Student

Kineseology

Human decenq^
Editor:

As a member of UCLA's
Greek system, I would like to

express my feelings regarding

the recently publicized rape at

a UCLA fraternity. I feel just

as much for the victim of this

heinous crime as everyone who
has written in, and in discuss-

ing the issue with my brothers,

I've found that they feel the

same. We all take brotherhood
seriously, but human decency
remains the priority.

Rape is a crime that cannot
be tolerated in any instance,

and I would just like to say
that there are many Greeks
who support the victim of this

tragedy as much as the rest of
the UCLA community. Sister-

hood or Brotherhood isn't what
matters here; evayone with
compassion, Greek or not,

should try to lend some sup-
port, and I hope t^at the

perpetrators of this crime are

brought to justice. I know I

can't understand how hard it is

for the victim to come for-

ward, but I hope she finds the

strength to do so; she has the

support of many people.

Nobody should get away
with a crime, especially one
that demonstrates such violence
and a breakdown of human
nature. They shouldn't win. I

realize the Greek system has
come under much scrutiny as

of late, but try to keep in

mind that we are people too,

and we care just as much that

these "men" are named, and
hopefully brought to justice. It

can't take away the victims

pain or remove her scars, but
it's a step in helping.

Brotherhood can't and
shouldn't back up rapists or
sexism in any form. A frater-

nity's first duty is to humanity.

Brian Stone
Pre-Political Science

Freshman

Viewpoint

Selfcontrol needed to
prevent abusive behavior
By Mark Boyd

mask of respectability to man-
euver victims into a position of

As an active fraternity member for two years, a UCLA
senior, and an Army second lieutenant, I've completed
several "leadership development" programs. By far the most
undirected and dangerous of these was the fraternity pledge
program. Hearing firsthand reports of other fraternity pledge
programs and rush experiences, I know that my case was
the norm rather than the excq)tion.
A firiend quoted a fraternity member he met during fall

rush as saying "Dude, little sister rush is so awesome, it's

sooooo easy to get laid." This shows the first part of the
problem. Fraternities are social organizations. One of the
primary goals is to meet other students and develop
friendships. Some of these other students are young women.

I wiU state unequivically that sex is foremost on every
pledge's mind, and that rush and pledge programs promise
"wild" parties and "awesome" little sisters to attract

younger members. This policy is promoted by rush slides

of drunk, naked girls dancing at parties, topless mud-wres-
tling rush events, and the irresistable post-formal question
"So, did you get laid?"

The second part of the problem is that pledge programs
and fraternities in general strongly reinforce aggressive
behavior and pay no attention to leaching self-control. I

consistently win bets for hot-dogs over which fraternities

will get in a fight first at a football game. Not IF there
will be a fight, only WHO. Urinating in public, catcalls to
women passing in the street, ripping down miniskirts on
beerbusses, "grovelling" on the dance floor, and extreme
drunken/high behavior are standard fraternity antics.

The emphasis on sex, combined with uncontrolled
aggression, is the cause of the continuing rape/harassment/
violence incidents involving UCLA fraternities. The solution

is clear aggressive behavior without control must be
punished. Two internal fraternal organizations can implement
(his: the house pledge program and the house Judicial

board.

Each house's pledge program must pay closer attention to

self-control. Instead of a pop-quiz on the greek alphabet,
how about a serious question "Exactly how many beers did
you drink last night, or did/could you count them?" Instead
of a "boat race," how about an all-you-can-eat Sizzler
shrimp contest, and then a workout contest the next day.
How about big brothers concentrating on developing pledges
into secure, self-disciplined students, rather than trying to

keep pledges through promises of a wild time?
Each house's Judicial board must understand what is

generally acceptable, and strongly and formally punish
observed uncontrolled behavior. These J-boards can repri-

mand, fine, place on social probation, or expel members.
With growing outside pressure, these J-boards must exercise
these powers more actively.

Teaching young men to be aggressive and outgoing is

healthy, but unless they also learn self-control, these men
can have no confidence in their decisions and are a danger
to others. A word of advice: fraternity, heal thyself. If

you don't, USAC, the University, your own national

headquaiters, and the public will shut you down.

Boyd is a senior majoring in political science.
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Arts & Entertainment \-

Stage

ELLIS GHOOSIAN

Scott Rose (standing) & Tom Logan improvise a sketch.

Student improv does 'spur

of the moment' comedy
By Jiil L^er

'

Staff Writer

In a scene straight out of one of those old Mickey Rooney/Judy Gar-

land movies, seven freshmen and one junior *put on a show* Feb. 4

that was so engaging, an audience of 60 some odd dormers was left in

stitches.

"Basically, we want to see how silly we can be in front ofan audience,**

explained freshman Carey Chico to the students who had gathered in

Sproul Hall's entertainment center.

"And your basic concern is to laugh as hard as you can . .
.*•

And laugh they did. Chico and his student comedy troop Spur of the

Moment turned Sproul Hall into the site of a regular 'Sunday Night at the

Improv* with the premiere performance of their hour long show of ad-

libbed comedy.
And despite the fact that a facilities request form had been lost —

meaning that redirected overhead lighting had to serve as a makeshift

spotlight and rearranged couches had to substitute for audience chairs—
the evening was a success.

"It was a unique experience,** said junior Bob Grove, who attended the

performance. "They did a great job. It was great fw anyone interested in

improv or in being entertained.**

Each a Sproul Hall resident. Spurns nine performers (member Carrie

Frymer was out with a sprained ankle Sunday night) plan to follow their

show's debut with runs at Dykstra, Hedrick and Rieber halls beginning in

early March.

"It's a unique thing to have an improv group in the residence halls,"

said Grove.

Associate director of Residential Life Jack Gibbons confirmed the

relative rarity of Sunday night's diversion. He said that Spur is one of

only two comedy groups to develop within the residence halls (the UCLA
Comedy Club, which became a campus organization in 1979, is also

dorm-spawned).

And of those two groups. Gibbons added, only Spur performs strictly

improv. ^

Spur'% formatiort^ began last October when Chico, bored in a

neighbor's dorm room, wondered if any of his Sproul buddies would care

to pass away the Saturday evening hours with some improvisations.

Several ofChico's pals exiM-essed interest, and soon they began to meet

regularly. Being theatrically inclined — he'd participated in several

dramatic productions in high school— Chico assumed the role of

director, training the casual ensemble and supplying ideas for different

games and skits.

Later that month, Chico was asked to direct a residence hall theatrical

production, but feared there wasn't enough time left in the quarter to exe-

cute such a show. He then wondered if his small band of improv artists

might put together a comedy show instead.

He proposed his suggestion to Theater Arts faculty member Tom
Wheatley, advisor for the Arts Council— an organization developed this

year to address the needs of dorm students interested in the arts.

Wheatley agreed, but Chico found that not all members of his improv

group were prepared or willing to perform for an audience.

And by the time Chico had come up with a couple replacements, he

realized there wasn't enough time left in the quarter to put together a

full-length comedy show either.

Subsequently, the newly-formed troop— clad in red and black Spur of
the Moment T-shirts that were finished only the night before— ended up

making its debut in Sprout's December talent show.

"And they loved us," said Chico.

Soon thereafter, Chico found tangible proof of Spur's success in the

form of a note from Wheatley, which encouraged future perfomiances in

""

^-^- See 'SPUR,' page 24

Film

Despite stars Aykroyd and Hackman comedic 'Cannons' misfires
By Joanne J. Choi

Contrit)utor

FlUkl: Loose Cannons. Produced by Aaron Spelling and Alan Greisman. Directed

by Bob Clark. Written by Richard Christian Matheson. A Tri-Star Pictures filrn

starring Dan Aykroyd and Gene Hackman. Playing dtywide.

Imagine being a cop. And how about the Road Runner or Popeye for a

partner? Well, Washington D.C. veteran cop, Mac Stem (Gene

Hackman) has this problem. But actually he doesn't just work with

cartoon characters but also Ricky Ricardo, Pee-Wee Herman . . . and just

about any and everyone you wouldn't want during a shootout.

Tri-Star's newest picture Loose Cannons combines the comic genius

of Dan Aykroyd, who plays Ellis Fielding, an incredibly astute and

logical police forensics expert with a multiple personality disorder.

Whenever he faces danger ot when Mac really needs him, Ellis assumes

the p^'sonahties of movie or televisiwi characters.

Mac and Ellis join forces to solve a string of bizarre multiple murders.

Their case leads them to uncovCT a conspiracy of a top-level European

leader with a decade old secret ... he was Hitler's executioner.

This soious plot is lightened considerably by the jwesence of Dom
DeLuise who plays Harry **The Hippo" Gutterman. GuUerman is a

fabulously wealaiy pom peddler who is nearly killed because he saw a

skin flick made during HitlCT's Nazi Germany. The much fought over

film stars Hitler and Von Metz, a high ranking German politician with a

tainted past.

However, Loose Cannons is a diet flick. Despite the Academy Award
winning presence ofAykroyd and Haclonan, the film isn't as great as you

would expect it to be. Yes, Aykroyd is a master impressionist, and Hack-

man is characteristically straightforward. But their characters are

constrained and limited. The pathos of the movie centers on the change in

their relationship. Ellis and Mac go from a hate relationship to a depend-

able working partnership. But the movie only relies on one scene to set up

See 'LOOSE CANNONS/ page 22 Dom DeLuise, Dan Aykroyd and Gene Hackman star in Tri-Star Pictures' 'Loose Cannons.'

Homer & Eddie' take arduous trek
By Richard Cando Jr.

Contrityutor

RLM: Homer and Eddie. Directed by Andrei Konchalovsky.

Written t)y Patrick CiriMo. Produced by Moritz Borman and

James Cady. A Skouras Pictures film staning James Belushi

and Whoopi Goldberg.

Cross-country journeys can be adventuresome,

exciting, and boring. Movie audiences who see the

film Homer and Eddie will experience similar

emotions.

James Belushi {K-9) stars in the film as Homer

Lanza who, although middle-aged, suffers from a

Jim Belushi & Whoppi Goldberg find new
physiques in 'Homer & Eddie.'

learning disability that has left him with the mind of a

young child. Living alone as a dishwasher in

Arizona, he hasn't seen his mother and father, who
live in Oregon, in 20 years; His only means of

communications with them has been by birthday and

Christmas cards.

When he flnds out his father is dying of cancer.

Homer decides to hitchhike to Oregon to reunite with

his parents. Unfortunately, he runs into shady

characters during his trip: two men who rob Homer of

his money, and a down-on-her-luck thief named
Edwina "Eddie" Cervi, played by Whoopi Goldberg

(Clara's Heart).

Eddie and Homer first meet when he crawls into

the back o( her unsightly car in an Arizona junkyard.

Eddie responds to her intruder by physically

assaulting him and trying to steal his money. Finding

out Homer is penniless, she offers to find his money
(which she would keep for herselO. and take him to

Oregon. It is unclear why Eddie would help Homer in

his quest, but you get the feeling that she just needs

some company in her desolate life.

Along their journey. Homer and Eddie, as well as

the movie viewers, find out more about each other.

It is revealed that Homer's disability is a result of a

childhood accident involving a hit in the head with a

baseball. His lack of experience in life, leads him to

invent tall tales to Eddie to prove his manhood: a

well-established k)ve life. Golden Glove boxing

titles, and Indy 500 honors.

In addition, Eddie, who has more experience than

Homer with life and its hardships, would appear to be

superior to him. However, she has psychological

problems of her own. An escaped mental patient, she

has an brain tumor that leaves her with a month to

live. Her self-pity leads her to numerous spurts of

anger and violence geared towards the innocent,

childlike Hcmer.

While it would seem rational for both to go their

separate ways, the two, rather, bond a friendship in

which both help each other lo get by. —

—

In one of the most charming segments of the film,

Eddie takes Homo* to a Nevada desert brothel to

reaffirm his manhood. Homer's first sexual experi-

ence is with Eddie's obese cousin Esther and the

temporary relationship they develop can't help but

make yoM laugh. . .

k7

See 1I0MIEII,' page 26

Music

England's Harris shows offhis soulful voice on his new album Words for Our Years.

'

England's latest offers introspection
By Damian O'Rane

Staff Writer

ALBUM: Words for Our Years. By Hugh Harris. Capitol

Records.

These are the days when with bands like Living

Color and Roachford we have seen music finally

lay waste to preconceptions about music based on

the color of one's skin.

The latest example is Hugh Harris. Because

he's out of England and is the son of Jamaican

immigrants, comparisons to other black perfor-

mers from Britain like Soul n Soul, Terence Trent

D'Arby and the aforementioned Roachford arc

-inevitable.

the others in areas like lyrics, but even more

rewarding as you Usten, he has put this all together

extremely well in his debut.

His soulful voice (so much like Cooke and

Redding it's chiUing) glides over the lyrics and

music effortlessly. The vocals are so protean in

range that one sometimes has to look at the lyric

sheet just to see what wonl(s) is being so

drastically altered.

Speaking of lyrics, with the exception of some
nonsensical, overly hip stuff sometimes, Harris

won't suffer much backlash for calling his album

Words for Our Years. He has been compared to

Elvis Costello and Graham Parker in this

department. **Love Kicks" is a partly affectionate,

partly cavalier look at a love affair: "I'm sure you

sUll know/ The times we used to fight/ And end up

Harris, however, not only has more skill than See HARRIS, page 26
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'LOOSE CANNONS'
From page 20

their partnership.

Also, Hackman's character as a

crusty "I've seen everything" cop
is out of place when he extends his

friendship and support to Ellis.

And Ellis' entire life focuses

around being a schizophrenic, so

his redemption is unexpected and
uncharacteristic.

Throughout the movie, I had the

feeling that scenes were cut out too

early. Typically, a scene attempted

a weak climax arid quickly glazed

over the resolution. The transition

between scenes was not smooth.
For viewers* of Beverly Hills

Cop I & II , Richard Cox (known
as Lt. Bogomill) played the char-

acter of bumbling FBI Agent, Bob
Smiley. But other than using

Hackman and Cox to show the

authority conflict between the FBI
and the Washington D.C. Metro-
politan Police, his function eluded

me.

Ex-Bruin debuts work at the Cast
By Dezi Ferguson

Contributor

Former UCLA student Michael
Sargent debuts his newest play "I

Hate" for Valentine's Day this

Wednesday at the Cast Theatre in

Hollywood.

In the tradition of his cryptic

humor, "I Hate" is about a reclu-

sive silent movie star who takes in

a young border with unexpected
results. The play promises to

explore the deeper issues of lost

youth and sexual obsession.

The play stars Tina Preston who
has appeared in plays by Irene

Fomes and John O'Keefe and also

stars Lee Kissman.
Sargent is known for a string of

eccentric, award-winning plays.

His play, "When Esther Saw
The Light," which won the Nation-
al Playwrighting Award at the

American College Theatre Festi-

val for best short play.is about a

woman who marries a man who
does not love her and gives birth to

a baby she does not want. She is

driven crazy and to murder.

"Rat Songs." is about one boy
fulfilling his friend's dying wish to

be fed to rats.

Of his dark comedies, Sargent
has said, "My characters are

looking for something better and
they don't find iLl've got a lot of
personal problems. But I love to

write."
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IVE INVITE YOU TO A LIVE FILMING OF

CBS TELEVISION

NETWORK
Mm PRODUCTIONS

CBS/MTW STUDIOS

STAGE 17

4024

Radford Avenue

Studio City

California

^
_r

starring

Bob Newhart

FRIDAY, Febuaiy, 16
(Bring Student I.D. For Admission)

PUEASE ARRIVE BY 6:00 P.M.
CALL LORRAINE AT:

(818) 760-6261
FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS!

PLEASE NOTE
EARLY ARRIVAL

IS ADVISED
Ticket distribution is

in excess of studio capacity.

Therefore, a ticket does not

guarantee admittance.

For groups of

four or moro,

call by Wed.

morning.
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f^ HEADSHOTS
Includes Hair/Make-up ^^^g_

36 Exposure-$99.00 (reg. $150)
~"

with Haircut & Cellophane-$125.00 (reg. $200)

SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

{Nonn 0* Vinage T-eate-;

THE ONLY 3 NUMBERS YOU
NEED TO KNOW

208-SASS 208-HAIR
208-WAVE
Walk-ins Accepted

Japanese Fast Food

•FREE Cellophane
with any Design Cut

from $18.
•Body Waves,

HiLights-Weaves
from $45.

r
I

I

I

I

I

J.II,

HAPPY PLATE
• Chicken
• Beef Stick

• Fried Rice
• Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
I 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

t
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Coming Wednesday
February 1990

^

Kinross

^ I

^[15'^^^^^^^^^ Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

\

*%£:3»'

Gifts ofLove

inas rrompanp

Discounted - _ i^ciun ii^iau. i ix.^ aartlBg at 150.00
Everything is ceitlfled and carries our lifetime guarantee.

Come into our Private Showroom or call in your order
to guarantee delivery by ¥y«Miac^s Day^

Intcmattonal Jewelry Cemer Sulte620 550So Hll^;5ueei LmAnffrlet.CA 90013 (213)627-7619 FAX (213)627-412)

MoreFh
Thm Roses
Lingerie for Less
brings you the

finest designer and
famous maker
lingerie at 20-70%
below department
store prices. From
basic to sensual,

we have an
extensive selection

of bras, panties,

teddies, camisoles,

robes, sleepwear

and daywear for

every taste and
need.

Happy Valentines

Day (^'?3 From ^

ILingerie /or
The mo$t exciting thing to happen for women tince men.

WEST LOS ANGELES
2245 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

213-477-8605

FAIRFAX & THIRSD
6280 West 3rd. St.

213-937-6593

^ASADENAr
818-351-4297

Career Guide
wilt include:

y<'

Resumes

Interview Do's and Don'ts

How to Dress for Success

Opportunities for your Major

Grad School (LSAT etc. tests)

&
Career Sources on Campus

DEADLINE for AD INSERTION is on Tuesday, February 13 at 2pm
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FINANCING AVAILABLE

'SPUR'
From page 20

all the residence halls.

Spur's show consists of improvisational games Chico says troop
members picked up in high school, adopted from improv touring groups
or developed themselves.

"We sat around thinking what makes an improv?" he said. "What
makes an improv good? Something that's quick, something that has a
conflict or situation that we can work with."

Most of Spurns improvisational games draw upon audience
interaction. Old favorites like charades are spiced up when spectators
supply ideas or take the stage themselves to guess. In 'What's My Job?,'
for example, the audience chooses an occupation and a trooper, with the
help of members' vigorously acted out 'hints, * must guess the position at
a job interview.

But the difficulty of decoding cryptic physical clues pales in
comparison to the relentless challenge of eliciting laughter by thinking
fasL And when the troop is on its own (in games such as "Freeze Tag"
when members must make continuous comedy out of everchanging
situations and body positions), the challenge becomes an art.

Freshman member Jason Harley provided an analogy for his craft.

"It's like baseball," he said. "You know, you practice baseball, but you
never know what's going to happen when the game comes. But you can
always practice the plays."

Spur members get together to practice the plays about once a week—
but they are very careful about just what they rehearse.

"We don't want (our ad-libs) to come off like lines that we've memor-
ized," said Harley.

Instead, the improvisors say, the role of rehearsal is to help them pre-
pare for the unpreparable.

"You never know what's going to happen right there," said Harley.
"But you basically know how to do it when it comes."
The troopers say their 'Spur' exj^erience is helping them off stage as

well as on.

"The practices help us learn to be quicker and faster and think more
creatively," said Chico.

And freshman member Carrie Frymer said she's thankful for the
chance to perform. "It's a good opportunity," she said. *To think that just
a group of freshmen— except for Tom (Huang, Spur's only junior)—
could put together a group and perform for people. It's really nice,

because freshmen can't do much!"
Ultimately though. Spur just wants to make audiences laugh.
"We think 'if we were an audience member, what we would like in a

show?' " said Chico. "We would like weird stuff, so we wonder, 'what's
something that's totally odd ball and off the wall?' We do our best to be
embarrassing."

Quite young, the mostly freshman Spur group is sure to entertain
UCLA for years to come.
"And already they're good," said troop advisor Wheatley. "So we'll be

expecting great things from them."
Spurmembers are sure not to disappoint Like anyMGM musical, their

story will most likely be a happy one.

North America
By Mary Campbell

Associated Press

Rush hopes its spring North
American tour will be "a treat, not

a treatment"

The tour goes firom mid-Febru-
ary into April, with Mr. Big
opening concerts.

Rush hasn't been in a hurry to

get back on the road. However, the

fact that "Presto," its first album on
Atlantic Records, was in the top 20
best-selling charts in I>ecember
and January, makes the Canadian
trio more eager. Vocalist-bassist

Geddy Lee says, "We're so happy
with the way this album turned out
we're happy to go out there and
tour it

"We've been doing this with

this band for ovct 15 years now. I

feel more and more need to have
more and more time to myself, for

my family, for my life, outside this

band. The whole prospect of long

lours doesn't make me extremely
happy any more. I like to play, but I

need more of a balance in my life."

Their previous album, "A Show
of Hands," in 1989, was live,

recorded during the tour after

"Hold Your Fire," the last studio

album, released by Polygram in

1987.

Rush has found it difficult

making live albums that don't
sound like tape recorders are
running. Lee says. "We figure the

way around it is, every tour you're
going 10 record a number of shows.
You hope you'll get lucky and
forget the machine is running and
give a performance that is as
natural as if it wasn't You're
trying to trick yourself into forget-

ting you're recording an album.
When Rush began, Lee says,

"We played more aggressive mus-
ic. I think it was a function of our
youth and the style of music we
liked and what was cool. We still

like aggressive rock. I think we
still play it. It is just a bit tempered
now by other influences. We grew
up listening to power bands.**
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From France with a frontman from Spokane, Passion Fodder
have released their fourth album Woke Up This Morning.'

Fkance's Fodder tore up a
Bible, theii 'Woke Up This
iViomin^' & moved to LA.
By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

".^^

Left with the image ofa torn up Bible floating through the audience of
Hollywood's now defunct John Anson \Ford theater, and a leftover taste— of audio anarchy — in an organized disarray of country-funk, waltz-
through-the-punk wayside and drowning folk-feedback, one knew that
Passion Fodder had an effective way in creating a memorable first

impression. *

Labeled various names (fucking commie, fascist, blasphemer, etc.),
singer/songwriter Theo Hakola performed this act two yean ago,
throughout various cities of their American debut tour.
And, not surprisingly, the band met with mixed response.
"It was meant to be fiinny, not some heavy handed political statement,"

says the backbone of the highly unique band from his latest home in West
Hollywood. "It all started out that I was collecting Bibles because I found
it incredibly ridiculous how one does have Gideon Bibles in American
hotel rooms.

"I don't remember where I first did it But people took it as a sort of
party. People actually came up to us after the show with torn pages asking
us to sign them."
A minor stage act such as this soon stuck with the band hailing from

France, as many recognize Passion Fodder to be that new group of rebels
who shredded scripture.

In all actuality, though, the American perception of their supposed
brief historyt)f this five-piece extends well over six years, with a series of
eclectic bibliographical facts that would make disembodied Bibles seem
minor in comparison.

For example, take a look at Hakola's previeoTjob listings. We're not
exacUy dealing with one who would later make four albums in a band: a

,
language teacher, a lecturer on the Spanish Civil War. a translator, a jour-
nalist of European arts, as organizational secretary for the United Stales

- Committee for a Democratic Spain, a screenplay writer and an assembly
"-' line worker in Barcelona making doll's eyes.

In fact, Hakola, who's been musing over the latest Passion Fodder
^ offering Wok£ Up This Morning for the last few weeks, doesn't even con-
sider his band to be a French band. Interestingly enough, one soon finds
that he was never a Frenchman to begin with, but an American in Paris
who was bom and raised in Seattle, Washington.
And going to Paris, soon to be an 1 1 year visit, was never considered

the opportunity to form a band. "I went there to write," says Hakola. "I'd

_ already written a screenplay and I wanted to write another— or perhaps a
novel. I had no intention of staning a band. I had no intention of slaying
there 11 yean. But I guess I just got stuck there."

Hakola's musical education began in 1980, when he formed his first

"anglo-philic, sort of new-wavy, post-punk, not right" band tilled

Orchestral Rouge. Two albums landed Hakola into the Passion Fodder
project. And four Fodder releases later, he, as well as the band, found
themselves residing in (of all places) Los Angeles, where Southern Cal
Bible tearing met with more than a few angry faces.

By the way, the band— Pascal Humbert (bass), Lionel Dollei (guitar).

Jean Yves Tola (drums) and Benedicte Villain (violin)— are all natives
from France.

"What are we doing here?" says Hakola. "Well, it's nice for the four
frogs in the band to have the experience of surviving in a foreign country,
and, as I've said, what we do is American music. Thai's the feeling of
everybody in the band. So it was logical to make the music happen in

America."

He adds, "People are going to understand us here more than they are in

France. It's just a fact of life. French people who like us and care about us
aren't going to understand us as well as, say, my mother, just because she
is American and they aren't. It's in the same way an American might like

Jean Luc Godard in the movies, but won't understand his work as well as

. a French person. I don't even fiilly understand it after living there 11
years." •

Understanding, even for an American dealing with an American band,
is still a difficult task to grasp when dealing with Passion Fodder. Obvi-
ously, the Bible trick affirmed that.

But strictly from a musical standpoint, the five-piece reminds one of a
banshee in a blender. It's messy, toud, somewhat amusing and strangely
provocative, all in one.

Hakola explains, "What we're doing is what I want I want to hear. It's

—done with that attitude. I would like other people to enjoy our music too^— or find it stimulating or have it change their lives and trouble their sto-

machs and their hearts. But I'm basically doing it for my ears.**
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The energy you save by recycling

just one aluminum can will operate

: a TV for 3 hours. A 6-pack can keep

you in prime time for a week. That

seems pretty simple. When you

recycle you save material resources

and the energy needed to

manufacture them. As much as half

of our waste is recyclable. And you
' can help. It's not that hard.

Recycle. ASUCLA provides handy
bins to recycle aluminum cans,

newspaper and white paper. You'll

find them throughout ASUCLA
facilities. Please use them. And

"

when you've finished reading this

Daily Bruin, make sure you put it in
~

the right place — a newspaper

recycling bin. Watch for upcoming
drives and drop-off sites to recycle

items from home.

Join ASUCLA in our efforts to protect

the environment. It isn't hard. It is

important. You can make a difference.

Choose to Conserve.

Reuse. ASUCLA's plastic utensils

and coffee cups are used more than

once — when you take a second to

put them in separate bins. We also

offer 20-oz. refillable thermal mugs
that you can use again and again —
and save 20% on hot and cold

dispensed beverages. Special

ceramic coffee mugs are good for

35-cent refills at Jimmy's and

Kerckhoff Coffee House.

Reduce. ASUCLA is offering bulk

dispensed condiments as an

alternative to individual packets of

ketchup and mustard. In many
cases ASUCLA uses degradable

serving containers made of recycled

paper products. And you can

choose not to take a bag with your

purchases in the Students' Store if

you don't really need it.

RECYCLING
P R OO II AM

Recycle aluminum cans.

And this newspaper, tool

:]-^
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Sales scooter:
=TECH=

Service

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY!
(Within 3 Miles of Carripus!) $40 Minimum Repair Required

"^ -Honda And Yamaha Repair Spedalist
^^^^^^^^i^^t »-»^^^»^«^ipi.i^^

80cc-250cc
TutM & SarvlM

50cc
I

I

I I2.75X 10 Tire j | BECOME TO YOU!
|

I
Tun« & Setvie«; ; Tube IntUtlM

i | Flats Rdpalre^l

!

^^Jf»m \ \ Btfum 2aM)o
I

• &pim 2mm
\ \ Expire V2(m

\

OPEN

Mon-Ffi

9 A.M. • 6 P.M.

• 47(M745 .

Accessories

Factory Trained Mechanics
Free Damage EskmatesI - lnsur««ce Covaage Accepted

WE NOW OFFER A COMPLETE UNE OF USED

HONDA & YAMAHA SCOOTERS

10422 Santa Monica Blvd./Less Than 2 I4ies Fran Campus

OPEN
' Mon-Fri

9 A.M. • 6 P.M.

• 470-4745

Parts

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
$749.'*

COMPLETE W/?ARTS,
LABOR^lNSl"AU^.TION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'. (Wfm REBUIDABLE CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
2. VUm
3. Ldba

4. Ol Cha«
5 BniM
6. Okddi
7. Snvka

8 Oadi Birtl^ Walv
iHMcl FfDnl End
(TMiy—Innla

u Tart Cbdfe«

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

(VW Bug)

.$74.^^
he Puk & Labor (Gas & Air Rker oka

(JapuMM Can) /\ g\g\ QC

TOYOTA

^11 )

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30
THIS IS AN HONEST GAIMGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mentioa this ad.

>

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE
CALiFORNiA ROLL

I

5 OOpm 7 OOp m
7 days (lake out excluded)

MOMOVAAJA
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR

STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COIiEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over S10 billion in private

sector funding
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic

interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence
• There s money available for students who have been newspaper car-

riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc

Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers'plus our latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Cokjr Laser Copier

• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental

• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIk/White

• Cokx Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Cokx Printing

• Over Sues Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood, CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

canon 1 Q^
Laser

With Ihit Ad only on l.«Mr CaAot Kip 1/31/90

Plus its special features:

Color Creations.
Image Compositions,

Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

1 5%0FF
EVERYTHINGIJ!

Between hours 4:00PM-8:00PM

Mon-Thurs

Cappuccino, Croissants, Sandwiches,
Pasta Salad Bar, Hot Deli, French Pastiy.
' .'-_ Exp 2-28-90

1099 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village 90024

HOW10GETINTO
THE LAWORMBASCHOOL

OFTOUR CHOICE.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1990
WEST LA. BAR/BRI LECTURE CENTER -3280 MOTOR AVE.

TIME: 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

CAU 1-800-777EXAJM
-N

HARRIS
From page 21

on the floor/ War never tasted that

good l)efore.** Like snow across a

television screen, Sam Harley's

guitar work here is an extended

fuzz wail throughout Really nice.

Nice relationship in "Mr.
Woman Loves Mrs. Man," too.

You know their lives are suffused

with the inanimate when "she says

he's mbie masculine/ Than her

washing machine/ And he says/

She is more reliable/ Than his

motor car."

Then comes "Rhythm of Life,"

an uplifting song and a great

halfway point musically. An ele-

giac piano and Harris' flowing

vocals complement each other as

they run into the bracing drums
and overflowing synthesizers that

gracefully push the song to the end.

With "Helen Highwater's"
promise of everlasting love "if you
do me like you do," Harris wisely

retains some of his sense ofhumor
as things progress. By the way,
there's a wonderful, funny-sassy

rap/backing vocal by Anncharlotte

Vengsgaard which only adds to the

fun.

A sense of humor also works
when considering the fact that

Harris, with the exception of
"Alice," (produced by FYC's
Andy Cox and David Steele),

produced the rest of the ten-song

album himself, playing bass and
keyboards on many of the songs.

The guy works hard. He is reputed

to spend almost all of his time in

the studio writing. Apparently it

has paid off, though. Like Prince,

with whom he shares a few
stylistic attributes, he has a size-

able and growing collection of
extra songs.

"Home Sweet Home" expresses

the same sentiments you'd expect

from such a title. The music has

those blood-pressure drums you'd
expect from Prince, but it builds in

a way that's very emotional and
touching; not orgiastic.

The final song, "Her Engine
Froze," takes the best look, out of
all the songs, at a static, somewhat
suffocated life: "Better close your

eyes/ *cos heaven/ You ain't never
seen."

Harris is an original for the

nineties, with a few already men-
tioned influences with which to

forge a link with the past The
startlingly inventive keyboards,
crisp, real drums and incredible

voice ensure his staying power as

well.

'HOMER'
From page 20

However, the sweet and sappy
moments of the film are broken up
by dark moments of physical
violence and a drugstore murd^
influenced by Eddie's psychologi-
cal dissonance. While the scattered

jumps in tension create interesting

turns in the movie, the transitions

between moments of humor and
intense danger leave boring scenes
of slow plot development as each
character sorts out their lives.

Nevertheless, the film is filled

with fine acting by Belushi and
Goldberg. Moreover, the roles of
Homer and Eddie enabled Belushi
and Goldberg to play characters

different firom the comic roles of
their past.

Homer and Eddie, although
slow, is an entertaining and unusu-
al buddy film about two types of
people avoided by both Holly-

wood and society.

7 /
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INFO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
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CLASSIFIED RATES
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Daily, each additional word $0.27
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Weekly, each addnionai word $1.00
Display ads student rate/col.-inch $8.00
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iUINOUNCEMENTS
Campus Happenings 1

Campus Services 2

Church Services 3
Concert Tickets - vv - '

- 6
Found " 18

'Free 8
Good Deals 7
Lost ^ 17

Miscellaneous 9
Personal "^ 10

Political 11

Research Subjects 1

2

Sports Tickets 5
Trade In /Swap 14

Vacation Service 4
Wanted 15

Wanted to buy 16

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Health Services 22
Pregnancy 20

Salons

Sperm Donors
21

19

BUSIIESS OPPORTUNmES
BusJr»ess Properties 2S
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Child Care Wanted 35
Domestic Help Wanted 36
Help Wanted 30
Internships 34
Job Agencies 31

Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33

ENTERTAINMENT
Club Guide ^ 40
Dining Guide 41

Restaurants 46
Social Events 45
Theatre Guide 47

HOUSING RECREATION ACTIVITES
Apartments for Rent 49 Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Apartments Furnished 50 Flying/Parachuting 76
Apartments to Share 54 Health Clubs 81

Apailments Unfurnished 52 Horseback Riding

Running
77

Condos for Rent 69 -75
Condos for Sale 67 Sailing 78
Condos to Share 68 Skiing 79
House Exchange. 59 Tennis 80
House for Rent 56 Weight Lifting 83
House for Sale 58
House to Share 57 RENTAL A6ENCIES
Housing Needed 60

Misc. Rentals 87
Housing Service 55 Photo Service 89
Real Estate 61 Skis 85
Room & Board for Help 62 Televisions 86
Room for Help 63
Room for Rent
Roommates

64
65

SERVICES

Sublet 66 Child Care 90

Tenant Information 51 For Rent 101

Vacation Rentals 53 GRE / GMAT Prep 103

Insurance 91

Legal Advice 92
Money to Loan 93
Movers 94
Music Lessons 102
Personal Service 95
Resumes 104
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels 107
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 1 06

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale T09
Auto Repair 1 10

Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles tor Sale

Mopeds
Motorcycles for Sale

Rides Offered

Rides Wanted

113

119

114

115

116

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
OfficeEquipmeni 133
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131

Sports Equipment 132
Typewriters / Computers 134

Campus Hoppenlttgs 1 Conriput Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happ^lngs

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

{#-'!-
I

,T V.' .IPT
^*V«i., ,i^,>•«<

Friends of

UCLA.

Rowing

(EO.U.R.)

Order your personalized ^rciduation

annoimcemeiils now!

C/^PUS PHOTO STIOK)
ISO KcrckhoflF Hall (Right next to Graphic Services). Open M F 8:30-5:30

present:

A fundraising golf tournament and banquet

to benefit the U.C.L.A. Crew (Rowing) Program.

• Date: Sunday, W)ruary 25, 1990
• Place: Vista Valencia Golf Course, Valencia, CA.
• Entty Fee: *45°<' Includes greens fees, golf cart, steak dinner,

tee prizes, awards, refreshments and donation.

• T-shirt: 'lO""

All Entries Must Be Received By Wednesday,

February 14, 1990
Questions: Call Jim Robinson or Greg Murphy at—

(213)687-5481

Sponsored by: Budweiser, James Advertising Specialties, Billabong, Island

Gecko Maui, VSP Parking, L.A. Gear, Snyder Design,

Prototyp>e, Ocean Pacific Sportswear, Manins
• Golf / Activewear, Big Dogs, C. Snyder Bookkeeping Service,

McChesney Construction, T-Shirt Man, Gil Murphy &
Assoc., Consolidated Cigars, Burbank Sheet Metal, Playa

Screen Printing, Maui & Sons, Spot Sport, Classic Beach,

Club Sportswear.

/^

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket-

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Meclcal Center

ASUCLA StudwK EmptoyMS r«owv«

«ith«r 4 houfm IWMe «*ith pay or tha

maal ticfcat. W* cannot aMNvd both.

Good Deals

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-301

1

UCLA ANNUAL

TRAVEL

TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 27,

10-3pm
ACKERMAN

GRAND BALLROOM

Pick up Information on travel

from more than 60 booths,

and enter our Grand Prize

drawing for 2 round-trip

tickets for two to anywhere

American Airlines flies.

^ J ^ Sponsored by

ASUCLA/^ Trav^ Smnkm and lh« Expo Center

-^1

ft

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experierx:iDg some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

'You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

in order to determine eligibility.

'All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Hotfywocd Mmm Rmtal Company
462-2329 463-6509

Concert Tickets

BORGER KING
900

Westwood
blvd

STUDENT SPECIAL

All For $2.49
Whopper-Fries-Drink

5:00pm 'til close
with aCLA I.D. exp.3/31/90

im,TtmnBoak9A
^, AU SS2S 12:1S-1:T5

WcA
NPI CtSM nzVS-lM

or kdMimk who ha««>

(1131 3IT-01*

IMIANTOM OF
IHK OPKRA
I SOO V62 MASK

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

DIAMOND-2% cv^ •ngagcmcnt ring.

$1 0,000 Will sacrince at $3^000! Never uMd.
Call Mr. Marplc. Day (800)877-a81 1, eve

(714)723-5229.

EXCITING NEW engine product! Better MPC, INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's pricw
increjBtd compresuon & t^epovwr, inteuhv or doa'L Mont youc buaincw. Sports etnr
fled perfornfiance, longerTngine life. CAN \ muHiple tickets, student discounts. Request
SAVE YOU A FORTUNE! Call (21 3)391 -7695, 'Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
lOam-IOpm. (81 M992-6966.
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NIGHT CHILD CARE
^ 5:30 - 10:30 PM
AGES 2-6 TRS.

•PLAYTIME (BOOKS, PUZZLES. CRAFTS)
• HOT DINNER - REST TIME
• RELAXING (MUSIC OR T.V.)

CUtTARIST, 20, chops and image for HR band
or new proiect. Gerry (21 3)624-2698.

Trrr
»« • •

mm
* • •

* 4 »4

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS CLIPPERS-

^^ \/ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fear5
Fnt Otitutry; Pfuioaopky: W» proutdt FREE DELIVERY to aiiytmt om eamput. Wt offer hardtogit malt
and prtett btlow marktt to ali UCLA tudmtt, Half, and faculty. Atk aayoat mho Aaj itid u* btfon and
they wUI UU you tJu mmt, <Aat mhtm U eomei to our UCLA dmmtt, am eoiit bt *Mt. Quotn art fnt, to
glut US a caU. Rtmtmbtr to nunlMMi you'rt front UCLMI.'C

FAX # 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

To The Sisters of
SIGMA KAPPA
We cordially thank you for

an exquisite evening
at dinner. You ladies are

awesome!
We remain impressed,

The Gentlemen of
UCLA RUGBY

Thanks to Prof. Oswalt

and honest student who

turned in my wallet

Anthro 9 on mm

Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

FAMILY DENTISTRY! v.LP,
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays Included)

(213) ,
175-55983_ / 24 hour efnerpency aervice

Now you can join our private

practice, liecome a V.I.P. member
and receive ail of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"

A Great Big Thank You
to the

Alpha Phi's
for all of your help & hard work.

We couldn't have done it

without you.

Luv, the gang at Chanins!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$2.00 OF^
I
$1.00 OFF

Any Large Pizza

One coupon per pizza

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000 -^^

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Any Size Pizza

One coupon per pizza

Fast. Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

LisaSpeigle

Suzie

Natasha

Lisa P.

Julie F.

Patrice

Rachel

Sandra

Kristen R. , Susan Patrice Julie C.

Liz Katy Jacky Coco
Elisa Cindy Aimee Julie F.

Shelly Daisy Amanda Lori

Annie Lisa Kristen K. Stephanie

Karen Jennifer Julie G. Racheal

Eleanore Kristen R. Liz

Courtney Tiffany Vicki

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

I
What do you call

someone who doesn't

give chocolate for

I
Valentine's Dav?

Free 8

Heartless.
free heart balloon with

every $5.Q0 purchase

Visit Rociri- Mountain Chocolate Factory
today and remember the ones you love on
Valentine s Day. Wednesday, February' 14.

1006 Broxton / 824-7464

CALIFORNIA PARTYWEAR!!! Hoi new line of

T-shirts! Send for free catalogue. California

Party««car Oept. ItA P.O. Box 60009 Santa

Barbara, CA 93160.

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30-5:OOpm.
DANA.

SPECIAL INTEREST VIDEOS, huge variety, free

details. Rooney, DB, 906 E. Altadena #21,
Altadena, CA. 91001.

Miscellaneous

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARVCIPAWN AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

'You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.

in order to determine eligibility.

> 'All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

. $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

I

I

I

I

I

feg/g^^W FLORIST
Don't miss the pleasure of sending;

fresh flowers on Valentine's Day...

Call our 24 -hr line for flower or balloon

orders. All major credit cards accepted.

213-477-3333

I Mention this ad and get $5.00 off orders <^
$20 or more

,

I

I

I

I

I

I

AN American city reels as donrwstic terrorists

destroy its supply of water and power. 'The

Sociopath,' -j.V. Adams, paperback, S3. 50.

Order at any bookstore.

FASHIONS in swtmwcar. Models wanted for

free testing by intern^ional photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenirtgs.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa»»telte. (213)312-0092.

POWERFUL STUFF! AN infuriated young rape

victim stalks, outwits, entraps, arxJ violently

punishes a rapist. 'The Sociopath,' J.V.

Adams, Paperback, S3.50. Order at Bookstore.

SHOOTING INSTRUCTION Basic self-

deferwe to advanced competition. Thomas
(213) 838^2662.

Campaign Volunteers Needed
to work congressional campaign

Great opportunity for

Political Science Majors

All Others wel(x>me. Mr Allen.

(818) 781-3016.

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Fen\ales (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing; and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUBJECTS with asthma,
ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
miedication compared to placebo. Involves

offioi visits in WLA. You wfll l>c paid for your

participation. (213)620-6574.

DENTISTRY- No ooH sovening Dental work

P«i«nls receiving specific derMal work will be
paid. Call Tim (21 3)206-2S16

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and olderwho have teeth

hypenensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar cor^rol toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with a»igped commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid uoon
completion of four evaluations dur'mg an eif^ht

week period. One denut tt-ray required.

Cofitact Mary, Denial Clinical Retcwch Ccn-
tV, •25-9792.
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THE BROTHERS OF SIGIifA NU
Cordially invite hack the following
ladies for Dinner and Cocktails:

Kim Biers

Erin Crockwell
Ann Dewitt
Amy Dunn
Liz Forshee
L3nnn Heal^
Lori Jones
Danica Katz
Uz Leo

Tracy Matheson

Amy McKnight
Patty Mears

Amy Messersmith
Keny Parker
Mary Schneck

Jennifer Schultz^

Marsha Trost

Buffle Ward
Kim Watson

and our 1989-90 White Rose Court:

Alisa Batman
Stephanie Garfield

Corrine Callaghan
Christine Langer

Queen: Shelty McCroiy

Cocktails at 5:30 pm
Monday, February 12, 1990

Liz Corrigan
Erin Reach

Salons 21 Salons 21 Salon 21 Health Sen^lces 22

ANNIVERSARY SALES

ULTIMA BEAUTY CENTER
The largest selection of

Hair & Beauty products

& Perfumes

157o-7o25 discount

Manicure S6
Fill S13
Full Set $20

Tel.: (213) 208-3500

Haircut and blowdry $ 1

6

Free Haircut

with Perm or highlights

10918 Kinross Avenue

WAliTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Opportunities 26

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED!

Ri^c handed male and female

nonsmoken between 21 and 30

years old who are low co

moderate users of caffeine and

alcohol are needed for an

inveadgation of effect* of alcohol

in intoxicating dotes on learning

and problem solving. Subjects

will be paid $6/hour for up to 6

houn. No regular users of illicit

drugs nor persons with a history

of smoking, heavy drinking/drug

use, or alcohol/drug-related arrest

will be accepted. Bod\ biological

porena must be ri^t-handed.

Subjects must have had some

experience with mixed alcohol

drinks.

(213) 398-7948, 6.9 PM, M>Sat

?i <

Sf

^-

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have

a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 16-22 yean
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

NEED SubjecU 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned commercialy available

dentifrice artd toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

WMk period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Oinicaf Research Cen-

tar, 21M25-9792.

SINUS STUDY. SubjecU with sinus infection

agies 18 and older interested in tryir^ an

investigational drug. Involves ofTice visits in

WLA. You wfll be compensated for your tinw.

(213)820-6574.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Ren\oval
European Facials Waxing

Manicure Pediatre
208-8193

1015 GAYLEY AVL. WfiffTWOOO VILLAGE

BE YOUR OWN BOSS. P/T, F/T. Earn UNLIM-
ITED ir>come lielping others SAVE money! Call

(213)968-0807.

EARN EXTRA MOI^EYT Have a part-time

Business of your own. I^tworfc Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHEF^I

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

49!i4 Van NiOfi Bltd ShSfir^an Oakt

Rect'vi I *'•• gift «f fc<" pt tcraen ippt

Help Wanted 30

Wanted 15

HEALTHY MEN (30-50 yrs) to participate In a

lOft^ay Ih^in nutrition study at USDA West-

em Human Nutrition Research Center, Presi-

dio ofSan FrvKisco, CA. Must be able to live at

center 24 hr/day from 4/10 to 7/29/90. Earn

S2235 plus free room and board. Call collect

now (415)556-2174 Monday thoj Friday.

'Hyperactive Boys with atientional problems,

7-1 1 yevs needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evaiua-

tton. (213)825-0392.'

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6

monlha or more arwj have received prior

unsuccessful tre<ttment. K accepted, subject

wiil receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain ar>d noise. $100 received upon

completion. TMI x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dantal Clinical Research Canter, 825-9792.

GUITARIST and/or bassist wanted by lead

sing^rAeyboardist 20, for original rock band.

InflueiKes Beatles, Police and Living Colour.

Wanted to Buy 16

STANLEY KAPLAN study guide for CMAT,
and CRE. (818)790 0669.

WANT TO BE A HODEL?

Pro(eaak)nai hair care manufaaurar ii

looking for photooenk; male and
femalB modeh for Its packaQtng and

product literatura. Vou must:

• Be over 18 years old.

• B« wiltng to have your hair cut &
styled bf top professfonal styists

• Have true modeing poientiaL

Contact: Hamilton/Low & Assoc.

213/478-4882 between 3-5pm M-F

Sperm Donors Health Services 22

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sp«mn donors needed for

medical research In

0CWfftjf anIts. bXCUIdll pajf.

CaU (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

SIQIHR- Student needed to work P/T, work
your own hours, with majort Fortune 500
corporationa. Create an income that will be

or>§oing throughout your collie career. Con-
tact Regtna. (213) 443-4143.

$7.00^., DRIVERS needed for Valentines

Day. Flower Delivery in Westwood. Van or

Wagon preferred. Bonus: Free flowers. Cal

Marjle (213)208-4000.

ACCOUNTING aERCK- P/T flex., work ar-

ound your schedule, 15 hr^fvk. (213)
478-2541.

ART TEACHER- P/T for new children's activity

center. Terrific payl Experience required. (21 3)

479- 0514.

ATHLETIC buih females with cheerleading,

gymnastics background for video productions.

$20(yday. (714)6384)550.

ATTENDANT for female graduate student in

wheelchair- training provided. Work M-F or

Sat, Sun 6.9a.m. $6/hr. jayne (21 3)470-041 5.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! 32,00(Vyear income potential.

Details (1)602-838-8885 ext. BK8050.

MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio for

up-comlng photo assignments

Pro & NorvPro Male Female
rflii (R18^ 508-8680

10 Help Wanted 30

BOOKKEEPING. Set-up personal filing system
for working couple. $200. 2xAnonth pay bills,

file medical InsurarKe claims and do follow-

up, filing. $50/month. BH area.
(213)272-1403.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERSAND MANAGERS. P/TOR F/T. CALL
(213)472-3287.

CASHIER. DAYSAND EVENINGS. F/T, $€^R.
TO START. WEST WORLD ELECTRONK:
CAME CENTER. WESTWOOD VILLAGE.
CONTACT DAVID (213)624-3677.

CENTURY CITY computer training facility

seeks recaptfonist P/T, AM. for light office

duties. Willing to learn Word Perfect.

$6-$1(>^. (213)201-0055 Contact |eff.

CHR.OREN'S GYM- Inttnactors wanted. Child

development or Kinesiology major^ad. re-

quired. Terrific opportunity! Full^art-tkne.

(213) 479-OS14.

CRUISE SHIP lOBS. $3OO-$9O0/wad(ly.
1.a00.92fr^447 exL C1 1 10. —^

—

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)8S0-1640 between 9«n-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FLE CLERK, part4ime, Westwood Law Finn

seeks bright indlvkkial with superb oganiza-

tional skilM to MMirk in fast-paced environment.

Hours are flexible. However, some hours each
day are required. (Min. 20 hr^veek). Must be
deperfdable, non-sntoker preferred. Call

Theda Ray 2-4pm. (213)478-2541.

GENERAL CLERK (filing, mailii^ etcj for

friendly oTTioe. HoursMWF 1 2-4 or TuTh 1 1 -4.

SMv. Please call Maxine 12-4 and leave the

best time to reach you. (213)879-0072.

GENERAL OFFICE- Psychotherapist, P/T, near

campus. Word processing, good English skills

required. Salary negotiable. (213)393-3585.

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, experience in xerox,

phones, and errands. MofvFrt, 2- 5:30,

S6.50/hr. Call (213)477-3000.

GOURMET ON THE RUN INC. Independent

delivery service for quality restaurants needs
delhwry drivers. 3-6 eveningj^veek beginning

at SflOpm. Eoofwmical car, proofof insuraiKe,

good DMV report. Knowledge of valley help-

ful. $7-$12Atr including tips. Also need dis-

patchers inside. Beginning $6/hr.
(818)907-9885 before 4:00pm.

GYMNASTKIS COACH for boys and giHs, all

levels. Hours flexible. Wages DUE. SanU
Monica. (21 3)4S(MK)1 2.

HELPER for partially disabled man (evenings)

in exchar>ge for room arxi kitchen priveleges.

Close to UCLA (213)275-7664 days.
(213)470-7611 evenings.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. ConY>leting MIP
refund policies. US Govemnwnt program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

MALE MODELS- Earn SlOtVhr. or mon. )ock

and student types. Handsome, lean 18-25.

Cleanshaven face, lite body hair. PlaygiH-

type ntagazinesAHtdity. Beginners welcome.
Brad (213)392-4248.

MANUFACTURERS Rep. needs counter for

ASUCLA Bookstore. 8-10hrs. weekly Call

Diane (818)597-9762.

MEDKIAL FRONT OFFKIE- F/T, 9-6 MWF, 9-5

TTH. Salary open. Insurance billing, collec-

tions, peg board posting. BH Ortho. Office.

Myma (21 3) 274-9221

.

MEDICAL RECEPTONBT. Part-time, M-W-F.
For a Westwood Physical Therapist. Experi-

ence preferred. (213)206-3316.

MESSENGER/MAN. ROOM CLERK (Permanent
position). Monday-Friday, 8.00am-5:00pm
Ihr-iurxih. Must have own car/lnsurarx:e du-
ties, entail heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries,

UPVFed Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arlene/)im at Heid/)ones Construction.
(213)825-9914 ($7Ay -> mileage).

OFFICE ASSISTANT, real estate development
company approx. 20hr^wk, $7Atart, typing

essential. Leasing departnrtent ask for Sheryl,

(21 3)820-5891
.

t experience. Salary

Ask for Phy|lis.

PART-TIME Retail sale

plus commission.
(213)626-4649.

PART-TIME for small CPA practice. Light

typing, filing, and basic errands. Computer
experience preferred. $7/hr, 15-2(Vwk.
(213)277-3507 Rick.

PART-TIME secretary, Encino Law OITice.

15-2ahnyM4(. Type 50 wpm, good Er^lish

skills. Will train. $6-8/hr. to start.

(81 8)907.81 00.

PART-TIME help in morning. 3hrs. S5fi\r plus

bus fare. Westwood yea. (213)473-7467.

PHYSCAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)206-3316. __^
PICTURE FRAME DESIGNER, P/T, Saturdays

are a must. Sm gallery, art or sales experierKe

prefened. (213)628-6866.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, flexible hours.

$Mv. Wilshir«^airfax area. No experierK:e

necessary, will train. (213)933-7548.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ASST. 5 hours
daily, S7-Mv. WIA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.
(213)939-1720. ^^
P/T Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hr^»^ work 2-3 afternoons 3-7pm. and 8
hours on Saturdays. Start $6-S7.50^r plus free

dry cleaning. (213)474-6525.

P/T HELP needed for office woric in a small Real
Estate investment company. $5.S0/hr.
(213)392-5644.

RECEPTKMST/Callery AssL Great opportune

ity in Brentwood Art Gallary. Word process-

ing, dau entry, and phones. Wages negoti-

able. (213)6206511.

-H-
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-V-
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Help Wanted

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

vv/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

?:-

U^W OFRCE FILE CLERK
Santa Monica

Santa Monica Business
Litigation firm, a small,

busy, close-knit group
needs file clerks (full or

part-time). If you have
excellent organizations

skills, intelligence, and a
sense of tiumor—we
want to meet you. We

pay better than a
competitive salary and
expect exceptional

performance.

Call Tom Fedorko at

Bostwick & Ackerman, P.C.

(213)395-5372
to set up interview.

RECRUITER POSITION
9- 12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/61

Cruise Ship Jobs
Ymt Round. PHOTOQRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION
PERSONNEL. C«c««»nl pay plus
FREE iraval CaribbMn. Hmwm.
BahwnM. South PacMc. MMico
CALL NOWl C«M ralundabto

1-20«-73*-0775.Ext. MO N.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharp>en your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

RECEPTIONIST/aERICAL for CPA firm on
Wilshire arxJ HighlarMJ. Phones, typing, filing,

murt have transportation. (213)930-1040.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T (elx hr»., SS/hr. Phone*.

(213) 8Se-0674.

RECEPTIONIST. Good communication skiHs,

phones, counter sales, typing and Word Per-

fect 5.0. Hours: 8:45-5 KX)p.m. Palms area.

1 7k-f bonuses.f benefits. Call Barbara
(213)287-2360.

RETAIL SALES. Women's clothing. Santa Mo-
nica. P/T, Tues. ar>d Thurs. 11-6. Friendly

professional appearance. (213)395-2728.
(11-6).

RUNNER. Business Management Firm. West-
side. 30 hrsAA«ekiy. Most have ovm car.

Benefits. (213)558-8110.

SALES PEOPLE NEEDED NOW! Student-run

business. Not difficult sales, 20% commission!

Just February, set your hours, need 15-20

\>n/wk, make as much as possible in 3-4

weeks. STOQMc and up. Training session early

February. Call Theresa (213)398-4120, leave

message.

SALES- P/T, Studio City or Beverly Hills,

flexible sch«lule. (818) 762-6343 or (213)

274-5888.

SALES- P/T, SUidio City or Bcv. Hills. Feixibic

schedule. (818) 762-6343 or (213) 274-5888.

SECRETARY or clerk needed (or a small

business in Westwood Village. Experience in

light accounting and computer required. Very
good pay. (213)206-5225.

30 Help Wanted

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
^ new and exciting concept m^

restaurants; The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood, iias positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our tun, fresh, and lively team

and help to nfiake our first of many
'Dole' Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

Please call Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(213)824-1500.

SUMMER JOBS
COUNSELORS • BOYS CAMP, W.MASS/ <iiRLS

CAMP, MAME
TOP SAURY, RM/BIVLAUNORY, TRAVa AL-

LOWANCE MUST LOVE KIDS AND HAVE SKU.
IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

ARCHERY. ARTS A CRAnS. BASEBALL. BA-

SKETBALL. BICYCUNG. CHEERLEADING, MNCE.
DRAMA, DRUMS, FENCING, GOLF, GUITAa

GYMNASTICS. HOCKEY. HORSEBACK. KARATE.
LACROSSE. NATURE. NURSES. PHOTOGRAPHY.
PIANO, RADK), ROCKETRY. ROPES. SAILBOARO-

ING. SAIUNG. SCUBA, SOCCER. TENNS.
TRACK. WS.I.. WATERSW. WEIGHTS. WOCO.
Mm Ofl ar «rtto: Cmt Wmaa. S dm Lm.

,N.V.MS«(M4PiI.SM]L VIlMMcala-
Vt»l, P4X Bm I77I. Durihvi, MA. «U1

(«7)

I VALET PARKING I
' ATTENDANTS NEEDED '

I FULL OR PART TIME |

I

I

I

I

MALE/FEMALE
PARK THE CARS OF

THE STARS
TOP PAY AND TIPS

CALL (213) 657-2420
M-F. 9AM-3PM

I

I

I

I

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, tOtns A oommerdalt.
4f typm, 18^ yrs. Earn extra money.

Fun too! CreaHvB Casting

(213)466-7319

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* FuU A Part-dme *

* Flexible Houn *

*Lota of Work*
Me9. Women. Student*, etc.

'

CaU (213> 453-1817

SECRETARY needed for publishers rep. firm.

TueV Thurs 1 2:30-4:30, Fri 1 1 :30-4:30. Near
UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

SECRETARY. 20 + hnh*^. $8-10^. Macin-
tosh experierKe essential. Sartta Monica psy-

chologist. (213)390-1205.

SENIOR LAW STUDENT- To help prepare

papers for law suit. Trial dale 2/1 tj90. $1 S/hr.

InrwT^ediately. Temporary. (213) eS9-55g3.

SMALL INDEPENDENT movie company
r>eeds outgoing and reliable person to assist

with phor>es and scheduling during the Ameri-

can Film Market, 2/22-3/2. Must be available

everyday during this international market. Pay

negotiable. (213)450-3193. R. Bradley.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs
full-tinw help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

STUDY WHILE YOU WORK Sell earinp on
campus. 6.0Q/W flexible hours. Call Tony
(213)466-4870.

SUCCESSFUL West LA Real Estate develop-

ment company seeks bright person for clerical

assistant in Westwood office. Typing filing,

invoice follow-up. Call Doreene
(213)473-1531

SWITCHBOARD RECEPTIONIST P/T evenings

arxVor weekends. Beverly Hills Mercedes
Benz. (213)659-2980.

TEACHER needed for Westside Jewish pre

school. 8:30-1 2:30. $1C^. minimum. Experi-

ence required. Call (213)459-5054.

WRITER'S Exchange,has work for creatively-

tatcntco writers. rapert>jck Novels, Non-
Fiction books, Magiiinc articles,

(213)206-5128. Vcmon.

30 Help Wanted 30 Job Opportunities 32 Apt. for Rent 49

PR/PROMOTIONS ASST.
Gain contacts and experience
as intern working on major
events and PR campaigns.
Must be bright and reliable.

Knowledge of Jewish
community affairs helpful but

not essential. Resumes to

Mara: 9301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite

206 Beverly Hills. CA. 90210

Part-time, during school, Full-Time.|

during vacations, experience not

necessary. Apply in person.

Westwood Sporting Goods,

1065 Gayley Ave, Westwood

Job Opportunities 32

$20,00(Vmonth. You can be making this figure

by the years end. ExparvJing Business Manage-
rT>ent company with Fortune 500 contracts

interviewing for ft/pt positions. Includes esca-

lating residual income, work afternoon, even-
ing hours. (213)758-6504 will train.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY WATCHING
TV! $32,0(Vyear income potential. Details.

(1)602-838-8885.

CELEBRITIES! Fast-paced Beverly Hills PR
office r>eeds receptionist/secretary, FT or PT,

MWF 9:30-5:30. Nicole (213)286-7227.

LOTS OF HUSTLE, brains, writing, clerical and
computer skills. 3 daysAvk minimuiSi up to 40
hrs/wk. Must have committment thru October
to help plan major parties. $a^r. May Co.
North Hollywood. Special Events.
(818)509-4234.

MARKETINCVSALES up to $3(Vhr work your
own hours westside marketing.
(213)205-2631.

RETAIL MANAGERS and retail clerks needed
immediately tn westwood area. Cait Laura at

(213)538-5941.

TUTORS NEEDED- Bright personable people
to be trained as SAT instructors. Flexible hrs.

S15-2Q/hr. Cal IV West (213) 821-4343.

NISSAN.
WET<EBUILDING
ACASE
FORBETTER
FUTURES.

SIARTINGTODAY

Nissan knows you have a bri^t future ahead of you.
We want to make it even better. Now. we're oaring you the
chance to gain valuable skills and insists which will lend
strength to your success in the legal field.

Document Coder/
Data Entry Operator

Responsibilities will include reading and coding legal

documentation and entering information into case man-
agement database. You must be able to read complicated
materials and interpret, synthesize, analyze, and abstract
for entry into system. Excellent reading, writing and analy-
tical skills essential, plus computer literacy.

Start work towards your future today. Nissan's flexible

scheduling makes it easy. We now have part-time positions

(20 hours/week) available for ambitious, dedicated indi-

viduals. Pre-law students wiD find these positions of par-
ticular value, although we wiD accept other students with
related experience.

Find out more. Send a resume or descriptive letter to:

Nissan Motor Corporadoiu P.O. Box 191-DBBCl. Gardena,
CA 90248-0191.

Nissan is an equal opportunity empk)yer and offers

employment opportunities to men and women of all races,

religions, national origin or ages. s
NISSAN

Intemstiips 34 Ct^Hd Care Wanted 35

INOC RECORD CO. seeks creative, assertive,

well organized interrH for marketing arxJ

promotion. (516)674-3229.

INTERESTED in the music business? Ir^tem-

ships now available with AVALON ATTRAC-
TIONS - So. Cal's largest concert pronKMer,

and affiliated companies (marketing, advertis-

ing artist mgmt.) Call Dana Jaeger at

(818)708-8855.

INTERN at growing Brentwood ad ager>cy.

Valuable exposure to all facets of advertizing.

15 hrs/wk. Bilingual/Spanish a plus.

(213)447-2964.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER needed Saturday evenings,

6:00p.m.^1 2:00a.m. S5/hr. (213)939-6499.

CHILOCARE Afternoons 3-7 hours flexible

Pick up school children. Light cleanir^ Must
drive S7/hr (818)501-8558.

MAR VISTA MARINA. 1 'A year olds. Monday*
and Thursdays, 2 kids SeOQ^. 2.30-8i00pnft;r

Wednesdays and Fridays, 1 kid SS.OG^r.

2:3&6:30pm. (213)827-0902.

WESTWOOD HOME, 2 link boyt. Mum have
lefwcnoH, bt active, nliiblt. Call Sundays

Thursday, (21 3)47a«04S.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 Ir 2 BEI3ROOM, beginning at %yW0fmo. up
to $2000. One year Icaw. Charming in

wooded sight. Great location. Near canwui.
Lorcnc Scnulcr. Norton Realtors. Office

(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-8396
evenings.

5 miles from LCLA. 1-t>edroom, $650 and
large single $575 available. Near tranaporta-

tion, restaurants, mall. (618)789-0282.

VPiiHy HNIS, ^wsthouM, n«v. Single,^

kitchenette, full bath, Jacuzzi, microwave,
$69S/mo. including utilitict. One person.

(213)274-3935.

KVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1 350, 2 bd/2-bath
^rderr. Madvnlzca kitchen, ftraplace, laundry
facilltitt, private sundcck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

I

Delude 2 Bdrm.- 2 Batti

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

FURNISHED APT
1 BED / 1 BATH

Max. 3 (or family)

Short-term discount
rent. Pool gated
parking & entry.

Partial utilities paid.

530 Veteran
208-4394

MARINA Oa REY, $650, Studio, attrative

building, best area, Marina Del Rey Penisula,

stept to beach. (213)306-9392.

MIRACLE MILE. Quiet, large, near bus, f^ll

kitcheb, bath. $625/nf>o. (213)470-1640.
(evening, vwekerKfa).

ONE BEDROOM; $a73.6(ynf>onth -f security;

utilities included; parking available; 5-minutes
to campus. (213)624.9735.

PACIFIC PALISADES. $595. Bachdor/guest
house. lAilities included. One person only.

16714%. Marquex (near Sunset).
(213)472^0069.

,

PALMS. 2-bedroom $795. Pod, parking, laun-

dry, appliances. No pets. Terry
(213)454.4754.

PALA4S- Large one bedroom, security building,

1 5 minutes from UCLA. Must rent. $79S/mo.
Trent (213) 318-1301.

SANTAMONICA 1 4wd 2.balh, bit. 2 parking

spaces, new, volume, clelings, quiet.

$119S^TW)nth. (213)473-4272.

SANTAMONICA CANYON. 1 09% -1 1 1 Wtet
Chanrwl Road. 1-bdmVl-bath ocean front.

Refrigerator ft stove. $370, $7004110. 2 per.

sons or irwre. (213)466.4954.

SANTA MONICA 3.bed/3.bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washei/dryer,
quiet, $1795Atw. (213)473-4272.

SPACIOUS Audio SSOC^fTw. Room fcir couple.
Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to

campus. Security building. Unfurnished.
(213)939-6017.

VAN NUYS-.15 minutes to campus, only 9
miles. Good area. 2-bmdf\'h bath. 2 story

townhouse. $705At>o. Security, gated parking.

(213)665.3601.

WALK TO SCHOOL. Lvge private room and
bath, small kitchen, very practical, $45(Vmo,
5.months lease or more. 633 Gayley.
(213)206.5920.

WESTWOOD adjacent, $650, bright and spa-

ckMB, I4ied^ -bath. Large kitchen with break.
fast area. EMcdlent condition. Parking S-mi.

nutes to UCLA. (213)474.6606.

WESTWCX>D/WltSHIRE, VMfmo. Sii^lc,

fbll kitchen. (21 3)470.5952. Leave me—ge.

WESTWOOD $675 1 -bedroom, $1400. 2*2,
Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no pets. 520
KeKon. (213)206-7463.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2.bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceiling, central air arxl heat, washer,

dfyer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable .

T.V., Mrage. $1025. (818)980-2951.

CSO
825-1493

Escort
Service

mm^
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FURNISHED APARTMENT
FOR THREE

$1020
one large bedroom/2 bath
3 huge closets, pool,

gated parking, con-

trolled entry.

Students Welcome.
530 Veteran Ave.
(213) 208-4394.

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenitieS/

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedroom8

Move-in allowance '^
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

NORTHRIDQE $275 up. SOO Unit
student housing fadli^. Shared or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridoe

Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,
Nofthridge, CA 91325

(818)888-1717

AFFORDABLE UNIVERSITY

t
HOUSING

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliarKSS, 2-car

parking, laundry, freshly
palhted.(21 3)279-1887.

WESTWOOD 148 South Sepulveda,
$79Q^f»., 1-bedroonV1-bath with fireplace.

(213)207-8789.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS
SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS

POST MDs, POST DDS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

(Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)

ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL:

873-1373

ROSE AVENUE APARTMENTS
11130 & 11140 ROSE AVENUE

(Single Parent and Married Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876

Apartment Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Infornnation Updates After 5:00PM
And On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

WESTWOOD. $143(Vmo. 2-bed, 2 blocks

from UCLA covered parking, short term lease

available. Anne (213)208-6020.

WESTWOOD, $650, small 1 -bedroom, Span-

ish, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes,

mini-blinds. (213)477-2777.

* DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS

The Only Way To Advertise!!!

Classified Line Ads:

g 15 words or less.. .$4.25 per day
Ij $15 for 5 days

I NEW DEADLINE:

g 12 noon, 1 day prior to placement

|g
Classified Display:

^ Local Rate.. .$9.00 per column inch per day
5 insertions.. .$8.20 per column inch per day
9 insertions.. .$7.80 per column inch per day
18 insertions...$7.25 per column inch per day

NEW DEADLINE:
12 noon, 2 days prior to placement

WhyAdvertise with the Bmin?
22,(XX) copies are distributed

ini<ioBl<soncaiTlpus,inWesbA/^^

g Call 825-2221 to place ads

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Sccurity alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306 6789

Palms
|8S0 1 be(V1 tMth

|1Q25 1 twcyi bath plus toft

|1060 2 b«y2 bath

$1205 2 bmi/7 bath p«u« den

BaiutMuNy dwontad. a/c. Mcurty galad,

bwR-bi stovt. dMiwuhw.
1 mo. FREE RENT wtth one veer leeee.

83S-«516 or SSM174 (mgr ) 47i-4650 (office)

WESTWOOD, $995/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpels, refrigerator, drapes.

VA miles from UCLA. 1953 Sclby. Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.
,

WESTWOOD adjacent. $1150 (Custom re-

model. 2-bed/2-bath. All new l(itchen. Extra

largi closets, plush carpeting, patio, parking.

Must sec. (213)474-8606. -

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. UP TO ONE MONTH FREE.

BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL
AW, GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)206-8685.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.

(213)559-1487.

SINGLE, 2 blocks west of UCLA, vacant

3-1-90, no parking $575 month.
(21 3)824-0532.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.

11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

WESTWOOD X-large single. Minutes walk to

campus. Parking. $700 includes utilities.

Short lease. Jennifer (213)208-3116.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

WESTWOOD. Near Century City. Small and
custom single. Sleeping loft. Skylight.

Carport. $585. (213)854-0146.

WESTWOOD. $995. Large, luxury, 2-bdmV
2-bath apt. Balcony, wet bar, a/c, built-ins.

(213)444-7378.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$1700,
2-bedroom, I'A bath upper. Hardwood
floors, fireplace, dining room, yard.

(213)839-1840.

WLA 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH- $1,060 and
$940. New security building. All amenities,

rooftop Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view.

Open, 1512 Amherst. (213)826-5528

WLA. Large 2-bdrm/1V. bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laurviry facilities, 2 car parking, rx) pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laurviry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931-1160. r

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rourxied by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare 54

FEMALE UCLA staff needs roomate to share

2bedA?bath apartment in Santa Monica.
$525/mo. (213)829-3677.

GREAT 2br. apt. Share with female roommate.
Good Locale! UCLA nearby. $229.5(VnrK>.

DeUils: (213)820-8427.

MARINA DEL REY, Female needed to share

newer 2-f2'A townhouse, 3-blocks from

beach. Fireplace, a/c, security. Move- in 2/1 5.

$550/mo. Kim (213)836-86 72.
(213)442-2015.

$425-OWN ROOM. For responsible female.

Nice westside apartment. Great roomates.

(213) 474-6434.

PRIVATE room and bath in Brentwood apart-

fT»ent. Large rooms, high ceilings, new carpet.

$450. (21 3)820-9660.

House for Rent 56

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air condlUonlng/
heat, security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking,

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

-

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Manaj{ement~
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Apts. to Shore 54 House for Sole
BRENTWOOD $575, pool, luxufy apt. Neat
female, noo-smoker. Student preferred, great

location. (21 3)472-4720.
,

FEMALE, own room in spacious WLA 2+rA ,

pking, sec, micwve, $475/mo. + 'A util., avail,

immed. Call Oiristine (21 3)826-3536(H).

House for Rent 56

CHEVIOT HILLS. 3 houses for lease.

S1875/mo. to $2200/mo. No pets.
(21 3)839-3008.

CONVENIENT TO UCL^ Century City, 3-bed,

1 3/4 bath, washer/dryer, refrigerator, garage,

sensational view, $230(ymo. 457-7927.

FABULOUS HOUSE -Sherman Oaks, adja-

cent Bel Air, off Mulholland. View, cul-de-sac.

3-bdmV2V» -bath. Maid, gourmet kitchen,

2,000 sq. ft., marble floors. 8 minutes. West-
wood. 10 minutes, Wilshire/ Rodeo. 12 mi-

nutes, Burbank. $2750/mo. (818)783-0364.

RANCHO PARK. 4-bdrm/3-bath with studio.

2-car garage. Beautiful view of golf course.

$2150/nrK}. (213)655-2773.

SM. 2-bdrm/2-bath, appliances, blinds,

$1300. Call (213)396-9303.

WLA bfetween Palms and Chamock. Safe area,

3-bed, 1-bath 2 story, parking. (213)839-0568
or (213)838-6361.

VIRTUALLY BRAND NEWl Pbpolar North Mar
Vista location. 3-bednxNra, 2-baths. Master
suite. Fireplace. Built-in kitchen. $449,500.
(213)477-7001.

WLA- Bright family home with charm. Uni
high district, near Ocean park area.
2bed/2bath. Fromal dining room, fire place,

forced air heating, bonus room with sky light,

large backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.
Catherine Parker or Charlotte Nobles. Creden-
tial Calif. Realty.

House Exchange 59

LONDON, ENCLAND-WLA. Approximately
7/1/90 to 9/1/90. Visiting professor and wife
offer: 2-story furnished house, living room,
formal dining room, modern kitchen, 2-doubte
bedrooms, 2 studies, r/> baths, large garden.
Minutes from transport, shopping, & parks.

'A -hour from theater and Westend. Required,
similar house, easy bus route to UCLA. LA
references provided. Professor Torous,
(213)825-4059, (818)905-0403.

Housing Needed 60

House for Shore 57

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thm
mid-August (or law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
prefen-ed. (213)891-8104. Daniela Dedona

ENCINO-3-bedroom/1'A bath. $40(Vmo. util

inc. Large living room w/Tire place. Kitchen w/
all built ins. Private cable & phone line

offered. 1-818-990-3822.

SHARE large, clean, 3-bedroom house with 2
women (over 25), and two dogs. Culver City,

very convenient to UCLA. Avail, now.
$409/mo. including utilities. Call anytime.
Leave message. (213)838-0342.

I^eol Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Cashew-family
plant

6 Dressed
10 Thunder roll

14 Carroll girl

15 Prefix for

space
16 Victor —
17 Infra

18 Regional
20 Article: Sp.
2

1

Links areas
23 Ticket

24 Schisms
26 Yelled

"Rah!"
28 Swallow's kin

30 Cook eggs
31 N.Y. dty
32 Small car
36 Spanish aunt
37 Succfnct
38 "Bravol":

Sp.
39 New —
42 Lily type
44 Straighten
45 Apportion

anew
46 Confection
49 Indonesian

island

50 Cleaved
51 Identical

52 Orang
55 Rank
58 Messages
60 Time period
61 Asian land:

var.

62 Doctor
63 Perfume
64 Puts on

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

N

N N

M
U

N

B

N
U

U

M
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U

H

W

B

N

N
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M

65 Coarse grass

DOWN
1 King of

Israel

2 Elbow t>or)e

3 Halfway point
4 First-rate

5 Posith^
6 Containers
7 Grounds
6 Circle part
9 Period
10 Disease
1

1

Of moons
12 Ruby
13 Moved a punt
19 FrerKh

departn^ent
22 Water bird

25 Greek letter

26 Small job
27 School subj.

28 Insect

29 Inter —
30 Took an oath
32 Yours of old
33 Put up with
34 Little one:

suff.

35 True
37 CaH front

40 Italian port
41 Cast
42 Fastens
43 Trouble
45 Wheel pert
46 Original:

prel.

47 Fastener
48 Deflect
49 War machir>e8
51 ••— Lake"
53 Wampum
54 This: Sp.
56 Free
57 TahHIan god
59 Danish coin

r-[7

50

55

«r

w

MO

nr

TT W TT

IM • itMUMMI

58 Room/Board for Help 62 Roommates
HANCOCK PARK. Free roonVboard in ex-
change for child care, light housekeeping.
Mon- Fri afterrtoons, evenings. Experience-

refcfcnces. (21 3)937-4760.

REPUBLICAN student seeking conservative
family's guesthouse, or room in exchange for

housekeeping, child care, etc... Please contact
k>hn at (213)477-2442 or (21 3)473-«1 1 S.

Room for Help 63

GUESTHOUSE with kitchenette In exchange
for 12hrs. workMc. Near #12 blue bus.

(213)559-5464.

Room for Rent 64

BEVERLY HILLS- Penthouse, private room/
bath, recreation, gym, roof garden, sauna,
kitchen/laundry privileges. SSQjVmo. (213)
859-2959,

BEVERLY HILLS $50(Vmo includes utilites and
cable. Private room/bath. Parking
(213)276-1572, after 3pm.

BRENTWOOD, private entrance, 0¥vn bath-

room, $400/mo. Call evenings
(213)472-8269.

ENCINO, $35(ymo., private room/ bath,

kitchen privileges, female. Beautiful Encino
Hills home. 7 miles from cimpus.
(818)501-6678.

NEARBY CANYON. Large room with separate

kitchen, bath, and entrance. $575/ includes

utilities, cable. (213)470-0272.

NEAR Westwood, bus, security condo, private

room and bath, furnished, kitchen, laundry

privilege, $450 (213)475-4606.

PALMS. Single SSSO/mo. and up. 1-bdrm
S675/mo.-S75(Vmo. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,

excercise room. Gas and water paid- Gated
parking. (213)836-3800.

ROOM separate from house, kitchen, bath-

room. 400sq ft. Partially furnished. Belair.

$60(ymo. female. (213)475-0806. ask for

Mark.

SANTA MONICA, prime area. North of Mon-
tana. Private roomibath, furnished in honoe.

Light kitchen priveleges. Female preferred.

$375. (213)395-2025.

VETERAN, $75/1 St nwnth regularly $375.
Share room in 2-bd/2-bath apartment. Security

parking, Jacuzzi, partially furnished.
(213)206-3073.

WLA, $40(Vmo. Own Room, bath, kitchen

privledges. 1.75 miles to UCLA. Near bus.

Non-smoker. (213)477-7831.

Roommates 65

2-BED/2-BATH. Condo-own room, security

buiMing w/pool and sauna. Near Santa Mo-
nica & La Cienega. $675/mo. + utilities.

Non-sffwker. (213)657-7710.

650 LANDFAIR APT. 1 block from UCLA
$25QAno. utilities included. Kathryn and Nitta

(213)824-5747.

AVAILABLE NOW. Private room and bath in

luxury Townhouse. Quiet street, indoor park-

ing. 3 miles from UCLA. Private balcony.

$60Cymo. Call Azi.(21 3)54 1-7798.

BRENTWOOD. Own roonVbath in 2-bed/
2-b*h apartment. Luxury high-rise, 24lh floor.

Underground parking available, unfurnished.

SSOO/mo plus $250 deposit and half utilities.

Live ¥vith a male professional (21 3)478-3542.
Leave message. Available February or March.

FEMALE, 5-minutes walking, furnished, 1 -bed-

room, $335/mo. Feb free (begins 2/1 7). |oan,

(21 3)624- 1903A2 13)206-1092.

FEMALE NEEDED. Share bedroom with
another. Furnished. Walk to campus.
$2e9/mo. 641 Gayley, 206-3046. Mariko.

FEMALE needed to Find apartn>ent with
another female in local area, around
SSOQ^icrson. Days (213)206-0764.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $255/mo. to

share a large furnished or>e bedroom in

Westwood. (81 8)790-21 65.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
2-bcdroonV2-bath in Brentwood. $42G^mo.
Call Lisa, Eva or Cina (213)447-1220.

FEMALE roomatc wanted to share 2-bcd
apartmerM in Venkc with same. 3 blocks from
beach, near shops, prefer serious student.

$375/irTW (213)396^4641.

FEMALE roommate to share 2-bec^2-bath

apartnr>ent. Pool, Jacuzzi, fully furnished. Near
campus. $400/mo. (213)824-4228,
(213)624-7666.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share

a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $300/mo.
(213)206-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroomA>athroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd and La Brea.

Open-minded, $600 + deposit, furnished.

(213)935-5600.

MALE to share 2 bd/1.5 bath w/3 studenU
Gayley/Veteran. (213)206-2660. Gary
$3SQ/mo. + 1/4 utilities.

NEED female non-smoker to share
2-bedroonV2-bath in Santa Monica. W/D,
fireplace, parking. $590. (213)453-6754.

NEED female roommate ASAP; $291 .20/mo,
utilities included; 5-min. to campus.
(213)824-9735

OWN BEDROOM, own bath in 3-bedroom.
$375. 3 miles to UCLA Walk to free shuttle

Cat>lc, fun student roomates. (213)473-5426.

PAKISTANI female seeks roommate for 1 -bed-
room, $285 + utilities. (213)836-8108, after

8pm.

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)639-7104.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-bd/2-ba. Share
room. Furnished $27(ymo. share room.
$32(ymo. Share Master. (21 3)726-0900, Brian

9-6pm. (213)477-1414, 7-1 1pm.

SHARE 3 bedroom townhouse in West Covina.
Quiet non-smoker, graduate student preferred,

$275/mo. includes utilities. Shelley
(21 3)635-8490(wDrk) (81 8)91 9-0536(home).

JWANT female, non-smoker, townhouse, a

pool, spa 12 miles to UCLA. $400/mo
(818)893-0548.

WESTWOOD spacious 2-bedroom/2-balh,
fireplace, balcony, and security parking. Male
or female, non-smoker. Deposit $475. Rent
$500 (small room), $550 (large room). Call

Raymond (213)474-1278.

WLA- Large private room/bath. $475/mo.
Shower, carport, balcony, laundry. Available

Mach 1st. Olivier (213) 478-5380.

WLA. Share 2-bedroom/ 2-bath. Nice room
with private bath. New security complex.
Available now. $597 +'A utilities.

(213)447-1395.

Sublet 66

SUMMER SUBLETS WANTED- JONES DAY
SEEKING SUBLETS FOR OUR SUMMER AS-

SOCIATES. CONTACT MICHELLE VALDES.
(213)253-4380.

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law
students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Furnished Apartments
Wanted

May — August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)€80-2222/ext. 4522

Condos for Rent 69

CULVER CITY, &1 75(ymo. newly redecorated

townhouse, 3-bedroom, den, 2*A -bath, pool.

(213)281-6312 (day), (213)545-7S54(evc).

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. 2-bdrnV2-bath +
den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYOiVE TODAY at skydhring adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

insurance 91

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

• For Auto/Motorcycles
• No insuranceA^ancelled
• Muttlpie Tickets/Accidents
• QUI ^
• 4 Wheel Drivers
• Exotic/Sports Cars
• Scooters
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

65 insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rales. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nxxiey. (213)820-4839.

Aufo & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immecjiate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Una* Blvd. Santa Monica

?? Nee(d Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
' VJSJ, Insurance Ageney^.
3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA
If llraitli Conim. ^lotoiv

Well Come TO VOl''

''**mst***
If

Auto/Home/Commerciai
Westwood/Wilshir3 Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So of Wilshire) Jf

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.
Example: ferrxjle 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

urKJer 21. male under 25.
$737/yr.

Good rotes for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Coll now (213) 477-7061

or 475-8355

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pickup, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierx:ed, ar>d reli-

.

able, jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many move$ under SI 25. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOCE MAH. -students, living in a dormi Don't
Mist Phor>e Cal IsOwn a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipnrteni necesary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your diaMrtatk>n, thetei, research project,

analyie your daU. (213)559-1890.

DRESS MAKINCVALTERATION. Very reasorv

able. Call al^ 6pfn Wed ft Sun alt day. Gilda
(818)769-0989.

FRUSTRATED developing editing crad school

statements, etc7 Professional help from
consultant/ author. MAJ Journalism. Okk
(213)208-4353.

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS, loco's of research

papers on file. Custom research also.

(213)469-9016.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tub^Scts. TheMt/DiMertationt,

PiopoMla and Books. ForaiAi StudenU
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. (213) 470-M61,

ESTWOOD COIN LAUMDPY

>
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BASEBALL
From page 36

Sutherland (3-OX last week's Pac-

10 Pitcher of the Week, hurled

seven innings to pick up his third

win of the season. '

Coming into the game with a

streak of 11 scoreless innings,

Sutherland struggled early in the

game, allowing two runs in the first

inning off a walk and two straight

Anteater singles.

But after the first inning, he

regained control and pitched six

solid innings until relief man Mike
Lewis came in to flnish the job.

In the fourth. Bruin first base-

man Pritchett led off the inning by

clobbering a 2-1 pitch over the

wall in straightaway center, his

second home run and sixth RBI of

the year to bring UCLA to within

one.

In the fifth, UCI starter Mike
Whitworth walked third baseman
Dave Ravitz and right fielder

Robbie Katzaroff. Designated hit-

ter Dave Zancanaro then squeezed
an infield single out of a high
chopper to second to load them up.

Pritchett then walked, scoring a
run and bringing on lefty reliever

Mike Rood to face Ellis.

Adams then stole fu^t on a third

strike passed ball, moving Ellis to

third. With runners on first and
third, Joel Wolfe stepped up and
smacked a line drive single to

center, scoring Ellis to make it 6-3,

UCLA.

Hair Salon
Proudly Introduces

FAMA
BEAUTY CENTER
Carrying top of the line

•Cosmetics
•KMS
•Nexxus
•Focus 21
•Paul Mitchell
•Redkin
•Full line of citric products
•etc...

NAILS ^
BY SALOME
(Fiberglass specialist)

10% OFF
with this ad

956 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

Travel 105 Travel 105 Travel 105 Autos for Sale

UCLA WEEK IN

MA2ATLAN
A Full Week of

^fis&^j'
Join us for our most popular Spring get-

away to Mazatlan, from March 24 to 31st.

Prices start at just *319 and include:

• Round-trip airfarefrom LAX.

• First clas^hotel accommodations.

Don't wait! Last year this event sold out!

[i^B^ J ^SUCl^^ A-Level Ackerman M-F 8:30-6, Sat 1

1

TRAVEL SERVICE

S!^^^^^P
Tutoring Offered 98 Typing 100

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON •

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)5S*-n23.

EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Math or

Physics from a Tutor vvho can present the

material in a comprehensible manner. Call

(818)90S-9260. A*k for David.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

FRENCH TUTOR, native speaker, exper-

ienced. CaH John, (21 3)962- 1609.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

CPftimute, affordable rates (816)500-4021.

WRfTINC TUTOR. Will helpwith term pliers,

essays, »id study skills. Anne (21 3)659-2293,

leave message.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT.

and G(?E. Free 1 hour lesson with thb

cxJ.IVY league gradi. Stamford Prep

(213)271-6181.

Typing 100

IBM PC word processing. Tenm papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa

(213)459-0258.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check,' Laser printer. S1.50/page.,

Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Temipap-

ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/

Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

PLEASEIIf I type lOOKvpm-will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call A|

(213)475-6902. ^

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)e2»«939,

Hollywood (?> 3)466- 2666.

WORD PROCESSOR: Term papers, scripts,

etc. Best prices- call Nona (213)447-5612.

t1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDEHaw graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resumes (S20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 6am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.

Call Ldri (213)476-6230 evenings and

weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing, laser

printed. Free pidcup and delivery. Term pap-

ers, (APA) dissertations, resumes.
(213)475-4057. *

BEAUTIFUL Typinr Most conscientious, ex-

perierKed, reaaonwie. DissertatiorH, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Corred spellirtg, grarrwnar.

Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITINC, research, rewrite. 20 years -f pro(es-

skwMl experierxx with Unh«rsity papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)2764)366.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM RCAaser printer. Reasonable

rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

SUMMER in Bali, we arrange tour, visit best

surf spot. For brochure P.O. Box 1776,
Rosemead Ca 91770.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. SlO/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213K7S-1646. Leave messagB.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper dubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesettir>g.

Laser printing. (213)4500133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licerved career courtselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)206-1665.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

BERTONE, XI -9 TARGA. $7,000, sharp, yel-

low, 5-sp., a/c. 2-seater. Won in contest. Only
200 miles. Call Leah (213)854-2648, (days),

(213)474-5735, (evenings).

BMW 3.0 SI- 1976, 61k miles, Dennon
pull-out cassette, leather. Excellent condition.

A^, sun roof, $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

BMW- 3.0 SI 1976, 61k miles, Dennon
pull-out cassette, leather, excellent condition.

A/C, sun roof, $3,950. (618) 760-3036.

BMW- 3.0 si, 1976, Bikmiles. Dennon pull-

out cassette, leather, sun roof, AJC, excellent

condition. $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

CHEVY SPECTRUM 1967. $550C^>bo. Pull

oU stereo, perfect cor>dition, 4-door, automa-
tic. (213)937-9174. Cash only.

CORVETTE convertible, 1974, $14,50Q^obo.
Red wA>lack interior and top. 350 automatic.
Ps/pw. 52,000 orig. miles. (213)399-1389/

DODGE OMNI, 1987. Original owner. 4-door
hatchback, 5-speed, AM/FM cassette. 27,000
miles. Excellent condition. $3500.
(213)664-7404.

FORD RANGER 1986. $500Q|/9fa6. Extra
clean, 5-speed, a/c, warranty, new clutch. Call

Kevin (213)653-2991, (213)826-6349.

HONDA CIVK: sUtion wagon, 1981, reliable,

well maintained, a/c, anVfm cassette, $750,
(213)206-3635.

HONDA QVK: 79- 1 20 miles and still runs
great. $1,000. (213) 473-5096.

HONDA PRELUDE SI '86. 24k. 5-speed, a/c,

power steeringAArindowVsunroof. White, gray
interior. Perfect condition. $9999.
(213)460-7525.

HONDA PRaUCE 1965. Sunroof, stereo,

graphit grey, new tires, 70k miles. Great
condition. $6400.(213)417-4940 days.
(213)470-5835 eves.

IS IT TRUE.. ..Jeeps for $44 through the govern-

ment? Call for facts! 1-708-742-1142
Ext.6147.

•ETTA GLI, 1986, $6500 Black 5 speed,
sunroof, new brakes and tires, clean.
(213)276-6908 (eves), (213)657-8840 (day).

Karen.

MAZDA 626 1985 $5400/obo. 4-door,
5-speed, AM/fM cassette, excellent condition.

Call Rachael. (21 3)398-1 770 between 6-9pm.

MAZDA RX7 GS, 1985, $5,00(yobo. White,
original owner. Excellerrt condition. New tires.

AM/TM cassette. (213)473-4272.

MUSTANG California Classic 1968 coupe.
289 V8. VC, auto trammission, top condition.

Original owner. $4,95(yobo. (213)472-8333.

NISSAN 200SX SE 1967, V6, like new, best

offer (21 3)556- 5823(lv message).

NISSAN 200 SX, 1964. Deluxe. Sunroof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $6450.
(213)473-2700.

NISSAN SENTRA 1969. One owner, automa-
tic, MI, stereo. 2-dr, tan, clean. $7000. Cash
negotiable. 26k miles. (213)476-3542.

SUZUKI, 1965, S3200hbo, mint, charcoal
gray convertible, 45,000 miles.
(213M54-7713.

TOYOTA COROLLA 1974. $650, manual,
140k, excellent running condition. Call

(213)470-4246. After 6pm.

VOLKSWAGON CONVERTIBLE 1962,
white,blad(Acd, stereo, alarm, 5 spd, S6k
miles. Original owner. (213)626-2642.

VW BUS, 1978, $3000, great condition. Must
see. (213)477-2933.

One Day Word Processing

an4/or Editing

Oft 25 yean experience. Also olfsr

ethical Mshtanc* wlA wrMng problcmj

and tutoring tn English, IHIitory,

Philosophy, and PoHUcal Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

Travel Tickets ^Q^ Auto Repair 110

AMERKIAN AIRLINES 2/23. Afternoon - 2/26.

Mardi Gras weekend, LAX-New Orleans.
$300. (213)466-4129.

BOSTON from LAX oneway leaving 02/27.
$16(Vobo. (213)206-2777.

^^^f^™^^f"F»"PW Autos for Sale
TROKSCHER TYPING

SEHVICB
|2.B6 p«r double 6pAe«d pi^

iyp«c«L i^ua)% reiumeli - tMOO
^rm hour iruah nervic* av«it}iib)e
"

OPEJsr 24 HOURa r
{*13) M7-4873

109

VOLKSWAGON GOLF, 1966, $5000 4 door,

blue, 48,000, a/c, good condition.
(213)669 0428.

VOLKSWAGON CABRIOLET, 1966,
S910(yobo. 22.000 miles, red with white,

S-speed, A^, pull-out radio, alarm. Mint

condition. (213)472-7037.

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire B!

(213) 207-1811

109 Bicycles for Sole 113

BIANCHI (Italy) 1 5 sp. Great deal $300. Giant
930RS 1 2 sp. Like new. $275. (21 3)826-6349.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

86 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 450, excellent

condition. 8200 miles, $1300.
(213)824-1747.

HONDA NX 250, 1988, 6,000 mi. excellent

condition. Like new. $2500/obo. Call

(213)470-9420.

YAMAHA RADIAN, 1988. Black, mint condi-

tion. 2000 miles. $2300. (21 3)280-0737.

Scooters 119

1986 YAMAHA CA 50, white, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

1986 YAMAHA RIVA 50. Runs great, black,

$500 with helmet and lock. Bill

(213)209-0396.

1987, HvONDA AERO, 50mi., like new, $900.
(21 3)337- ,-'21 8.

1989 HONDA ELITE LX. Brand new less than

100 miles. Helmet storage. Glove conr>part-

ment. (213)209-5524.

ELITE 80 1 988. Brand new, 59 miles. Must sell,

$1195. Riva 200z 1987. 3.7k miles.

(213)624-5311, Mike.

HONDA ELITE- 80 white, just tuned, runs
great. $900. OBO. Elite Deluxe 2m, red. Must
see. $900. (213) 824-5098.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987. Great condition,

basket, two helnr>ets, lock. $900. Call Chris.

(213)445-8630.

HONDA ELITE 125. Good condition;cxtras

included. $750. Must sell by 2/28.
(213)206-2814.

HONDA SPREE '86. Low miles. Excellent

corxiition. White/light green. HelrT>el, lock

included. $30(yobo. Call Lisa (213)447-2574,
leave message.

YAMAHA 125Z, 1988 Black. HelrT>et, lock,

storage. Low mileage. Mint condition. $1000.
Dave (213)659-7999.

YAMAHA QT 50, 1979. red, good condition,

hardly used, fully serviced. $425/obo.
(213)876-6650. Leave nr^essage.

Furniture 126

DESK 6 months old, built in storage and filing

cabinets. $1 50. Call Doug. (21 3)384-2504 ext.

206.

DINETTE SET, Maple finish. Four chairs in

excellerM condition. Table w/leaf. $25(Vobo.
(213)473-1244.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $65,
kings $95. Oliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE futon with frame, desk, chair,

bookshelves, endtable. Prices negotiable. Ra-
chel (213)396-1770 between 6-9pm. / '

Garage Sales 127

GARAGE SALE! Furniture, paintings, lamps...

at 969 Hilgard #201 on Sal/Sun. 17/16 at

2-6pm.

BIKE + rack, $100, wooden shelves, $25,
electronic typewriter, $50, telephone, $20,
diving Tins, $40, (213)265-9319.

SENTRY CAR Alarm in excellent condition.

$6Q^obo. Worits icreat. (213)209-5320.

Typewrlter/Connputer 134

APPLE 2C+, 640k RAM. Color monitor, stand.
Retail over $1,000; $947/obo. Leave message
(816)594-1907.

IBM PSII. 20 M3, 3.5 disk drive. Amber
moniter. Both like new. $1500.
(213)836-2783, evenings.

MACINTOSH Image Writer printer- good con-
dition w/cables. $275. Call Bill or LouAnnc.
(213)475-5760.

MACINTOSH 51 2K wAeyboard and program
discs. $500, mint condition. Call after 6.

(213)824-1091.
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CLUB
GENERAL MEETING
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GUEST SPEAKERS:
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SOFT CONTACTS
[COWTACT LENS EYE EXAM ......4151 ^^^^ P^^O© 38
SOFT CONTACTS IV Th YOLR PRESCRiPTlON

DAILY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or
COLORED $40 or
DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

I
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH. CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:
FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave.

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCi-A Student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
We>twood Village. Abov the WharehouM

jCa Zerrazza
Jtalian Kestaurant

11701 Wtlshlre Vlvd. 213-820-2802
West jCos Angeles. Ca.~ 90025

FREE glass of house WINE
with dinner

Men, Tues, Wed !!!

Lunch on Saturday! Open 11:30 AM.

Your Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

fpf\ a choice

Family PlanningAssociates

Medical Group

desert

second place. And event though
Dean earned winning points
(1:52.14) and Cecchi took second
(1:53.93) to pull the Bruins to

within six points, it would not be
enough to rescue UCLA frorb
drowning in the Sun Devil pool.

Dean also won the 200-yanl fly

at both ASU and Arizona, com-
pletely blowing away the rest of
the field in both pools.

Arizona
"It was kind of ugly the way

some of us swam, but we won,**
said UCLA head coach Ron
Ballalore about the Bruins* win
over the Wildcats.

Arizona*s strength lies in its

distance events, where NCAA
champion Mariusz Podkoscielny
reigns. The Polish Olympian won
the 200-yard free and the 1000-
yard free, Saturday. Although the
Wildcats had a distance army to

sweep in the 1000- and 500-yard
free events, UCLA sprinter Brian
Kuraa went 1:41.20 and Dean
went 1:44.68 to take second ahd
third places, respectively, in the
200-yard free.

In the sprinting events, UCLA*s
strength lies in the fortuitous and
young Kurza and Byron Davis,
who are following in the tradition

of many great Bruin sprinters that

have gone before them. Davis won
the 50-yard free and Kurza won the
100-yaid free, with Davis reaching
in for second
Rodrigo Gonzalez and Greg

Schaffer respectively took first

and second place in the 200-yard
IM at a crucial point in the meet
'They knew what they had to do;
they just had to get one point but

• they swam hard—they didn*t let

Arizona beat them,** said Balla-
tore.

By the time the 200-yard brea-
stroke rolled around, UCLA had
already secured the win, so Balla-
tore didn*t enter top breaststroker

Cecchi in the race. "He has had a
lot ofraces and I just didn*t want to

put him in any more,** said
Ballatore. So Bruin breaststroker
Andy O'Grady took over, putting
in a 2:07.75 effort to take second
place.

And Ballatore also saved his top
400-yani free relay squad in the

fmal event, putting in a foursome
that took second place. "The meet
was over and if we had put in our
best relay I think we would have
won fairly easily because we have
better sprinters than Arizona." said

Ballatore. "I wanted to make tiie

relay close for them and for us.**

ASU
The Bruins were minus several

swimmers for Friday* s fateful

meet, and despite the effort of
those who were competing, UCLA
just couldn't gel. "(Those who
swam) swam their hearts out and
just came up a litUe short,** said

Ballatore.

But on ASU*s side of the pool,

the opposite effect was taking
place. *This is the best our team
has come together in years,** said

Sun Devil head coach Ron John-
son, who also said that his new
goal is to break into the top 10 at
NCAAs this year.

The Bruins lost the first

event—the 400-yard medley
relay—which hindered their
momentum for the rest of the meet,
according to Ballatore.

Bruin winners in die meet

—

aside from Dean in the 200-yard
IM and 200-yard fly, and Dudka on
boUi diving boards—^were Davis in

Uie 50-yard free (20.78) and
Cecchi in the 200-yard breast
(2:01.64).

With two Sun Devils (middle
distancers Paul Howe and Richard
Tapper) having just returned in
prime form from New Zealand*s
Commonwealth games, ASU
found great advantage in the
middle distance events.

But Bruin Terry Harvego was
one of those Bruins who swam his
heart out as he touched the wall in
9:15.39 to take second in the
1000-yard free, just behind ASU*s
All-American, Yan Cardineau.

That performance was followed
by a host of all-out efforts for
second. Kurza went 45:00 in Uie
l(X)-yanI free for second place and
Giuseppe Tiano went 1:53.01 in
the 200-yard back for a second.
The final 400-yard freestyle

relay was a fitting end to a fateful
day as one of the Bruins* best relay
squads could not put together a win
in one of UCLA*s strongest
events.

tame Cats.
By Dov Tamler
Contributor

The UCLA women*s basketball
program reached a milestone,
Friday, beating Arizona, 73-69, en
route to its 300th all-time victory.

The 300-victory plateau has
only been seen by 30 schools.
UCLA's lifetime record is 300-
151.

In addition, the victory kept
UCLA's NCAA hopes alive, rais-

ing the team*s record to 12-8, and
7-3 in the Pac-fo. The Wildcats
fell to 9-12, 2-9 in the conference.
The Bruins were without their

standout freshman point guard,
Nkole Anderson, who hurt her
wrist in practice last week. Starting
in place of Anderson was DeDe
Mosman, who "stepped in and
played well, but it's not something
she's accustomed to," said head
coach Billie Moore.
The Bruins came out strong with

fine, early, inside play by center
Lynn Kamrath, who tallied six

points in the first half, matching
her season high.

Through much of the first half
the Bruins had the lead, and UCLA
threatened to run away from the
Wildcats when a three-pointer by

DeDe Mosman gave the Bruins a
35-23 lead.

However, die Wildcats, led by
guard Timi Brown, responded
wiUi some fire of their own, and by
halftime had closed the margin to
seven, 38-31.

The Bruins* were only nine for
19 from the line in the first half.

"We gave out too many points at

the line," said Moore. "When you
miss your free throws, it's the
same as turning the ball over."

In die second half, die Bruins
once again threatened to run away
with the game, and when senior

forward Sandra VanEmbricqs
swished a shot in die lane, it upped
the UCLA lead to 14.

But the Bruins never slammed
the door on the Wildcats, and
**when you have a chance to put a
team away and you don't do it, you
risk letting die odiers back in die
game," said Moore.

The Wildcats, determined to do
just diat. controlled die tempo for
most of die second half, and did
chip away at die Bruin lead.
With less dian 2:30 to play,

Arizona cut die margin to six when
forward Regina Grennan hit a
short jumper. After Rehema Ste-

GYMNASTICS; UCIA Invitational

phens missed a shot for UCLA,
Wildcat guard Cheryl Humphrey
fired a length of the court pass to a
wide-open Melissa Handley, who
hit a layup to narrow the gap to
four widi 1:22 on die ckx:k.

The Wildcats dien pressed die
Bruins and forced a turnover, as
UCLA direw die ball out of
bounds. When Mosman fouled
Handley under die basket, every
fan in Pauley Pavilion knew it was
crunch time.

Handley calmly sank bodi free
throws, pulling Arizona to widiin
two points. Arizona, smelling a
major upset, immediately fouled
Michele Wootton at die odier end^
sending her to die line for a one-
and-one.

But Wootton hit two clutch free
throws, and die Bruins escaped
with die four-point victory. For
UCLA, VanEmbricqs and Ste-
phens each had 16 points, and
freshman Nicole Young hit for a
career-high 10 points. VanEm-
bricqs and Kamradi each pulled
down nine rebounds.

Arizona was led by Handley^
widi 16 points and eight rebounds.
Brenda Prese added 15 points for
die Wildcats.

»^ 1'-.

From page 39

fifth rotation.

Starting widi Terry Notary's
9.35, Waller continued die assault
with a 9.70, which earned him die

fourdi-best score on die night
Umphrey came on next widi 'a
9.65—fifdi for die night—with
KeswKk's first-place score of 9.85
rounding out UCLA's perfor-

mance on the parallel bars.

Although falls by Keswick and
Waller on the high bar in the final

rotation looked to end UCLA's
attempt for second, Minnesota's
weak performance on die parallel
bars all but allowed die Bruins to

take second-place honors.
On the high bar, Umphrey

scored a collegiate best of 9.80 en

route to^ first-place tide. Not-
ary's sevendi-place finish of 9.50
also marked a collegiate best

Keswick was UCLA top all-

around finisher, widi a fourth-

place score of 56.90. in die meet,
Keswick improved his collegiate

bests on five events—^pommel
horse (9.45), vault (9.35), rings,

parallel bars, and all-around—and
tied on another, die floor (9.45).

"It was die breakdirough meet
for Scott," Shurlock said, "even
widi the break on the high bar. He
came to his own in diis competi-
tion."

It will not be until die Western
Tfcgionals in April when UCLA
faces Nebraska again. According

to Allen, it will be there diat die
NCAA championship will be
decided.

"At die Regionals, the national
championship wUl be diere with
UCLA and Nebraska." Allen said.
"I diink we have two great teams.
We might have more dcpdi than
UCLA, but it'll come down to

who's die healthiest and who has
more momenuim."

Being only die Bruins' second
meet of die season, UCLA looks to
improve.

"Nebraska is pretty close lo
peaking," Keswick said. "Hope-
fully (by Regionals), we'll be more
consistent If we have more con-
sistency, we'll beat diem."

Daily Baiin Sports

Rooks
From page 40

touch, (should dominate). But
what you have to remember is diat

diose two are sophomores and
Stokes is a freshman. It's not like

you wave a wand and diey're
suddenly players."

But comparing Saturday's per-

formance widi last January's, it

certainly must have seemed to die
nationally televised audience diat

Olson was wearing a cape and
pulled rabbits out of hats, because
at most times the Cats could do no
wrong.

Take, for example, UA's back-
court. Guards Matt Odiic and Matt
Muehlebach had all kinds of
trouble penetrating UCLA's zone
in the first meeting and were also
ineffective in getting dieir big men
the ball in die paint But unlike in

Westwood, die ability of Othic and
Muehlebach to feed big men in the
middle for easy buckets proved to

be a deciding factor in Tucson.
Time and again, the Arizona

guards pierced the UCLA zone
widi crisp passes into die key for
easy buckets. Odiic, who was
hopeful for the game after sprain-
ing bodi ankles last week, finished
widi eight assists and zero turnov-
ers, while Muehlebach tallied five
assists and also finished widiout a
turnover.

And while the Cats slammed,
crammed and jammed their way to

a run for the conference tide, the
UCLA big men—outside of Mac-
Lean (26 points. 14 rebounds)

—

couldn't buy a bucket
UCLA shot a dismal .392 from

the floor, including a combined
nine-of-32 by Trevor Wilson and
Tracy Murray. Sophomore guard
Gerald Madkins had his worst
scoring effort in a blue and gold
uniform, missing all six shot
attempts, including zcio-for-four
behind the diree-point Une. The
Bruins also shot only 52 percent
from the charity strip.

*The biggest game of die year,

and I pull a no-show," Madkins
said afterwards.

But that could be said of most of
die Bruins (excluding MacLean),
who had gone into the game
shooting over 50 percent from die
floor.

So why die sudden letdown?
Was it the mystique of die McKale
Center that just ratdes opposing

players, or just an off night for die
Bruins?

*They play very, very well at

home," Harrick explained of
Arizona. "We had enough oppor-
tunities, we just didn't capitalize
on them."

But that wasn't die case all game
long. Far from it At first—after
Williams got the Cats rolling widi
a monstrous tomahawk jam off a
long alley-oop pass from Buech-
ler—UCLA looked as if it would
conu-ol the tempo and the style of
play of the game.
The Bruins came out running

and gunning, and before Olson
could say freshman phenom, Mur-
ray had dunked and nailed a trey to

lead UCLA to an impressive nine-
point lead (14-5) widi just four
minutes and 53 seconds elapsed. It

looked like die Bruins would build
an early lead like it did at Pauley
and never look back.

But after Arizona heated up and
poured in six of its first 12 shots,

Olson went to his bench for

defensive enforcer Rooks, a 6-11
243-pound sophomore out of Fon-
tana.

This move would spell almost
sure doom for the Bruins, as they

- suddenly went into an unexplained
cold spell, missing dieir next 23 of
26 shots, including 10 in a row in

one stretch. After MacLean sank a
jumper, UCLA went wiUiout a
field goal for the next nine minutes
and 59 seconds. A good portion of
those shots were layups and open
jumpers, usually money in die
bank for UCLA.
"We had our open shots,"

Harrick said. "We just didn't make
diem. . . If we made our shots, it

would have been a different

situation. But that happens some-
times."

But it only happened at UCLA's
end of the court, as UA had no
trouble in finding die bottom of the

net

Much of that can be attributed to

Rooks, who came in and took
contnA immediately. He hit five

quick buckets, everything from
rim-ratding jams to soft 10-foot
turnarounds. He gave the Cats
momentum, and they rolled with it

'*He's a good player," Harrick
admitted. "Just a big, strong horse.

He hit his shots well today."
After die first half, both teams

were probably happy to find some
shelter, as the bricks were flying

everywhere. Arizona shot a dismal
32 percent from die floor ( 1 2-of-38
and two-of-12 from diree-poim
range), widi UCLA not faring
much better at 33 percent (12-of-

36), including just one-of-10 from
three-point land.

Wilson, who had gone into die
game shooting 55 percent from the
field, missed all six of his first-half

shots, and finished with just one
point at intermission. Murray
(three-of-10), Madkins (zero-
for-three) and Martin (one-of-
four) didn't help much eidier.

MacLean. diough, kept UCLA in

the game, with 17 points at

intermission on seven-of-10
shooting.

Up by diree at die half, Olson
made two decisions which proved
U) be key in the outcome.

First of all, he emphasized that it

was a must for his team to force die
ball into die paint. Secondly, he
decided to go from a man-to-man
defense to a box-and-one to try to

neutralize MacLean.
"MacLean really hurt us in die

first half," Olson admitted. "In die
second half we came out with a
box-and-one on MacLean. We
were able to slow him up a liide bit

and he wasn't able to get diose
quick shots from die baseline that

he got in the first half."

And both moves made Olson
kx)k like a genius. After Darrick
Martin scored off a steal and
MacLean scored on a goaltending
call, UA took total control of die
game.

Buechler started it off with a
three-point bomb from 20, and
Muehlebach capped it off with his

second trey of his own during the
18-4 run. Somewhere in the middle
of the firenzy, Stokes got into die
show as well widi a deafening
dunk over die entire UCLA squad.
UCLA reserve center Kevin

Walker swished a pair of down-
town treys to keep diings kind of
int^ting, but die Bruins were not
able^to pull within eight for the
remainder of the way. In the end,
the Cats sank their free throws to
hammer the final nails in the
UCLA coffin.

BLANKS: Bruins left their bullets in Tempo
From page 40

almost became redundant
"Like I said, we got a lot ofopen

shots diat we didn't hit" sopho-
more point guard Darrick Martin
said after a few minutes of
questioning. Interestingly, Martin,

shooting 47 percent before the

game, was one of the few Bruins
on target as he went six-of-11,

scoring 14 and handing out seven
assists.

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick
reiterated what his players had
been relating. "We had enough
opportunities, we just didn't capi-

talize on them." he said. "We had
open shots, we just didn't make
diem."

During one stretch in die first

half lasting 5:13, UCLA missed
eight straight shots and was out-

scored, 7-1, as the Cats came from
six down to take the lead. And for a

period lasting an interminable 9:59

midway dirough die first half, die

Bruins made zero shots.

Even the best, shooting Bruin,

sophomore forward EXxi MacLean
(1 1 -of- 16, 26 points), went cold in

the second half, shooting just one-
of-six and scoring 10 points.

Arizona's box and one. which put

Jud Bcuchlcr on MacLean 's tail

most of the second half, had a lot to

do with diat

'They were aggressive defen-
sively," MacLean said. "Beuchler
did a good job on me." ,,—

Explanations for UCLA's cold
shooting spell were pretty simple:
there were none. It was just one of
diose days. "We just missed
today." Murray said. 'Today it

wasn't falling."

When a team misses shots, it

means more than just missed
opportunities. For die Bruins, the

missed shots also forced them to

change their defense.

UCLA's zone had helped stifle

Arizona's big men and hold the

Cats to just 32 percent from die
floor in the first half. But die

Bruins' shooting didn't get back
on ti^k early in die second half,

prompting Harrick to scrap the

zone as UCLA fell behind.

"(The zone) was very effective

(Saturday)," Harrick said, spark
ing memories of die defense that

handcuffed Arizona in UCLA's
win last month in Pauley Pavilion.

"That's die way we like to play
them, except we missed a lot ol

shots," Harrick continued.
Through die first 10 minutes of die

second half. UCLA shot seven-
of-12, but it wasn't enough tc

make up for Arizona's front-line

scoring. In diat stretch, the WiW-
cais scored 16 points from eight

-^ect out or ck)ser and outran the

Bruins, 25-16, to open up a 12-

point lead.

Arizona head coach Lute Olson
spoke of die benefits of UCLA's
bad shooting. "Once we got them
out of the zone, diey had a hard
time handling our inside people,"
he said.

Poor shooting also affects a
team psychologically. Maybe, just

maybe, players get a little tentative

widi die ball. "You start diinking,

'Well, I'm gonna pass diis one,*
"

Murray said, adding diat despite
his inabihty to find die mark, he
had tiie green light to shoot all day.

But no master how much Mur-
ray, or die rest of team shot, die
results were die same. Six out of
every 10 times, the Bruins were
sent away widiout a field goal.

Fans—arid maybe even Jerry
Tarkanian—might kx* back on
the Arizona game some sunny
summer day and wonder what
went wrong.

But for the Bruins, diere's only
one conclusion. "If we made our
shots." Harrick said, "it would
have been a whole different situa-

tion."
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STAMFORD PREP INC.

If you're thinking about taking
Stanley I^plan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan,"

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

- • Small Classes (3-5)
• Best Results ,

• Individual Attention :

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

"^STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts.
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

*tS Westwood Blvd. —
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913
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With Ellis at bat, UCLA off to best start since
By Terry White

Contributor

The red-hot UCLA BasebaU
Team extended their win streak to

five by picking up two more
victories at Jackie Robinson Sta-

dium this weekend, off to their best

Stan since 1982 (8-1).

Sunday against the Waves,
UCLA overcame an eariy 3-1

defecit, socking their way to an
impressive 8-4 victory.

The No. 19-ranked Waves
struck early as theyjumped out to a
2-0 first inning lead.

UCLA quickly responded in the
first, as first baseman Chris Pritch-

ett doubled in DH Dave Zanca-
naro, making it 2-1 Waves. Speed
merchant 2^ncanaro stole seccmd
after his single to set up the score.

Pritchett has extended his hitting

streak to six games.
Working against freshman

Waves starter Steve Montgomery

(making his college debut), Zanca-
naro cnished a line drive homer to

pulled the Bruins to within one, 3-

2.

* The Bruins hit it big in the
fourth, however, with the help of
right fielder David Tokheim. After
catcher Paul Ellis singled and left

fielder Joel Wolfe walked, Tok-
heim stepped in and utooed
reliever Kipp Landis's first pitch

high over the left field wall.

Tokheim went three for five with a

double, a triple, and his first homer
of the year.

Clinging to a shaky one-run
lead, the Bruins needed a few
insurance runs as they came to bat
in the seventh. And once again,
Ellis delivered on request. Second
baseman Mannie Adams doubled
to lead off. Then Pritchett singled
to move Adams to third. Ellis then
promptly pulled a deep fly ball

over the right fieW fence, just fair

of the flag. ElUs continued his

streak, now with ten RBI in the last

three games.
Pete Janicki (2-1) went four and

got the win.

ua
The Bruins came from behind to

win as they downed the Antcaters
6-4, Saturday.

Although not performing at his

usual level of excellence, John

See BASEBALL, page 33

BLUE W GOLD HAIR SALON
Men's Cut
$5 off

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

10% off Beauty Products

Women's Cut
$5 off

S 208-5863

ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929
'
F.'l/T.^.^IS^' J?0*-0"S • TANNING ROOM

• ^^^^}^^^' SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN. REDKEN. NEXUS. KMS. TRI. MASTEY. PAUL MITCHELL

10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD

VtSA

5

5

UCLA
CONTE

DOWNSTAIRS

WILSHIRE

s

TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS'^

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WITH

HYPNOSIS
REUEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY RECALL
CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW

FREE CONSULTATION ($75.00 VALUq

(818) 545-1855 MC/VISA ACCEPTED

DRAGON

DIM SUM • DAILY SPECIALS
FULL CHINESE MENU • DELIVERY
AFFORDABLE PRICES

• • *

Purchase 1 COMBO PLATE
for only $4.35 &

FREE EGG ROLL
Please show ad when ordering

208-4928 1147 Westwood

SERIOUS
MUSIC
Tlie BeaUes
The Stones

The Cure
The Sugarcubes

THE PHIL
We're talking SERIOUS MUSIC. . . like Beethoven,

Brahms, and Mozart. The Los Angeles Philharmonic gives
you this serious music . . . TOTALLY LIVE ... in a

setting that's much more intimate than the Coliseum or
the Forum. And where else can vou get an incredible deal
likeTWO TICKETS FOR $5.00 in February for a live
concert, just by showing up at the Philharmonic's Music
Center Box Office with your current, valid student I.D. no
more than 2 hours before the concert. (You don't have to
camp outside all night just to get seats behind a speaker.)

Here's a great idea. . .join the Philharmonic's free Student
Frequent Buyer Program by calling (213) 850-2050, buy 3

tickets and get a fourth ticket FREE.

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
2 TICKETS FOR $5.00

This Wtoek!

Mon., Feb, 12, 8:00
Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series

San Francisco Symphony
Herbeft Blomstedt, conductor
Haydn: Symphony No. 86

Carlson: Rhapsodies -i .

Dvof^k: Symphony No. 7

Tue.. Feb. 13, 8:00
Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series

San Francisco Symphony
Herbtrt Blomstedt, conductor J

Beethoven: Overture, Leonore No. 2 .

Sessions: Symphony No. 2
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 2 (Little Russian)

Thu., Feb. 15. 8:00; Fri., Feb. 16, l:30;^Sun., Feb. 18, 2:30
Libor Peiek, conductor

Emanuel Ax, piano
Mozart: Symphony No. 32

Strauss: Burleske for Piano and Orchestra
Mozart: Piano Concerto in A, K. 488

Strauss: Also sprach Zarathustra

Next Week!
Fn. and Sat., Feb. 23 and 24, 8:00; Sun., Feb. 25, 2:30

Andr* Previn, conductor
Jessye Norman, Florence Quivar, David Gordon, Gary Lakes, James Johnson,

vocal soloists

Hans Hotter, speaker
Los Annies Master Chorale

Pacific Chorale
Schoenberg: Gurrelieder

Upbeat Live free pre-concert discussions 1 hr. before concerts
(except Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series) and Symphony Preview for

Fri., Feb. 16, 12:00 noon.

For the whole scoop, just call (213) 972-7211.
Seating at the discretion of the Box Office, subject to availability.

Artists, dates, and pfograms subject to char^.

LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC
J
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Five-year win streak continues

Women's swimming Icnows iiow io dominate USCBy Linda Peters

Contributor

The No. 8-ranke(l UCLA
women's swim team (7-2, 3-2 in

Pac-10) flnished its regular season
Saturday, beatingUSC for the fifth

consecutive year, 86-54.
All in all, the Bruins dominated

the Trojans, placing one-two in

nearly all events. Junior Sheri
Smith, sophoitiore Kris Stoudt,
and freshman Christy Richardson
grabbed two events apiece.

Smith took first place in both the
1650 free (16:44.42) and the 500
free (4:54.39). She also took
second in the 200 fly (2:04.75).

Stoudt had first-place finishes in

the 50 free (23.86) and the 100 free

(50.52). In both events, she
defeated USC's highly touted Lisa
Dorman, who finished second both
times.

Richardson finished first in the

100 breast ( 1 :03.76) and 200 breast^

(2:20.00), and added a third-place
finish in the 50 free (24.24).

The Bruin divers completely
dominated the opposition at Sunset
Rcc, sweeping both the one- and
three-meter events.

Kristen Walls took first place in

the one meter with 280.02 points.

Lisa Hecker finished second
(266.70), and Nicole Minor fin-

ished third (249.22).

In the three meter, Hecker
finished first (286.80), Kimberly
Lofft finished second (258.15),
and Minor finished third (248.55).

Meanwhile, back at the Men's
Gym Pool, freshman Jeanne Gib-
bons (1:50.74) and senior Missy
Hemdon (1:51.33) took first and
second, respectively, in the 200
freestyle.

In the 100 breast, Richardson
kept things going for UCLA,

finishing first, followed by ihird-

place-finishing Melissa Skinner
(1:05.89).

Synchronized swimming was
added to the list of events in the
form of the 200 backstroke. There
was some tough competition, but

only between two members wear-
ing blue and gold. Bruins Susan
Potrepka and Becky Shelton tied

for first place at (2:04.27).

In the 100 fly, freshman Andrea
Niedermeyer finished second
(58.18) and junior Mindi Bach

A FEB. SALE
ENTIRE MONTH OF FEBRUARY
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ALL
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HSM'S iMUT 8UPPUES ^
1518 N. HIGHLAND (CORNER OF SUNSET) f

FREEPARKING .213/466-5295
^

EXTENDED HOURS: MON.-FRI. : 8:30-6:30 SAT: 9:00-5:00 W
CASH. CHECK, VISA, M.C. I AMER. EX.

finished third

The Bruins

taking first in

Stoudt, Smith,

don finished

7:32.60, nearly

of the Trojan

(58.76).

ended the meet by
the 800 free relay.

Gibbons and Hem-
with a collective

nine seconds ahead
relay team.

7770 Bruins -finished the Pac-10 season with a win over 'SO Saturday.
HOLAS/D»ly Bruin

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SOFT LENS SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

*SOFTIVIATEB

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

*S0FT(V!ATEEW30DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN.

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

^^^URANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

10930 WEYBO

DR.MYLESZAKHEIIVI, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.
> p T » t rail

rESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

9
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CAMPUS
WINTER SWEEPSTAKES

O*^

TVtiS WEEKS A J . ,

^% #^BIVAa ^^ °®°' °^ ° "^®al — justwWfiff $2.99. There's a different

V^l /kfm featured entree each day of the

"l»^f ^ week, with side dishes and

^^^f^§M I ^ y°^^ choice of a dispensed

^yipVlWl,^ beverage. It's a complete
meal for under three dollars

(at a saving of more than 20%) through the month
ot Pebruary, until March 2. ,

Starting February 1 2th, enjoy North Plate Specials
daily at Caso del Norte.
Monday - Beef Enchilada
Tuesday Cdrne Adoboda
Wednesday - Polio Ranchero
Thursday - Enchiladas Verdes
Friday - Mexican Chicken Kiev

Watch for upcoming
North Hate Specials at:

The Broiler
- Week of February 1

9

SRO
- Week of February 26

NORTH CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER

SERVING BREAKfASI^

LUNCH AND DINNER

>ASUCIA FOOD SERVICE

:?>•

Pffl^OGURT
Use our club cord to get a FREE
TOPPING with your 5th frozen

yogurt purchase — then get your
1 0th FROZEN YOGURT
FREEI ( 1 large frozen yogurt
with 1 topping)

'».i

WIN ^-"i^ Trip^^ ^^ NORTH'' ^'vir
FROM ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
Enter our Grand Prize Drawing to win a ski weekend for two
Tup nortti at Uke Tatioe. Includes round trip tickets from
American Airlines, and two nights tiotel accommodations

^Str*!l^^'°^^^P*^^^^^^8 wi» be hekt Fftday. Marctrt.

^
' J*
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Bruins melt in desert
UCLA loses to Arizona State, beats Arizona
By Wendy Witherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

TUCSON. AZ—Although the
UCLA men's swim team has been
on a hot streak lately, it could not
warm itself up enough in the desert

sun to pull off a sweep in Arizona.
The Bniins lost cold to Arizona

Slate, 64-49. Friday, but finally

began to sizzle, Saturday, when
they defeated the University of
Arizona, 59-54, bringing their

record to 9-3. .
x

Perhaps the brightest spot of the

weekend was the performance of
Bruin diver Chris Dudka, who has
won all but one diving event
against Pac-10 schools so far this

season. After winning both the

one- and three-meter boards
against ASU, Dudka found his first

Pac-10 second-place finish lying

in wait for him at U of A. Wildcat
Ron Hobbs won the one-meter at

his home pool and Dudka finished

second. Dudka went on to w»n the
three-meter board.

"Chris just missed one dive (on
one-meter)." said UCLA head dive
coach Van Austin, "and that

opened the door—but we didn't let

the door open on three-meter."

Another ray of sunlight that the

Bruins carried with them through-
out the weekend was U.S. National
team member Mark Dean, who
also has not seen a Pac-10 second-
place finish in either the 200-yard
butterfly or the 200-yard IM. Dean
has come out of all those events
that he has entered with wins.

Against ASU, the Bruins were
down, 23-11. when Dean and
teammate Andrea Cecchi dove
into the pool in the 200-yard IM,
knowing that to close the point
margin they had to lake first and

See SWIMMING, page 34 The UCLA men's swim team cheers on a teammate

I

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIONAL
UCLA Student Special I

Must be presented to receptionist before services |
are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$18 CUT St BLOW I
MUST snow UCLA SUDEm ID.

WITtI COUFOti
Wt menit ikt ri^ t» r^ate $eniict le aitj

cUml wkme kmr e»mLli»» ii iniMilnMt. I

Valid Sunday - Thursday
Exp.3/29/90

WESTWOOD WFSTWOOD MAJCQIII^ I

Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL .

|
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard I

475-3264 208-4477 I

AT THIS PRICE, IT SOUNDS
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE.

Believe It Al & Ed's brings you this

top-of-the-lme Kenwood CD player

at a rock-bottom price. Just like we've

been bringing oudiophiles the best

auto sound systems for 35 years.

With top-notch stereo installation at

every Al & Ed's, and soles advisors

who know their product inside and oufr. KENWOOD AM/FWI CD PLAYER PUUOUT
people hove come to know us as the

*

mobile electronics speciolist. Whether

it's for sound, security or cellular

phones, Al & Ed's knows all And

that's the honest truth.

FIRST TIME EVER AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE!
With QufomofK loading, 3

" CO single (opabilifv, optimum servo control,

direct frock access, double oversompling, triple beam losei, rondom shuffle

ploy, frock scon, PLl synthesized tuner, 30 station presets, seek ond

monuol tuning, 2 cotor illuminotion, outomotic memory entry, locol/distont

swnfch, and lots more, mr*?*

REG $749

«399
47%0fF

SONY 100 WAH AM/FM STEREO CASSEHE
Areolpowwhooseteoiwing?4sioiionpi«eis. ouiem«HKniiw(%enwf. nr. 5504
pteomp outpuls, Oolbv Hi. ouio 'wetse, memoiy von 4 twy lofct ttf^^4%
sepotoif twssyneblc (oniroh, liquKi (tyilal niulti Iuikiwii diiplov uriih *299
qu»U lotk sloiiom ond nioif n -vn Sl^f. zLMSTAUa

4IS0FF

>MOM0EfU»
aR ALARM WITH
TWO REMOTE

TRANSMIHERSAND
LIFETIME WARRANTY
feoturft 2 UHf remote

(onttol mini fionsmifters to ^
Ofm/disoim system, limited

liletime (Wftonfy, digitolly

en(oded modulolion with ttiousonds o<

SONYAM/FM PUUOUT CASSIHI ftiaiVER
X W lock Pll Own/ Sytittwvs luwi. 18fM 6AM p»«e( tunmi) with Mr ciin
"wnoMeteo I OK/kx smKh. ouionioM fews* cmsent deck, swtdi tVAitflk
>«'i«tablf boss and fieble (oniiois, «MS output with lodet loniiol. neqotive 'IVQ
It niuli. tjmiKii. disploy. -Mtwrnh thf^Khosys urns' mnLiM.

3*% Off

"^J!!

'^r^ STEALS'

UR AURM
BY THE MAKERS
OF DERRINGER

SAU
digitol code combmofiors, totolly keyless |# y
opefotKK), floshing IfO ond more WSTUUD

A) .;!.;*,,.,> ximily system Ittol l«ilurf;

uliiQ dim pnsonaHy loded lions

minei • i(>(not« pom Icaiuie

• Sttattefguoid doss Piomikxi

(ifiuitry • liKe-yew KOdonly. _
>^ MSUlifD

<274

DEFY AUTO THEFT AT THE
PUSHOFABUnON
tndustiy exclusive ?button

ultro thin Ironsmittef, field

P'oqrommoble and repro

grommoble, fugh poivered

bridged output siten, eosy mounting

ShottefGuord " gloss breok detector,

selective ShonetGuord " /sensoi ihhibit,

(Ktive ot possive ormmg ond itwe

m SS39

*398
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Al& Ed% Aiitosound
THE SPKIAUSTS IN MOBILE ELEGRONICS.

WEST L.A.
2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213) 478-^)091

MARINA DEL REY
2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 821-9988

FOR YOUR HEALTH
K" is a liquid blend of 14 different

plants, each rich in vital nutrients:

vitamins, minerals and essential trace

elements.

Your Satisfaaion is Guararueed 100%

For more information/free literature contact:

Ken Ward (213) 275-2175

OUCH!
E.T. WAITED
TOO LONG TO

SEE THE DENTIST

-JR 'A.-GENERAL AND
COSMETIC DENTISTRY

•Tooth Bonding _
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas ^OT Appointment:
•Stereo Headphones (bring your 478-0363
own tape)

•Please mention this ad
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire fit Santa Monica)

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT

ARRESTED?
DRUNK DRIVING
CRIMINAL MATTERS
•Drug Offenses

•Auto/Motorcycle Accidents
•Drunk Drivers .: . -

•Immigration Problems .

FREE CONSULTATION!

474-2545

Former Deputy District Attorney
Law Offices of Diane Tasoff

10880 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1220

(Just south of UCLA Campus:
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fstakes' make UCLA second to Nebraska
By Jarw Huang
Staff Wnter

/ )

Although the UCLA men's
gymnastics team improved on
every event while raising its team
score by over three points, the

Bruins couldn't stop Nebraska
from dominating the UCLA/LA
Times Invitational on Saturday.

The mighty Comhuskers won

the Invite with a strong 283.075
performance. UCLA finished sec-

ond (279.2). followed by Minne-
sota (278.80), New Mexico
(273.075), and Arizona State

(271.5). Last year's Invitational

winner and NCAA champion.
Illinois, finished last with a 269.95.

**We made some great routines,

and some weak ones," UCLA head

coach Art Shurlock said. "We had

too many mistakes against a team
like Nebraska."

Nebraska's strength came from
four strong performances, headed
by reigning all-around Champion
Patrick Kirksey (57.475), runner-

up Bob Stelter (57.40), along with

Mark Warburton (56.55), and
Trent Dimas (56.05). who finished

seventh and eighth, respectively.

"We are basing our strength on

Scott Keswick's strong performances reduced Nebrasl<a's lead.

DMITRI NEQROPONTE

our (four) all-around perfor-

mances," Nebraska head coach
Francis Allen said, "but we're not

going to beat UCLA with four

guys."

Along with the four all-aroun-

ders, Nebraska had solid routines

from Ted Dimas, Brad Bryan, and
Earl Carter. The^-strength of their

seven gymnasts proved too strong

for the other teanis.

At the Invite, Minnesota led

through the first two rotations

before Nebraska stormed onto the

scene. By the third rotation, it

became a race for second between
the Bruins and Golden Gophers.

Going into the third rotation.

UCLA trailed Minnesota by 1.70.

With strong performances by
Chainey Umphrey. Scott Keswick,
and Chris Waller, UCLA reduced
the lead to .35, 138.65-138.90.

After lackluster p^ormances on
the first two rotations, Umphrey
earned the top score of the night

(9.80) on the rings.

"I started off pretty slow,"

Umphrey said. "After that I had to

pull off good routines on the other

events. I had to concentrate on the

other events."

Along with Umphrey's top
score, Keswick followed close

behind with a 9.75. Waller placed

eighth with a 9.55. However, a
strong team performance of 47.05
on the rings by Minnesota and a

low score (46.0) by UCLA on the

vault increased the Golden Gopher
lead to 1.25 in the fourth rotation.

But with three Bruins finishing

in the top five on the parallel bars,

UCLA a reduced Minnesota's lead

to only .15, 232.30-232.15, in the

See GYMNASTICS, page 34

Volleyball wins

in tourney

By Rodger Low

The No. 1-ranked UCLA
men's volleyball continued
its dominance of the East
this weekend as it reached
the finals of the VVA Vol-
leybowl Tournament hosted
by George Mason Universi-

ty, defeating Ball State in

Friday's first-round match.
The Bruin victory—their

eighth in as many matches
this season—earned them
the right to take on the host

Patriots in Sunday's champ-
ionship match (results were
unavailable at press time).'

In its match against No. 10
Ball State (now 10-4 on the

year), UCLA had trouble in

the early going as it has all

season.

Behind the play of its

All-Americans, Chris Coop-
er and Chris Beerman, the

Volleycards took the first

game, 15-10, and held the

lead at 11-10 in the second.
But the Bruins began play-

ing like a No. 1 team should,

as they took a 14-13 lead.

Then with the game on. the

line, Beerman shanked the

ensuing serve wide for an
ace, thus giving the Bruins
game two, 15-13.

Ball State never recov-

ered from the loss in the

previous game, as head
coach Al Scates and his

squad breezed through the

remaining two games to win
going away, 3-1.

BEAR NECESSITIES^^
FOR YOUR VALENTINE AT UCLA

Bear Necessities,

located at 10904
Lindbrook Avenue in

Westwood, opened this

year as an alternative to

the largest-selling student

store in the country,

ASUCLA's Student Store.

Owner Mark Levenson

has been in the business

for 15 years and has had

sbc other stores, including

a store in Las Vegas

supporting UNLV, and a

store that specialized in

pro-style items here in Los

Angeles, "World of

Sports/' >

**We have one of the

largest selections ofUCLA
merchandise in the

country that no one else

has. All of the items are

custom made for us."

Bear Necessities offers

a 10 percent UCLA
student discount, with an

ID and reg card, at the

store on every item. There

has been a very positive

reaction as far as the

quality of the goods and

the designs are unique to

the store only.

All of Bear Necessities*

products are officially

licensed by UCLA Bear

Necessities features many

specialty items, such as

real football helmets, over

150 different styles of

sweatshirts, over 40 styles

of hats, over 40 different

styles of jackets and a

large selection of T-shirts

and much more. Also, the

store will soon carry the

actual UCLA basketball

warmups and authentic

UCLA football jerseys. In

fact, the biggest seller at

Bear Necessities is the all-

wool authentic UCLA
baseball cap, which is the

same one that the Bruins'

baseball team wears.

Bear Necessities pays a

7.5 percent royalty fee to

ASUCLA (from the

wholesale price) on every

item it sells.

Levenson has always

been a Bruin fan and all of

his employees are

students. Currentiy he

has three students
working for him.

Bear Necessities in the

future would like to have

personal appearances

here, such as getting an

autograph session with

John Wooden to sign his

book at the store.

Bear Necessities is

looking forward to

offering all UCLA students

and faculty a convenient

shopping experience by

keeping extended store

hours seven days a week:

Mon-Thur 10am-9pm, Fri

& Sat lOam-lOpm and Sun

ll:30am-6pm. 824-7115

Bear Necessities has

developped a good
working relationship with

the UCLA Athletic

Department, such as

helping them with
different activities and

events. The store has also

had great success with the

television commercial

starring head basketball

coach Jim Harrick.

Bear Necessities is only

a few blocks from campus,

and parking is very

accessible, as there is

parking under the

building and across the

street

Photo by Scott Weening

Bear Necessities features one of the largest selections oj

UCLA merchandise that cannot be found anywhere else.

Corner of Wilshire and Westwood) TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 1 MONTH ONLY 25%^% OirSA|£ NOWf

^^

^
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Sports
UCLA falls in Tucson—but who hasn't
Cats win 44th straight at home
By David Gibson
Sports Editor

TUCSON—Fool me once, shame
on you. Fool me twice, sluime on
me.

That is what Arizona basketball

head coach Lute Olson must have
thought when he took the floor

Saturday versus UCLA for the

second time in just under a month.
In the first matchup between the

two rivals at Pauley Pavilion last

month, the Bruins baffled the Cats

with a swarming zone defense in a

73-67 Bruin win.

But Olson wasn't going to be
made a fool again, especially in

front of 13.697 fans at the McKale
Center, where UA had knocked off

43 straight opponents, a collegiate

best. Olson anxiously awaited
UCLA*s zone defense and Arizo-

na counteracted with an awesome
interior offensive display of its

own in wearing down the Bruins,

83-74 in a key conference show-
down.

After dropping its first two
conference games and the game at

Pauley last month, the Cats (10-3

in Pac-10, 17-4 overall) have been

resurrected. Saturday's win moves
them into s(de position of second
place in the Pac-10, one half game
ahead of UCLA (16-5, 9-3).

Oregon State leads the conference

with a 17-3 mark overall, 10-1 in

league play. They hosted Oregon
late yesterday afternoon with
results not available at press time.

And while the Bruins com-

pletely shut (lown Arizona's big

men with their zone defense in

January, UA's towers of power
wouldn't stand for that again.

Arizona's front line banged in

71 of the team's 83 points, and the

big four (Jud Buechler, Ed Stokes,

Sean Rooks and Brian Williams)

Scoreboard
TEAM 1 2 F

UCLA 31 43 74

Arizona 34 49 83

hauled down 38 boards between
them.

"Their big guys played well and
they just kept pounding it in there,"

U(XA sophomore forward Don
MacLean said. "There really

wasn't much we could do. It's

lough to play when their big guys
are on, and they just keep rotating

them in and out so they were fresh

when they came in.

"Maybe we got tired, I know 1

did. They came to play today; they

really didn't come to play at

Pauley," he added.

So what happened in less than

month? Did San Antonio rookie

Sean Elliott's presence at court-

side have an effect on his former

teammates, or did Olson go see

David Copperfield or something.

'To begin with, people said that

Williams should be dominating,"

Olson explained. "And Rooks,

with his quickness and shooting

See ARIZONA, page 35 Arizona's big men overshadowed Gerald Madkins and the Bruins.

DEAN ABRAMSON/Dirily Bruin

Nv i

In the heat of the Arizona desert, Bruins' shooting touch goes cold

DEAN ABRAMSON/Dirily Bnin

Mitchell Butler makes a
point.

By Matt Purdue

Assistant Sports Editor

On a sunny afternoon this

summer, UNLV head coach and

basketball guni Jerry Tarkanian

stood in a backyard in Bel Air amid
i small gathering oi reporters

and— as summer afternoons are

apt to make anyone do—pondered

the future.

In particular, the future of

UCLA basketbaU.

The name of one incoming

freshman came up more often than

the others: Tracy Murray. And the

topic most often associated with

Murray's game was his shooting.

"He may go a month without

missing one," the Shark said with a

far-away look in his eyes. "He
could outshoot Wyatt Erp."

Who knows if Tarkanian took

time out from worrying about his

team playing Oklahoma State,

Saturday, to turn on NBC and
check out the Bniins' performance
against Arizona. But if he did, he

might have remembered his Cali-

fornia dreamin' with some cha-

grin.

Murray arid Co. misfired all day

k)ng, and, despite hanging in there

for the first 30 or so minutes

against the Wildcats, were finally

gunned down on the dusty streets

of Tucson, 84-73.

Murray certainly wasn't the

only one who seemed to leave his

gun in his other holster. The
numbers read like so many epi-

taphs on Boot Hill.

Murray—four-of-18 shooting,

12 points; Trevor Wilson—five-

of-14, 12 points; Gerald Madk-
ins—zero-of-six, zero points;

Kevin Walker—two-of-six, eight

points.

Overall, UCLA shot 39 percent

from the field Saturday, its lowest

total since the opening game of the

season against Santa Clara when
the Bruins shot a dismal 37
percent. In an enigmatic first half,

UCLA shot a horrid 33 percent, but

were behind by just three at

halftime, 34-31.

But the numbers don't tell the

story. After the game, if there was
a common thread inihe comments,
it was the Bruins' uncommonly
bad shooting performance. It

See BLANKS, page 35

UCLA Women • • • sweep dusty desert foes
By Scott Brown
Contributor

The UCLA women's basketball

team completed a season sweep of

their Pac-10 desert foes, handing

the Arizona State Sun Devils a 90-

75 k)ss, Sunday afternoon.

Led by sophomore sensation

Rehema Stq)hens, who moved one

step closer to the Pac-10 scoring

title with a career high 33 points.

the Bruins (13-8, 8-3) headed the

Devils (11-10, 3-8) off at every

pass. No matter what ASU threw at

them, UCLA would not be denied.

After both teams came out in the

first half a bit sk)w, the Bruins

suddenly found their range, and
fired at will. Three point shots by
Stephens and reserve guard
Rachelle RouUer caf^^ed a Bruin

run that left ASU spinning, and
down 50-34 at the intermission.

After missing last Friday's

game with a sprained wrist, fresh-

man point guard Nicole Anderson
successfully led the Bruin transi-

tion game, at times dominating the

Devil's full court pressure.

"Anderson gets us into a mind
set," head coach Billie Moore
explained after the game. "With
her on the floor we are able to push

the ball up the court and become a

much better transition team."

Everything just seemed to gc
right for the Bruins, who shot an
impressive 58 percent from the

field in the first half, including 3-4

from three-point range.

The second half looked to be a

replay of the first, as UCLA scored

10 quick unanswered points and
never looked back.

SPORTS INFO

See related story, page 34 Rehema Stephens

Softball wins
The UCLA Softball team beat

Fullcrion, 1-0, and Fresno SL, 2-1,

on the first day of the Fullerton

Tournament, Saturday. The Bruins

also played yesterday. For com-
plete results, see tomorrow's Daily

Bruin.

College Football Roundup
use*
Arizona*(22)

70

95

Washington State*

California*

51

•Last week's AP rankings

shoMn In parentheses

Georgia Tech( 16)

Louisville(IO)

94

84

Oklahoma State 84

UNLV (12) 100

Georgetown(15)
Florida

56

40

Michigan State(23) 84

OhioStata 75

Netters fall
The UCLA doubles team of Bill

Barber and Mark Quinney lost in

the quarterfinals of the Rolex
Championships this weekend in

Minneapols, Minnesota. The duo
lost to the No. 4-seeded team of

Sandon Stole and Luis Ruetie, 3-6,

6-7 (5-7) after winning in straight

sets in the opening round.
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Briefly

Mandela rally

planned today
Campus organizations today

will sponsor a rally celebrating

the release of South Afirican

political prisoner Nelson Man-
dela.

Organizers have planned the

rally for noon in Dickson Plaza.

South African President F.

W. de Klerk released the 71-

year-old black leader Sunday.

Mandela had been a political

prisoner in South Africa for 27

years.

Inside
Cluster pra^glam

a 'success'

The flrst 15-unit social sci-

ence cluster was called a tre-

mendous success by students

and faculty.

See page 5

Viewpoint

Leve In the
modem age

Steve Sherwood contemp-

lates the notion of real love and
ordinary heroes.

See page 13

Arts & Entertainment

Industrial minds,

tenriUe' tastes

Ministry's Al Jourgensen

describes the unique lifestyle of

industrial musical chaos.

See page 14

Sports

Brain nine

onhotstraak
UCLA's baseball team hopes

to continue its streak as it

travels to the land of the

Anteatcrs today.

See page 28
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Negative check-off sparks debate
UC £)fficials and students

square off over controversy

By Holly Bauer
City Editor

A move by University of Cali-

fornia officials to ban negative

check-off fee options from
registration cards is meeting
opposition from student groups

who say such a proposal would
violate student rights.

Among the opposition is the UC
Student Association, which

decided Sunday to reafflrni its

policy permitting the use of nega-

tive check-off fees if the billing

statement clearly states that the fee

is optional and if the process for

refusing to pay such a fee is not

substantially more difficult than

that of paying the fee.

UCLA Undergraduate Presi-

dent John Sarvey said a ban of the

negative check-off fee option

would be an infringement on

students rights. "I think it is really

important as a students rights issue

that the chancellors leave this open
to the students."

The student opposition follows

a UC Council of Chancellors

decision last week to consider

abolishing the negative check-off

fee option.

UCLA Chancellor Charles
Young said at a press conference

Monday that students, as well as

UC administrators and members of

the UC Board of Regents, have

expressed concern over the fee,

which critics charge deceives

students and fiinds political pur-

poses.

Hands to heaven

The IsraeliAction Coalitionperforms a dance aspart of IsraeliAwareness Week in Mey-
erhoff Park on Monday.

Black literature gains recognition

Origins rooted

in movements

of the 1960s

By Jill Jacobs

Staff Writer

While African-Americans took

to the streets in the 1960s to rally

for civil rights, a parallel battle

M'aged in the ivory towers of

American universities.

The battle which assaulted

racism inherent in conventional

ideas of literary standards has

resulted in a "perception (that)

American culture has to be multi-

ethnic if it is to be accurate," said

Richard Yarborough, a professor

of literature at UCLA.
Black literature has been at the

forefront of the movement to

change American literature to

reflect the cultural diversity of the

nation as a whole, he said.

Because black literature was
among the earliest ethnic litera-

Uires, it was put forward aggres-

sively as a challenge to the

maintream perceptions of the

American literary canon.
^ "American literature has never
been a white field in terms of the

reality of the texts availiable/' he

Valerie Smith

said. But "black texts and texts by
women and people of color have

not been included in classes and

textbooks.** Because these texts

have not been included in the

American literary tradition "black

people's humanity was not fully

acknowledged," he said.

There were always voices out

there, frequently isolated and
ignored, who challenged conven-

tional ideas about American liter-

AFRICAN
AMERICAN* t^^^o «^
MONTH
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Richard Yarborough

ature. They argued that the

treatment of black literature fre-

quently reflected the overall poor

treatment of black people, Yartx>r-

ough said.

And it is only recently that the

American literary canon has begun
to listen to those voices of dissent

This has happened for a variety

of reasons, one of which is the

increase of black tenured faculty,

he said. In addition, **the college-

age population is rapidly becom-
ing dominated by people of color.

"I think it is very difficult to

conceive of teaching about Ameri-
can culture without reflecting their

(African-American) experiences.

This demographic change is prob-

See UTERATURC, page 10

Supporters maintain the nega-
tive check-off fee is the only
source of survival for some prog-

rams, such as the California Public

Interest Research Group. Students

must initial a box if they do not

want to pay the $2 quarterly fee,

which has funded CALPIRG's
existence at four UC campuses for

the last sevepl years.

UC President David Gardner,
however, concluded that the fee is

deceptive and that UC officials

should draw up a policy to elimi-

nate the use of negative check-off

fees while continuing to allow

See DEBATE, page 11

Release of
Mandela not

endoffigM
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

With former political prisoner

Nelson Mandela's release Sunday,
South African students and scho-

lars agreed that nation still has a lot

to accomplish to end apartheid.

South African President F.W. de
Klerk released the 71-year-old
black leader Sunday, sparking

massive celetn^tions throughout

South African townships.

But, "as wonderful ... as his

release is on both political and
humanitarian grounds, the politi-

cal struggle for the future of South
Africa is in no way over," said

Edward Alpers, a UCLA dean who
teaches African history.

In a news conference Monday,
Mandela defended the policies of
his African National Congress and
said that talks with the govenunent
may be held soon.

:

^

"I have committed myself to the

promotion of peace in the country.

But I have done so as part and
parcel of the decisions and cam-
paign that have been taken by the

ANC . . . The anned struggle is a

defensive act against apartheid,"

Mandela said Monday in front of

Bishop Desmond Tutu's home.
One UCLA student said that

Mandela's release is only one step

in the unravelling of the complica-

tions that apartheid has created

"This is not the time to relax

politically because apartheid is

still in place in its entirety," said

Sipho Nyawo, a South African

graduate student at UCLA. ^—

~

Nyawo, wearing a T-shirt that

read "Welcome Home Comrade
Mandela," said that there are still

thouands of political prisoners that

need to be released.

Alpers said the South African

people will determine their own
fate. He said the United States

should maintain its current eco-

nomic sanctions until negotiations

are made with South African

political forces.

So far, U.S. President George
Bush has not Ufted any of the 1986
sanctions, which restrict U.S.

investment severely in that coun-
try.

'
:

But British prime minister Mar-
garet Thatcher called Monday for a

quick relaxation of sanctions

against the counffy. Other wofld^

See MANDELA, page 10
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TODAY. February J^ ^^_^^^__.l. ^,^^^^__^
•Women's Resource Center

-"Sexplonotions"/

-12:CX)-1:00 pm .

-2 Dodd Hall

• UCLA Nikkei Student Union

-4th Annual Japanese American Cultural

Celebration
,

^ l-

-"Pieces of an American Dream" - 7:00 pm
-AGB ,

-
•Cultural Affairs ,

•'

-Comedy Night
-8:30 pm ' ^^

-Cooperage
•Campus Events _^ __

-"Liquid Jesus"

-Noon Concert
-Westwood Plaza

•Student Revolt
,

-Reg Fees Discussion

-1:00 pm
-Bunche 42^9

• Bruin Woods
-Informational Meetings
-12:00 pm NC 22
-7:00 pm AU 2408 -

-

THURSDAY. FEB. IS .

• Bruin Woods :\.
-Info Meetings
-4:00 pm AU 2408
-7:00 pm Rieber 4N Lounge

• Bruin Kids '90 Brochures Available
•AIDS Awareness Week

-Events All Week Long
-February 12-16

•Westvs/ood Student Federal Credit Union —
^^

-Membership Discounts

-February 12-16
•UCLA Blood Drive

-February 13-16 '
,

-

•Bruin Woods Applications due Feb. 22
• Expo Internship Info Meetings All Week

-Fall '90 Applications due Feb. 23

L^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^2S222C££w f r^f

The DaUv Bnitn
thanks all of our advertisers!
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Annual undeigraduate
exhibit opens tonidit
By Leslie Shelton

Contributor

Students and faculty are looking

fOTward to tonight's opening of the
annual Undergraduate Art Exhibi-

tion at the Wight Art Gallery.

The exhibit, which will display

about 200 pieces of art, is often the

flrst opportunity for undergraduate

art students to (H'esent their woric

publicly, said art professor Robot
Gray, who has. been involved with

the show^ for ^2 of its 25 years.

"It's good that people will get to

see what I do because I don't

usually get to show my work in

galleries," said senior art ^udent
Erika Greenberg.

The artwork to be shown
includes paintings, wood cuts,

drawings, sculptures and videos to

make the show diverse. Professor

Roger Herman, the exhibit coordi-

nator, called this diversity **plural-

ism."

Art students use a wide variety

of materials for their scu^tures.

Senior Rosa Valesco works with

pieces of galvanized steel from
office file cabinets. Senior Karin
Wilpert uses parts of an old IBM
typewriter in her sculpture
"Socrates' Nightmare." And
senibr Chris Romano's "Ego"
displays an 11 -inch-long ruler that

reads 12 inches so that everything

measured comes out bigger than it

is.

**The students are fairly tuned

into the same direction that the art

world itself is going," Gray said.

"Their work mirrors what is

happening."

Each year, professors work with

their students to decide which
pieces to submit for the exhibit,

and the program coordinators and
gallery representatives fmalize the

show's organization.

"We want it to be a show of only

the best woik, not just a show of

everything," Gray said, referring

to how past shows have tended to

See EXHIBIT, page 11

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-
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Young a
By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

rent, rape at conference

UCLA has tried to keep rent for

graduate housing as low as possi-

ble, but there must be a balance

among the prices of graduate,

undergraduate and community
housing. Chancellor Charles
Young said at a press conference
Monday.

Residents of Family Student

Housing protested last Friday

saying that because ofpressed 13

to 17 percent rent hikes, many wiU
have to either drop out of school or
take on additional jobs.

Young said the issue is very

complicated, but he thinks the

students understand the problems
UCLA must deal with in handling

the issue.

'*In terms of the market those are

very, very low rents. We've tried

to keep them low, but we have to

also provide a balance," Young
said.

Responding to the recent con-
cern about campus rape. Young
said "there is not an indication of
any substantial increase in the

problem of rape. Rape is there,

rape has been there."

He said reports in the Daiiy
Bruin do not indicate any
increased danger or safety prob-

lem, but they are an indication of
what exists in our society.

"We will do all we can to

prevent rape and bring to justice

anyone involved in rape in terms of

"In terms of the
market those are
very, very low rents.

WeVe tried to keep
them low, but we
have to also provide a

balance."

Charies Young

the criminal process and whatever

action we can take ofa disciplinary

nature,** Young said.

He also said that UCLA should

try to increase the educational

component of what is being done
in terms of rape awareness. "We
should find out where the incidents

are occurring, who's involved and

THEO NICHCXAS

take action against the individu-

als," Young said.

The chancellor also addressed^
the incident in which members of
Theta Xi were punished by UCLA
for yelling slurs and throwing cups
during a football game last fall at

members of J..ambda Delta Lamb-
da, a sorority founded by lesbians.

**I believe, in general, that we
need to hold the fraternity system
more accountable than we have in

the past on these issues and other

issues," Young said.

As a punishment, the fraternity

members had to apologize to the

sorority members publicly in a
Daily Bruin advertisement and
must work to increase awareness
about diversity among, its mem-
bers.

Young said he is unsure whether
or not these sanctions wctb useful
or sufiflcienL

In addition, the Chancellor said
he hopes that within the next yeara
requirement will be implemented
for all UCLA students to take a
class focusing on ethnic and
gender diversity.

i«glJR
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MICHAEL HlftSCH

Above, KimberlyJones, left, and VickiKunz, right, weigh and
clean an oil-covered Western Grebe. Right, at the Newport
Beach pier a volunteer cleans up the shore with a specially-

treated pad that absorbs only oil.

Profs predict outcomes,
sequences of oil spiliH •

By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Last week's oil spill off the Orange
County coast will affect wildlife and
probably prompt an outcry to prevent

future environmental disasters, two
UCLA professors of environmental sci-

ence said Monday.
The U.S. Coast Guard, however, reports

that good weather has helped dissipate

nearly two-thirds of the spill and is

keeping most of it offshore.

"It looks like the real impacts are going

to be to marine life," said David Bradford,

UCLA adjunct professor of environmental

science and engineering. "Obviously
they've had good weather, but oil kills

birds — it kills invertebrates."

Bradford added that the spill could

contribute to Southern California's ozone
problem and increase the volatile hydro-

carbons in the region by 10 percent But,

he said, "a ten percent increase isn't as

significant as destruction of marine life."

And as oil from the spill continued to

wash ashore at Huntington Beach, Diane

Perry, also a professor of environmental

science and engineering, was concerned

about the possible destruction of marine

life.

"There are certain regions that are

sensitive near the spill," she said. "Marine
birds and other life could be affected."

In an effort to protect these environ-

mentally precious areas, the Coast Gaurd
has mobilized 18 vessels for skimming
operations and placed a boom, a tempor-
ary floating barrier used to contain oil

spills, off of Anaheim Bay to isolate the

Bolsa Chica wetlands.

But as cleanup operations continued.

Perry foresaw an onslaught of political

verbiage because of the spill. "I think it

will initiate more pressure from commun-
ities and politicians for more regulation to

prevent further spills," she said.

"The entire coastline needs to be
protected and preserved and monitored so
the resources are maintained."

/ Both professors decried the need for

double-hulled oil tankers which could
weather external damage. The single-

hulled American Trader spewed oil off the

Orange County coast after it may have
collided with its own anchor. Investigators

are still exploring the exact cause of the

spill.

"It may be the nail in the coffin for

single-hulled tankers," Bradford said. The
Exxon Valdez oil spill one year ago off the

coast of Alaska also involved a single-

hulled tanker, prompting much criticism

of the vessels' structure.

MICHAEL HIRSCH

American Trader Oil Spill

Heavy Stick

Itedium Sliclc

Sheen

Oil tptIM: 400,000 gallons.

Wh«n: 4:30 p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 7.

Wh«rt: Two miles off Huntington Beach
How: Investigators believe the tanKer ran

over its own anchor.

Tanker: American Trader, built in 1969

Ship owner: American Trading

Transportation Co. of New York.

Chartered by: British Petroleum America

vtwnup crvw. ouu worwrs aiony cu unres

33°40'

per

$OURC£S: NOAA,
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Briefs
World

Strong presidency
uiged in Soviet Union
MOSCOW — Soviet leaders caUed

Monday for a special session of Congress
to strengthen the office of president, a
move that would solidify Mikhail S.

Gwbachev's hold on power.
The development, coming on the heels

of a landmark Communist Party meeting
at which the party agreed to give up its

constitutional monopoly on power, would
strengthen the government and further

erode the party apparatus that has ruled

^"^e country for 72 years.

Gorbachev now holds the offices of
party general -secretary and of president.

The new powers being proposed for the

president would make it more of a
Western-style office.

Tass said the presidium of the Supreme
Soviet, the country's highest executive

body, "unanimously favcxied the estab-

lishment of democratic presidential pow-
er in our country."

Mandeia condones
violence in struggle

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa —
Nelson Mandela said Monday he seeks a

South Africa that is fair to both whites and
blacks, and he insisted that violence

against apartheid is justified.

The 71-year-old black leader, enjoying
his first full day of freedom after 27 years

in prison, defended the policies of his

African National Congress but said talks

with the government could be held soon.

In Mandela's hometown of Soweto,
schools were deserted as thousands of
students marched and danced in the

streets, anticipating his return home.
Believing Mandela was due back for an
afternoon rally, tens of thousands of
Sowetans crammed into a soccer stadium,
and dozens were injured in the crush.

Hundreds of youths heading home from
the stadium surrounded a police van and
freed 13 prisoners inside, according to

Gen. Herman Stadler, a police spokes-
man.

Nation

Judge delays start

of Poindexter trial

WASHINGTON. D.C rS^federaT
judge Monday delayed the start of John
Poindexter's Iran-Contra trial by two
weeks, but said former President Rea-
gan's videotaped testimony would be
taken Friday as scheduled.

U.S. District Court Judge Harold
Greene said disagreement over the use of
about 150 classified documents and other

matters would require delaying Poindex-

ter's trial from Feb. 20 to March 5.

Richard Beckler, a lawyer for the

former national security adviser, urged
that Reagan not be questioned until Iran-

Conira prosecutors completed presenting

their case.

"I'm not going to buy that," Greene
said. "We arc going to proceed (with the

Reagan deposition) . . . hopefully in a

courtroom in the federal courthouse" in

Los Angeles on Friday.

Nuclear submarine
launches Trident 2s
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — The

nuclear submarine Tennessee success-

fully launched two Trident 2 missiles just

20 seconds apart Monday.
The two 44-foot missiles were

launched as the Tennessee cruised sub-

merged in the Atlantic 200 miles off the

Florida coast. The Navy reported both

firings were successful, running the

missile's string of successes to seven

straight.

The flrst shot officially ended the test

program; the second qualified the Tennes-
see to become the first submarine to go on
operational patrol with 24 of the nuclear-

tipped missiles.

The Navy says the Trident 2, priced at

$26.5 millicxi each, is much more accurate

than its undersea predecessors, Polaris,

Poseidon and Trident 1. Pubhshed reports

said the weapon's warheads can strike

within 400 feet of their targets, compared
with about 1,500 feet for the Trident 1.

State

7
Tuberdilosis cases
increase in state

SACRAMENTO — A 21 percent

increase in tuberculosis cases has been
reported statewide during the past five

years, with the highest incidence in the

largest urban counties, according to a

published report

"I don't want to be an alarmist," said

Barry Dorfinan, California's TB control
officer, "but if we don't accept that the
disease is rising, then we won't accept that

we have to have much more aggressive
measures to control it than we've had."

, A report of the tuberculosis spread was
detailed Monday in The Sacramento Bee.

The TB increase has been dramatic in

Sacramento County, which has seen its

load ofactive cases grow 35 percent in the
last five years.

Local

Oil spill threatens
ecological reserve

HUNTINGTON BEACH— Waves of
grimy crude oil spilled by the tanker

American Trader invaded a 2-mile stretch

of Southern California beach Monday
near an environmentally sensitive wildlife

refuge.

Cleanup crews dispatched to the fouled

Bolsa Chica State Beach discovered what
authorities called the most serious beach
pollution since the 400,000-gallon spill

last Wednesday.
The oily onslaught Is near the inland

Bolsa Chica Wetlands, an ecological

reserve that is home for the ^dangered
CaUfomia brown pelican as well as the

temporary home for thousands of migrat-

ory birds and marine life.

Girl struck by stray

bullet in Disneyland
ANAHEIM— An 8-year-old girl shot

in the back while she rode a train at

Disneyland was most likely hit by a stray

bullet fired by someone outside the

amusement pailc, authorities said Mon-
day.

Nayeli Diana Placentia of Etowney was
in fair condition Monday at the University
of California, Irvine, Medical Center,
where she underwent surgery after the
Sunday evening shooting.

"She's doing fine, but we're not
allowing any photos or interviews," said
hospital spokeswoman Fran Tardiss.

The girl was riding an open-air train

around the park with her parents at about
6:40 p.m. when she was shot, police said.

Gifts ofLove

IS

Discounted 70% below retail. Iriccs starting at 150.00
Everything is certified and carries our lifetime guarantee.

UluS {^TOtnpCfnP CMOkc into our Private Showroom or caU in your older
^^ ^^ ' ^ to guarantee delivery by Valentine's Day.

IntcnuuionaJ jewelry Center Suite 620 ^50 So Hill Street Los Angeles. CA 90013 (213)627-7619 FAX (213)627-4125

The best way to your
Valentine's heart

is through our oven.

Chocolate Lover's Basket
A keepsake basket filled with S chocolate chip

muffins, 3 chocolate croissants, 3 triple cocolate cookies, 3
chocolate chip cookies, and rounded out with a 2.5 oz. bag
ofMrs. Fields Classic Coffee and a 4 oz. box of Mrs. Field's
Chocolate Covered Macademia Nuts. A gift card i

enclosed for your personal message.'' d»ic qq

Bread Lover's Basket
A dream basket overflowing with 5 assorted heart-

shaped bagels, 4 butter croissants, a heart-shaped egg twist
roll, a french loaf, 2 french rolls, an 8 oz. summer sausage,
one all natural cheese, one 2.5 oz. bag ofMrs. Fields Classic
Coffee, onejar ofsweet and sour mustard, 2jars ofjam, and
a decorative potholder. A gift card is enclosed for your
personal message,

jj^ gg ^^^^

Sweetheart Cookie
A 12" heart in the cookie of your choice, decorated

with your special message in chocolate and/or butler
cream frosUng.

^jq 99 ^^^^

Valentine Tin
A dozen of your favorite cookies, packaged in a red-

striped decorator tin with a personalized gift card
enclosed, jg 99 ^^^

nur neignbofnood^^bakery

1122 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles
(213) 824-7671

WATCH y6uR profits STACK UP
ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY BRUIN

(213) 825-216r
~
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Debut of social science cluster program 'successfur
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By Thanhthuy Nguyen
Contributor

The program that offered students an
opportunity to complete their social science

general education requirements in one
quarter was a success in its social, intellec-

tual and educational goals, program director

Joyce Appleby said.

The IS-unit cluster program debuted in

fall 1989 and allowed participants to take

three lecture courses and discussions and a

three-unit interdisciplinary seminar.
Courses for the fall quarter included

introductory psychology, sociology,
Human Location and Behavior (Geography
4), and Social Sciences 88.

"I was pleased with the responsiveness of
the students to the idea of the cluster

program as well as their academic record,"

said Appleby, referring to the 297 students

who finished the program last quarter.

The average GPA of the cluster program
participants was higher than the average for

(reshmen who took 12 units, according to a
January report by the Office of Budget,
Institutional Planning and Analysis. Cluster

students had a 2.82 average GPA and other

freshmen had a 2.72 average GPA.
The success of this program should not be

judged by the immediate results of the

grades but by the knowledge that the

suidents received as they learn how to

integrate all aspects of their lives in the real

world, said Bruce Brasington, a seminarTA
in the cluster program.

Aiming to provide an intimate learning

atmosphere in a large university, the

program's small seminar classes of 25
students gave students a chance to be
engaged socially and intellectually with the

ideas presented in the courses in an
environment, Appleby said.

The program is also "a mechanism for

students to compare tne courses and decide

on a maJOT because they can look at the

courses from an interdisciplinary perspec-

tive," said program coordinator Marc Levis.

•The program was successful in its effort

to get students to be more serious about
studying and provide a sense ofan academic
community for them," said Eric Rambo,
seminar TA and a graduate student in

sociology. — —-^

Professors and teaching assistants gave
positive feedback, calling it '^tremendously

successful academically and socially."

"(The program) offered the students. . .a

unified view of social sciences and a sense

o( community where everyone knows each

other," said professor William Roy, who
taught Sociology 1 last fall. The students

were the most enthusiastic he had ever

taught, he said.

Laura Cummins, a graduate student in

anthropology, echoed that statement and
added, **I have been a TA for four years and
the students from the program last quarter

was the best group I have had.***

Brasington commented on the strength of
the prc^ram and said, "in a large university

4ifce UCLA where students are divided up
into different groups, the program brought
all kinds of students together in an intimate

setting."

Israel

Awareness

^ Week II

^ Continues...

ISRAIEII MOVIE NieiiT

!

"I Don't Give A Damn"
The story of the traumatic re-adjustment to normal life of

an Israeli soldier paralyzed in the Lebanon war. A
discussion with Major (res.) Meir Yoffe, veteran of the

Lebanon war, will follow.sp 1-tCucuiuii yvai, win luiiuw. n

^ Tonight, at the Westwood Bayit ^
i 619 Landfair, 7:30 P.M. - S
B -FREE! e

^NOTB^
S The debate between Ahmed Nassef and
i Oded Neumann has been cancelled.
K •poMored by Israel Action CoalitkMi and the Israeli Student Society. !

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN& Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:^ ^-Jt-800-262-PREP^ —

planations

HHftM
How to Talk About Safe Sex

SEX
Are you concerned about safe sex but find it difficult to talk alx)ut with
your partner? This interactive workshop will help women develop their

own conununication strategies for discussing their needs and concerns
about the sensitive issue of safe sex. In conjunction with AIDS Awareness
Week. Facilitated by Darlene Mininni, M.P.H., Student Health Service,

and William Parham, Ph.D., Student Psychological Services.

TODAY
12:00 - 1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall
For more information, call 825-3945.

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

Last Chance!
'89 Prices+ BigSavings.

Save Up To 'SOAnd Beat FebmaiT Price Increase.

During the dates shown below. discounts ot buying j,

ArtCarved is offering at 89 prices. We f

'

you the last chance

to buy before

our February

price increase

#
have some

* great new

styles to show you as well...

so check out the AnCarved ring

Now you can save up to days and ask about ou

S80 and still receive the special financing

additional

X
^^^-

"^v

^RTC/IRVED\ COLLEGE JEWELRY

ASUCLA Students' Store, Center Aisle _
TJampus Photo Studio, 150 Kerckhoff Half

J

February 1 2-1 6 • 9am-4pm Pnm«m P1jn» V^jiUbkl

)

J
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FOR YOUR HEALTH
K" is a- liquid blend of 14 different

plants, each rich in vital nutrients:

vitamins, minerals and essential trace

elements.

Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed 100%

For more information/free literature contact:

Ken Ward (213) 275-2175

'"'^^^^' JIBT GIVE IT!

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE
Tuesday 2/13 thru Friday 2/16

John Wooden Center 10:00 am - 3:15 pm
LuValle Commons 11:00 am - 4:15 pm
ATA 2/13 12:00 - 5715 pm ^ ,

KA 2/14 12:00 - 5:15 pm
f .

' . ' - *

First 1000 donors will receive a
FREE PASS to the Q@IMI^CMlSACnKDW

Greek Week Points Awarded to All Donors
For Their House.

Paid For By ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

NOW OPEN
TILL 11:30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!

$7.60 -
PIZ/A

TWO FOPPINGS
a>

UJ I

208-8671
O Offer good only with this

O coupon, one coupon per

E pizza
'
^" Not Qood for Sidian My(«

LmtM 3 pizzM pfidfM

Exp. 2/20/90

O
-I <!>

$7.60 AkGt
-!ZZA

. ;;o lOPF^iNGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per
pizza

~ Not good for Sicilian ttyt*

Limit 3 pizzas per addr«M

Exp. 2/20/90

-I . CD

lo

K
I

$7.60 AKO
Pi/ZA

wrin Tnppirxjn'

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Not oood tor Sicilan ttylo

LmtM 3 ptZ2M per addTMS

X
<

Exp. 2/20/90

Community Service
ceiebrates 25 years
Commission has grown from 100

volunteers in 1965 to 2,000 today
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

"Reaching but and touching

hearts," "caring and helping
others** and "making a difference**

were popular catch phrases among
alumni who visited UCLA last

weekend to celebrate the Com-
munity Service Commission's
25th anniversary.

At the three-hour banquet on
Saturday, Los Angeles city con-

troller and alumnus Rick Tuttle

told an audience of about 180
students, administrators and alum-
ni about his experiences while
working for the commission and
applauded its growth and impact
on campus.

The Community Service Com-
mission, one of 13 und^graduate
government offices, began in 1965
with 100 to 200 volunteers and
about five projects. Today, the

commission has grown to 2,000
volunteers and 21 programs.

Tuttle said the commission's
success is evident in other imita-

tion OTganikations on campus and
commended the tenacity and deter-

mination of student leaders who
fought for funds during situations

that could have eliminated the

commission.

With equal enthusiasm, fellow

alumnus and President of the

Suident Alumni Association John
Kobara said his experience work-
ing for the commission's Prison

Coalition was "the most important
experience of my life."

UCLA can be perceived in

different ways, said Kobara, who
was community servk;e commis-
sioner from 1976 to 1978. "The
UCLA you know is what you carry

into the future," Kobara said,

explaining that the UCLA he
attended was colored by his

experiences with the commission.
Echoing the same sentiments,

1983-1984 Commissioner Ruben
Lizardo said his experiences "set a
pattern for my life." He said

everything he does or will do in life

is affected by something he
learned while w(xking for the

commission.

Lizardo is now working in a
drop-out preventk>n program and
is also involved in an adult
education program in Los
Angeles.

"I think the message here
tonight is that wherever you are

(now), the commission stays with

you," Acosta said.

Current CommissicMier Jeannie

Kim said everyone who gets

involved makes a difference. "Just

as long as your main concern is

helping a child in this world make
a better life ... this world is

deflnitely going to change for the

better," Kim said.

The evening ended on a senti-

mental note with a slide show
about the conmiission's growth
and activities.

Community Service Commission s Projects:

Prison CoaHtlon: Started in 1968, k is a tutorial project for juvenle offenders in Los
Angeles and Caiifomia state detention centers.

Kortan Tutorial Project: Fonned in 1980. this is a proup of about 40 UCLA
students who tutor Korean students at Berendo Junior Hnh Schod and Virgil

Junior High School in Korea Town and Batooa Junior High School in Glendife.

Vietnamese Refugee Aid Committee: Fomied in 1980. VRAC sponsors four

programs— a tutorial project for elementary and junior high school students, a high

school peer counseling project, a iamily Christmas project and a refugee support

program. .

Exceptionil ChOdrtn's liJtorial Project: In its 22nd year, ECTP visits Nora Sterry

Elementary school in Santa Monica, McBride Elementary School in the My ^sta
area. Salvm Efomenlary School, and OrvJNe Wright Junior High School in

Westchester to tutor mentally retaided students.

Best Buddies: About 25 UCLA students spend time with ment^yiy retarded children

at the HfcBride School, a special educatbn school in the Mar Vista area.

Project MAC: For 10 years. UCLA students have volunteered to spend their

weekends at the MacLaren Chidren's Center for abused chidren where they work
with physically, sexually and emotbnaWy abused and neglected children.

Woridna For Immigrant Literacy Devefopment Founded in 1986 and fonnerfy

cafled Chinese Education Project. WILD is a group of UCLA students who tutor

immigrant children in the Monterey Park and Rosemead areas.

Armenian Tutorial Project One of the commission's new groups, this protect

sends UCLA volunteers to the Tol Junior High School in Glendale to tutor Armenian
immigrant children.

The Hunger Project: The six year old project comprises a group of UCLA students
working to solve the problems of hunger and homelessness in Los Angeles.

Amlgos del Barrio: The ofoest project in the commisssion, it began in 1964 and is

dedicated to helpina underprivileged Latino children. Volunteers visity the Hoover
Street School and the Selma Avenue School, both in Los Angeles.

UCLA Special Olympics: Started in 1980, this program Is composed of student

volunteers who coach devefopmentaly disabled youths in South Central Los
Angeles for the California State Special Olympics.

Student Educational Exposure Project: A decade old program, SEEP is a group
of UCLA students who tour inner dty schools in Los Angeles and hold college

preparation seminars.

Students Hetplng and Reaching Educatfon: SHARE volunteers tutor fow income
etementary. junior and senior high school students.

\^

Project Motivatfon: This project began in 1973 to encourage Chicano/Lahno
students to continue their educatfon.

The Senior aUzens Project: This project began in 1981 to provide UCLA students

with an opportunity to visit the efoeriy in the Los Angeles community.

Pacific Islander Recrultnrwnt and Tutorial Project: This project encourages
Pacific islapd high school students to graduate high school and attend coBege.

Pilipinos for Community Health: UCLA students work at a free medical clinic and
offer programs that incluoe hypertension screening.

Plllpino Recmltment and Enrfohmsnt Project: This program provides tutorial,

motivatfonal and counseling sen/ices to Pilipino students in grades K through 12.

Tree People: This group addresses the current envvonmental problems by
promoting education and awareness about the environment and conservation.

University Preparatory Project: This program helps high school students prepare
*»» txnwye dno ovveiop socteD anafyttcat SKms Dy attending lectures at UvXA.
Students must write a thesis which is graded.

I
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The U.C.L.A. Nikkei Student Union
presents its

/^

4th Annual
Japanese American
Cultural Celebration

TODAY

Pieces of a Japanese American Dream -

a play written, directed and produced by
members of the Nikkei Student Union.
Odori, Taiko and Koto performances will

also be included in our cultural night.

-K

Admission is Free - Seating is based on
first come first serve.

• • *

February 20-23

A Cultural Art Exhibition in Kerckhoff Art ===^

Gallery featuring contemporary Japanese
American artists. Prints, photographs and
sculptures will be exhibited. A light reception
will occur on February 20 from 7-9 in the art

gallery.

For more information, call 825-7184
Ekindfid bit ASLId-A. Roarrt o£ FMrPCtAra/IJSAf! Prrwrr^nrafniog C*jxtm^.M9\.\ttm^r- 5?eiitfi^nt (^itii^a fnr tt^i Arts /^rr\r\ii« P»iu— ttieLj. ^>!! _n_f -*- -

CulturmI ^Qyn, Iniemaiional Student Genter Council on Programniing
1 Activttfa Boerd.
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——^Candy ^^^^^^

V fudge hearts

¥ cards ^

¥ candy-filled jars

Don't forget

to remember someone special!

1st floor Ackerman Union

DON'T FORGET..

BRUIN
f

INFO MEETINGS
TODAY 2/13 MORTH CAMPGS 22

TODAY 2/13 ACKERMAN

THaRS2/!5 ACKERMAN

THaRS2/15 RIEBER

2408

2408

12:0C

7:00

4:00

4N LOUNGE 7:00

* applications due 2/22 *

Questions?
Call Annie at 824-3815

or Dave 824-039a

The Student Welfare Comnnission and Student Health Services Present

AIDS Awareness Week
February 12th to 16fh

Information Booth: Monday through Friday. JLL am to 2 pm: Schedule of__

events, pamphlets, and Free Condomgroms.

Tuesday, February 13th

12:00 - 1:00pm

2:00 - 4:00 pm

7:30

8:30

"Sexplanations: Talking to Your Partner about Safe Sex"
Women's Resource Center - 2 Dodd Hall

"AIDS on College Campuses"
Ackerman 2408

PHC's C.A.R.E. Outreach*
Hedrick Hall - 6 South

Kaleidoscope Theatre ,-^ . ..
^

Hedrick Fireside Lounge

Wednesday, February 14th

12:00 - 2:00 pm

7:00

Thursday, February 15th

1:00 - 3:00 pm

3:00 - 4:00 pm

7:00

7:00

Friday, February 16th

12:00 - 1:00 pm

Saturday, February 17th

9:00 - 12:30

AIDS and Ethnic Communities
Ackerman 2408

PHC's Making Love Better

Dykstro Fireside Lounge

"AIDS and the Individual -

A Personal Perspective"
Ackerman 2408

Women and AIDS
Ackerman 2408

PHC's C.A.R.E. Outreach
Sproul Hall - 4 North

Kaleidoscope Theatre
Sproul Fireside Lounge

Noon Concert with Naked Rhythm
Bruin Plaza

GALA Dance
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

In order to enter the Residence Halls after 7 pm you must be accompanied by o. resident.

-CofTtraceptives Ofe ovoHoble \n the PHC Office, 401 Kerckhoft— ^^^- —

Psychwatch

Meeting set
for students
with diiidren
By Tish Willems

Student Psycti. ServicJss

UCLA, with its large and
diverse population of students,

serves both "traditionar' young,

single students as well as some
"non-traditionar students -r-

parents.

Acquiring a university educa-
tion can be a formidable task and
often poses even ^further chal-

lenges for students who are raising

a family concurrently.

Foremost among these chal-

lenges is the need to balance the

conflicting role demands of stu-

dent life with the demands of
parenting. This '^balancing act"

requires students with children to

evaluate their priorities and to

juggle precious time continually.

For example, a student who has

a fmal exam on Tuesday morning
must determine how he will make
time to both study and attend his

child's school holiday program on
Monday nighL

Another student may have to

decide between attending a study

group that meets two nights a week
and spending more time with his or
her child after school. Such deci-

sion-making requires strict time
management as well as a good deal

oi soul searching which may prove
stressful to the student who is a
parent t

Another challenge is child care.

As any parent who does not stay

home with his or her child will

assert, child care can be tricky

business both in terms of flnancial

consideration and scheduling
details.

In addition to regular child care

arrangements, special arrange-

ments must be formulated when a
child becomes ill.

Some students with children

cope quite well with these chal-

lenges while others may find

themselves looking for additional

sources of support.

UCLA's Student Psychological

Services (SPS) is currently
exploring ways to address the

needs this special student popula-

tion. Possibilities include an
ongoing support group where
members can share experiences
and discuss common issues and
social activities for students and/or

students and their children.

Other possibilities are seminars
or workshops on topics such as

child development, time manage-
ment, learning to balance the

student/parental role and net-

work!nft'resource opportunities
for child care.

As part of this effort, SPS has

scheduled a first meeting for

students with children on Thurs-
day at 7 p.m. in 3525 Ackerman
Union. All students with children

arc welcome— single, divorced or
married, male or female, undergra-

duate or graduate.

For this meeting only, parents

arc requested not to bring their

children, but child care arrange-

ments for future meetings will be
discussed at this organizational

meeting.

The meeting will also provide
an opportunity for parents to meet
one another, to determine the

needs of the group and to discuss
future directions. The meeting will

ideally be an opportunity to reduce
stress and lighten the burden of
student parents rather than an
additional time-consuming com-
mitmem.

For further information am! to

RSVP, please call 825-7985.
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Cliief Justice

calls courts

overcrowded
By Kathleen Grubb
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — In his first

"State of the Judiciary** address,

California Chief Justice Malcolm
Lucas told lawmakers Monday
that steps short of prosecution are

needed to ease a surge of drug
cases that are overwhelming the

courts.

Lucas said the numb^ of drug
prosecutions in state courts has

nearly doubled since 1984.
"Drug-related cases are swamping
the courts," he said. "The system
has begun to take on so much water
we are close to foundering. Too
often, civil cases get drowned."
The chiefjustice said drug cases

arc "the crest of a tidal wave of
increased litigation nationwide"

that threatens to undermine public

trust in the judicial system and
cause an exodus of qualified

judges to better paying, less

demanding jobs.

"I have no easy answer," Lucas
said. "We in the courts are willing

to do our share and more. But in

dealing with the drug crisis, courts

cannot be viewed as the first resat— they must be among the last

"Education, treatment, early

intervention and research into the

root causes of this scourge are

vital. By the time an individual

stands before a judge awaiting

sentence for a drug-related
offense, there have been missed

opportunities with tragic consequ-
ences for victims, defendants and
society as a whole."

Some legislators reacted with

surprise to the statement by Lucas,

who was appointed by Republican
Gov. Geoise Deukmejian to the

Supreme Court in 1984 and clcr

vated to chief justice in 1987.

"That's a fairly strong message
from a conservative justice

appointed by George Deukme-
jian,** said Assemblyman Phil

Isenberg, D-Sacramento, chair-

man of the Assembly Judiciary

Committee and one of two law-

makers who invited Lucas to speak
to the Legislature.

"I think (Lucas) made a good
point, that the courts are a last

resort ... We should be expanding

drug treatment programs . . .

There are efforts to do that," said

Sen. Bill Lockyer, D-Hayward,
chairman of the Senate Judiciary

Committee and the other chief

proponent of having the chief

justk:e address lawmakers.

Lucas* 27-minute speech may
have been the first "State of the

Judiciary" address to a joint

Assembly-Senate session in the

151 -year history of the California

Legislature, the justice and legi-

slators said.

Lawmakers rose to applaud as

six of their colleagues escorted

Lucas to the Assembly dais, and

they gave him a second standing

ovation after his speech.

Califomia*s court system is the

largest in the nation, even bigger

than the federal court system, with

over 1,500 judges and 250 com-
missioners and referees, Lucas

said.

But he said case overioad and

'inadequate compensation" may
make it difficult for the state courts

to attract and keep the best judges.

**Our courts are among the finest

in the world," Lucas said. "Our job
is to make sure they stay that way.

Burnout, inadequate compensa-

tion and unreasonable demands
can affect who is willing to serve,

and how long they are willing todo
so."

Your Decision.

Your Choice.
\

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Temunation

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Lifte

824-1449

fpfi a choice

Family PiamtingAssociates

Medical Group

^ATTENTION:^'
aCLA Faculty

"and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROQP
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ATTENTION PARENTS

BRUIN KIDS '90 IS HERE!
BK '90 brochures are available at the following locations:

- Dance Building

- Family Student Housing
- John Wooden Center

- Men's Gym \

- Sunset Canyon Recreation CenterIf «Ml llmtrmmUmnal Attalrt

' W>cr—Bow AnocMion

CAREER GUIDE
I

Coming Wednesday!
February 21, 1990

.- u ^ r

Career Guide
will include:

Resumes

nterview Do s and Don'ts

How to Dress for Success

Opportunities for your Major

Grad School (LSAT etc. tests)

Career Sources on Campus

DEADLINE for AD INSERTION is on Tuesday. February 13 at 2pm.

MANDEIA
From page 1

leaders did not indicate whether
they would lift sanctions.

Nyawo said he would like to see *

even stricter sanctions. **The

struggle against apartheid must go
on twice as much as usual."

The sanctions may have
prompted de Kleric's decision to

release Mandela, who spent 27
yean in prison, Alpers said.

Also, domestic pressure could
have prompted the president's

decision. "The upsurge of protest

and opposition within South Afri-

ca has just continued to grow,**

Alpers said.

And perhaps de Kleik sees

himself as making history by being

the president to release a much-
celebrated prisoner, Alpers added.

Despite the release and signs of
ending apartheid, Alpers said

leaders in South African have not

shown any readiness to unify the

state.

Mandela's ANC is seeking a

one-person, one-vote system
dominated by South Africa's 28
million blacks. De Klerk said he

wants to negotiate a new constitu-

tion that would establish some
political rights for blacks, but

provide the five million whites

with some sort of veto over major
decisions. -.

"We want basically to see a
climate where people can begin to

talk to each other," Nawyo said.

But the struggle against apar-

theid must still continue, he added.

"This is no time when we can

begin to exchange smiles."

Reportsfrom the Associated Press

UTERATURE
From page 1

ably the most responsible for the

change in hiring patterns."

*This movement has tradition-

ally been linked to broader politi-

cal agendas, and the whole history

of black civil rights and black

nationalism, " said Valerie Smith,

an associate professcH' of literature

at UCXA. "Part of what we sec in

literary studies now is a sort of

reclamation of history and politics

as pan of the work of literary

critics."

Although the goals of this

movement to diversify the Ameri-

can literary canon are just begin-

ning to be realized, the seeds of this

movement are rooted in the 19<$0s.

"It's no coincidence that this

movement gained momentum in

the 1960s" at a time when blacks

were becoming more politically

active, Yarborough said.

In the last five years, the

American literary canon has
undergone extraordinary expan-

sion, he said. "What was consid-

ered to be the list of classic

American texts five or 10 years

ago is no longer the same."
In addition, "an increased sense

of the complexity of the meaning
of race," is developing in the

academic world. Smith said.

"When I'm teaching contem-
porary American fiction it's

important forme to include writers

of color so that they understand

that writers of cok>r can be present

in mainstream courses," she said.

"The whole model of Amcrican-

ness needs to be reconceived in

terms of its (diverse) population."
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DEBATE
From page 1

positive check-off fees. Young
said.

UCLA undergraduate Mike
Spence said he wrote a letter to

some members of the UC Board of
Regents in October because "as a
student, I'm concerned about the

use of the registration fee system
for political purposes."

CALPIRG, an environmental
and consumer lobby group, is a
"political k)bby group that takes

stands on initiatives, and the

negative check-off is deceiving to

students," Spence said.

But CALPIRG maintains that it

is a non-partisan organization.

"Yes, we woik on legislation, but
no, we don't work to support
particular politicians or parties,"

said Holly Carrington, chaiiperson
of UCLA's CALPIRG chapter.

CALPIRG opposes receiving

funds from a positive check-off fee
which would require that students

add the donation to their reg fees.

"CALPIRG must be funded by a
fee, not a donation," Carrington
said.

She said this is not deceptive

because the students vote every
four years on whether to keep the

pn^m. "All students get to vote
on it once in their time at UCLA."

But Young said, "CALPIRG
wants (the negative check-off fee)

because it Imows that it won't
collect that money if students are

required to say they want it to go to

(CALPIRG) ... You turn that

argument around and I think you
have the reason that people are

opposed to it"

"The university is being used as

a mechanism to collect money
from students fm* a program to

which they would not ordinarily

give," he explained. Young said it

was his understanding that most
students oppose the negative

check-off fee.

UCSA Vice President Lloyd
Monsenatt disagreed and said,

"Chancellor Young has obviously
proven how distant he is from the

student community with that state-

ment"
UCSA, a UC-system wide stu-

dent lobby group, voted unanipi-

ously in support of the negative

check-off fee option and the

(CALPIRG program.

"I And it outrageous that the

chancellors would make this

recommedation when there is

strong student support on all

campuses for the CALPIRG nega-
tive check-off fee," Carrington

said.

Last year's undergraduate gov-
ernment passed a by-law prohibit-

ing the council from supporting

any negative check-off fees.

Sarvey said this year's council will

probably reverse this.

;:'X

EXHiBrr
From page 2

give an overview of works in the

art department

This attitude is relatively new,
said exhibit coordinator Roger
Herman, who believes the show
"used to be more or less a show of

the classes where everyone got to

show a piece, but that's like high

school."

Although some students may be

frustrated because their works are

not displayed, "this is more like the

real world where sometimes you

can't get a pjece in a gallery,"

Herman said.

In response to the attempt to

have n[K)re "mature and advanced"

work displayed, only upper-divi-

sion students will participate in the

seniors "show much more of a

developed style," he said.

(Advertisement)

Refiliable Mugs Are latest ASUCU
Food Service Recycling EHort
The refillable beverage mugs

introduced this week by ASUCLA Food
Service are just one part of its

comprehensive effort to reduce, reuse

and recycle. A major participant in

ASUCL\'s association-wide Waste Not
program, Food Service is, where feasible,

eliminating unnecessar>xoilitainers, using

degradable products and reusing
servingware.

Some of the avenues ASUCLA Food
Service is pursuing as part of its

commitment to making environmentally

sound choices are:

• Refillable thermal mugs. These 20-

02. mugs can be filled with any hot or

cold dispensed beverage, including soft

drinks, fresh orange juice and coffee, at

a 20% savings. They can be used at any
ASUCIA Food Service location (except

Jimmy's and Kerckhoff Coffee House)
and are available for $1.99 (plus tax) or

free with a $50 deposit to a new or

existing Bruin Gold Card account.

^ • Anniversary coffee mug^These
ceramic mugs are good for 35-cent coffee

refills at Jimmy's and Kerckhoff Coffee

House, priced at $595 and good for a

year.

• Reusable plastic utensils and coffee

mugs. ASUCLA collects these in special

bins and washes them in high
temperature dishwashers, just like

stainless steel flatware and china service,

so they can be used more than once.

• Pap)er plates and bowls. These are

made from 100% recycled "brake"— the

trimmings that would have been
discarded from other paper
manufacturing processes.

V

• Paper napkins. These are made
from 100% recycled pap>er fibers.

• Wood coffee stirrers. ASUCLA has

switched from plastic coffee stirrers to

degradable ones made of all wood.

• Polystyrene. All polystyrene foam
products are made without CFC's
(chloroflourocarbons).

.

• Bulk condiment dispensers. As an
alternative to the often unnecessary
individual foil packets. Food Service will

be testing bulk dispeasing of ketchup
and mustard at several locations.

ASUCLA Food Service operates eleven

units on campus ranging from the

Treehouse in Ackerman Union to the

Servery at Lu Valle Commons, all equipped
with Waste Not bins for recycling

newsprint and aluminum cans.
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Viewpoint

U.S. shouldn't impose
democracy on L America
By Carlos E. OcJioa

Viewpoint

We could use a little more socialism
By Phil West

The intellectually babyish ramblings of Mike
Spence and other right-wing 'super patriots'

aired in the Bruin, must be challenged. Such
dogmatic hullabaloo, portraying the U.S. as
God's gift to earth, and the ultimate in all

things good, proves the brainwashing that can'
occur in our "democratic" country.

Let me stop my rhetoric, and get to the
basics. I'll start with democracy. The U.S.
electoral system is /w/ a synonym for democra-
cy. I>emocracy is about "supreme power being
held by the people." This can occur in a
multi-party, single party or non party system.
Other dictionary meanings are: "the common
people — especially when they are the source
of political power," and "the absence of
hereditary or arbitrary class distinctions or
privileges."

Participation is the most essential aspect of
democracy. In most societies, people will take
the good with the bad. When the bad becomes
impossible to take, the people will rebel. The
East Germans were basically contented with
their social system and economic security. They
are a healthy and well-educated people. When
the travel restrictions, corruption, lack of
participation (democracy), and threats of politi-
cal repression became too much, they rebelled.
When the lack of participation open to black
Americans in the 1950s and '60s, added to the
economic injustices, became loo much to bear,
ihey rebelled.

Let's kx)k at the U.S. and democracy. In
New Yoric 650,000 black people live in
communities where the death rate is twice as
high as that of white Americans. Black men in
Harlem have a lower life expectancy than men
in Bangladesh, (one of the worlds poorest
nations). Black and Native American infant
mortality in many areas of the country is

higher than in some third world countries.
I tutor students in a South-Central high

school — many of whom arc functionally
illiterate (at 18 years old). I live in Hollywood,
and see the homeless, beggars and drugged-out
teenagers everywhere. For these people and the

'

millions of Americans trapped in communities
ravaged by drugs, violence and police block-
ades, U.S.-stylc democracy probably serves no
practical purpose; it has not even provided the ,

basis for a decent human existence.

Moreover, if U.S. democracy means elections,
U.S, "democracy" is in a bad way. Sixty
percent of blue-collar workers are not registered
10 vote and nrorc than 50 percent of registered
voters don't consider voting sufficiently impor-
tant to actually vote! Voting is the only
participation available to the average U.S.
citizen, but the democratic system in the U.S.
is very narrow and weak.

I will now compare the U.S. to Cuba. If the

millions of impoverished and illiterate Ameri-
cans were able to participate in their commun-
ity in the way that most Cubans do, health and
educational deprivation could be overcome.
Cubans arc the most healthy and literate people
of Latin America. Massive inequalities no
longer exist Racism has largely been eradi-

cated, not to mention the eradication of
diseases that still kill millions in the rest of
Latin America each year.

The most up-to-date medical skills and
technology are available to all free of charge
(heart, heart-lung, liver transplants for example).
All health care, education and sports is free.

There is no gang violence, pornography, almost
no prostitution and little crime. Prenatal care,

maternity leave and child care are universal.

Life expectancy is the highest in the Third
World, while infant mortality is the lowest

People arc heavily involved in evoyday
decisions concerning the most important human
needs. People elect local assemblies in multi-

candidate elections. These members are in turn

elected to the regional and national Congress.
Many people know elected rep'esentatives
personally. Furthermore, elected reps can be
recalled at gny time by petition if the

constituents are unhappy with their performance.
In Cuba a form of single-party democracy

indeed exists. For many, the system as it

operates popvides more material benefits, a
more peaceful life, more participation, and
more basic human rights than the U.S. system
provides for many Americans. To the extent
that the Cubans view their society as not
providing things they desire — whether Nike
shoes, a multi-party system or travel freedom— they are entitled to change it or overthrow
it

Despite some brutally undemocratic capitalist

countries, capitalism is not necessarily anti-

democratic. The same can be said for social-

ism. Cuba has many problems and, no doubt,
many injustices, but it is in many ways a
paradise compared to the misery, hunger and
social violence rampant in capitalist Latin
America and the streets of many U.S. cities.

The pre-revolutionary, U.S.-backed capitalist

dictatorship was no nrKxiel for a democratic and
socially developed society. As long as capital-

ism cannot begin to devek)p most Third World
countries, or provide the basis for economic
and social justice, many aspects of socialism
will continue to be struggled for throughout the
world. —'

"^

If the U.S. social system adopted some
aspects of socialism, the misery facing millions
of Aniericans could be overcome.

West is a senior mqjoring in Latin American
studies. '

Americans often joke about the little "Banana Republics" of
Centra] America, and refer to Latin America as a whole as their

own "backyard." Yet. few Americans understand the region,

fewer speak either Spanish or Portuguese, and even fewer have
ever lived in a Latin American country. It is no wonder,
therefore, that when the United States invaded Panama last

December, the American public barely protested the invasion.

To many in this countiy, U.S. violence is fine against people
far away, but horrendous if the Soviets are the ones causing it.

As other great powers before it. the United States has failed to

distinguish between maintaining its geopolitical hegemony and
imposing its ideology. Panama's invasion, the latest example of -
the Roosevelt Corollary in practice, supposedly brought both:
General Manuel Noriega to justice, and democracy to the

Panamanian people. Democracy, however, cannot be imposed on
a nation; it cannot be "shot from the barrel of a gun."

Liberal democratic principles rest upon the priority of self-

determination, a priority that is invariably violated by any attempt
to impose it from above or from without A long history of U.S.
militaiy interventions in the region, consequently, hardly consti-

tutes a lesson in democracy. Instead, the insensitive policies

emanating from Washington have bred — over the decades —
both dependence and resentment in Latin Americans. The
bitterness of Latin Americans is exemplified in three words that

almost all Latins know: "Yankee Go Home."
Washington's policies, however, have also bred contempt in the

American public toward Latin Americans. It is always the fault

of "those people down there." Without an understanding of the
social dimensions and the historical roots of the region's
problems, Americans will continue to blindly support what they
believe are moral and just causes, when in reality they stand for
nothing less than colonialism.

The American public must understand, for instance, that

(Central Americans live in a totally different reality. The majority
of Central Americans have never known respect for individual
rights or opinions and must endure the daily rigor of living in

extreme poverty. Indeed, many Central Americans would prefer
to live under the shadow of the Soviets in Eastern Europe than
under the whims and passions of Washington's puppets.
Ignorance or nationalism, however, will keep most Americans
from denouncing the atrocities that their own government
perpetrates or helps perpetrate, all in the name of "justice and
democracy." As George Orwell so eloquently said in 1945, "the -

nationalist not only does not disapprove of ao-ocities committed
by his own side, but he has a remarkable capacity for not even
hearing about them." Latin Americans, meanwhile, will continue
to warn each other about Americans: "here they come, with the
cross on their chests, and the devil in their actions."

•The U.S. policies have caused more harm and damage to Latin
Americans than most Americans will ever imagine, as the case
of Panama so cleariy illustrates. In order to bring its own
creation — General Noriega — to justice, the U.S. government
has undermined its credibility abroad, and 26 Americans and
hundreds of Panamanians lay dead. In order to bring its own
creation to justice, the law itself was violated; not only were the .

UN and the OAS Charters violated, but also the constitution of
the United States. In order to bring its own creation to justice,

the Panamanian economy and the homes of hundreds of
Panamanians lay in ruins. Ironically, to convict Noriega is not
going to be easy; indeed, it may prove to be impossible — the
greatest irony of all.

In the mean time, Latin America continues to bleed, and from
its open veins, countless of refugees will continue to pour into
the United States in search of political freedom, vindicating the
failure of America's foreign policies toward the region. An old
Spanish proverb says that more knows the fool about his house, ._

than the sane about another's. TTie United States should stop
pretending that it knows what Latin Americans need and want
without even listening to them. It should also allow the Latins to
govern themselves.

The United States has enough problems of its own; it should
not be causing new ones or exacerbating old ones. It should, as
Tim Strawn rightly argues, concenu^te on its own backyard.
Shoukl the U.S. want to get along with Latin Americans as
friends and partnisrs, and make the region something that all

Americans can feel proud to have helped created, Americans will
ftfst have to jpid^tand the region and its people, and in the
process, stop imposing their beliefs on them by gun diplomacy.

Ochoa is a senior majoring in political science
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Warrior oflove: Keeping warm in tiie age ofmicrowave romance
So I always thought that

the only heroes wwe
people who did stuff like

raise the flag at Iwo Jima and
pull kids out of buming
houses. That was before I got
my haircut

"Ooooooo! I could kill him,"
Rhonda says, eyes buming
with anger.

Rhonda is cutting my hair.

She's from Oklahoma. Usually

she's a pretty cool customer,

with that unflappability so

characteristic of people from
the Midwest

But today, this haircut,

things are different

It starts innocently enough
when I ask her how her

boyfriend is. Not that I have
any real personal interest or
anything. Except that I'm hop-
ing maybe one day he'll join

the Foreign Legion.

Then I can check with

Rhonda about 24-hour hair

care.

Rhonda is pretty attractive.

Best-looking hair stylist around.

Not that she isn't good at

cutting hair I'm just glad she
doesn't charge extra for ogling.

"What's wrong?" says me,
innocently.

"I don't want to talk about
it!" she says dismissively.

A moment later she walks
out in front of me and turns,

scissors and comb in hand.

And she bends forward a little,

making sure that I can see her

out from under my hanging
bangs.

**I found out he's seeing

someone else," she says, wine-

walking the id

1 -L

Steve
Sherwood
uig.

The way she says "seeing"

you can pretty much figure

we're talking a little more than

eye contact

"I should've known, Steve."

She moves back behind me
and starts clipping again.

One of the things I like best

about Rhonda is the way she

says my name. She doesn't

waste a lot of words. So when
she uses your name, it sounds

like it means something.

I nod in sympathy, letting

my head fall forward a little.

**Ooooo!" She yanks my
head upright so hard, I think it

might come off. "I should 've

known. My cats hated him
a • •

"Yeah, well, that's a pretty

good indicator," I agree, my
brain still vibrating, trying to

be helpflil.

"And my mom loved him.

Really loved him." The logic

begins to elude me at this

point. The "eternal feminine"

seems to be at work here.

"I've been a fool, just a fool.

I came out here for him, I

cook for him, I love him and

he goes and does this."

She's talking to me, but

she's also kind of talking to

him. You can tell she still

loves him a lot.

My head kind of naturally

sags forward again. Yankl

There go about 5,000

more hair follicles. I'm think-

ing maybe I could've brought

up her boyfriend at a better

time. As angry as she is, I

just might end up looking like

Curly Joe.

"I confronted him with it

and he got mad at me,"
Rhonda continues. "I mean, it

would've been okay if he told

me the truth. But when I

asked him, he denied it And I

know all about it Steve. It's

been going on for awhile."

She gets quiet. She moves
out in front of me again to

check my hair. She has these

big, wondrous eyes. A friend

calls them "puppy dog eyes."

Right now they're moving
firom anger to being sad and
soulful.

"After we argued about it

and went to bed, I was lying

there next to him . . . wanting
to hold him. I felt like saying,

*Just love me.' I just wanted
him to hug me. Why can't he
be as committed as he was

when we started out?**

Starting out is always
romantic. Yeah, the glamor of
romance. It seems like it's the

last great religion. The one
hope for salvation: to find the

perfect partner. Of course,

nobody's perfect so salvation

ends up being a little less than

it's cracked up to be.

Part of the problem in this

modem age is the belief that

love is always like what you
see in movies or on TV,
where there's all this romantic
ecstasy with music in the

background and the right dia-

logue and coming together and
booml cut to a commercial and
move on to the microwave
popcorn.

I think of this old woman I

saw on the bus a few days
ago. She couldn't have been
much over five feet tall. With
a scarf over her head and old

blue woolen jacket. A rugged,

weatherbeaten face. I heard her

mumble something in Spanish

as she clambered off.

In her arms she was clutch-

ing a child of maybe three or

four, her granddaughter maybe.
Almost as big as the old

woman. The child was sleep-

ing, her thumb hanging slightly

out of her mouth.

The woman carried the child

carefully so she wouldn't wake
up, and crossed the street

disappearing into the crowd on
Western Avenue.

That old woman made me
realize that love isn't about a

sweet hour or a beautiful day
or a wonderful week. It's

about months and years and

decades.

Maybe the secret is that real

k>ve isn't very glamorous at

all

"So what're you going to

do?** I ask Rhonda.

*Tm not sure," she says

thoughtfully, sighing. "Right

now, ever since that night I'm

being pretty cold to him. It's a

sad thing to see, Steve. He
just kind of mopes around the

house."

As she stands there cutting

my hair, I can feel the warmth
of her body. That's a kH of
heat for somebody to lose.

"I'd hate to have to end it

I reaUy would. It'll be a long
time before he finds somebody
who k)ves him as much as I

do."

It's then that I ui^rstand—
that Rhonda, like that old

woman, is a kind of hero.

That a hero isn't just the sort

of person who wins wars or
runs into buming houses.

Because in a city as vast

and lonely as Los Angeles,

there are probably more souls

than houses buming down at

any given nnmient Being a

hero is also about giving

somebody warmth until they

leam how to give it back to

you.

And if Rhonda's boyfriend
wants to keep warm, he'd
better start doing his home-
work.

If not I think to myself,

there's always the Foreign

Legion ...
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« _ > Arts & Entertainment
Film

Nastassja Kinski, Valeria Golino, William Forsythe and
Timothy Hutton star in schmaltzy 'Spring.'

Gooey sentiment
weighs down musliy

Torrents of Spring*
Shalmali Pal

Contributor

FILM: Tonents of Spring. Directed by Jerzy Skolimowski. Produced by Angelo
Rizzoii. Screenplay by Jerzy Skolimowski and ArcaoQek) Bonaccorso. A Milimeter

FUms release starririg Timothy Hutton, Nastassja Kinski, Valeria Golino, William

Forsythe. Now piayir>g.

There's nothing more excruciating than watching the dizzying heights

of romance dissolve into unadulterated mush.
Unfortunately, that is exactly what Torrents of Spring does.

Based on the 18th century by novel by Ivan Turgenev, the film follows

the exploits of EMmitri Sanin (Timothy Hutlon), a young aristocrat

returning home from Europe.

While stopping in the German town of Mainz, Sanin meets pastry shop
girl Gemma Rosselli (Valeria Golino). Completely taken in by Gemma's
unspoiled beauty, Sanin falls in love with her. Of course. Gemma is

already engaged to another man for the fmancial stability he can offer her

family.

During a local carnival, Sanin and Gemma's intimate hot air balloon

ride is spotted by the wealthy femme fatale Maria Polozov (Nastassja

Kinski).

Now engaged to Gemma, Sanin visits Maria in wder to sell his Russian

estate to her. As Sanin spends more time with Maria, he begins to forget

Gemma and declares he will follow Maria to the ends of the earth.

It is at this point that Torrents of Spring takes a turn for the worse.

The relationship between Gemma and Sanin is at least an enjoyable

one. She's an innocent whom he fawns like a fool, and they're both

baffled by that crazy little thing called love.

The plausibility of their relationship hes in its purely romantic nature.

Gemma and Sanin epitomize the rituaJ of courtship at its best— sincere,

simple and starry-eyed.

In contrast, Maria and Sanin *s affair is meant to be desperate, intense

and everything except romantic. But the attempt to show a union fraught

with passion ends up being absolutely insipid.

When Sanin and Maria fmally consummate their relationship (at dawn
in an abandoned church, no less) the level of mushiness is unbearable.

The entire episode is worsened by the fact that Maria remains in her
whale bone hoop skirt throughout the roll in the grass.

Part of Torrents of Spring's problem is with Sanin himself. Although
intended as a highly sensitive personality, Dimitri Sanin proves to be
nothing but spineless. As he passes his self absorption off as love, his lack

of character is emphasized. Hutton's interpretation of Sanin as an man
with his mouth perpetiially agape only adds to the character's dullness.

The performances of both women are certainly more interesting.

Golino captures Gemma's naivity convincingly yet still manages to

endow her with intelligence,j^inski is well cast as the coquette and does a

kH of what she is best at — pouting.

It's difficult to believe that these two strong women coulcl fall for such
a bland man.
The cinematography in is another small saving grace. Shot in

Czechosk)vakia, Rome and Venice, the film's visual beauty, especially

the depiction of outdoor scenes, is a welcome distraction from the

storyline.

Director Jerzy Skolimowsky exhibits extreme touches in his direction.

The meticulous depiction of 18th century etiquette— in a duel and dinner

scene— provides the movie with a realistic background but the surreal

ending sends all that scrupuk>usty achieved reality into oblivion.

The only torrential aspect of this film is its grandiose delusions about
tovc. The rest is just sentimental drizzle. i - .,

Music

TllOy I© no dn^GlSI Ministry's Al Jourgensen tells how a ^mind is a terrible thing to taste'

By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

"Hey, Al. How about a Ministry interview

tomorrow night at the show?"
"Yeah. Why not. But it will have to be a shorto^^

after soundcheck."

"We're bringing you a case of beer."

"Okay. We'll make it a long one."

This c(Xiversation, which took place between

Ministry's Al Jourgensen and the combined forces of

the Daily Bruin and KLA at the Universal

Amphitheater's Jesus and Mary Chain show (Feb. 1)

the night before Ministry's performance at the

Hollywood Palladium, pretty much summed up the

general atmosphere surrounding Al's personally for

the following evening.

You see, Al, one half (the other being Paul Barker)

of the industrial-thrash-f(vce Minisoy and a part of a

handful of other bands, isn't one to take his career too

seriously. More {X'ecisely, his professional life

demands a little bit ofchaos, a lot of fun, and no bulls-

hit

For example, take his trip to the Warner Records

office the afternoon before the show. Besides

working out a few contractual agreements and
meeting a few execs, the band managed to make time

fcM^ defacing a Tower Records-sized poster board of

Olivia Newton John. Al describing the experience:

"It was great."

One must wonder how Warner feels about all this.

"Well," says Al, "The good thing is we warn them
before we're coming, so the squeamish can get out of

the building. Half the people leave and the other half

lock their doors. It's alright And the weasels that are

left have to put up with us."

With this in mind, it's not too surprising that

Ministry's latest album is entitled The Mind is a
Terrible Thing To Taste or that their setup for this

tour features a steel fence surrounding the stage.

All kidding aside (though, the Olivia defacement
was real), Al isn't one to keep his interests and
(pinions shadowed beneath the typical industry

schmooze-all facade.

So much so that once, after a performance for the

last tour, he. even slugged a Warner exec who got on
his nerves.

"Well, he was rude," Al cuts in. "He was wearing a

Warner Brothers satin jacket He was like carrying

the red flag. You know, saying stuff like, 'Do you
know who I am?! Oh god! I'm drenched in sweat
after the best show of the tour, and he came up to me
pushing his way backstage and asked me if 1 was the

tour manager and where I could find Al Jourgensen.

So I just popped him one. I didn't care if he was from
Warner or not. He was an asshole."

Ironically, though, Al isn't one that cares for

people to notice or recognize him, or any of the band
members for that matter (this tour there's an all-star

thrash festival of eight others: Nivek Ogre from
Skinny Puppy, Martin Atkins from P.I.L. and Killing

Joke, Bill Rieflin from Revolting Cocks and
Blackouts, Terry Roberts from the U.K. Subs and
Broken Bones, Mike Scotia from Rigormortis,

William Tucker from Smoking Pistons, Chris

Connelly from Revolting Cocks and Finni Tribe, and
Barker).

Ministry's a^Jtmms have no photos of the band
(although, there's^isually one press photo, like the

one seen here, to appease their paying public). They
don't care for people to take their photograph. They
won't typically sign autographs. And their live

performance is set up in a way where one can't tell

who's who.
"We want that," states Al. "Long after our cheek

bones have deflated and we're a bunch of old fat men,
we can still put out records and nobody would be
bummed out We can be the fat old bikers we want to

become and nobody would know what we look like."

Obviously, Al doesn't desire all the glitz and gloss

that so many musicians desire to attain.

This comes across most vividly when Al talks

about being frontman on stage. "I hate being

frontman. It's just so stupid. I feel like such a pratt up
there (on stage) because I don't want to be the one
entertaining; I want to be the one being entertained.

When I'm on stage, I just look at all the freaks out

there with their big poofy hair and I laugh my ass

off."

His attack on the image-crazed sea of fans at

Ministry concerts notwithstanding, Al affirms that he

doesn't blast the fans themselves.

The steel fence around the stage is one indication

that Al appreciates his audience. The fence isn't to

protect the band; it's for the fans to use as they will.

"Immediately," says Al, "it's a statement baiting

these kids to come on . . . 'Come on you fucking

hoseheads* . . . 'Come on up here on stage.' And they

do. That fence is great It immediately entices

people."

Sounds like absolute chaos.

"It is. But a lot of pec^le channel their aggressions

into this and have a good time."

See MINISTRY, page 17

Looking as if they wouki rather be some place else, Ministry's Paul Barker (left) and Al

Jourgensen turn their heads in nonconformity.

Rob Winfield

A&E Editor - ~
Ministry's Al Jourgensen described them as a

"march across Europe with a battalion of guitars."

Britain's Melody Maker magazine called them
a "petrifying Medusa."

At their Hdlywood performance (^ning for

Ministry at the beginning of February, they

referred to themselves as "Kill Mother Fucking

Depeche Mode."
Take the initials of the last description (but not

the description itselO and one gets KMFDM (in

German, Keine Mehreit Fur Die Mitland), the

West German based four-piece whose unique

blend of reggae, rap, and industrial rhythm rock

with an aggressive message of universal peace.

Sitting on a torn couch in the Hollywood
Palladium's dressing room, shades covering his

face, cigare^ in one hand, beer in the other,

vocalist Sasha Konietzko seems to have more on
his mind than talking about the band's third

release, UAIOE, though.

"I thought Germany was a country deserving

peace," he says, "But nowadays, my opinion of

that has changed." f
Being on tour the last eight weeks in the States,

Sasha's been paying considerable attention to the

news since he first heard about the opening of the

Eastern bkxk and the tearing down of the Berlin

Wall.

"Since I've been in America, really weird

changes have taken place in Germany," he

explains. "And I'm thinking of not going back
because, I feet, they*ve established a Fourth^

Rekh, just like Hitler's Third Reich. And that's

Unification versus division:

Germany's KMFDM mesh industrial with political

not good."

Rephrasing himself, he adds, "Well, I cannot

tell exactly what's going on because I haven't

been home for a long time. But what I get is very,

very bad. I think Germany should have been
divided for another hundred years, as a reminder

of the second Worid War and the Third Reich."

Coming from a musician, who's been touring

with Ministry and creating a minor bit of chaos

throughout their shows (slam-dancing pits and
other assorted aggressive behavior), a politically

oriented interview is hardly what anyone would
have expected tolake plate — not to mention a

political slant which goes contrary to the

American media's portrayal of these recent

events.

However, Konietzlco has had a lot to think about

in the last few months, as he himself is a West
German citizen who's having second thoughts

about a country's unification. f\

He goes on to describe West Germany's right-

wing party, called the Republicans (an amazing

coincidence) which he says has distributed

"massive propaganda" among the East Germans
recently. "If there will be general elections for

both Germanys for a party member, the right-wing

^party,** he speculates, "wfll get more than ten

million votes, whkh is one-seventh the population

of both Germanys.I don't find that good."

"Freedom is good. But I feel, the East Germans
don't yet know what they want beyond that. The
problem is that the people in East Germany have
been kept like animals. They have been educated

just enough to build bridges, cars, railways,

whatever. But they haven't been educated as

thinking, responsible beings, as far as politics are

concerned. That's why I say the Wall shouldn't

have been torn down. The East needs a chance to

build up a good system, before entering unifica-

tion. Freedom is good, but whatever the right-

wing party had in mind, it was oriented towards

their system and not a unified democratic system."

Although, when asked how he has tied these

beliefs in with KMFDM 's music and the tour, he

shrugs his shoulders and says, "Well, if you're on

stage and you have an audience, you have the

possibility to influence people. I don't want to

push people though. I want to remind them. Most

important is making people enjoy themselves,

making people dance, or whatever. But when they

go home and rethink it I want them to say that that

was more than a good dance song."

One such example is the song "Rip the System"

off their latest album. It simply contains the lyrics,

"Black man. White man. Yellow man. Rip the

system."

Relating this song to the right-wing party,

Konietzko feels there is a growing racial tension

throughout Germany thatmay be blamed on them.

"They (the Republicans) are situated in Bavaria

and it's a very fascist place. Now it starts that

black people, yellow people, Turkish people,

whatever race, get beaten up in underground trains

late at ni^t And that influence is spreading."

He adds, to affirm the band's concerns,

"KMFDM stand for people should get together

and fight suppression, racism, and all that shit"

Strictly from a musical perspective, KMFDM
— with remaining members En Esch, Rudolf
Naomi, and Morgan Adjei— have enough groove

to accomplish such a monumental task of

mitigating such manifestations in the human race.

However, as this tour is their first trek into U.S.

territories, the word on KMFDM as a major

musical thinking force is still in the elementary

stage to American eyes. *

Although, a few have caught on. "It's so

different in America," says Konietzko. "In

Germany, they don't seem to be interested in us

even though they pay money for our records and
our shows. Here, I was really freaking out

sometimes. People were coming up to us and
asking us to sign KMFDM records, some of which
were only available through import copies."

Time alone can tell the success they'll have
with what they would like to accomplish, in terms

of promoting universal ^ce arid a peaceful

Germany. But with the thoughts of remaining in

America going through their minds, as they've

found a more receptive audience here, this may
soon become a reality which they then can retajT

throughout the workl.
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Stage

Screamingly funny characters make 'Zombie' liysterical satire
Cast Theatre parody transcends genre

with incisive characterizations, humor
By Diana York

Contributor

THEATER: Zombie Attacli at the Cast
Theater. 804 N. El Centro in Hollywood.
Written and directed by Justin Tanner &
Andy Daley. Starring Joe Seely. French
Stewart, Jamie Toibert & assorted
zombies. Runs Fridays & Saturdays at
10 p.m. Call (213) 462-0265 for info.

Do you ever feel like your skin

is on loo tight? Well, the psycho
son of a long-dead mass murderer
does in Zombie Attack!. This
character has a risky and unusual
predilection for hammering the

occasional hitchiker, but that is

perhaps the least strange of many
strange occurrences in this hysteri-

cal satire.

Since the promised attack of the

ravenous living dead doesn't take

place until late into the 70 minute
comedy, the audience has lime to

become well acquainted with the

victims — a nice change that

transcends the usual 'flat'

approach to this type of fare. The
three young couples gathered to

clean out the kiich-filled cabin of a
dead aunt.

Buda, the pot-snK>king party

guy (Kent Stoddard) and Cory, his

manipulative and bitchy stewar-

dess- girlfriend who has a man in

every major southwestern city

with an airport (Jamie Toibert), arc

the nrst to arrive, and their furious

squabbling immediately energizes

the comedy. This lightning-fast

dialogue is screamingly funny and
always irreverent. It multiplies

with the appearance of the rational

Gary and his Stepford-wife-fipom-

hell. Shannon, artfully rendered by
the charming French Stewart and
Nanci Feldman.
When Speed (BiUy Wright), the

fmal college buddy, shows up with
a snarling well-dressed rich

"witch" from San Francisco (Lisa

Bcezley) and her newly acquired
hex manual, the antagonistic che-

mistry is complete for a vicious

and hysterical evening.

These characters, expertly
rendered by an appealing troupe,

don't pull any punches in their

social free-for-all.

Speed and Buda drop acid, and
Crystal reanimates dead tissue.

The play examines pec^les' refus-

al to respect and acknowledge the

The Characters of the 'Zombie Attack!' enjoy one lastmealbefore theybecome dinner for the
zombies.

desires of supposedly close friends

and lovers.

Although the ostensible horror

here is the monsters who end the

play by turning the party-goers

into zombie chow, in reality it is

the existence of a shallow genera-

tion of yuppies who believe that

"drinking coffee means meeting
friends."

Zombie Attack! is playing inde-

flnitely and well worth the trip.
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Washington D.C., New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco and
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Attend an information meeting at EXPO:
Tuesdays, 4 pm

. ; _
Wednesdays, 12 pm

,
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Deadline for Application:
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EXPO Center A-213 Ackerman^ 825-083T

Nails by

Gary
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Full Set $16.00
Fill $10.00

jj^ Manicure &
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Gel Set $25.00

Silk Wrap $20.00
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The Wild Cut
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OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

•THANKS TO YOU"
WE ARE -NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

20a-968Li:208-6559
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"
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What about the band's safety? Don't you
think you need the fence for protection from
the madness off-stage?

"We don't need shiL I'd like to see some
bastard come up on stage and fuck with us.
There's nine, sometimes 10 of us. We got a
small fucking army. The fence is protecting
them more than it is us. Now, it's harder for
us to throw shitJUL them»"

What?!

"Certainly, it's not for protection in any
way, shape or form. The fence doesn't stop
anything. We had bolts thrown at us in
Detroit— these bolts that go right through
the screen. In Boston, they tore the whole
thing down. It was a bloodbath out there. It

was great"

With all these descripdons of Ministry's

aggressive world, one might be wondering
how all of Al's opinions, actions, and ideas

have come about to such an extreme.
Well, the story reads like a backwards

c\'clution for most bands. Rather than
stepping up the mainstream sounding
ladder. Ministry went from mainstream to

pure gnuige and grind industrial.

Beginning in '83, Al garnered his first

recording deal with Arista records for a
synthesized pop record titled V/ith Sym-
pathy— a record which he doesn't wish to

acknowledge as part of the Ministry
repertoire. In fact, to say he disliked it is not
a strong enough expression.

Al's been know to cut interviews short
when quizzed about this first album. Rumor
has it he even threw a USC student into a

pool when he pushed this topic too far.
We were a bit hesitant bringing it up.
Luckily, AI brought it up himself, when

he got on the topic of recording contracts
and creative control.

••Completd control. That's just the way
it's got to be. Because we went through the
record-it-their-way syndrome long ago with
that first album. We were in a situaUon
where that's the way the record had to be, or
so we thought. We were naive. But, fuck,
who should know better what the record
should sound like than you should'> It's iust
that simple."

Thus, Ministry learned the do-it-my-way
approach and signed to Warner for Twitch in
•86. No more synth-pop dance rhythms for
AL

Instead, one found a Ministry grinding to
the bone with industrial rhythms, convo-
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WORK PERMITS
"GREEN CARDS It

LAW OFFICE OF:
TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIFIED

IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST
OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474-2545
CALL FOR CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTWOOD BL.

luted vocals, and cacophonic sounds that
managed to disUirb, while simultaneously
provoking one into thought
As the years went by, Al hooked up with

his friend Barker and The Land ofRape and
Honey was bom. One might say, at this
point, creative control made a monster out
of Ministry.

Now the V>und was hard-core industrial
thrash, combining all the elements of the
last album— with more guitar, more speed,
and more chaos.

So that leaves us with The Mind is a
Terrible Thing to Taste and an Al who
knows what he wants and how to get it

"Well," he says, "everybody grows. And
if people don't grow, you wind up just
sitting there and being a jukebox.

See MINISTRY, page 18
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CPARI BEAUTY SALONO
Remove your wltti 1007©
unwanted tiair Natural Wax

Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
^'^'* WUAIII^^•••••••.. y O
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Lip wax or ciiin, or eyebrow ..a aa.aa$ 6
"Jr"'^^!! Illll aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaV lU

European Facials $25
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays
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FOR
"We're taking a bath on this one"
Brincj this coupon to the Penguin any
weekday between 3 pm and 7 pm.
Buy one deluxe platter dinner and as
a tnank you for coming to the "New
Penguin" we will give you a second
entree of equal or Tesser value Free.
It's two for the price of one! Bever-
age, tax and tip not included. Cou-
pon valkJ through April T5. 1990.

PENGUIN
RESTAURANT
1670 Lincoln Blvd.
(where the 10 meets Lincoln)

Santa Monica,

(213) 399-9900

OUR LITE BITE IS JUST RIGHT
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD, FRENCH FRIES AND SOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

Good At Our 5 Convenient
Locations

Northridgc Amhein

Sanu Ana Stanton

West Lm Angiiti

Exp. 2/27/90

Please Do Nol Use
—I . With Any Other Coupons\ / Or OHers - No Substitutions

jN Good lor Everyone in Party

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

e...Si^iJi2£^^^ BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY'!!SUPER
^^JS^A^^Aa^V^rf^S^SL^^- ^'^

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONAiJSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL, SANTA MOMCA. CA 90404
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"Stop, you're killing me."
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IDAZZLE THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Daneshrad DDS

UCLA Graduate

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $10.00 '

* Bleaching for whiter teeth

ONLY $148.00 per arch

EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED

Advertise.

It makes
cents.

Call 825-2161.

^5^* 477.A7AA ^''P^^^^^ stereo
rSSSSSr •##-0#00 Headphortes
niSO Wllihlr. Blvd. Suite 101 W.st LA. (B«tWMn Barrington & Bundyl

BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

13) 474-6267

FREE PARKIN(; CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

NEW CONDOI DESIGN!
SAFER THAN ORDINARY CONDOMS!

PAGEANT
AN OFFICIAL PRELIMINARY PAGEANT FOR
THE MISS CALIFORNIA PAGEANT IN PALM

SPRINGS.

August 3-n, 1990

For more Information
please call (213) 858-8253

Attention students, if you are
not using the right condom,
you may be endangering your
life! Now, young men and
women can discreetly purchase
the new and sophisticated
MENTOR* condom available by
mail, one of the safest because it

has a gentle adhesive band that

holds it in place thus cutting
down on the chances of
pregnancy or exposure to viruses
due to accidental slips or leaks.

Unlike other condoms, it comes
with Nonoxynol-9 Spermicide for

extra-protection and a special
lubricated "flip-off' applicator
that makes it easier to unroll.

Avoid the embarrassment of
buying condoms at the
drugstore, we can mail them
quickly in a discreet package,
your privacy is guaranteed. Buy
them for your best friend too.

Instructions for condom usage
included. We have limited
quantities! Send coupon today
to: Europa Entertainment, Inc.

13428 Maxella Ave, Suite 514,
Marina del Rey CA 90292-5620

Send this coupon with check or money order to: Europa
_ > ^ Entertainment, Inc. 13428 Maxella Ave, Suite 514

Marina del Rey CA 90292-5620

3 Mentor* condoms $9.95 NAME
'

6 Mentor* condoms $1 1 .95

12 Mentor* condoms $22.95
ADDRESS

Allow2-3 weeks for delivery.No CFTY -
cash or COD's. Money tack
guaran tee. Thank you

!

^ATP ZIP.

PRIVACY OF DELIVERY GUARANTEED!» mmm2

Ti>f<^ SttMfU ihaciaJU

•Lubricabon

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on
•Power steenng

•Transmissk>n

•Differential

MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5.000 MILES

•Transaxle

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshiekj washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

|95

4x4 and diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change
will be done in 30 minutes from the time C gJ M QC
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^ | ^M ^^
you won't pay! Call or come in today. I Tr+tax|

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

MtKEMiLLER

•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed f T6%"ofr"aniy

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

i213> 55a-3777

BRAKE INSPECJION AND SERVICE

$Q98
Inspect rear brakes • ^I§b®-I§P?JL !

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Hours
" M-F 7am-6pm

Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express^
Discover

MINISTRY
From page 17

Why bother going to see a band
live if they play the same shit? If

that's the case, buy the records and
go throw a Bar Mitzvah party or
something."

Speaking of growing, Al has
nianage(l to grow into a musical
maniac lately with more projects

than one can possibly conceive of
one man doing. Besides Ministry,

he's managed to work in time for

an EP and an upcoming album
with ex-Dead Kennedys vocalist

Jello Biafra in a band called Lard,
not to mention his other bands with
various friends (many ofwhom arc

on this tour) like Pailhead, the

Revoiang Cocks, Acid Horse and
PTP.

Oh yeah, and there's the latest

Skinny Puppy album he has pro-

duction credits on.

So how does he do it? Is there

some grand plan?

"You guys give me far too much
credit," he says. "I just go in the

studio drunk and whatever soimds
good sounds good. That's the way
I mix. That's the way I write songs.

Everything is unstructured. Wc
have no set way of doing anything
in any of these bands. And that's

the way I want it to stay."

Really?!

•The less I know, the better it

goes. People teach me shit and I

don't want to learn. I'd rather just

do it viscerally, as opposed to

thinking. Because, yvhen you start

to think, it ruins everything. So we
just bulk record three or four
albums worth of shit Some of it

makes it out Some of it sits on a
shelf. Some of it's Ministry. Some
of it is one of those other bands.
Whatever."

Sounds hectic.

"Yeah, well live hard and die
fast, man."

Al, you're certainly living up to

this statement.

No. Let's rephrase that. You're
just living iu

Magical Latin

America seen
by authors
By Arthur Allen

Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Twenty-
five yean before Gabriel Garcia
Marqucz created his imaginary
Macondo in "One Hundred Years
of Solitude," the Cuban writer
Alejo Carpentier laid the literary

foundations of "magical realism"
in a visit to Haiti.

Viewing the fantastic ruins left

behind by the ^peror Henri-
Christophc, Carpentier was struck
by the "marveldfcs reality" of Latin
America, where collective faith in

the supernatural wioii|ht incredi-
ble alterations off the real world.

Garcia Marquez once remarked
that if Franz Kafka had lived in

Latin America, he would have
been considered a realist But it

was Carpentier's matter-of-fact

treatment of the magical in "The
Kingdom of This WorW"— where
the protagonist turns into a fly —
that marked a turning point in the
Latin American novel.

In recent months Farrar, Straus
Giroux has released "The King-
dom" ahd three other works by
Carpentier in paperback editions.

Given the steady popularity of
Latin American fiction among
American readera in the past
decade, the attention paid to this
silent forcninner of the "boom" is

wefeomcL
- €arpcniicr, who wir^om in

1904 and died in 1980, had the
misfortune to be ahead of his time.
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings l Good Deals

Let the Greek Times Roll!!
Greek Week ^90
Meeting tonight at

Tacos Tacos
"^All executive committee - 6:00

All greek week reps - 6:30

BE THERE!

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or ail of the foilowing:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL
'You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.
in order to determine eligibility.

*Ali qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

UCLA ANNUAL

TRAVEL

\Fmk
TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY 27,

10-3pm
ACKERMAN

GRAND BALLROOM

Pick up infornxation on travel

from nrxxe than 60 booths,

and enter our Grand Prize

drawing for 2 round^rip

tickets anywhere in the vAxld

American Airiines flies.

^OZ 'wwl u'^wii . I'l;

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Holifwooi Piano Bmtal Ccmpanf

^FREK-DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS ^JJ,',%s

face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Aw DtUmn"! nultmpky: Wt
A^ pnc*t itUm mmrmt to all
Uuy will UU ytm Ikt
gut9 a* • eaU. lUmtn

FAX « 205-0829

9052 Santa

pnmJt nKE DKUVKXY to mmm m «mvm Wa t/fkr HarHmmt msU
UCIA itadmU, Mmff, mitd faeuUy. Aj* mayiu mtf kas umd <u ktftn aad
• a*** it CMM* to «•« UCLA amntt, mt ea»t to kmL Qualt* an f^w, m

•— iWBVi fiam UCUUIK

(213)205'0838 Vlsa/MC accepted

Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

EXCmNC NEW engine product! Better MPG,
increased compression & horsepower, intensi-

fied peribrmance, longer engine life. CAN
SAVE YOU A FORTUNE! CaJI (21 3)391 -7695,
10am- 10pm.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices
or don't want your business. Sports can,
multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
'Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

Free 8

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30.5:00pm.
DANA
SPECIAL INTEREST VIDEOS, huge variety, frM
deUils. Rooney, DB, 906 E. Altadena #21,
Altadcna. CA. 91001.

Miscellaneous

BRUIN REPUBLICAN
MEETING

TONIGHT February 13th
8:00 pm Ack. 3517

* speaker: Assembly Candidate Gloria Stout

Student Accounting Society
Tomorrow

BDO Seidman
Ackerman 2408— 11:00 AM

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your cunrent reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82SO850

"A" L«vel, Room A2-260
UCLA Medteal Conter

ASUCLA Studwit EmptoyM* r«c»iv*

•ith«r 4 hourt Imm* with pay or th«

FH AU SS2S I2:1S.1:1S

l«I oak 12:10-1A
whs !«•

(iiai mt-*nt

AN American city reels as domestic terrorists

destroy its supply of water and power. 'The
Sociopath,- -J.V. Adams, paperback, $3.50.
Order at any bookstore.

Good Deols

OIAMOND-2'il carat engagement ring.

$10,000. Will sacrifice at $3,000. Never used.
Call Mr. Marple. Day (II00)877-881 1 , eve
(714)723-5229.

Campaign Volunteers Needed
to \work congression ai campaign.

Groat opportunity for

Political Science Majors.
All Others welcome. Mr. Allen.

(818) 781-3016.

Good Deals

Vckm. oannol nwwd both.

OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS

'1h« nmt ioMan'
Monday noon-l pm

ACX 3300
ttmday noorvl pm

MnC^MCO

If

I

I

I

I

I

MW FLORIST
Don't miss the pleasure , of sending

fresh flowers on Valentine's Day...

Call our 24-hr line for flower or balloon
orders. All major credit cards accepted.

213-477-3333

*¥¥*¥¥¥¥ h
I
Mention this ad and get $5.00 off orders of

$20 or more

I

I

I

I

I
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Good Deals 7 Personal

FASHIONS in swirnvvear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Research Subjects 12

Personal 10

GUITARIST, 20, chops and image for HR band
or new project. Gerry (213)824-2698.

Jfi^^.«>;

Christopher,
l^cfQrow old with me.
The best is yet to
be. Together we
can do it all.

Love, • •

Alicia . (jjJ*

The brothers of Theta Xi

CordiaCCy invite the foitoiving ladies to attend tht

i

i

i

i

Trinh,
Ummmmm....

I'd like to aware
you of the fact that

you're pinned now!
Congratulations!

Love,

your roomie

Kara

1
I

*Dtvon ^ItT^andtr

Shannon Armstrong

CarCeen CBassCer

Jenny *Baum

Lara 'Bernstein

^6ecca Bogy ..

ACison Brenner

Iracy Case

Stepfianie (DeVergiCio

Tammi J^oss

Missy QruSer

CarpCyn 9{aU

'Kris 'Heavner

' And

Cynii mC
Jennie ^Houston

'Erin JuCine

Cindy 'Kiein

Julie Lipps

Linda (M^artin

Laura O^cCandCess

O^icheUe 9\(ieCson

Jana (Pecl^ler

Laurie (Pendleton

(Kfarci 'Putnam

Jenn %and
Lisa ^icfie

HQm (RfisenBerg

LesCie Softer

SheCCy SclwtsaC

7(aren ScfiwalBe

(Maria Siemans

Amy Staes

Conni SuCCivan

(MpCCy Stadum

Lori ^eets

(Dana Troncatty

O^evette 'WanCass

^oCly 'WiCCiams

^endy 'Witherspoon

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED!

Right handed male and female

nonsmokers between 21 and 30

years old who are low to

moderate users of caffeine and
alcohol are needed for an
investigation of effects of alcohol

in intoxicating doses on learning

and problem solving. Subjects

vyill be paid $6/hour for up to 6

hours. No regular users of illicit

drugs nor persons with a history

of smoking, heavy drinking/drug

use, or alcohol/drug-related arrest

will be accepted. Both biological

parents must be right-handed.

Subjects must have had some
experience with mixed alcohol

drinks.

(213) 398-7948, 6-9 PM, M-Sat

our 1988-89 CBLZIX I!I(IS COU^
' Ceri SCacum

Suzie frimeC, O^oU Qenova, IQithy 'KpehUr, Suzie 0''Brien

Tonigfit: !Hors 'D'ouvres 5:00 pm. 'Dinner 6:00.

Semi-!Fomud attire is requested.

^iHe (Brotfkrs ofSigma Ai^ha (Mu

corcCialCy invite their CittU sisters to a:

VaUntine 's (Dau

T>ance/Cocktaii ^arty
"Wednesday, Jebniary 1 4, 1990 7:00 p.m.

(PCease %$1^ By Tuesday .;

Maurice 824-5052 ^^^^^^

Research Subjects 12

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, aixi touch.

Cinnot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will te required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have tefeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned comnwrcialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
oompletion of four evaluations during an eight

^Meck period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental ainical Reseych Cen-
tar, 213-825-9792.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA retearch project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed (or audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjecto will be paid. (213)825-0392.

.

Interested in volunteering for the Greek Week
Special Olympics Meet
on Sunday February 25?

Please attend one of the following orientations:

Tuesday February 13 7:30 pm
at KZ 11024 Strathmore
OR Thursday February 15 7:30 pm
at no 700 Hilgard

Questions? Julie Giers 824-1868

Congratulations to the AO 1990-91
Executive Board!

President Kim Dagermangy
Vice President Courtney Nelson
Fraternity Education Kim Warren
Scholarship Catherine Rowe
Treasurer Mikie Price
Corresponding Secretary Eleanore Chen
Recording Secretary Cawley Carr
Social Exchanges Debra Gomez
Chapter Promotions Linda Abraham
Chapbin Diane Rowe
Membership Retention Tracy Gibbs
House Manager > Wendy Hilfis

Panhellenic Rep Linda Martin
Philanthropy Carol Kenny
Administrative Assistant Emily Heath
Rush Director ...Mara 'Margultes

Good luck next year! ^ & AEO
— ^MD

t

t

/7ESE4/7CH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARWPAWN AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL
*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

Personal 10

DARREN HEMMERLING
Happy 22nd Birthday!

Long live Empire of the Sun!

I

t
Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: PeriisUnt,

painful jaw Joint clicking, locking or
arthritii. Subject mutt have had problems 6
months of more and have recewed prior

unsuccessful treatntenl. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TM| x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

SINUS STUDY. Subjwns with sinus infection

ages 18 and dder interested in trying an
investigational drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for your time.

(213)620-6574.

M

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUB)ECTS with asthma,

ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma

rnedication compared to placebo. Involves

office visits in WLA. You will belaid for your

participation. (213)820-6574.

DENTISTRY- No cost screening. Dental work
wilt be provided for qualified patients.

Patients receiving specific dental work will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

l-lyperactive Boys virith altentionat problems,

7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive S20 aiKi a free developmental evaUuk
tion. {213)825-0392.'

RESEARCH SUBJECTS suffering from depress-
ion sought for free treatnrtent study. Felding
persistently sad, blue, hopeless or crying with
trouble sleeping, trouble cor>oentrating and
low energy may indicate that you vt suffering

from HMjor depression in need of treatnr<ef>t . If

you are between the agies of 1 8 and 60 years
old and with no major medical illnesses, you
may be appropriate for a research study
imralving sleep manipulations and medica-
tions for the treHntent of major depression. If

you arc interested in participating in this

-<udy,.rontact MartM^. Sguba^ M.D. at UCLA
Medical Center at (213)825-0491.

Wanted 16

GUITARIST and/or bassist wanted by lead
singerAeyboardist 20, for original rock barwJ.

Influences Beatles, Police and Livinx Colour.

26Opportunities

BEYOUROWNBOS^/T7/naI?TjNL»ir
ITEO mcon^ helping others SAVE moneylGafh
(213)968-0807
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KLA-BRUIN RADIO
MOBILE DJ SERVICE

THE ROLLING PARTY UNIT
825-9106

53 AM & 99.9 Century Cable FM

Sperm Donors

NEED EASY MONEY??
Spenn donors needed for

medical research In

Bcverty Hills. Excellent pay. '

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

19 Salons 21

Salon 21

WANT TO BE A MODEL?

Professional hair care mariufaclurer is

looking for photogenic male and
female models for its packaging and

product literature. You nrust:

• Be over 18 years oM.
• Be willing to have your hair cut &

styled ^.top professional stylists

• Have taie modeling potential.

Contact: Hamilton/Low & Assoc.

2l3M7S-48e2 between 3-5pm MF

Make over
VALElVraw: TREAT

Gift Certificate Available

1. Mini Facial 3. Haircut/ Blowdry
2. Makeup 4. Manicure

v50 For appt. call
Image Center, Bullocks (213) 208-7641

Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

ART TEACHER- PfThrntw children'f activity

center. Tefrific payl Experience required. (21 3)
479- 0514.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

ATHLETIC built females %vith cheerleading,

gynmastics badcgrourxi for video productions.
S20(yday. (714)638-0550.

ATTENDANT for female graduate student in

Wheelchair- training provided. Work M-F or
Sat, Sun 6-9a.m. >^hr. jayne (21 3)470-041 5.

ATTENTION: Beverly Hills prestigious fashion
pho<o agency seeks F/T asst. Light typing,

knowledge of IBM computer etc. Fun atmo-
sphete. Call lane. (213)275-2856.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! 32,00Cyyear income potential.

Details (1)602-838-8865 ext. BK8050.

Opportunities 26

EARN up lo

$150 per month
lY HELPING OTHFns
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
I O' in\ortv,ihon C.T"CCf pa' '

Anna Shroughoul I A
, 98f '<8B3 'ro-i' your pnr-

4154 Van Nuyt Blvd Shirmin Oakt

HB;e.»i I ires gil w rou' pr« icisen app'

EARN EXTRA MONEYS Have a part-time

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTING CLERCK- P/T nex., work ar-

our>d your schedule, 15 hri/wk. (213)

478-2541.
'^

-

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pnn or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bor^us

Need personable,

outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL
^^4JN0—::^

—

206-2050/51

BOOKKEEPING. Set-up personal filing system
for working couple. S200. 2x/month pay bills,

file medical insurance claims and do follow-

up, filing. $50/month. BH area.
(213)272-1403.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERS AND MANAGERS. P/TOR F/T. CALL
(213)472-3287.

CASHIER. DAYSAND EVENINGS. F/T, SMiR
TO START. WEST WORLD ELECTRONKI
CAME CENTER. WESTWOOD VILLAGE
CONTACT DAVID (213)824^3677.

aNTURY CITY con^puter training facility

seeks receptionist P/T, A.M. for light office

duties. Willing to learn Word Perfect
$6-51 (Vhr. (213)201-0055 Contact Jeff.

CHILDREN'S GYM- Instructors wanted. Child
development or Kinesiology major/grad. re-

quired. Terrific opportunity! FullA»art-tini>e.

(213) 479-0514.

COMPUTER HELP NEEDED; PFS file on Apple
lie with printer. Word-processing. My house.
(213)454-3971, Carole.

•

COURIER for Graphics Lab. Great job in

relaxed environ. S7.50A\r. .35Anile. Moms.
8:30- 1pm, own car ar>d insurar>ce required.

Gty Graphics. Brian (213)938-3744.

CRUISE SHIP )OBS. $300-S900/weekly.
1-800-926-8447 ext. C1 110.

' DRIVER with car wanted 6pm Mor>days and
Wednesdays from WLA to Culver City.

(213)638-6087. --

EXTRAS needed for film ar>d commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

'

FUE CLERK, part-time, Westwood Law Firm
seeks bright individual with superb oganiza-
tional skills to work in fast-paced environment.
Hours are flexible. However, some hours each
day are required. (Min. 20 hr^week). Must be
dependable, non-smoker preferred. Call
Theda Ray 2-4pm. (213)478-2541.

GENERAL CLERK (filing, mailing, etc.) for

friendly office. Hours MWF 1 2-4 or TuTh 11-4.

$aft^r. Please call Maxine 12-4 and leave the
bet time to reach you. (213)679-0072.

GENERAL OFFKTE- Psychotherapist, P/T, near
campus. Word processing, good English skills

requlrwl. Salary negotiable. (213)3fJ-458S.

ft

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

BOOK DEPARTMENT

Temporary position for Spring rush period,

possibly leading to regular status.

Apply at ASUCLA Personnel, Kerckhoff Hall 205, M-l; 8-5 pm

^UCLA

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

EARN up to $8/hr.
Housecleaners

• Full A Part-Ume •

• Flexible Hours •

•Lx)ts of Work*
Men. Women. Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exciting concept in

restaurants: The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood, has positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun, fresh, and lively team
and help to make our first of many
*Oole* Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

Please call Mary Dawn Sand I in at

(213)824-1500.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1 ^
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

PR/PRQMQTIQNS A.qfTr
Gain contacts and experience
as intern working on major
events and PR campaigns.
Must be bright and reliable.

Kriowled^e of Jewish
community affairs helpful but
not essential. Resumes to
Mara: 9301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite
206 Beverly Hills, CA. 90210

LAW FIRM
neeas motivated person
'" do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
QPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to;

RiCk Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Anqeies, CA 90067

-^'''''f''^:^9pp9-j^1jy}^'0^^

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, films A cxanmerdals.M types. 18-80 yrs. Earn extra money.

Fun loo! Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, experience in xerox,
phonct, and errands. Mon-Fri, 2- 5:30,
$6.5a^r. Call (213)477-3000.

GOURMET ON THE RUN INC. Independent
deltvery lervice for quality restauranU needs
delivery driven. 3-6 evening^veek beginning
at 5«)pm. Economical car, proof of insurance,
good OMV report. Knowledge of valley help-
ful. S7-$12^r including tips. Also need dis-

patchers inside. Beginning $6/hr.
(818)907-9665 belcw 4:00pm.

GYMNASTICS COACH for boys and gids, all

levels. Hours flexible. Wages CXJE. SanU
Monica. (213)450-0012.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
f^asc have pen ready.

MALE MODELS- Earn flOCVhr. or more lock
" WI- HUOVH lypCS. rlAfMlSG^^^, ICAn l ft- 3:5.

Cleanshaven face, llt« body hair. Playgirl-

type magazine^xidity. Beginners wvlcomt.
Brad (213)3924248.

Part-time, during school. Full-Time.|

during vacations, experience not

necessary. Appfy in person.

Westwood Sporting Goods,

1065 Gayley Ave, Westwood

WANTED: VIDEO GAME FANATIC

Bozell Advertising is eager to find

a bonified video game enthusiast
to keep us abreast of what's hpt-
-what's not. Excellent communica-
tion skills a must Prefer Market-
ing/Advertising background to

work on various assignments.
Famitlarity wfth homeMdeo games
a must! Phone for information

(213)442-2473.

MANUFACTURERS Rep. needs counter for

ASLICLA Bookstore. 8-10hr$. weekly - Call
Diane (816)597-9762.

MEDICAL FRONT OFFICE- F/T, 9-6 MWF, 9-5
TTH. Salary open. Insurance billing, collec-
tions, peg board posting. BH Ortho Office.
Myma (213) 274-9221.

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (Permanent
position). Monday.Friday, 8.-0Oam-5:00pm
1 hr-lunch. Must have own car/lnsurar>ce du-
ties, entail heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries,

UPVFed Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arlene/)im at Held/Jones Construction
(213)625-9914 (S7/hr + mile^e).

PART-TIME secretary, Encino Law Office.

15-20hfsywk. Type 50 wpm, good English
skills. Will train. $6-8/hr. to start.
(818)907-6100. .

PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed for small busi-
ness. Must be Spanish/English bilingual and
type in both languages. Transportation to
mid-Wilshire required. Hours flexible
(213)366-4152.

PART-TIME help in morning. 3hrs. $SA»r plus
bus fare. Westwood area. (213)473-7467.

PART-TIME for small CPA practice. Light
typing, filing, and basic errands. Computer
experience preferred. $7/hr, 15-2G/wk
(213)277-3507 Rick.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, flexible hours.
$Mv. Wilshir«^airfax area. No experierKe
necessary, will train. (213)933-7548.

APPLICATK3NS for Vi$a/M»tercaid
and Discover Card on campus. Earn up to S250
per response. Call 1 -800-9 50-VISA, ext. 83 or
1-800-932-0S28. ext. 88.
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Help Wanted

P/r Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hn/wk. work 2-3 afterrxmns 3-7pm. and 8
Koun on Saturdays. Start S6-$7.Sa;^ plus free

dry cleaning. (21 3)474-6525.

P/T HELP needed for office work in a small Real

Estate investment company. SS.50/hr.
(213)392-5644.

RECEPTIONIST/aERICAL for CPA firm on
Wilshire and Highland. Phones, typing, filing,

must have transportation. (213)930-1040.

RECEPTIONIST/Callery Asst. Great opportun-

ity in Brentwood Art Callary. Word process-

ing, data entry, and phones. Wages negoti-

able. (213)620-8511.

RECEPTIONIST. Good communication skills,

phones, counter sales, typing and Word Per-

fect 5.0. Hours: 0ilS-5KX)p.m. Palms area.

1 7k-f bonuses-t- benefits. Call Barbara
(213)287.2360.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T felx hrs., $a^r. Phones.

(213) 658-0674.

RECEPTIONIST P/T Light phones and appoint-

ments. Call Pat (213)278-8333.

RECEPTIONIST for small Century City Law
office. MWF 9-S:30pm. $6.5(Vhr. Contact

Corinne at (213)552-3312.

RESTALJRANT inside luxury Century City club

wants full^iart time food prep and delivery

people. Must be willing to have fun. No
experierKe necessary. . Flexible hours. Steve,

(213)557-8926, 11 -3pm.

RETAIL SALES. Women's clothing. Santa Mo-
nica. P/T, Tues. and Thurs. 11-6. Friendly

professional appearance. (213)395-2728.
(11-6).

RUNNER. Business Management Firm. West-
side. 30 hrs/weekly. Must have own car.

Benefits. (213)558^110.

SALES- P/T, Studio City or Beveriy Hills,

flexible schedule. (818) 762-6343 or (213)

274.5888.

SALES- P/T, Studio City or Bev. Hills. Felxible

schedule. (818) 762-6343 or (213) 274-5866.

SECRETARY or clerk needed lor a small

business in Westwood Village. Experience in

light accounting and computer required. Very
good pay. (213)206-5225.

SECRETARY needed for publishers rep. Tirm.

Tues/ Thurs 12:30-4:30, Fri 11:30-4:30. Near
UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

SECRETARY. 20 + hrVwk. $8-10/hr. Macin-
tosh experience essential. Santa Monica psy-

chotogist. (213)390-1205.

SECRETARY needed for 16-20hrs/wk. Need
good skills,' short harxi arxf computer experi-

ence. Work with attorney/writer in Santa

Monica office. Pay depend on experierxie

(213)461-3622.

SENIOR LAW STUDENT- To help prepare

papers for law suit. Trial date 2/1 6/90. $1 S^r.

Immediately. Temporary. (213) 859-5583.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs
full-tin>e help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

STUDY WHILE YOU WORK. Sell carings on
campus. 6.0GAir flexible hours. Call Tony
(213)466-4870.

SWITCHBOARD RECEPTIONIST P/T evenings

ancVor weekends. Beverly Hills Mercedes
Benz. (213)659-2980

TEACHER needed for Weslside )ewish pre-

school. 8:30-12:30. SltVhr. minimum. Experi-

ence required. Call (213)459-5054.

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, P/T, depen-

dent on skills-S7-S9/hr. Woodland Hills marlc-

eting strategy firm needs dependable people

with good telemarketing skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Must have
excellent phone manner and good writing

skills. Contact Carrie Cheney (818)346-7702.

VARSITY SWIM, & SOFTBALL COACHES
NEEDED. High school girls Begin immedi-
ately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

Job Opportunities 32

!!! POSmON OPENING !!!

Employment Dales:

June 25, 1990 - June 30, 1991

Job Title:

Aftartment Coordinator Supervisor

Duties:

Hire, train, supervise and evaluate

10 student apartment coordinatore

and 6 student desk worliers.

Coordinate Desk operation and
Apartment Coordinator program for

Single Student and Faculty

Apartments owned by UCLA.

QuallflcatioBS:

Must be a UCLA Graduate Student.

Must have strong interpersonal

communication, and organizational

skills. Experience in Rekdence Life

or University Housing a plus.*

Rcinunenti«n:

This is a 49% time pocitian which
pays $600.00/nwnth plus exclusive

use of a modem one-bedroom
apartment in a new building

at 456 Landfair.

T« Apfly,
Send resume le KAtftryn Heymann,

Univcnity Apartments/North
Manager 'at 625 Landfair #1, Los
Anadim. CA 90024 Atmhcatjon

dcMlline te N». 23, 1990.

30 Job Opportunities

$20,00(ynfKNHh. You can be making this figure

by the years erxl. Exparxling Business Manage-
menl company with fortune 500 contracts

intewiewing for ft/pt positions. Includes esca-
lating residual income, work afterrxxm, even-
ing hours. (213)758-6504 will train.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY WATCHING
TV1 $32,0(yyear income potential. Details.

(1)602-636-6885.

CELEBRITIES! Fast-paced Beverly Hills PR
office needs receptionist/secretary, FT or PT,

MWF 9:30-5:30. Nicole (213)286-7227.

LOTSOF HUSTLE, brains, writing, clerical and
computer skills. 3 daysMc minimum up to 40
hrs/wk. Must have committment thru October
to help plan major parties. iQfl\r. May Co.
North Hollywood. Special Events.
(818)509-4234. _^^
RETAIL MANAGERS and retail clerks needed
immediately in westwood area. Call Laura at

(213)538-5941. __^
SALES- Earn $2,000-5,000ymonth. Ground
floor, milti-level marketing. Delicious vitamin

mineral herbal beverage. (213) 281 -471 2.

TUTORS NEEDED- Bright personable people
to be trained as SAT instructors. Flexible hrs.

$15-2(Vhr. Cal IV West (213) 821-4343.

Intemstiips 34

INDIE RECORD CO. seeks creative, assertive,

well organized interns for marketing and
promotion. (516)674-3229.

INTERESTED in the music business? Intern-

ships now available with AVALON ATTRAC-
TIONS - So. Cal's largest concert promoter,

and affiliated companies (marketing, advertis-

ing, artist mgmt!) Call Dana Jaeger at

(816)708-8855.

INTERN at growing Brentwood ad agerKy.

Valuable exposure to all facets of advertizing.

15 hrs/wk. Bilingual/Spanish a plus.

(213)447-2964.

INTERN NEEDED to act as liason with writer

and National Publishing house. Will assist in

the promotkwi of a national tour for feminist

money book. Communications major pre-

ferred. Please call (213)461-3622.

Ctiild Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER needed Saturday evenings,

6«)p.m.-1 2:00a.m. $5/hr. (213)939-6499.

C11ILDCARE Afternoons 3-7 hours flexible.

Pick up school children. Light cleaning. Must
drive. jJftv. (816)501-6556.

MAR VISTA MARINA. 1 'A year olds. Mondays
and Thursdays, 2 kids S8.0G^r. 2:30-8:00pm.;

Wednesdays and Fridays, 1 kid $5.0a^r.

2:30-6:30pm. (213)827-0902.

PICK-UP delightful child 2pm Monday, 3pm
J/f except holidays. Drop off or stay. Sfj^r.

(213)207-5381.

WESTWOOD HOME, 2 little boys. Must have
references, be creative, reliable. Call SurxJay-

Thursday, (213)470-6045.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 & 2 BEDROOM, beginning at $1600^0. up
to $2000. Oie year lease. Charming in

wooded sight. Great kication. Near cvnpus.
Lorene Schuler. Norton Realtors. Office

(213)472-1271. Home (213)471-6396
evenir^gs.

$595 FURNISHED bachelor utilities included
Walk to UCLA. $695 unfurnished 1 -bdr. Close
to UCLA. (213)395-2903.

5 miles from UCLA. 1-bedroom, $650 and
large single $575 available. Near tr»Hporta-
tion, restaurants, mall. (816)769-0262.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1 350, 2-bd/2-bath

-I- den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry
facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(21 3)553-9490.

BRENTWOOD. $79Vhx>. 1-bdrm. huge apt,

prime location, 3-min. to UCLA pool, partially

furnished. (213)472-0313.

MARINA DEL REY, $650, Studio, Mrath«
building, best area, Marina Del Rey Penisula,

steps to beach. (213)306-9392.

MIRAaE MILE. Quiet, large, near bus, full

kitcheb, bath. $625/mo. (213)470-1640.
(evenings, weekerids).

ONE BEDROOM; $673.6Q/month + security;

utilities included; parking available; 5-minutes
to campus. (213)824-9735. ^.^-^^

PALMS, 2-bed,2-bath, secur^y, dishwasher,
central a/c, parking, new building.
(21 3)639.4565.

PALMS. 2-bedroom $795. Ped, poking, laun-

dry, appliances. No pets. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS- Large one bedroom, security building,

15 minutes from UCLA. Must rent. $79S^o.
Trent (213) 316-1301.

SANTA MONICA 1 bed 2-bath, loft. 2 paricing

spaces, new, volume, cielings, quiet.

$1195Anonth. (213)473-4272.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouic,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washei/dryar,
quiet, $iy95/mo. (21 3My3-4272.

SANTA MONICACANYON. 109'A -1 1 1 West
Channel Road. 1 -bdmVl -bath ocean front.

Refrigerator ft alovc. $370, $700-610. 2 per-

ions or more. (213>466-4»54.

SPACIOUS (tudto SSOO/tno. Room for coupto.
WlMiirt mtrade mite 1 block lo bus. 30 minfo
campus. Sacurity buildinc. Unfurnished.
(213>939i«017. -

^ )
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AFFORDABLE UNIVERSITY

lid*r:

HOUSING
NOW AVAILABLE FOR

SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS
SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS

POST MDs, POST DDS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

_, <Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)

ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
V TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL:
873-1373 ^

ROSE AVENUE APARTMENTS
11130 & 11140 ROSE AVENUE

(Single Parent and Married Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876

Apartment Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION. PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Information Updates After 5:00PM
And On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

FURNISHED APT
1 BED / 1 BATH

Max. 3 (or family)

Short-term discount
rent. Pool, gated
parking & entry.

Partial utilities paid.

530 Veteran
208 - 4394

NORTHRtDQE $275 up. SOO Unit
student housing tadli^. Shared or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridoe

Campus Residence, 9S00 zelzah,
Nkxthridoe. CA 91325

(818)SM-1717

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

VAN NUYS~1S mirHJtes to c»npus, only 9
miles. Good area. 2-be(Vl'A bath. 2 story

to»*^house. $70S/mo. Security, gated parking.

(213)665-3801.

WALK TO SCHOOL. Large private room and
bath, small kitchen, very practical, SASOfmo,
5-months lease or more. 633 Gayley.
(213)206-5920.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. UP TO ONE MONTH FREE.
BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL
AIR, GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)206-8665.

WESTWOOD. S143(]^T». 2-bed, 2 blocks
from UCLA covered parking short term lease

available. Anne (213)206-6020.

WESTWOOD, $650, small 1 -bedroom, Span-
ish, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes,

mini-Minds. (213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2-^2, spacious, Jacuzzi,

gym, walk to UCLA, no peU. 520 Kelton.

(213)206-7483.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Cali

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD, $99S/up. l-bcdrooms/
2-balhrooms. Carpets^ rmfii§tntor, drapes.

TA miles from UCLA. 19S3 Selby. Appoint-

ment U1»4y5-61tS.

WESTWOOD Vill^e, $900. 1 -bed, m^active,

bri^ upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car

parking, laundry, freshly
paintod.(21 3)279- 1887.

MCSTWOOO adjacent. $1150 Custom n-
model. 2-be(V2-b«lh. All rtcw kitchen, btra
large doscts, plush carpeting, patio, parklr^

Must sec. (213)474-8606.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

•Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

•Staircase to private

bedrooms
•Some with Jacuzzi

& rcc room

Lofw security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties—306-6785^—^

J

of ail UCLA
students live In

an off-campus

apartment,

house, or co-op.

oi all UCLA
faculty live in a
rented home or

apartment.

Find your
ideal tenant..

Daily

Bruin

Classifieds

825-2221
\
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Apartments for Rent 49 House for Rent 56 Room for Rent 64 Sublet 66 Insurance

Palms
$850 1 bad/1 iMth

|1025 1 be(V1 bath plus toll —
|1050 2 be(V2 bath ,

$1295 2 bed/2 bath piua den
Beautifully decorated, a/c. aecurNy gated,

built-in (tove, dithwaalier.

1 mo. FREE RENT with one year leaae.
»M-6516 or 558-4174 (rngf.) 478-4559 (oftlce)

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2*bedrooms

Niove*in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

WESTWOOD adjacent, $850, bright and spa-
cious, 1 -bed/1 -bath. Large kitchen with brcak-

^fet area. Exceltent condition. Parking, S-ml-
nutes to UCLA. (213)474-a606.

WESTWOOCVWILSHIRE, $60(ymo. Single,

full kitchen. (213)470-5952. Leaw rnessage.

WESTWOOD 148 South Sepulveda,
$79Q^fH)., 1 -bedroom/1 -bath with fireplace.

(213)207-8789.

WESTWOOD, near Century City. Charming,
large, 1-bdrm. Hardwood floors, bay win-
dows. Garage. Lovely 5-plex. $95(Vmo.
(213)854-0146.

WLA. $110(ymo. Condo, 2-bdrTT\/1'A -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina
Ave. (213)456-3829.

Apartments Furnlstied 50

PALMS. 1-bedroom. $685, uUlities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

SINGLE, 2 blocks west of UCLA, vacant
3-1-90, no parking $575 month.
(213)824-0532.

WESTWOOD X-large single. Minutes walk to

campus. Parking. $700 includes utilities.

Short lease. Jennifer (213)208-3116.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

WESTWOOD. $995. Large, luxury, 2-bdrm/
2'bath apt. Balcony, wet bar, a/c, built-ins.

(213)444-7378.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500$1700,
2-bedfoom, V& bath upper. Hardwood
floors, fireplace, dining room, yard.
(213)839-1840.

WESTWOOD. Near Century Oty. Small md
custom single. Sleeping loft. Skylight.

Carport. $585. (213)854-0146.

WLA 2-BEDROOKV2-BATH- $1,060 and
$940. New security buiWing. All amenities,

rooftop Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view.

Open, 1512 Amherst. (213)826-5528

WLA. Large 2-bdnTVl'A bath, security, c«-
peU, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry fadlKies, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WLA, new luxury, 2-be(V2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wctbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1195. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rourwied by pines. Fully equipped, ckise to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare 64

BRENTWOOD $575, pool, luxury apt. Neat
female, rKNVsmoker. Student preferred, great

location. (213)472-4720.

FEMALE UCLA staff needs roontate to share

2bed/2bath apartment in Santa Monica.

$525i/mo. (213)829-3677.

PRIVATE room aryj bath in Brentwood apart-

mertf. Large rooms, high ceilings, new carpet.

S450. (213)820-9660.

WEST HOUYWOOD/VH adjacent. 2-bed/

2-bath. Own roomA>ath in new security apart-

ment. Elegant^iews. SSSO^rw. 4- utilities

(213)655-2366.

House for Rent 56

CONVENIENT TO UCLA, Century City, 3-bed,

1 3/4 bath, washer/dryer, refrigerator, garage,

sensational view, $2300fmo. 457-7927.

FABULOUS HOUSE-Sherman Oaks, adja-

cent Bel Air, offMulholland. View, cukle-sac.

3-bdrrTV2% -bath. Maid, gourmet kitchen,

2,000 sq. ft., mvble floors. 8 minutes. West-
wood. 10 minutes, Wilshire/ Rodeo. 12 mi-

nutes, Burbank. $275(Vmo. (818)783-0364.

RANCHO PARK. 4-bdrnV3-bath with studio.

2<ar garage. Beautiful view of golf course.

$215(V>tw. (213)655-2773.

SM. 2-bdrnV2-bath, appliances, blinds,

$1300. Call (213)396-9303.

F WJLA between Paints tnd Charrnxk . Safe area,

3-bed, 1 -bath 2 story, poking. (21 3)839-0560
or (213)e3»«361.

CHEVIOT HILLS. 3 houses for lease.
$1875/mo. to $2200/mo. No pets.
(213)839-3008.

91

/.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 stoiy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking,
sundecks

•10-15 min. from
campus

•6 models to choose
from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa VisU
Property

Management

House for Shore 57

ENCINO-3-bedroorVl*A bath. $40(]^no. util

ire Large living room w/Fire place. Kitchen w/
ail buih ins. Privale cable & phone line

offered. 1-818-990-3822.

SHARE large, dean, 3-bedroom houM with 2

women (oMer 25), and two dogs. Culver City,

very convenient to UCLA. Avail, now.
$40(Vimo. including utilities. Call vvytime.
Leave message. (213)838-0342.

House for Sole 58

WLA- Bright family home with charm. IMI
high district, near Ocean park area.
2bed/!2bath. Fromal dinir^ room, fire place,

forced air healing, borH» room with sky light,

large backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.
Catherine Parker or Charlotte Nobles. Crwlerv
Uai Calif. Really.

House Exchange 59

LONDON, ENCLANO-WLA. Approximately
7/}/90 to 9/1^. VisHinc proiesMr and wife
offer: 2-story furnished house, living room,
formal dining room, modem kitchen, 2-doublc
bedrooms, 2 rtudies, 1 'A baths, large garden.

Minutes from trarwport, shopping, & parks.

% -hour from theater and Wcstend! Required:

similar house, easy bus route io UCIA. LA
references provided. Professor Torous,
(213)825-4059, (818)905-0403.

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEOEO from late April thnj

mid-AMgust for law clerks visiting LA. WLA
preferred. (21 3)89 1-81 04, Owiiela Dedona.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- lovernment homes from
$1(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repo*-
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.80S0.

Room/Board for Help 62

HANCOCK PARK. Free room/board in ex-

change for chiM care, light housekeeping.
Mon- Fri afternoons, evenings. ExperierKe-

references. (213)937-4760.

REPUBLKAN student seeking conservative
famil/s guesthouse, or room in exchange for

housekeeping, chiU care, etc... Please contact

fohn at (213)477-2442 or (213)473-6115.

RooTf) for Help 63

CAJESTHOUSE wHh kitchenette in exchange
for 12hrs. workMc. Near #12 blue bus.
(213)559-5464.

BRENTWOOD, private entrance, own bath-

WMUlj^X'*00/ino. Call evenings
^(213)472-8269.

ENCINO, $350Ano., private room/ bath,
kitchen privileges, female. Beautiful Ertcino

Hills home. 7 miles from campus.
(818)501-6678.

NEARBY CANYON. Large room wHh separate
kitchen, bath, and entrance. $57V includes
utilities, cable. (213)470-0272.

PALMS. Single $55(Vmo. and up. 1-bdrm
$675/ifT>o.-$75(Vmo. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellertt credit. Pool, sauna,
excercise room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)836-3600.

PRIVATE ROOM in private honf>e for female
student. Use of kitchen, breakfast room,
washer/dryer. Across street from UCLA on N.
Hilgard. fAOO/rrm. (21 3)279-1 436 after 1 0am.

ROOM separate from house, kitchen, bath-
room. 400sq ft. Partially fumished. Belair.

$600^110. female. (213)475-0808. ask for

Mark.

SANTA MONICA, prime area. North of Mon-
tana. Private roorrybath, furnished in home.
Light kitchen priveleges. Female preferred.

$375. (213)395-2025.

VETERAN, $75/1 St month regularly $375.
Share room in 2-b(V2-bath apartment. Security

parking, Jacuzzi, partially furnished.
(213)208^3073.

WESTWOOD, large, fumished, private en-
trarKX, five minutes to UCLA. Easy parking,

male. $425 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517. ,^

WLA, SAOO/mo. Own Room, bath, kitchen
priviedges. 1.75 miles to UCLA. Near bus.
Non-smoker. (213)477-7831.

Roommates 65

2-BEIV2-BATH. Corxfo-own room, security

building Mig^pool and sauna. Near SanU Mo-
nica & La Clenega. $675/mo. + utilities.

Non-smoker. (213)657-7710.

FEMALE NEEDED. Share bedroom with
another. Furnished. Walk to campus.
$289Ano. 641 Gayley, 206-3046. Mariko.

FEA4ALE needed to find apartment with
another female In local area, around
$50Q^)erson. Days (213)206-0784.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $255Ano. to

share a large fumished one bedroom in

Westwood. (816)790-2185.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV2-bath In Brentwood. $420^no.
Call Lisa. Eva or Gina (213)447-1220.

FEMALE roommate to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment. Pool, Jacuzzi, fully furnished. Near
campus. $400/mo. (213)824-4228,
(213)824-7668.

TM LOOKING for female roommates to share
a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30(ymo.
(213)206-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroorT>A>alhroom,

2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd and La Brea.

Opefvminded, $600 * deposit, fumished.
(213)935-5800.

MALE to share 2 bdn.5 bath wfi students

Cayley/Veteran. (213)208-2660. Gary
$35Q^wo. 1/4 utilHies.

NEED female non-tmoker to share
2-bedroonV2-bath in S»iU Monica. W/D,
fireplace. pariUng. $590. (213)453-8754.

NEED femafe roommate ASAP; $291 .20fmo;
utilities included; 5-min. to campus.
(213)824-9735.

OWN BEDROOM, own bath in 3-bedroom.
$375. 3 mifes to UCLA. Walk to free shuttle.

Cabte, fun student roomates. (213)473-5426.

OWN BEDROOM in house. $32(VWw. 3-mi.
South of campus. Near bus. laundry, GvMe.
(213)474-7638.

PAKISTANI female seeks roommate for 1 -bed-
room, $285 + utilities. (213)836-8108, after

8pm.

PALMS, $425. Master bedroom and bath.

2-bed/2-bath apt. Quiet, nice. Non-snrwkers
only. (213)559-5021.

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$546. (213)639-7104.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-bd/2-ba. Share
room>. Fumished $27tymo. share room.
$32QAfno. Share Master. (21 3)726-0900, Brian

9-6pm. (213)477-1414, Z-llpm.

SHARE 3 bedroom townhouse in West Covina.
Quiet non-smoker, graduate student preferred,

$275/mo. includes utilities. Shelley
(213)635-8490(woriO (618)919-O536(home).

WESTWOOD. Female to share 2-bedroom
duptex. Paricing. $35SAn6. 1385 Midvale.
(213)477-4045, (213)445-534 5,
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, $400, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-3
needed. Pool, Jacuzzi, view, walk to campus.
(213)624-1470.

WESTWOOD spacious 2-b€droom/2-bath,
fireplace, balcony, aryd security parking. Male
or fenwfe, non-smoker. Deposit $475. Rent
$500 (small room), $550 (large room). Call
Raymond (213)474-1276.

WLA. Share 2-bedroom/ 2-bath. Nice room
with private bath. New security complex.
Available now. $597 +'A utMitics.
(213)447-1395.

Sublet 66

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished
apartment any time from
May to August. Our law
students will be needing

housing. Ptease call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Fumished Apartments
Wanted

May — August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522

CorKlos for Sole 67

NEW CONDO for sale- Quito, Ecuador. 2bdr,
den, I'A bath, security bIdg. $25,000.
(714)960-7534.

CofKios for Shore 68

SANTA MONICA. One room (or rent in

2-bedroom condo. Close to beach. Female,
non-smoker preferred. SSOtVmo. Call Ben
(213)452-4125.

CorKlos for Rent 69

CULVER CITY, &1 75<Vlmo, ne%vly redecorated
townhouse, 3-bedroom, den, 2'A -bath, pool.

(213)281-6312 (day), (213)545-7554(eve).

WESTWOOD. $120(Vmo. 2-bdrm/2-balh +
den -t- fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Flylr>g/Pcirachutlng 76

LEARN TO av. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (618)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures
Student disa>unts. For further information
1-600-526-9662.

Tennis 80

STE>^N BELLAMY privale tennis coadi and
teaching prafeicional has limited avaitabili-

ticsfor new studenu. {213)824-7100.

Insurance 91

4- /liisrate
Auto/Home/Commeraai

Wftstwood/Wilshiri Offce
312-0202

1317 Westwood Bivd
(2 bits So o( Wilshre)

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4639.

Auto Insurance

SUMMER SUBLETS^ WANTED. lONF^ OAV
SEEKING SUBLETS FOR OUR SUMMER AS
SOCIATES. CONTACT MICHELLE VALOES.
(213)253-4380.

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; fennale

under 21. male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles— Easy poyiDent plarv

—

Call now (213) 477-7061
Of 476-8355

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^nceiled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
IdSI SAVE-ON

^±it^^^^^^^'k^'&-^^^^-^
HATE AUTO INSURANCE'

ii ill) t.'.ji Jill'.) lii'.iii.ji'

liiitvM l!V l.i.;' So loi

FKEE LOWER QUOTE call

'"-7175 lcMSi342-15lO
P A'l'n iric; i.r,CMr.'

••••••••••••••i^Tlr*^

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Snh
U^J. Inanruice Afeney

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA
!l ': • ll>',tlth

(

';riim. .Mij'iii'i ,.'.•-

WVII CninM To YOI

Movers 94

GKECS moving. We do all the moves. Specia-
laing in student moves. 24hf. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, smalt jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rdi-

able. jerry (213)391 S65 7.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $1 25. No
minirTHjm. 26lt. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOCE MAN. -students, living in a dorm? Oonl
Miss Phone Cal IsOvn a private phone numtier
to receive ntessagcs. No equipment necesary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your disaertation, theses, research project,

anaiyic your data. (213)559-1890.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All Mifafecu. The«eiu[Diaaertationa,

PiofxiMls and Books. ForeiAi Studenu
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. |113) 47D-«<C1

DRESS MAKINOALTERATION. Vtery __
able. Call after 6pm Wed & Sun ail day. GikU
(818)769-0989.

FRUSTRATED developing editing grad school
statenr>ents, etc? Professional help from
consuhant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS. 1000's of research
papers on flic. Custom research also.
(213)469-9016.

Tutoring Offered

TUTORING
All subjects pkjs LSAT.GMAT,

^nd GRE. Free 1 hour lesson VMlfh .. ..^

ad.rVYIeaouegrcWb. Stamford Prep
(213)271-5181
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TOO FAT?
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTROLLABLE BINGES?
ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP
AND DOWN? ^

OR ARE YOU JUST FED UP WITH GOING ON AND OFF
IMPOSSIBLE DIETS, NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE
WEIGHT OFF?

"WE CAN HELP"
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENDON AVE #914

.

LOS ANGELES CA 90024
Insurance coverage accepted

.)

(213) 208-7330

U.CLA
PRE-DENTAL

CLUB
GENERRb^EETING
raiiuniVvi4.;i«N aioo-«iWJu
U.CXA WaWOLjOF aCNTtSTRV

'IIOOM M-02t

GUEST SPEAKERS:
-an tMMV URtr
(TonD fBMmac DomsntYi

/

^fw -WME ffWMrmuN cowracTt ''t

vMvX
:v>:vA«-

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM .415^

SOCT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY. EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr
DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-sel
CHANGE BROWN EYE$ $119 pr

B«L • WJ • Ceba • AO • B«H • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave,

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullertoh 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Travel 105 Travel 105 Travel Travel Tickets

UCLA WEE
^MA2ATLAN

A Full Week of

t>^^O^ Join us for our most popular Spring get-

away to Mazatlan, from March 24 to 31st.

Prices start at just *319 and include:

• Round-trip airfarefrom LAX.

• First class hotel accommodations.

Don't wait! Last year this event sold out!

FjifttVj AOi ir^ A 7i ^^^^^ Class in Low Fares
[i^HJi J ^SUCl^^ A-Level Aekerman M-F 8:30-6, Sat 11

TRAVEL SERVICE

>^^^m^M
Tutoring Offered Typing

CONVERSATIONAL lAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Math or

Physics from a Tutor who can present the

material in a comprehemible manner. Call

(818)905-9260. Ask for David.

FOREIGN STUDENTS. Qualified, exper-
ienced, English teacher, UCLA teaching cre-

dentials. First lesson (or paper) free.

(213)399-5424.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

FRENCH TUTdR, native speaker, exper-

ienced. Call John, (213)962-1609.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experierx:e. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

WRITING TUTOR. Will helpwith term papers.

essays, and study skills. Anne (21 3)859-2293,
leave messaice.

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing Papers, typewt resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

Arl ATirrUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Lascrprinter. Resunws ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer Near campus. Bam-IOpm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing, laser

printed. Free pickup and delivery. Term pap-
ers, (APA) dissertations, resumes.
(213)475-4057.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most cor>scientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertaliorw, Theses,

Papers, Resunf>es. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

Typing

WORD PROCESSING $1.5Q/page. Close to

campus. (213)473-2173.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessom by a professional teacher.

Near LXIA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. $10/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(^ 2 1 3)277 7 12

Resumes 104

Typing 100

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PCA.aser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,
spell check. Laser printer. SlSOZpage.
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dis»ertatior>s, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, tramcriptiom, manuscripts, sta-

ttftical retunws. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSOR: Term papers, scripto,

etc. Best prices- call Notm (213)447-5012.

********

$2JlfO pet doul^ Apttuxd pmgft

T^P***t (Quality tmimm - *W.<»
Thn» hour nwih ««*»» 1Mima»

Ot>EW 24 HOURS

One Day Word ProceMJng
and/or Editing

Over 2S years experience. Also offer

ethical M»istar>ce with writing problems
and tutoring in Enclith, History,

Philosophy, and PoUlical Scimce.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career courwelor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
IXLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output
• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Crnpliic Services in Kerckhoff ISO • 206-0894

TYPING
~ Located on campus
Fast turnaround, laser prints

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center in Kerchhotf • 206-8454

Travel 105

SUMMER in Ball, wc arrange tour, visit best

surf spot. For brochure P.O. Box 1776,

Rosemead Ca 91770.

Travel Tickets 106

AMERJCAN AIRUNES ^3, AAwrwon . ^26.
M»di Gr« wcckcrtd, LAX-Ncw Orleam.
$300. (213)406-4129.

BOSTON fifom LAX oneway leaving 02^7.
$16(yobo. (213)208-2777.

PHOENIX tNs weekend? Two (2) roundtrip
tickets available! Leave on a Sat. 2^1 7; return

afternoon Mon. 2/19. $65 each rA ticket obo.
Robert (21 3)204-3268.

Autos for Sale 109

1976 TOYOTA COROLLA, yellow. 2-dr, auto-

matic, new tires, battery, one owner, perfect

shape, 56k. Excellent transport. x55333 or

(213)391-6119.

AMERICAN MOTORS Concord 1982 $3195.
Excellent cor>dition,Very low mileage. 6 cylin-

der (213)470-0390.

BERTONE, XI -9 TARGA. $7,000, sharp, yel-

low, 5-sp., a/c. 2-seater. Won in contest. Only
200 miles. Call Leah (213)854-2648, (days),

(213)474-5735, (evenings).

BMW- j.O SI 1976, 81k miles, Dennon
pull-oU cassette, leather, excellent corvlition.

A^, sun roof, $3,950. (818) 76a3036.

BMW 3.0 SI- 1976, 81k mUes, Dennon
pull-out cassette, leather. Excellent condition.

A^. sun roof, $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

BMW- 3.0 si, 1976, Bikmiles. Dennon pull-

out cassette, leather, sun roof, A/C, excellent

condition. $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

CHEVY SPECTRUM 1987. $S50Q^obo. Pull

out stereo, perfect condition, 4-door, autonia-

tic. (213)937-9174. Cash only.

CORVETTE convertible, 1974, $14,S0(yobo.
Red wAilack interior and top. 350 automatic.
Ps/pw. 52,000 orig. miles. (21-3)399-1389/

(XDDGE OMNI, 1 987. Original 0¥vner. 4-door
hatchback. 5-speed, AM^M cassette. 27,000
miles. Excellent condition. $3500.
(213)664-7404.

FORD RANGER 1986. $500Q/obo. Extra

clean, 5-speed, a/c, waaanty, new clutch. Call

Kevin (213)653-2991, (213)826-6349.

HONDA CIVIC station wagon, 1981, reliable,

well maintained, a/c, am^ cassette, $750,
(213)206-3635.

HONDA PRELUDE SI '86. 24k. 5-speed, a/fc,

power steeringMndowt/tunroof. White, pay
interior. Perfect condition. $9999.
(213)460-7525.

JETTA CLI, 1986, $6500. Black 5-speed,
sunroof, new brakes and tires, clean.

(213)276-6906 (eves). (213)657-8840 (day).

Karen.

MAZDA 626 1985 $5400/obo. 4-door,
5-speed, AAVFM cassette, excellent condition.

CaH Rachael. (21 3)398-1 770 between 6-9pm.

MAZDA RX7 GS. 1985. $5,00tVobo. White,
original owner. Excellent condition. Newtires.
AM/FM cassette. (213)473-4272.

MUSTANG California Classic 1968 coupe.
289 V8. MI, auto transmission, top condition.

Original owner. $4,9S(yobo. (213)472-8333.

NISSAN 200 SX, 1984. Deluxe. Sunrxjof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $6450.
(213)473-2700.

NISSAN 200SX SE 1987, V6, like new, best

offer^21 3)556- 5823(lv message).

SUPElbEETLE CONVERTIBLE '78. Red,
19,000 miles on rebuilt engine, new clutch.

Excellent condition- -Must see! A classic!

(213)824-2750.

TOYOTA CELICA GT 79 5-spd, sunrf, arn/fm,

low miles. $1995A3BO. (213)478-6948.

TOYOTA COROLLA 1974. $650, manual.
140k, excellent running condition. Call

(213)470-4248. After 8pm.

VOLKSWAGON CONVERTIBLE 1982,
white,blackAed, stereo, alarm, 5 spd, S6k
miles. Original owner. (213)826-2842.

VOLKSWAGON CABRIOLET, 1986,
$910(yobo. 22,000 miles, red with %vhite,

S-speed, A/C, pull-out radio, alarm. Mini
condition. (213)472-7037.

VW BUS, 1978, $3000. great condition. Mutt
see. (213)477-2933.

VW CABRKXET 1 986. White on white, auto-

matic, 30k miles. Kenwood stereo, 4 new tires.

Super clean in and out. $6950/obo.
(818)842-2422, (818)548-7228.

VWCABRKDLET convertible 1987. Bestseller
edition. Red, wMiite top/interior. Mint condi-
tion. In/out. An^m, a/c, alarm, 5-sp.. $10,006
(818)990-8494.

^ V - ^;.>

ANDREWS
From page 28

"We arc halfway througli our
pre-season. The team is at a
transition point. We need to

improve our focus,** Tomlinson
said.

The good news for the Bruins is

that they have this weekend off. It

is the first break for UCLA since

the season t)egan a month ago.

The health of the Bruin players

is quite good at ttv^moment. There
are no key injuries hampering any
of the players on the active roster.

UCLA will have almost a full

two weeks practice to work on
reducing its numt)er of falls in

preparation for its biggest meet of
the preseason—the UCLA Invita-

tional which takes place Sat 24.

106 Bicycles for Sale 113

BIANCHI (Italy) 1 5 sp. Great deal $300. Giant
930RS 1 2 sp. Like new. $275. (21 3)826-6349.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

86 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 450, excellent

condition. 8200 miles, $1300.
(213)824-1747.

HONDA NX 250, 1988, 6,000 mi. excellent

condition. Like new. $250Q/obo. Call
(213)470-9420.

YAMAHA RADIAN, 1988. Black, mint condi-
tion. 2000 miles. $2300. (213)280-0737.

Scooters 119

1986 YAMAHA RIVA 50. Runs great, black,

$500 with helmet and lock. Bill

(213)209-0396.

1987, HONDA AERO, 50mi., like new, $900.
(213)337-7218. _^^
1989 HONDA ELITE LX. Brand new less than
100 miles. Helmat storage. Glove compart-
ment. (213)209-5524.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 1 985. Electric blue, excel-
lent condition with helmet and trunk. $900.
Tony (213)939-5609.

HONDA aiTE 125. Good condition;extras
included. $750^- Must sell by 2/28.
(213)208-2814.

HONDA ELITE- 80 white, just tuned, runs
great. $900. OBO. Elite Deluxe 2m, red. Must
see. $900. (213) 824-5098.

HONDA ELITE 80. 1987. Great condition,
basket, two helmets, lock. $900. Call Chrii.

(213)445-8630.

HONDA ELITE, 1987. Bought new in 1989.
Low 700 miles $2000. Steve (213)824-1795.

HONDA SPREE 1986. Red, excellent condi-
tion. $30(yobo. Rob (213)478-0927.

YAMAHA QT 50, 1979. red, good condition,
hardly used, fully serviced. $425/obo.
(213)676-6650. Leave ntestage.

Furniture 126

BEALrriFUL HIGH-TECH glass coffee and side

table. Incredible buy. $400 for both. Also,

very beautiful designer lamp from Diva store.

$200. Please contact )essica (213)273-2635.

DESK 6 months old. built in storage and Tiling

cabinets. $1 50. Call Doug. (21 3)384-2504 ext.

208.

KING-SIZE, waterbed frame with rails, pedes-
tal drawers. $25(Vobo. Also barstool set.

(818)345-4227, 6-9pm.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, fuM $55, queen $85,
kingi $95. Deliveries, visit,*or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

QUEEN-SIZE^ futon with frame, desk, chair,

bookshelves, endtable. Prices negotiable. Ra-
chel (213)396-1770 between 6-9pm.

Garage Sales 127

GARAGE SALE! Furniture, paintings, lamps...

at 969 Hilgard #201 on Sat/Sun. 17/18 at

2-6pm. _^
BIKE + rack, $100, wooden shelves, $25,
electronic typewriter. $50. telephone, $20.
diving fins. $40. (213)285-9319.

SENTRY CAR Alarm in excellent condition.

SBCVobo. Works great. (213)209-5320.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 2C+. 640k RAM. Color monitor, stand.

ReUil ovtr $1,000; $947/obo. Leave message
(616)594-1907.

IBM PS2. 20MB, 51 2k RAM. 3.5 disk drive.

Amber monitor. Both like new. $1500.
(213)838-2783.

MACINTOSH 51 2K wAeyboard and program
discs. $500, mint condition. CaH after 6.

(213)824-1091.

MACINTOSH Image N^iter printer- good con^
dition w/cables. $275. Call Bill or LouAnne.
(213)475-5760.

Rolling maul
lifts ruggers
By Jay Rots
Contributor

For the fir^t time this decade, the
UCLA Bruins are America's best
on the gridiron—the rugby gridi-

ron, that is.

Scrum-half Mike Herring
scored two tries at UC San Diego
to pace the Westwood 15 to a 23-3
victory, which, coupled with a 13-

13 tie t)etween Pacific Coast
Rugby Football League powers
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo and
Long Beach State, leaves the
Bruins as the nation's top team by
virtue of their undefeated and
untied league status.

The Bruins (3-0-0 in the
PCRFL) won the scrums which
allowed them to remain on the

offensive.

"We beat them badly in the

serums,"^ said prop Luke Williams,
who made his first Varsity start on
Saturday. *That gave possession
of the ball to our great backs and
opened up the game."
UCLA spotted UCSD a 3-0 lead

when Triton fly-half Adam Lef-

coff booted a 20-meter dropkick.

Hardly shaken, the Bruins took

control of the match behind two
South Pacific exchange students.

^ AftCT winning a scrum, Australian

Justin Fox kicked the ball into the

endzone where Matt Burgess fell

on it for the Bruins' first lead, 4-3.

In the open field, Kelton Ale-

xander and UCLA's explosive

backs penetrated deep into UCSD
territory to set up scrums.

Also in the half, forward Com-
pton Kurtz rammed through the

Triton defense and booted the ball

to scrum-half Herring who dove
across the goal-line for his first try.

UCLA scored in the second half

when Herring scored a "walk-
over" try firom UCSD's five-meter

line

The Bruins' final score came on
a Chris Barber's "rolling maul.**

TENNIS
From page 27

there as Bruin players overpow-
ered Pierce College yesterday.

UCLA swept in the singles

arena. No. 1 Jason Sher downed Al
Martinez 6-3, 6-1, while No. 2
Robbie Wendell defeated his

opponent Jason Gary 6-1, 6-1.

Pierce's Vince Brandt was ho
match for Mark Copeland at No. 3
singles as the Bruin overcame his

rival 6-0, 6-1. Likewise, at No. 4
singles, teammate Matt Quintan
overcame John Dutton in straight

sets 6-2. 6-2.

While UpLA's No. 5 Russell

Berkoiutf^eat his opponent Mike
6-1, 6-3, Bruin Mark

[mpana outplayed Raj Dau for

illimatc 6-0, 6-1 victory.

*Th!Sse matches give us experi-

ence and provide good team
morale," said assistant coach Ron
Jenkins.

i

And that is eitactly what UCLA
needs as it looks ahead to stronger

competition in its schedule.

"I don't know exactly what to

expect from San Jose State, but

I'm looking for good playing and
improvement all the way down the

line," said head coach Glenn
BassetL

"It's too soon to see how good
we are tHit we'll know more after

this weekend against the Arizona

schools," he added.

Jason Netter and Marie Knowles
will lead the Bruins into competi-^
tion against the Spartans today at

1:30.
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DO YOU HAVE A TRUE
LIFE STORY TO SELL^

^
<>^^

.^^^

HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-LIFE STORIES. IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

TO LIST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
'THE HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213) 858-8560
1900 Avenue of the Stars. #670. Los Angeles, CA 90067

ytej^iPZ^MZ]
% '*/

1p

I

I

I

I

Mon-Fri

8-lOpm

.0. UNUMIKD TAMING

!

Additional Fees!
Final Week of Offer

477-9300

miMi

I

I

I

Sat 9-8pm | .

Sun 11-6pm I

11672 Gateway Blvcd.
j

At Barrington, 1 block So. of Pico ,'

•first time clients w/coupon. Exp.2/18/90 I

Start off 1990 with a PS/2
that's right for you...

DOS4D
Microsoft

Wincto»ys/286

Word 5 O"
hOC Windows

Express

hDC Windows
Manager'*

hOC Windows
Cotof-

$2,299

DOS40
Microsott

Windows/?86

Word 50* •

Eicei"

hOCWmdOws
Etpress

hOC Windows
Manager

hOC Windows
Coior

$2,799

DOS40
M«roso(l

Windows/ 386
Word SO"
E«cel"

hOC Windows
E«press

hOC Windows
Manager

hOC Windows
Color

DOS40
Microsoft

Windows7386

WordSO"
E»ce«"

hOC Windows
Express

hOC Windows
Manager

hOCWirvlows
Cotor

$3,499 $4,999

And right on the money, too.
^o mall«T what >mir major (or )oiir lnnjjirl). thrrr\ an lltM INrsonal
.SyKlrm/2" that ran make you look prul-in sriu.ol. an<l uftrr >oii ;:ra«lnali

\n«l now you ran rhoosr from four comph'tr |»arka«;i's of lianlHan- ami
prrloaJoil softwarr. at H|MMial low stuilcnl \tru'vs. VHiats mon-. v!hrn >ou
iiuy your PS/2'. >ou will {j.-t a mous,. pa.l. a .H.5 -inrh ili^kiltr hoMrr. ami
a |iow4'r Ntri|>-all (rvv.

\iu\ you'n' «>ntitl*Ml to a jirrat low |.ri<«- on th»- l»R()l>U;V' sfrvin-. \si,|,.

from all this, thrrr of thr most |»o|Milar IIJV1 Proprintrrs an- a\ailahlr
now at siterial low iirirrs.

IVoprintrr III w/CahhM 4201 /(M)3) |;;{99 ,y

l'ni|M inter X24K w/Cahl*' ( I2()7/(M)2) $."> 19
IVoprintrr \I>24K w/CahIr (42«H/(M)2) «669
Start out thr m-w >iar rijiht. Chrrk out all thrsr s|MMial
saxin^s now-lM>fon> it's t<M» latr!* Offrr vnAs Ki'hruur\ lo l<>«X>

How're you gopg to do it? PS/2 it!

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

^

'^!.

•<r>

L

•

'Microsoft Word and E wee) are the Academe Editions

'S^X^'^T^l^^nX^«i^^ '^ ' regisjer^^iTvcernirt^ .ademarlu

•F»iopfmlBf and *Acro Channe) an trademarks o« Iniemaiional Business Machines CorDoration hor Winrtowws f .^1S^'i!?v- uu ^.4^ . .
Cotor «e .r«J«narKs 0. hOC CorT^uler Corpor««n 80386SX andBoSt!!Z^^f^in^^^l^!'^'c^,^^ ^*^^ "^"^ "^"^^

4,
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Choose

So many choices to make. So many
things to consider. Is it worth the effort?

Will I be happy? Will I be fulfilled?

Fulfillment contes with doin^ what
you love and doing it well. . l/s/ng your tal-

ents in an atmosphere where personal
growth is encouraged.

The Paulists can offer you a We. A
life of commitment to people. Helping th»
lost and alienated find a spiritual home. Us-
ing radio, television, film and other contem-
porary means to spread the Gospel.
Working with other Christians for unity and
seeking a deeper understanding with other

world religions

If you're looking for Iff9... not just a
career, choose the Paulists.

For more information caH 1-M0-235-3456.

Or write. Father John F Duffy, C S.P. Paulist Fathers Vocation Office

415 West 59th Street, New York, NY 10019

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman ^

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Dally Wear.
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

Latino Writers

J V^^-, ^^^wN ^ -, ^

Cultural Night

'Escritura y SaBiduria

Poetry Reading

Wed. Feb. 14th, 6:30pm
Chicano Studies
Conference Room,
152 Hainll HaU

We have revealed our secrets to those who
are worthy. Only they should know the art

of writing and no-one else.

- Popul Vuh
Maya Book ofKnowledge

Saivadoran Jood& ^e?(ican Tan THlCu

Funded by the Campus Programs CommiUee of the

Programs ActivitiesBoud -.

Order now for Valentines

Day. A fine collection of

superb writing - a perfect

gift for tiiat special someone.

In A Different Light
An anthology of lesbian writers

Edited by Carolyn Weathers

and Jenny Wrenn

Serious, whimsical, satirical,

poetic, erotic...experimental,

traditional-short stories,

poems and excerpts fi"om

novels, :

202 pgs.

Order from:

-Clothespin Fever ft«98-
5529 N. Figueroa
LA., CA 90042

Spikers show
who is boss
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer '

"

In the history of college volley-

ball, the sport's most dominant
teams have always been from the

West—more specifically, from
Southern California. This is espe-

cially true of UCLA.
Last weekend, the UCLA men's

volleyball team continued its

domination of the East as it

captured the tide in the VVA
VolleyBowl held at Virginia's

American University by defeating

George Mason University.

With their 15-3. 15-8, 12-15.

17-16 win, the Bruins kq)t their

perfect record at 9-0, while drop-

ping the Patriots to 10-7.

Again, it was a team effort for

UCLA, as it hit .538 as a team,
while holding GMU down with its

24 total bkx±s.
At the front of the pack was the

middle blocking tandem of Mike
Whitcomb and Trevor Schirman.
Whitcomb's season-high 20

kills (in 24 attempts with no errors)

led the Bruin offense. The junior

quick hitter also added five block

assists, which earned him a spot on
the AU-toumament team.

At the net, Schirman—receiv-

ing his second tournament MVP
honor this season—asserted him-
self as the nation's most dominat-
ing blocker, stuffing 15 balls,

including six solo blocks.

Also contributing to the cause
were the outside hitting corps. ,

Freshman Rich Bland, while gain-

ing an All-tournament berth, led a
trio of hitters with his 18 kills and
.708 hitting percentage.

Junior Carl Henkel and senior

Mike Garcia added 14 and 15 kilk,

respectively, and both put away
over 45 percent of their sets.

Lacrosse falls

to BYU Cougars
By Tom Orewyler

Contributor

Considering they were facing an

opponent that was coming off a

14-2 season and hailing from a

region of the country known to be a

hotbed of lacrosse, the UCLA
lacrosse team posted a victory of

sorts, Friday.

E>espite losing to Brigham
Young University, 20-12, the

Bruin laxers performed about as

well as they could, given the

circumstances. Not only did the

Bruins face one of the most
experienced squads west of the

Mississippi, they had to do it

without their leading scorer, Dave
Wolf, who suffered a shoulder

injury five minutes into the con-~
test

With a 5-3 lead eariy in the

second period, things were looking

good for the blue and gold as its

offense penetrated BYU's zone
effectively. But it didn't take long

before the lion was let out of the

cage, as the Cougars exploded fcH*

seven straight goals in a litUe over
seven minutes.

After each team exchanged a

couple more goals, Brian O'Neill

and Justin Brownstein closed out

the second quarter with unassisted

scores, and UCLA trailed at

halftime,'l3-9.

Eariy in the third period, the
Bruins closed the gap to three af"
Andy Washburn slipped around
the right side of the net and
deposited a shot past the BYU
goaltender. But that was as ck)se as
UCLA wASuld come, as the Cou-

—

gars gradually pulled away to win
by eight.

Vt

/

f*"
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Men's tennis faces San Jose State
By Lauri Lappin
Staff Writer

Men's TennJs

A well-rested No. 3-ranked
UCLA men's tennis squad will

face competition with Big West
team San Jose State today in an
attempt to increase their 8-0 season
standing.

The San Jose State Spartans will

be in for a fierce contest with the
Bruins who seem to be getting

stronger and sttonger with more
experience.

San Jose State, 1-2 overall, has
recenUy lost to both Stanford (7-1)

Who:

Whorm:
When:

UCLA vs.

San Jose State

L.A. Tennis Center

Today, 1:30 p.m.

and UC Santa Barbara (8- 1) with a
victory over Sacramento State (8-

1).

Mike Chinchiolo and Brian
Eagle will lead off the Spartan
lineup at No. 1 and 2 singles,

respectively. But, Uie^ northern
Cal|fomia team has virtually no

outstanding weapons to threaten

the Bruins.

The UCLA battalion, on the
other hand, is ready for any-
thing—all the way down the line.

With previous junior varsity

match victories over Saddleback
(8-1), California's No. 1 ranked
junior college, and Orange Coast
College (8-1) last week, some of
theUCLA squad has been working
overtime to get that match experi-

ence that is so imperative in tennis.

But the contests did not stop

Bruin Sports Calendar

TUESDAY. FEB.13 oppowemt LOCATION

Men's Tennis

Baseball

San Jose State

@UC Irvine

LA. Tennis Ctr.

Irvine

See TENNIS, page 25

Sofftliall takes second in Fullerton

TUES.-WED.. FEB.ia>14

Women's Golf @Ariz. Tourney Tucson, AZ All Day

WEDNESOAY, Fgp 1^
Baseball

Men's Volleyball

San Diego U.

@CSULB
J.R. Stadium

Long Beach

6.-00p.m.

4:00p.m.

THURSnAY, FFBJ5.
Women's Basketbal

Women's Tennis

Men's Basketball

.:J

@ California

USIU

California

Berkeley

Sunset Courts

Pauley Pavilion

By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

The UCLA women's softball team journeyed to
Fullerton for the Big West-Pac-10 Softball Show-
down and responded with a second-place perfor-
mance. The Bniins (4-2) won three of four games
over the weekend, one shy of tourney champion Cal
Poly Pomona's 4-0 record.

On Saturday, UCLA opened up with a narrow 1-0

victory over host Cal State Fullerton. The Bruins
scored their only mn in the first inning, as junior
second baseman Missy Phillips singled to left,

scoring freshman shortstop Christy Howard.
The sole run was enough, however, as freshman

DeDe Weiman threw a two-hit shutout for her first

collegiate win. "It's always a concern when you put a
freshman in a pressure situation, but DeDe did a fine

job," said Coach Sue Enquist "It's a tough situation

to go down to Fullerton and pitch, and she responded
excellenUy."

The Bruins Uien faced tiie Bulldogs of Fresno
State, a team that has traditionally been a national
contender. But the Bruins' offensive and defensive
balance proved too much for Fresno, as UCLA
prevailed, 2-1.

Heather Compton, yet another freshman pitcher,

hurled a five-hitter and effectively controlled the

Bulldog bats, while the Bniins tallied seven hits of
their own. Right fielder Shanna Flynn went two-for-

four and added the decisive run in the fifth inning,

while senior Shelly Montgomery contributed two
hits and a walk in as many attempts.

Going into Sunday's competition with a 2-0

tournament recwd, the Bmins were looking to repeat
the success of the previous day. In game three, again
matching the Bruins with Fresno State, UCLA got off

to a quick lead, as it exploded for five runs by the end
of the third frame. All-American pitcher Lisa
Longaker made things even easier for the Bruins, as
the senior allowed 'a single run.

UCLA's Phillips bolstered the offensive attack
with a twb-for-three effort, including her second
career home run, while Howard went two-for-three
and stcde a base.

Unfortunately for Bruin fans, the consecutive wins
came to an end in the fourth and final game of the

tournament, as the Bruins fell to Fullerton, 2-0, witii

Compton suffering the loss on the mound.
UCLA was only able to muster up three hits on the

afternoon, and the Bmins committed an error as well.

"If we can generate a rally offensively, we can
build on that^" Enquist said. "But what we have to

mature on is that ifwe don't have a rally, we can't get
down and depressed, and that's what happened
against Fullerton."

THURS.-SUN., FFB IS-lff

Softball @Ariz. Tourney Tucson, AZ All Day

FRrPAY,FEP,16
Men's Gym
Men's Tennis

Baseball

Women's Track

©Southwest Cup
Arizona State

Stanford

©Times Indoor

Meet

Tempe,AZ
LA. Tennis Ctr.

J.R. Stadium

Los Angeles

SATURDAY. FEB.17

7:30p.m.

1 :30p.m.

7:00p.m.

7:00p.m.

Men's Tennis

Baseball

Men/Women Track

Men's Swimming
Women's Basketbali

Men's Volleyball

Women's Tennis

Arizona

Stanford

UCLA All-Comers

@USC
©Stanford

©BYU
©SDSU

LA. Tennis Ctr.

J.R. Stadium

Drake Stadium

use
Palo Alto

Prove, UT
San Diego

1 :00p.m,

1 :00p.m.

9:00a.m.

1 :00p.m.

7:30p.m.

7:30p.m.

1:00p.m.

SUNDAY, FEP,18
Men's Basketball

Baseball

Stanford

Stanford

Pauley Pavilion

J.R. Stadium

3:00p.m.

1:00p.m.

Campus sports

TOM YUN / 0«»y Brun

Lingerie for Less
brings you the

finest designer and
famous maker
lingerie at 20-70%
below department
store prices. From
basic to sensual,

we have an
extensive selection

of bras, panties,

teddies, camisoles,

robes, sleepwear

and daywear for

every taste and
need.

Happy Valentines

Day ^'?o From

.-x:"::?*
;:^«***

The WestWQiir Student Federal Credit Union

in honor of

will wahre Its $1(| membership fee to i»iyone
who starts an account during tlie week of

February 12th tc| 16th.

1 Lingerie for less

The moat exciting thing to happen for women since men.

WEST LOS ANGELES
2245 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

213-477-8605

FAIRFAX & THIRSD
6280 West 3rd. St.

213-937-6593

PASADENA-
818-351-4297

In additior^an^ new or

I
tJQStin^ memSer tiMreceive a

p.

T^XHiOSBuMaSSOor

mork deposit into tfkir account

on !RBrmry 14^ 1990,

W.S.F.C.U. is locked » the trailer behind

Ackerman Union. WeareO0en from 10AM
to 3PM daily.

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming

fl.s>

.^
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Sports
Fired-up Bruin nine iooli to torcli Ants
By Terry White

Contributor

Riding high on a Ave game
winning streak, the UCLA base-

ball team will travel south on the

405 to face UC Irvine this after-

noon.

The Anteaters will be looking

for revenge, as the Bruins beat

them last Saturday by a sccM-e of 6-

4 at Jackie Robinson Stadium.

Baseball

Who:

Where:

When:

UCLA vs. UC Irvine

Irvine, CA
Today, 3:00 p.m.

Playing at UCI's Anteater Field

will be like coming home for

UCLA head coach Gary Adams.
Adams served as the baseball

coach at Irvine from 1971-1974

bef(x% moving north to head the

UCLA Baseball program. Starting

the UCl Baseball program basi-

cally from scratch, Adams led his

Anteaters to back-to-back Divi-

sion II National Championships in

1973 and 1974.

Likewise, Irvine head coach

Mike Gerakos once wore the

uniform of the opposition. Bruin

turned Anteater Gerakos played

third base for UCLA in 1971 and

1972. Gerakos is also no stranger

to Adams, as he served as an

assistant coach for the Bruins from

1975 to 1980. Today's game will

be a reunion of old teammates as

well as a grudge match.

With the conference opener on
Friday against Stanford, the Bruins

will save their big pitching guns

for later and spread the work on
many arms. Look for righty Scott

Schanz (1-0) to tentatively start for

the Bruins. Schanz saw action last

Sunday against Pepperdine as he

came in and pitched three solid

innings in relief. Adams will split

the wcxk between many pitchers to

keep his staff primed for the three-

game weekend series with Stan-

ford.

Boasting their best preseason

record (8-1) since 1982, the

streaking Bruins have risen to the

No. 20 college baseball team in the

nation. Catcher Paul Ellis (.323, 3

HR, 14 RBI) leads UCLA offen-

sively, as he has 10 RBI in the last

three games.

Riding a six-game hitting streak,

first baseman Chris Pritchett (.360,

2 HR, 8 RBI) has also provided key
hits for the Bruins lately and
should spark a few rallies today.

Also look for the hot bat of right

fielder David Tokheim (.318, 1

HR, 7 RBp lead the way this

afternoon. -^—

r
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Tim LirKlsay and the Bruins are zeroed in and hope to give UCi the gas today.

Tennis' dynamic duo maices finais of indoor Ciiampionsfiips
By Tien Lee

Staff Writer

UCLA women's tennis doubles stars Stella Sampras and

Mamie Ceniza made it to the finals of the Rolex National

Indoor Tennis Championships in Minneapolis, Sunday,

where they made it to the finals but were unable to

overcome the University of Texas' hard-serving pair of

Susan Gilchrist and Joanna Plautz and dropped a 7-5, 7-6

(3) decision.
"\

Sampras and Ceniza, the defending Pac-10 doubles

tandem, rallied from a 1 -4 deficit in the first set to even it up

at 4-all, but while serving at 5-6, deuce, Sampras double-

faulted and was then broken on the ensuing point to give

Texas the set

The UCLA duo was also ahead a service break at 4-2 in

the second set but was unable to hang on as Ceniza lost her

serve at 4-3.

*They had great serves," said Sampras, who added that

the spongy Supreme surface which was rolled on top of the

hardcourts was very fast and probably benefited the Texas

players.

**They were getting a lot of first serves in, hitting all the

hnes, and they aced us—mostly me—a couple of times,"

said Ceniza.

UCLA's other doubles entry, Jessica Emmons and Kim
Po, also lost to Gilchrist/Plautz, 6-2, 6-7 (7), 6-3 in the

second round after defeating host University of Minneso-

ta's team of Sofie Olsson/Jennie Moe, 6-1,7-5 in the first

Po agreed with Sampras and Ceniza's assessment of the

Texas team. *They had really big serves and we couldn't
return very well," she said.

In the individuals' draw, Emmons made it to the

quarterfinals, defeating Karen Gallego of William and
Mary College, 6-4, 6-4, and Trisha Laux, USC's top

singles' player, 6-4, 6-7 (3), 6-1, before falling to Georgia's

Shannan McCarthy, 6-2, 2-6, 6-3.

Po, who is still hampered by a sprained elbow, lost to

Duke University's Patti O'Reilly, 6-4, 6-7 (2), 6-4 in the

opening round.

*'I had trouble with her serve. . .1 had trouble with my
serve—I just didn't have much confidence in my game," Po
said.

Andrews leads the Bruins, again
By Richard J. Marcus

This beam performance helped lead Andrews to another

all-around title.
^

Staff Writer

The UCLA women's gymnastics team scored a

season-high 189.50 on Sunday as they defeated

Arizona State in Tempe. The Sun Devils posted a

score of 187.30.

The Bruins were lead by seniors Jill Andrews and
Kim Hamilton who finished one-two in the all-

around competition. For Andrews, who scored a

38.30, it was her third all-around victory in four

meets. Hamilton finished a close second (38.25)

while freshman Carol Ulrich rounded out the sweep
(37.60).

UCLA, 6-2, was on pace to easily break the

vaunted 190 mark after three events. UCLA scored a

47.25 on the bars, a 48.05 on the vault, and a 47.95 on
the floor.

'-^'^

However, the Bruins faltered on their fourth and
final event, the balance beam. UCLA checked in with

a 46.25—well below its average score. The poor

score can be attributed to the fact that five of the six

Bruins competing on the beam fell.

*They (the players) all know that they should have
done better this weekend," UCLA head coach Jerry

Tomlinson said. "Five falls on the beam is

unforgivable."

IfUCLA would have attained just an average score
on the beam—a 47 for example—it would have
easily broken the 190 mark.
"We did real well on our first three events. We

were working on our best performance of the year.

Then came the lousy beam performance. The team
just lost its focus," Tomlinson sai4.

Even so, UCLA continued its upward march
toward the 190 plateau while achieving its highest
score of the year.

Tomlinson praised freshman Rhonda Faehn and
Paula Rasmussen for performing well. But, the coach
is looking for greater team consistency.

See ANDREWS, page 24

Ruggers No. 1
Stan s(Mreading the news, they're A-No. 1, top

of the heap. The UCLA rugby team, although

beset by injuries, defeated UC San Diego this

weekend to move into the top spot in the nation.

See page 25

Victory of sorts
- Although the UCLA lacrosse team fell to

Brigham Young this weekend, things weren't as

bad as they might seem. The Bruins held their

own against one of the most experienced teams

west of the Mississippi, even without their

leading scorer.

See page 26

Softball takes CSF
UCLA's other No. 1 team, the

Softball squad, ventured to Cal State

Fullerton this weekend to face some of
the toughest competition in the West.
The two-time defending NCAA
champs won tiue«-of-foiir games.

See page 27
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Briefly

Orientation for

Internships set
Students who wish to partici-

laie^tn UCLA's internship

programs can attend an infor-

mation meeting at the EXPO
Center in A-213 Ackerman
Union at noon today.

The application deadline for

fall 1990 internships is Feb. 23.

Information meetings are held

Tuesdays at 4 p.m., Wednes-
days at noon and Thursdays at 3
p.m.

For further information, call

825-0831.

Inside
UCLA celebrates

Valentine's Day
Students tell different ways

they'll celebrate one of the most
romantic days of the year.

See page 1

1

Viewpoint

into the '90s
and beyond
—^Fhe second part in a continu-

ing Viewpoint series focuses on
women in the 1990s.

See page 22

Arts & Entertainment

Love, hate, sex
& other fun stuff

A & E looks at love in all its

glorious — and inglorious

forms.

See page 26

Sports

Specif victory

forUCU tennis
F.ypn M/ittwmt pimiH - XXflrlc

Knowles hooked up with a

special victory Tuesday.

See page 52
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Raliiers celebrate Mandela release
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

While celebrations for former
political prisoner Nelson Mandela
continued Tuesday in South Afri-

ca, about 50 raliiers gathered at

UCLA to celebrate the black
leader's release.

Participants stood silently in

front of Schoenberg Hall as speak-

ers, including a representative

from Mandela's African National

Congress, spoke about the state of
apartheid after Mandela's release.

The 71 -year-old Mandela, who
fought against apartheid from his

prison cell for 27 years, was freed

Sunday by South African Presi-

dent F. W. de Klerk.

Winnie Siqwana-Ndulo, a gra-

duate student in sociology, said

that several segregation laws in

South Africa still exist, such as the

,
Group Area Act which forbids

blacks from gCHng to certain public

areas. "Even if Mandela is out of
jail, he cannot go where he
pleases," she told the crowd.
Bpth Siqwana-Ndulo and

Hug me

Freshmen Chris Henderson andJandella Faulkner get close by the Inverted Fountain
in anticipation of Valentine's Day.

AIDS awareness explored
Talk focuses on gays, lesbians
Greg Miller

Contributor

The gay and lesbian community
is the segment of society that is

most ignorant about Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome, a

speaker from AIDS Project Los
Angeles said Monday.

"There is just too niucR^dcniaT^r

of the disease in that communit^r^
Steve Mart said. **Nobody wants to^

know it is happening all around

them." ^

Man spoke about "AIDS in the

Gay Community" on Monday in

the first of a series of presentations

included in the Student Welfare

Commission-sponsored AIDS*
Awareness Week.
The ignorance. Mart said, can be

attributed to the massive media
coverage given to the lethal syn-

drome. This media "overexpo-

sure" has caused the gay
community to begin to disregard

AIDS-related news, which often

brings back painful memories.
Ignorance has stemmed from
refusal to confront the painful

issue, he said.

"In 1987, I went around my
house throwing away every news-
paper or magazine that had any-

thing to do with AIDS." Mart said.

The gay and lesbian community
"became so tired of hearing about
(something that killed their family

and friends that) they just tuned

out. And that is the current

See AIDS, page 16

UCLA Dean Edward Alpers
emphasized the need for countries

like the United States to maintain

economic sanctions against South
Africa. The sanctions prompted de
Klerk to free Mandela, they said.

But speakers and onlookers
agreed that Mandela's release is

See MANDELA, page 16

tries

to restore

iication

in Spanish
By Sara Rubalcava
Contributor

A student lobby group hopes to

convince the Student Aid Com-
mission to reverse its decision to

stop distributing financial aid

applications in Spanish.

The removal of the Spanish
Student Aid Application for Cali-

fornia (SAAC) wiU affect UC
eligible high school seniors with
Spanish'Speaking parents, UC
Student Association tobbyists said

Sunday.

The College Scholarship Ser-

vice, which produces 98 percent of
all financial aid forms in Califor-

nia, was given permission to

discontinue using the Spanish
SAAC by the Student Aid Com-
mission.

The commission made the deci-

sion because of the lack of people
utilizing the Spanish form, said

Greg Gollihur, deputy director for

legislation of the Student Aid
Commission.

Gollihur emphasized that the

instructional workbook and a
sample form in Spanish will still be
included in the packet

But UCSA plans to lobby the

Student Aid Commission to

require that the forms still be
issued in Spanish.

Until this year, the forms were
distributed in Spanish and English.

But when the Student Aid Com-
mission gave the College Scholar-

ship Service permission to

discontinue distribution of Spanish
forms, "they did," said UCSA's
Assistant Director Lee Butterfield.

During the 1987-88 academic
year, 15,000 students filled out the

form dcmonsu^ted financial need
but received no aid because they
did not fill out the form correctly,

Butterfield said. Forcing students

with Spanish-speaking parents to

fill the form out in English is

"reprehensible, because the SAAC
is already a difficult form to fill

out."

Gollihur said the College Scho-
larship Service received about
1,000 Spanish forms in a total of
365,000. It would be too costly to

have a separate computer system
to read two different versions of
the SAAC, he said.

Still, Gollihur defended the

board's decision. The key seemed
to be having the instructions in

Spanish, he said. The Spanish
version is exactly the same as the

English SAAC except it cannot be
mailed in.

The commission is looking into

printing the instructions in still

other languages as well, he added.
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TODAY. WEDNESDAY. FEB. 14

• UCLA Blood Drive

^- 12:00-5: 15pm, Kappa Delta
• Veer Health Counseling

- "Making Love Better'
- 7:00iDm, Dykstra Fireside Lounge

THURSDAY. FEB. IS

• Zeta Phi Beta
- African Religions Symposium

• k-

- 7:00-9:00pm, Morgan Center Press Room
Peer Health Counseling
- Contraceptive Clinic -

7:00pm, Sproul 4 North

AIDS Awareness Week ActivFties

- Wed., Feb. 14 - Sat., Feb. 17

UCLA Blood Drive . ,._ _\
-Feb. 14 - Feb. 16
- 10:00-3:15, John Wooden . Center
- 11:00-4:15, Lu Valle Commons
Expo Center
- Internship Information Meetings All W^ek
- Deadline for Applications for Fall '90: Feb. 23
Westwood Student Federal Credit Union
- Discount on Memberships
- Feb. 12 - Feb. 16
Peer Health Counseling
- Free Fitness Evaluations - By Appointment Only
- Coil 825-8462 For More Information

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING
THESE EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR
ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF

THE PAPER!
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(CESE) ra
B^nk of America

University student
to liecome princess
By Eric Talmadge
Associated Press

TOKYO— What docs it take to become a princess? It takes class. Lots
of them, nearly eva7 day.

During the next month, 13 carefully selected tutors will try to instill a
royal aura in Kiko Kawashima, a college student who will wed Emperor
Akihito's younger son in June.

With a notebook clutched to her chest and her hair pulled back in a
ponyiail, Kawashima arrived at the palace Tuesday morning in a black,

chauffeur-driven limousine to begin her "princess studies."

The first class on the agenda was religious rites and coronation

ceremonies. The teacher was Torahiko Nagazumi, a former chamberiain
and classmate of the late Emperor Hirohito.

Kawashima's curriculum, worked out by the Imperial Household
Agency, will coyer eight topics: classical poetry, calligraphy, Japanese
history, palace rituals, laws related to the imperial family, the imperial
system, the constitution and religious ceremonies. /
The quiet 23-year-old, who already has >yon over the nation with her

shy smile, is to attend 28 hours of classes spread out over the next month.

Correction:
In Tuesday's article "Young addresses rent, rape at conference," it

was incorrectly stated that Theta Xi fraternity members were
punished for yelling slurs at members of Lambda Delta Lambda
sorority. Members of Theta Chi were responsible for the incident.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Photos
^ by

Charles Cooley

Above, a performer gracefully extends fans in an exfiibition of traditional

Odori dancing. Above left, a student keeps tempo for the Obon dancing
performance. The performance was part of the 1990 Japanese
American Cultural Night in Ackerman Grand Ballroom on Tuesday
night

Japanese American
culture celebrated
The play "Pieces of a Japanese American Dream" was the focus of Japanese

American Cultural Night in Ackerman Grand Ballroom on Tuesday.
The play traces the friendship of three people over time, including the problems

they faced after experiencing American Concentration Camps.
Members of UCLA's Nikkei Student Union performed all the parts in the play.

/ /
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Briefs
World

Soviets, Americans
readi troop accord
OTTAWA — The United Stales and

the Soviet Union reached agreement
Tuesday on a ceiling for troojps they can
station on foreign soil in Europe, Cana-
dian External Affairs Minister Joseph
Clark announced.

Essentially, the accord worked out
during an "open skies" conference repre-

sents Soviet acceptance of the initiative

President Bush unveiled in his Slate of the

Union address Jan. 31.

Clark said the United States and the
Soviet Union each could have 195,000
soldiers on Europe's central front — for
the United Slates, basically West Ger-
many.

Additionally, Clark said, 30,000 U.S.
troops could be based elsewhere in

Europe.

KGB reports extent
of Stalin massacres
MOSCOW — More than 750,000

people were shot to death as enemies of
the slate during Stalin's 1930-53 reign of
terror, the KGB secret police said in a
repon Tuesday.

The figure does not include the millions

who died in labor camps and prisons or in

the famines during Stalin's collectiviza-

tion of agriculture, but it represented the

first time the KGB has given a figure for

any of Stalin's victims.

Many Western sources say that

altogether more than 10 million people
were killed.

^

Under President Mikhail S. Gorba-
chev's reforms, government commissions

and the KGB have been ordered to find
the tnith about Stalin's terror and rehabil-
itate the victims.

Gorbachev's KGB director, Vladimir
A. Kryuchkov. has pledged to never again
permit the secret pohce to be involved in

such repression.

Gunmen seize bus,

talce 18 liostages

PRINCE GEORGE, British Columbia
— Three armed men commandeered a
school bus Tuesday, taking the driver and
up to 18 students hostage, police said.

Reports of the number of students on
the bus ranged from seven to 18.

Royal Canadian Mounted Police said

they spotted a rifle and handgun on the

bus.

The gunmen reportedly asked for a

getaway car and pohce said they had one
available.

Police sharpshooters were sent to the

scene after the bus was seized, but no
shots were fired by either police or the

gunmen.

Traffic was cordoned off in the

downtown area of this city about 300
miles north of Vancouver, policy^aid.

Nation

Drexei seelcs lielp

or merger partner
NEW YORK — Drexei Bumham,

which became a Wall Street powerhouse
through its pioneering use of high-risk

junk bonds to help finance the 1980s
takeover boom, is looking for outside help
because of its deteriorating holdings.

Drexei Burnham Lambert Inc.'s

announcement Monday that it is seeking a

major investor or merger partner followed

three days of talks with federal regulators,

who worried that a collapse of the firm

would shake confidence in the nation's

financial markets. The New York Times
reported Tuesday.

Securities industry analysts and former

Drexei executives echoed those concerns.

They said its difficulties with the declin-

ing junk-bond market it helped create and
its 1989 guilty plea to federal securities

fraud could deter potential invc^tOTS.

State

Judge says lie toid

Agbilar of wiretap
SAN FRANCISCO— A federal judge

testified Tuesday he told fellow Judge
Robert Aguilar that Aguilar had been seen

with a man who was a wiretap target, and
had no reason to believe Aguilar would
tell the target

The allegation that Aguilar disclosed a

wiretap to an unauthorized person — his

relative by marriage, and current codefen-

dant, Abe Chapman — is among eight

felony charges against the San Jose-based

federal judge.

U.S. District Judge Robert Peckham,
the second judge to testify for the

prosecution in Aguilar's trial, said he gave
Aguilar the wiretap information confi-

dentially in August 1987 for a very

different purpose: to advise him to stay

away from Chapman, who was then under
investigation.

Serra's bone pieces

to lie sold by Church
MONTEREY— Bone fragments from

the skeletal remains of Father Junipero

Serra, the 18th Century Franciscan some
believe was a saint, are being made
available by the Roman Catholic Church.

'They're encapsulated," said Father

Noel Francis Moholy, a San Francisco

priest overseeing the sainthood examina-
tion. "It's like a jeweler's work."

The chips have been packaged and
authenticated in Rome and are available

in various mountings for donations
ranging from $25 to $250.

The fragments, properly called relics,

were collected in November 1987 when
Serra's remains at the Carmel Mission
were exhumed and inspected.

Local

Winds blow more goo
onto local beaches
HUNTINGTON BEACH — Blustery

winds threatened to push more goo onto
California beaches Tuesday as reinforce-

ments joined the battle to sop up the oily

onslaught a week after a tanker spill

fouled the coast

The cleanup crew was tripled to 1,120
workers on six miles of oil-stained beach
and another 300 waiters were being
trained to handle the crude oil invasion.

Fifteen miles of beach in Southern
California remained closed.

Meanwhile, the 8 1 1 -foot tanker Ameri-
can Trader docked for repairs.

Winds combined with increasing surf

to push new bands of thick crude ashore,

threatening wildlife sanctuaries. The
400.000-gallon spill has killed 86 birds

and coated 261 others with oil.

The National Weather Service said

onshore winds to 40 mph could develop
by Thursday.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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How much did you party this weekend?
Next weekend?

Orf

/

With the money you spend

you cpuld have a job!

$25.00 may bFall you need to spend

to find a job!

Dr. Ruth gives talk at UCLA
Sex therapist lectures

on relationship needs
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

SUZANNE
Dr. Ruth Westheimer addresses a group of UCLA students
at Sproul Hall on Monday.

In the 1990s, people wUl be looking for significant
others to satisfy not only economic, but also
emotional and intellectual needs. Dr. Ruth Westh-
eimer told a group of UCLA students Monday.

"Relationships in years to come for all of us are
going to be much more demanding because
expectations arc more demanding," said Westheim-
er, a psycho-sexual therapist who spoke to students in
Sproul Hall as part of the Office of Residential Life's
"Relationship Week."

Westheimer focused on relationships and sexuali-
ty in the 1990s. "What is needed in terms of
advancing knowledge about relationships and sex-
uality is sitting around taking the time to talk about
these issues, like we are now," she explained.

Discussing sexual trends in the 1990s, Westheimer
mentioned the need for a better form of contracep-
tion, especially for men. "We do not have a perfect
contraception," she said.

Also, sexually transmitted diseases will be a major
issue in the 1990s, Westheimer said. "AIDS is a
terrifying issue of tremendous priority. We need to
fmd fiinds not only for research but also for care for
those afflicted (with AIDS)."
She also said abortion must be kept legal. "I

certainly do not think abortion should be used as
contraception, (but) I think it would be a terrible state
of affairs if abortion becomes illegal, if we have to go
back to those times when women have to rcsoit to
coat hangers and abortionists."

"I cannot even imagine all of the misery that is

going to result (from aboition becoming illegal) . . .

we have to stand up and be counted for what we
believe."

Westheimer discussed the importance of good
communication in rclationships. In terms of achiev-

ing sexual satisfaction. Westheimer said, "we know
there are women in relationships that do not have
sexual satisfaction during intercourse." These
women need to communicate their needs, she said.

If the relationship is good — based on open
communication and sharing — then psycho-sexual
thcripy can help. Westheimer said. "If the relation-
ship is destructive and the people are not wanting to
grow I cannot help." Westheimer said.

In addition to answering student questions,
Westheimer attempted to dispel popular myths. For
example, men are not the only ones who have sexual
needs, she said. "The only difference is with a man it

is more visible. The need is there for both (sexes)."
Westheimer also told the group that aphrodisiacs

do not exist *Thc only aphrodisiac I know of is

between your ears. It is the brain. Ifsomeone believes
that a banana is an aphrodisiac, then let them eat

"We know there are women in
relationships that do not have sex*
ual satisfaction during intercourse.''

^ Ruth Westheimer

bananas."

When asked' if there was ever a time when she
woukl be embarrassed talking about sexual issues,

Westheimer revealed. "I still blush sometimes. If you
would have told me (years ago) that I was going to
talk about . . . masturbation, I would have told you.
you must be kidding."

She attributed her ability to be so frank to her
excellent training and her belief that issues of
sexuality need to be discussed openly and explicitly
in groups and classrooms. She does believe,
however, that sex ought to remain private.

"I hope the 1990s brings about this kind of talking
and this kind of willingness to learn," she said.

Attendants responded well to Westheimer's visit
"She was defmitely informative." said freshman Josh
Cuter. "I consider myself pretty knowledgeable and
I still learned some things."
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vered cancer patient forms support group
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By Dezi Ferguson
Contributor

When Selma Schimmel gels annoyed at

someone smoking a cigarette, her complaint
is not simply that of another irritated anti-

smoker. Selma Schimmel once had capcc^.

A formerUCLA student, Schimmel is the

founder and executive director of a Studio

City-based support group for young adults

with cancer and other life-threatening

diseases. Vital Options. There are many
support groups but Vital Options deals

specifically with the unique problems of
young adults, ages 17 to 40, who are faced

with the prospect of death just as they are

about to embark on the possibilities of life,

Schimmel said.

More and more pe(^le are surviving

cancer, and Vital Options is designed to

prepare young adults to "make friends with
the memory of cancer" and get on with their

lives.

When Schimmel discovered she had
cancer, group therapy disappointed her. Her
concerns at age twenty-nine alienated her
from the concerns of older adults who were
concerned with mortgage payments and
grandchildren.

"I was concerned with my fertility, my
body image, marriage, family, graduation
and career," Schimmel said. Chemotherapy
made her sick, and she distinctly remembers
Tint visualizing the organization between-
heaves.

When Schimmel was in college, she

began to discover the way in which society

treats people who have cancer. Although an
honors student with a full-time career, she
was prevented from flnishing her degree
due to strict education policies atUCLA. No
special arrangements could be made for her

to continue to attend classes.

"I wasn't asking for preferential treat-

ment I may need an extension on a paper. I

couldn't help it. I was fighting for my life

and still trying to be a student."

Vital Options' for young adults

"We want to get the
whole circle involved . . .

because if the young adult

leaves Vital Options but
can't communicate with
family and friends, then
we're doing only half the

job.

Sebna Schimmel

Surviving

Despite living past the five-year mark
after being diagnosed, which is a big step for

cancer victims, Schimmel says she will not
call herself a "cancer survivor" and refers to

the young people attending Vital Options
therapy group as ^'participants**.

"Survivorship in my opinion is a state of
mind. It's an attitude. Some people will not

physically survive cancer. That does not

mean that they are not survivors."

Schimmel seeks to avoid excluding

persons who may not feel they belong to a

"survivors* group**, a damaging situation

psychologically. Vital Options wants to

give young adults ways to deal with their

emotions by facing mortality with strength.

In the seven years since the inception of

the non-profit organization, Schimmel and
Vital Options have accomplished much,
staging star-studded benefits such as the

annual Dance For Life benefit, which was
held last year at Royce Hall at UCLA.
The group has received national attention

and has pioneered efforts to get the rights

and concerns of canco* victims recognized.

Schimmel is also heading a movement to

mobilize cancer victims in an effort to help

and accept themselves as effectively and as

openly as, for example, sufferers of AIDS
and AIDS-related conditions.

Schimmel has also been recently recog-
nized by LA Weekly as one of their chosen
heroes of 1989.

Helping the whole family

Vital Options seeks to help everyone
affected by a loved one who is dying.

"Wc want to get the whole circle involved

. . because if the young adult leaves Vital

Options but can't communicate with family

and friends, then we're doing only half the

job. Everyone is .affected by the cancer

experience,** Schimmel said.

The group provides its services, which
include psychotherapy groups, family
counseling, and national telephone outreach
programs, free to all persons with life-

threatening diseases.

The organization has expanded to serve

patients with AIDS, Hodgkins disease and
heart ailments, among others.

"Just because the biology of the disease i?

different, the psychology of the disease isn*t

different,** Schimmel explained.

Vital Options also seeks to help patients

improve their sense of self worth.

Many persons who have had cancer fmd
themselves immobilized, Schimmel said.

They are afraid to move up the C(xporate
ladder, switch careers, because they may be
found out as having had cancer and thus

considered "too risky** for promotions or
company health insurance.

"People still think you can catch cancer,**

said Schimmel. Well-meaning friends and
relatives will be awkward, not only because
of their own fear, but also because of their

ignorance about the disease and about the

emotional needs of the young adults.

Insurance problems

Schimmel *s health insurance company
tried to cancel her policy once she got sick.

She managed to retain her policy through
litigation only to lat^ have the company
declare bankruptcy. Having once had,
cancer, it was impossible to find another
carrier.

*Teople with illnesses such as AIDS,
diabetes and heart diseases cannot get
insurance. The double message is very
damaging psychologically. Ifwe believe we
have a treatable disease, if we believe we
can be cured and we can*t get health
insurance, what does that mean?** Schimmel
is presently covered under a group pc^icy.

An avowed supporter of health education

See CANCER, page 18
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Charity run
said to lie

successfui
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

Alpha Phi and Sigma Alpha
Mu's 5k run to benefit the heart

foundation was "definitely a suc-

cess,'* said Vanessa Owen, Alpha
Phi's philanthropy chair.

_ Of the 340 who registered,

almost 250 people participated,

Owen said. The run raised $3,740
in funds, before expenses.

The first place and grand prize

male winner was James Ortiz, who
received a $100 gift certificate to

"Go Sport" sporting goods store.

Becky Rogoff was the fu-st place
female runner, and was awarded
five guest passes to "Sports Club
L.A." health club— a $100 value.

John Ven Uden was the winner
in the 30 to 50-year-old category
and Milt Gordon captured fu-st

place in the 55-and-older category.
Team winners were Peer-Health

Counselors for the co-ed team and
ROTC-Navy for the male team.

No female team entered.

"Everything went really well
and we are very satisfied with the

results," Owen said.

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

The UCLA chapter of Radical Women will
join the group's 23rd national conference to
organize militant feminism, beginning Satur-
day in Santa Monica.
The conference, called 'The Third Wave of

Feminism: A Candidly Revolutionary
Approach," will focus on theory and strategies
to winning permanent social and political
equality for women.

**The conference is extremely important in
terms of setting our direction for radical
women to come together to look at the feminist

movement," said Mary Ann Curtis, organizer
of the UCLA and Los Angeles chapters of
Radical Women.
The group will discuss right-wing attacks on

women, people of color, gays and lesbians, she
said.

Directors ofthe conference, which ends next
Tuesday, plan to foster discussion on feminist

issues, sucha as handling multi-racial leader-

ship, winning abortion rights and securing
sexual freedom.

The conference title relates the current
women's movement to the suffrage movement
and the feminist movement during the 1960s.
Members of the organization believe

planned
women's equality can be secured through
international democratic socialist revolution
led by women of color, lesbians and working
women.

Activists from Europe, Latin America and
Australia are also expected to participate in the
four-day conference. Curtis predicted success
for the conference "because we are bringing
representatives from across the country."

Keynote speakers include Martha Cotera,
Chicana feminist theoretician and author of
Diosa y Hembra: The History and Heritage of
Chicanas in the U.S.', Clara Eraser, a UCLA
alumna and Jewish labor rights activist; and
Merle Woo, a lesbian activist and educator.

Drug use down among students, survey finds
By Deborah Mesce
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Use of illegal drugs by high school seniors,

college students and other young adults declined in 1989, continuing a
decade-long trend, according to an annual survey released Tuesday.
The survey, ftinddl by the National Institute on I>rug abuse, said

illegal drug use drojroed last year among all three categories of young
people surveyed, and that casual use among high school seniors and
college students is about half what it was a decade ago.

*This reduced demand is attributable largely to the important changes
occuring in the attitudes, beliefs and social norms among our young
people," said Lloyd Johnston, a University of Michigan social scientist^
who helped conduct the survey, which was funded by the National
Institute on Drug Abuse.
He said the decline has come about because anti-drug messages have

made illegal drug use "unfashionable." Agd he noted the dropoff has
been occurring despite students' belief that marijuana and cocaine are

easy to get ,
^

Survey officials, however, said they continue to be concerned about
use of crack, the highly addictive, smokable fcMin of cocaine. Its use
among "mainstream" young adults is declining, the survey found, but not
as much as use of powdered cocaine. Among seniors, 1.4 percent said
they had used crack within the previous 30 days, down from 1.6 percent
in 1988.

The also expressed concern about use of "ice," or crystal

methamphetamine, which was included in the survey for the first time
last year. About 1.2 percent of the seniors surveyed said they had used it

at least once in the past year. Useage was highest in the West, where 3
perdent of the seniors ha(^sed it

The drug MDNA, known as "ecstasy," also was included for the first

time, an4 was shown to have been tried by 3.8 percent of the college stu-

dents and 3.3 percent of the high school graduates not in college.
The survey of college students showed 36.7 percent used an illicit drug

at least once during the previous year, compared with 56.2 percent in

1980, when this survey began. —
/. -
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NEXT SAILING CLASS
BEGINS FEB. 24
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classes await vou.
Or, sail with us "i.iibrmally.*'^^

Dial (213) 823-0048

UCLA
AQUATIC
CENTER

• <

for S) DEAL
AT HOME CLEANERS
UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff,

Get five of your clothes dry cleaned or
laundered and get any of up to five

more items cleaned free of charge.
*

*(Must not require special handling)

Only with,

HOME CLEANERS
Quality Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service
Without leaving Your Home or Office

Call us anytime, any place, for free unlim-

ited pick-up and delivery, and same-day ser-

vice. (Min. 5 items)

(213) 389-3341
Business Hours: M-Sat 7-6.

The Women's Resource Center Presents

The Misunderstood Emotion
Do you lind it hard lo express \our aiii^cr ' 1 earmrii: U) idcnuly and c^p^e^^ anger in licallh)

ways can he dillieull lor mans women. Olien anger nianilesls ilsell in > as s that can he sell-

deslTuetise. Mieh as prohlems wiih food, alcoh«)l, or relationships. This ui-rkshop will diseiiss

why many women have trouble expressing anger, how to recogni/e anger in as v;irious lonns.

and healthy ways lu conimunieaie anger m a variety of situations.

Facilitated hv Lisa I rankel, M.Iul., \LF.( .(„

Main Street Counseliiij; Associates.

Wednesday, February 21

12:00 -1:00 p.m. 2DoddHail
The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development aid Health.

-\
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Israel Awareness Week features tree sale today
By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

Fruits of the earth will give Bruins an
agrarian perspective on Israel today, as

Tsrael Awareness Week activities ccMitinue

with a tree sale on Bruin walk.

For five dollars, students can purchase

certificates ccmfirming that a tree will be

planted in Israel. Representatives of the

UCLA Jewish Student Union (JSU) wiU be

on Bruin Walk starting at 9 a.m.

"We're hoping to sell one hundred by the

end of the year. If we do, we will have a

UCLA grove in Israel," JSU president

Charles Click said Tuesday.
The trees are being planted by the Jewish

National Fund (JNF), an organization

committed to purchasing and reclaiming

land, draining swamps and planting forests

in Israel. By collecting donations through-

out the world in the years leading up to the

1948 founding of the state of Israel, the JNF
was able to purchase much of the present-

day land of Israel, Click said.

"In essence, when we say that Israel

belongs to Jews around the world, it's true,"

he said, adding that the Jewish agency and
the Israeli government "rent" the land from
the JNF.

"In Israel, you cannot buy land. People
have 99 year leases, but in general the land

does not belong to them. The JNF has

helped Israel become what it has been for

forty -years: a home for Jews around the

world," Click said.

Previously, the UCLA Jewish communi-
ty had not worked that closely with the JNF,
Click said. "We had a box (for donations)

on our table on Bruin walk that basically

served as a paperweight," he said. But he

hopes the tree planting will foster a stronger

working relationship with the organization.

Figs, almonds and dates — fruits com-

mon in Israel— will also be given out at the

JSU table "to give people a feel for what the

land produces, and to recognize how much
we owe to agriculture," Click said.

The tree planting is set to coincide with
Tu' Beshevat, a Jewish holiday which
celebrates the land and agriculture. Click
said.

"It's sort of a birthday for trees. Rosh
Hashanah is the New Year for the Jewish
people; Tu'Beshevat is sort of a New Year
for all living things," he explained.

Students will also be encouraged today to

visit Israel to see the fruits of their labor.

Also as part of Israel Awareness Week, a

table with information about student prog-

rams in Israel will be set up on Bruin Walk.
Students can get information about summer,
(Mie-tcrm and year-long programs in Israel

as well as kibbutz work and travel oppor-
tunities.

A representative of Hebrew University in

Jerusalem — with whom the UCLA
Education Abroad Program has a reciprocal

student exchange— will also be present to

answer questions and distribute informa-

tion, Click said.

This year's second Israel Awareness
Week began on Monday with folk-dancing

in Meyerhoff park, a falafel lunch sale and a

debate on Israeli politics. Tuesday night the

Westwood Bayit hosted / Don't Give A
Damn, a film about an Israeli soldier.

"We're trying to present a mixture, to

present Israel in a variety of lights — food,

art, dance and politics," Click said.

The political element will be highlighted

today by UCLA I^fessor Steven Spiegel of
the political science department Spiegel

will conclude Israel Awareness week with a
talk on the strategic alliiipce between the

U.S. and Israel in light of the end of the Cold
War. His appearance is slated for 5 p.m. in

Bunche 6275.

Rainforest Foundation raises million in benefit

^

By John Horn
Associated Press

BEVERLY HILLS — Rock superstars
Sting, Bruce Springsteen and others sang to

save the environment at a star-studded
backyard benefit that sponsors say raised
more than $1 million to preserve Amazon
rain forests.

Musicians Paul Simon, Don Henley and
others joined Springsteen and Sting in what
the latter called "the most expensive garage
band in history" at the benefit to raise

money for the Rainforest Foundation.
The elaborate Monday night dinner party

for 1,000 was attended by such celebrities as
Don Johnson, Billy Crystal, Barbara Strei-

sand and Coldie Hawn. Also there were
such top Hollywood executives as Disney's

Michael Eisner, MCA's Sid Sheinberg and
NBC's Brandon Tartikoff.

"We're becoming more and morq aware
that we're destroying this precious earth,"
Hawn said. "We have the power to
influence others. We have the power to
change minds."

The Rainforest Foundation will use the
money to help save Amazon rain forests and
the Indians who live there, organizers said.
Tickets went for between $5,000 and $500
apiece.

Scientists say the increasing loss of rain
forest acreage to development contributes
to global warming and worsens related
greenhouse-effect conditions.

"We must create a national ethic that
insists on a clean environment," "Cheers"
star Ted Danson told the crowd.

The highlight of the evening was a loose,
one-hour performance by Sting, a longtime
activist for rain forest preservation, and lys
musical friends. Sting, joined by Herbie
Hancock and Branford Marsalis, performed
"Fragile," "My Funny ValenUne" and
"Ain't No Sunshine."

Henley performed his hit "The End of the
Innocence" with Bruce Homsby on piano,
Springsteen performed "The River" and
Simon sang "Slip Slidin* Away."

Cuests at the benefit received copies of
the book "Save Our Planet." Diners were
notified on recycled paper that "Your menu
this evening has been prepared with
organically grown food."

Contrasting considerable attention on
politically correct behavior was the fleet of
gas-guzzling Ihnousincs servicing the party

and an abundance of fiir coats. ^
Henley remarked during the performance

that he and Sting had toured the coat room at
the home of Ted and Susie Fields, who
hosted the event

He said the room was filled with "about a
quarter of a million dollars' worth of dead
animals," adding that he and Sting were
tempted to torch the collection of fur coats.

Before the concert. Sting asked at a news
conference that the public support a letter-

writing campaign urging the Brazilian

government to save 19,066 square miles of
Kayapo Indian land and approve a 10-year
ban on further jungle deforestation.

Among the guests were Cil Cerard and
Joanna Pacula, stars of CBS* new environ-
ment-themed series 'The Elite."

(—^^.X^'vJ&C- '*'f '"f «
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cuisine
'27S WESTWOOD BLVD. LA.

\ \yVi BUS S Of WILSHIRE)
% ? 1 3 « 4 7 8 » ? 8 3 8

HOT HAIR SALON
1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1468

Lip/Chin Wax .$4

Eyebrow $5
ur ivj"rcirf ti . • q /

Bikini Wax $8
Half Leg .$10

Upper Leg & Bikhi $15
Full Leg & Bikini $20

I
seta Mi SBcta ^cvovitv. Int.

.^>^

5Vu Lambda Chapter
presents:

AFRICAN RELIGIONS SYMPOSIUM

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 15 7-9 PM
MORGAN CENTER PRESS ROOM

FEATURING:

DR. KHALLID MUHAMMAD
NATION OF ISLAM

DR. KENNETH ALMER
FAITHFUL CENTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH

KING OJI
FIRST CHURCH OF THE RASTA

FUNDED BY THE
CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEEXffTHE^PROGRAMS^AGRVFFY BOARD

SKI IDAHO
Over Spring Break

1
Trip includes

^ 5 days skiing

^ 5 nights in condos
^ Roundtrip

transportation

^ FREE HAPPY HOUR

Ski with all

of the UC's
March 24::3I, 1990

only $369
Sign up 2nd floor of
the John Wooden

Center

^ UCR

SI 18 roundtrip aiffereson
Northwest Airlines,

not just a great price,

a

Only foistudent American Express Qdmembers.
Apply for ihc American Express* Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape

American Express and Nonhwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordina.^
tT3^vc\ privileges on Nonhwest-exclusively
for student Cardmembers:

CKRTII ICATI-S VALID K)R THI- I'URCHASH
c)FTW()$ii8 RouNiiTRiPTicKKTs-to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig
uous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good for a six month"
period, and they will arrive within six

weeks after you receive the Card Current
Cardmembers will automatically receive
their $118 cenificates by March 15, 1990
provided they are still full time students*

10% OFF ANY NORTHWHST FLIGHT -with
your own personalized discount card, valid

throughJanuary 1991 on all Nonhwx-st and
Nonhwest Airlink flights (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student

cenificates and other certificates,

promotional or special status airfares.)

2.S(K) BONUS MILES TONXARDS VREE TRAVEL-
when you enroll in Northwest's WorWPtrks*
Free Travel Program.

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL

^ed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for

you to become a Cardmember novv;- as a

student, than it will ever be again

X, And remember that as a Cardmem
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you woukl expect from
American Express.

* So don't miss out on a world of great

experiences. Pick up the phone Apply f<

the Card. And stan packing!

Just pick up the phone, call 1 800 942
AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it

immediately (If you have your banking
information handy like your account
number and bank address, it will help

APPLY TODAY

^J

Membenhtp Has Its Pnvilegn*

ITRAVa
RELATED
SERVJCES

AMEX ®
NORTHWEST

AJRUNES
•If you irc »Jrf»dy a studcnc Amcncin Express Cardmember ind »u»t i oucstion aboui this nm.»» ni«^—

^

^~~~
* — —

Ann Srudrn. Markcn. Greensboro. NC 27425 Fare ,s for round.np aWl^sShi^ A^^-fS^tJ^,^lJT^'"^'^r'A i"^'
o^ >«",""*« ID ind class sc hedule ,o Amer.can Fxpress PO Box 3W29

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS- CARD FOR STUDENTS .MORE THAN EVER

-5 . 4"
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SOFT CONTACTS

'H YOJR PRESCR:PTIOfJ

CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

i

DAILY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES [6 mos) $1Qfl-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • BAH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave.

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

MASA.

Menu
$JI5
u. $5.75

"CT A MON-fHI

Y /\ 10fll1.-9:J0PM

JAPANESE FOOD ^n. i2nmn-9pm

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00
•Delicious Teriyaki
•Beef and Chicken Bowls
•Fresh variety Sashimi
•All types or Sushi ^
•PARTY PLATTERS^

^

any menu tdection
with coupon

_^ lo34 Weittrood Blvd.
/iQiM Souih of SMKa Moila BM.)

Call 47S-63SS

FIXlSC A AK.I\.1NC> -'^ SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 2«9«0.

Your Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount ~
i-

The College Line

824-1449

{mmmJ o choice

Family PlanningAssociates

Medical Group

STAMFORD PREP INC.

n

If youVe thinking about taking
Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
*7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan,

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREEL
(2 13) 271-5181

Above, students venture
Into a tunnel near Lot 2.

Left, this glass filled wltti

candy and a condom Is

sold on Bruin Walk.
Below, a card ttiat con-
tains a safe-sex message.

-. .' 4- - ^ .

Photos- by
Suzanne States
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Valentine's
TRANSITIONS

PMbllalfd by tbm Tr«iff«r Studwit A»»oci«tlon Vol. i, no. i

"For this was on seynt Vaientynes
day, whan every foul cometh ther
to chese his make."

Geoffrey Chaucer, in the Parle-
ment of Foules

By Leslie Shelton

Contributor

Chaucer's reference to

the coming together of
birds is the accidental

foundation for many of the

customs of Valentine's day, a
day when, according to

medieval English and French
belief, birds begin their mating
season.

Many students, holding to

that tradition, still value the

customs associated with Valen-
tine's Day, such as the giving
of cards, flowers, candy, and
small gifts.

Many may be unaware of
religious and historical signifi-

cance once, associated with
Feb. 14, which traditionally

commemorated the martyrdom
of two saints of the same
name, Valentine, who died on
the same day in third century
Rome.

But students seem to have
an ongoing love affair with the

day.

"I love Valentine's Day. I

really get into it and go all

out," said senior psychology
student Lori Rovetta, who was
at the student store buying
cards for the occasion. "I'm
going to start the day by
fixing him a special breakfast,"

she said.

Student store employee Chris
Teodovescu said the gifts and
cards are selling quickly and
both women and men are
doing the buying.

Chocolates, a stuffed animal
or maybe a personally written
song are what Teodovescu
intends to give to that special

someone, believing that $70 for

roses is too expensive. This
year, "Valentine's Day is an
opportunity to make a first

impression on someone I have
in mind. I hope it works."

For many students Valen-
tine's I>ay is not necessarily a
time for lovers, but rather a
chance to let family and
friends know how they feel.

"It's a time to show people
how much you care, it doesn't
have to be someone you love
(intimately),** said freshman

TRAffiXTRA!
Premier Edition of TSA Newslerrer i,^ j^^r^t

Unidentified sources report that the TSA newsletter has
been released. Preliminary intelligence indicates that it

contains all the necessary information that the discerning
transfer student might need to focilitate their transition to
UCLA. Watch for it on Bruin walk and in Ackerman
Union. ^\

THAT
YOU
CAN
USE!

From

the

TRANSFErSTUDENT ASSOCIATION

Paid for by Mini-Grants

Israel Awareness Week II continues...
as the Jewish Student Union Presents:

Plant Yourself in

. . .. — MICHAEL HIRSCH
M)ove, Julie Tsai and Marc Ibanez share a schedule of
classes during a noon concert.

SRAEL
Information will be available on year-long,

semester, and summer programs.
Get the scoop on:

• University, kibbutz,
development work.

• The lowest airfares to Israel.
• Subsidies, ^ants, and scholarships.

^It's a day to make everyone else who isn't in love
feel bad.''

Stacey VanGcssel, who plans

to give out cards and candy
even though she does not have
a boyfriend. "I don't feel left

out at all," she said.

While buying a card for a
close friend who attends

Brown University, freshman
Matt Recktenwald said he sees

the holiday as an opportunity

to say hello, but has no
serious opinion about the day.
"It means something, but I

don't know exactly what"
Senior Stacy Albanese

believes the holiday is frustrat-

ing for those without a boy-
friend or girifriend. "It's a day
to make everyone else who
isn't in love feel bad," she

^

said with a laugh. "The flor-

ists. Sees Candies and Hall-
mark — they're aU in on it"

Albanese said she and her
friends plan to mourn Valen-
tine's Day by symbolically
wearing black and then going
out for drinks.

"If you don't have a boy-
friend you don't really feel

that great about it," said junior
Sharon Gidles.

Altiiough attitudes about the

day seemed divided, most
shared, the disappointing reality

of midterm exams and lack of
time. "I'm excited even though
I can't do that much," sopho-
more Brian DeRubertis said.

"It makes me feel good about
myself to let people know I

care."

But wait, there's more...
JSU also presents: A TVee for A Tree!
ilippWfpivinaPlSe^ Y^ nnn yi7
tftxidscape of our
homeland.

* Contribute to the UCLA
Grove in IsraeL

• Buy YOUR tree today«!

Only $6.00.

Nibble on complimentary almonds, dates, figs, etc.

Wednesday, Feb. 14, on Bruin Walk
12 noon - 2 pm

For more info, call 208-3081
Sponsored by lAC. JSU. Ha'Am, AIPAC, HUlel, IBS, UJF, and USAC

!

<
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These lips were among
the Valentine's Day para-
phernalia for sale at the
Students' Store.
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CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC

Your Record Store For 12" Dance Imports
Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock

12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes
Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

June 25 - August 17

Main Session

June 11 - August 17

Language V(brkshops

Writefor catalogue:

Summer Session

22 Wheeler Hall

UC Berkeley

Berkeley, CA 94720

(415)642-561!

Business * Languages "

Sciences • Literature •

Architecture*

Computer Science •

Education * Librarianship *

Psychology • English

as a Second Language *

Tuition is 1 186 plus |60 per

unit. Tuition is the same for

residents and non-residents of

the State of California. Some

courses have special fees.

University of California

«STANLEY H. KAPL\N& Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

Daily Bruin News

The Daily Bruin

rtSSH

TELEPHONE
Answering

Service

"Wt answer
your way

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIQMLLY

ScHauimnn
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213)473-7900

Two smart
ways to
pay for

college.
The Army Reserve has

two smart ways to pav for

college expenses.

"^
I

First. \'0\\ may

^ be eligible for the

Montgomerv
GI Bill which

could provide you uith up to

$5,040 for college or approvedn

Vo/Tech training.

Second, ifyou
have—or obtain—^
qualified student

loan not in default.
2

you could get it paid off at the

rate of 15% per year or $500,

whichever is greater—up to a

maximum of,$iQ,000.

This money could be
yours for serving in a nearby

-Army Reserve unit. Follow-

ing Basic Training and an
Army skill training school,

you'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks a vear. And vou'U earn
over $80 per weekend to start.

Think smart. Give us

a call:

(213) 837-4477

MMlTMOMIl:

ARMrRBERVE

New Germany slated
Nations plan

for reunification

by late March
By Bany Schweld

'

Associated Press

OTTAWA —The United States

and its European allies forged

agreement wiUi the Soviet Union
and East Germany Tuesday on a
two-stage formula to reunite Ger-
many 45 years after the World War
II victors divided it

The nations* foreign ministers

released a terse statement on the

agreement, and U.S. officials

added detail.

In the first stage. East Germany
and West Germany would meet on
legal, economic and political

issues, according to the statement
The talks would begin soon after

East Germany holds its March 18

national elections.

In the second stage the foreign

ministers of the two Germanys
would meet with the foreign

ministers of the United States,

France, Britain and the Soviet

Union "to discuss external aspects

oi the establishment of German
unity, including the issues of
security of the neighboring states?"

The statement hammered out at

an East-West "open skies" confer-

ence, added that **prcliminary

discussions at the official level will

begin shortly.**

Although the statement was not

specific, among the "external

aspects" to be considered by the

Big Four allies of World War II—
who defeated Nazi Germany and
its allies in the most devastating

war in history — will be whether
the new Germany is a member of

the main Western military

alliance, the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization.

The agreement on German
unification was one of two at the

NATO-Warsaw pact conference

capping an extraordinary eight

days of diplomacy that saw U.S.
Secretary of State James A. Baker
in confer with allies and others in

Ireland, Czechoslovakia, the

Soviet Union, Romania, Bulgaria

and finally in Ottawa.

In the second agreement,
accounced by Canadian External

Affairs Minister Joe Clark, the

United States and the Soviet Union
agreed on troop ceilings of
195,000 for each superpower in

Central Europe and an additional

30.000 for the United States

elswhere in Europe. _
The United States wants a

united Germany to remain in the

.

NATO alliance, while the Soviet

Union wants a neutral Gennany.
East Germany now is a member of
the Warsaw Pact

U.S. officials bill the plan as
•Two plus Four," a reference to the

four World War U allies and the

two Germanys.

Economic step taken
toward reunification
By Carol J. Wiliiams

Associated Press

BONN, West Germany — The
Germanys agreed Tuesday to

begin formal talks on making the

West German mark the official

currency of East Germany, a move
that could lay the economic found-
ation for reunification.

In Ottawa, meanwhile, British

Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd
said Tuesday that the Western
alUes and the Soviet Union are

close to agreeing on a way to unite

the Germanys.
The announcement refared to a

U.S. plan to have East and West
Germany work out procedures for

a merger immediately after East
Gennany holds national elections

on March 18.

The allies of World War n —
the United Slates, Britain, France
and the Soviet Union — then will

discuss security questions, includ-

ing whether a reunified Gennany
would be a member of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization.

The Soviets want a neutral

Germany, while the United States

is pressing for NATO member-
ship.

Hurd made the announcement
during an East-West summit on
aerial surveillance.

Deep problems exist between
the government of West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and the

rickety Communist coalition of
East German Premier Hans Mod-
row.

"We still have a difficult streteh

of road ahead of us before fulfil-

ment of German unity," Kohl told

reporters after his meeting with
Modrow.

Their brief summit produced an
agreement to set up a joint com-
mission to devise a way how to

make the West German mark the

official curroicy of both nations.

Although the commission,
which is to b^in talks next week,
will dbal with an importantcompo-

nent of reunification, any system it

comes up with would not be put
into effea until after Modrow's
lame-duck government is suc-

ceeded in March.
The opposition groups want all

important decisions on economk:
recovery put off until after March
18.

But some West German offi-.^

cials who are championing reunifi-

cation waih that East Germany's ^
economic state is so dire that it

could be bankrupt even before the

elections. Kohl said more than*

85,000 East Germans have fled to

West Germany during the past six

weeks.

The West German chancellor

proposed monetary union a week
ago as a means of giving East
Germans confidence of immediate
relief.

Expansion of the mark into East
Germany would demand complete
conversion to a market economy
and would effectively deed eco-

—

nomic control to West Germany^
central bank.

Modrow pressed for immediate ..

Steps after March 18 to join the

German economies, but made—
clear that no action could be taken "-

before then.

The premier instead appealed
for $9 billion in "solidarity aid" to

'

tide over East Germany. West
German Finance Minister Theo
Waigel said massive loans could
not be made when so little detail of
East Germany's financial profile

has been made public.

Modrow claimed his nation has
much to contribute to a unified

Gennany, declaring that national

wealth totals $850 billion, more
than half the gross national product
of the weahhy West German state

that is three times larger.

That statistic illustrated the
difficulty Western officials have in

translating socialist valuations in

non<onvenible curreiicy into
assessmoifs of comparable worth
in hard currency.

—«-
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Drug summit nears
Bush may press for 'radar net'
By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
President Bush may use the four-

nation drug summit to revive the

idea— shunned in Latin America— of using U.S. miUtary forces to

cast a "radar net" over Colombia to

track cocaine-carrying aircraft a
senior adviser said Tuesday.

Brent Scoweroft Bush's nation-

al security adviser, said the idea

was "on the shelf for the moment"
because Colombian officials

balked last year at news reports

that the United States was consid-
ering a naval "blockade" of their

ports.

Scoweroft said the plan probab-
ly would not win approval "in the

next several days"— the summit is

Thursday— b Jt he added that "it's

an idea we think has merit" He
said. "I expect it might be dis-

cussed" at the summit
Another administration official,

speaking anonymously, played
down the sensitive subject calling

it **not a significant agenda item."

Bush, after a pre-dawn flight

from Washington on Thursday,
will join the leaders of Colombia,
Bolivia and Peru in the coastal

resort of Cartagena for six hours of
drug-fighting talks.

The summit site, at a heavily

guarded naval base isolated on a
peninsula, was selected to provide
maximum protection in a nation

torn by drug-related violence.

Underscoring the hazards,
police reported Tuesday that leftist

guerrillas had kidnapped two
Americans in the drug capital of
Medellin. Colombia, to protest

Bush's visit They were identifled

as David Kent a teacher from
Indianapolis, and James Donnelly,

employed by a company that

manufactures hydraulic equip-
ment
Colombian authorities say about

5,000 security agents will be on
hand for the presidents' protection

at the summit
To bolster security, two Ameri-

can warships have been deployed
in the Caribbean, along with a
Colombian escort ship.

The y.S. vessels are the USS
Nassau, an 820-foot amphibious
assault ship which carries helk;op-
ters and a Marine landing team,
and the USS Sampson, a 437-foot
destroyer armed with missiles and
two five-inch guns.

Acknowledging risks involved
in the trip. Scoweroft said, "It's an
unusual situation because there are
in Colombia these guerrilla bands,
terrorist bands with access to funds
to purchase ... any kinds of arms,
and so naturally there are unusual
circumstances."

However, he said. "All the

agencies involved in presidential

security are comfortable with the

arrangements."

In preparation for the summit
Bush called in senior advisers in

the drug war, including Attorney
General EMck Thomburgh; drug
polk7 director William Bennett;

QA Director WiUiam Webster,
Drug Enforcement Administration
Director John Lawn; Gen. Colin
Powell, chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff; Trade Representa-
tive Carta Hills and Health and
Human Servk:es Secretary Louis
Sullivan.

Bush also signed a new United

Nations compact aimed at helping

curb international drug traffic and
urged other nations to do the same,

"to join us in working toother to

rid the world of this menace, the

ntenace from drags."

The Unite4^tates u the fifth of
76 natk)ns to raJSfy tJR^greement
the U.N. Convention Againstm^ Tjraffic in Narcotic Drags,
which calls upon all nations to

make illegal the production, culti-

vation and transportation of nar-

cotics and other dangerous drags.

It also calls for tighter controls

on chemicals used in drag produc-
tion and sets up guidelines for

extraditing drag offenders, seizing

drag-tainted assets and curbing
money laundering.

5,000 agents maice
liig bastion for Busii
By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — George Bush is no stranger to danger in
Colombia.

Eight years ago, as vice president he escaped an apparent
assassination plot in which a load of dynamite was buried under the lone
runway at the Bogota international airport.

The cxptosives were found hours after Bush's plane took off. Only
then did security officials discover the dynamite connected to wires
running to an electrical generator 300 yards away.

Defense Ministry officials theorized that leftist guerrillas rigged the
dynamite in the days before Bush arrived but apparently were unable to
sneak back into the area the day of the flight because the army had sealed
off the airport

The 1982 incident provides a sharp reminder of the risks Bush faces as
he prepares to fly to Colombia on Thursday for a six-hour drag summit
with the presidents of Colombia, Pera and Bolivia.
Colombian authorities say about 5,000 security agents will be

deployed when the leaders meet at a heavily guarded naval base near the
coastal resort of Cartagena.

Aside from the ground forces, U.S. warplanes may be used to escort
Air Force One and Bush's helicopter. In addition, U.S. warships likely
will be stationed in the Caribbean.

"It's a serious environment to deal with," said William A. Hawthorne,
who retired from the Secret Service in 1987 as executive assistant to the
director.

J "The fact that they're going tells me the Secret Service believes they
can provide security in that environment I'm not oarticularly worried,"
Hawthorne said.

Bush, expressing confidence about his security, says he wants to go to
Colombia as an expression of support for its president Virgilio Barco,
^ho^to waging war against the country's drag lords.

Jerry Pan, head of President Reagan's protective detail, said that on a
scale of 1 to 10, the danger to Bush is "probably a seven or an eight."
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Gifts ofLove

Giving vaientines:
Presents include

candy, lingerie,

flowers and pigs

By Patricia Bibby

Associated Press

eh,
St Valentine! How to

capture the rapture? Does
confection affirm affec-

Do flowers flooi^ Or will it— u gold mine to get you to be
mine?

Valentine's Day— colored rose

red, punctuated with arrows from
Cupid's bow, sweet as a bon bon
and pretty as a bouquet— actually

has its roots in blood, gore, guts

and gluttony.

Historians say Valentine's Day
began in the third century, when
two Christian s^nts, both named
Valentine, were , executed.
Because the martyrs' feast day,

Feb! 14, was around the time of a

pagan Roman festival called the

Lupercalia, which celebrated fer-

tility, Sl Valentine was popularly

designated the patron saint of
lovers.

It's been 1,720 years since the

heathens had their way — today,

we shower our sweeties with

perfume, jewelry, lingerie, candy
and flowers.

We'll also buy them pajamas,

stuffed animals in all shapes,

acrylic legs filled with German
chocolate — at $98 a limb at

Macy's — and Vietnamese pot-

bellied pigs.

Americans will give their Val-

entines $611 million worth of

candy this year, about $2.50 in

sweets for every man, woman and
child, says Richard O'Connell,

president of the National Confec-
tioners Association.

If that $61 1 million were trans-

lated into chocolate kisses at the

New York City price of $5 a

pound, about 93 kisses, it would
buy 122.2 million pounds. If all

those kisses were laid end to end,

the chain of chocolate would circle

the gk)be 6.4 times.

If you don't want to make your
baby a blimp, merchants have a

few suggestions.

Bloomingdale's has some
*YeaUy fun boxer shorts with hearts

on them," said spokeswoman
Jennifer Conner. They also have

T-shirts with "big red lips" on
them. The apparel will set you
back about $20.

Victoria's Secret, the mildly

racy lingerie chain, offers toiletries

for those who don't feel their

relationships are up to intimate

underthings.

^ But business is still brisk in

undies, said spokeswoman Laura
Holbrook. "Oversized satin T-
shirts, silk camisoles and pants in

rich gem colors like emerald, ruby,

sapphire will be big," she said.

Always popular is the romantic

staple — a simple red rose.

Seventy million roses will be sold

for Valentine's Day, the biggest

day of the year for rose sales, the

Society of American Rorists pre-

dicts. Eighty percent will be red,

the rest mostly pink and yellow.

The other Valentine tradition—
exchanging cards — is booming,

-

said Leslee Parsons, a spokeswo-
man for the American Greeting

Corp. They expect more than 1

billion valentines to be given this

year. Schoolchildren give the most
cards, she said. -

But back to the chocolate. The*
National Confectioner's Associa-
tion says Americans* increasing
health consciousness is actually

boosting the industry.

"Americans are treating them-'

selves to confections and sweets,

but because they are more health

conscious and woricing out, they

don't feel as guilty," said spokes-

man Brian Muloney. "In fact,

there's m(xe working out and
pigging out"

And there are some who will

literally pig out

Paradise Pigs, which sells the

latest trendy pet Vietnamese pot-

bellied pigs, says it has received

orders for Valentine's Day pigs,

which cost from $1,500 to $2,500
for males and about $5,000 for

females.

The pigs are prized because they
stay small, ranging from 25 pounds
to 150 {XMinds, and have sunny
dispositions.

*T6r a lot of our customers, it's.,

like having a kid," said Paradise

Pig's owner, Kris Bryant

Clinic offers iuxury
piastic suigery deai
By Lee Sieg»l

Associated Press
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rw^ wo Los Angeles plastic surgeons are promoting the **perfea"

I Valentine's Day gift for Tinseltown women who have everything:

M a nose job, facelift or liposuction, accompanied by limousine
noes, roses and ritzy accommodations.
"We call it the gift that keeps on giving ^- cosmetic surgery," said Dr.

John Williams.
*

Williams said he and his 65-year-old twin broth^ Dr. Jim Williams, /

"expect a kK of flak. There's a lot ofjealousy in this particular specialty.

It's very competitive."

The public relations firm hired by the Williams' five-surgeon

outpatient clinic, Aesthetica, recently issued a "news release" contending

that "the perfect gift for the woman who has everything is the ultimate

cosmetic surgery experience."

"A stretch limousine will pick up your loved one at honfe and whisk

her to the plush facilities at Aesthetica ... for the procedure of her

choice. There, she will be treated to a Dior robe and a Louis Vuitton over-

night case containing her favorite object de toilette," the press release_^

gushed. •

"After surgery . . . your loved one will be chauffeured to a private

hideaway bungalow at the world-famous Bel Air Hotel."

She will then be greeted by "a private nurse at her beck and call for the

next 24 hours ... a dozen red roses, a heart-shaped box of Godiva Val-
entine's Day chocolates and a special love poem written just for her."

Then comes a romantic gourmet dinner, and "at the end of the first day-

's recovery period, the doctor will visit for a check on the patient and
bring with him the final gift: a pair of 14-carat gold-plated sunglasses

—
from Tiffany's for true anonymity.**

\^

Mandela returns home
120,000 people

cram stadium

to greet leader

By David Crary

Associated Press

SOWETO, South Africa —
Nelson Mandela came home a hero
Tuesday, welcomed after nearly

three decades by ah ecstatic throng
of blacks whoi^elighted in his

freedom.

More than 120,000 people
crammed into the country's largest

stadium to greet the man revered
by most South African blacks as
their leader.

*The march toward freedom and
justice is irreversible," Mandela
told the roaring crowd in the

township that has become one of
the bleakest symbols of apartheid.

At what the independent South
African Press Associaticxi called

the largest political rally ever in

southern Africa, Mandela
exhorted blacks to end their fac-

tional disputes, take control of a
crisis-ridden school system^ and
work with discipline to end white-
minority rule.

Whites, he said, must be reas-

sured that "a South Africa without
apartheid will be a better place for

all."

Some spectators came six hours
early to get seats, and the 80,000-
seat stadium was overflowing by
the Ume Mandela arrived. Youths
perched precariously on wall tops,

others scaled 120-foot-high light

towers, and more than 30 people
were injured as crowds shoved and
pushed to get a view of the podium.

Joy shook the stadium when
Mandela, 71, emeiged from an
underground walkway, saluting

with a raised fist

"Mandela! Mandela!" the
crowd roared as he slowly walked
around the field, flanked by toi^

leaders of his African National
Congress and other anti-apartheid

groups. People thrust fists into the

air and danced as Mandela passed
them.

•Today, my return to Soweto
fills my heart with joy," Mandela
said. "At the same time, I have
returned with a deep sense of
sadness that you are still suffering

under an unjust system."

In Cape Town, the government
issued its first formal response to

Mandela's statements since his

release Sunday after more than 27

years in prison.

Constitutional Development
Minister Gerrit Viljoen said the

government agreed with Mandela
that apartheid must be eliminated

and voting rights extended to

blacks. But he criticized Mande-
la's support for continued guerrilla

violence and economic sanctions,

*The government is not pre-

pared to accede to the handing over
of power," Viljoen said. "If that is

the goal of the armed struggle, then
there is no meaningful way
ahead." ^-^^——
Mandela, speaking from a

podium on the playing field, said

the thought of returning to Soweto
helped him endure his years in

prison, serving a life term for

starling.the ANC's guerrilla war.

"God bless Africa," the crowd
sang in rolling cadences after

Mandela ended his speech, raised

his fist again and joined in the

anthem of the anti-apartheid

movement
Two helicopters then descended

onto the field and took him, his

family and top aides to a smaller

stadium in Soweto. From there he
drove in a motorcade — esccxted

by Soweto police: with ANC flags

on their motorcyles — to the

modest four-roomed brick house
he lived in before his airesL

Mandela waved to about 2,000
people waiting outside, then
walked into his home.

In his nearly 30-minute speech,

Mandela deplored the poveity and
suffering endured by many in

Soweto, a sprawling township of
2.5 million people that has been a

home base for the anti-apartheid

movement
'*Our people need proper hous-

ing, not ghettos like Soweto," he
said. "Our people need a living

wage."

He said the ANC would "con-

tinue the armed struggle as long as
the violence of apartheid con-

tinues." He also condemned
black-against-black violence,
saying it had weakened the fight

against apartheid.

"We must take bold steps ... to

end the mindless violence" in

Natal Province, he said. More than

50 blacks have been killed in

fighting there this week, and more
than 2,500 since 1986.

He also addressed the white-run

security forces, which he said

many blacks view as instruments

of repression.

"I call on the police to abandon
apartheid," he said. "Join in the

march to new South Africa."

N. Korean soldiers fire

upon S. Korean post
By C. W. Lim

Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea— Military officials said Korean soldiers fired

on a South Korean guardpost in the demilitarized zone Tuesday, the eve
of U.S. Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney's arrival.

The UJ^. Command, which is led by the United States, said the North

Koreans fired 20 bullets at the guardpost near a border area Cheney plans

to visit.

U.S. officials said the shooting occurred at 6:1 1 a.m. about two miles

southwest of thejoint security area at Panmunjom, the truce village in the

demilitarized zone between the Koreas. They said the South Koreans did
not return fire and no injuries were rqx)rted.

Cheney is to visit Panmunjom and nearby U.S. camps Friday, the thii^d

day of his visit to South Korea for security talks.

Firing covered several seconds, but the type of weapons Used waS not

Clear, U.S. officials reported. -o..

The commission oversees the truce that en4ed the 1950-53 Korean
war. The communist North and capitalist South remain technically at war
because no peace treaty has been signed, and the DMZ is one of the

world's most heavily guarded borders.

, Shooting incidents in the zone have been frequent but military

"observers say the number has decreased in recent years, especially near

the truce village where periodic talks are held.
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'Massive national effort' lias failed yiANPEiA

Environmentalist Bany
Commoner writes booK
By Mike Feinsllber

Associated Press'^^^'

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Despite the expenditure of tens of
billions of dgflars to clean iu the

environment is about as polluted as

it was 20 years ago, says pioneer-

ing environmentalist Barry Com-
moner.

"There is inescapable evidence

that the massive national effort to

. restore the quality of the environ-

ment has failed," Commoner
writes in his "Making Peace with
the Planet," to be published in

Ajxil.

*The Congress has mandated
massive environmental imjxove-
menu the EPA has devis^ elabo-

rate, detailed means of achieving

this goal; most of the prescribed

measures have been carried out, at

least in part; and in nearly every
case, the effort has failed to even
apfwoximate the goals," he writes.

Commoner, 72, a biologist and

an organizer of the first Earth Day
in 1970, directs the Center for the

Biology of Natural Systems at

(Queens College in New York.
Ruth Caplan, executive director

of Environmental Action, agreed
in pan with Commoner's assess-

ment but says "the environment
would be much worse today if it

weren't for the passage and
implementation of the major envir-

onmental laws of the 1970s."

She said in a telephone inter-

view that the environment remains
fouled because of a vast increase in

polluting sources — in both cars

and miles driven, for example —
and because new fx'oblems such as

global warming have arisen. They
have been caused in pan by
sources, such as cartx)n dioxide,

that in the 1970s weren't viewed as

troublesome.

Commoner, in his new book,
espouses a view that is becoming
widespread in the environmental
movement Further progress will

result only when pollutants arc not

allowed to be produced.

While most environmental laws
seek to control released pollutants,

largely through devices ranging
from automobile catalytic conver-

ters to smokestack scrubbers.

Commoner argues that "the
destruction of our environment
begins in our farms and factories

— and that's where we have to go
to save it."

Commoner cited a 92 percent

decline between 1975 and 1987 in

airborne concentrations of lead,

which caused brain damage in

children, and a 37 per^t decrease
in the lead levels in children's

blood between 1976 and 1982.

Those improvements, he says,

came after leaded gasoline was
banned.

The incidence of DDT in

humans' body fat fell by 79
percent between 1970 and 1983,

Commoner says. The insecticide

was banned in 1972.

Environmental victories also

have been won by banning
cancer-causing PCBs, barring

atmospheric nuclear tests and
removing mercury from the chlor-

ine-making process, he says.

On the other hand. Commoner
says, most pollutants that wers to

have been controlled by devices

haven't been curbed much.
"A control device always allows

some pollution to enter the envi-

ronment, so that increased |x^o-

ductive activity negates the

device's intended effect," he says.

"In contrast, when a pollutant is

simply eliminated or banned, its

rate of entry into the environment
falls permanently to zero."

"On the average, the emission of

. particulates, sulfur dioxide, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides and
volatile organic compounds
decreased by only 18 percent

between 1975 and 1987.

Commoner argues that society

must shift to products that don't

pollute or pollute less, such as

lighter cars powered by low
compression engines that don't

throw off nitrogen oxides, an
ingredient in acid rain; organic

farming; emphasis on railroads

and mass transit; solar power and
co-generation; weatherizing
homes; recycling; and the use of

plastics only when they are really

needed, such as for artificial hearts

and videotape.
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From page 1

only a first step in ending apar-

theid. "It is not the end of the

struggle by any means," pipers

said.

"Even though it's a beginning,

there still needs to be a lot of
changes," said Etominique Mac-
Curtin, a junior in anthropology

and African Studies.

MacCurtin was one of three in

the crowd who raised a clenched

fist in the air, saluting as four

ralliers sang the South African

national anthem. Shouts of
"Amandla," the South African

word for "Power," served as a

refrain for the rally along with

yeUs of "Viva Mandela!"
*To us. Nelson Mandela means

fight on," said Sipho Nwayo, a
graduate student from South Afri-

ca. "Nelson Mandela means unity

in action." >

Mandela may be a symbol of the
fight for freedom and equality in

South Africa, but the ralliers

Tuesday agreed that he is pan of a
lai^ger force.

"This is not just something that

is somehow limited to one man,"
Alpers said. "We get far too caught

up in the United Slates in the

symbol and not the reality."

AIDS
From page 1

situation."

Some believe, however, that

today's gay and lesbian communi-
ties arc, on the whole, beuer
informed than anyone perceives.

*The majority of members (of

the gay and lesbian community)
are extremely well-informed,"
said Kathleen Entler, co-chairwo-
man of . the Gay and Lesbian
Association. "But there remains a

small group who are ignorant of
the means of transmission and
seriousness of the disease."

And activist organizations such
as APLA are concentrating much
effort on ihis group of AIDS-
ignorant individuals, Entler said.

"The statement (that gays are

ignorant about AIDS) was aimed
at awakening the unknowing few,"

Entler said. "This needs to be done,
and APLA is doing it We need
them."

But the gay and lesbian com-
munity is not the only segment of
society that needs to be awakened
to the problem. Mart said. Heter-

osexuals can also become infected,

a fact which many people do not
understand, he said.

"People still say it just can't

happen to me, I am not gay," Mart
said. "That is one of the most
ignorant things I have ever heard."

Adults, especially college stu-

dents and professionals, typically

feel invincible and believe that

they will not be affected by the

disease. Mart said.

"When I speak at high schools,

the students usually know about
the disease and talk with me," he
said. "But when I'm at colleges

and workplaces, people never say

a word because they are afraid of
getting the finger pointed at them."

Save
A

Life

GIVE
BLOOD
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Building Soviet opposition parties unfamiiiar tasic
Competition in Soviet elections dominated

by personalities, issues, political activist says

By Walter R. Mears
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — He is 32, an
intense young man bent on political change,
dealing in the ^miliar fare of issues,

endorsements and voter opinion as he looks
toward the 1990 campaign. Men and
women like him do the daily business of
U.S. politics as the executive directors of
state Democratic and Republican parties.

While their tasks arc comparable, their

chaHenges arc not
For Arkadiy Murashev is secrctary to a

fledgling opposition movement in the
Soviet Union, seeking to build a political

party, not just manage one.
Murashev, a Moscow physicist who

came to political life when his scientist

colleagues nominated him for the Congress
of People's Deputies, told of the work and
aims of his movement in sometimes halting

English.

He was in Washington in what might
seem unlikely company, on a 10-day visit

sponsored by conservative political activ-

ists.

The Free Congress Foundation and its

president, Paul Weyrich, were his sponsors
and guides at a series of sessions with
conservative groups, government t)fficials

and members of Congress. Weyrich and six
other conservative political tacticiLiis went

Blue diips
recovering
aftershock
By Joyce M. Rosenberg
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Pripes closed
mixed on Wall Street Tuesday as
the stock market mulled a likely

Chapter 1 1 filing by the parent of
Drcxel Bumham Lambert Inc.

Stocks opened lower after the

federal government announced
robust rctail sales figures for

January, and then took a sharp dive
after E>rexel Bumham Lambert
Group Inc. said it might seek
federal bankniptcy court protec-

tion for most of the investment
firm's operations.

Drexel said Tuesday it had
defaulted on about $100 million in

loans and a lack of cash threatened

other defaults.

Prices for blue chip stocks

began to come back slowly as the

market digested both develop-

ments. However, analysts, who
said traders remained in a negative

mood, predicted the market would
turn downward within the next few
days.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age rose 4.% to 2,2624.10 after

falling more than 26 points earlier

in the session.

The broader market lagged the

industrials. Declining issues out-

numbered advancers by a margin
of about 5 to 4 in nationwide
trading of New York Stock
Exchange-listed stocks, with 675
up, 804 down and 489 unchanged.

Volume on the floor of the Big
Board dime to 144.44 million

shares, up from 118.39 millibn

Nationwide, consolidated vol-

ume in NYSE-listed issues,

including trades in those stocks on
regional exchanges and in the

over-the-counter market, totaled

176.24 million shares.

The Drexel announcement came
as only a small surprise to Wall

Street, which had been aware of

the investment fum's problems.

But the news cast a pall over

trading as ticker services reported

"Drexel developments throughout

the day.

Analysts said investors were
concerned that the rest of the

^securities industry would be hit by
fallout from a Drexel Chapter 11

filing.

to eastern Europe and to Moscow last fall on
a two-week political training mission.

Murashev was one of about 45 Soviet

participants.

The Soviet political rules changed while

he was in Washington, as leaders of the

Communist Party agrded to relinquish its

guarantee of monopoly power and to permit

the creation of opposition parties.

*We must move with the tide, must move
with the people, and not be left behind by
events," said government spokesman Gen-
nadi Gerasimov.
Murashev said the changes adapted to

reality. "This plenum declared the situation

that already existed in the Soviet Union," he

told a group of conservative activists and
congressmen. "And when we return, for us,

it's no change."

He is secretary of the Interregional

Group, an opposition umbrella group

claiming ties with about 400 of the 2,250

members of the Congress of People's

^

Deputies. Its leading figurc is Boris Yeltsin,

the one member of the Communist Central

Committee who voted against Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's political refom plan because

he contends it doe<'n't go far enough.

Yeltsin wants an immediate change to a

multi-party democratic system and a free

market economy.
Goi1>achev has liberalized the Soviet

political system gradually over the past five

years, changes that permitted formation of

the Inteircgional Group and other move-
ments. The Congress of People's Deputies

was created as part of the Gorbachev reform

movement; it first met in 1989. The
opposition has a foothold there; about 10

percent of its delegates are not ip^bers of

the Communist Ptaty. That legislSfive body
meets again late in the spring and is to

consider the constitutional changes the

communist leadership agreed to last Wed-
nesday.

Strictly speaking, the Interregional

Group is not a political party. 'Theoretical-

ly, they haven't had other parties." Weyrich
said. "But it has all the attributes of a party,"

The gi^Hip^^sponsors and supports candi-

dates in Soviet elections. It has a platform

and \2Mss positions on issues. It is organiz-

ing ^T regional elections late this winter

and early in the sprine. balloting compar-
able to state legislative elections in the

United States.

Murashev won his seat in the Congress of

People's Deputies last year, with 54 percent

of the vote in a four-way race. Among the

rivals he beat to win a five-year term was the

district Communist Party secretary. At the

time, Murashev waf a candidate for

Communist Party membership, a process

that takes a year. When he became eligible

in December, Murashev said, he declined

membership. "I refused to be a communist
after that"
' By his account, the competition in Soviet

elections so £ar has been dominated by
personalities and their chosen issues. *Tell

me. this candidate, is he against Yeltsin or

with him?" Murashev said voters would ask

him. He said people also look for lists of

candidates favored by the Interregional

Group. **They say if you give us the list of

candidates, we will be voting for them." he

said.

At fffst. he said, the fledgling opposition
parties probably will cooperate, going into
competition with one another as the process
matures.

For all the speed of reform so far. that
may take time. The Communist Party may
yield its constitutional dominance, but it

will still have the money, the manpower, the
organization, the know-how, all the compo-
nents of political power. It also has jobs—
patronage on a scale no American political
boss could have imagined.

These refilbUe thermal mugs give you

convenieffKe and savings - while sup-

porting ASUCLA's Recycling Prograiti.

Using a refiHable mug means you^l help

with source reduction by using fewer

throwowoy paper and polystyrene cups.

And you'll save 20% on large dispensed

beverages including soft <kinks, coffee

and fresh orange juice. These 20-oz.

thermal mugs ore just one port of

ASUCLA's efforts to reduce, reuse and

recycle. You con use your mug at any

ASUCLA Food Service location except

Jimm/s and Kerckhoff Coffee House -

and Choose to Conservel
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FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

PERMANENT RESIDENCE,
H-1 VISAS

WORK PERMITS
"GREEN CARDS »

LAW OFFICE OF:
TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIFIED

IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST
OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474^2545
CALL FOR CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTWOOD BL.

^^ DID SHERLOCK
FIND A CAVITY?

See Dr. Friedman

Cosmetic <Sl General
Dentistry

For Appointment:
•TOOTH BONDING 478-0363
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire <Sl Santa Monica)

58,200 Readers
Daily

Advertise 825-2161
• • • •

mmMm&mmmmmm;:!mmmmmmm:mmmmmim&^

UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

ARE YOU READY FOR: m

LET THE PEER HEALTH EDUCATE AND
ADDRESS YOUR CONCERNS ON:

MAKING LOVE BETTER
Tips on developing and maintainilig healthy relationships.

Wednesday, Feb. 14 7:00 pm Dykstra Fireside Lounge

CONTRACEPTIVES
Contraceptive awareness, resource and education clinic. PHC's
will discuss all of the contraceptives options available, their

effectiveness and correct utilization.

Thursday, Feb. 15 7:00 pm Sproul 4 North

For more information (or to schedule a group presentation) call

or visit 401 Kerckhoff 9-5 M-F 825-8462. Reasonably priced.

Non-prescriptive contraceptives sold at office.

Sponsored by USAC/SWC aad Student Health Service.

Firm makes
conversation

candy iiearts

By Dana Kennedy—,
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Only
the messages have changed on

those familiar Valentine's Day
staples: conversation hearts. "Ski-

doo" and "Oh You Kid" have

given way to "Luv ya" and "Let's

Rock."

The medium — small, colored

candy hearts— remains the same.

The New England Confection-

ery Company, better known as

Necco, originated "conversation

hearts" at the turn of the century. It

ceased production in 1920 but

revived them six years ago when
company officials decided they

had become popular again.

Today, it's Valentine's Day
year-round at the company's huge,

nondescript building. Nec(k&-
chums out 1.7 billion conversati(ni

hearts a year and is believed to be

the leader among several compa-
nies that make them.

"I think people today, in spite of

what they say about them, are more
interested in talking about their

thoughts and feelings than we ever

were," said Charles Welsford,

systems manager of the Necco
company. -

Xandy has long been a way of

expression between people. Peo-
ple love conversation hearts," he

said Tuesday.

Necco makes the hearts on the

same machines that produced them
in the early 1900s. On one floor of

the sprawling plant, dozens of
white uniformed employees scurry

around a maze of huge vats of

sugar, rollers and conveyor belts.

Necco, which also makes cho-

colates and a series of candy bars,

makes conversation hearts from
the same ingredients as its famous
Necco wafers — a mixture of

sugar, com syrup and dextrose.

It's a simple process. The
conversation hearts are almost 100

percent sugar, which is blended

into a paste in large troughs. The
mixture is then rolled onto a

conveyor belt like a blanket, where
a {Hinting mechanism engraves the

sayings onto the paste. A cutter

mold, which operates at 145
strokes a minute, cuts out 37 hearts

per stroke during each eight-hour

shift

The tiny hearts are the most
popular but Necco also makes a
slightly larger version as well.

"I know they're popular because
it's not even Valentine's Day and
we're already out of them," Jean

Philippe Simonet, manager of the

Fanny Farmer candy shop in

Boston, said Tuesday.

Necco employee Anthony Star-

opoli says he never tires of them,

and he's been working at the plant

for 43 years.

"People arc crazy for them,"

said Staropoli.

CANCEI^
From page 6

and welfare, Schimmel concludes

that the entire health care system is

financially overburdened" and
inadequate.

"In a truly democratic society, a
truly sophisticated nation, in order

to maintain its status your people
have to be healthy. If your people
aren't healthy, can you have a
healthy nation?"

Schimmel, among many others,

believes a lot of cancers are

environmentally induced. "Whcic^
is the social responsibility?" she
asks.

^-
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New rep
condemns
regMlation
By Kathteen Grubb
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — A Senate
report released Ttiesday found that

the state Department of Food and
Agriculture overruled its own
scientists in registering 20 pesti-

cides, including some brands of
lice shampoo, flea foggers and
other househcrid products.

But the Agriculture Department
disputed the report, calling it

inaccurate and politically moti-
vated.

The report by the Senate Office
of Research said Agriculture
Department medical toxicok)gists

recommended against approving
use of the products because of
insufficient testing or inadequate
warning labels about ^their health

effects.

The authors of the report said
their spot check suggests that

hundreds of the 13,000 pesticide

products on the market may have
been imiMX)perly registered.

Two Democratic legislators

said they are outraged and will

seek hearings on the Agriculture
Department's regulation of pesti-

cides.

"The results to me are shocking.
I feel a sense ofoutrage at what has
been diseased by this review,"
said Sen. Nick Petris of Oakland,
who requested the Senate report
Sacramento Assemblyman

Lloyd Connelly said: "There's a
clear patton of suppressing or
altering medical information that

would affect how and what pesti-

cides are registered in the state of
Califomia. In a way, it's a consfM-
racy of pseudoscience within the

Califomia Department of Food
and Agriculture."

Petris and Connelly renewed
their calls for stripping the Agri-
culture Department of the authori-

ty to register pesticides and turning

the task over to the state Depart-
ment of Health Services.

Critics say the Agriculture
Department is too closely aligned
with pesticide manufacturers and
growera, but the department con-
tends its pesticide regulation prog-
ram is the workl's toughest

**This report takes numerous
incidents out of context to fulfill

political agendas," James Wells,
assistant chief of the Agriculture

Department's pest management
division, said in a prepared state-

ment
*^t is a distortion of fact and a

sjpp in the face to haid-workii^
and dedicated professionals in

both the medical ioxicok)gy and
the registration branches of the

Califomia Department of Fbod
and Agriculture.**

The report, titled ''Regulation

vs. Practice: A Review of the

Califomia Department of Fbod
and Agriculture's Pesticide
Registration Process," includes

internal memorandum from toxi-

cologists complaining about
actions by the agency's pesticide

registration t)ainch.

The scienuts complained in

three memos, dated from April

1986 to May 1988, that a variety of
officials had ignored their recom-
mendations, disregarded policies,

distorted legal nuindates and in one
case altered a scientific document

Give

blood!
-A'

Dally Bruin

readeis spend
$4,068,180
on clothes

EVERY MONIH.

Couldnt your
business
nil a few
dosets?

ADVERTISE
In the Dally Bniln .

825-2161

you or tomeone you know
has been raped ...
Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these
feelings alone.

I

We^e here to help. ^

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services Con-
sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify and
assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer any
questions that may arise.

--«t'M. , ,— .l^h
'

-If:

For more information, call the Women 's Resource
Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Rally

and askfor an RSC.

The Wmeietni$mct.€m^isMstrPke m^^^^^^^^StuiUttam^^fmtm^a^Be^lilL
MMMMHMMMMiMHMaiHiiiM^A^

OUR FUTUR
OUR BUSINESS!

T

•u

he Broadway's Executive Development Program provides

specialized training to introduce you to our company, and to

prepare you for your first management assignment as an Area

Sales Manager.

The Area Sales Manager position provides management
experience in a customer driven selling environment. It involves

customer service, the direction and development of sales

associates, merchandise presentation, and operational

responsibilities. As an Area Sales Manager, you will also have
the opportunity to implement many of your own ideas as we

value the entrepreneurial spirit. It is the first step in what can
be a challenging and most rewarding career in retail.

At The Broadway, we are committed to promotion based
on achievement and offer a wide range of growth opportunities.

Therefore, if you are responsible, assertive, possess effective

communication skills, and enjoy a fast paced environment, we
want to meet you. Check with your career placement office to

anrange an interview or send your resume, with cover letter, to:

— V- The Broadway Executive Recruitment, 3880 North Mission

Road, Los Angeles, Califronia 90031

We will be Interviewing on campus
Thursday, February 22, 1990

See Career Placement For Details

». THE BROADWAY
The Broadway Southern Califomia is a Division of Carter, Hawley, Hale.

An equal opportunity employer.
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i^ATTENTION:^
aCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical facufty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOGD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

. (corner of Westwood Blvd.) ^

'^*" (213) 208-8 188"*^*"

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

081 Westwood Suite 2244754135J

BUG ENGINE REBUILD

$749 ''
COMPLETE W/ -ARTS.
LABOR. INSTAUjO.TlON &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED. v^ • M ^ 9
NO HIDDEN charges:' (VWTH REBULDABL2 CORE)

MAINTENANf:F ^JFRVirF
1. TinMp 4. CM Oiiw... linkup
2. V«J«7i«
|3. LUm 6 CktA Mi

7. S««*M

8 Omck BMtmy Wahv
9. huad Fnnl Enl
10. Obnipfnuai
11. farawa Tnt Coolk«

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (j«P«n>^.^)

(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra) I )iXQgE)[-^l

(VW Bug)

$74.^5
he Pub & Labor (Gas & Ak RIer odra

TOYOTA

^11)

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30
THIS IS AN HONEST GAIMGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

The Student Welfare Commission and Student Health Services Present

AIDS Awareness Week
.

•
**

February 12th to 16fh

Information Booth: Monday through Friday, 11 am to 2 pm:
Schedule of events, pamphlets, and Free Condomgrams.

Wednesday, February 14th :^

;
"

-

- ^^^-
"

12:00 - 2:00 pm

7:00

Thursday, February 15th

1 :00 - 3:00 pm

AIDS and Ethnic Communities
Ackerman 2408

PHC's Making Love Better*
Dykstra Fireside Lounge

"AIDS and the Individual -

A Personal Perspective"
Ackerman 2408

3:00 - 4:00 pm

7:00 -

7:00 -

Friday, February 16th

12:00 - 1:00 pm

Saturday, February 17th

9:00 - 12:30

Women and AIDS
Ackerman 2408

PHC's C.A.R.E. Outreach
Sproul Hall - 4 'North

Kaleidoscope Theatre
Sproul Fireside Lounge

Noon Concert with Naked Rhythm
Bruin Plaza

.....»• s .

GALA Dance
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center

In order to enter the Residence Halls after 7 pm you must be accompanied by a
resident.

•Contraceptives oxe available lr> the PHG Office, 401 Kerckhoff =

Voyager to snap
photos of whole
solar system
The Associated Press

PASADENA— The Voyager 1

spacecraft traveled further into

deep space Tuesday, ready to

begin shooting a photographic

montage that scientists hoped
would produce an unprecedented
family portrait of the planets.

The Voyager 1 space probe,

which produced magnificent
close-up images of Saturn, is now
about 3.7 billion miles from Earth
for what scientists describe as a
unique long-distance shot of the

entire solar system.

"This is not just the first time,

but perhaps the only time for

decades that we'll be able to take a
picture of the planets from outside

the solar system," said Edward C.
Stone, a physicist at the California

Institute of Technology who is the

chief Voyager scientist.

The spacecraft's computer was
instructed to bSgin snai^ing pic-

tures at 5:12 p.m. PST, said Mary
Hardin, a spokeswoman at

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laborat-
ory.

It would be several hours,
however, before JPL scientists

could confirm that the cameras
switched on, Hardin said. Instruc-

tions U) the spacecraft's computer
were transmitted on Jan. 15, with
more detailed orders issued Feb. 2.

A camera on another interp-

lanetary shutterbug, the Jupiter-

bound Galileo probe, snapped
nKwe than 400 unnecessary pic-

tures as it swooped jMist Venus
early Saturday. Engineers later

determined the problem was in a
computer program sent from Earth
to tell Galileo what to do and when
to do it.

Voyager 1 has reached a van-
tage point high above the planets,

which all have orbits roughly
within a plane extending from the^

sun's equator.

Because of other demands^n
NASA Deep Space Tracking
Antennas, the photos won^t be sent

'

back to Earth until lat6 March. It

will be late April before they
images can be processed.

The sun and seven of the solar

system's nine planets are expected
to appear as mere points of light

against a starry backdrop, JPL
officials said.

Mercury, the innermost planet,

will be too close to the sun to be
distinguished by Voyager's
cameras and Pluto is too far away
and too small to show up in images
taken by the spacecraft

The montage of 64 frames will

be too large to be published. But
NASA may exhibit the eight-by-

10-inch photos on a wall, assem-
bling them like a photo mosaic b^
Los Angeles artist David Hockney— except the exhibit will stretch

100 feet or more.

"It's going to be the latest in •

modem art," Hardin said.

Did you kifow?

'^
The Daily Bruin
is printed on
100% recycled

^^)aper.
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Computer
primers for

non-techies
By Larry Blasko

Associated Press

When a technical thing troubles

you, just wait a bit Michael A.
Banks is probably writing a book
that will make it all clear.

Banks, of MUford, Ohio, is the

author of *The Modem Reference"
and co-author of "Word Process-
ing Secrets for Writers." Now he
txings us his two newest books,
"Getting The Most Out of
Deskmate 3" and "Understanding
Fax and Electronic Mail."
The 361-page DeskMate book is

at Radio Shack stores for $21.95

^ and is also at Waldenbooks. Brady
Books is the publisher. The E-mail
book is $19.95, and Howard W.
Sams and Company is the
publisher.

DeskMate 3 is the Tandy Corpo-
ration's answer to one of the main
irritations of current computing—
different command structures for

every applications program. That
makes about as- much sense as

different controls for acceleration

and steering on every car. What
DeskMate does is take a growing
number of programs and bring

them into the corral of a common
DeskMate command structure.

For the user, that means once
you learn how to get around in

DeskMate you've learned how to

use the other programs. DeskMate
itself is a bundle of programs that

cover most needs of ordinary
computing, including wcM'd pro-

cessing, graphics, calculator, note-

pad and calendar, filing system,

telecommunications that will run
on any reasonably equipped MS-
DOS computer.

But with any software so versa-

tile, you get the most use if you
have a clear understanding of what
features are available and exactly

what button tp push when. That's
where Banks excels. A non-techni-
cal reader will find clear, k)gical,

concise instructions delivered in a
friendly tone with easy-to-read

type and appropriate illustrations.

When you consider that "Get-
ting The Most Out ofDeskMate 3"

is sold in Radio Shack stores where
a pretty decent manual comes with
the software, you begin to under-
stand that the book is well written.

"Understanding Fax and Elec-
tronic Mail" is a nicely guided
271 -page walk through the explo-

sion of telecommunications that

seemed to start about five years

ago. Facsimile machines were
around long before that, of course,
and electronic messaging dates to

the days of the telegraph. But for

many of us, it seemed as though
suddenly there were fax machines
on every desk. E-mail networks
sprouting like old potatoes — and
lots of confusion.

Banks tackles the confusion
head on, breaking down informa-
tion into well organized chapters

that end with a review and a quiz.

Knowing the answers to most of
the questions means you under-

stand enough of the material tp

move on. You can learn how things

work, the tradeoffs and the impor-
tant considerations before making
a purchase. The book is a must-
read for those in business, espe-
cially small business, who are

about to buy telecommunications

equipment.

On the list of favorite things,

memorizing text is somewhere
between visiting the dentist and

^i^ng taxes, but if you have an
IBM or compatible PC, a share-

ware program called Funnel can
help. cj^
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ONLY 2 MORE DAYS LEFT
UNTIL THE APPLICATION

DEADLINE FOR

UCLA MORTAR
BpARD

National Senior Honor Society

Applications now available in the
Dean of Students Office

IMurphy Hall

Applications due Feb. 16, 1990 at 5 p.m.

Start off 1990 with a PS/2
that's right for you...

.

X»-

80286 (10 MH;)

144Mb

20Mb

8513 Goto

Vte

OOS40
Microsolt

W»kJom»s/286

WtondSO"*

hOC Windows
Express

hOCWndcMrs
Manager"

hCX:Wirxjows

Color-

$2,299

80286<10MHz)

l44Mb

30Mb

Ytes

85l3Cotor

Yes

OOS40
Microsolt

W«x)oms/286
Word 50"
Excet"

hOCWirxJcw^s

Express

hOCWirxlows
Manager

hOCWKxlows
Cokx

$2,799

80386SX'-(16MH;)
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VJewpoint
Women: We are not only the rocks, but the avalanche
By Sondra Hale

On Feb. 12, 1990. in Nelson
Mandela's first public speech
in nearly three decades, he
paid tribute to the women of
South Africa: **You are the

rock-hard foundation of our
struggle." A documentary about
South African women entitled.

"You have struck a Rock"
uses the same image. Historian

Temma Kaplan, in analyzing

female consciousness and col-

lective action in early 20th

century Barcelona, maintained

that the "bedrock of women's
consciousness is the need to

preserve life." In 'Transcen-
dental Etude," Adrienne Rich's

poem about women's history

and c(xisciousness. she inspires

women to re-vision their his-

tory, to begin again to under-

stand their culture: "a lifetime

is too narrowAo understand it

all, beginning with the huge/

rockshelves that underlie all

that life."

The metaphor of women as

the rock foundation of human
society is an old one, and is

sometimes as much an image
for a conservative agenda as a

liberationisL But we are not

just the rocks; we are also the

avalanchel

The late anthropologist Elea-

nor Leacock wrote in 1977
that once women move to

change their situation, they

automatically move against the

entire structure of exploitation.

Concomitantly, the process lib-

erates the entire society. Lea-
cock was mainly referring to

the oppressed of the poorer
countries where multiple

oppressions are so blatant and
distinct: as women, as women
of color, as colonized (or neo-

colonized), and often as the

brunts of male frustration in

the domestic^arena. Leacock
and others view Third World
women as the embodiment of
the fanKNis intersection to

which so man^eminists refer

(the unholy trinity): gender,

race and class. The idea is that

when these women move to

change any one point in the

structure of exploitation, they

will automatically change
everything.

These are some of my
thoughts in response to being

asked to write a column about
women in the '90s: women,
namely Third World women,
and women of color here and
elsewhere, have emerged as the

major force fcMf change in the

world.

Now, that should not be
mistaken as a statement that

Third World (or any) women
are "better ofT than before.

Quite the contrary. Halfway
through the U.N. Decade on
Women (1975-85), that organi-

zation reported to us that

things were worse than when
the decade started. It is that

worsening process which, on
the one hand is so dq>ressing.

Sondra
Hale

but on the other, necessitates

and demands a breakthiiough.

From the Women's Commit-
tees which are the backbone of
the Palestinian uprising (intifa-

da), to Commandant Maria
(Ana Guadalupe Martinez) in

El Salvador and Sandinista

Commander Dora Maria Tellez

in Nicaragua, to the women
who comprise more then 35
percent of the Eritrean People's

Liberation Froau women are

on the move!
But the struggle is very

difficult because so much has
to be struggled against and for

— intonally and externally.

Women have not been able to

take anything on face value,

ncM* to believe any promises.

All of us — theorists and
revolutionists alike — have had
to deponstruct everything. Like
many feminists who try to

work within a Marxian
framework (often with much
frustration), I have not given

up completely on the **promis-

sory note" (term borrowed
from a new book by that title),

that implicit contract between
women and socialist move-
ments that conceived of
women's liberation as an integ-

ral part of the revolution. Yet.

like many students of the left.

I am critical of the fact that

any number of movements
have not addressed gender
(women's) interests, have often

seen women as a "welfare

group" or a problem C*the

woman question"), and have
expected women to be ik?

more than the bedrock of the

movement: substitutes, nurturers

and choruses.

With few exceptions, these

struggles have failed to end
most patriarchal forms of

domination, to re-integrate the

public and private, to emanci-
pate the self through sexuality,

and to politicize the networks
of everyday life.

^^Kxigh the causes of

worM's egression might be
social and economic, we know
that much of the oppression

takes place in private, in areas
of life considered personal. '

Shelia Rowbotham and others

have maintained that the causes
of women's oppression can
only be revealed and con-

TOM YUN/Daily Bruin

fronted when women challenge

the assumptions of their per- .

sonal lives.

Women's grassroots organiz-

ing that we see in this country

and throughout the world ema-
nates from women's assessment

of the need to politicize the

networks of everyday life. The
movement in Soweto, for

example, which now consists

oi over 20 women's organiza-

tions, began as burial fund
societies, mutual aid associa-

tions, and converntions over a

cup of tea. Women were
concerned not only with their

family's needs, but with such

issues as unemployment, which
greatly affects their family life.

They work for school improve-

ment, relief supplies for the

destitute, sanitation and health

issues, improved nutrition, and
safety for the community.

These same women, often

heads of household, also give
their energies to the "national

struggle" (which most of them
do not see as separate from
their daily struggles, although

the men often do not acknow-
ledge this).

In print, stated matter-of-

factly, the above activities do

With just three weeks until International
Women's Day, we can proudly point to women as

the prime movers in tne '90s and into the 21st
century. And Ang^ Western feminists can look to

women of color and Third WorU women to guide

us in our pursuit of unfinished business, die inter^

rupted aU-incIusive social revolution.

not seem amazonian. But these

arc women organizing under
aparfheid\ It is very difficult

and dangerous work. Likewise,

when we read about the

women of East or South Cen-
tral Los Angeles organizing to

improve their community
schools, gain affordable shelter,

make the projects safer, etc., it

helps to realize that they are

carrying out this grassroots

organizing under extreme con-
ditions of police brutality, high

unemployment, and a deci-

mated (physically and psycho-
k)gically) male population.

That women are organizing

all over the world under such
repressive conditions points to

the future of our liberation

movements. Since I began with

Nelson Mandela, it is fitting to

end with Winnie Mandela, who.
has said that **Black women
(in South Africa) not only

have 40 face the repressive

laws but also grave cultural

differences. The struggle in this

country . . . will be won by
the women."*

With just three weeks until

International Women's Day
(Mar. 8). we can proudly point

to women as the prime movers
in the '90s and into the 21st

century. And Anglo Western
feminists can look to ^^^omen

of color and Third World
women to guide us in our
pursuit of unflnished business,

the interrupted all-ii>j01usive

social revolution.

z _1_
Hale is a professor of anthro-

pology and women's studies.
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Feminists mailing waves in tlie patriarciiicai ocean
By Nancy A. Matthews

I came of age as a feminist

in the mid-1970s, when the.

more picturesque phase of the

women's movement was pass-

ing; women had gained the

right to be taken seriously,

having been translated into a
set of issues, but there was
little talk of women's libera-

tion. In the 1980s, the dis-

course of liberation has seemed
even more quaint, a relic of a
more radical time that had
passed, but now we could all

settle -down to getting ahead.

Meanwhile, feminism gained
a foothold in the academy, but
in the process has gotten

academized, memorized, exa-

mined (in midterms, fmals and
papers). We who leach

Women's Studies and related

courses try not to embalm it,

honest, but the routines and ^

constraints of the university

structure are powerful.

It's been reassuring, then, in

recent months, to see more and
more young women on campus
wearing buttons that support a

woman's right to control her

own body. Tlie Supreme
Court's Webster decision

apparently was the catalyst for

an upsurge in concern and
support for the feminist mobili-

zation that has carried on more
or less quietly for the past

decade. It's reassuring not only

because the issue of reproduc-

tive rights is such an important

pillar for building a just, socie-

ty, but also because it reveals

the emergence of a new gener-

ation of women who will carry

that project on.

Scholars who study feminism
used to have what might be
called the Tsunami Theory of
Feminist Movements. Women's

rights activism was seen as

occurring in two great waves:
The First Wave growing out of
the Abolitionist Movement and
lasting from the mid 1800s to

1920, when women in the U.S.
got the vote, and the Second
Wave, inspired by the civil

rights, anti-war, and student

movements in the 1960s and
lasting . . . well, it depends on

how well you think the move-
ment is faring these days.

Recently, however, this view
has been replaced by what
might be called the Surfs Up
Theory of Feminist Movements.
Feminist scholars have started

paying more attention to the

little waves and undercurrents

that vary in size but arc pretty

constant. They don't get the

same press or attention in the

history books, often because
they were movements of
working class women and
women of color, but are very

important in reshaping women's
status in society.

This latestywave of feminism
focusing on ^ur rights to our
bodies can be ridden towards
the shore, but we'll go further

if we look at how this swell is

part of a seamless ocean of
issues: The right to safe, legal

abortion is meaningless to

many women without a com-
prehensive, accessible health

care system.

Millions of women, children,

and men have no medical

insurance, which is tied to a
certain kind of employment in

this country — the kind of
'"

jobs that have become scarcer

in our restructured economy.
Furthermore, reproductive rights

is not just about abortion, but

about having valued, well-cared

for children. How do we
arrange our employment so that

happens? Who does the caring?

Will we make these connec-
tions? If a just society is the

shore we are heading for, we
must

Matthews is a former graduate
student and sometime lecturer

in Sociology and Women's
Studies.
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Yes, women can have it all— for 66 cents
By Theta Pavis-Weil

Despite the fact that women
now make up 45 percent of
the woik force in this country

and over 50 percent of the

undergraduate college students, •

they are still not earning as

much money as men are.

Current figures show that

women only make 66 cents to

every dollar a man earns, *

according to The National

Committee on Pay Equity

which compiles its statistics ^

annually.

At UCLA roughly 52 per-

cent of the undergraduate class

is female, a and the fact that

wage disparity still exists

seems incomprehensible to

most of these students. A lot

of women have been trained to

Jhink that they can "have it

^*

There are dire^ reasons for the continued inequality in earnings between men
and women: sheer economic discrimination, women's preference for jobs with
psychic rewards, and society's internal discrimination aivl its traditional expecta-
tions of women.

all." They graduate and enter

the career of their choice.

eventually having children, not
aware of the pressures operat-

ing in a society that make the

ideal of the modem superwo-
man hard to live up to. In

fact, most of the poor in this

country are women- and chil-

dren. We have been raised to

think we can have it all, when
we ire not even/getting two
thirds.

Pat Reuss, Public Policy
director for the National

Women's Political Caucus,
says, "People have spent a lot

of time and a lot of money
over the last few years trying

to figure out why the figures

are this way."
Reuss thinks that there are

reasons for the continued
inequality in earnings between
men and women. The fu^t is

"sheer economic discrimination.

In the workplace women are

steered towards jobs that don't

pay as well. . .Then there's

what the woman does to her-

self — maybe not being as

career motivated, or wanting to

have kids, etc. Women tend to

like jobs with psychic rewards,

not just monetary, this leads

them into lower paying fields

such as teaching and human
resources." Reuss also blames

society's internal discrimination

and expectations of women.
Christine Littleton, Professor

of Law and Women's Studies

at UCLA also divides the

problem into three categories,

but does not see women as ~
part of the problem, "Any
work done by women is under-
valued," she points out, "The
problem is not with the

women, but with the structures

in the workplace that create

the doublebinds, forcing women
to choose between being effec-

tive parents and their jbbs.

workers would be men. And
the system doesn't care enough
to change it"

Reuss says that the National

Women's PoHtical Caucus is

trying to make laws for state

legislauires to fight the prob-
lem, but that it is difficult for

private business to pay men
and women equally. The law
currently only mandates states

to do studies of their own
state work force.

—
' It will probably take a long
time to change the way society
views women's role in the

workplace, but we can help
ourself by learning about the

persistence of economic discri-

mination in the United States

towards both women and peo-
ple of color.

This is based on an assumption
(by empk>yers), that their

.^v

Pavis-Weil is senior majoring
in theater.
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Smock's controversial preaching rattles campus
Editor:

The front page coverage that

the Daily Brian gave to the

fanatical preacher Jed Smock
on Feb. 6 was an absolute low
in journalistic integrity. While^
it is an unfortunate fact that

many newspapers and television

news programs must stoop to

certain degrees of sensational-

ism in order to attract readers

and viewers, the Daily Bruin
has no such excuse. Aside
from the fact that the Bruin is

free, its campus monopoly vir-

tually guarantees readership. In

fact, there is little or no
chance that the Bruin will ever

cease publication.

The Bruin's front page
should be reserved for stories

and news that is of particular

importance to the University

and the students. Such cover-

age as that on Feb. 6 merely
encourages fanaticism, not to

mention the fact that it contri-

butes to negative and misin-

formed attitudes toward religicxi

and Christianity.

There is no journalistic

quality to such a story that

justifies such prominent cover-

age. Simply because you have
en eye-catching photograph

accompanying a story does not

justify front page coverage. In

the future, if such stories must
be covered, please leave them
to Geraldo or relegate them to

a more appropriate spot else-

where in the Bruin.

Wade Major
Senior

Fitm/Television

Editor:

This letter is in response to

the recent invasion of our
school by "Jed the Preacher".

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s

statement that the people of ill

will have used time more
effectively than have the peo-

ple of good will definitely

applies to Jed and his sermons.

In one half-day session, Jed

passionately inflicted his hate-

ful words on at least 500
passersby. Five hundred people

were effected by his racist,

religion-centric ideas! This

"educator" (his word, NOT
mine) pointed at people as

they walked by and warned
them that "Fornicators shall not

inherit the kingdom of God"
and later went on to add
homosexuals, non-Christians,

competent women, and civil

rights activists to his Ust of
the damned.

It struck me, first of all,

that I rarely hear people on
Bruin walk assertively advo-
cating equality, peace, or love.

There seems to be some
unwritten law or social eti-

quette that allows people with

destructive and hateful words
to speak but that prohibits

peqjle with love and inclusion

in their thoughts from express-

ing them. Dr. King was right

I am a Christian and I feel

honored to be associated with

the Methodist Church. It is

people like Jed (and Jim B.

and the KKK), who claim to

be Christian and to be the

only keepers of God's word,

that miss the whole point My

God loves everyone, even
civil rights activist women who
get published in the Bruin.

Melissa Wiseman
Senior

Psychology

Editor:

I read the cover article on
Jed Smock, the self-proclaimed

"preacher" who was on campus
Monday, February 6, 1990,

with a mixture of disgust and
amazement I was quite

appalled, to say the least that

this man who calls himself a

Christian uses vulgar and racist

remarks to get his point across.

A true "Christian" is not one
who slanders other faiths and
uses unsubstantiated statements

in order to expound the virtues

of this own religion. Rather, a

Christian sets an example that

others will willingly want to

emulate. Christianity is not a

religion that fwces itself upon
others. For all his alleged

Biblical knowledge, Mr. Smock
seems to have forgotten the

passage that reads, "Judge no,

that you be not judged, for

with what judgement you
judge, you will be judged; and
with the same measure you
use, it will be measured back
to^ou" (Matt. 7:1-2).

By Mr. Smock's crass and
irrational behavior, he riot only
made himself look stupid and
foolish, "and indeed, I am
forced to wonder if he has all

his faculties intact), but he
gave a very poor impression of

Christianity to those who may

have never been exposed to it

befwe.

Noela Hueso

Editor:

I am writing in response to

the article that appeared on the

front page of the Daily Bruin

on Tuesday, February (5r^~^
entitled "Preacher Condemns
Students." I am a strong fol-

lower (fef Christ and believe in

the valiHiU' of the teachings of

the Bible, l|nd the report of

the happeryn^s at this rally

troubled nre deeply. I do not

doubt Jed Smock's love for

Christ or his desire to

evangelize. However, I am
concerned with the perception

that the listeners and readers

are receiving of the Christian

faith. Biblical teaching, and
Jesus Christ.

Evangelism is a basic of the

Christian faith. To me, it

entails loving others and shar-

ing with them the answers I

have found through Jesus

Christ. What I read, gave to

me no conception of God's
compassion, grace, (x love,

which are key factors in

Christianity. Mr. Smock has

addressed only some of the

issues of faith, utilizing nega-

tivity.

Obedience to God's desire

for our lives is a large part of

being under the lordship of

Jesus Christ but the specific's

illustrated by Mr. Smock in

this article are not necessarily

true for everyone. "My wife

scrubs the floors and does my

laudry she stays in the house.

I am the breadwinner, that is

how the Bible describes it."

Sexism, "How do you think

women who leave their homes
and get corporate jobs get

there? They sleep their way to

the top!" and racism, "Malcolm
X was a low life, and I don't

plan on condemning South ^

"Africa for apartheid." were
seen in Mr. Smock's state-

ments. These were opinions of

his own and not representative

of all Christians' opinions.

Galatians 3:28 states, 'There is

neither Jew nor Greek, slave

nor free, male nor female, for

you are all one in Christ

Jesus." This verse is an exam-
ple of the equality of all.

As Christians, we are

attempting to follow Christ's

example in our lifestyle and
interaction with others. The
Biblical Jesus did not apixt)ach

the people he was addressing

with seeming aggression and
bitterness as many evangelists

have been seen to do. He
instead encompassed under-

standing, compassion, and love

for the individual where they

were at, while also desiring

them to live morally correct

lives. I am offended when
someone apparently sits in

judgement of me, and I under-

stand that such an attack

spurns resentment and anger. I

hope these bad feelings aren't

channelled toward the Christian

faith itself.

Ractiei Sweet
Junior

Kinesiology
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Help available

Editor:

Firstly, I would Uke to

commend the I>aily Bruin and
Together for expanding the

UCLA community's awareness
of the problem of rape. We
are a community and we all

share a repsonsibility for

assuring that one another are
treated with respect and
humanity. When a member of
our community is assaulted or
raped, we must respond in

such a way that the individu-

al's dignity is maintained and
the healing process begins.

Student Psychological Ser-

vices is a part of the UCLA
community. We try to be
responsive to student needs
within the constraints imposed
by staff size, budget, service

demands, etc. For the majority
of our student clients, brief

interventions are the most
desirable and utilized. Howev-
er, while our service is gener-
ally designed around brief

counseling and therapy, we
respond with flexibility,

mcluding and extension of vis-

its, when need and personal
resources make it necessary.

Any student who has been
raped can utilize a range of
resources on and off campus.
For those students who choose
to avail themselves of savices
at SPS, I can assure you that

we will do our best to provide
the range of services needed
by each individual.

Hal Pruett

Director
Student Psyq^oJogical Services

Propaganda
Editor:

Some of us readers are

growing weary with your end-
less stream of propaganda con-

cerning both rape and
homosexual harassment.

Would it be too much of an
effort for you to find some
other "hot" topics to exploit —
w am I going to have to pay
money for a readable newspap-
er?

Clarke J. De Maigret
Freshman

Undeclared

Recycling
Editor:

I was happy to see the

update in the Bruin on ASU-
CLA's recycling program.

ASUCLA's promotion of recy-

cling awareness through recycl-

able collections (and other

programs) is highly commend-
able. More can be done,

though.

I began a recycling program
for my apartment building this

fall after hearing of ASU-
CLA's program. Last quarter,

the sixty-four apartments in my
building saved over 3,<XX)

pounds of newspaper and 15

pounds of aluminum — fifty

more trees saved. Our recy-

cling also reduced landfill bur-

Letters

dens and saved the energy and
ore required to refine "virgin"

aluminum.
Recycling is easy! Start a

collection in your building. The
managers will love you for

reducing the trash they must
pay to dispose of Tenants will

be able to make an unselfish

contribution to the environment.
UnUl ASUCLA has a drop off

site, you can go to Santa
Monica to drop off papers and
cans. The nearest bins are only
five minutes away from West-
wood (call 458-8527 for the
closest to you). I personally
spend two hours a week; my
neighbors much less. The
retutns, however, far exceed
this modest cost Try it —
you'll like it!

David Zetland
Junior

Economics/Business

WiM concerts
Editor:

Vm graduating and I want to

thank some people. Ever since

I've been here, the people at

Campus Events have 1x«n
bringing outrageous speakers,

cool movies, and wild concerts

to campus. These programs
have been a huge part of my
stay here at UCLA and I just

want the Campus Events folks

to know that lots of us out
here really appreciate the long,

hard hours they put in to make
these shows work.

I especially want to pay
tribute to the Concerts part of

Campus Events. These guys
are cool. I met Craig, the

Concert Director, at the Jungle
Brothers concert last Thursday
and he is one groovy guy. He
and his able assistant, Tom,
were running the show like

seasoned professionals. I was
impressed. Anyway, when I

think back on all pe cool

concerts I've see^here ovct
the last few years (free and up
close, I might add), it's really

quite a rush.

So, once again, thanks Cam-
pus Events, especially Concerts,

for making UCLA so much
fun.

Greg Isola

Senior
English

Donors
Editor:

Thank you for your article

on Dan DeMont, the Cal State

student searching for a bone
marrow donor,^and LifeSavers,

the organization that recruits

possible donors. I first became
aware of LifeSavers several

years ago, when a young man
in his early twenties dying of

leukemia was searching for a

donor.

Tragically, a donor was
identified one week after the

young man died. Dan DeMont
is not an isolated case; the .

odds are good that several

people reading this letter will

be diagnosed in their twenties

as having leukemia. But there

is also the possibility that one
of those readers can help

DeMont, or one of the many
others who are waiting desp-

erately for a chance at life.

Waiting a week, or until the

end of the quarter, to volunteer

as a donor could possibly be a

deciding factor between life

and death.

I have known several people
who have had successful bone

, marrow transplants, as well as

several donors. The donor pro-

cess is not a major operation;

unlike blood donors, who must
meet minimum weight require-

. ments and myriad health restr-

ictions, potential marrow
donors can be just about any-

one, regardless of age (and no,

you don't have to donate blood

to have your mairow typed!).
There is no cosr associated
with being a donor, arid a
potential donor is not under
any obligation to actually go
through with the matter, if and
when a donor/recipient match
is found.

For that matter, there is no
assurance that you will ever be
needed as a donor, for that

matter — but if you are, there
is the incredible feeling that

you alone can save someone's
life. How many chances do
you get to be a genuine hero,
and live to savor the feehng?
How often can you make a
contribution that cannot be
made by anyone else?

Pleafe, call LifeSavers today
(1-800-950-1050), and find out
when you can go in for a
quick blood test to be typed as
a donor.

Jo Pitesky
Graduate

Astromony

Film school
Editor: -

^In regards to the Viewpoint
piece on the film school (Jan.

30): If Doctor Rich is serious

about discontinuing the undo*-
graduate program, perhaps she
should consider whether the

next generation of Steven
Spielbergs and Amy Hecker-
lings who have worked and
dreamed of nothing but being
movie makers since childhood
be willing to wait four years
for the privilege of attending
the big UCLA film school?
Or will they instead opt to

go to use or NYU or Colum-
bia where they can start mak-
ing films right away as

undergraduates? And is some-
one who decides after four
years of pre-med or pre-law
that he doesn't want to be a
doctor or lawyer but a "film-

maker," and after four or five

years produces a film ten

minutes long at a cost of
thirty-five or forty thousand
dollars, really "serious" about
making movies?
The studios are run by

MBAs, which explains the

number of sequels and cartoon
movies we have these days,
let's not have the film school
run by the bottom line as well.

Lars Hauglie
Alumnus

TIRED OF PLASTIC PIZZA DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR? WELL THEN!
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THE BIBLE:
SCIENCE OR FAITH?

by Rev. Robert M: Gary, CSP

Recently California's educational system has been caught up in the
controversy over guidelines for the teaching of Darwinian evolution.

Sdence educators want evolution to continue to be taught as
scientific fact, while certain religious groups seek to restrict it to a
theory and thus leave room for a competing theory of creation
science. __.__ i

The debate is often vociferous and tends to neglect more basic
questions. What are we looking for when we read the Bible? What
do we mean by the truth" of the Bible? What kind of truth? How
do we explain differences within the Bible Itself and differences
with our knowledge of science, history, language? Does the Bible

have any relevance or truth for science?

The starting point in answering these questions is the religwus

position that the Bible is primarily a book of faith. Faith is

understood as our relationship to God, ''ourselves, other persons,
and the world around us. The Bible is the account of these faith

relationships. The Bible was written by people of faith to assist

other people in their faith. The Bible primarily presents faith truths

and the implications of those truths wnrch are ethical values.

An examination of the first two chapters of Genesis, the first book
of the Bible, demonstrates this fact. These two chapters actually

present two distinct accounts of creation, written by different

authors at different times in history. Chapter 1 and the first 4 1/2
verses of chapter 2 are a later account written several centuries
after the creation account contained in chapter 2. Whrch account is

"scientific" and whk:h is "faith*? —-—
•

—
Both accounts are the "scientific" explanatk)n of their day in the
sense that the authors observed the worW around them and
hypothesized how the worid came to exist, although their means of

verification were quite limited. But for these authors the sdentifk:

question "how" was secondary. Their prima^ concern was the faith

questions: "who" made all this and "why"? Writing in the scientific

language of their era the authors were inspired to present basic
faith truths: God is the creator of all things, the created worid is

good (later altered by evil as recorded in Genesis 3), humans
have a unk^ue status in creation - a relatbnship to God and

^responsibility toward the rest of creatwn. and other bask; laith

truths and ethrcal values.

The authors cannot "prove" these truths in a scientific manner.
The truths are rootea in their belief in a God who reveals these
truths through human intermediaries and wishes these truths to be
shared by other believers and all who seek answers to "who" and
"why". The truths are not tied to the languaoe and level of

knowledge in which they are expressed. Modern science, with

better methods of observatkjn and verification, has developed a
better explanation of how the worW came to exist. But the faith

truths remain the same, they are eternal and universal, compatible
with any scientific explanation that does not deny them. This
understanding of Genesis can be extended to other sections of the
Bible. Sometimes there are accurate historrcal, economic, or
guttural facts, sometimes there are not. But the Bible is not read
for history or economics, but rather for faith and values, the story

of God acting in and through the lives of individuals and natwns.

Science answers the question "how" while faith answers the
question "why". Sdence and faith share a common misskjn of

continuing to search for more truth, deeper scientific truth and
deeper faith truth. They also share the mission of using those
truths to improve the lives of individuals and society, "mat is the
common struggle with ethk^al values. Science does not prove or
disprove faith, but sdentifk: exploration encourages people of faith

to learn more of the mystery of creation and to search harder lor

the answers "why" to the complexities of life. The Bible gives to

science the faith truths and etnk:al values to gukie and judge the
continuina scientific search, to challenge science to ask the deeper
and harder human questions. It Is not faith or science, nor science
vs. faith. It always must be science aod faith.

Fr. Gary is Associate Director of the

University Catholic Center,

840 Hilgard Ave., 208-5015.

, Member of the University Religious Conf.
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love (luv)n.

1. An intense affectionate con-

cern for another person. 2. An
intense sexual desire for another

person. 3. A beloved person. 4.

A strong fondness or enthusiasm
for something. 5 Eros or Cupid,

the god of love in classical

mythology.

For love's sake only;
A tour of the best romantic

flicks for your Valentine's Day
By Vivian Woo
Contributor

Once again it's that time of year to

either find love or a good movie for

the VCR— or maybe both. Follow-

ing is a list of thirty romances, (my
definition of a romance being two
people falling in love regardless of

the ending). You can watch while

wishing you were with someone, or,

(lucky you), while snugghng up to

your special 'honeybunny'
valentine. In no particular order,

they are: Gone Witii the Wind. The
ultimate, classic romance. Clark
Gable and Vivien Leigh light up the

screen with their passionate affair

during the Civil Warand even though
Clark ends by being frank and walk-

ing out, the agony remains as keenly

fell as the ecstacy. This one's for the

truly and romantically sa[)py. 1939

Lady and the Tramp. It may be

about dogs who fall in love but there's

real romance in thoseanimated hearts.

Disney has innumerable heart-

warming, adorable, 'aww that's so

cute' characters and stories but this

has got the be 'heartwarmingest.'

1955

Casablanca. Not only is this ro-

mance in the truest sense, but it has a

nifty mystery, lots of bad guys, in-

trigue, danger — and Humphrey
Bogart and Ingrid Bergman doing

some of the best emoting of their ca-

reers. What more could your valen-

tine ask for? W,ell, lots, actually, but

this is undoubli^dly a safer bet. 1942

Love Story. This box-office smash
with Ryan O'Neal and Ali McGraw
as the terminally ill wife is a sad, ma-
nipulative, and poignant three hanky
sobfest. The weird and tacky '70s

fashions do provide some comic re-

lief, however. 197D'
^

Say Anything. Another modem
romance featuring a beautiful, bril-

liant bookworm who's wooed by a

slobby, devil-may-care under-
acheiver that Dad doesn't approve
of. True love and ambition form a

turbulent alliance and the young
lovers fly off together in the end to a

future fiill of potential and the strains

of a catchy Peter Gabriel tune. This

one's fairly realistic and wryly ro-

mantic. 1989.

Annie Hall. Woody Allen 's Acad-
emy Award winner is an exquisitely

crafted romantic comedy. Diane Kea-
ton does great things with neurosis,

relationship angst and body-
camoflauging fashions. Woody, of

course has that unforgettable scene

with cocaine. 1977.

Crossing Delancey. Amy Irving

is an upwardly mobile yuppie pub-

lishing type who's surprised to dis-

cover that the neighbourhood pickle

salesman her/grandma Wants her to

marry is actually a nice^guy) He's so

nice in fact/that it leftln6 wishing

that I had a Jewish granomoiher too.

1988.

From Here to Eternity. Burt Lan-

caster and Deborah Kerr heat up the

surf in Hawaii with one of the hotter

outdoor love scenes evetfilmed . He ' s

a dedicated Army man and she's a

disillusioned Army wife - someone
else's that is. Montgomery Clift plays

a mournful, unforgettable Army
bugler and this is just wonderful all

around. 1953.

Dr. ^hivago. This grand and im-

pressive story ranks among the most
beautiful ever committed to film.

Omar Sharif is Zhivago, a hunky
Russian doctor and poet whose per-

sonal life is torn apart by the Com-
munist Revolution. 1965.

The AfricaiTtJueen. Humphrey
3opiijbd..^|(herine Hepburn fait

in love while fighting the Germans in

the African Jungle. She's a reUgious

spinster, he's a drunk— not exactly

a match made in Valentine Heaven
but with the talents of Hepburn and
Bogart it couldn't be more engross-

ing or romantic. 1951.

It Happened One Night. Clark

Gable is sexy and irresistible as as the

strong, suriy and silent type that Don
Johnson brought back into vogue and
Claudetie Colbert is irrepressible and
hilarious as the headstrong heiress

who falls in love with him against her

better judgement. It earned all the

major Academy Awards that year

and remains vintage Valentine's Day
material for those who like their

romance with lots of laughter. 1934.

Westside Story. An all-singing,

all-dancing 60sRomeo& Juliet trans-

planted to NYC. It's funny, sexy, sad
— and unforgettable. 1961.

The Philadelphia Story. {Cather-

ine Hepburn, Cary Grant are ex-

spousesand Jimmy Stewart is a gossip

reporter in this 40s screwball com-
edy version of The Taming of The
Shrew. Romance, sight gags, great

dialogue— it's about as much fun as

you can have with video. 1940.

Bringing Up Baby. More of {Cath-

erine and Cary falling in comedic
love. This time she's a daffy heiress

who gets his self-absorbed professor

into all kinds of trouble. Cary even
gets dressed up in drag in one of the

first filmic depictions of the possi-

bilities ofgenderconfusion and cross-

dressing. 1938.

Bus Stop. Marilyn Monroe is a

1|(|s-than-talenied showgirl who
e^ntually comes to appreciate the

relentless romantic advances of an

oafish-but-handsomecowboy named
Bo played by Don Murray, 1956.

The Sound of Music. Comedy,
cute kids, a perky hw^oine, a hero in a

dashing uniform kind of thing, sneer-

ing Nazi wannabes and lots of sin-

gable songs. The setting is pictur-

esque, the story is captivating and the

romance is pure. It's exactly the kind

of affair your mother would want
you to have — but it's still loads of

"Tun: —^^
^
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Gonna buy me some love
spearing cupid

with the sUngs

and anrows of

reaUty

By Rob WitiaeM

A&E Editor

"I hate love ... but I love you."

Valentine's Day. A day of com-
mercialized capids, wine and dine

manipulations^ so called erotic see-

through liagene, and the inevitable

evening sex. Drop-kick ate Jesus!

aWhat am I sayiog?

Simply that selling out to the cli-

ches diat a capitalist society has to

offer has basically turned good 'ol

VD into a parody of itself.

Thus, the Third Ear is saying no:

no to those ruby red roses which will

wither and dfe within a week, no to

those heart-slmped boxes of com-
plexion contaminating sweets, no to

the ritual carnal act which is sup-

posed to mean something just be-

cause it is committed on February

14th, and no to winged Eros, that

stupid flying fatboy that generously

shoots his arrows of love to make the

world a better place (somebody
should stick one of those arrows
through him instead!).

Now, I know what you're all think-

ing. And no, I didn't just break up
with my girlfriend. The fact is that I

don't even have one— but that isn't

the issue cither.

You see, we, as a society are so

caught up in the 'hearts and flowers'

and rose-colored longing, that the

absurd symbols — flowers, candy,

hearts, the color red — become the

substance andthe supportofthe entire

concept. In neglecting the downside
of the matter we've convinced our-

selves that we can price and control

love like the commodities that sup-

posedly 'represent' it.

As much as it hearts, money now
can buy love.

So I'm here, with the aid of the

Third Ear, to dish out as much pessi-

mism as I can possibly muster to

disassemble as many VD material

manifestations as I fmd feasible.

And, since this is a column with a

slanttowards music, the topic oflove,

«or I should say the end of love, is

going to be my belUgerent ballpark.

So what exacdy does my twisted

little philosophical/metaphysical

mind have in stcve for you, thereader?
Well, forget all those Neil Dia-

mond/Barry Manilow/Barbara Strei-

sand tear-jerkers. Much too tame for

me! There isn't enough hardcore

emotion in those songs to make me
even contemplate being depressed.

And, for the sake of VD, depression

is mucho imp^tante since it leads

the way to a more optimistic future

—when you're in the dumps the only

place to go is up.

Rather, we're taXkingdown-in-the-

dumps, suicide-is-a-mighty-fine-cd-

ternative, bury-me-eight-feet-deep

type break up songs. Something in

the vein ofJoy Division*s"U)ve Will

Tear Us Apart" would suffice —
excq>t upon a more extreme level.

Try these lyrics to Bauhaus'
"Crowds" on for size:

'Take what you can of me. Reap
what you can ofme. And this I'll say

to you. And hope that it gets through.

'You wOTthless bitch. You fickle shit.

You spit on me. You make me spiL
"*

For those of you haven't been

through one of those nasty partings,

I'm sure some malicious thoughts

such as these have crossed your

minds. For the unfortunates who
remain ignorant to this educational

experience, now you have something
to look forward to.

As Peter Murphy howled these

lyrics some ten odd years ago, one
couldn't help but feel a certain emo-
tional burden had been Ufted. It was
as if he had the anti-VD theme in

mind all along. I recall dedicating

this song to an ex at one point in time,

and I remember feeling great about

it

But seriously, now that you think

I'm completely insane, I've got a

beauty of a VD depressant to put a

damper on any occasion:
"/ don't know what love is. You

want to know something else. It's

giving me the chills. In my hands, the

color ofblood. Surely I can tell you.

The Third Ear

Rob
Winfield

Surely I can tell you. Love kills."

Ex-Clash man Joe Strummer
whipped up this ditty titled "Lx>ve

Kills" for the film Sid <& Nancy, that

tragic disintegrati(Mi of ex-Sex Pis-

tols Sid Vicious and his spunky girl-

friend Nancy Spungen. Both were
addicted to heroin and in the end, Sid

kills her and then mystoiously dies

himself. Sort of the punk rock vi-
sion of Romeo and Juliet.v^

Think about it, though. One can

rattle offas many descriptive phrases

asone likes. Butsoono* (M* laterthey 're

going to come across as cliche. Then
we suddenly find ourselves back to

square one and the whole reason for

dismantling the VD myth.

Personally, when thinking in terms

of break up songs (Sid and Nancy
took the extremist route), I like the

flaming-pit-in-Helland the shrouded-

in-darkness imagery. The Sisters of

Mercy seemed to have it right with

their single 'Temple of Love":

"A devil in a black dress watches.

My guardian angel walks away. Life

is short. And love is always over in

the morning. Black wind come carry

mefar away."

Can't you just see smiHng Satan

harpooning innocent cupid in the

words? Or how about those tasty

chocolates melting in the flames? 0^
maybe a bonfire of Hallmark cards?

To be gross, a iorn out heart sealed

away for an eternity of suffering

(that's in a physical sense, not the

symbolic)?

See REAUTY, Page 31

stink istmghjy

1. To emit a strong foul odor. 2.

To be highly offensive or abhor-

rent. 3. To be in extremely bad

repute. 4. Slang. To have some
thing to an extreme or offensive

degree. Usually used with of or

with. 5. Slang. To be of an

extremely low or bad quality.
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UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES
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AMC
THEATRES

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES
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;
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Animation has a history and it's drawn to iife at the Academy
By Vivian Woo
Contributor

£XH\B[T '.Advertising the Animation
Film. Collection of animation posters of

Mike Glad at Tfie Academy of Motion
Pictures and Sciences. Thru March.

Advertising the Animation Film

is a unique exhibit on display at the

Academy of Motion Pictures and

Sciences.

Mike Glad's collection of rare

animation posters is an insight on
the historical development of

animation. It features many studio

works, such as those of Wak
Disney, Warner B|X)thers, and the

like.

There arc some 60 posters,

window cards, and lobby cards

which depict numerous characters

known to most adults and children

alike. There is a quaint poster of^
Mickey and Minnie Mouse before

they became "hip," and also

vintage posters of Woody Wood-
-.jjecker looking a bit frightening

before becoming the delirious

character he is now.
It is amusing to recall the

familiar characters of Felix the

Cat, Mighty Mouse, Andy Pandy,
or Henrietta Hen. It is also amaz-

ing to realize there were actually

three dimensional cartoons such as

Bugs Bunny in the 1953 "Lumber
Jack-Rabbit" or Casper the

Friendly Ghost in "Boo Moon."
The posters clearly show the

changes in approach to drawing
characters. Whereas forms before

were very round or very angular,

creating rough, rudimentary crea-

tions, they were transformed into

the polished, detailed ones of

recent years.

The display will continue until

March 23 free of chargc.The the

Academy of Motion Pictures and
Sciences is located at 8949 Wil-

shire Boulevard in Beverly Hills.

Hours arc Monday through Friday

from 9am to 5pm.For further

information, caU (213)278-8990.

o

Happy Valentines Day!
Give A Gift From The Heart

Give BLOOD -

UCLA BLOOD DRIVE
Only 3 Days Left V

Wed. 2/14 - Fri. 2/16

John Wooden Center 10am - 3:15pm
LuValle Commons 1 1 am - 4: 1 5pm
Kappa Delta 2/14 12 - 5:15pm

First 1000 donors will receive a
TREE PASS to the(20l/Hi:i^CVD5A[n](DC^

Prizes will be awarded from the following merchants

McQinty's

Chart House -

Olive Garden
The Qood Earth

Heidi's Yogurt
T.J. Cinnamons

Tower Records
The Wherehouse
Bruin Tuxedo
Shakey's Pizza

The Improvisation

Greek Week Points will be awarded"
to all donors for their house

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

ACmo

NU
Designer Clothing

at
Resale Prices

1516 Westwood Blvd
474-8006

f Almost Nu
f^ wishes you a

Happy Valentine's Day!
Come in & get 15%'^ff

all items

UCLA'S
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
22 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT - 4,000 UCLA INTERNS

Media... Business... Government... Public Relations...
and MUCH MORE

^ -.'.' '

Washington D.jC., New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco and

Los Angeles.
^^

Attend an information meeting at EXPO:
I'uesdays, 4 pm
Wednesdays, 12 pm
Thursdays, 3 pm

Deadline for Application:

Fall '90 - February 23, 1990

EXPO Center A-213 Ackerman
825-0831 -

UCLA Department of Music presents

Noon Organ Recitals
Thursday, February 15

Javier Gardufio

Professor, National Conservatory of

Music, and the Escuela Superior de
. Musica, Mexico City

music by Vivaldi, J.S. Bach, -

Estrada, and Noble

12:00 noon • Schoenberg Hall Organ
Studio (Room 1655-A)

Two Noon Recitals on the

—great Royce Hall Organ~
Thursday, February 22

Thomas Harmon
UCLA University Organist

Chair, Department of Music
12:00 noon • Royce Hall Auditorium

Thursday, March 15

Edward Murray
Organist, Immanuel Presbyterian

Church, Los Angeles

Organist/harpsichordist, Los Angeles
Barpque Orchestra

12:00 noon • Royce Hall Auditorium

Admission is free.

For further information,

please call: (213) 825-4761.

-^^
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Style sans substance at Roxy:
Laurie Anderson dishes out plenty of wit,

wisdom, but withholds feeling and heart

I .J- .. u .J r • 1 . I \ Bu .J
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By Steve Sherwood
Contributor

CONCERT: Laurie Anderson at the Roxy, Saturday
February 10. 1990.

To be perfectly honest, I've never beeh a* huge
Laurie Anderson fan. Her sort of spoken lyrics and
radio-announcerish pitch always seemed to me the
kind of stuff you'd hear if somebody dropped LSDin
your coffee.

At The Roxy Saturday night, though, the only
thing that people seemed to be tripping on was
Anderson's cleverness.

For almost two hours, Anderson dished out
generous portions of spoken and musical wit on
subjects ranging from Jesse Helms' condemnation of
Robert Mappelthorpe to commercial advertisers
ripping off her songs to women's issues to George
and Barbara Bush.

Much of the material was drawn from her new
album Strange Angels, and her mini-tour of L.A.
continues at The Wiltem from Feb. 1 1th through Feb.
14th.

Anderson is, of course, a remarkable performance
artist Her ability to combine spoken word, music,
video and special-effects is a wonder to behold. But
while her shqw r^ long on polish, it fell short on
feeling.

^

She uses filters to distort her voice in particularly

effective ways, like this Darth Vaderish masculine
tone that she calls "the voice of authority" and uses to
comment on American masculinity.

With the theme from the "Good, the Bad and the
Ugly" in the background, she describes Jesse Helms
as the quintessential American "get-outta-town-kin-
da guy," who squirms in Sunday School when seeing
Jesus naked and condemns artists like Robert
Mappelthorpe for depicting gay love and then rushes
home to watch a bunch of football players beat the

hell out of each other.

Another filler gives her voice a "Betty Boop"
intonation for choruses in the song "Beautiful Red
Dress," where she observes that women today make
63 cents to a man's dollar— fifty years ago it was 62
cents C*with that kind of luck, it'll be the year 3888
before we make a buck ...").

More minor insights are also funny — for

example, her description of the goofy lyrics of songs
like 'The Star Spangled Banner" and "Yankee
Doodle Dandy" as "surrealist masterpieces" and the

kind of conversations you go off and have by yourself
after an argument with a friend C*notice how you
always give yourself the best lines and the other
person all the lame lines like, "Oh, oh, yes. . .1 see
your point now!").

But even cleverness has its limitations.

^O^'S^'^Ian^ Bmtfe5

The Best Mexican Food in Los Angeles
since 1975*

In \Afestwood:

10930 Lindbrook Dr.

G)mer of Westwood
&. Lindbrook

(213)208-1455

His:M'F:9-7

Satill-5

;|lS0 In Santa Monica

1014 Wlkhlre Blvd.

Between 10th. &. llth. S

(213) 395-67n
FREE PARKING

IN REAR
Houn{9ain.'9t30pm
Mon. Thun Sat.

Sunday 10ain.'9pm

rr

Performance artist Laurie Anderson played
ttie Roxy Saturday.

Anderson's wit and wisdom begin to wear thin

after the first hour and the show runs nearly two. You
can only smile at so many clever observations before
your face starts to feel stuck.

Anderson's irony, like her voice fillers, begin to

seem like some sort of Mask of Cleverness from
behind which she pokes at all kinds of serious
subjects without ultimately coming right out and
saying something sincere. Something like "Hey, this

really hurts. .
." or maybe "We've got to change this,

friends."

Nothing much gets changed by smiling or laughing
at it

The audience at The Roxy was all white and
seemed fairly affluent Anderson herself is not badly
off, with a record contract that runs into the next
century. Perhaps her interest, like the audience's, lies

more in relieving their guilt through being wry and
clever than solving Problems by getting serious.

She herself threw light on this by recounting this

time a few years ago when she and other feminists

were picketing the Playboy Club in Chicago and one
of the bunnies who worked there came up to her and
said, "Look, I've got four kids and I make $800 a
week at this job. It's the best job I've ever had. Why
don't you and your friends go down to the sweatshops
in the garment district and protest on behalf of the

women there who make 50 cents an hour?"
Anderson said she paused for a minute, started to

reply and then stopped and said, "Hmmmmmmmm."
Hmmmmmmmm, indeed.

I.

I
FREE Beef Taco
Iw/ any Burrito purchase

1 per person

I Valid Only \A^th Coupon Expires 2/28/90

I

I

I

I

Fill your hearts with the taste of

Thailand "

Youtii Sympiiony dazzles Royce
audience witli 'exquisite' sounds
By Angela Shen
Contributor

_ :
Valentine 's Day special: " _~ Complimentary Champagne

and free gifts from Thailand for all

Valentine's couples ' . .

SUNEE'S HOUSE
^ Authentic Thai Cuisine

11760 San Vicente Blvd., (213)

Brentwood, CA 820-2160

CONCERT: American Youth Sym-
phony under Mehli Mehta. Royce HaH,
Feb 11.

The exquisite sounds of sweet-

ness and brilliance permeated the

halls of Royce last Sunday.

The amazing performance by
the American Youth Symphony
came from a group of talented

musicians between the ages of 16

and 25, under the direction and

guidance of Mehli Mehta.

TTie group performed a Brahms
program featuring violin soloist

Lawrence Sonderling and violon-

cello soloist Richard Naill, whose
performance was excellent as well.

The two intertwined the artistry

of their respective instruments to

complement each other for a

pleasant balance.

Naill has a wonderful vibrato

that enhanced the assertive deep
sound of his cello. Sonderling, in

his calm nonchalant posture, pro-

duced the sweetness and resound-
ing character that he creates on his

violin.

The orchestra was
uplifting and dynam-
ic. It executed a sharp

and distinct character,

as well as an airy
quality, with a good
balance between
strings and winds.

The two together gave a strong,

but not overpowering, perfor-

mance. They made a statement, yet

still utilized their delicate, light

touch.
-'—-^ '

',

Accompanied by a talented

group, the program was eloquence
in motion. The orchestra was
uplifting and dynamic. It executed
a sharp and distinct character, as
well as an airy quality, with a good
balance between strings and
winds.

The power and intensity that

Mehli created was evident with a
wonderful execution of crescendos
and the deliberate force and grand-
ness of notes under the hand of his

baton.

Mehli also contrasted such
vibrant sounds with the slow,

dulcet handling of the slower
movements^ The delicacy and
grace of the execution faded nicely

into silence.

There is no wonder why Royce
Hall was filled so easily with the
roar of the audience and a standing
ovation.

cso
Evening Escort Service

825-1493

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors In contacts,
Including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of t-eCorTpX
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WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCH • •

»UCi-A Student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 t)AYS A WEFK
•AUTO INSURANCE ,)

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 ^ 824-3991
We»twood Village, Above the Wherehouse
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WE INVITE YOU TO A LIVE FILMING OF

CBS TELEVISION

NETWORK
MTM PRODUCTIONS
CBS/MTM STUDIOS

STAGE 17

4024

Radford Avenue

Studio aty

California

Starring

Bob Newhart

FRIDAY, Febuaiy, 16
(Bring Student I.D. For Admission)

PLEASE ARRIVE BY 6:00 P.M.
CALL LORRAINE AT:

(818) 760-6261 '

FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS!

PI.EASR NOTF
EARLY ARRIVAL

IS ADVISED
Ticket distribution Is

In excess of studio capacity.

Therefore, a ticket does not

guarantee admittance.

For groups of

four or moro,

call by Wed.
morning.

Did you know that ... the majority of all rapes are planned, not committed on the spur of
the moment?

Considering potential responses to an attack in advance may buiki your confidence and
help in responding successfully.

%
%About Rape

Empowerment
Through Awareness

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12:00 -1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Centar and the Department of Communily Safely.
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THE HUNT IS ONIII

The Daily Bruin and Paramount Pictures would like to
present a Poster/Trivia Tshin: giveaway.

Four Questions about die movie, "The Hunt Lr Red.
October" will be in die Daily Bmin from Febmary^
Izdi to February 16th. All answers can be found on
me posters posted around campus. The first 25 people
to answer all four questions conect and return it to the
Daily Bruin will receive "The Hunt for Red October"

* T-shirts.

QUESTIONS:
1 ) Who stars widi SeanCbnnery in "The Hunt for

Red (October?'

%\ \ P Who »s the producer of the movie?
3X what is the main form of transportation used in

^
the movie?

Jil
^^.^^^^^ fro"^ "Star Wars" is also in this movie.

Who is he, and what was his character in "Star Wars?"

Good luck and remember...

THE HUNT IS ONIII

f^arianne Sagebrecht & Judge Reinhold are the married
couple in 'Rosalie Goes Shopping.'

Percy Adlon flicks top
Melnitz winter line-up
By Jason S.Stewart
Staff Writer

The worlcs of Percy Adlon will

take center stage this month as
Melnitz Movies examines the
great director's films.

he focus will include a personal
appearance by Adlon and a pre-
view of his latest effort— Rosalie
Goes Shopping.

In addition to several films by
Adlon, Melnitz Movies will pre-
view three other new releases

before ending its winter quarter
lineup by hangin' ten with a couple
of '70s beach movies.

Melnitz Movies is a student-run
film program, sponsored by the
UCLA Graduate Student Associa-
tion. The program provides free

screenings to anyone in the UCLA
community on most Wednesdays
and Fridays in the n^ar-300 seal

capacity Melnitz Theater.

Some of the features are fol-

lowed by open discussions with
producers, writers, directors, or
actors involved with the films.

While all Of the movies are free,

some screenings require tickets

from the Central Ticket Office
(CTO).—Mchritz Movicf* study orAdlon
will begin with his most recent

successes, starting tonight with his

critically acclaimed Bagdad Cctfe,

and his earlier effort, Sugarbaby.
Both /eatures star Marianne Sage-
brecht (Jhe War of the Roses).
Bagdad Cafe, the director's

latest release to date, is Adlon's
first English speaking film. All of
his previous films will be shown in

German with English subtitles.

The Adlon series will continue
next Friday, Feb. 23, with an
advanced screening of Uie direc-

tor's yet-to-be released Rosalie
Goes Shopping, which again will

star Adlon-regular, Sagebrecht
Adlon is scheduled to appear for

an open discussion with the audi-
ence following the screening.

Other Adlon movies featured
are The Swing and Celeste — on
Wednesday, Feb. 28 — and The
Guardian and His Poet and Five
Last Days— on Friday, March 2.

In addition to Adlon's Rosalie,
Melnitz Movies will preview three

other new releases. The first of

these,fountains ofthe Moon, wilL
pta/ on Friday, Feb. 16.

The Handmaid's Tale, starring

Robert Duvall and Faye Dunaway,
with be shown on Wednesday,
March 7. With a screenplay by

See MELNnZt page 31

/-

MELNITZ
From page 30

Harold Pinter, this new film
projects an America taken over by
a repressive fundamentalist sect
that dictates that women are only
to serve as wives, child-bearers or
servants.

The supporting cast includes
Aidan Quinn and Elizabeth
McGovem.
On Friday. March 9, Melnitz

Movies will preview Eric Idle and
Robbie Coltiane in Nuns on the
Run. Idle and Coltrane play two
"businessmen" who decide to
abandon their life ofcrime because
it's getting too dangerous. The two
are forced to hideout as nuns to

evade their violent former employ-
er.

Melnitz Movies will conclude
its winter quarter program on
Friday. March 16, with two '70s

movies set at the beach. Big
Wednesday stars Jan-Michael Vin-
cent. Gary Busey and William
Katt. Lifeguard stars Sam Elliot

and was directed by I>aniel Petrie.

For more information on Mel-
nitz Movies* February-March
lineup, pick up a schedule at the

CTQ or call 825-2345.

REALITY
From page 26

Not only does love kill, it brings
eternal damnation for some. I

haven't quite reached that level of
depression in the aftermath of a
relationship gone sour, as I'm still

functioning on the intermediate
level. But, seeing that it's VD, I'U
give it some extra consideration in

ascending to the advanced level of
gloom and doom.

Here's a tune titled "Unbear-
able" by the Wonderstuff that

some will probably relate to me,
the author, after completing this

column:
"/ didn't like you very much

when I met you. Now I like you
even less."

Ask me if I care!

But really, those relations that

progress from bad to worse to

worst are quite abundant in today's

modem ^ day socio-economical
civilization.

Typically, in such cases, which I

refer to as one-night stands which
subsequently get dragged into one
too many nights, the positive

always shadows the nvxe domi-
neering influratial negative force.

You know what I mean? I'm

talking relationships that look fine

and dandy; and because they look

fine and dandy, are assumed to be

fine and dandy when they're really

Superficial at best

This brings me to the whole
point of my rambling on and on
about depression and the worst-

case scenario of break ups.

A song titled "All There Is" by a

little known band named -Area
sums it up best:

Vfthis is intimacy, then this is

Hell."

Folks. Fellow students. Optim-
ists. Anyone shrouded under the

cloak of the whole VD imagery.

We are in Hell at this very moment
And the Third Ear is looking for

an escape route. VD has turned

romance into a game show, where
the playing field is fixed to dollars

and cents.

There is no intimacy here.

Superficiality yes; intimacy —
yeah, right! -^,",,

,

-

c-

Therefore, I ask that you, the

reader, examine the pessimistic

side of Valentine's Day. You just

might be able to put some sub-

stance back into Cupid's arrows.

Then he won't have to be shot

down.
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DELIVERS FREE

FREE DEUVERY!!
X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only

$8.99

Large (16")

3-Topping Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi f

Pnly

.89
open

Fri. and Sat.
until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

Israel Awareness Week n continues...

"ISRAEL
IN A N^W WORLD"
a lecture and discussion with

Dr. Steven L. Spiegel
Professor of

Political Science, UCLA.

Professor Spiegel will re-evaluate
the strategic alliance between the
U.S. and Israel in light of the recent
thaw in the Cold War.

Israel

TODA Y !!!

5:00 - 7:00 P.M.
History Conference Room

Banche Hall 6275-
iponsored by Igael Action Coalition and Hiilcl

"N

We Want You ...to advertise!

Ask not what you can do for the Daih/ Bruin but what the Daily Bnjin can do for you
To advertise, call (213) 825-2161.

Space M. Productions and Miller Lite

Presents

Full Bar with I.D.

Free Mors D' Oeuvres
Five Bucks before 10:30

Hyatt on Sunset
8401 Sunset Blvd.
Just East of LaCienega

656-1234

Ttkf4iU ^tiJLefCl S^soiaU
•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil Ulter

•Adjust brakes
•Rotate tires

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Check exhaust system 'Transaxle
•Check steering & shocks 'Battery
^•Check and fitl flukJ levels on: ^Coolant
•Power steering •Brake
•Transmisswn

INCLUDES
TREE GIFTF

REGULAR $65.00

$>lA95
^. , . •WindshieW washer
•Check tire pressure , 'Differential _ .. ^

4x4^ndjiesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

+tax

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change
will be done in dO minutes from the time S gJ i| Q5
your work order is written to the cashier, or '*'^ | ^1^^
you won't pay! Call or come in today. I ^w+tax|

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

MEKEMiLLER
9077 Washington Blvd., CulverlCity
' ^213) 559-5777 t^

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and fines jj^^^Qft
•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system 5^
•Add fluid as needed j T6%"ofr'any '

^^^
•Inspect rear brakes •_ ^ -^I§b®-I§PA'L !

Present coupon when order Is'written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Hours
M-R 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:
" Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover
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112 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024

INFO: (21 3) 825-2221 FAX: (21 3) 206-0528
Th« roanag«m«nt rssarvas th« continuing right to change, rwlassify, rtvis* or

rajtct any classified advartisamant not meating tha standards of tha Daily Bruin

CLASSIFIED RATES
Daily. 15 words or less $4.25

Daily, each additional word $0.27

Weekly. 15 words or less $15.00

Weekly, each addrtional word $1.00

Display ads-student rate/col.inch $8.00

Display ads-local rata/col.-inch $9.45
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings l Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1

is a leading management
consulting jBrm throughout the

world in Iiifiirmation

TeelKndbj^ Cfi|«^^ We
'fire^levested in individuals

with a strong academic record
who are seeking a chaUenge
and would fSttjoy solving

proUems lia'ough the

application of techndlogy to

hnsiness needs. Areas of

academic concentration in

which we are interested are: *

• Computer Science
• Math
• Business/Economics
• Engineering
• Other technical degrees

": .1: •; v.

i

l« CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:

Friday, February 23, 1990
(213)236-3172

^
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

OHZ
Phi Kta Si^nia^y

Scholarship Applications Available

tor the National

-
^
$500 undergraduate &:

$2000 graduate seho arships

tor i;raduatini; seniors. .

Applications are available at

Ihc Dean of Students Office-

_ _.12()6 Muri^n Hall

Only nK-nihcrs of (I)HV arc clii;iblc fbr the .schoiarships

Applications .should he completed by Kebriiarv 2.r

O^
,j

-•^

STUDY ABROAD IN FRANCE
Semester or Summer in Paris

Earn transferable credit through

LA Community Colleges

International Education Program

(213) 666-4266

MflB Book 9di4v
Fri Slq> Sn^y, AU 3S2S 12:lS-l:f5

Ttoet -»-V-lr, Wed
WI CIS3t 12:10-1:00

For ikoholei or MivMiMli *»!»)««

(213) 3t7-OM Good Deals 7 Good Deals

Bibles - Book >

Gifts. <^^
M-W 10 am - <?«0 pm;

l?vSaT TO am - Tt pmr Surr?^
10884 Weyburn Ave. LA 90024

208-5432

ESTATE SALE. Furniture, houseware, clothes

items, accessories, etc. Nice stuff. Call

(818)781 7S33 for more info.

INSURANCE WAR1 We'll beat anyrone's prices

^V don't want wour buslneift^ Saart& cAt%~

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
•Bruin Plan*. (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students -

HcUfwood Piano llMifaf Cempany
462-2329 463-6569

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or alt of ttie following:

' NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORF^ISOME. FEARFUL
'You fnust be age 18 or older ex(.»oriencJng tliese symptoms

for at least 1 month) and in rfeiatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*Ail qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

/^

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donatio^ to

help UCLA
patien^ will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82&O850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medkal Center

ASLX^LA Studwrt EcrployMa r*awv«
Mthsr 4 hours Isav* with pcy or th«

tmtt tickaL We cannot vwvd both

Good Deals

"X
Miscellaneous

Campaign Volunteers Needed
to work congressional campaign.

Great opportunity for

Political Science Majors.

All Others welcome. Mr. Allen.

(818) 781-3016.

FASHIONS in swIrmMear. Models wanted for

free testing by intematiorul photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
everwr^.

'

POSTAL AW ntail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

7 Good Deals

I

I

I

^/^
Don't miss the pleasure of sending

fresh flowers on Valentine's Day...—

I
r

I
I

Call our 24-hr line for flower or balloon I

- orders. All major credit cards accepted.

I 213-477-3333 |

I
Mention this ad and get $5.00 off orders of

? -^ $20 or more

-or only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogei in Westwood
208-301

1

uA Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

Free 8

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

•HtstarH advanced haircut training program.

(213)474-9176. Wed-Frl, 12:30-5:OOpm.
DANA.

SPECIAL INTEREST VIDEOS, huge variety, free

details. Rooney, DB, 906 E. AttMlcna #21,

Altadena, CA. 91001.

Personal 10

Miscellaneous

AN American city reels at domestic terrorists

dtttroy ito supply of water and power. The
Sociopath,- -.J.V. Adams, papertMck, $3.50.

Order at any bookstore,

ANGELA: 20 minus 1 and still so so real; How
could I ever change how I led! DilemnuK
behind, changes ahead; ifs like the little

soupman said. He's ieen it all and said that he
knows that love such as ours juM grows, growl,
and grows! Ple»e go with me up north down
soUh east or west; because you're the abaolule

incredible BEST! M^in.

CUrfARIST, 20, chops and image for HR band
or new project. Gerry (213)824-2696.

THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI
FRATERNITY

would like to cordially invite the following little

sisters to attend our annual

Semi-Formal Red Carnation Dinner
Tonight 6:00 pm

Jennifer Aquin(r~—
Marissa Bennett

Nam Choi

Aimee Cook
Lisa Cross

Nancy Cutler

Megan Davenport

Christine Fuentes

Jen Gillum

Kelley Grover

Michelle Howard
Leah Hunsness -

Courtney Jones
Marci Kevane .

Alison Knepshield
Maria Kupferman
Sandra Lee
Michelle Lindzy
Jessica Lindzy
Stephanie Lingle

Teri McFarland
Krista Middlebrook
Erika Miller

Cindy Olkoski

Noreen 0'Prey~^
Trisha Pendleton—
Kelley Poleynard
Julia Rice
Tracey Saenger
Cindy Stewart
Stephanie Straeder
Emma Thornber
Kelly Tipton
Sherri Williams
Julie Williamson
Holly Winters ,

%-

Please R.S.V.P. 208-0186
HAPPY VALENTBVE'S DAY
0X- 663 Gayley- First on the Row

AEO) ^

would like to,

thank Barbaraj
Siegermund-
Broka from
the Women's
Resource

Center for herl

date/
acquaintance

rape

i presentation
1 on Monday

P night.

I RYSDALE
Former Dodger Great
Signs His New Book

At Noon On Tuesday, February 20th
General Book Department

Ackerman Union Students' Store

Ycu 4ixaJye Cur

AAU

BRUIN
DEMOCRATS

People who care

Making a difference

General meetings
held every Wednesday
_j atN? pm

2408 Ackerman
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LET IT BE KNOWN: THE LADIES OF AO ARE
TRULY DAZZUNG. Love, AZO

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

^Uy LAKERS LA KINGS
CLIPPERS

face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Free Delivery's Philosophy: We provide FREE DELIVERY to anyone on campus. We offer
hard-to-get seats and prices below market to all UCLA students, staff, and faculty. Ask
anyone who has used us before and they will tell you the same, that when it comes to our
UCLA clients, we can't be beat. Quotes are free, so give us a call. Remember to mention
you're from UCLA!!!

FAX ^2050829 (213) 205'0838 VisaMC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood —^""^

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED!

Rij^t handed male and feirtale

nonsmoken between 21 and 30
years old viho are low to

moderate users of caffeine and

alcohol are needed for an

investigation of effects of alcohol

in intoxicating doses on learning

and problem solving. Subjects

will be paid $MMwr for 14} co 6

houn. No regular users of ilUcic

drugs nor persons with a history

of smok.ir\g, heavy drinking/drug

use, or alcohol/drug'related arrest

will be accepted. Both biokigical

parents must be ri^t-handed.

Subjects must have had some
experience with mixed alcohol

drinks.

<213) 398-7948. 6^ PM. M-Sm

m
*<%

^

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. RigM-handed
smokcn, ages 21 -30, who are kiw to moderate

users of alcohol and caffeine are needed for an
experiment measuring simple problem-
sohnng. Smokers must have smoked at least

one pack of 20 cigarettes per day far at least

the previous year. Subjects will be paid $20iX)
for Th hours. Lemc mrmge for Dr. Micheai
Lyvers at (818)344-3374.

SINUS STUDY. Subjects «vith sinus infection

ages 18 and older interested in trying an

in\«stigatiarul drug. Involves office visits in

WLA. You will be compensated for yokr time.

(213)820^574.

Wanted 15

GUTTARBT aniMor bavist wanted by lead

singefAeyboaniist 20, for original rock band.

Infkiences BcMles, Police and Living Colour.

(213)475-0997.

WANTED

Research Subjects Needed
Postmenopausal women needed

as volunteers for a National
Institutes of Health Sponsored
3-year study on the effects of
hormone replacement therapy
(estrogens & proaestlns) on
cardiovascular risk factors.

Call 825-9502y^ IQ^ p^l

W»1 pay you 10 kM* up to 29
Im. in vw next 30 daysl

wt^

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225,

Call (213) 854-4951.

NEED SUBIECTS- 1 8 »id oUerwho have teeth

hypersensitrve to heat, coM, air, and touch.

Quwot be using a tartar oonlrol toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush leeth 2x
daily w^ aMipwd commercially availibie

dentlfoce and toolhbn«h. $35J)0 paki upon
completion of four evaluatiorw durir>g an eight

weak period. One dental H-r>y required.

Gmtad Mary, Denial Oinical Rtiairch Can-

ty, 825-9792. .

NEED Subfedi 18 and okier who have teeth

hyperaerwHive to heat, coW, air, and touch.

Xannot be using a tailar oonlrol loolhpaste

currently. Will be required lo brurfi teeth 2X
daily w9i\ aaiywd commerclaly availabte

dcnUfricc and toothbrush. $35XX) paki upon
completion of four evaluatforts during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray icquired.

Contact Maiy, Dental Oirtical Rcaaarch Cerw

ler, 213-825-9792.

(21»2I1-C6t0

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Spciiii <lonof> needed for

medkari reseaich In

Bcveily His. Excellent pay.

CaB (213)275-2463 for kifo sheet

21

'Nomtal Healthy loys 3-11 years needed for

UCLA research project Kcoeiwe $20 and hawe

a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male aduMs, 1S-22 yan
needed for audiovisual leaeaich at UCLA.
Subjects »»ill be p^. (21318254)392.

HEALTHY VOLUNTSfB NEEDED TO
PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

MVESTIGATiNG HOW PEOPLE DIFFER M
THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE

DIFFERENT LEVEI.S OF ELECTRICAL SK»
STIMULATION. PARTICIPATION INVaVES
THE ADMINISTRATION OF A MEDICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN

SOME INOVIOUALS. PARTICtPANTS WIL
BE PA» UP TO MO FOR 4 HOURS.
CALL 71MZS4475 FOf! AOOmONAL
INFORMATION. ASK FOR LARRY.

ASTHMA RESEARCH SUB|ECTS with asthma,

ages 12-79 interested in trying new asthma
medication compared to placebo. Involves

office visits in WLA. You will be paid for your

pytkipatton. (21 3)8206574.

OENTBTKY- No cost screening. Dental wotk
will be provided for qualified patients.

Patients receivinc specific dental work wilt be
paid. Call Tim 013)206-2816.

"Hyperactive Boys wHh attenlional problema,
7-t 1 years needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and a free devefopmental cvalua-

tfon. (213)825-0392.* ^

RESEARCH SUBJECTS suffarif^ fnim <

km sought for free treatmen study. Fdeting

persistently sad, blue, hopeless or crying with

trouble sleeping, trouble conoeftfrating and
tow energy may irtdicate that you are suffering

from major depression inneedoftrcatmerrt. If

you are between the ages of 18 and 60 years

old and ¥A&i no major medical illnesses, you
may be appropriate for a research study

involving sleep manipuiatior* and medica-

tions far the IrealmerM of major depression. If

you are intereitad in participating in Ms
study, contact Martin P. Saiba, M.D. M UCLA
Medical Center at (21 3)825-0491

.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NSDED: Persist««.

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problams 6
ntortfhs or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

jNdll receive jaw joint injection w^iich may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completkin. TMI *-r*f requked. CortactMlary,

Dental Clinical Research Canter, 825-9792.

WANT TO BE A VODEL?

PfofoMMMwl iMk cara manuiacturar 'm

DouiQ lor pnoRnrac nwa and
'rsdaii tor a pel

product

padiaokiQ
Vou mun:

and

Ba over 18 yean old.

Be wfag 10 **** your hak cut i
•lywo Dy top praiaesionii nyiM

Heva tfua inodaInQ potanML

Conna: HinMonliiw & Amoc.
213M7M862 LllBllii 3-5pm M-F

Health Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS

UMi available NOW
Dt, Mok Beraiaa. Oncal

^Rcboioeisia
ag Asoadcr aprculiti IndiviAul

av^abfo. ai3)655-«730

Health Services 22

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Opportunities 26

BE YOUR OWN BOSS. PA, F/T. Earn UNLIM-
ITED irunnrte helping others SAVE money! Call

(213)96«M)e07.

EARN EXTRA MONEY7 Have a part-Ume
Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

EARN up to

S150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

» DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

mt jbBJ

^w/^—
4954 Van Njyi Bl»i) Sisr^ar- Oais

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTING aERCK- P/T flex., work »-
ound your schedule, 15 hrsMc. (213)
478-2541.

ART TEACHER- P/T far new chlMren's acthrity

oenler. Tcrrifk payl Experience required. (21 3)
47». 0514.

ATHLETIC built fanules with checrieadir^

gymnastks background far video produdkina.
S20QWay. (714)63^0550.

ATTENDANT far fenule ff^aduate student kt

wheelchair- training provided. Work M-F or

Sat, Sun 6-9ajn. Shfiw. jayne (21 3)470-041 5.

ATTENTION: icverfy Hllb prestigkius fvhion

f^. 'f^ •ada F/r ai*. Light typing,

imiNvMp of IBM computer etc. Fun atmo-
Call fane. (213)275-2858.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI 32,OOQ^car income potenUd.
Drtaib (1)602-838-8885 exL BKaOSO.

iOOtOCEEPING. Sat-up personal filing system
far working couple. $200. 2xAnonth pay bills,

file medical ln«irance daims and do folfaw-

up, filing. $50/month. iH area.
(213)272-1403.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERSANDMANAGERS. P/TOR F/T. CALL
(213)472-3287.

.

BUSINESS CENTER. Help cutfomers at the

oourtter. Year round P/T, flexible hours in the

a^amoon. $5-$Mv. Beverly Oen Bhd. 3
miles north of Sunaet. (213)475-0788.

CASHCR^LERCK- F/T or FfT, aH shifts avaH-
ablc. 7D0-1ia). Food store In viil^. Call

batwaan 8-3 pm. (213) 208-1902.

CENTURY CITY computer trainir^ facility

seeks receptionist P/T, AM. far light offke
duties. Willing to learn Word Perfect.

|6-f1Q^. (213)201-0055 Contact »efr.

CHLOREN^ GYM- Iratructors wanted. ChiU
davdopment or Kinesfakigy m^^ad. re-

quked. Terrific opportunityt FuHTaft-tima.

(213) 479-0514.

COMPUTERHap NEEDED: PFS file on Apple
He wRh printer. Word-procevkw. My houac.
(213)454-3971, Carole.

COURCR far Graphics Lab. Great )ob ki

relaxed environ. $7.50^. -f .3S^nile. Moms.
8:30-1 pm, vmm car and kisurance required.

Cky Graphka. Brian (213)938-3744.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. $300-$90(Vweekly.
1-800.92fr<447 ext. C1 110.

DRIVER with car wanted 6pm Mondays and
Wednesdays from WLA to Culver City.

(213)838-6087.

EASY WOtoCI excellent pay! AsMmbie pro-

ducU at home. Call for imformation.
(504)641-8003 eKt^737.

ERRAND PERSON- AMw. pkjs gaa. Ganian-.
teed 5 hnAvk pakf, couM be more. Houn
flcxibie. Refarrences required. Own car. Live
on Wartside. (213) 393-1802.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 balwaen 9am-Spm Monday.
Friday orwy.

f

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

lEARN
f ENTERTAINMENT/

MUSIC PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at major

P.R. firm in Hollywood.

':No pay, but great

opportunity to learn &?i

gain experience. I'

_,Call StacI
I

at (213) 654-6400
^

Film Extras Neecied
For T.V. show, films & commercials.
AU types. 18-80 yrs. Earn extra it

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

dedl
}ercials. I
money. In

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates

(213) 829-2900

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

RECRUITER POSITION
9- 1 2prTror T2-3pm

Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.

- UCLA ANNUAL
FUND

206-2050/51

GENERAL CLERK (niing, mailing, etc.) for

friendly office. Hour*MWF 1 2-4 or TuTh 1 1 -4.

Sfiftyr. Please call Maxine 1 2-4 and leave the

best time to reach you. (213)679-0072.

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, experience in xerox,

phones, and errands. Mon-Fri, 2- 5:30,

S6.5(yhr. Call (213)477-3000

GENERAL OFFICE- Psychotherapist, P/T, near

campus. Word processing, good English skills

required. Salary negotiable. (21 3)393-4585.

GYMNASTICS COACH for boys and girls, all

levels. Hours flexible. Wages DUE. Santa

Monica. (213)450-0012.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.

Please have pen ready.

MALE MODELS- Earn $10(Vhr. or more. Jock

and student types. Handsonw, l«an 18-25.

CItarwhaven face, lite body hair. Playgirl-

typc magazir>e^udity. Beginners welcome.
Brad (213)392-4248.

MANUFACTURERS Rep needs counter for

ASUCLA Bookstore. SrlOhrs. weekly • Call

Diane (818)597-9762.

MEDKIAL FRONT OFFICE- F/T, 9-6 MWF, 9-5
TTH. Salary open. Insurance billing, collec-

tions, peg board posting. BH Ortho Office.

Myma (213) 274-9221. .

MESSENGERS. Westwood law firm has open-
ings for part-time, 20 hrs/wk messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car, insurance, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541, after 2p.m.

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (Permanent
position). Monday-Friday, 8:00am-5:00pm
1 hr-lunch. Must have own car/lr>surarH:e du-
ties, entail heavy xeroxing, LXILA deliveries,

UPVFed Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arlene/Jim at Held/Jones Construction.
(213)825-9914 ($7/hr + mileage).

PART-TIME help in nwrning. 3hrs. SS/hr plus

bus fare. Westwood area. (213)473-7467.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed for small busi-

ness. Must be Spanlsl^nglish bilingual and
type in both languages. Transportation to

mid-Wilshire required. Hours flexible.

(213)386-4152.

PART-TIME secretary, Encino Law Office.

15-20hr5ywk. Type 50 wpm, good English

skills. Will train. $6.8/hr. to start.

(818)907-8100.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, flexible hours.

$6^r. Wilshir^airfax area. No experience
necessary, will train. (213)933-7548.

POSTER APPLK^TIONS for Visa/Mastercard
and DiscoverCard on campus. Earn up to $250
per response. Call 1 -800-9 50-VISA, ext. 83 or

1-800-932-0528, ext. 86.

P/T Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hr^*rk, wodc 2-3 aftenrxmns 3-7pm. and 8
hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.5QA)r plus free

dry cleaning. (213)474-6525.

I RECEPTIONIST P/T Light phones and appoint-*^

ments. Call Pat (213)278-6333.

RECEPTIONIST for small Century City Law
office. MWF 9-5:30pm. $6.5(Vhr. Contact
Cofinne at (213)552-3312.

RECEPTKDNIST- F/T , 9«)-5:30, $6.75/hr

negotiable. Phone, xerox, fax. ExperierKC

preferred. (213) 826-1692.

RECEPTIONIST/Callery Asst. Great opportun-

ity in Brentwood Art Gallary. Word process-

ing, data entry, and phones. Wages negoti-

able. (213)e2C^8511.
.

RECEPTKDNIST/aERKrAL for CPA firm on
Wilshire and Highland. Phones, typing, filing,

,

must have transportation. (213)930-1040.

RECEPTKDNIST- P/T felx hrs., $8/hr. Phones.
(213) 656-0674.

RECEPTIONIST. Good communication skills,

phones, counter sales, typing and Word Per-

fect 5.0. Hours: 8:45-5:00p.m. Palnns area.

1 7k-»- bonuses-*- benefits. Call Barbara
(213)287-2360.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT- P/T felx., salary open
Gather information from library. Good organi-

zational skills. (213) 455-0828. Bill Lovejoy.

RESTAURANT inside luxury Century City club
wants full/part tinrte food prep and delivery

people. Mutt be willing to have fun. No
experierKe necessary. . Flexible hours. Steve,

(213)557-6926, 11 -3pm.

RETAIL SALES. Women's clothing. Santa Mo-
nica. P/T, Tues. and Tburs. 11-6. Friendly

professional appearance. (213)395-2726.
(11-6). ^___
RUNNER. Business Managenf>ent Firm. West-
side. 30 hnMeekly. Must have own car.

Benefits. (213)556-6110.

SALES- P/T, Studio City or Beverly Hills,

flexible schedule. (818) 762-6343 or (213)

274-5868.
_[^

SALES- P/T, Studio City or Bev. Hills. Felxible

schedule. (818) 762-6343 or (213) 274^8888.

SECRETARY or clerk needed for a sn«li—
business in Westwood Village. Experience in

light accountingand computer required. Very
good pay. (21ffl2p6-522S.

SECRETARY neede^^fbM6-20hrsAvk. Need
good ikilli, ahort hand antf^romputer experi

erKe. Work with attornc>fwriter in Santa

Monica office. Pay deptind on exper'n

(213)461-3622.
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WANTED: VIDEO GAME FANATIC

Bozell Advertising is eager to find

a bonitied video game enthusiast

to keep us abreast of wtiafs hot-

-wtiat's not. Excellent communica-
tion skiUs a must. Prefer Market-
ing/Advertising background to

work on various assignments.
Familiarity witti tiomeA/ideo games
a must! Ptione for information

(213)442-2473.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
w/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park. East

20th floor ^^^
Los Angeles, CA 90067

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exciting concept in

restaurants; The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood. has positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun, fresh, and lively team
and help to make our first of many
"Dole" Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

Please call Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(213)824-1500.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-Ume *

• Flexible Hours '

•Ijots o( Work*
• Meo. Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

PR/PRQMQTIQNS ASST
Gairi contacts and experience
as intern working on major
events and PR campaigns.
Must be bright and reliable.

Knowledge of Jewish
community affairs helpful but
not essential. Resumes to
Mara: 9301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite

I
206 Beverly Hills, CA. 90210

SECRETARIAL help. P^ for small medical-
legal serive. M-F 9-2pm. Please call

(213)654-0999.

SECRETARY needed for publishers rep. firm.

Tues/ Thurs 1 2:30-4:30, Fri 1 1 :30-4:30. Near
UCLA. Cher (213)471.3630.

SENIOR LAW STUDENT To help prepare

papers for lawsuit. Trial date 2/1^0. $1 5^r.

Immediately. Temporary. (213) 659-5583.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs
full-time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

STUDY WHILE YOU WORK. Sell earing$ on
campus. b.OOfiv flexible hours. Call Tony
(213)466-4670.

TEACHER needed for Westside Jewish pre-

school. 8:30-1 2:30. $1C^r. minimum. Expeff-

ence required. Call (213)459-5054.

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, P/T, depen-
dent on <5kills-$7.$9Air. Woodland Hills mark-
eting strategy firm needs dependable people
with good telemarketing skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Must have
exceller>t phone manner and good writing

skills. Contact Carrie Cheney (616)346-7702.

VARSITY SWIM, & SOFTBALL COACHES
NEEDED, High school girls. Begin immedi-
ately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

Job Opportunities 32

ATTENTK)N: EARN MONEY WATCHING
TV! $32,0(yyear income potential. Details.

(1)602836^6665.

!!! POSITION OPENING !!!

Employment Gates: i

June 25, 1990 - Juiw 30, 1^91

Job Title:

Apartment Coordinator Supervisor

Duties:

Hire, train, supervise and evaluate

10 student apartment coordinators
and 6 student desk workers.

Coordinate Desk operation and
Apartment Coordinator program for

Single Student and Faculty

Apartments owned by UCLA.

Qualifications:

Must be a UCLA Graduate Student.

Must have strong interpersonal,

communication, and organizational

skills. Experience in Residence Life

or Uruversity Housing a plus.

Remunerati<m:
This is a 49% time position which
pays S6(X).00/month plus exclusive

use of a modem one-bedroom
apartment in a new building

at 456 Landfair.

To Apply:
Send resume to Kathryn Heymann,

University Apartments/North
Manager 'at 625 Landfair #1, Los
Angeles, CA 90024. Application

deadUne is Feb. 23, 1990

CELEBRITIES! Fast-paced Beverly Hills PR
office needs receptionist/secretary, FT or PT,

MWF 9:30-5:30. Nicole (213)286-7227.

MARKETING/SALES. Part time $500-51500,
full time $2000-55000. Inc. 500 Co.
205-2631

.

RETAIL MANAGERS and retail clerks needed
immediately in westwood area. Call Laura at

(213)538-5941.

SALES- Earn 52,000-5,000ymonth. Ground
floor, milti-level mar1<eting. Delicious vitamin

mineral herbal beverage. (213) 281-4712.

TUTORS NEEDED- Bright personable people
to be trair^ed as SAT instructors. Flexible hrs.

515-2Q/hr. Cal IV West (213) 821-4343.

Internships 34

LOTSOF HUSTLE, brains, writing, clerical and
computer skills. 3 daysAvk minimum up to 40
hrsTwk. Must have committment thru October
to help plan major parties. Sa^r. May Co.
North Hollywood. Special Events.
(816)509-4234.

INTERESTED in the music business^ Inlem-

ships now available with AVALON ATTRAC-
TIONS - So. Cal's largest concert promoter,

and affiliated companies (marketing, advertis-

ing, artist mgmt.) Call Dana Jaeger at

(816)708-8855.

INTERN NEEDED to act as liason with writer

and National Publishing house. Will assist in

the promotion of a national tour for feminist

money book. Communications major pre-

ferred. Please call (213)461-3622.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER needed Saturday evenings,

6.-00p.m.-1 2:00a.m. 55A>r. (213)939-6499.

CHILDCARE Afternoons 3-7 hours flexible.

Pick up school children. Light cleaning. Must
drive. S7^r. (618)501-8556.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Loud sound
6 Crust
10 Pipe turns
14 Recaption
15 Mixture
16 Canvas Item
17 Friendship
Iff Story
20 Accomplished
21 Musical comp.
23 Worn
24 Hard fat

25 Cruise
26 Rectify the

graduations
of

30 Dotts
34 Ran off

35 Dress parts
37 Detonator
38 Antarctic sea
39 Resin
41 Roman

statesman
42 Compass pt.

43 Ghastly
44 Sizing coat
46 Tennis shot
46 Hanging
50 —China
52 Rne —
53 Tray
56 Untte
57 Tree
60 punch
62 AM or FM
64 Alaskan VIP
65 Man Friday
66 Peace deity
67 Kind of hog
66 Disorder
69 Rattans _. *

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s U M A C e L A D C L A P
A L 1 C E A E R H U G
U N E R s E C t 1 O N A L
L A S T E E m S L A T E

T E A R S C H E E R E D
MA R T 1 N S H 1 R RWiL E A Nt W S E A
DDQ SOQCia QDIi
HfAlM P S H 1 R El C A L LA

A L 1 N m R E D EAlLl
P R A L 1 N E T 1 M O R
R 1 V E N S AM E A P E
O V E R G R OW N N T E S
T E R M 1 R A K T R E A T

T T D O N S S E G E

DOWN

1 Garbed
2 Peopleof ^
Gaul

3 Agog
4 Adjust
5 Circus call

6 Composition
7 Applaud
8 Song
9 Piercer
10 Prevents
11 Placed
12 In person
13 Bellywhopper
19 Opera high

spots
22 Sheep tender
24 Tastee
25 Rain hard
26 Agriculture

godded
27 Exclusively

26 Forfeiter

29 Subject

31 Measure
" 32 Eroded

33 Gambler
36 Money-

grubbers
40 Beach resort
41 Bounders
43 Germ-plasm

elements
45 Intestinal

47 Bon —
49 Respites
51 Reverie
53 Scatter
54 Seaweed

i 55 Regan's dad
56 Customs
57 Asian gulf

56 Without: Lat.

59 Garden tools

_ 61 Vanish
63 Vengeance

goddess

3ti

ll-» ^ISSS Umiad rtakm Oyii<a1i
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Internships

PAID INTERNS
P/T office work

[Century City M-F
Work in Computer Cen-
ter and mailroom for

Legal. Accounting, and
Entertainment firms.

GREAT BUSINESS
EXPOSURE
280-9975

Child Care Wanted 35

CHILD CARE, Light housekeeping. Warm
loving care for toddler. M-F, 8:30-5:30. Experi-

ence, Excellent refrences. Fluent English re-

quired. non-smokef. (213)393-1943.

DRIVE 2 CHILDREN, flexible hours, need own
car A insurance. (213)470-3226.

DRIVE 3 BOYS to school, from Westwood to
Santa Monica. Must have car & insurance
(213)470-3228.

34 Apt. for Rent 49 Apt. for Rent 49 Apt. for Rent 49

MAR VISTA MARINA. 1 'A year olds. Mondays
and Thursdays, 2 kids $8.00ft^r. 2:30-«:00pm.,
Wednesdays and Fridays, 1 kid SS.OO/hr.

2:30-6:30pm. (213)827-0902.

PKX-UP delightful chJid 2pm Monday, 3pm
T/F except holidays. Drop off or stay. $6^r
(213)207-5381.

Apartments for Rent 49

$595 FURNISHED bachelor utilities included.
Walk to UCLA. $695 unfurnished 1 -bdr. Close
to UCLA. (213)395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1 350, 2-b<V2-bath
+ den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry
facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,
high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
TV., garage. S1025. (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD, $795/mo. 1-bdrm. huge apt,

prime location^ 3-min. to UCLA pool, partially

furnished. (213)472-0313.

MARINA Da REY, $650, Studio, attrative

building, best area, Marina Del Rey Penisula,
steps to beach. (213)306-9392.

MIRAaE MILE. Quiet, large, near bus, full

kitcheb, bath. $625/mo. (213)470-1640.
(evenings, weekeryfe).

ONE BEDROOM; $873.60/monlh + security;

utilities included; parking available; 5-minutes
to campus. (213)624-9735.

PALMS, 2-bed,2-bath, security, dishwasher,
central a/c, parking, new building.
(213)639-4565.

PALMS. 2-bedroom S79S. Pool, parking, laun-
dry, appliances. No pets. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS- Large one bedroom, security building.

15 minutes from UCLA. Must rent. $79S/mo.
Trent (213) 316-1301.

PICO AND SAWTELLE. SSSCVmo. Single,

microwave, unfurnished. (213)473-6265.

SANTA MONICA CANYON. 1097t -1 1 1 West
Channel Road. 1 -bdrm/1 -bath ocean front.

Refrigerator & stove. $370, $700-610. 2 per-

sofw or more. (213)466-4954.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $1795/nDo. (213)473-4272.

SPACIOUS studio SSOtVmo. Room for couple.
Wilshire miracle mile 1 blocktobdR30minto
campus. Security building. Unfurnished
(21 3)939-801 7.

VAN NUYS-15 minutes to campus, only 9
miles. Good area. 2-bed/T'A bath. 2 story

townhouse. $705/n>o. Security, gated parking.

(213)865-3801.

WALK TO SCHOOL. Large private room and
bath, small kitchen, very practical, $45<ymo,
5-months lease or mor<. 633 Cayley.
(213)206^5920.

WESTWOOD 146 South Scfxulveda,
$79Q/mo., 1 -bedroom/1 -bath with fireplace.

(213)207.6789.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car
parking, laundry, freshly
painted.(21 3)279-1 887.

WESTWOOD, walk to UCLA, bacheldr, hard-

wood floors, refrigerator, includes utilities,

$470 (213)206-6265.

Across from

UCLA
535 Gayley

Large 1 bedroom

$975
$50 rent reduction
with one year lease

AFFORDABLE UNIVERSITY
HOUSING

NOW AVAILABLE FOR^
SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS

SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS
POST MDs, POST DDS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

(Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)
ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL:

873-1373
ROSE AVENUE APARTMENTS

11130 & 11140 ROSE AVENUE
(Single Parent and Married Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876
Apartnrient Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Information Updates After 5:00PM
An(t On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

NORTHRIDQE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridoe

Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,
Northridoe, CA 91325

{818)886-1717

Advertise
in the Bruin

Palms
|8S0 1 b«V1 btth

iioes 1 bMVI bath plus loft

SIOSO 2 tmdn twth

$1295 2 bed/2 bath plus den

BaautHuily decorated, a/c, security gated,

buM-bi etove, dishwasher.

1 ma FREE RENT with one year lease.

838-6516 or 558-4174 (mgr.) 478-4559 (office)

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pfn. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD, $99S/up. 2-bedroom$/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

V/, miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-
ment (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD, near Century City. Charming,
large, 1-bdrm. htardwood floors, bay win-
dows. Garage. Lovely 5-plex. $95(ymo.
(213)854-0146.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. UP TO ONE MONTH FREE.
BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL
AIR, GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)206-8685.

WESTWOOD. $143flAno. 2-bed, 2 blocks
from UCLA covered parking, short term lease

available. Anne (213)206-6020.

WESTWOOD, 5650, small 1-bedfoom, Span-
ish, hardwood fkxirs, stove, fridge, drapes,

mini-blifMfe. (213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2+2, spacious, Jacuzzi,

gym, walk to UCLA, no pets. 520 Kelton.

(213)206-7483.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

• Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995 -

*Balconies

•Fireplaces

•Laundry facilities

•Security alarms
*2 Car parking

•Staircase to private

bedrooms
•Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

It makes
cents

Apt. for Rent 49

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

FURNISHED APT
1 BED y 1 BATH

Max. 3' (or family)

Short-term discount
rent. Pool, gated
parking & entry.

Partial utilities paid.

530 Veteran
208 - 4394

WALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator* dishwasher-
huge closet*

•controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

208-3818

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

_ 474-6483.

^ DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIEDS

2 The Only Way To Advertise!!!

fg

Classified Line Ads:
* 15 words or less...$4.25 per day S

$15 for 5 days

I / NEW DEADLINE:
12 noon, 1 day prior to placement

Classified Display: '.

Local Rme.4:^00 per column inch per day
5 insertions...$8.20 per column inch per day
9 insertions.. .$7.80 per column inch per day
18 insertions.. .$7.25 per column inch per day

NEW DEADLINE:
12 noon, 2 days prior to placement

«

WhyAdvertise with the Bmin?
22,000 copiesare dislributede\/eryday

hkiosl<son campus, hWestwciai andhBnenl}w^

Call 825-2221 to place ads
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of all UCLA
students live in

an off-campus

apartment,

house, or co-op.

se^c
of all UCLA
faculty live in a
rented home or

apartment.

Find your
ideal tenant...

Daily

Bruin

Classifieds

825-2221

House for Rent 56 Room for Help 63 Sublet
CHEVIOT HILLS. 3 houses for lease.
$1875/mo. to $2200/mo. No pets.
(213)839-3008.

GUESTHOUSE with kitchenette in exchange
for 12hrs. wor\(/wk. Nev #12 blue bus.

(213)559-5464.

Apartments for Rent 49

WLA. Snoo/mo. Condo, 2-bdrnVlV, -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina
Ave. (213)456-3829.

Apartments Furnished 50

SINGLE, 2 blocks west of UCLA, vacant
3-1-90, no parking $575 month.
(213)824-0532.

CONVENIENT TO UCLA, Century City, 3-bed,
1 3/4 bath, washer/dryer, refrigerator, garage,
sensational view, $230(ymo. 457-7927.

FABULOUS HOUSE-Sherman Oaks, adja-
cent Bel Air, off Mulholland. View, cul-de-sac.
3-bdrnV2'A -bath. Maid, gourmet kitchen,
2,000 sq. ft., marble floors. 8 minutes, West-
wood. 10 minutes, Wilshire/ Rodeo. 12 ml-
nutet, Burbank. $2750/mo. (818)783-0364.

SM. 2-bdrm/2-bath, appliances, blinds,
51 300. Call (213)396-9303.

PALMS
Brand hew
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove.

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

'faiindry. 2-car parking.

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or .

appointment
^

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

Room for Rent 64

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-51700,
2-bedroom, I'A bath upper. Hardvvood
floors, fireplace, dining room, yard.
(213)839-1840.

WESTWOOD. Near Century City. Small and
custom single. Sleeping loft. Skylight.
Carport. $585.. (21 3)854-01 46.

WESTWOOD. $995. Large, luxury, 2-bdm>/
2-bath apt. Balcony, wet bar, a/c, built-ins.

(213)444-7378.

WLA 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH- $1,060 and
$940. New security building. All amenities,

rooftop Jacuzzi with panoramic ocean view.

Open, 1512 Amherst. (213)826-5528

House for StKire 57

BH ADJACENT. Large 2-bed,Spaini$h
style,beau(iful, full services available, gar-

age,firepl«ce, large backyard, porches, quiet

area. $500/mo. (213)658-8947,
(213)275-8541.

ENCINO- 3-bedroonVl % bath. S400/mo. util

inc. Large living room w/Tire place. Kitchen w/
all built ins. Private cable & phone line

offered. 1-818-990-3822.

WLA. Large 2-bdrm/lVi bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,
laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.
(213)931-1160.

— House for Sale 58

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rourvied by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

•^

WLA- Bright family home' with charm. Uni
high district, near Ocean park area.

2bed/2bath. Fromal dining room, fire place,

forced air heating, bonus room with sky light,

large backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.
Catherine Parker or Charlotte Nobles. Creden-
tial Calif. Realty.

Housing Needed 60

ELDERLY COUPLE d^res $um|her rental.

Furnished/ unfurnished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nica, Westwood, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
prefen^ed. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

Apts. to Share 54

FEMALE UCLA staff needs roomate to share

2bed/2bath apartment in Santa Monica.
$525/mo (213)829 3677.

* PRIVATE room and bath in Brentwood apart-

ment. Large rooms, high ceilings, new carpet.

$450. (213)820-9660.

WEST HOLLYWOOD/VH adjacent. 2-bed/

2-bath. Own roomA>ath in new security apart-

ment. ElegantA'iews. $55(Vmo. -f utilities

(213)655 2366.

WLA, own room, $475, Feb free. Large, nice,

furnished, pool, laur>dry, share bath, female.

(213)559-8086

Real Estate 61

House for Rent 56

WLA between Palms and Charnock. Safe area,

3-bcd, 1-bath 2 story, parking. (21 3)839-0568
or (213)83S^361.

WLA HOUSE. 6 morHh sublet. Near WesUide
-FavUUon. S-bed plut Urn workroom. "Quiet

street, fenced backyard, basketball hoop.

SIOOCVnH). -t-utilities. (213)664-5715.

ATTENTION- government homes from
SKU-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

Child CARE/llght housekeeping. P/T or FA.
F/T with salary. Venjc^obertson. Experience/

references. (213)836-7949.

HANCOCK PARK. Free room/board in ex-

change for child care, light housekeeping.

Mon- Fri afterrxxjns, evenings. ExperierKe-

references. (213)937-4760.

REPUBLICAN student seeking conservative

family's guesthouse, or room in exchange for

housekeeping, child care, etc... Please contact

John at (213)477-2442 or (213)473-8115.

RCK>VBOAR0 in condo in Santa Monica.
Wonun with car war^ed»companion, cook,

helper to healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

BRENTWOOD, private entrance, own bath-
room, $400/mo. Call evenings
(213)4K-8269.

BRENTWOOD Own room/bath. Laundry pri-

vileges. $43(ymo. Large room with beautiful

view. (213)472-0149.

ENCINO, $35(Vmo., private room/ bath,
kitchen privileges, female. Beautiful Encino
Hills home^ -7 miles from campus.
(818)501-6678.

NEARBY CANYON. Large room with separate
kitchen, bath, and entrance. $575/ includes
utilities, cable. (213)470-0272.

PALMS. Single SSSG/nrw. and up. 1-bdnn
$675/mo.-$75(Vmo. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,
excerctse room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)836-3800.

ROOM separate from house, kitchen, bath-
room. 400sq ft. Partially furnished. Belair.

$60(Vmo. female. (213)475-0808. ask for

Mark.

VETERAN, $75/1 St month regularly $375.
Share room in 2-bcV2-bath apartment. Security
parking, Jacuzzi, partially furnished.
(213)208-3073.

'

WESTWOOD, large, furnished, private en.
trance, five minutes to UCLA. Easy parking,

male. $425 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517.

Roommates 65

2-BED/2-BATH. Condo-own room, security

building w/pool and sauna. Near Santa Mo-
rtica & La Cienega. $675/mo. + utilities.

Noh-smoker. (213)657-7710.

FEMALE NEEDED. Share bedroom with
another. Furnished. Walk to carripus.

$289/nf>o. 641 Gayfey, 206-3046. Mariko.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $255/mo. to

share a large furnished one bedroom
Westwood. (818)790-2185.

in

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV2-bath in Brentwood. $42(ymo.
Call Lisa, Eva or Cina (213)447-1220.

FEMALE roommate to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment: Pool, Jacuzzi, fully furnished. Near
campus. $400/mo. (213)824*4228,
(213)824-7668.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share
a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30(ymo.
(213)208-4052.

LUXURY: own masier bedroom/bathroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd and La Brea.

Open-minded, $600 + deposit, furnished.

(213)935-5800.

NEED female non-smoker to share
2-bedroom/2-bath in Santa Monica. W/D,
fireplace, parking. $590. (213)453-6754.

NEED female roommate ASAP; $291.2(ynK);
utilities included; 5-min. to campus.
(213)824-9735.

,

OWN BEDROOM in house. $32CVmo. 3-mi.

South of campus. Near bus, laurxJry, Garage.
(213)474-7638.

PAKISTANI female seeks roommate for 1 -bed-
room. $285 + utilities. (213)838-8108, afler

8pm.

PALMS, $425. Master bedroom and bath.

2-bed/2-bath apt. Quiet, nice. Non-smokers
only. (213)559-5021.

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

.
roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)839-7104.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-bd/2-ba. Share
room. Furnished S270/mo. share room.
$32(ymo. Share Master. (2 1 3)726-0900, Brian

9-6pm. (213)477-1414. 7-1 1pm.

WESTWOOD, $400, 2-bed/2-bath, 2 3

needed. Pool. Jacuzzi, view, walk to campus.
(213)824-1470.

WESTWOOD. Female to share 2-bcdroom
duplex. Parking. $355/mo. 1385 Midvale.

(213)477-4045, (213)44 5-5 345,
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD spacious 2-bedroom/2-bath,
fireplace, balcony, and security parking. Male
or female, non-smoker. Deposit $475. Rent
$500 (small room), $550 (large room). Call

Raymond (213)474-1278. ^
WLA. Share 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Nice room
with private bath. New security complex.
Available now. $597 +'A utilities.

(213)447-1395.

*
Sublet 66

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets
If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing
housing. Please call:

Annalyn McComlack
^— 669-6717.

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Furnished Apartments
^ Wanted
May — August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)6a0-2222/ext. 4522

SUMMER SUBLETS WANTED- JONES DAY
SEEKING SUBLETS FOR OUR SUMMER AS-
SOCIATES. CONTACT MICHELLE VALDES.
(213)253-4380.

Condos for Sole 67

NEWCONDO for sale. Quito, Ecuador. 2bdr,

den, 1'A bath, security bidg. $25,000.
(714)960-75.M.

Condos for Stiare 68

SANTA MONKIA. One room for rent in

2-bedroom condo. Close to beach. Female,
non-smoker prefeaed. $50C/mo. Call Ben
(213)452-4125.

Condos for Rent 69

CULVER CITY, &1 75(ymo, newly redecorated
townhouse, 3-bedroom, den, 27. -bath, pool.

(213)281-6312 (day), (213)545-7554(eve).

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. 2-bd.'m/2-bath +
den + fireplace. Close to campus.
(818)376-1062.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c 1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDiVE TODAY at skydiv'ing adventures
Student - discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

Insurance 91

kitititir^^^^^^^*^*^^^
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE'

iV*^ 3II do li.it juto insiiiaiic

.'irofi l)v Ij.v' So for j

LOWER QUOTE call

2-7175 (818)342-1510

'-b'^ PRICE AoTQ INS A'SENC

••••••••••••••ifST^

?? Need insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Homo/Health Cornni.MorDri'vck'-

W, "
•

. Tn vol-'

h

66 Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Istate^
Auto/Home/Comnerciai

Wesfwood/Wilshiri Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks So of Wilshire)

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; fennale

under 21. male under 25.
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision. ar»d motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-
tizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8692.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,
short notice ok. Student discount. Frierxily

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

Aiteniion toreiiin students

and faculty!

MOVING OVERSEAS?

Call WMS International

Small Shipment Specialists!

• Low Prices

—-• Customs Clearance

(213) 725-2500

Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96

Are you looking for "An Editor*' to write your
paper for you?

DONT KID YOURSELF
Plagiarism is tal^en seriously at UCLA. Most
students found guilty of plagiarism, even

T^rst-Timers^ are

SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.
You have choices:

Talk with your instructor^ Use the Academic
Resource Center (339 Kins^); Contact any of us

in the Dean of Students' "Office (1206 Murphy
Hall); or you can still choose to cheat. But,

IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU MAKE A"
-^— UGLAr-——

t4—^
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Movers 94 Tutoring Offered 98 Typing

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rcli-

able, jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call <2Ti)263-BEST Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $1 25. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

PROFESSKDNAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels leaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (616)500-4021.

WRITING TUTOR. Will heip with term papere,

essays, and study skills' Anne (213)659-2293,
leave rrtessage.

Personal Service 95 Typing 100

Typwet Qtialfly teaainea: " It20vp0

TifvTree h<Wr tubH mtvjc© avaiteWe

OPEN 24 HOURS
(218) 387^673

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dorm? Don't

Miss Phone Cal IsOwn a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipment ncccsary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3.358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has
MAC S£ available for rental. 25hrs weekly.

S7/hr. Laser prints, S.6Q/page. Culver City. Call

(213)836-5949.

DRESS MAKING/ALTERATION. Very reason-

able. Call after 6pm Wed & Sun all day. Giida

(818)769-0989.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subjects. Theses/Disserutions,

Proposals and Books. Foreini Students
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. ^13) 470-6661,

NOW AVAILABLE IN KERCKHOFF!
ASUCLA Crapliic Services in Kerckhofi 150 • 206-0894

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE
Elementary to advanced
(818)584-1123

LESSON -

Charles

EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Math or

Physics from a Tutor who can present the

material in a comprehensible manner. CafI

(818)905-9260 Ask for David.

FOREIGN STUDENTS. Qualified, exper-

ienced, English teacher, UCLA teaching cre-

dentials. First lesson (or paper) free.

(213)399-5424.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing ar>d word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)?08-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Nes(r campus. dam-lOpm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xlOS, 9-5:30 M-F.

ACCURATE, fast wordprocessing, laser

printed. Free pickup and delivery. Term pap-
ers, (APA) dissertations, resumes.
(213)475-4057.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most cof>scientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional iexperience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711. _^
IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check, Laser printer. $1.S0/page.
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertatior>s, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206^0040.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-wiH type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ
(213)475-8902.

WORD PROCESSOR: Term papers, scripts,

etc. Best prices- call Nona (213)447-5812.

WORD PROCESSING $1.50/page. Close to

campus. (213)473-2173.
'

WORt^PROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatior>s, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939r
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. $10/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

STUDY the technique that 67 Grammy win-

ners have before you. Seth Riggs. Associates

Wendy Bernard. (213)271-5373.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

Resumes 104

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tar>ce with college admission essays. Near

UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Nev«r Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over .25 yean experience. Also offer

ethical assittance with writirtg problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, ar>d Political Science.

Bill Delancy 207-5021

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT,

and GRE Free 1 hour lesson with this

od.lVV league grods. Stamford Prep
(213)271-5181.

TYPING
Located on campus
Fast turnaround, laser prints

Reasonable Rates!

ftSUCLfl Computer Rental Center in Kerckhotf • 206-8454

Travel 105 Travel 105

San Prandsco
Mcxkoaty
Honolulu
London
Paris

——

$ 70
$ S50
$ fi9t

$ 39f
$ 54f
$ «S9
$ U9
$ 739
$ 7St
$ 769

Athens
TahM
Cairo
TdAvIv
Sydney

Restrictbns apply. Fares subjtct to change

witfmi notics and based on avalabiiy.

America^ oldgst and luyest
ttudtnt tni¥tt ofgantz&tion.

Council Travd

1093 trojclon Awe, Wcstvraod

S13-S08-3551

O

UCLA WEEK IN

MA2ATLAN
A Full Week of

Join us for our most popular Spring get-

away to Mazatlan, from March 24 to 31st.

Prices start at just *319 and include:

• Round-trip airfarefrom LAX.

• First class hotel accommodations.

Don't wait! Last year this evenl sold outr

WMmVr ^ ^ yt First Class in Low Fares v

Ufa^ ^ ^SUCL^r A-Level Ackerman M-F 8:30-6, Sat 1

1

TRAVEL SERVICE

100 Resumes

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumet that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCUi Graphic Services In Kerckhotl 150 • 2060894

Travel 105

SUMMER in Bali, we arrange tour, visit best

surf spot. For brochure P.O. Box 1776,

Rosemead Ca 91770.

COUNCIL
TRAVEL?"

We'll sivc yoa lA reasons:
1. The best in studenU)uclge( airfares

TO ANYWHERE!
2. ALL Eurai^passes issued ON THE

SPOT!
3. International Stixient/Teacher/Youth

Identity Cards issued here. (We even
take the picturel)

4. ATimOSPHERE.
5. Go shopping, see a movie after.

6. We are tne oldest and largest

student travel organization.

7. The best travel gear and
travel guides sold here.

8. WE 'RE OPEN ON SATURDAYS!!
9. Woridwide adventure tours.

10. Language Study and Wort( Abroad

programs.

JKHS THAT ANSWER_
YOUR QUESTION?

CoHiidl Travel
1093 BroKton Avenue, Wcstwood
(•bow« WhcrehouM Rccqrds)

ai3-g08-3551 I

Travel Tickets 106

AMERICAN AIRLINES 2/23. Afternoon - ^26.
Mardi Cras weekend, LAX-New Orleans.

$300. (213)486-4129.

BOSTON from LAX oneway leaving 02/27.

SlbCVobo. (213)206-2777.

LAX-PARIS one way with Northwest- 3/1 ft'SO,

$295. Call Peter (213)932-9548. After 9pm.

PHOENIX this weekend? Two (2) roundtrip

tickets available! Leave on a Sat. 2/1 7; return

afternoon Mon. 2/19. $65 each rA ticket obo.

Robert (213)204-3268.

Autos for Sale 109

1 976 TOYOTA COROLLA, yellow, 2-dr, auto-

matic, new tires, battery, or>e owner, perfect

shape, 56k. Excellent transport. x55333 or

(213)391-6119.

AMERICAN MOTORS Concord 1982 $3195.
Excellent condition,Very low mileage. 6 cylin-

der (213)470^0390.

BERTONE, XI -9 TARCA $7,000, sharp, yel-

low, 5-$p., a/c. 2-seater. Won in contest. Only
200 miles. Call Leah (213)854-2648, (days),

(213)474-5735, (evenings).
^

BMW 3.0 SI- 1976, 81k miles, Dennon
pull-out cassette, leather. Excellent cortdition.

A/C, sun roof, $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

BMW- 3.0 SI 1976, 81k miles, Dennon
pull-out cassette, leather, excellent corvJition.

A/C, sun roof, $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

BMW- 3.0 si, 1976, Bikmiles. Dennqo pull-

out cassette, leather, sun roof, A/C. excellent

condition. $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

CHEVY SPECTRUM 1987. $550(yobo Pull

out stereo, perfect corxiition, 4-door, automa-
tic. (213)937-9174. Cash only.

FIAT SPIDER 1977. Excellent condition. New
tires, top, brakes, carborator, cool. System
andmore, must see. (213)207-5037.
$230(Vobo.

HONDA CIVIC station wagon, 1981, reliable,

well maintained, a/c, anVfm cassette, $750,
(213)208-3635

HONDA CRX, 1986, blue, 46k miles, 5-spd,

AK, original owner, excellent condition.

$6495. (213)3904334.

HONDA CRX(DX) '86 white, $8,50(Vobo.
Alpine alarm, 27,000 miles. (213)476-4660,
ask for Eric.

JETTA CLI, 1986, $6500! Black 5-speed,

funroot new brakes and Ufca, dean.
(213)276-6908 (eves), (213)657-8840 (day).

Karen,

104 Autos for Sale 109

MAZDA RX7 GS, 1965, $5,00(yobo. White,
original owner. Excellent cdndition. New tires.

AMA^M cassette. (213)473-4272.

MERCURY MARQUIS. S.W., air, radio, auto,

2nd owner. Excellent condition. $2800.
(213)397-2652.

NISSAN 200SX SE 1987, V6, like new, best

offer. (21 3)556-5823(lv message).

NISSAN 200 SX, 1984. Deluxe. Sunroof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $6450.
(213)473-2700.

SUPERBEETLE CONVERTIBLE '78. Red,
19,000 miles on rebuilt engine, new clutch.

Excellent condition-Must seel A classic!

(213)824-2750.
^__

TOYOTA CELICA CT 79 5-spd, sunrf, am/fm,
low miles. $1995/OBO. (213)478-6g<*8.

TOYOTA COROLLA 1974. $650, manual,
140k, excellent running condition. Call

(213)470-4248. After 8pm.

VOLKSWACON CONVERTIBLE 1982,
white,black/red, stereo, alarm, 5 spd, 56k
miles. Original owner. (213)826-2842.

VOLKSWACON CABRIOLET, 1986,
$9100/obo. 22,000 miles, red with white,

5-speed, A/C, pull-out radio, alarm. Mint
condition. (213)472-7037.

VW BUS, 1978, $3000, great condition. Must
see. (213)477-2933.

VW CABRKXET convertible. 1 987. Best seller

edition. Red, wAwhite tofi/interior. Mint cor>di-

lion. In/out. ArrVFm, a/c, alarm, 5-sp., $10,006
(618)990-8494.

VW CABRK3LET 1 986. White on white, auto-

matic, 30k miles. Kenwood stereo, 4 new tires.

Super clean in and out. $6950/obo.
(818)842-2422, (818)548-7228.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg white converti-

ble. 5-speed, r>ew clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm, perfect condition. $6500. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

VW- Van, 1971, $1,950. Newly rebuilt engine.

18000 mile warranty. New parts. (213)

624-3969.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

86 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 450, excellent

condition. 6200 miles, $1300.
(21 3)824-1 747. -—

HONDA NX 250, 1988, 6,000 mi. excellent

condition. Like new. $2500/obo. Call

(213)470-9420.

KAWASAKI GPZ 550 '83. $850. JEFF

(213)208-1872. LV M5G. HAVE TO Sttt-
IMMEDIATELY. HAPPY V-DAY.

YAMAHA RADIAN, 1988. Black, mint condi-

tion. 2000 miles. $2300. (213)280-0737.

Scooters 119

1967, HONDA AERO, 50mi., like new, $900.
(213)337-7216.

2 HONDA ELITE scooters, top of the line, low
miles, $1500/e<ch. (81 8)882- 5026.

HONDA ELITE 1 SO 1985. Electric blue, excel-

lent corxiition with helmet and trunk. $900.
Tony (213)939-5609.

.

HONDA ELITE, 1987. Bought new in 1989.

Low 700 miles $2000. Steve (213)824-1795.

HONDA SPREE 1986. Red, excellent condi-

tion. $30<Vobo. Rob (213)478-0927.

YAMAHA QT 50, 1979, red, good condition,

hardly used, fully serviced. $425/obo.
(213)876-6650. Leave message.

This is the text of the ad that is being used for

denxMistration purposes.

Furniture 126

BEAUTIFUL HIGH-TECH glass coffee and side

table. Incredible buy. $400 for both. Also,

very beautiful designer lamp from Diva store.

$200. Please contact Jessica (21 3)273-2635.

KING-SIZE, waterbed frame with rails, pedes-

tal drawers, $25(Vobo. Also barstool set.

(818)345-4227, 6-9pm.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

king$ $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

MOVING SALE. Sofa and chair, coffee table,

lamps, dressers, wall air corxiitiofier and more.

All cheap prices. (213)824-1713.

Garage Sales 127

GARAGE SALE! Furniture, paintings, lamps...

at 969 Hilgard «201 on Sat/Sun. 17/18 at

2-6pm. ^
BIKE -t- rack, $100, wooden shelves, $25,

electronic' typewriter, $50, telephone. $20, .

diving fins, $40, (2Va)285-9319.
• " "" *;

SENTRY CAR Alarm in excellent condition. T
$8(Vobo. Works great. (213)209-5320.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE 2C-f, 640k RAM. Color monitor, stand.

Retail ovtr $1,000; $947/obo. Leave message

i81 8)594 1907.

IBM PS2. 20MB, 512k RAM, 3.5 disk drive,

Amber monitor. Both like new. $1500.
(213)636-2783.

MACINTOSH 51 2K wfiueyboard and prograr*^

discs. $500, mik condttlorT. Call after 6.

(213)624-1091.

HAPPY VALENTINES TO MY FAMILY!
My real relatives: Mamma, Pappa, Tina, and

Vicky
Big Sister: Kathy Clauson (FOB)
Little Sister: Kerri Freeborn (FOB)
Pledge kid: Diane Garrido (FOB)

Big Brothers: Jeft Nolan, Taylor Craft, arxj
CI6ude Jose ^

Thanks - You're all great.

Love Always, Lisa

r^if:^:

JON (AZO):

J:*.
Here's to many more

7jB^great times like those
we've already shared.

I LOVE YOG,
ALWAYS!

Alisa
P.S. I still don't see
why 1 can't decide!-

.<»•

RANDOM AU
I HAH ALL THIS
MUSHY STUFF
BUr I LOVE YOU ^^—^^
YOUR RANDOM ONE

U
Kim,

See the stone set in

your eyes

See the thorn twist in

you side

Slight of hand and
twist offate

On a bed of nails she

mak^ me wait
And I wait... without

you
I can't live... with or

without you

Love

Michael

# /'~'^"^DIN<

Through' our U )

Happy Days and\y
through our Sod j

Days
We've always
managed to

"NEVER
SURRENDER-...

FOREVER LOVING
YOU,

LOURDES

AMY... Hellow yew,

Sweetheart, You're

rad...We're rad! rm
stoked. What I'm

Jiying to say is I'm in

love with you. That's

pretty much the heart

of the matter...and

tonight...tonight will

be beautiful. Fay-

te—need I say more?
AU my love. Always,

BOB

^ mpses are ^d ^
* •• VwCets are "BCue^V^

^ut ficnu do tfieygei

those cars on the roof?

I Love you Amyll

r -i» ^ ^ ^^

WITH MUCH LOVE
To my supper one

and only,

Lan Pham.
From your

VALENTINE,
HAREL

'HgLzy-

^ppy IS montfl

m^ anniversary, SaBc!

These past IS fi0nths

yw have Seen \J
aj^ ^ Best in my Ufe!

!Happy 2nd VaCentine's

Y Tfay!

tit / uHU iove you forever,

3acki

%

I

S^eddy Man,
To the most huggable

and lovable guy I

know! Happy
Valentine's Day!

Love, Precious Baby

Dear Tomomi. ^
HAPPY VALENTINES - ^

DAY
Love, McLsao

Thank you for
the two most
wonderful
years ever!

Happy Valentines
day!

Love Always,
JEFF

Jonathan, M
••Will you be my Valentine?

^ Happy Valeniine's-1990!
"

Y Love, mm
Alice T

ALMA,
is for being my

ope and only Vaienrinc!

I love you!

JOE

c

To A LONE
TETRAHEDRON

(or couplets on doublets)

In veno. 'sphel' b hard to rhyme

ChochralsU' harder yet to spei

Diamond growth takes too much time

Rose quart! ah't even sweet of smef

Ttiey /tx#)/ my metered irdnations

And make <he« Irtes mere cbtocatkjns

Why do unpaked spkv repel

And yet kne up ih pardkel?

Of whdt do Cooper paks conskf

That kjtikes jutt cant resist?

It's surely somettittg more ett)ereal

Than skvpty ptrysk:s or kjws mdteMt

Two b^DQi of sknkar symmetry

Are api to bond covalently

Or k) a super-exchange couple

If you're a four 1t)en I'm your doutile

Your t)ear must beat h double tkne

For rtext to yours, you've stolen mhe.

^^^^:X&'-
To my cookie,

SURPRISE! For the special

things & the special times...

Thanks tor being there.

Wish you were here...

I love you lots! -^

—

XOXO
your baby

PS. So very glad you proved

you couM really bake\^*

Renee (IK)

We can*t wait^
for spring quar-

ter! Wc love
you so nnuch.

You are the

BEST!

^ Sabrina &
Pam

Laura,
/BE NfV VALENTINE

FOREVER
Jamey

"hear Will,

veryday is

Valentine's

Day with you!
Lustfully

yours,

4M^1iP®\S
/:,

k HAPPY VALENTINE^A
k MY JA to my special 'family': a
A Debfo G. (AO). m

Lisa S. (A<X>).

Juliana 8. (A<P),

Greg F. (ZX),

Skip L (LX).

Tracy T. (ZBT)

^ Tiffany

Evan...I love you more
than you'll ever know.
Tou'll always be my,.—:
^oney. (i'^^
Forever yours, Lisa:4i

k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k

Erin,

Happy Valentine^
Day Baby!

I love you very much!
-Charles

Mireya C.y
I was thinking about you today....and I
smiled. When it is all said and done,

Pm the luckiest guy to have you, as my ^^^
best friend. I would do it again, as

long as it was together.

Con mucho AmoTy .:

EsUban S. —

KAYLEEN,
YOU'RE
THE BEST!

I LOVE YOU, AND
REMEMBER,..

IT TAKES TWO
LOVE YA LOTS,

CARLOS

DAVE
Thank you for

a great year!
(And Happy
Valentines
Day too!)

I Love You

—

Kristi (vji
•

Elissa, Elyssa,
Eve and Merldlth

I love you guys!
You're the best
roommates ever

Happy
Valentne's

Day,

Shannon

CHAOS,
Thanks for being

everything to mel

Congratiilations on 2Vi

years! Hang
in there for 3/17/97!

MAHAL IOTA LAGI.

Love,

My Favorite X N:

In Hoc Signo Vincimiis



^*#^ ^
«
a

greatest

I LOVE YOU!

CHAO-HUI
Happy Valentine's Day! You are

^f^ the most important person in my
life. I Love You with all my heart,

now and forever!

Love You AlwaysrDave'

Hi Bunnie!
I LOVE YOG!
Rowrr!!
Your Honey

t

Linda,
.1 lovely path or friendship,

!
4' <hbi.x>m u'ith kindly deeds, and sometimes as we follow

can't s*~c- where it leads. But if we always iteep the
td'/rh, tho sun will always shine. And light a path of warmth
aiud love b)Ct\A.'ecn' your heart and mine.
Honey, thank you for loving roe^ as well •

.1^ being my friend

Sincerely, Jo€

Jimmy (EX)
Chicago, Iowa, UCLA

Together we will always stay

With a boyfriend like you

I will neverk blue

You're my hero4 love you!

Karen
(AAIT)

t

i

LIZ,

If you're nice.

I'll be yoor Valentine. J/K.

Woni you please be minelll

HVD, LOVE,
KEV.

Aaron
Thanks for

being so good
to me.

Hope your day

is GREAT!!

Love; Caro

TOTO

K-MONSTER, -jgj;^
I love you tons! 9>--P^

Even on
^

Mondays & Wednesdays.
Be my Valcniine, fwever

-Bobo

J^
These post 2 years
have been my best
thanks! Love Always,

E.

^' Susie & Karilyn:

Happy
VALENTINE'S DAY

Lfi.

- Lots of love.

Louis, & Ritu.

Dear: Joyce "Ducky"
Pang

Will you be my
'^

Valentine?
You're so special I'd

never urant to take

you for granted!!

Luv Ya! AWHOAL/.
Tim .-.q?;

Briarj Basinger
(my I.P.T)

It's been 3 1/2

months...
are you worn out

yet? Let's

take Rookie to go
see Rocky

and his sequel!

I love you
^ - your little I.S.O.

LIZ:
THIS SMAPS

IS EASY:
BE MY

VALENTiriE

I
LOVE, CHRIS

Jen m
Surprise, you. Hope

you have your
FLOWERS on. because
we've finally got a

REAL Valentine's Day.
Thank you for being so

AWESOME, etc.!

I love you.

The Big DUF J_^

A BABY,

A
A
A

A

YouVe the man I

look foward to

spendir^g the rest
of my life with. I

love you very
much.

BUTT BUTT

JULIE EK
Happy Valentines Dav^
to my Heart Sister '

and my buddy

^ ZV, SUSANNAH IK

Q Roberto -

ni In the end,

Y you will submit!

itvL Love, Crs Lght

^

Erik the Great
We had our first date-OeutcNand
Spnng '88. Now in the States.

we're living our^^te.
Lowe • Susan

Tom H. -

You have made me the

happiest girl alive. ^_
\ love you lots! /'

Love, Shana (t

AAO
Happy Valentine's to

all the Bros.

RUSSfJ.

^

To the M.AL.L.
Especially Minna,
Fm sorry for leaving

the toilet seat up.

HAPPY VALENTINES!!!
S.P.

Michael-

Be my
Valentine,

again?!

^
;YO DODE,

^ We luv ya.

LAAATER!!!

NANCY,
SEVEN STARS FOR
SEVEN NIGHTS...
YOU KMKE A WISH

COME TRUE.

COLOCHO

i<

EBONY EYES,
(Do ybu remember??)

Diamond.. .Pour years now. Begihning to shine! Luther, Sam
' Cooke, Marvin, Gladys Knight!

Memories...
Dykstra, Balcony...Talk )til dawn, Dinner at the beach.
RUFF! RUF^F! Been so long! To iny one and only—my-

"Vanity". Always & Forever!

Happy Valentine! 1 Love You! Let's work together,

you are the best!

Love, Me
P.S. Want a box of chocolates?

Dearest Michelle Jennifer L3ong,

HI! It's one day past Our 7 month
(ooh!) anniversary so: ^

'1. Happy 7 month and 1 day!,

and __
2. Happy Valentines Day!

Love Always,

Your wonderful, intelligent,

smashing babe in San Jose, Bill

P.S. You're a Spleenwad!

JAMES,
Happy Valentine's Day and

Happy Belated 22nd Birthday.

I Love You.
Love Always,
Shiriey

Carolitu and Grace

(AZJ
Happy Valentine's Day to

two Great Fledges.'

Love, Your Rosebuddies

Wi-

To Paradise,
1988, 1989, 1990; two and a half years, and

counting. It jusl keeps on getting better. You are

so very special, and I love you so much.
Happy Valentine's Day!

With all my love,

Ngozi

I LOVE z
KIM ROOTS

Derek {AZ0)
Hapfry Valcmme's

Day
I love you!

^ , CME (xQxoxJ

Dear Holly
15 months and counting.
You know that I do.

Best, most
and always.

Love, Charlie
>'w

To my Puddin' Head
ril love you 'HI the end

of time and bacid

^JTU, lcls« kiss.

(h^^&^^l meow, meow

GEMS,
Happy Valentine's

Day!

I miss everyone.
F.LAT
lAURIE

^'

Michael (AI<D),
No one makes me

smile the way you do.

Thanks for sharing
yourself with me.

1 love you more than
you'll ever know.

Allison (SK).^

Pam D.
Happy Valentine's Day to the most
beautiful woman I know. Thank you

for a wonderful "one year".

Love, Skip

Linda (AO)
I will always be chere if

you need me. I still Invf

you and I miss you. ^^J^L
TBEAR ^HB

Mark
1 love you very

much, rocks and all

Mary

To Rhonda and
Melissa-

Happy Valentine's Day
From Dan arid

Courtney

c

HAPPY VALENTINES
DAY BUDDYII

I LOVE YOU CSA!
STUSSY

+

Connie,
*

These past few months have been
beautiful and bright; 1 want you to be
part of my life ... I never imagined that
love would feel this way because I

thought 1 was the only one that felt like

this ...and won't you tell me right now.
Will You Marry Me? ,

Love,

Aaron
J

MAD—
Let us live our lives.

Love is the eternal bath.

Together, swimming in the

warmth. .|Ds

iiiWiit^^^^vy;:;

Brian, Babyl
What can I say-but HEY.^

You deserve a medal.
Happy Valentine's (&.

Friends) Day, you trouble
maker. The things I do!
No. You're 2 Hype &.

don't forget It. I hoF>e
things stay cool-Deal?

OK! Clao. babes!-

—Mei
P.S. You better tell me a stoiy-

-If yi knoKV what I meant

^asssa^sBS i5«t«

*

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

szH

—— J.M.
My love for you Is

immeasureable
My respect for you.
immense
You're ageless.

timeless, grace
and fine lace

You're beauty and
elegance

Love, DD.S.

Q HAPPY
r1 VALENTINE'S DAY
\!f RONNIE

\ LOVE ALWAYS
fv||^ FELICIA

^.

Happy ValBBtiM'a Day!

HAPPY VAlZKIINirS
UM. SWEETIO

ONLY 41k MONTHS UKm. WE
SAY

1 <to' • I CAN HABDLY WAER
1 lOVE VOtI
•CWEEHE

DBEAMBIRD,
Two Ik

Forev«

L»i» whmy - yii«r ^d^^ear.

_w^ Vr^-

s



, I

i .

-I I

AMK-
THANK YCXJ FOR
TEACHING ME WHAT
LOVE IS ALL ABOUT.

love edways,
GTY

DOROTHEE. ^

ICH LIEBE DICH SEHlJf^ 4
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 4

LOVE. VICTOR

Q JENN-
ni THAT SMILE THOSE EYES-
V i) I NEVER HAD A CHANCE
\( HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
11 LOVE

«:»S- DAN

Buck.
You will always and for^r

be special to me.
Love, Caroline

Daniel.

Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Jezabelle. Nellie.

Burlioz, Mali. Ocho.
Sunny....and Joady.

TLC -

My mommy said I

could place an ad.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Be mine.

CLT

BRETT!
I LOVE YOU...
TO OUR FIRST

VALENTINE'S DAY.
HERE'S TO MANY

MORE!
LOVE ALWAYS,

PATTY

O^oure tfie greatest.

Love you Cots.

l--^^

KAREN AZ
Will you be my

Valentine?

^ YRB

i3

Dear J.J. (B.B.)

Thanks for an
incredible year!

Here's to many
more.

Lots of love,

Mr. Infuriating

(OAe).

Tfiif.iP,

"RPCKO^—
3 yrs in a raw-wow.'

'I'm g(ad we're 'geuing m
tune' with

each other c^ain'.f

I'U always itme youff

Odours aCufays,

"BZlLLWrO^tKLT .*.

<3^

4Wpor m.c.^ H<Q>py Valentine's Day. ^
Y I l^ve You.flave, mm

^^^^

Thank you for the best
year of my life. I'U

always love you.
-Plark

Christi Peters

You ar^ the only

one that knows the

real me...

Will you be my
Valentine any way?

Love, Tony

Dear Andrea,

Happy
Valentine's Day,

Rabbit. -I love

you very much
and I am the

luckiest guy in

the world to have
met you.

•«
Love,

Adam

Shirlf Audrey
> 61 CaroU
You'll always be
my favorite girls!

Remember, we're
Hying together!

All my love.

Marge

Happy Valentine's Day! This is

the most special Valentine's Day
of my lite t)ecause of you.

Thanks for your love,

understanding, and patience

through all the good and bad

times (mostly good, though).

I Love You!

Love Always,

Eddy

\

To S*Mv^ 4MUt «/«fv-

J€U>4%f4KO

AZ
Tiffany, I am
really happy
that you are

our pledge mom.
Thanks for being

a great one.
Love, Rachael

GEORGE
(Arn)

MIKE (^KL)
BECKET (Zn)
HAZ (HI) *

HAPPY
V-DAY!
^, YLS
KRISTA
(Axn)

brian\
+ m

LBJ
I Jove you both

very much.
You mean the world

to me!
Love, SCRUM and
"11" always, Jen.

Jeannie F. (AEO)
and Henry-
You guys are the t)est big
sis and bro combo any rug
rat could ask for! Here's to

many more good times and
laughs (and NO dorks!)!

I ^ you!
Love,

Debbie A. (AEO)

1h"0 THE "URANIAN-^
V Did you know...? ^
^ ^ "LOTUS B." ^

JIM- J^^^Happy Valentine's Da^
1 know there'll 4
be many'-more!

Love,

ANDREA

#«
««

AZ&DI
Happy Valentine's Day *

You're the greatest! ^^4

If Mooney •*

1 HEY JAKE!
Thanks for being my
bud this past year. I

couldn't ask for a

better friend.

But, you know, I

give it two more
weeks. ^^-^

I Love You, ,^'3@
Roxy ^

DMTMt Dins-Oeng,

RoMs an rwl

INb VIoM h bkm

\i '«a;t

bacajM rm tpandbig Vaiwilirw't

so far «Mv from you.

"iS^
Low Mnyt,
H&M}

Susie (IK):

Happy "AMA*
-Birthdayl

Hope your 21st is

EX-cellenU
Love. Jill & All

John. 1

Es tevi MTIu!
Happy Valentine's Day.

I miss you.

Love Always

:^

Chis Qnsens! ^_ ,

It's 'UaCentine's 'Day

(But I'm no poet).

J (ope you forevtr
And you'd Better f^jiow it!

^^_ Odmu^ •

TGREG K. T
^ WILL YOU EVER BE^
^ MY VALENTINE?1f

.^
To Mike C.'#^^ V-,

This ad good for

one aquarium.

Happy

Valentine's Day.

I Love You

—

"
Jenny

Man pCAA)
To our

sweetheart >

lil sis,

Happy Valentine 'sj

Day!

We love you!

Chiaki and Jean

THY- ^^>^.^^o
HAPPY VALENTlNE'Sr^

^
I wish you all the smiles

in the world >

Be happy. - /
Luv. GTY

Bfian, babyl
>--s*^

Almost 4 mo., eh? 2 Hype! ^^""^
Will you -hode" me? OKI ^«V"Happy Vatentine-s Day. hon

^ya. Mel 4
PS. WiR you lei me a t «

story tonight? Kier #^

iwm4 KsUL rnif}
1 ffe4 WAfUeJi fou to

< kKOW HjA 4Kf t0¥€ ^

BASKETBALL
Jeff" Now that I

have your attention,

Happy Valentine's

Day and Happy
Anniversary.

Love always,

Jennifer

^ MONKEY.M I love you more
1
1 now than ever.

y Here's to another

^1^ wonderful 3 years.
*gR»»Love always. Kath

**) V^^-'tlcJ^
Sa t^ mV« m Um Oil

L0m & ftimiddmf, Sam

T

^- K.W.,
'^^Happy Valentines
^\ Day!
3| Love,

L.M.

Tom
• I love you..

Happy Valentine's Day!

Love, Bim

lArnda,
You will

(AAO)
will always be

my first, and only
Valentine.

Love,
Adam (£<&E)

Thanks to Loiif—

,

JCetrta, 3opttL,
ShtMhin far being

there Jor me
lately. You are aU very

special friends
ana I love uou aU -

Happy Valentine's

Day RITU

<'''^'\J Thanks for being such
^>^ an CD¥€some friend! I'U

Jf miss you next year. Have

Dawn

Frank,

Happy Valentine's
Day *2!

Be Mine Tonight! ^rj!^

Love, Joanne l6^

^ Suzanne S. (AZ)

Jx Happy Valentine's
ifRBj Day to a
mU Qreat Big Sister!

LYLS Blm

Tracey,

It's been a great
two years. Happy
Valentine's Day. I

Love you
- Bub

KN HUU
You said I'd never do

It but I didi Happy
Valentine's Day! Love.

-11

Bubee, yom arr the beet!
I love ytm »o muehl

Happy ValeHiinm'a Dayl
looe eUwtem. wwr Lmil mU^

Lisa (AZ)
I bve my musical

Rosebuddyf
Happy Valentine's Day

-^-Df*^
-%

V'Jen-^ Be my Valentine!

-Richard

Kevin (and Elvis), V'S'?^
These four months have^i^^^::^
been great! May future - 4
months contain Vodka, ^

kidnapping, and ^ ^
dancing. Happy V-dayl ^

-Dani ^

> 'r^

^ Maria and Alyssa y?You Guys are m
^:«^ Happy V.t). Y

San,

I love you, now more
than ever! HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY

ME

..c.:..'

mm Dear "G" (P.S.),* ftS
T We both came from worlds yM apart mm

To share a love straight from ^^M the heart. mm
T Happy Valentine's Day, baby! y

Love, K.

Sweets,
Happy Valentine's Day
You are the best

thing that
has ever happened to usi

Love.

Susan, Smooch 9c Tusli

KISTEN AND PAUL

CONGRATULATIONS

ON YOUR

ENGAGEMENT!

R LOVE,

Y ANDREA AND
fc^j^SHARON

BILL L.:

Roses are red,

Violets are

blue.

You think
you're cool...

but you're not!!

jlk
We ^ ya babe!
—TM & SS

WOLFIE
We'll always

be your
angels!

All

f

love,our
Kris, Sabrina,

Kelly, and Bosley

ALY-I just wanna be
loved is that so

WRONG? Happy
Valentines Day to us,

bdbyi
Love, M LL

Congratulations
on your
promise

Tiffany Fomer
(AAH) (B

to Steve ni
Desmond Y
fondly

Alpha Delta Pi

'^

Emily (BKO)
/t's only me^
your /£/' sis* I

hope you have
a great

Valentine^s Day.
Keep smilin^l

F, L, & T,

__^ Daph

DESPERATELY
SEEKING SOMEONE A
You were in Rio Ritas in TJ ^*
on Saturday February 3rd. ^L

Light blue oxford shirt, shiny ^^
class ring, great smile, with ^h
girlfriend (?), birthday on a
August 26th. Please call ^^

619)697-1527.

JOHN BARMAN
MARGARET BACON

TIM EVANS
JASON GALLIEN

CRAIG GARABEDIAN
BABEHE GIL

ANDREA JONES
SHARON KAYFETZ
JAMES KELLER
TRINH LECONG

STACEY MOONEY
MOJGANSAHEBI
MARK SILVERMAN
HEATHER SMITH
ALLISON TOPLin
DONNA WHOOLEY
iw^ Msmr. FT &

FT ISII

P.S.HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
TRINH. JASON. AND MARGARET!!]

Jeffrey RandeiU: -v-x.>^

You're so special! I J,^^"-^
love you. *« ^

Thanks for being there ^
for me. ^ 41

Happy ValerUiru's Day! '

Loxfey Shiai G. 44

DAN ALLWARDT
Be My Forever Valentine

^c Love, Futie

^Swl '**• located behind your
"favorite" PC.

The Brothers of Beta

Theta Pi would i<e to

wish all Beta Sweethearts

a Happy Valentine's Day

PK: Today's
arithmetic

lesson

(2 of us)

(2 years)=

1 heart x
4ever
Love ya!

^ Happy Valentine's Day
2 ^ Kappa

Ik
4
4

T^
iii«ii«n« r. (r«B).

Men I Who needs 'em?l

(J .K.I) They're prot>ably

In AntAPttna^

Wanna look? I

w YI^ Mallnda

^ . >•



BABY LOO
I love you more that I

ever thought I could.
Snuggling up with you

has made this past

year the warmest and
happiest of my life.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY

I love you Gloria

Boo Boo Loop

1

1

>y^

To Brent at SC
1 love you

anyways!
-Me

krista - AXQ

5^ Happy Valentine's

Day
From your favorite

in Big Bro, HAZ •:

fSPONGER 4
li Baby, you can leave A
^ your hat on ^

Love, Drew

^'9.%>i

Roger-

Thank you for giving mc
ond showing mc what life

^<j is all about- love , laughter,

passion, sharing,

commitment. You are my
dream. Happy Valentine's

Day! I will love you
always.

Claire C^^

To P.C.
Just Wishing You

A Happy
Valentines

Because You're So
Sweet.

Love,
Joe

^ > Panch,
Roses are red, so is wine

without wasting any more time
will you always be
my valentine?
Te amo mucho

"Cardo"

RoUert-
Our love has

lasted through it

all- and I

co;tildn't he
lappier!

I IJpve you!

Chris

Norman, ^
I love you!

Angle

JIMMY,

To a real prince of a guy,"""
,YI!I^ HAPPY VALENTINE'S DA*

f/^g}^(WOO! WOO!)

SARAH

^^^^Dear Josh (A 14)),

The great thing in the
world is not so much
where we stand, as in

what direction we
are moving.

I love you...Forever
Melissa

Happy Valentine's Day to

all the AZ<I> Guys!

k

TINA ALBRIGHT
Your Pimming Swooi eyes,

and Clupmunk Cheeks' '

drive me craiv!

How can I live wichouc you?

—THOR

k
k

^ B.S. Artist
\

games and Diamond Runs; Cobb by
candlelight, trips Down Under and and
Moon-lit strolls under Southerri skies;

secrets, shared moments, battlefields, and
tears...and still we endure...Buon San

Valentino!

Je t'adore, YQUEMMM

••MATT (Bio 10)
' M

^ I want the whole world ^Y *^o know that you WM are MY obsession ^
CASEY T

V--S Heeeyyy... Joe.
Karen, and Dana
Beerbongers, T.J,

The Crate, and
Pornosquirt buddies!!
Friends til! fhe end.

Mich-

Loving you is so easy. If

this is a dream I don't

want to wake up.-

Love, Jim

J
Dear Jenny, Meejin.

Pam & Sindy
Your s^iys are the

BEST roorntes around...
I Love You All!

Happy Valentine's Day!
Marisa

'S

Turtle C,
"Whlneey- I wish there are
some other words to express
my feelings more than this.

^_ Happy Valentine's Day
t^?« Plllbug S.

Ciao Bradley (LO)

Happy hearts day
to the best big

> bro'.

-Scronda

TO my ^^^<:X^honey Lion:
^--^^^-^

I'm glad you're mine.
All my love,

R.

Dearest .

Veronica,

Happy Valentine's

Day!

, Love Always,

Jason

Brooke-
I could not una^pne

Valentine's Day with out
you! Can't wait
until tonight I

Love and all other
indoor sports,

J.

Q For Debra G.
r T] Happy Valentine's Day
\ \\ Sweety!
\/ Your are the soul of

11
my life!

/bsJBK Love Always,
^'cTiT^^"- Michael

r^

y V-Day #2 and
ear anniversary!
w just how to

I it... I love you

__^ Moby

Happy Valentine's C^ 'Pf
Day \ /

Steve-o!!I ''^Z
I love you to the moon

and back-
LHS and lots of K,

Boo

Hey goof-ball Jacob,
Happy V-D!
I Love U!

Don't forget! (S.F.!!)

Love, Susan

if Angie-Sue-

^ I'm not a freak, but I..V like to freak!^ Doot-Doo!

T --Selh

Krista (AXO)

The Match of the 80's

Jhe Love of the 90's

^ Herman (LH)

DANNY,
YANAGIHARA-

^ -YQU MEAN THE
?^W0RLD TO ME!
AND I LOVE YOU
WITH ALL MY HEART!
HAPPY VALENTINE'S :

DAY
^. ROSE .cyt*

\Steve- ^
If you can't keep upT
~— with the -=-==^^

BIGDOGS
stay on the porch! ^
HAPPY VALENTINE'S If

DAY ^
ILY - P.D. If

Pete Dames OX)
Ben Emery (eX)

Mike Comelison (BX)
Happy Valentine's

Day
to the best big

brothers

two girls could ever
have.

^, Nancy & Paula

Congratulations

AAO
New initiates.

You finally made it!

Good luck on
finals

Dearest Mary Frances,

YouVe the best

Jj^thing that has
happened to me
and I love you
with all my heart!

STEVE-O ...

ANTHONY,
How many times

have you been

around the block.^

692.>
Adoringly,

Roger's Friend

P.S. You have such
4

a beautiful profile

is^-
«i.tf

Roses arc red

Violets are blue ^"^^llg
Five more Hershey's KisscsV/'

And I'll be with ^ou

^ Love, D.A.

SWH qfmt CMOS-

H^pp^ V.D.-

J€NNIf€l ASHLEY qiUON

^ Annette,
A You! are wonderful

^ 1 love you

k John

k
k
k

Dear Bobby my Heartthrob
Thanks for filing the emptiness in my life

my little Bro-gle. I've missed you since '

I let you slip away into the darkness.

Withdraw the arrow which you have
thrust into my hearts

Love and Boofs SSiL

Dave G.,
• Let this

part impart
vi^hat still

holds true
\rj the secret within

my heart
My heart that

J^longs^ to^ you

—

'S Mysteree

ROSEMARIE,
Is it a crime that I still Love You? On this, our 5th
Valentine's Day, I give you my heart once again.
Thank you for all the love, warmth and devotion
you've given me. Rose, you are EVERYTHING.

I Love You, TL

Marge, Carol
and Shirl:

Hi! Yeahl
I HATE that!

Oh!

Love,
Audrey

Ted Noble(<E>K^)

Happy Valentine's

Day, stud! I Love you
so much. You're my
' DOMINATING

GREEK GOD!

LOVE always,
Your Admirer

[enrate]AM
My "ABSOLUT"
FAVORITE

SWEETHEARTS!!

V YLS

DANA (Bkiga, ^kay, •te.)

I think I do more...

But I'm willing to

debate it! urtfij

—BRIAN ^

/
^:sDearest

Deanna,
Happy Anniversary and Happy

Valentine's Day.
I Love You Now and Forever

-Russell

Paul, SS^^:a
'Do you want to V^^"'
see my FISH ^

TANK?" ^ 4
LISA «

^

Matt ^ ^

Remember Scotland.^- (frT^'^'y^,
Ceilidhs. V^^^k*^\^J^

Slialiespeare, Tahoc^^'TO V-v
fourteen, snakebite, V_-^0

FYisco. boots and pizza? ^'^^
I sure do.

Happy Valentine's Day!
Rose

HONEEEEEEE!
Happy Valentine's Day!

\c=> . AMY
"= HAPPY
\^ VALENTIISJE'S
11

DAY
fc^^ij^ WILL

"I'm so In love with you,
ril be forever blue..."

-True Blue\»

Love Always, WILD THING

r

I

RicR-
Happy

Valentine's

Day! You're

definitely my
. "buddy."

Love,

Michelle XOXO

HAPPY
VALENTINES

to:

Diem Trang Thai
Nguyen i^^

MDFFINBDTT- |

Just one adventure after
ipinother. I wouldn't change
anything. It's great to be

young and with you.
Love,
PAUI.

M To Henry wherever^
you are at CSULB,^

Y' Thanks for finding a ym friend in me. "You m
? just make me wanna

wrap my arms ar- W
?ound you twice!" Be ^

strong. EverythingW will be okay... I know W
J it will. Em yeu ahn, ^

JAMES BOND,
You know

I LOVE YOU
and Always Will.

BE MY VALENTINE
FOREVER

"Baby, You're the

, Greatest"

Love,
BIRD

VICKI,
Happy Valentine's Day, Honey!

We've made it this far, now we'll never be apart

I Love You!

Love, THUMPER

t^ Pete K.J
You're a stud.

Cbut quit

exercising!!)

Happy
Valentine's Day.

Love,

Happy Valentine's Day,
Alisa!

Rooftop Getaways, Rainy
Sundays, having the

'Relatives' over. etc. You
know the rest. We may
have met irontcally. but
we are more than mere

chance.
Happy Valentine's Day!
P.S. I prefer Reeboks to Boots...

Love, Jon Trog"
(A£<J>)

%

Dear Manisha

Happy Valentine's

Day!-

Love,

Fanjay

T Dear Manisha J
Happy Valentine's^

Day *

Love, m
Martin A

t

THOUGHTS OF YOU,
VISIONS IN BLUE,
THE OCEAN'S
SPARKLE, SOME-
TIMES DEEP,
AND SO YOUR GAZE,
CAN START A BLAZE,
THE WARMTH, I'D

LIKE TO KEEP.
LOVE YOU BLUE CAT

MARK DANIELS
To my sweet romanticist:

sending flowers, buying

candy, drawing hearts...

True it may be silly.

But wtiat's not is the

Love between us-

it just keeps getting

stronger-

Happy Valentine's Day!

Love. EK

Lori,

It's been a
great Two

Q Years
n Happy
u Valentine's

^«^^ Day
Love, Juan

Brent G.!
I want all those

LOZER women to

know you*re mine!

You're my best

friend and I "L"

you. *

Toiii
J

# »

PAUL S.

Happy
Valentine's Day,
my love...will
you be mine?

KATE

MILKY^
T Two Valentirw's Days together.

rrprised? You mean so much to meM
Will you be my Valentine? Y

Love Always,

Dave^

-^

Dear Yuko.
Happy

Valentine's
Day!

You're so sweet.

Love you always,

Don

Boo Boo
Loopi

y^^This is our
//• second
'Jf.' valentine,

xllj We've had

4
k
k
k

iflower _
.Goofy momentsA

and ysome spats, A
But; I'm just A

' .Happy A
you're still •

mine. ^
Love, ^

Baby Loo^t

^i)

iA V DEAREST LISA.
\J//' 'Have a wonderful

%_ Valentine's Day!
You will forever be

my princess,

.and always hold the
key to my heart!

Love Always.
BRADLEY

m Dear Nasaaki,
L It's been 86

J "blissTul days
and I grow to

V Jove you more
^ each day.
••Happy Valentine's!

M Love. Fatti

J P.S. Much T.L.!

3MIKI THOMAS
V6u will always be my

special Valentine

Wuvis
Eric

Marcia Savarese^^
Won't you be rnyJK,/
Valentine??L^

Toucan (in)

Meagan-
One Smile soys

it oil

I Love You
Love.

Michael

->/



Ls.

Dear Scotty,
Roses are red, violets
are blue, "you're my
one and only" on this

Valentines Day!
Love you lots,

Marisa

^ Debra— ^
M Happy Valentine's DaylM

M Love, MT Benjie T

TO:
THE-

GREENFIELD
GIRLS
HAPPY

f^VALENTINES
DAY

LOVE,

Lisa-
This time I

really 'wrote it.

I Love You!
John

Mr. Tony—"^

Will you be my
Valentine? ^
I ^ you! jfp
( Lynn/'^^»

^Dear Dave,
You are so

special to me.
What would I do

without you? Happy
Valentine's Day!

Love, Leeanna

Dawfty
HAPPY 4th

VALENTINE'S
DAT!!!!

I Love Tou.

Stefan

THE GUYS OFi

#12 ^^^Berenice,
Our love is

like a dream,
Please, don't ever let

me wake up.

Alfred.

BABUSHKA (OK^):
Life would be so dull if I

wasn't able to bake cookies
with you.

Happy Valentines Day!

^ Blondie.

J

Dear Lisa and Amanda,
Happy Valentine's Day!

Cant wait to see you
tonight.. .til then...

Love,

Ryan and Todd

Who's the BEST
7 of them all?

BEAGLE (K£)
From the one who knows

Sheer happiness, feeling at A
19 home, it's that "word thing." ^^ love you,miss you.want you, A

i love you (MORE), honey A

if Patty Sauquillo- ft

^ You are the most ^^ beautiful person in ^M the whole wide «aT world!! T

TONIO— .6>

I LOVE YOU WITH ALL MY
HEART AND IF I DONT SEE YOU SOON

TM A^GONNA DIE. ' /

LOVE, ROBBIE

Gracey,
Happy V-day, Sweetie!
On this day I send

•• you my love you
mean the world to me
and now. I'm ready
when you are we
won't go wrong.

^ Love, George .pA'

Yronne, Your love is In

my heart and soul. Thank
you for the love _

I feel. Loving '^'^
you forever. i^^J-^Jk"'))

Stephen ^-

HUNG FUK YU-M^
I LOVE YOU

-ERIK

4

Dear
I'll

Kelly,

always love

you princess,^^^

Yours ;^:'

^ exclusively, ^
I?

James

(X

Dearest Andrew
Thank you for always
being there for me. I^

love you!

Your kitten

-^ Joseph, "^ A*
'}{af>j}y Valtn tine's 'Day, Sir!

if / Love Jou. '3ust 'Because!' #p
^A ^ Sandra yi,> ^L

Scotty,

Surprise! I Love You!

Happy Valentine's Day!

^ Your San Diego

Sweetie

Mindy,
Thank you for coming

into my life and helping

me find the most

precious gift anyone
could receive-

Jesus Christ.

Love, Phillip

fS^ Oargamel,
pH Happy Annlvcrsaryll!
1 II You're still my #1
\'J Valentine!
\( Can I flet my
II -reward" now?!

<>^JlK Love,
il'J . Azrial

Dear Jack,
How about some ice

in a cup? What
about one tor each
hand? Can't wait ~

tor your
reply! Happy

Valentine's Day
Sweetheart!

.'^

Maria
XXX

4

^4

Hey Hitch
Suites "B-
Bldg"—
Happy

Valentine's^
Day!

Love, Your RAs
(Kathy & Brian)

(//^ STEVE- 4ever in your eyes,

1/ -J
just never say goodbye!

^II^J^"^ Always, Ti
BOB-You are so special to me.

1 love you very much!

'Jen

— Stacey Sullivan (KAt
Happy Valentines!

'

Surprised?

UGood luck on midterms
feAa^^ Love, Doug

Gina Butt

Love ya lots

Happy Valentines Day
Ouinn

^^Claudia, '

To a touUy COOL, periorf

thanx far coming to P.C.N.

and everythins else this
past year, it's been greatl

J'Dcaw lamang...*^

--V^*^ Marvin
C^i^j P.S. Thai food?

Xovtf

Dear Rose
Happy Valentine's

Day!
I Love You,

T Raj

L

? Kellz—

2 Finally! A two and a half

year old dream that has

come true! But I never

V dreamed it would be, this

V heavenly!

y lover

If Steve

To my Booby Booty
Biting Allisfator

HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY
V, ur Ice Goddess

SILK
a very special girl

Thinking of you
Happy Valentine's Day

20'R WIJJT

Rick,
Happy
Valentine's Day!

Love,

Christina

bear Tom
Where would I be without you

and your devious ploys?

5>, Thanks for everything...but

•'
Pascal doesn't compare!! Hope

ypu liked breakfast, and

vSmember, Toonces can drive.

" she just doesn't drive very
.

;

well' * * *'

I love you, Shirley*.^.

HERMAN (Zn)

HI! HAPPY V-DAY
LOVE, KRISTA

(AXQ)

To my favorite Rasbeny Danishes

Happy Valoitine's

JIMMY & V-A-^
« •• SARAH, ^^^^gi?
* ^ ^ RDV •» 4

Dear Biff,

I love you with
all my Heart.
Thank you for

the
last five months

Love,
Oombal>wa

Meara

—

This is

too romantic!

Snoogums...Yuk!

Kevin (HL.)

.it^-^

^^

Special K

—

Thanks for being
that sensationally

silly, cuddly,
passionate,

vivacious you!
1 Love You

Tons!! ,^^

ArfT^WtnsAll}}

:r4WD jASOTi

Robert—
1 year ago today...

an evening I'll never

forget.

1 love you.

Lisa

RUSSEL.
Here's wishing you what's

Uafk^and blue and (hopefully) all

over youl Don't... stop!

SARAH

rg^X^f^:^

HAPPY Valentine's Day

Lu-Lu-HeadI
Love,

Boo-boo-ness

Karen Wang (£K)

You are the

BEST big sis ever!

I you sooo much
lvlsTO
Sabrina

To our roomies:

COURTNEY,
LISA, & STEPH.,
^
And you thought

' you wouldn't get
one!

We Love You!!
—MICHELE &

JESSICA

Raquel, Karen
& Elaine

You are the best

Sigma Pi Little

Sisters

Lance

^ristin^
Happy

Valentine's
Day! I love

you

!

Your Dave

Dan,S?Cfv;^
Dreams do comc\x*-^\---^

true wh^ you with
upon a star.

Love,
KT

CHER:
>JEAN-CLAUDE (ZOE)

ye t'aime

beaucoup bebe

Je l^embrasse

DIANNE (rO)

BOZO! I

wuv
U!

Happy
l^alentine^s

Pay

Cathy-
If you send me some sunshine...
Ill send you some snow-
Be my 'tme...Where'd your fork go?

Much love, Stew

to the

FUNKIEST
UCLA

Cheerleader

of ALt!

Melissa
You're the best. The
last three months

have been awesome.
Happy Valentines

Day Q-t

Love,

Trump |r.

r—

-

Dearest Diana,

If you'll be my
Valentine I'll take you...

To Hawaii,

Skiing for a week,

And feed you nothing

but sushi!!

^ What do you say?*-

—

Love,
\2X5^')

Michael
J-Ui

Pat,
5 more weeks ^^i^

until you're a

UCLA Alum.
Let's live it up
these next few

weeks!
Love.

Wanna ride the 'stang?

Go from to 65
in L2 seconds? Maybe

even...break the

speed limit? Here's to

chi-chi's, cha-cha,

shopping, U.P.'s, NoCal
(esp. TSeaches), and

hues better than Teddy
D. Happy V-Day,

Yott Big buff! Love, Jit-

Dan,
Thanks for Disneyland

^nd everything else.

^=v^^^bLove always,

JiJ^ Janet

To the Beautiful

AAA Actives

If you'll be

our valentines

We'll give you

Cj) some Bazooka

__ Love
the Pledges

%

Mister Cutie Sexy,

The funniest person I know.

It's been the bestest year ever.

I love you so much.

Mister

To Victoria: _
My Rum-raisin- "Nasty Girl" I Love You"

from No A/C Raymond

y
To: Nancy^ (Yummy)

My one and only Valentine
I love you Always and forever.

I miss you please hurry back.,__

I'll be waiting for you.

T.Qve, —-

Luis (Mono)

r Brenda,
YouVe made me the happiest
^ luckiest guy in the world!

appy Valentine^s Day Sweetheart

Love,. Chris —

AZ&DI
Happy Valentine's Day
You're the greatest!

Moonev

DEAR LYN,
YOU MAKE EVERYDAY

SPECIAL.
I'LL LOVE YOU. ALWAYS.

YOUR "BABY."

MARIO:
areII nju «iic a warm, caring,

11 wonderful person. Happy
Valentino's Day.

I love you

IRMA

MARGE, AUDREY, AND SHIRL,
Help! It's spreading!

Luv, CAROL

^mFrom E-Rock to

E-wok, Luv rail.

Be my fools you
Valentines.

Love, Alejandra

Maria (FIBO)
Thanks for all your
support. Big sisters

are forever.

LYLS,
Katie

V'
Dear Chara»

rl am touched by every-
thing about you. to our
magic new friendship.

Happy Valentine's

Lots of love,

Matthew

Dear Leeanna,
Happy Valentine's Day.

*

- Love Dave

\

SHINU LADIES:4^<ag -:

Happy Valentines*^

Day!H You girts. # «

are the best! Let's^,

have an

aWesome Quarter!

With Much Love,"

THE GUYS OF
V SHINU ^J^^

V



Mr. X-

You're a stud!

Love, Ms. X

1^

HONEYBUNNY BOB-
From Laguna co Disneyland
to snow, '

~

My heart will be with you
wherever you go.

Love, AMY

9^tfian-

I loVt.

- %s^thtetn

r (A<I>r-'^-^''M3r^Jennifer (AO)
Happy Valentine's Day
to the best Big SisJ

LYLS. Janel (A<I>)

*••-
«« *

'H^ "^poster' Vficioppo: aft
with you. is an

incnSMt adveniun and a gift, you
an my

champion and I tovt yOU.. Sfum^
our to9t

with tU woHd's peopU justifies my
Uft and

ratdnds me tfiat peace is

possiSCt. TfumJc^ you!

Metiss

^^
DUKE.-r
I love you with all my 4

heart— ^ 4
K. ««

A Bitty Ifs hgen

A absolutely A
A incredible! a

^/ hope 0iis never ^
Jl ends. Balloons (T^ .-^.^Mk

^ forever! Kr^
]j|^Happy Valentines^ j/ A.

J Day! W J^ Lovej M- .^
A Mary '^

TO SPS (AKA SMOO)
NO ONFS HEART
IS A FLOOR MAT
BUT THATS HOW

YOITVE TREATED ME.
FM STUPID FOR
STILL CARING.

/

I

Chrls-

Thlnl<ing of you today
and always.

Happy Valentine's
Day. sweettieart.
I love you. Leslie

Jackie,

Idelle Fraser ^7
To one of the most ^

special person's
Tve met in a long
time. There will al-

ways be a special

place for you in

my heart!

Love Ya,
Adrian E.(Ln)

Goddess of War:
wage combat with the

fearless gator on a battle

field of Ice.

The fight will be parad"ice'"

Love, B.8.B.

You've accomplished a lot,

have a great future ahead
and I'm so proud of you! I

am and always will be here

for you if you want to party

of just talk. You're a

wonderful person and
a really special friend.

Friends always

and forever,

Kriss

^t^:^

AZ Pledges,
You're the BEST!!

8l DKZ
the Actives

t^i

Bflly. i^
I got a question...

Will you be my Valentine?

y your Wolfina

vfUYouKHf vNimwe?
^, XNN ttSHLEY

Jason,

You mean
more to me
than words

can ever say.

Happy

I
Valentine s Day!

I
Love, Veronica

TO CALVIN (AKA JOHN P.)
^

^
HEDRICK 6N!

Happy
Valentine's

. Day!
I love you guys,
You're the best!

Thanks for

everything!

-JS (636)

^ Julie Lieberman-

Y Happy Valentine's Day Princess,w
mm I love you very much! ^

Your "stud monster," Y

To my
Sugar

I Bulb you!!

Happy
Valentine's ^^

Day *>^-^

From your
Pumpkin!!

G Teddybecrt" y
Cheers to a charming

tunny, caid very
speckil guy.

Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Num

JorvJon,

To th« phibsophical Bcliicmlan
of kniTMnM proporUonf: May you
groM^ wtth no ont u you grovwt

—Yo-«»mlli

WILL YOU BE MINE?
LOVE ALWAYS, HOBBES

(AKA LINDA S.)

ex Chris: W
•pHappy two years plus... Here's to a Happy ValenUnestiX day and more happy anniversaries X

I love you! Andi

Kelly
You're the greatest.

Don't ever change.

Love.

Khar

MARK,
I Love You

and Miss You!
BETH

Christina, >;^:
"Forever Ineffable,,.''

Michael

Patrick,
Thanks for all those
times we've shared,
especially for our talks.

May we cx)ntinue to

grow in Him together.
Happy Valentine's Day!

Thanking Him for you,
^ Sunny

P.S. Just to let

you know how
much i care...

Jason,

Happy
Valentine's

Birthday

Anniversary!

Love,

Janel

JOE KAPP (ZTD:

HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY AND HERE'S TO

2^h WEEKS
(AND MANY ^

MORE>l
HUGS &
KISSES.

LIZ

»v

,0^^"^

•a

1.,

Daily Bruin Sports
^

A secret note for some special loved ones
Take this, down slowly, if you

will. ^
Hold me presses, this is a big

one.

As we speak, the entire social

fabric of this nation is crumbling,
right before our very eyes.

No longer will the autumn be a
sole domain of the rabid collegiate

football fan, nestled comfortably
in his Lazy-Boy recliner.

Keeping tabs on the national

scene from the convenient remote
control could be a thing of the past,

come 1991.

So get ready.

^ Due to a new contract between
the College Football Association
and ABC Television, there will be
fewer football contests on national
television. Now, since they aren't

part of the CFA, the Pac-10 and
Big- 10 conferences already have a
mutual contract with ABC.
On a given Saturday as the

present system works, a virtual

plethora of football frolics grace
the television system from
coast-to-coast. UCLA takes on
Michigan in an early season
slniggle at the Rose Bowl, and the
entire nation can enjoy hearing

"Sons of Westwood" and "Hail to

the Victors Valiant" as they watch
the contest

Rolling on to 1991, the chances
of that contest and those songs
going national are probably slim
and none.

ABC, along with ESPN, wiU
now be the sole network televising

on a national basis, so" the new
buzzwords around the couch pota-
to set just may be regionalization

Out of the Pen

Chris
Koutures
and syndication.

Now, if you live in the West and
have an appreciation for Pac-10
football, life will still be grand.
"Auburn and Florida, right

now—that would almost definitely

be on a national basis with the CBS
agreement," said Dalis."

Now, let's tum to that subject of
syndication.

Don't think that the big boys at

ESPN and ABC wiU hold all the
best cards in the new football

television deal.

Local television syndicators can
opt to purchase the rights to
games—much as Prime Ticket
docs for UCLA and USC football.

But there is a cost here also.

If you got cable, great If not,

well, the leaves usually do need
raking in the fall. But there is a

bigger problem tp this increasing

regionalization.

Zones of exposure will be
established, which could have
quite a detrimental effect on
recruiting, especially at a school

like UCLA, which prides itself on
a national effort.

The new contract won't hurt at

the pockeibook, though—most
schools will still see the samej.
amount of money. Except Notre
Dame.
The Fighting Irish jumped ship

and signed with NBC, command-
ing a large sum of the green (no

pun intended) in the process.

So the only person really hurting

is that average fan, who won't be
able to study national geography
any more during those fall months.
Maybe he'll start attending

more games—as is one of the

intents of limiting the television

exposure—but no matter what, this

new contract will still be a harbin-
ger of big change.

We'll see this year how the

baseball agreement works out

—

once the terms ground-out and
strike-out replace lock-out on the
national scene.

And we'll get another year to
enjoy unbridled football enthu-
siasm before the bell tolls.

All in all, it sounds like a
potential monopoly here.

And the last lime I liked that
word, I had three hotels on
Boardwalk and my brother landed
there.

Hey, maybe we should start

taking up that game again.

Spikers Long for home sweetheart
By Rodger Low
Stali Writer

Normally, when a team is on the road for long
periods of time, there is a tendency for it to lose its

edge and competitive energy. «
But for the UCLA men's volleyball team, the

t^posite is true. . :^.

The last time the Bruins played a home match was
on the last day ofJanuary, when they sweptUC Irvine

out of Pauley Pavilion. All of February has gone by
and UCLA has yet to set foot in Pauley, and won't for
another week yet

Al Scates and his top-ranked Bruins hop down the
405 to take on No. 5 Long Beach State at the Beach's
University Gym at 3:30 in a rare afternoon match.
Long Beach is one of the WIVA 's top young teams

.

of the Harry Wilson Division, sporting a record of 8-2

(3-0 in WIVA play). At the front of the 49er attack
are five of six starters from a team that came together
at the end of the 1989 season.

In its last three matches last season. Long Beach
knocked off all three No. 1 teams of the year-
Hawaii, Stanford, and UCLA.

This season, the 49ers have picked up right where
they left off, winning their first three league matches,
including wins over strong Loyola and Northridge
teams.

Junior middle blocker Brett Winslow was just
named the WIVA player of the week for his 34-kill,

16-block performance in Long Beach's two matches
last week.

Junior setter Ryan . Mennealy has had a solid
offense to go to in 1990. As a team, the 49ers have the
nation's ninth-leading kill average at .295, while
averaging just under 20 kills a game.

PAULEY; For Schindler, it's been 2S yeais of glory
-from page 50 ^ ~ ~~ ~"

to a ballet," Schindler explained.

"You knew the little guy was going
to dribble around everyone and the

big guy was going to get the ball

down low and tum and shoot.

"You knew they were going to

win the game, that was a given. It

was a matter of going to see how
well they would execute."

Schindler has had a unique

perspective on the 25 years of
Pauley Pavilion—from the base-

line, just to the side of the

basket—which explains somewhat
why he does not remember a lot of
games in detail.

"You don't really see the game
(as a photographer). It's different

from what the fans see. You have a

narrow focus when you're looking

through a lens—you don't see

someone breaking away or taking

a pass.

**rve taken friends down to the

baseline so they could see what it

was like, but they usually move up
into the stands because they want
U) see the game.

"John Wooden used to sit way
.
up in the comer during practice,"

Schindler said, "He would watch
things from up there so he could

see the whole court and all the

players. If the fans really want to

see, say, a football game, they

should get as high up as possible,

then they'll know who is getting

the pass even before the defensive

backs do.

"Down on the field, or on the

floor, you don't really sec," he
concluded.

Does he ever get excited during
a big game?

"In basketball, there's an adre-

naline rush sometimes," Schindler

said. "I try not to, it's an interfer-

ence. I don't really like it when a

photographer is cheering next to

me, that's not really doing your
job."

Schindler, however, admitted

that "Sometimes, every once in i

while, I'll say, 'that was a great

shot.' Usually, though, when the

camera is in f^nt ofmy face, there

is something between me and^thc
game. With the camera down, I'm
a spectator, with the camera up,

I'm not a fan."

One of Schindler' s duties with
ASUCLA photography is to take

pictures of medial procedures,

including operations. "When I'm
.*

V
o

filming, even the bloodiest surgery
doesn't bother me. If I didn't have
the camera in front of me, I'd

probably be sick to my stomach.
According to Schindler, one of

the best aspects of his job is getting
to know the many fine athletes

associated with UCLA sports over
the years, with one in particular
standing out.

"UCLA just seems to attract

warm, caring people. The players
are more than just athletes—they-
're people who care."

Some 20 years ago, when
Schindler's wife, Gloria, was sick
and in the UCLA Medical Center,
basketball star Mike Warren went
out of his way to visit her.

"He brought her candy and
flowers," Schindler warmly
recalled. "He and I had tolked a
few times about cameras because
he ws^terestMl in photography,
but he went to see her. It really

cheered her up. I still keep in

touch, and low to him in tennis
because of that.

"This school will always attract
the Mike Warrens of the world. If I

had a son or daughter, I'd want
them to come here.

•V
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look at 25 years 6f Pauley, but from
By Michael Bartiett

Contributor

The construction of Pauley
Pavilion, the rolled-up program of
John Wooden, the sky hook ofLew
Alcindor (now Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar), the domination on the

boards by Bill Walton—a 25-year
legacy—all captured on film by a

dedicated photographer.

You've seen his pictures on
promotional posters for UCLA
sports. If you really did read the

Sports Illustrated Swimsuit issue,

that was his picture of those

legendary figures of Bruin Basket-
ball.

Norm Schindler has watched
Pauley Pavilion grow up. He has

seen the legends play. He has

attended nine of the 10 NCAA
basketball championship games
that UCLA has won.
Norm Schindler has more than a

U^ophy case, mwe than a stack of

photo albums—he has a lifetime of

memories.

"It was just awesome to be
there, it was just a tremendous
experience," recalls Schindler.

Asked to come up with a

favorite Pauley iPavilion game or

moment, Schindler replied, "I

can't pin down one thing or one
game. The whole thing, when you
look back, was tremendous."

Schindler began his job with
ASUCLA photography in March
of 1964—just before UCLA won
the first of what would be 10

basketball national champion-
ships.

"Pauley Pavilion was just a hole
in ihc ground back then," Schind-
ler laughed.

"One of my early assignments

was a kidney transplant in the

morning—one of the fir§t ones that

was being dogp at the timer—^nd
then a baseball game in the

afternoon. After that, I knew I

wanted to stay here. The diversity

of UCLA is something else."

As one might imagine, Schind-

ler does have special memcKies of

the glory years of UCLA basket-

ball.

Schindler was taking photos the

night Pauley opened—and saw the

Lew Alcindor-led freshman team
soundly defeat the UCLA varsity,

which was tanked No. 1 in the

nation by the preseason px)lls.

"It was exciting. I wasn't aware
of the game's historical implica-

ticMis at that time, only in retros-

pect. I don't think anyone was

continued. "You knew he'd turn

and hit the skyhook. After his

talking dynasty or franchise at the sophomore year, they had to

time," Schindler said. outlaw the stuff (dunk). He was

"Alcindorwas easy to shoot," he J"st so dominant"

Schindler explained that he does
have a favorite i5hoto, one of
Alcindor ^ith a net around his

neck and his arm around Wooden,
celebrating a National Champion-
ship.

Other details Schindler remem-
ber^ about Alcindor's reign was
the way everything revolved
around him. *The other guys on the

team just passed the ball to him and

he shot You could see them come
down and say, *shouId I shoot or

should I pass it in to him,' and they

would pass."

In contrast, today's game is

much more difficult for a sports

photographer to keep on top of.

"Today, they pass the ball

around a lot, and everybody's so

quick. You have to watch five

guys—any one of whom can
shooL"

Schindler saw Bill Walton as

being on the same level a^ Alcin-
dor, with the entire game centered
on him. He also recalls Bill

Walton's trademark outlet passes
that started the devastating UCLA
fast break. As ^Schindler put it,

"Walton was unbelievable."

So, just what was it like to watch
a basketball program that was as
utterly dominating as Wooden 's

teams were? After all, Alcindor's
teams went 88-2 and won three

championships in his three years,

and the Walton Gang in the 1971-
72 season went 30-0 and
smothered opponents by an aver-
age winning margin of 30.3 points

per game, a virtually unbreakable
NCAA record. What did the fans
come to sec?

"Going to a UCLA basketbaU
game in those days was like going

See PAULEY, page 49

Norm Schindler remembers the moments of Pauley Pavilion. Here is the construction in 1965.

Norm Schindtef
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Paul Ellis
They said the UCLA baseball

team was not supposed to hit this

year, but apparenUy nobody told

catcher Paul Ellis. With the potent
bat of Ellis in their aluminum
arsenal, the Bruins have been
unstoppable—posting their best

start since 1982.

Ellis has been on fire lately, with
15 RBI and five home runs in the

last five games. Becoming a one-
man scoring machine, he has
knocked in nearly half of the 4C
Bruin rws in the last five games.
The junior catcher was batting ar
impressive .323 through Sunday,
with the team-leading marks of six

home runs and 15 RBI. He J^s
already matched his 1989 home
run total.

Yesterday against UC Irvine,

Ellis crushed two homers and
picked up five RBI in the Bruins'
13-10 win.

Last Thursday against South
Alabama, Ellis crushed a three-run

homer and banged an RBI single to

help the Bruins pull out a ninth-

inning 6-5 victory. Ellis continued
on the warpath over the weekend
against Pepperdine. Sunday
against the Waves, Ellis pounded a
towering three-run dinger to seal

an 8-4 victory for UCLA.
One of the few Bruin ballplayers

to come from outside of the
Southland, Ellis starred in both
football and baseball at San
Ramon Valley High School in San
Ramon (east of Oakland). He was
the Northern California and East
Bay Player of the Year as a senior
in 1987.

—Terry White

Paul Ellis

Baseball Junior, catcher

Currently leads the Bruins with six

home runs and 19 RBIs.

UCLA Sports INFO

Homered In four of the last five

games.

Has hit five home runs prior to this

season at UCLA.

Kristin Stoudt

Swimming Sophomore

Won the 50 and 100 yard freestyle

and 800 yard free relay against
use.

Holds top Bruin times in the 50 and
1 00 yard freestyle and 1 00 yard fly.

Tied for second on club last year
with six multiple RBI games.

^
y

UCLA's only returning five-event

All-American.

Holds UCLA individual school
record in the 100 yard-^ly.

.^2^

Kristin stoudt
All during week's prctice the

words "beat 'SC" were visible in
bold letters on their swim caps, and
UCLA sophomore swimmer Kris-
tin Stoi^dr^s a major factor in

making Uios^words ring true aSs
the Bruiite defeated the Trojans,
86-54, "Sffhirday.

Stoudt, who has been UCLA's
premiere butterflyer/sprinter since
she came to blue and gold waters
last year, once again upheld the
Bruins' tradition of sprinting for-
titude.

In the final 800-yard free relay,

Stoudt swam a lead off split that
would pace her team to a 7:32.60
win over the cross-town rival.

But first, Stoudt had splashed in

and out of the water in just 23.86
seconds to beat USC's sprinting
shark Lisa Dorman in the 50-yard
freestyle and earn winning points
for the Bruins. But that's not
surprising—ever since her fresh-
man debut, Stoudt has been pulling
out top finishes almost every time
she dives off the blocks.

And Stoudt did get on the blocks
once more that day against USC. In
ithe 100-yard free, the sophomore
All-American would touch the .

wall in no more than 50.52 for the
win. Not only was that time her
season^s best, but it is also the
Bruins' top time in the event.

Stoudt holds two other of the
teams' top times this year. In the
50-yard free, Stoudt recently*
clocked in at 23.69, and in the
100-yard fly, Stoudt recenUy
swam a 56.15 ince.

•^

—Tom White
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Sports
UCLA netters flirt with a love affair

•^'

By Laurl Lappin

SXaii Writer

After trouncing the Big West San Jose State men's tennis

squad 8-1 in yesterday's match-up, the Bruins increased

their overall season's record to a perfect 9-0.

The Spartans (1-2) were virtually no comp)etition for the

Bruins—especially in the bottom half of the lineup.

At No. 4 singles, sophomore Bill Barber walked over his

opponent Mauricio Cordova 6-1, 6-0 working around his

overpowering serve to take the offensive.

Freshman Jason Sher pulled out all stops against No. 5
Spartan Matt Laakas—defeating him with a quick 6-0, 6-0

victory, while teammate Mark Quinney treated San Jose's
No. 6 player Toby McElravey quite the same—also serving
him a pair of bagels 6-0, 6-0.

Things weren't as easy on the first three courts.
To begin with, sophomore Bill Behrens literally ran into

trouble as he changed directions too fast and turned his
ankle early in the firsts^ He was then /orced to retire at 2-1
to his opponent Billy Ball. w

At No. 1 singles, Jason Netter breezed past Spartan Mike
Chinchiolo 6-1 in the first set, but was given more of a fight
in the next Netter pulled ahead at 4-1 and from there on it

was a question as to who could hold serve. Netter ultimately
won the second at 7-5.

Ar No. 2 singles, M^ Knowles remained patient as he
worked his way into the net against Spartan Brian Eagle
finally downing his rival 6-3, 6-1.

UCLA's No. 1 tandem of Barber and Quinney
overjiowercd Chinchiolo and Cordova 6-3, 6-3, whUe
teammates Knowles and Bissell finally overcame San
Jose's No. 2 duo of Eagle and BaU 6-2, 7-6 (7-4).

Finally at No. 3 doubles, Wendell paired up with
Copeland to knock out Spartans Laakas and McElravey 6-

1, 6-0.

"It wasn't much of a test except for Jason at No. 1," head
coach Glenn Bassett "This weekend's competition really
will tell how we're doing."

Wilson, wrist have felling out

ALBERT SOONGTOaHy Bruin

Trevor Wilson, here shooting lefty, is still hamperedbya sore
right wrist.

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

I

Never has CMie wrist meant so
much to so many.
The wrist belongs to wie Trevor

Wilson, a senior forward on the

UCLA basketball team, and since

the Bruins' loss to USC 13 days
ago, that wrist hasn't been the

same.

With 13:15 left in the first half

against the Trojans, Wilson went
down on his right side, spraining

his right wrist and -bruising his

back. Since the incident, Wilson
has been a different i^yer.

"It affects my whole game
pretty much," WilscMi said yester-

day. "It's just real weak."
Before the USC game, Wilson

was averaging 19.1 points per
game and 10 rebounds per game,
^ince the injury, he's scoring J^

ppg and grabbing 7.3 rpg.

One who's most interested in

the Wilson's condition, head coach
Jim Harrick, has noticed the drop
in the All Pac-10 forward's perfor-

mance. "Wilson has really gotten

the edge off his game since he fell

down at 'SC," Harrick said at his

weekly press conference yester-

day.

"That wrist is really bothering

him. It's something that needs time
to heal."

Finding time for the healing

process will be a tough task for

Harrick now that the No. 23 Bruins

are in the home stretch of the

conference race. UCLA (9-3, 16-

5) almost has to win its six

remaining games to have a shot at

the Pac-10 Utle.

However, Harrick has still

entertained the thought of resting

his standout this week against Cal
(Thursday) and/or Stanford
(Saturday). "I've even thought
about giving him the week off, but
I don't know whether or not I'm
going to do that," Harrick said. "I

really don't want to overemphas-
ize that, but I want to mention it"

Wilson admitted that he would
have mixed reactions about riding

the bench. "There is the good and
bad, positives and negatives,"

Wilson said.

"It would be a good thing if I

rested this week," he continued.

But. as Wilson said, he may be
needed in a tough situation. "You
never know what can happen,"
Wilson added.

According to trainer Tony Spi-

no, Wilson is currently wearing a
splin^ and being treated with
whirlpool, ultrasound, muscle sti-

mulation, exercise and ice. But
even with all of medical science on
his side, one fact remains: Until

Wilson rests, he won't get better.

"I'm just going to have to play in

pain until it heals," Wilson said.

Interestingly, Wilson noted that

his wrist feels better when he's
playing than during practice.

"When you're in a ganoe, some-

times it helps," he said. "You get

caught up in the emotions and your

adrenalin starts flowing."

But Harrick doesn't have to be a

biochemistry expert toknow that if

Wilson's wrist is strong, the

Bruin's chances in th^ heat of the

Pac- 10 race are that mtich stronger

"If we can get Wilson healthy, I

think we'll be in good shape,"

Harrick said.

The shape of things to come in

the Pac-10 was also a topic of
conversation at Harrk:k's weekly
luncheon. And now that the Bruins

have 6rojpp&l into third place in the

conference, the shape has been
sliRhtly altered.

This weekend, OSU travels to

the Washington schools for a pair

against the bottom two teams in the

Pac-10. And, as Harrick said, the
Beavers may be caught unaware.
"Everybody in the country in some
league . . . somebody's gotten
upset," Harrick said. "Maybe it's

time for them to get upset some-
where along the way.

The scenario: UCLA wins all of
it's remaining games (including at

Oregon State), Arizona loses to

either Stanford or Cal and Oregon
State loses in Arizona.

The result: UCLA, because of
its two wins against OSU this

season, wihs the Pac-10 and is the
number-one seed in the conference
tournament

::j

Spring turns fancy to thoughts of baseball
By Jeff impefato

CHARLES COOLEY

Mannia Adams

Contributor

The 20th-ranked UCLA baseball team, coming off yesterday's 13-10
win against UC Irvine, faces the University of San Diego tonight at

Jackie Robinson Stadium at 6 p.m.
The Bruins, (9-1), hope to win this last preseason game before

beginning conference play on Friday against Stanford. S6 far, UCLA
has enjoyed its best preseason performaiKe since 1982, racking up
outstanding numbers in all categories. The Bruins have outscwed the

opposition 71-38, while sporting a, .288 team batting average. The
pitching staff boasts a collective 2.25 ERA over 80 innings and has held

its opponents' overall batting average to .222.

The team's great stats have been bolstered by individual

performances. Catcher Paul Ellis, who went into yesterday's game on
fire (.323, 3 HR, 14 RBI as of Tuesday), has been an offensive entity for

die Brains. Yesterday against UCI. he hit another two dingenand drove
in five RBI.

First baseman Chris Pritchett (.360. 2 HR, 8 RBI) and Mannic Adams
(.353, 1 HR, 2 RBI) have also been prolific producers

On the mound, John Sutherland (3-0, 1.50 ERA> us oil lo a blazing
start. Last week's Pac-10 Player of the Week ha^ recorded 13 sinkouir
and only three walks in 18 innings of wotk. Sutherland is mptrwii lo
rest until Friday's outing against Stanford, so he alKNildn't Mt aoiAoii
tonight. Bruin hurler Scott Schanz (1-0 2.40 ERA), Will |MBlM|My |||
the start this evening.

The Bruins hope that their powerful offi«n«ivA

will enable them to put away USD tonight

bers of the West Coast Conference, whict lAg*
Lofna and St. Mary's colleges. The s .g bru

y (C
highest-caliber team USD hat faced itirn, lar

•*' f
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Baseball is reel hot

In late action yesterday, the UCLA baseball

team (9-1) outslugged UC Irvine, 13-10, in

Irvine. Paul Ellis hit two homers and Chris

PritcheU bangicd one, lifting UCLA from a 10-9

deficit in the eighth. Dave "Wild Thing"
Zancanaro (1-OXpicked up the victory^— -

Hooking up
Some of the nation's top high school football

talents begin their relationships with UCLA
today, the first day that recruits are able to sign

formal letters-of-intent with colleges and univer-

sities. For a rundown of UCLA signees, see

-KHQorrow's Daily Bruin. • ^
;

Affair with Pauley
Photographer Noirn Schindler h^s watched the

growth of Pauley Pavilion from a uiuqui

perspective—behind the camera lens. In ti^c

latest installment of Pauley at 25, Michael
Bartleu talks with a man who's ^v^^ni^d the

shrine on fikn. '^- —
^ . See page 50
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